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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
FIRST SESSION, 1947

Public
Law

1 --- Officers and employees, Senate and House of Representatives.
JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to officers and employees of
the Senate and House of Representatives -____

2 --- Internal Revenue Code, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION Ex-
tending for fifteen months the period of time during which al-
cohol plants are permitted to produce sugars or sirups simul-
taneously with the production of alcohol ----------

3 --- Certain Senate employees, salaries. JOINT RESOLUTION Re-
lating to the salaries of certain Senate employees -- -__

4 --_ Standing committees of the Senate, clerical staffs. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Providing for a more effective staff organization for
standing committees of the Senate______________________

5 ___ National Service Life Insurance Act, 1940, amendments. AN
ACT To amend the National Service Life Insurance Act of
1940, as amended -_____________-__________.______

6 --- U. S. Maritime Commission, carrier service. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To continue the authority of the Maritime Commission
to operate vessels until July 1, 1947-_____________-- - - -

7 --- Internal Revenue Code, amendments. JOINT RESOLUTION
Granting, in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes, deduc-
tions for contributions to the United Nations---__________-

8 -_- Foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest. AN ACT To authorize
the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with the Govern-
ment of Mexico in the control and eradication of foot-and-
mouth disease and rinderpest --------.__-______--_-__---_

9 -- Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission, report. JOINT
RESOLUTION To amend the Act of August 9, 1946 (Public
Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress), for the purpose of allow-
ing the Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission ad-
ditional time in which to prepare and to submit its report to
the Congress--------- -- -

10 _-- San Carlos irrigation project, Ariz. JOINT RESOLUTION To
authorize the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District,
Arizona, to drill, equip, and acquire wells for use on the San
Carlos irrigation project --..--- -- -___.____-_________-

11 ___ Los Angeles, Calif. conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Los Angeles,
California, an easement for construction and operation of a
storm drain in and under certain Government-owned lands
situated in that city -----____ __________________________

12 _-- U. S. Maritime Commission, water transportation service for
Alaska. JOINT RESOLUTION To authorize the United
States Maritime Commission to make provision for certain
ocean transportation service to and from Alaska until July 1,
1948, and for other purposes -----------------___________

13 --__ Central of Georgia Railway Company, conveyance. AN ACT To
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Central
of Georgia Railway Company an easement for railway pur-
poses in certain Government-owned lands situated in Bibb
County, Georgia -----------------------------------_

14 -__ Switzerland, claims. AN ACT To authorize the payment of
$425.88 by the United States to the Government of Switzer-
land ----------------------------------------------

15 _-- Federal Firearms Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Federal Firearms Act ----------------------_-----______
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Date

Jan. 31, 1947___

Feb. 1, 1947__-

Feb. 19, 1947__-

Feb. 19, 1947--

Feb. 21, 1947___

Feb. 26, 1947___

Feb. 26, 1947__-

Feb. 28, 1947-_-

Mar. 7,1947-_-

Mar. 7,1947-_-

Mar. 7, 1947__-

Mar. 7,1947___

Mar. 7,1947-_-

Mar. 10, 1947___

Mar. 10, 1947___
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS 
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME 

THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 

FIRST SESSION, 1947 
Public 
Law 

Officers and employees, Senate and House of Representatives. 
JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to officers and employees of 
the Senate and House of Representatives 

Internal Revenue Code, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION Ex-
tending for fifteen months the period of time during which al-
cohol plants are permitted to produce sugars or sirups simul-
taneously with the production of alcohol  

Certain Senate employees, salaries. JOINT RESOLUTION Re-
lating to the salaries of certain Senate employees  

Standing committees of the Senate, clerical staffs. JOINT RESO-
LUTION Providing for a more effective staff organization for 
standing committees of the Senate  

5 ___ National Service Life Insurance Act, 1940, amendments. AN 
ACT To amend the National Service Life Insurance Act of 
1940, as amended  

U. S. Maritime Commission, carrier service. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To continue the authority of the Maritime Commission 
to operate vessels until July 1, 1947  

Internal Revenue Code, amendments. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Granting, in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes, deduc-
tions for contributions to the United Nations  

Foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest. AN ACT To authorize 
the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with the Govern-
ment of Mexico in the control and eradication of foot-and-
mouth disease and rinderpest 

Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission, report. JOINT 
RESOLUTION To amend the Act of August 9, 1946 (Public 
Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress), for the purpose of allow-
ing the Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission ad-
ditional time in which to prepare and to submit its report to 
the Congress  

10 ___ San Carlos irrigation project, Ariz. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
authorize the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District, 
Arizona, to drill, equip, and acquire wells for use on the San 
Carlos irrigation project  

11 ___ Los Angeles, Calif., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of the wavy to convey to the city of Los Angeles, 
California, an easement for construction and operation of a 
storm drain in and under certain Government-owned lands 
situated in that city  

12 ___ U. S. Maritime Commission, water transportation service for 
Alaska. JOINT RESOLUTION To authorize the United 
States Maritime Commission to make provision for certain 
ocean transportation service to and from Alaska until July 1, 
1948, and for other purposes  

13 ___ Central of Georgia Railway Company, conveyance. AN ACT To 
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Central 
of Georgia Railway Company an easement for railway pur-
poses in certain Government-owned lands situated in Bibb 
County, Georgia 

14 ___ Switzerland, claims. AN ACT To authorize the payment of 
$425.88 by the United States to the Government of Switzer-
land  

15 ___ Federal Firearms Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Federal Firearms Act  
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law

16 ___ Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, amendments. AN ACT
To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of June
25, 1938, as amended, by providing for the certification of
batches of drugs composed wholly or partly of any kind of
streptomycin, or any derivative thereof, and for other pur-
poses--- -------------------------------------------

17 --- Excise Tax Act of 1947. AN ACT To continue in effect certain
war excise tax rates, and for other purposes --------------

18 --- American Telephone and Telegraph Company, conveyances. AN
ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to
American Telephone and Telegraph Company an easement for
communication purposes in certain lands situated in Virginia
and Maryland -------------------------

19 --- Virginia Electric and Power Company, conveyance. AN ACT To
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant and convey to
the Virginia Electric and Power Company a perpetual ease-
ment in two strips of land comprising portions of the Norfolk
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, and for other purposes----

20 --- Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making
appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appro-
priations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other
purposes -------------------_------_--_---------------

21 ___ Military personnel, travel allowance accounts. AN ACT To pro-
vide for payment and settlement of mileage and other travel
allowance accounts of military personnel --------------___

22 -__ Foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest, appropriation. JOINT
RESOLUTION Making an appropriation for expenses incident
to the control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and
rinderpest --------------- _____

23 -_- Settlement of Mexican Claims Act, 1942, amendment. JOINT
RESOLUTION Amending the Settlement of Mexican Claims
Act of 1942 to provide for the consideration of any claim de-
cided by the General Claims Commission in which the United
States filed a petition for rehearing --------------- -

24 -- Rubber. JOINT RESOLUTION To strengthen the common
defense by maintaining an adequate domestic rubber-producing
industry ------------ - - - - .

25 -- Deficiency appropriations, 1947. JOINT RESOLUTION
Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain ap-
propriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for
other purposes-------------------___ ..--________._.

26 --- Office of Selective Service Records, establishment. AN ACT To
establish an Office of Selective Service Records to liquidate
the Selective Service System following the termination of its
functions on March 31, 1947, and to preserve and service the
Selective Service records, and for other purposes------------

27 --_ Coast Guard, waiver of compliance with certain laws. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing the Commandant of the United
States Coast Guard to waive compliance with the navigation
and vessel-inspection laws administered by the Coast Guard -

28 --- Navigation and vessel inspection laws, suspension. AN ACT To
provide for the suspension of navigation and vessel inspection
laws, as applied to vessels operated by the War Department,
upon the termination of title V, Second War Powers Act, 1942,
as amended. .. __________ -- -- - -- - -

29 --- First Decontrol Act of 1947. AN ACT To extend certain powers
of the President under title III of the Second War Powers
Act------ ---- --- ----....-

30 -- Sugar Control rtension Act of 1947. JOINT RESOLUTION
To extend the powers and authorities under certain statutes
with respect to the distribution and pricing of sugar, and for
other purposes- --------------_-- ---.--- ---.-- -..

31 --- Boy Scouts of America, loan of War Department equipment for use
at World Jamboree. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of
War to lend War Department equipment and provide services
to the Boy Scouts of America in connection with the World
Jamboree of Boy Scouts to be held in France, 1947; and to
authorize the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to provide
exemption from transportation tax; and further to authorize
the Secretary of State to issue passports to bona fide Scouts
and Scouters without fee for the application or the issuance of
said passports -------------------------.---------------
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Apr. 14,1947-_- 87
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Vi LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS 

Public 
Law 
16 ___ Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, amendments. AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of June 
25, 1938, as amended, by providing for the certification of 
batches of drugs composed wholly or partly of any kind of 
streptomycin, or any derivative thereof, and for other pur-
poses  Mar. 10, 1947_ _ _ 11 

17 ___ Excise Tax Act of 1947. AN ACT To continue in effect certain 
war excise tax rates, and for other purposes  Mar. 11, 1947___ 12 

18 ___ American Telephone and Telegraph Company, conveyances. AN 
ACT To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company an easement for 
communication purposes in certain lands situated in Virginia 
and Maryland   Mar. 21, 1947_ _ _ 13 

19 ___ Virginia Electric and Power Company, conveyance. AN ACT To 
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant and convey to 
the Virginia Electric and Power Company a perpetual ease-
ment in two strips of land comprising portions of the Norfolk 
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, and for other purposes_ _ _ _ Mar. 21, 1947_ _ _ 14 

Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making 
appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appro-
priations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other 
purposes   Mar. 22, 1947_ _ _ 14 

21 ___ Military personnel, travel allowance accounts. AN ACT To pro-
vide for payment and settlement of mileage and other travel 
allowance accounts of military personnel  Mar. 26, 1947_ _ _ 23 

22 ___ Foot-and-mouth disease and rinder pest, appropriation. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Making an appropriation for expenses incident 
to the control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and 
rinderpest  Mar. 27, 1947__ 24 

23 ___ Settlement of Mexican Claims Act, 1942, amendment. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Amending the Settlement of Mexican Claims 
Act of 1942 to provide for the consideration of any claim de-
cided by the General Claims Commission in which the United 
States filed a petition for rehearing  Mar. 28, 1947_ _ _ 24 

24 ___ Rubber. JOINT RESOLUTION To strengthen the common 
defense by maintaining an adequate domestic rubber-producing 
industry  Mar. 29, 1947_ _ _ 24 

25 ___ Deficiency appropriations, 1947. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain ap-
propriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for 
other purposes  Mar. 29, 1947_ _ _ 26 

26 ___ Office of Selective Service Records, establishment. AN ACT To 
establish an Office of Selective Service Records to liquidate 
the Selective Service System following the termination of its 
functions on March 31, 1947, and to preserve and service the 
Selective Service records, and for other purposes  Mar. 31, 1947_ _- 31 

27 ___ Coast Guard, waiver of compliance with certain laws. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Authorizing the Commandant of the United 
States Coast Guard to waive compliance with the navigation 
and vessel-inspection laws administered by the Coast Guard_ _ Mar. 31, 1947_ _ _ 33 

28 ___ Navigation and vessel inspection laws, suspension. AN ACT To 
provide for the suspension of navigation and vessel inspection 
laws, as applied to vessels operated by the War Department, 
upon the termination of title V, Second War Powers Act, 1942, 
as amended  Mar. 31, 1947__- 33 

29 ___ First Decontrol Act of 1947. AN ACT To extend certain powers 
of the President under title III of the Second War Powers 
Act  Mar. 31, 1947_ __ 34 

Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947. JOINT RESOLUTION 
To extend the powers and authorities under certain statutes 
with respect to the distribution and pricing of sugar, and for 
other purposes  Mar. 31, 1947_ __ 35 

31 ___ Boy Scouts of America, loan of War Department equipment for use 
at World Jamboree. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of 
War to lend War Department equipment and provide services 
to the Boy Scouts of America in connection with the World 
Jamboree of Boy Scouts to be held in France, 1947; and to 
authorize the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to provide 
exemption from transportation tax; and further to authorize 
the Secretary of State to issue passports to bona fide Scouts 
and Scouters without fee for the application or the issuance of 
said passports  Apr. 14, 1947_ __ 87 
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law
32 -__ San Diego, Calif., grant of right-of-way. AN ACT To authorize

the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the city of San Diego a
right-of-way over land owned by the United States within the
limits of Camp Gillespie, San Diego County, California -----

33 --- Daughters of the American Revolution, furnishing of steam to
certain property. AN ACT To authorize the furnishing of
steam from the central heating plant to the property of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, and for other pur-
poses - --- -- ----------------------------

34 --_ World War Veterans' Act, 1924, amendment. AN ACT Toamend
existing law to provide privilege of renewing expiring five-year
level-premium-term policies for another five-year period - --

35 --- Postal service, promotion of substitute employees. AN ACT To
provide for the promotion of substitute employees in the postal
service, and for other purposes .----- - -------

36 -__ Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. AN ACT To establish a per-
manent Nurse Corps of the Army and the Navy and to estab-
lish a Women's Medical Specialist Corps in the Army -----

37 --- Larceny in interstate or foreign commerce. AN ACT To amend
section 3 of the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-
ninth Congress) -------------------------------

38 --- Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, N. Dak. AN ACT
To establish the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park;
to erect a monument in memory of Theodore Roosevelt in the
village of Medora, North Dakota; and for other purposes ---

39 --_ Coast Guard, sale of property. AN ACT To extend the time
within which the municipality of Fort Lauderdale, Broward
County, Florida, may consummate the purchase of the Coast
Guard site (commonly known as the Base Six property) which
is located at Fort Lauderdale ---- --------..-.

40 --- Farm labor supply program, continuance and liquidation. AN
ACT To provide for a six months' extension and final liquida-
tion of the farm labor supply program, and for other pur-
poses---------------------------------

41 -__ Federal Reserve Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Fed-
eral Reserve Act, and for other purposes ------------ _-

42 ___ Copper. AN ACT To suspend certain import taxes on copper-_
43 --- Hoover Dam. JOINT RESOLUTION To restore the name of

Hoover Dam ----------------------------------
44 -_- Rural letter carriers, absence on Saturdays. AN ACT To provide

for annual and sick leave for rural letter carriers -----
45 -__ Daylight saving time. D. C. AN ACT Authorizing the Commis-

sioners of the District of Columbia to establish daylight sav-
ing time in the District of Columbia during 1947 -----

46 -_- First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making
appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other
purposes -----.....-.-..

47 --- American National Red Cross. AN ACT To amend the Act of
January 5, 1905, to incorporate the American National Red
Cross--------------- ----------------

48 __- World telecommunications conferences, 1947, free communication
privileges. JOINT RESOLUTION To permit United States
common communications carriers to accord free communica-
tion privileges to official participants in the world telecom-
munications conferences to be held in the United States in
1947 ----------- -

49 --- Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. AN ACT To relieve employers
from certain liabilities and punishments under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act,
and the Bacon-Davis Act, and for other purposes - ----

60 ___ Naval Reserve Act, 1938, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION
To correct an error in the Act approved August 10, 1946
(Public Law 720, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session),
relating to the composition of the Naval Reserve ---

51 -.. Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc., purchase of land. AN ACT
To authorize the sale of certain public land in Alaska to Vic-
tory Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated ---------_________

52 --- Big Bend National Park, Tex., appointment of commissioner. AN
ACT Providing for the appointment of a United States com-
missioner for the Big Bend National Park in the State of Texas,
and for other purposes-------------------------------..
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS VI' 
Public 
Law 

Date Page 
32 ___ San Diego, Calif., grant of right-of-way. AN ACT To authorize 

the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the city of San Diego a 
right-of-way over land owned by the United States within the 
limits of Camp Gillespie, San Diego County, California  Apr. 15, 1947___ 39 

33 ___ Daughters of the American Revolution, furnishing of steam to 
certain property. AN ACT To authorize the furnishing of 
steam from the central heating plant to the property of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution, and for other pur-
poses  Apr. 15, 1947_ __ 39 

34 ___ World War Veterans' Act, 1924, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
existing law to provide privilege of renewing expiring five-year 
level-premium-term policies for another five-year period  Apr. 15, 1947_ _ _ 39 

35 ___ Postal service, promotion of substitute employees. AN ACT To 
provide for the promotion of substitute employees in the postal 
service, and for other purposes  Apr. 15, 1947_ _ _ 40 

36 ___ Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. AN ACT To establish a per-
manent Nurse Corps of the Army and the Navy and to estab-
lish a Women's Medical Specialist Corps in the Army  Apr. 16, 1947_ _ - 41 

37 ___ Larceny in interstate or foreign commerce. AN ACT To amend 
section 3 of the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-
ninth Congress)   Apr. 16, 1947_ _ - 52 

38 ___ Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, N. Dak. AN ACT 
To establish the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park; 
to erect a monument in memory of Theodore Roosevelt in the 
village of Medora, North Dakota; and for other purposes  Apr. 25, 1947_ _ _ 52 

39 ___ Coast Guard, sale of property. AN ACT To extend the time 
within which the municipality of Fort Lauderdale, Broward 
County, Florida, may consummate the purchase of the Coast 
Guard site (commonly known as the Base Six property) which 
is located at Fort Lauderdale  Apr. 28, 1947_ __ 54 

40 ___ Farm labor supply program, continuance and liquidation. AN 
ACT To provide for a six months' extension and final liquida-
tion of the farm labor supply program, and for other pur-
poses  Apr. 28, 1947_ __ 55 

41 __ Federal Reserve Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Fed-
eral Reserve Act, and for other purposes  Apr. 28, 1947_ __ 56 

42 ___ Copper. AN ACT To suspend certain import taxes on copper  Apr. 29, 1947_ _ _ 56 
43 ___ Hoover Dam. JOINT RESOLUTION To restore the name of 

Hoover Dam  Apr. 30, 1947_ _ 56 
44 ___ Rural letter carriers, absence on Saturdays. AN ACT To provide 

for annual and sick leave for rural letter carriers  Apr. 30, 1947_ _ _ 57 
45 ___ Daylight saving time. D. C. AN ACT Authorizing the Commis-

sioners of the District of Columbia to establish daylight sav-
ing time in the District of Columbia during 1947  Apr. 30, 1947_ _ _ 57 

46 ___ First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making 
appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other 
purposes  May 1, 1947_ _ _ 58 

47 ___ American National Red Cross. AN ACT To amend the Act of 
January 5, 1905, to incorporate the American National Red 
Cross  May 8, 1947_ __ 80 

48 ___ World telecommunications conferences, 1947, free communication 
privileges. JOINT RESOLUTION To permit United States 
common communications carriers to accord free communica-
tion privileges to official participants in the world telecom-
munications conferences to be held in the United States in 
1947  May 13, 1947_ __ 83 

49 ___ Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. AN ACT To relieve employers 
from certain liabilities and punishments under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, 
and the Bacon-Davis Act, and for other purposes  May 14, 1947..__ 84 

50 ___ Naval Reserve Act, 1988, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION 
To correct an error in the Act approved August 10, 1946 
(Public Law 720, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), 
relating to the composition of the Naval Reserve  May 15, 1947_ _ _ 90 

51 __ Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc., purchase of /and. AN ACT 
To authorize the sale of certain public land in Alaska to Vic-
tory Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated  May 15, 1947__ 90 

52 -_- Big Bend National Park, Tex., appointment of commissioner. AN 
ACT Providing for the appointment of a United States com-
missioner for the Big Bend National Park in the State of Texas, 
and for other purposes  May 15, 1947...... 91 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public

53 --- D. C. juvenile court, waiver of jurisdiction. AN ACT To au-
thorize the juvenile court of the District of Columbia in proper
cases to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses and offenses
punishable by life imprisonment------------------------

54 --- Shenandoah National Park, appointment of commissioner. AN
ACT To provide that the United States District Court for the
Western District of Virginia shall alone appoint the United
States commissioner for the Shenandoah National Park------

55 - - Pay Readjustment Act, 1942, amendment. AN ACT To amend
further the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended-----

56 --- Navy, Chief of Chaplains. AN ACT To establish a Chief of
Chaplains in the United States Navy, and for other purposes -

57 --- Navy and War Departments, Under Secretaries. AN ACT To
amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganiza-
tion of the Navy Department, and for other purposes", ap-
proved June 20, 1940, to amend the Act entitled "An Act
authorizing the President to appoint an Under Secretary of
War during national emergencies, fixing the compensation of
the Under Secretary of War, and authorizing the Secretary of
War to prescribe duties", approved December 16, 1940, as
amended, and for other purposes-----------------

58 --- Members of armed forces, acceptance of decorations from certain
foreign governments. AN ACT To amend the Act of July 20,
1942 (56 Stat. 662), relating to the acceptance of decorations,
orders, medals, and emblems by officers and enlisted men of
the armed forces of the United States tendered them by gov-
ernments of cobelligerent nations or other American Re-
publics ______--------------------publics - .----------------.-----------------------------

59 -- Washington National Airport, administration. AN ACT To
amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the adminis-
tration of the Washington National Airport, and for other
purposes", approved June 29, 1940----------------------

60 --- Removal of stone piers from West Executive Avenue. AN ACT
: Authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West

Executive Avenue between the grounds of the White House
: and the Department of State Building --------------------

61 ___ Regular Army, appointment of additional officers. AN ACT To
amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663),
entitled "An Act to provide for the appointment of additional
commissioned officers in the Regular Army, and for other
purposes", as amended by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public
Law 670, Seventy-ninth Congress) -------------------

62 --- Navy, Corps of Civil Engineers. AN ACT To amend the Act of
August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as amended, so as to increase
the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the
active list of the Corps of Civil Engineers of the Navy ------

63 --- Submarines. AN ACT To authorize the construction of experi-
mental submarines, and for other purposes --..............

64 _-- Missing Persons Act, amendment. AN ACT To include civilian
officers and employees of the United States Naval Govern-
ment of Guam among those persons who are entitled to the
benefits of Public Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress,
approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended, and for
other purposes -------------------____________

65 --- Collectors of customs. AN ACT To relieve collectors of customs
of liability for failure to collect certain special tonnage duties
and light money, and for other purposes-------------------

66 --- Nationality Act, 1940, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
327 (h) of the Nationality Act of 1940 -------------------

67 --- Prison inmates, deductions from sentences, etc. AN ACT To
authorize additional allowances of good time and the payment
of compensation to prison inmates performing exceptionally
meritorious or outstanding services-- ----

68 --- Dan River, N. C., dam. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
* gress for the construction of a dam across Dan River in North

Carolna ---------- ------------- -----------------
69 --- W. C. Austin project, Okla. AN ACT To change the name of the

Lugert-Altus irrigation project in the State of Oklahoma to
the W. C. Austin project-----__-___.__._-___--_______- -

70 --- Marblehead, Mass., conveyance. AN ACT Providing for the con-
veyance to the town of Marblehead, in the State of Massachu-
setts, of Marblehead Military Reservation for public use----

Date

May 15, 1947_-

May 15, 1947---

May 15, 1947---

May 15, 1947--

May 15, 1947---

May 15, 1947_--

May 15, 1947--

May 15, 1947_--

May 15, 1947--.

May 16, 1947___

May 16, 1947---

May 16, 1947___

May 16, 1947-_-

May 16, 1947-_-

May 16, 1947_--

May 16, 1947___

May 16, 1947___

May 16, 1947--_ 99
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS 

Public 
Low 
53 ___ D. C. juvenile court, waiver of ju 

thorize the juvenile court of the D 
cases to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses and offenses 
punishable by life imprisonment 

5 Shenandoah National Park, appointment of commissioner. AN 
ACT To provide that the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Virginia shall alone appoint the United 
States commissioner for the Shenandoah National Park  

55 ___ Pay Readjustment Act, 1942, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
further the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended  

56 ___ Navy, Chief of Chaplains. AN ACT To establish a Chief of 
Chaplains in the United States Navy, and for other purposes_ _ 

Navy and War Departments, Under Secretaries. AN ACT To 
amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganiza-
tion of the Navy Department, and for other purposes", ap-
proved June 20, 1940, to amend the Act entitled "An Act 
authorizing the President to appoint an Under Secretary of 
War during national emergencies, fixing the compensation of 
the Under Secretary of War, and authorizing the Secretary of 
War to prescribe duties", approved December 16, 1940, as 
amended, and for other purposes  

Members of armed forces, acceptance of decorations from certain 
foreign governments. AN ACT To amend the Act of July 20, 
1942 (56 Stat. 662), relating to the acceptance of decorations, 
orders, medals, and emblems by officers and enlisted men of 
the armed forces of the United States tendered them by gov-
ernments of cobelligerent nations or other American Re-
publics 

59 ___ Washington National Ail port, administration. AN ACT To 
amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the adminis-
tration of the Washington National Airport, and for other 
purposes", approved June 29, 1940  

Removal of stone piers from West Executive Avenue. AN ACT 
Authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West 
Executive Avenue between the grounds of the White House 
and the Department of State Building  

61 ___ Regular Army, appointment of additional officers. AN ACT To 
amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663), 
entitled "An Act to provide for the appointment of additional 
commissioned officers in the Regular Army, and for other 
purposes", as amended by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public 
Law 670, Seventy-ninth Congress)  

62 ___ Navy, Corps of Civil Engineers. AN ACT To amend the Act of 
August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as amended, so as to increase 
the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the 
active list of the Corps of Civil Engineers of the Navy  

63 __ _ Submarines. AN ACT To authorize the construction of experi-
mental submarines, and for other purposes  

64 __ _ Missing Persons Act, amendment. AN ACT To include civilian 
officers and employees of the United States Naval Govern-
ment of Guam among those persons who are entitled to the 
benefits of Public Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress, 
approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended, and for 
other purposes  

Collectors of customs. AN ACT To relieve collectors of customs 
of liability for failure to collect certain special tonnage duties 
and light money, and for other purposes  

66 -__ Nationality Act, 1940., amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
327 (h) of the Nationality Act of 1940  

67 ___ Prison inmates, deductions from sentences, etc. AN ACT To 
authorize additional allowances of good time and the payment 
of compensation to prison inmates performing exceptionally 
meritorious or outstanding services  

6 Dan River, N. C., dam. AN ACT Granting the consent of Con-
ess for the construction of a dam across Dan River in North 
arolina  

69 ___ W. C. Austin project, Okla. AN ACT To change the name of the 
Lugert-Altus irrigation project in the State of Oklahoma to 
the W. C. Austin project  

70 -__ Marblehead, Mass., conveyance. AN ACT Providing for the con-
veyance to the town of Marblehead, in the State of M assachu-
setts, of Marblehead Military Reservation for public use  

57 --- 

so 

Date Page 

risdiction. AN ACT To au-
istrict of Columbia in proper 

  May 15, 1947_ __ 92 

May 15, 1947_ _ _ 

May 15, 1947_ _ _ 

May 15, 1947_ __ 
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  May 15, 1947_ _ _ 93 

May 15, 1947___ 94 
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May 15, 1947_ 95 

May 16, 1947W 96 

May 16, 1947_ _ _ 96 

May 16, 1947W 96 

May 16, 1947_ _ _ 97 

May 16, 1947_ _ _ 97 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law

71 --- Navy, officer candidate training program. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To correct technical errors in the Act approved August
13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second
session)-----------------------------------------------

72 --- General Accounting Office, settlement of accounts. AN ACT To
limit the time within which the General Accounting Office shall
make final settlement of the monthly or quarterly accounts of
fiscal officers, and for other purposes ------------------

73 --- Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte project. AN ACT
Authorizing the reduction of certain accrued interest charges
payable by the Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte
project----------------------------------------------

74 --- Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes, Wind River Reservation. AN
ACT To authorize the segregation and expenditure of trust
funds held in joint ownership by the Shoshone and Arapaho
Tribes of the Wind River Reservation------------------

75 --- Greece and Turkey. AN ACT To provide for assistance to Greece
and Turkey -------------------

76 --- Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making
appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes_

77 - - Mineral Leasing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 35
of the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437;
30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as amended ---------------.-------

78 - - Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho. AN ACT Authorizing the erection
and operation of a memorial museum and shop on the Fort
Hall Reservation, Idaho---------------------------------

79 - - Locomotive Inspection Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Locomotive Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, as amended__

80 -- U. S. Court of Appeals and District Court, D. C., courthouse. AN
ACT To provide for the acquisition of a site and for prepara-
tion of plans and specifications for a courthouse to accommo-
date the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia and the District Court of the United States for the
District of Columbia-----------------------------------

81 --- Nationality Act, 1940, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Nationality Act of 1940 so as to permit naturalization pro-
ceedings to be had at places other than in the office of the clerk
or in open court in the case of sick or physically disabled
individuals -------------------------------------------

82 --- World War II veterans, homestead entries. AN ACT To amend
an Act of September 27, 1944, relating to credit for military or
naval service in connection with certain homestead entries- -

83 __-Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, authority to grant easements,
etc. AN ACT To authorize the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs to grant easements in lands belonging to the United
States under his supervision and control, and for other lpr-
poses ------------------------------ -. - ------.. - - -

84 --- Relief assistance. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing for relief
assistance to the people of countries devastated by war -----

85 --- Defense housing, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 502
(a) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision of
housing in connection with national defense, and for other
purposes s ----------------------------------

86 -- Counsel to special committee of Senate. JOINT RESOLUTION
Limiting the application of provisions of Federal law to
counsel employed under S. Res. 46------------------------

87 --- Coins, trial pieces. AN ACT To amend section 3539 of the
Revised Statutes, relating to taking trial pieces of coins --

88 --- Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, Oreg. AN ACT
To authorize the exchange of lands acquired by the United
States for the Silver Creek recreational demonstration proj-
ect, Oregon, for the purpose of consolidating holdings therein,
and for other purposes------------- -------------------

89 --- Export-Import Bank Act, 1945, amendment. AN ACT To pro-
vide for the reincorporation of Export-Import Bank of
Washington, and for other purposes ----------------------

90 --- White House Police force. AN ACT To authorize an adequate
White House Police force---------------------------

91 --- Philippines, Veterans' Administration offices. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to
continue and establish offices in the territory of the Republic
of the Philippines-------------------------------------

Date

May 16, 1947---

May 19, 1947---

May 19, 1947---

May 19, 1947---

May 22, 1947__

May 26, 1947---

May 27, 1947---

May 27, 1947_--

May 27, 1947---

May 29, 1947---

May 31, 1947---

May 31, 1947---

May 31, 1947-_-

May 31, 1947--

May 31, 1947---

June

June

4, 1947---

5, 1947___

June 9, 1947--

June

June

9, 1947_--

9, 1947---
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119
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120

121

123

124
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128
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129

129

130

132
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ixLIST OF PUBLIC LAWS LX 

Public 
Law Date Page 
71 ___ Navy, officer candidate training program. JOINT RESOLU-

TION To correct technical errors in the Act approved August 
13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second 
session)  May 16, 1947___ 99 

72 ___ General Accounting Office, settlement of accounts. AN ACT To 
limit the time within which the General Accounting Office shall 
make final settlement of the monthly or quarterly accounts of 
fiscal officers, and for other purposes  May 19, 1947._ 101 

73 ___ Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte project. AN ACT 
Authorizing the reduction of certain accrued interest charges 
payable by the Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte 
project  May 19, 1947___ 101 

74 ___ Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes, Wind River Reservation. AN 
ACT To authorize the segregation and expenditure of trust 
funds held in joint ownership by the Shoshone and Arapaho 
Tribes of the Wind River Reservation  May 19, 1947___ 102 

75 ___ Greece and Turkey. AN ACT To provide for assistance to Greece 
and Turkey  May 22, 1947_ __ 103 

76 ___ Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT Making 
appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes_ May 26, 1947_ __ 106 

77 ___ Mineral Leasing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 35 
of the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437; 
30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as amended  May 27, 1947_ __ 119 

78 ___ Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho. AN ACT Authorizing the erection 
and operation of a memorial museum and shop on the Fort 
Hall Reservation, Idaho  May 27, 1947_ __ 120 

79 ___ Locomotive Inspection Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Locomotive Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, as amended  May 27, 1947_ __ 120 

80 ___ U. S. Court of Appeals and District Court, D. C., courthouse. AN 
ACT To provide for the acquisition of a site and for prepara-
tion of plans and specifications for a courthouse to accommo-
date the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia and the District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia  May 29, 1947_ __ 120 

81 ___ Nationality Act, 1940, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Nationality Act of 1940 so as to permit naturalization pro-
ceedings to be had at places other than in the office of the clerk 
or in open court in the case of sick or physically disabled 
individuals  May 31, 1947___ 121 

82 __ _ World War II veterans, homestead entries. AN ACT To amend 
an Act of September 27, 1944, relating to credit for military or 
naval service in connection with certain homestead entries_ _ _ May 31, 1947_ __ 123 

83 __ _ Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, authority to grant easements, 
etc. AN ACT To authorize the Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs to grant easements in lands belonging to the United 
States under his supervision and control, and for other pur-
poses  May 31, 1947_ __ 124 

Relief assistance. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing for relief 
assistance to the people of countries devastated by war  May 31, 1947_ _ _ 125 

85 ___ Defense housing, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 502 
(a) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision of 
housing in connection with national defense, and for other 
purposes"  May 31, 1947_ _ _ 128 

86 ___ Counsel to special committee of Senate. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Limiting the application of provisions of Federal law to 
counsel employed under S. Res. 46  June 4, 1947_ _ _ 129 

87 ___ Coins, trial pieces. AN ACT To amend section 3539 of the 
Revised Statutes, relating to taking trial pieces of coins  June 5, 1947_ _ _ 129 

Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, Oreg. AN ACT 
To authorize the exchange of lands acquired by the United 
States for the Silver Creek recreational demonstration proj-
ect, Oregon, for the purpose of consolidating holdings therein, 
and for other purposes  June 9, 1947_ __ 129 

89 ___ Export-Import Bank Act, 1945, amendment. AN ACT To pro-
vide for the reincorporation of Export-Import Bank of 
Washington, and for other purposes  June 9, 1947_ __ 130 

90 ___ White House Police force. AN ACT To authorize an adequate 
White House Police force  June 9, 1947___ 132 

91 ___ Philippines, Veterans' Administration offices. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Authorizing the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to 
continue and establish offices in the territory of the Republic 
of the Philippines  June 14,1947_ 132 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law

92 ___ Coinage. AN ACT To amend sections 3533 and 3536 of the
Revised Statutes with respect to deviations in standard of
ingots and weight of silver coins ----------------------

93 --- Renegotiation Act, amendment. AN ACT To extend until June
30, 1949, the period of time during which persons may serve
in certain executive departments and agencies without being
prohibited from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for
prosecuting claims against the United States by reason of
having so served -_........-__--_-_..----------._ ---

94 __- Servicemen's Readjustment Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To
extend for one year certain provisions of section 100 of the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended, relating
to the authority of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to
enter into leases for periods not exceeding five years-------

95 --- Annotated Constitution of the United States of America. JOINT
RESOLUTION To prepare a revised edition of the Annotated
Constitution of the United States of America as published in
1938 as Senate Document 232 of the Seventy-fourth Congress_

96 --- Pay Readjustment Act, 1942, amendment. AN ACT to amend
section 17 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as to in-
crease the pay of cadets and midshipmen at the service
academies, and for other purposes ------------------____-

97 --- Criminal Code, amendment. AN ACT To make criminally liable
persons who negligently allow prisoners in their custody to
escape --------------------- -- -------- -------....------

98 --- Civil Service Retirement Act, 1980, amendment. AN ACT to
amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
amended, so as to extend the benefits of such Act to the
Official Reporters of Debates in the Senate and persons em-
ployed by them in connection with the performance of their
duties as such reporters ----_-_-_-______-___-________-_

99 --- Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68. AN ACT To grant to the
Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68, The American Legion,
of Belzoni, Mississippi, all of the reversionary interest reserved
to the United States in lands conveyed to said post pursuant to
Act of Congress approved June 29, 1938 ----------------

100 -- Federal-Aid Highway Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States
shall aid the States in the construction of rural post roads, and
for other purposes", approved July 11, 1916, as amended and
supplemented, and for other purposes ...........

101 _-- Labor Management Relations Act, 1947. AN ACT To amend the
National Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities
for the mediation of labor disputes affecting commerce, to
equalize legal responsibilities of labor organizations and em-
ployers, and for other purposes ---- _____..___._.....

102 -- Emergency flood-control works. AN ACT To provide for emer-
gency flood-control work made necessary by recent floods, and
for other purposes---------------------...

103 --- Bureau of the Census, statistics on church membership, etc. AN
ACT To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a per-
manent Census Office", approved March 6, 1902, as amended
(the collection and publication of statistical information by
the Bureau of the Census)

104 -__ Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. AN ACT
To regulate the marketing of economic poisons and devices,
and for other purposes-----------------------

105 --- Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn., conveyance. AN ACTTo authorize the Secretary of the Interior to convey certain
lands within the Shiloh National Military Park, Tennessee,
and for other purposes -.- ....... ..

106 --- Hill County, Mont., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the
patenting of certain public lands to the State of Montana or
to the Board of County Commissioners of Hill County, Mon-
tana, for public-park purposes. _. __

107 --- Otter Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, Ky. AN ACT To
provide for the addition of certain surplus Government lands
to the Otter Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, in the
State of Kentucky ---.-. .-__ __.. . . ..-

108 -___ Las Vegas, Nev., conveyance. An ACT To grant a certain water
right and a certain parcel of land in Clark County, Nevada,
to the city of Las Vegas, Nevada- -. -.---.-.-

Date

June 14,1947-__

June 14,1947__-

June 14,1947__-

June 17, 1947___

June 20,1947-__

June 21, 1947_--

June 21, 1947_--

June 21, 1947-_-

June 21, 1947-_-

June 23, 1947___

June 23, 1947__

June 25, 1947__-

June 25, 1947__

June 25, 1947__-

June 25, 1947-_-

June 25, 1947-_-

June 25, 1947 -- 176
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163
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X LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS 

Publlo Date Page Law 

92 ___ Coinage. AN ACT To amend sections 3533 and 3536 of the 
Revised Statutes with respect to deviations in standard of 
ingots and weight of silver coins  June 14, 1947_ _ _ 132 

93 ___ Renegotiation Act, amendment. AN ACT To extend until June 
30, 1949, the period of time during which persons may serve 
in certain executive departments and agencies without being 
prohibited from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for 
prosecuting claims against the United States by reason of 
having so served   June 14, 1947_ __ 133 

94 _ __ Servicemen's Readjustment Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To 
extend for one year certain provisions of section 100 of the 
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended, relating 
to the authority of the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to 
enter into leases for periods not exceeding five years  June 14, 1947_ _ _ 133 

95 ___ Annotated Constitution of the United States of America. JOINT 
RESOLUTION To prepare a revised edition of the Annotated 
Constitution of the United States of America as published in 
1938 as Senate Document 232 of the Seventy-fourth Congress_ June 17, 1947_ __ 133 

96 ___ Pay Readjustment Act, 1942, amendment. AN ACT to amend 
section 17 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as to in-
crease the pay of cadets and midshipmen at the service 
academies, and for other purposes  June 20, 1947.. _ 134 

97 ___ Criminal Code, amendment. AN ACT To make criminally liable 
persons who negligently allow prisoners in their custody to 
escape  June 21, 1947___ 134 

98 ___ Civil Service Retirement Act, 1980, amendment. AN ACT to 
amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as 
amended, so as to extend the benefits of such Act to the 
Official Reporters of Debates in the Senate and persons em-
ployed by them in connection with the performance of their 
duties as such reporters  June 21, 1947_ __ 135 

99 -__ Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68. AN ACT To grant to the 
Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68, The American Legion, 
of Belzoni, Mississippi, all of the reversionary interest reserved 
to the United States in lands conveyed to said post pursuant to 
Act of Congress approved June 29, 1938  June 21, 1947_ _ _ 135 

100 ___ Federal-Aid Highway Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States 
shall aid the States in the construction of rural post roads, and 
for other purposes", approved July 11, 1916, as amended and 
supplemented, and for other purposes  June 21, 1947_ _ _ 136 

101 ___ Labor Management Relations Act, 1947. AN ACT To amend the 
National Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities 
for the mediation of labor disputes affecting commerce, to 
equalize legal responsibilities of labor organizations and em-
ployers, and for other purposes  June 23, 1947_ _ 136 

102 ___ Emergency flood-control works. AN ACT To provide for emer-
gency flood-control work made necessary by recent floods, and 
for other purposes  June 23, 1947_ _ _ 163 

103 ___ Bureau of the purposes on church membership, etc. AN 
ACT To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a per-
manent Census Office", approved March 6, 1902, as amended 
(the collection and publication of statistical information by 
the Bureau of the Census)    June 25, 1947..__ 163 

104 ___ Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. AN ACT 
To regulate the marketing of economic poisons and devices, 
and for other purposes   June 25, 1947_ _ _ 163 

105 ___ Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn., conveyance. AN ACT 
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to convey certain 
lands within the Shiloh National Military Park, Tennessee, 
and for other purposes   June 25, 1947_ _ _ 173 

106 ___ Hill Connty, Mont., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the 
patenting of certain public lands to the State of Montana or 
to the Board of County Commissioners of Hill County, Mon-
tana, for public-park purposes  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 173 

107 ___ Otter Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, Ky. AN ACT To 
provide for the addition of certain surplus Government lands 
to the Otter Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, in the 
State of Kentucky  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 174 

108 ___ Las Vegas, Nev., conveyance. An ACT To grant a certain water 
right and a certain parcel of land in Clark County, Nevada, 
to the city of Las Vegas, Nevada  June 25, 1947_ _ - 176 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law

109 --- Mancos Water Conservancy District, contract. AN ACT To
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the
Mancos Water Conservancy District increasing the reimburs-
able construction cost obligation of the district to the United
States for construction of the Mancos project and extending
the repayment period--------------------------------

110 --- Forest Pest Control Act. AN ACT To provide for the protection
of forests against destructive insects and diseases, and for
other purposes --------------------

111 --- First Infantry Division, World War II, memorial in D. C. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing the erection on public grounds in
the city of Washington, District of Columbia, of a memorial
to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United States
Forces, World War II----------------------------------

112 --_ Revenue Act, 1942, and Internal Revenue Code, amendments.
JOINT RESOLUTION To extend the time for the release,
free of estate and gift tax, of certain powers, and for other
purposes ------------------------

113 --- Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
115 of the Internal Revenue Code in respect of distributions
by personal holding companies __--- ------------------

114 _-- Metropolitan Police force, D. C. AN ACT To authorize pay-
ment of allowances to three inspectors of the Metropolitan
Police force for the use of their privately owned motor ve-
hicles, and for other purposes -.----------------------

115 --- Vocational rehabilitation. AN ACT To amend paragraph 8 of
part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended,
to authorize an appropriation of $3,000,000 as a revolving
fund in lieu of $1,500,000 now authorized, and for other pur-
poses-----------------------------------------------

116 --- Public Debt Act, 1941, amendment. AN ACT To amend further
section 4 of the Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended, and
clarify its application, and for other purposes -------------

117 --- Paonia project, Colo. AN ACT To authorize the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the Paonia Federal reclama-
tion project, Colorado-------------------------------

118 -- Falls Church, Va., delivery of water. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of War to permit the delivery of water from the Dis-
trict of Columbia and Arlington County water systems to the
Falls Church or other water systems in the metropolitan area
of the District of Columbia in Virginia-------------------

119 --- Ferry Crosline, American registry. AN ACT To admit the
American-owned ferry Crosline to American registry and to
permit its use in coastwise trade -----------------------

120--- National Housing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
2 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended ------------

121 --- Boulder Canyon project, Calif. AN ACT To declare the policy
of the United States with respect to the allocation of costs of
construction of the Coachella Division of the All-American
Canal irrigation project, California-----------------

122 --- Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT
Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and
for other purposes -----------------------------------

123 --- Day nurseries, D. C. AN ACT To continue a system of nurseries
and nursery schools for the day care of school-age and under-
school-age children in the District of Columbia through June
30, 1948, and for other purposes ------------------------

124 -_- Navajo Tribe of Indians, agreements. AN ACT Authorizing
certain agreements with respect to rights in helium-bearing gas
lands in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New Mexico, and for
other purposes ___-_------ ---------------------------

125 __- Tin. JOINT RESOLUTION To strengthen the common de-
fense and to meet industrial needs for tin by providing for the
the maintenance of a domestic tin-smelting industry ---....

126 -__ Alien fiancees or fiances, admission into U. S. AN ACT To
extend the period of validity of the Act to facilitate the ad-
mission into the United States of the alien fiancees or fiances
of members of the armed forces of the United States--------

127 --- U. S. Maritime Commission, temporary authority. AN ACT To
continue temporary authority of the Maritime Commission
until March 1, 1948------------------------------------
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June 25, 1947___
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June 25,1947_--

June 25,1947-__

June 25,1947_--
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June 26,1947---
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Public 
Lew Date Page 
109 ___ Mancos Water Conservancy District, contract. AN ACT To 

authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the 
Mancos Water Conservancy District increasing the reimburs-
able construction cost obligation of the district to the United 
States for construction of the Mancos project and extending 
the repayment period  June 25, 1947_ __ 176 

110 ___ Forest Pest Control Act. AN ACT To provide for the protection 
of forests against destructive insects and diseases, and for 
other purposes  June 25, 1947_ __ 177 

111 First Infantry Division, World War II, memorial in D. C. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Authorizing the erection on public grounds in 
the city of Washington, District of Columbia, of a memorial 
to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United States 
Forces, World War II  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 178 

112 Revenue Act, 1942, and Internal Revenue Code, amendments. 
JOINT RESOLUTION To extend the time for the release, 
free of estate and gift tax, of certain powers, and for other 
purposes  June 25, 1947_ __ 178 

113 Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
115 of the Internal Revenue Code in respect of distributions 
by personal holding companies  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 179 

114 Metropolitan Police force, D. C. AN ACT To authorize pay-
ment of allowances to three inspectors of the Metropolitan 
Police force for the use of their privately owned motor ve-
hicles, and for other purposes_   June 25, 1947_ _ _ 179 

115 Vocational rehabilitation. AN ACT To amend paragraph 8 of 
part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended, 
to authorize an appropriation of $3,000,000 as a revolving 
fund in lieu of $1,500,000 now authorized, and for other pur-
poses  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 180 

116 Public Debt Act, 1941, amendment. AN ACT To amend further 
section 4 of the Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended, and 
clarify its application, and for other purposes  June 25, 1947_ _ _ 180 

117 Paonia project, Colo. AN ACT To authorize the construction, 
operation, and maintenance of the Paonia Federal reclama-
tion project, Colorado  June 25, 1947___ 181 

118 Falls Church, Va., delivery of water. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of War to permit the delivery of water from the Dis-
trict of Columbia and Arlington County water systems to the 
Falls Church or other water systems in the metropolitan area 
of the District of Columbia in Virginia  June 26, 1947_ _ _ 181 

119 Ferry Crosline, American registry. AN ACT To admit the 
American-owned ferry Crosline to American registry and to 
permit its use in coastwise trade  June 26, 1947_ _ _ 182 

120 National Housing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
2 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended  June 26, 1947_ _ _ 182 

121 Boulder Canyon project, Calif. AN ACT To declare the policy 
of the United States with respect to the allocation of costs of 
construction of the Coachella Division of the All-American 
Canal irrigation project, California  June 26, 1947_ _ _ 183 

122 ___ Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. AN ACT 
Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain 
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and 
for other purposes  June 27, 1947_ _ - 183 

123 Day nurseries, D. C. AN ACT To continue a system of nurseries 
and nursery schools for the day care of school-age and under-
school-age children in the District of Columbia through June 
30, 1948, and for other purposes  June 27, 1947_ __ 188 

124 Navajo Tribe of Indians, agreements. AN ACT Authorizing 
certain agreements with respect to rights in helium-bearing gas 
lands in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New Mexico, and for 
other purposes  June 27, 1947_ _ _ 189 

125 ___ Tin. JOINT RESOLUTION To strengthen the common de-
fense and to meet industrial needs for tin by providing for the 
the maintenance of a domestic tin-smelting industry  June 28, 1947_ _ _ 190 

126 ___ Alien fiancees or fiances, admission into U. S. AN ACT To 
extend the period of validity of the Act to facilitate the ad-
mission into the United States of the alien fiancees or fiances 
of members of the armed forces of the United States  June 28, 1947_ _ _ 190 

127 ___ U. S. Maritime Commission, temporary authority. AN ACT To 
continue temporary authority of the Maritime Commission 
until March 1, 1948   June 28, I947___ 190 
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128 --- Regular Army, enlistments. AN ACT To stimulate volunteer

enlistments in the Regular Military Establishment of the
United States ------________.._______-------------------

129 -_- Veterans' Emergency Housing Act, 1946, amendments. AN ACT
Relative to maximum rents on housing accommodations; to
repeal certain provisions of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth
Congress, and for other purposes------------------------

130 --- Commodity Credit Corporation. AN ACT To continue the
Commodity Credit Corporation as an agency of the United
States until June 30, 1948-------------------------------

131 --- Old-age assistance. AN ACT To extend until July 1, 1949, the
period during which income from agricultural labor and
nursing services may be disregarded by the States in making
old-age assistance payments without prejudicing their rights
to grants-in-aid under the Social Security Act --- ___--___

132 --- Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, amendment. JOINT
RESOLUTION To extend the succession, lending powers, and
the functions of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation- ___

133 --- Selective Service System, certificates of separation. JOINT
RESOLUTION To recognize uncompensated services rendered
the Nation under the Selective Training and Service Act of
1940, as amended, and for other purposes------------------

134 --- Navy, warrant officers. AN ACT To permit certain naval
personnel to count all active service rendered under temporary
appointment as warrant or commissioned officers in the United
States Navy and the United States Naval Reserve, or in the
United States Marine Corps and the United States Marine
Corps Reserve, for purposes of promotion to commissioned
warrant officer in the United States Navy or the United States
Marine Corps, respectively --------------- ______--- ____

135 -- Pittsburg County, Okla., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to grant to the county of Pittsburg,
Oklahoma, a perpetual easement for the construction, mainte-
nance, and operation of a public highway over a portion of the
United States naval ammunition depot, McAlester, Okla-
homa --- --- - - - - - - ---------------- ----------

136 --- Army mail clerks. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An Act
authorizing the designation of Army mail clerks and assistant
Army mail clerks", approved August 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 656),
and for other purposes-------------..-----_____________

137 --- Public Hospital District Numbered 2, Clallam County, Wash.,
conveyance. AN ACT To authorize patenting of certain lands
to Public Hospital District Numbered 2, Clallam County,
Washington, for hospital purposes ----------__---__-__-

138 --- Moclips, Wash., construction, etc., of school. AN ACT To pro-
vide funds for cooperation with the school board of the
Moclips-Aloha District for the construction and equipment of
a new school building in the town of Moclips, Grays Harbor
County, Washington, to be available to both Indian and non-
Indian children... .._

139 --. Baltimore, Md., easement. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
of the Treasury to grant to the Mayor and City Council of
Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the
purpose of installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean
water main in, on, and across the land of the United States
Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto depot", Baltimore,
Maryland -------------------------------------

140 --- Baltimore, Md., easement. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
of the Interior to grant to the Mayor and City Council of
Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the
purpose of installing, maintaining, and servicing two subter-
ranean water mains in, on, and across the land of Fort Mc-
Henry National Monument and Historic Shrine, Maryland___

141 _- Marine Band. AN ACT To authorize the attendance of the
Marine Band at the Eighty-first National Encampment of the
Grand Army of the Republic to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
August 10 to 14, 1947August 10 to 14, 1947laska ----------------------------------142 --- Mining claims, Alaska. AN ACT Providing for the suspension
of annual assessment work on mining claims held by location in
the Territory of Alaska - -. --- - -

143 __- Bankruptcy Act, 1898, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Bankruptcy Act with respect to qualifications of part-time
referees in bankruptcy-------------------------
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County, Washington, to be available to both Indian and non-
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139 _ __ Baltimore, Md., easement. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary 
of the Treasury to grant to the Mayor and City Council of 
Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the 
purpose of installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean 
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Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto depot", Baltimore, 
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140 ___ Baltimore, Md., easement. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary 
of the Interior to grant to the Mayor and City Council of 
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144 _-- Postage rates. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide for permanent

rates of postage on mail matter of the first class, and for other
purposes -------------------------------------------- June

145 -_- Second War Powers Act, 1942, and Export Control Act, amend-
ments. JOINT RESOLUTION To continue for a temporary
period of fifteen days certain controls now exercised by the
President under the Second War Powers Act, 1942, and under
the Export Control Act --------_ ------ - June

146 --- International Refugee Organization. JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for membership and participation by the United
States in the International Refugee Organization and author-
izing an appropriation therefor .______ _______------------ July

147 -_- Treasury and Post Office Departments Appropriation Act, 1948.
AN ACT Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post
Office Departments for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948,
and for other purposes --------------- ________________- July

148 --- Historic cemeteries on military posts. AN ACT To preserve his-
toric graveyards in abandoned military posts -------------- July

149 --- Naval plantations outside U. S. AN ACT To amend the Act en-
titled "An Act to provide for the management and operation of
naval plantations, outside the continental United States", ap-
proved June 28, 1944---------- --____________----- -__- July

150 --- Marine Corps, assignment of officers to supply duty. AN ACT
To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to appoint, for supply
duty only, officers of the line of the Marine Corps, and for
other purposes --------------------------- _ .--- __ July

151 _-- Navy, etc., transportation of dependents and effects. AN ACT To
amend the Acts of October 14,1942 (56 Stat. 786), as amended,
and November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended, so as to
authorize transportation of dependents and household effects
of personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard to
overseas bases--_------------------------------------ July

152 _-- Illinois, relinquishment of certain lands by U. S. AN ACT Re-
linquishing to the State of Illinois certain right, title, or inter-
est of the United States of America, and for other purposes__ July

153 --- Military leave for certain Federal employees. AN ACT To amend
existing laws relating to military leave of certain employees of
the United States or of the District of Columbia so as to equal-
ize rights to leave of absence and reemployment for such em-
ployees who are members of the Enlisted or Officers' Reserve
Corps, the National Guard or the Naval Reserve, and for other
purposes -------------------------------------------- July

154 --- D. C. police and firemen, seniority rights. AN ACT To provide
seniority benefits for certain officers and members of the Metro-
politan Police force and of the Fire Department of the District
of Columbia who are veterans of World War II and lost op-
portunity for promotion by reason of their service in the
armed forces of the United States ------------------------ July

155 --- Nationality Act, 1940, amendment. AN ACT To correct an error
in section 342 (b) (8) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended_ July

156 --- American National Red Cross. JOINT RESOLUTION To
grant authority for the erection of a permanent building for the
American National Red Cross, District of Columbia Chapter,
Washington, District of Columbia_----------- July

157 --- Marine Corps memorial in D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a me-
morial to the Marine Corps dead of all wars -------------- July

158 --- Pay Readjustment Act, 1942, amendment. AN ACT To further
amend section 10 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as
to provide for the clothing allowance of enlisted men of the
Army, Marine Corps, and Marine Corps Reserve ---------- July

159 --- Olympic Games, participation of Army and Navy. AN ACT To
authorize the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy
to pay certain expenses incident to training, attendance, and
participation of personnel of the Army of the United States
and of the naval service, respectively, in the Seventh Winter
Sports Olympic Games and the Fourteenth Olympic Games
and for future Olympic games --------------.----------- - July

160 -- _ Panama Canal, transfer of surplus supplies. AN ACT To au-
thorize the transfer to the Panama Canal of property which
is surplus to the needs of the War Department or Navy
Department---------------------------------------- - July
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161 ___ Emergency Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making appro-
priations to meet emergencies for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948, and for other purposes ---------------__________

162 __- Commission on Organization of Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment. AN ACT For the establishment of the Commission on
Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government ._

163 __- District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act of 1947. AN ACT To
fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes ------------

164 ___ UNRRA liquidation. JOINT RESOLUTION To enable the
President to utilize the appropriations for United States par-
ticipation in the work of the United Nations Relief and Re-
habilitation Administration for meeting administrative
expenses of United States Government agencies in connec-
tion with United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Admin-
istration liquidation___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

165 --- Labor-Federal Security Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Department of Labor, the
Federal Security Agency, and related independent agencies,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes_

166 _-- Departments of State, Justice and Commerce, and the Judiciary
Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making appropriations
for the Departments of State, Justice and Commerce, and the
Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for
other purposes----------____________________

167 __- Transfer of the Joseph Conrad. AN ACT To authorize the trans-
fer of the Joseph Conrad to the Marine Historical Association
of Mystic, Connecticut, for museum and youth-training
purposes --- -----------------------------------

168 ___ Civil Service Retirement Act, 1930, amendment. AN ACT To
amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
amended, to provide annuities for investigatory personnel of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation who have rendered at
least twenty years of service -- __.-_--- --- -

169 ___ U. S. Senate, additional office building. AN ACT To authorize
the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of cost for
an additional office building for the use of the United States
Senate-_

170 --- U. S. Capitol Grounds. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
"An Act to define the area of the United States Capitol
Grounds, to regulate the use thereof, and for other purposes",
approved July 31, 1946- ......

171 __- Payment of certain Government checks. AN ACT To establish
a procedure for facilitating the payment of certain Govern-
ment checks, and for other purposes ---------

172 -- _ Sitka, Alaska, sale of lands. AN ACT To authorize the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to sell certain lands in Alaska to the city
of Sitka, Alaska---------------. ----------

173 --- Blair County, Pa., judicial district. AN ACT To transfer Blair
County, Pennsylvania, from the middle judicial district of
Pennsylvania to the western judicial district of Pennsylvania_

174 _-- Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of bonds. AN ACT To
amend the Act of June 14, 1938, so as to authorize the Cairo
Bridge Commission to issue its refunding bonds for the pur-
pose of refunding the outstanding bonds issued by the com-
mission to pay the cost of a certain toll bridge at or near
Cairo, Illinois -----------------------------------

175 ___ Band in Metropolitan Police force, D. C. 'AN ACT To author-
ize the establishment of a band in the Metropolitan Police
force----------- .

176 --- House Office Buildings. AN ACT To authorize the preparation
of preliminary plans and estimates of cost of for the erection
of an addition or extension to the House Office Buildings and
the remodeling of the fifth floor of the Old House Office Build-
ing -.-.........

177 _ . .Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Code-of Laws
of the District of Columbia, with respect to abandonment of
condemnation proceedings ----

178 __- Navy and Marine Corps, retirement. AN ACT To amend the
Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, so as to au-
thorize naval retiring boards to consider the cases of certain
officers, and for other purposes -------------------------.
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amend the Act of June 14, 1938, so as to authorize the Cairo 
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179 --- D. C. Code, amendment. AN ACT To make it unlawful in the

District of Columbia to corruptly influence participants or
officials in contests of skill, speed, strength, or endurance, and
to provide a penalty therefor -----_______________________

180 _-- Reception of officials visiting D. C. AN ACT To authorize funds
for ceremonies in the District of Columbia --_--_ __-___._-

181 --- Navy personnel, reimbursement. AN ACT To reimburse certain
Navy personnel and former Navy personnel for money stolen
or obtained through false pretenses from them while they were
on duty at the United States naval training station, Farragut,
Idaho-------------------------- -..---------

182 --- Owyhee, Nev., schools. AN ACT To provide for the construction,
extension, and improvement of public-school buildings in
Owyhee, Nevada -----------------------------

183 --- Kenduskeag Stream, Maine. AN ACT Declaring Kenduskeag
Stream, Penobscot County, Maine, to be a nonnavigable water-
way ---------........ ____________________ . -- -

184 - - Oil and gas conservation, compact. JOINT RESOLUTION Con-
senting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas-__

185 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
3179 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code -.________.__ .. - -_

186 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendments. AN ACT To amend sec-
tions 2801 (e) (4), 3043 (a), 3044 (b), and 3045 of the Internal
Revenue Code -- _ _ __ ___ _-- -- -- - --- --- -- -

187 --- Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
2801 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code --------- ___

188 --- Second Decontrol Act of 1947. AN ACT To extend certain
powers of the President under title III of the Second War
Powers Act and the Export Control Act, and for other pur-
poses --__---------------------------------------------

189 -_- Railroad corporations, acquisition of property. AN ACT To
allow to a successor railroad corporation the benefits of certain
carry-overs of a predecessor corporation for the purposes of
certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code-___________

190 --- Hawaii, public improvement bonds. AN ACT To authorize the
issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory
of Hawaii ----------------------- .------________ .

191 -__ Department of Commerce, additional assistant Secretary. AN ACT
To provide for the appointment of one additional Assistant
Secretary of Commerce, and for other purposes--__________-

192 -__ Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, con-
veyance. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of Commerce
to sell certain property occupied by the Weather Bureau at
East Lansing, Michigan, and to obtain other quarters for the
said Bureau in the State of Michigan-------------

193 --- Post Roads Act, 1866, repeal. AN ACT To repeal the Post
Roads Act of 1866, as amended, and for other purposes --

194 ___ Andrew W. Mellon, memorial in D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a
memorial to Andrew W. Mellon -------------.----.-_____

195 -__ District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1947. AN ACT To provide
revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes- -

196 -- Temporary appropriations, 1948. JOINT RESOLUTION Mak-
ing temporary appropriations for the fiscal year 1948-------

197 ___ Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes ------------.-

198 -- _ Parole of prisoners, D. C. AN ACT To reorganize the system
of parole of prisoners convicted in the District of Columbia-_

199 - - Presidential succession. AN ACT To provide for the performance
of the duties of the office of President in case of the removal,
resignation, death, or inability both of the President and Vice
President -------------------------.-.-------- _______._

200 --- Hawaii, sewer bonds. AN ACT To enable the Legislature of the
Territory of Hawaii to authorize the city and county of Hono-
lulu, a municipal corporation, to issue sewer bonds ---------

201 -_ Municipal court, D. C., transcript fees for reporters. AN ACT To
authorize the official reporters of the municipal court for the
District of Columbia to collect fees for transcripts, and for
other purposes -------. ----------------------_

202 -__ Navy Department Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval service
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes-

Date

July 11, 1947__-

July 11, 1947__

July 11, 1947___

July 11, 1947___

July 11, 1947__

July 12, 1947-__

July 14, 1947__-

July 14, 1947-_-

July 14, 1947__-

July 15, 1947-_-

July 15, 1947--

July 15, 1947-_-

July 15, 1947-_-

July 16,1947__

July 16, 1947-_-

July 16, 1947___

July 16, 1947_-

July 17, 1947___

July 17, 1947__-

July 17, 1947--

July 18, 1947--

July 18, 1947--

July 18, 1947-_
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS XV 

Public 
Law Date Page 
179 ___ D. C. Code, amendment. AN ACT To make it unlawful in the 

District of Columbia to corruptly influence participants or 
officials in contests of skill, speed, strength, or endurance, and 
to provide a penalty therefor  July 11, 1947_ _ _ 313 

180 ___ Reception of officials visiting D. C. AN ACT To authorize funds 
for ceremonies in the District of Columbia  July 11, 1947._ 314 

181 __ Navy personnel, reimbursement. AN ACT To reimburse certain 
Navy personnel and former Navy personnel for money stolen 
or obtained through false pretenses from them while they were 
on duty at the United States naval training station, Farragut, 
Idaho  July 11, 1947__ _ 315 

182 ___ Owyhee, Nev., schools. AN ACT To provide for the construction, 
extension, and improvement of public-school buildings in 
Owyhee, Nevada  July 11, 1947._ _ 315 

183 ___ Kenduskeag Stream, Maine. AN ACT Declaring Kenduskeag 
Stream, Penobscot County, Maine, to be a nonnavigable water-
way  July 11, 1947_ 316 

184 ___ Oil and gas conservation, compact. JOINT RESOLUTION Con-
senting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas_ _ _ July 12, 1947..__ 316 

185 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
3179 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code  July 14, 1947_ _ _ 319 

186 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendments. AN ACT To amend sec-
tions 2801 (e) (4), 3043 (a), 3044 (b), and 3045 of the Internal 
Revenue Code  July 14, 1947_ __ 320 

187 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
2801 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code  July 14, 1947_ _ _ 320 

188 ___ Second Decontrol Act of 1947. AN ACT To extend certain 
powers of the President under title III of the Second War 
Powers Act and the Export Control Act, and for other pur-
poses  July 15, 1947.. _ _ 321 

189 ___ Railroad corporations, acquisition of property. AN ACT To 
allow to a successor railroad corporation the benefits of certain 
carry-overs of a predecessor corporation for the purposes of 
certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code  July 15, 1947_ __ 324 

190 ___ Hawaii, public improvement bonds. AN ACT To authorize the 
issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory 
of Hawaii   July 15, 1947_ __ 326 

191 ___ Department of Commerce, additional assistant Secretary. AN ACT 
To provide for the appointment of one additional Assistant 
Secretary of Commerce, and for other purposes  July 15, 1947_ _ _ 326 

192 ___ Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, con-
veyance. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of Commerce 
to sell certain property occupied by the Weather Bureau at 
East Lansing, Michigan, and to obtain other quarters for the 
said Bureau in the State of Michigan  July 16, 1947_ _ _ 327 

193 ___ Post Roads Act, 1866, repeal. AN ACT To repeal the Post 
Roads Act of 1866, as amended, and for other purposes  July 16, 1947_ _ _ 327 

194 ___ Andrew W. Mellon, memorial in D. C. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a 
memorial to Andrew W. Mellon  July 16, 1947_ _ _ 327 

195 ___ District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1947. AN ACT To provide 
revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes_ _ July 16, 1947_ _ _ 328 

196 __ _ Temporary appropriations, 1948. JOINT RESOLUTION Mak-
ing temporary appropriations for the fiscal year 1948  July 17, 1947_ _ _ 361 

197 ___ Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes   July 17, 1947_ _ _ 361 

198 ___ Parole of prisoners, D. C. AN ACT To reorganize the system 
of parole of prisoners convicted in the District of Columbia_ _ July 17, 1947._ 378 

199 ___ Presidential succession. AN ACT To provide for the performance 
of the duties of the office of President in case of the removal, 
resignation, death, or inability both of the President and Vice 
President  July 18, 1947_ _ _ 380 

200 ___ Hawaii, sewer bonds. AN ACT To enable the Legislature of the 
Territory of Hawaii to authorize the city and county of Hono-
lulu, a municipal corporation, to issue sewer bonds  July 18, 1947___ 381 

201 ___ Municipal court, D. C., transcript fees for reporters. AN ACT To 
authorize the official reporters of the municipal court for the 
District of Columbia to collect fees for transcripts, and for 
other purposes  July 18, 1947._ _ 381 

202 ___ Navy Department Appropriation An, 1948. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval service 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes_ July 18, 1947._ _ - 382 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
Law

203 - National Capital Sesqui-Centennial. JOINT RESOLUTION To
provide for the appropriate commemoration of the one hun-
dred and fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the seat
of the Federal Government in the District of Columbia------

204 -__ Territory of the Pacific Islands, trusteeship agreement. JOINT
RESOLUTION Authorizing the President to approve the
trusteeship agreement for the Territory of the Pacific Islands_

205 --- Policemen and firemen's relief fund, D. C. AN ACT To credit
active service in the military or naval forces of the United
States in determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits
from the policemen and firemen's relief fund, District of
Columbia-.------------------------------------------

206 -- Geological Survey, sale of photographs, etc. AN ACT To author-
ize the Director of the United States Geological Survey to
produce and sell copies of aerial or other photographs and
mosaics, and photographic or photostatic reproductions of
records, on a reimbursement of appropriations basis -------

207 -- Macon, Ga., and Bibb County, Ga., conveyance. AN ACT To
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of
Macon, Georgia, and Bibb County, Georgia, an easement for
public road and utility purposes in certain Government-owned
lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia, and for other pur-
poses---------------------------------------------

208 --- Long Beach, Calif., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Long Beach,
California, for street purposes an easement in certain lands
within the Navy housing project at Long Beach, California__

209 _- Coast Guard Academy, chapel. AN ACT To authorize the con-
struction of a chapel at the Coast Guard Academy, and to
authorize the acceptance of private contributions to assist in
defraying the cost of construction thereof--------- -----

210 --- Coast and Geodetic Survey. AN ACT To provide basic authority
for the performance of certain functions and activities of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other purposes-_

211 --- Postal Service. AN ACT To provide compensation to persons
performing the duties of postmasters at post offices of the
fourth class during annual and sick leave of the postmasters__

212 --- Hawaii, conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the
Navy to convey to the Territory of Hawaii an easement for
public highway and utility purposes in certain parcels of land
in the district of Ewa, Territory of Hawaii ----------------

213 --- Alien spouses of members of armed forces. AN ACT To amend
the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271,
Seventy-ninth Congress), entitled "An Act to expedite the
admission to the United States of alien spouses and alien
minor children of citizen members of the United States armed
forces"---------- ---------------- -----------------

214 --- Merchant Marine Academy. AN ACT To create an Academic
Advisory Board for the United States Merchant Marine
Academy -- -----------------------------------------

215 --- District of Columbia, certain licenses. AN ACT To amend section
7 of an Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1903, and for other purposes, approved July 1, 1902-

216 --- AMVETS incorporation. AN ACT To incorporate the
AMVETS, American Veterans of World War II------------

217 --- Missouri Basin project, Angostura unit. AN ACT To authorize
the inclusion within the Angostura unit of the Missouri Basin
project of certain lands owned by the United States -------

218 --- Circuit and district judges, secretaries. AN ACT To provide
secretaries for circuit and district judges ---------------

219 --- Coast Guard, authorized number of officers. AN ACT To inte-
grate certain personnel of the former Bureau of Marine In-
spection and Navigation and the Bureau of Customs into the
Regular Coast Guard, to establish the permanent commis-
sioned personnel strength of the Coast Guard, and for other
purposes -----------------------------------------

220 --- Patents. AN ACT To extend temporarily the time for filing
applications for patents and for taking action in the United
States Patent Office with respect thereto-----------------

221 _-_ Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, citizenship. AN ACT To amend
the Act approved May 7, 1934, granting citizenship to the
Metlakahtla Indians of Alaska ------------------------

Date

July 18, 1947--

July 18, 1947-__

July 21, 1947-__

July 21, 1947 --

July 21,1947-__

July 21, 1947--

July 21, 1947 --

July 22,1947---

July 22, 1947 -

July 22, 1947 --

July 22, 1947___

July 22, 1947--

July 22, 1947_--

July 23, 1947 --

July 23, 1947--

July 23, 1947-__

July 23, 1947--

July 23, 1947-_-

July 23, 1947_- 414
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Public 
Law Date Page 

203 ___ National Capital Sesqui-Centennial. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
provide for the appropriate commemoration of the one hun-
dred and fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the seat 
of the Federal Government in the District of Columbia  July 18, 1947___ 396 

204 ___ Territory of the Pacific Islands, trusteeship agreement. JOINT 
RESOLUTION Authorizing the President to approve the 
trusteeship agreement for the Territory of the Pacific Islands_ July 18, 1947_ _ _ 397 

205 ___ Policemen and firemen's relief fund, D. C. AN ACT To credit 
active service in the military or naval forces of the United 
States in determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits 
from the policemen and firemen's relief fund, District of 
Columbia  July 21, 1947___ 398 

206 ___ Geological Survey, sale of photographs, etc. AN ACT To author-
ize the Director of the United States Geological Survey to 
produce and sell copies of aerial or other photographs and 
mosaics, and photographic or photostatic reproductions of 
records, on a reimbursement of appropriations basis  July 21, 1947___ 398 

207 ___ Macon Ga., and Bibb County, Ga., conveyance. AN ACT To 
authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of 
Macon, Georgia, and Bibb County, Georgia, an easement for 
public road and utility purposes in certain Government-owned 
lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia, and for other pur-
poses  July 21, 1947___ 399 

208 ___ Long Beach, Calif., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Long Beach, 
California, for street purposes an easement in certain lands 
within the Navy housing project at Long Beach, California  July 21, 1947___ 399 

209 ___ Coast Guard Academy, chapel. AN ACT To authorize the con-
struction of a chapel at the Coast Guard Academy, and to 
authorize the acceptance of private contributions to assist in 
defraying the cost of construction thereof  July 21, 1947___ 399 

210 ___ Coast and Geodetic Survey. AN ACT To provide basic authority 
for the performance of certain functions and activities of the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other purposes  July 22, 1947_ 400 

211 ___ Postal Service. AN ACT To provide compensation to persons 
performing the duties of postmasters at post offices of the 
fourth class during annual and sick leave of the postmasters  July 22, 1947___ 400 

212 ___ Hawaii, conveyance. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the 
Navy to convey to the Territory of Hawaii an easement for 
public highway and utility purposes in certain parcels of land 
in the district of Ewa, Territory of Hawaii  July 22, 1947_ __ 401 

213 ___ Alien spouses of members of armed forces. AN ACT To amend 
the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, 
Seventy-ninth Congress), entitled "An Act to expedite the 
admission to the United States of alien spouses and alien 
minor children of citizen members of the United States armed 
forces"  July 22, 1947_ _ _ 401 

214 ___ Merchant Marine Academy. AN ACT To create an Academic 
Advisory Board for the United States Merchant Marine 
Academy  July 22, 1947_ __ 401 

215 _ __ District of Columbia, certain licenses. AN ACT To amend section 
7 of an Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1903, and for other purposes, approved July 1, 1902_ July 22, 1947.. _ _ 402 

216 ___ AMVETS, incorporation. AN ACT To incorporate the 
AMVETS, American Veterans of World War II  July 23, 1947_ 403 

217 ___ Missouri Basin project, Angostura unit. AN ACT To authorize 
the inclusion within the Angostura unit of the Missouri Basin 
project of certain lands owned by the United States  July 23, 1947_ _ _ 408 

218 ___ Circuit and district judges, secretaries. AN ACT To provide 
secretaries for circuit and district judges  July 23, 1947_ _ _ 409 

219 ___ Coast Guard, authorized number of officers. AN ACT To inte-
grate certain personnel of the former Bureau of Marine In-
spection and Navigation and the Bureau of Customs into the 
Regular Coast Guard, to establish the permanent commis-
sioned personnel strength of the Coast Guard, and for other 
purposes  July 23, 1947_ _ _ 409 

220 ___ Patents. AN ACT To extend temporarily the time for filing 
applications for patents and for taking action in the United 
States Patent Office with respect thereto  July 23, 1947...... 413 

221 ___ Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, citizenship. AN ACT To amend 
the Act approved May 7, 1934, granting citizenship to the 
Metlakahtla Indians of Alaska  July 23, 1947_ __ 414 



LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Public
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222 __- Alaska, zoning power in town sites. AN ACT To authorize the
Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to provide for the exer-
cise of zoning power in town sites on the public lands of the
United States---- - ---- -- _--

223 ___ Walker, Minn., school facilities. AN ACT For expenditure of
funds for cooperating with the public-school board at Walker,
Minnesota, for the extension of public-school facilities to be
available to all Indian children in the district ----.--_....-

224 __- Alaska game law, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Alaska
game law --- --------____________________________

225 ___ Panama Railroad pension fund. AN ACT To transfer the
Panama Railroad pension fund to the civil service retirement
and disability fund _-------------______._______________

226 -_- Federal Unemployment Tax Act, amendment. AN ACT To
amend section 1602 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act__

227 ___ Indian tribes in Washington, claims. AN ACT To amend the
Act of February 12, 1925, and for other purposes -_-.-____

228 -- _ Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, Minn. AN ACT Author-
izing a per capita payment of $50 each to the members of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians from the proceeds of the
sale of timber and lumber on the Red Lake Reservation -___

229 __- Alaska, reservation of rights-of-way. AN ACT To amend the
Act entitled "An Act providing for the transfer of the duties
authorized and authority conferred by law upon the board of
road commissioners in the Territory of Alaska to the Depart-
ment of the Interior, and for other purposes", approved June
30, 1932 --------------------------------- -----

230 _-- Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation. AN ACT To declare
the ownership of the timber on the allotments on the Northern
Cheyenne Indian Reservation, and to authorize the sale
thereof ------.------ - - - - - - - - - - --- ------ - -

231 -___ Minnesota school facilities. AN ACT To provide additional
funds for cooperation with public-school districts (organized
and unorganized) in Mahnomen, Itasca, Pine, Becker, and
Cass Counties, Minnesota, in the construction, improvement,
and extension of school facilities to be available to both Indian
and white children - ---___ __________________--__________

232 __- Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact. AN ACT Granting the con-
sent and approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating
to the better utilization of the fisheries (marine, shell, and
anadromous) of the Pacific coast and creating the Pacific
Marine Fisheries Commission ---------- ---

233 -_- Transfer of surplus property to alleviate flood damage, etc. AN
ACT To make surplus property available for the alleviation
of damage caused by flood or other catastrophe-_-----_-_-

234 ___ Alaska, transportation of U. S. employees. AN ACT To amend
Public Law 304, Seventy-seventh Congress ---------.....--

235 -__ International Boundary and Water Commission, conveyance. AN
ACT Authorizing the transfer to the United States Section,
International Boundary and Water Commission, by the War
Assets Administration of a portion of Fort McIntosh at Laredo,
Texas, and certain personal property in connection therewith,
without exchange of funds or reimbursement -------

236 ___ Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1948, amendments. AN ACT To
amend section 12 of the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942,
as amended, and to amend section 2 of the Act of June 16,
1936, as amended, so as to authorize lump-sum payments
under the said Acts to the survivors of deceased officers with-
out administration of estates____________________-- - -

237 -__ District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia
and other activities chargeable in whole or in part against the
revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending June 30,
194 8, and for other purposes -----____________ -----

238 ___ Regulation of insurance. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
'An Act to express the intent of the Congress with reference

to the regulation of the business of insurance", approved
March 9, 1945 (59 Stat. 33)-----.....- .............

239 --- Emergency and war powers, termination. JOINT RESOLUTION
To terminate certain emergency and war powers--_--_------

Date

July 24, 1947_--

July 24,

July 24,

July 24,

July 24,

July 24,

1947-__

1947-_-
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1947-__
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July 24, 1947-_-

July 24, 1947_--

July 25, 1947__.

July 25, 1947 --

July 25, 1947-_-

July 25, 1947_ -

July 25, 1947--

July 25, 1947-_

July 25, 1947--
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Public 
Law 

222 ___ Alaska, zoning power in town sites. AN ACT To authorize the 
Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to provide for the exer-
cise of zoning power in town sites on the public lands of the 
United States  

223 ___ Walker, Minn., school facilities. AN ACT For expenditure of 
funds for cooperating with the public-school board at Walker, 
Minnesota, for the extension of public-school facilities to be 
available to all Indian children in the district  July 24, 1947___ 414 

224 _ __ Alaska game law, amendment. AN ACT To amend the Alaska 
game law  July 24, 1947___ 415 

225 ___ Panama Railroad pension fund. AN ACT To transfer the 
Panama Railroad pension fund to the civil service retirement 
and disability fund   July 24, 1947___ 415 

226 ___ Federal Unemployment Tax Act, amendment. AN ACT To 
amend section 1602 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act  July 24, 1947_ __ 416 

227 ___ Indian tribes in Washington, claims. AN ACT To amend the 
Act of February 12, 1925, and for other purposes  July 24, 1947___ 416 

228 ___ Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, Minn. AN ACT Author-
izing a per capita payment of $50 each to the members of the 
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians from the proceeds of the 
sale of timber and lumber on the Red Lake Reservation  July 24, 1947___ 417 

229 ___ Alaska, reservation of rights-of-way. AN ACT To amend the 
Act entitled "An Act providing for the transfer of the duties 
authorized and authority conferred by law upon the board of 
road commissioners in the Territory of Alaska to the Depart-
ment of the Interior, and for other purposes", approved June 
30, 1932  July 24, 1947___ 418 

230 ___ Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation. AN ACT To declare 
the ownership of the timber on the allotments on the Northern 
Cheyenne Indian Reservation, and to authorize the sale 
thereof  July 24, 1947_ __ 418 

231 ___ Minnesota school facilities. AN ACT To provide additional 
funds for cooperation with public-school districts (organized 
and unorganized) in Mahnomen, Itasca, Pine, Becker, and 
Cass Counties, Minnesota, in the construction, improvement, 
and extension of school facilities to be available to both Indian 
and white children  July 24, 1947_ __ 418 

232 ___ Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact. AN ACT Granting the con-
sent and approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating 
to the better utilization of the fisheries (marine, shell, and 
anadromous) of the Pacific coast and creating the Pacific 
Marine Fisheries Commission  July 24, 1947_ __ 419 

233 ___ Transfer of surplus property to alleviate flood damage, etc. AN 
ACT To make surplus property available for the alleviation 
of damage caused by flood or other catastrophe  July 25, 1947_ _. 422 

234 ___ Alaska, transportation of U. 8. employees. AN ACT To amend 
Public Law 304, Seventy-seventh Congress   July 25, 1947_ __ 423 

235 ___ International Boundary and Water Commission, conveyance. AN 
ACT Authorizing the transfer to the United States Section, 
International Boundary and Water Commission, by the War 
Assets Administration of a portion of Fort McIntosh at Laredo, 
Texas, and certain personal property in connection therewith, 
without exchange of funds or reimbursement  

236 ___ Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, amendments. AN ACT To 
amend section 12 of the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, 
as amended, and to amend section 2 of the Act of June 16, 
1936, as amended, so as to authorize lump-sum payments 
under the said Acts to the survivors of deceased officers with-
out administration of estates  

237 ___ District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia 
and other activities chargeable in whole or in part against the 
revenues of such District for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1948, and for other purposes  July 25, 1947_ __ 425 

238 ___ Regulation of insurance. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled 
"An Act to express the intent of the Congress with reference 
to the regulation of the business of insurance", approved 
March 9, 1945 (59 Stat. 33)  July 25, 1947_ __ 448 

239 __- Emergency and war powers, termination. JOINT RESOLUTION 
To terminate certain emergency and war powers  July 25, 1947_ __ 449 

Date Page 

July 24, 1947___ 414 

July 25, 1947_ _ _ 423 

July 25, 1947..__ 424 
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240 --- Menominee Indian Mills. AN ACT To authorize the payment
of certain sums to jobbers in connection with their logging of
timber for the Menominee Indians on the Menominee Reser-
vation during the logging season 1934-1935, and for other
purposes -----------------------

241 _-_ Missing Persons Act, 1942, extension to certain Philippine forces.
AN ACT To amend Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved February 18, 1946, so as to extend the benefits of the
Missing Persons Act, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143),
as amended, to certain members of the organized military
forces of the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philip-
pines------------------------------------------ -

242 _-- Geographic names, standardization. AN ACT To provide a cen-
tral authority for standardizing geographic names for the pur-
pose of eliminating duplication in standardizing such names
among the Federal departments, and for other purposes - ---

243 --- Cottonseed statistics. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An
Act authorizing the Director of the Census to collect and pub-
lish statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for
other purposes", approved August 7, 1916 _--__---___----

244 -- _ Alaska, pardons, etc. AN ACT To confer upon the Governor of
Alaska the power to pardon and remit fines and forfeitures for
offenses against laws of the Territory of Alaska -------__---

245 --- Natural Gas Act, 1938, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Natural Gas Act approved June 21, 1938, as amended ------

246 __- Osage Indians, Okla. AN ACT To enable the Osage Tribal
Council to determine the bonus value of tracts offered for
lease for oil, gas, and other mining purposes, Osage Mineral
Reservation, Oklahoma------_-----------__ --------..--.

247 --- Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes--______-

248 - - War and Navy Departments, relief of disbursing officers. AN
ACT Authorizing the Comptroller General of the United States
to allow credits to and relieve certain disbursing and certifying
officers of the War and Navy Departments in the settlement
of certain accounts ..-------------------------.----__

249 -- _ Virgin Islands. AN ACT To extend provisions of the Bank-
head-Jones Farm Tenant Act and the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act to the Virgin Islands-----------.__

250 __- Flathead Indian irrigation project. AN ACT To authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to defer the collection of certain
irrigation construction charges against lands under the Flat-
head Indian irrigation project---------.....----____._____

251 _-- Smithsonian Institution, Board of Regents. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To provide for the appointment of Robert V. Fleming
as a member of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution

252 _-- D. C. Unemployment Compensation Act, amendment. AN ACT
To amend the District of Columbia Unemployment Com-
pensation Act with respect to contribution rates after termina-
tion of military service --------.. ...........__.___.___-

253 --- National Security Act of 1947. AN ACT To promote the na-
tional security by providing for a Secretary of Defense; for a
National Military Establishment; for a Department of the
Army, a Department of the Navy, and a Department of the
Air Force; and for the coordination of the activities of the
National Military Establishment with other departments
and agencies of the Government concerned with the national
security -------------___________________________

254 -_- Armed Forces Leave Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 to provide that bonds
issued under such Act shall be redeemable at any time after
September 1, 1947, to permit settlement and compensation
under such Act to be made in cash, and for other purposes --

255 _-- Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947. AN ACT To provide for
the protection, preservation, and extension of the sockeye
salmon fishery of the Fraser River system, and for other
purposes ---------------------------

256 _-- The Supplemental Government Corporations Appropriation Act,
1948. AN ACT Making supplemental appropriations for
Government corporations and independent executive agencies
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes_

Date
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Public 
Law Date Page 

240 ___ Menominee Indian Mills. AN ACT To authorize the payment 
of certain sums to jobbers in connection with their logging of 
timber for the Menominee Indians on the Menominee Reser-
vation during the logging season 1934-1935, and for other 
purposes  July 25, 1947_ __ 455 

241 Missing Persons Act, 1942, extension to certain Philippine forces. 
AN ACT To amend Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
approved February 18, 1946, so as to extend the benefits of the 
Missing Persons Act, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), 
as amended, to certain members of the organized military 
forces of the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philip-
pines  July 25, 1947__ 455 

242 Geographic names, standardization. AN ACT To provide a cen-
tral authority for standardizing geographic names for the pur-
pose of eliminating duplication in standardizing such names 
among the Federal departments, and for other purposes  July 25, 1947._ _ _ 456 

243 Cottonseed statistics. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled "An 
Act authorizing the Director of the Census to collect and pub-
lish statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for 
other purposes", approved August 7, 1916   July 25, 1947_ __ 457 

244 Alaska, pardons, etc. AN ACT To confer upon the Governor of 
Alaska the power to pardon and remit fines and forfeitures for 
offenses against laws of the Territory of Alaska  July 25, 1947_ _ _ 459 

245 Natural Gas Act, 1988, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Natural Gas Act approved June 21, 1938, as amended  July 25, 1947_ __ 459 

246 Osage Indians, Okla. AN ACT To enable the Osage Tribal 
Council to determine the bonus value of tracts offered for 
lease for oil, gas, and other mining purposes, Osage Mineral 
Reservation, Oklahoma  July 25, 1947_ _ _ 459 

247 Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes   July 25, 1947_ _ _ 460 

248 War and Navy Departments, relief of disbursing officers. AN 
ACT Authorizing the Comptroller General of the United States 
to allow credits to and relieve certain disbursing and certifying 
officers of the War and Navy Departments in the settlement 
of certain accounts  July 26, 1947_ __ 493 

249 Virgin Islands. AN ACT To extend provisions of the Bank-
head-Jones Farm Tenant Act and the Soil Conservation and 
Domestic Allotment Act to the Virgin Islands  July 26, 1947_ __ 493 

250 Flathead Indian irrigation project. AN ACT To authorize the 
Secretary of the Interior to defer the collection of certain 
irrigation construction charges against lands under the Flat-
head Indian irrigation project  July 26, 194i_ _ _ 494 

251 Smithsonian Institution, Board of Regents. JOINT RESOLU-
TION To provide for the appointment of Robert V. Fleming 
as a member of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution  July 26, 1947_ _ _ 494 

252 D. C. Unemployment Compensation Act, amendment. AN ACT 
To amend the District of Columbia Unemployment Com-
pensation Act with respect to contribution rates after termina-
tion of military service  July 26, 1947_ _ _ 494 

253 National Security Act of 1947. AN ACT To promote the na-
tional security by providing for a Secretary of Defense; for a 
National Military Establishment; for a Department of the 
Army, a Department of the Navy, and a Department of the 
Air Force; and for the coordination of the activities of the 
National Military Establishment with other departments 
and agencies of the Government concerned with the national 
security  July 26, 1947_ _ _ 495 

254 Armed Forces Leave Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 to provide that bonds 
issued under such Act shall be redeemable at any time after 
September 1, 1947, to permit settlement and compensation 
under such Act to be made in cash, and for other purposes_   July 26, 1947._ 510 

255 Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947. AN ACT To provide for 
the protection, preservation, and extension of the sockeye 
salmon fishery of the Fraser River system, and for other 
purposes  July 29, 1947_ _ _ 511 

256 The Supplemental Government Corporations Appropriation Act, 
1948. AN ACT Making supplemental appropriations for 
Government corporations and independent executive agencies 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.. July 29, 1947_ - - 514 
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257 --- Francis Marion National Forest. AN ACT To authorize the
creation of a game refuge in the Francis Marion National
Forest in the State of South Carolina-____________________

258 ___ Black Bass, etc., regulations. AN ACT To regulate the interstate
transportation of black bass and other game fish, and for
other purposes ---- -----___________________________

259 __- Gold Star Mothers, commemorative stamps. AN ACT To au-
thorize the issuance of a special series of commemorative
stamps in honor of Gold Star Mothers ---------_________-

260 --- Acadia National Park, Maine. AN ACT To transfer jurisdic-
tion of certain lands comprising a portion of Acadia National
Park, Maine, from the Department of the Interior to the
Department of the Navy, and for other purposes _________ __

261 ___ Silver Creek recreational demonstration project. AN ACT To
provide for the addition of certain revested Oregon and Cal-
ifornia Railroad grant lands to the Silver Creek recreational
demonstration project, in the State of Oregon, and for other
purposes .------------------------.-------------

262 -__ Federal Reserve Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 10
of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, and for other pur-
poses -------_---------------------------________

263 _-- Civil Service Retirement Act, 1930, amendment. AN ACT To
amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as
amended, to provide for the return of the amount of deduc-
tions from the compensation of any employee who is separ-
ated from the service or transferred to a position not within
the purview of such Act before completing ten years of
service ---------------------------- - ------- ---

264 -- _ Department of the Interior, copies of records. AN ACT To amend
section 1 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497, 5 U. S. C.,
sec. 488), fixing the price of copies of records furnished by the
Department of the Interior - - - - --________________

265 ___ Postal service. AN ACT To amend the Act of July 6, 1945, re-
lating to the classification and compensation of employees of
the postal service, so as to provide proper recompense in the
form of compensatory time for overtime performed by super-
visors --------------------------.--

266 _ Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes_-

267 - - - Military Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making appropria-
tions for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes ---- ..----__.____._.

268 --- The Government Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT
Making appropriations for Government corporations and in-
dependent executive agencies for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948, and for other purposes -----------------..______.

269 ___ Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry inde-
pendent executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other pur-
poses..----- -....................................

270 -_- Spanish-American War and Civil War, pensions. AN ACT To
provide increases in the rates of pension payable to Spanish-
American War and Civil War veterans and their dependents - -

271 _-- The Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making
supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948, and for other purposes ----------------________-

272 -__ Gila project. AN ACT To relocate the boundaries and reduce
the area of the Gila Federal reclamation project, and for other
purposes ----------------------___.-__----------

273 -__ Public lands. AN ACT To amend section 2455 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended, to increase the size of isolated or dis-
connected tracts or parcels of the public domain which may be
sold, and for other purposes ------- _____________________-

274 ___ Immigration Act, 1917, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
12 of the Immigration Act of 1917 --- ___-___---_____-__-

275 -__ Marine Band. AN ACT To authorize the attendance of the
Marine Band at the National Convention of The American
Legion to be held in New York, New York, August 28 to 31,
1947, and the National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,
September 4 to 9, 1947-----------------.---
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Law Date Page 
257 ___ Francis Marion National Forest. AN ACT To authorize the 

creation of a game refuge in the Francis Marion National 
Forest in the State of South Carolina  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 516 

258 _ _ _ Black Bass, etc., regulations. AN ACT To regulate the interstate 
transportation of black bass and other game fish, and for 
other purposes  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 517 

259 ___ Gold Star Mothers, commemorative stamps. AN ACT To au-
thorize the issuance of a special series of commemorative 
stamps in honor of Gold Star Mothers  July 30, 1947__ _ 518 

260 ___ Acadia National Park, Maine. AN ACT To transfer jurisdic-
tion of certain lands comprising a portion of Acadia National 
Park, Maine, from the Department of the Interior to the 
Department of the Navy, and for other purposes  July 30, 1947_ 519 

261 ___ Silver Creek recreational demonstration. project. AN ACT To 
provide for the addition of certain revested Oregon and Cal-
ifornia Railroad grant lands to the Silver Creek recreational 
demonstration project, in the State of Oregon, and for other 
purposes   July 30, 1947_ _ _ 519 

262 ___ Federal Reserve Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 10 
of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, and for other pur-
poses   July 30, 1947_ _ 520 

263 ___ Civil Service Retirement Act, 1930, amendment. AN ACT To 
amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as 
amended, to provide for the return of the amount of deduc-
tions from the compensation of any employee who is separ-
ated from the service or transferred to a position not within 
the purview of such Act before completing ten years of 
service   July 30, 1947___ 521 

264 ___ Department of the Interior, copies of records. AN ACT To amend 
section 1 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497, 5 U. S. C., 
sec. 488), fixing the price of copies of records furnished by the 
Department of the Interior   July 30, 1947_ _ _ 521 

265 __ _ Postal service. AN ACT To amend the Act of July 6, 1945, re-
lating to the classification and compensation of employees of 
the postal service, so as to provide proper recompense in the 
form of compensatory time for overtime performed by super-
visors   July 30, 1947_ _ _ 522 

266 Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT 
Making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes_ _ _ July 30, 1947_ _ _ 523 

267 Military Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making appropria-
tions for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 551 

268 The Government Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT 
Making appropriations for Government corporations and in-
dependent executive agencies for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1948, and for other purposes  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 574 

269 Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making 
appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry inde-
pendent executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other pur-
poses  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 585 

270 Spanish-American War and Civil War, pensions. AN ACT To 
provide increases in the rates of pension payable to Spanish-
American War and Civil War veterans and their dependents__ _ July 30, 1947_ __ 610 

271 The Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Making 
supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1948, and for other purposes  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 610 

272 Gila project. AN ACT To relocate the boundaries and reduce 
the area of the Gila Federal reclamation project, and for other 
purposes   July 30, 1947_ __ 628 

273 Public lands. AN ACT To amend section 2455 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended, to increase the size of isolated or dis-
connected tracts or parcels of the public domain which may be 
sold, and for other purposes  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 630 

274 Immigration Act, 1917, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 
12 of the Immigration Act of 1917  July 30, 1947_ _ _ 630 

275 Marine Band. AN ACT To authorize the attendance of the 
Marine Band at the National Convention of The American 
Legion to be held in New York, New York, August 28 to 31, 
1947, and the National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars of the United States to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, 
September 4 to 9, 1947  July 30, 1947..__ 632 
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276 --- Petersburg, Alaska, conveyance. AN ACT To transfer part of
block 14 and the school building thereon of Petersburg town
site, Alaska, used for school purposes, to the town of Peters-
burg, Alaska----------------------

277 --- Vessels of foreign registry. AN ACT To permit vessels of Can-
nadian registry to transport certain merchandise between
Hyder, Alaska, and points in the continental United States_

278 --- U. S. Code, title 1. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive
law, title 1 of the United States Code, entitled "General Pro-
visions" --- - -------------- - - --_-____ __. - -

279 --_ U. S. Code, title 4. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive
law title 4 of the United States Code, entitled "Flag and seal,
Seat of Government, and the States"-----

280 _-- U. S. Code, title 6. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive
law title 6 of the United States Code, entitled "Official and
Penal Bonds" -----

281 _-- U. S. Code, title 17. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive
law title 17 of the United States Code, entitled "Copyrights"_

282 ___ U. S. Code, title 9. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive
law, title 9 of the United States Code, entitled "Arbitra-
tion"..._______

283 -- _ Life Saving Service, retired pay. AN ACT To amend the Act of
April 14, 1930, to provide increased retired pay for certain
members of the former Life Saving Service---

284 _-- Navy and War Departments, sale of utilities. AN ACT To per-
mit the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of War to
supply utilities and related services to welfare activities, and
persons whose businesses or residences are in the immediate
vicinity of naval or military activities and require utilities or
related services not otherwise obtainable locally, and for other
purposes---------_________- -- -

285 ___ Susquehanna River, dam. AN ACT Granting the consent of
Congress to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a dam in the Susquehanna
River

286 __- Hawaii, revenue bonds. AN ACT To ratify and confirm Act 10 of
the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, extending the time within
which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under chap-
ter 118, Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945 ...

287 --- Congressional Aviation Policy Board. AN ACT To provide for
the establishment of a temporary Congressional Aviation
Policy Board --- --

288 - - - Veterans' Administration, site at Clarksburg, W. Va. AN ACT To
authorize the Veterans' Administration to acquire certain
land as a site for the proposed Veterans' Administration
facility at Clarksburg, West Virginia, and for other purposes_

289 --. Surplus Property Act 1944, amendment. AN ACT To expedite
the disposition of Government surplus airports, airport facili-
ties, and equipment and to assure their disposition in such
manner as will best encourage and foster the development ofcivilian aviation and preserve for national defense purposes
a strong, efficient, and properly maintained Nation-wide
system of public airports, and for other purposes------

290 ___ Plant Quarantine Act, 1918, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Plant Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended,
by adding a new proviso to section 1 ...

291 -__ Public lands. AN ACT To provide for the disposal of materials
on the public lands of the United States

292 -- New England Interstate Water Pollution control compact. AN
ACT Granting the consent and approval of Congress to an
interstate compact relating to control and reduction of pollu-
tion in the waters of the New England States

293 __ Coast Guard, employment of alien seamen. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Amending Public Law 27, Eightieth Congress294 ___ Postal servce, issuance of per diem orders. AN ACT For the
relief of Willie P. Goodwin, J. M. Thorud, and W. H. Stokley_295 _.- Choctaw and Chickasaw coal and asphalt deposits. AN ACT To
amend the Act of April 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 88), entitled "An
Act to provide for the leasing of the segregated coal andasphalt deposits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indian Na-
tions, in Oklahoma, and for an extension of time within which
purchasers of such deposits may complete payments"----...
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276 ___ Petersburg, Alaska, conveyance. AN ACT To transfer part of 
block 14 and the school building thereon of Petersburg town 
site, Alaska, used for school purposes, to the town of Peters-
burg, Alaska  

277 ___ Vessels of foreign registry. AN ACT To permit vessels of Can-
nadian registry to transport certain merchandise between 
Hyder, Alaska, and points in the continental United States_ _ 

278 ___ U. S. Code, title 1. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive 
law, title 1 of the United States Code, entitled "General Pro-
visions"  

279 ___ U. S. Code, title 4. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive 
law title 4 of the United States Code, entitled "Flag and seal, 
Seat of Government, and the States"  

280 ___ U. S. Code, title 6. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive 
law title 6 of the United States Code, entitled "Official and 
Penal Bonds"  

281 ___ U. S. Code, title 17. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive 
law title 17 of the United States Code, entitled "Copyrights"  

282 ___ U. S. Code, title 9. AN ACT To codify and enact into positive 
law, title 9 of the United States Code, entitled "Arbitra-
tion"  

283 ___ Life Saving Service, retired pay. AN ACT To amend the Act of 
April 14, 1930, to provide increased retired pay for certain 
members of the former Life Saving Service  

284 ___ Navy and War Departments, sale of utilities. AN ACT To per-
mit the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of War to 
supply utilities and related services to welfare activities, and 
persons whose businesses or residences are in the immediate 
vicinity of naval or military activities and require utilities or 
related services not otherwise obtainable locally, and for other 
purposes  

285 Susquehanna River, dam. AN ACT Granting the consent of 
Congress to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company to con-
struct, maintain, and operate a dam in the Susquehanna 
River  

286 Hawaii, revenue bonds. AN ACT To ratify and confirm Act 10 of 
the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, extending the time within 
which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under chap-
ter 118, Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945  

287 Congressional Aviation Policy Board. AN ACT To provide for 
the establishment of a temporary Congressional Aviation 
Policy Board  

288 Veterans' Administration, site at Clarksburg, W. Va. AN ACT To 
authorize the Veterans' Administration to acquire certain 
land as a site for the proposed Veterans' Administration 
facility at Clarksburg, West Virginia, and for other purposes.. 

289 Surplus Property Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To expedite 
the disposition of Government surplus airports, airport facili-
ties, and equipment and to assure their disposition in such 
manner as will best encourage and foster the development of 
civilian aviation and preserve for national defense purposes 
a strong, efficient, and properly maintained Nation-wide 
system of public airports, and for other purposes  

Plant Quarantine Act, 1912, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Plant Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended, 
by adding a new proviso to section 1  

291 ___ Public lands. AN ACT To provide for the disposal of materials 
on the public lands of the United States  

292 ___ New England Interstate Water Pollution control compact. AN 
ACT Granting the consent and approval of Congress to an 
interstate compact relating to control and reduction of pollu-
tion in the waters of the New England States  

293 Coast Guard, employment of alien seamen. JOINT RESOLU-
TION Amending Public Law 27, Eightieth Congress  

294 Postal service, issuance of per diem orders. AN ACT For the 
relief of Willie P. Goodwin, J. M. Thorud, and W. H. Stokley_ _ 

295 Choctaw and Chickasaw coal and asphalt deposits. AN ACT To 
amend the Act of April 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 88), entitled "An 
Act to provide for the leasing of the segregated coal and 
asphalt deposits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indian Na-
tions, in Oklahoma, and for an extension of time within which 
purchasers of such deposits may complete payments"  
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296 -_- War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT
Making appropriations for civil functions administered by the
War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and
for other purposes---------------_

297 -- _ Marketing and cooperative research projects. AN ACT To
amend title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for
research into basic laws and principles relating to agriculture
and to provide for the further development of cooperative
agricultural extension work and the more complete endow-
ment and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29,
1935 (the Bankhead-Jones Act)----.____

298 ___ Farm labor supply centers. AN ACT Providing for the disposi-
tion of farm labor camps to public or semipublic agencies or
nonprofit associations of farmers-----------

299 _-- Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Mak-
ing supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes --- ________________-

300 --- Canadian-built vessels, documentation. AN ACT To provide
that the Canadian-built dredge Ajax and certain other
dredging equipment owned by a United States corporation
be documented under the laws of the United States -__.--

301 __- U. S. Housing Act, 1937, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
United States Housing Act of 1937 so as to permit loans,
capital grants, or annual contributions for low-rent-housing
and slum-clearance projects where construction costs exceed
present cost limitations upon condition that local housing
agencies pay the difference between cost limitations and the
actual construction costs -- ---_________________- ---

302 -_- Navy, acquisition of land. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary
of the Navy to establish a postgraduate school at Monterey,
California --- ----- --- --__-_ __------

303 --- U. S. Naval Postgraduate School. AN ACT To establish the
United States Naval Postgraduate School, and for other pur-
poses --. -----------------------------------------

304 --- Disposition of condemned ordnance. AN ACT To provide for the
loan or gift of obsolete ordnance to State homes for former
members of the armed forces---________________________

305 _-- Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act relating
to marketing agreements and orders -------- -.

306 --- Gold star lapel button. AN ACT To provide appropriate lapel
buttons for widows, parents, and next of kin of members of the
armed forces who lost their lives in the armed services of the
United States in World War II ------.....-. ..__..

307 -.. District of Columbia, life insurance. AN ACT To amend section
16 of chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act
to regulate the business of life insurance in the District of
Columbia." ---------------- -------

308 _-- District of Columbia, undertakers. AN ACT To amend section 7
of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to provide
for the expenses of the government of the District of Co-
lumbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and for other
purposes", approved July 1, 1902, as amended_--_ ......

309 --- District of Columbia Emergency Rent Act, 1941, amendment. AN
ACT To extend for three months the provisions of the District
of Columbia Emergency Rent Act, approved December 2,
1941, as amended -----------... ________

310 --- Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend sec-
tion 251 of the Internal Revenue Code--_____________.__-

311 _-- Federal Home Loan Bank Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and for other purposes___

312 ___ Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation. AN ACT Relating to
the sale of the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation, Grand
Traverse County, Michigan_------------._______

313 ___ War and Navy Department, professional and scientific service.
AN ACT To authorize the creation of additional positions in
the professional and scientific service in the War and Navy
Departments - __ _ __- ---- - --- --- -- - --

314 -__ Decorations, orders, medals, etc. AN ACT To amend section 1
of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), as amended, relat-
ing to the acceptance of decorations, orders, medals, and em-
blems by officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the
United States tendered them by governments of cobelligerent
nations, neutral nations, or other American Republics ----

xxi
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Date Page 
296 ___ War Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT 

Making appropriations for civil functions administered by the 
War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and 
for other purposes  July 31, 1947_ _ _ 686 

297 ___ Marketing and cooperative research projects. AN ACT To 
amend title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for 
research into basic laws and principles relating to agriculture 
and to provide for the further development of cooperative 
agricultural extension work and the more complete endow-
ment and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29, 
1935 (the Bankhead-Jones Act)  July 31, 1947___ 694 

298 ___ Farm labor supply centers. AN ACT Providing for the disposi-
tion of farm labor camps to public or semipublic agencies or 
nonprofit associations of farmers  July 31, 1947_ _ _ 694 

299 ___ Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948. AN ACT Mak-
ing supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes   July 31, 1947_ __ 695 

300 ___ Canadian-built vessels, documentation. AN ACT To provide 
that the Canadian-built dredge Ajax and certain other 
dredging equipment owned by a United States corporation 
be documented under the laws of the United States  July 31, 1947_ _ _ 704 

301 ___ U. S. Housing Act, 1987, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
United States Housing Act of 1937 so as to permit loans, 
capital grants, or annual contributions for low-rent-housing 
and slum-clearance projects where construction costs exceed 
present cost limitations upon condition that local housing 
agencies pay the difference between cost limitations and the 
actual construction costs  July 31, 1947_ __ 704 

302 ___ Navy, acquisition of land. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary 
of the Navy to establish a postgraduate school at Monterey, 
California   July 31, 1947_ _ _ 705 

303 ___ U. S. Naval Postgraduate School. AN ACT To establish the 
United States Naval Postgraduate School, and for other pur-
poses  July 31, 1947_ _ _ 705 

304 ___ Disposition of condemned ordnance. AN ACT To provide for the 
loan or gift of obsolete ordnance to State homes for former 
members of the armed forces  July 31, 1947._ _ 707 

305 ___ Agricultural Adjustment Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act relating 
to marketing agreements and orders_  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 707 

306 ___ Gold star lapel button. AN ACT To provide appropriate lapel 
buttons for widows, parents, and next of kin of members of the 
armed forces who lost their lives in the armed services of the 
United States in World War II  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 710 

307 __ District of Columbia, life insurance. AN ACT To amend section 
16 of chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act 
to regulate the business of life insurance in the District of 
Columbia."   Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 711 

308 ___ District of Columbia, undertakers. AN ACT To amend section 7 
of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to provide 
for the expenses of the government of the District of Co-
lumbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and for other 
purposes", approved July 1, 1902, as amended  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ 711 

309 ___ District of Columbia Emergency Rent Act, 1941, amendment. AN 
ACT To extend for three months the provisions of the District 
of Columbia Emergency Rent Act, approved December 2, 
1941, as amended  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 713 

310 ___ Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend sec-
tion 251 of the Internal Revenue Code  Aug. 1, 1947_ __ 714 

311 _ __ Federal Home Loan Bank Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and for other purposes_ _ _ Aug. 1, 1947_ 714 

312 ___ Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation. AN ACT Relating to 
the sale of the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation, Grand 
Traverse County, Michigan  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 714 

313 ___ War and Navy Department, professional and scientific service. 
AN ACT To authorize the creation of additional positions in 
the professional and scientific service in the War and Navy 
Departments   Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 715 

314 ___ Decorations, orders, medals, etc. AN ACT To amend section 1 
of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), as amended, relat-
ing to the acceptance of decorations, orders, medals, and em-
blems by officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the 
United States tendered them by governments of cobelligerent 
nations, neutral nations, or other American Republics  Aug. 1,1947___ 715 
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315 -_ Tariff Ac, 1930, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION To
amend paragraph 1772 of the Tariff Act of 1930----------_-

316 --- Veterans' Administration, claims. AN ACT To amend section
200 of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, June 29,
1936, to permit recognition of officers and enlisted men retired
from the military and naval forces of the United States as re-
presentatives of certain organizations in the presentation of
claims to the Veterans' Administration -__________________

317 --- School facilities, contributions. AN ACT To extend the period
for providing assistance for certain war-incurred school en-
rollments -- ____.- ._.__.------------_------------_----

318 -_- Treasury Department, continuation of certain accounts. AN
ACT To provide for the orderly transaction of the public
business in the event of the death, resignation, or separation
from office of regional disbursing officers of the Treasury
Department .- _________________________________

319 --- Naval vessels. AN ACT To authorize conversions of certain
naval vessels ---- --- ----------___________________

320 __- Federal Crop Insurance Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Federal Crop Insurance Act -________________________

321 _-- Disbursing officers, relief. AN ACT To authorize relief of
accountable officers of the Government, and for other pur-
poses ---------------------------..--.----------------

322 --- D. C. Emergency Rent Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
District of Columbia rent control law so as to provide that
schools and universities may recover possession of housing
accommodations in certain cases --------________________

323 --- Agricultural Adjustment Act, 1938, peanuts. AN ACT To
amend the peanut marketing quota provisions of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended -----------___..-

324 --- Federal Tort Claims Act amendment. AN ACT To amend the
Federal Tort Claims Act______________

325 --_ Veterans' Preference Act, 1944 amendment. AN ACT To amend
section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of June 27, 1944
(58 Stat 387) -----___-

326 -__ Paxon Field, Fla. AN ACT Relating to the sale of Paxon Field,
Duval County, Florida--______

327 --_ Marine Corps Memorial Commission. JOINT RESOLUTION
To establish a commission to formulate plans for the erection,
in Grant Park, Chicago, Illinois, of a Marine Corps memorial_

328 --- Mine safety measures. JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to
safety in bituminous-coal and lignite mines of the United
States-------------. ..

329 -.- Fishing resources of Territories and island possessions. AN ACT
To provide for the exploration, investigation, development
and maintenance of the fishing resources and development of
the high seas fishing industry of the Territories and island
possessions of the United States in the tropical and subtrop-
ical Pacific Ocean and intervening seas, and for other
purposes...

330 -- Federal Employees Pay Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To
exclude certain interns, student nurses and other student-
employees of hospitals of the- Federal Government from the
Classification Act and other laws relating to compensation and
benefits of Federal employees, and for other purposes ----

331 ___ Rio Grande, bridge. AN ACT To extend the times for commenc-
ing and completing the construction of a toll bridge across the
Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas --__.___._-

332 - Tuberculosis sanatorium, Galen, Mont. AN ACT Authorizing an
appropriation for the construction, extension, and improve-
ment of a State tuberculosis sanatorium at Galen, Montana, to
provide facilities for the treatment of tuberculous Indians in
Montana--------------- ------------ -------------

333 ___ G. F. Allen and others, credit in accounts AN ACT For the
relief of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Treasury
Department, and for other purposes -----------

334 -__ Recorder of Deeds, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the Recorder
of Deeds of the District of Columbia to purchase machines for
the recording of deeds, and for other purposes-------

335 --- Laguna Band of Mission Indians, Calif. AN ACT Authorizing
and directing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in
fee to the surviving members of the Laguna Band of Mission
Indians of Californmia ..._
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315 ___ Tariff Act, 1930, amendment. JOINT RESOLUTION To 
amend paragraph 1772 of the Tariff Act of 1930  Aug. 1, 1947__ 716 

316 ___ Veterans' Administration, claims. AN ACT To amend section 
200 of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, June 29, 
1936, to permit recognition of officers and enlisted men retired 
from the military and naval forces of the United States as re-
presentatives of certain organizations in the presentation of 
claims to the Veterans' Administration  Aug. 1, 1947...._ 716 

317 ___ School facilities, contributions. AN ACT To extend the period 
for providing assistance for certain war-incurred school en-
rollments  Aug. 1, 1947._ _ 716 

318 ___ Treasury Department, continuation of certain accounts. AN 
ACT To provide for the orderly transaction of the public 
business in the event of the death, resignation, or separation 
from office of regional disbursing officers of the Treasury 
Department  Aug. 1, 1947._ _ 717 

319 ___ Naval vessels. AN ACT To authorize conversions of certain 
naval vessels  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 718 

320 ___ Federal Crop Insurance Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the Federal Crop Insurance Act  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ 718 

321 ___ Disbursing officers, relief. AN ACT To authorize relief of 
accountable officers of the Government, and for other pur-
poses  Aug. 1, 1947.___ 720 

322 ___ D. C. Emergency Rent Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
District of Columbia rent control law so as to provide that 
schools and universities may recover possession of housing 
accommodations in certain cases  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 721 

323 ___ Agricultural Adjustment Act, 1938, peanuts. AN ACT To 
amend the peanut marketing quota provisions of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended  Aug. 1, 1947_ _ _ 721 

324 Federal Tort Claims Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
Federal Tort Claims Act  Aug. 1, 1947..__ 722 

325 Veterans' Preference Act, 1944, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
section 14 of the Veterans Preference Act of June 27, 1944 
(58 Stat 387)   Aug. 4, 1947_ _ _ 723 

326 Paxon Field, Fla. AN ACT Relating to the sale of Paxon Field, 
Duval County, Florida  Aug. 4, 1947_ _ _ 723 

327 Marine Corps Memorial Commission. JOINT RESOLUTION 
To establish a commission to formulate plans for the erection, 
in Grant Park, Chicago, Illinois, of a Marine Corps memorial_ Aug. 4, 1947_ _ _ 724 

328 Mine safety measures. JOINT RESOLUTION Relating to 
safety in bituminous-coal and lignite mines of the United 
States  Aug. 4, 1947.._- 725 

329 Fishing resources of Territories and island possessions. AN ACT 
To provide for the exploration, investigation, development, 
and maintenance of the fishing resources and development of 
the high seas fishing industry of the Territories and island 
possessions of the United States in the tropical and subtrop-
ical Pacific Ocean and intervening seas, and for other 
purposes  Aug. 4, 1947.... 726 

330 Federal Employees Pay Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To 
exclude certain interns, student G nurses, ed and other student-
employees of hospitals of the Feral overnment from the 
Classification Act and other laws relating to compensation and 
benefits of Federal employees, and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1947.__ 727 

331 Rio Grande, bridge. AN ACT To extend the times for commenc-
ing and completing the construction of a toll bridge across the 
Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas  Aug. 4, 1947_ __ 728 

332 Tuberculosis sanatorium, Galen, Mont. AN ACT Authorizing an 
appropriation for the construction, extension, and improve-
ment of a State tuberculosis sanatorium at Galen, Montana, to 
provide facilities for the treatment of tuberculous Indians in 
Montana  Aug. 4, 1947- _ _ 729 

333 ___ G. F. Allen and others, credit in accounts AN ACT For the 
relief of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Treasury 
Department, and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1947_ __ 729 

334 _ __ Recorder of Deeds, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the Recorder 
of Deeds of the District of Columbia to purchase machines for 
the recording of deeds, and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1947..__ 730 

335 ___ Laguna Band of Mission Indians, Calif. AN ACT Authorizing 
and directing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in 
fee to the surviving members of the Laguna Band of Mission 
Indians of California  Aug. 4, 1947.... 731 
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336 --- Five Civilized Tribes of Oklahoma. AN ACT Relative to restric-
tions applicable to Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes of Okla-
homa, and for other purposes --------------.________

337 --- Army-Navy Medical Services Corps Act of 1947. AN ACT To
revise the Medical Department of the Army and the Medical
Department of the Navy, and for other purposes-----------

338 --- Veterans' Regulations, amendment. AN ACT To increase the
minimum allowance payable for rehabilitation in certain
service-connected cases -----. ----------_ -----____----___

339 --- Modoc National Forest. AN ACT To add certain lands to the
Modoc National Forest, California---___--___--- ________

340 --- Farm Island, S. Dak. AN ACT To authorize the city of Pierre,
South Dakota, to transfer Farm Island to the State of South
Dakota, and for other purposes ------.---...-.----.-..--

341 -_- Little Sioux River. AN ACT Authorizing the construction of
flood-control works on the Little Sioux River and its tribu-
taries in Iowa ---__--_-_____________________________

342 ___ National cemeteries. AN ACT To provide for the utilization of
surplus War Department-owned military real property as
national cemeteries, when feasible -- - ---__________________

343 --- Pea Patch Island, conveyance. AN ACT Authorizing the con-
veyance to the State of Delaware of a portion of Pea Patch
Island -------------------- ----------..--------

344 -__ Concealed weapons, D. C. AN ACT To amend section 4 of the
Act entitled "An Act to control the possession, sale, transfer,
and use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in the District
of Columbia, to provide penalties, to prescribe rules of evi-
dence, and for other purposes", approved July 8, 1932 (sec.
22, 3204 D. C. Code, 1940 edition) .-------.-_-_------__

345 --- Canal Zone Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 107
of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved June 19 1934 -

346 --- Civil Aeronautics Act, 1938, amendment. AN ACT To amend
section 1003 (b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as
amended --- ------ -- ..-------- --..--

347 -_- Rehabilitation of alcoholics, D. C. AN ACT To establish a pro-
gram for the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance,
and provide for the medical and scientific treatment of persons
found to be alcoholics by the courts of the District of Co-
lumbia, and for other purposes ------.- _____._---______-

348 --- Second-class mailing privileges. AN ACT To extend second-
class mailing privileges to bulletins issued by State conserva-
tion and fish and game agencies or departments -----------

349 ___ Osage Tribe of Indians, loans. AN ACT To enable Osage In-
dians who served in World War II to obtain loans under the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and for other pur-
poses--------------- ....--..........-- -- --- ---

350 --- Armed Forces Leave Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, approved August 9, 1946
(Public Law 704, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, 60
Stat. 963), and for other purposes-------------------------

351 _-- Retirement of teachers, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
"An Act for the retirement of public school teachers in the
District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946----------

352 -- _ Montgomery County, Pa., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize
the Federal Works Administrator to grant and convey to
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, a certain parcel of land
of the United States in Norristown Borough, Montgomery
County, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of erecting an addi-
tional annex to the present courthouse ___-----_-------__-

353 _-- St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. AN ACT To authorize certain
expenditures from the appropriation of Saint Elizabeths Hos-
pital, and for other purposes ---------------_-- -------- __

354 -_- International Organizations Procurement Act of 1947. AN ACT
To authorize the Treasury Department and the United States
Government Printing Office to furnish, or to procure and fur-
nish, administrative materials, supplies, and equipment to
public international organizations on a reimbursable basis --

355 --- Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission. AN ACT Grant-
ing the consent of Congress to a compact or agreement between
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New
Jersey concerning the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Com-
mission, and for other purposes----------....... -----.....
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gram for the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance, 
and provide for the medical and scientific treatment of persons 
found to be alcoholics by the courts of the District of Co-
lumbia, and for other purposes _  Aug. 4, 1947___ 744 

348 Second-class mailing privileges. AN ACT To extend second-
class mailing privileges to bulletins issued by State conserva-
tion and fish and game agencies or departments  Aug. 4, 1947_ _ _ 747 

349 Osage Tribe of Indians, loans. AN ACT To enable Osage In-
dians who served in World War II to obtain loans under the 
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and for other pur-
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350 Armed Forces Leave Act, 1946, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, approved August 9, 1946 
(Public Law 704, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, 60 
Stat. 963), and for other purposes  Aug. 4, 1947_ __ 748 

351 Retirement of teachers, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled 
"An Act for the retirement of public school teachers in the 
District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946  Aug. 4, 1947_ __ 750 

352 Montgomery County, Pa., conveyance. AN ACT To authorize 
the Federal Works Administrator to grant and convey to 
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, a certain parcel of land 
of the United States in Norristown Borough, Montgomery 
County, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of erecting an addi-
tional annex to the present courthouse   Aug. 4, 1947_ __ 750 

353 St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. AN ACT To authorize certain 
expenditures from the appropriation of Saint Elizabeths Hos-
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354 International Organizations Procurement Act of 1947. AN ACT 
To authorize the Treasury Department and the United States 
Government Printing Office to furnish, or to procure and fur-
nish, administrative materials, supplies, and equipment to 
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356 _- War losses, claims. AN ACT To provide an extension of time
for claiming credit or refund with respect to war losses------

357 --- United Nations, headquarters. JOINT RESOLUTION Author-
izing the President to bring into effect an agreement between
the United States and the United Nations for the purpose of
establishing the permanent headquarters of the United
Nations in the United States and authorizing the taking of
measures necessary to facilitate compliance with the provisions
of such agreement, and for other pusposes -------------___

358 --- Eightieth Congress, second session. JOINT RESOLUTION
Fixing the date of meeting of the second regular session of the
Eightieth Congress---------------___-_-___-____-__

359 --- Reading, Pa., anniversary. JOINT RESOLUTION Providing
for the representation of the Government and people of the
United States in the observance of the two-hundredth anni-
versary of the founding of the city of Reading, Pennsylvania-

360 -_- Wool. AN ACT To provide support for wool, and for other
purposes ------- ------------.-- ------___ ___

361 -_- Crab Orchard Creek project, etc., transfer of lands. AN ACT To
provide for the transfer of certain lands to the Secretary of the
Interior, and for other purposes -----------...-.__________

362 --- Organic Act of Puerto Rico, amendments. AN ACT To amend
the Organic Act of Puerto Rico -- ___------------_________

363 --- Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. AN ACT To provide for
the cancellation of the capital stock of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and the refund of moneys received for
such stock, and for other purposes ------------_____- -

364 --- War and Navy Departments, lease of property. AN ACT To
authorize leases of real or personal property by the War and
Navy Departments, and for other purposes -----.-- ___- -

365 --- Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical Officer Procurement
Act of 1947. AN ACT To provide additional inducements to
physicians, surgeons, and dentists to make a career of the
United States military, naval, and public health services, and
for other purposes ---- _-------________--------

366 -- National Housing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
National Housing Act, as amended - - --______

367 -- _ Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT Relating to the
income-tax liability of members of the armed forces dying in
the service -------------..............

368 --- Persons buried outside U. S., return of remains. AN ACT To
amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation
and return of the remains of certain persons who died and are
buried outside the continental limits of the United States",
approved May 16, 1946, in order to provide for the shipment
of the remains of World War II dead to the homeland of the
deceased or of next of kin, to provide for the disposition of
group and mass burials to provide for the burial of unknown
American World War II dead in United States military ceme-
teries to be established overseas, to authorize the Secretary of
War to acquire land overseas and to establish United States
military cemeteries thereon, and for other purposes....

369 -- Institute of Inter-American Aff air s A ct. AN N A CT To provide
for the reincorporation of The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, and for other purposes -------------__..._.

370 -_ Italian property, return. JOINT RESOLUTION To provide
for returns of Italian property in the United States, and for
other purposes ------------------...-.......

371 --- Coast Guard, aviation stations. AN ACT To increase the num-ber of authorized aviation stations operated by the Coast
Guard, and for other purposes ------------------------

372 --- Home Owners' Loan Act, 1933, amendment. AN ACT To amend
section 5 of Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, and for other
purposes -------------------------------------

373 -- Coast and Geodetic Survey. AN ACT To define the functionsand
duties of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other pur-
poses ----------------------------------------

374 --- Government Corporations, subsidy payments. AN ACT To amend
Public Law 88, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 23,
1945.__ _ _ _ __ _..

375 - - Settlement of War Claims Ac, 19f8, amendments. AN ACT To
change the order of priority for payment out of the German
special deposit account, and for other purposes ----........
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356 _ _ _ War losses, claims. AN ACT To provide an extension of time 
for claiming credit or refund with respect to war losses  Aug. 4, 1947_ _ _ 756 
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365 Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical Officer Procurement 
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physicians, surgeons, and dentists to make a career of the 
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for other purposes   Aug. 5, 1947_. _ 776 

366 National Housing Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the 
National Housing Act, as amended   Aug. 5, 1947_ _ _ 777 

367 Internal Revenue Code, amendment. AN ACT Relating to the 
income-tax liability of members of the armed forces dying in 
the service  Aug. 5, 1947..__ 778 

368 Persons buried outside U. S., return of remains. AN ACT To 
amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation 
and return of the remains of certain persons who died and are 
buried outside the continental limits of the United States", 
approved May 16, 1946, in order to provide for the shipment 
of the remains of Work? War II dead to the homeland of the 
deceased or of next of kin, to provide for the disposition of 
group and mass burials, to provide for the burial of unknown 
American World War H dead in United States military ceme-
teries to be established overseas, to authorise the Secretary of 
War to acquire land overseas and to establish United States 
military cemeteries thereon, and for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1947_ _ _ 779 

869 ___ Institute of Inter-American Affairs Act. AN ACT To provide 
for the reincorporation of The Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs, and for other purposes  Aug. 5, 1947_ _ _ 780 
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for returns of Italian property in the United States, and for 
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372 _ Home Owners' Loan Act, 1933, amendment. AN ACT To amend 
section 5 of Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, and for other 
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376 --- Taylor Grazing Act, 1934, amendments. AN ACT To amend the
Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), as
amended June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976) ....... -

377 - - Veterans' Regulations, amendments. AN ACT Relating to in-
stitutional on-farm training for veterans ----------

378 --- Railroad employees, refunds. AN ACT To extend the time within
which applications may be made to the Railroad Retirement
Board for certain refunds from the Unemployment Trust
Fund -------------.-.--.--

379 --- Social Security Act Amendments of 1947. AN ACT To amend
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PUBLIC LAWS
ENACTED DURING THE

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 3, 1947, and adjourned
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives.

[CHAPTER 1]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Relating to officers and employees of the Senate and House of Representatives.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) notwithstanding
the provisions of section 202 (h) of the Legislative Reorganization
Act of 1946-

(1) the positions and funds allocated on January 1, 1947, to
the chairman of any standing committee of the Senate existing
on such date shall be continued through January 31, 1947, unless
otherwise directed by such chairman; except that in the case of
any such chairman who has died or was not reelected, committee
employees (except in the case of death or resignation of any
such employee) shall be continued on the pay rolls of the Senate
through January 31, 1947, unless sooner removed for cause by
the Secretary of the Senate, and such employees shall perform
such duties as the Secretary of the Senate shall prescribe;

(2) clerks and other employees (except in the case of death
or resignation of any such employee) of any Senator who was
a member of the Senate on January 1, 1947, but who was not a
chairman of any standing committee existing on January 1,
1947, and who was not reelected shall be continued on the rolls
of the Senate through the date of enactment of this Act, unless

3

January 31, 1947
[S. J. Res. 31

[Public Law 1]

60 Stat. 835.
2 U. . c. § 72a.

Senate.
Continuation of cer-
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PUBLIC LAWS 
ENACTED DURING THE 

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS 

OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 8, 1947, and adjourned 
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947 

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate 
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. M ARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

[CHAPTER I] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Relating to officers and employees of the Senate and House of Representatives. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) notwithstanding 
the provisions of section 202 (h) of the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1946— 

(1) the positions and funds allocated on January 1, 1947, to 
the chairman of any standing committee of the Senate existing 
on such date shall be continued through January 31, 1947, unless 
otherwise directed by such chairman; except that in the case of 
any such chairman who has died or was not reelected, committee 
employees (except in the case of death or resignation of any 
such employee) shall be continued on the pay rolls of the Senate 
through January 31, 1947, unless sooner removed for cause by 
the Secretary of the Senate, and such employees shall perform 
such duties as the Secretary of the Senate shall prescribe; 

(2) clerks and other employees (except in the case of death 
or resignation of any such employee) of any Senator who was 
a member of the Senate on January 1, 1947, but who was not a 
chairman of any standing committee existing on January 1, 
1947, and who was not reelected shall be continued on the rolls 
of the Senate through the date of enactment of this Act, unless 
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Repeal.
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sooner removed for cause by the Secretary of the Senate; and
such employees shall perform such duties as the Secretary of the
Senate shall prescribe;

(3) the appropriations for the compensation of employees of
Senators and of committee employees of standing committees
of the Senate contained in the Legislative Branch Appropriation
Act, 1947, shall be available for the compensation of employees
specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) and of the elected officers
of the Senate;

(4) employees of any standing committee of the House of
Representatives of the Seventy-ninth Congress, which is abolished
by operation of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 (except
in the case of the death or resignation of any such employee)
shall continue on the rolls through January 31, 1947, unless sooner
removed for cause by the Clerk of the House of Representatives;

(5) employees of any standing committee of the House of
Representatives of the Seventy-ninth Congress which is not
abolished by operation of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946 (except in the case of the death or resignation of any such
employee) shall continue on the rolls until January 31, 1947,
unless otherwise directed by action of such committee; and

(6) the appropriations for "Salaries, officers and employees,
House of Representatives", as contained in the Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act, 1947, shall be available in such amounts and
under such regulations as may be approved by the Committee
on House Administration for compensation of employees of the
standing committees of the House of Representatives of the
Eightieth Congress, except the Committee on Appropriations,
and shall be available for the compensation of officers and
employees of the House of Representatives as authorized by section
201 and section 244 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.

(b) The proviso under the caption "Senate" in the First Supple-
mental Appropriation Act, 1947, approved August 8, 1946, is hereby
repealed, effective as of August 8, 1946.

Approved January 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 2]
February 1, 1947

[H. J. Res. 57]
[Public Law 2]

60 Stat. 306.
26 U. S. 0. 13126

(a).

February 19, 1947
[S. J. Res. 4]

[Public Law 3]

60 Stat. 388.

JOINT RESOLUTION
Extending for fifteen months the period of time during which alcohol plants arepermitted to produce sugars or sirups simultaneously with the production ofalcohol.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3126 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code (relating to emergency production of sugars
and sirups in industrial alcohol plants) is amended by striking out
"February 1, 1947," and inserting in lieu thereof "April 30, 1948 5'.

Approved February 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Relating to the salaries of certain Senate employees.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) in the case of any
position under the Senate for which additional compensation is pro-
vided for in the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act 1947 "so long as
the position is held by the present incumbent", the salary provided in
such Act, including such additional compensation, shall be payable
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60 Stat. 306. 
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(a). 

sooner removed for cause by the Secretary of the Senate; and 
such employees shall perform such duties as the Secretary of the 
Senate shall prescribe; 

(3) the appropriations for the compensation of employees of 
Senators and of committee employees of standing committees 
of the Senate contained in the Legislative Branch Appropriation 
Act, 19471 shall be available for the compensation of employees 
specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) and of the elected officers 
of the Senate; 

(4) employees of any standing committee of the House of 
Representatives of the Seventy-ninth Congress, which is abolished 
by operation of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 (except 
in the case of the death or resignation of any such employee) 
shall continue on the rolls through January 31, 1947, unless sooner 
removed for cause by the Clerk of the House of Representatives; 

(5) employees of any standing committee of the House of 
Representatives of the Seventy-ninth Congress which is not 
abolished by operation of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 
1946 (except in the case of the death or resignation of any such 
employee) shall continue on the rolls until January 31, 1947, 
unless otherwise directed by action of such committee; and 

(6) the appropriations for "Salaries, officers and employees, 
House of Representatives", as contained in the Legislative Branch 
Appropriation Act, 1947, shall be available in such amounts and 
under such regulations as may be approved by the Committee 
on House Administration for compensation of employees of the 
standing committees of the House of Representatives of the 
Eightieth Congress, except the Committee on Appropriations, 
and shall be available for the compensation of officers and 
employees of the House of Representatives as authorized by section 
201 and section 244 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946. 

(b) The proviso under the caption "Senate" in the First Supple-
mental Appropriation Actl 1947, approved August 8, 1946, is hereby 
repealed, effective as of August 8, 1946. 
Approved January 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 2] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Extending for fifteen months the period of time during which alcohol plants are 
permitted to produce sugars or sirups simultaneously with the production of 
alcohol. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
3126 States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3126 (a) of the 

Internal Revenue Code (relating to emergency production of sugars 
and sirups in industrial alcohol plants) is amended by striking out 
"February 1, 1947," and inserting in lieu thereof "April 30, 1948,". 
Approved February 1, 1947. 

February 19, 1947 
[S. I. Res. 41 

[Public, Law 3] 

60 Stat. 386. 

[CHAPTER 3] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Relating to the salaries of certain Senate employees. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That (a) in the case of any 
position under the Senate for which additional compensation is pro-
vided for in the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1947 "so long as 
the position is held by the present incumbent", the salary provided in 
such Act, including such additional compensation, shall be payable 
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to any incumbent thereof without regard to the above-quoted limita-
tion, in addition to any other compensation authorized by law for
such position.

(b) The salaries referred to in the foregoing subsection shall be
payable from January 3, 1947.

Approved February 19, 1947.

[CHAPTER 4]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing for a more effective staff organization for standing committees
of the Senate.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding the
provisions of section 202 of the Reorganization Act of 1946, the clerical
staffs of standing committees of the Senate shall be organized and
compensated in the manner hereinafter provided.

The annual rates of compensation for the clerical staff of each
standing committee of the Senate (other than the Appropriations Com-
mittee) shall be $2,000 to $8,000 for one chief clerk and one assistant
chief clerk; and $2,000 to $3,720 for not to exceed four other clerical
assistants.

The annual rates of compensation for the clerical staff of the
Appropriations Committee shall be as follows: One chief clerk and
one assistant chief clerk at $5,600 to $8,000; such assistant clerks as
may be necessary at $3,820 to $5,600; and such other clerical assistants
as may be necessary at $2,000 to $3,720.

Such compensation shall be fixed by the chairman of each such
committee.

Approved February 19, 1947.

[CHAPTER 5]
AN ACT

To amend the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 602 of the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as
amended is hereby amended to read as follows:

"(a) Every person who is commissioned and hereafter ordered into,
or who is hereafter examined, accepted, and enrolled in, the active
service and while in such active service shall, upon application in
writing (made within one hundred and twenty days after entrance
into such active service) and payment of premiums as hereinafter pro-
vided and without further medical examination, be granted insurance
by the United States against the death of such person occurring while
such insurance is in force."

SEC. 2. Subsection (f) of section 602 of the National Service Life
Insurance Act of 1940, as amended, is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"(f) Such insurance may be issued on the following plans: Five-
year level premium term, ordinary life, twenty-payment life, thirty-
payment life, twenty-year endowment, endowment at age sixty, and
endowment at age sixty-five. Level premium term insurance may be
converted as of the date when any premium becomes or has become
due, or exchanged as of the date of the original policy, upon payment
of the difference in reserve, at any time while such insurance is in force
and within the term period to any of the foregoing permanent plans
of insurance: Provided, That conversion to an endowment plan may
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to any incumbent thereof without regard to the above-quoted limita-
tion, in addition to any other compensation authorized by law for 
such position. 

(b) The salaries referred to in the foregoing subsection shall be 
payable from January 3, 1947. 
Approved February 19, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for a more effective staff organization for standing committees 
of the Senate. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding the 
provisions of section 202 of the Reorganization Act of 1946, the clerical 
staffs of standing committees of the Senate shall be organized and 
compensated in the manner hereinafter provided. 
The annual rates of compensation for the clerical staff of each 

standing committee of the Senate (other than the Appropriations Com-
mittee) shall be $2,000 to $8,000 for one chief clerk and one assistant 
chief clerk; and $2,000 to $3,720 for not to exceed four other clerical 
assistants. 
The annual rates of compensation for the clerical staff of the 

Appropriations Committee shall be as follows: One chief clerk and 
one assistant chief clerk at $5,600 to $8,000; such assistant clerks as 
may be necessary at $3,820 to $5,600; and such other clerical assistants 
as may be necessary at $2,000 to $3,720. 
Such compensation shall be fixed by the chairman of each such 

committee. 
Approved February 19, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 5] 
AN ACT 

To amend the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
of section 602 of the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as 
amended, is hereby amended to read as follows: 
“(a) Every person who is commissioned and hereafter ordered into, 

or who is hereafter examined, accepted, and enrolled in, the active 
service and while in such active service shall, upon application in 
writing (made within one hundred and twenty days after entrance 
into such active service) and payment of premiums as hereinafter pro-
vided and without further medical examination, be granted insurance 
by the United States against the death of such person occurring while 
such insurance is in force." 
SEG. 2. Subsection (f) of section 602 of the National Service Life 

Insurance Act of 1940, as amended, is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 

"(f) Such insurance may be issued on the following plans: Five-
year level premium term, ordinary life, twenty-payment life, thirty-
payment life, twenty-year endowment, endowment at age sixty, and 
endowment at age sixty-five. Level premium term insurance may be 
converted as of the date when any premium becomes or has become 
due, or exchanged as of the date of the original policy, upon payment 
of the difference in reserve, at any time while such insurance is in force 
and within the term period to any of the foregoing permanent plans 
of insurance: Provided, That conversion to an endowment plan may 
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Termhiation.

Other provisions.

Repeals.
60 Stat. 787.
38 U. S. C. 802 (y).

not be made while the insured is totally disabled. In any case in which
the insured is shown by evidence satisfactory to the Administrator to
be totally disabled at the expiration of the level premium term period
of his insurance under conditions which would entitle him to con-
tinued insurance protection but for such expiration, such insurance
shall be automatically converted to insurance on the ordinary life plan
unless the insured has elected insurance on some other available plan.
All level premium term policies shall cease and terminate at the expi-
ration of the term period. Provisions for cash, loan, paid-up, and
extended values, dividends from gains and savings, refund of unearned
premiums, and such other provisions as may be found to be reasonable
and practicable may be provided for in the policy of insurance or from
time to time by regulations promulgated by the Administrator."

SEC. 3. Subsections (y) (1) and (y) (2) of section 602 of the
National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended, are hereby
repealed.

Approved February 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 6]
February 26,1947 JOINT RESOLUTION
[H. J. Res. 114] To continue the authority of the Maritime Commission to operate vessels until[Public Law 6] July 1, 1947.

U. S. Maritime
Commission.

Continuation of au-
thority for carrier serv-
ice.

Post, pp. 190, 697.

60 Stat. 614.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedStates of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding anyother provision of law any temporary authority issued or to be issued
by an appropriate Government agency to the United States Maritime
Commission to provide service as a carrier by water may be valid fora period not extending beyond July 1,1947.

SEC. 2. The paragraph under the head "United States MaritimeCommission" in title I of the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act,1946, is hereby amended by striking out "March 1, 1947" and insertingin lieu thereof "July 1, 1947".
Approved February 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 7]
February 26, 19471 v V U wvU 1 i

H. J
.

Res. 121]  Granting, in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes, deductions for contribu-[Public Law 7] tions to the United Nations.

United Nations.
Charitable contri-

butions, etc.

53 Stat. 15.
26 U. S. C. 23 (o)

(4), (5).

58 Stat. 35.
26 U. S.C. 23 (q)

3).

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedStates of America in Congress assembled, That section 23 (o) of theInternal Revenue Code (relating to the so-called "charitable contri-bution" deduction) is amended by striking out the word "or" at theend of paragraph (4) thereof, and by inserting at the end of para-graph (5) the word "or" and by adding after paragraph (5) a newparagraph to read as follows:
"(6) the United Nations, but only if such contributions or gifts(A) are to be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in thecity of New York for its headquarters, and (B) are made afterDecember 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947 ;".

SEC. 2. Section 23 (q) of such code (relating to the so-called "chair-itable contribution" deduction) is amended by inserting at the end
of paragraph (3) the word "or", and by adding after paragraph (3)a new paragraph to read as follows:

" (4) the United Nations, but only if such contributions or gifts
(A) are to be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in thecity of New York for its headquarters, and (B) are made after
December 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947 ;".

6 [61 STAT.
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not be made while the insured is totally disabled. In any case in which 
the insured is shown by evidence satisfactory to the Administrator to 
be totally disabled at the expiration of the level premium term period 
of his insurance under conditions which would entitle him to con-
tinued insurance protection but for such expiration, such insurance 
shall be automatically converted to insurance on the ordinary life plan 
unless the insured has elected insurance on some other available plan. 
All level premium term policies shall cease and terminate at the expi-
ration of the term period. Provisions for cash, loan, paid-up, and 
extended values, dividends from gains and savings, refund of unearned 
premiums, and such other provisions as may be found to be reasonable 
and practicable may be provided for in the policy of insurance or from 
time to time by regulations promulgated by the Administrator." 
SEC. 3. Subsections (y) (1) and (y) (2) of section 602 of the 

National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended, are hereby 
repealed. 
Approved February 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 6] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To continue the authority of the Maritime Commission to operate vessels until 
July 1, 1947. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That notwithstanding any 
other provision of law any temporary authority issued or to be issued 
by an appropriate Government agency to the United States Maritime 
Commission to provide service as a carrier by water may be valid for 
a period not extending beyond July 1, 1947. 

SEc. 2. The paragraph under the head "United States Maritime 
Commission" in title I of the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
1946, is hereby amended by striking out "March 1, 1947" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "July 1, 1947". 
Approved February 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 7] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Granting, in the case of income, estate, and gift taxes, deductions for contribu-
tions to the United Nations. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in. Congress assembled, That section 23 (o) of the 
Internal Revenue Code (relating to the so-called "charitable contri-
bution" deduction) is amended by striking out the word "or" at the 
end of paragraph (4) thereof, and by inserting at the end of para-
graph (5) the word "or", and by adding after paragraph (5) a new 
paragraph to read as follows: 

"(6) the United Nations, but only if such contributions or gifts 
(A) are to be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the 
city of New York for its headquarters, and (B) are made after 
December 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947;". 

SEC. 2. Section 23 (q) of such code (relating to the so-called "chair-
itable contribution" deduction) is amended by inserting at the end 
of paragraph (3) the word "or", and by adding after paragraph (3) 
a new paragraph to read as follows: 

(4) the United Nations, but only if such contributions or gifts 
(A) are to be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the 
city of New York for its headquarters, and (B) are made after 
December 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947 ;". 
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SEC. 3. Section 1004 (a) (2) of such code (relating to deductions
for purposes of gift tax) is amended by striking out the period at the
end of subparagraph (E), and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon,
and by adding after subparagraph (E) a new subparagraph to read
as follows:

"(F) the United Nations, but only if such gifts (i) are to
be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the city of
New York for its headquarters, and (ii) are made after
December 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947."

SEC. 4. Section 1004 (b) of such code (relating to deductions for
purposes of gift tax) is amended by striking out the period at the
end of paragraph (6), and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon, and
by adding after paragraph (6) a new paragraph to read as follows:

"(7) the United Nations, but only if such gifts (A) are to be
used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the city of New
York for its headquarters, and (B) are made after December 1,
1946, and before December 2, 1947."

SEC. 5. The first sentence of section 812 (d) and the first sentence
of section 861 (a) (3) of such code (relating to transfers for public,
etc., uses) are hereby amended by inserting after the words "to
influence legislation" a comma and the words: "or to or for the use of
the United Nations, but only if such bequests, legacies, devises, or
transfers to or for the use of the United Nations are to be used exclu-
sively for the acquisition of a site in the city of New York for its
headquarters, and the death of the decedent occurred after December 1,
1946, and before December 2, 1947".

Approved February 26, 1947.

7
53 Stat. 147.
26 U. S. C. § 1004

(a) (2) (E).

53 Stat. 148.
26 U. S. C. § 1004

(b) (6).

53 Stat. 124 130.
26 U. S. C. §812

(d), 861 (a) (3).

[CHAPTER 8]
AN ACT

February 28, 1947
To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with the Government of [S. ,S]

Mexico in the control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest. [Public Law 8]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate with the Government of
Mexico in carrying out operations or measures to eradicate, suppress,
or control, or to prevent or retard, foot-and-mouth disease or rinder-
pest in Mexico where he deems such action necessary to protect the
livestock and related industries of the United States. In performing
the operations or measures herein authorized, the Government of
Mexico shall be responsible for the authority necessary to carry out
such operations or measures on all lands and properties in Mexico and
for such other facilities and means as in the discretion of the Secretary
of Agriculture are necessary. The measure and character of coop-
eration carried out under this Act on the part of the United States
and on the part of the Government of Mexico, including the expendi-
ture or use of funds appropriated pursuant to this Act, shall be such
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Arrangements
for the cooperation authorized by this Act shall be made through and
in consultation with the Secretary of State. The authority contained
in this Act is in addition to and not in substitution for the authority
of existing law.

SEC. 2. For purposes of this Act, funds appropriated pursuant
thereto may also be used for the purchase or hire of passenger motor
vehicles and aircraft, for printing and binding without regard to sec-
tion 87 of the Act of January 12, 1895, or section 11 of the Act of
March 1, 1919 (U. S. C., title 44, sec. 111), for personal services in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to the limita-

Cooperation with
Mexico to control
foot-and-mouth dis-
ease, etc.

Responsibility of
Mexico.

Arrangements with
Secretary of State.

Use of funds.

28 Stat. 622; 40 Stat.
1270.
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SEC. 3. Section 1004 (a) (2) of such code (relating to deductions 
for purposes of gift tax) is amended by striking out the period at the 
end of subparagraph (E), and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon, 
and by adding after subparagraph (E) a new subparagraph to read 
as follows: 

"(F) the United Nations, but only if such gifts (i) are to 
be used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the city of 
New York for its headquarters, and (ii) are made after 
December 1, 1946, and before December 2, 1947." 

SEc. 4. Section 1004 (b) of such code (relating to deductions for 
purposes of gift tax) is amended by striking out the period at the 
end of paragraph (6), and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon, and 
by adding after paragraph (6) a new paragraph to read as follows: 

"(7) the United Nations, but only if such gifts (A) are to be 
used exclusively for the acquisition of a site in the city of New 
York for its headquarters, and (B) are made after December 1, 
1946, and before December 2, 1947." 

SEC. 5. The first sentence of section 812 (d) and the first sentence 
of section 861 (a) (3) of such code (relating to transfers for public, 
etc., uses) are hereby amended by inserting after the words "to 
influence legislation" a comma and the words: "or to or for the use of 
the United Nations, but only if such bequests, legacies, devises, or 
transfers to or for the use of the United Nations are to be used exclu-
sively for the acquisition of a site in the city of New York for its 
headquarters, and the death of the decedent occurred after December 1, 
1946, and before December 2, 1947". 
Approved February 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 8] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to cooperate with the Government of 
Mexico in the control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized to cooperate with the Government of 
Mexico in carrying out operations or measures to eradicate, suppress, 
or control, or to prevent or retard, foot-and-mouth disease or rinder-
pest in Mexico where he deems such action necessary to protect the 
livestock and related industries of the United States. In performing 
the operations or measures herein authorized, the Government of 
Mexico shall be responsible for the authority necessary to carry out 
such operations or measures on all lands and properties in Mexico and 
for such other facilities and means as in the discretion of the Secretary 
of Agriculture are necessary. The measure and character of coop-
eration carried out under this Act on the part of the United States 
and on the part of the Government of Mexico, including the expendi-
ture or use of funds appropriated pursuant to this Act, shall be such 
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Arrangements 
for the cooperation authorized by this Act shall be made through and 
in consultation with the Secretary of State. The authority contained 
in this Act is in addition to and not in substitution for the authority 
of existing law. 
SEC. 2. For purposes of this Act, funds appropriated pursuant 

thereto may also be used for the purchase or hire of passenger motor 
vehicles and aircraft, for printing and binding without regard to sec-
tion 87 of the Act of January 12, 1895, or section 11 of the Act of 
March 1, 1919 (U. S. C., title 44, sec. 111), for personal services in 
the District of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to the limita-
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tions contained in section 607 (g) of the Federal Employees Pay Act
60 Stat. 219. of 1945, as amended, including the employment of civilian nationals

5 U. .c . of Mexico, and for the construction and operation of research labora-
tories, quarantine stations and other buildings and facilities.

Reports to Con- SEC. 3. Thirty days after the enactment of this Act, and every thirty
gr. days thereafter, the Secretary of Agriculture shall make a report to

the Congress with respect to the activities carried on under this Act.tAppropriations a
u -  SEC. 4. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may

Post, pp. 24, 185, be necessary to carry out this Act.
25, 617. Approved February 28, 1947.

March 7, 1947
[S. J. Res. 33]

[Public Law 9]

60 Stat. 974.

March 7, 1947
[8. J. Res. 60]

[Public Law 10]

San Carlos irriga-
tion project, Ariz.

Extension author-
ized.

[CHAPTER 9]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend the Act of August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress),for the purpose of allowing the Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commissionadditional time in which to prepare and to submit its report to the Congress.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of the Act
of August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress), is
amended by deleting therefrom the date "January 3, 1947" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof the date "January 3,1948".

Approved March 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 10]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District, Arizona, to drill,equip, and acquire wells for use on the San Carlos irrigation project.

Whereas the San Carlos irrigation project, Arizona, has been con-
structed under authority of the Act of June 7, 1924 (43 Stat. 475),
as supplemented and amended; and

Whereas a contract has been executed pursuant to such legislative
authority between the Secretary of the Interior and the San Carlos
Irrigation and Drainage District providing for the repayment of
the proper share of the cost of project irrigation works by the SanCarlos Irrigation and Drainage District on behalf of project lands
in private and public ownership; and

Whereas, at the beginning of the 1947 irrigation season, due toextended drought, there is virtually a complete lack of surface and
reservoir water supply on the project for the irrigation of the landsof the district and the Pima Indians of the Gila River Indian Reser-
vation, thus creating an emergency: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby author-ized to be constructed an extension of the system of wells and pump-
ing works of the San Carlos irrigation project, including the enlarge-
ment, rehabilitation, and repair of the present pumping and drainage
works of the said project, and in order to expedite and assist theaccomplishment thereof, the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage
District, is hereby authorized, (1) to develop underground waterwithin and without the area of the San Carlos irrigation project
exclusively for use as a part of the common stored and pumpewater
supply of said project; (2) to drill irrigation wells within and with-out the project area necessary for making underground waters avail-able exclusively for use on all lands of the project, and equip the samewith pumping facilities and equipment, including the deepening,replacement, and repair of existing project wells and equipment; and(3) to purchase with the consent of and under agreement with the
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tions contained in section 607 (g) of the Federal Employees Pay Act 
of 1945, as amended, including the employment of civilian nationals 
of Mexico, and for the construction and operation of research labora-
tories, quarantine stations and other buildings and facilities. 
SEC. 3. Thirty days after the enactment of this Act, and every thirty 

days thereafter, the Secretary of Agriculture shall make a report to 
the Congress with respect to the activities carried on under this Act. 
SEC. 4. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may 

be necessary to carry out this Act. 
Approved February 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 9] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend the Act of August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress), 
for the purpose of allowing the Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission 
additional time in which to prepare and to submit its report to the Congress. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of the Act 
of August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711, Seventy-ninth Congress), is 
amended by deleting therefrom the date "January 3, 1947" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof the date "January 3, 1948". 
Approved March 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 10] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District, Arizona, to drill, 
equip, and acquire wells for use on the San Carlos irrigation project. 

Whereas the San Carlos irrigation project, Arizona, has been con-
structed under authority of the Act of June 7, 1924 (13 Stat. 475), 
as supplemented and amended; and 

Whereas a contract has been executed pursuant to such legislative 
authority between the Secretary of the Interior and the San Carlos 
Irrigation and Drainage District providing for the repayment of 
the proper share of the cost of project irrigation works by the San 
Carlos Irrigation and Drainage District on behalf of project lands 
in private and public ownership; and 

Whereas, at the beginning of the 1947 irrigation season due to 
extended drought, there is virtually a complete lack of surface and 
reservoir water supply on the project for the irrigation of the lands 
of the district and the Pima Indians of the Gila River Indian Reser-
vation, thus creating an emergency: Now, therefore, be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby author-
ized to be constructed an extension of the system of wells and pump-
ing works of the San Carlos irrigation project, including the enlarge-
ment, rehabilitation, and repair of the present pumping and drainage 
works of the said project, and in order to expedite and assist the 
accomplishment thereof, the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage 
District, is hereby authorized, (1) to develop underground water 
within and without the area of the San Carlos irrigation project 
exclusively for use as a part of the common stored and pumped water 
supply of said project; (2) to drill irrigation wells within and with-
out the project area necessary for making underground waters avail-
able exclusively for use on all lands of the project, and equip the same 
with pumping facilities and equipment, including the deepening, 
replacement, and repair of existing project wells and equipment; and 
(3) to purchase with the consent of and under agreement with the 
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owner thereof and to develop privately owned wells within or adja-
cent to the project areas, together with rights of way necessary to the
operation of such wells: Provided, That the cost of the wells, exclu-
sively for use as part of the common stored and pumped water supply
of said project, equipment, and pumping works herein authorized to
be constructed or acquired shall not exceed the sum of $380,000 and,
within that limit, such cost shall be deemed a project charge to be
distributed equally per acre over both the Indian lands and the lands
in public and private ownership within the San Carlos irrigation
project, and shall be repayable to the United States in accordance
with existing law: Provided further, That the Secretary shall, at the
earliest practicable date, enter into an agreement with the San Carlos
Irrigation and Drainage District, which agreement shall describe the
scope and extent of the work to be done by the district, the plans and
specifications therefor, and such other provisions, in conformity here-
with, as may be agreed upon between the Secretary and the district:
Provided further, That the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage Dis-
trict shall be reimbursed for costs expended by it in the construction
and acquisition of such wells, equipment, and pumping works; and
the Secretary is hereby authorized to make such reimbursement: First,
by releasing the district from the payment of construction charges
due the United States annually by the district under the repayment
contract executed pursuant to said Act of June 7, 1924, as amended,
as such charges become due and payable, until the amount of the
payments so released shall equal the total amount of the funds certi-
fied under oath by the district as having been expended by it for the
construction and acquisition of wells and equipment under the terms
of the agreement provided for herein, the first of such annual pay-
ments so to be released by the Secretary being that due from the
district on December 1, 1947; or second, by paying to the district the
full amount of the funds so certified as expended by it in the work
authorized to be done, or any balance thereof not otherwise paid as
hereinabove provided, out of appropriations hereafter made by Con-
gress for this purpose; and there is hereby authorized to be appro-
priated, out of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $380,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry
out the purposes of this joint resolution.

Approved March 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 11]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Los Angeles,
California, an easement for construction and operation of a storm drain in and
under certain Government-owned lands situated in that city.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of
Los Angeles, California, under such terms and conditions as he may
consider appropriate, a perpetual easement for the construction,
reconstruction, inspection, maintenance, operation, and repair of a
storm drain in, under, and along a part of a plot of approximately
fifteen and six-tenths acres of land located in the city of Los Angeles,
California, and acquired by the United States through condemnation
proceeding numbered 2044-BH, Civil, in the District Court of the
United States for the Central Division of the Southern District of
California, metes and bounds description of which is on file in the
Navy Department.

Approved March 7, 1947.
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owner thereof and to develop privately owned wells within or adja-
cent to the project areas, together with rights of way necessary to the 
operation of such wells: Provided, That the cost of the wells, exclu-
sively for use as part of the common stored and pumped water supply 
of said project, equipment, and pumping works herein authorized to 
be constructed or acquired shall not exceed the sum of $380,000 and, 
within that limit, such cost shall be deemed a project charge to be 
distributed equally per acre over both the Indian lands and the lands 
in public and private ownership within the San Carlos irrigation 
project, and shall be repayable to the United States in accordance 
with existing law: Provided further, That the Secretary shall, at the 
earliest practicable date, enter into an agreement with the San Carlos 
Irrigation and Drainage District, which agreement shall describe the 
scope and extent of the work to be done by the district, the plans and 
specifications therefor, and such other provisions, in conformity here-
with, as may be agreed upon between the Secretary and the district: 
Provided further, That the San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage Dis-
trict shall be reimbursed for costs expended by it in the construction 
and acquisition of such wells, equipment, and pumping works; and 
the Secretary is hereby authorized to make such reimbursement: First, 
by releasing the district from the payment of construction charges 
due the United States annually by the district under the repayment 
contract executed pursuant to said Act of June 7, 1924, as amended, 
as such charges become due and payable, until the amount of the 
payments so released shall equal the total amount of the funds certi-
fied under oath by the district as having been expended by it for the 
construction and acquisition of wells and equipment under the terms 
of the agreement provided for herein, the first of such annual pay-
ments so to be released by the Secretary being that due from the 
district on December 1, 1947; or second, by paying to the district the 
full amount of the funds so certified as expended by it in the work 
authorized to be done, or any balance thereof not otherwise paid as 
hereinabove provided, out of appropriations hereafter made by Con-
gress for this purpose; and there is hereby authorized to be appro-
priated, out of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
the sum of $380,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry 
out the purposes of this joint resolution. 
Approved March 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 11] 
AN ACT March 7, 1947 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Los Angeles,  [S. 235]  
California, an easement for construction and operation of a storm drain in and [Public Law 11] 
under certain Government-owned lands situated in that city. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of 
Los Angeles, California, under such terms and conditions as he may 
consider appropriate, a perpetual easement for the construction, 
reconstruction, inspection, maintenance, operation, and repair of a 
storm drain in, under, and along a part of a plot of approximately 
fifteen and six-tenths acres of land located in the city of Los Angeles, 
California, and acquired by the United States through condemnation 
proceeding numbered 2014 BH, Civil, in the District Court of the 
United States for the Central Division of the Southern District of 
California, metes and bounds description of which is on file in the 
Navy Department. 
Approved March 7, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 12]
March 7, 1947

[H. J. Res. 122]
[Public Law 12]

U. S. Maritime
Commission.

Water transporta-
tion service for Alas-
ka.

Availability to oper-
ators of Government-
owned vessels.

Allocation of re-
ceipts.

Reports to Con-
gress.

March 7, 1947
[S. 234]

[Public Law 13]

Central of Georgia
Railway Co.

Conveyance.

JOINT RESOLUTION
To authorize the United States Maritime Commission to make provision for

certain ocean transportation service to and from Alaska until July 1, 1948,
and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to provide
essential water transportation service for the Territory of Alaska
pending the determination of long-range policy with respect to such
transportation, the United States Maritime Commission is authorized
to enter into appropriate contracts, charters, and other arrangements
with American citizens operating American flag-line vessels deemed
by the Commission to be qualified to supply such service until July 1,
1948. Such contracts or arrangements shall include provisions for
making available to such operators Government-owned vessels under
the control or jurisdiction of the United States Maritime Commission
for operation during the period ending June 30, 1948. Such provi-
sions may include charter hire at a nominal rate or rates, with neces-
sary marine insurance to be provided by the Commission as to ships
made available by the Commission and other ships operated by such
operators in the Alaska service under the contracts or arrangements
with the Commission. Such provisions may likewise include require-
ments that the operators shall agree to operate such ships in a manner
as determined by the Commission to secure the most economical trans-
portation for the Alaska service. The contracts or other arrange-
ments shall include appropriate provisions for allocation of receipts
from the operations of such ships. Such contracts or arrangements
shall include, among such other requirements as the Commission may
deem appropriate, provision for the application of such receipts to
meet the operating costs and overhead expenses of the operator as
approved by the Commission and an amount equal to the charter hire
paid by the Commission for the use of the existing privately owned
vessels, and in the case of vessels acquired subsequent to the enactment
of this Act an amount equivalent to 15 per centum per annum of the
purchase price of said vessel plus capitalized betterments, and amounts
in excess thereof to become the property of the operators in amounts
not in excess of 10 per centum (before taxes) on the value of the assets
(other than vessels) contributed to the venture by the operator as
determined by the Commission for the purposes hereof and not other-
wise. Any amount in excess of such 10 per centum shall be applied
first to meet the insurance expenses of the Commission, and any bal-
ance shall be applied or distributed as may be provided by the terms
of the contracts or arrangements, but in no event shall the Commis-
sion receive less than 75 per centum of such balance, as additional
charter hire.

SEC. 2. The Commission shall report to the Congress at intervals
of not greater than ninety days all contracts, charters. and other
arrangements entered into pursuant to this Act and the details and
course of all operations which have been conducted thereunder.

Approved March 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 13]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Central of Georgia
Railway Company an easement for railway purposes in certain Government-owned lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the Central
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[CHAPTER 12] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the United States Maritime Commission to make provision for 
certain ocean transportation service to and from Alaska until July 1, 1948, 
and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to provide 
essential water transportation service for the Territory of Alaska 
pending the determination of long-range policy with respect to such 
transportation, the United States Maritime Commission is authorized 
to enter into appropriate contracts, charters, and other arrangements 
with American citizens operating American flag-line. vessels deemed 
by the Commission to be qualified to supply such service until July 1, 
1948. Such contracts or arrangements shall include provisions for 
making available to such operators Government-owned vessels under 
the control or jurisdiction of the United States Maritime Commission 
for operation during the period ending June 30, 1948. Such provi-
sions may include charter hire at a nominal rate or rates, with neces-
sary marine insurance to be provided by the Commission as to ships 
made available by the Commission and other ships operated by such 
operators in the Alaska service under the contracts or arrangements 
with the Commission. Such provisions may likewise include require-
ments that the operators shall agree to operate such ships in a manner 
as determined by the Commission to secure the most economical trans-
portation for the Alaska service. The contracts or other arrange-
ments shall include appropriate provisions for allocation of receipts 
from the operations of such ships. Such contracts or arrangements 
shall include, among such other requirements as the Commission may 
deem appropriate, provision for the application of such receipts to 
meet the operating costs and overhead expenses of the operator as 
approved by the Commission and an amount equal to the charter hire 
paid by the Commission for the use of the existing privately owned 
vessels, and in the case of vessels acquired subsequent to the enactment 
of this Act an amount equivalent to 15 per centum per annum of the 
purchase price of said vessel plus capitalized betterments, and amounts 
in excess thereof to become the property of the operators in amounts 
not in excess of 10 per centum (before taxes) on the value of the assets 
(other than vessels) contributed to the venture by the operator as 
determined by the Commission for the purposes hereof and not other-
wise. Any amount in excess of such 10 per centum shall be applied 
first to meet the insurance expenses of the Commission, and any bal-
ance shall be applied or distributed as may be provided by the terms 
of the contracts or arrangements, but in no event shall the Commis-
sion receive less than 75 per centum of such balance, as additional 
charter hire. 
SEC. 2. The Commission shall report to the Congress at intervals 

of not greater than ninety days all contracts, charters, and other 
arrangements entered into pursuant to this Act and the details and 
course of all operations which have been conducted thereunder. 
Approved March 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 13] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Central of Georgia 
Railway Company an easement for railway purposes in certain Government-
owned lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the Central 
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of Georgia Railway Company a perpetual easement for the installa-
tion and operation of a railroad spur track in, over, and across a fifty
and one-half foot strip of land at the Naval Ordnance Plant, Macon,
Georgia, containing approximately thirty-three one-hundredths acre
of land, metes and bounds description of which is on file in the Navy
Department.

SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Navy shall require, as a condition
precedent to the conveyance herein authorized, payment by the grantee
to the United States of a sum equal to the current market value of
the easement herein authorized to be conveyed. The grantee shall
bear the expense of relocating fencing, gates, and power poles now
located on the land.

Approved March 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 14]
AN ACT

To authorize the payment of $425.88 by the United States to the Government
of Switzerland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized to pay to the proper representatives of
the Government of Switzerland, out of any money not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $425.88, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States for the loss of food and other items stored
aboard the Japanese vessel Awa Maru, when that vessel was sunk in
western Pacific waters.

Approved March 10, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 15]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Firearms Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (6)
of the first section of the Federal Firearms Act of June 30, 1938 (52
Stat. 1250; U. S. C., title 15, sec. 901 (6)), be, and the same is hereby,
amended to read as follows:

"(6) The term 'crime of violence' means murder, manslaughter.
rape, mayhem, kidnaping, robbery, burglary, housebreaking; assault
with intent to kill, commit rape, or rob; assault with a dangerous
weapon, or assault with intent to commit any offense punishable by
imprisonment for more than one year."

Approved March 10, 1947.

[CHAPTER 16]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of June 25, 1938, as
amended, by providing for the certification of batches of drugs composed
wholly or partly of any kind of streptomycin, or any derivative thereof, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 301
(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of June 25, 1938, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 21, ch. 9), is amended by inserting
"506, 507," after "section 404, 505,".

SEC. 2. Section 502 (1) of such Act, as amended, is amended by
inserting "or streptomycin" after "penicillin".
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of Georgia Railway Company a perpetual easement for the installa-
tion and operation of a railroad spur track in, over, and across a fifty 
and one-half foot strip of land at the Naval Ordnance Plant, Macon, 
Georgia, containing approximately thirty-three one-hundredths acre 
of land, metes and bounds description of which is on file in the Navy 
Department. 

SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Navy shall require, as a condition 
precedent to the conveyance herein authorized, payment by the grantee 
to the United States of a sum equal to the current market value of 
the easement herein authorized to be conveyed. The grantee shall 
bear the expense of relocating fencing, gates, and power poles now 
located on the land. 
Approved March 7, 1947. 
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To authorize the payment of $425.88 by the United States to the Government 
of Switzerland. 
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of the Treasury is authorized to pay to the proper representatives of 
the Government of Switzerland, out of any money not otherwise 
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against the United States for the loss of food and other items stored 
aboard the Japanese vessel Awa Maru, when that vessel was sunk in 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
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with intent to kill, commit rape, or rob; assault with a dangerous 
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[CHAPTER 16] 
AN ACT 
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for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 301 
(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of June 25, 1938, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 21, ch. 9), is amended by inserting 
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SEc. 2. Section 502 (1) of such Act, as amended, is amended by 
inserting "or streptomycin" after "penicillin". 
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59 SUt. I6 . SEc. 3. The heading of section 507 of such Act, as amended, is
amended by inserting "oR STREPTOMYCIN" after "PENICILLIN"; and the
first sentence of subsection (a) of such section 507 is amended by
inserting "or streptomycin" after "penicillin".

Approved March 10, 1947.

[CHAPTER 17]
March 11, 1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 1030] To continue in effect certain war excise tax rates, and for other purposes.
[Public Law 17]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Excise Tax Act of United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may

947. be cited as the "Excise Tax Act of 1947".
58 Stat. 61. SEC. 2. Section 1650 of the Internal Revenue Code (war tax rates

of certain miscellaneous taxes) is hereby amended by striking out "and
ending on the first day of the first month which begins six months
or more after the date of the termination of hostilities in the present
war".

ReSeas. SEC. 3. Sections 1654 (termination of retail tax on luggage, etc.)58 Stat. 63.
26 U.8. C. S § 1654, and 1655 (definition of "date of the termination of hostilities in the

16. present war") of such Code are hereby repealed.
59 Stat. 576. SEC. 4. Section 1659 of such Code is hereby amended to read as26 U. s. c. 1 161.

follows:
"SEC. 1659. DEFINITION OF 'RATE REDUCTION DATE'.

"For the purposes of this chapter the term 'rate reduction date'
means such date as the Congress shall by law prescribe."

5 Stat. 63.5 SEC. 5. Section 302 (b) (2) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (period26 U. S. C. §1650
note. applicable to increase of tax with respect to billiard and pool tables

and bowling alleys) is hereby amended by striking out ', and con-
tinuing through June 30 next following the first day of the first month
which begins six months or more after the date of the termination of

2 stat. 1650 hostilities in the present war (as defined in Chapter 9A of the Internal26 U. S. C. I16j
d se. Revenue Code)".

8Sat^s. 68 30 SEC. 6. Section 309 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (relating to
not

e. draw-back on distilled spirits) is hereby amended by striking out
"and ending on the first day of the first month which begins six
months or more after the date of the termination of hostilities in the
present war,".

6 U. . C. 181. SEC. 7. (a) Section 2401 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating
to the tax on furs) is hereby amended by inserting after the words
"chief value" a comma and the following: "but only if such value is
more than three times the value of the next most valuable component
material".

Applicablity. (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply in the case
of articles sold on or after the first day of the first month which begins
more than twenty days after the date of the enactment of this Act.

26 U.Sc. C3(. SEC. 8. (a) Section 3469 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating
to the tax on transportation of persons) is hereby amended by inserting
after the first sentence two new sentences to read as follows: "The tax
shall not apply with respect to transportation any part of which is
outside the northern portion of the Western Hemisphere, except with
respect to any part of such transportation which is from any port or

'Noe th rtion station within the United States, Canada, or Mexico to any other portofrthesHemi- or station within the United States, Canada, or Mexico. For the
" purposes of this section, the words 'northern portion of the Western

Hemisphere' mean the area lying west of the thirtieth meridian west
of Greenwich, east of the International Date Line, and north of the
equator, but not including any country of South America."
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SEC. 3. The heading of section 507 of such Act, as amended, is 
amended by inserting "OR STREPTOMYCIN" after "PENICILLIN"; and the 
first sentence of subsection (a) of such section 507 is amended by 
inserting "or streptomycin" after "penicillin". 
Approved March 10, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 17] 
AN ACT 

To continue in effect certain war excise tax rates, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Excise Tax Act of 1947". 
SEC. 2. Section 1650 of the Internal Revenue Code (war tax rates 

of certain miscellaneous taxes) is hereby amended by striking out "and 
ending on the first day of the first month which begins six months 
or more after the date of the termination of hostilities in the present 
war". 

SEc. 3. Sections 1654 (termination of retail tax on luggage, etc.) 
and 1655 (definition of "date of the termination of hostilities in the 
present war") of such Code are hereby repealed. 
SEC. 4. Section 1659 of such Code is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 

"SEC. 1659. DEFINITION OF 'RATE REDUCHON DATE'. 
"For the purposes of this chapter the term 'rate reduction date' 

means such date as the Congress shall by law prescribe." 
SEC. 5. Section 302 (b) (2) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (period 

applicable to increase of tax with respect to billiard and pool tables 
and bowling alleys) is hereby amended by striking out", and con-
tinuing through June 30 next following the first day of the first month 
which begins six months or more after the date of the termination of 
hostilities in the present war (as defined in Chapter 9A of the Internal 
Revenue Code) ". 
SEC. 6. Section 309 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (relating to 

draw-back on distilled spirits) is hereby amended by striking out 
"and ending on the first day of the first month which begins six 
months or more after the date of the termination of hostilities in the 
present war,". 
SEC. 7. (a) Section 2401 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating 

to the tax on furs) is hereby amended by inserting after the words 
"chief value" a comma and the following: "but only if such value is 
more than three times the value of the next most valuable component 
material". 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply in the case 
of articles sold on or after the first day of the first month which begins 
more than twenty days after the date of the enactment of this Act. 

SEc. 8. (a) Section 3469 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating 
to the tax on transportation of persons) is hereby amended by inserting 
after the first sentence two new sentences to read as follows: "The tax 
shall not apply with respect to transportation any part of which is 
outside the northern portion of the Western Hemisphere, except with 
respect to any part of such transportation which is from any port or 
station within the United States, Canada, or Mexico to any other port 
or station within the United States, Canada, or Mexico. For the 
purposes of this section, the words 'northern portion of the Western 
Hemisphere' mean the area lying west of the thirtieth meridian west 
of Greenwich, east of the International Date Line and north of the 
equator, but not including any country of South America." 
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(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to amounts
paid on or after the first day of the first month which begins more
than twenty days after the date of the enactment of this Act for
transportation on or after such first day.

(c) Effective with respect to tickets sold or issued on or after the
first day of the first month which begins more than twenty days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, section 1806 of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to stamp tax on passage tickets) is hereby
repealed.

Approved March 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 18]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to American Telephone and
Telegraph Company an easement for communication purposes in certain lands
situated in Virginia and Maryland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Navy is hereby authorized to grant, subject to such terms
and conditions as he may prescribe, to American Telephone and
Telegraph Company of Virginia, a corporation, an easement for the
installation, maintenance, operation, replacement, and removal of
underground communication systems consisting of cables, wires, con-
duits, manholes, drains and splicing boxes, surface testing terminals,
repeaters, markers, and other appurtenances as the said corporation
may from time to time require (a) upon, under, and across the follow-
ing parcels of land within the boundaries of the United States Naval
Proving Grounds, King George County, Virginia, the metes and
bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy Department:

(1) a strip of land sixteen and five-tenths feet in width and
approximately five thousand six hundred and sixteen feet in
length extending from the westerly boundary of said naval reser-
vation to the Potomac River, north of and adjacent to United
States Highway Numbered 301;

(2) a strip of land sixteen and five-tenths feet in width and
approximately four hundred and twenty feet in length connecting
with the aforesaid strip of land and running northeasterly to the
Potomac River;

(3) a piece or parcel of land containing approximately one
hundred sixteen and three hundred and seventy-five one-thou-
sandths square feet for an auxiliary repeater station site;

and (b) upon, under, and across the railroad right-of-way of the
United States of America between Fredericksburg and Dahlgren
King George County, Virginia, at station 1450 plus 57 of said railroad
station system, the metes and bounds description of which is on file
in the Navy Department.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is further authorized to grant,
subject to such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to American
Telephone and Telegraph Company of Baltimore City, a corporation,
an easement for the purposes contained in section 1 of this Act, upon,
under, and across the railroad right-of-way of the United States of
America between Indian Head and White Plains, Charles County,
Maryland, at a point in said right-of-way two thousand four hundred
and thirty-one feet distant along the railroad centerline from the
point of switch with the main line of the Pope Creek Branch of the
Baltimore and Washington Railroad, the metes and bounds descrip-
tion of which is on file in the Navy Department.

Approved March 21, 1947.
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(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply to amounts 
paid on or after the first day of the first month which begins more 
than twenty days after the date of the enactment of this Act for 
transportation on or after such first day. 

(c) Effective with respect to tickets sold or issued on or after the 
first day of the first month which begins more than twenty days after 
the date of the enactment of this Act, section 1806 of the Internal 
Revenue Code (relating to stamp tax on passage tickets) is hereby 
repealed. 
Approved March 11, 1947. 
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AN ACT 
March 21, 1947 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to American Telephone and  is. 2201  
Telegraph Company an essement for communication purposes in certain lands [Public Law 18] 
situated in Virginia and Maryland. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Navy is hereby authorized to grant, subject to such terms 
and conditions as he may prescribe, to American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company of Virginia, a corporation, an easement for the 
installation, maintenance, operation, replacement, and removal of 
underground communication systems consisting of cables, wires, con-
duits, manholes, drains and splicing boxes, surface testing terminals, 
repeaters, markers, and other appurtenances as the said corporation 
may from time to time require (a) upon, under, and across the follow-
ing parcels of land within the boundaries of the United States Naval 
Proving Grounds, King George County, Virginia, the metes and 
bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy Department: 

(1) a strip of land sixteen and five-tenths feet in width and 
approximately five thousand six hundred and sixteen feet in 
length extending from the westerly boundary of said naval reser-
vation to the Potomac River, north of and adjacent to United 
States Highway Numbered 301; 

(2) a strip of land sixteen and five-tenths feet in width and 
approximately four hundred and twenty feet in length connecting 
with the aforesaid strip of land and running northeasterly to the 
Potomac River; 

(3) a piece or parcel of land containing approximately one 
hundred sixteen and three hundred and seventy-five one-thou-
sandths square feet for an auxiliary repeater station site; 

and (b) upon, under, and across the railroad right-of-way of the 
United States of America between Fredericksburg and Dahlgren, 
King George County, Virginia, at station 1450 plus 57 of said railroad 
station system, the metes and bounds description of which is on file 
in the Navy Department. 
Sw. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is further authorized to grant, 

subject to such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company of Baltimore City, a corporation, 
an easement for the purposes contained in section 1 of this Act, upon, 
under, and across the railroad right-of-way of the United States of 
America between Indian Head and White Plains, Charles County, 
Maryland, at a point in said right-of-way two thousand four hundred 
and thirty-one feet distant along the railroad centerline from the 
point of switch with the main line of the Pope Creek Branch of the 
Baltimore and Washington Railroad, the metes and bounds descrip-
tion of which is on file in the Navy Department. 
Approved March 21, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 19]
AN ACT

[61 STAT.

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant and convey to the Virginia
Electric and Power Company a perpetual easement in two strips of land com-
prising portions of the Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant and convey by
quitclaim deed under such conditions as he may approve, to Virginia
Electric and Power Company, a corporation organized and existing
under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, a
perpetual easement in two strips of land, each twenty feet in width,
and four hundred and fourteen feet in length and six hundred and
sixty-three feet in length, respectively, containing four hundred and
ninety-four one-thousandths of an acre of land, more or less, com-
prising portions of the salvage yard, and the Public Works storage
lot, Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, for the construction,
maintenance, operation, renewal, replacement, and repair of electric
power transmission and distribution lines consisting of poles, wires,
cables, and other fixtures and appurtenances incidental thereto, the
metes and bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy
Department.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy, in consideration of the transfer
to the United States by Virginia Electric and Power Company of title
to certain equipment consisting of poles, wires, cross-arms, insulators,
and other incidental materials, is further authorized to transfer, under
such conditions as he shall approve, to said Virginia Electric and
Power Company, all of the right, title, and interest of the United
States of America, in two electric cables, each three conductor, three
hundred and fifty thousand circular mils, eleven-thousand-volt, and
each three thousand nine hundred and ten feet in length, which are
installed within two conduits of the United States of America, con-
structed in and upon a strip of land comprising a part of the Norfolk
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia; and the Secretary of the Navy
is further authorized to grant and convey, under such conditions as he
may approve, to Virginia Electric and Power Company, a perpetual
easement to maintain, operate, renew, replace, and repair the afore-
said electric cables within said conduits, the metes and bounds descrip-
tion of the location of which is on file in the Navy Department.

Approved March 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 20]
AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes,
namely:
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[CHAPTER 19] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant and convey to the Virginia 
Electric and Power Company a perpetual easement in two strips of land com-
prising portions of the Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
Virginia Electric 

and Power Co. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
Conveyance. of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant and convey by 

quitclaim deed under such conditions as he may approve, to Virginia 
Electric and Power Company, a corporation organized and existing 
under and by virtue of the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, a 
perpetual easement in two strips of land, each twenty feet in width, 
and four hundred and fourteen feet in length and six hundred and 
sixty-three feet in length, respectively, containing four hundred and 
ninety-four one-thousandths of an acre of land, more or less, com-
prising portions of the salvage yard, and the Public Works storage 
lot, Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia, for the construction, 
maintenance, operation, renewal, replacement, and repair of electric 
power transmission and distribution lines consisting of poles, wires, 
cables, and other fixtures and appurtenances incidental thereto, the 
metes and bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy 
Department. 

ment, etc. Transfer of equip- sEo. 2. The Secretary of the Navy, in consideration of the transfer 
to the United States by Virginia Electric and Power Company of title 
to certain equipment consisting of poles, wires, cross-arms, insulators, 
and other incidental materials, is further authorized to transfer, under 
such conditions as he shall approve, to said Virginia Electric and 
Power Company, all of the right, title, and interest of the United 
States of America, in two electric cables, each three conductor, three 
hundred and fifty thousand circular mils, eleven-thousand-volt, and 
each three thousand nine hundred and ten feet in length, which are 
installed within two conduits of the United States of America, con-
structed in and upon a strip of land comprising a part of the Norfolk 
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Virginia; and. the Secretary of the Navy 
is further authorized to grant and convey, under such conditions as he 
may approve, to Virginia Electric and Power Company, a perpetual 
easement to maintain, operate, renew, replace, and repair the afore-
said electric cables within said conduits, the metes and bounds descrip-
tion of the location of which is on file in the Navy Department, 
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Approved March 21, 1947. 
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the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, 
namely: 
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TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

For payment to Margaret S. Andrews, widow of Charles O. An-
drews, late a Senator from the State of Florida, $10,000.

For payment to Edith Pou Bailey, widow of Josiah W. Bailey,
late a Senator from the State of North Carolina, $10,000.

For additional clerical assistance in the Disbursing Office at the
rate of $3,000 per annum from March 1 to June 30, 1947, fiscal year
1947, $1,000.

The sum of $50,000 made available out of the contingent fund of
the Senate by the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1947, for
the purpose of enabling the Senate Committee on Appropriations to
employ expert and clerical assistance, is hereby made available for the
employment of a consultant at not to exceed $35 per day when actually
employed, including all pay increases authorized by the Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1945, as amended.

For payment to Henry V. DeMott for services rendered the special
committee investigating the production, transportation, and marketing
of wool during the months of October and December 1939, and January
and March 1940, one month at the rate of $3,300 per annum, fiscal year
1940, $275.

For an amount necessary to increase the salary of one clerk under
the Office of the Sergeant at Arms from $2,500 to $3,300, effective
March 1, 1947, fiscal year 1947, $267, and the Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1947 hereby is amended
accordingly.

For the employment of six additional telephone operators from
March 1 to June 30, 1947, at $1,800 each per annum, fiscal year 1947,
$3,600.

For an additional amount for rent of warehouse for storage of
public documents, fiscal year 1947, $2,174.40.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of William J. Gallagher, late a Repre-
sentative from the State of Minnesota, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of William B. Barry, late a Representa-
tive from the State of New York, $10,000.

For payment to the widow of Robert K. Henry, late a Representative
from the State of Wisconsin, $10,000.

EDUCATION OF SENATE AND HOUSE PAGES

For reimbursement to the District of Columbia for education of
congressional pages and pages of the Supreme Court, from January
2, 1947, pursuant to the provisions of section 243 of the Act of Con-
gress entitled "An Act to provide for increased efficiency in the Legis-
lative Branch of the Government", approved August 2, 1946, fiscal
year 1947, $10,600, which amount shall be credited to the appropria-
tion for "General supervision and instruction, public schools, District
of Columbia, 1947", and the Board of Education of the District of

Consultant.

60 Stat. 392.

69 Stat. 301.
5 U.S. C. §931,932.

60 Stat. 390.
2 U.S. C. § 60a.

60 Stat. 839.
2 U.S. O. §88a.
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Liquidation.

Columbia is hereby authorized to employ such personnel for the edu-
cation of pages as may be required and to pay compensation for such
services from January 2, 1947, in accordance with such rates of
compensation as the Board of Education may prescribe: Provided,
That the facilities provided for the education of such pages shall be
available from and after January 2, 1947, also for the education of
such other minors who are congressional employees as may be cer-
tified by the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of
Representatives to receive such education.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY

For salaries and expenses of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
created by section 15 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, including
compensation of consultants at such rates as may be fixed by the com-
mittee but not exceeding $35 gross each per day while actually
employed, fiscal year 1947, $50,000, to be disbursed by the Secretary
of the Senate on vouchers approved by the chairman; and the Secre-
tary of the Senate hereby is authorized to advance to the committee
on the receipt of the chairman such sums within the appropriation
as may be necessary from time to time to defray incidental expenses,
to be accounted for in the same manner as provided by law for Senate
committees.

COMMIrTEE ON FEDERAL EXPENDrITUES

For an amount which is hereby authorized to enable the Joint
Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures to
carry out the duties imposed upon it by section 601 of the Revenue
Act of 1941 (55 Stat. 726), to remain available during the existence
of the committee, $7,500, to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate.

ARCHITEOT OF THE CAPITOL

Senate Office Building: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for maintenance, including the objects specified unlder this head in
the Legislative Branch Appopopriation Act, 1947, $32,0(X), to be
expended by the Architect of the Capitol for structural and nmechan-
ical alterations and improvements to provide accolmmodations in the
Senate Office Building for the Senate folding room, including all
necessary incidental expenses in connection therewith.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Salaries and expenses"; $136,500.

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY CONTROLS

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for the Office of Price Administration transferred by Executive Order
9809 of December 12, 1946, to the Office of Temporary Controls,
$7,051,752, to be available for the payment of terminal leave only:
Provided. That it is the intent of the Congress that the funds hereto-
fore and herein appropriated shall include all expenses incident to
the closing and liquidation of the Office of Price Administration and
the Office of Temporary Controls by June 30, 1947.
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Columbia is hereby authorized to employ such personnel for the edu-
cation of pages as may be required and to pay compensation for such 
services from January 2, 1947, in accordance with such rates of 
compensation as the Board of Education may prescribe: Provided, 
That the facilities provided for the education of such pages shall be 
available from and after January 2, 1947, also for the education of 
such other minors who are congressional employees as may be cer-
tified by the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of 
Representatives to receive such education. 

JOINT COMMIlrE.E ON ATOMIC ENERGY 

For salaries and expenses of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 
created by section 15 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, including 
compensation of consultants at such rates as may be fixed by the com-
mittee but not exceeding $35 gross each per day while actually 
employed, fiscal year 1947, $50,000, to be disbursed by the Secretary 
of the Senate on vouchers approved by the chairman; and the Secre-
tary of the Senate hereby is authorized to advance to the committee 
on the receipt of the chairman such sums within the appropriation 
as may he necessary from time to time to defray incidental expenses, 
to be accounted for in the same manner as provided by law for Senate 
committees. 

Commit-TEE ON FEDFRAT, EXPENDITURI6S 

For an amount which is hereby authorized to enable the Joint 
Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures to 
carry out the duties imposed upon it by section 601 of the Revenue 
Act of 1941 (55 Stat. 726), to remain available during the existence 
of the committee, $7,500, to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate. 

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

Senate Office Building: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for maintenance, including the objects specified under this head in 
the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1947, $32,000, to be 
expended by the Architect of the Capitol for struct ural and mechan-
ical alterations and improvements to provide accommodations in the 
Senate Office Building for the Senate folding room, including all 
necessary incidental expenses in connection therewith. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Salaries and expenses"; $136,500. 

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY CONTROLS 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for the Office of Price Administration transferred by Executive Order 
9809 of December 12, 1946, to the Office of Temporary Controls, 
$7,051,752, to be available for the payment of terminal leave only: 
Provided, That it is the intent of the Congress that the funds hereto-
fore and herein appropriated shall include all expenses incident to 
the closing and liquidation of the Office of Price Administration and 
the Office of Temporary Controls by June 30, 1947. 
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INDEPENDENT OFFICES

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

BUREAU OF EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

Employees' compensation fund: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 19472 for "Employees' compensation fund", $3,000,000, to be
expended m accordance with the provisions of Public Law Numbered
650, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, and the Federal
Employees' Compensation Act of 1916, as amended.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For
an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical,
hospital, and domiciliary services", $165,000,000: Provided, That the
amount available to repair, alter, improve, or provide facilities in
the several hospitals and homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans'
Administration is increased to $5,500,000; and the limitation on travel
expenses imposed by section 105 of the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1947, is increased to $8,043,000.

Military and naval insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1947, for "Military and naval insurance", $1,000,000, to remain
available until expended.

Vocational rehabilitation revolving fund: To increase the "Voca-
tional rehabilitation revolving fund (Act of March 24, 1943)",
created by the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1943, $200,000.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

FISCAL SERVICE--BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Division of Disbursement, salaries and
expenses", $3,100,000.

TITLE II-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS AND
AUTHORIZATIONS

Amounts available to the departments and agencies from appro-
priations and other funds are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter
set forth, such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and covered
into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this Act:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Office for Emergency Management:
Office of Scientific Research and Development:

Working fund, Executive, Emergency Management (Office
of Scientific Research and Development), 1942-1946,
$2,044,477.

Working fund, Executive, Emergency Management (Office
of Scientific Research and Development), 1940-1946,
$160,744.

Working fund, Executive, Emergency Management (Office
of Scientific Research and Development), 1945, $6,688,979.

Office of Temporary Controls:
Salaries and expenses, Civilian Production Administration

functions, Office of Temporary Controls, 1947, $2,400,000:
953470 -48--pt. 1-2
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Travel expenses.
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Employees' compensation fund: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 19472 for "Employees' compensation fund" $3,000,000, to be 
expended in accordance with the provisions of Public Law Numbered 
650, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, and the Federal 
Employees' Compensation Act of 1916, as amended. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For 
an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical, 
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amount available to repair, alter, improve, or provide facilities in 
the several hospitals and homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' 
Administration is increased to $5,500,000; and the limitation on travel 
expenses imposed by section 105 of the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1947, is increased to $8,043,000. 

Military and naval insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Military and naval insurance", $1,000,000, to remain 
available until expended. 
Vocational rehabilitation revolving fund: To increase the "Voca-

tional rehabilitation revolving fund (Act of March 24, 1943)", 
created by the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1943, $200,000. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
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Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses: For an additional 
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Liquidation.

Liquidation.

49 Stat. 1987.
46 U.S. S. . 1116.

Availability of
funds for previous ob-
ligations.

Provided, That the Civilian Production Administration
shall be discontinued and its affairs shall be entirely liqui-
dated not later than June 30, 1947.

Salaries and expenses, Office of Price Administration func-
tions, Office of Temporary Controls, 1947, $2,000,000: Pro-
vided, That the Office of Price Administration shall be dis-
continued and its affairs shall be entirely liquidated not later
than June 30, 1947.

Salaries and expenses, Economic Stabilization, Office of
War Mobilization and Reconversion functions, Office of
Temporary Controls, 1947, $44,000.

Salaries and expenses, guaranteed annual wage plans,
Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion functions,
Office of Temporary Controls, 1946-1947, $16,000.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT

Emergency fund for the President, national defense, 1942-1947,
$2,500,000.

INDEPEDENT OFTICES

Atomic Energy Commission: Atomic energy, Executive (allotment
to Atomic Energy Commission), 1942-1947, $40,000,000.

Price Decontrol Board: Salaries and expenses, Price Decontrol
Board, 1947, $195,212.

United States Maritime Commission:
Construction fund, United States Maritime Commission, Act

of June 29, 1936, revolving fund, $265,000,000, and the contract
authorization under this head is hereby reduced in the sum of
$132,000,000.

Emergency ship construction fund, United States Maritime
Commission, $1,251,691, together with the unexpended balance:
Provided2 That hereafter the United States Maritime Commission
construction fund shall be available for the payment of obligations
previously incurred against the emergency ship construction fund.

Working fund, Maritime Commission (Navy Department),
$60,265,686.

Working fund, Maritime Commission (War Department),
1942-1945; working fund, Maritime Commission (War Depart-
ment), 1945; working fund, Maritime Commission (War
Department) 1942-1946, $834,845.

Working fund, United States Maritime Commission, War
Shipping Administration functions, December 31, 1946, $358,679.

Working fund, United States Maritime Commission, War
Shipping Administration functions, 1945, $270,006.

Veterans' Administration:
Adjusted service and dependent pay, Veterans' Administration,

$71,631.
Military and naval family allowance, Veterans' Administration,

$11,155.97.
Hospital facilities and services, Veterans' Administration,

$8,469.39.
Vocational rehabilitation, Veterans' Administration, $6,441.71.

FEDERAL SEouTrrY AcENCy

Office of Education:
Working fund, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education,

1946, $2,600.
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Provided, That the Civilian Production Administration 
shall be discontinued and its affairs shall be entirely liqui-
dated not later than June 30, 1947. 

Salaries and expenses, Office of Price Administration func-
tions, Office of Temporary Controls, 1947, $2,000,000: Pro-
vided, That the Office of Price Administration shall be dis-
continued and its affairs shall be entirely liquidated not later 
than June 30, 1947. 

Salaries and expenses, Economic Stabilization, Office of 
War Mobilization and Reconversion functions, Office of 
Temporary Controls, 1947, $44,000. 

Salaries and expenses, guaranteed annual wage plans, 
Office of War Mobilization and Reconversion functions, 
Office of Temporary Controls, 1946-1947, $16,000. 

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT 

Emergency fund for the President, national defense, 1942-1947, 
$2,500,000. 

INDEPENDENT °mom 

Atomic Energy Commission: Atomic energy, Executive (allotment 
to Atomic Energy Commission), 1942-1947, $40,000,000. 

Price Decontrol Board: Salaries and expenses, Price Decontrol 
Board, 1947, $195,212. 
United States Maritime Commission: 

Construction fund, United States Maritime Commission, Act 
of June 29, 1936, revolving fund, $265,000,000, and the contract 
authorization under this head is hereby reduced in the sum of 
$132,000,000. 
Emergency ship construction fund, United States Maritime 

Commission, $1,251,691, together with the unexpended balance: 
Provided, That hereafter the United States Maritime Commission 
construction fund shall be available for the payment of obligations 
previously incurred against the emergency ship construction fund. 
Working fund, Maritime Commission (Navy Department), 

$60,265,686. 
Working fund, Maritime Commission (War Department), 

1942-1945; working fund, Maritime Commission (War Depart-
ment), 1945; working fund, Maritime Commission (War 
Department), 1942-1946, $834,845. 
Working fund, United States Maritime Commission, War 

Shipping Administration functions, December 31, 1946, $358,679. 
Working fund, United States Maritime Commission, War 

Shipping Administration functions, 1945, $270,006. 
Veterans' Administration: 

Adjusted service and dependent pay, Veterans' Administration, 
$71,631. 

Military and naval family allowance, Veterans' Administration, 
$11,155.97. 

Hospital facilities and services, Veterans' Administration, 
$8,469.39. 

Vocational rehabilitation, Veterans' Administration, $6,441.71. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

Office of Education: 
Working fund, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, 

1946, $2,600. 
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Working fund, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education
(advance from Veterans' Administration), 1947, $41,800.

Public Health Service: Working fund, United States Public Health
Service, 1946, $12,664.

Office of the Administrator:
Civilian war benefits, Federal Security Agency, 1947, $18,000.
Civilian war assistance, Federal Security Agency, 1947,

$1,000,000.

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

Public Buildings Administration:
Social Security Board and Railroad Retirement Board build-

ings, Washington, District of Columbia, Public Buildings Admin-
istration, $46,914.

War Department buildings, Washington, District of Columbia,
Public Buildings Administration, $150,000.

Great plaza development, triangle, Washington, District of
Columbia, Public Buildings Administration, $7,250.

Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings
Administration, Act of June 19, 1934, $5,955, together with the 48 Stat. 1061.
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947.

Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings
Administration, Act of August 12, 1935, $5,755, together with the 49 Stat . 599.
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947.

Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings
Administration, Act of June 22, 1936, $11,661, together with the 49 stat. 1638
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947.

Federal office buildings numbered 2 and 3, in or near the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Public Buildings Administration, unobligated
balance, June 30, i947.

Emergency safeguarding of public buildings and property,
Public Buildings Administration, $10,000, together with the
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947.

Working capital fund, Public Buildings Administration, $2,500.
Veterans' decentralization allowances, Public Buildings Admin-

istration, 1947-1948, $40,000.
Materials testing laboratory and equipment, National Bureau

of Standards (transfer to Federal Works Agency, Public Build-
ings Administration), $7,797.

W'orking fund, Federal Works Agency, Public Buildings
Administration, $126,445.

Working fund, Federal Works Agency, Public Buildings
Administration, 1946, $51,453.

Public Roads Administration:
Access roads, Public Roads Administration (national defense),

$2,101,972.
Strategic highway network, Public Roads Administration

(national defense), $282,481.
Flood relief, Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas,

for restoration of roads and bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, unobligated balance, June 30,1947.

NATIONAL HousrNa A aENcr
Federal Public Housing Authority:

National defense housing, temporary shelter, Office of Admin-
istrator, National Housing Agency (transfer to Federal Public
Housing Authority), $142,098.

War housing in and near the District of Columbia, Federal
Public Housing Authority, $85,469.
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Working fund, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education 
(advance from Veterans' Administration), 1947, $41,800. 

Public Health Service: Working fund, United States Public Health 
Service, 1946, $12,664. 

Office of the Administrator: 
Civilian war benefits, Federal Security Agency, 1947, $18,000. 
Civilian war assistance, Federal Security Agency, 1947, 

$1,000,000. 

FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

Public Buildings Administration: 
Social Security Board and Railroad Retirement Board build-

ings, Washington, District of Columbia, Public Buildings Admin-
istration $46,914. 
War Department buildings, Washington, District of Columbia, 

Public Buildings Administration, $150,000. 
Great plaza development, triangle, Washington, District of 

Columbia, Public Buildings Administration, $7,250. 
Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings 

Administration, Act of June 19, 1934, $5,955, together with the 
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947. 
Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings 

Administration, Act of August 12, 1935, $5,755, together with the 
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947. 
Emergency construction of public buildings, Public Buildings 

Administration, Act of June 22, 1936, $11,661, together with the 
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947. 

Federal office buildings numbered 2 and 3, in or near the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Public Buildings Administration, unobligated 
balance, June 30, 1947. 
Emergency safeguarding of public buildings and property, 

Public Buildings Administration, $10,000, together with the 
unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947. 
Working capital fund, Public Buildings Administration, $2,500. 
Veterans decentralization allowances, Public Buildings Admin-

istration, 1947-1948, $40,000. 
Materials testing laboratory and equipment, National Bureau 

of Standards (transfer to Federal Works Agency, Public Build-
ings Administration), $7,797. 
Working fund, Federal Works Agency, Public Buildings 

Administration, $126,445. 
Working fund, Federal Works Agency, Public Buildings 

Administration, 1946, $51,453. 
Public Roads Administration: 

Access roads, Public Roads Administration (national defense), 
$2,101,972. 

Strategic highway network, Public Roads Administration 
(national defense), $2822481. 
Flood relief, Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas, 

for restoration of roads and bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, unobligated balance, June 30, 1947. 

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY 

Federal Public Housing Authority: 
National defense housing, temporary shelter, Office of Admin-

istrator, National Housing Agency (transfer to Federal Public 
Housing Authority), $142,098. 
War housing in and near the District of Columbia, Federal 

Public Housing Authority, $85,469. 

48 Stat. 1061. 

49 Stat. 599. 

49 Stat. 1638. 
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Construction fund, United States Maritime Commission, Act
49 Stat. 1987. of June 29, 1936 (transfer to National Housing Agency, Federal

Public Housing Authority), $574,096.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Office of the Secretary:
Working fund, Agriculture, general, $23,666.77.
Working fund, Agriculture, general, 1942-1946, $78,669.52.

Bureau of Agricultural Economics: Working fund, Agriculture.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, $16.25.

Extension Service:
Working fund, Agriculture, Extension Service, 1941-1946,

$3,655.
Working fund, Agriculture, Extension Service (special fund),

$475.76.
Agricultural Research Administration:

Office of the Administrator:
Removal and reestablishment of Arlington Farm, Virginia

(transfer to Agriculture), $162,400.18.
Working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Research Admin-

istration, 1942-1946, $34,813.89.
Working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Research Admin-

istration, 1946, $48,000.
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering:

Rubber investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering, $105.70.

Forest Service:
Working fund, Agriculture, Forest Service, 1942-1946,

$51,465.66.
Working fund, Agriculture, Forest Service, 1946, $82,823.93.
Acquisition of lands, $36.56.

Soil Conservation Service:
Working fund, Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1941-

1946, $128.
Working fund, Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1942-

1946, $26,069.
Production and Marketing Administration:

Conservation and use of agricultural land resources, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1946-1947, $8,945,000.

52 Stat. 819. Administration of Price Adjustment Act of 1938, Department
of Agriculture, $85,638.

Post P. 650. Exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-
modities, Department of Agriculture (cotton price adjustment),
$139,068.

Payments for agricultural adjustment, Department of Agri-
culture, $4,505.

Community facilities defense public works, Office of Adminis-
trator, Federal Works Agency (transfer to Agriculture), $11,895.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMWERCE

Bureau of the Census:
Working fund, Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1947, $21,500.
Working fund, Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1946, $11,385.

Coast and Geodetic Survey:
Working fund, Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey, $4,816.65.
Working fund, Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey,

1942-1946, $8.11.
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49 Stat. 1987. 
46 U. S. C. § 1116. 

52 Stat. 819. 

Post, P. 550. 

Construction fund, United States Maritime Commission, Act 
of June 29, 1936 (transfer to National Housing Agency, Federal 
Public Housing Authority), $574,096. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Office of the Secretary: 
Working fund, Agriculture, general, $23466.77. 
Working fund, Agriculture, general, 1942-1946, $78,669.52. 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics: Working fund, Agriculture; 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, $16.25. 

Extension Service: 
Working fund, Agriculture, Extension Service, 1941-1946, 

$3,655. 
Working fund, Agriculture, Extension Service (special fund), 

$475.76. 
Agricultural Research Administration: 

Office of the Administrator: 
Removal and reestablishment of Arlington Farm, Virginia 

(transfer to Agriculture), $162,400.18. 
Working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Research Admin-

istration, 1942-1946, $34,813.89. 
Working fund, Agriculture, Agricultural Research Admin-

istration, 1946, $48,000. 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering: 

Rubber investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and 
Agricultural Engineering, $105.70. 

Forest Service: 
Working fund, Agriculture, Forest Service, 1942-1946, 

$51,465.66. 
Working fund, Agriculture, Forest Service, 1946, $82,823.93. 
Acquisition of lands, $36.56. 

Soil Conservation Service: 
Working fund, Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 1941-

1946, $128. 
Working fund, Agriculture, Soil Conservat ion Service, 1942-

1946, $26,069. 
Production and Marketing Administration: 

Conservation and use of agricultural land resources, Depart-
ment of Agriculture' 1946-1947, $8,945,000. 

Administration of Price Adjustment Act of 1938, Department 
of Agriculture, $85,638. 
Exportation and domestic consumption of agricultural com-

modities, Department of Agriculture (cotton price adjustment), 
$139,068. 
Payments for agricultural adjustment, Department of Agri-

culture, $4,505. 
Community facilities, defense public works, Office of Adm inis-

trator, Federal Works Agency (transfer to Agriculture) , $11,895. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Bureau of the Census: 
Working fund, Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1947, $21,500. 
Working fund, Commerce. Bureau of the Census, 1946, $11,385. 

Coast and Geodetic Survey: 
Working fund, Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey, $4,816.65. 
Working fund, Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 

1942-1946, $8.11. 
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National Bureau of Standards:
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, 1942-1946, $12,335.69.
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, 1946, $84,345.
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, $365.22.
Station for broadcasting standard frequencies, National Bureau

of Standards, $1,000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Indian Affairs:
Purchase of land for Navajo Indians, Arizona (reimbursable),

$308.02.
Construction, irrigation systems, Indian Service (reimbursable),

$9,865.90.
Construction, buildings and utilities, Indian Service, $131,407.71.
Support of Wisconsin Band of Potawatomie, Wisconsin and

Michigan (reimbursable), $500.21.
Working fund, Interior, Indians, $25,538.66.
Working fund, Department of the Interior, subsistence, home-

stead project, $2,092.97.
Bureau of Mines:

Reduction of zinc concentrates with methane gas, Bureau of
Mines (national defense), $4,133.

Drainage tunnel, Leadville, Colorado, $29,081.
Working fund, Interior, Mines (Office of Scientific Research

and Development), 1946, $130,000.
Working fund, Interior, Mines, Army, Engineer Service,

1942-1946, $43,905.
National Park Service:

Roads and trails, national parks, emergency construction, Act
of June 19, 1934, $22.

Working fund, Interior, National Park Service (advance from
War Department), $14,000.

Government in the Territories: Emergency fund, Territories and
island possessions (national defense), $121,000.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal Prison System:
Buildings and equipment, penal institutions, $865,000.
United States Industrial Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, con-

struction, $89.71.
United States Northeastern Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsyl-

vania, construction, $1,636.78.
Public Works Administration, Act of 1938 (allotment to Justice, 52 stat .816.

prisons), $1,702.52.
Federal jails, buildings, and equipment (Sandstone), $370.35.
Working fund, Justice, prisons, $149,729.70.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Office of the Secretary:
Veterans' housing, Office of Administrator, National Housing

Agency (transfer to Labor), $3,368.
Migration of workers, War Manpower functions, Department

of Labor, 1944, $652,376.
Migration of workers, War Manpower functions, Department

of Labor, 1945, $4,884.
Bureau of Labor Statistics: Working fund, Labor, Labor Statistics

(advance from National Housing Agency), $237.68.
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National Bureau of Standards: 
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, 1942-1946, $12,335.69. 
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, 1946, $84,345. 
Working fund, Commerce, Standards, $365.22. 
Station for broadcasting standard frequencies, National Bureau 

of Standards, $1,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Indian Affairs: 
Purchase of land for Navajo Indians, Arizona (reimbursable), 

$308.02. 
Construction, irrigation systems, Indian Service (reimbursable) , 

$9,865.90. 
Construction, buildings and utilities, Indian Service, $131,407.71. 
Support of Wisconsin Band of Potawatomie, Wisconsin and 

Michigan (reimbursable), $500.21. 
Working fund, Interior, Indians, $25,538.66. 
Working fund, Department of the Interior, subsistence, home-

stead project, $2,092.97. 
Bureau of Mines: 

Reduction of zinc concentrates with methane gas, Bureau of 
Mines (national defense), $4,133. 
Drainage tunnel, Leadville, Colorado, $29,081. 
Working fund, Interior, Mines (Office of Scientific Research 

and Development), 1946, $130,000. 
Working fund, Interior, Mines, Army, Engineer Service, 

1942-1946, $43,905. 
National Park Service: 

Roads and trails, national parks, emergency construction, Act 
of June 19, 1934, $22. 
Working fund, Interior, National Park Service (advance from 

War Department), $14,000. 
Government in the Territories: Emergency fund, Territories and 

island possessions (national defense), $121,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Federal Prison System: 
Buildings and equipment, penal institutions, $865,000. 
United States Industrial Reformatory, Chillicothe, Ohio, con-

struction, $89.71. 
United States Northeastern Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsyl-

vania, construction, $1,636.78. 
Public Works Administration, Act of 1938 (allotment to Justice, 

prisons), $1,702.52. 
Federal jails, buildings, and equipment (Sandstone), $370.35. 
Working fund, Justice, prisons, $149,729.70. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Office of the Secretary: 
Veterans' housing, Office of Administrator, National Housing 

Agency (transfer to Labor), $3,368. 
Migration of workers, War Manpower functions, Department 

of Labor, 1944, $652,376. 
Migration of workers, War Manpower functions, Department 

of Labor, 1945, $4,884. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics: Working fund, Labor, Labor Statistics 

(advance from National Housing Agency), $237.68. 

52 Stat. 816. 
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National Wage Stabilization Board: Salaries and expenses, National
Wage Stabilization Board, Department of Labor, 1947, $1,191,900.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts:
Naval working fund, $50,000,000.Post, p. 79. Naval procurement fund, $50,000,000.
Strategic and critical materials, Navy, $94.
Reserve material, Navy, $62,800.

Bureau of Yards and Docks:
Public works, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1947, $15,108,514:

Provided, That hereafter no obligations shall be incurred against
the contract authorization provided under this head prior to July
1, 1946.

Increase and replacement of naval vessels: Repair facilities,
Navy, $4,000,000.

TREASURY DEPARTMEN

Post, p. 187. Bureau of Accounts: Emergency relief, liquidation fund, $1,280,000.
Bureau of Federal Supply: Working capital fund, duplicating

services, Procurement Division, $1,323,480.02.
Coast Guard:

Acquisition of vessels and shore facilities, Coast Guard,$9,624,066.
Emergency construction, vessels and shore facilities, Coast

Guard, $184,225.
Establishing and improving aids to navigation, Coast Guard,$59,279.
Special projects, aids to navigation, Coast Guard, $36,106.
Special projects, vessels, Coast Guard, $37,470.
Special projects, aids to navigation, Lighthouse Service, Coast

Guard, $3,937.
Po. 6 WAR DEPARTMENT

Military activities:
Expenses and losses financing war contracts, $15,000,000.
Acquisition of land, West Point, unexpended balance.
Acquisition of land, San Bernardino, Kern, and Los Angeles

Counties, California, unexpended balance.
Acquisition of land, Panama, Army, unexpended balance.
Acquisition of land, Buchanan, Puerto Rico, unexpendedbalance.
Acquisition of land, Act of June 20, 1940, unexpended balance.
Sites for military purposes, unexpended balance.

Po, p. 82. Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, military
posts, $17,567,069.

Buildings for United States representatives, Philippine Islands,unexpended balance.
Emergency fund for the President, national defense housing(allotment to War), unexpended balance.
Community facilities, defense public works, Office of Adminis-trator, Federal Works Agency (transfer to War), $221,855.
National defense housing, War maintenance, and so forth,unexpended balance.
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National Wage Stabilization Board : Salaries and expenses, National 
Wage Stabilization Board, Department of Labor, 1947, $1,191,900. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts: 
Naval working fund, $50,000,000. 

Post, p. 79. Naval procurement fund, $50,000,000. 
Strategic and critical materials, Navy, $94. 
Reserve material, Navy, $62,800. 

Bureau of Yards and Docks: 
Public works' Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1947, $15,108,514 : 

Provided, That hereafter no obligations shall be incurred against 
the contract authorization provided under this head prior to July 
1, 1946. 

Increase and replacement of naval vessels: Repair facilities, 
Navy, $4,000,000. 

Post, p. 187-

Post, p. 672. 

Post, P. 625. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

Bureau of Accounts: Emergency relief, liquidation fund, $1,280,000. 
Bureau of Federal Supply: Working capital fund, duplicating 

services, Procurement Division, $1,323,480.02. 
Coast Guard: 

Acquisition of vessels and shore facilities, Coast Guard, 
$9,624,066. 
Emergency construction, vessels and shore facilities, Coast 

Guard, B184,225. 
Establishing and improving aids to navigation, Coast Guard, 

$59,279. 
Special projects, aids to navigation, Coast Guard, $36,106. 
Special projects, vessels, Coast Guard, $37,470. 
Special projects, aids to navigation, Lighthouse Service, Coast 

Guard, $3,937. 

W AR DEPARTMENT 

Military activities: 
Expenses and losses financing war contracts, $15,000,000. 
Acquisition of land, West Point, unexpended balance. 
Acquisition of land, San Bernardino, Kern, and Los Angeles 

Counties, California, unexpended balance. 
Acquisition of land, Panama, Army, unexpended balance. 
Acquisition of land, Buchanan, Puerto Rico, unexpended 

balance. 

Acquisition of land, Act of June 20, 1940, unexpended balance. 
Sites for military purposes, unexpended balance. 
Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, military 

posts, $17,567,069. 
Buildings for United States representatives, Philippine Islands, 

unexpended balance. 
Emergency fund for the President, national defense housing 

(allotment to War), unexpended balance. 
Community facilities, defense public works, Office of Adminis-

trator, Federal Works Agency (transfer to War), $221,855. 
National defense housing, War maintenance, and so forth, 

unexpended balance. 
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Emergency fund for the President, defense housing, temporary
shelter, War, Federal Public Housing Authority, maintenance,
unexpended balance.

National defense housing, War, Office of Administrator, Federal
Works Agency, maintenance, and so forth, unexpended balance.

Repair of arsenals, emergency construction, unexpended balance.
Seacoast defenses, general, $130,619.
Seacoast defenses, $106,468.
Seacoast defenses, Panama Canal, $642,905.

TITLE III-GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall

be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in astrike against the Government of the United States or who is amember of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who
advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be consid-
ered prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit hasnot contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike
against the Government of the United States, is not a member of anorganization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike
against the Government of the United States, or that such person
does not advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advo-
cates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force
or violence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or vio-
lence and accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid
from any appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a
felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided further,
That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in sub-
stitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as the "Urgent Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, 1947".

Approved March 22, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 21]
AN ACT AN ACT March 26, 1947To provide for payment and settlement of mileage and other travel allowance [S. 26]

accounts of military personnel. [Public Law 211

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That payment and
settlement of mileage and other travel allowance accounts of all mili-
tary personnel, when such accounts are authorized to be based on dis-
tances between given points, shall be made in accordance with distances
established for payment and settlement of mileage accounts of officers
pursuant to the provisions of the Act of June 12, 1906, as amended
(34 Stat. 246; 10 U. S. C. 870).

Approved March 26,1947.
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Emergency fund for the President, defense housing, temporary 
shelter, War, Federal Public Housing Authority, maintenance, 
unexpended balance. 
National defense housing, War, Office of Administrator, Federal 

Works Agency, maintenance, and so forth, unexpended balance. 
Repair of arsenals, emergency construction, unexpended balance. 
Seacoast defenses, general, $130,619. 
Seacoast defenses, $106,468. 
Seacoast defenses, Panama Canal, $642,905. 

TITLE III—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who 
advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be consid-
ered prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has 
not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike 
against the Government of the United States, is not a member of an 
organization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike 
against the Government of the :United States, or that such person 
does not advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advo-
cates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force 
or violence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who 
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the 
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or vio-
lence and accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid 
from any appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a 
felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided further, 
That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in sub-
stitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as the "Urgent Deficiency Appro-

priation Act, 1947". 
Approved March 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 21] 
AN ACT 

To provide for payment and settlement of mileage and other travel allowance 
accounts of military personnel. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That payment and 
settlement of mileage and other travel allowance accounts of all mili-
tary personnel, when such accounts are authorized to be based on dis-
tances between given points, shall be made in accordance with distances 
established for payment and settlement of mileage accounts of officers 
pursuant to the provisions of the Act of June 12, 1906, as amended 
(34 Stat. 246; 1011. S. C. 870). 
Approved March 26, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 22]
JOINT RESOLUTION

March 27, 1947
H. J. Res. 154] Making an appropriation for expenses incident to the control and eradication of

[Public Law 22] foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest.

Post, pp. 185, 245,
617.

Ante, p. 8.

58 Stat. 734.

March 28, 1947
[S. J. Res. 27]

[Public Law 23]

56 Stat. 1059.
22 U. S. C. § 662.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby appro-
priated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
for expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
control and eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest as
authorized by the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8), and the
Act of May 29, 1884, as amended by the Act of September 21, 1944
(21 U. S. C. 114a), fiscal year 1947, $9,000,000, to be available for the
purposes of carrying out the provisions of said Public Law 8 until
June 30, 1948.

Approved March 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 23]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Amending the Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of 1942 to provide for the con-
sideration of any claim decided by the General Claims Commission in which
the United States filed a petition for rehearing.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Settlement of
Mexican Claims Act of 1942, approved December 18, 1942, be amended
by adding after section 3 (a), paragraph (6) thereof, the following
paragraph:

"(7) Any claim decided by the General Claims Commission in
which the United States filed a petition for rehearing."

Approved March 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 24]
.TOTTT RFSnT.TTTTTN

March 29, 1947 -- .... -
[Il. J. Res. 118] To strengthen the common defense by maintaining an adequate domestic rubber-
IPublic Law 24] producing industry.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,

FINDINGS OF FACT AND DECLARATION OF POLICY

Rubber.
Post, p. 618.

60 Stat. 596.
50U.S.C. §98-98h.

SEcrION 1. (a) Natural rubber, which includes all forms and types
of tree, vine, and shrub rubber, is a highly strategic and critical
material, deficient and incapable, as a result of climatic conditions in
the United States, of sufficient development as a natural resource of
the United States in quantities adequate to supply the industrial,
military, and naval needs of the country for the common defense.
Natural rubber is at present in short supply and is expected to continue
in short supply for some months to come, and thus the supplies of
natural rubber must be augmented by the use of large quantities of
synthetic rubber, a product of chemical synthesis.

Congress, in the enactment of the Strategic and Critical Materials
Stock Piling Act (Public Law 520, Seventy-ninth Congress), has
heretofore declared it the policy of the United States and the purpose
of that Act to provide for the acquisition and retention of stocks of
strategic and critical materials, including natural rubber, so as to
prevent so far as possible a dangerous and costly dependence of the
United States upon foreign nations for supplies of these materials in
times of national emergency. Further, natural rubber, when stock
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56 Stat. 1059. 
2211. S.C. 1 662. 

March 29, 1947 
[IL J. Res. 118]  
[Public Law 24] 

Rubber. 
Post, p. 618. 

60 Stat. 596. 
50 U. S.C. I§98-98h. 

March 27, 1947 
[H. J. Res. 154]  
[Public Law 22] 

Post, pp. 185, 245, 
617. 

Ante, p. 8. 

58 Stat. 734. 

[CHAPTER 22] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making an appropriation for expenses incident to the control and eradication of 
foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby appro-
priated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
for expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to 
control and eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest as 
authorized by the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8), and the 
Act of May 29, 1884, as amended by the Act of September 21, 1944 
(21 U. S. C. 114a), fiscal year 1947, $9,000,000, to be available for the 
purposes of carrying out the provisions of said Public Law 8 until 
June 30, 1948. 
Approved March 27, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 23] 
JOINT RESOLUTION March 28, 1947 

[S. J. Res. 27]  Amending the Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of 1942 to provide for the con-
[Public Law 23] sideration of any claim decided by the General Claims Commission in which 

the United States filed a petition for rehearing. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Settlement of 
Mexican Claims Act of 1942, approved December 18, 1942, be amended 
by adding after section 3 (a), paragraph (6) thereof, the following 
paragraph: 

"(7) Any claim decided by the General Claims Commission in 
which the United States filed a petition for rehearing." 
Approved March 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 24] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To strengthen the common defense by maintaining an adequate domestic rubber-
producing industry. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND DECLARATION OF POLICY 

SEcrioN 1. (a) Natural rubber, which includes all forms and types 
of tree, vine, and shrub rubber, is a highly strategic and critical 
material, deficient and incapable, as a result of climatic conditions in 
the United States, of sufficient development as a natural resource of 
the . United States in quantities adequate to supply the industrial, 
military, and naval needs of the country for the common defense. 
Natural rubber is at present in short supply and is expected to continue 
in short supply for some months to come, and thus the supplies of 
natural rubber must be augmented by the use of large quantities of 
synthetic rubber, a product of chemical synthesis. 

Congress, in the enactment of the Strategic and Critical Materials 
Stock Piling Act (Public Law 520, Seventy-ninth Congress), has 
heretofore declared it the policy of the United States and the purpose 
of that Act to provide for the acquisition and retention of stocks of 
strategic and critical materials, including natural rubber, so as to 
prevent so far as possible a dangerous and costly dependence of the 
United States upon foreign nations for supplies of these materials in 
times of national emergency. Further, natural rubber, when stock 
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piled and held in storage, must be rotated and replaced from time to
time by equivalent quantities of fresh material. By reason of the
foregoing, a program with respect to rubber must be devised which
will supplement that heretofore adopted in the Strategic and Critical
Materials Stock Piling Act.

(b) It is the policy of the United States that there shall be main- Policy ofU.S.
tained at all times in the interest of the national security and common
defense, in addition to stock piles of natural rubber which are to be
acquired, rotated, and retained pursuant to the Strategic and Critical
Materials Stock Piling Act (Public Law 520, Seventy-ninth Congress, 60 tat. 596.
approved July 23, 1946), a technologically advanced and rapidly 0

.S.C.0698-9
Sh.

expandible domestic rubber-producing industry of sufficient produc-
tive capacity to assure the availability in times of national emergency
of adequate supplies of domestically produced rubber to meet the
industrial, military, and naval needs of the country.

(c) It is necessary in the public interest and to promote the national Investigation, etc.,
defense (1) that Congress make a thorough study and investigation by ongres.
of means of accomplishing such policy through the enactment of
permanent legislation, the study and investigation to be completed
within such time as will permit the legislation to be enacted, during
the first session of the Eightieth Congress; and (2) that, pending the Con"tinution of
enactment of such permanent legislation, the United States continueons y
allocation, specification, and inventory controls of natural and syn-
thetic rubber and natural and synthetic rubber products and the
authority of the United States to manufacture and sell synthetic
rubber be continued.

TEMPORARY RETENTION OF CERTAIN EMERGENCY POWERS WITH RESPECT
TO RUBBER

SEC. 2. To effectuate the purposes set forth in section 1 (c) hereof-
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of title XV of the Second

War Powers Act, 1942, as amended, title III of such Act and the
amendments to existing law made by such title, shall remain in force
until the effective date of permanent legislation enacted to accomplish
the policy set forth in section 1 (b) hereof, but in no event beyond
March 31, 1948, insofar as such provisions authorize allocation, speci-
fication, and inventory controls of natural and synthetic rubber and
natural- and synthetic-rubber products (including import control of
synthetic rubber and natural- and synthetic-rubber products, but
excluding import control of natural rubber), and it is hereby directed
that, to the extent necessary to accomplish the purposes of this joint
resolution, the powers, functions, duties, and authority under the
provisions so continued shall be exercised and performed until that
date: Provided, That the President may continue allocation, specifica-
tion, and inventory control of natural and synthetic rubber and
natural- and synthetic-rubber products and import control of syn-
thetic rubber and natural- and synthetic-rubber products in the public
interest and to carry out the purposes of this joint resolution, not-
withstanding any changes in the supply or estimated supply of natural
rubber.

(b) The powers, functions, duties, and authority of the United
States to manufacture (including the conduct of research essential to
the development of the synthetic-rubber industry) and sell synthetic
rubber shall continue in force until the effective date of permanent
legislation enacted to accomplish the policy set forth in section 1 (b)
hereof, but in no event beyond March 31, 1948. There shall not be
declared as surplus nor shall War Assets Administration dispose of
any synthetic-rubber plant and facilities costing the Government in

56 Stat. 187, 177.
50 U. 8. C. app.

0 645, 645a, 633, 1152.
Post, pp. 34, 214,

322, 946.

Continuation of
control by President.

Continuation of
manufacture, etc., of
synthetic rubber by
U.S.

Disposal of plants,
etc., restriction.
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piled and held in storage, must be rotated and replaced from time to 
time by equivalent quantities of fresh material. By reason of the 
foregoing, a program with respect to rubber must be devised which 
will supplement that heretofore adopted in the Strategic and Critical 
Materials Stock Piling Act. 

(b) It is the policy of the United States that there shall be main-
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defense, in addition to stock piles of natural rubber which are to be 
acquired, rotated, and retained pursuant to the Strategic and Critical 
Materials Stock Piling Act (Public Law 520, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
approved July 23, 1946), a technologically advanced and rapidly 
expandible domestic rubber-producing industry of sufficient produc-
tive capacity to assure the availability in times of national emergency 
of adequate supplies of domestically produced rubber to meet the 
industrial, military, and naval needs of the country. 

(c) It is necessary in the public interest and to promote the national 
defense (1) that Congress make a thorough study and investigation 
of means of accomplishing such policy through the enactment of 
permanent legislation, the study and investigation to be completed 
within such time as will permit the legislation to be enacted, during 
the first session of the Eightieth Congress; and (2) that, pending the 
enactment of such permanent legislation, the United States continue 
allocation, specification, and inventory controls of natural and syn-
thetic rubber and natural and synthetic rubber products and the 
authority of the United States to manufacture and sell synthetic 
rubber be continued. 

TEMPORARY RETENTION OF CERTAIN EMERGENCY POWERS WITH RESPECT 
TO RUBBER 

SEC. 2. To effectuate the purposes set forth in section 1 (c) hereof— 
( a) Notwithstanding the provisions of title XV of the Second 

War Powers Act, 1942, as amended, title III of such Act and the 
amendments to existing law made by such title, shall remain in force 
until the effective date of permanent legislation enacted to accomplish 
the policy set forth in section 1 (b) hereof, but in no event beyond 
March 31, 1948, insofar as such provisions authorize allocation, speci-
fication, and inventory controls of natural and synthetic rubber and 
natural- and synthetic-rubber products (including import control of 
synthetic rubber and natural- and synthetic-rubber products, but 
excluding import control of natural rubber), and it is hereby directed 
that, to the extent necessary to accomplish the purposes of this joint 
resolution, the powers, functions, duties, and authority under the 
provisions so continued shall be exercised and performed until that 
date: Provided, That the President may continue allocation, specifica-
tion, and inventory control of natural and synthetic rubber and 
natural- and synthetic-rubber products and import control of syn-
thetic rubber and natural- and synthetic-rubber products in the public 
interest and to carry out the purposes of this joint resolution, not-
withstanding any changes in the supply or estimated supply of natural 
rubber. 

(b) The powers, functions, duties, and authority of the United 
States to manufacture (including the conduct of research essential to 
the development of the synthetic-rubber industry) and sell synthetic 
rubber shall continue in force until the effective date of permanent 
legislation enacted to accomplish the policy set forth in section 1 (b) 
hereof, but in no event beyond March 31, 1948. There shall not be 
declared as surplus nor shall War Assets Administration dispose of 
any synthetic-rubber plant and facilities costing the Government in 
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excess of $5,000,000, until the effective date of permanent legislation
enacted to accomplish the policy set forth in section 1 (b) hereof:

Exemptions. Provided, That there shall be exempt from such disposal limitations
the neoprene plant, styrene plants, the petroleum butadiene plant
located at Toledo, Ohio, not to exceed two alcohol butadiene plants,
and butadiene-styrene type copolymer plants to the extent that the
aggregate actual capacity of such copolymer plants remaining in
Government ownership shall not be less than six hundred thousand

Exercifs by RsF long tons per year. It is hereby directed that the aforesaid powers,
functions, duties, and authority of the United States to so manufac-
ture and sell synthetic rubber shall be exercised and performed by
Reconstruction Finance Corporation while that Corporation has suc-
cession and thereafter by such officer, agency, or instrumentality of
the United States as the President may designate: Provided further,

vesearch by other That nothing herein shall be construed as precluding any other agency
of Government from engaging in research authorized by law.

Approved March 29, 1947.

March 29, 1947
[H. J. Res. 159]
[Public Law 25]

Deficiency appro-
priations, 1947.

Post, p. 118.

60 Stat. 35, 203, 216,
480,716,717,749,752.

39 U. S. . . i 856a,
862a,862b,867a,877, 878;
6 U. S. C. i 645a, 645b,
902 et seq.: 28 U. 8. C.
§§ 5, 213, 241, 296, 301,

324.
Post, pp. 40, 727.

Restriction.

ICHAPTER 25]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assemnbled, That the following sums are
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, namely:

INCREASED PAY COSTS

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947,
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946
(Public Law 317); May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386); May 24, 1946
(Public Law 390); July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491); July 31, 1946
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577); and August 1, 1946 (Public Law
582); and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and employees,
as follows:

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
Senate:

"Salaries, officers and employees, Senate", $1,013,725;
"Salaries and expenses, Joint Committee on Printing, to be dis-

bursed by the Secretary of the Senate", $5,235;
"Compiling and preparing a revised edition of the Biographical

Directory of the American Congress", $14,000-
"Salaries and expenses, legislative counsel", $15,000;
"Salaries and expenses, enate policy committees", $11,000;
Contingent exenses. Senate, reporting debates and proceed-ings of the Senate', $19,075;
'Contingent expenses, Senate, services in cleaning, repairing,and varnishing furniture" $760;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, expenses of inquiries and inves-
tigations ordered by the Senate, including compensation to
stenographers of committees, at such rate as may be fixed by the
Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, but not
exceeding 25 cents per hundred words", $118,350: Provided That
no part of this appropriation shall be expended for per diem and
subsistence expenses except in accordance with the provisions of

26 [61 STAT.
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excess of $5,000,000, until the effective date of permanent legislation 
enacted to accomplish the policy set forth in section 1 (b) hereof: 
Provided, That there shall be exempt from such disposal limitations 
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and butadiene-styrene type copolymer plants to the extent that the 
aggregate actual capacity of such copolymer plants remaining in 
Government ownership shall not be less than six hundred thousand 
long tons per year. It is hereby directed that the aforesaid powers, 
functions, duties, and authority of the United States to so manufac-
ture and sell synthetic rubber shall be exercised and performed by 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation while that Corporation has suc-
cession and thereafter by such officer, agency, or instrumentality of 
the United States as the President may designate: Provided further, 
That nothing herein shall be construed as precluding any other agency 
of Government from engaging in research authorized by law. 
Approved March 29, 1947. 

(CHAPTER 25] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That the following sums are 
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, namely: 

INCREASED PAY COSTS 

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947, 
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946 
(Public Law 317) ; May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386) ; May 24, 1946 
(Public Law 390) ; July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491) ; July 31, 1946 
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577) ; and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 
582) ; and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal 
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and employees, 
as follows: 

Senate: 
"Salaries, officers and employees, Senate", $1,0132725; 
"Salaries and expenses, Joint Committee on Printing, to be dis-

bursed by the Secretary of the Senate", $5,235; 
"Compiling and preparing a revised edition of the Biographical 

Directory of the American Congress", $14,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, legislative counsel", $15,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, Senate policy committees", $11,000; 
"Contingent expenses. Senate, reporting debates and proceed-

ings of the Senate", $19,075; 
"Contingent expenses, Senate, services in cleaning, repairing, 

and varnishing furniture", $760; 
"Contingent expenses, Senate, expenses of inquiries and inves-

tigations ordered by the Senate, including compensation to 
stenographers of committees, at such rate as may be fixed by the 
Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, but not 
exceeding 25 cents per hundred words", $118,350: Provided, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be expended for per diem and 
subsistence expenses except in accordance with the provisions of 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 
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the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as
amended;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, folding speeches and pamphlets
at a rate not exceeding $1 per thousand", $5,015;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, maintaining, exchanging, and
equipping motor vehicles for carrying the mails and for official
use of the offices of the Secretary and Sergeant at Arms", $790;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, miscellaneous items, exclusive of
labor", $19,640;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, purchase, exchange, driving,
maintenance, and operation of two automobiles, one for the
majority leader of the Senate and one for the minority leader
of the Senate", $760;

"Contingent expenses, Senate, purchase, exchange, driving,
maintenance, and operation of an automobile for the Vice
President", $770;

House of Representatives:
"Compensation of officers, clerks, messengers, and others",

$675,000;
"Clerk hire, Members and Delegates", $1,675,000;
Contingent expenses of the House;

"Furniture", $17,500;
"Miscellaneous items", $6,000;
"Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation", $37,500;
"Folding documents", $10,000;
'Preparing and editing a new edition of the Code of Laws",

$12,000;
"Clerk's office, special assistance", $1,000;
"Speaker's automobile", $1,200;

"Capitol Police Board", $300;
Office of Legislative Counsel: "Salaries and expenses", $10,000;
Architect of the Capitol:

Office of the Architect of the Capitol: "Salaries", $9,176;
Capitol Buildings and Grounds:

"Capitol Buildings", $56,173;
"Capitol Grounds", $17,882;
"Legislative garage", $3;297;
"Senate Office Building', $52,898;
"House Office Buildings", $72,456;
"Capitol power plant", $50,478;

Library Buildings and Grounds:
"Salaries", $23,583;
"Salaries, Sunday opening", $1,850;

Botanic Garden: "Salaries", $20,298;

THE JUDICIARY

United States Supreme Court:
"Salaries", $97,000;
"Structural and mechanical care of the building and grounds",

$18.631;
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals: "Salaries and expenses",

$28,315;
United States Customs Court: "Salaries and expenses", $41,250;
Miscellaneous items of expense:

"Salaries of judges", $1,164,000;
"Salaries of clerks of courts", $190,000;
"Probation system, United States courts", $78,000;
"Salaries of criers", $11,800;
"Fees of commissioners", $95,000;

27
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the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as 44 Stat. 688. 
amended;  827-833. 
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Administrative Office of the United States Courts: "Salaries".
$40,000;

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Executive Mansion and grounds: "Care, maintenance, repair, and
alteration", $18,250;

Bureau of the Budget: "Salaries and expenses", $350,500;
Office for Emergency Management:

Office of Defense Transportation: "Salaries and expenses",
$62,400;

Office of Scientific Research and Development: "Salaries and
expenses", $48,800;

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

Federal Trade Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $281,000;
Interstate Commerce Commission:

"General expenses", $793,100;
"Railroad safety", $56,500;
"Locomotive inspection", $52,100;

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics: "Salaries and
expenses", $1,040,000;

National Capital Housing Authority: "Maintenance and opera-
tion", $1,550;

National Mediation Board:
"Salaries and expenses", $16,000;
National Railroad Adjustment Board: "Salaries and expenses",

$19,000;
Panama Railroad Company: "Administrative expenses" (increase

of $85,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate funds
which may be used for administrative expenses);

Railroad Retirement Board:
"Salaries", $304,000;
"Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries)", $31,000;

Securities and Exchange Commission: "Salaries and expenses",
$572,000;

Smithsonian Institution:
"Salaries and expenses", $180,400;
"Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art", $101,000;

The Tax Court of the United States: "Salaries and expenses",
$123,500;

Veterans' Administration: "Administration, medical, hospital, and
domiciliary services", $48,272,500;

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

Public Buildings Administration:
"General administrative expenses", $201,500;
"Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the

District of Columbia and adjacent area". $2,996,000:
"Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds outside

the District of Columbia", $1,123,600;

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(Out of the Postal Revenues)
Post Office Department, Washington, District of Columbia:

Office of the Postmaster General: "Salaries", $44,700;
Salaries in bureaus and offices:

"Office of Budget and Administrative Planning", $6,300;
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"Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General",
$137,900;

"Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General,"
$110,900;

"Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General",
$158,200;

"Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General", Po P. 69.
$78,000;

"Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department",
$21,000;

"Office of the Chief Inspector", $31,300;
"Office of the purchasing agent", $9,800;
"Bureau of Accounts", $77,100;

Field Service, Post Office Department:
Office of Chief Inspector:

"Salaries of inspectors", $263,700;
"Clerks", $149,600;

Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General:
"Compensation to postmasters", $12,701,900;
"Compensation to assistant postmasters", $1,260,000;
"Clerks, first- and second-class post offices", $74,221,400;
"Clerks, third-class post offices", $5,954,000;
"Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices",

$200,400;
"Village delivery service" $51,600;
"City delivery carriers", $42,981,200;
"Special-delivery compensation and fees", $1,488,000;
"Rural Delivery Service", $13,793,900;

Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General: "Railway
Mail Service", $13,055,200;

Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General: "Manufac-
ture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper", $3,600;

Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General:
"Post office stationery, equipment, and supplies", $26,600;
"Equipment shops, Washington, District of Colunbia",

$193,800;
"Pneumatic-tube service, New York City and Boston",

$61,300;
"Vehicle Service", $2,486,300;

Public Buildings, maintenance and operation: "Operating
force", $7,074,700;

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

General administration:
"Executive office", $18,700;
"Office of the corporation counsel", $15,600;
"Board of Tax Appeals", $1,700;

Fiscal Service:
"Assessor's office" $51,700;
"Collector's office", $14,400;
"Auditor's office", $40,500;
"Purchasing division", $10,000;

Regulatory agencies:
"Alcoholic Beverage Control Board", $5,700;
"Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole", $4,800;
"Coroner's office", $3,700;
"Department of Insurance", $3,800;
"Department of Weights, Measures, and Markets", $9,700;
"License Bureau", $3,300;
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"Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General", 
$137,900; 

"Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General," 
$110,900; 

"Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General", 
$158,200; 

"Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General", 
$78,000; 

"Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department", 
$21,000; 

"Office of the Chief Inspector", $31,300; 
"Office of the purchasing agent", $9,800; 
"Bureau of Accounts", $77,100; 

Field Service, Post Office Department: 
Office of Chief Inspector: 

"Salaries of inspectors", $263,700; 
"Clerks", $149,600; 

Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General: 
"Compensation to postmasters", $12,701,900; 
"Compensation to assistant postmasters", $1,260,000; 
"Clerks, first- and second-class post offices', $74,221,400; 
"Clerks, third-class post offices" $5,954,000; 
"Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices", 

$200,400; 
"Village delivery service", $51,600; 
"City delivery carriers", $42,981,200; 
"Special-delivery compensation and fees", $1,488,000; 
"Rural Delivery Service", $13,793,900; 

Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General: "Railway 
Mail Service", $13,055,200; 

Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General: "Manufac-
ture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper", $3,600; 

Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General: 
"Post office stationery, equipment, and supplies" $26,600; 
"Equipment shops, W ashington, District of Columbia", 

$193,800; 
"Pneumatic-tube service, New York City and Boston", 

$61,300; 
"Vehicle Service", $2,486,300; 

Public Buildings, maintenance and operation: "Operating 
force", $7,074,700; 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

General ailministration: 
"Executive office", $18,700; 
"Office of the corporation counsel", $15,600; 
"Board of Tax Appeals", $1,700; 

Fiscal Service: 
"Assessor's office", $51,700; 
"Collector's office", $14,400; 
"Auditor's office", $40,500; 
"Purchasing division", $10,000; 

Regulatory agencies: 
"Alcohohc Beverage Control Board", $5,700; 
"Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole", $4,800; 
"Coroner's office", $3,700; 
"Department of Insurance", $3,800; 
"Department of Weights, Measures, and Markets", $9,700; 
"License Bureau", $3,300; 

Post, p. 69. 
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"Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety Board", $5,700;
"Office of Administrator of Rent Control", $11,500;
"Office of Recorder of Deeds", $26,400;
"Poundmaster's office", $3,100;
"Public Utilities Commission", $12,200;
"Zoning Commission", $2,300;

Public Schools:
Operating expenses:

"General administration", $45,000
"General supervision and instruction", $1,540,000;
"Vocational education, George-Deen program", $21,000;
"Operation of buildings and maintenance of equipment",

$200,000;
Public Library: "Operating expenses", $99,500;
Recreation Department: "Operating expenses", $43,300:
Metropolitan Police: "Salaries and expenses", $553,500;
"Fire Department", $397,600;
Courts:

"Juvenile court", $14,200;
"Municipal court", $43,200;
"Municipal court of appeals", $4,100;
"Probation system", $1,700;
"Office of Register of Wills", $11,100;
"Commission on Mental Health", $4,300;

Health Department:
"Operating expenses, Health Department (excluding hospi-

tals) ", $158,400;
"Operating expenses, Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium",

$20,000;
Department of Corrections:

Adult Correctional Service: "Operating expenses", $163,000;
Public Welfare:

"Office of the Director", $10,900;
Family Welfare Service:

"Operating expenses, child care", $15,800;
"Public assistance and children's services", $32,900;
"Operating expenses, institutions for the indigent", $14,700;

Juvenile Correctional Service: "Operating expenses", $16,100;
Mental Rehabilitation Service:

"Operating expenses, District Training School", $48,500;
"Deportation nonresident insane", $2,200;

Public Works:
"Office of chief clerk", $6,400;
"Office of Municipal Architect", $11,100;
"Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District

Buildings", $51,600;
"Surveyor's office", $4,600;
"Department of Inspections", $54,100;
"Central garage", $4,200;
"Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway

fund) ", $14,900;
"Reimbursements of other appropriations (payable from high-

way fund) ", $109,500;
'Operating expenses, Refuse Division", $30,700;
"Operating expenses, Sewer Division", $39,500;
"Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water

fund) " $38,000;
Washington aqueduct: "Operating expenses (payable from water

fund)", $25,000;
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"Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety Board", $5,700; 
"Office of Administrator of Rent Control", $11,500; 
"Office of Recorder of Deeds" $26,400; 
"Poundmaster's office", $3,10; 
"Public Utilities Commission", $12,200; 
"Zoning Commission", $2,300; 

Public Schools: 
Operating expenses: 

"General administration", $45,000; 
"General supervision and instruction", $1,540,000; 
"Vocational education, George-Deen program", $21,000; 
"Operation of buildings and maintenance of equipment", 

$200,000; 
Public Library: "Operating expenses", $99,500; 
Recreation Department: "Operating expenses", $43,300; 
Metropolitan Police: "Salaries and expenses", $553,500; 
"Fire Department", $397,600; 
Courts: 

"Juvenile court", $14,200; 
"Municipal court", $43,200; 
"Municipal court of appeals", $4,100; 
"Probation system", $1,700; 
"Office of Register of Wills" $11,100; 
"Commission on Mental Health", $4,300; 

Health Department: 
"Operating expenses, Health Department (excluding hospi-

tals) , $158,400; 
"Operating expenses, Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium", 

$20,000; 
Department of Corrections: 

Adult Correctional Service: "Operating expenses", $163,000; 
Public Welfare: 

"Office of the Director", $10,900; 
Family Welfare Service: 

"Operating expenses child care", $15,800; 
"Public assistance and children's services", $32,900; 
"Operating expenses, institutions for the indigent", $14,700; 

Juvenile Correctional Service: "Operating expenses", $16,100; 
Mental Rehabilitation Service: 

"Operating expenses, District Training School", $48,500; 
"Deportation nonresident insane", $2,200; 

Public Works: 
"Office of chief clerk", $6,400; 
"Office of Municipal Architect" $11,100; 
"Operating expenses, Office Of Superintendent of District 

Buildings", $51,600; 
"Surveyor's office", $4,600; 
"Department of Inspections", $54,100; 
"Central garage", $4,200; 
"Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway 

fund)", $14,900; 
"Reimbursements of other appropriations (payable from high-

way fund)", $109,500; 
"Operating expenses, Refuse Division", $30,700; 
"Operating expenses, Sewer Division", $39,500; 
"Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water 

fund)", $38,000; 
Washington aqueduct: "Operating expenses (payable from water 

fund)", $25,000; 
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"National Capital Parks", $87,600;
"National Capital Park and Planning Commission", $4,700;
"National Zoological Park", $39,100.

DIVISION OF EXPENSES

The sums appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be paid out of the general
fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, 1947.

SEC. 2. The restrictions contained within appropriations or affect-
ing appropriations or other funds, available during the fiscal year
1947, limiting the amounts which may be expended for personal serv-
ices or for other purposes involving personal services, or amounts
which may be transferred between appropriations or authorizations,
are hereby waived with respect to the foregoing items to the extent
necessary to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March
6, 1946 (Public Law 317), May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386), May 24,
1946 (Public Law 390), July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491), July 31, 1946
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577), and August 1, 1946 (Public Law
582), and other legislation enacted during or applicable to the fiscal
year 1947 authorizing increased pay for civilian employees of the
Government.

Approved March 29, 1947.

[CHAPTER 26]
AN ACT

To establish an Office of Selective Service Records to liquidate the Selective
Service System following the termination of its functions on March 31, 1947,
and to preserve and service the Selective Service records, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
established an Office of Selective Service Records, to be headed by a
Director who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at
the rate of $10,000 per year.

SEC. 2. The functions, duties, and responsibilties of the Office of
Selective Service Records shall be (a) to liquidate the Selective Service
System, which liquidation shall be completed as rapidly as possible
after March 31, 1947, but in any event not later than March 31, 1948,
except as herein provided; (b) to preserve and service the records
of Selective Service; and (c) to perform such other duties relating
to the preservation of records, knowledge, and methods of Selective
Service, not inconsistent with law.

SEC. 3. The unexpended balances of funds available to the Selective
Service System are hereby made available to the Office of Selective
Service Records for the purposes of this Act and such additional
appropriations as are necessary therefor are hereby authorized.

SEC. 4. All property, records, and personnel of the Selective Service
System are hereby transferred to the Office of Selective Service Rec-
ords and authority is hereby granted to the Director of the Office of
Selective Service Records to transfer, without reimbursement, and
with the approval of the War Assets Administration, to the National
Guard in the several States, the District of Columbia, and Territories
and possessions of the United States, or to the Organized Reserves
of the armed forces, surplus property of the Selective Service System.
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"National Capital Parks", $87,600; 
"National Capital Park and Planning Commission", $4,700; 
"National Zoological Park", $39,100. 

DIVISION or EXPENSES 

The sums appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia 
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be paid out of the general 
fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of Columbia 
Appropriation Act, 1947. 
SEC. 2. The restrictions contained within appropriations or affect-

ing appropriations or other funds, available during the fiscal year 
1947, limiting the amounts which may be expended for personal serv-
ices or for other purposes involving personal services, or amounts 
which may be transferred between appropriations or authorizations, 
are hereby waived with respect to the foregoing items to the extent 
necessary to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 
6, 1946 (Public Law 317), May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386), May 24, 
1946 (Public Law 390), July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491), July 31, 1946 
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577), and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 
582), and other legislation enacted during or applicable to the fiscal 
year 1947 authorizing increased pay for civilian employees of the 
Government. 
Approved March 29, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 26] 
AN ACT 
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Service System following the termination of its functions on March 31, 1947, 
and to preserve and service the Selective Service records, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
established an Office of Selective Service Records, to be headed by a 
Director who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at 
the rate of $10,000 per year. 
SEC. 2. The functions, duties, and responsibilties of the Office of 

Selective Service Records shall be (a) to liquidate the Select ive Service 
System, which liquidation shall be completed as rapidly as possible 
after March 31, 1947, but in any event not later than March 31, 1948, 
except as herein provided; (b) to preserve and service the records 
of Selective Service; and (c) to perform such other duties relating 
to the preservation of records, knowledge, and methods of Selective 
Service, not inconsistent with law. 
SEC. 3. The unexpended balances of funds available to the Selective 

Service System are hereby made available to the Office of Selective 
Service Records for the purposes of this Act and such additional 
appropriations as are necessary therefor are hereby authorized. 
SEC. 4. All property, records, and personnel of the Selective Service 

System are hereby transferred to the Office of Selective Service Rec-
ords and authority is hereby granted to the Director of the Office of 
Selective Service Records to transfer, without reimbursement, and 
with the approval of the War Assets Administration, to the National 
Guard in the several States, the District of Columbia, and Territories 
and possessions of the United States, or to the Organized Reserves 
of the armed forces, surplus property of the Selective Service System. 
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SEC. 5. (a) Pursuant to the third sentence of section 7 of Public
Law 473, approved June 29, 1946, all functions and responsibilities
of the Personnel Division, National Headquarters, Selective Service
System, established under authority of section 8 (g) of the Selective
Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, together with so much
of the records of the Selective Service System, and so much of the
unexpended balances of appropriations of the Selective Service Sys-
tem, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may determine to
relate primarily to such functions, are hereby transferred, effective
March 29, 1947, from the Selective Service System to the Secretary
of Labor.

(b) The second sentence of section 600 (a) of Public Law 346,
approved June 22, 1944, is hereby amended by substituting the words
"Director of the Office of Selective Service Records" for the words
"Director of the National Selective Service System".

(c) Section 600 (c) of Public Law 346, approved June 22, 1944, is
hereby amended by substituting the words "Office of Selective Service
Records" for the words "Veterans' Personnel Division, National Selec-
tive Service System".

SEC. 6. (a) The Director is authorized-
(1) to prescribe the necessary rules and regulations to carry

out the provisions of this Act;
(2) to create and establish, on the date hereinafter specified,

Federal record depots in the several States, the District of
Columbia, Territories, and possessions of the United States, and
to maintain such other offices as may be necessary for the purposes
of this Act;

(3) to utilize the agencies of the Federal Government with the
consent of the heads thereof, and to accept the services of all
officers and agents of the several States, the District of Columbia,
Territories, and possessions of the United States, and subdivisions
thereof, in the execution of this Act;

(4) to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and
employees (not to exceed 1,200 in number by November 1, 1947),
as may be necessary for the purposes of this Act, with or without
regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended: Provided
That the compensation of such persons shall not be in excess of
that provided in said Act;

(5) to delegate and provide for the delegation of any authority
vested in him under this Act to such officers, agents, or persons
as he may designate or appoint for such purpose or as may be
designated or appointed for such purpose pursuant to such rules
and regulations as he may prescribe.

(b) In the administration of this Act voluntary services may be
accepted.

(c) The Chief of Finance, United States Army, is hereby desig-
nated, empowered, and directed to act as the fiscal, disbursing, and
accounting agent of the Director of the Office of Selective Service
Records in carrying out the provisions of this Act.

(d) Any officer on the active or retired list of the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, or of any Reserve component thereof,

or any officer or employee of any department or agency of the United
States who may be assigned or detailed to any office or position to
carry out the provisions of this Act may serve in and perform the func-
tions of such office or position without loss of or prejudice to his
status as such officer in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard or Reserve component thereof, or as such officer or employee
in any department or agency of the United States.

SEC. 7. The Director is authorized to prescribe such rules and reg-
ulations as may be necessary to preserve the confidential nature of the
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SEC. 5. (a) Pursuant to the third sentence of section 7 of Public 
Law 473, approved June 29, 1946, all functions and responsibilities 
of the Personnel Division, National Headquarters, Selective Service 
System, established under authority of section 8 (g) of the Selective 
Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, together with so much 
of the records of the Selective Service System, and so much of the 
unexpended balances of appropriations of the Selective Service Sys-
tem, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may determine to 
relate primarily to such functions, are hereby transferred, effective 
March 29, 1947, from the Selective Service System to the Secretary 
of Labor. 

(b) The second sentence of section 600 (a) of Public Law 346, 
approved June 22, 1944, is hereby amended by substituting the words 
"Director of the Office of Selective Service Records" for the words 
"Director of the National Selective Service System". 

(c) Section 600 (c) of Public Law 346, approved June 22, 1944, is 
hereby amended by substituting the words "Office of Selective Service 
Records" for the words "Veterans' Personnel Division, National Selec-
tive Service System". 
SEC. 6. (a) The Director is authorized— 

(1) to prescribe the necessary rules and regulations to carry 
out the provisions of this Act; 

(2) to create and establish, on the date hereinafter specified, 
Federal record depots in the several States, the District of 
Columbia? Territories, and possessions of the United States, and 
to maintain such other offices as may be necessary for the purposes 
of this Act; 

(3) to utilize the agencies of the Federal Government with the 
consent of the heads thereof, and to accept the services of all 
officers and agents of the several States, the District of Columbia, 
Territories, and possessions of the United States, and subdivisions 
thereof, in the execution of this Act; 

(4) to appoint and fix the compensation of such officers and 
employees (not to exceed 1,200 in number by November 1, 1947), 
as may be necessary for the purposes of this Act, with or without 
regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended: Provided, 
That the compensation of such persons shall not be in excess of 
that provided in said Act; 

(5) to delegate and provide for the delegation of any authority 
vested in him under this Act to such officers, agents, or persons 
as he may designate or appoint for such purpose or as may be 
designated or appointed for such purpose pursuant to such rules 
and regulations as he may prescribe. 

(b) In the administration of this Act voluntary services may be 
accepted. 

(c) The Chief of Finance, United States Army, is hereby desig-
nated, empowered, and directed to act as the fiscal, disbursing, and 
accounting agent of the Director of the Office of Selective Service 
Records in carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

(d) Any officer on the active or retired list of the Army, Navy, 
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, or of any Reserve component thereof, 
or any officer or employee of any department or agency of the United 
States who may be assigned or detailed to any office or position to 
carry out the provisions of this Act may serve in and perform the func-
tions of such office or position without loss of or prejudice to his 
status as such officer in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast 
Guard or Reserve component thereof, or as such officer or employee 
in any department or agency of the United States. 
SEC. 7. The Director is authorized to prescribe such rules and reg-

ulations as may be necessary to preserve the confidential nature of the 
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individual confidential records previously obtained under the Selective
Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended. Any person charged
with the duty of carrying out any of the provisions of this Act, and
who-fails to carry out such provisions or who shall knowingly violate
the regulations promulgated under this section, or any person or per-
sons who shall unlawfully obtain, gain access to, or use such records,
shall, upon conviction in the district court of the United States having
jurisdiction thereof, be punished by imprisonment for not more than
five years, or a fine of not more than $10,000, or by both such fine and
imprisonment, or if subject to military or naval law, may be tried by
court martial, and, on conviction, shall suffer such punishment as the
court martial may direct.

SEC. 8. Except as provided in this Act, all laws and parts of laws in
conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby suspended to the
extent of such conflict for the period in which this Act shall be in
force.

SEC. 9. Except as otherwise provided by the terms of this Act, the
provisions hereof shall take effect at 12 o'clock postmeridian, March
31, 1947.

Approved March 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 27]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Commandant of the United States Coast Guard to waive com-
pliance with the navigation and vessel-inspection laws administered by the
Coast Guard.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That effective April 1, 1947,
the Commandant, United States Coast Guard, is authorized to waive
compliance with the navigation and vessel-inspection laws admin-
istered by the Coast Guard to the extent and in such manner and upon
such terms as may be deemed necessary by him in the orderly recon-
version of the merchant marine from wartime to peacetime operations.

SEC. 2. The authority granted by this resolution shall remain in
force only until April 1, 1948: Provided, That after June 1, 1947, the
Commandant shall not waive compliance with those sections of the
navigation and vessel-inspection laws requiring the employment of
American citizens as officers and crew members and limiting the
employment of aliens except insofar as such employment shall be in
the steward's department of vessels authorized to carry in excess of
twelve passengers.

Approved March 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 28]
AN ACT

To provide for the suspension of navigation and vessel inspection laws, as applied
to vessels operated by the War Department, upon the termination of title V,
Second War Powers Act, 1942, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the
termination of title V of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, as last
amended by the Act of June 29, 1946 (Public Law 475, Seventy-ninth
Congress), and upon request of the Secretary of War to the head of
each department or agency responsible for the administration of navi-
gation and vessel inspection laws, the operation of all such laws of
which suspension is so requested shall be suspended in relation to
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individual confidential records previously obtained under the Selective 
Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended. Any person charged 
with the duty of carrying out any of the provisions of this Act, and 
who-fails to carry out such provisions or who shall knowingly violate 
the regulations promulgated under this section, or any person or per-
sons who shall unlawfully obtain, gain access to, or use such records, 
shall, upon conviction in the district court of the United States having 
jurisdiction thereof, be punished by imprisonment for not more than 
five years, or a fine of not more than $10,000, or by both such fine and 
imprisonment, or if subject to military or naval law, may be tried by 
court martial, and, on conviction, shall suffer such punishment as the 
court martial may direct. 
SEC. 8. Except as provided in this Act, all laws and parts of laws in 

conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby suspended to the 
extent of such conflict for the period in which this Act shall be in 
force. 
SEC. 9. Except as otherwise provided by the terms of this Act, the 

provisions hereof shall take effect at 12 o'clock postmeridian, March 
31, 1947. 
Approved March 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 27] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the Commandant of the United States Coast Guard to waive com-
pliance with the navigation and vessel-inspection laws administered by the 
Coast Guard. 

Resolved by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That effective April 1, 1947, 
the Commandant, United States Coast Guard, is authorized to waive 
compliance with the navigation and vessel-inspection laws admin-
istered by the Coast Guard to the extent and in such manner and upon 
such terms as may be deemed necessary by him in the orderly recon-
version of the merchant marine from wartime to peacetime operations. 
SEC. 2. The authority granted by this resolution shall remain in 

force only until April 1, 1948: Provided, That after June 1, 1947, the 
Commandant shall not waive compliance with those sections of the 
navigation and vessel-inspection laws requiring the employment of 
American citizens as officers and crew members and limiting the 
employment of aliens except insofar as such employment shall be in 
the steward's department of vessels authorized to carry in excess of 
twelve passengers. 

Approved March 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 28] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the suspension of navigation and vessel inspection laws, as applied 
to vessels operated by the War Department, upon the termination of title V, 
Second War Powers Act, 1942, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the 
termination of title V of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, as last 
amended by the Act of June 29, 1946 (Public Law 475, Seventy-ninth 
Congress), and upon request of the Secretary of War to the head of 
each department or agency responsible for the administration of navi-
gation and vessel inspection laws, the operation of all such laws of 
which suspension is so requested shall be suspended in relation to 

54 Stat. 885. 
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§§ 301-318. 
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all vessels operated by the War Department as to which such suspen-
sion has been requested: Provided, That such suspension shall be
effective only until December 31, 1947.

Approved March 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 29]
AN' ACPT

March 31,1947
[S. 931] To extend certain powers of the President under title III of the Second War

[Public Law 29] Powers Act.

First Decontrol Act
of 1947.
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56 Stat. 176-180, 181,
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50 U. S. C. app.
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644b.

56 Stat. 177.
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Force and effect of
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54 Stat. 676; 55 Stat.
236.

50 U. S. C. app.
1152(a).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act shall
be cited as the "First Decontrol Act of 1947."

SEC. 2. The Congress hereby declares that it is vital to a free econ-
omy and full production in the United States that all emergency
controls and war powers under the Second War Powers Act be
removed except in certain limited instances.

The Congress further declares that in each such limited instance the
authority for such emergency controls and war powers should not be
exercised by the grant of broad, general war powers but should be
granted by restrictive, specific legislation.

SEC. 3. For the purpose of liquidating existing emergency controls
and war powers and for the purpose of affording further opportunity
for the appropriate committees of the Congress to consider specific
legislation granting restricted authority in limited instances, title
XV, section 1501, of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, approved
March 27, 1942, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 1501. Except as otherwise provided by statute enacted during
the first session of the Eightieth Congress on or before the date this
section as amended takes effect, titles I, II, III, IV, V, VII, and XIV
of this Act and the amendments to existing law made by such titles
shall remain in force only until March 31, 1947, except that such title
III, and the amendments to existing law made by such title, shall
remain in force until June 30, 1947, for the following purposes: (a)
Allocations of cinchona bark and cinchona alkaloids, manila (abaca)
fiber and cordage, agave fiber and cordage, tin anl tin products, anti-
mony and streptomycin; (b) allocations limited to control of prodllc-
tion for export of tractors; (c) allocations of the use of transportation
equipment and facilities by rail carriers; (d) allocations of materials
or facilities for export which are required to expand the production
in foreign countries of materials critically needein n the United States;
(e) allocations of materials or facilities which are certified by the
Secretaries of State and Commerce as necessary to meet international
commitments: Provided, That any materials or facilities which were
not being allocated on March 24, 1947, shall not be allocated hereafter
under the provisions of such title III: Provided further, That the two
Houses of Congress by concurrent resolution or the President may
designate an earlier time for the termination of any power of allocation
under such title: Provided further. That nothing herein contained shall
be construed to continue beyond March 31, 1947, any authority to
allocate sugar, rubber, or the derivatives thereof. After the amend-
ments made by any such title cease to be in force, any provisions of
law amended thereby (except subsection (a) of section 2 of the Act
entitled 'An Act to expedite national defense, and for other purposes',
approved June 28, 1940, as amended by the Act of May 31. 1941)
shall be in full force and effect as though this Act had not been
enacted."

Approved March 31, 1947.

34
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Time limitation. 

March 31, 1947 
[S. 931]  To extend certain powers of the President under title III of the Second War 

[Public Law 29] Powers Act. 

all vessels operated by the War Department as to which such suspen-
sion has been requested: Provided, That such suspension shall be 
effective only until December 31, 1947. 
Approved March 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 29] 
AN ACT 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act shall 
be cited as the "First Decontrol Act of 1947." 
SEC. 2. The Congress hereby declares that it is vital to a free econ-

omy and full production in the United States that all emergency 
controls and war powers under the Second War Powers Act be 
removed except in certain limited instances. 
The Congress further declares that in each such limited instance the 

authority for such emergency controls and war powers should not be 
exercised by the grant of broad, general war powers but should be 
granted by restrictive, specific legislation. 

SEc. 3. For the purpose of liquidating existing emergency controls 
and war powers and for the purpose of affording further opportunity 
for the appropriate committees of the Congress to consider specific 
legislation granting restricted authority in limited instances, title 
XV, section 1501, of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, approved 
March 27, 1942, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 1501. Except as otherwiseprovided by statute enacted during 

the first session of the Eightieth Congress on or before the date this 
section as amended takes effect, titles I, II, III, Iv, V, VII, and XIV 
of this Act and the amendments to existing law made by such titles 
shall remain in force only until March 31, 1947, except that such title 
III, and the amendments to existing law made by such title, shall 
remain in force until June 30, 1947, for the following purposes: (a) 
Allocations of cinchona bark and cinchona alkaloids, manila (abaca) 
fiber and cordage, agave fiber and cordage, tin and tin products, ant i-
mony and streptomycin; (b) allocations limited to control of produc-
tion for export of tractors; (c) allocations of the use of transportation 
equipment and facilities by rail carriers; (d) allocations of materials 
or facilities for export which are required to expand the production 
in foreign countries of materials critically needed in the United States; 
(e) allocations of materials or facilities which are certified by the 
Secretaries of State and Commerce as necessary to meet international 
commitments: Provided, That any materials or facilities which were 
not being allocated on March 24, 1947, shall not be allocated hereafter 
under the provisions of such title III: Provided further, That the two 
Houses of Congress by concurrent resolution or the President may 
designate an earlier time for the termination of any power of allocation 
under such title: Provided further, That nothing herein contained shall 
be construed to continue beyond March 31, 1947, any authority to 
allocate sugar, rubber, or the derivatives thereof. After the amend-
ments made by any such title cease to be in force, any provisions of 
law amended thereby (except subsection (a) of section 2 of the Act 
entitled 'An Act to expedite national defense, and for other purposes', 
approved June 28, 1940, as amended by the Act of May 31, 1941) 
shall be in full force and effect as though this Act had not been 
enacted." 
Approved March 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 30]
JOINT RESOLUTION

March 31, 1947
To extend the powers and authorities under certain statutes with respect to the [H. J. Res. 146]

distribution and pricing of sugar, and for other purposes. [Public Law 301

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) notwithstanding
any other provisions of law, the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942
(56 Stat. 23); the Stabilization Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 765); title III of
the Second War Powers Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 177), and the amend-
ment to existing law made thereby; title XIV of the Second War
Powers Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 177); and section 6 of the Act of July 2,
1940 (54 Stat. 714), all as amended and extended, shall continue in
effect with respect to sugar to and including October 31, 1947, except
that authority to continue inventory controls over other than house-
hold users may be exercised to and including March 31, 1948:
Provided, however, That-

(1) the authority contained herein shall not be deemed (i) to
permit the allocation or rationing of any product (other than the
allocation of such product imported or brought into the con-
tinental United States) unless a regulation providing for alloca-
tion or rationing thereof was in effect on February 18, 1947, or
(ii) to permit price control over any product unless a price-
control regulation with respect thereto was in effect on February
18, 1947;

(2) no person shall be subject to any criminal penalty or civil
liability, under any provision of law referred to above, on account
of any act or omission which is made unlawful by section 4 of this
Act;

(3) no provision of section 204 (d) or (e) of the Emergency
Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, shall apply (i) in any
proceeding, involving a regulation or order with respect to sugar,
in which an injunction or other order of a court is hereafter
applied for, or (ii) in any proceeding, under section 37 of the
Criminal Code, which is based on a conspiracy involving any act
or omission which is made unlawful by section 4 of this Act;

(4) in the case of any regulation or order with respect to sugar,
no protest may be hereafter filed under section 203 of the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended; and

(5) hereafter no person shall be required to secure a license,
and no license shall be issued to any person, under section 205
of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, for
the purpose of providing for the enforcement of any regulation
or order relating to sugar.

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture, in exercising the powers, func-
tions, and duties transferred to him by section 3 of this Act-

(1) may allocate sugar without regard to the provisions of
title II of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Act of 1944
(58 Stat. 787);

(2) shall allocate refined sugar for home consumption at a
rate of not less than thirty-five pounds per capita per calendar
year, and any increase in the amount of sugar available for allo-
cation in the calendar year 1947 over the amount recommended
by the International Emergency Food Council for allocation to
the United States for 1947 shall be allocated for home consump-
tion until the allocation for such use equals fifty pounds of refined
sugar per capita; and

(3) shall, in a manner consistent with the maintenance of an
effective national allocation and rationing program, make avail-
able, for other than provisional-allotment users, not less than
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[CHAPTER 30] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To extend the powers and authorities under certain statutes with respect to the 
distribution and pricing of sugar, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) notwithstanding 
any other provisions of law, the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942 
(56 Stat. 23) ; the Stabilization Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 765) ; title III of 
the Second War Powers Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 177), and the amend-
ment to existing law made thereby; title XIV of the Second War 
Powers Act, 1942 (56 Stat. 177) ; and section 6 of the Act of July 2, 
1940 (54 Stat. 714), all as amended and extended, shall continue. in 
effect with respect to sugar to and including October 31, 1947, except 
that authority to continue inventory controls over other than house-
hold users may be exercised to and including March 31, 1948: 
Provided, however, That--

(1) the authority contained herein shall not be deemed (i) to 
permit the allocation or rationing of any product (other than the 
allocation of such product imported or brought into the con-
tinental United States) unless a regulation providing for alloca-
tion or rationing thereof was in effect on February 18, 1947, or 
(ii) to permit price control over any product unless a price-
control regulation with respect thereto was in effect on February 
18, 1947; 

(2) no person shall be subject to any criminal penalty or civil 
liability, under any provision of law referred to above, on account 
of any act or omission which is made unlawful by section 4 of this 
Act; 

(3) no provision of section 204 (d) or (e) of the Emergency 
Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, shall apply (i) in any 
proceeding, involving a regulation or order with respect to sugar, 
in which an injunction or other order of a court is hereafter 
applied for, or (ii) in any proceeding, under section 37 of the 
Criminal Code, which is based on a conspiracy involving any act 
or omission which is made unlawful by section 4 of this Act; 

(4) in the case of any regulation or order with respect to sugar, 
no protest may be hereafter filed under section 203 of the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended; and 

(5) hereafter no person shall be required to secure a license, 
and no license shall be issued to any person, under section '205 
of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, for 
the purpose of providing for the enforcement of any regulation 
or order relating to sugar. 

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture, in exercising the powers, func-
tions, and duties transferred to him by section 3 of this Act— 

(1) may allocate sugar without regard to the provisions of 
title II of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Act of 1944 
(58 Stat. 787) ; 

(2) shall allocate refined sugar for home consumption at a 
rate of not less than thirty-five pounds per capita per calendar 
year, and any increase in the amount of sugar available for allo-
cation in the calendar year 1947 over the amount recommended 
by the International Emergency Food Council for allocation to 
the United States for 1947 shall be allocated for home consump-
tion until the allocation for such use equals fifty pounds of refined 
sugar per capita; and 

(3) shall, in a manner consistent with the maintenance of an 
effective national allocation and rationing program, make avail-
able, for other than provisional-allotment users, not less than 

March 31, 1947 
[If. J. Res. 1461 

[Public Law 301 
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twelve thousand five hundred tons of refined sugar during the
period from the date of the enactment of this Act to and includ-
ing June 30, 1947, and not less than twelve thousand five hundred
tons of refined sugar during the period from July 1, 1947, to and
including October 31, 1947, to provide for the needs of hardship
cases, for the needs of new industrial-sugar users (with particular
reference to the needs of shortage areas caused by population
shifts) and for the needs of those who have an insufficient base
period history to operate currently at competitive levels (and
shall consider, as a determining factor in those cases where there
is such insufficient base period history, the rate of growth of such
user prior to the base period year).

Removalofcontrols. SEC. 2. Prior to the expiration of the authority granted by this
Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized and directed
to remove any or all controls with respect to any product over which
control is authorized by this Act when he determines that the supplies
of sugar are sufficient to warrant such action.

Transfer of mc- SEC. 3. (a) The powers, functions, and duties of (1) the President
tary of grcuture under title III of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, and the amend-
a7147; Sta st at ment to existing law made thereby; (2) the President or any executive
§ 506u. 701. 0la department under section 6 of the Act of July 2, 1940; (3) the Price

961-971. Administrator under the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942; and
21At, 3p. 25;,P 4 pp. (4) the President and the Price Administrator under the Stabilization

Act of 1942, all as amended and extended (and irrespective of what
officer, department, or agency may be now exercising any such power,
function, or duty) are, insofar as they relate to sugar, hereby trans-
ferred to and shall be executed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

Continuation of or- (b) Every order, directive, rule or regulation relating to any power,
function, or duty transferred by subsection (a) of this section, issued
by any officer, department, or agency heretofore performing such
power, function, or duty, which is not in conflict with the provisions
of this Act and which is in effect on the date of the enactment of this
Act, shall continue in full force and effect, according to its terms,
unless and until modified or rescinded by the Secretary of Agriculture.

Transfer of funds, (c) So much of the unexpended balances of appropriations, alloca-
tions, or other funds, and the property. available for the use of any
officer, department, or agency in the exercise of any power, function,
or duty transferred by subsection (a) of this section or for the use
of the Secretary of Agriculture in the exercise of any power, function,
or duty so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
shall determine, shall be transferred for use in connection with the

Liquidation ofobli- exercise of such powers, functions, or duties. In determining the
amount to be transferred, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations
incurred against such balances of appropriations, allocations, or other

Teporay trasfer funds prior to the transfer. Such personnel as the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget determines to be required may also be trans-
ferred temporarily to the Department of Agriculture pending termi-
nation of the powers, functions, and duties transferred by subsection
(a) of this section. The annual and sick leave of personnel so trans-

t erred shall be transferred with them; and they shall be entitled to
5 U8 S. C9 3. the benefits of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 to
Po. P. r7s the same extent and effect as though they had remained employees of

the agency from which transferred until the termination of such
powers, functions, and duties. Any personnel so transferred shall
not, by virtue of their temporary employment in the Department of
Agriculture, acquire or be entitled to any right to employment in such
Department in connection with the exercise of any power, function, or
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twelve thousand five hundred tons of refined sugar during the 
period from the date of the enactment of this Act to and includ-
ing June 30, 1917, and not less than twelve thousand five hundred 
tons of refined sugar during the period from July 1, 1947, to and 
including October 31, 1947, to provide for the needs of hardship 
cases, for the needs of new industrial-sugar users (with particular 
reference to the needs of shortage areas caused by population 
shifts) and for the needs of those who have an insufficient base 
period history to operate currently at competitive levels (and 
shall consider, as a determining factor in those cases where there 
is such insufficient base period history, the rate of growth of such 
user prior to the base period year). 

Sc. 2. Prior to the expiration of the authority granted by this 
Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized and directed 
to remove any or all controls with respect to any product over which 
control is authorized by this Act when he determines that the supplies 
of sugar are sufficient to warrant such action. 

SEc. 3. (a) The powers, functions, and duties of (1) the President 
under title III of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, and the amend-
ment to existing law made thereby; (2) the President or an executive 
department under section 6 of the Act of July 2, 1940; (3 the Price 
Administrator under the Emergency Price Control Act o 1942; and 
(4) the President and the Price Administrator under the Stabilization 
Act of 1942, all as amended and extended (and irrespective of what 
officer, department, or agency may be now exercising any such power, 
function, or duty) are, insofar as they relate to sugar, hereby trans-
ferred to and shall be executed by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

(b) Every order, directive, rule or regulation relating to any power, 
function, or duty transferred by subsection (a) of this section, issued 
by any officer, department, or agency heretofore performing such 
power, function, or duty, which is not in conflict with the provisions 
of this Act and which is in effect on the date of the enactment of this 
Act, shall continue in full force and effect, according to its terms, 
unless and until modified or rescinded by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

(c) So much of the unexpended balances of appropriations, alloca-
tions, or other funds, and the property, available for the use of any 
officer, department., or agency in the exercise of any power, function, 
or duty transferred by subsection (a) of this section or for the use 
of the Secretary of Agriculture in the exercise of any power, function, 
or duty so transferred, as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 
shall !determine, shall be transferred for use in connection with the 
exercise of such powers, functions, or duties. In determining the 
amount to be transferred, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 
may include an amount to provide for the liquidation of obligations 
incurred against such balances of appropriations, allocations, or other 
funds prior to the transfer. Such personnel as the Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget determines to be required may also be trans-
ferred temporarily to the Department of Agriculture pending termi-
nation of the powers, functions, and duties transferred by subsection 
(a) of this section. The annual and sick leave of personnel so trans-
ferred shall be transferred with them; and they shall be entitled to 
the benefits of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 to 
the same extent and effect as though they had remained employees of 
the agency from which transferred until the termination of such 
powers, functions, and duties. Any personnel so transferred shall 
not, hy virtue of !heir temporary employment in the Department of 
Agriculture, .acquire or be entitled to any right to employment in such 
Department in connection with the exercise of any power, function, or 
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duty other than one transferred under this Act. There are author-
ized to be appropriated to the Secretary of Agriculture such sums as
may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

bLc. 4. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to do or omit to
do any act, in violation of any order, directive, rule, or regulation
continued in effect by section 3 (b) of this Act or issued in the
exercise of any power, function, or duty transferred by section
3 (a) of this Act.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of the Govern-
ment, or for any adviser or consultant to the Secretary of Agriculture
in his official capacity, to disclose, otherwise than in the course of official
duty, any information obtained under this Act, or to use any such
information, for personal benefit.

(c) Any person who willfully violates any provision of this section
shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not more than
$5,000, or to imprisonment for not more than two years in the case
of a violation of subsection (b) and for not more than one year in
all other cases, or to both such fine and imprisonment.

SEC. 5. As used in this Act-
(a) The term "person" includes an individual, corporation, partner-

ship, association, or any other organized group of persons, or legal
successor or representative of any of the foregoing, and includes the
United States or any agency thereof, or any other government, or
any of its political subdivisions, or any agency of any of the foregoing:
Provided, That no punishment provided by this Act shall apply to the
United States, or to any such government, political subdivision, or
agency.

(b) The term "sugar" means any grade or type of saccharine product
derived from sugarcane, sugar beets, or corn, including liquid sugar,
sirups, molasses, or mixtures thereof, and sugar-containing products,
which contain sucrose, dextrose, or levulose.

SEC. 6. (a) Section 2 (a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended, is amended by inserting after "Surplus Property Act of
1944;" the following: "Sugar Control Extension Act of 194i ".

(b) This Act may be cited as the "Sugar Control Extension Act
of 1947".

Approved March 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 31]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to lend War Department equipment and provide
services to the Boy Scouts of America in connection with the World Jamboree
of Boy Scouts to be held in France, 1947; and to authorize the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue to provide exemption from transportation tax; and further
to authorize the Secretary of State to issue passports to bona fide Scouts and
Scouters without fee for the application or the issuance of said passports.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to lend, at his discretion, to
the National Council, Boy Scouts of America, for use at the World
Jamboree, Boy Scouts, to be held in France, in the months of July
and August 1947, the following: two hundred and twenty-five canvas
bags, one thousand two hundred duffel bags, two thousand nine hun-
dred wool blankets, two hundred vinegar bottles, two hundred sugar
bowls, one thousand two hundred canvas watering buckets, two hun-
dred and five tent oil-stove burners, twenty-five corrugated nesting
galvanized cans (twenty-four gallon), two hundred and ten corru-
gated nesting galvanized cans (thirty-two gallon), one thousand two
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duty other than one transferred under this Act. There are author-
ized to be appropriated to the Secretary of Agriculture such sums as 
mar be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 

4. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to do or omit to 
do any act, in violation of any order, directive rule, or regulation 
continued in effect by section 3 (b) of this .i.ct or issued in the 
exercise of any power, function, or duty transferred by section 
3 (a) of this Act. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of the Govern-
ment, or for any adviser or consultant to the Secretary of Agriculture 
in his official capacity, to disclose, otherwise than in the course of official 
duty, any information obtained under this Act, or to use any such 
information, for personal benefit. 

(c) Any person who willfully violates any provision of this section 
shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not more than 
$5,000, or to imprisonment for not more than two years in the case 
of a violation of subsection (b) and for not more than one year in 
all other cases, or to both such fine and imprisonment. 
SEC. 5. As used in this Act— 
(a) The term "person" includes an individual, corporation, partner-

ship, association, or any other organized group of persons, or legal 
successor or representative of any of the foregoing, and includes the 
United States or any agency thereof, or any other government, or 
any of its political subdivisions, or any agency of any of the foregoing: 
Provided, That no punishment provided by this Act shall apply to the 
United States, or to any such government, political subdivision, or 
agency. 

(b) The term "sugar" means any grade or type of saccharine product 
derived from sugarcane, sugar beets, or corn, including liquid sugar, 
sirups, molasses, or mixtures thereof, and sugar-containing products, 
which contain sucrose, dextrose or levulose. 
SEC. 6. (a) Section 2 (a) of Administrative Procedure Act, as 

amended, is amended by inserting after "Surplus Property Act of 
1944;" the following; "Sugar Control Extension Act of 194r ;". 

(b) This Act may be cited as the "Sugar Control Extension Act 
of 1947". 
Approved March 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 31] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to lend War Department equipment and provide 
services to the Boy Scouts of America in connection with the World Jamboree 
of Boy Scouts to be held in France, 1947; and to authorize the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue to provide exemption from transportation tax; and further 
to authorize the Secretary of State to issue passports to bona fide Scouts and 
Scouters without fee for the application or the issuance of said passports. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to lend, at his discretion, to 
the National Council, Boy Scouts of America, for use at the World 
Jamboree, Boy Scouts, to be held in France, in the months of July 
and August 1947, the following: two hundred and twenty-five canvas 
bags, one thousand two hundred duffel bags, two thousand nine hun-
dred wool blankets, two hundred vinegar bottles, two hundred sugar 
bowls, one thousand two hundred canvas watering buckets, two hun-
dred and five tent oil-stove burners, twenty-five corrugated nesting 
galvanized cans (twenty-four gallon), two hundred and ten corru-
gated nesting galvanized cans (thirty-two gallon), one thousand two 
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hundred meat cans, two hundred five-gallon water cans, one thousand
two hundred aluminum canteens, two hundred and twenty-five flag
cases, one thousand three hundred folding chairs, two hundred alarm
clocks, one hundred round insulated containers, one thousand two hun-
dred and fifty folding canvas cots, one thousand two hundred canteen
covers, one thousand two hundred aluminum canteen cups, ten empty
field desks, twenty-five five-gallon gasoline drums, ten fifty-five-gallon
gasoline drums, two hundred and twenty-five national standard flags,
two hundred and twenty-five wooden flagstaffs, one thousand five hun-
dred forks, one hundred halazone tablets (bottles), twenty-five
immersion type for can heaters, one thousand five hundred knives, two
hundred and twenty-five gasoline lanterns, one stencil duplicating
machine, two thousand eight hundred and fifty pillowcases, one thou-
sand two hundred and fifty feather pillows, five hundred sirup
pitchers, three hundred water pitchers, two hundred mustard pots,
two hundred stock pots, seven field ranges, twenty-five latrine screens,
ten field safes, two hundred pepper shakers, two hundred salt shakers,
one hundred and sixty cotton bed sheets, one thousand five hundred
spoons, two hundred and five tent stoves, ten folding camp tables, one
hundred and twenty mess tables, three assembly tents and two hun-
dred squad tents and such other equipment as may be required by
the Boy Scouts of America which is available from American stocks:

axpense of delivery Provided, That no expense shall be caused the United States Govern-
ment by the delivery and return of said property, the same to be deliv-
ered at such time prior to the holding of the said jamboree as may
be agreed upon by the Secretary of War and the National Council,

Bondforsafereturn. Boy Scouts of America: Provided further, That the Secretary of
War before delivering said property shall take from the said Boy
Scouts of America a good and sufficient bond for the safe return of said
property in good order and condition, and the whole without expense
to the United States.

Transportation. SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War is further authorized, at his
discretion and without expense to the United States, to provide trans-
portation from the United States and return, on a vessel of the Army
Transport Service, to those Boy Scouts of America and Scouters cer-
tified by the National Council of the Boy Scouts of America, attend-

TDeposit of reim- ing this jamboree. That the amounts paid to the United States to
sreimburse it for expenses incurred under sections 1 and 2 of this Act
shall be deposited to the credit of such of the current appropriations
for the support of the Army as bear such expenses, and shall be avail-
able for the same purposes as those appropriations.

rNonapplicability Of SEC. 3. The taxes imposed by sections 3469 and 3475, or any compa-
55 stat. 721; 56 Stat. rable sections that may now or during 1947 be in effect, of the Internal
2'6 U.. c. § 3469, Revenue Code, shall not apply to amounts paid for ocean transpor-

347e. tation to the persons and property herein and above described attend-
ing this jamboree.

Islsance of pass- SEC. 4. That under such regulations as he may prescribe the Secre-
tary of State be, and he is hereby, authorized to issue passports to
bona fide Scouts and Scouters of the Boy Scouts of America who are
citizens of the United States or, if not citizens of the United States,
who owe permanent allegiance to the United States upon certification
by the National Council, Boy Scouts of America, as to their qualifi-
cations to attend this jamboree as representing the National Council,
Boy Scouts of America, without fee for the application for or the
issuance of said passports.

Approved April 14, 1947.
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hundred meat cans, two hundred five-gallon water cans, one thousand 
two hundred aluminum canteens, two hundred and twenty-five flag 
cases, one thousand three hundred folding chairs, two hundred alarm 
clocks, one hundred round insulated containers, one thousand two hun-
dred and fifty folding canvas cots, one thousand two hundred canteen 
covers, one thousand two hundred aluminum canteen cups, ten empty 
field desks, twenty-five five-gallon gasoline drums, ten fifty-five-gallon 
gasoline drums, two hundred and twenty-five national standard flags, 
two hundred and twenty-five wooden flagstaffs, one thousand five hun-
dred forks, one hundred halazone tablets (bottles), twenty-five 
inunersion type for can heaters, one thousand five hundred knives, two 
hundred and twenty-five gasoline lanterns, one stencil duplicating 
machine, two thousand eight hundred and fifty pillowcases, one thou-
sand two hundred and fifty feather pillows, five hundred sirup 
pitchers, three hundred water pitchers, two hundred mustard pots, 
two hundred stock pots, seven field ranges, twenty-five latrine screens, 
ten field safes, two hundred pepper shakers, two hundred salt shakers, 
one hundred and sixty cotton bed sheets, one thousand five hundred 
spoons, two hundred and five tent stoves, ten folding camp tables, one 
hundred and twenty mess tables, three assembly tents, and two hun-
dred squad tents and such other equipment as may be required by 
the Boy Scouts of America which is available from American stocks: 
Provided, That no expense shall be caused the United States Govern-
ment by the delivery and return of said property, the same to be deliv-
ered at such time prior to the holding of the said jamboree as may 
be agreed upon by the Secretary of War and the IN ational Council, 
Boy Scouts of America: Provided further, That the Secretary of 
War before delivering said property shall take from the said Boy 
Scouts of America a good and sufficient bond for the safe return of said 
property in good order and condition, and the whole without expense 
to the United States. 
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War is further authorized, at his 

discretion and without expense to the United States, to provide trans-
portation from the United States and return, on a vessel of the Army 
Transport Service, to those Boy Scouts of America and Scouters cer-
tified by the National Council of the Boy Scouts of America, attend-
ing this jamboree. That the amounts paid to the United States to 
reimburse it for expenses incurred under sections 1 and 2 of this Act 
shall be deposited to the credit of such of the current appropriations 
for the support of the Army as bear such expenses, and shall be avail-
able for the same purposes as those appropriations. 
SEC. 3. The taxes imposed by sections 3469 and 3475, or any compa-

rable sections that may now or during 1947 be in effect, of the Internal 
Revenue Code, shall not apply to amounts paid for ocean transpor-
tation to the persons and property herein and above described attend-
ing this jamboree. 
SEC. 4. That under such regulations as he may prescribe the Secre-

tary of State be, and he is hereby, authorized to issue passports to 
bona fide Scouts and Scouters of the Boy Scouts of America who are 
citizens of the United States or, if not citizens of the United States, 
who owe permanent allegiance to the United States upon certification 
by the National Council, Boy Scouts of America, as to their qualifi-
cations to attend this jamboree as representing the National Council, 
Boy Scouts of America, without fee for the application for or the 
issuance of said passports. 
Approved April 14, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 32]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the city of San Diego a
right-of-way over land owned by the United States within the limits of Camp
Gillespie, San Diego County, California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is authorized to grant to the city of San Diego, California,
upon such terms and conditions as he may determine, a right-of-way
for the construction, maintenance, operation, and repair of a water
pipe line or lines within a strip of land fifty feet in width and two
thousand six hundred and fifty feet in length, more or less, which strip
traverses land owned by the United States within the limits of Camp
Gillespie, San Diego County, California.

Approved April 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 33]
AN AfCT
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To authorize the furnishing of steam from the central heating plant to the property [S. 116]

of the Daughters of the American Revolution, and for other purposes. [Public Law 33]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Works Administrator through the Public Buildings Administration
be, and is hereby, authorized to furnish steam from the central heating
plant for the use of the Daughters of the American Revolution on
the property designated as square 173 in the District of Columbia:
Provided, That the Daughters of the American Revolution agree to
pay for the steam furnished at reasonable rates, not less than cost, as
may be determined by the Administrator of the Federal Works
Agency: Provided further, That the Federal Works Administrator,
through the Public Buildings Administration, is authorized to pre-
pare plans and specifications and to supervise and contract for the
work necessary to connect with the Government mains and to receive
payment from the Daughters of the American Revolution by the
transfer of funds in advance to cover the cost of such work and serv-
ices, including administrative expenses: And provided further, That
there shall be no liability on the part of the Government on account
of any damages that may accrue hereunder.

Approved April 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 34]
AN ACT

To amend existing law to provide privilege of renewing expiring five-year level-
premium-term policies for another five-year period.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
proviso of the first paragraph of section 301, World War Veterans'
Act, 1924, as amended (by the Act of May 14, 1942; U. S. C., title 38.
sec. 512), is hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided further,
That at the expiration of any five-year period a five-year level-pre-
mium term policy may be renewed lor a second or third or fourth or
fifth five-year period at the premium rate for the attained age without
medical examination; and in case the fourth five-year period of any
such policy shall have expired between January 24, 1947, and the
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[CHAPTER 32] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the city of San Diego a 
right-of-way over land owned by the United States within the limits of Camp 
Gillespie, San Diego County, California. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy is authorized to grant to the city of San Diego, California, 
upon such terms and conditions as he may determine, a right-of-way 
for the construction, maintenance, operation, and repair of a water 
pipe line or lines within a strip of land fifty feet in width and two 
thousand six hundred and fifty feet in length, more or less, which strip 
traverses land owned by the United States within the limits of Camp 
Gillespie, San Diego County, California. 
Approved April 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 33] 
AN ACT 

April 15, 1947 
[S. 231] 
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April 15, 1947 
To authorize the furnishing of steam from the central heating plant to the property  [s. 516]  

of the Daughters of the American Revolution, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Works Administrator through the Public Buildings Administration 
be, and is hereby, authorized to furnish steam from the central heating 
plant for the use of the Daughters of the American Revolution on 
the property designated as square 173 in the District of Columbia: 
Provided, That the Daughters of the American Revolution agree to 
pay for the steam furnished at reasonable rates, not less than cost, as 
may be determined by the Administrator of the Federal Works 
Agency: Provided further, That the Federal Works Administrator, 
through the Public Buildings Administration, is authorized to pre-
pare plans and specifications and to supervise and contract for the 
work necessary to connect with the Government mains and to receive 
payment from the Daughters of the American Revolution by the 
transfer of funds in advance to cover the cost of such work and serv-
ices, including administrative expenses: And provided further, That 
there shall be no liability on the part of the Government on account 
of any damages that may accrue hereunder. 
Approved April 15, 1947. 
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AN ACT 

To amend existing law to provide privilege of renewing expiring five-year level-
premium-term policies for another five-year period. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
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sec. 512), is hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided further, 
That at the expiration of any five-year period a five-year level-pre-
mium term policy may be renewed or a second or third or fourth or 
fifth five-year period at the premium rate for the attained age without 
medical examination; and in case the fourth five-year period of any 
such policy shall have expired between January 24, 1947, and the 
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expiration of five months after the date of the enactment of this
amendment to this amendatory proviso and the policy has not been
continued in another form of Government insurance such policy may
be renewed as of the date of its expiration on the same conditions upon
payment of the back premiums within five months after such date of

Notice to holder. enactment; and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs shall cause
notice to be mailed to the holder of any such policy of the provisions
of this amendment to this amendatory proviso."

Approved April 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 35]
AN ACTApril 15, 1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 1713] To provide for the promotion of substitute employees in the postal service, and
[Public Law 35] for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Postal service. United States of America in Congress assembled, That all substitutePromotion of sub-

stitute employees. employees in the postal service shall be promoted successively at the
beginning of the quarter following one year's satisfactory service in
each grade until they reach the maximum grade authorized for the
respective assignment, without regard to the number of hours they are
actually employed in the postal service during the year.

Service credit. SEC. 2. Each substitute employee in the postal service shall, for
promotional and leave purposes, receive credit for one-twelfth of a

ear for each whole calendar month that the substitute employee has
been on the rolls as a substitute since his last promotion as a substitute

Regular employee or appointment as a substitute, whichever is later: Provided Thatreduced to substitute
position. when a regular employee has been reduced to a substitute position,

the months of service as a regular employee shall be included with
the months served as a substitute to determine the date he will be
eligible for automatic promotion under section 1 of this Act: Pro-

withholding of au- vided further, That the automatic promotion of a substitute employee
tomati promotion. in the postal service shall be withheld (1) for three months when

such employee is absent on leave without pay and not available for
duty for ninety days during a calendar year; (2) for six months when
such employee is absent on leave without pay and not available for
duty for one hundred and eighty days during a calendar year; (3)
for nine months when such employee is absent on leave without pay
and not available for duty for two hundred and seventy days during
a calendar year; and (4) for one year when such employee is absent
on leave without pay and not available for duty for three hundred
and sixty days during a calendar year.

60 Stat. C5. SEC. 3. Section 1 of the Act of March 6, 1946 (Public Law 317,
3 . S. C. 62a Seventy-ninth Congress), entitled "An Act to provide credit for past

service to substitute employees of the postal service when appointed
to regular positions; to extend annual and sick-leave benefits to war-
service indefinite substitute employees; to fix the rate of compensation
for temporary substitute rural carriers serving in the place of regular
carriers in the armed forces; and for other purposes ' , is amended to
read as follows:

Computation of "Upon appointment to a regular position in the Postal Service, any
ment to regular posi- employee who was a substitute in the Postal Service prior to July 1,

tio1945, shall receive credit for actual substitute service including time
served as a special-delivery messenger, performed prior to July 1,
1945, computed on the basis of one year for each unit of two thousand
four hundred and forty-eight hours of service, but such credit shall
not exceed four years. The credit thus computed shall be added to
credit for the time the employee has been on the rolls as a substitute
employee in the Postal Service on and after July 1, 1945, computed
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expiration of five months after the date of the enactment of this 
amendment to this amendatory proviso and the policy has not been 
continued in another form of 4overnment insurance such policy may 
be renewed as of the date of its expiration on the same conditions upon 
payment of the back premiums within five months after such date of 
enactment; and the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs shall cause 
notice to be mailed to the holder of any such policy of the provisions 
of this amendment to this amendatory proviso." 
Approved April 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 35] 
AN ACT 

[H. R. 1713]  To provide for the promotion of substitute employees in the postal service, and 
[Public Law 35] for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of. the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all substitute 
employees in the postal service shall be promoted. successively at the 
beginning of the quarter following one year's satisfactory service in 
each grade until they reach the maximum grade authorized for the 
respective assignment, without regard to the number of hours they are 
actually employed in the postal service during the year.. 
SEC. 2. Each substitute employee in the postal service shall, for 

promotional and leave purposes, receive credit for one-twelfth of a 
year for each whole calendar month that the substitute employee has 
been on the rolls as a substitute since his last promotion as a substitute 
or appointment as a substitute, whichever is later: Provided, That 
when a regular employee has been reduced to a substitute position, 
the months of service as a regular employee shall be included with 
the months served as a substitute to determine the date he will be 
eligible for automatic promotion under section 1 of this Act: Pro-
vided further, That the automatic promotion of a substitute employee 
in the postal service shall be withheld (1) for three months when 
such employee is absent on leave without pay and not available for 
duty for ninety days during a calendar year; (2) for six months when 
such employee is absent on leave without pay and not available for 
duty for one hundred and eighty days during a calendar year; (3) 
for nine months when such employee is absent on leave without pay 
and not available for duty for two hundred and seventy days during 
a calendar year; and (4) for one year when such employee is absent 
on leave without pay and not available for duty for three hundred 
and sixty days during a calendar year. 
SEC. 3. Section 1 of the Act of March 6, 1946 (Public Law 317, 

Seventy-ninth Congress), entitled "An Act to provide credit for past 
service to substitute employees of the postal service when appointed 
to regular positions; to extend annual and sick-leave benefits to war-
service indefinite substitute employees; to fix the rate of compensation 
for temporary substitute rural carriers serving in the place of regular 
carriers in the armed forces; and for other purposes" is amended to 
read as follows: 
"Upon appointment to aregular position in the Postal Service, any 

employee who was .a substitute in the Postal Service prior to July 1, 
1945, shall receive credit for actual substitute service including time 
served as a special-delivery messenger, performed prior to July 1, 
1945, computed on the basis of one year for each unit of two thousand 
four hundred and forty-eight hours of service, but such credit shall 
not exceed four years. The credit thus computed shall be added to 
credit for the time the employee has been on the rolls as a substitute 
employee in the Postal Service on and after July 1, 1945, computed 
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on the basis of one-twelfth of a year for each whole calendar month
that the employee has been on the rolls. Upon the appointment of
any such employee to a regular position he shall be placed in the
salary grade to which he would have progressed had his original
appointment been made to a regular position of grade 1, plus four
grades, and the progression shall be computed on the basis of years
of substitute service as herein provided. Any fractional part of a
year's substitute service accumulated since the last compensation
increase as a substitute shall be included with the regular service as a
regular employee in determining eligibility for promotion to the next
higher grade following appointment to a regular position: Provided,
That no substitute shall be appointed to a higher grade of a regular
position than the highest grade to which employees may progress
through annual promotions: Provided further, That upon appoint-
ment of a substitute employee to a regular position he shall not be
placed in or promoted to a grade higher than the grade to which he
would have progressed, including benefits authorized by section 23 of
Public Law 134, approved July 6, 1945, had his original appointment
been to a regular position of grade 1: And provided further, That
employees shall not be allowed credit for service performed under
temporary or war-service appointments except when such service is
continuous to the date of appointment as a classified substitute or
regular employee."

Approved April 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 38]
AN ACT

To establish a permanent Nurse Corps of the Army and the Navy and to
establish a Women's Medical Specialist Corps in the Army.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947".

TITLE I

ARMY NURSES AND WOMEN'S MEDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS

SEC. 101. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there
is established in the Medical Department of the Regular Army an
Army Nurse Corps, which shall perform such services as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War. The authorized strength of the
Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, shall be in the ratio of six mem-
bers thereof to every one thousand persons of the total authorized
strength of the Regular Army, but not less than a minimum author-
ized strength of two thousand five hundred and fifty-eight members.
The Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, shall consist of officers in the
grades of second lieutenant to lieutenant colonel, inclusive: Provided,
That the number of lieutenant colonels on active duty shall at no time
exceed seven-tenths per centum, and the number of majors on active
duty shall at no time exceed 1-6 per centum, of the authorized Regular
Army officer strength of such corps.

(b) From the officers permanently commissioned in such Army
Nurse Corps, in permanent grade of major or above, and upon the
recommendation of the Surgeon General of the Army, the Secretary
of War shall appoint the Chief of the Army Nurse Corps, who shall
serve as such Chief during his pleasure for a term not to exceed four
years and shall not be reappointed, and who, without vacation of her
permanent grade, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances
of a colonel while so serving.
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on the basis of one-twelfth of a year for each whole calendar month 
that the employee has been on the rolls. Upon the appointment of 
any such employee to a regular position he shall be placed in the 
salary grade to which he would have progressed had his original 
appointment been made to a regular position of grade 1, plus four 
grades, and the progression shall be computed on the basis of years 
of substitute service as herein provided. Any fractional part of a 
year's substitute service accumulated since the last compensation 
increase as a substitute shall be included with the regular service as a 
regular employee in determining eligibility for promotion to the next 
higher grade following appointment to a regular position : Provided, 
That no substitute shall be appointed to a higher grade of a regular 
position than the highest grade to which employees may progress 
through annual promotions: Provided further, That upon appoint-
ment of a substitute employee to a regular position he shall not be 
placed in or promoted to a grade higher than the grade to which he 
would have progressed, including benefits authorized by section 23 of 
Public Law 134, approved July 6, 1945, had his original appointment 
been to a regular position of grade 1: And provided further, That 
employees shall not be allowed credit for service performed under 
temporary or war-service appointments except when such service is 
continuous to the date of appointment as a classified substitute or 
regular employee." 
Approved April 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 38] 
AN ACT 

Restrictions. 

59 Stat. 460. 
39 U. S. C. § 873. 

April 16, 1947 

To establish a permanent Nurse Corps of the Army and the Navy and to  [n. R. 1943]  
establish a Women's Medical Specialist Corps in the Army. [Public Law 36] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947". 

TITLE I 

ARMY NURSES AND WOMEN'S MEDICAL SPECIALIST CORPS 

SEC. 101. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there 
is established in the Medical Department of the Regular Army an 
Army Nurse Corps, which shall perform such services as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War. The authorized strength of the 
Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, shall be in the ratio of six mem-
bers thereof to every one thousand persons of the total authorized 
strength of the Regular Army, but not less than a minimum author-
ized strength of two thousand five hundred and fifty-eight members. 
The Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, shall consist of officers in the 
grades of second lieutenant to lieutenant colonel, inclusive: Provided, 
That the number of lieutenant colonels on active duty shall at no time 
exceed seven-tenths per centum, and the number of majors on active 
duty shall at no time exceed 14 per centum, of the authorized Regular 
Army officer strength of such corps. 

(b) From the officers permanently commissioned in such Army 
Nurse Corps, in permanent grade of major or above, and upon the 
recommendation of the Surgeon General of the Army, the Secretary 
of War shall appoint the Chief of the Army Nurse Corps, who shall 
serve as such thief during his pleasure for a term not to exceed four 
years and shall not be reappointed, and who, without vacation of her 
permanent grade, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances 
of a colonel while so serving. 
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Appointment of (C) Commissioned officers of the Army Nurse Corps, Regular
Army, shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, from female citizens of the United States
who have attained the age of twenty-one years. Original appoint-
ments other than appointments made under sections 103, 104, and 105
shall be made only in the grade of second lieutenant from female per-
sons not over twenty-eight years of age on the date of nomination by
the President, who are graduates of hospital or university training
schools, who are registered nurses, and who possess such physical and
other qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War.

W omen's Medical SEC. 102. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there is
established in the Medical Department of the Regular Army, a
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, which shall consist of a Dietitian
Section, a Physical Therapist Section, and an Occupational Therapist
Section, and which shall perform such services as may be prescribed

Authorized stregth. by the Secretary of War. The authorized strength of the Women's
Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, shall be in the ratio of nine-
tenths of a member thereof to every one thousand persons in the total
authorized strength of the Regular Army, but not less than a minimum
authorized strength as follows: Twenty-four officers in permanent
commissioned grade of major and three hundred and eighty-five other
officers in permanent commissioned grades of captain to second lieu-

ncrease ostrength. tenant, inclusive. Any increase over and above the aforesaid mini-
mum authorized strength shall be in permanent commissioned grades
of captain to second lieutenant, inclusive.

(b) From the officers permanently commissioned in such Women's
iedfcal o pecialist Medical Specialist Corps, the Secretary of War shall appoint (1) the

Corps. Chief of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, who shall serve as such
Chief during his pleasure, and who, without vacation of her perma-
nent grade, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances of a
colonel while so serving and (2) three Assistant Chiefs of the Women's
Medical Specialist Corps, who shall be the chiefs of the sections of the
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, to serve as such Assistant Chiefs
during his pleasure, and who, without vacation of their permanent
grades, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances of a
lieutenant colonel while so serving.Appointment of

cotDissioucd officers. (c) Commissioned officers of the Women's Medical Specialist
Corps, Regular Army, shall be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, from female citizens of the
United States, who have attained the age of twenty-one years.
Original appointments other than appointments under sections 103,
104, and 105 hereof shall be made only in the grade of second lieutenant
from female persons not over twenty-eight years of age on the date of
nomination by the President and who possess such physical and

Time limitation. other qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War.
SEC. 103. (a) Prior to a date one year following the date of enact-

ment of this Act, each of the persons specified below shall be tendered
an appointment as a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps,
Regular Army, established by this Act, in a grade as prescribed in
section 104 hereof.

This provision applies to each person who, on the date of enact-
ment of this Act, is serving honorably on active duty as a member,
other than as Reserve nurse, of the Army Nurse Corps created by1OU.S. C. §§ 161otet ofi Stat.

163, 782, 783, 850. chapter V of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended,
regardless of whether such person is also serving under an appoint-

50 u-. . C. app. ment made pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324), and§§ 1591-1598.o
regardless of the age of such person.

Qualifications. (b) Until a date one year following the date of enactment of this
Act any person who is a female citizen of the United States, who is
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(c) Commissioned officers of the Army Nurse Corps, Regular 
Army, shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, from female citizens of the United States 
who have attained the age of twenty-one years. Original appoint-
ments other than appointments made under sections 103, 104, and 105 
shall be made only in the grade of second lieutenant from female per-
sons not over twenty-eight years of age on the date of nomination by 
the President, who are graduates of hospital or university training 
schools, who are registered nurses, and who possess such physical and 
other qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War. 
SEC. 102. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there is 

established in the Medical Department of the Regular Army, a 
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, which shall consist of a Dietitian 
Section, a Physical Therapist Section and an Occupational Therapist 
Section, and which shall perform such services as may be prescribed 
by the Secretary of War. The authorized strength of the Women's 
Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, shall be in the ratio of nine-
tenths of a member thereof to every one thousand persons in the total 
authorized strength of the Regular Army, but not less than a minimum 
authorized strength as follows: Twenty-four officers in permanent 
commissioned grade of major and three hundred and eighty-five other 
officers in permanent commissioned grades of captain to second lieu-
tenant, inclusive. Any increase over and above the aforesaid mini-
mum authorized strength shall be in permanent commissioned grades 
of captain to second lieutenant, inclusive. 

(b) From the officers permanently commissioned in such Women's 
Medical Specialist Corps, the Secretary of War shall appoint (1) the 
Chief of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, who shall serve as such 
Chief during his pleasure, and who, without vacation of her perma-
nent grade, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances of a 
colonel while so serving and (2) three Assistant Chiefs of the Women's 
Medical Specialist Corps who shall be the chiefs of the sections of the 
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, to serve as such Assistant Chiefs 
during his pleasure, and who, without vacation of their permanent 
grades, shall have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances of a 
lieutenant colonel while so serving. 

(c) Commissioned officers of the Women's Medical Specialist 
Corps, Regular Army, shall be appointed by the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, from female citizens of the 
United States, who have attained the age of twenty-one years. 
Original appointments other than appointments under sections 103, 

i 104, and 105 hereof shall be made only n the grade of second lieutenant 
from female persons not over twenty-eight years of age on the date of 
nomination by the President and who possess such physical and 
other qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War. 
SEC. 103. (a) Prior to a date one year following the date of enact-

ment of this Act, each of the persons specified below shall be tendered 
an appointment as a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps, 
Regular Army, established by this Act, in a grade as prescribed in 
section 104 hereof. 

This provision applies to each person who, on the date of enact-
ment of this Act, is serving honorably on active duty as a member, 
other than as Reserve nurse of the Army Nurse Corps created by 
chapter V of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended, 
regardless of whether such person is also serving under an appoint-
ment made pursuant to the Act of June 29 1944 (58 Stat. 324) , and 
regardless of the age of such person. 

(b) Until a date one year following the date of enactment of this 
Act any person who is a female citizen of the United States, who is 
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over twenty-one years of age, and who meets the physical and other
qualifications prescribed by the Secretary of War, may be appointed
a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps, or the Women's
Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, established by this Act, in
a grade as prescribed in section 104 hereof: Provided, That a person
appointed a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps under this
provision shall not have attained the age of thirty-five on the date of
nomination by the President, shall be otherwise qualified and, during
any of the wars in which the United States is presently engaged, shall
have served honorably on active duty as a commissioned officer of the
Army of the United States, pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944
(58 Stat. 324), or as a member, including the status of Reserve nurse,
of the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the Act of July 9,
1918 (40 Stat. 879): Provided further, That no person shall be
appointed a commissioned officer in the Women's Medical Specialist
Corps under this section, except a person otherwise qualified, who
during any of the wars in which the United States was engaged served
honorably on active duty as a dietitian or physical therapist with the
Medical Department of the Army of the United States appointed pur-
suant to the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324). or who served honor-
ably as an occupational therapist with the Medical Department of
the Army in the status of a civilian employee.

SEC. 104. A person appointed under the provisions of this title who
is credited. as provided in section 105 hereof, with less than the mini-
mum length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of
promotion-list officers to the grade of first lieutenant, shall be
appointed in the grade of second lieutenant; a person credited with
service equal to or greater than the minimum length of service now
or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers to the
grade of first lieutenant, but less than the minimum length of service
now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers
to the grade of captain, shall be appointed in the grade of first lieu-
tenant; a person credited with service equal to or greater than the
minimum length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion
of promotion-list officers to the grade of captain, shall be appointed
in the grade of captain; majors and lieutenant colonels shall be
appointed by selection, to fill vacancies in those grades from among
persons who are appointed or are qualified for appointment in the
grade of captain: Provided, That no person shall be appointed in the
Army Nurse Corps or the Women's Medical Specialist Corps in a
grade higher than the rank (either actual or relative) which such per-
son held during any of the wars in which the United States was
engaged.

SEC. 105. (a) For the purposes specified in subsection (b) hereof,
each person appointed pursuant to provisions of this title shall, at
the time of her appointment, be credited with whichever is the greater
of the following two periods of service: (1) A period of service equal
to the number of years, months, and days which such person served on
active Federal military service either as a member (including the status
of Reserve nurse) of the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the
Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended, or as a dietitian or
physical therapist with the Medical Department of the Army under
the provisions of the Act of December 22. 1942 (56 Stat. 1072) or in the
status of a commissioned officer in the Army of the United States under
appointment pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324); or
(2) a period of service determined constructively in accordance with
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That in
computing the total period of active Federal military service each such
person honorably discharged or separated from active Federal military
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over twenty-one years of age, and who meets the physical and other 
qualifications prescribed by the Secretary of War, may be appointed 
a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps, or the Women's 
Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, established by this Act, in 
a grade as prescribed in section 104 hereof: Provided, That a person 
appointed a commissioned officer in the Army Nurse Corps under this 
provision shall not have attained the age of thirty-five on the date of 
nomination by the President, shall be otherwise qualified and, during 
any of the wars in which the United States is presently engaged, shall 
have served honorably on active duty as a commissioned officer of the 
Army of the United States, pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944 
(58 Stat. 324), or as a member, including the status of Reserve nurse, 
of the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the Act of July 9, 
1918 (40 Stat. 879) : Provided further, That no person shall be 
appointed a commissioned officer in the Women's Medical Specialist 
Corps under this section, except a person otherwise qualified, who 
during any of the wars in which the United States was engaged served 
honorably on active duty as a dietitian or physical therapist with the 
Medical Department of the Army of the United States appointed pur-
suant to the Act of June 22, 1911 (58 Stat. 324), or who served honor-
ably as an occupational therapist with the Medical Department of 
the Army in the status of a civilian employee. 
SEC. 104. A person appointed under the provisions of this title who 

is credited. as provided in section 105 hereof, with less than the mini-
mum length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of 
promotion-list officers to the grade of first lieutenant, shall be 
appointed in the grade of second lieutenant; a person credited with 
service equal to or greater than the minimum length of service now 
or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers to the 
grade of first lieutenant, but less than the minimum length of service 
now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers 
to the grade of captain, shall be appointed in the grade of first lieu-
tenant; a person credited with service equal to or greater than the 
minimum length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion 
of promotion-list officers to the grade of captain, shall be appointed 
in the grade of captain; majors and lieutenant colonels shall be 
appointed by selection, to fill vacancies in those grades from among 
persons who are appointed or are qualified for appointment in the 
grade of captain: Provided, That no person shall be appointed in the 
Army Nurse Corps or the Women's Medical Specialist. Corps in a 
grade higher than the rank (either actual or relative) which such per-
son held during any of the wars in which the United States was 
eno-acred t, • SEC. 105. (a) For the purposes specified in subsection (b) hereof, 
each person appointed pursuant to provisions of this title shall, at 
the time of her appointment, be credited with whichever is the greater 
of the following two periods of service: (1) A period of service equal 
to the number of years, months, and days which such person served on 
active Federal military service either as a member (including the status 
of Reserve nurse) of the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the 
Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended, or as a dietitian or 
physical therapist with the Medical Department of the Army under 
the provisions of the Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1072), or in the 
status of a commissioned officer in the Army of the United States under 
appointment pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324) ; or 
(2) a period of service determined constructively in accordance with 
regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That in 
computing the total period of active Federal military service each such 
person honorably discharged or separated from active Federal military 
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service subsequent to May 12, 1945, shall also be credited with the
period from the date of her discharge or separation from active
Federal military service to the date of her appointment.

Deteramination ofih (b) The period of service credited to a person as provided in sub-
to promotion. section (a) hereof shall be counted and construed as continuous active

commissioned service on the active list of the Regular Army for the
following two purposes: (1) For the purpose of determining the grade
and rank of a person appointed under the provisions of this title, and
(2) for the purpose of determining a person s right to promotion subse-
quent to appointment under the provisions of this title. Except for
the foregoing specified purposes, provisions of existing law regarding
length of service and benefits accruing therefrom shall not be affected.

Determination of SE . 106. Relative rank among commissioned officers of the Army
Nurse Corps and the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, within each
corps, and between such officers and other commissioned officers of
the Regular Army, shall be determined in the manner now or hereafter
prescribed by law for the determination of relative rank among other

Duties commissioned officers of the Regular Army. Commissioned officers of
each such corps shall not be entitled, by virtue of their rank, to com-
mand, except within their respective corps, and over such persons as
may be placed under their charge by competent authority, but may
be assigned by the Secretary of War to perform such duties as the
interests of the service may require.

maronmto dto pe r- SEC. 107. (a) Commissioned officers of the Army Nurse Corps and
the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, shall, upon
completion of the length of service now or hereafter prescribed for
promotion of promotion-list officers to the grade of first lieutenant, be
promoted to the permanent grade of first lieutenant; commissioned offi-
cers of such corps shall, after completing the length of service now
or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers to
the grade of captain, be promoted to the permanent grade of captain

Majorupon satisfactorily passing such examinations as the Secretary of War
shall prescribe. Promotion to the permanent grade of major shall
be by selection, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War,
from among officers in the grade of captain who have completed the
length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of pro-

Lieutenant colonel. motion-list officers to the grade of major. Promotion to the permanent
grade of lieutenant colonel shall be by selection, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of War, from officers in the permanent

Exainatons grade of major with at least one year's service in the grade of major.
(b) The examination for promotion referred to in subsection (a)

above shall be prescribed by the Secretary of War and shall be held
before a board of three officers designated by the Secretary of War.
Should any officer fail to pass such examination, she shall be con-
tinued on active duty for a period of one year after the date upon
which her promotion would normally have occurred, but without being

Reexamiation. so promoted, and upon the expiration of such year, or such time
anterior to the expiration thereof as may be determined by the Secre-
tary of War to be for the best interests of the service, such officer shall
undergo such reexamination as may be prescribed by the Secretary
of War and which shall be held before a board of officers designated
by the Secretary of War, none of whom participated in the original

etopass. examination of the officer concerned. If the officer concerned fails
to pass the reexamination, she shall be honorably discharged from
the service in the permanent grade then held with severance pay
the same as now or hereafter prescribed for officers of the Regular

etirement af 20 Army separated by reason of not being selected for promotion.
yea'service. SEC. 108. (a) An officer on the active list of either the ArmyNurse Corps or the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular
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service subsequent to May 12, 1945, shall also be credited with the 
period from the date of her discharge or separation from active 
Federal military service to the date of her appointment. . 

(b) The period of service credited to a person as provided in sub-
section (a) hereof shall be counted and construed as continuous active 
commissioned service on the active list of the Regular. Army for the 
following two purposes: (1) For the purpose of determining the grade 
and rank of a person appointed under the provisions of this .title, and 
(2) for the purpose of determining a person's right to promotion subse-
quent to appointment under the provisions of this title. Except for 
the foregoing specified purposes, provisions of existing law regarding 
length of service and benefits accruing therefrom shall not be affected. 

Sue. 106. Relative rank among commissioned officers of the Army 
Nurse Corps and the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, within each 
corps, and between such officers and other commissioned officers of 
the Regular Army, shall be determined in the manner now or hereafter 
prescribed by law for the determination of relative rank among other 
commissioned officers of the Regular Army. Commissioned officers of 
each such corps shall not be entitled, by virtue of their rank, to com-
mand, except within their respective corps, and over such persons as 
may be placed under their charge by competent authority,. but may 
be assigned by the Secretary of War to perform such duties as the 
interests of the service may require. 
SEC. 107. (a) Commissioned officers of the Army Nurse Corps and 

the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, shall, upon 
completion of the length of service now or hereafter prescribed for 
promotion of promotion-list officers to the grade of first lieutenant, be 
promoted to the permanent grade of first lieutenant; commissioned offi-
cers of such corps shall, after completing the length of service now 
or hereafter prescribed for promotion of promotion-list officers• to 
the grade of captain, be promoted to the permanent grade of captain 
upon satisfactorily passing such examinations as the Secretary of War 
shall prescribe. Promotion to the permanent grade of major shall 
be by selection, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, 
from among officers in the grade of captain who have completed the 
length of service now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of pro-
motion-list officers to the grade of major. Promotion to the permanent 
grade of lieutenant colonel shall be by selection, under regulations 
prescribed by the Secretary of War, from officers in the permanent 
grade of major with at least one year's service in the grade of major. 

(b) The examination for promotion referred to in subsection (a) 
above shall be prescribed by the Secretary of War and shall be held 
before a board of three officers designated by the Secretary of War. 
Should any officer fail to pass such examination, she shall be con-
tinued on active duty for a period of one year after the date upon 
which her promotion would normally have occurred, but without being 
so promoted, and upon the expiration of such year, or such time 
anterior to the expiration thereof as may be determined by the Secre-
tary of War to be for the best interests of the service, such officer shall 
undergo such reexamination as may be prescribed by the Secretary 
of War and which shall be held before a board of officers designated 
by the Secretary of War, none of whom participated in the original 
examination of the. officer concerned. If the officer concerned fails 
to pass the reexamination, she shall be honorably discharged from 
the service in the permanent grade then held with severance pay 
the same as now or hereafter prescribed for officers of the Regular 
Army separated by reason of not being selected for promotion. 

Site. 108. (a) An officer on the active list of either the Army 
Nurse Corps or the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular 
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Army, after twenty years' active Federal service in the armed forces
of the United States, may upon her request, at the discretion of the
Secretary of War, be retired and shall receive retired pay equal to
21/2 per centum of the base and longevity pay she would receive if
serving on active duty in the grade in which retired, multiplied by
a number equal to the number of years of such active Federal service:
Provided, That in computing the number of years of such service
for the purpose of determining the percentage of active-duty pay,
and for no other purpose, any fractional part of a year amounting
to six months or more shall be counted as a complete year: Provided
further, That in no event shall such retired pay exceed 75 per
centum of such base and longevity pay: And provided further, That
regardless of the years of service completed, at any time after such
an officer shall have attained the age of fifty, if her permanent grade
is below that of major, or at any time after such an officer shall
have attained the age of fifty-five, if her permanent grade is major
or higher, she may, at the discretion of the Secretary of War with-
out her consent, be retired and upon such retirement she shall receive
retired pay equal to 21/2 per centum of the base and longevity pay
she would receive if serving on active duty in the grade in which
retired, multiplied by a number equal to the number of years of her
active Federal service, but in no event shall such retired pay exceed
75 per centum of such base and longevity pay.

(b) Unless entitled to higher retired rank or pay under any pro-
vision of law, each commissioned officer who shall have served for four
years as Chief of the Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, or as Chief
of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, or as an
Assistant Chief of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular
Army, shall upon retirement be retired with the rank held by her
while so serving, and shall receive retired pay at the rate prescribed
by law, computed on the basis of the base and longevity pay which
she would receive if serving on active duty with such rank, and if
thereafter recalled to active service, shall be recalled in such rank
and shall constitute an additional number therein: Provided, That the
commissioned officer first appointed as Chief of the Army Nurse
Corps and the commissioned officer first appointed as Chief of the
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, pursuant to this Act, shall, with-
out limitation as to the time they shall serve in such capacities, )upon
retirement be retired with the rank held while so serving, and shall
receive retired pay at the rate prescribed by law, computed( on the
basis of the base and longevity pay they would receive if serving on
active duty with such rank.

(c) In determining eligibility for retirement and the percentage
of active-service pay to be employed in computing the amount of
retired pay under any provision of law, each commissioned officer on
the active list of the Regular Army who is commissioned in any of
the corps established by this Act, shall be deemed to have at least the
same length of continuous active commissioned service in the Regular
Army as any officer junior to her rank in the Medical Department of
the Regular Army.

SEC. 109. Except as otherwise specifically provided, all laws now or
hereafter applicable to male commissioned officers of the Regular Army,
to former male commissioned officers of the Regular Army, and to
their dependents and beneficiaries, shall in like cases be applicable
respectively to commissioned officers of any of the corps established
by this Act, Regular Army, to former commissioned officers of any
of the corps established by this Act, Regular Army, and to their
dependents and beneficiaries.
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Army, after twenty years' active Federal service in the armed forces 
of the United States, may upon her request, at the discretion of the 
Secretary of War, be retired and shall receive retired pay equal to 
21/2 per centum of the base and longevity pay she would receive if 
serving on active duty in the grade in which retired, multiplied by 
a number equal to the number of years of such active Federal service: 
Provided, That in computing the number of years of such service 
for the purpose of determining the percentage of active-duty pay, 
and for no other purpose, any fractional part of a year amounting 
to six months or more shall be counted as a complete year: Provided 
further, That in no event shall such retired pay exceed 75 per 
centum of such base and longevity pay: And provided further, That 
regardless of the years of service completed, at any time after such 
an officer shall have attained the age of fifty, if her permanent grade 
is below that of major, or at any time after such an officer shall 
have attained the age of fifty-five, if her permanent grade is major 
or higher, she may, at the discretion of the Secretary of War with-
out her consent, be retired and upon such retirement she shall receive 
retired pay equal to 21/2 per centum of the base and longevity pay 
she would receive if serving on active duty in the grade in which 
retired, multiplied by a number equal to the number of years of her 
active Federal service, but in no event shall such retired pay exceed 
75 per centum of such base and longevity pay. 

(b) Unless entitled to higher retired rank or pay under any pro-
vision of law, each commissioned officer who shall have served for four 
years as Chief of the Army Nurse Corps, Regular Army, or as Chief 
of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular Army, or as an 
Assistant Chief of the Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Regular 
Army, shall upon retirement be retired with the rank held by her 
while so serving, and shall receive retired pay at the rate prescribed 
by law, computed on the basis of the base and longevity pay which 
she would receive if serving on active duty with such rank, and if 
thereafter recalled to active service, shall be recalled in such rank 
and shall constitute an additional number therein: Provided, That the 
commissioned officer first appointed as Chief of the Army Nurse 
Corps and the commissioned officer first appointed as Chief of the 
Women's Medical Specialist Corps, pursuant to this Act, shall, with-
out limitation as to the time they shall serve in such capacities, upon 
retirement be retired with the rank held while so serving, and shall 
receive retired pay at the rate prescribed by law, computed on the 
basis of the base and longevity pay they would receive if serving on 
active duty with such rank. 

(c) In determining eligibility for retirement and the percentage 
of active-service pay to be employed in computing the amount of 
retired pay under any provision of law, each commissioned officer on 
the active list of the Regular Army who is commissioned in any of 
the corps established by this Act, shall be deemed to have at least the 
same length of continuous active commissioned service in the Regular 
Army as any officer junior to her rank in the Medical Department of 
the Regular Army. 
SEC. 109. Except as otherwise specifically provided, all laws now or 

hereafter applicable to male commissioned officers of the Regular Army, 
to former male commissioned officers of the Regular Army, and to 
their dependents and beneficiaries, shall in like cases be applicable 
respectively to commissioned officers of any of the corps established 
by this Act, Regular Army, to former commissioned officers of any 
of the corps established by this Act, Regular Army, and to their 
dependents and beneficiaries. 
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Credit for active SEC. 110. Except for the purpose of determining a person's grade,
mtar serice rank, and right to promotion in the Regular Army (see section 105

(b) hereof) in computing years of active Federal military service for
all purposes of any person, there shall be credited active military serv-
ice in the Army Nurse Corps and in the Navy Nurse Corps, active
military service rendered pursuant to an appointment under the

o0 u. s. c. g§ s8 provisions of the Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1072), and activenote, 164 and note; iit 37udrt
u. s. c. § a13 note. military service rendered pursuant to an appointment under the

5 U. S2. c. app. Act of June 23, 1944 (58 Stat. 324).
§ 1591-598. oco SEC. 111. The Secretary of War, under the circumstances and in
mission. accordance with regulations prescribed by the President, may termi-

nate the commission of any officer commissioned in any of the corps
established by this title.

Addition to num- SEC. 112. Personnel appointed in the Regular Army under thebers of commissioned
officers of Regular provisions of this Act shall be in addition to the numbers of other
Army. commissioned officers of the Regular Army now or hereafter prescribed

by law.
Appointment re- SEC. 113. (a) Effective on the date of enactment of this Act, no

stritions. further appointment shall be made in the Army Nurse Corps created
10° 782s C. §§ 161- by Chapter V of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended,

and no further appointment shall be made pursuant to the Act of
Supra. December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1073), or pursuant to the Act of June
50 U. S. C. app. 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324). The acceptance of any Regular Army appoint-ment under this Act shall operate to vacate any other military or

civilian status in or with the Military Establishment theretofore
occupied by the appointee except an appointment pursuant to the
Act of June 22, 1944.

Termyinration of (b) Effective six months following the date of enactment of this
Act, the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the Act of July 9,

Supra. 1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended, and all offices and appointments
Pay, leave, etc. therein shall cease to exist: Provided, That this provision shall not

affect the rights, benefits, privileges, pay, allowances, gratuities, or
leave accrued to a person, her dependents, or beneficiaries by virtue
of any laws or regulations in effect prior to the enactment of this Act,
and where necessary to the full enjoyment of terminal leave, terminal-
leave pay, retirement and retired pay, pensions, travel allowance,
transportation of dependents and effects, and rights, benefits, privi-
leges and gratuities to which such person or her dependents have
become entitled, such corps, offices, and appointments shall continue
to exist but only for such purposes.

oTicers' Reserve SEC. 114. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there shall be
Army Nurse Corps established in the Officers' Reserve Corps of the Army of the UnitedSection; WomiI e ns

Medical Specialist States an Army Nurse Corps Section and a Women's Medical Special-
Corps Section. ist Corps Section.

Applicability of E poielaws to commissioned SEC. 115. Except as otherwise specifically provided, all laws and
officers, etc. regulations now or hereafter applicable to commissioned officers and

former commissioned officers of the Officers' Reserve Corps, and to
their dependents and beneficiaries, shall, in like cases, be applicable
respectively to commissioned officers and former commissioned officers
of the Army Nurse Corps Section and the Women's Medical Specialist
Corps Section of the Officers' Reserve Corps, and to their dependents
and beneficiaries.

Appointments. SEC. 116. Appointments in the Army Nurse Corps Section and the
Women's Medical Specialist Corps Section of the Officers' Reserve
Corps may be made in such grades and under such regulations as may
be prescribed by the Secretary of War, from female citizens of the
United States, who have attained the age of twenty-one years, and
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SEC. 110. Except for the purpose of determining a person's grade, 
rank, and right to promotion in the Regular Army (see section 105 
(b) hereof) in computing years of active Federal military service for 
all purposes of any person, there shall be credited active military serv-
ice in the Army Nurse Corps and in the Navy Nurse Corps, active 
military service rendered pursuant to an appointment under the 
provisions of the Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1072) , and active 
military service rendered pursuant to an appointment under the 
Act of June 23, 1944 (58 Stat. 324). 
SEC. 111. The Secretary of War, under the circumstances and in 

accordance with regulations prescribed by the President, may termi-
nate the commission of any officer commissioned in any of the corps 
established by this title. 
SEC. 112. Personnel appointed in the Regular Army under the 

provisions of this Act shall be in addition to the numbers of other 
commissioned officers of the Regular Army now or hereafter prescribed 
by law. 
SEC. 113. (a) Effective on the date of enactment of this Act, no 

further appointment shall be made in the Army Nurse Corps created 
by Chapter V of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 879) , as amended, 
and no further appointment shall be made pursuant to the Act of 
December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1073), or pursuant to the Act of June 
22, 1944 (58 Stat. 324). The acceptance of any Regular Army appoint-
ment under this Act shall operate to vacate any other military or 
civilian status in or with the Military Establishment theretofore 
occupied by the appointee except an appointment pursuant to the 
Act of June 22, 1944. 

(b) Effective six months following the date of enactment of this 
Act, the Army Nurse Corps created by chapter V of the Act of July 9, 
1918 (40 Stat. 879), as amended, and all offices and appointments 
therein shall cease to exist: Provided, That this provision shall not 
affect the rights, benefits, privileges, pay, allowances, gratuities, or 
leave accrued to a person, her dependents, or beneficiaries by virtue 
of any laws or regulations in effect prior to the enactment of this Act, 
and where necessary to the full enjoyment of terminal leave, terminal-
leave pay, retirement and retired pay, pensions, travel allowance, 
transportation of dependents and effects, and rights, benefits, privi-
leges and gratuities to which such person or her dependents have 
become entitled, such corps, offices, and appointments shall continue 
to exist but only for such purposes. 
SEC. 114. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there shall be 

established in the Officers' Reserve Corps of the Army of the United 
States an Army Nurse Corps Section and a Women's Medical Special-
ist Corps Section. 
SEC. 115. Except as otherwise specifically provided, all laws and 

regulations now or hereafter applicable to commissioned officers and 
former commissioned officers of the Officers' Reserve Corps, and to 
their dependents and beneficiaries, shall, in like cases, be applicable 
respectively to commissioned officers and former commissioned officers 
of the Army Nurse Corps Section and the Women's Medical Specialist 
Corps Section of the Officers' Reserve Corps, and to their dependents 
and beneficiaries. 
SEC. 116. Appointments in the Army Nurse Corps Section and the 

Women's Medical Specialist Corps Section of the Officers' Reserve 
Corps may be made in such grades and under such regulations as may 
be prescribed by the Secretary of W ar, from female citizens of the 
United States, who have attained the age of twenty-one years, and 
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who possess such physical and other qualifications as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That female officers
appointed pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944, and honorably sepa-
rated from the service thereafter may, if otherwise qualified, be
appointed in the appropriate section of the Officers' Reserve Corps
established hereby in the highest grade satisfactorily held by her in
active service.

SEC. 117. In addition to the obligation to render active service now
or hereafter provided with respect to other members of the Officers'
Reserve Corps a member of those sections established in the Officers'
Reserve Corps by this title may, with her consent, be called to active
duty by the Secretary of War for any period or periods of time
according to the needs of the Military Establishment, as determined
by the Secretary of War.

TITLE II

NAVY NURSE CORPS

SEC. 201. A Nurse Corps, which shall be a component part of the
Medical Department of the Navy, is hereby created and established
as a Staff Corps of the United States Navy. The Navy Nurse Corps
shall consist of officers commissioned in the grade of nurse by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and such
officers shall have the rank of commander, lieutenant commander,
lieutenant, lieutenant (junior grade), or ensign: Provided, That the
total number of officers in the permanent rank of commander and lieu-
tenant commander shall not exceed seven-tenths per centum and one
and six-tenths per centum, respectively, of the total number of officers
permanently commissioned in the Navy Nurse Corps and serving on
active duty. The total authorized number of officers of the Nurse
Corps shall be six for each thousand of the authorized number of
officers, midshipmen, and enlisted personnel of the active list of the
Regrular Navy and Regular Marine Corps.

SEC. 202. There shall be a Director of the Nurse Corps appointed
by the Secretary of the Navy, upon the recommendation of the Surgeon
General of the Navy, from among the officers of the active list of the
Nurse Corps of the permanent grade or rank of lieutenant com-
mander or above for a term of not more than four years, to serve
at the pleasure of the Secreta ry of the Navy. While so serving
the Director shall have the rank of captain, shall be entitled to the
pay and allowances as are now or may be hereafter prescribed by
law for a captain of the Navy, and her regular status as a com-
missioned officer of the Nurse Corps shall not be disturbed by reason
of such appointment.

SEC. 203. All members of the active list of the existing Nurse
Corps of the Regular Navy, who, on the effective date of this Act,
are serving in a temporary rank authorized by present law, may,
during a period of not more than six months after enactment of
this Act, be transferred to the Nurse Corps created by this Act, and,
upon transfer, shall be appointed for temporary service pursuant
to, and subject to the limitations of, the Act of July 24, 1941 (55
Stat. 603), as now or hereafter amended, to the same rank and with
the same precedence held by them on the date of such transfer, and
for the purposes of such appointments under the said Act, such
members of the Nurse Corps shall be considered to be commissioned
officers in the Regular Navy. Nurses so transferred, who at the
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who possess such physical and other qualifications as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War: Provided, That female officers 
appointed pursuant to the Act of June 22, 1944, and honorably sepa-
rated from the service thereafter may, if otherwise qualified, be 
appointed in the appropriate section of the Officers' Reserve Corps 
established hereby in the highest grade satisfactorily held by her in 
active service. 
SEC. 117. In addition to the obligation to render active service now 

or hereafter provided with respect to other members of the Officers' 
Reserve Corps a member of those sections established in the Officers' 
Reserve Corps by this title may, with her consent, be called to active 
duty by the Secretary of War for any period or periods of time 
according to the needs of the Military Establishment, as determined 
by the Secretary of War. 

TITLE II 

NAVY N uRSE CORPS 

SEC. 201. A Nurse Corps, which shall be a component part of the 
Medical Department of the Navy, is hereby created and established 
as a Staff Corps of the United States Navy. The Navy Nurse Corps 
shall consist of officers commissioned in the grade of nurse by the 
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and such 
officers shall have the rank of commander, lieutenant commander, 
lieutenant, lieutenant (junior grade), or ensign: Provided, That the 
total number of officers in the permanent rank of commander and lieu-
tenant commander shall not exceed seven-tenths per centum and one 
and six-tenths per centum, respectively, of the total number of officers 
permanently commissioned in the Navy Nurse Corps and serving on 
active duty. The total authorized number of officers of the Nurse 
Corps shall be six for each thousand of the authorized number of 
officers, midshipmen, and enlisted personnel of the active list of the 
Regular Navy and Regular Marine Corps. 
SEC. 202. There shall be a Director of the Nurse Corps appointed 

by the Secretary of the Navy, upon the recommendation of the Surgeon 
General of the Navy, from among the officers of the active list of the 
Nurse Corps of the permanent grade or rank of lieutenant com-
mander or above for a term of not more than four years, to serve 
at the pleasure of the Secretary of the Navy. While so serving 
the Director shall have the rank of captain, shall be entitled to the 
pay and allowances as are now or may be hereafter prescribed by 
law for a captain of the Navy, and her regular status as a com-
missioned officer of the Nurse Corps shall not be disturbed by reason 
of such appointment. 
SEC. 203. All members of the active list of the existing Nurse 

Corps of the Regular Navy, who, on the effective date of this Act, 
are serving in a temporary rank authorized by present law, may, 
during a period of not more than six months after enactment of 
this Act, be transferred to the Nurse Corps created by this Act, and, 
upon transfer, shall be appointed for temporary service pursuant 
to, and subject to the limitations of, the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 
Stat. 603), as now or hereafter amended, to the same rank and with 
the same precedence held by them on the date of such transfer, and 
for the purposes of such appointments under the said Act, such 
members of the Nurse Corps shall be considered to be commissioned 
officers in the Regular Navy. Nurses so transferred, who at the 
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time of such transfer had to their credit leave accrued but not taken,
ARuning matesfr- shall not, by reason of such transfer, lose such accrued leave. Prior

manentranks. to the termination of their temporary appointments, the Secretary
of the Navy shall appoint a board of not less than three naval officers,
who, in accordance with such regulations as he may prescribe, shall
assign running mates to the Nurse Corps officers transferred and
appointed for temporary service pursuant to this section, and such
officers shall be assigned permanent ranks corresponding to the

R.striction. permanent ranks held by their running mates: Provided, That no
officer of the Nurse Corps shall be assigned a permanent rank above
that of commander.

Appointments sub-
ject to revocation. SEC. 204. Except as provided in sections 203 and 211 of this title,

appointments to the grade of nurse in the Regular Navy shall be with
the rank of ensign, and each such appointment shall be subject to
revocation by the Secretary of the Navy until such time as the
appointee is advanced to the rank of lieutenant (junior grade). Offi-
cers whose appointments are so revoked shall be discharged from the

Qualifications. service without advanced pay. Such appointees shall be female citi-
zens of the United States who shall have reached the age of twenty-one
years on July 1 of the calendar year in which appointed, and who
shall not have reached the age of twenty-nine years on July 1 of the
calendar year in which appointed. No person shall be appointed
pursuant to this section until she shall have established her mental,
moral, educational, professional, and physical qualifications to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy.

Authorityof'offers. SEC. 205. Officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall have authority in
medical and sanitary matters and all other work within the line of
their professional duties in and about naval hospitals and other activ-
ities of the Medical Department of the Navy next after officers of
the Medical Corps and the Dental Corps of the Navy. They shall
exercise such military authority as may be prescribed from time to

Restriction. time by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That they shall not be
eligible for the exercise of command.

Laws relating to SEC. 206. (a) Subject to the limitations of section 201 of this title,advancement in rank.
Post, p. 883. all provisions of law now existing or hereafter enacted relating to the

advancement in rank of officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy, except
those provisions relating to the same subject matter provided for in
the following subsections of this section, shall be construed to include
officers of the Nurse Corps.

desNnatlf ability of (b) Paragraph 2, section 16, of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat.
723); section 17 of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 724); and section

34 U. s. . §§ 348o, 4 of the Act of August 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 530), shall not apply to officers
Posts, p. 882 of the Nurse Corps established by this title.

(c) Section 3 of the Act of June 10, 1926, is hereby amended by
inserting the following proviso after the colon which appears after

34 U. . C. § 348b. the word "mate" in line 17, paragraph 4, thereof, on page 718, volume
fficer recom- 44, Statutes at Large: "Provided frther, That an officer of the Nurse

elnt to rank o 'com- Corps recommended for advancement to the rank of commander in
mander. the approved report of a selection board shall be eligible for advance-

ment to such rank when a vacancy occurs therein and when so advanced,
such officer shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of the rank of
commander only from the date of the vacancy:".

(d) Section 16 of the Act of June 10, 1926, is hereby amended by
striking out the period as it appears after the word "him" in line 7,

34 U.S.. 3 480 . paragraph 1, thereof, on page 723, volume 44, Statutes at Large,
882 substituting a colon therefor, and adding the following proviso: "Pro-

Convening of sele-a
tioC d of elec  i d ed , That a selection board to recommend officers of the Nurse Corps

for advancement to the rank of commander shall be convened only if
there exists a vacancy in such rank or if the Secretary of the Navy
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time of such transfer had to their credit leave accrued but not taken, 
shall not, by reason of such transfer, lose such accrued leave. Prior 
to the termination of their temporary appointments, the Secretary 
of the Navy shall appoint a board of not less than three naval officers, 
who, in accordance with such regulations as he may prescribe, shall 
assign running mates to the Nurse Corps officers transferred and 
appointed for temporary service pursuant to this section, and such 
officers shall be assigned permanent ranks corresponding to the 
permanent ranks held by their running mates: Provided, That no 
officer of the Nurse Corps shall be assigned a permanent rank above 
that of commander. 
SEC. 204. Except as provided in sections 203 and 211 of this title, 

appointments to the grade of nurse in the Regular Navy shall be with 
the rank of ensign, and each such appointment shall be subject to 
revocation by the Secretary of the Navy until such time as the 
appointee is advanced to the rank of lieutenant (junior grade). Offi-
cers whose appointments are so revoked shall be discharged from the 
service without advanced pay. Such appointees shall be female citi-
zens of the United States who-shall have reached the age of twenty-one 
years on July 1 of the calendar year in which appointed, and who 
shall not have reached the age of twenty-nine years on July 1 of the 
calendar year in which appointed. No person shall be appointed 
pursuant to this section until she shall have established her mental, 
moral, educational, professional, and physical qualifications to the 
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy. 
SEC. 205. Officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall have authority in 

medical and sanitary matters and all other work within the line of 
their professional duties in and about naval hospitals and other activ-
ities of the Medical Department of the Navy next after officers of 
the Medical Corps and the Dental Corps of the Navy. They shall 
exercise such military authority as may be prescribed from time to 
time by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That they shall not be 
eligible for the exercise of command. 
SEC. 206. (a) Subject to the limitations of section 201 of this title, 

all provisions of law now existing or hereafter enacted relating to the 
advancement in rank of officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy, except 
those provisions relating to the same subject matter provided for in 
the following subsections of this section, shall be construed to include 
officers of the Nurse Corps. 

(b) Paragraph 2, section 16, of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 
723) ; section 17 of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 724) ; and section 
4 of the Act of August 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 530), shall not apply to officers 
of the Nurse Corps established by this title. 

(c) Section 3 of the Act of June 10, 1926, is hereby amended by 
inserting the following proviso after the colon which appears after 
the word "mate" in line 17, paragraph 4, thereof, on page 718, volume 
44, Statutes at Large: "Provided further, That an officer of the Nurse 
Corps recommended for advancement to the rank of commander in 
the approved report of a selection board shall be eligible for advance-
ment to such rank when a vacancy occurs therein and when so advanced, 
such officer shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of the rank of 
commander only from the date of the vacancy :". 

(d) Section 16 of the Act of June 10, 1926, is hereby amended by 
striking out the period as it appears after the word "him" in line 7, 
paragraph 1, thereof, on page 723, volume 44, Statutes at Large, 
substituting a colon therefor, and adding the following proviso: "Pro-

tion board. Convening of selec- vided, That a selection board to recommend officers of the Nurse Corps 
for advancement to the rank of commander shall be convened only if 
there exists a vacancy in such rank or if the Secretary of the Navy 
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estimates or determines that a vacancy will occur in the ensuing twelve-
month period."

(e) Boards for selection of Nurse Corps officers for recommendation
for advancement to the ranks of commander. lieutenant commander,
and lieutenant shall be composed of not less than six nor more than nine
officers not below the rank of captain on the active or retired list of
the Medical Corps: Provided, That in case there is not a sufficient num-
ber of officers of the Medical Corps legally or physically qualified to
serve on the selection board as herein provided, officers of the line of the
active list of the rank of captain may be detailed to duty on such board
to constitute the required memberslip.

SEC. 207. (a) All provisions of law now existing or hereafter enacted
relating to retired officers of the staff corps of the Navy and to the
retirement or separation from the active list of such officers, except
those provisions relating to the same subject matter provided for in the
following subsections of this section, shall be construed to include
officers of the Nurse Corps.

(b) Each officer of the Navy Nurse Corps who attains the age of
fifty-five years while serving in the rank of commander or lieutenant
commander and each officer of such corps who attains the age of fifty
years while serving in the rank of lieutenant or below, shall be retired
by the President on the first day of the month following that in which
she attains such age, and, except as otherwise provided in this section,
shall be placed on the retired list in the permanent rank held by her at
the time of retirement. Nothing contained in this subsection shall be
construed to prohibit the transfer, under section 203 hereof, to the
Nurse Corps created by this Act of such members of the Nurse Corps,
which existed prior to the enactment of this Act, as may have reached
the retirement ages specified herein prior to such transfer.

(c) An officer of the Navy Nurse Corps, who may be retired for
any reason while serving as Director of such corps or subsequent to
service as Director while serving in a lower rank, may, in the discre-
tion of the President if she shall have served two and one-half years
or more as Director, be placed on the retired list in the rank held by
her as Director: Provided, That the commissioned officer first
appointed as Director of the Navy Nurse Corps, pursuant to this Act,
shall without limitation as to the time she shall serve in such capacity,
upon retirement be retired with the rank held while so serving, anl
shall receive retired pay at the rate prescribed by law compulted on
the basis of the base and longevity pay she would have received if
serving on active duty with such rank.

(d) An officer of the Navy Nurse Corps who shall have served prior
to July 1, 1946, in a rank higher than her permanent rank, other
than by virtue of appointment as Director of the said corps, shall,
when retired for any reason if not otherwise entitled to the same or
higher rank, be advanced to the highest rank in which, as determined
by the Secretary of the Navy, she served satisfactorily. In any case
where, as determined by the Secretary of the Navy, any such officer
has not performed satisfactory duty in the highest rank held by her
while on active duty, she shall be placed on the retired list with the
next lower rank in which she has served but not lower than her perma-
nent rank.

(e) An officer of the Nurse Corps placed on the retired list in her
permanent rank pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall receive
retired pay at the rate of 212 per centum of the active-duty pay to
which entitled at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of
years for which entitled to credit in the computation of her active-
duty pay, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty
pay.
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estimates or determines that a vacancy will occur in the ensuing twelve-
month period." 

(e) Boards for selection of Nurse Corps officers for recommendation 
for advancement to the ranks of commander, lieutenant commander, 
and lieutenant shall be composed of not less than six nor more than nine 
officers not below the rank of captain on the active or retired list of 
the Medical Corps: Provided, That in case there is not a sufficient num-
ber of officers of the Medical Corps legally or physically qualified to 
serve on the selection board as herein provided, officers of the line of the 
active list of the rank of captain may be detailed to duty on such board 
to constitute the required membership. 
SEC. 207. (a) All provisions of law now existing or hereafter enacted 

relating to retired officers of the staff corps of the Navy and to the 
retirement. or separation from the active list of such officers, except 
those provisions relating to the same subject matter provided for in the 
following subsections of this section, shall be construed to include 
officers of the Nurse Corps. 

(b) Each officer of the Navy Nurse Corps who attains the age of 
fifty-five years while serving in the rank of commander or lieutenant 
commander and each officer of such corps who attains the age of fifty 
years while serving in the rank of lieutenant or below, shall be retired 
by the President on the first day of the month following that in which 
she attains such age, and, except as otherwise provided in this section, 
shall be placed on the retired list in the permanent rank held by her at 
the time of retirement. Nothing contained in this subsection shall be 
construed to prohibit the transfer, under section 203 hereof, to the 
Nurse Corps created by this Act of such members of the Nurse Corps, 
which existed prior to the enactment of this Act, as may have reached 
the retirement ages specified herein prior to such transfer. 

(c) An officer of the Navy Nurse Corps, who may be retired for 
any reason while serving as Director of such corps or subsequent to 
service as Director while serving in a lower rank, may, in the discre-
tion of the President if she shall have served two and one-half years 
or more as Director, be placed on the retired list in the rank held by 
her as Director: Provided, That the commissioned officer first 
appointed as Director of the Navy Nurse Corps, pursuant to this Act, 
shall without limitation as to the time she shall serve in such capacity, 
upon retirement be retired with the rank held while so serving, and 
shall receive retired pay at the rate prescribed by law computed on 
the basis of the base and longevity pay she would have received if 
serving on active duty with such rank. 

(d) An officer of the Navy Nurse Corps who shall have served prior 
to July 1, 1946, in a rank higher than her permanent rank, other 
than by virtue of appointment as Director of the said corps, shall, 
when retired for any reason if not otherwise entitled to the same or 
higher rank, be advanced to the highest rank in which, as determined 
by the Secretary of the Navy, she served satisfactorily. In any case 
where, as determined by the Secretary of the Navy, any such officer 
has not performed satisfactory duty in the highest rank held by her 
while on active duty, she shall be placed on the retired list with the 
next lower rank in which she has served but not lower than her perma-
nent rank. 

(e) An officer of the Nurse Corps placed on the retired list in her 
permanent rank pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall receive 
retired pay at the rate of 2I/2 per c,entum of the active-duty pay to 
which entitled at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of 
years for which entitled to credit in the computation of her active-
duty pay, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty 
pay. 
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Physical disability. (f) An officer of the Nurse Corps retired by reason of physical dis-
ability incurred in the line of duty shall, if placed on the retired list
in a rank higher than her permanent rank, receive retired pay equal
to 75 per centum of active-duty pay to which she would be entitled
if serving, at the time of retirement, on active duty in the rank in
which placed upon the retired list.

Retired pay. (g) An officer of the Nurse Corps retired other than by reason of
physical disability incurred in the line of duty shall, if placed on the
retired list in a rank higher than her permanent rank, receive retired
pay equal to 21/2 per centum of the active-duty pay to which she would
be entitled if serving, at the time of retirement, on active duty in the
rank in which placed upon the retired list, multiplied by the number
of years for which entitled to credit in the computation of her active-
duty pay, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay.

Fractional year. (h) In any instance in which retired pay is computed as prescribed
in subsections (e) and (g) of this section, a fractional year of six
months or more shall be considered a full year in computing the num-
ber of years by which the rate of 2/2 per centum is multiplied.

voServcy reit emeo (i) The number of years service to be credited to officers of the
v e Navy Nurse Corps in determining their eligibility for voluntary
retirement shall be based on the total of all active service either under
an appointment or contract or as a commissioned officer in the Nurse
Corps of the Army or Navy, or the reserve components thereof and
all active service in the Nurse Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve abol-
ished by this Act shall, for this purpose only, be regarded as commis-
sioned service in the Navy or the reserve components thereof, as the
case may be.

Title and uniform. (j) Retired officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall be authorized
to bear the title, and, under such regulations as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Navy, to wear the uniform of the rank with
which retired.

Allowances bene  SEC. 208. (a) All provisions of law relating to pay, leave, money
allowances for subsistence and rental of quarters, mileage and other
travel allowances, or other allowances, benefits, or emoluments, of
male officers of the Navy, except those provisions relating to the
same subject matter provided for in subsection (b) of this section,

Dependents. are hereby made applicable to officers of the Nurse Corps: Provided
That the husbands of officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall not be
considered dependents of such officers unless they are in fact
dependent on their wives for their chief support, and the children
of such officers shall not be considered dependents unless their father
is dead or they are in fact dependent on their mother for their chief

Subsistence and support: Provided further, That officers of the Nurse Corps may be
subsisted in hospital messes in accordance with section 17 (a) of the

60 tat. 855. Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604, Seventy-ninth Congress,34 U. s.c. § 901a.
second session), and such officers may be assigned quarters in naval
hospitals under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may
prescribe.

Longevity pay. (b) Longevity pay for officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall
be based upon the total of all periods of active service during which
they have held or shall hold appointments as nurses or as commis-
sioned officers in the Nurse Corps of the Army, Navy, or Public
Health Service, or the reserve components thereof.

Terminationofcor. SEC 209. Th Sec r

Term. ati nn f mo '. - SEC. 209. The Secretary of the Navy, under the circumstances and
in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the President, may
terminate the commission of any officer commissioned in the Nurse
Corps established by this title.

34 U.S. . 8a . SEC. 210. The Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 1175), as
4 u.sa. C. . amended, is hereby further amended by adding after section 508

thereof an additional title as follows:
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(f) An officer of the Nurse Corps retired by reason of physical dis-
ability incurred in the line of duty shall, if placed on the retired list 
in a rank higher than her permanent rank, receive retired pay equal 
to 75 per centum of active-duty pay to which she would be entitled 
if serving, at the time of retirement, on active duty in the rank n 
which placed upon the retired list. 

(g) An officer of the Nurse Corps retired other than by reason of 
physical disability incurred in the line of duty shall, if placed on the 
retired list in a rank higher than her permanent rank, receive retired 
pay equal to 21/2 per centum of the active-duty pay to which she would 
be entitled if serving, at the time of retirement, on active duty in the 
rank in which placed upon the retired list, multiplied by the number 
of years for which entitled to credit in the computation of her active-
duty pay, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay. 

(h) In any instance in which retired pay is computed as prescribed 
in subsections (e) and (g) of this section, a fractional year of six 
months or more shall be considered a full year in computing the num-
ber of years by which the rate of 2y2 per centnm is multiplied. 

(i) The number of years service to be credited to officers of the 
Navy Nurse Corps in determining their eligibility for voluntary 
retirement shall be based on the total of all active service either under 
an appointment or contract or as a commissioned officer in the Nurse 
Corps of the Army or Navy, or the reserve components thereof and 
all active service in the Nurse Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve abol-
ished by this Act shall, for this purpose only, be regarded as commis-
sioned service in the Navy or the reserve components thereof, as the 
case may be. 

(j) Retired officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall be authorized 
to bear the title, and, under such regulations as may be prescribed 
by the Secretary of the Navy, to wear the uniform of the rank with 
which retired. 
SEC. 208. (a) All provisions of law relating to pay, leave, money 

allowances for subsistence and rental of quarters, mileage and other 
travel allowances, or other allowances, benefits, or emoluments, of 
male officers of the Navy, except those provisions relating to the 
same subject matter provided for in subsection (b) of this section, 
are hereby made applicable to officers of the Nurse Corps: Provided, 
That the husbands of officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall not be 
considered dependents of such officers unless they are in fact 
dependent on their wives for their chief support, and the children 
of such officers shall not be considered dependents unless their father 

i is dead or they are n fact. dependent on their mother for their chief 
support: Provided further, That officers of the Nurse Corps may be 
subsisted in hospital messes in accordance with section 17 (a) of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
second session), and such officers may be assigned quarters in naval 
hospitals under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may 
prescribe. 

(b) Longevity pay for officers of the Navy Nurse Corps shall 
be based upon the total of all periods of active service during which 
they have held or shall hold appointments as nurses or as commis-
sioned officers in the Nurse Corps of the Army, Navy, or Public 
Health Service, or the reserve components thereof. 

Sr.°. 209. The Secretary of the Navy, under the circumstances and 
in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the President may 
terminate the commission of any officer commissioned in the Nurse 
Corps established by this title. 

Sir. 210. The Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 1175), as 
amended, is hereby further amended by adding after section 508 
thereof an additional title as follows: 
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"TITLE VI-NURSE CORPS RESERVE

"SEC. 601. A Nurse Corps Reserve is hereby established which
shall be a branch of the Naval Reserve and shall be administered under
the same provisions in all respects (except as may be necessary to
adapt said provisions to the Nurse Corps Reserve, or as specifically
provided herein) as those contained in this Act or which may here-
after be enacted with respect to the Volunteer Reserve.

"SEC. 602. Members of the Nurse Corps Reserve may be commis-
sioned in appropriate ranks corresponding to those of the Nurse Corps
of the Regular Navy in accordance with such regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Navy may prescribe. Such members of the Nurse Corps
Reserve, when on active duty, shall have the same authority in and
about naval hospitals and other activities of the Medical Department
of the Navy as officers of the Nurse Corps of the Regular Navy.

"SEC. 603. The Reserve established by this title shall be composed
of members who are female citizens of the United States and who shall
have such professional or other qualifications as shall be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Navy.

"SEC. 604. All nurses of the Volunteer Reserve appointed under the
authority of title 1, section 4, of this Act are hereby transferred to
the Nurse Corps Reserve established by section 601 of this title in such
permanent ranks as the Secretary of the Navy may determine and the
temporary ranks held by those on active duty on the effective date
of this title shall not be vacated by reason of such transfer. Each
nurse so transferred, who at the time of such transfer had to her
credit leave accrued but not taken, may, subsequent to such transfer,
be granted such leave without loss of pay and allowances."

SEC. 211. Sections 5, 6, and 7 of the Act of April 18, 1946 (60 Stat.
92), as now or hereafter amended, shall be construed to include mem-
bers of the Nurse Corps Reserve and former members of the Nurse
Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve abolished by this Act: Provided,
That no member of the Nurse Corps Reserve or former member of
the Nurse Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve who has reached the age
of thirty-five years shall be commissioned in the Nurse Corps of the
United States Navy created and established by this Act.

SEC. 212. Nurses appointed to commissioned rank pursuant to sec-
tion 203 of this title who, under a prior appointment in the Nurse
Corps, siall have subscribed to the oath of ofice as required by section
1757, Revised Statutes, shall not be required to renew such oath or
take a new oath under her appointment as a commissioned officer in
the Nurse Corps of the United States Navy if her service in the Nurse
Corps after taking such oath shall have been continuous.

SEC. 213. Effective six months after enactment of this title, all
laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this title are
hereby repealed, and the provisions of this title shall be in effect in
lieu thereof and such repeal shall include but shall not be limited to
the following Acts and parts of Acts:

(a) The third paragraph, subheading "Repairs, Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery", heading "Bureau of Medicine and Surgery", of the
Act of May 13, 1908, as it appears on page 146, volume 35, Statutes at
Large.

(b) So much of the Act of May 13, 1926 (44 Stat. 531), as relates
to the Navy Nurse Corps.

(c) So much of the Act of June 20, 1930 (46 Stat. 790), as amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1502), and October 17, 1940
(54 Stat. 1192), as relates to the Navy Nurse Corps.

(d) That part of section 4 of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat.
1176), which relates to the appointment of female registered nurses
in the Volunteer Reserve.
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"TITLE VI—NURSE CORPS RESERVE 

"SEc. 601. A Nurse Corps Reserve is hereby established which 
shall be a branch of the Naval Reserve and shall be administered under 
the same provisions in all respects (except as may be necessary to 
adapt said provisions to the Nurse Corps Reserve, or as specifically 
provided herein) as those contained in this Act or which may here-
after be enacted with respect to the Volunteer Reserve. 
• "SEc: 602. Members of the Nurse Corps Reserve may be commis-
sioned in appropriate ranks corresponding to those of the Nurse Corps 
of the Regular Navy in accordance with such regulations as the Secre-
tary of the Navy may prescribe. Such members of the Nurse Corps 
Reserve, when on active duty, shall have the same authority in and 
about naval hospitals and other activities of the Medical Department 
of the Navy as officers of the Nurse Corps of the Regular Navy. 

"SEc. 603. The Reserve established by this title shall be composed 
of members who are female citizens of the United States and who shall 
have such professional or other qualifications as shall be prescribed 
by the Secretary of the Navy. 

"SEc. 604. All nurses of the Volunteer Reserve appointed under the 
authority of title 1, section 4, of this Act are hereby transferred to 
the Nurse Corps Reserve established by section 601 of this title in such 
permanent ranks as the Secretary of the Navy may determine and the 
temporary ranks held by those on active duty on the effective date 
of this title shall not be vacated by reason of such transfer. Each 
nurse so transferred, who at the time of such transfer had to her 
credit leave accrued but not taken, may, subsequent to such transfer, 
be granted such leave without loss of pay and allowances." 

SEC. 211. Sections 5, 6, and 7 of the Act of April 18, 1946 (60 Stat. 
92), as now or hereafter amended, shall be construed to include mem-
bers of the Nurse Corps Reserve and former members of the Nurse 
Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve abolished by this Act: Provided, 
That no member of the Nurse Corps Reserve or former member of 
the Nurse Corps or the Nurse Corps Reserve who has reached the age 
of thirty-five years shall be commissioned in the Nurse Corps of the 
United States Navy created and established by this Act. 

SEc. 212. Nurses appointed to commissioned rank pursuant to sec-
tion 203 of this title who, under a prior appointment in the Nurse 
Corps, shall have subscribed to the oath of office as required by section 
1757, Revised Statutes, shall not be required to renew such oath or 
take a new oath under her appointment as a commissioned officer in 
the Nurse Corps of the United States Navy if her service in the Nurse 
Corps after taking such oath shall have been continuous. 

SEC. 213. Effective six months after enactment of this title, all 
laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this title are 
hereby repealed, and the provisions of this title shall be in effect in 
lieu thereof and such repeal shall include but shall not be limited to 
the following Acts and parts of Acts: 

(a) The third paragraph, subheading "Repairs, Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery", heading "Bureau of Medicine and Surgery", of the 
Act of May 13, 1908, as it appears on page 146, volume 35, Statutes at 
Large. 

(b) So much of the Act of May 13, 1926 (44 Stat. 531), as relates 
to the Navy Nurse Corps. 

(c) So much of the Act of June 20, 1930 (46 Stat. 790), as amended 
by the Acts of March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1502), and October 17, 1940 
(54 Stat. 1192), as relates to the Navy Nurse Corps. 

(d) That part of section 4 of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 
1176), which relates to the appointment of female registered nurses 
in the Volunteer Reserve. 
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(e) That part of section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat.
37 U. 8. . 1 102. 360), which authorizes an increase of 20 per centum in base pay of

Navy nurses while on sea duty.
(f) So much of section 13 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat.

37 U.S. . § 113. 366), as relates to the Navy Nurse Corps.
4 U; 9. C. 262 (g) The Act of July 3, 1942 (56 Stat. 646).37U.S.C.§113note. (h) Section 7 of the Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1074).

34U. S.C.262note. (i) The Act of February 26,1944 (58 Stat. 105).
37U.S.C.51133note. j) The Act of December3,1945 (59 Stat. 594).
Repealedlaws relat- SE. 214. All provisions of existing law repealed by section 213 of

this title, which relate to the retirement and the retired pay of mem-
bers or officers of the Navy Nurse Corps, shall remain in effect with
respect to such members or officers who have been retired prior to the
effective date of section 213 of this title, and no retired member or
officer of the Navy Nurse Corps shall suffer by reason of this title any
reduction or loss of retirement benefits to which she was entitled upon
the effective date of this Act.

Effective date. SEC. 215. Except as provided in section 213 hereof, this title shall
take effect upon the date of its enactment.

Approved April 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 39]
April 16,1947 AN ACT

[S. 363] To amend section 3 of the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-ninth[Public Law 37] Congress).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Lareny ien iter- United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of thestate or foreign com-

maerte. Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-ninth Congress, be,60 Stat. 657.
IS U. . C. § 411. and it is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"To establish the interstate or foreign commerce character of any
shipment in any prosecution under this Act the waybill, or other ship-
ping document, of such shipment shall be prima facie evidence of theplace from which and to which such shipment was made."

Approved April 16, 1947.

April 2.5, 1947
[H11. It. 731

[Public Law 38]

North Dakota.
Theodore RGosevelt

National Memorial
Park.

[CHAPTER 41]
AN ACT

To establish the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park; to erect a monu-ment in memory of Theodore Roosevelt in the village of Medora, NorthDakota; and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That all thosecertain tracts, pieces, or parcels of land, title to which is vested inthe United States of America, and being in the State of NorthDakota, and within the boundaries particularly described, as follows,to wit: Beginning at the point where the north line of the right-of-way of United States Highway Numbered 10 intersects the eastboundary of section 36, township 140 north, range 101 west, fifthprincipal meridian; thence southwesterly and northwesterly alongthe north line of said right-of-way through section 1, township 139
north, range 101 west, and sections 36, 35, 34, 27, 28, and 29, town-ship 140 north, range 101 west, to the west boundary of said section
29; north along section lines to the northwest corner of said sec-tion 29; west along section line to the southwest corner of section 19township 140 north, range 101 west; north along township line tothe southeast corner of the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter
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(e) That part of section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 
360), which authorizes an increase of 20 per centum in base pay of 
Navy nurses while on sea duty. 

(f) So much of section 13 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 
366), as relates to the Navy Nurse Corps. 

(g) The Act of July 3, 1942 (56 Stat. 646). 
(h) Section 7 of the Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1074). 
(i) The Act of February 26, 1944 (58 Stat. 105) . 
(j) The Act of December 3, 1945 (59 Stat. 594). 
Sr.c. 214. All provisions of existing law repealed by section 213 of 

this title which relate to the retirement and the retired pay of mem-
bers or title, 

the Navy Nurse Corps, shall remain in effect with 
respect to such members or officers who have been retired prior to the 
effective date of section 213 of this title, and no retired member or 
officer of the Navy Nurse Corps shall suffer by reason of this title any 
reduction or loss of retirement benefits to which she was entitled upon 
the effective date of this Act. 
SEC. 215. Except as provided in section 213 hereof, this title shall 

take effect upon the date of its enactment. 
Approved April 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 39] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 3 of the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-ninth 
Congress). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of the 
Act of July 24, 1946 (Public Law 534, Seventy-ninth Congress, be, 
and it is hereby, amended to read as follows: 
"To establish the interstate or foreign commerce character of any 

shipment in any prosecution under this Act the waybill, or other ship-
ping document, of such shipment shall be prima facie evidence of the 
place from which and to which such shipment was made." 
Approved April 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 41] 
AN ACT 

To establish the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park; to erect a monu-
ment in memory of Theodore Roosevelt in the village of Medora, North 
Dakota; and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all those 
certain tracts, pieces, or parcels of land, title to which is vested in 
the United States of America, and being in the State of North 
Dakota, and within the boundaries particularly described, as follows, 
to wit: Beginning at the point where the north line of the right-
of-way of United States Highway Numbered 10 intersects the east 
boundary of section 36, township 140 north, range 101 west, fifth 
principal meridian; thence southwesterly and northwesterly along 
the north line of said right-of-way through section 1, township 139 
north, range 101 west, and sections 36, 35, 34, 27, 28, and 29, town-
ship 140 north, range 101 west, to the west boundary of said section 
29; north along section lines to the northwest corner of said sec-
tion 29; west, along section line to the southwest corner of section 19, 
township 140 north, range 101 west; north along township line to 
the southeast corner of the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter 
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(of section 24, township 140 north, range 102 west; west to the south-
west corner of the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of said
section 24; north to the northwest corner of the northeast quarter
of the northeast quarter of said section 24; westerly along section
lines to the southwest corner of section 16, township 140 north,
range 102 west; northerly along section lines to the northwest corner
of section 4, township 140 north, range 102 west: thence west along
township line to the southwest corner of the southeast quarter of
section 34, township 141 north, range 102 west; northerly through
the center of sections 34 and 27 to the northwest corner of the
northeast quarter of section 27 of said township 141 north, range 102
west: easterly along section lines to the northeast corner of section
28. township 141 north, range 101 west; south along section lines
to the southeast corner of said section 28; east along section line
to the northeast corner of section 34, township 141 north, range 101
west; south to the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of
section 35, township 141 north, range 101 west; easterly through
center of sections 35 and 36 to the northeast corner of the southeast
quarter of said section 36 of said township 141 north, range 101
west; south to the southeast corner of said section 36; thence east
along township line to the northeast corner of lot 3, section 2, town-
ship 140 north, range 101 west; southerly through the center of
sections 2 and 11 to the southeast corner of the southwest quarter
of said section 11, township 140 north, range 101 west; easterly
along section lines to the northeast corner of section 13 of said town-
ship 140 north, range 101 west; southerly along township line to
the northwest corner of section 19, township 140 north, range 100
west; easterly along north line of said section 19 to the northeast
corner of the northwest quarter: southerly through center of sec-
tions 19, 30, and 31 to the northwest corner of the southeast quarter
of section 31; easterly along the center of said section 31 to the
northeast corner of the southeast quarter; southerly along the east
line of said section 31 to the southeast corner; westerly along the
township line to the east line of section 36, township 140 north,
range 101 west; northerly along the township line between town-
ships 140 north, range 100 west and 140 north, range 101 west to
the north right-of-way line of United States Highway Numbered 10,
the place of beginning, containing thirty-five thousand two hundred
and seventy acres, more or less, are hereby dedicated and set apart
as a public park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people and
shall be known as the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park.
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, to
construct and maintain a road or highway through the park con-
necting with a State or Federal highway.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
cause condemnation proceedings to be instituted in the name of the
United States under the provisions of the Act of August 1, 1888,
entitled "An Act to authorize the condemnation of lands for sites
for public buildings, and other purposes" (25 Stat. 357), to acquire
title to the lands, interests therein, or rights pertaining thereto that
are privately owned within the boundaries of the said national park,
and such property, when acquired, shall become a part thereof:
Provided, That when the owner of such lands, interests therein, or
rights pertaining thereto shall fix a price for the same, which, in
the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, shall be reasonable,
the Secretary may purchase the same without further delay: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
accept, on behalf of the United States, donations of land, interests
therein, or rights pertaining thereto required for the Theodore
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of section 24, township 140 north, range 102 west; west to the south-
west corner of the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of said 
section 24; north to the northwest corner of the northeast quarter 
of the northeast quarter of said section 24; westerly along section 
lines to the southwest corner of section 16, township 140 north, 
range 102 west; northerly along section lines to the northwest corner 
of section 4, township 140 north, range 102 west; thence west along 
township line to the southwest corner of the southeast quarter of 
section 34, township 141 north, range 102 west; northerly through 
the center of sections 31 and 27 to the northwest corner of the 
northeast quarter of section 27 of said township 141 north, range 102 
west; easterly along section lines to the northeast corner of section 
28, township 141 north, range 101 west; south along section lines 
to the southeast corner of said section 28; east along section line 
to the northeast corner of section 34, township 141 north, range 101 
west; south to the northwest corner of the southwest quarter of 
section 35, township 141 north, range 101 west; easterly through 
center of sections 35 and 36 to the northeast corner of the southeast 
quarter of said section 36 of said township 141 north, range 101 
west; south to the southeast corner of said section 36; thence east 
along township line to the northeast corner of lot 3, section 2, town-
ship 140 north, range 101 west; southerly through the center of 
sections 2 and 11 to the southeast corner of the southwest quarter 
of said section 11, township 140 north, range 101 west; easterly 
along section lines to the northeast corner of section 13 of said town-
ship 140 north, range 101 west; southerly along township line to 
the northwest corner of section 19, township 140 north, range 100 
west; easterly along north line of said section 19 to the northeast 
corner of the northwest quarter; southerly through center of sec-
tions 19, 30, and 31 to the northwest corner of the southeast quarter 
of section 31; easterly along the center of said section 31 to the 
northeast corner of the southeast quarter; southerly along the east 
line of said section 31 to the southeast corner; westerly along the 
township line to the east line of section 36, township 140 north, 
range 101 west; northerly along the township line between town-
ships 140 north, range 100 west and 140 north, range 101 west to 
the north right-of-way line of United States Highway Numbered 10, 
the place of beginning, containing thirty-five thousand two hundred 
and seventy acres, more or less, are hereby dedicated and set apart 
as a public park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people, and 
shall be known as the Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park. 
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, to 
construct and maintain a road or highway through the park con-
necting with a State or Federal highway. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to 

cause condemnation proceedings to be instituted in the name of the 
United States under the provisions of the Act of August 1, 1888, 
entitled "An Act to authorize the condemnation of lands for sites 
for public buildings, and other purposes" (25 Stat. 357), to acquire 
title to the lands, interests therein, or rights pertaining thereto that 
are privately owned within the boundaries of the said national park, 
and such property, when acquired, shall become a part thereof: 
Provided, That when the owner of such lands, interests therein, or 
rights pertaining thereto shall fix a price for the same, which, in 
the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior, shall be reasonable, 
the Secretary may purchase the same without further delay: Pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to 
accept, on behalf of the United States, donations of land, interests 
therein, or rights pertaining thereto required for the Theodore 
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Titles, etc. Roosevelt National Memorial Park: And provided further, That title
and evidence of title to land and interests therein acquired for said
park shall be satisfactory to the Attorney General.

Exchange of lands. SEC. 3. That for the purposes of acquiring non-Federal lands
within the boundaries of said park as established by this Act, the
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to
exchange federally owned lands within the Roosevelt recreational
demonstration area project, located outside the boundaries of the
park for State or privately owned lands of approximately equal
value within the boundaries of the park, when in his opinion such
action is in the interest of the United States, the title to any lands
acquired under this section to be satisfactory to the Attorney Gen-
eral. Upon the vesting of title thereto in the United States, any
lands acquired pursuant to this authorization shall become a part
of the park and shall be subject to the laws applicable thereto.

Acquisition of lots SEC. 4. The Secretary of the Interior is further authorized tofor reconstruction of
buildings. obtain by purchase or condemnation proceedings, as part of said

Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, lots 2, 3, 4, and 6 of
section 33, township 144, range 102, and to reconstruct thereon the
log ranch house thirty by sixty feet, the log blacksmith shop sixteen
by twenty feet, one log stable sixteen by twenty feet, one log stable
twenty by thirty feet, log dog house, three log rectangular corrals,
and one log circular corral, as they existed at the time the premises

ost limitation. were occupied by Theodore Roosevelt: Provided, That the total
cost of such land and buildings shall not exceed $40,000.

Administration, SEC. 5. The Administration, protection, and development of the
etc.,ofpark aforesaid park shall be exercised under the direction of the Secre-

tary of the Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the
u5 cU.. Ci.485; 16 provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), entitled

43. "An Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other pur-
poses", as amended.

Medora, N. Dak. SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to erect aErection of monu-
ment. monument in memory of Theodore Roosevelt, in the village of

Medora, North Dakota, with the advice of the Commission of Fine
Cost limitation. Arts: Provided, That the cost of the monument shall not exceed

$35,000 and there shall be conveyed to the United States such suit-
able site as may in the judgment of the Secretary be required for

are an upkeep said monunlent: Provided further, That the village of Medora, or
other public agency or orgnllizatiol, shall flurnish, ill writing, assur-
ance satisfactory to the Secretary of its willingness to assume the
perpetual care and upkeep of the monument.

Existing clamsetc. SEC. 7. 'hat nothing herein contained shall affect any valid exist-
ing claim, location, or entry under the land laws of the United
States, whivtiwr for homestead, mineral, right-of-way, or any other
purposes whatsoever, or shall affect the right of any such claimant,

Appropriations aulocator, or entiyman to the full use and enjoyment of his land.
thorized. a SsF. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may

be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
Approved April 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 42]
April 28, 1947 AN ACT

s. 1009] To extend the time within which the municipality of Fort Lauderdale, Broward
[Public Law 39] County, Florida, may consummate the purchase of the Coast Guard site (com-

monly known as the Base Six property) which is located at Fort Lauderdale.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of
the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
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[Public Law 39] 

Roosevelt National Memorial Park: And provided further, That title 
and evidence of title to land and interests therein acquired for said 
park shall be satisfactory to the Attorney General. 
SEC. 3. That for the purposes of acquiring non-Federal lands 

within the boundaries of said park as established by this Act, the 
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to 
exchange federally owned lands within the Roosevelt recreational 
demonstration area project, located outside the boundaries of the 
park for State or privately owned lands of approximately equal 
value within the boundaries of the park, when in his opinion such 
action is in the interest of the United States, the title to any lands 
acquired under this section to be satisfactory to the Attorney Gen-
eral. Upon the vesting of title thereto in the United States, any 
lands acquired pursuant to this authorization shall become a part 
of the park and shall be subject to the laws applicable thereto. 
SEc. 4. The Secretary of the Interior is further authorized to 

obtain by purchase or condemnation proceedings, as part of said 
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, lots 2, 3, 4, and 6 of 
section 33, township 144, range 102, and to reconstruct thereon the 
log ranch house thirty by sixty feet, the log blacksmith shop sixteen 
by twenty feet, one log stable sixteen by twenty feet, one log stable 
twenty by thirty feet, log dog house, three log rectangular corrals, 
and one log circular corral, as they existed at the time the premises 
were occupied by Theodore Roosevelt: Provided, That the total 
cost of such land and buildings shall not exceed 840,000. 
SEC. 5. The Administration, protection, and development of the 

aforesaid park shall be exercised under the direction of the Secre-
tary of the Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the 
provisions of the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), entitled 
"An Act to establish a National Park Service, and for other pur-
poses", as amended. 
SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to erect a 

monument in memory of Theodore Roosevelt, in the village of 
Medora, North Dakota, with the advice of the Commission of Fine 
Arts: Provided, That the cost of the monument shall not exceed 
$35,000 and there shall be conveyed to the United States such suit-
able site as may in the judgment of the Secretary be required for 
said monument: Provided further, That the village of Medora, or 
other public agency or organization, shall furnish, in writing, assur-
ance satisfactory to the Secretary of its willingness to assume the 
perpetual care and upkeep of the monument. 
SEC. 7. That nothing herein contained shall affect any valid exist-

ing claim, location, or entry under the land laws of the United 
States, whether for homestead, mineral, right-of-way, or any other 
purposes whatsoever, or shall affect the right of any such claimant, 
locator, or entryman to the full use and enjoyment of his land. 
SEC. 8. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may 

be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved April 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 42] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time within which the municipality of Fort Lauderdale, Broward 
County, Florida, may consummate the purchase of the Coast Guard site (com-
monly known as the Base Six property) which is located at Fort Lauderdale. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of 
the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury 
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to exchange sites at Miami Beach, Dade County, Florida, for Coast
Guard purposes", as amended (Public Law Numbered 655, Seventy-
ninth Congress; 60 Stat. 901),is hereby amended by striking out "six
months' and inserting in lieu thereof "twelve months".

Approved April 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 43]
AN ACT

April 28, 1947
To provide for a six months' extension and final liquidation of the farm labor [HI. R. 2102]

supply program, and for other purposes. [Public Law 40]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the farm labor
supply program conducted pursuant to the Farm Labor Supply
Appropriation Act, 1944 (Public Law 229, Seventy-eighth Congress,
second session, title I), as amended and supplemented, including the
exemptions relating to the admission of farm laborers authorized by
section 5 (g) of such Act, may be continued up to and including
December 31, 1947, and thereafter shall be liquidated within thirty
days. In order to continue to make available for the purposes of this
program all labor-supply centers, labor homes, labor camps, and
facilities heretofore available in this program, section 2 (d) of the
Farmers' Home Administration Act of 1946 (Public Law 731, Sev-
enty-ninth Congress, second session) is hereby amended by deleting
therefrom the following language: "or until six months after the ter-
mination df the present hostilities as determined by concurrent reso-
lution of the Congress or by the President, whichever is the earlier"
and inserting in lieu thereof the following language: "or January 30,
1948, whichever is the earlier". Such amounts as may be necessary
for the continuance and liquidation of such program as provided in
this Act are hereby authorized to be appropriated.

SEC. 2. Upon the enactment of this Act-
(a) The provisions of the Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act,

1944 (Public Law 229, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session, title
I), as amended and supplemented, and as extended by this Act, shall
not be construed to limit or interfere with any of the functions of the
United States Employment Service or State l)ublic emlloymnllt serv-
ices with respect to mil:intaining a farm pllitcellent service as author-
ized under the Act of June 6, 1933 (.48 Stit. 113).

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of Labor shall
take such action as may be necessary to assure mlaxinmlln cooperation
between the agricultural extension services of the land-grant colleges
and the State public employment agencies in the recruitment and
placement of domestic farm labor and in the keeping of such records
and information with respect thereto as may be necessary for the
proper and efficient administration of the State unemployment com-
pensation laws and of title V of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944, as amended (58 Stat. 295).

SEC. 3. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any Mexican
farm laborer who is presently in this country and engaged in agri-
cultural employment may be permitted to remain in this country, as
long as the farm labor supply program is in effect, and he continues
in agricultural employment: Provided, That the employer or employ-
ers of such laborers give satisfactory assurance to the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service that the terms and condi-
tions of employment are satisfactory to the Government of Mexico,
and that assurance, including an appropriate bond, is given to the
satisfaction of the United States Immigration and Naturalization
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to exchange sites at Miami Beach, Dade County, Florida, for Coast 
Guard purposes", as amended (Public Law Numbered 655, Seventy-
ninth Congress; 60 Stat. 901), is hereby amended by striking out "six 
months" and inserting in lieu thereof "twelve months". 
Approved April 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 43] 
AN ACT 

To provide for a six months' extension and final liquidation of the farm labor 
supply program, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the farm labor 
supply program conducted pursuant to the Farm Labor Supply 
Appropriation Act, 1944 (Public Law 229, Seventy-eighth Congress, 
second session, title I), as amended and supplemented, including the 
exemptions relating to the admission of farm laborers authorized by 
section 5 (g) of such Act, may be continued up to and including 
December 31, 1947, and thereafter shall be liquidated within thirty 
days. In order to continue to make available for the purposes of this 
program all labor-supply centers, labor homes, labor camps, and 
facilities heretofore available in this program, section 2 (d) of the 
Farmers' Home Administration Act of 1946 (Public Law 731, Sev-
enty-ninth Congress, second session) is hereby amended by deleting 
therefrom the following language: "or until six months after the ter-
mination of the present hostilities as determined by concurrent reso-
lution of the Congress or by the President, whichever is the earlier" 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following language: "or January 30, 
1948, whichever is the earlier". Such amounts as may be necessary 
for the continuance and liquidation of such program as provided in 
this Act are hereby authorized to be appropriated. 
SEC. 2. Upon the enactment of this Act— 
(a) The provisions of the Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 

194-4 (Public Law 229, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session, title 
I), as amended and supplemented, and as extended by this Act, shall 
not be construed to limit or interfere with any of the functions of the 
United States Employment Service or State public employment serv-
ices with respect to maintaining a farm placement service as author-
ized under the Act of June 6, 1933 (48 Stat. 113). 

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture and the Secretary of Labor shall 
take such action as may be necessary to assure maximum cooperation 
between the agricultural extension services of the land-grant colleges 
and the State public employment agencies in the recruitment and 
placement of domestic farm labor and in the keeping of such records 
and information with respect thereto as may be necessary for the 
proper and efficient administration of the State unemployment com-
pensation laws and of title V of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act 
of 1944, as amended (58 Stat. 295). 

SEc. 3. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any Mexican 
farm laborer who is presently in this country and engaged in agri-
cultural employment may be permitted to remain in this country, as 
long as the farm labor supply program is in effect, and he continues 
in agricultural employment: Provided, That the employer or employ-
ers of such laborers give satisfactory assurance to the United States 
Immigration and Naturalization Service that the terms and condi-
tions of employment are satisfactory to the Government of Mexico, 
and that assurance, - including an appropriate bond, is given to the 
satisfaction of the United States Immigration and Naturalization 
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April 28, 1947
[H. R. 2413]
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April 30,1947
[H. J. Res. 140]
[Public Law 43]

Service to the effect that any such Mexican farm laborer will be
returned to his place of recruitment or to such other place as the United
States Immigration and Naturalization Service may require, without
cost to the Government, when such farm employment terminates and,
in any event, not later than December 31, 1947.

Approved April 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 44]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Reserve Act, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 1501 of the Second War Powers Act,
1942, as amended, section 14 (b) of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 12, sec. 355), is hereby
amended by striking out the proviso in such section 14 (b) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Provided, That, notwith-
standing any other provision of this Act, (1) until July 1, 1950, any
bonds, notes, or other obligations which are direct obligations of the
United States or which are fully guaranteed by the United States
as to principal and interest may be bought and sold without regard
to maturities either in the open market or directly from or to the
United States; but all such purchases and sales shall be made in
accordance with the provisions of section 12A of this Act and the
aggregate amount of such obligations acquired directly from the
United States which is held at any one time by the twelve Federal
Reserve banks shall not exceed $5,000,000,000; and (2) after June
30, 1950, any bonds, notes or other obligations which are direct
obligations of the United States or which are fully guaranteed by
the United States as to principal and interest may be bought and
sold without regard to maturities but only in the open market. The
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall include in
their annual report to Congress detailed information with respect to
direct purchases and sales from or to the United States under the
provisions of the preceding proviso."

Approved April 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 45]
AN ACT

To suspend certain import taxes on copper.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the import tax
imposed under section 3425 of the Internal Revenue Code shall not
apply with respect to articles (other than copper sulphate) entered
for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption
during the period beginning with the day following the date of the
enactment of this Act and ending with the close of March 31, 1949.

Approved April 29, 1947.

[CHAPTER 46]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To restore the name of Hoover Dam.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the name of Hoover
Dam is hereby restored to the dam on the Colorado River in Black
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Service to the effect that any such Mexican farm laborer will be 
returned to his place of recruitment or to such other place as the United 
States Immigration and Naturalization Service may require, without 
cost to the Government, when such farm employment terminates and, 
in any event, not later than December 31, 1947. 
Approved April 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 44] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Reserve Act, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 1501 of the Second War Powers Act, 
1942, as amended, section 14 (b) of the Federal Reserve Act, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 12, sec. 355), is hereby 
amended by striking out the proviso in such section 11 (b) and 
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Provided, That, notwith-
standing any other provision of this Act, (1) until July 1, 1950, any 
bonds, notes, or other obligations which are direct obligations of the 
United States or which are fully guaranteed by the United States 
as to principal and interest may be bought and sold without regard 
to maturities either in the open market or directly from or to the 
United States; but all such purchases and sales shall be made in 
accordance with the provisions of section 12A of this Act and the 
aggregate amount of such obligations acquired directly from the 
United States which is held at any one time by the twelve Federal 
Reserve banks shall not exceed $5,000,000,000; and (2) after June 
30, 1950, any bonds, notes, or other obligations which are direct 
obligations of the United States or which are fully guaranteed by 
the United States as to principal and interest may be bought and 
sold without regard to maturities but only in the open market. The 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall include in 
their annual report to Congress detailed information with respect to 
direct purchases and sales from or to the United States under the 
provisions of the preceding proviso." 
Approved April 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 45] 
AN ACT 

To suspend certain import taxes on copper. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the import tax 
imposed under section 3425 of the Internal Revenue Code shall not 
apply with respect to articles (other than copper sulphate) entered 
for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption 
during the period beginning with the day following the date of the 
enactment of this Act and ending w ith the close of March 31, 1949. 
Approved April 29, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 46] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To restore the name of Hoover Dam. 

Resolved by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the name of Hoover 
Dam is hereby restored to the dam on the Colorado River in Black 
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Canyon constructed under the authority of the Boulder Canyon
Project Act, approved December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1057), and referred
to as Hoover Dam in the Act approved February 14, 1931 (46 Stat.
1146) ; in the Act approved April 22, 1932 (47 Stat. 118); in the Act
approved July 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 535); in the Act approved July 21,
1932 (47 Stat. 717); and in the Act approved February 17, 1933 (47
Stat. 845). Any law, regulation, document, or record of the United
States in which such dam is designated or referred to under the name
of Boulder Dam shall be held to refer to such dam under and by the
name of Hoover Dam.

Approved April 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 47]
AN ACT

To provide for annual and sick leave for rural letter carriers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That section 6 of
Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth Congress, chapter 274, first session, is
hereby amended by adding the following paragraph to section 6 under
the title "Annual Leave":

"The authorized absence of a rural carrier on Saturdays which
occur within or at the beginning or end of a period of sick or annual
leave of five or more days' duration (or four days' duration if a holi-
day falls within or at the beginning or end of the period of sick or
annual leave) shall be without charge to such leave or loss of compen-
sation: Provided, That Saturdays occurring in a period of annual or
sick leave taken in a smaller number of days may at the option of the
carrier be charged to his accrued leave and when so charged he shall
be paid for such absence."

SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall take effect as of
February 1, 1947.

Approved April 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 48]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to establish daylight
saving time in the District of Columbia during 1947.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 'epresentatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the pur-
pose of determining whether or not daylight saving time should be
established in the District of Columbia during the year 1947, the Coim-
missioners of the District shall conduct open hearings at which the
residents of the District and those in neighboring counties who may
be affected may express their views on the establishment of such time.

SEC. 2. If, as a result of the hearings held pursuant to the first sec-
tion of this Act, the Commissioners should decide that daylight saving
time should be established in the District during the year 1947. the
Commissioners are authorized to advance the standard time for the
District one hour for any period of the year 1947 not earlier than the
last Sunday of April of such vear and not later than the last Sunday
of September of such vear. Any such time established by the Com-
missioners pursuant to this Act shall, during the period for which it
is applicable, be considered the standard time for the District of
Columbia.
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Canyon constructed under the authority of the Boulder Canyon 
Project Act, approved December 21, 1928 (45 Stat. 1037), and referred 
to as Hoover Dam in the Act approved February 14, 1931 (46 Stat. 
1146) ; in the Act approved April 22, 1932 (47 Stat. 118) ; in the Act 
approved July 1, 1932 (47 Stat. 535) ; in the Act approved July 21, 
1932 (47 Stat. 717) ; and in the Act approved February 17, 1933 (47 
Stat. 845). Any law, regulation, document, or record of the United 
States in which such dam is designated or referred to under the name 
of Boulder Dam shall be held to refer to such dam under and by the 
name of Hoover Dam. 
Approved April 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 47] 
AN ACT 

To provide for annual and sick leave for rural letter carriers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate. and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That section 6 of 
Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth Congress, chapter 274, first session, is 
hereby amended by adding the following paragraph to section 6 under 
the title "Annual Leave": 
"The authorized absence of a rural carrier on Saturdays which 

occur within or at the beginning or end of a period of sick or annual 
leave of five or more days' duration (or four days' duration if a holi-
day falls within or at the beginning or end of the period of sick or 
annual leave) shall be without charge to such leave or loss of compen-
sation: Provided, That Saturdays occurring in a period of annual or 
sick leave taken in a smaller number of days may at the option of the 
carrier be charged to his accrued leave and when so charged lie shall 
be paid for such absence." 
SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall take effect as of 

February 1, 1947. 
Approved April 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 48] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Commissioners of the District of Columbia to establish daylight 
saving time in the District of Columbia during 1947. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the pur-
pose of determining whether or not daylight saving time should be 
established in the District of Columbia during the year 1947, the Com-
missioners of the District shall conduct open hearings at which the 
residents of the District and those in neighboring counties who may 
be affected may express their views on the establishment of such time. 
SEC. 2. If, as a result of the hearings held pursuant to the first sec-

tion of this Act, the Commissioners should decide that daylight saving 
time should be established in the District during the year 1947, the 
Commissioners are authorized to advance the standard time for the 
District one hour for any period of the year 1947 not earlier than the 
last Sunday of April of such year and not later than the last Sunday 
of September of such year. Any such time established by the Com-
missioners pursuant to this Act shall, during the period for which it 
is applicable, be considered the standard time for the District of 
Columbia. 
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Publication of find-
ings, etc.

The Commissioners shall forthwith proceed in the exercise of the
authority herein contained and shall, as soon as practicable, publish
their findings and orders thereunder.

Approved April 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 49]
May 1, 1947
[H. R. 2849]

[Public Law 46]

First Deficiency Ap-
propriation Act, 1947.

Post, p. 118.

AN ACT
Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, namely:

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

Special telephone The Sergeant at Arms is authorized to install in the offices of Sena-
rg plans. tors, and in other offices of the Senate as approved by the Committee

on Rules and Administration, special telephone wiring plans with
features to pick up, hold, and intercommunicate, the cost thereof to be

o6Statp 3. paid out of the appropriation for "Miscellaneous items, contingent
expenses of the Senate".

Prority391. For an additional amount for furniture and repairs, fiscal year 1947,
$5,000: Provided, That hereafter the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate,
in expending this and other appropriations under his control, shall
be accorded the same priority as granted agencies in the executive

58 Stat. 765. branch of the Government under the Surplus Property Act of 1944,50 U. S. C. app.
1 1611-1646. as amended.

Pust, p. 678. Senate Restaurants: For payment to the Architect of the Capitol in
Suat8.7 . l- accordance with the Act approved September 9, 1942 (Public Law40 US. 7C. a n 174f

174j. Numbered 709, Seventy-seventh Congress), fiscal year 1947, $30,000.
For an additional amount for mail transportation, fiscal year 1947,

$4,500.
Co Stat. 393. Stationery: For an additional allowance for stationery of $300 for

each Senator and the President of the Senate, for the first session of
the Eightieth Congress, $29,100, to remain available until June 30,1948.

HouSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

60 Stat. 393.
Post, p. 611.

60 Stat. 397.

58 Stat. 765.
0 U. S. C. app.

§ 1611i-1646.
Post, p. 678.
Priority.

SALARIES OF MEMBERS AND DELEGATES

For an additional amount for compensation of Members of the
House of Representatives, Delegates from Territories, and the Resi-
dent Commissioner from Puerto Rico, fiscal year 1947, $548,750.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF TIE HOUSE

For furniture, carpets, and equipment, fiscal year 1947 and to
remain available until June 30, 1948, $35,000, to be expended in
procuring surplus property in accordance with the Surplus Property
Act of 1944, as amended, and hereafter the Clerk of the House of
Representatives, in expending this and other appropriations under
his control shall be accorded the same priority as granted agencies in
the executive branch of the Government under such Act.
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Priority. 

The Commissioners shall forthwith proceed in the exercise of the 
authority herein contained and shall, as soon as practicable, publish 
their findings and orders thereunder. 
Approved April 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 49] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, namely: 

TITLE I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

The Sergeant at Arms is authorized to install in the offices of Sena-
tors, and in other offices of the Senate as approved by the Committee 
on Rules and Administration, special telephone wiring plans with 
features to pick up, hold, and intercommunicate, the cost thereof to be 
paid out of the appropriation for "Miscellaneous items, contingent 
expenses of the Senate". 
For an additional amount for furniture and repairs, fiscal year 1947, 

$5,000: Provided, That hereafter the Sergeant at Arms of the Senate, 
in expending this and other appropriations under his control, shall 
be accorded the same priority as granted agencies in the executive 
branch of the Government under the Surplus Property Act of 1944, 
as amended. 

Senate Restaurants: For payment to the Architect of the Capitol in 
accordance with the Act approved September 9, 1942 (Public Law 
Numbered 709, Seventy-seventh Congress), fiscal year 1947, $30,000. 
For an additional amount for mail transportation, fiscal year 1947, 

$4,500. 
Stationery: For an additional allowance for stationery of $300 for 

each Senator and the President of the Senate, for the first session of 
the Eightieth Congress, $29,100, to remain available until June 30, 1948. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

SALARIES OF MEMBERS AND DELEGATES 

For an additional amount for compensation of Members of the 
House of Representatives, Delegates from Territories, and the Resi-
dent Commissioner from Puerto Rico, fiscal year 1947, $548,750. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

For furniture, carpets, and equipment, fiscal year 1947 and to 
remain available until June 30, 1948, $35,000, to be expended in 
procuring surplus property in accordance with the Surplus Property 
Act of 1944, as amended, and hereafter the Clerk of the House of 
Representatives, in expending this and other appropriations under 
his control shall be accorded the same priority as granted agencies in 
the executive branch of the Government under such Act. 
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Stationery: For an additional allowance for stationery of $300
for each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner
from Puerto Rico, for the first session of the Eightieth Congress,
$131,400, to remain available until June 30, 1948.

ARCHITECT OF TIE CAPITOL

CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

House Office Buildings: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "House Office Buildings", including the objects specified under
this head in the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1947, $12,600.

THE JUDICIARY

COURT OF CLAIMS

Repairs and improvements: For an additional amount, fiscal year
1947, for "Repairs and improvements", for replacement of boiler,
$12,500, to be expended under the supervision of the Architect of
the Capitol.

TERRITORIAL COURTS

Hawaii: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Terri-
torial Courts, Hawaii", $1,188.

IISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EXPENSE

Salaries, court reporters: For an additional amount, fiscal year
1947, for "Salaries, court reporters", $15,000.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $38,000.

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

PIIILIPPINE ALIEN PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION

Administrative expenses, Philippine Alien Property Administra.
tion: The Philippine Alien Property Administrator is hereby author-
ized to pay out of any funds or other property or interest vested in
him or transferred to him, necessary expenses incurred in carrying
out the powers and duties conferred on him pursuant to the Trading
with the Enemy Act, as amended (50 U. S. C. App.), and the Philip-
pine Property Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 418): Provided, That not to
exceed $269,500 shall be available for the fiscal year 1947 for the
general administrative expenses of the Philippine Alien Property
Administration, including the salary of the Administrator at $10.000
per annum; printing and binding; purchase of two passenger motor
vehicles; not to exceed $400 for deposit in the Treasury for cost of
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; rent in the
District of Columbia; employment outside the United States of
persons without regard to the civil service and classification laws,
including temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); personal services in the District of
Columbia; and expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations
concerned with the work of the agency: Provided fturther, That in

60 Stat. 398.
Post, p. 611.

60 Stat. 401.

60 Stat. 477.

60 Stat. 477.

60 Stat. 479.

60 Stat. 61.

40 Stat. 411.
50 U. S. C. app.

§§ 1-38.
22 U. . C. §. 1381-

1386.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. §5 32c-

321h.

60 Stat. 810.
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Stationery: For an additional allowance for stationery of $300 
for each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner 
from Puerto Rico, for the first session of the Eightieth Congress, 
$131,400, to remain available until June 30, 1948. 

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 

House Office Buildings: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "House Office Buildings", including the objects specified under 
this head in the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act, 1947, $12,600. 

THE JUDICIARY 

COURT OF CLAIMS 

Repairs and improvements: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Repairs and improvements", for replacement of boiler, 
$12,500, to be expended under the supervision of the Architect of 
the Capitol. 

TERRITORIAL COURTS 

Hawaii: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Terri-
torial Courts, Hawaii", $1,188. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EXPENSE 

Salaries, court reporters: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Salaries, court reporters", $15,000* 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Printing and binding", $38,000. 

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

PHILIPPINE ALIEN PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative expenses, Philippine Alien Property Administra-
tion: The Philippine Alien Property Administrator is hereby author-
ized to pay out of any funds or other property or interest vested in 
him or transferred to him, necessary expenses incurred in carrying 
out the powers and duties conferred on him pursuant to the Trading 
with the Enemy Act, as amended (50 U. S. C. App.), and the Philip-
pine Property .Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 418) : Provided, That not to 
exceed $269,500 shall be available for the fiscal year 1947 for the 
general administrative expenses of the Philippine Alien Property 
Administration, including the salary of the Administrator at $10,000 
per annum; printing and binding; purchase of two passenger motor 
vehicles; not to exceed $400 for deposit in the Treasury for cost of 
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; rent in the 
District of Columbia; employment outside the United States of 
persons without regard to the civil service and classification laws, 
including temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of 
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; personal services in the District of 
Columbia; and expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations 
concerned with the work of the agency: Provided further, That in 
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60 Stat. 873.
48 U. S. C. j 1373,

1373a.

80 Stat. 687.

60 Stat. 688.
Transfer of funds.

60 Stat. 688.

60 Stat. 688.

41 Stat. 735; 60 Stat.
889.

29 U. . C. j. 31-44.

41 Stat. 737.
29 U. S. C. 36and

note.

60 Stat. 694.

order to reimburse the Office of Alien Property, Department of Justice,
in connection with the administration of property in the Philippine
Islands for the period July 1 to October 14, 1946, the limitation on
administrative expenses for the Office of Alien Property, Department
of Justice, is hereby increased in the amount of $40,000, such amount
being withheld from the property transferred to the Philippine Alien
Property Administrator.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Panama Canal construction annuity fund: For payment of annui-
ties authorized by the Act of May 29, 1944 (58 Stat. 257), as amended
by the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 619), fiscal year 1947,
$408,743.

FEDERAL SECUrrIT AGENCY

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Certification services: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Certification services", $55,000.

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Salaries and expenses", $390,500: Provided, That the limitation
under this head on the amount available for transfer to the Federal
Works Agency is hereby increased to $115,000, and, effective as of
July 1, 1946, payments to the appropriations of Howard University
for the actual cost of heat, light, and power furnished by such
University and the transfer of funds to the appropriation "Salaries,
Howard University" in the Federal Security Appropriation Act, 1947,
for salaries of technical and professional personnel detailed to the
hospital are hereby authorized.

HOWARD UNIVERSITr

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries,
Howard University", $275,364.

OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Payments to States, Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended:
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Payments to States,
Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended", $600,000: Provided,
That the limitation on the amount available for providing rehabilita-
tion services to disabled residents of the District of Columbia under
section 6 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act is hereby increased to
$147,961.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children,
and aid to the blind: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children,
and aid to the blind", $135,000,000.

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration:
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Grants to States for
unemployment compensation administration", $9,064,000.
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60 Stat. 6%. 

order to reimburse the Office of Alien Property, Department of Justice, 
in connection with the administration of property in the Philippine 
Islands for the period July 1 to October 14, 1946, the limitation on 
administrative expenses for the Office of Alien Property, Department 
of Justice, is hereby increased in the amount of $40,000, such amount 
being withheld from the property transferred to the Philippine Alien 
Property Administrator. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

Panama Canal construction annuity fund: For payment of annui-
ties authorized by the Act of May 29, 1944 (58 Stat. 257) as amended 
by the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 619), fiscal year 1947, 
$408,743. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Certification services: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Certification services", $55,000. 

FREEDMEN'S nosprrAL 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 

for "Salaries and expenses", $390,500: Provided, That the limitation 
under this head on the amount available for transfer to the Federal 

Works Agency is hereby increased to $115,000, and, effective as of 

July 1, 1946, payments to the appropriations of Howard University 

for the actual cost of heat, light, and power furnished by such 

University and the transfer of funds to the appropriation "Salaries, 

Howard University." in the Federal Security Appropriation Act, 1947, 

for salaries of technical and professional personnel detailed to the 
hospital are hereby authorized. 

HOWARD UNIVERSITY 

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries, 
Howard University", $275,364. 

OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 

Payments to States, Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended: 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Payments to States, 
Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended", $600,000: Provided, 
That the limitation on the amount available for providing rehabilita-

tion services to disabled residents of the District of Columbia under 

section 6 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act is hereby increased to 
$147,961. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, 
and aid to the blind: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 

"Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, 
and aid to the blind", $135,000,000. 
Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration: 

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Grants to States for 

unemployment compensation administration", $9,064,000. 
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FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the District
of Columbia and adjacent area: For an additional amount, fiscal year
1947, for "Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the
District of Columbia and adjacent area", $2,700,000.

Equipment, National Archives Building: For additional equipment,
National Archives Building, $80,000.

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to roads
and highways under the Defense Highway Act of 1941, as amended
(23 U. S. C. 110), as follows: "The Commissioner of Public Roads is
authorized to reimburse the several States for the necessary rehabilita-
tion or repair of roads and highways of States or their subdivisions
substantially damaged by the Army, or the Navy, or both, by any
other agency of the Government, and so forth", as fully set forth in
Senate Document Numbered 37, and House Document Numbered 123,
Eightieth Congress, $762,181.66.

INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary, fiscal year 1947, to
carry out the purposes of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 726),
creating an Indian Claims Commission, including personal services
in the District of Columbia; printing and binding; and penalty mail
costs as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $15,000.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

Salaries and expenses: The limitation on the amount available for
travel under the appropriation, "Salaries and expenses, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics", fixed by section 105 of the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased to
$175,000.

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD

Arbitration, emergency, and emergency panel boards: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Arbitration, emergency, and
emergency panel boards", $60,800.

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $21,500.

PANAMA RAILROAD COMPANY

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

The amount available to the Panama Railroad Company for admin-
istrative expenses, fiscal year 1947, is hereby increased by $175,000.

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries",
$1,522,000.

60 Stat. 67.

55 Stat. 768.

60 Stat. 1049.
25 U. S. C. §§70-

70v; 28 U. S. C.
§§ 259, 259a.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. § 321c-

321h.

Travel expenses.

60 Stat. 78.

60 Stat. 699.

60 Stat. 699.

60 Stat. 588.

60 Stat. 699.
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FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the District 
of Columbia and adjacent area: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the 
District of Columbia and adjacent area", $2,700,000. 
Equipment, National Archives Building: For additional equipment, 

National Archives Building, $80,000. 

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to roads 
and highways under the Defense Highway Act of 1941, as amended 
(23 U. S. C. 110), as follows: "The Commissioner of Public Roads is 
authorized to reimburse the several States for the necessary rehabilita-
tion or repair of roads and highways of States or their subdivisions 
substantially damaged by the Army, or the Navy, or both, by any 
other agency of the Government, and so forth", as fully set forth in 
Senate Document Numbered 37, and House Document Numbered 123, 
Eightieth Congress, $762,181.66. 

INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary, fiscal year 1947, to 
carry out the purposes of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 726), 
creating an Indian Claims Commission, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia; printing and binding; and penalty mail 
costs as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $15,000. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

Salaries and expenses: The limitation on the amount available for 
travel under the appropriation, "Salaries and expenses, National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics", fixed by section 105 of the 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased to 
$175,000. 

NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD 

Arbitration, emergency, and emergency panel boards: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Arbitration, emergency, and 
emergency panel boards", $60,800. 

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Printing and binding", $21,500. 

PANAMA RAILROAD COMPANY 

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 

The amount available to the Panama Railroad Company for admin-
istrative expenses, fiscal year 1947, is hereby increased by $175,000. 

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD 

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries", 
$1,522,000. 
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25 U. S. C. §§ 70-

70v; 28 U. S. C. 
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58 Stat. 394. 
39 U. S. C. 321e-

321h. 
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60 Stat. 699. Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Miscellaneous expenses (other than sal-
aries) ", $321,000.

60 Stat. 700. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $10,000.

60 Stat. 700. Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for the cost of penalty mail
of the Railroad Retirement Board, $28,000.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For an additional
60 stat. 74. amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses, National Gallery

of Art", $10,430.
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For
60o tat. 75. an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical,

i84e. 17;' 
p  hospital, and domiciliary services", $142,258,000: Provided, That the

amount available for the purchase of newspapers and periodicals
other than legal newspapers, is increased to $3,500; the amount avail-
able to repair, alter, improve, or provide facilities in the several
hospitals and homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Admin-

Travel expenses. istration is increased to $7,260,000; and the limitation on travel
expenses imposed by section 105 of the Independent Offices Appro-

60 Stat. 78. priation Act, 1947, is increased to $13,019,000: Provided further, That
no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay in excess of one
hundred persons engaged in public relations work.

60 stat. 76. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $5,000,000.

60 Stat. 76. Pensions: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Pen-
sions", $241,665,000, to remain available until expended.

Readjustment benefits: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
60Stat. 76. for "Readjustment benefits", $873,836,000, to remain available until

expended.
Military and naval insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal

60 Sat. 77 year 1947, for "Military and naval insurance", $3,125,500, to remain
available until expended.

National service life insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal
60 Stat.77. year 1947, for "National service life insurance", $535,710,000, to

remain available until expended.
Ante, p. 17. Vocational rehabilitation revolving fund: To increase the "Voca-
57 Stat. 44, 434. tional rehabilitation revolving fund (Act of March 24, 1943)," created38 U. s. C. note oll.
7o3, p. 426. by the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1943, $300,000.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

GENERAL ADMIISTRATION

Executive office: The appropriation "Executive office" in the Dis-
60 Stat. 502. trict of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, shall be available for the

payment of salaries of members of the apprenticeship council
60 Stat. 20. appointed under the provisions of Public Law 387, approved May 21,

1946.
FISCAL SERVICE

Collector's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1945, for
58 Stat. 510. the "Collector's office", $1,056.55.

Collector's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for
59 Stat. z the "Collector's office", $1,405.91.
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Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Miscellaneous expenses (other than sal-
aries)", $321,000. 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Printing and binding", $10,000. 

Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for the cost of penalty mail 
of the Railroad Retirement Board, $28,000. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITIMON 

Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses, National Gallery 
of Art", $10,430. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For 
an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical, 
hospital, and domiciliary services", $142,258,000: Provided, That the 
amount available for the purchase of newspapers and periodicals 
other than legal newspapers, is increased to $3,500; the amount avail-
able to repair, alter, improve, or provide facilities in the several 
hospitals and homes under the jurisdiction of the Veterans' Admin-
istration is increased to $7,260,000; and the limitation on travel 
expenses imposed by increased 105 of the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1947, is  to $13,019,000: Provided further, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay in excess of one 
hundred persons engaged in public relations work. 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Printing and binding", $5,000,000. 
Pensions : For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Pen-

sions", $241,665,000, to remain available until expended. 
Readjustment benefits: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 

for "Readjustment benefits", $873,836,000, to remain available until 
expended. 

Military and naval insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Military and naval insurance", $3,125,500, to remain 
available until expended. 

National service life insurance: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "National service life insurance", $535,710,000, to 
remain available until expended. 

Vocational rehabilitation revolving fund: To increase the "Voca-
tional rehabilitation revolving fund (Act of March 24, 1943)," created 
by the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1943, $300,000. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

Executive office: The appropriation "Executive office" in the Dis-
trict of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, shall be available for the 
payment of salaries of members of the apprenticeship council 
appointed under the provisions of Public Law 387, approved May 21, 
1946. 

FISCAL SERVICE 

Collector's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1945, for 
the "Collector's office", $1,056.55. 

Collector's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for 
the "Collector's office", $1,405.91. 
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REGULATORY AGENCIES 60 Stat. 503, 504.

Coroner's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Coroner's office", $3,300.

Department of Weights, Measures, and Markets: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for the "Department of Weights, Measures,
and Markets", $1,695.

License bureau: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"License bureau", $1,565.

Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety Board: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety
Board", $600.

Poundmaster's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Poundmaster's office", $2,900.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 60 Stat. 504, 505.

General supervision and instruction: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "General supervision and instruction", $61,480.

Repairs and maintenance of buildings and grounds: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Repairs and maintenance of
buildings and grounds", $53,000.

PUBLIC LIBRARY

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 60 tat.507.
for "Operating expenses", $14,904.

RECREATION DEPARTMENT

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 60Stat.508
for "Operating expenses", $63,700.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 60Stat.509.

for the Fire Department, $3,800.

POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMIEN'S RELIEF

Policemen's and firemen's relief: For an additional amolult, fiscal 60Stat.-w.

year 1947, for policemen's and firemen's relief, $;560,000.

VETERANS' SERVICES

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 60Stat.509.

for salaries and expenses for services to veterans and war workers,
including housing services, $12,378.

COURTS

Office of Register of Wills: For an additional amount, fiscal year 60Stat.510.
1947, for "Office of Register of Wills", $3,400.

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

Operating expenses, Adult Correctional Service: For an additional 60 tat. 14.

amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Adult Correctional
Service", $95,560.
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REGULATORY AGENCIES 

Coroner's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"Coroner's office", $3,300. 
Department of Weights, Measures, and Markets: For an additional 

amount, fiscal year 1947, for the "Department of Weights, Measures, 
and Markets", $1,695. 

License bureau: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"License bureau", $1,565. 
Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety Board: For an additional 

amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety 
Board", $600. 
Poundmaster's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 

for "Poundmaster's office", $2,900. 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

General supervision and instruction: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "General supervision and instruction", $61,480. 

Repairs and maintenance of buildings and grounds: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Repairs and maintenance of 
buildings and grounds", $53,000. 

PUBLIC LIBRARY 

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Operating expenses", $14,904. 

RECREATION DEPARTMENT 

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Operating expenses", $63,700. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT 

Operating expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for the Fire Department, $3,800. 

POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMEN'S RELIEF 

Policemen's and firemen's relief: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for policemen's and firemen's relief, $560,000. 

VETERANS' SERVICES 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for salaries and expenses for services to veterans and war workers, 
including housing services, $12,378. 

COURTS 

Office of Register of Wills: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Office of Register of Wills", $3,400. 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

Operating expenses, Adult Correctional Service: For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Adult Correctional 
Service", $95,560. 
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PUBLIC WELFARE

Public assistance and children's services: For an additional amount,
60 Stat. 512. fiscal year 1947, for "Public assistance and children's services",

$155,200.
Saint Elizabeths Hospital: For an additional amount, fiscal year

60 Stat. 514. 1947, for "Saint Elizabeths Hospital", $2,234,000.

PUBLIC WORKS

Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings:
o6 stat. 515. For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses,

Post, 185. Office of Superintendent of District Buildings", $7,700.
59 stat. 2s. Surveyor's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for

"Surveyor's office", $100.
60 Stat. 516. Central garage: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for

"Central garage", $3,200.
Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway fund):

60 Stat. 518. For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Department of
Vehicles and Traffic", $9,900.

60Stat. 519. Operating expenses Refuse Division: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Refuse Division", $350,000.

60Stat. 519. Operating expenses, Sewer Division: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Sewer Division", $40,100.

60 Stat. 519. Capital outlay, Sewer Division: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1947, for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", $30,000.

60 Stat. 520. Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water fund):
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses,
Water Division", $86,300.

60 Stat. 520. Capital outlay, Water Division (payable from water fund): For
an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Capital outlay, Water
Division", $150,000.

WASHINGTON AQUEDUrC

60 Stat. 520. Operating expenses (payable from water fund): For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Washington Aque-
duct", $52,000.

NATIONAL OAPITAL PARKS

60 Stat. 521. National Capital Parks: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "National Capital Parks", $55,000.

SEITLEMENT OF CLAIMS AND SUITS

For the payment of claims in excess of $250, approved by the Com-
45 Sat 6. missioners in accordance with the provisions of the Act of February

D. c. Code i 1-902 11, 1929, as amended (46 Stat. 500), $1,073.99.
to 1-905.

JUDGMENTS

For the payment of final judgments, rendered against the District
of Columbia, as set forth in House Document Numbered 107, together
with such further sum as may be necessary to pay the interest at not
exceeding 4 per centum per annum on such judgments, as provided by
law, from the date the same became due until the date of payment,
$2,632.30.

AUDITED CLAIMS

For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due by
the accounting officers of the District of Columbia, under the appro-
priations listed below, the balances of which have been exhausted
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PUBLIC WELFARE 

Public assistance and children's services: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Public assistance and children's services", 
$155,200. 

Saint Elizabeths Hospital: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Saint Elizabeths Hospital", $2,234,000. 

PUBLIC WORKS 

Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings: 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, 
Office of Superintendent of District Buildings", $7,700. 

Surveyor's office: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for 
• "Surveyor's office", $100. 

Central garage: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"Central garage", $3,200. 
Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway fund) : 

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Department of 
Vehicles and Traffic", $9,900. 

Operating expenses, Refuse Division: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Refuse Division", $350,000. 

Operating expenses, Sewer Division: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Sewer Division", $40,100. 

Capital outlay, Sewer Division: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", $30,000. 

Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water fund) : 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, 
Water Division", $86,300. 

Capital outlay, Water Division (payable from water fund) : For 
an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Capital outlay, Water 
Division", $150,000. 

45 Stat. 1160. 
D. C. Code 14 1-902 

to 1-905. 

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT 

Operating expenses (payable from water fund) : For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, Washington Aque-
duct", $52,000. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 

National Capital Parks: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "National Capital Parks", $55,000. 

SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS AND SUITS 

For the payment of claims in excess of $250, approved by the Com-
missioners in accordance with the provisions of the Act of February 
11, 1929, as amended (46 Stat. 500), $1,073.99. 

JUDGMENTS 

For the payment of final judgments, rendered against the District 
of Columbia, as set forth in House Document Numbered 107, together 
with such further sum as may be necessary to pay the interest at not 
exceeding 4 per centum per annum on such judgments, as provided by 
law, from the date the same became due until the date of payment, 
$2,632.30. 

AUDITED CLAIMS 

For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due by 
the accounting officers of the District of Columbia, under the appro-
priations listed below, the balances of which have been exhausted 
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or carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section 5 of
the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), being for the service
of the fiscal year 1944 and prior fiscal years, as follows:

Refund of erroneous collections, District of Columbia, 1944, $11.24;
Electrical Department, expenses, District of Columbia, 1944,

$640.78;
Health Department, medical services, District of Columbia, 1944,

$3.46;
Working capital fund, Workhouse and Reformatory, District of

Columbia, 1944, $1,813;
Department of Vehicles and Traffic, expenses, highway fund, Dis-

trict of Columbia, 1944 (payable from highway fund), $441.15;
Refunding water rents, District of Columbia, 1944 (payable from

water fund), $18.23;
Miscellaneous expenses, Freedmen's Hospital, District of Columbia,

1944, $75;
Health Department, medical services, District of Columbia, 1943,

$134.64;
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, salaries, District of Columbia, 1943,

$3.43;
Miscellaneous expenses, Freedmen's Hospital, District of Columbia,

1943, $8.08;
Public schools, expenses, District of Columbia, 1942 and 1943, $17.10;
Health Department, medical services, District of Columbia, 1942,

$2.12;
Miscellaneous expenses, Freedmen's Hospital, District of Columbia,

1942, $146.10;
In all, $3,314.33.

DIVISION OF EXPENSES

The sums appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia,
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be paid out of the general
fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of
Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, to enable the Secretary
of Agriculture to carry out the provisions of the National School
Lunch Act of 1946, $6,000,000.

TussocK MOTH CONTROL

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
carry out operations, independently or in cooperation with State
agencies, associations, organizations, or individuals, to combat an
outbreak of tussock moth, fiscal year 1947, $395,000, to remain available
until December 31, 1947: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
may be used to pay the cost of property injured or destroyed.

FOREST SERVICE

National forest protection and management: The sum of $410,000
is hereby transferred from the appropriation "Acquisition of Lands
for National Forests under Week's Act" to the appropriation "National
forest protection and management".

Control of tree insect epidemics, national forests: For control of
epidemics of tree-destroying insects on or threatening the national
forests, fiscal year 1947, $282,500, to remain available until December
31, 1947.
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DIVISION OF EXPENSES 

The sums appropr;ated in this Act for the District of Columbia, 
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fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of 
Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, to enable the Secretary 
of Agriculture to carry out the provisions of the National School 
Lunch Act of 1946, $6,000,000. 

TUSSOCK MOTH CONTROL 
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60 Stat. 28. Fighting forest fires: For an additional amount for fighting forest
fires, fiscal year 1947, $3,944,000.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE
60stat. 4n. Export control: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for

"Export control", $175,000, to be transferred from the appropriation
"Field office service".

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

60 Stat. 1100. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Fire fighting: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Fire
fighting", $56,000; and $20,000 of the amount appropriated in the60 Stat. 351. Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947, under the head "Sala-
ries and expenses", Grazing Service, for the payment to employees for
accumulated or accrued annual leave is hereby transferred to this
appropriation and shall be available for the purposes hereof.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

60 Stat. 355. Suppressing forest and range fires: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1947, for "Suppressing forest and range fires", $50,000.

60 Stat. 363. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Vale project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance of the Valeproject, Oregon, fiscal year 1947, to remain available until June 30,
1948, $59,800, from the Reclamation Fund, Special Fund, which
amount may be expended for reimbursement to the Vale Oregon Irri-gation District to the extent that funds may have been advanced by
that District to the United States for operation and maintenance forthe calendar year 1947.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission: For necessaryexpenses, including printing and binding, to carry out the provisions60 Stat. 72. of the Act approved August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711), as amended,
$10,000, to remain available until January 3, 1948.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

TERRITORY OF ALASKA

59 Stat. 357. Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, for
"Insane of Alaska", $650.

60 tat. 382. Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Insane of Alaska", $80,900.

GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

Municipal government of Saint Croix: For an additional amount,60 Stat. 38s. fiscal year 1947, for "Municipal government of Saint Croix", $64,000.
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Fighting forest fires: For an additional amount for fighting forest 
fires, fiscal year 1947, $3,944,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE 

Export control: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"Export control", $175,000, to be transferred from the appropriation 
"Field office service". 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Fire fighting: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Fire 
fighting", $56,000; and $20,000 of the amount appropriated in the 
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947, under the head "Sala-
ries and expenses", Grazing Service, for the payment to employees for 
accumulated or accrued annual leave is hereby transferred to this 
appropriation and shall be available for the purposes hereof. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Suppressing forest and range fires: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Suppressing forest and range fires", $50,000. 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Vale project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance of the Vale 
project, Oregon, fiscal year 1947, to remain available until June 30, 
1948, $59,800, from the Reclamation Fund, Special Fund, which 
amount may be expended for reimbursement to the Vale Oregon Irri-
gation District to the extent that funds may have been advanced by 
that District to the United States for operation and maintenance for 
the calendar year 1947. 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Philadelphia National Shrines Park Commission: For necessary 
expenses, including printing and binding, to carry out the provisions 
of the Act approved August 9, 1946 (Public Law 711), as amended, 
$10,000, to remain available until January 3, 1948. 

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES 

TERRITORY OF ALASKA 

Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1916, for 
"Insane of Alaska", $650. 
Insane of Alaska: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 

"Insane of Alaska", $80,900. 

GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 

Municipal government of Saint Croix: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Municipal government of Saint Croix", $64,000. 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DAMIAGE CLAIMS

Damage claim: For the payment of a claim for damages to privately
owned property adjusted and determined by the Attorney General
of the United States under the provisions of the Act entitled "An
Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain claims
arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation",
approved March 20, 1936 (31 U. S. C. 224b), as fully set forth in
House Document Numbered 121, Eightieth Congress, $45.60.

Damage claim: For the payment of a claim for personal injuries
adjusted and determined by the Attorney General of the United
States under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for the adjustment and settlement of certain claims arising out of
the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation", approved
March 20, 1936 (31 U. S. C. 224b), as fully set forth in Senate
Document Numbered 29, Eightieth Congress, $50.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

NATIONAL WAR LABOR BOARD

The limitation upon the amount which may be expended for printing
and binding in the appropriation "Salaries and expenses", National
War Labor Board, fiscal year 1946, is hereby increased from $30,000
to $49,000 so as to authorize the completion under said appropriation
of the National War Labor Board termination report and war history
at a total cost of not exceeding $39,600.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss
or destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and
determined by the Secretary of the Navy under the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide the Navy with a system of laws
for the settlement of claims uniform with that of the Army", approved
I)ecember 28, 1945, Public Law 277, Seventy-ninth Congress, as fully
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 36, and House Document
Numbered 133, Eightieth Congress, $49,657.80.

Damage claims: For payment of claims for death or personal
injury, under the provisions of Public Law 224, approved November
15, 1945 (59 Stat. 582), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 34, Eightieth Congress, $61,478.26.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

There are hereby transferred between appropriations of the Navy
Department and Naval Establishment sums as follows:
From "Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 1947", to-

"Naval War College, 1947", $23,000;
"Naval training station, San Diego, California, 1947', $77,000;
"Naval training station, Newport, Rhode Island, 1947", $75,000;
"Naval training station, Great Lakes, Illinois, 1947", $175,000;

Privately owned
property.

49 Stat. 1181.

Personal injurie.

Supra.

59 Stat. 473.

59 Stat. 6W2.
31 U. S. C. §§215-

217 notes, 222e, 222f.
223d.

60 Stat. 483.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

DAMAGE CLAIMS 

Damage claim: For the payment of a claim for damages to privately 
owned property adjusted and determined by the Attorney General 
of the United States under the provisions of the Act entitled "An 
Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of certain claims 
arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation", 
approved March 20, 1936 (31 U. S. C. 224b) as fully set forth in 
House Document Numbered 121, Eightieth Congress, $45.60. 
Damage claim: For the payment of a claim for personal injuries 

adjusted and determined by the Attorney General of the United 
States under the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide 
for the adjustment and settlement of certain claims arising out of 
the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation", approved 
March 20, 1936 (31 U. S. C. 224b) , as fully set forth in Senate 
Document Numbered 29, Eightieth Congress, $50. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

NATIONAL W AR LABOR BOARD 

The limitation upon the amount which may be expended for printing 
and binding in the appropriation "Salaries and expenses", National 
War Labor Board, fiscal year 1946, is hereby increased from $30,000 
to $49,000 so as to authorize the completion under said appropriation 
of the National War Labor Board termination report and war history 
at a total cost of not exceeding $39,600. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss 
or destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy under the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide the Navy with a system of laws 
for the settlement of claims uniform with that of the Army", approved 
December 28, 1945, Public Law 277, Seventy-ninth Congress, as fully 
set forth in Senate Document Numbered 36, and House Document 
Numbered 133, Eightieth Congress, $49,657.80. 
Damage claims: For payment of claims for death or personal 

injury, under the provisions of Public Law 224, approved November 
15, 1945 (59 Stat. 582), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 34, Eightieth Congress, $61,478.26. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

There are hereby transferred between appropriations of the Navy 
Department and Naval Establishment sums as follows: 
From "Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 1947", to--
"Naval War College, 1947", $23,000; 
"Naval training station, San Diego, California, 1947", $77,000; 
"Naval training station, Newport, Rhode Island, 1947", $75,000; 
"Naval training station, Great Lakes, Illinois, 1947", $175,000; 

Privately owned 
property. 

49 Stat. 11Si. 

Personal injuriec, 

Supra. 

59 Stat. 473. 

59 Stat. 662. 
31 U. S. C. §,1 215-

217 noteS, 222e, 222t, 
223d. 

60 Stat. 483. 
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"Naval training station, Port Deposit, Maryland, 1947", $150,000;
"Instruction, Navy, 1947", $300,000;
"Pay, Naval Academy, 1947", $208,000;
"Salaries, Hydrographic Office, 1947", $200,000;

In all from "Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 1947",
$1,208,000.

60 Stat. 48. From "Ordnance and ordnance stores, Navy, 1947", to "Pay, Marine
Corps, 1947", $2,500,000.

6 Stat.87. From "Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel, 1947", to-
"Pay, Naval Academy, 1947", $42,000;
"Maintenance, Naval Academy, 1947", $200,000;
"Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1947", $20,000;
"Pay of civil force, Offices of Commandant of the Marine Corps

and Director of Personnel, 1947", $50,000;
"Pay of civil force, Office of Quartermaster General, Marine Corps,

1947", $70,000;
"Salaries, Office of the Secretary of the Navy, 1947", $626,000;
"Salaries, General Board, Navy Department, 1947", $3,200;
"Salaries, Naval Examining and Retiring Boards, 1947", $2,500;
"Salaries, Office of Judge Advocate General, Navy, 1947", $60,825;
"Salaries, Board of Inspection and Survey, Navy Department,

1947", $4,400;
"Salaries, Office of Director of Naval Communications, 1947",

$200,000;
"Salaries, Office of Naval Intelligence, 1947", $150,000;
"Salaries, Bureau of Naval Personnel, 1947", $350,000;
"Salaries, Naval Observatory, 1947", $45,500;
"Salaries, Bureau of Ordnance, 1947", $260,000;
"Salaries, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", $700,000;
"Salaries, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 1947", $150,000;

In all from "Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel,
1947", $2,934,425.

60 Stt. 489. From "Transportation of things, 1947", to-
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", $9,000,000;
"Care of mental patients, Navy, 1947", $233,000;
"Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1947", $1,900,000;
"Salaries, Office of Chief of Naval Operations, 1947", $240,000;

In all from "Transportation of things, 1947", $11,373,000.
60 Stat. 491. From "Aviation, Navy, 1947", to-

"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947",
$20,000,000;

"Pay, Marine Corps, 1947", $5,000,000;
In all from "Aviation, Navy, 1947", $25,000,000.

60 tat.4S9. From "Naval procurement fund", to-
"Miscellaneous expenses, Navy, 1947", $250,000;
"Pay and subsistence of naval personnel, 1947", $103,000,000;

59Stat. 210. "Fuel, Navy, 1946", $29,531,000;
"Medical Department, Navy, 1947", $4,000,000;
"Pay, Marine Corps, 1947", $27,500,000;
"Salaries, Bureau of Ships, 1947", $350,000;

In all from "Naval procurement fund" $164,631,000.
60oStat. 8. From "Clothing and small stores fund," to "Pay and subsistence of

naval personnel, 1947", $71,000,000.

BUREAu OF SHIPS

P0S, a. Nt.
6P0 ta. 700. Not to exceed $300,000 of the appropriation "Maintenance, Bureau

of Ships, 1947", shall be available for the purchase of mechanical tab-
ulating equipment for use in the Navy Department.

68 [61 STAT.68 PUBLIC LAWS-CH. 49-MAY 1, 1947 [61 STAT. 

60 Stat. 48,5. 

60 Stat. 487. 

60 Stat. 489. 

GO Stat. 491. 

60 Stat. 489. 

59 Stat. 210. 

GO Stat. 486. 

That, P. 700. 
60 Stat. 485. 

"Naval training station, Port Deposit, Maryland, 1947", $150,000; 
"Instruction, Navy, 1947", $300,000; 
"Pay, Naval Academy, 1947" $208,000; 
"Salaries, Hydrographic Office, 1947", $200,000; 

In all from 'Naval Reserve ()Seers' Training Corps, 1947", 
$1,208,000. 

From "Ordnance and ordnance stores, Navy, 1947", to "Pay, Marine 
Corps, 1947", $2,500,000. 

From "Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel, 1947", to-
"Pa, Naval Academy, 1947", $42,000; 
"Maintenance, Naval Academy, 1947", $200,000; 
"Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1947", $20,000; 
"Pay of civil force Offices of Commandant of the Marine Corps 
and Director of Personnel, 1947", $50,000; 

"Pay of civil force, Office of Quartermaster General, Marine Corps, 
1947", $70,000; 

"Salaries, Office of the Secretary of the Navy, 1947", $626,000; 
"Salaries, General Board? Navy Department, 1947", $3,200; 
"Salaries, Naval Examining and Retiring Boards, 1947", $2,500; 
"Salaries, Office of Judge Advocate General, Navy, 1947", $60,825; 
"Salaries, Board of Inspection and Survey, Navy Department, 

1947", $4,400; 
"Salaries, Office of Director of Naval Communications, 1947", 
$2002000; 

"Salaries, Office of Naval Intelligence, 1947", $150,000; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Naval Personnel, 1947", $350,000; 
"Salaries, Naval Observatory, 1947", $45,500; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Ordnance, 1947", $260,000; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", $700,000; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 1947", $150,000; 

In all from "Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel, 
1947", $2,934,425. 

From "Transportation of things, 1947", to-
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", $9,000,000; 
"Care of mental patients, Navy, 1947", $233,000; 
"Maintenance Bureau of Yards and Docks2 1947", $1,900,000 ; 
"Salaries, Office of Chief of Naval Operations, 1947", $240,000; 

In all from "Transportation of things, 1947", $11,373,000. 
From "Aviation, Navy, 1947", to--

"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", 
$20,000,000; 

"Pay, Marine Corps, 1947", $5,000,000; 
In all from "Aviation, Navy, 1947", $25,000,000. 

From "Naval procurement fund", to-
"Miscellaneous expenses, Navy, 1947", $250,000; 
"Pay and subsistence of naval personnel, 1947", $103,000,000; 
"Fuel, Navy, 1946", $29,531,000; 
"Medical Department, Navy, 1947", $4,000,000; 
"Pay, Marine Corps 1947", $27,500,000; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Ships, 1947", $350,000; 

In all from "Naval procurement fund", $164,631,000. 
From "Clothing and small stores fund," to "Pay and subsistence of 

naval personnel, 1947", $71,000,000. 

BUREAU OF SHIPS 

Not to exceed $300,000 of the appropriation, "Maintenance, Bureau 
of Ships, 1947", shall be available for the purchase of mechanical tab-
ulating equipment for use in the Navy Department. 
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BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

PAY AND SUBSISTENCE OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

During the fiscal year 1947 the limitations applicable to rates for
Navy rations shall be those prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy
in accordance with section 17 (a) of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 604), other rates fixed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act, 1947, to the contrary notwithstanding.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(Out of the Postal Revenues)

For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office
Department for the fiscal year 1947, as follows:

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Salaries, Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department,
$10,000.

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Compensation to postmasters, $1,518,100.
Clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $11,124,600.
Clerks, third-class post offices, $46,000.
Carfare and bicycle allowance, $375,500.
Rural Delivery Service, $3,832,100.

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Foreign mail transportation: Not to exceed $17,000 of the appro-
priation "Foreign mail transportation", fiscal year 1947, is hereby
made available for expenses of delegates designated from the Post
Office Department by the Postmaster General to the Twelfth Congress
of the Universal Postal Union, to be expended in the discretion of the
Postmaster General and accounted for on his certificate, which certifi-
cate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum therein expressed
to have been expended, which amount shall be available until Sep-
tember 30,1947.

Foreign air-mail transportation, $1,000,000.

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper,
$1,769,400.

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Post Office stationery, equipment, and supplies, $600,000.
For an additional amount for equipment shops, Washington,

District of Columbia, including the same objects specified under
this head in the Post Office Department Appropriation Act, 1947,
$300,000: Provided, That the limitation on the amount that may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia is
increased from $869,500 to $932,800: Provided further, That this
limitation is exclusive of the amount required to meet increased pay
costs provided for in Public Law 25 of the Eightieth Congress.

60 Stat. 855.
34 U.S. C. §901a.

60 Stat. 486.

60 Stat. 580.

60 Stat. 581, 582.

Post, p. 112.

60 Stat. 583.

Post, pp. 112, 700.

Post, p. 186.

60 Stat. 583.

60 Stat. 583.

60 Stat. 584.

Personal services.

Ante, p. 29.
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BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

PAY AND SUBSISTENCE OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

During the fiscal year 1947 the limitations applicable to rates for 
Navy rations shall be those prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy 
in accordance with section 17 (a) of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 604), other rates fixed under this head in the Naval Appropria-
tion Act, 1947, to the contrary notwithstanding. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

(Out of the Postal Revenues) 

For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office 
Department for the fiscal year 1947, as follows: 

PoST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, W ASHINGTON, DISTRICT or COLUMBIA 

Salaries, Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department, 
$10,000. 

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

OFF ICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Compensation to postmasters, $1,518,100. 
Clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $11,124,600. 
Clerks, third-class post offices, $46,000. 
Carfare and bicycle allowance, $375,500. 
Rural Delivery Service, $3,832,100. 

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Foreign mail transportation: Not to exceed $17,000 of the appro-
priation "Foreign mail transportation", fiscal year 1947, is hereby 
made available for expenses of delegates designated from the Post 
Office Department by the Postmaster General to the Twelfth Congress 
of the Universal Postal Union, to be expended in the discretion of the 
Postmaster General and accounted for on his certificate, which certifi-
cate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum therein expressed 
to have been expended, which amount shall be available until Sep-
tember 30, 1947. 

Foreign air-mail transportation, $1,000,000. 

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper, 
$1,769,400. 

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Post Office stationery, equipment, and supplies, $600,000. 
For an additional amount for equipment shops, Washington, 

District of Columbia, including the same objects specified under 
this head in the Post Office Department Appropriation Act, 1947, 
$300,000: Provided, That the limitation on the amount that may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia is 
increased from $869,500 to $932,800: Provided further, That this 
limitation is exclusive of the amount required to meet increased pay 
costs provided for in Public Law 25 of the Eightieth Congress. 
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60 Stat. 855. 
34 U. S. C. § 901a. 

60 Stat. 486. 

60 Stat. 580. 

60 Stat. 581, 582. 

Post, p. 112. 

60 Stat. 583. 

Post, pp. 112, 700. 

Post. p. 186. 

60 Stat. 583. 

60 Stat. 583. 

60 Stat. 584. 

Personal services. 

Ante, p. 714. 
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52 Stat. 72.

60 Stat. 572.

57 Stat. 372.

55 Stat. 880; 57 Stat.
66.

60 Stat. 542.

Air transportation
to U. S. of depend-
ents.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

BSBSCRIPTIONS TO CAPITAL STOCK, FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE CORPORATION

Subscriptions to capital stock, Federal Crop Insurance Corpora-tion: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to subscribe and payfor capital stock of the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, asprovided in section 504 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U. S. C.1504), fiscal year 1947, $20,000,000.

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year1947, for "Collecting the revenue from customs", $850,000, and theamount which may be expended for personal services in the Districtof Columbia is hereby increased from "$758,000" to "$815,000".

WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY ACTIVITIES

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or lossor destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted anddetermined by the Secretary of War under the provisions of the Actentitled "An Act to provide for the settlement of claims for damage
to or loss or destruction of property or personal injury or death causedby military personnel or civilian employees, or otherwise incident toactivities of the War Department or of the Army", approved July 3,1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as fully set forth in Senate Document NUmn-bered 30, and House Document Numbered 122, Eightieth Congress,$193,375.28.

l)amage claim : For the payment of a cla in for personal injury anddlamage to privately owned ploperty, adljllsted and determined bythe Secretary of War under the Act entitled "An Act to provide forthe prompt settlement of claims for damages occasioned by Army,Navy, and Marine Corps forces in foreign countries", approved Janu-ary 2, 1942, as amended April 22,194:3 (31 U. S. C. 224d), as fully setforth in Senate Document Numbered 39, Eightieth Congress, $8,000.

FIsNANCE DEPARTMENT

FINANCE SEIRVICE, ARMY

Pay of the Armv: For an additional amount. fiscal year 1947. for"Pay of the Army', $465.000,000.
Pay of the Army: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947. forPay of the ArmyI, 81000,000. which shall be used for expediting thetransportation to the United States by air of dependents of militarypersonnel (war spouses and their children).

SALARIES. WAR DEPARTMENT

The limitation in the last paragraph under the head "Salaries, WarDepartment, in the Military Appropriation Act, 1947, on the amountwhich may be expended for personal services at the seat of govern-ment, other than for field service employees, is hereby increased

70 [61 STAT.

60 Stat. 562.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO CAPITAL STOCK, FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE CORPORATION 

Subscriptions to capital stock, Federal Crop Insurance Corpora-
tion: To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to subscribe and pay 
for capital stock of the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, as 
provided in section 504 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U. S. C. 

52 Stat. 72. 1504), fiscal year 1947, $20,000,000. 

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS 

60 Stat. 572. Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for "Collecting the revenue from customs", $850,000, and the 
amount which may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia is hereby increased from "$758,000" to "$815,000". 

Li Stat. 372. 

55 Stat. 880; 57 Stat. 
66. 

60 Stat. 542. 

Air transportation 
to IT. S. of depend-
ents. 

60 Stat. 562. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

MILITARY A(MVITIES 

OFF CE OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss 
or destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and 
determined by the Secretary of War under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide for the settlement of claims for damage 
to or loss or destruction of property or personal injury or death caused 
by military personnel or civilian employees, or otherwise incident to 
activities of the 'War Department or of the Army", approved July 3, 
1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as fully set forth in Semite Document Num-
bered 30, and House Document Numbered 122, Eightieth Congress, 
$193,375.28. 
Damage claim : For the payment of a claim for personal injury and 

damage to privately owned property, adjusted and determined by 
the Secretary of 'War under the Act ent it led "An Act to provide for 
the prompt settlement of claims for damages occasioned by Army, 
Navy, and Marine Corps forces in foreign countries", approved Janu-
ary 2, 1942, as amended April 22, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 224d), as fully set 
forth in Senate Document Numbered 39, Eightieth Congress, $8,000. 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

FINANCE SERVICE, ARMY 

Pay of the Army: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"Pay of the Army", $465,000,000. 
Pay of the Army: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 

"Pay of the Army', $1,000,000, which shall be used for expediting the 
transportation to the United States by air of dependents of military 
personnel (war spouses and their children). 

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT 

The limitation in the last paragraph under the head "Salaries, War 
Department", in the Military Appropriation Act, 1947, on the amount 
which may be expended for personal services at the seat of govern-
ment, other than for field service employees, is hereby increased 
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from "$48,309,800" to "$51,000,000": Provided, That this limitation
shall not apply to amounts used for employees of other agencies paid
from funds transferred thereto from appropriations available for the
Military Establishment.

GOVERNMENT AND RELIEF IN OCCUPIED AREAS

Government and relief in occupied areas: For an additional amount
for "Government and relief in occupied areas", fiscal year 1947,
$300.000,000: Provided, That not exceeding $42,000,000 of the funds
appropriated under this head shall be available for providing the
necessary water transportation and transportation facilities including
surplus ships which may be made available.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

In addition to the transfers authorized by section 20 of the Military
Appropriation Act, 1947, transfers may be made of not to exceed
$328,763,000 to the appropriation "Finance Service, Army", and of
not to exceed $5,500,000 to the appropriation "Medical and Hospital
Department, Army", from appropriations as follows:

"Air Corps, Army", not to exceed $135,000,000;
"Engineer Service, Army", not to exceed $91,544,000;
"Ordnance service and supplies, Army", not to exceed $17,719,000;
"National Guard", not to exceed $55,125,000;
"Organized Reserves", not to exceed $30,000,000;
"Welfare of enlisted men", not to exceed $4,875,000.

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES (ACT OF MAY 16, 1946)

The limitation in the appropriation "Cemeterial expenses (Act of
May 16. 1946)", in the Third Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act,
1946. on the amount which may be expended for personal services at
the seat of government is hereby increased from "$1,350,000" to
"$1,600,000": Provided, That section 607 of the Federal Employees
Pay Act of 1945, as amended, shall not apply to personnel paid from
this appropriation.

71

Employees of other
agencies.

60 Stat. 560.
Water transporta-

tion.

60 Stat. 566.

60 Stat. 542.

60 Stat. 551.

60 Stat. 182.
60 U. S. C. app.

§§ 1811-1816.
Post, pp. 687, 779.

60 Stat. 268.

5O Stat. 304.
6 U.S. (. 947.

UNITED STATES SOI)DIERS' IOME

Maintenance and operation: For an additional amount, fiscal year
1947, for maintenance and operation, United States Soldiers' Home,
to be paid from the Soldiers' Home permanent fund, $50,000.

PAYMENT OF CLAIMS, PART 2 OF FEDERAL TORT
CLAIMS ACT

The appropriations for salaries and expenses or for miscellaneous,
contingent, or general expenses of each Department and agency and
funds provided for administrative expenses of corporations for the
fiscal year 1947 shall be available for the payment (by each such
Department, agency, or corporation) of claims pursuant to part 2
of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946, unless the payment
of such claims is otherwise specifically provided for.

INCREASED PAY COSTS

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947,
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946
(Public Law 317); May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386); May 24, 1946

60 Stat. 164.

60 Stat. 843.
28 U. .S . §C 921,

922.

60 Stat. 35, 203,216.
39 U. S. C. ( § 86sa,

862a, 862b, 867a, 877,
878;5U.8.C. 672b-
673. 9032 d ae.

AInte, p. ; por, p.
727.
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from "$48,309,800" to "$51,000,000": Provided, That this limitation 
shall not apply to amounts used for employees of other agencies paid 
from funds transferred thereto from appropriations available for the 
Military Establishment. 

GOVERNMENT AND RELIEF IN OCCUPIED AREAS 

Government and relief in occupied areas: For an additional amount 
for "Government and relief in occupied areas", fiscal year 1947, 
$300 0007 000 • • Provided, That not exceeding $42,000,000 of the funds 
appropriated under this head shall be available for providing the 
necessary water transportation and transportation facilities including 
surplus ships which may be made available. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

In addition to the transfers authorized by section 20 of the Military 
Appropriation Act, 1947, transfers may be made of not to exceed 
$328,763,000 to the appropriation "Finance Service, Army", and of 
not to exceed $5,500,000 to the appropriation "Medical and Hospital 
Department, Army", from appropriations as follows: 
"Air Corps, Army", not to exceed $135,000,000; 
"Engineer Service, Army", not to exceed $91,544,000; 
"Ordnance service and supplies, Army", not to exceed $17,719,000; 
"National Guard", not to exceed $55,125,000; 
"Organized Reserves", not to exceed $30,000,000; 
"Welfare of enlisted men", not to exceed $4,875,000. 

CIVIL FUNCTIONS 

CE3IETERIAL EXPENSES ( ACT OF MAY 16, 1 946) 

The limitation in the appropriation "Cemeterial expenses (Act of 
May 16, 1946)", in the Third Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
1946, on the amount which may be expended for personal services at 
the seat of government is hereby increased from "$1,350,000" to 
"$1,600,000": Provided, That section 607 of the Federal Employees 
Pay Act of 1945, as amended, shall not apply to personnel paid from 
this appropriation. 

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME 

Maintenance and operation: For an additional amount, fiscal year 
1947, for maintenance and operation, United States Soldiers' Home, 
to be paid from the Soldiers' Home permanent fund, $50,000. 

PAYMENT OF CLAIMS, PART 2 OF FEDERAL TORT 
CLAD1S ACT 

The appropriations for salaries and expenses or for miscellaneous, 
contingent, or general expenses of each Department and agency and 
funds provided for administrative expenses of corporations for the 
fiscal year 1947 shall be available for the payment (by each such 
Department, agency, or corporation) of claims pursuant to part 2 
of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946, unless the payment 
of such claims is otherwise specifically provided for. 

INCREASED PAY COSTS 

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947, 
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946 
(Public Law 317) ; May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386) ; May 24, 1946 

Employees of other 
agencies. 
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60 Stat. 480,716, 717,
749, 752.

5 . S. C. . 645,
645b; 28 U.S. C. §§ 5,
213, 241, 296, 301, 324,
597-597c.

69 Stat. 694.

Transfer of funds.

60 Stat. 690.

60 Stat. 693.

60 Stat. 681.

(Public Law 390); July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491); July 31, 1946
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577); and August 1, 1946 (Public Law
582); and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and em-
ployees, as follows:

ILEGISLATIVE BRANCH

Senate: "Salaries and expenses of detailed police, Capitol Police
Board", $300.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

"Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance" (increase
of $3,285,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the Federal Old-
Age and Survivors Trust Fund which may be used for salaries).

There are hereby transferred between appropriations of the Federal
Security Agency sums as follows:
From:

Public Health Service:
"Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth", $400,000;
"Training for nurses", $3,500,000;

Saint Elizabeths Hospital: "Salaries and expenses", $1,000,000;
Social Security Administration:

"Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare", $106,000;
"Grants to States for child welfare services", $495,930.

To:
60 Stat. 697. Bureau of Employees' Compensation: "Salaries and expenses",

$153,000;
60 Stat. 687. Columbia Institution for the Deaf: "Salaries and expenses", $26,000;
60 Stat. 687. Food and Drug Administration:

"Enforcement operations", $409,700;
"Certification services", $37,000;
"General administration", $16,500;

60 Stat. 688. Freedmen's Hospital: "Salaries and expenses", $119,400;
60 Stat. 683. Howard University: "Salaries", $181,600;
60 Stat. 688. Office of Education: "Salaries and expenses", $116,500;
60 Stat. 689. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation:

"For payments to States", $12,000;
"General administrative expenses", $35,000;
"Salaries and expenses, services for blind function", $3,500;

60 Stat. 690. Public Health Service:
"Venereal diseases", $258,400;
"Tuberculosis", $99,000;
"Communicable diseases", $425,900;
"Hospitals and medical care", $1,789,500;
"Foreign quarantine service", $237,500;
"National Institute of Health, operating expenses", $279,400;
"National Cancer Institute, operating expenses", $98,900;
"Salaries and miscellaneous expenses", $220,100;
"Office of International Health Relations", $3,830;
"Salaries and expenses, Vital Statistics, Office of Surgeon Gen-

eral", $82,100;
60 Stat. 680, 694. Social Security Administration:

"Salaries, Bureau of Public Assistance", $134,000;
"Salaries, Bureau of Employment Security", $95,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Children's Bureau", $35,800-
"Salaries, consolidated operations, Social Security Administra-

tion", $466,700;
Office of the Administrator:

60 Stat. 6 65. "Salaries, Office of the Administrator", $23,500;
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(Public Law 390) ; July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491) ; July 31, 1946 
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577) ; and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 
582) ; and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal 
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and em-
ployees, as follows: 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

Senate: "Salaries and expenses of detailed police, Capitol Police 
Board", $300. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

"Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance" (increase 
of $3,285,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the Federal Old-
Age and Survivors Trust Fund which may be used for salaries). 
There are hereby transferred between appropriations of the Federal 

Security Agency sums as follows: 
From: 

Public Health Service: 
"Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth", $400,000; 
"Training for nurses", 500,000; 

Saint Elizabeths Hospital : "Salaries and expenses", $1,000,000; 
Social Security Administration: 

"Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare", $106,000; 
"Grants to States for child welfare services", $495,930. 

To: 
Bureau of Employees' Compensation: "Salaries and expenses", 

$153,()00; 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf: "Salaries and expenses", $26,000; 
Food and Drug Administration: 

"Enforcement operations", $409,700; 
"Certification services", $37,000; 
"General administration", $16,500; 

Freedmen's Hospital: "Salaries and expenses", $119,400; 
Howard University: "Salaries", $181,600; 
Office of Education: "Salaries and expenses", $116,500; 
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation: 

"For payments to States", $12,000; 
"General administrative expenses", $35,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, services for blind function", $3,500; 

Public Health Service: 
"Venereal diseases" $258,400; 
"Tuberculosis", $99,000; 
"Communicable diseases", $425,900; 
"Hospitals and medical care", $1,789,500; 
"Foreign quarantine service"' $237,500; 
"National Institute of Health, operating expenses", $279,400; 
"National Cancer Institute, operating expenses", $98,900; 
"Salaries and miscellaneous expenses", $220,100; 
"Office of International Health Relations", $3,830; 
"Salaries and expenses, Vital Statistics, Office of Surgeon Gen-

eral", $82,100; 
Social Security Administration: 

"Salaries, Bureau of Public Assistance", $134,000 ; 
"Salaries, Bureau of Employment Security", $95000; 
"Salaries and expenses, Children's Bureau", $35,800 ,• 
"Salaries consolidated operations, Social Security Administra-

tion", i466,700; 
Office of the Administrator: 

"Salaries, Office of the Administrator", $23,500; 
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'Salaries, Division of Personnel Management", $17,600;
"Salaries, Division of Service Operations", $39,000;
"Salaries, Office of the General Counsel", $85,500;

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Research Administration:
Bureau of Animal Industry:

"Marketing agreements, hog cholera virus and serum" (increase
in sum made available from appropriation made by section
12 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May
12, 1933, from "$37,300" to "$42,500");

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks: "Administrative expenses" (in-
crease of $85,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate
funds which may be used for administrative expenses);

Production Credit Corporations: "Administrative expenses" (increase
of $50,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate funds
which may be used for administrative expenses);
The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to transfer from

appropriations available to the Department of Agriculture not to
exceed the following specified amounts to the appropriations indi-
cated:

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries and expenses", $210,000;
Office of the Solicitor: "Salaries and expenses", $265,000;
Office of Information: "Salaries and expenses", $70,000;
Library, Department of Agriculture: "Salaries and expenses",

$66,000;
Bureau of Agricultural Economics:

"Economic investigations", $250,000;
"Crop and livestock estimates", $240,000;

Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations: "Salaries and expenses",
$78,000;

Extension Service: "Administration and coordination of extension
work", $46,000;

Agricultural Research Administration:
Office of Administrator: "Salaries and expenses", $43,000;
"Special research fund, Department of Agriculture", $110,000;
Office of Experiment Stations:

"Administration of grants and coordination of research
with States", $21,000;

"Federal Experiment Station, Puerto Rico". $7,000;
Bureau of Animal Industry:

"Animal Husbandry", $86,500;
"Diseases of animals", $64,500;
"Fur-resources investigations". $14,000;
"Inspection and quarantine", $134,000;
"Meat inspection", $1,240,000;
"Virus Serum Toxin Act", $40,000;

Bureau of Dairy Industry: "Salaries and expenses", $102.800;
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering:

"Field Crops", $235,000;
"Fruit, vegetable, and specialty crops". $175,000;
"Forest diseases", $36,100;
"Soils, fertilizers, and irrigation", $145,000;
"Agricultural engineering", $53,000;
"National Arboretum", $9,900;

Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine:
"Insect investigations", $273,000;
"Insect and plant disease control", $285,000;
"Foreign plant quarantines", $190,000;
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"Salaries, Division 4 Personnel Management", $17,600; 
"Salaries, Division of Service Operations", $39,000; 
"Salaries, Office of the General Counsel", $85,500; 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural Research Administration: 
Bureau of Animal Industry: 

"Marketing agreements, hog cholera virus and serum" (increase 
in sum made available from appropriation made by section 
12 (a) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May 
12, 1933, from "$37,300" to 142,500"); 

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks: "Administrative expenses" (in-
crease of $85,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate 
funds which may be used for administrative expenses) ; 

Production Credit Corporations: "Administrative expenses" (increase 
of $50,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate funds 
which may be used for administrative expenses) ; 
The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to transfer from 

appropriations available to the Department of Agriculture not to 
exceed the following specified amounts to the appropriations indi-
cated: 

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries and expenses", $210,000; 
Office of the Solicitor: "Salaries and expenses", $265,000; 
Office of Information: "Salaries and expenses", $70,000; 
Library, Department of Agriculture: "Salaries and expenses", 

$66,000; 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics: 

"Economic investigations", $250,000; 
"Crop and livestock estimates", $240,000; 

Office of Foreign Agricultural Relations: "Salaries and expenses", 
$78,000; 

Extension Service: "Administration and coordination of extension 
work", $46,000; 

Agricultural Research Administration: 
Office of Administrator: "Salaries and expenses", $43,000; 
"Special research fund, Department of Agriculture", $110,000; 
Office of Experiment Stations: 

"Administration of grants and coordination of research 
with States", $21,000; 

"Federal Experiment Station, Puerto Rico", $7,000; 
Bureau of Animal Industry: 

"Animal Husbandry", $86,500; 
"Diseases of animals", $64,500; 
"Fur-resources investigations", $14,000; 
"Inspection and quarantine", $134,000; 
"Meat inspection", $1,240,000; 
"Virus Serum Toxin Act", $40,000; 

Bureau of Dairy Industry: "Salaries and expenses", $102,800; 
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering: 

"Field Crops", $235,000; 
"Fruit, vegetable, and specialty crops", $175,000; 
"Forest diseases", $36,100; 
"Soils, fertilizers, and irrigation", $145,000; 
"Agricultural engineering", $53,000; 
"National Arboretum", $9,900; 

Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine: 
"Insect investigations", $273,000; 
"Insect and plant disease control", $285,000; 
"Foreign plant quarantines", $190,000; 
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60 Stat. 282.
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60 Stat. 469.

60 Stat. 469.

Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry:
"Agricultural chemical investigations", $50,000;
"Naval-stores investigations", $16,000;
"Regional research laboratories", $470,000;

Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics: "Salaries and
expenses", $90,000;

Forest Service:
Salaries and expenses:

"General administrative expenses", $72,000;
"National forest protection and management", $2,300,000;
"Forest and range management investigations", $250,000;
"Forest products", $160,000;

"Farm and other private forestry cooperation", $38,000;
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: "Operating expenses", $450,000
Soil Conservation Service:

"Soil conservation research", $145,000;
"Soil conservation operations", $4,000,000;
"Land utilization and retirement of submarginal lands", $106,000;

Marketing services:
"Market news service", $130,000-
"Market inspection of farm products", $60,000;
"Marketing farm products", $260,000;
"Tobacco Acts", $125,000;
"Perishable Agricultural Commodities, Produce Agency, andStandard Container Acts" $25,000-
"Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards, and Futures Acts", $125,000;"United States Grain Standards Act", $115,000;
"United States Warehouse Act", $56,000;
"Federal Seed Act", $15,500;
"Packers and Stockyards Acts", $55,200;
"Naval Stores Act", $4,300;
"Insecticide Act", $31,000;
"Commodity Exchange Act", $26,000;
"Freight rates for farm products", $15,000;

"Loans, grants, and rural rehabilitation", $2,500,000;
Farm tenancy: "Salaries and expenses", $325,000;
Rural Electrification Administration: "Salaries and expenses",$,550,000;
Farm Credit Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $40,000;

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries and expenses", $122,300, to bederived by transfer from "Technical and scientific services";
Ofice of Administrator of Civil Aeronautics:

"General administration, Office of the Administrator", $477,700;
"Maintenance and operation of air-navigation facilities",$2,061,700 and, in addition $1,600,000 to be derived by trans-

fer from "Maintenance and operation of air-navigation facil-
ities (Executive Order 9709)";

"Technical development", $48,000;
"Enforcement of safety regulations", $486,000;
"Airport Advisory Service', $25,400;
Maintenance and operation of aircraft" $72,100;

"Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport",
$79,500;

"Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses", $158,600;
Coast and Geodetic Survey:

"Salaries and expenses, departmental", $287,100;
"Salaries and expenses, field", $223,600;
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Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry: 
"Agricultural chemical investigations", $50,000; 
"Naval-stores investigations", $16,000; 
"Regional research laboratories", $470,000; 

Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics: "Salaries and 
expenses", $90,000; 

Forest Service: 
Salaries and expenses: 

"General administrative expenses", $72,000; 
"National forest protection and management", $2,300,000; 
"Forest and range management investigations", $250,000; 
"Forest products", $160,000; 

"Farm and other private forestry cooperation", $38,000; 
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: "Operating expenses", $450,000; 
Soil Conservation Service: 

"Soil conservation research", $145,000; 
"Soil conservation operations", $4,000,000; 
"Land utilization and retirement of submarginal lands", $106,000; 

Marketing services: 
"Market news service", $130,000; 
"Market inspection of farm products", $60,000; 
"Marketing farm products", $260,000; 
"Tobacco Acts", $125,000; 
"Perishable Agricultural Commodities, Produce Agency, and 
Standard Container Acts", $25,000 ; 

"Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards, and Futures Acts", $125,000; 
"United States Grain Standards Act", $115,000; 
"United States Warehouse Act", $56,000; 
"Federal Seed Act", $15,500; 
"Packers and Stockyards Acts", $55,200; 
"Naval Stores Act", $4,300; 
"Insecticide Act", $31,000; 
"Commodity Exchange Act", $26,000; 
"Freight rates for farm products", $15,000; 

"Loans, grants, and rural rehabilitation", $2,500,000; 
Farm tenancy: "Salaries and expenses", $325,000; 
Rural Electrification Administration: "Salaries and expenses", 

$550,000; 
Farm Credit Administration: "Salaries and expenses", $40,000; 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries and expenses", $122,300, to be 
derived by transfer from "Technical and scientific services"; 

Office of Administrator of Civil Aeronautics: 
"General administration, Office of the Administrator", $477,700; 
"Maintenance and operation of air-navigation facilities", 

$2,061,700 and, in addition, $1,600,000 to be derived by trans-
fer from "Maintenance and operation of air-navigation facil-

. ities (Executive Order 9709) "; 
"Technical development", $48,000; 
"Enforcement of safety regulations", $486,000; 
"Airport Advisory Service", $25,400; 
"Maintenance and operation of aircraft", $72,100; 
"Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport", 

$79,500; 
"Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses", $158,600; 
Coast and Geodetic Survey: 

"Salaries and expenses, departmental", $287,100; 
"Salaries and expenses, field", $223,600; 
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Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:
"Departmental salaries and expenses", $506,000, to be derived

by transfer from "Field office service";
Patent Office: "Salaries", $165,000 and, in addition, $467,000 to be

derived by transfer from appropriations as follows: "Photolitho-
graphing", $200,000; "Printing and binding", $252,000; and
"Miscellaneous expenses", $15,000;

National Bureau of Standards:
"Operation and administration", $68,000;
"Testing, inspection, and information service", $186,000;
"Research and development", $121,000 and, in addition, $100,000

to be derived from funds transferred to the National Bureau
of Standards from the appropriation "Technical and scientific
services";

"Standards for commerce", $31,000;
Weather Bureau: "Salaries and expenses", $962,000 and, in addition,

$750,000 to be derived by transfer from "Maintenance and opera-
tion of meteorological facilities (Executive Order 9709)";

Inland Waterways Corporation: "Administrative expenses"
(increase of $16,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the
corporate funds which may be used for administrative expenses);

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The Secretary of Labor is hereby authorized to transfer from appro-
priations available to the Department of Labor not to exceed the
following specified amounts to the appropriations indicated:

Office of the Secretary:
"Salaries", $114,000;
"Salaries and expenses, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor

Standards Act", $1,000;
"Salaries and expenses, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor

Standards Act, Division of Labor Standards", $25,000;
"Salaries and expenses, child-labor standards, Division of Labor

Standards", $2,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor", $126,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Division of Labor Standards", $14,000;
"Connmissioners of Conciliation", $282,000;

Retraining and Reemployment Adilnistration:
"Salaries", $25,000;
"Apprentice Training Service", $218,000;

Bureau of Labor Statistics: "Salaries and expenses", $637,000;
United States Employment Service: "General administration",

$217,000;
Women's Bureau: "Salaries and expenses", $29,000;
Wage and Hour Division: "Salaries', $577,000;

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries", $55,000;
Division of Tax Research: "Salaries", $23,800;
Office of Tax Legislative Counsel: "Salaries", $11,900;
Division of Research and Statistics: "Salaries", $22,000;
Office of General Counsel: "Salaries", $20,200;
Division of Personnel: "Salaries", $28,100;
Office of Chief Clerk: "Salaries", $53,950;
Custody of Treasury buildings: "Salaries of operating force",

$85,900;
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Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce: 

"Departmental salaries and expenses", $506,000, to be derived 
by transfer from "Field office service"; 

Patent Office: "Salaries", $165,000 and, in addition, $467,000 to be 
derived by transfer from appropriations as follows: "Photolitho-
graphing", $200,000; "Printing and binding", $252,000; and 
"Miscellaneous expenses", $15,000; 

National Bureau of Standards: 
"Operation and administration", $68,000; 
"Testing, inspection, and information service", $186,000; 
"Research and development", $121,000 and, in addition, $100,000 

to be derived from funds transferred to the National Bureau 
of Standards from the appropriation "Technical and scientific 
services"; 

"Standards for commerce", $31,000; 
Weather Bureau: "Salaries and expenses", $962,000 and, in addition, 

$750,000 to be derived by transfer from "Maintenance and opera-
tion of meteorological facilities (Executive Order 9709)"; 

Inland Waterways Corporation: "Administrative expenses" 
(increase of $16,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the 
corporate funds which may be used for administrative expenses) ; 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

The Secretary of Labor is hereby authorized to transfer from appro-
priations available to the Department of Labor not to exceed the 
following specified amounts to the appropriations indicated: 

Office of the Secretary: 
"Salaries", $114,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor 

Standards Act", $1,000; 
"Salaries and expenqas, child-labor provisions, Fair Labor 
Standards Act, Division of Labor Standards", $25,000; 

"Salaries and expenses, child-labor standards, Division of Labor 
Standards", $2,000; 

"Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor", $126,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, Di vision of Labor Standards", $14,000; 
"Commissioners of Conciliation", $282,000; 

Retraining and Reemployment Administration: 
"Salaries", $25,000 
"Apprentice Training Service", $218,000; 

Bureau of Labor Statistics: "Salaries and expenses", $637,000; 
United States Employment Service: "General administration", 

$217,000; 
Women's Bureau: "Salaries and expenses", $29,000; 
Wage and flour Division: "Salaries", $577,000; 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

Office of the Secretary: "Salaries", $55,000; 
Division of Tax Research; "Salaries", $23,800; 
Office of Tax Legislative Counsel: "Salaries", $11,900; 
Division of Research and Statistics: "Salaries", $22,000; 
Office of General Counsel: "Salaries", $20,200; 
Division of Personnel: "Salaries", $28,100; 
Office of Chief Clerk: "Salaries", $53,950; 
Custody of Treasury buildings: "Salaries of operating force", 

$85,900; 
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60 Stat. 570.
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Fiscal Service:
Bureau of Accounts:

"Salaries and expenses", $120,300;
"Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses",

$762,900;
"Salaries, foreign economic functions", $42,550;

Bureau of the Public Debt: "Administering the public debt",
$1,894,000;

Office of the Treasurer of the United States:
"Salaries and expenses", $603,000;
"Salaries (reimbursable)", $15,000;

Bureau of Customs: "Salaries and expenses", $3,797,000;
Bureau of Internal Revenue: "Salaries and expenses", $19,717,400;
Bureau of Narcotics: "Salaries and expenses", $140,000;
Bureau of Engraving and Printing: "Salaries and expenses",

$939,400;
Secret Service Division:

"Salaries", $12,750;
"Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes", $192,950;
"White House Police", $45,500;
"Salaries and expenses, guard force, Treasury buildings",

$47,200;
"Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit payments to

White House Police and Secret Service forces", $7,350;
Bureau of the Mint:

"Salaries and expenses, Office of the Director", $18,250;
"Salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices", $160,300;

Procurement Division: "Salaries and expenses", $152,700;
Coast Guard:

"Office of Commandant", $237,600;
"Civilian employees, Coast Guard", $326,400;
"Salaries, merchant marine inspection, Coast Guard", $54,000;
"Salaries and expenses, merchant marine inspection, Coast

Guard", $179,000;

WAR DEPARTMENT

Civil Functions of the War Department:
The Panama Canal:

"Sanitation, Canal Zone", $400,000;
The restrictions contained within appropriations or affecting

appropriations or other funds, available during the fiscal year 1947,
limiting the amounts which may be expended for personal services
or for other purposes involving personal services, or amounts which
may be transferred between appropriations or authorizations, are
hereby waived with respect to the foregoing items, under the heading
"Increased pay costs", to the extent necessary to meet increased ay
costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946 (Public Law 317);
May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386); May 24, 1946 (Public Law 390)
July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491) ; July 31, 1946 (Public Laws 567, 568,
and 577), and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 582), and other legislation
enacted during or applicable to the fiscal year 1947 authorizing
increased pay for civilian employees of the Government.

TITLE II-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEC. 201. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses
of privately owned property adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the provi-
sions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement
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Fiscal Service: 
Bureau of Accounts: 

"Salaries and expenses", $120,300; 
"Division of Disbursement, salaries and expenses", 
$762900; 

"Salaries, foreign economic functions", $42,550; 
Bureau of the Public Debt: "Administering the public debt", 

$1,894,000; 
Office of the Treasurer of the United States: 

"Salaries and expenses", $603,000; 
"Salaries (reimbursable)", $15,000; 

Bureau of Customs: "Salaries and expenses", $3,797,000; 
Bureau of Internal Revenue: "Salaries and expenses", $19,717,400; 
Bureau of Narcotics: "Salaries and expenses" $140,000; 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing: "Salaries and expenses", 

$939,400; 
Secret Service Division: 

"Salaries", $12,750; 
"Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes", $192,950; 
"White House Police", $45,500; 
"Salaries and expenses, guard force, Treasury buildings", 

$47,200; 
"Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit -Dayments to 

White House Police and Secret Service forces", S7,350; 
Bureau of the Mint: 

"Salaries and expenses, Office of the Director", $18,250; 
"Salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices", $160,300; 

Procurement Division: "Salaries and expenses", $152,700; 
Coast Guard: 

"Office of Commandant", $237,600; 
"Civilian employees, Coast Guard", $326,400; 
"Salaries, merchant marine inspection, Coast Guard", $51,000; 
"Salaries and expenses, merchant marine inspection, Coast 
Guard", $179,000; 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

Civil Functions of the War Department: 
The Panama Canal: 

"Sanitation, Canal Zone", $400,000; 
The restrictions contained within appropriations or affecting 

appropriations or other funds, available during the fiscal year 1947, 
limiting the amounts which may be expended for personal services 
or for other purposes involving personal services, or amounts which 
may be transferred between appropriations or authorizations, are 
hereby waived with respect to the foregoing items, under the heading 
"Increased pay costs", to the extent necessary to meet increased pay 
costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946 (Public Law 317) ; 
May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386) ; May 24, 1946 (Public Law 390) ; 
July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491) ; July 31, 1946 (Public Laws 567, 568, 
and 577) ; and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 582), and other legislation 
enacted during or applicable to the fiscal year 1947 authorizing 
increased pay for civilian employees of the Government. 

TITLE II-JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS 
PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS 

Sze. 201. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses 
of privately owned property adjusted and determined by the follow-
ing respective departments and independent offices, under the provi-
sions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement 
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of claims arising against the Government of the United States in
the sum not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28,
1922 (31 U. S. C. 215), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num- 42 stat 1066.
bered 38, and House Document Numbered 124, Eightieth Congress,
as follows:

Federal Works Agency, $216.70;
Department of the Interior, $30,605.53;
Department of State, $2,783.31;
Treasury Department, $510.35;
In all, $34,115.89; together with such additional sum due to increases Payments in foreign

in rates of exchange as may be necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency.
currency as specified in certain of the claims.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS

SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of a judgment, rendered against the
Government of the United States by a United States district court
under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing suits
against the United States in admiralty, suits for salvage services, and
providing for the release of merchant vessels belonging to the United
States from arrest and attachment in foreign jurisdictions, and for
other purposes", approved March 9, 1920 (46 U. S. C. 741 and the 41 tat. 526.

following), and which was certified to the Eightieth Congress in
House Document Numbered 126 under the War Department, $5,850.

(b) For the payment of final judgments, which have been rendered
under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing suits
against the United States in admiralty for damage caused by and
salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the United
States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 U. S. C. 43 Stat. 113.
787), and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 33, and House Document Numbered 127,
under the following agencies:

Navy Department, $44,053.59;
Treasury Department, $3,373.77;
War Department, $11,210.88;
In all, $58,638.24; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay

interest as and where specified in the judgments or as provided by law.
(c) For the payment of judgments numbered Civil 23,279, 23,432-G

and Civil 668, 291, and 1243 rendered by United States district courts,
and certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Num-
bered 28, and House Document Numbered 129, under the following
agencies:

Executive Office of the President, $186.75;
Department of Agriculture, $503.30;
Department of the Interior, $15,010;
War Department, $8,830.29;
In all, $24,530.34; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay

interest as and where specified in the judgments or as provided by law.
(d) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the Gov-

ernment of the United States by United States district courts under
the provisions of the Act of June 29, 1936, the Merchant Marine Act.
as amended (46 U. S. C. 1242), and which were certified to the 49stat.2015.
Eightieth Congress in House Document Numbered 130, under the
United States Maritime Commission, War Shipping Administration,
$9,615.60; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay interest
as specified in such judgments or as provided by law.

(e) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the
Government of the United States by United States district courts
under the provisions of the Act of March 3, 1887, as amended by
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of claims arising against the Government of the United States in 
the sum not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28, 
1922 (31 U. S. C. 215), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 38, and House Document Numbered 124, Eightieth Congress, 
as follows: 

Federal Works Agency, $216.70; 
Department of the Interior, $30,605.53; 
Department of State, $2,783.31; 
Treasury Department, $510.35; 
In all, $34,115.89; together with such additional sum due to increases 

in rates of exchange as may be necessary to pay claims in the foreign 
currency as specified in certain of the claims. 

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS 

SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of a judgment, rendered against the 
Government of the United States by a United States district court 
under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing suits 
against the United States in admiralty, suits for salvage services, and 
providing for the release of merchant vessels belonging to the United 
States from arrest and attachment in foreign jurisdictions, and for 
other purposes", approved March 9, 1920 (46 U. S. C. 741 and the 
following), and which was certified to the Eightieth Congress in 
House Document Numbered 126 under the War Department, $5,850. 

(b) For the payment of final judgments, which have been rendered 
under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing suits 
against the United States in admiralty for damage caused by and 
salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the United 
States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 U. S. C. 
787), and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 33, and House Document Numbered 127, 
under the following agencies: 
Navy Department, $44,053.59; 
Treasury Department, $3,373.77; 
War Department, $11,210.88; 
In all, $58,638.24; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay 

interest as and where specified in the judgments or as provided by law. 
(c) For the payment of judgments numbered Civil 23,279, 23,432—G 

and Civil 668, 291, and 1243 rendered by United States district courts, 
and certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Num-
bered 28, and House Document Numbered 129, under the following 
agencies: 

Executive Office of the President, $186.75; 
Department of Agriculture, $503.30; 
Department of the Interior, $15,010; 
War Department, $8,830.29; 
In all, $24,530.34; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay 

interest as and where specified in the judgments or as provided by law. 
(d) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the Gov-

ernment of the United States by United States district courts under 
the provisions of the Act of June 29, 1936, the Merchant Marine Act, 
as amended (46 U. S. C. 1242), and which were certified to the 
Eightieth Congress in House Document Numbered 130, under the 
United States Maritime Commission, War Shipping Administration, 
$9,615.60; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay interest 
as specified in such judgments or as provided by law. 

(e) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the 
Government of the United States by United States district courts 
under the provisions of the Act of March 3, 1887, as amended by 
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24Stat. 506;36 stat. section 297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761), and which1. were certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Num-
bered 35, and House Document Numbered 132, under the following
agencies:

United States Maritime Commission, $2,250;
Department of Agriculture, $219.75;
Department of the Interior, $948.77;
Navy Department, $3,627.78;
War Department, $8,397.59;
In all, $15,443.89; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay

interest as specified in such judgments or as provided by law.Right of appea. (f) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall
be paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as
have become final and conclusive against the United States by failure
of the parties to appeal or otherwise.

(g) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-tained in this Act shall not. in any case continue for more than thirty
days after the date of approval of this Act.

JUDGMxNTS, UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

SEc. 203. (a) For payment of judgments rendered by the Courtof Claims and reported to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Docu-ment Numbered 32, and House Document Numbered 131, under thefollowing agencies, namely:
Federal Communications Commission, $161.61;
United States Maritime Commission, $50,000;
Federal Security Agency, $12,915.66;
Federal Works Agency: "Public Buildings Administration",

$34,029.23;
Department of Agriculture, $284.17;
Department of Commerce, $1,127.20;
Department of the Interior, $166,496.85 (to pay the judgments num-bered 44659, 44867, 45093, 45910, and 46026 as set forth in saidHouse Document 131);
Department of Justice, $1,563,522.87;
Navy Department, $201 841.58;
Treasury Departmenlt, $8,641.49;
War Department, $114,263.39;
In all, $2,153,284.05; together with such amount as may be necessaryto pay interest as and when specified in the judgments.

Rightof appea. (b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be
paid until the right of appeal has expired, except such as has becomefinal and conclive against the United States by failure of the partiesto appeal or otherwise.

AnDITED CLAIMS

SEc. 204. For the payment of claims certified to be due by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office under appropriations the balances of whichhave been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section18 Stat. 110. 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under appropria-
tions heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service of thefiscal year 1944 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and whichhave been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7,23 Stat. 254. 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 31, and House Document Numbered 120, Eightieth Congress,

Paymentsin foreign there is appropriated the sum of $20,169,985.39, together with suchadditional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be neces-
sary to pay claims in the foreign currency and interest as specified in
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section 297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761), and which 
were certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Num-
bered 35, and House Document Numbered 132, under the following 
agencies: 
United States Maritime Commission, $2,250; 
Department of Agriculture, $219.75; 
Department of the Interior, $948.77; 
Navy Department, $3,627.78; 
War Department, $8,397.59; 
In all, $15,443.89; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay 

interest as specified in such judgments or as provided by law. 
(f) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall 

be paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as 
have become final and conclusive against the United States by failure 
of the parties to appeal or otherwise. 

(g) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty 
days after the date of approval of this Act. 

JUDGME,NTS, UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS 

SEC. 203. (a) For payment of judgments rendered by the Court 
of Claims and reported to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Docu-
ment Numbered 32, and House Document Numbered 131, under the 
following agencies, namely: 

Federal Communications Commission, $161.61; 
United States Maritime Commission, $50,000; 
Federal Security Agency, $12,915.66; 
Federal Works Agency: "Public Buildings Administration", 

$34,029.23; 
Department of Agriculture, $284.17; 
Department of Commerce, $1,127.20; 
Department of the Interior, $166,496.85 (to pay the judgments num-

bered 44659, 44867, 45093, 45910, and 46026 as set forth in said 
House Document 131) ; 

Department of Justice, $1,563,522.87; 
Navy Department, $201,841.58; 
Treasury Department, $8,641.49; 
War Department, $114,263.39; 
In all, $2,153,284.05; together with such amount as may be necessary 

to pay interest as and when specified in the judgments. 
(b) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 

paid until the right of appeal has expired, except such as has become 
final and conclusive against the United States by failure of the parties 
to appeal or otherwise. 

AUDITED CLAIMS 

SEC. 204. For the payment of claims certified to be due by the Gen-
eral Accounting Office under appropriations the balances of which 
have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section 
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under appropria-
tions heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service of the 
fiscal year 1944 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and which 
have been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7, 
1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 31, and House Document Numbered 120, Eightieth Congress, 
there is appropriated the sum of $20,169,985.39, together with such 
additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may be neces-
sary to pay claims in the foreign currency and interest as specified in 
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certain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office, to be dis-
bursed and accounted for as a single fund; $679.82, payable from
District of Columbia revenues and $44,897.16, payable from postal
revenues; in all, $20,215,562.37.

SEC. 205. For the payment of claims allowed by the General Account-
ing Office pursuant to the Act. entitled "An Act granting travel pay
and other allowances to certain soldiers of the War with Spain and the
Philippine Insurrection who were discharged in the Philippine
Islands", approved December 5, 1945 (Public Act Numbered 247,
Seventy-ninth Congress), and which have been certified to the
Eightieth Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7, 1884
(5 U. S. C. 266), under the War Department in Senate Document
Numbered 40. and House Document Numbered 125, $149,938.34.

SEC. 206. For the payment of claims allowed by the General Account-
ing Office pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of
officers and soldiers of the volunteer service of the United States
mustered into service for the War with Spain, and who were held in
service in the Philippine Islands after the ratification of the treaty of
peace, April 11, 1899", approved May 2, 1940 (Public Law Numbered
505. Seventy-sixth Congress), and which have been certified to the
Eightieth Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7,1884 (5 U. S. C.
266), under the War Department in House Document Numbered 125,
$651.92.

TITLE III-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS

Amounts made available to the Navy Department from appropria-
tions and other funds are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set
forth, such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and covered into
the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this Act:

NAVY DEPARTMENT

Bureau of Naval Personnel:
"Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 1947", $210,000.

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts:
"Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel, 1947",

$1,925,675;
"Transportation of things, 1947", $4,258,300;
"Naval procurement fund", $4,529,350;
"Pay, subsistence and transportation, 1945", $55,000,000;
"Pay and subsistence of naval personnel, 1946", $130,000,000:
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1945",

$4,000,000;
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1946",

$12,000,000;
"Transportation of things, Navy, 1945", $9,000,000;
"Transportation of things, Navy, 1946", $40.000,000;
"Fuel and transportation, Navy, 1945," $10,000,000.

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery:
"Medical Department, Navy, 1945", $5,500,000;
"Medical Department, Navy, 1946", $7,000,000.

Bureau of Ships:
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1945", $100.000,000.

Bureau of Aeronautics:
"Aviation, Navy, 1945", $460,000,000;
"Aviation, Navy, 1946", $6,000,000.

Bureau of Ordnance:
"Ordnance and ordnance stores, Navy, 1945", $50,000,000.
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certain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office, to be dis-
bursed and accounted for as a single fund; $679.82, payable from 
District of Columbia revenues and $44,897.16, payable from postal 
revenues; in all, $20,215,562.37. 
SEC. 205. For the payment of claims allowed by the General Account-

ing Office pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act granting travel pay 
and other allowances to certain soldiers of the War with Spain and the 
Philippine Insurrection who were discharged in the Philippine 
Islands", approved December 5, 1945 (Public Act Numbered 247, 
Seventy-ninth Congress), and which have been certified to the 
Eightieth Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 
(5 U. S. C. 266), under the War Department in Senate Document 
Numbered 40, and House Document Numbered 125, $149,938.31. 
SEC. 206. For the payment of claims allowed by the General Account-

ing Office pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act for the relief of 
officers and soldiers of the volunteer service of the United States 
mustered into service for the War with Spain, and who were held in 
service in the Philippine Islands after the ratification of the treaty of 
peace„ April 11, 1899", approved May 2, 1940 (Public Law Numbered 
505, Seventy-sixth Congress), and which have been certified to the 
Eightieth Congress under section 2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 
266) under the War Department in House Document Numbered 125, 
$651:92. 

TITLE III—REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS 

Amounts made available to the Navy Department from appropria-
tions and other funds are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set 
forth, such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and covered into 
the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this Act: 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

Bureau of Naval Personnel: 
"Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 1947", $210,000. 

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts: 
"Transportation and recruiting of naval personnel, 1947", 

$1,925,675; 
"Transportation of things, 1947", $4,258,300; 
"Naval procurement fund", $4,529,350; 
"Pay, subsistence and transportation, 1945", $55,000,000; 
"Pay and subsistence of naval personnel, 1946", $130,000,000: 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1945", 

$4,000,000; 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1946", 

$12,000,000; 
"Transportation of things, Navy, 1945", $9,000,000; 
"Transportation of things, Navy, 1946", $40.000,000; 
"Fuel and transportation, Navy, 1945," $10,000,000. 

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery: 
"Medical Department, Navy, 1945", $5,500,000; 
"Medical Department, Navy, 1946", $7,000,000. 

Bureau of Ships: 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1945", $100,000,000. 

Bureau of Aeronautics: 
"Aviation, Navy, 1945", $460,000,000; 
"Aviation, Navy, 1946", $6,000,000. 

Bureau of Ordnance: 
"Ordnance and ordnance stores, Navy, 1945", $50,000,000. 
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58 Stat. 31-2.

69 Stat. 213.

58 Stat. 313.

59 Stat. 214.
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May 8, 1947
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[Public Law 47]

American National
Red Cross.

33 Stat. 599.
36 U.S. C. § let seq.

47 Stat. 2074.

Marine Corps:
"Pay, Marine Corps, 1945", $7,000,000;
"Pay, Marine Corps. 1946", $316,000,000;
"General expenses, Mfarine Corps, 1945", $14,000,000;
"General expenses, Marine Corps, 1946", $55,000,000.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 401. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shallbe used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in astrike against the Government of the United States or who is a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the rightto strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided,That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered primafacie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contraryto the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Gov-ernment of the United States, is not a member of an organization ofGovernment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Gov-ernment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate,and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrowof the Government of the United States by force or violence: Providedfurther, That any person who engages in a strike against the Govern-ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization ofGovernment employees that asserts the right to strike against theGovernment of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a memberof an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Governmentof the United States by force or violence and accepts employment thesalary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation containedin this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall befined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be inaddition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existinglaw.

SEc. 402. This Act may be cited as the "First Deficiency Appropria-
tion Act, 1947".

Approved May 1, 1947.

AN ACT
To amend the Act of January 5, 1905, to incorporate the American National

Red Cross.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act toincorporate the American National Red Cross, approved January 5,
1905, is hereby amended by inserting the following paragraph imme-diately following the second paragraph of the said Act:
Whereas the said treaty has been revised and extended by a treatyor convention for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded

and the sick of armies in the field, signed at Geneva, July 27, 1929,and adhered to by the United States of America, effective August 8,
1932; and".
SEC. 2. The fourth paragraph of the Act to incorporate the Amer-

ican National Red Cross is hereby amended to read as follows:
"Whereas a permanent organization is an agency needed in everynation to carry out the purposes of said treaties, and especially tosecure supplies and to execute the humane objects contemplatedby

said treaties, with the power to adopt and use the distinctive flag
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Marine Corps: 
"Pay, Marine Corps 1945" $7 0007 000. , 
"Pay, Marine Corps, 1946", V6,000,000; 
"General expenses, Marine Corps, 1945", $14,000,000; 
"General expenses, Marine Corps, 1946", $55,000,000. 

TITLE IV—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 401. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right 
to strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-
cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence :Provided, 
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima 
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary 
to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Gov-
ernment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the Gov-
ernment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, 
and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided 
further, That any person who engages in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member 
of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government 
of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment the 
salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained 
in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be 
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, 
or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing 
law. 
SEC. 402. This Act may be cited as the "First Deficiency Appropria-

tion Act, 1947". 
Approved May 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 50] 

AN ACT 

To amend the Act of January 5, 1905, to incorporate the American National 
Red Cross. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act to 
incorporate the American National Red Cross, approved January 5, 
1905, is hereby amended by inserting the following paragraph imme-
diately following the second paragraph of the said Act: 
"Whereas the said treaty has been revised and extended by a treaty 

or convention for the amelioration of the condition of the wounded 
and the sick of armies in the field, signed at Geneva, July 27, 1929, 
and adhered to by the United States of America, effective August 8, 
1932; and". 

SEc. 2. The fourth paragraph of the Act to incorporate the Amer-
ican National Red Cross is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Whereas a permanent organization is an agency needed in every 
nation to carry out the purposes of said treaties, and especially to 
secure supplies and to execute the humane objects contemplated by 
said treaties, with the power to adopt and use the distinctive flag 
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and arm badge specified by said treaties, on which shall be the sign
of the Red Cross, for the purpose of cooperating with the 'Comit6
International de Secours aux Militaires Bless6s' (International
Committee of Relief for the Wounded in War); and".
SEC. 3. Section 2 of the Act to incorporate the American National

Red Cross, approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"SEC. 2. That the name of this corporation shall be 'The American
National Red Cross', and by that name it shall have perpetual succes-
sion, with the power to sue and be sued in courts of law and equity,
State or Federal, within the jurisdiction of the United States; to have
and to hold such real and personal estate as shall be deemed advisable
and to dispose of the same, to accept gifts, devises, and bequests of
real and personal estate for the purposes of this corporation herein-
after set forth; to adopt a seal and the same to alter and destroy at
pleasure; and to have the right to have and to use, in carrying out its
purposes hereinafter designated, as an emblem and badge, a Greek
red cross on a white ground, as the same has been described in the
treaties of Geneva, August twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty-
four and July twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and.twenty-nine, and
adopted by the several nations acceding thereto; to ordain and estab-
lish bylaws and regulations not inconsistent with the laws of the
United States of America or any State thereof, and generally to do
all such acts and things as may be necessary to carry into effect the
provisions of this act and promote the purposes of said organization;
and the corporation hereby created is designated as the organization
which is authorized to act in matters of relief under said treaties. In
accordance with the said treaties, the delivery of the brassard allowed
for individuals neutralized in time of war shall be left to military
authority."

SEC. 4. Paragraphs "First" and "Second" of section 3 of the Act
to incorporate the American National Red Cross, approved January
5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as follows:

"First. To furnish volunteer aid to the sick and wounded of armies
in time of war in accordance with the spirit and conditions of the
conference of (eneva of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
and also of the treaties of the Red Cross, or the treaties of Geneva,
of August twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and July
twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and twenty-nine, to which the
United States of America has given its adhesion, and also of any
other treaty or convention similar in purpose to which the United
States of America may hereafter give its adhesion.

"Second. And for said purposes to perform all the duties devolved
upon a national society by each nation which has acceded to any of
said treaties or conventions."

SEC. 5. The Act to incorporate the American National Red Cross,
approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended by adding thereto a new
section 4a to read as follows:

"SEC. 4a. That membership in the American National Red Cross
shall be open to all the people of the United States, its Territories,
and dependencies, upon payment of the sums specified from time to
time in the bylaws.

"The chapters of the American National Red Cross shall be the
local units of the corporation within the States and Territories of the
United States. The regulations with respect to the granting of char-
ters to the chapters and the revocation of the same, the territorial
jurisdiction of the chapters, the relationship of the chapters to the
corporation and compliance by the chapters with the policies and rules
of the corporation, shall be as determined from time to time by the

95347°--48-pt. 1 6
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and arm badge specified by said treaties, on which shall be the sign 
of the Red Cross, for the purpose of cooperating with the ‘Comite 
International de Secours aux Militaires Blesses' (International 
Committee of Relief for the Wounded in War) ; and'. 
SEC. 3. Section 2 of the Act to incorporate the American National 

Red Cross, approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as 33 Stat. 600. 
36 U. S. C. § 2. 

follows: 
"SEc. 2. That the name of this corporation shall be 'The American Name. 

National Red Cross', and by that name it shall have perpetual succes-
sion, with the power to sue and be sued in courts of law and equity, Powers. 

State or Federal, within the jurisdiction of the United States; to have 
and to hold such real and personal estate as shall be deemed advisable 
and to dispose of the same, to accept gifts, devises, and bequests of 
real and personal estate for the purposes of this corporation herein-
after set forth; to adopt a seal and the same to alter and destroy at 
pleasure; and to have the right to have and to use, in carrying out its 
purposes hereinafter designated, as an emblem and badge, a Greek 
red cross on a white ground, as the same has been described in the 
treaties of Geneva, August twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty-
four and July twenty-seventh, nineteen hundred and. twenty-nine, and 202astat. 940; 47 Stat. 
adopted by the several nations acceding thereto; to ordain and estab-
lish bylaws and regulations not inconsistent with the laws of the 
United States of America or any State thereof, and generally to do 
all such acts and things as may be necessary to carry into effect the 
provisions of this act and promote the purposes of said organization; 
and the corporation hereby created is designated as the organization 
which is authorized to act in matters of relief under said treaties. In 
accordance with the said treaties, the delivery of the brassard allowed 
for individuals neutralized in time of war shall be left to military 
authority." 
SEC. 4. Paragraphs "First" and "Second" of section 3 of the Act 

to incorporate the American National Red Cross, approved January 33 Stat. 600 3 

5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"First. To furnish volunteer aid to the sick and wounded of armies 

in time of war, in accordance with the spirit and conditions of the 
conference of Geneva of October, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, 
and also of the treaties of the Red Cross, or the treaties of Geneva, 
of August twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and July 
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United States of America has given its adhesion, and also of any 
other treaty or convention similar in purpose to which the United 
States of America may hereafter give its adhesion. 
"Second. And for said purposes to perform all the duties devolved 

upon a national society by each nation which has acceded to any of 
said treaties or conventions." 

SEC. 5. The Act to incorporate the American National Red Cross, 
33 Stat. 599. approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended by adding thereto a new 36U.S.C.Iletseq. 

section 4a to read as follows: 
" SEC. 4a. That membership in the American National Red Cross Membership. 

shall be open to all the people of the United States, its Territories, 
and dependencies, upon payment of the sums specified from time to 
time in the bylaws. 
"The chapters of the American National Red Cross shall be the Chapters. 

local units of the corporation within the States and Territories of the 
United States. The regulations with respect to the granting of char-
ters to the chapters and the revocation of the same, the territorial 
jurisdiction of the chapters, the relationship of the chapters to the 
corporation and compliance by the chapters with the policies and rules 
of the corporation, shall be as determined from time to time by the 
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Board of Governors. Such regulations shall require that each chap-
ter shall, in the election of the governing body of the chapter and in
the selection of delegates to the national convention of the corporation,
adhere to democratic principles of election as specified in the bylaws."

SEC. 6. Section 5 of the Act to incorporate the American National
36 utat. o'l . Red Cross. approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as

follows:
Board of Governors. "SE. 5. That the governing body of the corporation in which all

powers of government, direction, and management of the corporation
shall be lodged, shall consist of a Board of Governors numbering fifty
persons, to be appointed or elected in the manner following, namely:

AGorintment of "(a) Eight Governors shall be appointed by the President of the
Principal officer. United States. Of the Governors so appointed, one shall be desig-

nated by the President of the United States to act as the principal
officer of the corporation with such title and such functions as may
from time to time be prescribed in the bylaws; and the remainder shall
be officials of departments and agencies of the Federal Government,
whose positions and interests are such as to qualify them to contribute
toward the accomplishment of Red Cross programs and objectives.
Of these at least one and not more than three shall be selected from
the armed forces.

bovernr elected (b) Thirty Governors shall be elected by the chapters. The Gov-
ernors so elected shall be elected at the national convention under
procedures for nomination and election which shall be such as to insure
equitable representation of all the chapters, having regard to geo-
graphical considerations, to the size of the chapters and to the size
of the populations served by the chapters.

boverors elected (c) Twelve Governors shall be elected by the Board of Governors
as members-at-large. The Governors so elected shall be individuals
who are representative of the national interests which it is the func-
tion of the Red Cross to serve, and with which it is desirable that the
corporation shall have close association.

Term of office. "The term of office of all Governors shall be three years, except that
the term of office of any Governor appointed by the President of the
United States (other than the principal officer of the corporation)
shall expire if and when such Governor shall retire, prior to the date
on which his term as Governor would otherwise expire, from the offi-
cial position held at the time of his appointment as Governor.

lrt Board. "Of the first Board of Governors to be selected hereunder, those
Governors to be elected pursuant to subsection (b) of this section 5
shall be elected at the first national convention following the enact-
ment of this Act, those Governors to be elected pursuant to subsection
(c) shall be elected as soon as practicable following such first national
convention, and those Governors to be appointed pursuant to subsec-
tion (a) shall be appointed so as to take office at the same time. The
Governors so elected pursuant to subsections (b) and (c) shall be
divided by lot into three classes, the terms of which shall expire at
the end of one, two, and three years, respectively, so that thereafter
one-third of the members of the Board of Governors elected pursuant
to subsections (b) and (c) will be chosen at the time of each national
convention, and shall take office at such time or as soon as practicable
thereafter.

Filling of vacancies. "The President of the United States shall fill as soon as may be any
vacancy that may occur by death, resignation, or otherwise in the office
of the principal officer of the corporation or in the membership of the
Board of Governors appointed by him. Any vacancy that may occur
in the Governors elected by the chapters pursuant to subsection (b)
or in the Governors-at-large elected by the Board of Governors pur-
suant to subsection (c), shall be temporarily filled by appointment
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Board of Governors. Such regulations shall require that each chap-
ter shall, in the election of the governing body .of the chapter and in 
the selection of delegates to the national convention of the corporation, 
adhere to democratic principles of election as specified in the bylaws." 
SEC. 6. Section 5 of the Act to incorporate the American National 

Red Cross, approved January 5, 1905, is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 
"SEa. 5. That the governing body of the corporation in which .all 

powers of government, direction, and management of the corporation 
shall be lodged, shall consist of a Board of Governors numbering fifty 
persons, to be appointed or elected in the manner following, namely: 
" (a) Eight Governors shall be appointed by the President of the 

United States. Of the Governors so appointed, one shall be desig-
nated by the President of the United States to act as the principal 
officer of the corporation with such title and such functions as may 
from time to time be prescribed in the bylaws; and the remainder shall 
be officials of departments and agencies of the Federal Government, 
whose positions and interests are such as to qualify them to contribute 
toward the accomplishment of Red Cross programs and objectives. 
Of these at least one and not more than three shall be selected from 
the armed forces. 

"(b) Thirty Governors shall be elected by the chapters. The Gov-
ernors so elected shall be elected at the national convention under 
procedures for nomination and election which shall be such as to insure 
equitable representation of all the chapters, having regard to geo-
graphical considerations, to the size of the chapters and to the size 
of the populations served by the chapters. 

"(c) Twelve Governors shall be elected by the Board of Governors 
as members-at-large. The Governors so elected shall be individuals 
who are representative of the national interests which it is the func-
tion of the Red Cross to serve, and with which it is desirable that the 
corporation shall have close association. 
"The term of office of all Governors shall be three years, except that 

the term of office of any Governor appointed by the President of the 
United States (other than the principal officer of the corporation) 
shall expire if and when such Governor shall retire, prior to the date 
on which his term as Governor would otherwise expire, from the offi-
cial _position held at the time of his appointment as Governor. 
"Of the first Board of Governors to be selected hereunder, those 

Governors to be elected pursuant to subsection (b) of this section 5 
shall be elected at the first national convention following the enact-
ment of this Act, those Governors to be elected pursuant to subsection 
(c) shall be elected as soon as practicable following such first national 
convention, and those Governors to be appointed pursuant to subsec-
tion (a) shall be appointed so as to take office at the same time. The 
Governors so elected pursuant to subsections (b) and (c) shall be 
divided by lot into three classes, the terms of which shall expire at 
the end of one, two, and three years, respectively, so that thereafter 
one-third of the members of the Board of Governors elected pursuant 
to subsections (b) and (c) will be chosen at the time of each national 
convention, and shall take office at such time or as soon as practicable 
therea fter. 
"The President of the United States shall fill as soon as may be any 

vacancy that may occur by death, resignation, or otherwise in the office 
of the principal officer of the corporation or in the membership of the 
Board of Governors appointed by him. Any vacancy that may occur 
in the Governors elected by the chapters pursuant to subsection (b) 
or in the Governors-at-large elected by the Board of Governors pur-
suant to subsection (c), shall be temporarily filled by appointment 
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made by the Board of Governors, such appointees to serve until the
next national convention.

"The Board of Governors shall have power (i) to appoint from its
own members an executive committee of not less than eleven persons,
who, when the Board of Governors is not in session, shall have and
exercise all the powers of the Board of Governors, and (ii) to appoint
and remove, or provide for the appointment and removal of, all officers
and employees of the corporation, except the principal officer desig-
nated by the President of the United States.

"The annual meeting of the corporation shall be the national con-
vention of delegates of the chapters, which shall be held annually on
such date and at such place as may be specified by the Board of Gov-
ernors. In all matters requiring a vote at the national convention,
each chapter shall be entitled to not less than one vote. The number
of votes which each chapter shall be entitled to cast shall be determined
according to allocation by the Board of Governors, which shall be
established on an equitable basis giving consideration both to the size
of the membership of the chapters and to the size of the populations
in the territories served by the chapters. Such allocations shall be
reviewed at least every five years.

"Voting by proxy shall not be allowed at any meeting of the Board
of Governors, or at the national convention, or at any meeting of
the chapters: Provided, however, That in the event of any national
emergency which in the opinion of the Board of Governors makes
attendance at the national convention impossible, the Board of Gov-
ernors may permit the election of Governors by proxy at the national
convention.'

SEC. 7. Section 8 of the Act to incorporate the American National
Red Cross, approved January 5, 1905, as amended, is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"SEc. 8. That the endowment fund of the American National Red
Cross shall be kept and invested under the management and control
of a board of nine trustees, who shall be elected from time to time by
the Board of Governors under such regulations regarding terms and
tenure of office, accountability, and expense as the Board of Governors
shall prescribe."

SEC. 8. The corporation now existing as The American National
Red Cross under the Act of January 5, 1905, as amended, shall coln-
tinue as a body corporate and politic in the District of Columbia.
The first national convention after the enactment of this amendatory
Act shall be convened and held under rules and regulations prescribed
by the governing body of the corporation as presently constituted.
After such first national convention, the Board of Governors of the
corporation from time to time shall constitute the associates and suc-
cessors of the incorporators named in the said Act of January 5, 1905,
and neither the said incorporators nor any associates or successors
theretofore designated by them or by their successors shall have any
powers or duties.

Approved May 8, 1947.

[CHAPTER 51]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To permit United States common communications carriers to accord free com-
munication privileges to official participants in the world telecommunications
conferences to be held in the United States in 1947.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That nothing in the Com-
munications Act of 1934, as amended, or in any other provision of law
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made by the Board of Governors, such appointees to serve until the 
next national convention. 
"The Board of Governors shall have power (i) to appoint from its 

own members an executive committee of not less than eleven persons, 
who, when the Board of Governors is not in session, shall have and 
exercise all the powers of the Board of Governors, and (ii) to appoint 
and remove, or provide for the appointment and removal of, all officers 
and employees of the corporation, except the principal officer desig-
nated by the President of the United States. 
"The annual meeting of the corporation shall be the national con-

vention of delegates of the chapters, which shall be held annually on 
such date and at such place as may be specified by the Board ofGov-
ernors. In all matters requiring a vote at the national convention, 
each chapter shall be entitled to not less than one vote. The number 
of votes which each chapter shall be entitled to cast shall be determined 
according to allocation by the Board of Governors, which shall be 
established on an equitable basis giving consideration both to the size 
of the membership of the chapters and to the size of the populations 
in the territories served by the chapters. Such allocations shall be 
reviewed at least every five years. 
"Voting by proxy shall not be allowed at any meeting of the Board 

of Governors, or at the national convention, or at any meeting of 
the chapters: Provided, however, That in the event of any national 
emergency which in the opinion of the Board of Governors makes 
attendance at the national convention impossible, the Board of Gov-
ernors may permit the election of Governors by proxy at the national 
convention." 
SEC. 7. Section 8 of the Act to incorporate the American National 

Red Cross, approved January 5, 1905, as amended, is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 
"SEC. 8. That the endowment fund of the American National Red 

Cross shall be kept and invested under the management and control 
of a board of nine trustees, who shall be elected from time to time by 
the Board of Governors under such regulations regarding terms and 
tenure of office, accountability, and expense as the Board of Governors 
shall prescribe." 
SEC. 8. The corporation now existing as The American National 

Red Cross under the Act of January. 5, 1905, as amended, shall con-
tinue as a body corporate and politic in the District of Columbia. 
The first national convention after the enactment of this amendatory 
Act shall be convened and held under rules and regulations prescribed 
by the governing body of the corporation as presently constituted. 
After such first national convention, the Board of Governors of the 
corporation from time to time shall constitute the associates and suc-
cessors of the incorporators named in the said Act of January 5, 1905, 
and neither the said incorporators nor any associates or successors 
theretofore designated by them or by their successors shall have any 
powers or duties. 
Approved May 8, 1947. 
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May 14, 1947
[H. R. 2157]

[Public Law 49]

Portal-to-Portal Act
of 1947.

52 Stat. 1060.
29 U. 8. C. j§ 201-

219.
Post, p. 87.

shall be construed to prohibit United States communication common
carriers from rendering free communication services to official partici-
pants in the world telecommunications conferences to be held in the
United States in 1947, subject to such rules and regulations as the
Federal Communications Commission may prescribe.

Approved May 13, 1947.

[CHAPTER 52]
AN ACT

To relieve employers from certain liabilities and punishments under the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, and the
Bacon-Davis Act, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

PART I

FINDINGS AND POLICY

SECrION 1. (a) The Congress hereby finds that the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, has been interpreted judicially in
disregard of long-established customs, practices, and contracts between
employers and employees, thereby creating wholly unexpected liabili-
ties, immense in amount and retroactive in operation, upon employers
with the results that, if said Act as so interpreted or claims arising
under such interpretations were permitted to stand, (1) the payment
of such liabilities would bring about financial ruin of many employers
and seriously impair the capital resources of many others, thereby
resulting in the reduction of industrial operations, halting of expan-
sion and development, curtailing employment, and the earning power
of employees; (2) the credit of many employers would be seriously
impaired; (3) there would be created both an extended and continuous
uncertainty on the part of industry, both employer and employee, as
to the financial condition of productive establishments and a gross
inequality of competitive conditions between employers and between
industries; (4) employees would receive windfall payments, including
liquidated damages, of sums for activities performed by them without
any expectation of reward beyond that included in their agreed rates
of pay; (5) there would occur the promotion of increasing demands
for payment to employees for engaging in activities no compensation
for which had been contemplated by either the employer or employee
at the time they were engaged in; (6) voluntary collective bargaining
would be interfered with and industrial disputes between employees
and employers and between employees and employees would be
created; (7) the courts of the country would be burdened with
excessive and needless litigation and champertous practices would be
encouraged; (8) the Public Treasury would be deprived of large sums
of revenues and public finances would be seriously deranged by claims
against the Public Treasury for refunds of taxes already paid; (9) the
cost to the Government of goods and services heretofore and hereafter
purchased by its various departments and agencies would be unreason-
ably increased and the Public Treasury would be seriously affected by
consequent increased cost of war contracts; and (10) serious and
adverse effects upon the revenues of Federal, State, and local govern-
ments would occur.

The Congress further finds that all of the foregoing constitutes a
substantial burden on commerce and a substantial obstruction to the
free flow of goods in commerce.
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shall be construed to prohibit United States communication common 
carriers from rendering free communication services to official partici-
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Federal Communications Commission may prescribe. 
Approved May 13, 1947. 
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Bacon-Davis Act, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

PART I 

FINDINGS AND POLICY 

SecTioic 1. (a) The Congress hereby finds that the Fair i Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, has been interpreted judicially n 
disregard of long-established customs, practices, and contracts between 
employers and employees, thereby creating wholly unexpected liabili-
ties, immense in amount and retroactive in operation, upon employers 
with the results that, if said Act as so interpreted or claims arising 
under such interpretations were permitted to stand, (1) the payment 
of such liabilities would bring about financial ruin of many employers 
and seriously impair the capital resources of many others, thereby 
resulting in the reduction of industrial operations, halting of expan-
sion and development, curtailing employment, and the earning power 
of employees; (2) the credit of many employers would be seriously 
impaired; (3) there would be created both an extended and continuous 
uncertainty on the part of industry, both employer and employee, as 
to the financial condition of productive establishments and a gross 
inequality of competitive conditions between employers and between 
industries; (4) employees would receive windfall payments, including 
liquidated damages, of sums for activities performed by them without 
any expectation of reward beyond that included in their agreed rates 
of pay; (5) there would occur the promotion of increasing demands 
for payment to employees for engaging in activities no compensation 
for which had been contemplated by either the employer or employee 
at the time they were engaged in; (6) voluntary collective bargaining 
would be interfered with and industrial disputes between employees 
and employers and between employees and employees would be 
created; (7) the courts of the country would be burdened with 
excessive and needless litigation and champertous practices would be 
encouraged; (8) the Public Treasury would be deprived of large sums 
of revenues and public finances would be seriously deranged by claims 
against the Public Treasury for refunds of taxes already paid; (9) the 
cost to the Government of goods and services heretofore and hereafter 
purchased by its various departments and agencies would be unreason-
ably increased and the Public Treasury would be seriously affected by 
consequent increased cost of war contracts; and (10) serious and 
adverse effects upon the revenues of Federal, State, and local govern-
ments would occur. 
The Congress further finds that all of the foregoing constitutes a 

substantial burden on commerce and a substantial obstruction to the 
free flow of goods in conunerce. 
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The Congress, therefore, further finds and declares that it is in the
national public interest and for the general welfare, essential to
national defense, and necessary to aid, protect, and foster commerce,
that this Act be enacted.

The Congress further finds that the varying and extended periods
of time for which, under the laws of the several States, potential
retroactive liability may be imposed upon employers, have given and
will give rise to great difficulties in the sound and orderly conduct of
business and industry.

The Congress further finds and declares that all of the results which
have arisen or may arise under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,
as amended, as aforesaid, may (except as to liability for liquidated
damages) arise with respect to the Walsh-Healey and Bacon-Davis
Acts and that it is, therefore, in the national public interest and for
the general welfare, essential to national defense, and necessary to aid,
protect, and foster commerce, that this Act shall apply to the Walsh-
Healey Act and the Bacon-Davis Act.

(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Congress in order
to meet the existing emergency and to correct existing evils (1) to
relieve and protect interstate commerce from practices which burden
and obstruct it; (2) to protect the right of collective bargaining; and
(3) to define and limit the jurisdiction of the courts.

PART II

EXISTING CLAIMS

SEC. 2. RELIEF FROM CERTAIN EXISTING CLAIMS UNDER TIHE FAIR

LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938, AS AMENDED, THE W7ALSH-HEALEY ACT,
AND THE BACON-DAVIS ACT.-

(a) No employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment
under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-
Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act (in any action or proceeding
commenced prior to or on or after the date of the enactment of this
Act), on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee
minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for
or on account of any activity of an employee engaged in prior to the
date of the enactment of this Act, except an activity which was
compensable by either-

(1) an express provision of a written or nonwritten contract in
effect, at the time of such activity, between such employee, his
agent, or collective-bargaining representative and his employer;
or

(2) a custom or practice in effect, at the time of such activity, at
the establishment or other place where such employee was
employed, covering such activity, not inconsistent with a written
or nonwritten contract, in effect at the time of such activity,
between such employee, his agent, or collective-bargaining repre-
sentative and his employer.

(b) For the purposes of subsection (a), an activity shall be con-
sidered as compensable under such contract provision or such custom
or practice only when it was engaged in during the portion of the day
with respect to which it was so made compensable.

(c) In the application of the minimum wage and overtime compen-
sation provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended,
of the Walsh-Healey Act, or of the Bacon-Davis Act, in determining
the time for which an employer employed an employee there shall be
counted all that time, but only that time, during which the employee
engaged in activities which were compensable within the meaning of
subsections (a) and (b) of this section.
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The Congress, therefore, further finds and declares that it is in the 
national public interest and for the general welfare, essential to 
national defense, and necessary to aid, protect, and foster commerce, 
that this Act be enacted. 
The Congress further finds that the varying and extended periods 

of time for which, under the laws of the several States, potential 
retroactive liability may be imposed upon employers, have given and 
will give rise to great difficulties in the sound and orderly conduct of 
business and industry. 
The Congress further finds and declares that all of the results which 

have arisen or may arise under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, 
as amended, as aforesaid, may (except as to liability for liquidated 
damages) arise with respect to the Walsh-Healey and Bacon-Davis 
Acts and that it is, therefore, in the national public interest and for 
the general welfare, essential to national defense, and necessary to aid, 
protect, and foster commerce, that this Act shall apply to the Walsh-
Healey Act and the Bacon-Davis Act. 

(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Congress in order 
to meet the existing emergency and to correct existing evils (1) to 
relieve and protect interstate commerce from practices which burden 
and obstruct it; (2) to protect the right of collective bargaining; and 
(3) to define and limit the jurisdiction of the courts. 

PART II 

EXISTING CLAIMS 

SEC. 2. RELIEF FROM CERTAIN EXISTING CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR 
LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938, AS AMENDED, THE WALSH-HEALEY ACT, 
AND THE BACON-DAVIS ACT.— 
( a ) No employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment 

under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-
Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act (in any action or proceeding 
commenced prior to or on or after the date of the enactment of this 
Act), on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee 
minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for 
or on account of any activity of an employee engaged in prior to the 
date of the enactment of this Act, except an activity which was 
compensable by either— 

(1) an express provision of a written or nonwritten contract in 
effect, at the time of such activity, between such employee, his 
agent, or collective-bargaining representative and his employer; 
or 

(2) a custom or practice in effect, at the time of such activity, at 
the establishment or other place where such employee was 
employed, covering such activity, not inconsistent with a written 
or nonwritten contract, in effect at the time of such activity, 
between such employee, his agent, or collective-bargaining repre-
sentative and his employer. 

(b) For the purposes of subsection (a), an activity shall be con-
sidered as compensable under such contract provision or such custom 
or practice only when it was engaged in during the portion of the day 
with respect to which it was so made compensable. 

(c) In the application of the minimum wage and overtime compen-
sation provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 
of the Walsh-Healey Act, or of the Bacon-Davis Act, in determining 
the time for which an employer employed an employee there shall be 
counted all that time, but only that time, during which the employee 
engaged in activities which were compensable within the meaning of 
subsections (a) and (b) of this section. 
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Court jurisdiction. (d) No court of the United States, of any State, Territory, or
possession of the United States, or of the District of Columbia, shall
have jurisdiction of any action or proceeding, whether instituted prior
to or on or after the date of the enactment of this Act, to enforce
liability or impose punishment for or on account of the failure of the
employer to pay minimum wages or overtime compensation under the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, under the Walsh-

52stat.i1060; 49Stat. Healey Act, or under the Bacon-Davis Act, to the extent that such2036, 1011.
29 U. S.. C§201- action or proceeding seeks to enforce any liability or impose any

45; 4ou. sC. . 276a- punishment with respect to an activity which was not compensable
pp.8745 under subsections (a) and (b) of this section.

Assignability ofdes- (e) No cause of action based on unpaid minimum wages, unpaid
ted canses of ac- overtime compensation, or liquidated damages, under the Fair Labor

Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the
Supra. Bacon-Davis Act, which accrued prior to the date of the enactment of

this Act, or any interest in such cause of action, shall hereafter be
assignable, in whole or in part, to the extent that such cause of action
is based on an activity which was not compensable within the meaning
of subsections (a) and (b).

SEC. 3. CoMPiromIa OF CERTAIN EXIsTINo CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR
LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938, AS AMENDED, THE WALSH-HEALEr ACT,

Supra. AND THE BACON-DAVIS ACT.-
(a) Any cause of action under the Fair Labor Standards Act of

Supra. 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act,
which accrued prior to the date of the enactment of this Act, or any
action (whether instituted prior to or on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act) to enforce such a cause of action, may hereafter be
compromised in whole or in part, if there exists a bona fide dispute

Exception. as to the amount payable by the employer to his employee; except
that no such action or cause of action may be so compromised to the
extent that such compromise is based on an hourly wage rate less than
the minimum required under such Act, or on a payment for overtime
at a rate less than one and one-half times such minimum hourly wage
rate.

Vaiverbyemployee. (b) Any employee may hereafter waive his right under the Fair
52 Statsl. 100 Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, to liquidated damages, in

219. whole or in part, with respect to activities engaged in prior to thePos", p. 87. date of the enactment of this Act.
(c) Any such compromise or waiver, in the absence of fraud or

duress, shall, according to the terms thereof, be a complete satisfaction
of such cause of action and a complete bar to any action based on such
cause of action.

(d) The provisions of this section shall also be applicable to any
compromise or waiver heretofore so made or given.

"Compromise." (e) As used in this section, the term "compromise" includes "adjust-
ment", "settlement", and "release".

PART III

FuTUTRE CLAIMS

SEC. 4. RELrEF FROM CERTAIN FUTURE CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR
LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938, AS AMENDED, THE WALSH-HEALEY ACT,

hfra. AND THE BACON-DAVIS ACT.-
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), no employer shall be

subject to any liability or punishment under the Fair Labor Standards
2 Stat. 1060; 49 at. Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis20 , 1011.
29 U. S. . 1201- Act, on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee219; 41 U. S. C. 

er 
3p-45; 40 . . c. C 276a- minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for or

Pa-; 7, on account of any of the following activities of such employee engagedin on or after the date of the enactment of this Act-
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(d) No court of the United States, of any State, Territory, or 
possession of the United States, or of the District of Columbia, shall 
have jurisdiction of any action or proceeding, whether instituted prior 
to or on or after the date of the enactment of this Act, to enforce 
liability or impose punishment for or on account of the failure of the 
employer to pay minimum wages or overtime compensation under the 
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, under the Walsh-
Healey Act, or under the Bacon-Davis Act, to the extent that such 
action or proceeding seeks to enforce any liability or impose any 
punishment with respect to an activity which was not compensable 
under subsections (a) and (b) of this section. 

(e) No cause a action based on unpaid minimum wages, unpaid 
overtime compensation, or liquidated damages, under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the 
Bacon-Davis Act, which acorued prior to the date of the enactment of 
this Act, or any interest in such cause of action, shall hereafter be 
assignable, in whole or in part, to the extent that such cause of action 
is based on an activity which was not compensable within the meaning 
of subsections (a) and (b). 

SEc. 3. COMPROMISE or CERTAIN EXISTING CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR 
LABOR STANDARDS Ac r or 1938, AS AMENDED, THE WALSH-HEALEY ACT, 
AND TIE9' BACON-DAVIS ACT.— 
( a) Any cause of action under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 

1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act, 
which accrued prior to the date of the enactment of this Act, or any 
action (whether instituted prior to or on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act) to enforce such a cause of action, may hereafter be 
compromised in whole or in part, if there exists a bona fide dispute 
as to the amount payable by the employer to his employee; except 
that no such action or cause of action may be so compromised to the 
extent that such compromise is based on an hourly wage rate less than 
the minimum required under such Act, or on a payment for overtime 
at a rate less than one and one-half times such minimum hourly wage 
rate. 

(b) Any employee may hereafter waive his right under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, to liquidated damages, in 
whole or in part, with respect to activities engaged in prior to the 
date of the enactment of this Act. 

(c) Any such compromise or waiver, in the absence of fraud or 
duress, shall, according to the terms thereof, be a complete satisfaction 
of such cause of action and a complete bar to any action based on such 
cause of action. 

(d) The provisions of this section shall also be applicable to any 
compromise or waiver heretofore so made or given. 

(e) As used in this section, the term "compromise" includes "adjust-
ment", "settlement", and "release". 

PART III 

U LEE CLAIMS 

SEC. 4. RELIEF FROM CERTAIN FUTURE CLAIMS UNDER THE FAIR 
LABOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1938, As AMENDED, THE WALSH-HEAIXY ACT, 
AND THE BACON-DAVIS ACT'.— 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), no employer shall be 
subject to any liability or punishment under the Fair Labor Standards 
Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis 
Act, on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee 
minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for or 
on account of any of the following activities of such employee engaged 
in on or after the date of the enactment of this Act— 
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(1) walking, riding, or traveling to and from the actual place
of performance of the principal activity or activities which such
employee is employed to perform, and

(2) activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to said
principal activity or activities,

which occur either prior to the time on any particular workday at
which such employee commences, or subsequent to the time on any
particular workday at which he ceases, such principal activity or
activities.

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) which relieve
an employer from liability and punishment with respect to an activity,
the employer shall not be so relieved if such activity is compensable
by either-

(1) an express provision of a written or nonwritten contract in
effect, at the time of such activity, between such employee, his
agent, or collective-bargaining representative and his employer;
or

(2) a custom or practice in effect, at the time of such activity, at
the establishment or other place where such employee is employed,
covering such activity, not inconsistent with a written or non-
written contract, in effect at the time of such activity, between such
employee, his agent, or collective-bargaining representative and
his employer.

(c) For the purposes of subsection (b), an activity shall be con-
sidered as compensable under such contract provision or such custom
or practice only when it is engaged in during the portion of the day
with respect to which it is so made compensable.

(d) In the application of the minimum wage and overtime compen-
sation provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended,
of the Walsh-Healey Act, or of the Bacon-Davis Act, in determining
the time for which an employer employs an employee with respect to
walking, riding, traveling, or other preliminary or postliminary activi-
ties described in subsection (a) of this section, there shall be counted
all that time, but only that time, during which the employee engages
in any such activity which is compensable within the meaning of sub-
sections (b) and (c) of this section.

PART IV

MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 5. REPRESENTATIVE ACTIONS BANNED.-
(a) The second sentence of section 16 (b) of the Fair Labor Stand-

ards Act of 1938, as amended is amended to read as follows: "Action
to recover such liability may be maintained in any court of competent
jurisdiction by any one or more employees for and in behalf of himself
or themselves and other employees similarly situated. No employee
shall be a party plaintiff to any such action unless he gives his consent
in writing to become such a party and such consent is filed in the court
in which such action is brought."

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall be
applicable only with respect to actions commenced under the Fair
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

SEC. 6. STATUTE OF LIMrrATIONS.-Any action commenced on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act to enforce any cause of
action for unpaid minimum wages, unpaid overtime compensation, or
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(1) walking, riding, or traveling to and from the actual place 
of performance of the principal activity or activities which such 
employee is employed to perform, and 

(2) activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to said 
principal activity or activities, 

which occur either prior to the time on any particular workday at 
which such employee commences, or subsequent to the time on any 
particular workday at which he ceases, such principal activity or 
activities. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) which relieve 
an employer from liability and punishment with respect to an activity, 
the employer shall not be so relieved if such activity is compensable 
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(1 ) an express provision of a written or non written contract in 
effect, at the time of such activity, between such employee, his 
agent, or collective-bargaining representative and his employer; 
or 

(2) a custom or practice in effect, at the time of such activity, at 
the establishment or other place where such employee is employed, 
covering such activity, not inconsistent with a written or non-
written contract, in effect at the time of such activity, between such 
employee, his agent, or collective-bargaining representative and 
his employer. 

(c) For the purposes of subsection (b), an activity shall be con-
sidered as compensable under such contract provision or such custom 
or practice only when it is engaged in during the portion of the day 
with respect to which it is so made compensable. 

(d) In the application of the minimum wage and overtime compen-
sation provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 
of the Walsh-Healey Act, or of the Bacon-Davis Act, in determining 
the time for which an employer employs an employee with respect to 
walking, riding, traveling, or other preliminary or postliminary activi-
ties described in subsection (a) of this section, there shall be counted 
all that time, but only that time, during which the employee engages 
in any such activity which is compensable within the meaning of sub-
sections (b) and (c) of this section. 
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in which such action is brought." 
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applicable only with respect to actions commenced under the Fair 
Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, on or after the date of the 
enactment of this Act. 
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liquidated damages, under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as
amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act-

(a) if the cause of action accrues on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act-may be commenced within two years after
the cause of action accrued, and every such action shall be forever
barred unless commenced within two years after the cause of
action accrued;

(b) if the cause of action accrued prior to the date of the
enactment of this Act-may be commenced within whichever of
the following periods is the shorter: (1) two years after the cause
of action accrued, or (2) the period prescribed by the applicable
State statute of limitations; and, except as provided in para-
graph (c), every such action shall be forever barred unless com-
menced within the shorter of such two periods;

(c) if the cause of action accrued prior to the date of the
enactment of this Act, the action shall not be barred by paragraph
(b) if it is commenced within one hundred and twenty days after
the date of the enactment of this Act unless at the time com-
menced it is barred by an applicable State statute of limitations.

SEC. 7. DETERMINATION OF COMMENCEMENT OF FUTURE ACTIONS.-
In determining when an action is commenced for the purposes of
section 6, an action commenced on or after the date of the enactment
of this Act under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended,
the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act, shall be considered to
be commenced on the date when the complaint is filed; except that in
the case of a collective or class action instituted under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, or the Bacon-Davis Act, it shall
be considered to be commenced in the case of any individual claimant-

(a) on the date when the complaint is filed, if he is specifically
named as a party plaintiff in the complaint and his written consent
to become a party plaintiff is filed on such date in the court in
which the action is brought; or

(b) if such written consent was not so filed or if his name did
not so appear-on the subsequent date on which such written con-
sent is filed in the court in which the action was commenced.

SEC. 8. PENDING COLLECrIVE AND REPRESENTATIVE AcrToNs.-The
statute of limitations prescribed in section 6 (b) shall also be appli-
cable (in the case of a collective or representative action commenced

rior to the date of the enactment of this Act under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended) to an individual claimant who
has not been specifically named as a party plaintiff to the action prior
to the expiration of one hundred and twenty days after the date
of the enactment of this Act. In the application of such statute of
limitations such action shall be considered to have been commenced as
to him when, and only when, his written consent to become a party
plaintiff to the action is filed in the court in which the action was

brought.
SEc. 9. RELIANCE ON PAST ADMINISTRATIE RULINGS, ETc.-In any

action or proceeding commenced prior to or on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act based on any act or omission prior to the date of
the enactment of this Act, no employer shall be subject to any liability
or punishment for or on account of the failure of the employer to pay
minimum wages or overtime compensation under the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the
Bacon-Davis Act, if he pleads and proves that the act or omission
complained of was in good faith in conformity with and in reliance
on any administrative regulation, order, ruling, approval, or inter-
pretation, of any agency of the United States, or any administrative
practice or enforcement policy of any such agency with respect to the
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liquidated damages, under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as 
amended, the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act— 

( a ) if the cause of action accrues on or after the date of the 
enactment of this Act—may be commenced within two years after 
the cause of action accrued, and every such action shall be forever 
barred unless commenced within two years after the cause of 
action accrued; 

(b) if the cause of action accrued prior to the date of the 
enactment of this Act—may be commenced within whichever of 
the following periods is the shorter: (1) two years after the cause 
of action accrued, or (2) the period prescribed by the applicable 
State statute of limitations; and, except as provided in para-
graph (c), every such action shall be forever barred unless com-
menced within the shorter of such two periods; 

(c) if the cause of action acorued prior to the date of the 
enactment of this Act, the action shall not be barred by paragraph 
(b) if it is commenced within one hundred and twenty days after 
the date of the enactment of this Act unless at the time com-
menced it is barred by an applicable State statute of limitations. 

SEC. 7. DETERMINATION OF COMMENCEMENT OF FUTURE ACTIONS.— 
In determining when an action is commenced for the purposes of 
section 6, an action commenced on or after the date of the enactment 
of this Act under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, 
the Walsh-Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act, shall be considered to 
be commenced on the date when the complaint is filed; except that in 
the case of a collective or class action instituted under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act of 1938, as amended, or the Bacon-Davis Act, it shall 
be considered to he commenced in the case of any individual claimant— 

(a) on the date when the complaint is filed, if he is specifically 
named as a party plaintiff in the complaint and his written consent 
to become a party plaintiff is filed on such date in the court in 
which the action is brought; or 

(b) if such written consent was not so filed or if his name did 
not so appear—on the subsequent date on which such written con-
sent is filed in the court in which the action was commenced. 

SEC. 8. PENDING COLLECTIVE AND REPRESENTATIVE ACTION s.—The 
statute of limitations prescribed in section 6 (b) shall also be appli-
cable (in the case of a collective or representative action commenced 
prior  to the date of the enactment of this Act under the Fair Labor 

29 U. S. C. H 201- tandards Act of 1938, as amended) to an individual claimant who 
52 Stat. 1060. 

219. A nte, p. 87. has not been specifically named as a party plaintiff to the action prior 
to the expiration of one hundred and twenty days after the date 
of the enactment of this Act. In the application of such statute of 
limitations such action shall be considered to have been commenced as 
to him when, and only when, his written consent to become a party 
plaintiff to the action is filed in the court in which the action was 
brought. 
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class of employers to which he belonged. Such a defense, if estab-
lished, shall be a bar to the action or proceeding, notwithstanding that
after such act or omission, such administrative regulation, order,
ruling, approval, interpretation, practice, or enforcement policy is
modif ed or rescinded or is determined by judicial authority to be
invalid or of no legal effect.

SEC. 10. RELIANCE IN FUTURE ON ADMINISTRATIVE RULINGS, ETC.-
(a) In any action or proceeding based on any act or omission on or

after the date of the enactment of this Act, no employer shall be
subject to any liability or punishment for or on account of the failure
of the employer to pay minimum wages or overtime compensation
under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-
Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act, if he pleads and proves that the
act or omission complained of was in good faith in conformity with
and in reliance on any written administrative regulation, order, ruling,
approval, or interpretation, of the agency of the United States speci-
fied in subsection (b) of this section, or any administrative practice or
enforcement policy of such agency with respect to the class of
employers to which he belonged. Such a defense, if established, shall
be a bar to the action or proceeding, notwithstanding that after
such act or omission, such administrative regulation, order, ruling,
approval, interpretation, practice, or enforcement policy is modified
or rescinded or is determined by judicial authority to be invalid or
of no legal effect.

(b) The agency referred to in subsection (a) shall be-
(1) in the case of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as

amended-the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division of
the Department of Labor;

(2) in the case of the Walsh-Healey Act-the Secretary of
Labor, or any Federal officer utilized by him in the administration
of such Act; and

(3) in the case of the Bacon-Davis Act-the Secretary of
Labor.

SEC. 11. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES.-In any action commenced prior to
or on or after the date of the enactment of this Act to recover unpaid
minimum wages, unpaid overtime compensation, or liquidated dam-
ages, under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, if the
employer shows to the satisfaction of the court that the act or omission
giving rise to such action was in good faith and that he had reasonable
grounds for believing that his act or omission was not a violation of
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the court may,
in its sound discretion, award no liquidated damages or award any
amount thereof not to exceed the amount specified in section 16 (b)
of such Act.

SEC. 12. APPLICABILITY OF "AREA OF PRODUCTION" REGULATIONS.-
No employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment under the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, on account of the
failure of such employer to pay an employee minimum wages, or to
pay an employee overtime compensation, for or on account of an
activity engaged in by such employee prior to December 26, 1946, if
such employer-

(1) was not so subject by reason of the definition of an "area of
production", by a regulation of the Administrator of the Wage and
Hour Division of the Department of Labor, which regulation was
applicable at the time of performance of the activity even though
at that time the regulation was invalid; or

(2) would not have been so subject if the regulation signed on
December 18, 1946 (Federal Register, Vol. 11, p. 14648) had been
in force on and after October 24, 1938.

Infra.
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class of employers to which he belonged. Such a defense, if estab-
lished, shall be a bar to the action or proceeding, notwithstanding that 
after such act or omission, such administrative regulation, order, 
ruling, approval, interpretation, practice, or enforcement policy is 
modified or rescinded or is determined by judicial authority to be 
invalid or of no legal effect. 

SEc. 10. RELIANCE IN FUTURE ON ADMINISTRATIVE RULINGS, ETC.— 
( a ) In any action or proceeding based on any act or omission on or 

after the date of the enactment of this Act, no employer shall be 
subject to any liability or punishment for or on account of the failure 
of the employer to pay minimum wages or overtime compensation 
under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the Walsh-
Healey Act, or the Bacon-Davis Act, if he pleads and proves that the 
act or omission complained of was in good faith in conformity with 
and in reliance on any written administrative regulation, order, ruling, 
approval, or interpretation, of the agency of the United States speci-
fied in subsection (b) of this section, or any administrative practice or 
enforcement policy of such agency with respect to the class of 
employers to which he belonged. Such a defense, if established, shall 
be a bar to the action or proceeding, notwithstanding that after 
such act or omission, such administrative regulation, order, ruling, 
approval, interpretation, practice, or enforcement policy is modified 
or rescinded or is determined by judicial authority to be invalid or 
of no legal effect. 

(b) The agency referred to in subsection (a) shall be— 
(1) in the case of the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as 

amended—the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division of 
the Department of Labor; 

(2) in the case of the Walsh-Healey Act—the Secretary of 
Labor, or any Federal officer utilized by him in the administration 
of such Act; and 

(3) in the case of the Bacon-Davis Act—the Secretary of 
Labor. 

SEC. 11. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES.—In any action commenced prior to 
or on or after the date of the enactment of this Act to recover unpaid 
minimum wages, unpaid overtime compensation, or liquidated dam-
ages, under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, if the 
employer shows to the satisfaction of the court that the act or omission 
giving rise to such action was in good faith and that he had reasonable 
grounds for believing that his act or omission was not a violation of 
the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended, the court may, 
in its sound discretion, award no liquidated damages or award any 
amount thereof not to exceed the amount specified in section 16 (b) 
of such Act. 

Sic. 12. APPLICABILITY OF "AREA OF PRODUCTION" REGULATIONS.— 
No employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment under the 
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended. on account of the 
failure of such employer to pay an employee minimum wages, or to 
pay an employee overtime compensation, for or on account of an 
activity engaged in by such employee prior to December 26, 1946, if 
such employer— 

(1) was not so subject by reason of the definition of an "area of 
production", by a regulation of the Administrator of the Wage and 
Hour Division of the Department of Labor, which regulation was 
applicable at the time of performance of the activity even though 
at that time the regulation was invalid; or 

(2) would not have been so subject if the regulation signed on 
December 18, 1946 (Federal Register. Vol. 11, p. 14648) had been 
in force on and after October 24, 1938. 
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SEC. 13. DEFINITIONS.-
(a) When the terms "employer", "employee", and "wage" are used

52 Stat0. 201- in this Act in relation to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as
219. amended, they shall have the same meaning as when used in such Act

Ante, p.87. of 1938.
(b) When the term "employer" is used in this Act in relation to the

49 L.SatsC.36s45; W0alsh-Healey Act or Bacon-Davis Act it shall mean the contractor or
40 U. s. c. §§ 276a- subcontractor covered by such Act.

Post, p. 454. (c) When the term "employee" is used in this Act in relation to the
Supra. Walsh-Healey Act or the Bacon-Davis Act it shall mean any individual

employed by the contractor or subcontractor covered by such Act in the
performance of his contract or subcontract.

(d) The term "Wash-Healey Act" means the Act entitled "An Act
to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies and the making of
contracts by the United States, and for other purposes", approved

41 U. . C. 35-45. June 30, 1936 (49 Stat. 2036), as amended; and the term "Bacon-Davis
Act" means the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act approved
March 3, 1931, relating to the rate of wages for laborers and mechanics
employed by contractors and subcontractors on public buildings",

40 U. S
. C. § 276a- approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1011), as amended.276a-5. A

Post, p. 454. (e) As used in section 6 the term "tate" means any State of the
United States or the District of Columbia or any Territory or pos-
session of the United States.

SEC. 14. SEPARABILITY.-If any provision of this Act or the appli-
cation of such provision to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the remainder of this Act and the application of such provision to
other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

short title. SEC. 15. SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "Portal-to-
Portal Act of 1947".

Approved May 14, 1947.
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May 15, 1947
[H. R. 173]

[Public Law 51]

Victory Bible Camp
Ground, Inc.

Purchase of land in
Alaska.

[CHAPTER 53]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To correct an error in the Act approved August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720,
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), relating to the composition of the
Naval lteserve.

Resolved by the Senate and Homise of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the Act
approved August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720, Seventy-ninth Congress,
second session), is hereby amended by striking out the phrase "includ-
ing citizens of the Philippine Islands who are members of the naval
service at the time independence of the Philippine Islands becomes
effective," and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "including
citizens of the Philippine Islands who were in the naval service on
July 4, 1946, or, who having been discharged from the naval service on
or prior to that date, reenlisted therein subsequent thereto but before
the expiration of three months following discharge,".

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 54]
AN ACT

To authorize the sale of certain public land in Alaska to Victory Bible Camp
Ground, Incorporated.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Victory
Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated, is hereby authorized for a period
of one year from and after the effective date of this Act to file with
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SEC. 13. DEFINITIONS.— 
(a) When the terms "employer", "employee", and "wage" are used 

in this Act in relation to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as 
amended, they shall have the same meaning as when used in such Act 
of 1938. 

(b) When the term "employer" is used in this Act in relation to the 
Walsh-Healey Act or Bacon-Davis Act it shall mean the contractor or 
subcontractor covered by such Act. 

(c) When the term "employee" is used in this Act in relation to the 
Walsh-Healey Act or the Bacon-Davis Act it shall mean any individual 
employed by the contractor or subcontractor covered by such Act in the 
performance of his contract or subcontract. 

(d) The term "Wash-Healey Act" means the Act entitled "An Act 
to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies and the making of 
contracts by the United States, and for other purposes", approved 
June 30, 1936 (49 Stat. 2036), as amended; and the term "Bacon-Davis 
Act" means the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Act approved 
March 3, 1931, relating to the rate of wages for laborers and mechanics 
employed by contractors and subcontractors on public buildings", 
approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1011) , as amended. 

(e) As used in section 6 the term "State" means any State of the 
United States or the District of Columbia or any Territory or pos-
session of the United States. 
SEC. 14. SEPARABIIITY.— If any provision of this Act or the appli-

cation of such provision to any person or circumstance is held invalid, 
the remainder of this Act and the application of such provision to 
other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 
SEC. 15. SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the "Portal-to-

Portal Act of 1947". 
Approved May 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 53] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To correct an error in the Act approved August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), relating to the composition of the 
Naval iteserve. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That section 1 of the Act 
approved August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
second session), is hereby amended by striking out the phrase "includ-
ing citizens of the Philippine Islands who are members of the naval 
service at the time independence of the Philippine Islands becomes 
effective," and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "including 
citizens of the Philippine Islands who were in the naval service on 
July 4, 1946, or, who having been discharged from the naval service on 
or prior to that date, reenlisted therein subsequent thereto but before 
the expiration of three months following discharge,". 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 54] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the sale of certain public land in Alaska to Victory Bible Camp 
Ground, Incorporated. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Victory 
Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated, is hereby authorized for a period 
of one year from and after the effective date of this Act to file with 
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the Secretary of the Interior an application to purchase, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to issue patent
to it, for use as a recreational camp for young people, what will be
when surveyed by the extension of the rectangular surveys, the frac-
tional southwest quarter of the southwest quarter section 23, township
20 north, range 8 east, Seward meridian, Alaska, containing approxi-
mately thirty-five acres.

SEC. 2. The patent shall not be issued until after payment has been
made by the Victory Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated, to the Secre-
tary of the Interior for the land at its reasonable appraised price of
not less than $1.25 per acre, to be fixed by the Secretary, and shall not
include any land covered by a valid existing right initiated under the
public-land laws or found by the Secretary of the Interior to be needed
for public purposes. The patent shall reserve to the United States
the coal and other mineral deposits in the land together with the right
to prospect for, mine, and remove the same under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 55]
AN ACT

Providing for the appointment of a United States commissioner for the Big Bend
National Park in the State of Texas, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the estab-
lishment of the Big Bend National Park in the State of Texas pur-
suant to the provisions of the Act of June 20, 1935 (49 Stat. 393),
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of the Big Bend
National Park in the State of Texas, and for other purposes," the
United States District Court for the Western District of Texas shall
appoint a commissioner for the said national park. The district court
shall prescribe the rules of procedure and practice for the commissioner
in the trial of cases and for appeal to the district court. The com-
missioner shall be paid an annual salary, as appropriated for by the
Congress.

SEC. 2. The commissioner shall have jurisdiction to issue process in
the name of the United States for the arrest of any person charged
with a violation of any of the rules and regulations made by the Secre-
tary of the Interior in pursuance of law for the government and pro-
tection of the park, or with the commission within the park of a petty
offense against the law, and to try the person so charged, who, if found
guilty, shall be subject to the punishment prescribed by section 3 of
the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; U. S. C., title 16, sec. 3), as
amended. For the purposes of this Act, the term "petty offense"
shall be defined as in section 335 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., title
18, sec. 541). In all cases of conviction an appeal shall lie from the
judgment of said commissioner to the district court.

SEC. 3. The commissioner shall have power to issue process in the
name of the United States for the arrest of any person charged with
the commission within said park of any criminal offense not covered
by the provisions of section 2 of this Act, and to hear the evidence
introduced. If he is of the opinion that probable cause is shown for
holding the person so charged for trial, he shall commit such person
for further appropriate action, and shall certify a transcript of the
record of his proceedings and the testimony in such case to the district
court, which court shall have jurisdiction of the case.

SEC. 4. All fees, costs, and expenses arising in cases under this Act
and properly chargeable to the United States shall be certified,
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the Secretary of the Interior an application to purchase, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to issue patent 
to it, for use as a recreational camp for young people, what will be 
when surveyed by the extension of the rectangular surveys, the frac-
tional southwest quarter of the southwest quarter section 23, township 
20 north, range 8 east, Seward meridian, Alaska, containing approxi-
mately thirty-five acres. 
SEC. 2. The patent shall not be issued until after payment has been 

made by the Victory Bible Camp Ground, Incorporated, to the Secre-
tary of the Interior for the land at its reasonable appraised price of 
not less than $1.25 per acre, to be fixed by the Secretary, and shall not 
include any land covered by a valid existing right initiated under the 
public-land laws or found by the Secretary of the Interior to be needed 
for public purposes. The patent shall reserve to the United States 
the coal and other mineral deposits in the land together with the right 
to prospect for, mine, and remove the same under regulations to be 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 55] 
AN ACT 
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May 15, 1947 
Providing for the appointment of a United States commissioner for the Big Bend  [H. R. 490]  

National Park in the State of Texas, and for other purposes. [Public Law 52] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the estab-
lishment of the Big Bend National Park in the State of Texas pur-
suant to the provisions of the Act of June 20, 1935 (49 Stat. 393), 
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment of the Big Bend 
National Park in the State of Texas, and for other purposes," the 
United States District Court for the Western District of Texas shall 
appoint a commissioner for the said national park. The district court 
shall prescribe the rules of procedure and practice for the commissioner 
in the trial of cases and for appeal to the district court. The com-
missioner shall be paid an annual salary, as appropriated for by the 
Congress. 
SEC. 2. The commissioner shall have jurisdiction to issue process in 

the name of the United States for the arrest of any person charged 
with a violation of any of the rules and regulations made by the Secre-
tary of the Interior in pursuance of law for the government and pro-
tection of the park, or with the commission within the park of a petty 
offense against the law, and to try the person so charged, who, if found 
guilty, shall be subject to the punishment prescribed by section 3 of 
the Act of August 25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535; U. S. C., title 16, sec. 3), as 
amended. For the purposes of this Act, the term "petty offense" 
shall he defined as in section 335 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., title 
18, sec. 541). In all cases of conviction an appeal shall lie from the 
judgment of said commissioner to the district court. 

SEc. 3. The commissioner shall have power to issue process in the 
name of the United States for the arrest of any person charged with 
the commission within said park of any criminal offense not covered 
by the provisions of section 2 of this Act, and to hear the evidence 
introduced. If he is of the opinion that probable cause is shown for 
holding the person so charged for trial, he shall commit such person 
for further appropriate action, and shall certify a transcript of the 
record of his proceedings and the testimony in such case to the district 
court, which court shall have jurisdiction of the case. 

SEc. 4. All fees, costs, and expenses arising in cases under this Act 
and properly chargeable to the United States shall be certified, 
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approved, and paid as are like fees, costs, and expenses in the courts
of the United States. All fines, fees, costs, and expenses imposed and
collected shall be deposited by the commissioner, or by the marshal
of the United States collecting the same, with the clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Texas.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 56]
AN ACT

To authorize the juvenile court of the District of Columbia in proper cases
to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses and offenses punishable by life im-
prisonment.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 13 of
the Act of June 1, 1938, 52 Stat. 599 (11 D. C. Code 914), be, and the
same is hereby, amended as follows:

"SEC. 13. If a child sixteen years of age or older is charged with
an offense which would amount to a felony in the case of an adult, or
any child charged with an offense which if committed by an adult is
punishable by death or life imprisonment, the judge may, after full
investigation, waive jurisdiction and order such child held for trial
under the regular procedure of the court which would have jurisdiction
of such offense if committed by an adult; or such other court may
exercise the powers conferred upon the juvenile court in this Act in
conducting and disposing of such cases."

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 57]
May 15, 1947
[H. R. 729]

[Public Law 54]
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AN ACT
To provide that the United States District Court for the Western District

of Virginia shall alone appoint the United States commissioner for the
Shenandoah National Park.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to direct the Secretary
of the Interior to notify the State of Virginia that the United States
assumes police jurisdiction over the lands embraced within the Shen-
andoah National Park, and for other purposes", approved August 19,
1937 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 16, sec. 403c-5). is amended by strik-
ing out "upon the recommendation and approval of the Secretary of
the Interior of a qualified candidate".

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 58]
AN ACT

To amend further the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Pay Read-
justment Act of 1942, as amended, is hereby amended by adding the
following paragraph at the end of section 4 thereof:

"Payments of allowances which have been or hereafter may be
made under this Act based on a purported marriage and made prior
to judicial annulment or termination of such marriage are valid:
Provided, That it is adjudged or decreed by a court of competent juris-
diction that the marriage was entered into in good faith on the part
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approved, and paid as are like fees, costs, and expenses in the courts 
of the United States. All fines, fees, costs, and expenses imposed and 
collected shall be deposited by the commissioner, or by the marshal 
of the United States collecting the same, with the clerk of the United 
States District Court for the Western District of Texas. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 56] 

May 15, 1947 AN ACT 
[H. R. 492]  To authorize the juvenile court of the District of Columbia in proper cases 

[Public Law 53] to waive jurisdiction in capital offenses and offenses punishable by life im-
prisonment. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assem,bled, That section 13 of 
the Act of June 1, 1938, 52 Stat. 599 (11 D. C. Code 914), be, and the 
same is hereby, amended as follows: 
"Sc. 13. If a child sixteen years of age or older is charged with 

an offense which would amount to a felony in the case of an adult, or 
any child charged with an offense which if committed by an adult is 
punishable by death or life imprisonment, the judge may, after full 
investigation, waive jurisdiction and order such child held for trial 
under the regular procedure of the court which would have jurisdiction 
of such offense if committed by an adult; or such other court may 
exercise the powers conferred upon the juvenile court in this Act in 
conducting and disposing of such cases." 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 57] 
AN ACT 

May 15, 1947 
[H. R. 729]  To provide that the United States District Court for the Western District 

[Public Law 54] of Virginia shall alone appoint the United States commissioner for the 
Shenandoah National Park. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to direct the Secretary 
of the Interior to notify the State of Virginia that the United States 
assumes police jurisdiction over the lands embraced within the Shen-
andoah National Park, and for other purposes", approved August 19, 
1937 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 16, sec. 403c-5), is amended by strik-
ing out "upon the recommendation and approval of the Secretary of 
the Interior of a qualified candidate". 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 58] 
AN ACT 

To amend further the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Pay Read-
justment Act of 1942, as amended, is hereby amended by adding the 
following paragraph at the end of section 4 thereof: 
"Payments of allowances which have been or hereafter may he 

made under this Act based on a purported marriage and made prior 
to judicial annulment or termination of such marriage are valid: 
Provided, That it is adjudged or decreed by a court of competent juris-
diction that the marriage was entered into in good faith on the part 
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of the spouse in military service or that. in the absence of such a judg-
ment or decree, such finding of good faith is made by the head of the
department concerned or by such officer of the department concerned
as he may designate for the purpose."

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 59]
AN ACT

To establish a Chief of Chaplains in the United States Navy, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be
in the Bureau of Naval Personnel a Chief of Chaplains, designated
by the Chief of Naval Personnel from among officers of the Chaplain
Corps of the Regular Navy not below the rank of commander; and
that such officer shall, while so serving, have the rank of rear admiral
and shall receive the pay and allowances provided by law for rear
admirals of the upper half.

SEC. 2. The Act of December 22, 1944 (ch. 661, 58 Stat. 886), is
hereby repealed.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 60]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganization of the Navy
Department, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1940, to amend the
Act entitled "An Act authorizing the President to appoint an Under Secretary
of War during national emergencies, fixing the compensation of the Under
Secretary of War, and authorizing the Secretary of War to prescribe duties".
approved December 16, 1940, as amended, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of
the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganization of the Navy
Department, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1940 (54
Stat. 494), is amended by striking out from the first sentence thereof
the following words: to serve dlring any national emergency
declared by him to exist, including the ,resent lilited( eellleirely'".

SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act authorizing thte Plresident to
appoint an Under Secretary of War during national emergencies. fix-
ing the compensation of the Under Secretary of War. and authorizing
the Secretary of War to prescribe duties", approved December 16, 1940
(54 Stat. 1224), as amended, is amended as follows:

(a) By striking from the title thereof the words: "during national
emergencies";

(b) By striking the first sentence from the last paragraph of sec-
tion 2 thereof.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 61]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), relating to the acceptance of
decorations, orders, medals, and emblems by officers and enlisted men of the
armed forces of the United States tendered them by governments of cobellig-
erent nations or other American Republics.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act of July 20. 1942 (56 Stat. 662: 10 U. S. C. 1423a), be, and
hereby is. amended to read as follows:
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of the spouse in military service or that, in the absence of such a judg-
ment or decree, such finding of good_ faith is made by the head of the 
department. concerned or by such officer of the department concerned 
as he may designate for the purpose." 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 59] 
AN ACT 

To establish a Chief of Chaplains in the United States Navy, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress a-ssembled, That there shall be 
in the Bureau of Naval Personnel a Chief of Chaplains, designated 
by the Chief of Naval Personnel from among officers of the Chaplain 
Corps of the Regular Navy not below the rank of commander; and 
that such officer shall, while so serving, have the rank of rear admiral 
and shall receive the pay and allowances provided by law for rear 
admirals of the upper half. 
SEC. 2. The Act of December 22, 1944 (ch. 661, 58 Stat. 886), is 

hereby repealed. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 60] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganization of the Navy 
Department, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1940, to amend the 
Act entitled "An Act authorizing the President to appoint an Under Secretary 
of War during national emergencies, fixing the compensation of the Under 
Secretary of War, and authorizing the Secretary of War to prescribe duties", 
approved December 16, 1940, as amended, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 of 
the Act entitled "An Act providing for the reorganization of the Navy 
Department, and for other purposes", approved June 20, 1940 (54 
Stat. 494), is amended by striking out from the first sentence thereof 
the following words: "to serve during any national emergency 
declared by him to exist, including the present limited emergency". 
SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act authorizing the President to 

appoint an Under Secretary of War during national emergencies, fix-
ing the compensation of the Under Secretary of War. and authorizing 
the Secretary of War to prescribe duties", approved December 16, 1940 
(54 Stat. 1224) 2 as amended, is amended as follows: 

(a) By striking from the title thereof the words: "during national 
emergencies"; 

(b) By striking the first sentence from the last paragraph of sec-
tion 2 thereof. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 61] 
AN ACT 
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"That officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United
States be, and they are hereby, authorized during the present war and
for a year thereafter to accept from the governments of cobelligerent
nations, neutral nations, or the other American Republics such deco-
rations, orders, medals, and emblems, as may be tendered them, and
which are conferred by such governments upon members of their own
military forces, hereby expressly granting'the consent of Congress
required for this purpose by clause 8 of section 9, article I, of the Con-
stitution: Provided, That any such officer or enlisted man is hereby
authorized to wear any decoration, order, medal, or emblem accepted
pursuant to authority contained in this Act or heretofore accepted by
such person from the government of a cobelligerent nation, neutral
nation, or of an American Republic."

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 62]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the administration of the
Washington National Airport, and for other purposes", approved June 29, 1940.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the administration of the Washington National
Airport, and for other purposes", approved June 29, 1940 (54 Stat.
686), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
sections:

"SEC. 4. (a) The Administrator, and any Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration employee appointed to protect life and property on the air-
port, when designated by the Administrator, is hereby authorized and
empowered (1) to arrest under a warrant within the limits of the air-
port any person accused of having committed within the boundaries
of the airport any offense against the laws of the United States, or
against any rule or regulation prescribed pursuant to this Act; (2) to
arrest without warrant any person committing any such offense within
the limits of the airport, in his presence; or (3) to arrest without war-
rant within the limits of the airport any person whom he has reason-
able grounds to believe has committed a felony within the limits of the
airport.

"(b) Any individual having the power of arrest as provided in
subsection (a) of this section may carry firearms or other weapons
as the Administrator may direct or by regulation may prescribe.

"(c) The United States Park Police may, at the request of the
Administrator, be assigned by the Director of the National Park
Service, in his discretion, subject to the supervision and direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, to patrol any area of the airport, and
any members of the United States Park Police so assigned are hereby
authorized and empowered to make arrests within the limits of the
airport for the same offenses, and in the same manner and circum-
stances, as is provided in this section with respect to employees desig-
nated by the Administrator.

"SEC. 5. Any person who knowingly and willfully violates any rule
or regulation prescribed under this. Act shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than
$500 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both.

"SEC. 6. The officer on duty in command of those employees desig-
nated by the Administrator as provided in section 4 may accept deposit
of collateral from any person charged with the violation of any rule
or regulation prescribed under this Act, for appearance in court or
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"That officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United 
States be, and they are hereby, authorized during the present war and 
for a year thereafter to accept from the governments of cobelligerent 
nations, neutral nations, or the other American Republics such deco-
rations, orders, medals, and emblems, as may be tendered them, and 
which are conferred by such governments upon members of their own 
military forces, hereby expressly granting the consent of Congress 
required for this purpose by clause 8 of section 9, article I, of the Con-
stitution: Provided, That any such officer or enlisted man is hereby 
authorized to wear any decoration, order, medal, or emblem accepted 
pursuant to authority contained in this Act or heretofore accepted by 
such person from the government of a cobelligerent nation, neutral 
nation, or of an American Republic." 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 62] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the administration of the 
Washington National Airport, and for other purposes", approved June 29, 1940. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the administration of the Washington National 
Airport, and for other purposes", approved June 29, 1940 (54 Stat. 
686), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new 
sections: 
"SEC. 4. (a) The Administrator, and any Civil Aeronautics Admin-

istration employee appointed to protect life and property on the air-
port, when designated by the Administrator, is hereby authorized and 
empowered (1) to arrest under a warrant within the limits of the air-
port any person accused of having committed within the boundaries 
of the airport any offense against the laws of the United States, or 
against any rule or regulation prescribed pursuant to this Act; (2) to 
arrest without warrant any person committing any such offense within 
the limits of the airport, in his presence; or (3) to arrest without war-
rant within the lint its of the airport any person whom he has reason-
able grounds to believe has committed a felony within the limits of the 
airport. 
"(b) Any individual having the power of arrest as provided in 

subsection (a) of this section may carry firearms or other weapons 
as the Administrator may direct or by regulation may prescribe. 

"(c) The United States Park Police may, at the request of the 
Administrator, be assigned by the Director of the National Park 
Service, in his discretion, subject to the supervision and direction of 
the Secretary of the Interior, to patrol any area of the airport, and 
any members of the United States Park Police so assigned are hereby 
authorized and empowered to make arrests within the limits of the 
airport for the same offenses, and in the same manner and circum-
stances, as is provided in this section with respect to employees desig-
nated by the Administrator. 
"SEC. 5. Any person who knowingly and willfully violates any rule 

or regulation prescribed under this. Act shall be guilty of a misde-
meanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than 
$500 or imprisoned not more than six months, or both. 
"SEc. 6. The officer on duty in command of those employees desig-

nated by the Administrator as provided in section 4 may accept deposit 
of collateral from any person charged with the violation of any rule 
or regulation prescribed under this Act, for appearance in court or 
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before the appropriate United States commissioner; and such col-
lateral shall be deposited with the United States commissioner at
Alexandria, Virginia.

"SEC. 7. The Administrator may enter into agreements with the
State of Virginia, or with any political subdivision thereof, for such
municipal services as the Administrator shall deem necessary to the
proper and efficient government of the airport, and he may, from time
to time, agree to modifications in any such agreement: Provided,
however, That where the charge for any such service is established
by the laws of the State of Virginia, the Administrator may not pay
for such service an amount in excess of the charge so established.
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
necessary for the making of payment for services under any such
agreement."

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 63]
AN ACT

Authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West Executive
Avenue between the grounds of the White House and the Department of
State Building.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Director
of the National Park Service is hereby authorized and directed to
remove the stone piers from West Executive Avenue between the
grounds of the White House and the Department of State Building.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 67]
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663), entitled "An Act
to provide for the appointment of additional commissioned officers in the Reg-
ular Army, and for other purposes", as amended by the Act of August 8, 1946
(Public Law 670, Seventy-ninth Congress).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of Awmrica in Congress assembled, That, effectivo
December 28, 1945, the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the appoint-
ment of additional commissioned officers in the Regular Army, and for
other purposes", approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663), as
amended by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 670, Seventy-ninth
Congress), is further amended by inserting after section 8 thereof an
additional section as follows:

"SEC. 9. For the purpose of administering the provisions of this
Act, the date of nomination by the President if the Senate is in session,
or if the Senate is in recess the date of a recess appointment by the
President, shall be considered as the date or time of appointment in
determining eligibility for appointment, permanent grade in which
appointed, date of rank in such grade, period of service to be credited
under section 5 hereof, and eligibility for promotion of each person
appointed as a commissioned officer of the Regular Army under the
provisions of this Act: Provided, That no person appointed under the
provisions of this Act shall be entitled, by reason of such appointment,
to any pay or allowances for any period prior to the date of acceptance
of such appointment."

Approved May 15, 1947.
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before the appropriate United States commissioner; and such col-
lateral shall be deposited with the United States commissioner at 
Alexandria, Virginia. 
"SEC. 7. The Administrator may enter into agreements with the 

State of Virginia, or with any political subdivision thereof, for such 
municipal services as the Administrator shall deem necessary to the 
proper and efficient government of the airport, and he may, from time 
to time, agree to modifications in any such agreement: Provided, 
however, That where the charge for any such service is established 
by the laws of the State of Virginia, the Administrator may not pay 
for such service an amount in excess of the charge so established. 
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be 
necessary for the making of payment for services under any such 
agreement." 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 63] 
AN ACT 
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Authorizing and directing the removal of stone piers in West Executive  [H. R. 2846]  

Avenue between the grounds of the White House and the Department of 
State Building. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Director 
of the National Park Service is hereby authorized and directed to 
remove the stone piers from West Executive Avenue between the 
grounds of the White House and the Department of State Building. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 67] 
AN ACT 

[Public Law 60] 

May 15, 1947 
To amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663), entitled "An Act  [H. R. 1605]  

to provide for the appointment of additional commissioned officers in the Reg-
ular Army, and for other purposes", as amended by the Act of August 8, 1946 
(Public Law 670, Seventy-ninth Congress). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, effective 
December 28, 1945, the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the appoint-
ment of additional commissioned officers in the Regular Army, and for 
other purposes", approved December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 663), as 
amended by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 670, Seventy-ninth 
Congress), is further amended by inserting after section 8 thereof an 
additional section as follows: 

"SEo. 9. For the purpose of administering the provisions of this 
Act, the date of nomination by the President if the Senate is in session, 
or if the Senate is in recess the date of a recess appointment by the 
President, shall be considered as the date or time of appointment in 
determining eligibility for appointment, permanent grade in which 
appointed, date of rank in such grade, period of service to be credited 
under section 5 hereof, and eligibility for promotion of each person 
appointed as a commissioned officer of the Regular Army under the 
provisions of this Act: Provided, That no person appointed under the 
provisions of this Act shall be entitled by reason of such appointment, 
to any pay or allowances for any period prior to the date of acceptance 
of such appointment." 
Approved May 15, 1947. 
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May 16, 1947
[H. R. 1359]

[Public Law 62]

[CHAPTER 68]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as amended, so as to increase
the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active list of the
Corps of Civil Engineers of the Navy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Navy. C E United States of America in Congress assembled, That that part of

r. the Act off August 29, 191 (39 Stat. 576), such Act having beengineers. the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 576), such Act having been
amended by the Act of July 22, 1935 (49 Stat. 488), which relates to
the commissioned officer strength of the active list of the Corps of
Civil Engineers, is hereby further amended by striking out the figure
"2" as it appears after the words "Civil Engineers" in line 2, para-

34 . SC. C graph 5, page 489, of volume 49, Statutes at Large, and inserting in
lieu thereof the figure "3".

Approved May 16, 1947.

May 16,1947
[H. R. 1367]

[Public Law 63]

[CHAPTER 69]
AN ACT

To authorize the construction of experimental submarines, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Construction of ex- United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-

rines.ntal subma- ing the provisions of the Act of February 18, 1946 (Public Law 301,
60 Stat. 6. Seventy-ninth Congress, ch. 30, second session), or any other provision

of law enacted prior to the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary
of the Navy is authorized and directed to undertake the construction
of approximately four thousand displacement tons of submarine vessels
for experimental purposes in order to guide the future design and con-

Cost limitation. struction of such vessels: Provided, That the cost of the vessels, the
construction of which is authorized by this Act, shall not exceed
$30,000,000.

Approved May 16, 1947.

May 16, 1947
II. R. 13681]

[Public Law 64]

Missing Persons
Act, amendment.

50 U. S. C. app.
o1001 (a) (3).
Post, p. 453.
Civilian officers and

employees outside
U.S.

[CHAPTER 70]
AN ACT

To include civilian officers and employees of the United States Naval Govern-
ment of Guam among those persons who are entitled to the benefits of Public
Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat.
143), as amended, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
(3) of section 1 of Public Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress
al)proved March 7,1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended by Public Law 408
of the Seventy-eighth Congress approved July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 679),
is hereby further amended to read as follows:

"(3) civilian officers and employees of departments and civilian
officers and employees of the United States Naval Government of
Guam, during such time as they may be assigned for duty or serv-
ing outside the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska
exclusive of part-time or intermittent employees or native labor
casually hired on an hourly or per diem basis;".

SEC. 2. Appropriations which have been made or which may be
made for the Navy Department and the naval service shall be available
and may be used for the payment of such sums as may have accrued
prior to July 21, 1944, to the credit of, and which remain unpaid to,
civilian officers and employees of the United States Naval Government
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[CHAPTER 68] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as amended, so as to increase 
the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active list of the 
Corps of Civil Engineers of the Navy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That that part of 
the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 576), such Act having been 
amended by the Act of July 22, 1935 (49 Stat. 488), which relates to 
the commissioned officer strength of the active list of the Corps of 
Civil Engineers, is hereby further amended by striking out the figure 
"2" as it appears after the words "Civil Engineers" in line 2, para-
graph 5, page 489, of volume 49, Statutes at Large, and inserting in 
lieu thereof the figure "3". 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 69] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the construction of experimental submarines, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Act of February 18, 1946 (Public Law 301, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, ch. 30, second session), or any other provision 
of law enacted prior to the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary 
of the Navy is authorized and directed to undertake the construction 
of approximately four thousand displacement tons of submarine vessels 
for experimental purposes in order to guide the future design and con-
struction of such vessels: Provided, That the cost of the vessels, the 
construction of which is authorized by this Act, shall not exceed 
$30,000,000. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 70] 
AN ACT 

To include civilian officers and employees of the United States Naval Govern-
ment of Guam among those persons who are entitled to the benefits of Public 
Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 
143), as amended, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
(3) of section 1 of Public Law 490 of the Seventy-seventh Congress 
approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended by Public Law 408 
of the Seventy-eighth Congress approved July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 679), 
is hereby further amended to read as follows: 

"(3) civilian officers and employees of departments and civilian 
officers and employees of the United States Naval Government of 
Guam, during such time as they may be assigned for duty or serv-
ing outside the continental limits of the United States or in Alaska, 
exclusive of part-time or intermittent employees or native labor 
casually hired on an hourly or per diem basis;". 

SEC. 2. Appropriations which have been made or which may be 
made for the Navy Department and the naval service shall be available 
and may be used for the payment of such sums as may have accrued 
prior to July 21, 1944, to the credit of, and which remain unpaid to, 
civilian officers and employees of the United States Naval Government 
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of Guam under the provisions and the authority of Public Law 490 of
the Seventy-seventh Congress approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143),
as heretofore and herein amended.

Approved May 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 71]
AN ACT

To relieve collectors of customs of liability for failure to collect certain special
tonnage duties and light money, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no collector of
customs shall be held liable to the United States for his failure to col-
lect special tonnage duties provided for in the first sentence of section
4219 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title
46, sec. 121), nor for his failure in connection therewith to collect
light money provided for in section 4225 of the Revised Statutes, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 46, section 128), in connection
with the entry from a foreign port of any foreign vessel prior to
October 1, 1940; nor shall any such vessel hereafter be held liable for
the payment of any such special tonnage duties or light money in
connection with any entry prior to October 1, 1940.

Approved May 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 72]
AN ACT

To amend section 327 (h) of the Nationality Act of 1940.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title I, sub-
chapter III, section 327, subsection (h), of the Act of October 14, 1940
(54 Stat. 1151; 8 U. S. C. 727 (h)), be and the same is hereby, amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 327. (h) The officers in charge of property owned or leased
by the Government are authorized, upon the recommendation of the
Attorney General, to provide quarters, without payment of rent, in
any building occupied by the Service, for a photographic studio, oper-
ated by welfare organizations without profit and solely for the benefit
of persons seeking to comply with requirements under the immigra-
tion and nationality laws. Such studio shall be under the supervision
of the Commissioner."

Approved May 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 73]
AN ACT

To authorize additional allowances of good time and the payment of compen-
sation to prison inmates performing exceptionally meritorious or outstanding
services.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the discre-
tion of the Attorney General and under rules and regulations pro-
mulgated by him-

(a) the additional deductions from sentences of prisoners
employed in industries or camps authorized by section 8 of the
Act of May 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391; 18 U. S. C. 744h), may be

85347°--48-pt. 1-7
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50 U. S. C. app.
5 1001-1017.

Post, p. 453.

May 16, 1947
[S. 132]

[Public Law 65]
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May 16, 1947
[S. 460]

[Public Law 66]

Photographic studio.

May 16, 1947
is. 534]
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Additional deduc-

tions from sentences.
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of Guam under the provisions and the authority of Public Law 490 of 
the Seventy-seventh Congress approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), 
as heretofore and herein amended. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 71] 
AN ACT 

To relieve collectors of customs of liability for failure to collect certain special 
tonnage duties and light money, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That no collector of 
customs shall be held liable to the United States for his failure to col-
lect special tonnage duties provided for in the first sentence of section 
4219 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 
46, sec. 121), nor for his failure in connection therewith to collect 
light money provided for in section 4225 of the Revised Statutes, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 46, section 128), in connection 
with the entry from a foreign port of any foreign vessel prior to 
October 1, 1940; nor shall any such vessel hereafter be held liable for 
the payment of any such special tonnage duties or light money in 
connection with any entry prior to October 1, 1940. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 72] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 327 (h) of the Nationality Act of 1940. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title I, sub-
chapter III, section 327, subsection (h), of the Act of October 14, 1940 
(54 Stat. 1151; 8 U. S. C. 727 (h) ), be and the same is hereby, amended 
to read as follows: 
"SEC. 327. (h) The officers in charge of property owned or leased 

by the Government are authorized, upon the recommendation of the 
Attorney General, to provide quarters, without payment of rent, in 
any building occupied by the Service, for a photographic studio, oper-
ated by welfare organizations without profit and solely for the benefit 
of persons seeking to comply with requirements under the immigra-
tion and nationality laws. Such studio shall be under the supervision 
of the Commissioner." 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 73] 
AN ACT 

To authorize additional allowances of good time and the payment of compen-
sation to prison inmates performing exceptionally meritorious or outstanding 
services. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the discre-
tion of the Attorney General and under rules and regulations pro-
mulgated by him— 

(a) the additional deductions from sentences of prisoners 
employed in industries or camps authorized by section 8 of the 
Act of May 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391; 18 U. S. C. 744h), may be 
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extended to prisoners performing exceptionally meritorious or
outstanding services in institutional operations; and

Payments from (b) the prison industries fund established by section 4 of the
p Act of June 23, 1934 (48 Stat. 1211; 18 U. S. C. 744-1), may be

employed in paying compensation to such prisoners.
Approved May 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 74]
AN ACT

May 16,1947 
A  A CT

1s. 64] Granting the consent of Congress for the construction of a dam across Dan River
[Public Law 68] in North Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Dan River, N. C. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of

Congress is hereby granted to Duke Power Company, its successors
and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a low dam across Dan
River at a point in Rockingham County, North Carolina, near Leaks-
ville, and about ninety-one miles above the mouth of said river at
Clarksville, Virginia, for the purpose of providing a pool for con-

Approval of plans. denser water for a steam electric plant: Provided, That work shall
not be commenced until the plans therefor have been submitted to and
approved by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, and by the
Secretary of War, and when such plans have been approved by the
Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary of War, it shall not be lawful
to deviate from such plans either before or after completion of said
dam unless the modification of such plans has previously been sub-
mitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary
of War: Provided further, That in approving the plans for said dam
such conditions and stipulations may be imposed as the Chief of Engi-
neers and Secretary of War may deem necessary to protect the present

Restriction, and future interest of the United States: And provided further, That
this Act shall not be construed to authorize the use of such dam to
develop water power or generate hydroelectric energy: And provided

Damage claims. further, That the grantee, or its successors, shall hold and save the
United States free from all claims arising from damage which may be
sustained by the dam herein authorized, or damage sustained by the
appurtenances of the said dam, by reason of the future construction
and operation by the United States of Philpott Reservoir or of the
proposed dam across Dan River at Schoolfield, Virginia, as proposed
in House Document Numbered 650, Seventy-eighth Congress, and

58 Stlt. 89. approved for construction in Public Law 534, Seventy-eighth Con-
gress, second session, or other Federal project: And provided further.

orRtercam t tiong eatl c. That the grantee shall, at the direction of the district engineer, Corpsof s trea u-gaging facil-
ity. of Engineers, and without cost to the United States, reconstruct or

relocate the existing stream-gaging facility owned by the United States
Geological Survey and situated on the Dan River in the vicinity of
Leaksville, North Carolina.

Time limitation. SEC. 2. The authority granted by this Act shall cease and be deemed
null and void unless the actual construction of the dam hereby author-
ized is commenced within three years and completed within five years
from the date of approval of this Act.

Rights reserved. SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved May 16, 1947.
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extended to prisoners performing exceptionally meritorious or 
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(b) the prison industries fund established by section 4 of the 
Act of June 23, 1934 (48 Stat. 1211; 18 U. S. C. 744-1), may be 
employed in paying compensation to such prisoners. 

Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 74] 

May 16, 1947 • 
IS. 64]  Granting the consent of Congress for the construction of a dam across Dan River 

[Public Law 68] in North Carolina. 
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Approval of plans. 
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Damage claims. 
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AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to Duke Power Company, its successors 
and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a low dam across Dan 
River at a point in Rockingham County, North Carolina, near Leaks-
vine and about ninety-one miles above the mouth of said river at 
Clarksville, Virginia, for the purpose of providing a pool for con-
denser water for a steam electric plant: Provided, That work shall 
not be commenced until the plans therefor have been submitted to and 
approved by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, and by the 
Secretary of War, and when such plans have been approved by the 
Chief of Engineers and by the Secretary of War, it shall not be lawful 
to deviate from such plans either before or after completion of said 
dam unless the modification of such plans has previously been sub-
mitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary 
of War: Provided further, That in approving the plans for said dam 
such conditions and stipulations may be imposed as the Chief of Engi-
neers and Secretary of War may deem necessary to protect the present 
and future interest of the United States: And provided further , That 
this Act shall not be construed to authorize the use of such darn to 
develop water power or generate hydroelectric energy: And provided 
further' That the grantee, or its successors, shall hold and save the 
United States free from all claims arising from damage which may be 
sustained by the dam herein authorized, or damage sustained by the 
appurtenances of the said dam, by reason of the future construction 
and operation by the United States of Philpott Reservoir or of the 
proposed dam across Dan River at Schoolfield, Virginia, as proposed 
in House Document Numbered 650, Seventy-eighth Congress, and 
approved for construction in Public Law 534, Seventy-eighth Con-
gress, second session, or other Federal project: And provided further. 
That the grantee shall, at the direction of the district engineer, Corps 
of Engineers, and without cost to the United States, reconstruct or 
relocate the existing stream-gaging facility owned by the United States 
Geological Survey and situated on the Dan River in the vicinity of 
Leaksville, North Carolina. 
SEC. 2. The authority granted by this Act shall cease and be deemed 

null and void unless the actual construction of the dam hereby author-
ized is commenced within three years and completed within five years 
from the date of approval of this Act. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 75]
AN ACT

To change the name of the Lugert-Altus irrigation project in the State of Okla-
homa to the W. C. Austin project.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in honor and
recognition of the outstanding service of the late W. C. Austin in
securing irrigation for the benefit of southwestern Oklahoma, the
project in the State of Oklahoma known as the Lugert-Altus irrigation
project shall hereafter be known and designated as the W. C. Austin
project. Any law, regulation, document, or record of the United
States in which such project is designated or referred to under the
name of the Lugert-Altus irrigation project shall be held to refer to
such project under and by the name of the W. C. Austin project.

Approved May 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 76]
ANT Af'T

99

May 16, 1947
[S. 214]

[Public Law 691

W. C. Austin proj-
ect, Okla.

... May 16, 1947
Providing for the conveyance to the town of Marblehead, in the State of Massa- [H. R. 450]

chusetts, of Marblehead Military Reservation for public use. [Public Law 70]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Coast Guard, or such agency of the United States as holds
title, be, and hereby is, authorized and directed, upon payment to
the United States of the sum of $5,000, to convey, by quitclaim deed,
to the town of Marblehead, in the State of Massachusetts, for per-
petual use as a public park or other public use, all the proprietary
right, title, and interest of the United States to and in that certain
tract of land, together with all improvements thereon owned by
the United States, embraced within the military reservation situated
on Marblehead Neck at the east entrance to Marblehead Harbor, in
the State of Massachusetts, and containing approximately three and
seventy-four one-hundredths acres; the said property being that which
was acquired by the War Department from the Department of Com-
merce pursuant to an Act of Congress approved May 28, 1935 (Public
Law Numbered 81, Seventy-fourth Congress): Provided, That an
area one hundred feet square surrounding the lighthouse tower, with
right-of-way both by land and sea, shall be reserved for lighthouse
purposes: Provided further, That the town of Marblehead shall not
have the right to sell or convey aforesaid property, nor to devote the
same to any other than for a public park use; and in the event that
said property shall not be used as above provided, the right, title, and
interest hereby authorized to be conveyed shall revert to the United
States.

Approved May 16, 1947.

Marblehead, Mass.
Conveyance.

40 Stat. 306.

Lightlhouse area.

Restrictions.

Reversion provi-
sion.

[CHAPTER 77]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To correct technical errors in the Act approved August 13, 1946 (Public Law
729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session).

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act approved
August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second
session), is hereby amended as follows:

(a) Strike out "6 (a) " in paragraph (a) of section 3 and substitute
in lieu thereof the following: "(a) of section 6".

May 16, 1947
[H. J. Res. 116]
[Public Law 71]

Navy.
Officer candidate

training program.
60 Stat. 1057.
34 U. S. . §§ 102-

10201.
60 Stat. 1058.
34 U.S.C. 102Ob(a).
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[CHAPTER 75] 
AN ACT 

To change the name of the Lugert-Altus irrigation project in the State of Okla-
homa to the W. C. Austin project. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in honor and 
recognition of the outstanding service of the late W. C. Austin in 
securing irrigation for the benefit of southwestern Oklahoma, the 
project in the State of Oklahoma known as the Lugert-Altus irrigation 
project shall hereafter be known and designated as the W. C. Austin 
project. Any law, regulation, document, or record of the United 
States in which such project is designated or referred to under the 
name of the Lugert-Altus irrigation project shall be held to refer to 
such project under and by the name of the W. C. Austin project. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 
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chusetts, of Marblehead Military Reservation for public use. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United 
States Coast Guard, or such agency of the United States as holds 
title, be, and hereby is, authorized and directed, upon payment to 
the United States of the sum of $5,000, to convey, by quitclaim deed, 
to the town of Marblehead, in the State of Massachusetts, for per-
petual use as a public park or other public use, all the proprietary 
right, title, and interest of the United States to and in that certain 
tract of land, together with all improvements thereon owned by 
the United States, embraced within the military reservation situated 
on Marblehead Neck at the east entrance to Marblehead Harbor, in 
the State of Massachusetts, and containing approximately three and 
seventy-four one-hundredths acres; the said property being that which 
was acquired by the War Department from the Department of Com-
merce pursuant to an Act of Congress approved May 28, 1935 (Public 
Law Numbered 81, Seventy-fourth Congress) : Provided, That an 
area one hundred feet square surrounding the lighthouse tower, with 
right-of-way both by land and sea, shall be reserved for lighthouse 
purposes: Provided further, That the town of Marblehead shall not 
have the right to sell or convey aforesaid property, nor to devote the 
same to any other than for a public park use; and in the event that 
said property shall not be used as above provided, the right, title, and 
interest hereby authorized to be conveyed shall revert to the United 
States. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 77] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To correct technical errors in the Act approved August 13, 1946 (Public Law 
729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session). 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act approved 
August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress, second 
session), is hereby amended as follows: 

(a) Strike out "6 (a)" in paragraph (a) of section 3 and substitute 
in lieu thereof the following: "(a) of section 6". 
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60 Stat. 1058.
34 U. S.C. § 1020b(b).

60 Stat. 1058.
34 U.S.C. §1020c.

60 Stat. 1059.
34 U. S. C. 1020d.

60 Stat. 1059.
34 U. S. C. 1020e.

60 Stat. 1060.
34 U. S. C. 1020f.
Commission in re-

serve component upon
application.

60 Stat. 1060.
34 U. S. C. § 1020g.

60 Stat. 1060.
34 U. S. C. 1020h.

60 Stat. 1060.
34 U. S. C. 10201.

60 Stat. 1061.
34 U.S. C. § 1039.
Appointments of

midshipmen.

34 U. S. C. 1032.

60 Stat. 1061.
34 U. . C. i 6L

Eflective date.

(b) Insert a comma between the second occurrence of the word
"work" and the word "and" in clause (1) of paragraph (b) of section 3.

(c) Strike out the first occurrence of the word "and" and substitute
in lieu thereof a comma in clause (2) of paragraph (b) of section 3.

(d) Strike out the word "part" wherever occurring in section 4 and
substitute in lieu thereof the word "paragraph".

(e) Strike out the word "part" in section 5 and substitute in lieu
thereof the word "paragraph".

(f) Insert between the letter "(a)" and the word "Midshipmen"
in subsection (a) of section 6 the following: "1."

(g) Strike out "section 3 (a)" in the first paragraph of subsection
(a) of section 6 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "para-
graph (a) of section 3".

(h) Strike out "section 3 (b)" in paragraph 2 of subsection (a) of
section 6 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph (b)
of section 3"; and in the same said paragraph strike out the word
"part" and substitute in lieu thereof the word "paragraph".

(i) Insert a comma between the second occurrence of the word
"year" and the word "and" in subsection (d) of section 6.

(j) Amend section 7 to read as follows:
"SEC. 7. Any officer commissioned under paragraph 1 of subsection

(a) of section 6 or under subsection (b) of section 6 may, upon his own
application, after not less than fifteen months or two years, respectively,
of satisfactory service as a commissioned officer, have his commission
in the Regular service terminated and be commissioned in the Naval
Reserve or the Marine Corps Reserve, and, in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Navy, be released from active duty. The date of rank
in such commission m a reserve component shall be the same as that
of the commission previously held in the Regular service."

(k) Strike out "subsection 2 of section 6 (a)" in section 8 and sub-
stitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph 2 of subsection (a)
of section 6".

(1) Strike out "subsection 2 of section 6 (a)" in subsection (a) of
section 9 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph 2
of subsection (a) of section 6".

(m) Strike out "subsection 1 of section 6 (a)" in the first sentence
of subsection (b) of section 9 and substitute in lieu thereof the follow-
ing: "paragraph 1 of subsection (a) of section 6". In the same said
first sentence strike out "section 6 (b)" and substitute in lieu thereof
the following: "subsection (b) of section 6".

(n) Strike out "subsection 9 (a)" in section 10 and substitute in lieu
thereof the following: "subsection (a) of section 9".

(o) Amend section 16 to read as follows:
"SEC. 16. (a) The President may appoint annually seventy-five

midshipmen to the United States Naval Academy from among the
sons of Army, Navy, and Marine Corps personnel.

"(b) The Act of December 20, 1917 (40 Stat. 430), as amended, is
hereby further amended to read as follows: 'There shall be allowed
at the United States Naval Academy five midshipmen for each
Senator, Representative, Delegate in Congress, and Resident Commis-
sioner from Puerto Rico, and from the District of Columbia, one
hundred and sixty appointed annually from enlisted men of the Navy
and Marine Corps, and one hundred and sixty appointed annually
from enlisted men of the Naval Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve by
the Secretary of the Navy under similar conditions so far as applicable
as prescribed by law for appointments from enlisted men of the Navy.'

(p) Strike out the word "not" in section 19. Substitute the word
"and" in lieu of the word "nor" in the same said section.

SEC. 2. This joint resolution shall be effective from August 13, 1946.
Approved May 16, 1947.
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(b) Insert a comma between the second occurrence of the word 
"work" and the word "and" in clause (1) of paragraph (b) of section.  3. 

(c) Strike out the first occurrence of the word "and" and substitute 
in lieu thereof a comma in clause (2) of paragraph (b) of section 3. 

(d) Strike out the word "part" wherever occurring in section 4 and 
substitute in lieu thereof the word "paragraph". 

(e) Strike out the word "part" in section 5 and substitute in lieu 
thereof the word "paragraph". 

(f) Insert between the letter "(a)" and the word "Midshipmen" 
in subsection (a) of section 6 the following: "1." 

(g) Strike out "section 3 (a)" in the first paragraph of subsection 
(a) of section 6 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "para-
graph (a) of section 3". 

(h) Strike out "section 3 (b)" in paragraph 2 of subsection (a) of 
section 6 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph (b) 
of section 3"; and in the same said paragraph strike out the word 
"part" and substitute in lieu thereof the word "paragraph". 

(i) Insert a comma between the second occurrence of the word 
"year" and the word "and" in subsection (d) of section 6. 

(j) Amend section 7 to read as follows: 
"SEc. 7. Any officer commissioned under paragraph 1 of subsection 

(a) of section 6 or under subsection (b) of section 6 may, upon his own 
application, after not less than fifteen months or two years, respectively, 
of satisfactory service as a commissioned officer, have his commission 
in the Regular service terminated and be commissioned in the Naval 
Reserve or the Marine Corps Reserve, and, in the discretion of the 
Secretary of the Navy, be released from active duty. The date of rank 
in such commission in a reserve component shall be the same as that 
of the commission previously held in the Regular service." 

(k) Strike out "subsection 2 of section 6 (a)" in section 8 and sub-
stitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph 2 of subsection (a) 
of section 6". 

(1) Strike out "subsection 2 of section 6 (a)" in subsection (a) of 
section 9 and substitute in lieu thereof the following: "paragraph 2 
of subsection (a) of section 6". 

(m) Strike out "subsection 1 of section 6 (a)" in the first sentence 
of subsection (b) of section 9 and substitute in lieu thereof the follow-
ing: "paragraph 1 of subsection (a) of section 6". In the same said 
first sentence strike out "section 6 (b)" and substitute in lieu thereof 
the following: "subsection (b) of section 6". 

(n) Strike out "subsection 9 (a)" in section 10 and substitute in lieu 
thereof the following: "subsection (a) of section 9". 

(o) Amend section 16 to read as follows: 
"SEc. 16. (a) The President may appoint annually seventy-five 

midshipmen to the United States Naval Academy from among the 
sons of Army, Navy, and Marine Corps personnel. 

"(b) The Act of December 20, 1917 (40 Stat. 430), as amended, is 
hereby further amended to read as follows: 'There shall be allowed 
at the United States Naval Academy five midshipmen for each 
Senator, Representative, Delegate in Congress, and Resident Commis-
sioner from Puerto Rico, and from the District of Columbia, one 
hundred and sixty appointed annually from enlisted men of the Navy 
and Marine Corps, and one hundred and sixty appointed annually 
from enlisted men of the Naval Reserve and Marine Corps Reserve by 
the Secretary of the Navy under similar conditions so far as applicable 
as prescribed by law for appointments from enlisted men of the Navy." 

(p) Strike out the word "not" in section 19. Substitute the word 
"and" in lieu of the word "nor" in the same said section. 

SEc. 2. This joint resolution shall be effective from August 13, 1946. 
Approved May 16, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 78]
AN ACT

To limit the time within which the General Accounting Office shall make final
settlement of the monthly or quarterly accounts of fiscal officers, and for other
purposes.

May 19, 1947
[S. 2731

[Public Law 721

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, effective three Period for settle-

ment of monthly or
years after the date of enactment of this Act, the monthly or quarterly quarterly accounts by

accounts of any disbursing, accountable, or certifying officer of the GAO.
Government shall be settled by the General Accounting Office within
a period of not to exceed three years from the date of the receipt of
the account by the General Accounting Office. A copy of the certifi- mertifite" of settle-
cate of settlement in each case shall be sent to the officer involved and
such settlement shall be final and conclusive on the General Account-
ing Office after the expiration of three years from the date of receipt
of the account to the extent that no further charges or debts shall be
raised in such account thereafter except as to moneys which have
been or may be lost to the United States due to fraud or criminality
on the part of said officer: Provided, That nothing herein shall be pyents etc illga

construed to prohibit recovery from any payee of public moneys ille-
gally or erroneously paid to such payee or to preclude the recovery
from the disbursing, accountable, or certifying officer or his surety
of any balance found due the Government under a settlement made
within the period of three years as herein provided: Provided further,
That nothing herein shall be construed to deprive any such officer of tioned aitnes. q e

his right at any time to clear his accounts of questioned items in
accordance with the provisions of existing law: Provided further,
That the period of limitation above prescribed shall be regarded as uspension.
suspended for the duration of any future war in which the United
States may be engaged.

Approved May 19, 1947.

[CHAPTER 79]
AN ACT

May 19, 1947
Authorizing the reduction of certain accrued interest charges payable by the [H .R.04

Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte project. [Public Law 731

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized in administering the North Platte
project, Nebraska-Wyoming, to enter into a contract modifying the
contract of July 15, 1927, heretofore entered into pursuant to the Act
of February 21, 1911 (36 Stat. 925), between the United States and
the Farmers' Irrigation District, a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Nebraska, whereby the said district
shall be relieved and excused of the obligation to pay $59,853, repre-
senting part of the accrued interest due the United States from the
district pursuant to the terms of article 2 (c) of said contract of July
15, 1927: Provided, That the district agrees, on terms satisfactory to
the Secretary, to operate and maintain the several drain diversion
works now or hereafter to be constructed emptying waste, seepage,
and return flow waters into the district's canal.

Approved May 19, 1947.

Farmers' Irrigation
District, North Platte
project.

43 U. . C. §C 523-
525.

Operation, etc., of
drain diversion works.
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[CHAPTER 78] 
AN ACT 

To limit the time within which the General Accounting Office shall make final 
settlement of the monthly or quarterly accounts of fiscal officers, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, effective three 
years after the date of enactment of this Act, the monthly or quarterly 
accounts of any disbursing, accountable, or certifying officer of the 
Government shall be settled by the General Accounting Office within 
a period of not to exceed three years from the date of the receipt of 
the account by the General Accounting Office. A copy of the certifi-
cate of settlement in each case shall be sent to the officer involved and 
such settlement shall be final and conclusive on the General Account-
ing Office after the expiration of three years from the date of receipt 
of the account to the extent that no further charges or debts shall be 
raised in such account thereafter except as to moneys which have 
been or may be lost to the United States due to fraud or criminality 
on the part of said officer: Provided, That nothing herein shall be 
construed to prohibit recovery from any payee of public moneys ille-
gally or erroneously paid to such payee or to preclude the recovery 
from the disbursing, accountable, or certifying officer or his surety 
of any balance found due the Government under a settlement made 
within the period of three years as herein provided: Provided further, 
That nothing herein shall be construed to deprive any such officer of 
his right at any time to clear his accounts of questioned items in 
accordance with the provisions of existing law: Provided further, 
That the period of limitation above prescribed shall be regarded as 
suspended for the duration of any future war in which the United 
States may be engaged. 
Approved May 19, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 79] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the reduction of certain accrued interest charges payable by the 
Farmers' Irrigation District, North Platte project. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized in administering the North Platte 
project, Nebraska-Wyoming, to enter into a contract modifying the 
contract of July 15, 1927, heretofore entered into pursuant to the Act 
of February 21, 1911 (36 Stat. 925), between the United States and 
the Farmers' Irrigation District, a corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the State of Nebraska, where-by the said district 
shall be relieved and excused of the obligation to pay $59,853, repre-
senting part of the accrued interest due the United States from the 
district pursuant to the terms of article 2 (c) of said contract of July 
15, 1927: Provided, That the district agrees, on terms satisfactory to 
the Secretary, to operate and maintain the several drain diversion 
works now or hereafter to be constructed emptying waste, seepage, 
and return flow waters into the district's canal. 
Approved May 19, 1947. 
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May 19, 1947
[H. R. 1098]

[Public Law 74]

Shoshone and Arap-
abo Tribes, Wind
River Reservation.

Division of trust
funds.

Outstanding loans.

Establishment of
trust fund accounts.

Interest.

Division of future
revenues.

Availability of trust
funds.

Per capita pay-
ments.

Clailms against pay-
ments.

25 U.S. C. 386a.

[CHAPTER 80]
AN ACT

To authorize the segregation and expenditure of trust funds held in joint owner-
ship by the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to divide the trust
funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the joint credit
of the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River Reservation,
Wyoming, including the unexpended balance of the treaty funds
arising under section 12 of the Act of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat. 93),
between the Shoshone Tribe and the Arapaho Tribe, crediting one-
half of the total amount in the principal account to a principal trust
fund account and one-half of the total amount in the interest account
to an interest trust fund account for each tribe: Provided, That in
dividing the funds there shall be taken into consideration in deter-
mining the amount to be credited to each tribe the outstanding loans
made from joint trust funds to the Indians of each tribe.

SEC. 2. The Comptroller of the United States, upon request of the
Secretary of the Interior, is authorized and directed to establish a
trust fund account for each tribe and the Secretary of the Treasury
shall make such transfer of funds on the books of his department as
may be necessary to effect the purpose of section 1 of this Act: Pro-
,ided, That interest shall accrue on the principal fund only, at the

rate of 4 per centum per annum, and shall be credited to the interest
trust fund accounts established by this section: Provided further,
That all future revenues derived from the Wind River Reservation
under existing law shall be divided in accordance with section 1 of this
Act and credited to the principal trust fund accounts established herein.

SEC. 3. Notwithstanding any other provision of existing law, the
trust funds credited to the Shoshone Tribe and the Arapaho Tribe,
respectively, under the provisions of this Act shall be available for
expenditure or for advance to the tribe for such purposes as may be
requested by the tribal council and approved by the Secretary of the
Interior or such official as may be designated by him: Provided, That
two-thirds of said trust funds as initially established, and two-thirds
of all sums credited thereto during a period of five years from and
after the enactment of this Act, shall be paid on the first day of Sep-
tember and the first day of March each year, per capita, to the indi-
vidual members of said tribes, and any sums distributed per capita
out of the funds described in section 1 of this Act on or after April 1,
1947, shall be taken into consideration in determining the sums to be
distributed under this proviso to the same effect as if this Act had been
in force on and after April 1, 1947: Provided further, That said per
capita payments shall not be subject to any lien or claim of any nature
against any of the members of said tribes unless the tribal council of
such member shall consent thereto in writing, except as to reimburs-
able Treasury loans made to individual members of either tribe which
may be due to the United States, and except as to irrigation charges
owed by individual Indians to the United States, but this latter excep-
tion shall not become operative until a report upon irrigation charges
within the Wind River Irrigation Project has been made and becomes
effective in accordance with the Act of July 1. 1932 (ch. 369, 47 Stat.
564).

Approved May 19, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 80] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the segregation and expenditure of trust funds held in joint owner-
ship by the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River Reservation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to divide the trust 
funds on deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the joint credit 
of the Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes of the Wind River Reservation, 
Wyoming, including the unexpended balance of the treaty funds 
arising under section 12 of the Act of June 7, 1897 (30 Stat. 93), 
between the Shoshone Tribe and the Arapaho Tribe, crediting one-
half of the total amount in the principal account to a principal trust 
fund account and one-half of the total amount in the interest account 
to an interest trust fund account for each tribe: Provided, That in 
dividing the funds there shall be taken into consideration in deter-
mining the amount to be credited to each tribe the outstanding loans 
made from joint trust funds to the Indians of each tribe. 
SEC. 2. The Comptroller of the United States, upon request of the 

Secretary of the Interior, is authorized and directed to establish a 
trust fund account for each tribe and the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall make such transfer of funds on the books of his department as 
may be necessary to effect the purpose of section 1 of this Act: Pro-
vided, That interest shall accrue on the principal fund only, at the 
rate of 4 per centum per annum, and shall be credited to the interest 
trust fund accounts established by this section: Provided further, 
That all future revenues derived from the Wind River Reservation 
under existing law shall be divided in accordance with section 1 of this 
Act and credited to the principal trust fund accounts established herein. 
SEC. 3. Notwithstanding any other provision of existing law, the 

trust funds credited to the Shoshone Tribe and the Arapaho Tribe, 
respectively, under the provisions of this Act shall be available for 
expenditure or for advance to the tribe for such purposes as may be 
requested by the tribal council and approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior or such official as may be designated by him: Provided, That 
two-thirds of said trust funds as initially established, and two-thirds 
of all sums credited thereto during a period of five years from and 
after the enactment of this Act, shall be paid on the first day of Sep-
tember and the first day of March each year, per capita, to the indi-
vidual members of said tribes, and any sums distributed per capita 
out of the funds described in section 1 of this Act on or after April 1, 
1947, shall be taken into consideration in determining the sums to be 
distributed under this proviso to the same effect as if this Act had been 
in force on and after April 1, 1947: Provided further, That said per 
capita payments shall not be subject to any lien or claim of any nature 
against any of the members of said tribes unless the tribal council of 
such member shall consent thereto in writing, except as to reimburs-
able Treasury loans made to individual members of either tribe which 
may be due to the United States, and except as to irrigation charges 
owed by individual Indians to the United States, but this latter excep-
tion shall not become operative until a report upon irrigation charges 
within the Wind River Irrigation Project has been made and becomes 
effective in accordance with the Act of July 1, 1932 (ch. 369, 47 Stat. 
564). 
Approved May 19, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 81]
AN ACT

To provide for assistance to Greece and Turkey.

Whereas the Governments of Greece and Turkey have sought from
the Government of the United States immediate financial and
other assistance which is necessary for the maintenance of their
national integrity and their survival as free nations; and

Whereas the national integrity and survival of these nations are of
importance to the security of the United States and of all freedom-
loving peoples and depend upon the receipt at this time of assistance;
and

Whereas the Security Council of the United Nations has recognized
the seriousness of the unsettled conditions prevailing on the border
between Greece on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria, and Yugo-
slavia on the other, and, if the present emergency is met, may
subsequently assume full responsibility for this phase of the prob-
lem as a result of the investigation which its commission is cur-
rently conducting; and

Whereas the Food and Agriculture Organization mission for Greece
recognized the necessity that Greece receive financial and economic
assistance and recommended that Greece request such assistance
from the appropriate agencies of the United Nations and from the
Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom; and

Whereas the United Nations is not now in a position to furnish to
Greece and Turkey the financial and economic assistance which is
immediately required; and

Whereas the furnishing of such assistance to Greece and Turkey
by the United States will contribute to the freedom and inde-
pendence of all members of the United Nations in conformity with
the principles and purposes of the Charter: Now, therefore,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of any other law, the President may from time
to time when he deems it in the interest of the United States furnish
assistance to Greece and Turkey, upon request of their governlments,
and upon terms and conditions determined by him-

(1) by rendering financial aid in the form of loans, credits,
grants, or otherwise, to those colutries;

(2) by detailing to assist those countries any persons in the
employ of the Government of the United States; and the pro-
visions of the Act of May 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 442), as amended,
applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to such Act, as amended,
shall be applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to this para-
graph: Provided, however, That no civilian personnel shall be
assigned to Greece or Turkey to administer the purposes of this
Act until such personnel have been investigated by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation;

(3) by detailing a limited number of members of the military
services of the United States to assist those countries, in an
advisory capacity only; and the provisions of the Act of May 19,
1926 (44 Stat. 565), as amended, applicable to personnel detailed
pursuant to such Act, as amended, shall be applicable to personnel
detailed pursuant to this paragraph;

(4) by providing for (A) the transfer to, and the procure-
ment for by manufacture or otherwise and the transfer to, those
countries of any articles, services, and information, and (B) the
instruction and training of personnel of those countries; and

May 22,1947
IS. 938]
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[CHAPTER 81] 
AN ACT 

To provide for assistance to Greece and Turkey. 

Whereas the Governments of Greece and Turkey have sought from 
the Government of the United States immediate financial and 
other assistance which is necessary for the maintenance of their 
national integrity and their survival as free nations; and 

Whereas the national integrity and survival of these nations are of 
importance to the security of the United States and of all freedom-
loving peoples and depend upon the receipt at this time of assistance; 
and 

Whereas the Security Council of the United Nations has recognized 
the seriousness of the unsettled conditions prevailing on the border 
between Greece on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria, and Yugo-
slavia on the other, and, if the present emergency is met, may 
subsequently assume full responsibility for this phase of the prob-
lem as a result of the investigation which its commission is cur-
rently conducting; and 

Whereas the Food and Agriculture Organization mission for Greece 
recognized the necessity that Greece receive financial and economic 
assistance and recommended that Greece request such assistance 
from the appropriate agencies of the United Nations and from the 
Governments of the United States and the United Kingdom; and 

Whereas the United Nations is not now in a position to furnish to 
Greece and Turkey the financial and economic assistance which is 
immediately required; and 

Whereas the furnishing of such assistance to Greece and Turkey 
by the United States will contribute to the freedom and inde-
pendence of all members of the United Nations in conformity with 
the principles and purposes of the Charter: Now, therefore, 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of any other law, the President may from time 
to time when he deems it in the interest of the United States furnish 
assistance to Greece and Turkey, upon request of their governments, 
and upon terms and conditions determined by him— 

(1) by rendering financial aid in the form of loans, credits, 
grants, or otherwise, to those countries; 

(2) by detailing to assist those countries any persons in the 
employ of the Government of the United States; and the pro-
visions of the Act of May 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 442), as amended, 
applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to such Act, as amended, 
shall be applicable to personnel detailed pursuant to this para-
graph: Provided, however; That no civilian personnel shall be 
assigned to Greece or Turkey to administer the purposes of this 
Act until such personnel have been investigated by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation; 

(3) by detailing a limited number of members of the military 
services of the United States to assist those countries, in an 
advisory capacity only; and the provisions of the Act of May 19, 
1926 (44 Stat. 565), as amended, applicable to personnel detailed 
pursuant to such Act, as amended, shall be applicable to personnel 
detailed pursuant to this paragraph; 

(4) by providing for (A) the transfer to, and the procure-
ment for by manufacture or otherwise and the transfer to, those 
countries of any articles, services, and information, and (B) the 
instruction and training of personnel of those countries; and 
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(5) by incurring and defraying necessary expenses, including
administrative expenses and expenses for compensation of per-
sonnel, in connection with the carrying out of the provisions of
this Act.

SEC. 2. (a) Sums from advances by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation under section 4 (a) and from the appropriations made
under authority of section 4 (b) may be allocated for any of the pur-
poses of this Act to any department, agency, or independent establish-
ment of the Government. Any amount so allocated shall be available
as advancement or reimbursement, and shall be credited, at the option
of the department, agency, or independent establishment concerned,
to appropriate appropriations, funds or accounts existing or estab-
lished for the purpose.

(b) Whenever the President requires payment in advance by the
Government of Greece or of Turkey for assistance to be furnished to
such countries in accordance with this Act, such payments when made
shall be credited to such countries in accounts established for the
purpose. Sums from such accounts shall be allocated to the depart-
ments, agencies, or independent establishments of the Government
which furnish the assistance for which payment is received, in' the
same manner, and shall be available and credited in the same manner,
as allocations made under subsection (a) of this section. Any portion
of such allocation not used as reimbursement shall remain available
until expended.

(c) Whenever any portion of an allocation under subsection (a)
or subsection (b) is used as reimbursement, the amount of reimburse-
ment shall be available for entering into contracts and other uses
during the fiscal year in which the reimbursement is received and the
ensuing fiscal year. Where the head of any department, agency, or
independent establishment of the Government determines that replace-
ment of any article transferred pursuant to paragraph (4) (A) of
section 1 is not necessary, any funds received in payment therefor
shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

(d) (1) Payment in advance by the Government of Greece or of
Turkey shall be required by the President for any articles or services
furnished to such country under paragraph (4) (A) of section 1 if
they are not paid for from funds advanced by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation under section 4 (a) or from funds appropriated
under authority of section 4 (b).

(2) No department, agency, or independent establishment of the
Government shall furnish any articles or services under paragraph
(4) (A) of section 1 to either Greece or Turkey, unless it receives
advancements or reimbursements therefor out of allocations under
subsection (a) or (b) of this section.

SEC. 3. As a condition precedent to the receipt of any assistance
pursuant to this Act, the government requesting such assistance shall
agree (a) to permit free access of United States Government officials
for the purpose of observing whether such assistance is utilized effec-
tively and in accordance with the undertakings of the recipient
government; (b) to permit representatives of the press and radio
of the United States to observe freely and to report fully regarding
the utilization of such assistance; (c) not to transfer, without the
consent of the President of the United States, title to or possession of
any article or information transferred pursuant to this Act nor to
permit, without such consent, the use of any such article or the use
or disclosure of any such information by or to anyone not an officer,
employee, or agent of the recipient government; (d) to make such
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(5) by incurring and defraying necessary expenses, including 
administrative expenses and expenses for compensation of per-
sonnel, in connection with the carrying out of the provisions of 
this Act. 

SEC. 2. (a) Sums from advances by the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation under section 4 (a) and from the appropriations made 
under authority of section 4 (b) may be allocated for any of the pur-
poses of this Act to any department, agency, or independent establish-
ment of the Government. Any amount so allocated shall be available 
as advancement or reimbursement, and shall be credited, at the option 
of the department, agency, or independent establishment concerned, 
to appropriate appropriations, funds or accounts existing or estab-
lished for the purpose. 

(b) Whenever the President requires payment in advance by the 
Government of Greece or of Turkey for assistance to be furnished to 
such countries in accordance with this Act, such payments when made 
shall be credited to such countries in accounts established for the 
purpose. Sums from such accounts shall be allocated to the depart-
ments' agencies, or independent establishments of the Government 
which furnish the assistance for which payment is received, in the 
same manner, and shall be available and credited in the same manner, 
as allocations made under subsection (a) of this section. Any portion 
of such allocation not used as reimbursement shall remain available 
until expended. 

(c) Whenever any portion of an allocation under subsection (a) 
or subsection (b) is used as reimbursement, the amount of reimburse-
ment shall be available for entering into contracts and other uses 
during the fiscal year in which the reimbursement is received and the 
ensuing fiscal year. Where the head of any department, agency, or 
independent establishment of the Government determines that replace-
ment of any article transferred pursuant to paragraph (4) (A) of 
section 1 is not necessary, any funds received in payment therefor 
shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. 

(d) (1) Payment in advance by the Government of Greece or of 
Turkey shall be required by the President for any articles or services 
furnished to such country under paragraph (4) (A) of section 1 if 
they are not paid for from funds advanced by the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation under section 4 (a) or from funds appropriated 
under authority of section 4 (b). 

(2) No department, agency, or independent establishment of the 
Government shall furnish any articles or services under paragraph 
(4) (A) of section 1 to either Greece or Turkey, unless it receives 
advancements or reimbursements therefor out of allocations under 
subsection (a) or (b) of this section. 
SEC. 3. As a condition precedent to the receipt of any assistance 

pursuant to this Act, the government requesting such assistance shall 
agree (a) to permit free access of United States Government officials 
for the purpose of observing whether such assistance is utilized effec-
tively and in accordance with the undertakings of the recipient 
government; (b) to permit representatives of the press and radio 
of the United States to observe freely and to report fully regarding 
the utilization of such assistance; (c) not to transfer, without the 
consent of the President of the United States, title to or possession of 
any article or information transferred pursuant to this Act nor to 
permit, without such consent, the use of any such article or the use 
or disclosure of any such information by or to anyone not an officer, 
employee, or agent of the recipient government; (d) to make such 
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provisions as may be required by the President of the United States
for the security of any article, service, or information received pur-
suant to this Act; (e) not to use any part of the proceeds of any loan,
credit, grant, or other form of aid rendered pursuant to this Act
for the making of any payment on account of the principal or interest
on any loan made to such government by any other foreign govern-
ment; and (f) to give full and continuous publicity within such
country as to the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts, and
progress of United States economic assistance carried on therein
pursuant to this Act.

SEC. 4. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until
such time as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to subsection
(b) of this section, to make advances, not to exceed in the aggregate
$100,000,000, to carry out the provisions of this Act, in such manner
and in such amounts as the President shall determine.

(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the President
not to exceed $400,000,000 to carry out the provisions of this Act.
From appropriations made under this authority there shall be repaid
to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation the advances made by it
under subsection (a) of this section.

SEC. 5. The President may from time to time prescribe such rules
and regulations as may be necessary and proper to carry out any of
the provisions of this Act; and he may exercise any power or authority
conferred upon him pursuant to this Act through such department,
agency, independent establishment, or officer of the Government as
he shall direct.

The President is directed to withdraw any or all aid authorized
herein under any of the following circumstances:

(1) If requested by the Government of Greece or Turkey,
respectively, representing a majority of the people of either such
nation;

(2) If the Security Council finds (with respect to which finding
the United States waives the exercise of any veto) or the General
Assembly finds that action taken or assistance furnished by the
United Nations makes the continuance of such assistance unneces-
sary or undesirable;

(3) If the President finds that any purposes of the Act have
been substantially accomplished by the action of any other inter-
governmental organizations or finds that the purposes of the Act
are incapable of satisfactory accomplishment: and

(4) If the President finds that any of the assurances given
pursuant to section 3 are not being carried out.

SEC. 6. Assistance to any country under this Act may, unless sooner
terminated by the President, be terminated by concurrent resolution
by the two Houses of the Congress.

SEC. 7. The President shall submit to the Congress quarterly reports
of expenditures and activities, which shall include uses of funds by
the recipient governments, under authority of this Act.

SEC. 8. The chief of any mission to any country receiving assistance
under this Act shall be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall perform such functions
relating to the administration of this Act as the President shall
prescribe.

Approved May 22, 1947.
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provisions as may be required by the President of the. United States 
for the security of any article, service, or information received pur-
suant to this Act; (e) not to use any part of the proceeds of any loan, 
credit, grant, or other form of aid rendered pursuant to this Act 
for the making of any payment on account of the principal or interest 
on any loan made to such government by any other foreign govern-
ment; and (f) to give full and continuous publicity within such 
country as to the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts, and 
progress of United States economic assistance carried on therein 
pursuant to this Act. 
SEC. 4. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until 
such time as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to subsection 
(b) of this section, to make advances, not to exceed in the aggregate 
$100,000,000, to carry out the provisions of this Act, in such manner 
and in such amounts as the President shall determine. 

(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the President 
not to exceed $400,000,000 to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
From appropriations made under this authority there shall be repaid 
to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation the advances made by it 
under subsection (a) of this section. 
SEC. 5. The President may from time to time prescribe such rules 

and regulations as may be necessary and proper to carry out any of 
the provisions of this Act; and he may exercise any power or authority 
conferred upon him pursuant to this Act through such department, 
agency, independent establishment, or officer of the Government as 
he shall direct. 
The President is directed to withdraw any or all aid authorized 

herein under any of the following circumstances: 
(1) If requested by the Government of Greece or Turkey, 

respectively, representing a majority of the people of either such 
nation; 

(2) If the Security Council finds (with respect to which finding 
the United States waives the exercise of any veto) or the General 
Assembly finds that action taken or assistance furnished by the 
United Nations makes the continuance of such assistance unneces-
sary or undesirable; 

(3) If the President finds that any purposes of the Act have 
been substantially accomplished by the action of any other inter-
governmental organizations or finds that the purposes of the Act 
are incapable of satisfactory accomplishment; and 

(4) If the President finds that any of the assurances given 
pursuant to section 3 are not being carried out. 

SEc. 6. Assistance to any country under this Act may, unless sooner 
terminated by the President, be terminated by concurrent resolution 
by the two Houses of the Congress. 
SEC. 7. The President shall submit to the Congress quarterly reports 

of expenditures and activities, which shall include uses of funds by 
the recipient governments, under authority of this Act. 
SEc. 8. The chief of any mission to any country receiving assistance 

under this Act shall be appointed by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall perform such functions 
relating to the administration of this Act as the President shall 
prescribe. 
Approved May 22, 1947. 
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May 26, 1947
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1947.

Post, p. 118.
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60 Stat. 392.
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60 Stat. 397.

60 Stat. 476.

60 Stat. 479.

[CHAPTER 82]
AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes,
namely:

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

Salaries, officers and employees, Senate, fiscal year 1947, $50,000.
For an additional amount for expenses of inquiries and investiga-

tions ordered by the Senate, including compensation to stenographers
of committees, at such rate as may be fixed by the Committee on
Rules and Administration of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents
per hundred words, fiscal year 1947, $100,000: Provided, That no
part of this appropriation shall be expended for per diem and sub-
sistence expenses except in accordance with the provisions of the
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended.

For an additional amount for miscellaneous items, exclusive of
labor, fiscal year 1947, $200,000.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to Florence I. Gerlach. widow of Charles L. Gerlach,
late a Representative from the State of Pennsylvania, $12,500.

For payment to Howard A. Norman and Evelyn Norman Carlson,
son and daughter of Fred Norman, late a Representative from the
State of Washington, $12,500.

SALARIES, OFFI(ERS AND EMILOYEES

For an additional amount for salaries of officers and employees,
House of Representatives, required by reason of the enactment of the
"Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946", fiscal year 1947, $110,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSEF OF THE HOUSE

Reporting hearings: For an additional amount for stenographic
reports of hearings of committees other than special and select
committees, fiscal year 1947, $30,000.

THE JUDICIARY

UNITED STATES SUPREME COIRT

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $5,600.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries",
$7,500.
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[CHAPTER 821 

AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, 
namely: 

TITLE I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

Salaries, officers and employees, Senate, fiscal year 1947, $50,000. 
For an additional amount for expenses of inquiries and investiga-

tions ordered by the Senate, including compensation to stenographers 
of committees, at such rate as may be fixed by the Committee on 
Rules and Administration of the Senate, but not exceeding 25 cents 
per hundred words, fiscal year 1947, $100,000: Provided, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be expended for per diem and sub-
sistence expenses except in accordance with the provisions of the 
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as amended. 
For an additional amount for miscellaneous items, exclusive of 

labor, fiscal year 1947, $200,000. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to Florence I. Gerlach. widow of Charles L. Gerlach, 
late a Representative from the State of Pennsylvania, $12,500. 
For payment to Howard A. Norman and Evelyn Norman Carlson, 

son and daughter of Fred Norman, late a Representative from the 
State of Washington, $12,500. 

SALARIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 

For an additional amount for salaries of officers and employees, 
House of Representatives, required by reason of the enactment of the 
"Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946", fiscal year 1947, $110,000. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

Reporting hearings: For an additional amount for stenographic 
reports of hearings of committees other than special and select 
committees, fiscal year 1947, $30,000. 

THE JUDICIARY 

uNrrEn STATES SUPREME COURT 

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Printing and binding", $5,600. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COL rs 

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries", 
$7,500. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION

Salaries and expenses: The limitation on the amount which may
be expended for traveling expenses, fiscal year 1947, is hereby AStatp 605.
increased from "$50,000" to "$60,000".

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Salaries and expenses," War Assets Administration, $75,000,000. 60 Stat. 6 s

.

to be derived from the special fund account in the Treasury
established by the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946. 5

9 Stat.632.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

There are hereby transferred from the appropriation "Grants to
States for Maternal and Child Health Services, Social Security
Administration, 1947," sums as follows: 6 tat s

To:
Venereal diseases: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for

"Venereal diseases", $23,400.
Tuberculosis: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for

"Tuberculosis", $15,600.
Communicable diseases: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,

for "Communicable diseases", $99,100.
Hospitals and medical care: For an additional amount, fiscal year

1947, for "Hospitals and medical care", $242,500.
Foreign quarantine service: For an additional amount, fiscal year

1947, for "Foreign quarantine service", $10,400.
National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For an additional

amount, fiscal year 1947, for "National Institute of Health, operating
expenses", $8,200.

Salaries and miscellaneous expenses: For an additional anlount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and miscellaneous expenses", $8,700.

Office of International Health Relations: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Office of International Health Relations", $5,400.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and
Survivors Insurance ' , $375,000, and the limitation on the amount
which may be expended from the Federal old-age and survivors insur-
ance trust fund under this head in the Federal Security Agency
Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased by $436,100, the whole 60 stat. 94.

to be accounted for as one fund: Provided, That any sums received by
the Administrator as payment for services performed for any depart-
ment or agency of the Government by persons whose salaries are paid
from said fund shall be deposited to the credit of the fund and be
available, during the fiscal year in which such sums are received, for
the same purposes.

Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For an
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Miscellaneous expenses, 60tat. 69.
Social Security Administration", $150,000.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION 

Salaries and expenses: The limitation on the amount which may 
be expended for traveling expenses, fiscal year 1917, is hereby 
increased from "$50,000" to "$60,000". 

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Salaries and expenses," War Assets Administration, $75,000,000. 
to be derived from the special fund account in the Treasury 
established by the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

There are hereby transferred from the appropriation "Grants to 
States for Maternal and Child Health Services, Social Security 
Administration, 1947," sums as follows: 
To: 
Venereal diseases: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 

"Venereal diseases", $23,400. 
Tuberculosis: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 

"Tuberculosis", $15,600. 
Communicable diseases: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 

for "Communicable diseases", $99,100. 
Hospitals and medical care: For an additional amount, fiscal year 

1947, for "Hospitals and medical care", $242,500. 
Foreign quarantine service: For an additional amount, fiscal year 

1947, for "Foreign quarantine service", $10,400. 
National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For an additional 

amount, fiscal year 1947, for "National Institute of Health, operating 
expenses", $8,200. 

Salaries and miscellaneous expenses: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and miscellaneous expenses", $8,700. 

Office of International Health Relations: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Office of International Health Relations", $5,400. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries, Bureau of Old-Age and 
Survivors Insurance", $375,000, and the limitation on the amount 
which may be expended from the Federal old-age and survivors insur-
ance trust fund under this head in the Federal Security Agency 
Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased by $436,100, the whole 
to be accounted for as one fund: Provided, That any sums received by 
the Administrator as payment for services performed for any depart-
ment or agency of the Government by persons whose salaries are paid 
from said fund shall be deposited to the credit of the fund and be 
available, during the fiscal year in which such sums are received, for 
the same purposes. 
Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For an 

additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Miscellaneous expenses, 
Social Security Administration", $150,000. 
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Traveling expenses, Federal Security Agency: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Traveling expenses, Federal Security
Agency", $75,000.

Printing and binding, Federal Security Agency: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Printing and binding, Federal Security
Agency", $103,000.

Such sums as may be determined by the Bureau of the Budget to be
necessary are hereby appropriated for making for the first quarter of
the fiscal year 1948 (1) grants to States for assistance to aged needy
individuals, needy dependent children, and needy individuals who are
blind, as authorized in titles I, IV, and X, respectively, of the Social
Security Act approved August 14, 1935, as amended, and (2) grants
to States for unemployment compensation administration: Provided,
That the obligations incurred and expenditures made for each of such
purposes under the authority of this appropriation shall be charged
to the appropriations therefor in the Labor-Federal Security Appro-
priation Act, 1948.

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

BUREAU OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES

Veterans' educational facilities: For an additional amount for the
completion of construction and installation of veterans' educational
facilities, fiscal year 1947, $3,000,000, to be available until expended,
but not to be available for new projects after September 30, 1947, of
which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall
be used for the relocation of any building at a cost greater than $3
per square foot.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Penalty mail costs", $2,500, to be derived by transfer from the
appropriation "General expenses".

OFFICE OF SELECTIVE SERVICE RECORDS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary, fiscal year 1947, for
the operation and maintenance of the Office of Selective Service Records
as authorized by the Act of March 31, 1947 (Public Law 26), including
personal services in the District of Columbia; contract stenographic
reporting services; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle at a cost
not exceeding $2,000; $5,103,000, with which amount the funds made
available to said office by said Act shall be merged, of which total
amount not to exceed $44,000 shall be available for printing and bind-
ing, and not to exceed $19,100 for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28,
1944.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

The amount specified in the First Supplemental Appropriation
Act, 1945, for deposit in the Treasury by the Securities and Exchange
Commission for cost of penalty mail is hereby increased from
"$13,875" to "$16,100".

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1944,
for printing and binding, $2,065.51.
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

Traveling expenses, Federal Security Agency: For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Traveling expenses, Federal Security 
Agency", $75,000. 
Printing and binding, Federal Security Agency: For an additional 

amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Printing and. binding, Federal Security 
Agency", $103,000. 

Such sums as may be determined by the Bureau of the Budget to be 
necessary are hereby appropriated for making for the first quarter of 
the fiscal year 1948 (1) grants to States for assistance to aged needy 
individuals, needy dependent children, and needy individuals who are 
blind, as authorized in titles I, IV, and X, respectively, of the Social 
Security Act approved August 14, 1935, as amended, and (2) grants 
to States for unemployment compensation administration: Provided, 
That the obligations incurred and expenditures made for each of such 
purposes under the authority of this appropriation shall be charged 
to the appropriations therefor in the Labor-Federal Security Appro-
priation Act, 1948. 

FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

BUREAU OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES 

Veterans' educational facilities: For an additional amount for the 
completion of construction and installation of veterans' educational 
facilities, fiscal year 1947, $3,000,000, to be available until expended, 
but not to be available for new projects after September 30, 1947, of 
which amount not to exceed $100,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall 
be used for the relocation of any building at a cost greater than $3 
per square foot. 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
"Penalty mail costs", $2,500, to be derived by transfer from the 
appropriation "General expenses". 

OFFICE OF SELECTIVE SERVICE RECORDS 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary, fiscal year 1947, for 
the operation and maintenance of the Office of Selective Service Records 
as authorized by the Act of March 31, 1947 (Public Law 26), including 
personal services in the District of Columbia; contract stenographic 
reporting services; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle at a cost 
not exceeding $2,000; $5,103,000, with which amount the funds made 
available to said office by said Act shall be merged, of which total 
amount not to exceed $44,000 shall be available for printing and bind-
ing, and not to exceed $19,100 for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 
1944. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

The amount specified in the First Supplemental Appropriation 
Act, 1945, for deposit in the Treasury by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission for cost of penalty mail is hereby increased from 
"$13,875" to "$16,100". 
Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1944, 

for printing and binding, $2,065.51. 
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THE TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Salaries and expenses, The Tax Court of the United States",
$4,500.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries
and expenses, National Archives," fiscal year 1947, $29,800.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION

On the date of enactment of this Act the Secretary of the Treasury
is hereby authorized and directed to discharge $641,832,080.64 of the
indebtedness of the Commodity Credit Corporation to the Secretary
of the Treasury by canceling notes in such amount issued by the Cor-
poration to the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to section 4 of the
Act of March 8, 1938, as amended (15 U. S. C. 713a-4).

FARM LABOR SUPPLY PROGRAM

Supply and distribution of farm labor: The funds provided by the
Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1944, as amended and sup-
plemented, are hereby continued available through January 30, 1948,
for carrying out the purposes of said Act, as amended, and the Act
of April 28, 1947 (Public Law 40, Eightieth Congress), an Act pro-
viding for a six months' extension and final liquidation of the farm
labor supply program; and, in addition to the amount continued avail-
able, there is hereby appropriated for such purposes the sum of
$5,000,000 to be merged with the funds hereby continued available.
Not less than $2,000,000 of such additional funds shall be apportioned
among the several States in the manner and for the purposes specified
in section 2 of the Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1944. In
addition to the amounts heretofore made available for administrative
expenses pursuant to section 3 of such Act, there is hereby made avail-
able out of said funds the sum of $250,000 for such puiposes: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $258,500 of the total funds remaining as of
January 30, 1948, shall be available until June 30, 1948, for adminis-
trative and other expenses, including personal services in the District
of Columbia, incident to the settlement of growers' and workers' con-
tracts and accounts, the collection of reimbursements due the Govern-
ment, the payment of transportation and other obligations outstand-
ing, and the handling of other necessary fiscal and administrative work
in the final liquidation and disposition of Government assets and lia-
bilities under the program: Provided further, That not to exceed
$500,000 of the receipts derived from sales of labor supply centers,
labor homes, labor camps, and facilities under the provisions of sec-
tion 2 (d) of the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 731), as amended,
shall be available for the payment of costs of the liquidation of such
labor supply centers, labor homes, labor camps, and facilities, includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia, and any appropria-
tions or other funds from which such costs have been advanced may be
reimbursed therefor from any such receipts, the net proceeds of such
sales to be deposited in the Treasury of the United States.
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THE TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Salaries and expenses, The Tax Court of the United States", 
$4,500. 

NATIONAL ARCHIVES 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries 
and expenses, National Archives," fiscal year 1947, $29,800. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 

On the date of enactment of this Act the Secretary of the Treasury 
is hereby authorized and directed to discharge $641,832,080.64 of the 
indebtedness of the Commodity Credit Corporation to the Secretary 
of the Treasury by canceling notes in such amount issued by the Cor-
poration to the Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to section 4 of the 
Act of March 8, 1938, as amended (15 U. S. C. 713a-4). 

FARM LABOR SUPPLY PROGRAM 

Supply and distribution of farm labor: The funds provided by the 
Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1941, as amended and sup-
plemented, are hereby continued available through January 30, 1948, 
for carrying out the purposes of said Act, as amended, and the Act 
of April 28, 1947 (Public Law 40, Eightieth Congress), an Act pro-
viding for a six months' extension and final liquidation of the farm 
labor supply program; and, in addition to the amount continued avail-
able, there is hereby appropriated for such purposes the sum of 
$5,000,000 to be merged with the funds hereby continued available. 
Not less than $2,000,000 of such additional funds shall be apportioned 
among the several States in the manner and for the purposes specified 
in section 2 of the Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1944. In 
addition to the amounts heretofore made available for administrative 
expenses pursuant to section 3 of such Act, there is hereby made avail-
able out of said funds the sum of $250,000 for such purposes: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $258,500 of the total funds remaining as of 
January 30, 1948, shall be available until June 30, 1948, for adminis-
trative and other expenses, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia, incident to the settlement of growers' and workers' con-
tracts and accounts, the collection of reimbursements due the Govern-
ment, the payment of transportation and other obligations outstand-
ing, and the handling of other necessary fiscal and administrative work 
in the final liquidation and disposition of Government assets and lia-
bilities under the program: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$500,000 of the receipts derived from sales of labor supply centers, 
labor homes, labor camps, and facilities under the provisions of sec-
tion 2 (d) of the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 731), as amended, 
shall be available for the payment of costs of the liquidation of such 
labor supply centers, labor homes, labor camps, and facilities, includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia, and any appropria-
tions or other funds from which such costs have been advanced may be 
reimbursed therefor from any such receipts, the net proceeds of such 
sales to be deposited in the Treasury of the United States. 
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FEDERAL FARM MORTGAGE CORPORATION

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation: For an additional amount,
60 stat. 93 fiscal year 1947, for administrative expenses, $300,000, payable from

the funds of the Corporation.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATOR OF CIVIL AERONAUTICS

60 tat. 467. Maintenance and operation of air navigation facilities: For an
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Maintenance and operation
of air navigation facilities", $20,000.

60 Stat. 468. Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport: For an
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Maintenance and operation,
Washington National Airport," $40,000, to be used for the dredging
of the Washington National Airport channel.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD

Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses: The limitation on
60 Stat. 469. the amount for cost of penalty mail, fiscal year 1947, is hereby increased

from "$4,500" to "$6,000."

COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

Salaries and expenses, departmental: For an additional amount,60 Stat. 469. fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses, departmental," $140,000,
and the limitation upon the amount which may be expended for per-
sonal services is hereby increased from "$2,700,000" to "$2,840,000".

Pay, commissioned officers: For an additional amount, fiscal year60 Stat. 470. 1947, for "Pay, commissioned officers", $150,000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
60 Stat. 1100. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Revested Oregon and California Railroad and reconveyed Coos Bay
Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon: For an additional amount, fiscal

60 tat. 33. year 1947, for "Revested Oregon and California Railroad and recon-
veyed Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon", $18,000.

0o Stat. 353.
UREAU\ OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Education of Indians: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Education of Indians", $250,000.

Conservation of health: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Conservation of health", $500,000.

Payment to Milton A. Johnson: For deposit by the Secretary of the
Treasury to the official trust fund checking account of the special
disbursing agent, Yakima Indian Agency, Toppenish, Washington,
and for deposit to certain other accounts pursuant to the Act of

tat. 1310. August 7, 1946 (Private Law 863), $2,119.34.

MISCELLANEOUS INDIAN TRIBAL FUNDS

Relief of needy Indians (tribal funds): For an additional amount,
60 Stat. 361. fiscal year 1947, for "Relief of needy Indians (tribal funds)", $50,000,

payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe
Availability of sur- interested: Provided, That surplus potatoes purchased by the Com-

modity Credit Corporation of the Department of Agriculture may be
made available to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for seed and for the
relief of needy Indians and that any funds appropriated for the welfare
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of air navigation facilities", $20,000. 

Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport: For an 
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Maintenance and operation, 
Washington National Airport," $40,000, to be used for the dredging 
of the Washington National Airport channel. 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 

Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses: The limitation on 
the amount for cost of penalty mail, fiscal year 1947, is hereby increased 
from "$4,500" to "$6,000." 
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Salaries and expenses, departmental: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses, departmental," $140,000, 
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Revested Oregon and California Railroad and reconveyed Coos Bay 
Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Revested Oregon and California Railroad and recon-
veyed Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon", $18,000. 
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Education of Indians: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Education of Indians", $250,000. 

Conservation of health: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, 
for "Conservation of health", $500,000. 
Payment to Milton A. Johnson: For deposit by the Secretary of the 

Treasury to the official trust fund checking account of the special 
disbursing agent, Yakima Indian Agency, Toppenish, Washington, 
and for deposit to certain other accounts pursuant to the Act of 
August 7, 1946 (Private Law 863) , $2,119.34. 
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modity Credit Corporation of the Department of Agriculture may be 
made available to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for seed and for the 
relief of needy Indians and that any funds appropriated for the welfare 
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or relief of needy Indians shall be available for the transportation of
potatoes so supplied.

Support of Indian schools (tribal funds) : For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Support of Indian schools (tribal funds)", 60stat.362.
$200.000.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Gaging streams: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 60 tat. 370.

"Gaging streams," $90,000, and the amount that shall be available only
for cooperation with States or municipalities is hereby increased from
"$1,620,000" to "$1,710,000."

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

LEGAL ACTIVITIES AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

Traveling expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1942. for postat 2906

"Traveling expenses", $194.81. 1

Salaries and expenses, Lands Division: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1942, for "Salaries and expenses, Lands Division", $1,539.04. 5 Stat. 294.

Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses, Antitrust 60 tat.459.

Division", $30,000.
Salaries and expenses of district attorneys and so forth: For an

additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses of 60stat.40.
district attorneys and so forth", $50,000.

FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM

Medical and hospital service: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1947, for "Medical and hospital service", $21,000. 60 Stat.463.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(Out of the Postal Revenues)

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Rural Delivery Service: For an additional amount for Rural
Delivery Service, fiscal year 1946, $75,000. 6stat. 70

For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office
Department for the fiscal year 1947, as follows:

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SALARIES IN BUREAUS AND OFFICES 60 Stat. 580.

Salaries, Office of Budget and Administrative Planning, $3,000, to
be derived by transfer from "Salaries, Bureau of Accounts, 1947".

Salaries, Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $23,900.

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL 60 stat. 580.

Personal or property damage claims, $85,000.
Adjusted losses and contingencies, $25,500.
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Gaging streams: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for 
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FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM 

Medical and hospital service: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Medical and hospital service", $21,000. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 
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OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR

Clerks, $16,000.

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Clerks, first- and second-class post offices: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Clerks, first- and second-class post offices",
$7,100,000, and, in addition, $2,900,000 to be derived by transfer in
the following respective amounts from the appropriations "Salaries,
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General", $16,000; "Salaries,
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General", $10,000; "Salaries,
Office of the Chief Inspector", $12,000; "Salaries, Bureau of Accounts",
$32,000; "Salaries of inspectors", $75,000; "Post-office inspectors, travel
and miscellaneous expenses", $5,000; "Contract station service",
$200,000; "Clerks, third-class post offices", $200,000; "Miscellaneous
items, first- and second-class post offices", $50,000; "Special-delivery
compensation and fees", $300,000; and "Rural Delivery Service",
$2,000,000.

Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices, $500,000.
City delivery carriers, $28,800,000.

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Star route service, $721,000, and, in addition, $152,000 to be derived
by transfer from "Domestic Air Mail Service".

Star route and air mail service, Alaska, $75,000.
Railroad transportation and mail messenger service, $10,000,000,

and, in addition, $2,500,000 to be derived by transfer from "Domestic
Air Mail Service".

Railway mail service, $4,554,800, and, in addition, $3,090,000 to be
derived by transfer from "Domestic Air Mail Service".

Foreign mail transportation, $11,691,000, and, in addition, $3,273,000
to be derived by transfer from "Domestic Air Mail Service".

Railway postal clerks, travel allowance, $403,000.
Railway Mail Service, travel expenses: For an additional amount,

fiscal year 1947, for "Railway Mail Service, travel expenses", $13,000,
to be derived by transfer from "Domestic Air Mail Service".

Indemnities, international mail, $3,000.
Domestic Air Mail Service: The limitation on the amount available

for supervisory officials and clerks at field headquarters is hereby
increased from "$106,000" to "$124,000".

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Idemnities, domestic mail, $800,000.
Unpaid money orders more than one year old, $441,000.

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Rent, light, power, fuel and water, $160,000.
Pneumatic-tube service, New York City and Boston, $31,000.
Vehicle service, $3,506,700, and, in addition, $30,000 to be derived

by transfer from "Transportation of equipment and supplies".

PUBLC BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

Operating supplies, public buildings, $151,200.
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PROVISION RELATING TO EXISTING APPROPRIATION FOR THE POST OFFICE

DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR

Payment of rewards: The appropriation "Payment of rewards"
for the fiscal year 1947 is hereby made available for prior fiscal years.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

FOREIGN SERVICE

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service: For necessary expenses of
the Foreign Service, fiscal year 1947, $2,900,000 for transfer to and
consolidation with other appropriations established to carry out the
provisions of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (Public Law 724) in
such amounts as the Secretary of State may deem necessary.

INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS

United States contributions to international commissions, con-
gresses, and bureaus: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"United States contributions to international commissions, congresses,
and bureaus," as follows: International Bureau for the Publication
of Customs Tariffs, $13,395; International Union of Chemistry, $675;
International Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Experts, $2,513;
in all $16,583.

United States participation in United Nations: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "United States participation in United
Nations," $4,195,347, of which amount, $1,824,500 shall be available
for advance to the United Nations working capital fund, and the
balance of $2,370,847 shall be available for contribution to the 1946
budget of the United Nations.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

FISCAL SERVICE

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER OF TIE UNITED STATES

Salaries (reimbursable) : For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Salaries, Office of Treasurer of United States (Federal Reserve
notes, reimbursable) ", $70,000.

COAST GUARD

Pay and allowances: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Pay and allowances," Coast Guard, $3,790,000, and $1,060,000 to
be derived by transfer from "General expenses, 1947."

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946,
for "Printing and binding," Bureau of Customs, $37,000.

BUREAU OF THE MINT

Medals for Generals Pershing and Mitchell: For carrying out the
provisions of Private Laws 831 and 884, approved August 7, 1946,
and August 8,1946, respectively, fiscal years 1947 and 1948, $4,900.
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Ante, p. 40; post, p.
727.

60 Stat. 402.

Ante, p. 27.

60 Stat. 62.

60 Stat. 64.

60 Stat. 64.

60 Stat. 72.

60 Stat. 698.

60 Stat. 74.

60 Stat.499.

60 Stat. 500.

WAR DEPARTMENT

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

THE PANAMA CANAL

Sanitation, Canal Zone, Panama Canal: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947 for "Sanitation, Canal Zone, Panama Canal", $450,000,
to remain available until expended.

TITLE II-INCREASED PAY COSTS

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947,
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946
(Public Law 317); May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386); May 24, 1946
(Public Law 390); July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491); July 31, 1946
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577); and August 1, 1946 (Public Law
582); and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and employees,
as follows:

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

Library of Congress:
"Salaries, Library, proper", $245,900, and $36,100 to be derived

by transfer from the appropriation "printing catalog cards, 1947."
Copyright Office: "Salaries", $65,000.
Legislative Reference Service: "Salaries", $50,000.
Distribution of printed cards: "Salaries and expenses",

$29,700.
Index to State legislation: "Salaries and expenses", $8,500.
Union catalogs: "Salaries and expenses", $11,800.
Library building: "Salaries", $57,700.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Office of Government Reports, $49,500.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

Civil Service Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $1,000,000.
Federal Communications Commission: "Salaries and expenses",

$651,900.
Federal Power Commission:

"Salaries and expenses", $330,000;
"Flood control surveys", $24,000.

National Archives: "Salaries and expenses", $148,600.
National Labor Relations Board: "Salaries", $384,000 and $20,000

to be derived by transfer from "Miscellaneous expenses, 1947" and
$8,000 to be derived by transfer from "Penalty mail, 1947."

Tariff Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $124,000.
United States Maritime Commission:

"Construction fund" (increase of $1,800,000 in the limitation
upon the amount of this fund which may be used for personal
services);

"Maritime Training" (increase of $40,000 in the limitation
upon the amount of this fund which may be used for adminis-
trative expenses).
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60 Stat. 500. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

CIVIL FUNCTIONS 

THE PANAMA CANAL 

Sanitation, Canal Zone, Panama Canal: For an additional amount, 
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to remain available until expended. 

TITLE II—INCREASED PAY COSTS 

For additional amounts for appropriations for the fiscal year 1947, 
to meet increased pay costs authorized by the Acts of March 6, 1946 
(Public Law 317) ; May 21, 1946 (Public Law 386) ; May 24, 1946 
(Public Law 390) ; July 5, 1946 (Public Law 491) ; July 31, 1946 
(Public Laws 567, 568, and 577) ; and August 1, 1946 (Public Law 
582) ; and other legislation enacted during or applicable to said fiscal 
year authorizing increases in pay of Government officers and employees, 
as follows: 

LEGISLAlivn BRANCH 

Library of Congress: 
"Salaries, Library, proper", $245,900, and $36,100 to be derived 

by transfer from the appropriation "printing catalog cards, 1947." 
Copyright Office: "Salaries", $65,000. 
Legislative Reference Service: "Salaries", $50,000. 
Distribution of printed cards: "Salaries and expenses", 

$29,700. 
Index to State legislation: "Salaries and expenses", $8,500. 
Union catalogs: "Salaries and expenses", $11,800. 
Library building: "Salaries", $57,700. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

Office of Government Reports, $49,500. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

Civil Service Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $1,000,000. 
Federal Communications Commission: "Salaries and expenses", 

$651,900. 
Federal Power Commission: 

"Salaries and expenses", $330,000; 
"Flood control surveys", $24,000. 

National Archives: "Salaries and expenses", $148,600. 
National Labor Relations Board: "Salaries", $384,000 and $20,000 

to be derived by transfer from "Miscellaneous expenses, 1947" and 
$8,000 to be derived by transfer from "Penalty mail, 1947." 

Tariff Commission: "Salaries and expenses", $124,000. 
United States Maritime Commission: 

"Construction fund" (increase of $1,800,000 in the limitation 
upon the amount of this fund which may be used for personal 
services) ; 
"Maritime Training" (increase of $40,000 in the limitation 

upon the amount of this fund which may be used for adminis-
trative expenses). 
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FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY

Reconstruction Finance Corporation: "Administrative expenses" 60 tat. 58.
(increase of $3,570,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the
corporate funds which may be used for administrative expenses).

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

Office of the Administrator: "Salaries and expenses", $33,800, to be 0 Stat. 65.
derived by transfer from "Public Works Administration liquidation,
1947".

Bureau of Community Facilities:
"War public works (community facilities) liquidation" 60 Stat. 264.

(increase of $100,000 in authorization to expend unobligated
balances).

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY * 60 Stat. 
S S

9.

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration: "Salaries and expenses"
(increase of $140,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the cor-
porate or other funds which may be used for administrative expenses).

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation: "Administrative
expenses" (increase of $18,000 in the limitation upon the amount of
the corporate funds which may be used for administrative expenses).

Federal Public Housing Authority: "Salaries and expenses"
(increase of $1,900,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the
corporate or other funds which may be used for administrative
expenses).

Defense Homes Corporation: "Administrative expenses" (increase
of $8,000 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate funds
which may be used for administrative expenses).

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Office of the Secretary: 60 Stat. 348.

"Salaries", $174,000;
"War agency liquidation", $15,000;
"Office of Solicitor", $36,200;
"Division of Territories and Island Possessions", $21,600;
"Oil and Gas Division", $25,000;
"Soil and moisture conservation operations", $97,000;

"Commission of Fine Arts", $910; so Stat. 3.

Bureau of Land Management: 60 Stat. 11
00.

"Salaries and expenses (Grazing Service)" $38,900; 60 Stat. 351.
"Salaries and expenses (General Land Office) ", $134,700; 60 8tat. 32.

"Surveying public lands (General Land Office)", $43,300;
"Salaries and expenses, branch of field examination (General

Land Office)", $34,600;
"Salaries and expenses of district land offices (General Land

Office)", $26,000; 60t.
"Revested Oregon and California Railroad and reconveyed 6tat3

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon (reimbursable)
(General Land Office) ", $27,800;

"Range improvements on public lands outside of grazing
districts (receipt limitation) (General Land Office)", $2,000;

Protection and management of the timber resources of the
public domain (General Land Office)", $22,100; 0 stat.

Bureau of Indian Affairs:
"Salaries and expenses", $132,700;
"Salaries and expenses, district offices", $35,000;
"Salaries and expenses, reservation administration", $411,700;
"Alaska native service", $200,000;
"Education of Indians", $889,700; P p 621.
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation: "Administrative . expenses" 
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"Commission of Fine Arts", $910; 
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"Surveying public lands (General Land Office)", $43,300; 
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Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon (reimbursable) 
(General Land Office)", $27,800; 
"Range improvements on public lands outside of grazing 

districts (receipt limitation) (General Land Office)", $2,000; 
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public domain (General Land Office)", $22,100; 
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"Salaries and expenses", $132,700; 
"Salaries and expenses, district offices", $35,000; 
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60 stat. 3 4. "Conservation of health", $610,000;
"Welfare of Indians", $9,800;
"Management, Indian forest and range resources", $89,400;
"Agriculture and stock raising", $69,200;
"Development of Indian arts and crafts", $2,700;
"Irrigation and drainage", $18,700;
"Administration of Indian tribal affairs (from tribal funds,

$9,700)";
"Support of Klamath Agency, Oregon (from tribal funds,

$8,400)";
"Support of Menominee Agency and pay of tribal officers,

Wisconsin (from tribal funds, $4,900)";
"Support of Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers, Oklahoma

(from tribal funds, $23,600)";
stt. 33. Bureau.of Reclamation:

Reclamation fund, special fund:
"Salaries and expenses (other than project offices)",

$360,000;
"Parker Dam power project, Arizona-California (from

power revenues, $21,000)";
"Yuma project, Arizona-California", $10,200;
"Central Valley project, California (from power revenues,

$49,300)";
"Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado (from power

revenues, $9,400)";
"Boise project, Idaho", $10,000;
"Minidoka project, Idaho (from power revenues, $7,400)";
"Minidoka project, Idaho", $2,000;
"North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming (from power

revenues, $5,000)";
"Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas (from power

revenues, $5,300);
"Owyhee project, Oregon", $9,500;
"Klamath project, Oregon-California", $9,500;
"Columbia Basin project, Washington (from power

revenues, $41,200)";
"Yakima project, Washington", $21,500;
"Kendrick project, Wyoming (from power revenues,

$8,200)";
"Riverton project, Wyoming", $6,000;

Colorado River Dam fund: "Boulder Canyon project", $62,800;
60 stat. 386. "Geological Survey", $62,900;

Bureau of Mines:
60 tat. 373. There are hereby transferred from "Mineral Mining Investigations,

Bureau of Mines 1947", sums as follows:
To:

"Salaries and expenses", $12,600;
"Coal-mine inspections and investigations", $11,900;
"Building and grounds, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania",

$15,000;
"Economics of mineral industries", $23,000;

60 Stat. 3, 377. "National Park Service", $666,600;

"Salaries and expenses, National Capital parks", $65,900;
60 stat. 378. Fish and Wildlife Service: "Salaries and expenses", $579,100;

Government in the Territories:
60 stat. 382. Territory of Alaska: "Expenses of the offices of the Governor

and the Secretary", $2,800;
60 Stat. 38. Territory of Hawaii: "Expenses of the offices of the Governor

and the Secretary", $1,500;
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60 Stat. 369. 
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60 Stat. 382. 
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"Owyhee project, Oregon", $9,500; 
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and the Secretary", $1,500; 
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Government of the Virgin Islands: 60 Stat. 384.

"Salaries of the Governor and employees", $27,800;
"Salaries and expenses of the agricultural station", $5,500.

DEPARTMENT OF JuSTICE

Legal activities and general administration: 60 Stat. 458.

"Office of the Attorney General", $86,000;
"Administrative Division", $78,000, and $50,000 to be derived

by transfer from "Cost of handling penalty mail, Department of
Justice, 1947", and $40,000 to be derived by transfer from "Fees
of witnesses, 1947";

"Tax Division", $83,000;
"Criminal Division", $95,000;
"Claims Division", $174,000;
"Salaries and expenses, Customs Division", $21,800;
"Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division", $159,000;
"Examination of judicial offices", $9,000;
"Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, field", $19,500;
"Salaries and expenses of district attorneys, and so forth",

$596,700;
"Compensation of special attorneys, and so forth", $13,800;
"Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth", $450,800;
"Pay and expenses of bailiffs", $15,000;

Federal Bureau of Investigation:
"Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes",

$1,032,000;
"Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes

(emergency)", $2,168,000; Stat

Immigration and Naturalization Service: "Salaries and expenses,
Immigration and Naturalization Service", $2,887,000; 60 Stat. 463.

Federal Prison System:
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons", $26,500, and

$18,500 to be derived by transfer from "Support of United
States Prisoners, 1947";

"Salaries and expenses, penal and correctional institutions",
$1,389,000;

"Medical and hospital service", $116,000;
Office of Alien Property: "Administrative expenses" (increase of "Stat 6

$393,000 in the limitation upon the amount of Alien Property funds
which may be used for administrative expenses).

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
60 Stat. 446

Office of the Secretary of State:
"Salaries", $2,980,000 and sums to be derived by transfers from

"United States participation in United Nations, 1947", $250,000;
"Cost of handling penalty mail, Department of State, 1947",
$20,000; and "United States contributions to international com-
missions, congresses, and bureaus, 1947", $10,000;

"Passport agencies", $9,500; 60 tat. 456.
International obligations:

"International Boundary Commission, United States and
Canada and Alaska and Canada", $4,500;

"Salaries and expenses, International Joint Commission, United
States and Canada", $4,300; stat. 54

Institute of Inter-American Affairs: "Administrative expenses"
(increase of $74,400 in the limitation upon the amount of the corporate
funds which may be used for administrative expenses);
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Government of the Virgin Islands: 
"Salaries of the Governor and employees", $27,800; 
"Salaries and expenses of the agricultural station", $5,500. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
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by transfer from "Cost of handling penalty mail, Department of 
Justice, 1947", and $40,000 to be derived by transfer from "Fees 
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"Tax Division", $83,000; 
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"Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes 

(emergency)", $2,168,000; 
Immigration and Naturalization Service: "Salaries and expenses, 

Immigration and Naturalization Service", $2,887,000; 
Federal Prison System: 
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$18,500 to be derived by transfer from "Support of United 
States Prisoners, 1947"; 

"Salaries and expenses, penal and correctional institutions", 
$1,389,000; 

"Medical and hospital service", $116,000; 
Office of Alien Property: "Administrative expenses" (increase of 

$393,000 in the limitation upon the amount of Alien Property funds 
which may be used for administrative expenses). 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Office of the Secretary of State: 
"Salaries", $2,980,000 and sums to be derived by transfers from 

"United States participation in United Nations, 1947", $250,000; 
"Cost of handling penalty mail, Department of State, 1947", 
$20,000; and "United States contributions to international com-
missions, congresses, and bureaus, 1947", $10,000; 

"Passport agencies", $9,500; 
International obligations: 

"International Boundary Commission, United States and 
Canada and Alaska and Canada", $4,500; 

"Salaries and expenses, International Joint Commission, United 
States and Canada", $4,300; 

.Institute of Inter-American Affairs: "Administrative expenses" 
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60 Stat. 594.

60 Stat. 160.

60 Stat. 35, 203, 216,
480. 716, 717, 749, 752.

39 U. S. C. §§ 856a,
862a, 862b, 867a, 877,
878; 5U. S. C. § 645a,
645b, 672b-673, 902 et
seq.; 28 U. S. C. §5 5,
213, 241, 296, 301, 324,
597-597c.

Ante, p. 40; post, p.
727.

60 Stat. 587.

Restriction on funds
for personal services.

Exception.

Persons engaging,
etc., in strikes against
or advocating over-
throw of U. 8. Gov-
ernment.

Affidavit.

Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.: "Administrative
expenses" (increase of $15,000 in the limitation upon the amount of
the corporate funds which may be used for administrative expenses).

WAR DEPARTMENT

Civil functions of the War Department:
Quartermaster Corps: "Cemeterial expenses", $48,000;
Signal Corps: "Alaska Communication System", $53,000;
The Panama Canal:

"Civil government", $357,000.
SEC. 201. The restrictions contained within appropriations or affect-

ing appropriations or other funds, available during the fiscal year 1947,
limiting the amounts which may be expended for personal services or
for other purposes involving personal services, or amounts which may
be transferred between appropriations or authorizations, are hereby
waived to the extent necessary to meet increased pay costs authorized
by the Acts of March 6, 1946 (Public Law 317), May 21, 1946 (Public
Law 386), May 24, 1946 (Public Law 390), July 5 1946 (Public Law
491), July 31, 1946 (Public Laws 567, 568, and 5i7), and August 1,
1946 (Public Law 582), and other legislation enacted during or
applicable to the fiscal year 1947 authorizing increased pay for civilian
employees of the Government.

TITLE III-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATION

The amount made available to the Federal Public Housing Authority
for "Annual contributions, fiscal year, 1947", is hereby reduced in the
amount of $2,500,000, such amount to be carried to the surplus fund
and covered into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this
Act.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 400. No appropriation or fund made available by this or any
other appropriation Act to the executive departments and establish-
ments, including corporations, for personal services shall be available
to pay any increased cost resulting from the allocation or reallocation
hereafter of a position to a higher grade, or resulting from the creation
of a new position, if such increased cost would result in an increase
in the total obligations on an annual basis under such appropriation
or fund: Provided, That this prohibition shall not apply to the initial
creation of positions to carry out new programs or functions for which
specific appropriations are made available.

SEC. 401. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act
shall be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages
in a strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who
advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the
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WAR DEPARTMENT 

Civil functions of the War Department: 
Quartermaster Corps: "Cemeterial expenses", $48,000; 
Signal Corps: "Alaska Communication System", $53,000; 
The Panama Canal: 
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1946 (Public Law 582), and other legislation enacted during or 
applicable to the fiscal year 1947 authorizing increased pay for civilian 
employees of the Government. 

TITLE III-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATION 

The amount made available to the Federal Public Housing Authority 
for "Annual contributions, fiscal year, 1947", is hereby reduced in the 
amount of $2,500,000, such amount to be carried to t_le surplus fund 
and covered into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this 
Act. 

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 400. No appropriation or fund made available by this or any 
other appropriation Act to the executive departments and establish-
ments, including corporations, for personal services shall be available 
to pay any increased cost resulting from the allocation or reallocation 
hereafter of a position to a higher grade, or resulting from the creation 
of a new position, if such increased cost would result in an increase 
in the total obligations on an annual basis under such appropriation 
or fund: Provided, That this prohibition shall not apply to the initial 
creation of positions to carry out new programs or functions for which 
specific appropriations are made available. 
SEC. 401. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act 

shall be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages 
in a strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who 
advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered 
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not 
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against 
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not 
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the 
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overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against
the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Govern-
ment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment
the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation con-
tained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall
be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing
law.

SEC. 402. This Act may be cited as the "Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, 1947".

Approved May 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 83]
AN ACT

To amend section 35 of the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat.
437; 30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 35 of
the Act entitled "An Act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate,
oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain", approved Feb-
ruary 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437; 30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as amended, is
amended and reenacted to read as follows:

"SEC. 35. All money received from sales, bonuses, royalties, and
rentals of public lands under the provisions of this Act shall be paid
into the Treasury of the United States; 371/2 per centum thereof shall
be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury after the expiration of each
fiscal year to the State or the Territory of Alaska within the bound-
aries of which the leased lands or deposits are or were located; said
moneys to be used by such State, Territory, or subdivisions thereof
for the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the sup-
port of public schools or other public educational institutions, as the
legislature of the State or Territory may direct; and, excepting those
from Alaska, 521/2 per centum thereof shall be paid into, reserved
and appropriated, as a part of the reclamation fund created by the
Act of Congress known as the Reclamation Act, approved June 17,
1902: Provided, That all moneys which may accrue to the United
States under the provisions of this Act from lands within the naval
petroleum reserves shall be deposited in the Treasury as "miscella-
neous receipts", as provided by the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 813),
as amended June 30, 1938 (52 Stat. 1252, 34 U. S. C., sec. 524). All
moneys received under the provisions of this Act not otherwise dis-
posed of by this section shall be credited to miscellaneous receipts.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect the disposition
of proceeds or income derived by the United States from mineral
school sections in the Territory of Alaska as provided for in the Act
of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1214, 1215; 48 U. S. C., sec. 353), as
amended."

Approved May 27, 1947.
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overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against 
the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Govern-
ment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment 
the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation con-
tained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall 
be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, 
or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing 

SEC. 402. This Act may be cited as the "Second Deficiency Appro-
priation Act, 1947". 
Approved May 26, 1947. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 35 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to promote the mining of coal, phosphate, 
oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain", approved Feb-
ruary 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437; 30 U. S. C., sec. 191), as amended, is 
amended and reenacted to read as follows: 

"SEc. 35. All money received from sales, bonuses, royalties, and 
rentals of public lands under the provisions of this Act shall be paid 
into the Treasury of the United States; 371/2  per centum thereof shall 
be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury after the expiration of each 
fiscal year to the State or the Territory of Alaska within the bound-
aries of which the leased lands or deposits are or were located; said 
moneys to be used by such State, Territory, or subdivisions thereof 
for the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the sup-
port of public schools or other public educational institutions, as the 
legislature of the State or Territory may direct; and, excepting those 
from Alaska, 521/2  per centum thereof shall be paid into, reserved 
and appropriated, as a part of the reclamation fund created by the 
Act of Congress known as the Reclamation Act, approved June 17, 
1902: Provided, That all moneys which may accrue to the United 
States under the provisions of this Act from lands within the naval 
petroleum reserves shall be deposited in the Treasury as "miscella-
neous receipts", as provided by the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 813), 
as amended June 30, 1938 (52 Stat. 1252, 34 U. S. C., sec. 524). All 
moneys received under the provisions of this Act not otherwise dis-
osed of by this section shall be credited to miscellaneous receipts. 
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect the disposition 
of proceeds or income derived by the United States from mineral 
school sections in the Territory of Alaska as provided for in the Act 
of March 4, 1915 (38 Stat. 1214, 1215; 48 U. S. C., sec. 353), as 
amended." 
Approved May 27, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 84]
ANT ACTP

[61 STAT.

May 27, 1947 I ~
[H. R. 1584] Authorizing the erection and operation of a memorial museum and shop on the

[Public Law 78 Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, from any moneys in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $150,000, for the purpose of
erecting a memorial museum, in commemoration of old Fort Hall,
and a shop for the sale of Indian handicrafts, on land set aside for
that purpose by the business council of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
of the Fort Hall Reservation. The museum and shop shall be oper-
ated by the said tribes under supervision, management, and control
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Approved May 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 85]
ANT ACrP

May 27,1947
[H. R. 2123] To amend the Locomotive Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, as amended.

[Public Law 79]

36 Stat. 914.
Compensation of

director of locomotive
inspection, etc.

42 Stat. 1488.
5 U. S. C. § 661 et

seq.

36 Stat. 914.

36 Stat. 913.
45 U. s. .c. 22-

29, 31-34.

Effective date.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the third and
fourth sentences of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to promote
the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads by compelling
common carriers engaged in interstate commerce to equip their loco-
motives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances thereto",
approved February 17, 1911, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition,
title 45, sees. 24 and 25), are amended to read as follows: "The Inter-
state Commerce Commission shall have authority, in accordance with
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the compensation
of the director of locomotive inspection, the assistant directors, and
the district inspectors; and each of such persons shall be paid his
traveling expenses incurred in performance of his duties. The office
of the director of locomotive inspection shall be in Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia, and the Interstate Commerce Commission shall
provide such legal, technical, stenographic, and clerical help as the
business of the offices of the director of locomotive inspection, his
said assistants, and the district inspectors may require."

SEO. 2. Section 4 of such Act approved February 17, 1911, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 45, sec. 26), is further amended
by striking out the fifth and sixth sentences thereof.

SEO. 3. Nothing in this Act shall have the effect of abolishing the
position or reducing the present salary of an incumbent of any exist-
ing position established under such Act approved February 17, 1911,
as amended.

SEC. 4. This Act shall take effect on the ninetieth day after the
date of its enactment.

Approved May 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 86]

May 29,1947
[H. R. 3029]

[Public Law 80]

U. S. Court of Ap-
peals and District
Court, D.C.

Plans for building.

AN ACT
To provide for the acquisition of a site and for preparation of plans and specifi-

cations for a courthouse to accommodate the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia and the District Court of the United States for
the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect
of the Capitol is hereby authorized and directed to prepare drawings
and specifications, and do all work incidental thereto, for a building
(including equipment, approaches, architectural landscape treatment
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[CHAPTER 84] 
May 27, 1947 

AN ACT 

[H. R.15841  Authorizing the erection and operation of a memorial museum and shop on the 
[Public Law 78] Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, from any moneys in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $150,000, for the purpose of 
erecting a memorial museum in commemoration of old Fort Hall, 
and a shop for the sale of Indian handicrafts, on land set aside for 
that purpose by the business council of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes 
of the Fort Hall Reservation. The museum and shop shall be oper-
ated by the said tribes under supervision, management, and control 
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
Approved May 27, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 85] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Locomotive Inspection Act of February 17, 1911, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the third and 
fourth sentences of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to promote 
the safety of employees and travelers upon railroads by compelling 
common carriers engaged in interstate commerce to equip their loco-
motives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances thereto", 
approved February 17, 1911, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, 
title 45, secs. 24 and 25), are amended to read as follows: "The Inter-
state Commerce Commission shall have authority, in accordance with 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to fix the compensation 
of the director of locomotive inspection, the assistant directors, and 
the district inspectors; and each of such persons shall be paid his 
traveling expenses incurred in performance of his duties. The office 
of the director of locomotive inspection shall be in Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia, and the Interstate Commerce Commission shall 
provide such legal, technical, stenographic, and clerical help as the 
business of the offices of the director of locomotive inspection, his 
said assistants, and the district inspectors may require." 
SEC. 2. Section 4 of such Act approved February 17, 1911, as 

amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 45, sec. 26), is further amended 
by striking out the fifth and sixth sentences thereof. 
SEC. 3. Nothing in this Act shall have the effect of abolishing the 

position or reducing the present salary of an incumbent of any exist-
ing position established under such Act approved February 17, 1911, 
as amended. 
SEC. 4. This Act shall take effect on the ninetieth day after the 

date of its enactment. 
Approved May 27, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 86] 
AN ACT 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect 
of the Capitol is hereby authorized and directed to prepare drawings 
and specifications, and do all work incidental thereto, for a building 
(including equipment, approaches, architectural landscape treatment 
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of the grounds and connections with public utilities, and the Federal
heating system) for the use of the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia and the District Court of the United
States for the District of Columbia, to be located on that part of
reservation 10 which is bounded by Constitution Avenue on the south,
C Street on the north, John Marshall Place on the west, and Third
Street on the east, containing two hundred and forty-five thousand
two hundred and sixty-six square feet, title to which is in the District
of Columbia with the exception of two pieces of land having a com-
bined total area of one thousand two hundred and thirty-eight square
feet, title to which said two pieces of land is in the United States.

SEC. 2. (a) The plans for the building shall be prepared under the
direction of, and shall be approved by, a committee of six members
to be composed of the chief justice of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, the chief justice of the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, an associate
justice of the District Court of the United States for the District of
Columbia to be designated by the chief justice of the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, a member of the Board
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia to be designated by
said Board, the Commissioner of Public Buildings, and the Architect
of the Capitol.

(b) The said committee shall estimate the cost of such building
and report its findings to the Congress.

SEC. 3. The exact location of the building on the site shall be
approved by the National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
and the design shall be approved by the Commission of Fine Arts.

SEC. 4. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby
authorized and directed to convey to the United States title to that
part of reservation 10 which is owned by the District of Columbia
within the area described in section 1 of this Act, excepting a strip
five feet wide immediately adjacent to the south line of C Street and
running parallel with said south line of C Street from Third Street
to John Marshall Place, said strip to be reserved for the widening of
C Street: Provided, That the said Commissioners are hereby author-
ized to continue to lease such land for parking purposes and to receive
and use for expenses of the District of Columbia any income derived
therefrom, until such time as the use of the land is required by the
Federal Government for the new court building. The conpensation
for the site, which is herein fixed at $2,420,000, shall constitute a credit
to the District of Columbia for its share of the cost of the entire project
as hereafter established by the Congress.

SEC. 5. The Architect of the Capitol is hereby authorized to employ
the necessary personal and other services, to enter into the necessary
contracts, and to make such other expenditures as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of this Act, and there
is hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum not in excess of $400,000
for such purposes, which shall include all architectural fees.

Approved May 29, 1947.

[CHAPTER 87]
AN ACT

To amend the Nationality Act of 1940 so as to permit naturalization proceedings
to be had at places other than in the office of the clerk or in open court in the
case of sick or physically disabled individuals.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That 'so much of
section 331 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (54 Stat. 1153;
U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 8, sec. 731), as precedes paragraph (1)
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of the grounds and connections with public utilities, and the Federal 
heating system) for the use of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia and the District Court of the United 
States for the District of Columbia, to be located on that part of 
reservation 10 which is bounded by Constitution Avenue on the south, 
C Street on the north, John Marshall Place on the west, and Third 
Street on the east, containing two hundred and forty-five thousand 
two hundred and sixty-six square feet, title to which is in the District 
of Columbia with the exception of two pieces of land having a com-
bined total area of one thousand two hundred and thirty-eight square 
feet, title to which said two pieces of land is in the United States. 
SEC: 2. (a) The plans for the building shall be prepared under the 

direction of, and shall be approved by, a committee of six members 
to be composed of the chief justice of the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia, the chief justice of the District 
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, an associate 
justice of the District Court of the United States for the District of 
Columbia to be designated by the chief justice of the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, a member of the Board 
of Commissioners of the District of Columbia to be designated by 
said Board, the Commissioner of Public Buildings, and the Architect 
of the Capitol. 

(b) The said committee shall estimate the cost of such building 
and report its findings to the Congress. 
SEC. 3. The exact location of the building on the site shall be 

approved by the National Capital Park and Planning Commission, 
and the design shall be approved by the Commission of Fine Arts. 
SEC. 4. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are hereby 

authorized and directed to convey to the United States title to that 
part of reservation 10 which is owned by the District of Columbia 
within the area described in section 1 of this Act, excepting a strip 
five feet wide immediately adjacent to the south line of C Street and 
running parallel with said south line of C Street from Third Street 
to John Marshall Place, said strip to be reserved for the widening of 
C Street: Provided, That the said Commissioners are hereby author-
ized to continue to lease such land for parking purposes and to receive 
and use for expenses of the District of Columbia any income derived 
therefrom, until such time as the use of the land is required by the 
Federal Government for the new court building. The conipensation 
for the site, which is herein fixed at $2,420,000, shall constitute a credit 
to the District of Columbia for its share of the cost of the entire project 
as hereafter established by the Congress. 
SEC. 5. The Architect of the Capitol is hereby authorized to employ 

the necessary personal and other services, to enter into the necessary 
contracts, and to make such other expenditures as may be necessary 
to carry out the provisions of sections 1 and 2 of this Act, and there 

i is hereby authorized to be appropriated a sum not n excess of $400,000 
for such purposes, which shall include all architectural fees. 
Approved May 29, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 87] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Nationality Act of 1940 so as to permit naturalization proceedings 
to be had at places other than in the office of the clerk or in open court in the 
case of sick or physically disabled individuals. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That so much of 
section 331 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (54 Stat. 1153; 
U. S. C., 1940 -edition, title 8, sec. 731), as precedes paragraph (1) 
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thereof (excluding the heading) is amended to read as follows:
of in- "SEC. 331. An applicant for naturalization shall make, under oath

before, and unless prevented by sickness or other physical disability
only in the office of, the clerk of court or such clerk's authorized
deputy, regardless of the place of residence in the United States of
the applicant, not less than two nor more than seven years at least
prior to the applicant's petition for naturalization, and after the
applicant has reached the age of eighteen years, a signed declaration
of intention to become a citizen of the United States, which declaration
shall be set forth in writing, in triplicate, and shall contain substan-
tially the following averments by such applicant:".

SEC. 2. Section 332 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended
(54 Stat. 1154; U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 8, sec. 732), is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

Latura- "(e) If the applicant for naturalization is prevented by sickness
or other disability from presenting himself in the office of the clerk
to make the petition required by subsection (a), such applicant may
make such petition at such other place as may be designated by the
clerk of court or by such clerk's authorized deputy."

SEC. 3. (a) Section 334 (a) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as
amended (54 Stat. 1156; U. S. 0., 1940 edition, title 8, sec. 734 (a)),
is amended to read as follows:

S, etc. "SEC. 334. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section,
every final hearing upon a petition for naturalization shall be had in
open court before a judge thereof, and every final order which may
be made upon such petition shall be under the hand of the court and
entered in full upon a record kept for that purpose, and upon such
final hearing of such petition the applicant and the witnesses shall
be examined under oath before the court and in the presence of the
court."

(b) Section 334 (b) of such Act, as amended (54 Stat. 1156; U. S. C.,
1940 edition, title 8, sec. 734 (b)), is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following: "If the petitioner is prevented by sickness or
other disability from being in open court for the final hearing upon
a petition for naturalization, such final hearing may be had before a
judge or judges of the court at such place as may be designated by
the court."

SEC. 4. Section 335 of such Act, as amended (54 Stat. 1157; U. S. C.,
title 8, sec. 735), is hereby amended by adding the following new
subsection:

n'nca-' "(d) If the petitioner is prevented by sickness or other disability
from being in open court the oath prescribed in subsection (a) of this
section may be taken before a judge of the court at such place as may
be designated by the court."

nes o SEC. 5. Before a declaration of intention or petition for naturaliza-
tion may be made outside of the office of the clerk of court, or before
a final hearing on a petition may be held or the oath of allegiance
administered outside of open court, the court must satisfy itself that
the illness or other disability is sufficiently serious to prevent appear-
ance in the office of the clerk of court or the court and is of a permanent
nature, or of a nature which so incapacitates the person as to prevent
him from personally appearing in the office of the clerk of court or
in court as otherwise required by law.

Approved May 31, 1947.
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before, and unless prevented by sickness or other physical disability 
only in the office of, the clerk of court or such clerk's authorized 
deputy, regardless of the place of residence in the United States of 
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SEC. 2. Section 332 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended 
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judge or judges of the court at such place as may be designated by 
the court." 
SEC. 4. Section 335 of such Act, as amended (54 Stat. 1157; U. S. C., 

title 8, sec. 735), is hereby amended by adding the following new 
subsection: 

"(d) If the petitioner is prevented by sickness or other disability 
from being in open court the oath prescribed in subsection (a) of this 
section may be taken before a judge of the court at such place as may 
be designated by the court." 

SEc. 5. Before a declaration of intention or petition for naturaliza-
tion may be made outside of the office of the clerk of court, or before 
a final hearing on a petition may be held or the oath of allegiance 
administered outside of open court, the court must satisfy itself that 
the illness or other disability is sufficiently serious to prevent appear-
ance in the office of the clerk of court or the court and is of a permanent 
nature, or of a nature which so incapacitates the person as to prevent 
him from personally appearing in the office of the clerk of court or 
in court as otherwise required by law. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 88]
AN ACT

To amend an Act of September 27, 1944, relating to credit for military or naval
service in connection with certain homestead entries.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to allow credit in connection with certain
homestead entries for military or naval service rendered during World
War II", approved September 27, 1944 (58 Stat. 747), as amended
June 25, 1946 (60 Stat. 308, 43 U. S. C., sec. 279), is amended to read
as follows:

"That any person who has served in the military or naval forces
of the United States for a period of at least ninety days at any time
on or after September 16, 1940, and prior to the termination of the
present war, and is honorably discharged from the military or naval
forces and who makes homestead entry subsequent to such discharge
shall have the period of such service, not exceeding two years, con-
strued to be equivalent to residence and cultivation upon the land for
the same length of time. Credit shall be allowed for two years' service
to any person who has served in the military or naval forces of the
United States during the above period (1) if such person is discharged
on account of wounds received or disability incurred during the
above period in the line of duty, or (2) if such person is regularly
discharged and subsequently is furnished hospitalization or is awarded
compensation by the Government on account of such wounds or dis-
ability. When the homestead entry is made by a husband or wife
whose spouse is entitled to any service credit under this section, such
credit shall, with the consent of the spouse entitled thereto, be available
to the husband or wife making the entry, in addition to any service
credit to which he or she individually may be entitled under this
section. No patent shall issue to any such person who has not resided
upon his homestead and otherwise complied with the provisions of
the homestead laws for a period of at least one year: Provided, That
no person who has served in the military or naval forces of the United
States for a period of at least ninety days at any time on or after
September 16, 1940, and prior to the termination of the present war,
and is honorably discharged shall be disqualified from making home-
stead entry or from any other benefits of this Act merely by reason of
not having reached the age of twenty-one years."

SEC. 2. Section 2 of such Act (43 U. S. C., sec. 280) is amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 2. The surviving spouse or the minor children, as hereinafter
provided, shall be entitled (1) in case of the death of any person as
the result of wounds received or disability incurred in line of duty
while serving in the military or naval forces of the United States
during the period specified in section 1, to credit for two years' resi-
dence and cultivation on a homestead entry, or (2) in the case of
the death of any person after performing service that would be a basis
for credit under section 1 of this Act, to the amount of credit which
would have been allowable to such person. The credit provided by
this section shall be available to the surviving spouse, or, in the case
of the death or marriage of the surviving spouse, to the minor children
by a guardian duly appointed and officially accredited at the Depart-
ment of the Interior. An entry made by such surviving spouse or
guardian shall be subject to the provisions contained in section 1
respecting compliance with the provisions of the homestead laws for
a period of at least one year."
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[CHAPTER 88] 
AN ACT 

To amend an Act of September 27, 1944, relating to credit for military or naval 
service in connection with certain homestead entries. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to allow credit in connection with certain 
homestead entries for military or naval service rendered during World 
War II", approved September 27, 1944 (58 Stat. 747), as amended 
June 25, 1946 (60 Stat. 308, 43 U. S. C., sec. 279), is amended to read 
as follows: 
"That any person who has served in the military or naval forces 

of the United States for a period of at least ninety days at any time 
on or after September 16, 1940, and prior to the termination of the 
present war, and is honorably discharged from the military or naval 
forces and who makes homestead entry subsequent to such discharge 
shall have the period of such service, not exceeding two years, con-
strued to be equivalent to residence and cultivation upon the land for 
the same length of time. Credit shall be allowed for two years' service 
to any person who has served in the military or naval forces of the 
United States during the above period (1) if such person is discharged 
on account of wounds received or disability incurred during the 
above period in the line of duty, or (2) if such person is regularly 
discharged and subsequently is furnished hospitalization or is awarded 
compensation by the Government on account of such wounds or dis-
ability. When the homestead entry is made by a husband or wife 
whose spouse is entitled to any service credit under this section, such 
credit shall, with the consent of the spouse entitled thereto, be available 
to the husband or wife making the entry, in addition to any service 
credit to which he or she individually may be entitled under this 
section. No patent shall issue to any such person who has not resided 
upon his homestead and otherwise complied with the provisions of 
the homestead laws for a period of at least one year: Provided, That 
no person who has served in the military or naval forces of the United 
States for a period of at least ninety days at any time on or after 
September 16, 1940, and prior to the termination of the present war, 
and is honorably discharged shall be disqualified from making home-
stead entry or from any other benefits of this Act merely by reason of 
not having reached the age of twenty-one years." 
SEC. 2. Section 2 of such Act (43 U. S. C., sec. 280) is amended to 

read as follows: 
"SEc. 2. The surviving spouse or the minor children, as hereinafter 

provided, shall be entitled (1) in case of the death of any person as 
the result of wounds received or disability incurred in line of duty 
while serving in the military or naval forces of the United States 
during the period specified in section 1, to credit for two years' resi-
dence and cultivation on a homestead entry, or (2) in the case of 
the death of any person after performing service that would be a basis 
for credit under section 1 of this Act, to the amount of credit which 
would have been allowable to such person. The credit provided by 
this section shall be available to the surviving spouse, or, in the case 
of the death or marriage of the surviving spouse, to the minor children 
by a guardian duly appointed and officially accredited at the Depart-
ment of the Interior. An entry made by such surviving spouse or 
guardian shall be subject to the provisions contained in section 1 
respecting compliance with the provisions of the homestead laws for 
a period of at least one year." 
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68 Stat. 748. SEC. 3. Section 4 of such Act (43 U. S. C., sec. 282) is amended to
read as follows:

Preferred right of "SEC. 4. For the period of ten years following September 27, 1944,
on the revocation of any order of withdrawal or the filing of a plat of
survey or resurvey opening lands to entry, the order or notice taking
such action shall provide for a period of not less than ninety days
before the date on which it otherwise becomes effective, in which per-
sons of the classes entitled to credit for service, under the provisions
of this Act, shall have a preferred right of application under the
homestead or desert land laws, or the Small Tract Act of June 1, 1938
(52 Stat. 609), as amended (59 Stat. 467, 43 U. S. C., sec. 682a),
subject to the requirements of applicable law, except as against the
prior existing valid settlement rights and preference rights conferred
by existing laws or as against equitable claims subject to allowance
and confirmation, and except where a revocation of an order of with-
drawal is made in order to assist in a Federal land program other than
one authorized by the homestead or desert land laws or by said Small
Tract Act of June 1, 1938, as amended. During the same period if the
Secretary of the Interior shall, without a prior petition therefor,
classify any land as being suitable for disposition under the said Small
Tract Act of June 1, 1938, as amended, the order of classification shall
provide a similar preference right of application under that Act,
subject to the exceptions contained in this section."

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 89]
May 31, 1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 1844] To authorize the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to grant easements in lands

[Public Law 83] belonging to the United States under his supervision and control, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
eterains'Affairs. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Adminis-
Authority to grant trator of Veterans' Affairs, whenever he deems it advantageous to the

easements, etc. Government and upon such terms and conditions as he deems advisable,
is hereby authorized on behalf of the United States to grant to any
State, or any agency or political subdivision thereof, or to any public-
service company easements in and rights-of-way over lands belonging
to the United States which are under his supervision and contro.

Use by public util- Such grant may include the use of such easements or rights-of-way by
es public utilities to the extent authorized and under the conditions

imposed by the laws of such State relating to use of public highways.
State Jurisdiction Such partial, concurrent, or exclusive jurisdiction over the areas

covered by such easements or rights-of-way, as the Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs deems necessary or desirable, is hereby ceded to the
State in which the land is located. The Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs is hereby authorized to accept or secure on behalf of the United
States from the State in which is situated any land conveyed in
exchange for any such easement or right-of-way, such jurisdiction
as he may deem necessary or desirable over the land so acquired.

Reversion of title, Any such easement or right-of-way shall be terminated upon abandon-
ment or nonuse of the same and all right, title, and interest in the land
covered thereby shall thereupon revert to the United States or its
assignee.

Approved May 31, 1947.
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58 Stat. 748. SEC. 3. Section 4 of such Act (43 U. S. C., sec. 282) is amended to 
read as follows: 

Preferred right of "SEC. 4. For the period of ten years following September 27, 1944, 
application. 

on the revocation of any order of withdrawal or the filing of a plat of 
survey or resurvey opening lands to entry, the order or notice taking 
such action shall provide for a period of not less than ninety days 
before the date on which it otherwise becomes effective, in which per-
sons of the classes entitled to credit for service, under the provisions 
of this Act, shall have a preferred right of application under the 
homestead or desert land laws, or the Small Tract Act of June 1, 1938 
(52 Stat. 609), as amended (59 Stat. 467, 43 U. S. C., sec. 682a), 
subject to the requirements of applicable law, except as against the 
prior existing valid settlement rights and preference rights conferred 
by existing laws or as against equitable claims subject to allowance 
and confirmation, and except where a revocation of an order of with-
drawal is made in order to assist in a Federal land program other than 
one authorized by the homestead or desert land laws or by said Small 
Tract Act of June 1, 1938, as amended. During the same period if the 
Secretary of the Interior shall, without a prior petition therefor, 
classify any land as being suitable for disposition under the said Small 
Tract Act of June 1, 1938, as amended, the order of classification shall 
provide a similar preference right of application under that Act, 
subject to the exceptions contained in this section." 
Approved May 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 89] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to grant easements in lands 
belonging to the United States under his supervision and control, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs, whenever he deems it advantageous to the 
Government and upon such terms and conditions as he deems advisable, 
is hereby authorized on behalf of the United States to grant to any 
State, or any agency or political subdivision thereof, or to any public-
service company, easements in and rights-of-way over lands belonging 
to the United States which are under his supervision and control. 
Such grant may include the use of such easements or rights-of-way by 
public utilities to the extent authorized and under the conditions 
imposed by the laws of such State relating to use of public highways. 
Such partial, concurrent, or exclusive jurisdiction over the areas 
covered by such easements or rights-of-way, as the Administrator of 
Veterans' Affairs deems necessary or desirable, is hereby ceded to the 
State in which the land is located. The Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs is hereby authorized to accept or secure on behalf of the United 
States from the State in which is situated any land conveyed in 
exchange for any such easement or right-of-way, such jurisdiction 
as he may deem necessary or desirable over the land so acquired. 
Any such easement or right-of-way shall be terminated upon abandon-
ment or nonuse of the same and all right, title, and interest in the land 
covered thereby shall thereupon revert to the United States or its 
assignee. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 90]
JOINT RESOLTITON

May 31, 1947
Providing for relief assistance to the people of countries devastated by war. [H. J. Res. 153]

[Public Law 84]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby author-
ized to be appropriated to the President not to exceed $350,000,000
for the provision of relief assistance to the people of countries devas-
tated by war, such relief assistance to be limited to the following:
Food, medical supplies, processed and unprocessed materials for
clothing, fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and seed: Provided, That from
the funds authorized under this section the President shall make con-
tributions to the International Children's Emergency Fund of the
United Nations for the special care and feeding of children, and such
contributions shall not be subject to the limitations and requirements
provided in this joint resolution, but after $15,000,000 has been so
contributed, no further contributions shall be made which would
cause the aggregate amount so contributed by the United States (1)
to constitute more than 57 per centum of the aggregate amount con-
tributed to said fund by all governments not receiving assistance from
said fund, including the United States; or (2) to exceed $40,000,000,
whichever is the lesser.

There shall be established and maintained, out of the funds author-
ized under this joint resolution, a relief distribution mission for each
of the countries receiving aid under this joint resolution. Such mis-
sions shall be comprised solely of American citizens who shall have
been investigated as to loyalty and security by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. Such missions shall have direct supervision and
control, in each country, of relief supplies furnished or otherwise
made available under this joint resolution, and, when it is deemed
desirable by the field administrator provided for in section 4, such
missions shall be empowered to retain possession of such supplies up
to the city or local community where such supplies are actually made
available to the ultimate consumers.

Not more than $15,000,000 of the funds authorized under this joint
resolution shall be available for relief in any countries or territories
other than Austria, Greece Hungary, Italy, Poland, Trieste, and
China. This provision shall not imply any obligation to give relief
to any of the countries mentioned.

Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until such time
as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to this section, to make
advances, not to exceed in the aggregate $75,000,000, to carry out the
provisions of this joint resolution, in such manner and in such amounts
as the President shall determine. From appropriations authorized
under this section, there shall be repaid to the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation the advances made by it under the authority contained
herein.

SEC. 2. (a) Under the direction of the President, such relief assist-
ance shall be provided in the form of transfers of supplies, or the
establishment in this country of credits subject to the control of the
President, in such quantities and on such terms as the President may
determine; except that no such transfers of supplies or establishment
of credits may be made after June 30, 1948, and except that not more
than 6 per centum of the amount herein authorized shall be used for
the procurement of supplies outside the United States and its Terri-
tories and possessions.

(b) In carrying out this joint resolution, funds authorized herein
may be used to pay necessary expenses related to the providing of
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[CHAPTER 90] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for relief assistance to the people of countries devastated by war. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby author-
ized to be appropriated to the President not to exceed $350,000,000 
for the provision of relief assistance to the people of countries devas-
tated by war, such relief assistance to be limited to the following: 
Food, medical supplies, processed and unprocessed materials for 
clothing, fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and seed: Provided, That from 
the funds authorized under this section the President shall make con-
tributions to the International Children's Emergency Fund of the 
United Nations for the special care and feeding of children, and such 
contributions shall not be subject to the limitations and requirements 
provided in this joint resolution, but after $15,000,000 has been so 
contributed, no further contributions shall be made which would 
cause the aggregate amount so contributed by the United States (1) 
to. constitute more than 57 per centum of the aggregate amount con-
tributed to said fund by all governments not receiving assistance from 
said fund, including the United States; or (2) to exceed $40,000,000, 
whichever is the lesser. 
There shall be established and maintained, out of the funds author-

ized under this joint resolution, a relief distribution mission for each 
of the countries receiving aid under this joint resolution. Such mis-
sions shall be comprised solely of American citizens who shall have 
been investigated as to loyalty and security by the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation. Such missions shall have direct supervision and 
control, in each country, of relief supplies furnished or otherwise 
made available under this joint resolution, and, when it is deemed 
desirable by the field administrator provided for in section 4, such 
missions shall be empowered to retain possession of such supplies up 
to the city or local community where such supplies are actually made 
available to the ultimate consumers. 
Not more than $15,000,000 of the funds authorized under this joint 

resolution shall be available for relief in any countries or territories 
other than Austria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Trieste, and 
China. This provision shall not imply any obligation to give relief 
to any of the countries mentioned. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the Reconstruc-

tion Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until such time 
as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to this section, to make 
advances, not to exceed in the aggregate $75,000,000, to carry out the 
provisions of this joint resolution, in such manner and in such amounts 
as the President shall determine. From appropriations authorized 
under this section, there shall be repaid to the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation the advances made by it under the authority contained 
herein. 
SEC. 2. (a) Under the direction of the President, such relief assist-

ance shall be provided in the form of transfers of supplies, or the 
establishment in this country of credits subject to the control of the 
President, in such quantities and on such terms as the President may 
determine; except that no such transfers of supplies or establishment 
of credits may be made after June 30, 1948, and except that not more 
than 6 per centum of the amount herein authorized shall be used for 
the procurement of supplies outside the United States and its Terri-
tories and possessions. 

(b) In carrying out this joint resolution, funds authorized herein 
may be used to pay necessary expenses related to the providing of 
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such relief assistance, including expenses of or incident to the pro-
curement, storage, transportation, and shipment of supplies trans-
ferred under subsection (a) or of supplies purchased from credits
established under subsection (a).

(c) Funds authorized under this joint resolution may be allocated
for any of the purposes of this joint resolution to any department,
agency, or independent establishment of the Government and such
sums shall be available for obligation and expenditure in accordance
with the laws governing obligations and expenditures of the depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment, or organizational unit
thereof concerned, and without regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 41, sec. 5,
and title 31, sec. 529).

(d) Such additional civilian employees as may be required by the
War Department in connection with the furnishing of procurement,
storage, transportation, and shipment services under this joint reso-
lution and which services are paid for from funds herein authorized,
shall not be counted as civilian employees within the meaning of sec-
tion 607 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, as amended by
section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946.

(e) When any department, agency, or independent establishment
of the Government receives request from the government of any coun-
try for which credits have been established under subsection (a) and
receives, from credits so established, advancements or reimburse-
ments for the cost and necessary expenses, it may furnish, or pro-
cure and furnish (if advancements are made), supplies within the
category of relief assistance as defined in section 1 and may use
sums so received for the purposes set forth in subsection (b) of this
section. When any such reimbursement is made it shall be credited,
at the option of the department, agency, or independent establish-
ment concerned, either to the appropriation, fund, or account utilized
in incurring the obligation, or to an appropriate appropriation, fund,
or account which is current at the time of such reimbursement.

(f) In order to supplement the general relief assistance made avail-
able under the terms of section 1 and to effect the economical and
expanded use of American voluntary relief contributions, funds
authorized under this joint resolution, not to exceed $5,000,000, may
be used to pay necessary expenses related to the ocean transportation
of supplies donated to or purchased by American voluntary and non-
profit relief agencies, and in such quantities and kinds and for such
purposes as the President may determine to be essential supplements
to the supplies provided for such general relief assistance.

(g) The relief supplies provided under the terms of this joint reso-
lution shall be procured and furnished by the appropriate United
States procurement agencies unless the President shall determine
otherwise.

SEC. 3. No relief assistance shall be provided under the authority
of this joint resolution to the people of any country unless the gov-
ernment of such country has given assurance satisfactory to the Presi-
dent that (a) the supplies transferred or otherwise made available
pursuant to this joint resolution, as well as similar supplies produced
locally or imported from outside sources, will be distributed among
the people of such country without discrimination as to race, creed,
or political belief; (b) representatives of the Government of the
United States and of the press and radio of the United States will
be permitted to observe freely and to report fully regarding the dis-
tribution and utilization of such supplies; (c) full and continuous
publicity will be given within such country as to the purpose, source,
character, scope, amounts and progress of the United States relief
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such relief assistance, including expenses of or incident to the pro-
curement, storage, transportation, and shipment of supplies trans-
ferred under subsection (a) or of supplies purchased from credits 
established under subsection (a). 

(c) Funds authorized under this joint resolution may be allocated 
for any of the purposes of this joint resolution to any department, 
agency, or independent establishment of the Government and such 
sums shall be available for obligation and expenditure in accordance 
with the laws governing obligations and expenditures of the depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment, or organizational unit 
thereof concerned, and without regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of 
the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 41, sec. 5, 
and title 31, sec. 529). 

(d) Such additional civilian employees as may be required by the 
War Department in connection with the furnishing of procurement, 
storage, transportation, and shipment services under this joint reso-
lution and which services are paid for from funds herein authorized, 
shall not be counted as civilian employees within the meaning of sec-
tion 607 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, as amended by 
section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946. 

(e) When any department, agency, or independent establishment 
of the Government receives request from the government of any coun-
try for which credits have been established under subsection (a) and 
receives from credits so established, advancements or reimburse-
ments for the cost and necessary expenses, it may furnish, or pro-
cure and furnish (if advancements are made) ' supplies within the 
category of relief assistance as defined in section 1 and may use 
sums so received for the purposes set forth in subsection (b) of this 
section. When any such reimbursement is made it shall be credited, 
at the option of tie department, agency, or independent establish-
ment concerned, either to the appropriation, fund, or account utilized 
in incurring the obligation, or to an appropriate appropriation, fund, 
or account which is current at the time of such reimbursement. 

(f) In order to supplement the general relief assistance made avail-
able under the terms of section 1 and to effect the economical and 
expanded use of American voluntary relief contributions, funds 
authorized under this joint resolution, not to exceed $5,000,000, may 
be used to pay necessary expenses related to the ocean transportation 
of supplies donated to or purchased by American voluntary and non-
profit relief agencies, and in such quantities and kinds and for such 
purposes as the President may determine to be essential supplements 
to the supplies provided for such general relief assistance. 

(g) The relief supplies provided under the terms of this joint reso-
lution shall be procured and furnished by the appropriate United 
States procurement agencies unless the President shall determine 
otherwise. 
SEC. 3. No relief assistance shall be provided under the authority 

of this joint resolution to the people of any country unless the gov-
ernment of such country has given assurance satisfactory to the Presi-
dent that (a) the supplies transferred or otherwise made available 
pursuant to this joint resolution, as well as similar supplies produced 
locally or imported from outside sources, will be distributed among 
the people of such country without discrimination as to race, creed, 
or political belief; (h) representatives of the Government of the 
United States and of the press and radio of the United States will 
be permitted to observe freely and to report fully regarding the dis-
tribution and utilization of such supplies; (c) full and continuous 
publicity will be given within such country as to the purpose, source, 
character, scope, amounts and progress of the United States relief 
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program carried on therein pursuant to this joint resolution; (d) if
food, medical supplies, fertilizer, or seed is transferred or otherwise
made available to such country pursuant to this joint resolution, no
articles of the same character will be exported or removed from such
country while need therefor for relief purposes continues; (e) such
country has taken or is taking, insofar as possible, the economic meas-
ures necessary to reduce its relief needs and to provide for its own
future reconstruction; (f) upon request of the President, it will fur-
nish promptly information concerning the production, use, distribu-
tion, importation, and exportation of any supplies which affect the
relief needs of the people of such country; (g) representatives of the
Government of the United States will be permitted to supervise the
distribution among the people of such country of the supplies trans-
ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this joint resolution;
(h) provision will be made for a control system so that all classes of
people within such country will receive their fair share of essential
supplies; and (i) all supplies transferred pursuant to this joint reso-
lution or acquired through the use of credits established pursuant to
this joint resolution and any articles processed from such supplies,
or the containers of such supplies or articles, will, to the extent prac-
ticable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in a conspicuous place
as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature of such supplies,
articles, or containers will permit in such manner as to indicate to
the ultimate consumer in such country that such supplies or articles
have been furnished by the United States of America for relief assist-
ance; or if such supplies, articles, or containers are incapable of being
so marked, stamped, branded, or labeled, that all practicable steps
will be taken to inform the ultimate consumers thereof that such sup-
plies or articles have been furnished by the United States of America
for relief assistance.

SEC. 4. When supplies are transferred or otherwise made available
to any country pursuant to this joint resolution, the President shall
cause representatives of the Government of the United States (1) to
supervise the distribution of such supplies among the people of such
country, (2) to observe and report with respect to the carrying out
of the assurances given to the President pursuant to section 3, and
(3) to seek arrangements that reparations payable from current pro-
duction by any such country to any other country by treaty be post-
poned during the period of such relief. a

With respect to the furnlishing of relief assistance pursuant to this
joint resolution, the President shall appoint, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, a field administrator who shall direct the
supervision of such relief assistance. Such administrator shall receive
compensation at a rate not to exceed $12,000 per annum, and any
necessary expenses, as the President shall determine. He shall act
in accordance with the instructions of the President.

The authority of the President under sections 2 and 3 and under
this section may, to the extent the President directs, be exercised by
the Secretary of State.

SEC. 5. (a) The President shall promptly terminate the provision
of relief assistance to the people of any country whenever he deter-
mines (1) that, by reason of changed conditions, the provision of
relief assistance of the character authorized by this joint resolution
is no longer necessary, (2) that any of the assurances given pursuant
to section 3 are not being carried out, (3) that an excessive amount
of any supplies transferred or otherwise made available pursuant to
this joint resolution, or of similar supplies produced locally or
imported from outside sources, is being used to assist in the mainte-
nance of armed forces in such country, or (4) that supplies trans-
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program carried on therein pursuant to this joint resolution • (d) if 
food, medical supplies, fertilizer, or seed is transferred or otherwise 
made available to such country pursuant to this joint resolution, no 
articles of the same character will be exported or removed from such 
country while need therefor for relief purposes continues; (e) such 
country has taken or is taking, insofar as possible, the economic meas-
ures necessary to reduce its relief needs and to provide for its own 
future reconstruction; (f) upon request of the President, it will fur-
nish promptly information concerning the production, use, distribu-
tion, importation, and exportation of any supplies which affect the 
relief needs of the people of such country; (g) representatives of the 
Government of the United States will be permitted to supervise the 
distribution among the people of such country of the supplies trans-
ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this joint resolution; 
(h) provision will be made for a control system so that all classes of 
people within such country will receive their fair share of essential 
supplies; and (i) all supplies transferred pursuant to this joint reso-
lution or acquired through the use of credits established pursuant to 
this joint resolution and any articles processed from such supplies, 
or the containers of such supplies or articles, will, to the extent prac-
ticable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in a conspicuous place 
as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature of such supplies, 
articles, or containers will permit in such manner as to indicate to 
the ultimate consumer in such country that such supplies or articles 
have been furnished by the United States of America for relief assist-
ance; or if such supplies, articles, or containers are incapable of being 
so marked, stamped, branded, or labeled, that all practicable steps 
will be taken to inform the ultimate consumers thereof that such sup-
plies or articles have been furnished by the United States of America 
for relief assistance. 
SEC. 4. When supplies are transferred or otherwise made available 

to any country pursuant to this joint resolution the President shall 
cause representatives of the Government of the United States (1) to 
supervise the distribution of such supplies among the people of such 
country, (2) to observe and report with respect to the carrying out 
of the assurances given to the President pursuant to section 37 and 
(3) to seek arrangements that reparations payable from current pro-
duction by any such country to any other country by treaty be post-
poned during the period of such relief. a 
With respect to the furnishing of relief assistance pursuant to this 

joint resolution, the President shall appoint, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, a field administrator who shall direct the 
supervision of such relief assistance. Such administrator shall receive 
compensation at a rate not to exceed $12,000 per annum, and any 
necessary expenses, as the President shall determine. He shall act 
in accordance with the instructions of the President. 
The authority of the President under sections 2 and 3 and under 

this section may, to the extent the President directs, be exercised by 
the Secretary of State. 
SEC. 5. (a) The President shall promptly terminate the provision 

of relief assistance to the people of any country whenever he deter-
mines (1) that, by reason of changed conditions, the provision of 
relief assistance of the character authorized by this joint resolution 
is no longer necessary, (2) that any of the assurances given pursuant 
to section 3 are not being carried out, (3) that an excessive amount 
of any supplies transferred or otherwise made available pursuant to 
this joint resolution, or of similar supplies produced locally or 
imported from outside sources, is being used to assist in the mainte-
nance of armed forces in suck country, or (4) that supplies trans-
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ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this joint resolution,
or similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources,
are being exported or removed from such country.

(b) Relief assistance to the people of any country, under this joint
resolution, shall, unless sooner terminated by the President, be ter-
minated whenever such termination is directed by concurrent resolu-
tion of the two Houses of the Congress.

SEC. 6. To the extent that relief supplies procured with funds
authorized under this joint resolution are not furnished on terms of
repayment in dollars, they shall be furnished only upon condition
that the government of the receiving country agree that when it sells
such relief supplies for local currency (a) the amounts of such local
currency will be deposited by it in a special account; (b) such account
will be used within such country, as a revolving fund, until June 30,
1948, only upon the approval of the duly authorized representative
of the United States, for relief and work relief purposes, including
local currency expenses of the United States incident to the furnish-
ing of relief; and (c) any unencumbered balance remaining in such
account on June 30, 1948, will be disposed of within such country for
such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or
joint resolution of the Congress, may determine.

SEc. 7. The President shall submit to the Congress quarterly
reports of expenditures and activities under authority of this joint
resolution.

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 91]
May 31, 1947

[8. 854]
[Public Law 85]

Defense housing,
amendment.

60 Stat. 85.

Availability of
funds.

59 Stat. 260.
42 U. . C. .§ 1571-

16573.
Supra.

59 Stat. 260.
42 U. S. C. I§ 1571-

1573.
Supra.

60 Stat. 85.
42U. S. C. 1572 (d).

AN ACT
To amend section 502 (a) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision

of housing in connection with national defense, and for other purposes".

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hotse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 502 (a)
of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision of housing in
connection with national defense, and for other purposes", approved
October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1572 (a)), is amended by
striking out "$410,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$445,500,000".

SEC. 2. That the additional funds herein authorized shall be available
to carry out the purposes of sections 501, 502. and 503 of said Act of
October 14, 1940, as amended, but shall be available only for necessary
expenses in (1) completing the provision of temporary housing for
which a contract in writing with any educational institution, State or
political subdivision thereof, local public agency, or nonprofit organiza-
tion had been made prior to the enactment hereof pursuant to title V
of said Act of October 14,1940, as amended: Provided, That such addi-
tional funds shall not be available for completing suspended units
with respect to which, prior to April 1, 1947, no expenditures were
made by the Administrator or the only expenditures made by the
Administrator were for dismantling or dismantling and transporta-
tion, and (2) reimbursing any such educational institution, State
or political subdivision thereof, local public agency, or nonprofit organ-
ization (a) for funds expended by it in completing any such temporary
housing (exclusive of the costs of site acquisition and preparation, or
the installation of streets and utility mains), or (b) for the cost of
utility and other work in connection with any such temporary housing
performed by it for the Administrator on a reimbursable basis pursuant
to section 502 (d) of said Act of October 14, 1940, as amended, and (3)
making payment, to such educational institutions, States or political
subdivisions thereof, local public agencies and nonprofit organizations
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ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this joint resolution, 
or similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources, 
are being exported or removed from such country. 

(b) Relief assistance to the people of any country, under this joint 
resolution, shall, unless sooner terminated by the President, be ter-
minated whenever such termination is directed by concurrent resolu-
tion of the two Houses of the Congress. 
SEC. 6. To the extent that relief supplies procured with funds 

authorized under this joint resolution are not furnished on terms of 
repayment in dollars, they shall be furnished only upon condition 
that the government of the receiving country agree that when it sells 
such relief supplies for local currency (a) the amounts of such local 
currency will be deposited by it in a special account; (b) such account 
will be used within such country, as a revolving fund, until June 30, 
1948, only upon the approval of the duly authorized representative 
of the United States, for relief and work relief purposes, including 
local currency expenses of the United States incident to the furnish-
ing of relief; and (c) any unencumbered balance remaining in such 
account on June 30, 1948, will be disposed of within such country for 
such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or 
joint resolution of the Congress, may. determine. 
SEC. 7. The President shall submit to the Congress quarterly 

reports of expenditures and activities under authority of this joint 
resolution. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 91] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 502 (a) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision 
of housing in connection with national defense, and for other purposes". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 502 (a) 
of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the provision of housing in 
connection with national defense, and for other purposes", approved 
October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1572 (a) ), is amended by 
striking out "$410,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$445,500,000". 
SEC. 2. That the additional funds herein authorized shall be available 

to carry out the purposes of sections 501, 5022 and 503 of said Act of 
October 14, 1940, as amended, but shall be available only for necessary 
expenses in (1) completing the provision of temporary housing for 
which a contract in writing with any educational institution, State or 
political subdivision thereof, local public agency, or nonprofit organiza-
tion had been made prior to the enactment hereof pursuant to title V 
of said Act of October 14, 1940, as amended: Provided, That such addi-
tional funds shall not be available for completing suspended units 
with respect to which, prior to April 1, 1947, no expenditures were 
made by the Administrator or the only expenditures made by the 
Administrator were for dismantling or dismantling and transporta-
tion, and (2) reimbursing any such educational institution, State 
or politice.1 subdivision thereof, local public agency, or nonprofit organ-
ization (a) for funds expended by it in completing any such temporary 
housing (exclusive of the costs of site acquisition and preparation, or 
the installation of streets and utility mains), or (b) for the cost of 
utility and other work in connection with any such temporary housing 
performed by it for the Administrator on a reimbursable basis pursuant 
to section 502 (d) of said Act of October 14, 1940, as amended, and (3) 
making payment, to such educational institutions, States or political 
subdivisions thereof, local public agencies and nonprofit organizations 
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of amounts equal to actual expenditures made by them prior to April 1,
1947, for costs of site acquisition and preparation, or installation of
streets and utility mains, with respect to suspended units referred to in
the proviso in clause (1) above.

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 97]
JOINT RESOLUTION

June 4, 1947
Limiting the application of provisions of Federal law to counsel employed under IS. J. Res. 107]

S. Res. 46. [Public Law 86]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That nothing in section 109
or section 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18,
sees. 198 and 203), or in section 361, section 365, or section 366 of the
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 5, secs. 306, 314, and
315), or in any other provision of Federal law imposing restrictions,
requirements, or penalties in relation to the employment of persons,
the performance of services, or the payment or receipt of compen-
sation in connection with any claim, proceeding, or matter involving
the United States, shall apply with respect to counsel to the special
committee of the Senate serving under the provisions of S. Res. 46,
Eightieth Congress, first session, adopted January 22, 1947: Provided,
however, That nothing contained herein shall be deemed to limit, cur-
tail, or augment any existing authority in such committee or its coun-
sel to initiate, prosecute, maintain, defend, or otherwise dispose of
any claim, action, proceeding, or matter, civil or criminal, on behalf
of the United States.

Approved June 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 98]

35 Stat. 1107, 1109.

AN At1L June 5, 1947

To amend section 3539 of the Revised Statutes, relating to taking trial pieces [S. 565

of coins. [Public Law 87]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3539
of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 352), is
amended by striking out the word "two" wherever it appears therein
and inserting in lieu thereof the word "ten".

Approved June 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 100]
AN ACT

To authorize the exchange of lands acquired by the United States for the Silver
Creek recreational demonstration project, Oregon, for the purpose of consoli-
dating holdings therein, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of consolidating Federal holdings of lands acquired for the Silver
Creek recreational demonstration project, in the State of Oregon,
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to exchange any
such lands for other lands of approximately equal value when in his
opinion such action is in the interest of the United States, the title
to any lands acquired hereunder to be satisfactory to the Attorney
General. Upon the vesting of title thereto in the United States, any
lands acquired pursuant to this authorization shall become a part of
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, and shall be sub-
ject to the laws applicable thereto.
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of amounts equal to actual expenditures made by them prior to April 1, 
1947, for costs of site acquisition and preparation, or installation of 
streets and utility mains, with respect to suspended units referred to in 
the proviso in clause (1) above. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 97] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Limiting the application of provisions of Federal law to counsel employed under 
S. Res. 46. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That nothing in section 109 
or section 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18, 
secs. 198 and 203), or in section 361, section 365, or section 366 of the 
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 5, secs. 306, 314, and 
315), or in any other provision of Federal law imposing restrictions, 
requirements, or penalties in relation to the employment of persons, 
the performance of services, or the payment or receipt of compen-
sation in connection with any claim, proceeding, or matter involving 
the United States, shall apply with respect to counsel to the special 
committee of the Senate serving under the provisions of S. Res. 46, 
Eightieth Congress, first session, adopted January 22, 1947: Provided, 
however, That nothing contained herein shall be deemed to limit, cur-
tail, or augment any existing authority in such committee or its coun-
sel to initiate, prosecute, maintain, defend, or otherwise dispose of 
any claim, action, proceeding, or matter, civil or criminal, on behalf 
of the United States. 
Approved June 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 98] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 3539 of the Revised Statutes, relating to taking trial pieces 
of coins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3539 
of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 352), is 
amended by striking out the word "two" wherever it appears therein 
and inserting in lieu thereof the word "ten". 
Approved June 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 100] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the exchange of lands acquired by the United States for the Silver 
Creek recreational demonstration project, Oregon, for the purpose of consoli-
dating holdings therein, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
pose of consolidating Federal holdings of lands acquired for the Silver 
Creek recreational demonstration project, in the State of Oregon, 
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to exchange any 
such lands for other lands of approximately equal value when in his 
opinion such action is in the interest of the United States, the title 
to any lands acquired hereunder to be satisfactory to the Attorney 
General. Upon the vesting of title thereto in the United States, any 
lands acquired pursuant to this authorization shall become a part of 
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, and shall be sub-
ject to the laws applicable thereto. 
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16 U. . C. §§ 459r-
459t.

Release of condi-
tion providing for
reversion of title to
U. S.

SEC. 2. Upon the conveyance of the Silver Creek recreational dem-
onstration project to the State of Oregon, or political subdivision
thereof, pursuant to the Act of June 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 326), the Secre-
tary of the Interior may authorize the grantee to exchange or other-
wise dispose of any lands so conveyed in order to acquire other lands
of approximately equal value for the purpose of consolidating the
holdings of the grantee, the title to lands so acquired to be satisfactory
to the Attorney General. For the aforesaid purpose the Secretary is
authorized to execute a release, as to the particular lands involved, of
any condition providing for a reversion of title to the United States,
that may be contained in the conveyance by the United States to said
grantee. No such release shall be executed, however, unless the
grantee shall agree, in form satisfactory to the Secretary, that the
lands to be acquired by it shall be subject to the conditions contained
in the original conveyance from the United States, except that, in lieu
of a provision for reversion, the grantee shall agree to convey said
lands to the United States upon a finding by the Secretary in accord-
ance with the procedure provided in said Act of June 6, 1942, that
the grantee has not complied with such conditions during a period of
more than three years. Lands so conveyed to the United States shall
be subject to administration or disposition in like manner as recrea-
tional demonstration project lands that revert to the United States
under the terms of the aforesaid Act.

Approved June 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 101]
June 9,1947 AN ACT
[Pub s9] To provide for the reincorporation of Export-Import Bank of Washingtoni and

for other purposes.

12 U.. SC. §635(a).
Export-Import

Bank of Washington.

Powers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 (a)
of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended (59 Stat. 526,
666), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 2. (a) There is hereby created a corporation with the name
Export-Import Bank of Washington, which shall be an agency of
the United States of America. The objects and purposes of the bank
shall be to aid in financing and to facilitate exports and imports and
the exchange of commodities between the United States or any of its
Territories or insular possessions and any foreign country or the
agencies or nationals thereof. In connection with and in furtherance
of its objects and purposes, the bank is authorized and empowered to
do a general banking business except that of circulation; to receive
deposits; to purchase, discount, rediscount, sell, and negotiate, with
or without its endorsement or guaranty, and to guarantee notes, drafts,
checks, bills of exchange, acceptances, including bankers' acceptances,
cable transfers, and other evidences of indebtedness; to purchase, sell,
and guarantee securities but not to purchase with its funds any stock
in any other corporation except that it may acquire any such stock
through the enforcement of any lien or pledge or otherwise to satisfy
a previously contracted indebtedness to it; to accept bills and drafts
drawn upon it; to issue letters of credit; to purchase and sell coin,
bullion, and exchange; to borrow and to lend money; to perform any
act herein authorized in participation with any other person, includ-
ing any individual, partnership, corporation, or association; to adopt,
alter, and use a corporate seal, which shall be judicially noticed; to
sue and to be sued, to complain and to defend in any court of com-
petent jurisdiction; and the enumeration of the foregoing powers
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SEc. 2. Upon the conveyance of the Silver Creek recreational dem-
onstration project to the State of Oregon, or political subdivision 
thereof, pursuant to the Act of June 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 326), the Secre-
tary of the Interior may authorize the grantee to exchange or other-
wise dispose of any lands so conveyed in order to acquire other lands 
of approximately equal value for the purpose of consolidating the 
holdings of the grantee, the title to lands so acquired to be satisfactory 
to the Attorney General. For the aforesaid purpose the Secretary is 
authorized to execute a release, as to the particular lands involved, of 
any condition providing for a reversion of title to the United States, 
that may be contained in the conveyance by the United States to said 
grantee. No such release shall be executed, however, unless the 
grantee shall agree, in form satisfactory to the Secretary, that the 
lands to be acquired by it shall be subject to the conditions contained 
in the original conveyance from the United States, except that, in lieu 
of a provision for reversion, the grantee shall agree to convey said 
lands to the United States upon a finding by the Secretary in accord-
ance with the procedure provided in said Act of June 6, 1942, that 
the grantee has not complied with such conditions during a period of 
more than three years. Lands so conveyed to the United States shall 
be subject to administration or disposition in like manner as recrea-
tional demonstration project lands that revert to the United States 
under the terms of the aforesaid Act. 
Approved June 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1011 
AN ACT - 

To provide for the reincorporation of Export-Import Bank of Washington, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 (a) 
of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended (59 Stat. 526, 
666), is hereby amended to read as follows; 

"SEe. 2. (a) There is hereby created a corporation with the name 
Export-Import Bank of Washington, which shall be an agency of 
the United States of America. The objects and purposes of the bank 
shall be to aid in financing and to facilitate exports and imports and 
the exchange of commodities between the United States or any of its 
Territories or insular possessions and any foreign country or the 
agencies or nationals thereof. In connection with and in furtherance 
of its objects and purposes, the bank is authorized and empowered to 
do a general banking business except that of circulation; to receive 
deposits; to purchase, discount, rediscount, sell, and negotiate, with 
or without its endorsement or guaranty, and to guarantee notes, drafts, 
checks, bills of exchange, acceptances, including bankers' acceptances, 
cable transfers, and other evidences of indebtedness; to purchase, sell, 
and guarantee securities but not to purchase with its funds any stock 
in any other corporation except that it may acquire any such stock 
through the enforcement of any lien or pledge or otherwise to satisfy 
a previously contracted indebtedness to it; to accept bills and drafts 
drawn upon it; to issue letters of credit; to purchase and sell coin, 
bullion, and exchange; to borrow and to lend money; to perform any 
act herein authorized in participation with any other person, includ-
ing any individual, partnership, corporation, or association; to adopt, 
alter, and use a corporate seal, which shall be judicially noticed; to 
sue and.to.be. sued, to complain and to defend in any court of com-
petent jurisdiction; and the enumeration of the foregoing powers 
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shall not be deemed to exclude other powers necessary to the achieve-
ment of the objects and purposes of the bank. The bank shall be
entitled to the use of the United States mails in the same manner and
upon the same conditions as the executive departments of the Govern-
ment. The bank is hereby authorized to use all of its assets and all
moneys which have been or may hereafter be allocated to or borrowed
by it in the exercise of its functions. Net earnings of the bank after
reasonable provision for possible losses shall be used for payment of
dividends on capital stock. Any such dividends shall be deposited
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts."

SEC. 2. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby
amended by striking out from section 6 thereof the words "Such obli-
gations shall be redeemable at the option of the bank before maturity
in such manner as may be stipulated in such obligations and shall
have such maturity and bear such rate of interest as may be determined
by the Board of Directors of the bank with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury" and substituting in lieu thereof the following:
"Such obligations shall be redeemable at the option of the bank before
maturity in such manner as may be stipulated in such obligations and
shall have such maturity as may be determined by the Board of Direc-
tors of the bank with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Each such obligation shall bear interest at a rate determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration the current aver-
age rate on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States
as of the last day of the month preceding the issuance of the obligation
of the bank".

SEC. 3. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby
amended by striking out section 8 therefrom and substituting in lieu
thereof a new section 8 as follows:

"SEc. 8. Export-Import Bank of Washington shall continue to
exercise its functions in connection with and in furtherance of its
objects and purposes until the close of business on June 30, 1953, but
the provisions of this section shall not be construed as preventing the
bank from acquiring obligations prior to such date which mature sub-
sequent to such date or from assuming prior to such date liability as
guarantor, endorser, or acceptor of obligations which mature subse-
quent to such date or from issuing, either prior or subsequent to such
date, for purchase by the Secretary of the Treasury, its notes, deben-
tures, bonds, or other obligations which mature subsequent to such
date or from continuing as a corporate agency of the United States
and exercising any of its functions subsequent to such date for pur-
poses of orderly liquidation, including the administration of its assets
and the collection of any obligations held by the bank."

SEC. 4. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby
amended by the addition of a section 12 as follows:

"SEC. 12. The Export-Import Bank of Washington created hereby
shall by virtue of this Act succeed to all of the rights and assume all
of the liabilities of Export-Import Bank of Washington, a District
of Columbia corporation, and any outstanding capital stock of the
District of Columbia corporation shall be deemed to have been issued
by and shall be capital stock of the corporation created by this Act
and all of the personnel, property, records, funds (including all unex-
pended balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds now
available), assets, contracts, obligations, and liabilities of the District
of Columbia corporation are hereby transferred to, accepted, and
assumed by the corporation created by this Act without the necessity
of any act or acts on the part of the corporation created by this Act
or of the District of Columbia corporation, their officers, employees,
or agents or of any other department or agency of the United States
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shall not be deemed to exclude other powers necessary to the achieve-
ment of the objects and purposes of the bank. The bank shall be 
entitled to the use of the United States mails in the same manner and 
upon the same conditions as the executive departments of the Govern-
ment. The bank is hereby authorized to use all of its assets and all 
moneys which have been or may hereafter be allocated to or borrowed 
by it in the exercise of its functions. Net earnings of the bank after 
reasonable provision for possible losses shall be used for payment of 
dividends on capital stock. Any such dividends shall be deposited 
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts." 
SEC. 2. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby 

amended by striking out from section 6 thereof the words "Such obli-
gations shall be redeemable at the option of the bank before maturity 
in such manner as may be stipulated in such obligations and shall 
have such maturity and bear such rate of interest as may be determined 
by the Board of Directors of the bank with the approval of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury" and substituting in lieu thereof the following: 
"Such obligations shall be redeemable at the option of the bank before 
maturity in such manner as may be stipulated in such obligations and 
shall have such maturity as may be determined by the Board of Direc-
tors of the bank with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Each such obligation shall bear interest at a rate determined by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration the current aver-
age rate on outstanding marketable obligations of the United States 
as of the last day of the month preceding the issuance of the obligation 
of the bank". 
SEC. 3. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby 

amended by striking out section 8 therefrom and substituting in lieu 
thereof a new section 8 as follows: 
"SEc. 8. Export-Import Bank of Washington shall continue to 

i exercise its functions n connection with and in furtherance of its 
objects and purposes until the close of business on June 30, 1953, but 
the provisions of this section shall not be construed as preventing the 
bank from acquiring obligations prior to such date which mature sub-
sequent to such date or from assuming prior to such date liability as 
guarantor, endorser, or acceptor of obligations which mature subse-
quent to such date or from issuing, either prior or subsequent to such 
date, for purchase by the Secretary of the Treasury, its notes, deben-
tures, bonds, or other obligations which mature subsequent to such 
date or from continuing as a corporate agency of the United States 
and exercising any of its functions subsequent to such date for pur-
poses of orderly liquidation, including the administration of its assets 
and the collection of any obligations held by the bank." 

SEc. 4. The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, is hereby 
amended by the addition of a section 12 as follows: 
"SEC. 12. The Export-Import Bank of Washington created hereby 

shall by virtue of this Act succeed to all of the rights and assume all 
of the liabilities of Export-Import Bank of Washington, a District 
of Columbia corporation, and any outstanding capital stock of the 
District of Columbia corporation shall be deemed to have been issued 
by and shall be capital stock of the corporation created by this Act 
and all of the personnel, property, records, funds (including all unex-
pended balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds now 
available), assets, contracts, obligations, and liabilities of the District 
of Columbia corporation are hereby transferred to, accepted, and 
assumed by the corporation created by this Act without the necessity 
of any act or acts on the part of the corporation created by this Act 
or of the District of Columbia corporation, their officers, employees, 
or agents or of any other department or agency of the United. States 
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Board of Directors.

59 Stat. 526.
12 U. s. C. i 635-

635h.
Ante, pp. 130, 131.

June 9,1947
[8. 1022]

[Public Law 90]

June 14, 1947
s[. J. Res. 1151

IPublic Law 911

to carry out the purposes hereof and it shall be unnecessary to take
any further action to effect the dissolution or liquidation of Export-
Import Bank of Washington, a District of Columbia corporation.
The members of the Board of Directors of the District of Columbia
corporation, appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Export-
Import Bank Act of 1945, shall, during the unexpired portion of the
terms for which they were appointed, continue in office as members
of the Board of Directors of the corporation created by this Act."

Approved June 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 102]
AN ACT

To authorize an adequate White House Police force.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to create the White House
Police force, and for other purposes", approved September 14, 1922
(42 Stat. 841, as amended; U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 3, sec. 62), is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 2. (a) The White House police force shall consist of such
number of officers, with grades corresponding to similar officers of the
Metropolitan Police force, and of such number of privates, with grade
corresponding to that of private of the highest grade in the Metro-
politan Police force, as may be necessary, but not exceeding one
hundred and ten in number. Members of the White House Police
shall be appointed from the members of the Metropolitan Police force
and the United States Park Police force from lists furnished by the
officers in charge of such forces. Vacancies shall be filled in the same
manner."

Approved June 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 103]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to continue and establish
offices in the territory of the Republic of the Philippines.

Resolved by the Senate and Ilouwe of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the authority in sec-
tion 7 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924 (43 Stat. 609; 38 U. S. C.
430) and section 101 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944
(58 Stat. 284; 38 U. S. C. 693a) to establish regional offices, suboffices,
contact units, or other subordinate offices may continue to be exercised
by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs with respect to territory
of the Republic of the Philippines on and after the date of its inde-
pendence if he deems such offices necessary, but in no event after
June 30, 1948.

Approved June 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 104]
June 14,1947 AN ACT

[.566]l To amend sections 3533 and 3536 of the Revised Statutes with respect to[Pblic Law 92 deviations in standard of ingots and weight of silver coins.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3533
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 346) is amended by
striking out the word "three-thousandths" and inserting in lieu thereof
the word six-thousandths".
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to carry out the purposes hereof and it shall be unnecessary to take 
any further action to effect the dissolution or liquidation of Export-
Import Bank of Washington, a District of Columbia corporation. 
The members of the Board of Directors of the District of Columbia 
corporation, appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Export-
Import Bank Act of 1945, shall, during the unexpired portion of the 
terms for which they were appointed, continue in office as members 
of the Board of Directors of the corporation created by this Act." 
Approved June 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 102] 
AN ACT 

To authorize an adequate White House Police force. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
of section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to create the White House 
Police force, and for other purposes", approved September 14, 1922 
(42 Stat. 841, as amended; U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 3, sec. 62), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 2. (a) The White House police force shall consist of such 
number of officers, with grades corresponding to similar officers of the 
Metropolitan Police force, and of such number of privates, with grade 
corresponding to that of private of the highest grade in the Metro-
politan Police force, as may be necessary, but not exceeding one 
hundred and ten in number. Members of the White House Police 
shall be appointed from the members of the Metropolitan Police force 
and the United States Park Police force from lists furnished by the 
officers in charge of such forces. Vacancies shall be filled in the same 
manner." 
Approved June 9, 1947. 

(CHAPTER 103] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs to continue and establish 
offices in the territory of the Republic of the Philippines. 

Resolved by the Senate and Howe of ,Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the authority in sec-
tion 7 of the World War Veterans' Act, 1924 (43 Stat. 609; 38 U. S. C. 
430), and section 101 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 
(58 Stat. 284; 38 U. S. C. 693a) to establish regional offices, suboffices, 
contact units, or other subordinate offices may continue to be exercised 
by the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs with respect to territory 
of the Republic of the Philippines on and after the date of its inde-
pendence if he deems such offices necessary, but in no event after 
June 30, 1948. 
Approved June 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 104] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 3533 and 3536 of the Revised Statutes with respect to 
deviations in standard of ingots and weight of silver coins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3533 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 31, sec. 346) is amended by 
striking out the word "three-thousandths" and inserting in lieu thereof 
the word "six-thousandths". 
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SEC. 2. Section 3536 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C.,
title 31, sec. 349), is amended to read as follows:

"In adjusting the weight of silver coins the following deviations
shall not be exceeded in any single piece: In the dollar, six grains;
in the half-dollar, four grains; in the quarter-dollar, three grains; and
in the dime, one and one-half grains."

Approved June 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 105]
AN ACT

To extend until June 30, 1949, the period of time during which persons may
serve in certain executive departments and agencies without being prohibited
from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for prosecuting claims against the
United States by reason of having so served.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (j)
of the Renegotiation Act (50 U. S. C., Supp. V, App., sec. 1191 (j))
is amended to read as follows:

"(j) Nothing in sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C.,
title 18, sees. 198 and 203) or in section 190 of the Revised Statutes
(U. S. C., title 5, sec. 99) shall be deemed to prevent any person by
reason of service in a department or the Board during the period (or
a part thereof) beginning May 27, 1940, and ending on June 30, 1949,
from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for prosecuting any claim
against the United States: Provided, That such person shall not prose-
cute any claim against the United States (1) involving any subject
matter directly connected with which such person was so employed,
or (2) during the period such person is engaged in employment in a
department."

Approved June 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 106]
AN ACT

To extend for one year certain provisions of section 100 of the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended, relating to the authority of the Ad-
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs to enter into leases for periods not exceeding
five years.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
paragraph of section 100 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944, as amended (38 U. S. C. 693), is hereby amended by deleting
"June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "June 30,
1948".

Approved June 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 108]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To prepare a revised edition of the Annotated Constitution of the United States
of America as published in 1938 as Senate Document 232 of the Seventy-fourth
Congress.

Whereas the Annotated Constitution of the United States of America
published in 1938 as Senate Document 232, Seventy-fourth Con-
gress, has served a very useful purpose by supplying essential infor-
mation in one volume and at a very reasonable price; and

Whereas Senate Document 232 is no longer available at the Govern-
ment Printing Office; and
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SEC. 2. Section 3536 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., 
title 31, sec. 349), is amended to read as follows: 
"In adjusting the weight of silver coins the following deviations 

shall not be exceeded in any single piece: In the dollar, six grains; 
in the half-dollar, four grains; in the quarter-dollar, three grains; and 
in the dime, one and one-half grains." 
Approved June 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 105] 
AN ACT 

To extend until June 30, 1949, the period of time during which persons may 
serve in certain executive departments and agencies without being prohibited 
from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for prosecuting claims against the 
United States by renson of having so served. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (j) 
of the Renegotiation Act (50 U. S. C., Supp. V, App., sec. 1191 (j) ) 
is amended to read as follows: 

"(j) Nothing in sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 
title 18, secs. 198 and 203) or in section 190 of the Revised Statutes 
(U. S. C., title 5, sec. 99) shall be deemed to prevent any person by 
reason of service in a department or the Board during the period (or 
a part thereof) beginning May 27, 1940, and ending on June 30, 1949, 
from acting as counsel, agent, or attorney for prosecuting any claim 
against the United States: Provided, That such person shall not prose-
cute any claim against the United States (1) involving any subject 
matter directly connected with which such person was so employed, 
or (2) during the period such person is engaged in employment in a 
department." 
Approved June 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 106] 
AN ACT 
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Readjustment Act of 1944, as amended, relating to the authority of the Ad- [Public Law 94] 
ministrator of Veterans' Affairs to enter into leases for periods not exceeding 
five years. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the second 
paragraph of section 100 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 
1944, as amended (38 U. S. C. 693), is hereby amended by deleting 
"June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "June 30, 
1948". 
Approved June 14, 1947. 
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Whereas the reprinting of this document without annotations for the
last ten years is not considered appropriate: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

Revision, etc. States of America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of Con-
gress is hereby authorized and directed to have the Annotated Con-
stitution of the United States of America, published in 1938, revised
and extended to include annotations of decisions of the Supreme Court
prior to January 1, 1948, construing the several provisions of the
Constitution correlated under each separate provision, and to have
the said revised document printed at the Government Printing Office.
Three thousand copies shall be printed, of which two thousand two
hundred copies shall be for the use of the House of Representatives
and eight hundred copies for the use of the Senate.

tAppropiation au- SEO. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for carrying
out the provisions of this Act, with respect to the preparation but not
including printing, the sum of $35,000 to remain available until
expended.

Approved June 17, 1947.

June 20,1947
[S. 321]

[Public Law 96]

Cadets and mid-
shipmen.

Increase in pay.

[CHAPTER 1091
AN ACT

To amend section 17 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as to increase the
pay of cadets and midshipmen at the service academies, and for other pur-
poses.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 17 of
the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 (56 Stat. 368; 37 U. S. C. 117), is
hereby amended by striking therefrom the figures "$780" and substi-
tuting therefor the figures "$936".

SEC. 2. The increases in pay provided by this Act shall become
effective on the first day of the first month following its enactment,
and no increase in pay for any period prior thereto shall accrue by
reason of the enactment of this Act.

Approved June 20, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1111
ANi APCT

June 21,1947
IS. 26] To make criminally liable persons who negligently allow prisoners in their custody

I ublic Law 97] to escape.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 138
of the Criminal Code (35 Stat. 1113; 18 U. S. C. 244) be, and it hereby
is, amended to read as follows:

"Whenever any marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other
person has in his custody any prisoner by virtue of process issued under
the laws of the United States by any court, judge, or commissioner,
and such marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other person
voluntarily suffers such prisoner to escape, he shall be fined not more
than $2,000, or imprisoned not more than two years, or both. When-
ever any marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other person
has in his custody any prisoner by virtue of process issued under the
laws of the United States by any court, judge, or commissioner, and
such marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other person
negligently suffers such prisoner to escape, he shall be fined not more
than $500 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both."

Approved June 21, 1947.
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Whereas the reprinting of this document without annotations for the 
last ten years is not considered appropriate: Now, therefore, be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That the Librarian of Con-
gress is hereby authorized and directed to have the Annotated Con-
stitution of the United States of America, published in 1938, revised 
and extended to include annotations of decisions of the Supreme Court 
prior to January 1, 1948, construing the several provisions of the 
Constitution correlated under each separate provision, and to have 
the said revised document printed at the Government Printing Office. 
Three thousand copies shall be printed, of which two thousand two 
hundred copies shall be for the use of the House of Representatives 
and eight hundred copies for the use of the Senate. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for carrying 

out the provisions of this Act, with respect to the preparation but not 
including printing, the sum of $35,000 to remain available until 
expended. 
Approved June 17, 1947. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 17 of 
the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 (56 Stat. 368; 37 U. S. C. 117), is 
hereby amended by striking therefrom the figures "$780" and substi-
tuting therefor the figures 1936". 
SEC. 2. The increases in pay provided by this Act shall become 

effective on the first day of the first month following its enactment, 
and no increase in pay for any period prior thereto shall accrue by 
reason of the enactment of this Act. 
Approved June 20, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1111 
AN ACT 

To make criminally liable persons who negligently allow prisoners in their custody 
to escape. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 138 
of the Criminal Code (35 Stat. 1113; 18 U. S. C. 244) be, and it hereby 
is, amended to read as follows: 
"Whenever any marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other 

person has in his custody any prisoner by virtue of process issued under 
the laws of the United States by any court, judge, or commissioner, 
and such marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer , or other person 
voluntarily suffers such prisoner to escape he shall be fined not more 
than $2,000, or imprisoned not more than two years, or both. When-
ever any marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other person 
has in his custody any prisoner by virtue of process issued under the 
laws of the United States by any court, judge, or commissioner, and 
such marshal, deputy marshal, ministerial officer, or other person 
negligently suffers such prisoner to escape, he shall be fined not more 
than $500 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both." 
Approved June 21, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 112]
AN ACT

To amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, so as
to extend the benefits of such Act to the Official Reporters of Debates in the
Senate and persons employed by them in connection with the performance of
their duties as such reporters.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 (a)
of the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29, 1930, as
amended, is amended by adding at the end of such subsection the
following:

"For the purposes of this Act, the Official Reporters of the proceed-
ings and debates of the Senate and persons employed by them in con-
nection with the performance of their duties as such reporters shall
be deemed to be officers or employees in or under the legislative branch
of the Government, and service heretofore or hereafter renderd as an
Official Reporter of Debates of the Senate or as a person employed by
the Official Reporters of Debates of the Senate in connection with
the performance of their duties as such reporters shall be deemed to
be service as an officer or employee in or under the legislative branch
of the Government. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to
any such Official Reporter or person employed by them until he gives
notice in writing to the said Official Reporters of his desire to come
within the purview of this Act. In the case of any such Official
Reporter or person employed by them who is in service on the date
of enactment of this subsection, such notice of desire to come within
the purview of this Act must be given within six months after such
date. In the case of any such Official Reporter or person employed
by them who enters the service subsequent to the date of enactment
of this subsection, such notice of desire to come within the purview
of this Act must be given within six months after the date of such
entrance into the service. No provision of this or any other Act
relating to automatic separation from the service shall be applicable
to any such Official Reporter or person employed by them."

Approved June 21, 1947.

CHAPTER 113]
AN ACT

To grant to the Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68, The American Legion, of
Belzoni, Mississippi, all of the reversionary interest reserved to the United
States in lands conveyed to said post pursuant to Act of Congress approved
June 29, 1938.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the reversion-
ary interest reserved to the United States in the lands and improve-
ments comprising the site of lock and dam numbered 1 on the Big
Sunflower River, Mississippi, conveyed to the Arthur Alexander Post
Numbered 68, The American Legion, of Belzoni, Mississippi, pursuant
to Act of Congress, approved June 29, 1938 (52 Stat. 1230), is hereby
relinquished and granted to said Arthur Alexander Post Numbered
68, which is hereby authorized to sell, convey, and alienate such prop-
erty subject only to the perpetual right of the United States of
America to flood such part of such land as may be necessary from
time to time in the interest of flood control or navigation.

Approved June 21, 1947.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 (a) 
of the Civil Service Retirement Act, approved May 29, 1930, as 
amended, is amended by adding at the end of such subsection the 
following: 
"For the purposes of this Act, the Official Reporters of the proceed-
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nection with the performance of their duties as such reporters shall 
be deemed to be officers or employees in or under the legislative branch 
of the Government, and service heretofore or hereafter renderd as an 
Official Reporter of Debates of the Senate or as a person employed by 
the Official Reporters of Debates of the Senate in connection with 
the performance of their duties as such reporters shall be deemed to 
be service as an officer or employee in or under the legislative branch 
of the Government. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to 
any such Official Reporter or person employed by them until he gives 
notice in writing to the said Official Reporters of his desire to come 
within the purview of this Act. In the case of any such Official 
Reporter or person employed by them who is in service on the date 
of enactment of this subsection, such notice of desire to come within 
the purview of this Act must be given within six months after such 
date. In the case of any such Official Reporter or person employed 
by them who enters the service subsequent to the date of enactment 
of this subsection, such notice of desire to come within the purview 
of this Act must be given within six months after the date of such 
entrance into the service. No provision of this or any other Act 
relating to automatic separation from the service shall be applicable 
to any such Official Reporter or person employed by them." 

Approved June 21, 1947. 

CHAPTER 113] 
AN ACT 

To grant to the Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68, The American Legion, of 
Belzoni, Mississippi, all of the reversiOnary interest reserved to the United 
States in lands conveyed to said post pursuant to Act of Congress approved 
June 29, 1938. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress ass led, That the reversion-
ary interest reserved to the United States in the lands and improve-
ments comprising the site of lock and dam numbered 1 on the Big 
Sunflower River, Mississippi, conveyed to the Arthur Alexander Post 
Numbered 68, The American Legion, of Belzoni, Mississippi, pursuant 
to Act of Congress, approved June 29, 1938 (52 Stat. 1230), is hereby 
relinquished and granted to said Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 
68, which is hereby authorized to sell, convey, and alienate such prop-
erty subject only to the perpetual right of the United States of 
America to flood such part of such land as may be necessary from 
time to time in the interest of flood control or navigation. 

Approved June 21, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 114]
AN ACT

Yune 21, 1947
[H. R. 1874] To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid

[Public Law 100] the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes",
approved July 11, 1916, as amended and supplemented, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (d)
of section 4 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, Public Law 521,

58stat.840. Seventy-eighth Congress, approved December 20, 1944, is hereby
amended by striking out the term "one year" where it appears in said
paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the term "two years".

Approved June 21, 1947.

ICHAPTER 120]
AN ACT

Tune 23, 1947
[H. R. 3020] To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities for

[Public Law 101] the mediation of labor disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal respon-
sibilities of labor organizations and employers, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembleed,

SHORT TITLE AND DECLARATION OF POLICY

SECTION 1. (a) This Act may be cited as the "Labor Management
Relations Act, 1947".

(b) Industrial strife which interferes with the normal flow of com-
merce and with the full production of articles and commodities for
commerce, can be avoided or substantially minimized if employers,
employees, and labor organizations each recognize under law one
another's legitimate rights in their relations with each other, and above
all recognize under law that neither party has any right in its relations
with any other to engage in acts or practices which jeopardize the
public health, safety, or interest.

It is the purpose and policy of this Act, in order to promote the full
flow of commerce, to prescribe the legitimate rights of both employees
and employers in their relations affecting commerce, to provide orderly
and peaceful procedures for preventing the interference by either with
the legitimate rights of the other, to protect the rights of individual
employees in their relations with labor organizations whose activities
affect commerce, to define and proscribe practices on the part of labor
and management which affect commerce and are inimical to the general
welfare, and to protect the rights of the public in connection with
labor disputes affecting commerce.

TITLE I-AMENDMENT OF NATIONAL LABOR
RELATIONS ACT

49 stat. 49. SEC. 101. The National Labor Relations Act is hereby amended to
2 U. a. C. jina- read as follows:

"FINDINGS AND POLICIES

"SECTION 1. The denial by some employers of the right of employees
to organize and the refusal by some employers to accept the procedure
of collective bargaining lead to strikes and other forms of industrial
strife or unrest, which have the intent or the necessary effect of burden-
ing or obstructing commerce by (a) impairing the efficiency, safety, or
operation of the instrumentalities of commerce; (b) occurring in the
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[CHAPTER 1141 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide that the United States shall aid 
the States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes", 
approved July 11, 1916, as amended and supplemented, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph (d) 
of section 4 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944, Public Law 521, 
Seventy-eighth Congress, approved December 20, 1944, is hereby 
amended by striking out the term "one year" where it appears in said 
paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof the term "two years". 
Approved June 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1201 
AN ACT 

To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities for 
the mediation of labor disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal respon-
sibilities of labor organizations and employers, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

SHORT TITLE AND DECLARATION OF POLICY 

SECTION 1. (a) This Act may be cited as the "Labor Management 
Relations Act, 1917". 

(b) Industrial strife which interferes with the normal flow of com-
merce and with the full production of articles and commodities for 
commerce, can be avoided or substantially minimized if employers, 
employees, and labor organizations each recognize under law one 
another's legitimate rights in their relations with each other, and above 
all recognize under law that neither party has any right in its relations 
with any other to engage in acts or practices which jeopardize the 
public health, safety, or interest. 

It is the purpose and policy of this Act, in order to promote the full 
flow of commerce, to prescribe the legitimate rights of both employees 
and employers in their relations affecting commerce, to provide orderly 
and peaceful procedures for preventing the interference by either with 
the legitimate rights of the other, to protect the rights of individual 
employees in their relations with labor organizations whose activities 
affect commerce, to define and proscribe practices on the part of labor 
and management which affect commerce and are inimical to the general 
welfare, and to protect the rights of the public in connection with 
labor disputes affecting commerce. 

TITLE I—AMENDMENT OF NATIONAL LABOR 
RELATIONS ACT 

SEC. 101. The National Labor Relations Act is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

"FINDINGS AND POLICIES 

"SEenow 1. The denial by some employers of the right of employees 
to organize and the refusal by some employers to accept the procedure 
of collective bargaining lead to strikes and other forms of industrial 
strife or unrest, which have the intent or the necessary effect of burden-
ing or obstructing commerce by (a) impairing the efficiency, safety, or 
operation of the instrumentalities of commerce; (b) occurring in the 
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current of commerce; (c) materially affecting, restraining, or control-
ling the flow of raw materials or manufactured or processed goods from
or into the channels of commerce, or the prices of such materials or
goods in commerce; or (d) causing diminution of employment and
wages in such volume as substantially to impair or disrupt the market
for goods flowing from or into the channels of commerce.

"The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do not
possess full freedom of association or actual liberty of contract, and
employers who are organized in the corporate or other forms of owner-
ship association substantially burdens and affects the flow of commerce,
and tends to aggravate recurrent business depressions, by depressing
wage rates and the purchasing power of wage earners in industry and
by preventing the stabilization of competitive wage rates and working
conditions within and between industries.

"Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of
employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce
from injury, impairment, or interruption, and promotes the flow of
commerce by removing certain recognized sources of industrial strife
and unrest, by encouraging practices fundamental to the friendly
adjustment of industrial disputes arising out of differences as to wages
hours, or other working conditions, and by restoring equality of
bargaining power between employers and employees.

"Experience has further demonstrated that certain practices by some
labor organizations, their officers, and members have the intent or the
necessary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce by preventing
the free flow of goods in such commerce through strikes and other
forms of industrial unrest or through concerted activities which impair
the interest of the public in the free flow of such commerce. The
elimination of such practices is a necessary condition to the assurance
of the rights herein guaranteed.

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to
eliminate the causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow
of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when
they have occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collec-
tive bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full free-
dom of association, self-organization, and designation of representa-
tives of their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms
and conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection.

"DEFINITIONS

"SEC. 2. When used in this Act-
"(1) The term 'person' includes one or more individuals, labor

organizations, partnerships, associations, corporations, legal repre-
sentatives, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers.

"(2) The term 'employer' includes any person acting as an agent of
an employer, directly or indirectly, but shall not include the United
States or any wholly owned Government corporation, or any Federal
Reserve Bank, or any State or political subdivision thereof, or any
corporation or association operating a hospital, if no part of the net
earnings inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual,
or any person subject to the Railway Labor Act, as amended from time
to time, or any labor organization (other than when acting as an
employer), or anyone acting in the capacity of officer or agent of such
labor organization.

"(3) The term 'employee' shall include any employee, and shall not
be limited to the employees of a particular employer, unless the Act
explicitly states otherwise, and shall include any individual whose
work has ceased as a consequence of, or in connection with, any current
labor dispute or because of any unfair labor practice, and who has not
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current of commerce; (c) materially affecting, restraining, or control-
ling the flow of raw materials or manufactured or processed goods from 
or into the channels of commerce, or the prices of such materials or 
goods in commerce; or (d) causing diminution of employment and 
wages in such volume as substantially to impair or disrupt the market 
for goods flowing from or into the channels of commerce. 
"The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do not 

possess full freedom of association or actual liberty of contract, and 
employers who are organized in the corporate or other forms of owner-
ship association substantially burdens and affects the flow of commerce, 
and tends to aggravate recurrent business depressions, by depressing 
wage rates and the purchasing power of wage earners in industry and 
by preventing the stabilization of competitive wage rates and working 
conditions within and between industries. 
"Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of 

employees to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce 
from injury, impairment, or interruption, and promotes the flow of 
commerce by removing certain recognized sources of industrial strife 
and unrest, by encouraging practices fundamental to the friendly 
adjustment of industrial disputes arising out of differences as to wages, 
hours, or other working conditions, and by restoring equality of 
bargaining power between employers and employees. 
"Experience has further demonstrated that certain practices by some 

labor organizations, their officers, and members have the intent or the 
necessary effect of burdening or obstructing commerce by preventing 
the free flow of goods in such commerce through strikes and other 
forms of industrial unrest or through concerted activities which impair 
the interest of the public in the free flow of such commerce. The 
elimination of such practices is a necessary condition to the assurance 
of the rights herein guaranteed. 

"It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to 
eliminate the causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow 
of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when 
they have occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collec-
tive bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full free-
dom of association, self-organization, and designation of representa-
tives of their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms 
and conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection. 

"DEFINITIONS 

"SEC. 2. When used in this Act— 
"(1) The term 'person' includes one or more individuals, labor 

organizations, partnerships, associations, corporations, legal repre-
sentatives, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers. 
"(2) The term 'employer' includes any person acting as an agent of 

an employer, directly or indirectly, but shall not include the United 
States or any wholly owned Government corporation, or any Federal 
Reserve Bank, or any State or political subdivision thereof, or any 
corporation or association operating a hospital, if no part of the net 
earnings inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, 
or any person subject to the Railway Labor Act, as amended from time 
to time, or any labor organization (other than when acting as an 
employer), or anyone acting in the capacity of officer or agent of such 
labor organization. 

"(3) The term 'employee' shall include any employee, and shall not 
be limited to the employees of a particular employer, unless the Act 
explicitly states otherwise, and shall include any individual whose 
work has ceased as a consequence of, or in connection with, any current 
labor dispute or because of any unfair labor practice, and who has not 
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obtained any other regular and substantially equivalent employment,
but shall not include any individual employed as an agricultural
laborer, or in the domestic service of any family or person at his home,
or any individual employed by his parent or spouse, or any individual
having the status of an independent contractor, or any individual
employed as a supervisor, or any individual employed by an employer
subject to the Railway Labor Act, as amended from time to time, or by
any other person who is not an employer as herein defined.

"(4) The term 'representatives' includes any individual or labor
organization.

"(5) The term 'labor organization' means any organization of any
kind, or any agency or employee representation committee or plan, in
which employees participate and which exists for the purpose, in whole
or in part, of dealing with employers concerning grievances, labor
disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or conditions of
work.

"(6) The term 'commerce' means trade, traffic, commerce, trans-
portation, or communication among the several States, or between the
District of Columbia or any Territory of the United States and any
State or other Territory. or between any foreign country and any
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, or within the District of
Columbia or any Territory, or between points in the same State but
through any other State or any Territory or the District of Columbia
or any foreign country.

" (7) The term 'affecting commerce' means in commerce, or burden-
in or obstructing commerce or the free flow of commerce, or having
led or tending to lead to a labor dispute burdening or obstructing
commerce or the free flow of commerce.

"(8) The term 'unfair labor practice' means any unfair labor prac-
tice listed in section 8.

"(9) The term 'labor dispute' includes any controversy concerning
terms, tenure or conditions of employment, or concerning the associa-
tion or representation of persons in negotiating, fixing, maintaining,
changing, or seeking to arrange terms or conditions of employment,
regardless of whether the disputants stand in the proximate relation
of employer and employee.

"(10) The term 'National Labor Relations Board' means the
National Labor Relations Board provided for in section 3 of this Act.

"(11) The term 'supervisor' means any individual having authority,
in the interest of the employer, to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall,
promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline other employees, or
responsibly to direct them, or to adjust their grievances, or effectively
to recommend such action, if in connection with the foregoing the
exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine or clerical nature,
but requires the use of independent judgment.

(122 The term 'professional employee' means-
(a) any employee engaged in work (i) predominantly intel-

lectual and varied in character as opposed to routine mental,
manual, mechanical, or physical work; (ii) involving the con-
sistent exercise of discretion and judgment in its performance;
(iii) of such a character that the output produced or the result
accomplished cannot be standardized in relation to a given period
of time; (iv) requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a
field of science or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged
course of specialized intellectual instruction and study in an
institution of higher learning or a hospital, as distinguished from
a general academic education or from an apprenticeship or from
training in the performance of routine mental, manual, or physical
processes; or
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"(b) any employee, who (i) has completed the courses of
specialized intellectual instruction and study described in clause
(iv) of paragraph (a), and (ii) is performing related work under
the supervision of a professional person to qualify himself to
become a professional employee as defined in paragraph (a).

"(13) In determining whether any person is acting as an 'agent'
of another person so as to make such other person responsible for
his acts, the question of whether the specific acts performed were
actually authorized or subsequently ratified shall not be controlling.

CNATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

"SEC. 3. (a) The National Labor Relations Board (hereinafter
called the 'Board') created by this Act prior to its amendment by the
Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, is hereby continued as an
agency of the United States, except that the Board shall consist of five
instead of three members, appointed by the President by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate. Of the two additional members
so provided for, one shall be appointed for a term of five years and
the other for a term of two years. Their successors, and the successors
of the other members, shall be appointed for terms of five years each,
excepting that any individual chosen to fill a vacancy shall be appointed
only for the unexpired term of the member whom he shall succeed.
The President shall designate one member to serve as Chairman of
the Board. Any member of the Board may be removed by the Presi-
dent, upon notice and hearing, for neglect of duty or malfeasance in
office, but for no other cause.

"(b) The Board is authorized to delegate to any group of three
or more members any or all of the powers which it may itself exercise.
A vacancy in the Board shall not impair the right of the remaining
members to exercise all of the powers of the Board, and three members
of the Board shall, at all times, constitute a quorum of the Board,
except that two members shall constitute a quorum of any group
designated pursuant to the first sentence hereof. The Board shall
have an official seal which shall be judicially noticed.

"(c) The Board shall at the close of each fiscal year make a report
in writing to Congress and to the President stating in detail the cases
it has heard, the decisions it has rendered, the names, salaries, and
duties of all employees and officers in the employ or under the super-
vision of the Board, and an account of all moneys it has disbursed.

"(d) There shall be a General Counsel of the Board who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, for a term of four years. The General Counsel of the Board
shall exercise general supervision over all attorneys employed by the
Board (other than trial examiners and legal assistants to Board
members) and over the officers and employees in the regional offices.
He shall have final authority, on behalf of the Board, in respect of the
investigation of charges and issuance of complaints under section 10,
and in respect of the prosecution of such complaints before the Board,
and shall have such other duties as the Board may prescribe or as may
be provided by law.

"SEo. 4. (a) Each member of the Board and the General Counsel of
the Board shall receive a salary of $12,000 a year, shall be eligible for
reappointment, and shall not engage in any other business, vocation,
or employment. The Board shall appoint an executive secretary, and
such attorneys, examiners, and regional directors, and such other
employees as it may from time to time find necessary for the proper
performance of its duties. The Board may not employ any attorneys
for the purpose of reviewing transcripts of hearings or preparing
drafts of opinions except that any attorney employed for assignment
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"(b) any employee, who (i) has completed the courses of 
specialized intellectual instruction and study described in clause 
(iv) of paragraph (a), and (ii) is performing related work under 
the supervision of a professional person to qualify himself to 
become a professional employee as defined in paragraph (a). 

"(13) In determining whether any person is acting as an 'agent' 
of another person so as to make such other person responsible for 
his acts, the question of whether the specific acts performed were 
actually authorized or subsequently ratified shall not be controlling. 

ttNATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

"SEC. 3. (a) The National Labor Relations Board (hereinafter 
called the 'Board') created by this Act prior to its amendment by the 
Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, is hereby continued as an 
agency of the United States, except that the Board shall consist of five 
instead of three members, appointed by the President by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate. Of the two additional members 
so provided for, one shall be appointed for a term of five years and 
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office, but for no other cause. 
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A vacancy in the Board shall not impair the right of the remaining 
members to exercise all of the powers of the Board, and three members 
of the Board shall, at all times, constitute a quorum of the Board, 
except that two members shall constitute a quorum of any group 
designated pursuant to the first sentence hereof. The Board shall 
have an official seal which shall be judicially noticed. 

"(c) The Board shall at the close of each fiscal year make a report 
in writing to Congress and to the President stating in detail the cases 
it has heard, the decisions it has rendered, the names, salaries, and 
duties of all employees and officers in the employ or under the super-
vision of the Board, and an account of all moneys it has disbursed. 
"(d) There shall be a General Counsel of the Board who shall be 
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as a legal assistant to any Board member may for such Board member
Review of tril ex- review such transcripts and prepare such drafts. No trial examiner's

report shall be reviewed, either before or after its publication, by any
person other than a member of the Board or his legal assistant, and no
trial examiner shall advise or consult with the Board with respect to

sestad ., others exceptions taken to his findings, rulings, or recommendations. The
Board may establish or utilize such regional, local, or other agencies,
and utilize such voluntary and uncompensated services, as may from
time to time be needed. Attorneys appointed under this section may,
at the direction of the Board, appear for and represent the Board in
any case in court. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to authorize
the Board to appoint individuals for the purpose of conciliation or
mediation, or for economic analysis.

Payment of ex- (b) All of the expenses of the Board, including all necessary travel-
pe ing and subsistence expenses outside the District of Columbia incurred

by the members or employees of the Board under its orders, shall be
allowed and paid on the presentation of itemized vouchers therefor
approved by the Board or by any individual it designates for that
purpose.

Principal ofice. "S. 5. The principal office of the Board shall be in the District
of Columbia, but it may meet and exercise any or all of its powers at
any other place. The Board may, by one or more of its members or
by such agents or agencies as it may designate, prosecute any inquiry
necessary to its functions in any part of the United States. A member
who participates in such an inquiry shall not be disqualified from sub-
sequently participating in a decision of the Board in the same case.

Roles and regAla - "SEC. 6. The Board shall have authority from time to time to make,
amend, and rescind, in the manner prescribed by the Administrative
Procedure Act, such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry
out the provisions of this Act.

"RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES

"SEC. 7. Employees shall have the right to self-organization, to
form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through
representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted
activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid
or protection, and shall also have the right to refrain from any or all
of such activities except to the extent that such right may be affected
by an agreement requiring membership in a labor organization as a
condition of employment as authorized in section 8 (a) (3).

"UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

Employer. "SE. 8. (a) It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer-
" (1) to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exer-

cise of the rights guaranteed in section 7;
"(2) to dominate or interfere with the formation or adminis-

tration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other
support to it: Provided, That subject to rules and regulations
made and published by the Board pursuant to section 6, an
employer shall not be prohibited from permitting employees to
confer with him during working hours without loss of time or pay;

"(3) by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employ-
ment or any term or condition of employment to encourage or
discourage membership in any labor organization: Provided, That
nothing in this Act, or in any other statute of the United States,
shall preclude an employer from making an agreement with a labor
organization (not established, maintained, or assisted by any
action defined in section 8 (a) of this Act as an unfair labor
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mediation, or for economic analysis. 

"(b) All of the expenses of the Board, including all necessary travel-
ing and subsistence expenses outside the District of Columbia incurred 
by the members or employees of the Board under its orders, shall be 
allowed and paid on the presentation of itemized vouchers therefor 
approved by the Board or by any individual it designates for that 
purpose. 
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who participates in such an inquiry shall not be disqualified from sub-
sequently participating in a decision of the Board in the same case. 
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of such activities except to the extent that such right may be affected 
by an agreement requiring membership in a labor organization as a 
condition of employment as authorized in section 8 (a) (3). 

"UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES 

"SEC. 8. (a) It shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer— 
" (1) to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exer-

cise of the rights guaranteed in section 7; 
"(2) to dominate or interfere with the formation or adminis-

tration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other 
support to it: Provided, That subject to rules and regulations 
made and published by the Board pursuant to section 6, an 
employer shall not be prohibited from permitting employees to 
confer with him during working hours without loss of time or pay; 
"(3) by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employ-

ment or any term or condition of employment to encourage or 
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nothing in this Act, or in any other statute of the United States, 
shall preclude an employer from making an agreement with a labor 
organization (not established, maintained, or assisted by any 
action defined in section 8 (a) of this Act as an unfair labor 
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practice) to require as a condition of employment membership
therein on or after the thirtieth day following the beginning of
such employment or the effective date of such agreement, which-
ever is the later, (i) if such labor organization is the representative
of the employees as provided in section 9 (a), in the appropriate
collective-bargaining unit covered by such agreement when made;
and (ii) if, following the most recent election held as provided in
section 9 (e) the Board shall have certified that at least a majority
of the employees eligible to vote in such election have voted to
authorize such labor organization to make such an agreement:
Provided further, That no employer shall justify any discrimina-
tion against an employee for nonmembership in a labor organiza-
tion (A) if he has reasonable grounds for believing that such
membership was not available to the employee on the same terms
and conditions generally applicable to other members, or (B) if
he has reasonable grounds for believing that membership was
denied or terminated for reasons other than the failure of the
employee to tender the periodic dues and the initiation fees
uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or retaining
membership;

" (4) to discharge or otherwise discriminate against an employee
because he has filed charges or given testimony under this Act;

"(5) to refuse to bargain collectively with the representatives
of his employees, subject to the provisions of section 9 (a).

"(b) It shall be an unfair labor practice for a labor organization or
its agents-

"(1) to restrain or coerce (A) employees in the exercise of the
rights guaranteed in section 7: Provided, That this paragraph
shall not impair the right of a labor organization to prescribe its
own rules with respect to the acquisition or retention of member-
ship therein; or (B) an employer in the selection of his repre-
sentatives for the purposes of collective bargaining or the adjust-
ment of grievances;

"(2) to cause or attempt to cause an employer to discriminate
against an employee in violation of subsection (a) (3) or to
discriminate against an employee with respect to whom member-
ship in such organization has been denied or terminated on some
ground other than his failure to tender the periodic dues and the
initiation fees uniformly required as a condition of acquiring or
retaining membership;

"(3) to refuse to bargain collectively with an employer, pro-
vided it is the representative of his employees subject to the
provisions of section 9 (a);

"(4) to engage in, or to induce or encourage the employees of
any employer to engage in, a strike or a concerted refusal in the
course of their employment to use, manufacture, process, transport,
or otherwise handle or work on any goods, articles, materials, or
commodities or to perform any services, where an object thereof is:
(A) forcing or requiring any employer or self-employed person
to join any labor or employer organization or any employer or
other person to cease using, selling, handling, transporting, or
otherwise dealing in the products of any other producer, processor,
or manufacturer, or to cease doing business with any other person;
(B) forcing or requiring any other employer to recognize or bar-
gain with a labor organization as the representative of his
employees unless such labor organization has been certified as the
representative of such employees under the provisions of section 9;
(C) forcing or requiring any employer to recognize or bargain
with a particular labor organization as the representative of his
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employees if another labor organization has been certified as the
representative of such employees under the provisions of section 9;
(D) forcing or requiring any employer to assign particular work
to employees in a particular labor organization or in a particular
trade, craft, or class rather than to employees in another labor
organization or in another trade, craft, or class unless such
employer is failing to conform to an order or certification of the
Board determining the bargaining representative for employees
performing such work: Provided, That nothing contained in this
subsection (b) shall be construed to make unlawful a refusal by
any person to enter upon the premises of any employer (other
than his own employer), if the employees of such employer are
engaged in a strike ratified or approved by a representative of such
employees whom such employer is required to recognize under
this Act;

"(5) to require of employees covered by an agreement author-
ized under subsection (a) (3) the payment, as a condition preced-
ent to becoming a member of such organization, of a fee in an
amount which the Board finds excessive or discriminatory under
all the circumstances. In making such a finding, the Board shall
consider, among other relevant factors, the practices and customs
of labor organizations in the particular industry, and the wages
currently paid to the employees affected; and

"(6) to cause or attempt to cause an employer to pay or deliver
or agree to pay or deliver any money or other thing of value, in
the nature of an exaction, for services which are not performed
or not to be performed.

"(c) The expressing of any views, argument, or opinion, or the
dissemination thereof, whether in written, printed, graphic, or visual
form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor practice
under any of the provisions of this Act, if such expression contains no
threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit.

"(d) For the purposes of this section, to bargain collectively is the
performance of the mutual obligation of the employer and the repre-
sentative of the employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in
good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions
of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or any question
arising thereunder, and the execution of a written contract incorpo-
rating any agreement reached if requested by either party, but such
obligation does not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require
the making of a concession: Provided, That where there is in effect a
collective-bargaining contract covering employees in an industry
affecting commerce, the duty to bargain collectively shall also mean
that no party to such contract shall terminate or modify such contract,
unless the party desiring such termination or modification-

" (1) serves a written notice upon the other party to the contract
of the proposed termination or modification sixty days prior to
the expiration date thereof, or in the event such contract contains
no expiration date, sixty days prior to the time it is proposed to
make such termination or modification;

"(2) offers to meet and confer with the other party for the
purpose of negotiating a new contract or a contract containing
the proposed modifications;

"(3) notifies the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
within thirty days after such notice of the existence of a dispute,
and simultaneously therewith notifies any State or Territorial
agency established to mediate and conciliate disputes within the
State or Territory where the dispute occurred, provided no agree-
ment has been reached by that time; and
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employees if another labor organization has been certified as the 
representative of such employees under the provisions of section 9; 
(D) forcing or requiring any employer to assign particular work 
to employees in a particular labor organization or in a particular 
trade, craft, or class rather than to employees in another labor 
organization or in another trade, craft, or class, unless such 
employer is failing to conform to an order or certification of the 
Board determining the bargaining representative for employees 
performing such work: Provided, That nothing contained in this 
subsection (b) shall be construed to make unlawful a refusal by 
any person to enter upon the premises of any employer (other 
than his own employer), if the employees of such employer are 
engaged in a strike ratified or approved by a representative of such 
employees whom such employer is required to recognize under 
this Act; 

"(5) to require of employees covered by an agreement author-
ized under subsection (a) (3) the payment, as a condition preced-
ent to becoming a member of such organization, of a fee in an 
amount which the Board finds excessive or discriminatory under 
all the circumstances. In making such a finding, the Board shall 
consider, among other relevant factors, the practices and customs 
of labor organizations in the particular industry, and the wages 
currently paid to the employees affected; and 

"(6) to cause or attempt to cause an employer to pay or deliver 
or agree to pay or deliver any money or other thing of value, in 
the nature of an exaction, for services which are not performed 
or not to be performed. 

"(c) The expressing of any views, argument, or opinion, or the 
dissemination thereof, whether in written, printed, graphic, or visual 
form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor practice 
under any of the provisions of this Act, if such expression contains no 
threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit. 

"(d) For the purposes of this section, to bargain collectively is the 
performance of the mutual obligation of the employer and the repre-
sentative of the employees to meet at reasonable times and confer in 
good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions 
of employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or any question 
arising thereunder, and the execution of a written contract incorpo-
rating any agreement reached if requested by either party, but such 
obligation does not compel either party to agree to a proposal or require 
the making of a concession: Provided, That where there is in effect a 
collective-bargaining contract covering employees in an industry 
affecting commerce, the duty to bargain collectively shall also mean 
that no party to such contract shall terminate or modify such contract, 
unless the party desiring such termination or modification— 

" (1) serves a written notice upon the other party to the contract 
of the proposed termination or modification sixty days prior to 
the expiration date thereof, or in the event such contract contains 
no expiration date, sixty days prior to the time it is proposed to 
make such termination or modification; 

"(2) offers to meet and confer with the other party for the 
purpose of negotiating a new contract or a contract containing 
the proposed modifications; 

." (3. ) notifies the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
within thirty days after such notice of the existence of a dispute, 
and simultaneously therewith notifies any State or Territorial 
agency established to mediate and conciliate disputes within the 
State or Territory where the dispute occurred, provided no agree-
ment has been reached by that time; and 
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"(4) continues in full force and effect, without resorting to
strike or lock-out, all the terms and conditions of the existing
contract for a period of sixty days after such notice is given or
until the expiration date of such contract, whichever occurs later:

The duties imposed upon employers, employees, and labor organizations
by paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) shall become inapplicable upon an
intervening certification of the Board, under which the labor organiza-
tion or individual, which is a party to the contract, has been superseded
as or ceased to be the representative of the employees subject to the
provisions of section 9 (a), and the duties so imposed shall not be
construed as requiring either party to discuss or agree to any modifica-
tion of the terms and conditions contained in a contract for a fixed
period, if such modification is to become effective before such terms and
conditions can be reopened under the provisions of the contract. Any
employee who engages in a strike within the sixty-day period specified
in this subsection shall lose his status as an employee of the employer
engaged in the particular labor dispute, for the purposes of sections 8,
9, and 10 of this Act, as amended, but such loss of status for such
employee shall terminate if and when he is reemployed by such
employer.

"REPRESENTATIVES AND ELECTIONS

"SEC. 9. (a) Representatives designated or selected for the purposes
of collective bargaining by the majority of the employees in a unit
appropriate for such purposes, shall be the exclusive representatives of
all the employees in such unit for the purposes of collective bargaining
in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment or other condi-
tions of employment: Provided, That any individual employee or a
group of employees shall have the right at any time to present griev-
ances to their employer and to have such grievances adjusted, without
the intervention of the bargaining representative, as long as the adjust-
ment is not inconsistent with the terms of a collective-bargaining
contract or agreement then in effect: Provided further, That the bar-
gaining representative has been given opportunity to be present at
such adjustment.

"(b) The Board shall decide in each case whether, in order to assure
to employees the fullest freedom in exercising the rights guaranteed
by this Act the unit appropriate for the purposes of collective bar-
gaining shail be the employer unit, craft unit, plant unit, or subdivision
thereof: Provided, That the Board shall not (1) decide that any unit
is appropriate for such purposes if such unit includes both professional
employees and employees who are not professional employees unless
a majority of such professional employees vote for inclusion in such
unit; or (2) decide that any craft unit is inappropriate for such
purposes on the ground that a different unit has been established by
a prior Board determination, unless a majority of the employees in the
proposed craft unit vote against separate representation or (3) decide
that any unit is appropriate for such purposes if it includes, together
with other employees, any individual employed as a guard to enforce
against employees and other persons rules to protect property of the
employer or to protect the safety of persons on the employer's premises;
but no labor organization shall be certified as the representative of
employees in a bargaining unit of guards if such organization admits
to membership, or is affiliated directly or indirectly with an organiza-
tion which admits to membership, employees other than guards.
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"(c) (1) Whenever a petition shall have been filed, in accordance
with such regulations as may be prescribed by the Board-

"(A) by an employee or group of employees or any individual
or labor organization acting in their behalf alleging that a substan-
tial number of employees (i) wish to be represented for collective
bargaining and that their employer declines to recognize their
representative as the representative defined in section 9 (a), or
(ii) assert that the individual or labor organization, which has
been certified or is being currently recognized by their employer
as the bargaining representative, is no longer a representative as
defined in section 9 (a); or

"(B) by an employer, alleging that one or more individuals or
labor organizations have presented to him a claim to be recognized
as the representative defined in section 9 (a);

the Board shall investigate such petition and if it has reasonable cause
to believe that a question of representation affecting commerce exists
shall provide for an appropriate hearing upon due notice. Such
hearing may be conducted by an officer or employee of the regional
office, who shall not make any recommendations with respect thereto.
If the Board finds upon the record of such hearing that such a question
of representation exists, it shall direct an election by secret ballot and
shall certify the results thereof.

"(2) In determining whether or not a question of representation
affecting commerce exists, the same regulations and rules of decision
shall apply irrespective of the identity of the persons filing the petition
or the kind of relief sought and in no case shall the Board deny a labor
organization a place on the ballot by reason of an order with respect
to such labor organization or its predecessor not issued in conformity
with section 10 (c).

"(3) No election shall be directed in any bargaining unit or any
subdivision within which, in the preceding twelve-month period, a valid
election shall have been held. Employees on strike who are not
entitled to reinstatement shall not be eligible to vote. In any election
where none of the choices on the ballot receives a majority, a run-off
shall be conducted, the ballot providing for a selection between the
two choices receiving the largest and second largest number of valid
votes cast in the election.

"(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the waiv-
ing of hearings by stipulation for the purpose of a consent election in
conformity with regulations and rules of decision of the Board.

"() In determining whether a unit is appropriate for the purposes
specified in subsection (b) the extent to which the employees have
organized shall not be controlling.

'(d) Whenever an order of the Board made pursuant to section
10 (c) is based in whole or in part upon facts certified following an
investigation pursuant to subsection (c) of this section and there is
a petition for the enforcement or review of such order, such certification
and the record of such investigation shall be included in the transcript
of the entire record required to be filed under section 10 (e) or 10 (f),
and thereupon the decree of the court enforcing, modifying, or setting
aside in whole or in part the order of the Board shall be made and
entered upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in
such transcript.

"(e) (1) Upon the filing with the Board by a labor organization,
which is the representative of employees as provided in section 9 (a),
of a petition alleging that 30 per centum or more of the employees
within a unit claimed to be appropriate for such purposes desire to
authorize such labor organization to make an agreement with the
employer of such employees requiring membership in such labor organ-
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"(c) (1) Whenever a petition shall have been filed, in accordance 
with such regulations as may be prescribed by the Board— 

"(A) by an employee or group of employees or any individual 
or labor organization acting in their behalf alleging that a substan-
tial number of employees (i) wish to be represented for collective 
bargaining and that their employer declines to recognize their 
representative as the representative defined in section 9 (a), or 
(ii) assert that the individual or labor organization, which has 
been certified or is being currently recognized by their employer 
as the bargaining representative, is no longer a representative as 
defined in section 9 (a) ; or 
"(B) by an employer, alleging that one or more individuals or 

labor organizations have presented to him a claim to be recognized 
as the representative defined in section 9 (a) ; 

the Board shall investigate such petition and if it has reasonable cause 
to believe that a question of representation affecting commerce exists 
shall provide for an appropriate hearing upon due notice. Such 
hearing may be conducted by an officer or employee of the regional 
office, who shall not make any recommendations with respect thereto. 
If the Board finds upon the record of such hearing that such a question 
of representation exists, it shall direct an election by secret ballot and 
shall certify the results thereof. 
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with section 10 (c). 

"(3) No election shall be directed in any bargaining unit or any 
subdivision within which, in the preceding twelve-month period, a valid 
election shall have been held. Employees on strike who are not 
entitled to reinstatement shall not be eligible to vote. In any election 
where none of the choices on the ballot receives a majority, a run-off 
shall be conducted, the ballot providing for a selection between the 
two choices receiving the largest and second largest number of valid 
votes cast in the election. 

"(4) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit the waiv-
ing of hearing's by stipulation for the purpose of a consent election in 
conformity with regulations and rules of decision of the Board. 

"(5) In determining whether a unit is appropriate for the purposes 
specified in subsection (b) the extent to which the employees have 
organized shall not be controlling. 

"(d) Whenever an order of the Board made pursuant to section 
10 ( c ) is based in whole or in part upon facts certified following an 
investigation pursuant to subsection (c) of this section and there is 
a petition for the enforcement or review of such order, such certification 
and the record of such investigation shall be included in the transcript 
of the entire record required to be filed under section 10 (e) or 10 (f), 
and thereupon the decree of the court enforcing, modifying, or setting 
aside in whole or in part the order of the Board shall be made and 
entered upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in 
such transcript. 

"(e) (1) Upon the filing with the Board by a labor organization, 
which is the representative of employees as provided in section 9 (a), 
of a petition alleging that 30 per centum or more of the employees 
within a unit claimed to be appropriate for such purposes desire to 
authorize such labor organization to make an agreement with the 
employer of such employees requiring membership in such labor organ-
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ization as a condition of employment in such unit, upon an appropriate
showing thereof the Board shall, if no question of representation exists,
take a secret ballot of such employees, and shall certify the results
thereof to such labor organization and to the employer.

"(2) Upon the filing with the Board, by 30 per centum or more of
the employees in a bargaining unit covered by an agreement between
their employer and a labor organization made pursuant to section 8
(a) (3) (ii), of a petition alleging they desire that such authority
be rescinded, the Board shall take a secret ballot of the employees in
such unit, and shall certify the results thereof to such labor organization
and to the employer.

"(3) No election shall be conducted pursuant to this subsection in
any bargaining unit or any subdivision within which, in the preceding
twelve-month period, a valid election shall have been held.

"(f) No investigation shall be made by the Board of any question
affecting commerce concerning the representation of employees, raised
by a labor organization under subsection (c) of this section, no petition
under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no complaint shall be
issued pursuant to a charge made by a labor organization under sub-
section (b) of section 10, unless such labor organization and any
national or international labor organization of which such labor organ-
ization is an affiliate or constituent unit (A) shall have prior thereto
filed with the Secretary of Labor copies of its constitution and bylaws
and a report, in such form as the Secretary may prescribe, showing-

"(1) the name of such labor organization and the address of
its principal place of business;

"(2) the names, titles, and compensation and allowances of its
three principal officers and of any of its other officers or agents
whose aggregate compensation and allowances for the preceding
year exceeded $5,000, and the amount of the compensation and
allowances paid to each such officer or agent during such year;

"(3) the manner in which the officers and agents referred to in
clause (2) were elected, appointed, or otherwise selected;

"(4) the initiation fee or fees which new members are required
to pay on becoming members of such labor organization;

"(5) the regular dues or fees which members are required to
pay in order to remain members in good standing of such labor
organization;

"(6) a detailed statement of, or reference to provisions of its
constitution and bylaws showing the procedure followed with
respect to, (a) qualification for or restrictions on membership,
(b) election of officers and stewards, (c) calling of regular and
special meetings, (d) levying of assessments, (e) imposition of
fines, (f) authorization for bargaining demands, (g) ratification
of contract terms, (h) authorization for strikes, (i) authorization
for disbursement of union funds, (j) audit of union financial
transactions, (k) participation in insurance or other benefit plans,
and (1) expulsion of members and the grounds therefor;

and (B) can show that prior thereto it has-
"(1) filed with the Secretary of Labor, in such form as the

Secretary may prescribe, a report showing all of (a) its receipts
of any kind and the sources of such receipts, (b) its total assets
and liabilities as of the end of its last fiscal year, (c) the disburse-
ments made by it during such fiscal year, including the purposes
for which made; and

"(2) furnished to all of the members of such labor organization
copies of the financial report required by paragraph (1) hereof
to be filed with the Secretary of Labor.
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ization as a condition of employment in such unit, upon an appropriate 
showing thereof the Board shall, if no question of representation exists, 
take a secret ballot of such employees, and shall certify the results 
thereof to such labor organization and to the employer. 

"(2) Upon the filing with the Board, by 30 per centum or more of 
the employees in a bargaining unit covered by an agreement between 
their employer and a labor organization made pursuant to section 8 
(a) (3) (ii), of a petition alleging they desire that such authority 
be rescinded, the Board shall take a secret ballot of the employees in 
such unit, and shall certify the results thereof to such labor organization 
and to the employer. 
"(3) No election shall be conducted pursuant to this subsection in 

any bargaining unit or any subdivision within which, in the preceding 
twelve-month period, a valid election shall have been held. 

"(f) No investigation shall be made by the Board of any question 
affecting commerce concerning the representation of employees, raised 
by a labor organization under subsection (c) of this section, no petition 
under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no complaint shall be 
issued pursuant to a charge made by a labor organization under sub-
section (b) of section 10, unless such labor organization and any 
national or international labor organization of which such labor organ-
ization is an affiliate or constituent unit (A) shall have prior thereto 
filed with the Secretary of Labor copies of its constitution and bylaws 
and a report, in such form as the Secretary may prescribe, showing— 

" (1) the name of such labor organization and the address of 
its principal place of business; 

"(2) the names, titles, and compensation and allowances of its 
three principal officers and of any of its other officers or agents 
whose aggregate compensation and allowances for the preceding 
year exceeded $5,000, and the amount of the compensation and 
allowances paid to each such officer or agent during such year; 

"(3) the manner in which the officers and agents referred to in 
clause (2) were elected, appointed, or otherwise selected; 

"(4) the initiation fee or fees which new members are required 
to pay on becoming members of such labor organization; 

"(5) the regular dues or fees which members are required to 
pay in order to remain members in good standing of such labor 
organization; 

"(6) a detailed statement of, or reference to provisions of its 
constitution and bylaws showing the procedure followed with 
respect to, (a) qualification for or restrictions on membership, 
(b) election of officers and stewards, (c) calling of regular and 
special meetings, (d) levying of assessments, (e) imposition of 
fines, (f) authorization for bargaining demands, (g) ratification 
of contract terms, (h) authorization for strikes, (i) authorization 
for disbursement of union funds, (j) audit of union financial 
transactions, (k) participation in insurance or other benefit plans, 
and (I) expulsion of members and the grounds therefor; 

and (B) can show that prior thereto it has— 
"(1) filed with the Secretary of Labor, in such form as the 

Secretary may prescribe, a report showing all of (a) its receipts 
of any kind and the sources of such receipts, (b) its total assets 
and liabilities as of the end of its last fiscal year, (c) the disburse-
ments made by it during such fiscal year, including the purposes 
for which made; and 

"(2) furnished to all of the members of such labor organization 
copies of the financial report required by paragraph (1) hereof 
to be filed with the Secretary of Labor. 
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"(g) It shall be the obligation of all labor organizations to fileannually with the Secretary of Labor, in such form as the Secretary
of Labor may prescribe, reports bringing up to date the information
required to be supplied in the initial filing by subsection (f) (A) ofthis section, and to file with the Secretary of Labor and furnish to itsmembers annually financial reports in the form and manner prescribedin subsection (f) (B). No labor organization shall be eligible forcertification under this section as the representative of any employees,no petition under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no com-plaint shall issue under section 10 with respect to a charge filed bya labor organization unless it can show that it and any national orinternational labor organization of which it is an affiliate or constituent
unit has complied with its obligation under this subsection.

"(h) No investigation shall be made by the Board of any questionaffecting commerce concerning the representation of employees, raised
by a labor organization under subsection (c) of this section, no petition
under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no complaint shall beissued pursuant to a charge made by a labor organization under sub-
section (b) of section 10, unless there is on file with the Board anaffidavit executed contemporaneously or within the preceding twelve-
month period by each officer of such labor organization and the officers
of any national or international labor organization of which it is an
affiliate or constituent unit that he is not a member of the Communist
Party or affiliated with such party, and that he does not believe in, andis not a member of or supports any organization that believes in orteaches, the overthrow of the United States Government by force or byany illegal or unconstitutional methods. The provisions of section
35 A of the Criminal Code shall be applicable in respect to such
affidavits.

"PREVENTION OF UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

"SEC. 10. (a) The Board is empowered, as hereinafter provided, toprevent any person from engaging in any unfair labor practice (listed
in section 8) affecting commerce. This power shall not be affected byany other means of adjustment or prevention that has been or may beestablished by agreement, law, or otherwise: Provided, That theBoard is empowered by agreement with any agency of any State orTerritory to cede to such agency jurisdiction over any cases in anyindustry (other than mining, manufacturing, communications, andtransportation except where predominantly local in character) eventhough such cases may involvelabor disputes affecting commerce, unlessthe provision of the State or Territorial statute applicable to the deter-mination of such cases by such agency is inconsistent with the corre-sponding provision of this Act or has received a construction incon-
sistent therewith.

"(b) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in or isengaging in any such unfair labor practice, the Board, or any agentor agency designated by the Board for such purposes, shall have powerto issue and cause to be served upon such person a complaint statingthe charges in that respect, and containing a notice of hearing beforethe Board or a member thereof, or before a designated agent or agency,at a place therein fixed, not less than five days after the serving of saidcomplaint: Provided, That no complaint shall issue based upon anyunfair labor practice occurring more than six months prior to the filingof the charge with the Board and the service of a copy thereof uponthe person against whom such charge is made, unless the personaggrieved thereby was prevented from filing such charge by reason ofservice in the armed forces, in which event the six-month period shallbe computed from the day of his discharge. Any such complaint maybe amended by the member, agent, or agency conducting the hearing
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"(g) It shall be the obligation of all labor organizations to file 
annually with the Secretary of Labor, in such form as the Secretary 
of Labor may prescribe, reports bringing up to date the information 
required to be supplied in the initial filing by subsection (f) (A) of 
this section, and to file with the Secretary of Labor and furnish to its 
members annually financial reports in the form and manner prescribed 
in subsection (f) (B). No labor organization shall be eligible for 
certification under this section as the representative of any employees, 
no petition under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no com-
plaint shall issue under section 10 with respect to a charge filed by 
a labor organization unless it can show that it and any national or 
international labor organization of which it is an affiliate or constituent 
unit has complied with its obligation under this subsection. 

"(h) No investigation shall be made by the Board of any question 
affecting commerce concerning the representation of employees, raised 
by a labor organization under subsection (c) of this section, no petition 
under section 9 (e) (1) shall be entertained, and no complaint shall be 
issued pursuant to a charge made by a labor organization under sub-
section (b) of section 10, unless there is on file with the Board an 
affidavit executed contemporaneously or within the preceding twelve-
month period by each officer of such labor organization and the officers 
of any national or international labor organization of which it is an 
affiliate or constituent unit that he is not a member of the Communist 
Party or affiliated with such party, and that he does not believe in, and 
is not a member of or supports any organization that believes in or 
teaches, the overthrow of the United States Government by force or by 
any illegal or unconstitutional methods. The provisions of section 
35 A of the Criminal Code shall be applicable in respect to such 
affidavits. 

"PREVENTION OF UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES 

"SEG. 10. (a) The Board is empowered, as hereinafter provided, to 
prevent any person from engaging in any unfair labor practice (listed 
in section 8) affecting commerce. This power shall not be affected by 
any other means of adjustment or prevention that has been or may be 
established by agreement, law, or otherwise: Provided, That the 
Board is empowered by agreement with any agency of any State or 
Territory to cede to such agency jurisdiction over any .cases in any 
industry (other than mining, manufacturing, communications, and 
transportation except where predominantly local in character) even 
though such cases may involve labor disputes affecting commerce, unless 
the provision of the State or Territorial statute applicable to the deter-
mination of such cases by such agency is inconsistent with the corre-
sponding provision of this Act or has received a construction incon-
sistent therewith. 
"(b) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in or is 

engaging in any such unfair labor practice, the Board, or any agent 
or agency designated by the Board for such purposes, shall have power 
to issue and cause to be served upon such person a complaint stating 
the charges in that respect, and containing a notice of hearing before 
the Board or a member thereof, or before a designated agent or agency, 
at a place therein fixed, not less than five days after the serving of said 
complaint: Provided, That no complaint shall issue based upon any 
unfair labor practice occurring more than six months prior to the filing 
of the charge with the Board and the service of a copy thereof upon 
the person against whom such charge is made, unless the person 
aggrieved thereby was prevented from filing such charge by reason of 
service in the armed forces, in which event the six-month period shall 
be computed from the day of his discharge. Any such complaint may 
be amended by the member, agent, or agency conducting the hearing 
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or the Board in its discretion at any time prior to the issuance of an
order based thereon. The person so complained of shall have the right
to file an answer to the original or amended complaint and to appear
in person or otherwise and give testimony at the place and time fixed
in the complaint. In the discretion of the member, agent, or agency
conducting the hearing or the Board, any other person may be allowed
to intervene in the said proceeding and to present testimony. Any
such proceeding shall, so far as practicable, be conducted in accordance
with the rules of evidence applicable in the district courts of the
United States under the rules of civil procedure for the district courts
of the United States, adopted by the Supreme Court of the United
States pursuant to the Act of June 19, 1934 (U. S. C., title 28, sees.
723-B, 723-C).

"(c) The testimony taken by such member, agent, or agency or the
Board shall be reduced to writing and filed with the Board. There-
after, in its discretion, the Board upon notice may take further testi-
mony or hear argument. If upon the preponderance of the testimony
taken the Board shall be of the opinion that any person named in the
complaint has engaged in or is engaging in any such unfair labor
practice, then the Board shall state its finaings of fact and shall issue
and cause to be served on such person an order requiring such person
to cease and desist from such unfair labor practice, and to take such
affirmative action including reinstatement of employees with or without
back pay, as will effectuate the policies of this Act: Provided, That
where an order directs reinstatement of an employee, back pay may
be required of the employer or labor organization, as the case may be,
responsible for the discrimination suffered by him: And provided
further, That in determining whether a complaint shall issue alleging
a violation of section 8 (a) (1) or section 8 (a) (2), and in deciding
such cases, the same regulations and rules of decision shall apply
irrespective of whether or not the labor organization affected is affili-
ated with a labor organization national or international in scope.
Such order may further require such person to make reports from
time to time showing the extent to which it has complied with the order.
If upon the preponderance of the testimony taken the Board shall not
be of the opinion that the person named in the complaint has engaged
in or is engaging in any such unfair labor practice, then the Board
shall state its findings of fact and shall issue an order dismissing the
said complaint. No order of the Board shall require the reinstatement
of any individual as an employee who has been suspended or dis-
charged, or the payment to him of any back pay, if such individual
was suspended or discharged for cause. In case the evidence is pre-
sented before a member of the Board, or before an examiner or exam-
iners thereof, such member, or such examiner or examiners, as the
case may be, shall issue and cause to be served on the parties to the
proceeding a proposed report, together with a recommended order,
which shall be filed with the Board, and if no exceptions are filed
within twenty days after service thereof upon such parties, or within
such further period as the Board may authorize, such recommended
order shall become the order of the Board and become effective as
therein prescribed.

"(d) Until a transcript of the record in a case shall have been
filed in a court, as hereinafter provided, the Board may at any time,
upon reasonable notice and in such manner as it shall deem proper,
modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any finding or order made or
issued by it.

"(e) The Board shall have power to petition any circuit court of
appeals of the United States (including the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia), or if all the circuit courts of
appeals to which application may be made are in vacation, any district
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or the Board in its discretion at any time prior to the issuance of an 
order based thereon. The person so complained of shall have the right 
to file an answer to the original or amended complaint and to appear 
in person or otherwise and give testimony at the place and time fixed 
in the complaint. In the discretion of the member, agent, or agency 
conducting the hearing or the Board, any other person may be allowed 
to intervene in the said proceeding and to present testimony. Any 
such proceeding shall, so far as practicable, be conducted in accordance 
with the rules of evidence applicable in the district courts of the 
United States under the rules of civil procedure for the district courts 
of the United States, adopted by the Supreme Court of the United 
States pursuant to the Act of June 19, 1934 (U. S. C., title 28, secs. 
723—B, 728—C). 

"(c) The testimony taken by such member, agent, or agency or the 
Board shall be reduced to writing and filed with the Board. There-
after, in its discretion, the Board upon notice may take further testi-
mony or hear argument. If upon the preponderance of the testimony 
taken the Board shall be of the opinion that any person named in the 
complaint has engaged in or is engaging in any such unfair labor 
practice, then the Board shall state its findings of fact and shall issue 
and cause to be served on such person an order requiring such person 
to cease and desist from such unfair labor practice, and to take such 
affirmative action including reinstatement of employees with or without 
back pay, as will effectuate the policies of this Act: Provided, That 
where an order directs reinstatement of an employee, back pay may 
be required of the employer or labor organization, as the case may be, 
responsible for the discrimination suffered by him: And provided 
further, That in determining whether a complaint shall issue alleging 
a violation of section 8 (a) (1) or section 8 (a) (2), and in deciding 
such cases, the same regulations and rules of decision shall apply 
irrespective of whether or not the labor organization affected is affili-
ated with a labor organization national or international in scope. 
Such order may further require such person to make reports from 
time to time showing the extent to which it has complied with the order. 
If upon the preponderance of the testimony taken the Board shall not 
be of the opinion that the person named in the complaint has engaged 
in or is engaging in any such unfair labor practice, then the Board 
shall state its findings of fact and shall issue an order dismissing the 
said complaint. No order of the Board shall require the reinstatement 
of any individual as an employee who has been suspended or dis-
charged, or the payment to him of any back pay, if such individual 
was suspended or discharged for cause. In case the evidence is pre-
sented before a member of the Board, or before an examiner or exam-
iners thereof, such member, or such examiner or examiners, as the 
case may be, shall issue and cause to be served on the parties to the 
proceeding a proposed report, together with a recommended order, 
which shall be filed with the Board, and if no exceptions are filed 
within twenty days after service thereof upon such parties, or within 
such further period as the Board may authorize, such recommended 
order shall become the order of the Board and become effective as 
therein prescribed. 
"(d) Until a transcript of the record in a case shall have been 

filed in a court, as hereinafter provided, the Board may at any time, 
upon reasonable notice and in such manner as it shall deem proper, 
modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any finding or order made or 
issued by it. 

"(e) The Board shall have power to petition any circuit court of 
appeals of the United States (including the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia), or if all the circuit courts of 
appeals to which application may be made are in vacation, any district 
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court of the United States (including the District Court of the United
States for the District of Columbia), within any circuit or district,
respectively, wherein the unfair labor practice in question occurred or
wherein such person resides or transacts business, for the enforcement
of such order and for appropriate temporary relief or restraining order,
and shall certify and file in the court a transcript of the entire record
in the proceedings, including the pleadings and testimony upon which
such order was entered and the findings and order of the Board. Upon
such filing, the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such
person, and thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and
of the question determined therein, and shall have power to grant
such temporary relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper,
and to make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings
set forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforc-
ing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order of
the Board. No objection that has not been urged before the Board, its
member, agent, or agency, shall be considered by the court, unless
the failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused because

indings of Board. of extraordinary circumstances. The findings of the Board with
respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the
record considered as a whole shall be conclusive. If either party shall
apply to the court for leave to adduce additional evidence and shall
show to the satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence is
material and that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to
adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Board, its member,
agent, or agency, the court may order such additional evidence to be
taken before the Board, its members, agent, or agency, and to be made
a part of the transcript. The Board may modify its findings as to
the facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence so
taken and filed, and it shall file such modified or new findings, which
findings with respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial
evidence on the record considered as a whole shall be conclusive, and
shall file its recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting

etur
s
diticonOcort, aside of its original order. The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclu-

sive and its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the same
shall be subject to review by the appropriate circuit court of appeals
if application was made to the district court as hereinabove provided,
and by the Supreme Court of the United States upon writ of certiorari
or certification as provided in sections 239 and 240 of the Judicial

36 Stat. 117. Code as amended (U. S. C., title 28, sees. 346 and 347).
Reviewo order. (f) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Board granting

or denying in whole or in part the relief sought may obtain a review
of such order in any circuit court of appeals of the United States in
the circuit wherein the unfair labor practice in question was alleged
to have been engaged in or wherein such person resides or transacts
business, or in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition praying that the
order of the Board be modified or set aside. A copy of such petition
shall be forthwith served upon the Board, and thereupon the aggrieved
party shall file in the court a transcript of the entire record in the
proceeding, certified by the Board, including the pleading and testi-
mony upon which the order complained of was entered, and the findings
and order of the Board. Upon such filing, the court shall proceed in
the same manner as in the case of an application by the Board under
subsection (e), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to grant
to the Board such temporary relief or restraining order as it deems
just and proper, and in like manner to make and enter a decree enforc-
ing: modifying, and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole
or m part the order of the Board; the findings of the Board with
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court of the United States (including the District Court of the United 
States for the District of Columbia), within any circuit or district, 
respectively, wherein the unfair labor practice in question occurred or 
wherein such person resides or transacts business, for the enforcement 
of such order and for appropriate temporary relief or restrammg order, 
and shall certify and file in the court a transcript of the entire record 
in the proceedings, including the pleadings and testimony upon which 
such order was entered and the findings and order of the Board. Upon 
such filing, the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such 
person, and thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and 
of the question determined therein, and shall have power to grant 
such temporary relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper, 
and to make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings 
set forth in such transcript a decree enforcing, modifying, and enforc-
ing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part the order of 
the Board. No objection that has not been urged before the Board, its 
member, agent, or agency, shall be considered by the court, unless 
the failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused because 
of extraordinary circumstances. The findings of the Board with 
respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on the 
record considered as a whole shall be conclusive. If either party shall 
apply to the court for leave to adduce additional evidence and shall 
show to the satisfaction of the court that such additional evidence is 
material and that there were reasonable grounds for the failure to 
adduce such evidence in the hearing before the Board, its member, 
agent, or agency, the court may order such additional evidence to be 
taken before the Board, its members, agent, or agency, and to be made 
a part of the transcript. The Board may modify its findings as to 
the facts, or make new findings, by reason of additional evidence so 
taken and filed, and it shall file such modified or new findings, which 
findings with respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial 
evidence on the record considered as a whole shall be conclusive, and 
shall file its recommendations, if any, for the modification or setting 
aside of its original order. The jurisdiction of the court shall be exclu-
sive and its judgment and decree shall be final, except that the same 
shall be subject to review by the appropriate circuit court of appeals 
if application was made to the district court as hereinabove provided, 
and by the Supreme Court of the United States upon writ of certiorari 
or certification as provided in sections 239 and 240 of the Judicial 
Code, as amended (U. S. C., title 28, secs. 346 and 347). 
" (f) Any person aggrieved by a final order of the Board granting 

or denying in whole or in part the relief sought may obtain a review 
of such order in any circuit court of appeals of the United States in 
the circuit wherein the unfair labor practice in question was alleged 
to have been engaged in or wherein such person resides or transacts 
business; or in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia, by filing in such court a written petition praying that the 
order of the Board be modified or set aside. A copy of such petition 
shall be forthwith served upon the Board, and thereupon the aggrieved 
party shall file in the court a transcript of the entire record in the 
proceeding, certified by the Board, including the pleading and testi-
mony upon which the order complained of was entered, and the findings 
and order of the Board. Upon such filing, the court shall proceed in 
the same manner as in the case of an application by the Board under 
subsection (e), and shall have the same exclusive jurisdiction to grant 
to the Board such temporary relief or restraining order as it deems 
rust and proper, and in like manner to make and enter a decree enforc-
ing2 modifying, and enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole 
or in part the order of the Board; the findings of the Board with 
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respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on
the record considered as a whole shall in like manner be conclusive.

"(g) The commencement of proceedings under subsection (e) or (f)
of this section shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate
as a stay of the Board's order.

"(h) When granting appropriate temporary relief or a restraining
order, or making and entering a decree enforcing, modifying, and
enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part an order
on the Board, as provided in this section, the jurisdiction of courts
sitting in equity shall not be limited by the Act entitled 'An Act to
amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit the jurisdiction of
courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes', approved March 23,
1932 (U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 29, secs. 101-115).

"(i) Petitions filed under this Act shall be heard expeditiously, and
if possible within ten days after they have been docketed.

"(j) The Board shall have power, upon issuance of a complaint as
provided in subsection (b) charging that any person has engaged in
or is engaging in an unfair labor practice, to petition any district
court of the United States (including the Distrct Court of the United
States for the District of Columbia), within any district wherein the
unfair labor practice in question is alleged to have occurred or wherein
such person resides or transacts business, for appropriate temporary
relief or restraining order. Upon the filing of any such petition the
court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such person, and
thereupon shall have jurisdiction to grant to the Board such temporary
relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper.

"(k) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in an
unfair labor practice within the meaning of paragraph (4) (D) of
section 8 (b), the Board is empowered and directed to hear and deter-
mine the dispute out of which such unfair labor practice shall have
arisen, unless, within ten days after notice that such charge has been
filed, the parties to such dispute submit to the Board satisfactory
evidence that they have adjusted, or agreed upon methods for the
voluntary adjustment of, the dispute. Upon compliance by the parties
to the dispute with the decision of the Board or upon such voluntary
adjustment of the dispute, such charge shall be dismissed.

'(1) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in an
unfair labor practice within the meaning of paragraph (4) (A), (B),
or (C) of section 8 (b), the preliminary investigation of such charge
shall be made forthwith and given priority over all other cases except
cases of like character in the office where it is filed or to which it is
referred. If, after such investigation, the officer or regional attorney
to whom the matter may be referred has reasonable cause to believe
such charge is true and that a complaint should issue, he shall, on behalf
of the Board, petition any district court of the United States (includ-
ing the District Court of the United States for the District of Colum-
bia) within any district where the unfair labor practice in question
has occurred, is alleged to have occurred, or wherein such person resides
or transacts business, for appropriate injunctive relief pending the
final adjudication of the Board with respect to such matter. Upon
the filing of any such petition the district court shall have jurisdiction
to grant such injunctive relief or temporary restraining order as it
deems just and proper, notwithstanding any other provision of law:
Provided further, That no temporary restraining order shall be issued
without notice unless a petition alleges that substantial and irreparable
injury to the charging party will be unavoidable and such temporary
restraining order shall be effective for no longer than five days and will
become void at the expiration of such period. Upon filing of any such
petition the courts shall cause notice thereof to be served upon any
person involved in the charge and such person, including the charging
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respect to questions of fact if supported by substantial evidence on 
the record considered as a whole shall in like manner be conclusive. 

"(g) The commencement of proceedings under subsection (e) or (f) 
of this section shall not, unless specifically ordered by the court, operate 
as a stay of the Board's order. 
" (h) When granting appropriate temporary relief or a restraining 

order, .or making and entering a decree enforcing, modifying, and 
enforcing as so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part an order 
on the Board, as provided in this section, the jurisdiction of courts 
sitting in equity shall not be limited by the Act entitled 'An Act to 
amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit the jurisdiction of 
courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes', approved March 23, 
1932 (U. S. C., Supp. VII, title 29, secs. 101-115). 

"(i) Petitions filed under this Act shall be heard expeditiously, and 
if possible within ten days after they have been docketed. 

"(j) The Board shall have power, upon issuance of a complaint as 
provided in subsection (b) charging that any person has engaged in 
or is engaging in an unfair labor practice, to petition any district 
court of the United States (including the Distrct Court of the United 
States for the District of Columbia), within any district wherein the 
unfair labor practice in question is alleged to have occurred or wherein 
such person resides or transacts business, for appropriate temporary 
relief or restraining order. Upon the filing of any such petition the 
court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such person, and 
thereupon shall have jurisdiction to grant to the Board such temporary 
relief or restraining order as it deems just and proper. 

"(k) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in an 
unfair labor practice within the meaning of paragraph (4) (D) of 
section 8 (b), the Board is empowered and directed to hear and deter-
mine the dispute out of which such unfair labor practice shall have 
arisen, unless, within ten days after notice that such charge has been 
filed, the parties to such dispute submit to the Board satisfactory 
evidence that they have adjusted, or agreed upon methods for the 
voluntary adjustment of, the dispute. Upon compliance by the parties 
to the dispute with the decision of the Board or upon such voluntary 
adjustment of the dispute, such charge shall be dismissed. 

"(1) Whenever it is charged that any person has engaged in an 
unfair labor practice within the meaning of paragraph (4) (A), (B) , 
or (C) of section 8 (b), the preliminary investigation of such charge 
shall be made forthwith and given priority over all other cases except 
cases of like character in the office where it is filed or to which it is 
referred. If, after such investigation, the officer or regional attorney 
to whom the matter may be referred has reasonable cause to believe 
such charge is true and that a complaint should issue, he shall, on behalf 
of the Board, petition any district court of the United States (includ-
ing the District Court of the United States for the District of Colum-
bia) within any district where the unfair labor. practice in question 
has occurred, is alleged to have occurred, or wherein such person resides 
or transacts business, for appropriate injunctive relief pending the 
final adjudication of the Board with respect to such matter. Upon 
the filing of any such petition the district court shall have jurisdiction 
to grant such injunctive relief or temporary restraining .order as it 
deems just and proper, notwithstanding any other provision of law: 
Provided further, That no temporary restraining order shall be issued 
without notice unless a petition alleges that substantial and irreparable 
injury to the charging party will be unavoidable and such temporary 
restraining order shall be effective for no longer than five days and will 
become void at the expiration of such period. Upon filing of any such 
petition the courts shall cause notice thereof to be served upon any 
person involved in the charge and such person, including the charging 
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party, shall be given an opportunity to appear by counsel and present
any relevant testimony: Provided further, That for the purposes of
this subsection district courts shall be deemed to have jurisdiction of
a labor organization (1) in the district in which such organization
maintains its principal office, or (2) in any district in which its duly
authorized officers or agents are engaged in promoting or protecting
the interests of employee members. The service of legal process upon
such officer or agent shall constitute service upon the labor organization
and make such organization a party to the suit. In situations where
such relief is appropriate the procedure specified herein shall apply
to charges with respect to section 8 (b) (4) (D).

4"INVESTIOATORY POWERS

"SEo. 11. For the purpose of all hearings and investigations, which,
in the opinion of the Board, are necessary and proper for the exercise
of the powers vested in it by section 9 and section 10-

"(1) The Board, or its duly authorized agents or agencies, shall at
all reasonable times have access to, for the purpose of examination,
and the right to copy any evidence of any person being investigated or
proceeded against that relates to any matter under investigation or in
question. The Board, or any member thereof, shall upon application
of any party to such proceedings, forthwith issue to such party subpenas
requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses or the production
of any evidence in such proceeding or investigation requested in such
application. Within five days after the service of a subpena on any
person requiring the production of any evidence in his possession or
under his control, such person may petition the Board to revoke, and
the Board shall revoke, such subpena if in its opinion the evidence
whose production is required does not relate to any matter under
investigation, or any matter in question in such proceedings, or if in
its opinion such subpena does not describe with sufficient particularity
the evidence whose production is required. Any member of the Board,
or any agent or agency designated by the Board for such purposes,
may administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and receive
evidence. Such attendance of witnesses and the production of such
evidence may be required from any place in the United States or any
Territory or possession thereof, at any designated place of hearing.

"(2) In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena issued to
any person, any district court of the United States or the United States
courts of any Territory or possession, or the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of
which the inquiry is carried on or within the jurisdiction of which said
person guilty of contumacy or refusal to obey is found or resides or
transacts business, upon application by the Board shall have jurisdic-
tion to issue to such person an order requiring such person to appear
before the Board, its member, agent, or agency, there to produce evi-
dence if so ordered, or there to give testimony touching the matter
under investigation or in question; and any failure to obey such order
of the court may be punished by said court as a contempt thereof.

"(3) No person shall be excused from attending and testifying or
from producing books, records, correspondence, documents, or other
evidence in obedience to the subpena of the Board, on the ground that
the testimony or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate
him or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture; but no individual shall
be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on
account of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which he is
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party, shall be given an opportunity to appear by counsel and present 
any relevant testimony: Provided further, That for the purposes of 
this subsection district courts shall be deemed to have jurisdiction of 
a labor organization (1) in the district in which such organization 
maintains its _principal office, or (2) in any district in which its duly 
authorized officers or agents are engaged in promoting or protecting 
the interests of employee members. The service of legal process upon 
such officer or agent shall constitute service upon the labor organization 
and make such organization a party to the suit. In situations where 
such relief is appropriate the procedure specified herein shall apply 
to charges with respect to section 8 (b) (4) (D). 

"INVESTIGATORY POWERS 

"SEO. 11. For the purpose of all hearings and investigations, which, 
in the opinion of the Board, are necessary and proper for the exercise 
of the powers vested in it by section 9.and section 10— 

"(1) The Board, or its duly authorized agents or agencies, shall at 
all reasonable times have access to, for the purpose of examination, 
and the right to copy any evidence of any person being investigated or 
proceeded against that relates to any matter under investigation or in 
question. The Board, or any member thereof, shall upon application 
of any party to such proceedings, forthwith issue to such party subpen. as 
requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses or the production 
of any evidence in such proceeding or investigation requested in such 
application. Within five days after the service of a subpena on any 
person requiring the production of any evidence in his possession or 
under his control, such person may petition the Board to revoke, and 
the Board shall revoke, such subpena if in its opinion the evidence 
whose production is required does not relate to any matter under 
investigation, or any matter in question in such proceedings, or if in 
its opinion such subpena does not describe with sufficient particularity 
the evidence whose production is required. Any member of the Board, 
or any agent or agency designated by the Board for such purposes, 
may administer oaths and affirmations, examine witnesses, and receive 
evidence. Such attendance of witnesses and the production of such 
evidence may be required from any place in the United States or any 
Territory or possession thereof, at any designated place of hearing. 

"(2) In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpena issued to 
any person, any district court of the United States or the United States 
courts of any Territory or possession, or the District Court of the 
United States for the District of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of 
which the inquiry is carried on or within the jurisdiction of which said 
person guilty of contumacy or refusal to obey is found or resides or 
transacts business, upon application by the Board shall have jurisdic-
tion to issue to such person an order requiring such person to appear 
before the Board, its member, agent, or agency, there to produce evi-
dence if so ordered, or there to give testimony touching the matter 
under investigation or in question; and any failure to obey such order 
of the court may be punished by said court as a contempt thereof. 

"(3) No person shall be excused from attending and testifying or 
from producing books, records, correspondence, documents, or other 
evidence in obedience to the subpena of the Board, on the ground that 
the testimony or evidence required of him may tend to incriminate 
him or subject him to a penalty or forfeiture; but no individual shall 
be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on 
account of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which he is 
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compelled, after having claimed his privilege against self-incrimina-
tion, to testify or produce evidence, except that such individual so tes-
tifying shall not be exempt from prosecution and punishment for
perjury committed in so testifying.

" (4) Complaints, orders, and other process and papers of the Board,
its member, agent, or agency, may be served either personally or by
registered mail or by telegraph or by leaving a copy thereof at the
principal office or place of business of the person required to be served.
The verified return by the individual so serving the same setting forth
the manner of such service shall be proof of the same, and the return
post office receipt or telegraph receipt therefor when registered and
mailed or telegraphed as aforesaid shall be proof of service of the
same. Witnesses summoned before the Board, its member, agent, or
agency, shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses
in the courts of the United States, and witnesses whose depositions are
taken and the persons taking the same shall severally be entitled to the
same fees as are paid for like services in the courts of the United
States.

"(5) All process of any court to which application may be made
under this Act may be served in the judicial district wherein the
defendant or other person required to be served resides or may be found.

"(6) The several departments and agencies of the Government. when
directed by the President, shall furnish the Board, upon its request, all
records, papers, and information in their possession relating to any
matter before the Board.

"SEC. 12. Any person who shall willfully resist, prevent, impede, or
interfere with any member of the Board or any of its agents or agencies
in the performance of duties pursuant to this Act shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment for not more than
one year, or both.

'"LIMITATIONS

"SEC. 13. Nothing in this Act, except as specifically provided for
herein, shall be construed so as either to interfere with or impede or
diminish in any way the right to strike, or to affect the limitations or
qualifications on that right.

"SEC. 14. (a) Nothing herein shall prohibit any individual em-
ployed as a supervisor from becoming or remaining a member of a
labor organization, but no employer subject to this Act shall be com-
pelled to deem individuals defined herein as supervisors as employees
for the purpose of any law, either national or local, relating to collec-
tive bargaining.

"(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as a uthorizing the
execution or application of agreements requiring membership in a
labor organization as a condition of employment in any State or Terri-
tory in which such execution or application is prohibited by State or
Territorial law.

"SEC. 15. Wherever the application of the provisions of section 272
of chapter 10 of the Act entitled 'An Act to establish a uniform system
of bankruptcy throughout the United States', approved July 1. 1898,
and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto (U. S. C.,
title 11, sec. 672), conflicts with the application of the provisions of
this Act, this Act shall prevail: Provided, That in any situation
where the provisions of this Act cannot be validly enforced, the pro-
visions of such other Acts shall remain in full force and effect.

"SEc. 16. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstances, shall be held invalid, the
remainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall
not be affected thereby.
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compelled, after having claimed his privilege against self-incrimina-
tion, to testify or produce evidence, except that such individual so tes-
tifying shall not be exempt from prosecution and punishment for 
perjury committed in so testifying. 

"(4) Complaints, orders, and other process and 'Japers of the Board, 
its member, agent, or agency, may be served either personally or by 
registered mail or by telegraph or by leaving a copy thereof at the 
principal office or place of business of the person required to be served. 
The verified return by the individual so serving the same setting forth 
the manner of such service shall be proof of the same, and the return 
post office receipt or telegraph receipt therefor when registered and 
mailed or telegraphed as aforesaid shall be proof of service of the 
same. Witnesses summoned before the Board, its member, agent, or 
agency, shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses 
in the courts of the United States, and witnesses whose depositions are 
taken and the persons taking the same shall severally be entitled to the 
same fees as are paid for like services in the courts of the United 
States. 

"(5) All process of any court to which application may be made 
under this Act may be served in the judicial district wherein the 
defendant or other person required to be served resides or may be found. 

"(6) The several departments and agencies of the Government, when 
directed by the President, shall furnish the Board, upon its request, all 
records, papers, and information in their possession relating to any 
matter before the Board. 

"SEc. 12. Any person who shall willfully resist, prevent, impede, or 
interfere with any member of the Board or any of its agents or agencies 
in the performance of duties pursuant to this Act shall be punished 
by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment for not more than 
one year, or both. 

"LIMITATIONS 

"SEc. 13. Nothing in this Act, except as specifically provided for 
herein, shall be construed so as either to interfere with or impede or 
diminish in any way the right to strike, or to affect the limitations or 
qualifications on that right. 

"SEc. 14. (a) Nothing herein shall prohibit any individual em-
ployed as a supervisor from becoming or remaining a member of a 
labor organization, but no employer subject to this Act shall be com-
pelled to deem individuals defined herein as supervisors as employees 
for the purpose of any law, either national or local, relating to collec-
tive bargaining. 
"(b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authorizing the 

i execution or application of agreements requiring membership n a 
labor organization as a condition of employment in any State or Terri-
tory in which such execution or application is prohibited by State or 
Territorial law. 

"SEc. 15. Wherever the application of the provisions of section 272 
of chapter 10 of the Act entitled 'An Act to establish a uniform system 
of bankruptcy throughout the United States', approved July 1, 1898, 
and Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto (U. S. C., 
title 11, sec. 672), conflicts with the application of the provisions of 
this Act, this Act shall prevail: Provided, That in any situation 
where the provisions of this Act cannot be validly enforced, the pro-
visions of such other Acts shall remain in full force and effect. 

"SEc. 16. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such 
provision to any person or circumstances, shall be held invalid, the 
remainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons 
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall 
not be affected thereby. 
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"SEC. 17. This Act may be cited as the 'National Labor Relations
Act'."

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTAIN CHANGES

SEC. 102. No provision of this title shall be deemed to make an
unfair labor practice any act which was performed prior to the date
of the enactment of this Act which did not constitute an unfair labor
practice prior thereto, and the provisions of section 8 (a) (3) and
section 8 (b) (2) of the National Labor Relations Act as amended by
this title shall not make an unfair labor practice the performance of
any obligation under a collective-bargaining agreement entered into
prior to the date of the enactment of this Act, or (in the case of an
agreement for a period of not more than one year) entered into on or
after such date of enactment, but prior to the effective date of this
title, if the performance of such obligation would not have constituted
an unfair labor practice under section 8 (3) of the National Labor
Relations Act prior to the effective date of this title, unless such agree-
ment was renewed or extended subsequent thereto.

SEC. 103. No provisions of this title shall affect any certification of
representatives or any determination as to the appropriate collective-
bargaining unit, which was made under section 9 of the National Labor
Relations Act prior to the effective date of this title until one year
after the date of such certification or if, in respect of any such certifi-
cation, a collective-bargaining contract was entered into prior to the
effective date of this title, until the end of the contract period or until
one year after such date, whichever first occurs.

SEC. 104. The amendments made by this title shall take effect sixty
days after the date of the enactment of this Act, except that the
authority of the President to appoint certain officers conerred upon
him by section 3 of the National Labor Relations Act as amended by
this title may be exercised forthwith.

TITLE II-CONCILIATION OF LABOR DISPUTES IN IN-
DUSTRIES AFFECTING COMMERCE; NATIONAL EMER-
GENCIES

SEC. 201. That it is the policy of the United States that-
(a) sound and stable industrial peace and the advancement of

the general welfare, health, and safety of the Nation and of the
best interests of employers and employees can most satisfactorily
be secured by the settlement of issues between employers and
employees through the processes of conference and collective bar-
gaining between employers and the representatives of their
employees;

(b) the settlement of issues between employers and employees
through collective bargaining may be advanced by making avail-
able full and adequate governmental facilities for conciliation,
mediation, and voluntary arbitration to aid and encourage employ-
ers and the representatives of their employees to reach and
maintain agreements concerning rates of pay, hours, and working
conditions, and to make all reasonable efforts to settle their differ-
ences by mutual agreement reached through conferences and
collective bargaining or by such methods as may be provided for
in any applicable agreement for the settlement of disputes; and

(c) certain controversies which arise between parties to
colective-bargaining agreements may be avoided or minimized by
making available full and adequate governmental facilities for
furnishing assistance to employers and the representatives of their
employees in formulating for inclusion within such agreements
provision for adequate notice of any proposed changes in the
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"SEc. 17. This Act may be cited as the 'National Labor Relations 
Act'." 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTAIN CHANGES 

SEc. 102. No provision of this title shall be deemed to make an 
unfair labor practice any act which was performed prior to the date 
of the enactment of this Act which did not constitute an unfair labor 
practice prior thereto, and the provisions of section 8 (a) (3) and 
section 8 (b) (2) of the National Labor Relations Act as amended by 
this title shall not make an unfair labor practice the performance of 
any obligation under a collective-bargaining agreement entered into 
prior to the date of the enactment of this Act, or (in the case of an 
agreement for a period of not more than one year) entered into on or 
after such date of enactment, but prior to the effective date of this 
title, if the performance of such obligation would not have constituted 
an unfair labor practice under section 8 (3) of the National Labor 
Relations Act prior to the effective date of this title, unless such agree-
ment was renewed or extended subsequent thereto. 

SEc. 103. No provisions of this title shall affect any certification of 
representatives or any determination as to the appropriate collective-
bargaining unit, which was made under section 9 of the National Labor 
Relations Act prior to the effective date of this title until one year 
after the date of such certification or if, in respect of any such certifi-
cation, a collective-bargaining contract was entered into prior to the 
effective date of this title, until the end of the contract period or until 
one year after such date, whichever first occurs. 

SEC. 104. The amendments made by this title shall take effect sixty 
days after the date of the enactment of this Act, except that the 
authority of the President to appoint certain officers conferred upon 
him by section 3 of the National Labor Relations Act as amended by 
this title may be exercised forthwith. 

TITLE II—CONCILIATION OF LABOR DISPUTES IN IN-
DUSTRIES AFFECTING COMMERCE; NATIONAL EMER-
GENCIES 

SEC. 201. That it is the policy of the United States that— 
(a) sound and stable industrial peace and the advancement of 

the general welfare, health, and safety of the Nation and of the 
best interests of employers and employees can most satisfactorily 
be secured by the settlement of issues between employers and 
employees through the processes of conference and collective bar-
gaining between employers and the representatives of their 
employees; 

(b) the settlement of issues between employers and employees 
through collective bargaining may be advanced by making avail-
able full and adequate governmental facilities for conciliation, 
mediation, and voluntary arbitration to aid and encourage employ-
ers and the representatives of their employees to reach and 
maintain agreements concerning rates of pay, hours, and working 
conditions, and to make all reasonable efforts to settle their differ-
ences by mutual agreement reached through conferences and 
collective bargaining or by such methods as may be provided for 
in any applicable agreement for the settlement of disputes; and 

(c) certain controversies which arise between parties to 
collective-bargaining agreements may be avoided or minimized by 
making. available full and adequate governmental facilities for 
furnishing assistance to employers and the representatives of their 
employees in formulating for inclusion within such agreements 
provision for adequate notice of any proposed changes in the 
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terms of such agreements, for the final adjustment of grievances
or questions regarding the application or interpretation of such
agreements, and other provisions designed to prevent the sub-
sequent arising of such controversies.
SEC. 202. (a) There is hereby created an independent agency to

be known as the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (herein
referred to as the "Service", except that for sixty days after the date
of the enactment of this Act such term shall refer to'the Conciliation
Service of the Department of Labor). The Service shall be under
the direction of a Federal Mediation and Conciliation Director (here-
inafter referred to as the "Director"), who shall be appointed by the
President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The
Director shall receive compensation at the rate of $12,000 per annum.
The Director shall not engage in any other business, vocation, or
employment.

(b) The Director is authorized, subject to the civil-service laws, to
appoint such clerical and other personnel as may be necessary for the
execution of the functions of the Service, and shall fix their compensa-
tion in accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and
may, without regard to the provisions of the civil-service laws and the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, appoint and fix the compensa-
tion of such conciliators and mediators as may be necessary to carry
out the functions of the Service. The Director is authorized to make
such expenditures for supplies, facilities, and services as he deems
necessary. Such expenditures shall be allowed and paid upon pres-
entation of itemized vouchers therefor approved by the Director or by
any employee designated by him for that purpose.

(c) The principal office of the Service shall be in the District of
Columbia, but the Director may establish regional offices convenient
to localities in which labor controversies are likely to arise. The
Director may by order, subject to revocation at any time, delegate any
authority and discretion conferred upon him by this Act to any
regional director, or other officer or employee of the Service. The
Director may establish suitable procedures for cooperation with State
and local mediation agencies. The Director shall make an annual
report in writing to Congress at the end of the fiscal year.

(d) All mediation and conciliation functions of the Secretary of
Labor or the United States Conciliation Service under section 8 of the
Act entitled "An Act to create a Department of Labor", approved
March 4, 1913 (U. S. C., title 29, sec. 51), and all functions of the
United States Conciliation Service under any other law are hereby
transferred to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service,
together with the personnel and records of the United States Con-
ciliation Service. Such transfer shall take effect upon the sixtieth
day after the date of enactment of this Act. Such transfer shall not
affect any proceedings pending before the United States Conciliation
Service or any certification, order, rule, or regulation theretofore made
by it or by the Secretary of Labor. The Director and the Service shall
not be subject in any way to the jurisdiction or authority of the Secre-
tary of Labor or any official or division of the Department of Labor.

FCrICTONS OF THE SERVICE

SEC. 203. (a) It shall be the duty of the Service, in order to pre-
vent or minimize interruptions of the free flow of commerce growing
out of labor disputes, to assist parties to labor disputes in industries
affecting commerce to settle such disputes through conciliation and
mediation.

(b) The Service may proffer its services in any labor dispute in any
industry affecting commerce, either upon its own motion or upon the
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request of one or more of the parties to the dispute, whenever in its
judgment such dispute threatens to cause a substantial interruption of
commerce. The Director and the Service are directed to avoid attempt-
ing to mediate disputes which would have only a minor effect on
interstate commerce if State or other conciliation services are available
to the parties. Whenever the Service does proffer its services in any
dispute, it shall be the duty of the Service promptly to put itself in
communication with the parties and to use its best efforts, by mediation
and conciliation, to bring them to agreement.

(c) If the Director is not able to bring the parties to agreement by
conciliation within a reasonable time, he shall seek to induce the parties
voluntarily to seek other means of settling the dispute without resort
to strike, lock-out, or other coercion, including submission to the
employees in the bargaining unit of the employer's last offer of settle-
ment for approval or rejection in a secret ballot. The failure or refusal
of either party to agree to any procedure suggested by the Director
shall not be deemed a violation of any duty or obligation imposed by
this Act.

(d) Final adjustment by a method agreed upon by the parties is
hereby declared to be the desirable method for settlement of grievance
disputes arising over the application or interpretation of an existing
collective-bargaining agreement. The Service is directed to make its
conciliation and mediation services available in the settlement of such
grievance disputes only as a last resort and in exceptional cases.

SEC. 204. (a) In order to prevent or minimize interruptions of the
free flow of commerce growing out of labor disputes, employers and
employees and their representatives, in any industry affecting com-
merce, shall-

(1) exert every reasonable effort to make and maintain agree-
ments concerning rates of pay, hours, and working conditions,
including provision for adequate notice of any proposed change
in the terms of such agreements;

(2) whenever a dispute arises over the terms or application of
a collective-bargaining agreement and a conference is requested by
a party or prospective party thereto, arrange promptly for such
a conference to be held and endeavor in such conference to settle
such dispute expeditiously; and

(3) in case such dispute is not settled by conference, participate
fully and promptly in such meetings as may be undertaken by
the Service under this Act for the purpose of aiding in a settlement
of the dispute.

SEC. 205. (a) There is hereby created a National Labor-Manage-
ment Panel which shall be composed of twelve members appointed by
the President, six of whom shall be selected from among persons out-
standing in the field of management and six of whom shall be selected
from among persons outstanding in the field of labor. Each member
shall hold office for a term of three years, except that any member
appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration of the
term for which his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for
the remainder of such term, and the terms of office of the members
first taking office shall expire, as designated by the President at the
time of appointment, four at the end of the first year, four at the end
of the second year, and four at the end of the third year after the date
of appointment. Members of the panel, when serving on business of
the panel, shall be paid compensation at the rate of $25 per day, and
shall also be entitled to receive an allowance for actual and necessary
travel and subsistence expenses while so serving away from their
places of residence.

(b) It shall be the duty of the panel, at the request of the Director,
to advise in the avoidance of industrial controversies and the manner
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in which mediation and voluntary adjustment shall be administered,
particularly with reference to controversies affecting the general wel-
fare of the country.

NATIONAL EMERGENCIES

SEC. 206. Whenever in the opinion of the President of the United
States, a threatened or actual strike or lock-out affecting an entire
industry or a substantial part thereof engaged in trade, commerce,
transportation, transmission, or communication among the several
States or with foreign nations, or engaged in the production of goods
for commerce, will, if permitted to occur or to continue, imperil the
national health or safety, he may appoint a board of inquiry to inquire
into the issues involved in the dispute and to make a written report
to him within such time as he shall prescribe. Such report shall
include a statement of the facts with respect to the dispute, including
each party's statement of its position but shall not contain any recom-
mendations. The President shall file a copy of such report with the
Service and shall make its contents available to the public.

SEC. 207. (a) A board of inquiry shall be composed of a chairman
and such other members as the President shall determine, and shall
have power to sit and act in any place within the United States and
to conduct such hearings either in public or in private, as it may deem
necessary or proper, to ascertain the facts with respect to the causes
and circumstances of the dispute.

(b) Members of a board of inquiry shall receive compensation at
the rate of $50 for each day actually spent by them in the work of the
board, together with necessary travel and subsistence expenses.

(c) For the purpose of any hearing or inquiry conducted by any
board appointed under this title, the provisions of sections 9 and 10
(relating to the attendance of witnesses and the production of books,
papers, and documents) of the Federal Trade Commission Act of
September 16, 1914, as amended (U. S. C. 19, title 15, sees. 49 and 50,
as amended), are hereby made applicable to the powers and duties
of such board.

SEC. 208. (a) Upon receiving a report from a board of inquiry the
President may direct the Attorney General to petition any district
court of the United States having jurisdiction of the parties to enjoin
such strike or lock-out or the continuing thereof, and if the court finds
that such threatened or actual strike or lock-out-

(i) affects an entire industry or a substantial part thereof
engaged in trade, commerce, transportation, transmission, or
communication among the several States or with foreign nations,
or engaged in the production of goods for commerce; and

(ii) if permitted to occur or to continue, will imperil the
national health or safety, it shall have jurisdiction to enjoin any
such strike or lock-out, or the continuing thgreof, and to make such
other orders as may be appropriate.

(b) In any case, the provisions of the Act of March 23, 1932,
entitled "An Act to amend the Judicial Code and to define and limit
the jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity, and for other purposes",
shall not be applicable.

(c) The order or orders of the court shall be subject to review by
the appropriate circuit court of appeals and by the Supreme Court
upon writ of certiorari or certification as rovided in sections 239
and 240 of the Judicial Code, as amended (U. S. C., title 29, sees. 346
and 347).

SEc. 209. (a) Whenever a district court has issued an order under
section 208 enjoining acts or practices which imperil or threaten to
imperil the national health or safety, it shall be the duty of the parties
to the labor dispute giving rise to such order to make every effort to
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adjust and settle their differences, with the assistance of the Service
created by this Act. Neither party shall be under any duty to accept,
in whole or in part, any proposal of settlement made by the Service.

(b) Upon the issuance of such order, the President shall reconvene
the board of inquiry which has previously reported with respect to
the dispute. At the end of a sixty-day period (unless the dispute has
been settled by that time), the board of inquiry shall report to the
President the current position of the parties and the efforts which have
been made for settlement, and shall include a statement by each party
of its position and a statement of the employer's last offer of settlement.
The President shall make such report available to the public. The
National Labor Relations Board, within the succeeding fifteen days,
shall take a secret ballot of the employees of each employer involved
in the dispute on the question of whether they wish to accept the final
offer of settlement made by their employer as stated by him and shall
certify the results thereof to the Attorney General within five days
thereafter.

SEC. 210. Upon the certification of the results of such ballot or upon
a settlement being reached, whichever happens sooner, the Attorney
General shall move the court to discharge the injunction, which motion
shall then be granted and the injunction discharged. When such
motion is granted, the President shall submit to the Congress a full
and comprehensive report of the proceedings, including the findings
of the board of inquiry and the ballot taken by the National Labor
Relations Board, together with such recommendations as he may see
fit to make for consideration and appropriate action.

COMPILATION OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS, ETC.

SEC. 211. (a) For the guidance and information of interested repre-
sentatives of employers, employees, and the general public, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor shall maintain a file
of copies of all available collective bargaining agreements and other
available agreements and actions thereunder settling or adjusting labor
disputes. Such file shall be open to inspection under appropriate con-
ditions prescribed by the Secretary of Labor, except that no specific
information submitted in confidence shall be disclosed.

(b) The Bureau of Labor Statistics in the Department of Labor
is authorized to furnish upon request of the Service, or employers,
employees, or their representatives, all available data and factual
information which may aid in the settlement of any labor dispute,
except that no specific information submitted in confidence shall be
disclosed.

EXEMPTION OF RAILWAY LABOR ACT

SEC. 212. The provisions of this title shall not be applicable with
respect to any matter which is subject to the provisions of the Railway
Labor Act, as amended from time to time.

TITLE m

SUITS BY AND AGAINST LABOR ORGANIZATIONS
olation of on- SEC. 301. (a) Suits for violation of contracts between an employer

and a labor organization representing employees in an industry affect-
ing commerce as defined in this Act, or between any such labor organi-
zations, may be brought in any district court of the United States
having jurisdiction of the parties, without respect to the amount in
controversy or without regard to the citizenship of the parties.Actsof agent. (b) Any labor organization which represents employees in an
industry affecting commerce as defined in this Act and any employer
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(b) Any labor organization which represents employees in an 
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whose activities affect commerce as defined in this Act shall be bound
by the acts of its agents. Any such labor organization may sue or
be sued as an entity and in behalf of the employees whom it represents
in the courts of the United States. Any money judgment against a
labor organization in a district court of the United States shall be
enforceable only against the organization as an entity and against its
assets, and shall not be enforceable against any individual member
or his assets.

(c) For the purposes of actions and proceedings by or against
labor organizations in the district courts of the United States, district
courts shall be deemed to have jurisdiction of a labor organization
(1) in the district in which such organization maintains its principal
office, or (2) in any district in which its duly authorized officers or
agents are engaged in representing or acting for employee members.

(d) The service of summons, subpena, or other legal process of any
court of the United States upon an officer or agent of a labor organi-
zation, in his capacity as such, shall constitute service upon the labor
organization.

(e) For the purposes of this section, in determining whether any
person is acting as an "agent" of another person so as to make such
other person responsible for his acts, the question of whether the
specific acts performed were actually authorized or subsequently rati-
fied shall not be controlling.
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RESTRICTIONS ON PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES

SEC. 302. (a) It shall be unlawful for any employer to pay or Payment, etc., by
deliver, or to agree to pay or deliver, any money or other thing of empye
value to any representative of any of his employees who are employed
in an industry affecting commerce.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any representative of any employees Acceptance, etc.,by
who are employed in an industry affecting commerce to receive or representative.
accept, or to agree to receive or accept, from the employer of such
employees any money or other thing of value.

(c) The provisions of this section shall not be applicable (1) with Nonapplicability of
respect to any money or other thing of value payable by an employer sect

to any representative who is an employee or former employee of such
employer, as compensation for, or by reason of, his services as an
employee of such employer; (2) with respect to the payment or delivery
of any money or other thing of value in satisfaction of a judgment of
any court or a decision or award of an arbitrator or impartial chair-
man or in compromise, adjustment, settlement or release of any claim,
complaint, grievance, or dispute in the absence of fraud or duress;
(3) with respect to the sale or purchase of an article or commodity
at the prevailing market price in the regular course of business; (4)
with respect to money deducted from the wages of employees in pay-
ment of membership dues in a labor organization: Provided, That the Written assignment
employer has received from each employee, on whose account such om employee.
deductions are made, a written assignment which shall not be irrevo-
cable for a period of more than one year, or beyond the termination
date of the applicable collective agreement, whichever occurs sooner;
or (5) with respect to money or other thing of value paid to a trust
fund established by such representative, for the sole and exclusive
benefit of the employees of such employer, and their families and
dependents (or of such employees, families, and dependents jointly
with the employees of other employers making similar payments, and
their families and dependents): Provided, That (A) such payments raymfe nt eld in
are held in trust for the purpose of paying, either from principal employeemetc.
or income or both, for the benefit of employees, their families and
dependents, for medical or hospital care, pensions on retirement or
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whose activities affect commerce as defined in this Act shall be bound 
by the acts of its agents. Any such labor organization may sue or 
be sued as an entity and in behalf of the employees whom it represents 
in the courts of the United States. Any money judgment against a 
labor organization in a district court of the United States shall be 
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assets, and shall not be enforceable against any individual member 
or his assets. 
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labor organizations in the district courts of the United States, district 
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agents are engaged in representing or acting for employee members. 
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court of the United States upon an officer or agent of a labor organi-
zation, in his capacity as such, shall constitute service upon the labor 
organization. 
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specific acts performed were actually authorized or subsequently rati-
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complaint, grievance, or dispute in the absence of fraud or duress; 
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at the prevailing market price in the regular course of business; (4) 
with respect to money deducted from the wages of employees in pay-
ment of membership dues in a labor organization: Provided, That the 
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deductions are made, a written assignment which shall not be irrevo-
cable for a period of more than one year, or beyond the termination 
date of the applicable collective agreement, whichever occurs sooner; 
or (5) with respect to money or other thing of value paid to a trust 
fund established by such representative, for the sole and exclusive 
benefit of the employees of such employer, and their families and 
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with the employees of other employers makmg similar payments, and 
their families and dependents) : Provided, That (A) such payments 
are held in trust for the purpose of paying, either .from principal 
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dependents, for medical or hospital care, pensions on retirement or 
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death of employees, compensation for injuries or illness resulting from
occupational activity or insurance to provide any of the foregoing,
or unemployment benefits or life insurance, disability and sickness
insurance, or accident insurance; (B) the detailed basis on which such
payments are to be made is specified in a written agreement with the
employer, and employees and employers are equally represented in
the administration of such fund, together with such neutral persons
as the representatives of the employers and the representatives of the
employees may agree upon and in the event the employer and employee
groups deadlock on the administration of such fund and there are no
neutral persons empowered to break such deadlock, such agreement
provides that the two groups shall agree on an impartial umpire to
decide such dispute, or in event of their failure to agree within a
reasonable length of time, an impartial umpire to decide such dispute
shall, on petition of either group, be appointed by the district court
of the United States for the district where the trust fund has its prin-
cipal office, and shall also contain provisions for an annual audit of
the trust fund, a statement of the results of which shall be available
for inspection by interested persons at the principal office of the trust
fund and at such other places as may be designated in such written
agreement; and (C) such payments as are intended to be used for
the purpose of providing pensions or annuities for employees are
made to a separate trust which provides that the funds held therein
cannot be used for any purpose other than paying such pensions or
annuities.

Penalty. (d) Any person who willfully violates any of the provisions of this
section shall, upon conviction thereof, be guilty of a misdemeanor and
be subject to a fine of not more than $10,000 or to imprisonment for not
more than one year, or both.

(e) The district courts of the United States and the United States
courts of the Territories and possessions shall have jurisdiction, for
cause shown, and subject to the provisions of section 17 (relating to
notice to opposite party) of the Act entitled "An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes", approved October 15, 1914, as amended (U. S. C.,

38 Stat. 737. title 28, sec. 381), to restrain violations of this section without regard
to the provisions of sections 6 and 20 of such Act of October 15, 1914,

38Stat. 31 738. as amended (U. S. C., title 15, sec. 17, and title 29, sec. 52), and the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Judicial Code
and to define and limit the jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity, and

47 Stat. 70. for other purposes", approved March 23, 1932 (U. S. C., title 29, sees.
101-115).

Nonapplicability of (f) This section shall not apply to any contract in force on the date
of enactment of this Act, until the expiration of such contract, or until
July 1, 1948, whichever first occurs.

trutibut ons to (g) Compliance with the restrictions contained in subsection (c)(5) (B) upon contributions to trust funds, otherwise lawful, shall not
be applicable to contributions to such trust funds established by collec-
tive agreement prior to January 1, 1946, nor shall subsection (c) (5)
(A) be construed as prohibiting contributions to such trust funds if
prior to January 1, 1947, such funds contained provisions for pooled
vacation benefits.

BOYCOTr S AND OTHER UNLAWFUL COMBINATIONS

SEC. 303. (a) It shall be unlawful, for the purposes of this section
only, in an industry or activity affecting commerce, for any labor
organization to engage in, or to induce or encourage the employees of
any employer to engage in, a strike or a concerted refusal in the
course of their employment to use, manufacture, process, transport,
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provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Judicial Code 
and to define and limit the jurisdiction of courts sitting in equity, and 
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SEC. 303. (a) It shall be unlawful, for the purposes of this section 
only, in an industry or activity affecting commerce, for any labor 
organization to engage in, or to induce or encourage the employees of 
any employer to engage in, a strike or a concerted refusal in the 
course of their employment to use, manufacture, process, transport, 
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or otherwise handle or work on any goods, articles, materials, or com-
modities or to perform any services, where an object thereof is-

(1) forcing or requiring any employer or self-employed person
to join any labor or employer organization or any employer or
other person to cease using, selling, handling, transporting, or
otherwise dealing in the products of any other producer, processor,
or manufacturer, or to cease doing business with any other person;

(2) forcing or requiring any other employer to recognize or
bargain with a labor organization as the representative of his
employees unless such labor organization has been certified as the
representative of such employees under the provisions of section 9
of the National Labor Relations Act; Ante, . 14.

(3) forcing or requiring any employer to recognize or bargain
with a particular labor organization as the representative of his
employees if another labor organization has been certified as the
representative of such employees under the provisions of section 9
of the National Labor Relations Act; Ante,

(4) forcing or requiring any employer to assign particular work
to employees in a particular labor organization or in a particular
trade, craft, or class rather than to employees in another labor
organization or in another trade, craft, or class unless such
employer is failing to conform to an order or certification of the
National Labor Relations Board determining the bargaining rep-
resentative for employees performing such work. Nothing con-
tained in this subsection shall be construed to make unlawful a
refusal by any person to enter upon the premises of any employer
(other than his own employer), if the employees of such employer
are engaged in a strike ratified or approved by a representative
of such employees whom such employer is required to recognize
under the National Labor Relations Act. Ante, p. 136.

(b) Whoever shall be injured in his business or property by reason
or any violation of subsection (a) may sue therefor in any district court
of the United States subject to the limitations and provisions of section
301 hereof without respect to the amount in controversy, or in any other
court having jurisdiction of the parties, and shall recover the damages
by him sustained and the cost of the suit.

RESTRICTION ON POLITIOAL CONTRIBUTIONS

SEC. 304. Section 313 of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925
(U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 2, sec. 251; Supp. V, title 50, App., sec. 43 Stat. 1074.
1509), as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 313. It is unlawful for any national bank, or any corporation
organized by authority of any law of Congress, to make a contribution
or expenditure in connection with any election to any political office,
or in connection with any primary election or political convention or
caucus held to select candidates for any political office, or for any cor-
poration whatever, or any labor organization to make a contribution
or expenditure in connection with any election at which Presidential
and Vice Presidential electors or a Senator or Representative in, or a
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to Congress are to be voted for,
or in connection with any primary election or political convention or
caucus held to select candidates for any of the foregoing offices, or
for any candidate, political committee, or other person to accept or
receive any contribution prohibited by this section. Every corpora- Penalty.
tion or labor organization which makes any contribution or expendi-
ture in violation of this section shall be fined not more than $5,000;
and every officer or director of any corporation, or officer of any labor
organization, who consents to any contribution or expenditure by the
corporation or labor organization, as the case may be, in violation of
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this section shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both. For the purposes of this section 'labor
organization' means any organization of any kind, or any agency or
employee representation committee or plan, in which employees par-
ticipate and which exists for the purpose, in whole or in part, of deal-
ing with employers concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates
of pay, hours of employment, or conditions of work."

STRIKES BY GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

SEC. 305. It shall be unlawful for any individual employed by the
United States or any agency thereof including wholly owned Govern-
ment corporations to participate in any strike. Any individual
employed by the United States or by any such agency who strikes shall
be discharged immediately from his employment, and shall forfeit his
civil service status, if any, and shall not be eligible for reemployment
for three years by the United States or any such agency.

TITLE IV

CREATION OF JOINT COMMITTEE TO STUDY AND REPORT ON BASIC PROBLEMS
AFFECTING FRIENDLY LABOR RELATIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY

SEC. 401. There is hereby established a joint congressional commit-
tee to be known as the Joint Committee on Labor-Management Rela-
tions (hereafter referred to as the committee), and to be composed of
seven Members of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
to be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, and
seven Members of the House of Representatives Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives. A vacancy in membership of the committee shall
not affect the powers of the remaining members to execute the func-
tions of the committee, and shall be filled in the same manner as the
original selection. The committee shall select a chairman and a vice
chairman from among its members.

SEC. 402. The committee, acting as a whole or by subcommittee,
shall conduct a thorough study and investigation of the entire field of
labor-management relations, including but not limited to-

(1) the means by which permanent friendly cooperation
between employers and employees and stability of labor relations
may be secured throughout the United States;

(2) the means by which the individual employee may achieve a
greater productivity and higher wages, including plans for guar-
anteed annual wages, incentive profit-sharing and bonus systems;

(3) the internal organization and administration of labor
unions. with special attention to the impact on individuals of
collective agreements requiring membership in unions as a condi-
tion of employment;

(4) the labor relations policies and practices of employers and
associations of employers;

(5) the desirability of welfare funds for the benefit of employees
and their relation to the social-security system;

(6) the methods and procedures for best carrying out the
collective-bargaining processes, with special attention to the effects
of industry-wide or regional bargaining upon the national
economy;

(7) the administration and operation of existing Federal laws
relating to labor relations; and

(8) such other problems and subjects in the field of labor-
management relations as the committee deems appropriate.

SEc. 403. The committee shall report to the Senate and the House
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of Representatives not later than March 15, 1948, the results of itsstudy and investigation, together with such recommendations as tonecessary legislation and such other recommendations as it may deemadvisable, and shall make its final report not later than January 2,1949.
SEC. 404. The committee shall have the power, without regard to Powersthe civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 42 Stat. 148s.to employ and fix the compensation of such officers, experts, and 5u.s.cemployees as it deems necessary for the performance of its duties,including consultants who shall receive compensation at a rate notto exceed $35 for each day actually spent by them in the work of thecommittee, together with their necessary travel and subsistenceexpenses. The committee is further authorized, with the consent ofthe head of the department or agency concerned, to utilize the services,information, facilities, and personnel of all agencies in the executivebranch of the Government and may request the governments of theseveral States, representatives of business, industry, finance, and labor,and such other persons, agencies, organizations, and instrumentalitiesas it deems appropriate to attend its hearings and to give and presentinformation, advice, and recommendations.

SEC. 405. The committee, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorizedto hold such hearings; to sit and act at such times and places during thesessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Eightieth Congress;to require by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such witnessesand the production of such books, papers, and documents; to admin-ister oaths; to take such testimony; to have such printing and bindingdone; and to make such expenditures within the amount appropriatedtherefor; as it deems advisable. The cost of stenographic services inreporting such hearings shall not be in excess of 25 cents per onehundred words. Subpenas shall be issued under the signature of thechairman or vice chairman of the committee and shall be served by anyperson designated by them.
SEC. 406. The members of the committee shall be reimbursed for Rembursement fortravel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in epthe performance of the duties vested in the committee, other thanexpenses in connection with meetings of the committee held in theDistrict of Columbia during such times as the Congress is in session.SEC. 407. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum tortlon an-of $150,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the ost, p.6i.provisions of this title, to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senateon vouchers signed by the chairman.

TITLE V

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 501. When used in this Act-
(1) The term "industry affecting commerce" means any industryor activity in commerce or in which a labor dispute would burden orobstruct commerce or tend to burden or obstruct commerce or the freeflow of commerce.
(2) The term "strike" includes any strike or other concerted stop-page of work by employees (including a stoppage by reason of theexpiration of a collective-bargaining agreement) an any concertedslow-down or other concerted interruption of operations by employees.(3) The terms "commerce" "labor disputes", "employer", "em-ployee", labor organization", "representative", "person, and "super-isor" shall have the same meaning as when used in the National LaborRelations Act as amended by this Act.
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ister oaths; to take such testimony ; to have such printing and binding 
done; and to make such expenditures within the amount appropriated 
therefor; as it deems advisable. The cost of stenographic services in 
reporting such hearings shall not be in excess of 25 cents per one 
hundred words. Subpenas shall be issued under the signature of the 
chairman or vice chairman of the committee and shall be served by any 
person designated by them. 
SEC. 406. The members of the committee shall be reimbursed for expenses. Reimbursement for 

travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in 
the performance of the duties vested in the committee, other than 
expenses in connection with meetings of the committee held in the 
District of Columbia during such times as the Congress is in session. 
SEC. 407. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the sum A ppropriation all-

of $150,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the Poet, p. 611. 

provisions of this title, to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate 
on vouchers signed by the chairman. 

TITLE V 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 501. When used in this Act— 
(1) The term "industry affecting commerce" means any industry 

or activity in commerce or in which a labor dispute would burden or 
obstruct commerce or tend to burden or obstruct commerce or the free 
flow of commerce. 

(2) The term "strike" includes any strike or other concerted stop-
page of work by employees (including a stoppage by reason of the 
expiration of a collective-bargaining agreement) and any concerted 
slow-down or other concerted interruption of operations by employees. 

(3) The terms "commerce", "labor disputes", "employer", "em-
ployee", "labor organization", "representative", "person", and "super-
visor" shall have the same meaning as when used in the National Labor 
Relations Act as amended by this Act. 

Ante, p. 137. 

Ante, p• 136. 
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Certificate of House
of Representatives.

Certificate of origin.

CertificateofSenate.

SAVING PROVISION

SEC. 502. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to require an
individual employee to render labor or service without his consent,
nor shall anything in this Act be construed to make the quitting of
his labor by an individual employee an illegal act; nor shall any court
issue any process to compel the performance by an individual employee
of such labor or service, without his consent; nor shall the quitting
of labor by an employee or employees in good faith because of abnor-
mally dangerous conditions for work at the place of employment of
such employee or employees be deemed a strike under this Act.

SEPARABILITY

SEO. 503. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance, shall be held invalid, the
remainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall
not be affected thereby.

JOSEPH W. MARTIN Jr.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

A H VANDENBERG.
President of the Senate pro tempore.

IN THE HOUsE OF REREESENTATIVES, U. S.,
June 20, 1947.

The House of Representatives having proceeded to reconsider the
bill (H. R. 3020) entitled "An Act to amend the National Labor Rela-
tions Act, to provide additional facilities for the mediation of labor
disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal responsibilities of labor
organizations and employers, and for other purposes," returned by
the President of the United States with his objections, to the House
of Representatives, in which it originated, it was

Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the House of Repre-
sentatives agreeing to pass the same.

Attest: JOHN ANDREWS
Clerk.

I certify that this Act originated in the House of Representatives.
JOHN ANDREWS

Clerk.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

June 23 (legislative day, April 21), 1947.
The Senate having proceeded to reconsider the bill (H. R. 3020)

"An Act to amend the National Labor Relations Act, to provide addi-
tional facilities for the mediation of labor disputes affecting com-
merce, to equalize legal responsibilities of labor organizations and
employers, and for other purposes", returned by the President of the
United States with his objections, to the House of Representatives,
in which it originated, and passed by the House of Representatives
on reconsideration of the same, it was

Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the Senate having
voted in the affirmative.

Attest: CARL A. LoEPErr
Secretary.
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SAVING PROVISION 

SEC. 502. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to require an 
individual employee to render labor or service without his consent, 
nor shall anything in this Act be construed to make the quitting of 
his labor by an individual employee an illegal act; nor shall any court 
issue any process to compel the performance by an individual employee 
of such labor or service, without his consent; nor shall the quitting 
of labor by an employee or employees in good faith because of abnor-
mally dangerous conditions for work at the place of employment of 
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SEPARABILITY 

SEo. 503. If any provision of this Act, or the application of such 
provision to any person or circumstance, shall be held invalid, the 
remainder of this Act, or the application of such provision to persons 
or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid, shall 
not be affected thereby. 

JOSEPH W . MABTIN Jr. 
Speaker of the House of 1?epresentatives. 

A H VANDENBERG. 
President of the Senate pro teinpore. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, U. S., 
June 20, 1947. 

The House of Representatives having proceeded to reconsider the 
bill (H. R. 3020) entitled "An Act to amend the National Labor Rela-
tions Act, to provide additional facilities for the mediation of labor 
disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal responsibilities of labor 
organizations and employers, and for other purposes," returned by 
the President of the United States with his objections, to the House 
of Representatives, in which it originated, it was 

Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the House of Repre-
sentatives agreeing to pass the same. 

Attest: JOHN ANDREWS 
Clerk. 

I certify that this Act originated in the House of Representatives. 

JOHN ANDREWS 
Clerk. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES, 
June 23 (legislative day, April 21) ,1947 

The Senate having proceeded to reconsider the bill (H. R. 3020) 
"An Act to amend the National Labor Relations Act, to provide addi-
tional facilities for the mediation of labor disputes affecting com-
merce, to equalize legal responsibilities of labor organizations and 
employers, and for other purposes", returned by the President of the 
United States with his objections, to the House of Representatives, 
in which it originated, and passed by the house of Representatives 
on reconsideration of the same, it was 

Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds of the Senate having 
voted in the affirmative. 

Attest: Gum A. LoErrmat 
Secretary. 
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[CHAPTER 121]
163

AN ACT AN ACT June 23,1947To provide for emergency flood-control work made necessary by recent floods, [. R. 37921and for other purposes. [Public Law 102]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the sum of thoPPrlation au-$15,000,000 is hereby authorized to be appropriated as an emergency Post,p.187.fund to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of Warand the supervision of the Chief of Engineers for the repair, restora-tion, and strengthening of levees and other flood-control works whichhave been threatened or destroyed by recent floods, or which may bethreatened or destroyed by later floods: Provided, That pending the Allotments fromappropriation of said sum, the Secretary of War may allot, from tis.g aproexisting flood-control appropriations, such sums as may be necessaryfor the immediate prosecution of the work herein authorized, suchappropriations to be reimbursed from the appropriation hereinauthorized when made: Provided further, That funds allotted underthis authority shall not be diverted from the unobligated funds fromthe appropriation "Flood control, general", made available in WarDepartment Civil Functions Appropriation Acts for specific purposes.SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 shall be deemed to be additionaland supplemental to, and not in lieu of, existing general legislationauthorizing allocation of flood-control funds for restoration of flood-control works threatened or destroyed by flood.

Approved June 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 124]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a permanent Census Office", JS. 6141approved March 6, 1902 as amended (the collection and publication of statis- [Public Law 1031tical information by the Bureau of the Census).

Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of theAct entitled "An Act to provide for a permanent Census Office",approved March 6, 1902, as amended (U. S. C., title 13, sec. 111), is 32sat. 2a.amended by adding at the end of the first sentence thereof the words:Provided, That where the doctrine, teaching, or discipline of anyreligious denomination or church prohibits the disclosure of informa-tion relative to membership, such information shall not be required."
Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 125]
AN ACT

To regulate the marketing of economic poisons and devices, and for other [ue. R 1237purposes. [Public Law 1041
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal Insecticide,Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act".

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 2. For the purposes of this Act-
a. The term "economic poison" means any substance or mixtureof substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or miti-gating any insects, rodents, fungi, weeds, and other forms of plant

"Ecoomic poisog."
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[CHAPTER 121] 

AN ACT 

To provide for emergency flood-control work made necessary by recent floods, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the sum of 
$15,000,000 is hereby authorized to be appropriated as an emergency 
fund to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War 
and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers for the repair, restora-
tion, and strengthening of levees and other flood-control works which 
have been threatened or destroyed by recent floods, or which may be 
threatened or destroyed by later floods: Provided, That pending the 
appropriation of said sum, the Secretary of War may allot, from 
existing flood-control appropriations, such sums as may be necessary 
for the immediate prosecution of the work herein authorized, such 
appropriations to be reimbursed from the appropriation herein 
authorized when made: Provided further, That funds allotted under 
this authority shall not be diverted from the unobligated funds from 
the appropriation "Flood control, general", made available in War 
Department Civil Functions Appropriation Acts for specific purposes. 
SEC. 2. The provisions of section 1 shall be deemed to be additional 

and supplemental to, and not in lieu of, existing general legislation 
authorizing allocation of flood-control funds for restoration of flood-
control works threatened or destroyed by flood. 
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or animal life or viruses, except viruses on or in living man or other
animals, which the Secretary shall declare to be a pest.

",Devia." b. The term "device" means any instrument or contrivance intended
for trapping, destroying, repelling, or mitigating insects or rodents
or destroying, repelling, or mitigating fungi or such other pests as
may be designated by the Secretary, but not including equipment used
for the application of economic poisons when sold separately therefrom.

"Insecticide." c. The term "insecticide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating
any insects which may be present in any environment whatsoever.

"Fungiide." d. The term "fungicide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating
any fungi.

et e The term "rodenticide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating
rodents or any other vertebrate animal which the Secretary shall
declare to be a pest.

"Herbicide." f. The term "herbicide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating
any weed.

"Weed."g. The term "weed" means any plant which grows where not
wanted.

"
I n s ' e." h. The term "insect" means any of the numerous small invertebrate

animals generally having the body more or less obviously segmented,
for the most part belonging to the class insecta, comprising six-legged,
usually winged forms, as, for example, beetles, bugs, bees, flies, and to
other allied classes of arthropods whose members are wingless and
usually have more than six legs, as, for example, spiders, mites, ticks,
centipedes, and wood lice.

"Fmngi." i. The term "fungi" means all non-chlorophyll-bearing thallophytes
(that is, all non-chlorophyll-bearing plants of a lower order than
mosses and liverworts) as, for example, rusts, smuts, mildews, molds,
yeasts, and bacteria, except those on or in living man or other animals.

m nedint state- j. The term ingredient statement" means either-
(1) a statement of the name and percentage of each active in-

gredient, together with the total percentage of the inert ingre-
aients, in the economic poison; or

(2) a statement of the name of each active ingredient, together
with the name of each and total percentage of the inert ingre-
dients, if any there be, in the economic poison (except option 1
shall apply if the preparation is highly toxic to man, determined

Pot, .p. 6. as provided in section 6 of this Act) ;
and, in addition to (1) or (2) in case the economic poison contains
arsenic in any form, a statement of the percentages of total and water
soluble arsenic, each calculated as elemental arsenic.

"Activeingrdient." k. The term "active ingredient" means an ingredient which will
prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate insects, fungi, rodents, weeds or
other pests.

"Inert ingredient." 1. The term "inert ingredient" means an ingredient which is not
active.

"Antidote." m. The term "antidote" means a practical immediate treatment in
case of poisoning and includes first-aid treatment.

"Person." n. The term "person" means any individual, partnership, associa-
tion, corporation, or any organized group of persons whether incor-
porated or not.

"Territory." o. The term "Territory" means any Territory or possession of the
United States, excluding the Canal Zone.

"Secretary." p. The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Agriculture.
"Registrant." q. The term "registrant" means the person registering any economic

poison pursuant to the provisions of this Act.
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or animal life or viruses, except viruses on or in living man or other 
animals, which the Secretary shall declare to be a pest. 

b. The term "device" means any instrument or contrivance intended 
for trapping, destroying, repelling, or mitigating insects or rodents 
or destroying, repelling, or mitigating fungi or such other pests as 
may be designated by the Secretary, but not including equipment used 
for the application of economic poisons when sold separately therefrom. 

c. The term "insecticide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating 
any insects which may be present in any environment whatsoever. 

d. The term "fungicide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating 
any fungi. 

e. The term "rodenticide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating 
rodents or any other vertebrate animal which the Secretary shall 
declare to be a pest. 

f. The term "herbicide" means any substance or mixture of sub-
stances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating 
any weed. 

g. The term "weed" means any plant which grows where not 
wanted. 

h. The term "insect" means any of the numerous small invertebrate 
animals generally having the body more or less obviously segmented, 
for the most part belonging to the class insecta, comprising six-legged, 
usually winged forms, as, for example, beetles, bugs, bees, flies, and to 
other allied classes of arthropods whose members are wingless and 
usually have more than six legs, as, for example, spiders, mites, ticks, 
centipedes, and wood lice. 

i. The term "fungi" means all non-chlorophyll-bearing thallophytes 
(that is, all non-chlorophyll-bearing plants of a lower order than 
mosses and liverworts) as, for example, rusts, smuts, mildews, molds, 
yeasts, and bacteria, except those on or in living man or other animals. 

j. The term "ingredient statement" means either—. 
(1) a statement of the name and percentage of each active in-

gredient, together with the total percentage of the inert ingre-
dients, in the economic poison; or 

(2) a statement of the name of each active ingredient, together 
with the name of each and total percentage of the inert ingre-
dients, if any there be, in the economic poison (except option 1 
shall apply if the preparation is highly toxic to man, determined 
as provided in section 6 of this Act) ; 

and, in addition to (1) or (2) in case the economic poison contains 
arsenic in any form, a statement of the percentages of total and water 
soluble arsenici, each calculated as elemental arsenic. 

k. The term "active ingredient" means an ingredient which will 
prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate insects, fungi, rodents, weeds or 
other pests. 

I. The term "inert ingredient" means an ingredient which is not 
active. 
m. The term "antidote" means a practical immediate treatment in 

case of poisoning and includes first-aid treatment. 
n. The term "person" means any individual, partnership, associa-

tion, corporation, or any organized group of persons whether incor-
porated or not. 

a. The term "Territory" means any Territory or possession of the 
United States, excluding the Canal Zone. 

p. The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Agriculture. 
q. The term "registrant" means the person registering any economic 

poison pursuant to the provisions of this Act. 
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r. The term "label" means the written, printed, or graphic matter "Label."

on, or attached to, the economic poison or device or the immediate
container thereof, and the outside container or wrapper of the retail
package, if any there be, of the economic poison or device.

s. The term "labeling" means all labels and other written, printed, "abeUng."
or graphic matter-

(1) upon the economic poison or device or any of its containers
or wrappers;

(2) accompanying the economic poison or device at any time;
(3) to which reference is made on the label or in literature

accompanying the economic poison or device, except to current
official publications of the United States Departments of Agri-
culture and Interior, the United States Public Health Service,
State experiment stations, State agricultural colleges, and other
similar Federal or State institutions or agencies authorized by
law to conduct research in the field of economic poisons;

t. The term "adulterated" shall apply to any economic poison if its "Adulterated."
strength or purity falls below the professed standard or quality as
expressed on its labeling or under which it is sold, or if any substance
has been substituted wholly or in part for the article, or if any valuable
constituent of the article has been wholly or in part abstracted.

u. The term "misbranded" shall apply- "Misbranded."
(1) to any economic poison or device if its labeling bears any

statement, design, or graphic representation relative thereto or
to its ingredients which is false or misleading in any particular;

(2) to any economic poisdn-
(a) if it is an imitation of or is offered for sale under the

name of another economic poison;
(b) if its labeling bears any reference to registration under

this Act;
(c) if the labeling accompanying it does not contain direc-

tions for use which are necessary and if complied with
adequate for the protection of the public;

(d) if the label does not contain a warning or caution
statement which may be necessary and if complied with
adequate to prevent injury to living man and other vertebrate
animals, vegetation, and useful invertebrate animals;

(e) if the label does not bear an ingredient statement on
that part of the immediate container and on the outside con-
tainer or wrapper, if there be one, through which the ingre-
dient statement on the immediate container cannot be clearly
read, of the retail package which is presented or displayed
under customary conditions of purchase: Provided, That the
Secretary may permit the ingredient statement to appear
prominently on some other part of the container, if the size
or form of the container makes it impracticable to place it
on the part of the retail package which is presented or dis-
played under customary conditions of purchase.

(f) if any word, statement, or other information required
by or under authority of this Act to appear on the label or
labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such con-
spicuousness (as compared with other words, statements,
designs, or graphic matter in the labeling) and in such terms
as to render it likely to be read and understood by the ordinary
individual under customary conditions of purchase and use;
or

(g) if in the case of an insecticide, fungicide, or herbicide
when used as directed or in accordance with commonly rec-
ognized practice it shall be injurious to living man or other
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Economic poisons.

Change in labeling,
etc., within registra-
tion period.

Exemption from
coloring, etc.

vertebrate animals, or vegetation, except weeds, to which
it is applied, or to the person applying such economic poison.

PROHIBITED AOTS

SEc. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to distribute, sell,
or offer for sale in any Territory or in the District of Columbia, or to
ship or deliver for shipment from any State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia to any other State, Territory, or the District of Colum-
bia, or to any foreign country, or to receive in any State, Territory, or
the District of Columbia from any other State, Territory, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia, or foreign country, and having so received, deliver
or offer to deliver in the original unbroken package to any other per-
son, any of the following:

(1) Any economic poison which has not been registered pursuant to
the provisions of section 4 of this Act, or any economic poison if any
of the claims made for it or any of the directions for its use differ in
substance from the representations made in connection with its regis-
tration, or if the composition of an economic poison differs from its
composition as represented in connection with its registration: Pro-
vided, That in the discretion of the Secretary, a change in the labeling
or formula of an economic poison may be made within a registration
period without requiring reregistration of the product.

(2) Any economic poison unless it is in the registrant's or the manu-
facturer's unbroken immediate container, and there is affixed to such
container, and to the outside container or wrapper of the retail pack-
age, if there be one through which the required information on the
immediate container cannot be clearly read, a label bearing-

(a) the name and address of the manufacturer, registrant, or
person for whom manufactured;

(b) the name, brand, or trade-mark under which said article
is sold; and

(c) the net weight or measure of the content: Provided, That
the Secretary may permit reasonable variations.

(3) Any economic poison which contains any substance or sub-
stances in quantities highly toxic to man, determined as provided
in section 6 of this Act, unless the label shall bear, in addition to any
other matter required by this Act-

(a) the skull and crossbones;
(b) the word "poison" prominently (IN RED) on a back-

ground of distinctly contrasting color; andl
(c) a statement of an antidote for the economic poison.

(4) The economic poisons commonly known as standard lead
arsenate, basic lead arsenate, calcium arsenate, magnesium arsenate,
zinc arsenate, zinc arsenite, sodium fluoride, sodium fluosilicate, and
barium fluosilicate unless they have been distinctly colored or dis-
colored as provided by regulations issued in accordance with this Act,
or any other white powder economic poison which the Secretary, after
investigation of and after public hearing on the necessity for such
action for the protection of the public health and the feasibility of
such coloration or discoloration, shall, by regulation, require to be
distinctly colored or discolored, unless it has been so colored or dis-
colored: Provided, That the Secretary may exempt any economic
poison to the extent that it is intended for a particular use or uses
from the coloring or discoloring required or authorized by this section
if he determines that such coloring or discoloring for such use or
uses is not necessary for the protection of the public health.

(5) Any economic poison which is adulterated or misbranded or
any device which is misbranded.
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(b) the name, brand, or trade-mark under which said article 
is sold; and 

(c) the net weight or measure of the content: Provided, That 
the Secretary may permit reasonable variations. 

(3) Any economic poison which contains any substance or sub-
stances in quantities highly toxic to man, determined as provided 
in section 6 of this Act, unless the label shall bear, in addition to any 
other matter required by this Act— 

(a) the skull and crossbones; 
(b) the word "poison" prominently (IN RED) on a back-

ground of distinctly contrasting color; and 
(c) a statement of an antidote for the economic poison. 

(4) The economic poisons commonly known as standard lead 
arsenate, basic lead arsenate, calcium arsenate, magnesium arsenate, 
zinc arsenate, zinc arsenite, sodium fluoride, sodium fluosilicate, and 
barium fluosilicate unless they have been distinctly colored or dis-
colored as provided by regulations issued in accordance with this Act, 
or any other white powder economic poison which the Secretary, after 
investigation of and after public hearing on the necessity for such 
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such coloration or discoloration, shall, by regulation, require to be 
distinctly colored or discolored, unless it has been so colored or dis-
colored: Provided, That the Secretary may exempt any economic 
poison to the extent that it is intended for a particular use or uses 
from the coloring or discoloring required or authorized by this section 
if he determines that such coloring or discoloring for such use or 
uses is not necessary for the protection of the public health. 

(5) Any economic poison which is adulterated or misbranded or 
any device which is misbranded. 
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b. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, no article shall
be deemed in violation of this Act when intended solely for export
to any foreign country and prepared or packed according to the
specifications or directions of the foreign purchaser.

c. It shall be unlawful-
(1) for any person to detach, alter, deface, or destroy, in whole

or in part, any label or labeling provided for in this Act or the
rules and regulations promulgated hereunder, or to add any
substance to, or take any substance from, an economic poison in a
manner that may defeat the purpose of this Act;

(2) for any manufacturer, distributor, dealer, carrier, or other
person to refuse, upon a request in writing specifying the nature
or kind of economic poison or device to which such request relates,to furnish to or permit any person designated by the Secretary
to have access to and to copy such records as authorized by section
5 of this Act;

(3) for any person to give a guaranty or undertaking provided
for in section 7 which is false in any particular, except that a
person who receives and relies upon a guaranty authorized under
section 7 may give a guaranty to the same effect, which guaranty
shall contain in addition to his own name and address the name
and address of the person residing in the United States from
whom he received the guaranty or undertaking; and

(4) for any person to use for his own advantage or to reveal
other than to the Secretary, or officials or employees of the United
States Department of Agriculture, or other Federal agencies, or
to the courts in response to a subpena, or to physicians, and in
emergencies to pharmacists and other qualified persons, for use
in the preparation of antidotes, in accordance with such directions
as the Secretary may prescribe, any information relative to form-
ulas of products acquired by authority of section 4 of this Act.

REGISTRATION

SEC. 4. a. Every economic poison which is distributed, sold, or offered
for sale in any Territory or the District of Columbia, or which is
shipped or delivered for shipment from any State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia to any other State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia, or which is received from any foreign country shall be
registered with the Secretary: Provided, That products which have the
same formula, are manufactured by the same person, the labeling of
which contains the same claims, and the labels of which bear a designa-
tion identifying the product as the same economic poison may be
registered as a single economic poison; and additional names and
labels shall be added by supplement statements; the registrant shall
file with the Secretary a statement including-

(1) the name and address of the registrant and the name and
address of the person whose name will appear on the label, if
other than the registrant;

(2) the name of the economic poison;
(3) a complete copy of the labeling accompanying the eco-

nomic poison and a statement of all claims to be made for it,
including the directions for use; and

(4) if requested by the Secretary, a full description of the
tests made and the results thereof upon which the claims are
based.

b. The Secretary, whenever he deems it necessary for the effective
administration of this Act, may require the submission of the com-
plete formula of the economic poison. If it appears to the Secretary
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that the composition of the article is such as to warrant the pro-
posed claims for it and if the article and its labeling and other mate-
rial required to be submitted comply with the requirements of section
3 of this Act, he shall register it.

Noure to comlyf fit c. If it does not appear to the Secretary that the article is suchAct. as to warrant the proposed claims for it or if the article and its
labeling and other material required to be submitted do not comply
with the provisions of this Act, he shall notify the registrant of the
manner in which the article, labeling, or other material required to
be submitted fail to comply with the Act so as to afford the regis-
trant an opportunity to make the corrections necessary. If, upon
receipt of such notice, the registrant insists that such corrections
are not necessary and requests in writing that it be registered, the
Secretary shall register the article, under protest, and such regis-
tration shall be accompanied by a warning, in writing, to the regis-
trant of the apparent failure of the article to comply with theCancnation of eg- provisions of this Act. In order to protect the public, the Secretary,
on his own motion, may at any time, cancel the registration of an
economic poison and in lieu thereof issue a registration under pro-
test in accordance with the foregoing procedure. In no event shall
registration of an article, whether or not protested, be construed
as a defense for the commission of any offense prohibited under
section 3 of this Act.

Economic poison d. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, registrationnot requiring registra-t
tion. is not required in the case of an economic poison shipped from oneplant to another plant operated by the same person and used solely at

such plant as a constituent part to make an economic poison which isregistered under this Act.
acellation at end e. The Secretary is authorized to cancel the registration of anyof 5 years. economic poison at the end of a period of five years following the

registration of such economic poison or at the end of any five-year
period thereafter, unless the registrant, prior to the expiration of each
such five-year period, requests in accordance with regulations issuedby the Secretary that such registration be continued in effect.

BOOKS AND RECORDS

SEC. 5. For the purposes of enforcing the provisions of this Act,any manufacturer, distributor, carrier, dealer, or any other personwho sells or offers for sale, delivers or offers for delivery, or who
receives or holds any economic poison or device subject to this Act,
shall, upon request of any employee of the United States Department
of Agriculture or any employee of any State, Territory, or politicalsubdivision, duly designated by the Secretary, furnish or permit suchperson at all reasonable times to have access to, and to copy all records
showing the delivery, movement, or holding of such economic poisonor device, including the quantity, the date of shipment and receipt
and the name of the consignor and consignee; and in the event of theinability of any person to produce records containing such informa-tion, all other records and information relating to such delivery
movement, or holding of the economic poison or device. Notwith-standing this provision, however, the specific evidence obtained underthis section shall not be used in a criminal prosecution of the personfrom whom obtained.

Rules and regula-
tions.

ENFORCEMENT

SEC. 6. a. The Secretary (except as otherwise provided in this
section) is authorized to make rules and regulations for carrying out
the provisions of this Act, including the collection and examination ofsamples of economic poisons and devices subject to this Act and the
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that the composition of the article is such as to warrant the pro-
posed claims for it and if the article and its labeling and other mate-
rial required to be submitted comply with the requirements of section 
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labeling and other material required to be submitted do not comply 
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trant an opportunity to make the corrections necessary. If, upon 
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tration shall be accompanied by a warning, in writing, to the regis-
trant of the apparent failure of the article to comply with the 
provisions of this Act. In order to protect the public, the Secretary, 
on his own motion, may at any time, cancel the registration of an 
economic poison and in lieu thereof issue a registration under pro-
test in accordance with the foregoing procedure. In no event shall 
registration of an article, whether or not protested, be construed 
as a defense for the commission of any offense prohibited under 
section 3 of this Act. 

d. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, registration 
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plant to another plant operated by the same person and used solely at 
such plant as a constituent part to make an economic poison which is 
registered under this Act. 
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period thereafter, unless the registrant, prior to the expiration of each 
such five-year period, requests in accordance with regulations issued 
by the Secretary that such registration be continued in effect. 
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SEC. 5. For the purposes of enforcing the provisions of this Act, 
any manufacturer, distributor, carrier, dealer, or any other person 
who sells or offers for sale, delivers or offers for delivery, or who 
receives or holds any economic poison or device subject to this Act, 
shall, upon request of any employee of the United States Department 
of Agriculture or any employee of any State, Territory, or political 
subdivision, duly designated by the Secretary, furnish or permit such 
person at all reasonable times to have access to, and to copy all records 
showing the delivery, movement, or holding of such economic poison 
or device, including the quantity, the date of shipment and receipt, 
and the name of the consignor and consignee; and in the event of the 
inability of any person to produce records containing such informa-
tion, all other records and information relating to such delivery, 
movement, or holding of the economic poison or device. Notwith-
standing this provision, however, the specific evidence obtained under 
this section shall not be used in a criminal prosecution of the person 
from whom obtained. 

ENFORCKWENT 

SEC. 6. a. The Secretary (except as otherwise provided in this 
section) is authorized to make rules and regulations for carrying out 
the provisions of this Act, including the collection and examination of 
samples of economic poisons and devices subject to this Act and the 
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determination and establishment of suitable names to be used in the
ingredient statement. The Secretary is, in addition, authorized after
opportunity for hearing-

(1) to declare a pest any form of plant or animal life or virus
which is injurious to plants, man, domestic animals, articles, or
substances;

(2) to determine economic poisons, and quantities of substances
contained in economic poisons, which are highly toxic to man;
and

(3) to determine standards of coloring or discoloring for eco-
nomic poisons, and to subject economic poisons to the requirements
of section 3a (4) of this Act.

b. The Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of Agriculture
shall jointly prescribe regulations for the enforcement of section 10
of this Act.

c. The examination of economic poisons or devices shall be made
in the United States Department of Agriculture or elsewhere as the
Secretary may designate for the purpose of determining from such
examination whether they comply with the requirements of this Act,
and if it shall appear from any such examination that they fail to
comply with the requirements of this Act, the Secretary shall cause
notice to be given to the person against whom criminal proceedings
are contemplated. Any person so notified shall be given an oppor-
tunity to present his views, either orally or in writing, with regard to
such contemplated proceedings, and if m the opinion of the Secretary
it appears that the provisions of this Act have been violated by such
person, then the Secretary shall certify the facts to the proper United
States attorney, with a copy of the results of the analysis or the exam-
ination of such article: Provided, That nothing in this Act shall be
construed as requiring the Secretary to report for prosecution or for
the institution of libel proceedings minor violations of this Act when-
ever he believes that the public interest will be adequately served by
a suitable written notice of warning.

d. It shall be the duty of each United States attorney, to whom the
Secretary or his agents shall report any violation of this Act, to
cause appropriate proceedings to be commenced and prosecuted in
the proper courts of the United States without delay.

e. The Secretary shall, by publication in such manner as he may
prescribe, give notice of all judgments entered in actions instituted
under the authority of this Act.

EXEMPTIONS

SEC. 7. a. The penalties provided for a violation of section 3a of
this Act shall not apply to-

(1) any person who establishes a guaranty signed by, and
containing the name and address of, the registrant or person
residing in the United States from whom he purchased and
received in good faith the article in the same unbroken package,
to the effect that the article was lawfully registered at the time
of sale and delivery to him. and that it complies with the other
requirements of this Act, designating this Act. In such case the
guarantor shall be subject to the penalties which would otherwise
attach to the person holding the guaranty under the provisions
of this Act;

(2) any carrier while lawfully engaged in transporting an
economic poison or device if such carrier upon request by a
person duly designated by the Secretary shall permit such person
to copy all records showing the transactions in and movement
of the articles;
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(3) to public officials while engaged in the performance of
their official duties;

(4) to the manufacturer or shipper of an economic poison for
experimental use only by or under the supervision of any Federal
or State agency authorized by law to conduct research in the field
of economic poisons; or by others if a permit has been obtained
before shipment in accordance with regulations promulgated by
the Secretary.

PENALTIES

SEC. 8. a. Any person violating section 3a (1) of this Act shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall on conviction be fined not more
than'$1,000.

b. Any person violating any provision other than section 3a (1) of
this Act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall upon conviction
be fined not more than $500 for the first offense, and on conviction for
each subsequent offense be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both such fine and imprisonment:
Provided, That an offense committed more than five years after the
last previous conviction shall be considered a first offense: And
provided further That in any case where a registrant was issued a
warning by the Secretary pursuant to the provisions of section 4c of
this Act, he shall in each instance upon conviction for an offense
concerning which he had been so warned, be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both such fine
and imprisonment; and the registration of the article with reference
to which the violation occurred shall terminate automatically. An
article the registration of which has been terminated may not again
be registered unless the article, its labeling, and other material required
to be submitted appear to the Secretary to comply with all the require-
ments of this Act.

c. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, in case any
person, with intent to defraud, uses or reveals information relative
to formulas of products acquired under the authority of section 4
of this Act, he shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for
not more than three years, or both such fine and imprisonment.

d. When construing and enforcing the provisions of this Act, the
act, omission, or failure, of any officer, agent, or other person acting
for or employed by any person shall in every case be also deemed to be
the act, omission, or failure of such person as well as that of the per-
son employed.

SEIZURES

SEC. 9. a. Any economic poison or device that is being transported
from one State, Territory, or District to another, or, having been
transported, remains unsold or in original unbroken packages, or that
is sold or offered for sale in the District of Columbia or any Territory,
or that is imported from a foreign country, shall be liable to be pro-
ceeded against in any district court of the United States in the district
where it is found and seized for confiscation by a process of libel for
condemnation-

(1) in the case of an economic poison-
(a) if it is adulterated or misbranded;
(b) if it has not been registered pursuant to the provisions

of section 4 of this Act;
(c) if it fails to bear on its label the information required

by this Act; or
(d) if it is a white powder economic poison and is not

colored as required under this Act; or
(2) in the case of a device if it is misbranded.
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(4) to the manufacturer or shipper of an economic poison for 
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of economic poisons; or by others if a permit has been obtained 
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b. If the article is condemned it shall, after entry of the decree, be
disposed of by destruction or sale as the court may direct and the
proceeds, if sold, less the legal costs, shall be paid into the Treasury of
the United States, but the article shall not be sold contrary to the
provisions of this Act or of the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is
sold: Provided, That upon the payment of the costs of the libel pro-
ceedings and the execution and delivery of a good and sufficient bond
conditioned that the article shall not be sold or otherwise disposed of
contrary to the provisions of this Act or the laws of any State, Terri-
tory, or District in which sold, the court may direct that such articles
be delivered to the owner thereof. The proceedings of such libel
cases shall conform, as near as may be, to the proceedings in admiralty,
except that either party may demand trial by jury of any issue of fact
joined in any case, and all such proceedings shall be at the suit of and
in the name of the United States.

c. When a decree of condemnation is entered against the article,
court costs and fees, storage, and other proper expenses shall be
awarded against the person, if any, intervening as claimant of the
article.

IMPORTS

SEC. 10. The Secretary of the Treasury shall notify the Secretary
of Agriculture of the arrival of economic poisons and devices offered
for importation and shall deliver to the Secretary of Agriculture, upon
his request, samples of economic poisons or devices which are being
imported or offered for import into the United States, giving notice
to the owner or consignee, who may appear before the Secretary of
Agriculture and have the right to introduce testimony. If it appears
from the examination of a sample that it is adulterated, or misbranded
or otherwise violates the prohibitions set forth in this Act, or is other-
wise dangerous to the health of the people of the United States, or
is of a kind forbidden entry into or forbidden to be sold or restricted
in sale in the country in which it is made or from which it is exported,
the said article may be refused admission, and the Secretary of the
Treasury shall refuse delivery to the consignee and shall cause the
destruction of any goods refused'delivery which shall not be exported
by the consignee within three months from the date of notice of
such refusal under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury may
deliver to the consignee such goods pending examination and decision
in the matter on execution of a penal bond for the amount of the full
invoice value of such goods, together with the duty thereon, and on
refusal to return such goods for any cause to the custody of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, when demanded, for the purpose of excluding
them from the country, or for any other purpose, said consignee shall
forfeit the full amount of the bond: And provided further, That all
charges for storage, cartage, and labor on goods which are refused
admission or delivery shall be paid by the owner or consignee, and in
default of such payment shall constitute a lien against any future
importation made by such owner or consignee.

DELEGATION OF DUTIES

SEC. 11. All authority vested in the Secretary by virtue of the pro-
visions of this Act may with like force and effect be executed by such
employees of the United States Department of Agriculture as the
Secretary may designate for the purpose.
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Post, pp. 545, 618.

36 Stat. 331.
7 U. S. 0. § 121-134.
Infra.

Antk, pp. 166, 170,
171.

Exemption.

Infra.

Insecticide Act of
1910.

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

SEC. 12. a. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as
may be necessary for the purposes and administration of this Act. In
order to carry out the provisions of this Act, which take effect prior to
the repeal of the Insecticide Act of 1910, appropriations available for
the enforcement of such Act are authorized to be made available.

b. The Secretary is authorized from the funds appropriated for this
Act to make such expenditures as he deems necessary, including rents,
travel, supplies, books, samples, testing devices, furniture, equipment,
and such other expenses as may be necessary to the administration of
this Act.

COOPERATION

SEC. 13. The Secretary is authorized to cooperate with any other
department or agency of the Federal Government and with the official
agricultural or other regulatory agency of any State, or any State,
Territory, District, possession, or any political subdivision thereof, in
carrying out the provisions of this Act, and in securing uniformity of
regulations.

SEPARABILITY

SEC. 14. If any provision of this Act is declared unconstitutional, or
the applicability thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
the constitutionality of the remainder of this Act and the applicability
thereof to other persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 15. All provisions of this Act, except section 3, "Prohibited
Acts"; section 8, "Penalties"; section 9, "Seizures"; and section 10,
"Imports", shall take effect upon enactment, and sections 3: 8, 9, and
10 of this Act shall take effect as follows: (1) As to devices, upon
enactment; (2) as to rodenticides and herbicides, six months after
enactment; and (3) as to insecticides, fungicides, and all other
economic poisons, one year after enactment: Provided, That the
Secretary, upon application, may at any time within one year after
sections 3, 8, 9, and 10 of this Act become applicable to devices,
rodenticides and herbicides, and insecticides, fungicides, and other
economic poisons, respectively, if he determines that such action
will not be unduly detrimental to the public interest, and is neces-
sary to avoid hardship, exempt, under such terms and conditions as
he may prescribe, any economic poison from the provisions of this
Act if such economic poison was labeled, shipped, and delivered by
the manufacturer thereof prior to the time the sections of this Act
referred to above become applicable to such economic poison and
in case the economic poison is an insecticide or fungicide if its sale,
delivery, or shipment has not been and will not be in violation of the
provisions of the Insecticide Act of 1910.

REPEALS

SEC. 16. The Insecticide Act of 1910, approved April 26, 1910
(36 Stat. 331, 7 U. S. C. 121-134), is hereby repealed one year after
the date of the enactment of this Act: Provided, That, with respect
to violations, liabilities incurred, or appeals taken prior to said
date, and with respect to sales, shipments, or deliveries of insecti-
cides and fungicides under an exemption granted by the Secretary
under section 15, all provisions of the Insecticide Act of 1910 shall
be deemed to remain in full force for the purpose of sustaining
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any proper suit, action, or other proceeding with respect to any such
violations, liabilities, appeals, or to such sales, shipments, or deliv-
eries of insecticides and fungicides exempted by the Secretary under
section 15.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 126]
A NT A CT

'A A June 25, 1947

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to convey certain lands within the [H. R. 2207]
Shiloh National Military Park, Tennessee, and for other purposes. [Public Law 106

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, and under such terms
and conditions as he may deem necessary, to convey, without consid-
eration, to W. A. Shaw and E. L. Shaw, or nominees, the following-
described lands within Shiloh National Military Park in Hardin
County in the State of Tennessee: Beginning at a point from which
the intersection of Shiloh National Military Park boundary between
boundary corners numbered 228 and 229 with center line of Confed-
erate Road bears south eight degrees fifty-seven minutes east, eighty
and thirty-seven one-hundredths feet (said intersection bears north
eighty-eight degrees ten minutes fourteen seconds west, one thousand
one hundred and thirty-one and eighty-nine one-hundredths feet
from boundary corner numbered 228); thence north twenty-nine de-
grees thirty-one minutes west, three hundred and twenty-six feet;
thence south seventy-six degrees nineteen minutes east, three hundred
and thirty-seven and fifty-four one-hundredths feet- and thence
running sixty feet from and parallel to center line of Confederate
Road south thirty-nine degrees twenty minutes west, two hundred and
sixty-three and forty-six one-hundredths feet to the point of begin-
ning. The tract as described contains approximately ninety-two one-
hundredths acre.

SEC. 2. For the purpose of consolidating Federal holdings within
the park, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion
and under such terms and conditions as he may deem necessary, to
accept any non-Federal real or personal property within the author-
ized boundaries of the park. In exchange for such properties, he may,
in his discretion, convey to the grantors of such properties any Fed-
erally owned lands or interests in lands within the authorized bound-
aries of the park which are of approximately equal value, as
determined by the Secretary, to the properties being acquired in each
case.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 127]
AN ACT

To authorize the patenting of certain public lands to the State of Montana or to
the Board of County Commissioners of Hill County, Montana, for public-park
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed, upon payment of a price
set by him through appraisal or otherwise, to convey by patent to the
State of Montana or to the Board of County Commissioners of Hill
County, Montana, the following-described public lands located in Hill
County, Montana: South half south half section 23, east half southeast
quarter section 25, southeast quarter southeast quarter, northwest
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any proper suit, action, or other proceeding with respect to any such 
violations, liabilities, appeals, or to such sales, shipments, or deliv-
eries of insecticides and fungicides exempted by the Secretary under 
section 15. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 126] 
AN ACT June 25, 1947 

[H. To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to convey certain lands within the  R. 2207]  
Shiloh National Military Park, Tennessee, and for other purposes. [Public Law 105] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion, and under such terms 
and conditions as he may deem necessary, to convey, without consid-
eration, to W. A. Shaw and E. L. Shaw , or nominees the following-
described lands within Shiloh National Military Park in Hardin 
County in the State of Tennessee: Beginning at a point from which 
the intersection of Shiloh National Military Park boundary between 
boundary corners numbered 228 and 229 with center line of Confed-
erate Road bears south eight degrees fifty-seven minutes east, eighty 
and thirty-seven one-hundredths feet (said intersection bears north 
eighty-eight degrees ten minutes fourteen seconds west, one thousand 
one hundred and thirty-one and eighty-nine one-hundredths feet 
from boundary corner numbered 228) ; thence north twenty-nine de-
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thence south seventy-six degrees nineteen minutes east, three hundred 
and thirty-seven and fifty-four one-hundredths feet; and thence 
running sixty feet from and parallel to center line of Confederate 
Road south thirty-nine degrees twenty minutes west, two hundred and 
sixty-three and forty-six one-hundredths feet to the point of begin-
ning. The tract as described contains approximately ninety-two one-
hundredths acre. 
SEC. 2. For the purpose of consolidating Federal holdings within 

the park, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized, in his discretion 
and under such terms and conditions as he may deem necessary, to 
accept any non-Federal real or personal property within the author-
ized boundaries of the park. In exchange for such properties, he may, 
in his discretion convey to the grantors of such properties any Fed-
erally owned lands or interests in lands within the authorized bound-
aries of the park which are of approximately equal value, as 
determined by the Secretary, to the properties being acquired in each 
case. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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quarter southeast quarter, northeast quarter northeast quarter, west
half northeast quarter, east half northwest quarter, northwest quarter
northwest quarter section 26, township 31 north, range 15 east; west
half, northeast quarter, west half southeast quarter section 4, east half
southeast quarter section 5, east half northeast quarter section 8, south
half, northwest quarter, west half northeast quarter section 9, all sec-
tions 16 and 21, northwest quarter, west half southwest quarter section
22, all sections 28 and 33, west half section 34, township 29 north, range
16 east; all section 5, northeast quarter section 6, east half, east half
west half section 8, west half west half section 9, west half section 16,
east half, east half northwest quarter section 17, east half east half
section 20, west half, west half east half section 21, southeast quarter
southeast quarter, southwest quarter southwest quarter, north half
south half, north half section 28, south half south half, northeast
quarter southeast quarter, east half northeast quarter section 33, town-
ship 30 north, range 16 east; south half, northwest quarter, southwest
quarter northeast quarter section 31, southwest quarter section 32,
township 31 north, range 16 east, principal meridian, Montana, con-
taining nine thousand two hundred and fifty-three and forty-eight
one-hundredths acres: Provided, That payment for the lands may be
made in equal annual installments over a period of not to exceed ten
years, the payment of the second and subsequent installments to be
due on the corresponding anniversary dates of the first payment made
under this Act: Provided further, That interest at the rate of 3 per
centum per annum shall also be paid for the period for which an install-
ment which has become due continues in default: And provided fur-
ther, That no patent shall issue until all payments have been made,
but until patent issues the Department of the Interior by a use permit
may authorize the use of the lands for park or recreational purposes.

SEc. 2. The patent conveying the lands described in the first section
of this Act shall provide that all minerals, including oil and gas, shall
be reserved to the United States together with the right to prospect
for, mine, and remove the same, under regulations to be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 128]
AN ACT

To provide for the addition of certain surplus Government lands to the Otter
Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, in the State of Kentucky.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following-
described tracts of surplus Federal lands, comprising three hundred
and ninety-four and five-tenths acres, are hereby made a part of the
Otter Creek Recreational Demonstration Area, in the State of Ken-
tucky, subject to all laws relating to such recreational demonstration
project areas, without transfer of funds:

Tract A-57, William L. Carr: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, William L. Carr and Rosa Lee Carr (wife); thirty-one and
seventy-one one-hundredths acres, more or less: recorded in deed book
numbered 72, page numbered 602, August 25, 1942.

Tract A-73, T. L. Crutcher: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, T. L. Crutcher; fifteen and six-tenths acres, more or less;
recorded in deed book numbered 74, page numbered 188, September
11, 1943.
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Approved June 25, 1947. 
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Tract A-74, T. L. Crutcher: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, T. L. Crutcher; six and one-tenth acres, more or less; recorded
in deed book numbered 74, page numbered 188, September 11, 1943.

Tract A-75, T. L. Crutcher: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, T. L. Crutcher; seven and seven-tenths acres, more or less;
recorded in deed book numbered 74, page numbered 188, September
11, 1943.

Tract A-124, J. C. Hawkins: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, J. C. Hawkins and Lula Hawkins, wife; five and fifty-four
one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered
71, page numbered 400, September 23, 1941.

Tract A-170, V. L. Leonard: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, Irene Leonard (otherwise known as Mrs. V. L. Leonard,
widow); forty-nine one-hundredths acre, more or less; recorded in
deed book numbered 73, page numbered 476, September 25, 1941.

Tract A-230, Gus Otterson: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, Gus Otterson and Rosie Otterson, wife; one and two-tenths
acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 73, page numbered
483, March 20, 1943.

Tract A-231, Gus Otterson: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, Gus Otterson and Rosie Otterson, wife; thirteen and sixty-
eight one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book num-
bered 73, page numbered 483, March 20, 1943.

Tract A-249, Jesse Lee Poole: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, Jesse Lee Poole and Elizabeth Poole, wife; fifty and two-
tenths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 72, page
numbered 169, February 24, 1942.

Tract A-258, Rock Haven Baptist Church: Grantee, United States
Government; grantor, J. C. Hawkins, trustee, Rock Haven Baptist
Church; two acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 71,
page numbered 524, November 7, 1941.

Tract A-271, Joe Seelye: Grantee, United States Government;
grantor, Joe Seelye and Dora Seelye, wife; seventy-two and twenty-
five one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book num-
bered 73, page numbered 151, October 31, 1942.

Tract A-318, Burrell Van Buren: Grantee United States Govern-
ment; grantor, Burrell Van Buren and Olive Van Buren, wife eighty-
two and fifty-five one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed
book numbered 73, page numbered 255, December 5, 1942.

That part of tract A-346 lying north and west of Otter Creek, J.
Hood Withers: Grantee, United States Government; grantor, J. Hood
Withers and Julia K. Withers (wife), Mrs. Molly Henry (widow),
Mrs. Ina Withers (widow), Mrs. Kate Warren (widow); two parcels
totaling one hundred and one and eighty-five one-hundredths acres,
more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 73, page numbered 611,
May 1, 1943.

Tract A-353, Burrell Van Buren: Grantee, United States Govern-
ment; grantor, Burrell Van Buren and Olive Van Buren (wife); three
and six-tenths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered
73, page numbered 255, December 5, 1942.

The deed books referred to in the foregoing tract descriptions are Deed book;
contained in the office of the clerk of court, Meade County,
Brandenburg, Kentucky.

Approved June 25, 1947.
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Tract A-74, T. L. Crutcher: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, T. L. Crutcher; six and one-tenth acres, more or less; recorded 
in deed book numbered 74, page numbered 188, September 11, 1943. 
Tract A-75, T. L. Crutcher: Grantee, United States Government; 

grantor, T. L. Crutcher; seven and seven-tenths acres, more or less; 
recorded in deed book numbered 74, page numbered 188, September 
11, 1943. 
Tract A-124, J. C. Hawkins: Grantee, United States Government; 

grantor, J. C. Hawkins and Lula Hawkins, wife; five and fifty-four 
one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 
71, page numbered 400, September 23, 1941. 

Tract A-170, V. L. Leonard: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, Irene Leonard (otherwise known as Mrs. V. L. Leonard, 
widow) ; forty-nine one-hundredths acre, more or less; recorded in 
deed book numbered 73, page numbered 476, September 25, 1941. 

Tract A-230, Gus Otterson: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, Gus Otterson and Rosie Otterson, wife; one and two-tenths 
acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 73, page numbered 
483, March 20, 1943. 

Tract A-231, Gus Otterson: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, Gus Otterson and Rosie Otterson, wife; thirteen and sixty-
eight one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book num-
bered 73, page numbered 483, March 20, 1943. 

Tract A-249, Jesse Lee Poole: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, Jesse Lee Poole and Elizabeth Poole, wife; fifty and two-
tenths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 72, page 
numbered 169, February 24, 1942. 

Tract A-258, Rock Haven Baptist Church: Grantee, United States 
Government; grantor, J. C. Hawkins, trustee, Rock Haven Baptist 
Church; two acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 71, 
page numbered 524, November 7, 1941. 

Tract A-271, Joe Seelye: Grantee, United States Government; 
grantor, Joe Seelye and Dora Seelye, wife; seventy-two and twenty-
five one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book num-
bered 73, page numbered 151, October 31, 1942. 

Tract A-318, Burrell Van Buren: Grantee, United States Govern-
ment; grantor, Burrell Van Buren and Olive an Buren, wife; eighty-
two and fifty-five one-hundredths acres, more or less; recorded in deed 
book numbered 73, page numbered 255, December 5, 1942. 
That part of tract A-346 lying north and west of Otter Creek, J. 

Hood Withers: Grantee, United States Government; grantor, J. Hood 
Withers and Julia K. Withers (wife), Mrs. Molly Henry (widow), 
Mrs. Ina Withers (widow), Mrs. Kate Warren (widow) ; two parcels 
totaling one hundred and one and eighty-five one-hundredths acres, 
more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 73, page numbered 611, 
May 1, 1943. 
Tract A-353, Burrell Van Buren: Grantee, United States Govern-

ment; grantor, Burrell Van Buren and Olive Van Buren (wife) ; three 
and six-tenths acres, more or less; recorded in deed book numbered 
73, page numbered 255, December 5, 1942. 
The deed books referred to in the foregoing tract descriptions are 

contained in the office of the clerk of court, Meade County, 
Brandenburg, Kentucky. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 129]
June 25, 1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 3511] To grant a certain water right and a certain parcel of land in Clark County,

[Public Law 108] Nevada, to the city of Las Vegas, Nevada.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Las Vegas, Nev. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to donate
and convey, subject to such conditions and reservations as he deems
needful to protect the interests of the United States in adjacent lands,
to the city of Las Vegas, a municipal corporation within the county
of Clark, State of Nevada, all the right, title, and interest of the United
States to a water right and certain lands in lot 1 and the west half
of the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 30, town-
ship 20 south, range 61 east, of the Mount Diablo meridian, Clark
County, Nevada, the said lands being described by metes and bounds
as follows: Beginning at corner 1, the southwest corner of said lot 1;
thence north, with part of the west boundary thereof, eight hundred
and twelve and forty-six one-hundredths feet to corner 2; thence north
eighty-nine degrees twenty-three minutes forty-five seconds east,
passing within said lot 1 seven hundred and eighty-three and forty-two
one-hundredths feet to corner 3; thence north thirteen degrees forty-
one minutes east five hundred and twenty-three and thirty-eight one-
hundredths feet to corner 4, in the north boundary of said section 30;
thence north eighty-nine degrees twenty-three minutes forty-five
seconds east, with part of said north boundary of said section, one
thousand one hundred and thirteen and forty-two one-hundredths feet
to corner 5, the northeast corner of the said west half northeast quarter
northwest quarter; thence south no degree twenty-eight minutes three
seconds west, with the east boundary of said subdivision, one thousand
three hundred and twenty and sixty-six one-hundredths feet to corner
6, the southeast corner of said west half northeast quarter northwest
quarter; thence south eighty-nine degrees twenty-five minutes thirty-
one seconds west, with the north sixteenth line of said section 30, two
thousand and nine and seventy one-hundredths feet to the place of
beginning, containing forty-nine and ninety-three one-hundredths
acres, more or less; also water permit numbered 9940 from the State
Engineer of the State of Nevada, approving the appropriation of water
from the Las Vegas Artesian Basin.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 130]
June 25,1947 AN ACT
[H. R.b3197] To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the Mancos Water
Pubi'c Lsw 1 Conservancy District increasing the reimbursable construction cost obligation

of the district to the United States for construction of the Mancos project and
extending the repayment period.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized to enter into a contract amending that
certain contract between the Mancos Water Conservancy District and
the United States dated July 20,1942, to provide that the reimbursable
construction cost obligation of the district to the United States for
construction of the Mancos project will be increased from $600,000 to
$900,000, and that the period of repayment of this obligation will be
extended from forty years to sixty years

Approved June 25, 1947.
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June 25, 1947 
[R. R. 3151] 

[Public Law 108] 

Las Vegas, Nev. 
Conveyance. 

June 25, 1847 
[H. R. 3197]  

[Public Law 109] 

[CHAPTER 129] 
AN ACT 

To grant a certain water right and a certain parcel of land in Clark County, 
Nevada, to the city of Las Vegas, Nevada. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to donate 
and convey, subject to such conditions and reservations as he deems 
needful to protect the interests of the United States in adjacent lands, 
to the city of Las Vegas, a municipal corporation within the county 
of Clark, State of Nevada, all the right, title, and interest of the United 
States to a water right and certain lands in lot 1 and the west half 
of the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter of section 30, town-
ship 20 south, range 61 east, of the Mount Diablo meridian, Clark 
County, Nevada, the said lands being described by metes and bounds 
as follows: Beginning at corner 1, the southwest corner of said lot 1; 
thence north, with part of the west boundary thereof, eight hundred 
and twelve and forty-six one-hundredths feet to corner 2; thence north 
eighty-nine degrees twenty-three minutes forty-five seconds east, 
passing within said lot 1 seven hundred and eighty-three and forty-two 
one-hundredths feet to corner 3; thence north thirteen degrees forty-
one minutes east five hundred and twenty-three and thirty-eight one-
hundredths feet to corner 4, in the north boundary of said section 30; 
thence north eighty-nine degrees twenty-three minutes forty-five 
seconds east, with part of said north boundary of said section, one 
thousand one hundred and thirteen and forty-two one-hundredths feet 
to corner 5, the northeast corner of the said west half northeast quarter 
northwest quarter; thence south no degree twenty-eight minutes three 
seconds west, with the east boundary of said subdivision, one thousand 
three hundred and twenty and sixty-six one-hundredths feet to corner 
6, the southeast corner of said west half northeast quarter northwest 
quarter; thence south eighty-nine degrees twenty-five minutes thirty-
one seconds west, with the north sixteenth line of said section 30, two 
thousand and nine and seventy one-hundredths feet to the place of 
beginning, containing forty-nine and ninety-three one-hundredths 
acres, more or less; also water permit numbered 9940 from the State 
Engineer of the State of Nevada, approving the appropriation of water 
from the Las Vegas Artesian Basin. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 130] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to contract with the Mancos Water 
Conservancy District increasing the reimbursable construction cost obligation 
of the district to the United States for construction of the Mancos project and 
extending the repayment period. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repres&ntatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized to enter into a contract amending that 
certain contract between the Mancos Water Conservancy District and 
the United States dated July 20, 1942, to provide that the reimbursable 
construction cost obligation of the district to the United States for 
construction of the Mancos project will be increased from $600,000 to 
$900,000, and that the period of repayment of this obligation will be 
extended from forty years to sixty years. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 141]

177

AN ACT
June 25, 1947To provide for the protection of forests against destructive insects and diseases, [S. 597]

and for other purposes. [Public Law 110]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
protect and preserve forest resources of the United States from rav-
ages of bark beetles, defoliators, blights, wilts, and other destructive
forest insect pests and diseases, and thereby enhance the growth and
maintenance of forests, promote the stability of forest-using indus-
tries and employment associated therewith, aid in fire control by
reducing the menace created by dying and dead trees injured or killed
by insects or disease, conserve forest cover on watersheds, and protect
recreational and other values of forests, it shall be the policy of the
Government of the United States independently and through coopera-
tion with the governments of States, Territories, and possessions, and
private timber owners to prevent, retard, control, suppress, or eradicate
incipient, potential, or emergency outbreaks of destructive insects and
diseases on, or threatening, all forest lands irrespective of ownership.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized either directly
or in cooperation with other departments of the Federal Government,
with any State, Territory, or possession, organization, person, or pub-
lic agency, subject to such conditions as he may deem necessary and
using such funds as have been, or may hereafter be, made available
for these purposes, to conduct surveys on any forest lands to detect
and appraise infestations of forest insect pests and tree diseases, to
determine the measures which should be applied on such lands, in order
to prevent, retard, control, suppress, or eradicate incipient, threaten-
ing, potential, or emergency outbreaks of such insect or disease pests,
and to plan, organize, direct, and carry out such measures as he may
deem necessary to accomplish the objectives and purposes of this Act:
Provided, That any operations planned to prevent, retard, control, or
suppress insects or diseases on forest lands owned, controlled, or man-
aged by other agencies of the Federal Government shall be conducted
with the consent of the agency having jurisdiction over such land.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion and out
of any money made available pursuant to this Act, make allocations
to Federal agencies having jurisdiction over lands held or owned by
the United States in such amounts as he may deem necessary to retard,
control, suppress, or eradicate injurious insect pests or plant diseases
affecting forests on said lands.

SEC. 4. No money appropriated to carry out the purposes of this
Act shall be expended to prevent, retard, control, or suppress insect
or disease pests on forest lands owned by persons, associations, corpo-
rations, States, Territories, possessions, or subdivisions thereof until
such contributions toward the work as the Secretary may require have
been made or agreed upon in the form of funds, services, materials,
or otherwise.

SEC. 5. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the pur-
poses of this Act such sums as the Congress may from time to time
determine to be necessary. Any sums so appropriated shall be avail-
able for necessary expenses, including the employment of persons and
means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, printing and bind-
ing, and the purchase, maintenance, operation, and exchange of pas-
senger-carrying vehicles; but such sums shall not be used to pay the
cost or value of any property injured or destroyed. Materials and
equipment necessary to control, suppress, or eradicate infestations of
forest insects or tree diseases maybe procured without regard to the
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 F. S. C. 5)

95347°-48--pt. 1---12
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[CHAPTER 141] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the protection of forests against destructive insects and diseases, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
protect and preserve forest resources of the United States from rav-
ages of bark beetles, defoliators, blights, wilts, and other destructive 
forest insect pests and diseases, and thereby enhance the growth and 
maintenance of forests, promote the stability of forest-using indus-
tries and employment associated therewith, aid in fire control by 
reducing the menace created by dying and dead trees injured or killed 
by insects or disease, conserve forest cover on watersheds, and protect 
recreational and other values of forests, it shall be the policy of the 
Government of the United States independently and through coopera-
tion with the governments of States, Territories, and possessions, and 
private timber owners to prevent, retard, control, suppress, or eradicate 
incipient, potential, or emergency outbreaks of destructive insects and 
diseases on, or threatening, all forest lands irrespective of ownership. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized either directly 

or in cooperation with other departments of the Federal Government, 
with any State, Territory, or possession, organization, person, or pub-
lic agency, subject to such conditions as he may deem necessary and 
using such funds as have been, or may hereafter be, made available 
for these purposes, to conduct surveys on any forest lands to detect 
and appraise infestations of forest insect pests and tree diseases, to 
determine the measures which should be applied on such lands, in order 
to prevent, retard, control, suppress, or eradicate incipient, threaten-
ing, potential, or emergency outbreaks of such insect or disease pests, 
and to plan, organize, direct, and carry out such measures as he may 
deem necessary to accomplish the objectives and purposes of this Act: 
Provided2 That any operations planned to prevent, retard, control, or 
suppress insects or diseases on forest lands owned, controlled, or man-
aged by other agencies of the Federal Government shall be conducted 
with the consent of the agency having jurisdiction over such land. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion and out 

of any money made available pursuant to this Act, make allocations 
to Federal agencies having jurisdiction over lands held or owned by 
the United States in such amounts as he may deem necessary to retard, 
control, suppress, or eradicate injurious insect pests or plant diseases 
affecting forests on said lands. 
SEC. 4. No money appropriated to carry out the purposes of this 

Act shall be expended to prevent, retard, control, or suppress insect 
or disease pests on forest lands owned by persons, associations, corpo-
rations, States, Territories, possessions, or subdivisions thereof until 
such contributions toward the work as the Secretary may require have 
been made or agreed upon in the form of funds, services, materials, 
or otherwise. 
SEC. 5. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the pur-

poses of this Act such sums as the Congress may from time to time 
determine to be necessary. Any sums so appropriated shall be avail-
able for necessary expenses, including the employment of persons and 
means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, printing and bind-
ing, and the purchase, maintenance, operation, and exchange of pas-
senger-carrying vehicles; but such sums shall not be used to pay the 
cost or value of any property injured or destroyed. Materials and 
equipment necessary to control, suppress, or eradicate infestations of 
forest insects or tree diseases may be procured without regard to the 
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) 
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Short title.

June 25,1947 JOINT RESOLUTION
[H .Be. 21 To extend the time for the release, free of estate and gift tax, of certin powers,[Public Law 112] and for other purposes.

Revenue Act, 1942,
amendments.

66 Stat. 944, 952; 60
Stat. 229.

26 U. . C. 0. 811,
812, 826, 861 notes,
1000 note.

58 Stat. 71.
26 U.. . . 1000 (e).

Overpayment of
gift tax.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedStates of America in Congress assembled, That section 403 (d) (3)
of the Revenue Act of 1942 (relating to the release of certain powers
of appointment) is hereby amended by striking out "July 1, 1947"wherever it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1948";and section 452 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(c) RELEASE BEFORE JULY 1, 1948.-
"(1) A release of a power to appoint before July 1, 1948, shall

not be deemed a transfer of property by the individual possessing
such power.

"(2) This subsection shall apply to all calendar years priorto 1948 and to that part of the calendar year 1948 prior to
July 1, 1948."

SEC. 2. (a) Section 1000 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code (relat-ing to certain discretionary trusts) is hereby amended by striking out
prior to January 1, 1945, and inserting in lieu thereof "on or beforeDecember 31, 1947 (or on a later date in any case where it is shownto the satisfaction of the Commissioner, in accordance with regulations

prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, that failure
to relinquish prior to such later date was for reasonable cause) ".

(b) If any amount paid prior to the date of the enactment ofthis joint resolution constitutes an overpayment of gift tax solely by

178

under such procedures as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agri-
culture, when deemed necessary in the public interest.

SEC. 6. The provisions of this Act are intended to supplement, and
shall not be construed as limiting or repealing, existing legislation.

SEC. 7. This Act may be cited as the "Forest Pest Control Act".
Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 142]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the erection on public grounds in the city of Washington, Districtof Columbia, of a memorial to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United
States Forces, World War II.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized and directed to grant the Memorial Association
of the First Infantry Division, United States Army, permission to
erect on public grounds of the United States in the city of Washington,
District of Columbia2 adjacent to the monument to the dead of theFirst Infantry Division, American Expeditionary Forces in World
War I, a monument to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United
States Forces in World War II; the site chosen and the design of the
monument and pedestal shall be approved by the Joint Committee ofCongress on the Library with the advice and recommendations of theNational Commission of Fine Arts, and the United States shall be put
to no expense in or by the erection of this memorial.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 143]

June 25, 1947
[H. J. Res. 188]

[Public Law 111]
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Short title. 

June 25, 1947 
[H. J. Rea. 188]  
[Public Law 111] 

June 2.5, 1947 
[H. I. Res. 210]  
[Public Law 112] 

Revenue Act, 1942, 
amendments. 

56 Stat. 944, 952; 60 
Stat. 229. 

25 U. S. C. §1 811, 
812, 826, 861 notes, 
1000 note. 

58 Stat. 71. 
26 U.S. C. 1 Iwo (0. 

Overpayment of 
gift tax. 

under such procedures as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agri-
culture, when deemed necessary in the public interest. 
SEC. 6. The provisions of this Act are intended to supplement, arid 

shall not be construed as limiting or repealing, existing legislation. 
SEc. 7. This Act may be cited as the "Forest Pest Control Act". 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 142] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the erection on public grounds in the city of Washington, District 
of Columbia, of a memorial to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United 
States Forces, World War II. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
iStates of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the 
Interior is authorized and directed to grant the Memorial Association 
of the First Infantry Division, United States Army, permission to 
erect on public grounds of the United States in the city of Washington, 
District of Columbia, adjacent to the monument to the dead of the 
First Infantry Division, American Expeditionary Forces in World 
War I, a monument to the dead of the First Infantry Division, United 
States Forces in World War II; the site chosen and the design of the 
monument and pedestal shall be approved by the Joint Committee of 
Congress on the Library with the advice and recommendations of the 
National Commission of Fine Arts, and the United States shall be put 
to no expense in or by the erection of this memorial. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 143] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To extend the time for the release, free of estate and gift tax, of certain powers, 
and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 403 (d) (3) 
of the Revenue Act of 1942 (relating to the release of certain powers 
of appointment) is hereby amended by striking out "July 1, 1947" 
wherever it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1948"; 
and section 452 (c) of the Revenue Act of 1942 is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"(c) RELEASE BEFORE JULY 1, 1948.— 
"(1) A release of a power to appoint before July 1, 1948, shall 

not be deemed a transfer of property by the individual possessing 
such power. 

"(2) This subsection shall apply to all calendar years prior 
to 1948 and to that part of the calendar year 1948 prior to 
July 1, 1948." 

SEC. 2. (a) Section 1000 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code (relat-
ing to certain discretionary trusts) is hereby amended by striking out 
"prior to January 1, 1945," and inserting in lieu thereof "on or before 
December 31, 1947 (or on a later date in any case where it is shown 
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner, in accordance with regulations 
prescribed by him with the approval of the Secretary, that failure 
to relinquish prior to such later date was for reasonable cause)". 

(b) If any amount paid prior to the date of the enactment of 
this joint resolution constitutes an overpayment of gift tax solely by 
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reason of the amendment made by this section, no interest shall be
allowed or paid with respect to the amount of such overpayment.

SEC. 3. The last sentence of section 22 (b) (9) and the last sentence
of section 22 (b) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to
exclusion of income from discharge of indebtedness) are hereby
amended by striking out "1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "1949".

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 144]
AN ACT

179

60 Stat. 749.
26 U. S.C. 22 (b)

(9), (10).

June 25, 1947
To amend section 115 of the Internal Revenue Code in respect of distributions by [H. R. 468]

personal holding companies. [Public Law 113]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the last
sentence of section 115 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
to read as follows: "In the case of a corporation which, under the law
applicable to the taxable year in which the distribution is made, is a
personal holding company, or which, for the taxable year in respect
of which the distribution is made under section 504 (c) or section 506
or a corresponding provision of a prior income-tax law, is a personal
holding company under the law applicable to such taxable year, such
term also means any distribution (whether or not a dividend as
defined in the preceding sentence) to its shareholders, whether in
money or in other property, to the extent of its subchapter A net
income, less the sum of the following:

"(1) The net operating loss credit provided in section 26 (c) (1);
"(2) The dividend carry-over provided in section 27 (c); and
"(3) The deduction for amounts for retirement of indebtedness

provided in section 504 (b)."
SEC. 2. The amendment made by section 1 shall be effective for all

taxable years beginning after December 31, 1943.
SEC. 3. No interest shall be allowed or paid in respect of any

overpayment of tax resulting from the foregoing amendment.
Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 145]
AN ACT

To authorize payment of allowances to three inspectors of the Metropolitan
Police force for the use of their privately owned motor vehicles, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized to allow not
more than three inspectors of the Metropolitan Police force an
allowance for privately owned automobiles used by the inspectors in
the performance of official duties at not to exceed $480 per annum
for each automobile used during the fiscal years 1945 and 1946 and
thereafter to pay to not more than three inspectors of the Metropolitan
Police force who may be called upon to use privately owned auto-
mobiles in the performance of official duties for each automobile an
allowance not to exceed $480 per annum.

Approved June 25, 1947.

Internal Revenue
Code amendment.

56 Stat. 895.
26 U. . C. § 115 (a).

53 Stat. 107, 108.
26 U. . C. § 504(c),

506.

53 Stat. 19.
26U. S. C. 126 (c)()
53 Stat. 20.
26 U.S.C. § 27(c).
53 Stat. 107.
26 U. S. C. § 504 (b).

June 25, 1947
[II. R. 1624]

(Public Law 114]
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reason of the amendment made by this section, no interest shall be 
allowed or paid with respect to the amount of such overpayment. 
SEC. 3. The last sentence of section 22 (b) (9) and the last sentence 

of section 22 (b) (10) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to 
exclusion of income from discharge of indebtedness) are hereby 
amended by striking out "1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "1949". 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 144] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 115 of the Internal Revenue Code in respect of distributions by 
personal holding companies. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the last 
sentence of section 115 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
to read as follows: "In the case of a corporation which, under the law 
applicable to the taxable year in which the distribution is made, is a 
personal holding company, or which, for the taxable year in respect 
of which the distribution is made under section 504 (c) or section 506 
or a corresponding provision of a prior income-tax law, is a personal 
holding company under the law applicable to such taxable year, such 
term also means any distribution (whether or not a dividend as 
defined in the preceding sentence) to its shareholders, whether in 
money or in other property, to the extent of its subchapter A net 
income, less the sum of the following: 

"(1) The net operating loss credit provided in section 26 (c) (1) ; 
"(2) The dividend carry-over provided in section 27 (c) ; and 
"(3) The deduction for amounts for retirement of indebtedness 

provided in section 504 (b)." 
SEC. 2. The amendment made by section 1 shall be effective for all 

taxable years beginning after December 31, 1943. 
SEC. 3. No interest shall be allowed or paid in respect of any 

overpayment of tax resulting from the foregoing amendment. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 145] 
AN ACT 
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60 Stat. 749. 
26 U. S. C. § 22 (b) 

(9), (10). 

June 25, 1947 
[H. R. 468] 

[Public Law 113] 

Internal Revenue 
Code, amendment. 
56 Stat. 895. 
26 U. S. C. § 115 (a). 

53 Stat. 107, 108. 
26 U. S. C. §§ 504(e), 

506. 

53 Stat. 19. 
26 U. S. C. 126 (a) (0 
53 Stat. 20. 
26 U. S. C. § 27 (e). 
53 Stat. 107. 
26 U. S. C. § 504 (1)). 

June 25, 1947 
To authorize payment of allowances to three inspectors of the Metropolitan  IR. R. 16241  

Police force for the use of their privately owned motor vehicles, and for other (Public Law 1141 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia are hereby authorized to allow not 
more than three inspectors of the Metropolitan Police force an 
allowance for privately owned automobiles used by the inspectors in 
the performance of official duties at not to exceed $480 per annum 
for each automobile used during the fiscal years 1945 and 1946 and 
thereafter to pay to not more than three inspectors of the Metropolitan 
Police force who may be called upon to use privately owned auto-
mobiles in the performance of official duties for each automobile an 
allowance not to exceed $480 per annum. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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June 25, 1947
[H. R. 2368]

[Public Law 115]

57 Stat. 44.
38 U.. S. C. note foil.

§ 739, p. 4269.

Vocational rehabili-
tation.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

[CHAPTER 146]
AN ACT

To amend paragraph 8 of part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered I (a), as
amended, to authorize an appropriation of $3,000,000 as a revolving fund in
lieu of $1,500,000 now authorized, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 8
of part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended, is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
available immediately and until expended, the sum of $3,000,000, to be
utilized by the Veterans' Administration under such rules and regula-
tions as the Administrator may prescribe, as a revolving fund for the
purpose of making advancements, not exceeding $100 in any case, to
persons commencing or undertaking courses of vocational rehabili-
tation under this part, and advancement to bear no interest and to be
reimbursed in such installments as may be determined by the Adminis-
trator by proper deductions from any future payments of compen-
sation, pension, or retirement pay."

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 147]
AN ACT

June 25, 1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 2872] To amend further section 4 of the Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended, and

[Public Law 116] clarify its application, and for other purposes.

Public Debt Act of
1941, amendment.

55 Stat. 9; 56 Stat.
190.

31 u.s.. C. . 742a.

Taxation of obliga-
tions.

56 Stat. 189.
31 U. C. C. f§ 742a,

754a, 7Mb, 757b; 39
U.S.C. S76a.

Exceptions.

55 Stat. 697 698.
26 U... . 42,

117.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of
the Public Debt Act of 1941 (Public, Numbered 7, Seventy-seventh
Congress, first session), as amended by section 6 of the Public Debt
Act of 1942 (Public, Numbered 510, Seventy-seventh Congress, second
session), hereby is amended further to read as follows:

"SEC. 4. (a) Interest upon obligations, and dividends, earnings, or
other income from shares, certificates, stock, or other evidences of
ownership, and gain from the sale or other disposition of such obliga-
tions and evidences of ownership issued on or after the effective date
of the Public Debt Act of 1942 by the United States or any agency or
instrumentality thereof shall not have any exemption, as such, and
loss from the sale or other disposition of such obligations or evidences
of ownership shall not have any special treatment, as such, under
the Interna Revenue Code, or laws amendatory or supplementary
thereto; except that any such obligations which the United States
Maritime Commission or the Federal Housing Administration had,
prior to March 1, 1941, contracted to issue at a future date, shall
when issued bear such tax-exemption privileges as were, at the time of
such contract, provided in the law authorizing their issuance. For
the purposes of this subsection a Territory, a possession of the United
States, and the District of Columbia, and any political subdivision
thereof, and any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of
the foregoing, shall not be considered as an agency or instrumentality
of the United States.

"(b) The provisions of this section shall, with respect to such
obligations and evidences of ownership, be considered as amendatory
of and supplementary to the respective Acts or parts of Acts authoriz-
ing the issuance of such obligations and evidences of ownership, as
amended and supplemented.

"(c) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to amend or
repeal sections 114 and 115 of the Revenue Act of 1941."

Approved June 25, 1947.
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June 25, 1947 
[Ff. R. 2368] 

[Public Law 115] 

57 Stat. 44. 
38 U. S. C. note foil. 
739, p. 4269. 

Vocational rehabili-
tation. 
Appropriation au-

thorized. 

June 25, 1947 

[CHAPTER 146] 
AN ACT 

To amend paragraph 8 of part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as 
amended, to authorize an appropriation of $3,000,000 as a revolving fund in 
lieu of $1,500,000 now authorized, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph .8 
of part VII, Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended, Is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, 
available immediately and until expended, the sum of $3,000,000, to be 
utilized by the Veterans' Administration under such rules and regula-
tions as the Administrator may prescribe, as a revolving fund for the 
purpose of making advancements, not exceeding $100 in any case, to 
persons commencing or undertaking courses of vocational rehabili-
tation under this part, and advancement to bear no interest and to be 
reimbursed in such installments as may be determined by the Adminis-
trator by proper deductions from any future payments of compen-
sation, pension, or retirement pay." 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 147] 
AN ACT 

[u. R. 2872]  To amend further section 4 of the Public Debt Act of 1941, as amended, and 
[Public Law 1161 clarify its application, and for other purposes. 

Public Debt Act of 
1941, amendment. 

55 Stat. 9; 56 Stat. 
190. 

31 U. S. C. § 74. 

Taxation of obliga-
tions. 

56 Stat. 189. 
31 U. S. C. §§ 742a, 

754a, 754b, 757b; 39 
U. S. C. § 756a. 

Exceptions. 

55 Stat. 697, 698. 
26 U. S. C. §§ 42, 

117. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That section 4 of 
the Public Debt Act of 1941 (Public, Numbered 7, Seventy-seventh 
Congress, first session), as amended by section 6 of the Public Debt 
Act of 1942 (Public, Numbered 510, Seventy-seventh Congress, second 
session) , hereby is amended further to read as follows: 

"SEc. 4. (a) Interest upon obligations and dividends, earnings, or 
other income from shares, certificates, stock, or other evidences of 
ownership, and gain from the sale or other disposition of such obliga-
tions and evidences of ownership issued on or after the effective date 
of the Public Debt Act of 1942 by the United States or any agency or 
instrumentality thereof shall not have any exemption, as such, and 
loss from the sale or other disposition of such obligations or evidences 
of ownership shall not have any special treatment, as such, under 
the Internal Revenue Code, or laws amendatory or supplementary 
thereto; except that any such obligations which the United States 
Maritime Commission or the Federal Housing Administration had, 
prior to March 1, 1941, contracted to issue at a future date, shall 
when issued bear such tax-exemption privileges as were, at the time of 
such contract, provided in the law authorizing their issuance. For 
the purposes of this subsection a Territory, a possession of the United 
States, and the District of Columbia, and any political subdivision 
thereof, and any agency or instrumentality of any one or more of 
the foregoing, shall not be considered as an agency or instrumentality 
of the United States. 

"(b) The provisions of this section shall, with respect to such. 
obligations and evidences of ownership, be considered as amendatory 
of and supplementary to the respective Acts or parts of Acts authoriz-
ing the issuance of such obligations and evidences of ownership, as 
amended and supplemented. 

"(c) Nothing contained herein shall be construed to amend or 
repeal sections 114 and 115 of the Revenue Act of 1941." 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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June 26, 1947
To authorize the construction, operation, and maintenance of the Paonia Federal [H. R. 3143]

reclamation project, Colorado. [Public Law 1171

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior through the Bureau of Reclamation is hereby author-
ized to construct, maintain, and operate, pursuant to the Federal
reclamation laws, the Paonia project, Colorado, substantially in
accordance with the report of the regional director of the Bureau
of Reclamation, region IV, dated January 2, 1946, as concurred in
by the Commissioner of Reclamation and the Secretary of the
Interior: Provided, That, notwithstanding any recommendations to
the contrary contained in said report, all costs allocated to irrigation
shall be reimbursable under the Federal reclamation laws within
repayment periods fixed by the Secretary of the Interior at not to
exceed sixty-eight years.

SEC. 2. Unexpended balances of sums heretofore appropriated for
the Paonia project, Colorado, authorized by finding of feasibility
of the Secretary of the Interior approved by the President on
March 18, 1939, are hereby made immediately available for expendi-
ture on the Paonia project hereby authorized.

SEC. 3. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such addi-
tional sums as may be required for the purposes of this Act.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 149]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to permit the delivery of water from the
District of Columbia and Arlington County water systems to the Falls Church
or other water systems in the metropolitan area of the District of Columbia in
Virginia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War, on the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, United
States Army, and the Board of Commissioners of the District of
Columbia, is hereby authorized in his discretion, upon request of the
town council of the town of Falls Church, Fairfax County, Virginia,
or any other competent State or local authority in the Washington
metropolitan area in Virginia, to permit the delivery of water from
the District of Columbia water system at the Dalecarlia Filtration
Plant, or at other points on said water system to the Falls Church
water system for the purpose of supplying water for the use of said
town and such adjacent areas as are now or shall hereafter be served
by the water system of said town; or to any other competent State
or local authority in said metropolitan area in Virginia. The Secre-
tary of War is hereby further authorized, in his discretion and upon
the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, and said Board of
Commissioners, to permit the delivery of such water through the water
mains of Arlington County by a connection to Arlington mains at the
southerly end of Chain Bridge, or to make connections with the
Arlington County water system at one or more points along the bound-
ary line of Arlington County: Provided, That all expense of install-
ing any such connection or connections or other appurtenances and
any subsequent changes therein shall be borne by said town of Falls
Church, or such other communities of said metropolitan area request-
ing such services: Provided further, That all payments for water taken

Paonia project,
Colo.

Construction, etc.

Costs allocated to
irrigation.

Availability of
funds.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

June 26,1947
[H. R. 310]

[Public Law 118]

Falls Church, Va.
Delivery of water

from D. O. water
system.

Expense of install-
ing connections, etc.

Payments for water.
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[CHAPTER 148] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the construction, operation, and maintenance of the Paonia Federal 
reclamation project, Colorado. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior through the Bureau of Reclamation is hereby author-
ized to construct, maintain, and operate, pursuant to the Federal 
reclamation laws, the Paonia project, Colorado, substantially in 
accordance with the report of the regional director of the Bureau 
of Reclamation, region IV, dated January 2, 1946, as concurred in 
by the Commissioner of Reclamation and the Secretary of the 
Interior: Provided, That, notwithstanding any recommendations to 
the contrary contained in said report, all costs allocated to irrigation 
shall be reimbursable under the Federal reclamation laws within 
repayment periods fixed by the Secretary of the Interior at not to 
exceed sixty-eight years. 
SEC. 2. Unexpended balances of sums heretofore appropriated for 

the Paonia project, Colorado, authorized by finding of feasibility 
of the Secretary of the Interior approved by the President on 
March 18, 1939, are hereby made immediately available for expendi-
ture on the Paonia project hereby authorized. 
SEC. 3. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of 

any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such addi-
tional sums as may be required for the purposes of this Act. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 149] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to permit the delivery of water from the 
District of Columbia and Arlington County water systems to the Falls Church 
or other water systems in the metropolitan area of the District of Columbia in 
Virginia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War, on the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, United 
States Army, and the Board of Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia, is hereby authorized in his discretion, upon request of the 
town council of the town of Falls Church, Fairfax County, Virginia, 
or any other competent State or local authority in the Washington 
metropolitan area in Virginia, to permit the delivery of water from 
the District of Columbia water system at the Dalecarlia Filtration 
Plant, or at other points on said water system to the Falls Church 
water system for the purpose of supplying water for the use of said 
town and such adjacent areas as are now or shall hereafter be served 
by the water system of said town; or to any other competent State 
or local authority in said metropolitan area in Virginia. The Secre-
tary of War is hereby further authorized, in his discretion and upon 
the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers, and said Board of 
Commissioners, to permit the delivery of such water through the water 
mains of Arlington County by a connection to Arlington mains at the 
southerly end of Chain Bridge, or to make connections with the 
Arlington County water system at one or more points along the bound-
ary line of Arlington County: Provided, That all expense of install-
ing any such connection or connections or other appurtenances and 
any subsequent changes therein shall be borne by said town of Falls 
Church, or such other communities of said metropolitan area request-
ing such services: Provided further, That all payments for water taken 

June 25, 1947 
[H. It. 3143] 

[Public Law 117] 
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Revocation of per-
mit.

Right to investi-
gate distribution sys-
tems.

Authority to ac-
quire lands, etc.

June 26, 1947
[H. R. 1344]

[Public Law 1191

41 Stat. 999.

June 26, 1947
IS. 1230]

[Public Law 120]

49 Stat. 1187; 57
Stat. 571.

12 U. S.C. § 1703 (a).
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directly from the mains of the water supply system of the District
of Columbia at the Dalecarlia Filtration Plant, or from other points
on said water system, shall be made at such time and in such manner
as the Secretary of War and said Board of Commissioners may pre-
scribe; all such payments to be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States as other water rents now collected in the District of Columbia
are now deposited, but for water as may be supplied through the water
mains of Arlington County, as hereinabove authorized, such payments
shall be made by said Arlington County in the same manner as pay-
ments for water supplied for the use of said Arlington County:
Provided further, That payment for water delivered to communities in
said metropolitan area from or through the water mains of Arlington
County shall be made to said county as may be mutually arranged on
an equitable basis and as approvedby the Secretary of War and said
Board of Commissioners: And provided further, That the Secretary
of War, directly or upon the request of the Board of Commissioners,
may revoke at any time any permit for the use of said water that may
have been granted.

SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War, through the Chief of Engineers,
shall have the right at all times to investigate the distribution systems
of any community outside the District of Columbia supplied with
water from the said District of Columbia water system and if, in his
opinion, there is an excessive wastage of water, he shall have the right
to curtail the supply to said communities to the amount of such wastage.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of War or the said Board of Commissioners
is hereby authorized to acquire by purchase or condemnation all
necessary lands, easements, and rights-of-way for pipe lines within
the District of Columbia, needed for the purposes of this Act.

Approved June 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 150]
AN ACT

To admit the American-owned ferry Crosline to American registry and to permit
its use in coastwise trade.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 27 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 46, sec. 883), the ferry Crosline,
owned by the State of Washington, shall be admitted to American
registry, and shall be entitled to engage in the coastwise trade and to
transport passengers and merchandise between points in the United
States, including Districts, Territories, and possessions thereof
embraced within the coastwise laws.

Approved June 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 152]
AN ACT

To amend section 2 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 (a)
of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended by strik-
ing out in the first sentence "1947" and inserting "1949".

Approved June 26, 1947.
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Revocation of per-
mit. 

Right to investi-
gate distribution sys-
tems. 

Authority to ac-
quire lands, etc. 

June 26, 1947 
[H. R. 1344] 

[Public Law 1191 

directly from the mains of the water supply system of the District 
of Columbia at the Dalecarlia Filtration Plant, or from other points 
on said water system, shall be made at such time and in such manner 
as the Secretary of War and said Board of Commissioners may pre-
scribe; all such payments to be deposited in the Treasury of the United 
States as other water rents now collected in the District of Columbia 
are now deposited, but for water as may be supplied through the water 
mains of Arlington County, as hereinabove authorized, such payments 
shall be made by said Arlington County in the same manner as pay-
ments for water supplied for the use of said Arlington County; 
Provided further, That payment for water delivered to communities in 
said metropolitan area from or through the water mains of Arlington 
County shall be made to said county as may be mutually arranged on 
an equitable basis and as approved by the Secretary of War and said 
Board of Commissioners: And provided further, That the Secretary 
of War, directly or upon the request of the Board of Commissioners, 
may revoke at any time any permit for the use of said water that may 
have been granted. 
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of War, through the Chief of Engineers, 

shall have the right at all times to investigate the distribution systems 
of any community outside the District of Columbia supplied with 
water from the said District of Columbia water system and if, in his 
opinion, there is an excessive wastage of water, he shall have the right 
to curtail the supply to said communities to the amount of such wastage. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of War or the said Board of Commissioners 

is hereby authorized to acquire by purchase or condemnation all 
necessary lands, easements, and rights-of-way for pipe lines within 
the District of Columbia, needed for the purposes of this Act. 
Approved June 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 150] 
AN ACT 

To admit the American-owned ferry Crosline to American registry and to permit 
its use in coastwise trade. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 27 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as 

41 Stat. 999. amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 46, sec. 883) , the ferry Crosline, 
owned by the State of Washington, shall be admitted to American 
registry, and shall be entitled to engage in the coastwise trade and to 
transport passengers and merchandise between points in the United 
States, including Districts, Territories, and possessions thereof 
embraced within the coastwise laws. 
Approved June 26, 1947. 

June 26, 1947 
[8. 1230] 

[Public Law 120] 

49 Stat. 1187; 57 
Stat. 571. 
12 II. 8.C. 1703 (a). 

[CHAPTER 152] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 2 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of ,Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 (a) 
of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended by strik-
ing out in the first sentence "1947" and inserting "1949". 
Approved June 26, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 153]
AN ACT

To declare the policy of the United States with respect to the allocation of costs
of construction of the Coachella Division of the All-American Canal irrigation
project, California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the language
in the appropriation Act of July 1, 1946, of the Department of the
Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947 (Public Law 478,
Seventy-ninth Congress) for the Bureau of Reclamation under the
caption:

"Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation
of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant
structures including distribution and drainage systems) located
entirely within the United States connecting the diversion dam with
the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California;";
is hereby revised to read:

"Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation
of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant
structures) located entirely within the United States connecting the
diversion dam with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California,
and distribution and drainage systems;";
and this revision shall apply with equal force to all prior appropriation
Acts for the Department of the Interior and to the Act for the fiscal
year 1948 in which this same language appears for the Bureau of
Reclamation.

Approved June 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1561
AN ACT

Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes,
namely:

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

HoUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to Marcia Marie Bradley, widow of Fred Bradley,
late a Representative from the State of Michigan, $12,500.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOtSE

Special and select committees: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1947, for "Special and select committees", $50,000.

Telegraph and telephone: For an additional amount, fiscal year
1947, for "Telegraph and telephone", $15,000.

June 26, 1947
[H. R. 3348]

[Public Law 121]

60 Stat. 368.

Post, p. 476.

June 27, 1947
[H. R. 3791]

[Public Law 122]

Second Urgent De-
ficiency Appropria-
tion Act, 1947.

Ante, p. 118.

60 Stat. 397.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

WORKING CAPITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING AND BINDING

For an additional amount for "Working capital and congressional 6B Sat- 46.
printing and binding", fiscal year 1947, $1,175,000: Provided, That
the limitation upon the amount which may be expended for printing,
binding, and distribution of the Federal Register is hereby increased
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[CHAPTER 153] 
AN ACT 

To declare the policy of the United States with respect to the allocation of costs 
of construction of the Coachella Division of the All-American Canal irrigation 
project, California. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the language 
in the appropriation Act of July 1, 1946, of the Department of the 
Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947 (Public Law 478, 
Seventy-ninth Congress) for the Bureau of Reclamation under the 
caption: 
"Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation 

of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant 
structures including distribution and drainage systems) located 
entirely within the United States connecting the diversion dam with 
the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California;"; 
is hereby revised to read: 
"Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation 

of construction of a diversion dam, and main canal (and appurtenant 
structures) located entirely within the United States connecting the 
diversion dam with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California, 
and distribution and drainage systems;"; 
and this revision shall apply with equal force to all prior appropriation 
Acts for the Department of the Interior and to the Act for the fiscal 
year 1948 in which this same language appears for the Bureau of 
Reclamation. 
Approved June 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1561 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropriations 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies in certain appropria-
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, and for other purposes, 
namely: 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to Marcia Marie Bradley, widow of Fred Bradley, 
late a Representative from the State of Michigan, $12,500. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

Special and select committees: For an additional amount, fiscal 
year 1947, for "Special and select committees", $50.000. 
Telegraph and telephone: For an additional amount, fiscal year 

1947, for "Telegraph and telephone", $15,000. 

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

WORKING CAPITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING AND BINDING 

For an additional amount for "Working capital and congressional 
printing and binding", fiscal year 1947, $1,175,000: Provided, That 
the limitation upon the amount which may be expended for printing, 
binding, and distribution of the Federal Register is hereby increased 

June 26, 1947 
[H. R. 3348] 

[Public Law 121] 

BO Stat. 368. 

Post, p. 478. 

June 27, 1947 
[H. R. 3791] 

[Public Law 122] 

Second Urgent De-
ficiency Appropria-
tion Act, 1947. 
Ante, p. 118. 

60 Stat. 397. 

80 Stat. 405. 
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from "$500,000" to "$525,000" and the limitation upon the amount
which may be expended for printing and binding the supplements to
the Code of Federal Regulations is hereby increased from "$100,000"
to "$125,000".

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

60 stat. 407. Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries",
$21,500.

THE JUDICIARY

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS

59 Stat. 197. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946,
for "Printing and binding", $1,074.07.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EXPENSE

s5 stat. 199. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946,
for "Printing and binding", $7,050.

60 tat. 478 Fees of jurors: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Fees of jurors" $30,000.

60 Stat. 4. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $23,700.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

BUREAU OF EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

An te
,p.17. Employees' compensation fund: For an additional amount, fiscal

year 1947, for "Employees' compensation fund", $500,000.

OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Such sums as may be necessary are hereby appropriated for making
for the first quarter of the fiscal year 1948 payments to States in

29U.8:. cl3l-4. accordance with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended (29
U. S. C., ch. 4): Provided, That the obligations incurred and expendi-
tures made for such purpose under the authority of this appropriation
shall be charged to the appropriation therefor in the Labor-FederalA, p. 267. Security Appropriation Act, 1948: Provided further, That the amount
obligated and expended shall be based on an annual appropriation for
the fiscal year 1948 of not to exceed $18,000,000.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Ae, pp. 17, 2. Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For an
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical, hos-
pital, and domiciliary services", $28,400,000.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT FUND EXPENSES
0 Stat. 03. Workmen's compensation, administrative expenses: For an addi-

tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Workmen's compensation, admin-
istrative expenses", $6,000.

COURTS
9 Stat. 2L United States courts: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946,

for "United States courts", $140,510.25.
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Such sums as may be necessary are hereby appropriated for making 
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tures made for such purpose under the authority of this appropriation 
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Security Appropriation Act, 1948: Provided furth,er, That the amount 
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VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For an 
additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Administration, medical, hos-
pital, and domiciliary services", $28,400,000. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT FUND EXPENSES 

Workmen's compensation, administrative expenses: For an addi-
tional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Workmen's compensation, admin-
istrative expenses", $6,000. 

COURTS 

United States courts: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946, 
for "United States courts", $140,510.25. 
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PUBLIC WELFARE

Operating expenses, institutions for the indigent: For an additional 60 Stat. 513-
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, institutions for the
indigent", $6,000.

PUBLIC WORKS

Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings: Ante, p. 6.
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses,
Office of Superintendent of District Buildings", $29,500.

JUDGMENTS

For the payment of final judgments, including costs rendered
against the District of Columbia, as set forth in House Document
Numbered 296, together with such further sums as may be necessary
to pay the interest at not exceeding 4 per centum per annum on such
judgments, as provided by law, from the date the same became due
until the date of payment, $2,364.89.

AUDITED CLAIMS

For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due by the
accounting officers of the District of Columbia, under the appropria-
tions listed below, the balances of which have been exhausted or car-
ried to the surplus fund under the provisions of section 5 of the Act
of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), being for the service of the fiscal 18 Stat. 110.
year 1943 and prior fiscal years, as follows:

Refund of erroneous collections, District of Columbia, 1942, $117.49; 55 
S t t -505-

Refund of erroneous collections, District of Columbia, 1943, 6Stt.30.
$6,211.29;

Street improvements, highway fund, District of Columbia, 1942 55Stat.529.
(payable from highway fund), $34,078.14.

DIVISION OF EXPENSES

The sums appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided be paid out of the general
fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of Colum-
bia Appropriation Act, 1947. 60 tat.01.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

REPAIR OF STORM DAMAGE, JEANERETTE, LOUISIANA

The limitation under the head "Agricultural Research Administra-
tion, Office of the Administrator", in the 1947 Department of Agricul-
ture Appropriation Act on the cost of constructing buildings shall not 60 tat.275.
apply to the construction of four buildings at the New Iberia Live-
stock Experiment Station, Jeanerette, Louisiana, to replace buildings
destroyed by windstorm.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

Diseases of animals: The limitation under this head in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1947, on the amount which 60Stat.277
may be used for construction of a building for conducting investiga-
tions of pneumoencephalitis in poultry is hereby increased from
"$30,000" to "$55,000".

Control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest:
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, to enable the Secretary of
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PUBLIC WELFARE 

Operating expenses, institutions for the indigent: For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, institutions for the 
indigent", $6,000. 

PUBLIC WORKS 

Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings: 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Operating expenses, 
Office of Superintendent of District Buildings", $29,500. 
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For the payment of final judgments, including costs rendered 
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Refund of erroneous collections, District of Columbia, 1942, $117.49; 
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Street improvements, highway fund, District of Columbia, 1942 

(payable from highway fund), $34,078.14. 

DIVISION OF EXPENSES 

The sums appropriated in this Act for the District of Columbia 
shall, unless otherwise specifically provided, be paid out of the general 
fund of the District of Columbia, as defined in the District of Colum-
bia Appropriation Act, 1947. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRIcuilyuRAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

REPAIR OF STORM DAMAGE, JEANERETTE, LOUISIANA 

The limitation under the head "Agricultural Research Administra-
tion, Office of the Administrator", in the 1947 Department of Agricul-
ture Appropriation Act on the cost of constructing buildings shall not 
apply to the construction of four buildings at the New Iberia Live-
stock Experiment Station, Jeanerette, Louisiana, to replace buildings 
destroyed by windstorm. 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

Diseases of animals: The limitation under this head in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1947, on the amount which 
may be used for construction of a building for conducting investiga-
tions of pneumoencephalitis in poultry is hereby increased from 
"$30,000" to "$55,000". 

Control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest: 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, to enable the Secretary of 
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Agriculture to control and eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and
Ante, pp. 7,24;, rinderpest as authorized by the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public

pp. 245,53 617. Law 8), and the Act of May 29, 1884, as amended (7 U. S. C. 391;
23 Stat. 31. 21 U. S. C. 111-122), including expenses in accordance with section 2

of said Public Law 8, $1,500,000, to remain available until June 30,
1948.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

LEGAL ACTIVITIES AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

5 
Stat. 290. Traveling expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1942, for

", "Traveling expenses", $14.04.
Salaries and expenses, Lands Division: For an additional amount,

M Stat. M. fiscal year 1942, for "Salaries and expenses, Lands Division", $137.70.
There is hereby transferred the sum of $5,000 from the appropria-

60 Stat. 459. tion "Traveling expenses, Department of Justice, 1947", to the appro-
priation "Examination of judicial offices, 1947".

9 stat. 182. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1946,
for "Printing and binding", $65,000.

Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, field: For an additional
9 stat. 182. amount, fiscal year 1946, for "Miscellaneous salaries and expenses,

field", $20,000.
Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth: For an additional

69 Stat. 183. amount, fiscal year 1946, for "Salaries and expenses of marshals, and
so forth", $10,000.

60 tat. 45. Contingent expenses: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Contingent expenses", $10,000.

60 Stat. 469. Printing and binding: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947,
for "Printing and binding", $80,000.

Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, field: For an additional
60Stat. 459. amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Miscellaneous salaries and expenses,

field", $29,500.
Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth: For an additional

60 stat. 460. amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses of marshals, and
so forth", $140,000.

Fees of witnesses: The limitation on the amount which may be
expended for compensation and expenses of witnesses or informants
as Ilay be authorized or approved by the Attorney General, fiscal year

0 Stat 4f0. 1947, iS hereby increased from "$25,000" to "$50,000".

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

Salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Service:
o0 Stat. 462. For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Salaries and expenses,

Immigration and Naturalization Service", $400,000.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(Out of the Postal Revenues)

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount, fiscal
38 stat. 211. year 1945, for "Foreign air-mail transportation". $3,919,000.

Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount, fiscal
69 stat. 71. year 1946, for "Foreign air-mail transportation", $8,196,000.
Ante, p. 69. Foreign air-mail transportation: For an additional amount, fiscal

year 1947, for "Foreign air-mail transportation". $21,262,000, of which
$6,097,000 is to be transferred in the following respective amounts
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from the appropriations "Domestic Air Mail Service", $5.972,000,
"Post-office inspectors, salaries", $10,000, "Post-office inspectors, travel
and miscellaneous expenses", $10,000, "Transportation of equipment
and supplies", $50,000, "Operating force for public buildings", $50,000,
and "Electric-car service", $5,000.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Penalty-mail costs: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for
"Penalty-mail costs", Treasury Department, $225,000.

FISCAL SERVICE

Emergency relief, liquidation fund: Title II of the Urgent Defi-
ciency Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public Law 20), is amended by
deleting the figures "$1,280,000" following the words "Bureau of
Accounts: Emergency relief, liquidation fund", and inserting in lieu
thereof the figures "$1,243,555.94".

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Salaries and expenses: The limitation under "Salaries and
expenses", Bureau of Internal Revenue, on the amount which may be
expended for printing and binding, fiscal year 1947, is hereby increased
from "$2,200,000" to "$2,390,000".

SECRET SERVICE DIVISION

Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit payments to White
House Police and Secret Service forces: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1947, for "Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit
payments to White House Police and Secret Service forces", $16,000.

WAR DEPARTMENT

Emergency Flood Control Work, $12,000,000, to be expended in
accord with the provisions of the bill, H. R. 3792, Eightieth Congress,
if and when such bill is enacted into law, and to remain available until
expended.

The funds provided in the preceding paragraph shall be available
to an amount not exceeding $250,000 to take all action necessary to
prevent erosion at Anaheim Bay, Surfside, California.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 102. The appropriations and authority with respect to appro-
priations contained in (1) any regular annual appropriation Act for
the fiscal year 1948, or (2) contained in other than a regular annual
appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1948, and being for such fiscal
year, or (3) contained in other than a regular annual appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1948, and being supplemental to an existing
appropriation and for obligation after June 30, 1947, such Acts not
being laws on July 1, 1947, shall be available from and including
July 1, 1947, for the purposes respectively provided in such appro-
priations and authority. All obligations incurred during the period
between June 30, 1947, and the date of enactment of such appropria-
tion Acts as may not have been enacted on or before July 1, 1947, in
anticipation of such appropriations and authority are hereby ratified
and confirmed if in accordance with the terms thereof.

187

60 Stat. 569.

Ante, p. 22.

60 Stat. 574.

60 Stat. 577.

Ante, p. 163.

Anaheim Bay, Calif.

Availability of ap-
propriations, etc.

Pot, p. 245.
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6 U. S. .. 947 (g).
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Penalty.

Short title.

June 27, 1947
[S. 751]

(Public Law 123]

Day nurseries and
nursery schools, D. C.

Post, I. 439.

60 Stat. 50.

Funds available for
maintenance, etc.

60 Stat. 541.

SEC. 103. When employees are separated from the service during
July 1947 by reason of a reduction-in-force and have been given notice
of such separation during the fiscal year 1947, lump-sum payments for
accumulated leave may be charged against unobligated balances of the
1947 appropriations from which such employees were paid: Provided,
That subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) of section 14 (a)
of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946 (Public Law 390) shall not
apply to such employees.

SEC. 104. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right
to strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-
cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Pro-
vided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or vio-
lence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence and
accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any
appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and,
upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any
other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 105. This Act may be cited as the "Second Urgent Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1947".

Approved June 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 157]
AN ACT

To continue a system of nurseries and nursery schools for the day care of school-
age and under-school-age children in the District of Columbia through June 30,
1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of the
Act entitled "An Act to authorize and direct the Board of Public
Welfare of the District of Columbia to establish and operate in the
public schools and other suitable locations a system of nurseries and
nursery schools for day care of school-age and under-school-age chil-
dren, and for other purposes", approved July 16,1946 (Public Law 514,
Seventy-ninth Congress), is amended by striking out the date "June 30,
1947" and inserting in lieu thereof the date "June 30, 1948".

SEC. 2. Such section is further amended by striking out "or who are
so handicapped that they cannot otherwise provide for the day care
of their children"; and by adding at the end of such section the follow-
ing new sentence: "Appropriations made under the authority con-
tamed in section 4 of this Act shall be available for the maintenance
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July 1947 by reason of a reduction-in-force and have been given notice 
of such separation during the fiscal year 1947, lump-sum payments for 
accumulated leave may be charged against unobligated balances of the 
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That subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) of section 14 (a) 
of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946 (Public Law 390) shall not 
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be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a i strike against the Government of the United States or who s a mem-

ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right 
to strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-
cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Pro-
vided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered 
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not 
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against 
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not 
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the 
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or vio-
lence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike 
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of 
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence and 
accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any 
appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, 
upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned 
for not more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above 
penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any 
other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 105. This Act may be cited as the "Second Urgent Deficiency 

Appropriation Act, 1947". 
Approved June 27, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 157] 
AN ACT 

To continue a system of nurseries and nursery schools for the day care of school-
age and under-school-age children in the District of Columbia through June 30, 
1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of the 
Act entitled "An Act to authorize and direct the Board of Public 
Welfare of the District of Columbia to establish and operate in the 
public schools and other suitable locations a system of nurseries and 
nursery schools for day care of school-age and under-school-age chil-
dren, and for other purposes", approved July 16, 1946 (Public Law 514, 
Seventy-ninth Congress), is amended by striking out the date "June 30, 
1947" and inserting in lieu thereof the date "June 30, 1948". 
SEC. 2. Such section is further amended by striking out "or who are 

so handicapped that they cannot otherwise provide for the day care 
of their children"; and by adding at the end of such section the follow-
ing new sentence: "Appropriations made under the authority con-
tamed in section 4 of this Act shall be available for the maintenance 
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and operation of such of the buildings and grounds (as may be desig-
nated and approved by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia
under the provisions of this section) in and on which such nurseries
and nursery schools may be established, maintained, and operated."

SEC. 3. Section 4 of such Act is amended by striking out "$500,000" 60 Stat. 541.

and inserting in lieu thereof "$150,000".
Approved June 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 158]
AN ACT

189

June 27, 1947
Authorizing certain agreements with respect to rights in helium-bearing gas lands [H. R. 3372]

in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New Mexico, and for other purposes. [Public Law 124]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior, acting through the Bureau of Mines, and the Navajo
Tribe of Indians are authorized to enter into an agreement dated
December 1, 1945, entitled "An agreement severing certain formations
from oil and gas leases and substituting new leases as to those forma-
tions" and an "Amending agreement", affecting lands in the Navajo
Indian Reservation, New Mexico, copies of which are published in
House of Representatives Document Numbered 212, Eightieth Con-
gress, first session; and said agreements are ratified and approved. If
said Navajo Tribe of Indians shall, after investigation, deem the total
consideration payable to it by the United States pursuant to such
agreement dated December 1, 1945, as amended, to be in any respect
less than reasonable, fair, just, and equitable, said tribe shall be entitled
within three years after the date of enactment of this Act to institute
suit against the United States in the Court of Claims for the recovery
of such additional sum as may be necessary to compensate said tribe
for the reasonable, fair, just, and equitable value of all right, interest,
and property passing from said tribe to the United States under such
agreement, as amended. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the
Court of Claims to hear and determine any suit so instituted and to
enter final judgment against the United States therein for such sum,
if any, in excess of the total consideration payable pursuant to such
agreement, as amended, as such court may determine to be necessary
to provide consideration in all respects reasonable, fair, just, and
equitable. Appellate review of any judgment so entered shall be in
the same manner, and subject to the same limitations, as in the case of
claims over which the Court of Claims has jurisdiction under section
145 of the Judicial Code, as amended (28 U. S. C., sec. 250). Not-
withstanding any contract to the contrary, not more than 10 per centum
of the amount received or recovered by said tribe in satisfaction of
any claim asserted under this section shall be paid to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with such claim.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Bureau
of Mines, is authorized to enter into an agreement dated September
19, 1946, with Continental Oil Company and Santa Fe Corporation
entitled "Agreement for assignments of interests in oil and gas leases
and for operations on the leaseholds" and two agreements supple-
mental thereto, affecting lands in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New
Mexico, copies of which are published in House of Representatives
Document Numbered 212, Eightieth Congress, first session; and said
agreements are ratified and approved.

Approved June 27, 1947.

Navajo Tribe of
Indians.

Agreements.

Suit for recovery of
additional sum.

36 Stat. 1136.

Continental Oil Co.
and Santa Fe Corp.

Agreements.
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and operation of such of the buildings and grounds (as may be nated desigand approved by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia 

under the provisions of this section) in and on which such nurseries 
and nursery schools may be established, maintained, and operated." 
SEC. 3. Section 4 of such Act is amended by striking out "$500,000" 

and inserting in lieu thereof "$150,000". 
Approved June 27, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 158] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing certain agreements with respect to rights in helium-bearing gas lands 
in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New Mexico, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior, acting through the Bureau of Mines, and the Navajo 
Tribe of Indians are authorized to enter into an agreement dated 
December 1, 1945, entitled "An agreement severing certain formations 
from oil and gas leases and substituting new leases as to those forma-
tions" and an "Amending agreement", affecting lands in the Navajo 
Indian Reservation, New Mexico, copies of which are published in 
House of Representatives Document Numbered 212, Eightieth Con-
gress, first session; and said agreements are ratified and approved. If 
said Navajo Tribe of Indians shall, after investigation, deem the total 
consideration payable to it by the United States pursuant to such 
agreement dated December 1, 1945, as amended, to be in any respect 
less than reasonable, fair, just, and equitable, said tribe shall be entitled 
within three years after the date of enactment of this Act to institute 
suit against the United States in the Court of Claims for the recovery 
of such additional sum as may be necessary to compensate said tribe 
for the reasonable, fair, just, and equitable value of all right, interest, 
and property passing from said tribe to the United States under such 
agreement, as amended. Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the 
Court of Claims to hear and determine any suit, so instituted and to 
enter final judgment against the United States therein for such sum, 
if any, in excess of the total consideration payable pursuant to such 
agreement, as amended, as such court may determine to be necessary 
to provide consideration in all respects reasonable, fair, just, and 
equitable. Appellate review of any judgment so entered shall be in 
the same manner, and subject to the same limitations, as in the case of 
claims over which the Court of Claims has jurisdiction under section 
145 of the Judicial Code, as amended (28 U. S. C., sec. 250). Not-
withstanding any contract to the contrary, not more than 10 per centum 
of the amount received or recovered by said tribe in satisfaction of 
any claim asserted under this section shall be paid to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with such claim. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the Bureau 

of Mines, is authorized to enter into an agreement dated September 
19, 1946, with Continental Oil Company and Santa Fe Corporation 
entitled "Agreement for assignments of interests in oil and gas leases 
and for operations on the leaseholds" and two agreements supple-
mental thereto, affecting lands in the Navajo Indian Reservation, New 
Mexico, copies of which are published in House of Representatives 
Document Numbered 212, Eightieth Congress, first session; and said 
agreements are ratified and approved. 
Approved June 27, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 159]

[61 STAT.

June281947 JOINT RESOLUTION
[.. .Res. 125] To strengthen the common defense and to meet industrial needs for tin by

[Public Law 125] providing for the maintenance of a domestic tin-smelting industry.

Tin.

Study and investi-
gation by Congress.

Continuation of
powers, etc. exer-
cised by RFC.

Report to Congress.

June 28 1947
[H. R. 339s]

[Public Law 126]

50 U. S. C. app.
ii 1851-1855.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) tin is a highly
strategic and critical material of which insufficient ore reserves exist
in the United States and of which an adequate supply is vital to the
Nation's industrial, military, and naval requirements for the common
defense.

(b) Tin is now and for the immediate future will remain in supply
short of the requirements of this country's industrial, military, and
naval needs.

(c) It is necessary in the public interest and to promote the common
defense that Congress make a thorough study and investigation regard-
ing the advisability of the maintenance on a permanent basis of a
domestic tin-smelting industry and to study the availability of sup-
plies of tin adequate to meet the industrial, military, and naval require-
ment of the Nation in time of national emergency.

SEC. 2. The powers, functions, duties, and authority of the United
States heretofore exercised by the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion (1) to buy, sell, and transport tin, and tin ore and concentrates;
(2) to improve, develop, maintain, and operate by lease or otherwise
the Government-owned tin smelter at Texas City, Texas; (3) to finance
research in tin smelting and processing; and (4) to do all other things
necessary to the accomplishment of the foregoing shall continue in
effect until June 30, 1949, or until such earlier time as the Congress shall
otherwise provide, and shall be exercised and performed by the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation while that Corporation has succession,
and thereafter by such officer, agency, or instrumentality of the United
States as the President may designate.

SEC. 3. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation or the officer,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States subsequently desig-
nated by the President shall render a full report to Congress on all its
activities under this joint resolution not later than December 31. 1947,
and at the end of each six months thereafter.

Approved June 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 160]
AN ACT

To extend the period of validity of the Act to facilitate the admission into the
United States of the alien fiancees or fiances of members of the armed forces
of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatices of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the authority
conferred upon the Secretary of State and the Attorney General under
the provisions of the Act approved June 29, 1946 (60 Stat. 339), shall
be extended to December 31,1947, midnight.

Approved June 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 161]
June 28,1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 39111 To continue temporary authority of the Maritime Commission until March 1, 1948.

[Public Law 127]

U. S. Maritime
Commission.

Post, p. 697.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the paragraph
under the head, "United States Maritime Commission" in title I of
the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946 (Public Law 521,
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June 28, 1947 
[S. J. Res. 125] 

[Public Law 125] 
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Study and investi-
gation by Congress. 

Continuation of 
powers, etc., exer-
cised by RFC. 

Report to Congress. 

June 28, 1947 
[H. R. 33981 

[Public Law 126] 

50 U. S. C. app. 
$§ 1851-1855. 

June 28, 1947 
[H. R. 39111 

[Public Law 127] 

U. Et. Maritime 
Commission. 
Post, P. 697. 

[CHAPTER 159] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To strengthen the common defense and to meet industrial needs for tin by 
providing for the maintenance of a domestic tin-smelting industry. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) tin is a highly 
strategic and critical material of which insufficient ore reserves exist 
in the United States and of which an adequate supply is vital to the 
Nation's industrial, military, and naval requirements for the common 
defense. 

(b) Tin is now and for the immediate future will remain in supply 
short of the requirements of this country's industrial, military, and 
naval needs. 

(c) It is necessary in the public interest and to promote the common 
defense that Congress make a thorough study and investigation regard-
ing the advisability of the maintenance on a permanent basis of a 
domestic tin-smelting industry and to study the availability of sup-
plies of tin adequate to meet the industrial, military, and naval require-
ment of the Nation in time of national emergency. 
SEC. 2. The powers, functions, duties, and authority of the United 

States heretofore exercised by the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion (1) to buy, sell, and transport tin, and tin ore and concentrates; 
(2) to improve, develop, maintain, and operate by lease or otherwise 
the Government-owned tin smelter at Texas City, Texas; (3) to finance 
research in tin smelting and processing; and (4) to do all other things 
necessary to the accomplishment of the foregoing shall continue in 
effect until June 30, 1949, or until such earlier time as the Congress shall 
otherwise provide, and shall be exercised and performed by the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation while that Corporation has succession, 
and thereafter by such officer, agency, or instrumentality of the United 
States as the President may designate. 

SEc. 3. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation or the officer, 
agency, or instrumentality of the United States subsequently desig-
nated by the President shall render a full report to Congress on all its 
activities under this joint resolution not later than December 31. 1947, 
and at the end of each six months thereafter. 
Approved June 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 160] 
AN ACT 

To extend the period of validity of the Act to facilitate the admission into the 
United States of the alien fiancees or fiances of members of the armed forces 
of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the authority 
conferred upon the Secretary of State and the Attorney General under 
the provisions of the Act approved June 29, 1946 (60 Stat. 339), shall 
be extended to December 31, 1947, midnight. 
Approved June 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 161] 
AN ACT 

To continue temporary authority of the Maritime Commission until March 1, 1948. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the paragraph 
under the head, "United States Maritime Commission" in title I of 
the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946 (Public Law 521, 
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Seventy-ninth Congress, approved July 23, 1946), as amended by sec-
tion 2 of Public Law 6, Eightieth Congress, approved February 26,
1947, and section 1 of said Public Law 6, Eightieth Congress, and the
first two sentences of section 11 (a) and section 14 of the Merchant
Ship Sales Act of 1946 (Public Law 321, Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved March 8, 1946), are amended by striking out the dates
"July 1, 1947" and "December 31,1947", wherever either appear therein,
and inserting in lieu thereof the date "March 1, 1948".

SEC. 2. That section 5 of the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946 is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following subsection:

"(d) Where an operator is engaged both in the foreign trade and
in the domestic trade (coastwise or intercoastal), additional charter
hire determined with reference to voyage profits of the chartered ves-
sels, under regulations promulgated by the Maritime Commission,
shall be computed, accounted for, and paid separately on such foreign
trade and shall be computed, accounted for, and paid separately on
such domestic trade, covering all voyages commencing subsequent to
June 30, 1947."

Approved June 28, 1947.

[CHAPTER 162]
AN ACT

To stimulate volunteer enlistments in the Regular Military Establishment of the
United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective July
1, 1947, the Secretary of War is authorized, notwithstanding the pro-
visions of the last paragraph of section 127a of this Act, to accept
original enlistments in the Regular Army from among qualified male
persons not less than seventeen years of age for periods of two, three,
four, five, or six years, and to accept reenlistments for periods of three,
four, five, or six years: Provided, That persons of the first three enlisted
grades may be reenlisted for unspecified periods of time on a career
basis under such regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe:
Provided further, That anyone who serves three or more years of an
enlistment for an unspecified period of time may submit to the Secre-
tary of War his resignation and such resignation shall be accepted by
the Secretary of War and such person shall be discharged from his
enlistment within three months of the submission of such resignation.
Except if such person, other than an enlisted member of a Regular
Army Puerto Rican unit submits his resignation while stationed over-
seas or after embarking for an overseas station, the Secretary of War
shall not be required to accept such resignation until a total of two
years of overseas service shall have been completed in the current over-
seas assignment, and in the case of anyone who has completed any
course of instruction pursuant to paragraph 13 of section 127a of the
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535), or pursuant to
section 2 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 556), as amended
(10 U. S. C. 298a), the Secretary of War shall not be required to accept
such resignation until two years subsequent to the completion of such
course. The Secretary of War may refuse to accept any such resigna-
tion in time of war or national emergency declared by the President
or Congress, or while the person concerned is absent without leave or
serving a sentence of court martial. The Secretary of War may refuse
to accept a resignation for a period not to exceed six months following
the submission thereof if the enlisted person is under investigation or
in default with respect to public property or public funds: Provided

191
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Seventy-ninth Congress, approved July 23, 1946), as amended by sec-
tion 2 of Public Law 6, Eightieth Congress, approved February 26, 
1947, and section 1 of said Public Law 6, Eightieth Congress, and the 
first two sentences of section 11 (a) and section 14 of the Merchant 
Ship Sales Act of 1946 (Public Law 321, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
approved March 8, 1946), are amended by striking out the dates 
"July 1, 1947" and "December 31, 1947", wherever either appear therein, 
and inserting in lieu thereof the date "March 1, 1948". 
SEC. 2. That section 5 of the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946 is 

amended by adding at the end thereof the following subsection: 
"(d) Where an operator is engaged both in the foreign trade and 

in the domestic trade (coastwise or intercoastal), additional charter 
hire determined with reference to voyage profits of the chartered ves-
sels, under regulations promulgated by the Maritime Commission, 
shall be computed, accounted for, and paid separately on such foreign 
trade and shall be computed, accounted for, and paid separately on 
such domestic trade, covering all voyages commencing subsequent to 
June 30, 1947." 
Approved June 28, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 162] 
AN ACT 

To stimulate volunteer enlistments in the Regular Military Establishment of the 
United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and H02186 of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That effective July 
1, 1947, the Secretary of War is authorized, notwithstanding the pro-
visions of the last paragraph of section 127a of this Act, to accept 
original enlistments in the Regular Army from among qualified male 
persons not less than seventeen years of age for periods of two, three, 
four, five, or six years, and to accept reenlistments for periods of three, 
four, five, or six years: Provided, That persons of the first three enlisted 
grades may be reenlisted for unspecified periods of time on a career 
basis under such regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe: 
Provided further, That anyone who serves three or more years of an 
enlistment for an unspecified period of time may submit to the Secre-
tary of War his resignation and such resignation shall be accepted by 
the Secretary of War and such person shall be discharged from his 
enlistment within three months of the submission of such resignation. 
Except if such person, other than an enlisted member of a Regular 
Army Puerto Rican unit submits his resignation while stationed over-
seas or after embarking for an overseas station, the Secretary of War 
shall not be required to accept such resignation until a total of two 
years of overseas service shall have been completed in the current over-
seas assignment, and in the case of anyone who has completed any 
course of instruction pursuant to paragraph 13 of section 127a of the 
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535), or pursuant to 
section 2 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 556), as amended 
(10 U. S. C. 298a) , the Secretary of War shall not be required to accept 
such resignation until two  rears subsequent to the completion of such 
course. The Secretary of War may refuse to accept any such resigna-
tion in time of war or national emergency declared by the President 
or Congress, or while the person concerned is absent without leave or 
serving a sentence of court martial. The Secretary of War may refuse 
to accept a resignation for a period not to exceed six months following 
the submission thereof if the enlisted person is under investigation or 
in default with respect to public property or public funds: Provided 
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Consent of parents, further, That no person under the age of eighteen years shall be enlisted
age 18. without the written consent of his parents or guardian, and the Secre-

tary of War shall, upon the application of the parents or guardian
of any such person enlisted without their written consent, discharge
such person from the military service with pay and with the form
of discharge certificate to which the service of such person, after

Right to reenrist- enlistment, shall entitle him: Provided further, That nothing con-
visionsolaw. tained in this Act shall be construed to deprive any person of any

right to reenlistment in the Regular Army under any other provision
Enlistment con- of law. No person who is serving under an enlistment contracted on

tracted on or after
June 1, 5. 

ter or after June 1, 1945, shall be entitled, before the expiration of the
period of such enlistment, to enlist for an enlistment period which
will expire before the expiration of the enlistment period for which he

dieearse Ontsofdi is so serving: Provided further, That any enlisted person discharged
from the Regular Army who upon such discharge is recommended
for reenlistment shall be permitted to reenlist with the rank held by
him at the time of his discharge if he reenlists within a period to be
specified by the Secretary of War but not to exceed three months from
the date of such discharge: And provided further, That any enlisted
person discharged from the Regular Army by reason of acceptance of
his resignation shall not be entitled upon subsequent reenlistment to
the rank, rating, or grade held at the time of discharge.

Promotions to sixth SEC. 2. Any person who enlists or reenlists in the Regular Military
grEstablishment on or after June 1, 1945, in the seventh grade, upon the

completion of recruit training, but not later than four months subse-
quent to the date of enlistment, shall, unless sooner promoted, be pro-
moted to the sixth grade, provided he meets such qualifications as may
be prescribed in regulations promulgated by the Secretary of War:

Back pay or allow- Provided, That no back pay or allowance shall accrue to any person by
reason of enactment of this section.

SEC. 3. Section 2 of the National Defense Act, as amended (10
39 stat. i66. U. S. C. 4,602), is further amended by deleting the last sentence thereof.
S7 SUat 3. fC. fa, SEC. 4. Paragraph 4 of section 10 of the Pay Readjustment Act of

no. 1942 is hereby amended by substituting a colon for the period at the
Pot, p. 242. end of such paragraph and by adding immediately after such colon
Reenlistment allow- the following: "Provided further, That in addition to such enlistment

a n c e allowance, any person enlisting for an unspecified period of time shall
be paid the sum of $50 upon the completion of each year of service of
such reenlistment, and any person who resigns or is discharged from
such enlistment for an unspecified period of time shall not thereafter
be entitled to any additional enlistment or reenlistment allowance
based on any period served in such enlistment for an unspecified
period of time."

4 Stat. 896;42tat. SEC. 5. Effective July 1, 1947, sections 653 and 653a of title 10,
United States Code, are repealed and all other laws and parts of laws
insofar as they are inconsistent with or in conflict with the provisions
of this Act are likewise repealed.

SEC. 6. Subsection 1 (b) of the Mustering-Out Payment Act of 1944
8 Stat. 8. (38 U. S. C., Supp. V. 691a) is amended by striking out the word "and"

at the end of subsection (7) thereof, inserting a semicolon in lieu of
the period after subsection (8) thereof, and adding the following:
"and (9) any person entering upon active service, or enlisting, on or
after the first day of the first month after the approval of the Act
adding this subsection."

32 U.tS. C.17 , 4, SEO. 7. Sections 57 and 58 of the National Defense Act, as amended,
4a. are further amended by striking out the words "eighteen" therefrom

and substituting therefor the words "seventeen" in each of the said
sections.

Approved June 28, 1947.
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further, That no person under the age of eighteen years shall be enlisted 
without the written consent of his parents or guardian, and the Secre-
tary of War shall, upon the application of the parents or guardian 
of any such person enlisted without their written consent, oilischarge 
such person from the military service with pay and with the form 
of discharge certificate to which the service of such person, after 
enlistment, shall entitle him: Provided further, That nothing con-
tained in this Act shall be construed to deprive any person of any 
right to reenlistment in the Regular Army under any other provision 
of law. No person who is serving under an enlistment contracted on 
or after June 1, 1945, shall be entitled, before the expiration of the 
period of such enlistment, to enlist for an enlistment period which 
will expire before the expiration of the enlistment period for which he 
is so serving: Provided further, That any enlisted person discharged 
from the Regular Army who upon such discharge is recommended 
for reenlistment shall be permitted to reenlist with the rank held by 
him at the time of his discharge if he re,enlists within a period to be 
specified by the Secretary of War but not to exceed three months from 
the date of such discharge: And provided further, That any enlisted 
person discharged from the Regular Army by reason of acceptance of 
his resignation shall not be entitled upon subsequent reenlistment to 
the rank, rating, or grade held at the time of discharge. 
SEC. 2. Any person who enlists or reenlists in the Regular Military 

Establishment on or after June 1, 1945, in the seventh grade, upon the 
completion of recruit training, but not later than four months subse-
quent to the date of enlistment, shall, unless sooner promoted, be pro-
moted to the sixth grade, provided he meets such qualifications as may 
be prescribed in regulations promulgated by the Secretary of War: 
Provided, That no back pay or allowance shall accrue to any person by 
reason of enactment of this section. 
SEC. 3. Section 2 of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 

U. S. C. 4, 602) , is further amended by deleting the last sentence thereof. 
SEC. 4. Paragraph 4 of section 10 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 

1942 is hereby amended by substituting a colon for the period at the 
end of such paragraph and by adding immediately after such colon 
the following: "Provided further, That in addition to such enlistment 
allowance, any person enlisting for an unspecified period of time shall 
be paid the sum of $50 upon the completion of each year of service of 
such reenlistment, and any person who resigns or is discharged from 
such enlistment for an unspecified period of time shall not thereafter 
be entitled to any additional enlistment or reenlistment allowance 
based on any period served in such enlistment for an unspecified 
period of time." 
SEC. 5. Effective July 1, 1947, sections 653 and 653a of title 10, 

United States Code, are repealed and all other laws and parts of laws 
insofar as they are inconsistent with or in conflict with the provisions 
of this Act are likewise repealed. 
SEC. 6. Subsection 1 (b) of the Mustering-Out Payment Act of 1944 

(38 U. S. C., Supp. V. 691a) is amended by striking out the word "and" 
at the end of subsection (7) thereof, inserting a semicolon in lieu of 
the period after subsection (8) thereof, and adding the following: 
"and (9) any person entering upon active service, or enlisting, on or 
after the first day of the first month after the approval of the Act 
adding this subsection." 
SEC. 7. Sections 57 and 58 of the National Defense Act, as amended, 

are further amended by striking out the words "eighteen" therefrom 
and substituting therefor the words "seventeen" in each of the said 
sections. 
Approved June 28, 1947. 
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AN ACT
June 30, 1947

Relative to maximum rents on housing accommodations; to repeal certain provi- [H. R. 3203]
sions of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth Congress, and for other purposes. [Public Law 129]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING LAW

SECTION 1. (a) Sections 1, 2 (b) through 9, and sections 11 and 12,
of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth Congress, are hereby repealed, and
any funds made available under said sections of said Act not expended
or committed prior to the enactment of this Act are hereby returned
to the Treasury: Provided, That any allocations made or committed,
or priorities granted for the delivery, of any housing materials or
facilities under any regulation or order issued under the authority
contained in said Act, and before the date of enactment of this Act,
with respect to veterans of World War II their immediate families,
and others, shall remain in full force and effect.

(b) (1) Whenever the Housing Expediter determines that there
is a shortage, or that there is likely to be a shortage, of building mate-
rials, he may by regulation or order require of any person or persons
a permit as a condition of constructing any building or facilities to be
used for amusement or recreational purposes, other than a building
or facilities constructed for use in connection with a State or county
fair or an agricultural, livestock, or industrial exposition or exhibi-
tion, the net proceeds from which are used exclusively for improve-
ment, maintenance, and operation of such exposition or exhibition.

(2) It shall be unlawful for any person to do or omit to do any act
in violation of any regulation or order prescribed under authority of
this subsection. Any person who willfully violates the provisions of
this paragraph shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of
not more than $5,000, or to imprisonment for not more than two years,
or to both such fine and imprisonment.

(3) As used in this subsection, the term "person" includes an indi-
vidual, corporation, partnership, association, or any other organized
group of persons, or a legal successor or representative of any of the
foregoing.

SEC. 2. Section 603 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended,
is amended by striking out "June 30, 1947" wherever appearing therein
and inserting in lieu thereof "March 31. 1948".

SEC. 3. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, is
amended by adding the following new section at the end thereof:

"SEC. 609. (a) In order to assist in relieving the acute shortage of
housing which now exists and to promote the production of housing
for veterans of World War II at moderate prices or rentals within their
reasonable ability to pay, through the application of modern industrial
processes, the Administrator is authorized to insure loans to finance the
manufacture of housing (including advances on such loans) when such
loans are eligible for insurance as hereinafter provided.

"(b) Loans for the manufacture of houses shall be eligible for
insurance under this section if at the time of such insurance, the
Administrator determines they meet the following conditions:

"(1) The manufacturer shall establish that binding contracts
have been executed satisfactory to the Administrator. providing
for the purchase and delivery of the number of houses to be
manufactured with the proceeds of the loan;

"(2) Such houses to be manufactured shall meet such require-
ments of sound quality, durability, livability, and safety as may
be prescribed by the Administrator;
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[CHAPTER 163] 
AN ACT 

Relative to maximum rents on housing accommodations; to repeal certain provi-
sions of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth Congress, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I—AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING LAW 

SEcrioN 1. (a) Sections 1, 2 (b) through 9, and sections 11 and 12, 
of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth Congress, are hereby repealed, and 
any funds made available under said sections of said Act not expended 
or committed prior to the enactment of this Act are hereby returned 
to the Treasury: Provided, That any allocations made or committed, 
or priorities granted for the delivery, of any housing materials or 
facilities under any regulation or order issued under the authority 
contained in said Act, and before the date of enactment of this Act, 
with respect to veterans of World War II, their immediate families, 
and others, shall remain in full force and effect. 

(b) (1) Whenever the Housing Expediter determines that there 
is a shortage, or that there is likely to be a shortage, of building mate-
rials, he may by regulation or order require of any person or persons 
a permit as a condition of constructing any building or facilities to be 
used for amusement or recreational purposes, other than a building 
or facilities constructed for use in connection with a State or county 
fair or an agricultural, livestock, or industrial exposition or exhibi-
tion, the net proceeds from which are used exclusively for improve-
ment, maintenance, and operation of such exposition or exhibition. 

(2) It shall be unlawful for any person to do or omit to do any act 
in violation of any regulation or order prescribed under authority of 
this subsection. Any person who willfully violates the provisions of 
this paragraph shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of 
not more than $5,000, or to imprisonment for not more than two years, 
or to both such fine and imprisonment. 

(3) As used in this subsection, the term "person" includes an indi-
vidual, corporation, partnership, association, or any other organized 
group of persons, or a legal successor or representative of any of the 
foregoing. 

SEo. 2. Section 603 (a) of the National Housing Act, as amended, 
is amended by striking out "June 30, 1947" wherever appearing therein 
and inserting in lieu thereof "March 31, 1948". 
SEC. 3. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, is 

amended by adding the following new section at the end thereof: 
"SEc. 609. (a) In order to assist in relieving the acute shortage of 

housing which now exists and to promote the production of housing 
for veterans of World War II at moderate prices or rentals within their 
reasonable ability to pay, through the application of modern industrial 
processes, the Administrator is authorized to insure loans to finance the 
manufacture of housing (including advances on such loans) when such 
loans are eligiblei tfor insurance as hereinafter provided. 

"(b) Loans for the manufacture of houses shall be eligible for 
insurance under this section if at the time of such insurance, the 
Administrator determines they meet the following conditions: 

"(1) The manufacturer shall establish that binding contracts 
have been executed satisfactory to the Administrator, providing 
for the purchase and delivery of the number of houses to be 
manufactured with the proceec_s of the loan ' - 

"(2) Such houses to be manufactured shall meet such require-
ments of sound quality, durability, livability, and safety as may 
be prescribed by the Administrator; 
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"(3) The borrower shall establish to the satisfaction of the
Administrator that he has or will have adequate plant facilities,
sufficient capital funds, taking into account the loan applied for,
and the experience necessary, to achieve the required production
schedule;

"(4) The loan shall involve a principal obligation in an amount
not to exceed 90 per centum of the amount which the Adminis-
trator estimates will be the necessary current cost of manufactur-
ing such houses, exclusive of profit. The loan shall be secured
by an assignment of the aforesaid purchase contracts for the
houses to be manufactured with the proceeds of the loan, and of
all sums payable under such purchase contracts, with the right
in the assignee to proceed against such security in case of default
as provided in the assignment, which assignment shall be in such
form and contain such terms and conditions, as may be prescribed
by the Administrator; and the Administrator may require such
other agreements and undertakings to further secure the loan
as he may determine, including the right, in case of default or at
any time necessary to protect the lender, to compel delivery to the
lender of any houses manufactured with the proceeds of the loan
and then owned and in the possession of the borrower. The loan
shall have a maturity not in excess of one year from the date of
the note, except that any such loan may be refinanced and extended
in accordance with such terms and conditions as the Administrator
may prescribe for an additional term not to exceed one year, and
shall bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for insurance)
at not to exceed 4 per centum per annum on the amount of the
principal obligation outstanding at any time.

elease oft proPert "(C) The Administrator may consent to the release of a part or parts
of the property assigned or delivered as security for the loan, upon
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe and the security docu-
ments may provide for such release.

Failure ett make "(d) The failure of the borrower to make any payment due under
or provided to be paid by the terms of a loan under this section, or the
failure to perform any other covenant or obligation contained in any
assignment, agreement, or undertaking executed by the borrower in
connection with such loan, shall be considered as a default unldr this
section, and if such default continues for a period of thirty days, the
lender shall be entitled to receive the benefits of the insurance herein-
after provided upon assignment, transfer, and delivery to the Adminis-
trator within a period and in accordance with the rules and regulations
prescribed by the Administrator of (1) all rights and interest arising
with respect to the loan so in default; (2) all claims of the lender
against the borrower or others arising out of the loan transaction;
(3) any cash or property held by the lender, or to which it is entitled, as
deposits made for the account of the borrower and which have not
been applied in reduction of the principal of the loan; and (4) all
records, documents, books, papers, and accounts relating to the
loan transaction. Upon such assignment, transfer, and delivery, the
Administrator shall, subject to the cash adjustment provided for in

si sta t. 1739 (c). section 604 (c), issue to the lender debentures having a face value equal
to the unpaid principal balance of the loan.

tsuance of deben- "(e) Debentures issued under this section shall be issued in accord-
85 Stat. 59 . ance with the provisions of section 604 (d) except that such debentures

shall be dated as of the date of default as determined in subsection (d)
of this section and shall bear interest from such date.

52 stat. 20; 55 Stat. "(f) The provisions of section 207 (k) and 603 (a) of this Act shall
2 U. s. c. § 1713 be applicable to loans insured under this section, except that as applied

An(), p. 13; post, to such loans (1) all references in section 207 (k) to the 'Housing
PP. m7 9M. Fund' shall be construed to refer to the 'War Housing Insurance Fundc
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"(3) The borrower shall establish to the satisfaction of the 
Administrator that he has or will have adequate plant facilities, 
sufficient capital funds, taking into account the loan applied for, 
and the experience necessary, to achieve the required production 
schedule; 

"(4) The loan shall involve a principal obligation in an amount 
not to exceed 90 per centum of the amount which the Adminis-
trator estimates will be the necessary current cost of manufactur-
ing such houses, exclusive of profit. The loan shall be secured 
by an assignment of the aforesaid purchase contracts for the 
houses to be manufactured with the proceeds of the loan, and of 
all sums payable under such purchase contracts, with the right 
in the assignee to proceed against such security in case of default 
as provided in the assignment, which assignment shall be in such 
form and contain such terms and conditions, as may be prescribed 
by the Administrator; and the Administrator may require such 
other agreements and undertakings to further secure the loan 
as he may determine, including the right, in case of default or at 
any time necessary to protect the lender, to compel delivery to the 
lender of any houses manufactured with the proceeds of the loan 
and then owned and in the possession of the borrower. The loan 
shall have a maturity not in excess of one year from the date of 
the note, except that any such loan may be refinanced and extended 
in accordance with such terms and conditions as the Administrator 
may prescribe for an additional term not to exceed one year, and 
shall bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for insurance) 
at not to exceed 4 per centurn per annum on the amount of the 
principal obligation outstanding at any time. 

4.4. (c) The Administrator may consent to the release of a part or parts 
of the property assigned or delivered as security for the loan, upon 
such terms and conditions as he may prescribe and the security docu-
ments may provide for such release. 
"(d) The failure of the borrower to make any payment due under 

or provided to be paid by the terms of a loan under this section, or the 
failure to perform any other covenant or obligation contained in any 
assignment, agreement, or undertaking executed by the borrower in 
connection with such loan, shall be considered as a default under this 
section, and if such default continues for a period of thirty days, the 
lender shall be entitled to receive the benefits of the insurance herein-
after provided upon assignment, transfer, and delivery to the Adminis-
trator within a period and in accordance with the rules and regulations 
prescribed by the Administrator of (1) all rights and interest arising 
with respect to the loan so in default; (2) all claims of the lender 
against the borrower or others arising out of the loan transaction; 
(3) any cash or property held by the lender, or to which it is entitled, as 
deposits made for the account of the borrower and which have not 
been applied in reduction of the principal of the loan; and (4) all 
records, documents, books, papers, and accounts relating to the 
loan transaction. Upon such assignment, transfer, and delivery, the 
Administrator shall, subject to the cash adjustment provided for in 
section 604 (c), issue to the lender debentures having a face value equal 
to the unpaid principal balance of the loan. 
"(e) Debentures issued under this section shall be issued in accord-

ance with the provisions of section 604 (d) except that such debentures 
shall be dated as of the date of default as determined in subsection (d) 
of this section and shall bear interest from such date. 

"(f) The provisions of section 207 (k) and 603 (a) of this Act shall 
be applicable to loans insured under this section, except that as applied 
to such loans (1) all references in section 207 (k) to the 'Housing 
Fund' shall be construed to refer to the War Housing Insurance Fund' 
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and (2) the reference in section 207 (k) to 'subsection (g)' shall be
construed to refer to 'subsection (d)' of this section; (3) the references
in section 207 (k) to insured mortgages shall be construed to refer to
the assignment or other security for loans insured under this section;
and (4) the references in section 603 (a) to a mortgage or mortgages
shall be construed to include a loan or loans under this section.

"(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Adminis-
trator shall have the power to assign or sell at public or private sale,
or otherwise dispose of, any evidence of debt, contract, claim, personal
property, or security assigned to or held by him in connection with
the payment of insurance heretofore or hereafter granted under this
section, and to collect or compromise all obligations assigned to or
held by him and all legal or equitable rights accruing to him in con-
nection with the payment of such insurance until such time as such
obligations may be referred to the Attorney General for suit or
collection.

"(h) The Administrator shall fix a premium charge for the insur-
ance granted under this section, but such premium charge shall not
exceed an amount equivalent to 1 per centum of the original principal
of such loan, and such premium charge shall be payable in advance
by the financial institution and shall be paid at such time and in such
manner as may be prescribed by the Administrator. In addition to
the premium charge herein provided for, the Administrator is author-
ized to charge and collect such amounts as he may deem reasonable for
examining and processing applications for the insurance of loans
under this section, including such additional inspections as the Admin-
istrator may deem necessary."

SEC. 4. (a) In order to assure preference or priority to veterans of
World War II or their families-

(1) no housing accommodations consisting of a dwelling
designed for a single family residence, the construction of which
is completed after the date of enactment of this title and prior to
March 1, 1948, shall be sold or offered for sale, prior to the expi-
ration of thirty days after construction is completed, for occu-
pancy by persons other than such veterans or their families; and

(2) no housing accommodations, designed for occupancy by
other than transients, the construction of which is completed after
the date of enactment of this title and prior to March 1, 1948,
shall be rented or offered for rent, prior to the expiration of thirty
days after construction is completed, for occupancy by persons
other than such veterans or their families; and

(3) no housing accommodations consisting of a dwelling
designed for a single-family residence, the construction of which
is completed after the date of enactment of this title and prior to
March 1, 1948, shall be sold or offered for sale to any person at a
price less than the price for which it is offered to veterans or their
amilies; and

(4) no housing accommodations, designed for occupancy by
other than transients, the construction of which is completed after
the date of enactment of this title and prior to March 1, 1948,
shall be rented or offered for rent, at a price less than the price for
which it is offered for rent to veterans and their families; and

(5) the Housing Expediter shall prescribe by regulations:
(i) the manner in which such housing accommodations shall be
publicly offered in good faith for sale or rental to veterans of
World War II or their families in accordance with the provisions
of this section, and (ii) exceptions to this section for hardship
cases, including appropriate exceptions from the operation of
paragraphs (3) and (4): Provided, That nothing contained in
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and (2) the reference in section 207 (k) to 'subsection (g)' shall be 
construed to refer to 'subsection (d)' of this section; (3) the references 
in section 207 (k) to insured mortgages shall be construed to refer to 
the assignment or other security for loans insured under this section; 
and (4) the references in section 603 (a) to a mortgage or mortgages 
shall be construed to include a loan or loans under this section. 
"(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Adminis-

trator shall have the power to assign or sell at public or private sale, 
or otherwise dispose of, any evidence of debt, contract, claim, personal 
property, or security assigned to or held by him in connection with 
the payment of insurance heretofore or hereafter granted under this 
section, and to collect or compromise all obligations assigned to or 
held by him and all legal or equitable rights accruing to him in con-
nection with the payment of such insurance until such time as such 
obligations may be referred to the Attorney General for suit or 
collection. 
" (h) The Administrator shall fix a premium charge for the insur-

ance granted under this section, but such premium charge shall not 
exceed an amount equivalent to 1 per centum of the original principal 
of such loan, and such premium charge shall be payable in advance 
by the financial institution and shall be paid at such time and in such 
manner as may be prescribed by the Administrator. In addition to 
the premium charge herein provided for, the Administrator is author-
ized to charge and collect such amounts as he may deem reasonable for 
examining and processing applications for the insurance of loans 
under this section, including such additional inspections as the Admin-
istrator may deem necessary." 
SEC. 4. (a) In order to assure preference or priority to veterans of 

World War II or their families— 
(1) no housing accommodations consisting of a dwelling 

designed for a single family residence, the construction of which 
is completed after the date of enactment of this title and prior to 
March 1, 1948, shall be sold or offered for sale, prior to the expi-
ration of thirty days after construction is completed, for occu-
pancy by persons other than such veterans or their families; and 

(2) no housing accommodations, designed for occupancy by 
other than transients, the construction of which is completed after 
the date of enactment of this title and prior to March 1, 1948, 
shall be rented or offered for rent, prior to the expiration of thirty 
days after construction is completed, for occupancy by persons 
other than such veterans or their families and 

(3) no housing accommodations consisting of a dwelling 
designed for a single-family residence, the construction of which 
is completed after the date of enactment of this title and prior to 
March 1, 1948, shall be sold or offered for sale to any person at a 
price less than the price for which it is offered to veterans or their 
families; and 

(4) no housing accommodations, designed for occupancy by 
other than transients, the construction of which is completed after 
the date of enactment of this title and prior to March 1, 1948, 
shall be rented or offered for rent, at a price less than the price for 
which it is offered for rent to veterans and their families; and 

(5) the Housing Expediter shall prescribe by regulations: 
(1) the manner in which such housing accommodations shall be 
publicly offered in good faith for sale or rental to veterans of 
World War II or their families in accordance with the provisions 
of this section, and (ii) exceptions to this section for hardship 
cams, including appropriate exceptions from the operation of 
paragraphs (3) and (4) : Provided, That nothing contained in 
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this Act shall affect or remove any veteran's preference require-
ments heretofore established under Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth
Congress, and outstanding with respect to housing accommoda-
tions completed prior to the date of the enactment of this title.

(b) This section shall cease to be in effect whenever the President
proclaims that the protection to such veterans and their families pro-
vided by this section is no longer needed.

(c) For purposes of this section (1) the Housing Expediter shall
prescribe by regulations the time as of which construction of housing
accommodations shall be deemed to be completed, and (2) the term
"person" shall have the meaning assigned to such term in section 1
(b) (3) of this Act.

(d) Any person who willfully violates any provision of this section
shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not more than
$5,000 or to imprisonment for not more than one year, or to both such
fine and imprisonment.

TITLE II-MAXIMUM RENTS

DECLARATION OF POLICY

SEC. 201. (a) The Congress hereby reaffirms the declaration in the
Price Control Extension Act of 1946 that unnecessary or unduly pro-
longed controls over rents would be inconsistent with the return to a
peacetime economy and would tend to prevent the attainment of the
goals therein declared.

(b) The Congress therefore declares that it is its purpose to termi-
nate at the earliest practicable date all Federal restrictions on rents
on housing accommodations. At the same time the Congress recog-
nizes that an emergency exists and that, for the prevention of inflation
and for the achievement of a reasonable stability in the general level
of rents during the transition period, as well as the attainment of
other salutary objectives of the above-named Act, it is necessary for
a limited time to impose certain restrictions upon rents charged for
rental housing accommodations in defense-rental areas. Such restric-
tions should be administered with a view to prompt adjustments where
owners of rental housing accommodations are suffering hardships
because of the inadequacies of the maximum rents applicable to their
housing accommodations, and under procedures designed to minimize
delay in the granting of necessary adjustments, which, so far as prac-
ticable shall be made by local boards with a minimum of control by any
central agency.

(c) To the end that these policies may be effectively carried out
with the least possible impact on the economy pending complete
decontrol, the provisions of this title are enacted.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 202. As used in this title-
(a) The term "person" includes an individual, corporation, partner-ship, association, or any other organized group of persons, or a legalsuccessor or representative of any of the foregoing.
(b) The term housing accommodations" means any building, struc-ture, or part thereof, or land appurtenant thereto, or any other real

or personal property rented or offered for rent for living or dwelling
purposes (including houses, apartments, rooming- or boarding-house
accommodations, and other properties used for living or dwelling
purposes) together with all rivileges, services, furnishings, furniture,
and facilities connected with the use or occupancy of such property.
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this Act shall affect or remove any veteran's preference require-
ments heretofore established under Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, and outstanding with respect to housing accommoda-
tions completed prior to the date of the enactment of this title. 

(b) This section shall cease to be in effect whenever the President 
proclaims that the protection to such veterans and their families pro-
vided by this section is no longer needed. 

(c) For purposes of this section (1) the Housing Expediter shall 
prescribe by regulations the time as of which construction of housing 
accommodations shall be deemed to be completed, and (2) the term 
"person" shall have the meaning assigned to such term in section 1 
(b) (3) of this Act. 

(d) Any person who willfully violates any provision of this section 
shall, upon conviction thereof, be subject to a fine of not more than 
$5,000 or to imprisonment for not more than one year , or to both such 
fine and imprisonment. 

TITLE II—MAXIMUM RENTS 

DECLARATION OF POLICY 

SEC. 201. (a) The Congress hereby reaffirms the declaration in the 
Price Control Extension Act of 1946 that unnecessary or unduly pro-
longed controls over rents would be inconsistent with the return to a 
peacetime economy and would tend to prevent the attainment of the 
goals therein declared. 

(b) The Congress therefore declares that it is its purpose to termi-
nate at the earliest practicable date all Federal restrictions on rents 
on housing accommodations. At the same time the Congress recog-
nizes that an emergency exists and that, for the prevention of inflation 
and for the achievement of a reasonable stability in the general level 
of rents during the transition period, as well as the attainment of 
other salutary objectives of the above-named Act, it is necessary for 
a limited time to impose certain restrictions upon rents charged for 
rental housing accommodations in defense-rental areas. Such restric-
tions should be administered with a view to prompt adjustments where 
owners of rental housing accommodations are suffering hardships 
because of the inadequacies of the maximum rents applicable to their 
housing accommodations, and under procedures designed to minimize 
delay in the granting of necessary adjustments, which, so far as prac-
ticable, shall be made by local boards with a minimum of control by any 
central agency. 

(c) To the end that these policies may be effectively carried out 
with the least possible impact on the economy pending complete 
decontrol, the provisions of this title are enacted. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 202. As used in this title— 
(a) The term "person" includes an individual, corporation, partner-

ship, association, or any other organized group of persons, or a legal 
successor or representative of any of the foregoing. 

(b) The term "housing accommodations" means any building, struc-
ture, or part thereof, or land appurtenant thereto, or any other real 
or personal property rented or offered for rent for living or dwelling 
purposes (including houses, apartments, rooming- or boarding-house 
accommodations, and other properties used for living or dwelling 
purposes) together with all privileges, services, furnishings, furniture, 
and facilities connected with the use or occupancy of such property. 
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(c) The term "controlled housing accommodations" means housing
accommodations in any defense-rental area, except that it does not
include-

(1) those housing accommodations, in any establishment which
is commonly known as a hotel in the community in which it is
located, which are occupied by persons who are provided cus-
tomary hotel services such as maid service, furnishing and laun-
dering of linen, telephone and secretarial or desk service, use and
upkeep of furniture and fixtures, and bellboy service; or

(2) any motor court, or any part thereof; or any tourist home
serving transient guests exclusively, or any part thereof; or

(3) any housing accommodations (A) the construction of
which was completed on or after February 1, 1947, or which are
additional housing accommodations created by conversion on or
after February 1, 1947, except that contracts for the rental of
housing accommodations to veterans of World War II and their
immediate families, the construction of which was assisted by
allocations or priorities under Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth
Congress, approved May 22, 1946, shall remain in full force and
effect, or (B) which at no time during the period February 1,
1945, to January 31, 1947, both dates inclusive, were rented (other
than to members of the immediate family of the occupant) as
housing accommodations.

(d) The term "defense-rental area" means any part of any area
designated under the provisions of the Emergency Price Control Act
of 1942, as amended, prior to March 1, 1947, as an area where defense
activities have resulted or threaten to result in an increase in the rents
for housing accommodations inconsistent with the purposes of such
Act, in which maximum rents were being regulated under such Act on
March 1, 1947.

(e) The term "rent" means the consideration demanded or received
in connection with the use or occupancy or the transfer of a lease
of any housing accommodations.

TERMINATION OF RENT CONTROL UNDER EMERGENCY PRICE CONTROL ACT
OF 1942

SEC. 203. (a) After the effective date of this title, no maximlimu rents
shall be established or maintained under the authority of the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, with respect to any
housing accommodations.

(b) On the termination of rent control under this title all records
and other data used or held in connection with the establishment
and maintenance of maximum rents by the Housing Expediter, and
all predecessor agencies, shall, on request, be delivered without reim-
bursement to the proper officials of any State or local subdivision of
government that may be charged with the duty of administering a
rent control program in any State or local subdivision of government
to which such records and data may be applicable: Provided, however,
That any such records or data shall be so made available subject to
recall for use in carrying out the purposes of this title.

RENT CONTROL UNDER THIS TITLE

SEC. 204. (a) The Housing Expediter shall administer the powers,
functions, and duties under this title; and for the purpose of exercising
such powers, functions, and duties, and the powers, functions, and
duties granted to or imposed upon the Housing Expediter by title
I of this Act, the Office of Housing Expediter is hereby extended until
February 29, 1948.
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(c) The term "controlled housing accommodations" means housing 
accommodations in any defense-rental area, except that it does not 
include— 

(1) those housing accommodations, in any establishment which 
is commonly known as a hotel in the community in which it is 
located, which are occupied by persons who are provided cus-
tomary hotel services such as maid service, furnishing and laun-
dering of linen, telephone and secretarial or desk service, use and 
upkeep of furniture and fixtures, and bellboy service; or 

(2) any motor court, or any part thereof; or any tourist home 
serving transient guests exclusively, or any part thereof; or 

(3) any housing accommodations (A) the construction of 
which was completed on or after February 1, 1947, or which are 
additional housing accommodations created by conversion on or 
after February 1, 1947, except that contracts for the rental of 
housing accommodations to veterans of World War II and their 
immediate families, the construction of which was assisted by 
allocations or priorities under Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, approved May 22, 1946, shall remain in full force and 
effect, or (B) which at no time during the period February 1, 
1945, to January 31, 1947, both dates inclusive, were rented (other 
than to members of the immediate family of the occupant) as 
housing accommodations. 

(d) The term "defense-rental area" means any part of any area 
designated under the provisions of the Emergency Price Control Act 
of 1942, as amended, prior to March 1, 1947, as an area where defense 
activities have resulted or threaten to result in an increase in the rents 
for housing accommodations inconsistent with the purposes of such 
Act, in which maximum rents were being regulated under such Act on 
March 1, 1947. 

(e) The term "rent" means the consideration demanded or received 
in connection with the use or occupancy or the transfer of a lease 
of any housing accommodations. 
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SEC. 203. (a) After the effective date of this title, no maximum rents 
shall be established or maintained under the authority of the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, with respect to any 
housing accommodations. 

(b) On the termination of rent control under this title all records 
and other data used or held in connection with the establishment 
and maintenance of maximum rents by the Housing Expediter, and 
all predecessor agencies, shall, on request, be delivered without reim-
bursement to the proper officials of any State or local subdivision of 
government that may be charged with the duty of administering a 
rent control program in any State or local subdivision of government 
to which such records and data may be applicable: Provided, however, 
That any such records or data shall be so made available subject to 
recall for use in carrying out the purposes of this title. 
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SEC. 204. (a) The Housing Expediter shall administer the powers, 
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duties granted to or imposed upon the Housing Expediter by title 
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Maximum rent. (b) During the period beginning on the effective date of this
title and ending on the date this title ceases to be in effect, no
person shall demand, accept, or receive any rent for the use or occu-
pancy of any controlled housing accommodations greater than the
maximum rent established under the authority of the Emergency

s 6 stat.23. Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, and in effect with respect
5 901-gos , i921-9P; thereto on June 30, 1947: Provided, however, That the Housing Expe-
94

Pos p.619. diter shall, by regulation or order, make such adjustments in such
Adjustments. maximum rents as may be necessary to correct inequities or further

to carry out the purposes and provisions of this title: And provided
Lease entered into further, That in any case in which a landlord and tenant, on or before

17. o December 31, 1947, voluntarily enter into a valid written lease in
good faith with respect to any housing accommodations for which a
maximum rent is in effect under this section and such lease takes effect
after the effective date of this title and expires on or after December
31, 1948, and if a true and duly executed copy of such lease is filed,
within fifteen days after the date of execution of such lease, with the
Housing Expediter, the maximum rent for such housing accommoda-
tions shall be, as of the date such lease takes effect, that which is
mutually agreed between the landlord and tenant in such lease if it
does not represent an increase of more than 15 per centum over the
maximum rent which would otherwise apply under this section. In
any case in which a maximum rent for any housing accommodations
is established pursuant to the provisions of the last proviso above,
such maximum rent shall not thereafter be subject to modification by
any regulation or order issued under the provisions of this title. No
housing accommodations for which a maximum rent is established
pursuant to the provisions of the last proviso above shall be subject,
after December 31, 1947, to any maximum rent established or main-
tained under the provisions of this title.

mum rents in 'defens-a (c) The Housing Expediter is hereby authorized and directed to
rental areas. remove any or all maximum rents before this title ceases to be in effect,

in any defense-rental area, if in his judgment the need for continuing
maximum rents in such area no longer exists due to sufficient con-
struction of new housing accommodations or when the demand for
rental housing accommodations has been otherwise reasonably met.

degulations and (d) The Housing Expediter is authorized to issue such regulations
and orders, consistent with the provisions of this title, as he may deem
necessary to carry out the provisions of this section and section 202 (c).

deaiesreJntoars (e) ( 1 The Housing Expediter is authorized and directed to create
in each defense-rental area, or such portion thereof as he may desig-
nate, a local advisory board, each such board to consist of not less
than five members who are representative citizens of the area, to be
appointed by the Housing Expediter, from recommendations made by
the respective Governors. Each such board shall have sufficient mem-
bers to enable it promptly to consider individual adjustment cases
coming before it on which the board shall make recommendations to
the ofcials administering this title within its area. The local boards
may make such recommendations to the Housing Expediter as they
deem advisable with respect to the following matters:

(A) Decontrol of the defense-rental area or any portion
thereof;

(B) The adequacy of the general rent level in the area; and
(C) Operations generally of the local rent office, with particular

reference to hardship cases.
Office space, etc. (2) The Housing Expediter shall furnish the local boards suitable

office space and stenographic assistance and shall make available to
such boards any records and other information in the possession of
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(b) During the period beginning on the effective date of this 
title and ending on the date this title ceases to be in effect, no 
person shall demand, accept, or receive any rent for the use or occu-
pancy of any controlled housing accommodations greater than the 
maximum rent established under the authority of the Emergency 
Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, and in effect with respect 
thereto on June 30, 1947: Provided, however, That the Housing Expe-
diter shall, by regulation or order, make such adjustments in such 
maximum rents as may be necessary to correct inequities or further 
to carry out the purposes and provisions of this title: And provided 
further, That in any case in which a landlord and tenant, on or before 
December 31, 1947, voluntarily enter into a valid written lease in 
good faith with respect to any housing accommodations for which a 
maximum rent is in effect under this section and such lease takes effect 
after the effective date of this title and expires on or after December 
31, 1948, and if a true and duly executed copy of such lease is filed, 
within fifteen days after the date of execution of such lease, with the 
Housing Expediter, the maximum rent for such housing accommoda-
tions shall be, as of the date such lease takes effect, that which is 
mutually agreed between the landlord and tenant in such lease if it 
does not represent an increase of more than 15 per centum over the 
maximum rent which would otherwise apply under this section. In 
any case in which a maximum rent for any housing accommodations 
is established pursuant to the provisions of the last proviso above, 
such maximum rent shall not thereafter be subject to modification by 
any regulation or order issued under the provisions of this title. No 
housing accommodations for which a maximum rent is established 
pursuant to the provisions of the last proviso above shall be subject, 
after December 31, 1947, to any maximum rent established or main-
tained under the provisions of this title. 

(c) The Housing Expediter is hereby authorized and directed to 
remove any or all maximum rents before this title ceases to be in effect, 
in any defense-rental area, if in his judgment the need for continuing 
maximum rents in such area no longer exists due to sufficient con-
struction of new housing accommodations or when the demand for 
rental housing accommodations has been otherwise reasonably met. 

Regulations and 
orders. (d) The Housing Expediter is authorized to issue such regulations 

and orders, consistent with the provisions of this title, as he may deem 
necessary to carry out the expediter of this section and section 202 (c). 

Ad% isory boards in 
defense-rental areas. (e) (1) The Housino•  is authorized and directed to create 

in each defense-rental area, or such portion thereof as he may desig-
nate, a local advisory board, each such board to consist of not less 
than five members who are representative citizens of the area, to be 
appointed by the Housing Expediter, from recommendations made by 
the respective Governors. Each such board shall have sufficient mem-
bers to enable it promptly to consider individual adjustment cases 
coming before it on which the board shall make recommendations to 
the officials administering this title within its area. The local boards 
may make such recommendations to the Housing Expediter as they 
deem advisable with respect to the following matters: 

(A) Decontrol of the defense-rental area or any portion 
thereof; 

(B) The adequacy of the general rent level in the area; and 
(C) Operations generally of the local rent office, with particular 

reference to hardship cases. 
Office space, etc. (2) The Housing Expediter shall furnish the local boards suitable 

office space and stenographic assistance and shall make available to 
such boards any records and other information in the possession of 
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the Housing Expediter with respect to the establishment and mainte-
nance of maximum rents and housing accommodations in the respec-
tive defense-rental areas which may be requested by such boards.

(3) Within thirty days after receipt of any recommendation of a
local board such recommendation shall be approved or disapproved
or the local board shall be notified in writing of the reasons why final
action cannot be taken in thirty days.' Any recommendation of a
local board appropriately substantiated and in accordance with appli-
cable law and regulations shall be approved and appropriate action
shall promptly be taken to carry such recommendation into effect.

(4) Immediately upon the enactment of this Act the Housing
Expediter shall communicate with the governors of the several States
advising them of the provisions of this subsection and of the number
and location of defense-rental areas in their respective States, and
requesting their cooperation in carrying out such provisions.

(f) The provisions of this title shall cease to be m effect on Febru-
ary 29, 1948.

RECOVERY OF DAMAGES BY TENANTS

SEC. 205. Any person who demands, accepts, or receives any pay-
ment of rent in excess of the maxinum rent prescribed under section
204 shall be liable to the person from whom he demands, accepts, or
receives such payment, for reasonable attorney's fees and costs as
determined by the court, plus liquidated damages in the amount of (1)
$50, or (2) three times the amount by which the payment or pay-
ments demanded, accepted, or received exceed the maximum rent
which could lawfully be demanded, accepted, or received, whichever
in either case may be the greater amount: Provided, That the amount
of such liquidated damages shall be the amount of the overcharge or
overcharges if the defendant proves that the violation was neither
willful nor the result of failure to take practicable precautions against
the occurrence of the violation. Suit to recover such amount may be
brought in any Federal, State, or Territorial court of competent juris-
diction within one year after the date of such violation. For the
purpose of determining the amount of liquidated damages to be
awarded to the plaintiff in an action brought under this section, all
violations alleged in such action which were committed by the defendl-

Iant with respect to the plaintiff prior to the bringing of action shall
be deemed to constitute one violation, and the almounlt demlanded,
accepted, or received in connection witl such one violation shall be
deemed to be the aggregate amount demanded, accepted, or received
in connection with all violations. A judgment in an action under this
section shall be a bar to a recovery under this section in any other
action against the same defendant on account of any violation with
respect to the same plaintiff prior to the institution of the action in
which such judgment was rendered.

PROHIBITION AND ENFORCEMENT

SEC. 206. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to offer, solicit,
demand, accept. or receive any rent for the use or occupancy of any
controlled housing accommodations in excess of the maximum rent
prescribed under section 204.

(b) Whenever in the judgment of the Housing Expediter any
person has engaged or is about to engage in any act or practice which
constitutes or will constitute a violation of subsection (a) of this
section, he may make application to any Federal, State or Territorial
court of competent jurisdiction, for an order enjoining such act or
practice, or for an order enforcing compliance with such subsection,
and upon a showing by the Housing Expediter that such person has
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the Housing Expediter with respect. to the establishment and mainte-
nance of maximum rents and housing accommodations in the respec-
tive defense-rental areas which may be requested by such boards. 

(3) Within thirty days after receipt of any recommendation of a Approval of recona-
local board such recommendation shall be approved or disapproved mendations, etc. 

or the local board shall be notified in writing of the reasons why final 
action cannot be taken in thirty days: Any recommendation of a 
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cable law and regulations shall be approved and appropriate action 
shall promptly be taken to carry such recommendation into effect. - 
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Expediter shall communicate with the governors of the several States 
advising them of the provisions of this subsection and of the number 
and location of defense-rental areas in their respective States, and 
requesting their cooperation in carrying out such provisions. 

(f) The provisions of this title shall cease to be in effect on Febru-
ary 29, 1948. 
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SEC. 205. Any person who demands, accepts, or receives any pay-
ment of rent in excess of the maximum rent prescribed under section 
204 shall be liable to the person from whom he demands, accepts, or 
receives such payment, for reasonable attorney's fees and costs as 
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engaged or is about to engage in any such act or practice a permanent
or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order shall be
granted without bond.

MAINTENANCE OF ACTIONS FOR CERTAIN ALLEGED PAST VIOLATIONS

SEC. 207. No action or proceeding, involving any alleged violation
of Maximum Price Regulation Numbered 188, issued under the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, shall be maintained
in any court, or judgment thereon executed or otherwise proceeded
on, if a court of competent jurisdiction has found, or by opinion has
declared, that the person alleged to have committed such violation
acted in good faith and that application to such person of the "actual
delivery" provisions of such regulation would result or has resulted
in extreme hardship.

PROPERTY, PERSONNEL, AND APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 208. (a) The records, property, personnel, and funds, relating
primarily to rent control, transferred to the Housing Expediter by
or pursuant to Executive Order Numbered 9841, dated April 23, 1947,
may be used for the purpose of carrying out the powers, functions,
and duties of the Housing Expediter under this title; except that any
personnel so transferred who are found to be in excess of the needs of
the Housing Expediter for the exercise of such powers, functions, and
duties shall be separated from the service.

(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Housing
Expediter such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions
of this Act.

EVICTION OF TENANTS

SEC. 209. (a) No action or proceeding to recover possession of any
controlled housing accommodations with respect to which a maximum
rent is in effect under this title shall be maintainable by any landlord
against any tenant in any court, notwithstanding the fact that the
tenant has no lease or that his lease has expired, so long as the tenant
continues to pay the rent to which the landlord is entitled unless-

Volations, etc., by (1) under the law of the State in which the action or proceeding is
brought the tenant is (A) violating the obligation of his tenancy
(other than an obligation to pay rent higher than rent permitted
under this Act or an obligation to surrender possession of such housing
accommodations) or (B) is committing a nuisance in such housing
accommodations or using such housing accommodations for an immoral

every by ld- or illegal purpose or for other than living or dwelling purposes;
lord for personal use, (2) the landlord seeks in good faith to recover possession of such

et housing accommodations for his immediate and personal use and
ontractto sel. occupancy as housing accommodations;

(3) the landlord has in good faith contracted in writing to sell the
housing accommodations to a purchaser for the immediate and personal
use and occupancy as housing accommodations by such purchaser;

ltg,etc. l (4) the landlord seeks in good faith to recover possession of such
housing accommodations for the immediate purpose of substantially
altering, remodeling, or demolishing them and replacing them with
new construction, and the altering or remodeling is reasonably neces-
sary to protect and conserve the housing accommodations and cannot
practically be done with the tenant in occupancy, and the landlord has
obtained such approval as may be required by Federal, State, or local
law for the alterations, remodeling, or any construction planned; or
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engaged or is about to engage in any such act or practice a permanent 
or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order shall be 
granted without bond. 

MAINTENANCE OF ACTIONS FOR CERTAIN ALLEGED PAST VIOLATIONS 

SEC. 207. No action or proceeding, involving any alleged violation 
of Maximum Price Regulation Numbered 188, issued under the Emer-
gency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, shall be maintained 
in any court, or judgment thereon executed or otherwise proceeded 
on, if a court of competent jurisdiction has found, or by opinion has 
declared, that the person alleged to have committed such violation 
acted in good faith and that application to such person of the "actual 
delivery" provisions of such regulation would result or has resulted 
in extreme hardship. 

PROPERTY, PERSONNEL, AND APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 208. (a) The records, property, personnel, and funds, relating 
primarily to rent control, transferred to the Housing Expediter by 
or pursuant to Executive Order Numbered 9841, dated April 23, 1947, 
may be used for the purpose of carrying out the powers, functions, 
and duties of the Housing Expediter under this title; except that any 
personnel so transferred who are found to be in excess of the needs of 
the Housing Expediter for the exercise of such powers, functions, and 
duties shall be separated from the service. 

(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Housing 
Expediter such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this Act. 

EVICTION OF TENANTS 

SEC. 209. (a) No action or proceeding to recover possession of any 
controlled housing accommodations with respect to which a maximum 
rent is in effect under this title shall be maintainable by any landlord 
against any tenant in any court, notwithstanding the fact that the 
tenant has no lease or that his lease has expired, so long as the tenant 
continues to pay the rent to which the landlord is entitled unless— 

(1) under the law of the State in which the action or proceeding is 
brought the tenant is (A) violating the obligation of his tenancy 
(other than an obligation to pay rent higher than rent permitted 
under this Act or an obligation to surrender possession of such housing 
accommodations) or (B) is committing a nuisance in such housing 
accommodations or using such housing accommodations for an immoral 
or illegal purpose or for other than living or dwelling purposes; 

(2) the landlord seeks in good faith to recover possession of such 
housing accommodations for his immediate and personal use and 
occupancy as housing accommodations; 

(3) the landlord has in good faith contracted in writing to sell the 
housing accommodations to a purchaser for the immediate and personal 
use and occupancy as housing accommodations by such purchaser; 

(4) the landlord seeks in good faith to recover possession of such 
housing accommodations for the immediate purpose of substantially 
altering, remodeling, or demolishing them and replacing them with 
new construction, and the altering or remodeling is reasonably neces-
sary to protect and conserve the housing accommodations and cannot 
practically be done with the tenant in occupancy, and the landlord has 
obtained such approval as may be required by Federal, State, or local 
law for the alterations, remodeling, or any construction planned; or 
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(5) the housing accommodations are nonhousekeeping, furnished
housing accommodations located within a single dwelling unit not
used as a rooming or boarding house and the remaining portion of
which is occupied by the landlord or his immediate family.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the United
States or any State or local public agency may maintain an action or
proceeding to recover possession of any housing accommodations
operated by it where such action or proceeding is authorized by the
statute or regulations under which such accommodations are admin-
istered: Provided, That nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to
authorize the maintenance of any such action or proceeding upon the
ground that the income of the occupants of the housing accommoda-
tions exceeds the allowable maximum unless such income, less any
amounts paid to such occupants by the Veterans' Administration on
account of service-connected disability or disabilities, exceeds the
allowable maximum.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT INAPPLICABLE

SEC. 210. Section 2 (a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as
amended, is amended by inserting after "Selective Training and Serv-
ice Act of 1940;" the following: "Housing and Rent Act of 1947;".

APPLICATION

SEC. 211. The provisions of this title shall be applicable to the
several States and to the Territories and possessions of the United
States but shall not be applicable to the District of Columbia.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF TITLE

SEC. 212. This title shall become effective on the first day of the first
calendar month following the month in which this Act is enacted.

SHORT TITLE

SEC. 213. This Act may be cited as the "Housing and Rent Act
of 1947".

TITLE III-SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. If any provision of this Act or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, the
validity of the remainder of this Act, and the applicability of such
provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected
thereby.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 164]
A NT A rT
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June 30,1947
To continue the Commodity Credit Corporation as an agency of the United States [S. 350]

until June 30, 1948. [Public Law 130]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of subsection (a) of section 7 of the Act approved January 31,
1935 (49 Stat. 4), as amended, is amended by striking out "June 30,
1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1948".

Approved June 30, 1947.

59 Stat. 51.
1S U. S. C. 713 (a).
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(5) the housing accommodations are nonhousekeeping, furnished 
housing accommodations located within a single dwelling unit not 
used as a rooming or boarding house and the remaining portion of 
which is occupied by the landlord or his immediate family. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the United 
States or any State or local public agency may maintain an action or 
proceeding to recover possession of any housing accommodations 
operated by it where such action or proceeding is authorized by the 
statute or regulations under which such accommodations are admin-
istered: Provided, That nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to 
authorize the maintenance of any such action or proceeding upon the 
ground that the income of the occupants of the housing accommoda-
tions exceeds the allowable maximum unless such income, less any 
amounts paid to such occupants by the Veterans' Administration on 
account of service-connected disability or disabilities, exceeds the 
allowable maximum. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT INAPPLICABLE 

SEC. 210. Section 2 (a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, as 
amended, is amended by inserting after "Selective Training and Serv-
ice Act of 1940;" the following: "Housing and Rent Act of 1947;". 

APPLICATION 

SEC. 211. The provisions of this title shall be applicable to the 
several States and to the Territories and possessions of the United 
States but shall not be applicable to the District of Columbia. 

ECTFVE DATE OF TITLE 

SEC. 212. This title shall become effective on the first day of the first 
calendar month following the month in which this Act is enacted. 

SHORT TITLE 

SEC. 213. This Act may be cited as the "Housing and Rent Act 
of 1947". 

TITLE III—SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. If any provision of this Act or the application of such 
provision to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, the 
validity of the remainder of this Act, and the applicability of such 
provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected 
thereby. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 164] 
AN ACT 

To continue the Commodity Credit Corporation as an agency of the United States 
until June 30, 1948. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of subsection (a) of section 7 of the Act approved January 31, 
1935 (49 Stat. 4), as amended, is amended by striking out "June 30, 
1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 30, 1948". 
Approved June 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 165]
June 30, 1947

[S. 1072]
[Public Law 131]

Old-age assistance.

50 U. S. C. app.
5§ 1351 note, 1356(f).

Ante, p. 65.

AN ACT
To extend until July 1, 1949, the period during which income from agricultural

labor and nursing services may be disregarded by the States in making old-age
assistance payments without prejudicing their rights to grants-in-aid under
the Social Security Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 (f)
of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution making an appro-
priation to assist in providing a supply and distribution of farm labor
for the calendar year 1943", approved April 29, 1943 (57 Stat. 72),
as amended (57 Stat. 125; 59 Stat. 80), and section 5 (f) of the Farm
Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1944 (58 Stat. 15), are each
amended by striking out "prior to the seventh calendar month occur-
ring after the termination of hostilities in the present war, as pro-
claimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to
July 1, 1949".

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1661
June 30,1947 JOINT RESOLUTION

[S. J. Res. 135] To extend the succession, lending powers, and the functions of the ReconstructionIPublic Law 132] Finance Corporation.

Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation
Act, amendment.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-AMENDMENT TO RECONSTRUCTION
FINANCE CORPORATION ACT

47 Stat. 5. SECTION 1. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as
seq. amended, is hereby amended to read as follows:

Creation. "SEC. 1. There is hereby created a body corporate with the name
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation' (herein called the Corporation),
with a capital stock of $325,000,000 subscribed by the United StatesPrncipal office. f America. Its principal office shall be located in the District of
Columbia, but there may be established agencies or branch offices in

hort tt. any city or cities of the United States under rules and regulationsShort titl. prescribed by the board of directors. This Act may be cited as the
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act'.

Boardofdirectors. "SEC. 2. The management of the Corporation shall be vested in a
board of directors consisting of five persons appointed by the Presi-
dent of the United States by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate. Of the five members of the board, not more than three shallbe members of any one political party and not more than one shall be
appointed from any one Federal Reserve district. Each director shallTerms of directors. devote his time principally to the business of the Corporation. The
terms of the directors shall be two years but they may continue in
office until their successors are appointed and qualified. Whenever a
vacancy shall occur other than by expiration of term the person
appointed to fill such vacancy shall hold office for the unexpired por-tion of the term of the director whose place he is selected to fill.

salaries. The directors, except the chairman, shall receive salaries at the rateof $12,500 per annum each. The chairman of the board of directors
shall receive a salary at the rate of $15,000 per annum.

Periodofsuccessiou. "SEC. 3. (a) The Corporation shall have succession through June
Powers. 30, 1948, unless it is sooner dissolved by an Act of Congress. It shallhave power to adopt, alter, and use a corporate seal; to make con-

tracts; to lease or purchase such real estate as may be necessary for
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[CHAPTER 165] 
AN ACT 

To extend until July 1, 1949, the period during which income from agricultural 
labor and nursing services may be disregarded by the States in making old-age 
assistance payments without prejudicing their rights to grants-in-aid under 
the Social Security Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 (f) 
of the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution making an appro-
priation to assist in providing a supply and distribution of farm labor 
for the calendar year 1943", approved April 29, 1943 (57 Stat. 72), 
as amended (57 Stat. 125; 59 Stat. 80), and section 5 (f) of the Farm 
Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 1941 (58 Stat. 15), are each 
amended by striking out "prior to the seventh calendar month occur-
ring after the termination of hostilities in the present war, as pro-
claimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to 
July 1, 1949". 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 166] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To extend the succession, lending powers, and the functions of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I—AMENDMENT TO RECONSTRUCTION 
FINANCE CORPORATION ACT 

SECTION 1. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as 
amended, is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 1. There is hereby created a body corporate with the name 
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation' (herein called the Corporation) , 
with a capital stock of $325,000,000 subscribed by the United States 
of America. Its principal office shall be located in the District of 
Columbia, but there may be established agencies or branch offices in 
any city or cities of the United States under rules and regulations 
prescribed by the board of directors. This Act may be cited as the 
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act'. 

"SEc. 2. The management of the Corporation shall be vested in a 
board of directors consisting of five persons appointed by the Presi-
dent of the United States by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate. Of the five members of the board, not more than three shall 
be members of any one political party and not more than one shall be 
appointed from any one Federal Reserve district. Each director shall 
devote his time principally to the business of the Corporation. The 
terms of .the directors shall be two years but they may continue in 
office until their successors are appointed and qualified. Whenever a 
vacancy shall occur other than by expiration of term the person 
appointed to fill such vacancy shall hold office for the unexpired por-
tion of the term of the director whose place he is selected to fill. 
The directors, except the chairman, shall receive salaries at the rate 
of $12,500 per annum each. The chairman of the board of directors 
shall receive a salary at the rate of $15,000 per annum. 

"SEc. 3. (a) The Corporation shall have succession through June 
30, 1948, unless it is sooner dissolved by an Act of Congress. It shall 
have power to adopt, alter, and use a corporate seal; to make con-
tracts; to lease or purchase such real estate as may be necessary for 
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the transaction of its business; to sue and be sued, to complain and
to defend, in any court of competent jurisdiction, State or Federal:
Provided, That the Corporation shall be entitled to and granted the
same immunities and exemptions from the payment of costs, charges,
and fees as are granted to the United States pursuant to the pro-
visions of law codified in sections 543, 548, 555, 557, 578, and 578a of
title 28 of the United States Code, 1940 edition; to select, employ, and
fix the compensation of such officers, employees, attorneys, and agents
as shall be necessary for the transaction of the business of the Cor-
poration, in accordance with laws, applicable to the Corporation,
as in effect on June 30, 1947, and as thereafter amended; and to pre-
scribe, amend, and repeal, by its board of directors, bylaws, rules, and
regulations governing the manner in which its general business may
be conducted. Except as may be otherwise provided in this Act or
in the Government Corporation Control Act, the board of directors
of the Corporation shall determine the necessity for and the character
and amount of its obligations and expenditures under this Act and
the manner in which they shall be incurred, allowed, paid, and
accounted for, without regard to the provisions of any other laws
governing the expenditure of public funds and such determinations
shall be final and conclusive upon all other officers of the Government.
The Corporation shall be entitled to the use of the United States mails
in the same manner as the executive departments of the Government.

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the right to
recover compensation granted by the Act approved September 7, 1916,
as amended (5 U. S. C., sec. 751), shall be in lieu of, and shall be
construed to abrogate, any and all other rights and remedies which
any person, except for this provision, might, on account of injury'
or death of an employee, assert against the Corporation or any of its
subsidiaries.

"SEC. 4. (a) To aid in financing agriculture, commerce, and indus-
try, to help in maintaining the economic stability of the country and
to assist in promoting maximum employment and production, the
Corporation, within the limitations hereinafter provided, is author-
ized-

"(1) To purchase the obligations of and to make loans to any
business enterprise organized or operating ulnder the laws of
any State or the United States: Provided, Tlhat the purlchase of
obligations (including equipment trust certificates) of, or the
making of loans to% railroads or air carriers engaged in interstate
commerce or receivers or trustees thereof, shall be with the
approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Civil
Aeronautics Board, respectively: Provided further, That in the
case of railroads or air carriers not in receivership or trusteeship,
the Commission or the Board, as the case may be, in connection
with its approval of such purchases or loans, shall also certify
that such railroad or air carrier, on the basis of present and
prospective earnings, may be expected to meet its fixed charges
without a reduction thereof through judicial reorganization
except that such certificates shall not be required in the case of
loans or purchases made for the acquisition of equipment or for
maintenance.

"(2) To make loans to any financial institution organized under
the laws of any State or of the United States.

"(3) In order to aid in financing projects authorized under
Federal, State, or municipal law, to purchase the securities and
obligations of, or make loans to, (A) municipalities and political
subdivisions of States, (B) public agencies and instrumentalities
of one or more States, muncipalities, and political subdivisions
of States, and (C) public corporations, boards, and commissions:
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the transaction of its business; to sue and be sued, to complain and 
to defend, in any court of competent jurisdiction, State or Federal: 
Provided, That the Corporation shall be entitled to and granted the 
same immunities and exemptions from the payment of costs, charges, 
and fees as are granted to the United States pursuant to the pro-
visions of law codified in sections 543, 548, 555, 557, 578, and 578a of 
title 28 of the United States Code, 1940 edition; to select, employ, and 
fix the compensation of such officers, employees, attorneys, and agents 
as shall be necessary for the transaction of the business of the Cor-
poration, in accordance with laws, applicable to the Corporation, 
as in effect on June 30, 1947, and as thereafter amended; and to pre-
scribe, amend, and repeal, by its board of directors, bylaws, rules, and 
regulations governing the manner in which its general business may 
be conducted. Except as may be otherwise provided in this Act or 
in the Government Corporation Control Act, the board of directors 
of the Corporation shall determine the necessity for and the character 
and amount of its obligations and expenditures under this Act and 
the manner in which they shall be incurred, allowed, paid, and 
accounted for, without regard to the provisions of any other laws 
governing the expenditure of public funds and such determinations 
shall be final and conclusive upon all other officers of the Government. 
The Corporation shall be entitled to the use of the United States mails 
in the same manner as the executive departments of the Government. 

"(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the right to 
recover compensation granted by the Act approved September 7, 1916, 
as amended (5 U. S. C., sec. 751), shall be in lieu of, and shall be 
construed to abrogate, any and all other rights and remedies which 
any person, except for this provision, might, on account of injury' 
or death of an employee, assert against the Corporation or any of its 
subsidiaries. 

"SEc. 4. (a) To aid in financing agriculture, commerce, and indus-
try, to help in maintaining the economic stability of the country and 
to assist in promoting maximum employment and production, the 
Corporation, within the limitations hereinafter provided, is author-
ized— 

"(1) To purchase the obligations of and to make loans to any 
business enterprise organized or operating under the laws of 
any State or the United States: Provided, rhat the purchase of 
obligations (including equipment trust certificates) of, or the 
making of loans to? railroads or air carriers engaged in interstate 
commerce or receivers or trustees thereof, shall be with the 
approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission or the Civil 
Aeronautics Board, respectively: Provided further, That in the 
case of railroads or air carriers not in receivership or trusteeship, 
the Commission or the Board, as the case may be, in connection 
with its approval of such purchases or loans, shall also certify 
that such railroad or air carrier, on the basis of present and 
prospective earnings, may be expected to meet its fixed charges 
without a reduction thereof through judicial reorganization 
except that such certificates shall not be required in the case of 
loans or purchases made for the acquisition of equipment or for 
maintenance. 

"(2) To make loans to any financial institution organized under 
the laws of any State or of the United States. 

"(3) In order to aid in financing projects authorized under 
Federal, State, or municipal law, to purchase the securities and 
obligations of, or make loans to, (A) municipalities and political 
subdivisions of States, (B) public agencies and instrumentalities 
of one or more States, municipalities, and political subdivisions 
of States, and (C) public corporations, boards, and commissions: 
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Restriction. Provided. That no such purchase or loan shall be made for pay-
ment of ordinary governmental or nonproject operating expenses
as distinguished from purchases and loans to aid in financing
specific public projects.

Floods, etc. "(4) To make such loans, in an aggregate amount not to exceed
$25,000,000 outstanding at any one time, as it may determine to
be necesssary or appropriate because of floods or other
catastrophes.

Availability of as- "(b) No financial assistance shall be extended pursuant to para-
sistance, etc. graphs (1), (2), and (3) of subsection (a) of this section, unless the

financial assistance applied for is not otherwise available on reasonable
terms. All securities and obligations purchased, and all loans made
under paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of subsection (a) of this section
shall be of such sound value or so secured as reasonably to assure retire-
ment or repayment and such loans may be made either directly or in
cooperation with banks or other lending institutions through agree-
ments to participate or by the purchase of participations, or otherwise.

Total amount of "(c) The total amount of investments, loans, purchases, and com-
mitments made pursuant to this section 4 shall not exceed
$2,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time.

bPayment aoffee,etc., "(d) No fee or commission shall be paid by any applicant for
financial assistance under the provisions of this Act in connection
with any such application, and any agreement to pay or payment of
any such fee or commission shall be unlawful.

emplyeesiiin b "(e) No director, officer, attorney, agent, or employee of the
questions affecting Corporation in any manner, directly or indirectly, shall participate
personal interests, etc. in the deliberation upon or the determination of any question affecting

'his personal interests, or the interests of any corporation, partnership,
or association in which he is directly or indirectly interested.

pTermination of "(f) The powers granted to the Corporation by this section shall
terminate at the close of business on June 30, 1948, but the termination
of such powers shall not be construed (1) to prohibit disbursement of
funds on purchases of securities and obligations, on loans, or on
commitments or agreements to make such purchases or loans, made
under this Act prior to the close of business on such date, or (2)
to affect the validity or performance of any other agreement made
or entered into pursuant to law.

"State." "(g) As used in this Act, the term 'State' includes the District
of Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

12 v. s.c. C 82. "SEC. 5. Section 5202 of the Revised Statutes of the United States,
as amended, is hereby amended by striking out the words 'War
Finance Corporation Act' and inserting in lieu thereof the words
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act'.

erauServe bofkFe "SEC. 6. The Federal Reserve banks are authorized and directed
act as agents, etc. to act as custodians and fiscal agents for the Corporation in the general

performance of its powers conferred by this Act and the Corporation
may reimburse such Federal Reserve banks for such services in such
manner as may be agreed upon.

Issuance of notes, "SEC. 7. The Corporation may issue to the Secretary of the Treas-etc., to Secretary of
Treasury. ury its notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations in an amount

outstanding at any one time sufficient to enable the Corporation to
carry out its functions under this Act or any other provision of law,
such obligations to mature not more than five years from their respec-
tive dates of issue, to be redeemable at the option of the Corporation
before maturity in such manner as may be stipulated in such obliga-
tions. Such obligations may mature subsequent to the period of
succession of the Corporation. Each such obligation shall bear interest
at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into
consideration the current average rate on outstanding marketable
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Provided, That no such purchase or loan  shall be made for pay-
ment of ordinary governmental or nonproject operating expenses 
as distinguished from purchases and loans to aid in financing 
specific public projects. 

"(4) To make such loans, in an aggregate amount not to exceed 
$25,000,000 outstanding at any one time, as it may determine to 
be necesssary or appropriate because of floods or other 
catastrophes. 

"(b) No financial assistance shall be extended pursuant to para-
graphs (1), (2), and (3) of subsection (a) of this section, unless the 
financial assistance applied for is not otherwise available on reasonable 
terms. All securities and obligations purchased, and all loans ma de 
under paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of subsection (a) of this section 
shall be of such sound value or so secured as reasonably i to assure retire-
ment or repayment and such loans may be made either directly or n 
cooperation with banks or other lending institutions through agree-
ments to participate or by the purchase of participations, or otherwise. 

"(c) The total amount of investments, loans, purchases, and com-
mitments made pursuant to this section 4 shall not exceed 
$2,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time. 

"(d) No fee or commission shall be paid by any applicant for 
financial assistance under the provisions of this Act in connection 
with any such application, and any agreement to pay or payment of 
any such fee or commission shall be unlawful. 

"(e) No director, officer, attorney, agent, or employee of the 
Corporation in any manner, directly or indirectly, shall participate 
in the deliberation upon or the determination of any question affecting 
his personal interests, or the interests of any corporation, partnership, 
or association in which he is directly or indirectly interested. 

"(f) The powers granted to the Corporation by this section shall 
terminate at the close of business on June 30, 1948, but the termination 
of such powers shall not be construed (1) to prohibit disbursement of 
funds on purchases of securities and obligations, on loans, or on 
commitments or agreements to make such purchases or loans, made 
under this Act prior to the close of business oil such date, or (2) 
to affect the validity or performance of any other agreement made 
or entered into pursuant to law. 

"(g) As used in this Act, the term 'State' includes the District 
of Columbia4 Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. 

"SEc. 5. Section 5202 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, 
as amended, is hereby amended by striking out the words 'War 
Finance Corporation Act' and inserting in lieu thereof the words 
'Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act'. 

"SEc. 6. The. Federal Reserve banks are authorized and directed 
to act as custodians and fiscal agents for the Corporation in the general 
performance of its powers conferred by this Act and the Corporation 
may reimburse such Federal Reserve banks for such services in such 
manner as may be agreed upon. 

"SEc. 7. The Corporation may issue to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury its notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations in an amount 
outstanding at any one time sufficient to enable the Corporation to 
carry out its. functions under this Act or any other provision of law, 
such obligations to mature not more than five years from their respec-
tive dates of issue, to be redeemable at the option of the Corporation 
before maturity in such manner as may be stipulated in such obliga-
tions. . Such obligations may mature subsequent to the period of 
succession of the Corporation. Each such obligation shall bear interest 
at a .rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into 
consideration the current average rate on outstanding marketable 
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obligations of the United States as of the last day of the month pre-
ceding the issuance of the obligation of the Corporation. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized to purchase any obligations of the
Corporation to be issued hereunder, and for such purpose the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction the
proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under the Second
Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities
may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, are
extended to include any purchases of the Corporation's obligations
hereunder.

"SEC. 8. The Corporation, including its franchise, capital, reserves
and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or
hereafter imposed by the United States, by any Territory, dependency,
or possession thereof, or by any State, county, municipality, or local
taxing authority, except that any real property of the Corporation
shall be subject to special assessments for local improvements and
shall be subject to State, Territorial, county, municipal, or local tax-
ation to the same extent according to its value as other real property
is taxed: Provided, That the special assessment and taxation of real
property as authorized herein shall not include the taxation as real
property of possessory interests, pipe lines, power lines, or machinery
or equipment owned by the Corporation regardless of their nature,
use, or manner of attachment or affixation to the land, building, or
other structure upon or in which the same may be located. The
exemptions provided for in the preceding sentence with respect to
taxation (which shall, for all purposes, be deemed to include sales, use,
storage, and purchase taxes) shall be construed to be applicable not
only with respect to the Corporation but also with respect to any
other public corporation which is now or which may be hereafter
wholly financed and wholly managed by the Corporation. Such
exemptions shall also be construed to be applicable to loans made, and
personal property owned by the Corporation or such other corpora-
tions, but such exemptions shall not be construed to be applicable in
any State to any buildings which are considered by the laws of such
State to be personal property for taxation purposes. Notlhwithstand-
ing any other provision of law or any privilege or consent to tax
expressly or impliedly granted thereby, the shares of preferred stock
of national banking associations, and the shares of preferred stock,
capital notes, and debentures of State banks and trust companies,
acquired prior to July 1, 1947, by the Corporation, and the dividends
or interest derived therefrom by the Corporation, shall not, so long as
the Corporation shall continue to own the same, be subject to any
taxation by the United States, by any Territory, dependency or pos-
session thereof, or the District of Columbia, or by any State, county,
municipality, or local taxing authority, whether now, heretofore, or
hereafter imposed, levied, or assessed, and whether for a past, present,
or future taxing period.

"SEC. 9. In the event of termination of the powers granted to the
Corporation by section 4 of this Act prior to the expiration of its
succession as provided in section 3, the board of directors shall, except
as otherwise herein specifically authorized, proceed to liquidate its
assets and wind up its affairs. It may with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury deposit with the Treasurer of the United
States as a special fund any money belonging to the Corporation or
from time to time received by it in the course of liquidation, for the
payment of its outstanding obligations, which fund may be drawn
upon or paid out for no other purpose. Any balance remaining after
the liquidation of all the Corporation's assets and after provision has
been made for payment of all legal obligations shall be paid into the
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obligations of the United States as of the last day of the month pre-
ceding the issuance of the obligation of the Corporation. The Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized to purchase any obligations of the 
Corporation to be issued hereunder, and for such purpose the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction the 
proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under the Second 
Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities 
may be issued under the Second Liberty. Bond Act, as amended, are 
extended to include any purchases of the Corporation's obligations 
hereunder. 

"SEc. 8. The Corporation, including its franchise, capital, reserves 
and surplus, and its income shall be exempt from all taxation now or 
hereafter imposed by the United States, by any Territory, dependency, 
or possession thereof, or by any State, county, municipality, or local 
taxing authority, except that any real property of the Corporation 
shall be subject to special assessments for local improvements and 
shall be subject to State, Territorial, county, municipal, or local tax-
ation to the same extent according to its value as other real property 
is taxed: Provided, That the special assessment and taxation of real 
property as authorized herein shall not include the taxation as real 
property of possessory interests, pipe lines, power lines, or machinery 
or equipment owned by the Corporation regardless of their nature, 
use, or manner of attachment or affixation to the land, building, or 
other structure upon or in which the same may be located. The 
exemptions provided for in the preceding sentence with respect to 
taxation (which shall, for all purposes, be deemed to include sales, use, 
storage, and purchase taxes) shall be construed to be applicable not 
only with respect to the Corporation but also with respect to any 
other public corporation which is now or which may be hereafter 
wholly financed and wholly managed by the Corporation. Such. 
exemptions shall also be construed to be applicable to loans made, and 
personal property owned by the Corporation or such other corpora-
tions, but such exemptions shall not be construed to be applicable in 
any State to any buildings which are considered by the laws of such 
State to be personal property for taxation purposes. Nothwithstand-
ing any other provision of law or any privilege or consent to tax 
expressly or impliedly granted thereby, the shares of preferred stock 
of national banking associations, and the shares of preferred stock, 
capital notes, and debentures of State banks and trust companies, 
acquired prior to July 1, 1947, by the Corporation, and the dividends 
or interest derived therefrom by the Corporation, shall not, so long as 
the Corporation shall continue to own the same, be subject to any 
taxation by the United States, by any Territory, dependency or pos-
session thereof, or the District of Columbia, or by any State, county, 
municipality, or local taxing authority, whether now, heretofore, or 
hereafter imposed, levied, or assessed, and whether for a past, present, 
or future taxing period. 

"SEc. 9. In the event of termination of the powers granted to the 
Corporation by section 4 of this Act prior to the expiration of its 
succession as provided in section 3, the board of directors shall, except 
as otherwise herein specifically authorized, proceed to liquidate its 
assets and wind up its affairs. It may with the approval of the 
Secretary of the Treasury deposit with the Treasurer of the United 
States as a special fund any money belonging to the Corporation or 
from time to time received by it in the course of liquidation, for the 
payment of its outstanding obligations, which fund may be drawn 
upon or paid out for no other purpose. Any balance remaining after 
the liquidation of all the Corporation's assets and after provision has 
been made for payment of all legal obligations shall be paid into the 
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Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts. Thereupon
the Corporation shall be dissolved and its capital stock shall be canceled
and retired.

Transfer of duty of "SE. 10. If at the expiration of the succession of the Corporation,
tion, etc. its board of directors shall not have completed the liquidation of its

assets and the winding up of its affairs, the duty of completing such
liquidation and winding up of its affairs shall be transferred to the
Secretary of the Treasury, who for such purpose shall succeed to all
the powers and duties of the board of directors under this Act. In
such event he may assign to any officer or officers of the United States
in the Treasury Department the exercise and performance, under his
general supervision and direction, of any such powers and duties.

Report to Congress, When the Secretary of the Treasury shall find that such liquidation
etc. will no longer be advantageous to the United States and that all of

the Corporation's legal obligations have been provided for, he shall
retire any capital stock then outstanding, pay into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts the unused balance of the moneys belonging
to the Corporation, and make a final report to the Congress. There-
upon the Corporation shall be deemed to be dissolved.

Penalty for false "SEC. 11. (a) Whoever makes any statement knowing it to be false,
statement etc. or whoever willfully overvalues any security, for the purpose of obtain-

ing for himself or for any applicant any loan, or extension thereof
by removal, deferment of action or otherwise, or the acceptance, release,
or substitution of security therefor, or for the purpose of influencing
in any way the action of the Corporation, or for the purpose of
obtaining money, property, or anything of value, under this Act,
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprison-
ment for not more than two years, or both.

Penalty for oun- "(b) Whoever (1) falsely makes, forges, or counterfeits any note,
debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, in imitation of or
purporting to be a note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon,
issued by the Corporation; or (2) passes, utters, or publishes, or
attempts to pass, utter or publish, any false, forged or counterfeited
note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, purporting to
have been issued by the Corporation, knowing the same to be false,
forged, or counterfeited; or (3) falsely alters any note, debenture,
bond, or other obligation, or coupon, issued or purporting to have
been issued by the Corporation; or (4) passes, utters, or publishes,
or attempts to pass, utter, or publish, as true any falsely altered or
spurious note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, issued
or purporting to have been issued by the Corporation, knowing the
same to be falsely altered or spurious, or any person who willfully
violates any other provision of this Act, shall be punished by a fine of
not more than $10,000, by imprisonment for not more than five
years, or both.

ienaltyetf embez- "(c) Whoever, being connected in any capacity with the Corpo-
ration, (1) embezzles, abstracts, purloins, or willfully misapplies any
moneys, funds, securities, or other things of value, whether belonging
to it or pledged or otherwise entrusted to it; or (2) with intent to
defraud the Corporation or any other body politic or corporate, or
any individual, or to deceive any officer, auditor, or examiner of the
Corporation, makes any false entry in any book, report, or statement
of or to the Corporation, or, without being duly authorized, draws any
order or issues, puts forth, or assigns any note, debenture, bond, or
other obligation, or draft, bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment, or
decree thereof; or (3) with intent to defraud participates, shares,
receives directly or indirectly any money, profit, property, or benefit
through any transaction, loan, commission, contract, or any other act
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Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts. Thereupon 
the Corporation shall be dissolved and its capital stock shall be canceled 
and retired. 
"SEC. 10. If at the expiration of the succession of the .CorporatiTi, 

its board of directors shall not have completed the liquidation of its 
assets and the winding up of its affairs, the duty of completing such 
liquidation and winding up of its affairs shall be transferred to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, who for such purpose shall succeed to all 
the powers and duties of the board of directors under this Act. In 
such event he may assign to any officer or officers of the United States 
in the Treasury Department the exercise and performance, under his 
general supervision and direction, of any such powers and duties. 
When the Secretary of the Treasury shall find that such liquidation 
will no longer be advantageous to the United States and that all of 
the corporation's legal obligations have been provided for, he shall 
retire any capital stock then outstanding, pay into the Treasury as 
miscellaneous receipts the unused balance of the moneys belonging 
to the Corporation, and make a final report to the Congress. There-
upon the Corporation shall be deemed to be dissolved. 

"SEc. 11. (a) Whoever makes any statement knowing it to be false, 
or whoever willfully overvalues any security, for the purpose of obtain-
ing for himself or for any applicant any loan, or extension thereof 
by removal, deferment of action or otherwise, or the acceptance, release, 
or substitution of security therefor, or for the purpose of influencing 
in any way the action of the Corporation, or for the purpose of 
obtaining money, property, or anything of value, under this Act, 
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or by imprison-
ment for not more than two years, or both. 

"(b) Whoever (1) falsely makes, forges, or counterfeits any note, 
debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, in imitation of or 
purporting to be a note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, 
issued by the Corporation; or (2) passes, utters, or publishes, or 
attempts to pass, utter or publish, any false, forged or counterfeited 
note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, purporting to 
have been issued by the Corporation, knowing the same to be false, 
forged, or counterfeited; or (3) falsely alters any note, debenture, 
bond, or other obligation, or coupon, issued or purporting to have 
been issued by the Corporation; or (4) passes, utters, or publishes, 
or attempts to pass, utter, or publish, as true any falsely altered or 
spurious note, debenture, bond, or other obligation, or coupon, issued 
or purporting to have been issued by the Corporation, knowing the 
same to be falsely altered or spurious, or any person who willfully 
violates any other provision of this Act, shall be punished by a fine of 
not more than $10,000, by imprisonment for not more than five 
years, or both. 

(e) Whoever, being connected in any capacity with the Corpo-
ration, (1) embezzles, abstracts, purloins, or willfully misapplies any 
moneys, funds, securities, or other things of value, whether belonging 
to it or pledged or otherwise entrusted to it; or (2) with intent to 
defraud the Corporation or any other body politic or corporate, or 
any individual, or to deceive any officer, auditor, or examiner of the 
Corporation, makes any false entry in any book, report, or statement 
of or to the Corporation, or, without being duly authorized, draws any 
order or issues, puts forth, or assigns any note, debenture, bond, or 
other obligation, or draft, bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment, or 
decree thereof; or (3) with intent to defraud participates, shares, 
receives directly or indirectly any money, profit, property, or benefit 
through any transaction, loan, commission, contract, or any other act 
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of the Corporation; or (4) gives any unauthorized information con-
cerning any future action or plan of the Corporation which might affect
the value of securities, or having such knowledge, invests or specu-
lates, directly or indirectly, in the securities or property of any com-
pany, bank, or corporation receiving loans or other assistance from
the Corporation, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
or by imprisonmenforot for notmore than five years, or both.

"(d) No individual, association, partnership, or corporation shall
use the words 'Reconstruction Finance Corporation' or a combination
of these three words, as the name or a part thereof under which he
or it shall do business. Every individual, partnership, association, or
corporation violating this prohibition shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be punished by a fine of not exceeding $1,000 or imprison-
ment not exceeding one year, or both.

"(e) The provisions of sections 112, 113 114, 115, 116, and 117 of the
Criminal Code of the United States (U. S. C., title 18, ch. 5, sees. 202
to 207, inclusive), insofar as applicable, are extended to apply to con-
tracts or agreements with the Corporation under this Act, which for
the purposes hereof shall be held to include loans, advances, discounts,
and rediscounts; extensions and renewals thereof; and acceptances,
releases, and substitutions of security therefor.

"SEC. 12. The Corporation is authorized to exercise the functions,
powers, duties, and authority transferred to the Corporation by Public
Law 109, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 30, 1945, but only
with respect to programs, projects, or commitments outstanding on
June 30, 1947.

"SEC. 13. If any provision of this Act or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, the
validity of the remainder of this Act, and the applicability of such
provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected
thereby."

TITLE II-MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 201. No provision of this Act shall be construed so as to pre-
vent the Corporation from disbursing funds on purchases of securities
and obligations, on loans made, or on commitments or agreements to
make such purchases or loans, or on liabilities incurred, pursuant to
law prior to the effective date of this Act.

SEC. 202. The succession of U. S. Commercial Company, a corpora-
tion created by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation pursuant to
section 5d (3) of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as
amended, is hereby extended through June 30, 1948.

SEC. 203. All assets and liabilities of every kind and nature, together
with all documents, books of account, and records, of The RFC
Mortgage Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the
State of Maryland, all the capital stock of which is owned and held
by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, shall be transferred to the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. With respect to the assets,
liabilites, and records transferred, "Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion" for all purposes is hereby substituted for "The RFC Mortgage
Company", and no suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully
commenced by or against such corporation shall abate by reason
of the enactment of this Act, but the court, on motion or supplemental
petition filed at any time within twelve months after the date of such
enactment, showing a necessity for the survival of such suit, action,
or other proceeding to obtain a determination of the questions
involved, may allow the same to be maintained by or against the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
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of the Corporation; or (4) gives any unauthorized information con-
cerning any future action or plan of the Corporation which might affect 
the value of securities, or having such knowledge, invests or specu-
lates, directly or indirectly, in the securities or property of any com-
pany, bank, or corporation receiving loans or other assistance from 
the Corporation, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 
or by imprisonment for not more than five years, or both. 
"(d) No individual, association, partnership, or corporation shall 

use the words 'Reconstruction Finance Corporation' or a combination 
of these three words, as the name or a part thereof under which he 
or it shall do business. Every individual, partnership, association, or 
corporation violating this prohibition shall be guilty of a misdemeanor 
and shall be punished by a fine of not exceeding $1,000 or imprison-
ment not exceeding one year, or both. 

"(e) The provisions of sections 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, and 117 of the 
Criminal Code of the United States (U. S. C., title 18, ch. 5, secs. 202 
to 207, inclusive) , insofar as applicable, are extended to apply to con-
tracts or agreements with the Corporation under this Act, which for 
the purposes hereof shall be held to include loans, advances, discounts, 
and rediscounts; extensions and renewals thereof; and acceptances, 
releases, and substitutions of security therefor. 
"SEC. 12. The Corporation is authorized to exercise the functions, 

powers, duties, and authority transferred to the Corporation by Public 
Law 109, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 30, 1945, but only 
with respect to programs, projects, or commitments outstanding on 
June 30, 1947. 
"SEC. 13. If any provision of this Act or the application of such 

provision to any person or circumstances shall be held invalid, the 
validity of the remainder of this Act, and the applicability of such 
provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected 
thereby." 

TITLE TI—MISCELLANEOUS 

SEC. 201. No provision of this Act shall be construed so as to pre-
vent the Corporation from disbursing funds on purchases of securities 
and obligations, on loans made, or on commitments or agreements to 
make such purchases or loans, or on liabilities incurred, pursuant to 
law prior to the effective date of this Act. 

SEc. 202. The succession of U. S. Commercial Company, a corpora-
tion created by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation pursuant to 
section 5d (3) of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as 
amended, is hereby extended through June 30, 1948. 
SEC. 203. All assets and liabilities of every kind and nature, together 

with all documents, books of account, and records, of The RFC 
Mortgage Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the 
State of Maryland, all the capital stock of which is owned and held 
by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, shall be transferred to the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. With respect to the asSets, 
liabilites, and records transferred, "Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion" for all purposes is hereby substituted for "The RFC Mortgage 
Company", and no suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully 
commenced by or against such corporation shall abate by reason 
of the enactment of this Act, but the court, on motion or supplemental 
petition filed at any time within twelve months after the date of such 
enactment, showing a necessity for the survival of such suit, action, 
or other proceeding to obtain a determination of the questions 
involved, may allow the same to be maintained by or against the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 
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Abolitionof Federal SEC. 204. The Federal Loan Agency, created by Reorganization
53 stats. 14. Plan Numbered 1 pursuant to the provisions of the Reorganization

no5. s. C. 5 133t Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939, is hereby abolished, and all its
53 Stat. 56 1 property and records are hereby transferred to the Reconstruction
5 U. S. C. §§ 133- .

133r. Finance Corporation.
Transer of stockof SEC. 205. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized

banks, etc. and directed to transfer as soon as practicable after the effective date
of this Act, to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized and directed to receive, all of the stock of the
Federal home-loan banks held by the Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration. The Secretary of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, and sums due and unpaid upon or
in connection with such notes at the time of such cancellation, in an
amount equal to the par value of the stock so transferred.

SEC. 206. Section 201 (e) of the Emergency Relief and Construc-
tion Act of 1932, approved July 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 709), as amended,
and section 84 of the Farm Credit Act of 1933, approved June 16,

47Stat. 713; 48 tat. 1933 (48 Stat. 257), as amended, are hereby further amended by
22 U. s. . I. 1148, striking out the name "Reconstruction Finance Corporation" wher-

1
4 8a

. ever it appears in such sections and substituting therefor the name
"Farm Credit Administration".

Repeals. The following Acts and portions of Acts are hereby repealed:
(a) Sections 1, 201 (except subsection (e) thereof), 202, 203, 204,

15 U. .S. C§ 605- 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, and 211 of the Emergency Relief and Con-
603, 609. struction Act of 1932, approved July 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 709), as

amended;
12U St. S.i5d. (b) Section 304 of the Act approved March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1),

as amended;
14 Stat. 45, 49,a 0 (c) Sections 27, 36, 37, and 38 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage12 U. S. C. 963a;

43 U.S. C. 1 403, 404; Act of 1933, approved May 12, 1933 (48 Stat. 41), as amended;
15U...609. (d) Sections 5 and 19 (c) and the last two sentences of section

4 St at. 33, 41; 49 8 (b) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933
7 U. C. §§ 605, (48 Stat. 33), as amended;

619 (c), 608b.
15 1 . sc. C 05, (e) The Act approved June 10, 1933 (48 Stat. 119), as amended;

605b,605e-605j. (f) The last sentence of section 4 (b) of the Home Owners' Loan
12U.S.C. 1463(b). Act of 1933, approved June 13, 1933 (48 Stat. 129), as amended;

(g) Sections 301 and 302 of the National Industrial Recovery Act,
f15 4. Sa.t b; approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), as amended;

40 U... .. 412 note. (h) So much of section 32 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act
48 ta. s4 1016. of 1932 (48 Stat. 41), as amended, as authorizes or directs the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation to make funds available to the Land
Bank Commissioner;

15 U. - . i604a, (i) The Act approved January 20, 1934 (48 Stat. 318);
(j) The fourth paragraph of the Emergency Appropriation Act,

fiscal year 1935, approved June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1056), and section
202 of the Public Works Administration Extension Act of 1937,

15 u. . C. . 609d, approved June 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 357);
(k) Sections 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16 of the Act approved June 19,

4s St to o1 1 3. 1934 (48 Stat. 1105), as amended;
15 U. S. C. §f §b, h S , ae

606-06e. (1) So much of sections 4 and 602 of the National Housing Act,
12 U.55. . 1705, approved June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1247), as amended, as relates to the

1737. Reconstruction Finance Corporation;
(m) The first section and sections 9, 11 and 13 of the Act approved

49 stat. 4,6 5. January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 1), as amended;
15 U.S. C. II 603a,

713b, 605, 607a. n) The Act approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat., ch. 646, p. 796);
U. . C 

606J  The Act approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1185
2 

U. 
S

. C. I 
51
sd- (p) The Act approved April 10, 1936 (49 Stat., ch. 168, p. 1191);

5 v. s. c. I 713. (q) The first section of the Act approved January 26, 1937 (50
15 U. S. C. 163c. Stat. 5), as amended;
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SEC. 204. The Federal Loan Agency, created by Reorganization 
Plan Numbered 1 pursuant to the provisions of the Reorganization 
Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939, is hereby abolished, and all its 
property and records are hereby transferred to the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. 
SEC. 205. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized 

and directed to transfer as soon as practicable after the effective date 
of this Act, to the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Secretary of the 
Treasury is authorized and directed to receive, all of the stock of the 
Federal home-loan banks held by the Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration. The Secretary of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, and sums due and unpaid upon or 
in connection with such notes at the time of such cancellation, in an 
amount equal to the par value of the stock so transferred. 
SEC. 206. Section 201 (e) of the Emergency Relief and Construc-

tion Act of 1932, approved July 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 709), as amended, 
and section 84 of the Farm Credit Act of 1933, approved June 16, 
1933 (48 Stat. 257), as amended, are hereby further amended by 
striking out the name "Reconstruction Finance Corporation" wher-
ever it appears in such sections and substituting therefor the name 
"Farm Credit Administration". 
The following Acts and portions of Acts are hereby repealed: 
(a) Sections 1, 201 (except subsection (e) thereof), 202, 203, 204, 

205, 206, 207, 208, 209, and 211 of the Emergency Relief and Con-
struction Act of 1932, approved July 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 709), as 
amended; 

(b) Section 304 of the Act approved March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1), 
as amended; 

(c) Sections 27, 36, 37, and 38 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage 
Act of 1933, approved May 12, 1933 (48 Stat. 41), as amended; 

(d) Sections 5 and 19 (c) and the last two sentences of section 
8 (b) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933 
(48 Stat. 33), as amended; 

(e) The Act approved June 10, 1933 (48 Stat. 119), as amended; 
(f) The last sentence of section 4 (b) of the Home Owners' Loan 

Act of 1933, approved June 13, 1933 (48 Stat. 129), as amended; 
(g) Sections 301 and 302 of the National Industrial Recovery Act, 

approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), as amended; 
(h) So much of section 32 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act 

of 1932 (48 Stat. 41), as amended, as authorizes or directs the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation to make funds available to the Land 
Bank Commissioner; 

(i) The Act approved January 20, 1934 (48 Stat. 318) ; 
(j) The fourth paragraph of the Emergency Appropriation Act, 

fiscal year 1935, approved June 19,. 1934 (48 Stat. 1056), and section 
202 of the Public Works Administration Extension Act of 1937, 
approved June 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 357) ; 

(k) Sections 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16 of the Act approved June 19, 
1934 (48 Stat. 1105), as amended; 

(1) So much of sections 4 and 602 of the National Housing Act, 
approved June 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 1247), as amended, as relates to the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation; 

(m) The first section and sections 9, 11, and 13 of the Act approved 
January 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 1), as amended ; 

(n) The Act approved August 24, 1935 (9 Stat., ch. 646, p. 796) ; 
(o) The Act approved March 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1185) ; 
(p) The Act approved April 10, 1936 (49 Stat., ch. 168, p. 1191) ; 
(q) The first section of the Act approved January 26, 1937 (50 

Stat. 5), as amended; 
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(r) The Act approved February 11, 1937 (50 Stat. 19), as amended; 15 U. s. . 606k-1

(s) So much of section 32 (b) of the Farm Credit Act of 1937,ote
approved August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 703), as relates to the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation and so much of section 33 (b) of the said
Act as relates to the payment of the expenses of corporations formed 50 Stat. 716, 717.

by the consolidation of two or more regional agricultural credit (b), 1148c (b).

corporations;
(t) So much of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1193),

as relates to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation;
(u) Section 12 of the Federal Highway Act of 1940, approved

September 5, 1940 (54 Stat. 867); 54 Stat. 871.

(v) Section 5 of the Act approved June 10, 1941 (55 Stat. 250); 15 U. . C. § 690.

15 U. S. C. §§ 00.w) The Act approved October 23, 1941 (55 Stat., ch. 454, p. 744); 5 U. S.C §§606b,
x) The Act approved March 27, 1942 (56 Stat., ch. 198, p. 174); 6 0

6b-1,6ob-2,609q.

y) The Act approved June 5, 1942 (56 Stat., ch. 352, p. 326); and 60 stat. 901.

z) Sections 1 and 2 of Public Law 656, 79th Congress, approved 15 U. S. C 0§604,606b, 606b-4, 006b-5,

August 7, 1946. 614.

SEC. 207. The liquidation of the affairs of the Smaller War Plants Abolitionof Smaller

Corporation administered by the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-p.,etc.
tion pursuant to Executive Order 9665 shall be carried out by the Re- 50 4un. C. app.
construction Finance Corporation, notwithstanding the provisions of 04 note.

the last paragraph of section 5 of the First War Powers Act, 1941. 5 Stat. 3 app.
The Smaller War Plants Corporation is hereby abolished. §605.

SEC. 208. (a) The Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall have Purchase of surplus

the power to purchase any surplus property for resale, subject to regu-
lations of the War Assets Administrator or his successor, to small busi-
ness when, in its judgment, such disposition is required to preserve and
strengthen the competitive position of small business. The purchase
of surplus property under this section shall be given priority under
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, immediately following 58 Stat. 76.50 U S. C. app.
transfers to Government agencies under section 12 of such Act, as §§5611-1646.

amended, and disposals to veterans under section 16 of such Act, as 58st p. 678.

amended. The provisions of section 12 (c) of the Surplus Property so U. s. c. app.
Act of 1944, as amended, shall be applicable to purchases made under Is5'tat. 773.

this section. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall not pur- 162 5 . s. app

chase any real property for resale to small business pursuant to this
section in any case where any person from whom the property had been
acquired by a Government agency, gives notice in writing to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation that he intends to exercise his rights tat. 77.

under section 23 of the Surplus Property Act, as amended. so u. s. c. app.

(b) The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is further authorized 1
632-

for the purpose of carrying out the objectives of this section to arrange
for sales of surplus property to small business concerns on credit or
time basis.

(c) For the purposes of this section the t erm s "persons", "surplus proers"o";surplus
property", and "Government agency" have the same meaning as is ment agency.

assigned to such terms by section 3 of the Surplus Property Act of s50 U. sC. app.

1944, as amended. 1612.ty to incur

SEC. 209. During the period between June 30, 1947, and the date and pay administra-

of enactment of legislation making funds available for administrative tie expenses.
expenses for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, the Corporation is
authorized to incur, and pay out of its general funds, administrative
expenses in accordance with laws in effect on June 30, 1947, such
obligations and expenditures to be charged against funds when made
available for administrative expenses for the fiscal year 1948.

SEC. 210. This Act shall take effect as of midnight June 30, 194. Efl e c t
ive date.

Approved June 30, 1947.
95347°-48-pt. 1---14
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(r) The Act approved February 11, 1937 (50 Stat. 19) , as amended; 
(s) So much of section 32 (b) of the Farm Credit Act of 1937, 

approved August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 703), as relates to the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation and so much of section 33 (b) of the said 
Act as relates to the payment of the expenses of corporations formed 
by the consolidation of two or more regional agricultural credit 
corporations; 

(t) So much of the Act approved June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1193), 
as relates to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; 

(u) Section 12 of the Federal Highway Act of 1940, approved 
September 5, 1940 (54 Stat. 867) ; 

(v) Section 5 of the Act approved June 10, 1941 (55 Stat. 250) ; 
w) The Act approved October 23, 1941 (55 Stat., ch. 454, p. 744) ; 
x) The Act approved March 27, 1942 (56 Stat., ch. 198, p. 174) ; 
y) The Act approved June 5, 1942 (56 Stat., ch. 352, p. 326) ; and 
(z) Sections 1 and 2 of Public Law 656, 79th Congress, approved 

August 7, 1946. 
SEC. 207. The liquidation of the affairs of the Smaller War Plants 

Corporation administered by the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion pursuant to Executive Order 9665 shall be carried out by the Re-
construction Finance Corporation, notwithstanding the provisions of 
the last paragraph of section 5 of the First War Powers Act, 1911. 
The Smaller War Plants Corporation is hereby abolished. 
SEC. 208. (a) The Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall have 

the power to purchase any surplus property for resale, subject to regu-
lations of the War Assets Administrator or his successor, to small busi-
ness when, in its judgment, such disposition is required to preserve and 
strengthen the competitive position of small business. The purchase 
of surplus property under this section shall be given priority under 
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, immediately following 
transfers to Government agencies under section 12 of such Act, as 
amended, and disposals to veterans under section 16 of such Act, as 
amended. The provisions of section 12 (c) of the Surplus Property 
Act of 1944, as amended, shall be applicable to purchases made under 
this section. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall not pur-
chase any real property for resale to small business pursuant to this 
section in any case where any person from whom the property had been 
acquired by a Government agency, gives notice in writing to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation that he intends to exercise his rights 
under section 23 of the Surplus Property Act, as amended. 

(b) The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is further authorized 
for the purpose of carrying out the objectives of this section to arrange 
for sales of surplus property to small business concerns on credit or 
time basis. 

(c) For the purposes of this section the terms "persons", "surplus 
property", and "Government agency" have the same meaning as is 
assigned to such terms by section 3 of the Surplus Property Act of 
1944, as amended. 
SEC. 209. During the period between June 30, 1947, and the date 

of enactment of legislation making funds available for administrative 
expenses for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, the Corporation is 
authorized to incur, and pay out of its general funds, administrative i 
expenses in accordance with laws n effect on June 30, 1947, such 
obligations and expenditures to be charged against funds when made 
available for administrative expenses for the fiscal year 1948. 
SEC. 210. This Act shall take effect as of midnight June 30, 1947. 

Approved June 30, 1947. 
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58 Stat. 765. 
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58 Stat. 770. 
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§ 1621. 
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§ 1625. 
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§ 1632. 
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[CHAPTER 167]
TnTTNT R' Rfi(nT .TT'TnT

June 30, 1947 J i
[H. J. Res. 167] To recognize uncompensated services rendered the Nation under the Selective

[Public Law 133] Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, and for other purposes.

Seectiv rv Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
System. e 

Ser States of America in Congress assembled, That the Congress declares
Cratificates of s- that many members of local boards, boards of appeal, Government

sated personnel. appeal agents, examining physicians and dentists, and other uncom-
pensated personnel of the Selective Service System have, in a manner
which is an example of patriotism, served the United States in the

5o u. .t c app. administration of the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, as
U 301-318. amended. This service has been voluntary and uncompensated and in

many cases has resulted in great sacrifices on the part of these citizens.
That in accordance with the historic policy of the United States to

recognize and publicly acknowledge the gratitude of the people and
the Government of the United States for patriotic service, the Director
of Selective Service is directed to issue to such uncompensated per-
sonnel of the Selective Service System, upon the expiration of the

Spra. Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, suitable
certificates of separation.

Approved June 30, 1947.

June 30, 1947
[H. R. 1362]

[Public Law 134]

Warrant officers,
Navy or Marine Corps

June 30, 1947
[H. . 1807]

[Public Law 135]

Pittsburg County,
Okla.

Conveyance.

[CHAPTER 168]
AN ACT

To permit certain naval personnel to count all active service rendered under tem-
porary appointment as warrant or commissioned officers in the United States
Navy and the United States Naval Reserve, or in the United States Marine
Corps and the United States Marine Corps Reserve, for purposes of promotion
to commissioned warrant officer in the United States Navy or the United States
Marine Corps, respectively.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all active serv-
ice, for purposes other than training, under a permanent or temporary
appointment as warrant or commissioned officer in the Regular or
Reserve forces of the United States Navy or the United States Marine
Corps shall be included in the computation of the six-year period of
service required for eligibility for promotion from warrant officer to
commissioned warrant officer, with permanent appointment, in the
service in which the permanent or temporary appointment was held:
Provided, That no back pay or allowances shall be allowed by reason
of the passage of this Act.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 169]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the county of Pittsburg,
Oklahoma, a perpetual easement for the construction, maintenance, and oper-
ation of a public highway over a portion of the United States naval ammunition
depot, McAlester, Oklahoma.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant and convey to
the county of Pittsburg, State of Oklahoma, upon such terms and
conditions as he may prescribe, a perpetual easement for the construc-
tion, maintenance, and operation of a public highway upon and over
a strip of land containing three and twenty-two one-hundredths acres,
being a portion of the United States naval ammunition depot,
McAlester, Oklahoma, the metes and bounds description of which is
on file in the Navy Department.

Approved June 30, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 167] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To recognize uncompensated services rendered the Nation under the Selective 
Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Congress declares 
that many members of local boards, boards of appeal, Government 
appeal agents, examining physicians and dentists, and other uncom-
pensated personnel of the Selective Service System have, in a manner 
which is an example of patriotism, served the United States in the 
administration of the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, as 
amended. This service has been voluntary and uncompensated and in 
many cases has resulted in great sacrifices on the part of these citizens. 
That in accordance with the historic policy of the United States to 

recognize and publicly acknowledge the gratitude of the people and 
the Government of the United States for patriotic service, the Director 
of Selective Service is directed to issue to such uncompensated per-
sonnel of the Selective Service System, upon the expiration of the 
Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, as amended, suitable 
certificates of separation. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 168] 
AN ACT 

To permit certain naval personnel to count all active service rendered under tem-
porary appointment as warrant or commissioned officers in the United States 
Navy and the United States Naval Reserve, or in the United States Marine 
Corps and the United States Marine Corps Reserve, for purposes of promotion 
to commissioned warrant officer in the United States Navy or the United States 
Marine Corps, respectively. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and 110218e of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all active serv-
ice, for purposes other than training, under a permanent or temporary 
appointment as warrant or commissioned officer in the Regular or 
Reserve forces of the United States Navy or the United States Marine 
Corps shall be included in the computation of the six-year period of 
service required for eligibility for promotion from warrant officer to 
commissioned warrant officer, with permanent appointment, in the 
service in which the permanent or temporary appointment was held: 
Provided, That no back pay or allowances shall be allowed by reason 
of the passage of this Act. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1691 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to grant to the county of Pittsburg, 
Oklahoma, a perpetual easement for the construction, maintenance, and oper-
ation of a public highway over a portion of the United States naval ammunition 
depot, McAlester, Oklahoma. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to grant and convey to 
the county of Pittsburg. State of Oklahoma, upon such terms and 
conditions as he may prescribe, a perpetual easement for the construc-
tion, maintenance, and operation of a public highway upon and over 
a strip of land containing three and twenty-two one-hundredths acres, 
being a portion of the United States naval ammunition depot, 
McAlester, Oklahoma, the metes and bounds description of which is 
on file in the Navy Department. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 170]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the designation of Army mail
clerks and assistant Army mail clerks", approved August 21, 1941 (55 Stat.
656), and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
Congress approved August 21, 1941, chapter 392 (55 Stat. 656), be
amended by striking out the last sentence thereof.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 171]
AN ACT

To authorize patenting of certain lands to Public Hospital District Numbered 2,
Clallam County, Washington, for hospital purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed to patent lots 2 and 3, block
33, as shown on the official supplemental plat of survey of block 33,
located in the city of Port Angeles, State of Washington, accepted
March 24, 1923, containing seven and sixty-four one-hundredths acres,
to Public Hospital District Numbered 2, Clallam County, Washington,
for hospital purposes.

SEC. 2. The patent conveying title to the lands described in the first
section of this Act shall (1) contain a reservation to the United States
of all minerals, including coal, oil, and gas, together with the right to
prospect for. mine, and remove the same under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Interior; and (2) provide that if, at
any time, the Secretary of the Interior finds that Public Hospital
District Numbered 2, Clallam County, Washington, has ceased to use
the land. or any part thereof, for hospital purposes, or has alienated
or attempted to alienate, the same, title to such land, or part thereof,
shall thereupon revert to the United States.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 172]
AN ACT

To provide funds for cooperation with the school board of the Moclips-Aloha
District for the construction and equipment of a new school building in the
town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington, to be available to both
Indian and non-Indian children.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, $88,000 for expenditure under the direction
of the Secretary of the Interior for the purpose of cooperating with
the school board of Moclips-Aloha District, Grays Harbor County,
Washington, for the construction and equipment of a new school
building in the town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington:
Provided, That the expenditure of any money so authorized shall be
subject to the express conditions that the school maintained by the
said district in the said building shall be available to all Indian chil-
dren of the district on the same terms, except as to payment of tuition,
as other children of said school district: And provided further, That
any amount expended hereunder shall be recouped by the United States
within a period of thirty years, commencing with the date of occupancy
of the building, through reducing the annual Federal payments for
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June 30, 1947
[H. R. 23391

[Public Law 136]

39 U. S. C. § 138.

June 30, 1947
[H. R. 2411]

[Public Law 137]

Public Hospital
District Numbered 2,
Clallam County,
Wash.

Conveyance.

Mineral rights, etc.

Reversion of title.

June 30. 1947
[11. It. 2.45l

tPublic Law 138]

Construction, etc.,
of school, Moclips,
Wash.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

Post, p. 699.
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school to Indian chil-
dren.

Recoupment.
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[CHAPTER 170] 
AN ACT 

June 30, 1947 
To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the designation of Army mail  [H.R. 2339]  

clerks and assistant Army mail clerks", approved August 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 
656), and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
Congress approved August 21, 1941, chapter 392 (55 Stat. 656), be 
amended by striking out the last sentence thereof. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 171] 
AN ACT 

To authorize patenting of certain lands to Public Hospital District Numbered 2, 
Clallam County, Washington, for hospital purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized and directed to patent lots 2 and 3, block 
33, as shown din the official supplemental plat of survey of block 33, 
located in the city of Port Angeles, State of Washington, accepted 
March 24, 19231 containing seven and sixty-four one-hundredths acres, 
to Public Hospital District Numbered 2, Clallam County, Washington, 
for hospital purposes. 
SEC. 2. The patent conveying title to the lands described in the first 

section of this Act shall (1) contain a reservation to the United States 
of all minerals, including coal, oil, and gas, together with the right to 
prospect for, mine, and remove the same under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Interior; and (2) provide that if, at 
any time, the Secretary of the Interior finds that Public Hospital 
District Numbered 2, Clallam County, Washington, has ceased to use 
the land. or any part thereof, for hospital purposes, or has alienated 
or attempted to alienate, the same, title to such land, or part thereof, 
shall thereupon revert to the United States. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 172] 
AN ACT 

To provide funds for cooperation with the school board of the Moclips-Aloha 
District for the construction and equipment of a new school building in the 
town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington, to be available to both 
Indian and non-Indian children. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, $88,000 for expenditure under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior for the purpose of cooperating with 
the school board of Moclips-Aloha District, Grays Harbor County, 
Washington, for the construction and equipment of a new school 
building in the town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington: 
Provided, That the expenditure of any money so authorized shall be 
subject to the express conditions that the school maintained by the 
said district in the said building shall be available to all Indian chil-
dren of the district on the same terms, except as to payment of tuition, 
as other children of said school district: And provided further, That 
any amount expended hereunder shall be recouped by the United States 
within a period of thirty years, commencing with the date of occupancy 
of the building, through reducing the annual Federal payments for 
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June 30, 147
[H. R. 2654]

[Public Law 139]

Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore,
Md.

Easement.

June 30,1947
[H. R. 2655]

[Public Law 140]

Mayor and City
Council of Baltimore,
Md.

Easement.

June 30, 1947
[H. R. 3124]

[Public Law 141]

Marine Band.
Attendance at

G. A. B.encampment.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

the education of Indian pupils enrolled in public or high schools of
the district involved or by the acceptance of Indian pupils in said
schools without cost to the United States, and in computing the amount
of recoupment, interest at 3 per centum per annum shall be included
on any unrecouped balances.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 173]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to grant to the Mayor and City Council
of Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of
installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean water main in, on, and
across the land of the United States Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto
depot", Baltimore, Maryland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to grant to the
Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, a municipal corporation of
the State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of
installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean water main and
its usual appurtenances in, on, and across the land of the United States
Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto depot", under such terms and
conditions as he may determine to be not inconsistent with the use of
such land for the purpose of said depot.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 174]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant to the Mayor and City Council
of Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose ofinstalling, maintaining, and servicing two subterranean water mains in, on, and
across the land of Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine,Maryland.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant to the Mayor
and City Council of Baltimore, a municipal corporation of the State
of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of installing
maintaining, and servicing two subterranean water mains and their
usual appurtenances in, on, and across the land of the Fort McHenryNational Monument and Historic Shrine, under such terms and con-
ditions as he may determine to be not inconsistent with the use of such
land for purposes of the said shrine.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 175]
AN ACT

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the Eighty-first National
Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic to be held in Cleveland, Ohio,August 10 to 14, 1947.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps to
attend and give concerts at the Eighty-first National Encampment of
the Grand Army of the Republic to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, August
lO to 14, 1947.

SEc. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band in
attending and giving concerts at such convention, there is hereby
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dune 30, 1947 
  To authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to grant to the Mayor and City Council 

of Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of 
installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean water main in, on, and 
across the land of the United States Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto 
depot", Baltimore, Maryland. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to grant to the 
Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, a municipal corporation of 
the State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of 
installing, maintaining, and servicing a subterranean water main and 
its usual appurtenances in, on, and across the land of the United States 
Coast Guard station called "Lazaretto depot", under such terms and 
conditions as he may determine to be not inconsistent with the use of 
such land for the purpose of said depot. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

the education of Indian pupils enrolled in public or high schools of 
the district involved or by the acceptance of Indian pupils in said 
schools without cost to the United States, and in computing the amount 
of recoupment, interest at 3 per centum per annum shall be included 
on any unrecouped balances. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 173] 

[Public Law 139] 

Mayor and City 
Council of Baltimore, 
Md. 
Easement. 

June 30, 1947 
[H. R. 2655] 

[Public Law 140] 

Mayor and City 
Council of Baltimore, 
Md. 
Easement. 

June 30, 1947 
[H. R. 3124] 

[Public Law 141] 

Marine Band. 
Attendance at 

G. A. R.encampment. 

Appropriation 
thorized. 

811-

[CHAPTER 174] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant to the Mayor and City Council 
of Baltimore, State of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of 
installing, maintaining, and servicing two subterranean water mains in, on, and 
across the land of Fort McHenry National Monument and Historic Shrine, 
Maryland. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant to the Mayor 
and City Council of Baltimore, a municipal corporation of the State 
of Maryland, a permanent easement for the purpose of installing, 
maintaining, and servicing two subterranean water mains and their 
usual appurtenances in, on, and across the land of the Fort McHenry 
National Monument and Historic Shrine, under such terms and con-
ditions as he may determine to be not inconsistent with the use of such 
land for purposes of the said shrine. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

AN ACT 

[CHAPTER 175] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the Eighty-first National 
Encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, 
August 10 to 14, 1947. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President 
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps to 
attend and give concerts at the Eighty-first National Encampment of 
the Grand Army of the Republic to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, August 
10 to 14, 1947. 

SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band in 
attending and giving concerts at such convention, there is hereby 
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authorized to be appropriated a sufficient sum to cover the cost of trans-
portation and pullman accommodations for the leaders and members
of the Marine Band, and allowance not to exceed $6 per day each for
additional traveling and living expenses while on duty, such allow-
ances to be in addition to the pay and allowance to which they would
be entitled while serving their permanent station.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 181]
AN ACTAN ACT June 30,1947

Providing for the suspension of annual assessment work on mining claims held by [H. R. 2369]
location in the Territory of Alaska. [Public Law 142]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provision
of section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which
requires on each mining claim located, and until a patent has been
issued therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor to be performed or
improvements aggregating such amount to be made each year, be,
and the same is hereby, suspended as to all mining claims in the
Territory of Alaska, until the hour of 12 o'clock meridian on the 1st
day of July 1948: Provided, That every claimant of any such mining
claim in order to obtain the benefits of this Act shall file, or cause to
be filed, in the office where the location notice or certificate is recorded,
on or before 12 o'clock meridian of July 1, 1948, a notice of his desire
to hold said mining claim under this Act.

Approved June 30, 1947.

30U. S.C. 128.

[CHAPTER 182]
AN ACT

To amend the Bankruptcy Act with respect to qualifications of part-time ref-
erees in bankruptcy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviso to
clause (2) of section 35 of the Act of July 1, 1898, entitled "An Act
to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States:', as amended, is amended by inserting after "notaries public,"
the following new language: "retired officers and retired enlisted per-
sonnel of the Regular and Reserve components of the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, members of the Reserve components
of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, members of the
National Guard of the United States and of the National Guard of a
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, except the National
Guard disbursing officers who are on a full time salary basis,"

Approved June 30, 1947.

June 30, 1947
[H. R. 3769]

[Public Law 143]

Bankruptcy Act of
1898, amendment.

30 Stat. 66.
11 U. S. C. 1i3.

[CHAPTER 183]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for permanent rates of postage on mail matter of the first class, and
for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the rate of postage
on all mail matter of the first class (except postal cards and private
mailing or post cards) shall be 3 cents for each ounce or fraction
thereof: Provided, That drop letters shall be charged at the rate of
1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof when mailed for local delivery
at post offices where free delivery by carrier is not established and

June 30, 1947
[H. J. Res. 221]

[Public Law 144]

Postage rates.
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authorized to be appropriated a sufficient sum to cover the cost of trans-
portation and pullman accommodations for the leaders and members 
of the Marine Band, and allowance not to exceed $6 per day each for 
additional traveling and living expenses while on duty, such allow-
ances to be in addition to the pay and allowance to which they would 
be entitled while serving their permanent station. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 181] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the suspension of annual assessment work on mining claims held by 
location in the Territory of Alaska. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provision 
of section 2324 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which 
requires on each mining claim located, and until a patent has been 
issued therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor to be performed or 
improvements aggregating such amount to be made each year, be, 
and the same is hereby, suspended as to all mining claims in the 
Territory of Alaska, until the hour of 12 o'clock meridian on the 1st 
day of July 1948: Provided, That every claimant of any such mining 
claim in order to obtain the benefits of this Act shall file, or cause to 
be filed, in the office where the location notice or certificate is recorded, 
on or before 12 o'clock meridian of July 1, 1948, a notice of his desire 
to hold said mining claim under this Act. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

June 30, 1947 
[H. R. 2369] 

[Public Law 142] 

30U. S. C. 1 28. 

[CHAPTER 182] 
AN ACT June 30, 1947 

To amend the Bankruptcy Act with respect to qualifications of part-time ref-  [H. R. 3769]  
erees in bankruptcy. [Public Law 143] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the proviso to Bankruptcy Act of 1898, amendment. 

clause (2) of section 35 of the Act of July 1, 1898, entitled "An Act 
to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United 30 Stat. 555. 
States", as amended, is amended by inserting after "notaries public," 11 U. S. C. 1 63. 

the following new language: "retired officers and retired enlisted per-
sonnel of the Regular and Reserve components of the Army, Navy, 
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, members of the Reserve components 
of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, members of the 
National Guard of the United States and of the National Guard of a 
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, except the National 
Guard disbursing officers who are on a full time salary basis," 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 183] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for permanent rates of postage on mail matter of the first class, and 
for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the rate of postage 
on all mail matter of the first class (except postal cards and private 
mailing or post cards) shall be 3 cents for each ounce or fraction 
thereof: Provided, That drop letters shall be charged at the rate of 
1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof when mailed for local delivery 
at post offices where free delivery by carrier is not established and 

June 30, 1947 
[H. J. Res. =1]  
[Public Law 144] 

Postage rates. 
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when they are not collected or delivered by rural or star-route carriers.
The rate of postage on postal cards (including the cost of manufacture)
and private mailing or post cards (conforming to the conditions
prescribed by the Act entitled "An Act to amend the postal laws

30Stat. 419. relating to use of postal cards", approved May 19, 1898 (U. S. C.,
1940 edition, title 39, sec. 281) ), shall be 1 cent each.

Fourth-class mail, SEC. 2. The increases in the rates of postage on mail matter of the
fourth class, and the increases in the registry fees for registered mail,
fees for obtaining receipts for registered mail, and fees for delivery
of registered, insured, and collect-on-delivery mail to addressee only,
or to addressee or order, prescribed by title IV of the Revenue Act of
1943 (58 Stat. 69, 70), as amended by the Act of September 17, 1944

39.Utes. C 245, (58 Stat. 732), entitled "An Act to fix the fees for domestic insured
and collect-on-delivery mail, special-delivery service, and for other
purposes", and by the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 730,

9 s s.s. 462a, Seventy-ninth Congress; second session), entitled "An Act to fix the
I and notes. rate of postage on domestic air mail, and for other purposes", shall

continue in full force and effect.
Effective date. SC. 3. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1947.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 184]

June 30,1947
[S. J. Res. 139]

[Public Law 145]

56 Stat. 187, 463; 60
Stat. 345, 215.

50 U. S. 0. app.
§ 645, 701(d).

Ante, p. 34; post, pp.
322, 323, 946.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

JOINT RESOLUTION
To continue for a temporary period of fifteen days certain controls now exercised

by the President under the Second War Powers Act, 1942, and under the
Export Control Act.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1501 of the
Second War Powers Act, 1942, as amended, is amended by striking
out "June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 15. 1947";
and section 6 (d) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the strength-
ening of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as amended, is
amended by striking out "June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof
"July 15, 1947".

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this joint resolution.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 185]
July 1,1947 JOINT RESOLUTION

[S. J. Res. 771 Providing for membership and participation by the United States in the Inter-
[Public Law 146] national Refugee Organization and authorizing an appropriation therefor.

International Refu-
gee Organization.

Acceptance of mem-
bership for U. S.

Reservation.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is hereby
authorized to accept membership for the United States in the Inter-
national Refugee Organization (hereinafter referred to as the
"Organization"), the constitution of which was approved in New
York on December 15, 1946, by the General Assembly of the United
Nations, and deposited in the archives of the United Nations: Provided,
however, That this authority is granted and the approval of the
Congress of the acceptance of membership of the United States in the
International Refugee Organization is given upon condition and with
the reservation that no agreement shall be concluded on behalf of
the United States and no action shall be taken by any officer, agency,
or any other person and acceptance of the constitution of the Organiza-
tion by or on behalf of the Government of the United States shall

r

II
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30 Stat. 419. 

Fourth-class mail, 
registry fees, etc. 

39 U. S. C. §§ 245, 
246 notes. 

60 Stat. 10,32. 
39 U. S. C. §§ 462a, 

463 and notes. 

Effective date. 

June 30, 1947 
[S. J. Res. 139]  

[Public Law 145] 

56 Stat. 187, 463; 60 
Stat. 345, 215. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§§ 645, 701(d). 

Ante, P. 34; Post, pp. 
322, 323, 946. 

Appropriation au-
thorized. 

July 1, 1947 
[S. J. Res. 77]  

[Public Law 146] 

International Refu-
gee Organization. 
Acceptance of mem-

bership for U. S. 

Reservation. 

- June 30, 1947 
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when they are not collected or delivered by rural or star-route carrier:. 
The rate of postage on postal cards (including the cost of manufacture) 
and private mailing or post cards (conforming to the conditions 
prescribed by the Act entitled "An Act to amend the postal laws 
relating to use of postal cards", approved May 19, 1898 (U. S. C., 
1940 edition, title 39, sec. 281) ) , shall be 1 cent each. 
SEC. 2. The increases in the rates of postage on mail matter of the 

fourth class, and the increases in the registry fees for registered mail, 
fees for obtaining receipts for registered mail, and fees for delivery 
of registered, insured, and collect-on-delivery mail to addressee only, 
or to addressee or order, prescribed by title IV of the Revenue Act of 
1943 (58 Stat. 69, 70), as amended by the Act of September 17, 1944 
(58 Stat. 732), entitled "An Act to fix the fees for domestic insured 
and collect-on-delivery mail, special-delivery service, and for other 
purposes", and by the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 730, 
Seventy-ninth Congress; second session), entitled "An Act to fix the 
rate of postage on domestic air mail, and for other purposes", shall 
continue in full force and effect. 

SEc. 3. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1947. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 184] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To continue for a temporary period of fifteen days certain controls now exercised 
by the President under the Second War Powers Act, 1942, and under the 
Export Control Act. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1501 of the 
Second War Powers Act, 1942, as amended, is amended by striking 
out "June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 15, 1947"; 
and section 6 (d) of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the strength-
ening of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as amended, is 
amended by striking out "June 30, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"July 15, 1947". 
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may 
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this joint resolution. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 185] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for membership and participation by the United States in the Inter-
national Refugee Organization and authorizing an appropriation therefor. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is hereby 
authorized to accept membership for the United States in the Inter-
national Refugee Organization (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Organization"), the constitution of which was approved in New 
York on December 15, 1946, by the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, and deposited in the archives of the United Nations: Provided, 
however, That this authority is granted and the approval of the 
Congress of the acceptance of membership of the United States in the 
International Refugee Organization is given upon condition and with 
the reservation that no agreement shall be concluded on behalf of 
the United States and no action shall be taken by any officer, agency, 
or any other person and acceptance of the constitution of the Organiza-
tion by or on behalf of the Government of the United States shall 
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not constitute or authorize action (1) whereby any person shall be
admitted to or settled or resettled in the United States or any of its
Territories or possessions without prior approval thereof by the Con-
gress, and this joint resolution shall not be construed as such prior
approval, or (2) which will have the effect of abrogating, suspending,
modifying, adding to, or superseding any of the immigration laws or
any other laws of the United States.

SEC. 2. The President shall designate from time to time a repre-
sentative of the United States and not to exceed two alternates to
attend a specified session or specified sessions of the general council of
the Organization. Whenever the United States is elected to mem-
bership on the executive committee, the President shall designate from
time to time, either from among the aforesaid representative and
alternates or otherwise, a representative of the United States and not
to exceed one alternate to attend sessions of the executive committee.
Such representative or representatives shall each be entitled to receive
compensation at a rate not to exceed $12,000 per annum, and any such
alternate shall be entitled to receive compensation at a rate not to
exceed $10,000 per annum, for such period or periods as the President
may specify, except that no Member of the Senate or House of Repre-
sentatives or officer of the United States who is designated as such a
representative shall be entitled to receive such compensation.

SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually to
the Department of State-

(a) such sums, not to exceed $73,325,000 for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 1947, as may be necessary for the payment of
United States contributions to the Organization (consisting of
supplies, services, or funds and all necessary expenses related
thereto) as determined in accordance with article 10 of the con-
stitution of the Organization; and

(b) such sums, not to exceed $175,000 for the fiscal year begin-
ning July 1, 1947, as may be necessary for the payment of-

(1) salaries of the representative or representatives and
alternates provided for in section 2 hereof, and appropriate
staff, including personal services in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere, without regard to the civil-service laws and
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; and

(2) such other expenses as the Secretary of State deems
necessary to participation by the United States in the activi-
ties of the Organization: Piovitded, That the provisions of
section 7 of the United Nations Participation Act of 1945,
and regulations thereunder, applicable to expenses incurred
pursuant to that Act shall be applicable to any expenses
incurred pursuant to this paragraph (b) (2).

SrO. 4. (a) Sums from the appropriations made pursuant to para-
graph (a) of section 3 may be transferred to-anv department, agency,
or independent establishment of the Government to carry out the
purposes of such paragraph, and such sums shall be available for
obligation and expenditure in accordance with the laws governing
obligations and expenditures of the department, agency, independent
establishment, or organizational unit thereof concerned, and with-
out regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of the Revised Statutes. as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 41, sec. 5, and title 31, sec. 529).

(b) Upon request of the Organization, any department, agency,
or independent establishment of the Government (upon receipt of
advancements or reimbursements for the cost and necessary expenses)
may furnish supplies or if advancements are made may procure and
furnish supplies, and may furnish or procure and furnish services,

Designation of rep-
resentatives, etc.

Compensation.

Appropriations au-
thorized.

Post, p. 623.
Payment of r. S.

contributions.

Payment of salaries.

42 Stat. 1488.
5U.S. C. iif61-74.
Other expenses.

69 Stat. 621.
22U.S. c. 1287e.

Transfer of funds.
etc.

Furnishing of sup-
plies by Government
agencies, etc.
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not constitute or authorize action (1) whereby any person shall be 
admitted to or settled or resettled in the United States or any of its 
Territories or possessions without prior approval thereof by the Con-
gress, and this joint resolution shall not be construed as such prior 
approval, or (2) which will have the effect of abrogating, suspending, 
modifying, adding to or superseding any of the immigration laws or 
any other laws of the to, States. 
SEC. 2. The President shall designate from time to time a repre-

sentative of the United States and not to exceed two alternates to 
attend a specified session or specified sessions of the general council of 
the Organization. Whenever the United States is elected to mem-
bership on the executive committee, the President shall designate from 
time to time, either from among the aforesaid representative and 
alternates or otherwise, a representative of the United States and not 
to exceed one alternate to attend sessions of the executive committee. 
Such representative or representatives shall each be entitled to receive 
compensation at a rate not to exceed $12,000 per annum, and any such 
alternate shall be entitled to receive compensation at a rate not to 
exceed $10,000 per annum, for such period or periods as the President 
may specify, except that no Member of the Senate or house of Repre-
sentatives or officer of the United States who is designated as such a 
representative shall be entitled to receive such compensation. 
SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated annually to 

the Department of State— 
(a) such sums, not to exceed $73,325,000 for the fiscal year 

beginning July 1, 1947, as may be necessary for the payment of 
United States contributions to the Organization (consisting of 
supplies, services, or funds and all necessary expenses related 
thereto) as determined in accordance with article 10 of the con-
stitution of the Organization • and 

(b) such sums, not to exceed $175,000 for the fiscal year begin-
ning July 1, 1947, as may be necessary for the payment of— 

(1) salaries of the representative or representatives and 
alternates provided for in section 2 hereof, and appropriate 
staff, including personal services in the District of Columbia 
and elsewhere, without regard to the civil-service laws and 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; and 

(2) such other expenses as the Secretary of State deems 
necessary to participation by the United States in the activi-
ties of the Organization : Pi orided, That the provisions of 
section 7 of the United Nations Part icipation Act of 1945, 
and regulations thereunder, applicable to expenses incurred 
pursuant to that Act shall be applicable to any expenses 
incurred pursuant to this paragraph (b) (2). 

So. 4. (a) Sums from the appropriations made pursuant to para-
graph (a) of section 3 may be transferred tooany department, agency, 
or independent establishment of the Government to carry out the 
purposes of such paragraph, and such sums shall be available for 
obligation and expenditure in accordance with the laws governing 
obligations and expenditures of the department, agency, independent 
establishment, or organizational unit thereof concerned, and with-
out regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of the Revised Statutes, as 
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 41, sec. 5, and title 31, sec. 529). 

(b) Upon request of the Organization, any department, agency, 
or independent establishment of the Government (upon receipt of 
advancements or reimbursements for the cost and necessary expenses) 
may furnish supplies, or if advancements are made may procure and 
furnish supplies, and may furnish or procure and furnish services, 
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Additional civilian
employees.

69 Stat. 304; 60 Stat.
219.

5 U. S. C. 1 947.

Advance contribu-
tions to Preparatory
Commission.

to the Organization: Provided, That such additional civilian em-
ployees in the United States as may be required by any such depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment for the procurement or
furnishing of supplies or services under this subsection, and for the
services of whom such department, agency, or independent establish-
ment is compensated by advancements or reimbursements made by
the Organization, shall not be counted as civilian employees within
the meaning of section 607 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of
1945, as amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act
of 1946. When reimbursement is made it shall be credited, at the
option of the department, agency, or independent establishment con-
cerned, either to the appropriation, fund, or account utilized in1
incurring the obligation, or to an appropriate appropriation fund, or
account which is current at the time of such reimbursement.

SEC. 5. During the interim period, if any, between July 1, 1947,
and the coming into force of the constitution of the Organization,
the Secretary of State is authorized from appropriations made pur-
suant to paragraph (a) of section 3, to make advance contributions
to the Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee
Organization, established pursuant to an agreement dated December
15, 1946, between the governments signatory to the constitution of
the Organization, at a rate of not to exceed one-twelfth per month of
the United States contribution to the Organization contemplated by
paragraph (a) of section 3 hereof. Such advance contributions to
the said Preparatory Commission shall be deducted from the said
contribution to the Organization for the first fiscal year as provided
in paragraph 6 of the said agreement. The provisions of paragraphs
(a) and (b) of section 4 of this joint resolution shall be applicable,
respectively, to such advance contributions and to the procurement
and furnishing of supplies and services to the said Preparatory
Commission.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 186]
July 1, 1947
[H. R. 2436]

[Public Law 147]

Treasury and Post
Office Departments
Appropriation Act,
1948.

Treasury Depart-
ment Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187;
post, pp. 245, 361, 608,
609, 623, 624, 702.

Post, p. 623.

Messengers, limita-
tion.

60 Stat. 843.
28 U. . c. c. 921,

922

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. if 321e-

321h.
Pot, p. 450.

AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Treasury and Post Office Departments for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-TREASURY DEPARTMENT

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Treasury Department
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1948, namely:

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $409,000:
Provided, That no part of the money appropriated shall be used to pay
the salaries of more than eighteen messengers assigned to duty in the
Office of the Secretary.

Personal or property damage claims: For payment of claims pur-
suant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 601), $20,000.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Treasury Department as required by the
Act of June 28, 1944, $6,700,000.

[61 STAT.216216 
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to the Organization: Provided, That such additional civilian em-
ployees in the United States as may be required by any such depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment for the procurement or 
furnishing of supplies or services under this subsection, and for the 
services of whom such department, agency, or independent establish-
ment is compensated by advancements or reimbursements made by 
the Organization, shall not be counted as civilian employees within 
the meaning of section 607 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 
1945, as amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act 
of 1946. When reimbursement is made it shall be credited, at the 
option of the department, agency, or independent establishment con-
cerned, either to the appropriation, fund, or account utilized in 
incurring the obligation, or to an appropriate appropriation fund, or 
account which is current at the time of such reimbursement. 

SEc. 5. During the interim period, if any, between July 1, 1947, 
and the coming into force of the constitution of the Organization, 
the Secretary of State is authorized from appropriations made pur-
suant to paragraph (a) of section 3, to make advance contributions 
to the Preparatory Commission for the International Refugee 
Organization, established pursuant to an agreement dated December 
15, 1946, between the governments signatory to the constitution of 
the Organization, at a rate of not to exceed one-twelfth per month of 
the United States contribution to the Organization contemplated by 
paragraph (a) of section 3 hereof. Such advance contributions to 
the said Preparatory Commission shall be deducted from the said 
contribution to the Organization for the first fiscal year as provided 
in paragraph 6 of the said agreement. The provisions of paragraphs 
(a) and (b) of section 4 of this joint resolution shall be applicable, 
respectively, to such advance contributions and to the procurement 
and furnishing of supplies and services to the said Preparatory 
Commission. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 
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AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I—TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Treasury Department 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $409,000: 
Provided, That no part of the money appropriated shall be used to pay 
the salaries of more than eighteen messengers assigned to duty in the 
Office of the Secretary. 
Personal or property damage claims: For payment of claims pur-

suant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 601), $20,000. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 

for cost of penalty mail of the Treasury Department as required by the 
Act of June 28, 1944, $6,700,000. 
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OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL AND TAX LEGISILTIVE COUNSEL

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $250,000.

DIVISION OF TAX RESEARCH AND RESEARCH AND STATISTICS

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $200,000.

DIVISION OF PERSONNEL

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $127,000.
Health service programs, Treasury Department: For expenses neces-

sary in maintaining health service programs, pursuant to Public Law
658, Seventy-ninth Congress, for employees of the Department in the
District of Columbia, $75,000: Provided, That other appropriations
in this Act shall be available for health service program in the field
as authorized by said Public Law 658.

OFFICE OF CHIEF CLERK

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $326,000.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, TREASURY DEPARTMENT

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the
Secretary and the bureaus and offices of the Treasury Department,
not otherwise provided for; including operating expenses of the Treas-
ury, Treasury Annex, Auditors', and Liberty Loan Buildings; $225,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Department
except such bureaus and offices as may be otherwise provided for,
including materials for the use of the bookbinder, located in the Depart-
ment, but not including work done at the New York Customhouse
bindery authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing in accordance
with the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111), $35,000.

CUSTODY OF TREASURY BUILDINGS

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, includ-
ing the operating force of the Treasury Building, the Treasury Annex,
the Liberty Loan Building, the Auditors' Building, and the west and
south annexes thereof, $650,000.

FISCAL SERVICE

BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in the District
of Columbia, including contract stenographic reporting services,
$1,016,000.

Salaries and expenses, deposit of withheld taxes: For necessary
expenses incident to the deposit of withheld taxes in Government
depositories pursuant to the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943. includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia and reimbursement
to Federal Reserve banks for printing and other necessary expenses,
$460,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Bureau of
Accounts, $60,000.

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Division of
Disbursement, including personal services in the District of Columbia,
$9,935,000: Provided, That with the approval of the Bureau of the
Budget there may be transferred to this appropriation and to the
appropriation "Printing and binding, Division of Disbursement"

Post, p. 624.

60 Stat. 903.
5 U.S.C. 150.

Operating expenses,
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40 Stat. 1270.

57 Stat. 13S.
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Transfer of funds.
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OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL AND TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $250,000. 

DIVISION OF TAX RESEARCH AND RESEARCH AND STATISTICS 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $200,000. 

DIVISION OF PERSONNEL 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $127,000. 
Health service programs, Treasury Department : For expenses neces-

sary in maintaining health service programs, pursuant to Public Law 
658, Seventy-ninth Congress, for employees of the Department in the 
District of Columbia, $75,000: Provided, That other appropriations 
in this Act shall be available for health service program in the field 
as authorized by said Public Law 658. 

ON FICE OF CHIEF CLERK 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $326,000. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the 
Secretary and the bureaus and offices of the Treasury Department, 
not otherwise provided for; including operating expenses of the Treas-
ury, Treasury Annex, Auditors', and Liberty Loan Buildings; $225,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Department 
except such bureaus and offices as may be otherwise provided for, 
including materials for the use of the bookbinder, located in the Depart-
ment, but not including work done at the New York Customhouse 
bindery authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing in accordance 
with the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111) , $35,000. 

CUSTODY OF TREASURY BUILDINGS 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, includ-
ing the operating force of the Treasury Building, the Treasury Annex, 
the Liberty Loan Building, the Auditors' Building, and the west and 
south annexes thereof, $650,000. 

FISCAL SERVICE 

BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in the District 
of Columbia, including contract stenographic reporting services, 
$1,016,000. 

Salaries and expenses, deposit of withheld taxes: For necessary 
expenses incident to the deposit of withheld taxes in Government 
depositories pursuant to the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943. includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia and reimbursement 
to Federal Reserve banks for printing and other necessary expenses, 
$460,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Bureau of 
Accounts, $60,000. 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Division of 
Disbursement, including personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$9,935,000: Provided, That with the approval of the Bureau of the 
Budget there may be transferred to this appropriation and to the 
appropriation "Printing and binding, Division of Disbursement" 
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48 Stat. 1231.
31U.S.C. 725q.

18 Stat. 110.

48 Stat. 1230.
31 U. S. C. § 725p.

40 Stat. 288.
31 T. S. C. § 774 (2).

from Railroad Retirement Board, "Conservation and use of agricul-
tural land resources, Department of Agriculture," and from available
corporate funds of Government-owned or -controlled corporations,
such sums as may be necessary to cover the expense incurred in per-
forming the function of disbursement therefor.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Division of Dis-
bursement, including the cost of transportation to field offices of
printed and bound material and the cost of necessary packing boxes
and packing materials, $170,000.

Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses
under the requirements of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes (31
U. S. C. 545), for the collection, safekeeping, transfer, and disburse-
ment of the public money, transportation of notes, bonds, and other
securities of the United States, transportation of gold coin and gold
certificates transferred to Federal Reserve banks and branches, United
States mints and assay offices, and the Treasury, after March 9, 1933,
actual expenses of examiners detailed to examine the books, accounts,
and money on hand at the several depositories, including national
banks acting as depositories under the requirements of section 3649,
Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 548), also including examinations of
cash accounts at mints, $400,000.

Recoinage of silver coins: For expenses necessary to continue the
recoinage of worn and uncurrent subsidiary silver coins of the United
States now in the Treasury or hereafter received, and to reimburse the
Treasurer of the United States for the difference between the nominal
or face value of such coins and the amount the same will produce in
new coins, $200,000.

Relief of the indigent, Alaska: For the payment to the United
States district judges in Alaska (not to exceed 10 per centum of the
receipts from licenses collected outside of incorporated towns in
Alaska), to be expended for the relief of persons in Alaska who are
indigent and incapacitated through nonage, old age, sickness, or acci-
dent, $14,000.

Refund of moneys erroneously received and covered: For meeting
any expenditures of the character formerly chargeable to the appro-
priation accounts abolished under section 18 of the Permanent Appro-
priation Repeal Act of 1934, approved June 26, 1934, and any other
collections erroneously received and covered which are not properly
chargeable to any other appropriation, $700.000.

Payment of certified claims: For the payment of claims (not to
exceed $500 in any case) which may be certified during the fiscal year
1948 by the Comptroller General of the United States to be lawfully
due, within the limits of, and chargeable against the balances of the
respective appropriations heretofore made which, after remaining
unexpended, have been carried to the surplus fund pursuant to section
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), $700,000.

Payment of unclaimed moneys: For meeting any expenditures of the
character formerly chargeable to the appropriation accounts abolished
under section 17 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934,
approved June 26, 1934, payable from the funds held by the United
States in the trust fund receipt account "Unclaimed moneys of indi-
viduals whose whereabouts are unknown". $100.000.

BUREAU OF THE PUBLIC DEBT

Administering the public debt: For necessary expenses connected
with any public-debt operations authorized bv the Second Liberty Bond
Act. as amended (31 U. S. C. 760-762), and with the administration
of any public debt or currency issues of the United States with which
the Secretary of the Treasury is charged, $64,800.000, to be expended
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40 Stat. 288. 
31 I'. S. C. 774 (2). 

from Railroad Retirement Board, "Conservation and use of agricul-
tural land resources, Department of Agriculture," and from available 
corporate funds of Government-owned or -controlled corporations, 
such sums as may be necessary to cover the expense incurred in per-
forming the function of disbursement therefor. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Division of Dis-
bursement, including the cost of transportation to field offices of 
printed and bound material and the cost of necessary packing boxes 
and packing materials, $170,000. 
Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent expenses 

under the requirements of section 3653 of the Revised Statutes (31 
U. S. C. 545), for the collection, safekeeping, transfer, and disburse-
ment of the public money, transportation of notes, bonds, and other 
securities of the United States, transportation of gold coin and gold 
certificates transferred to Federal Reserve banks and branches, United 
States mints and assay offices, and the Treasury, after March 9, 1933, 
actual expenses of examiners detailed to examine the books, accounts, 
and money on hand at the several depositories, including national 
banks acting as depositories under the requirements of section 3649, 
Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 548), also including examinations of 
cash accounts at mints, $400,000. 
Recoinage of silver coins: For expenses necessary to continue the 

recoinage of worn and uncurrent subsidiary silver coins of the United 
States now in the Treasury or hereafter received, and to reimburse the 
Treasurer of the United States for the difference between the nominal 
or face value of such coins and the amount the same will produce in 
new coins, $200,000. 

Relief of the indigent, Alaska: For the payment to the United 
States district judges in Alaska (not to exceed 10 per centum of the 
receipts from licenses collected outside of incorporated towns in 
Alaska), to be expended for the relief of persons in Alaska who are 
indigent and incapacitated through nonage, old age, sickness, or acci-
dent, $14,000. 
Refund of moneys erroneously received and covered: For meeting 

any expenditures of the character formerly chargeable to the appro-
48 1231. priation accounts abolished under section 18 of the Permanent Appro-
31 U. Stat. S. C. § 725q. print ion Repeal Act of 1934, approved June 26, 1934, and any other 

collections erroneously received and covered which are not properly 
chargeable to any other a ppropria t ion, $700.000. 
Payment of certified claims: For the payment of claims (not to 

exceed $500 in any case) which may be certified during the fiscal year 
1948 by the Comptioller General of the United States to be lawfully 
due, within the limits of, and chargeable against, the balances of the 
respective appropriations heretofore made which, after remaining 
unexpended, have been carried to the surplus fund pursuant to Section 

18 Stat. 110. 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), $700,000. 
Payment of unclaimed moneys: For meeting any expenditures of the 

character formerly chargeable to the appropriation accounts abolished 
48 Stat. 1230. under section 17 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act of 1934, 
31 U. S. C. § 725p. approved June 26, 1934, payable from the funds held by the United 

States in the trust fund receipt account "Unclaimed moneys of indi-
viduals whose whereabouts are unknown", $100,000. 

BUREAU OF THE PUBLIC DEBT 

Administering the public debt: For necessary expenses connected 
with any public-debt operations authorized by the Second Liberty Bond 
Act, as amended (31 U. S. C. 760-162), and with the administration 
of any public debt or currency issues of the United States with which 
the Secretary of the Treasury is charged, $64,800,000, to be expended 
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as the Secretary of the Treasury may direct: Provided, That from the
amount appropriated herein, the Federal Reserve banks and their
branches may be reimbursed for expenditures made by them as fiscal
agents of the United States on account of public-debt transactions for
the account of the Secretary of the Treasury, and advances to the
Postmaster General may be made in accordance with the provisions of
section 22 (e) of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (31 U. S. C.
757c (e)), which section shall be construed as applying to this appro-
priation: Provided further, That the indefinite appropriation pro-
vided by section 10 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, shall
not be available for obligation during the fiscal year 1948.

Distinctive paper for United States currency: For distinctive paper
for United States currency, including transportation of paper, travel-
ing, mill, and other necessary expenses, and salaries of employees and
allowance, in lieu of expenses, of officer or officers detailed from the
Treasury Department. not exceeding $50 per month each when actually
on duty, $1,113.000: Provided, That in order to foster competition in
the manufacture of distinctive paper for United States securities, the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized, in his discretion, to split the
award for such paper for the fiscal year 1948 between the two bidders
whose prices per pound are the lowest received after advertisement.

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the
Treasurer, $4,900,000: Proivided, That with the approval of the Bureau
of the Budget, there may be transferred to this appropriation and to
the appropriation "Printing and binding, Office of the Treasurer",
from Railroad Retirement Board, "Conservation and use of agricul-
tural land resources, Department of Agriculture," and from available
corporate funds of Government owned or controlled corporations, such
sums as may be necessary to cover the expenses incurred in the clearing
of checks, servicing of bonds, handling of collections, and rendering
of accounts therefor.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Office of the
Treasurer, $140,000.

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Salaries and expenses: For collecting the revenue from customs, for
enforcement, under section 102, Reorganization Plan No. III of 1946,
of certain navigation laws, for the detection and prevention of frauds
upon the customs revenue, and not to exceed $100.000 for the securing
of evidence of violations of the customs and navigation laws; for
expenses of transportation and transfer of customs receipts from points
where there are no Government depositories; not to exceed $500 for
subscriptions to newspapers; not to exceed $85,000 for stationery; not
to exceed $12,000 for improving, repairing, maintaining, or preserving
buildings, inspection stations, office quarters. including living quarters
for officers, sheds, and sites along the Canadian and Mexican borders
acquired under authority of the Act of June 26. 1930 (19 U. S. C. 68);
and for the purchase of one hundred and fiftv passenger motor
vehicles; for the cost of seizure. storage, and disposition of any mer-
chandise, vehicle and team. automobile, boat, air or water craft, or
any other conveyance seized under the provisions of the customs laws:
for the purchase of arms. ammunition, and accessories; not to exceed
$826,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia exclusive of
ten persons from the field force authorized to be detailed under section
525 of the Tariff Act of 1930; $32.925,000, of which $300,000 shall con-
stitute an advance fund to enable the Bureau of Customs to meet
obligations incurred by it arising from services rendered to private
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as the Secretary of the Treasury may direct: Provided, That from the 
amount appropriated herein, the Federal Reserve banks and their 
branches may be reimbursed for expenditures made by them as fiscal 
agents of the United States on account of public-debt transactions for 
the account of the Secretary of the Treasury, and advances to the 
Postmaster General may be made in accordance with the provisions of 
section 22 (e) of the Secend Liberty Bond Act, as amended (31 U. S. C. 
757c (e) ), which section shall be construed as applying to this appro-
priation: Provided further, That the indefinite appropriation pro-
vided by section 10 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, shall 
not be available for obligation during the fiscal year 1948. 

Distinctive paper for United States currency: For distinctive paper 
for United States currency, including transportation of paper, travel-
ing, mill, and other necessary expenses, and salaries of employees and 
allowance, in lieu of expenses, of officer or officers detailed from the 
Treasury Department, not exceeding $50 per month each when actually 
on duty, $1,113,000: Provided, That in order to foster competition in 
the manufacture of distinctive paper for United States securities, the 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized, in his discretion, to split the 
award for such paper for the fiscal year 1948 between the two bidders 
whose prices per pound are the lowest received after advertisement. 

OFFICE OF THE TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the 
Treasurer, 84,900,000: Provided, That with the approval of the Bureau 
of the Budget, there may be transferred to this appropriation and to 
the appropriation "Printing and binding, Office of the Treasurer", 
from Railroad Retirement Board, "Conservation and use of agricul-
tural land resources, Department of Agriculture," and from available 
corporate funds of Government owned or controlled corporations, such 
sums as may be necessary to cover the expenses incurred in the clearing 
of checks, servicing of bonds, handling of collections, and rendering 
of accounts therefor. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Office of the 
Treasurer, $140,000. 

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS 

Salaries and expenses: For collecting the revenue from customs, for 
enforcement, under section 102, Reorganization Plan No. III of 1946, 
of certain navigation laws, for the detection and prevention of frauds 
upon the customs revenue, and not to exceed $100.000 for the securing 
of evidence of violations of the customs and navigation laws; for 
expenses of transportation and transfer of customs receipts from points 
where there are no Government depositories; not to exceed $500 for 
subscriptions to newspapers; not to exceed $85,000 for stationery; not 
to exceed $12,000 for improving, repairing, maintaining, or preserving 
buildings, inspection stations, office quarters. including living quarters 
for officers, sheds, and sites along the Canadian and Mexicali borders 
acquired under authority of the Act of June 26. 1930 (19 U. S. C. 68) ; 
and for the purchase of one hundred and fifty passenger motor 
vehicles; for the cost of seizure, storage, and disposition of any mer-
chandise, vehicle and team, automobile, boat, air or water craft, or 
any other conveyance seized under the provisions of the customs laws; 
for the purchase of arms. ammunition, and accessories; not to exceed 
$826,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia exclusive of 
ten persons from the field force authorized to be detailed under section 
525 of the Tariff Act of 1930; $32.925,000, of which $300,000 shall con-
stitute an advance fund to enable the Bureau of Customs to meet 
obligations incurred by it arising from services rendered to private 
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40 U. S. C. §§ 304f-
304m.
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interests, pending receipt of reimbursements therefrom, which amount
shall be returned to the Treasury not later than six months after the
close of the fiscal year 1948, and of which not to exceed $100,000 shall
be available, for defraying, on a contract basis or otherwise, the expense
of a management study of the Bureau of Customs.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Bureau of Cus-
toms, including the cost of transportation to field offices of printed
and bound material and the cost of necessary packing boxes and
packing materials, $95,000.

Refunds and draw-backs: For the refund or payment of customs
collections or receipts, and for the payment of debentures or draw-
backs, bounties, and allowances, as authorized by law, $15,000,000.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in connection with
the assessment and collection of internal-revenue taxes and the admin-
istration of the internal-revenue laws, including the administration of-
such provisions of other laws as are authorized by or pursuant to law
to be administered by or under the direction of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, including one stamp agent (to be reimbursed by the
stamp manufacturers) and the employment of experts; the securing
of evidence of violations of the Acts, the cost of chemical analyses made
by others than employees of the United States and expenses incident
to such chemists testifying when necessary; necessary expenses incurred
in making investigations in connection with the enrollment or dis-
barment of practitioners before the Treasury Department in internal-
revenue matters, expenses of seizure and sale, and contract stenographic
reporting services; for the acquisition of property under the provisions
of title III of the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act, approved
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 872-881), and the operation, maintenance,
and repair of property acquired under such title III; purchase (not
to exceed thirty-four) and hire of passenger motor vehicles; printing
and binding (not to exceed $2,530,000); stationery (not to exceed
$1,500,000), and ammunition, $188,000,000, of which amount not to
exceed $16,530,000 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia and not to exceed $100,000 for detecting and bringing
to trial persons guilty of violating the internal-revenue laws or con-
niving at the same, including payments for information and detection
of such violation.

Additional income tax on railroads in Alaska: For the payment to
the Treasurer of Alaska of an amount equal to the tax of 1 per centum
collected on the gross annual income of all railroad corporations doing
business in Alaska, on business done in Alaska, which tax is in addi-
tion to the normal income tax collected from such corporations on
net income, the amount of such additional tax to be applicable to
general Territorial purposes, $3,500.

Refunding internal-revenue collections: For refunding internal-
revenue collections, as provided by law, including the payment of
claims for the prior fiscal years and payment of accounts arising under
"Allowance or draw-back (Internal Revenue)", "Redemption of
stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding legacy taxes, Act of March
30, 1928", "Repayment of taxes on distilled spirits destroyed by
casualty", and "Refunds and payments of processing and related
taxes", $1,231,000,000: Provided That a report shall be made to Con-
gress by internal-revenue districts and alphabetically arranged of all
disbursements hereunder in excess of $500 as required by section 3 of
the Act of May 29, 1928 (sec. 3776, I. R. C.), including the names of
all persons and corporations to whom such payments are made,
together with the amount paid to each.
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interests, pending receipt of reimbursements therefrom, which amount 
shall be returned to the Treasury not later than six months after the 
close of the fiscal year 1918, and of which not to exceed $100,000 shall 
be available, for defraying, on a contract basis or otherwise, the expense 
of a management study of the Bureau of Customs. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, Bureau of Cus-
toms, including the cost of transportation to field offices of printed 
and bound material and the cost of necessary packing boxes and 
packing materials, $95,000. 
Refunds and draw-backs: For the refund or payment of customs 

collections or -receipts, and for the payment of debentures or draw-
backs, bounties, and allowances, as authorized by law, $15,000,000. 
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BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in connection with 
the assessment and collection of internal-revenue taxes and the admin-
istration of the internal-revenue laws, including the administration of - 
such provisions of other laws as are authorized by or pursuant to law 
to be administered by or under the direction of the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue, including one stamp agent (to be reimbursed by the 
stamp manufacturers) and the employment of experts; the securing 
of evidence of violations of the Acts, the cost of chemical analyses made 
by others than employees of the United States and expenses incident 
to such chemists testifying when necessary; necessary expenses incurred 
in making investigations in connection with the enrollment or dis-
barment of practitioners before the Treasury Department in internal-
revenue matters, expenses of seizure and sale, and contract stenographic 
reporting services; for the acquisition of property under the provisions 
of title III of the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement Act, approved 
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 872-881), and the operation, maintenance, 
and repair of property acquired under such title III; purchase (not 
to exceed thirty-four) and hire of passenger motor vehicles ' • printing 
and binding (not to exceed $2,530,000) ; stationery (not to exceed 
$1,500,000), and ammunition, $188,000,000, of which amount not to 
exceed $16,530,000 may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia and not to exceed $100,000 for detecting and bringing 
to trial persons guilty of violating the internal-revenue laws or con-
niving at the same, including payments for information and detection 
of such violation. 

Additional income tax on railroads in Alaska: For the payment to 
the Treasurer of Alaska of an amount equal to the tax of 1 per centum 
collected on the gross annual income of all railroad corporations doing 
business in Alaska, on business done in Alaska, which tax is in addi-
tion to the normal income tax collected from such corporations on 
net income, the amount of such additional tax to be applicable to 
general Territorial purposes, $3,500. 
Refunding internal-revenue collections: For refunding internal-

revenue collections, as provided by law, including the payment of 
claims for the prior fiscal years and payment of accounts arising under 
"Allowance or draw-back (Internal Revenue)", "Redemption of 
stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding legacy taxes, Act of March 
30, 1928", "Repayment of taxes on distilled spirits destroyed by 
casualty", and "Refunds and payments of processing and related 
taxes", $1,231,000,000: Provided, That a report shall be made to Con-
gress by internal-revenue districts and alphabetically arranged of all 
disbursements hereunder in excess of $500 as required by section 3 of 
the Act of May 29, 1928 (sec. 3776, I. R. C.), including the names of 
all persons and corporations to whom such payments are made, 
together with the amount paid to each. 
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BUREAU OF NARCOTICS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses, including the securing of
information and evidence, necessary to enforce sections 2550-2565;
2567-2571; 2590-2603; 3220-3228; 3230-3238 of the Internal Revenue
Code; the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, as amended (21
U. S. C. 171-184); the Act of June 14, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 282-282c and
21 U. S. C. 197-198) and the Opium Poppy Control Act of 1942 (21
U. S. C. Supp. V, 188-188n), including the employment of attorneys;
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600); the costs of chemical analyses made by others than
employees of the United States; cost incurred by officers and
employees of the Bureau of Narcotics in the seizure, forfeiture, stor-
age, and disposition of property under the Act of August 9, 1939 (49
U. S. C. 781-788), and the internal-revenue laws; hire of motor
vehicles; purchase of arms and ammunition; in all, $1,430,000, of
which amount not to exceed $224,000 may be expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia; not exceeding $10,000 for the
collection and dissemination of information and appeal for law
observance and law enforcement, including cost of printing, and not
exceeding $10,000 for services or information looking toward the
apprehension of narcotic law violators who are fugitives from justice.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau,
$4,000.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING

For the work of engraving and printing, exclusive of repay work
United States currency and internal-revenue stamps, including opium
orders and special-tax stamps required under the Act of December
17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1040, 1383), checks, drafts, and miscellaneous
work, as follows:

Salaries and expenses: For the Director, two Assistant Directors,
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, including
wages of rotary press plate printers at per diem rates and all other
plate printers at piece rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, not to exceed the rates usually paid for such work; and other
necessary expenses, including engravers' and printers' materials and
other materials, including distinctive and nondistinctive paper except
distinctive paper for United States currency and Federal iteserve
bank currency; purchase of card and continuous form checks; equip-
ment of, repairs to, and maintenance of buildings and grounds and
minor alterations to buildings; periodicals, examples of engraving
and printing, including foreign securities and stamps, and books of
reference, not to exceed $500 traveling expenses not to exceed $15,000;
transfer to the Bureau of Standards for scientific investigations in
connection with the work of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
not to exceed $15,000; $12,000,000, to be expended under the direction
of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, $5,000.

During the fiscal year 1948 all proceeds derived from work per-
formed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, by direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury, not covered and embraced in the appro-
priations for such Bureau for such fiscal year, instead of being covered
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, as provided by the Act
of August 4, 1886 (31 U. S. C. 176), shall be credited when received
to the appropriations for such Bureau for the fiscal year 1948.
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BUREAU OF NARCOTICS 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses, including the securing of 
information and evidence, necessary to enforce sections 2550-2565; 
2567-2571; 2590-2603; 3220-3228; 3230-3238 of the Internal Revenue 
Code; the Narcotic Drugs Import and Export Act, as amended (21 
U. S. C. 171-184) ; the Act of June 14, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 282-282c and 
21 U. S. C. 197-198) and the Opium Poppy Control Act of 1942 (21 
U. S. C. Supp. V, 188-188n), including the employment of attorneys; 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600) ; the costs of chemical analyses made by others than 
employees of the United States; cost incurred by officers and 
employees of the Bureau of Narcotics in the seizure, forfeiture, stor-
age, and disposition of property under the Act of August 9, 1939 (49 
U. S. C. 781-788), and the internal-revenue laws; hire of motor 
vehicles; purchase of arms and ammunition; in all, $1,430,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $224,000 may be expended for personal 
services in the District of Columbia; not exceeding $10,000 for the 
collection and dissemination of information and appeal for law 
observance and law enforcement, including cost of printing, and not 
exceeding $10,000 for services or information looking toward the 
apprehension of narcotic law violators who are fugitives from justice. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau, 
$4,000. 

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 

For the work of engraving and printing, exclusive of repay work 
United States currency and internal-revenue stamps, including opium 
orders and special-tax stamps required under the Act of December 
17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1040, 1383), checks, drafts, and miscellaneous 
work, as follows: 

Salaries and expenses: For the Director, two Assistant Directors, 
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, including 
wages of rotary press plate printers at per diem rates and all other 
plate printers at piece rates to be fixed by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, not to exceed the rates usually paid for such work; and other 
necessary expenses, including engravers' and printers' materials and 
other materials, including distinctive and nondistinctive paper, except 
distinctive paper for United States currency and Federal Reserve 
bank currency; purchase of card and continuous form checks; equip-
ment of, repairs to, and maintenance of buildings and grounds and 
minor alterations to buildings; periodicals, examples of engraving 
and printing, including foreign securities and stamps, and books of 
reference, not to exceed $500 ; traveling expenses not to exceed $15,000; 
transfer to the Bureau of Standards for scientific investigations in 
connection with the work of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, 
not to exceed $15,000; $12,000,000, to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, $5,000. 
During the fiscal year 1948 all proceeds derived from work per-

formed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, by direction of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, not covered and embraced in the appro-
priations for such Bureau for such fiscal year, instead of being covered 
into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, as provided by the Act 
of August 4, 1886 (31 U. S. C. 176), shall be credited when received 
to the appropriations for such Bureau for the fiscal year 1948. 
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SECRET SERVICE DIVISION

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $85,000.
Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes: For necessary expenses

in detecting, arresting, and delivering into the custody of the United
States marshal or other officer having jurisdiction, dealers and pre-
tended dealers in counterfeit money, persons engaged in counterfeiting,
forging, and altering United States notes, bonds, national bank notes,
Federal Reserve notes, Federal Reserve bank notes, and other obli-
gations and securities of the United States and of foreign governments
(including endorsements thereon and assignments thereof), as well as
the coins of the United States and of foreign governments, and persons
committing other crimes against the laws of the United States relating
to the Treasury Department and the several branches of the public
service under its control; purchase of seventy-five and hire of motor

Prtesdentitc the passenger vehicles; purchase of arms and ammunition; and for the
protection of the person of the President and the members of his
immediate family and of the person chosen to be President of the

Information on United States; $1,550,000: Provided, That of the amount herein appro-
tions. priated not to exceed $15,000 may be expended for the purpose of

securing information concerning violations of the laws relating to the
Treasury Department, and for services or information looking toward
the apprehension of criminals, and all vouchers claiming reimburse-
ment from such amount of $15,000 shall have the approval of the
Chief of the Secret Service before payment.

White House Police: For salaries of the White House Police as
42 Stat. 841. authorized by law (3 U. S. C. 62), $372,900.
Ante, p. 132. For uniforming and equipping the White House Police, including

the purchase, issue, and repair of revolvers, and the purchase and issue
of ammunition and miscellaneous supplies, to be procured in such
manner as the President may determine, $9,000.

Salaries and expenses, guard force, Treasury buildings: For expenses
of the guard force for Treasury Department buildings in the District
of Columbia, including the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and
elsewhere, including purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms, pur-
chase of two passenger motor vehicles, and the purchase of arms and

Transfr of funds. ammunition and miscellaneous equipment, $720,000: Provided, That
not to exceed $168,925 of the appropriation "Salaries and expenses.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing", may be transferred to this appro-
priation to cover service rendered such Bureau in connection with the
protection of currency, bonds, stamps, and other papers of value the
cost of producing which is not covered and embraced in the direct

Supervisors. appropriations for such Bureau: Provided further, That the Secretary
of the Treasury may detail two agents of the Secret Service to super-
vise such force.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Secret
Service Division, $8,000.

Reimbursement to Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit payments to WhiteD.C. for certain bene-
fit'payments. House Police and Secret Service forces: For reimbursement to the

District of Columbia on a monthly basis for benefit payments made
from the revenues of the District of Columbia to members of the
White House Police force and such members of the United States
Secret Service Division as are entitled thereto under the Act of October

D.C. code§4-508. 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1118), to the extent that such benefit payments
are in excess of the salary deductions of such members credited to
said revenues of the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1948,

D.c. Code 4-503. pursuant to section 12 of the Act of September 1, 1916 (39 Stat. 718),
as amended, $68,500.
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SECRET SERVICE DIVISION 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, $85,000. 
Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes : For necessary expenses 

in detecting, arresting, and delivering into the custody of the United 
States marshal or other officer having jurisdiction, dealers and pre-
tended dealers in counterfeit money, persons engaged in counterfeiting, 
forging, and altering United States notes, bonds, national bank notes, 
Federal Reserve notes, Federal Reserve bank notes, and other obli-
gations and securities of the United States and of foreign governments 
(including endorsements thereon and assignments thereof), as well as 
the coins of the United States and of foreign governments, and persons 
committing other crimes against the laws of the United States relating 
to the Treasury Department and the several branches of the public 
service under its control; purchase of seventy-five and hire of motor 
passenger vehicles; purchase of arms and ammunition; and for the 
protection of the person of the President and the members of his 
immediate family and of the person chosen to be President of the 
United States; $1,550,000: Provided, That of the amount herein appro-
priated not to exceed $15,000 may be expended for the purpose of 
securing information concerning violations of the laws relating to the 
Treasury Department, and for services or information looking toward 
the apprehension of criminals, and all vouchers claiming reimburse-
ment from such amount of $15,000 shall have the approval of the 
Chief of the Secret Service before payment. 
White House Police: For salaries of the White House Police as 

authorized by law (3 U. S. C. 62) , $372,900. 
For uniforming and equipping the White House Police, including 

the purchase, issue, and repair of revolvers, and the purchase and issue 
of ammunition and miscellaneous supplies, to be procured in such 
manner as the President may determine, $9,000. 

Salaries and expenses, guard force, Treasury buildings : For expenses 
of the guard force for Treasury Department buildings in the District 
of Columbia, including the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and 
elsewhere, including purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms, pur-
chase of two passenger motor vehicles, and the purchase of arms and 
ammunition and miscellaneous equipment, $720,000: Provided, That 
not to exceed $168,925 of the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing", may be transferred to this appro-
priation to cover service rendered such Bureau in connection with the 
protection of currency, bonds, stamps, and other papers of value the 
cost of producing which is not covered and embraced in the direct 
appropriations for such Bureau: Provided further, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury may detail two agents of the Secret Service to super-
vise such force. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Secret 

Service Division, $8,000. 
Reimbursement to District of Columbia, benefit payments to White 

House Police and Secret Service forces: For reimbursement to the 
District of Columbia on a monthly basis for benefit payments made 
from the revenues of the District of Columbia to members of the 
White House Police force and such members of the United States 
Secret Service Division as are entitled thereto under the Act of October 
14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1118), to the extent that such benefit payments 
are in excess of the salary deductions of such members credited to 
said revenues of the District of Columbia during the fiscal year 1948, 
pursuant to section 12 of the Act of September 1, 1916 (39 Stat. 718), 
as amended, $68,500. 
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BUREAU OF THE MINT

Office of the Director: For personal services in the District of
Columbia and for assay laboratory chemicals, fuel, materials, balances,
weights, specimens of coins, ores, and travel and other expenses incident
to the examination of mints, visiting mints for the purpose of super-
intending the annual settlement, and for the collection of statistics
relative to the annual production and consumption of the precious
metals in the United States, $185,000.

Transportation of bullion and coin: For transportation of bullion
and coin, between mints, assay offices, and bullion depositories, $22,500,
including compensation of temporary employees and other necessary
expenses.

Mints and assay offices: For necessary expenses at the mints at
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; San Francisco, California; and Denver,
Colorado; the assay offices at New York, New York; and Seattle, Wash-
ington, and the bullion depositories at Fort Knox, Kentucky; and
West Point, New York, and for carrying out the provisions of the
Gold Reserve Act of 1934 and the Silver Purchase Act of 1934, includ-
ing new machinery and repairs, arms and ammunition, purchase and
maintenance of uniforms and accessories for guards, protective devices,
and their maintenance, training of employees in use of fire arms and
protective devices, purchase of a station wagon, cases and enameling
for medals manufactured, net wastage in melting and refining and in
coining departments, loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment
of bullion and the manufacture of coins, not to exceed $1,000 for the
expenses of the annual assay commission, and not exceeding $1,000 for
the acquisition, at the dollar face amount or otherwise, of specimen
and rare coins, including United States and foreign gold coins and
pieces of gold used as, or in lieu of, money, and ores, for addition to the
Government's collection of such coins, pieces, and ores; $6,250,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of
the Mint, $10,000.

BUREAU OF FEDERAL SUPPLY

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal
services in the District of Columbia and in the field service, office
supplies and materials, stationery, fuel, light, electric current, and
other expenses for carrying into etfect regulations governing the pro-
curement, warehousing, and distribution by the Bureau of Federal
Supply of the Treasury Department of property, equipment, stores,
and supplies in the District of Columbia and in the field, $1,310,000:
Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and
directed to transfer to this appropriation from any appropriations or
funds available to the several departments and establishments of the
Government such amounts as may be approved by the Bureau of the
Budget, not to exceed the sum of (a) the amount of the annual com-
pensation of employees who mav be transferred or detailed to the
Bureau of Federal Supply, respectively, from any such department or
establishment, where the transfer or detail of such employee is incident
to a transfer of a function or functions to that Bureau and (b) such
amount as the Bureau of the Budget may determine to be necessary
for expenses other than personal services incident to the proper carry-
ing out of functions so transferred: Provided further, That when there
has been or shall be transferred from any agency of the Government
to the Bureau of Federal Supply any function of warehousing, and
the agency from which such function is being transferred is authorized
at the time of such transfer to perform functions of procurement, ware-
housing, or distribution of property, equipment, stores, or supplies for
non-Federal agencies the Bureau of Federal Supply is authorized to
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BUREAU OF THE AUNT 

Office of the Director: For personal services in the District of 
Columbia and for assay laboratory chemicals, fuel, materials, balances, 
weights, specimens of coins, ores, and travel and other expenses incident 
to the examination of mints, visiting mints for the purpose of super-
intending the annual settlement, and for the collection of statistics 
relative to the annual production and consumption of the precious 
metals in the United States, $185,000. 

Transportation of bullion and coin: For transportation of bullion 
and coin, between mints, assay offices, and bullion depositories, $22,500, 
including compensation of temporary employees and other necessary 
expenses. 
Mints and assay offices: For necessary expenses at the mints at 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; San Francisco, California; and Denver, 
Colorado; the assay offices at New York, New York; and Seattle, Wash-
ington, and the bullion depositories at Fort Knox, Kentucky; and 
West Point, New York, and for carrying out the provisions of the 
Gold Reserve Act of 1934 and the Silver Purchase Act of 1934, includ-
ing new machinery and repairs, arms and ammunition, purchase and 
maintenance of uniforms and accessories for guards, protective devices, 
and their maintenance, training of employees in use of fire arms and 
protective devices, purchase of a station wagon, cases and enameling 
for medals manufactured, net wastage in melting and refining and in 
coining departments, loss on sale of sweeps arising from the treatment 
of bullion and the manufacture of coins, not to exceed $1,000 for the 
expenses of the annual assay commission, and not exceeding $1,000 for 
the acquisition, at the dollar face amount or otherwise, of specimen 
and rare coins, including United States and foreign gold coins and 
pieces of gold used as, or in lieu of, money, and ores, for addition to the 
Government's collection of such coins, pieces, and ores; $6,250,000. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of 

the Mint, $10,000. 
BUREAU OF FEDERAL SUPPLY 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia and in the field service, office 
supplies and materials, stationery, fuel, light, electric current, and 
other expenses for carrying into effect regulations governing the pro-
curement, warehousing, and distribution by the Bureau of Federal 
Supply of the Treasury Department of property, equipment, stores, 
and supplies in the District of Columbia and in the field, $1,310,000: 
Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and 
directed to transfer to this appropriation from any appropriations or 
funds available to the several departments and establishments of the 
Government such amounts as may be approved by the Bureau of the 
Budget, not to exceed the sum of (a) the amount of the annual com-
pensation of employees who may be transferred or detailed to the 
Bureau of Federal Supply, respectively, from any such department or 
establishment, where the transfer or detail of such employee is incident 
to a transfer of a function or functions to that Bureau and (b) such 
amount as the Bureau of the Budget may determine to be necessary 
for expenses other than personal services incident to the proper carry-
ing out of functions so transferred : Provided further, That when there 
has been or shall be transferred from any agency of the Government 
to the Bureau of Federal Supply any function of warehousing, and 
the agency from which such function is being transferred is authorized 
at the time of such transfer to perform functions of procurement, ware-
housing, or distribution of property, equipment, stores, or supplies for 
non-Federal agencies the Bureau of Federal Supply is authorized to 
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continue the performance of such functions for such non-Federal
agencies where such functions are to be discontinued by the agency
from which the warehousing function has been transferred, and the
receipts, including surcharge, for all issues to and all advances by all
non-Federal agencies shall be credited to the general supply fund:

Payment for sup. Provided further, That payments to the general supply fund for
plies, services, etc. materials, and supplies (including fuel), and services, and overhead

expenses for all issues shall be made on the books of the Treasury
Department by transfer and counterwarrants prepared by the Bureau
of Federal Supply of the Treasury Department and countersigned by
the Comptroller General, such warrants to be based solely on itemized
invoices prepared by the Bureau of Federal Supply at issue prices to

Transactions with be fixed by the Director of Federal Supply: Provided further, Thatfield offices of other
Sovernment agencies. payments covering transactions between the Bureau of Federal Supply

and field offices of other Government agencies whose detailed appro-
priation or fund accounts are maintained elsewhere than within the
District of Columbia, may be made on the basis of itemized vouchers
or invoices prepared by the Bureau of Federal Supply and sent through
the appropriate field offices to the disbursing officers for the agencies
involved, who are hereby authorized to make payment based (1) upon
certification of the Bureau of Federal Supply, which shall include the
specific statement that the vouchers are issued pursuant to and in con-
formity with purchase orders or requisitions duly executed by the
agency billed, and (2) upon approval and certification of such vouchers
by the agency billed, which action shall be based upon acceptance of
the Bureau of Federal Supply certification as made, subject to later
adjustment if necessary, the responsibility of the certifying officer to
be limited to the availability of the funds to be charged: Provided fur-

Standard forms and ther, That the general supply fund may be used to purchase from or
field warehouses, through the Public Printer standard forms and blank-book work for

field warehouse stocking and issue, but issues thereof shall be made
only to Government agencies and shall be chargeable to applicable
appropriation authorizations or limitations of such agencies for print-
ing and binding, and reports of such issues shall be made as the Public

Crediting of ad- Printer may require: Provided further, That advances received pur-vances.
47Stat. 417. suant to law (31 U. S. C. 686) from departments and establishments

of the United States Government and the government of the District
of Columbia during the fiscal year 1948 shall be credited to the general

Personal services. supply fund: Provided further, That during the fiscal year 1948 there
shall be available from the general supply fund for personal services
in the District of Columbia not to exceed $1,520,000: Provided further,

Peteiar demployees That per diem employees engaged in work in connection with opera-
tions of the fuel yards may be paid rates of pay approved by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury not exceeding current rates for similar services

"Fuel." in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That the term "fuel"
Reconditioning of shall be held to include "fuel oil": Provided further, That the recon-

ditioning and repair of surplus property and equipment for disposition
or reissue to Government service, may be made at cost by the Bureau
of Federal Supply, payment therefor to be effected by charging the
proper appropriation and crediting the general supply fund.

Typewriting ma- Repairs to typewriting machines (except bookkeeping and billing
machines) in the Government service in the District of Columbia and
areas adjacent thereto may be made at cost by the Bureau of Federal
Supply, payment therefor to be effected by charging the proper appro-
priation and crediting the general supply fund.

Purchase prices. No part of any money appropriated by this or any other Act shall
be used during the fiscal year 1948 for the purchase, within the conti-
nental limits of the United States, of any standard typewriting
machines (except bookkeeping, billing, and electric machines) at a
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continue the performance of such functions for such non-Federal 
agencies where such functions are to be discontinued by the agency 
from which the warehousing function has been transferred, and the 
receipts, including surcharge, for all issues to and all advances by all 
non-Federal agencies shall be credited to the general supply fund: 
Provided further, That payments to the general supply fund for 
materials, and supplies (including fuel), and services, and overhead 
expenses for all issues shall be made on the books of the Treasury 
Department by transfer and counterwarrants prepared by the Bureau 
of Federal Supply of the Treasury Department and countersigned by 
the Comptroller General, such warrants to be based solely on itemized 
invoices prepared by the Bureau of Federal Supply at issue prices to 
be fixed by the Director of Federal Supply: Provided further, That 
payments covering transactions between the Bureau of Federal Supply 
and field offices of other Government agencies whose detailed appro-
priation or fund accounts are maintained elsewhere than within the 
District of Columbia, may be made on the basis of itemized vouchers 
or invoices prepared by the Bureau of Federal Supply and sent through 
the appropriate field offices to the disbursing officers for the agencies 
involved, who are hereby authorized to make payment based (1) upon 
certification of the Bureau of Federal Supply, which shall include the 
specific statement that the vouchers are issued pursuant to and in con-
formity with purchase orders or requisitions duly executed by the 
agency billed, and (2) upon approval and certification of such vouchers 
by the agency billed, which action shall be based upon acceptance of 
the Bureau of Federal Supply certification as made, subject to later 
adjustment if necessary, the responsibility of the certifying officer to 
be limited to the availability of the funds to be charged: Provided fur-
ther, That the general supply fund may be used to purchase from or 
through the Public Printer standard forms and blank-book work for 
field warehouse stocking and issue, but issues thereof shall be made 
only to Government agencies and shall be chargeable to applicable 
appropriation authorizations or limitations of such agencies for print-
ing and binding, and reports of such issues shall be made as the Public 
Printer may require: Provided further, That advances received pur-
suant to law (31 U. S. C. 686) from departments and establishments 
of the United States Government and the government of the District 
of Columbia during the fiscal year 1948 shall be credited to the general 
supply fund: Provided further, That during the fiscal year 1948 there 
shall be available from the general supply fund for personal services 
in the District of Columbia not to exceed $1,520,000: Provided further, 
That per diem employees engaged in work in connection with opera-
tions of the fuel yards may be paid rates of pay approved by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury not exceeding current rates for similar services 
in the District of Columbia: Provided further, That the term "fuel" 
shall be held to include "fuel oil": Provided further, That the recon-
ditioning and repair of surplus property and equipment for disposition 
or reissue to Government service, may be made at cost by the Bureau 
of Federal Supply, payment therefor to be effected by charging the 
proper appropriation and crediting the general supply fund. 
Repairs to typewriting machines (except bookkeeping and billing 

i machines) n the Government service in the District of Columbia and 
areas adjacent thereto may be made at cost by the Bureau of Federal 
Supply, payment therefor to be effected by charging the proper appro-
priation and crediting the general supply fund. 
No part of any money appropriated by this or any other Act shall 

be used during the fiscal year 1948 for the purchase, within the conti-
nental limits of the United States, of any standard typewriting 
machines (except bookkeeping, billing, and electric machines) at a 
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price in excess of the following for models with carriages which will
accommodate paper of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches
(correspondence models), $77; twelve inches, $82.50; fourteen inches,
$85.25; sixteen inches, $90.75; eighteen inches, $96.25; twenty inches,
$103.40; twenty-two inches, $104.50; twenty-four inches, $107.25;
twenty-six inches, $113.85; twenty-eight inches, $114.40; thirty inches,
$115.50; thirty-two inches, $118.25; or, for standard typewriting
machines distinctively quiet in operation, the maximum prices shall
be as follows for models with carriages which will accommodate paper
of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches, $88; twelve inches, $93.50;
fourteen inches, $99; eighteen inches, $104.50: Provided, That there
may be added to such prices the amount of Federal excise taxes paid
or payable with respect to any such machines.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of
Federal Supply, including printed forms and miscellaneous items for
general use of the Treasury Department, the cost of transportation to
field offices of printed and bound material and the cost of necessary
packing boxes and packing materials, $170,000, together with not to
exceed $4,000 to be transferred from the general supply fund,
Treasury Department.

COAST GUARD

For all salaries and expenses of the Coast Guard, $100,000,000:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay any
enlisted man of the Coast Guard while detailed for duty at Coast
Guard headquarters if such detail increases above thirty the total
number of enlisted men detailed to such duty at any time: Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for increased
pay for making aerial flights by nonflying officers or observers at rates
in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army, which shall be the
legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or observers: Pro-
vided further, That expenditures out of the foregoing appropriation
shall not exceed the limitations set forth in the following categories,
namely:

Office of Commandant: For personal services at the seat of govern-
ment, not to exceed $2,000,000;

Pay and allowances: For pay and allowances prescribed by law for
commissioned officers, cadets, warrant officers, petty officers, and other
enlisted personnel, active and retired, temporary cooks, surfmen, sub-
stitute surfmen, and six civilian instructors; retired pay for certain
members of the former Life Saving Service authorized by the Act
approved April 14, 1930 (14 U. S. C. 178a); not exceeding $10,000 for
cash prizes for men for excellence in boatmanship, gunnery, target
practice, and engineering competitions, transportation of dependents
of Coast Guard personnel on active duty and retired and Reserve
officers and of retired and Reserve enlisted personnel, of grades entitled
to transportation of dependents in the Regular Coast Guard, when
ordered to active duty (other than training) and upon relief there-
from; carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 4,1920 (34 U. S. C.
943); not to exceed $20,000 for cost of special instruction, including
books, laboratory equipment and fees, school supplies, and maintenance
of students; motion-picture and other equipment for instructional pur-
poses; rations or commutation thereof for cadets, petty officers. other
enlisted personnel, and members of the Coast Guard Auxiliary when
assigned specific duties under the provisions of section 8, Act of Feb-
ruary 19, 1941, as amended (14 U. S. C. 267), mileage and expenses
allowed by law for officers, including per diem rates of allowance, and
the Secretary is hereby authorized to prescribe per diem rates of
allowance for Public Health Service officers detailed to the Coast
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price in excess of the following for models with carriages which will 
accommodate paper of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches 
(correspondence models), $77; twelve inches, $82.50; fourteen inches, 
$35.25; sixteen inches, $90.75; eighteen inches, $96.25; twenty inches, 
$103.40; twenty-two inches, $104.50; twenty-four inches, $107.25; 
twenty-six inches, $113.85; twenty-eight inches, $114.40; thirty inches, 
$115.50; thirty-two inches, $118.25; or, for standard typewriting 
machines distinctively quiet in operation, the maximum prices shall 
be as follows for models with carriages which will accommodate paper 
of the following widths, to wit: Ten inches, $88; twelve inches, $93.50; 
fourteen inches, $99; eighteen inches, $104.50: Provided, That there 
may be added to such prices the amount of Federal excise taxes paid 
or payable with respect to any such machines. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Bureau of 
Federal Supply, including printed forms and miscellaneous items for 
general use of the Treasury Department, the cost of transportation to 
field offices of printed and bound material and the cost of necessary 
packing boxes and packing materials, $170,000, together with not to 
exceed $4,000 to be transferred from the general supply fund, 
Treasury Department. 

COAST GUARD 

For all salaries and expenses of the Coast Guard, $100,000,000: 
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay any 
enlisted man of the Coast Guard while detailed for duty at Coast 
Guard headquarters if such detail increases above thirty the total 
number of enlisted men detailed to such duty at any time: Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for increased 
pay for making aerial flights by nonflying officers or observers at rates 
in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army, which shall be the 
legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or observers: Pro-
vided further, That expenditures out of the foregoing appropriation 
shall not exceed the limitations set forth in the following categories, 
namely: 

Office of Commandant: For personal services at the seat of govern-
ment, not to exceed $2,000,000; 
Pay and allowances: For pay and allowances prescribed by law for 

commissioned officers, cadets, warrant officers, petty officers, and other 
enlisted personnel, active and retired, temporary cooks, surf men, sub-
stitute surfmen, and six civilian instructors; retired pay for certain 
members of the former Life Saving Service authorized by the Act 
approved April 14, 1930 (14 U. S. C. 178a) ; not exceeding $10,000 for 
cash prizes for men for excellence in boatmanship, gunnery, target 
practice, and engineering competitions ; transportation of dependents 
of Coast Guard personnel on active duty and retired and Reserve 
officers and of retired and Reserve enlisted personnel, of grades entitled 
to transportation of dependents in the Regular Coast Guard, when 
ordered to active duty (other than training) and upon relief there-
from; carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 4, 1920 (34 U. S. C. 
943) ; not to exceed $20,000 for cost of special instruction, including 
books, laboratory equipment and fees, school supplies, and maintenance 
of students; motion-picture and other equipment for instructional pur-
poses; rations or commutation thereof for cadets, petty officers, other 
enlisted personnel, and members of the Coast Guard Auxiliary when 
assigned specific duties under the provisions of section 8, Act of Feb-
ruary 19, 1941, as amended (14 U. S. C. 267), mileage and expenses 
allowed by law for officers, including per diem rates of allowance, and 
the Secretary is hereby authorized to prescribe per diem rates of 
allowance for Public Health Service officers detailed to the Coast 
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Guard as authorized for Coast Guard officers; actual and necessary
expenses or per diem in lieu thereof as the Secretary may determine
and approve for Coast Guard personnel on special duty in foreign

Traveling expenses. countries; traveling expenses of other persons traveling on duty under
orders from the Treasury Department, including transportation of
cadets, enlisted personnel, and applicants for enlistment, with sub-
sistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof; transportation
in kind and subsistence to discharged cadets; uniform clothing for

30 Stat. 604. enlisted men as provided by law (14 U. S. C. 13); clothing for enlisted
personnel authorized by law; civilian clothing, including an overcoat
when necessary, the cost of all not to exceed $30 per person to enlisted
personnel given discharges for bad conduct, undesirability, unsuit-
ability, or inaptitude; reimbursement in kind or in cash as authorized
by law to persons in the Coast Guard for personal property lost,
destroyed, or damaged; actual expenses of officers and cadets and
quarters and subsistence of enlisted personnel on shore patrol, emer-
gency shore detail and other detached duty, or cash in lieu thereof;

Hire of quarters. hire of quarters for officers serving with troops where sufficient quarters
are not possessed by the United States to accommodate them; hire of
quarters for Coast Guard personnel comparable to quarters assignable
on a capital ship of the Navy, as authorized by the Secretary to meet
emergency conditions, including officers and men on sea duty at such
times as they may be deprived of their quarters on board ship due to
repairs or other conditions which may render them uninhabitable:

Restriction. Provided, That under this authorization no funds may be expended
for the hire of quarters for occupancy by the dependents of officers

Recmritig. or enlisted personnel; expenses of recruiting for the Coast Guard;
advertising for and obtaining enlisted personnel and applicants for
appointment as cadets; training of enlisted personnel, including text-

hora goof house- books, school supplies, and correspondence courses, transfer of house-
hold goods and effects of Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve per-
sonnel on active duty and when ordered to active duty and upon relief
therefrom, and the transfer of household goods and effects of deceased
Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve personnel who die while on
active duty, as prescribed by law and regulations; transportation on
Government-owned vessels of privately owned automobiles of Coast

rsolaedstatorsaleat Guard personnel upon change of station; purchase of provisions for
sale to Coast Guard personnel at isolated stations, and the appro-

P" P. 02 priation reimbursed; and including not to exceed $50,000 for recreation
amusement, comfort, contentment, and health of the enlisted personnel
of the Coast Guard, to be expended pursuant to regulations prescribed

serers, etc. de- by the Secretary; apprehension and delivery of deserters and strag-Commutation ofra- glers; in all, not to exceed $72,000000: Provided, That money accruingtions, payments. : rovied, That money accruingfrom commutation of rations of enlisted personnel commuted for the
benefit of any mess may be paid on proper voucher to the officer in

pliyees.ndlem- charge of such mess: Provided further, That whenever commissioned
officers of the Coast Guard, who were civilian employees of the formerBureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation, resume their status as
civilian employees of the Coast Guard, or whenever civilian employees
of the Coast Guard, who were employed in the former Bureau ofMarine Inspection and Navigation, are commissioned as officers of the
Coast Guard, the limitation provided for "Civilian Employees, Coast
Guard" and "Office of the Commandant" may be exceeded, with the
approval of the Bureau of the Budget, by the amount of their pay as
civilian employees and the limitation provided for "Pay and allow-
ances" reduced in a like amount or vice versa, as the case may be;

Pop.O General expenses, Coast Guard: For expenses necessary for the
operation and maintenance of the Coast Guard ashore and afloat,
except as specifically provided for in other appropriations, including
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Guard as authorized for Coast Guard officers; actual and necessary 
expenses or per diem in lieu thereof as the Secretary may determine 
and approve for Coast Guard personnel on special duty in foreign 
countries; traveling expenses of other persons traveling on duty under 
orders from the Treasury Department, including transportation of 
cadets, enlisted personnel, and applicants for enlistment, with sub-
sistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof; transportation 
in kind and subsistence to discharged cadets • uniform clothing for 
enlisted men as provided by law (14 U. S. C. 133 clothing for enlisted 
personnel authorized by law; civilian clothing, including an overcoat 
when necessary, the cost of all not to exceed $30 per person to enlisted 
personnel given discharges for bad conduct, undesirability, unsuit-
ability, or inaptitude; reimbursement in kind or in cash as authorized 
by law to persons in the Coast Guard for personal property lost, 
destroyed, or damaged; a:ctual expenses of officers and cadets and 
quarters and subsistence of enlisted personnel on shore patrol, emer-
gency shore detail and other detached duty, or cash in lieu thereof; 
ire of quarters for officers serving with troops where sufficient quarters 

are not possessed by the United States to accommodate them; hire of 
quarters for Coast Guard personnel comparable to quarters assignable 
on a capital ship of the Navy, as authorized by the Secretary to meet 
emergency conditions' including officers and men on sea duty at such 
times as they may be deprived of their quarters on board ship due to 
repairs or other conditions which may render them uninhabitable: 
Provided, That under this authorization no funds may be expended 
for the hire of quarters for occupancy by the dependents of officers 
or enlisted personnel; expenses of recruiting for the Coast Guard; 
advertising for and obtaining enlisted personnel and applicants for 
appointment as cadets; training of enlisted personnel, including text-
books, school supplies, and correspondence courses,• transfer of house-
hold goods and effects of Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve per-
sonnel on active duty and when ordered to active duty and upon relief 
therefrom, and the transfer of household goods and effects of deceased 
Coast Guard and Coast Guard Reserve personnel who die while on 
active duty, as prescribed by law and regulations; transportation on 
Government-owned vessels of privately owned automobiles of Coast 
Guard personnel upon change of station; purchase of provisions for 
sale to Coast. Guard personnel at isolated stations, and the appro-
priation reimbursed; and including not to exceed $50,000 for recreation, 
amusement, comfort, contentment, and health of the enlisted personnel 
of the Coast Guard, to be expended pursuant to regulations prescribed 
by the Secretary; apprehension and delivery of deserters and strag-
lers; in all, not to exceed $72,000,000: Provided, That money accruing 

from commutation of rations of enlisted personnel commuted for the 
benefit of any mess may be paid on proper voucher to the officer in 
charge of such mess: Provided further, That whenever commissioned 
officers of the Coast Guard, who were civilian employees of the former 
Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation, resume their status as 
civilian employees of the Coast Guard, or whenever civilian employees 
of the Coast Guard, who were employed in the former Bureau of 
Marine Inspection and Navigation, are commissioned as officers of the 
Coast Guard, the limitation provided for "Civilian Employees, Coast 
Guard" and "Office of the Commandant" may be exc,eeded with the 
approval of the Bureau of the Budget, by the amount of their pay as 
civilian employees and the limitation provided for "Pay and allow-
ances" reduced in a like amount or vice versa, as the case may be; 

General expenses, Coast Guard: For expenses necessary for the 
operation and maintenance of the Coast Guard ashore and afloat, 
except as specifically provided for in other appropriations, including 
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personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere; contract
stenographic reporting services, pursuant to section 15 of the Act
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); printing and binding; purchase
of fifty-eight passenger motor vehicles and maintenance, operation,
and repair of aircraft; improvement of property for Coast Guard
purposes, including rental, purchase, or use of additional land where
necessary and the purchase of land for beacons, daymarks, and fog
signals; rations and provisions, or commutation thereof, for working
parties in the field, officers and crews of light vessels and tenders, and
officials and other authorized persons of the Coast Guard on duty on
board such tenders or vessels, but money accruing from commutation
of rations and provisions for the above-named persons on board
tenders and light vessels or in working parties in the field may be
paid on proper voucher to the person having charge of the mess of
such vessel or party; subsistence and clothing for shipwrecked and
destitute persons, including reimbursement, under rules prescribed by
the Secretary, of Coast Guard personnel who furnish from their
personal stock subsistence and clothing to such persons; for payment
of claims authorized under section 1 of Public Law 277, Seventy-ninth
Congress, as amended by Public Law 327, Seventy-ninth Congress;
not to exceed $2,500 for contingencies for the Superintendent, United
States Coast Guard Academy, to be expended in his discretion; pay-
ment of rewards for the apprehension and conviction, or for informa-
tion helpful therein, of persons found interfering in violation of law
with aids to navigation maintained by the Coast Guard; in all, not
to exceed $29,700,000: Provided, That the number of aircraft on hand
at any one time shall not exceed one hundred and ten exclusive of
planes and parts stored to meet future attrition;

Civilian employees, Coast Guard: For compensation of civilian
employees in the field, including per diem labor, but excluding per-
sonnel provided for in the appropriation "General expenses, Coast
Guard", not to exceed $3,600,000;

Establishing and improving aids to navigation: For establishing
and improving aids to navigation and other works, and for expendi-
tures directly relating thereto, not to exceed $2,300,000;

Acquisition of aircraft, vessels and shore facilities: For the purchase
or construction of additional and replacement vessels and their equip-
ment; the purchase of aircraft and their equipment; and the construc-
tion, rebuilding, or extension of shore facilities, including the
acquisition of sites and improvements thereon when specifically
approved by the Secretary, and rental of shore facilities for temporary
use; in all, not to exceed $2,300,000: Provided, That not to exceed 4
per centum of the amount of this limitation shall be available for
administrative expenses in connection therewith, including personal
services at the seat of government;

Retired pay, former Lighthouse Service, Coast Guard: For retired
pay of certain officers and employees entitled thereto by virtue of
former employment in the Lighthouse Service engaged in the field
service or on vessels of the Coast Guard, except persons continuously
employed in district offices and shops, not to exceed $1,000,000.

No part of any appropriation or authorization in this Act shall be
used to pay any part of the salary or expenses of any person whose
salary or expenses are prohibited from being paid from any appropria-
tion or authorization in any other Act.

The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation is authorized
and directed to make a study of the enforcement of the internal-
revenue laws with a view to ascertaining the numbers of deputy col-
lectors, revenue agents, and other personnel, who should be employed
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in order to insure the maximum
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personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere; contract 
stenographic reporting services, pursuant to section 15 of the Act 
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; printing and binding; purchase 
of fifty-eight passenger motor vehicles and maintenance, operation, 
and repair of aircraft; improvement of property for Coast Guard 
purposes, including rental, purchase, or use of additional land where 
necessary and the purchase of land for beacons, daymarks, and fog 
signals; rations and provisions, or commutation thereof, for working 
parties in the field, officers and crews of light vessels and tenders, and 
officials and other authorized persons of the Coast Guard on duty on 
board such tenders or vessels, but money accruing from commutation 
of rations and provisions for the above-named persons on board 
tenders and light vessels or in working parties in the field may be 
paid on proper voucher to the person having charge of the mess of 
such vessel or party; subsistence and clothing for shipwrecked and 
destitute persons, including reimbursement, under rules prescribed by 
the Secretary, of Coast Guard personnel who furnish from their 
personal stock subsistence and clothing to such persons; for payment 
of claims authorized under section 1 of Public Law 2771 Seventy-ninth 
Congress, as amended by Public Law 327, Seventy-ninth Congress; 
not to exceed $2,500 for contingencies for the Superintendent, United 
States Coast Guard Academy, to be expended in his discretion; pay-
ment of rewards for the apprehension and conviction, or for informa-
tion helpful therein, of persons found interfering in violation of law 
with aids to navigation maintained by the Coast Guard; in all, not 
to exceed $29,700,000: Provided, That the number of aircraft on hand 
at any one time shall not exceed one hundred and ten exclusive of 
planes and parts stored to meet future attrition; 

Civilian employees, Coast Guard: For compensation of civilian 
employees in the field, including per diem labor, but excluding per-
sonnel provided for in the appropriation "General expenses, Coast 
Guard", not to exceed $3,600,000; 

Establishing and improving aids to navigation: For establishing 
and improving aids to navigation and other works, and for expendi-
tures directly relating thereto, not to exceed $2,300,000; 

Acquisition of aircraft, vessels and shore facilities: For the purchase 
or construction of additional and replacement vessels and their equip-
ment; the purchase of aircraft and their equipment; and the construc-
tion, rebuilding, or extension of shore facilities, including the 
acquisition of sites and improvements thereon when specifically 
approved by the Secretary, and rental of shore facilities for temporary 
use; in all, not to exceed $2,300,000: Provided, That not to exceed 4 
per centum of the amount of this limitation shall be available for 
administrative expenses in connection therewith, including personal 
services at the seat of government; 

Retired pay, former Lighthouse Service, Coast Guard: For retired 
pay of certain officers and employees entitled thereto by virtue of 
former employment in the Lighthouse Service engaged in the field 
service or on vessels of the Coast Guard, except persons continuously 
employed in district offices and shops, not to exceed $1,000,000. 
No part of any appropriation or authorization in this Act shall be 

used to pay any part of the salary or expenses of any person whose 
salary or expenses are prohibited from being paid from any appropria-
tion or authorization in any other Act. 
The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation is authorized 

and directed to make a study of the enforcement of the internal-
revenue laws with a view to ascertaining the numbers of deputy col-
lectors, revenue agents, and other personnel, who should be employed 
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue in order to insure the maximum 
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net return to the United States from taxes imposed by such laws, and
to report the results of such study to the Senate and the House of
Representatives on or before January 3, 1948, such report to be filed
with the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President
of the Senate if the Congress is not in session on the date of filing
thereof.

Citation of title. This title may be cited as the "Treasury Department Appropriation
Act, 1948".

TITLE II-POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Post Office Depart-

ment Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188; post, pp. 245, 361,
608, 609, 701, 702.

The following sums are appropriated in conformity with 5 United
States Code 361, 380; 39 United States Code 786, for the Post Office
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely:

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

Salaries: For the Postmaster General and other personal services in
the office of the Postmaster General in the District of Columbia,
including a health program for the Department in Washington as

60statM. authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), $375,000.
LAIES IN BREAU AND OCES

SALARIES IN BUREAUS AND OFFICES

For personal services in the District of Columbia in bureaus and
offices of the Post Office Department in not to exceed the following
amounts, respectively:

Office of Budget and Administrative Planning, $59,500.
Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $1,115,000.
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General, $910,000.
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General, $1,332,500.
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, $712,500.
Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department, $250,000.
Office of the chief inspector, $400,000.
Office of the purchasing agent, $83,800.
Bureau of Accounts, $500,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

For necessary, contingent and miscellaneous expenses not otherwise
provided for; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle (not exceeding
$3,000); purchase and exchange of lawbooks and books of reference;
newspapers; and travel expenses of the purchasing agent and of the
Solicitor and attorneys connected with his office, not exceeding $1,900;
$145,000.

Post, p. 701. For printing and binding for the Post Office Department and Postal
Service, $1,600,000.

Field-service appro- Appropriations hereinafter made for the field service of the Postpriations, restriction
,n ue. Office Department, except as otherwise provided, shall not be expended

for any of the purposes hereinbefore provided for on account of theTravelexpenses Post Office Department in the District of Columbia: Provided, That
necessary expenses of officials and employees of the Post Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service, when traveling on official business, may be
paid from the appropriations for the service in connection with whichxamination ofesti- the travel is performed: Provided further, That appropriations here-

lates. inafter made, except such as are exclusively for payment of compensa-
tion, shall be available for expenses in connection with the examination
of estimates for appropriations in the field including per diem allow-
ances in lieu of actual expenses of subsistence.
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net return to the United States from taxes imposed by such laws, and 
to report the results of such study to the Senate and the House of 
Representatives on or before January 3, 1948, such report to be filed 
with the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President 
of the Senate if the Congress is not in session on the date of filing 
thereof. 
This title may be cited as the "Treasury Department Appropriation 

Act, 1948". 

TITLE II—POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

The following sums are appropriated in conformity with 5 United 
States Code 361, 380; 39 United States Code 786, for the Post Office 
Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

POST ore ICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

OFFICE OF TEM POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Salaries: For the Postmaster General and other personal services in 
the office of the Postmaster General in the District of Columbia, 
including a health program for the Department in Washington as 
authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), $375,000. 

SALARIES IN BUREAUS AND OFFICES 

For personal services in the District of Columbia in bureaus and 
offices of the Post Office Department in not to exceed the following 
amounts, respectively: 

Office of Budget and Administrative Planning, $59,500. 
Office of the First Assistant Postmaster General, $1,115,000. 
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General, $910,000. 
Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster General, $1,332,500. 
Office of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, $712,500. 
Office of the Solicitor for the Post Office Department, $250,000. 
Office of the chief inspector, $400,000. 
Office of the purchasing agent, $83,800. 
Bureau of Accounts, $500,000. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

For necessary, contingent and miscellaneous expenses not otherwise 
provided for; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle (not exceeding 
$3,000) ; purchase and exchange of lawbooks and books of reference; 
newspapers; and travel expenses of the purchasing agent and of the 
Solicitor and attorneys connected with his office, not exceeding $1,900; 
$145,000. 
For printing and binding for the Post Office Department and Postal 

Service, $1,600,000. 
Appropriations hereinafter made for the field service of the Post 

Office Department, except as otherwise provided, shall not be expended 
for any of the purposes hereinbefore provided for on account of the 
Post Office Department in the District of Columbia: Provided, That 
necessary expenses of officials and employees of the Post Office Depart-
ment and Postal Service, when traveling on official business, may be 
paid from the appropriations for the service in connection with which 
the travel is performed: Provided further, That appropriations here-
inafter made, except such as are exclusively for payment of compensa-
tion, shall be available for expenses in connection with the examination 
of estimates for appropriations in the field including per diem allow-
ances in lieu of actual expenses of subsistence. 
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FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

Travel expenses, Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters
General: For travel and miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service,
offices of the Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters General,
$3,000.

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damages to persons
or property occurring in the fiscal year 1948, or in prior fiscal years,
determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act,
approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and in accordance with
the provisions of the Deficiency Appropriation Act, approved June 16,
1921 (5 U. S. C. 392), as amended by the Act approved June 22, 1934
(31 U. S. C. 224c), $230,000.

Adjusted losses and contingencies: To pay to postmasters, Navy
mail clerks, and assistant Navy mail clerks, Coast Guard mail clerks,
assistant Coast Guard mail clerks, Army mail clerks, and assistant
Army mail clerks, or credit them with the amount ascertained to have
been lost or destroyed during the fiscal year 1948, or prior fiscal years,
through unavoidable casualty resulting from no fault or negligence
on their part, as authorized by the Act approved March 17 1882, as
amended by the Act approved December 7, 1945 (39 U. S. C. 49),
$75,000.

OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR

Salaries of inspectors: For salaries of fifteen inspectors in charge
of divisions and eight hundred inspectors, $4,300,000.

Travel and miscellaneous expenses: For necessary travel and
miscellaneous expenses incurred in the operation of the Post Office
Inspection Service, not to exceed $27,600 for chemical and other
investigations, and not to exceed $500 for books of reference, $960,000.

Clerks: For compensation of not exceeding three hundred and
eighty-nine clerks in the Post Office Inspection Service, $1,178,000.

Payment of rewards: For payment of rewards for the detection,
arrest, and conviction of post-office burglars, robbers, highway mail
robbers, and persons mailing or causing to be mailed any bomb, infernal
machine, or mechanical, chemical, or other device or composition which
may ignite, or explode, fiscal year 1948 and prior years, $55,000:
Provided, That rewards may be paid in the discretion of the Post-
master General, when an offender of the classes mentioned was killed
in the act of committing the crime or in resisting lawful arrest:
Provided further, That no part of this sum shall be used to pay any
rewards at rates in excess of those specified in Post Office Department
Order 28673, dated July 28, 1945: Provided further, That of the
amount herein appropriated not to exceed $20,000 may be expended in
the discretion of the Postmaster General, for the purpose of securing
information concerning violations of the postal laws and for services
and information looking toward the apprehension of criminals.

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Compensation to postmasters: For compensation to postmasters,
including compensation as postmaster to persons who, pending the
designation of an acting postmaster, assume and perform the duties
of postmaster in the event of a vacancy in the office of postmaster of
the third or fourth class, and for allowances for rent, light, fuel, and
equipment to postmasters of the fourth class, $87,470,000.

Compensation to assistant postmasters: For compensation to assist-
ant postmasters at first- and second-class post offices, $12,800,000.
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FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Travel expenses, Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters 
General: For travel and miscellaneous expenses in the Postal Service, 
offices of the Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters General, 
$3,000. 
Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damages to persons 

or property occurring in the fiscal year 1948, or in prior fiscal years, 
determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and in accordance with 
the provisions of the Deficiency Appropriation Act, approved June 16, 
1921 (5 U. S. C. 392), as amended by the Act approved June 22, 1934 
(31 U. S. C. 224c), $230,000. 
Adjusted losses and contingencies: To pay to postmasters, Navy 

mail clerks, and assistant Navy mail clerks, Coast Guard mail clerks, 
assistant Coast Guard mail clerks, Army mail clerks, and assistant 
Army mail clerks, or credit them with the amount ascertained to have 
been lost or destroyed during the fiscal year 1948, or prior fiscal years, 
through unavoidable casualty resulting from no fault or negligence 
on their part, as authorized by the Act approved March 17, 1882, as 
amended by the Act approved December 7, 1945 (39 U. S. C. 49), 
$75,000. 

OFFICE OF CHIEF INSPECTOR 

Salaries of inspectors: For salaries of fifteen inspectors in charge 
of divisions and eight hundred inspectors, $4,300,000. 
Travel and miscellaneous expenses: For necessary travel and 

miscellaneous expenses incurred in the operation of the Post Office 
Inspection Service, not to exceed $27,600 for chemical and other 
investigations, and not to exceed $500 for books of reference, $960,000. 

Clerks: For compensation of not exceeding three hundred and 
eighty-nine clerks in the Post Office Inspection Service, $1,178,000. 
Payment of rewards: For payment of rewards for the detection, 

arrest, and conviction of post-office burglars, robbers, highway mail 
robbers, and persons mailing or causing to be mailed any bomb, infernal 
machine, or mechanical, chemical, or other device or composition which 
may ignite, or explode, fiscal year 1948 and prior years, $55,000: 
Provided, That rewards may be paid in the discretion of the Post-
master General, when an offender of the classes mentioned was killed 
in the act of committing the crime or in resisting lawful arrest: 
Provided further, That no part of this sum shall be used to pay any 
rewards at rates in excess of those specified in Post Office Department 
Order 28673, dated July 28, 1945: Provided further, That of the 
amount herein appropriated not to exceed $20,000 may be expended in 
the discretion of the Postmaster General, for the purpose of securing 
information concerning violations of the postal laws and for services 
and information looking toward the apprehension of criminals. 
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designation of an acting postmaster, assume and perform the duties 
of postmaster in the event of a vacancy in the office of postmaster of 
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equipment to postmasters of the fourth class, $87,470,000. 
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Pot, p. 701. Clerks, first- and second-class post offices: For compensation to
clerks and employees at first- and second-class post offices, including
auxiliary clerk hire at summer and winter post offices, printers,
mechanics, skilled laborers, watchmen, messengers, mail handlers,
and substitutes, and the maintenance of health programs in the field

6 U.Stc. 3.0 as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658),$487,400,000.
Contract station service: For contract station service, $3,500,000.
Separating mails: For separating mails at fourth-class post offices,

$180,000.
Unusual conditions: For unusual conditions at post offices, $25,000.
Clerks, third-class post offices: For compensation to clerks at third-

class post offices, $24,000,000.
Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices: For

expenses necessary for the operation and protection of post offices of
the first and second classes, and the business conducted in connection
therewith, not provided for in other appropriations, $3,600,000.

Village delivery service: For village delivery service in towns and
villages having post offices of the second or third class, and in com-
munities adjacent to cities having city delivery, $300,000.

Detroit River service: For Detroit River postal service, $12,750.
Pot, p. 701. Carfare and bicycle allowance: For carfare and bicycle allowance,

including special-delivery carfare, cost of transporting carriers by
privately owned automobiles to and from their routes, at rates not
exceeding regular streetcar or bus fare, and purchase, maintenance,
and exchange of bicycles, $1,800,000.P  "s . ' City delivery carriers: For pay of letter carriers, City Delivery
Service, and United States Official Mail and Messenger Service,
$295,300,000.

Pot, p. 701. Special-delivery compensation and fees: For compensation and fees
to special-delivery messengers, $14,000,000.

Post, p. 70. Rural Delivery Service: For pay for rural carriers, auxiliary car-
riers, substitutes for rural carriers on annual and sick leave, clerks in
charge of rural stations, tolls and ferriage, and necessary expenses of
the Rural Delivery Service, $129,167,000, of which not less than $200,000
shall be available for extensions and new service.

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

APW, p. 701. Star-route service: For inland transportation by star routes (except-
ing service in Alaska), including temporary service to newly established
offices, $22,500,000.

P p. 70. Star Route and Air Mail Service, Alaska: For inland transporta-
tion by Star Route and Air Mail Service in Alaska, $415,000.

pt* p. 1. Powerboat service: For inland transportation by steamboat or other
powerboat routes, including ship, steamboat, and way letters,
$1,700,000.

PD p. 71. Railroad transportation and mail messenger service: For inland
transportation by railroad routes and for mail messenger service,
$145,000,000: Provided, That separate accounts be kept of the amount
expended for mail messenger service.

Pop.-70. Railway Mail Service: For fifteen general superintendents, fifteen
assistant general superintendents, two assistant general superintend-
ents at large, one hundred and twenty district superintendents, one
hundred and twenty assistant district superintendents, and other
employees in the Railway Mail Service, $104,000,000.

Post P. . Railway postal clerks, travel allowance: For travel allowance to
railway postal clerks and substitute railway postal clerks, $5,000,000.
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Clerks, first- and second-class post offices: For compensation. to 
clerks and employees at first- and second-class post offices, including 
auxiliary clerk hire at summer and winter post offices, printers, 
mechanics, skilled laborers, watchmen, messengers, mail handlers, 
and substitutes, and the maintenance of health programs in the field 
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), 
$487,400,000. 

Contract station service: For contract station service, $3,500,000. 
Separating mails: For separating mails at fourth-class post offices, 

$180,000. 
Unusual conditions: For unusual conditions at post offices, $25,000. 
Clerks, third-class post offices: For compensation to clerks at third-

class post offices, $24,000,000. 
Miscellaneous items, first- and second-class post offices: For 

expenses necessary for the operation and protection of post offices of 
the first and second classes, and the business conducted in connection 
therewith, not provided for in other appropriations, $3,600,000. 

Village delivery service: For village delivery service in towns and 
villages having post offices of the second or third class, and in com-
munities adjacent to cities having city delivery, $300,000. 

Detroit River service: For Detroit River postal service, $12,750. 
Carfare and bicycle allowance: For carfare and bicycle allowance, 

including special-delivery carfare, cost of transporting carriers by 
privately owned automobiles to and from their routes, at rates not 
exceeding regular streetcar or bus fare, and purchase, maintenance, 
and exchange of bicycles, $1,800,000. 
City delivery carriers: For pay of letter carriers, City Delivery 

Service, and United States Official Mail and Messenger Service, 
$295,300,000. 

Special-delivery compensation and fees: For compensation and fees 
to special-delivery messengers, $14,000,000. 
Rural Delivery Service: For pay for rural carriers, auxiliary ear-

ners, substitutes for rural carriers on annual and sick leave, clerks in 
charge of rural stations, tolls and ferriage, and necessary expenses of 
the Rural Delivery Service, $129,167,000, of which not less than $200,000 
shall be available for extensions and new service. 

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

Star-route service: For inland transportation by star routes (except-
ing service in Alaska) , including temporary service to newly established 
offices, $22,500,000. 

Star Route and Air Mail Service, Alaska: For inland transporta-
tion by Star Route and Air Mail Service in Alaska, $415,000. 
Powerboat service: For inland transportation by steamboat or other 

powerboat routes, including ship, steamboat, and way letters, 
$1,700,000. 

Railroad transportation and mail messenger service: For inland 
transportation by railroad routes and for mail messenger service, 
$145,000,000: Provided, That separate accounts be kept of the amount 
expended for mail messenger service. 

Railway Mail Service: For fifteen general superintendents, fifteen 
assistant general superintendents, two assistant general superintend-
ents at large, one hundred and twenty district superintendents, one 
hundred and twenty assistant district superintendents, and other 
employees in the Railway Mail Service, $104,000,000. 
Railway postal clerks, travel allowance: For travel allowance to 

railway postal clerks and substitute railway postal clerks, $5,000,000. 
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Railway Mail Service, travel expenses: For travel expenses of
departmental officials and supervisory employees of the Railway Mail
Service, and railway postal clerks, $55,000.

Railway Mail Service, miscellaneous expenses: For necessary
expenses of the Railway Mail Service not provided for in other
appropriations, $450,000.

Electric-car service: For electric-car service, $210,000.
Foreign mail transportation: For transportation of foreign mails,

except by aircraft, $9,500,000, including not to exceed $79,200 to cover
the cost to the United States for maintaining sea post service on ocean
steamships conveying mails to and from the United States.

Balances due foreign countries: For balances due foreign countries,
fiscal year 1948 and prior years, $3,250,000.

Indemnities, international mail: For payment of limited indemnity
for the injury or loss of international mail in accordance with conven-
tion, treaty, or agreement stipulations, fiscal year 1948 and prior years,
$15.000.

Foreign air-mail transportation: For transportation of foreign mails
by aircraft, as authorized by law, including the transportation of mail
by aircraft between Seattle, Washington, and Fairbanks, Alaska, via
intermediate points, $5,500,000.

Domestic Air Mail Service: For expenses necessary for the inland
transportation of mail by aircraft, as authorized by law, including not
to exceed $173,000 for supervisory officials and clerks at field head-
quarters, $37,000,000.

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper: For
manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper, and not
to exceed $30,000 for compensation to employees and other necessary
expenses of the United States Stamped Envelope Agency, $7,400,000.

Indemnities, domestic mail: For payment of indemnity for the
injury or loss of domestic registered, insured, and collect-on-delivery
mail, and for failure to remit collect-on-delivery charges, fiscal year
1948 and prior years, $2,300,000.

Unpaid money orders more than one year old: For payment of
domestic money orders after one year from the last day of the month
of issue of such orders, $600,000.
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OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

Post Office stationery, equipment, and supplies: For the purchase,
manufacture, repair, and installation of necessary miscellaneous
equipment and supplies for the Postal Service not provided for in
other appropriations; accident prevention; for the purchase of atlases
and geographical and technical works not to exceed $1,500; and not
exceeding $136,000 for personal services, and not to exceed $51,400
for salaries of fourteen traveling mechanicians; for rental of canceling Labor-savi

machines and motors, mechanical mail-handling apparatus, and other
labor-saving devices; and for travel expenses; $6,500,000, of which
$250,000 shall be available exclusively for the purchase of modern
mechanical postal devices: Provided, That the Postmaster General Saleofmap

may authorize the sale to the public of post-route maps and rural- pr

delivery maps or blueprints at the cost of printing and 10 per centum
thereof added.

Equipment shops, Washington, District of Columbia: For the pur- P, p. 702
chase, manufacture, and repair of mail bags and other equipment for
the postal service not provided for in other appropriations; accident
prevention; necessary expenses for the operation, maintenance, and

ng de-

or blue-
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appropriations, $450,000. 

Electric-car service: For electric-car service, $210,000. 
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except by aircraft, $9,500,000, including not to exceed $79,200 to cover 
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protection of the mail equipment shops building, grounds, and equip-
ment, and a health program for the shops, as authorized by the Act
of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); $3,200,000, of which not to exceed
$1,223,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia and not exceeding $15,000 for the purchase of material and
the manufacture in the equipment shops of such small quantities of
distinctive equipments as may be required by other executive depart-
ments; and for services in Alaska, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands,
Hawaii, or other island possessions.

Rent, light, power, fuel, and water: For rent, light, power, fuel, and
water, for first-, second-, and third-class post offices, and the cost of
advertising for lease proposals for such offices, $13,257,000.

Pneumatic-tube service, New York City and Boston: For rental of
not exceeding twenty-eight miles of pneumatic tubes, hire of labor,
communication service, electric power, and other expenses for trans-
mission of mail in the city of New York including the Borough of
Brooklyn; and for rental of not exceeding two miles of pneumatic
tubes, not including labor and power in operating the same, for the
transmission of mail in the city of Boston, Massachusetts; $700.000:
Provided, That the Acts of April 21, 1902, May 27, 1908, and June 19,
1922 (39 U. S. C. 423), relating to contracts for the transmission of
mail by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall not be applicable
to the city of New York, and the provisions not inconsistent herewith
of the Acts of April 21, 1902, and May 27, 1908 (39 U. S. C. 423), shall
be applicable to the city of Boston.

Vehicle service: For the hire, purchase, maintenance, repair, and
operation of vehicles for use in the collection, transportation, delivery,
and supervision of the mail, including the repair of vehicles owned by,
or under the control of, units of the National Guard and departments
and agencies of the Federal Government where repairs are made neces-
sary because of utilization of such vehicles in the Postal Service; the
rental of garage facilities; accident prevention; lease of quarters not
exceeding a term of ten years for the housing of Government-owned
motor vehicles, and including compensation to necessary employees
in the Motor Vehicle Service $36,500,000, of which $4,514,000 shall
be available exclusively for the purchase of trucks: Provided, That
the Postmaster General may purchase and maintain from this appro-
priation such tractors and trailer trucks as may be required in the
operation of the vehicle service: Provided further, That no part of
this appropriation shall be expended for maintenance or repair of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use in connection with
the administrative work of the Post Office Department in the District
of Columbia.

Transportation of equipment and supplies: For the transportation
and delivery of equipment, materials, and supplies for the Post Office
Department and Postal Service by freight, express, or motor trans-
portation, and other incidental expenses, $520,000.

PTBLIC BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

Operating force: For compensation to employees in the custodial
service, $44,750,000.

Operating supplies, public buildings: For necessary miscellaneous
articles, services and supplies, including transportation thereof,
required for the operation of completed and occupied public buildings
and grounds operated by the Post Office Department, accident pre-
vention, $6,750,000, which shall not be available for personal services
except for, work done by contract, or for temporary job labor under
exigency not exceeding at one time the sum of $250 at any one build-
ing: Provided, That the Postmaster General is authorized to contract
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protection of the mail equipment shops building, grounds, and equip-
ment, and a health program for the shops, as authorized by the Act 
of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; $3,200,000, of which not to exceed 
$1,223,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia and not exceeding $15,000 for the purchase of material and 
the manufacture in the equipment shops of such small quantities of 
distinctive equipments as may be required by other executive depart-
ments3. and for services in Alaska, Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands, 
Hawaii, or other island possessions. 

Rent, light, power, fuel, and water: For rent, light, power, fuel, and 
water, for first-, second-, and third-class post offices, and the cost of 
advertising for lease proposals for such offices, $13,257,000. 
Pneumatic-tube service, New York City and Boston: For rental of 

not exceeding twenty-eight miles of pneumatic tubes, hire of labor, 
communication service, electric power , and other expenses for trans-
mission of mail in the city of New York including the Borough of 
Brooklyn; and for rental of not exceeding two miles of pneumatic 
tubes, not including labor and power in operating the same, for the 
transmission of mail in the city of Boston, Massachusetts • $700,000: 
Provided, That the Acts of April 21, 1902, May 27, 1908, and June 19, 
1922 (39 U. S. C. 423), relating to contracts for the transmission of 
mail by pneumatic tubes or other similar devices shall not be applicable 
to the city of New York, and the provisions not inconsistent herewith 
of the Acts of April 21, 1902, and May 27, 1908 (39 U. S. C. 423), shall 
be applicable to the city of Boston. 

Vehicle service: For the hire, purchase, maintenance2 repair, and 
operation of vehicles for use in the collection, transportation, delivery, 
and supervision of the mail, including the repair of vehicles owned by, 
or under the control of, units of the National Guard and departments 
and agencies of the Federal Government where repairs are made neces-
sary because of utilization of such vehicles in the Postal Service; the 
rental of garage facilities; accident prevention; lease of quarters not 
exceeding a term of ten years for the housing of Government-owned 
motor vehicles and including compensation to necessary employees in the Motor vehicles, 

Service, $36,500,000, of which $4,514,000 shall 
be available exclusively for the purchase of trucks: Provided, That 
the Postmaster General may purchase and maintain from this appro-
priation such tractors and trailer trucks as may be required in the 
operation of the vehicle service: Provided further, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be expended for maintenance or repair of 
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles for use in connection with 
the administrative work of the Post Office Department in the District 
of Columbia. 

Transportation of equipment and supplies: For the transportation 
and delivery of equipment, materials, and supplies for the Post Office 
Department and Postal Service by freight, express, or motor trans-
portation, and other incidental expenses, $520,000. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

Operating force: For compensation to employees in the custodial 
service, $44;750,000. 
Operating supplies, public buildings: For necessary miscellaneous 

articles, services an supplies, including transportation thereof, 
required for the operation of completed and occupied public buildings 
and grounds operated by the Post Office Department, accident pre-
vention, $6,750,000, which shall not be available for personal services 
except for, work done by contract, or for temporary job labor under 
exigency not exceeding at one time the sum of $250 at any one build-
ing: Provided, That the Postmaster General is authorized to contract 
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for telephone service in public buildings under his administration by
means of telephone switchboards or equivalent telephone switching
equipment jointly serving in each case two or more governmental
activities, where he determines that joint service is economical and
in the interest of the Government, and to secure reimbursement for
the cost of such joint service from available appropriations for tele-
phone expenses of the bureaus and offices receiving the same.

Furniture, carpets, and safes, public buildings: For the procure-
ment, including transportation, of furniture, carpets, safes, safe and
vault protective devices, and repairs of same, for use in public build-
ings which are now, or may hereafter be, operated by the Post Office
Department, $750,000: Provided, That excepting expenditures for
labor for or incidental to the moving of equipment from or into public
buildings, the foregoing appropriation shall not be used for personal
services except for work done under contract or for temporary job
labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the sum of $100
at any one building: Provided further, That all furniture now owned
by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings rented
by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, whether or
not it corresponds with the present regulation plan of furniture.

Deficiency in postal revenues: If the revenues of the Post Office
Department shall be insufficient to meet the appropriations made under
title II of this Act, a sum equal to such deficiency in the revenues of
such Department is hereby appropriated, to be paid out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to supply such deficiency
in the revenues of the Post Office Department for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and the sum needed may be advanced to the Post Office
Department upon requisition of the Postmaster General.

During the fiscal year 1948, the Postmaster General shall make
quarterly reports to the Senate and House Committees on Appropria-
tions, showing for each quarter the amount paid from each appropria-
tion for overtime, the number of employees receiving such overtime,
and the number of hours of overtime worked by such employees,
together with a statement as to the necessity for such overtime work.

This title may be cited as the "Post Office Department Appropriation
Act, 1948".

TITLE III-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government
of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not
a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided fur-
ther, That any person who engages in a strike against the Government
of the United States or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government
of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an
organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the
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for telephone service in public buildings under his administration by 
means of telephone switchboards or equivalent telephone switching 
equipment jointly serving in each case two or more governmental 
activities, where he determines that joint service is economical and 
in the interest of the Government, and to secure reimbursement for 
the cost of such joint service from available appropriations for tele-
phone expenses of the bureaus and offices receiving the same. 

Furniture, carpets, and safes, public buildings: For the procure-
ment, including transportation, of furniture, carpets, safes, safe and 
vault protective devices, and repairs of same, for use in public build-
ings which are now, or may hereafter be, operated by the Post Office 
Department, $750,000: Provided, That excepting expenditures for 
labor for or incidental to the moving of equipment from or into public 
buildings, the foregoing appropriation shall not be used for personal 
services except for work done under contract or for temporary job 
labor under exigency and not exceeding at one time the sum of $100 
at any one building: Provided further, That all furniture now owned 
by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings rented 
by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, whether or 
not it corresponds with the present regulation plan of furniture. 

Deficiency in postal revenues: If the revenues of the Post Office 
Department shall be insufficient to meet the appropriations made under 
title II of this Act, a sum equal to such deficiency in the revenues of 
such Department is hereby appropriated, to be paid out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to supply such deficiency 
in the revenues of the Post Office Department for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, and the sum needed may be advanced to the Post Office 
Department upon requisition of the Postmaster General. 
During the fiscal year 1948, the Postmaster General shall make 

quarterly reports to the Senate and House Committees on Appropria-
tions, showing for each quarter the amount paid from each appropria-
tion for overtime, the number of employees receiving such overtime, 
and the number of hours of overtime worked by such employees, 
together with a statement as to the necessity for such overtime work. 

This title may be cited as the "Post Office Department Appropriation 
Act, 1948". 

TITLE III—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sm. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That 
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be ccinsidered prima facie 
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the 
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government 
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government 
of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not 
a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided fur-
ther, That any person who engages in a strike against the Government 
of the United States or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government 
of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an 
organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the 
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United States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary
or wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this
Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both:
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as the "Treasury and Post Office
Departments Appropriation Act, 1948".

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 187]
July 1, 1947
[H. R. 577]

[Public Law 148]

Historic cemeteries
on military posts.

Conveyance to
States, etc.

Reversion to U. S.

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1358]

IPublic Law 149]

Naval plantations
outside U. S.

50 U. S. C. app.
§777.

Management and
operation.

Purchases.

41 U.S. C. 5.
Limitation of em-

ployee benefits.

AN ACT
To preserve historic graveyards in abandoned military posts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is hereby authorized in his discretion, and upon such terms
and conditions as he may determine with or without monetary con-
sideration, to transfer and convey all right, title, and interest of the
United States in or to any historic military cemetery or burial plot
located on military posts or reservations which have heretofore, or
may hereafter, become abandoned or useless for military purposes,
including the graves and monuments contained in such cemeteries or
burial plots and approach roads and appurtenances thereto, together
with the responsibility for the perpetual care and maintenance thereof,
to any State, county, municipality, or proper agency thereof, in which
or in the vicinity of which such cemetery or burial plot is located:
Provided, That in the event the grantee shall cease or fail to care for
and maintain the historic military cemetery or burial plot or the
graves and monuments contained therein in a manner satisfactory to
the Secretary of War, all such right, title, and interest transferred or
conveyed by the United States, shall revert to the United States.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 188]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the management and operation
of naval plantations, outside the continental United States", approved June
28, 1944.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for the management and operation of naval plan-
tations outside the continental United States", approved June 28, 1944
(58 Stat. 624), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 1. Hereafter the appropriations for the subsistence of Army
and Navy personnel, respectively, shall be available for any and
all expenditures necessary in the management, operation, maintenance,
and improvement of any plantation or farm, on land subject to Army
or Navy jurisdiction outside of the continental United States, for the
purpose of furnishing fresh fruits and vegetables to the armed forces
of the United States: Provided, That equipment, material, and sup-
plies required therein may be purchased without regard to section 3709
of the Revised Statutes, and other laws applicable to purchases by
governmental agencies: Provided further, That only American
nationals, employees of the United States, shall be entitled to benefits
under the civil-service laws and other laws of the United States relat-
ing to the employment, work, compensation, rights, benefits, or obliga-
tions of civilian employees of the United States: Provided further,
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United States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary 
or wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this 
Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not 
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: 
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition 
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as the "Treasury and Post Office 

Departments Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 187] 
AN ACT 

To preserve historic graveyards in abandoned military posts. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is hereby authorized in his discretion, and upon such terms 
and conditions as he may determine with or without monetary con-
sideration, to transfer and convey all right, title, and interest of the 
United States in or to any historic military cemetery or burial plot 
located on military posts or reservations which have heretofore, or 
may hereafter, become abandoned or useless for military purposes, 
including the graves and monuments contained in such cemeteries or 
burial plots and approach roads and appurtenances thereto, together 
with the responsibility for the perpetual care and maintenance thereof, 
to any State, county, municipality, or proper agency thereof, in which 
or in the vicinity of which such cemetery or burial plot is located: 
Provided. That in the event the grantee shall cease or fail to care for 
and maintain the historic military cemetery or burial plot or the 
graves and monuments contained therein in a manner satisfactory to 
the Secretary of War, all such right, title, and interest transferred or 
conveyed by the United States, shall revert to the United States. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 188] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the management and operation 
of naval plantations, outside the continental United States", approved June 
28, 1944. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for the management and operation of naval plan-
tations outside the continental United States", approved June 28, 1944 
(58 Stat. 624), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 1. Hereafter the appropriations for the subsistence of Army 

and Navy personnel, respectively, shall be available for any and 
all expenditures necessary in the management, operation, maintenance, 
and improvement of any plantation or farm, on land subject to Army 
or Navy jurisdiction outside of the continental United States, for the 
purpose of furnishing fresh fruits and vegetables to the armed forces 
of the United States: Provided, That equipment, material, and sup-
plies required therein may be purchased without regard to section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes, and other laws applicable to purchases by 
governmental agencies: Provided further, That only American 
nationals, employees of the United States, shall be entitled to benefits 
under the civil-service laws and other laws of the United States relat-
ing to the employment, work, compensation, rights, benefits, or obliga-
tions of civilian employees of the United States: Provided further, 
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That surplus production over the amount furnished, or sold to the
armed forces of the United States and to civilians serving with the
armed forces may only be sold outside the continental limits of the
United States: And provided further, That no land shall be acquired
under this authorization.

"SEC. 2. After the termination of the present war the management,
operation, maintenance, and improvement of any plantation or farm
for which appropriations made available by this Act are used shall be
accomplished, insofar as practicable, through the instrumentality of a
private contractor, lessee, or operator with or for the Government,
and, to this end the Secretary of War, with respect to Army affairs,
and the Secretary of the Navy, with respect to Navy affairs, shall
make reasonable effort to enter into said contract, lease, or agreement
with a person, partnership, or association, in civil life for his or its
services upon terms advantageous to the Government, for such man-
agement, operation, maintenance, and improvement before employing
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps personnel for that purpose: Provided,
That the determination of the Secretary of War, in regard to Army
matters, and the Secretary of the Navy, in regard to Navy matters,
as to reasonableness of effort to enter into such contract, lease, or agree-
ment, and as to the advantageous nature of the terms thereof shall be
final."

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1891
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to appoint, for supply duty only, officers
of the line of the Marine Corps, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That officers of the
line of the Marine Corps of the permanent or temporary grades of
captain, major, lieutenant colonel, and colonel may, upon application,
and with the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, be assigned to
supply duty only: Provided, That when so assigned they shall retain
the lineal position and precedence which they hold at the time of
assignment or may later attain and shall be promoted, retired, and
discharged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in all
respects as on the date of passage of this Act, or as thereafter may be
provided for other officers of the line of the Marine Corps, except as
otherwise provided by law: Provided further, That the recommenda-
tion of selection boards in the cases of officers assigned to such duty
shall be based upon their comparative fitness to perform the duties
prescribed for them: And provided further, That officers of the perma-
nent or temporary grades of captain, major lieutenant colonel, and
colonel assigned to supply duty only in accordance with this Act shall
on assignment and on promotion up to and including the grade of
brigadier general, be carried as additional numbers in grade.

SEC. 2. The number of officers so assigned in accordance with this
Act shall be in accordance with the requirements of the service as deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That all officers of the
Marine Corps now assigned to assistant quartermaster duty only and
assistant paymaster duty only are hereby assigned to supply duty only,
without change in their lineal positions and precedence solely as a
result of such change of assignment.

SEC. 3. The head of the Supply Department shall have the title of
"Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps" and shall, while so serv-
ing have the rank, pay, and allowances of a major general, and shall
be in addition to the number of general officers otherwise provided by
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That surplus production over the amount furnished, or sold to the 
armed forces of the United States and to civilians serving with the 
armed forces may only be sold outside the continental limits of the 
United States: And provided further, That no land shall be acquired 
under this authorization. 
"SEC. 2. After the termination of the present war the management, 

operation, maintenance, and improvement of any plantation or farm 
for which appropriations made available by this Act are used shall be 
accomplished, insofar as practicable, through the instrumentality of a 
private contractor, lessee, or operator with or for the Government, 
and, to this end the Secretary of War, with respect to Army affairs, 
and the Secretary of the Navy, with respect to Navy affairs, shall 
make reasonable effort to enter into said contract, lease, or agreement 
with a person, partnership, or association, in civil life for his or its 
services upon terms advantageous to the Government, for such man-
agement, operation, maintenance, and improvement before employing 
Army, Navy, or Marine Corps personnel for that purpose: Provided, 
That the determination of the Secretary of War, in regard to Army 
matters, and the Secretary of the Navy, in regard to Navy matters, 
as to reasonableness of effort to enter into such contract, lease, or agree-
ment, and as to the advantageous nature of the terms thereof shall be 
final." 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 189] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to appoint, for supply duty only, officers 
of the line of the Marine Corps, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That officers of the 
line of the Marine Corps of the permanent or temporary grades of 
captain, major, lieutenant colonel, and colonel may, upon application, 
and with the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, be assigned to 
supply duty only: Provided, That when so assigned they shall retain 
the lineal position and precedence which they hold at the time of 
assignment or may later attain and shall be promoted, retired, and 
discharged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in all 
respects as on the date of passage of this Act, or as thereafter may be 
provided for other officers of the line of the Marine Corps, except as 
otherwise provided by law: Provided further, That the recommenda-
tion of selection boards in the cases of officers assigned to such duty 
shall be based upon their comparative fitness to perform the duties 
prescribed for them: And provided further, That officers of the perma-
nent or temporary grades of captain, major, lieutenant colonel, and 
colonel assigned to supply duty only in accordance with this Act shall, 
on assignment and on promotion up to and including the grade of 
brigadier general, be carried as additional numbers in grade. 
SEC. 2. The number of officers so assigned in accordance with this 

Act shall be in accordance with the requirements of the service as deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That all officers of the 
Marine Corps now assigned to assistant quartermaster duty only and 
assistant paymaster duty only are hereby assigned to supply duty only, 
without change in their lineal positions and precedence solely as a 
result of such change of assignment. 

SEc. 3. The head of the Supply Department shall have the title of 
"Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps" and shall, while so serv-
ing have the rank, pay, and allowances of a major general, and shall 
be in addition to the number of general officers otherwise provided by 
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law. He shall be carried in the grade or rank from which appointed.
Appointment of SE. 4. When a vacancy shall exist in the office of Quartermaster
eraster Gen- General of the Marine Corps, the President may appoint to such office,

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, an officer of the
Marine Corps on the active list assigned to supply duty only of the
rank of brigadier general, who shall hold office as such quartermaster
general for a period of four years, unless sooner relieved.

DeStal of offers to SEa. 5. In such numbers as may be required to meet the needs of
the service officers of the line may be detailed for duty in the Supply
Department for a period of four years unless sooner relieved.

Repeals. SEC. 6. The following laws and parts of laws are hereby repealed:
(a) Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 609; 34 U. S. C. 625). Act

of August 29,1916 (39 Stat. 610; 34U. S. C. 633).
48tat. 812, 813. (b) Sections 3, 11, and 14 of the Act of May 29, 1934 (48 Stat. 811;

34 U. S. C. 625a, 667c, 667f).
(c) Act of July 28,1937 (50 Stat. 537; 34 U.S.C. 632a).
(d) Act of March 24,1944 (58 Stat. 121; 34 U. S. C. 625b).
SEc. 7. Al other laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provi-

sions of this Act are hereby amended accordingly.
Approved July 1, 1947.

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1376]

[Public Law 1511
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[CHAPTER 190]
AN ACT

To amend the Acts of October 14, 1942 (56 Stat. 786), as amended, and November
28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended, so as to authorize transportation of depend-
ents and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard to overseas bases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Section 1 of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the transportation of dependents
and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, and Coast and Geodetic Survey, incident to secret or confi-
dential orders, and for other purposes , approved October 14, 1942
(56 Stat. 786), as amended, is hereby further amended as follows:

(a) Strike out the words "points to new stations in the United
States to which such personnel may be subsequently ordered for duty,
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe:
Provided, That the wives of" as they appear in lines 13, 14, and 15
thereof, on page 786, volume 56, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu
thereof the words "points to current or new stations to which such
personnel may be subsequently ordered for duty, at which restrictive
conditions no longer prevail, under such regulations as the Secretary
of the Navy may prescribe, and without regard to cost of transpor-
tation previously provided for dependents and household effects to
such points: Provided, That the wives of".

(b) Strike out the words "personnel concerned have been so ordered
shall constitute authority" as they appear in line 26 thereof, on page
786, volume 56, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof the words
"personnel concerned have been so ordered, or that they have been
ordered to new duty stations or continued on current duty stations
where their dependents are not restricted from joining them, shall
constitute authority".

SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act to authorize the transportation
of dependents and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard under certain conditions, and for other pur-
poses", approved November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended, is
hereby further amended as follows:

(a) Strike out the words "United States, and from such points to
new stations in the United States to which such personnel may be
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law. He shall be carried in the grade or rank from which appointed. 
SEC. 4. When a vacancy shall exist in the office of Quartermaster 

General of the Marine Corps, the President may appoint to such office, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, an officer of the 
Marine Corps on the active list assigned to supply duty only of the 
rank of brigadier general, who shall hold office as such quartermaster 
general for a period of four years, unless sooner relieved. 
SEC. 5. In such numbers as may be required to meet the needs of 

the service officers of the line may be detailed for duty in the Supply 
Department for a period of four years unless sooner relieved. 
SEC. 6. The following laws and parts of laws are hereby repealed: 
(a) Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 609; 34 U. S. C. 625). Act 

of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 610; M U. S. C. 633). 
(b) Sections 3, 11, and 14 of the Act of May 29, 1934 (48 Stat. 811; 

34 U. S. C. 625a, 667c, 667f) . 
(c) Act of July 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 537 ; 31 U. S. C. 632a). 
(d) Act of March 24,1944 (58 Stat. 121; 34 U. S. C. 625b) . 
Spa. 7. All other laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provi-

sions of this Act are hereby amended accordingly. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 190] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Acts of October 14, 1942 (56 Stat. 786), as amended, and November 
28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended, so as to authorize transportation of depend-
ents and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Maxine Corps, and Coast 
Guard to overseas bases. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Section 1 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the transportation of dependents 
and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Marine Corps, Coast 
Guard, and Coast and Geodetic Survey, incident to secret or confi-
dential orders, and for other purposes", approved October 14, 1942 
(56 Stat. 786), as amended, is hereby further amended as follows: 

(a) Strike out the words "points to new stations in the United 
States to which such personnel may be subsequently ordered for duty, 
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe: 
Provided, That the wives of" as they appear in lines 13, 14, and 15 
thereof, on page 786, volume 56, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu 
thereof the words "points to current or new stations to which such 
personnel may be subsequently ordered for duty, at which restrictive 
conditions no longer prevail, under such regulations as the Secretary 
of the Navy may prescribe, and without regard to cost of transpor-
tation previously provided for dependents and household effects to 
such points: Provided, That the wives of". 

(b) Strike out the words "personnel concerned have been so ordered 
shall constitute authority" as they appear in line 26 thereof, on page 
786, volume 56, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof the words 
"personnel concerned have been so ordered, or that they have been 
ordered to new duty stations or continued on current duty stations 
where their dependents are not restricted from joining them, shall 
constitute authority". 
SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act to authorize the transportation 

of dependents and household effects of personnel of the Navy, Marine 
Corps, and Coast Guard under certain conditions, and for other pur-

ses", approved November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended, is 
hereby further amended as follows: 

(a) Strike out the words "United States, and from such points to 
new stations in the United States to which such personnel may be 
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subsequently ordered for duty" as they appear in lines 21 and 22 of
section 1 thereof, on page 593, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert
in lieu thereof the words "United States, and from such points to
current or new stations to which such personnel may be subsequently
ordered for duty".

(b) Strike out the words "or Government quarters for their depend-
ents are available" as they appear in line 24 of section 1 thereof, on
page 593, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof the
words "without regard to cost of transportation previously provided
for dependents and household effects to such points".

(c) Strike out the words "them, the wives of such personnel, or such
other responsible persons" as they appear in line 7, section 2 thereof
on page 594, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof
the words "them, or have been ordered to new duty stations at which
their dependents are not restricted from joining them, or have con-
tinued on current duty stations where restrictive conditions no longer
prevail, the wives of such personnel, or such other responsible persons".

SEC. 3. Section 1 of this Act shall be effective in all respects as pro-
vided in section 2 of the Act of October 14 1942 (56 Stat. 786), and 50 U. S. 0. app.

section 2 of this Act shall be effective in all respects as provided in
section 6 of the Act of November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended. 0 stt. . pp

Approved July 1, 1947. §s f.

[CHAPTER 191]
AN ACT

Relinquishing to the State of Illinois certain right, title, or interest of the United
States of America, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose
of enabling the State of Illinois to use the lands now occupied by the
Illinois and Michigan Canal for highway, park, recreational, or any
other public purposes, there is hereby relinquished to the State of
Illinois all such right, title, and interest, if any, as the United States
of America may have in and to any part of the land comprising the
right-of-way of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, as the same was
routed and constructed through the public lands of the United States
of America in the counties of Cook, Will, Grundy, Du Page and
La Salle, in the State of Illinois, pursuant to the provisions, insofar as
applicable, of the Acts of March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659), March 2, 1827
(4 Stat. 234), and March 2, 1833 (4 Stat. 662), and in and to any part
of the ninety feet of land on each side of the canal for the entire length
thereof referred to in the Act of March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659); on
condition, however, that if any of the lands with respect to which any
right, title, or interest is hereby relinquished by the United States of
America to the State of Illinois shall ever cease to be occupied and
used for highway, park, recreational, or any other public purposes
then, and in that event, all such right, title, and interest, if any, in or
to the lands which have ceased to be so occupied and used shall there-
upon revest in the United States of America.

SEC. 2. This Act shall affect only such right, title, and interest of
the United States of America in and to the lands described in section 1
hereof as may have been retained by the United States of America, in
fee simple, as a reversionary interest, or otherwise, under the Acts of
March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659), March 2, 1827 (4 Stat. 234), and March 2,
1833 (4 Stat. 662), and as has not been disposed of, prior to the
approval of this Act, by the United States of America.

SEC. 3. Provided that, to protect the rights of navigation in or over
the lands comprising the right-of-way of the Illinois and Michigan

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1628]

[Public Law 152]
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subsequently ordered for duty" as they appear in lines 21 and 22 of 
section 1 thereof, on page 593, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert 
in lieu thereof the words "United States, and from such points to 
current or new stations to which such personnel may be subsequently 
ordered for duty". 

(b) Strike out the words "or Government quarters for their depend-
ents are available" as they appear in line 24 of section 1 thereof, on 
page 593, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof the 
words "without regard to cost of transportation previously provided 
for dependents and household effects to such points". 

(c) Strike out the words "them, the wives of such personnel, or such 
other responsible persons" as they appear in line 7, section 2 thereof, 
on page 594, volume 57, Statutes at Large, and insert in lieu thereof 
the words "them, or have been ordered to new duty stations at which 
their dependents are not restricted from joining them, or have con-
tinued on current duty stations where restrictive conditions no longer 
prevail, the wives of such personnel, or such other responsible persons". 
SEC. 3. Section 1 of this Act shall be effective in all respects as pro-

vided in section 2 of the Act of October 14, 1942 (56 Stat. 786), and 
section 2 of this Act shall be effective in all respects as provided in 
section 6 of the Act of November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 593), as amended. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 191] 
AN ACT 

Relinquishing to the State of Illinois certain right, title, or interest of the United 
States of America, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose 
of enabling the State of Illinois to use the lands now occupied by the 
Illinois and Michigan Canal for highway, park, recreational, or any 
other public purposes, there is hereby relinquished to the State of 
Illinois all such right, title, and interest, if any, as the United States 
of America may have in and to any part of the land comprising the 
right-of-way of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, as the same was 
routed and constructed through the public lands of the United States 
of America in the counties of Cook, Will, Grundy, Du Page, and 
La Salle, in the State of Illinois, pursuant to the provisions, insofar as 
applicable, of the Acts of March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659), March 2, 1827 
(4 Stat. 234), and March 2, 1833 (4 Stat. 662), and in and to any part 
of the ninety feet of land on each side of the canal for the entire length 
thereof referred to in the Act of March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659) ; on 
condition, however, that if any of the lands with respect to which any 
right, title, or interest is hereby relinquished by the United States of 
America to the State of Illinois shall ever cease to be occupied and 
used for highway, park, recreational, or any other public purposes 
then, and in that event, all such right, title, and interest, if any, in or 
to the lands which have ceased to be so occupied and used shall there-
upon revest in the United States of America. 
SEC. 2. This Act shall affect only such right, title, and interest of 

the United States of America in and to the lands described in section 1 
hereof as may have been retained by the United States of America, in 
fee simple, as a reversionary interest, or otherwise, under the Acts of 
March 30, 1822 (3 Stat. 659) , March 2, 1827 (4 Stat. 234), and March 2, 
1833 (4 Stat. 662), and as has not been disposed of, prior to the 
approval of this Act, by the United States of America. 
SEC. 3. Provided that, to protect the rights of navigation in or over 

the lands comprising the right-of-way of the Illinois and Michigan 

50 U. S. C. app. 
§ 833. 

60 Stat. 5. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§ 8331. 
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Sections.

Removal of struo.
tures, etc.

July 1.1947
[1_ . R. 1845]

[Piublic Law 1531
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Enlisted Reserve
Corps.

Post, p. 239.

Canal and the ninety feet of land on each side of the canal in the sec-
tions or parts of sections hereinafter enumerated, the State of Illinois
or any authorized agent thereof shall not change in any manner the
physical conditions which exist at the time of the passage of this Act,
unless such changes have been recommended by the Chief of Engi-
neers and authorized by the Secretary of War; this to include con-
struction, erection, or removal of any structure, excavation, or depo-
sition of materials from or on such lands, and so forth. The sections
in which such reservations are made are as follows:

Sections 16, 21, 22, and the west half of section 15, township 33
north, range 1 east, of the third principal meridian, La Salle County,
Illinois.

The east half of section 13, township 33 north, range 2 east, of the
third principal meridian, La Salle County, Illinois; and section 18,
township 33 north, range 3 east, of the third principal meridian, La
Salle County, Illinois.

The east half of the east half of section 22, sections 23, 26, 25, and
36, township 34 north, range 8 east, of the third principal meridian,
Grundy County, Illinois; and sections 30, 31, 29, and 20, township 34
north, range 9 east, of the third principal meridian, Will County,
Illinois.

The east half of section 20, sections 21, 16, 10, 9, and 4, and the south
half of section 3, township 35 north, range 10 east, of the third prin-
cipal meridian, Will County, Illinois.

Section 14 and the east half of the east half of section 15, town-
ship 37 north, range 11 east, of the third principal meridian, Cook
and Du Page Counties, Illinois.

Sections 29, 28, 21, 16, 10, and 9, township 39 north, range 14 east,
of the third principal meridian, Cook County, Illinois. Authoriza-
tions issued under the provisions of this Act shall contain the fol-
lowing clause:

"If future operations by the United States require removal or altera-
tion in the structure or the work herein authorized, the State of Illinoiswill be required, upon due notice from the Secretary of War, to remove
or alter the work without expense to the United States so as to render
navigation reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed. No claim shall
be made against the United States on account of any such removal or
alteration.

Approved July 1, 1947.

AN ACT
To amend existing laws relating to military leave of certain employees of theUnited States or of the District of Columbia so as to equalize rights to leave ofabsence and reemployment for such employees who are members of the Enlistedor Officers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard or the Naval Reserve, and forother purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the thirdand fourth paragraphs under the subheading "Ordnance Stores and
Equipment for Reserve Officers' Training Corps" in the Act entitled
"An Act making appropriations for the support of the Army for thefiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, andfor other purposes", approved May 12, 1917 (40 Stat. 72; 10
U. S. C. A. 371), are hereby amended by inserting in each such para-graph after the words "the Officers' Reserve Corps" the words "or
the Enlisted Reserve Corps".

[61 STAT.
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Canal and the ninety feet of land on each side of the canal in the sec-
tions or parts of sections hereinafter enumerated, the State of Illinois 
or any authorized agent thereof shall not change in any manner the 
physical conditions which exist at the time of the passage of this Act, 
unless such changes have been recommended by the Chief of Engi-
neers and authorized by the Secretary of War; this to include con-
struction, erection, or removal of any structure, excavation, or depo-
sition of materials from or on such lands, and so forth. The sections 
in which such reservations are made are as follows: 

Sections 16, 21, 22, and the west half of section 15, township 33 
north, range 1 east, of the third principal meridian, La Salle County, 
Illinois. 
The east half of section 13, township 33 north, range 2 east, of the 

third principal meridian, La Salle County, Illinois; and section 18, 
township 33 north, range 3 east, of the third principal meridian, La 
Salle County, Illinois. 
The east half of the east half of section 22, sections 23, 26, 25, and 

36, township 34 north, range 8 east, of the third principal meridian, 
Grundy County, Illinois; and sections 30, 31, 29, and 20, township 34 
north, range 9 east, of the third principal meridian, Will County, 
Illinois. 
The east half of section 20, sections 21, 16, 10, 9, and 4, and the south 

half of section 3, township 35 north, range 10 east, of the third prin-
cipal meridian, Will County, Illinois. 

Section 14 and the east half of the east half of section 15, town-
ship 37 north, range 11 east, of the third principal meridian, Cook 
and Du Page Counties, Illinois. 

Sections 29, 28, 21, 16, 10, and 9, township 39 north, range 14 east, 
of the third principal meridian, Cook County, Illinois. Authoriza-
tions issued under the provisions of this Act shall contain the fol-
lowing clause: 

"If future operations by the United States require removal or altera-
tion in the structure or the work herein authorized, the State of Illinois 
will be required, upon due notice from the Secretary of War, to remove 
or alter the work without expense to the United States so as to render 
navigation reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed. No claim shall 
be made against the United States on account of any such removal or 
alteration." 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 192] 
AN ACT 

To amend existing laws relating to military leave of certain employees of the 
United States or of the District of Columbia so as to equalize rights to leave of 
absence and reemployment for such employees who are members of the Enlisted 
or Officers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard or the Naval Reserve, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) the third 
and fourth paragraphs under the subheading "Ordnance Stores and 
Equipment for Reserve Officers' Training Corps" in the Act entitled 
"An Act making appropriations for the support of the Army for the 
fiscal year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and eighteen, and 
for other purposes", approved May 12, 1917 (40 Stat. 72; 10 
U. S. C. A. 371), are hereby amended by inserting in each such para-
graph after the words "the Officers' Reserve Corps" the words "or 
the Enlisted Reserve Corps". 
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(b) The fourth paragraph under the subheading "Ordnance Stores
and Equipment for Reserve Officers' Training Corps" of the Act of
May 12, 1917, as amended, as it appears on page 72, volume 40,
Statutes at Large, is hereby amended by striking out the period at
the end of the said paragraph, substituting a colon therefor, and
adding the following proviso: "Provided further, That no existing
law shall be construed to prevent any member of the Officers' Reserve
Corps or the Enlisted Reserve Corps from accepting employment
in any civil branch of the public service nor from receiving the pay
incident to such employment in addition to any pay and allowances
to which he may be entitled under the laws relating to the Officers'
Reserve Corps and Enlisted Reserve Corps, nor as prohibiting him
from practicing his civilian profession or occupation before or in
connection with any department of the Federal Government."

SEC. 2. Section 80 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 203; 32
U. S. C. 75), is hereby amended by striking out the period as it
appears at the end of the said section, substituting a comma there-
for, and adding the following: "for periods not to exceed fifteen
days in any one calendar year: Provided, That all members of the
National Guard who are in the employ of the United States Govern-
ment or of the District of Columbia and who are ordered to duty
by proper authority shall, when relieved from duty, be restored to
the positions held by them when ordered to duty: Asnd provided
further, That no existing law shall be construed to prevent any mem-
ber of the National Guard from accepting employment in any civil
branch of the public service nor from receiving the pay incident
to such employment in addition to any pay and allowances to which
he may be entitled under the provisions of law relating to the
National Guard, nor as prohibiting him from practicing his civilian
profession or occupation before or in connection with any depart-
ment of the Federal Government."

SEC. 3. Section 9 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 1177;
34 U. S. C. Annotated 853g), as amended, is hereby further amended
by striking out the period as it appears at the end of the said section,
substituting a colon therefor, and adding the following proviso:
"And provided further, That all members of the Naval Reserve who
are in the employ of the United States Government or of the Dis-
trict of Columbia and who are ordered to duty by proper authority
shall, when relieved from duty, be restored to the positions held by
them when ordered to duty."

SEC. 4. The words "officers and employees of the United States or
of the District of Columbia" as used in the third paragraph, sub-
heading "Ordnance Stores and Equipment for Reserve Officers'
Training Corps", of the Act of May 12, 1917 (40 Stat. 72; 10 U. S. C.
Annotated 371), as now or hereafter amended, as used in that part
of section 80 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 203; 32 U. S. C.
75), as now or hereafter amended, which precedes the proviso, and
as used in the first proviso of section 9 of the Naval Reserve Act of
1938 (52 Stat. 1177; 34 U. S. C. Annotated 853 g), as now or here-
after amended, shall be construed to mean all officers and employees
of the United States or of the District of Columbia, permanent or
temporary indefinite, without regard to classifications or terminology
peculiar to the Federal Civil Service System.

Approved July 1, 1947.
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(b) The fourth paragraph under the subheading "Ordnance Stores 
and Equipment for Reserve Officers' Training Corps" of the Act of 
May 12, 1917, as amended, as it appears on page 72, volume 40, 
Statutes at Large, is hereby amended by striking out the period at 
the .end of the said paragraph, substituting a colon therefor, and 
adding the following proviso: "Provided further, That no existing 
law shall be construed to prevent any member of the Officers' Reserve 
Corps or the Enlisted Reserve Corps from accepting employment 
in any civil branch of the public service nor from receiving the pay 
incident to such employment in addition to any pay and allowances 
to which he may be entitled under the laws relating to the Officers' 
Reserve Corps and Enlisted Reserve Corps, nor as prohibiting him 
from practicing his civilian profession or occupation before or in 
connection with any department of the Federal Government." 
SEC. 2. Section 80 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 203; 32 

U. S. C. 75), is hereby amended by striking out the period as it 
appears at the end of the said section, substituting a comma there-
for, and adding the following: "for periods not to exceed fifteen 
days in any one calendar year: Provided, That all members of the 
National Guard who are in the employ of the United States Govern-
ment or of the District of Columbia and who are ordered to duty 
by proper authority shall, when relieved from duty, be restored to 
the positions held by them when ordered to duty: And provided 
further, That no existing law shall be construed to prevent any mem-
ber of the National Guard from accepting employment in any civil 
branch of the public service nor from receiving the pay incident 
to such employment in addition to any pay and allowances to which 
he may be entitled under the provisions of law relating to the 
National Guard, nor as prohibiting him from practicing his civilian 
profession or occupation before or in connection with any depart-
ment of the Federal Government." 
SEC. 3. Section 9 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 1177; 

34 U. S. C. Annotated 853g), as amended, is hereby further amended 
by striking out the period as it appears at the end of the said section, 
substituting a colon therefor, and adding the following provit,o: 
"And provided further, That all members of the Naval Reserve who 
are in the employ of the United States Government or of the Dis-
trict of Columbia and who are ordered to duty by proper authority 
shall, when relieved from duty, be restored to the positions held by 
them when ordered to duty." 
SEC. 4. The words "officers and employees of the United States or 

of the District of Columbia" as used in the third paragraph, sub-
heading "Ordnance Stores and Equipment for Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps", of the Act of May 12, 1917 (40 Stat. 72; 10 U. S. C. 
Annotated 371), as now or hereafter amended, as used in that part 
of section 80 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 203; 32 U. S. C. 
75), as now or hereafter amended, which precedes the proviso, and 
as used in the first proviso of section 9 of the Naval Reserve Act of 
1938 (52 Stat. 1177; 34 U. S. C. Annotated 853g), as now or here-
after amended, shall be construed to mean all officers and employees 
of the United States or of the District of Columbia, permanent or 
temporary indefinite, without regard to classifications or terminology 
peculiar to the Federal Civil Service System. 

Approved July 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 193]
AN ACT

To provide seniority benefits for certain officers and members of the Metropolitan
Police force and of the Fire Department of the District of Columbia who are
veterans of World War II and lost opportunity for promotion by reason of their
service in the armed forces of the United States.

b

fi

[CHAPTER 194]
AT A fC'

July 1, 1947 -
[H. R. 2237] To correct an error in section 342 (b) (8) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as

[Public Law 1561 amended.

Nationality Act of
1940, amendment.

54 Stat. 1161; 68
Stat. 755.

8 U. S. o. 742 (b)
(S).

Fees for furnishing
copies of records.

Copies furnished
without charge.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 342
(b) (8) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (58 Stat. 745;
U.S. C.,Supp. 742 (b) (8)), is amended to read as follows:

"(8) Reasonable fees, with the approval of the Attorney General,
in cases where such fees have not been established by law, to cover
the cost of furnishing copies, whether certified or uncertified, of any
part of the records, or information from the records, of the Service.
Such fees shall not exceed a maximum of 25 cents per folio, with a
minimum fee of 50 cents for any one such service, in addition to a
fee of $1 for any official certification furnished under seal. No such
fee shall be required from officers or agencies of the United States
or of any State or any subdivision thereof, for such copies or infor-
mation furnished for official use in connection with the official duties
of such officers or agencies."

Approved July 1, 1947.
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July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1997]

[Public Law 1541

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
District of Colum- United States of America in Congress assenbled, That (a) any officer
seniority rights for or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of the Fire Depart-

irtpcemenand ment of the District of Columbia, who served in the armed forces of
the United States during the period beginning May 1, 1940, and ending
December 31, 1946, and (1) whose name appeared during such service
(as a result of a regular or reopened competitive examination for pro-
motion) on any civil-service register with respect to such force or
department for promotion to a higher rank or grade, or (2) whose
name appeared on such a register as a result of a reopened examination
taken subsequent to his release, shall, for the purpose of determining
his seniority rights and service in such rank or grade, be held to have
been promoted to such rank or grade as of the earliest date on which an
eligible standing lower on the same promotion register received a pro-
motion either permanently or temporarily to such rank or grade.

Reenlistment. (b) No officer or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of the
Fire Department of the District of Columbia shall be entitled to the
benefits of this section who has reenlisted after June 1, 1945, in the
Regular Military Establishment or after February 1, 1945, in the
Regular Naval Establishment.

Rank and p a y
, re- SEC. 2. No officer or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of

the Fire Department of the District of Columbia shall, by reason of
the enactment of this Act, be (1) reduced in rank or grade, or (2)
entitled to any compensation for any period prior to the date of
enactment of this Act.

Approved July 1, 1947.

s
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[CHAPTER 193] 
AN ACT 

To provide seniority benefits for certain officers and members of the Metropolitan 
Police force and of the Fire Department of the District of Columbia who are 
veterans of World War II and lost opportunity for promotion by reason of their 
service in the armed forces of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) any officer 
or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of the Fire Depart-
ment of the District of Columbia, who served in the armed forces of 
the United States during the period beginning May 1, 1940, and ending 
December 31, 1946, and (1) whose name appeared during such service 
(as a result of a regular or reopened competitive examination for pro-
motion) on any civil-service register with respect to such force or 
department for promotion to a higher rank or grade, or (2) whose 
name appeared on such a register as a result of a reopened examination 
taken subsequent to his release, shall, for the purpose of determining 
his seniority rights and service in such rank or grade, be held to have 
been promoted to such rank or grade as of the earliest date on which an 
eligible standing lower on the same promotion register received a pro-
motion either permanently or temporarily to such rank or grade. 

(b) No officer or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of the 
Fire Department of the District of Columbia shall be entitled to the 
benefits of this section who has reenlisted after June 1, 1945, in the 
Regular Military Establishment or after February 1, 1945, in the 
Regular Naval Establishment. 
SEC. 2. No officer or member of the Metropolitan Police force or of 

the Fire Department of the District of Columbia shall, by reason of 
the enactment of this Act, be (1) reduced in rank or grade, or (2) 
entitled to any compensation for any period prior to the date of 
enactment of this Act. 

Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 194] 
AN ACT 

To correct an error in section 342 (b) (8) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as 
amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 342 
(b) (8) of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (58 Stat. 745; 
U. S. C.,_Supp. 742 (b) (8) ), is amended to read as follows: 

"(8) Reasonable fees, with the approval of the Attorney General, 
in cases where such fees have not been established by law, to cover 
the cost of furnishing copies, whether certified or uncertified, of any 
part of the records, or information from the records, of the Service. 
Such fees shall not exceed a maximum of 25 cents per folio, with a. 
minimum fee of 50 cents for any one such service, in addition to a 
fee of $1 for any official certification furnished under seal. No such 
fee shall be required from officers or agencies of the United States 
or of any State or any subdivision thereoft for such copies or infor-
mation furnished for official use in connection with the official duties 
of such officers or agencies." 
Approved July 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 195]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To grant authority for the erection of a permanent building for the American
National Red Cross, District of Columbia Chapter, Washington, District of
Columbia.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That authority be, and is
hereby, given to the American National Red Cross to erect upon the
south half of square 104 in the city of Washington, District of Colum-
bia, a permanent building for the use of the District of Columbia
Chapter, American National Red Cross, in connection with its work,
in cooperation with the Government of the United States and its
responsibilities under its charter granted by the Congress of the
United States.

SEC. 2. That the plans of the proposed building shall first be
approved by the American National Red Cross, the Commission of
Fine Arts and the National Capital Park and Planning Commission
and the erection and design thereof shall be under the supervision of
the Administrator of the Federal Works Agency in accordance with
the provisions of the Public Buildings Act of May 25, 1926, as amended
and as hereby further amended.

SEC. 3. That the cost of the removal of the buildings on this site
shall be borne by the American National Red Cross, District of Colum-
bia Chapter, without expense to the United States.

SEC. 4. That said permanent building shall remain the property of
the United States but under the supervision of the Administrator of
the Federal Works Agency and the American National Red Cross,
District of Columbia Chapter, shall, at all times be charged with the
responsibility, care, keeping, and maintenance of said building with-
out expense to the United States.

SEC. 5. That moneys of the American National Red Cross, District
of Columbia Chapter, available for the construction of the aforesaid
building, including any amount administratively determined necessary
for the payment of salaries and expenses of personnel engaged upon
the preparation of plans and specifications, field supervision, and gen-
eral office expenses, may be transferred to and expended by the Public
Buildings Administration of the Federal Works Agency, and such
funds may be consolidated in the books of the Treasury Department
into a special account for direct expenditure in the prosecution of said
work, and the Commissioner of Public Buildings is authorized to pre-
pare drawings and specifications for this building prior to the approval
by the Attorney General of the title to such acquisition.

SEC. 6. That said building shall be appropriate in design and char-
acter and shall be used by the American National Red Cross District
of Columbia Chapter, and shall cost not less than $1,0000000: Provided,
That this expenditure shall include complete equipment.

SEC. 7. That the person, firm, or corporation which the Commis-
sioner of Public Buildings shall select to furnish professional archi-
tectural and engineering services required for the project shall be
chosen from nominations made by the American National Red Cross,
District of Columbia Chapter.

SEC. 8. That the National Capital Housing Authority is hereby
authorized and directed to transfer to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Works Administrator such part of the site for said building as is now
under the jurisdiction of said Authority: Provided, That the Treas-
urer of the United States is authorized and directed to credit said
Authority with the fair market value, at the date of transfer, of the
property so transferred: Provided further, That the Federal Works

95347°-4--pt. 1---16
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[CHAPTER 195] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To grant authority for the erection of a permanent building for the American 
National Red Cross, District of Columbia Chapter, Washington, District of 
Columbia. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That authority be, and is 
hereby, given to the American National Red Cross to erect upon the 
south half of square 104 in the city of Washington, District of Colum-
bia, a permanent building for the use of the District of Columbia 
Chapter, American National Red Cross, in connection with its work, 
in cooperation with the Government of the United States and its 
responsibilities under its charter granted by the Congress of the 
United States. 
SEC. 2. That the plans of the proposed building shall first be 

approved by the American National Red Cross, the Commission of 
Fine Arts and the National Capital Park and Planning Commission 
and the erection and design thereof shall be under the supervision of 
the Administrator of the Federal Works Agency in accordance with 
the provisions of the Public Buildings Act of May 25, 1926, as amended 
and as hereby further amended. 
SEC. 3. That the cost of the removal of the buildings on this site 

shall be borne by the American National Red Cross, District of Colum-
bia Chapter, without expense to the United States. 
SEC. 4. That said permanent building shall remain the property of 

the United States but under the supervision of the Administrator of 
the Federal Works Agency and the American National Red Cross, 
District of Columbia Chapter, shall, at all times be charged with the 
responsibility, care, keeping, and maintenance of said building with-
out expense to the United States. 
SEC. 5. That moneys of the American National Red Cross, District 

of Columbia Chapter, available for the construction of the aforesaid 
building, including any amount administratively determined necessary 
for the payment of salaries and expenses of personnel engaged upon 
the preparation of plans and specifications, field supervision, and gen-
eral office expenses, may be transferred to and expended by the Public 
Buildings Administration of the Federal Works Agency, and such 
funds may be consolidated in the books of the Treasury 3epartment 
into a special account for direct expenditure in the prosecution of said 
-work, and the Commissioner of Public Buildings is authorized to pre-
pare drawings and specifications for this building prior to the approval 
by the Attorney General of the title to such acquisition. 
SEC. 6. That said building shall be appropriate in design and char-

acter and shall be used by the American National Red Cross, District 
of Columbia Chapter, and shall cost not less than $1,000,000 Provided, 
That this expenditure shall include complete equipment. 
SEC. 7. That the person, firm, or corporation which the Commis-

sioner of Public Buildings shall select to furnish professional archi-
tectural and engineering services required for the project shall be 
chosen from nominations made by the American National Red Cross, 
District of Columbia Chapter. 
SEC. 8. That the National Capital Housing Authority is hereby 

authorized and directed to transfer to the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Works Administrator such part of the site for said building as is now 
under the jurisdiction of said Authority: Provided, That the Treas-
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Administrator is hereby authorized to utilize the property so trans-
ferred, as well as that part of the site already under his jurisdiction,
for the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 9. That the Federal Works Administrator, through the Public
Buildings Administration, is hereby authorized to furnish steam from
the central heating plant for the heating of said building, such steam
to be paid for by the American National Red Cross, District of Colum-
bia Chapter, at such reasonable rates, not less than cost, as may be
determined by the Federal Works Administrator: Provided, That the
Federal Works Administrator, through the Public Buildings Admin-
istration, is authorized to prepare plans and specifications and to
supervise and to contract for the work necessary to connect said build-
ing with the Government mains and to pay the cost of such work and
services, including administrative expenses, from the funds consoli-
dated into the Treasury pursuant to section 5 thereof.

SEC. 10. The enactment of this joint resolution shall not be con-
strued as establishing a policy of the United States Government to
furnish building sites for Red Cross chapters or any eleemosynary
institution at any other place.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 196]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a memorial to the Marine
Corps dead of all wars.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
Marine corps me- States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the

mortal in D c.
Interior is authorized and directed to grant authority to the Marine
Corps League, Incorporated, to erect a memorial on public grounds
in the District of Columbia in honor and in commemoration of the
men of the United States Marine Corps who have given their lives to
their country.

Approval of design SEC. 2. The design and the site of such memorial shall be approved
by the National Commission of Fine Arts, and the United States shall
be put to no expense in or by the erection thereof.

Time limitation. EC. 3. The authority conferred pursuant to this joint resolution
shall lapse unless (1) the erection of such memorial is commenced
within five years from the date of passage of this joint resolution, and
(2) prior to its commencement funds are certified available in an
amount sufficient, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior,
to insure completion of the memorial.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 202]

July 1.1947
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AN ACT
To further amend section 10 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as to pro-

vide for the clothing allowance of enlisted men of the Army, Marine Corps,
and Marine Corps Reserve.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 10 of
the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended, is hereby further
amended by changing the last paragraph of the said section to read as
follows:

"Hereafter the President may prescribe the quantity and kind of
clothing which shall be furnished annually to enlisted men of the
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the Naval Reserve, the
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Administrator is hereby authorized to utilize the property so trans-
ferred, as well as that part of the site already under his jurisdiction, 
for the purposes of this Act. 
SEC. 9. That the Federal Works Administrator, through the Public 

Buildings Administration, is hereby authorized to furnish steam from 
the central heating plant for the heating of said building, such steam 
to be paid for by the American National Red Cross, District of Colum-
bia Chapter, at such reasonable rates, not less than cost, as may be 
determined by the Federal Works Administrator: Provided, That the 
Federal Works Administrator, through the Public Buildings Admin-
istration, is authorized to prepare plans and specifications and to 
supervise and to contract for the work necessary to connect said build-
ing with the Government mains and to pay the cost of such work and 
services, including administrative expenses, from the funds consoli-
dated into the Treasury pursuant to section 5 thereof. 
SEC. 10. The enactment of this joint resolution shall not be con-

strued as establishing a policy of the United States Government to 
furnish building sites for Red Cross chapters or any eleemosynary 
institution at any other place. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 196] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a memorial to the Marine 
Corps dead of all wars. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the 
Interior is authorized and directed to grant authority to the Marine 
Corps League, Incorporated, to erect a memorial on public grounds 
in the District of Columbia in honor and in commemoration of the 
men of the United States Marine Corps who have given their lives to 
their country. 
SEC. 2. The design and the site of such memorial shall be approved 

by the National Commission of Fine Arts, and the United States shall 
be put to no expense in or by the erection thereof. 
SEC. 3. The authority conferred pursuant to this joint resolution 

shall lapse unless (1) the erection of such memorial is commenced 
within .five years from the date of passage of this joint resolution, and 
(2) prior to its commencement funds are certified available in an 
amount sufficient, in the judgment of the Secretary of the Interior, 
to insure completion of the memorial. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 202] 
AN ACT 

To further amend section 10 of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, so as to pro-
vide for the clothing allowance of enlisted men of the Army, Marine Corps, 
and Marine Corps Reserve. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 10 of 
the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended, is hereby further 
amended by changing the last paragraph of the said section to read as 
follows: 
"Hereafter the President may prescribe the quantity and kind of 

clothing which shall be furnished annually to enlisted men of the 
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the Naval Reserve, the 
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Marine Corps Reserve, and the Coast Guard Reserve, and he may pre-
scribe the amount of a cash allowance to be paid to such enlisted men
in any case in which clothing is not so furnished to them."

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 203]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy to pay certain
expenses incident to training, attendance, and participation of personnel of
the Army of the United States and of the naval service, respectively, in the
Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and the Fourteenth Olympic Games
and for future Olympic games.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War and the Secretary of the Navy are hereby authorized to direct
the training and attendance of personnel of the Army of the United
States and of the naval service, respectively, as participants in the
Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and the Fourteenth Olympic
Games and future Olympic games: Provided, That the Secretary of
War is further authorized to direct the training and attendance of
animals of the Army of the United States for such games: Provided
further, That the expenses in amounts not to exceed $75,000 for the
Army and $50,000 for the Navy, incident to the training, attendance,
and participation in the Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and
the Fourteenth Olympic Games, including the use of such supplies
material, and equipment as in the opinion of the Secretary of War and
the Secretary of the Navy, respectively, may be necessary, may be
charged to the appropriations for the support of the Army and appro-
priations for the Navy Department and the naval service, respectively,
for the fiscal years 1948 and 1949: And provided further, That appli-
cable allowances which are or may be fixed by law or regulations for
participation in other military activities shall not be exceeded.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 204]
AN ACT

To authorize the transfer to the Panama Canal of property which is surplus to the
needs of the War Department or Navy Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the War Depart-
ment and the Navy Department are authorized to transfer to the Pan-
ama Canal, regardless of present location and without charge to the
Panama Canal, materials, supplies, tools, and equipment of every
character, including structures, vessels, and floating equipment, which
are surplus to the needs of the department having title thereto and
which may be certified by the Governor of the Panama Canal as nec-
essary for the care, maintenance, operation, improvement, sanitation,
and government of the Panama Canal and Canal Zone.

Approved July 2, 1947.

[CHAPTER 206]
AN Ar"T'
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Marine Corps Reserve, and the Coast Guard Reserve, and he may pre-
scribe the amount of a cash allowance to be paid to such enlisted men 
in any case in which clothing is not so furnished to them." 
Approved July 1, 1947. 
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AN ACT 
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expenses incident to training, attendance, and participation of personnel of [Public Law 159] 
the Army of the United States and of the naval service, respectively, in the 
Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and the Fourteenth Olympic Games 
and for future Olympic games. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War and the Secretary of the Navy are hereby authorized to direct 
the training and attendance of personnel of the Army of the United 
States and of the naval service, respectively, as participants in the 
Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and the Fourteenth Olympic 
Games and future Olympic games: Provided, That the Secretary of 
War is further authorized to direct the training and attendance of 
animals of the Army of the United States for such games: Provided 
further, That the expenses in amounts not to exceed $75,000 for the 
Army and $50,000 for the Navy, incident to the training, attendance, 
and participation in the Seventh Winter Sports Olympic Games and 
the Fourteenth Olympic Games, including the use of such supplies, 
material, and equipment as in the opinion of the Secretary of War and 
the Secretary of the Navy, respectively, may be necessary, may be 
charged to the appropriations for the support of the Army and appro-
priations for the Navy Department and the naval service, respectively, 
for the fiscal years 1948 and 1949: And provided further, That appli-
cable allowances which are or may be fixed by law or regulations for 
participation in other military activities shall not be exceeded. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 204] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the transfer to the Panama Canal of property which is surplus to the 
needs of the War Department or Navy Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the War Depart-
ment and the Navy Department are authorized to transfer to the Pan-
ama Canal, regardless of present location and without charge to the 
Panama Canal, materials, supplies, tools, and equipment of every 
character, including structures, vessels, and floating equipment, which 
are surplus to the needs of the department having title thereto and 
which may be certified by the Governor of the Panama Canal as nec-
essary for the care, maintenance, operation, improvement, sanitation, 
and government of the Panama Canal and Canal Zone. 
Approved July 2, 1947. 
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Post, p. 588.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT REPORTS

There is hereby appropriated such amount as may be necessary to
enable the Office of Government Reports to continue in operation at
the same rate and under the same authority as provided for such agency
in the fiscal year 1947 until the date of enactment of the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act, 1948.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs is hereby authorized to dis-
burse, during the month of July 1947, one-twelfth of the amount pro-
vided in each appropriation for the Veterans' Administration included
in H. R. 3839 as passed by the House of Representatives and there are
hereby appropriated such amounts as may be necessary for such dis-
bursements: Provided, That amounts expended hereunder shall be
deducted from such appropriation for 1948 when H. R. 3839 is enacted
into law.

Automobiles and other conveyances for disabled veterans: The
authority and funds provided under this heading in the First Sup-
plemental Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public Law 663, 79th Congress)
are hereby continued available until June 30,1948.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The following sums are appropriated for the District of Columbia
out of any money in the Treasury to the credit of the District of
Columbia not otherwise appropriated, toward expenses for the fiscal
year ending June 30,1948:

Employees' compensation fund, $15,000.
Repairs and maintenance of buildings and grounds, public schools,

$50,000.
Operating expenses, Public Library, $10,000.
Operating expenses, Recreation Department, $50,000.
Salaries and expenses, Metropolitan Police, $10,000.
Salaries and expenses, Fire Department, $10,000.
Policemen's and Firemen's Relief, $50,000.
Salaries and expenses, agency services, Public Welfare, $205,000.
Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings,

Public Works, $50,000.
Operating expenses, Electrical Division, Public Works, $10,000.
Salaries and expenses, Central Garage, Public Works, $10,000.
Operating expenses, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from

highway fund), $50,000.
Salaries and expenses, Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable

from highway fund), $10,000.
Salaries and expenses, Division of Trees and Parking (payable from

highway fund), $10,000.
Operating expenses, Refuse Division, Public Works, $150,000.
Operating expenses, Sewer Division, Public Works, $50,000.
Capital outlay, Sewer Division, Public Works, $50,000.
Operating expenses, Washington Aqueduct (payable from water

fund), $23,000.
The foregoing sums for the District of Columbia shall, unless other-

wise specifically provided, be paid out of the general fund of the Dis-
trict of Columbia as defined in the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act, 1947, and shall be deducted from the appropriations for the
same purposes contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Act, 1948, when enacted into law.

Post, p. 604.
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INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT REPORTS 

There is hereby appropriated such amount as may be necessary to 
enable the Office of Government Reports to continue in operation at 
the same rate and under the same authority as provided for such agency 
in the fiscal year 1947 until the date of enactment of the Independent 
Offices Appropriation Act, 1948. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs is hereby authorized to dis-
burse, during the month of July 1947, one-twelfth of the amount pro-
vided in each appropriation for the Veterans' Administration included 
in H. R. 3839 as passed by the House of Representatives and there are 
hereby appropriated such amounts as may be necessary for such dis-
bursements: Provided, That amounts expended hereunder shall be 
deducted from such appropriation for 1948 when H. R. 3839 is enacted 
into law. 
Automobiles and other conveyances for disabled veterans: The 

authority and funds provided under this heading in the First Sup-
plemental Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public Law 663, 79th Congress) 
are hereby continued available until June 30, 1948. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

The following sums are appropriated for the District of Columbia 
out of any money in the Treasury to the credit of the District of 
Columbia not otherwise appropriated, toward expenses for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948: 

Employees' compensation fund, $15,000. 
Repairs and maintenance of buildings and grounds, public schools, 

$50,000. 
Operating expenses, Public Library, $10,000. 
Operating expenses, Recreation Department, $50,000. 
Salaries and expenses, Metropolitan Police, $10,000. 
Salaries and expenses, Fire Department, $10,000. 
Policemen's and Firemen's Relief, $50,000. 
Salaries and expenses, agency services, Public Welfare, $205,000. 
Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings, 

Public Works, $50,000. 
Operating expenses, Electrical Division, Public Works, $10,000. 
Salaries and expenses, Central Garage, Public Works, $10,000. 
Operating expenses, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from 

highway fund), $50,000. 
Salaries and expenses, Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable 

from highway fund), $10,000. 
Salaries and expenses, Division of Trees and Parking (payable from 

highway fund), $10,000. 
Operating expenses, Refuse Division, Public Works, $150,000. 
Operating expenses, Sewer Division, Public Works, $50,000. 
Capital outlay, Sewer Division, Public Works, $50,000. 
Operating expenses, Washington Aqueduct (payable from water 

fund), $23,000. 
The foregoing sums for the District of Columbia shall, unless other-

wise specifically provided, be paid out of the general fund of the Dis-
trict of Columbia as defined in the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act, 1947, and shall be deducted from the appropriations for the 
same purposes contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation 
Act, 1948, when enacted into law. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

Control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest:
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture, during July 1947, to control
and eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest as authorized by
the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8), and the Act of May 29,
1884, as amended (7 U. S. C. 391; 21 U. S. C. 111-122), including
expenses in accordance with section 2 of said Public Law 8, $5,000,000,
to be merged with the appropriation made under this head in the
Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public Law 122).

SUGAR RATIONING ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
perform, during July 1947, the functions and duties vested in him by
the Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947 (Public Law 30), $750,000,
including personal services in the District of Columbia; services as
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946; printing and
binding; not to exceed $10,000 for test purchases of commodities and
ration currency for enforcement purposes; and hire of passenger motor
vehicles: Provided, That not to exceed $40,000 may be transferred to
the regular departmental appropriation for penalty mail as required
by the Act of June 28, 1944: Provided further, That of the amount
herein $400,000 shall be available exclusively for terminal leave.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to incur obliga-
tions for administrative and force account expenses for the continued
operation of any activity of the Department of the Interior for which
provision is made in H. R. 3123, a bill making appropriations for the
Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948,
and for other purposes, or in any Senate amendment thereto, but for
which obligations may not be incurred under the provisions of section
102 of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public
Law 122), and for War Agency Liquidation in accordance with the
terms of the Budget estimate contained in House Document Num-
bered 312: Provided, That such obligations shall not exceed the rate
of obligation provided for such activity for the fiscal year 1947:
Provided further, That the authority conferred hereunder shall con-
tinue until July 31, 1947, or until the date of enactment of H. R. 3123
into law, whichever is the earlier date, except in the case of War
Agency Liquidation, which authority shall extend until the date of
approval of the appropriation Act providing the supplemental appro-
priation for this activity for the fiscal year 1948.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

UNITED STATES CONCILIATION SERVICE

For salaries and expenses from July 1, 1947, to August 21, 1947,
United States Conciliation Service, including printing and binding,
travel, penalty mail, and all expenses authorized for such service in
the Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1947, $430,000.

SEC. 2. Section 102 of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1947, is amended by striking out the last two words of such sec-
tion and by inserting in lieu thereof the following: "provisions of
such appropriation Acts as passed by the House or of any Senate

Post, pp. 532, 617.

Ante, p. 7.

23 Stat. 31.
Ante, p. 7.

Ante, p. 185.

Ante, p. 35; post,
p. 618.

60 Stat. 810.
5 U.S. C. § 55a.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. §§ 321c-

321h.
Post, p. 450.

Post, p. 460.

Ante, p. 187.

Post, pp. 460, 
8

20.

Post, p. 460.

Pot, p. 620.

60 Stat. 680.

Ante, p. 187.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

Control and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest: 
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture, during July 1947, to control 
and eradicate foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest as authorized by 
the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8) , and the Act of May 29, 
1884, as amended (7 U. S. C. 391; 21 U. S. C. 111-122), including 
expenses in accordance with section 2 of said Public Law 8, $5,000,000, 
to be merged with the appropriation made under this head in the 
Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public Law 122). 

SUGAR RATIONING ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to 
perform, during July 1947, the functions and duties vested in him by 
the Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947 (Public Law 30), $750,000, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia; services as 
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946; printing and 
binding; not to exceed $10,000 for test purchases of commodities and 
ration currency for enforcement purposes; and hire of passenger motor 
vehicles: Provided, That not to exceed $40,000 may be transferred to 
the regular departmental appropriation for penalty mail as required 
by the Act of June 28, 1944: Provided further, That of the amount 
herein $400,000 shall be available exclusively for terminal leave. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to incur obliga-
tions for administrative and force account expenses for the continued 
operation of any activity of the Department of the Interior for which 
provision is made in H. R. 3123, a bill making appropriations for the 
Department of the Interior for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, 
and for other purposes, or in any Senate amendment thereto, but for 
whieh obligations may not be incurred under the provisions of section 
102 of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947 (Public 
Law 122), and for War Agency Liquidation in accordance with the 
terms of the Budget estimate contained in House Document Num-
bered 312: Provided, That such obligations shall not exceed the rate 
of obligation provided for such activity for the fiscal year 1947: 
Provided further, That the authority conferred hereunder shall con-
tinue until July 31, 1947, or until the date of enactment of H. R. 3123 
into law, whichever is the earlier date, except in the case of War 
Agency Liquidation, which authority shall extend until the date of 
approval of the appropriation Act providing the supplemental appro-
priation for this activity for the fiscal year 1948. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

ITNIIM STATES CONCILIATION SERVICE 

For salaries and expenses from July 1, 1947, to August 21, 1947, 
United States Conciliation Service, including printing and binding, 
travel, penalty mail, and all expenses authorized for such service in 
the Department of Labor Appropriation Act, 1947, $430,000. 

SEc. 2. Section 102 of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation 
Act, 1947, is amended by striking out the last two words of such sec-
tion and by inserting in lieu thereof the following: "provisions of 
such appropriation Acts as passed by the House or of any Senate 
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Administrative and
force account expenses.

Termination of au-
thority.

Short title.

amendment thereto: Provided, That such obligations shall be limited
to administrative and force account expenses and not exceed the rate
of obligation under any corresponding appropriation for the fiscal
year 1947: Provided further, That the authority conferred hereunder
shall continue until July 31, 1947, or until the date of enactment of
such appropriation Act, whichever is the earlier date: Provided fur-
ther, That in the case of any activity (including the District of
Columbia) for which funds were provided by Congress for 1947 and
for which an estimate for the fiscal year 1948 was submitted by the
President to the Congress prior to July 2, 1947, but for which no pro-
vision for an appropriation is contained in any bill pending in Con-
gress on July 1, 1947, obligations therefor for administrative and force
account expenses may be incurred at a rate not to exceed the rate of
obligation under any corresponding appropriation for the fiscal year
1947 or the budget estimate for 1948, whichever is the smaller, but the
authority conferred under this proviso shall expire on whichever of
the following dates first occurs: (1) on July 31, 1947, (2) the date
of enactment of an appropriation Act making an appropriation for
such activity, or (3) the date both Houses shall have acted and failed
to make an appropriation for such activity".

SEC. 3. This Act may be cited as the "Emergency Appropriation
Act, 1948".

Approved July 3, 1947.

[CHAPTER 207]
July 7,1947 AN ACT
[. R. 775] For the establishment of the Commission on Organization of the Executive[Public Law 162] Branch of the Government.

Commission on Or-
ganization of the Ex-
ecutive Branch of the
Government.

Post, p. 696.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

DECLARATION OF POLICY

SECTION 1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress to
promote economy, efficiency, and improved service in the transaction of
the public business in the departments, bureaus, agencies, boards, com-
missions, offices, independent establishments, and instrumentalities of
the executive branch of the Government by-

(1) limiting expenditures to the lowest amount consistent with
the efficient performance of essential services, activities, and
functions;

(2) eliminating duplication and overlapping of services, activ-
ties, and functions;

(3) consolidating services, activities, and functions of a similar
nature;

(4) abolishing services, activities, and functions not necessary
to the efficient conduct of government; and

(5) defining and limiting executive functions, services, and
activities.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMISSION ON ORGANIZATION OF THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH

SEC. 2. For the purpose of carrying out the policy set forth in sec-
tion 1 of this Act, there is hereby established a bipartisan commission
to be known as the Commission on Organization of the Executive
Branch of the Government (in this Act referred to as the "Com-
mission").
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amendment thereto: Provided, That such obligations shall be limited 
to administrative and force account expenses and not exceed the rate 
of obligation under any corresponding appropriation for the fiscal 
year 1947: Provided further, That the authority conferred hereunder 
shall continue until July 31, 1947, or until the date of enactment of 
such appropriation Act, whichever is the earlier date: Provided fur-
ther, That in the case of any activity (including the District of 
Columbia) for which funds were provided by Congress for 1947 and 
for which an estimate for the fiscal year 1948 was submitted by the 
President to the Congress prior to July 2, 1947, but for which nopro-
vision for an appropriation is contained in any bill pending inCon-
gress on July 1, 1947, obligations therefor for administrative and force 
account expenses may be incurred at a rate not to exceed the rate of 
obligation under any corresponding appropriation for the fiscal year 
1947 or the budget estimate for 1948, whichever is the smaller, but the 
authority conferred under this proviso shall expire on whichever of 
the following dates first occurs: (1) on July 31, 1947, (2) the date 
of enactment of an appropriation Act making an appropriation for 
such activity, or (3) the date both Houses shall have acted and failed 
to make an appropriation for such activity". 

SEC. 3. This Act may be cited as the "Emergency Appropriation 
Act, 1948". 
Approved July 3, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 207] 
AN ACT 

For the establishment of the Commission on Organization of the Executive 
Branch of the Government. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

DECLARATION OF POLICY 

SECTION 1. It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress to 
promote economy, efficiency, and improved service in the transaction of 
the public business in the departments, bureaus, agencies, boards, com-
missions, offices, independent establishments, and. instrumentalities of 
the executive branch of the Government by— 

(1) limiting expenditures to the lowest amount consistent with 
the efficient performance of essential services, activities, and 
functions; 

(2) eliminating duplication and overlapping of services, activ-
ties, and functions; 

(3) consolidating services, activities, and functions of a similar 
nature; 

(4) abolishing services, activities, and functions not necessary 
to the efficient conduct of government; and 

(5) defining and limiting executive functions, services, and 
activities. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF 1HE COMMISSION ON ORGANIZATION OF TRY: 
FA-PC(11'1V P. BRANCH 

SEC. 2. For the purpose of carrying out the policy set forth in sec-
tion 1 of this Act, there is hereby established a bipartisan commission 
to be known as the Commission on Organization of the Executive 
Branch of the Government (in this Act referred to as the "Com-
mission"). 
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 3. (a) NUMBER AND APPOINTMENT.-The Commission shall be
composed of twelve members as follows:

(1) Four appointed by the President of the United States, two
from the executive branch of the Government and two from private
life;

(2) Four appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate,
two from the Senate and two from private life; and

(3) Four appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, two from the House of Representatives and two from private
life.

(b) POLITICAL AFFILIATION.-Of each class of two members men-
tioned in subsection (a), not more than one member shall be from
each of the two major political parties.

(c) VACANCIES.-Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect
its powers, but shall be filled in the same manner in which the original
appointment was made.

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 4. The Commission shall elect a Chairman and a Vice Chair-
man from among its members.

QUORUM

SEC. 5. Seven members of the Commission shall constitute a
quorum.

COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 6. (a) MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.-Members of Congress who are
members of the Commission shall serve without compensation in
addition to that received for their services as Members of Congress;
but they shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other neces-
sary expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties
vested in the Commission.

(b) MEMBERS FROM THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH.-The members of the
Commission who are in the executive branch of the Government shall
each receive the compensation which he would receive if he were not
a member of the Commission, plus such additional compensation, if
any (notwithstanding section 6 of the Act of May 10, 1916, as amended;
39 Stat. 582; 5 U. S. C. 58), as is necessary to make his aggregate
salary $12,500; and they shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence
and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of
the duties vested in the Commission.

(c) MEMBERS FROM PRIVATE LIFE.-The members from private life
shall each receive $50 per diem when engaged in the performance of
duties vested in the Commission, plus reimbursement for travel, sub-
sistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the perform-
ance of such duties.

STAFF OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 7. The Commission shall have power to appoint and fix the com- Pot P- 9-
pensation of such personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance with
the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 42 tat.148S.
1923, as amended.

EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any IthoAtedo
a a.

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, so much as may be Po. p. w.
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMISSION 

SEc. 3. (a) NUMBER AND APPOINTMENT.—The Commission shall be 
composed of twelve members as follows: 

(1) Four appointed by the President of the United States, two 
from the executive branch of the Government and two from private 
life; 

(2) Four appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, 
two from the Senate and two from private life; and 

(3) Four appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, two from the House of Representatives and two from private 
life. 

(b) POLITICAL ArrimATioN.—Of each class of two members men-
tioned in subsection (a), not more than one member shall be from 
each of the two major political parties. 

(c) VAcANcims.—Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect 
its powers, but shall be filled in the same manner in which the original 
appointment was made. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMISSION 

SEC. 4. The Commission shall elect a Chairman and a Vice Chair-
man from among its members. 

QUORUM 

SEC. 5. Seven members of the Commission shall constitute a 
quorum. 

COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION 

SEC. 6. (a) MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.—Members of Congress who are 
members of the Commission shall serve without compensation in 
addition to that received for their services as Members of Congress; 
but they shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other neces-
sary expenses incurred by them in the performance of the duties 
vested in the Commission. 

(b) MEMBERS FROM THE EXECITTIVE BRANCH.—The members of the 
Commission who are in the executive branch of the Government shall 
each receive the compensation which he would receive if he were not 
a member of the Commission, plus such additional compensation, if 
any (notwithstanding section 6 of the Act of May 10, 1916, as amended; 
39 Stat. 582; 5 U. S. C. 58), as is necessary to make his aggregate 
salary $12,500; and they shall be reimbursed for travel, subsistence, 
and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the performance of 
the duties vested in the Commission. 
( C ) MEMBERS FROM PRIVATE LIFE.—The members from private life 

shall each receive $50 per diem when engaged in the performance of 
duties vested in the Commission, plus reimbursement for travel, sub-
sistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them in the perform-
ance of such duties. 

STAFF OF Liu, COMMISSION 

SEC. 7. The Commission shall have power to appoint and fix the com-
pensation of such personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance with 
the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended. 

EXPENSES OF IHL COMMISSION 

SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, so much as may be 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 

Past, P. HO. 

42 Stat. 1483. 
S. C. ft 661-674. 

Appropriation au. 
tholized. 
Post. p. 696. 
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EXPIRATION OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 9. Ninety days after the submission to the Congress of the
report provided for in section 10 (b), the Commission shall cease to
exist.

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 10. (a) INVESTIGATION.-The Commission shall study and
investigate the present organization and methods of operation of all
departments, bureaus, agencies, boards, commissions, offices, inde-
pendent establishments, and instrumentalities of the executive branch
of the Government, to determine what changes therein are necessary in
their opinion to accomplish the purposes set forth in section 1 of this
Act.

(b) REPORT.-Within ten days after the Eighty-first Congress is
convened and organized, the Commission shall make a report of its
findings and recommendations to the Congress.

POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

SEC. 11. (a) HEARINGS AND SESSIONS.-The Commission, or any
member thereof, may, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of this Act, hold such hearings and sit and act at such times and
places, and take such testimony, as the Commission or such member
may deem advisable. Any member of the Commission may administer
oaths or affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commission
or before such member.

(b) OBTAINING OFFICIAL DATA.-The Commission is authorized to
secure directly from any executive department, bureau, agency, board,
commission, office, independent establishment, or instrumentality
information, suggestions, estimates, and statistics for the purpose
of this Act; and each such department, bureau, agency, board, commis-
sion, office, establishment, or instrumentality is authorized and directed
to furnish such information, suggestions, estimates, and statistics
directly to the Commission, upon request made by the Chairman or
Vice Chairman.

Approved July 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 208]
July 7, 1947
1H. R. 3611]

[Public Law 1631

District of Colum-
bia Teachers' Salary
Act of 1947.

"Other employees."

AN ACT
To fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and other employeesof the Board of Education of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I-SALARY SCHEDULES

SECTION 1. That on and after July 1, 1947, the salaries of teachers,
school officers, and certain other employees of the Board of Education
of the District of Columbia shall be as follows, and, wherever the
term "other employees" is used in this Act, it shall be interpreted to
include only those employees of the Board of Education whose
positions are included in the following schedule:
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July 7, 1947 
[H.  R. 3611]  

(Public Law 1831 

District of Colum-
bia Teachers' Salary 
Act of 1947, 

"Other employees." 

EXPIRATION OF THE COMMISSION 

SEC. 9. Ninety days after the submission to the Congress of the 
report provided for in section 10 (b), the Commission shall cease to 
exist. 

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION 

SEo. 10. (a) INVESTIGATION.—The Commission shall study and 
investigate the present organization and methods of operation of all 
departments, bureaus, agencies, boards, commissions, offices, inde-
pendent establishments, and instrumentalities of the executive branch 
of the Government, to determine what changes therein are necessary in 
their opinion to accomplish the purposes set forth in section 1 of this 
Act. 

(b) REPoRT.—Within ten days after the Eighty-first Congress is 
convened and organized, the Commission shall make a report of its 
findings and recommendations to the Congress. 

POWERS OF THE COMMISSION 

SEC. 11. (a) HEARINGS AND SESSIONS.—The Commission, or any 
member thereof, may, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions 
of this Act, hold such hearings and sit and act at such times and 
places and take such testimony, as the Commission or such member 
may deem advisable. Any member of the Commission may administer 
oaths or affirmations to witnesses appearing before the Commission 
or before such member. 

(b) OBTAINING OFFICIAL DATA.—The Commission is authorized to 
secure directly from any executive department, bureau, agency, board, 
commission, office, independent establishment, or instrumentality 
information, suggestions, estimates, and statistics for the purpose 
of this Act; and each such department, bureau, agency, board, commis-
sion, office, establishment, or instrumentality is authorized and directed 
to furnish such information, suggestions, estimates and statistics 
directly to the Commission, upon request made by the Chairman or 
Vice Chairman. 
Approved July 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 208] 
AN ACT 

To fix and regulate the salaries of teachers, school officers, and other employees 
of the Board of Education of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress a8sembled, 

TITLE I—SALARY SCHEDULES 

Sxmorr 1. That on and after July 1, 1947, the salaries of teachers, 
school officers, and certain other employees of the Board of Education 
of the District of Columbia shall be as follows, and, wherever the 
term "other employees" is used in this Act, it shall be interpreted to 
include only those employees of the Board of Education whose 
positions are included in the following schedule: 
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ARTICLE I-SALARIES OF TEACHERS, SCHOOL LIBRARIANS, RESEARCH

ASSISTANTS, AND COUNSELORS

CLASS 1--TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 2-TEACHERS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 3--TEACHERS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 4-SCHOOL LIBRARIANS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
of $100 in salary for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 6--TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 6-RESEARCH ASSISTANTS AND COUNSELORS

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximun salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 7-INSTRUCTORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.
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ARTICLE I—SALARIES OF TEACHERS, SCEIOOL LIBRARIANS, RESEARCH 
ASSISTANTS, AND COUNSELORS 

CLASS 1—TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 2—TEACHERS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 3—TEACHERS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 4—SCHOOL LIBRARIANS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

of $100 in salary for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 5—TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 6—RESEARCH ASSISTANTS AND COUNSELORS 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximun salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 7—INSTRUCTORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
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Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 8-LIBRARIANS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000
per year is reached.

Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500
per year is reached.

CLASS 9--CHIEF LIBRARIANS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

A basic salary of $4,100 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,100 per year
is reached.

CLASS 10--ASSISTANT PROFESSORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

A basic salary of $4,100 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,100 per year is
reached.

CLASS 11-ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year
is reached.

CLASS 12-PROFESSORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES

A basic salary of $5,000 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,000 per year is
reached.

ARTICLE II-SALARIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY OFFICERS
AND EMPLOYEES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND
WORK PERMITS

CLASS 13-PRINCIPALS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WITH SIXTEEN OR MORE
ROOMS, AND PRINCIPALS IN AMERICANIZATION SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year
is reached.

CLASS 14-ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year is
reached.

CLASS 15-ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year is
reached.

CLASS 16-ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year isreached.
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Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 8—LIBRARIANS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES 

Group A: A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase 
in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 
per year is reached. 
Group C: A basic salary of $3,000 per year, with an annual increase 

in salary of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,500 
per year is reached. 

CLASS 9—CHIEF LIBRARIANS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES 

A basic salary of $4,100 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,100 per year 
is reached. 

CLASS 10—ASSISTANT PROFESSORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES 

A basic salary of $4,100 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,100 per year is 
reached. 

CLASS 11—ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS IN TEACH t, RS COT .T.FGEs 

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year 
is reached. 

CLASS 12—PROFESSORS IN TEACHERS COLLEGES 

A basic salary of $5,000 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,000 per year is 
reached. 

ARTICLE II—SALARIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY OFFICERS 
AND EMPLOYEES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND 
W ORK PERMITS 

CLASS 13—PRINCIPALS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WITH SIXTEEN OR MORE 
ROOMS, AND PRINCIPALS IN AMERICANIZATION SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year 
is reached. 

CLASS 14—ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN JITNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year is 
reached. 

CLASS 15—ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS IN VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $4,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,300 per year is 
reached. 

CLASS 16—ASSISTANT PRINCLPALS IN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is 
reached. 
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CLASS 17-HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is
reached.

CLASS 18-PRINCIPALS OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,800 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,800 per year is
reached.

CLASS 19-PRINCIPALS OF VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $4,800 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,800 per year
is reached.

CLASS 20-PRINCIPALS OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is
reached.

CLASS 21--ASSISTANT DIRECTORS

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is
reached.

CLASS 22-DIRECTORS

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is
reached.

CLASS 23-DIVISIONAL DIRECTORS

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is
reached.

CLASS 24--CHIEF EXAMINERS

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year
is reached.

CLASS 25-PRESIDENTS OF TEACHERS COLLEGES

A basic salary of $6,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until a
maximum salary of $7,700 per year is reached.

CLASS 26-ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENTS

A basic salary of $6,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until
a maximum salary of $7,700 per year is reached.

CLASS 27-ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT (IN CHARGE OF

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)

A basic salary of $7,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until
a maximum salary of $8,700 per year is reached.

CLASS 2 8-FIRST ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS

A basic salary of $7,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until a
maximum salary of $8,700 per year is reached.
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CLASS 17—HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 18—PRINUEALS OF JUNIOR HIGH scHooLs 

A basic salary of $4,800 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,800 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 19—PRINCIPALS OF VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $4,800 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,800 per year 

is reached. 

CLASS 20—PRINCIPALS OF SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 21—ASSISTANT DIRECTORS 

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 22—DIRECTEORS 

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 23—DIVISIONAL DIRECTORS 

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year is 

reached. 

CLASS 24—CHIEF EXAMINERS 

A basic salary of $5,300 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $6,300 per year 

is reached. 
CLASS 25—PRESIDENTS OF TEACHERS COLLEGES 

A basic salary of $6,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until a 
maximum salary of $7,700 per year is reached. 

Crass 26—ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENTS 

A basic salary of $6,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until 

a maximum salary of $7,700 per year is reached. 

CLASS 27—ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT (IN CHARGE OF 

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION) 

A basic salary of $7,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary 

of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until 

a maximum salary of $8,700 per year is reached. 

cr,Ass 28—FIRST ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS 

A basic salary of $7,400 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $200 for the first six years and $100 for the seventh year, or until a 
maximum salary of $8,700 per year is reached. 
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Eligibility require-
ments; appointment;
promotion.

Classification and
assignment of teach-
ers, etc.

Teachers, etc., in
positions on June 30,
1947.

Continuance of em-
ployment.

Master's degree.
Requirement for

certain appointments,
etc.

Annual increases
without master's de-
gree.

Minimum compen-
sation.

CLASS 2 9-SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

A salary of $14,000 per year.

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND WORK PERMITS

CLASS 30---DIRECTO

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is
reached.

CLASS 31--CHIEF ATTENDANCE OFFICERS

A basic salary of $3,600 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $4,600 per year is
reached.

CLASS 32-ATTENDANCE OFFICERS

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 per year
is reached.

CLASS 33--CENSUS SUPERVISORS

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 per year
is reached.

CLASS 34--CHILD-LABOR INSPECTORS

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 per year
is reached.

The teachers, school officers, and other employees provided for in
this title, during the first year of service after the effective date of this
Act shall receive compensation in accordance with the provisions of
sections 2,4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 of this Act.

TITLE II-CLASSIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF
EMPLOYEES

SEC. 2. The Board of Education is hereby authorized to establish
the eligibility requirements and prescribe such methods of appoint-
ment or promotion for teachers, officers, and other employees as it
may deem proper. The Board of Education is hereby authorized,
empowered, and directed, on written recommendation of the Super-
intendent of Schools, to classify and assign all teachers, school officers,
and other employees to the salary classes and positions in the fore-
going salary schedule: Provided, That teachers, school officers, and
other employees on probationary or permanent status shall not be
required to take any examinations, either mental or physical, to be
continued in the positions in which they are employed on June 30,
1947, or to which they may be transferred and assigned under the
provisions of section 6 of this Act. Except as hereinafter provided
in this section, no teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be
appointed in or promoted to group C in any class or appointed in
or promoted to classes 13 to 30, inclusive, or receive a salary in excess
of $4,000 in any class or in any class and group unless he possesses
a master's degree: Provided, however, That any school officer without
a master's degree in any one of the classes 13 to 30, inclusive, on June
30, 1947, shall thereafter be entitled to annual increases until he
reaches an annual salary rate not more than $500 below the maximum
of his class: And provided further, however, That no teacher, school
officer, or other employee shall receive compensation at a rate less
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Post, pp. 253, 254,258. 
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CLASS 2 9—SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 

A salary of $14,000 per year. 

DEPARTMENT OF SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND W ORK PERMITS 

CLASS 3 0—DIRECTOR 

A basic salary of $4,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $5,500 per year is 
reached. 

CLASS 3 1--CITLEF ATTENDANCE OFFICERS 

A basic salary of $3,600 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for ten years, or until a maximum salary of $4,600 per year is 
reached. 

CLASS 3 2—ATTENDANCE OFFICERS 

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 per year 
is reached. 

CLASS 33—CENSUS SITPERVISORS 

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $1,000 per year 
is reached. 

CLASS 3 4—ClIrLD-LABOR INSPECTORS 

A basic salary of $2,500 per year, with an annual increase in salary 
of $100 for fifteen years, or until a maximum salary of $4,000 per year 
is reached. 
The teachers, school officers, and other employees provided for in 

this title, during the first year of service after the effective date of this 
Act shall receive compensation in accordance with the provisions of 
sections 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9 of this Act. 

TITLE II—CLASSIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF 
EMPLOYEES 

SEC. 2. The Board of Education is hereby authorized to establish 
the eligibility requirements and prescribe such methods of appoint-
ment or promotion for teachers, officers, and other employees as it 
may deem proper. The Board of Education is hereby authorized, 
empowered, and directed, on written recommendation of the Super-
intendent of Schools, to classify and assign all teachers, school officers, 
and other employees to the salary classes and positions in the fore-
going salary schedule: Provided, That teachers, school officers, and 
other employees on probationary or permanent status shall not be 
required to take any examinations, either mental or physical, to be 
continued in the positions in which they are employed on June 30, 
1947, or to which they may be transferred and assigned under the 
provisions of section 6 of this Act. Except as hereinafter provided 
in this section, no teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be 
appointed in or promoted to group C in any class or appointed in 
or promoted to classes 13 to 30, inclusive, or receive a salary in excess 
of $4,000 in any class or in any class and group unless he possesses 
a master's degree: Provided, however, That any school officer without 
a master's degree in any one of the classes 13 to 30, inclusive, on June 
30, 1947, shall thereafter be entitled to annual increases until he 
reaches an annual salary rate not more than $500 below the maximum 
of his class: And provided further, however, That no teacher, school 
officer, or other employee shall receive compensation at a rate less 
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than his annual compensation as of June 30, 1947, including the addi-
tional compensation authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to
authorize increases in the salary rates of teachers, school officers, and
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Columbia
whose pay is fixed and regulated by the 'District of Columbia Teachers'
Salary Act of 1945', as amended", approved July 31, 1946. When used
in this Act, the words "master's degree" shall mean a master's degree
granted in course by an accredited higher educational institution.

SEC. 3. The Board of Education, on recommendation of the Super-
intendent of Schools, is authorized, empowered, and directed to assign,
at the time of appointment, teachers, school officers, or other employees
hereafter appointed to the salary classes and positions in the fore-
going salary schedule in accordance with previous experience, eligi-
bility qualifications possessed, and the character of the duties to be
performed by such persons: Provided, That the first year of service of
any newly appointed teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be
probationary.

TITLE III-METHOD OF ASSIGNMENT OF EMPLOYEES
TO SALARIES

SEC. 4. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, each teacher, school
officer, or other employee in the service of the Board of Education on
permanent or probationary tenure on June 30, 1947, shall, except as
provided in section 2 of this Act, receive the salary provided in the
foregoing schedule for his class or position in accordance with the
following rules:

(a) For the purposes of the following provisions of this section and
of section 5 of this Act, the annual compensation received by any
teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be defined as the annual
compensation received by such employee on June 30, 1947, under the
provisions of title I of the District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act
of 1945, approved July 21, 1945, exclusive of any additional compen-
sation authorized by the Act approved July 31, 1946.

(b) Teachers, school officers, or other employees shall receive an
increase in their annual compensation at the rate of $600 at the begin-
ning of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948: Provided, That each
teacher, school officer, or other employee shall receive during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, the minimum or basic salary of the class
or class and group to which he is assigned where the minimum or basic
salary of said class or class and group exceeds by more than $600 the
annual compensation received by such employee on June 30, 1947:
Provided further, That each teacher, school officer, or other employee
whose salary is increased at the rate of not more than $600 per annum
during the fiscal year ending June 30,1948, shall also receive one annual
increase in salary in the amount provided in title I of this Act for his
class or class and group if he would have been entitled to an annual
increase on July 1, 1947, under the provisions of said Act of July 21,
1945, as amended.

SEC. 5. (a) Each teacher, school officer, or other employee in the
service of the Board of Education on probationary tenure on June 30,
1947, whose annual compensation is increased under the provisions of
this Act at the rate of not more than $600 during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and each teacher, school officer, or other employee who
may be appointed or promoted on probationary tenure after June 30,
1947, shall receive his first annual increase on the date of his permanent
appointment or promotion.

(b) Each teacher, school officer, or other employee in the service of
the Board of Education on probationary tenure on June 30, 1947,
whose annual compensation is increased under the provisions of this
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than his annual compensation as of June 30, 1947, including the addi-
tional compensation authorized by the Act entitled "An Act to 
authorize increases in the salary rates of teachers, school officers, and 
other employees of the Board of Education of the District of Columbia 
whose pay is fixed and regulated by the 'District of Columbia Teachers' 
Salary Act of 1945', as amended", approved July 31, 1946. When used 
in this Act, the words "master's degree" shall mean a master's degree 
granted in course by an accredited higher educational institution. 
SEC. 3. The Board of Education, on recommendation of the Super-

intendent of Schools, is authorized, empowered, and directed to assign, 
at the time of appointment, teachers, school officers, or other employees 
hereafter appointed to the salary classes and positions in the fore-
going salary schedule in accordance with previous experience, eligi-
bility qualifications possessed, and the character of the duties to be 
performed by such persons: Provided, That the first year of service of 
any newly appointed teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be 
probationary. 

TITLE III-METHOD OF ASSIGNMENT OF EMPLOYEES 
TO SALARIES 

SEC. 4. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, each teacher, school 
officer, or other employee in the service of the Board of Education on 
permanent or probationary tenure on June 30, 1947, shall, except as 
provided in section 2 of this Act, receive the salary provided in the 
foregoing schedule for his class or position in accordance with the 
following rules: 

(a) For the purposes of the following provisions of this section and 
of section 5 of this Act, the annual compensation received by any 
teacher, school officer, or other employee shall be defined as the annual 
compensation received by such employee on June 30, 1947, under the 
provisions of title I of the District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act 
of 1945, approved July 21, 1945, exclusive of any additional compen-
sation authorized by the Act approved July 31, 1946. 

(b) Teachers, school officers, or other employees shall receive an 
increase in their annual compensation at the rate of $600 at the begin-
ning of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948: Provided, That each 
teacher, school officer, or other employee shall receive during the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, the minimum or basic salary of the class 
or class and group to which he is assigned where the minimum or basic 
salary of said class or class and group exceeds by more than $600 the 
annual compensation received by such employee on June 30, 1947: 
Provided further, That each teacher, school officer, or other employee 
whose salary is increased at the rate of not more than $600 per annum 
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, shall also receive one annual 
increase in salary in the amount provided in title I of this Act for his 
class or class and group if he would have been entitled to an annual 
increase on July 1, 1947, under the provisions of said Act of July 21, 
1945, as amended. 
SEC. 5. (a) Each teacher, school officer, or other employee in the 

service of the Board of Education on probationary tenure on June 30, i 
1947, whose annual compensation s increased under the provisions of 
this Act at the rate of not more than $600 during the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, and each teacher, school officer, or other employee who 
may be appointed or promoted on probationary tenure after lune 30, 
1947, shall receive his first annual increase on the date of his permanent 
appointment or promotion. 

(b) Each teacher, school officer, or other employee in the service of 
the Board of Education on probationary tenure on June 30, 1947, 
whose annual compensation is increased under the provisions of this 
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Act at the rate of more than $600 during the fiscal year ending June
30,1948, shall receive his first annual increase on July 1, 1948.

SEC. 6. Teachers school officers, and other employees in the service
of the Board of Education on July 1, 1947, assigned to salary classes
and positions under the said Act of July 21, 1945, shall be placed in
the salary classes and positions of the foregoing salary schedule as
follows:

(a) Teachers in kindergartens and elementary schools, now assigned
to salary class 1, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary
class 1, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(b) Teachers in kindergartens and elementary schools, now assigned
to salary class 1, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary
class 1, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(c) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2,
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group A,
of the foregoing schedule;

(d) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2,
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group A,
of the foregoing schedule;

(e) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2,
group C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group C,
of the foregoing schedule, except that teachers without master's degrees
now assigned to salary class 2, group C, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 2, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(f) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2,
group D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group C,
of the foregoing schedule, except that teachers without master's degrees
now assigned to salary class 2, group D, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 2, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(g) Teachers in senior high schools, now assigned to salary class 3,
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 3, group A,
of the foregoing schedule, except that teachers with master's degrees
now assigned to salary class 3, group A, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 3, group C, of the foregoing schedule;

(h) Teachers in senior high schools, now assigned to salary class 3,
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 3, group C,
of the foregoing schelude, except that teachers without master's degrees
now assigned to salary class 3, group B, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 3, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(i) Librarians in senior high school and visual instruction libraries,
now assigned to salary class 4, group A, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 4, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(J) Librarians in senior high school and visual instruction libraries,
now assigned to salary class 4, group B, shall be transferred and
assigned to salary class 4, group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(k) Teachers in vocational or trade schools shall be transferred
and assigned as follows:

(1) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5,
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5,
group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(2) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5,
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5,
group A, of the foregoing schedule;

(3) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5,
group C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group

, of the foregoing schedule, except that vocational school teachers
without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 5, group
C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group A,
of the foregoing schedule; and
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Act at the rate of more than $600 during the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1948, shall receive his first annual increase on July 1, 1948. 
SEC. 6. Teachers, school officers, and other employees in the service 

of the Board of Education on July 1, 1947, assigned to salary classes 
and positions under the said Act of July 21, 1945, shall be placed in 
the salary classes and positions of the foregoing salary schedule as 
follows: 

(a) Teachers in kindergartens and elementary schools, now assigned 
to salary class 1, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary 
class 1, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(b) Teachers in kindergartens and elementary schools, now assigned 
to salary class 1, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary 
class 1, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(c) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2, 
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group A, 
of the foregoing schedule • 
(d) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2, 

group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group A, 
of the i foregoing schedule; 

(e) Teachers n junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2, 
group C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group C, 
of the foregoing schedule, except that teachers w ithout master's degrees 
now assigned to salary class 2, group C, shall be transferred and 
assigned to salary class 2, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(f) Teachers in junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 2, 
group D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 2, group C, 
of the foregoing schedule, except that teachers without master's degrees 
now assigned to salary class 2, group D, shall be transferred and 
assigned to salary class 2, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(g) Teachers in senior high schools, now assigned to salary class 3, 
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 3, group A, 

of the foregoing schedule except that teachers with master's now degreesassigned to salary Class 3, group A, shall be transferred and 

assigned to salary class 3, group C, of the foregoing schedule; 
(h) Teachers in senior high schools, now assigned to salary class 3, 

group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 3, group C, 
of the foregoing schelude, except that teachers without master's degrees 
now assigned to salary class 3, group B, shall be transferred and 
assigned to salary class 3, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(i) Librarians in senior high school and visual instruction libraries, 
now assigned to salary class 4, group A, shall be transferred and 
assigned to salary class 4, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(j) Librarians in senior high school and visual instruction libraries, 
now assigned to salary class 4, group B, shall be transferred and 
assigned to salary class 4, group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(k) Teachers in vocational or trade schools shall be transferred 
and assigned as follows: 

(1) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5, 
group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, 
group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(2) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5, 
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, 
group A, of the foregoing schedule; 

(3) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5, 
group C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group 
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that vocational school teachers 
without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 5, group 
C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group A, 
of the foregoing schedule; and 
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(4) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5,
group D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that vocational school teachers
without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 5, group
D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group A,
of the foregoing schedule;

(1) Research assistants shall be transferred and assigned as follows:
(1) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group

A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A,
of the foregoing schedule;

(2) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A,
of the foregoing schedule;

(3) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group
C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group C,
of the foregoing schedule, except that research assistants without
master's degrees now assigned to salary class 6, group C, shall be
transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, of the fore-
going schedule; and

(4) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group
D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group C, of
the foregoing schedule, except that research assistants without
master's degrees now assigned to salary class 6, group D, shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, of the
foregoing schedule;

(m) Instructors in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary
class 7, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7,
group C, of the foregoing schedule, except that instructors in teachers
colleges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 7, group
A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group A, of the
foregoing schedule;

(n) Instructors in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class
7, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that instructors in teachers col-
leges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 7, group
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group A, of the
foregoing schedule;

(o) Librarians in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class
8, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group
A, of the foregoing schedule, except that librarians in the teachers
colleges now assigned to salary class 8, group A. with master's degrees
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group C, of the
foregoing schedule;

(p) Librarians in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class
8, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that librarians in the teachers
colleges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 8, group
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group A, of the
foregoing schedule;

(q) Assistant professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary
class 10, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 10 of the
foregoing schedule;

(r) Associate professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary
class 11 shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 11 of the
foregoing schedule;

(s) Professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary class 12
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 12 of the foregoing
schedule;

(t) Principals in elementary schools with sixteen or more rooms,
and principals in Americanization schools, now assigned to salary class
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(4) Vocational school teachers now assigned to salary class 5, 
group D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group 
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that vocational school teachers 
without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 5, group 
D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 5, group A, 
of the foregoing schedule; 

(1) Research assistants shall be transferred and assigned as follows: 
(1) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group 

A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, 
of the foregoing schedule; 

(2) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group 
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, 
of the foregoing schedule; 

(3) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group 
C, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group C, 
of the foregoing schedule, except that research assistants without 
master's degrees now assigned to salary class 6, group C, shall be 
transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, of the fore-
going schedule; and 

(4) Research assistants now assigned to salary class 6, group 
D, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group C, of 
the foregoing schedule, except that research assistants without 
master's degrees now assigned to salary class 6, group D, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 6, group A, of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(m) Instructors in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary 
class 7, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, 
group C, of the foregoing schedule, except that instructors in teachers 
colleges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 7, group 
A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group A, of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(n) Instructors in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class 
7, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group 
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that instructors in teachers col-
leges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 7, group 
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group A, of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(o) Librarians in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class 
8, group A, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group 
A, of the foregoing schedule, except that librarians in the teachers 
colleges now assigned to salary class 8, group A, with master's degrees 
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group C, of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(p) Librarians in the teachers colleges now assigned to salary class 
8, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group 
C, of the foregoing schedule, except that librarians in the teachers 
colleges without master's degrees now assigned to salary class 8, group 
B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 8, group A, of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(q) Assistant professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary 
class 10, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 10 of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(r) Associate professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary 
class 11 shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 11 of the 
foregoing schedule; 

(s) Professors in teachers colleges now assigned to salary class 12 
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 12 of the foregoing 
schedule; 

(t) Principals in elementary schools with sixteen or more rooms, 
and principals in Americanization schools, now assigned to salary class 
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13, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 13 of the foregoing
schedule;

(u) Assistant principals in junior high schools, now assigned to
salary class 14, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 14
of the foregoing schedule;

(v) Assistant principals in senior high schools, now assigned to
salary class 16, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 16 of
the foregoing schedule;

(w) Heads of departments, now assigned to salary class 17, shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 17 of the foregoing schedule;

(x) Principals of junior high schools, now assigned to salary class
18, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 18 of the foregoing
schedule;

(y) Principals of vocational schools, now assigned to salary class
19, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 19 of the fore-
going schedule;

(z) Principals of senior high schools, now assigned to salary class
20. shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 20 of the fore-
going schedule;

(aa) Assistant directors, now assigned to salary class 21, shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 21 of the foregoing
schedule;

(ab) Supervisors of penmanship now assigned to salary class 7,
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group C,
of the foregoing schedule with the title of instructor in the teachers
colleges. Those without master's degrees now assigned to salary
class 7, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7,
group A, of the foregoing schedule with the title of instructor in
the teachers colleges;

(ac) Divisional directors now assigned to salary class 23, shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 23 of the foregoing
schedule;

(ad) Chief Examiner of the Board of Examiners, now assigned
to salary class 24, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 24
of the foregoing schedule;

(ae) Presidents of teachers colleges, now assigned to salary class
25, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 25 of the fore-
going schedule;

(af) Associate superintendents, now assigned to salary class 26,
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 26 of the foregoing
schedule;

(ag) Assistant to the superintendent (in charge of business
administration), now assigned to salary class 27, shall be trans-
ferred and assigned to salary class 27;

(ah) First assistant superintendents, now assigned to salary class
28, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 28 of the fore-
going schedule;

(ai) Superintendent of Schools, now assigned to salary class 29,
shall be assigned and transferred to salary class 29;

(aj) Director of department of school attendance and work permits,
now assigned to salary class 30, shall be transferred and assigned to
salary class 30 of the foregoing schedule;

(ak) Chief attendance officers, now assigned to salary class 31 shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 31 of the foregoing schedule;

(al) Attendance officers, now assigned to salary class 32, shall be
transferred and assigned to salary class 32 of the foregoing schedule;

(am) Census supervisors, now assigned to salary class 33, shall be
transferred and assigned to salary class 33;

(an) Child-labor inspectors, now assigned to salary class 34, shall
be transferred and assigned to salary class 34 of the foregoing schedule;
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13, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 13 of the foregoing 
schedule; 

(u) Assistant principals in junior high schools, now assigned to 
salary class 14, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 14 
of the foregoing schedule; 

(v) Assistant principals in senior high schools, now assigned to 
salary class 16, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 16 of 
the foregoing schedule; 

(w) Heads of departments, now assigned to salary class 17, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 17 of the foregoing schedule; 

(x) Principals of junior high schools, now assigned to salary class 
18, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 18 of the foregoing 
schedule; 

(y) Principals of vocational schools, now assigned to salary class 
19, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 19 of the fore-
going schedule ; 

(z) Principas of senior high schools, now assigned to salary class 
20, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 20 of the fore-
going schedule; 

(aa) Assistant directors, now assigned to salary class 21, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 21 of the foregoing 
schedule; 

(ab) Supervisors of penmanship now assigned to salary class 7, 
group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, group C, 
of the foregoing schedule with the title of instructor in the teachers 
colleges. Those without master's degrees now assigned to salary 
class 7, group B, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 7, 
group A, of the foregoing schedule with the title of instructor in 
the teachers colleges; 

(ac) Divisional directors now assigned to salary class 23, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 23 of the foregoing 
schedule; 

(ad) Chief Examiner of the Board of Examiners, now assigned 
to salary class 24, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 24 
of the foregoing schedule; 

(ae) Presidents of teachers colleges, now assigned to salary class 
25, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 25 of the fore-
going schedule; 

(af) Associate superintendents, now assigned to salary class 26, 
shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 26 of the foregoing 
schedule • 

(ag) Assistant to the superintendent in charge of business 
administration), now assigned to salary eCass 27, shall be trans-
ferred and assigned to salary class 27; 

(ah) First assistant superintendents now assigned to salary class 
28, shall be transferred and assigned to salary class 28 of the fore-
going schedule; 

(ai) Superintendent of Schools, now assigned to salary class 29, 
shall be assigned and transferred to salary class 29; 

(aj) Director of department of school attendance and work permits 
now assigned to salary class 30, shall be transferred and assigned to 
salary class 30 of the foregoing schedule; 

(ak) Chief attendance officers, now assigned to salary class 31, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 31 of the foregoing schedule ; 

(al) Attendance officers, now assigned to salary class 32, shall b 
transferred and assigned to salary class 32 of the foregoing schedule ; 

(am) Census supervisors, now assigned to salary class 33, shall b 
transferred and assigned to salary class 33; 

(an) Child-labor inspectors, now assigned to salary class 34, shall 
be transferred and assigned to salary class 34 of the foregoing schedule; 
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(ao) All teachers, school officers, and other employees in the service Employees not spe-
of the Board of Education on July 1, 1947, not specifically mentionedify mentioned
in the provisions of this section shall be placed in the salary classes
and positions in the foregoing schedule as determined by the Board
in accordance with the eligibility qualifications possessed and the
character of duties to be performedby such teachers, school officers,
and other employees;

(ap) All teachers, school officers, or other employees, appointed oTeachers, ete., p-
after the effective date of this Act, shall be placed in the salary classes date of this Act.

Placement; longev-and positions in the foregoing schedule by the said Board, and all ity increases.
teachers, librarians, research assistants, counselors, instructors in the
teachers colleges, attendance officers, census supervisors, and child-
labor inspectors appointed after the effective date of this Act shall
receive longevity increases for placement either according to the num-
ber of years of experience required by the Board of Education or the
number of years of like experience acceptable to and approved by the
Board of Education in accredited schools, school systems, colleges,
universities other recognized institutions, trades and industries, pre-
vious to probationary appointment in the public schools of the District
of Columbia. In the case of teachers of vocational subjects the Board tioeacrs of ect a
of Education is authorized and directed to credit approved training
and experience in the trades in the same manner and to the same extent
as though it were experience in and training for teaching. In credit- forSces in armed
ing previous experience of any person who has been absent from his Experience credit.
duties because of naval or military service in the armed forces of the
United States or its allies, the Board of Education is hereby authorized
to include such naval or military service as the equivalent of approved
experience. On July 1, 1947, and thereafter, no teacher or any other
employee entitled to longevity increases for placement shall be placed
in the foregoing salary schedule for more than the fifth year of accepted
and approved experience in salary class 1, group A or group C; salary
class 2, group A or group C; salary class 3, group A or group C;
salary class 4, group A or group C; salary class 5, group A or group C;
salary class 6, group A or group C; salary class 7, group A or group C;
and salary class 8, group A or group C, or for more than the fourth
year of accepted and approved experience in salary class 32, salary
class 33, and salary class 34 in the foregoing schedule. This paragraph
shall not be construed to increase the allowance for longevity increases
for placement of any probationary or permanent teacher or other pro-
bationary or permanent employee in the service of the Board of Edu-
cation on June 30,1947.

(aq) No provision in this Act shall be interpreted as preventing any fOSersvie n armed
teacher, school officer, or other employee of the Board of Education Longevity increases,
who has been granted leave to enter the armed forces of the United etc.
States or its allies from receiving any annual longevity increase or
increases to which he otherwise would be entitled when he returns to
service in the public schools.

TITLE IV-METHOD OF PROMOTION OF EMPLOYEES

SEC. 7. On July 1, 1948, and on the first day of each fiscal year
thereafter, if his work is satisfactory, every permanent teacher, school
officer, or other employee except as provided in Section 2 of this Act,
shall receive an annual increase in salary within his salary class or
position as hereinbefore provided without action of the Board of
Education, except that after a teacher, school officer, or other employee
has received five annual increases he shall receive no further increases
until he is declared eligible therefor by the Board of Education on
the basis of such evidence of successful teaching in the case of a
teacher or outstanding service in the case of a school officer or other
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(ao) All teachers, school officers, and other employees in the service Employees not spe-
of the Board of Education on July 1, 1947, not specifically mentioned cifically mentioned. 

in the provisions of this section shall be placed in the salary classes 
and positions in the foregoing schedule as determined by the Board 
in accordance with the eligibility qualifications possessed and the 
character of duties to be performed by such teachers, school officers, 
and other employees; 

(ap) All teachers, school officers, or other employees, appointed 
after the effective date of this Act, shall be placed in the salary classes 
and positions in the foregoing schedule by the said Board, and all 
teachers, librarians, research assistants, counselors, instructors in the 
teachers colleges, attendance officers, census supervisors, and child-
labor inspectors appointed after the effective date of this Act shall 
receive longevity increases for placement either according to the num-
ber of years of experience required by the Board of Education or the 
number of years of like experience acceptable to and approved by the 
Board of Education in accredited schools, school systems, colleges, 
universities, other recognized institutions, trades and industries, pre-
vious to probationary appointment in the public schools of the District 
of Columbia. In the case of teachers of vocational subjects the Board 
of Education is authorized and directed to credit approved training 
and experience in the trades in the same manner and to the same extent 
as though it were experience in and training for teaching. In credit-
ing previous experience of any person who has been absent from his 
duties because of naval or military service in the armed forces of the 
United States or its allies, the Board of Education is hereby authorized 
to include such naval or military service as the equivalent of approved 
experience. On July 1, 1947, and thereafter, no teacher or any other 
employee entitled to longevity increases for placement shall be placed 
in the foregoing salary schedule for more than the fifth year of accepted 
and approved experience in salary class 1, group A or group C; salary 
class 2, group A or group C; salary class 3, group A or group C; 
salary class 4, group A or group C; salary class 5, group A or group C; 
salary class 6, group A or group C; salary class 7, group A or group C; 
and salary class 8, group A or group C, or for more than the fourth 
year of accepted and approved experience in salary class 32, salary 
class 33, and salary class 34 in the foregoing schedule. This paragraph 
shall not be construed to increase the allowance for longevity increases 
for placement of any probationary or permanent teacher or other pro-
bationary or permanent employee in the service of the Board of Edu-
cation on June 30, 1947. 

(aq) No provision in this Act shall be interpreted as preventing any 
teacher, school officer, or other employee of the Board of Education 
who has been granted leave to enter the armed forces of the United 
States or its allies from receiving any annual longevity increase or 
increases to which he otherwise would be entitled when he returns to 
service in the public schools. 

TITLE IV—METHOD OF PROMOTION OF EMPLOYEES 

Sec. 7. On July 1, 1948, and on the first day of each fiscal year 
thereafter, if his work is satisfactory, every permanent teacher, school 
officer, or other employee except as provided in Section 2 of this Act, 
shall receive an annual increase in salary within his salary class or 
position as hereinbefore provided without action of the Board of 
Education, except that after a teacher, school officer, or other employee 
has received five annual increases he shall receive no further increases 
until he is declared eligible therefor by the Board of Education on 
the basis of such evidence of successful teaching, in the case of a 
teacher or outstanding service in the case of a school officer or other 
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employee and of increased professional attainments as the Board of
Education may prescribe, and that after having been declared so
eligible and after having received five more annual increases, he shall
receive no further increases until he is declared eligible therefor by
the Board of Education on the basis of such evidence of successful
teaching in the case of a teacher or outstanding service in the case of
a school officer or other employee and of increased professional attain-
ments as the Board of Education may prescribe. A program of
in-service training under regulations to be formulated by the Board
of Education shall be established to promote continuous professional
growth among the teachers, school officers, and other employees, and
such teachers, school officers, and other employees shall annually
report evidence of participation in the in-service training program
thus established and other evidence of professional growth and
accomplishment.

SEC. 8. On and after July 1, 1947, teachers, school officers, and other
employees promoted from a lower to a higher salary class or position
shall receive a salary in the salary class or position to which promoted
which is next above the salary in the salary class or position from
which promoted.

SEC. 9. Within the limitations of section 2 of this Act, every teacher,
instructor, librarian, and research assistant in the service on July 1,
1947, and every teacher, school officer, or other employee thereafter
appointed shall, if the class to which he is assigned be divided into
group A and group C, be assigned according to eligibility either to
group A or group C, and shall be promoted to group C in salary classes
1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 on the basis of documentary evidence establishing
the attainment of a recognized master's degree.

TITLE V-ACCOMPANYING LEGISLATION
Elemtsifcatihonol. SE. 10. For the purpose of determining the classification of prin-principals. cipals in the elementary schools, it shall be the duty of the Board of

Education, on the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools
to designate the number of rooms in each elementary school building
or approved combination of elementary school buildings.

Firt Assistant Su- SEC. 11. There shall be two First Assistant Superintendents ofperintendents of
Schools. Schools, one white First Assistant Superintendent for the whiteschools who, under the direction of the Superintendent of Schools,

shall have general supervision over the white schools; and one coloredFirst Assistant Superintendent for the colored schools who, under the
direction of the Superintendent of Schools, shall have sole charge ofall employees, classes, and schools in which colored children are taught.The First Assistant Superintendents shall perform such other duties
as may be prescribed by the Superintendent of Schools.

Boards of exam SEC. 12. Boards of examiners for carrying out the provisions of theiners.
Membership. statutes with reference to examinations of teachers shall consist of

the Superintendent of Schools and not less than four nor more than
six members of the supervisory or teaching staff of the white schools
for the white schools, and of the Superintendent of Schools and notless than four nor more than six members of the supervisory or teach-
ing staff of the colored schools for the colored schools. The designa-
tions of members of the supervisory or teaching staff for membership
on these boards shall be made annually by the Board of Education
on the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools.

Chief examiners. SEC. 13. There shall be appointed by the Board of Education, on the
recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, a chief examinerfor the board of examiners for white schools. An Associate Super-
intendent in the colored schools shall be designated by the Superin-
tendent of Schools as chief examiner for the board of examiners for
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employee and of increased professional attainments as the Board of 
Education may prescribe, and that after having been declared so 
eligible and after having received five more annual increases, he shall 
receive no further increases until he is declared eligible therefor by 
the Board of Education on the basis of such evidence of successful 
teaching in the case of a teacher or outstanding service in the case of 
a school officer or other employee and of increased professional attain-
ments as the Board of Education may prescribe. A program of 
in-service training under regulations to be formulated by the Board 
of Education shall be established to promote continuous professional 
growth among the teachers, school officers, and other employees, and 
such teachers, school officers, and other employees shall annually 
report evidence of participation in the in-service training program 
thus established and other evidence of professional growth and 
accomplishment. 
SEC. 8. On and after July 1, 1947, teachers, school officers, and other 

employees promoted from a lower to a higher salary class or position 
shall receive a salary in the salary class or position to which promoted 
which is next above the salary in the salary class or position from 
which promoted. 

Sic. 9. Within the limitations of section 2 of this Act, every teacher, 
instructor, librarian, and research assistant in the service on July 1, 
1947, and every teacher, school officer' or other employee thereafter 
appointed shall, if the class to which he is assigned be divided into 
group A and group C, be assigned according to eligibility either to 
group A or group C, and shall be promoted to group C in salary classes 
1, 2, 3, 425, 6, 7 and 8 on the basis of documentary evidence establishing 
the attanunent of a recognized master's degree. 

TITLE V—ACCOMPANYING LEGISLATION 

SEC. 10. For the purpose of determining the classification of prin-
cipals in the elementary schools, it shall be the duty of the Board of 
Education, on the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, 
to designate the number of rooms in each elementary school building 
or approved combination of elementary school buildings. 
SEC. 11. There shall be two First Assistant Superintendents of 

Schools, one white First Assistant Superintendent for the white 
schools who, under the direction of the Superintendent of Schools, 
shall have general supervision over the white schools; and one colored 
First Assistant Superintendent for the colored schools who, under the 
direction of the Superintendent of Schools, shall have sole charge of 
all employees, classes, and schools in which colored children are taught. 
The First Assistant Superintendents shall perform such other duties 
as may be prescribed by the Superintendent of Schools. 
SEC. 12. Boards of examiners for carrying out the provisions of the 

statutes with reference to examinations of teachers shall consist of 
the Superintendent of Schools and not less than four nor more than 
six members of the supervisory or teaching staff of the white schools 
for the white schools, and of the Superintendent of Schools and not 
less than four nor more than six members of the supervisory or teach-
ing staff of the colored schools for the colored schools. The designa-
tions of members of the supervisory or teaching staff for membership 
on these boards shall be made annually by the Board of Education 
on the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools. 
SEc. 13. There shall be appointed by the Board of Education, on the 

recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, a chief examiner 
for the board of examiners for white schools. An Associate Super-
intendent in the colored schools shall be designated by the Superin-
tendent of Schools as chief examiner for the board of examiners for 
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the colored schools. All members of the respective boards of examiners
shall serve without additional compensation.

SEC. 14. The Board of Education, on recommendation of the Super-
intendent of Schools, is hereby authorized to appoint annual substitute
teachers, who shall qualify for said positions by meeting such eligibility
requirements as the said board may prescribe and who shall be assigned
to the lowest class to which eligible for the type of work to be per-
formed, and who shall be entitled to salary placement credit as pro-
vided in paragraph (ap) of section 6 of this Act, but who shall
not be entitled to annual increases of said class. The said board shall
prescribe the amount to be deducted from the salary of any absent
teacher for whom an annual substitute may perform service. The
above authorization for the appointment of annual substitute teachers
shall not be construed to prevent the Board of Education from the
employment of other substitute teachers under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the said board.

SEC. 15. When necessary, the Board of Education, on written recom-
mendation of the Superintendent of Schools, is authorized and
empowered to appoint temporary teachers: Provided, That such
appointments shall be made for a limited period not to extend beyond
June 30 of the fiscal year in which the appointments are made, and
the Board of Education is authorized to terminate the services of any
temporary teachers at any time, on the written recommendation of
the Superintendent of Schools: And provided further, That all tem-
porary teachers shall receive the basic salary of the class in which
service is to be performed plus salary placement credit provided in
paragraph (ap) of section 6 of this Act, but shall not be entitled to
annual increases of said class.

SEC. 16. The Board of Education is hereby authorized to conduct
as parts of the public-school system, a department of school attend-
ance and work permits, evening schools, vacation schools, American-
ization schools, and other activities, under and within appropriations
made by Congress, and on the written recommendation of the Superin-
tendent of Schools to fix and prescribe the salaries, other than those
herein specified, to be paid to the employees of the said departments
and activities.

SEC. 17. All employees assigned to salary classes 1 to 12, inclusive,
and all attendance officers assigned to salary class 32 in the foregoing
schedule, shall be classified as teachers for pay-roll purposes and their
annual salaries shall be paid in ten monthly installments in accordance
with existing law.

SEC. 18. Attendance officers in the department of school attendance
and work permits assigned to class 32 in the foregoing schedule shall
be entitled, in accordance with regulations made by the Board of
Education, to cumulative leave with pay because of personal illness,
the presence of contagious disease, death in the home, or pressing
emergency, at the rate of ten days per calendar year, the total accumu-
lation not to exceed sixty days; and in the event of any further absence
of any attendance officer the Board of Education, on written recom-
mendation of the Superintendent, is hereby authorized to appoint a
substitute who shall be paid at a rate fixed by the said Board and
the amount paid to such substitute shall be deducted from the salary of
the absent attendance officer. Such attendance officers shall not be
entitled to annual or sick leave under any other law.

SEC. 19. The rates of salaries herein designated shall become effec-
tive on July 1, 1947. The estimates of the expenditures for the
operation of the public-school system of the District of Columbia shall
hereafter be prepared in conformity with the classification and com-
pensation of employees herein provided. During the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, no teacher, school officer, or other employee of
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the colored schools. All members of the respective boards of examiners 
shall serve without additional compensation. 
SEC. 14. The Board of Education, on recommendation of the Super-

intendent of Schools, is hereby authorized to appoint annual substitute 
teachers, who shall qualify for said positions by meeting such eligibility 
requirements as the said board may prescribe and who shall be assigned 
to the lowest class to which eligible for the type of work to be per-
formed, and who shall be entitled to salary placement credit as pro-
vided in paragraph (ap) of section 6 of this Act, but who shall 
not be entitled to annual increases of said class. The said board shall 
prescribe the amount to be deducted from the salary of any absent 
teacher for whom an annual substitute may perform service. The 
above authorization for the appointment of annual substitute teachers 
shall not be construed to prevent the Board of Education from the 
employment of other substitute teachers under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the said board. 

SEC. 15. When necessary, the Board of Education, on written recom-
mendation of the Superintendent of Schools, is authorized and 
empowered to appoint temporary teachers: Provided, That such 
appointments shall be made for a limited period not to extend beyond 
June 30 of the fiscal year in which the appointments are made, and 
the Board of Education is authorized to terminate the services of any 
temporary teachers at any time, on the written recommendation of 
the Superintendent of Schools: And provided further, That all tem-
porary teachers shall receive the basic salary of the class in which 
service is to be performed plus salary placement credit provided in 
paragraph (ap) of section 6 of this Act, but shall not be entitled to 
annual increases of said class. 
SEC. 16. The Board of Education is hereby authorized to conduct 

as parts of the public-school system, a department of school attend-
ance and work permits, evening schools, vacation schools, American-
ization schools, and other activities, under and within appropriations 
made by Congress, and on the written recommendation of the Superin-
tendent of Schools to fix and prescribe the salaries, other than those 
herein specified, to be paid to the employees of the said departments 
and activities. 

SEc. 17. All employees assigned to salary classes 1 to 12, inclusive, 
and all attendance officers assigned to salary class 32 in the foregoing 
schedule, shall be classified as teachers for pay-roll purposes and their 
annual salaries shall be paid in ten monthly installments in accordance 
with existing law. 

SEC. 18. Attendance officers in the department of school attendance 
and work permits assigned to class 32 in the foregoing schedule shall 
be entitled, in accordance with regulations made by the Board of 
Education, to cumulative leave with pay because of personal illness, 
the presence of contagious disease, death in the home, or pressing 
emergency, at the rate of ten days per calendar year, the total accumu-
lation not to exceed sixty days; and in the event of any further absence 
of any attendance officer the Board of Education, on written recom-
mendation of the Superintendent, is hereby authorized to appoint a 
substitute who shall be paid at a rate fixed by the said Board and 
the amount paid to such substitute shall be deducted from the salary of 
the absent attendance officer. Such attendance officers shall not be 
entitled to annual or sick leave under any other law. 
SEC. 19. The rates of salaries herein designated shall become effec-

tive on July 1, 1947. The estimates of the expenditures for the 
operation of the public-school system of the District of Columbia shall 
hereafter be prepared in conformity with the classification and com-
pensation of employees herein provided. During the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, no teacher, school officer, or other employee of 
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[S. J. Res. 124]

[Public Law 1641

the Board of Education whose salary is included in the foregoing
schedule shall receive any increase in compensation other than as
provided in this Act.

SEC. 20. The District of Columbia Teachers Salary Act of 1945,
approved July 21, 1945, as amended, is hereby repealed.

SEC. 21. (a) After the effective date of this Act, the Act entitled
"An Act to provide educational employees of the public schools of
the District of Columbia with leave of absence, with part pay, for
purposes of educational improvement, and for other purposes",
approved June 12, 1940, shall apply to employees of the Board of
Education whose salaries are fixed by this Act.

(b) After the effective date of this Act, the Act entitled "An Act
for the retirement of the public-school teachers in the District of
Columbia", approved August 7, 1946, shall apply to employees of the
Board of Education whose salaries are fixed by this Act, and all refer-
ences in said Act to the District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act of
1945, as amended, shall be interpreted to apply to this Act. Nothing
in this subsection shall require the recomputation of the annuity of
any person retired under the Act of August 7, 1946, prior to the effec-
tive date of this Act, or of any person retired prior to the effective
date of the Act of August 7, 1946, whose annuity is computed in
accordance with the provisions of that Act.

SEC. 22. This Act may be cited as "District of Columbia Teachers'
Salary Act of 1947".

SEc. 23. This Act shall become effective on July 1, 1947.
Approved July 7, 1947.

[CHAPTER 209]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To enable the President to utilize the appropriations for United States partici-
pation in the work of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion for meeting administrative expenses of United States Government agencies
in connection with United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
liquidation.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
LqRibn of , States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to provide

tlvitcs. necessary administrative expenses for executive departments, agencies,
and independent establishments of the United States Government
incident to the liquidation of activities undertaken prior to June 30,
1947, in connection with participation of the United States in the work

Appropriation au- of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation dministration, there
Port, p. 14. is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $2,370,000 of

the unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947, of the appropriation
"United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration" provided

60 Stat. 6. under the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946.
Approved July 8, 1947.

July 8, 1947
[H. R. 2700]

[Public Law 165]

Labor-Federal Se-
curity Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Ante, pp.118,187188,
246; post, pp. 361, 608,
609, 621, 622, 700.

[CHAPTER 210]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Department of Labor, the Federal Security
Agency, and related independent agencies, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the follow-
ing sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the Department of Labor the Federal
Security Agency, and related independent agencies, for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, namely:
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the Board of Education whose salary is included in the foregoing 
schedule shall receive any increase in compensation other than as 
provided in this Act. 

Szc. 20. The District of Columbia Teachers Salary Act of 1945, 
approved July 21, 1945, as amended, is hereby repealed. 

SEc. 21. (a) After the effective date of this Act, the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide educational employees of the public schools of 
the District of Columbia with leave of absence, with part pay, for 
purposes of educational improvement, and for other purposes", 
approved June 12, 1940, shall apply to employees of the Board of 
Education whose salaries are fixed by this Act. 

(b) After the effective date of this Act, the Act entitled "An Act 
for the retirement of the public-school teachers in the District of 
Columbia", approved August 7, 1946, shall apply to employees of the 
Board of Education whose salaries are fixed by this Act, and all refer-
ences in said Act to the District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act of 
1945, as amended, shall be interpreted to apply to this Act. .Nothing 
in this subsection shall require the recomputation of the annuity of 
any person retired under the Act of August 7, 19462 prior to the effec-
tive date of this Act, or of any person retired prior to the effective 
date of the Act of August 7, 1946, whose annuity is computed in 
accordance with the provisions of that Act. 
SEC. 22. This Act may be cited as "District of Columbia Teachers' 

Salary Act of 1947". 
SEO. 23. This Act shall become effective on July 1, 1947. 
Approved July 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 209] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To enable the President to utilize the appropriations for United States partici-
pation in the work of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion for meeting administrative expenses of United States Government agencies 
in connection with United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 
liquidation. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to provide 
necessary administrative expenses for executive departments, agencies, 
and independent establishments of the United States Government 
incident to the liquidation of activities undertaken prior to June 30, 
1947, in connection with participation of the United States in the work 
of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, there 
is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to exceed $2,370,000 of 
the unobligated balance as of June 30, 1947, of the appropriation 
"United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration" provided 
under the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946. 
Approved July 8, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 210] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Department of Labor, the Federal Security 
Agency, and related independent agencies, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the follow-
ing sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, for the Department of Labor, the Federal 
Security Agency, and related independent agencies, for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 
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TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia,
$843,200.

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor: For personal services
in the District of Columbia and other necessary expenses in the
field, including contract stenographic reporting services, as author-
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600),
$808,000.

Contingent expenses: For necessary expenses of the offices and
bureaus of the Department, for which appropriations are not specifi-
cally made, including purchase of two passenger motor vehicles
(including one at not to exceed $3,000); transfer of funds to United
States Public Health Service for costs of health service program as
authorized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); commercial
and labor-reporting services; when authorized by the Secretary of
Labor, dues for library membership in societies or associations which
issue publications to members only or at a price to members lower than
to subscribers who are not members, not exceeding $400; newspapers,
press clippings, and teletype news service not to exceed $7,300; and
contract stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); $468,400, of which
$1,000 is for payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort
Claims Act.

Traveling expenses: For traveling expenses for the Department,
$2,188,300.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-
ment, $489,700.

PENALTY MAIL COSTS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Department as required by the Act of
June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), $119,700.

Salaries and expenses, Division of Labor Standards: For necessary
expenses, including personal services in the District of Columbia and
purchase and distribution of reports, and of material for informa-
tional exhibits, in connection with the promotion of health, safety,
employment stabilization, and amicable industrial relations for labor
and industry, $200,000.

The appropriation under this title for traveling expenses shall be
available for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and con-
sultants at conferences concerned with the work of the Division of
Labor Standards when called by the Division with the written
approval of the Secretary of Labor, and shall be available also in an
amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings
related to the work of the Division of Labor Standards when incurred
on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor.

Commissioners of Conciliation: For expenses necessary to enable
the Secretary of Labor to exercise the authority vested in him by
section 8 of the Act creating the Department of Labor (5 U. S. C.
611), and not to exceed $1 for personal services in the District of
Columbia, $1.

The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be avail-
able in an amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at
meetings, conferences, or conventions concerned with labor and indus-
trial relations when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary
of Labor.
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TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

02.t ICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$843,200. 

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Solicitor: For personal services 
in the District of Columbia and other necessary expenses in the 
field, including contract stenographic reporting services, as author-
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), 
$808,000. 
Contingent expenses: For necessary expenses of the offices and 

bureaus of the Department, for which appropriations are not specifi-
cally made, including purchase of two passenger motor vehicles 
(including one at not to exceed $3,000) ; transfer of funds to United 
States Public Health Service for costs of health service program as 
authorized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; commercial 
and labor-reporting services; when authorized by the Secretary of 
Labor, dues for library membership in societies or associations which 
issue publications to members only or at a price to members lower than 
to subscribers who are not members, not exceeding $400; newspapers, 
press clippings, and teletype news service not to exceed $7,300; and 
contract stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; $468,400, of which 
$1,000 is for payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort 
Claims Act. 
Traveling expenses: For traveling expenses for the Department, 

$2,188,300. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-

ment, $489,700. 

PENALTY MAIL COSTS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail of the Department as required by the Act of 
June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364) $119,700. 

Salaries and expenses, Division of Labor Standards: For necessary 
expenses, including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
purchase and distribution of reports, and of material for informa-
tional exhibits, in connection with the promotion of health, safety, 
employment stabilization, and amicable industrial relations for labor 
and industry, $200,000. 
The appropriation under this title for traveling expenses shall be 

available for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and con-
sultants at conferences concerned with the work of the Division of 
Labor Standards when called by the Division with the written 
approval of the Secretary of Labor, and shall be available also in an 
amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings 
related to the work of the Division of Labor Standards when incurred 
on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor. 

Commissioners of Conciliation: For expenses necessary to enable 
i the Secretary of Labor to exercise the authority vested n him by 

section 8 of the Act creating the Department of Labor (5 U. S. C. 
611), and not to exceed $1 for personal services in the District of 
Columbia, $1. 
The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be avail-

able in an amount not to exceed $2,000 for expenses of attendance at 
meetings, conferences, or conventions concerned with labor and indus-
trial relations when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary 
of Labor. 
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APPRENTICE TRAINING SERVICE

Apprentice Training Service: For expenses necessary to enable the
Secretary of Labor to conduct a program of encouraging apprentice
training, as authorized by the Act of August 16, 1937 (29 U. S. C. 50),
including personal services in the District of Columbia, $2,107,800.

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Po"t, p. 7o. Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not to
exceed $5,500 for purchase of newspaper clipping services; reim-
bursement to State, Federal, and local agencies and their employees

Temporaryservices. for services rendered; and not to exceed $15,000 for temporary
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946

60 Stat. 810. (Public Law 600); $3,373,400, of which amount not to exceed
U. S.C. $2,202,700 may be expended for personal services in the District of

Columbia and not to exceed $845,000 for a cost-of-living study and
report.

Attendance at meet- The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be
available, in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attend-
ance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary
of Labor.

Post, p. 621.

Supra.
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49e.

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

General administration: For expenses necessary for the general
administration of the United States Employment Service, including
one Director at not to exceed $10,000 per annum and other personal
services in the District of Columbia and contract stenographic
reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600), $3,500,000, of which $1,756,800 shall be for
carrying into effect the provisions of title IV (except section 602)
of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944: Provided, That the
appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be available,
in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attendance at
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the United
States Employment Service when incurred on the written authority
of the Secretary of Labor.

GRANTS TO STATES FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OFFICES

For grants to the several States (including Alaska and Hawaii),
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 6, 1933, as
amended (29 U. S. C. 49-49i), and for carrying into effect section 602
of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, including, upon the
request of any State, the payment of rental for space made available
to such State in lieu of grants for such purpose, $57,382,400, of which
not to exceed $757,000 shall be available to the United States Employ-
ment Service for necessary expenses in connection with the operation
of employment office facilities and services in the District of Columbia
and for use in carrying into effect section 602 of the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act in Puerto Rico: Provided, That no State shall be
required to make any appropriation as provided in section 5 (a) of
said Act of June 6, 1933, prior to July 1, 1949: Provided further, That
notwithstanding the provisions of section 5 (a) and section 6 of the
Act of June 6, 1933, the Secretary of Labor shall from time to time
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment to each State
found to be in compliance with the requirements of the Act of June
6, 1933, such amounts as he determines to be necessary for the proper
and efficient administration of its public employment offices.

50 Stat. 64.

ii
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APPRENTICE TRAINING SERVICE 

Apprentice Training Service: For expenses necessary to enable the 
Secretary of Labor to conduct a program of encouraging apprentice 
training, as authorized by the Act of August 16, 1937 (29 U. S. C. 50), 
including personal services in the District of Columbia, $2,107,800. 

BUREAU* OF LABOR STATISTICS 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not to 
exceed $5,500 for purchase of newspaper clipping services; reim-
bursement to State, Federal, and local agencies and their employees 
for services rendered; and not to exceed $15,000 for temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600); $3,373,400, of which amount not to exceed 
$2,202,700 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia and not to exceed $845,000 for a cost-of-living study and 
report. 
The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be 

available, in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attend-
ance at meetings concerned with the work of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary 
of Labor. 

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 

General administration: For expenses necessary for the general 
administration of the United States Employment Service, including 
one Director at not to exceed $10,000 per annum and other personal 
services in the District of Columbia and contract stenographic 
reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600), $3,500,000, of which $1,756,800 shall be for 
carrying into effect the provisions of title IV (except section 602) 
of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944: Provided, That the 
appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be available, 
in an amount not to exceed $2,000, for expenses of attendance at 
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the United 
States Employment Service when incurred on the written authority 
of the Secretary of Labor. 

GRANTS TO STATES FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT OFFICES 

For grants to the several States (including Alaska and Hawaii), 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 6, 1933, as 
amended (29 U. S. C. 49-49i), and for carrying into effect section 602 
of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, including, upon the 
request of any State, the payment of rental for space made available 
to such State in lieu of grants for such purpose, $57,382,400, of which 
not to exceed $757,000 shall be available to the United States Employ-
ment Service for necessary expenses in connection with the operation 
of employment office facilities and services in the District of Columbia 
and for use in carrying into effect section 602 of the Servicemen's 
Readjustment Act in Puerto Rico: Provided, That no State shall be 
required to make any appropriation as provided in section 5 (a) of 
said Act of June 6, 1933, prior to July 1, 1949: Provided further, That 
notwithstanding the provisions of section 5 (a) and section 6 of the 
Act of June 6, 1933, the Secretary of Labor shall from time to time 
certify to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment to each State 
found to be in compliance with the requirements of the Act of June 
6, 1933, such amounts as he determines to be necessary for the proper 
and efficient administration of its public employment offices. 
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In carrying out the provisions of said Act of June 6, 1933, the Secre-
tary shall assure that each State agency operates under such methods
of administration relating to the establishment and maintenance of
personnel standards on a merit basis, as are found by the Secretary
to be necessary to carry out the purposes of said Act; such methods and
the methods required pursuant to section 303 (a) (1) of the Social
Security Act, as amended, shall be promulgated jointly by the Secre-
tary and the Federal Security Administrator and both such methods
shall be administered in a manner which assures consistency in their
application.

Whenever funds are paid to the same State agency under this
heading and title III of the Social Security Act, as amended,
(1) such State agency may, if it so elects, submit to the Secretary
and the Federal Security Administrator a joint budget covering
both the functions for which grants are made under this heading
and the functons for which grants are made under such title III;
in such a case, the Secretary of Labor shall, if the State agency so
elects, certify to the Federal Security Agency the amounts to be
paid to the State under this heading and upon receipt of such
certification, the Federal Security Agency shall certify such amounts
to the Secretary of the Treasury in addition to the amount, if any,
payable by said Agency under the provisions of section 302 (a) of
the Social Security Act, as amended. Any additional amounts so
certified by the Federal Security Agency shall be paid to the State
by the Secretary of the Treasury out of the appropriation herein
made available; and (2) the State agency may commingle such
funds and account therefor by such accounting, statistical, sampling,
or other methods as may be found by the Secretary of Labor and
the Federal Security Administrator, respectively, to afford reason-
able assurance that the funds paid to the State agency under this
heading and the funds paid to the State agency under title III of
the Social Security Act, as amended, are expended for the respec-
tive purposes of this heading and of such title III.

WOMEN'S BUREAU

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the Act to establish in
the Department of Labor a bureau to be known as the Women's
Bureau, approved June 5, 1920 (29 U. S. C. 11-16), including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of material
for reports and educational exhibts; $263,000.

The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be
available in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of attendance
at meetings concerned with the work of the Women's Bureau
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor.

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION

Salaries: For personal services for the Wage and Hour Division
necessary in performing the duties imposed by the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938 and by the Act to provide conditions for the purchase
of supplies and the making of contracts by the United States, approved
June 30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38), and the functions under the Fair Labor
Standards Act transferred under and pursuant to Reorganization
Plan Numbered 2 of 1946, $3,798,000, of which amount not to exceed
$746,100 may be expended for departmental salaries.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For necessary
expenses, other than salaries, of the Wage and Hour Division in
performing the duties imposed by the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938 and by the Act to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies
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In carrying out the provisions of said Act of June 6, 1933, the Secre-
tary shall assure that each State agency operates under such methods 
of administration relating to the establishment and maintenance of 
personnel standards on a merit basis, as are found by the Secretary 
to be necessary to carry out the purposes of said Act; such methods and 
the methods required pursuant to section 303 (a) (1) of the Social 
Security Act, as amended, shall be promulgated jointly by the Secre-
tary and the Federal Security Administrator and both such methods 
shall be administered in a manner which assures consistency in their 
application. 
Whenever funds are paid to the same State agency under this 

heading and title III of the Social Security Act, as amended, 
(1) such State agency may, if it so elects, submit to the Secretary 
and the Federal Security Administrator a joint budget covering 
both the functions for which grants are made under this heading 
and the functons for which grants are made under such title III; 
in such a case, the Secretary of Labor shall, if the State agency so 
elects, certify to the Federal Security Agency the amounts to be 
paid to the State under this heading and upon receipt of such 
certification, the Federal Security Agency shall certify such amounts 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, in addition to the amount, if any, 
payable by said Agency under the provisions of section 302 (a) of 
the Social Security Act, as amended. Any additional amounts so 
certified by the Federal Security Agency shall be paid to the State 
by the Secretary of the Treasury out of the appropriation herein 
made available; and (2) the State agency may commingle such 
funds and account therefor by such accounting, statistical, sampling, 
or other methods as may be found by the Secretary of Labor and 
the Federal Security Administrator, respectively, to afford reason-
able assurance that the funds paid to the State agency under this 
heading and the funds paid to the State agency under title III of 
the Social Security Act, as amended, are expended for the respec-
tive purposes of this heading and of such title III. 

WomErr's BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the Act to establish in 
the Department of Labor a bureau to be known as the Women's 
Bureau, approved June 5, 1920 (29 U. S. C. 11-16), including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of material 
for reports and educational exhibts; $263,000. 
The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be 

available in an amount not to exceed $2,500 for expenses of attendance 
at meetings concerned with the work of the Women's Bureau 
when incurred on the written authority of the Secretary of Labor. 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

Salaries: For personal services for the Wage and Hour Division 
necessary in performing the duties imposed by the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938 and by the Act to provide conditions for the purchase 
of supplies and the making of contracts by the United States, approved 
June 30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38) , and the functions under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act transferred under and pursuant to Reorganization 
Plan Numbered 2 of 1946, $3,798,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$746,100 may be expended for departmental salaries. 
Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For necessary 

expenses, other than salaries, of the Wage and Hour Division in 
performing the duties imposed by the Fair Labor Standards Act of 
1938 and by the Act to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies 
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and the making of contracts by the United States, approved June
49 tat. 2038. 30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38), and the functions under the Fair Labor
52Stato. 1060. Standards Act transferred under and pursuant to Reorganization

219. Plan Numbered 2 of 1946, including stenographic reporting services
Ante, p. 87.
so stat. 1095. by contract as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
5 U.s. C. 133y-16 (Public Law 600), and reimbursement to State, Federal, and localnote.60 Stat. 810. agencies and their employees for services rendered, $309,000.
Attendance at con- The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be avail-ferences. able for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants

at conferences concerned with the work of the Wage and Hour Division
when called by the Division with the written approval of the Secretary
of Labor, and shall be available in an amount not to exceed $5,250 for
expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the
Wage and Hour Division when incurred on the written authority of
the Secretary of Labor.

Transfer of funds. In order that the Secretary may effectuate necessary reorganizations
within the Department and field, he may transfer to the appropriations
under this title from funds appropriated, other than grants to States
for public employment offices, such sums as necessary, but not to exceed
2 per centum of the total funds appropriated: Provided, That such
transfer or transfers shall not be used for the purpose of creating new
functions within the Department, or for the continuation of any
function which the Congress in its final report recommends be discon-
tinued: Provided further, That no appropriation item shall be reduced
more than 5 per centum by such transfer.

citation of title. This title may be cited as the "Department of Labor Appropriation
Act, 1948".

Federal Security
Agency Appropria-
tion Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 184,
187, 188, 245; post, pp.
361, 437, 615, 942.

41 Stat. 272.

TITLE II-FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

AMERICAN PBINTING HOUSE FOR THE BLIND

Education of the blind: For carrying out the Act of August 4, 1919,
as amended (20 U. S. C. 101), $115,000.

BUREAU OF EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary administrative expenses,
including personal services in the District of Columbia; temporary

6otat. 81o. services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
U. S.0. . (Public Law 600), but, in the case of stenographic reporting services

on a fee basis, without regard to the limitation on rates in such section
and, in the case of other services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem
for individuals; purchase of five passenger motor vehicles; and not
to exceed $41 000 for the Employees' Compensation Board of Appeals;

41 u.. s. Co. $1,316,200: Provided, That section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended
shall not apply to any purchase or service outside continental United
States when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $500.

Employees' compensation fund: For the payment of compensation
and other benefits and expenses (except administrative expenses)
authorized by law and accruing during the current or any prior fiscal
year, including payments to other Federal agencies for medical and
hospital services pursuant to agreement approved by the Bureau of
Employees' Compensation; the advancement of costs for enforcement

Rehabilitation ex- of recoveries in third-party cases; rehabilitation expenses, including
fees or other payments to other agencies of the United States and
public or private agencies, including individuals, for services or
facilities rendered or furnished pursuant to agreement approved byMedical services, the Bureau; the furnishing of medical and hospital services and

. supplies, treatment, and funeral and burial expenses, including trans-
portation and other expenses incidental to such services. treatment,
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and the making of contracts by the United States, approved June 
30, 1936 (41 U. S. C. 38), and the functions under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act transferred under and pursuant to Reorganization 
Plan Numbered 2 of 1946, including stenographic reporting services 
by contract as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), and reimbursement to State, Federal, and local 
agencies and their employees for services rendered, $309,000. 
The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be avail-

able for expenses of attendance of cooperating officials and consultants 
at conferences concerned with the work of the Wage and Hour Division 
when called by the Division with the written approval of the Secretary 
of Labor, and shall be available in an amount not to exceed $5,250 for 
expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the 
Wage and Hour Division when incurred on the written authority of 
the Secretary of Labor. 
In order that the Secretary may effectuate necessary reorganizations 

within the Department and field, he may transfer to the appropriations 
under this title from funds appropriated, other than grants to States 
for public employment offices, such sums as necessary, but not to exceed 
2 per centurn of the total funds appropriated: Provided, That such 
transfer or transfers shall not be used for the purpose of creating new 
functions within the Department, or for the continuation of any 
function which the Congress in its final report recommends be discon-
tinued: Provided further, That no appropriation item shall be reduced 
more than 5 per centum by such transfer. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of Labor Appropriation 

Act, 1948". 

TITLE II—FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

AMERICAN PRINTING HOUSE FOR THE BLIND 

Education of the blind: For carrying out the Act of August 4, 1919, 
as amended (20 U. S. C. 101) , $115,000. 

BUREAU OF EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary administrative expenses, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia; temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), but, in the case of stenographic reporting services 
on a fee basis, without regard to the limitation on rates in such section 
and, in the case of other services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem 
for individuals; purchase of five passenger motor vehicles; and not 
to exceed $41,000 for the Employees' Compensation Board of Appeals; 
$1,316,200: Provided, That section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, 
shall not apply to any purchase or service outside continental United 
States when the aggregate amount involved does not exceed $500. 
Employees' compensation fund: For the payment of compensation 

and other benefits and expenses (except administrative expenses) 
authorized by law and accruing during the current or any prior fiscal 
year, including payments to other Federal agencies for medical and 
hospital services pursuant to agreement approved by the Bureau of 
Employees' Compensation; the advancement of costs for enforcement 
of recoveries in third-party cases; rehabilitation expenses, including 
fees or other payments to other agencies of the United States and 
public or private agencies, including individuals, for services or 
facilities rendered or furnished pursuant to agreement approved by 
the Bureau; the furnishing of medical and hospital services and 
supplies, treatment, and funeral and burial expenses, including trans-
portation and other expenses incidental to such services, treatment, 
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and burial, for such enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps as
were certified by the Director of such Corps as receiving hospital
services and treatment at Government expense on June 30, 1943, and
who are not otherwise entitled thereto as civilian employees of the
United States, and the limitations and authority of the Act of
September 7, 1916, as amended (5 U. S. C. 796), shall apply in
providing such services, treatment, and expenses in such cases;
$10,250,000.

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF

Salaries and expenses: For the partial support of Columbia Insti-
tution for the Deaf, including personal services and miscellaneous
expenses, purchase of one passenger bus, and repairs and improve-
ments, $259,500.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses (not appropriated
for elsewhere) in carrying out the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, as amended (21 U. S. C. 301-392); the Tea Importation Act, as
amended (21 U. S. C. 41-50); the Import Milk Act (21 U. S. C.
141-149); the Federal Caustic Poison Act (15 U. S. C. 401-411);
and the Filled Milk Act, as amended (21 U. S. C. 61-64); including
personal services in the District of Columbia; reporting and illus-
trating the results of investigations; purchase of sixty passenger motor
vehicles; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but, in the case of stenographic
reporting services on a fee basis, without regard to the limitation on
rates and, in the case of other services, at rates not in excess of $35
per diem for individuals; $4,000,000.

Certification services: To provide for the certification of certain
products as required by the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
as amended, including personal services in the District of Columbia;
purchase of eight passenger motor vehicles; travel expenses; printing
and binding; purchase of reprints and temporary services as author-
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but,
in the case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis, without
regard to the limitation on rates and, in the case of other services, at
rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; $431,000: Provided,
That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate of fees
covered into the Treasury under said Act.

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for operation and
maintenance, including repairs; travel; printing and binding; fur-
nishing, repairing, and cleaning of wearing apparel used by employees
in the performance of their official duties; transfer of funds to the
appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Howard University" for salaries
of technical and professional personnel detailed to the hospital; pay-
ments to the appropriations of Howard University for instruction of
nurses and actual cost of heat, light, and power furnished by such
university; a health service program for employees as authorized by
the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); expenses of attendance
at meetings of organizations concerned with hospital administration
and medical advancement, when authorized by the Federal Security
Administrator; $2,192,000: Provided, That hereafter the amounts to
be charged the District of Columbia and other establishments of the
Government for the treatment of patients for which they are respon-
sible shall be calculated on the basis of a per diem rate approved by
the Bureau of the Budget: Provided further, That no intern or resident
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and burial, for such enrollees of the Civilian Conservation Corps as 
were certified by the Director of such Corps as receiving hospital 
services and treatment at Government expense on June 30, 1943, and 
who are not otherwise entitled thereto as civilian employees of the 
United States, and the limitations and authority of the Act of 
September 7, 1916, as amended (5 U. S. C. 796), shall apply in 
providing such services, treatment, and expenses in such cases; 
$10,250,000. 

COLUMBIA INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF 

Salaries and expenses: For the partial support of Columbia Insti-
tution for the Deaf, including personal services and miscellaneous 
expenses, purchase of one passenger bus, and repairs and improve-
ments, $259,500. 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses (not appropriated 
for elsewhere) in carrying out the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act, as amended (21 U. S. C. 301-392) ; the Tea Importation Act, as 
amended (21 U. S. C. 41-50) ; the Import Milk Act (21 U. S. C. 
141-149) ; the Federal Caustic Poison Act (15 U. S. C. 401-411) ; 
and the Filled Milk Act, as amended (21 U. S. C. 61-64) ; including 
personal services in the District of Columbia; reporting and illus-
trating the results of investigations; purchase of sixty passenger motor 
vehicles; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act 
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but, in the case of stenographic 
reporting services on a fee basis, without regard to the limitation on 
rates and, in the case of other services, at rates not in excess of $35 
per diem for individuals; $4,000,000. 

Certification services: To provide for the certification of certain 
products as required by the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 
as amended, including personal services in the District of Columbia; 
purchase of eight passenger motor vehicles; travel expenses; printing 
and binding; purchase of reprints and temporary services as author-
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but, 
in the case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis, without 
regard to the limitation on rates and, in the case of other services, at 
rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; $431,000: Provided, 
That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the aggregate of fees 
covered into the Treasury under said Act. 

FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for operation and 
maintenance, including repairs; travel; printing and binding; fur-
nishing, repairing, and cleaning of wearing apparel used by employees 
in the performance of their official duties; transfer of funds to the 
appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Howard University" for salaries 
of technical and professional personnel detailed to the hospital; pay-
ments to the appropriations of Howard University for instruction of 
nurses and actual cost of heat, light, and power furnished by such 
university; a health service program for employees as authorized by 
the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; expenses of attendance 
at meetings of organizations concerned with hospital administration 
and medical advancement, when authorized by the Federal Security 
Administrator; $2,192,000: Provid,ed, That hereafter the amounts to 
be charged the District of Columbia and other establishments of the 
Government for the treatment of patients for which they are respon-
sible shall be calculated on the basis of a per diem rate approved by 
the Bureau of the Budget: Provided further, That no intern or resident 
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physician receiving compensation from this appropriation on a full-
time basis shall receive compensation in the form of wages or salary
from any other appropriation in this Act.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Post, p. 615. Salaries and expenses: For the partial support of Howard Univer-
sity, including personal services and miscellaneous expenses and
repairs to buildings and grounds, $1,864,400.

Plans and specifications: For the preparation of plans and specifica-
tions for construction, under the supervision of the Public Buildings
Administration, on the grounds of Howard University of men's
dormitory units, a law school building, administration building,
biology building, and greenhouse, and for alterations to science hall,
including engineering and architectural services, printing and binding,
and travel, $220,000, which amount, except such part as may be neces-
sary for the incidental expenses of the university, may be transferred
to the Public Buildings Administration, Federal Works Agency, for
the above purposes, to remain available until expended.

Construction of buildings: For beginning construction, on the
grounds of Howard University, under the supervision of the Public
Buildings Administration, of a dental school building, an auditorium
building with facilities for the school of music and the teaching of
fine arts, together with alterations and installations in connection with
this construction, including engineering and architectural services,
printing, and travel, to remain available until expended, $2,022,080,
which amount, except such part as may be necessary for the incidental
expenses of the university, may be transferred to the Public Buildings
Administration, Federal Works Agency, for the above purposes, and
the university is authorized to contract for the completion of said
construction at a total cost of not to exceed $4,109,755.

OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Further development of vocational education: For carrying out
60 Stat. C5i. section 3 of the Vocational Educational Act of 1946 (Public Law 586),

$17,750,000: Provided, That the apportionment to the States shall
be computed on the basis of not to exceed $19,842,759.97 for the fiscal
year 1948, as authorized.

Promotion of vocational education in Hawaii: For carrying out
43 Stat. 18. section 4 of the Act of March 10, 1924 (20 U. S. C. 29), $30,000.

Promotion of vocational education in Puerto Rico: For carrying
46 Stat. 1489. out section 1 of the Act of March 3, 1931 (20 U. S. C. 30), $105,000.

Further endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts:
49Stat.439. For carrying out section 22 of the Act of June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C.

343d), $2,480,000.
Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Office of

Education, including surveys, studies, investigations, and reports
regarding libraries; fostering coordination of public and school library
service; coordination of library service on the national level with other
forms of adult education; developing library participation in Federal
projects; fostering Nation-wide coordination of research materials
among libraries, interstate library coordination and the development
of library service throughout the country; personal services in the
District of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services as

Ustat. Cs0. authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law
600), but, when contracted for on a fee basis, without regard to the
limitation on rates in such section: purchase, distribution, and exchange
of educational documents, motion-picture films, and lantern slides;
collection, exchange, and cataloging of educational apparatus and
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physician receiving compensation from this appropriation on a full-
time basis shall receive compensation in the form of wages or salary 
from any other appropriation in this Act. 

HOWARD UNIVERSITY 

Salaries and expenses: For the partial support of Howard Univer-
sity, including- personal services and miscellaneous expenses and 
repairs to buildings and grounds, $1,864,400. 
Plans and specifications: For the preparation of plans and specifica-

tions for construction, under the supervision of the Public Buildings 
Administration, on the grounds of Howard University of men's 
dormitory units, a law school building, administration building, 
biology building, and greenhouse, and for alterations to science hall, 
including engineering and architectural services, printing and binding, 
and travel, $220,000, which amount, except such part as may be neces-
sary for the incidental expenses of the university, may be transferred 
to the Public Buildings Administration, Federal Works Agency, for 
the above purposes, to remain available until expended. 

Construction of buildings: For beginning construction, on the 
grounds of Howard University, under the supervision of the Public 
Buildings Administration, of a dental school building, an auditorium 
building with facilities for the school of music and the teaching of 
fine arts, together with alterations and installations in connection with 
this construction, including engineering and architectural services, 
printing, and travel, to remain available until expended, $2,022,080, 
which amount, except such part as may be necessary for the incidental 
expenses of the university, may be transferred to the Public Buildings 
Administration, Federal Works Agency, for the above purposes, and 
the university is authorized to contract for the completion of said 
construction at a total cost of not to exceed $4,109,755. 

OFFICE OF EDUCATION 

Further development of vocational education: For carrying out 
section 3 of the Vocational Educational Act of 1946 (Public Law 586), 
$17,750,000: Provided, That the apportionment to the States shall 
be computed on the basis of not to exceed $19,842,759.97 for the fiscal 
year 1948, as authorized. 
Promotion of vocational education in Hawaii: For carrying out 

section 4 of the Act of March 10, 1924 (20 U. S. C. 29) , $30,000. 
Promotion of vocational education in Puerto Rico: For carrying 

out section 1 of the Act of March 3, 1931 (20 U. S. C. 30), $105,000. 
Further endowment of colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts: 

For carrying out section 22 of the Act of June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 
343d), $2,480,000. 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Office of 
Education, including surveys, studies, investigations, and reports 
regarding libraries; fostering coordination of public and school library 
service; coordination of library service on the national level with other 
forms of adult education; developing library participation in Federal 
projects; fostering Nation-wide coordination of research materials 
among libraries, interstate library coordination and the development 
of library service throughout the country; personal services in the 
District of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services as 
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 
600), but, when contracted for on a fee basis, without regard to the 
limitation on rates in such section ; purchase, distribution, and exchange 
of educational documents, motion-picture films t and lantern slides; 
collection, exchange, and cataloging of educational apparatus and 
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appliances, articles of school furniture and models of school buildings
illustrative of foreign and domestic systems and methods of education,
and repairing the same; and a health service program as authorized by
the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); $1,633,900, of which not
less than $434,400 shall be available for the Division of Vocational
Education as authorized.

OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

For payments to States (including Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto
Rico) in accordance with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as
amended (29 U. S. C. ch. 4), including payments in accordance with
regulations of the Administrator, for one-half of necessary expendi-
tures for the acquisition of vending stands or other equipment in
accordance with section 3 (a) (3) (C) of said Act for the use of blind
persons, such stands or other equipment to be controlled by the State
agency, $18,000,000, of which not to exceed $200,000 shall be available
to the Federal Security Administrator for providing rehabilitation
services to disabled residents of the District of Columbia, as authorized
by section 6 of said Act, which latter amount shall be available for
administrative expenses in connection with providing such services in
the District of Columbia, including printing and binding, and travel:
Provided, That not to exceed 15 per centum of the appropriation shall
be used for administrative purposes: And provided further, That sec-
tion 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, shall not apply to any
purchase made or service rendered when the aggregate amount involved
does not exceed $400.

For general administrative expenses in carrying out the provisions
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended, and of the Act
approved June 20, 1936 (20 U. S. C., ch. 6A), including personal
services in the District of Columbia; temporary services as authorized
by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but in
the case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard
to the limitation on rates in such section, and, in the case of all other
services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; pur-
chase of reprints; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; exchange
of books: and not to exceed $7,500 for production, purchase, and distri-
bution of educational films; $550,000.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

For necessary expenses in carrying out the Public Health Service
Act, as amended (42 U. S. C. ch. 6A) (hereinafter referred to as
the Act), and other Acts, including (with the exception of the
appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public
Health Service") personal services in the District of Columbia; pur-
chase of reports, documents, and other material for publication
and of reprints; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but, in the case of
stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard to
the limitation on rates in such section and, in the case of all other
services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; prepa-
ration and display of posters and exhibits by contract or otherwise;
packing, unpacking, crating, uncrating, drayage, and transporta-
tion of personal effects of commissioned officers and transportation
of their dependents on change of station; increased allowances to
Reserve officers for foreign service; furnishing, repairing, and clean-
ing of wearing apparel prescribed by the Surgeon General for use
by employees in the performance of their official duties; and trans-
porting in Government-owned automotive equipment, to and from
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appliances, articles of school furniture and models of school buildings 
illustrative of foreign and domestic systems and methods of education, 
and repairing the same; and a health service program as authorized by 
the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; $1,633,900, of which not 
less than $434,400 shall be available for the Division of Vocational 
Education as authorized. 

OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 

For payments to States (including Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico) in accordance with the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as 
amended (29 U. S. C. ch. 4), including payments, in accordance with 
regulations of the Administrator, for one-half of necessary expendi-
tures for the acquisition of vending stands or other equipment in 
accordance with section 3 (a) (3) (C) of said Act for the use of blind 
persons, such stands or other equipment to be controlled by the State 
agency, $18,000,000, of which not to exceed $200,000 shall be available 
to the Federal Security Administrator for providing rehabilitation 
services to disabled residents of the District of Columbia, as authorized 
by section 6 of said Act, which latter amount shall be available for 
administrative expenses in connection with providing such services in 
the District of Columbia, including printing and binding, and travel: 
Provided, That not to exceed 15 per centum of the appropriation shall 
be used for administrative purposes: And provided further, That sec-
tion 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, shall not apply to any 
purchase made or service rendered when the aggregate amount involved 
does not exceed $400. 
For general administrative expenses in carrying out the provisions 

of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended, and of the Act 
approved June 20, 1936 (20 U. S. C., ch. 6A), including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; temporary services as authorized 
by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but in 
the case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard 
to the limitation on rates in such section, and, in the case of all other 
services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; pur-
chase of reprints; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; exchange 
of books; and not to exceed $7,500 for production, purchase, and distri-
bution of educational films; $550,000. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

For necessary expenses in carrying out the Public Health Service 
Act, as amended (42 U. S. C. ch. 64) (hereinafter referred to as 
the Act), and other Acts, including (with the exception of the 
appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public 
Health Service") personal services in the District of Columbia; pur-
chase of reports, documents, and other material for publication 
and of reprints; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of 
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law GOO), but, in the case of 
stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard to 
the limitation on rates in such section and, in the case of all other 
services, at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; prepa-
ration and display of posters and exhibits by contract or otherwise; 
packing, unpacking, crating, uncrating, drayage, and transporta-
tion of personal effects of commissioned officers and transportation 
of their dependents on change of station; increased allowances to 
Reserve officers for foreign service; furnishing, repairing, and clean-
ing of wearing apparel prescribed by the Surgeon General for use 
by employees in the performance of their official duties; and trans-
porting in Government-owned automotive equipment, to and from 
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school, children of personnel who have quarters for themselves and
their families at isolated stations; as follows:

Venereal diseases: To carry out the purposes of sections 314 (a) and
s Stat. 9374 (a). 363 of the Act with respect to venereal diseases, including the operation

266. and maintenance of centers for the diagnosis, treatment, support, and
Pod, p. 462. clothing of persons afflicted with venereal diseases; transportation and

subsistence of such persons and their attendants to and from the place
of treatment or allowance in lieu thereof; diagnosis and treatment
(including emergency treatment for other illnesses) of such persons
through contracts with physicians and hospitals and other appropriate

41 U.s.a. . institutions without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended; fees for case finding and referral to such centers of
voluntary patients; reasonable expenses of preparing remains or
burial of deceased patients; recreational supplies and equipment;
leasing of facilities and repair and alteration of leased facilities; the
purchase of twenty-eight passenger motor vehicles, and for grants of
money, services, supplies, equipment, and use of facilities to States,
as defined in the Act, and with the approval of the respective State
health authorities, to counties, health districts, and other political
subdivisions of the States, for the foregoing purposes, in such amounts
and upon such terms and conditions as the Surgeon General may
determine; $17,399,500, of which $516,500 shall be immediately
available.

Stat. M. ^ Tuberculosis: To carry out the purposes of section 314 (b) of the
42 U. . . () Act, $8,000,000.

Assistance to States, general: To carry out the purposes of sec-
8 tat3. 2694.e tion 314 (c) of the Act; to provide consultative services to States

pursuant to section 311 of the Act; and to make field investigations
5Uf at.p 6c.69.43 and demonstrations pursuant to section 301 of the Act, including

241. the purchase of forty-three passenger motor vehicles, $15,682,300:
Provided, That of the amount available for carrying out the pur-

S up r a
. poses of section 314 (c) of the Act, $3,000,000 shall be available

solely for grants to States having approved plans for mental health
activities.

Communicable diseases: To carry out those provisions of sections
42 Utat. S 23, 311, 361, and 704 of the Act relating to the prevention and suppres-

2N. sion of communicable diseases, the interstate transmission and spread
thereof, and the enforcement of any applicable quarantine laws
including the purchase of thirty-five passenger motor vehicles; and
hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft; $7,500,000.

Hospital and construction activities: For administrative expenses
s U.Ats. 'i 21- incident to carrying out title VI of the Public Health Service Act,

21m.L as amended (Public Law 725, 79th Cong.), $865,000, including print-
ing and binding; purchase of eight passenger motor vehicles; and
travel, including attendance at meetings of organizations concerned
with the purposes of this appropriation. There shall be allotted
to the several States for the fiscal year 1948, as provided in such
Act, a sum not exceeding $75,000,000, a part of the sum authorized to

s60ut stt. d- be appropriated for the fiscal year 1948 by part C of the Act.42 U. C§ 291d-
:mh. Whenever the Surgeon General shall have approved an application

6ostat. 1045. for a construction project in accordance with section 625 of the
*U.S. C. Act, the Federal share of the cost of such project, as provided by

the Act, shall constitute a contractual obligation of the Federal Gov-
ernment: Provided, That the aggregate contractual obligation during
the fiscal year 1948 shall not exceed $75,000,000.

Hospitals and medical care: For carrying out the purposes of sec-
8 stat. 65-n4. tions 321, 322, 324, 326, 331, 332, 502, and 710 of the Act, including

24»9, , 2 2 , i2 minor repairs to and maintenance of buildings; purchase of twenty-
22 . four passenger motor vehicles, including four ambulances; transpor-

tation to their homes in the continental United States of recovered
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school, children of personnel who have quarters for themselves and 
their families at isolated stations; as follows: 
Venereal diseases: To carry out the purposes of sections 314 (a) and 

363 of the Act with respect to venereal diseases, including the operation 
and maintenance of centers for the diagnosis, treatment, support, and 
clothing of persons a it icted with venereal diseases; transportation and 
subsistence of such persons and their attendants to and from the place 
of treatment or allowance in lieu thereof; diagnosis and treatment 
(including emergency treatment for other illnesses) of such persons 
through contracts with physicians and hospitals and other appropriate 
institutions without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, 
as amended; fees for case finding and referral to such centers of 
voluntary patients; reasonable expenses of preparing remains or 
burial of deceased patients; recreational supplies and equipment; 
leasing of facilities and repair and alteration of leased facilities; the 
purchase of twenty-eight passenger motor vehicles, and for grants of 
money, services, supplies, equipment, and use of facilities to States, 
as defined in the Act, and with the approval of the respective State 
health authorities, to counties, health districts, and other political 
subdivisions of the States, for the foregoing purposes, in such amounts 
and upon such terms and conditions as the Surgeon General may 
determine; $17,399,500, of which $516,500 shall be immediately 
available. 

Tuberculosis: To carry out the purposes of section 314 (b) of the 
Act, $8,000,000. 

Assistance to States, general: To carry out the purposes of sec-
tion 314 (c) of the Act; to provide consultative services to States 
pursuant to section 311 of the Act; and to make field investigations 
and demonstrations pursuant to section 301 of the Act, including 
the purchase of forty-three passenger motor vehicles, $15,682,300: 
Provided, That of the amount available for carrying out the pur-
poses of section 314 (c) of the Act, $3,000,000 shall be available 
solely for grants to States having approved plans for mental health 
activities. 
Communicable diseases: To carry out those provisions of sections 

311, 361, and 704 of the Act relating to the prevention and suppres-
sion of communicable diseases, the interstate transmission and spread 
thereof, and the enforcement of any applicable quarantine laws, 
including the purchase of thirty-five passenger motor vehicles; and 
hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft; $7,500,000. 

Hospital and construction activities: For administrative expenses 
incident to carrying out title VI of the Public Health Service Act, 
as amended (Public Law 725, 79th Cong.), $865,000, including print-
ing and binding; purchase of eight passenger motor vehicles; and 
travel, including attendance at meetings of organizations concerned 
with the purposes of this appropriation. There shall be allotted 
to the several States for the fiscal year 1948, as provided in such 
Act, a sum not exceeding $75,000,000, a part of the sum authorized to 
be appropriated for the fiscal year 1948 by part C of the Act. 
Whenever the Surgeon General shall have approved an application 
for a construction project in accordance with section 625 of the 
Act, the Federal share of the cost of such project, as provided by 
the Act, shall constitute a contractual obligation of the Federal Gov-
ernment: Provided, That the aggregate contractual obligation during 
the fiscal year 1948 shall not exceed $75,000,000. 

Hospitals and medical care: For carrying out the purposes of sec-
tions 321, 322, 324, 326, 331, 332, 502, and 710 of the Act, including 
minor repairs to and maintenance of buildings; purchase of twenty-
four passenger motor vehicles, including four ambulances; transpor-
tation to their homes in the continental United States of recovered 
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indigent leper patients; court costs and other expenses incident to
proceedings for commitment of mentally incompetent persons to hos-
pitals for the care and treatment of the insane; expenses of preparing
and transporting remains, or reasonable burial expenses, for any
patient dying in a hospital; travel; purchase and exchange of farm
products and livestock; and reimbursement to employees, subject to
regulations of the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost of
repair or replacement of personal belongings damaged or destroyed
by patients while such employees were engaged in the performance of
their official duties; $20,000,000, of which not to exceed $501,519 may
be transferred to the appropriation "Commissioned officers, pay, and
so forth".

Mental health activities: For expenses necessary for carrying out
the provisions of sections 301, 302, 312, and 321 with respect to mental
diseases, sections 322, 324, 326, 504, and 710 with respect to treatment
at the Public Health Service Hospitals, Fort Worth, Texas, and Lex-
ington, Kentucky, of persons suffering from psychiatric disorders, and
sections 303, 341, 343, and 344 of the Act, and Executive Order 9079,
dated February 26, 1942, including minor repairs to and maintenance
of buildings; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; court costs and
other expenses incident to proceedings taken for commitment of
mentally incompetent persons to hospitals; expenses of preparing and
transporting remains, or reasonable burial expenses, for any patient
dying in a hospital; firearms and ammunition; travel; printing and
binding; reimbursement to the working capital fund for articles or
services furnished by the industrial activities; expenses incurred in
pursuing, identifying, and returning escaped prisoners, including
rewards for their capture; transportation and subsistence allowance,
within continental United States, of any narcotic addict voluntarily
admitted and discharged as cured; reimbursement to employees, sub-
ject to regulations of the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost
of repair or replacement of personal belongings damaged or destroyed
by patients while such employees were engaged in the performance
of their official duties; tobacco for patients; $4,250,000, of which not
to exceed $99,500 may be transferred to the appropriation "Commis-
sioned officers, pay, and so forth": Provided, That as of June 30,
1947, and the end of each fiscal year thereafter any balances in the
"Working capital fund, narcotic hospitals," in excess of $150,000 shall
be transferred to the surplus fund of the Treasury.

Foreign quarantine service: For the medical inspection of aliens,
the maintenance and ordinary expenses of United States quarantine
stations and supplementary activities abroad, and the care and treat-
ment of quarantine detainees in private or other public hospitals when
facilities of the Public Health Service are not available, including
the purchase of eighteen passenger motor vehicles, $2,450,000.

Employee health service programs: For carrying out the functions
of the Public Health Service under the Acof f August 8,1946 (Public
Law 658), including travel and purchase of one passenger motor
vehicle, $300,000, of which not to exceed $30,583 may be used for a
health service program for Public Health Service employees: Pro-
vided, That when the Public Health Service, at the request of any
department or agency of the Government, establishes or operates a
health service program for such department or agency such amount
as may be necessary may be consolidated with this appropriation by
transfer from the applicable appropriation or appropriations of such
department or agency.

National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For the activities
of the National Institute of Health, not otherwise provided for,
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indigent leper patients; court costs and other expenses incident to 
proceedings for commitment of mentally incompetent persons to hos-
pitals for the care and treatment of the insane; expenses of preparing 
and i transporting remains, or reasonable burial expenses, for any 
patient dying n a hospital; travel; purchase and exchange of farm 
products and livestock; and reimbursement to employees, subject to 
regulations of the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost of 
repair or replacement of personal belongings damaged or destroyed 
by patients while such employees were engaged in the performance of 
their official duties; $20,000,000, of which not to exceed $501,519 may 
be transferred to the appropriation "Commissioned officers, pay , and 
so forth". 
Mental health activities: For expenses necessary for carrying out 

the provisions of sections 301, 302, 312, and 321 with respect to mental 
diseases, sections 322, 324, 326, 504, and 710 with respect to treatment 
at the Public Health Service Hospitals, Fort Worth, Texas, and Lex-
ington, Kentucky, of persons suffering from psychiatric disorders, and 
sections 303, 341, 343, and 344 of the Act, and Executive Order 9079, 
dated February 26, 1942, including minor repairs to and maintenance 
of buildings; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; court costs and 
other expenses incident to proceedings taken for commitment of 
mentally incompetent persons to hospitals; expenses of preparing and 
transporting remains, or reasonable burial expenses, for any patient 
dying in a hospital; firearms and ammunition; travel; printing and 
binding; reimbursement to the working capital fund for articles or 
services furnished by the industrial activities; expenses incurred in 
pursuing, identifying, and returning escaped prisoners, including 
rewards for their capture; transportation and subsistence allowance, 
within continental United States, of any narcotic addict voluntarily 
admitted and discharged as cured; reimbursement to employees, sub-
ject to regulations of the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost 
of repair or replacement of personal belongings damaged or destroyed 
by patients while such employees were engaged in the performance 
of their official duties; tobacco for patients; $4,250,000, of which not 
to exceed $99,500 may be transferred to the appropriation "Commis-
sioned officers, pay, and so forth": Provided, That as of June 30, 
1947, and the end of each fiscal year thereafter any balances in the 
"Working capital fund, narcotic hospitals," in excess of $150,000 shall 
be transferred to the surplus fund of the Treasury. 

Foreign quarantine service: For the medical inspection of aliens, 
the maintenance and ordinary expenses of United States quarantine 
stations and supplementary activities abroad, and the care and treat-
ment of quarantine detainees in private or other public hospitals when 
facilities of the Public Health Service are not available, including 
the purchase of eighteen passenger motor vehicles, $2,450,000. 
Employee health service programs: For carrying out the functions 

of the Public Health Service under the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public 
Law 658), including travel and purchase of one passenger motor 
vehicle, $300,000, of which not to exceed $30,583 may be used for a 
health service program for Public Health Service employees: Pro-
vided, That when the Public Health Service, at the request of any 
department or agency of the Government, establishes or operates a 
health service program for such department or agency such amount 
as may be necessary may be consolidated with this appropriation by 
transfer from the applicable appropriation or appropriations of such 
department or agency. 

National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For the activities 
of the National Institute of Health, not otherwise provided for, 
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including research fellowship and grants for research projects pur-
8 Stlat. 6 241. suant to section 301 of the Act (including the purchase and distribution

of penicillin and other antibiotic compounds for use in research
projects for which grants are made); the regulation and preparation
of biologic products; the purchase of six passenger motor vehicles;
and maintenance of buildings; $9,626,000.

National Cancer Institute: To enable the Surgeon General, upon
the recommendations of the National Advisory Cancer Council, to
make grants-in-aid for research and training projects relating to
cancer, including grants for erection of buildings and acquisition of
land therefor; to cooperate with State health agencies in the preven-
tion, control, and eradication of cancer by providing consultative
services, demonstrations, and grants-in-aid; and to otherwise carry

58 uts7 c. 5t 2s1- out the provisions of title IV of the Act, including the purchase of28s. twelve passenger motor vehicles, and including $500,000 which shall
be transferred to the appropriation "National Institute of Health,
operating expenses", $14,500,000, of which such amount as may be
necessary in carrying out the purposes of this appropriation may be
transferred to the appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned

sgerhandtra- officers, Public Health Service": Provided, That such parts of the
amount appropriated under this head as the Surgeon General shall
determine from time to time to be available for research and training
grants shall remain available until expended.

Construction of research facilities: For the acquisition of a site,
and the preparation of plans, specifications, and drawings, for addi-
tional research buildings and a six-hundred-bed clinical research
hospital and necessary accessory buildings related thereto to be used
in general medical research, including cancer and cardiovascular
diseases, to be immediately available and to remain available until
expended, $2,650,000, which amount, except such part as may be neces-
sary for the incidental expenses of the Public Health Service, shall
be transferred to the Public Buildings Administration for the perform-
ance of the work for which the appropriation is made.

Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth: For pay, uniforms and
subsistence allowances, increased allowances for foreign service and
commutation of quarters for not to exceed one thousand two hundred
and forty-six regular active commissioned officers; for retired pay of
regular and reserve commissioned officers; and for six months' death
gratuity pay and burial payments for regular commissioned officers;

Appointment of of- $5,750,300: Provided, That not to exceed thirty-six officers may be
senior assistant appointed to grades above that of senior assistant and for purposes

of pay and pay period any person so appointed shall be considered
as having had on the date of appointment service equal to the promo-
tion service credited to the Junior officer of the grade to which
appointed.

Training for nurses: For continuing in training student nurses
tat. 153. enrolled prior to October 16, 1945, under the provisions of the Actof June 15, 1943, as amended (50 U. S. C., App. 1451, and the follow-

ing), $4,500,000, of which not to exceed $348,792 shall be available
for administrative expenses, including printing and binding and

Ts olrund. travel: Provided, That this appropriation is hereby made available
for transfer to and consolidation with appropriations of Saint Eliza-
beths and Freedmen's Hospitals, in such amounts as may be deemed
necessary by the Federal Security Administrator, to cover the cost of
items furnished to student nurses in training under plans approved
for such hospitals in accordance with said Act.

Salaries and expenses: For the divisions and offices of the Office of
the Surgeon General and for miscellaneous expenses of the Public
Health Service not appropriated for elsewhere, including the super-
vision of sanitary engineering and dental operations of the Public
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including research fellowship and grants for research projects pur-
suant to section 301 of the Act (including the purchase and distribution 
of penicillin and other antibiotic compounds for use in research 
projects for which grants are made) ; the regulation and preparation 
of biologic products; the purchase of six passenger motor vehicles; 
and maintenance of buildings; $9,626,000. 
National Cancer Institute: To enable the Surgeon General, upon 

the recommendations of the National Advisory Cancer Council, to 
make grants-in-aid for research and training projects relating to 
cancer, including grants for erection of buildings and acquisition of 
land therefor; to cooperate with State health agencies in the preven-
tion, control, and eradication of cancer by providing consultative 
services, demonstrations, and grants-in-aid; and to otherwise carry 
out the provisions of title IV of the Act, including the purchase of 
twelve passenger motor vehicles, and including $500,000 which shall 
be transferred to the appropriation "National Institute of Health, 
operating expenses", $14,500,000, of which such amount as may be 
necessary in carrying out the purposes of this appropriation may be 
transferred to the appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned 
officers, Public Health Service": Provided, That such parts of the 
amount appropriated under this head as the Surgeon General .shall 
determine from time to time to be available for research and training 
grants shall remain available until expended. 

Construction of research facilities: For the acquisition of a site, 
and the preparation of plans, specifications, and drawings, for addi-
tional research buildings and a six-hundred-bed clinical research 
hospital and necessary accessory buildings related thereto to be used 
in general medical research, including cancer and cardiovascular 
diseases, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended, $2,650,000, which amount, except such part as may be neces-
sary for the incidental expenses of the Public Health Service, shall 
be transferred to the Public Buildings Administration for the perform-
ance of the work for which the appropriation is made. 
Commissioned officers, pay, and so forth: For pay, uniforms and 

subsistence allowances, increased allowances for foreign service and 
commutation of quarters for not to exceed one thousand two hundred 
and forty-six regular active commissioned officers; for retired pay of 
regular and reserve commissioned officers; and for six months' death 
gratuity pay and burial payments for regular commissioned officers; 
$5,750,300: Provided, That not to exceed thirty-six officers may be 
appointed to grades above that of senior assistant and for purposes 
of pay and pay period any person so appointed shall be considered 
as having had on the date of appointment service equal to the promo-
tion service credited to the junior officer of the grade to which 
appointed. 
Training for nurses: For continuing in training student nurses 

enrolled prior to October 16, 1945, under the provisions of the Act 
of June 15, 1943, as amended (50 U. S. C., App. 1451, and the follow-
ing), $4,500,000, of which not to exceed $348,792 shall be available 
for administrative expenses, including printing and binding and 
travel: Provided, That this appropriation is hereby made available 
for transfer to and consolidation with appropriations of Saint Eliza-
beths and Freedmen's Hospitals, in such amounts as may be deemed 
necessary by the Federal Security Adm inistrator, to cover the cost of 
items furnished to student nurses in training under plans approved 
for such hospitals in accordance with said Act. 

Salaries and expenses: For the divisions and offices of the Office of 
the Surgeon. General and for miscellaneous expenses of the Public 
Health Service not appropriated for elsewhere, including the super-
vision of sanitary engineering and dental operations of the Public 
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Health Service; maintenance and operation of the water and sanitary tation at Cicin-

investigations station at Cincinnati, Ohio; surveys and investigations
concerned with problems of pollution of the waters of lakes and rivers
of the United States; collecting and compiling mortality, morbidity,
and vital satistics, including procurement, by contract without regard
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, of transcripts of 41 vU. C. § 5.

State, municipal, and other records, and studies and investigations
related thereto; preparing information, articles, and publications
related to public health; conducting studies and demonstrations in
public health methods; and purchase of four passenger motor vehicles;
$3,600,000.

Office of International Health Relations: For expenses necessary in Mission to Liberia.

connection with international health work and the Public Health
Service mission to Liberia, including not to exceed $1,000 for enter-
tainment of officials of other countries when specifically authorized by
the Surgeon General, $275,000.

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the maintenance
and operation of the hospital (including the care and treatment of
insane beneficiaries of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and insane bene-
ficiaries of the Bureau of Employees' Compensation, in the Federal
Security Agency), including clothing for patients; reimbursement
to employees, subject to regulations of the Federal Security Admin-
istrator, for the cost of repair or replacement of personal belongings
damaged or destroyed by patients while such employees were engaged
in the performance of their official duties; travel expenses; printing
and binding; a health service program for employees as authorized
by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); purchase of three
passenger motor vehicles, including one ambulance; repairs and
improvements to buildings and grounds; furnishing, repairing, and
cleaning of such wearing apparel as may be used by employees in
the performance of their official duties; cooperation with organiza-
tions or individuals in scientific research into the nature, causes,
prevention, and treatment of mental illness; maintenance and oper-
ation of necessary facilities for feeding employees and others (at
not less than cost as determined in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Federal Security Administrator), the proceeds there-
from to reimburse the appropriation for the institution; ascertaining
the residence of patients whose care by the hospital is no longer
authorized, and returning such patients to the place of residence;
not exceeding $1,500 for the removal of patients to their friends;
attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with hospital
administration and medical advancement, when authorized by the
Federal Security Administrator; and not exceeding $1,500 for the
actual and necessary expenses incurred in pursuing, identifying, and
returning patients who escape from the hospital or from the custody
of any employee, including rewards for the capture of any such
patients; $1,550,000: Provided, That the District of Columbia. or
any branch of the Government requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital
to care for patients for which they are responsible, shall pay by check
to the Superintendent upon his written request, either in advance
or at the end of each month, such amounts as shall be calculated by
the Superintendent to be due for such care on the basis of a per diem
rate approved by the Bureau of the Budget and bills rendered by
the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital in accordance here-
with shall not be subject to audit or certification in advance of pay-
ment; proper adjustments of such bills paid for in advance on the
basis of such calculations shall be made monthly or quarterly, as may
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Health Service; maintenance and operation of the water and sanitary 
investigations station at Cincinnati, Ohio; surveys and investigations 
concerned with problems of pollution of the waters of lakes and rivers 
of the United States; collecting and compiling mortality, morbidity, 
and vital satistics, including procurement, by contract without regard 
to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, of transcripts of 
State, municipal, and other records, and studies and investigations 
related thereto; preparing information, articles, and publications 
related to public health; conducting studies and demonstrations in 
public health methods; and purchase of four passenger motor vehicles; 
$3,600,000. 

Office of International Health Relations: For expenses necessary in 
connection with international health work and the Public Health 
Service mission to Liberia, including not to exceed $1,000 for enter-
tainment of officials of other countries when specifically authorized by 
the Surgeon General, $275,000. 

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the maintenance 
and operation of the hospital (including the care and treatment of 
insane beneficiaries of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and insane bene-
ficiaries of the Bureau of Employees' Compensation, in the Federal 
Security Agency), including clothing for patients; reimbursement 
to employees, subject to regulations of the Federal Security Admin-
istrator, for the cost of repair or replacement of personal belongings 
damaged or destroyed by patients while such employees were engaged 
in the performance of their official duties; travel expenses; printing 
and binding; a health service program for employees as authorized 
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passenger motor vehicles, including one ambulance; repairs and 
improvements to buildings and grounds; furnishing, repairing, and 
cleaning of such wearing apparel as may be used by employees in 
the performance of their official duties; cooperation with organiza-
tions or individuals in scientific research into the nature, causes, 
prevention, and treatment of mental illness; maintenance and oper-
ation of necessary facilities for feeding employees and others (at 
not less than cost as determined in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Federal Security Administrator), the proceeds there-
from to reimburse the appropriation for the institution; ascertaining 
the residence of patients whose care by the hospital is no longer 
authorized, and returning such patients to the place of residence; 
not exceeding $1,500 for the removal of patients to their friends; 
attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with hospital 
administration and medical advancement, when authorized by the 
Federal Security Administrator; and not exceeding $1,500 for the 
actual and necessary expenses incurred in pursuing, identifying, and 
returning patients who escape from the hospital or from the custody 
of any employee, including rewards for the capture of any such 
patients; $1,550,000: Provided, That the District of Columbia, or 
any branch of the Government requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital 
to care for patients for which they are responsible, shall pay by check 
to the Superintendent upon his written request, either in advance 
or at the end of each month, such amounts as shall be calculated by 
the Superintendent to be due for such care on the basis of a per diem 
rate approved by the Bureau of the Budget and bills rendered by 
the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital in accordance here-
with shall not be subject to audit or certification in advance of pay-
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be agreed upon by the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital
and the District of Columbia government, department, or establish-
ments concerned. All sums paid to the Superintendent of Saint
Elizabeths Hospital for the care of patients that he is authorized by
law to receive shall be deposited to the credit on the books of the
Treasury of this appropriation and be subject to requisition upon
the approval of the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children,
and aid to the blind: For grants to States as authorized in titles I,
IV, and X of the Social Security Act, as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7,
subch. I, IV, and X), $625,000,000, of which such amount as may be
necessary shall be available for grants under such titles I, IV, and X,
respectively, for any period in the fiscal year 1947 subsequent to
March 31, 1947.

Salaries, Bureau of Public Assistance: For personal services in the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, $1,150,000.

Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration:
For grants to States as authorized in title III of the Social Security
Act, as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. III), $57,586,000, of which
such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Federal Security
Agency and the Post Office Department shall be used for the pay-
ment, in such manner as said parties may jointly determine, ofpostage for the transmission of official mail matter in connection
with the unemployment compensation administration of States
receiving grants herefrom.

Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen: For payments
to seamen as authorized by title XIII of the Social Security Act, asamended (sec. 306, Act of Aug. 10, 1946, Public Law 719), $900,000.

Salaries, Bureau of Employment Security: For personal servicesin the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $947,500.
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance:

For necessary expenses, including personal services in the District ofColumbia and elsewhere, travel, including, when specifically authorized
by the Federal Security Administrator, attendance at meetings oforganizations concerned with the work of the Bureau of Old-Age andSurvivors Insurance and printing and binding, not more than
$35,054,850 may be expended from the Federal old-age and survivorsinsurance trust fund, together with $700,000 from the general fund
of the Treasury (for carrying out title II of the Act of August 10,1946 (Public Law 719), the two amounts to be accounted for as onefund: Provided, That any sums received by the Administrator aspayment for services performed for any department or agency of the
Government by persons whose salaries are paid from the amount madeavailable under this paragraph shall be deposited to the credit of thisappropriation and be available, during the fiscal year in which such
sums are received, for the same purposes.

CHILDREN'S BUREAU

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in carrying out theAct of April 9, 1912, as amended (29 U. S. C. 18a), including personalservices in the District of Columbia; purchase of reports and material
for the publications of the Children's Bureau and of reprints for
distribution; $431,000.

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare: For necessaryexpenses in carrying out title V of the Social Security Act, as
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be agreed upon by the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital 
and the District of Columbia government, department, or establish-
ments concerned. All sums paid to the Superintendent of Saint 
Elizabeths Hospital for the care of patients that he is authorized by 
law to receive shall be deposited to the credit on the books of the 
Treasury of this appropriation and be subject to requisition upon 
the approval of the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Grants to States for old-age assistance, aid to dependent children, 
and aid to the blind: For grants to States as authorized in titles I, 
IV, and X of the Social Security Act, as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, 
subch. I, IV, and X), $625,000,000, of which such amount as may be 
necessary shall be available for grants under such titles I, IV, and X, 
respectively, for any period in the fiscal year 1947 subsequent to 
March 31, 1947. 

Salaries, Bureau of Public Assistance: For personal services in the 
District of Columbia and elsewhere, $1,150,000. 
Grants to States for unemployment compensation administration: 

For grants to States as authorized in title III of the Social Security 
Act, as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. III), $57,586,000, of which 
such amounts as may be agreed upon by the Federal Security 
Agency and the Post Office Department shall be used for the pay-
ment, in such manner as said parties may jointly determine, of 
postage for the transmission of official mail matter in connection 
with the unemployment compensation administration of States 
receiving grants herefrom. 
Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen: For payments 

to seamen as authorized by title XIII of the Social Security Act, as 
amended (sec. 306, Act of Aug. 10, 1946, Public Law 719), $900,000. 

Salaries, Bureau of Employment Security: For personal services 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $947,500. 

Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance: 
For necessary expenses, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere, travel, including, when specifically authorized 
by the Federal Security Administrator, attendance at meetings of 
organizations concerned with the work of the Bureau of Old-Age and 
Survivors Insurance and printing and binding, not more than 
$35,054,850 may be expended from the Federal old-age and survivors 
insurance trust fund, together with $700,000 from the general fund 
of the Treasury (for carrying out title II of the Act of August 10, 
1946 (Public Law 719), the two amounts to be accounted for as one 
fund: Provided, That any sums received by the Administrator as 
payment for services performed for any department or agency of the 
Government by persons whose salaries are paid from the amount made 
available under this paragraph shall be deposited to the credit of this 
appropriation and be available, during the fiscal year in which such 
sums are received, for the same purposes. 

canzatEN-'s BirREAu 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in carrying out the 
Act of April 9, 1912, as amended (29 U. S. C. 18a), including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; purchase of reports and material 
for the publications of the Children's Bureau and of reprints for 
distribution; $431,000. 

Salaries and expenses, maternal and child welfare: For necessary 
expenses in carrying out title V of the Social Security Act, as 
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amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), and the emergency maternity
and infant care program, including personal services in the District
of Columbia; $750,000: Provided, That no part of any appropria-
tion contained in this title shall be used to promulgate or carry
out any instruction, order, or regulation relating to the care of
obstetrical cases which discriminates between persons licensed under
State law to practice obstetrics: Provided further, That the fore-
going proviso shall not be so construed as to prevent any patient
from having the services of any practitioner of her own choice,
paid for out of this fund, so long as State laws are complied with:
Provided further, That any State plan which provides standards
for professional obstetrical services in accordance with the laws of
the State shall be approved.

Grants to States for emergency maternity and infant care
(national defense): For grants to States, including Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, to provide, in addition
to similar services otherwise available, medical, nursing, and hos-
pital maternity and infant care for wives and infants of enlisted
men of the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in the armed
forces of the United States and of Army aviation cadets, under
allotments by the Federal Security Administrator and plans
developed and administered by State health agencies and approved
by the Federal Security Agency, $3,000,000, to be available until
June 30, 1949, of which not more than $210,000 may be allotted to
the States for administrative expenses on the basis of need as deter-
mined by the Federal Security Agency: Provided, That the fore-
going grants to States shall be on the understanding that the
activity shall be in process of liquidation on and after July 1, 1947,
but this shall not be construed to preclude the furnishing of the
above-mentioned services, regardless of the date of application
therefor, to any woman or the offspring of any woman shown to
have been otherwise eligible as of June 30, 1947, under laws and
regulations then applicable.

Grants to States for maternal and child health services: For grants
to States as authorized in title V, part 1, of the Social Security Act,
as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $11,000,00)0: Provided, That
any allotment to a State pursuant to section 502 (b) of such Act shall
not be included in computing for the purposes of subsections (a) and
(b) of section 504 of such Act an amount expended or estimated to be
expended by the State.

Grants to States for services for crippled children: For grants to
States as authorized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security Act, as
amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $7,500,000: Pro ided, T'hat any
allotment to a State pursuant to section 512 (b) of such Act shall not
be included in computing, for the purpose of subsections (a) and (b)
of section 514 of such Act, an amount expended or estimated to be
expended by the State.

Grants to States for child-welfare services: For grants to States as
authorized in title V, part 3, of the Social Security Act, as amended
(42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $3,500,000.

Salaries, consolidated operations, Social Security Administration:
For personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere not
otherwise appropriated for, $2,000,000.

Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For
expenses, not otherwise appropriated for, necessary to carry into effect
the Social Security Act, as amended (42 U. S. C. 301-1305), including
exchange of books; library membership fees or dues in organizations
which issue publications to members only or to members at a lower
price than to others, payments for which may be made in advance;
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amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), and the emergency maternity 
and infant care program, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia; $750,000: Provided, That no part of any appropria-
tion contained in this title shall be used to promulgate or carry 
out any instruction, order, or regulation relating to the care of 
obstetrical cases which discriminates between persons licensed under 
State law to practice obstetrics: Provided further, That the fore-
going proviso shall not be so construed as to prevent any patient 
from having the services of any practitioner of her own choice, 
paid for out of this fund, so long as State laws are complied with: 
Provided further, That any State plan which provides standards 
for professional obstetrical services in accordance with the laws of 
the State shall be approved. 
Grants to States for emergency maternity and infant care 

(national defense) : For grants to States, including Alaska, Hawaii, 
Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, to provide, in addition 
to similar services otherwise available, medical, nursing, and hos-
pital maternity and infant care for wives and infants of enlisted 
men of the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh grades in the armed 
forces of the United States and of Army aviation cadets, under 
allotments by the Federal Security Administrator and plans 
developed and administered by State health agencies and approved 
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June 30, 1949, of which not more than $210,000 may be allotted to 
the States for administrative expenses on the basis of need as deter-
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activity shall be in process of liquidation on and after July 1, 1947, 
but this shall not be construed to preclude the furnishing of the 
above-mentioned services, regardless of the date of application 
therefor, to any woman or the offspring of any woman shown to 
have been otherwise eligible as of June 30, 1947, under laws and 
regulations then applicable. 
Grants to States for maternal and child health services: For grants 

to States as authorized in title V, part 1, of the Social Security Act, 
as amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $11,000,000: Provided, That 
any allotment to a State pursuant to section 502 (b) of such Act shall 
not be included in computing for the purposes of subsections (a) and 
(b) of section 504 of such Act an amount expended or estimated to be 
expended by the State. 

Grants to States for services for crippled children: For grants to 
States as authorized in title V, part 2, of the Social Security Act, as 
amended (42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $7,500,000: Provided, That any 
allotment to a State pursuant to section 512 (b) of such Act shall not 
be included in computing, for the purpose of subsections (a) and (b) 
of section 514 of such Act, an amount expended or estimated to be 
expended by the State. 
Grants to States for child-welfare services: For grants to States as 

authorized in title V, part 3, of the Social Security Act, as amended 
(42 U. S. C., ch. 7, subch. V), $3,500,000. 

Salaries, consolidated operations, Social Security Administration: 
For personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere not 
otherwise appropriated for, $2,000,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For 
expenses, not otherwise appropriated for, necessary to carry into effect 
the Social Security Act, as amended (42 U. S. C. 301-1305), including 
exchange of books; library membership fees or dues in organizations 
which issue publications to members only or to members at a lower 
price than to others, payments for which may be made in advance; 
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alterations and repairs; contract stenographic reporting services as
60 stat. sl0. authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600),

but, when contracted for on a fee basis, without regard to the limita-
tion on rates in such section; $430,400.

Transfer of func- If during the fiscal year 1947 or 1948 functions are transferred bytions; amounts for
personal services. or the Federal Security Administrator from or between any of the offices

or bureaus of the Social Security Administration, the Administrator
may transfer from or between the amounts herein made available
for salaries for the Social Security Administration the sums neces-
sary for personal services in connection with the functions so trans-
ferred.

Transfer of funds. Not to exceed 5 per centum of any of the amounts herein made
available for salaries for the Social Security Administration may,
subject to the approval of the Bureau of the Budget, be transferred by
the Administrator to any other of such amounts, but no amount may
be increased more than 5 per centum thereby.

Wiothhodin g of None of the moneys appropriated by this Act to the Social Security
agencies. Administration or to the Children's Bureau for grants-in-aid of State

agencies to cover, in whole or in part, the cost of operation of said
agencies, including the salaries and expenses of officers and employees
of said agencies, shall be withheld from the said agencies of any States
which have established by legislative enactment and have in operation
a merit system and classification and compensation plan covering the
selection, tenure in office, and compensation of their employees, because
of any disapproval of their personnel or the manner of their selection
by the agencies of the said States, or the rates of pay of said officers
or employees.

The amounts herein made available for salaries or expenses of the
Social Security Administration shall be available for a health service

60 Stat. 93. program for the employees thereof as authorized by the Act of August5 U.. C. 8, 1946 (Public Law 658).
Grants to States, fiscal year 1949: For making, after May 31, 1948,

49Stat.620, ,627, payments to States under titles I, III, IV, V, and X, respectively,
42 u.'s. c. S§ 301- of the Social Security Act, as amended, for the first quarter of the

3o, et50-53,60l1206. fiscal year 1949, such sums as may be necessary, the obligations
incurred and the expenditures made thereunder for payments under
each of such titles to be charged to the appropriation therefor for the
fiscal year 1949.

supra. In the administration of titles I, IV, V, and X, respectively, of the
Social Security Act, as amended, payments to a State under any of
such titles for any quarter in the period beginning April 1 1947, and
ending June 30, 1948, may be made with respect to a State plan
approved under such title prior to or during such period, but no such
payment shall be made with respect to any plan for any quarter prior
to the quarter in which such plan was submitted for approval.

OFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries, Office of the Administrator, including personal services
in the District of Columbia; temporary services as authorized by

60 Statc. 80. section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but in the
case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard
to the limitation on rates in such section and in the case of other
services at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; and
health service programs for employees as authorized by the Act of

U. S. C. 1 August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); $330000, of which $6,600 is for
ccc and NYA personal services incident to the liquidation of the Civilian Conserva-

iqdaton epenses. tion Corps in accordance with the applicable provisions under the
head "Civilian Conservation Corps" in the Federal Security Agency
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alterations and repairs; contract stenographic reporting services as 
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law. 60.0), 
but, when contracted for on a fee basis, without regard to the limita-
tion on rates in such section ; $430,400. 

If during the fiscal year 1947 or 1948 functions are transferred by 
the Federal Security Administrator from or between any of the offices 
or bureaus of the Social Security Administration, the Administrator 
may transfer from or between the amounts herein made available 
for salaries for the Social Security Administration the sums neces-
sary for personal services in connection with the functions so trans-
ferred. 
Not to exceed 5 per centum of any of the amounts herein made 

available for salaries for the Social Security Administration may, 
subject to the approval of the Bureau of the Budget, be transferred by 
the Administrator to any other of such amounts, but no amount may 
be increased more than 5 per centum thereby. 
None of the moneys appropriated by this Act to the Social Security 

Administration or to the Children's Bureau for grants-in-aid of State 
agencies to cover, in whole or in part, the cost of operation of said 
agencies, including the salaries and expenses of officers and employees 
of said agencies, shall be withheld from the said agencies of any States 
which have established by legislative enactment and have in operation 
a merit system and classification and compensation plan covering the 
selection, tenure in office, and compensation of their employees, because 
of any disapproval of their personnel or the manner of their selection 
by the agencies of the said States, or the rates of pay of said officers 
or employees. 
The amounts herein made available for salaries or expenses of the 

Social Security Administration shall be available for a health service 
program for the employees thereof as authorized by the Act of August 
8, 1946 (Public Law 658). 
Grants to States, fiscal year 1949: For making, after May 31, 1948, 

payments to States under titles I, III, IV, V, and X, respectively, 
of the Social Security Act, as amended, for the first quarter of the 
fiscal year 1949, such sums as may be necessary, the obligations 
incurred and the expenditures made thereunder for payments under 
each of such titles to be charged to the appropriation therefor for the 
fiscal year 1949. 

In the administration of titles I, IV, V, and X, respectively, of the 
Social Security Act, as amended, payments to a State under any of 
such titles for any quarter in the period beginning April 11 1947, and 
ending June 30, 1948, may be made with respect to a State plan 
approved under such title prior to or during such period, but no such 
payment shall be made with respect to any plan for any quarter prior 

i to the quarter n which such plan was submitted for approval. 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

Salaries, Office of the Administrator, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia; temporary services as authorized by 
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but in the 
case of stenographic reporting services on a fee basis without regard 
to the limitation on rates in such section and in the case of other 
services at rates not in excess of $35 per diem for individuals; and 
health service programs for employees as authorized by the Act of 
August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; $330,000, of which $6,600 is for 
personal services incident to the liquidation of the Civilian Conserva-
tion Corps in accordance with the applicable provisions under the 
head "Civilian Conservation Corps" in the Federal Security Agency 
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Appropriation Act, 1944, and the National Youth Administration in
accordance with the applicable provisions under the head "National
Youth Administration" in the Federal Security Agency Appropriation
Act, 1945.

Salaries, Division of Personnel Management, including personal
services in the District of Columbia, $139,850.

Salaries, Division of Service Operations, including personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia, $294,400.

Salaries, Office of the General Counsel, including personal services
in the District of Columbia, $337,600.

Miscellaneous expenses, Office of the Administrator: For miscel-
laneous expenses including $500 for the liquidation of the Civilian
Conservation Corps in accordance with the applicable provisions
under the head "Civilian Conservation Corps" in the Federal
Security Agency Appropriation Act, 1944, and the National Youth
Administration in accordance with the applicable provisions under
the head "National Youth Administration" in the Federal Security
Agency Appropriation Act, 1945; examination of estimates for
appropriations in the field; exchange of books; library membership
fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to members
only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment for
which may be made in advance; and purchase of two passenger
motor vehicles (including one at not to exceed $3,000); $65,000:
Provided, That the Administrator may transfer to this appropriation
from appropriations of the constituent organizations of the Federal
Security Agency such sums as may be necessary to finance the pur-
chase of duplicating materials required in performance of duplicat-
ing work for such constituent organizations, unused portions of
which sums may, at any time, be retransferred by the Administrator
to the original appropriations.

Travel expenses: For travel expenses (not appropriated for else-
where) for the Federal Security Agency, including, when specifically
authorized by the Federal Security Administrator, attendance at
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the Federal
Security Agency, $1,571,700: Provided, That all receipts from non-
Federal agencies representing reimbursement for expenses of travel of
employees of the Office of Education performing advisory functions
to said agencies shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States
to the credit of this appropriation.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding (not appropriated
for elsewhere) for the Federal Security Agency, including the pur-
chase of reprints, $670,000.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Federal Security Agency as required
by the Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d), $500,000.

Civilian war assistance: For expenses necessary, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, to continue during the fiscal
year 1948 to provide (a) temporary aid (including medical care by
contract, transportation, and other goods and services without regard
to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, and money payments)
to citizens of the United States or their children under eighteen years
of age who have been interned or stranded, and returned to the United
States, or who have been evacuated from any area under the direction
of the civil or military authorities of the United States, and (b) for
temporary aid to and the return of civilians evacuated from the Philip-
pine Islands or Hawaii to the United States under the direction of
the civil or military authorities of the United States during the period
from December 7, 1941, to September 15, 1945; $750,000, which amount
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Appropriation Act, 1944, and the National Youth Administration in 
accordance with the applicable provisions under the head "National 
Youth Administration" in the Federal Security Agency Appropriation 
Act, 1945. 

Salaries, Division of Personnel Management, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $139,850. 

Salaries, Division of Service Operations, including personal serv-
ices in the District of Columbia, $294,400. 

Salaries, Office of the General Counsel, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia, $337,600. 

Miscellaneous expenses, Office of the Administrator: For miscel-
laneous expenses including $500 for the liquidation of the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in accordance with the applicable provisions 
under the head "Civilian Conservation Corps" in the Federal 
Security Agency Appropriation Act, 1944, and the National Youth 
Administration in accordance with the applicable provisions under 
the head "National Youth Administration" in the Federal Security 
Agency Appropriation Act, 1945; examination of estimates for 
appropriations in the field; exchange of books; library membership 
fees or dues in organizations which issue publications to members 
only or to members at a lower price than to others, payment for 
which may be made in advance; and purchase of two passenger 
motor vehicles (including one at not to exceed $3,000) ; $65,000: 
Provided, That the Administrator may transfer to this appropriation 
from appropriations of the constituent organizations of the Federal 
Security Agency such sums as may be necessary to finance the pur-
chase of duplicating materials required in performance of duplicat-
ing work for such constituent organizations, unused portions of 
which sums may, at any time, be retransferred by the Administrator 
to the original appropriations. 

Travel expenses: For travel expenses (not appropriated for else-
where) for the Federal Security Agency, including, when specifically 
authorized by the Federal Security Administrator, attendance at 
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the Federal 
Security Agency, $1,571,700: Provided, That all receipts from non-
Federal agencies representing reimbursement for expenses of travel of 
employees of the Office of Education performing advisory functions 
to said agencies shall be deposited in the Treasury of the United States 
to the credit of this appropriation. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding (not appropriated 
for elsewhere) for the Federal Security Agency, including the pur-
chase of reprints, $670,000. 

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost a penalty mail of the Federal Security Agency as required 
by the Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d), $500,000. 

Civilian war assistance: For expenses necessary, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, to continue during the fiscal 
year 1948 to provide (a) temporary aid (including medical care by 
contract, transportation, and other goods and services without regard 
to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, and money payments) 
to citizens of the United States or their children under eighteen years 
of age who have been interned or stranded, and returned to the United 
States, or who have been evacuated from any area under the direction 
of the civil or military authorities of the United States, and (b) for 
temporary aid to and the return of civilians evacuated from the Philip-
pine Islands or Hawaii to the United States under the direction of 
the civil or military authorities of the United States during the period 
from December 7, 1941, to September 15, 1945; $750,000, which amount 
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may be expended by advances or grants of funds or otherwise, to such
Federal or other agencies as the Administrator may designate.

In order that the Administrator may effectuate reorganization
plans submitted and approved pursuant to the Reorganization Acts
of 1939 and 1945 he may transfer to the foregoing appropriations
under this title from funds available for administrative expenses of
the constituent units of the Federal Security Agency such sums as
represent a consolidation in the Office of the Administrator of any of
the administrative functions of said constituent units: Provided, That
no such transfer of funds shall be made unless the consolidation of
administrative functions will result in a reduction of administrative
salary and other expenses and such reduction is accompanied by savings
in funds appropriated to the Federal Security Agency which savings
shall not be expended for any other purpose but shall be impounded
and returned to the Treasury.

The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to transfer to the con-
stituent organizations of the Federal Security Agency from appro-

riations for travel expenses and printing and binding, Federal
ecurity Agency, such amounts as the Administrator may request;

amounts so transferred shall be set up on the books of the Treasury
under suitable titles and shall be available for the same purposes and
subject to the same limitations as the appropriations from which
transferred: Provided, That balances of any amounts so transferred,
or any part of such balances shall, upon request of the Administrator,
be retransferred to the appropriations for travel expenses and printing
and binding, Federal Security Agency.

Appropriations under this title available for administrative
expenses (other than those exclusively for salaries) shall be available
for the payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort
Claims Act of August 2,1946 (Public Law 601).

This title may be cited as the "Federal Security Agency Appropria-
tion Act, 1948".

TITLE III-NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

Salaries: For three Board members of the National Labor Relations
Board and other personal services of the Board in the District of
Columbia and elsewhere necessary in performing the duties authorized
by law, $3,750,000.

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses, other than salaries
of the National Labor Relations Board in performing duties authorized
by law, including repairs and alterations; contract stenographic
reporting services; and not to exceed $1,000 for the hire of passenger
motor vehicles; $900,000.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the National Labor Relations Board as
required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944, $24,700.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the National
Labor Relations Board, $300,000.

No part of the funds appropriated in this title shall be used in any
way in connection with a complaint case arising over an agreement,
or a renewal thereof, between an employer and a labor organization
which represents a majority of his employees in their appropriate
bargaining unit, which has been in existence for three months or
longer without complaint being filed by an employee or employees
of such plant: Provided, That, hereafter, notice of such agreement
or a renewal thereof shall have been posted in the plant affected for
said period of three months, said notice containing information as
to the location at an accessible place of such agreement where said
agreement shall be open for inspection by any interested person:
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may be expended by advances or grants of funds or otherwise, to such 
Federal or other agencies as the Administrator may designate. 
In order that the Administrator may effectuate reorganization 

plans submitted and approved pursuant to the Reorganization Acts 
of 1939 and 1945 he may transfer to the foregoing appropriations 
under this title from funds available for administrative expenses of 
the constituent units of the Federal Security Agency such sums as 
represent a consolidation in the Office of the Administrator of any of 
the administrative functions of said constituent units: Provided, That 
no such transfer of funds shall be made unless the consolidation of 
administrative functions will result in a reduction of administrative 
salary and other expenses and such reduction is accompanied by savings 
in funds appropriated to the Federal Security Agency which savings 
shall not be expended for any other purpose but shall be impounded 
and returned to the Treasury. 
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to transfer to the con-

stituent organizations of the Federal Security Agency from appro-
priations for travel expenses and printing and binding, Federal 
Security Agency, such amounts as the Administrator may request; 
amounts so transferred shall be set up on the books of the Treasury 
under suitable titles and shall be available for the same purposes and 
subject to the same limitations as the appropriations from which 
transferred: Provided, That balances of any amounts so transferred, 
or any part of such balances shall, upon request of the Administrator, 
be retransferred to the appropriations for travel expenses and printing 
and binding, Federal Security Agency. 
Appropriations under this title available for administrative 

expenses (other than those exclusively for salaries) shall be available 
for the payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort 
Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601) . 
This title may be cited as the "Federal Security Agency Appropria-

tion Act, 1948". 

TITLE III—NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

Salaries: For three Board members of the National Labor Relations 
Board and other personal services of the Board in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere necessary in performing the duties authorized 
by law, $3,750,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses, other than salaries, 
of the National Labor Relations Board in performing duties authorized 
by law, including repairs and alterations; contract stenographic 
reporting services; and not to exceed $1,000 for the hire of passenger 
motor vehicles; $900,000. 

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail of the National Labor Relations Board as 
required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944, $24,700. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the National 
Labor Relations Board, $300,000. 
No part of the funds appropriated in this title shall be used in any 

way in connection with a complaint case arising over an agreement, 
or a renewal thereof, between an employer and a labor organization 
which represents a majority of his employees in their a.ppropriato 
bargaining unit, which has been in existence for three months or 
longer without complaint being filed by an employee or employees 
of such plant: Provided, That, hereafter, notice of such agreement 
or a renewal thereof shall have been posted in the plant affected for 
said period .of three months, said notice containing information as 
to the location at an accessible place of such agreement where said 
agreement shall be open for inspection by any interested person: 
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Provided further, That these limitations shall not apply to agree-
ments with labor organizations formed in violation of section 158,
paragraph 2, title 29, United States Code: Provided further, That no
part of the funds appropriated in this title shall be used by the National
Labor Relations Board in any way in connection with the perform-
ance of the duties imposed upon it by the War Labor Disputes Act
(50 U. S. C. App. 1501-11): Provided further, That no part of the
funds appropriated in this title shall be available to organize or
assist in organizing agricultural laborers, or used in connection with
investigations, hearings, directives, or orders concerning bargaining
units composed of agricultural laborers as referred to in section 2 (3)
of the Act of July 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 450), and as defined in section 3
(f) of the Act of June 25,1938 (52 Stat. 1060).

This title may be cited as the "National Labor Relations Board
Appropriation Act, 1948".

TITLE IV-NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD

Salaries and expenses: For three members of the Board, and for
other expenditures of the National Mediation Board, including con-
tract stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), $328,700, of which
amount not to exceed $251,726 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treas-
ury for cost of penalty mail of the National Mediation Board and
the National Railroad Adjustment Board as required by section 2
of the Act of June 28, 1944, $700.

Arbitration and emergency boards: For necessary expenses of
arbitration boards established under section 7 of the Railway Labor
Act (45 U. S. C. 157) and emergency boards appointed by the
President pursuant to section 10 of said Act (45 U. S. C. 160);
necessary transportation expenses of board members to and from
their homes or regular places of business, and $6 per diem in lieu
of subsistence on such days as they are actually engaged in perform-
ance of the duties of said boards; printing and binding; contract
stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the
Act of August 2,1946 (Public Law 600), $119,000.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the
National Mediation Board, $9,000.

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the National
Railroad Adjustment Board, including contract stenographic re-
porting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600), $367,000, of which $65,000 shall be available
only for compensation, not in excess of $50 per day, and expenses
of referees; and not more than $175,000 for other personal services.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the
National Railroad Adjustment Board, $45,000.

This title may be cited as the "National Mediation Board Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

TITLE V-RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, $4,560,000.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For necessary ex-
penditures, including not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance
at meetings concerned with the work of the Board when specifically
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Provided further, That these limitations shall not apply to agree-
ments with labor organizations formed in violation of section 158, 
paragraph 2, title 29, United States Code: Provided further, That no 
part of the funds appropriated in this title shall be used by the National 
Labor Relations Board in any way in connection with the perform-
ance of the duties imposed upon it by the War Labor Disputes Act 
(50 U. S. C. App. 1501-11) : Provided further, That no part of the 
funds appropriated in this title shall be available to organize or 
assist in organizing agricultural laborers, or used in connection with 
investigations, hearings, directives, or orders concerning bargaining 
units composed of agricultural laborers as referred to in section 2 (3) 
of the Act of July 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 450), and as defined in section 3 
(f) of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1060). 
This title may be cited as the "National Labor Relations Board 

Appropriation Act, 1948". 

TITLE IV—NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For three members of the Board, and for 
other expenditures of the National Mediation Board, including con-
tract stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), $328,700, of which 
amount not to exceed $251,726 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treas-

ury for cost of penalty mail of the National Mediation Board and 
the National Railroad Adjustment Board as required by section 2 
of the Act of June 28, 1944, $700. 

Arbitration and emergency boards: For necessary expenses of 
arbitration boards established under section 7 of the Railway Labor 
Act (45 U. S. C. 157) and emergency boards appointed by the 
President pursuant to section 10 of said Act (45 U. S. C. 160) ; 
necessary transportation expenses of board members to and from 
their homes or regular places of business, and $6 per diem in lieu 
of subsistence on such days as they are actually engaged in perform-
ance of the duties of said boards; printing and binding; contract 
stenographic reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) 1 $119,000. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the 
National Mediation Board, $9,000. 

NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the National 
Railroad Adjustment Board, including contract stenographic re-
porting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600), $367,000, of which $65,000 shall be available 
only for compensation, not in excess of $50 per day, and expenses 
of referees; and not more than $175,000 for other personal services. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the 
National Railroad Adjustment Board, $45,000. 

This title may be cited as the "National Mediation Board Appro-
priation Act, 1948". 

TITLE V—RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia and 
elsewhere, $4,560,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For necessary ex-
penditures, including not to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance 
at meetings concerned with the work of the Board when specifically 
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authorized by the Board; repairs and alterations; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; and for payment in advance when
authorized by the Board for library membership in organizations
which issue publications to members only or to members at a price
lower than to the general public; not to exceed $2,000 for claims
determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act;
and purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; $1,046,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $53,000.
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury

for cost of penalty mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28,
1944, $175,000, of which $113,000 shall be derived from the railroad
unemployment insurance administration fund.

Railroad retirement account: For an amount sufficient as an annual
premium for the payments required under the Railroad Retirement
Acts of August 29, 1935, and June 24, 1937, and authorized to be appro-
priated to the railroad retirement account established under section
15 (a) of the latter Act, $685,072,000, of which $203,793,000 shall be
immediately available: Provided, That such total amount shall be
available until expended for making payments required under said
retirement Acts, and the amount not required for current payments
shall be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with
the provisions of said Railroad Retirement Act of June 24, 1937.

The foregoing appropriations for salaries and miscellaneous
expenses of the Board shall be available for a health-service program
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658).

This title may be cited as the "Railroad Retirement Board Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

TITLE VI-GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 601. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or
who advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force
or violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the affi-
davit has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in
a strike against the Government of the United States, is not a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or that
such person does not advocate, and is not a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United
States by force or violence: Provided further, That any person who
engages in a strike against the Government of the United States
or who is a member of an organization of Government employees
that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the United
States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that
advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States
by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages
for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act
shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both:
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SE. 602. Thi s Act may be cited as the "Labor-Federal Security
Appropriation Act, 1948.

Approved July 8, 1947.
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authorized by the Board; repairs and alterations; contract steno-
graphic reporting services; and for payment i in advance when 
authorized by the Board for library membership n organizations 
which issue publications to members only or to members at a price 
lower than to the general public; not to exceed $2,000 for claims 
determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act; 
and purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; $1,046,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $53,000. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 

for cost of penalty mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 
1944, $175,000, of which $113,000 shall be derived from the railroad 
unemployment insurance administration fund. 
Railroad retirement account: For an amount sufficient as an annual 

premium for the payments required under the Railroad Retirement 
Acts of August 29, 1935, and June 24, 1937, and authorized to be appro-
priated to the railroad retirement account established under section 
15 (a) of the latter Act, $685,072,000, of which $203,793,000 shall be 
immediately available: Provided, That such total amount shall be 
available until expended for making payments required under said 
retirement Acts, and the amount not required for current payments 
shall be invested by the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with 
the provisions of said Railroad Retirement Act of June 24, 1937. 
The foregoing appropriations for salaries and miscellaneous 

expenses of the Board shall be available for a health-service program 
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658). 
This title may be cited as the "Railroad Retirement Board Appro-

priation Act, 1948". 

TITLE VI—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Snc. 601. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts 
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or 
who advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, 
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force 
or violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall 
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the affi-
davit has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in 
a strike against the Government of the United States, is not a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or that 
such person does not advocate, and is not a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United 
States by force or violence: Provided further, That any person who 
engages in a strike against the Government of the United States 
or who is a member of an organization of Government employees 
that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the United 
States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that 
advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States 
by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages 
for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act 
shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not 
more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: 
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition 
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 602. This Act may be cited as the "Labor-Federal Security 

Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 8, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 211]

AN ACT
Making appropriations for the Departments of State, Justice and Commerce,

and the Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for the Departments of State, Justice, Commerce, and the
Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely:

July 9, 1947
[H. R. 3311]

[Public Law 166]

Departments of
State, Justice and
Commerce, and the
Judiciary Appropria-
tion Act, 1948.

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF STATE Departmentof State
Appropriation Act,
1948.

DEPARTMENT SERVICE Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 245; post, pp. 361,
575, 582, 608, 609, 613,Salaries and expenses, Department of State: For necessary expenses, 622,623 

613

including personal services in the District of Columbia; salary of the P
o
st, pp. 613, 622-

Under Secretary of State, $12,000; employment of aliens and temporary
employment of persons in the United States, without regard to civil
service and classification laws (not to exceed $20,000); health service
program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 0U. s.. 03 so.
658); not to exceed $30,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings
concerned with the work of the Department of State; purchase of
uniforms for chauffeurs; purchase of fourteen passenger motor
vehicles, including one at not to exceed $3,000; and dues for library
membership in societies or associations which issue publications to
members only, or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who
are not members, newspapers, teletype rentals, and tolls (not to exceed tolls. pentlsand
$65,000); rental of tie lines; stenographic reporting and translating
services by contract and services for the analysis and tabulation of
technical information and the preparation of special maps, globes, and 41
geographic aids by contract, all without regard to section 3709 of the 5

60 Stat. 1018.Revised Statutes, as amended; expenses as authorized by title VII 22 Us. .C. 
8 1041-

(except section 705), of the Foreign Service Act of 1946; acquisition, M04aterials etc for
production and free distribution of informational materials for use in information program
connection with the operation, independently or through individuals, outside I

. .
including aliens, or public or private agencies (foreign or domestic), (

and without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of an infor-
mation program outside of the continental United States, including the
purchase of radio time (except that funds herein appropriated shall not
be used to purchase more than 75 per centum of the effective daily
broadcasting time from any person or corporation holding an inter-
national short-wave broadcasting license from the Federal Communica-
tions Commission without the consent of such licensee), and the
purchase, rental, construction, improvement, maintenance, and opera-
tion of facilities for radio transmission and reception; purchase and tationeto foreigngov-
presentation of various objects of a cultural nature suitable for e"ments.

presentation (through diplomatic and consular offices) to foreign
governments, schools, or other cultural or patriotic organizations, the
purchase, rental, distribution, and operation of motion-picture pro-
jection equipment and supplies, including rental of halls, hire of
motion-picture projector operators, and all other necessary services by
contract or otherwise without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 41 "v. c 5.
Statutes; refund of fees erroneously charged and paid for the issue of paRfortf certain
passports as authorized by law (22 U. S. C. 214a); not to exceed $40,000 44 Stat. 887.

for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail
of the Department of State as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; the 390 Its.3. i § 3210-
examination of estimates of appropriations in the field; and mamte- 32 1h
nance and operation of passport and despatch agencies established by
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[CHAPTER 211] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Departments of State, Justice and Commerce, 
and the Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, for the Departments of State, Justice, Commerce, and the 
Judiciary, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

DEPARTMENT SERVICE 

. Salaries and expenses, Department of State: For necessary expenses, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia; salary of the 
Under Secretary of State, $12,000; employment of aliens and temporary 
employment of persons in the United States, without regard to civil 
service and classification laws (not to exceed $20,000) ; health service 
program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 
658) ; not to exceed $30,000 for expenses of attendance at meetings 
concerned with the work of the Department of State; purchase of 
uniforms for chauffeurs; purchase of fourteen passenger motor 
vehicles, including one at not to exceed $3,000; and dues for library 
membership in societies or associations which issue publications to 
members only, or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who 
are not members, newspapers, teletype rentals, and tolls (not to exceed 
$65,000) ; rental of tie lines; stenographic reporting and translating 
services by contract and services for the analysis and tabulation of 
technical information and the preparation of special maps, globes, and 
geographic aids by contract, all without regard to section 3709 of the 
Revised Statutes, as amended; expenses as authorized by title VII 
(except section 705), of the Foreign Service Act of 1946; acquisition, 
production and free distribution of informational materials for use in 
connection with the operation, independently or through individuals, 
including aliens, or public or private agencies (foreign or (lomestic), 
and without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes of an infor-
mation program outside of the continental United States, including the 
purchase of radio time (except that funds herein appropriated shall not 
be used to purchase more than 75 per centum of the effective daily 
broadcasting time from any person or corporation holding an inter-
national short-wave broadcasting license from the Federal Communica-
tions Commission without the consent of such licensee), and the 
purchase, rental, construction, improvement, maintenance, and opera-
tion of facilities for radio transmission and reception; purchase and 
presentation of various objects of a cultural nature suitable for 
presentation (through diplomatic and consular offices) to foreign 
governments, schools, or other cultural or patriotic organizations, the 
purchase, rental, distribution, and operation of motion-picture pro-
jection equipment and supplies, including rental of halls, hire of 
motion-picture projector operators, and all other necessary services by 
contract or otherwise without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes; refund of fees erroneously charged and paid for the issue of 
passports as authorized by law (22 U. S. C. 214a) ; not to exceed $40,000 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail 
of the Department of State as required by the Act of June 28, 19443 the 
examination of estimates of appropriations in the field; and mainte-
nance and operation of passport and despatch agencies established by 
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the Secretary of State; $30,067,250, of which $2,000 is for claims deter-
mined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act

26 Stat. 843. 21 (Act of August 2,1946, Public Law 601) : Provided, That not to exceed
28 U.S.C. if 921, o

922. $3,000 of this appropriation may be expended for necessary expenses,
except personal services, in carrying out the provisions of section 4 of

48 Stat. 945. the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Tariff Act of 1930", approved
Conterats for use of June 12, 1934, as amended (19 U. S. C. 1354) : Provided further, That

wave radio stations. notwithstanding the provisions of section 3679 of the Revised Statutes
31 U. S. C. § 665 (31 U. S. C. 665), the Department of State is authorized in making con-

note. tracts for the use of international short-wave radio stations and
facilities, to agree on behalf of the United States to indemnify the
owners and operators of said radio stations and facilities from such
funds as may be hereafter appropriated for the purpose, against loss
or damage on account of injury to persons or property arising from

ersa serv such use of said radio stations and facilities: Provided further, That
not to exceed $1,157,000 of the funds allocated to the International
Broadcasting Division from this appropriation shall be available for
personal services.

Printing and binding, Department of State: For printing and
binding in the Department of State except as otherwise provided for,
$960,000.

Collecting and editing official papers of Territories of the United
States: For the expenses of collecting, editing, copying, and arranging
for publication the official papers of the Territories of the United
States, including personal services in the District of Columbia, print-
ing and binding, and traveling expenses, as provided by the Act of

59 Stat. 510. July 31 1945 (5 U. S. C. 168d), $30,000.
dispolusa property Surplus property disposal: For necessary expenses to enable the

Department of State to carry out its functions and activities relative
to disposition of surplus property pursuant to the provisions of the

50 U. S. . app. Surplus Property Act of 1944 (50 U. S. C. 1611-1646), as amended,
§lP- 1 6i. including personal services in the District of Columbia and employ-

ment of persons outside the continental limits of the United States
without regard to civil-service and classification laws; attendance at
meetings of organizations concerned with the activity for which this
appropriation is made; cost of living and living quarters allowances
and transportation of families and effects including cost of living
allowance for military personnel assigned or detailed to the Depart-
ment, all under such regulations as the Secretary of State may
prescribe; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act

60 UStt. 810. of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); payment of rent in foreign5 I. S.C. l a.
countries in advance; printing and binding, including printing and
binding outside the continental limits of the United States without

40 Stat. i27. regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111); hire
of passenger motor vehicles: advertising without regard to section

44 U. S. C. 324. 3828 of the Revised Statutes: $2,650,000.
Pomt. p. 622. North Atlantic Fisheries: For necessary expenses of surveys, discus-

sions, and other preliminary activties incident to the negotiation of
an international agreement relating to conservation of the North
Atlantic fisheries, $25,000.

FOREIGN SERVICE

Pot, pp. 60, 622. Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service: For necessary expenses as
Stat. 999. 8 authorized by the Foreign Service Act of 1946, Public Law 724 (except22 U. S. C. if 801,.

et q., 10401-1047,l 061 title VII. sections 701, 702, 703, 704, 706, 707, title VIII, and section
1131. 901 of title IX), including repairs, alterations, preservation, and

maintenance of Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular
properties in foreign countries, including minor construction on

41 U. s. C. . Government-owned properties, without regard to section 3709 of the
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the Secretary of State; $30,067,250, of which $2,000 is for claims deter-
mined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
(Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 601) : Provided, That not to exceed 
$3,000 of this appropriation may be expended for necessary expenses, 
except personal services, in carrying out the provisions of section 4 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to amend the Tariff Act of 1930", approved 
June 12, 1934, as amended (19 U. S. C. 1354) : Provided further, That 
notwithstanding the provisions of section 3679 of the Revised Statutes 
(31 U. S. C. 665) , the Department of State is authorized in making con-
tracts for the use of international short-wave radio stations and 
facilities, to agree on behalf of the United States to indemnify the 
owners and operators of said radio stations and facilities from such 
funds as may be hereafter appropriated for the purpose, against loss 
or damage on account of injury to persons or property arising from 
such use of said radio stations and facilities: Provided further, That 
not to exceed $1,157,000 of the funds allocated to the International 
Broadcasting Division from this appropriation shall be available for 
personal services. 

Printing and binding, Department of State: For printing and 
binding in the Department of State except as otherwise provided for, 
$960,000. 

Collecting and editing official papers of Territories of the United 
States: For the expenses of collecting, editing, copying, and arranging 
for publication the official papers of the Territories of the United 
States, including personal services in the District of Columbia, print-
ing and binding, and traveling expenses, as provided by the Act of 
July 31, 1945 (5 U. S. C. 168d) , $30,000. 

Surplus property disposal: For necessary expenses to enable the 
Department of State to carry out its functions and activities relative 
to disposition of surplus property pursuant to the provisions of the 
Surplus Property Act of 1944 (50 U. S. C. 1611-1646), as amended, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia and employ-
ment of persons outside the continental limits of the United States 
without regard to civil-service and classification laws; attendance at 
meetings of organizations concerned with the activity for which this 
appropriation is made; cost of living and living quarters allowances 
and transportation of families and effects including cost of living 
allowance for military personnel assigned or detailed to the Depart-
ment, all under such regulations as the Secretary of State may 
prescribe; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act 
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; payment of rent in foreign 
countries in advance; printing and binding, including printing, and 
binding outside the continental limits of the United States without 
regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111) ; hire 
of passenger motor vehicles; advertising without regard to section 
3828 of the Revised Statutes; $2,650,000. 
. North Atlantic Fisheries: For necessary expenses of surveys, discus-

sions, and other preliminary activties incident to the negotiation of 
an international agreement relating to conservation of the North 
Atlantic fisheries, $25,000. 

FOREIGN SERVICE 

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service: For necessary expenses as 
authorized by the Foreign Service Act of 1946, Public Law 724 (except 
title VII, sections 701, 702, 703, 704, 706, 707, title VIII, and section 
901 of title IX), including repairs, alterations, preservation, and 
maintenance of Government-owned and leased diplomatic and consular 
properties in foreign countries, including minor construction on 
Government-owned properties, without regard to section 3709 of the 
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Revised Statutes, as amended; purchase, rental, operation, and main-
tenance of printing and binding machines, equipment and devices
abroad; ice and drinking water for office purposes; the hire of pas-
senger motor vehicles, and purchase of ninety, including ten for chiefs
of missions at not to exceed $3,000 each; maintenance, operation, and
repair of airplanes; maintenance, operation, repair, and rental of
motorboats and launches for use at posts where determined to be neces-
sary by the Secretary of State; insurance of official motor vehicles in
foreign countries when required by law of such countries; excise taxes
on negotiable instruments; purchase of uniforms; purchase of house-
hold furniture and furnishings for Government-owned, rented, or
leased buildings, except as provided by the Act of May 7, 1926, as
amended (22 U. S. C. 292-299), and the acquisition, by purchase or
otherwise, of household equipment for the purpose set forth in section
912 of said Foreign Service Act of 1946, all without regard to section
3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; loss by exchange; radio
broadcasting; payment in advance for subscriptions to commercial
information, telephone and similar services, including telephone serv-
ice in residences as authorized by the Act of April 30, 1940 (31 U. S. C.
679) ; burial expenses and expenses in connection with last illness and
death of certain native employees, as authorized by the Act of July
15, 1939 (5 U. S. C. 118f) ; for relief, protection, and burial of Ameri-
can seamen, and alien seamen as authorized by the Act of March 24,
1943 (57 Stat. 45), in foreign countries and in Territories and insular
possessions of the United States, and for expenses incurred in the
acknowledgement of the services of officers and crews of foreign vessels
and aircraft in rescuing American seamen, airmen, or citizens from
shipwreck or other catastrophe abroad; for expenses of maintaining in
Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and Muscat, institutions for incarcerating
American convicts and persons declared insane by any consular court,
rent of quarters for prisons, ice and drinking water for prison pur-
poses, and for the expenses of keeping, feeding, and transportation
of prisoners and persons declared insane; for every expenditure
requisite for or incident to the bringing home from foreign countries
of persons charged with crime, as authorized by section 5275 of the
Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 659); and the operation and maintenance
of commissary and mess service (not to exceed $275,000) ; $48,737,750:
Provided, That the payment for rent of Foreign Service quarters may
be made in advance: Provided further, That the Secretary of State
may lease or rent for periods not exceeding ten years, offices, build-
ings, grounds, and living quarters for the use of the Foreign Service,
and may furnish heat, fuel, light, gas, and electricity for Government-
owned, leased, or rented offices, buildings, grounds, and living quarters,
all without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C.
5): Provided further, That pursuant to section 8 of Public Law 600
approved August 2, 1946, automobiles in possession of the Foreign
Service abroad may be exchanged or sold and the exchange allowances
or proceeds of such sales applied to replacement of an equal number of
passenger vehicles and the cost, including the exchange allowance, of
each such replacement shall not exceed $3,000 in the case of the chief
of mission automobile at each diplomatic mission and $1,300 in the
case of all other passenger vehicles except station wagons, and such
replacements shall not be charged against the numerical limitation
hereinbefore set forth.

Living and quarters allowances, Foreign Service: To provide for
allowances as authorized by section 901 (1) and (2) of the Foreign
Service Act of 1946 (Public Law 724), $8,130,000.

Representation allowances, Foreign Service: For representation
allowances as authorized by section 901 (3) of the Foreign Service
Act of 1946 (Public Law 724), $700,000.
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Revised Statutes, as amended; purchase, rental, operation, and mak-
tenance of printing and binding machines, equipment and devices 
abroad; ice and drinking water for office purposes; the hire of pas-
senger motor vehicles, and purchase of ninety, including ten for chiefs 
of missions at not to exceed $3,000 each; maintenance, operation, and 
repair of airplanes; maintenance, operation, repair, and rental of 
motorboats and launches for use at posts where determined to be neces-
sary. by the Secretary of State; insurance of official motor vehicles in 
foreign countries when required by law of such countries; excise taxes 
on negotiable instruments; purchase of uniforms; purchase of house-
hold furniture and furnishings for Government-owned, rented, or 
leased buildings, except as provided by the Act of May 7, 1926, as 
amended (22 U. S. C. 292-299), and the acquisition, by purchase or 
otherwise, of household equipment for the purpose set forth in section 
912 of said Foreign Service Act of 1946, all without regard to section 
3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; loss by exchange; radio 
broadcasting; payment in advance for subscriptions to commercial 
information, telephone and similar services' including telephone serv-
ice in residences as authorized by the Act of April 30, 1940 (31 U. S. C. 
679) ; burial expenses and expenses in connection with last illness and 
death of certain native employees, as authorized by the Act of July 
15, 1939 (5 U. S. C. 118f) ; for relief, protection, and burial of Ameri-
can seamen' and alien seamen as authorized by the Act of March 24, 
1943 (57 Stat. 45) , in foreign countries and in Territories and insular 
possessions of the United States, and for expenses incurred in the 
acknowledgement of the services of officers and crews of foreign vessels 
and aircraft in rescuing American seamen, airmen, or citizens from 
shipwreck or other catastrophe abroad; for expenses of maintaining in 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Morocco, and Muscat, institutions for incarcerating 
American convicts and persons declared insane by any consular court, 
rent of quarters for prisons, ice and drinking water for prison pur-
poses, and for the expenses of keeping, feeding, and transportation 
of prisoners and persons declared insane; for every expenditure 
requisite for or incident to the bringing home from foreign countries 
of persons charged with crime, as authorized by section 5275 of the 
Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 659) ; and the operation and maintenance 
of commissary and mess service (not to exceed $275,000) ; $48,737,750: 
Provided, That the payment for rent of Foreign Service quarters may 
be made in advance: Provided further, That the Secretary of State 
may lease or rent, for periods not exceeding ten years, offices, build-
ings, grounds, and living quarters for the use of the Foreign Service, 
and may furnish heat, fuel, light, gas, and electricity for Government-
owned, leased, or rented offices, buildings grounds, and living quarters, 
all without regard to section 3709 of thaevised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 
5) : Provided further, That pursuant to section 8 of Public Law 600 
approved August 2, 1946, automobiles in possession of the Foreign 
Service abroad may be exchanged or sold and the exchange allowances 
or proceeds of such sales applied to replacement of an equal number of 
passeliger vehicles and the cost, including the exchange allowance, of 
each such replacement shall not exceed $3,000 in the case of the chief 
of mission automobile at each diplomatic mission and $1,300 in the 
case of all other passenger vehicles except station wagons, and such 
replacements shall not be charged against the numerical limitation 
hereinbefore set forth. 
Living and quarters allowances, Foreign Service: To provide for 

allowances as authorized by section 901 (1) and (2) of the Foreign 
Service Act of 1946 (Public Law 724), $8,130,000. 

Representation allowances, Foreign Service: For representation 
allowances as authorized by section 901 (3) of the Foreign Service 
Act of 1946 (Public Law 724), $700,000. 
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22 U. S. C. J 269d.

Foreign Service retirement and disability fund: For financing the
liability of the United States, created by the Foreign Service Act of
1946 (Public Law 724), $2,085,000, which amount shall be placed to
the credit of the "Foreign Service retirement and disability fund."

Printing and binding, Foreign Service: For printing and binding
for the Foreign Service, $180,000: Provided, That printing and bind-
ing outside continental United States may be without regard to sec-
tion 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111).

Foreign Service buildings fund: For carrying into effect the Act
of May 25, 1938 (22 U. S. C. 295a), and the Act of July 25, 1946
(Public Law 547), including the initial alterations, repair, and
furnishing of buildings acquired under said Act, $51,500,000, of
which $50,000,000 is exclusively for expenditure under the provisions
of said Public Law 547 and shall be immediately available.

Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: For
expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of State to meet unforeseen
emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service, to be
expended pursuant to the requirement of section 291 of the Revised
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 107), including personal services in the District
of Columbia, $11,000,000: Provided, That all refunds, repayments, or
other credits on account of funds disbursed under this head shall be
credited to the appropriation for this purpose current at the time
obligations are incurred or such amounts are received: Provided fur-
ther, That the Secretary of State may delegate to subordinate officials
the authority vested in him by section 291 of the Revised Statutes
pertaining to certification of expenditures.

The exchange of funds for payment of expenses in connection with
the operation of diplomatic and consular establishments abroad shall
not be subject to the provisions of section 3651 of the Revised
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 543).

INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND ACTIVTIIES

United States contributions to international commissions, con-
gresses, and bureaus: For payment of the annual contributions,
quotas, and expenses, including loss by exchange in discharge of the
obligations of the United States in connection with international
commissions, congresses, bureaus, and other objects, in not to exceed
the respective amounts as follows: American International Institute
for the Protection of Childhood (22 U. S. C. 269b), $2,000; Bureau
of International Telecommunication Union, Radio Section (49 Stat.
2391, 54 Stat. 1417), $6,983; Bureau of Interparliamentary Union
for Promotion of International Arbitration, including participation
by the United States in the work of the Bureau (22 U. S. C. 276,
276a), $30,000, of which $15,000 shall be expended under the direc-
tion of the President and the Executive Secretary of the American
group; Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco (14
Stat. 679), $800; Central Bureau of the International Map of the
World on the Millionth Scale (22 U. S. C. 269a), $50; Emergency
Advisory Committee for Political Defense, including participation
by the United States in the Committee (Act of June 19, 1943, Public
Law 80), $25,000; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (22 U. S. C. 279-279d), $1,250,000; Gorgas Memorial Labo-
ratory (22 U. S. C. 278, 278a, 278b), $50,000; Inter-American Coffee
Board (Convention of November 28, 1940), $8,000; Inter-American
Economic and Social Council (57 Stat. 159), $23,000; Inter-American
Indian Institute (Convention of November 29, 1940), $4,800; Inter-
American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (Convention of Janu-
ary 15, 1944), $159.773; Inter-American Radio Office (53 Stat.
1576), $6,720; Inter-American Statistical Institute (56 Stat. 20),
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Foreign Service retirement and disability fund: For financing the 
liability of the United States, created by the Foreign Service Act of 
1946 (Public Law 724), $2,085,000, which amount shall be placed to 
the credit of the "Foreign Service retirement and disability fund." 

Printing and binding, Foreign Service: For printing and binding 
for the Foreign Service, $180,000: Provided, That printing and bind-
ing outside continental United States may be without regard to sec-
tion 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111). 
Foreign Service buildings fund: For carrying into effect the Act 

of May 25, 1938 (22 U. S. C. 295a), and the Act of July 25, 1946 
(Public Law 547), including the initial alterations, repair, and 
furnishing of buildings acquired under said Act, $51,500,000, of 
which $50,000,000 is exclusively for expenditure under the provisions 
of said Public Law 547 and shall be immediately available. 
Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: For 

expenses necessary to enable the secretary of State to meet unforeseen 
emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service, to be 
expended pursuant to the requirement of section 291 of the Revised 
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 107), including personal services in the District 
of Columbia, $11,000,000: Provided, That all refunds, repayments, or 
other credits on account of funds disbursed under this head shall be 
credited to the appropriation for this purpose current at the time 
obligations are incurred or such amounts are received: Provided fur-
ther, That the Secretary of State may delegate to subordinate officials 
the authority vested in him by section 291 of the Revised Statutes 
pertaining to certification of expenditures. 
The exchange of funds for payment of expenses in connection with 

the operation of diplomatic and consular establishments abroad shall 
not be subject to the provisions of section 3651 of the Revised 
Statutes (31 U. S. C. 543). 

INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

United States contributions to international commissions, con-
gresses, and bureaus: For payment of the annual contributions, 
quotas, and expenses including loss by exchange in discharge of the 
obligations of the expenses, 

States in connection with international 
commissions, congresses, bureaus, and other objects, in not to exceed 
the respective amounts as follows: American International Institute 
for the Protection of Childhood (22 U. S. C. 269b), $2,000; Bureau 
of International Telecommunication Union, Radio Section (49 Stat. 
2391, 54 Stat. 1417), $6,983; Bureau of InterparliamentaryUnion 
for Promotion of International Arbitration, including participation 
by the United States in the work of the Bureau (22 U. S. C. 276, 

6a), $30,000, of which $15,000 shall be expended under the direc-
tion of the President and the Executive Secretary of the American 
group; Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of Morocco (14 
Stat. 679), $800; Central Bureau of the International Map of the 
World on the Millionth Scale (22 U. S. C. 269a), $50; Emergency 
Advisory Committee for Political Defense, including participation 
by the United States in the Committee (Act of June 19, 1943, Public 
Law 80), $25,000; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (22 U. S. C. 279-279d), $1,250,000; Gorgas Memorial Labo-
ratory (22 U. S. C. 278, 278a, 278b), $50,000; Inter-American Coffee 
Board (Convention of November 28, 1940), $8,000; Inter-American 
Economic and Social Council (57 Stat. 159), $23,000; Inter-American 
Indian Institute (Convention of November 29, 1940), $4,800; Inter-
American Institute of Agricultural Sciences (Convention of Janu-
ary 15, 1944), $159,773; Inter-American Radio Office (53 Stat. 
1576), $6,720; Inter-American Statistical Institute (56 Stat. 20), 
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$31,955; International Bureau for the Protection of Industrial
Property (53 Stat. 1748), $2,491; International Bureau for Publica-
tion of Customs Tariffs (26 Stat. 1520), $2,233; International
Bureau of the Permanent Court of Arbitration (32 Stat. 1779, 36
Stat. 2199), $1,723; International Bureau of Weights and Measures
(20 Stat. 714, 43 Stat. 1687), $8,314; International Civil Aviation
Organization (Convention ratified by the Senate July 25, 1946),
$510,000; International Council of Scientific Unions and Associated
Unions (22 U. S. C. 274) as follows: International Council of Scien-
tific Unions, $163; International Astronomical Union, $1,046; Inter-
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, $3,920; International
Scientific Radio Union, $392; International Union of Chemistry,
$675; International Geographical Union, $552; in all, $6,748; Inter-
national Hydrographic Bureau (22 U. S. C. 275), $9,147; Interna-
tional Labor Organization (22 U. S. C. 271), $522,000; International
Office of Public Health (35 Stat. 2061), $5,105; International Penal
and Penitentiary Commission (37 Stat. 692), $4,922; International
Statistical Bureau at The Hague (22 U. S. C. 269c), $2,500; Pan
American Institute of Geography and History (22 U. S. C. 273),
$10,000; Pan American Sanitary Bureau (44 Stat. 2041), $63,909;
Pan American Union (Treaty of Feb. 20, 1928; 22 U. S. C. 264;
44 U. S. C. 282), $379,488, including not to exceed $20,000 for print-
ing and binding; Payment to the Government of Panama (33 Stat.
2238, 53 Stat. 1818), $430,000; total, $3,557,661, together with such
additional sums, due to increase in rates of exchange as the Secretary
of State may determine and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury
to be necessary to pay, in foreign currencies, the quotas and con-
tributions required by the several treaties, conventions, or laws
establishing the amount of the obligation.

United States participation in United Nations: For necessary
expenses authorized by section 7 of the United Nations Participation
Act of 1945 incident to the participation by the United States in the
United Nations pursuant to the provisions of said Act, including
attendance at meetings of societies or associations concerned with the
work of the United Nations; hire of passenger motor vehicles and
purchase of six, including one at not to exceed $3,000; purchase of
uniforms for guards and chauffeurs; and printing and binding without
regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111);
$12,578,240, of which amount $10,949,805 shall be available for
contribution to the United Nations: Provided, That the Department
of State, when requested by the United Nations, is authorized to
acquire surplus property in accordance with the provisions of the
Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765-784), as amended, with
funds hereby appropriated for the United States contribution to
the United Nations, and such contribution shall be reduced by the
value of the surplus property and necessary expenses, including
transportation costs, incidental to the acquisition thereof.

United States participation in the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization: For necessary expenses incident
to the participation by the United States in the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organization pursuant to the provisions
of the Act of July 30, 1946 (Public Law 565), including attendance
at meetings of societies and associations concerned with the work of
the Organization; hire of passenger motor vehicles; rental of halls,
facilities, and services requisite for or incident to sessions and con-
ferences of the National Commission on Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Cooperation, by contract or otherwise, without regard to
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5);
$3,703,385, of which amount $3,500,385 shall be available for contribu-
tion to and advance to the revolving fund of that Organization.
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$31,955; International Bureau for the Protection of Industrial 
Property (53 Stat. 1748), $2,491; International Bureau for Publica-
tion of Customs Tariffs (26 Stat. 1520), $2,233; International 
Bureau of the Permanent Court of Arbitration (32 Stat. 1779, 36' 
Stat. 2199), $1,723; International Bureau of Weights and Measures 
(20 Stat. 714, 43 Stat. 1687), $8,314; International Civil Aviation 
Organization (Convention ratified by the Senate July 25, 1946), 
$510,000; International Council of Scientific Unions and Associated 
Unions (22 U. S. C. 274) as follows: International Council of Scien-
tific Unions, $163; International Astronomical Union, $1,046; Inter-
national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, $3,920; International 
Scientific Radio Union, $392; International Union of Chemistry, 
$675; International Geographical Union, $552; in all, $6,748; Inter-
national Hydrographic Bureau (22 U. S. C. 275), $9,147; Interna-
tional Labor Organization (22 U. S. C. 271), $522,000; International 
Office of Public Health (35 Stat. 2061), $5,105; International Penal 
and Penitentiary Commission (37 Stat. 692), $4,922; International 
Statistical Bureau at The Hague (22 U. S. C. 269c), $2,500; Pan 
American Institute of Geography and History (22 U. S. C. 273), 
$10,000; Pan American Sanitary Bureau (44 Stat. 2041), $63,909; 
Pan American Union (Treaty of Feb. 20, 1928; 22 U. S. C. 264; 
44 U. S. C. 282), $379,488, including not to exceed $20,000 for print-
ing and binding; Payment to the Government of Panama (33 Stat. 
2238, 53 Stat. 1818), $430,000; total, $3,557,661, together with such 
additional sums, due to increase in rates of exchange as the Secretary 
of State may determine and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury 
to be necessary to pay, in foreign currencies, the quotas and con-
tributions required by the several treaties, conventions, or laws 
establishing the amount of the obligation. 
United States participation in United Nations: For necessary 

expenses authorized by section 7 of the United Nations Participation 
Act of 1945 incident to the participation by the United States in the 
United Nations pursuant to the provisions of said Act, including 
attendance at meetings of societies or associations concerned with the 
work of the United Nations; hire of passenger motor vehicles and 
purchase of six, including one at not to exceed $3,000; purchase of 
uniforms for guards and chauffeurs; and printing and binding without 
regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111) ; 
$12,578,240, of which amount $10,949,805 shall be available for 
contribution to the United Nations: Provided, That the Department 
of State, when requested by the United Nations, is authorized to 
acquire surplus property in accordance with the provisions of the 
Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765-784), as amended, with 
funds hereby appropriated for the United States contribution to 
the United Nations, and such contribution shall be reduced by the 
value of the surplus property and necessary expenses, including 
transportation costs, incidental to the acquisition thereof. 
United States participation in the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific, and Cultural Organization: For necessary expenses incident 
to the participation by the United States in the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organization pursuant to the provisions 
of the Act of July 30, 1946 (Public Law 565), including attendance 
at meetings of societies and associations concerned with the work of 
the Organization; hire of passenger motor vehicles; rental of halls, 
facilities, and services requisite for or incident to sessions and con-
ferences of the National Commission on Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Cooperation, by contract or otherwise, without regard to 
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5) ; 
$3,703,385, of which amount $3,500,385 shall be available for contribu-
tion to and advance to the revolving fund of that Organization. 
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International activi- International activities: For necessary expenses, without regard to
ties.

Post, p. 62. section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, of participation by
41 U. S. C5. the United States upon approval by the Secretary of State, in interna-

tional activities which arise from time to time in the conduct of foreign
affairs and for which specific appropriations have not been provided
pursuant to treaties, conventions, or special Acts of Congress, including
personal services in the District of Columbia or elsewhere without
regard to civil-service and classification laws; employment of aliens;
travel expenses without regard to the Standardized Government

44 Stat. 68. Travel Regulations and the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as
C amended; transportation of families and effects under such regulations

as the Secretary of State may prescribe; stenographic and other serv-
ices; rent of quarters by contract or otherwise; hire of passenger motor
vehicles; contributions for the share of the United States in expenses
of international organization; printing and binding without regard

40 Stat. 1270. to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111); entertain-
ment and representation allowances as authorized by section 901 (3)

60 Stat. 1026. of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 724) (not to exceed
22 U. S.. . 1131(3). $75,000); $3,600,000.

International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and
24 Stat. 1011; 26 Stat. Mexico: For expenses necessary to enable the United States to meet

Stat. 2953; 48 Stat. its obligations under the treaties of 1884, 1889, 1905, 1906, 1933, and
1621; 59 Stat. 1219. 1944 between the United States and Mexico, and to comply with the

49 Stat. 660. Act approved August 19, 1935, as amended (22 U. S. C. 277-277d),
including operation and maintenance of the Rio Grande rectification,
canalization, flood control, bank protection, boundary fence, and
sanitation projects; examinations, preliminary surveys, and investiga-
tions; detail plan preparation and construction (including surveys
and operation and maintenance and protection during construction);
and Rio Grande emergency flood protection; construction and opera-
tion of gaging stations; purchase of map-reproduction machines and
other equipment and machinery; personal services in the District of

60 Stat.c 80. Columbia; services in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August
2, 1946, Public Law 600, at rates for individuals not in excess of $100
per diem; travel expenses, including, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioner, expenses (not to exceed $500) of attendance at meetings of
organizations concerned with the activities of the International
Boundary and Water Commission which may be necessary for the
efficient discharge of the responsibilities of the Commission; printing
and binding; purchase of eighteen (thirteen for replacement only) pas-
senger motor vehicles hire, with or without personal services, of work
animals, and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equip-
ment; acquisition by donation, purchase, or condemnation, of real and
personal property, including expenses of abstracts and certificates of
title; purchase of ice and drinking water; inspection of equipment,
supplies, and materials by contract; drilling and testing of founda-
tions and dam sites, by contract if deemed necessary, purchase of

Leasing private planographs and lithographs, and leasing of private property to
remove therefrom sand, gravel, stone, and other materials, without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C.
5); as follows:

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses, regular boundary
activities, including examinations, preliminary surveys, and investi-
gations, $950.000.

Construction: For detail plan preparation and construction of proj-
48 Stat. 1621. ects authorized by the Convention concluded February 1,1933, between

the United States and Mexico, the Acts approved August 19, 1935, as
49 Stat. 66061. amended (22 U. S. C. 277-277d), August 29, 1935 (Public Law 392),
49Stat.1463;5Stat. June 4, 1936 (Public Law 648), June 28, 1941 (22 U. S. C. 277f), and338.
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International activities: For necessary expenses, without regard to 
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, of participation by 
the United States upon approval by the Secretary of State, in interna-
tional activities which arise from time to time in the conduct of foreign 
affairs and for which specific appropriations have not been provided 
pursuant to treaties, conventions, or special Acts of Congress, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia or elsewhere without 
regard to civil-service and classification laws; employment of aliens; 
travel expenses without regard to the Standardized Government 
Travel Regulations and the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as 
amended; transportation of families and effects under such regulations 
as the Secretary of State may prescribe; stenographic and other serv-
ices; rent of quarters by contract or otherwise hire of passenger motor 
vehicles; contributions for the share of the United States in expenses 
of international organization; printing and binding without regard 
to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111) ; entertain-
ment and representation allowances as authorized by section 901 (3) 
of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 724) (not to exceed 
$75,000) ; $3,600,000. 

International Boundary and Water Commission, United States and 
Mexico: For expenses necessary to enable the United States to meet 
its obligations under the treaties of 1884, 1889, 1905, 1906, 1933, and 
1944 between the United States and Mexico, and to comply with the 
Act approved August 19, 1935, as amended (22 U. S. C. 277-277d), 
including operation and maintenance of the Rio Grande rectification, 
canalization, flood control, bank protection, boundary fence, and 
sanitation projects; examinations, preliminary surveys, and investiga-
tions; detail plan preparation and construction (including surveys 
and operation and maintenance and protection during construction) ; 
and Rio Grande emergency flood protection; construction and opera-
tion of gaging stations; purchase of map-reproduction machines and 
other equipment and machinery; personal services in the District of 
Columbia; services in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August 
2, 1946, Public Law 600, at rates for individuals not in excess of $100 
per diem; travel expenses, including, in the discretion of the Commis-
sioner, expenses (not to exceed $500) of attendance at meetings of 
organizations concerned with the activities of the International 
Boundary and Water Commission which may be necessary for the 
efficient discharge of the responsibilities of the Commission; printing 
and binding; purchase of eighteen (thirteen for replacement only) pas-
senger motor vehicles,• hire, with or without personal services, of work 
animals, and animal-drawn and motor-propelled vehicles and equip-
ment; acquisition by donation, purchase, or condemnation, of real and 
personal property, including expenses of abstracts and certificates of 
title • purchase of ice and drinking water; inspection of equipment, 
supplies and materials by contract; drilling and testing of founda-
tions and dam sites, by contract if deemed necessary, purchase of 
planographs and lithographs, and leasing of private property to 
remove therefrom sand, gravel, stone, and other materials, without 
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 
5) ; as follows: 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses, regular boundary 
activities, including examinations, preliminary surveys, and investi-
gations, $950.000. 

Construction: For detail plan preparation and construction of proj-
ects authorized by the Convention concluded February 1, 1933, between 
the United States and Mexico the Acts approved August 19, 1935, as 
amended (22 U. S. C. 277-277d), August 29, 1935 (Public Law 392), 
June 4, 1936 (Public Law 648), June 28, 1941 (22 U. S. C. 277f), and 
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the projects stipulated in the treaty between the United States and
Mexico signed at Washington on February 3, 1944, $4,000,000, to be
immediately available, and to remain available until expended: Pro-
vided, That no expenditures shall be made for the Lower Rio Grande
flood-control project for construction on any land, site, or easement
in connection with this project except such as has been acquired by
donation and the title thereto has been approved by the Attorney
General of the United States: Provided further, That expenditures
for the Rio Grande bank-protection project shall be subject to the
provisions and conditions contained in the appropriation for said
project as provided by the Act approved April 25, 1945 (Public Law
40): Provided further, That no expenditures shall be made for the
acquisition of lands or easements for sites for boundary fences except
for procurement of abstracts or certificates of title, payment of record-
ing fees, and examination of titles: Provided further That unex-
pended balances of appropriations for construction under the Inter-
national Boundary and Water Commission available for the fiscal
year 1947 shall be merged with this appropriation and shall continue
available until expended.

Rio Grande emergency flood protection: For emergency flood-control
work, including protection, reconstruction, and repair of all structures
under the jurisdiction of the International Boundary and Water Com-
mission, United States and Mexico, threatened or damaged by flood-
waters of the Rio Grande, which have heretofore been authorized and
erected under the provisions of treaties between the United States and
Mexico, or in pursuance of Federal laws authorizing improvements on
the Rio Grande, $25,000, to be immediately available, to be merged
with the unobligated balance of the appropriation for this purpose
in the Department of State Appropriation Act 1947, and to remain
available until expended.

Appropriations for the International Boundary and Water Com-
mission, United States and Mexico, are hereby made available for
payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act
of 1946, Public Law 601.

Salaries and expenses, American sections, international commis-
sions: For necessary expenses to enable the President to perform the
obligations of the United States under certain treaties between the
United States and Great Britain in respect to Canada, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; stenographic reporting
services by contract; printing and binding; and hire of passenger
motor vehicles; as follows: For the International Joint Commission,
United States and Canada, under the terms of the treaty between the
United States and Great Britain signed January 11, 1909 (36 Stat.
2448), including the salary of one Commissioner on the part of the
United States who shall serve at the pleasure of the President (the
other Commissioners to serve in that capacity without compensation
therefor); salaries of clerks and other employees appointed by the
Commissioners on the part of the United States with the approval
solely of the Secretary of State; travel expenses and compensation of
witnesses in attending hearings of the Commission at such places in
the United States and Canada as the Commission or the American
Commissioners shall determine to be necessary. $37,200; for special
and technical investigations in connection with matters falling within
the jurisdiction of the International Joint Commission, United States
and Canada, including the purchase of three passenger automobiles;
and the Secretary of State is authorized to transfer to any department
or independent establishment of the Government with the consent of
the head thereof, any part of this amount for direct expenditure by
such department or establishment for the purposes set forth in this
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the projects stipulated in the treaty between the United States and 
Mexico signed at Washington on February 3, 1944, $4,000,000, to be 
immediately available, and to remain available until expended: Pro-
vided, That no expenditures shall be made for the Lower Rio Grande 
flood-control project for construction on any land, site, or easement 
in connection with this project except such as has been acquired by 
donation and the title thereto has been approved by the Attorney 
General of the United States: Provided further, That expenditures 
for the Rio Grande bank-protection project shall be subject to the 
provisions and conditions contained in the appropriation for said 
project as provided by the Act approved April 25, 1945 (Public Law 
40) : Provided further, That no expenditures shall be made for the 
acquisition of lands or easements for sites for boundary fences except 
for procurement of abstracts or certificates of title, payment of record-
ing fees, and examination of titles: Provided further, That unex-
pended balances of appropriations for construction under the Inter-
national Boundary and Water Commission available for the fiscal 
year 1947 shall be merged with this appropriation and shall continue 
available until expended. 
Rio Grande emergency flood protection: For emergency flood-control 

work, including protection, reconstruction, and repair of all structures 
under the jurisdiction of the International Boundary and Water Com-
mission, United States and Mexico, threatened or damaged by flood-
waters of the Rio Grande, which have heretofore been authorized and 
erected under the provisions of treaties between the United States and 
Mexico, or in pursuance of Federal laws authorizing improvements on 
the Rio Grande, $25,000, to be immediately available, to be merged 
with the unobligated balance of the appropriation for this purpose 
in the Department of State Appropriation Act 1947, and to remain 
available until expended. 
Appropriations for the International Boundary and Water Com-

mission, United States and Mexico, are hereby made available for 
payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
of 1946, Public Law 601. 

Salaries and expenses, American sections, international commis-
sions: For necessary expenses to enable the President to perform the 
obligations of the United States under certain treaties between the 
United States and Great Britain in respect to Canada, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; stenographic reporting 
services by contract; printing and binding; and hire of passenger 
motor vehicles; as follows: For the International Joint Commission, 
United States and Canada, under the terms of the treaty between the 
United States and Great Britain signed January 11, 1909 (36 Stat. 
2448), including the salary of one Commissioner on the part of the 
United States who shall serve at the pleasure of the President (the 
other Commissioners to serve in that capacity without compensation 
therefor) ; salaries of clerks and other employees appointed by the 
Commissioners on the part of the United States with the approval 
solely of the Secretary of State; travel expenses and compensation of 
witnesses in attending hearings of the Commission at such places in 
the United States and Canada as the Commission or the American 
Commissioners shall determine to be necessary. $37,200; for special 
and technical investigations in connection with matters falling within 
the jurisdiction of the International Joint Commission, United States 
and Canada, including the purchase of three passenger automobiles; 
and the Secretary of State is authorized to transfer to any department 
or independent establishment of the Government with the consent of 
the head thereof, any part of this amount for direct expenditure by 
such department or establishment for the purposes set forth in this 
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BI naern ation a I clause, $191,017; for the International Boundary Commission, United
sion, U. s. and Can- States and Canada and Alaska, under the terms of the treaty between
ada and Alaska. the United States and Great Britain in respect to Canada, signed

February 24, 1925 (44 Stat. 2102), including the completion of such
remaining work as may be required under the award of the Alaskan
Boundary Tribunal and existing treaties between the United States
and Great Britain; commutation of subsistence to employees while
on field duty not to exceed $4 per day each, but not to exceed $3 per
day each when a member of a field party and subsisting in camp;
hire of freight and passenger motor vehicles from temporary field
employees; and for payment for timber necessarily cut in keepingentersnationaFish- the boundary line clear, $57,700; for the share of the United States of
the expenses of the International Fisheries Commission under the
convention between the United States and Canada, concluded JanuaryIntrcSaonial Pac- 29, 1937 (50 Stat. 1351), $30,000; for the share of the United States

commission. of the expenses of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion, under the convention between the United States and Canada, con-
cluded May 26, 1930 (50 Stat. 1355), including the purchase of four
passenger automobiles, $99,500, in all, $415,417, to be disbursed under
the direction of the Secretary of State.

Cooperation with the American Republics: For expenses necessary
to enable the Secretary of State to meet the obligations of the United
States under the Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American
Cultural Relations between the United States and the other American51 Stat. 178. Republics, signed at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, and to carry
out the purposes of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the President
to render closer and more effective the relationship between the Amer-

53 Stat. 1290. ican Republics", approved August 9, 1939 (22 U. S. C. 501), and to
supplement appropriations available for carrying out other provisions

Experimeont and of law authorizing related activities, including the establishment anddemonstration sta-
tions. operation of agricultural and other experiment and demonstration

stations in other American countries, on land acquired by gift or lease
for the duration of the experiments and demonstrations, and con-
struction of necessary buildings thereon; such expenses to includePrinting and bind- personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $150,000
for printing and binding; temporary services as authorized by section

0 Sstar. 10,. 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); not to exceed $5,000
for entertainment; not to exceed $5,000 for expenses of attendance
at meetings or conventions of societies and associations concerned with
the furtherance of the purposes hereof; and, under such regulations
as the Secretary of State may prescribe, tuition, compensation, allow-
ances and enrollment, laboratory, insurance, and other fees incident

Traveling expenses. to training, including traveling expenses in the United States and
abroad in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regu-

u. St .t 82. lations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended, of educational, pro-
fessional, and artistic leaders, and professors, students, internes, and
persons possessing special scientific or other technical qualifications,
who are citizens of the United States or the other American Republics;

remanortatin s o and the actual expenses of preparing and transporting to their former
homes the remains of such persons, not United States Government
employees, who may die while away from their homes under theTransportation ex- authority of this appropriation: Provied, That the Secretary of State
is authorized under such regulations as he may adopt, to pay the actual
transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of
subsistence and other expenses, of citizens of the other American
Republics while traveling in the Western Hemisphere, without regard
to the Standardized Government Travel Regulations, and to make
advances of funds notwithstanding section 3648 of the Revised Statutes
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clause, $191,017; for the International Boundary Commission, United 
States and Canada and Alaska, under the terms of the treaty between 
the United States and Great Britain in respect to Canada, signed 
February 24, 1925 (44 Stat. 2102), including the completion of such 
remaining work as may be required under the award of the Alaskan 
Boundary Tribunal and existing treaties between the United States 
and Great Britain; commutation of subsistence to employees while 
on field duty not to exceed $4 per day each, but not to exceedi  $3 per 
day each when a member of a field party and subsisting n camp; 
hire of freight and passenger motor vehicles from temporary field 
employees; and for payment for timber necessarily cut in keeping 
the boundary line clear, $57,700; for the share of the United States of 
the expenses of the International Fisheries Commission under the 
convention between the United States and Canada, concluded January 
29, 1937 (50 Stat. 1351), $30,000; for the share of the United States 
of the expenses of the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commis-
sion, under the convention between the United States and Canada, con-
cluded May 26, 1930 (50 Stat. 1355), including the purchase of four 
passenger automobiles, $99,500, in all, $415,417, to be disbursed under 
the direction of the Secretary of State. 
Cooperation with the American Republics: For expenses necessary 

to enable the Secretary of State to meet the obligations of the United 
States under the Convention for the Promotion of Inter-American 
Cultural Relations between the United States and the other American 
Republics, signed at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, and to carry 
out the purposes of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the President 
to render closer and more effective the relationship between the Amer-
ican Republics", approved August 9, 1939 (22 U. S. C. 501), and to 
supplement appropriations available for carrying out other provisions 
of law authorizing related activities, including the establishment and 
operation of agricultural and other experiment and demonstration 
stations in other American countries, on land acquired by gift or lease 
for the duration of the experiments and demonstrations, and con-
struction of necessary buildings thereon; such expenses to include 
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $150,000 
for printing and binding; temporary services as authorized by section 
15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; not to exceed $5,000 
for entertainment; not to exceed $5,000 for expenses of attendance 
at meetings or conventions of societies and associations concerned with 
the furtherance of the purposes hereof; and, under such regulations 
as the Secretary of State may prescribe, tuition, compensation, allow-
ances and enrollment, laboratory, insurance, and other fees incident 
to training, including traveling expenses in the United States and 
abroad in accordance with the Standardized Government Travel Regu-
lations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended, of educational, pro-
fessional, and artistic leaders, and professors, students, internes, and 
persons possessing special scientific or other technical qualifications, 
who are citizens of the United States or the other American Republics ; 
and the actual expenses of preparing and transporting to their former 
homes the remains of such persons, not United States Government 
employees, who. may die while away from their homes under the 
authority of this appropriation :Provided, That the Secretary of State 
is authorized under such regulations as he may adopt, to pay the actual 
transportation expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of 
subsistence and other expenses, of citizens of the other American 
Republics while traveling in the Western Hemisphere, without regard 
to the Standardized Government Travel Regulations, and to make 
advances of funds notwithstanding section 3648 of the Revised Statutes 
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as amended by the Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600; traveling 0 stat. s
expenses of members of advisory committees in accordance with sec-
tion 2 of said Act of August 9, 1939; hire of passenger motor 3Stat. 1
vehicles; rental of boats, $3,900,000; and the Secretary of State, Transfer
or such official as he may designate is hereby authorized, in his
discretion, and, subject to the approval of the President, to transfer
from this appropriation to other departments, agencies, and inde-
pendent establishments of the Government for expenditure in the
United States and in the other American Republics any part of this
amount for direct expenditure by such department or independent
establishment for the purposes of this appropriation and any such
expenditures may be made under the specific authority herein con-
tamed or under the authority governing the activities of the depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment to which amounts are
transferred: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be avail- insint
able to make contracts with, and grants of money or property to,
nonprofit institutions in the United States and the other American
Republics, including the distribution of materials and other services in
the fields of education and travel, arts and sciences, publications, the
radio, the press, and the cinema.

Philippine rehabilitation: For expenses necessary to carry out the
provisions of title III and V of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 0 U. 31
1946 (Public Law 370, hereinafter called the Act), without regard, § 178s-1791,
outside the United States, to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as 41 vU.. c.
amended, including personal services in the District of Columbia, and
employment of personnel outside the continental United States with-
out regard to civil-service and classification laws; temporary services
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law VuUs..cstc
600); purchase of nine and hire of passenger motor vehicles; hire,
maintenance, operation, and repair of aircraft; purchase of health Traiees.
and accident insurance for trainees (for whom such benefits are not
otherwise allowed) while in the United States in pursuance of training
programs; actual expenses of preparing and transporting to their
former homes the remains of trainees who may die while away from
such homes under the authority of this Act; advances of funds to
trainees, such advancements to be deducted from allowances due to
such trainees; not to exceed $35,500 for a health-service program as
authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); not to 0.st
exceed $1,100 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost
of handling penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; 58stat.394
printing and binding without regard to section 11 of the Act of March 321h.
1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111); expenses of attendance at meetings of organ- Pinting a
izations concerned with the furtherance of the purposes hereof; com- "n4 Stat. 12
pilation, printing, and distribution, in the Philippine Islands or the
United States, of charts, reports, and publications pertaining to the
various programs set forth in the Act; acquisition of sites for the
construction of additional buildings, and furnishing and equipping of
buildings acquired or constructed, under section 501 of the Act; and 0 st. 140.
acquisition of quarters in the Philippines to house employees of the 1801.
United States Government, including military personnel, by purchase, tr 5q'uisitio
rental (without regard to section 322 of the Act of June 30, 1932, as
amended (40 U. S. C. 278a)), lease, or construction and necessary 47 Stat. 412.
repairs and alterations to and maintenance of such quarters; amounts
as follows: (a) For carrying out the provisions of sections 302, 303, 50 U. S.
304, and 305 of title III of the Act, $40,286,150; and (b) for carrying 1782-'785.

60 Stat. 137-out sections 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, and 311 of said title II, $2,213,850; 50 U. s. 4
in all, $42,500,000, to be available on July 1, 1947, and to remain avail- i 786-i171.
able until June 30, 1950: Provided, That no part of this appropriation Restrctions
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as amended by the Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600; traveling 
expenses of members of advisory committees in accordance with sec-
tion 2 of said Act of August 9, 1939; hire of passenger motor 
vehicles; rental of boats, $3,900,000; and the Secretary of State, 
or such official as he may designate is hereby authorized, in his 
discretion, and, subject to the approval of the President, to transfer 
from this appropriation to other departments, agencies, and inde-
pendent establishments of the Government for expenditure in the 
United States and in the other American Republics any part of this 
amount for direct expenditure by such department or independent 
establishment for the purposes of this appropriation and any such 
expenditures may be made under the specific authority herein con-
tained or under the authority governing the activities of the depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment to which amounts are 
transferred: Provided further, That this appropriation shall be avail-
able to make contracts with, and grants of money or property to, 
nonprofit institutions in the United States and the other American 
Republics, including the distribution of materials and other services in 
the fields of education and travel, arts and sciences, publications, the 
radio, the press, and the cinema. 
Philippine rehabilitation: For expenses necessary to carry out the 

provisions of title III and V of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 
1946 (Public Law 370, hereinafter called the Act), without regard, 
outside the United States, to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as 
amended, including personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
employment of personnel outside the continental United States with-
out regard to civil-service and classification laws; temporary services 
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 
600) ; purchase of nine and hire of passenger motor vehicles; hire, 
maintenance, operation, and repair of aircraft; purchase of health 
and accident insurance for trainees (for whom such benefits are not 
otherwise allowed) while in the United States in pursuance of training 
programs; actual expenses of preparing and transporting to their 
former homes the remains of trainees who may die while away from 
such homes under the authority of this Act; advances of funds to 
trainees, such advancements to be deducted from allowances due to 
such trainees; not to exceed $35,500 for a health-service program as 
authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; not to 
exceed $1,100 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost 
of handling penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; 
printing and binding without regard to section 11 of the Act of March 
1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111) ; expenses of attendance at meetings of organ-
izations concerned with the furtherance of the purposes hereof; com-
pilation, printing, and distribution, in the Philippine Islands or the 
United States, of charts, reports, and publications pertaining to the 
various programs set forth in the Act; acquisition of sites for the 
construction of additional buildings, and furnishing and equipping of 
buildings acquired or constructed, under section 501 of the Act; and 
acquisition of quarters in the Philippines to house employees of the 
United States Government, including military personnel, by purchase, 
rental (without regard to section 322 of the Act of June 30, 1932, as 
amended (40 U. S. C. 278a)), lease, or construction and necessary 
repairs and alterations to and maintenance of such quarters; amounts 
as follows: (a) For carrying out the provisions of sections 302, 303, 
304, and 305 of title III of the Act, $40,286,150; and (b) for carrying 
out sections 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, and 311 of said title III, $2,213,850; 
in all, $42,500,000, to be available on July 1, 1947, and to remain avail-
able until June 30, 1950: Provided, That no part of this appropriation 
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shall be available for engaging in any phase of activity or for under-
taking any phase of activity authorized by the Philippine Rehabilita-

60 Stt. 128. tion Act of 1946 that would result in obligating the Government of
50 U. S. C. app.

§1751 note. a the United States in any sense or respect to the future payment of
amounts in excess of the amounts authorized to be appropriated in
such Act, nor shall any part of this appropriation be available for
expanding any public works project authorized by law to be replaced
or rehabilitated beyond such as may be justified by sound engineering
practice and which can be accomplished within the amount authorized
to be appropriated: Provided further, That the total amount that may

60 Stat. 137.0 Stat. .37 be obligated for the entire accomplishment of section 307 (a) of title
§1787(a). - III of such Act shall not exceed $8,000,000: Provided further, That
profit institutions. this appropriation shall be available to make contracts with nonprofit

institutions in the United States and the Philippines in connection
with training programs: Provided further, That sums from the fore-
going applicable appropriations may be transferred directly to and

0 USat. 37. app merged with the appropriations contemplated in section 306 (b) of
§1786(b). the Act to reimburse said latter appropriations for expenditures

onstructionofdip- therefrom for the purpose hereof: Provided further, That the con-lomrati, etc., estab-
lishments. struction of diplomatic and consular establishments of the United

States in the Philippine Islands shall be without regard to the proviso
2 stat. 441. contained in twenty-two United States Code 295a: Provided further,

Transferof funds. That the Secretary of State, or such official as he may designate, is
authorized to transfer from any of the foregoing amounts to any
department or independent establishment of the Government for par-
ticipation in the foregoing programs, sums for expenditure by such
department or establishment for the purposes hereof, and sums so
transferred shall be available for expenditure in accordance with the
provisions hereof and, to the extent determined by the Secretary of
State, in accordance with the law governing expenditures of the
department or establishment to which transferred: Provided further,
That transfers of funds to participating agencies for the programs60 Stat. 135. e be

S0 U. S
3

. .app set forth in sections 302 to 305 of the Act shall be approved by the
1782-1785. President prior to such transfer.

Information and cultural program-Liquidation: To enable the
Department of State to meet the necessary expenses incident to the
termination, suspension, or curtailment of certain international infor-

Transer of funds. mation and cultural activities, $1,430,000: Provided, That the Secre-
tary of State may, in his discretion, transfer the funds herein appro-
priated to any other appropriation or appropriations under this title
for merger with such appropriation or appropriations for the purposes
hereof, and such funds shall be available for obligation and expendi-
ture under the authority contained in the appropriation to which
transferred.

Contract In foreign Contracts entered into in foreign countries involving expenditurescountries.
from any of the foregoing appropriations shall not be subject to the
provisions of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 22).

Transportation of The provision of law prescribing the use of vessels of United States
registry by any officer or employee of the United States (46 U. S. C.

49 stat. 20M1. 1241) shall not apply to any travel or transportation of effects payable
from funds appropriated, allocated, or transferred to the Secretary of
State or the Department of State.

pTetation of em- Notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act of August 24,
5 .s. c. 62. 1912 (37 Stat. 555), or the provisions of any other law, the Secretary

of State may, in his absolute discretion, on or before June 30, 1948,
terminate the employment of any officer or employee of the Department
of State or of the Foreign Service of the United States whenever he
shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in the interests of
the United States.

itation f title. This title may be cited as the "Department of State Appropriation
Act, 1948".
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shall be available for engaging in any phase of activity or for under-
taking any phase of activity authorized by the Philippine Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1946 that would result in obligating the Government of 
the United States in any sense or respect to the future payment of 
amounts in excess of the amounts authorized to be appropriated in 
such Act, nor shall any part of this appropriation be available for 
expanding any public works project authorized by law to be replaced 
or rehabilitated beyond such as may be justified by sound engineering 
practice and which can be accomplished within the amount authorized 
to be appropriated: Provided further, That the total amount that may 
be obligated for the entire accomplishment of section 307 (a) of title 
III of such Act shall not exceed $8,000,000: Provided further, That 
this appropriation shall be available to make contracts with nonprofit 
institutions in the United States and the Philippines in connection 
with training programs: Provided further, That sums from the fore-
going applicable appropriations may be transferred directly to and 
merged with the appropriations contemplated in section 306 (b) of 
the Act to reimburse said latter appropriations for expenditures 
therefrom for the purpose hereof: Provided further, That the con-
struction of diplomatic and consular establishments of the United 
States in the Philippine Islands shall be without regard to the proviso 
contained in twenty-two United States Code 295a: Provided further, 
That the Secretary of State, or such official as he may designate, is 
authorized to transfer from any of the foregoing amounts to any 
department or independent establishment of the Government for par-
ticipation in the foregoing programs, sums for expenditure by such 
department or establishment for the purposes hereof, and sums so 
transferred shall be available for expenditure in accordance with the 
provisions hereof and, to the extent determined by the Secretary of 
State, in accordance with the law governing expenditures of the 
department or establishment to which transferred: Provided further, 
That transfers of funds to participating agencies for the programs 
set forth in sections 302 to 305 of the Act shall be approved by the 
President prior to such transfer. 

Information and cultural program—Liquidation: To enable the 
Department of State to meet the necessary expenses incident to the 
termination, suspension, or curtailment of certain international infor-
mation and cultural activities, $1,430,000: Provided, That the Secre-
tary of State may, in his discretion, transfer the funds herein appro-
priated to any other appropriation or appropriations under this title 
for merger with such appropriation or appropriations for the purposes 
hereof, and such funds shall be available for obligation and expendi-
ture under the authority contained in the appropriation to which 
transferred. 

Contracts entered into in foreign countries involving expenditures 
from any of the foregoing appropriations shall not be subject to the 
provisions of section 3741 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 22). 
The provision of law prescribing the use of vessels of United States 

registry by any officer or employee of the United States (46 U. S. C. 
1241) shall not apply to any travel or transportation of effects payable 
from funds appropriated, allocated, or transferred to the Secretary of 
State or the Department of State. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act of August 24, 

1912 (37 Stat. 555)2 or the provisions of any other law, the Secretary 
of State may, in his absolute discretion, on or before June 30, 1948, 
terminate the employment of any officer or employee of the Department 
of State or of the Foreign Service of the United States whenever he 
shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in the interests of 
the United States. 

This title may be cited as the "Department of State Appropriation 
Act, 1948". 
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TITLE II-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

LEGAL ACTIVITIES AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

For personal services in the District of Columbia, including a health
service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946, Public
Law 658, and for special attorneys and special assistants to the Attorney
General as follows:

For the offices of the Attorney General, Solicitor General, Assistant
to the Attorney General, Assistant Solicitor General, Pardon Attorney,
Board of Immigration Appeals, and Board of Parole, $772,500.

For the Administrative Division, $1,275,000.
For the Tax Division, $810,000.
For the Criminal Division, $890,000
For the Claims Division, $1,500,000.
Not to exceed $250,000 of the foregoing appropriations for personal

services shall be available for the employment, on duties properly
chargeable to each of said appropriations, of special assistants to the
Attorney General without regard to the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended.

Contingent expenses: For miscellaneous and emergency expenses
authorized or approved by the Attorney General or his Administra-
tive Assistant, including stenographic reporting services by contract
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law
600), a health service program as authorized by the Act of August 8,
1946 (Public Law 658), and examination of estimates of appropriation
in the field; $205,000.

Traveling expenses: For necessary traveling expenses not otherwise
provided for, $140,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $470,000.
Penalty mail: For deposit m the general fund of the Treasury for

cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $140,000.
Damage claims: For payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the

Federal Tort Claims Act, $25,000.
Salaries and expenses, Customs Division: For necessary expenses,

including travel expenses and employment of special attorneys and
expert witnesses at such rates of compensation as may be authorized
or approved by the Attorney General or his Administrative Assistant,
$187.000.

Salaries and expenses, Antitrust Division: For expenses necessary
for the enforcement of antitrust and kindred laws, including travel-
ing expenses, services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of
August 2 1946 (Public Law 600), and personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, $2,400,000, of which $250,000 shall be available
exclusively for activities in connection with railroad reparations
cases: Provided, That none of this appropriation shall be expended
for the establishment and maintenance of permanent regional offices of
the Antitrust Division.

Examination of judicial offices: For the investigation of the official
acts, records, and accounts of marshals, attorneys, clerks of the United
States courts and Territorial courts, probation officers, and United
States commissioners, for which purpose all the official papers, records,
and dockets of said officers, without exception, shall be examined by
the agents of the Attorney General at any time; and also the official
acts, records, and accounts of referees and trustees of such courts;
travel expenses, $95,000, to be expended under the direction of the
Attorney General.

Salaries and expenses. Lands Division: For personal services in the
District of Columbia and for other necessary expenses, including travel
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60 Stat. 810. expenses, services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
5 u. . 1946 (Public Law 600) and notarial fees or like services, $2,500,000.

Miscellaneous salaries and expenses, field: For salaries not otherwise
specifically provided for, and such other expenses for the field service,
including travel expenses, a health service program as authorized by

60 Stat. 903. the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), temporary services as
U.s. C. 150. authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law

600), and notarial fees or like services; firearms and ammunition
therefor; $500,000.

Salaries and expenses of district attorneys, and so forth: For
salaries, travel, and other expenses of United States district attorneys,
their regular assistants and other employees, including the office
expenses of United States district attorneys in Alaska, and for salaries
of regularly appointed clerks to United States district attorneys for
services rendered during vacancy in the office of the United States
district attorney, $5,200,000.

Compensation of special attorneys, and so forth: For compensation
of special attorneys and assistants to the Attorney General and to
United States district attorneys not otherwise provided for employed

Foreign counsel. by the Attorney General to aid in special matters and cases, and for
payment of foreign counsel employed by the Attorney General in
special cases, $100,000, no part of which, except for payment of foreign
counsel, shall be used to pay the compensation of any persons except
attorneys duly licensed and authorized to practice under the laws of

salary limitation. any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia: Provided, That the
amount paid as compensation out of the funds herein appropriated
to any person employed hereunder shall not exceed $10,000 per annum:

Reportsto Congress. Provided further, That reports be submitted to the Congress on the
1st day of July and January showing the names of the persons
employed hereunder, the annual rate of compensation or amount of
any fee paid to each, together with a description of their duties.

Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth: For salaries, fees,
and expenses of United States marshals, deputy marshals, and clerical
assistants, including services rendered in behalf of the United States

Services in Alaska. or otherwise; services in Alaska in collecting evidence for the United
States when so specifically directed by the Attorney General traveling

Troansferfrprisoners expenses, including the actual and necessary expenses incident to the
transfer of prisoners in the custody of United States marshals to
narcotic farms; purchase of five (for replacement only) station
wagons, busses, and vans at not to exceed $3,500 each; $5,150,000.

Fees of witnesses: For expenses, mileage, and per diems of wit-
nesses and for per diems in lieu of subsistence, such payments to be
made on the certification of the attorney for the United States and
to be conclusive as provided by section 846, Revised Statutes (28

Authoriationa by U. S. C. 577), $700,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 of this
amount shall be available for such compensation and expenses of
witnesses or informants as may be authorized or approved by the
Attorney General or his Administrative Assistant, which approval

Liitateon on at- shall be conclusive: Provided further, That no part of the sum
herein appropriated shall be used to pay any witness more than one

Feravel epenes of attendance fee for any one calendar day: Provided further, That
whenever an employee of the United States performs travel in order
to appear as a witness on behalf of the United States in any case
involving the activity in connection with which such person is
emploved, his travel expenses in connection therewith shall be pay-
able from the appropriation otherwise available for the travel
expenses of such employee.

Pay and expenses of bailiffs: For pay of bailiffs, not exceeding one
bailiff in each court, and meals and lodging for bailiffs or deputy
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whenever an employee of the United States performs travel in order 
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able from the appropriation otherwise available for the travel 
expenses of such employee. 
Pay and expenses of bailiffs: For pay of bailiffs, not exceeding one 

bailiff in each court, and meals and lodging for bailiffs or deputy 
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marshals in attendance upon juries when ordered by the court, $50,000:
Provided, That none of this appropriation shall be used for the pay
of bailiffs when deputy marshals or marshals or court criers are avail-
able for the duties ordinarily executed by bailiffs, the fact of unavail-
ability to be determined by the certificate of the marshal.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes: For
expenses necessary for the detection and prosecution of crimes against
the United States; for the protection of the person of the President
of the United States; the acquisition, collection, classification and
preservation of identification and other records and their exchange
with the duly authorized officials of the Federal Government, of
States, cities, and other institutions; for such other investigations
regarding official matters under the control of the Department of
Justice and the Department of State as may be directed by the
Attorney General; including personal services in the District of
Columbia; a health service program as authorized by the Act of
August 8,1946, Public Law 658; purchase of five hundred (for replace-
ment only) and hire of passenger motor vehicles; purchase at not to
exceed $10,000, for replacement only, of one armored motor vehicle;
firearms and ammunition; not to exceed $10,000 for taxicab hire to
be used exclusively for the purposes set forth in this paragraph;
traveling expenses, including expenses, in an amount not to exceed
$4,500, of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of such
Bureau when authorized in writing by the Attorney General; not to
exceed $1,500 for membership in the International Criminal Police
Commission; payment of rewards when specifically authorized by the
Attorney General for information leading to the apprehension of
fugitives from justice; and not to exceed $70,000 to meet unforeseen
emergencies of a confidential character, to be expended under the
direction of the Attorney General, who shall make a certificate of the
amount of such expenditure as he may think it advisable not to specify,
and every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the
sum therein expressed to have been expended; $34,900,000: Provided,
That the compensation of the Director of the Bureau shall be $14,000
per annum so long as the position is filled by the present incumbent:
Provided further, That. during the fiscal year 1948, such funds as may
be determined by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to be necessary to carry out the duties imposed
on that Bureau by Public Law 585, approved August 1, 1946, shall be
transferred from funds available to the Atomic Energy Commission
and the amounts so transferred shall be merged with the funds pro-
vided under this head.

Salaries and expenses for certain emergencies: For an additional
amount for salaries and expenses, including the purposes and under
the conditions specified in the preceding paragraph, $100,000, to be
held as a reserve for emergencies arising in connection with kidnap-
ing, extortion, bank robbery, and to be released for expenditure
in such amounts and at such times as the Attorney General may
determine.

None of the funds appropriated for the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation shall be used to pay the compensation of any civil-service
employee.

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

Salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalization Service:
For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary for the admin-
istration and enforcement of the laws relating to immigration,
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naturalization, and alien registration; personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia; a health service program as authorized by the

60 S.tat. 150. Act of August 8, 1946, Public Law 658; care, detention, maintenance,
transportation, and other expenses incident to the deportation,
removal, and exclusion of aliens in the United States and to, through,
or in foreign countries; payment of rewards for information leading
to the apprehension or conviction of violators of the immigration
laws; traveling expenses, including not to exceed $5,000 for attend-
ance at meetings concerned with the purposes of this appropriation;
purchase for replacement only of two hundred and twenty-five and
hire of passenger motor vehicles; purchase (not to exceed four),
maintenance, and operation of aircraft; firearms and ammunition;
citizenship textbooks for free distribution; refunds of head tax,
maintenance bills, immigration fines, and other items properly
returnable, except deposits of aliens who become public charges and

Mitnead fees of deposits to secure payment of fines and passage money; mileage and
fees of witnesses subpenaed on behalf of the United States; steno-
graphic reporting services by contract as authorized by section 15

U.otS.t .Ime. of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 6'00); and operation,
r maintenance, remodeling, and repair of buildings and the purchase

overtimes for. Of equipment incident thereto; $27,000,000: Provided, That none of
the funds appropriated for the Immigration and Naturalization

t 2 Service shall be used to pay compensation for overtime services
au.s.Coa.olet. other than as provided in the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945Po, p. . (Public Law 106, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session) and the Fed-

tt. 216.e eral Employees Pay Act of 1946 (Public Law 390, Seventy-ninth
ioursement Of Congress, second session): Provided further, That the Attorney

oopeatfn ag eniOs8. General may transfer to, or reimburse, any other department, agency,
or office of Federal, State, or local governments, funds in such
amounts as may be necessary for salaries and expenses incurred by
them in rendering authorized assistance t o the Department of Justice
in connection with the administration and enforcement of said laws;

Alien nemie. for all necessary expenses, incident to the maintenance, care, deten-
tion, surveillance, parole, and transportation of alien enemies and
their wives and dependent children, including transportation and
other expenses in the return of such persons to place of bona fide
residence or to such other place as may be authorized by the Attor-
ney General, advance of cash to aliens for meals and lodging while
en route, and for the payment of wages to alien enemy detainees
for work performed under conditions prescribed by the Geneva Con-

owned hopriately vention: Provided further, That the Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization may contract with officers and employees for the
use, on official business, of privately owned horses: Provided further,

1B0P1n. That provisions of law prohibiting or restricting the employment of
aliens in the Government service shall not apply to the employment
of interpreters in the Immigration and Naturalization Service (not
to exceed ten permanent and such temporary employees as are
required from time to time) where competent citizen interpreters
are not available.

FEDERAL PISOIN SYSTEM

Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons: For salaries and travel
expenses in the District of Columbia and elsewhere in connection with
the supervision of the maintenance and care of United States prisoners,
$420,000: Proied, That not to exceed $3,500 of this amount shall be
available for expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the
work of the Bureau of Prisons when incurred on the written author-
ization of the Attorney General.

Salaries and expenses, penal and correctional institutions: For
expenses necessary for the support of prisoners, and the maintenance
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losturalization, and alien registration; personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia; a health service program as authorized by the 
Act of August 8, 1946, Public Law 658; care, detention, maintenance, 
transportation, and other expenses incident to the deportation, 
removal, and exclusion of aliens in the United States and to, through, 
or in foreign countries; payment of rewards for information leading 
to the apprehension or conviction of violators of the immigration 
laws; traveling expenses, including not to exceed $5,000 for attend-
ance at meetings concerned with the purposes of this appropriation; 
purchase for replacement only of two hundred and twenty-five and 
hire of passenger motor vehicles; purchase (not to exceed four), 
maintenance, and operation of aircraft; firearms and ammunition; 
citizenship textbooks for free distribution; refunds of head tax, 
maintenance bills, immigration fines, and other items properly 
returnable, except deposits of aliens who become public charges and 
deposits to secure payment of fines and passage money; mileage and 
fees of witnesses subpenaed on behalf of the United States; steno-
graphic reporting services by contract as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; and operation, 
maintenance, remodeling, and repair of buildings and the purchase 
of equipment incident thereto; $27,000,000: Provided, That none of 
the funds appropriated for the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service shall be used to pay compensation for overtime services 
other than as provided in the Federal Employms Pay Act of 1945 
(Public Law 106, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session) and the Fed-
eral Employees Pay Act of 1946 (Public Law 390, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, second session) : Provided further, That the Attorney 
General may transfer to or reimburse, any other department, agency, 
or office of Federal, Slate, or local governments, funds in such 
amounts as may be necessary for salaries and expenses incurred by 
them in rendering authorized assistance to the Department of Justice 
in connection with the administration and enforcement of said laws; 
for all necessary expenses, incident to the maintenance, care, deten-
tion, surveillance' parole, and transportation of alien enemies and 
their wives and dependent children, including transportation and 
other expenses in the return of such persons to place of bona fide 
residence or to such other place as may be authorized by the Attor-
ney General, advance of cash to aliens for meals and lodging while 
en route' and for the payment of wages to alien enemy detainees 
for work performed under conditions prescribed by the Geneva Con-
vention: Provided further, That the Commissioner of Immigration 
and Naturalization may contract with officers and employees for the 
use, on official business, of privately owned horses: Provided further, 
That provisions of law prohibiting or restricting the employment of 
aliens in the Government service shall not apply to the employment 
of interpreters in the Immigration and Naturalization Service (not 
to exceed ten permanent and such temporary employees as are 
required from time to time) where competent citizen interpreters 
are not available. 

FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM 

Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Prisons: For salaries and travel 
expenses in the District of Columbia and elsewhere in connection with 
the supervision of the maintenance and care of United States prisoners 
$420,000: Provided, That not to exceed $3,500 of this amount shall be' 
available for expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the 
work of the Bureau of Prisons when incurred on the written author-
ization of the Attorney General. 

Salaries and expenses, penal and correctional institutions: For 
expenses necessary for the support of prisoners, and the maintenance 
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and operation of Federal penal and correctional institutions and the
construction of buildings at prison camps, interment or transporting
remains of deceased inmates to their relatives or friends in the United
States, transporting persons released from custody of the United
States to place of conviction or arrest or place of bona fide residence
within the United States or to such place within the United States as
may be authorized by the Attorney General, and the furnishing of
suitable clothing and, in the discretion of the Attorney General, an
amount of money not to exceed $30, regardless of length of sentence;
including purchase of fifteen passenger motor vehicles; purchase of
one bus at not to exceed $5,000; not to exceed $10,000 for expenses of
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Federal Prison
System when authorized in writing by the Attorney General; traveling
expenses; furnishing of uniforms and other distinctive wearing
apparel necessary for employees in the performance of their official
duties; not to exceed $35,000 for the acquisition of land adjacent to
any Federal penal or correctional institution when, in the opinion of
the Attorney General, the additional land is essential to the protection
of the health or safety of the institution; firearms and ammunition;
purchase and exchange of farm products and livestock; $18,646,730:
Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, shall
not be construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered under
this appropriation when the aggregate amount involved does not
exceed $500.

Medical and hospital service: For medical relief for inmates of
penal and correctional institutions and appliances necessary for
patients including personal services in the District of Columbia and
furnishing and laundering of uniforms and other distinctive wearing
apparel necessary for the employees in the performance of their official
duties; $1,400,000: Provided, That there may be transferred to the
appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public Health
Service", $106,850 without limitation accounts, and to other appropria-
tions of the Public Health Service such amounts as may be necessary,
in the discretion of the Attorney General for direct expenditure by
that Service.

Construction of buildings and facilities: For construction, remodel-
ing, and equipping necessary buildings and facilties at existing penal
and correctional institutions and all necessary expenses incident
thereto, to be expended under the direction of the Attorney General
by contract or purchase of material and hire of labor and services and
utilization of labor of United States prisoners as the Attorney General
may direct, $162,000.

Support of United States prisoners: For support of United States
prisoners in non-Federal institutions and in the Territory of Alaska,
including necessary clothing and medical aid; expenses of transporting
persons released from custody of the Unitel States to place of con-
viction or place of bona fide residence in the United States, or such
other place within the United States as may be authorized by the
Attorney General, and the furnishing to them of suitable clothing
and, in the discretion of the Attorney General, an amount of money
not to exceed $30, regardless of length of sentence; and including rent,
repair, alteration, and maintenance of buildings and the maintenance
of prisoners therein, occupied under authority of sections 4 and 5 of
the Act of May 14, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 753c, 753d) ; support of prisoners
becoming insane during imprisonment and who continue insane after
expiration of sentence, who have no relatives or friends to whom they
can be sent; shipping remains of deceased prisoners to their relatives or
friends in the United States and interment of deceased prisoners whose
remains are unclaimed; expenses incurred in identifying, pursuing,
and returning escaped prisoners and for rewards for their capture;
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and operation of Federal penal and correctional institutions and the 
construction of buildings at prison camps, interment or transporting 
remains of deceased inmates to their relatives or friends in the United 
States, transporting persons released from custody of the United 
States to place of conviction or arrest or place of bona fide residence 
within the United States or to such place within the United States as 
may be authorized by the Attorney General, and the furnishing of 
suitable clothing and, in the discretion of the Attorney General, an 
amount of money not to exceed $30, regardless of length of sentence ,• 
including purchase of fifteen passenger motor vehicles; purchase of 
one bus at not to exceed $5,000; not to exceed $10,000 for expenses of 
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of the Federal Prison 
System when authorized in writing by the Attorney General; traveling 
expenses; furnishing of uniforms and other distinctive wearing 
apparel necessary for employees in the performance of their official 
duties; not to exceed $35,000 for the acquisition of land adjacent to 
any Federal penal or correctional institution when, in the opinion of 
the Attorney General, the additional land is essential to the protection 
of the health or safety of the institution; firearms and ammunition; 
purchase and exchange of farm products and livestock; $18,646,730: 
Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, shall 
not be construed to apply to any purchase or service rendered under 
this appropriation when the aggregate amount involved does not 
exceed $500. 

Medical and hospital service: For medical relief for inmates of 
penal and correctional institutions and appliances necessary for 
patients including personal services in the District of Columbia and 
furnishing and laundering of uniforms and other distinctive wearing 
apparel necessary for the employees in the performance of their official 
duties; $1,400,000: Provided, That there may be transferred to the 
appropriation "Pay, and so forth, commissioned officers, Public Health 
Service", $106,850 without limitation accounts, and to other appropria-
tions of the Public Health Service such amounts as may be necessary, 
in the discretion of the Attorney General for direct expenditure by 
that Service. 

Construction of buildings and facilities: For construction, remodel-
ing, and equipping necessary buildings and facilties at existing penal 
and correctional institutions and all necessary expenses incident 
thereto, to be expended under the direction of the Attorney General 
by contract or purchase of material and hire of labor and services and 
utilization of labor of United States prisoners as the Attorney General 
may direct, $162,000. 
Support of United States prisoners: For support of United States 

prisoners in non-Federal institutions and in the Territory of Alaska, 
including necessary clothing and medical aid; expenses of transporting 
persons released from custody of the Unitel States to place of con-
viction or place of bona fide residence in the United States, or such 
other place within the United States as may be authorized by the 
Attorney General, and the furnishing to them of suitable clothing 
and, in the discretion of the Attorney General, an amount of money 
not to exceed $30, regardless of length of sentence; and including rent, 
repair, alteration, and maintenance of buildings and the maintenance 
of prisoners therein, occupied under authority of sections 4 and 5 of 
the Act of May 14, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 753c, 753d) ; support of prisoners 
becoming insane during imprisonment and who continue insane after 
expiration of sentence, who have no relatives or friends to whom they 
can be sent; shipping, remains of deceased prisoners to their relatives or 
friends in the United States and interment of deceased prisoners whose 
remains are unclaimed; expenses incurred in identifying pursuing, 
and returning escaped prisoners and for rewards for their capture; 
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and for repairs, betterments, and improvements of United States jails,
including sidewalks; $1,750,000.

OFBICE OF ALIEN PROPERTY

Office of Alien Property: The Attorney General, or such officer as
he may designate, is hereby authorized to pay out of any funds or
other property or interest vested in him or transferred to him pursuant

40 Stat. 4 p. to or with respect to the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6,
Il U S. 1917, as amended (50 U. S. C. App.), necessary expenses incurred in

PO, .78 7 carrying out the powers and duties conferred on the Attorney General
Admistrative ex- pursuant to said Act: Provided, That not to exceed $3,700,000 shall be

available for the entire fiscal year 1948 for the general administrative
expenses of the Office of Alien Property, including the salary of the
Director of the Office at $10,000 per annum; printing and binding;
not to exceed $5,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail; rent in the District of Columbia; not to
exceed $70,000 for temporary services as authorized by section 15

50u.s.o. s. of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); personal services in
the District of Columbia; traveling expenses, including attendance at
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the agency:

Reportto Conge. Provied further, That on or before November 1, 1947, the Attorney
General shall make a report to the Appropriations Committees of the
Senate and the House of Representatives giving detailed information
on all administrative and nonadministrative expenses incurred during
the fiscal year 1947, in connection with the activities of the Office of
Alien Property.

aymont of per None of the money appropriated by this title shall be used to pay
any witness or bailiff more than one per diem for any one day's service,
even though he serves in more than one of such capacities on the same
day.

License require- None of the funds appropriated by this title may be used to payment for attorneys.
the compensation of any person hereafter employed as an attorney
unless such person shall be duly licensed and authorized to practice
as an attorney under the laws of a State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia.

vet buamet t Sixty per centum of the expenditures for the offices of the UnitedStates district attorney and the United States marshal for the District
of Columbia from all appropriations in this title shall be reimbursed
to the United States from any funds in the Treasury of the UnitedStates to the credit of the District of Columbia.

Proremnt ofw- In the procurement of lawbooks, books of reference, and periodicals,
bokset. the Department of Justice is authorized to exchange or sell similar

items and apply the exchange allowances or proceeds of sales in such
cases in whole or in part payment therefor.

Citaton of title. This title may be cited as the "Department of Justice Appropriation
Act, 1948".

Department of TITLE III-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
ation Act, 1948.

Aite, pp. 118, 187, OlrPTC O THE SBCRETAB188, 245; po,, pp. 361,
as, MDB, 618, 619, OM

o,8 M, 61819, . Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the
P, P. 3. Secretary of Commerce (hereafter in this title referred to as the

Secretary) including personal services in the District of Columbia;
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946

a. u s. . a. (Public Law 600), at rates for individuals not to exceed $50 per diem;
teletype news service (not exceeding $1,000); purchase of one passen-ger motor vehicle (not exceeding $3,000); $944,483.

Pt pp. 6M,6. Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-
ment, except for technical and scientifi services in the Office of the
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and for repairs, betterments, and improvements of United States jails, 
including sidewalks; $1,750,000. 

ONFICE OF ALIEN PROPERTY 

• Office of Alien Property: The Attorney General, or such officer as 
he may designate, is hereby authorized to pay out of any funds or  
other property or interest vested in him or transferred to him pursuant 
to or with respect to the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 
1917, as amended (50 U. S. C. App.), necessary expenses incurred in 
carrying out the powers and duties conferred on the Attorney General 
pursuant to said Act: Provided, That not to exceed $3,700,000 shall be 
available for the entire fiscal year 1948 for the general administrative 
expenses of the Office of Alien Property, including the salary of the 
Director of the Office at $10,000 per annum; printing and binding; 
not to exceed $5,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail; rent in the District of Columbia; not to 
exceed $70,000 for temporary services as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; personal services in 
the District of Columbia; traveling expenses, including attendance at 
meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the agency: 
Provided further That on or before November 1, 1947, the Attorney 
General shall make a report to the Appropriations Committees of the 
Senate and the House of Representatives giving detailed information 
on all administrative and nonadministrative expenses incurred during 
the fiscal year 1947, in connection with the activities of the Office of 
Alien Property. 
None of the money appropriated by this title shall be used to pay 

any witness or bailiff more than one per diem for any one day's service, 
even though he serves in more than one of such capacities on the same 
day. 
None of the funds appropriated by this title may be used to pay 

the compensation of any person hereafter employed as an attorney 
unless such person shall be duly licensed and autaorized to practice 
as an attorney under the laws of a State, Territory, or the District of 
Columbia. 
Sixty per eentum of the expenditures for the offices of the United 

States district attorney and the United States marshal for the District 
of Columbia from all appropriations in this title shall be reimbursed 
to the United States from any funds in the Treasury of the United 
States to the credit of the District of Columbia. 
In the procurement of lawbooks, books of reference, and periodicals, 

the Department of Justice is authorized to exchange or sell similar 
items and apply the exchange allowance A or proceeds of sales in such 
cases in whole or in part payment therefor. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of Justice Appropriation 

Act, 1948". 

TITLE III—DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

OFFICE OF TIER SECRETARY 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of the 
Secretary of Commerce (hereafter in this title referred to as the 
Secretary) including personal services in the District of Columbia;  
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 194 
(Public Law 600), at rates for individuals not to exceed $50 per diem; 
teletype news service (not exceeding $1,000) • purchase of one passen-
ger motor vehicle (not exceeding $3,000) ; $944,483. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Depart-

ment, except for technical and scientific services in the Office of the 
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Secretary and for the Patent Office, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
work done at the field printing plants of the Weather Bureau author-
ized by the Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the Act
approved March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220), $1,000,000.

Technical and scientific services: For necessary expenses in the
performance of activities and services relating to technological
development as an aid to business in the development of foreign and
domestic commerce, including all the objects for which the appro-
priation "Salaries and expenses, Office of the Secretary", is available
(not to exceed $25,000), for services as authorized by section 15 of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and not to exceed $60,000
for printing and binding, $790,000: Provided further, That the
Secretary is authorized, upon request of any public or private organi-
zation or individual, to reproduce by appropriate process, independ-
ently or through any other agency of the Government, any scientific
or technical report, document, or descriptive material, foreign or
domestic, which has been released for public dissemination, and to
sell such reproductions at a price not less than the estimated total
cost of reproducing and disseminating same as may be determined by
the Secretary, the moneys received from such sale to be deposited in
a special account in the Treasury, such account to be available for
reimbursing any appropriation which may have borne the expense
of such reproduction and dissemination and making refunds to
organizations and individuals when entitled thereto.

Penalty mail, Department of Commerce: For deposit in the general
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail of the Department of
Commerce, except the Civil Aeronautics Board, as required by the
Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d), $650,000.

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

Salaries and expenses, age and citizenship certification: For expenses
necessary for searching census records and supplying information
incident to carrying out the provisions of the Social Security Act, and
other statutory requirements with respect to age and citizenship cer-
tification, including personal services at the seat of government, travel,
microfilm, and binding records, and photographic supplies, $100,000:
Provided, That the procedure hereunder for the furnishing from
census records of evidence for the establishment of age of individuals
shall be pursuant to regulations approved jointly by the Secretary
and the Social Security Board.

Current census statistics: For expenses necessary for collecting,
compiling, and publishing current census statistics provided for by
law; temporary employees at rates to be fixed by the Director of the
Census without regard to the Classification Act; the cost of obtaining
State, municipal, and other records; preparation of monographs on
census subjects and other work of specialized character by contract;
purchase and rental of office furniture and equipment including
mechanical and electrical tabulating equipment and other labor-saving
devices; tabulating cards and continuous form tabulating paper;
$5,700,000, of which amount not to exceed $4,500,000 may be expended
at the seat of government.

Seventeenth decennial census: For expenses necessary preparatory
to the taking of the seventeenth decennial census in accordance with
law (13 U.S. C. 201-219), including printing and binding, $200,000,
to remain available until June 30, 1949.

Census of manufactures: For expenses necessary for collecting, com-
piling, and publishing statistics relating to manufacturing industries
in accordance with law (13 U. S. C. 217), including printing and
binding, $4,000,000, to remain available until June 30, 1949.
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Secretary and for the Patent Office, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and 
work done at the field printing plants of the Weather Bureau author-
ized by the Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the Act 
approved March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220) , $1,000,000. 

Technical and scientific services: For necessary expenses in the 
performance of activities and services relating to technological 
development as an aid to business in the development of foreign and 
domestic commerce, including all the objects for which the appro-
priation "Salaries and expenses, Office of the Secretary", is available 
(not to exceed $25,000), for services as authorized by section 15 of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and not to exceed $60,000 
for printing and binding, $790,000: Provided further, That the 
Secretary is authorized, upon request of any public or private organi-
zation or individual, to reproduce by appropriate process, independ-
ently or through any other agency of the Government, any scientific 
or technical report, document, or descriptive material, foreign or 
domestic, which has been released for public dissemination, and to 
sell such reproductions at a price not less than the estimated total 
cost of reproducing and disseminating same as may be determined by 
the Secretary, the moneys received from such sale to be deposited in 
a special account in the Treasury, such account to be available for 
reimbursing any appropriation which may have borne the expense 
of such reproduction and dissemination and making refunds to 
organizations and individuals when entitled thereto. 
Penalty mail, Department of Commerce: For deposit in the general 

fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail of the Department of 
Commerce, except the Civil Aeronautics Board, as required by the 
Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d) , $650,000. 

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS 

Salaries and expenses, age and citizenship certification: For expenses 
necessary for searching census records and supplying information 
incident to carrying out the provisions of the Social Security Act, and 
other statutory requirements with respect to age and citizenship cer-
tification, including personal services at the seat of government, travel, 
microfilm, and binding records, and photographic supplies, $100,000: 
Provided, That the procedure hereunder for the furnishing from 
census records of evidence for the establishment of age of individuals 
shall be pursuant to regulations approved jointly by the Secretary 
and the Social Security Board. 
Current census statistics: For expenses necessary for collecting, 

compiling, and publishing current census statistics provided for by 
law; temporary employees at rates to be fixed by the Director of the 
Census without regard to the Classification Act; the cost of obtaining 
State, municipal, and other records; preparation of monographs on 
census subjects and other work of specialized character by contract; 
purchase and rental of office furniture and equipment including 
mechanical and electrical tabulating equipment and other labor-saving 
devices; tabulating cards and continuous form tabulating paper; 
$5,700,000, of which amount not to exceed $4,500,000 may be expended 
at the seat of government. 

Seventeenth decennial census: For expenses necessary preparatory 
to the taking of the seventeenth decennial census in accordance with 
law (13 U. S. C. 201-219), including printing and binding, $200,000, 
to remain available until June 30, 1949. 
Census of manufactures: For expenses necessary for collecting, com-

piling, and publishing statistics relating to manufacturing industries 
in accordance with law (13 U. S. C. 217), including printing and 
binding, $4,000,000, to remain available until June 30, 1949. 
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General administration, Bureau of the Census: For expenses neces-
sary for general administration, including temporary employees at
rates to be fixed by the Director of the Census without regard to the

U42 Stat. 148. 1 Classification Act; purchase (for replacement only) of two passenger
,eq. motor vehicles; purchase, construction, repair, and rental of tabulating

machines and other mechanical or electrical equipment, tabulating
cards, and continuous form tabulating paper; $1,240,000.

sePat ofgovernnt. The foregoing appropriations "Seventeenth Decennial Census" and"Census of Manufactures" shall be available for personal services at
the seat of government and for personal services by contract or other-

42 Sat. wise at rates to be fixed by the Director of the Census without regard to
2 U. S. c. e61 d the Classification Act, and funds from said appropriations for adminis-

*eq. trative expenses may' be transferred to the appropriation "General
Administration, Bureau of the Census."

CIVIL AERONATTICS ADMINISTRATION

Pos, p. 19. Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration in carrying out the provisions of the Civil

49 U. s C. 40 Ae Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended (49 U. S. C. 401), incident to theteq. enforcement of safety regulations; maintenance and operation of airnavigation facilities and air traffic control; furnishing advisory serviceto States and other public and private agencies in connection with the
peration - construction or improvement of airports and landing areas; including

tenane of aift.- personal services in the District of Columbia; the operation and main-
tenance of two hundred and twenty-six aircraft; contract stenographic

Motor vehi reporting services; fees and mileage of expert and other witnesses; pur-chase of three hundred and twenty-five and hire of passenger motorvehicles; purchase and repair of skis and snowshoes; and salaries andtraveling expenses of employees detailed to attend courses of training
Traer of airt, conducted by the Government or other agencies serving aviation;

etc. of , $72,923,248, and the War and Navy Departments are authorized totransfer to the Civil Aeronautics Administration without charge air-craft, aircraft engines, parts, flight equipment, and hangar, line, and
Crediting o ds shop equipment surplus to the needs of such Departments: Provided,from states, etc. That there may be credited to this appropriation, funds received fromStates, counties, municipalities, and other public authorities forexpenses incurred in the maintenance and operation of airport traffic

control towers.Post, p. 619. Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For the acquisition and
establishment by contract or purchase and hire of air-navigation facil-ities, including the equipment of additional civil airways for day and
night flying; the construction of additional necessary lighting, radio,and other signaling and communicating structures and apparatus; thealteration and modernization of existing air-navigation facilities; theacquisition of the necessary sites by lease or grant; the construction andfurnishing of quarters and related accommodations for officers andemployees of the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the WeatherBureau stationed at remote localities not on foreign soil where suchaccommodations are not otherwise available; personal services in theDistrict of Columbia; and hire of passenger motor vehicles; $11,109,066:

Afailability of Provided, That the appropriation under this head for the fiscal year
60 Stat. 466. 1947 is hereby consolidated with and made a part of this appropriation

to be disbursed and accounted for as one fund and to remain available
etc.me t-npsy until June 30, 1948: Proided further That not to exceed $200,000

of this appropriation shall be available for emergency repair and
replacement of facilities damaged by fire, flood, or storm, not to exceed$125,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries andexpenses, Civil Aeronautical Administration," for necessary expensesin connection with the transportation by air to and from and within
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General administration, Bureau of the Census: For expenses neces-
sary for general administration, including temporary employees at 
rates to be fixed by the Director of the Census without regard to the 
Classification Act; purchase (for replacement only) of two passenger 
motor vehicles; purchase, construction, repair, and rental of tabulating 
machines and other mechanical or electrical equipment, tabulating 
cards, and continuous form tabulating paper; $1,240,000. 
The foregoing appropriations "Seventeenth Decennial Census" and 

"Census of Manufactures" shall be available for personal services at 
the seat of government and for personal services by contract or other-
wise at rates to be fixed by the Director of the Census without regard to 
the Classification Act, and funds from said appropriations for adminis-
trative expenses may' be transferred to the appropriation "General 
Administration, Bureau of the Census." 

CiVIL APRONA UTICS ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration in carrying out the provisions of the Civil 
Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended (49 II S. C. 401) , incident to the 
enforcement of safety regulations; maintenanc,e and operation of air 
navigation facilities and air traffic control; furnishing advisory service 
to States and other public and private agencies in connection with the 
construction or improvement of airports and landing areas; including 

i personal services n the District of Columbia; the operation and main-
tenance of two hundred and twenty-six aircraft ; contract stenographic 
reporting services; fees and m ileage of expert and other witnesses; pur-
chase of three hundred and twenty-five and hire of passenger motor 
vehicles; purchase and repair of skis and snowshoes; and salaries and 
traveling expenses of employees detailed to attend courses of training 
conducted by the Government or other agencies serving aviation; 
$72,923,248, and the War and Navy Departments are authorized to 
transfer to the Civil Aeronautics Administration without charge air-
craft, aircraft engines, parts, flight equipment, and hangar' line and 
shop equipment surplus to the needs of such Departments: Prolkded, 
That there may be credited to this appropriation, funds received from 
States, counties, municipalities and other public authorities for 
expenses incurred in the maintenance and operation of airport traffic 
control towers. 

Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For the acquisition and 
establishment by contract or purchase and hire of air-navigation facil-
ities including the equipment of additional civil airways for day and 
night flying; the construction of additional necessary lighting, radio 
and other signaling and communicating structures and apparatus; the 
alteration and modernization of existing air-navigation facilities ; the 
acquisition of the necessary sites by lease or grant; the construction and 
furnishing of quarters and related accommodations for officers and 
employees of the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the W eather 
Bureau stationed at remote localities not on foreign soil where such 
accommodations are not otherwise available; personal services in the 
District of Columbia; and hire of passenger motor vehicles; $11,109,088: 
Provided, That the appropriation under this head for the fiscal year 
1947 is hereby consolidated with and made a part of this appropriation 
to be disbursed and accounted for as one fund and to remain available 
until June 30, 1948: Provided further, That not to exceed $200,000 
of this appropriation shall be available for emergency repair   
replacement of facilities damaged by fire, flood, or storm, not to exceed 
$125,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries and 
expenses, Civil Aeronautical Administration," for necessary expenses 
in connection with the transportation by air to and from and within 
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the Territories and possessions of the United States of materials and
equipment secured under this appropriation, and not to exceed
$280,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries and
expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration," for necessary adminis-
trative costs; and the War and Navy Departments are authorized
during the fiscal year 1948, to transfer without charge, subject to the
approval of the Bureau of the Budget, air navigation and communica-
tion facilities, including appurtenances thereto, to the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration.

Technical development: For expenses necessary in carrying out
the provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended (49
U. S. C. 401), relative to such developmental work and service testing
as tends to the creation of improved air-navigation facilities, includ-
ing landing areas, aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, appliances,
personnel, and operation methods, and personal services in the District
of Columbia; acquisition of necessary sites by lease or grant; purchase
of two passenger motor vehicles and operation and maintenance of
five aircraft; $1,600,000.

Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport: For
expenses incident to the care, operation, maintenance, and protection
of the Washington National Airport, including not to exceed $2,900
for the purchase, cleaning, and repair of uniforms, and not to exceed
$124,900 for the installation of runway lighting, repairs to existing
paving, and to pave parking lot, $1,102,500; and the War and Navy
Departments are authorized to transfer to the Administrator without
payment therefor a heavy duty fire-crash truck, crane, and such other
equipment as is commonly used in ground operation at airports for
use of the Washington National Airport.

Federal-aid airport program, Federal Airport Act: For carrying
out the provisions of the Federal Airport Act of May 13, 1946 (except
section 5 (a)), $32,500,000, to be available until June 30, 1953, of which
$29,000,000 shall be for projects in the States in accordance with sections
5 (b) and 6 of said Act, and $1,662,500 shall be for projects in Alaska,
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico in accordance with section 5 (c) : Provided,
That not to exceed $1,837,500 of the said $32,500,000 shall be available
as one fund for necessary planning, research, and administrative
expenses; including personal services in the District of Columbia; the
purchase of fifteen and hire of passenger motor vehicles; of which
$1,837,500 not to exceed $176,000 may be transferred to the "Salaries
and expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration", to provide for
necessary administrative expenses, including the maintenance and
operation of aircraft, and $26,000 may be transferred to the appro-
priation "Printing and binding, Department of Commerce": Provided
further That the appropriation under this head for the fiscal year
1947 is hereby merged with this appropriation.

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD

Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses: For necessary
expenses of the Civil Aeronautics Board, including personal services
in the District of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services;
employment of temporary guards on a contract or fee basis without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; salaries
and traveling expenses of employees detailed to attend courses of
training conducted by the Government or industries serving aviation:
expenses of examination of estimates of appropriations in the field:
not to exceed $7,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury,
for cost of penalty mail; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle and
hire, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor vehicles and air-
craft; $3,000,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $40,000.
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the .Territories and possessions of the United States of materials and 
equipment secured under this appropriation, and not to exceed 
$280,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries and 
expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration," for necessary adminis-
trative costs; and the War and Navy Departments are authorized 
during the fiscal year 1948, to transfer without charge, subject to the 
approval of the Bureau of the Budget, air navigation and communica-
tion facilities, including appurtenances thereto, to the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration. 

Technical development: For expenses necessary in carrying out 
the provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended (49 
U. S. C. 401) , relative to such developmental work and service testing 
as tends to the creation of improved air-navigation facilities, includ-
ing landing areas, aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, appliances, 
personnel, and operation methods, and personal services in the District 
of Columbia; acquisition of necessary sites by lease or grant; purchase 
of two passenger motor vehicles and operation and maintenance of 
five aircraft; $1,600,000. 
Maintenance and operation, Washington National Airport: For 

expenses incident to the care, operation, maintenance, and protection 
of the Washington National Airport, including not to exceed $2,900 
for the purchase, cleaning, and repair of uniforms, and not to exceed 
$124,900 for the installation of runway lighting, repairs to existing 
paving, and to pave parking lot, $1,102,500; and the War and Navy 
Departments are authorized to transfer to the Administrator without 
payment therefor a heavy duty fire-crash truck, crane, and such other 
equipment as is commonly used in ground operation at airports for 
use of the Washington National Airport. 

Federal-aid airport program, Federal Airport Act: For carrying 
out the provisions of the Federal Airport Act of May 13, 1946 (except 
section 5 (a) ), $32,500,000, to be available until June 30, 1953, of which 
$29,000,000 shall be for projects in the States in accordance with sections 
5 (b) and 6 of said Act, and $1,662,500 shall be for projects in Alaska, 
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico in accordance with section 5 (c) : Provided, 
That not to exceed $1,837,500 of the said $32,500,000 shall be available 
as one fund for necessary planning, research, and administrative 
expenses; including personal services in the District of Columbia; the 
purchase of fifteen and hire of passenger motor vehicles; of which 
$1,837,500 not to exceed $176,000 may be transferred to the "Salaries 
and expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration", to provide for 
necessary administrative expenses, including the maintenance and 
operation of aircraft, and $26,000 may be transferred to the appro-
priation "Printing and binding, Department of Commerce": Provided 
further, That the appropriation under this head for the fiscal year 
1947 is hereby merged with this appropriation. 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD 

Civil Aeronautics Board, salaries and expenses: For necessary 
expenses of the Civil Aeronautics Board, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services; 
employment of temporary guards on a contract or fee basis without 
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; salaries 
and traveling expenses of employees detailed to attend courses of 
training conducted by the Government or industries serving aviation: 
expenses of examination of estimates of appropriations in the field: 
not to exceed $7,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury, 
for cost of penalty mail; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle and 
hire, operation, maintenance, and repair of motor vehicles and air-
craft; $3,000,000. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $40,000. 
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COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY

Salaries and expenses, departmental: For expenses necessary for
the Survey in the District of Columbia, including the compilation of
field surveys and other data; the production, purchase, or printing
of maps and nautical and aeronautical charts; maintenance of and
equipment for an instrument shop and procurement or exchange of
woodworking supplies and equipment; motion-picture equipment;
chart paper, drafting, photographic, photolithographic, and printing
supplies and equipment; instruments (except surveying instruments);
stationery for field stations and parties; $3,300,000, of which not to
exceed $3,000,000 shall be available for personal services.

Fieldu. Salaries and expenses, field: For expenses necessary to man, equip,
repair, and supply vessels and other field units of the Survey engaged
in surveys and other operations required for the production of maps,

CoastPo nautical charts, Coast Pilots, tide and current tables, and related
publications of all coasts and islands under the jurisdiction of the
United States; research in physical hydrography; geodetic surveying
operations to provide control for national mapping and for other
purposes, magnetic and seismological observations, and the establish-
ment of meridian lines, in the United States and in other regions under
the jurisdiction of the United States; gravity surveys in United
States territory and adjacent areas; operation of two latitude observ-
atories, including replacement of one observatory and auxiliary

eronautic . buildings; field surveys required for the production of aeronautical
charts; purchase of plans and specifications of vessels; lease of sites
where necessary and the erection of temporary magnetic and seismo-
logical buildings; construction of magnetic and seismological observ-
atory and auxiliary buildings at Fairbanks, Alaska; operation,
maintenance, and repair of an airplane for photographic surveys-
packing, crating, and transporting personal household effects of
commissioned officers when transferred from one official station to
another, and of commissioned officers who die on active duty, and

foErduties som'mpatio funeral expenses of commissioned officers, as authorized by law; extra
or fathometer reader. compensation at not to exceed $15 per month to each member of the

crew of a vessel when assigned duties as bomber or fathometer reader,
and at not to exceed $1 per day for each station to employees of other
Federal agencies while observing tides or currents or tending
seismographs; and reimbursement, under rules prescribed by the
Secretary, of officers of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for food,
clothing, medicines, and other supplies furnished for the temporary
relief of distressed persons in remote localities and to shipwrecked
persons temporarily provided for by them (not to exceed a total of
$500); $5,000,000.

Pay, commissioned officers: For pay and allowances prescribed by
law for not to exceed one hundred and seventy-one commissioned

Death gratty. officers on the active list and of officers retired in accordance with
existing law, including payment of six months' death gratuity as
authorized by law, $1,250,000.

The foregoing appropriations for the Coast and Geodetic Survey
shall be available for the purchase (not to exceed twenty-two), mainte-
nance, operation, and repair of vehicles known as station wagons and
suburban carry-alls without such vehicles being considered as pas-

stat. 8so. senger-carrying vehicles and (not to exceed $2,500) for temporaryuU.s. c.tsa services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600).
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Extra compensation 
for duties as bomber funeral expenses of commissioned officers, as authorized by law; extra 
or fathometer reader, compensation at not to exceed $15 per month to each member of the 

crew of a vessel when assigned duties as bomber or fathometer reader, 
and at not to exceed $1 per day for each station to employees of other 
Federal agencies while observing tides or currents or tending 
seismographs; and reimbursement, under rules prescribed by the 
Secretary, of officers of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for food, 
clothing, medicines, and other supplies furnished for the temporary 
relief of distressed persons in remote localities and to shipwrecked 
persons temporarily provided for by them (not to exceed a total of 
$500) ; $5,000,000. 
Pay, commissioned officers: For pay and allowances prescribed by 

law for not to exceed one hundred and seventy-one commissioned 
officers on the active list and of officers retired in accordance with Death gratuity. 
existing law, including payment of six months' death gratuity as 
authorized by law, $1,250,000. 
The foregoing appropriations for the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
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COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 

Salaries and expenses, departmental: For expenses necessary for 
the Survey in the District of Columbia, including the compilation: of 
field surveys and other data; the production, purchase, or printing 
of maps and nautical and aeronautical charts; maintenance of and 
equipment for an instrument shop and procurement or exchange of 
woodworking supplies and equipment; motion-picture equipment; 
chart paper, drafting, photographic, photolithographic, and printing 
supplies and equipment; instruments (except surveying instruments) ; 
stationery for field stations and parties; $3,300,0002 of which not to 
exceed $3,000,000 shall be available for personal services. 

Field units. Salaries and expenses, field: For expenses necessary to man, equip, 
repair, and supply vessels and other field units of the Survey engaged 
in surveys and other operations required for the production of maps, 

Coast Pilots. nautical charts, Coast Pilots, tide and current tables, and related 
publications of all coasts and islands under the jurisdiction of the 
United States; research in physical hydrography; geodetic surveying 
operations to provide control for national mapping and for other 
purposes, magnetic and seismological observations, and the establish-
ment of meridian lines, in the United States and in other regions under 
the jurisdiction of the United States; gravity surveys in United 
States territory and adjacent areas; operation of two latitude observ-
atories, including replacement of one observatory and auxiliary 

Aeronautical charts, buildings; field surveys required for the production of aeronautical 
charts; purchase of plans and specifications of vessels; lease of sites 
where necessary and the erection of temporary magnetic and seismo-
logical buildings; construction of magnetic and seismological observ-
atory and auxiliary buildings at Fairbanks, Alaska; operation, 
maintenance, and repair of an airplane for photographic surveys; 
packing, crating, and transporting personal household effects of 
commissioned officers when transferred from one official station to 
another, and of commissioned officers who die on active duty, and 
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BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE

Departmental salaries and expenses: For personal services and other
necessary expenses of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
at the seat of government, including the purchase of commercial and
trade reports; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), (not exceeding $50,000)-
$4,943,537: Provided, That expenses, except printing and binding, of
field studies or surveys conducted by departmental personnel of the
Bureau shall be payable from the amount herein appropriated.

Field office service: For expenses necessary to operate and main-
tain regional, district, and cooperative branch offices for the collection
and dissemination of information useful in the development and
improvement of commerce throughout the United States and its pos-
sessions, including not to exceed $90,000 for personal services in the
District of Columbia, $2,155,000, of which $15,000 shall be available
exclusively for the study of economic conditions in the Virgin Islands.

PATENT OFFICE

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal
services in the District of Columbia and the salary of the Commissioner
at $10,000 per annum; temporary services as authorized by the Act of
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates for individuals not to
exceed $75 per diem (not to exceed $50,000); expenses of transporting
to foreign governments publications of patents issued by the Patent
Office; defense of suits instituted against the Commissioner of Patents;
travel; production by photolithographic process of copies of weekly
issue of drawings of patents and designs, reproduction of copies and
drawings and specifications of exhausted patents, designs, trade-
marks, foreign patent drawings, and other papers; photo prints of
pending application drawings; and other contingent and miscellaneous
expenses of the Patent Office: Provided, That the headings of the
drawings for patented cases may be multigraphed in the Patent Office
for the purpose of photolithography; $8,000,000.

Printing and binding: For printing the weekly issue of patents,
designs, trade-marks, exclusive of illustrations; printing, engraving
illustrations for, and binding the Official Gazette, including weekly and
annual indices; and for miscellaneous printing and binding, $1,450,000.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary in carrying out the
provisions of the Act approved March 3, 1901 (5 U. S. C. 591, 597;
15 U. S. C. 271-278), and Acts supplementary thereto affecting the
functions of the Bureau and the functions set forth under the Bureau
of Standards in the "Department of Commerce Appropriation Act,
1935", including personal services in the District of Columbia; rental
of laboratories in the field, building of temporary experimental struc-
tures; expenses of the visiting committee; demonstration of the results
of the Bureau's work by exhibits or otherwise as may be deemed most
effective; purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards;
purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; contract stenographic
reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600), and purchase of reprints from trade journals
or other periodicals of articles prepared officially by Government
employees.
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BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE 

Departmental salaries and expenses: For personal services and other 
necessary expenses of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
at the seat of government, including the purchase of commercial and 
trade reports; temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), (not exceeding $50,000); 
$4,943,537: Provided, That expenses, except printing and binding, of 
field studies or surveys conducted by departmental personnel of the 
Bureau shall be payable from the amount herein appropriated. 
Field office service: For expenses necessary to operate and main-

tain regional, district, and cooperative branch offices for the collection 
and dissemination of information useful in the development and 
improvement of commerce throughout the United States and its pos-
sessions, including not to exceed $90,000 for personal services in the 
District of Columbia, $2,155,000, of which $15,000 shall be available 
exclusively for the study of economic conditions in the Virgin Islands. 

PATENT 0.6.610E 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia and the salary of the Commissioner 
at $10,000 per annum; temporary services as authorized by the Act of 
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates for individuals not to 
exceed $75 per diem (not to exceed $50,000) ; expenses of transporting 
to foreign governments publications of patents issued by the Patent 
Office; defense of suits instituted against the Commissioner of Patents; 
travel; production by photolithographic process of copies of weekly 
issue of drawings of patents and designs, reproduction of copies and 
drawings and specifications of exhausted patents, designs, trade-
marks, foreign patent drawings, and other papers; photo prints of 
pending application drawings; and other contingent and miscellaneous 
expenses of the Patent Office: Provided, That the headings of the 
drawings for patented cases may be multigraphed in the Patent Office 
for the purpose of photolithography ; $8,000,000. 
Printing and binding: For printing the weekly issue of patents, 

designs, trade-marks, exclusive of illustrations: printing, engraving 
illustrations for, and binding the Official Gazette, including weekly and 
annual indices; and for miscellaneous printing and binding, $1,450,000. 

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary in carrying out the 
provisions of the Act approved March 3, 1901 (5 U. S. C. 591, 597; 
15 U. S. C. 271-278), and Acts supplementary thereto affecting the 
functions of the Bureau and the functions set forth under the Bureau 
of Standards in the "Department of Commerce Appropriation Act, 
1935", including personal services in the District of Columbia; rental 
of laboratories in the field, building of temporary experimental struc-
tures; expenses of the visiting committee; demonstration of the results 
of the Bureau's work by exhibits or otherwise as may be deemed most 
effective; purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards; 
purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; contract stenographic 
reporting services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600), and purchase of reprints from trade journals 
or other periodicals of articles prepared officially by Government 
employees. 
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Operation and administration: For the general operation and
administration of the Bureau; improvement and care of the grounds;
plant equipment; maintenance and protection of buildings, including
repairs and alterations thereto; $1,450,000.

Research and testing: For calibrating and certifying measuring
instruments, apparatus, and standards in terms of the national stand-
ards; the preparation and distribution of standard materials; the
testing of equipment, materials, and supplies in connection with Gov-
ernment purchases; the improvement of methods of testing- advisory
services to governmental agencies on scientific and technical matters;
the maintenance and development of national standards of measure-
ment; the development of improved methods of measurement; the
determination of physical constants and the properties of materials;
the investigation of mechanisms and structures, including their
economy, efficiency, and safety; the study of fluid resistance and the
flow of fluids and heat; the investigation of radiation, radioactive
substances, and X-rays; the study of conditions affecting radio trans-
mission; the broadcasting of radio signals of standard frequency; the
development of methods of chemical analysis and synthesis, and the
investigation of the properties of rare substances; investigations relat-
ing to the utilization of materials, including lubricants and liquid fuels;
the study of new processes and methods of fabrication; the solutions
of problems arising in connection with standards; cooperation with
Government purchasing agencies, industries, and national organiza-
tions in developing specifications and facilitating their use; encourage-
ment of the application of the latest developments in the utilization
and standardization of building materials; the development of engi-
neering and safety codes, simplified practice recommendations, and
commercial standards of quality and performance; and the compilation
of and dissemination of scientific and technical data; $6,000,000.

etatiprn d aui'l- Purchase and installation of betatron: For the purchase and installa-
tion of a betatron and auxiliary equipment, and the construction of an
annex to the X-radiation laboratory of the National Bureau of Stand-
ards with underground chambers for housing the betatron, for the
purpose of conducting studies of X- and beta-radiation above 1.4
million volts, $415,000, to remain available until expended.

Not to exceed $100,000 of funds available to the Bureau shall be
o0stat. 10. available for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the
U. 0. C. . Act approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600).
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Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for carrying into
effect in the United States and possessions, on ships at sea, an else-
where when directed by the Secretary, the provisions of sections 1 and
3 of an Act approved October 1, 1890 (15U.S. C. 811-313), the Act
approved October 29, 1942 (15 U. S. C. 323), section 803 of the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603) as amended by Public Law
691 dated August 8, 1946, and section 308 of an Act approved April
30, 1946 (Public Law 370), including investigations of atmospheric
phenomena; cooperation with other public agencies and societies and
institutions of learning; personal services at the seat of government;
purchase (for replacement only) of seven passenger motor vehicles;
maintenance, operation, and repair of one airplane; repair, alterations,
and improvements to existing buildings and care and preservation of
grounds, including the construction of necessary outbuildings and
sidewalks on public streets abutting Weather Bureau grounds; the
erection of temporary buildings for living and working quarters of
observers; telephone rentals, and telegraphing, telephoning, and
cabling reports and messages, rates to be fixed by the Secretary by
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Operation and administration: For the general operation and 
administration of the Bureau; improvement and care of the grounds; 
plant equipment; maintenance and protection of buildings, including 
repairs and alterations thereto; $1,450,000. 
Research and testing: For calibrating and certifying measuring 

instruments, apparatus, and standards in terms of the national stand-
ards; the preparation and distribution of standard materials; the 
testing of equipment, materials, and supplies in connection with Gov-
ernment purchases; the improvement of methods of testing,. advisory 
services to governmental agencies on §cientific and technical matters; 
the maintenance and development of national standards of measure-
ment; the development of improved methods of measurement; the 
determination of physical constants and the properties of materials; 
the investigation of mechanisms and structures, including their 
economy, efficiency, and safety; the study of fluid resistance and the 
flow of fluids and heat; the investigation of radiation, radioactive 
substances, and X-rays; the study of conditions affecting radio trans-
mission; the broadcasting of radio signals of standard frequency; the 
development of methods of chemical analysis and synthesis, and the 
investigation of the properties of rare substances; investigations relat-
ing to the utilization of materials, including lubricants and liquid fuels; 
the study of new processes and methods of fabrication; the solutions 
of problems arising in connection with standards; cooperation with 
Government purchasing agencies, industries, and national organiza-
tions in developing specifications and facilitating their use; encourage-
ment of the application of the latest developments in the utilization 
and standardization of building materials; the development of engi-
neering and safety codes, simplified practice recommendations and 
commercial standards of quality and performance • and the compilation 
of and dissemination of scientific and technical data; $6,000,000. 
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tion of a betatron and auxiliary equipment, and the construction of an 
annex to the X-radiation laboratory of the National Bureau of Stand-
ards with underground chambers for housing the betatron for the 
purpose of conducting studies of X- and beta-radiation above 1.4 
million volts, $415,000, to remain available until expended. 
Not to exceed $100,000 of funds available to the Bureau shall be 

available for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the 
Act approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600). 

W EAL-liER BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for carrying into 
effect in the United States and possessions, on ships at seal and else-
where when directed by the Secretary, the provisions of sections 1 and 
8 of an Act approved October 1, 1890 (15 U. S. C. 811-313), the Act 
approved October , 29, 1942 (15 U. S. C. 323), section 803 of the Civil 
Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603) as amended by Public Law 
691 dated August 8, 1946, and section 308 of an Act approved April 
30, 1946 (Public Law 370), including investigations of atmospheric 
phenomena; cooperation with other public agencies and societies and 
institutions of learning; personal services at the seat of government; 
purchase (for replacement only) of seven passenger motor vehicles; 
maintenance, operation, and repair of one airplane; repair, alterations, 
and improvements to existing buildings and care and preservation of 
grounds, including the construction of necessary outbuildings and 
sidewalks on public streets, abutting Weather Bureau grounds; the 
erection of temporary buildings for living and working quarters of 
observers; telephone rentals, and telegraphing, telephoning, and 
cabling reports and messages, rates to be fixed by the Secretary by 
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agreement with the companies performing the service; and establish-
ment, equipment, and maintenance of meteorological offices and sta-
tions; $21,052,000, of which not to exceed $3,000 may be expended for
the contribution of the United States to the cost of the office of the
secretariat of the International Meteorological Committee; and not to
exceed $10,000 for the maintenance of a printing office in the city
of Washington for the printing of weather maps, bulletins, circulars,
forms, and other publications: Provided, That no printing shall be
done by the Weather Bureau that can be done at the Government
Printing Office without impairing the service of said Bureau: Pro-
vided further, That the War and Navy Departments are authorized,
during the fiscal year 1948, to transfer without charge to the Weather
Bureau, subject to the approval of the Bureau of the Budget, equip-
ment and supplies for upper air soundings: Provided further, That
not to exceed $25,000 of this appropriation may be expended for serv-
ices as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 600): Provided further, That in the conduct of meteorological
investigations in the Arctic region, pursuant to Public Law 296,
approved February 12, 1946, the funds herein appropriated shall be
available for the appointment of employees at rates to be fixed
by the Chief of the Weather Bureau without regard to the civil-
service laws and Classification Act and titles II and III of the Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1945, but the maximum base rate of pay shall
not be in excess of $7,500 per annum and at no time more than five
employees shall be in a pay status at such rate of pay, and no other
employees shall receive in excess of the base rate of pay of $5,000 per
annum; the furnishing of food, shelter, and protective clothing and
equipment, without repayment therefor, to employees of the Govern-
ment assigned to Arctic stations; and the War and Navy Departments
are authorized in the fiscal year 1948, subject to the approval of the
Bureau of the Budget, to transfer without charge to the Weather
Bureau materials, equipment, and supplies, surplus to the needs of
the War and Navy Departments and necessary for the establishment,
maintenance, and operation of Arctic weather stations.

Extra compensation at not to exceed $5 per day may be paid to
employees of other Government agencies in Alaska, and in other
Territorial possessions for taking and transmitting meteorological
observations for the Weather Bureau.

The appropriations "Salaries and expenses, Civil Aeronautics
Administration"; "Salaries and expenses", Civil Aeronautics Board;
and "Salaries and expenses", Weather Bureau, shall be available
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary, for furnishing
on a reimbursable basis to employees of the Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Weather Bureau in
Alaska and other areas outside the United States where determined
necessary by the Secretary emergency medical services by contract or
otherwise and medical supplies, and for the purchase, transportation.
and storage of food and other subsistence supplies for resale to such
employees, the proceeds from such resales to be credited to the appro-
priation from which the expenditure for such supplies was made and
a report shall be made to Congress annually showing the expenditures
made for such supplies and the proceeds from such resale: and appro-
priations of the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Weather
Bureau shall be available in an amount not to exceed $20,000 for
furnishing food, clothing, medicines, and other supplies for the tem-
porary relief of distressed persons in remote localities, reimbursement
for such relief to be in accordance with regulations prescribed by
the Secretary.

The appropriations of the Department of Commerce available for
salaries and expenses shall be available for health programs as
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agreement with the companies performing the service; and establish-
ment, equipment, and maintenance of meteorological offices and sta-
tions; $21,052,000, of which not to exceed $3,000 may be expended for 
the contribution of the United States to the cost of the office of the 
secretariat of the International Meteorological Committee; and not to 
exceed $10,000 for the maintenance of a printing office in the city 
of Washington for the printing of weather maps, bulletins, circulars, 
forms, and other publications: Provided, That no printing shall be 
done by the Weather Bureau that can be done at the Government 
Printing Office without impairing the service of said Bureau: Pro-
vided further, That the War and Navy Departments are authorized, 
during the fiscal year 1948, to transfer without charge to the Weather 
Bureau, subject to the approval of the Bureau of the Budget, equip-
ment and supplies for upper air soundings: Provided further, That 
not to exceed $25,000 of this appropriation may be expended for serv-
ices as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 600) : Provided further, That in the conduct of meteorological 
investigations in the Arctic region, pursuant to Public Law 296, 
approved February 12, 1946, the funds herein appropriated shall be 
available for the appointment of employees at rates to be fixed 
by the Chief of the Weather Bureau without regard to the civil-
service laws and Classification Act and titles II and III of the Federal 
Employees Pay Act of 1945, but the maximum base rate of pay shall 
not be in excess of $7,500 per annum and at no time more than five 
employees shall be in a pay status at such rate of pay, and no other 
employees shall receive in excess of the base rate of pay of $5,000 per 
annum; the furnishing of food, shelter, and protective clothing and 
equipment, without repayment therefor, to employees of the Govern-
ment assigned to Arctic stations; and the War and Navy Departments 
are authorized in the fiscal year 1948, subject to the approval of the 
Bureau of the Budget, to transfer without charge to the Weather 
Bureau materials, equipment, and supplies, surplus to the needs of 
the War and Navy Departments and necessary for the establishment, 
maintenance, and operation of Arctic weather stations. 
Extra compensation at not to exceed $5 per day may be paid to 

employees of other Government agencies in Alaska, and in other 
Territorial possessions for taking and transmitting meteorological 
observations for the Weather Bureau. 
The appropriations "Salaries and expenses, Civil Aeronautics 
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and "Salaries and expenses", Weather Bureau, shall be available 
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary, for furnishing 
on a reimbursable basis to employees of the Civil Aeronautics Admin-
istration, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Weather Bureau in 
Alaska and other areas outside the United States where determined 
necessary by the Secretary emergency medical services by contract or 
otherwise and medical supplies, and for the purchase, transportation, 
and storage of food and other subsistence supplies for resale to such 
employees, the proceeds from such resales to be credited to the appro-
priation from which the expenditure for such supplies was made and 
a report shall be made to Congress annually showing the expenditures 
made for such supplies and the proceeds from such resale: and appro-
priations of the Civil Aeronautics Administration and the Weather 
Bureau shall be available in an amount not to exceed $20,000 for 
furnishing food, clothing, medicines, and other supplies for the tem-
porary relief of distressed persons in remote localities, reimbursement 
for such relief to be in accordance with regulations prescribed by 
the Secretary. 
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0 Staot. 1 . authorized by Public Law 658, Seventy-ninth Congress, and for the5U. S.t . § 150.
s 8tat. W. payment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act

22 . .. 91 (Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress).
Attendancatmeet- Appropriations of the Department of Commerce available for

salaries and expenses shall be available for attendance at meetings
of organizations concerned with the activities for which the appro-
priations are made.

citation of tit. This title may be cited as the "Department of Commerce Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Judiciary Appropri-
ation Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 246; post, pp. 361,
435, 608, 609, 612.

28 U.8.0. . . 72b,

48 tat. .

48 stat. 668.

Pout, pp. 436, 612.

Reimbursements to
U.8.

TITLE IV-THE JUDICIARY

TNED STATES SUPREME COURT

Salaries: For the Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices;
Reporter of the Court; and all other officers and employees, whose
compensation shall be fixed by the Court, except as otherwise provided
by law, and who may be employed and assigned by the Chief Justice
to any office or work of the Court, $762,500.

Preparation of rules for civil procedure: For expenses of the
Supreme Court incident to proposed amendments or additions to the
rules of Civil Procedure for the District Courts of the United States
pursuant to the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064), including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia and printing and binding,
to be expended as the Chief Justice in his discretion may approve,
including per diem allowances in lieu of actual expenses for subsistence
at rates to be fixed by him not to exceed $10 per day, $5,420.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Supreme
Court of the United States, $25,000, of which amount not to exceed
$18,000 shall be available immediately, to be expended as required
without allotment by quarters, and to be executed by such printer as
the Court may designate.

Miscellaneous expenses: For miscellaneous expenses to be expended
as the Chief Justice may approve, $40,000, of which amount not to
exceed $1,600 shall be available for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail.

Structural and mechanical care of the building and grounds: For
such expenditures as may be necessary to enable the Architect of the
Capitol to carry out the duties imposed upon him by the Act approved
May 7,1934 (40 U. S. C. 18a-18d), including improvements, mainte-
nance, repairs, equipment, supplies, materials, and appurtenances;
and personal and other services (including temporary labor without
reference to the Classification and Retirement Acts, as amended), and
for snow removal by hire of men and equipment or under contract
without compliance with sections 3709, as amended, and 3744 of the
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5, 16); $122,800.

ITJmED STATES COURTS FOR TIE DISTRICT OF COMUNA

Sixty per centum of the expenditures for the District Court of theUnited States for the District of Columbia from all appropriations
under this title and 30 per centum of the expenditures for the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia from all appro-priations under this title shall be reimbursed to the United States
from any funds in the Treasury to the credit of the District of
Columbia.

Repairs and improvements, District Court of the United States for
the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the court-
house, including repair and maintenance of the mechanical equipment,
and for labor and material and every item incident thereto, $11200,
to be expended under the direction of the Architect of the Capitol
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authorized by Public Law 658, Seventy-ninth Congress, and for the 
payment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
(Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress). 
Appropriations of the Department of Commerce available for 

salaries and expenses shall be available for attendance at meetings 
of organizations concerned with the activities for which the appro-
priations are made. 
This title may be cited as the "Department of Commerce .A.ppro-

priation Act, 1948". 

TITLE IV—THE JUDICIARY 

ITNITRD STATES SUPREME CO IJRT 

Salaries: For the Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices; 
Reporter of the Court; and all other officers and employees, whose 
compensation shall be fixed by the Court, except as otherwise provided 
by law, and who may be employed and assigned by the Chief Justice 
to any office or work of the Court, $762,500. 
Preparation of rules for civil procedure: For expenses of the 

Supreme Court incident to proposed_ amendments or additions to the 
rules of Civil Procedure for the District Courts of the United States 
pursuant to the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064), including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia and printing and binding, 
to be expended as the Chief Justice in his discretion may approve, 
including per diem allowances in lieu of actual expenses for subsistence 
at rates to be fixed by him not to exceed $10 per day, $5,420. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Supreme 

Court of the United States, $25,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$18,000 shall be available immediately, to be expended as required 
without allotment by quarters, and to be executed by such printer as 
the Court may designate. 

Miscellaneous expenses: For miscellaneous expenses to be expended 
as the Chief Justice may approve, $40,000, of which amount not to 
exceed $1,600 shall be available for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail. 

Structural and mechanical care of the building and grounds: For 
such expenditures as may be necessary to enable the Architect of the 
Capitol to carry out the duties imposed upon him by the Act approved 
May 7, 1934 (40 U. S. C. 1.3a-13d), including improvements, mainte-
nance, repairs, equipment, supplies, materials, and appurtenances; 
and personal and other services (including temporary labor without 
reference to the Classification and. Retirement Acts, as amended), and 
for snow removal by hire of men and equipment or under contract 
without compliance with sections 3709, as amended, and 8744 of the 
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5, 16) ; $122,800. 

*UNITED STATES COURTS POE TIES DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA 

Sixty per centiun of the expenditures for the District Court of the 
United States for the District of Columbia from all appropriations 
under this title and 30 per centum of the expenditures for the United 
States Court of AppeA.ls for the District of Columbia from all appro-
priations under this title shall be reimbursed to the United States 
from any funds in the Treasury to the credit of the District of 
Columbia. 
Repairs and improvements, District Court of the United States for 

the District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the court-
house, including repair and maintenance of the mechanical equipment, 
and for labor and material and every item incident thereto, $11,200, 
to be expended under the direction of the Architect of the Capitol. 
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Repairs and improvements, United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the United
States Court of Appeals Building, including repair and maintenance
of the mechanical equipment and for labor and material and every
item incident thereto, $3,800, to be expended under the direction of the
Architect of the Capitol.

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the presiding judge, four
associate judges, and all other officers and employees of the court, and
necessary expenses of the court, including exchange of books, traveling
expenses, and printing and binding, as may be approved by the pre-
siding judge, $168,000: Provided, That not to exceed $180 of this
appropriation shall be available for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail.

UNITED STATES CUSTOMS COURT

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the presiding judge, eight
judges, and all other officers and employees of the court, and necessary
expenses of the court, including exchange of books, traveling expenses,
and printing and binding, as may be approved by the presiding judge,
$356,400: Provided, That traveling expenses of judges of the Customs
Court shall be paid upon the written certificate of the judge: Provided
further, That not to exceed $500 of this appropriation shall be available
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail.

COURT OF CLAIMS

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the chief justice, four judges,
seven regular and five additional commissioners, and all other officers
and employees of the court, including the compensation of stenog-
raphers authorized by the court, and for stenographic and other fees
and charges necessary in the taking of testimony and in the perform-
ance of the duties as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act amending
section 2 and repealing section 3 of the Act approved February 24,
1925 (28 U. S. C. 269, 270), entitled 'An Act to authorize the appoint-
ment of commissioners by the Court of Claims and to prescritb their
powers and compensation', and for other purposes", ap)proved .Jule 23,
1930, and as also amended by an Act approved July 1, 1944; and
necessary expenses of the court including traveling expenses, and
printing and binding; $450,000: Provided, That not to exceed $500
of this appropriation shall be available for deposit in the general
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail.

Repairs and improvements: For necessary repairs and improvements
to the Court of Claims buildings, to be expended under the supervision
of the Architect of the Capitol, $11,000.

TERRITORIAL COURTS

Hawaii: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate justices
of the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii, of judges of the
circuit courts in Hawaii, and of judges retired under the Act of May
31,1938, $96,500.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EXPENSE

Salaries of judges: For salaries of circuit judges; district judges
(including two in the Territory of Hawaii, one in the Territory of
Puerto Rico, four in the Territory of Alaska, one in the Virgin
Islands, and one in the Panama Canal Zone); and judges retired
under section 260 of the Judicial Code, as amended, and section 518
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Repairs and improvements, United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia: For repairs and improvements to the United 
States Court of Appeals Building, including repair and maintenance 
of the mechanical equipment and for labor and material and every 
item incident thereto, $3,800, to be expended under the direction of the 
Architect of the Capitol. 

COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the presiding judge, four 
associate judges, and all other officers and employees of the court, and 
necessary expenses of the court, including exchange of books, traveling 
expenses, and printing and binding, as may be approved by the pre-
siding judge, $168,000: Provided, That not to exceed $180 of this 
appropriation shall be available for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail. 

UNIIED STATES CUSTOMS COURT 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the presiding judge, eight 
judges, and all other officers and employees of the court, and necessary 
expenses of the court, including exchange of books, traveling expenses, 
and printing and binding, as may be approved by the presiding judge, 
$356,400: Provided, That traveling expenses of judges of the Customs 
Court shall be paid upon the written certificate of the judge: Provided 
further, That not to exceed $500 of this appropriation shall be available 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail. 

COURT OF CLAIMS 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries of the chief justice, four judges, 
seven regular and five additional commissioners, and all other officers 
and employees of the court, including the compensation of stenog-
raphers authorized by the court, and for stenographic and other fees 
and charges necessary in the taking of testimony and in the perform-
ance of the duties as authorized by the Act entitled "An Act amending 
section 2 and repealing section 3 of the Act approved February 24, 
1925 (28 U. S. C. 269, 270), entitled 'An Act to authorize the appoint-
ment of commissioners by the Court of Claims and to prescribe their 
powers and compensation', and for other purposes", approved June 23, 
1930, and as also amended by an Act approved July 1, 1944; and 
necessary expenses of the court including traveling expenses, and 
printing and binding; $450,000: Provided, That not to exceed $500 
of this appropriation shall be available for deposit in the general 
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail. 
Repairs and improvements : For necessary repairs and improvements 

to the Court of Claims buildings, to be expended under the supervision 
of the Architect of the Capitol, $11,000. 

TERRITORIAL COURTS 

Hawaii: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate justices 
of the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii, of judges of the 
circuit courts in Hawaii, and of judges retired under the Act of May 
31, 1938, $96,500. 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS OF EXPENSE 

Salaries of judges: For salaries of circuit judges; district judges 
(including two in the Territory of Hawaii, one in the Territory of 
Puerto Rico, four in the Territory of Alaska, one in the Virgin 
Islands, and one in the Panama Canal Zone) ; and judges retired 
under section 260 of the Judicial Code, as amended, and section 518 
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46 Stat. 737. of the Tariff Act of 1930, $4,515,000: Provided, That this appropria-
19U. S.. tion shall be available for the salaries-of all United States justices

and circuit and district judges lawfully entitled thereto whether
active or retired.

Salaries of clerks of courts: For salaries of clerks of United States
circuit courts of appeals and United States district courts, their
deputies, and other assistants, $3,631,295.

Clerks' onfoeo No part of any appropriation in this Act shall be used to pay the
funds. cost of maintaining an office of the clerk of the United States District

Court at Anniston, Alabama; Florence, Alabama; Jasper, Alabama;
Gadsden, Alabama; Grand Junction, Colorado; Montrose, Colorado;
Durango, Colorado; Sterling, Colorado; Newnan, Georgia; Benton,
Illinois; Salina, Kansas; Chillicothe, Missouri; Roswell, New
Mexico; Bryson City, North Carolina; Shelby, North Carolina; Ard-
more, Oklahoma; Guthrie, Oklahoma; Aberdeen, South Dakota;
Pierre, South Dakota; Deadwood, South Dakota; Ogden, Utah;

Detif emplyees. Casper, Wyoming; Evanston, Wyoming; or Lander, Wyoming; but
this paragraph shall not be so construed as to prevent the detail
during sessions of court of such employees as may be necessary from
other offices to the offices named herein.

Probation system, United States courts: For salaries of probation
46 Stat. 6t. officers and their clerical assistants, as authorized by the Act approved

of ApPitonmoteetc. June 6, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 726), $1,650,000: Provided, That nothing
herein contained shall be construed to abridge the right of the district
judges to appoint probation officers, or to make such orders as may be

ure to ca necessary to govern probation officers in their own courts: Provided
Attorney eneral further That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the
orers. salary or expenses of any probation officer who, in the judgment of

the senior or presiding judge certified to the Attorney General, fails
to carry out the officia orders of the Attorney General with respect
to supervising or furnishing information concerning any prisoner
released conditionally or on parole from any Federal penal or correc-
tional institution.

58 StaC 19. Salaries of criers: For salaries of criers as authorized by the Act
36 Stat. i3 7; of December 7, 1944 (Public Law 468), and Acts of March 3, 1911,

and March 3, 1891, as amended (28 U. S. C. 224 and 547), $320,000.
Fees of commissioners: For fees of the United States commissioners

and other committing magistrates acting under section 1014, Revised
Statutes (18 U. S. C. 591), including fees and expenses of conciliation
commissioners, United States courts, including tie objects and subject
to the conditions specified for such fees and expenses of conciliation
commissioners in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1937,
$475,000.

Fees of jurors: For mileage and per diems of jurors; meals and
lodging for jurors when ordered by the court, and meals and lodging
for jurors in Alaska, as provided by section 193, title II, of the Act
of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 362); and compensation for jury commis-
sioners, $5 per day, not exceeding three days for any one term of

Juryoonmmidone court; $1,400,000: Provided, That the compensation of jury commis-
Stat. 8 sioners for the District of Columbia shall conform to the provisionst at - 68  of section 1401, title 11 of the District of Columbia Code, but such

compensation shall not exceed $250 each per annum.
Miscellaneous salaries: For salaries of all officials and employees of

the Federal judiciary, not otherwise specifically provded for,
$1,800,000: Proded, That the compensation of secretaries and law
clerks of circuit and district udges (exclusive of any additional com-

5ustci96o9 l et. . pensation under the Federas Employees Pay Act of 1945 and any
PO, p. m. other Acts of similar purport subsequently enacted) shall be fixed by
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of the Tariff Act of 1930, $4,515,000: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall be available for the salaries of all United States justices 
and circuit and district judges lawfully entitled thereto whether 
active or retired. 

Salaries of clerks of courts: For salaries of clerks of United States 
circuit courts of appeals and United States district courts, their 
deputies' and other assistants, $3,631,295. 
No part of any appropriation in this Act shall be used to pay the 

cost of maintaining an office of the clerk of the United States District 
Court at Anniston, Alabama; Florence, Alabama • Jasper, Alabama; 
Gadsden, Alabama; Grand Junction, Colorado; Montrose? Colorado; 
Durango, Colorado • Sterling, Colorado; Newnan,. Georgia; Benton, 
Illinois; Salina, Colorado; Chillicothe, Missouri; Roswell, New 
Mexico; Bryson City, North Carolina; Shelby, North Carolina; Ard-
more, Oklahoma; Guthrie Oklahoma; Aberdeen, South Dakota; 
Pierre, South Dakota; Deadwood, South Dakota; Ogden, Utah; 
Casper, Wyoming; Evanston, Wyoming; or Lander, Wyoming; but 
this paragraph shall not be so construed as to prevent the detail 
during sessions of court of such employees as may be necessary from 
other offices to the offices named herein. 
Probation system, United States courts: For salaries of probation 

officers and their clerical assistants, as authorized by the Act approved 
June 6, 1930 (18 U. S. C. 726), $1,650,000: Provided, That nothing 
herein contained shall be construed to abridge the right of the district 
judges to appoint probation officers, or to make such orders as may be 
necessary to govern probation officers in their own courts: Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the 
salary or expenses of any probation officer who in the judgment of 
the senior or presiding judge certified to the Attorney General, fails 
to carry out the official orders of the Attorney General with respect 
to supervising or furnishing information concerning any prisoner 
released conditionally or on parole from any Federal penal or correc-
tional institution. 

Salaries of criers: For salaries of criers as authorized by the Act 
of December 7, 1944 (Public Law 468), and Acts of March 3, 1911, 
and March 3, 1891, as amended (28 U. S. C. 224 and 547), $320,000. 
Fees of commissioners: For fees of the United States commissioners 

and other committing magistrates acting under section 1014, Revised 
Statutes (18 U. S. C. 591), including fees and expenses of conciliation 
commissioners, United States courts, including the objects and subject 
to the conditions specified for such fees and expenses of conciliation 
commissioners in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act, 1937, 
$475,000. 

Fees of jurors: For mileage and per diems of jurors; meals and 

i 
lodging for jurors when ordered by the court, and meals and lodging 
for jurors n Alaska, as provided by section 193, title II, of the Act 
of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 362) ; and compensation for jury commis-
sioners, $5 per day, not exceeding three days for any one term of 
court; $1,400,000: Provided, That the compensation of jury commis-
sioners for the District of Columbia shall conform to the provisions 
of section 1401, title 11 of the District of Columbia Code, but such 
compensation shall not exceed $250 each per annum. 
Miscellaneous salaries: For salaries of all officials and employees of 

the Federal judiciary, not otherwise specifically provided for, 
$1,800,000: Provided, That the compensation of secretaries and law 
clerks of circuit and district judges (exclusive of any additional com-
pensation under the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 and any 
other Acts of similar purport subsequently enacted) shall be fixed by 
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the Director of the Administrative Office without regard to the Classi-
fication Act of 1923, as amended, except that the salary of a secretary
shall conform with that of the main (CAF-4), senior (CAF-5), or
principal (CAF-6) clerical grade, or assistant (CAF-7), or associate
(CAF-8) administrative grade, as the appointing judge shall deter-
mine, and the salary of a law clerk shall conform with that of the junior
(P-l), assistant (P-2), associate (P-3), full (P-4), or senior (P-5)
professional grade, as the appointing judge shall determine, subject
to review by the judicial council of the circuit if requested by the
Director, such determination by the judge otherwise to be final:
Provided further, That (exclusive of any additional compensation
under the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 and any other Acts
of similar purport subsequently enacted) the aggregate salaries paid
to secretaries and law clerks appointed by one judge shall not exceed
$6,500 per annum, except in the case of the senior circuit judge of each
circuit and senior district judge of each district having five or more
district judges, in which case the aggregate salaries shall not exceed
$7,500.

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries): For miscellaneous
expenses of the United States courts and their officers; purchase of
firearms and ammunition; purchase of envelopes without regard to
the Act of June 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 476); and not to exceed $84,000
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
mail for the United States courts and the Administrative Office of
the United States Courts; $500,000.

Traveling expenses: For necessary traveling expenses, not other-
wise provided for, incurred by the Judiciary, including traveling
expenses of probation officers and their clerks, $590,000: Provided,
That this sum shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $6,000,
for expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of
Federal probation when incurred on the written authorization of the
Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Adminis-
trative Office and Courts of the United States, $69,000.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding the advance
opinions, preliminary prints, and bound reports of the Supreme Court
of the United States, $80,250.

Salaries, court reporters: For salaries of court reporters for the
district courts of the United States, as authorized by the Act of
January 20, 1944 (Public Law 222), $865,000.

Salaries of referees: For salaries of referees as authorized by the
Act of June 28, 1946 (Public Law 464), $350,000, together with
$405,000 to be derived from the referees' salary fund established in
pursuance of said Act.

Miscellaneous expenses of referees: For miscellaneous expenses of
referees, United States courts, including the salaries of their clerical
assistants, travel expenses, and printing and binding; purchase of
envelopes without regard to the Act of June 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 476):
and not to exceed $30,000 for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail; $350,000, together with $325.000
to be derived from the referees' expense fund established in pur-
suance of the Act of June 28, 1946 (Public Law 464).

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Adminis-
trative Office of the United States Courts, including personal services
in the District of Columbia, travel, advertising, rent in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, and examination of estimates for appro-
priations in the field, $400,000.
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the Director of the Administrative Office without regard to the Classi-
fication Act of 1923, as amended, except that the salary of a secretary 
shall .conform with that of the main (CAF-4), senior (CAF-5), or 
principal (CAF-6) clerical grade, or assistant (CAF-7), or associate 
(CAF-8) administrative grade, as the appointing judge shall deter-
mine, and the salary of a law clerk shall conform with that of the junior 
(P-1), assistant (P-2), associate (P-3), full (P-4), or senior (P-5) 
professional grade as the appointing judge shall determine, subject 
to review by the judicial council of the circuit if requested by the 
Director, such determination by the judge otherwise to be final: 
Provided further, That (exclusive of any additional compensation 
under the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 and any other Acts 
of similar purport subsequently enacted) the aggregate salaries paid 
to secretaries and law clerks appointed by one judge shall not exceed 
$6,500 per annum, except in the case of the senior circuit judge of each 
circuit and senior district judge of each district having five or more 
district judges, in which case the aggregate salaries shall not exceed 
$7,500. 

Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries) : For miscellaneous 
expenses of the United States courts and their officers; purchase of 
firearms and ammunition; purchase of envelopes without regard to 
the Act of June 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 476) ; and not to exceed $84,000 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail for the United States courts and the Administrative Office of 
the United States Courts; $500,000. 
Traveling expenses: For necessary traveling expenses, not other-

wise provided for, incurred by the Judiciary, including traveling 
expenses of probation officers and their clerks, $590,000: Provided, 
That this sum shall be available, in an amount not to exceed $6,000, 
for expenses of attendance at meetings concerned with the work of 
Federal probation when incurred on the written authorization of the 
Director of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Adminis-

trative Office and Courts of the United States, $69,000. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding the advance 

opinions, preliminary prints, and bound reports of the Supreme Court 
of the United States, $80,250. 

Salaries, court reporters: For salaries of court reporters for the 
district courts of the United States, as authorized by the Act of 
January 20, 1944 (Public Law 222), $865,000. 

Salaries of referees: For salaries of referees as authorized by the 
Act of June 28, 1946 (Public Law 464), $350,000, together with 
$405,000 to be derived from the referees' salary fund established in 
pursuance of said Act. 

Miscellaneous expenses of referees: For miscellaneous expenses of 
referees, United States courts, including the salaries of their clerical 
assistants, travel expenses, and printing and binding; purchase of 
envelopes without regard to the Act of June 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 476) 
and not to exceed $30,000 for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail; $350,000, together with $325.000 
to be derived from the referees' expense fund established in pur-
suance of the Act of June 28, 1946 (Public Law 464). 

ADMINISTEAlivE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Adminis-
trative Office of the United States Courts, including personal services 
in the District of Columbia, travel, advertising, rent in the District 
of Columbia and elsewhere, and examination of estimates for appro-
priations in the field, $400,000. 
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July 9, 1947
[H. R. 33331

[Public Law 167]

Marine Historical
Association, Mystic,
Conn.

Transfer of the
Joseph Conrad.

As used in this title, the term "circuit court of appeals" includes
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia;
the term "senior circuit judge" includes the chief justice of the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; the
term "circuit judge" includes associate justice of the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; and the term "judge"
includes justice.

The reports of the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia shall not be sold for a price exceeding that approved
by the court and for not more than $6.50 per volume: Provided,
That all books purchased hereunder for United States judges and
other judicial officers shall be marked plainly "The Property of the
United States", and such books shall in all cases be transmitted to
their successors in office.

This title may be cited as the "Judiciary Appropriation Act, 1948".

TITLE V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 501. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be

used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a strike
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government of'
the United States, is not a member of an organization of Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the
United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence: Provided further,
That any person who engages m a strike against the Government of
the United States or who is a member of an organization of Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of
the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organi-
zation that advocates the overthrow of the Government of the United
States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages
for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided
further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not
in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 502. This Act may be cited as the "Departments of State, Justice
and Commerce, and the Judiciary Appropriation Act, 1948".

Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 212]
AN ACT

To authorize the transfer of the Joseph Conrad to the Marine Historical Association
of Mystic, Connecticut, for museum and youth-training purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
dnited States of Ameria in Congress assembled, That the Maritime

Commission is authorized to give and deliver (at her present location,
Saint Petersburg, Florida) to the Marine Historical Association of
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As used in this title, the term "circuit court of appeals" includes 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; 
the term "senior circuit judge includes the chief justice of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; the 
term "circuit judge" includes associate justice of the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; and the term "judge" 
includes justice. 
The reports of the United States Court of Appeals for the District 

of Columbia shall not be sold for a price exceeding that approved 
by the court and for not more than $6.50 per volume: Provided, 
That all books purchased hereunder for United States judges and 
other judicial officers shall be marked plainly "The Property of the 
United States", and such books shall in all cases be transmitted to 
their successors in office. 
This title may be cited as the "Judiciary Appropriation Act, 1948". 

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 501. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be 
used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a strike 
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of 
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That 
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie 
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the 
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government of 
the United States, is not a member of an organization of Government 
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the 
Unitec_ States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence: Provided further, 
That any person who engages in a strike against the Government of 
the United States or who is a member of an organization of Government 
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of 
the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organi-
zation that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United 
States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages 
for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided 
further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not 
in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 

Szc. 502. This Act may be cited as the "Departments of State, Justice 
and Commerce, and the Judiciary Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 212] 
AN ACT 

To authorise the transfer of the Joseph Conrad to the Marine Historical Association 
of Mystic, Connecticut, for museum and youth-training purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Maritime 
Commission is authorized to give and deliver (at her present location, 
Saint Petersburg, Florida) to the Marine Historical Association of 
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Mystic, Connecticut, the Joseph Conrad for use by the Marine Histor-
ical Association of Mystic, Connecticut, as a museum and for youth-
training purposes to be in large part devoted to creating interest in
the merchant marine and maritime matters. The transfer of said ship
to carry a provision that in the event the Maritime Commission should
need the ship for training purposes, then it shall be transferred to
the Maritime Commission. The Maritime Commission is also author-
ized to place in the museum pictures, relics, flags, displays, and docu-
ments, for the purpose of creating interest in the American merchant
marine and maritime matters. In the event the Marine Historical
Association of Mystic, Connecticut, should fail to accept under this
Act, the Maritime Commission is authorized to give and deliver the
said ship to the city of Saint Petersburg, Florida, for museum and
youth-training purposes.

Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 219]
AN ACT

To amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, to
provide annuities for investigatory personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation who have rendered at least twenty years of service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (b)
of the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(i) Any special agent, special agent in charge, inspector, Assistant
Director, assistant to the Director, Associate Director, or the Director,
who is at least fifty years of age and who has rendered twenty years of
service or more as a special agent, or as aforesaid above, in the Federal
Bureau of Investigation may, on his own application and with the
consent of the Attorney General, retire from the service and such
annuity of such employee shall be equal to 2 per centum of his average
basic salary for the five years next preceding the date of his retire-
ment, multiplied by the number of years of service, not exceeding
thirty years."

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 220]
AN ACT

To authorize the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of cost for an
additional office building for the use of the United States Senate.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That the Architect
of the Capitol, subject to the direction and supervision of the Senate
Office Building Commission created by the Sundry Civil Appro-
priation Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. 481), the membership of
which is hereby increased from three to five members, to be
appointed by the President of the Senate, is authorized and directed
to prepare preliminary plans and estimates of cost for an additional
office building for the use of the United States Senate.

SEC. 2. The Architect of the Capitol is authorized to make such
expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of
this Act, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for such
purpose the sum of $25,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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Mystic, Connecticut, the Joseph Conrad for use by the Marine Histor-
ical Association of Mystic, Connecticut, as a museum and for youth-
training purposes to be in large part devoted to creating interest in 
the merchant marine and maritime matters. The transfer of said ship 
to carry a provision that in the event the Maritime Commission should 
need the ship for training purposes, then it shall be transferred to 
the Maritime Commission. The Maritime Commission is also author-
ized to place in the museum pictures, relics, flags, displays, and docu-
ments, for the purpose of creating interest in the American merchant 
marine and maritime matters. In the event the Marine Historical 
Association of Mystic, Connecticut, should fail to accept under this 
Act, the Maritime Commission is authorized to give and deliver the 
said ship to the city of Saint Petersburg, Florida, for museum and 
youth-training purposes. 

Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 219] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, to 
provide annuities for investigatory personnel of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation who have rendered at least twenty years of service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (b) 
of the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is 
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection: 

"(i) Any special agent, special agent in charge, inspector, Assistant 
Director, assistant to the Director, Associate Director, or the Director, 
who is at least fifty years of age and who has rendered twenty years of 
service or more as a special agent, or as aforesaid above, in the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation may, on his own application and with the 
consent of the Attorney General, retire from the service and such 
annuity of such employee shall be equal to 2 per centum of his average 
basic salary for the five years next preceding the date of his retire-
ment, multiplied by the number of years of service, not exceeding 
thirty years." 

Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 220] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of cost for an 
additional office building for the use of the United States Senate. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect 
of the Capitol, subject to the direction and supervision of the Senate 
Office Building Commission created by the Sundry Civil Appro-
priation Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. 481), the membership of 
which is hereby increased from three to five members, to be 
appointed by the President of the Senate, is authorized and directed 
to prepare preliminary plans and estimates of cost for an additional 
office building for the use of the United States Senate. 
SEC. 2. The Architect of the Capitol is authorized to make such 

expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of 
this Act, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for such 
purpose the sum of $25,000. 

Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[C-IAPTER 221]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to define the area of the United States Capitol
Grounds, to regulate the use thereof, and for other purposes", approved July
31, 1946.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 14 (b)
of the Act entitled "An Act to define the area of the United States
Capitol Grounds, to regulate the use thereof, and for other pur-
poses", approved July 31, 1946 (60 Stat. 718), is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(b) Regulations authorized to be promulgated under this section
shall be promulgated by the Capitol Police Board and such regula-
tions may be amended from time to time by the Capitol Police
Board whenever it shall deem it necessary: Provided, That until
such regulations are promulgated and become effective, the traffic
regulations of the District of Columbia shall be applicable to the
United States Capitol Grounds."

SEC. 2. Section 14 (c) of said Act is hereby amended to read as
follows:

"(c) All regulations promulgated under the authority of this
section shall, when adopted by the Capitol Police Board, be printed
in one or more of the daily newspapers published in the District
of Columbia, and shall not become effective until the expiration of
ten days after the date of such publication, except that whenever the
Capitol Police Board deems it advisable to make effective imme-
diately any regulation relating to parking, diverting of vehicular
traffic, or the closing of streets to such traffic, the regulation shall be
effective immediately upon placing at the point where it is to be in
force conspicuous signs containing a notice of the regulation. Any
expenses incurred under this subsection shall be payable from the
appropriation 'Uniforms and Equipment, Capitol Police'."

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 222]
AM A /T

July 11, 1947
S. 131 61 ] To establish a procedure for facilitating the payment of certain Government checks,[Public Law 171] and for other purposes.

Payment of certain
Government checks,
etc.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, with the
exception of checks issued on account of public-debt obligations and
transactions regarding the administration of banking and currency
laws, the amounts of all original and substitute checks drawn on the
Treasurer of the United States, including those drawn by wholly
owned and mixed-ownership Government corporations, or drawn by
authorized officers of the United States on designated depositaries,
which have not been paid prior to the close of the fiscal year next
following the fiscal year in which the checks were issued, shall be
transferred from the account of the drawer or the account then avail-
able for the payment thereof to a special-deposit account or accounts
on the books of the Treasurer of the United States.

(b) With the exception of checks issued on account of public-debt
obligations and transactions regarding the administration of banking
and currency laws, any original or any substitute checks heretofore or
hereafter drawn on the Treasurer of the United States, including those
drawn by wholly owned and mixed-ownership Government corpora-
tions, or drawn by authorized officers of the United States on designated
depositaries which have not been paid prior to the close of the fiscal
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July 11, 1947 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to define the area of the United States Capitol 
Grounds, to regulate the use thereof, and for other purposes", approved July 
31, 1946. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 14 (b) 
of the Act entitled "An Act to define the area of the United States 
Capitol Grounds, to regulate the use thereof, and for other pur-
poses", approved July 31, 1946 (60 Stat. 718), is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"(b) Regulations authorized to be promulgated under this section 
shall be promulgated by the Capitol Police Board and such regula-
tions may be amended from time to time by the Capitol Police 
Board whenever it shall deem it necessary: Provided, That until 
such regulations are promulgated and become effective, the traffic 
regulations of the District of Columbia shall be applicable to the 
United States Capitol Grounds." 
SEC. 2. Section 14 (c) of said Act is hereby amended to read as 

follows: 
"(c) All regulations promulgated under the authority of this 

section shall, when adopted by the Capitol Police Board, be printed 
in one or more of the daily newspapers published in the District 
of Columbia, and shall not become effective until the expiration of 
ten days after the date of such publication, except that whenever the 
Capitol Police Board deems it advisable to make effective imme-
diately any regulation relating to parking, diverting of vehicular 
traffic, or the closing of streets to such traffic, the regulation shall be 
effective immediately upon placing at the point where it is to be in 
force conspicuous signs containing a notice of the regulation. Any 
expenses incurred under this subsection shall be payable from the 
appropriation 'Uniforms and Equipment, Capitol Police'." 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 221] 
AN ACT 

July 11, 1947 
[S. 1316]  

[Public Law 171] and for other purposes. 

[CHAPTER 222] 
AN ACT 

To establish a procedure for facilitating the payment of certain Government checks, 

Payment of certain 
Government checks, 
etc. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, with the 
exception of checks issued on account of public-debt obligations and 
transactions regarding the administration of banking and currency 
laws, the amounts of all original and substitute checks drawn on the 
Treasurer of the United States, including those drawn by wholly 
owned and mixed-ownership Government corporations, or drawn by 
authorized officers of the United States on designated depositaries, 
which have not been paid prior to the close of the fiscal year next 
following the fiscal year in which the checks were issued, shall be 
transferred from the account of the drawer or the account then avail-. 
able for the payment thereof to a special-deposit account or accounts 
on the books of the Treasurer of the United States. 

(b) With the exception of checks issued on account of public-debt 
obligations and transactions regarding the administration of banking 
and currency laws, any original or any substitute checks heretofore or 
hereafter drawn on the Treasurer of the United States, including those 
drawn by wholly owned and mixed-ownership Government corpora-
tions, or drawn by authorized officers of the United States on designated 
depositaries which have not been paid prior to the close of the fiscal 
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year next following the fiscal year in which the checks were issued
and checks issued in payment of claims settled by the General Account-
ing Office on account of any of such checks shall be payable from the
special-deposit account or accounts established pursuant to this section:
Provided, That in the following classes of cases any original or sub-
stitute check shall be payable from the special-deposit account or
accounts only after settlement by the General Accounting Office: (1)
Where the check is drawn on a designated depositary, (2) where the
owner or holder of the check has died or is incompetent, (3) where
on presentation of the check for payment the Treasurer of the United
States is on notice of a doubtful question of law or fact, and (4) where
the check is over ten years old: And provided further, That the limita-
tion imposed in respect to certain claims or demands against the United
States by the Act of October 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 1061; U. S. C., title 31,
sees. 71a, 237), shall not be deemed to apply to original or substitute
checks heretofore or hereafter drawn on the Treasurer of the United
States, including those drawn by wholly owned and mixed-ownership
Government corporations, or drawn by authorized officers of the United
States on designated depositaries, but nothing contained in this Act
shall be deemed to affect the limitation imposed in respect to claims
on account of certain checks by section 2 of the Act of June 22, 1926
(44 Stat. 761; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 122).

SEC. 2. The balances deposited to the credit of the outstanding-
liabilities account of any fiscal year pursuant to section 21 of the
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934 (48 Stat. 1235; U. S. C.,
title 31, sec. 725t), and which have not been covered into the sur-
plus fund of the Treasury shall be transferred to the foregoing
special-deposit account or accounts and together with the amounts
transferred thereto under the provisions of section 1 shall be avail-
able to pay any check payable from such account or accounts.

SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to
take such action as may be necessary to transfer at appropriate
intervals from the foregoing special-deposit account or accounts
to the appropriate receipt account or accounts on the books of the
Treasury any amounts not required to effect the purposes of this
Act and with the concurrence of the Comptroller General to make
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for
the administration of the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 4. (a) Sections 306, 307, 308, 309, and 310 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, sees.
149, 150, 151, 152, 153), and section 21 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934 (48 Stat. 1235; U. S. C., title 31, section 725t),
are hereby repealed.

(b) Section 5 of the Act of July 1, 1916, as amended (U. S. C.,
title 31, sec. 154), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"At the termination of each fiscal year the General Accounting
Office shall report to the Secretary of the Treasury all checks issued
by any disbursing officer of the Government or its wholly owned or
mixed-ownership corporations, as shown by his accounts rendered
to the General Accounting Office, or otherwise, which shall then
have been outstanding and unpaid for one full fiscal year after the
fiscal year in which issued, stating in such report the date, number,
and amount of each check and the symbol on which it was drawn."

(c) Subsection (a) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31,
sec. 528 (a)) is further amended by deleting the phrase "before the
close of the fiscal year following the fiscal year in which the original
check was issued" and inserting in lieu thereof the phrase "prior to
the expiration of ten years from the date on which the original check
was issued" and by inserting immediately following the phrase "from
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SEC. 2. The balances deposited to the credit of the outstanding-

liabilities account of any fiscal year pursuant to section 21 of the 
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934 (48 Stat. 1235; U. S. C., 
title 31, sec. 725t), and which have not been covered into the sur-
plus fund of the Treasury shall be transferred to the foregoing 
special-deposit account or accounts and together with the amounts 
transferred thereto under the provisions of section 1 shall be avail-
able to pay any check payable from such account or accounts. 

SEo. 3. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to 
take such action as may be necessary to transfer at appropriate 
intervals from the foregoing special-deposit account or accounts 
to the appropriate receipt account or accounts on the books of the 
Treasury any amounts not required to effect the purposes of this 
Act and with the concurrence of the Comptroller General to make 
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary or proper for 
the administration of the provisions of this Act. 

SEC. 4. (a) Sections 306, 307, 308, 309, and 310 of the Revised 
Statutes of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., title 31, secs. 
149, 150, 151, 152, 153), and section 21 of the Permanent Appropria-
tion Repeal Act, 1934 (48 Stat. 1235; U. S. C., title 31, section 725t), 
are hereby repealed. 

(b) Section 5 of the Act of July 1, 1916, as amended (U. S. C., 
title 31, sec. 154), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"At the termination of each fiscal year the General Accounting 

Office shall report to the Secretary of the Treasury all checks issued 
by any disbursing officer of the Government or its wholly owned or 
mixed-ownership corporations, as shown by his accounts rendered 
to the General Accounting Office, or otherwise, which shall then 
have been outstanding and unpaid for one full fiscal year after the 
fiscal year in which issued, stating in such report the date, number, 
and amount of each check and the symbol on which it was drawn." 

(c) Subsection (a) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31, 
sec. 528 (a)) is further amended by deleting the phrase "before the 
close of the fiscal year following the fiscal year in which the original 
check was issued" and inserting in lieu thereof the phrase "prior to 
the expiration of ten years from the date on which the original check 
was issued" and by inserting immediately following the phrase "from 
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the account of the drawer" the phrase "or the account available for
payment of the original check".

(d) Subsections (c) and (e) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes
of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V,
title 31, sees. 528 (c) and (e)), are respectively, further amended by
deleting the phrase "before the close of the fiscal year following the
fiscal year in which the original check was issued" and inserting in
lieu thereof the phrase "prior to the expiration of ten years from the
date on which the original check was issued".

(e) Subsection (f) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31,
sec. 528 (f)) is further amended to read as follows:

"(f) Substitutes issued under this section drawn on the Treasurer of
the United States, except those for checks issued on account of public-
debt obligations and transactions regarding the administration of
banking and currency laws, shall be deemed to be original checks and
shall be payable under the same conditions as original checks. Substi-
tutes for checks issued on account of public-debt obligations and trans-
actions regarding the administration of banking and currency laws
shall be payable directly by the Treasurer of the United States without
limitation of time."

(f) Subsection (g) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31,
sec. 528 (g)) is further amended by deleting the phrase "by any cor-
poration or other entity" and inserting in lieu thereof "by any wholly
owned or mixed-ownership Government corporation or by any entity".

SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1947.
Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 223]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to sell certain lands in Alaska to the
city of Sitka, Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representtives of theitaleflands. Uited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to sell at their reasonably
appraised value to the city of Sitka, Alaska, the following-described
lands and improvements thereon: The tract of land formerly
occupied by the Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station more
particularly shown on the official survey map of the city of Sitka as
the United States Reserve for Agricultural Investigations and
Weather Service.

Approved July 11, 1947.

July 1, 1947
BH. B. 3251

[Public Law 173]

Blair County, Pa.

[CHAPTER 224]
AN ACT

To transfer Blair County, Pennsylvania, from the middle judicial district of
Pennsylvania to the western judicial district of Pennsylvania.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
united States of America in Congress assembled, That Blair County,

Pennsylvania, of the middle judicial district of Pennsylvania, be, and
it is hereby, detached from said judicial district and attached to the
western judicial district of Pennsylvania: Provided, That the transfer
herein provided shall not affect any case or proceedings now pending.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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the account of the drawer" the phrase "or the account available for 
payment of the original check". 

(d) Subsections (c) and (e) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes 
of the United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, 
title 31, secs. 528 (c) and (e) ), are respectively, further amended by 
deleting the phrase "before the close of the fiscal year following the 
fiscal year in which the original check was issued," and inserting in 
lieu thereof the phrase "prior to the expiration of ten years from the 
date on which the original check was issued". 

(e) Subsection (f) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31, 
sec. 528 (f) ) is further amended to read as follows: 

"(f) Substitutes issued under this section drawn on the Treasurer of 
the United States, except those for checks issued on account of public-
debt obligations and transactions regarding the administration of 
banking and currency laws, shall be deemed to be original checks and 
shall be payable under the same conditions as original checks. Substi-
tutes for checks issued on account of public-debt obligations and trans-
actions regarding the administration of banking and currency laws 
shall be payable directly by the Treasurer of the United States without 
limitation of time." 

(f) Subsection (g) of section 3646 of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 31, 
sec. 528 (g) ) is further amended by deleting the phrase "by any cor-
poration or other entity" and inserting in lieu thereof "by any wholly 
owned or mixed-ownership Government corporation or by any entity". 
SEC. 5. This Act shall take effect on July 1, 1947. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 223] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to sell certain lands in Alaska to the 
city of Sitka, Alaska. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of Agriculture is hereby authorized to sell at their reasonably 
appraised value to the city of Sitka, Alaska, the following-described 
lands and improvements thereon: The tract of land formerly 
occupied by the Alaska Agricultural Experiment Statiorl, more 
particularly shown on the official survey map of the city of Sitka as 
the United States Reserve for Agricultural Investigations and 
Weather Service. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 224] 
AN ACT 

To transfer Blair County, Pennsylvania, from the middle judicial district of 
Pennsylvania to the western judicial district of Pennsylvania. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Blair County, 
Pennsylvania, of the middle judicial district of Pennsylvania, be, and 
it is hereby, detached from said judicial district and attached to the 
western judicial district of Pennsylvania: Provided, That the transfer 
herein provided shall not affect any case or proceedings now pending. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 225]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of June 14, 1938, so as to authorize the Cairo Bridge Com-
mission to issue its refunding bonds for the purpose of refunding the outstanding
bonds issued by the commission to pay the cost of a certain toll bridge at or
near Cairo, Illinois.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Cairo Bridge Commission,
or the successors of said commission, to acquire by purchase, and to
improve, maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi
River at or near Cairo, Illinois", approved June 14, 1938 (Public,
Numbered 601, Seventy-fifth Congress, 52 Stat. 679), is amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 5. The power granted to the commission by this Act to issue
its negotiable bonds for the payment of the cost of said bridge and
its approaches and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances
thereto, shall include the power to refund said bonds, including the
payment of any redemption premium thereon, by the issuance of
negotiable refunding bonds of the commission, bearing interest at a
lower rate or rates, in an aggregate principal amount not in excess
of the principal amount of outstanding bonds to be refunded plus
the amount of the redemption premium payable on said outstanding
bonds at the date of the redemption thereof. All of the provisions
of sections 4 and 5 of said Act of April 13, 1934, relating to the bridge
constructed, to the bonds issued, and to the trust agreement entered
into under the authority of said Act, and relating to the collection
of bridge tolls and to the application of such tolls, shall apply to
the bridge acquired and to the bonds issued or to be issued under
the authority of this Act."

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 226]
AN ACT

To authorize the establishment of a band in the Metropolitan Police force.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Conpqress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be established in the Metropolitan Police I)epartment
a band to perform at such municipal or civic functions and events as
may be authorized by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia.
The Major and Superintendent of Police is authorized in his discre-
tion to detail, without additional compensation, such officers and
members of the Metropolitan Police force as may request such a detail
to participate in the activities of such band. The said Commissioners
are authorized to employ, without reference to the civil-service laws,
one director for such band with compensation at a rate not to exceed
the rate of compensation to which a lieutenant in the Metropolitan
Police force is entitled.

SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the limitations of existing law, the said
Commissioners may appoint to, and employ in, the position of director
of such band, any retired officer of the United States Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, and such retired officer shall be entitled
to receive, in addition to his retired pay, the compensation authorized
by this Act to be paid to such director, such additional compensation
to be payable from District of Columbia appropriations.

SEC. 3. Appropriations to carry out the purpose of this Act is hereby
authorized.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 5 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Cairo Bridge Commission, 
or the successors of said commission, to acquire by purchase, and to 
improve, maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Mississippi 
River at or near Cairo, Illinois", approved June 14, 1938 (Public, 
Numbered 601, Seventy-fifth Congress, 52 Stat. 679), is amended to 
read as follows: 

"SEc. 5. The power granted to the commission by this Act to issue 
its negotiable bonds for the payment of the cost of said bridge and 
its approaches and the necessary lands, easements, and appurtenances 
thereto, shall include the power to refund said bonds, including the 
payment of any redemption premium thereon, by the issuance of 
negotiable refunding bonds of the commission, bearing interest at a 
lower rate or rates, in an aggregate principal amount not in excess 
of the principal amount of outstanding bonds to be refunded plus 
the amount of the redemption premium payable on said outstanding 
bonds at the date of the redemption thereof. All of the provisions 
of sections 4 and 5 of said Act of April 13, 1934, relating to the bridge 
constructed, to the bonds issued, and to the trust agreement entered 
into under the authority of said Act, and relating to the collection 
of bridge tolls and to the application of such tolls, shall apply to 
the bridge acquired and to the bonds issued or to be issued under 
the authority of this Act." 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 226] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the establishment of a band in the Metropolitan Police force. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be established in the Metropolitan Police Department 
a band to perform at such municipal or civic functions and events as 
may be authorized by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia. 
The Major and Superintendent of Police is authorized in his discre-
tion to detail, without additional compensation, such officers and 
members of the Metropolitan Police force as may request such a detail 
to participate in the activities of such band. The said Commissioners 
are authorized to employ, without reference to the civil-service laws, 
one director for such band with compensation at a rate not to exceed 
the rate of compensation to which a lieutenant in the Metropolitan 
Police force is entitled. 
SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the limitations of existing law, the said 

Commissioners may appoint to, and employ in, the position of director 
of such band, any retired officer of the United States Army, Navy, 
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard, and such retired officer shall be entitled 
to receive, in addition to his retired pay, the compensation authorized 
by this Act to be paid to such director, such additional compensation 
to be payable from District of Columbia appropriations. 
SEC. 3. Appropriations to carry out the purpose of this Act is hereby 

authorized. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 227]

July 11, 1947
[H. R. 3072]

[Public Law 176]

U. S. House of
Representatives.

Preliminary plans
for extension to House
Office Buildings, etc.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

AN ACT
To authorize the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of cost of for

the erection of an addition or extension to the House Office Buildings and the
remodeling of the fifth floor of the Old House Office Building.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect
of the Capitol, subject to the direction and supervision of the House
Office Building Commission, is authorized and directed to prepare
preliminary plans and estimates of cost for (1) the erection of an
addition or extension to the House Office Buildings for the use of
the United States House of Representatives, incTuding accommo-
dations for parking of automobiles; (2) the remodeling of the fifth
floor of the Old House Office Building to provide additional office
accommodations for Members of the House of Representatives; and
(3) the renewal of plumbing in the Old House Office Building.

SEC. 2. The Architect of the Capitol is authorized to make such
expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for such
purpose the sum of $25,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 228]
July 11,1947 AN ACT
[H. .R3235 To amend the Code of Laws of the District of Columbia, with respect to abandon-

[Public Law 1771 ment of condemnation proceedings.

D. C. Code, amend-
ment.

45 Stat. 1439.

Abandonment of
condemnation pro-
ceedings.

Reimbursment of
owner.

July 11, 1947
[H. R. 3251]

[Public Law 178]

Navy and Marina
Corps.

Retirement benefits
for designated elases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 490
of chapter XV of the Code of Laws for the District of Columbia,
as amended (D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 16-610), is amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 490. It shall be optional with the Commissioners to abide
by the verdict of the jury and occupy the land appraised by them,
or, within a reasonable time to be fixed by the court in its order con-
firming the verdict, to abandon the same: Provided, however, That if
such condemnation proceeding shall be abandoned the court shall
award to the owner or owners of the property involved therein such
sum or sums as will in the opinion of the court reimburse such owner
or owners for all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable
counsel fees, incurred by him or them in such proceeding; and the
sum or sums so awarded shall constitute a judgment or judgments
against the District of Columbia: Provided further, That no such
owner shall be entitled to such reimbursement in any case where
the proceeding is abandoned at the request or with the consent of
the owner of such property."

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 229]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, so as to authorize
naval retiring boards to consider the eases of certain officers, and for otherpurposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Urnted States of America in Congress assembled That subsection 8
(d) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 604; 34. .S. C. 350g (d)),
is hereby amended to read as follows:
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Architect 
of the Capitol, subject to the direction and supervision of the House 
Office Building Commission, is authorized and directed to prepare 
preliminary plans and estimates of cost for (1) the erection of an 
addition or extension to the House Office Buildings for the use of 
the United States House of Representatives, including accommo-
dations for parking of automobiles; (2) the remodeling of the fifth 
floor of the Old House Office Building to provide additional office 
accommodations for Members of the House of Re e resentatives; and 
(3) the renewal of plumbing in the Old House h ce Building. 
SEC. 2. The Architect of the Capitol is authorized to make such 

expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
Act, and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated for such 
purpose the sum of $25,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 228] 
AN ACT 

  To amend the Code of Laws of the District of Columbia, with respect to abandon. 
[Public Law 177] ment of condemnation proceedings. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 490 
of chapter XV of the Code of Laws for the District of Columbia, 
as amended (D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 16-610), is amended to 
read as follows: 

"SEc. 490. It shall be optional with the Commissioners to abide 
by the verdict of the jury and occupy the land appraised by them, 
or, within a reasonable time to be fixed by the court in its order con-
firming the verdict, to abandon the same: Provided, however, That if 
such condemnation proceeding shall be abandoned, the court shall 
award to the owner or owners of the property involved therein such 
sum or sums as will in the opinion of the court reimburse such owner 
or owners for all reasonable costs and expenses, including reasonable 
counsel fees, incurred by him or them in such proceeding; and the 
sum or sums so awarded shall constitute a judgment or judgments 
against the District of Columbia: Provided further, That no such 
owner shall be entitled to such reimbursement in any case where 
the proceeding is abandoned at the request or with the consent of 
the owner of such property." 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 229] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, so as to authorize 
naval retiring boards to consider the cases of certain officers, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection 8 
(d) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat.. 604; 34 U. S. C. 350g (d) ), 
is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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"(d) An officer of the retired list of the Regular Navy or Marine
Corps who incurs physical disability while serving on active duty in
the same rank as that held by him on the retired list shall, if not
otherwise entitled thereto, receive 75 per centum of the active-duty
pay to which he was entitled while serving in that rank".

SEC. 2. Subsection 8 (e) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat.
604; 34 U. S. C. 350g (e)), as amended, is hereby further amended by
striking out the words 'the next" as they appear in line 4 thereof
and substituting therefor the word "such".

SEC. 3. Subsection 8 (g) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat.
605; 34 U. S. C. 350g (g)), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"(g) The provisions of this section shall not apply in any case if
the proceedings of the naval retiring board be commenced subsequent
to a date one year after the termination of the temporary appointment
or release from active duty of the individual concerned, whichever
may occur later, except in the case of an individual whose temporary
appointment shall have been terminated prior to the date of enactment
of this amendment, or who, prior to such date, shall have been released
from active duty".

SEC. 4. This Act shall become effective as of August 10, 1946, and
no back pay for any period prior thereto shall accrue to any person
by reason of enactment of this Act.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 230]
AN ACT

To make it unlawful in the District of Columbia to corruptly influence participants
or officials in contests of skill, speed, strength, or endurance, and to provide a
penalty therefor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subchapter 5
of chapter 19 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a code of law
for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901, as amended,
is amended by adding at the end thereof a new section to read as
follows:

"SEC. 869e. CORRUPT INFLUENCE IN CONNECTION WITH ATHLETIC
CONTESTS.-(a) It shall be unlawful to pay or give, or to agree
to pay or give, or to promise or offer, any valuable thing to any
individual-

"(1) with intent to influence such individual to lose or cause
to be lost, or to attempt to lose or cause to be lost, or to limit or
attempt to limit his or his team's margin of victory or score in, any
professional or amateur athletic contest in which such individual
is or may be a contestant or participant; or

"(2) with intent to influence such individual, in the case of
any professional or amateur athletic contest in connection with
which such individual (as a manager, coach, owner, second,
jockey, trainer, handler, groom, or otherwise) has or will have
any duty or responsibility with respect to a contestant, partici-
pant, or team who or which is engaging or may engage therein,
to cause or attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest
by such contestant, participant, or team; or (B) the margin of
victory or score of such contestant, participant, or team to be
limited; or

"(3) with intent to influence such individual, in the case of any
professional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which
such individual is to be or may be a referee, judge, umpire, lines-
man, starter, timekeeper, or other similar official, to cause or
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"(d) An officer of the retired list of the Regular Navy or Marine 
Corps who incurs physical disability while serving on active duty in 
the same rank as that held by him on the retired list shall, if not 
otherwise entitled thereto receive 75 per centum of the active-duty 
pay to which he was entitled while serving in that rank". 
SEC. 2. Subsection 8 (e) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 

604; 34 U. S. C. 350g (e) ), as amended, is hereby further amended by 
striking out the words "the next" as they appear in line 4 thereof 
and substituting therefor the word "such". 
SEC. 3. Subsection 8 (g) of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 

605; 34 U. S. C. 350g (g)), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"(g) The provisions of this section shall not apply in any case if 

the proceedings of the naval retiring board be commenced subsequent 
to a date one year after the termination of the temporary appointment 
or release from active duty of the individual concerned, whichever 
may occur later, except in the case of an individual whose temporary 
appointment shall have been terminated prior to the date of enactment 
of this amendment, or who, prior to such date, shall have been released 
from active duty". 
SEC. 4. This Act shall become effective as of August 10, 1946, and 

no back pay for any period prior thereto shall accrue to any person 
by reason of enactment of this Act. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 230] 
AN ACT 

To make it unlawful in the District of Columbia to corruptly influence participants 
or officials in contests of skill, speed, strength, or endurance, and to provide a 
penalty therefor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subchapter 5 
of chapter 19 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a code of law 
for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901, as amended, 
is amended by adding at the end thereof a new section to read as 
follows: 
"SEC. 869e. CORRUYT INFLUENCE IN CONNECTION W ITH ATHLETIC 

CONTESTS.—(a) It shall be unlawful to pay or give' or to agree 
to pay or give, or to promise or offer, any valuable thing to any 
individual— 

" (1) with intent to influence such individual to lose or cause 
to be lost, or to attempt to lose or cause to be lost, or to limit or 
attempt to limit his or his team's margin of victory or score in any 
professional or amateur athletic contest in which such individual 
is or may be a contestant or participant; or 

"(2) with intent to influence such individual, in the case of 
any professional or amateur athletic contest in connection with 
which such individual (as a manager, coach, owner, second, 
jockey, trainer, handler, groom, or otherwise) has or will have 
any duty or responsibility with respect to a contestant, partici-
pant, or team who or which is engaging or may engage therein, 
to cause or attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest 
by such contestant, participant, or team - or (B) the margin of 
victory or score of such contestant, participant, or team to be 
limited; or 

"(3) with intent to influence such individual, in the case of any 
professional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which 
such individual is to be or may be a referee, judge, umpire, lines-
man, starter, timekeeper, or other similar official, to cause or 
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Penalty.

"Athletic contest."

attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by any
contestant, participant, or team who or which is engaging or may
engage therein; or (B) the margin of victory or score of any
such contestant, participant, or team to be limited.

"(b) It shall be unlawful for any individual to solicit or accept,
or to agree to accept, any valuable thing or a promise or offer of any
valuable thing-

"(1) to influence such individual to lose or cause to be lost,
or to attempt to lose or cause to be lost, or to limit or attempt to
limit his or his team's margin of victory or score in, any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in which such individual is or
may be a contestant or participant; or

"(2) to influence such individual, in the case of any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which such
individual (as a manager, coach, owner, second, jockey, trainer,
handler, groom, or otherwise) has or will have any duty or
responsibility with respect to a contestant, participant, or team
who or which is engaging or may engage therein, to cause or
attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by such
contestant, participant, or team; or (B) the margin of victory
or score of such contestant, participant, or team to be limited; or

"(3) to influence such individual, in the case of any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which such
individual is to be or may be a referee, judge, umpire, linesman,
starter, timekeeper, or other similar official, to cause or attempt
to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by any contestant,
participant, or team who or which is engaging or may engage
therein; or (B) the margin of victory or score of any such con-
testant, participant, or team to be limited.

"(c) Whoever violates any provision of subsection (a) of this
section shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall
be punished by imprisonment for not less than one year nor more
than five years and by a fine of not more than $10,000.

"(d) Whoever violates any provision of subsection (b) of this
section shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment
for not more than one year and by a fine of not more than $5,000.

"(e) As used in this section, the term 'athletic contest' means any
of the following, wherever held or to be held: A football, baseball,
softball, basketball, hockey, or polo game, or a tennis, or wrestling
match, or a prize fight or boxing match, or a horse race or any other
athletic or sporting event or contest."

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 231]
July 11, 1947
[H. R. 35471

[Public Law 180]

Reception of foreign
officials, etc.

Appropriation au-
thorized.

41U. S. C. §5.

42 Stat. 1488.
6 U. S. C. § 661-674.

AN ACT
To authorize funds for ceremonies in the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury
of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia not
otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $10,000 in any fiscal year for
such expenses as the Commissioners of the District of Columbia shall
deem to be necessary, including personal services, and without
reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service laws, for
the reception and entertainment of officials of foreign, State, local, or
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attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by any 
contestant, participant, or team who or which is engaging or may 
engage therein; or (B) the margin of victory or score of any 
such contestant, participant, or team to be limited. 

"(b) It shall be unlawful for any individual to. solicit or accept, 
or to agree to accept, any valuable thing or a promise or offer of any 
valuable thing— 

" (1) to influence such individual to lose or cause to be lost, 
or to attempt to lose or cause to be lost, or to limit or attempt to 
limit his or his team's margin of victory or score in,. any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in which such individual is or 
may be a contestant or participant; or 

"(2) to influence such individual, in the case of any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which such 
individual (as a manager, coach, owner, second, jockey, trainer, 
handler, groom, or otherwise) has or will have any duty or 
responsibility with respect to a contestant, participant, or team 
who or which is engaging or may engage therein, to cause or 
attempt to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by such 
contestant, participant, or team; or (B) the margin of victory 
or score of such contestant, participant, or team to be limited; or 

"(3) to influence such individual, in the case of any profes-
sional or amateur athletic contest in connection with which such 
individual is to be or may be a referee, judge, umpire, linesman, 
starter, timekeeper, or other similar official, to cause or attempt 
to cause (A) the loss of such athletic contest by any contestant, 
participant, or team who or which is engaging or may engage 
therein; or (B) the margin of victory or score of any such con-
testant, participant, or team to be limited. 

cc (c) Whoever violates any provision of subsection (a) of this 
section shall be guilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall 
be punished by imprisonment for not less than one year nor more 
than five years and by a fine of not more than $10,000. 

"(d) Whoever violates any provision of subsection (b) of this 
section shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment 
for not more than one year and by a fine of not more than $5,000. 

"(e) As used in this section, the term 'athletic contest' means any 
of the following, wherever held or to be held: A football, baseball, 
softball, basketball, hockey, or polo game, or a tennis, or wrestling 
match, or a prize fight or boxing match, or a horse race or any other 
athletic or sporting event or contest." 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 231] 
AN ACT 

To authorize funds for ceremonies in the District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury 
of the United States to the credit of the District of Columbia not 
otherwise appropriated, not to exceed $10,000 in any fiscal year for 
such expenses as the Commissioners of the District of Columbia shall 
deem to be necessary, including personal services, and without 
reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, or the civil-service laws, for 
the reception and entertainment of officials of foreign, State, local, or 
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Federal governments and other dignitaries and eminent persons
visiting in or returning to the District of Columbia; and the certificate
of the Commissioners shall be sufficient voucher for the expenditure
of appropriations made pursuant to this Act.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 234]
AN ACT

To reimburse certain Navy personnel and former Navy personnel for money
stolen or obtained through false pretenses from them while they were on duty
at the United States naval training station, Farragut, Idaho.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to certain Navy person-
nel and former Navy personnel, such sum or sums, amounting in
the aggregate to not to exceed $2,017, as may be certified by the
Secretary of the Navy to be required to reimburse them for losses
they sustained as a result of certain sums of money having been
stolen or obtained by false pretenses from them, without fault or
negligence on their part, while they were on duty as members of
Company 956-43 at the naval training station, Farragut, Idaho,
in the months of November and December 1943: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 235]
AN ACT

315
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[S. 665]
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To provide for the construction, extension, and improvement of public-school IPS 8"I

buildings in Owyhee, Nevada. Il'ublic Law 1821

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativec of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of not to exceed
$300,000 for the construction, extension, improvement, and equip-
ment of school buildings in Owyhee, Nevada: Provided, That plans
and specifications for the construction, extension, and improvement
of the said school buildings shall be furnished by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs: And provided further, That the said school build-
ings so constructed, extended, and improved shall be the property
of the United States and shall be turned over to the Owyhee Public
School District under the provisions of the Act of April 16, 1934
(48 Stat. 596), as amended by the Act of June 4, 1936 (49 Stat.
1458), and shall be made available to all Indian children of the said
district on the same terms, except as to the payment of tuition, as
to other children of said school district.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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Federal governments and other dignitaries and eminent persons 
visiting in or returning to the District of Columbia; and the certificate 
of the Commissioners shall be sufficient voucher for the expenditure 
of appropriations made pursuant to this Act. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 234] 
AN ACT 

To reimburse certain Navy personnel and former Navy personnel for money 
stolen or obtained through false pretenses from them while they were on duty 
at the United States naval training station, Farragut, Idaho. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to certain Navy person-
nel and former Navy personnel, such sum or sums, amounting in 
the aggregate to not to exceed $2,017, as may be certified by the 
Secretary of the Navy to be required to reimburse them for losses 
they sustained as a result of certain sums of money having been 
stolen or obtained by false pretenses from them, without fault or 
negligence on their part, while they were on duty as members of 
Company 956-43 at the naval training station, Farragut, Idaho, 
in the months of November and December 1943: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 235] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the construction, extension, and improvement of public-school 
buildings in Owyhee, Nevada. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of not to exceed 
$300,000 for the construction, extension, improvement, and equip-
ment of school buildings in Owyhee, Nevada: Provided, That plans 
and specifications for the construction, extension, and improvement 
of the said school buildings shall be furnished by the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs: And provided further, That the said school build-
ings so constructed, extended, and improved shall be the property 
of the United States and shall be turned over to the Owyhee Public 
School District under the provisions of the Act of April 16, 1934 
(48 Stat. 596), as amended by the Act of June 4, 1936 (49 Stat. 
1458), and shall be made available to all Indian children of the said 
district on the same terms, except as to the payment of tuition, as 
to other children of said school district. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 236]
July 1 11,947
[H. R. 599]

[Public Law 183]

July 12, 1947
[S. J. Res. 122]
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49 Stat. 939.
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[61 STAT.

AN ACT
Declaring Kenduskeag Stream, Penobscot County, Maine, to be a nonnavigable

waterway.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Ken-
duskeag Stream, a minor tributary of the Penobscot River, located in
Penobscot County, in the State of Maine, be, and the same is hereby,
declared to be a nonnavigable waterway within the meaning of the
Constitution and laws of the United States of America.

SEC. 2. That the right of Congress to alter, amend, or repeal this
Act is hereby expressly reserved.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 244]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Consenting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress
is hereby given to an extension and renewal for a period of four years
from September 1, 1947, of the Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil
and Gas, executed in the city of Dallas, Texas, the 16th day of Feb-
ruary 1935, by the representatives of Oklahoma, Texas, California,
and New Mexico, and thereafter recommended for ratification by the
representatives of the States of Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas,
and Michigan, and subsequently ratified by the States of New Mexico,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, Colorado, and Texas, which said com-
pact was deposited in the Department of State of the United States,and thereafter such compact was, by the President, presented to the
Congress and the Congress gave consent to such compact by H. J. Res.407, approved August 27, 1935 (Public Resolution Numbered 64,Seventy-fourth Congress), and which said compact was thereafterextended and renewed for a period of two years from September 1,
1937, by an agreement executed in New Orleans, Louisiana, the 10thday of May 1937, by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma,
Texas, Kansas, and New Mexico, and was duly ratified by the States ofOklahonma Texas, Kansas, New Mexico, Illinois, and Colorado, andwas deposited in the Departllent of State of the United States, andthereafter such extended and renewed compact was, by the President,
presented to the Congress and the Congress gave consent to suchextended and renewed compact by S. J. Res. 183, approved August10, 1937 (Public Resolution Numbered 57, Seventy-fifth Congress),and which said compact was thereafter extended and renewed for a
period of two years from September 1. 1939, by an agreement dulyexecuted and ratified by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, Colo-rado, New Mexico, and Michigan, and was deposited in the Departmentof State of the United States, thereafter such extended and renewed
compact was, by the President, presented to the Congress and theCongress gave consent to such extended and renewed compact by H. J.Res. 329, approved July 20. 1939 (Public Resolution Numbered 31,Seventy-sixth Congress), and which said compact was thereafterextended and renewed for a period of two years from September 1,1941, by an agreement duly executed and ratified by the States ofTexas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Illinois, Michigan,Arkansas, Louisiana, New York, and Pennsylvania, and was depositedin the Department of State of the United States, and thereafter suchextended and renewed compact was, bv the President, presented toCongress and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed
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[CHAPTER 236] 
AN ACT 

July 11, 1947 
[H. R. 599]  Declaring Kenduskeag Stream, Penobscot County, Maine, to be a nonnavigable 

[Public Law 183] waterway. 

July 12, 1947 
[S. J. Res. 122]  

[Public Law 184] 

Oil and gas conser-
vation. 
Consent of Congress 

to extension of com-
pact. 

49 Stat. 939. 

50 Stat. 617. 

53 Stat. 1071. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Ken-
duskeag Stream, a minor tributary of the Penobscot River, located in 
Penobscot County, in the State of Maine, be, and the same is hereby, 
declared to be a nonnavigable waterway within the meaning of the 
Constitution and laws of the United States of America. 
SEC. 2. That the right of Congress to alter, amend, or repeal this 

Act is hereby expressly reserved. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 244] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Consenting to an interstate oil compact to conserve oil and gas. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress 
is hereby given to an extension and renewal for a period of four years 
from September 1, 1947, of the Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil 
and Gas, executed in the city of Dallas, Texas, the 16th day of Feb-
ruary 1935, by the representatives of Oklahoma, Texas, California, 
and New Mexico, and thereafter recommended for ratification by the 
representatives of the States of Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, 
and Michigan, and subsequently ratified by the States of New Mexico, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, Colorado, and Texas, which said com-
pact was deposited in the Department of State of the United States, 
and thereafter such compact was, by the President, presented to the 
Congress and the Congress gave consent to such compact by H. J. Res. 
407, approved August 27, 1935 (Public Resolution Numbered 64, 
Seventy-fourth Congress), and which said compact was thereafter 
extended and renewed for a period of two years from September 1, 
1937, by an agreement executed in New Orleans, Louisiana, the 10th 
day of May 1937, by the representatives of the States of Oklahoma, 
Texas, Kansas, and New Mexico, and was duly ratified by the States of 
Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, New Mexico, Illinois, and Colorado, and 
was deposited in the Department of State of the United States, and 
thereafter such extended and renewed compact was, by the President, 
presented to the Congress and the Congress gave consent to such 
extended and renewed compact by S. J. Res. 183, approved August 
10, 1937 (Public Resolution Numbered 57, Seventy-fifth Congress), 
and which said compact was thereafter extended and renewed for a 
period of two years from September 1, 1939, by an agreement duly 
executed and ratified by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas, Colo-
rado, New Mexico, and Michigan, and was deposited in the Department 
of State of the United States, thereafter such extended and renewed 
compact was, by the President, presented to the Congress and the 
Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed compact by H. J. 
Res. 329, approved July 20, 1939 (Public Resolution Numbered 31, 
Seventy-sixth Congress), and which said compact was thereafter 
extended and renewed for a period of two years from September 1, 
1941, by an agreement duly executed and ratified by the States of 
Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Illinois, Michigan, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, New York, and Pennsylvania, and was deposited 
in the Department of State of the United States, and thereafter such 
extended and renewed compact was, by the President, presented to 
Congress and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed 
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compact by H. J. Res. 228, approved August 21, 1941 (Public Law,
246, Seventy-seventh Congress), and which compact was thereafter
extended and renewed for a period of four years from September 1,
1943, by an agreement executed and ratified by representatives of the
States of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Kentucky, and was deposited in the Department of
State of the United States and thereafter such extended and renewed
compact was, by the President of the United States, presented to
Congress and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed
compact by H. J. Res. 139, approved July 7, 1943 (Public Law 117,
Seventy-eighth Congress), and thereafter the representatives of the
States of Montana, West Virginia, Alabama, Illinois, Michigan, New
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, Tennessee, and Indiana, executed
counterparts of said agreement, and said counterparts so executed
were deposited in the Department of State of the United States. The
extended and renewed compact dated the 1st day of February 1947,
duly executed by the representatives of the States of Alabama,
Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Montana, New
Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, West Vir-
ginia, Tennessee, and Indiana, and which extended and renewed com-
pact has been deposited in the Department of State of the United States,
reads as follows:

"AN AGREEMENT TO EXTEND THE INTERSTATE
COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS

"WHEREAS on the 16th day of February 1935, in the City of
Dallas, Texas, there was executed 'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT
TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS' which was thereafter formally
ratified and approved by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico,
Illinois, Colorado, and Kansas, the original of which is now on deposit
with the Department of State of the United States, a true copy of
which follows:

"'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS

" ARTICLE I

"'This agreement may become effective within any compacting state
at any time as prescribed by that state, and shall become effective
within those states ratifying it whenever any three of the states of
Texas, Oklahoma, California, Kansas, and New Mexico have ratified
and Congress has given its consent. Any oil-producing state may
become a party hereto as hereinafter provided.

" 'ARTICLE II

"'The purpose of this compact is to conserve oil and gas by the
prevention of physical waste thereof from any cause.

" 'ARTICLE III

"'Each state bound hereby agrees that within a reasonable time it
will enact laws, or if laws have been enacted, then it agrees to continue
the same in force, to accomplish within reasonable limits the pre-
vention of:

"'(a) The operation of any oil well with an inefficient gas-oil ratio.
"'(b) The drowning with water of any stratum capable of produc-

ing oil or gas, or both oil and gas, in paying quantities.
'(c) The avoidable escape into the open air or the wasteful burn-

ing of gas from a natural gas well.
"'(d) The creation of unnecessary fire hazards.
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compact by H. J. Res. 228, approved August 21, 1941 (Public Law, 
246, Seventy-seventh Congress), and which compact was thereafter 
extended and renewed for a period of four years from September 1, 
1943, by an agreement executed and ratified by representatives of the 
States of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, and Kentucky, and was deposited in the Department of 
State of the United States and thereafter such extended and renewed 
compact was, by the President of the United States, presented to 
Congress and the Congress gave consent to such extended and renewed 
compact by H. J. Res. 139, approved July 7, 1943 (Public Law 117, 
Seventy-eighth Congress), and thereafter the representatives of the 
States of Montana, West Virginia, Alabama, Illinois, Michigan, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, Tennessee, and Indiana, executed 
counterparts of said agreement, and said counterparts so executed 
were deposited in the Department of State of the United States. The 
extended and renewed compact dated the 1st day of February 1947, 
duly executed by the representatives of the States of Alabama, 
Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Montana, New 
Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, West Vir-
ginia, Tennessee, and Indiana, and which extended and renewed com-
pact has been deposited in the Department of State of the United States, 
reads as follows: 

"AN AGREEMENT TO EXTEND THE INTERSTATE 
COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS 

"WHEREAS, on the 16th day of February 1935, in the City of 
Dallas, Texas, there was executed 'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT 
TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS' which was thereafter formally 
ratified and approved by the States of Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, 
Illinois, Colorado, and Kansas, the original of which is now on deposit 
with the Department of State of the United States, a true copy of 
which follows: 

"'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL AND GAS 

"'ARTICLE I 

"'This agreement may become effective within any compacting state 
at any time as prescribed by that state, and shall become effective 
within those states ratifying it whenever any three of the states of 
Texas, Oklahoma, California, Kansas, and New Mexico have ratified 
and Congress has given its consent. Any oil-producing state may 
become a party hereto as hereinafter provided. 

"'ARTICLE II 

"'The purpose of this compact is to conserve oil and gas by the 
prevention of physical waste thereof from any cause. 

"'ARTICLE III 

"'Each state bound hereby agrees that within a reasonable time it 
will enact laws, or if laws have been enacted, then it agrees to continue 
the same in force, to accomplish within reasonable limits the pre-
vention of: 

c (a) The operation of any oil well with an inefficient gas-oil ratio. 
"'(b) The drowning with water of any stratum capable of produc-

ing oil or gas, or both oil and gas, in paying quantities. 
"'(c) The avoidable escape into the open air or the wasteful burn-

ing of gas from a natural gas well. 
"'(d) The creation of unnecessary fire hazards. 
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"'(e) The drilling, equipping, locating, spacing or operating of a
well or wells so as to bring about physical waste of oil or gas or loss
in the ultimate recovery thereof.

"'(f) The inefficient, excessive or improper use of the reservoir
energy in producing any well.

"'The enumeration of the foregoing subjects shall not limit the
scope of the authority of any state.

"'ARTICLE IV
" 'Each state bound hereby agrees that it will, within a reasonable

time, enact statutes, or if such statutes have been enacted then that it
will continue the same in force, providing in effect that oil produced in
violation of its valid oil and/or gas conservation statutes or any valid
rule, order or regulation promulgated thereunder, shall be denied
access to commerce; and providing for stringent penalties for the
waste of either oil or gas.

"'ARICLE V
"'It is not the purpose of this compact to authorize the states joining

herein to limit the production of oil or gas for the purpose of stabi-
lizing or fixing the price thereof, or create or perpetuate monopoly,
or to promote regimentation, but is limited to the purpose of con-
serving oil and gas and preventing the avoidable waste thereof within
reasonable limitations

" 'ARTICLE VI

"'Each State joining herein shall appoint one representative to acommission hereby constituted and designated as

THE INTERSTATE OIL COMPACT COMMISSION,
the duty of which said commission shall be to make inquiry and
ascertain from time to time such methods, practices, circumstances
and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing about conservation
and the prevention of physical waste of oil and gas, and at suchintervals as said commission deems beneficial it shall report its find-
ings and recommendations to the several States for adoption or
rejection.

'The Commission shall have power to recommend the coordination
of the exercise of the police powers of the several states within theirseveral jurisdictions to promote the maximum ultimate recovery fromthe petroleum reserves of said states, and to recommend measures forthe maximum ultimate recovery of oil and gas. Said Commission
shall organize and adopt suitable rules and regulations for the conduct
of its business.

"'No action shall be taken by the Commission except: (1) by the
affirmative votes of the majority of the whole number of the compact-
ing States represented at any meeting, and (2) by a concurring vote of
a majority in interest of the compacting States at said meeting, suchinterest to be determined as follows: such vote of each State shall bein the decimal proportion fixed by the ratio of its daily average pro-
duction of the compacting States during said period.

"'AB TCL-E VI
"'No State by joining herein shall become financially obligatedto any other State nor shall the breach of the terms hereof by any

State subject such State to financial responsibility to the other Statesjoining herein.
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"'(e) The drilling, equipping, locating, spacing or operating of a 
well or wells so as to bring about physical waste of oil or gas or loss 
in the ultimate recovery thereof. 
"(f) The inefficient, excessive or improper use of the reservoir 

energy in producing any well. 
"'The enumeration of the foregoing subjects shall not limit the 

scope of the authority of any state. 

"'Airricm IV 

"'Each state bound hereby agrees that it will, within a reasonable 
time, enact statutes, or if such statutes have been enacted then that it 
will continue the same in force, providing in effect that oil produced in 
violation of its valid oil and/or gas conservation statutes or any valid 
rule, order or regulation promulgated thereunder, shall be denied 
access to commerce; and providing for stringent penalties for the 
waste of either oil or gas. 

"'Airricnu V 

"It is not the purpose of this compact to authorize the states joining 
herein to limit the production of oil or gas for the purpose of stabi-
lizing or fixing the price thereof, or create or perpetuate monopoly, 
or to promote regimentation, but is limited to the purpose of con-
serving oil and gas and preventing the avoidable waste thereof within 
reasonable limitations. 

"'AsTionE VI 

"'Each State joining herein shall appoint one representative to a 
commission hereby constituted and designated as 

THE INTERSTATE OIL COMPACT COMMISSION, 

the duty of which said commission shall be to make inquiry and 
ascertain from time to time such methods, practices, circumstances 
and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing about conservation 
and the prevention of physical waste of oil and gas, and at such 
intervals as said commission deems beneficial it shall report its find-
ings and recommendations to the several States for adoption or 
rejection. 

4' 'The Commission shall have power to recommend the coordination 
of the exercise of the police powers of the several states within their 
several jurisdictions to promote the maximum ultimate recovery from 
the petroleum reserves of said states and to recommend measures for 
the maximum ultimate recovery of oil and gas. Said Commission 
shall organize and adopt suitable rules and regulations for the conduct 
of its business. 
"No action shall be taken by the Commission except: (1) by the 

affirmative votes of the majority of the whole number of the compact-
ing States represented at any meeting, and (2) by a concurring vote of 
a majority in interest of the compacting States at said meeting, such 
interest to be determined as follows: such vote of each State shall be 
in the decimal proportion fixed by the ratio of its daily average pro-
duction of the compacting States during said period. 

" ‘ARTICLE V II 

"'No State by joining herein shall become financially obligated 
to any other State, nor shall the breach of the terms hereof by any 
State subject such State to financial responsibility to the other states 
joining herein. 
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"'ARTICLE VIII

"'This compact shall expire September 1, 1937. But any State
joining herein may, upon sixty (60) days notice, withdraw herefrom.

"'The representatives of the signatory States have signed this
agreement in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives
of the Department of State of the United States, and a duly certified
copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory
States.

" 'This compact shall become effective when ratified and approved
as provided in Article I. Any oil producing State may become a
party hereto by affixing its signature to a counterpart t be similarly
deposited, certified, and ratified.'

"WHEREAS, the said Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil and
Gas has heretofore been duly renewed and extended with the consent
of the Congress to September 1, 1947; and,

"WHEREAS, it is desired to renew and extend the said Inter-
state Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas for a period of four (4)
years from September 1, 1947, to September 1, 1951;

"NOW, THEREFORE, THIS WRITING WITNESSETH:
"It is hereby agreed that the Compact entitled

"'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL
AND GAS'

executed in the City of Dallas, Texas, on the 16th day of February,
1935, and now on deposit with the Department of State of the
United States, a correct copy of which appears above, be, and the
same hereby is, extended for a period of four (4) years from
September 1, 1947, its present date of expiration. This agreement
shall become effective when executed, ratified, and approved as
provided in Article I of the original Compact.

"The signatory states have executed this agreement in a single
original which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department
of State of the United States and a duly certified copy thereof shall
be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory states. Any
oil producing state may become a party hereto by executing a
counterpart of this agreement to be similarly deposited, certiied,
and ratified.

"EXECUTED as of the first day of February, 1947, by the
several undersigned states, at their several capitols, through their
proper officials as duly authorized by statutes and resolutions, sub-
ject to the limitations and qualifications of the acts of the respective
State Legislatures."

SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of
section 1 is hereby expressly reserved.

Approved July 12, 1947.

[CHAPTER 245 AN ACT
A AC July 14, 1947

To amend section 3179 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code. IH. R.959]
[Public Law 185]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assenbled, That subsection (b)
of section 3179 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as 23.c.tat:379).
follows:

"(b) DRAWBACK.-Upon the exportation of distilled spirits and Distilledspirits nd

wines manufactured or produced in the United States on which an
internal-revenue tax has been paid, and which are contained in any
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"'ARTICLE VIII 

"This compact shall expire September 1, 1937. But any State 
joining herein may, upon sixty (60) days notice, withdraw herefrom. 
"'The representatives of the signatory States have signed this 

agreement in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives 
of the Department of State of the United States, and a duly certified 
copy shall be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory 
States. 
"'This compact shall become effective when ratified and approved 

as provided in Article I. Any oil producing State may become a 
party hereto by affixing its signature to a counterpart to be similarly 
deposited, certified, and ratified.' 
"WHEREAS, the said Interstate Compact to Conserve Oil and 

Gas has heretofore been duly renewed and extended with the consent 
of the Congress to September 1, 1947; and, 
"WHEREAS, it is desired to renew and extend the said Inter-

state Compact to Conserve Oil and Gas for a period of four (4) 
years from September 1, 1947, to September 1, 1951; 
"NOW, THEREFORE, THIS WRITING 1VITNESSETH: 
"It is hereby agreed that the Compact entitled 

"'AN INTERSTATE COMPACT TO CONSERVE OIL 
AND GAS' 

executed in the City of Dallas, Texas, on the 16th day of February, 
1935, and now on deposit with the Department of State of the 
United States, a correct copy of which appears above, be, and the 
same hereby is, extended for a period of four (4) years from 
September 1, 1947, its present date of expiration. This agreement 
shall become effective when executed, ratified, and approved as 
provided in Article I of the original Compact. 
"The signatory states have executed this agreement in a single 

original which shall be deposited in the archives of the Department 
of State of the United States and a duly certified copy thereof shall 
be forwarded to the Governor of each of the signatory states. Any 
oil producing state may become a party hereto by executing a 
counterpart of this agreement to be similarly deposited, certified, 
and ratified. 
"EXECUTED as of the first day of February, 1947, by the 

several undersigned states, at their several capitols, through their 
proper officials as duly authorized by statutes and resolutions, sub-
ject to the limitations and qualifications of the acts of the respective 
State Legislatures." 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of 

section 1 is hereby expressly reserved. 
Approved July 12, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 2451 
AN ACT 

To amend section 3179 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (h) 
of section 3179 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as 
follows: 

"(b) DaAweAcK.—Upon the exportation of distilled spirits and 
wines manufactured or produced in the United States on which an 
mternal-revenue tax has been paid, and which are contained in any 
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cask or package or in bottles packed in cases or other containers, there
shall be allowed, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, a drawback equal in amount
to the tax found to have been paid on such distilled spirits and wines:
Provided, That such distilled spirits and wines have been packaged
or bottled especially for export, under regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary. The Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is authorized to prescribe
regulations governing the determination and payment of drawback
of internal-revenue tax on domestic distilled spirits and wines, includ-
ing the requirement of such notices, bonds, bills of lading, and other
evidence of payment of tax and exportation as shall be deemed
necessary."

Approved July 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 246]
July 14, 1947
[H. R. 1945]

[Public Law 186]

53 Stat. 301.
26 U.S. C. § 2801 (e)

(4).

53 Stat. 354.
26 U. S.C. § 3043 (a).

53 Stat. 355.
26 U.S.C. §3044(b).

53 Stat. 355.
26 U. S.C. §3045.

July 14, 1947
[H. R. 1946]

[Public Law 187]

53 Stat. 301.
26 U. S. C. i 2801 (e).
Supra.

AN ACT

To amend sections 2801 (e) (4), 3043 (a) 3044 (b), and 3045 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Internal
Revenue Code be, and it is hereby, amended as follows:

1. Section 2801 (e) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
(a) by deleting from the second sentence thereof the words "having
no interior communication with any other department or part of
such premises", and (b) by adding immediately at the end thereof the
following new sentence: "The provisions of this paragraph shall apply
in the same manner and to the same extent to aperitif wines other
than vermouth."

2. Section 3043 (a), Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting
the colon in the second sentence thereof and inserting in lieu thereof
the following: ", nor to apply to or prohibit the fermentation of grape
wine retsina with resin on bonded winery premises:".

3. Section 3044 (b), Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting
the words "and not more than 13 per centum of alcohol after complete
fermentation," and inserting in lieu thereof the words "and not more
than 13 per centum of alcohol after complete fermentation or, if
sweetened, after complete fermentation and sweetening,".

4. Section 3045, Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting
the period at the end thereof and adding the following: ": Provide,
That in the case of wines produced from loganberries, currants, or
gooseberries, respectively, having a normal acidity of twenty parts
or more per thousand, the volume of the resultant product may be
increased more than 35 per centum but not more than 60 per centum
by the addition of sugar and water solution under such regulations
as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may prescribe."

Approved July 14, 1947.

[CHAPTER 247]
AN ACT

To amend section 2801 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That subsection (e)
of section 2801 of the Internal Revenue Code be, and it is hereby,
amended by adding the following new numbered paragraph:

"(5) BLENDING OF BEVERAGE BRANDIES.-Fruit brandies distilled
from the same kind of fruit at not more than one hundred and
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cask or package or in bottles packed in cases or other containers, there 
shall be allowed, under regulations to be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, a drawback equal in amount 
to the tax found to have been paid on such distilled spirits and wines: 
Provided, That such distilled spirits and wines have been packaged 
or bottled especially for export, under regulations prescribed by the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary. The Commis-
sioner, with the approval of the Secretary, is authorized to prescribe 
regulations governing the determination and payment of drawback 
of internal-revenue tax on domestic distilled spirits and wines, includ-
ing the requirement of such notices, bonds, bills of lading, and other 
evidence of payment of tax and exportation as shall be deemed 
necessary." 
Approved July 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 246] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 2801 (e) (4), 3043 (a), 3044 (b), and 3045 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Internal 
Revenue Code be, and it is hereby, amended as follows: 

1. Section 2801 (e) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended 
(a) by deleting from the second sentence thereof the words "having 
no interior communication with any other department or part of 
such premises", and (b) by adding immediately at the end thereof the 
following new sentence: "The provisions of this paragraph shall apply 
in the same manner and to the same extent to aperitif wines other 
than vermouth." 

2. Section 3043 (a) , Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting 
the colon in the second sentence thereof and inserting in lieu thereof 
the following: ", nor to apply to or prohibit the fermentation of grape 
wine retsina with resin on bonded winery premises :". 

3. Section 3044 (b) , Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting 
the words "and not more than 13 per centum of alcohol after complete 
fermentation," and inserting in lieu thereof the words "and not more 
than 13 per centum of alcohol after complete fermentation or, if 
sweetened, after complete fermentation and sweetening,". 

4. Section 3045, Internal Revenue Code, is amended by deleting 
the period at the end thereof and adding the following: ": Provided, 
That in the case of wines produced from loganberries, currants, or 
gooseberries, respectively, having a normal acidity of twenty parts 
or more per thousand, the volume of the resultant product may be 
increased more than 35 per centum but not more than 60 per centum 
by the addition of sugar and water solution under such regulations 
as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may prescribe." 
Approved July 14, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 247] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 2801 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (e) 
of section 2801 of the Internal Revenue Code be, and it is hereby, 
amended by adding the following new numbered paragraph: 

" ( 5) BLENDING OF BEVERAGE BRANDIES.--FrUlt brandies distilled 
from the same kind of fruit at not more than one hundred and 
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seventy degrees proof may, for the sole purpose of perfecting
such brandies according to commercial standards, be mixed or
blended with each other, or with any such mixture or blend, by
the distiller thereof in any internal revenue bonded warehouse
operated by him exclusively for the storage of brandy or wine
spirits, and the provisions of this section and of sections 2800
(a) (5) and 3254 (g) relating to rectification or other internal
revenue laws of the United States shall not be held to apply to or
prohibit such mixing or blending, and brandies so mixed or
blended may be packaged, stored, transported, transferred in
bond, withdrawn from bond tax-paid or tax-free, or be other-
wise disposed of, in the same manner as such brandies not so
mixed or blended: Provided, That, in addition to the tax imposed
by this chapter on the production of distilled spirits, there shall
be paid a tax of 30 cents as to each proof gallon (and a propro-
tionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof
gallon) of brandy so mixed or blended (except when withdrawn
tax-free and accounted for or when lost and allowance is made
therefor), such tax to be paid by rectified spirits stamps affixed
to the packages at the time of withdrawal. The Commissioner,
under rules and regulations to be by him prescribed with the
approval of the Secretary, upon the presentation of proof to his
satisfaction of the loss by leakage, evaporation, theft, or other-
wise of fruit brandies so blended or mixed, not occurring as the
result of any negligence, connivance, collusion, or fraud on the
part of the warehouseman or his agents, is hereby authorized to
remit or refund the taxes assessed or paid upon such lost brandies:
Provided, however, That such remission or refund shall be allowed
only to the extent that the warehouseman is not indemnified or
recompensed for such tax, and that losses of fruit brandies occur-
ring prior to any such mixing or blending shall be allowable
in accordance with section 2901. The term 'distiller' as used
herein shall include any one or more distillers associated as
members of any farm cooperative, or any one or more distillers
affiliated within the meaning of section 17 (a) (5) of the Federal
Alcohol Administration Act, as amended, or any fruit distiller
for whose account, recorded with the district supervisor at the
time of production, the brandy to be blended was produced.
The Commissioner may, with the approval of the Secretary, make
such rules or regulations as he may deem necessary to carry these
provisions into effect."

Approved July 14, 1947.

ICHAPTER 248]
AN ACT

To extend certain powers of the President under title III of the Second War
Powers Act and the Export Control Act, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act shall
be cited as the "Second Decontrol Act of 1947".

FINDINGS OF FACT AND DECLARATION OF POLICY

SEC. 2. (a) Certain materials and facilities continue in short sup-
ply at home and abroad as a result of the war. The continued exer-
cise of certain limited emergency powers is required to complete the
orderly reconversion of the domestic economy from a wartime to
a peacetime basis, to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the
American people, and to support the foreign policy of the United
States.

95347°--48-pt. 1-21
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seventy degrees proof may, for the sole purpose of perfecting 
such brandies according to commercial standards, be mixed or 
blended with each other, or with any such mixture or blend, by 
the distiller thereof in any internal revenue bonded warehouse 
operated by him exclusively for the storage of brandy or wine 
spirits, and the provisions of this section and of sections 2800 
(a) (5) and 3254 (g) relating to rectification or other internal 
revenue laws of the "United States shall not be held to apply to or 
prohibit such mixing or blending, and brandies so mixed or 
blended may be packaged, stored, transported, transferred in 
bond, withdrawn from bond tax-paid or tax-free, or be other-
wise disposed of, in the same manner as such brandies not so 
mixed or blended: Provided, That, in addition to the tax imposed 
by this chapter on the production of distilled spirits, there shall 
be paid a tax of 30 cents as to each proof gallon (and a propro-
tionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof 
gallon) of brandy so mixed or blended (except when withdrawn 
tax-free and accounted for or when lost and allowance is made 
therefor), such tax to be paid by rectified spirits stamps affixed 
to the packages at the time of withdrawal. The Commissioner, 
under rules and regulations to be by him prescribed with the 
approval of the Secretary, upon the presentation of proof to his 
satisfaction of the loss by leakage, evaporation, theft, or other-
wise of fruit brandies so blended or mixed, not occurring as the 
result of any negligence, connivance, collusion, or fraud, on the 
part of the warehouseman or his agents, is hereby authorized to 
remit or refund the taxes assessed or paid upon such lost brandies: 
Provided, however, That such remission or refund shall be allowed 
only to the extent that the warehouseman is not indemnified or 
recompensed for such tax, and that losses of fruit brandies occur-
ring prior to any such mixing or blending shall be allowable 
in accordance with section 2901. The term 'distiller' as used 
herein shall include any one or more distillers associated as 
members of any farm cooperative, or any one or more distillers 
affiliated within the meaning of section 17 (a) (5) of the Federal 
Alcohol Administration Act, as amended, or any fruit distiller 
for whose account, recorded with the district supervisor at the 
time of production, the brandy to be blended was produced. 
The Commissioner may, with the approval of the Secretary, snake 
such rules or regulations as he may deem necessary to carry these 
provisions into effect." 

Approved July 14, 1947. 

(CHAPTER 248] 
AN ACT 

To extend certain powers of the President under title III of the Second War 
Powers Act and the Export Control Act, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act shall 
be cited as the "Second Decontrol Act of 1947". 

FINDINGS OF FACT AND DECLARATION OF POLICY 

SEC. 2. (a) Certain materials and facilities continue in short sup-
ply at home and abroad as a result of the war. The continued exer-
cise of certain limited emergency powers is required to complete the 
orderly reconversion of the domestic economy from a wartime to 
a peacetime basis, to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the 
American people, and to support the foreign policy of the United 
States. 
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53 Stat. 340. 
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Policy of the U. S.

Ante, pp. 34, 214.
Time limitation.

Ante, pp. 34,214.

56 Stat. 176-180, 181,
186.

50 U. S. C. app.
§§ 631-635, 637, 644-
644b.

Ante,pp.25,34;post,
p. 946.

54 Stat. 676.
50 U. S. C. app.
1152 (a).

Priorities powers.
56 Stat. 177.
50 U. S. C. app.

§633.
Ante, pp. 25,34; post,

p. 946.

(b) The Congress hereby declares that it is the general policy
of the United States to eliminate emergency wartime controls of
materials except to the minimum extent necessary (1) to protect the
domestic economy from the injury which would result from adverse
distribution of materials which continue in short world supply; (2)
to promote production in the United States by assisting in the
expansion and maintenance of production in foreign countries of
materials critically needed in the United States; (3) to make avail-
able to countries in need, consistent with the foreign policy of the
United States, those commodities whose unrestricted export to all
destinations would not be appropriate; and (4) to aid in carrying
out the foreign policy of the United States.

TEMPORARY RETENTION OF CERTAIN EMERGENCY POWERS

SEC. 3. To effectuate the policies set forth in section 2 hereof,
title XV, section 1501, of the Second War Powers Act, 1942,
approved March 27, 1942, as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 1501. (a) Except as otherwise provided by statute enacted
during the Eightieth Congress (including the First Decontrol Act
of 1947 and Public Law Numbered 145, approved June 30, 1947) and
except as otherwise provided by subsection (b) of this section, titles
I, II, III, IV, V, VII, and XIV of this Act and the amendments
to existing law made by such titles shall remain in force only until
March 31, 1947. After the amendments made by any such title
cease to be in force, any provisions of law amended thereby (except
subsection (a) of section 2 of the Act entitled 'An Act to expedite
national defense, and for other purposes', approved June 28, 1940, as
amended) shall be in full force and effect as though this Act had
not been enacted.

"(b) Title III of this Act and the amendments to existing law made
by such title shall remain in force until February 29, 1948 for the
exercise of the powers, authority, and discretion thereby conferred on
the President, but limited to-

"(1) the materials (and facilities suitable for the manufacture
of such materials), as follows:

"(A) Tin and tin products, except for the purpose of exer-
cising import control of tin ores and tin concentrates;

"(B) Antimony;
(C) Cinchona bark, quinine, and quinidine, when held by

any Government agency or after acquisition (whether prior to,
on, or after July 16, 1947) from any Government agency, either
directly or through intermediate distributors, processors, or
other channels of distribution, or when made from any of such
materials so acquired;

"(D) Materials for export required to expand or maintain
the production in foreign countries of materials critically
needed in the United States, for the purpose of establishing
priority in production and delivery for export, and materials
necessary for manufacture and delivery of the materials
required for such export;

"(E) Fats and oils (including oil-bearing materials, fatty
acids, butter, soap, and soap powder, but excluding petroleum
and petroleum products) and rice and rice products, for the
purpose of exercising import control only; and nitrogenous
fertilizer materials for the purposes of exercising import con-
trol and of establishing priority in production and delivery for
export;
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(b) The Congress hereby declares that it is the general policy 
of the United States to eliminate emergency wartime controls of 
materials except to the minimum extent necessary (1) to protect the 
domestic economy from the injury which would result from adverse 
distribution of materials which continue in short world supply; (2) 
to promote production in the United States by assisting in the 
expansion and maintenance of production in foreign countries of 
materials critically needed in the United States; (3) to make avail-
able to countries in need, consistent with the foreign policy of the 
United States, those commodities whose unrestricted export to all 
destinations would not be appropriate; and (4) to aid in carrying 
out the foreign policy of the United States. 

TEMPORARY RETENTION OF CERTAIN EMERGENCY POWERS 

SEC. 3. To effectuate the policies set forth in section 2 hereof, 
title XV, section 1501, of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, 
approved March 27, 1942, as amended, is amended to read as follows: 
"SEc. 1501. (a) Except as otherwise provided by statute enacted 

during the Eightieth Congress (including the First Decontrol Act 
of 1947 and Public Law Numbered 145, approved June 30, 1947) and 
except as otherwise provided by subsection (b) of tins section, titles 
I, II, III, IV, V, VII, and XIV of this Act and the amendments 
to existing law made by such titles shall remain in force only until 
March 31, 1947. After the amendments made by any such title 
cease to be in force, any provisions of law amendec thereby (except 
subsection (a) of section 2 of the Act entitled 'An Act to expedite 
national defense' and for other purposes', approved June 28, 1940, as 
amended) shall be in full force and effect as though this Act had 
not been enacted. 

"(b) Title III of this Act and the amendments to existing law made 
by such title shall remain in force until February 29, 1948, for the 
exercise of the powers, authority, and discretion thereby conferred on 
the President, but limited to— 

"(1) the materials (and facilities suitable for the manufacture 
of such materials), as follows: 

"(A) Tin and tin products, except for the purpose of exer-
cising import control of tin ores and tin concentrates; 
"(B) Antimony; 
"(C) Cinchona bark, quinine, and quinidine, when held by 

any Government agency or after acquisition (whether prior to, 
on, or after July 16, 1947) from any Government agency, either 
directly or through intermediate distributors' processors, or 
other channels of distribution, or when made from any of such 
materials so acquired; 
"(D) Materials for export required to expand or maintain 

the production in foreign countries of materials critically 
needed in the United States for the purpose of establishing 
priority in production and delivery for export, and materials 
necessary for manufacture and delivery of the materials 
required for such export; 

(E) Fats and oils (including oil-bearing materials, fatty 
acids, butter, soap, and soap powder, but excluding petroleum 
and petroleum products) and rice and rice products, for the 
purpose of exercising import control only; and nitrogenous 
fertilizer materials for the purposes of exercising import con-
trol and of establishing priority in production and delivery for 
export; 
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"(F) Materials (except foods and food products, manila
(abaca) fiber and cordage, agave fiber and cordage, and ferti-
lizer materials), including petroleum and petroleum products,
required for export, but only upon certification by the Secretary
of State that the prompt export of such materials is of high
public importance and essential to the successful carrying out
of the foreign policy of the United States, for the purpose of
establishing priority in production and delivery for export, and
materials necessary for the manufacture and delivery of the
materials required for such export: Provided, That no such Restriction.

priority based on a certification by the Secretary of State shall
be effective unless and until the Secretary of Commerce shall
have satisfied himself that the proposed action will not have an
unduly adverse effect on the domestic economy of the United
States; and
"(2) The use of transportation equipment and facilities by rail

carriers.
"(c) Notwithstanding the extension through February 29, 1948 Designation of ear-

made by subsection (b), the Congress by concurrent resolution or the
President may designate an earlier time for the termination of any
power, authority, or discretion under such title III. Nothing in sub- Sat. 

177. app50 U.S. 0. app.
section (b) shall be construed to continue beyond July 15, 1947, any 5633. , 34, 32

authority under paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of section 2 of the poALe, 4p.2534322;
Act entitled 'An Act to expedite national defense and for other pur-
poses', approved June 28, 1940, as amended, to negotiate contracts with 5 St- .6

76
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or without advertising or competitive bidding; and nothing contained 1152(a) (1).
in this section, as amended, shall affect the authority conferred by
Public Law 24, Eightieth Congress, approved March 29, 1947, or the A n te' p. 24

Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947." Ante, p. 35.

TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CERTAIN EXPORT CONTROLS

SEC. 4. To effectuate the policy set forth in section 2 hereof, section
6 (d) of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 714), as amended, is amended
to read as follows:

"(d) The authority granted by this section shall terminate on Feb-
ruary 29, 1948, or any prior date which the Congress by concurrent
resolution or the President may designate."

EXEMPTION FROM ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

SEC. 5. The functions exercised under title III of the Second War
Powers Act, 1942, as amended (including the amendments to existing
law made by such title), and the functions exercised under section 6
of such Act of July 2, 1940, as amended, shall be excluded from the
operation of the Administrative Procedure Act (60 Stat. 237), except
as to the requirements of sections 3 and 10 thereof.

ADMINISTRATION BY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary of Commerce, subject to the direction of
the President, shall have power to establish policies and programs to
effectuate the general policies set forth in section 2 of this Act, and
to exercise over-all control, with respect to the functions, powers, and
duties delegated by the President under title III of the Second War
Powers Act, 1942, as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An
Act to expedite the strengthening of the national defense", approved
July 2, 1940, as amended. The Secretary is further authorized, sub-
ject to the direction of the President, to approve or disapprove any
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"(F) Materials (except foods and food products, manila 
(abaca) fiber and cordage, agave fiber and cordage, and ferti-
lizer materials), including petroleum and petroleum products, 
required for export, but only upon certification by the Secretary 
of State that the prompt export of such materials is of high 
public importance and essential to the successful carrying out 
of the foreign policy of the United States, for the purpose of 
establishing priority in production and delivery for export, and 
materials necessary for the manufacture and delivery of the 
materials required for such export: Provided, That no such 
priority based on a certification by the Secretary of State shall 
be effective unless and until the Secretary of Commerce shall 
have satisfied himself that the proposed action will not have an 
unduly adverse effect on the domestic economy of the United 
States; and 
"(2) The use of transportation equipment and facilities by rail 

carriers. 
"(c) Notwithstanding the extension through February 29, 1948, 

made by subsection (b), the Congress by concurrent resolution or the 
President may designate an earlier time for the termination of any 
power, authority, or discretion under such title III. Nothing in sub-
section (b) shall be construed to continue beyond July 15, 1947, any 
authority under paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of section 2 of the 
Act entitled 'An Act to expedite national defense and for other pur-
poses', approved June 28, 1940, as amended, to negotiate contracts with 
or without advertising or competitive bidding; and nothing contained 
in this section, as amended, shall affect the authority conferred by 
Public Law 24, Eightieth Congress, approved March 29, 1947, or the 
Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947." 

TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CERTAIN EXPORT CONTROLS 

SEc. 4. To effectuate the policy set forth in section 2 hereof, section 
6 (d) of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 714), as amended, is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(d) The authority granted by this section shall terminate on Feb-
ruary 29, 1948, or any prior date which the Congress by concurrent 
resolution or the President may designate." 

EXEMPTION FROM ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT 

SEC. 5. The functions exercised under title III of the Second War 
Powers Act, 1942, as amended (including the amendments to existing 
law made by such title), and the functions exercised under section 6 
of such Act of July 2, 1940, as amended, shall be excluded from the 
operation of the Administrative Procedure Act (60 Stat. 237), except 
as to the requirements of sections 3 and 10 thereof. 

ADMINISTRATION BY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 

SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary of Commerce, subject to the direction of 
the President, shall have power to establish policies and programs to 
effectuate the general policies set forth in section 2 of this Act, and 
to exercise over-all control, with respect to the functions, powers, and 
duties delegated by the President under title III of the Second War 
Powers Act, 1942, as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An 
Act to expedite the strengthening of the national defense", approved 
July 2, 1940, as amended. The Secretary is further authorized, sub-
ject to the direction of the President, to approve or disapprove any 
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(I

action taken under such delegated authority, and may promulgate
such rules and regulations as may be necessary to enable him to per.
form the functions, powers, and duties imposed upon him by this
section.

(b) The Secretary shall make a quarterly report, within thirty
days after each quarter, to the President and to the Congress of his
operations under the authority conferred on him by this section. Each
such report shall contain a recommendation by him as to whether the
controls exercised under title III of the Second War Powers Act, 1942,
as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the
strengthening of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as
amended, should or should not be continued, together with the current
facts and reasons therefor. Each such report shall also contain
detailed information with respect to licensing procedures under such
Acts, allocations and priorities under the Second War Powers Act,
1942, as amended, and the allocation or nonallocation to countries of
materials and commodities (together with the reasons therefor) under
section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the strengthening
of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as amended.

PERSONNEL

SEC. 7. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, personnel
engaged in the performance of duties related to functions, powers, and
duties delegated by the President under the Second War Powers Act
of 1942, as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to
expedite the strengthening of the national defense", approved July
2, 1940, as amended, and whose employment was terminated, or who
were furloughed, in June or July 1947, may be reemployed to perform
duties in connection with the functions, powers, and duties extended
by this Act.

APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 9. This Act shall take effect on July 16,1947.
Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 249]
AN ACT

To allow to a successor railroad corporation the benefits of certain carry-overs
of a predecessor corporation for the purposes of certain provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Railroad corpora United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) if a
Acqisoition of cer- railroad corporation (as defined in section 77m of the National Bank-ain property.
4v7 tat. 1481. ruptcy Act, as amended) (hereinafter referred to as successor corpo-
1IU. s.. 120(m). ration) has acquired, prior to January 1, 1950, property from another

such railroad corporation (hereinafter referred to as predecessor
corporation) in a receivership proceeding, or in a proceeding under

iiU. 8 . 1a7. section 77 of the National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, and if the
basis of the property so acquired is determined under section 113

2U. S C 113(a) (a) (20) of the Internal Revenue Code, then, for the purposes ofW the determination under the Internal Revenue Code of-
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action taken under such delegated authority, and may promulgate 
such rules and regulations as may be necessary to enable him to per. 
form the functions, powers, and duties imposed upon him by tins 
section. 

(b) The Secretary shall make a quarterly report, within thirty 
days after each quarter, to the President and to the Congress of his 
operations under the authority conferred on him by this section. Each 
such report shall contain a recommendation by him as to whether the 
controls exercised under title III of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, 
as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the 
strengthening of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as 
amended, should or should not be continued, together with the current 
facts and reasons therefor. Each such report shall also contain 
detailed information with respect to licensing procedures under such 
Acts, allocations and priorities under the Second War Powers Act, 
1942, as amended, and the allocation or nonallocation to countries of 
materials and commodities (together with the reasons therefor) under 
section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to expedite the strengthening 
of the national defense", approved July 2, 1940, as amended. 

PERSONNEL 

SEC. 7. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, personnel 
engaged in the performance of duties related to functions, powers, and 
duties delegated by the President under the Second War Powers Act 
of 1942, as amended, and section 6 of the Act entitled "An Act to 
expedite the strengthening of the national defense", approved July 
2, 1940, as amended, and whose employment was terminated, or who 
were furloughed, in June or July 1947, may be reemployed to perform 
duties in connection with the functions, powers, and duties extended 
by this Act. 

APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may 
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

SEC. 9. This Act shall take effect on July 16, 1947. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 249] 
AN ACT 

To allow to a successor railroad corporation the benefits of certain carry-overs 
of a predecessor corporation for the purposes of certain provisions of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) if a 
railroad corporation (as defined in section 77m of the National Bank-
ruptcy Act, as amended) (hereinafter referred to as successor corpo-
ration) has acquired, prior to January 1, 1950, property from another 
such railroad corporation (hereinafter referred to as predecessor 
corporation) in a receivership proceeding, or in a proceeding under 
section 77 of the National Bankruptcy Act, as amended, and if the 
basis of the property so acquired is determined under section 113 
(a) (20) of the Internal Revenue Code, then, for the purposes of 
the determination under the Internal Revenue Code of— 
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(1) the "net operating loss carry-over" from any taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1938, under the law applicable to
such taxable year, and

(2) the "excess profits credit carry-over" or the "unused excess
profits credit carry-over" from any taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1939, under the law applicable to such taxable year,

the net operating losses and the unused excess profits credits of such
predecessor corporation for the taxable year in which the acquisition
occurred and for the two preceding taxable years shall be carry-overs
to such successor corporation in the manner and to the extent provided
in regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, as necessary to
apply such net operating losses and unused excess profits credits as
carry-overs so far as possible as if the predecessor corporation had
been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor
corporation.

(b) For the purposes of this section, the taxable year of the suc-
cessor corporation in which the acquisition occurred shall be consid-
ered as a taxable year succeeding the taxable year of the predecessor
corporation in which the acquisition occurred.

(c) For the purposes of this section, if the period, beginning on
the first day of the taxable year of the predecessor corporation in
which the acquisition occurred and ending on the last day of the
taxable year of the successor corporation in which the acquisition
occurred, is not more than twelve months, the number of taxable years
to which such net operating loss or unused excess profits credit is a
carry-over shall be three instead of two, and such regulations shall
prescribe (as nearly as possible in the same manner as provided in
section 122 (b) (2) and section 710 (c) (3) (B) of such code) the
amount to be carried over to the last of such succeeding years.

SEC. 2. (a) In the case of any taxable year of the successor corpor-
ation, if-

(1) the aggregate for such taxable year of the taxes of the
successor corporation imposed by chapter 1 and subchapter E
of chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code, computed without
regard to this Act,

is less than the amount of-
(2) the aggregate of such taxes (determined under regulations

prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary) that would have been imposed on the predecessor corpora-
tion for such taxable year if the predecessor corporation had
been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor
corporation,

then the taxes of the successor corporation for such taxable year
shall be the taxes computed without regard to this Act.

(b) In the case of any taxable year to which subsection (a) of
this section is not applicable, if-

(1) the aggregate for such taxable year of the taxes of the
successor corporation imposed by chapter 1 and subchapter E
of chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code, computed without
regard to this section,

is less than the amount of-
(2) the aggregate of such taxes (determined under regula-

tions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of
the Secretary) that would have been imposed on the predecessor
corporation for such taxable year if the predecessor corporation
had been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor
corporation,
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(1) the "net operating loss carry-over" from any taxable year 
beginning after December 31, 1938, under the law applicable to 
such taxable year, and 

(2) the "excess profits credit carry-over" or the "unused excess 
profits credit carry-over" from any taxable year beginning after 
December 31, 1939, under the law applicable to such taxable year, 

the net operating losses and the unused excess profits credits of such 
predecessor corporation for the taxable year in which the acquisition 
occurred and for the two preceding taxable years shall be carry-overs 
to such successor corporation in the manner and to the extent provided 
in regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, as necessary to 
apply such net operating losses and unused excess profits credits as 
carry-overs so far as possible as if the predecessor corporation had 
been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor 
corporation. 

(b) For the purposes of this section, the taxable year of the suc-
cessor corporation in which the acquisition occurred shall be consid-
ered as a taxable year succeeding the taxable year of the predecessor 
corporation in which the acquisition occurred. 

(c) For the purposes of this section, if the period, beginning on 
the first day of the taxable year of the predecessor corporation in 
which the acquisition occurred and ending on the last day of the 
taxable year of the successor corporation in which the acquisition 
occurred, is not more than twelve months, the number of taxable years 
to which such net operating loss or unused excess profits credit is a 
carry-over shall be three instead of two, and such regulations shall 
prescribe (as nearly as possible in the same manner as provided in 
section 122 (b) (2) and section 710 (c) (3) (B) of such code) the 
amount to be carried over to the last of such succeeding years. 
SEC. 2. (a) In the case of any taxable year of the successor corpor-

ation, if— 
(1) the aggregate for such taxable year of the taxes of the 

successor corporation imposed by chapter 1 and subchapter E 
of chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code, computed without 
regard to this Act, 

is less than the amount of— 
(2) the aggregate of such taxes (determined under regulations 

prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secre-
tary) that would have been imposed on the predecessor corpora-
tion for such taxable year if the predecessor corporation had 
been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor 
corporation, 

then the taxes of the successor corporation for such taxable year 
shall be the taxes computed without regard to this Act. 

(b) In the case of any taxable year to which subsection (a) of 
this section is not applicable, if— 

(1) the aggregate for such taxable year of the taxes of the 
successor corporation imposed by chapter 1 and subchapter E 
of chapter 2 of the Internal Revenue Code, computed without 
regard to this section, 

is less than the amount of— 
(2) the aggregate of such taxes (determined under regula-

tions prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of 
the Secretary) that would have been imposed on the predecessor 
corporation for such taxable year if the. predecessor corporation 
had been made use of in such proceeding instead of the successor 
corporation, 
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then the taxes of the successor corporation for such taxable year
shall be the taxes so determined under regulations as the taxes that
would have been imposed on the predecessor corporation for such
taxable year.

(c) This section shall be applicable to those taxable years of the
successor corporation to which there is a carry-over of a net oper-
ating loss or unused excess profits credit under section 1, and to any
later taxable year for which a net operating loss deduction or unused
excess profits credit adjustment results or is increased by reason of
the use in another year of a carry-over permitted under section 1.

SEC. 3. Where there are two or more predecessor corporations or
two or more successor corporations, the provisions of sections 1
and 2 of this Act shall be applied only to such extent and subject to
such conditions, limitations, and exceptions as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may by regulations prescribe.

SEC. 4. If the allowance of a credit or refund of an overpayment
of tax resulting from the application of this Act is prevented, on
the date of the enactment of this Act or within one year from such
date, by the operation of any law or rule of law other than this
section and other than section 3761 of the Internal Revenue Code,
such overpayment shall be refunded or credited in the manner pro-
vided in the Internal Revenue Code if claim therefor is filed within
one year from the date of the enactment of this Act. No interest
shall be allowed or paid on any overpayment or deficiency resulting
from the application of this Act.

Approved July.15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 250]
AN ACT

To authorize the issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory
of Hawaii.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, during the
years 1947 to 1951, inclusive, the Territory of Hawaii is authorized
and empowered to issue, any provision of the Hawaiian Organic
Act or any other Act of Congress to the contrary notwithstanding
public-improvement bonds in such amounts as will not cause the
total indebtedness of such Territory to exceed $35,000,000. Any
extension of the total indebtedness of such Territory beyond
$35,000,000 shall be made solely in conformity with the Hawaiian
Organic Act.

SEC. 2. All bonds issued pursuant to section 1 shall be serial bonds
payable in substantially equal annual installments, with the first
such installment maturing not later than five years from the date
of issue and the last such installment maturing not later than thirty
years from such date.

SEC. 3. Bonds shall not be issued pursuant to section 1 without
the approval of the President of the United States.

Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 251]
AN ACT

To provide for the appointment of one additional Assistant Secretary of
Commerce, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be
in the Department of Commerce one additional Assistant Secretary
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then the taxes of the successor corporation for such taxable year 
shall be the taxes so determined under regulations as the taxes that 
would have been imposed on the predecessor corporation for such 
taxable year. 

(c) This section shall be applicable to those taxable years of the 
successor corporation to which there is a carry-over of a net oper-
ating loss or unused excess profits credit under section 1, and to any 
later taxable year for which a net operating loss deduction or unused 
excess profits credit adjustment results or is increased by reason of 
the use in another year of a carry-over permitted under section 1. 
SEC. 3. Where there are two or more predecessor corporations or 

two or more successor corporations, the provisions of sections 1 
and 2 of this Act shall be applied only to such extent and subject to 
such conditions, limitations, and exceptions as the Commissioner, 
with the approval of the Secretary, may by regulations prescribe. 
SEC. 4. If the allowance of a credit or refund of an overpayment 

of tax resulting from the application of this Act is prevented, on 
the date of the enactment of this Act or within one year from such 
date, by the operation of any law or rule of law other than this 
section and other than section 3761 of the Internal Revenue Code, 
such overpayment shall be refunded or credited in the manner pro-
vided in the Internal Revenue Code if claim therefor is filed within 
one year from the date of the enactment of this Act. No interest 
shall be allowed or paid on any overpayment or deficiency resulting 
from the application of this Act. 
Approved July.15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 250] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the issuance of certain public-improvement bonds by the Territory 
of Hawaii. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, during the 
years 1947 to 1951, inclusive, the Territory of Hawaii is authorized 
and empowered to issue, any provision of the Hawaiian Organic 
Act or any other Act of Congress to the contrary notwithstanding, 
public-improvement bonds in such amounts as will not cause the 
total indebtedness of such Territory to exceed $35,000,000. Any 
extension of the total indebtedness of such Territory beyond 
$35,000,000 shall be made solely in conformity with the Hawaiian 
Organic Act. 

SEc. 2. All bonds issued pursuant to section 1 shall be serial bonds 
payable in substantially equal annual installments, with the first 
such installment maturing not later than five years from the date 
of issue and the last such installment maturing not later than thirty 
years from such date. 
SEC. 3. Bonds shall not be issued pursuant to section 1 without 

the approval of the President of the United States. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 251] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the appointment of one additional Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be 
in the Department of Commerce one additional Assistant Secretary 
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of Commerce, who shall be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate. The Secretary of Commerce
may assign to his Assistant Secretaries such duties, including the
direction of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, as he
shall prescribe, or may be required by law. The Assistant Secretaries
of Commerce shall be without numerical distinction of rank and shall
have salaries of $10,000 per annum.

Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 255]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of Commerce to sell certain property occupied by the
Weather Bureau at East Lansing, Michigan, and to obtain other quarters for
the said Bureau in the State of Michigan.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, any other
law to the contrary notwithstanding, the Secretary of Commerce is
authorized to sell, m such manner and on such terms and conditions
as he deems to be to the best interest of the United States, to the
Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science the
Weather Bureau station located on the campus of the said college, to
convey such property to the said college by quitclaim deed, and to
deposit the proceeds of such sale in the Treasury as a miscellaneous
receipt: Provided, That the sale of the Weather Bureau property to
the Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science
shall not be consummated, and the Weather Bureau shall not be
required to vacate said property, unless and until the said Bureau
shall have obtained and occupied other quarters in the State of
Michigan, either by construction of a new building or by rental of,
or other means of obtaining, such quarters.

Approved July 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 256]
AN ACT

To repeal the Post Roads Act of 1866, as amended, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Post
Roads Act of 1866, as amended (Revised Statutes, secs. 5263-5269,
inclusive; U. S. C., title 47, secs. 1-6, inclusive, and 8), is hereby
repealed.

SEC. 2. Nothing in this Act shall limit the authority of the Federal
Communications Commission under the provisions of the Com-
munications Act of 1934, as amended, to prescribe charges, classifica-
tions, regulations, and practices, including priorities, applicable to
Government communications.

SEC. 3. This Act shall take effect on the tenth day following the
enactment date thereof.

Approved July 16, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 257]
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Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a memorial to Andrew [H. J. Res. 1701
W. Mellon. [Public Law 1941

Resolved by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant authority to the
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of Commerce, who shall be appointed by the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate. The Secretary of Commerce 
may assign to his Assistant Secretaries such duties, including the 
direction of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, as he 
shall prescribe, or may be required by law. The Assistant Secretaries 
of Commerce shall be without numerical distinction of rank and shall 
have salaries of $10,000 per annum. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 255] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of Commerce to sell certain property occupied by the 
Weather Bureau at East Lansing, Michigan, and to obtain other quarters for 
the said Bureau in the State of Michigan. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, any other 
law to the contrary notwithstanding, the Secretary of Commerce is 
authorized to sell, in such manner and on such terms and conditions 
as he deems to be to the best interest of the United States, to the 
Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science the 
Weather Bureau station located on the campus of the said college, to 
convey such property to the said college by quitclaim deed, and to 
deposit the proceeds of such sale in the Treasury as a miscellaneous 
receipt: Provided, That the sale of the Weather Bureau property to 
the Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science 
shall not be consummated, and the Weather Bureau shall not be 
required to vacate said property, unless and until the said Bureau 
shall have obtained and occupied other quarters in the State of 
Michigan, either by construction of a new building or by rental of, 
or other means of obtaining, such quarters. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 256] 
AN ACT 

To repeal the Post Roads Act of 1866, as amended, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Post 
Roads Act of 1866, as amended (Revised Statutes, secs. 5263-5269, 
inclusive; U. S. C., title 47, secs. 1-6, inclusive, and 8), is hereby 
repealed. 
SEC. 2. Nothing in this Act shall limit the authority of the Federal 

Communications Commission under the provisions of the Com-
munications Act of 1934, as amended, to prescribe charges, classifica-
tions, regulations, and practices, including priorities, applicable to 
Government communications. 
SEC. 3. This Act shall take effect on the tenth day following the 

enactment date thereof. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 257] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the erection in the District of Columbia of a memorial to Andrew 
W. Mellon. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the 
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant authority to the 
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Andrew W. Mellon Memorial Committee to erect a memorial fountain
on public grounds in the vicinity of the intersection of Pennsylvania
and Constitution Avenues, in the District of Columbia, such grounds
being now owned by the United States: Provided, That the design
and location of the memorial shall be approved by the National
Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital Park and Plan-
ning Commission, and the United States shall be put to no expense in
or by the erection of this memorial: Provided further, That unless
funds, which in the estimation of the Secretary of the Interior are
sufficient to insure the completion of the memorial, are certified avail-
able, and the erection of this memorial begun within five years from
and after the date of passage of this joint resolution, the authorization
hereby granted is revoked.

Approved July 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 258]
AN ACT

To provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act,
divided into articles, may be cited as the "District of Columbia Revenue
Act of 1947", and that article I of this Act may be cited as the "District
of Columbia Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947".

TABLE OF CONTENTS

ARTICLE I-INCOME AND FRANCHISE TAX ACT

TITLE I-REPEAL OF PRIOB INCOME TAX ACT AND APPLICABILITY OF THIS ARTICLE;
GENEBAL DEFINITIONS

Sec. 1. Repeal of prior income tax act and retention of certain provisions thereof.
Sec. 2. Applicability of this article.
Sec. 3. Returns under prior income tax act and returns for first taxable year to

which this article is applicable.
Sec. 4. General definitions.

(a) "District";
(b) "( 'omnlssloners";
(c) "Assessor";
(d) "Collector";
(e) "person";
(f) "individual";
(g) "fidnciary";
(h) "trade or business";
(i) "taxpayer";
(j) "fiscal year";
(k) "taxable year";
(1) "capital assets";
(m) "dividend";
(n) "stock";
(o) "shareholder";
(p) "include", "includes", or "including";
(q) "deficiency";
(r) "corporation";
(s) "resident";
(t) "nonresident";
(u) "dependent".

TITLE II-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

TITLE III--Nr INCOME, GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THERBFOM, AND
DIDUCcTIONs

Sec. 1. Net income defined.
Sec. 2. Gross income and exclusions therefrom.
Sec. 3. (a) Deductions allowed.

(b) Deductions not allowed.
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Andrew W. Mellon Memorial Committee to erect a memorial fountain 
on public grounds in the vicinity of the intersection of Pennsylvania 
and Constitution Avenues, in the District of Columbia, such grounds 
being now owned by the United States: Provided, That the design 
and location of the memorial shall be approved by the National 
Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital Park and Plan-
ning Commission, and the United States shall be put to no expense in 
or by the erection of this memorial: Provided further, That unless 
funds, which in the estimation of the Secretary of the Interior are 
sufficient to insure the completion of the memorial, are certified avail-
able, and the erection of this memorial begun within five years from 
and after the date of passage of this joint resolution, the authorization 
hereby granted is revoked. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 258] 
AN ACT 

To provide revenue for the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act, 
divided into articles, may be cited as the "District of Columbia Revenue 
Act of 1947", and that article I of this Act may be cited as the "District 
of Columbia Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947". 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ARTICLE I— INCOME AND FRANCHISE TAX ACT 

TITLE I— REPEAL OF PRIOR INCOME TAX ACT AND APPIICABILITY OF THIS ARTICLE; 
GENERAL DEFINITIONS 

Sec. 1. Repeal of prior income tax act and retention of certain provisions thereof. 
Sec. 2. Applicability of this article. 
Sec. 3. Returns under prior income tax act and returns for first taxable year to 

which this article is applicable. 
Sec. 4. General definitions. 

(a) "District"; 
(b) "Commissioners"; 
(c) "Assessor"; 
(d) "Collector"; 
(e) "person"; 
(f) "individual"; 
(g) "fiduciary"; 
(h) "trade or business"; 
(i) "taxpayer"; 
(j) "fiscal year"; 
(k) "taxable year"; 
(1) "capital assets"; 
(m) "dividend"; 
(n) "stock"; 
(o) "shareholder"; 
(p) "include", "includes", or "including"; 
(q) "deficiency"; 
(r) "corporation"; 
(s) "resident"; 
(t) "nonresident"; 
(u) "dependent". 

TITLE II— EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS 

TITLE III— NET INCOME, GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THERROM, AND 
DEDUCTIONS 

See. 1. Net income defined. 
See. 2. Gross income and exclusions therefrom. 
See. 3. (a) Deductions allowed. 

(b) Deductions not allowed. 
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TITLE IV-ACCOUNTING PERIODS, INSTALLMENT SALES, AND INVENTORIES Post, p. 339.

Sec. 1. Accounting periods.
Sec. 2. Period in which items of gross income included.
Sec. 3. Period for which deductions and credits taken.
Sec. 4. Installment sales.
Sec. 5. Inventories.
Sec. 6. Assessor may reject method of accounting employed by taxpayer.

TITLE V-RETURNS Poat, p. 340.

Sec. 1. (a) Forms of returns.
(b) Taxpayer to make return whether form sent or not.
(c) Information returns.

Sec. 2. Requirement-who must file.
(a) Residents and nonresidents.
(b) Fiduciaries.
(c) Joint fiduciaries.
(d) In case of taxpayer unable to make own return.
(e) Corporations.
(f) Unincorporated businesses.
(g) Partnerships.

Sec. 3. (a) Time and place for filing returns.
(b) Extension of time for filing returns.

Sec. 4. (a) Secrecy of returns.
(b) Reciprocal exchange of information with the United States and the

several States.
(c) Publication of statistics.
(d) Information which may be disclosed.
(e) Penalties for violation of secrecy-of-returns provision.
(f) Preservation of returns.

TITLE VI-TAX ON RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS Pot, p. 343-

Sec. 1. Definitions.
Sec. 2 Personal exemptions and credit for dependents.
Sec. 3. Imposition and rates of.tax.
Sec. 4. Optional method of computation.
Sec. 5. Credits against tax allowed residents.

TITLE VII-TAX ON CORPORATIONS Post, p. 345-

Sec. 1. "Taxable income" defined.
Sec. 2. Imposition and rate of tax.

TITLE VIII-TAX ON UNINCORPORATED lIUSINES:S P
os t
' .1' 4.

Sec. 1. Definition of "unincorporated businesses".
Sec. 2. "Taxable income" defined.
Sec. 3. Imposition and rate of tax.
Sec. 4. Exemption.
Sec. 5. By whom taxes payable.
Sec. 6. Partners only taxable.

TITLE IX-TAX ON ESTATES AND TRUsTs Pst, p. 346.

Sec. 1. Resident and nonresident estates and trusts defined.
Sec. 2. Residence or situs of fiduciary not to control.
Sec. 3. Imposition of tax.
Sec. 4. Computation of tax.
Sec. 5. Computation of net income of estates or trusts.
Sec. 6. In case taxable year of beneficiary is different from that of estate or trust
Sec. 7. Revocable trusts.
Sec. 8. Income for benefit of grantor.
Sec. 9. Definition of "in discretion of grantor".
Sec. 10. Employees' trusts.

TITLE X-PURPOSE OF ACT AND ALOCATION AND APPORTIOSNMENT Pst, p. 349-

Sec. 1. Purpose of article.
Sec. 2. Allocation and apportionment.
Sec. 3. Allocation of income and deductions between organizations. etc.
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Pod, P. 8. TrrLE XI-BASES

Sec. 1. Basis for determining gain or loss.
Sec. 2. (a) Computation of gain or loss.

(b) Amount realized.
Sec. 3. Exchange in reorganizations.
Sec. 4 Basis for dividends paid in property.
Sec. 5. Exception to applicability of sections 1 through 3.
Sec. 6. Depreciation.

Pol P. 3a2 TITLE XII-ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION; TIME OF PAYMENT

Sec. 1. Duties of Assessor.
Sec. 2. Statements and special returns.
Sec. 3. Examination of books and witnesses.
Sec. 4. Return by Assessor.
Sec. 5. Determination and assessment of deficiency.
Sec. 6. Jeopardy assessment.

(a) Authority for making;
(b) Bond to stay collection.

Sec. 7. (a) Time of payment.
(b) Extension of time for payments.
(c) Voluntary advance payment.

Sec. 8. Withholding of tax at source.
Sec. 9. Tax a personal debt.
Sec. 10. Period of limitation upon assessment and collection.

(a) General rule;
(b) False return;
(c) Waiver;
(d) Collection after assessment.

Sec. 11. Refunds.
Sec. 12. Closing agreements.
Sec. 13. Compromises.

(a) Authority to make;
(b) Concealment of assets;
(c) Compromise of penalties and interest.

Sec. 14. Definition of "person".
Sec. 15. Payment to Collector and receipts.

P , P. s3 TITLE XIII-PENALTIES AND INTEREST

Sec. 1. Failure to file return.
Sec. 2. Interest on deficiencies.
Sec. 3. Additions to tax in case of deficiency.

(a) Negligence;
(b) Fraud.

Sec. 4. Additions to tax In case of nonpayment.
(a) Tax shown on return.

(1) General rule.
(2) If extension granted.

(b) Deficiency.
Sec. 5. Time extended for payment of tax shown on return.
Sec. 6. Penalties.

(a) Willful violation;
(b) Definition of "person".

Po' . . ' TITLE XIV-LICENSES
Sec. 1. Requirement.
Sec. 2. Duration.
Sec. 3. Licenses to be posted.
Sec. 4. Where a corporation or unincorporated business has no office or place of

business in the District, agent or employee shall carry certificate or
license.

Sec. 5. Revocation.
Sec. 6. Renewal.
Sec. 7. Penalty for failure to obtain license.

Ped, P. s . TITLE XV-APPEAL

Sec. 1. Appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of ColumbiaL
See. 2. Election of remedy.

Pap. Pa. TITLE XVI-RULES AND REGULATIONS
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ARTICLE II-INCREASE IN RATE OF TAXATION OF REAL AND TAN-
GIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

ARTICLE III-AMENDMENT TO MOTOR FUEL TAX ACT

ARTICLE IV-AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION ACT

ARTICLE V-INCREASE IN WATER RENTS AND ASSESSMENTS FOR
WATER MAINS

ARTICLE VI-FEDERAL PAYMENT

ARTICLE VII-SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

ARTICLE I-INCOME AND FRANCHISE TAX ACT

TITLE I-REPEAL OF PRIOR INCOME TAX ACT AND APPLICABILITY OF THIS
ARTICLE; GENERAL DEFINITIONS

Sc. 1. REPEAL OF PRIOR INcoME TAX ACT.-The District of Colum-
bia Income Tax Act as approved and enacted July 26, 1939, and as
amended, is hereby repealed with respect to taxable years or portions
thereof beginning on and after the 1st day of January 1947 for all pur-
poses, except the following purposes in connection with taxes due or
accrued under said District of Columbia Income Tax Act:

(a) For the imposition of assessments and penalties, civil and crim-
inal, for the violation of or failure to comply with any provisions of
such Act and the regulations prescribed thereunder;

(b) For requiring the making, filing, and submission of returns and
reports required by such Act;

(c) For the examination of all books, records, and other documents,
and witnesses;

(d) For the assessment and collection of the taxes imposed by such
Act, and the filing of liens therefor; and

(e) For the allowance of refunds of overpayments of any taxes
assessed under the provisions of such Act.

SEC. 2. APPLICABILITY OF ARTICLE.-The provisions of this Article
shall apply to the taxable year or part thereof beginning on the 1st
day of January 1947 and to succeeding taxable years.

SEC. 3. RETURNS UNDER PRIOR INCOME TAX ACT AND R'rTURNS FOR
FIRST TAXABLE YEAR TO WHICH THIsI ARTICLE Is APPLICABLE.-If
the taxable year of any person ends on the last day of any month
other than December prior to the 1st day of January 1947, such
person shall file his return for such taxable year under the provisions
of the District of Columbia Income Tax Act as approved and enacted
July 26, 1939, and as amended, and pay the taxes imposed by said
Act on his income for such taxable year at the times specified therefor
in said Act. Such taxpayer shall also file his return of income,
received or accrued, according to his method of accounting, during
the period between the last day of such taxable year and the 1st day
of January 1947 under the provisions of the District of Columbia
Income Tax Act as approved July 26, 1939, and as amended, and
pay the taxes imposed by said Act on his income for such period at the
times specified therefor in said Act. Such portion of such person's
income as is received or accrued, according to his method of accounting,
during taxable years or parts thereof to which this article is applicable
shall be reported and taxed under the provisions of this article:
Provided, however, That any person whose taxable year ends sub-
sequent to the 1st day of January 1947 may irrevocably elect to file
his return of his income for such entire taxable year and pay the
taxes imposed thereon under the provisions of this article.
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SEc. 4. GENERAL DEFINITIONS.-For the purposes of this article and
wherever appearing herein, unless otherwise required by the context-

"District." (a) The word "District" means the District of Columbia.
"Commissioners." (b) The word "Commissioners" means the Commissioners of the

District of Columbia or their duly authorized representative or
representatives.

"Assessor." (c) The word "Assessor" means the Assessor of the District of
Columbia or his duly authorized representative or representatives.

"Collector. (d) The word "Collector" means the Collector of Taxes of the
District of Columbia or his duly authorized representative or
representatives.

"Person." (e) The word "person" means an individual (other than a fidu-
ciary), a fiduciary, a partnership (other than an unincorporated busi-
ness), an association, an unincorporated business, and a corporation.

"Individual." (f) The word "individual" means all natural persons (other than
fiduciaries), whether married or unmarried.

"F iduciary." (g) The word "fiduciary" means a guardian, trustee, executor, com-
mittee, administrator, receiver, conservator, or any other person acting
i n any fiduciary capacity for any person.

nessTde or u s
i- (h) The words "trade or business" include the engaging in or

carrying on of any trade, business, profession, vocation or calling or
commercial activity in the District of Columbia; and include the
performance of the functions of a public office.

Taxpayer." (i) The word "taxpayer" means any person required by this
Article to pay a tax, file a return or report, or apply for a license.

"Fiscalyear. () The words "fiscal year" mean an accounting period of twelve
aabe ya months ending on the last day of any month other than December.

"Tab yer. (k) The words "taxable year" mean the calendar year or the
fiscal year, upon the basis of which the net income of the taxpayer
is computed under this Article; if no fiscal year has been established
by the taxpayer, they mean the calendar year. The phrase "taxable
year" includes, in the case of a return made for a fractional part
of a calendar or fiscal year under the provisions of this Article or
under regulations prescribed by the Commissioners, the period for

datne fcrom caaletc which such return is made: Provided, however, That no taxpayer
may change from a calendar year to a fiscal year or from a fiscal
year to a calendar year within any taxable year without the written
permission of the Assessor.

"Cpitalassets." (1) The words "capital assets" mean any property, whether real
or personal, tangible or intangible, held by the taxpayer for more
than two years (whether or not connected with his trade or busi-
ness), but do not include stock in trade of the taxpayer or other
property of a kind which would properly be included in the inven-
tory of the taxpayer if on hand at the end of the taxable year, or
property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to customers in
the ordinary course of his trade or business.

(m) The word "dividend" means any distribution made by a cor-
poration (domestic or foreign) to its stockholders or members, out
of its earnings, profits, or surplus (other than paid-in surplus), when-
ever earned by the corporation and whether made in cash or any other
property (other than stock of the same class in the corporation if the
recipient of such stock dividend has neither received nor exercised
an option to receive such dividend in cash or in property other than
stock instead of stock) and whether distributed prior to, during, upon,
or after liquidation or dissolution of the corporation: Provided, how-
ever, That in the case of any dividend which is distributed other than
in cash or stock in the same class in the corporation and not exempted
from tax under this article, the basis of tax to the recipient thereof
shall be the market value of such property at the time of such distri-
bution: And provided, however, That the word "dividend" shall not
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include any dividend paid by a mutual life insurance company to its
shareholders.

(n) The word "stock" includes a share in any association, joint- "stok."
stock company, or insurance company.

(o) The word "shareholder" includes a member in an association, "hareholder."
joint-stock company, or insurance company.

(p) The words "include", "includes or "including", when used in dIclude"; "in-

a definition contained in this article, shall not be deemed to exclude
other things otherwise within the meaning of the word or words
defined.

(q) The word "deficiency" as used in this Act with respect to any "Deficiency."

tax imposed by this article means-
(1) the amount or amounts by which the tax imposed by this

article as determined by the Assessor exceeds the amount shown
as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return; or

(2) the amount assessed as a tax by the Assessor if no return
is filed by the taxpayer.

(r) The word "corporation" includes any trust, association, joint- Crporation'

stock company, or partnership which is classed or should be classed
as a corporation for purposes of Federal income taxation.

(s) The word "resident" means every individual domiciled within "Resident."

the District on the last day of the taxable year, and every other
individual who maintains a place of abode within the District for
more than seven months of the taxable year, whether domiciled in
the District or not. In the case of any resident who is an elective or Government officer

appointive officer or an employee of the Government of the United oremployee.

States, and who is domiciled outside the District during the whole
of the taxable year, there shall be excluded from the gross income
of such resident salaries or wages received from the Government of
the United States for services rendered as such officer or employee,
and income derived from sources without the District. For the pur- iceedlartio of don-

poses of this Act the domicile of such officer or employee for any tax-
able year shall be in the State which he expressly declares to be the
State of his domicile: Provided, That he shall have had a domicile
in such State under the laws of such State immediately prior to the
beginning of the taxable year for which the tax is claimed. Such
declaration must be made writin g, under oath, to the Assessor and
the time for filing such declaration shall expire sixty days after writ-
ten demand to fife an income-tax return shall have been received by
such officer or employee. As used in this subsection the term "State" "State."
means the several States, Territories, and possessions of the United
States, and the term "Government of the United States" includes any u"(oveortn of the

agency or instrumentality thereof, but does not include the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia.

(t) The word "nonresident" means every individual other than a "Nonresident."

resident.
(u) The term "dependent" means any of the following persons over "Dependent."

half of whose support, for the calendar year in which the taxable year
of the taxpayer begins, was received from the taxpayer:

(1) A son or daughter of the taxpayer, or a descendant of either.
(2) A stepson or stepdaughter of the taxpayer.
(3) A brother, sister, stepbrother, or stepsister of the taxpayer.
(4) The father or mother of the taxpayer, or an ancestor of either.
(5) A stepfather or stepmother of ihe taxpayer.
(6) A son or daughter of a brother or sister of the taxpayer.
(7) A brother or sister of the father or mother of the taxpayer.
(8) A son-in-law, daughter-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law,

brother-in-law, or sister-in-law of the taxpayer.
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Brother"; "ster." The terms "brother" and "sister" include a brother or sister of the
half-blood. For the purposes of determining whether any of the fore-
going relationships exist, a legally adopted child of a person shall be
considered a child of such person by blood. The term "dependent"
does not include any individual who is a citizen or subject of a foreign
country unless such individual is a resident of the United States or
of a country contiguous to the United States.

TITLE II-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

SEC. 1. The following organizations shall be exempt from taxation
under this Article:

a) Labor organizations.
(b) Fraternal beneficiary societies, orders, or associations, (1)

operating under the lodge system or for the exclusive benefit of the
members of a fraternity itself operating under the lodge system, and
(2) providing for the payment of life, sick, or accident benefits to
the members of such society, order, or association, or their dependents.

(c) Cemetery companies owned and operated exclusively for the
benefit of their members and which are not operated for profit; and
any corporation chartered solely for burial purposes as a cemetery
corporation and not permitted by its charter to engage in any business
not necessarily incident to that purpose, no part of the net earnings
of which inures to the benefit of any private individual or shareholder.

(d) Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation,
organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific,
literary, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of cruelty to
children or animals, to a substantial extent within the District, no
part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private
individual or shareholder, and no part of the activities of which
is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence
legislation.

(e) Business leagues, chambers of commerce, real-estate boards, or
boards of trade, not organized or operated for profit and no part of
the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private individual
or shareholder.

(f) Civic leagues or organizations not organized for profit but
operated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare, or local
associations of employees, the membership of which is limited to the
employees of a designated person or persons in a particular munici-
pality, and the net earnings of which are devoted principally to
charitable, educational, or recreational purposes within the District.

(g) Banks? trust companies, building and loan associations, insur-
ance companies, companies which guarantee the fidelity of any indi-
vidual or individuals, such as bonding companies, and companies which
furnish abstracts of title or which insure titles to real estate, all of
which pay taxes on their gross earnings, premiums, or gross receipts
under existing laws of the District.

(h) Corporations organized for the exclusive purpose of holding
title to property, collecting income therefrom, and turning over the
entire amount thereof, less expenses, to an organization which itself
is exempt from the tax imposed by this article.

(i) Corporations organized under Acts of Congress, if such corpora-
tions are instrumentalities of the United States and if, under such
Acts, as amended and supplemented, such corporations are exempt
from Federal income taxes.

(j) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing for the
payment of life, sick, or accident benefits to the members of such asso-
ciation or their dependents, if (1) no part of their net earnings inures
(other than through such payments) to the benefit of any private
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individual or shareholder, and (2) 85 per centum or more of the income
consists of amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of
making such payments and meeting expenses.

(k) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing for
the payment of life, sick, or accident benefits to the members of such
association or their dependents or their designated beneficiaries, if
(1) admission to membership in such association is limited to
individuals who are officers or employees of the United States Gov-
ernment or the Government of the District of Columbia, and (2) no
part of the net earnings of such association inures (other than
through such payments) to the benefit of any private individual or
shareholder.

TITLE III-NET INCOME, GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THEREFROM,
AND DEDUCTIONS

SEC. 1. NrT INCOME.-For the purposes of this article and wher-
ever appearing herein, unless otherwise required by the context, the
words "net income" mean the gross income of a taxpayer less the
deductions allowed by this article.

SEC. 2. GRoss INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THiEEFRoiM.-(a) The
words "gross income" include gains, profits, and income derived
from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal services of what-
ever kind and in whatever form paid, including salaries, wages, and
compensation paid by the United States to its officers and employees
to the extent the same is not exempt under this article, or income
derived from any trade or business or sales or dealings in property,
whether real or personal, other than capital assets as defined in this
article, growing out of the ownership, or sale of, or interest in, such
property; also from rent, royalties, interest, dividends, securities,
or transactions of any trade or business carried on for gain or profit,
or gains or profits, and income derived from any source whatever.

(b) The words "gross income" shall not include the following:
(1) PROCEEDS OF LIFE-INSURANCE POLICIES.-The proceeds of life-

insurance policies paid by reason of the death of the insured, whether
in a single sum or otherwise (but if such amounts are held by the
insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon, the interest pay-
ments shall be included in gross income).

(2) ANNUITIES, AND so FORTH.-(A) Amounts received (other than
amounts paid by reason of the death of the insured and interest pay-
ments on such amounts and other than amounts received as annuities)
under a life-insurance or endowment contract, but if such amounts
(when added to amounts received before the taxable year under such
contract) exceed the aggregate premiums or consideration paid
(whether or not paid during the taxable year), then the excess shall
be included in gross income. Amounts received as an annuity under
an annuity or endowment contract shall be included in gross income;
except that there shall be excluded from gross income the excess of the
amount received in the taxable year over an amount equal to 3 per
centum of the aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such
annuity (whether or not paid during such year), until the aggregate
amount excluded from gross income under this title in respect to such
annuity equals the aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such
annuity. In the case of a transfer for a valuable consideration, by
assignment or otherwise, of a life-insurance, endowment, or annuity
contract, or any interest therein, only the actual value of such con-
sideration and the amount of the premiums and other sums subse-
quently paid by the transferee shall be exempt from taxation under
subsection (1) or this subsection. This subsection and subsection
2 (b) (1) of this title shall not apply with respect to so much of a
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individual or shareholder, and (2) 85 per centum or more of the income 
consists of amounts collected from members for the sole purpose of 
making such payments and meeting expenses. 

(k) Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations providing for 
the payment of life, sick, or accident benefits to the members of such 
association or their dependents or their designated beneficiaries, if 
(1) admission to membership in such association is limited to 
individuals who are officers or employees of the United States Gov-
ernment or the Government of the District of Columbia, and (2) no 
part of the net earnings of such association inures (other than 
through such payments) to the benefit of any private individual or 
shareholder. 

TITLE III—NET INCOME, GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THEREFROM, 
AND DEDUCTIONS 

SEC. 1. NET INcomE.—For the purposes of this article and wher-
ever appearing herein, unless otherwise required by the context, the 
words "net income" mean the gross income of a taxpayer less the "Net income." 

deductions allowed by this article. 
SEc. 2. GROSS INCOME AND EXCLUSIONS THEREFROM.— ( a) The 

words "gross income" include gains, profits, and income derived ”Gross income." 

from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal services of what-
ever kind and in whatever form paid, including salaries, wages, and 
compensation paid by the United States to its officers and employees 
to the extent the same is not exempt under this article, or income 
derived from any trade or business or sales or dealings in property, 
whether real or personal, other than capital assets as defined in this 
article, growing out of the ownership, or sale of, or interest in, such 
property; also from rent, royalties, interest, dividends, securities, 
or transactions of any trade or business carried on for gain or profit, 
or gains or profits, and income derived from any source whatever. 

(b) The words "gross income" shall not include the following: Exclusions. 

(1) PROCEEDS or LIFE-INSURANCE pouciEs.—The proceeds of life-
insurance policies paid by reason of the death of the insured, whether 
in a single sum or otherwise (but if such amounts are held by the 
insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon, the interest pay-
ments shall be included in gross income). 

(2) ANNUITIES, AND SO FORTH.—(A) Amounts received (other than 
amounts paid by reason of the death of the insured and interest pay-
ments on such amounts and other than amounts received as annuities) 
under a life-insurance or endowment contract, but if such amounts 
(when added to amounts received before the taxable year under such 
contract) exceed the aggregate premiums or consideration paid 
(whether or not paid during the taxable year), then the excess shall 
be included in gross income. Amounts received as an annuity under 
an annuity or endowment contract shall be included in gross income; 
except that there shall be excluded from gross income the excess of the 
amount received in the taxable year over an amount equal to 3 per 
centum of the aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such 
annuity (whether or not paid during such year), until the aggregate 
amount excluded from gross income under this title in respect to such 
annuity equals the aggregate premiums or consideration paid for such 
annuity. In the case of a transfer for a valuable consideration, by .'resokrzrralt "'-
assignment or otherwise, of a life-insurance, endowment, or annuity 
contract, or any interest therein, only the actual value of such con-
sideration and the amount of the premiums and other sums subse-
quently paid by the transferee shall be exempt from taxation under 
subsection (1) or this subsection. This subsection and subsection 
2 (b) (1) of this title shall not apply with respect to so much of a 
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payment under a life-insurance, endowment, or annuity contract, or
any interest therein, as, under section 3 (a) (10) of this title, is
includible in the gross income of the recipient.

(B) EMPLOYEES' ANNUITIES.-If an annuity contract is purchased
by an employer for an employee under a plan with respect to which
the employer's contribution is deductible under subsection 3 (a) (11)
of this title, the employee shall include in his income the amounts
received under such contract for the year received except that if the
employee paid any of the consideration for the annuity, the annuity
shall be included in his income as provided in subsection 2 (b) (2)
(A) of this title, the consideration for such annuity being considered
the amount contributed by the employee. In all other cases, if the
employee's rights under the contract are nonforfeitable except for
failure to pay future premiums, the amount contributed by the
employer for such annuity contract on and after such rights become
nonforfeitable shall be included in the income of the employee in the
year in which the amount is contributed, which amount together with
any amounts contributed by the employee shall constitute the consid-
eration paid for the annuity contract in determining the amount of
the annuity required to be included in the income of the employee under
subsection 2 (b) (2) (A) of this title.

(3) GnITS, BEQUESTS, AND DEVISES.-The value of property acquired
by gift, devise, or inheritance (but the income from such property
shall be included in gross income).

(4) TAX-FREE INTEREST.-Interest upon (a) the obligations of a
State, Territory of the United States, or any political subdivision
thereof, or the District of Columbia; and (b) obligations of the United
States, its agencies, or instrumentalities.

(5) COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES OR SICKNESS.-Amounts received,
through accident or health insurance or under workmen's compensa-
tion or employer's liability acts, or by way of damages for personal
injuries, whether by suit or agreement.

(6) IN THE CASE OF MINISTERS.-The rental value of a dwelling house
and appurtenances thereof furnished to a minister of the gospel as
part of his compensation.

(7) INCOME EXEMPT UNDER TREATY.-Income of any kind to the
extent required by any treaty obligation of the United States.

(8) INCOME OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
(9) PAYMENTS MADE UNDER LAWS RELATING TO VETERANS.-Payments

of benefits made to or on account of a beneficiary under any of the
laws relating to veterans.

(10) INCOME FROM UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS.-In the case of any
person entitled to a share in the net income of any unincorporated
business subject to tax under the provisions of title VIII of this article,
an amount equal to the proportionate share of such person in such part
of such net income as is in excess of the exemption provided in section
4 of said title VIII: Provided, however, That such part so excluded
from the gross income of such person shall be reported by and taxed
against the unincorporated business under the provisions of title VIII
of this article.

(11) CAPITAL GAINS.--Gains from the sale or exchange of any capital
asset as defined in this article.

(12) PERSONAL SERVICES.-If at least 80 per centum of the total com-
pensation for personal services covering a period of thirty-six calendar
months or more (from the beginning to the completion of such services)
is received or accrued in one taxable year by an individual or a partner-
ship, the tax attributable to any part thereof which is included in the
gross income of any individual shall not be greater than the aggregate
of the taxes attributable to such part had it been included in the gross
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income of such individual ratably over that part of the period which
precedes the date of such receipt or accrual.

SEC. 3. (a) DEDUCTIONS A-LOWED.-The following deductions shall
be allowed from gross income in computing net income:

(1) EXPENSES.-All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or
incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business,
including a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation
for personal services actually rendered; traveling expenses (including
the entire amount expended for meals and lodging) while away from
home in the pursuit of a trade or business; and rentals or other pay-
ments required to be made as a condition to the continued use or pos-
session, for purposes of the trade or business, of property to which the
taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title or in which he has no
equity: Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall be
construed to exempt any salary or other compensation for personal
services from taxation as a part of the taxable income of the person
receiving the same.

(2) INTERrEST.-All interest paid or accrued, according to the tax-
payer's method of accounting, within the taxable year.

(3) TAXES.-All taxes imposed upon the taxpayer and paid or
accrued during the taxable year except-

(A) income taxes;
(B) franchise taxes imposed by this article;
C) estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and gift taxes;

(D) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending to
increase the value of the property assessed;

(E) taxes paid to any State, Territory, county, or munici-
pality on property, business, or occupation the income from which
is not taxable under this article.

(4) LossEs.-Losses sustained during the taxable year and not com-
pensated for by insurance or otherwise-

(A) if incurred in a trade or business; or
(B) if incurred in any transaction entered into for the produc-

tion or collection of income subject to tax under this article, or
for the management, conservation, or maintenance of property
held for the production of income subject to tax under this article,
though not connected with any trade or business; or

(C) of property not connected with a trade or business; if such
losses arise from fires, storms, shipwrecks, or other casualty:
Provided, however, That no such loss shall be allowed as a deduc-
tion under this subsection if such loss is claimed as a deduction for
inheritance- or estate-tax purposes: And provided further, That
this subsection shall not be construed to permit the deduction of
a loss of any capital asset as defined in this article.

(5) BAD DEBTS.-Debts ascertained to be worthless and charged off
within the taxable year or, in the discretion of the Assessor, a reason-
able addition to a reserve for bad debts. When satisfied that a debt
is recoverable only in part, the Assessor may allow such debt, in an
amount not in excess of the part charged off within the taxable year,
as a deduction. No debt which existed prior to January 1, 1939, shall
be allowed as a deduction.

(6) INSURANCE PREMIUMS.-All fire-, tornado-, and casualty-insur-
ance premiums paid during the taxable year in connection with prop-
erty held for investment or used in a trade or business, the income
from which is taxable under this article.

(7) DEPRECIATION.-A reasonable allowance for exhaustion, wear,
and tear of property used in the trade or business, including a reason-
able allowance for obsolescence; and including in the case of natural
resources allowances for depletion as permitted by reasonable rules
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income of such individual ratably over that part of the period which 
precedes the date of such receipt or accrual. 
SEC. 3. (a) DEDUCTIONS ALLowEn.—The following deductions shall 

be allowed from gross income in computing net income: 
(I) EXPENSES.—All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or 

incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, 
including a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation 
for personal services actually rendered; traveling expenses (including 
the entire amount expended for meals and lodging) while away from 
home in the pursuit of a tra'de or business; and rentals or other pay-
ments required to be made as a condition to the continued use or pos-
session, for purposes of the trade or business, of property to which the 
taxpayer has not taken or is not taking title or in which he has no 
equity: Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall be 
construed to exempt any salary or other compensation for personal 
services from taxation as a part of the taxable income of the person 
receiving the same. 

(2) INTEREST.—All interest paid or accrued, according to the tax-
payer's method of accounting, within the taxable year. 

(3) TAXES.—All taxes imposed upon the taxpayer and paid or 
accrued during the taxable year except— 

( A) income taxes; 
(B) franchise taxes imposed by this article; 
(C) estate, inheritance, legacy, succession, and gift taxes; 
(D) taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending to 

increase the value of the property assessed; 
(E) taxes paid to any State, Territory, county, or munici-

pality on property, business, or occupation the income from which 
is not taxable under this article. 

(4) LossEs.—Losses sustained during the taxable year and not com-
pensated for by insurance or otherwise 

(A) if incurred in a trade or business; or 
(B) if incurred in any transaction entered into for the produc-

tion or collection of income subject to tax under this article, or 
for the management, conservation, or maintenance of property 
held for the production of income subject to tax under this article, 
though not connected with any trade or business; or 

(C) of property not connected with a trade or business; if such 
losses arise from fires, storms, shipwrecks, or other casualty: 
Provided, however, That no such loss shall be allowed as a deduc-
tion under this subsection if such loss is claimed as a deduction for 
inheritance- or estate-tax purposes: And provided further, That 
this subsection shall not be construed to permit the deduction of 
a loss of any capital asset as defined in this article. 

(5) BAD DEBTS.—Debts ascertained to be worthless and charged off 
within the taxable year or, in the discretion of the Assessor, a reason-
able addition to a reserve for bad debts. When satisfied that a debt 
is recoverable only in part, the Assessor may allow such debt, in an 
amount not in excess of the part charged off within the taxable year, 
as a deduction. No debt which existed prior to January 1, 1939, shall 
be allowed as a deduction. 

(6) INSURANCE EREMIUMS.—AB fire-, tornado-, and casualty-insur-
ance premiums paid during the taxable year in connection with prop-
erty held for investment or used in a trade or business, the income 
from which is taxable under this article. 

(7) DEPRECIATION.—A reasonable allowance for exhaustion, wear, 
and tear of property used in the trade or business, including a reason-
able allowance for obsolescence; and including in the case of natural 
resources allowances for depletion as permitted by reasonable rules 
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and regulations which the Commissioners are hereby authorized to
promulgate. The basis upon which such allowances are to be com-

PoF, p 361. puted is the basis provided for in title XI, section 6, of this article.
(8) CHARITABLE CONTRIBuTIONS.-Contributions or gifts, actually

paid within the taxable year to or for the use of any religious, char-
itable, scientific, literary, military, or educational institution, the
activities of which are carried on to a substantial extent in the Dis-
trict, and no part of the net income of which inures to the benefit of

Limitatio, any private shareholder or individual: Provided, however, That such
deductions shall be allowed only in an amount which in the aggregate
of all such deductions does not exceed 15 per centum of net income
as computed without the benefit of this subsection.

(9) MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND SO FORTH, EXPENSES OF INDIVIDUALS.-
Expenses in the case of residents, paid by the taxpayer during the
taxable year, not compensated for by insurance or otherwise, for the
medical care of the taxpayer, his spouse, or dependents as defined in

"Medical c. this article. The term "medical care", as used in this subsection, shall
include amounts paid for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment,
or prevention of diseases, or for the purpose of effecting healthier func-
tion of the body (including amounts paid for accident or health insur-

Dductions. ance): Provided, however, That a taxpayer may deduct only such
expenses as exceed 5 per centum of his net income, or 5 per centum
of the aggregate net income in the case of husband and wife filing a joint
return, computed with the benefit of subsection (8) of this section but
without the benefit of this subsection: And provided further, That the
maximum deduction for the taxable year shall not exceed $2,500 in the
case of a husband and wife filing a joint return, or $1,250 in the case
of all other residents.

(10) ALIMONY OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE--In the case of residents,
amounts paid as alimony or separate maintenance pursuant to and
under a decree or judgment of a court of record of competent jurisdic-
tion to adjudge or decree that the taxpayer pay such alimony or sepa-

Income of recipient. rate maintenance: Provided, however That all amounts allowed as a
deduction under this subsection shall be reported and taxed as income
of the recipient thereof if such recipient is a resident as defined in
this article.

(11) CONTRIBUTIONS OF AN EMPLOYER TO AN EMPLOYEES' TRUST OR
ANNUITY PLAN AND COMPENSATION UNDER A DEFERRED-PAYMENT PLAN.-
In the return of an employer, contributions made by such employer to
an employees' trust or annuity plan and compensation under a deferred-
payment plan to the extent that deductions for the same are allowed
the taxpayer under the provisions of section 23 (p) of the Federalstaat. 15. Internal Revenue Code.,Js .s c. i 23(p).

(12) NONTRADE OR NONBUSINESS EXPENSE.-In the case of an indi-
vidual, all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during
the taxable year for the production or collection of income, or for the
management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the
production of income taxable under this article.

Optionl standad ( 13) In lieu of the foregoing deductions, any resident, whose gross
income less allowance for dependents is $5,000 or more may irrevocably
elect to deduct for the taxable year an optional standard deduction of

Restriction. $500: Provided, however, That the option provided in this subsection
shall not be permitted to any such taxpayer on any return filed by
him for any period less than a full calendar or fiscal year: And pro-

Hosband and wife vided further, That in the case of husband and wife living together,
the standard deduction shall not be allowed to either if the net income
of one of the spouses is determined without regard to the standard
deduction or by use of the optional method provided in title VI, sectionaWe 3 >4 (a).
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and regulations which the Commissioners are hereby authorized to 
promulgate. The basis upon which such allowances are. to be com-
puted is the basis provided for in title XI, section 6, of this article. 

(8) CHARITABLE coNminimoNs.—Contributions or gifts, actually 
paid within the taxable year to or for the use of any religious, char-
itable, scientific, literary, military, or educational institution, the 
activities of which are carried on to a substantial extent in the Dis-
trict, and no part of the net income of which inures to the benefit of 
any private shareholder or individual: Provided, .however, That such 
deductions shall be allowed only in an amount which in the aggregate 
of all such deductions does not exceed 15 per centum of net income 
as computed without the benefit of this subsection. 

(9) MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND SO FORTH, EXPENSES OF INDIVIDUALS.— 
Expenses in the case of residents, paid by the taxpayer during the 
taxable year, not compensated for by insurance or otherwise, for the 
medical care of the taxpayer, his spouse, or dependents as defined in 
this article. The term "medical care", as used in this subsection, shall 
include amounts paid for the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, 
or prevention of diseases, or for the purpose of effecting healthier insur-
ance): of the body (including amounts paid for accident or health nsur-
ance): Provided, however, That a taxpayer may deduct only such 
expenses as exceed 5 per centum of his net income, or 5 per centum 
of the aggregate net income in the case of husband and wife filing a joint 
return, computed with the benefit of subsection (8) of this section but 
without the benefit of this subsection: And provided further, That the 
maximum deduction for the taxable year shall not exceed $2,500 in the 
case of a husband and wife filing a joint return, or $1,250 in the case 
of all other residents. 

(10) ALIMONY OR SEPARATE MAINTENANCE.—In the case of residents, 
amounts paid as alimony or separate maintenance pursuant to and 
under a decree or judgment of a court of record of competent jurisdic-
tion to adjudge or decree that the taxpayer pay such alimony or sepa-
rate maintenance: Provided, however, That all amounts allowed as a 
deduction under this subsection shall be reported and taxed as income 
of the recipient thereof if such recipient is a resident as defined in 
this article. 

(11) CONTRIBUTIONS OF AN EMPLOYER TO AN EMPLOYEES' TRUST OR 
ANNUITY PLAN AND COMPENSATION UNDER A DEFERRED-PAYMENT PLAN.— 
In the return of an employer, contributions made by such employer to 
an employees' trust or annuity plan and compensation under a deferred-
payment plan to the extent that deductions for the same are allowed 
the taxpayer under the provisions of section 23 (p) of the Federal 
Internal Revenue Code. 

(12) NONTRADE OR NONBUSINESS EXPENSE.—In the case of an indi-
vidual, all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during 
the taxable year for the production or collection of income, or for the 
management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the 
production of income taxable under this article. 

(13) In lieu of the foregoing deductions, any resident, whose gross 
income less allowance for dependents is $5,000 or more may irrevocably 
elect to deduct for the taxable year an optional standard deduction of 
$500: Provided, however, That the option provided hi this subsection 
shall not be permitted to any such taxpayer on any return filed by 
hmi. for any period less than a full calendar or fiscal year: And pro-
vided further, That in the case of husband and w ife living together, 
the standard deduction shall not be allowed to either if the net income 

i of one of the spouses s determined without regard to the standard 
deduction or by use of the optional method provided in title VI, section 
4 (a). 
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(14) ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS.-In the case of corporations and

unincorporated businesses, the deductions provided for in this section
shall be allowed only for and to the extent that they are connected
with income arising from sources within the District within the mean-
ing of title X of this article; and the proper apportionment and
allocation of the deductions to be allowed shall be determined by the
Assessor under formula or formulas provided for in section 2, title X
of this article.

(b) DEDUCTIONS NOT ALLOWED.-In computing net income, no
deductions shall be allowed in any case for-

(1) Personal, living, or family expenses;
(2) Any amount paid out for new buildings or for permanent

improvements or betterments, made to increase the value of any
property or estate;

(3) Any amount expended in restoring property or in making good
the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or has been made; and

(4) Premiums paid on any life-insurance policy covering the life

of any officer or employee or of any person financially interested in
any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer when the taxpayer
is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under such policy.

(5) If the net income of an unincorporated business for the taxable
year is in excess of the exemption provided in section 4 of title VIII,
no deduction which is allowed or allowable under section 3 (a) of this

title from the gross income of any unincorporated business subject to

the tax imposed by title VIII of this article shall be allowed as deduc-
tion in the return and computation of the net income of any person

entitled to share in the net income of such unincorporated business.
(6) CAPITAL LOSSES.-Losses from the sale or exchange of any capital

asset as defined in this article.

TrTLE IV-ACCOUNTING PERIODS, INSTALLMENT SALES, AND

INVENTORIES

SEC. 1. ACCOUNTING PERIODS.-The net income shall be computed

upon the basis of the taxpayer's annual accounting period (fiscal
year or calendar year, as the case may be) in accordance with the

method of accounting regularly employed in keeping the books of

such taxpayer; but if no such method of accounting has been so
employed, or if the method employed does not clearly reflect the

income, the computation shall be made in accordance with such

method as in the opinion of the Assessor does clearly reflect the

income. If the taxpayer's annual accounting period is other than a

fiscal year as defined in section 4 (j) of title I or if the taxpayer
has no annual accounting period or does not keep books, the net
income shall be computed on the basis of the calendar year. If the

taxpayer makes a Federal income-tax return, his income shall be

computed, for the purposes of this title, on the basis of the same

calendar or fiscal year as in such Federal income-tax return, if the

basis is accepted and approved by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

SEC. 2. PERIOD IN WHICH ITEMS OF GROSS INCOME INCLUDED.-The

amount of all items of gross income shall be included in the gross

income for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer
unless, under methods of accounting permitted under section 1, any

such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a different
period. In the case of death of a taxpayer on the cash basis, no

amount will be accrued on his final return; and on the accrual basis,

amounts (except amounts includible in computing a partner's net

income) accrued only by reason of the death of the taxpayer shall
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(14) ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS.—III the case of corporations and 
unincorporated businesses, the deductions provided for in this section 
shall be allowed only for and to the extent that they are connected 
with income arising from sources within the District within the mean-
ing of title X of this article; and the proper apportionment and 
allocation of the deductions to be allowed shall be determined by the 
Assessor under formula or formulas provided for in section 2, title X 
of this article. 

(b) DEnuorioNs Neer Annownr..—In computing net income, no 
deductions shall be allowed in any case for— 

(1) Personal, living, or family expenses; 
(2) Any amount paid out for new buildings or for permanent 

improvements or betterments, made to increase the value of any 
property or estate; 

(3) Any amount expended in restoring property or in making good 
the exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or has been made; and 

(4) Premiums paid on any life-insurance policy covering the life 
of any officer or employee or of any person financially interested in 
any trade or business carried on by the taxpayer when the taxpayer 
is directly or indirectly a beneficiary under such policy. 

(5) If the net income of an unincorporated business for the taxable 
year is in excess of the exemption provided in section 4 of title VIII, 
no deduction which is allowed or allowable under section 3 (a) of this 
title from the gross income of any unincorporated business subject to 
the tax imposed by title VIII of this article shall be allowed as deduc-
tion in the return and computation of the net income of any person 
entitled to share in the net income of such unincorporated business. 

(6) CAPITAL LOSSES.—Losses from the sale or exchange of any capital 
asset as defined in this article. 

TITLE IV—ACCOUNTING PERIODS, INSTALLMENT SALES, AND 
INVENTORIES 

SEC. 1. AccouNTING PERIODS.—The net income shall be computed 
upon the basis of the taxpayer's annual accounting period fiscal 
year or calendar year, as the case may be) in accordance with the 
method of accounting regularly employed in keeping the books of 
such taxpayer; but if no such method of accounting has been so 
employed, or if the method employed does not clearly reflect the 
income, the computation shall be made in accordance with such 
method as in the opinion of the Assessor does clearly reflect the 
income. If the taxpayer's annual accounting period is other than a 
fiscal year as defined in section 4 (j) of title I or if the taxpayer 
has no annual accounting period or does not keep books, the net 
income shall be computed on the basis of the calendar year. If the 
taxpayer makes a Federal income-tax return, his income shall be 
computed, for the purposes of this title, on the basis of the same 
calendar or fiscal year as in such Federal income-tax return, if the 
basis is accepted and approved by the Commissioner of Internal 
Revenue. 

SEC. 2. PERIOD IN W HICH ITEMS OF GROSS INCOME INCLUDED.—The 
amount of all items of gross income shall be included in the gross 
income for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer 
unless, under methods of accounting permitted under section 1, any 
such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a different 
period. In the case of death of a taxpayer on the cash basis, no 
amount will be accrued on his final return; and on the accrual basis, 
amounts (except amounts includible in computing a partner's net 
income) accrued only by reason of the death of the taxpayer shall 
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not be included in computing net income for the period in which
falls the date of the taxpayer's death, but such amounts shall be
included in the income of the person receiving such amounts by
inheritance or survivorship from the decedent.

SEC. 3. PERIOD FOR WHICH DEDUCTIONS AND CREDITS TAKEN.-The
deductions and credits provided for in this article shall be taken for
the taxable year in which "paid or accrued" or "paid or incurred",
dependent upon the method of accounting upon the basis of which
the net income is computed unless, in order to clearly reflect the
income, the deductions or credits should be taken as of a different

Death of taxpayer. period. In the case of death of a taxpayer on the cash basis, no amount
will be allowed as a deduction which was accrued up to the date of
the taxpayer's death; and on the accrual basis, no amount (except
amounts includible in computing a partner's net income) accrued only
by reason of the death of the taxpayer shall be included in computing
net income for the period in which falls the date of the taxpayer's
death but such amounts shall be deductible by the estate or other person
who paid them or is liable for their payment.

SEC. 4. INSTALLMENT SALES.-If a person reports any portion of his
income from installment sales for Federal income-tax purposes under

53 Stat. 4. section 44 of the Federal Internal Revenue Code and as the same may
26 U. S. C. 4. hereafter be amended, and of such income is subject to tax under this

article, he may report such income under this article in the same
manner and upon the same basis as the same was reported by him for
Federal income-tax purposes, if such method of reporting is accepted
and approved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

SEC. 5. INvENToRIE.r-Whenever in the opinion of the Assessor
the use of inventories is necessary in order to properly determine
the income of any taxpayer, inventories shall be taken by such tax-
payer upon such basis as the Assessor may prescribe as conforming
as nearly as may be to the best accounting practice in the trade or
business and as most clearly reflecting the income.

SEC. 6. ASSESSOR MAY REJECT METHOD OF AOCOUNTING EMPLOYED
BY TAXPAYER.-Notwithstanding any other provisions of this article,
the Assessor is hereby authorized to reject any return of income
reported on a cash basis where, in his opinion, the net income of the
taxpayer is not properly reflected and cannot be determined on such
basis, and to require the return to be filed on such a basis as in his opin-
ion will properly reflect the net income of the taxpayer.

TITLE V-RETURNS

SEC. 1. (a) FORM OF RETURNs.-The Assessor is hereby authorized
and directed to prescribe the forms of returns. All returns required
under this title shall be filed on the forms and in the manner prescribed
by the Assessor.

(b) TAXPAYER To MAKE RETURN WHETHER FORM Is SENT OR NOT.-
Blank forms of returns of income shall be supplied by the Assessor.
It shall be the duty of the Assessor to obtain an income-tax return
from every taxpayer who is liable under this article to file such return;
but this duty shall in no manner diminish the obligation of the tax-
payer to file a return without being called upon to do so.

(c) INFORMATION RETruRNs.-Every person subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the District in whatever capacity acting, including receivers
or mortgagors of real or personal property, fiduciaries, partnerships,
and employers making payment of dividends, interest, rent, premiums,
annuities, compensations, remunerations, emoluments, or other income
to any person subject to tax under this article, shall render such returns
thereof to the Assessor as he may by rule prescribe.
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SEC. 2. REQUIREMENT.-Each of the following persons shall file a

return with the Assessor stating specifically the items of his gross
income and the items claimed as deductions and credits allowed under
this article, and such other information for the purpose of carrying
out the provisions of this article as the Assessor may require:

(a) RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS.-Every nonresident of the Dis-

trict receiving income subject to tax under this article and every
resident of the District, except fiduciaries, when-

(1) his gross income for the taxable year exceeds $1,000, if
single, or if married and not living with husband or wife; or

(2) his gross income for the taxable year exceeds $2,000, if
married and living with husband or wife; or

(3) his gross sales or gross receipts from any trade or business,
other than an unincorporated business subject to tax under title
VIII of this article, exceeds $5,000, regardless of the amount of
his gross income; or

(4) the combined gross income for the taxable year of a hus-
band and wife living together exceeds $2,000 in the aggregate or
the combined gross sales or gross receipts from any trade or busi-
ness, other than an unincorporated business subject to tax under
title VIII of this article, exceeds $5,000 regardless of the amount
of their gross income.

(b) FIDuCIARIEs.-Every fiduciary (except a receiver appointed by
authority of law in possession of part only of the property of an
individual) for-

(1) every individual for whom he acts having a net income for
the taxable year of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not
living with husband or wife;

(2) every individual for whom he acts having a net income
for the taxable year of $2,000 or over, if married and living with
husband or wife;

(3) every individual for whom he acts having a gross income
for the taxable year of $2,000 or over, regardless of the amount of
his net income;

(4) every estate for which he acts, the net income of which for
the taxable year is $1,000 or over;

(5) every trust for which he acts, the net income of which for
the taxable year is $100 or over; and

(6) every estate or trust for which he acts, the gross income
of which for the taxable year is $5,000 or over, regardless of the
amount of the net income.

(c) JOINT FIDUCIARIES.-A return by one of two or more joint
fiduciaries filed with the Assessor shall be sufficient compliance with
the provisions of section 2 (b) of this title.

(d) If any resident or nonresident or any fiduciary is unable to make
his own return, the return shall be made by his duly authorized agent.

(e) (1) CoRPORATIONS.-Every corporation engaging in or carrying

on any trade or business within the District or receiving income from
sources within the District within the meaning of title X. In cases
where receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are operating the
property or are engaged in or carrying on the trade or business of
corporations, such receivers, trustees, or assignees shall make returns
for such corporations in the same manner and form as corporations
are required to make returns.

(2) Affiliated corporations shall file separate returns unless per-
mitted by the Assessor to file consolidated returns.

(f) UNINCORPORlrT BUSINESSES.-Every unincorporated business
engaging in or carrying on any trade or business within the District
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SEC. 2. REQUIREMENT.—Each of the following persons shall file a 
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income and the items claimed as deductions and credits allowed under 
this article, and such other information for the purpose of carrying 
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(1) his gross income for the taxable year exceeds $1,000, if 
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(2) his gross income for the taxable year exceeds $2,000, if 
married and living with husband or wife; or 
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other than an unincorporated business subject to tax under title 
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his gross income; or 
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of their gross income. 
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the taxable year of $1,000 or over, if single, or if married and not 
living with husband or wife; 

(2) every individual for whom he acts having a net income 
for the taxable year of $2,000 or over, if married and living with 
husband or wife; 

(3) every individual for whom he acts having a gross income 
for the taxable year of $2,000 or over, regardless of the amount of 
his net income ; 

(4) every estate for which he acts, the net income of which for 
the taxable year is $1,000 or over; 

(5) every trust for which he acts, the net income of which for 
the taxable year is $100 or over; and 

(6) every estate or trust for which he acts, the gross income 
of which for the taxable year is $5,000 or over, regardless of the 
amount of the net income. 

(C) JOINT FIDUCIARIES.—A return by one of two or more joint 
fiduciaries filed with the Assessor shall be sufficient compliance with 
the provisions of section 2 (b) of this title. 

(d) If any resident or nonresident or any fiduciary is unable to make 
his own return, the return shall be made by his duly authorized agent. 

(e) (1) CoRPokATioNs.—Every corporation engaging in or carrying 
on any trade or business within the District or receiving income from 
sources within the District within the meaning of title X. In cases 
where receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are operating the 
property or are engaged in or carrying on the trade or business of 
corporations, such receivers, trustees, or assignees shall make returns 
for such corporations in the same manner and form as corporations 
are required to make returns. 

(2) Affiliated corporations shall file separate returns unless per-
mitted by the Assessor to file consolidated returns. 

(f) UNINCORPOILMID BUSINESSES.—Every unincorporated business 
engaging in or carrying on any trade or business within the District 
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or receiving income from sources within the District within the mean-
ing of title X having a gross income of more than $10,000, regardless
of whether or not it has a net income. Such returns shall be made
by the taxpayer or taxpayers liable for the payment of the tax.

(g) PARTNERSHIPS.-Every partnership, other than partnerships
subject to the taxes imposed by title VIII of this article on unincor-
porated businesses, engaged in any trade or business, or receiving
income from sources within the District. There shall be included
in such return the names and addresses of the individuals who would
be entitled to share in the net income of the partnership, if distributed,
and the amount of distributive share of each individual.

SEC. 3. (a) TiME AND PLACE FOR FILING RETURNS.-All returns of
income for the preceding taxable year required to be filed under the
provisions of section 1 of this title shall be filed with the Assessor
on or before the 15th day of April in each year, except that such
returns, if made on the basis of a fiscal year, shall be filed on or before
the fifteenth day of the fourth month following the close of such
fiscal year.

(b) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR FILING RETURNS.-The Assessor may
grant a reasonable extension of time for filing the returns required by
section 2 of this title whenever in his judgment good cause exists
therefor, and he shall keep a record of every such extension. Except
in case of a taxpayer who is not within the continental limits of the
United States, no such extension shall be granted for more than six
months, and in no case shall such extension be granted for more than
one year.

SEC. 4. (a) SECRECY or RETrRNs.-Except to any official of the Dis-
trict, having a right thereto in his official capacity, it shall be unlaw-
ful for any officer or employee of the District to divulge or make
known in any manner the amount of income or any particulars relat-
ing thereto or the computation thereof set forth or disclosed in any
return required to be filed under section 1 of this title, and neither the
original nor a copy of any such return desired for use in litigation
in court shall be furnished where neither the District nor the United
States is interested in the result of such litigation, whether or not the
request is contained in an order of the court: Provided, however, That
nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent the furnishing
to a taxpayer of a copy of his return upon the payment of a fee of $2.

(b) RECIPROCAL EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH THE UNITED
STATES AND THE SEVERAL STATES.-Notwithstanding the provisions of
this section, the Assessor may permit the proper officer of the United
States or of any State imposing an income tax or his authorized repre-
sentative to inspect income-tax returns filed with the Assessor or may
furnish to such officer or representative a copy of any such income-tax
returns provided the United States or such State grant substantially
similar privileges to the Assessor or his representative or to the proper
officer of the District charged with the administration of this title.
The Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Treasury Department of the
United States is authorized and required to supply such information
as may be requested by the Assessor or Collector relative to any person
subject to the taxes imposed by this article.

(c) PULMCATION OF STATISTICS.-Nothing contained in section 4 (a)
of this title shall be construed to prohibit the publication of statistics
so classified as to prevent the identification of particular reports and
the items thereof, or the publication of delinquent lists showing the
names of taxpayers who have failed to pay their taxes at the time and
in the manner provided by law, together with any relevant information
which in the opinion of the Assessor may assist in the collection of such
delinquent taxes.
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(d) INFORMATION WHICH MAY BE DIscLOSED.-Nothing contained
in section 4 (a) of this title shall be construed to prohibit the Assessor,
in his discretion, from divulging or making known any information
contained in, or relating to, any report, application, license, or return
required under the provisions of this article other than such informa-
tion as may be contained therein relating to the amount of income or
any particulars relating thereto or the computation thereof.

(e) PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION.-Any violation of
the provisions of this section shall be a misdemeanor and shall be
punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment for six
months, or both, in the discretion of the court. All prosecutions under
this section shall be brought in the Municipal Court of the District of
Columbia on information by the Corporation Counsel of the District
of Columbia or any of his assistants in the name of the District of
Columbia.

(f) PRESERVATION OF RETURNs.-All reports, applications, and
returns received by the Assessor under the provisions of this article
shall be preserved for six years, and thereafter until the Assessor
orders them to be destroyed.

TITLE VI-TAX ON RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS

SEC. 1. DEFINITION.-For the purposes of this article, and unless
otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable income" mean
the entire net income of every resident, in excess of the personal
exemptions and credits for dependents allowed by section 2 of this
title and that portion of the entire net income of every nonresident
which is subject to tax under title VIII of this article.

SEC. 2. PERSONAL ExEMPTIONs AND CREDrr FOR DEPENDENTs.-There
shall be allowed to residents the following credits against net income:

(a) An exemption of $1,000 for the taxpayer.
(b) An exemption of $1,000 for the spouse of the taxpayer (1) if

a joint return is made by the taxpayer and his spouse, in which case
the aggregate exemption of the spouses shall be $2,000, or (2) if a
separate return is made by the taxpayer, and his spouse has no gross
income for the calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer
begins and is not the dependent of another taxpayer.

(c) An exemption of $500 for each dependent, as defined in this
article, whose gross income for the calendar year in which the taxable
year of the taxpayer begins is less than $500 except that the exemption
shall not be allowed in respect of a dependent who has made a joint
return with his spouse for the taxable year beginning in such calendar
year.

(d) If the status of a taxpayer changes during the taxable year with
respect to his marital status the amount allowed under subsection (b)
of this section shall be apportioned in accordance with the number
of months before and after such change. For the purposes of this
subsection, a fractional part of a month shall be disregarded unless it
amounts to more than half a month, in which case it shall be considered
as a month.

(e) Beginning with the first taxable year to which this article is
applicable and in succeeding taxable years, the amounts allowed under
subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall be prorated to the day
of death in the final return of a decedent dying before the end of
the taxable year, and as of the date of death the personal exemption
is terminated and not extended over the remainder of the taxable year.

(f) In the case of a return made for a fractional part of a taxable
year, the personal exemptions and credits for dependents shall be
reduced, respectively, to amounts which bear the same ratio to the full
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(d) INFORMATION W HICH MAY BE DISCLOSED.—Nothing contained 
in section 4 (a) of this title shall be construed to prohibit the Assessor, 
in his discretion, from divulging or making known any information 
contained in, or relating to, any report, application, license, or return 
required under the provisions of this article other than suck informa-
tion as may be contained therein relating to the amount of income or 
any particulars relating thereto or the computation thereof. 

(e) PENALrIES FOR VIOLATION OF THIS SECTION.—Any violation of 
the provisions of this section shall be a misdemeanor and shall be 
punishable by a fine not exceeding $1,000 or imprisonment for six 
months, or both, in the discretion of the court. All prosecutions under 
this section shall be brought in the Municipal Court of the District of 
Columbia on information by the Corporation Counsel of the District 
of Columbia or any of his assistants in the name of the District of 
Columbia. 

(f) PRESERVATION or REruRNS.—All reports, applications, and 
returns received by the Assessor under the provisions of this article 
shall be preserved for six years, and thereafter until the Assessor 
orders them to be destroyed. 

TITLE VI—TAX ON RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS 

SEC. 1. DEriNrriox.—For the purposes of this article, and unless 
otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable income" mean 
the entire net income of every resident, in excess of the personal 
exemptions and credits for dependents allowed by section 2 of this 
title and that portion of the entire net income of every nonresident 
which is subject to tax under title VIII of this article. 
SEC. 2. PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND CREDIT FOR DEPF.NDENTS.—There 

shall be allowed to residents the following credits against net income: 
(a) An exemption of $1,000 for the taxpayer. 
(b) An exemption of $1,000 for the spouse of the taxpayer (1) if 

a joint return is made by the taxpayer and his spouse, in which case 
the aggregate exemption of the spouses shall be $2,000, or (2) if a 
separate return is made by the taxpayer, and his spouse has no gross 
income for the calendar year in which the taxable year of the taxpayer 
begins and is not the dependent of another taxpayer. 

(c) An exemption of $500 for each dependent, as defined in this 
article, whose gross income for the calendar year in which the taxable 
year of the taxpayer begins is less than $500, except that the exemption 
shall not be allowed in respect of a dependent who has made a joint 
return with his spouse for the taxable year beginning in such calendar 
year. 

(d) If the status of a taxpayer changes during the taxable year with 
respect to his marital status the. amount allowed under subsection (b) 
of this section shall be apportioned in accordance with the number 
of months before and after such change. For the purposes of this 
subsection, a fractional part of a month shall be disregarded unless it 
amounts to more than half a month, in which case it shall be considered 
as a month. 

(e) Beginning with the first taxable year to which this article is 
applicable and in succeeding taxable years, the amounts allowed under 
subsections (a) and (b) of this section shall be prorated to the day 
of death in the final return of a decedent dying before the end of 
the taxable year, and as of the date of death the personal exemption 
is terminated and not extended over the remainder of the taxable year. 

(f) In the case of a return made for a fractional part of a taxable 
year, the personal exemptions and .credits for dependents shall be 
reduced, respectively, to amounts which bear the same ratio to the full 
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credits provided as the number of months in the period for which the
return is made bear to twelve months.

SEC. 3. IMPOSITION AND RATES OF TAX.-There is hereby annually
levied and imposed for each taxable year upon the taxable income of
every resident a tax at the following rates:

One per centum on the first $5,000 of taxable income.
One and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Two per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Two and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income.
Three per centum on the taxable income in excess of $20,000.
SEC. 4. (a) OPTIONAL METHOD OF COMPUTATION.-In lieu of the

method of computation prescribed by section 3 of this title, a resident
reporting on a cash basis for any full calendar year who does not claim
credit for taxes paid by him to any State or Territory of the United
States or political subdivision thereof under the provisions of section 5
of this title on the whole or any part of his income for such calendar
year and, if his gross income for such calendar year is $5,000 or less, and
is derived solely from salaries, wages, dividends, and interest, may elect
to pay the tax as shown in the following table:

Gross income less allow-
ance for dependents

Over

0
$1,150
1,200
1,250
1,300
1,350
1,400
1,450
1,500
1,550

1,650
1,700
1,750
1,800
1, 850
1, 00
1,950
2,000
2,050
2,100
2,150
2,200
2, 250
2,300
2, 350
2,400
2,450
2,500
2.550
2.6002, 6002, 50
2,700
2.750
2,800
2, 850
2,900
2,950
3,000

But not
over

$1,150
1,200
1, 250
1,300
1,350
1,400
1, 450
1,500
1, 550
1,600
1,650
1,700
1,750
1,800
1,860
1,900
1,950
2,000
2,060
2,100
2,150
2,200
2,250
2,300
2,350
2,400
2,450
2, 500
2, 550
2 600

2, 700
2,750
2,800
2,850
2,900
2,950
3,000
3,050

Personal exemption
status

$1,000

Tax
0

$0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.560
7.00
7.50
8.00
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50

10.00
10. 60
11.00
11.60
12.00
12. 50
12.50
13.00
13.50
14.00
14.50
15.00
15. 50
16.00
16.50
17.00
17.00

$2,000

Tax
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

80.50
1.00
1.60
2.00

2. 5
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.60
5.00
6.50
6.00
6.50
7.00
7.00

Gross income less allow-
ance for dependents

Over

$3,050
3,100
3,160
3,200
3,250
3,300
3, 350
3,400
3,450
3,500
3, 50
3,600
3,650
3,700
3,750
3,800
3,860
3,900
3, 960
4,000
4,050
4,100
4,150
4,200
4,250
4,300
4,350
4,400
4,450
4,500
4,550
4,600
4, 650
4,700
4,760
4,800
4,850
4,900
4,950

But not
over

$3,100
3,150
3,200
3,250
3,300
3,350
3,400
3,450
3,500
3,550
3,600
3,660
3,700
3,750
3,800
3,850
3,900
3,950
4,000
4,050
4, 100
4,150
4,200
4,250
4,300
4,350
4,400
4,450
4,500
4,550
4,600
4,650
4,700
4,750
4,800
4,850
4,900
4,950
5,000

Personal exemption
status

$1,000

Tax
$17. 50

18.00
18.50
19.00
19.50
20.00
20.50
21.00
21.50
21.50
22.00
22.50
23.00
23.50
24.00
24.50
25.00
25.50
26.00
26.00
26. 60
27.00
27. 60
28.00
28.50
29.00
29.50
30.00
30.50
30.50
31.00
31. 50
32. 00
32.50
33.00
33.50
34.00
34.50
35.00

$2,000

Taz
$7.50
8.00
8.50
9.00
9.50

10.00
10. 50
11.00
11.50
11.50
12.00
12. 50
13.00
13. 50
14.00
14. 50
15.00
15.50
1& 00
1800
16. 0
17.00
17. 0
1800
la& so
19.00
19. 50

20.50
20.50
21.00
21.50
22. 00
22.50
23.00
23.50
24.00
24. 5
25.00

Application of
schedule. (b) In applying the above schedule, to determine the tax of a tax-

payer with one or more dependents, there shall be subtracted from his
gross income beginning with the first taxable year to which this article
is applicable and succeeding taxable years, $500 for each dependent
as defined in this article.

(c) In applying the above schedule, to determine whether the tax-
payer is entitled to the personal exemption of $1,000 or $2,000, his
status during the greater portion of the taxable year, as defined in
this article, shall control.
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Application of 
schedule. 

credits provided as the number of months in the period for which the 
return is made bear to twelve months. 
SEC. 3. IMPOSITION AND RATES OF TAM-There is hereby annually 

levied and imposed for each taxable year upon the taxable income of 
every resident a tax at the following rates: 
One per centum on the first $5,000 of taxable income. 
One and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Two per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Two and one-half per centum on the next $5,000 of taxable income. 
Three per centum on the taxable income in excess of $20,000. 
SEC. 4. (a) OPTIONAL METHOD or COMPUTATION.-III lieu of the 

method of computation prescribed by section 3 of this title, a resident 
reporting on a cash basis for any full calendar year who does not claim 
credit for taxes paid by him to any State or Territory of the United 
States or political subdivision thereof under the provisions of section 5 
of this title on the whole or any part of his income for such calendar 
year and, if his gross income for such calendar year is $5,000 or less, and 
is derived solely from salaries, wages, dividends, and interest, may elect 
to pay the tax as shown in the following table: 

Gross income less allow- 
ance for dependents 

Personal exemption 
status 

Over But not 
OWL $1,000 $2,000 

Tax 

-1
:-I
F
A
P
P
,
P
.
:
P
P
N
N
P
!
'
!
"
I
S
 

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
E
g
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
 o $1, 150 0 

$1, 150 1,200 $0. 50 
1,200 1,250 1.00 
1,250 1,300 1.50 
1,300 1,350 2.00 
1,350 1,400 2.50 
1,400 1,450 3.00 
1,450 1,500 3.50 
1,500 1,550 3.50 
1,550 1, 6() 4.00 
1,600 1,650 4.50 
1,650 1,700 5.00 
1,700 1,750 5.50 
1,750 1,800 6.00 
1,800 1,860 8.50 
1,850 1,900 7.00 
1,900 1,950 7.50 
1,950 2,000 8.00 
2,000 2,050 8.00 
2,0150 2, 100 8.50 
2, 100 2,150 9.00 
2, 150 1,200 9.60 
2,200 2,250 10.00 
2,250 2,300 10.50 
2,300 2,350 11.00 
2,350 2,400 11.50 
2,400 2, 450 12.00 
'2, 450 2,500 12.50 
2,500 2,550 12.50 
2,550 2,600 13.00 
2,600 2,650 13.50 
2,650 2,700 14.00 
2,700 2,750 14.50 
2, 750 2, MO 15.00 
2,800 2,850 15.50 
2,850 2,900 16.00 
2,900 2,950 16.50 
2,950 3,000 17. 00 
3,000 3,050 17.00 

Gross income less allow-
ance for dependents 

Personal exemption 
status 

Over But not 
over $1,000 $2,000 

$3,050 
3,100 
3, 150 
3,200 
3,250 
3,300 
3,350 
3,400 
3,450 
3,500 
3,550 
3,600 
3,650 
3,700 
3,750 
3,800 
3,850 
3,900 
3,950 
4,000 
4,050 
4, 100 
4, 150 
4,200 
4,250 
4,300 
4,350 
4,400 
4,450 
4, 500 
4,560 
4,660 
4,650 
4,700 
4,750 
4,800 
4,850 
4,900 
4,950 

$.3, 100 
3,150 
3,200 
3,250 
3,300 
3,350 
3,400 
3,450 
3,500 
3,550 
3,600 
3,650 
3, 700 
3,750 
3,800 
3,850 
3,900 
3,950 
4,000 
4,060 
4, 100 
4, 150 
4,200 
4,250 
4,300 
4,350 
4,400 
4,450 
4,500 
4,550 
4,600 
4,650 
4,700 
4,750 
4,800 
4,850 
4, 900 
4,950 
5,000 

Tax 
$17. 50 
18.00 
18. 50 
19.00 
19. 50 
20.00 
20.50 
21.00 
21.50 
21.50 
22.00 
22.50 
23.00 
23.50 
24,00 
24.50 
25.00 
26.50 
26.00 
26.00 
26. 50 
27.00 
27. 60 
28.00 
28. 50 
29. 00 
29.50 
30.00 
30.50 
3a 50 
31.00 
31. 50 
32. 00 
32.50 
33.00 
33.50 
34.00 
34.50 
35. 00 

Tax 
$7. 50 
8.00 
8.50 
9.00 
9.50 
10.00 
10. 50 
11.00 
11.50 
11.50 
12. 00 
12. 50 
13.00 
13. 50 
14. 00 
14. 50 
15. 00 
15. 50 
16.00 
16.00 
16. 50 
17.00 
17. 50 
18.00 
18.50 
19.00 
19. 50 
20.00 
20. 50 
20. 50 
21.00 
21.50 
2Z 00 
22.60 
23.00 
23.50 
24.00 
24.50 
25. 00 

(b) In applying the above schedule, to determine the tax of a tax-
payer with one or more dependents, there shall be subtracted from his 
gross income beginning with the first taxable year to which this article 
is applicable and succeeding taxable years, $500 for each dependent 
as defined in this article. 

(c) In applying the above schedule, to determine whether the tax-
payer is entitled to the personal exemption of $1,000 or $2,000, his 
status during the greater portion of the taxable year, as defined in 
this article, shall control. 
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(d) An individual not living with husband or wife during the
greater portion of the taxable year for the purposes of this article,
shall be considered as a single person.

(e) The election given by this section as to the computation of tax
due shall be considered to have been made if the taxpayer files the
return prescribed for such computation and such election shall be
final and irrevocable.

(f) If the taxpayer for any taxable year has filed a return com-
puting his tax without regard to this section, he may not thereafter
elect for such year to compute his tax under this section.

(g) This section shall not apply to any fiduciary or to any married
resident living with husband or wife at any time during the taxable
year whose spouse files a return and computes the tax without regard
to this section.

(h) If a husband and wife living together file separate returns,
each shall be treated as a single person for the purposes of this section.

SEC. 5. CREDIT AGAINST TAX ALLOWED RESIDENTS.-The amount of
tax payable under this title by an individual who, although a resident
of the District of Columbia as defined in this article, was nevertheless
a bona fide domiciliary of any State or Territory of the United States
or political subdivision thereof during the taxable year shall be reduced
by the amount required to be paid by such individual as income or
intangible personal property taxes, or both, for such taxable year to the
State, Territory, or political subdivision thereof of which he was a
domiciliary. The Assessor may require proof, satisfactory to him, of
the payment of such income or intangible personal property taxes:
Provided, however, That the credit provided for by this section shall
not be allowed against any tax imposed under title VIII of this article.

TITLE VII-TAX ON CORPORATIONS

SEC. 1. TAXABLE INCOME DEFINED.-For the purposes of this title,
and unless otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable
income" mean the amount of net income derived from sources within

the District within the meaning of title X of this article.
SEC. 2. IMPOSITION AND RATE OF TAx.-For the privilege of carrying

on or engaging in any trade or business within the District and of
receiving income from sources within the District, there is hereby

levied for each taxable year a tax at the rate of 5 per centum upon the
taxable income of every corporation, whether domestic or foreign
(except those expressly exempt under title II of this article).

TITLE VIII-TAx ON UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSEs

SEC. 1. DEFINITION OF UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS.-For the purposes

of this article (not alone of this title) and unless otherwise required
by the context, the words "unincorporated business" mean any trade or
business, conducted or engaged in by any individual, whether resident
or nonresident, statutory or common-law trust, estate, partnership,
or limited or special partnership, society, association, executor, admin-
istrator, receiver, trustee, liquidator, conservator, committee, assignee,
or by any other entity or fiduciary, other than a trade or business
conducted or engaged in by any corporation; and include any trade
or business which if conducted or engaged in by a corporation would
be taxable under title VII of this article. The words "unincorporated
business" do not include any trade or business which by law, customs,
or ethics cannot be incorporated or any trade or business in which
more than 80 per centum of the gross income is derived from the
personal services actually rendered by the individual or members of
the partnership or other entity in the conducting or carrying on of
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(d) An individual not living with husband or wife during the Individual consid-ered as single person. 
greater portion of the taxable year for the purposes of this article, 
shall be considered as a single person. 

(e) The election given by this section as to the computation of tax Finality of election. 

due shall be considered to have been made if the taxpayer files the 
return prescribed for such computation and such election shall be 
final and irrevocable. 

(f) If the taxpayer for any taxable year has filed a return com-
puting his tax without regard to this section, he may not thereafter 
elect for such year to compute his tax under this section. 

(g) This section shall not apply to any fiduciary or to any married Nonapplicability of 

resident living with husband or wife at any time during the taxable section. 

year whose spouse files a return and computes the tax without regard 
to this section. 

(h) If a husband and wife living together file separate returns, Spouse treated as single person. 
each shall be treated as a single person for the purposes of this section. 
SEC. 5. CREDIT AGAINST TAX ALLOWED RESIDENTS.—The amount of Bona ilde domicili-ary of a State, etc. 

tax payable under this title by an individual who, although a resident 
of the District of Columbia as defined in this article, was nevertheless 
a bona fide domiciliary of any State or Territory of the United States 
or political subdivision thereof during the taxable year shall be reduced 
by the amount required to be paid by such individual as income or 
intangible personal property taxes, or both, for such taxable year to the 
State, Territory, or political subdivision thereof of which he was a 
domiciliary. The Assessor may require proof, satisfactory to him, of 
the payment of such income or intangible personal property taxes: 
Provided, however, That the credit provided for by this section shall 
not be allowed against any tax imposed under title VIII of this article. 

TITLE VII—TAX ON CORPORATIONS 

SEC. I. TAXABLE INCOME DEFINED.—For the purposes of this title, 
and unless otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable 
income" mean the amount of net income derived from sources within 
the District within the meaning of title X of this article. 
SEC. 2. IMPOSITION AND RATE OF TAX.—For the privilege of carrying 

on or engaging in any trade or business within the District and of 
receiving income from sources within the District, there is hereby 
levied for each taxable year a tax at the rate of 5 per centum upon the 
taxable income of every corporation, whether domestic or foreign 
(except those expressly exempt under title II of this article). 

TITLE VIII—TAX ON UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES 

SEC. 1. DEFINITION OF UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS.—For the purposes 
of this article (not alone of this title) and unless otherwise required 
by the context, the words "unincorporated business" mean any trade or 
business, conducted or engaged in by any individual, whether resident 
or nonresident, statutory or common-law trust, estate, partnership, 
or limited or special partnership, society, association, executor, admin-
istrator, receiver, trustee, liquidator, conservator, committee, assignee, 
or by any other entity or fiduciary, other than a trade or business 
conducted or engaged in by any corporation; and include any trade 
or business which if conducted or engaged in by a corporation would 
be taxable under title VII of this article. The words "unincorporated 
business" do not include any trade or business which by law, customs, 
or ethics cannot be incorporated or any. trade or business in which 
more than 80 per centum of the gross mcome is derived from the 
personal services actually rendered by the individual or members of 
the partnership or other entity in the conducting or carrying on of 
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"Taxable income."

Post, p. 349.
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Distributive share

of net income.

any trade or business and in which capital is not a material income-
producing factor.

SEC. 2. TAXABLE INCOME DEFINED.-For the purposes of this title,
and unless otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable
income" mean the amount of net income derived from sources within
the District within the meaning of title X of this article in excess of
the exemption granted by section 4 of this title.

SEC. 3. IMPosITIoN AND RATE or TAX.-For the privilege of carrying
on or engaging in any trade or business within the District and of
receiving income from sources within the District, there is hereby
levied for each taxable year a tax at the rate of 5 per centum upon
the taxable income of every unincorporated business, whether domestic
or foreign (except those expressly exempt under title II of this article).

SEC. 4. ExEMPrION.-Before computing the tax upon the taxable
income of an unincorporated business, there shall be deducted there-
from an exemption of $10,000, except that where the period covered by
a return is less than a year, or where a return shows that an unincor-
porated business has been carried on for less than twelve months,
such exemption shall be prorated on a daily basis: Provided, however,
That any amount exempted under this section from the tax imposed
by section 3 of this title shall be reported and included in the gross
income of that person or those persons entitled to a share therein in
proportion to the share to which each person is entitled, and shall be
reported in the return of each of such persons for his taxable year
in which is ended the taxable year of the unincorporated business.

SEC. 5. BY WHOM PAYABLE.-The taxes imposed by section 3 of
this title shall be payable by the person or persons, jointly and severally,
conducting the unincorporated business. The taxes imposed under
this title may be assessed in the name of the unincorporated business
or in the name or names of the person or persons liable for the payment
of such taxes, or both.

SEC. 6. PARTNERS ONLY TAXABLE.-Individuals carrying on any
trade or business in partnership in the District, other than an unin-
corporated business, shall be liable for income tax only in their
individual capacities. The tax on all such income shall be assessed
against the individual partners under title VI of this article. There
shall be included in computing the net income of each partner his
distributive share, whether distributed or not, of the net income of
the partnership for the taxable year; or if his net income for such
taxable year is computed upon the basis of a period different from
that upon the basis of which the net income of the partnership is
computed, then his distributive share of the net income of the part-
nership for any accounting period of the partnership ending withinthe taxable year upon the basis of which the partner's net income is
computed.

TITLE IX-TAX ON ESTATES AND TRUSTS

SEC. 1. RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT ESTATES AND TRUSTS.-For the
purposes of this title, estates and trusts are (a) resident estates or
trusts, or (b) nonresident estates or trusts. If the decedent was at
the time of his death domiciled within the District, his estate is a
resident estate, and any trust created by his will is a resident trust.
If the decedent was not at the time of his death domiciled within
the District, his estate is a nonresident estate, and any trust createdCreatoroftrust by his will is a nonresident trust. If the creator of a trust was at
the time the trust was created domiciled within the District, or if
the trust consists of property of a person domiciled within the Dis-
trict, the trust is a resident trust. If the creator of the trust was
not at the time the trust was created domiciled within the District,
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SEC. 2. TAXABLE INCOME DEFINED.—For the purposes of this title, 
and unless otherwise required by the context, the words "taxable 
income" mean the amount of net income derived from sources within 
the District within the meaning of title X of this article in excess of 
the exemption granted by section 4 of this title. . 

SEC. 3. IMPOSITION AND RATE OF TAX.—For the privilege of carrying 
on or engaging in any trade or business within the District and of 
receiving income from sources within the District, there is hereby 
levied for each taxable year a tax at the rate of 5 per centum upon 
the taxable income of every unincorporated business, whether domestic 
or foreign (except those expressly exempt under title II of this article). 

SEC. 4. Exlatpriox.—Before computing the tax upon the taxable 
income of an unincorporated business, there shall be deducted there-
from an exemption of $10,000, except that where the period covered by 
a return is less than a year, or where a return shows that an unincor-
porated business has been carried on for less than twelve months, 
such exemption shall be prorated on a daily basis: Provided, however, 
That any amount exempted under this section from the tax imposed 
by section 3 of this title shall be reported and included in the gross 
income of that person or those persons entitled to a share therein in 
proportion to the share to which each person is entitled, and shall be 
reported in the return of each of such persons for his taxable year 
in which is ended the taxable year of the unincorporated business. 

Sr.,c. 5. BY WEI011it PAYABLE.—The taxes imposed by section 3 of 
this title shall be payable by the person or persons, jointly and severally, 
conducting the unincorporated business. The taxes imposed under 
this title may be assessed in the name of the unincorporated business 
or in the name or names of the person or persons liable for the payment 
of such taxes, or both. 
SEC. 6. PARTNERS ONLY TAxAmy.—Individuals carrying on any 

trade or business in partnership in the District, other than an unin-
corporated business, shall be liable for income tax only in their 
individual capacities. The tax on all such income shall be assessed 
against the individual partners under title VI of this article. There 
shall be included in computing the net income of each partner his 
distributive share, whether distributed or not, of the net income of 
the partnership for the taxable year; or if his net income for such 
taxable year is computed upon the basis of a period different from 
that upon the basis of which the net income of the partnership is 
computed, then his distributive share of the net income of the part-
nership for any accounting period of the partnership ending within 
the taxable year upon the basis of which the partner's net income is 
computed. 

Trriz IX—TAX ON ESTATES AND TRUSTS 

SEC. 1. RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT ESTATES AND TRUSTS.—FOT the 
purposes of this title, estates and trusts are (a) resident estates or 
trusts, or (b) nonresident estates or trusts. If the decedent was at 
the time of his death domiciled within the District, his estate is a 
resident estate, and any trust created by his will is a resident trust. 
If the decedent was not at the time of his death domiciled within 
the District, his estate is a nonresident estate, and any trust created 
by his will is a nonresident trust. If the creator of a trust was at 
the time the trust was created domiciled within the District, or if 
the trust consists of property of a person domiciled within the Dis-
trict, the trust is a resident trust. If the creator of the trust was 
not at the time the trust was created domiciled within the District, 
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the trust is a nonresident trust. If the trust resulted from the dis-
solution of a corporation organized under the laws of the District
of Columbia the trust is a resident trust. If the trust resulted from
the dissolution of a foreign corporation, the trust is a nonresident
trust.

SEC. 2. RESIDENCE OR SITUS OF FmuCIARY NOT TO CONTROL.-The res-
idence or situs of the fiduciary shall not control the classification of
estates and trusts as resident or nonresident under the provisions of

4 section 1 of this title.
SEC. 3. IMPOSITION OF TAx.-The taxes imposed by title VI of this Ante, p. 3a.

article upon residents shall apply to the income of resident estates, and
income from any kind of property held in resident trusts, including-

(a) income accumulated in trust for the benefit of unborn or
unascertained person or persons with contingent interests, and
income accumulated or held for future distribution under the
terms of the will or trust;

(b) income which is to be distributed currently by the fiduciary
to the beneficiaries, and income collected by a guardian of any
infant or incompetent person which is to be held or distributed
as the court may direct;

(c) income received by estates of deceased persons during the
period of administration or settlement of the estate; and

(d) income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary, may be
either distributed to the beneficiaries or accumulated.

SEC. 4. COMPUTATION OF THE TAx.-The tax shall be computed upon
the taxable net income of the estate or trust, and shall be paid by the
fiduciary, except as provided in section 7 of this title (relating to re-
vocable trusts) and section 8 of this title (relating to income for ben-
efit of the grantor).

SEC. 5. NET INCOME.-The net income of the estate or trust shall be Computatio.

computed in the same manner and on the same basis as in the case of
an individual, except as to the personal exemptions and credits for de- E"optio-s.

pendents, and except that-
(a) there shall be allowed as an additional deduction in com-

puting the net income of the estate or trust the amount of the
income of the estate or trust for its taxable year which is to be
distributed currently by the fiduciary to the beneficiaries, and the
amount of the income collected by a guardian of an infant which
is to be held or distributed as the court may direct, but the amount
so allowed as a deduction shall be included in computing the net
income of the beneficiaries whether distributed to them or not.
Any amount allowed as a deduction under this paragraph shall
not be allowed as a deduction under subsection (b) of this section
in the same or any succeeding taxable year;

(b) in the case of income received by estates of deceased persons
during the period of administration or settlement of the estate,
and in the case of income which, in the discretion of the fiduciary,
may be either distributed to the beneficiary or accumulated, there
shall be allowed as an additional deduction in computing the
net income of the estate or trust the amount of the income of the
estate or trust for its taxable year, which is properly paid or
credited during such year to any legatee, heir, or beneficiary, but
the amount so allowed as a deduction shall be included in com-
puting the net income of the legatee, heir, or beneficiary;

(c) there shall be allowed as a deduction (in lieu of the deduc-
tions for charitable contributions authorized by title III, section
3 (a) (8), of this article) any part of the gross income, without Ate p35
limitation, which pursuant to the terms of the will or deed creat-
ing a trust, is during the taxable year paid or permanently set
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aside for the purposes and in the manner provided in title III,
section 3 (a) (8), of this article or is to be used exclusively for the
purposes enumerated in title III, section 3 (a) (8), of this article.

SEC. 6. DIFFERENT TAXABLE YEAR.-If the taxable year of a bene-
ficiary is different from that of the estate or trust, the amount which
he is required, under section 5 (a) of this title, to include in computing
his net income, shall be based upon the income of the estate or trust
for any taxable year of the estate or trust ending within his taxable
year.

SEc. 7. REVOCABLE TRuSTS.-The income of a trust shall be included
in computing the net income of the grantor of such trust where at any
time the power to revest in the grantor title to any part of the corpus
of the trust is vested-

(a) in the grantor, either alone or in conjunction with any
person not having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition
of such part of the corpus or the income therefrom; or

(b) in any person not having a substantial adverse interest
in the disposition of such part of the corpus or the income
therefrom.

SEC. 8. INCOME FOR BENEFIT OF GRANTOR.-SO much of the income
of any trust shall be included in computing the net income of the
grantor as-

(a) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income may be, held or accumulated for future distribu-
tion to the grantor; or

(b) may, in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such part
of the income, be distributed to the grantor; or

(c) is, or in the discretion of the grantor or of any person not
having a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of such
part of the income may be, applied to the payment of premiums
upon policies of insurance on the life of the grantor (except pol-
icies of insurance irrevocably payablefor the purposes and in the
manner specified in title III, section 3 (a) (8), relating to the
so-called "charitable contribution" deduction).

SEO. 9. DEFINITION OF "IN I)ISCRETION OF GRANTOR".-AS used in this
title, the term "in the discretion of the grantor" means in the discretion
of the grantor either alone or in conjunction with any person not having
a substantial adverse interest in the disposition of the part of the
income in question.

SEC. 10. EMPLOYEES' TRUSTS.-(a) EXEMPTION FROM TAX.-A trust
forming part of a stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan of an
employer for the exclusive benefit of his employees or their beneficiaries
shall not be taxable under this article and no other provision of this
article shall apply with respect to such trust or to its beneficiary, except
as hereinafter in this section expressly provided, if such trust meets the
requirements for exemption from Federal income tax under section 165
of the Federal Internal Revenue Code.

(b) TAXABILITY OF BENEFICIARY.-The amount actually distributed
or made available to any distributee by any such trust shall be taxable
to him, in the year in which so distributed or made available, under
section 2 (b) (2) of title III of this article as if it were an annuity the
consideration for which is the amount contributed by the employee.

(c) TREATMENT OF BENEFICIARY OF TRUST NOT EXEMPT UNDER SUB-
SECTION (a).-Contributions to a trust made by an employer during a
taxable year of the employer which ends within or with a taxable year
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as hereinafter in this section expressly provided, if such trust meets the 
requirements for exemption from Federal income tax under section 165 
of the Federal Internal Revenue Code. 
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of the trust for which the trust is not exempt under subsection (a)
of this section shall be included in the gross income of an employee
for the taxable year in which the contribution is made to the trust in
the case of an employee whose beneficial interest in such contribution
is nonforfeitable at the time the contribution is made.

TITLE X--PURPOSE OF ARTICLE AND ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT

SEC. 1. PURPOSE OF ARTICLE.-It is the purpose of this article to

impose (1) an income tax upon the entire net income of every resident
and every resident estate and trust, and (2) a franchise tax upon every
corporation and unincorporated business for the privilege of carrying
on or engaging in any trade or business within the District and of
receiving such other income as is derived from sources within the
District: Provided, 'however, That, in the case of any corporation, the Dividends from a

amount received as dividends from a corporation which is subject to corpoation

taxation under this article, and, in the case of a corporation not

engaged in carrying on any trade or business within the District,
interest received by it from a corporation which is subject to taxation
under this article shall not be considered as income from sources within
the District for the purposes of this article. The measure of the fran- Frachise tax.

chise tax shall be that portion of the net income of the corporation and

unincorporated business as is fairly attributable to any trade or busi-
ness carried on or engaged in within the District and such other net
income as is derived from sources within the District.

SEc. 2. ALLOCATION AND APPORTIONMENT.-The entire net income of iNt iDncomederited

any corporation or unincorporated business, derived from any trade or
business carried on or engaged in wholly within the District shall,

for the purposes of this article, be deemed to be from sources within
the District, and shall, along with other income from sources within
the District, be allocated to the District. If the trade or business of
any corporation or unincorporated business is carried on or engaged
in both within and without the District, the net income derived there-
from shall, for the purposes of this article, be deemed to be income
from sources within and without the District. Where the net income
of a corporation or unincorporated business is derived from sources
both within and without the District, the portion thereof subject to
tax under this article shall be determined under regulation or regula-
tions prescribed by the Commissioners. The Assessor is authorized to
employ any formula or formulas provided in any regulation or regu-
lations prescribed by the Commissioners under this article which, in
his opinion, should be applied in order to properly determine the net
income of any corporation or unincorporated business subject to tax
under this article.

SEC. 3. ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS BETWEEN OROAANM-

ZATIONS, AND So FORTH.-In any of two or more organizations, trades,
or businesses (whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized
in the District, and whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the Assessor is authorized
to distribute, apportion, or allocate gross income or deductions between
or among such organizations, trades, or businesses, whenever in his
opinion such distribution, apportionment, or allocation is necessary in

order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect the income of any
of such organizations, trades, or businesses. The provisions of this mpplicability bt

section shall apply, but shall not be limited in application to any case rilroad.

of a common carrier by railroad subject to the Interstate Commerce 49 US .C. i 1-27

Act and jointly owned or controlled directly or indirectly by two or 301o; -oa. 1ooit-

more common carriers by railroad subject to said Act.
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TrLE XI-BASES

SEC. 1. BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR Loss.-The basis for deter-
mining the gain or loss from the sale, exchange, or other disposition
of property shall be the cost of such property, except that-

(a) If the property is of a kind which would properly be included
in the inventory of the taxpayer if on hand at the close of the taxable
year, the basis shall be the last inventory value thereof.

(b) In respect of any real or tangible property acquired after
December 31, 1938, the cost thereof shall be adjusted as follows:

(1) By adding to its original cost to the taxpayer the amount of all
expenditures connected therewith, including real-estate taxes upon
the property, which were properly chargeable to capital account and
were not deducted in any income-tax return which the taxpayer was
required to file under the provisions of this article or the District of
Columbia Income Tax Act of 1939, as amended; but such additions
as are herein provided for shall include only those expenditures made
by the taxpayer between the time the property was acquired by him
and the date of sale or other disposition of the property.

(2) By deducting from such cost the full loss sustained since acqui-
sition for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and
depletion to the extent allowed or allowable (whichever amount is the
greater) on such property in all returns required to be filed by the
taxpayer under the provisions of this article or of the District of
Columbia Income Tax Act of 1939, as amended.

(3) In the case of property (including intangible personal prop-
erty) acquired by gift or inheritance, where the transfer thereof to
the taxpayer was subject to tax by the United States or by any
jurisdiction in which the property had a taxable situs at that time,
the basis of the property so acquired shall be the highest valuation
then placed upon such transfer by the United States or by any
authorized taxing State or Territory thereof. If such transfer of the
property was not subject to the aforesaid transfer tax, the base shall
be the fair market value of such property at the time acquired. For
the purpose of this subsection, the time such inherited property was
acquired shall be the date of death of the decedent. The basis herein
provided for shall be subject to the appropriate adjustment or adjust-
ments defined in section 1 (b) of this title.

(c) If the property was acquired before January 1, 1939, the basis
shall be the fair market value as of that date or, at the option of the
taxpayer, the cost of such property, and in the case of real or tangible
property such cost shall be diminished by exhaustion, wear and tear,
obsolescence, and depletion actually sustained before such date: Pro-
vided, however, That the preceding valuation so determined shall be
adjusted by the appropriate additions and deductions provided for in
section 1 (b) of this title to cover the period from January 1, 1939, to
the date of sale or other disposition of the property.

SEC. 2. (a) CoMPUrATIoN OF GAIN OR Loss.-The gain or loss, as
the case may be, from the sale or other disposition of property shall be
the difference between (a) the amount realized from such sale or other
disposition of the property and (b) the basis as defined in section 1
of this title.

(b) AMOUNT RE-AIZED.-The amount realized from the sale or
exchange of property shall be its selling price, and such price shall
include cash payments received or to be received subsequently therefor,
plus the sum of any mortgage and other encumbrances thereon at the
time of such sale or exchange. The amount realized shall also include
at its then market value any property received in part or in full settle-
ment of the property sold or exchanged, adjusted to include the then
existing encumbrances on such property received in exchange.
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the property, which were properly chargeable to capital account and 
were not deducted in any income-tax return which the taxpayer was 
required to file under the provisions of this article or the District of 
Columbia Income Tax Act of 1939, as amended; but such additions 
as are herein provided for shall include only those expenditures made 
by the taxpayer between the time the property was acquired by him 
and the date of sale or other disposition of the property. 

(2) By deducting from such cost the full loss sustained since acqui-
sition for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and 
depletion to the extent allowed or allowable (whichever amount is the 
greater) on such property in all returns required to be filed by the 
taxpayer under the provisions of this article or of the District of 
Columbia Income Tax Act of 1939, as amended. 

(3) In the case of property (including intangible personal prop-
erty) acquired by gift or inheritance, where the transfer thereof to 
the taxpayer was subject to tax by the United States or by any 
jurisdiction in which the property had a taxable situs at that time, 
the basis of the property so acquired shall be the highest valuation 
then placed upon such transfer by the United States or by any 
authorized taxing State or Territory thereof. If such transfer of the 
property was not subject to the aforesaid transfer tax, the base shall 
be the fair market value of such property at the time acquired. For 
the purpose of this subsection, the time such inherited property was 
acquired shall be the date of death of the decedent. The basis herein 
provided for shall be subject to the appropriate adjustment or adjust-
ments defined in section 1 (b) of this title. 

(c) If the property was acquired before January 1, 1939, the basis 
shall be the fair market value as of that date or, at the option of the 
taxpayer, the cost of such property, and in the case of real or tangible 
property such cost shall be diminished by exhaustion, wear and tear, 
obsolescence, and depletion actually sustained before such date: Pro-
vided, however, That the preceding valuation so determined shall be 
adjusted by the appropriate additions and deductions provided for in 
section 1 (b) of this title to cover the period from January 1, 1939, to 
the date of sale or other disposition of the property. 
SEC. 2. (a) ComorrrArrioN or GAIN OR Loss.—The gain or loss, as 

the case may be, from the sale or other disposition of property shall be 
the difference between (a) the amount realized from such sale or other 
disposition of the property and (b) the basis as defined in section 1 
of this title. 

(b) AMOUNT REALIZE1).—The amount realized from the sale or 
exchange of property shall be its selling price, and such price shall 
include cash payments received or to be received subsequently therefor, 
plus the sum of any mortgage and other encumbrances thereon at the 
time of such sale or exchange. The amount realized shall also include 
at its then market value any property received in part or in full settle-
ment of the property sold or exchanged, adjusted to include the then 
existing encumbrances on such property received in exchange. 
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SEC. 3. EXCHANGE IN REORGANIZATIONS.-When in connection with
the reorganization of a corporation, a taxpayer receives, in place of
stock or securities owned by him, any stock or securities of the reor-
ganized corporation, no gain or loss shall be deemed to occur from the
exchange until the new stock or securities are sold or realized upon and
the gain or loss is definitely ascertained, until which time the new
stock or securities received shall be treated as taking the place of the
stock and securities exchanged. For the purposes of this section, the
word "reorganization" means (1) a statutory merger or consolidation;
or (2) the acquisition by one corporation, in exchange solely for all
or a part of its voting stock, of at least 80 per centum of the voting
stock and at least 80 per centum of the total number of shares of all
other classes of stock of another corporation; or (3) the acquisition
by one corporation, in exchange solely for all or a part of its voting
stock, of substantially all the properties of another corporation, but
in determining whether the exchange is solely for voting stock the
assumption by the acquiring corporation of a liability of the other or
the fact that property acquired is subject to a liability, shall be dis-
regarded; or (4) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part of its
assets to another corporation if immediately after the transfer the
transferor or its shareholders or both are in control of the corporation
to which the assets are transferred; or (5) a recapitalization; or (6)
a mere change in identity, form, or place of organization, however
effected.

SEC. 4. BASIS FOR DIVIDENDS PAID IN PROPERTY.-Where any prop-
erty other than money is paid by a corporation as a dividend, the base
to the recipient thereof shall be the market value of such property at
the time of its distribution by such corporation.

SEC. 5. The provisions of sections 1 through 3 of this title shall
not apply to the sale or exchange of any property defined as a capital
asset by section 4 (1) of title I of this article.

SEC. 6. DEPRECIATION.-The bases used in determining the amount
allowable as a deduction from gross income under the provisions of
section 3 (a) (7) of title III of this article shall be-

(a) where the property was acquired after December 31, 1938,
by purchase, the basis shall be the cost thereof to the taxpayer;

(b) where the property was received in exchange for other
property after December 31, 1938, the basis shall be the market
value thereof at the time of such exchange;

(c) where the property was inherited or acquired by gift after
December 31, 1938, the basis shall be that defined in subsection
1 (b) (3) of this title;

(d) if the property was acquired prior to January 1 1939, the
appropriate basis set forth in subsection (a), (b), or (c) of this
section shall be used: Provided, however, That the taxpayer may,
at his option, use as the basis the market value of such property
as of January 1, 1939;

(e) the taxpayer may deduct in each taxable year only such
amount of depreciation as was actually sustained during that year
and such annual deduction shall be based upon the useful life of
the property remaining after the date used by the taxpayer in
establishing the valuation: Provided, however, That the allow-
ance for depreciation actually sustained during any taxable year
may not be increased by any depreciation of the property which
was allowable as a deduction in any earlier taxable year: And pro-
vided further, That any basis so established may not be changed
in a subsequent taxable year, unless written approval of the
Assessor has been first obtained.
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TITLE XII-ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION; TIME OF PAYMENT

SEC. 1. DUTIES OF AssEssoR.-The Assessor is hereby required to
administer the provisions of this article. As soon as practicable
after the return is filed, the Assessor shall examine it and shall
determine the correct amount of tax.

SEC. 2. STATEMENTS AND SPECIAL RETURNs.-Every person upon
whom the duty is imposed by this article to file any applications,
returns, or reports or who is liable for any tax imposed by this
article shall keep such records, render under oath such statements, and
comply with such rules and regulations as the Assessor from time to
time may prescribe. Whenever the Assessor deems it necessary, he
may require any person, by notice served upon him, to make a
return, render under oath such statements, or keep such records as
he believes sufficient to show whether or not such person is liable to
tax under this article and the extent of such liability.

SEC. 3. EXAMINATION OF BooKS AND WITNESSEs.-The Assessor, for
the purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return filed here-
under, or for the purpose of making an estimate of the taxable income
of any taxpayer, is authorized to examine any books, papers, records,
or memoranda of any person bearing upon the matters required to be

Summonsetc. included in the return and may summon any person to appear and
produce books, records, papers, or memoranda bearing upon the mat-
ters required to be included in the return, and to give testimony or
answer interrogatories under oath respecting the same, and the
Assessor shall have power to administer oaths to such person or per-
sons. Such summons may be served by any member of the Metropolitan
Police Department. If any person having been personally summoned
shall neglect or refuse to obey the summons issued as herein provided,
then, and in that event, the Assessor may report that fact to the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia, or one of the
justices thereof, and said court or any justice thereof hereby is
empowered to compel obedience to such summons to the same extent

Penalty. as witnesses may be compelled to obey the subpenas of that court. Any
person in custody or control of any books, papers, records, or memo-
randa bearing upon the matters required to be included in such returns,
who shall refuse to permit the examination by the Assessor or any
person designated by him of any such books, papers, records, or memo-
randa, or who shall obstruct or hinder the Assessor or any person
designated by him in the examination of any books, papers, records,
or memoranda, shall upon conviction thereof be fined not more than

Prosecutions. $300. All prosecutions under this section shall be brought in the
municipal court of the District of Columbia on information by the
Corporation Counsel of the District of Columbia or any of his assist-
ants in the name of the District of Columbia.

SEC. 4. RETURN BY Ass8EsoR.-If any person fails to make and file a
return at the time prescribed by law or by regulations made under
authority of law, or makes, willfully or otherwise, a false or fraudulent
return, the Assessor shall make the return from his own knowledge and
from such information as he can obtain through testimony or otherwise.
Any return so made and subscribed by the Assessor shall be prima facie
good and sufficient for all legal purposes.

Notioe to texpyer. SEC. 5. DI)TEBMNATION AND ASSEssMENT oF DEFIcnENCr.-If a
deficiency in tax is determined by the Assessor, the taxpayer shall be
notified thereof and given a period of not less than thirty days, after
such notice is sent by registered mail, in which to file a protest and show

opportunlty for cause or reason why the deficiency should not be aid. Opportunity
for hearing shall be granted by the Assessor, and a inal decision thereon
shall be made as quickly as practicable.
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SEC. 6. JEOPARDY ASSESSMENT.-(a) AuTHOrrIT FOR MAKING.-If
the Assessor believes that the collection of any tax imposed by this
article will be jeopardized by delay, he shall, whether or not the time
otherwise prescribed by law for making return and paying such tax
has expired, immediately assess such tax (together with all interest and
penalties, the assessment of which is provided for by law). Such tax,
penalties, and interest shall thereupon become immediately due and
payable, and immediate notice and demand shall be made by the
Collector for the payment thereof. Upon failure or refusal to pay Collection by dis.

such tax, penalty, and interest, collection thereof by distraint shall be tra
lawful.

(b) BOND TO STAY COLLECTrIN.-The collection of the whole or any
part of the amount of such assessment may be stayed by filing with
the Collector a bond in such amount, not exceeding double the amount
as to which the stay is desired, and with such sureties as the Collector
deems necessary, conditioned upon the payment of the amount the
collection of which is stayed, at the time at which, but for this section,
such amount would be due.

SEC. 7. (a) TIME OF PAYMENT.-One-half of the total amount of
the tax due as shown on the taxpayer's return shall be paid to the
Collector on the 15th day of April following the close of the calendar
year and the remaining one-half of such tax shall be paid to the
Collector on the 15th day of October following the close of the calendar
year, or, if the return be made on the basis of a fiscal year, then one-
half of the total amount of such tax shall be paid on the 15th day of
the fourth month following the close of the fiscal year and the remain-
ing one-half of such tax shall be paid on the 15th day of the tenth
month following the close of the fiscal year. Any deficiency in tax ciayent of defi-
determined by the Assessor under the provisions of section 5 of this
title shall be due and payable within ten days from the date of the
assessment.

(b) EXTENSION OF TIME FOR PAYMENTS.-At the request of the
taxpayer the Assessor may extend the time for payment by the tax-
payer of the amount determined as the tax for a period not to exceed
six months from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax or
an installment thereof: Provided, however, That where the time for Extensionexceeding

filing a return is extended for a period exceeding six months under six lo
the provisions of title V, section 3 (b), the Assessor may extend the Ante, . 342.

time for payment of the tax, or the first installment thereof, to the
same date to which he has extended the time for filing the return. In
such case the amount in respect to which the extension is granted shall
be paid on or before the date of the expiration of the period of the
extension.

(c) VOLUNTARY ADVANCE PAYMENT.-A tax imposed by this article,
or any installment thereof, may be paid, at the election of the taxpayer,
prior to the date prescribed for its payment.

SEC. 8. WITHHOLDING OF TAX AT SouICE.--VWlenever the Assessor eiTa coPayablebyfo

shall deem it necessary in order to satisfy the District's claim for a
tax payable by any foreign corporation or unincorporated business,
he may, by rules and regulations, require any person subject to the
jurisdiction of the District to withhold and pay to the Collector an
amount not in excess of 5 per centum of all income payable by such
person to such foreign corporation or unincorporated business. After met.m of oerp
such foreign corporation or unincorporated business shall have filed
all returns required under this title, and the same shall have been
audited, the Collector shall refund any overpayment to the taxpayer.

SEC. 9. TAX A PERSONAL DEBT.-Every tax imposed by this article, Priority etc.
and all increases, interest, and penalties thereof, shall become, from
the time it is due and payable, a personal debt, from the person or
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persons liable to pay the same to the District and shall be entitled to
the same priority as other District taxes, and the taxes levied under
this article and the interest and penalties thereon shall be collected
by the Collector in the manner provided by law for the collection of
taxes due the District on personal property in force at the time of such
collection.

SEC. 10. PERIOD OF LIMITATION UPON ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION.-
(a) GENERAL RTLE.-Except as provided in subsection (b) of this
section-

(1) the amount of income taxes imposed by this article shall
be assessed within three years after the return is filed, and no
proceeding in court without assessment for the collection of such
taxes shall be begun after the expiration of such period;

(2) in the case of income received during the lifetime of a
decedent, or by his estate during the period of administration,
or by a corporation, the tax shall be assessed, and any proceeding
in court without assessment for the collection of such tax shall be
begun within twelve months after written request therefor (filed
after the return is made) by the executor, administrator, or other
fiduciary representing the estate of such decedent, or by the corpo-
ration, but not after the expiration of three years after the return
is filed. This subsection shall not apply in the case of a corpora-
tion unless-

(A) such written request notifies the Assessor that the
corporation contemplates dissolution at or before the expira-
tion of such twelve-month period; and

(B) the dissolution is in good faith begun before the
expiration of such twelve-month period; and

(C) the dissolution is completed;
(3) if the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount prop-

erly includible therein which is in excess of 25 per centum of the
amount of gross income stated in the return, the tax may be
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax
may be begun without assessment, at any time within five years
after the return was filed;

(4) for the purposes of subsections (a) (1), (a) (2), and (a)
(3), a return filed before the last day prescribed by law for the
filing thereof shall be considered as filed on such last day: Pro-
vided, however, That the periods of limitation upon the assessment
and collection of taxes provided in this section in cases where the
taxpayer has appealed to the Board of Tax Appeals as provided
in this article shall be suspended until such cases have been finally
disposed of in the Board of Tax Appeals by final decision, dis-
missal, or otherwise.

(b) FALSE RETURN.--In the case of a false or fraudulent return
with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return, the tax may be
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax may
be begun without assessment, at any time.

(c) WAIVE.-Where before the expiration of the time prescribed
in subsection (a) for the assessment of the tax, both the Assessor
and the taxpayer have consented in writing to its assessment after
such time, the tax may be assessed at any time prior to the expira-
tion of the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be
extended by subsequent agreements in writing made before the
expiration of the period previously agreed upon.

(d) COLLECTION AfIER AssESSMENT.-Where the assessment ofany income tax imposed by this article has been made within the
period of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax may becollected by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun
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in court without assessment for the collection of such tax shall be 
begun within twelve months after written request therefor (filed 
after the return is made) by the executor, administrator, or other 
fiduciary representing the estate of such decedent, or by the corpo-
ration, but not after the expiration of three years after the return 
is filed. This subsection shall not apply in the case of a corpora-
tion unless— 

(A) such written request notifies the Assessor that the 
corporation contemplates dissolution at or before the expira-
tion of such twelve-month period; and 

(B) the dissolution is in good faith begun before the 
expiration of such twelve-month period; and 

(C) the dissolution is completed; 
(3) if the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount prop-

erly includible therein which is in excess of 25 per centum of the 
amount of gross income stated in the return, the tax may be 
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax 
may be begun without assessment, at any time within five years 
after the return was filed; 

(4) for the purposes of subsections (a) (1), (a) (2), and (a) 
(3), a return filed before the last day prescribed by law for the 
filing thereof shall be considered as filed on such last day: Pro-
vided, however, That the periods of limitation upon the assessment 
and collection of taxes provided in this section in cases where the 
taxpayer has appealed to the Board of Tax Appeals as provided 
in this article shall be suspended until such cases have been finally 
disposed of in the Board of Tax Appeals by final decision, dis-
missal, or otherwise. 

(b) FALSE REruici.—In the case of a false or fraudulent return 
with intent to evade tax or of a failure to file a return, the tax may be 
assessed, or a proceeding in court for the collection of such tax may 
be begun without assessment, at any time. 

(c) WATVER.—Where before the expiration of the time prescribed 
in subsection (a) for the assessment of the tax, both the Assessor 
and the taxpayer have consented in writing to its assessment after 
such time, the :tax may be assessed at any time prior to the expira-
tion of the period agreed upon. The period so agreed upon may be 
extended by subsequent agreements in writing made before the 
expiration of the period previously agreed upon. 

(d) ComrrrioN APrEa AssEssmiswr.—Where the assessment of 
any income tax imposed by this article has been made within the 
period of limitation properly applicable thereto such tax may be 
collected by distraint or by a proceeding in court, but only if begun 
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(1) within three years after the assessment of the tax or (2) prior
to the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in writing
by the Assessor and the taxpayer before the expiration of such three-
year period. The period so agreed upon may be extended by sub-
sequent agreements in writing made before the expiration of the
period previously agreed upon.

SEC. 11. REFUNDS.-Except as to any deficiency taxes assessed under
the provisions of section 5 of this title, where there has been an over-
payment of any tax imposed by this article, the amount of such over-
payment shall be credited against any income tax or installment
thereof, whether such tax was assessed as a deficiency or otherwise,
then due from the taxpayer, and the balance shall be refunded to the
taxpayer. No such credit or refund shall be allowed after three years
from the time the tax was paid unless before the expiration of such
period a claim therefor is filed by the taxpayer, and no tax or part
thereof which the Assessor may determine to have been an overpay-
ment shall be refunded after the period prescribed therefor in the
Act appropriating the funds from which such refund would otherwise
be made. The amount of such credit or refund shall not exceed the
portion of the tax paid during the three years immediately preceding
the filing of the claim, or if no claim was filed, then during the three
years immediately preceding the allowance of such credit or refund.
Every claim for credit or refund must be in writing, under oath- must
state the specific grounds upon which the claim is founded, and must
be filed with the Assessor: Provided, That if it shall be determined by
the Assessor, the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia,
or any court that any part of any tax which was assessed as a deficiency
under the provisions of section 5 of this title was an overpayment,
interest shall be allowed and paid upon such overpayment at the rate
of 4 per centum per annum from the date such overpayments were paid
until the date of refund.

SEC. 12. CLOSING AGREEMENTS.-The Assessor is authorized to enter
into a written agreement with any person relating to the liability of
such person (or of the person or estate for whom he acts) in respect
of any income tax for any period ending prior to the date of the agree-
ment. If such agreement is approved by the Commissioners within
such time as may be stated in such agreement, or later agreed to, such
agreement shall be final and conclusive and except upon a showing of
fraud or malfeasance, or misrepresentation of a material fact-the
case shall not be reopened as to the matters agreed upon or the agree-
ment modified; and in any suit or proceeding relating to the tax lia-
bility of the taxpayer such agreement shall not be annulled, modified,
set aside, or disregarded.

SEC. 13. COMPROMISES.-(a) AUTHORITY TO MAKE.--Whenever in
the opinion of the Commissioners there shall arise with respect of any
tax imposed under this article any doubt as to the liability of the tax-
payer or the collectibility of the tax for any reason whatsoever, the
Commissioners may compromise such tax.

(b) CONCEALMENT OF ASSETS.-Any person who, in connection with
any compromise under this section or offer of such compromise or in
connection with any closing agreement under this title or offer to
enter into any such agreement, willfully (1) conceals from any officer
or employee of the District of Columbia any property belonging to
the estate of the taxpayer or other person liable with respect of the
tax, or (2) receives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, docu-
ment, or record or makes under oath any false statement relating to
the estate or the financial condition of the taxpayer or to the person
liable in respect of the tax, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not
more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
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(1) within three years after the assessment of the tax or (2) prior 
to the expiration of any period for collection agreed upon in writing 
by the Assessor and the taxpayer before the expiration of such three-
year period. The period so agreed upon may be extended by sub-
sequent agreements in writing made before the expiration of the 
period previously agreed upon. 

SEC. 11. REFUNDS.—Except as to any deficiency taxes assessed under 
the provisions of section 5 of this title, where there has been an over-
payment of any tax imposed by this article, the amount of such over-
payment shall be credited against any income tax or installment 
thereof, whether such tax was assessed as a deficiency or otherwise, 
then due from the taxpayer, and the balance shall be refunded to the 
taxpayer. No such credit or refund shall be allowed after three years 
from the time the tax was paid unless before the expiration of such 
period a claim therefor is filed by the, taxpayer, and no tax or part 
thereof which the Assessor may determine to have been an overpay-
ment shall be refunded after the period prescribed therefor in the 
Act appropriating the funds from which such refund would otherwise 
be made. The amount of such credit or refund shall not exceed the 
portion of the tax paid during the three years immediately preceding 
the filing of the claim, or if no claim was filed, then during the three 
years immediately preceding the allowance of such credit or refund. 
Every claim for credit or refund must be in writing, under oath; must 
state the specific grounds upon which the claim is founded, and must 
be filed with the Assessor: Provided, That if it shall be determined by 
the Assessor, the Board of Tax Appeals for the District of Columbia, 
or any court that any part of any tax which was assessed as a deficiency 
under the provisions of section 5 of this title was an overpayment, 
interest shall be allowed and paid upon such overpayment at the rate 
of 4 per centum per annum from the date such overpayments were paid 
until the date of refund. 

SEC. 12. CLOSING AGREEMENTS.—The Assessor is authorized to enter 
into a written agreement with any person relating to the liability of 
such person (or of the person or estate for whom he acts) in respect 
of any income tax for any period ending prior to the date of the agree-
ment. If such agreement is approved by the Commissioners within 
such time as may be stated in such agreement, or later agreed to, such 
agreement shall be final and conclusive and except upon a showing of 
fraud or malfeasance, or misrepresentation of a material fact—the 
case shall not be reopened as to the matters agreed upon or the agree-
ment modified; and in any suit or proceeding relating to the tax lia-
bility of the taxpayer such agreement shall not be annulled, modified, 
set aside, or disregarded. 
SEC. 13. ComPRoAusEs.—( a) AUTHORITY TO MARE.—Whenever in 

the opinion of the Commissioners there shall arise with respect of any 
tax imposed under this article any doubt as to the liability of the tax-
payer or the collectibility of .the tax for any reason whatsoever, the 
Commissioners may compromise such tax. 

(b) CONCEALMENT OF ASSETS.—Any person who, in connection with 
any compromise under this section or offer of such compromise or in 
connection with any closing agreement under this title or offer to 
enter into any such agreement, willfully (1) conceals from any officer 
or employee of the District of Columbia any property belonging to 
the estate of the taxpayer or other person liable with respect of the 
tax, or (2) receives, destroys, mutilates, or falsifies any book, docu-
ment, or record or makes under oath any false statement relating to 
the estate or the financial condition of the taxpayer or to the person 
liable in respect of the tax, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not 
more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. 
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Prosecutions. All prosecutions under this section shall be brought in the municipal
court of the District of Columbia on information by the Corporation
Counsel of the District of Columbia or any of his assistants in the
name of the District of Columbia.

(c) OF PENALTIES AND INTEREST.-The Commissioners shall have
the power for cause shown to compromise any penalty which may
be imposed by the Assessor under the provisions of this article. The
Assessor may adjust any interest where, in his opinion, the facts in
the case warrant such action.

SEC. 14. DEFINITION OF "PERsoN".-The term "person" as used in
this title includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member
or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member
is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation
occurs.

SEC. 15. PAYMENT TO COLLECTOR AND RECEIPTS.-The taxes provided
under this article shall be collected by the Collector and the revenues
derived therefrom shall be turned over to the Treasury of the United
States for credit to the District in the same manner as other revenues
are turned over to the United States Treasury for credit to the District.
The Collector shall, upon written request, give to the person making
payment of any income tax a full written or printed receipt therefor.

TITLE XIII-PENALTIES AND INTEREST

Addition to tax. SEC. 1. FAILuRE TO FILE RETURN.-In case of any failure to make
and file a return required by this article, within the time prescribed
by law or prescribed by the Commissioners or Assessor in pursuance
of law, 5 per centum of the tax shall be added to the tax for each month
or fraction thereof that such failure continues, not to exceed 25 per
centum in the aggregate, except that when a return is filed after such
time and it is shown that the failure to file it was due to reasonable
cause and not due to willful neglect, no such addition shall be made
to the tax. The amount so added to any tax shall be collected at the
same time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax unless the
tax has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in which case
the amount so added shall be assessed and collected.

SEC. 2. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.-(a) Interest upon the amount
determined as a deficiency shall be assessed at the same time as the
deficiency, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the Collector,
and shall be collected as a part of the tax, at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax (or,
if the tax is paid in installments, from the date prescribed for the
payment of the first installment) to the date the deficiency is assessed.

(b) IF EXTENSION GRANTED FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCY.-If the
time for payment of any part of a deficiency is extended, there shall be
collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part of the deficiency the
time for payment of which is so extended at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum for the period of the extension. If a part of the deficiency
the time for payment of which is so extended is not paid in full,
together with all penalties and interest due thereon, prior to the
expiration of the period of the extension, then interest at the rate of 6
per centum per annum shall be added and collected on such unpaid
amount from the date of the expiration of the period of the extension
until it is paid.

SEC. 3. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFIIENCY.--(a) NEGLI-
GENCE.-If any part of any deficiency is due to negligence, or intentional
disregard of rules and regulations but without intent to defraud, 5 per
centum of the total amount of the deficiency (in addition to such
deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner as
if it were a deficiency.
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All prosecutions under this section shall be brought in the municipal 
court of the District of Columbia on information by the Corporation 
Counsel of the District of Columbia or any of his assistants in the 
name of the District of Columbia. 

(C) OF PENALTIES AND INTEREST.—The Commissioners shall have 
the power for cause shown to compromise any penalty which may 
be imposed by the Assessor under the provisions of this article. The 
Assessor may adjust any interest where, in his opinion, the facts in 
the case warrant such action. 

SEC. 14. DEFINITION OF "PERSON".—The term "person" as used in 
this title includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member 
or employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member 
is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation 
occurs. 

SEC. 15. PAYMENT TO COLLECTOR AND RECEIPTS.—The taxes provided 
under this article shall be collected by the Collector and the revenues 
derived therefrom shall be turned over to the Treasury of the United 
States for credit to the District in the same manner as other revenues 
are turned over to the United States Treasury for credit to the District. 
The Collector shall, upon written request, give to the person making 
payment of any income tax a full written or printed receipt therefor. 

TITLE XIII—PENAL'ELES AND INTEREST 

SEC. 1. FAILURE To FELE REruitx.—In case of any failure to make 
and file a return required by this article, within the time prescribed 
by law or prescribed by the Commissioners or Assessor in pursuance 
of law, 5 per centum of the tax shall be added to the tax for each month 
or fraction thereof that such failure continues, not to exceed 25 per 
centum in the aggregate, except that when a return is filed after such 
time and it is shown that the failure to file it was due to reasonable 
cause and not due to willful neglect, no such addition shall be made 
to the tax. The amount so added to any tax shall be collected at the 
same time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax unless the 
tax has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in which case 
the amount so added shall be assessed and collected. 

SEC. 2. INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES.— ( a) Interest upon the amount 
determined as a deficiency shall be assessed at the same time as the 
deficiency, shall be paid upon notice and demand from the Collector, 
and shall be collected as a part of the tax, at the rate of 6 per centum 
per annum from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax (or, 
if the tax is paid in installments, from the date prescribed for the 
payment of the first installment) to the date the deficiency is assessed. 

(b) IF ExTENSION GRANTED FOR PAYMENT OF DEFICIENCY.—If the 
time for payment of any part of a deficiency is extended, there shall be 
collected, as a part of the tax, interest on the part of the deficiency the 
time for payment of which is so extended at the rate of 6 per centum 
per annum for the period of the extension. If a part of the deficiency 
the time for payment of which is so extended is not paid in full, 
together with all penalties and interest due thereon, prior to the 
expiration of the period of the extension, then interest at the rate of 6 
per centum per annum shall be added and collected on such unpaid 
amount from the date of the expiration of the period of the extension 
until it is paid. 

SEC. 3. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF DEFICTENCY.--(a) NEGLI-
GENCE.—If any part of any deficiency is due to negligence, or mtentional 
disregard of rules and regulations but without intent to defraud, 5 per 
centum of the total amount of the deficiency (in addition to such 
deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner as 
if it were a deficiency. 
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(b) FRAUD.-If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, collected,
and paid.

SEC. 4. ADDmTIONS TO THE TAx IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.-(a) TAX
SHOWN ON RETURN.-(1) GENERAL RULE.-Where the amount deter-
mined by the taxpayer as the tax imposed by this article, or any install-
ment thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is not paid
on or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be collected
as a part of the tax interest upon such unpaid amount at the rate of
6 per centum per annum from the date prescribed for its payment
until it is paid.

(2) IF EXTENSION GRANrED.-Where an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any
installment thereof, has been granted, and the amount the time for
payment of which has been extended, and the interest thereon deter-
mined under section 5 of this title is not paid in full prior to the expira-
tion of the period of the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided
for in subsection (a) (1) of this section, interest at the rate of 6 per
centum per annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from the
date of the expiration of the period of the extension until it is paid.

(b) DEFICIENCY.-Where a deficiency, or any interest or additional
amounts assessed in connection therewith under section 2 or under
section 3, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency provided
for in section 1 is not paid in full within ten days from the date of
assessment thereof, there shall be collected, as part of the tax, interest
upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from
the date of such notice and demand until it is paid.

SEC. 5. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON RETURN.-
If the time for payment of the amount determined as the tax by the
taxpayer, or any installment thereof, is extended under the authority
of title XII, section 7 (b), there shall be collected, as a part of such Ante.p. a3
amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from
the date when such payment should have been made if no extension
had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the extension.

SEC. 6. PENALTIES.-(a) WILLrUL VIOLATION.-Any person required
under this article to pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regl-
lations made under authority thereof to mnlke a return, keep any
records, or supply any information, for the purposes of this article,
who willfully refuses to pay or collect such tax, to make such return,
to keep such records, or to supply such information, or who makes
a false or fraudulent return, or who willfully attempts in any manner
to defeat or evade the tax imposed by this Act, shall, in addition to
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one
year, or both, together with costs of prosecution. All prosecutions rosecution.
under this section shall be brought in the Municipal Court of the
District of Columbia on information by the Corporation Counsel or
one of his assistants in the name of the District.

(b) DEFNrrIION OF "PERSON".-The term "person" as used in this
title includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member or
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member
is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation
occurs.

TITLE XIV-LICENSES

SEC. 1. REQUIRFMENT.-NO corporation or unincorporated business,
except such corporations or unincorporated businesses as are expressly
exempt under the provisions of title II of this article, shall engage Ate, p. M.
in or carry on any trade or business in the District without a license
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(b) FRAUD.—If any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with 
intent to evade tax, then 50 per centum of the total amount of the 
deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be so assessed, collected, 
and paid. 

SEC. 4. ADDITIONS TO THE TAX IN CASE OF NONPAYMENT.— ( a) TAX 
SHOWN ON REI URN.— (1) GENERAL RULE.—W here the amount deter-
mined by the taxpayer as the tax imposed by this article, or any install-
ment thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is not paid 
on or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be collected 
as a part of the tax interest upon such unpaid amount at the rate of 
6 per centum per annum from the date prescribed for its payment 
until it is paid. 

(2) IF EXTENSION GRANTED.—W here an extension of time for pay-
ment of the amount so determined as the tax by the taxpayer, or any 
installment thereof, has been granted, and the amount the time for 
payment of which has been extended, and the interest thereon deter-
mined under section 5 of this title is not paid in full prior to the expira-
tion of the period of the extension, then, in lieu of the interest provided 
for in subsection (a) (1) of this section, interest at the rate of 6 per 
centum per annum shall be collected on such unpaid amount from the 
date of the expiration of the period of the extension until it is paid. 

(b) DEFICIENCY.—Where a deficiency, or any interest or additional 
amounts assessed in connection therewith under section 2 or under 
section 3, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency provided 
for in section 1 is not paid in full within ten days from the date of 
assessment thereof, there shall be collected, as part of the tax, interest 
upon the unpaid amount at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from 
the date of such notice and demand until it is paid. 

SEC. 5. TIME EXTENDED FOR PAYMENT OF TAX SHOWN ON RE'llTRN.— 
If the time for payment of the amount determined as the tax by the 
taxpayer , or any installment thereof, is extended under the authority 
of title YCII, section 7 (b), there shall be collected, as a part of such 
amount, interest thereon at the rate of 6 per centum per annum from 
the date when such payment should have been made if no extension 
had been granted, until the expiration of the period of the extension. 

SEc. 6. PENALTIES.—(a) WILLFUL VIOLATIoN.—Any person required 
under this article to pay or collect any tax, or required by law or regu-
lations made under authority thereof to make a return, keep any 
records, or supply any information, for the purposes of this article, 
who willfully refuses to pay or collect such tax, to make such return, 
to keep such records, or to supply such information, or who makes 
a false or fraudulent return, or who willfully attempts in any manner  
to defeat or evade the tax imposed by this Act, shall, in addition to 
other penalties provided by law, be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall 
be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned for not more than one 
year, or both, together with costs of prosecution. All prosecutions 
under this section shall be brought in the Municipal Court of the 
District of Columbia on information by the Corporation Counsel or 
one of his assistants in the name of the District. 

(b) DEFINrrioN or "PEEsox".—The term "person" as used in this 
title includes an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member or 
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member 
is under duty to perform the act in respect to which the violation 
occurs. 

TrrLE XTV—LicEicsEs 

SEc. 1. REQUIREMENT.—NO corporation or unincorporated business, 
except such corporations or unincorporated businesses as are expressly 
exempt under the provisions of title II of this article, shall engage 
in or carry on any trade or business in the District without a license 
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so to do issued under this article in addition to all other licenses
and permits required by law, except as hereinafter provided. For
the first calendar year to which this article is applicable, no license
shall be required of any corporation licensed under the provisions
of the Act of July 26, 1939, as amended. Every corporation not so
licensed and every unincorporated business shall obtain such license
within sixty days after the approval of this Act. Every corporation
or unincorporated business which commences to engage in or carry
on any trade or business in the District after the passage of this Act
shall obtain a license under this article within sixty days after the
date of the commencement of such trade or business in the District.
Applications for licenses shall be filed with the Assessor prior to
January 1 of each year upon forms prescribed and furnished by the
Assessor, and each application shall be accompanied by a fee of $10.

SEC. 2. DURATION OF LICENSE.-All licenses issued under this title
shall be in effect for the duration of the calendar year for which
issued, unless revoked as provided in this title, and shall expire at
midnight on the 31st day of December of each year. No license may
be transferred to any other corporation or unincorporated business.

SEC. 3. LICENSES TO BE POSTED.-All licenses granted under this
title to corporations or unincorporated businesses having an office
or place of business in the District must be conspicuously posted in the
office or on the premises of the licensee, and said license shall be
accessible at all times for inspection by the police or other officers duly
authorized to make such inspection.

SEC. 4. WHEnE A CORPORATION OR UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS HAS
No OFFICE OR PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE DISTRICT, AGENT OR EMPLOYEE
SHALL CARRY CERTIFICATE OR LICENSE.-Every corporation and every
unincorporated business not having an office or place of business in
the District which engages in or carries on any trade or business in the
District by or through an employee or agent shall procure the license
provided by this title. Every employee or agent of any such cor-
poration or unincorporated business shall carry either the license
or a certificate from the Assessor that the license has been obtained,
which license or certificate shall be exhibited to the police or other
officers duly authorized to inspect the same. Such certificate shall
be in such form as the Assessor shall determine, and shall be furnished,
without charge, by the Assessor, upon request. No employee or agent
of the corporation not having an office or place of business in the
District shall engage in or carry on any trade or business in the Dis-
trict for or on behalf of such corporation or unincorporated business
unless such corporation or unincorporated business shall have first
obtained a license, as provided by this title.

SEC. 5. REVOCATION.-The Commissioners may, after hearin,
revoke any license issued hereunder for failure of the licensee to fife
a return or corrected return within the time required by this article,
or to pay any installment of tax when due.

SEC. 6. RENEWAL.-Licenses shall be renewed for the ensuing calen-
dar year upon application as provided in section 1 of this title. No
license shall be issued or renewed if the taxpayer has failed or refused
to pay any tax or installment thereof, or penalties or interest thereon,
imposed by this article: Provided, however, That the Commissioners,
in their discretion, for cause shown, may, on such terms or conditions
as they may determine or prescribe, waive the provisions of this section.

SEC. 7. PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO OBTAIN LICENSE.-Any corporation
or unincorporated business engaged in or carrying on any trade or
business in the District or receiving income from sources within the
District within the meaning of title X of this article without having
obtained a license so to do, within the time prescribed by section 1 of
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so to do issued under this article in addition to all other licenses 
and permits required by law, except as hereinafter. provided. . For 
the first calendar year to which this article is applicable, no license 
shall be required of any corporation licensed under the provisions 
of the Act of July 26, 1939, as amended. Every corporation not so 
licensed and every unincorporated business shall obtain such license 
within sixty days after the approval of this Act. Every corporation 
or unincorporated business which commences to engage in or carry 
on any trade or business in the District after the passage of this Act 
shall obtain a license under this article within sixty days after the 
date of the commencement of such trade or business in the District. 
Applications for licenses shall be filed with the Assessor prior to 
January 1 of each year upon forms prescribed and furnished by the 
Assessor, and each application shall be accompanied by a fee of $10. 

SEC. 2. DURATION OF LICENSE.—All licenses issued under this title 
shall be in effect for the duration of the calendar year for which 
issued, unless revoked as provided in this title, and shall expire at 
midnight on the 31st day of December of each year. No license may 
be transferred to any other corporation or unincorporated business. 

SEC. 3. LICENSES TO BE POSTED.—All licenses granted under this 
title to corporations or unincorporated businesses having an . office 
or place of business in the District must be conspicuously posted in the 
office or on the premises of the licensee, and said license shall be 
accessible at all times for inspection by the police or other officers duly 
authorized to make such inspection. 

SEC. 4. WHERE A CORPORATION OR UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS HAS 
No OFFICE OR PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE DISTRICT, AGENT OR EMPLOYEE 
SHALL CARRY CERTIFICATE OR LicENsE.—Every corporation and every 
unincorporated business not having an office or place of business in 
the District which engages in or carries on any trade or business in the 
District by or through an employee or agent shall procure the license 
provided by this title. Every employee or agent of any such cor-
poration or unincorporated business shall carry either the license 
or a certificate from the Assessor that the license has been obtained, 
which license or certificate shall be exhibited to the police or other 
officers duly authorized to inspect the same. Such certificate shall 
be in such form as the Assessor shall determine, and shall be furnished, 
without charge, by the Assessor, upon request. No employee or agent 
of the corporation not having an office or place of business in the 
District shall engage in or carry on any trade or business in the Dis-
trict for or on behalf of such corporation or unincorporated business 
unless such corporation or unincorporated business shall have first 
obtained a license, as provided by this title. 

SEC. 5. REvocAnoN.--The Commissioners may, after hearing, 
revoke any license issued hereunder for failure of the licensee to file 
a return or corrected return within the time required by this article, 
or to pay any installment of tax when due. 

SEC. 6. RENEWAL—Licenses shall be renewed for the ensuing calen-
dar year upon application as provided in section 1 of this title. No 
license shall be issued or renewed if the taxpayer has failed or refused 
to pay any tax or installment thereof, or penalties or interest thereon, 
imposed by this article: Provided, however, That the Commissioners, 
in their discretion, for cause shown, may, on such terms or conditions 
as they may determine or prescribe, waive the provisions of this section. 
SEC: 7. PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO OBTAIN LicEri-sE.—Any corporation 

or unincorporated business engaged in or carrying on any trade or 
i business n the District or receiving income from sources within the 

District within the meaning of title X of this article without having 
obtained a license so to do, within the time prescribed by section 1 of 
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this title, and any person engaging in or carrying on any trade or
business in the District or receiving income from sources within the
District within the meaning of title X of this article for or on behalf
of any corporation or unincorporated business not having a license
so to do, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $300
for each and every failure, refusal, or violation, and each and every
day that such failure, refusal, or violation continues shall constitute
a separate and distinct offense. All prosecutions under this section
shall be brought in the municipal court of the District of Columbia on
information by the Corporation Counsel or any of his assistants in the
name of the District: Provided, however, That the provisions of this
section shall not apply to mere collection by an agent of income of a
corporation or unincorporated business not having the license required
under this title.

TITLE XV-APPEAL

SEC. 1. APPEAL TO BOARD OF TAX APPEALS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUIM-

BIA.-Any person aggrieved by any assessment of a deficiency in tax
determined and assessed by the Assessor under the provisions of title
XII, section 5, of this article and any person aggrieved by the denial
of any claim for refund made under the provisions of title XII, section
11 of this article, may, within ninety days from the date of the assess-
ment of the deficiency or from the date of the denial of a claim for
refund, as the case may be, appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals for
the District of Columbia, in the same manner and to the same extent as
set forth in sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of title IX of the Act
entitled "An Act to amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of
1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16, 1938, and as the same
may hereafter be amended.

SEC. 2. ELECTION OF REMEDY.-The remedy provided in section 1
of this title shall not be deemed to take away from the taxpayer any
remedy which he might have under any other provision of law, but
no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of any tax shall be
instituted in any court if the taxpayer has elected to file an appeal with
respect to such tax in accordance with the provisions of section 1 of this
title.

TITLE XVI-RULES AND REGULATIONS

SEc. 1. The Commissioners shall prescribe and publish such rules and

regulations, consistent with the provisions of this article, as may be

necessary and proper for its enforcement and efficient administration.

ARTICLE II-INCREASE IN RATE OF TAXATION OF REAL

AND TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY

For each of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1948, and June 30, 1949,

respectively, the rate of taxation imposed for the District of Columbia

on real and tangible personal property shall not be less than 2 per

centum on the assessed value of such property.

ARTICLE III-INCREASE IN MOTOR-FUEL TAX

SEC. 1. The tax of 2 cents per gallon on motor-vehicle fuels within
the District of Columbia, sold or otherwise disposed of by an importer,

or used by him in a motor vehicle operated for hire or for commercial
purposes, imposed by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on

motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other

purposes", approved April 23, 1924, as amended, and increased by the
Act entitled "An Act increasing motor-vehicle-fuel taxes in the District

of Columbia for the period January 1,1942, to June 30, 1951", approved
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this title, and any person engaging in or carrying on any trade or 
business in the District or receiving income from sources within the 
District within the meaning of title X of this article for or on behalf 
of any corporation or unincorporated business not having a license 
so to do, shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than $300 
for each and every failure, refusal, or violation, and each and every 
day that such failure, refusal, or violation continues shall constitute 
a separate and distinct offense. All prosecutions under this section 
shall be brought in the municipal court of the District of Columbia on 
information by the Corporation Counsel or any of his assistants in the 
name of the District: Provided, however, That the provisions of this 
section shall not apply to mere collection by an agent of income of a 
corporation or unincorporated business not having the license required 
under this title. 

TITLE XV—APPEAL 

SEC. 1. APPEAL TO BOARD or TAX APPEALS FOR THE DISTRICT or COLITM-
BIA.—Any person aggrieved by any assessment of a deficiency in tax 
determined and assessed by the Assessor under the provisions of title 
XII, section 5, of this article and any person aggrieved by the denial 
of any claim for refund made under the provisions of title XII, section 
11 of this article, may, within ninety days from the date of the assess-
ment of the deficiency or from the date of the denial of a claim for 
refund, as the case may be, appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals for 
the District of Columbia, in the same manner and to the same extent as 
set forth in sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of title IX of the Act 
entitled "An Act to amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act of 
1937, and for other purposes", approved May 16, 1938, and as the same 
may hereafter be amended. 
SEC. 2. ELEcTioN or REMEDY.—The remedy provided in section 1 

of this title shall not be deemed to take away from the taxpayer any 
remedy which he might have under any other provision of law, but 
no suit by the taxpayer for the recovery of any part of any tax shall be 
instituted in any court if the taxpayer has elected to file an appeal with 
respect to such tax in accordance with the provisions of section 1 of this 
title. 

TITLE XVI—RULES AND REGULATIONS 

SEC. 1. The Commissioners shall prescribe and publish such rules and 
regulations, consistent with the provisions of this article, as may be 
necessary and proper for its enforcement and efficient administration. 

ARTICLE II—INCREASE IN RATE OF TAXATION OF REAL 
AND TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY 

For each of the fiscal years ending June 30, 1948, and June 30, 1949, 
respectively, the rate of taxation imposed for the District of Columbia 
on real and tangible personal property shall not be less than 2 per 
centum on the assessed value of such property. 

ARTICLE III—INCREASE IN MOTOR-FUEL TAX 

SEC. 1. The tax of 2 cents per gallon .on motor-vehicle fuels within 
the District of Columbia, sold or otherwise disposed of by an importer, 
or used by him in a motor vehicle operated for hire or for commercial 
purposes, imposed by the Act entitled "An Act to provide for a tax on 
motor-vehicle fuels sold within the District of Columbia, and for other 
purposes", approved April 23, 1924, as amended, and increased by the 
Act entitled "An Act increasing motor-vehicle-fuel taxes in the District 
of Columbia for the period January 1, 1942, to June 30, 1951", approved 
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December 26, 1941, to 3 cents per gallon effective January 1, 1942, and
extending to and including June 30, 1951, is hereby further increased
to 4 cents per gallon effective on the first day of the first month follow-
ing the approval of this Act and extending to and including June 30,
1952, and thereafter the tax shall be 3 cents per gallon. When, pursu-
ant to section 14 of such Act, gasoline or other motor-vehicle fuel is
sold by any agency of the United States within the District of
Columbia, for use in privately owned vehicles, such agency of the
United States shall, by agreement with the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia, arrange for the collection of the full amount of
the tax per gallon herein authorized to be imposed and as increased by
this section, and shall account to the collector of taxes of the District of
Columbia for the proceeds of such tax collections.

SEC. 2. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act increasing motor-
vehicle-fuel taxes in the District of Columbia for the period January
1, 1942, to June 30, 1951", approved December 26, 1941, is hereby
repealed, effective on the first day of the first month following the
approval of this Act.

ARTICLE IV-AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE
INSPECTION ACT

SEC 1. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
annual inspection of all motor vehicles in the District of Columbia",
approved February 18, 1938, be, and the same hereby is, amended
to read as follows:

"That at the time of the registration of each motor vehicle or trailer
there shall be levied and collected a fee known as the 'inspection fee'
of $1."

SEC. 2. Section 3 of said Act is hereby amended by inserting imme-
diately after the words "motor vehicles" the words "and trailers"

SEC. 3. Section 4 of said Act is hereby amended by inserting imme-
diately after the words "motor vehicles" the words ' and trailers".

SEC. 4. This article shall become effective thirty days after theapproval of this Act.

ARTICLE V-INCREASE IN WATER RENTS AND
ASSESSMENTS FOR WATER MAINS

SEe. 1. Water rents charged by the District of Columbia for water
used in the District of Columbia on and after July 1, 1947, shallbe increased 25 per centum over the rents now in effect. Whenever
the application of this increase to an existing rate results in a ratewith a fractional part. of a cent, the rate shall be, if the fraction beone-half cent or more, the nearest higher amount not containing afraction, and, if the fraction be less than one-half cent, the nearestlower amount not containing a fraction. In computing the rent for
the consumption of water in excess of the minimum amount allowedby law for metered service, if the rent is charged for a period begin-mng prior to July 1, 1947, and ending thereafter, the rent for suchexcess consumption shall be prorated.

SEC. 2. The rate of assessment for laying or constructing water
mains in the District of Columbia under the provisions of the Actentitled "An Act authorizing the laying of water mains and service
sewers, and for other purposes", approved April 22, 1904, is hereb
established at $1.90 per linear foot for any water mains constructedor laid on and after July 1, 1947.
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December 26, 1941, to 3 cents per gallon effective January 1, 1942, and 
extending to and including June 30, 1951, is hereby further increased 
to 4 cents per gallon effective on the first day of the first month follow-
ing the approval of this Act and extending to and including June 30, 
1952, and thereafter the tax shall be 3 cents per gallon. When, pursu-
ant to section 14 of such Act, gasoline or other motor-vehicle fuel is 
sold by any agency of the United States within the District of 
Columbia, for use in privately owned vehicles, such agency of the 
United States shall, by agreement with the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia, arrange for the collection of the full amount of 
the tax per gallon herein authorized to be imposed and as increased by 
this section, and shall account to the collector of taxes of the District of 
Columbia for the proceeds of such tax collections. 
SEC. 2. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act increasing motor-

vehicle-fuel taxes in the District of Columbia for the period January 
1, 1942, to June 30, 1951", approved December 26, 1941, is hereby 
repealed, effective on the first day of the first month following the 
approval of this Act. 

ARTICLE IV—AMENDMENT TO MOTOR VEHICLE 
INSPECTION ACT 

SEC 1. Section 1 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
annual inspection of all motor vehicles in the District of Columbia", 
approved February 18, 1938, be, and the same hereby is, amended 
to read as follows: 
"That at the time of the registration of each motor vehicle or trailer 

there shall be levied and collected a fee known as the 'inspection fee' 
of $1." 
SEC. 2. Section 3 of said Act is hereby amended by inserting imme-

diately after the words "motor vehicles" the words "and trailers". 
SEC. 3. Section 4 of said Act is hereby amended by inserting imme-

diately after the words "motor vehicles" the words "and trailers". 
SEC. 4. This article shall become effective thirty days after the 

approval of this Act. 

ARTICLE V—INCREASE IN WATER RENTS AND 
ASSESSMENTS FOR WATER MAINS 

SEO. 1. Water rents charged by the District of Columbia for water 
used in the District of Columbia on and after July 1, 1947, shall 
be increased 25 per centum over the rents now in effect. Whenever 
the application of this increase to an existing rate results in a rate 
with a fractional part of a cent, the rate shall be, if the fraction be 
one-half cent or more, the nearest higher amount not containing a 
fraction, and, if the fraction be less than one-half cent, the nearest 
lower amount not containing a fraction. In computing the rent for 
the consumption of water in excess of the minimum amount allowed 
by law for metered service, if the rent is charged for a period begin-
ning prior to July 1, 1947, and ending thereafter, the rent for such 
excess consumption shall be prorated. 
SEC. 2. The rate of assessment for laying or constructing water 

mains in the District of Columbia under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act authorizing the laying of water mains and service 
sewers, and for other purposes", approved April 22, 1904, is hereby 
established at $1.90 per linear foot for any water mains constructed 
or laid on and after July 1, 1947. 
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ARTICLE VI-FEDERAL PAYMENT

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for each fiscal year
thereafter, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, as the
annual payment by the United States toward defraying the expenses
of the government of the District of Columbia, the sum of $12,000,000,
of which $11,000.000 shall be credited to the general fund of the District
of Columbia and $1,000,000 shall be credited to the water fund of the
District of Columbia, established by law (title 43, ch. 15, D. C. Code,
1940 edition).

ARTICLE VII-SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person
or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the Act, and the
application of such provision to the other persons or circumstances,
shall not be affected thereby.

Approved July 16, 1947.
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Appropriations au-
thorized.

Post, p. 425.

[CHAPTER 261]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Making temporary appropriations for the fiscal year 1948.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That there are hereby

appropriated, and out of applicable corporate or other revenue, receipts,
and funds, respectively, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise

appropriated, such amounts as may be necessary to meet pay rolls
(obligations for which were incurred in accordance with section 102
of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, Public

Law 122, or in accordance with provisions of the Emergency Appro-
priation Act, 1948, Public Law 161) for pay periods ending prior
to July 16, 1947: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall be

charged to the appropriate appropriations for the fiscal year 1948
when made.

Approved July 17, 1947.

[CHAPTER 262]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress asse8mbled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, namely:

SENATE

July 17, 1947
[H. J. Res. 240]

[Public Law 196]

Temporary appro-
priations, 1948.

Ante, p. 187.

Ante, p. 243.

July 17, 1947
[ 11. It. :ll:1 |

[I'luhlic l1aw 1971

Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act.
1948.

Supra; ante, pp. 118,
187, 188, 245; post, pp.
608, 609, 610, 611, 695,
6, 941.

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF SENATORS

For compensation of Senators, $1,200,000.
For mileage of the President of the Senate and of Senators, $51,000. PO.p- a.

For expense allowance of Senators, $240,000.
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ARTICLE VI—FEDERAL PAYMENT 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for each fiscal year 
thereafter, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, as the 
annual payment by the United States toward defraying the expenses 
of the government of the District of Columbia, the sum of $12,000,000, 
of which $11,000,000 shall be credited to the general fund of the District 
of Columbia and $1,000,000 shall be credited to the water fund of the 
District of Columbia, established by law (title 43, ch. 15, D. C. Code, 
1940 edition). 

ARTICLE VII—SEPARABILITY CLAUSE 

If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person 
or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the Act, and the 
application of such provision to the other persons or circumstances, 
shall not be affected thereby. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 261] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Making temporary appropriations for the fiscal year 1948. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there are hereby 
appropriated, and out of applicable corporate or other revenue, receipts, 
and funds, respectively, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, such amounts as may be necessary to meet pay rolls 
(obligations for which were incurred in accordance with section 102 
of the Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, Public 
Law 122, or in accordance with provisions of the Emergency Appro-
priation Act, 1948, Public Law 161) for pay periods ending prior 
to July 16, 1947: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall be 
charged to the appropriate appropriations for the fiscal year 1948 
when made. 
Approved July 17, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 262] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money, in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

SENATE 

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF SENATORS 

For compensation of Senators, $1,200,000. 
For mileage of the President of the Senate and of Senators, $51,000. 
For expense allowance of Senators, $240,000. 
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SALARIES, OFFCERS AND EMPLOYEES

59 Stat. 295; 60 Stat.
216.

5 U. S. C. I 901
et eq.

Post, p. 727.

Disbursing office.

Pod, pp. 610, 696.

For compensation of officers, employees, clerks to Senators, and
others, as authorized by law, including increased and additional com-
pensation provided by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945",
as amended by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946", as follows:

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

For compensation of the Vice President of the United States,
$20,000.

For clerical assistance to the Vice President, at rates of compensa-
tion to be fixed by him, $32,385.

CHAPLAIN

Chaplain of the Senate, $2,520.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

For office of the Secretary, $306,815: Provided, That the basic lump
sum for additional clerical assistance and readjustment of salaries
in the disbursing office is increased by $2,520: Provided further, That
the basic annual rates of compensation for the following positions
shall be: Printing clerk, $5,000; keeper of stationery, $4,000; librarian,
$4,000; clerk, $3,000 in lieu of clerk, $2,760; assistant at press door,
$2,520 in lieu of $2,400; coordinator, joint recording facility, $6,660.

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES

For professional and clerical assistance to standing committees,
$1,335,785.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

For clerical assistance to the Conference of the Majority, at rates
of compensation to be fixed by the chairman of said committee, $26,380.

For clerical assistance to the Conference of the Minority, at rates
of compensation to be fixed by the chairman of said committee, $26,380.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL ASSISTANTS TO SENATORS

For administrative and clerical assistants and messenger service
for Senators, $4,482,555.

OFFICE OF SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER

For office of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $775,850: Provided,
That the salaries of pages shall cover the periods from July 1 to
July 31, 1947, inclusive, and from January 1 to June 30, 1948,
inclusive, at the basic salary rate of $1,800 per annum each: Provided
further, That the following positions are abolished: Clerk on Journal
work for Congressional Record to be selected by the Official Reporters,
$3,360; messenger, $2,140; three female attendants in charge of ladies'retiring rooms, Senate Office Building, at $1,560 each; laborer in
charge of Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $1,260: Provided
further, That the rates of basic annual compensation for the following
positions shall be: Clerk, $3,480 in lieu of clerk, $3,300; clerk, $3,300in lieu of clerk, $3,120; superintendent, Periodical Press Gallery,
$3,660; assistant postmaster, $4,140; messengers (acting as assistantdoorkeepers)--four at $2,560 each in lieu of three at $2,560 each;
cabinetmakers-chief, $3,080; two at $2,460 each; finisher, $2,460;
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SALARIES, ok 10ERS AND EMPLOYEES 

For compensation of officers, employees, clerks to Senators, and 
others, as authorized by law, including increased and additional com-
pensation provided by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", 
as amended by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946", as follows: 

01410E OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 

For compensation of the Vice President of the United States, 
$20,000. 
For clerical assistance to the Vice President, at rates of compensa-

tion to be fixed by him, $32,385. 

CHAPLAIN 

Chaplain of the Senate, $2,520. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

For office of the Secretary, $306,815: Provided, That the basic lump 
sum for additional clerical assistance and readjustment of salaries 
in the disbursing office is increased by. $2,520: Provided further, That 
the basic annual rates of compensation for the following positions 
shall be: Printing clerk, $5,000; keeper of stationery, $4,000; librarian, 
$4,000; clerk, $3,000 in lieu of clerk, $2,760; assistant at press door, 
$2,520 in lieu of $2,400; coordinator, joint recording facility, $6,660. 

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES 

For professional and clerical assistance to standing committees, 
$1,335,785. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEES 

For clerical assistance to the Conference of the Majority, at rates 
of compensation to be fixed by the chairman of said committee, $26,380. 
For clerical assistance to the Conference of the Minority, at rates 

of compensation to be fixed by the chairman of said committee, $26,380. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLERICAL ASSISTANTS TO SENATORS 

For administrative and clerical assistants and messenger service 
for Senators, $4,482,555. 

OFFICE OF SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKWFTER 

For office of Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, $775,850: Provided, 
That the salaries of pages shall cover the periods from July 1 to 
July 31, 1947, inclusive, and from January 1 to June 30, 1948, 
inclusive, at the basic salary rate of $1,800 per annum each: Provided 
further, That the following positions are abolished: Clerk on Journal 
work for Congressional Record to be selected by the Official Reporters, 
$3,360; messenger, $2,140; three female attendants in charge of ladies' 
retiring rooms, Senate Office Building, at $1,560 each; laborer in 
charge of Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $1,260: Provided 
further, That the rates of basic annual compensation for the following 
positions shall be: Clerk, $3,480 in lieu of clerk, $3,300; clerk, $3,300 
in lieu of clerk, $3,120; superintendent, Periodical Press Gallery, 
$3,660; assistant postmaster, $4,140; messengers (acting as assistant 
doorkeepers)—four at $2,560 each in lieu of three at $2,560 each; 
cabinetmakers—chief, $3,080; two at $2,460 each; finisher, $2,460; 
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upholsterer, $2,460; janitors-chief, $3,200; assistant, $1,860; female
attendants in charge of ladies' retiring rooms-two at $1,560 each
in lieu of four at $1,560 each; laborers-twenty-seven at $1,320 each
in lieu of twenty-six at $1,320 each; four at $540 each in lieu of
three at $540 each.

OFFICES OF THE SECRETARIES FOR THE MAJORITY AND THE MINORITY

For the offices of the secretary for the majority and the secretary for
the minority, heretofore included under the office of the Sergeant
at Arms, $43,120.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE SENATE

Legislative reorganization: For salaries and expenses, legislative
reorganization, including the objects specified in Public Law 663,
Seventy-ninth Congress, $100,000.

Senate policy committees: For salaries and expenses of the Majority
Policy Committee and Minority Policy Committee, $41,000 for each
such committee; in all, $82,000.

Joint Committee on the Economic Report: For salaries and expenses
of the Joint Committee on the Economic Report, as authorized by
Public Law 304, Seventy-ninth Congress, $70,000.

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy: For salaries and expenses
of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, including the objects
specified in Public Law 20, Eightieth Congress, $150,000.

Joint Committee on Printing: For salaries for the Joint Committee
on Printing, $19,710, and for expenses of compiling, preparing, and
indexing the Congressional Directory, $1,600; in all, $21,310.

Vice President's Automobile: For purchase, exchange, driving,
maintenance, and operation of an automobile for the Vice President,
$5,000.

Automobiles for majority and minority leaders: For purchase,
exchange, driving. maintenance, and operation of two automobiles,
one for the majority leader of the Senate, and one for the minority
leader of the Senate, $10,000.

Reporting Senate proceedings: For reporting the debates and pro-
ceedings of the Senate, payable in equal monthly installments,
$100,260.

Furniture: For services in cleaning, repairing, and varnishing fur-
niture, $2,760.

Furniture: For materials for furniture and repairs of same,
exclusive of labor, and for the purchase of furniture, $12,000.

Inquiries and investigations: For expenses of inquiries and investi-
gations ordered by the Senate or conducted pursuant to section 134 (a)
of Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress, including compensation
for stenographic assistance of committees at such rates and in accord-
ance with such regulations as may be prescribed by the Committee on
Rules and Administration, but not exceeding the rate of 25 cents per
hundred words for the original transcript of reported matter; and
including $50,000 for the Committee on Appropriations for the pur-
poses mentioned in Senate Resolution Numbered 193, agreed to October
14, 1943, and Public Law 20, Eightieth Congress. $650,000: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for per diem
and subsistence expenses, except in accordance with the provisions of
the Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved June 3, 1926, as
amended.

Folding documents: For folding speeches and pamphlets at a basic
rate not exceeding $1 per thousand, $25,000.
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Materials for folding: For materials for folding, $1,500.
Fuel, and so forth: For fuel, oil, cotton waste, and advertising,

exclusive of labor, $2,000.
Senate restaurants: For payment to the Architect of the Capitol

in accordance with the Act approved September 9, 1942 (Public Law
709, Seventy-seventh Congress), $45,000.

Motor vehicles: For maintaining, exchanging, and equipping motor
vehicles for carrying the mails and for official use of the offices of the
Secretary and Sergeant at Arms, $9,560.

Miscellaneous items: For miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor,
$626,765.

Packing boxes: For packing boxes, $3,000.
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $350; office of Sergeant

at Arms, $150; in all, $500.
Air-mail and special-delivery stamps: For air-mail and special-

delivery stamps for Senators and the President of the Senate as
authorized by law, $10,250.

Stationery: For stationery for Senators and for the President pro
tempore of the Senate, including $7,500 for stationery for committees
and offices of the Senate, $46,300.

Rent: For rent of warehouse for storage of public documents from
July 1 to November 30, 1947, $2,645.

Salaries or wages paid out of the foregoing items under "Contingent
expenses of the Senate" shall be computed at basic rates as authorized
by law, plus increased and additional compensation as provided by
the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", as amended by the "Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1946".

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF MEMBERS

For compensation of Members of the House of Representatives,
Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Commissioner from
Puerto Rico, $5,482,500.

For mileage and expense allowance of Members of the House of
Representatives, Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Com-
missioner from Puerto Rico, as authorized by law, $1,266,000.

SALARIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

For compensation of officers and employees, as authorized by law,
including increased and additional compensation provided by the
"Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", as amended by the "Federal
Employees Pay Act of 1946", as follows:

OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER

For Office of the Speaker, $38,000.

THE SPEAKER'S TABLE

For the Speaker's table, including $1,000 for preparing Digest of
the Rules, $24,120: Provided, That the salary of the Assistant Parlia-
mentarian shall be at the basic rate of $4,000 and $3,000 additional so
long as the position is held by the present incumbent.

CHAPLAIN

For the Chaplain, $3,750.
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For the Chaplain, $3,750. 
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OFFICE OF THE CLERK

For the Office of the Clerk, $384,335: Provided, That one position of
clerk at the basic rate of $2,340 is hereby abolished and in lieu thereof
there shall be an additional assistant Journal clerk at the basic rate
of $2,860: Provided further, That the following positions and basic
rates of compensation are established under the Joint Recording
Facility: Director of studios, $3,240; chief engineer, $2,220; first
assistant engineer, $1,800; second assistant engineer, $1,680; secretary,
$1,500.

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES Pot, p. 611.

For committee employees, including a sum not to exceed $165,000
for the Committee on Appropriations, $1,521,750.

OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT AT ARMS

For Office of the Sergeant at Arms, $274,635. 
Postd . .69

OFFICE OF THE DOORKEEPER

For Office of the Doorkeeper, $459,530: Provided, That the salaries
of pages shall cover the periods from July 1 to July 31, 1947, inclusive,
and from January 1 to June 30, 1948, inclusive, at the basic salary
rate of $1,800 per annum each: Provided further, That the salary of
the superintendent, House Periodical Press Gallery, shall be at the
basic rate of $3,000.

SPECIAL AND MINORITY EMPLOYEES

For six minority employees, $35,890.
For three special employees, $7,040.
For office of the majority floor leader, including $2,000 for official

expenses of the majority leader, $32,825.
For office of the minority floor leader, $24,260: Provided, That the

title of the position of "janitor" is hereby changed to "messenger".
For two messengers, one in the majority caucus room and one in the

minority caucns room, to be appointed by the majority and minority
whips, respectively, $5,105.

For two printing clerks, one for the majority caucus room and one
for the minority caucus room, to be appointed by the majority and
minority leaders, respectively, $5,820.

For two clerks, one for the majority whip and one for the minority
whip, to be appointed by said whips, respectively, $8,580.

For a technical assistant in the office of the attending physician,
to be appointed by the attending physician, subject to the approval
of the Speaker, $5,120.

OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER

For Office of the Postmaster, $135,480.

OFFICIAL REPORTERS OF DEBATES

For official reporters of debates, $100,865.

OFFICIAL REPORTERS TO COMMITTEES

For official reporters to committees, $84,725: Provided, That here- Trascripts o hear-

after any sums received from the sales of copies of transcripts of
hearings of committees reported by such reporters shall be covered
into the Treasury as "Miscellaneous receipts".
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APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE

For salaries and expenses, studies and examinations of executive
agencies, by the Committee on Appropriations, to be expended in

2 Us.t)S.C. accordance with section 202 (b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act,
1946, $150,000.

CLERK HIRE, MEMBERS AND DELEGATES

For clerk hire necessarily employed by each Member and Delegate,
and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico, in the discharge
of his official and representative duties, $5,915,000, as authorized by
law, including increased and additional compensation provided by

59Stat. 25;60 tat. the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", as amended by the
5 U.. c. 901 et "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946".

$Peost, p. 7'27.
st, . m CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE

Furniture: For furniture and materials for repairs of the same,
including labor, tools, and machinery for furniture repair shops, and
for the purchase of packing boxes, $100,000.

Miscellaneous items: For miscellaneous items, exclusive of salaries
unless specifically ordered by the House of Representatives, including
the sum of $27,500 for payment to the Architect of the Capitol in

4stat. 10. accordance with section 208 of the Act approved October 9, 1940
(Public Law 812); the sum of $1,200 for the exchange, operation,
maintenance and repair of the Clerk's motor vehicles; the sum of
$500 for the exchange, operation, maintenance, and repair of the
folding room motor truck; the sum of $2,200 for the purchase,
exchange, maintenance, operation, and repair of the post-office motor
vehicles for carrying the mails; the sum of $600 for hire of automobile
for the Sergeant at Arms, and materials for folding; in all, $165,000:

Restrictiom Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used to pay
the salaries of three additional laborers authorized in section 2 of the
House Resolution Numbered 385, adopted December 17, 1943.

Reporting hearings: For stenographic reports of hearings of
committees other than special and select committees, $65,000.Po, p. e . Special and select committees: For salaries and expenses of special
and select committees authorized by the House, $500,000.

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation: For the payment
of the salaries and other expenses of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation, $185,000.

Office of the Coordinator of Information: For salaries and other
expenses of the Office of the Coordinator of Information, $60,000.

Telegraph and telephone: For telegraph and telephone service,
exclusive of personal services, $400,000.

Stationery: For a stationery allowance of $500 for each Repre-
sentative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto
Rico, for the second session of the Eightieth Congress, and forstationery for the use of the committees, departments, and officers ofthe House (not to exceed $8,000), $227,000, to remain available until
expended. There is hereby established a revolving fund for the
purpose of administering the funds appropriated for stationery
allowances to each Representative, Delegate, the Resident Commis-
sioner from Puerto Rico; and stationery for use of the committees,
departments, and officers of the House. All moneys hereafter received
by the stationery room of the House of Representatives from the sale
of stationery supplies and other equipment shall be deposited in the
revolving fund and shall be available for disbursement from the fund
in the same manner as other sums that may be appropriated by the
Congress for this purpose. The unexpended balance of all moneys
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the salaries of three additional laborers authorized in section 2 of the 
House Resolution Numbered 385, adopted December 17, 1943. 
Reporting hearings: For stenographic reports of hearings of 

committees other than special and select committees, $65,000. 
Special and select committees: For salaries and expenses of special 

and select committees authorized by the House, $500,000. 
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation: For the payment 

of the salaries and other expenses of the Joint Committee on Internal 
Revenue Taxation, $185,000. 

Office of the Coordinator of Information: For salaries and other 
expenses of the Office of the Coordinator of Information, $60,000. 
Telegraph and telephone: For telegraph and telephone service, 

exclusive of personal services, $400,000. 
Stationery: For a stationery allowance of $500 for each Repre-

sentative, Delegate, and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto 
Rico, for the second session of the Eightieth Congress, and for 
stationery for the use of the committees, departments, and officers of 
the House (not to exceed $8,000), $227,000, to remain available until 
expended. There is hereby established a revolving fund for the 
purpose of administering the funds appropriated for stationery 
allowances to each Representative, Delegate, the Resident Commis-
sioner from Puerto Rico; and stationery for use of the committees, 
departments, and officers of the House. All moneys hereafter received 
by the stationery room of the House of Representatives from the sale 
of stationery supplies and other equipment shall be deposited in the 
revolving fund and shall be available for disbursement from the fund 
in the same manner as other sums that may be appropriated by the 
Congress for this purpose. The unexpended balance of all moneys 
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heretofore received by the stationery room of the House of Repre-
sentatives from the sale of stationery supplies and equipment shall be
deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the
fund: Provided, That the unexpended balances in the appropriations
"Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery, 1945-
1946"; "Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery,
1946"; "Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery,
1947-1948", as of June 30, 1947, shall be transferred to and made
available for expenditure out of the fund, together with appro-
priations herein or hereafter made therefor, to remain available until
expended.

Attending physician's office: For medical supplies, equipment, and
contingent expenses of the emergency room and for the attending
physician and his assistants, including an allowance of $1,500 to be
paid to the attending physician in equal monthly installments as
authorized by the Act approved June 27, 1940 (54 Stat. 629), and
including an allowance of not to exceed $30 per month each to four
assistants as provided by the House resolutions adopted July 1, 1930,
January 20, 1932, and November 18, 1940, $6,985.

Postage stamps: Postmaster, $200; Clerk, $400; Sergeant at Arms,
$250; Doorkeeper, $100; and to enable the Clerk of the House to
procure and furnish each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident
Commissioner from Puerto Rico, United States air-mail and special-
delivery postage stamps as authorized by law, $32,850; in all $33,800.

Folding documents: For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a rate
not exceeding $1 per thousand or for the employment of personnel
at a rate not to exceed $5.20 per day per person, $60,000.

Revision of laws: For preparation and editing of the laws as author-
ized by the Act approved May 29, 1928 (1 U. S. C. 59), $10,000, to
be expended under the direction of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Speaker's automobile: For exchange, driving, maintenance, repair,
and operation of an automobile for the Speaker, $9,200.

The appropriation for committee employees as contained in this
Act and hereafter, shall be available in such amounts and under
such regulations as may be approved by the Committee on House
Administration for compensation of employees of the standing com-
mittees of the House of Representatives, except the Committee on
Appropriations.

Salaries or wages paid out of the foregoing items under "Contin-
gent expenses of the House" shall be computed at basic rates as
authorized by law, plus increased and additional compensation as
provided by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", as amended
by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946".

No part of the appropriation contained in this title for the con-
tingent expenses of the House of Representatives shall be used to
defray the expenses of any committee consisting of more than six
persons (not more than four from the House and not more than two
from the Senate), nor to defray the expenses of any other person
except the Sergeant at Arms of the House or a representative of his
office, and except the widow or minor children, or both, of the deceased,
to attend the funeral rites and burial of any person who at the time
of his or her death is a Representative, a Delegate from a Territory.
or a Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico.

Every committee serving the House of Representatives shall report
to the Clerk of the House within fifteen days after December 31 and
June 30 of each year the name, profession, and total salary of each
person employed by such committee or any subcommittee thereof
during the period covered by such report, and shall make an account-
ing of funds made available to and expended by such committee or
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heretofore received by the stationery room of the House of Repre-
sentatives from the sale of stationery supplies and equipment shall be 
deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the 
fund :Provided, That the unexpended balances in the appropriations 
"Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery, 1945-
1946"; "Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery, 
1946"; "Contingent expenses, House of Representatives, stationery, 
1947-1948", as of June 30, 1947, shall be transferred to and made 
available for expenditure out of the fund, together with appro-
priations herein or hereafter made therefor, to remain available until 
expended. 
Attending physician's office: For medical supplies, equipment, and 

contingent expenses of the emergency room and for the attending 
physician and his assistants, including an allowance of $1,500 to be 
paid to the attending physician in equal monthly installments as 
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Postage stamps: Postmaster, $200; Clerk, $400; Sergeant at Arms, 
$250; Doorkeeper, $100; and to enable the Clerk of the House to 
procure and furnish each Representative, Delegate, and the Resident 
Commissioner from Puerto Rico, United States air-mail and special-
delivery postage stamps as authorized by law, $32,850; in all $33,800. 
Folding documents: For folding speeches and pamphlets, at a rate 

not exceeding $1 per thousand or for the employment of personnel 
at a rate not to exceed $5.20 per day per person, $60,000. 

Revision of laws: For preparation and editing of the laws as author-
ized by the Act approved May 29, 1928 (1 U. S. C. 59), $10,000, to 
be expended under the direction of the Committee on the Judiciary. 

Speaker's automobile: For exchange, driving, maintenance, repair, 
and operation of an automobile for the Speaker, $9,200. 
The appropriation for committee employees as contained in this 

Act and hereafter, shall be available in such amounts and under 
such regulations as may be approved by the Committee on House 
Administration for compensation of employees of the standing com-
mittees of the House of Representatives, except the Committee on 
Appropriations. 

Salaries or wages paid out of the foregoing items under "Contin-
gent expenses of the House" shall be computed at basic rates as 
authorized by law, plus increased and additional compensation as 
provided by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945", as amended 
by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946". 
No part of the appropriation contained in this title for the con-

tingent expenses of the House of Representatives shall be used to 
defray the expenses of any committee consisting of more than six 
persons (not more than four from the House and not more than two 
from the Senate), nor to defray the expenses of any other person 
except the Sergeant at Arms of the House or a representative of his 
office, and except the widow or minor children, or both, of the deceased, 
to attend the funeral rites and burial of any person who at the time 
of his or her death is a Representative, a Delegate from a Territory, 
or a Resident Commissioner from Puerto Rico. 
Every committee serving the House of Representatives shall report 

to the clerk of the House within fifteen days after December 31 and 
June 30 of each year the name, profession, and total salary of each 
person employed by such committee or any subcommittee thereof 
during the period covered by such report, and shall make an account-
ing of funds made available to and expended by such committee or 
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subcommittee during such period, and such information when reported
shall be published in the Congressional Record. The first such report
shall cover the period beginning on January 3, 1947, and ending on
June 30, 1947, and succeeding reports shall cover the six months'
period ending on the preceeding December 31 or June 30, as the case
may be. The information required to be reported and published shall
be m lieu of the information required to be reported and published

60 Stat. 832. under section 134 (b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of
1946, as amended, in the case of committees of the House and their
subcommittees.

CAPITOL POLICE
Pot, p. 69 General expenses: For purchasing and supplying uniforms, pur-

chase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicles, contingent expenses, including $25 per
month for extra services performed by a member of such force for
the Capitol Police Board, $15,500.

Canitol Buldingds Capitol Police Board: To enable the Capitol Police Board to provide
Additional protec- additional protection for the Capitol Buildings and Grounds, including

the Senate and House Office Buildings and the Capitol Power Plant,
$8,600. Such sum shall only be expended for payment for salaries
and other expenses of personnel detailed from the Metropolitan Police
of the District of Columbia, and the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia are authorized and directed to make such details upon the

personnel. request of the Board. Personnel so detailed shall, during the period
of such detail, serve under the direction and instructions of the Board
and is authorized to exercise the same authority as members of such

Reimbursement for Metropolitan Police and members of the Capitol Police and to perform
salaries. etc. such other duties as may be assigned by the Board. Reimbursement for

salaries and other expenses of such detail personnel shall be made to
the government of the District of Columbia, and any sums so reim-
bursed shall be credited to the appropriation or appropriations from
which such salaries and expenses are payable and be available for all

Dotails from Metro the purposes thereof: Provided, That any person detailed under the
authority of this paragraph or under similar authority in the Legis-

5sstat. 45,. lative Branch Appropriation Act, 1942, and the Second Deficiency
54 Stat. 629. Appropriation Act, 1940, from the Metropolitan Police of the District

of Columbia shall be deemed a member of such Metropolitan Police
during the period or periods of any such detail for all purposes of
rank, pay, allowances, privileges, and benefits to the same extent as
though such detail had not been made, and at the termination thereof
any such person who was a member of such police on July 1, 1940
shall have a status with respect to rank, pay, allowances, privileges,
and benefits which is not less than the status of such person in such
police at the end of such detail.

Disbursement. The foregoing amounts under "Capitol Police" shall be disbursed
by the Clerk of the House.

OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
For salaries and expenses of maintenance of the Office of the

Legislative Counsel, as authorized by law, including increased and
additional compensation as provided by the "Federal Employees

2 stat. 295; 60 tat. Pay Act of 1945", as amended by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of
5 u.. s C§ m01 1946", $160,000, of which $80,000 shall be disbursed by the Secretary
Pt, p. m. of the Senate and $80,000 by the Clerk of the House of Representatives.
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subcommittee during such period, and such information when reported 
shall be published in the Congressional Record. The first such report 
shall cover the period beginning on January 3, 1947, and ending on 
June 30, 1947, and succeeding reports shall cover the six months' 
period ending on the preceeding December 31 or June 30, as the case 
may be. The information required to be reported and published shall 
be m lieu of the information required to be reported and published 
under section 134 (b) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 
1946, as amended, in the case of committees of the House and their 
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CAPITOL POLICE 

General expenses: For purchasing and supplying uniforms, pur-
chase, exchange, maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled pas-
senger-carrying vehicles, contingent expenses, including $25 per 
month for extra services performed by a member of such force for 
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Columbia are authorized and directed to make such details upon the 
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of such detail, serve under the direction and instructions of the Board 
and is authorized to exercise the same authority as members of such 
Metropolitan Police and members of the Capitol Police and to perform 
such other duties as may be assigned by the Board. Reimbursement for 
salaries and other expenses of such detail personnel shall be made to 
the government of the District of Columbia, and any sums so reim-
bursed shall be credited to the appropriation or appropriations from 
which such salaries and expenses are payable and be available for all 
the purposes thereof: Provided, That any person detailed under the 
authority of this paragraph or under similar authority in the Legis-
lative Branch Appropriation Act, 1942, and the Second Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, 1940, from the Metropolitan Police of the District 
of Columbia shall be deemed a member of such Metropolitan Police 
during the period or periods of any such detail for all purposes of 
rank, pay, allowances, privileges, and benefits to the same extent as 
though such detail had not been made, and at the termination thereof 
any such person who was a member of such police on July 1, 1940, 
shall have a status with respect to rank, pay, allowances, privileges, 
and benefits which is not less than the status of such person in such 
police at the end of such detail. 
The foregoing amounts under "Capitol Police" shall be disbursed 

by the Clerk of the House. 

OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL 

For salaries and expenses of maintenance of the Office of the 
Legislative Counsel, as authorized by law, including increased and 
additional compensation as provided by the "Federal Employees 
Pay Act of 1945", as amended by the "Federal Employees Pay Act of 
1946", $160,000, of which $80,000 shall be disbursed by the secretary 
of the Senate and $80,000 by the Clerk of the House of Representative,s. 
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EDUCATION OF SENATE AND HOUSE PAGES
For reimbursement to the District of Columbia for education of

congressional pages and pages of the Supreme Court, pursuant to the
provisions of section 243 of the Act of Congress entitled "An Act to
provide for increased efficiency in the Legislative Branch of the Gov-
ernment", approved August 2, 1946, $21,300, which amount shall be
credited to the appropriation for "General supervision and instruc-
tion, public schools, District of Columbia, 1948", and the Board of
Education of the District of Columbia is hereby authorized to employ
such personnel for the education of pages as may be required and to
pay compensation for such services in accordance with such rates of
compensation as the Board of Education may prescribe: Provided,
That, notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act entitled
"An Act making appropriations for the legislative, executive, and
judicial expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and for other purposes",
approved May 10, 1916, as amended, the Board of Education of the
District of Columbia is authorized and directed to pay Joseph Skubitz
and Joseph J. Sullivan for services rendered by them as teachers in
the Capitol Page School for the period January 2, 1947, to April 3,
1947, inclusive.

STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS

For the preparation, under the direction of the Committees on
Appropriations of the Senate and House of Representatives of the
statements for the first session of the Eightieth Congress, showing
appropriations made, indefinite appropriations, and contracts author-
ized, together with a chronological history of the regular appro-
priation bills as required by law, $4,000, to be paid to the persons
designated by the chairmen of such committees to do the work.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL

OFFICE OF TIIE ARCIITECT OF THE CAPITOL

Salaries: For the Architect of the Capitol, Assistant Architect of
the Capitol (whose colllpclnsation shall be at the rate of $7,000 per
annum), Chief Architectural and Engineering Assistant, and other
personal services at rates of pay provided by law; and the Assistant
Architect of the Capitol shall act as Architect of the Capitol during
the absence or disability of that official or whenever there is no
Architect, and, in case of the absence or disability of the Assistant
Architect, the Chief Architectural and Engineering Assistant shall
so act; $105,000.

Appropriations under the control of the Architect of the Capitol
shall be available for expenses of travel on official business not to
exceed in the aggregate under all funds the sum of $1,500.

Cost of handling penalty mail, Architect of the Capitol: For deposit
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail of the
Architect of the Capitol as required by section 2 of the Act of June
28, 1944 (Public Law 364), $350.

CAPITOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

Capitol Buildings: For necessary expenditures for the Capitol
Building and electrical substations of the Senate and House Office
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Compensation ofsu-
perintendent.

36 Stat. 531.

Reimbursement for
beat, etc.

Buildings, under the jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol,
including minor improvements, maintenance, repair, equipment, sup-
plies, material, fuel, oil, waste, and appurtenances; furnishings and
office equipment; special clothing for workmen; waterproof wearing
apparel; personal and other services; cleaning and repairing works
of art; purchase or exchange, maintenance and driving of motor-
propelled passenger-carrying office vehicle; not exceeding $300 for
the purchase of technical and necessary reference books, periodicals,
and city directory; not to exceed $150 for expenses of attendance,
when specifically authorized by the Architect of the Capitol, at meet-
ings or conventions in connection with subjects related to work under
the Architect of the Capitol; $463,700.

Capitol Grounds: For care and improvement of grounds surround-
ing the Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings; Capitol Power
Plant; personal and other services; care of trees; planting;
fertilizers; repairs to pavements, walks, and roadways; purchase of
waterproof wearing apparel; maintenance of signal lights; and for
snow removal by hire of men and equipment or under contract with-
out compliance with section 3709 (41 U. S. C. 5) of the Revised
Statutes, $177,500.

Legislative garage: For maintenance, repairs, alterations, personal
and other services, and all necessary incidental expenses, $24,300.

Subway transportation, Capitol and Senate Office Buildings: For
repairs, rebuilding, and maintenance of the subway system connecting
the Senate Office Building with the Senate wing of the United States
Capitol and for personal and other services, including maintenance
of the cars, track, and electrical equipment connected therewith,
$2,000.

Senate Office Building: For maintenance, miscellaneous items and
supplies, including furniture, furnishings, and equipment, and for
labor and material incident thereto, and repairs thereof; for purchase
of waterproof wearing apparel and for personal and other services,
including four female attendants in charge of ladies' retiring rooms
at $1,500 each and one at $1,560, for the care and operation of the
Senate Office Building; to be expended under the control and super-
vision of the Architect of the Capitol; in all, $547,205.

House Office Buildings: For maintenance, including equipment,
waterproof wearing apparel, miscellaneous items, and for all neces-
sary services, $652,500, and so long as the position is held by the
present incumbent the superintendent of the House Office Buildings
shall be paid $500 per annum in addition to compensation otherwise
payable under law.

Capitol Power Plant: For lighting, heating, and power for the
Capitol, Senate and House Office Buildings, Supreme Court Building,
Congressional Library Buildings, and the grounds about the same,
Botanic Garden, legislative garage, and folding and storage rooms
of the Senate, and for air-conditioning refrigeration not supplied
from plants in any of such buildings; for heating the Government
Printing Office and Washington City Post Office and for light and
power therefor whenever available; personal and other services,
engineering instruments, fuel, oil, materials, labor, advertising, and
purchase of waterproof wearing apparel in connection with the main-
tenance and operation of the plant, $1,056,650.

The appropriations under the control of the Architect of the Capitol
may be expended without reference to section 4 of the Act approved
June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. C. 7), concerning purchases for executive
departments.

The Government Printing Office and the Washington City Post
Office shall reimburse the Capitol Power Plant for heat, light, and
power whenever any such service is furnished during the fiscal year
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1948, and the amounts so reimbursed shall be covered into the
Treasury.

LIBRARY BUILDING AND GROUNDS

MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE

Salaries: For chief engineer and all personal services at rates of
pay provided by law, $180,000.

Salaries, Sunday opening: For extra services of employees and
additional employees under the Architect of the Capitol to provide
for the opening of the Library Buildings on Sundays, at rates to be
fixed by such Architect, $14,700.

General repairs, and so forth: For necessary expenditures for the
Library Buildings and Grounds under the jurisdiction of the Architect
of the Capitol, including minor improvements, maintenance, repair,
equipment, supplies, waterproof wearing apparel, material, and appur-
tenances, and personal and other services in connection with the
mechanical and structural maintenance of such buildings and grounds,
$57,050.

For furniture, including partitions, screens, shelving, and electrical
work pertaining thereto and repairs thereof, and the purchase of
office and library equipment, apparatus, and labor-saving devices,
$20,000, to be expended under the direction of the Architect of the
Capitol.

BOTANIC GARDEN

Salaries: For personal services (including not exceeding $3,000 for
miscellaneous temporary labor without regard to the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended), $135,000; all under the direction of the
Joint Committee on the Library.

Maintenance, operation, repairs, and improvements: For all neces-
sary expenses incident to maintaining, operating, repairing, and
improving the Botanic Garden, and the nurseries, buildings, grounds,
and equipment pertaining thereto, including procuring fertilizers,
soils, tools, trees, shrubs, plants, and seeds; materials and miscel-
laneous supplies, including rubber boots and aprons, when required
for use by employees in connection with their work; not to exceed $25
for emergency medical supplies; disposition of waste; traveling
expenses of the Director and his assistants, not to exceed $250; street-
car fares, not exceeding $25; not to exceed $45 for deposit in the gen-
eral fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by
section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364); office equip-
ment and contingent expenses; the prevention and eradication of insect
and other pests and plant diseases by purchase of materials, and
procurement of personal services by contract without regard to the
provisions of any other Act; repair, maintenance, operation, purchase,
and exchange of motortrucks, and maintenance, repair, and operation
of a passenger motor vehicle; purchase of botanical books, periodicals,
and books of reference, not to exceed $100; repairs and improvements
to Director's residence; and all other necessary expenses; all under
the direction of the Joint Committee on the Library, $20,000.

No part of the appropriations contained in this Act for the Botanic
Garden shall be used for the distribution, by congressional allotment,
of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery stock.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Salaries, Library, proper: For the Librarian, the Librarian Emer-
itus, Chief Assistant Librarian, and other personal services, including
investigations of Library employees with regard to loyalty and includ-
ing special and temporary services and extra special services of
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provisions of any other Act; repair, maintenance, operation, purchase, 
and exchange of motortrucks, and maintenance, repair, and operation 
of a passenger motor vehicle; purchase of botanical books, periodicals, 
and books of reference, not to exceed $100; repairs and improvements 
to Director's residence; and all other necessary expenses; all under 
the direction of the Joint Committee on the Library, $20,000. 
No part of the appropriations contained in this Act for the Botanic 

Garden shall be used for the distribution, by congressional allotment, 
of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery stock. 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 

Salaries, Library, proper: For the Librarian, the Librarian Emer-
itus, Chief Assistant Librarian, and other personal services, including 
investigations of Library employees with regard to loyalty and includ-
ing special and temporary services and extra special services of 

Furniture. 

42 Stat. 1488. 
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Gross salary aug-
mented by honorar-
ium.

Digests of Public
General Bills.

44 Stat. 1066

regular employees (not exceeding $5,000) at rates to be fixed by
Librarian, $2,350,000, of which so much as may be necessary may be
transferred to other agencies of the Government for the purpose of
investigating the loyalty of Library employees: Provided, That here-
after the gross salary of any position in the Library which is aug-
mented by payment of an honorarium from other than appropriated
funds shall not exceed such rate as, combined with such honorarium,
will not exceed $10,000.

COPYRIGHT OFFICE

Salaries: For the Register of Copyrights, assistant register; and
other personal services, $591,925.

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE

Salaries: To enable the Librarian of Congress to employ competent
persons to gather, classify, and make available, in translations, indexes,
digests, compilations, and bulletins, and otherwise, data for or bear-
ing upon legislation, and to render such data serviceable to Congress,
and committees and Members thereof, and for printing and binding
the digests of public general bills, miscellaneous printing, supplies and
materials, and including not to exceed $20,000 for employees engaged
on piecework and work by the day or hour at rates to be fixed by the
Librarian, $450,000: Provided, That not more than $25,000 of this
sum shall be used for preparation and reproduction of copies of the
Digest of General Public Bills.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED CARDS

Salaries and expenses: For the distribution of printed cards and
other publications of the Library, including personal services, freight
charges (not exceeding $500), expressage, postage, traveling expenses
connected with such distribution, expenses of attendance at meetings
when incurred on the written authority and direction of the
Librarian, and including not to exceed $30,000 for employees engaged
in piece work and work by the day or hour and for extra special
services of regular employees at rates to be fixed by the Librarian;
in all, $350,000.

INDEX TO STATE LEGISLATION

Salaries and expenses: To enable the Librarian of Congress to
prepare an index to the legislation of the several States, together
with a supplemental digest of the more important legislation, as
authorized and directed by the Act entitled "An Act. providing for
the preparation of a biennial index to State legislation", approved
February 10, 1927 (2 U. S. C. 164, 165), including personal and other
services within and without the District of Columbia, including not
to exceed $2,500 for special and temporary services at rates to be
fixed by the Librarian, travel, necessary material and apparatus, and
for printing and binding the indexes and digests of State legislation
for official distribution only, and other printing and binding incident
to the work of compilation, stationery, and incidentals, $50,000, to
continue available during the fiscal year 1949.

UNION CATALOGUES

Salaries and expenses: To continue the development and main-
tenance of the Union Catalogues, including personal services within
and without the District of Columbia (and not to exceed $700 for
special and temporary services, including extra special services of
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transferred to other agencies of the Government for the purpose of 
investigating the loyalty of Library employees: Provided, That here-
after the gross salary of any position in the Library which is aug-
mented by payment of an honorarium from other than appropriated 
ftmds shall not exceed such sate as, combined with such honorarium, 
will not exceed $10,000. 

COPYRIGHT Ok 10E 

Salaries: For the Register of Copyrights, assistant register; and 
other personal services, $591,925. 

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE 

Salaries: To enable the Librarian of Congress to employ competent 
persons to gather, classify, and make available, in translations, indexes, 
digests, compilations, and bulletins, and otherwise, data for or bear-
ing upon legislation, and to render such data serviceable to Congress, 
and committees and Members thereof, and for printing and binding 
the digests of public general bills, miscellaneous printing, supplies and 
materials, and including not to exceed $20,000 for employees engaged 
on piecework and work by the day or hour at rates to be fixed by the 
Librarian, $450,000: Provided, That not more than $25,000 of this 
sum shall be used for preparation and reproduction of copies of the 
Digest of General Public Bills. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED CARDS 

Salaries and expenses: For the distribution of printed cards and 
other publications of the Library, including personal services, freight 
charges (not exceeding $500) expressage, postage, traveling expenses 
connected with such distribution, expenses of attendance at meetings 
when incurred on the written authority and direction of the 
Librarian, and including not to exceed $30,000 for employees engaged 
in piece work and work by the day or hour and for extra special 
services of regular employees at rates to be fixed by the Librarian; 
in all, $350,000. 

INDEX TO STATE LEGISLATION 

Salaries and expenses: To enable the Librarian of Congress to 
prepare an index to the legislation of the several States, together 
with a supplemental digest of the more important legislation, as 
authorized and directed by the Act entitled "An Act providing for 
the preparation of a biennial index to State legislation", approved 
February 10, 1927 (2 U. S. C. 164, 165), including personal and other 
services within and without the District of Columbia, including not 
to exceed $2,500 for special and temporary services at rates to be 
fixed by the Librarian, travel, necessary material and apparatus, and 
for printing and binding the indexes and digests of State legislation 
for official distribution only, and other printing and binding incident 
to the work of compilation, stationery, and incidentals, $50,000, to 
continue available during the fiscal year 1949. 

UNION CATALOGUES 

Salaries and expenses: To continue the development and main-
tenance of the Union Catalogues, including personal services within 
and without the District of Columbia (and not to exceed $700 for 
special and temporary services, including extra special services of 
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regular employees, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian), travel,
necessary material and apparatus, stationery, photostat supplies, and
incidentals, $61,000.

MOTION PICTURE PROJECT

For expenses during the month of July and liquidation (including
storage of films pending disposition and $5,030 available exclusively
for terminal leave) $12,000.

INCREASE OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

General increase of Library: For purchase of books, miscellaneous
periodicals and newspapers, photo-copying supplies and photo-copy-
ing labor, and all other material for the increase of the Library,
including payment in advance for subscription books and society
publications, and for freight, commissions, and traveling expenses not
to exceed $25,000, including expenses of attendance at meetings when
incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian in
the interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the
acquisition of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, and
all other material for the increase of the Library, by purchase, gift,
bequest, or exchange, $300,000, to continue available during the fiscal
year 1949.

Increase of the law library: For the purchase of books and for legal
periodicals for the law library, including payment for legal society
publications and for freight, commissions, traveling expenses not to
exceed $2,500, including expenses of attendance at meetings when
incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian in
the interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the
acquisition of lawbooks, and all other material for the increase of the
law library, $95,000, to continue available during the fiscal year 1949.

Books for the Supreme Court: For the purchase of books and
periodicals for the Supreme Court, to be a part of the Library of
Congress, and purchased by the Marshal of the Supreme Court, under
the direction of the Chief Justice, $20,000.

BOOKS FOR ADULT BLIND

To enable the Librarian of Congress to carry out the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind",
approved March 3, 1931 (2 U. S. C. 135a), as amended, $1,000,000, 4 Sta. 1487.
including not exceeding $50,000 for personal services, not exceeding
$200,000 for books in raised characters, and the balance remaining
for sound-reproduction records and for the purchase, maintenance,
and replacement of the Government-owned reproducers for sound-
reproduction records for the blind and not exceeding $1,000 for neces-
sary traveling expenses connected with such service and for expenses
of attendance at meetings when incurred on the written authority
and direction of the Librarian.

PRINTING AND BINDING

General printing and binding: For miscellaneous printing and
binding for the Library of Congress, including the Copyright Office,
and the binding, rebinding, and repairing of Library books, and for
the Library Buildings, $381,500.

Printing the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copyright Office:
For the publication of the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copyright
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regular employees, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian), travel, 
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For expenses during the month of July and liquidation (including 
storage of films pending disposition and $5,030 available exclusively 
for terminal leave) $12,000. 

INCREASE OF Tit i LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 

General increase of Library: For purchase of books, miscellaneous 
periodicals and newspapers, photo-copying supplies and photo-copy-
ing labor, and all other material for the increase of the Library, 
including payment in advance for subscription books and society 
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acquisition of books, miscellaneous periodicals and newspapers, and 
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Increase of the law library: For the purchase of books and for legal 
periodicals for the law library, including payment for legal society 
publications and for freight, commissions, traveling expenses not to 
exceed $2,500, including expenses of attendance at meetings when 
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the interest of collections, and all other expenses incidental to the 
acquisition of lawbooks, and all other material for the increase of the 
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Books for the Supreme Court: For the purchase of books and 

periodicals for the Supreme Court, to be a part of the Library of 
Congress, and purchased by the Marshal of the Supreme Court, under 
the direction of the Chief Justice, $20,000. 

BOORS FOR ADULT BLIND 

To enable the Librarian of Congress to carry out the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind", 
approved March 3, 1931 (2 U. S. C. 135a), as amended, $1,000,000, 
including not exceeding $50,000 for personal services, not exceeding 
$200,000 for books in raised characters, and the balance remaining 
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and replacement of the Government-owned reproducers for sound-
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and direction of the Librarian. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

General printing and binding: For miscellaneous printing and 
binding for the Library of Congress, including the Copyright Office, 
and the binding, rebinding, and repairing of Library books, and for 
the Library Buildings, $381,500. 

Printing the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copyright Office: 
For the publication of the Catalogue of Title Entries of the Copyright 
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Office and the decisions of the United States courts involving
copyrights, $35,000.

Printing catalogue cards: For the printing of catalogue cards and
of miscellaneous publications relating to the distribution of catalogue
cards, and for duplication of catalogue cards by methods other than
printing, $400,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY

For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, stationery, office
supplies, stock and materials directly purchased, miscellaneous
traveling expenses, postage, transportation, incidental expenses con-
nected with the administration of the Library and Copyright Office,
including not exceeding $500 for expenses of attendance at meetings
when incurred on the written authority and direction of the Librarian,
$40,000.

For personal services, paper, chemicals, and miscellaneous supplies
necessary for the operation of the photoduplicating machines of the
Library and the making of photoduplicate prints, and for the
purchase of photoduplications, $20,700.

Penalty Mail Costs, Library of Congress: For deposit in the general
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail for the Library of
Congress as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public
Law 364), $29,000.

LIBRARY BUILDINGS

Salaries: For the superintendent and other personal services, in
accordance with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, including
special and temporary services and special services of regular
employees in connection with the custody, care, and maintenance of
the Library Buildings in the discretion of the Librarian (not exceed-
ing $750) at rates to be fixed by the Librarian, $495,000.

For mail, delivery, including maintenance, operation, and repair
of motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles, telephone services,
rubber boots, rubber coats, and other special clothing for employees,
uniforms for guards, and elevator conductors, medical supplies,
equipment, and contingent expenses for the emergency room, station-
ery, miscellaneous supplies, and all other incidental expenses inconnection with the custody and maintenance of the Library Build-
ings, $30,000.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS TRUST FUND BOARD

For any expense of the Library of Congress Trust Fund Board
not properly chargeable to the income of any trust fund held by the
Board, $500.

Not to exceed ten positions in the Library of Congress may beexempt from the provisions of section 202 of the Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1948, but the Librarian shall not make any
appointment to any such position until he has ascertained that hecannot secure for such appointment a person in any of the three
categories specified in such section 202 who possesses the special quali-
fications for the particular position and also otherwise meets thegeneral requirements for employment in the Library of Congress.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WORKING CAPITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING AND BINDING

To provide the Public Printer with a working capital for the
following purposes for the execution of printing, binding, litho-
graphing, mapping, engraving, and other authorized work of the
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For miscellaneous and contingent expenses, stationery, office 
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LIBRARY BUILDINGS 
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GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
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To provide the Public Printer with a working capital for the 
following purposes for the execution of printing, binding, litho-
graphing, mapping, engraving, and other authorized work of the 
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Government Printing Office for the various branches of the Govern-
ment: For salaries of Public Printer and Deputy Public Printer;
for salaries, compensation, or wages of all necessary officers and
employees additional to those herein appropriated for, including
employees necessary to handle waste paper and condemned material
for sale; to enable the Public Printer to comply with the provisions
of law granting holidays and half holidays and Executive orders
granting holidays and half holidays with pay to employees; to enable
the Public Printer to comply with the provisions of law granting
leave to employees with pay, such pay to be at the rate for their
regular positions at the time the leave is granted; rental of buildings
and equipment; fuel, gas, heat, electric current, gas and electric fix-
tures; bicycles, motor-propelled vehicles for the carriage of printing
and printing supplies, and the maintenance, repair, and operation of
the same, to be used only for official purposes, including operation,
repair, and maintenance of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use of the officers of the Government Printing
Office when in writing ordered by the Public Printer; freight, express-
age, telegraph and telephone service, furniture, typewriters, and car-
pets; traveling expenses, including not to exceed $3,000 for attendance
at meetings or conventions when authorized by the Joint Committee
on Printing; stationery, postage, and advertising; directories, tech-
nical books, newspapers, magazines, and books of reference (not
exceeding $750); adding and numbering machines, time stamps, and
other machines of similar character; purchase of uniforms for guards;
rubber boots, coats, and gloves; machinery (not exceeding $300,000);
equipment, and for repairs to machinery, implements, and buildings,
and for minor alterations to buildings; necessary equipment, mainte-
nance, and supplies for the emergency room for the use of all
employees in the Government Printing Office who may be taken
suddenly ill or receive injury while on duty; other necessary con-
tingent and miscellaneous items authorized by the Public Printer;
for expenses authorized in writing by the Joint Committee on Print-
ing for the inspection of printing and binding equipment, material,
and supplies and Government printing plants in the District of
Columbia or elsewhere (not exceeding $1,000); for salaries and
expenses of preparing the semimonthly and session indexes of the
Congressional Record under the direction of the Joint Committee on
Printing (chief indexer at $4,951, one cataloger at $4,537, two cata-
logers at $3,544 each, and one cataloger at $3,047); and for all the
necessary labor, paper, materials, and equipment needed in the prose-
cution and delivery and mailing of the work; in all, $14,520,000; to
which sum shall be charged the printing and binding authorized to
be done for Congress including supplemental and deficiency estimates
of appropriations; the printing, binding, and distribution of the
Federal Register in accordance with the Act approved July 26, 1935
(44 U. S. C. 301, 317) (not exceeding $450,000) ; for the printing and
binding of the supplements to the Code of Federal Regulations, as
authorized by the Act of July 26, 1935 (44 U. S. C. 311), $100,000;
the printing and binding for use of the Government Printing
Office; the printing and binding (not exceeding $5,000) for official
use of the Architect of the Capitol upon requisition of the Secretary
of the Senate; in all to an amount not exceeding $4,520,000: Provided,
That not less than $10,000,000 of such working capital shall be returned
to the Treasury as an unexpended balance not later than six months
after the close of the fiscal year 1948: Provided further That not-
withstanding the provisions of section 73 of the Act of January 12,
1895 (44 U. S. C. 241), no part of the foregoing sum of $4,520,000
shall be used for printing and binding part 2 of the annual
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Government Printing Office for the various branches of the Govern-
ment: For salaries of Public Printer and Deputy Public Printer; 
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other machines of similar character; purchase of uniforms for guards; 
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equipment, and for repairs to machinery, implements, and buildings, 
and for minor alterations to buildings; necessary equipment, mainte-
nance, and supplies for the emergency room for the use of all 
employees in the Government Printing Office who may be taken 
suddenly ill or receive injury while on duty; other necessary con-
tingent and miscellaneous items authorized by the Public Printer; 
for expenses authorized in writing by the Joint Committee on Print-
ing for the inspection of printing and binding equipment, material, 
and supplies and Government printing plants in the District of 
Columbia or elsewhere (not exceeding $1,000) ; for salaries and 
expenses of preparing the semimonthly and session indexes of the 
Congressional Record under the direction of the Joint Committee on 
Printing (chief indexer at $4,951, one cataloger at $4,537, two cata-
logers at $3,544 each, and one cataloger at $3,047) ; and for all the 
necessary labor, paper, materials, and equipment needed in the prose-
cution and delivery and mailing of the work; in all, $14,520,000; to 
which sum shall be charged the printing and binding authorized to 
be done for Congress including supplemental and deficiency estimates 
of appropriations; the printing, binding, and distribution of the 
Federal Register in accordance with the Act approved July 26, 1935 
(44 U. S. C. 301, 317) (not exceeding $450,000) ; for the printing and 
binding of the supplements to the Code of Federal Regulations, as 
authorized by the Act of July 26, 1935 (44 U. S. C. 311), $100,000; 
the printing and binding for use of the Government Printing 
Office; the printing and binding (not exceeding $5,000) for official 
use of the Architect of the Capitol upon requisition of the Secretary 
of the Senate; in all to an amount not exceeding $4,520,000: Provided, 
That not less than $10,000,000 of such working capital shall be returned 
to the Treasury as an unexpended balance not later than six months 
after the close of the fiscal year 1948: Provided farther That not-
withstanding the provisions of section 73 of the Act of January 12, 
1895 (44 U. S. C. 241), no part of the foregoing sum of $4,520,000 
shall be used for printing and binding part 2 of the annual 
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report of the Secretary of Agriculture (known as the Year-book of
Agriculture).

Printing and binding for Congress chargeable to the foregoing
appropriation, when recommended to be done by the Committee on
Printing of either House, shall be so recommended in a report con-
taining an approximate estimate of the cost thereof, together with a
statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate cost of
work previously ordered by Congress within the fiscal year for which
this appropriation is made.

rPaymen't for rk During the fiscal year 1948 any executive department or independentordered by depart-
ments,etc establishment of the Government ordering printing and binding or

blank paper and supplies from the Government Printing Office shall
pay promptly by check to the Public Printer upon his written request,
either in advance or upon completion of the work, all or part of the
estimated or actual cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills rendered
by the Public Printer in accordance herewith shall not be subject to

Adjustmens. audit or certification in advance of payment: Provided, That proper
adjustments on the basis of the actual cost of delivered work paid for
in advance shall be made monthly or quarterly and as may be agreed

redit of pants upon by the Public Printer and the department or establishment con-
to workingcapita cerned. All sums paid to the Public Printer for work that he is

authorized by law to do; all sums received from sales of wastepaper,
other waste material, and condemned property; and for losses or
damage to Government property; shall be deposited to the credit, on
the books of the Treasury Department, of the appropriation made for
the working capital of the Government Printing Office and be subject
to requisition by the Public Printer.

fmployees detailed No part of any money appropriated in this Act shall be paid to anyfor service in exeeu-
tive branch, person employed in the Government Printing Office while detailed for

or performing service in the executive branch of the public service
of the United States unless such detail be authorized by law.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

Salaries: For the Superintendent of Documents, assistant superin-
42 Stat. 1488. tendent and other personal services in accordance with the Classifica-5u.s.c.§silete. tion Act of 1923, as amended, and compensation of employees who

shall be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
43 Stat. s regulate and fix rates of pay for employees and officers of the44so. .a.54 Government Printing Office", approved June 7, 1924 (44 U. S. C.),

$1,321,500.
General expenses: For furniture and fixtures, typewriters, carpets,

labor-saving machines and accessories, time stamps, adding and num-
bering machines, awnings, curtains, books of reference; directories,
books, miscellaneous office and desk supplies, paper, twine, glue,
envelopes, postage, carfares, soap, towels, disinfectant, and ice; dray-
age, express, freight, telephone, and telegraph service; traveling
expenses (not to exceed $200); repairs to buildings, elevators, andmachinery; rental of equipment; preserving sanitary condition of
building; light, heat, and power; stationery and office printing,
including blanks, price lists, bibliographies, catalogs, and indexes;
for supplying books to depository libraries; in all, $370,000: Pro-

tory bforar deis - sded, That no part of this sum shall be used to supply to depositorylibraries any documents, books, or other printed matter not requested
by such .libraries, and the requests therefor shall be subject to
approval by the Superintendent of Documents.
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report of the Secretary of Agriculture (known as the Year-book of 
Agriculture). 
Printing and binding for Congress chargeable to the foregoing 

appropriation, when recommended to be done by the Committee on 
Printing of either House, shall be so recommended in a report .con-
taining an approximate estimate of the cost thereof, together with a 
statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate cost of 
work previously ordered by Congress within the fiscal year for which 
this appropriation is made. 
During the fiscal year 1948 any executive department or independent 

establishment of the Government ordering printing and binding or 
blank paper and supplies from the Government Printing Office shall 
pay promptly by check to the Public Printer upon his written request, 
either in advance or upon completion of the work, all or part of the 
estimated or actual cost thereof, as the case may be, and bills rendered 
by the Public Printer in accordance herewith shall not be subject to 
audit or certification in advance of payment: Provided, That proper 
adjustments on the basis of the actual cost of delivered work paid for 
in advance shall be made monthly or quarterly and as may be agreed 
upon by the Public Printer and the department or establishment con-
cerned. All sums paid to the Public Printer for work that he is 
authorized by law to do; all sums received from sales of wastepaper, 
other waste material, and condemned property; and for losses or 
damage to Government property; shall be deposited to the credit, on 
the books of the Treasury Department, of the appropriation made for 
the working capital of the Government Printing Office and be subject 
to requisition by the Public Printer. 
No part of any money appropriated in this Act shall be paid to any 

person employed in the Government Printing Office while detailed for 
or performing service in the executive branch of the public service 
of the United States unless such detail be authorized by law. 

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 

Salaries: For the Superintendent of Documents, assistant superin-
tendent and other personal services in accordance with the Classifica-
tion Act of 1923, as amended, and compensation of employees who 
shall be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to 
regulate and fix rates of pay for employees and officers of the 
Government Printing Office, approved June 7, 1924 (44 U. S. C.), 
$1,321,500. 

General expenses: For furniture and fixtures, typewriters, carpets, 
labor-saving machines and accessories, time stamps, adding and num-
bering machines, awnings, curtains, books of reference; directories, 
books, miscellaneous office and desk supplies, paper, twine, glue, 
envelopes, postage, carfares, soap, towels, disinfectant, and ice; dray-
age, express, freight, telephone, and telegraph service; traveling 
expenses (not to exceed $200) ; repairs to buildings, elevators, an 
machinery; rental of equipment; preserving sanitary condition of 
building; light, heat, and power; stationery and office printing, 
including blanks, price lists, bibliographies, catalogs, and indexes; 
for supplying books to depository libraries; in all, $370,000: Pro-
vided,. That no part of this sum shall be used to supply to depository 
libraries any documents, books, or other printed matter not requested 
by such libraries, and the requests therefor shall be sithject to 
approval by the Superintendent of Documents. 
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PENALTY MAIL, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE

For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
mail of the Government Printing Office as required by section 2 of the
Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), $400,000.

SEC. 102. Purchases may be made from the foregoing appropria-
tions under the "Government Printing Office", as provided for in the
Printing Act approved January 12, 1895, and without reference to
section 4 of the Act approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. C. 7), concern-
ing purchases for executive departments.

SEC. 103. In order to keep the expenditures for printing and bind-
ing for the fiscal year 1948 within or under the appropriations for
such fiscal year, the heads of the various executive departments and
independent establishments are authorized to discontinue the printing
of annual or special reports under their respective jurisdictions: Pro-
vided, That where the printing of such reports is discontinued the
original copy thereof shall be kept on file in the offices of the heads of
the respective departments or independent establishments for public
inspection.

SEC. 104. No part of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be
used for the maintenance or care of private vehicles.

SEC. 105. Whenever any office or position not specifically estab-
lished by the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 is appropriated for herein
or whenever the rate of compensation or designation of any position
appropriated for herein is different from that specifically established
for such position by such Act, the rate of compensation and the
designation of the position, or either, appropriated for or provided
herein, shall be the permanent law with respect thereto: Provided,
That the provisions relating to positions and salaries thereof carried
in House Resolutions 628, 691, and 693 (Seventy-ninth Congress)
and House Resolutions 42, 54, 74, 78, 96, 113, and 183 (Eightieth Con-
gress) shall be the permanent law with respect thereto.

SEC. 106. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be paid as compensation to any person appointed after June 30, 1935,
as an officer or member of the Capitol Police who does not meet the
standards to be prescribed for such appointees by the Capitol Police
Board: Provided, That the Capitol Police Board is hereby authorized
to detail police from the House Office, Senate Office, and Capitol Build-
ings for police duty on the Capitol Grounds.

SEC. 107. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided,
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary
to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Gov-
ernment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and
is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided
further, That any person who engages m a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization of
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the
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PENALTY MAIL, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail of the Government Printing Office as required by section 2 of the 
Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), $400,000. 
SEC. 102. Purchases may be made from the foregoing appropria-

tions under the "Government Printing Office", as provided for in the 
Printing Act approved January 12, 1895, and without reference to 
section 4 of the Act approved June 17, 1910 (41 U. S. C. 7), concern-
ing purchases for executive departments. 
SEC. 103. In order to keep the expenditures for printing and bind-

ing for the fiscal year 1948 within or under the appropriations for 
such fiscal year, the heads of the various executive departments and 
independent establishments are authorized to discontinue the printing 
of annual or special reports under their respective jurisdictions: Pro-
vided, That where the printing of such reports is discontinued the 
original copy thereof shall be kept on file in the offices of the heads of 
the respective departments or independent establishments for public 
inspection. 
SEC. 104. No part of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be 

used for the  maintenance or care of private vehicles. 
SEC. 105. Whenever any office or position not specifically estab-

lished by the Legislative Pay Act of 1929 is appropriated for herein 
or whenever the rate of compensation or designation of any position 
appropriated for herein is different from that specifically established 
for such position by such Act, the rate of compensation and the 
designation of the position, or either, appropriated for or provided 
herein, shall be the permanent law with respect thereto: Provided, 
That the provisions relating to positions and salaries thereof carried 
in House Resolutions 628, 691, and 693 (Seventy-ninth Congress) 
and House Resolutions 42, 54, 74, 78, 96, 113, and 183 (Eightieth Con-
gress) shall be the permanent law with respect thereto. 
SEC. 106. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be paid as compensation to any person appointed after June 30, 1935, 
as an officer or member of the Capitol Police who does not meet the 
standards to be prescribed for such appointees by the Capitol Police 
Board: Provided, That the Capitol Police Board is hereby authorized 
to detail police from the House Office, Senate Office, and Capitol Build-
ings for police duty on the Capitol Grounds. 
SEC. 107. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, 
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima 
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary 
to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Gov-
ernment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and 
is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of 
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided 
further, That any person who engages in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
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Short title.

July 17, 1947
[H. R. 494]

[Public Law 198]

Board of Parole,
D.O.

Rules and regula-
tions.

Transfer of powers,
records, etc.

Infra; post, p. 379.

Duties of parole
executive.

Cooperation of other
agencies, etc.

Confidential rec-
ords, etc.

Parole of prisoner.

Custody, etc.

Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a mem-
ber of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government
of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment the
salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained
in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing
law.

SEC. 108. This Act may be cited as the "Legislative Branch Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Approved July 17, 1947.

[CHAPTER 263]
AN ACT

To reorganize the system of parole of prisoners convicted in the District of
Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That a Board of
Parole for the penal and correctional institutions of the District of
Columbia is hereby created to consist of three members appointed by
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, one of whom shall
serve on a full-time basis and be designated by the Commissioners as
Parole Executive. The other two members shall serve without com-
pensation, one of whom shall be elected Chairman of the said Board.
The Board of Parole shall select its own Chairman and shall have
power to establish rules and regulations for its procedure.

SEC. 2. Upon appointment of the members of the Board of Parole,
the powers of the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole created
by the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 696, title 24, D. C. Code,
sec. 201), not specifically repealed by this Act, shall be transferred to
and vested in the Board of Parole. The officers and employees of
the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole, except the members
thereof, together with all official records, furniture and supplies, and
all unexpended balances of any appropriations, shall be transferred to
the Board of Parole. It shall be the duty of the parole executive to
prepare for the consideration of the Board of Parole all applications
of prisoners for parole in such form and at such times and together
with such information and records as the Board of Parole may require,
to perform such administrative duties as the Board may prescribe, and
to supervise prisoners on parole in accordance with the terms and
conditions prescribed by the Board. The Department of Corrections
and all other agencies and officials of the District shall cooperate with
the Board and shall furnish the Board with such information, files.
and records as it may deem necessary in the performance of its duties i
Provided, That confidential information and records shall not be
required to be produced.

SEC. 3. Section 4 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 697;
title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 204), as amended by the Act of June 6 1940
(ch. 254,54 Stat. 242), is amended as follows:

"SEC. 4. Whenever it shall appear to the Board of Parole that there
is a reasonable probability that a prisoner will live and remain at
liberty without violating the law, that his release is not incompatible
with the welfare of society, and that he has served the minimum
sentence imposed or the prescribed portion of his sentence, as the
case may be, the Board may authorize his release on parole upon such
terms and conditions as the Board shall from time to time prescribe
While on parole, a prisoner shall remain in the legal custody and under
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Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a mem-
ber of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government 
of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment the 
salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained 
in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be 
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, 
or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing 
law. 

SEc. 108. This Act may be cited as the "Legislative Branch Appro-
priation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 17, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 263] 
AN ACT 

To reorganize the system of parole of prisoners convicted in the District of 
Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That a Board of 
Parole for the penal and correctional institutions of the District of 
Columbia is hereby created to consist of three members appointed by 
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, one of whom shall 
serve on a full-time basis and be designated by the Commissioners as 
Parole Executive. The other two members shall serve without com-
pensation, one of whom shall be elected Chairman of the said Board. 
The Board of Parole shall select its own Chairman and shall have 
power to establish rules and regulations for its procedure. 

SEc. 2. Upon appointment of the members of the Board of Parole, 
the powers of the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole created 
by the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 696, title 24, D. C. Code, 
sec. 201), not specifically repealed by this Act, shall be transferred to 
and vested in the Board of Parole. The officers and employees of 
the Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole, except the members 
thereof, together with all official records, furniture and supplies, and 
all unexpended balances of any appropriations, shall be transferred to 
the Board of Parole. It shall be the duty of the parole executive to 
prepare for the consideration of the Board of Parole all applications 
of prisoners for parole in such form and at such times and together 
with such information and records as the Board of Parole may require, 
to perform such administrative duties as the Board may prescribe, and 
to supervise prisoners on parole in accordance with the terms and 
conditions prescribed by the Board. The Department of Corrections, 
and all other agencies and officials of the District shall cooperate with 
the Board and shall furnish the Board with such information, files, 
and records as it may deem necessary in the performance of its duties 
Provided, That confidential information and records shall not be 
required to be produced. 

SEC. 3. Section 4 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 697. 
title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 204), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1940 
(ch. 254,54 Stat. 242) , is amended as follows: 
"SEc. 4. Whenever it shall appear to the Board of Parole that there 

is a reasonable probability that a prisoner w ill live and remain at 
liberty without violating the law, that his release is not incompatible 

with the welfare of society, and that he has served the minimum sentenceimposed or the prescribed portion of his sentence, as the 

case may be, the. Board may authorize his release on parole upon such 
terms and conditions as the Board shall from time to time prescribe. 
While on parole, a prisoner shall remain in the legal custody and under 
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the control of the Attorney General of the United States or his author-
ized representative until the expiration of the maximum of the term
or terms specified in his sentence without regard to good time allow-
ance.

SEC. 4. When by reason of his training and response to the rehabili-
tation program of the Department of Corrections it appears to the
Board that there is a reasonable probability that a prisoner will live
and remain at liberty without violating the law, and that his imme-
diate release is not incompatible with the welfare of society, but he
has not served his minimum sentence, the Board in its discretion may
apply to the court imposing sentence for a reduction of his minimum
sentence. The court shall have jurisdiction to act upon the application
a.t any time prior to the expiration of the minimum sentence and no
hearing shall be required.

SEC. 5. Section 6 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 698;
title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 206), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1940
(ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242), is amended as follows:

"SEC. 6. When a prisoner has been retaken upon a warrant issued
by the Board of Parole, he shall be given an opportunity to appear
before the Board, a member thereof, or an examiner designated
by the Board. At such hearing he may be represented by counsel.
The Board may then, or at any time in its discretion, terminate the
parole or modify the terms and conditions thereof. If the order
of parole shall be revoked, the prisoner, unless subsequently reparoled,
shall serve the remainder of the sentence originally imposed less
any commutation for good conduct which may be earned by him
after his return to custody. For the purpose of computing commu-
tation for good conduct, the remainder of the sentence originally
imposed shall be considered as a new sentence. The time a prisoner
was on parole shall not be taken into account to diminish the time
for which he was sentenced.

"In the event a prisoner is confined in, or as a parolee is returned
to a penal or correctional institution other than a penal or correctional
institution of the District of Columbia, the Board of Parole created
by the Act of May 13, 1930 (ch. 255, 46 Stat. 272; 18 U. S. C. 723a),
shall have and exercise the same power and authority as the Board of
Parole of the District of Columbia had the prisoner been confined in
or returned to a penal or correctional institution of the District of
Columbia."

SEC. 6. Section 9 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 698;
title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 208), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1940
(ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242), is amended as follows:

"SEC. 9. The power of the Board of Parole shall extend to all
risoners whose sentences exceed one hundred and eighty days regard-

less of the nature of the offense: Provided, That in the case of a
prisoner convicted of an offense other than a felony, including viola-
tions of municipal regulations and ordinances and Acts of Congress
in the nature of municipal regulations and ordinances, the prisoner
may not be paroled until he has served one-third of the sentence
imposed, and in the case of two or more sentences for other than a
felony: no parole may be granted until after the prisoner has served
one-third of the aggregate sentences imposed."

SEC. 7. Section 1 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 696;
title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 201), and section 2 of the said Act as amended
by the Act of June 6, 1940 (ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242; title 24, D. C. Code,
sec. 202), are hereby repealed.

Approved July 17, 1947.
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the control of the Attorney General of the United States or his author-
ized representative until the expiration of the maximum of the term 
or terms specified in his sentence without regard to good time allow-
ance." 
SEC. 4. When by reason of his training and response to the rehabili-

tation program of the Department of Corrections it appears to the 
Board that there is a reasonable probability that a prisoner will live 
and remain at liberty without violating the law, and that his imme-
diate release is not incompatible with the welfare of society, but he 
has not served his minimum sentence, the Board in its discretion may 
apply to the court imposing sentence for a reduction of his minimum 
sentence: The court shall have jurisdiction to act upon the application 
at any time prior to the expiration of the minimum sentence and no 
hearing shall be required. 
SEC. 5. Section 6 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 698; 

title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 206), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1940 
(ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242), is amended as follows: 
"SEc. 6. When a prisoner has been retaken upon a warrant issued 

by the Board of Parole, he shall be given an opportunity to appear 
before the Board, a member thereof, or an examiner designated 
by the Board. At such hearing he may be represented by counsel. 
The Board may then, or at any time in its discretion, terminate the 
parole or modify the terms and conditions thereof. If the order 
of parole shall be revoked, the prisoner, unless subsequently reparoled, 
shall serve the remainder of the sentence originally imposed less 
any commutation for good conduct which may be earned by him 
after his return to custody. For the purpose of computing commu-
tation for good conduct, the remainder of the sentence originally 
imposed shall be considered as a new sentence. The time a prisoner 
was on parole shall not be taken into account to diminish the time 
for which he was sentenced. 
"In the event a prisoner is confined in, or as a parolee is returned 

to a penal or correctional institution other than a penal or correctional 
institution of the District of Columbia, the Board of Parole created 
by the Act of May 13, 1930 (ch. 255, 46 Stat. 272; 18 U. S. C. 723a), 
shall have and exercise the same power and authority as the Board of 
Parole of the District of Columbia had the prisoner been confined in 
or returned to a penal or correctional institution of the District of 
Columbia." 
SEC. 6. Section 9 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 698; 

title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 208), as amended by the Act of June 6, 1940 
(ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242) , is amended as follows: 
"SEc. 9. The power of the Board of Parole shall extend to all 

prisoners whose sentences exceed one hundred and eighty days regard-
less of the nature of the offense: Provided, That in the case of a 
prisoner convicted of an offense other than a felony, including viola-
tions of municipal regulations and ordinances and Acts of Congress 
in the nature of municipal regulations and ordinances, the prisoner 
may not be paroled until he has served one-third of the sentence 
imposed, and in the case of two or more sentences for other than a 
felony: no parole may be granted until after the prisoner has served 
one-third of the aggregate sentences imposed." 
SEC. 7. Section 1 of the Act of July 15, 1932 (ch. 492, 47 Stat. 696; 

title 24, D. C. Code, sec. 201), and section 2 of the said Act as amended 
by the Act of June 6, 1940 (ch. 254, 54 Stat. 242; title 24, D. C. Code, 
sec. 202), are hereby repealed. 
Approved July 17, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 264]
AN ACTJul 18, 147 AN ACT

[8.-s4] To provide for the performance of the duties of the office of President in case
[Public Law 199] of the removal, resignation, death, or inability both of the President and Vice

President.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Presidential succes- United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) (1) if, by

Speakerof House of reason of death, resignation, removal from office, inability, or failure
Representatives. to qualify, there is neither a President nor Vice President to discharge

the powers and duties of the office of President, then the Speaker of
the House of Representatives shall, upon his resignation as Speaker
and as Representative in Congress, act as President.

(2) The same rule shall apply in the case of the death, resignation,
removal from office, or inability of an individual acting as President
under this subsection.

poredf ena te.m (b) If, at the time when under subsection (a) a Speaker is to begin
the discharge of the powers and duties of the office of President, there
is no Speaker, or the Speaker fails to qualify as Acting President,
then the President pro tempore of the Senate shall, upon his resigna-
tion as President pro tempore and as Senator, act as President.

Tenre. (c) An individual acting as President under subsection (a) or
subsection (b) shall continue to act until the expiration of the then
current Presidential term, except that-

(1) if his discharge of the powers and duties of the office is
founded in whole or in part on the failure of both the President-
elect and the Vice-President-elect to qualify, then he shall act
only until a President or Vice President qualifies; and

(2) if his discharge of the powers and duties of the office is
founded in whole or in part on the inability of the President or
Vice President, then he shall act only until the removal of the
disability of one of such individuals.

eession by Cab- (d) (1) If, by reason of death, resignation, removal from office,
Pod, p. 6o. inability, or failure to qualify, there is no President pro tempore to

act as President under subsection (b), then the officer of the United
States who is highest on the following list, and who is not under dis-
ability to discharge the powers and duties of the office of President
shall act as President: Secretary of State, Secretary of the Treasury,
Secretary of War, Attorney General, Postmaster General, Secretary
of the Navy, Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of Agriculture,
Secretary of Commerce, Secretary of Labor.

officere Sbet (2) An individual acting as President under this subsection shall
continue so to do until the expiration of the then current Presidential
term, but not after a qualified and prior-entitled individual is able
to act, except that the removal of the disability of an individual higher
on the list contained in paragraph (1) or the ability to qualify on the

ath of ofic part of an individual higher on such list shall not terminate his service.
(3) The taking of the oath of office by an individual specified in

the list in paragraph (1) shall be held to constitute his resignation
from the office by virtue of the holding of which he qualifies to act as
President.Applicability of des- President

ignateisbietode. (e) Subsections (a), (b), and (d) shall apply only to such officers
as are eligible to the office of President under the Constitution. Sub-
section (d) shall apply only to officers appointed, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, prior to the time of the death, resig-
nation, removal from office, inability, or failure to qualify, of the
President pro tempore, and only to officers not under impeachment
by the House of Representatives at the time the powers and duties
of the office of President devolve upon them.
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[CHAPTER 264] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the performance of the duties of the office of President in case 
of the removal, resignation, death, or inability both of the President and Vice 
Pres ident. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) (1) if, by 
reason of death, resignation, removal from office, inability, or failure 
to qualify, there is neither a President nor Vice President to discharge 
the powers and duties of the office of President, then the Speaker of 
the House of Representatives shall, upon his resignation as Speaker 
and as Representative in Congress, act as President. 

(2) The same rule shall apply in the case of the death, resignation, 
removal from office, or inability of an individual acting as President 
under this subsection. 

(b) If, at the time when under subsection (a) a Speaker is to begin 
the discharge of the powers and duties of the office of President, there 
is no Speaker, or the Speaker fails to qualify as Acting President, 
then the President pro tempore of the Senate shall, upon his resigna-
tion as President pro tempore and as Senator, act as President. 

(c) An individual acting as President under subsection (a) or 
subsection (b) shall continue to act until the expiration of the then 
current Presidential term, except that— 

(1) if his discharge of the powers and duties of the office is 
founded in whole or in part on the failure of both the President-
elect and the Vice-President-elect to qualify, then he shall act 
only until a President or Vice President qualifies; and 

(2) if his discharge of the powers and duties of the office is 
founded in whole or in part on the inability of the President or 
Vice President, then he shall act only until the removal of the 
disability of one of such individuals. 

(d) (1) If, by reason of death, resignation, removal from office, 
inability, or failure to qualify, there is no President pro tempore to 
act as President under subsection (b), then the officer of the United 
States who is highest on the following list, and who is not under dis-
ability to discharge the powers and duties of the office of President 
shall act as President: Secretary of State, Secretary of the Treasury, 
Secretary of War, Attorney General, Postmaster General, Secretary 
of the Navy, Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of Agriculture, 
Secretary of Commerce, Secretary of Labor. 

(2) An individual acting as President under this subsection shall 
continue so to do until the expiration of the then current Presidential 
term, but not after a qualified and prior-entitled individual is able 
to act, except that the removal of the disability of an individual higher 
on the list contained in paragraph (1) or the ability to qualify on the 
part of an individual higher on such list shall not terminate his service. 

(3) The taking of the oath of office by an individual specified in 
the list in paragraph (1) shall be held to constitute his resignation 
from the office by virtue of the holding of which he qualifies to act as 
President. 

(e) Subsections (a), (b), and (d) shall apply only to such officers 
as are eligible to the office of President under the Constitution. Sub-
section (d) shall apply only to officers appointed, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, prior to the time of the death, resig-
nation, removal from office, inability, or failure to qualify, of the 
President pro tempore, and only to officers not under impeachment 
by the House of Representatives at the time the powers and duties 
of the office of President devolve upon them. 
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(f) During the period that any individual acts as President under
this Act, his compensation shall be at the rate then provided by law
in the case of the President.

(g) Sections 1 and 2 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for
the performance of the duties of the office of President in case of the
removal, death, resignation, or inability both of the President and
Vice President", approved January 19, 1886 (24 Stat. 1; U. S. C.,
1940 edition, title 3, secs. 21 and 22), are repealed.

Approved July 18, 1947.

[CHAPTER 265]
AN ACT

To enable the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii to authorize the city and
county of Honolulu, a municipal corporation, to issue sewer bonds.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Legislature
of the Territory of Hawaii, any provision of the Hawaiian Organic
Act or of any Act of this Congress to the contrary notwithstanding,
may authorize the city and county of Honolulu, a municipal cor-
poration of the Territory of Hawaii, to issue general-obligation bonds
in the sum of $5,000,000 for the purpose of enabling it to construct
a sewerage system in the city of Honolulu.

SEC. 2. The bonds issued under authority of this Act may be either
term or serial bonds, maturing, in the case of term bonds, not later
than thirty years from the date of issue thereof, and, in the case of
serial bonds, payable in substantially equal annual installments, the
first installment to mature not later than five years and the last install-
ment to mature not later than thirty years from the date of such issue.
Such bonds may be issued without the approval of the President of
the United States.

SEC. 3. Act 69 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, pertaining to
the issuance of sewerage-system bonds, as authorized by this Act, is
hereby ratified and confirmed subject to the provisions of this Act:
Provided, however, That nothing herein contained shall be deemed
to prohibit the amendment of such Territorial legislation by the Legis-
lature of the Territory of Hawaii from time to time to provide for
changes in the improvements authorized by such legislation and for
the disposition of unexpended moneys realized from the sale of said
bonds.

Approved July 18, 1947.
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To authorize the official reporters of the municipal court for the District of [s. 1462]

Columbia to collect fees for transcripts, and for other purposes. [Public Law 201]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in addition to
their annual salaries, official reporters for the municipal court for the
District of Columbia are authorized to charge and collect from parties,
including the United States and the District of Columbia, who request
transcripts of the original records of proceedings, such fees therefor,
and no other, as may be prescribed from time to time by the court. All
supplies shall be furnished by the official reporters at their own expense.
The court shall have the power and is hereby directed to prescribe such
rules, practice, and procedure pertaining to fees for transcripts as it
may deem necessary, and the same shall conform as nearly as may be
practicable to the rules, practice, and procedure pertaining to fees for

Reporters for murnuo
ipal court, D. C.

Fees for transcripts.
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transcripts established for the District Court of the United States for
Transcripts for the District of Columbia. No fee shall be charged or taxed for any

copy of a transcript delivered to a judge at his request or for any copies
of a transcript delivered to the clerk of the court for the records of

Prepayment. the court. Except as to transcripts that are to be paid for by the
United States or the District of Columbia, the reporters may require
any party requesting a transcript to prepay the estimated fee therefor
in advance of delivery of the transcript.

Approved July 18, 1947.

July 18,1947
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[CHAPTER 268]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Navy Department and the naval service for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Navy Department and the naval service
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1948, namely:

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECBETABY

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES

For traveling expenses of civilian employees, including travel of
dependents of employees to and from navy yards or stations outside
the continental limits of the United States; physical examinations by
civilian physicians of civilian employees in accordance with section
2 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604); expenses of courts
and boards; expenses of prisoners and prisons; newspapers and peri-
odicals for the naval service; all advertising of the Navy Department
and its bureaus (except advertising for recruits for the Bureau of
Naval Personnel); costs of suits; maintenance of attaches and others
abroad, including office rental and pay of employees, and allowances
for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by
the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), and regulations
prescribed thereunder, special cost of living allowances for employees
abroad, collection and classification of information pertaining to Naval
Intelligence; expenses authorized by section 38 of the Act of August
2,1946 (Public Law 604), for Latin-American cooperation; telephone,
telegraph, and teletype rental and tolls (including not to exceed $300
for extension telephones between the telephone switchboards at the
official stations of naval officials and the living quarters of such offi-cials), telegrams, radiograms, and cablegrams for the Navy Depart-
ment and the naval service; postage, foreign and domestic andpost-office box rentals; microphotographic services; necessary expenses
for interned persons and prisoners of war under the jurisdiction ofthe Navy Department, including funeral expenses for such interned
persons or prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction;
payment of claims for damages as provided in the Act approved July
11 1919 (34 U. S. C. 600), the Act approved July 3, 1944 (46 U. S. C.
79), and the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and payment
of claims of civilian employees of the Naval Establishment as pro-vided in the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 277), which are
not eligible for payment under the provisions of the Act approved
March 27, 1942 (15 U. S. C. 606b-2); and other necessary and inci-
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transcripts established for the District Court of the United States for 
the District of Columbia. No fee shall be charged or taxed for any 
copy of a transcript delivered to a judge at his request or for any copies 
of a transcript delivered to the clerk of the court for the records of 
the court. Except as to transcripts that are to be paid for by the 
United States or the District of Columbia, the reporters may require 
any party requesting a transcript to prepay the estimated fee therefor 
in advance of delivery of the transcript. 
Approved July 18, 1947. 
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fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Navy Department and the naval service 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

For traveling expenses of civilian employees, including travel of 
dependents of employees to and from navy yards or stations outside 
the continental limits of the United States; physical examinations by 
civilian physicians of civilian employees in accordance with section 
2 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604) ; expenses of courts 
and boards; expenses of prisoners and prisons; newspapers and peri-
odicals for the naval service; all advertising of the Navy Department 
and its bureaus (except advertising for recruits for the Bureau of 
Naval Personnel) ; costs of suits; maintenance of attaches and others 
abroad, including office rental and pay of employees, and allowances 
for living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized by 
the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), and regulations 
prescribed thereunder, special cost of living allowances for employees 
abroad, collection and classification of information pertaining to Naval 
Intelligence; expenses authorized by section 38 of the Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 604), for Latin-American cooperation; telephone, 
telegraph, and teletype rental and tolls (including not to exceed $300 
for extension telephones between the telephone switchboards at the 
official stations of naval officials and the living quarters of such offi-
cials), telegrams, radiograms, and cablegrams for the Navy Depart-
ment and the naval service; postage, foreign and domestic and 
post-office box rentals; microphotographic services; necessary expenses 
for interned persons and prisoners of war under the jurisdiction of 
the Navy Department, including funeral expenses for such interned 
persons or prisoners of war as may die while under such jurisdiction; 
payment of claims for damages as provided in the Act approved July 
11, 1919 (34 U. S. C. 600), the Act approved July 3, 1944 (46 U. S. C. 
797), and the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and payment 
of claims of civilian employees of the Naval Establishment as pro-
vided in the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 277), which are 
not eligible for payment under the provisions of the Act approved 
March 27, 1942 (15 U. S. C. 606b-2) ; and other necessary and inci-
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dental expenses; $14,500,000, of which $200,000 is for claims determined
and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act.

CONTINGENCIES OF THE NAVY

For all emergencies and extraordinary expenses, authorized by sec-
tion 6 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604), to be expended
on the approval and authority of the Secretary, and his determination
shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting officers of the Gov-
ernment, and for examination of estimates for appropriations and
of naval activities in the field for any branch of the naval service,
$9,000,000.

RESEARCH, NAVY

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary in carrying out
the Act of August 1, 1946 (Public Law 588), establishing the Office of
Naval Research, $34,000,000: Provided, That not to exceed $1,500,000
may be available for administrative expenses, exclusive of the Naval
Research Laboratory, and the Special Devices Center.

OPERATION AND CONSERVATION OF NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES

To enable the Secretary to carry out the provisions contained in the
Act approved June 4, 1920, as amended (34 U. S. C. 524), requiring
him to explore, prospect, conserve, develop, use and operate the naval
petroleum reserves, $100,000: Provided, That out of any sums appro-
priated for naval purposes by this Act, any portion thereof, not to
exceed $5,000,000, shall be available to enable the Secretary to protect
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1, by drilling wells and perform-
ing any work incident thereto: Provided further, That no part of the
sum made available in the foregoing provision for the protection of
Naval Petroleum Reserve Numbered 1 shall be expended if satisfactory
agreement or agreements can be made with owners of land within
or adjoining said Reserve Numbered 1 not to drill wells for the purpose
of producing oil or gas.

OCEAN AND LAKE SURVEYS, NAVY

For hydrographic surveys, including pay of hydrographic sur-
veyors, cartographic draftsmen, and recorders, and for purchase of
nautical books, charts, and sailing directions, $140,000.

ISLAND GOVERNMENTS

Expenses incident to the administration of island governments,
including liberated and occupied areas; $3,000,000.

BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

TRAINING, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, NAVY

Naval War College: For maintenance, operation, and other neces-
sary expenses of the Naval War College; services of a professor of
international law, $3,000; services of lecturers, $4,000; library
expenses, including purchase, binding, and repair of books and
periodicals and subscriptions to newspapers and periodicals; $235,000.

Naval training stations: For maintenance, operation, and other
necessary expenses, including repairs, improvements, and care of
grounds of the naval training stations which follow:

San Diego, California, $1,500,000.
Newport, Rhode Island, $1,100,000.
Great Lakes, Illinois, $2,400,000.
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Fleet training: For trophies and badges for excellence in gunnery,
target practice, communication, engineering exercises, and economy
in fuel consumption, to be awarded under such rules as the Secretary
may formulate; recording, classifying, compiling, and publishing
the rules and results; establishment and maintenance of shooting
galleries, target houses, targets, and ranges; hiring established
ranges; entrance fees in matches for the rifle team, and special
equipment therefor; $65,000;

Instruction: For expenses necessary for the postgraduate instruc-
tion of officers in other than civil government and literature, including
such amounts as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of the
Act approved January 16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073), and special instruc-
tion and education, including rental, maintenance, and operation of
property for instruction purposes, and individual training of officers
and enlisted personnel at home and abroad, including maintenance of
students abroad, except aviation and submarine training otherwise
appropriated for, $7,200,000;

Libraries: For libraries and expenses incident thereto, including
professional books, textbooks, and religious books for ships and shore
stations not otherwise appropriated for, $350,000;

Welfare and recreation: For welfare and recreation of the Navy,
including periodicals and newspaper subscriptions, to be expended in
the discretion of the Secretary, $2,000,000;

Officer candidate training: For all expenses incident to the conduct
of officer candidate training, as authorized by the Act of August 13,
1946 (Public Law 729), and of the Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Corps under such regulations as the President may prescribe under
the provisions of section 22 of the Act approved March 4, 1925, as
amended (34 . S. C. 821), $15,000,000;

In all, training, education, and welfare, Navy, $29,850,000.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

For all miscellaneous expenses, including pay of employees in the
feld service; commissions, warrants, diplomas, discharges, good-con-
duct badges, medals, and identification tags, $400,000.

NAVAL RESERVE

For all expenses not otherwise provided for, authorized by the
Naval Reserve Act of 1938, as amended (34 U. S. C. 852), and the
Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, as amended (34 U. S. C. 850a), in
connection with organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing,
training, and drilling the Naval Reserve, including designing, pur-
chasing, and engraving of medals and trophies; medical supplies and
equipment; rental, maintenance, and operation of such shore stations
as may be required in connection with Naval Reserve Activities,
$100,000,000.

NAVAL ACADEMY

Naval Academy: For expenses necessary for maintenance and opera-
tion of the Naval Academy; such amounts as may be necessary to carry
out the provisions of the Act of January 16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073);
expenses of the Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy, $4,500,000,
of which amount $2,000 shall be available exclusively for the care of a
collection of ship models: Provided, That no part of any appropria-
tion in this Act shall be available for the pay or allowances of any
enlisted man of the Navy or Marine Corps assigned to duty at the
Naval Academy, if such assignment will increase the total number so
assigned above one thousand and twenty-five.
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Fleet training: For trophies and badges for excellence in gunnery, 
target practice, communication, engineering exercises, and economy 
in fuel consumption, to be awarded under such piles as the Secretary 
may formulate; recording, classifying, compiling, and publishing 
the rules and results; establishment and maintenance of shooting 
galleries, target houses, targets, and ranges; hiring established 
ranges; entrance fees in matches for the rifle team, and special 
equipment therefor; $65,000; 

Instruction: For expenses necessary for the postgraduate instruc-
tion of officers in other than civil government and literature, including 
such amounts as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of the 
Act approved January 16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073) , and special instruc-
tion and education, including rental, maintenance, and operation of 
property for instruction purposes, and individual training of officers 
and enlisted personnel at home and abroad, including maintenance of 
students abroad, except aviation and submarine training otherwise 
appropriated for, $7,200,000; 

Libraries: For libraries and expenses incident thereto, including 
professional books, textbooks, and religious books for ships and shore 
stations not otherwise appropriated for, $350,000; 
Welfare and recreation: For welfare and recreation of the Navy, 

including periodicals and newspaper subscriptions, to be expended in 
the discretion of the Secretary, $2,000,000; 

Officer candidate training: For all expenses incident to the conduct 
of officer candidate training, as authorized by the Act of August 13, 
1946 (Public Law 729), and of the Naval Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps under such regulations as the President may prescribe under 
the provisions of section 22 of the Act approved March 4, 1925, as 
amended (34 U. S. C. 821) , $15,000,000; 
In all, training, education, and welfare, Navy, $29,850,000. 
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, BUREAU OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

For all miscellaneous expenses, including pay of employees in the 
Add service; commissions, warrants, diplomas, discharges, good-con-
duct badges, medals, and identification tags, $400,000. 

NAVAL RESERVE 

For all expenses not otherwise provided for, authorized by the 
Naval Reserve Act of 1938, as amended (34 U. S. C. 852), and the 
Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 19422 as amended (34 U. S. C. 850a), in 
connection with organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, 
training, and drilling the Naval Reserve, including designing, pur-
chasing, and engraving of medals and trophies; medical supplies and 
equipment; rental, maintenance, and operation of such shore stations 
as may be required in connection with Naval Reserve Activities, 
$100,000,000. 

NAVAL ACADEMY 

Naval Academy: For expenses necessary for maintenance and opera-
tion of the Naval Academy; such amounts as may be necessary to carry 
out the provisions of the Act of January 16, 1936 (34 U. S. C. 1073) ; 
expenses of the Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy, $4,500,000, 
of which amount $2,000 shall be available exclusively for the care of a 
collection of ship models: Provided, That no part of any appropria-
tion in this Act shall be available for the pay or allowances of any 
enlisted man of the Navy or Marine Corps assigned to duty at the 
Naval Academy, if such assignment will increase the total number so 
assigned above one thousand and twenty-five. 
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NAVAL HOME, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

For all salaries and expenses as authorized by law (31 U. S. C. 725h)
and section 11 of the Act approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604),
necessary for the maintenance and operation of the Naval Home,
$325,000.

BUREAU OF SHIPS

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SHIPS

For designing hulls, machinery, and equipment of naval vessels,
except armament; experimental, developmental, and research work;
maintenance, repair, renewal, and alteration of hulls, machinery, and
equipment of naval vessels, nonnaval vessels operated for naval
requirements, and yard and district craft except machinery and equip-
ment under the cognizance of other bureaus; docking of vessels; leasing
of laying-up facilities and docks; maritime salvage services and other
purposes in connection therewith authorized by law; relief of vessels
in distress; hire of lighters, tugs, and small craft; charter and hire
of vessels for auxiliary purposes where considered necessary by the
Secretary of the Navy; pay, subsistence, and incidental expenses of
civilian crews temporarily employed on naval vessels; equipage,
appliances, supplies, materials, and services, at home and abroad,
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships; searchlights and fire-
control equipment for antiaircraft defense at shore stations; main-
tenance and operation of the Naval Communication Service (includ-
ing teletype), the experimental model basin, Carderock, Maryland,
and the engineering experiment station, Annapolis, Maryland, includ-
ing maintenance and equipment of buildings and grounds and
appurtenances; purchase, installation, repair, and preservation of
machine tools, plant appliances, and equipment (including furniture
in industrial activities) in naval establishments or private plants;
pay of employees in the field service; accident prevention; incidental
expenses for naval vessels, naval shipyards and stations, and other
activities under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships, such as photo-
graphing, plans, stationery drafting instruments and other materials;
and technical books and publications for said Bureau: Provided, That
no part of this or any other appropriation contained in this Act shall
be available for or on account of the supply or replacement of table
linen, dishes, glassware, silver, and kitchen utensils for use in the
residences or quarters of officers on shore, except for messes temporarily
set up on shore for bachelor officers and officers attached to seagoing
or district defense vessels, to aviation units based on seagoing vessels,
to the fleet air bases, to the submarine bases, or to landing forces and
expeditions, $320,000,000. In addition to the foregoing amount, the
Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to transfer to this appro-
priation, at such time during the fiscal year 1948 as he may deem
advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the Naval Stock Fund and/or
the Clothing and Small Stores Fund.
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BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE STORES, NAVY

For necessary expenses of developing and for research incidental
thereto, procuring, producing, preserving, and handling ordnance sup-
plies, material, and equipment for naval purposes; for essential equip- tie prod
ment, facilities, machine tools, replacements, and services at naval or
private establishments to expedite the production of ordnance mate-
rial; maintenance, operation, and other necessary expenses of naval
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NAVAL HOME, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

For all salaries and expenses as authorized by law (31 U. S. C. 725h) 
and section 11 of the Act approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604), 
necessary for the maintenance and operation of the Naval Home, 
$325,000. 

BUREAU OF SHIPS 

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SHIPS 

For designing hulls, machinery, and equipment of naval vessels, 
except armament; experimental, developmental, and research work; 
maintenance, repair, renewal, and alteration of hulls, machinery, and 
equipment of naval vessels, nonnaval vessels operated for naval 
requirements, and yard and district craft except machinery and equip-
ment under the cognizance of other bureaus; docking of vessels; leasing 
of laying-up facilities and docks; maritime salvage services and other 
purposes in connection therewith authorized by law; relief of vessels 
in distress; hire of lighters, tugs, and small craft; charter and hire 
of vessels for auxiliary purposes where considered necessary by the 
Secretary of the Navy; pay, subsistence, and incidental expenses of 
civilian crews temporarily employed on naval vessels; equipage, 
appliances, supplies, materials, and services, at home and abroad, 
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships; searchlights and fire-
control equipment for antiaircraft defense at shore stations; main-
tenance and operation of the Naval Communication Service (includ-
ing teletype), the experimental model basin, Carderock, Maryland, 
and the engineering experiment station, Annapolis, Maryland, includ-
ing maintenance and equipment of buildings and grounds and 
appurtenances; purchase, installation, repair, and preservation of 
machine tools, plant appliances, and equipment (including furniture 
in industrial activities) in naval establishments or private plants; 
pay of employees in the field service; accident prevention; incidental 
expenses for naval vessels, naval shipyards and stations, and other 
activities under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships, such as photo-
graphing, plans, stationery, drafting instruments and other materials; 
and technical books and publications for said Bureau: Provided, That 
no part of this or any other appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be available for or on account of the supply or replacement of table 
linen, dishes, glassware, silver, and kitchen utensils for use in the 
residences or quarters of officers on shore, except for messes temporarily 
set up on shore for bachelor officers and officers attached to seagoing 
or district defense vessels, to aviation units based on seagoing vessels, 
to the fleet air bases, to the submarine bases, or to landing forces and 
expeditions, $320,000,000. In addition to the foregoing amount, the 
Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to transfer to this appro-
priation, at such time during the fiscal year 1948 as he may deem 
advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the Naval Stock Fund and/or 
the Clothing and Small Stores Fund. 

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE 

ORDNANCE AND ORDNANCE STORES, NAVY 

For necessary expenses of developing and for research incidental 
thereto, procuring, producing, preserving, and handling ordnance sup-
plies, material, and equipment for naval purposes; for essential equip-
ment, facilities, machine tools, replacements, and services at naval or 
private establishments to expedite the production of ordnance mate-
rial; maintenance, operation, and other necessary expenses of naval 
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60 Stat. 854.
5 U.S. C. § 421d.

Personal property
losses, reimbursement.

59 Stat. 662.
31 U. S.C. §215-217

notes, 222e-222g, 223d.

41 Stat. 132.
42 Stat. 24.
55 Stat. 880.

Enlisted men or
civil employees as
household servants.

Total.

ordnance shore activities; technical books and periodicals; mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and other freight and
passenger-carrying vehicles at such activities; target practice; and
for contribution to the support of schools as authorized by section 13
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604); $184,000,000.

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

PAY AND SUBSISTENCE OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

For pay, allowances, subsistence and quarters prescribed by law for
naval personnel, including reserves on active duty-

Pay and allowances: Officers, active duty, no part of which shall be
available for increased pay for making aerial flights, by more than
eighty-five officers above the rank of captain nor by nonflying officers
or observers at rates in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army,
which shall be the legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or
observers; midshipmen; officers, retired, inactive; enlisted personnel,
active, including cash prizes for men for excellence in gunnery, target
practice, communication, and engineering competition; enlisted men,
retired, inactive; men of the Fleet Reserve, inactive; nurses, female,
active; nurses, female, retired, inactive; six months' death gratuity,
officers, nurses, and enlisted personnel; cash allowances for uniforms
for officersi clothing furnished annually to enlisted personnel and
issued in kind to members of the Navy Nurse Corps or cash in lieu
thereof; civilian clothing, including an overcoat when necessary, the
cost of all not to exceed $30 per person to enlisted personnel given
discharges for bad conduct, undesirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude;
reimbursement as authorized by the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public
Law 277), to persons in the naval service, for personal property lost,
destroyed, or damaged; purchase of medals, crosses, bars, emblems,
and other insignia; miscellaneous items, including interest on deposits
by enlisted personnel; losses in the accounts of Navy and Marine
Corps officers certified under the Act of July 11, 1919 (31 U. S. C. 105),
and the Act of June 10, 1921 (31 U. S. C. 104), and payments in settle-
ment of claims under the Act of January 2, 1942 (31 U. S. C. 224d);
commuted rations; money allowances for subsistence and quarters of
enlisted personnel when not furnished quarters or subsistence in kind,
and for enlisted personnel absent from messes on temporary duty not
involving travel (during which time all other subsistence shall be
stopped): Provided, That, except in the case of those who have specif-
ically enlisted for such duty, no appropriation contained in this Act
shall be available for the pay, allowances, or other expenses of any
enlisted man or civil employee performing service in the residence or
quarters of an officer or officers on shore as a cook, waiter, or other
work of a character performed by a household servant, but nothing
herein shall be construed as preventing the voluntary employment in
any such capacity of a retired enlisted man or a transferred member
of the Fleet Reserve without additional expense to the Government,
nor the sale of meals to officers by general messes on shore as regulated
by detailed instructions from the Navy Department; total, pay and
allowances, $1,214,296,000.

Subsistence: For provisions for messes, subsistence in messes, and
other subsistence in kind as authorized by law; $52,796,000.

In all, for pay and subsistence of naval personnel, $1,267,092,000,
and the money herein specifically appropriated for "Pay and sub-
sistence, Navy", shall be disbursed and accounted for in accordance
with existing law and shall constitute one fund.
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ordnance shore activities; technical books and periodicals; mainte-
nance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled and other freight and 
passenger-carrying vehicles at such activities; target practice; and 
for contribution to the support of schools as authorized by section 13 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604) ; $184,000,000. 

BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

PAY AND SUBSISTENCE OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

For pay, allowances, subsistence and quarters prescribed by law for 
naval personnel, includin reserves on active duty— 
Pay and allowances: I if cers, active duty, no part of which shall be 

available for increased pay for making aerial flights, by more than 
eighty-five officers above the rank of captain nor by nonflymg officers 
or observers at rates in excess of those prescribed by law for the Army, 
which shall be the legal maximum rates as to such nonflying officers or 
observers; midshipmen; officers, retired, inactive; enlisted personnel, 
active, including cash prizes for men for excellence in gunnery, target 
practice, communication, and engineering competition; enlisted men, 
retired, inactive; men of the Fleet Reserve, inactive; nurses, female, 
active; nurses, female, retired, inactive; six months' death gratuity, 
officers, nurses, and enlisted personnel; cash allowances for uniforms 
for officers; clothing furnished annually to enlisted personnel and 
issued in kind to members of the Navy Nurse Corps or cash in lieu 
thereof; civilian clothing, including an overcoat when necessary,. the 
cost of all not to exceed $30 per person to enlisted personnel given 
discharges for bad conduct, undesirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude; 
reimbursement as authorized by the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public 
Law 277), to persons in the naval service, for personal property lost, 
destroyed, or damaged; purchase of medals, crosses, bars, emblems, 
and other insignia; miscellaneous items, including interest on deposits 
by enlisted personnel; losses in the accounts of Navy and Marine 
Corps officers certified under the Act of July 11, 1919 (31 U. S. C. 105) , 
and the Act of June 10, 1921 (31 U. S. C. 104), and payments in settle-
ment of claims under the Act of January 2, 1942 (31 U. S. C. 224d) ; 
commuted rations; money allowances for subsistence and quarters of 
enlisted personnel when not furnished quarters or subsistence in kind, 
and for enlisted personnel absent from messes on temporary duty not 
involving travel (during which time all other subsistence shall be 
stopped) : Provided, That, except in the case of those who have specif-
ically enlisted for such duty, no appropriation contained in this Act 
shall be available for the pay, allowances, or other expenses of any 
enlisted man or civil employee performing service in the residence or 
quarters of an officer or officers on shore as a cook, waiter, or other 
work of a character performed by a household servant, but nothing 
herein shall be construed as preventing the voluntary employment in 
any such capacity of a retired enlisted man or a transferred member 
of the Fleet Reserve without additional expense to the Government, 
nor the sale of meals to officers by general messes on shore as regulated 
by detailed instructions from the Navy Department; total, pay and 
allowances, $1,214,296,000. 

Subsistence: For provisions for mess, subsistence in messes, and 
other subsistence in kind as authorized by law; $52,796,000. 
In all, for pay and subsistence of naval personnel, $1,267,092,000, 

and the money herein specifically appropriated for "Pay and sub-
sistence, Navy", shall be disbursed and accounted for in accordance 
with existing law and shall constitute one fund. 
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In addition to the foregoing amount, the Secretary of the Navy is
hereby authorized to transfer to the subsistence subhead of this appro-
priation, at such time during the fiscal year 1948 as he may deem
advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the Clothing and Small
Stores Fund and/or the Naval Stock Fund.

TRANSPORTATION AND RECRUITING OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

For mileage and actual and necessary expenses and per diem in
lieu of subsistence as authorized by law to officers, nurses, and mid-
shipmen while traveling under orders, and the cost of a compartment
or such other accommodations as may be authorized by the Secretary
for security when secret documents are transferred by officer messenger
or when valuable naval property is transported as hand baggage by
personnel of the Naval Establishment, transportation of enlisted per-
sonnel and applicants for enlistment at home and abroad, transporta-
tion of prisoners, and insane supernumerary patients to hospitals, all
with subsistence and transfers en route or cash in lieu thereof; expenses
of funeral escorts of naval personnel and apprehension and delivery
of deserters and stragglers, and for railway, steamship, and airway
guides and expenses incident to transportation; transportation of
dependents of officers and enlisted personnel, including those of retired
and Reserve officers, and of retired and Reserve enlisted personnel of
grades entitled to transportation of dependents in the Regular Navy
when ordered to active duty (other than training) and upon release
therefrom; for actual expenses of officers and midshipmen while on
shore-patrol duty, including the hire of automobiles when necessary
for the use of the shore-patrol detachment; for all necessary expenses
for recruiting for the naval service, including lodging and subsistence
of applicants, rent of rendezvous and expenses of maintaining the
same, and advertising for and obtaining men; and personal services
of field employees necessary for the purposes of this appropriation;
$35,000,000.

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

For equipage, supplies, and services under the cognizance of the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, including scientific investigations,
commissions, interest, and exchange; ferriage and bridge tolls,
including streetcar fares; rent of buildings and offices not in navy
yards for naval purposes, not otherwise provided for; services of
civilian employees under the cognizance of the Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts; packing, unpacking, and local handling, as authorized
by law, of household goods and effects of civilian and naval per-
sonnel of the Naval Establishment; ice and mechanical devices for
cooling drinking water on shore (except at naval hospitals and
shops at industrial navy yards), $150,000,000. In addition to the fore-
going amount, the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to
transfer to this appropriation, at such time during the fiscal year
1948 as he may deem advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the
Naval Stock Fund and/or the Clothing and Small Stores Fund.

TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS

For transportation of things (as defined by Budget-Treasury
Regulation Numbered 1) pertaining to the Navy (excluding Marine
Corps and Coast Guard), $50,000,000.
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In addition to the foregoing amount, the Secretary of the Navy is 
hereby authorized to transfer to the subsistence subhead of this appro-
priation, at such time during the fiscal year 1948 as he may deem 
advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the Clothing and Small 
Stores Fund and/or the Naval Stock Fund. 

TRANSPORTATION AND RECRUITING OF NAVAL PERSONNEL 

For mileage and actual and necessary expenses and per diem in 
lieu of subsistence as authorized by law to officers, nurses, and mid-
shipmen while traveling under orders, and the cost of a compartment 
or such other accommodations as may be authorized by the Secretary 
for security when secret documents are transferred by officer messenger 
or when valuable naval property is transported as hand baggage by 
personnel of the Naval Establishment, transportation of enlisted per-
sonnel and applicants for enlistment at home and abroad, transporta-
tion of prisoners, and insane supernumerary patients to hospitals, all 
with subsistence and transfers en route or cash in lieu thereof; expenses 
of funeral escorts of naval personnel and apprehension and delivery 
of deserters and stragglers, and for railway, steamship, and airway 
guides and expenses incident to transportation; transportation of 
dependents of officers and enlisted personnel, including those of retired 
and Reserve officers, and of retired and Reserve enlisted personnel of 
grades entitled to transportation of dependents in the Regular Navy 
when ordered to active duty (other than training) and upon release 
therefrom; for actual expenses of officers and midshipmen while on 
shore-patrol duty, including the hire of automobiles when necessary 
for the use of the shore-patrol detachment; for all necessary expenses 
for recruiting for the naval service, including lodging and subsistence 
of applicants, rent of rendezvous and expenses of maintaining the 
same, and advertising for and obtaining men; and personal services 
of field employees necessary for the purposes of this appropriation; 
$35,000,000. 

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS 

For equipage, supplies, and services under the cognizance of the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, including scientific investigations, 
commissions, interest, and exchange; ferriage and bridge tolls, 
including streetcar fares; rent of buildings and offices not in navy 
yards for naval purposes, not otherwise provided for; services of 
civilian employees under the cognizance of the Bureau of Supplies 
and Accounts; packing, unpacking, and local handling, as authorized 
by law, of household goods and effects of civilian and naval per-
sonnel of the Naval Establishment; ice and mechanical devices for 
cooling drinking water on shore (except at naval hospitals and 
shops at industrial navy yards), $150,000,000. In addition to the fore-
going amount, the Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to 
transfer to this appropriation, at such time during the fiscal year 
1948 as he may deem advisable, not to exceed $50,000,000 from the 
Naval Stock Fund and/or the Clothing and Small Stores Fund. 

TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS 

For transportation of things (as defined by Budget-Treasury 
Regulation Numbered 1) pertaining to the Navy (excluding Marine 
Corps and Coast Guard), $50,000,000. 
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60 Stat. 854.
6 U.S. C. § 421d.

42 U. 8. 0. §§ 1501-
1605,1521-1524.

Restriction.

FUEL, NAVY

For fuel, water, and other utilities for submarine bases and naval
vessels, including expenses of storage and handling; removal of fuel
refuse from ships and maintenance and general operation of fleet
fueling facilities; $54,000,000.

BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

For equipment, supplies, maintenance, and operation of Medical
Department activities ashore and afloat, and compensation of employ-
ees; tolls and ferriage; necessary instruction of personnel, including
equipment; issuance of medical bulletins and information; laundry
supplies and services; care of the dead as authorized by law, including
transportation; purchase of technical books and periodicals; optical
supplies for naval personnel under regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary; and other necessary expenses, including care, maintenance and
treatment of patients in naval and other hospitals, as provided by
regulation; $37,500,000.

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS

For the pay of employees in the field service, materials, supplies,
and facilities necessary for the operation and general maintenance of
activities and properties under the cognizance of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks; contribution to the support of schools as authorized by sec-
tion 13 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604); $128,650,000;
for expenses of operation and maintenance of housing projects main-
tained and operated as such by the Navy Department and developed
under the provisions of the Acts of June 28, 1940 (54 Stat. 676); Sep-
tember 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 872); October 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1125); March
1, 1941 (55 Stat. 14); May 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 197); and December 17,
1941 (55 Stat. 810), including utilities, roads, walks, and accessories,
and expenses found necessary in the disposition of any such property
or the removal of temporary housing, $3,800,000; in all, $132,450,000:
Provided, That none of these funds shall be used to pay for the main-
tenance or operation of any defense housing unit for any civilian
employees of the Navy Department unless the rental rate charged for
the civilian occupancy of any such defense housing unit shall be at
the rate prescribed by law or in pursuance of law for housing of sim-
ilar character and size in the general geographical area where such
defense housing may be located.

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS

AVIATION, NAVY

For new construction and procurement of aircraft and equipment,
spare parts and accessories, including expansions of and facilities in
public or private plants, and for the employment of group IVb per-
sonnel in the Bureau of Aeronautics necessary for the purposes of this
item of appropriation, $90,000,000; for replacement of navigational
and radio equipment for aircraft in service, aerological, photographic,
and miscellaneous equipment, including repairs thereto, $18,000,000;
for maintenance, repair, and operation of aircraft, aircraft factory,
air stations, testing laboratories, fleet and all other aviation activities,
technical books and periodicals for use in the Bureau of Aeronautics
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FUEL, NAVY 

For fuel, water, and other utilities for submarine bases and naval 
vessels, including expenses of storage and handling; removal of fuel 
refuse from ships and maintenance and general operation of fleet 
fueling facilities; $54,000,000. 

BUREAU OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY 

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT 

For equipment, supplies, maintenance, and operation of Medical 
Department activities ashore and afloat, and compensation of employ-
ees; tolls and ferriage; necessary instruction of personnel, including 
equipment; issuance of medical bulletins and information; laundry 
supplies and services; care of the dead as authorized by law, including 
transportation; purchase of technical books and periodicals; optical 
supplies for naval personnel under regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary; and other necessary expenses, including care, maintenance and 
treatment of patients in naval and other hospitals, as provided by 
regulation; $37,500,000. 

BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

MAINTENANCE, BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS 

For the pay of employees in the field service, materials, supplies, 
and facilities necessary for the operation and general maintenance of 
activities and properties under the cognizance of the Bureau of Yards 
and Docks; contribution to the support of schools as authorized by sec-
tion 13 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604) ; $128,650,000; 
for expenses of operation and maintenance of housing projects main-
tained and operated as such by the Navy Department and developed 
under the provisions of the Acts of June 28, 1940 (54 Stat. 676) • Sep-
tember 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 872) ; October 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1125) ; March 
1, 1941 (55 Stat. 14) ; May 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 197) ; and December 17, 
1941 (55 Stat. 810), including utilities, roads, walks, and accessories, 
and expenses found necessary in the disposition of any such property 
or the removal of temporary housing, $3,800,000; in all, $132,450,000: 
Provided, That none of these funds shall be used to pay for the main-
tenance or operation of any defense housing unit for any civilian 
employees of the Navy Department unless the rental rate charged for 
the civilian occupancy of any such defense housing unit shall be at 
the rate prescribed by law or in pursuance of law for housing of sim-
ilar character and size in the general geographical area where such 
defense housing may be located. 

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS 

AVIATION, NAVY 

For new construction and procurement of aircraft and equipment, 
spare parts and accessories, including expansions of and facilities in 
public or private plants, and for the employment of group IVb per-
sonnel in the Bureau of Aeronautics necessary for the purposes of this 
item of appropriation, $90,000,000; for replacement of navigational 
and radio equipment for aircraft in service, aerological, photographic, 
and miscellaneous equipment, including repairs thereto, $18,000,000; 
for maintenance, repair, and operation of aircraft, aircraft factory, 
air stations, testing laboratories, fleet and all other aviation activities, 
technical books and periodicals for use in the Bureau of Aeronautics 
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and field, outfits for aviation messes, the purchase for aviation purposes
only of special clothing, wearing apparel, and special equipment, and
for contribution to the support of schools as authorized by section 13
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604), $318,000,000; for con-
tinuing experiments, development, and research on all types of air-
craft, $75,000,000, in all, $501,000,000, of which amount $90,000,000
shall remain available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed
$100,000,000 of the funds appropriated for "Aviation, Navy," fiscal
year 1945, shall continue available during the fiscal year 1948 for the
liquidation of contractual obligations for aircraft and aircraft equip-
ment procurement incurred during the fiscal year 1945: Provided fur-
ther, That in addition to this appropriation the Secretary may, prior
to July 1, 1948, contract for new construction, procurement and equip-
ment of aircraft, including spare parts and accessories therefor, in an
amount not in excess of $248,000,000.

MARINE CORPS

PAY, MARINE CORPS

Pay of officers: For pay and allowances prescribed by law for all
officers on active duty-pay and allowances, $27,480,000 including
$3,174,000 for increased pay for making aerial flights, none of which
shall be available for increased pay for making aerial flights by
nonflying officers or observers at rates in excess of those prescribed
by law for the Army, which shall be the legal maximum rates as to
such nonflying officers or observers; subsistence allowance, $3,625,000;
rental allowance, $5,303,000; in all, $36,408,000;

For pay of officers prescribed by law on the retired list, not on
active duty, $5,600,000;

Pay of enlisted personnel: For pay and allowances of all enlisted
personnel and musicians on active duty as prescribed by law;
expenses of clerks of the Marine Corps traveling under orders;
additional compensation for enlisted personnel of the Marine Corps
qualified as experts, sharpshooters, marksmen, aircraft machine gun-
ners, or regularly detailed as gun captains, gun pointers; interest
on deposits by enlisted personnel; pay of enlisted personnel desig-
nated as Navy mail clerks and assistant Navy mail clerks both afloat
and ashore; and for gratuities to enlisted personnel discharged not
under honorable conditions-pay and allowances, $127,500,000; allow-
ance for lodging and subsistence, $7,500,000; in all, $135,000,000;

For pay and allowances prescribed by law of enlisted personnel
on the retired list not on active duty, $2,186,000:

For pay and allowances of personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve
as prescribed by law, $10,000,000;

For mileage, actual and necessary expenses, and per diem in lieu
of subsistence as authorized by law to officers traveling under orders
without troops, $1,400,000;

In all, $190,594,000, and the money herein specifically appropriated
for pay of the Marine Corps shall be disbursed and accounted for in
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund.

PAY OF CIVIL FORCE, MARINE CORPS

Pay of civil force: For personal services at the seat of government,
as follows:

Offices of the Commandant of the Marine Corps and the Director
of Personnel, Marine Corps, $1,075,000.

Supply Department, United States Marine Corps, $975,000; in all,
$2,050,000.
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and field, outfits for aviation messes, the purchase for aviation purposes 
only of special clothing, wearing apparel, and special equipment, and 
for contribution to the support of schools as authorized by section 13 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604), $318,000,000; for con-
tinuing experiments, development, and research on all types of air-
craft, $75,000,000; in all, $501,000,000, of which amount $90,000,000 
shall remain available until expended: Provided, That not to exceed 
$100,000,000 of the funds appropriated for "Aviation, Navy," fiscal 
year 1945, shall continue available during the fiscal year 1948 for the 
liquidation of contractual obligations for aircraft and aircraft equip-
ment procurement incurred during the fiscal year 1915 : Provided fur-
ther, That in addition to this appropriation the Secretary may, prior 
to July 1, 1948, contract for new construction, procurement and equip-
ment of aircraft, including spare parts and accessories therefor, in an 
amount not in excess of $248,000,000. 

MARINE CORPS 
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For pay of officers prescribed by law on the retired list, not on 
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Pay of enlisted personnel: For pay and allowances of all enlisted 

personnel and musicians on active duty as prescribed by law; 
expenses of clerks of the Marine Corps traveling under orders; 
additional compensation for enlisted personnel of the Marine Corps 
qualified as experts, sharpshooters, marksmen, aircraft machine gun-
ners, or regularly detailed as gun captains, gun pointers; interest 
on deposits by enlisted personnel; pay of enlisted personnel desig-
nated as Navy mail clerks and assistant Navy mail clerks both afloat 
and ashore; and for gratuities to enlisted personnel discharged not 
under honorable conditions—pay and allowances, $127,500,000; allow-
ance for lodging and subsistence, $7,500,000; in all, $135,000,000; 
For pay and allowances prescribed by law of enlisted personnel 

on the retired list not on active duty, $2,186,000: 
For pay and allowances of personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve 

as prescribed by law, $10,000,000; 
For mileage, actual and necessary expenses, and per diem in lieu 

of subsistence as authorized by law to officers traveling under orders 
without troops, $1,400,000; 
In all, $190,594,000, and the money herein specifically appropriated 

for pay of the Marine Corps shall be disbursed and accounted for in 
accordance with existing law and shall constitute one fund. 

PAY OF CIVIL FORCE, MARINE CORPS 

Pay of civil force: For personal services at the seat of government, 
as follows: 

Offices of the Commandant of the Marine Corps and the Director 
of Personnel, Marine Corps, $1,075,000. 
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GENERAL EXPENSES, MARINE CORPS

General expenses, Marine Corps: For all necessary expenses for
the authorized work of the Marine Corps, other than as appropriated
for under the headings of pay and salaries, as follows:

For provisions, subsistence, board, and lodging of enlisted personnel,
recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants for enlistment; cash
allowance for lodging and subsistence to enlisted personnel traveling
on duty; ice, ice machines and their maintenance, $25,000,000;

For clothing for enlisted personnel and for civilian clothing, includ-
ing an overcoat when necessary, the cost of all not to exceed $30 per
person to enlisted personnel given discharges for bad conduct, unde-
sirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude, $16,000,000;

For fuel, heat, light, and power, including sales to officers, $3,000,000;
For military supplies and equipment, including their purchase,

repair, preservation, and handling; recreational, school, educational,
library, musical, amusement, field sport and gymnasium supplies,
equipment, services, and incidental expenses; purchase and marking
of prizes for excellence in gunnery and rifle practice, good-conduct
badges, medals, and buttons awarded to officers and enlisted personnel
by the Government for conspicuous, gallant, and special service;
rental and maintenance of target ranges and entrance fees for competi-
tions, $14,000,000;

For transportation of troops and applicants for enlistment, includ-
ing cash in lieu of ferriage and transfers en route; for payment for
transportation of general court-martial prisoners; toilet kits for issue
to recruits upon their first enlistment and other incidental expenses
of the recruiting service; and transportation for dependents of officers
and enlisted personnel, $8,500,000.

For repairs and improvements to barracks, quarters, and other
public buildings at posts and stations; leasing and improvement of
buildings at such places as the public exigencies require; and erection
of temporary buildings upon approval of the Secretary at a total cost
of not to exceed $70,000 during the year; $2,000,000;

For forage and stabling of public animals and the authorized number
of officers' horses, $30,000;

For miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and other
services, and other incidental expenses for the Marine Corps not other-
wise provided for; purchase and repair of furniture and fixtures;
veterinary services, shoeing, and medicines for public animals and the
authorized number of officers' horses; purchase of mounts and horse
equipment for all officers below the grade of major required to be
mounted; books, newspapers, and periodicals; printing and binding;
packing and crating of officers' allowance of baggage; funeral expenses
of officers, enlisted personnel, accepted applicants for enlistment, and
retired officers on active duty, including transportation of their bodies
arms, and wearing apparel from the place of demise to their homes in
the United States; construction, operation, and maintenance of
laundries; and contribution to the support of schools at Marine Corps
posts as authorized by section 13 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 604), $38,000,000.

Marine Corps Reserve: For clothing, subsistence, heat, light, trans-portation, and miscellaneous expenses, $3,000,000.
In all, general expenses, $109,530,000, to be accounted for as one fund.

SHIPBUILDING

CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS

Construction of ships: For expenses, not otherwise provided for,
necessary for the construction and procurement of hulls, machinery,
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GENERAL EXPENSES, MARINE CORPS 

General expenses, Marine Corps: For all necessary expenses for 
the authorized work of the Marine Corps, other than as appropriated 
for under the headings of pay and salaries, as follows.: 
For provisions, subsistence, board, and lodging of enlisted personnel, 

recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants for enlistment; cash 
allowance for lodging and subsistence to enlisted personnel traveling 
on duty; ice, ice machines and their maintenance, $25,009,000. ; 
For clothing for enlisted personnel and for civilian clothing, includ-

ing an overcoat when necessary, the cost of all not to exceed $30 per 
person to enlisted personnel given discharges for bad conduct, unde-
sirability, unsuitability, or inaptitude, $16,000,000; 
For fuel, heat, light, and power, including sales to officers, $3,000,000; 
For military supplies and equipment, including their purchase, 

repair, preservation, and handling; recreational, school, educational, 
library, musical, amusement, field sport and gymnasium supplies, 
equipment, services, and incidental expenses; purchase and marking 
of prizes for excellence in gunnery and rifle practice2 good-conduct 
badges, medals, and buttons awarded to officers and enlisted personnel 
by the Government for conspicuous, gallant, and special service; 
rental and maintenance of target ranges and entrance fees for competi-
tions, $14,000,000; 
For transportation of troops and applicants for enlistment, includ-

ing cash in lieu of ferriage and transfers en route; for payment for 
transportation of general court-martial prisoners; toilet kits for issue 
to recruits upon their first enlistment and other incidental expenses 
of the recruiting service; and transportation for dependents of officers 
and enlisted personnel, $8,500,000. 
For repairs and improvements to barracks, quarters, and other 

public buildings at posts and stations; leasing and improvement of 
buildings at such places as the public exigencies require; and erection 
of temporary buildings upon approval of the Secretary at a total cost 
of not to exceed $70,000 during the year; $2,000,000; 
For forage and stabling of public animals and the authorized number 

of officers' horses, $30,000; 
For miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and other 

services, and other incidental expenses for the Marine Corps not other-
wise provided for; purchase and repair of furniture and fixtures; 
veterinary services, shoeing, and medicines for public animals and the 
authorized number of officers' horses; purchase of mounts and horse 
equipment for all officers below the grade of major required to be 
mounted; books, newspapers, and periodicals; printing and binding; 
packing and crating of officers' allowance of baggage; funeral expenses 
of officers, enlisted personnel, accepted applicants for enlistment, and 
retired officers on active duty, including transportation of their bodies, 
arms, and wearing apparel from the place of demise to their homes in 
the United States; construction, operation, and maintenance of 
laundries; and contribution to the support of schools at Marine Corps 
posts as authorized by section 13 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
.Law 604), $38,000,000. 
Marine Corps Reserve: For clothing, subsistence, heat, light, trans-

portation, and miscellaneous expenses, $3,000,000. 
In all, general expenses, $109,530,000, to be accounted for as one fund. 

SHIPBUILDING 

CONSTRUCTION Or SHIPS 

Construction of ships: For expenses, not otherwise provided for, 
necessary for the construction and procurement of hulls, machinery, 
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and equipment of vessels authorized by law and hereafter approved
in accordance therewith, including conversions and replacements, and
tools and equipment for such construction in public and private plants,
and group IVb personnel in the Bureau of Ships necessary for the
purposes of this appropriation, $9,700,000, to be transferred from the
appropriation "Increase and replacement of naval vessels, construc-
tion and machinery", to be immediately available and to remain avail-
able until expended.

ORDNANCE FOR NEW CONSTRTTTION

Ordnance for new construction: For expenses, not otherwise pro-
vided for, necessary for the construction and procurement of armor,
armament, and ammunition for vessels provided for in the appropria-
tion "Construction of ships", including tools and equipment in public
and private plants and group IVb personnel in the Bureau of Ordnance
necessary for the purpose of this appropriation, for the production of
armor, armament, and ammunition for said vessels, $4,580,000, to be
transferred from the appropriation "Increase and replacement of naval
vessels, armor, armament, and ammunition", to be immediately avail-
able and to remain available until expended: Provided, That the limi-
tation on the availability of the appropriation "Increase and replace-
ment of naval vessels" for construction of new vessels shall not be
applicable to this appropriation nor the appropriation "Construction
of ships".

INCREASE AND REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS

The balance remaining of appropriations under "Increase and
replacement of naval vessels" shall not be available for beginning the
construction of any new vessels during the fiscal year 1948.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

SALARIES

For compensation for personal services at the seat of government,
as follows:

Office of the Secretary of the Navy: Secretary of the Navy, Under 'ost' p. 507
Secretary of the Navy, Assistant Secretaries of the Navy, and other
personal services, including Executive Officer, not to exceed $7,000,
$3,946,300;

Office of Naval Research, $1,164,000;
General Board, $18,600;
Naval examining and retiring boards, $20,200;
Office of Naval Records and Library, $57,000;
Office of Judge Advocate General, $310,000;
Office of Chief of Naval Operations, $1,435,000;
Board of Inspection and Survey, $35,000;
Office of Director of Naval Communications, $2,005,000;
Office of Naval Intelligence, $980,000;
Bureau of Naval Personnel, $3,226,000;
Hydrographic Office, $1,890,000;
Naval Observatory, including $2,500 for pay of computers on piece

work, $400,000;
Bureau of Ships, $6,450,000;
Bureau of Ordnance, $3,100,000;
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $4,400,000;
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, $1,078,000;
Bureau of Yards and Docks, $2,045,000;
Bureau of Aeronautics, $2,400,000;
In all, salaries, Navy Department, $34,960,100.
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and equipment of vessels authorized by law and hereafter approved 
in accordance therewith, including conversions and replacements, and 
tools and equipment for such construction in public and private plants, 
and group IVb personnel in the Bureau of Ships necessary for the 
purposes of this appropriation, $9,700,000, to be transferred from the 
appropriation "Increase and replacement of naval vessels, construc-
tion and machinery", to be immediately available and to remain avail-
able until expended. 

ORDNANCE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 

Ordnance for new construction; For expenses, not otherwise pro-
vided for, necessary for the construction and procurement of armor, 
armament, and ammunition for vessels provided for in the appropria-
tion "Construction of ships", including tools and equipment in public 
and private plants and group IVb personnel in the Bureau of Ordnance 
necessary for the purpose of this appropriation, for the production of 
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tation on the availability of the appropriation "Increase and replace-
ment of naval vessels" for construction of new vessels shall not be 
applicable to this appropriation nor the appropriation "Construction 
of ships". 

INCREASE AND REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSETA 

The balance remaining of appropriations under "Increase and 
replacement of naval vessels" shall not be available for beginning the 
construction of any new vessels during the fiscal year 1948. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 
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Office of the Secretary of the Navy: Secretary of the Navy, Under 
Secretary of the Navy, Assistant Secretaries of the Navy, and other 
personal services, including Executive Officer, not to exceed $7,000, 
$3,946,300; 

Office of Naval Research, $1,164,000; 
General Board, $18,600; 
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Office of Judge Advocate General, $310,000; 
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Bureau of Aeronautics, $2,400,000; 
In all salaries, Navy Department, $34,960,100. 
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Use of naval service
appropriations.

Navy funds.
Restriction on use.

Time-measuring de-
vices, restriction.

Cash rewards, etc.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES

For technical reference and lawbooks, periodicals, and photostating
for Department library; purchase of photographs, maps, documents,
and pictorial records of the Navy, photostating and other necessary
incidental expenses in connection with the preparation for publication
of the naval records of the war with the Central Powers of Europe;
stationery, furniture, newspapers, plans, drawings, and drawing mate-
rials; purchase, maintenance, repair, and operation of motortrucks and
other necessary expenses of the Navy Department and its various
bureaus and offices; $1,000,000: Provided, That it shall not be lawful
to expend, unless otherwise specifically provided by law, for any of the
offices or bureaus of the Navy Department in the District of Columbia.
any sum out of appropriations made for the naval service for any of
the purposes mentioned or authorized in this paragraph.

PRINTING AND BINDING

For printing and binding for the Navy Departmenit and the Naval
Establishment executed at the Government Printing Office, $2,750,000.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE

For all necessary expenses (except salaries) for the maintenance
and operation of the Hydrographic Office at the seat of government
and for all necessary salaries and expenses for the branch offices,
including purchase and printing of nautical books, charts, and sailing
directions; modernization, care, and repair of lithographic presses
and machinery; pilot and aeronautical charts; $975,000.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, NAVAL OBSERVATORY

For engravings, photographs, and fixtures for the library; appa-
ratus and instruments, and repairs of the same; repairs to buildings
(including quarters), fixtures, and fences; cleaning, repair, and
upkeep of grounds and roads; furniture and furnishings for offices
and quarters, gas, chemicals, paints, and stationery, including trans-
mission of public documents through the Smithsonian exchange,
foreign post:ge; plants, seeds, and fertilizers; materials needed for
the maintenance and repair of boilers, engines, heating apparatus,
electric lighting and power, and water supply: rental of tabulating
and other mechanical equipment; and other necessary expenses,
$50,000.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 102. No part of any appropriation made for the Navy shall
be expended for any of the purposes herein provided for on account
of the Navy Department at the seat of government, including personal
services of civilians, except as expressly authorized by law.

SEC. 103. No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be
available for contracts with any person, firm, or corporation to make
or cause to be made with a stop watch or other time-measuring device
a time study of any job of any employee; no part of the appropria-
tions made in this Act shall be available for the salary or pay of any
officer, manager, superintendent, foreman, or other person or persons
having charge of the work of any employee of the United States Gov-
ernment while making or causing to be made with a stop watch or other
time-measuring device a time study of any job of any such employee
between the starting and completion thereof, or of the movements of
any such employee while engaged upon such work; nor shall any part
of the appropriations made in this Act be available to pay any pre-
miums or bonus or cash reward to any employee in addition to his
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regular wages, except for suggestions resulting in improvements or
economy in the operation of any Government plant; and no moneys Work by private

herein appropriated for the Naval Establishment or made available tion.
therefor shall be used or expended under contracts hereafter made for
the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from any private con-
tractor, of any naval vessel, machinery, article, or articles that at the
time of the proposed repair, purchase, or acquirement can be repaired,
manufactured, or produced in each or any of the Government naval
shipyards or arsenals of the United States, when time and facilities
permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secretary, such repair, pur-
chase, acquirement, or production would not involve an appreciable
increase in cost to the Government, except when the repair, purchase,
or acquirement, by or from any private contractor, would, in the
opinion of the Secretary, be advantageous to the national defense.

SEC. 104. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall citizeip require-
be used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in ment for civilian per-
case of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services rendered oe
by him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical, clerical,
administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such person
is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic of
Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the provision prnmplyment of
in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting employ- 48 U. 8. C. § 1307

ment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United States
from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens of Panama
may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no time shall the
number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-mentioned
positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States so em-
ployed, if United States citizens are available in continental United
States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act shall prohibit oEmpoyeS with 15
the continued employment of any person who shall have rendered service.
fifteen or more years of faithful and honorable service on the Canal
Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, technical, election of per-
administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions, the con-
trolling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency, experience,
training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama and the United mHoe yesmploy-

States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive,
or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under the terms of this Act
(a) shall normally be employed not more than forty hours per week;
(b) may receive as compensation equal rates of pay based upon rates
paid for similar employment in continental United States plus 25 per
centum; (6) this entire section shall apply only to persons employed AtPPlicabllty of sc-

in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or supervisory
positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly by any branch of the
United States Government or by any corporation or company whose
stock is owned wholly or in part by the United States Government:
Provided further, That the President may suspend, from time to time pi emto er eneecy
in whole or in part, compliance with this section in time of war or etc.
national emergency if he should deem such course to be in the public
interest: Provided further, That the President may, if he finds it
necessary because of a shortage of housing, suspend, for the fiscal year
1948, the application of those portions of this section which require
the employment of citizens of the Republic of Panama or of the United
States in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or
supervisory positions.

SEc. 105. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall etc., stris n gainst
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a thradvocatng over-

strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member mnt.
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
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regular wages, except for suggestions resulting in improvements or 
economy in the operation of any Government plant; and no moneys 
herein appropriated for the Naval Establishment or made available 
therefor shall be used or expended under contracts hereafter made for 
the repair, purchase, or acquirement, by or from any private con-
tractor , of any naval vessel, machinery, article, or articles that at the 
time of the proposed repair, purchase, or acquirement can be repaired, 
manufactured, or produced in each or any of the Government naval 
shipyards or arsenals of the United States, when time and facilities 
permit, and when, in the judgment of the Secretary, such repair, pur-
chase, acquirement, or production would not involve an appreciable 
increase in cost to the Government, except when the repair, purchase, 
or acquirement, by or from any private contractor, would, in the 
opinion of the Secretary, be advantageous to the national defense. 

SEc. 104. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in 
case of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services rendered 
by him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical, clerical, 
administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such person 
is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic of 
Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the provision 
in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting employ-
ment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United States 
from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens of Panama 
may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no time shall the 
number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-mentioned 
positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States so em-
ployed, if United States citizens are available in continental United 
States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act shall prohibit 
the continued employment of any person who shall have rendered 
fifteen or more years of faithful and honorable service on the Canal 
Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, technical, 
administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions, the con-
trolling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency, experience, 
training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama and the United 
States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, 
or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under the terms of this Act 
(a) shall normally be employed not more than forty hours per week; 
(b) may receive as compensation equal rates of pay based upon rates 
paid for similar employment in continental United States plus 25 per 
centum; (6) this entire section shall apply only to persons employed 
in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or supervisory 
positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly by any branch of the 
United States Government or by any corporation or company whose 
stock is owned wholly or in part by the United States Government: 
Provided further, That the President may suspend, from time to time 
in whole or in part, compliance with this section in time of war or 
national emergency if he should deem such course to be in the public 
interest: Provided further, That the President may, if he finds it 
necessary because of a shortage of housing, suspend, for the fiscal year 
1948, the application of those portions of this section which require 
the employment of citizens of the Republic of Panama or of the United 
States in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or 
supervisory positions. 

SEC. 105. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages hi a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
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or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Affdavit. Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That

for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government
of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is
not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided

Penalty. further, That any person who engages in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization of
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the
Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence and accepts
employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appro-
priation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other
provisions of existing law.

laommprisos on SEC. 106. No part of any money appropriated herein or included
tracts. under any contract authority herein granted shall be expended for

the payment of any commission on any land purchase contract in
excess of 2 per centum of the purchase price.

Trnsortation of SC. 107. The appropriations for the Naval Establishment for the
fiscal year 1948 shall be available for providing transportation of naval
and civilian personnel between their domiciles and places of employ-
ment as authorized by law; a health service program authorized by

u.s. c.j 150. Public Law 658, approved August 8, 1946; carrying out the provisions
i nUteU C. app. of Executive Order Numbered 9112 of March 26, 1942, Public Law

58 Stat. 649; 5 Stat. 395, approved July 1, 1944, Public Law 119, approved July 2, 1945,
14i . S . § 101- Public Law 277, approved December 28, 1945 (except as otherwise
d25; n9. 8  S13 5 specifically provided for), and Public Law 457, approved October
59 Stat 662. 3, 1944; expenses authorized in Public Law 99, approved June 29,
3.notes,..e22 223d. 1943; expenses including those heretofore incurred incident to the
58 Stat. 765. operation by the Navy of private plants taken over at the direction

i 1611-1646. of the President, and the Secretary may designate any naval appro-
P7 Sta. 2478 priation to be charged with such expenses, proper adjustments to be

36v..c. IC.0, 1. made on the basis of final costs between applicable appropriations;
Rewards. payment of rewards, as authorized by law, for information leading

to the discovery of missing naval property or the recovery thereof.
Mn or captured SEC. 108. Appropriations in this Act shall be available for the pay

of missing or captured civilian or naval personnel under the rovisions
8 Sta. 143. of Public Law 490, approved March 7, 1942, as amended, and for

§§1001-107. P that which accrued during prior years.and was not paid, including
453Atep. "9; p, p. accruals of pay authorized by law for retired and reserve officers,

nurses, enlisted personnel and family allowances.
SEO. 109. During the fiscal year 1948 the Secretary is authorized

60 stat.l 80. to procure intermittent services in accordance with section 15 of the
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but at rates for individuals
not in excess of $50 per day.

Compensation to SEC. 110. Provisions oflaw prohibiting the payment of compensa-
tion to any person not a citizen of the United States shall not apply
to personnel under the Naval Establishment during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948.
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or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That 
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie 
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the 
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government 
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government 
of the United States, or that such person does not advocate_, and is 
not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of 
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided 
further, That any person who engages in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or who is a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
Government of the United States' or who advocates or who is a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence and accepts 
employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appro-
priation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon 
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not 
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty 
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other 
provisions of existing law. 

SF.c. 106. No part of any money appropriated herein or included 
under any contract authority herein granted shall be expended for 
the payment of any commission on any land purchase contract in 
excess of 2 per centum of the purchase price. 
SEC. 107. The appropriations for the Naval Establishment for the 

fiscal year 1948 shall be available for providing transportation of naval 
and civilian personnel between their domiciles and places of employ-
ment as authorized by law • a health service program authorized by 
Public Law 658, approved August 8, 1946; carrying out the provisions 
of Executive Order Numbered 9112 of March 26, 1942, Public Law 
395, approved July 1, 1944, Public Law 119, approved July 2, 1945, 
Public Law 277, approved December 28, 1945 (except as otherwise 
specifically provided for), and Public Law 457, approved October 
3, 1944; expenses authorized in Public Law 99, approved June 29, 
1943; expenses including those heretofore incurred incident to the 
operation by the Navy of private plants taken over at the direction 
of the President, and the Secretary may designate any naval appro-
priation to be charged with such expenses, proper adjustments to be 
made on the basis of final costs between applicable appropriations; 
payment of rewards, as authorized by law, for information leading 
to the discovery of missing naval property or the recovery thereof. 

Szc. 108. Appropriations in this Act shall be available for the pay 
of missing or captured civilian or naval personnel under the provisions 
of Public Law 490, approved March 7, 1942, as amended, and for 
that which accrued during prior years. and was not paid, including 
accruals of pay authorized by law for retired and reserve officers, 
nurses, enlisted personnel/ and family allowances. 
SEO. 109. Durmg the fiscal year 1948 the Secretary is authorized 

to procure intermittent services in accordance with section 15 of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but at rates for individuals 
not in excess of $50 per day. 
SEC. 110. Provisions of prohibiting the payment of compensa-

tion to any person not a citizen of the United States shall not apply 
to personnel under the Naval Establishment during the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948. 
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SEC. 111. The appropriations for the Navy Department and the
naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, shall be avail-
able for expenses in connection with the transfer to the United States
of foreign vessels, including pay, subsistence, transportation, and
repatriation of alien crews.

SEC. 112. None of the funds appropriated in this Act for the Navy
Department and the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1948, other than funds for which reimbursement is made hereunder,
shall be available for any expenses for care, upkeep, repair, han-
dling, and assistance in the sale of any property, material, or
equipment subsequent to the date of a declaration of surplus
covering such property to a disposal agency, or, if procedures are
prescribed whereby declarations of surplus are made at approxi-
mately the time of disposal or removal, subsequent to the date of
notice by the owning agency to the disposal agency that property
has been determined to be surplus and is subject to such procedures.
With respect to all such expenses, disposal agencies shall provide
reimbursement to the Navy Department, for credit to the appropria-
tions from which such expenses would be normally paid and the
Navy Department is authorized to apportion, obligate, and expend
funds from the several appropriations involved in advance of the
reimbursement thereto: Provided, That reimbursement shall not be
made for pay and allowances and subsistence of naval and Marine
Corps personnel within the numbers appropriated for: Provided
further, That advance payments based on the estimated expenses
of the Navy Department may be made by any disposal agency: Pro-
vided further, That in lieu of ascertaining the direct expenses and
the applicable portion of the indirect expenses, the Navy Depart-
ment and the disposal agencies may agree on any basis for deter-
mining such expenses as will equitably accomplish the purpose of
this section.

SEC. 113. The transfer of funds as directed in this Act shall not
operate to reduce the cash working capital of the Naval Stock Fund
below $50,000,000, nor that of the Clothing and Small Stores Fund
below $15,000,000.

TITLE II-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 201. Amounts made available to the Navy Department from
appropriations are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set forth,
such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treas-
ury immediately upon the approval of this Act:

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

Office of the Secretary: "Miscellaneous expenses, Navy, 1946",
$2,000,000.

Bureau of Naval Personnel:
"Instruction, Navy, 1946", $325,000;
"Welfare and Recreation, Navy, 1946", $1,250,000;
"Naval Reserve, 1946", $12,000,000;
"Naval Reserve, 1947", $12,000,000.

Bureau of Ships:
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1946", $105,000,000;
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 194T', $20,000,000.

Bureau of Ordnance:
"Ordnance and Ordnance Stores, Navy, 1946", $30,000,000;
"Ordnance and Ordnance Stores, Navy, 1947", $7,000,000.

395
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SEC. 111. The appropriations for the Navy Department and the 
naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, shall be avail-
able for expenses in connection with the transfer to the United States 
of foreign vessels, including pay, subsistence, transportation, and 
repatriatiop of alien crews. 
SEC. 112. None of the funds appropriated in this Act for the Navy 

Department and the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1948, other than funds for which reimbursement is made hereunder, 
shall be available for any expenses for care, upkeep, repair, han-
dling, and assistance in the sale of any property, material, or 
equipment subsequent to the . date of a declaration of surplus 
covering such property to a disposal agency, or, if procedures are 
prescribed whereby declarations of surplus are made at approxi-
mately the time of disposal or removal, subsequent to the date of 
notice by the owning agency to the disposal agency that property 
has been determined to be surplus and is subject to such procedures. 
With respect to all such expenses, disposal agencies shall provide 
reimbursement to the Navy Department, for credit to the appropria-
tions from which such expenses would be normally paid and the 
Navy Department is authorized to apportion, obligate, and expend 
funds from the several appropriations involved in advance of the 
reimbursement thereto: Provided, That reimbursement shall not be 
made for pay and allowances and subsistence of naval and Marine 
Corps personnel within the numbers appropriated for: Provided 
further, That advance payments based on the estimated expenses 
of the Navy Department may be made by any disposal agency: Pro-
vided further, That in lieu of ascertaining the direct expenses and 
the applicable portion of the indirect expenses, the Navy Depart-
ment and the disposal agencies may agree on any basis for deter-
mining such expenses as will equitably accomplish the purpose of 
this section. 
SEC. 113. The transfer of funds as directed in this Act shall not 

operate to reduce the cash working capital of the Naval Stock Fund 
below $50,000,000, nor that of the Clothing and Small Stores Fund 
below $15,000,000. 

TITLE II—REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 201. Amounts made available to the Navy Department from 
appropriations are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set forth, 
such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treas-
ury immediately upon the approval of this Act: 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT 

Office of the Secretary: "Miscellaneous expenses, Navy, 1946", 
$2,000,000. 
Bureau of Naval Personnel: 

"Instruction, Navy, 1946", $325,000; 
"Welfare and Recreation, Navy, 1946", $1,250,000; 
"Naval Reserve, 1946", $12,000,000; 
"Naval Reserve, 1947", $12,000,000. 

Bureau of Ships: 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1946", $105,000,000; 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1947", $20,000,000. 

Bureau of Ordnance: 
"Ordnance and Ordnance Stores, Navy, 1946", $30,000,000; 
"Ordnance and Ordnance Stores, Navy, 1947", $7,000,000. 
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Bureau of Supplies and Accounts:
Ante, p. 79. "Pay and Subsistence of Naval Personnel, 1946", $50,000,000;
5 Stat. s8. "Transportation and Recruiting of Naval Personnel, 1946",

$10,000,000;
Ante,p.79. "Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1946",

$6,000,000;
60 Stat. 488 "Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947",

$10,000,000;
Ante, p. 79. "Transportation of Things, Navy, 1946", $25,000,000;
69 Stat. 210. "Fuel, Navy, 1946", $10,000,000.
Ante,p. 7. Bureau of Medicine and Surgery: "Medical Department, Navy,

1946", $2,000,000.
Bureau of Yards and Docks:69 stat. 211. "Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1946", $3,000,000;

60 tat. 48
. "Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1947", $3,000,000.

Bureau of Aeronautics:
Ante, p. 79. "Aviation, Navy, 1946", $65,000,000;
60 stat. 491. "Aviation, Navy 1947", $10,000,000.
Ante, p. 8s. Marine Corps: "General Expenses, Marine Corps, 1946",

$20,000,000.
In all, $403,575,000.

obligatiie o ve r  No person shall be held liable for an overobligation of any above-
listed appropriation when such overobligation occurs as a result of
the approval of this Act. Such overobligations shall be reduced in
such a manner and at such a rate as to assure no overexpenditure.

Short title. SEC. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Navy Department Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Approved July 18, 1947.

[CHAPTER 270]
July is, 1947 JOINT RESOLUTION

IS. J. Res. 129] To provide for the appropriate commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth
uic L anniversary of the establishment of the seat of the Federal Government in the

District of Columbia.

commemoration of Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
etablishment ofseat States of America in Congress assembled, That, to provide for the
of Federal Govern- .
ment in D. c. appropriate commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anni-

versary of the establishment of the seat of the Federal Government
in the District of Columbia in the year 1800, there is herebyvestablished
a commission to be known as the National Capital Sesqui-Centennial

commissioers. Commission (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission") and to be
composed of fifteen Commissioners, as follows: The President of the
United States, who shall be ex officio Chairman; the President pro
tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, ex officio; three Senators to be appointed by the President pro
tempore of the Senate and three Representatives to be appointed by
the Speaker of the House of Representatives; three residents of the
District of Columbia to be appointed by the President after receiving
the recommendations of the Board of Commissioners of the District
of Columbia; and three prominent citizens residents in the District of
Columbia at large to be appointed by the President. The Commis-
sioners, with the approval of the Chairman, shall select an Executive
Vice Chairman from among their number.

tPreparationofpica SEO. 2. It shall be the duty of the Commission, after promulgating
to the American people an address relative to the reason of its creation
and of its purpose, to prepare a plan or plans and a program for the
signalizing the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the establish-
ment of the seat of the Federal Government in the District of Colum-
bia; to give due and proper consideration to any plan which may be
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Bureau of Supplies and Accounts: 
"Pay and Subsistence of Naval Personnel, 1946", $50,000,000; 
"Transportation and Recruiting of Naval Personnel, 1946", 

$10,000,000; 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1946", 

$6,000,000; 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, 1947", 

$10,000,000; 
"Transportation of Things, Navy, 1946", $25,000,000; 
"Fuel, Navy, 1946", $10,000,000. 

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery: "Medical Department, Navy, 
1946", $2,000,000. 
Bureau of Yards and Docks: 

"Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1946", $3,000,000; 
"Maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, 1947", $3,000,000. 

Bureau of Aeronautics: 
"Aviation, Navy, 1946", $65,000,000; 
"Aviation, Navy 1947", $10,000,000. 

Marine Corps: "General Expenses, Marine Corps, 1946", 
$20,000,000. 
In all, $403,575,000. 
No person shall be held liable for an overobligation of any above-

listed appropriation when such overobligation occurs as a result of 
the approval of this Act. Such overobligations shall be reduced in 
such a manner and at such a rate as to assure no overexpenditure. 

SEc. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Navy Department Appro-
priation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 18, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 270] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for the appropriate commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth 
anniversary of the establishment of the seat of the Federal Government in the 
District of Columbia. 

1?esolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of .the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That, to provide for the 
appropriate commemoration of the one hundred and fiftieth anni-
versary of the establishment of the seat of the Federal Government 
in the District of Columbia in the year 1800, there is hereby-established 
a commission to be known as the National Capital Sesqui-Centennial 
Commission (hereinafter referred to as the "Commission") and to be 
composed of fifteen Commissioners, as follows: The President of the 
United States, who shall be ex officio Chairman; the President pro 
tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives, ex officio; three Senators to be appointed by the President pro 
tempore of the Senate and three Representatives to be appointed by 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives; three residents of the 
District of Columbia to be appointed by the President after receiving 
the recommendations of the Board of Commissioners of the District 
of Columbia; and three prominent citizens residents in the District of 
Columbia at large to be appointed by the President. The Commis-
sioners, with the approval of the Chairman, shall select an Executive 
Vice Chairman from among their number. 
SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the Commission, aftgr promulgating 

to the American people an address relative to the reason of its creation 
and of its purpose, to prepare a plan or plans and a program for the 
signalizing the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the establish-
ment of the seat of the Federal Government in the District of Colum-
bia; to give due and proper consideration to any plan which may be 
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submitted to it; to take such steps as may be necessary in the coordi-
nation and correlation of plans prepared by State commissions or
by bodies created under appointment by the governors of the respec-
tive States and Territories or by representative civic bodies; and, if
the participation of other nations in the commemoration be deemed
advisable, to communicate with the governments of such nations.

SEC. 3. When the Commission shall have approved of any plan of
commemoration, then it shall submit such plan, insofar as it may
relate to the fine arts, to the Commission of Fine Arts for its approval,
and, insofar as it may relate to the plan of the National Capital and
its history, to the National Capital Park and Planning Commission
and the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia for their
joint approval, and in accordance with statutory requirements.

SEC. 4. The Commission, after selecting an Executive Vice Chair-
man from among its members, may employ a director and a secretary
and such other assistants as may be needed to organize and perform
the necessary technical and clerical work connected with the Com-
mission's duties and may also engage the services of expert advisers
without regard to civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923,
as amended, and may fix their compensation within the amounts appro-
priated for such purposes.

SEC. 5. The Commissioners shall receive no compensation for their
services, but shall be paid actual and necessary traveling, hotel, and
other expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties, out of the
amounts appropriated therefor.

SEC. 6. The Commission shall, on or before the 2d day of January
1948, make a report to the Congress, in order that further enabling
legislation may be enacted.

SEC. 7. The Commission shall expire December 31, 1952.
Approved July 18, 1947.

[CHAPTER 271]
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JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President to approve the trusteeship agreement for the Territory
of the Pacific Islands.

Whereas the United States submitted to the Security Council of the
United Nations for its approval in accordance with article 83 of the
Charter of the United Nations a proposed trusteeship agreement for
the Pacific islands formerly mandated to Japan under which the
United States would be prepared to administer those islands under
trusteeship in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations;
and

Whereas the Security Council on April 2,1947, approved unanimously
the trusteeship agreement with amendments acceptable to the
United States; and

Whereas the said agreement, having been approved by the Security
Council, will come into force upon approval by the Government of
the United States after due constitutional process: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is
hereby authorized to approve, on behalf of the United States, the
trusteeship agreement between the United States of America and
the Security Council of the United Nations for the former Japanese
mandated islands (to be known as the Territory of the Pacific Islands)
which was approved by the Security Council at the seat of the United
Nations, Lake Success, Nassau County, New York, on April 2, 1947.

Approved July 18, 1947.

July 18, 1947
[H. J. Res. a31

[Public Law l04
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submitted to it; to take such steps as may be necessary in the coordi-
nation and correlation of plans prepared by State commissions or 
by bodies created under appointment by the governors of the respec-
tive States and Territories or by representative civic bodies; and, if 
the participation of other nations in the commemoration be deemed 
advisable, to communicate with the governments of such nations. 

SEc. 3. When the Commission shall have approved of any plan of 
commemoration, then it shall submit such plan, insofar as it may 
relate to the fine arts, to the Commission of Fine Arts for its approval, 
and, insofar as it may relate to the plan of the National Capital and 
its history, to the National Capital Park and Planning Commission 
and the Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia for their 
joint approval, and in accordance with statutory requirements. • 
SEC. 4. The Commission, after selecting an Executive Vice Chair-

man from among its members, may employ a director and a secretary 
and such other assistants as may be needed to organize and perform 
the necessary technical and clerical work connected with the Com-
mission's duties and may also engage the services of expert advisers 
without regard to civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, 
as amended, and may fix their compensation within the amounts appro-
priated for such purposes. 

SEc. 5. The Commissioners shall receive no compensation for their 
services, but shall be paid actual and necessary traveling, hotel, and 
other expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties, out of the 
amounts appropriated therefor. 
SEC. 6. The Commission shall, on or before the 2d day of January 

1948, make a report to the Congress, in order that further enabling 
legislation may be enacted. 
SEC. 7. The Commission shall expire December 31, 1952. 
Approved July 18, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 271] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President to approve the trusteeship agreement for the Territory 
of the Pacific Islands. 

'Whereas the United States submitted to the Security Council of the 
United Nations for its approval in accordance with article 83 of the 
Charter of the United Nations a proposed trusteeship agreement for 
the Pacific islands formerly mandated to Japan under which the 
United States would be prepared to administer those islands under 
trusteeship in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations; 
and 

Whereas the Security Council on April 2, 1947, approved unanimously 
the trusteeship agreement with amendments acceptable to the 
United States; and 

Whereas the said agreement, having been approved by the Security 
Council, will come into force upon approval by the Government of 
the United States after due constitutional process: Therefore be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is 
hereby authorized to approve, on behalf of the United States, the 
trusteeship agreement between the United States of America and 
the Security Council of the United Nations for the former Japanese 
mandated islands (to be known as the Territory of the Pacific Islands) 
which was approved by the Security Council at the seat of the United 
Nations, Lake Success, Nassau County, New York, on April 2, 1947. 
Approved July 18, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 272]
AN ACT

[61 STAT.

To credit active service in the military or naval forces of the United States in
determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits from the policemen and
firemen's relief fund, District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in determining
eligibility for and the amount of benefits from the policemen and fire-
men's relief fund, District of Columbia, each member of the Metro-
politan Police Department of the District of Columbia, the United
States Park Police force, the White House Police force, the Fire
Department of the District of Columbia, and each member of the
United States Secret Service who has actively performed duties other
than clerical for ten years or more directly related to the protection
of the President, who shall have left active employment in any such
department, force, or service to perform active service in the military
or naval forces of the United States, shall be credited with all periods
of honorable active military or naval service performed on or after
September 16,1940, and prior to the termination of the war as declared
by Presidential proclamation or concurrent resolution of the Congress.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 273]
AN ACT

To authorize the Director of the United States Geological Survey to produce and
sell copies of aerial or other photographs and mosaics, and photographic or
photostatic reproductions of records, on a reimbursement of appropriations
basis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That so much of
the Act approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 945, 989; 43 U. S. C., sec.
45), reading "The Director of the Geological Survey shall hereafter
furnish to any person, concern, or institution, in the interest of
education and the dissemination of knowledge, that shall pay in
advance the whole cost of material and services thereof, copies of
any photographs or lantern slides in the possession of the United
States Geological Survey; and the moneys received by the Director
for the same shall be deposited in the United States Treasury" is
hereby amended to read as follows: "The Director of the United
States Geological Survey hereafter may produce and sell on a
reimbursable basis to interested persons, concerns, and institutions,
copies of aerial or other photographs and mosaics that have been
obtained in connection with the authorized work of the United States
Geological Survey and photographic or photostatic reproductions of
records in the official custody of the Director at such prices (not less
than the estimated cost of furnishing such copies or reproductions)
as the Director, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,
may determine, the money received from such sales to be deposited
in the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation then current and
chargeable for the cost of furnishing copies or reproductions as
herein authorized."

Approved July 21, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 272] 
AN ACT 

To credit active service in the military or naval forces of the United States in 
determining eligibility for and the amount of benefits from the policemen and 
firemen's relief fund, District of Columbia. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in determining 
eligibility for and the amount of benefits from the policemen and fire-
men's relief fund, District of Columbia, each member of the Metro-
politan Police Department of the District of Columbia, the United 
States Park Police force, the White House Police force, the Fire 
Department of the District of Columbia, and each member of the 
United States Secret Service who has actively performed duties other 
than clerical for ten years or more directly related to the protection 
of the President, who shall have left active employment in any such 
department, force, or service to perform active service in the military 
or naval forces of the United States, shall be credited with all periods 
of honorable active military or naval service performed on or after 
September 16, 1940, and prior to the termination of the war as declared 
by Presidential proclamation or concurrent resolution of the Congress. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 273] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Director of the United States Geological Survey to produce and 
sell copies of aerial or other photographs and mosaics, and photographic or 
photostatic reproductions of records, on a reimbursement of appropriations 
basis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That so much of 
the Act approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 945, 989; 43 U. S. C., sec. 
45), reading "The Director of the Geological Survey shall hereafter 
furnish to any person, concern, or institution, in the interest of 
education and the dissemination of knowledge, that shall pay in 
advance the whole cost of material and services thereof, copies of 
any photographs or lantern slides in the possession of the United 
States Geological Survey; and the moneys received by the Director 
for the same shall be deposited in the United States Treasury" is 
hereby amended to read as follows: "The Director of the United 
States Geological Survey hereafter may produce and sell on a 
reimbursable basis to interested persons, concerns, and institutions, 
copies of aerial or other photographs and mosaics that have been 
obtained in connection with the authorized work of the United States 
Geological Survey and photographic or photostatic reproductions of 
records in the official custody of the Director at such prices (not less 
than the estimated cost of furnishing such copies or reproductions) 
as the Director, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, 
may determine, the money received from such sales to be deposited 
in the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation then current and 
chargeable for the cost of furnishing copies or reproductions as 
herein authorized." 
Approved July 21, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 274]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Macon, Georgia,
and Bibb County, Georgia, an easement for public road and utility purposes in
certain Government-owned lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of
Macon, Georgia, and Bibb County, Georgia, under such terms and
conditions as he may deem in the Government's interest, a perpetual
easement for public road and utility purposes, in, under, over, and
across a fifty and one-half foot strip of land at the naval ordnance
plant, Macon, Georgia, containing approximately ninety-one one-
hundredths acre of land, metes and bounds description of which is
on file in the Navy Department: Provided, That said grant shall be
at no cost to the Government: Provided further, That such convey-
ance shall contain an express provision that neither the city of Macon,
Georgia, nor Bibb County Georgia, shall at any time build any resi-
dences or other customarily occupied buildings within one thousand
feet of the present south boundary of the naval ordnance plant, Macon,
Georgia: And provided further, That such conveyance shall contain
an express provision that the said grantees shall not dispose of the
property owned by them within such a distance without first giving
the United States an opportunity to purchase the property, on such
terms and conditions as may then be agreed upon by the parties.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 275]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Long Beach,
California, for street purposes an easement in certain lands within the Navy
housing project at Long Beach, California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of
Long Beach, California, on such terms and conditions as he may deem
proper, a perpetual easement for street and public-utility purposes,
in, over, under, and across two strips of land within the boundaries of
Navy housing project CAL-4904N at Long Beach, California, said
strips being twenty feet in width and six hundred and three hundred
and thirty feet in length, respectively, and being adjacent to the west
side of Santa Fe Avenue in the city of Long Beach, the metes and
bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy Department.

SEC. 2. This grant shall be at no cost to the Government.
Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 276]
AN ACT

To authorize the construction of a chapel at the Coast Guard Academy, and to
authorize the acceptance of private contributions to assist in defraying the cost
of construction thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress asssembled, That the Coast
Guard is authorized to construct a suitable chapel for religious wor-
ship by any denomination, sect, or religion at the Coast Guard
Academy in New London, Connecticut.

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 3056]
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[CHAPTER 274] 
AN ACT 

July 21 1947 
To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Macon, Georgia,  [FL R. , 3056]  
and Bibb County, Georgia, an easement for public road and utility purposes in 
certain Government-owned lands situated in Bibb County, Georgia, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of 
Macon, Georgia, and Bibb County, Georgia, under such terms and 
conditions as he may deem in the Government's interest, a perpetual 
easement for public road and utility purposes, in, under, over, and 
across a fifty and one-half foot strip of land at the naval ordnance 
plant, Macon, Georgia, containing approximately ninety-one one-
hundredths acre of land, metes and bounds description of which is 
on file in the Navy Department: Provided, That said grant shall be 
at no cost to the Government: Provided further, That such convey-
ance shall contain an express provision that neither the city of Macon, 
Georgia, nor Bibb County, Georgia, shall at any time build any resi-
dences or other customarily occupied buildings within one thousand 
feet of the present south boundary of the naval ordnance plant, Macon, 
Georgia: And provided further, That such conveyance shall contain 
an express provision that the said grantees shall not dispose of the 
property owned by them within such a distance without first giving 
the United States an opportunity to purchase the property, on such 
terms and conditions as may then be agreed upon by the parties. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 275] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the city of Long Beach, 
California, for street purposes an easement in certain lands within the Navy 
housing project at Long Beach, California. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he hereby is, authorized to convey to the city of 
Long Beach, California, on such terms and conditions as he may deem 
proper, a perpetual easement for street and public-utility purposes, 
in, over, under, and across two strips of land within the boundaries of 
Navy housing project CAL-4904N at Long Beach, California, said 
strips being twenty feet in width and six hundred and three hundred 
and thirty feet in length, respectively, and being adjacent to the west 
side of Santa Fe Avenue in the city of Long Beach, the metes and 
bounds descriptions of which are on file in the Navy Department. 
SW. 2. This grant shall be at no cost to the Government. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 276] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the construction of a chapel at the Coast Guard Academy, and to 
authorize the acceptance of private contributions to assist in defraying the cost 
of construction thereof. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress asssembled, That the Coast 
Guard is authorized to construct a suitable chapel for religious wor-
ship by any denomination, sect, or religion at the Coast Guard 
Academy in New London, Connecticut. 
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SEC. 2. The Coast Guard is authorized to acquire title to an appro-
priate site adjoining the present Coast Guard Academy reservation
either by purchase, condemnation, gift or otherwise.

SEC. 3. The Coast Guard is authorized to accept private contribu-
tions to assist in defraying the cost of construction of the chapel pro-
vided for herein. Such contributions shall be received and accounted
for under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe.

SEC. 4. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may
be necessary to complete the purposes of this Act.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 286]
AN ACT

To provide basic authority for the performance of certain functions and activities
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Coast and Geodetic United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Coast and

Geodetic Survey is hereby authorized to provide, from appropriations
now or hereafter made available to the Survey, ior-

Transportation f (a) Transportation (including packing, unpacking, crating, andpersonal and house-
hold effets. uncrating) of personal and household effects of commissioned officers

who die on active duty to the official residence of record for such officers,
or, upon application by their dependents, to such other locations as
may be determined by the Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
or by such person as he may designate.

Reimbursement. (b) Reimbursement, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary,
of commissioned officers for food, clothing, medicines, and other sup-
plies furnished by them for the temporary relief of distressed persons
in remote localities and to shipwrecked persons temporarily provided
for by them.

Extra compensa- SEC. 2. The Coast and Geodetic Survey is hereby authorized to pay
extra compensation to members of crews of vessels when assigned
duties as bombers or fathometer readers, and to employees of other
Federal agencies while observing tides or currents or tending seismo-
graphs, at such rates as may be specified from time to time in the
appropriation concerned.

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 287]
AN ACT

To provide compensation to persons performing the duties of postmasters at post
offices of the fourth class during annual and sick leave of the postmasters.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
authorized to be expended, from the appropriation for compensation
to postmasters in the annual Post Office Department's appropriation
Acts, compensation, at the rate provided by law for postmasters'
compensation to persons who perform the duties of the postmaster at
post offices of the fourth class during the absence of the postmaster
on sick or annual leave, or leave without pay.

Approved July 22, 1947.

July 22 1947
[H. R. 12031

[Public Law 211]
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SEC. 2. The Coast Guard is authorized to acquire title to an appro-
priate site adjoining the present Coast Guard Academy reservation 
either by purchase, condemnation, gift or otherwise. 

SEC. 3. The Coast Guard is authorized to accept private contribu-
tions to assist in defraying the cost of construction of the chapel pro-
vided for herein. Such contributions shall be received and accounted 
for under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may 
prescribe. 
SEC. 4. There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may 

be necessary to complete the purposes of this Act. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 286] 
AN ACT 

To provide basic authority for the performance of certain functions and activities 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey is hereby authorized to provide, from appropriations 
now or hereafter made available to the Survey, for— 

(a) Transportation (including packing, unpacking, crating, and 
uncrating) of personal and household effects of commissioned officers 
who die on active duty to the official residence of record for such officers, 
or, upon application by their dependents, to such other locations as 
may be determined by the Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
or by such person as he may designate. 

(b) Reimbursement, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, 
of commissioned officers for food, clothing, medicines, and other sup-
plies furnished by them for the temporary relief of distressed persons 
in remote localities and to shipwrecked persons temporarily provided 
for by them. 

SEo. 2. The Coast and Geodetic Survey is hereby authorized to pay 
extra compensation to members of crews of vessels when assigned 
duties as bombers or fathometer readers, and to employees of other 
Federal agencies while observing tides or currents or tending seismo-
graphs, at such rates as may be specified from time to time in the 
appropriation concerned. 
Appro ved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 2871 
AN ACT 

To provide compensation to persons performing the duties of postmasters at post 
offices of the fourth class during annual and sick leave of the postmasters. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That there is 
authorized to be expended, from the appropriation for compensation 
to postmasters in the annual Post Office Department's appropriation 
Acts, compensation, at the rate provided by law for postmasters' 
compensation, to persons who perform the duties of the postmaster at 
post offices of the fourth class during the absence of the postmaster 
on sick or annual leave, or leave without pay. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 288]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Territory of Hawaii an
easement for public highway and utility purposes in certain parcels of land in the
district of Ewa, Territory of Hawaii.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to convey to the Territory
of Hawaii a perpetual easement for public highway and utility pur-
poses in, over, under, and across twenty-eight parcels of land, contain-
ing thirteen and eighty-eight one-thousandths acres of land, situated
in the vicinity of Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard in the district of Ewa,
island of Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, the metes and bounds description
of which are on file in the Navy Department.

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 289]
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth
Congress), entitled "An Act to expedite the admission to the United States
of alien spouses and alien minor children of citizen members of the United
States armed forces".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress,
ch. 591, first session) (59 Stat. 659; 8 U. S. C. 232-236), is amended by
adding a new section thereto, to be known as section 6, and to read as
follows:

"SEC. 6. The alien spouse of an American citizen by a marriage
occurring before thirty days after the enactment of this Act, shall not
be considered as inadmissible because of race, if otherwise admissible
under this Act."

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 2901
AN ACT

To create an Academic Advisory Board for the United States Merchant Marine
Academy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Maritime Commission is authorized to appoint an Academic
Advisory Board of the United States Merchant Marine Academy
which shall consist of not to exceed seven persons of distinction in
the field of education who shall serve without pay. The members
of the Board shall visit the United States Merchant Marine Academy
at least once during the academic year for the purpose of examining
the course of instruction and advising the superintendent relative
thereto. The expenses of the Board while engaged in these duties,
including the expense of travel, shall be defrayed under Government
travel regulations from any appropriation for the authorized work
of the Maritime Commission.

Approved July 22, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 288] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to convey to the Territory of Hawaii an 
easement for public highway and utility purposes in certain parcels of land in the 
district of Ewa, Territory of Hawaii. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized to convey to the Territory 
of Hawaii a perpetual easement for public highway and utility pur-
poses in, over, under, and across twenty-eight parcels of land, contain-
ing thirteen and eighty-eight one-thousandths acres of land, situated 
in the vicinity of Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard in the district of Ewa, 
island of Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, the metes and bounds description 
of which are on file in the Navy Department. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 289] 
AN ACT 

July 22, 1947 
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[Public Law 212] 

Hawaii. 
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July 22, 1947 
To amend the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth  [H. R. 3149]  

Congress), entitled "An Act to expedite the admission to the United States [Public Law 213] 
of alien spouses and alien minor children of citizen members of the United 
States armed forces". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
ch. 591, first session) (59 Stat. 659; 8 U. S. C. 232-236) , is amended by 
adding a new section thereto, to be known as section 6, and to read as 
follows: 

"SEc. 6. The alien spouse of an American citizen by a marriage 
occurring before thirty days after the enactment of this Act, shall not 
be considered as inadmissible because of race, if otherwise admissible 
under this Act." 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 290] 
AN ACT 

To create an Academic Advisory Board for the United States Merchant Marine 
Academy. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of .America in Congress assembled, That the United 
States Maritime Commission is authorized to appoint an Academic 
Advisory Board of the United States Merchant Marine Academy 
which shall consist of not to exceed seven persons of distinction in 
the field of education who shall serve without pay. The members 
of the Board shall visit the United States Merchant Marine Academy 
at least once during the academic year for the purpose of examining 
the course of instruction and advising the superintendent relative 
thereto. The expenses of the Board while engaged in these duties, 
including the expense of travel, shall be defrayed under Government 
travel regulations from any appropriation for the authorized work 
of the Maritime Commission. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 
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July 22, 1947
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AN ACT
To amend section 7 of an Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-

ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and
for other purposes, approved July 1, 1902.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
unm United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph

of numbered 2 of section 7 of the Act approved July 1, 1902, entitled
"An Act making appropriations to provide for the government of

tat. the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and
47- for other purposes", as amended by an Act approved July 1, 1932, is

further amended to read as follows:
-n: "PAR. 2. No license shall be issued to any person for the operation of

Wr- a business in any building or part thereof containing living or lodging
quarters of any description required to be licensed under authority
of this Act, nor for any place of public assembly required to be
licensed as hereinafter provided, nor for any other building or place
mentioned in an Act entitled 'An Act to provide for means of egress
for buildings in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes',

317 approved December 24, 1942, required to be licensed as hereinafter
provided or required to be licensed in any other Act of Congress,
until the Director of Inspection, the Chief Engineer of the Fire
Department, and any other official of the District of Columbia who
shall be designated by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
have certified in writing to the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia or their designated agent that the applicant for license
has, as to such building or place, complied with all laws enacted and
regulations made and promulgated for the protection of life and
property."

SEC. 2. Paragraph numbered 4 of said section of said Act, as
amended, is further amended by inserting after the words "without
the payment of a separate fee or tax for each" the words "and if a
business is conducted in more than one building a separate license shall
be required for the business in each building:, so that the paragraph
as amended shall read:

for "PAR. 4. When more than one business, trade, profession, or calling
for which a license is prescribed in this section shall be carried on by
the same person, the license fee or tax shall be paid for each such
business, trade, profession, or calling, except where otherwise specifi-
cally provided in this section: Provided, That licenses issued under
any of the provisions of this section shall be good only for the location
designated thereon, except in the case of licenses issued under this
section for businesses and callings which in their nature are carried
on at large and not at a fixed place of business, and no license shall
be issued for more than one place of business, profession, or calling,
without the payment of a separate fee or tax for each, and if a business
is conducted in more than one building a separate license shall be
required for the business in each building: Provided further, That
no person holding a license under the terms of this section shall
willfully suffer or allow any other person chargeable with a separate
license to operate under his license.

47- SEC. 3. Strike out paragraphs numbered 28, 29, and 30 of said
section of said Act, as amended, and in lieu thereof add a new para-
graph to be numbered 28 and to read as follows:

of "PAR. 28. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are
authorized and empowered to classify, according to use, method of
operation, and size, buildings containing living or lodging quarters
of every description, to require licenses for the business operated in
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[CHAPTER 296] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 7 of an Act making appropriations to provide for the govern-
ment of the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and 
for other purposes, approved July 1, 1902. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 
numbered 2 of section 7 of the Act approved July 1, 1902, entitled 
"An Act making appropriations to provide for the government of 
the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903, and 
for other purposes", as amended by an Act approved July 1, 1932, is 
further amended to read as follows: 
"PAR. 2. No license shall be issued to any person for the operation of 

a business in any building or part thereof containing living or lodging 
quarters of any description required to be licensed under authority 
of this Act, nor for any place of public assembly required to be 
licensed as hereinafter provided, nor for any other building or place 
mentioned in an Act entitled 'An Act to provide for means of egress 
for buildings in the District of Columbia and for other purposes', 
approved December 24, 1942, required to izie licensed as hereinafter 
provided or required to be licensed in any other Act of Congress, 
until the Director of Inspection the Chief Engineer of the Fire 
Department, and any other official of the District of Columbia who 
shall be designated by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, 
have certified in writing to the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia or their designated agent that the applicant for license 
has, as to such building or place, complied with all laws enacted and 
regulations made and promulgated for the protection of life and 
property." 
SEC. 2. Paragraph numbered 4 of said section of said Act, as 

amended, is further amended by inserting after the words "without 
the payment of a separate fee or tax for each" the words "and if a 
business is conducted in more than one building a separate license shall 
be required for the business in each building :", so that the paragraph 
as amended shall read: 
"PAR. 4. When more than one business, trade, profession, or calling 

for which a license is prescribed in this section shall be carried on by 
the same person, the license fee or tax shall be paid for each such 
business, trade, iprofession, or calling: except where otherwise specifi-
cally provided n this section: Provided, That licenses issued under 
any of the provisions of this section shall be good only for the location 
designated thereon, except in the case of licenses issued under this 
section for businesses and callings which in their nature are carried 
on at large and not at a fixed place of business, and no license shall 
be issued for more than one place of business, profession, or calling, 
without the payment of a separate fee or tax for each, and if a business 

i is conducted n more than one building a separate license shall be 
required for the business in each building: Provided further, That 
no person holding a license under the terms of this section shall 
willfully suffer or allow any other person chargeable with a separate 
license to operate under his license.” 
SEC. 3. Strike out paragraphs numbered 28, 29, and 30 of said 

section of said Act, as amended, and in lieu thereof add a new para-
graph to be numbered 28 and to read as follows: 
"PAR. 28. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are 

authorized and empowered to classify, according to use, method of 
operation, and size, buildings containing living or lodging quarters 
of every description, to require licenses for the business operated in 
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each such building as in their judgment requires inspection, super-
vision or regulation by any municipal agency or agencies, and to fix a Schedule offees.
schedule of license fees therefor in such amount as, in their judgment,
will be commensurate with the cost to the District of Columbia of such
inspection, supervision or regulation: Provided, however, That no Dwellings, etc., not
license shall be required for single-family or two-family dwellings,
nor for a rooming house offering accommodations for no more than
four roomers."

SEC. 4. This Act shall become effective sixty days after its passage Effective date.

and approval.
Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 298]
AN ACT

July 23, 1947
To incorporate the AMVETS, American Veterans of World War II. [H. R. 1888]

[Public Law 216]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following AMVTS
persons, to wit: Jack W. Hardy, 7421 Beverly Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California; Elmo Keel, 4085 Minnesota Avenue Northeast,
Washington, District of Columbia; William Enters, suite 1509-1511,
11 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois; Doctor Gerald I. Cetrulo,
166 Bloomfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey; Norman Clock, 125
South Fourth Street, Reading, Pennsylvania; Floyd Williams, C-2
704 North Monroe Street, Arlington, Virginia; Reverend Joseph
T. O'Callaghan, United States Navy Department, Washington,
District of Columbia; George R. Porter, 1730 South Adams Street,
Fort Worth, Texas; Robert E. McLaughlin, 800 South Washington
Street, Alexandria, Virginia; Ray Sawyer, Plymouth, New Hamp-
shire; James C. Tate, 2 Wilton Road, Rural Free Delivery Num-
bered 5, Alexandria, Virginia; George E. Burke, 1126 Central
Avenue, Saint Petersburg, Florida; A. Ronald Button, 6331 Holly-
wood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California; Americus Lamberti,
515 West Seventh Street, Plainfield, New Jersey; Emory S. McNider,
Coffeyville, Alabama; Allen Hansen, 815 East Broadway, Tucson,
Arizona; Edward S. Shattuck, 1400 North Hobart Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California; Elvon L. Howell, 652 Gilpin Street, Denver,
Colorado; William N. Welsh, 21 Bristol Street, West Haven,
Connecticut; Francis D. Odell, 18 Lawson Avenue, Claymont,
Delaware; George Lewis, 125 State Capitol, Atlanta, Georgia; Lee
Witaski, 1438 Thorndale Avenue, Chicago, Illinois; Doctor Clyde
Iongstreth, Atlantic, Iowa; Harry N. Gillig, Junior, 612 Kansas
Avenue, Topeka, Kansas; John H. Ostertag, 955 Charles Street,
Louisville, Kentucky; Otto E. Passman, 114-120 Walnut Street,
post-office drawer 1833, Monroe, Louisiana; Doctor G. E. Marrone,
610 Fairview Avenue, Frederick, Maryland; Howard J. McDonald,
4 College Street, Lewiston, Maine; Edward J. Beauchamp, 4 College
Street, Lewiston, Maine; Albert J. Reynolds, Tremont Temple Build-
ing, Boston, Massachusetts; Neil Holland, 401 Charlevoix Building,
2033 Park Avenue, Detroit, Michigan; Monte M. Korn, 18041 Wash-
burn, Detroit, Michigan; Raymond D. Vosburgh, 222% West Lewis
Street, Mankato, Minnesota; George R. Gess, box 47, Mount Olive,
Mississippi; Henry W. Simpson, room 500, 119 North Seventh Street,
Saint Louis, Missouri; R. C. Letcher, Billings Fire Department,
Billings, Montana; Doctor A. D. Faier, 1102 Medical Arts Building,
Omaha, Nebraska; Jay J. Strode, Wells, Nevada; N. L. Samaha,
C-l, 1 Keeble Street, PIymouth, New Hampshire; William Hepp,
1918 Liberty Bank BuilBuilding, Buffalo, New York; Huston W. Galyen,
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each such building as in their judgment requires inspection, super-
vision or regulation by any municipal agency or agencies, and to fix a 
schedule of license fees therefor in such amount as, in their judgment, 
will be commensurate with the cost to the District of Columbia of such 
inspection, supervision or regulation: Provided, however, That no 
license shall be required for single-family or two-family dwellings, 
nor for a rooming house offering accommodations for no more than 
four roomers." 

Sic. 4. This Act shall become effective sixty days after its passage 
and approval. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 
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Avenue, Topeka, Kansas • John H. Ostertag, 955 Charles Street, 
Louisville, Kentucky; Otto E. Passman, 114-120 Walnut Street, 
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610 Fairview Avenue, Frederick, Maryland; Howard J. McDonald', 
4 College Street, Lewiston, Maine; Edward J. Beauchamp, 4 College 
Street, Lewiston, Maine- Albert J. Reynolds, Tremont Temple Build-
ing, Boston, Massachusetts; Neil Holland, 401 Charlevoix Building, 
2033 Park Avenue, Detroit, Michigan; Monte M. Korn, 18041 Wash-
burn, Detroit, Michigan; Raymond D. Vosburgh, 222% West Lewis 
Street, Mankato, Minnesota; George R. Gess, box 47, Mount Olive, 
Mississippi; Henry W. Simpson, room 500, 119 North Seventh Street, 
Saint Louis, Missouri; R. C. Letcher, Billings Fire Department, 
Billings, Montana; Doctor A. D. Faier, 1102 Medical Arts Building, 
Omaha, Nebraska; Jay J. Strode, Wells, Nevada; N. L. Samaha, 
C-1, 1 Keeble Street, Plymouth, New Hampshire; William Hepp, 
1918 Liberty Bank Building, Buffalo, New York; Huston W. Galyen, 
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1121 Sixteenth Avenue North, Fargo, North Dakota; Carl Freuden-
berg, 1298 Michigan Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Milligan,
attorney at law, Columbus, Ohio; Joseph D. Stafford, route 2, box
662, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Anthony R. McGrath, 609 Plaza
Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania- Harry M. DeWitt, Junior,
2316 Fortieth Street Northwest, Washington, District of Columbia;
Robert W. Donald, post-office box 2, Easley, South Carolina; Dick
Kelly, Shaw Insurance Company, Sioux Falls, South Dakota; Alex
Bullocks, 1464 Washington Street, Memphis, Tennessee; Thomas J.
Russell, Burlington, Vermont; John E. Fletcher, 806 North Eye
Street, Tacoma, Washington; R. L. Stubbs, Professional Building,
Fairmont, West Virginia; Walter L. Thompson, 1316 Lombard,
Everett, Washington; Robert A. Garrett, 163 Eccles Building,
Ogden, Utah; Searcy Johnson, 805 Mercantile Building, Dallas,
Texas; Hampton C. Godbe, 116 P Street, Salt Lake City, Utah;
Allen P. Solada, 311 Dauphin Building, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania;
George Vukmanic, 221 Martin Avenue, Pittsburgh 16, Pennsylvania;
Royce C. Granger, 102 East Eighteenth Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma;
Charles E. Nassif, 1023 Thirteenth Street North, Fargo, North Dakota;
Paul D. Higgins, 104Y/ Broadway, Fargo, North Dakota Edmund P.
Radwan, 906 Broadway, Buffalo, New York; Alexander J. Matturria,
234 Mount Prospect Avenue, Newark, New Jersey; J. F. Roche,
Bond Building, 1015 Elm Street, Manchester, New Hampshire;
Kenneth A. Van Vorst, 114 East Bonanza Road, Las Vegas, Nevada;
Julian C. Harvey, 1731 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Missouri; John
Wesley, box 482, Picayune, Mississippi; Claude C. Morgan, 810
Hammond Building, Detroit, Michigan; Edward A. Trudell, 26
Horan Way, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts; Vincent C. Neeson,
Labelle andBellona, Ruxton, Baltimore 4, Maryland; R. L. Huot,
106 Elm Street, Biddeford, Maine; John E. Sutherlin, Sutherlin
Sales Company, Industries Building, New Orleans, Louisiana;
Thomas Wilkerson, 1600 Washington, Henderson, Kentucky; John
C. Junkins, Cherokee, Kansas; Doctor C. W. Hoffman, 1340 Forty-
first Street, Des Moines, Iowa; Allen W. Jenkins, 1015 Cherry Street,
Evansville, Indiana; Edwin I. Bruder, 6837 Clyde Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois; Harry P. Orcutt, Fort Benning, Georgia; Arthur Di Vin-
cent, post-office box 4579, Miami 28, Florida; Maurice B. Marholin,
176 McClintock Road, New Britain, Connecticut; Harry Steinbery,
First National Bank Building, El Dorado, Arkansas; Jess Curtiss,
807 North Third Street, Phoenix, Arizona; Edward S. Coston, 69
Ninth Street North, Birmingham, Alabama; Anthony O. Jones, 315
Security Building, Phoenix, Arizona; Frank Dee Scrlven, 8474 West
Third Street, Los Angeles 36, California; Allen C. Hessier, 1275
Clarkson Street, Number 4, Denver 3, Colorado; Michael Dzamki,
3912 First Street, East Chicago, Indiana; S. Howard Rudolph,
Junior, Atlantic, Iowa; Fred K. Greer, 427 East Market Street,
Princeton, Kentucky; Roy Morgan, Winnfield, Louisiana; James C.
Wilt, 842 Columbia Avenue, Cumberland, Maryland; Chester Mod-
zelewski, 67 Davenport Street, Chicopee, Massachusetts; Arthur
Madar, 9166 Yorkshire, Detroit, Michigan; John J. Clark, 257
Harrison Street, Biloxi, Mississippi; William E. Blake, 73 Grey,
Buffalo 12, New York; Albert Geremia, room 303, 17 Exchange
Street, Providence, Rhode Island; Frank E. Richter, 3, 12-14 West
Sixth Street, Evansville, Indiana; Frank J. Ross, 1020 East Pleas-
ant, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Conrad K. Strauss, 160 Holland Avenue,
Cowesett, Rhode Island; Paul S. Limerick, 456 Catalina, Webster
Groves, Missouri Raymond O'Brien, 22 North Ryan Street, Buffalo,
New York; Dallas P. Richeson, post-office box 2226, Phoenix,
Arizona; Fred Nimz, route 6, box 815A, Phoenix, Arizona; Tom
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1121 Sixteenth Avenue North, Fargo, North Dakota; Carl Freuden-
berg, 1298 Michigan Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Milligan, 
attorney at law, Columbus, Ohio; Joseph D. Stafford, route 2, box 
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3912 First Street, East Chicago, Indiana; S. Howard Rudolph, 
Junior, Atlantic, Iowa; Fred K. Greer, 427 East Market Street, 
Princeton, Kentucky; Roy Morgan, Winnfield, Louisiana; James C. 
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Madar, 9166 Yorkshire, Detroit, Michigan; John J. Clark, 257 
Harrison Street, Biloxi, Mississippi; William E. Blake, 73 Grey, 
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Bulman, 243 East Fifteenth Street, Tucson, Arizona; Charles E.
Brode, 15 North Lee Street, Cumberland, Maryland; Clyde B.
Blanton, 2095 Seventh Avenue, North, Saint Petersburg, Florida;
Floyd Cooper, 912 Polk Street, Amarillo, Texas; Paul Moody, 548
South Spring Street, Los Angeles, California; Oliver A. Farabee,
Lexington, North Carolina; Thad Males, 329 West Valerio Street,
Santa Barbara, California; and such persons who are members of
the AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II) and their
successors, are hereby created and declared to be a body corporate
by the name AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II) and
by such name shall be known and have perpetual succession of the
powers, limitations, and restrictions herein contained.

SEC. 2. That a majority of the persons above named and other
persons selected from among the membership of AMVETS (Ameri-
can Veterans of World War II), an unincorporated association as set
forth in section 1 hereof, met in national convention in Chicago,
Illinois, on October 12, 13, and 14, 1945, and then and there, by and
through duly elected delegates representing one hundred and thirty-
one posts throughout the United States adopted a national constitu-
tion, bylaws, and declaration of principles and duly elected national
officers for said organization, all as set forth in the Congressional
Record, proceedings and debates of the Seventy-ninth Congress, first
session, on November 6 and 7, 1945.

SEC. 3. That the purposes of this corporation shall be as follows:
(1) To preserve for ourselves and our posterity the great and basic

truths and enduring principles upon which this Nation was founded.
(2) To maintain a continuing interest in the welfare and rehabilita-

tion of the disabled veterans of World War II and to establish
facilities for the assistance of all veterans and to represent them in
their claims before the Veterans' Administration and other organiza-
tions without charge.

(3) To dedicate ourselves to the service and best interests of the
community, State, and Nation, to the end that our country shall be
and remain forever a whole, strong, and free Nation.

(4) To aid and encourage the abolition of prejudice, ignorance,
and disease. To encourage universal exercise of the voting franchise,
to the end that there shall be elected and maintained in public office
men and women who hold such office as a public trust administered
in the best interests of all the people.

(5) To advocate the development and means by which all Amer-
icans may become enlightened and informed citizens and thus par-
ticipate fully in the functions of our democracy.

(6) To encourage and support an international organization of all
peace-loving nations, to the end that not again shall any nation be
permitted to breach their national peace.

(7) To continue to serve the best interests of our Nation in peace
as in war.

(8) To develop to the utmost the human, mental, spiritual, and
economical resources of our Nation.

(9) To perpetuate and preserve the friendships and comradeship
born on the battle front and nurtured in the common experience of
service to our Nation during time of war.

(10) To honor the memory of those men and women who gave
their lives that a free America and a free world might live by the
creation of living memorials in the form of additional educational,
cultural, and recreational facilities.

(11) To operate as a corporation not for profit and that no part
of the income or assets shall inure to the benefit of any of its
members, directors, or officers, nor be distributable thereto otherwise
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their claims before the Veterans' Administration and other organiza-
tions without charge. 

(3) To dedicate ourselves to the service and best interests of the 
community, State, and Nation, to the end that our country shall be 
and remain forever a whole, strong, and free Nation. 

(4) To aid and encourage the abolition of prejudice, ignorance, 
and disease. To encourage universal exercise of the voting franchise, 
to the end that there shall be elected and maintained in public office 
men and women who hold such office as a public trust administered 
in the best interests of all the people. 

(5) To advocate the development and means by which all Amer-
icans may become enlightened and informed citizens and thus par-
ticipate fully in the functions of our democracy. 

(6) To encourage and support an international organization of all 
peace-loving nations, to the end that not again shall any nation be 
permitted to breach their national peace. 

(7) To continue to serve the best interests of our Nation in peace 
as in war. 

(8) To develop to the utmost the human, mental, spiritual, and 
economical resources of our Nation. 

(9) To perpetuate and preserve the friendships and comradeship 
born on the battle front and nurtured in the common experience of 
service to our Nation during time of war. 

(10) To honor the memory of those men and women who gave 
their lives that a free America and a free world might live by the 
creation of living memorials in the form of additional educational, 
cultural, and recreational facilities. 

(11) To operate as a corporation not for profit and that no part 
of the income or assets shall inure to the benefit of any of its 
members, directors, or officers, nor be distributable thereto otherwise 

Purposes of corpo-
ration. 

Nonprofit operation. 
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than upon dissolution or final liquidation; and that such corporation isorganized and shall be operated exclusively for charitable, educa-
tional, patriotic, and civic improvement purposes.

SEC. 4. That the corporation hereby created shall have the followingpowers: To have perpetual succession with power to sue and be sued
in any court of competent jurisdiction; take and hold by lease, gift,
purchase, grant, devise, or bequest any property, real or personal,necessary for attaining the objects and carrying into effect the pur-
poses of the corporation, subject, however, to applicable provisions
of law of any State (A) governing the amount or kind of real and
personal property which may be held by, or (B) otherwise limitingor controlling the ownership of real and personal property by, acorporation operating in such State; to ordain and establish bylaws
and regulations not inconsistent with the laws of the United States
of America or any State thereof, for the management of its property
and the regulation of its affairs; to use in carrying out its purposes
such seals, emblems, and badges as it may lawfully adopt; to establish
State and regional organizations and local posts; to publish magazines,
newspapers, or any other publications consistent with the purposes ofthe corporation and to do any and all such acts and things as may benecessary and proper to carry into effect the purposes of the
corporation.

SEc. 5. (1) No part of the activities of the corporation shall consist
of carrying on propaganda.

(2) The corporation and its officers and the members of its executivecommittee as such shall not contribute to or otherwise support or assistany political party or candidate for elective public office.
(3) The current executive committee consists of forty members,namely, Ray Sawyer, Plymouth, New Hampshire; Jack W. Hardy,

Title Guaranty Building, Los Angeles, California; Albert J. Reynolds,
3117 Washington Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts; L. M. Hinshaw,box 558, Asheboro, North Carolina; J. M. Crespi, Sims Building, 12Auburn Avenue Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia; Arthur J. Madar, 9166Yorkshire, Detroit 24, Michigan; Kenneth A. Anderson, 7166 SouthPenn Street, Denver, Colorado; Anthony 0. Jones, 315 Security Build-ing, Phoenix, Arizona; Agnes Frazee, post-office box 751, Uniontown,
Pennsylvania; Floyd Williams, C-2, 704 North Monroe Street, Arling-ton, Virginia; William Kipp, 1032 North Dearborn Street, Chicago,Illinois- John J. Carney, 308 Leader Building, Cleveland, Ohio;
Doctor John S. Weir, 618 South Main Street, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin;Reverend Sam Hill Ray, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana;Nathan Gordon, Little Rock, Arkansas; Thad Males, 329 West Valerio
Street, Santa Barbara, California; Al Grossi, Farmington, Connecti-cut; Harry M. De Witt, Junior, 2316 Fortieth Street Northwest,Washington, District of Columbia; George E. Burke, 1126 CentralAvenue, Saint Petersburg, Florida; Charles L. Crowley, 935 Ogle-thorpe Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia; L. Harlan Swisher, 306 Davidson
Drive, Champaign, Illinois; Arthur Schnipper, 4334 Ivy Street, EastChicago, Indiana; Robert Buckmaster, 158 Woodstock Road, Water-loo, Iowa; William C. Moss, Bogalusa, Louisiana; Edward J.
Beauchamp, 163 Lisbon Street, Lewiston Maine; Thomas Burke, 222South Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts; Milton F. Cooney, 55 NaomiStreet, Pontiac, Michigan; Paul Limerick, 456 Catalina, Webster
Groves, Missouri; Louis W. Zaris, 331 Guarantee Trust Building,Atlantic City, New Jersey- William Hepp, 176 Lafayette Street,Buffalo, New York; J. C. Powell, box 830, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina; E. L. Hallowell, 455 Forest Avenue, Dayton, Ohio; K. L.Shirk, 33 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania; AlbertGeremia, 277 Webster Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island; Richard
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than upon dissolution or final liquidation; and that such corporation is 
organized and shall be operated exclusively for charitable, educa-
tional, patriotic, and civic improvement purposes. 
SEC. 4. That the corporation hereby created shall have the following 

powers: To have perpetual succession with power to sue and be sued 
in any court of competent jurisdiction; take and hold by lease, gift, 
purchase, grant, devise, or bequest any property, real or personal, 
necessary for attaining the objects and carrying into effect the. pur-
poses of the corporation, subject, however, to applicable provisions 
of law of any State (A) governing the amount or kind of real and 
personal property which may be held by, or (B) otherwise limiting 
or controlling the ownership of real and personal property by, a 
corporation operating in such State; to ordain and establish bylaws 
and regulations not inconsistent with the laws of the United States 
of America or any State thereof, for the management of its property 
and the regulation of its affairs; to use in carrying out its purposes 
such seals, emblems, and badges as it may lawfully adopt; to establish 
State and regional organizations and local posts; to publish magazines, 
newspapers, or any other publications consistent with the purposes of 
the corporation and to do any and all such acts and things as may be 
nemssary and proper to carry into effect the purposes of the 
corporation. 
SEC. 5. (1) No part of the activities of the corporation shall consist 

of carry ing on propaganda. 
(2) The corporation and its officers and the members of its executive 

committee as such shall not contribute to or otherwise support or assist 
any political party or candidate for elective public office. 

(3) The current executive committee consists of forty members, 
namely, Ray Sawyer, Plymouth, New Hampshire; Jack W. Hardy, 
Title Guaranty Building, Los Angeles, California; Albert J. Reynolds, 
3117 Washington Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts; L. M. Hinshaw, 
box 558, Asheboro, North Carolina; J. M. Crespi, Sims Building, 12 
Auburn Avenue Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia; Arthur J. Madar, 9166 
Yorkshire, Detroit 24, Michigan; Kenneth A. Anderson, 7166 South 
Penn Street, Denver, Colorado; Anthony 0. Jones, 315 Security Build-
ing, Phoenix, Arizona; Agnes Frazee, post-office box 751, Uniontown, 
Pennsylvania; Floyd Williams, C-2, 704 North Monroe Street, Arling-
ton, Virginia; William Kipp, 1032 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, 
Illinois; John J. Carney, 308 Leader Building, Cleveland, Ohio; 
Doctor John S. Weir, 618 South Main Street, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin; 
Reverend Sam Hill Ray, Loyola University, New Orleans, Louisiana; 
Nathan Gordon, Little Rock, Arkansas; Thad Males, 329 West Valerio 
Street, Santa Barbara, California; Al Grossi, Farmington, Connecti-
cut; Harry M. De Witt, Junior, 2316 Fortieth Street Northwest, 
Washington, District of Columbia; George E. Burke, 1126 Central 
Avenue, Saint Petersburg, Florida; Charles L. Crowley, 935 Ogle-
thorpe Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia; L. Harlan Swisher, 306 Davidson 
Drive, Champaign, Illinois; Arthur Schnipper, 4334 Ivy Street, East 
Chicago, Indiana; Robert Buckmaster, 158 W oodstock Road, Water-
loo, Iowa; William C. Moss, Bogalusa, Louisiana; Edward J. 
Beauchamp, 163 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine; Thomas Burke, 222 
South Street, Fitchburg, Massachusetts; Milton F. Cooney, 55 Naomi 
Street, Pontiac, Michigan; Paul Limerick, 456 Catalina, Webster 
Groves, Missouri; Louis W. Zaris, 331 Guarantee Trust Building, 
Atlantic City, New Jersey ; William Hepp, 176 Lafayette Street, 
Buffalo, New York; J. C. Powell, box 830, Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina; E. L. Hallowell, 455 Forest Avenue, Dayton, Ohio; K. L. 
Shirk, 33 North Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania; Albert 
Greremia, 277 Webster Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island; Richard 
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H. Dewey, 251 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee; Ivan Stone,
2708 West Lamar, Houston, Texas; Doctor M. H. Seidner, 406 First
Security Bank Building, Ogden, Utah; J. C. McCaughan, Junior,
1904 West Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia; John E. Howell, Junior,
11101/2 Seventeenth Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia; and Kenneth
Kunde, Quonset Park, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

(4) The headquarters office and principal place of business of said
corporation shall be located in Washington, District of Columbia, but
the activities of said organization, as set out herein, shall not be con-
fined to the District of Columbia, but shall be conducted throughout
the various States, Territories, and possessions of the United States.

SEC. 6. Any American citizen shall be eligible for membership in
the AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II) who was regu-
larly enlisted, inducted, or commissioned, and who was accepted for,
or was on, active duty in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard of the United States, or our allies, on or after September 16,
1940, and who served between this date and the date of cessation of
hostilities, as established by the Government of the United States.
Service with the armed forces must have been terminated by honorable
discharge or honorable separation from the service: Provided, how-
ever, That persons otherwise eligible for membership who are on
active duty or who must continue to serve after the cessation of hostil-
ities are also eligible for membership.

SEC. 7. (1) Each member of the said corporation shall have the
right to one vote in the conduct of official business at the post level.
Each post shall have the right to elect delegates to national conven-
tions of the corporation, which delegates shall each exercise one vote
in the conduct of business of the respective convention to which he
is elected.

(2) The executive committee of the said corporation shall consist
of one member duly elected to represent each department, and, in
addition, all elective officers shall be members of the executive com-
mittee, ex officio.

SEC. 8. The said corporation may and shall acquire all of the assets
of the existing unincorporated association known as AMVETS (Amer-
ican Veterans of World War II) upon discharge or satisfactory pro-
visions for the discharge of all its liabilities.

SEC. 9. In the event of a final dissolution or liquidation of such
corporation, and after the discharge or satisfactory provisions for
the discharge of all its liabilities, the remaining assets of the said
corporation shall be transferred to the Veterans' Administration to
be applied to the care and comfort of disabled veterans of World
War II.

SEC. 10. The corporation shall have power to-
(1) Have succession by its corporate name;
(2) Choose such officers, representatives, and agents as are necessary

to carry out the purposes of the corporation;
(3) Contract and be contracted with;
(4) Transfer and convey all real or personal property;
(5) Borrow money for the purposes of the corporation, issue bonds

therefor. and secure same by mortgage subject in every case to all
applicable provisions of Federal or State laws.

SEC. 11. The corporation shall be liable for the acts of its officials,
representatives, and agents when acting within the scope of their
authority.

SEC. 12. The corporation shall maintain in the District of Columbia
at all times a designated agent authorized to accept services of processes
for such corporation; and notice to or service upon such agent, or
mail to the business address of such agent, shall be deemed notice or
service upon the corporation.
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H. Dewey, 251 Madison Avenue, Memphis Tennessee; Ivan Stone, 
2708 West Lamar, Houston Texas • Doctor k H. Seidner, 406 First 
Security Bank Building, Ogden, Utah; J. C. McCaughan, Junior, 
1904 West Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia; John E. Howell, Junior, 
11101/2 Seventeenth Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia; and Kenneth 
Kunde, Quonset Park, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 

(4) The headquarters office and principal place of business of said 
corporation shall be located in Washington, District of Columbia, but 
the activities of said organization, as set out herein, shall not be con-
fined to the District of Columbia, but shall be conducted throughout 
the various States, Territories, and possessions of the United States. 
SEC. 6. Any American citizen shall be eligible for membership in 

the AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II) who was regu-
larly enlisted, inducted, or commissioned, and w ho was accepted for, 
or was on, active duty in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps or Coast 
Guard of the United States, or our allies, on or after September 16, 
1940, and who served between this date and the date of cessation of 
hostilities, as established by the Government of the United States. 
Service with the armed forces must have been terminated by honorable 
discharge or honorable separation from the service: Provided, how-
ever, That persons otherwise eligible for membership who are on 
active duty or who must continue to serve after the cessation of hostil-
ities are also eligible for membership. 
SEC. 7. (1) Each member of the said corporation shall have the 

right to one vote in the conduct of official business at the post level. 
Each post shall have the right to elect delegates to national conven-
tions of the corporation, which delegates shall each exercise one vote 
in the conduct of business of the respective convention to which he 
is elected. 

(2) The executive committee of the said corporation shall consist 
of one member duly elected to represent each department, and, in 
addition, all elective officers shall be members of the executive com-
mittee, ex officio. 
SEC. 8. The said corporation may and shall acquire all of the assets 

of the existing unincorporated association known as AM VETS (Amer-
ican Veterans of World War II) upon discharge or satisfactory pro-
visions for the discharge of all its liabilities. 
SEC. 9. In the event of a final dissolution or liquidation of such 

corporation, and after the discharge or satisfactory provisions for 
the discharge of all its liabilities, the remaining assets of the said 
corporation shall be transferred to the Veterans' Administration to 
be applied to the care and comfort of disabled veterans of World 
War II. 
SEC. 10. The corporation shall have power to— 
( 1) Have succession by its corporate name; 
(2) Choose such officers, representatives, and agents as are necessary 

to carry out the purposes of the corporation; 
(3) Contract and be contracted with; 
(4) Transfer and convey all real or personal property; 
(5) Borrow money for tie purposes of the corporation, issue bonds 

therefor. and secure same by mortgage subject in every case to all 
applicable provisions of Federal or State laws. 
SEC. 11. The corporation shall be liable for the acts of its officials, 

representatives, and agents when acting within the scope of their 
authority. 
SEC. 12. The corporation shall maintain in the District of Columbia 

at all times a designated agent authorized to accept services of processes 
for such corporation ' • and notice to or service upon such agent, or 
mail to the business address of such agent, shall be deemed notice or 
service upon the corporation. 
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[CHAPTER 299]
AN ACT

To authorize the inclusion within the Angostura unit of the Missouri Basin project
of certain lands owned by the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof Agriculture is authorized to add to and make a part of the Angos-tura unit of the Missouri Basin project, situated in Custer and FallRiver Counties, South Dakota, and established pursuant to the provi-sions of the Act of August 11, 1939, as amended (16 U. S. C. (and
Supp.) 590y-590z-11), any lands of the United States acquired underthe provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved
June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), the Emergency Relief AppropriationAct, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), or title III of the Bank-head-Jones Farm-Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C1010-1013), within the Bad Lands-Fall River land utilization project,
administered by the Secretary of Agriculture, which are found to

of national SEc. 13. The following national officers of the said corporation shall
be elected by the chosen delegates thereof in annual national conven-
tions, each official delegate casting one vote, to wit: National com-
mander and seven national vice commanders, one of whom shall be a
woman; finance officer, adjutant, judge advocate, and provost marshal.

of account, SEc. 14. The corporation shall keep correct and complete books and
records of account and shall also keep minutes of the proceedings of
its members, executive committee, and committees having any of the
authority of the executive committee; and shall keep at its registered
office or principal office a record giving the names and addresses of

n of books its members entitled to vote; and permit all books and records of the
corporation to be inspected by any member or his agent or his attorney
for any proper purpose at any reasonable time.

stock, etc. SEC. 15. The corporation shall not have or issue shares of stock,
nor declare or pay dividends.officers. SEC. 16. No loan shall be made by the corporation to its officers or
directors, or any of them, and any directors of the corporation who
vote for or assent to the making of a loan or advance to an officer
or director of the corporation, and any officer or officers participating
in the making of any such loan or advance, shall be jointly and
severally liable to the corporation for the amount of such loan until the
repayment thereof.

use name, SEC. 17. The corporation and its State, regional, and local sub-
divisions shall have the sole and exclusive right to have and use in
carrying out its purposes the name AMVETS (American Veterans
of World War II), and such seals, emblems, and badges as the cor-
poration may lawfully adopt.

f authon f SEC. 18. As a condition precedent to the exercise of any power orprivilege herein granted or conferred AMVETS (American Veteransof World War II) shall serve notice on the secretary of state, in each
State, of the name and address of an authorized agent in such State
upon whom legal process or demands against this corporation may
be served.

SEC. 19. Such provisions, privileges, and prerogatives as have beengranted heretofore to other national veterans' organizations by virtue
of their being incorporated by Congress are hereby granted and accrue
to AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II).

SEC. 20. The right to repeal, alter, or amend this Act at any timeis hereby expressly reserved.
Approved July 23, 1947.
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SEC. 13. The following national officers of the said corporation shall 
be elected by the chosen delegates thereof in annual national conven-
tions, each official delegate casting one vote, to wit: National com-
mander and seven national vice commanders, one of whom shall be a 
woman; finance officer, adjutant, judge advocate, and provost marshal. 
SEC. 14. The corporation shall keep correct and complete books and 

records of account and shall also keep minutes of the proceedings of 
its members, executive committee, and committees having any .of the 
authority of the executive committee; and shall keep at its registered 
office or principal office a record giving the names and addresses of 
its members entitled to vote; and permit all books and records of the 
corporation to be inspected by any member or his agent or his attorney 
for any proper purpose at any reasonable time. 
SEC. 15. The corporation shall not have or issue shares of stock, 

nor declare or pay dividends. 
SEC. 16. No loan shall be made by the corporation to its officers or 

directors, or any of them, and any directors of the corporation who 
vote for or assent to the making of a loan or advance to an officer 
or director of the corporation, and any officer or officers participating 
in the making of any such loan or advance, shall be jointly and 
severally liable to the corporation for the amount of such loan until the 
repayment thereof. 
SEC. 17. The corporation and its State, regional, and local sub-

divisions shall have the sole and exclusive right to have and use in 
carrying out its purposes the name AMVETS (American Veterans 
of World War II), and such seals, emblems, and badges as the cor-
poration may lawfully adopt. 
SEC. 18. As a condition precedent to the exercise of any power or 

privilege herein granted or conferred AMVETS (American Veterans 
of World War II) shall serve notice on the secretary of state, in each 
State, of the name and address of an authorized agent in such State 
upon whom legal process or demands against this corporation may 
be served. 
SEC. 19. Such provisions, privileges, and prerogatives as have been 

granted heretofore to other national veterans' organizations by virtue 
of their being incorporated by Congress are hereby granted and accrue 
to AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II). 
SEC. 20. The right to repeal, alter, or amend this Act at any time 

is hereby expressly reserved. 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 299] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the inclusion within the Angostura unit of the Missouri Basin project 
of certain lands owned by the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized to add to and make a part of the Angos-
tura unit of the Missouri Basin project, situated in Custer and Fall 
River Counties, South Dakota, and established pursuant to the provi-
sions of the Act of August 11, 1939, as amended (16 U. S. C. (and 
Supp.) 590y-590z-11), any lands of the United States acquired under 
the provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved 
June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act, approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115), or title III of the Bank-
head-Jones Farm-Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 
1010-1013), within the Bad Lands-Fall River land utilization project, 
administered by the Secretary of Agriculture, which are found to 
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be suitable for such transfer. All lands so added to and made a part
of the Angostura unit shall thereafter be subject to all laws applicable
to agricultural lands acquired under the provisions of section 5 (a)
of the Act of August 11, 1939, as amended (16 U. S. C. 590z-3 (a));
the costs incurred by the United States in acquiring such lands, as
well as the costs incurred in the improvement thereof for irrigation
purposes, shall be returned in the same manner as though such lands
had been acquired under the provisions of said section 5 (a).

Approved July 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 300]
AN ACT

To provide secretaries for circuit and district judges.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That each circuit
judge and each district judge may appoint a secretary, and each
senior circuit judge and each senior district judge in districts having
five or more district judges may also appoint an assistant secretary,
who shall, subject to appropriations to be made by the Congress,
receive compensation to be fixed from time to time by the Director
of the Administrative Office of the United States courts and shall
be reimbursed for their actual traveling expenses and expenses
incurred for subsistence, within the limitations prescribed by law,
when necessarily absent from their designated posts of duty on official
business.

SEC. 2. Within the meaning of this Act the District of Columbia
shall be deemed to be both a circuit and a district, the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia a circuit court of
appeals, and the chief justice and associate justices of that court the
senior circuit judge and circuit judges thereof, and the District Court
of the United States for the District of Columbia a district court,
and the chief justice and associate justices of that court the senior
district judge and district judges thereof.

Approved July 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 301] ACT
AN ACT

To integrate certain personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation and the Bureau of Customs into the Regular Coast Guard, to
establish the permanent commissioned personnel strength of the Coast Guard,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
total number of commissioned officers, including permanent, tempo-
rary, temporary service, and Reserve officers on active duty, and exclud-
ing chief warrant officers, on the active list of the Coast Guard shall
not exceed two thousand two hundred and fifty. Included in this
number shall be the sixty-one extra numbers in rank which under
existing law operate to increase the authorized number of line
officers upon separation or retirement of the person holding that
number, the five professors authorized by existing law who shall
not be considered as extra numbers in rank, and the extra numbers
in rank authorized by this Act. The commissioned officers shall
be distributed in the ranks of rear admiral, captain, commander,
lieutenant commander, lieutenant, lieutenant (junior grade), and
ensign in the same percentages as are now or may hereafter be
prescribed by statute for the Navy. To determine the authorized
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be suitable for such transfer. All lands so added to and made a part 
of the Angostura unit shall thereafter be subject to all laws applicable 
to agricultural lands acquired under the provisions of section 5 (a) 
of the Act of August 11, 1939, as amended (16 U. S. C. 590z-3 (a) ) ; 
the costs incurred by the United States in acquiring such lands, as 
well as the costs incurred in the improvement thereof for irrigation 
purposes, shall be returned in the same manner as though such lands 
had been acquired under the provisions of said section 5 (a). 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 300] 
AN ACT 

To provide secretaries for circuit and district judges. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That each circuit 
judge and each district judge may appoint a secretary, and each 
senior circuit judge and each senior district judge in districts having 
five or more district judges may also appoint an assistant secretary, 
who shall, subject to appropriations to be made by the Congress, 
receive compensation to be fixed from time to time by the Director 
of the Administrative Office of the United States courts and shall 
be reimbursed for their actual traveling expenses and expenses 
incurred for subsistence, within the limitations prescribed by law, 
when necessarily absent from their designated posts of duty on official 
business. 
SEG. 2. Within the meaning of this Act the District of Columbia 

shall be deemed to be both a circuit and a district, the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia a circuit court of 
appeals, and the chief justice and associate justices of that court the 
senior circuit judge and circuit judges thereof, and the District Court 
of the United States for the District of Columbia a district court, 
and the chief justice and associate justices of that court the senior 
district judge and district judges thereof. 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 301] 
AN ACT 

To integrate certain personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection and 
Navigation and the Bureau of Customs into the Regular Coast Guard, to 
establish the permanent commissioned personnel strength of the Coast Guard, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the 
total number of commissioned officers, including permanent, tempo-
rary, temporary service, and Reserve officers on active duty, and exclud-
ing chief warrant officers, on the active list of the Coast Guard shall 
not exceed two thousand two hundred and fifty. Included in this 
number shall be the sixty-one extra numbers in rank which under 
existing law operate to increase the authorized number of line 
officers upon separation or retirement of the person holding that 
number, the five professors authorized by existing law who shall 
not be considered as extra numbers in rank, and the extra numbers 
in rank authorized by this Act. The commissioned officers shall 
be distributed in the ranks of rear admiral, captain, commander, 
lieutenant commander, lieutenant, lieutenant (junior grade), and 
ensign in the same percentages as are now or may hereafter be 
prescribed by statute for the Navy. To determine the authorized 
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number of officers in the various ranks as provided in this section
the computation shall be based on the actual number of officers
on active duty, including permanent, temporary, temporary service,
and reserve officers on active duty, but not including extra num-
bers in the Coast Guard at the date of making the computation.
The Secretary of the Treasury shall, at least once each year, make
such a computation, and the resulting numbers in the various ranks
as so computed shall be held and considered for all purposes as
the authorized number in such various ranks. The nearest whole
number shall be regarded as the authorized number in case frac-

Reduction and in- tions result in the computation. The Secretary of the Treasury
crease of percentages is, however, as he may from time to time determine the needs of

the Coast Guard require, authorized to reduce the percentages
applicable to any rank or ranks above lieutenant commander and
in order to compensate for such reduction, to increase correspond-
ingly the percentages applicable to any rank or ranks below the

paReuction in rank, rank or ranks in which such percentages are so reduced. No officer
shall be reduced in permanent rank or pay or removed from the
active list of the Coast Guard as the result of any computation or
determination made by the Secretary of the Treasury to establish
the number of officers in the various ranks.

Promotion to rear SEC. 2. Commissioned officers, including extra numbers in rank,
shall be promoted to the ranks of rear admiral by selection, under such

dAstanst Conmaein regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. The
Chief. Assistant Commandant and the Engineer in Chief shall be entitled

to the pay and allowances provided by law for rear admirals of the
uppehaadmils of upper half. The number of rear admirals on the active list of the

Coast Guard entitled to the pay and allowances provided by law for
rear admirals of the upper half, excluding the Assistant Commandant
and the Engineer in Chief for purposes of computation, shall be
one-half of the number of officers on the active list of that rank.
Where the division results in an odd number, the odd number shall
be placed in the upper half. No officer who has or may become entitled
to the pay and allowances of a rear admiral of the upper half shall suffer
a reduction of his pay and allowances solely by reason of the fact that

recedece the number of rear admirals may for any reason be reduced. The
precedence on the list of rear admirals shall be determined by the date
of first appointment to that rank, except that the Assistant Com-
mandant shall, while holding such office, be next in precedence to the
Commandant.

commissioned ficers. SEO. 3. The President is authorized to appoint, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, permanent commissioned officers in
the Coast Guard in ranks appropriate to their qualifications, experi-
ence, and length of service, as the needs of the Coast Guard may require
and as are found by the Secretary of the Treasury, as the result of
such examinations as he may deem necessary, to be mentally, morally,

ategoes. professionally, and physically qualified, from among the following
Categorie categories:

(1) Graduates of the Coast Guard Academy;
(2) Temporary commissioned officers of the Coast Guard;
(3) Chief warrant officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men

of the Coast Guard;
(4) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve;
5) Licensed officers of the United States merchant marine

who have served four or more years aboard a vessel of the UnitedStates in the capacity of a licensed officer; and
(6) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection

and Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the Bureau
of Customs of the Treasury Department, who were transferred
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number of officers in the various ranks as provided in this section 
the computation shall be based on the actual number of officers 
on active duty, including permanent, temporary, temporary service, 
and reserve officers on active duty, but not including extra num-
bers in the Coast Guard at the date of making the computation. 
The Secretary of the Treasury shall, at least once each year, make 
such a computation, and the resulting numbers in the various ranks 
as so computed shall be held and considered for all purposes as 
the authorized number in such various ranks. The nearest whole 
number shall be regarded as the authorized number in case frac-
tions result in the computation. The Secretary of the Treasury 
is, however, as he may from time to time determine the needs of 
the Coast Guard require, authorized to reduce the percentages 
applicable to any rank or ranks above lieutenant commander and 
in order to compensate for such reduction, to increase correspond-
ingly the percentages applicable to any rank or ranks below the 
rank or ranks in which such percentages are so reduced. No officer 
shall be reduced in permanent rank or pay or removed from the 
active list of the Coast Guard as the result of any computation or 
determination made by the Secretary of the Treasury to establish 
the number of officers in the various ranks. 
SEC. 2. Commissioned officers, including extra numbers in rank, 

shall be promoted to the ranks of rear admiral by selection, under such 
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. The 
Assistant Commandant and the Engineer m Chief shall be entitled 
to the pay and allowances provided by law for rear admirals of the 
upper half. The number of rear admirals on the active list of the 
Coast Guard entitled to the pay and allowances provided by law for 
rear admirals of the upper half, excluding the Assistant Commandant 
and the Engineer in Chief for purposes of computation, shall be 
one-half of the number of officers on the active list of tkat rank. 
Where the division results in an odd number, the odd number shall 
be placed in the upper half. No officer who has or may become entitled 
to the pay and allowances of a rear admiral of the upper half shall suffer 
a reduction of his pay and allowances solely by reason of the fact that 
the number of rear admirals may for any reason be reduced. The 
precedence on the list of rear admirals shall be determined by the date 
of first appointment to that rank, except that the Assistant Com-
mandant shall, while holding such office, be next in precedence to the 
Commandant. 
SEC. 3. The President is authorized to appoint, by and with the 

advice and consent of the Senate, permanent commissioned officers in 
the Coast Guard in ranks appropriate to their qualifications, experi-
ence, and length of service, as the needs of the Coast Guard may require 
and as are found by the Secretary of the Treasury, as the result of 
such examinations as he may deem necessary, to be mentally, morally, 
professionally, and physically qualified, from among the following 
categories: 

(1) Graduates of the Coast Guard Academy; 
(2) Temporary commissioned officers of the Coast Guard; 
(3) Chief warrant officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men 

of the Coast Guard; 
(4) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve ; 
(5) Licensed officers of the United Ses merchant marine 

who have served four or more years aboard a vessel of the United 
States in the capacity of a licensed officer; and 

(6) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection 
and Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the Bureau 
of Customs of the Treasury Department, who were transferred 
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from those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Executive Order 9083,
dated February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and by Reorganization
Plan Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (11 F. R. 7875), and
who on March 1, 1942, held the civil-service rating of CAF-9
or P-3, or above.

Any person described in category (5) of this section, commissioned
pursuant to the provisions of this Act, shall serve a probationary
period of two years, during which time his commission may be revoked
if his services are unsatisfactory, pursuant to such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe.

SEx. 4. Appointees under section 3 shall take precedence with other
officers in their respective ranks in accordance with the dates of com-
mission in such ranks. Appointees whose dates of commission are the
same shall take precedence with each other as the Secretary of the
Treasury may determine. Appointees who, during any period of
World War II, served temporarily as commissioned officers of the
Coast Guard, or as commissioned officers who were regular members
of the Coast Guard Reserve on active duty, shall take precedence with
other officers in their respective ranks under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. Appointees from category
(6) of section 3 shall be assigned running mates, as determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury, from among regular line officers of the Coast
Guard in the respective ranks in which such appointees are com-
missioned.

SEo. 5. The President is authorized to appoint, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, permanent chief warrant officers in
the Coast Guard, as the needs of the Coast Guard may require and as
are found by the Secretary of the Treasury as the result of such exami-
nations as he may prescribe, to be mentally, morally, professionally,
and physically qualified, from among the following categories:

(1) Temporary commissioned officers of the Coast Guard;
(2) Temporary chief warrant officers of the Coast Guard;
3) Temporary and permanent warrant officers of the Coast

Guard;
(4) Enlisted men of the Coast Guard;
(5) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve;
6 Licensed officers of the United States merchant marine; and

(7) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the Bureau of
Customs of the Treasury Department, who were transferred from
those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Executive Order 9083, dated
February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and by Reorganization Plan
Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (11 F. R. 7875).

SEC. 6. The Secretary is authorized to appoint permanent warrant
officers in the Coast Guard, as the needs of the Coast Guard may
require and as are found by the Secretary of the Treasury, as the
result of such examinations as he may prescribe, to be mentally,
morally, professionally, and physically qualified, from among the
following categories:

(1) Temporary chief warrant officers and temporary warrant
officers of the Coast Guard;

(2) Enlisted men of the Coast Guard;
(3) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve;
(4) Licensed officers of the United States merchant marine;

and
(5) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection

and Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the
Bureau of Customs of the Treasury Department, who were
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from those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Executive Order 9083, 
dated February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and by Reorganization 
Plan Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (11 F. R. 7875), and 
who on March 1, 1942, held the civil-service rating of CAF-9 
or P-3, or above. 

Any person described in category (5) of this section, commissioned 
pursuant to the provisions of this Act, shall serve a probationary 
period of two years, during which time his commission may be revoked 
if his services are unsatisfactory, pursuant to such regulations as the 
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. 

SEo. 4. Appointees under section 3 shall take precedence with other 
officers in their respective ranks in accordance with the dates of com-
mission in such ranks. Appointees whose dates of commission are the 
same shall take precedence with each other as the Secretary of the 
Treasury may determine. Appointees who, during any period of 
World War II, served temporarily as commissioned officers of the 
Coast Guard, or as commissioned officers who were regular members 
of the Coast Guard Reserve on active duty, shall take precedence with 
other officers in their respective ranks under such regulations as the 
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe. Appointees from category 
(6) of section 3 shall be assigned running mates, as determined by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, from among regular line officers of the Coast 
Guard in the respective ranks in which such appointees are com-
missioned. 
SEC. 5. The President is authorized to appoint, by and with the 

advice and consent of the Senate, permanent chief warrant officers in 
the Coast Guard, as the needs of the Coast Guard may require and as 
are found by the Secretary of the Treasury as the result of such exami-
nations as he may prescribe, to be mentally, morally, professionally, 
and physically qualified, from among the following categories: 

(1) Temporary commissioned officers of the Coast Guard; 
(2) Temporary chief warrant officers of the Coast Guard; 
(3) Temporary and permanent warrant officers of the Coast 

Guard; 
(4) Enlisted men of the Coast Guard; 
(5) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve; 
(6) Licensed officers of the United States merchant marine; and 
(7) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection and 

Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the Bureau of 
Customs of the Treasury Department, who were transferred from 
those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Executive Order 9083, dated 
February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and by Reorganization Plan 
Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (11 F. R. 7875). 

Site. 6. The Secretary is authorized to appoint permanent warrant 
officers in the Coast Guard, as the needs of the Coast Guard may 
require and as are found by the Secretary of the Treasury, as the 
result of such examinations as he may prescribe, to be mentally, 
morally, professionally, and physically qualified, from among the 
following categories: 

(1) Temporary chief warrant officers and temporary warrant 
officers of the Coast Guard; 

(2) Enlisted men of the Coast Guard; 
(3) Members of the Coast Guard Reserve; 
(4) Licensed officers of the United States merchant marine; 

and 
(5) Personnel of the former Bureau of Marine Inspection 

and Navigation of the Department of Commerce, and the 
Bureau of Customs of the Treasury Department, who were 
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transferred from those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Execu-50U. s.C.app.§601 tive Order 9083, dated February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and
n60Stat. 1097. by Reorganization Plan Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (115 U. S. C. § l33y-16note. . F. R. 7875).

Precedence in rank. SEC. 7. Appointees under sections 5 and 6 shall take precedence
with other officers in their respective ranks in accordance with the
dates of commission in such ranks. Appointees whose dates of com-
mission are the same shall take precedence with each other as the
Secretary of the Treasury may determine. Appointees who, during
any period of World War II, served temporarily as commissioned
officers, chief warrant officers, or warrant officers of the Coast Guard,
or as commissioned officers, chief warrant officers, or warrant officers
who were regular members of the Coast Guard Reserve on active
duty, shall take precedence with other officers in their respective
ranks under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe.

Extranumbers. SEC. 8. Included in the two thousand two hundred and fifty com-
missioned officers authorized by section 1 of this Act shall be four
hundred and fifty-three extra numbers to which the President is
authorized to appoint, pursuant to the provisions of this Act, only
the personnel described in category (6) of section 3. In the event
that any person from among the personnel eligible to fill such extra
numbers does not qualify, or who, being qualified does not accept a
commission, the extra numbers not so filled shall be reserved pending
the separation of such persons from the Coast Guard by retirement,
transfer, resignation, death, or other cause. Upon such separation,
each vacancy so reserved, and each vacancy created by the unavail-
ability for appointment of personnel described in category (6) of
section 3, or by the retirement, resignation death, or other separa-
tion from the active military service of the Coast Guard of personnel
described in category (6) of section 3 who are commissioned pursuant
to the provisions of this Act shall increase by one the authorized
number of line officers, and decrease by one the authorized number
of extra numbers.

SEO. 9. Any person described in category (6) of section 3 who is
commissioned pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall be an extra

Emtgibility for pro- number in any rank to which he may be promoted. He shall be eligi-
ble for promotion, if otherwise qualified, at such time as the regular
line officer who is his running mate becomes eligible for promotion, and
shall be examined only with respect to those qualifications which per-
tain to his specialty.

ourther examina- SEc. 10. No person described in category (6) of section 3, category
(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 shall be required to
undergo further professional, physical, or mental examinations as a
prerequisite to original commissionig, appointment, or enlistment
pursuant to this Act, and the physical standards for such personnel
while serving in the Regular Coast Guard shall not be greater than
those applicable generally to civilian employees under civil-service
laws and regulations.

lComputaterioen of SEc. 11. In computing length of service for purposes of retirement
retirement. of a person.described in category (6) of section 3, category (7) of sec-

tion 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned, appointed,
or enlisted pursuant to the provisions of this Act, there shall be
included, in addition to all service now or hereafter creditable by
law, all service as a civilian employee of the United States within the

4 Stat. 614. purview of the Act of May 22, 1920, as amended (5 U. S. C. 691 and453 p. 135;o, the following), such service to be classified as commissioned, warrantor enlisted depending upon which status the person assumes upon his
entry into the Regular Coast Guard. Service covering the same period
shall not be counted more than once.
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transferred from those bureaus to the Coast Guard by Execu-
tive Order 9083, dated February 28, 1942 (7 F. R. 1609), and 
by Reorganization Plan Numbered 3, effective July 16, 1946 (11 
F. R. 7875). 

SEC. 7. Appointees under sections 5 and 6 shall take precedence 
with other officers in their respective ranks in accordance with the 
dates of commission in such ranks. Appointees whose dates of com-
mission are the same shall take precedence with each other as the 
Secretary of the Treasury may determine. Appointees who,. during 
any period of World War II, served temporarily as commissioned 
officers, chief warrant officers, or warrant officers of the Coast Guard, 
or as commissioned officers, chief warrant officers, or warrant officers 
who were regular members of the Coast Guard Reserve on active 
duty, shall take precedence with other officers in their respective 
ranks under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may 
prescribe. 
SEC. 8. Included in the two thousand two hundred and fifty com-

missioned officers authorized by section 1 of this Act shall be four 
hundred and fifty-three extra numbers to which the President is 
authorized to appoint, pursuant to the provisions of this Act, only 
the personnel described in category (6) of section 3. In the event 
that any person from among the personnel eligible to fill such extra 
numbers does not qualify, or who, being qualified does not accept a 
commission? the extra numbers not so filled shall be reserved pending 
the separation of such persons from the Coast Guard by retirement, 
transfer, resignation, death, or other cause. Upon such separation, 
each vacancy so reserved, and each vacancy created by the unavail-
ability for appointment of personnel described in category (6) of 
section 3, or by the retirement, resignation, death, or other separa-
tion from the active military service of the Coast Guard of personnel 
described in category (6) of section 3 who are commissioned pursuant 
to the provisions of this Act shall increase by one the authorized 
number of line officers, and decrease by one the authorized number 
of extra numbers. 
SEC. 9. Any person described in category (6) of section 3 who is 

commissioned pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall be an extra 
number in any rank to which he may be promoted. He shall be eligi-
ble for promotion, if otherwise qualified, at such time as the regular 
line officer who is his running mate becomes eligible for promotion, and 
shall be examined only with respect to those qualifications which per-
tain to his specialty. 

SEo. 10. No person described in category (6) of section 3, category 
(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 shall be required to 
undergo further professional, physical, or mental examinations as a 
prerequisite to original commissioning, appointment, or enlistment 
pursuant to this Act, and the physical standards for such personnel 
while serving in the Regular Coast Guard shall not be greater than 
those applicable generally to civilian employees under civil-service 
laws and regulations. 

SEo. 11. In computing length of service for purposes of retirement 
of a person described in category (6) of section 3, category (7) of sec-
tion 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned, appointed, 
or enlisted pursuant to the provisions of this Act, there shall be 
included, in addition to all service now or hereafter creditable by 
law, all service as a civilian employee of the United States within the 
purview of the Act of May.  22, 1920, as amended (5 U. S. C. 691 and 
the following), such service to be classified as commissioned, warrant, 
or enlisted depending upon which status the person assumes upon hi 

i s entry into the Regular Coast Guard. Service covering the same period 
shall not be counted more than once. 
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SEC. 12. Any person described in category (6) of section 3, category
(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned,
appointed or enlisted pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall not
be entitled to any retirement benefits under any laws relating to the
retirement of civilian personnel of the Federal Government, but shall
be entitled upon claim therefor to a return of the total contributions
made by him to the retirement fund with interest thereon and, in
addition, to eligibility for retirement benefits provided by law for
members of the Regular Coast Guard, he shall, if his total service in
the Federal Government, civil plus military, is fifteen years or over,
be entitled, upon reaching the statutory retirement age for military
personnel of the Regular Coast Guard, to retirement pay amounting
to 75 per centum of his active-duty pay at the time of such retirement;
and, in the administration of applicable laws for physical disability
retirement, a disability shall be deemed to have been incurred incident
to Coast Guard service if the cause of such disability is not due to
vicious habits, intemperance, or misconduct.

SEC. 13. No person described in category (6) of section 3, category
(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned,
appointed, or enlisted in the Coast Guard pursuant to the provisions of
this Act shall suffer any reduction in annual compensation, including
allowances, below the compensation applicable to his permanent civil-
service position at the time of such commissioning, appointment, or
enlistment, exclusive of overtime compensation, and the civil-service
status, tenure, seniority, and compensation of any such person who
for any reason is not commissioned, appointed, or enlisted under the
provisions of this Act shall not be impaired by reason of this Act.

SEC. 14. Accrued military leave of any person described in category
(6) of section 3, category (7) of section 5, or category (5) of section
6 who is a member of the Coast Guard Reserve or the Naval Reserve
on active duty, and who is commissioned, appointed, or enlisted pur-
suant to the provisions of this Act, shall be credited to him upon such
commissioning, appointment, or enlistment.

SEC. 15. Any person described in category (5) of section 6 who
enlists in the Coast Guard shall be considered as enlisted pursuant to
this Act.

SEC. 16. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with this Act are
hereby repealed; but nothing contained in this Act shall be construed
to affect the continued application to the Coast Guard of the Act of
July 24,1941, as amended (34 U. S. C., Supp. V, sees. 350-350J).

Approved July 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 302]
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To extend temporarily the time for filing applications for patents and for taking [H. R. 3958]
action in the United States Patent Office with respect thereto. [Public Law 220]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the period of
extension of priority rights under section 1 of Public Law 690,
Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August 8, 1946, and the time for
the payment of any fee or the taking of any other action under section
3 of said Act, specified as expiring twelve months after the passage
of that Act, shall be further extended to a date not later than Feb-
ruary 29, 1948, in favor of citizens of the United States and citizens
or subjects of countries which grant or shall grant before February 29,
1948, substantially reciprocal privileges to citizens of the United States
for such extended term, subject to the provisions of said Public Law 690.

Approved July 23, 1947.

Patents.
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SEC. 12. Any person described in category (6) of section 3, category 
(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned, 
appointed, or enlisted pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall not 
be entitled to any retirement benefits under any laws relating to the 
retirement of civilian personnel of the Federal Government, but shall 
be entitled upon claim therefor to a return of the total contributions 
made by him to the retirement fund with interest thereon and, in 
addition, to eligibility for retirement benefits provided by law for 
members of the Regular Coast Guard, he shall, if his total service in 
the Federal Government, civil plus military1 is fifteen years or over, 
be entitled, upon reaching the statutory retirement age for military 
personnel of the Regular Coast Guard, to retirement pay amounting 
to 75 per centum of his active-duty pay at the time of such retirement; 
and, in the administration of applicable laws for physical disability 
retirement, a disability shall be deemed to have been incurred incident 
to Coast Guard service if the cause of such disability is not due to 
vicious habits, intemperance, or misconduct. 
SEC. 13. No person described in category (6) of section 3, category 

(7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 6 who is commissioned, 
appointed, or enlisted in the Coast Guard pursuant to the provisions of 
this Act shall suffer any reduction in annual compensation, including 
allowances, below the compensation applicable to his permanent civil-
service position at the time of such commissioning, appointment, .or 
enlistment, exclusive of overtime compensation, and the civil-service 
status, tenure, seniority, and compensation of any such person who 
for any reason is not commissioned, appointed, or enlisted under the 
provisions of this Act shall not be impaired by reason of this Act. 
SEC. 14. Accrued military leave of any person described in category 

(6) of section 3, category (7) of section 5, or category (5) of section 
6 who is a member of the Coast Guard Reserve or the Naval Reserve 
on active duty, and who is commissioned, appointed, or enlisted pur-
suant to the provisions of this Act, shall be credited to him upon such 
commissioning, appointment, or enlistment. 
SEC. 15. Any person described in category (5) of section 6 who 

enlists in the Coast Guard shall be considered as enlisted pursuant to 
this Act. 
SEC. 16. All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with this Act are 

hereby repealed; but nothing contained in this Act shall be construed 
to affect the continued application to the Coast Guard of the Act of 
July 24, 1941, as amended (34U. S. C., Supp. V, secs. 350-350J). 
Approved July 23, 1947. 
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To extend temporarily the time for filing applications for patents and for taking  [H. It. 3958]  
action in the United States Patent Office with respect thereto. [Public Law 220] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the period of 
extension of priority rights under section 1 of Public Law 690, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August 8, 1946, and the time for 
the payment of any fee or the taking of any other action under section 
3 of said Act, specified as expiring twelve months after the passage 
of that Act, shall be further extended to a date not later than Feb-
ruary 29, 1948, in favor of citizens of the United States and citizens 
or subjects of countries which grant or shall grant before February 29, 
1948, substantially reciprocal privileges to citizens of the United States 
for such extended term, subject to the provisions of said Public Law 690. 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

Patents. 
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[CHAPTER 304]
AN ACT

[H. R. 205] To amend the Act approved May 7, 1934, granting citizenship to the Metlakahtla
[Public Law 221] Indians of Alaska.

II

[CHAPTER 306]
July 24, 1947 AN ACT
[

11
. R. 

1 , 0
' To authorize the Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to provide for the exercise

[Public Law 91 of zoning power in town sites on the public lands of the United States.

Alaska.
Zoning power in

town sites.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 18821

[Public Law 223]

Walker, Minn.
Appropriation au-

thorized for school
facilities.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Legis-
lature of the Territory of Alaska is hereby authorized to exercise
or to provide for the exercise of zoning power, through a Territorial
Zoning Commission or otherwise, in town sites on the public lands
of the United States in Alaska; except that such power shall not
extend to lands or buildings while they are being utilized by, or to
buildings or other structures while they are being constructed by or
for, the United States.

Approved July 24, 1947.
[CHAPTER 306]

AN ACT
For expenditure of funds for cooperating with the public-school board at Walker,

Minnesota, for the extension of public-school facilities to be available to all
Indian children in the district.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, an additional sum of $35,000 for the purpose

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Metlakahtla, etc., United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the

Act of May 7, 1934, entitled "An Act granting citizenship to the Metla-
s . .c.l§60lnote. kahtla Indians of Alaska" (48 Stat. 667) is hereby amended to read as

follows:
U. s. citizenship. "That the Indians of the Tsimshian Tribe, and those people

known as Metlakahtlans, who emigrated from Metlakahtla, British
Columbia, Canada to Annette Island, in the Alexander Archipel-
ago in southeastern Alaska in the year 1887, and there established
a colony known as Metlakahtla, Alaska, and any and all other
British Columbia Indians who joined them there not later than
January 1, 1900, and have since resided continuously in the Terri-
tory of Alaska, having been faithful and loyal to the Constitution,
laws, and the Government of the United States, are hereby de-
clared to be citizens of the United States."

SEc. 2. That the first sentence of section 339 of the Nationality
Act of 1940, approved October 14, 1940, as amended (54 Stat. 1160;
58 Stat. 4; 8 U. S. C. Supp. 739), is hereby amended to read as
follows:

Certificate of citi- "SEC. 339. A person who claims to have derived United States
citizenship through the naturalization of a parent or through the
naturalization or citizenship of a husband, or who is a citizen of the
United States by virtue of the provisions of section 1993 of the
United States Revised Statutes, or of section 1993 of the United
States Revised Statutes as amended by section 1 of the Act of May
24, 1934 (48 Stat. 797), or who is a citizen of the United States
by virtue of the provisions of section 201 (c), (d), (e), and (g)

8 U. S. C. 601 (c), of the Nationality Act of 1940 (54 Stat. 1138; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 601),
or of the Act of May 7, 1934 (48 Stat. 667), may apply to the Commis-
sioner for a certificate of citizenship."

Approved July 23, 1947.
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Walker, Mimi. 
Appropriation au-
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facilities. 

[CHAPTER 304] 
AN ACT 

July 23, 1947 
[H. R. 205]  To amend the Act approved May 7, 1934, granting citizenship to the Metlakahtla 

[Public Law 221] Indians of Alaska. 

Metlakahtla, etc., 
Indians of Alaska. 

8 U. S. C. §601 note. 

U. S. citizenship. 

Certificate of citi-
zenship. 

8 U. S. C. § 601 (0, 
(d), (e), (g), and note. 

July 24, 1947 
[II. R. 1609] 

[Public Law 222] 

Alaska. 
Zoning power In 

town sites. 

July 24, 1947 

  For expenditure of funds for cooperating with the public-school board at Walker, 
[Public Law 223] Minnesota, for the extension of public-school facilities to be available to all 

Indian children in the district. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, an additional sum of $35,000 for the purpose 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of the 
Act of May 7, 1934, entitled "An Act granting citizenship to the Metla-
kahtla Indians of Alaska" (48 Stat. 667) is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 
"That the Indians of the Tsimshian Tribe, and those people 

known as Metlakahtlans, who emigrated from Metlakahtla, British 
Columbia, Canada to Annette Island, in the Alexander Archipel-
ago in southeastern Alaska in the year 1887, and there established 
a colony known as Metlakahtla, Alaska, and any and all other 
British Columbia Indians who joined them there not later than 
January 1, 1900, and have since resided continuously in the Terri-
tory of Alaska, having been faithful and loyal to the Constitution, 
laws, and the Government of the United States, are hereby de-
clared to be citizens of the United States." 
SEO. 2. That the first sentence of section 339 of the Nationality 

Act of 1940, approved October 14, 1940, as amended (54 Stat. 1160; 
58 Stat. 4; 8 U. S. C. Supp. 739), is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 
"SEC. 339. A person who claims to have derived United States 

citizenship through the naturalization of a parent or through the 
naturalization or citizenship of a husband, or who is a citizen of the 
United States by virtue of the provisions of section 1993 of the 
United States Revised Statutes, or of section 1993 of the United 
States Revised Statutes as amended by section 1 of the Act of May 
24, 1934 (48 Stat. 797) 2 or who is a citizen of the United States 
by virtue of the provisions of section 201 (c), (d), (e), and (g) 
of the Nationality Act of 1940 (54 Stat. 1138; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 601), 
or of the Act of May 7, 1934 (48 Stat. 667), may apply to the Commis-
sioner for a certificate of citizenship." 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 305] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to provide for the exercise 
of zoning power in town sites on the public lands of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Legis-
lature of the Territory of Alaska is hereby authorized to exercise 
or to provide for the exercise of zoning power, through a Territorial 
Zoning Commission or otherwise, in town sites on the public lands 
of the United States in Alaska except that such power shall not 
extend to lands or buildings while they are being utilized by, or to 
buildings or other structures while they are being constructed by or 
for, the United States. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 306] 
AN ACT 
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of cooperating with Independent School District Numbered 5, Cass
County, Minnesota, at Walker, Minnesota, for the construction, exten-
sion, equipment, and improvement of public-school facilities at Walker,
Minnesota, as authorized by the Act of July 1,1940 (54 Stat. 707, 708):
Provided, That the expenditure of the additional amount herein
authorized to be appropriated shall be subject to the same terms,
conditions, and requests contained in the Act of July 1, supra.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 307]
AN ACT

To amend the Alaska game law.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second
paragraph of section 4 of the Alaska game law of January 13, 1925
(43 Stat. 739), as amended July 1, 1943 (57 Stat. 301), is further
amended to read as follows:

"Members of the Commission, other than the executive officer, each
shall receive as compensation for his services a per diem of $10 while
going to and from and while actually engaged in investigations,
meetings, inquiries, and hearings of the Commission, but the total per
diem compensation of all the Commissioners, taken together, shall
not exceed the sum of $7,000 in any one fiscal year. In addition, each
member of the Commission, including the executive officer, shall have
reimbursed to him necessary traveling and subsistence expenses
incurred or made in the discharge of his official duties. The per diem
compensation and the traveling and subsistence expenses of the Com-
missioners, other than the executive officer, shall be paid from the
appropriations authorized by section 17 of this Act, and the salary
and the traveling and subsistence expenses of the executive officer shall
be paid from such appropriations for the work of the Fish and
Wildlife Service in the Territory, including those provided for by this
Act, as the Director may designate."

SEC. 2. Any and all employment of members of the Commission to
carry out the investigations, inquiries, and hearings referred to in
section 4 of the Alaska game law prior to the enactment of this Act,
and the payment of compensation to them for such services in addition
to the payment of compensation for their services in attendance at
meetings of the Commission, is hereby approved.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 308]
AN ACT

To transfer the Panama Railroad pension fund to the civil service retirement and
disability fund.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That beginning July
1, 1947, all officers and employees of the Panama Railroad Company
not employed on the Isthmus of Panama and not within the operation
of section 91 through section 107 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code
shall be included within the terms of the Civil Service Retirement
Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, unless excluded by Executive orders
issued under the authority of said Act.

SEC. 2. The Panama Railroad Company shall cause to be trans-
ferred to the Secretary of the Treasury for credit to the civil service
retirement and disability fund an amount equal to the gross assets of

July 24,1947
[H. R. 33431

[Public Law 224]

48 U. S.C. § 210.
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[H. R. 35131
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of cooperating with Independent School District Numbered 5, Cass 
County, Minnesota, at Walker, Minnesota, for the construction, exten-
sion, equipment, and improvement of public-school facilities at Walker, 
Minnesota, as authorized by the Act of July 1, 1940 (54 Stat. 707, 708) : 
Provided, That the expenditure of the additional amount herein 
authorized to be appropriated shall be subject to the same terms, 
conditions, and requests contained in the Act of July 1, supra. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 307] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Alaska game law. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the second 
paragraph of section 4 of the Alaska game law of January 13, 1925 
(43 Stat. 739), as amended July 1, 1943 (57 Stat. 301), is further 
amended to read as follows: 
"Members of the Commission, other than the executive officer, each 

shall receive as compensation for his services a per diem of $10 while 
going to and from and while actually engaged in investigations, 
meetings, inquiries, and hearings of the Commission, but the total per 
diem compensation of all the Commissioners, taken together, shall 
not exceed the sum of $7,000 in any one fiscal year. In addition, each 
member of the Commission, including the executive officer, shall have 
reimbursed to him necessary traveling and subsistence expenses 
incurred or made in the discharge of his official duties. The per diem 
compensation and the traveling and subsistence expenses of the Com-
missioners, other than the executive officer, shall be paid from the 
appropriations authorized by section 17 of this Act, and the salary 
and the traveling and subsistence expenses of the executive officer shall 
be paid from such appropriations for the work of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service in the Territory, including those provided for by this 
Act, as the Director may designate." 
SEC. 2. Any and all employment of members of the Commission to 

carry out the investigations, inquiries, and hearings referred to in 
section 4 of the Alaska game law prior to the enactment of this Act, 
and the payment of compensation to them for such services in addition 
to the payment of compensation for their services in attendance at 
meetings of the Commission, is hereby approved. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 308] 
AN ACT 

July 24, 1947 
[H. R. 3343] 

[Public Law 224] 
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July 24, 1947 

To transfer the Panama Railroad pension fund to the civil service retirement and  [H. R. 3513]  
disability fund. [Public Law 225] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That beginning July 
1, 1947, all officers and employees of the Panama Railroad Company 
not employed on the Isthmus of Panama and not within the operation 
of section 91 through section 107 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code 
shall be included within the terms of the Civil Service Retirement 
Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, unless excluded by Executive orders 
issued under the authority of said Act. 

Sigo. 2. The Panama Railroad Company shall cause to be trans-
ferred to the Secretary of the Treasury for credit to the civil service 
retirement and disability fund an amount equal to the gross asseth of 
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the Panama Railroad pension fund at the close of business on June
30, 1947, subject to the assumption of the liabilities of that fund as of
the close of business on June 30, 1947, by the civil service retirement
and disability fund.

SEC. 3. Under such regulations as the Civil Service Commission may
prescribe, an individual account shall be established for each officer
and employer who is a member of the Panama Railroad pension fund
as of June 30, 1947, and to whom this Act applies, to which shall be
credited the amount of contributions which he would have made, had
he, while employed by the Panama Railroad Company prior to July
1, 1947, been within the purview of the Civil Service Retirement Act
of May 29, 1930, as amended, with interest thereon, and credit shall be
allowed for the purposes of said Act for the period of service covered
by said contributions.

SEC. 4. No credit under section 3 of this Act shall be allowed under
the Civil Service Retirement Act to any officer or employee to whom
this Act applies for service rendered the Panama Railroad Company
prior to July 1, 1947, unless and until the amount of any refund of
contributions to any such officer or employee out of the Panama Rail-
road pension fund has been redeposited with interest in the civil service
retirement and disability fund.

SEc. 5. In the case of those officers and employees of the Panama
Railroad Company who before July 1, 1947, shall have been retired
under the provisions of the Panama Railroad pension plan, the
annuity shall be paid out of the civil service retirement and disability
fund, but this Act shall not be so construed as to reduce or increase
the annuity in any such case, and all rights and benefits of such persons
shall otherwise continue as though this Act had not been enacted.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 309]
AN ACT

To amend section 1602 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1602
of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec.

53 Stat. 184. 1602), as amended, is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof a
. 1602. new subsection to read as follows:

"(d) VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.-A State law may, without beingdeemed to violate the standards set forth in subsection (a), permit
voluntary contributions to be used in the computation of reduced rates
if such contributions are paid prior to the expiration of one hundred
and twenty days after the beginning of the year for which such
rates are effective, or prior to January 1, 1948, whichever date is
the later."

Applicability. SEC. 2. The amendment made by section 1 shall be applicable only
with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1945.

Approved July 24, 1947.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 734]

[Public Law 227]

Claims of Indian
tribes in Washington.

[CHAPTER 311]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of February 12, 1925, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
Congress approved February 12, 1925 (43 Stat. 886), entitled "An Act
authorizing certain Indian tribes, or any of them, residing in the State
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the Panama Railroad pension fund at the close of business on June 
30, 1947, subject to the assumption of the liabilities of that fund as of 
the close of business on June 30, 1947, by the civil service retirement 
and disability fund. 
Sm. 3. Under such regulations as the Civil Service Commission may 

prescribe, an individual account shall be established for each officer 
and employer who is a member of the Panama Railroad pension fund 
as of June 30, 1947, and to whom this Act applies, to which shall be 
credited the amount of contributions which he would have made, had 
he, while employed by the Panama Railroad Company prior to July 
1, 1947, been within the purview of the Civil Service Retirement Act 
of May 29, 1930, as amended, with interest thereon, and credit shall be 
allowed for the purposes of said Act for the period of service covered 
by said contributions. 
SEC. 4. No credit under section 3 of this Act shall be allowed under 

the Civil Service Retirement Act to any officer or employee to whom 
this Act applies for service rendered the Panama Railroad Company 
prior to July 1, 1947, unless and until the amount of any refund of 
contributions to any such officer or employee out of the Panama Rail-
road pension fund has been redeposited with interest in the civil service 
retirement and disability fund. 

Sr.c. 5. In the case of those officers and employees of the Panama 
Railroad Company who before July 1, 1947, shall have been retired 
under the provisions of the Panama Railroad pension plan, the 
annuity shall be paid out of the civil service retirement and disability 
fund, but this Act shall not be so construed as to reduce or increase 
the annuity in any such case, and all rights and benefits of such persons 
shall otherwise continue as though this Act had not been enacted. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 309] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 1602 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1602 
of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 
1602), as amended, is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof a 
new subsection to read as follows: 

"(d) VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS.—A State law may, without being 
deemed to violate the standards set forth in subsection (a), permit 
voluntary contributions to be used in the computation of reduced rates 
if such contributions are paid prior to the expiration of one hundred 
and twenty days after the beginning of the year for which such 
rates are effective, or prior to January 1, 1948, whichever date is 
the later." 
SEC. 2. The amendment made by section 1 shall be applicable only 

with respect to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1945. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 311] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of February 12, 1925, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
Congress approved February 12, 1925 (43 Stat. 886), entitled "An Act 
authorizing certain Indian tribes, or any of them, residing in the State 
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of Washington to submit to the Court of Claims certain claims grow-
ing out of treaties or otherwise", be, and the same is hereby, amended
by adding thereto the following sections:

"SEC. 4. That in the action now pending before the Court of
Claims entitled "The Quinaielt Tribe of Indians versus the United
States", numbered L-23, instituted pursuant to the provisions of
this Act, the Quinaielt Tribe is hereby declared to be the proper
party plaintiff for the purpose of further proceedings in that action,
and for the purpose of prosecuting the action to a final conclusion
on behalf of all Indians having rights in the Quinaielt Reservation
as established under the treaty of July 1, 1855, and January 25,
1856 (12 Stat. 971), the Executive order of November 4, 1873, and
any subsequent acts of Congress.

"SEC. 5. That the Court of Claims is authorized and directed,
notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, to ascertain what
attorney or attorneys have performed services for the Indians of
the Quinaielt Reservation in the aforesaid action, and in conformity
with the contract of employment, approved by the Secretary of the
Interior on November 30, 1937, to determine the compensation of
the attorney or attorneys on the basis of quantum meruit but not
exceeding in the aggregate 10 per centum of the amount of the
judgment, if any, to be entered in said action. The proceeds of the
judgment, less the amount deductible for attorneys compensation
and the amount deductible for necessary and proper expenses, shall
be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of
the Indians having rights in the Quinaielt Reservation as estab-
lished under the treaty of July 1, 1855, and January 25, 1856 (12
Stat. 971), the Executive order of November 4, 1873, and any subse-
quent Acts of Congress: Provided, That the plaintiff in the afore-
said pending action may amend its petition to conform to this
Act and the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public, 726, Seventy-ninth
Congress).

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 312]
AN ACT

Authorizing a per capita payment of $50 each to the members of the Red Lake
Band of Chippewa Indians from the proceeds of the sale of timber and lumber
on the Red Lake Reservation.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to withdraw as much
as may be necessary from the fund on deposit in the Treasury of the
United States arising from the proceeds of the sale of timber and
lumber within the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota, according to
the provisions of the Act of May 18,1916 (39 Stat. L. 137), to the credit
of the Red Lake Indians in Minnesota, and to make therefrom a per
capita payment or distribution of $50 to each of the members of the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians of the State of Minnesota, living
at the date of the passage of this Act, immediately payable upon the
passage of this Act, under such rules and regulations as the said Secre-
tary may prescribe: Provided, That the money paid to the Indians as
authorized herein shall not be subject to any lien or claim of attorneys
or other parties: Provided further, That before any payment is made
hereunder, the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota
shall, in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Interior, ratify the provisions of this Act and accept same.

Approved July 24, 1947.
95347°-48-pt. 1-27
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of Washington to submit to the Court of Claims certain claims grow-
ing out of treaties or otherwise", be, and the same is hereby, amended 
by adding thereto the following sections: 

"SEc. 4. That in the action now pending before the Court of 
Claims entitled "The Quinaielt Tribe of Indians versus the United 
States", numbered L-23, instituted pursuant to the provisions of 
this Act, the Quinaielt Tribe is hereby declared to be the proper 
party plaintiff for the purpose of further proceedings in that action, 
and for the purpose of prosecuting the action to a final conclusion 
on behalf of all Indians having rights in the Quinaielt Reservation 
as established under the treaty of July 1, 1855, and January 25, 
1856 (12 Stat. 971), the Executive order of November 4, 1873, and 
any subsequent acts of Congress. 

"SEc. 5. That the Court of Claims is authorized and directed, 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, to ascertain what 
attorney or attorneys have performed services for the Indians of 
the Quinaielt Reservation in the aforesaid action, and in conformity 
with the contract of employment, approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior on November 30, 1937, to determine the compensation of 
the attorney or attorneys on the basis of quantum meruit but not 
exceeding in the aggregate 10 per centum of the amount of the 
judgment, if any, to be entered in said action. The proceeds of the 
judgment, less the amount deductible for attorneys compensation 
and the amount deductible for necessary and proper expenses, shall 
be deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of 
the Indians having rights in the Quinaielt Reservation as estab-
lished under the treaty of July 1, 1855, and January 25, 1856 (12 
Stat. 971), the Executive order of November 4, 1873, and any subse-
quent Acts of Congress: Provided, That the plaintiff in the afore-
said pending action may amend its petition to conform to this 
Act and the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public, 726, Seventy-ninth 
Congress). 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 312] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing a per capita payment of $50 each to the members of the Red Lake 
Band of Chippewa Indians from the proceeds of the sale of timber and lumber 
on the Red Lake Reservation. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized to withdraw as much 
as may be necessary from the fund on deposit in the Treasury of the 
United States arising from the proceeds of the sale of timber and 
lumber within the Red Lake Reservation in Minnesota, according to 
the provisions of the Act of May 18, 1916 (39 Stat. L. 137), to the credit 
of the Red Lake Indians in Minnesota, and to make therefrom a per 
capita payment or distribution of $50 to each of the members of the 
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians of the State of Minnesota, living 
at the date of the passage of this Act, immediately payable upon the 
passage of this Act, under such rules and regulations as the said Secre-
tary may prescribe: Provided, That the money paid to the Indians as 
authorized herein shall not be subject to any lien or claim of attorneys 
or other parties: Provided further, That before any payment is made 
hereunder, the Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota 
shall, in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Interior, ratify the provisions of this Act and accept same. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 313]
July 24, 1947
[H. R. 1554]

[Public Law 229]

Alaska.

48 U. S. C. if 321a-
327.

Reservation of right-
of-way for roads, etc.

Payment for value
of crops, etc.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 2097]

[Public Law 230]

Northern Cheyenne
Indian Reservation.

Sale of timber, etc.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 2825]

[Public Law 231]

Minnesota.
Appropriation au-

thorized for school
facilities.

54 Stat. 1020.

[61 STAT.

AN ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the transfer of the duties

authorized and authority conferred by law upon the board of road commis-
sioners in the Territory of Alaska to the Department of the Interior, and for
other purposes", approved June 30, 1932.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the act entitled
"An Act providing for the transfer of the duties authorized and
authority conferred by law upon the board of road commissioners in
the Territory of Alaska to the Department of the Interior, and for
other purposes", approved June 30, 1932 (47 Stat. 446), is hereby
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 5. In all patents for lands hereafter taken up, entered, or
located in the Territory of Alaska, and in all deeds by the United
States hereafter conveying any lands to which it may have reacquired
title in said Territory not included within the limits of any organized
municipality, there shall be expressed that there is reserved, from the
lands described in said patent or deed, a right-of-way thereon for
roads, roadways, highways, tramways, trails, bridges, and appurtenant
structures constructed or to be constructed by or under the authority
of the United States or of any State created out of the Territory of
Alaska. When a right-of-way reserved under the provisions of this
Act is utilized by the United States or under its authority, the head
of the agency in charge of such utilization is authorized to determine
and make payment for the value of the crops thereon if not harvested
by the owner, and for the value of any improvements, or for the cost
of removing them to another site, if less than their value."

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 314]
AN ACT

To declare the ownership of the timber on the allotments on the Northern Cheyenne
Indian Reservation, and to authorize the sale thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Act of June 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 690), the timber
on the allotments on the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation,
whether or not the lands were hitherto classified as chiefly valuable
for timber, are hereby declared to be the property of the allottees and
may hereafter be sold pursuant to the provisions of section 8 of the
Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 857; 25 U. S. C., sec. 406). Nothing
contained in this Act shall be construed to require the payment to the
allottees of the proceeds of sales made prior to the passage of this Act.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 315]
AN ACT

To provide additional funds for cooperation with public-school districts (organized
and unorganized) in Mahnomen, Itasca, Pine, Becker, and Cass Counties,
Minnesota, in the construction, improvement, and extension of school facilities
to be available to both Indian and white children.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in addition to
the amount authorized to be appropriated by the Act of October 8,
1940 (Public, Numbered 804, Seventy-sixth Congress), there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not
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[H. R. , 1554]  To amend the Act entitled "An Act providing for the transfer of the duties 

[Public Law 229] authorized and authority conferred by law upon the board of road commis-
sioners in the Territory of Alaska to the Department of the Interior, and for 
other purposes", approved June 30, 1932. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the act entitled 
"An Act providing for the transfer of the duties authorized and 
authority conferred by law upon the board of road commissioners in 
the Territory of Alaska to the Department of the Interior, and for 
other purposes", approved June 30, 1932 (47 Stat. 446), is hereby 
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 
"SEC. 5. In all patents for lands hereafter taken up, entered, or 

located in the Territory of Alaska, and in all deeds by the United 
States hereafter conveying any lands to which it may have reacquired 
title in said Territory not included within the limits of any organized 
municipality, there shall be expressed that there is reserved, from the 
lands described in said patent or deed, a right-of-way thereon for 
roads, roadways, highways, tramways, trails, bridges, and appurtenant 
structures constructed or to be constructed by or under the authority 
of the United States or of any State created out of the Territory of 
Alaska. When a right-of-way reserved under the provisions of this 
Act is utilized by the United States or under its authority, the head 
of the agency in charge of such utilization is authorized to determine 
and make payment for the value of the crops thereon if not harvested 
by the owner, and for the value of any improvements, or for the cost 
of removing them to another site, if less than their value." 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 314] 
AN ACT 

To declare the ownership of the timber on the allotments on the Northern Cheyenne 
Indian Reservation, and to authorize the sale thereof. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Act of June 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 690), the timber 
on the allotments on the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation, 
whether or not the lands were hitherto classified as chiefly valuable 
for timber, are hereby declared to be the property of the allottees and 
may hereafter be sold pursuant to the provisions of section 8 of the 
Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat. 857; 25 U. S. C., sec. 406). Nothing 
contained in this Act shall be construed to require the payment to the 
allottees of the proceeds of sales made prior to the passage of this Act. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 315] 
AN ACT July 24, 1047 
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[Public Law 231] and unorganized) in Mahnomen, Itasca, Pine, Becker, and Cass Counties, 
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54 Stat. 1020. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in addition to 
the amount authorized to be appropriated by the Act of October 8, 
1940 (Public, Numbered 804, Seventy-sixth Congress), there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not 
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otherwise appropriated, the sum of $213,000 for the purpose of cooper-
ating with the following public-school districts (both organized and
unorganized) in the State of Minnesota, such appropriation to be
apportioned as follows: Naytahwaush, Independent School District
Numbered 29, Mahnomen County, $146,000; Inger, District Numbered
6 (Deer River), Itasca County, $12,500; Lake Lena, District Num-
bered 129, Pine County, $12,500; Pine Point, District Numbered 133,
Becker County, $27,000; Squaw Point area, unorganized territory
Cass County, $15,000; for the construction, extension, equipment, and
improvement of public-school facilities: Provided, That the expendi- schovailabityn of

ture of any money so authorized shall be subject to the express condi- dren.
tions that the schools maintained by these said districts in the said
buildings shall be available to all Indian children of the districts, on
the same terms, except as to payment of tuition, as other children of
said school districts: Provided further, That plans and specifications iPlans and specifea-

for construction, extension, or improvement of structures shall be
furnished by local or State authorities without cost to the United
States Government, and upon approval thereof by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, actual work shall proceed under the direction of
such local or State officials. Payment for work in place shall be Payment for work

made monthly on vouchers properly certified by local officials of the
Indian Service: Provided further, That any amount expended on any UReconpment by

project hereunder, title to which will, after recoupment is accom-
plished, vest in the public school district, shall be recouped by the
United States within a period of thirty years, commencing with the
date of occupancy of the project, through reducing the annual Federal
payments for the education of Indian pupils enrolled in public or
high schools of the district involved, or by the acceptance of Indian
pupils in such schools without cost to the United States, and in com-
puting the amount of recoupment for each project interest at 3 per
centum per annum shall be included on unrecouped balances: And
provided further, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount Transfer of funds.

allocable to any of the several above-named districts may be trans-
ferred in the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the
amount of any other of the above-mentioned projects, but no project
shall be increased more than 10 per centum by any such transfer.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 316]
AN ACT July 24, 1947

Granting the consent and approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating nl. R. 3598
to the better utilization of the fisheries (marine, shell, and anadromous) of the [Public Law 2321
Pacific coast and creating the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent Interstate fsheries

and approval of Congress is hereby given to an interstate compact
relating to the better utilization of the fisheries (marine, shell, and
anadromous) of the Pacific coast, creating the Pacific Marine Fisheries racifc Mainne Fih-

Commission, and now ratified by the States of California, Oregon,
and Washington. The compact reads as follows:

"PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMPACT

"The contracting states do hereby agree as follows:

"AKRInLE I

"The purposes of this compact are and shall be to promote the PIurpoS-

better utilization of fisheries, marine, shell and anadromous, which
are of mutual concern, and to develop a joint program of protection
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otherwise appropriated, the sum of $213,000 for the purpose of cooper-
ating with the following public-school districts (both organized and 
unorganized) in the State of Minnesota, such appropriation to be 
apportioned as follows: Naytahwaush, Independent School District 
Numbered 29, Mahnomen County, $146,000; Inger, District Numbered 
6 (Deer River), Itasca County, $12,500; Lake Lena, District Num-
bered 129, Pine County, $12,500; Pine Point, District Numbered 133, 
Becker County, $27,000; Squaw Point area, unorganized territory; 
Cass County, $15,000; for the construction, extension, equipment, and 
improvement of public-school facilities: Provided, That the expendi-
ture of any money so authorized shall be subject to the express condi-
tions that the schools maintained by these said districts in the said 
buildings shall be available to all Indian children of the districts, on 
the same terms, except as to payment of tuition, as other children of 
said school districts: Provided further, That plans and specifications 
for construction, extension, or improvement of structures shall be 
furnished by local or State authorities without cost to the United 
States Government, and upon approval thereof by the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs, actual work shall proceed under the direction of 
such local or State officials. Payment for work in place shall be 
made monthly on vouchers properly certified by local officials of the 
Indian Service: Provided further, That any amount expended on any 
project hereunder, title to which will, after recoupment is accom-
plished, vest in the public school district, shall be recouped by the 
United States within a period of thirty years, commencing with the 
date of occupancy of the project, through reducing the annual Federal 
payments for the education of Indian pupils enrolled in public or 
high schools of the district involved, or by the acceptance of Indian 
pupils in such schools without cost to the United States, and in com-
puting the amount of recoupment for each project interest at 3 per 
centum per annum shall be included on unrecouped balances: And 
provided further, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount 
allocable to any of the several above-named districts may be trans-
ferred in the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the 
amount of any other of the above-mentioned projects, but no project 
shall be increased more than 10 per centum by any such transfer. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 
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Limiting of produc-
tion, etc.

Operation of agree-
ment.

and prevention of physical waste of such fisheries in all of those areas
of the Pacific ocean over which the states of California, Oregon and
Washington jointly or separately now have or may hereafter acquire
jurisdiction.

"Nothing herein contained shall be construed so as to authorize the
aforesaid states or any of them to limit the production of fish or fish
products for the purpose of establishing or fixing the prices thereof
or creating and perpetuating a monopoly.

"ArTICLE II

"This agreement shall become operative immediately as to those
states executing it whenever two or more of the states of California,
Oregon and Washington have executed it in the form that is in accord-
ance with the laws of the executing state and the congress has given
its consent.

"ARTICLE III

Statrepriesentation "Each state joining herein shall appoint, as determined by state
statutes, one or more representatives to a commission hereby consti-
tuted and designated as the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission, of
whom one shall be the administrative or other officer of the agency of
such state charged with the conservation of the fisheries resources to
which this compact pertains. This commission shall be invested with
the powers and duties set forth herein.

iTerm of commis- "The term of each commissioner of the Pacific marine fisheries
commission shall be four years. A commissioner shall hold office until
his successor shall be appointed and qualified but such successor's term
shall expire four years from legal date of expiration of the term of his
predecessor. Vacancies occurring in the office of such commissioner
from any reason or cause shall be filled for the unexpired term, or a
commissioner may be removed from office, as provided by the statutes
of the state concerned. Each commissioner may delegate in writing
from time to time, to a deputy, the power to be present and participate,
including voting as his representative or substitute, at any meeting
of or hearing by or other proceeding of the commission.

Voting powers. "Voting powers under this compact shall be limited to one vote for
each state regardless of the number of representatives.

"ARTICLE IV
Inquiry respecting

conservation, etc.

Coordination of po-
lice powers.

Recommendations
to governors and leg-
islatures.

"The duty of the said commission shall be to make inquiry and
ascertain from time to time such methods, practices, circumstances
and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing about the conserva-
tion and the prevention of the depletion and physical waste of the
fisheries, marine, shell and anadromous, in all of those areas of
the Pacific ocean over which the states of California, Oregon and
Washington jointly or separately now have or may hereafter
acquire jurisdiction. The commission shall have power to recom-
mend the coordination of the exercise of the police powers of the
several states within their respective jurisdictions and said conserva-
tion zones to promote the preservation of those fisheries and their
protection against overfishing, waste, depletion or any abuse whatso-
ever and to assure a continuing yield from the fisheries resources of
the signatory parties hereto.

"To that end the commission shall draft and, after consulation
with the advisory committee hereinafter authorized, recommend to
the governors and legislative branches of the various signatory
states hereto legislation dealing with the conservation of the marine,
shell and anadromous fisheries in all of those areas of the Pacific
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and prevention of physical waste of such fisheries in all of those areas 
of the Pacific ocean over which the states of California, Oregon and 
Washington jointly or separately now have or may hereafter acquire 
jurisdiction. 
"Nothing herein contained shall be construed so as to authorize the 

aforesaid states or any of them to limit the production of fish or fish 
products for the purpose of establishing or fixing the prices thereof 
or creating and perpetuating a monopoly. 
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"This agreement shall become operative immediately as to those 
states executing it whenever two or more of the states of California, 
Oregon and Washington have executed it in the form that is in accord-
ance with the laws of the executing state and the congress has given 
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of the state concerned. Each commissioner may delegate in writing 
from time to time, to a deputy, the power to be present and participate, 
including voting as his representative or substitute, at any meeting 
of or hearing by or other proceeding of the commission. 
"Voting powers under this compact shall be limited to one vote for 

each state regardless of the number of representatives. 
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"The duty of the said commission shall be to make inquiry and 
ascertain from time to time such methods, practices, circumstances 
and conditions as may be disclosed for bringing about the conserva-
tion and the prevention of the depletion and physical waste of the 
fisheries, marine, shell and anadromous, in all of those areas of 
the Pacific ocean over which the states of California, Oregon and 
Washington jointly or separately now have or may hereafter 
acquire jurisdiction. The commission shall have power to recom-
mend the coordination of the exercise of the police powers of the 
several states within their respective jurisdictions and said conserva-
tion zones to promote ,the preservation of those fisheries and their 
protection against overfishing, waste, depletion or any abuse whatso-
ever and to assure a continuing yield from the fisheries resources of 
the signatory parties hereto. 
"To that end the commission shall draft and, after consulation 

with the advisory committee hereinafter authorized, recommend to 
the governors and legislative branches of the various signatory 
states hereto legislation dealing with the conservation of the marine, 
shell and anadromous fisheries in all of those areas of the Pacific 
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ocean over which the states of California, Oregon and Washington
jointly or separately now have or may hereafter acquire jurisdic-
tion. The commission shall, more than one month prior to any regu-
lar meeting of the legislative branch in any state signatory hereto,
present to the governor of such state its recommendations relating to
enactments by the legislative branch of that state in furthering the
intents and purposes of this compact.

"The commission shall consult with and advise the pertinent
administrative agencies in the signatory states with regard to problems
connected with the fisheries and recommend the adoption of such regu-
lations as it deems advisable and which lie within the jurisdiction of
such agencies.

"The commission shall have power to recommend to the states
signatory hereto the stocking of the waters of such states with marine,
shell or anadromous fish or fish eggs or joint stocking by some or
all of such states and when two or more of the said states shall jointly
stock waters the commission shall act as the coordinating agency for
such stocking.

"ARTICLE V

"The commission shall elect from its number a chairman and a vice
chairman and shall appoint and at its pleasure remove or discharge
such officers and employes as may be required to carry the provisions
of this compact into effect and shall fix and determine their duties,
qualifications and compensation. Said commission shall adopt rules
and regulations for the conduct of its business. It may establish and
maintain one or more offices for the transaction of its business and may
meet at any time or place within the territorial limits of the signatory
states but must meet at least once a year.

"ARTICLE VI

"No action shall be taken by the commission except by the affirmative
vote of a majority of the whole number of compacting states repre-
sented at any meeting. No recommendation shall be made by the com-
mission in regard to any species of fish except by the vote of a majority
of the compacting states which have an interest in such species.

"ARTICLE VII

"The fisheries research agencies of the signatory states shall act in
collaboration as the official research agency of the Pacific marine
fisheries commission.

"An advisory committee to be representative of the commercial
fishermen, commercial fishing industry and such other interests of
each state as the commission deems advisable shall be established by
the commission as soon as practicable for the purpose of advising the
commission upon such recommendations as it may desire to make.

"ARTICLE VIII

"Nothing in this compact shall be construed to limit the powers of
any state or to repeal or prevent the enactment of any legislation or
the enforcement of any requirement by any state imposing additional
conditions and restrictions to conserve its fisheries.

"ARTICLE IX

"Continued absence of representation or of any representative on
the commission from any state party hereto, shall be brought to the
attention of the governor thereof.
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[Public Law 23:1]
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"ARTICLE X

"The states agree to make available annual funds for the support
of the commission in proportion to the primary market value of the
products of their fisheries as recorded in the latest published reports
(five year average), provided no state shall contribute less than two
thousand dollars ($2,000) per annum and the annual contribution of
each state above the minimum shall be figured to the nearest one
hundred dollars.

"The compacting states agree to make available initially the annual
amounts scheduled below, which amounts are calculated in the manner
set forth herein, on the basis of the latest five year catch records.
Subsequent budgets shall be recommended by a majority of the com-
mission and the total amount thereof allocated equitably among the
states in accordance with the above formula.

"Schedule of Initial Annual State Contributions
California------- -----------.-------.---_ $11,000
Oregon -- __------- _---------------------- $ 2, 000
Washington___---_______----------___----_ $ 2,000

Total______----------____------- ------- $15, 000

"ARTICLE XI

"This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon
each state until renounced by it. Renunciation of this compact must
be preceded by sending six months' notice in writing of intention to
withdraw from the compact to the other parties hereto."

SEc. 2. The Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission constituted by the
compact shall make an annual report to Congress not later than sixty
days after the beginning of each regular session thereof.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of sec-
tions 1, 2, and 3 is hereby expressly reserved.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 320]
AN ACT

To make surplus property available for the alleviation of damage caused by flood
or other catastrophe.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Transper of ' urpy a United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-property to alleviate

ood damage, etc. ing any other provisions of law, the War Assets Administration shall,
whenever the President shall determine it to be necessary or appro-
priate because of flood or other catastrophe, transfer, without reim-
bursement, to the Federal Works Agency such articles of personal
property, which have been declared surplus under the provisions of the

50 j-is c. pp- Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765), as amended, as in the
Po, p.678. judgment of the Federal Works Administrator and the War Assets

Administrator can be presently utilized in alleviating damage, hard-
shi, and suffering caused by such flood or other catastrophe.

SEC. . The Feaeral Works Administrator is authorized to loan or
transfer, with or without monetary consideration and upon such terms
and conditions as he may prescribe, to States and local governments
situated in any area struck by any such flood or catastrophe, any
property transferred to the Federal Works Agency for such purposes

eceiptsfromtrans- pursuant to the provisions of this Act. All receipts from such transfer
r shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States to the credit

of miscellaneous receipts.
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50 U. S. C. app. 
§§ 1611-1646. 
Post, p. 678. 

Receipts from trans-
fers. 

"Amax X 

"The states agree to make available annual funds for the support 
of the commission in proportion to the primary market value of the 
products of their fisheries as recorded in the latest published reports 
(five year average) provided no state shall contribute less than two 
thousand dollars ($2,000) per annum and the annual contribution of 
each state above the minimum shall be figured to the nearest one 
hundred dollars. 
"The compacting states agree to make available initially the annual 

amounts scheduled below, which amounts are calculated in the manner 
set forth herein, on the basis of the latest five year catch records. 
Subsequent budgets shall be recommended by a majority of the com-
mission and the total amount thereof allocated equitably among the 
states in accordance with the above formula. 

"Schedule of Initial Annual State Contributions 
California   $11, 000 
Oregon    $ 2, 000 
Washington    $ 2,000 

Total    $15, 000 

"ARTICLE XI 

"This compact shall continue in force and remain binding upon 
each state until renounced by it. Renunciation of this compact must 
be preceded by sending six months' notice in writing of intention to 
withdraw from the compact to the other parties hereto." 

SEc. 2. The Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission constituted by the 
compact shall make an annual report to Congress not later than sixty 
days after the beginning of each regular session thereof. 

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal the provisions of sec-
tions 1, 2, and 3 is hereby expressly reserved. 

Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 320] 
AN ACT 

To make surplus property available for the alleviation of damage caused by flood 
or other catastrophe. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any other provisions of law, the War Assets Administration shall, 
whenever the President shall determine it to be necessary or appro-
priate because of flood or other catastrophe, transfer, without reim-
bursement, to the Federal Works Agency such articles of personal 
property, which have been declared surplus under the provisions of the 
Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765), as amended, as in the 
judgment of the Federal Works Administrator and the War Assets 
Administrator can be presently utilized in alleviating damage, hard-
shi, and suffering caused by such flood or other catastrophe. 

EC. 2. The Federal Works Administrator is authorized to loan or 
transfer, with or without monetary consideration and upon such terms 
and conditions as he may prescribe, to States and local governments 
situated in any area struck by any such flood or catastrophe, any 
property transferred to the Federal Works Agency for such purposes 
pursuant to the provisions of this Act. All receipts from such transfer 
shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States to the credit 
of miscellaneous receipts. 
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SEC. 3. In carrying out the provisions of this Act the Federal Works
Administrator is authorized to utilize, and act through, any other

Federal agency or any State or local government and he may utilize,

without reimbursement therefor, such officers and employees of any

such agency or State or local government as may be found necessary
in carrying out the purposes of this Act. In order to facilitate carry-

ing out the purposes of this Act, other Federal agencies shall cooperate
with the Federal Works Agency and the War Assets Administration
to the fullest extent consistent with the objective of this Act.

SEC. 4. To carry out the provisions of this Act, including adminis-
trative expenses in connection therewith, any funds available to the

Federal Works Administrator or Agency for use in connection with

the transfer of surplus or other excess property, under Public Law

697, Seventy-ninth Congress, are hereby made available; and for such

purpose there is authorized to be appropriated such additional sums
as may be necessary therefor.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 321]
AN ACT

To amend Public Law 304, Seventy-seventh Congress.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law

304, Seventy-seventh Congress, entitled "An Act to authorize trans-

portation of employees of the United States on vessels of the Army

transport service", approved November 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 775), is

amended to read as follows:
"That when, in the opinion of the Secretary of War, accommoda-

tions are available, transportation on vessels or airplanes of Army

transport agencies may be provided, without expense to the United

States, to employees of the United States, residing in Alaska, who

have been in such employment for a period of not less than two years,

and to their families: Provided, That except in cases of dire emer-

gency, such as sickness or death, the privilege herein granted shall

be limited, as to each eligible individual, to one round trip between

Alaska and the States during each two-year period from and after
the passage of this Act: And provided further, That no such traffic

by air shall be carried by the Army if such air traffic can be reasonably

handled by a United States civil air carrier and the carriage of all

such air traffic shall be terminated if the Civil Aeronautics Board

certifies that in its opinion commercial services of United States civil

air carriers adequate to handle such air traffic are in operation between

Alaska and the continental United States."
Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 322] AN ACT

Authorizing the transfer to the United States Section, International Boundary
and Water Commission, by the War Assets Administration of a portion of

Fort McIntosh at Laredo, Texas, and certain personal property in connection
therewith, without exchange of funds or reimbursement.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative8 of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United
States Section, International Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico, is hereby authorized to accept by transfer
without reimbursement or exchange of funds, and to assume permanent
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SEC. 3. In carrying out the provisions of this Act the Federal Works 
Administrator is authorized to utilize, and act through, any other 
Federal agency or any State or local government and he may utilize, 
without reimbursement therefor, such officers and employees of any 
such agency or State or local government as may be found necessary 
in carrying out the purposes of this Act. In order to facilitate carry-
ing out the purposes of this Act, other Federal agencies shall cooperate 
with the Federal Works Agency and the War Assets Administration 
to the fullest extent consistent with the objective of this Act. 
SEC. 4. To carry out the provisions of this Act, including adminis-

trative expenses in connection therewith, any funds available to the 
Federal Works Administrator or Agency for use in connection with 
the transfer of surplus or other excess property, under Public Law 
697, Seventy-ninth Congress, are hereby made available; and for such 
purpose there is authorized to be appropriated such additional sums 
as may be necessary therefor. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 321] 
AN ACT 

To amend Public Law 304, Seventy-seventh Congress. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law 
304, Seventy-seventh Congress, entitled "An Act to authorize trans-
portation of employees of the United States on vessels of the Army 
transport service", approved November 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 775), is 
amended to read as follows: 
"That when, in the opinion of the Secretary of War, accommoda-

tions are available, transportation on vessels or airplanes of Army 
transport agencies may be provided, without expense to the United 
States, to employees of the United States, residing in Alaska, who 
have been in such employment for a period of not less than two years, 
and to their families: Provided, That except in cases of dire emer-
gency, such as sickness or death, the privilege herein granted shall 
be limited, as to each eligible individual, to one round trip between 
Alaska and the States during each two-year period from and after 
the passage of this Act: And provided further, That no such traffic 
by air shall be carried by the Army if suc i air traffic can be reasonably 
handled by a United States civil air carrier, and the carriage of all 
such air traffic shall be terminated if the Civil Aeronautics Board 
certifies that in its opinion commercial services of United States civil 
air carriers adequate to handle such air traffic are in operation between 
Alaska and the continental United States." 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 322] AN ACT 
Authorizing the transfer to the United States Section, International Boundary 
and Water Commission, by the War Assets Administration of a portion of 
Fort McIntosh at Laredo, Texas, and certain personal property in connection 
therewith, without exchange of funds or reimbursement. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the United 
States Section, International Boundary and Water Commission, 
United States and Mexico, is hereby authorized to accept by transfer 
without reimbursement or exchange of funds, and to assume permanent 
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July 25, 1947
[H. R. 2314]

[Public Law 236]

Naval Aviation Ca-
det Act of 1942,
amendment.

34 U.S.C. 850k.

Payment on release
from active duty.

34 U. S. C. §§ 849
notes, 853c.

Payment to bene-
ficiaries, etc.

custody and control over, that portion of Fort McIntosh at Laredo,
Texas, described as follows: A tract containing sixty-five and twenty-
five one-hundredths acres, more or less, shown as tract 2 on drawing
numbered 7125-08 of the United States Section of the International
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, and on
field notes attached thereto, which drawing and field notes are on file
with said United States Section, with the Federal Public Housing
Authority, and with the War Assets Administration; together with the
improvements and buildings hereon located, and such of the furnish-
ings, equipment, and other personal property situated at Fort McIntosh
and under the jurisdiction of the War Assets Administration, and
which has heretofore been declared surplus, as may be needed for the
maintenance, operation, and protection of the area described and
improvements thereon, and for purposes incidental to the use of such
property by the said United States Section as a field headquarters, or
for other purposes, in connection with any project or works under the
jurisdiction of the said United States Section, said property having
heretofore been declared surplus and assigned to the Federal Public
Housing Authority as disposal agency by the War Assets Administra-
tion; and the War Assets Administration, or other Federal agency
in responsible charge, is authorized and directed to transfer said
property to the said United States Section without reimbursement or
exchange of funds.

Approved July 25, 1947.

CHAPTER 323]
AN ACT

To amend section 12 of the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, as amended, and
to amend section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936, as amended, so as to authorize
lump-sum payments under the said Acts to the survivors of deceased officers
without administration of estates.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of
the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942 (56 Stat. 738), as amended by
the Act of October 25, 1943 (57 Stat. 574), as so amended, is hereby
further amended by striking out that part of the said section which
appears before the first proviso thereof and substituting therefor the
following: "When officers commissioned pursuant to this Act or the
Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 819) are released from
active duty that has been continuous for one or more years, they shall
be paid a lump sum of $500 for each complete year of continuous com-
missioned active service, or, in the event of the death of such officers,
the beneficiaries specially designated in the manner prescribed by
the Secretary of the Navy shall be paid such sum, or, if no beneficiary
has been specially designated and no demand is presented by a duly
appointed legal representative of the deceased officer's estate, the
decedent's widow, or legal heirs shall be paid such sum in the follow-
ing order of precedence: First, to the widow; second, if the decedent
left no widow, or the widow be dead at the time of settlement, then
to the children or their issue, per stirpes; third, if no widow or descend-
ants, then to the father and mother in equal parts; fourth, if either
the father or mother be dead, then to the one surviving; fifth, if
there be no widow, child, father, or mother at the date of settlement
then to the brothers and sisters and children of deceased brothers
and sisters, per stirpes; and in the event of the death of such officers
not the result of their own misconduct, or if released from active duty
otherwise than upon their own request or as a result of disciplinary
action, this lump-sum payment shall be prorated for fractional parts
of each year of such service :".
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custody and control over, that portion of Fort McIntosh at Laredo, 
Texas, described as follows: A tract containing sixty-five and twenty-
five one-hundredths acres, more or less, shown as tract 2 on drawing 
numbered 7125-08 of the United States Section of the International 
Boundary and Water Commission, United States and Mexico, and on 
field notes attached thereto, which drawing and field notes are on file 
with said United States Section, with the Federal Public Housing 
Authority, and with the War Assets Administration; together with the 
improvements and buildings hereon located, and such of the furnish-
ings, equipment, and other personal property situated at Fort McIntosh 
and under the jurisdiction of the War Assets Administration, and 
which has heretofore been declared surplus, as may be needed for the 
maintenance, operation, and protection of the area described and 
improvements thereon, and for purposes incidental to the use of such 
property by the said United States Section as a field headquarters, or 
for other purposes, in connection with any project or works under the 
jurisdiction of the said United States Section, said property having 
heretofore been declared surplus and assigned to the Federal Public 
Housing Authority as disposal agency by the War Assets Administra-
tion; and the War Assets Administration, or other Federal agency 
in responsible charge, is authorized and directed to transfer said 
property to the said United States Section without reimbursement or 
exchange of funds. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

CHAPTER 323] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 12 of the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, as amended, and 
to amend section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936, as amended, so as to authorize 
lump-sum payments under the said Acts to the survivors of deceased officers 
without administration of estates. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of 
the Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942 (56 Stat. 738), as amended by 
the Act of October 25, 1943 (57 Stat. 5'74), as so amended, is hereby 
further amended by striking out that part of the said section which 
appears before the first proviso thereof and substituting therefor the 
following: "When officers commissioned pursuant to this Act or the 
Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939 (53 Stat. 819) are released from 
active duty that has been continuous for one or more years, they shall 
be paid a lump sum of $500 for each complete year of continuous com-
missioned active service, or, in the event of the death of such officers, 
the beneficiaries specially designated in the manner prescribed by 
the Secretary of the Navy shall be paid such sum, or, if no beneficiary 
has been specially designated and no demand is presented by a duly 
appointed legal representative of the deceased officer's estate, the 
decedent's widow, or legal heirs shall be paid such sum in the follow-
ing order of precedence: First, to the widow; second, if the decedent 
left no widow, or the widow be dead at the time of settlement, then 
to the children or their issue, per stirpes; third, if no widow or descend-
ants, then to the father and mother in equal parts; fourth, if either 
the father or mother be dead, then to the one surviving; fifth, if 
there be no widow, child, father, or mother at the date of settlement, 
then to the brothers and sisters and children of deceased brothers 
and sisters, per stirpes; and in the event of the death of such officers 
not the result of their own misconduct, or if released from active duty 
otherwise than upon their own request or as a result of disciplinary 
action, this lump-sum payment shall be prorated for fractional parts 
of each year of such service :". 
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Add a new section 2, as follows:
"SEc. 2. Section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524),

as amended by section 2 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 559),
as amended by section 6 of the Act of June 3, 1941 (55 Stat. 240),
as so amended, is hereby further amended by adding at the end of the
section the following: 'Provided, That in the event of the death of
such officer, after continuous active duty for one or more years, the
beneficiaries specially designated in the manner prescribed by the
Secretary of War shall be paid such sum, or, if no beneficiary has
been specially designated and no demand is presented by a duly
appointed legal representative of the deceased officer's estate, the
decedent's widow, or legal heirs shall be paid such sum in the follow-
ing order of precedence: First, to the widow; second, if the decedent
left no widow, or the widow be dead at the time of settlement, then to
the children or their issue, per stirpes; third, if no widow or descend-
ants, then to the father and mother in equal parts; fourth if either
the father or mother be dead, then to the one surviving; fifth, if there
be no widow, child, father, or mother at the date of settlement, then
to the brothers and sisters and children of deceased brothers and
sisters, per stirpes; and in the event of the death of such officer, not
the result of his own misconduct, this lump-sum payment shall be
prorated for fractional parts of each year of such service.'"

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 324]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and other
activities chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues of such District
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That there are
appropriated for the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, out of (1) the general fund of the District of Columbia,
hereinafter known as the general fund, such fund being composed of
the revenues of the District of Columbia other than those applied by
law to special funds, and $11,000,000, which is hereby appropriated
for the purpose out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap)lpro-
priated (to be advanced July 1, 1947), (2) highway funds, establisced
by law (D. C. Code, title 47, ch. 19), and (3) the water fund, established
by law (D. C. Code, title 43, ch. 15) and $1,000,000. which is hereby
appropriated for the purpose out of any money in the Treasury not

otherwise appropriated (to be advanced July 1, 1947), sums as follows:
From the general fund: All sums appropriated under the following

heads: General administration, fiscal service, compensation and retire-
ment fund expenses, regulatory agencies, public schools, Public
Library, Recreation Department, Metropolitan Police, Fire Depart-
ment, policemen's and firemen's relief, Veterans' Services, courts,
Health Department, public welfare, public works (excluding those
items designated as payable from the highway and water funds),
National Guard, National Capital Parks, National Capital Park and
Planning Commission, and National Zoological Park;

From the highway fund: All sums appropriated under District debt
service and public works designated as payable from the highway
fund; and

From the water fund: All sums appropriated under public works
and Washington aqueduct, designated as payable from the water
fund; namely:
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Add a new section 2, as follows: 
"SEc. 2. Section 2 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1524), 

as amended by section 2 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 559), 
as amended by section 6 of the Act of June 3, 1941 (55 Stat. 240), 
as so amended, is hereby further amended by adding at the end of the 
section the following: 'Provided, That in the event of the death of 
such officer, after continuous active duty for one or more years, the 
beneficiaries specially designated in the manner prescribed by the 
Secretary of War shall be paid such sum, or, if no beneficiary has 
been specially designated and no demand is presented by a duly 
appointed legal representative of the deceased officer's estate, the 
decedent's widow, or legal heirs shall be paid such sum in the follow-
ing order of precedence: First, to the widow; second, if the decedent 
left no widow, or the widow be dead at the time of settlement, then to 
the children or their issue, per stirpes; third, if no widow or descend-
ants, then to the father and mother in equal parts fourth, if either 
the father or mother be dead, then to the one surviving; fifth, if there 
be no widow, child, father, or mother at the date of settlement, then 
to the brothers and sisters and children of deceased brothers and 
sisters, per stirpes; and in the event of the death of such officer, not 
the result of his own misconduct, this lump-sum payment shall be 
prorated for fractional parts of each year of such service.'" 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 324] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the government of the District of Columbia and other 
activities chargeable in whole or in part against the revenues of such District 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there are 
appropriated for the District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, out of (1) the general fund of the District of Columbia, 
hereinafter known as the general fund, such fund being composed of 
the revenues of the District of Columbia other than those applied by 
law to special funds, and $11,000,000, which is hereby appropriated 
for the purpose out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated (to be advanced July 1, 1947), (2) highway funds, est ablished 
by law (D. C. Code, title 47, ch. 19) , and (3) the water fund, established 
by law (D. C. Code, title 43, ch. 15) and $1,000,000, which is hereby 
appropriated for the purpose out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated (to be advanced July 1, 1947), sums as follows: 
From the general fund: All sums appropriated under the following 

heads: General administration, fiscal service, compensation and retire-
ment fund expenses regulatory agencies, public schools, Public 
Library, Recreation expenses, Metropolitan Police, Fire Depart-
ment, policemen's and firemen's relief, Veterans' Services, courts, 
Health Department, public welfare, public works (excluding those 
items designated as payable from the highway and water funds), 
National Guard, National Capital Parks, National Capital Park and 
Planning Commission, and National Zoological Park; 
From the highway fund: All sums appropriated under District debt 

service and public works designated as payable from the highway 
fund; and 
From the water fund: All sums appropriated under public works 

and Washington aqueduct, designated as payable from the water 
fund; namely: 
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42 Stat. 1488.
5U. S.C. 661 etseq.

National Confer-
ence of Commission-
ers on Uniform State
Laws.

D. C. Code § 1-902
to 1-906.

D. C. Code i -430.

AUte, p. 244.

41 Stat. 104.
D. C. Code § 1-311.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

For expenses necessary for the offices named under this general
head:

Executive office, plus so much as may be necessary to compensate
the Engineer Commissioner at such rate in grade 8 of the professional
service of the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, as may be
determined by the Board of Commissioners of the District of Colum-
bia, hereafter in this Act referred to as the Commissioners; six mem-
bers of the Apprenticeship Council at $120 per annum each; $250 to
aid in support of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws; general advertising in newspapers and legal periodi-
cals in the District of Columbia but not elsewhere, unless the need
for advertising outside the District of Columbia shall have been spe-
cifically approved by the Commissioners, including notices of public
hearings, publication of orders and regulations, tax and school notices,
and notices of changes in regulations; and $20,000 for expenses in case
of emergency, such as riot, pestilence, public insanitary conditions,
flood, fire, or storm, and for expenses of investigations; $208,000:
Provided, That the certificate of the Commissioners shall be sufficient
voucher for the expenditure of $1,500 of this appropriation for such
purposes as they may deem necessary.

Office of the corporation counsel, including extra compensation for
the corporation counsel as general counsel of the Public Utilities
Commission; $4,500 for the settlement of claims not in excess of $250
each, approved by the Commissioners in accordance with the Act
approved February 11, 1929 (45 Stat. 1160), as amended by the Act
approved June 5, 1930 (46 Stat. 500); and judicial expenses, including
witness fees and expert services, in District of Columbia cases before
the courts of the United States and of the District of Columbia;
$224,000.

Board of Tax Appeals, $20,600.

FISCAL SERVICE
For expenses necessary for the offices named under this general

head:
Assessor's office, including advertising notice of taxes in arrears

July 1, 1947, to be reimbursed by a charge of 75 cents for each lot or
piece of property advertised, $574,000: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the payment of advertising the delin-
quent tax list for more than once a week for two weeks in the regular
issue of one newspaper published in the District of Columbia.

Collector's office, including refunding, wholly or in part, erroneous
payments of taxes, special assessments, school tuition charges, pay-
ment for lost library books, rents, fines, fees, or collections of any
character, which have been erroneously covered into the Treasury to
the credit of the general fund, including the refunding of fees paid
for building permits authorized by the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act approved March 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 967), $299,900: Pro-
vided, That this appropriation shall be available for such refunds of
payments made within the past three years.

Auditor's office, $388,000.
Purchasing Division, $88,800.

COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT FUND EXPENSES
For compensation and retirement fund expenses, as follows:
District government employees' compensation: For carrying out

the provisions of section 11 of the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act approved July 11, 1919, authorizing compensation for
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42 Stat. 1488. 
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D. C. Code § 5-430. 
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41 Stat. 104. 
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

For expenses necessary for the offices named under this general 
head: 

Executive office, plus so much as may be necessary to compensate 
i the Engineer Commissioner at such rate n grade 8 of the professional 

service of the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, as may be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners of the District of Colum-
bia, hereafter in this Act referred to as the Commissioners; six mem-
bers of the Apprenticeship Council at $120 per annum each; $250 to 
aid in support of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uni-
form State Laws general advertising in newspapers and legal periodi-
cals in the District of Columbia but not elsewhere, unless the need 
for advertising outside the District of Columbia shall have been spe-
cifically approved by the Commissioners including notices of public 
hearings, publication of orders and regulations, tax and school notices, 
and notices of changes in regulations; and $20,000 for expenses in case 
of emergency, such as riot, pestilence, public insanitary conditions, 
flood, fire, or storm, and for expenses of investigations; $208,000: 
Provided, That the certificate of the Commissioners shall be sufficient 
voucher for the expenditure of $1,500 of this appropriation for such 
purposes as they may deem necessary. 

Office of the corporation counsel, including extra compensation for 
the corporation counsel as general counsel of the Public Utilities 
Commission; $4,500 for the settlement of claims not in excess of $250 
each, approved by the Commissioners in accordance with the Act 
approved February 11, 1929 (45 Stat. 1160), as amended by the Act 
approved June 5, 1930 (46 Stat. 500) • and judicial expenses, including 
witness fees and expert services, in District of Columbia cases before 
the courts of the United States and of the District of Columbia; 
$224,000. 
Board of Tax Appeals, $20,600. 

FISCAL SERVICE 

For expenses necessary for the offices named under this general 
head: 

Assessor's office, including advertising notice of taxes in arrears 
July 1, 1947, to be reimbursed by a charge of 75 cents for each lot or 
piece of property advertised, $574,000: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the payment of advertising the delin-
quent tax list for more than once a week for two weeks in the regular 
issue of one newspaper published in the District of Columbia. 

Collector's office, including refunding, wholly or in part, erroneous 
payments of taxes, special assessments, school tuition charges, pay-
ment for lost library books, rents, fines, fees, or collections of may 
character, which have been erroneously covered into the Treasury to 
the credit of the general fund, including the refunding of fees paid 
for building permits authorized by the District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act approved March 2, 1911 (36 Stat. 967), $299,900: Pro-
vided, That this appropriation shall be available for such refunds of 
payments made within the past three years. 

Auditor's office, $388,000. 
Purchasing Division, $88,800. 

COMPENSATION AND RETIREMENT FUND EXPENSES 

For compensation and retirement fund expenses, as follows: 
District government employees' compensation: For carrying out 

the provisions of section 11 of the District of Columbia Appropria-
tion Act approved July 11, 1919, authorizing compensation for 
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employees of the government of the District of Columbia suffering
injuries while in the performance of their duties, $62,000.

Workmen's compensation, administrative expenses: For transfer
to the Bureau of Employees' Compensation for administration of the
law providing compensation for disability or death resulting from
injury to employees in certain employments in the District of
Columbia, $123,000.

District government employees' retirement: For financing of the
liability of the government of the District of Columbia, created by the
Act approved May 22, 1920, as amended (5 U. S. C. 707a), $1,530,000,
which amount shall be placed to the credit of the "Civil service
retirement and disability fund".

DISTRICT DEBT SERVICE

District debt service (payable from highway fund) : For reimburse-
ment to the United States of funds loaned, including interest as
required, in compliance with sections 3 and 4 of the Act of December
20, 1941 (55 Stat. 847), as amended, $70,000.

REGULATORY AGENCIES

Regulatory agencies: For expenses necessary for agencies named
under this general head:

Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, including $1,000 for the purchase
of samples, $87,800.

Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole, $56,600.
Coroner's office, including juror fees, and repairs to the morgue,

$45,600.
Department of Insurance, $61,900.
Department of Weights, Measures, and Markets, including main-

tenance and repairs to markets, $2,500 for purchase of commodities
and for personal services in connection with investigation and detec-
tion of sales of short weight and measure, purchase of three passenger
motor vehicles, $135,700: Provided, That the Disbursing Officer of the
District of Columbia is authorized to advance to the Director of the
Department of Weights and Measures, and Markets, upon requisition
previously approved by the Auditor of the District of Columbia, sums
of money, not exceeding $200 at any one time, to be used exclusively
in connection with investigations and detection of short weights and
measures.

License Bureau, $40,600.
Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety Board, $54,650.
Office of Administrator of Rent Control, $100,000.
Office of Recorder of Deeds, including $100 for equipment and

medical supplies for rest room, $183,500, of which $21,000 shall be
available exclusively for the purchase of photostatic equipment.

Poundmaster's office, including uniforms for dog catchers, $34,100.
Public Utilities Commission, $128,377: Provided, That no appro-

priation in this Act shall be used for or in connection with the prepara-
tion, issuance, publication, or enforcement of any regulation or order
of the Public Utilities Commission requiring the installation of meters
in taxicabs, or for or in connection with the licensing of any vehicle
to be operated as a taxicab except for operation in accordance with such
system of uniform zones and rates and regulations applicable thereto
as shall have been prescribed by the Public Utilities Commission:
Provided further, That the foregoing provision shall not be construed
to prevent the Public Utilities Commission from holding a hearing
upon any application that may be made for the installation of meters
in taxicabs.

Zoning Commission, $29,500.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OPERATING EXPENSES

Ante, p. 369.

49 Stat. 1488.
20 U. S. C. 0§ 15h-

15q.

Ante, p. 244.

Repairs to other
municipal buildings.

Report to Congress.

Deaf and dumb,
and blind persons.

34 U. s.. C. 945.

41 Stat. 387.
D.C. Code §§ 31-701

to 31-720.
60 Stat. 875.
Ante, p. 260; post, p.

750.

General administration: For expenses necessary for the general
administration of the public-school system of the District of Columbia,
$556,300.

General supervision and instruction: For expenses necessary for
supervision, instruction, and education in the teachers colleges and
in the day, evening, and summer public schools of the District of
Columbia, and the education of foreigners of all ages in the American-
ization schools; including textbooks; and subsistence supplies for
pupils attending the schools for crippled children; $13,546,620.

Vocational education, George-Barden program: For expenses
necessary for the development of vocational education in the Dis-
trict of Columbia in accordance with the Act of June 8, 1936, as
amended, including allowances for privately owned automobiles used
for the performance of official duties within the District of Columbia
(not to exceed $100 per annum for each automobile), $185,900.

Operation of buildings and grounds and maintenance of equip-
ment: For expenses necessary for the operation of school buildings
and grounds and the purchase and repair of equipment, including
insurance of District-owned or borrowed passenger motor vehicles,
$2,542,000.

Repairs and maintenance of buildings and grounds: For expenses
necessary for the repair, maintenance, and improvement of school
buildings, mechanical equipment, and school grounds, $1,130,000:
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for making
repairs to other municipal buildings, subject to reimbursement from
other applicable appropriations for the cost of such work, and a
report of all such expenditures shall be submitted to Congress in the
annual Budget.

Auxiliary educational services: For the maintenance and instruc-
tion of deaf and dumb persons of the District of Columbia admitted
to the Columbia Institution for the Deaf, and for the maintenance
and instruction of colored deaf mutes of teachable age, and blind
children, of the District of Columbia, in Maryland or some other
State, by contract entered into by the Commissioners, for the trans-
portation of children attending schools or classes established by the
Board of Education for physically handicapped children, and for
carrying out the provisions of the Act of December 16, 1944 (58 Stat.
811), $96,600.

Teachers' retirement appropriated fund: To carry out the Act of
January 15, 1920, as amended by the Act of June 11, 1926 (44 Stat.
727), and the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 624), $1,707,000:
Provided, That the Treasury Department shall prepare the estimates
of the annual appropriations required to be made to the teachers'
retirement fund, and shall make actuarial valuations of such fund
at intervals of five years, or oftener if deemed necessary by the
Secretary of the Treasury, and the Commissioners are authorized
to expend from money to the credit of the teachers' retirement fund
not exceeding $5,000 per annum for this purpose, including personal
services, without regard to the civil-service and classification laws.

CAPITAL OUTLAY

For furnishing and equipping the following school buildings:
Bunker Hill Elementary School, Central Senior High School,
Chamberlain Vocational High School, Crummell Elementary School,
Dunbar Senior High School, Kimball Elementary School, Kramer
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Junior High School, Logan Elementary School, Miller Junior High
School, Nalle Elementary School, Phelps Vocational High School,
Randall Junior High School, Sousa Junior High School, Taft Junior
High School, Tyler Elementary School, Washington Vocational High
School, Western Senior High School, and Young Elementary School,
$600,000, to remain available until expended.

For construction, as follows:
For continuing construction of the Miller Junior High School,

including recreation facilities and treatment of grounds, to be located
in the vicinity of Forty-ninth Street and Washington Place North-
east, $350,000, and the contract authorization for said building
specified in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, is hereby
increased to $1,808,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,890 of the
amount herein appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the
appropriation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction
services", and be available for the preparation of plans and
specifications for said building;

For beginning construction of a new twenty-four-room elementary-
school building, including auditorium, lunchroom, physical education
and recreation facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the vicinity of
Third and L Streets Northwest, to replace the present Walker and
Jones Schools, $300,000, and the Commissioners are authorized to enter
into a contract or contracts for such building at a total cost not to
exceed $671,000: Provided, That not to exceed $9,630 of the amount
herein appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the appro-
priation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction services",
and be available for the preparation of plans and specifications for
said building, and the amount appropriated in the District of
Columbia Appropriation Act, 1946, for plans and specifications for a
twenty-four-room elementary-school building to replace the present
Walker and Jones Schools shall be available for the preparation of
plans and specifications for the building specified herein;

For an additional amount for the construction of an addition to the
Randall Junior High School, consisting of eighteen rooms and a cafe-
teria, necessary remodeling of the present building, and treatment of
grounds, $130,000;

For an additional amount for the construction of an eight-room
addition to the Kimball Elementary School, including an assembly
hall-gymnasium, recreation facilities, necessary remodeling of the
present building, and treatment of grounds, $140,000, and tile Com-
missioners are authorized to enter into a contract or contracts for such
addition at a total cost not to exceed $525,000: Provided, That not to
exceed $6,450 of the amount herein appropriated may be transferred
to the credit of the appropriation account "Office of Municipal Archi-
tect, construction services", and be available for the preparation of
plans and specifications for said addition;

For an additional amount for the construction of an eight-room addi-
tion to the Logan Elementary School, including an assembly hall-
gymnasium, recreation facilities, treatment of grounds, and necessary
remodeling of the present building, $148,000;

For continuing construction of a new twenty-four-room elementary-
school building, including an assembly hall-gymnasium, recreation
facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the vicinity of East Capitol
Street and Benning Road Southeast (Nalle), $200.000, and the contract
authorization for said building specified in the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased to $664,000: Provided,
That not to exceed $7,320 of the amount herein appropriated may be
transferred to the credit of the appropriation account "Office of Munici-
pal Architect, construction services", and be available for the prepara-
tion of plans and specifications for said building;
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For continuing construction of a new junior high-school building
(Sousa), including recreation facilities and treatment of grounds, to be
located in the vicinity of Thirty-fourth Street and Minnesota Avenue
Southeast, $300,000, and the contract authorization for said building

60 Stat. 605. specified in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby
increased to $1,895,000: Provided, That not to exceed $28,500 of the
amount herein appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the
appropriation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction
services", and be available for the preparation of plans and specifica-
tions for said building;

The contract authorization for the Spingarn Senior High School
9Stat. . specified in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, is hereby

increased to $2,505,000;
For alterations and additions at the Central High School, $60,000;
For beginning construction of a sixteen-room elementary-school

building (Montgomery), including auditorium, lunchroom, physical
education and recreation facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the
vicinity of New Jersey Avenue and P Street Northwest, to replace
the present Morse and Twining Elementary Schools, $150,000, and
the Commissioners are authorized to enter into a contract or contracts
for such building at a total cost not to exceed $600,000: Provided, That
not to exceed $7,280 of the amount herein appropriated may be trans-
ferred to the credit of the appropriation account "Office of Municipal
Architect, construction services", and be available for the preparation
of plans and specifications for said building, and the amount appro-

8 stat. 514. priated in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, for plans
and specifications for an elementary-school building to replace the
present Morse and Twining Schools shall be available for the prepara-
tion of plans and specifications for the building specified herein;

For beginning construction of an eight-room addition to the Beers
Elementary School including an assembly hall-gymnasium, recreation
facilities, necessary remodeling of the present building, and treatment
of grounds, $150,000, and the Commissioners are authorized to enter
into a contract or contracts for such addition at a total cost not to
exceed $487,800: Provided, That not to exceed $14,634 of the amount
herein appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the appro-
priation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction services",
and be available for the preparation of plans and specifications for
said addition;

For beginning construction of a twenty-four-room elementary-school
building, including auditorium, lunchroom, physical education and
recreation facilities, and treatment of grounds, in the vicinity of
Nichols Avenue and Sumner Road Southeast, to replace the present
Birney permanent and temporary buildings, $200,000, and the Com-
missioners are authorized to enter into a contract or contracts for such
building at a total cost not to exceed $725,000: Provided, That not to
exceed $6,750 of the amount herein appropriated may be transferred to
the credit of the appropriation account "Office of Municipal Architect,
construction services", and be available for the preparation of plans
and specifications for said building, and the amount appropriated in

tat.61 the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, for plans and
specifications for a twenty-four-room elementary-school building to
replace the present Birney School shall be available for the preparation
of plans and specifications for the building specified herein;

For the construction of a temporary eight-room addition to the
Crummell Elementary School, $115,000;

For continuing construction of an addition to the Taft Junior
High School, including ten classrooms, two gymnasiums, recreation
facilities, an inclined floor in the auditorium, necessary improvements
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and alterations of the present building, and treatment of grounds,
$310,000, and the contract authorization of said addition specified
in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, is hereby increased
to $814,000: Provided, That not to exceed $18,210 of the amount herein
appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the appropriation
account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction services", and be
available for the preparation of plans and specifications for said
addition, and the amount appropriated in the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, 1946, for an addition to the Taft Junior High
School is hereby made available for the construction of the addition
specified herein;

For the preparation of plans and specifications for a new senior high-
school building to replace the present Armstrong Senior High School
building, including recreation facilities and treatment of grounds,
to be constructed at a total cost of not to exceed $2,505,000 on a site
owned by the District of Columbia in Brentwood Park, $75,150, which
amount may be credited to the appropriation account "Office of Munic-
ipal Architect, construction services", and the availability for the
expenditure of the unexpended balance of the appropriation of $32,760
for the preparation of plans and specifications for an addition to the
Armstrong Senior High School, contained in the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act, 1947, Public Law 493, Seventy-ninth Congress,
second session, is hereby rescinded;

For completion of three classrooms on the second floor of the Bunker
Hill Elementary School, and necessary improvements and alterations
of the present building, $25,000;

For the preparation of plans and specifications for an eight-room
addition to the Payne Elementary School, including an assembly hall-
gymnasium, recreation facilities, and necessary remodeling of the
present building, to be constructed at a total cost not to exceed $498,000
including treatment of grounds, $14,940, which amount may be credited
to the appropriation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construc-
tion services";

For beginning construction of an eight-room addition to the
Young Elementary School, including necessary remodeling of the
present building and treatment of grounds, $150,000, and the Com-
missioners are authorized to enter into a contract or contracts for
such addition at a total cost not to exceed $305,000: Provided, That
not to exceed $9,150 of the amount herein appropriated may be trans-
ferred to the credit of the appropriation account "Office of Munici-
pal Architect, construction services", and be available for the prep-
aration of plans and specifications for said addition;

For the preparation of plans and specifications for an eight-room
addition to the Syphax Elementary School, including necessary
remodeling of the present building, to be constructed at a total cost
not to exceed $305,000, including treatment of grounds, $9,150, which
amount may be credited to the appropriation account "Office of
Municipal Architect, construction services";

For the preparation of plans and specifications for a new junior
high-school building to replace the present Shaw Junior High-
School Building, including recreation facilities and treatment of
grounds, to be constructed at a total cost of not to exceed $1,808,000,
on a site owned by the District of Columbia, at Seventh and O
Streets Northwest, $54,240, which amount may be credited to the
appropriation account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction
services", and the availability for the expenditure of the unexpended
balance of the appropriation of $5,250 for the preparation of plans
and specifications for a new auditorium at the Shaw Junior High
School, and for the conversion of the present auditoriums into two
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gymnasiums, contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation
Act, 1946 (Public Law 103, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session),
is hereby rescinded;

For continuing construction of a new elementary-school building,
including an assembly hall-gymnasium, recreation facilities, and
treatment of grounds, in the vicinity of Eleventh and G Streets
Southeast, to replace the present Cranch and Tyler Schools, $300,000,
and the contract authorization for said building specified in the
First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, is hereby increased to
$670,000: Provided, That not to exceed $9,600 of the amount herein
appropriated may be transferred to the credit of the appropriation
account "Office of Municipal Architect, construction services", and
be available for the preparation of plans and specifications for said
building;

For the preparation of preliminary sketches of gymnasiums and
of a stadium and associated structures at Dunbar Senior High
School, including the improvement of grounds for athletic purposes,
$4,000, which amount may be credited to the appropriation account
"Office of Municipal Architect, construction services";

For an additional amount for the construction of a seven-room
addition on the third floor of the Anacostia Senior High School,
including necessary remodeling of the present building, $33,750;

In all, for construction, including preparation of plans and speci-
fications, $3,219,230, to be immediately available as one fund and to
remain available until expended, to be disbursed and accounted for as
"Capital outlay, construction public schools, District of Columbia".

For the purchase of sites as follows:
In the vicinity of Ninth and C Streets Southeast, to provide addi-

tional land required for a new junior high school to replace the
present Hine Junior High School;

In the vicinity of River Terrace Northeast, to provide for an
eight-room elementary school, and for playground purposes;

In the vicinity of Twenty-first and L Streets Northwest, to provide
for a twenty-four-room elementary school, including an auditorium
and physical education and recreation facilities, to replace the present
Stevens Elementary School, and for playground purposes;

At the Payne Elementary School to provide for an eight-room
elementary-school addition, including an assembly hall-gymnasium
and recreation facilities, and for school-playground purposes;

At the Syphax Elementary School to provide for an eight-room
elementary-school addition, and for school-playground purposes;

In the vicinity of Third and L Streets Northwest, to provide for
additional land needed for the construction of a twenty-four-room
elementary-school building, including an auditorium and physical
education and recreation facilities, to replace the present Walker and
Jones Schools, and for school-playground purposes;

In all, for sites, $450.000, to remain available until expended and to
be disbursed and accounted for as "Capital outlay, school building and
playground sites, District of Columbia".

The appropriation for the purchase of a site in the vicinity of the
Amidon School, for the construction of a twenty-four-room elementary
school building, including an assembly hall-gymnasium, for the
replacement of present Amidon, Fairbrother, and Greenleaf Schools,
in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, shall cease to be
available for the purchase of a site at such location but is hereby made
available for the purchase of a site in the vicinity of Sixth and G
Streets Southwest, for the construction of an elementary school build-
ing. including auditorium, lunchroom, physical education and recrea-
tion facilities, and treatment of grounds, to replace the same three
elementary schools.

*
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Section 6 of the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Appropriation
Act, approved May 10, 1916, as amended, shall not apply from July 1
to September 15, 1947, to teachers of the public schools of the District
of Columbia when employed by any of the executive departments or
independent establishments of the United States Government.

No part of the appropriations herein made for the public schools of
the District of Columbia shall be used for the free instruction of
pupils who dwell outside the District of Columbia: Provided, That
this limitation shall not apply to pupils who are enrolled in the schools
of the District of Columbia on the date of the approval of this Act.

PUBLIC LIBRARY

For expenses necessary for the operation of the Public Library,
including extra services on Sundays and holidays; newspapers, books,
periodicals, and other printed material, including payment in advance
for subscription thereto; music records, sound recordings, and educa-
tional films; alterations, repairs; fitting up buildings; care of grounds;
and rent of suitable quarters for branch libraries in Anacostia, Chevy
Chase, and Woodridge; $1,154,600: Provided, That the disbursing
officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to advance to the
librarian of the Public Library, upon requisition previously approved
by the Auditor of the District of Columbia, not exceeding $50 at the
first of each month, for the purchase of certain books, pamphlets, peri-
odicals, or newspapers, or other printed material.

The unexpended balances of the amounts made available by the Dis-
trict of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1940, for the preparation of
plans and specifications for the new central building of the Public
Library of the District of Columbia shall remain available for the
same purposes and under the same conditions and limitations until
June 30, 1948.

RECREATION DEPARTMENT

Operating expenses: For expenses necessary for operation and main-
tenance of recreation facilities in and for the District of Columbia,
$1,055,300.

Capital outlay: For improvement of various recreation units, includ-
ing erection of recreation structures, preparation of architectural and
landscape architectural plans, and reimbursement to the United States
of funds advanced in compliance with section 501 of the Act of October
3, 1944 (58 Stat. 791), $220,500.

METROPOLITAN POLICE

For expenses necessary for the Metropolitan Police, including pay
and allowances; one inspector who shall be property clerk; the present
acting sergeant in charge of police automobiles with the rank and
pay of sergeant; the present acting sergeant in charge of the police
radio station with the rank and pay of lieutenant; the present sergeant
in charge of purchasing and accounts with the rank and pay of lieu-
tenant; corporals at $2,600 per annum each; technicians with basic
salary increase of $240 per annum each; not to exceed four detectives
in the salary grade of captain; probational detectives with basic salary
increase of $120 per annum each; allowances for privately owned auto-
mobiles used by inspectors in the performance of official duties at
not to exceed $480 per annum for each automobile; meals for prisoners;
rewards for fugitives; medals of award; photographs; rental and
maintenance of teletype system; travel expenses incurred in preven-
tion and detection of crime; $3,000 for expenses of attendance, without
loss of pay or time, at specialized police training classes and pistol
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matches, including tuition and entrance fees; $2,500 for expenses of
the police training school, including travel expenses of visiting lec-
turers or experts in criminology; police equipment and repairs to
same; insignia of office, uniforms, and other official equipment, includ-
ing cleaning, alteration, and repair of articles transferred from one
individual to another, or damaged in the performance of duty;
purchase of passenger motor vehicles; expenses of harbor patrol; and
the maintenance of a suitable place for the reception and detention of
girls and women over seventeen years of age, arrested by the police
on charge of offense against any laws in force in the District of Colum-
bia, or held as witnesses or held pending final investigation or
examination, or otherwise; $5,900,000, of which amount $16,000 shall
be exclusively available for expenditure by the Superintendent of
Police for prevention and detection of crime, under his certificate,
approved by the Commissioners, and every such certificate shall be
deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum therein expressed to have been
expended.

For expenses necessary to enable the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia to maintain public order and protect life and property
in said District during the period of public recognition extended to
returning military or naval personnel or visiting dignitaries, including
the cost of removing and relocating streetcar loading platforms,
roping of streets, erection of stands, printing of signs, and operation
of temporary comfort stations, $10,000: Provided, That the certificate
of the Commissioners shall be sufficient voucher for the expenditure
of $2,000 of this appropriation for such purposes as they may deem
necessary.

Capital outlay, Metropolitan Police: For the construction of a police
precinct station house, including equipment, on land to be acquired
by the District of Columbia in square 5083, $174,000.

The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to
advance to the Superintendent of Police upon the approval of the
Commissioners, sums of money to be used in the prevention and detec-
tion of crime, the total of such advancements not to exceed $5,000
at any one time.

FIRE DEPARTMENT

For expenses necessary for the Fire Department, including pay and
allowances; uniforms and other official equipment, including clean-
ing. alteration, and repair of articles transferred from one individual
to another, or damaged in the performance of duty; purchase of
passenger motor vehicles; repairs and improvements to buildings
and grounds; $3,644,400, of which not to exceed $77,000 may be
expended for maintenance and operation of the fire-alarm system:
Provided, That the Commissioners, in their discretion, may authorize
the construction, in whole or in part, of fire-fighting apparatus in
the Fire Department repair shop.

Capital outlay, Fire Department: For the acquisition of sites for
fire-engine houses in the vicinity of Forty-ninth and East Capitol
Streets Southeast and in the vicinity of Twenty-fourth and Irving
Streets Southeast, and for the purchase of fire-alarm systems, $114,600,
to remain available until expended.

POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMEN'S RELIEF

For policemen's and firemen's relief and other allowances as author-
ized by law, $2,300,000.
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VETERANS' SERVICES

For expenses necessary to provide services to veterans and war
workers, including personal services without regard to classification
or civil-service laws, $107,100.

COURTS

District of Columbia courts: For expenses of the following District
of Columbia courts, including witness fees and compensation of jurors;
lawbooks, books of reference, and periodicals; printing and binding;
lodging and meals for jurors, bailiffs, and deputy United States
marshals while in attendance upon jurors, when ordered by the courts;
and meals for prisoners:

Juvenile court, $231,500, of which $500 shall be available for deposit
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required
by the Act of June 28, 1944, and of which $12,400 shall be available for
payment to the United States Public Health Service for furnishing
psychiatric service, including the detail of necessary medical and other
personnel: Provided, That the disbursing officer of the District of
Columbia is authorized to advance to the chief probation officer of the
juvenile court upon requisition previously approved by the judge of the
juvenile court and the auditor of the District of Columbia, not to
exceed $50 at any one time, to be expended for travel expenses to secure
the return of absconding probationers.

Municipal court, including pay of retired judges and $651 for
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $475,900: Provided, That
deposits made on demands for jury trials in accordance with rules
prescribed by the court under authority granted in section 11 of
the Act approved March 3, 1921 (41 Stat. 1312), shall be earned
unless, prior to three days before the time set for such trials, includ-
ing Sundays and legal holidays, a new date for trial be set by the
court, cases be discontinued or settled, or demands for jury trials be
waived.

Municipal court of appeals, $77,400 of which $300 shall be avail-
able for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944.

United States courts: For reimbursement to the United States for
services rendered to the District of Columbia by the Judiciary and
the Department of Justice as specified under the head "United States
courts for the District of Columbia" in the Judiciary Appropriation
Act, 1948, and in the Department of Justice Appropriation Act,
1948, $833,000.

Probation system: For expenses necessary for the probation
system, including $150 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944,
$47,900.

Office of Register of Wills: For expenses necessary for the Office
of Register of Wills, including $600 for deposit in the general fund
of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of
June 28, 1944; and contract statistical services, $146.900.

Commission on Mental Health: For expenses necessary for the
Commission on Mental Health, including an executive secretary at
$4,150 per annum and physician-members at $5,153 per annum,
$39,200, of which $1,000 shall be available for the payment of fees
to attorneys appointed in accordance with the Act of June 8, 1938
(52 Stat. 625), not exceeding $25 in any one case.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Operating expenses, Health Department (excluding hospitals) : For

expenses necessary for the general administration, medical services,
laboratories, and inspection services of the Health Department, includ-
ing the enforcement of the Acts relating to the prevention of the
spread of contagious and infectious diseases in the District of Colum-
bia; the maintenance of tuberculosis and venereal-disease clinics and
dispensaries; the conduct of hygiene and sanitation work in schools;
the maintenance of a dental-health service; the maintenance of a
maternal and child-health service; housekeeping assistance in cases
of authentic indigent sick at salary rates to be fixed by the Commis-
sioners; the maintenance of a service for the care of handicapped andX-ray survey. crippled children; the conducting of a mass X-ray tuberculosis survey;
the establishment of a cancer control project; the maintenance of a
public health engineering service; the maintenance of a nursing serv-
ice; the maintenance of a psychiatric service; the maintenance of an
emergency ambulance service; the operation and maintenance of
laboratories; out-patient relief of the poor, including medical and
surgical supplies, artificial limbs, and pay of physicians at rates to be
fixed by the Commissioners, and the enforcement of the Acts relating
to the drainage of lots and abatement of nuisances in the District
of Columbia, the Act relating to the adulteration of foods, drugs, and
candy, the Act relating to the manufacture and sale of mattresses,
the Act relating to the manufacture, sale, and transportation of adul-
terated or misbranded or poisonous or deleterious foods, drugs, medi-
cines, and liquors, and the Act relating to the sale of milk, cream, and
ice cream; such expenses to include one physician at $5,905 per annum
to be appointed without regard to civil-service laws; contract investi-
gational service; uniforms; rent; purchase of passenger motor vehicles;

aneutomobie a manufacture of serum in indigent cases; and allowances for privately
owned automobiles used for the performance of official duties (not
to exceed $264 per annum for each automobile for employees other
than dairy-farm inspectors and not to exceed $312 per annum for eachVolunteer services. automobile for dairy-farm inspectors); $2,042,000: Provided, That
the Commissioners may, without creating any obligation for the pay-
ment of money on account thereof, accept such volunteer services as
they may deem expedient in connection with the establishment and

services maintenance of the medical services herein provided for: Providedspecial servs. further, That not to exceed $200 may be expended for special services
in detecting adulteration of drugs and foods, including candy and
milk.

Operating expenses, Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium: For
expenses necessary for the Tuberculosis Sanatorium at Glenn Dale,
Maryland, including compensation of consulting physicians at rates to
be fixed by the Commissioners; rental and purchase of busses and an
ambulance; classroom supplies; and repairs and improvements to
buildings and grounds; $1,600,000, of which not to exceed $5,000 shall
be for the compensation of convalescent patients to be employed inessential work of the sanatorium and as an aid to their rehabilitation
at rates and under conditions to be determined by the Commissioners;
but nothing in this paragraph shall be construed as conferring employee
status on patients whose services are so utilized.

Operating expenses, Gallinger Municipal Hospital: For expenses
necessary for Gallinger Municipal Hospital and the Tuberculosis
Hospital at Fourteenth and Upshur Streets Northwest including one
superintendent at $9,975 per annum plus $1,500 per annum for aresidence; one deputy superintendent at $7,581 per annum; not to
exceed five full-time chief medical officers at $7,581 per annum each
and two associate medical officers at $5,905 per annum each, to be
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appointed without reference to civil-service requirements; musical
instruments and music; expenses of commencement exercises, enter-
tainments, and the training school for nurses; expenses incident to fur-
nishing proper containers for the reception, burial, and identification
of the ashes of all human bodies of indigent persons that are cremated
at the public crematorium and remain unclaimed after twelve months
from the date of such cremation; and repairs and improvements to
buildings and grounds; $3,450,000.

Medical charities: For care and treatment of indigent patients
under contracts to be made by the Health Officer of the District of
Columbia and approved by the Commissioners with institutions, as
follows: Children's Hospital, $190,000; Central Dispensary and Emer-
gency Hospital, $65,000; Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hospital,
$65,000; Washington Home for Incurables, $35,000; in all $355,000.

Columbia Hospital and Lying-in-Asylum: For general repairs,
including labor and material to be expended under the direction of the
Architect of the Capitol, $10,000.

Freedmen's Hospital: For reimbursement to the United States for
services rendered to the District of Columbia by Freedmen's Hospital,
as specified under the head, "Freedmen's Hospital", in the Federal
Security Agency Appropriation Act, 1948, $400,000. Ae, p. 265.

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

Operating expenses: For expenses necessary for the Department of
Corrections, including subsistence of interns; compensation of con-
sulting physicians, dentists, and other specialists at rates to be fixed
by the Commissioners; attendance of guards at pistol and rifle matches;
uniforms and other distinctive wearing apparel necessary for
employees in the performance of their official duties; rental of motion-
picture films; repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds;
purchase of motorbusses; support, maintenance, and transportation
of prisoners transferred from the District of Columbia; expenses of
interment of deceased inmates; electrocutions; shipping remains of
deceased prisoners to their homes in the United States; identifying,
pursuing, recapturing (including rewards therefor), and returning to
institutions, escaped inmates and parole and conditional-release viola-
tor; and returning released prisoners to their residences, or to such
other place within the United States as may be authorized by the Direc-
tor, and the furnishing of suitable clothing and, in the discretion of the
Director, an amount of money not to exceed $30, regardless of length of Advances
sentence, $2,500,000: Provided, That the disbursing officer of the Dis-
trict of Columbia is authorized to advance to the Director, Department
of Corrections, upon requisitions previously approved by the Auditor
of the District of Columbia and upon such security as the Commission-
ers may require of said Director, sums of money not exceeding $500 at
one time, to be used only for expenses in returning escaped prisoners,
conditional releases, and parolees: Provided further, That not to exceed
$40,000 of the amount appropriated for Operating Expenses, Adult
Correctional Service, District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal
year 1947, and the unexpended balance of the amount of $116,600 60Stat.514

appropriated for Capital Outlay, Structural Improvements at the
Jail, District of Columbia Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1947, are Stat. 51

continued available until June 30, 1948.

PUBLIC WELFARE

For expenses necessary for the general administration of public
welfare in the District of Columbia, including contract investigational
services; $87,000.
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Ante, p. 244.

67 Stat. 374.
29 U. 8. 0. §§ 31-41.
68 Stat. 277.
D. C. Code, Supp.

V, §§ 32-751 to 32-765.

"Penny milk" pro-
gram.

42 Stat. 1488.
5 U.S. C. 661 c seq.

"Victory" gardens.

Collections from
milk program.

Visits to wards out-
side D. C., Va., and
Md.

Agency services: For expenses necessary for certification of persons
eligible for any public benefits which are or may become available as
may be approved by the Commissioners, relief and rehabilitation for
purposes of employment of indigent residents of the District of
Columbia, to be expended under rules and regulations prescribed by
the Commissioners; vocational rehabilitation of disabled residents
of the District of Columbia in accordance with the provisions of the
Act of July 6, 1943 (Public Law 113); aid to dependent children in
accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 14, 1944 (Public
Law 340); assistance against old-age want, as authorized by law; aid
for needy blind persons, as authorized by law; services for children
in their own homes; distribution of surplus commodities and relief
milk to public and charitable institutions; $62,000 for necessary
expenses, including personal services without regard to the Classi-
fication Act of 1923, as amended, for the carrying out, under regula-
tions to be prescribed by the Commissioners of a "penny milk" program
for the school children of the District, including the purchase and
distribution of milk under agreement with the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and for the carrying out of a food-conservation
program in the District of Columbia, including "Victory" gardens and
the canning of the products thereof; maintenance pending transpor-
tation, and transportation, of indigent nonresident persons; transpor-
tation of other indigent persons, including veterans and their families;
deportation of nonresident insane persons, as provided by law, includ-
ing persons held in the psychopathic ward of the Gallinger Municipal
Hospital; burial of indigent residents of the District of Columbia;
for placing and visiting children; board and care of all children
committed to the guardianship of the Board of Public Welfare by the
courts of the District, including white girls committed to the National
Training School for Girls and all children accepted by said Board for
care as authorized by law; temporary care of children pending inves-
tigation or while being transferred from place to place, with authority
to pay for the care of children in institutions under sectarian controlS
for continuous maintenance of foster homes for temporary or emer-
gency board and care of nondelinquent children; care and maintenance
of women and children under contracts to be made by the Board of
Public Welfare and approved by the Commissioners with the Florence
Crittenton Home, St. Ann's Infant Asylum and Maternity Hospital,
the House of Mercy, and other institutions caring for unmarried
mothers; and for burial of children dying while beneficiaries under
this appropriation, including rental, repair, and upkeep of building;
$3,110,400: Provided, That collections from the milk program shall be
paid to the collector of taxes, District of Columbia, for deposit in the
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the District, and that
reimbursement for canning of "Victory" garden products shall be in
kind and for the benefit of public-welfare institutions of the District
of Columbia: Provided further, That no part of this appropriation
shall be used for the purpose of visiting any ward of the Board of
Public Welfare placed outside of the District of Columbia and the
State of Virginia and Maryland, and a ward placed outside said
District and the States of Virginia and Maryland shall be visited not
less than once a year by a voluntary agent or correspondent of said
Board, and said Board shall have power to discharge from guardian-
ship any child committed to its care.

Operating expenses, protective institutions: For expenses neces-
sary for the operation of the Industrial Home School, the Industrial
Home School for Colored Children, the National Training School
for Girls, the Municipal Lodging House, the Home for the Aged
and Infirm, the District Training School; Temporary Home for
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Former Soldiers and Sailors; maintenance, under jurisdiction of the
Board of Public Welfare, of a suitable place in a building entirely
separate and apart from the house of detention for the reception and
detention of children under eighteen years of age arrested by the
police on charge of offense against any laws in force in the District
of Columbia or committed to the guardianship of the Board or held
as witnesses, or held temporarily, or pending hearing, or otherwise;
including subsistence of interns; compensation of consulting physi-
cians and veterinarians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners;
repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds; securing suit-
able homes for paroled or discharged children; and care and mainte-
nance of boys committed to the National Training Schools for Boys
by the courts of the District of Columbia under a contract to be
made by the Board of Public Welfare with the Attorney General at
a rate of not to exceed $2 per day for each boy so committed;
$1,852,900: Pro'vided, That no part of this appropriation shall be
used for the maintenance of white girls in the National Training
School for Girls: Provided further, That the salary of the superin-
tendent of the National Training School for Girls shall be at the
rate of $4,400 per annum.

Capital outlay, protective institutions: For an additional amount
for the construction of a third floor and a permanent roof to the
hospital and administration building, District Training School,
$52,000, and the appropriation $70,000 for the foregoing purpose,
contained in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, shall
remain available until expended.

Saint Elizabeths Hospital: For support of indigent insane of the
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided by
law, $6,229,000.

Day-care centers: For all expenses necessary for the establish-
ment, maintenance, and operation of a system of nurseries and
nursery schools for the day care of children of school or under
school age, including personal services, as authorized by Public Law
123, Eightieth Congress, approved June 27, 1947, $150,000: Provided,
That no part of these funds shall be expended for the care of children
the income of whose parents, parent, or guardian exceeds $2,600 per
annum.

The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to
advance to the Director of Public Welfare, upon requisitions previ-
ously approved by the Auditor of the District and upon such security
as the Commissioners may require of said Director, sums of money
to be used for placing and visiting children; returning parolees;
and deportation of nonresident insane persons; the total of such
advancements not to exceed $2,000 at any one time.

PUBLIC WORKS

Operating expenses, office of chief clerk: For expenses for the office
of chief clerk, including maintenance and repair of wharves; and
$1,000 for affiliation with the National Safety Council, Incorporated;
$71,000.

Office of Municipal Architect: For expenses necessary for the Office
of Municipal Architect, $88,400.

All apportionments of appropriations for the use of the Office of
Municipal Architect in payment of personal services employed on
construction work provided for by said appropriations shall be based
on an amount not exceeding 3 per centum of a total of not more than
$2,000,000 of appropriations made for such construction projects and
not exceeding 2 /4per centum of a total of the appropriations in excess
of $2,000,000, and appropriations specifically made in this Act for the
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including subsistence of interns; compensation of consulting physi-
cians and veterinarians at rates to be fixed by the Commissioners; 
repairs and improvements to buildings and grounds; securing suit-
able homes for paroled or discharged children; and care and mainte-
nance of boys committed to the National Training Schools for Boys 
by the courts of the District of Columbia under a contract to be 
made by the Board of Public Welfare with the Attorney General at 
a rate of not to exceed $2 per day for each boy so committed; 
$1,852,900: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be 
used for the maintenance of white girls in the National Training 
School for Girls: Provided further, That the salary of the superin-
tendent of the National Training School for Girls shall be at the 
rate of $4,400 per annum. 

Capital outlay, protective institutions: For an additional amount 
for the construction of a third floor and a permanent roof to the 
hospital and administration building, District Training School, 
$52,000, and the appropriation $70,000 for the foregoing purpose, 
contained in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, shall 
remain available until expended. 

Saint Elizabeths Hospital: For support of indigent insane of the 
District of Columbia in Saint Elizabeths Hospital, as provided by 
law , $6,229,000. 

Day-care centers: For all expenses necessary for the establish-
ment, maintenance, and operation of a system of nurseries and 
nursery schools for the day care of children of school or under 
school age, including personal services, as authorized by Public Law 
123, Eightieth Congress, approved June 27, 1947, $150,000: Provided, 
That no part of these funds shall be expended for the care of children 
the income of whose parents, parent, or guardian exceeds $2,600 per 
annum. 
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia is authorized to 

advance to the Director of Public Welfare, upon requisitions previ-
ously approved by the Auditor of the District and upon such security 
as the Commissioners may require of said Director, sums of money 
to be used for placing and visiting children; returning parolees; 
and deportation of nonresident insane persons; the total of such 
advancements not to exceed $2,000 at any one time. 

PUBLIC WORKS 

Operating expenses, office of chief clerk: For expenses for the office 
of chief clerk, including maintenance and repair of wharves; and 
$1,000 for affiliation with the National Safety Council, Incorporated; 
$71,000. 

Office of Municipal Architect: For expenses necessary for the Office 
of Municipal Architect, $88,400. 

All apportionments of appropriations for the use of the Office of 
Municipal Architect in payment of personal services employed on 
construction work provided for by said appropriations shall be based 
on an amount not exceeding 3 per centum of a total of not more than 
$2,000,000 of appropriations made for such construction projects and 
not exceeding 2% per centum of a total of the appropriations in excess 
of $2,000,000, and appropriations specifically made in this Act for the 
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preparation of plans and specifications shall be deducted from any
allowances authorized under this paragraph: Provided, That reim-
bursements may be made to this fund from appropriations contained
in this Act for services rendered other activities of the District govern-
ment, without reference to fiscal-year limitations on such appropria-
tions.

Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings:
For expenses necessary for care of the District buildings, including
rental of postage meter equipment, uniforms and caps for guards,
$876,000.

Capital outlay, office of superintendent of District buildings: For
the purchase and installation of equipment, to convert the District
building power plant from steam to electricity, $34,800.

Surveyor's office: For expenses necessary for the surveyor's office,
$128,700.

Department of Inspections: For expenses necessary for thet Depart-
ment of Inspections, including the enforcement of the Act requiring
the erection of fire escapes on certain buildings (48 Stat. 843) and the
removal of dangerous or unsafe and insanitary buildings (34 Stat.
157; 49 Stat. 105); such expenses to include two members of the
plumbing board at $150 per annum each; two members of the board
of examiners, steam engineers, at $300 per annum each (the inspec-
tor of boilers to serve without additional compensation) ; $6 per diem
to each member of board of survey, other than the inspector of build-
ings, while actually employed in surveys of such dangerous and
unsafe buildings; three members of board of special appeal; one mem-
ber of motion-picture operators examing board at $300 per annum;
and two members of electrical examining board at $300 per annum
each; $540,860.

Operating expenses, Electrical Division: For expenses necessary
for the operation and maintenance of the District's communication
systems, including rental, purchase2 installation, and maintenance of
telephone, telegraph, and radio services; and street lighting, including
the installation and maintenance of public lamps, lamp posts, street
designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all kinds on streets, avenues,
roads, alleys, and public spaces, part cost and maintenance of airport
and airway lights necessary for operation of the air mail to be
expended in accordance with the provisions of sections 7 and 8 of
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912
(36 Stat. 1008), and with the provisions of the District of Columbia
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1913 (37 Stat. 181), and other
laws applicable thereto; $1,175,000: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the payment of rates for electric street
lighting in excess of those authorized to be paid in the fiscal year 1927
and payment for electric current for new forms of street lighting shall
not exceed 2 cents per kilowatt-hour for current consumed.

Capital outlay, Electrical Division: For expenses necessary for
placing underground, relocating, and extending the telephone, police-
patrol, and fire-alarm systems; and purchase of lampposts, street
designations and fixtures of all kinds; $137,900.

Central garage: For expenses, including the purchase of passenger
motor vehicles, work cars, field wagons, ambulances, and busses and
three chauffeurs for the Executive Office at $2,394 per annum each,
$133,300.

All motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (including water-
craft) owned by the District of Columbia shall be operated and utilized
in conformity with section 5 (c) of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 600, Seventy-ninth Congress), and shall be under the direction
and control of the Commissioners, who may from time to time alter
or change the assignment for use thereof, or direct the alteration or
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preparation of plans and specifications shall be deducted from any 
allowances authorized under this paragraph: Provided, That reim-
bursements may be made to this fund from appropriations. contained 
in this Act for services rendered other activities of the District govern-
ment, without reference to fiscal-year limitations on such appropria-
tions. 
Operating expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings: 

For expenses necessary for care of the District buildings, including 
rental of postage meter equipment, uniforms and caps for guards, 
$876,000. 

Capital outlay, office of superintendent of District buildings.: For 
the purchase and installation of equipment, to convert the District 
building power plant from steam to electricity, $34,800. 

Surveyor's office: For expenses necessary for the surveyor's office, 
$128,700. 
Department of Inspections: For expenses necessary for the Depart-

ment of Inspections, including the enforcement of the Act requiring 
the erection of fire escapes on certain buildings (48 Stat. 843) and the 
removal of dangerous or unsafe and insanitary buildings (34 Stat. 
157; 49 Stat. 105) ; such expenses to include two members of the 
plumbing board at $150 per annum each; two members of the board 
of examiners, steam engineers, at $300 per annum each (the inspec-
tor of boilers to serve without additional compensation) ; $6 per diem 
to each member of board of survey, other than the inspector of build-
ings, while actually employed in surveys of such dangerous and 
unsafe buildings; three members of board of special appeal; one mem-
ber of motion-picture operators examing board at $300 per annum; 
and two members of electrical examining board at $300 per annum 
each; $540,860. 
Operating expenses, Electrical Division: For expenses necessary 

for the operation and maintenance of the District's communication 
systems, including rental, purchase2 installation, and maintenance of 
telephone, telegraph, and radio services; and street lighting, including 
the installation and maintenance of public lamps, lamp posts, street 
designations, lanterns, and fixtures of all kinds on streets, avenues, 
roads, alleys, and public spaces, part cost and maintenance of airport 
and airway lights necessary for operation of the air mail to be 
expended in accordance with the provisions of sections 7 and 8 of 
the District of Columbia Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1912 
(36 Stat. 1008), and with the provisions of the District of Columbia 
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1913 (37 Stat. 181), and other 
laws applicable thereto; $1,175,000: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall not be available for the payment of rates for electric street 
lighting in excess of those authorized to be paid in the fiscal year 1927, 
and payment for electric current for new forms of street lighting shall 
not exceed 2 cents per kilowatt-hour for current consumed. 

Capital outlay, Electrical Division: For expenses necessary for 
placing underground, relocating, and extending the telephone, police-
patrol, and fire-alarm systems; and purchase of lampposts, street 
designations and fixtures of all kinds; $137,900. 

Central garage: For expenses, including the purchase of passenger 
motor vehicles, work cars, field wagons, ambulances, and busses and 
three chauffeurs for the Executive Office at $2,394 per annum each, 
$133,300. 

All motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles (including water-
craft) owned by the District of Columbia shall be operated and utilized 
in conformity with section 5 (c) of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 600, Seventy-ninth Congre-ss), and shall be under the direction 
and control of the Commissioners, who may from time to time alter 
or change the assignment for use thereof, or direct the alteration or 
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interchangeable use of any of the same by officers and employees of
the District, except as otherwise provided in this Act: Provided, That
"official purposes" shall not apply to the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia and in cases of officers and employees, the character of
whose duties make such transportation necessary, and then only as
to such latter cases when the same is approved by the Commissioners.
No motor vehicles shall be transferred from the police or fire depart-
ments to any other branch of the government of the District of
Columbia.

Operating expenses, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from
highway fund): For operating expenses of the Street and Bridge
Divisions, including operation, minor construction, maintenance, and
repair of bridges; repairs to streets, avenues, roads, sidewalks, and
alleys; reconditioning existing gravel streets and roads; and cleaning
snow and ice from streets, sidewalks, cross walks, and gutters, in the
discretion of the Commissioners; such expenses to include purchase of
passenger motor vehicles, surveying instruments, implements, and
equipment used in this work: $1,858,000, of which amount $45,000
shall be exclusively for snow removal purposes: Provided, That the
Commissioners are hereby authorized to purchase and install a
municipal asphalt plant including all auxiliary plant equipment to
be paid for from this appropriation at a cost not to exceed $150,000.

Capital outlay, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from highway
fund): For expenses necessary for the grading, surfacing, paving,
repaving, widening, altering, and otherwise improving streets, avenues,
roads, and alleys, including curbing and gutters, directional and
pedestrian islands at various intersections to permit of proper traffic-
light control and channelization of traffic, drainage structures, culverts,
suitable connections to storm-water sewer system, retaining walls,
replacement and relocation of sewers, water mains, fire hydrants,
traffic lights, street lights, fire-alarm boxes, police-patrol boxes, and
curb-line trees, when necessary, Federal-aid highway projects under
section 1 (b) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, and highway
structure projects financed wholly from the highway fund upon the
approval of plans for such structures by the Commissioners; for carry-
ing out the provisions of existing laws which authorize the Commis-
sioners to open, extend, straighten, or widen streets, avenues, roads, or
highways, in accordance with the plan of the permanent system of
highways for the District of Columbia, and alleys and minor streets,
and for the establishment of building lines in the District of Columbia
including the procurement of chains of title; and for assessment and
permit work, paving of roadways under the permit system, and con-
struction of sidewalks and curbs around public reservations and munic-
ipal and United States buildings, including purchase or condemnation
of streets, roads, and alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and
fifty square feet at the intersection of streets, avenues, or roads in
the District of Columbia, to be selected by the Commissioners
$5,285,000, to remain available until June 30, 1949, and the limit of
cost of the South Capitol Street Bridge as specified in the District
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1943, is increased to $5,400.000:
Provided, That appropriations contained in this Act for highways,
sewers, city refuse, and the Water Division shall be available for snow
removal when ordered by the Commissioners in writing: Provided
further, That in connection with the purchase and installation of a
municipal asphalt plant on District owned property the Commissioners
are authorized to make expenditures from this appropriation in an
amount not exceeding $150,000 for the preparation of the site, including
the construction of sea walls, dock facilities, and a railroad siding:
Provided further, That in connection with the highway planning
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interchangeable use of any of the same by officers and employees of 
the District, except as otherwise provided in this Act: Provided, That 
"official purposes" shall not apply to the Commissioners of the District 
of Columbia and in cases of officers and employees, the character of 
whose duties make such transportation necessary, and then only as 
to such latter cases when the same is approved by the Commissioners. 
No motor vehicles shall be transferred from the police or fire depart-
ments to any other branch of the government of the District of 
Columbia. 
Operating expenses, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from 

highway fund) : For operating expenses of the Street and Bridge 
Divisions, including operation, minor construction, maintenance, and 
repair of bridges; repairs to streets, avenues, roads, sidewalks, and 
alleys; reconditioning existing gravel streets and roads; and cleaning 
snow and ice from streets, sidewalks, cross walks, and gutters, in the 
discretion of the Commissioners; such expenses to include purchase of 
passenger motor vehicles, surveying instruments, implements, and 
equipment used in this work: $1,858,000, of which amount $45,000 
shall be exclusively for snow removal purposes: Provided, That the 
Commissioners are hereby authorized to purchase and install a 
municipal asphalt plant including all auxiliary plant equipment to 
be paid for from this appropriation at a cost not to exceed $150,000. 

Capital outlay, Street and Bridge Divisions (payable from highway 
fund) : For expenses necessary for the grading, surfacing, paving, 
repaving, widening, altering, and otherwise improving streets, avenues, 
roads, and alleys, including curbing and gutters, directional and 
pedestrian islands at various intersections to permit of proper traffic-
light control and channelization of traffic, drainage structures, culverts, 
suitable connections to storm-water sewer system, retaining walls, 
replacement and relocation of sewers, water mains, fire hydrants, 
traffic lights, street lights, fire-alarm boxes, police-patrol boxes, and 
curb-line trees, when necessary, Federal-aid highway projects under 
section 1 (b) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, and highway 
structure projects financed wholly from the highway fund upon the 
approval of plans for such structures by the Commissioners; for carry-
ing out the provisions of existing laws which authorize the Commis-
sioners to open, extend, straighten, or widen streets, avenues, roads, or 
highways, in accordance with the plan of the permanent system of 
highways for the District of Columbia, and alleys and minor streets, 
and for the establishment of building lines in the District of Columbia, 
including the procurement of chains of title; and for assessment and 
permit work, paving of roadways under the permit system, and con-
struction of sidewalks and curbs around public reservations and munic-
ipal and United States buildings, including purchase or condemnation 
of streets, roads, and alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and 
fifty square feet at the intersection of streets, avenues, or roads in 
the District of Columbia, to be selected by the Commissioners, 
$5,285,000, to remain available until June 30, 1949, and the limit of 
cost of the South Capitol Street Bridge as specified in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1943, is increased to $5,400,000: 
Provided, That appropriations contained in this Act for highways, 
sewers, city refuse, and the Water Division shall be available for snow 
removal when ordered by the Commissioners in writing: Provided 
further, That in connection with the purchase and installation of a 
municipal asphalt plant on District owned property the Commissioners 
are authorized to make expenditures from this appropriation in an 
amount not exceeding $150.000 for the preparation of the site, including 
the construction of sea walls, dock facilities, and a railroad siding: 
Provided further, That in connection with the highway planning 
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survey, involving surveys, plans, engineering, and economic investiga-
tions of projects for future construction in the District of Columbia,

52 Stat. 636; 53 Stat. as provided for under section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of
1938, and in connection with the construction of Federal-aid highway

523 U.S. C. 41b. projects under section 1 (b) of said Act, and highway structure projects
inanced wholly from the highway fund, this appropriation shall be
available for the employment of engineering or other professional

41 U. S. C. 5. services by contract or otherwise, and without regard to section 3709
of the Revised Statutes and the civil-service and classification laws,

60 tat.c 80. and section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (60 Stat. 806), and for
Street-railway pave- engineering and incidental expenses: Provided further, That this

ments. appropriation shall be available for the construction and repair of
pavements of street railways in accordance with the provisions of the

D.C. Code 7-604. Merger Act (47 Stat. 752), and the proportion of the amount thus
expended which under the terms of the said Act is required to be paid
by the street-railway company shall be collected, upon the neglect or
the refusal of such street-railway company to make such payment,
from the said street-railway company in the manner provided by

0 SatO. o 7-604. section 5 of the Act of June 11, 1878, and shall be deposited to the
credit of the appropriation for the fiscal year in which it is collected:

paissessments org Provided further, That assessments in accordance with existing law
shall be made for paving and repaving roadways, alleys, and sidewalks
where such roadways, alleys, and sidewalks are paved or repaved with

Contracts. funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That in connection with
projects to be undertaken as Federal-aid projects under the provisions

5 Stas. 8 08. 63 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of December 20, 1944, the Com-
missioners are authorized to enter into contract or contracts for those
projects in such amounts as shall be approved by the Public Roads

inOad-erossingelm- Administration, Federal Works Agency: Provided further, That this
appropriation may be used for payment to contractors and for other
expenses in connection with the expense of design, construction, and
inspection of grade-crossing elimination and other construction projects

23 U. S. C. § 24a. authorized under section 8 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521),52 Stat. 633.
23U.S.C. §41b. and section 1 (b) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, pending

reimbursement to the District of Columbia by the Public Roads Admin-
istration, Federal Works Agency, reimbursement to be credited to

Widths of sidewalks fund from which payment was made: Provided further, That the
and roadways. Commissioners are authorized to fix or alter the respective widths of

sidewalks and roadways (including tree spaces and parking) of all
highways that may be improved under appropriations contained in

Open competition this Act: Provided further, That no appropriation in this Act shallfor street-improve-
ment contracts. be available for repairing, resurfacing, or paving any street, avenue,

or roadway by private contract unless the specifications for such work
shall be so prepared as to permit of fair and open competition in paving

Liabilityforrepairs. materials as well as in price: Provided further, That in addition to
the provision of existing law requiring contractors to keep new pave-
ments in repair for a period of one year from the date of the completion
of the work, the Commissioners shall further require that where repairs
are necessary during the four years following the said one-year period,
due to inferior work or defective materials, such repairs shall be made
at the expense of the contractor, and the bond furnished by the
contractor shall be liable for such expense.

Ante p,. a. Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway
fund): For expenses necessary for the Department of Vehicles and
Traffic, including purchase, installation, modification, operation, and
maintenance of electric traffic lights, signals, controls, markers, and
directional signs; purchase of motor-vehicle identification number

Parkin meters. plates; installation, operation, and maintenance of parking meters
UoTraffcsaletyeduca on the streets of the District of Columbia, $20,000 for traffic safety
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survey, involving surveys, plans, engineering, and economic investiga-
tions of projects for future construction in the District of Columbia, 
as provided for under section 10 of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 
1938, and in connection with the construction of Federal-aid highway 
projects under section 1 (b) of said Act, and highway structure projects 
financed wholly from the highway fund, this appropriation shall be 
available for the employment of engineering or other professional 
services by contract or otherwise, and without regard to section 3709 
of the Revised Statutes and the civil-service and classification laws, 
and section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (60 Stat. 806), and for 
engineering and incidental expenses: Provided further, That this 
appropriation shall be available for the construction and repair of 
pavements of street railways in accordance with the provisions of the 
Merger Act (47 Stat. 752), and the proportion of the amount thus 
expended which under the terms of the said Act is required to be paid 
by the street-railway company shall be collected, upon the neglect or 
the refusal of such street-railway company to make such payment, 
from the said street-railway company in the manner provided by 
section 5 of tie Act of June 11, 1878, and shall be deposited to the 
credit of the appropriation for the fiscal year in which it is collected: 
Provided further, That assessments in accordance with existing law 
shall be made for paving and repaving roadways, alleys, and sidewalks 
where such roadways, alleys, and sidewalks are paved or repaved with 
funds herein appropriated: Provided further, That in connection with 
projects to be undertaken as Federal-aid projects under the provisions 
of the Federal Aid Highway Act of December 20, 1944, the Com-
missioners are authorized to enter into contract or contracts for those 
projects in such amounts as shall be approved by the Public Roads 
Administration, Federal Works Agency: Provided further, That this 
appropriation may be used for payment to contractors and for other 
expenses in connection with the expense of design, construction, and 
inspection of grade-crossing elimination and other construction projects 
authorized under section 8 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521), 
and section 1 (b) of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1938, pending 
reimbursement to the District of Columbia by the Public Roads .Admin-
istration, Federal Works Agency, reimbursement to be credited to 
fund from which payment was made: Provided further, That the 
Commissioners are authorized to fix or alter the respective widths of 
sidewalks and roadways (including tree spaces and parking) of all 
highways that may be improved under appropriations contained in 
this Act: Provided further, That no appropriation in this Act shall 
be available for repairing, resurfacing, or paving any street, avenue, 
or roadway by private contract unless the specifications for such work 
shall be so prepared as to permit of fair and open competition in paving 
materials as well as in price: Provided further, That in addition to 
the provision of existing law requiring contractors to keep new pave-
ments in repair for a period of one year from the date of the completion 
of the work, the Commissioners shall further require that where repairs 
are necessary during the four years following the said one-year period, 
due to inferior work or defective materials, such repairs shall be made 
at the expense of the contractor, and the bond furnished by the 
contractor shall be liable for such expense. 
Department of Vehicles and Traffic (payable from highway 

fund) : For expenses necessary for the Department of Vehicles and 
Traffic, including purchase, installation, modification, operation, and 
maintenance of electric traffic lights, signals, controls, markers, and 
directional signs; purchase of motor-vehicle identification number 
plates; installation, operation, and maintenance of parking meters 
on the streets of the District of Columbia, $20,000 for traffic safety 
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education without reference to any other law; $15,000 for expense
necessary for the preparation of studies, preliminary plans and sur-
veys, estimates and investigation for a system of centralized control
of the traffic signal system, including temporary services as author-
ized by section 15 of Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600; and for
all expenses necessary in carrying out the provisions of the District
of Columbia Motor Vehicle Parking Facility Act of 1942, approved
February 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 90), including personal services (except
a director) and printing and binding; $741,400: Provided, That no
part of this or any other appropriation contained in this Act shall
be expended for building, installing, and maintaining streetcar load-
ing platforms and lights of any description employed to distinguish
same, except that a permanent type of platform may be constructed
from appropriations contained in this Act for street improvements
when plans and locations thereof are approved by the Public
Utilities Commission and the Director of Vehicles and Traffic: Pro-
vided further, That the street-railway company shall after construc-
tion maintain, mark, and light the same at its expense: Provided
further, That fees from parking meters shall be deposited to the
credit of the highway fund: Provided further, That the Commis-
sioners are authorized and directed to designate, reserve, and prop-
erly mark appropriate and sufficient parking spaces on the streets
adjacent to all public buildings in the District for the use of Mem-
bers of Congress engaged on public business: Provided further, That
the incumbent on July 1, 1944, of the authorized position of Regis-
trar of Titles and Tags, whose duties shall be as prescribed in the
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, shall hereafter be
continued for compensation purposes in grade 9 of the clerical,
administrative, and fiscal service under the Classification Act of
1923, as amended.

Division of Trees and Parking (payable from highway fund) : For
necessary expenses for the Division of Trees and Parking, $190,000.

Reimbursement of other appropriations (payable from highway
fund): There are hereby authorized to be paid from the highway
fund to other appropriations for the District of Columbia the following
sums: $9,775 to "General administration" (Office of Corporation
Counsel); $25,708 to "Fiscal service" (Collector's Office, $8,463;
Auditor's Office, $12,720; Purchasing Division, $4,525); $4,000 to
"Salaries and expenses, Office of Chief Clerk"; $8,797 to "Operating
expenses. Office of Superintendent of District Buildings"; $2,028 to
"Operating expenses, Electrical Division"; $924,692 to "Metropolitan
Police"; and $25,000 to "National Capital Parks"; in all, $1,000,000.

Refunding erroneous collections (payable from highway fund):
To enable the Commissioners to refund collections erroneously covered
into the Treasury during the present and past three fiscal years to the
credit of the highway fund, $1,500: Provided, That this appropriation
shall not be available for refunds authorized by section 10 of the Act
of April 23,1924.

Operating expenses, Refuse Division: For expenses necessary for
collection and disposal of refuse and street cleaning, including repair
and maintenance of plants, buildings, and grounds; and fencing of
public and private property designated by the Commissioners as public
dumps; $3,178.000: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be
available for collecting ashes or miscellaneous refuse from hotels and
places of business or from apartment houses of four or more apartments
having a central heating system, or from any building or connected
group of buildings operated as a rooming, boarding, or lodging house
having a total of more than twenty-five rooms.
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education without reference to any other law; $15,000 for expense 
necessary for the preparation of studies, preliminary plans and sur-
veys, estimates and investigation for a system of centralized control 
of the traffic signal system, including temporary services as author-
ized by section 15 of Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600; and for 
all expenses necessary in carrying out the provisions of the District 
of Columbia Motor Vehicle Parking Facility Act of 1942, approved 
February 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 90), including personal services (except 
a director) and printing and binding; $741,400: Provided, That no 
part of this or any other appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be expended for building, installing, and maintaining streetcar load-
ing platforms and lights of any description employed to distinguish 
same, except that a permanent type of platform may be constructed 
from appropriations contained in this Act for street improvements 
when plans and locations thereof are approved by the Public 
Utilities Commission and the Director of Vehicles and Traffic: Pro-
vided further, That the street-railway company shall after construc-
tion maintain, mark, and light the same at its expense: Provided 
further, That fees from parking meters shall be deposited to the 
credit of the highway fund: Provided further, That the Commis-
sioners are authorized and directed to designate, reserve, and prop-
erly mark appropriate and sufficient parking spaces on the streets 
adjacent to all public buildings in the District for the use of Mem-
bers of Congress engaged on public business: Provided further, That 
the incumbent on July 1, 1944, of the authorized position of Regis-
trar of Titles and Tags, whose duties shall be as prescribed in the 
District of Columbia _Appropriation Act, 1945, shall hereafter be 
continued for compensation purposes in grade 9 of the clerical, 
administrative, and fiscal service under the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended. 
Division of Trees and Parking (payable from highway fund) : For 

necessary expenses for the Division of Trees and Parking, $190,000. 
Reimbursement of other appropriations (payable from highway 

fund) : There are hereby authorized to be paid from the highway 
fund to other appropriations for the District of Columbia the following 
sums: $9,775 to "General administration" (Office of Corporation 
Counsel); $25,708 to "Fiscal service" (Collector's Office, $8,463; 
Auditor's Office, $12,720; Purchasing Division, $4,525) ; $4,000 to 
"Salaries and expenses, Office of Chief Clerk"; $8,797 to "Operating 
expenses, Office of Superintendent of District Buildings"; $2,028 to 
"Operating expenses, Electrical Division"; $924,692 to "Metropolitan 
Police"; and $25,000 to "National Capital Parks"; in all, $1,000,000. 
Refunding erroneous collections (payable from highway fund) : 

To enable the Commissioners to refund collections erroneously covered 
into the Treasury during the present and past three fiscal years to the 
credit of the highway fund, $1,500: Provided, That this appropriation 
shall not be available for refunds authorized by section 10 of the Act 
of April 23, 1924. 
Operating expenses, Refuse Division: For expenses necessary for 

collection and disposal of refuse and street cleaning, including repair 
and maintenance of plants. buildings, and grounds; and fencing of 
public and private property designated by the Commissioners as public 
dumps; $3,178.000: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be 
available for collecting ashes or miscellaneous refuse from hotels and 
places of business or from apartment houses of four or more apartments 
having a central heating system, or from any building or connected 
group of buildings operated as a rooming, boarding, or lodging house 
having a total of more than twenty-five rooms. 
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Capital outlay, Refuse Division: For an additional amount for
construction of proposed incinerator numbered 3 for refuse (at a
total cost not to exceed $1,160,000), an additional amount for con-
struction of proposed refuse transfer station (at a total cost not to
exceed $706,000), and for beginning a garage and shops building
(at a total cost not to exceed $731,000) in parcel 141/13, including
$11,248 for construction services, $560,700; and the Commissioners
are authorized in their discretion, if they deem it advantageous to
the District of Columbia, to enter into a contract or contracts for
the incinerator numbered 3 and the garage and shops building as
a single project at a total cost not to exceed in the aggregate the
limits of cost heretofore specified for both projects.

Operating expenses, Sewer Division: For expenses necessary for
operating the District's system of sewage disposal; cleaning and repair-
ing sewers and basins; operation and maintenance of the sewage
pumping service and sewage treatment plant, including repairs to
equipment, machinery, and structures; maintenance of public con-
venience stations; control and prevention of the spread of mosquitoes
in the District of Columbia; and for contribution of the District of
Columbia to the expenses of the Interstate Commission on the Potomac
River Basin in accordance with Act of July 11, 1940 (54 Stat. 748),
$5,400; $1,140,000.

Capital outlay, Sewer Division: For construction of sewers and
receiving basins; for assessment and permit work; for purchase or
condemnation of rights-of-way for construction, maintenance, and
repair of public sewers, $1,000; for increasing capacity of the Sew-
age Treatment Plant, including additional sludge digestion tanks
and additional sedimentation tanks, $1,370,000, to continue available
until June 30, 1949; and for the preparation of surveys, plans and
specifications in connection with the construction of storm-water
sewers, $25,000; in all, $3,750,000, and in the preparation of such
surveys, plans and specifications, and in increasing capacity of the
Sewage Treatment Plant, temporary services as authorized by the
Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600: Provided, That not to
exceed $33,000 of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Divi-
sion", contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act,
1945, for the acquisition and development of a site for storage of
construction materials; not to exceed $25,000 of the unexpended bal-
ance of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", for
conducting a survey for city relief sewers, contained in the District
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1946; and not to exceed $44,825
of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", contained
in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, for plans and
specifications for chemical treatment, sludge drying and incineration
facilities at the Sewage Treatment Plant, are continued available
until June 30, 1948.

Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water fund):
For expenses necessary for operation and maintenance of the District
of Columbia water distribution system; installing and repairing
water meters on services to private residences and business places as
may not be required to install meters under existing regulations, said
meters to remain the property of the District of Columbia; replace-
ment of old mains, service pipes, and divide valves; water waste and
leakage survey; such expenses to include purchase of passenger motor
vehicles; and refunding of water rents and other water charges errone-
ously paid in the District of Columbia, to be refunded in the manner
prescribed by law for the refunding of erroneously paid taxes;
$1,905,000, to be available for such refunds of payments made within
the past two years.
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Capital outlay, Refuse Division: For an additional amount for 
construction of proposed incinerator numbered 3 for refuse (at a 
total cost not to exceed $1,160,000), an additional amount for con-
struction of proposed refuse transfer station (at a total cost not to 
exceed $706,000), and for beginning a garage and shops building 
(at a total cost not to exceed $731,000) in parcel 141/13, including 
$11,248 for construction services, $560,700; and the Commissioners 
are authorized in their discretion, if they deem it advantageous to 
the District of Columbia, to enter into a contract or contracts for 
the incinerator numbered 3 and the garage and shops building as 
a single project at a total cost not to exceed in the aggregate the 
limits of cost heretofore specified for both projects. 
Operating expenses, Sewer Division: For expenses. necessary for 

operating the District's system of sewage disposal; cleaning and repair-
ing sewers and basins; operation and maintenance of the sewage 
pumping service and sewage treatment plant, including repairs to 
equipment, machinery, and structures; maintenance of public con-
venience stations; control and prevention of the spread of mosquitoes 
in the District of Columbia; and for contribution of the District of 
Columbia to the expenses of the Interstate Commission on the Potomac 
River Basin in accordance with Act of July 11, 1940 (54 Stat. 748), 
$5,400; $1,140,000. 

Capital outlay, Sewer Division: For construction of sewers and 
receiving basins; for assessment and permit work; for purchase or 
condemnation of rights-of-way for construction, maintenance, and 
repair of public sewers, $1,000; for increasing capacity of the Sew-
age Treatment Plant, including additional sludge digestion tanks 
and additional sedimentation tanks, $1,370,000, to continue available 
until June 30, 1949; and for the preparation of surveys, plans and 
specifications in connection with the construction of storm-water 
sewers, $25,000; in all, $3,750,000, and in the preparation of such 
surveys, plans and specifications, and in increasing capacity of the 
Sewage Treatment Plant, temporary services as authorized by the 
Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 600: Provided, That not to 
exceed $33,000 of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Divi-
sion", contained in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 
1945, for the acquisition and development of a site for storage of 
construction materials; not to exceed $25,000 of the unexpended bal-
ance of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", for 
conducting a survey for city relief sewers, contained in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1946; and not to exceed $44,825 
of the appropriation for "Capital outlay, Sewer Division", contained 
in the District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, for plans and 
specifications for chemical treatment, sludge drying and incineration 
facilities at the Sewage Treatment Plant, are continued available 
until June 30, 1948. 
Operating expenses, Water Division (payable from water fund) : 

For expenses necessary for operation and maintenance of the District 
of Columbia water distribution system; installing and repairing 
water meters on services to private residences and business places as 
may not be required to install meters under existing regulations, said 
meters to remain the property of the District of Columbia; replace-
ment of old mains, service pipes, and divide valves; water waste and 
leakage survey; such expenses to include purchase of passenger motor 
vehicles; and refunding of water rents and other water charges errone-
ously paid in the District of Columbia, to be refunded in the manner 
prescribed by law for the refunding of erroneously paid taxes; 
$1,905,000, to be available for such refunds of payments made within 
the past two years. 
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Capital outlay, Water Division (payable from water fund): For
extension of the District of Columbia water distribution system, laying
of such service mains as may be necessary under the assessment system,
laying mains in advance of paving and installing fire and public
hydrants; for construction of a reinforced concrete roof on the ten-
million-gallon reservoir located in Fort Stanton Park; thirty-inch
trunk line water main from the vicinity of Eleventh and East Capitol
Streets to the vicinity of Seventeenth and East Capitol Streets; thirty-
and twenty-inch trunk line water main from the vicinity of Fourth
and B Streets Northeast, to the vicinity of Seventeenth and D Streets
Southeast; pumping facilities at the Anacostia pumping station;
rehabilitation of Bryant Street pumping station, including temporary
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946, Public 60 t.stt l 

56a.

Law 600, $300,000, to remain available until expended, and the Com-
missioners are authorized to contract for such rehabilitation at a total
cost not to exceed $2,000,000; in all, $1,485,000, which shall be availa-
ble for reimbursement to the United States for funds advanced in
compliance with section 501 of the Act of October 3, 1944 (55 Stat. 791), 5 8 SU.t.s app.

and of which not to exceed $305,000 for the construction of trunk §167L

lines shall remain available until June 30, 1949.
Water fund, investment, District of Columbia: The Secretary of the

Treasury is authorized to sell United States securities now held for
and on account of the water fund of the District of Columbia in such
amounts as may be certified by the Commissioners as necessary and
credit the proceeds of such sale to said water fund.

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT

Operating expenses (payable from water fund) : For expenses nec-
essary for the operation, maintenance, repair, and protection of Wash-
ington aqueducts and their accessories, and maintenance of MacArthur
Boulevard; including purchase, installation, and maintenance of
water meters on Federal services within the District of Columbia;
purchase of two passenger motor vehicles; $1,048,000.

Capital outlay (payable from water fund): For continuing repair
and rehabilitation of McMillan filter plant; continuing new conduit
repairs; flocculation equipment for existing Dalecarlla coagulation
basins; purchase and installation of meters; completing construction
of first unit of new mixing and sedimentation basins for the Dalecarlia
filter plant; and the District Engineer, Washington District, Corps
of Engineers, is authorized to enter into contract or contracts for the
completion of the last above-named project at a total cost of not to
exceed $1,158,000; booster pump on third high service from Dalecarlia;
advance planning for future capital outlay projects; and for develop-
ing increased water supply for the District of Columbia and environs
in accordance with House Document 480, Seventy-ninth Congress,
second session; and necessary expenses incident thereto; including
temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
2, 1946, Public Law 600; $1,128,000, to continue available until
expended: Provided, That the sum of $708,000 of the appropriation
for "Capital outlay, Washington Aqueduct", contained in the District
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, is rescinded as to the circula-
tion facilities in first high and second high reservoirs; a portion of
McMillan filter plant improvements; a portion of utility relocations
and plant interconnections at Dalecarlia; and the thirty-million-
gallon clear-water basin at Dalecarlia (first half) with the accom-
panying contract authorization.

Nothing herein shall be construed as affecting the superintendence
and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct,
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Capital outlay, Water Division (payable from water fund) : For 
extension of the District of Columbia water distribution system, laying 
of such service mains as may be necessary under the assessment system, 
laying mains in advance of paving and installing fire and public 
hydrants; for construction of a reinforced concrete roof on the ten-
million-gallon reservoir located in Fort Stanton Park; thirty-inch 
trunk line water main from the vicinity of Eleventh and East Capitol 
Streets to the vicinity of Seventeenth and East Capitol Streets; thirty-
and twenty-inch trunk line water main from the vicinity of Fourth 
and B Streets Northeast, to the vicinity of Seventeenth and D Streets 
Southeast; pumping facilities at the A nacostia pumping station; 
rehabilitation of Bryant Street pumping station, including temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946, Public 
Law 600, $300,000, to remain available until expended, and the Com-
missioners are authorized to contract for such rehabilitation at a total 
cost not to exceed $2,000,000; in all, $1,485,000, which shall be availa-
ble for reimbursement to the United States for funds advanced in 
compliance with section 501 of the Act of October 3, 1944 (55 Stat. 791), 
and of which not to exceed $305,000 for the construction of trunk 
lines shall remain available until June 30, 1949. 
Water fund, investment, District of Columbia: The Secretary of the 

Treasury is authorized to sell United States securities now held for 
and on account of the water fund of the District of Columbia in such 
amounts as may be certified by the Commissioners as necessary and 
credit the proceeds of such sale to said water fund. 

WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT 

Operating expenses (payable from water fund) : For expenses nec-
essary for the operation, maintenance, repair, and protection of Wash-
ington aqueducts and their accessories, and maintenance of MacArthur 
Boulevard; including purchase, installation, and maintenance of 
water meters on Federal services within the District of Columbia; 
purchase of two passenger motor vehicles; $1,048,000. 

Capital outlay (payable from water fund) : For continuing repair 
and rehabilitation of McMillan filter plant; continuing new conduit 
repairs; flocculation equipment for existing Dalecarlia coagulation 
basins; purchase and installation of meters; completing construction 
of first unit of new mixing and sedimentation basins for the Dalecarlia 
filter plant; and the District Engineer, Washington District, Corps 
of Engineers, is authorized to enter into contract or contracts for the 
completion of the last above-named project at a total cost of not to 
exceed $1,158,000; booster pump on third high service from Dalecarlia; 
advance planning for future capital outlay projects; and for develop-
ing increased water supply for the District of Columbia and environs 
in accordance with House Document 480, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
second session; and necessary expenses incident thereto; including 
temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 
2, 1946, Public Law 600; $1,128,000, to continue available until 
expended: Provided, That the sum of $708,000 of the appropriation 
for "Capital outlay, Washington Aqueduct", contained in the District 
of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1947, is rescinded as to the circula-
tion facilities in first high and second high reservoirs; a portion of 
McMillan filter plant improvements; a portion of utility- relocations 
and plant interconnections at Dalecarha; and the thirty-million-
gallon clear-water basin at Dalecarlia (first half) with the accom-
panying contract authorization. 
Nothing herein shall be construed as affecting the superintendence 

and control of the Secretary of War over the Washington Aqueduct, 
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its rights, appurtenances, and fixtures connected with the same, and
over appropriations and expenditures therefor as now provided by
law.

NATIONAL GUARD
For expenses necessary for the National Guard of the District of

Columbia, including compensation to the commanding general at the
rate of $3,600 per annum; attendance at meetings of associations per-
taining to the National Guard; expenses of camps, including hire of
horses for officers required to be mounted, and for the payment of
commutation of subsistence for enlisted men who may be detailed to
guard or move the United States property at home stations on days
immediately preceding and immediately following the annual encamp-
ments; damages to private property incident to encampment; reim-
bursement to the United States for loss of property for which the
District of Columbia may be held responsible; cleaning and repairing
uniforms, arms, and equipment; instruction, purchase, and mainte-
nance of athletic, gymnastic, and recreational equipment at armory
or field encampments; practice marches, drills, and parades; rent of
armories, drill halls, and storehouses- care and repair of armories,
offices, storehouses, machinery, and dock, including dredging alongside
of dock; construction of buildings for storage and other purposes at
target range; $68,600, to be expended under the direction of the
commanding general.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS
For expenses necessary for the National Capital Parks, including

maintenance, care, and improvement of public parks, grounds, foun-
tains, and reservations, propagating gardens and greenhouses, and the
tourists' camp on its present site in East Potomac Park under the
jurisdiction of the National Park Service; placing and maintaining
portions of the parks in condition for outdoor sports, erection of
stands, furnishing and placing of chairs, and services incident thereto
in connection with national, patriotic, civic, and recreational functions
held in the parks, including the President's Cup Regatta, and expenses
incident to the conducting of band concerts in the parks; such expenses
to include pay and allowances of the United States Park police force;
per diem employees at rates of pay approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, not exceeding current rates of pay for similar employment in
the District of Columbia; uniforming and equipping the United States
Park Police force, including $225 for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28,
1944; the purchase, issue, operation, maintenance, repair, exchange, and
storage of revolvers, uniforms, ammunition, and radio equipment and
the rental of teletype service; and the purchase of passenger motor
vehicles, bicycles, motorcycles, and self propelled machinery; the hire
of draft animals with or without drivers at local rates approved by
the Secretary of the Interior; the purchase and maintenance of draft
animals, harness, and wagons; $1,500,000: Provided, That not to exceed
$10,000 of the amount herein appropriated may be expended for the
erection of minor auxiliary structures.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION
For necessary expenses of the National Capital Park and Planning

Commission except the acquisition of land (40 U. S. C. 71), including
$80 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; stenographic reporting
service as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946, Public
Law 600, $73,300.
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its rights, appurtenances, and fixtures connected with the same, and 
over appropriations and expenditures therefor as now provided by 
law. 

NATIONAL GUARD 

For expenses necessary for the National Guard of the District of 
Columbia, including compensation to the commanding general at the 
rate of $3,600 per annum; attendance at meetings of associations per-
taining to the National Guard; expenses of camps, including hire of 
horses for officers required to be mounted, and for the payment of 
commutation of subsistence for enlisted men who may be detailed to 
guard or move the United States property at home stations on days 
immediately preceding and immediately following the annual encamp-
ments; damages to private property incident to encampment; reim-
bursement to the United States for loss of property for which the 
District of Columbia may be held responsible; cleaning and repairing 
uniforms, arms, and equipment; instruction, purchase, and mainte-
nance of athletic, gymnastic, and recreational equipment at armory 
or field encampments; practice marches, drills, and parades; rent of 
armories, drill halls, and storehouses; care and repair of armories, 
offices, storehouses, machinery, and dock, including dredging alongside 
of dock; construction of buildings for storage and other purposes at 
target range; $68,600, to be expended under the direction of the 
commanding general. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARKS 

For expenses necessary for the National Capital Parks, including 
maintenance, care, and improvement of public parks, grounds, foun-
tains, and reservations, propagating gardens and greenhouses, and the 
tourists' camp on its present site in East Potomac Park under the 
jurisdiction of the National Park Service; placing and maintaining 
portions of the parks in condition for outdoor sports, erection of 
stands, furnishing and placing of chairs, and services incident thereto 
in connection with national, patriotic, civic, and recreational functions 
held in the parks, including the President's Cup Regatta, and expenses 
incident to the conducting of band concerts in the parks; such expenses 
to include pay and allowances of the United States Park police force; 
per diem employees at rates of pay approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior, not exceeding current rates of pay for similar employment in 
the District of Columbia; uniforming and equipping the United States 
Park Police force, including $225 for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 
1944; the purchase, issue, operation, maintenance, repair, exchange, and 
storage of revolvers, uniforms, ammunition, and radio equipment and 
the rental of teletype service; and the purchase of passenger motor 
vehicles, bicycles, motorcycles, and self propelled machinery; the hire 
of draft animals with or without drivers at local rates approved by 
the Secretary of the Interior; the purchase and maintenance of draft 
animals, harness, and wagons; $1,500,000: Provided, That not to exceed 
$10,000 of the amount herein appropriated may be expended for the 
erection of minor auxiliary structures. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION 

For necessary expenses of the National Capital Park and Planning 
Commission except the acquisition of land (40 U. S. C. 71), including 
$80 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; stenographic reporting 
service as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946, Public 
Law 600, $73,300. 
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NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK

For expenses necessary for the National Zoological Park, including
erecting and repairing buildings; care and improvement of grounds;
travel, including travel for the procurement of live specimens; pur-
chase, care, and transportation of specimens; purchase of motorcycles;
revolvers and ammunition; purchase of uniforms and equipment
for police, and uniforms for keepers and assistant keepers; $455,400,
no part of which sum shall be available for architect's fees or
compensation.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 2. Vouchers in payment of obligations incurred by the Health
Department and Public Welfare pursuant to the appropriations con-
tained in this Act shall be certified as lawfully payable in the depart-
ment, board, or office responsible for the incurring of the obligations;
thereafter the vouchers shall be audited before payment by or under
the jurisdiction only of the Auditor for the District of Columbia and
the vouchers as approved may be paid by checks issued by the Disburs-
ing Officer without countersignature.

SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or
authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compensa-
tion of any officer or employee of the Government of the United
States, or of the District of Columbia unless such person is a citizen
of the United States, or a person in the service of the United States
or the District of Columbia on the date of the approval of this Act
who being eligible for citizenship had theretofore filed a declaration
of intention to become a citizen or who owes allegiance to the United
States. This section shall not apply to citizens of the Commonwealth
of the Philippines or nationals of those countries allied with the United
States in the prosecution of the war effort.

SEC. 4. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or the Govern-
ment of the District of Columbia or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States or the Government of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, or who advocates, or is a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United
States by force or violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof
an affidavit shall be considered prima facie evidence that the person
making the affidavit has not contrary to the provisions of this section
engaged in a strike against the Government of the United States
or the Government of the District of Columbia, is not a member of
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States or the Govern-
ment of the District of Columbia, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against
the Government of the United States or the Government of the Dis-
trict of Columbia or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or the Government of the District of
Columbia, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization
that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United
States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or
wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this
Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined
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NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK 

For expenses necessary for the National Zoological Park, including 
erecting and repairing buildings; care and improvement of grounds; 
travel, including travel for the procurement of live specimens; pur-
chase, care, and transportation of specimens; purchase of motorcycles; 
revolvers and ammunition; purchase of uniforms and equipment 
for police, and uniforms for keepers and assistant keepers; $455,400, 
no part of which sum shall be available for architect's fees or 
compensation. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEc. 2. Vouchers in payment of obligations incurred by the Health 
Department and Public Welfare pursuant to the appropriations con-
tained in this Act shall be certified as lawfully payable in the depart-
ment, board, or office responsible for the incurring of the obligations; 
thereafter the vouchers shall be audited before payment by or under 
the jurisdiction only of the Auditor for the District of Columbia and 
the vouchers as approved may be paid by checks issued by the Disburs-
ing Officer without countersignature. 
SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act or 

authorized hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compensa-
tion of any officer or employee of the Government of the United 
States, or of the District of Columbia unless such person is a citizen 
of the United States, or a person in the service of the United States 
or the District of Columbia on the date of the approval of this Act 
who being eligible for citizenship had theretofore filed a declaration 
of intention to become a citizen or who owes allegiance to the United 
States. This section shall not apply to citizens of the Commonwealth 
• of the Philippines or nationals of those countries allied with the United 
States in the prosecution of the war effort. 
SEC. 4. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or the Govern-
ment of the District of Columbia or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against, 
the Government of the United States or the Government of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, or who advocates, or is a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United 
States by force or violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof 
an affidavit shall be considered prima facie evidence that the person 
making the affidavit has not contrary to the provisions of this section 
engaged in a strike against the Government of the United States 
or the Government of the District of Columbia, is not a member of 
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States or the Govern-
ment of the District of Columbia, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided farther, That any person who engages in a strike against 
the Government of the United States or the Government of the Dis-
trict of Columbia or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States or the Government of the District of 
Columbia, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization 
that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United 
States by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or 
wages for which are paid from any appropriation contained in this 
Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined 
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59 Stat. 33.
15 U.S. C. § 1011-

1015.

not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or
both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of
existing law.

SEC. 5. Whenever in this Act an amount is specified within an
appropriation for particular purposes or object of expenditure, such
amount, unless otherwise specified, shall be considered as the maxi-
mum amount which may be expended for said purpose or object
rather than an amount set apart exclusively therefor.

SEC. 6. Work performed for repairs and improvements under
appropriations contained in this Act may be by contract or otherwise,
as determined by the Commissioners.

SEC. 7. Appropriations in this Act shall be available, when author-
ized by the Commissioners, for allowances for privately owned auto-
mobiles used for the performance of official duties at not to exceed
$264 per annum for each automobile, unless otherwise therein
specifically provided: Provided, That the total expenditures for this
purpose shall not exceed $35,000.

SEC. 8. Appropriations in this Act shall be available for the pay-
ment of dues and expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations
concerned with the work of the District of Columbia Government,
when authorized by the Commissioners: Provided, That the total
expenditures for this purpose shall not exceed $3,500.

SEC. 9. The Commissioners are hereby authorized in their discretion
to invest and reinvest at any time in United States Government securi-
ties, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury any part of
the general fund, highway fund, water fund, or trust funds, of the
District of Columbia, not needed to meet current expenses during the
fiscal year, to deposit the interest accruing from such investments to
the credit of the fund from which the investment was made, and the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to sell or exchange such
securities for other Government securities, and deposit the proceeds
to the credit of the appropriate fund.

SEC. 10. Appropriations for necessary expenses shall be available
for personal services and printing and binding and, when authorized
by the Commissioners or by the purchasing officer and the auditor
acting for the Commissioners, printing and binding may be performed
by the District of Columbia Division of Printing and Publications
without reference to fiscal-year limitations.

SEC. 11. The limitation of $42,000 contained in section 2 of the
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, is hereby increased
to $55,000.

SEC. 12. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3261
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to express the intent of the Congress with
reference to the regulation of the business of insurance", approved March 9,
1945 (59 Stat. 33).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to express the intent of the Congress with reference to the
regulation of the business of insurance", approved March 9, 1945, is
amended by striking out the words "January 1, 1948", wherever they
appear in such Act, and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"June 30, 1948".

Approved July 25, 1947.
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1945 (59 Stat. 33). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to express the intent of the Congress with reference to the 
regulation of the business of insurance", approved March 9, 1945, is 
amended by striking out the words "January 1, 1948", wherever they 
appear in such Act, and inserting hi lieu thereof the following: 
"June 30, 1948". 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or 
both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in 
addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of 
existing law. 
SEC. 5. Whenever in this Act an amount is specified within an 

appropriation for particular purposes or object of expenditure, such 
amount, unless otherwise specified, shall be considered as the maxi-
mum amount which may be expended for said purpose or object 
rather than an amount set apart exclusively therefor. 
SEC. 6. Work performed for repairs and improvements under 

appropriations contained in this Act may be by contract or otherwise, 
as determined by the Commissioners. 
SEC. 7. Appropriations in this Act shall be available, when author-

ized by the Commissioners, for allowances for privately owned auto-
mobiles used for the performance of official duties at not to exceed 
$264 per annum for each automobile, unless otherwise therein 
specifically provided: Frovided, That the total expenditures for this 
purpose shall not exceed $35,000. 
SEC. 8. Appropriations in this Act shall be available for the pay-

ment of dues and expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations 
concerned with the work of the District of Columbia Government, 
when authorized by the Commissioners: Provided, That the total 
expenditures for this purpose shall not exceed $3,500. 

SEc. 9. The Commissioners are hereby authorized in their discretion 
to invest and reinvest at any time in United States Government securi-
ties, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, any part of 
the general fund, highway fund, water fund, or trust funds, of the 
District of Columbia, not needed to meet current expenses during the 
fiscal year, to deposit the interest accruing from such investments to 
the credit of the fund from which the investment was made, and the 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to sell or exchange such 
securities for other Government securities, and deposit the proceeds 
to the credit of the appropriate fund. 

SEC. 10. Appropriations for necessary expenses shall be available 
for personal services and printing and binding and, when authorized 
by the Commissioners or by the purchasing officer and the auditor, 
acting for the Commissioners, printing and binding may be performed 
by the District of Columbia Division of Printing and Publications 
without reference to fiscal-year limitations. 

SEc. 11. The limitation of $42,000 contained in section 2 of the 
District of Columbia Appropriation Act, 1945, is hereby increased 
to $55,000. 
SEC. 12. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia Appro-

priation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 327]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To terminate certain emergency and war powers.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the following statu-
tory provisions are hereby repealed:

Act of June 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 351) ;
Section 207, title II, Act of September 21, 1944 (58 Stat. 736);
Act of March 5, 1940 (54 Stat. 45), as amended;
Section 609, Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 714, ch. 373)
Act of October 1, 1942 (56 Stat. 763, ch. 573);
Sections 2,3, and 4, Act of July 8, 1942 (56 Stat. 649);
Act of April 16, 1943 (57 Stat. 65), as amended;
Act of September 29, 1942 (56 Stat. 760);
Section 61 (b) of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as

added by the Act of June 26, 1944 (58 Stat. 359, ch. 279);
Section 21 of the Act of February 16, 1914 (38 Stat. 289);
Act of January 15, 1942 (56 Stat. 5, ch. 3);
Act of June 3,1941 (55 Stat. 238, ch. 162), as amended;
The provision in the Act of June 11, 1940, making appropriations

for the Navy Department for the fiscal year 1941, under the heading
"Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Pay, Subsistence, and Transpor-
tation of Naval Personnel", prohibiting the payment of active-duty
pay and allowances to retired officers except during the war or national
emergency (54 Stat. 265,275);

The provision in the Act of February 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 68), under
the heading "Marine Corps-Pay of officers, active list", relating to
the availability of funds for the payment of active-duty pay to retired
officers;

Section 2 of the Act of February 15, 1879 (20 Stat. 295);
Act of May 29,1945 (59 Stat. 226, ch. 137);
The provisions under the headings "Bureau of Engineering" and

"Bureau of Construction and Repair", in the Act of June 11, 1940
(54 Stat. 293), authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to exceed the
statutory limit on repair and alterations to vessels commissioned or
converted to meet the existing emergency;

Act of November 29, 1940 (54 Stat. 1219, ch. 923), as extended by
the Act of May 15, 1945 (59 Stat. 168, ch. 127);

The proviso of the Act of February 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 63), that no
officer of the Navy or Marine Corps who has been or hereafter may be
adjudged fitted shall be involuntarily retired prior to six months sub-
sequent to the termination of the existing national emergency;

Act of December 2, 1944 (58 Stat. 793);
Act of February 21, 1942 (56 Stat. 97, ch. 107);
Act of April 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 61, ch. 40);
The proviso of the Act of June 26, 1940 (54 Stat. 599), under the

heading "Council of National Defense", that until such time as the
President shall declare the present emergency at an end the head of any
department or independent establishment of the Government, not-
withstanding the provisions of existing law, may employ, with the
approval of the President, any person of outstanding experience and
ability at a compensation of $1 per annum;

The provision of the Act of July 2, 1942 (56 Stat. 548), as amended,
which permits the Secretary of the Interior, or any official to whom
he may delegate such authority, to appoint, without regard to the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, skilled and unskilled laborers,
mechanics, and other persons engaged in a recognized trade or craft,
including foremen of such groups;

95347--48--pt. 1 29
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Repeals.

21 U. S. C. § 71 note.
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note.
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note.
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[CHAPTER 327] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To terminate certain emergency and war powers. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the following statu-
tory provisions are hereby repealed: 
Act of June 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 351) ; 
Section 207, title II, Act of September 21, 1944 (58 Stat. 736) ; 
Act of March 5, 1940 (54 Stat. 45), as amended; 
Section 609, Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 714, ch. 373) ; 
Act of October 1, 1942 (56 Stat. 763, ch. 573) ; 
Sections 2, 3, and 4, Act of July 8, 1942 (56 Stat. 649) ; 
Act of April 16, 1943 (57 Stat. 65), as amended; 
Act of September 29, 1942 (56 Stat. 760) ; 
Section 61 (b) of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as 

added by the Act of June 26, 1944 (58 Stat. 359, ch. 279) ; 
Section 21 of the Act of February 16, 1914 (38 Stat. 289) ; 
Act of January 15, 1942 (56 Stat. 5, ch. 3) ; 
Act of June 3, 1941 (55 Stat. 238, ch. 162), as amended; 
The provision in the Act of June 11, 1940, making appropriations 

for the Navy Department for the fiscal year 1941, under the heading 
"Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Pay, Subsistence, and Transpor-
tation of Naval Personnel", prohibiting the payment of active-duty 
pay and allowances to retired officers except during the war or national 
emergency (54 Stat. 265, 275) ; 
The provision in the Act of February 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 68), under 

the heading "Marine Corps-Pay of officers, active list", relating to 
the availability of funds for the payment of active-duty pay to retired 
officers; 

Section 2 of the Act of February 15, 1879 (20 Stat. 295) ; 
Act of May 29, 1945 (59 Stat. 226, ch. 137) ; 
The provisions under the headings "Bureau of Engineering" and 

"Bureau of Construction and Repair", in the Act of June 11, 1940 
(54 Stat. 293), authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to exceed the 
statutory limit on repair and alterations to vessels commissioned or 
converted to meet the existing emergency; 
Act of November 29, 1940 (54 Stat. 1219, ch. 923), as extended by 

the Act of May 15, 1945 (59 Stat. 168, ch. 127) ; 
The proviso of the Act of February 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 63), that no 

officer of the Navy or Marine Corps who has been or hereafter may be 
adjudged fitted shall be involuntarily retired prior to six months sub-
sequent to the termination of the existing national emergency; 
Act of December 2, 1944 (58 Stat. 793) ; 
Act of February 21, 1942 (56 Stat. 97, ch. 107) ; 
Act of April 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 61, ch. 40) ; 
The proviso of the Act of June 26, 1940 (54 Stat. 599), under the 

heading "Council of National Defense", that until such time as the 
President shall declare the present emergency at an end the head of any 
department or independent establishment of the Government, not-
withstanding the provisions of existing law, may employ, with the 
approval of the President, any person of outstanding experience and 
ability at a compensation of $1 per annum; 
The provision of the Act of July 2, 1942 (56 Stat. 548), as amended, 

which permits the Secretary of the Interior, or any official to whom 
he may delegate such authority, to appoint, without regard to the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, skilled and unskilled laborers, 
mechanics, and other persons engaged in a recognized trade or craft, 
including foremen of such groups; 
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note.
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Road projects under
construction.

Act of December 22 1942 (56 Stat. 1070, ch. 801);
The provisions under the headings "Department of Agriculture,

Surplus Marketing Administration", and "Department of the Interior,
Government in the Territories", contained in the Act of December 23,
1941 (55 Stat. 856-857);

Section 301 of the Act of September 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 884), as
amended;

The provision in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1942,
under the heading "Selective Service System", relating to the presen-
tation of quarterly reports to the Postmaster General (56 Stat. 101);

Act of July 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 390, ch. 209);
Section 5 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (58 Stat. 394);
The provision in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1945,

under the heading "Water conservation and utilization projects",
relating to the use of the services or labor of prisoners of war, enemy
aliens, and American-born Japanese (58 Stat. 463, 491);

Section 6 (b) of the Act of March 11, 1941 (55 Stat. 33), as
amended;

Section 19 of the Act of February 26, 1944 (58 Stat. 104);
The provision of section 8 (b) of the Act of July 30, 1941 (55

Stat. 611), as amended, conferring certain authority upon the
President;

Act of December 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 808, ch. 588), as amended;
Section 606 (h) of the Communications Act of 1934, added by the

Act of December 29, 1942 (56 Stat. 1096);
Act of April 29,1942 (56 Stat. 265, ch. 266) ;
Act of May 14,1940 (54 Stat. 216, ch. 201), as amended;
Act of June 11, 1940 (54 Stat. 306, ch. 327), as amended;
Act of June 29,1940 (54 Stat. 689, ch. 447), as amended;
Act of October 10, 1940 (54 Stat. 1092, ch. 838), as amended;
Act of May 2,1941 (55 Stat. 148), as amended;
Act of July 14,1941 (55 Stat. 591, ch. 297), as amended;
Section 3 (i) of the Act of March 24,1943 (57 Stat. 45,51);
Section 1 of the Act of April 24, 1944 (58 Stat. 216), except that

any suspension of the statute of limitations heretofore provided for
in an agreement entered into under the authority of such section shall
continue in effect for the period provided in such agreement, but in
no case longer than two years after the date of enactment of this
joint resolution;

Act of April 11, 1942 (56 Stat. 217);
Section 3 of the Act of July 11,1941 (55 Stat. 585);
Act of November 23,1942 (56 Stat. 1020), as amended;
Act of October 29, 1942 (56 Stat. 1012);
Section 303 of the Act of December 18,1941 (55 Stat. 840);
Section 12 of the Act of June 11, 1942 (56 Stat. 357), except that

outstanding certificates issued thereunder shall continue in effect for
a period of six months from the date of enactment of this joint
resolution unless sooner revoked;

Act of July 12, 1943 (57 Stat. 520)
Act of June 5, 1942 (56 Stat. 323, ch. 346);
Act of January 2, 1942 (55 Stat. 881, ch. 646);
Act of December 24, 1942 (56 Stat. 1080, ch. 812);
Act of July 8, 1943 (57 Stat. 390 ch. 200);
The provisions of the Act of November 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 765),

as amended relating to the availability for obligation of funds
appropriated pursuant to said Act, as amended, except that such
funds shall remain available for the completion of access road
projects which are now under construction.
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Act of December 22, 1942 (56 Stat. 1070, ch. 801) ;. 
The provisions under the headings "Department of Agriculture, 

Surplus Marketing Administration", and "Department of the Interior, 
Government in the Territories", contained in the Act of December 23, 
1941 (55 Stat. 856-857) ; 

Section 301 of the Act of September 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 884), as 
amended; 
The provision in the First Deficiency Appropriation Act of 1942, 

under the heading "Selective Service System", relating to the presen-
tation of quarterly reports to the Postmaster General (56 Stat. 101) ; 
Act of July- 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 390, ch. 209) ; 
Section 5 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (58 Stat. 394) ; 
The provision in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1945, 

under the heading "Water conservation and utilization projects", 
relating to the use of the services or labor of prisoners of war, enemy 
aliens, and American-born Japanese (58 Stat. 463, 491) ; 

Section 6 (b) of the Act of March 11, 1941 (55 Stat. 33), as 
amended; 

Section 19 of the Act of February 26, 1944 (58 Stat. 104) ; 
The provision of section 8 (b) of the Act of July- 30, 1941 (55 

Stat. 611), as amended, conferring certain authority upon the 
President; 
Act of December 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 808, ch. 588), as amended; 
Section 606 (h) of the Communications Act of 1934, added by the 

Act of December 29, 1942 (56 Stat. 1096) ; 
Act of April 29, 194.2 (56 Stat. 265, ch. 266) ; 
Act of May 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 216, ch. 201) , as amended; 
Act of June 11, 1940 (54 Stat. 306, ch. 327) , as amended; 
Act of June 29, 1940 (54 Stat. 689, ch. 447) , as amended; 
Act of October 10, 1940 (54 Stat. 1092, ch. 838) , as amended; 
Act of May 2, 1941 (55 Stat. 148), as amended; 
Act of July 14, 1941 (55 Stat. 591, ch. 297), as amended; 
Section 3 (i) of the Act of March 24,1943 (57 Stat. 45, 51) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of April 24, 1944 (58 Stat. 216), except that 

any suspension of the statute of limitations heretofore provided for 
in an agreement entered into under the authority of such section shall 
continue in effect for the period provided in such agreement, but in 
no case longer than two years after the date of enactment of this 
joint resolution; 
Act of April 11, 1942 (56 Stat. 217) ; 
Section 3 of the Act of July 11, 1941 (55 Stat. 585),• 
Act of November 23, 1942 (56 Stat. 1020), as amended; 
Act of October 29, 1942 ( 56 Stat. 1012) ; 
Section 303 of the Act of December 18, 1941 (55 Stat. 840) ; 
Section 12 of the Act of June 11, 1942 (56 Stat. 357), except that 

outstanding certificates issued thereunder shall continue in effect for 
a period of six months from the date of enactment of this joint 
resolution unless sooner revoked; 
Act of July 12, 1943 (57 Stat. 520); 
Act of June 5, 1942 (56 Stat. 323, ch. 346) ; 
Act of January 2, 1942 (55 Stat. 881, ch. 646) ; 
Act of December 24, 1942 (56 Stat. 1080, ch. 812) ; 
Act of July. 8, 1943 (57 Stat. 390, ch. 200) ; 
The provisions of the Act of November 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 765), 

as amended, relating to the availability for obligation of funds 
appropriated pursuant to said Act, as amended, except that such 
funds shall remain available for the completion of access road 
projects which are now under construction. 
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SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the termination date or termination
period heretofore provided therefor by law, the following statutory
provisions are repealed effective upon the date hereinafter specified,
or upon the expiration of the period hereinafter specified, and shall
remain in full force and effect until such date or until the expiration
of such period. Such statutory provisions are hereby amended
accordingly:

a. Repeal effective July 1, 1948:
Act of July 8, 1941 (55 Stat. 579, ch. 278), and the Act of June 22,

1943 (57 Stat. 161, ch. 137);
Section 2 of the Act of November 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 764);
Act of July 1, 1943 (57 Stat. 371), and the Act of May 14, 1942

(56 Stat. 278), as amended;
Act of September 22, 1941 (55 Stat. 728, ch. 414), as amended:

Provided, however, That so long as the Secretary of War deems it
necessary in the interest of national defense, each man who completed
a course of medical instruction at Government expense in a university,
college or other similar institution of learning, pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Act of February 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 50, ch. 40), as amended,
shall not be relieved from active duty until the completion of two years
of active service as a commissioned officer, exclusive of any periods
during which he served as an interne;

The provision in the Second Supplemental National Defense
Appropriation Act, 1943, under the heading "Federal Works Agency,
Public Buildings Administration", relating to the authority of the
Commissioner of Public Buildings to designate employees as special
policemen (56 Stat. 990, 1000);

Act of July 29, 1941 (55 Stat. 606, ch. 326).
b. Repeal effective six months after the date of enactment of this

joint resolution:
Act of January 27, 1942 (56 Stat. 19, ch. 21, as amended);
Section 610 (c) of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 682, 714);
Act of October 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 780, ch. 588);
Act of June 28, 1944 (58 Stat. 463, ch. 297);
Act of July 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 391, ch. 213); as amended.
c. Repeal effective one year after the date of enactment of this joint

resolution:
Section 605 (c) of the Act of July 1 1944 (58 Stat. 682, 713).
SEC. 3. In the interpretation of the following statutory provisions,

the date when this joint resolution becomes effective shall be deemed
to be the date of the termination of any state of war heretofore
declared by the Congress and of the national emergencies proclaimed
by the President on September 8, 1939, and on May 27, 1941;

Act of July 1,1941 (55 Stat. 498, as amended);
Act of February 28,1945 (59 Stat. 9, ch. 15);
Section 86 of the Act of June 3.1916 (39 Stat. 204);
Act of July 2,1917 (40 Stat. 241), as amended;
Section 16 of the Act of June 10,1920 (41 Stat. 1072);
Act of February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 984, ch. 340);
Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 241);
Act of May 29,1926 (44 Stat. 677, ch. 424);
Section 20 of the Act of May 18,1933 (48 Stat. 68);
The provision of the Act of May 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1292), which

authorizes the United States to control and operate the Little Rock
Municipal Airport without rental or other charge in time of national
emergency;

Act of May 27, 1936 (49 Stat. 1387);
Provisions authorizing the assumption of possession and control

of the areas specified in the following statutes or parts of statutes:
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Effective dates ofre-
peal, etc.

July 1, 1948.

47U.S. C. 353.
22U. S. C. 446note.
50 U. S. C. app.

§ 301, 161-1555; 10
US. C. 1 1711.

10U. S.C. 484 note.
Men who completed

course of medical in-
struction.

10U. S.C. .535 note.

40 U.S. C. 101 note.
10 U.S.C. 571 note.
Six months after en-

actment date.

46 U.S.C. 883 note.
42 U. S. C. 249note.

34 U. . C. C 902a
note.

39 U.S. C.160note.
39 U. S. C. 133note.

One year after en-
actment date.

5 U. S. C. §799.

Date of termination
of war, etc., in inter-
pretation of provisions.

16 U. . C. iC 713,
713a-1, 713a-4, 713a-8.

7 U.S. C. C. 1334,
1344, 1358 notes.

32 U. S. C. §39.
50 U. S. C. 171.
16 U. S. C. 809.

16 U. S. . 831s.
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SEC. 2. Notwithstanding the termination date or termination 
period heretofore provided therefor by law, the following statutory 
provisions are repealed effective upon the date hereinafter specified, 
or upon the expiration of the period hereinafter specified, and shall 
remain in full force and effect until such date or until the expiration 
of such period. Such statutory provisions are hereby amended 
accordingly: 

a. Repeal effective July 1, 1948: 
Act of July 8, 1941 (55 Stat. 579, ch. 278) , and the Act of June 22, 

1943 (57 Stat. 161, ch. 137) ; 
Section 2 of the Act of November 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 764) ; 
Act of July 1, 1943 (57 Stat. 371), and the Act of May 14, 1942 

(56 Stat. 278), as amended; 
Act of September 22, 1941 (55 Stat. 728, ch. 414), as amended: 

Provided, however, That so long as the Secretary of War deems it 
necessary in the interest of national defense, each man who completed 
a course of medical instruction at Government expense in a university, 
college or other similar institution of learning, pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Act of February 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 50, ch. 40), as amended, 
shall not be relieved from active duty until the completion of two years 
of active service as a commissioned officer, exclusive of any periods 
during which he served as an interne; 
The provision in the Second Supplemental National Defense 

Appropriation Act, 1943, under the heading "Federal Works Agency, 
Public Buildings Administration", relating to the authority of the 
Commissioner of Public Buildings to designate employees as special 
policemen (56 Stat. 990, 1000) ; 
Act of July 29, 1941 (55 Stat. 606, ch. 326). 
b. Repeal effective six months after the date of enactment of this 

joint resolution: 
Act of January 27, 1942 (56 Stat. 19, ch. 21, as amended) ; 
Section 610 (c) of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 682, 714) ; 
Act of October 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 780, ch. 588) ; 
Act of June 28, 1944 (58 Stat. 463, ch. 297) ; 
Act of July, 9, 1943 (57 Stat. 391, ch. 213) ; as amended. 
c. Repeal effective one year after the date of enactment of this joint 

resolution: 
Section 605 (c) of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 682, 713). 
SEC. 3. In the interpretation of the following statutory provisions, 

the date when this joint resolution becomes effective shall be deemed 
to be the date of the termination of any state of war heretofore 
declared by the Congress and of the national emergencies proclaimed 
by the President on September 8, 1939, and on May 27, 1941; 
Act of July 1, 1941 (55 Stat. 498, as amended) ; 
Act of February 28,1945 (59 Stat. 9, ch. 15) ; 
Section 86 of the Act of June 3. 1916 (39 Stat. 204) ; 
Act of July 2, 1917 (40 Stat. 241) , as amended; 
Section 16 of the Act of June 10, 1920 (41 Stat. 1072) ; 
Act of February 26, 1925 (43 Stat. 984, ch. 340) ; 
Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 241) ; 
Act of May 29, 1926 (44 Stat. 677, ch. 424) ; 
Section 20 of the Act of May 18, 1933 (48 Stat. 68) ; 
The provision of the Act of May 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1292), which 

authorizes the United States to control and operate the Little Rock 
Municipal Airport without rental or other charge in time of national 
emergency; 
Act of May 27, 1936 (49 Stat. 1387) ; 
Provisions authorizing the assumption of possession and control 

of the areas specified in the following statutes or parts of statutes: 

Effective dates of re-
peal, etc. 

July 10248' 

47 U. S. C. § 353. 

22 U. S. C. 446 note. 

50 U. S. C. app. 
§¢ 301, 1551-1555; 10 
U. S. C. § 1711. 

10 U. S. C. § 484 note. 

Men who completed 
course of medical in-
struction. 

10 U. S. C. § 535 note. 

40 U. S. C. § 101 note. 

10 U. S. C. § 571 note. 

Six months after en-
actment date. 

46 U. S. C. § 883 note. 

42 U. S. C. § 249 note. 

34 U. S. C. § 902a 
note. 
39 U. S. C. § 160 note. 
39 U. S. C. § 133 note. 

One year after en-
actment date. 

5 U. S. C. 799. 

Date of termination 
of war, etc., in inter-
pretation of provisions. 

15 U. S. C. If 713, 
713a-1, 713a-4, 713a-8. 
7 U. S. C. u  1334, 

1344, 1358 notes. 
32 U. 8. C. § 39. 
50 U. S. C. g 171. 

16 U. S. C. § 809. 

16 II. 8. C. 831s. 
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Section 3 of the Act of June 21, 1938 (52 Stat. 834); Act of June 20,
1936 (49 Stat. 1557, ch. 636); Act of August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 696,
ch. 697); section 4 of the Act of February 28, 1933 (47 Stat. 1368);

se U.S. C. § 121 et Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 863, ch. 633);
22U. s.c. § 452. Act of January 26, 1942 (56 Stat. 19);
0s u. . c. § 80. Section 120 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 213,214);

Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act
33U.S.C.§758note. of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 602), under the heading "Lighthouse

Service", authorizing the President to transfer vessels, equipment,
stations, and personnel of the Lighthouse Service (now Coast Guard

53 Stat. 1432. under Reorganization Plan Numbered II) to the jurisdiction of the
note S. C. Navy or War Department;

33 U.- S C- I 854- Section 16 of the Act of May 22,1917 (40 Stat. 87);
Provision of chapter XVIII of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat.

892), as amended by the Act of November 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 781, ch.
31U. S.C. 80, 80a. 499), extending the time for examination of accounts of Army dis-

bursing officers;
32 .s. C. 124. Section 69 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended

by section 7 of the Act of June 15, 1933 (48 Stat. 156);
Etension of e list- The provision authorizing the extension of enlistments in the Regu-

lar Army or the Enlisted Reserve Corps, in force at the outbreak of
war or entered into during its continuation, for six months after its
termination, contained in the Act of March 15, 1940 (54 Stat. 53,

10 1u. S. C. It 421, ch. 61)
423-425. 

ch
o 1U. S.C. 634. Act of May 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 213);
son.s.c.app. §732. Section 2 of the Act of December 13, 1941 (55 Stat. 799, ch. 571);

Chapter II, articles 2 (d), 48, 58, 59, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 104,
10 U.S. C. I§ 1473 and 119 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 759, ch. 227);

1546-1551, 1576,1591. Paragraph 3 of section 127a as added to the Act of June 3, 1916 (39
Stat. 166), by section 51 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 759,

1o U.. C. c.992. ch. 227);
10 U.!S. C. §194. Revised Statutes, 1166;

The fourth proviso of section 18 of the Act of February 2, 1901
to0 . s. c. 107. (31 Stat. 748, ch. 192);
40 US. .. ?7. Provision of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 861), making appro-

priations for the Army for the fiscal year 1919, under the heading
"Barracks and Quarters", authorizing the Secretary of War to rent
or lease buildings in the District of Columbia necessary for military
purposes;

32 U. 8.. »81. Section 111 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 211), as amended;
Section 363 of title III of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 682,

42 U. S. C. C.260. ch 373);
Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 862, ch. 629), as amended by the

31 U. S. C. Ob. Act of December 23, 1944 (ch. 720, 58 Stat. 923);
31 U. S. C. Osc. Act of February 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 94);

Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act
34 U. 8. C. 191. Of August 29, 1916. 39 Stat. 581), under heading "Officers for Engi-

neering Duty Only", authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to recall to
active duty enlisted men on furlough without pay to complete the
enlistment period;

6942 20ia, 181a.692a Act of August 18, 1941 (55 Stat. 629);
37 U. i c'. § 16a: 14 Section 2 of the Act of December 13, 1941 (55 Stat. 799, ch. 570);U. S. C. § 35a.34 . s. c. 201b. Revised Statutes, 1420. as amended by section 2 of the Act of January

34 uS. C. 5163 20, 1944 (58 Stat. 4, ch. 2);
34 U.S. C.8. P8rovision of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 614), which

authorizes Marine Corps training camps for the instruction of citizens
to be in existence for a period longer than six weeks in each fiscal year
in time of actual or threatened war;
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30 U. S. C. § 121 et 
seq. 

22 U. . S. C. § 452. 

50 U. S. C. § 80. 

33 U.S. C. §758 note. 

53 Stat. 1432. 
5 U. S. C. § 133t 

note. 
33 U. S. C. §§ 854-

858. 

31 IT. S. C. §§ 80, 80a. 

39 Stat. 200. 
32 U. S. C. § 124. 

Extension of enlist-
ments. 

10 U. S. C. §1 421, 
423-425. 

101J. S. C. § 634. 
50U. S. C.app. §732. 

10 U. S. C. §§ 1473 
(d), 1519, 1530, 1531, 
1546-1551, 1576, 1591. 

10 U. S. C. § 992. 

10 U.9,. C. § 124. 

10 U. S. C. § 107. 

40 U. S. 0. 137. 

32 II. S. 0. p81. 

42 U.S. C. § 266. 

31 U. S. C. § 80b. 

31 U. S. C. § 80e. 

34 U. S. C. § 191. 

34 U. S. C. §§ 181, 
692, 201a, 181a, 692a; 
37 IL S. C. § 16a; 14 
U. S. C. § 35a. 
34 U. S. C. § 201b. 
34 U. S. C. § 163. 

34 U. S. C. § 831. 

Section 3 of the Act of June 21, 1938 (52 Stat. 834) ; Act of June 20, 
1936 (49 Stat. 1557, ch. 636) ; Act of August 19, 1937 (50 Stat. 696, 
ch. 697) ; section 4 of the Act of February 28, 1933 (47 Stat. 1368) ; 
Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 863, ch. 633) ; 
Act of January 26, 1942 (56 Stat. 19) ; 
Section 120 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 213, 214) ; 
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act 

of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 602), under the heading "Lighthouse 
Service", authorizing the President to transfer vessels, equipment, 
stations, and personnel of the Lighthouse Service (now Coast Guard 
under Reorganization Plan Numbered II) to the jurisdiction of the 
Navy or War Department; 

Section 16 of the Act of May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 87) ; 
Provision of chapter XVIII of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 

892), as amended by the Act of November 21, 1941 (55 Stat. 781, ch. 
499), extending the time for examination of accounts of Army dis-
bursing officers; 

Section 69 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended 
by section 7 of the Act of June 15, 1933 (48 Stat. 156) ; 
The provision authorizing the extension of enlistments in the Regu-

lar Army or the Enlisted Reserve Corps, in force at the outbreak of 
war or entered into during its continuation, for six months after its 
termination, contained in the Act of March 15, 1940 (54 Stat. 53, 
ch. 61) ; 
Act of May 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 213) ; 
Section 2 of the Act of December 13, 1941 (55 Stat. 799, ch. 571) ; 
Chapter II, articles 2 (d), 48, 58, 59, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 104, 

and 119 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 759, ch. 227) ; 
Paragraph 3 of section 127a as added to the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 

Stat. 166), by section 51 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 759, 
ch. 22'7) ; 
Revised Statutes, 1166; 
The fourth proviso of section 18 of the Act of February 2, 1901_ 

(31 Stat. 748, ch. 192) ; 
Provision of the Act of July 9, 1918 (40 Stat. 861), making appro-

priations for the Army for the fiscal year 1919, under the heading 
"Barracks and Quarters", authorizing the Secretary of War to rent 
or lease buildings in the District of Columbia necessary for military 
purposes; 

Section 111 of the Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 211), as amended; 
Section 363 of title III of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 682, 

ch. 373) ' - 
Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 862, ch. 629), as amended by the 

Act of December 23, 1944 (ch. 720, 58 Stat. 923) ; 
Act of February 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 94) ; 
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act 

of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 581), under heading "Officers for Engi-
neering Duty Only", authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to recall to 
active duty enlisted men on furlough without pay to complete the 
enlistment period; 
Act of August 18, 1941 (55 Stat. 629) ; 
Section 2 of the Act of December 13, 1941 (55 Stat. 799, ch. 570) ; 
Revised Statutes, 1420, as amended by section 2 of the Act of January 

20, 1944 (58 Stat. 4, ch. 2) ; 
Provision of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 614), which 

authorizes Marine Corps training camps for the instruction of citizens 
to be in existence for a period longer than six weeks in each fiscal year 
in time of actual or threatened war; 
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Revised Statutes, 1624, article 4, paragraphs 6, 7, 12-20, and
article 5;

Act of March 22, 1943 (57 Stat. 41);
Revised Statutes, 1462-1464;
Provision of the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1917 (Act of August 29, 1916,39 Stat. 591), under the heading
"Fleet Naval Reserve", authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to call
retired enlisted men into active service;

Provisions contained in the Act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 717), as
amended (14 U. S. C. 164, 165), which authorize commissioned or
warrant officers on the retired list to be ordered to active duty and to be
temporarily advanced on the retired list, so far as such provisions
pertain to personnel of the Coast Guard;

Act of April 8, 1946 (Public Law 337, Seventy-ninth Congress);
Section 4 (c) of the Act of August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720,

Seventy-ninth Congress);
Revised Statutes, 1436;
First proviso of section 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917 (40 Stat.

84, 89);
Act of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 393, ch. 93), as amended;
Section 11 (c) of the Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 948);
Section 10 of the Act of June 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 394);
Section 18 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604, Seventy-

ninth Congress);
Provisions of the Act of March 4, 1917 (39 Stat. 1192-1193);

the Act of May 13, 1942 (56 Stat. 277, ch. 304); sections 3 and 4 of
the Act of July 9, 1942 (56 Stat. 656); the Act of June 17, 1943
(57 Stat. 156, ch. 128); the Act of June 26, 1943 (57 Stat. 209);
and the Act of May 31, 1944 (58 Stat. 265, ch. 218), which authorize
the President or the Secretary of the Navy to acquire, through con-
struction or conversion, ships, landing craft and other vessels;

Section 10 of the Act of May 14, 1930 (46 Stat. 329, 332);
Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 479, ch. 350);
Section 7 of the Act of April 26, 1898 (30 Stat. 365);
Act of March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143-148, ch. 166), as amended;
Sections 3 and 12 of the Act of February 21, 1946 (Public Law

305 Seventy-ninth Congress);
Section 1 of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662, ch. 508), as

amended;
Act of December 17, 1942 (56 Stat. 1056, ch. 763);
Act of March 17, 1916 (39 Stat. 36, ch. 46);
Act of April 11, 1898 (30 Stat. 737);
Act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1109, 1110);
Section 1 of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 724, ch. 516);
Section 4 of the Act of July 7,1943 (57 Stat. 388);
Act of May 18, 1946 (Public Law 385, Seventy-ninth Congress);
Section 2 of the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 697, Seventy-

ninth Congress);
Section 4 (b) of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 712, 714);
Act of December 17, 1942 (56 Stat. 1052);
Section 3 of the Act of June 27, 1944 (58 Stat. 387, ch. 287);
Act of December 23, 1944 (58 Stat. 926, ch. 726);
Section 1 of the Act of December 7, 1945 (59 Stat. 603, 604);
Act of December 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 1045);
Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 858), as amended, except that the

Commissioners of the District of Columbia may continue to exercise
the authority under sections 7 and 9 of such Act, as amended, until
not later than June 30, 1948, and the provisions of sections 11 and 12
of such Act, as amended, shall continue to apply to cases in which the
authority under sections 7 and 9 is exercised;
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34 U. 8. C. § 1200,
art. 4, pars. 6, 7, 12-20,
art. 5.

34 U. S.C. § 1201.
34 U. . c. . 421,

424, 425.

34 U. S. C. §433.

60 Stat. 86.
34 U. S. C. § 428;

14 U. S. C. § 162b.
60 Stat. 995.
34 U. S. . 9339(c).
34 U. S. C. 225.

34 U. S. C. 6 213.

34 U. S. C. § 1200,
art. 65.

34 U. S. C. § 311.

60 Stat. 855.
34U. S. C. 474.

50 U. S. C. 82.

34 U. S. C. §§ 498-4,
498a-4 and notes.

34 U.S. C. § 498c-7,
498c-8 notes.

34 U. S. C. §§ 498o-
11, 498d-2 notes.

34 U. S. 0. 495c-18
note.

10 U.S. C. 694.

50 U. S. C. app. I§
1001-1017; 5 U. S. C.
i (093, 691 and notes,
715; 34 U. S.. . 943.

i() Stat. 27, 29.
50 U. S. C. app.

5 778 and note.
10 U.S. O. § 1423a.
10 U. 8. C. I 1423b

and note.

50 U. S. . -178.

16 U. . C. C. 437-
440.

48 U. S. C. § 1381.

42 U.S. C. 1553.

60 Stat. 203.

60 Stat. 958.
42 U. S. C. 1574.

5 U.S. C. 189a.

5 U.S. C. 930b.

5 U.. C. . 852.

5 U. S. C. 731.
39 U. S. C. 5 49.

44 U. . C. iC 311
and note, 311a.

D. C. Code, Supp.
V, jj 6-1001 to 6-1012.

55 Stat. 859.
D. C. Code, Supp.

V, II 6-1007, 6-1009.
56 Stat. 741.
D. C. Code, Supp.

V, §I 6-1011,6-1012
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Revised Statutes, 1624, article 4, paragraphs 6, 7, 12-20, and 
article 5; 
Act of March 22, 1943 (57 Stat. 41) ; 
Revised Statutes, 1462-1464; 
Provision of the Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending 

June 30, 1917 (Act of August 29, 1916,39 Stat. 591), under the heading 
"Fleet Naval Reserve", authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to call 
retired enlisted men into active service; 

Provisions contained in the Act of July 1, 1918 (40 Stat. 717), as 
amended (14 U. S. C. 164, 165), which authorize commissioned or 
warrant officers on the retired list to be ordered to active duty and to be 
temporarily advanced on the retired list, so far as such provisions 
pertain to personnel of the Coast Guard; 
Act of April 8, 1946 (Public Law 337, Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Section 4 (c) of the Act of August 10, 1946 (Public Law 720, 

Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Revised Statutes, 1436; 
First proviso of section 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 

84, 89) • 
Act Of October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 393, ch. 93), as amended; 
Section 11 (c) of the Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 948) ; 
Section 10 of the Act of June 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 394) ; 
Section 18 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 604, Seventy-

ninth Congress) ; 
Provisions of the Act of March 4, 1917 (39 Stat. 1192-1193) ; 

the Act of May 13, 1942 (56 Stat. 277, ch. 304) ; sections 3 and 4 of 
the Act of July 9, 1942 (56 Stat. 656) ; the Act of June 17, 1943 
(57 Stat. 156, ch. 128) '• the Act of June 26, 1943 (57 Stat. 209) ; 
and the Act of May 31, 1944 (58 Stat. 265, ch. 218), which authorize 
the President or the Secretary of the Navy to acquire, through con-
struction or conversion, ships, landing craft and other vessels; 

Section 10 of the Act of May 14, 1930 (46 Stat. 329, 332) ; 
Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 479, ch. 350 )' • 
Section 7 of the Act of April 26, 1898 (30 Stat. 365) ; 
Act of March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143-148, ch. 166), as amended; 
Sections 3 and 12 of the Act of February 21, 1946 (Public Law 

305, Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662, ch. 508), as 

amended; 
Act of December 17, 1942 (56 Stat. 1056, ch. 763) ; 
Act of March 17, 1916 (39 Stat. 36, ch. 46) ; 
Act of April 11, 1898 (30 Stat. 737) ; 
Act of March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1109, 1110) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 724, ch. 516) ; 
Section 4 of the Act of July 7, 1943 (57 Stat. 388) ; 
Act of May 18, 1946 (Public Law 385, Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Section 2 of the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 697, Seventy-

ninth Congress) ; 
Section 4 (b) of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat. 712, 714) ; 
Act of December 17, 1942 (56 Stat. 1052) ; 
Section 3 of the Act of June 27, 1944 (58 Stat. 387, ch. 287) ; 
Act of December 23, 1944 (58 Stat. 926, ch. 726) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of December 7, 1945 (59 Stat. 603, 604) ; 
Act of December 10, 1942 (56 Stat. 1045) ; 
Act of December 26, 1941 (55 Stat. 858), as amended, except that the 

Commissioners of the District of Columbia may continue to exercise 
the authority under sections 7 and 9 of such Act, as amended, until 
not later than June 30, 1948, and the provisions of sections 11 and 12 
of such Act, as amended, shall continue to apply to cases in which the 
authority wader sections 7 and 9 is exercised; 

34 U. S. C. § 1200, 
art. 4, pars. 6, 7, 12-20, 
art. 5. 

34 U. S. C. § 1201. 
34 U. S. C. §§ 421, 

424, 425. 

34 U. S. C § 433. 

60 Stat. 86. 
34 U. S. C. § 428; 

14 U. S. C. §162b. 
60 Stat. 995. 
34 U. S. C. §339 (e). 
34 U. S. C. § 225. 

34 U. S. C. § 213. 

34 U. S. C. § 1200, 
art. 65. 
34 U. S. C. § 311. 

60 Stat. 855. 
34 U. S. C. § 474. 

50 U. S. C. § 82. 

34 U. S. C. §§ 498-4, 
498a-4 and notes. 
34 U. S. C. §§ 498c-7, 

498c-8 notes. 
34 U. S. C. §§ 498e-

11, 4983-2 notes. 
34 U. S. C. § 498c-18 

note. 

10 U. S. C. § 694. 

50 U. S. C. app. §§ 
1001-1017; 5 U. S. C. 
§§ 093, 691 and notes, 
71.5; 34 U. S. C. § 943. 

00 Stat. 27, 29. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§ 778 and note. 
10 U. S. C. § 1423a. 

10 U. a. C. § 1423b 
and note. 

50 U. S. C. § 178. 

16 U. S. C. §¢ 437-
440. 

48 U. S. C. § 1381. 

42 U. S. C. § 1553. 

60 Stat. 203. 

60 Stat. 958. 
42 U. S. C. § 1574. 

5 U. S. C. § 189a. 

5 U. S. C. §30b. 

5 U. S. C. § 852. 

5 U. S. C. § 731. 

39 U. S. C. § 49. 

44 U. S. C. §§ 311 
and note, 311a. 
D. C. Code, Supp. 

V, §§ 6-1001 to 6-1012. 

55 Stat. 859. 
D. C. Code, Sum 

V, §§ 6-1007, 6-1009. 
56 Stat. 741. 
D. C. Code, Supp. 

V, §§ 6-1011, 6-1012. 
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Proviso of section 303 (c) of the Act of October 14, 1940, as added
42 U. aC. I 53(e). by the Act of February 18, 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth

Congress);
5 Stat. 63e Sections 500 (a) and 507 of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 291,
Rh. ' ch. 268), as amended;
402 Ut.. 410. Section 201 of the Act of August 10, 1946 (Public Law 719, Seventy-

ninth Congress);
38U. s. 0. s6(a). Section 700 (a) of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 295);
o31 . S. C.i 2- Act of July 31, 1945 (59 Stat. 511, ch. 338);
15 U. s. 0. note Act of July 30, 1941 (55 Stat. 610);
me. 1 715.
47 U. .7. s . s6. Section 606 of the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1104), as amended;
4 U. s. 0. i s3s- Section 4 of the Act of July 15, 1918 (40 Stat. 901), as amended;10, 842
46 u. s. C. (s Sections 302 (h),712 (d) and 902 (a) of the Act of June 29,1936 (49i32 (h), 1202 (d),
242 (a) . Stat. 1993, 1, 2010, and 2015), as amended;
46u.s. . I 22. Section 2 of the Act of October 22, 1914 (38 Stat. 765, ch. 334);
750 . s. C. app. section 4 of the Act of May 10, 1943 (57 Stat. 82);
ISostat., 90. Section 1 (b) and subsections 2 (a), 2 (b), and 2 (c) of the Act of
50 U.S. C. app.
171 (b), 147 (a), (b), August 8, 1946 (Public Law 660, Seventy-ninth Congress);
)' .B..ite. Section 1 of the Act of January 28, 1915 (38 Stat. 800-801), as

amended;
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act

4 U. S.. 3 7 of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 600), under heading "Coast Guard",
subjecting personnel of the Coast Guard operating as part of the Navy
to the laws governing the Navy;

. B. . 191. Section 1 of title II of the Act of June 15, 1917 (40 Stat. 220);
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act

14u.s.c..95. of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 601), under heading "Coast Guard",
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to man any Coast Guard station
or maintain any house of refuge as a Coast Guard station;

14U.s.a. ii301-35. Title II of the Act of February 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 11), as amended;
14 U. a.. 72-74x Act of December 16, 1941 (55 Stat. 807, ch. 586);

Provisions appearing under the heading "Limitations upon Prose-
cutions", relating to crimes committed two years before arraignment,
except for desertion committed in time of war, of the Act of June 4,

. s. a. a 1610. 1920 (41 Stat. 794);
8 U. S. C. s801,8. Act of July 1,1944 (58 Stat. 677, ch. 368);
31 U. S. a. 71a. Section 1 of the Act of October 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 1061, ch. 788);
40 U. 8.s0. 325 Section 2 of the Act of June 19, 1912 (37 Stat. 138);

40 . .. Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the year 1918 (Act of
U. o. 32 March 4, 1917, 39 Stat. 1192), authorizing the President to suspend

provisions of the eight-hour law to contracts with the United States;
40 U. .. a. 2 a- Section 6 of the Act of March 3, 1931, as added by the Act of

40 August 30,1935 (49 Stat. 1013, ch. 825);
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act

24 U. s. C. 192 of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 558), under heading "Pay Miscellaneous",
for the admission for treatment of interned persons and prisoners of
war, under the jurisdiction of the Navy Department, to the Govern-

42 .s. C. 1201 ment Hospital for the Insane;
ote. Section 604 of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 712, ch. 373);
ote foil. 3. 01, Act of March 24,1943 (57 Stat. 43, ch. 22), as amended;
3su. .c.note fol. Section 400 (b) of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 288), as
59 stat. 542 amended, except paragraph 12 of such section;
60 Stat. 52.
38 .S. . 11i488 Act of July 11, 1946 (Public Law 499, Seventy-ninth Congress);
3te, U48a 31 Act of July 9, 1942 (56 Stat. 654);

Act of June 19, 1936 (49 Stat. 1535);
738. not Act of December 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 844), as amended.
50 U. S.0. app. ii SrB. 4. For the purposes of article IV of the Act of October 17,

1940 (54 Stat. 1183-1186), as amended, the present war shall be deemed
to have terminated within the meaning of section 604 (54 Stat. 1191)

6U. s. a0. PP of the said Act, as of the effective date of this joint resolution.
Approved July 25, 1947.
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60 Stat. 9. 
42 U. S. C. *1543 (0). 

59 Stat. 630. 
38 U.S. C. If 694 (a), 

694h. 
60 Stat. 979. 
42 U. S. C. f 410. 

38U. s. C. § 696 (a). 
31 U. S. C. f 2241-1 

note. 
15 U. S. C. note 

pree. § 715. 
47 U. S. C. f 606. 
46 U. S. C. If 835-

840, 842 
46 U. S. C. ff 

1132 (10, 1202 (d), 
1242 (a). 
46U.S.C.f 22,5. 
50 U. 8. C. app. 

f 753e. 
60 Stat. 905, 906. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

1471 (b), 1472 (a), (b), 
(c). 

14 U. S. C. f let seq. 

14 8. C. 

59 II. S. C. 1 191. 

14 17. 8. C. 95. 

14 17. B.C. 11 301-315. 
14 II. 8. C. 11 72-74. 

10 U. 8. C. If 1510, 
1511. 
8 U. 8. C. 11 801,803. 
31 U. 8. C. 1 71a. 

40 II. 8. C. 1 325. 

4017.8.0.1 326. 

40 17. 8. C. 1 276a-5. 

24 U. 8. C. 1 192. 

42 U. 8. 0. 1 201 
note. 
38 U. S. C. 1 701, 

note foil. 1 739. 
38 U. S. C. note foil. 
730. 
59 Stat. 542. 
60 Stat. 526. 
38 U. S. C. 0 488 

note, 4884. 
43 17. 8. C. 1 315q. 

38 U. 8. C. note toll. 
1 730. 
50 IT. 8. C. app. 11 

540-554. 

60 tr. 8. C. app. 
584. 

Proviso of section 303 (c) of the Act of October 14, 1940, as added 
by the Act of February 18, 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth 
Congress) ; 

Sections 500 (a) and 507 of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 291, 
ch. 268), as amended; 

Section 201 of the Act of August 10, 1946 (Public Law 719, Seventy-
ninth CongreRs) ; 

Section 700 (a) of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 295) ; 
Act of July 31, 1945 (59 Stat. 511, ch. 338) ; 
Act of July 30, 1941 (55 Stat. 610) ; 
Section 606 of the Act of June 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1104), as amended; 
Section 4 of the Act of July 15, 1918 (40 Stat. 901), as amended; 
Sections 302 (h), 712 (d) and 902 (a) of the Act of June 29, 1936 (49 

Stat. 1993, 2010, and 2015), as amended; 
Section 2 of the Act of October 22, 1914 (38 Stat. 765, ch. 334) ; 

section 4 of the Act of May 10, 1943 (57 Stat. 82) ; 
Section 1 (b) and subsections 2 (a), 2 (b), and 2 (c) of the Act of 

August 8, 1946 (Public Law 660, Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of January 28, 1915 (38 Stat. 800-801), as 

amended; 
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act 

of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 600), under heading "Coast Guard", 
subjecting personnel of the Coast Guard operating as part of the Navy 
to the laws governing the Navy; 

Section 1 of title II of the Act of June 15, 1917 (40 Stat. 220) ; 
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act 

of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 601), under heading "Coast Guard", 
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to man any Coast Guard station 
or maintain any house of refuge as a Coast Guard station; 

Title II of the Act of February 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 11), as amended; 
Act of December 16, 1941 (55 Stat. 807, ch. 586) ; 
Provisions appearing under the heading "Limitations upon Prose-

cutions", relating to crimes committed two years before arraignment, 
except for desertion committed in time of war, of the Act of June 4, 
1920 (41 Stat. 794) ; 
Act of July 1,1944 (58 Stat. 677, ch. 368) ; 
Section 1 of the Act of October 9, 1940 (54 Stat. 1061, ch. 788) ; 
Section 2 of the Act of June 19, 1912 (37 Stat. 138) ; 
Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the year 1918 (Act of 

March 4, 1917, 39 Stat. 1192), authorizing the President to suspend 
provisions of the eight-hour law to contracts with the United States; 

Section 6 of the Act of March 3, 1931, as added by the Act of 
August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1013, ch. 825) ; 

Provision of Naval Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1917 (Act 
of August 29, 1916, 39 Stat. 558), under heading "Pay Miscellaneous", 
for the admission for treatment of interned persons and prisoners of 
war, under the jurisdiction of the Navy Department, to the Govern-
ment Hospital for the Insane; 

Section 604 of the Act of July 1, 1944 (58 Stat. 712, ch. 373) ; 
Act of March 24,1943 (57 Stat. 43, ch. 22), as amended; 
Section 400 (b) of the Act of June 22, 1944 (58 Stat. 288), as 

amended, except paragraph 12 of such section; 
Act of July 11, 1946 (Public La* 499, Seventy-ninth Congress) ; 
Act of July 9, 19V (56 Stat. 654) ; 
Act of June 19, 1936 (49 Stat. 1535) ; 
Act of December 19, 1941 (55 Stat. 844), as amended. 
SE0. 4. For the purposes of article IV of the Act of October 17, 

1940 (54 Stat. 1183-1186), as amended, the present war shall be deemed 
to have terminated within the meaning of section 604 (54 Stat. 1191) 
of the said Act, as of the effective date of this joint resolution. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 328]
AN ACT

To authorize the payment of certain sums to jobbers in connection with their
logging of timber for the Menominee Indians on the Menominee Reservation
during the logging season 1934-1935, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to pay to the
Menominee Indian Mills to the credit of the several accounts of
Herman J. Fredenberg; Walter J. Peters, Senior; Charles J.
Frechette; Joe Gristeau, Junior; James Tebeau; Joe Caldwell,
Senior; John R. Pecore; Roy Oshkosh; Louis Tucker, Junior; James
Warrington; Alexander Waupoose, Bernard Grignon; Earl
Vaughn; Louis Washinawatok; Reuben Long; Nahpone Perote;
George Smith; Paul Vigue, Senior, and Louis Vigue, operating as a
partnership; Dan Wescott and Paul Vigue, Junior, operating as a
partnership; and the estates of George Irving; Louis Kinepoway;
John Tucker, Senior; Dominic Worden; John Mosehart; George
Caldwell, John Okimosh; Anton Shawanometta; Mrs. Lillian Osh-
kosh, Louis Corn out of the Menominee 4 per centum fund, the sum
of $1 for each one thousand feet of timber respectively logged by said
parties on the Menominee Reservation during the logging season of
1934-1935 according to the schedule prepared by the Menominee
Indian Mills which schedule shall be approved by the general council
of the Menominee Tribe. Said amounts shall be credited against the
amounts, if any, respectively owed the Menominee Indian Mills by
said parties without taking into account any procedural defenses of
a personal nature which might have been interposed in an action at
law to collect such debts, and the balance, if any, shall be paid to said
parties or their heirs: Provided, however That the foregoing amounts
shall be in full payment of any and all claims which said parties may
claim to have by reason of promises made by officers of the Menominee
Indian Mills for the logging of timber during the logging season
of 1934-1935.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, or his duly authorized repre-
sentative, is hereby authorized with the concurrence of the general
council of the Menominee Indian Tribe to cancel any balance still due
to the Menominee Indian Mills by any of the jobbers listed in section
1, after the amount allowable under the said section has been credited,
if in his judgment the balance of the claim is uncollectible or inequi-
table.

SEC. 3. The said Secretary or his duly authorized representative,
with the concurrence of the advisory council of the Menominee Indian
Tribe may cancel other obligations due or which may become due to
the Menominee Indian Mills when in his judgment such obligations
are uncollectible.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3291
AN ACT

To amend Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved February 18, 1946,
so as to extend the benefits of the Missing Persons Act, approved March 7,
1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended, to certain members of the organized military
forces of the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the sentence
under the heading entitled "Transfer of Appropriations", contained
in title II of the First Supplemental Surplus Appropriation Rescis-
sion Act, 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved

July 25, 1947
[n. R. 24s41

[Public Law 240]

Menominee Indian
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Payment for logging
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Settlement of
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ance due.
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July 25, 1947
[H. R. 31911

[Public Law 241]
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[CHAPTER 328] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the payment of certain sums to jobbers in connection with their 
logging of timber for the Menominee Indians on the Menominee Reservation 
during the logging season 1934-1935, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to pay to the 
Menominee Indian Mills to the credit of the several accounts of 
Herman J. Fredenberg; Walter J. Peters, Senior; Charles J. 
Frechette; Joe Gristeau Junior; James Tebe,au; Joe Caldwell, 
Senior; John R. Pecore; Roy Oshkosh; Louis Tucker, Junior; James 
Warrington; Alexander Waupoose; Bernard Grignon; Earl 
Vaughn; Louis Washinawatok; Reuben Long; Nahpone Perote; 
George Smith; Paul Vigue, Senior, and Louis Vigue, operating as a 
partnership; Dan Wescott and Paul Vigue, Junior, operating as a 
partnership; and the estates of George Irving; Louis Kinepoway; 
John Tucker, Senior; Dominic Worden; John Mosehart; George 
Caldwell, John Okimosh; Anton Shawanometta; Mrs. Lillian Osh-
kosh, Louis Corn out of the Menominee 4 per centum fund, the sum 
of $1 for each one thousand feet of timber respectively logged by said 
parties on the Menominee Reservation during the logging season of 
1934-1935 according to the schedule prepared by the Menominee 
Indian Mills which schedule shall be approved by the general council 
of the Menominee Tribe. Said amounts shall be credited against the 
amounts, if any., respectively owed the Menominee Indian Mills by 
said parties without taking into account any procedural defenses of 
a personal nature which might have been interposed in an action at 
law to collect such debts, and the balance, if any, shall be paid to said 
parties or their heirs: Provided, however, That the foregoing amounts 
shall be in full payment of any and all claims which said parties may 
claim to have by reason of promises mado by officers of the Menominee 
Indian Mills for the logging of timber during the logging season 
of 1934-1935. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, or his duly authorized repre-

sentative, is hereby authorized with the concurrence of the general 
council of the Menominee Indian Tribe to cancel any balance still due 
to the Menominee Indian Mills by any of the jobbers listed in section 
1, after the amount allowable under the said section has been credited, 
if in his judgment the balance of the claim is uncollectible or inequi-
table. 
SEC. 3. The said Secretary, or his duly authorized representative, 

with the concurrence of the advisory council of the Menominee Indian 
Tribe may cancel other obligations due or which may become due to 
the Menominee Indian Mills when in his judgment such obligations 
are uncollectible. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 329] 
AN ACT 

To amend Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved February 18, 1946, 
so as to extend the benefits of the Missing Persons Act, approved March 7, 
1942 (56 Stat. 143), as amended, to certain members of the organized military 
forces of the Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippines. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled., That the sentence 
under the heading entitled "Transfer of Appropriations", contained 
in title II of the First Supplemental Surplus Appropriation Rescis-
sion Act, 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved 

July 25, 1947 
[H. R. 2484] 
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60 Stat. 14. February 18, 1946), is hereby amended by striking out the period at
the end of the sentence and inserting the following: ", and (3) the

5lo-i S. C. app. Missing Persons Act, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), as1001-1017; 5 U. S. C.-
§§ 693 and note, 691, amended."
715; a4 U. S. c. 2. The Secretary of War is authorized to reconsider claimsand note. SEC. 2. The Secretary of War is authorized to reconsider claims

Ante,p.43. upon which payment has been denied by reason of section 1 of this
Act having been omitted from the First Supplemental Appropriation

60 Stat. 6. Rescission Act of 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress,
approved February 18, 1946).

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 330]
July 25, 1947

[S. 1262]
[Public Law 242]
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graphic nomenclature
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ic Names.
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etc.

Studies and investi-
gations.

AN ACT
To provide a central authority for standardizing geographic names for the purpose

of eliminating duplication in standardizing such names among the Federal
departments, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior, hereinafter called the Secretary, conjointly with the
Board on Geographic Names, as hereinafter provided, shall provide for
uniformity in geographic nomenclature and orthography throughout
the Federal Government. The Secretary may exercise his functions
through such officials as he may designate, except that such authority
as relates to the final approval or review of actions of the Board on
Geographic Names shall be exercised by him, or his Under or Assistant
Secretaries.

SEO. 2. There is hereby established a Board on Geographic Names,
hereinafter called the Board. The membership of the Board shall
include one representative from each of the Departments of State,
War, Navy, Post Office, Interior, Agriculture, and Commerce, and
from the Government Printing Office, and the Library of Congress.
The Board may also include representatives from such Federal agen-
cies as the Secretary, upon recommendation of the Board, shall from
time to time find desirable, even though these agencies are in the depart-
ments otherwise represented on the Board. The members of the Board
shall be appointed by the respective heads of the departments or inde-
pendent agencies that they represent. Each member shall be appointed
for a two-year term but may be reappointed to successive terms. The
members of the Board shall serve without additional compensation.
The Board shall nominate a Chairman to be appointed by the Sec-
retary and shall establish such working committees as are found
desirable.

SEC. 3. The Board, subject to the approval of the Secretary, shall
formulate principles, policies, and procedures to be followed with ref-
erence to both domestic and foreign geographic names; and shall decide
the standard names and their orthography for official use. The prin-
ciples, policies, and procedures formulated hereunder shall be designed
to serve the interests of the Federal Government and the general public
to enlist the effective cooperation of the Federal departments and
agencies most concerned, and to give full consideration to the specific
interests of particular Federal and State agencies. Action may be
taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does not act
within a reasonable time. The Board may make such recommendations
to the Secretary as it finds appropriate in connection with this Act.

SEC. 4. The Secretary shall cause such studies and investigations to
be made and such records to be kept as may be necessary or desirable
in carrying out the purposes of this Act, and he shall provide a place
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60 Stat. 14. 
38 U. S. C. § 38. 

50 U. S. C. app. §§ 
1001-1017; 5 U. S. C. 
§§ 693 and note, 691, 
715; 34 U. S. C. § 943 
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60 Stat. 6. 

July 25, 1947 
IS. 1262]  To provide a central authority for standardizing geographic names for the purpose 

of eliminating duplication in standardizing such names among the Federal 
departments, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior, hereinafter called the Secretary, conjointly with the 
Board on Geographic Names, as hereinafter provided, shall provide for 
uniformity in geographic nomenclature and orthography throughout 
the Federal Government. The Secretary may exercise his functions 
through such officials as he may designate, except that such authority 
as relates to the final approval or review of actions of the Board on 
Geographic Names shall be exercised by him, or his Under or Assistant 
Secretaries. 

SEo. 2. There is hereby established a Board on Geographic Names, 
hereinafter called the Board. The membership of the Board shall 
include one representative from each of the Departments of State, 
War, Navy, Post Office, Interior, Agriculture, and Commerce, and 
from the Government Printing Office, and the Library of Congress. 
The Board may also include representatives from such Federal agen-
cies as the Secretary, upon recommendation of the Board, shall from 
time to time find desirable, even though these agencies are in the depart-
ments otherwise represented on the Board. The members of the Board 
shall be appointed by the respective heads of the departments or inde-
pendent agencies that they represent. Each member shall be appointed 
for a two-year term but may be reappointed to successive terms. The 
members of the Board shall serve without additional compensation. 
The Board shall nominate a Chairman to be appointed by the Sec-
retary, and shall establish such working committees as are found 
desirable. 
SEC. 3. The Board, subject to the approval of the Secretary, shall 

formulate principles, policies, and procedures to be followed with ref-
erence to both domestic and foreign geographic names; and shall decide 
the standard names and their orthography for official use. The prin-
ciples, policies, and procedures formulated hereunder shall be designed 
to serve the interests of the Federal Government and the general public, 
to enlist the effective cooperation of the Federal departments and 
agencies most concerned, and to give full consideration to the specific 
interests of particular Federal and State agencies. Action may be 
taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does not act 
within a reasonable time. The Board may make such recommendations 
to the Secretary as it finds appropriate in connection with this Act. 

SEc. 4. The Secretary shall cause such studies and investigations to 
be made and such records to be kept as may be necessary or desirable 
in carrying out the purposes of this Act, and he shall provide a place 

February 18, 1946), is hereby amended by striking out the period at 
the end of the sentence and inserting the following: ", and (3) the 
Missing Persons Act, approved March 7, 1942 (56 Stat. 143), as 
amended." 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of War is authorized to reconsider claims 

upon which payment has been denied by reason of section 1 of this 
Act having been omitted from the First Supplemental Appropriation 
Rescission Act of 1946 (Public Law 301, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
approved February 18, 1946). 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 330] 
AN ACT 
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of meeting and staff assistance to the Board. The staff shall be respon-
sible to the Secretary, who shall prescribe its relations to the Board and
the committees of the Board. The Secretary may establish from time
to time, upon recommendation of the Board, advisory committees of
United States citizens who are recognized experts in their respective
fields to assist in the solution of special problems arising under this Act.

SEC. 5. For the guidance of the Federal Government, the Secretary
shall promulgate in the name of the Board, from time to time and in
such form as will carry out the purposes of this Act, decisions with
respect to geographic names and principles of geographic nomencla-
ture and orthography. The Secretary shall also furnish such addi-
tional information with respect to geographic names as will assist in
carrying out the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 6. With respect to geographic names the pertinent decisions
and principles issued by the Secretary shall be standard for all mate-
rial published by the Federal Government. The United States Board
on Geographical Names in the Department of the Interior created
by Executive order, is hereby abolished, and the duties of said Board
are transferred to the Board herein created, and all departments,
bureaus, and agencies of the Federal Government shall refer all geo-
graphic names and problems to the said Board for the purpose of
eliminating duplication of work, personnel, and authority.

SEC. 7. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as applying to the
naming of the offices or establishments of any Federal agency.

SEC. 8. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 331]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Director of the Census to
collect and publish statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for
other purposes", approved August 7, 1916.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act authorizing the Director of the Census to collect and publish
statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for other pur-
poses", approved August 7, 1916 (39 Stat. 436; U. S. C., title 13, sees. 81
to 84, inclusive), is amended to read as follows:

"That (a) the Director of the Census is authorized and directed to
collect, collate, and publish monthly statistics concerning-

"(1) the quantities of (A) cottonseed, soybeans, peanuts, flax-
seed, corn germs, copra, sesame seed, babassu nuts and kernels, and
other oilseeds, nuts, and kernels received, crushed, and on hand
at oil mills; (B) crude and refined oils, cakes, and meals, and other
primary products, by type or kind, of the above-mentioned seeds,
nuts, and kernels manufactured, shipped out, and on hand at oil
mills and processing establishments; (C) crude and refined vege-
table oils, by type or kind, used by class of product and held by
manufacturers of vegetable shortening, margarine, soap, and other
principal products using large quantities of vegetable oils; (D)
crude and refined vegetable oils, by type or kind, held in ware-
houses and in transit to consuming establishments;

"(2) the quantities, by types or kinds, of (A) animal fats and
oils and greases produced; (B) animal fats and oils and greases
shipped and held by producers; (C) animal fats and oils and
greases, fish and marine mammal oils used by class of product
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of meeting and staff assistance to the Board. The staff shall be respon-
sible to the Secretary, who shall prescribe its relations to the Board and 
the committees of the Board. The Secretary may establish from time 
to time, upon recommendation of the Board, advisory committees of 
United States citizens who are recognized experts in their respective 
fields to assist in the solution of special problems arising under this Act. 
SEC. 5. For the guidance of the Federal Government, the Secretary 

shall promulgate in the name of the Board, from time to time and in 
such form as will carry out the purposes of this Act, decisions with 
respect to geographic names and principles of geographic nomencla-
ture and orthography. The Secretary shall also furnish such addi-
tional information with respect to geographic names as will assist in 
carrying out the purposes of this Act. 
SEC. 6. With respect to geographic names the pertinent decisions 

and principles issued by the Secretary shall be standard for all mate-
rial published by the Federal Government. The United States Board 
on Geographical Names in the Department of the Interior created 
by Executive order, is hereby abolished, and the duties of said Board 
are transferred to the Board herein created, and all departments, 
bureaus, and agencies of the Federal Government shall refer all geo-
graphic names and problems to the said Board for the purpose of 
eliminating duplication of work, personnel, and authority. 
SEC. 7. Nothing in this Act shall be construed as applying to the 

naming of the offices or establishments of any Federal agency. 
SEG. 8. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums 

as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 331] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Director of the Census to 
collect and publish statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for 
other purposes", approved August 7, 1916. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act authorizing the Director of the Census to collect and publish 
statistics of cottonseed and cottonseed products, and for other pur-
poses"? approved August 7, 1916 (39 Stat. 436; U. S. C., title 13, secs. 81 
to 84, inclusive), is amended to read as follows: 
"That (a) the Director of the Census is authorized and directed to 

collect, collate, and publish monthly statistics concerning— 
" (1 ) the quantities of (A) cottonseed, soybeans, peanuts, flax-

seed, corn germs, copra, sesame seed, babassu nuts and kernels, and 
other oilseeds, nuts, and kernels received, crushed, and on hand 
at oil mills; (B) crude and refined oils, cakes, and meals, and other 
primary products, by type or kind, of the above-mentioned seeds, 
nuts, and kernels manufactured, shipped out, and on hand at oil 
mills and processing establishments; (C) crude and refined vege-
table oils, by type or kind, used by: class of product and held by 
manufacturers of vegetable shortening, margarine, soap, and other 
principal products using large quantities of vegetable oils; (D) 
crude and refined vegetable oils, by type or kind, held in ware-
houses and in transit to consuming establishments; 

"(2) the quantities, by types or kinds, of (A) animal fats and 
oils and greases produced; (B) animal fats and oils and greases 
shipped and held by producers; (C) animal fats and oils and 
greases, fish and marine mammal oils used by class of product 
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and held by manufacturers of shortening, margarine, soap, and
other principal products which require the use of large quantities
of animal fats and oils and greases, fish and marine mammal oils;
(D) animal fats and oils and greases, fish and marine mammal oils
held in warehouses, cold storage, and in transit to consuming
establishments.

"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the Direc-
tor to collect, more frequently than he deems necessary to provide
reliable statistical reports, information from any person who produces,
holds, or consumes fats and oils in inconsequential quantities.

"SEC. 2. The inquiries, and the number, form, and subdivisions
thereof for the censuses and surveys provided for in this Act, shall
be determined by the Director of the Census, with the approval of the
Secretary of Commerce.

"SEa. 3. All information furnished to the Bureau of the Census by
any individual establishment under the provisions of this Act shal
be considered as strictly confidential and shall be used only for the
statistical purposes for which it is furnished, and shall not be used for
any other purpose. Any employee of the Bureau of the Census who,
without the written authority of the Director of the Census, shall
publish or communicate any information given into his possession by
reason of his employment under the provisions of this Act shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

"SEO. 4. It shall be the duty of each owner, official, agent, or person
in charge of any mill, or of any manufacturing or wholesale establish-
ment or warehouse, or cold-storage establishment, engaged in the
activities set forth in subsection (a) of section 1, and when requested
by the Director of the Census or by an employee of the Bureau of the
Census acting under instructions of said Director, to answer correctly,
to the best of his ability, all questions of the census schedules submitted
to him under the provisions of this Act. Any owner, official, agent,
or person in charge of any mill, or of any manufacturing or wholesale
establishment or warehouse, or cold-storage establishment, engaged in
the activities set forth in subsection (a) of section 1, and who shall
refuse or willfully neglect to answer any questions of the census sched-
ules submitted to him under the provisions of this Act or shall willfully
answer any such questions falsely shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than $1,000. The
request of the Director of the Census may be made by registered mail,
by telegraph, by visiting representative, or by one or more of these,
and if made by registered mail or by telegraph the return receipt there-
for shall be prima facie evidence of an official request.

"SEO. 5. The Director of the Census shall not by this Act be restricted
or limited from collecting and publishing under the general authority
of the Bureau such statistics on fats and oils or products thereof not
specifically herein required as is deemed to be in the public interest.

"SBaO 6. Statistics now required under existing Federal law to be
collected by any other Federal department or agency in a manner
comparable both as to form and period of time to the collection of
statistics provided for herein shall not be collected by the Director of
the Census under the authority of this Act: Proided, That immedi-
ately upon his request, the Director of the Census shall have access to
any such statistics and shall include them in the publication required
herein."

Approved July 25, 1947.
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and held by manufacturers of shortening, margarine, soap, and 
other principal products which require the use of large quantities 
of animal fats and oils and greases, fish and marine mammal oils; 
(D) animal fats and oils and greases, fish and marine mammal oils 
held in warehouses, cold storage, and in transit to consuming 
establishments. 

"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to require the Direc-
tor to collect, more frequently than he deems necessary to provide 
reliable statistical reports, information from any person who produces, 
holds, or consumes fats and oils in inconsequential quantities. 

"SEc. 2. The inquiries, and the number, form, and subdivisions 
thereof for the censuses and surveys provided for in this Act, shall 
be determined by the Director of the Census, with the approval of the 
Secretary of Commerce. 

"SEc. 3. All information furnished to the Bureau of the Census by 
any individual establishment under the provisions of this Act shall 
be considered as strictly confidential and shall be used only for the 
statistical purposes for which it is furnished, and shall not be used for 
any other purpose. Any employee of the Bureau of the Census who, 
without the written authority of the Director of the Census,. shall 
publish or communicate any information given into his possession by 
reason of his employment under the provisions of this Act shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined 
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 
"SEC. ti. It shall be the duty of each owner, official, agent, or person 

in charge of any mill, or of any manufacturing or wholesale establish-
ment or warehouse, or cold-storage establishment, engaged in the 
activities set forth in subsection (a) of section 1, and when requested 
by the Director of the Census or by an employee of the Bureau of the 
Census acting under instructions of said Director, to answer correctly, 
to the best of his ability, all questions of the census schedules submitted 
to him under the provisions of this Act. Any owner, official, agent, 
or person in charge of any mill, or of any manufacturing or wholesale 
establishment or warehouse, or cold-storage establishment, engaged in 
the activities set forth in subsection (a) of section 1., and who shall 
refuse or willfully neglect to answer any questions of the census sched-
ules submitted to him under the provisions of this Act or shall willfully 
answer any such questions falsely shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined not more than $1,000. The 
request of the Director of the Census may be made by registered mail, 
by telegraph, by visiting representative, or by one or more of these, 
and if made by registered mail or by telegraph the return receipt there-
for shall be prima facie evidence of an official request. 

"Sr.o. 5. The Director of the Census shall not by this Act be restricted 
or limited from collecting and publishing under the general authority 
of the Bureau such statistics on fats and oils or products thereof not 
specifically herein required as is deemed to be in the public interest. 
"Sul 6. Statistics now required under existing Federal law to be 

collected by any other Federal department or agency in a manner 
comparable both as to form and period of time to the collection of 
statistics provided for herein shall not be collected by the Director of 
the Census under the authority of this Act: Provided, That immedi-
ately upon his request, the Director of the Census shall have access to 
any such statistics and shall include them in the publication required 
herein." 
Approved July 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 332]
AN ACT

To confer upon the Governor of Alaska the power to pardon and remit fines and
forfeitures for offenses against laws of the Territory of Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of
the Act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321; 48 U. S. C. 61), be amended by
striking out the sentence, "He may also grant reprieves for offenses
committed against the laws of the district or of the United States

o. until the decision of the President thereon shall be made known.",
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "He may grant pardons
and reprieves and remit fines and forfeitures for offenses against
the laws of the said Territory and reprieves for all offenses against
the laws of the United States until the decision of the President
thereon shall be made known.".

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect upon the date of its enactment.
Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 333]
AN ACT

To amend the Natural Gas Act approved June 21, 1938, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
the Natural Gas Act, approved June 21, 1938, as amended (15 U. S. C.
717f), is hereby amended by adding after subsection (g) the following
new subsection:

"(h) When any holder of a certificate of public convenience and
necessity cannot acquire by contract, or is unable to agree with the
owner of property to the compensation to be paid for, the necessary
right-of-way to construct, operate, and maintain a pipe line or pipe
lines for the transportation of natural gas, and the necessary land or
other property, in addition to right-of-way, for the location of com-
pressor stations, pressure apparatus, or other stations or equipment
necessary to the proper operation of such pipe line or pipe lines, it
may acquire the same by the exercise of the right of eminent domain
in the district court of the United States for the district in which such
property may be located, or in the State courts. The practice and
procedure in any action or proceeding for that purpose in the district
court of the United States shall conform as nearly as may be with
the practice and procedure in similar action or proceeding in the courts
of the State where the property is situated: Provided, That the United
States district courts shall only have jurisdiction of cases when the
amount claimed by the owner of the property to be condemned exceeds
$3,000."

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 334]
AN ACT

To enable the Osage Tribal Council to determine the bonus value of tracts offered
for lease for oil, gas, and other mining purposes, Osage Mineral Reservation,
Oklahoma.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the third para-
graph of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the tribal
and individual affairs of the Osage Indians of Oklahoma", approved
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[CHAPTER 332] 
AN ACT 

To confer upon the Governor of Alaska the power to pardon and remit fines and 
forfeitures for offenses against laws of the Territory of Alaska. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of 
the Act of June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321; 48 U. S. C. 61) , be amended by 
striking out the sentence, "He may also grant reprieves for offenses 
committed against the laws of the district or of the United States 
until the decision of the President thereon shall be made known.", 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "He may grant pardons 
and reprieves and remit fines and forfeitures for offenses against 
the laws of the said Territory and reprieves for all offenses against 
the laws of the United States until the decision of the President 
thereon shall be made known.". 

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect upon the date of its enactment. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3331 
AN ACT 

To amend the Natural Gas Act approved June 21, 1938, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Natural Gas Act, approved June 21, 1938, as amended (15 U. S. C. 
717f), is hereby amended by adding after subsection (g) the following 
new subsection: 

"(h) When any holder of a certificate of public convenience and 
necessity cannot acquire by contract, or is unable to agree with the 
owner of property to the compensation to be paid for, the necessary 
right-of-way to construct, operate, and maintain a pipe line or pipe 
lines for the transportation of natural gas, and the necessary land or 
other property, in addition to right-of-way, for the location of com-
pressor stations, pressure apparatus, or other stations or equipment 
necessary to the proper operation of such pipe line or pipe lines, it 
may acquire the same by the exercise of the right of eminent domain 
in the district court of the United States for the district in which such 
property may be located, or in the State courts. The practice and 
procedure in any action or proceeding for that purpose in the district 
court of the United States shall conform as nearly as may be with 
the practice and procedure in similar action or proceeding in the courts 
of the State where the property is situated: Provided, That the United 
States district courts shall only have jurisdiction of cases when the 
amount claimed by the owner of the property to be condemned exceeds 
$3,000." 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 334] 
AN ACT 

To enable the Osage Tribal Council to determine the bonus value of tracts offered 
for lease for oil, gas, and other mining purposes, Osage Mineral Reservation, 
Oklahoma. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative,s of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the third para-
graph of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act relating to the tribal 
and individual affairs of the Osage Indians of Oklahoma", approved 
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June 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 1034), is amended by striking out the colon
following the phrase "as may be deemed for the best interest of the
Osage Tribe of Indians" and inserting in lieu of said colon the follow-
ing clause: "and the Osage tribal council may determine the bonus
value of any tract offered for lease for oil, gas, and other mining
purposes on any unleased portion of said land, and such determination
shall be final:".

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 337]
July 25, 1947
[H. R. 3123]

[Public Law 247]

Interior Depart-
ment Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 245, 361; post, pp.
608, 609, 620, 621, 699,
943.

AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, namely:

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

SALARIES

Salaries: For the Secretary of the Interior (hereafter in this Act
referred to as the Secretary), and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, including temporary services as

o0 Stoat. 80. authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,1946 (Public Law 600),
b ut at rates for individuals not in excess of $35 per diem, $1,103,000:

Radio broadcasts re- Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for the
broadcast of radio programs designed or calculated to influence the
passage or defeat of any legislation pending before the Congress: Pro-

Division of Power. vided further, That not to exceed $50,000 of this appropriation may be
used for the Division of Power under the Office of the Secretary: Pro-

Divisionof Informa- vided further, That not to exceed $42,500 of this appropriation may be
used for the Division of Information or for publicity and public
relations activities.

Ante, p. 245; post, p.
620.

50U. S. C. app. 1601
note.

WAR AGENCY LIQUIDATION

War Agency Liquidation: For expenses necessary for liquidating
the Solid Fuels Administration for War provided for in Executive
Order 9332, including personal services in the District of Columbia;
and printing and binding; $60,000.

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR

For personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field,
$215,460.

DIVISION OF TERRITORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS

For personal services in the District of Columbia, $140,000.

OIL AND GAS DIVISION

Oil and Gas Division: For expenses necessary for coordinating and
unifying policies and administration of Federal activities relative
to oil, gas, and synthetic fuels, including cooperation with the petro-
leum industry and State authorities in the production, processing, and
utilization of petroleum and petroleum products, natural gas, and
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June 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 1034), is amended by striking out the colon 
following the phrase "as may be deemed for the best interest of the 
Osage Tribe of Indians" and inserting in lieu of said colon the follow-
ing clause: "and the Osage tribal council may determine the bonus 
value of any tract offered for lease for oil, gas and other mining 
purposes on any unlea,sed portion of said land, and such determination 
shall be final :". 
Approved July 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 337] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of the Interior for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

SALARIES 

Salaries: For the Secretary of the Interior (hereafter in this Act 
referred to as the Secretary), and other personal services in the Dis-
trict of Columbia and elsewhere, including temporary services as 
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), 
but at rates for individuals not in excess of $35 per diem, $1,103,000: 
Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for the 
broadcast of radio programs designed or calculated to influence the 
passage or defeat of any legislation pending before the Congress: Pro-
vided further, That not to exceed $50,000 of this appropriation may be 
used for the Division of Power under the Office of the Secretary: Pro-
vided further, That not to exceed $42,500 of this appropriation may be 
used for the Division of Information or for publicity and public 
relations activities. 

WAR AGENCY LIQUIDATION 

War Agency Liquidation: For expenses necessary for liquidating 
the Solid Fuels Administration for War provided for in Executive 
Order 9332, including personal services in the District of Columbia; 
and printing and binding; $60,000. 

OFFICE OF SOLICITOR 

For personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field, 
$215,460. 

DIVISION OF TERRITORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS 

For personal services in the District of Columbia, $110,000. 

OIL AND GAS DIVISION 

Oil and Gas Division: For expenses necessary for coordinating and 
unifying policies and administration of Federal activities relative 
to oil, gas, and synthetic fuels, including cooperation with the petro-
leum industry and State authorities in the production, processing, and 
utilization of petroleum and petroleum products, natural gas, and 
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synthetic fuels and the compilation of technical reports thereon, for
administering and enforcing the provisions of the Act of February
22, 1935, as amended (15 U. S. C., ch. 15A); and for the liquidation of
the Petroleum Administration for War; including personal services
in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $10,000 for employment of
a director without regard to the civil-service and classification laws;
contract stenographic reporting services; and printing and binding;
$275,000.

DIVISION OF GEOGRAPHY

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in performing the
duties imposed upon the Secretary by Executive Order 6680, dated
April 17, 1934, relating to uniform usage in regard to geographic
nomenclature and orthography throughout the Federal Government,
including personal services in the District of Columbia, stationery
and office supplies, and printing and binding, $12,956.

SOIL AND MOISTURE CONSERVATION OPERATIONS

For necessary expenses of administering and carrying out directly
and in cooperation with other agencies a soil and moisture con-
servation program on lands under the jurisdiction of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in accordance with the provisions of the Act of
April 27, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 590a-590f), and Reorganization Plan
Numbered IV, including $100,000 for departmental personal services
including such services in the District of Columbia; printing and
binding; furniture, furnishings, office equipment and supplies; pur-
chase of not to exceed four passenger motor vehicles, and hire,
maintenance, and operation of aircraft, $1,900,000: Provided, That
this appropriation shall be available for meeting expenses of ware-
house maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of sup-
plies, materials, and equipment stored therein for distribution to
projects under the supervision of the Department of the Interior.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF TIHE INTERIOR

For the contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary and the
bureaus and offices of the Department (except as otherwise provided),
including teletype rentals and service; streetcar fares not exceeding
$300; traveling expenses, including not exceeding $10,000 for inspec-
tions and investigations by the legislative branch as well as attendance
at meetings or conventions concerned with the work of the Department,
and any request from appropriate authority in such branch in connec-
tion therewith shall be immediately complied with by administrative
authority in the Department; $10,000, exclusively for the payment of
claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 601); hire of aircraft; expense of taking testimony and
preparing the same in connection with disbarment proceedings insti-
tuted against persons charged with improper practices before the
Department, its bureaus and offices; expense of translations, and not
exceeding $1,000 for contract stenographic reporting services; not
exceeding $700 for newspapers; printing and binding, $220,430; and,
in addition thereto, sums transferred from other appropriations to
this for stationery supplies as follows: Bureau of Land Management,
$9,000; Geological Survey, $19,500; National Park Service, $7,500;
Bureau of Reclamation, $8,400, any unexpended portion of which
shall revert and be credited to the reclamation fund; Bureau of Mines,
$9,000.
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synthetic fuels and the compilation of technical reports thereon, for 
administering and enforcing the provisions of the Act of February 
22, 1935, as amended (15 U. S. C., ch. 15A); and for the liquidation of 
the Petroleum Administration for War; including personal services 
in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $10,000 for employment of 
a director without regard to the civil-service and classification laws; 
contract stenographic reporting services; and printing and binding; 
$275,000. 

DIVISION OF GEOGRAPHY 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in performing the 
duties imposed upon the Secretary by Executive Order 6680, dated 
April 17, 1934, relating to uniform usage in regard to geographic 
nomenclature and orthography throughout the Federal Government, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia, stationery 
and office supplies, and printing and binding, $12,956. 

SOIL AND MOISTURE CONSERVATION OPERATIONS 

For necessary expenses of administering and carrying out directly 
and in cooperation with other agencies a soil and moisture con-
servation program on lands under the jurisdiction of the Depart-
ment of the Interior in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
April 27, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 590a-590f), and Reorganization Plan 
Numbered IV, including $100,000 for departmental personal services 
including such services in the District of Columbia; printing and 
binding; furniture, furnishings, office equipment and supplies; pur-
chase of not to exceed four passenger motor vehicles, and hire, 
maintenance, and operation of aircraft, $1,900,000: Provided, That 
this appropriation shall be available for meeting expenses of ware-
house maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of sup-
plies, materials, and equipment stored therein for distribution to 
projects under the supervision of the Department of the Interior. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

For the contingent expenses of the office of the Secretary and the 
bureaus and offices of the Department (except as otherwise provided), 
including teletype rentals and service; streetcar fares not exceeding 
$300; traveling expenses, including not exceeding $10,000 for inspec-
tions and investigations by the legislative branch as well as attendance 
at meetings or conventions concerned with the work of the Department, 
and any request from appropriate authority in such branch in connec-
tion therewith shall be immediately comphed with by administrative 
authority in the Department; $10,000, exclusively for the payment of 
claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 601) ; hire of aircraft; expense of taking testimony and 
preparing the same in connection with disbarment proceedings insti-
tuted against persons charged with improper practices before the 
Department, its bureaus and offices; expense of translations, and not 
exceeding $1,000 for contract stenographic reporting services; not 
exceeding $700 for newspapers; printing and binding, $2201430; and, 
in addition thereto, sums transferred from other appropriations to 
this for stationery supplies as follows: Bureau of Land Management, 
$9,000; Geological Survey, $19,500; National Park Service, $7,500; 
Bureau of Reclamation, $8,400, any unexpended portion of which 
shall revert and be credited to the reclamation fund; Bureau of Mines, 
$9,000. 
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Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Department of the Interior, as required

58 Stat. 321- by the Act of June 28,1944, $136,500.39 U.S. C. §§ 321c-
321h.

Ante, p. 45. COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS

For expenses made necessary by the Act establishing a Commission
36Stat. 3n. of Fine Arts (40 U. S. C. 104), including personal services in the

District of Columbia, hire of passenger motor vehicles, printing and
binding and payment of actual traveling expenses of the members
and secretary of the Commission in attending meetings and committee
meetings of the Commission either within or outside of the District of
Columbia, to be disbursed on vouchers approved by the Commission,
$12,000.

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION
post, p. 620. Construction, operation, and maintenance, Bonneville power trans-

mission system: To enable the Bonneville Power Administrator to
carry out the duties imposed upon him pursuant to law, including the
construction of transmission lines, substations, and appurtenant
facilities; operation and maintenance of the Bonneville transmission
system; marketing of electric power and energy; printing and bind-

v U.S.C'a. ing; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600); purchase of not to exceed fourteen in the fiscal
year 1948 and hire of passenger motor vehicles; and maintenance
and operation of aircraft; $8,596,400, to be available until expended,

Transmisson sys- of which amount not to exceed $2,500,000 shall be available in the
tem. fiscal year 1948 for operation and maintenance of the Bonneville

transmission system, marketing of electric power and energy, and
administrative expenses connected therewith, including $24,000 for

Pod, p. e6. personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided, That in addi-
tion to this appropriation the Administrator is authorized to contract
in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment for power trans-
mission facilities in an amount not in excess of $4,935,500: Provided,

tAvalability of oon- further, That no part of any construction appropriations for the
tons. Bonneville Power Administration contained in this Act shall be

available for construction work by force account, or on a hired labor
basis, except for management and operation, maintenance and repairs,
engineering and supervision, routine minor construction work, or in
case of emergencies, local in character, so declared by the Bonneville

Informational work. Power Administrator: Provided further, That not exceeding $21,500
of funds available for expenditure under this appropriation shall be
used for salaries and expenses in connection with informational work:

InemtBSSt frS 8om Provided further, That interest heretofore collected by Bonneville
Power Administration from sales of electric energy generated at Grand
Coulee Dam on the unamortized balance of investment allocated to
power in Grand Coulee Dam shall be covered into the reclamation fund
forthwith: Provided further, That said interest shall not be allocated
during the fiscal year 1948.

SOUTHWESTERN POWER ADMINISTRATION

Operation and maintenance: For operation and maintenance of
the southwestern power transmission system, marketing of electric
power and energy, and administrative expenses connected therewith;
including hire of passenger motor vehicles, and printing and binding;
$125,000: Provided, That not exceeding $12,000 of appropriations to
the Southwestern Power Administration contained in this Act shall be
available for personal services in the District of Columbia.
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Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail of the Department of the Interior, as required 
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COMMISSION OF FINE ARTS 

For expenses made necessary by the Act establishing a Commission 
of Fine Arts (40 U. S. C. 104), including personal services in the 
District of Columbia, hire of passenger motor vehicles, printing and 
binding and payment of actual traveling expenses of the members 
and secretary of the Commission in attending meetings and committee 
meetings of the Commission either within or outside of the District of 
Columbia, to be disbursed on vouchers approved by the Commission, 
$12,000. 

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

Construction, operation, and maintenance, Bonneville power trans-
mission system: To enable the Bonneville Power Administrator to 
carry out the duties imposed upon him pursuant to law, including the 
construction of transmission lines, substations, and appurtenant 
facilities; operation and maintenance of the Bonneville transmission 
system; marketing of electric power and energy; printing and bind-
ing; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600) ; purchase of not to exceed fourteen in the fiscal 
year 1948 and hire of pmesenger motor vehicles; and maintenance 
and operation of aircraft; $8,596,400, to be available until expended, 
of which amount not to exceed $2,500,000 shall be available in the 
fiscal year 1948 for operation and maintenance of the Bonneville 
transmission system, marketing of electric power and energy, and 
administrative expenses connected therewith, including $24,000 for 
personal services in the District of Columbia Provided, That in addi-
tion to this appropriation the Administrator is authorized to contract 
in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment for power trans-
mission facilities in an amount not in excess of $4,9352500: Provided, 
further, That no part of any construction appropriations for the 
Bonneville Power Administration contained in this Act shall be 
available for construction work by force account, or on a hired labor 
basis, except for management and operation, maintenance and repairs, 
engineering and supervision, routine minor construction work, or in 
case of emergencies, local in character, so declared by the Bonneville 
Power Administrator: Provided further, That not exceeding $21,500 
of funds available for expenditure under this appropriation shall be 
used for salaries and expellees in connection with informational work: 
Provided further, That interest heretofore collected by Bonneville 
Power Administration from sales of electric energy generated at Grand 
Coulee Dam on the unamortized balance of investment allocated to 
power in Grand Coulee Dam shall be covered into the reclamation fund 
forthwith: Provided further, That said interest shall not be allocated 
during the fiscal year 1948. 

SOUTHWESTERN POWER ADMINISTRATION 

Operation and maintenance: For operation and maintenance of 
the southwestern power transmission system, marketing of electric 
power and energy, and administrative expenses connected therewith; 
including hire of passenger motor vehicles, and printing and binding; 
$125,000: Provided, That not exceeding $12,000 of appropriations to 
the Southwestern Power Administration contained in this Act shall be 
available for personal services in the District of Columbia. 
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Construction: The funds appropriated for the fiscal year 1947
(Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947), are hereby continued
available during the fiscal year 1948 to meet obligations incurred in
contract or contracts duly executed and in force on or before June 30,
1947; for administrative expenses connected therewith; including
purchase of five, and hire of passenger motor vehicles; for temporary
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,1946 (Public
Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $35 per diem for individuals;
printing and binding; for the purchase or acquisition of necessary
lands for rights-of-way and necessary engineering and supervision of
the construction under said contracts; and for the construction of nec-
essary interconnecting facilities incident to and connected with the
construction of the Denison-Norfork transmission line.

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses not otherwise pro-
vided for in carrying out the provisions of the public land and other
laws administered by the Bureau of Land Management, including
personal services in the District of Columbia; one clerk authorized
by the President to sign land patents; printing and binding, advertis-
ing, preparation and production of maps and official plats of survey,
and for hearings and other proceedings, $1,175,000: Provided, That
not exceeding $91,000 of this appropriation shall be available for
expenditure in carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 28,
1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A).

Management, protection, and disposal of public lands: For the
administration of the public lands and their resources under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management, including their
protection, use, maintenance, improvement, development, and dis-
posal; the employment of necessary personnel, travel expenses, hear-
ings, investigations, examination and classification of lands; prepara-
tion of maps and reports; surveys and resurveys of public lands,
including fragmentary surveys and such other surveys and examina-
tions as may be required; the prevention, presuppression or emergency
prevention of fires on or threatening lands under the jurisdiction of
the Bureau of Land Management; contract reporting services, pur-
chase of not to exceed twenty-five passenger motor vehicles; the
payment of a salary of $6 per diem while actually employed and for
payment of necessary travel expenses, exclusive of subsistence, of
members of advisory committees of local stockmen, $35,500; and the
maintenance and alteration of necessary buildings; $2,084,640, of
which not to exceed $310,000 shall be available for the administration
of district land offices, and not exceeding $398,000 for carrying out the
provisions of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A):
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for expenses
of warehouse maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of
supplies, materials, and equipment stored therein for distribution
to projects under the supervision of the Bureau of Land Management,
the cost of such supplies and materials or the value of such equipment
(including the cost of transportation and handling) to be reimbursed
to the appropriation for "Management, protection, and disposal of
public lands, Bureau of Land Management," current at the time
additional supplies, materials, or equipment are procured, from the
appropriation chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies,
materials, or equipment: Provided further, That this appropriation
may be expended for surveys of lands other than those under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management and in such cases
this appropriation shall be reimbursed from the applicable appro-
priation, fund or special deposit.
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Construction: The funds appropriated for the fiscal year 1947 
(Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947), are hereby continued 
available during the fiscal year 1948 to meet obligations incurred in 
contract or contracts duly executed and in force on or before June 30, 
1947; for administrative expenses connected therewith; including 
purchase of five, and hire of passenger motor vehicles; for temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $35 per diem for individuals; 
printing and binding; for the purchase or acquisition of necessary 
lands for rights-of-way and necessary engineering and supervision of 
the construction under said contracts; and for the construction of nec-
essary interconnecting facilities incident to and connected with the 
construction of the Denison-Norfork transmission line. 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses not otherwise pro-
vided for in carrying out the provisions of the public land and other 
laws administered by the Bureau of Land Management, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia; one clerk authorized 
by the President to sign land patents; printing and binding, advertis-
mg, preparation and production of maps and official plats of survey, 
and for hearings and other proceedings, $1,175,000: Provided, That 
not exceeding S91,000 of this appropriation shall be available for 
expenditure m carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 28, 
1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A). 
Management, protection, and disposal of public lands: For the 

administration of the public lands and their resources under the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management, including their 
protection, use, maintenance, improvement, development, and dis-
posal; the employment of necessary personnel, travel expenses, hear-
ings, investigations, examination and classification of lands; prepara-
tion of maps and reports; surveys and resurveys of public lands, 
including fragmentary surveys and such other surveys and examina-
tions as may be required; the prevention, presuppression or emergency 
prevention of fires on or threatening lands under the jurisdiction of 
the Bureau of Land Management; contract reporting services, pur-
chase of not to exceed twenty-five passenger motor vehicles; the 
payment of a salary of $6 per diem while actually employed and for 
payment of necessary travel expenses, exclusive of subsistence, of 
members of advisory committees of local stockmen, $35,500; and the 
maintenance and alteration of necessary buildings; $2,084,640, of 
which not to exceed $310,000 shall be available for the administration 
of district land offices, and not exceeding $398,000 for carrying out the 
provisions of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A) : 
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for expenses 
of warehouse maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling of 
supplies, materials, and equipment stored therein for distribution 
to projects under the supervision of the Bureau of Land Management, 
the cost of such supplies and materials or the value of such equipment 
(including the cost of transportation and handling) to be reimbursed 
to the appropriation for "Management, protection, and disposal of 
public lands, Bureau of Land Management," current at the time 
additional supplies, materials, or equipment are procured, from the 
appropriation chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies, 
materials, or equipment: Provided further, That this appropriation 
may be expended for surveys of lands other than those under the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management and in such cases 
this appropriation shall be reimbursed from the applicable appro-
priation, fund or special deposit. 
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Fire fighting: For fighting fires on or threatening lands under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management in the United States
and Alaska, $40,000, which amount shall also be available for meeting
obligations of the preceding year, pursuant to the Acts of September
20, 1922 (16 U. S. C. 594) and June 28, 1934, as amended.

Range improvements: For construction, purchase, and maintenance
of range improvements on the public lands pursuant to the provisions
of sections 10 and 11 of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43
U. S. C. 315i and j), in addition to contributions under section 9 of
the Act of June 28, 1934, including the purchase of not to exceed one
passenger motor vehicle, $253,000: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys received under
the provisions of said Act during the fiscal years 1947 and 1948.

Revested Oregon and California Railroad and reconveyed Coos Bay
Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon: For expenses necessary in carrying
out the provisions of title I of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat.
874), including fire protection and patrol, through cooperative agree-
ments with Federal, State, and county agencies, or otherwise, and
including purchase of not to exceed one passenger motor vehicle,
$469,300: Provided, That such expenditures shall be reimbursed from
the 25 per centum referred to in section c, title II, of the Act approved
August 28, 1937, of the special fund designated the "Oregon and Cali-
fornia Land Grant Fund" and section 4 of the Act approved May
24, 1939, of the special fund designated the "Coos Bay Wagon Road
Grant Fund."

Payments to States of 5 per centum of proceeds from sales of public
lands: For payment to the several States of 5 per centum of the net
proceeds of sales of public lands lying within their limits, for the
purpose of education or of making public roads and improvements,
$2,500: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with sec-
tion 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

Payment to Oklahoma from royalties, oil and gas, south half of Red
River: For payment of 371/2 per centum of the royalties derived from
the south half of Red River in Oklahoma under the provisions of the
Act of March 4, 1923 (80 U. S. C. 233), which shall be paid to the
State of Oklahoma in lieu of all State and local taxes upon tribal
funds accruing under said Act, to be expended by the State in the same
manner as if received under section 35 of the Act aproved February
25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 191), $3,500: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treas-
ury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation
Repeal Act, 1934.

Leasing of grazing lands: For leasing State, county, or privately
owned lands in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 23,
1938 (43 U. S. C. 315m-1), $7,500: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury
in accordance with 43 U. S. C. 315m-4.

Appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Land Management
for "Management, protection, and disposal of public lands, Bureau
of Land Management", "Range improvements", and "Fire fighting",
shall be available for the hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Salaries and expenses, general administration: For expenses neces-
sary for the general administration of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
including departmental personal services in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere; rental of office equipment and the purchase of necessary
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Fire fighting: For fighting fires on or threatening lands under the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management in the United States 
and A laska, $40,000, which amount shall also be available for meeting 
obligations of the preceding year, pursuant to the Acts of September 
20, 1922 (16 U. S. C. 594) and June 28, 1934, as amended. 
Range improvements: For construction, purchase, and maintenance 

of range improvements on the public lands pursuant to the provisions 
of sections 10 and 11 of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43 
U. S. C. 315i and j), in addition to contributions under section 9 of 
the Act of June 28, 1934, including the purchase of not to exceed one 
passenger motor vehicle, $253,000: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed 25 per centum of all moneys received under 
the provisions of said Act during the fiscal years 1947 and 1948. 

Revested Oregon and California Railroad and reconVeyed Coos Bay 
Wagon Road grant lands, Oregon: For expenses necessary in carrying 
out the provisions of title I of the Act of August 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 
874) , including fire protection and patrol, through cooperative agree-
ments with Federal, State, and county agencies, or otherwise, and 
including purchase of not to exceed one passenger motor vehicle, 
• $469,300: Provided, That such expenditures shall be reimbursed from 
the 25 per centum referred to in section c, title II, of the Act approved 
August 28, 1937, of the special fund designated the "Oregon and Cali-
fornia Land• Grant Fund" and section 4 of the Act approved May 
24, 1939, of the special fund designated the "Coos Bay Wagon Road 
Grant Fund." 
Payments to States of 5 per centum of proceeds from sales of public 

lands: For payment to the several States of 5 per centum of the net 
proceeds of sales of public lands lying within their limits, for the 
purpose of education or of making public roads and improvements, 
$2,500: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed the 
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with sec-
tion 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934. 
Payment to Oklahoma from royalties, oil and gas, south half of Red 

River: For payment of 371/2 per centum of the royalties derived from 
the south half of Red River in Oklahoma under the provisions of the 
Act of March 4, 1923 (30 U. S. C. 233), which shall be paid to the 
State of Oklahoma in lieu of all State and local taxes upon tribal 
funds accruing under said Act, to be expended by the State in the same 
manner as if received under section 35 of the Act aproved February 
25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 191) , $3,500: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treas-
ury in accordance with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation 
Repeal Act, 1934. 

Leasing of grazing lands: For leasing State, county, or privately 
owned lands in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 23, 
1938 (43 U. S. C. 315m-1) , $7,500: Provided, That expenditures here-
under shall not exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury 
in accordance with 43 U. S. C. 315m-4. 

Appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Land Management 
for "Management, protection, and disposal of public lands, Bureau 
of Land Management", "Range improvements", and "Fire fighting", 
shall be available for the hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Salaries and expenses, general administration: For expenses neces-
sary for the general administration of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
including departmental personal services in the District of Columbia 
and elsewhere; rental of office equipment and the purchase of necessary 
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supplies therefor; purchase of office furniture and equipment in addi-
tion to that which may be purchased from the appropriation for
contingent expenses of the Department; printing and binding, includ-
ing the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles pub-
lished in periodicals and journals, $750,000.

Salaries and expenses, district offices: For necessary expenses of
district offices for the administration and supervision of Indian Service
activities, including printing and binding, $500,000.

Salaries and expenses, reservation administration: For necessary
expenses of reservation administration, including the maintenance
of law and order among Indians, and pay of employees authorized by
continuing or permanent treaty provisions, $2,000,000.

Alaska native service: For expenses necessary to provide for the
support, rehabilitation, education, conservation of health, develop-
ment of resources, and relief of destitution of the natives of Alaska;
the repair, rental, and equipment of school, hospital, and other build-
ings; the purchase or erection of range cabins; the hire, repair, equip-
ment, maintenance, and operation of vessels; and for the administra-
tion of the Alaska native service, $3,500,000.

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For advertising,
inspection, storage, printing and binding, and all other expenses inci-
dent to the purchase of goods and supplies for the Indian Service
and for payment of railroad, pipe-line, and other transportation costs
of such goods and supplies, $660,000: Provided, That no part of this
appropriation shall be used in payment for any services except bill
therefor is rendered within one year from the time the service is
performed.

Maintenance of buildings and utilities: For expenses necessary to
maintain buildings in the Indian Service, including the lease, pur-
chase, construction (not to exceed $1,500 for any one building),
repair and improvement of buildings; the installation, repair, and
improvement of utility systems, $665,000.

Education of Indians: For the support and education of Indian
pupils in boarding and day schools and for other educational pur-
poses, including educational facilities authorized by treaty pro-
visions; tuition, care, and other expenses of Indian pupils attending
public and private schools; support and education of deaf, dunb,
blind, mentally deficient, or physically halndicapped; the tuition
(which may be paid in advance) and other assistance of Indian
pupils attending vocational or higher educational institutions under
such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe; printing and bind-
ing (including illustrations); the support of an arts and crafts build-
ing at Anadarko, Oklahoma, and Indian museums at Rapid City,
South Dakota, and Browning, Montana, and on the Fort Apache
Reservation, Arizona; $11,139,700: Provided, That payment of
tuition and care of Indian pupils may be made from date of
admission.

Conservation of health: For expenses necessary for the conserva-
tion of health among Indians, transportation of patients and attend-
ants to and from hospitals and sanitoria; returning to their former
homes and interring the remains of deceased patients; clinical sur-
veys and general medical research in connection with tuberculosis,
trachoma, and venereal and other disease conditions among Indians,
including cooperation with State and other organizations engaged
in similar work and payment of travel expenses and per diem of
physicians, nurses, and other persons whose services are donated
by such organizations, and printing and binding, $7,000,000.
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supplies therefor; purchase of office furniture and equipment in addi-
tion to that which may be purchased from the appropriation for 
contingent expenses of the Department; printing and binding, includ-
ing the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles pub-
lished in periodicals and journals, $750,000. 

Salaries and expenses, district offices: For necessary expenses of 
district offices for the administration and supervision of Indian Service 
activities, including printing and binding, $500,000. 

Salaries and expenses, reservation administration: For necessary 
expenses of reservation administration, including the maintenance 
of law and order among Indians, and pay of employees authorized by 
continuing or permanent treaty provisions, $2,000,000. 
Alaska native service: For expenses necessary to provide for the 

support, rehabilitation, education, conservation of health, develop-
ment of resources, and relief of destitution of the natives of Alaska; 
the repair, rental, and equipment of school, hospital, and other build-
ings; the purchase or erection of range cabins; the hire, repair, equip-
ment, maintenance, and operation of vessels; and for the administra-
tion of the Alaska native service, $3,500,000. 

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For advertising, 
inspection, storage, printing and binding, and all other expenses inci-
dent to the purchase of goods and supplies for the Indian Service 
and for payment of railroad, pipe-line' and other transportation costs 
of such goods and supplies, $660,000: Provided, That no part of this 
appropriation shall be used in payment for any services except bill 
therefor is rendered within one year from the time the service is 
performed. 

Maintenance of buildings and utilities: For expenses necessary to 
maintain buildings in the Indian Service, including the lease, pur-
chase, construction (not to exceed $1,500 for any one building), 
repair and improvement of buildings; the installation, repair, and 
improvement of utility systems, $665,000. 
Education of Indians: For the support and education of Indian 

pupils in boarding and day schools and for other educational pur-
poses, including educational facilities authorized by treaty pro-
visions; tuition, care, and other expenses of Indian pupils attending 
public and private schools; support and education of deaf, dumb, 
blind, mentally deficient, or physically handicapped; the tuition 
(which may be paid in advance) and other assistance of Indian 
pupils attending vocational or higher educational institutions under 
such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe; printing and bind-
ing (including illustrations) ; the support of an arts and crafts build-
ing at Anadarko, Oklahoma, and Indian museums at Rapid City, 
South Dakota' and Browning, Montana, and on the Fort Apache 
Reservation, Arizona; $11,139,700: Provided, That payment of 
tuition and care of Indian pupils may be made from date of 
admission. 

Conservation of health: For expenses necessary for the conserva-
tion of health among Indians, transportation of patients and attend-
ants to and from hospitals and sanitoria; returning to their former 
homes and interring the remains of deceased patients; clinical sur-
veys and general medical research in connection with tuberculosis, 
trachoma, and venereal and other disease conditions among Indians, 
including cooperation with State and other organizations engaged 
in similar work and payment of travel expenses and per diem of 
physicians, nurses, and other persons whose services are donated 
by such organizations, and printing and binding, $7,000,000. 
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Montana, Nevada,
Oregon, and Wash-
ington.

Welfare of Indians: For welfare services, including general support,
relief of needy Indians, boarding home care of Indian children, insti-
tutional care of delinquent children, and payment of per diem, in lieu
of subsistence, and other expenses of Indians participating in folk
festivals, $498,710: Provided, That payment for the care of Indians
may be made from the date of service.

Management, Indian forest and range resources: For the manage-
ment and protection of forest, range, and wildlife resources on Indian
reservations and allotments other than the Menominee Indian Reserva-
tion, Wisconsin, including the payment of reasonable rewards for
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any person or
persons setting forest or range fires, or taking or destroying timber,
in violation of law on Indian lands; the establishment of cooperative
sustained yield forest units pursuant to the Act of March 29, 1944 (16
U. S. C. 583); and the development, repair, maintenance, and operation
of domestic and stock water facilities, $801,500: Provided, That the
United States shall be reimbursed for expenditures made from this
appropriation for expenses incident to the sale of timber to the extent
prescribed in regulations promulgated by the Secretary pursuant to
the Act of March 1, 1933 (25 U. S. C. 413).

Suppressing forest and range fires: For the suppression or emer-
gency prevention of forest and range fires on or threatening Indian
reservations, $12,000, which amount shall be available also for meeting
obligations of the preceding fiscal year: Provided, That appropria-
tions herein made for the Indian Service shall be available upon the
approval of the Secretary for fire-suppression or emergency preven-
tion purposes: Provided further, That any diversions of appropria-
tions made hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual
Budget.

Agriculture and stock raising: For the development of agriculture
and stock raising among the Indians, including agricultural experi-
ments and demonstrations and maintenance of a supply of suitable
plants or seed for issue to Indians; the operation and maintenance
of a sheep breeding station on the Navajo Reservation; the expenses
of Indian fairs, including premiums for exhibits; and the control and
eradication of fever ticks and contagious diseases among livestock
of Indians, $853,000.

Acquisition of lands for Indian tribes: For the acquisition of lands,
interest in lands, water rights and surface rights to lands, and for
expenses incident to such acquisition in accordance with the provisions
of the Act of June 18, 1934 (25 U. S. C. 465), $150,000: Provided,
That no part of the sum herein appropriated shall be used for the
acquisition of land within the States of Arizona, California, Colorado,
New Mexico, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming outside of the
boundaries of existing Indian reservations except for the Alamo Band
of the Puertocito Indians in the State of New Mexico and for the Rapid
City Band of Sioux Indians in the State of South Dakota: Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for the
acquisition of land or water rights within the States of Montana,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington either inside or outside the bound-
aries of existing reservations except such sum as may be necessary to
purchase in the name of the United States in trust thirty-four and
one-half acres of land at Celilo Falls, Oregon, for the use of the
Yakima Indian Tribes, the Umatilla Indian Tribes, the Confederated
Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation, and other Columbia River
Indians affiliated with the aforementioned tribes and entitled to enjoy
fishing rights at their old and accustomed fishing sites at or in the
vicinity of Celilo Falls on the Columbia River.
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Welfare of Indians: For welfare services, including general support, 
relief of needy Indians, boarding home care of Indian children, insti-
tutional care of delinquent children, and payment of. per diem, n lieu 
of subsistence, and other expenses of Indians participating in folk 
festivals, $498,710: Provided, That payment for the care of Indians 
may be made from the date of service. 
Management, Indian forest and range resources: For the manage-

ment and protection of forest, range, and wildlife resources on Indian 
reservations and allotments other than the Menominee Indian Reserva-
tion, Wisconsin, including the payment of reasonable rewards for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of any person or 
persons setting forest or range fires, or taking or destroying timber, 
in violation of law on Indian lands; the establishment of cooperative 
sustained yield forest units pursuant to the Act of March 29, 1944 (16 
U. S. C. 583) ; and the development? repair, maintenance, and operation 
of domestic and stock water facilities, $801,500: Provided, That the 
United States shall be reimbursed for expenditures made from this 
appropriation for expenses incident to the sale of timber to the extent 

j prescribed in regulations promulgated b the Secretary pursuant to 
the Act of March 1, 1933 (25 U. S. C. 413 . 

Suppressing forest and range fires: or the suppression or emer-
gency prevention of forest and range fires on or threatening Indian 
reservations, $12,000, which amount shall be available also for meeting 
obligations of the preceding fiscal year: Provided, That appropria-
tions herein made for the Indian Service shall be available upon the 
approval of the Secretary for fire-suppression or emergency preven-
tion purposes: Provided further, That any diversions of appropria-
tions made hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual 
Budget. 
Agriculture and stock raising: For the development of agriculture 

and stock raising among the Indians, including agricultural experi-
ments and demonstrations and maintenance of a supply of suitable 
plants or seed for issue to Indians; the operation and maintenance 
of a sheep breeding station on the Navajo Reservation; the expenses 
of Indian fairs, including premiums for exhibits; and the control and 
eradication of fever ticks and contagious diseases among livestock 
of Indians, $853,000. 

Acquisition of lands for Indian tribes: For the acquisition of lands, 
interest in lands, water rights and surface rights to lands, and for 
expenses incident to such acquisition, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act of June 18, 1934 (25 U. S. C. 465), $150,000: Provided, 
That tic! part of the sum herein appropriated shall be used for the 
acquisition of land within the States of Arizona, California, Colorado, 
New Mexico, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming outside of the 
boundaries of existing Indian reservations except for the Alamo Band 
of the Puertocito Indians in the State of New Mexico and for the Rapid 
City Band of Sioux Indians in the State of South Dakota: Provided 
further, That no part of this appropriation shall be used for the 
acquisition of land or water rights within the States of Montana, 
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington either inside or outside the bound-
aries of existmg reservations except such sum as may be necessary to 
purchase in the name of the United States in trust thirty-four and 
one-half acres of land at Celli° Falls, Oregon, for the use of the 
Yakima Indian Tribes, the Umatilla Indian Tribes, the Confederated 
Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation, and other Columbia River 
Indians affiliated with the aforementioned tribes and entitled to enjoy 
fishing rights at their old and accustomed fishing sites at or in the 
vicinity of Cello Falls on the Columbia River. 
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Development of Indian arts and crafts: For the development,
under the direction of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of Indian
arts and crafts, as authorized by the Act of August 27, 1935 (25
U. S. C., ch. 7A), including expenses of exhibits, not to exceed $2,500
for printing and binding, and other necessary expenses, $34,800, of
which not to exceed $15,500 shall be available for personal services
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used to pay any salary at a rate exceeding $8,180
per annum.

Irrigation: For the maintenance, operation, repair, and improve-
ment of irrigation and power systems for Indian reservations and
allotments; payment of operation and maintenance assessments on
Indian lands and within non-Indian irrigation districts; payment
of reclamation charges; purchase of water and water rights; including
the purchase or rental of equipment, tools and appliances; drainage
and protection of irrigable lands from damage by floods or loss of
water rights; and for all other necessary expenses, $406,000, of which
$337,833 shall be reimbursable in accordance with existing law.

Construction, and so forth, irrigation systems: For the construction,
rehabilitation, and improvement of irrigation systems on Indian
reservations; the purchase or rental of equipment, tools, and appli-
ances; the acquisition of rights-of-way; the development of domestic
and stock water and water for subsistence gardens; the purchase of
water rights, ditches, and lands needed for irrigation purposes; drain-
age and protection of irrigable lands from damage by floods or loss
of water rights; preparation of raw reservation lands for irrigation
farming, expenditures for which shall be repayable on a per acre basis
by the lands benefited; as follows:

Arizona: Colorado River, $450,000; Navajo, Arizona and New
Mexico, $180,000; Salt River, $50,000;

Colorado: Southern Ute, $10,000;
Idaho: Fort Hall, $40,000;
Montana: Fort Belknap, $6,250; Fort Peck, $34,000; Tongue

River, $9,750;
New Mexico: United Pueblos, $17,500;
Oregon: Klamath, $7,500;
Wyoming: Wind River, $15,000;
Miscellaneous small projects, $92,500;
For surveys and investigations, $100,000;
In all, $1,012,500, reimbursable in accordance with law, and to

remain available until completion of the projects: Provided, That
the foregoing amounts may be used interchangeably in the discretion
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but not more than 10 per
centum of any specific amount shall be transferred to any other
amount, and no appropriation shall be increased by more than 10
per centum.

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities: For the con-
struction, repair, or rehabilitation of Indian Service buildings and
utilities, including the purchase of land and the acquisition of ease-
ments or rights-of-way; purchase of furniture, furnishings, and
equipment; private architectural and engineering services; and water
explorations; as follows:

Alaska: Schools, hospitals, dock repairs, and quarters, $400,000;
Fort Belknap, Montana: Water improvements, $20,000;
Haskell Institute, Kansas: Replacement of boiler, repairs and

improvements to heating system, $18,000;
Navajo, Arizona and New Mexico: Mexican Springs or Coyote

Canon day school conversion, $150,000; Toadlena school development,
$200,000;
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Development of Indian arts and crafts: For the development, 
under the direction of the Commissioner of Tndian Affairs, of Indian 
arts and crafts, as authorized by the Act of August 27, 1935 (25 
U. S. C., O. 7A), including expenses of exhibits, not to exceed $2,500 
for. prmtmg and binding, and other necessary expenses, $34,800, of 
which not to exceed $15,500 shall be available for personal services 
.  the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used to pay any salary at a rate exceeding $8,180 
per annum. 

Irrigation: For the maintenance, operation, repair, and improve-
ment of irrigation and power systems for Indian reservations and 
allotments; payment of operation and maintenance assessments on 
Indian lands and within non-Indian irrigation districts; payment 
of reclamation charges; purchase of water and water rights; including 
the purchase or rental of equipment, tools and appliances; drainage 
and protection of irrigable lands from damage by floods or loss of 
water rights; and for all other necessary expenses, $406,000, of which 
$337,833 shall be reimbursable in accordance with existing law. 

Construction, and so forth, irrigation systems: For the construction, 
rehabilitation, and improvement of irrigation systems on Indian 
reservations; the purchase or rental of equipment, tools, and appli-
ances; the acquisition of rights-of-way; the development of domestic 
and stock water and water for subsistence gardens; the purchase .of 
water rights, ditches, and lands needed for irrigation purposes; drain-
age and protection of irrigable lands from damage by floods .or loss 
of water rights; preparation of raw reservation lands for irrigation 
farming, expenditures for which shall be repayable on a per acre basis 
by the lands benefited; as follows: 
Arizona: Colorado River, $450,000; Navajo, Arizona and New 

Mexico, $180,000; Salt River, $50,000; 
Colorado: Southern Ute, $10,000; 
Idaho: Fort Hall, $40,000; 
Montana: Fort Belknap, $6,250; Fort Peck, $34,000; Tongue 

River, $9,750; 
New Mexico: United Pueblos, $17,500; 
Oregon: Klamath, $7,500; 
Wyoming: Wind River, $15,000; 
Miscellaneous small projects, $92,500; 
For surveys and investigations, $100,000; 
In all, $1,012,500, reimbursable in accordance with law, and to 

remain available until completion of the projects: Provided, That 
the foregoing amounts may be used interchangeably in the discretion 
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, but not more than 10 per 
centum of any specific amount glistll be transferred to any other 
amount, and no appropriation shall be increased by more than 10 
per centum. 

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities: For the con-
struction, repair, or rehabilitation of Indian Service buildings and 
utilities, including the purchase of land and the acquisition of ease-
ments or rights-of-way; purchase of furniture, furnishings, and 
equipment; private architectural and engineering services; and water 
explorations; as follows: 
Alaska: Schools, hospitals, dock repairs, and quarters, $400,000; 
Fort Belknap, Montana: Water improvements, $20,000; 
Haskell Institute, Kansas: Replacement of boiler, repairs and 

improvements to heating system, $18,000; 
Navajo, Arizona and New Mexico: Mexican Springs or Coyote 

Canon day school conversion, $150,000; Toadlena school development, 
$200,000; 
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Red Lake, Minnesota: School, $46,000;
Shawnee Sanatorium, Oklahoma: Water improvements, $27,000;
United Pueblos, New Mexico: Improvements to heating system,

$11,000;
Various locations: Employees' quarters, $300,000; major repairs

and improvements, $500,000;
For surveys and plans and administrative expenses, private archi-

tect and engineering service and water explorations, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia and printing and binding,
$150,000;

In all, $1,822,000, to remain available until completion of the
Transfer of funds. projects: Provided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount

of any specific authorization may be transferred, in the discretion of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the amount of any other
specific authorization, but no limitation shall be increased more than
10 per centum by any such transfer.

Roads: For construction, improvement, repair, and maintenance
of Indian reservation roads under the provisions of the Act of

45 Stat. 750; 58 Stat. May 26, 1928 (25 U. S. C. 318a) and the Act of December 20, 1944
23 U. S.C. -63. (Public Law 521), $3,000,000, to remain available until expended,

of which amount not to exceed $9,000 may be expended for depart-
mental personal services.

Highway, Gallup-Shiprock, Navajo Reservation: For maintenance
and repair of that portion of the Gallup-Shiprock Highway within
the Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, and that portion of the State
highway in New Mexico between Gallup, New Mexico, and Window
Rock, Arizona, serving the Navajo Reservation, $20,000, reimbursable,
as authorized by the Act of May 28, 1941 (55 Stat. 207).

Senecas N.Y. Fulfilling treaties with Senecas of New York: For permanent
annuity in lieu of interest on stock (Act of February 19, 1831, 4 Stat.
442), $6,000.

six Nations, N. Y. Fulfilling treaties with Six Nations of New York: For permanent
7 Stat. 46. annuity, in clothing and other useful articles (article 6, treaty of

November 11, 1794), $4,500.
Choctaws, Okla. Fulfilling treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma: For permanent
7 Stat. 99. annuity (article 2, treaty of November 16, 1805, and article 13, treaty
11 Stat. 614. of June 22, 1855), $3,000; for permanent annuity for support of light
7 Stat. 213. horsemen (article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 13, treaty

of June 22, 1855), $600; for permanent annuity for support of black-
7Stat. 212, 23. smith (article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820 and article 9, treaty of

January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $600; for
7 Sat. . permanent annuity for education (article 2, treaty of January 20,

1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $6,000; for permanent
annuity for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January 20, 1825, and
article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $320; in all, $10,520.

Pawnees, Okla. Fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Oklahoma: For permanent annuity
1 Stat. 729; 27 stat. (article 2, treaty of September 24, 1857, and article 3, agreement of

November 23, 1892), $30,000.
Payment to Indians of Sioux Reservations: For payment of Sioux

benefits to Indians of the Sioux reservations, as authorized by the
Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as amended, $150,000.

Payment of interest on Indian trust funds: For payment of accrued
and accruing interest on moneys held in trust for the several Indian
tribes, as authorized by various Acts of Congress, $1,722,000.

Proceeds from power: Not to exceed the amount of power revenues
covered into the Treasury to the credit of each of the power projects
shall be available for the purposes authorized by section 3 of the Act

31 Utt C. . of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 647), in connection with the respective
projects from which such revenues are derived.
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Red Lake, Minnesota: School, $46,000; 
Shawnee Sanatorium, Oklahoma: Water improvements, $27,000; 
United Pueblos, New Mexico: Improvements to heating system, 

$11,000; 
Various locations: Employees' quarters, $300,000; major repairs 

and improvements $500,000; 
For surveys and plans and administrative expenses, private archi-

tect and engineering service and water explorations, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia and printing and binding, 
$150,000; 
In all, $1,822,000, to remain available until completion of the 

projects: Provided, That not to exceed 10 per centum of the amount 
of any specific authorization may be transferred, in the discretion of 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the amount of any other 
specific authorization, but no limitation shall be increased more than 
10 per centum by any such transfer. 
• Roads: For construction, improvement, repair, and maintenance 
of Indian reservation roads under the provisions of the Act of 
May 26, 1928 (25 U. S. C. 318a) and the Act of December 20, 1944 
(Public Law 521), $3,000,000, to remain available until expended, 
of which amount not to exceed $9,000 may be expended for depart-
mental personal services. 
Highway, Gallup-Shiprock, Navajo Reservation : For maintenance 

and repair of that portion of the Gallup-Shiprock Highway within 
the Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, and that portion of the State 
highway in New Mexico between Gallup, New Mexico, and Window 
Rock, Arizona, serving the Navajo Reservation, $20,000, reimbursable, 
as authorized by the Act of May 28, 1941 (55 Stat. 207). 

Fulfilling treaties with Senecas of New York: For permanent 
annuity in lieu of interest on stock (Act of February 19, 1831, 4 Stat. 
442) , $6,000. 

Fulfilling treaties with Six Nations of New York: For permanent 
annuity, in clothing and other useful articles (article 6, treaty of 
November 11, 1794) , $4,500. 

Fulfilling treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma: For permanent 
annuity (article 2, treaty of November 16, 1805, and article 13, treaty 
of June 22, 1855) , $3,000; for permanent annuity for support of light 
horsemen (article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article 13, treaty 
of June 22, 1855) , $600; for permanent annuity for support of black-
smith (article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820 and article 9, treaty of 
January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $600; for 
permanent annuity for education (article 2, treaty of January 20, 
1825, and article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855), $6,000; for permanent 
annuity for iron and steel (article 9, treaty of January 20, 1825, and 
article 13, treaty of June 22, 1855) , $320; in all, $10,520. 

Fulfilling treaties with Pawnees, Oklahoma: For permanent annuity 
(article 2, treaty of September 24, 1857, and article 3, agreement of 
November 23, 1892), $30,000. 
Payment to Indians of Sioux Reservations: For payment of Sioux 

benefits to Indians of the Sioux reservations, as authorized by the 
Act of March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 895), as amended, $150,000. 
Payment of interest on Indian trust funds: For payment of accrued 

and accruing interest on moneys held in trust for the several Indian 
tribes as authorized by various Acts of Congress, $1,722,000. 

Proceeds from power: Not to exceed the amount of power revenues 
covered into the Treasury to the credit of each of the power projects 
shall be available for the purposes authorized by section 3 of the Act 
of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 647), in connection with the respective 
projects from which such revenues are derived. 
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MISCELLANEOUS INDLAN TRIBAL FUNDS

Administration of Indian tribal affairs (tribal funds): For
expenses of administering the affairs and property of Indian tribes,
including pay and travel expenses $304,800, payable from funds held
by the United States in trust for the particular tribe benefited; not to
exceed $50,000 for any one tribe.

Support of Klamath Agency, Oregon (tribal funds): For general
support of Indians and administration of Indian property under the
jurisdiction of the Klamath Agency, payable from funds held by the
United States in trust for the Klamath Tribe of Indians, Oregon,
$150,000 of which not to exceed $4,500 shall be available for fees and
expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected by the tribe and
employed under a contract approved by the Secretary, and for relief,
including cash grants.

Support of Menominee Agency and pay of tribal officers, Wisconsin
(tribal funds): For general support of Indians and administration
of Indian property under the jurisdiction of the Menominee Agency,
Wisconsin, payable from funds held by the United States in trust
for the Menominee Tribe of Indians, Wisconsin, $147,500, including
$30,000 for relief of Indians in need of assistance, including cash
grants; scholarships (not to exceed $1,000); and $5,200 for the
compensation and expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys
employed by the tribe under a contract approved by the Secretary:
Provided, That not to exceed $9,000 shall be available from the funds
of the Menominee Indians for the payment of salaries and expenses
of the chairman, secretary, and interpreters of the Menominee general
council and members of the Menominee advisory council and tribal
delegates when engaged on business of the tribe at rates to be deter-
mined by the Menominee general council and approved by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Support of Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers, Oklahoma
(tribal funds) : For the support of the Osage Agency, and for neces-
sary expenses in connection with oil and gas production on the Osage
Reservation, Oklahoma, including pay of the superintendent of the
agency, a curator for the Osage Museum, at a salary of $1,954, which
employee shall be an Osage Indian, appointed with the approval of
the Osage Tribal Council, and of necessary employees, and pay of
tribal officers; not to exceed $2,000 for the education of unallotted
Osage Indian children in the Saint Louis Mission Boarding School,
Oklahoma; payment of damages to individual allottees; repairs to
buildings, rent of quarters for employees, and printing, $202,000,
payable from funds held by the United States in trust for the Osage
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma: Provided, That of the said sum herein
appropriated $7,500 is hereby made available for travel and other
expenses of members of the Osage Tribal Council, business committees,
or other tribal organizations, when engaged on business of the tribe,
including supplies and equipment, not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu
of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile for use of personally
owned automobiles, when duly authorized or approved in advance by
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

Expenses of tribal officers, Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma (tribal
funds) : For the current fiscal year money may be expended from the
tribal funds of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes
for equalization of allotments, per capita, and other payments author-
ized by law to individual members of the respective tribes, and for
salaries and contingent expenses of the governor of the Chickasaw
Nation and chief of the Choctaw Nation, one mining trustee for the
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, at salaries of $3,000 each for the
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Administration of Indian tribal affairs (tribal funds): For 
expenses of administering the affairs and property of Indian tribes, 
including pay and travel expenses, $304,800, payable from funds held Travel expenses. 

by the United States in trust for the particular tribe benefited; not to 
exceed $50,000 for any one tribe. 
Support of Klamath Agency, Oregon (tribal funds) : For general °Klamath Agency, 

support of Indians and administration of Indian property under the reg. 
jurisdiction of the Klamath Agency, payable from funds held by the 
United States in trust for the Klamath Tribe of Indians, Oregon, 
$150,000 of which not to exceed $4,500 shall be available for fees and 
expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys selected by the tribe and 
employed under a contract approved by the Secretary, and for relief, 
including cash grants. 
Support of Menominee Agency and pay of tribal officers Wisconsin A.lenominee AgeneY, 

(tribal funds) : For general support of Tndians and administration 
of Indian property under the jurisdiction of the Menominee Agency, 
Wisconsin, payable from funds held by the United States in trust 
for the Menominee Tribe of Indians Wisconsin $147,500, includin 
$30,000 for relief of Indians in need of assistance, o-including cash 
grants; scholarships (not to exceed $1,000) ; and $5,200 for the 
compensation and expenses of an attorney or firm of attorneys 
employed by the tribe under a contract approved by the Secretary: 
Provided, That not to exceed $9,000 shall be available from the funds 
of the Menominee Indians for the payment of salaries and expenses 
of the chairman, secretary, and interpreters of the Menominee general 
council and members of the Menominee advisory council and tribal 
delegates when engaged on business of the tribe at rates to be deter-
mined by the Menominee general council and approved by the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Support of Osage Agency and pay of tribal officers, Oklahoma Osage Agency, Ok 

(tribal funds) : For the support of the Osage Agency, and for neces-
sary expenses in connection with oil and gas production on the Osage 
Reservation, Oklahoma, including pay of the superintendent of the 
agency, a curator for the Osage Museum, at a salary of $1,954, which 
employee shall be an Osage Indian, appointed with the approval of 
the Osage Tribal Council, and of necessary employees, and pay of 
tribal officers; not to exceed $2,000 for the education of unallotted 
Osage Indian children in the Saint Louis Mission Boarding School, 
Oklahoma; payment of damages to individual allottees; repairs to 
buildings, rent of quarters for employees, and printing, $202,000, 
payable from funds held by the United States in trust for the Osage 
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma : Provided, That of the said sum herein peTravel, etc. 
appropriated $7,500 is hereby made available for travel and other 
expenses of members of the Osage Tribal Council, business committees, 
or other tribal organizations, when engaged on business of the tribe, 
including supplies and equipment, not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu 
of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile for use of personally 
owned automobiles, when duly authorized or approved in advance by 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Expenses of tribal officers, Five Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma (tribal Tribes! OkClf Hi red 

funds) : For the current fiscal year money may be expended from the 
tribal funds of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole Tribes 
for equalization of allotments, per capita, and other payments author-
ized by law to individual members of the respective tribes, and for 
salaries and contingent expenses of the governor of the Chickasaw 
Nation and chief of the Choctaw Nation, one mining trustee for the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, at salaries of $3,000 each for the 
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said governor, said chief, and said mining trustee, chief of the Creek
Nation at $1,200 and one attorney each for the Choctaw and Chickasaw
Tribes employed under contract approved by the President under
existing law: Provided, That the expenses of the above-named officials
shall be determined and limited by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
at not to exceed $2,500 each.

Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal funds):
For travel and other expenses of members of tribal councils, business
committees, or other tribal organizations, when engaged on business
of the tribes, including supplies and equipment, not to exceed $6
per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile
for use of personally owned automobiles, when duly authorized or
approved in advance by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, except
that the Shoshone and Arapahoe Tribes of Wyoming may not
exceed $8 per diem and when in the District of Columbia or Chicago,
Illinois, $10 per diem as heretofore provided, $73,000, payable from
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe interested:
Provided, That no part of this appropriation, or of any other appro-
priation contained in this Act, shall be available for expenses of
members of tribal councils, business committees, or other tribal
organizations, when in the District of Columbia or Chicago, Illinois,
for more than an eight-day period, unless the Secretary shall in
writing approve a longer period.

Relief of needy Indians (tribal funds): For the relief of Indians
in need of assistance, including cash grants; the purchase of sub-
sistence supplies, clothing, and household goods; medical burial,
housing, transportation, and all other necessary expenses, $112,000,
payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe
concerned: Provided, That expenditures hereunder may be made
without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, or to
the Act of May 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391), as amended.

Compensation and expenses of attorneys (tribal funds): For
compensation and expenses of attorneys employed by various tribes
of Indians under contracts to be approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, $33,580, payable from funds on deposit in the United States
Treasury to the credit of the particular Indian tribe concerned.

Purchase and lease of lands (tribal funds): or the purchase of
land and improvements on land; lease of lands and water rights;
and necessary expenses incident thereto, $124,000, payable from funds
held in trust for the particular tribe concerned, to remain available
until expended: Provided, That title to any lands or improvements
so purchased shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust
for the tribe for which purchased: Provided further, That no part
of this appropriation shall be used for the acquisition of land or water
rights within the States of Montana, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota,
and Washington either inside or outside the boundaries of existing
Indian reservations.

Industrial assistance (tribal funds): For advances to individual
members of the tribes for the construction of homes and for the
purchase of land, seed, animals, machinery, tools, implements, build-
mg material, and other equipment and supplies; and for advances
to old, disabled, or indigent Indians for their support and burial,
and Indians having irrigable allotments to assist them in the develop-
ment and cultivation thereof, $250,000, payable from tribal funds
as follows: Colville, Washington, $150,000; Menominee, Wisconsin,
$100,000; and the unexpended balances of funds available under thishead in the Interior Department Appropriation Act for the fiscal
year 1947 are hereby continued available during the fiscal year 1948
for the purposes for which they were appropriated: Provied, That
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said governor, said chief, and said mining trustee, chief of the Creek 
Nation at $1,200 and one attorney each for the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Tribes employed under contract approved by the President under 
existing law: Provided, That the expenses of the above-named officials 
shall be determined and limited by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
at not to exceed $2,500 each. 

Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal fun.ds): 
For travel and other expenses of members of tribal councils, business 
committees, or other tribal organizations, when engaged on business 
of the tribes, including supplies and equipment, not to exceed .$6 
per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 5 cents per mile 
for use of personally owned automobiles, when duly authorized or 
approved in advance by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, except 
that the Shoshone and Arapahoe Tribes of Wyoming may not 
exceed $8 per diem and when in the District of Columbia or Chicago, 
Illinois, $10 per diem as heretofore provided, $73,000, payable from 
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe interested: 
Provided, That no part of this appropriation, or of any other appro-
priation contained in this Act, shall be available for expenses of 
members of tribal councils, business committees, or other tribal 
organizations, when in the District of Columbia or Chicago, Illinois, 
for more than an. eight-day period, unless the Secretary shall in 
writing approve a longer period. 

Relief of needy Indians (tribal funds) : For the relief of Indians 
in need of assistance, including cash grants; the purchase of sub-
sistence supplies, clothing, and household goods; medical, burial, 
housing, transportation, and all other necessary expenses, $112,000, 
payable from funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe 
concerned: Provided, That expenditures hereunder may be made 
without regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, or to 
the Act of May 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391), as amended. 
Compensation and expenses of attorneys (tribal funds): For 

compensation and expenses of attorneys employed by various tribes 
of Indians under contracts to be approved by the Secretary of the 
Interior, $33,580, payable from funds on deposit in the United States 
Treasury to the credit of the particular Indian tribe concerned. 
Purchase and lease of lands (tribal funds) : For the purchase of 

land and improvements on land; lease of lands and water rights; 
and necessary expenses incident thereto, $124,000, payable from funds 
held in trust for the particular tribe concerned, to remain available 
until expended: Provided, That title to any lands or improvements 
so purchased shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust 
for the tribe for which purchased: Provided further, That no part 
of this appropriation shall be used for the acquisition of land or water 
rights within the States of Montana, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, 
and Washington either inside or outside the boundaries of existing 
Indian reservations. 

Industrial assistance (tribal funds) : For advances to individual 
members of the tribes for the construction of homes and for the 
purchase of land, seed, animals, machinery, tools, implements, build-
mg material, and other equipment and supplies; and for advances 
to old, disabled, or indigent Indians for their support and burial, 
and Indians having irrigable allotments to assist them in the develo 
ment and cultivation thereof, $250,000, payable from tribal fun 
as follows: Colville, Washington, $150,000; Menominee, Wisconsin, 
$100,000; and the unexpended balances of funds available under this 

i head n the Interior Department Appropriation Act for the fiscal 
year 1947 are hereby continued available during the fiscal year 1948 
for the purposes for which they were appropriated: Provided, That 
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advances may be made to worthy Indian youth to enable them to
take educational courses, including courses in nursing, home eco-
nomics, forestry, agriculture, and other industrial subjects in colleges,
universities, or other institutions, and advances so made shall be
reimbursed in not to exceed eight years under such regulations as
the Secretary may prescribe: Provided further, That all moneys
reimbursed during the fiscal year 1948 shall be credited to the respec-
tive appropriations and be available for the purposes of this para-
graph: Provided further, That funds available under this paragraph
may be used for the establishment and operation of tribal enterprises
when proposed by Indian tribes and approved under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary: Provided further, That enterprises
operated under the authority contained in the foregoing proviso shall
be governed by the regulations established for the making of loans
from the revolving loan fund authorized by the Act of June 18,
1934 (25 U. S. C. 470): Provided further, That the unexpended
balances of prior appropriations under this head for any tribe,
including reimbursements to such appropriations and the appro-
priations made herein, may be advanced to such tribe, if incorporated,
for use under regulations established for the making of loans from
the revolving loan fund authorized by the Act of June 18, 1934
(25 US. C. 470).

Pima cropping operations (tribal funds): For continuing subju-
gation and for cropping operations on the lands of the Pima Indians
in Arizona, there shall be available not to exceed $200,000 of the
revenues derived from these operations and deposited into the Treas-
ury of the United States to the credit of such Indians, and such
revenues are hereby made available for payment of irrigation opera-
tion and maintenance charges assessed against tribal or allotted lands
of said Pima Indians.

Suppressing forest and range fires (tribal funds): For the sup-
pression or emergency prevention of forest and range fires on or
threatening Indian reservations, $25,000, payable from funds held
by the United States in trust for the respective tribes interested.

Support of Indian schools (tribal funds): For the support of
Indian schools, and for other educational purposes, including care of
Indian children of school age attending public and private schools,
tuition and other assistance for Indian pupils attending public schools,
and support and education of deaf, dumb or blind physically handi-
capped, delinquent, or mentally deficient Indian children, there may
be expended from Indian tribal funds and from school revenues
arising under the Act of May 17, 1926 (25 U. S. C. 155), not more than
$512,000: Provided, That payment may be made from the date of
admission for such tuition and care of Indian pupils.

Vehicles: Not to exceed $450,000 of applicable appropriations made
herein for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall be available for the
maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger motor vehicles for the
use of employees in the Indian field service, and the transportation of
Indian school pupils, and applicable appropriations may be used for
the purchase of not to exceed two hundred and five passenger motor
vehicles, and such vehicles may be used for the transportation of
Indian school pupils.

Replacement of property destroyed by fire, flood, or storm: To meet
possible emergencies not exceeding $35,000 of the appropriations made
by this Act for education of Indians, maintenance of buildings, reser-
vation administration, the Alaska native service, and conservation of
health among Indians shall be available, upon approval of the Secre-
tary, for replacing any buildings, equipment, supplies, livestock, or
other property of those activities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
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and support and education of deaf, dumb or blind, physically handi-
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above referred to which may be destroyed or rendered unserviceable by
fire, flood, or storm: Provided, That any diversions of appropriations
made hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual Budget.

Supplies, etc. Appropriations herein made for reservation administration, educa-
tion of Indians, and conservation of health among Indians shall be
available for the purchase of supplies, materials, and repair parts, for
storage in and distribution from central warehouses, garages, and
shops, and for the maintenance and operation of such warehouses,
garages, and shops, and said appropriations shall be reimbursed for
services rendered or supplies furnished by such warehouses, garages,
or shops to any activity of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Travel expenses, etc. Appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall
be available for travel expenses and the purchase of ice for official
use of employees.

Aircraft. The following appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs shall be available for hire, maintenance, and operation of air-
craft: "Management, Indian forest and range resources"; "Suppress-
ing forest and range fires"; "Alaska native service"; and "Salaries
and expenses, reservation administration".

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

32 Stat. 388.
43 U. S. C. §5 391,

411.

Vehicles.

60 Stat. 810.
5 U. S. C. 55a.
Property damages.

Rewards.

Restriction.

Administrative provisions: Sums appropriated in this Act for
the Bureau of Reclamation shall be available for all expenditures
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902, and Acts amendatory thereof
or supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law, and all
other Acts under which expenditures are authorized, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; disseminating useful
information, photographing and making photographic prints, and
completing and distributing material, including recordings; exam-
ination of estimates for appropriations in the field; refunds of
overcollections and deposits for other purposes; lithographing;
engraving; printing and binding; purchase of not to exceed four
hundred in fiscal year 1948, and hire of passenger motor vehicles;
acquisition (not to exceed five in fiscal year 1948 from any disposal
agency of the Government without reimbursement or transfer of
funds), hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft; services as
authorized by Section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law
600); for payment of claims for damage to or loss of property,
personal injury, or death, arising out of the survey, construction,
operation or maintenance of works by the Bureau of Reclamation-
payment for official telephone service in the field hereafter incurred
in case of official telephones installed in private houses when author-
ized under regulations established by the Secretary; payment of
rewards, when specifically authorized by the Secretary, for informa-
tion leading to the apprehension and conviction of persons found
guilty of the theft, damage, or destruction of public property: Pro-
ided, That no part of any sum provided for m this Act for opera-
tion and maintenance of any project or division of a project by the
Bureau of Reclamation shall be used for the irrigation of any lands
within the boundaries of an irrigation district which has contracted
with the Bureau of Reclamation and is in arrears for more than
twelve months in the payment of any charges due the United States,
and no part of any sum provided for in this Act for such purpose
shall be used for the irrigation of any lands which have contracted
with the Bureau of Reclamation and are in arrears for more than
twelve months in the payment of any charges due from said lands
to the United States.
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above referred to which may be destroyed or rendered unserviceable by 
fire, flood, or storm: Provided, That any diversions of appropriations 
ramie hereunder shall be reported to Congress in the annual Budget. 
Appropriations herein made for reservation administration, educa-

tion of Indians, and conservation of health among Indians shall be 
available for the purchase of supplies, materials, and repair parts, for 
storage in and distribution from central warehouses, garages, and 
shops, and for the maintenance and operation of such warehouses, 
garages, and shops, and said appropriations shall be reimbursed for 
services rendered or supplies furnished by such warehouses, garages, 
or shops to any activity of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall 
be available for travel expenses and the purchase of ice for official 
use of employees. 
The following appropriations herein made for the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs shall be available for hire, maintenance, and operation of air-
craft: "Management, Indian forest and range resources"; "Suppress-
ing forest and range fires"; "Alaska native service"; and "Salaries 
and expenses, reservation administration". 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

Administrative provisions: Sums appropriated in this Act for 
the Bureau of Reclamation shall be available for all expenditures 
authorized by the Act of June 17, 1902, and Acts amendatory thereof 
or supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation law, and all 
other Acts under which expenditures are authorized, including per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia; disseminating useful 
information, photographing and making photographic prints, and 
completing and distributing material, including recordings; exam-
ination of estimates for appropriations in the field; refunds of 
overcollections and deposits for other purposes; lithographing; 
engraving; printing and binding; purchase of not to exceed four 
hundred in fiscal year 1948, and hire of passenger motor vehicles; 
acquisition (not to exceed five in fiscal year 1948 from any disposal 
agency of the Government without reimbursement or transfer of 
funds), hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft ; services as 
authorized by Section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 
600) ; for payment of claims for damage to or loss of property, 
personal injury, or death, arising out of the survey, construction, 
operation or maintenance of works by the Bureau of Reclamation,• 
payment for official telephone service in the field hereafter incurred 
in case of official telephones installed in private houses when author-
ized under regulations established by the Secretary; payment of 
rewards, when specifically authorized by the Secretary, for informa-
tion leading to the apprehension and conviction of persons found 
guilty of the theft, damage, or destruction of public property: Pro-
vided, That no part of any sum provided for in this Act for opera-
tion and maintenance of any project or division of a project by the 
Bureau of Reclamation shall be used for the irrigation of any lands 
within the boundaries of an irrigation district which has contracted 
with the Bureau of Reclamation and is in arrears for more than 
twelve months in the payment of any charges due the United States, 
and no part of any sum provided for in this Act for such purpose 
shall be used for the irrigation of any lands which have contracted 
with the Bureau of Reclamation and are in arrears for more than 
twelve months in the payment of any charges due from said lands 
to the United States. 
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The following sums are appropriated out of the special fund in
the Treasury of the United States created by the Act of June 17,
1902 (43 U. S. C. 391, 411), and therein designated "the reclamation
fund", to be available immediately:

GENERAL OFFICES

Salaries and expenses (other than project offices): For expenses
necessary during the fiscal year 1948, including personal services in the
District of Columbia, in the administration and performance by other
than project offices of Bureau of Reclamation functions, $3,130,000, to
be available for the purposes, among others, specified under the head
"Operation and maintenance administration", Bureau of Reclama-
tion, in the Department of the Interior Appropriation Act, 1945, and
reimbursable as to expenditures for operation and maintenance
administration to the same extent as is provided under said head:
Provided, That in addition to the foregoing amount there may be
transferred to this appropriation from other appropriations made to
the Bureau of Reclamation not to exceed $7,800,000 for work to be
performed for the benefit of specific projects: Provided further, That
not exceeding $50,000 of funds available for expenditure under this
appropriation shall be used for salaries and expenses in connection
with informational work;

GENERAL INVESTIGATIONS

General investigations: For engineering and economic investiga-
tions of proposed Federal reclamation projects and surveys, investi-
gations, and other activities relating to reconstruction, rehabilitation,
extensions, or financial adjustments of existing projects, and studies of
water conservation and development plans, such investigations, sur-
veys, and studies to be carried on by said Bureau either independently,
or in cooperation with State agencies and other Federal agencies,
including the Corps of Engineers, and the Federal Power Commis-
sion, $2,000,000, which may be used to execute detailed surveys, and to
prepare construction plans and specifications: Provided, That no
part of this appropriation shall be available for the preparation of
any comprehensive plan or project report the estimates for which
are not based upon current prices and costs: Provided further, That
the expenditure of any sums from this appropriation for investiga-
tions of any nature requested by States, municipalities, or other inter-
ests shall be upon the basis of the State, municipality, or other interest
advancing at least 50 per centum of the estimated cost of such
investigations;

CONSTRUCTION

Construction: For construction and continuation of construction of
the following projects in not to exceed the following amounts, all to
be reimbursable under the reclamation law, except as provided in the
Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 732), Seventy-ninth Congress.
to remain available until expended for carrying out projects (includ-
ing the construction of transmission lines) previously or herein
authorized by Congress:

Boise project, Idaho, Payette division, $897,000; Anderson Ranch
Dam, $3,874,000;

Lewiston Orchards project, Idaho, $500,000;
Palisades project, Idaho, $930,750;
Carlsbad project, New Mexico, $21,000;
Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas, $755,000;
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Pot, . Deschutes project, Oregon, $1,626,000, of which $100,000 shall be
available toward emergency rehabilitation of the works of the Arnold
Irrigation District, to be repaid in full under conditions satisfactory to
the Secretary of the Interior;

Klamath project, Oregon-California, $1,800,000;
Ogden River project, Utah $30,000;
Provo River project, Utah, $1,000,000, and in addition to this appro-

priation the Commissioner of Reclamation is authorized to enter into
contracts in an amount not in excess of $215,000;

Shoshone project, Wyoming, Power division, $443,000;
Total, construction, from reclamation fund, $11,876,750.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Parker Dam power project, Arizona-California: Not to exceed
$1,600,000 from power and other revenues shall be available for opera-
tion and maintenance;

Pot, p* M. Yuma project, Arizona-California: For operation and mainte-
nance, $130,000: Provided, That not to exceed $32,000 from the power
revenues shall be available for the operation and maintenance of
the commercial system;

Central Valley project, California: Not to exceed $800,000 from
power revenues shall be available for the operation and maintenance
of the power system;

Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado: Not to exceed $130,000
from power revenues shall be available for the operation and mainte-
nance of the power system;

Boise project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, $185,000;
Minidoka project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance, reserved

works, $75,000: Provided, That not to exceed $196,000 from the power
revenues shall be available for the operation of the commercial
system;

North Platte project, Nebraska-Wyoming: Not to exceed $130,000
from the power revenues shall be available for the operation and
maintenance of the commercial system; and not to exceed $6,000 from
power revenues allocated to the Northport irrigation district under

43Stat. 7B. subsection I section 4, of the Act of December 5, 1924 (43 U. S. C.
501), shall be available for payment on behalf of the Northport
irrigation district, to the Farmers' irrigation district for carriage
of water;

Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas: Not to exceed $220,000
from power revenues shall be available for the operation and mainte-
nance of the power system;

Deschutes project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance,
$50,000;

Owyhee project, Oregon: For operation and maintenance, $260,000;
Klamath project, Oregon-California: For operation and mainte-

nance, $200,000: Provided, That revenues received from the lease of
marginal lands, Tule Lake division, shall be available for refunds to
the lessees in such cases where it becomes necessary to make refunds
because of flooding or other reasons within the terms of such leases;

Columbia Basin project, Washington: Not to exceed $1,300,000 from
power revenues shall be available for operation, maintenance, and
replacements, including operation and maintenance of camp and other
facilities turned over by construction contractors, and similar facili-
ties and the furnishing of services related thereto;

Yakima project, Washington: For operation and maintenance
$300,000: Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from power revenues
shall be available for operation and maintenance of the power system;
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Deschutes project, Oregon, $1,626,000, of which $100,000 shall be 
available toward emergency rehabilitation of the works of the Arnold 
Irrigation District, to be repaid in full under conditions satisfactory to 
the Secretary of the Interior; 
Klamath project, Oregon-California, $1,800,000; 
Ogden River project, Utah, $30,000; 
Provo River project, Utah, $1,000,000, and in addition to this appro-

priation the Commissioner of Reclamation is authorized to enter into 
contracts in an amount not in excess of $215,000; 

Shoshone project, Wyoming, Power division, $443,000; 
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Kendrick project, Wyoming: Not to exceed $200,000 from the power
revenues shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the
power system;

Riverton project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance,
$89,000: Provided, That not to exceed $48,300 from the power revenues
shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the commercial
system;

Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance,
$50,000: Provided, That not to exceed $79,400 from the power revenues
shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the commercial
system;

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Limitation of expenditures: Under the provisions of this Act no
greater sum shall be expended, nor shall the United States be obligated
to expend during the fiscal year 1948, on any reclamation project
appropriated for herein under the reclamation fund, an amount in
excess of the sum herein appropriated therefor, nor shall the whole
expenditures or obligations incurred for all of such projects for the
fiscal year 1948 exceed the whole amount in the reclamation fund for
the fiscal year;

Interchange of appropriations: Ten per centum of the foregoing
amounts for operation and maintenance projects shall be available
interchangeably for expenditures on the reclamation projects named;
but not more than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount appro-
priated for any one of said projects, except that should existing works
or the water supply for lands under cultivation be endangered by
floods or other unusual conditions, an amount sufficient to make neces-
sary emergency repairs shall become available for expenditure by
further transfer of appropriation from any of said projects upon
approval of the Secretary;

Total, from reclamation fund, $18,345,750.

GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUOTION

For continuation of construction of the following projects in not
to exceed the following amounts to be immediately available to
remain available until expended for carrying out projects (including
the construction of transmission lines) previously or herein author-
ized by Congress, and to be reimbursable under the reclamation
law, except as provided in the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law
732), Seventy-ninth Congress:

Gila project, Arizona, $1,400,000;
Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada, $9,700,000;
Central Valley project, California: Joint facilities, $690,000; irri-

gation facilities, $5,622,028; power facilities, Shasta power plant,
$427,800, Keswick Dam, $100,740, Keswick power plant, $218,040;
transmission lines, Shasta to Delta, via Oroville and Sacramento, two
hundred and thirty kilovolt, $256,680, Shasta Dam to Shasta substa-
tion, two hundred and thirty kilovolt, $1,500,000, Keswick tap line,
two hundred and thirty kilovolt, $160,000, Contra Costa Canal exten-
sion, sixty-nine kilovolt, $118,000; substation, Contra Costa, $48,000;
in all, $9,141,288;

Kings River project, California, $100,000;
Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $9,500,000;
Hungry Horse project, Montana, $2,500,000;
Columbia Basin project, Washington: For continuation of construc-

tion and for other purposes authorized by the Columbia Basin Project
Act of March 10, 1943 (57 Stat. 14), $17,500,000;

Total, general fund, construction, $49,841,288.
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Kendrick project, Wyoming: Not to exceed $200,000 from the power 
revenues shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the 
power system; 
Riverton project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance, 

$89,000: Provided, That not to exceed $48,300 from the power revenues 
shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the commercial 
system; 
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation and maintenance, 

$50,000 : Provided, That not to exceed $79,400 from the power revenues 
shall be available for the operation and maintenance of the commercial 
system; 
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Limitation of expenditures: Under the provisions of this Act no 
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appropriated for herein under the reclamation fund, an amount in 
excess of the sum herein appropriated therefor, nor shall the whole 
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FORT PECK PROJECT

Fort Peck project, Montana: For construction of transmission lines,
substations, and other facilities as may be required by the Bureau of
Reclamation, as authorized by the Act of May 18, 1938 (16 U. S. C.
833), $1,500,000, to be immediately available and to remain available
until expended.

MISSOURI RIVER BASIN

Missouri River Basin (reimbursable except as provided in the Act
of December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534), Seventy-eighth Congress,
and the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 732), Seventy-ninth Con-
gress): For the partial accomplishment of the works to be under-
taken by the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to section 9 of the
Act of December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534) and section 18 of the
Flood Control Act of 1946 (Public Law 526) (including the construc-
tion of transmission lines and the purchase of power) and for con-
tinuing investigations on the general plan of development, $17,000,000,
to remain available until expended: Provided, That this appropria-
tion shall be expended, either independently or through or in coopera-
tion with existing Federal and State agencies.

COLORADO RIVER DAM FUND

Boulder Canyon project: For operation, maintenance and replace-
ments of the dam, power plant, and other facilities, of the Boulder
Canyon project, $1,500,000, payable from the Colorado River dam fund.

ADVANCES TO COLORADO RIVER DAM FUND

Boulder Canyon project: For continuation of construction of the
Hoover Dam and incidental works in the main stream of the Colorado
River at Black Canyon, to create a storage reservoir, and of a
complete plant and incidental structures suitable for the fullest
economic development of electrical energy from the water discharged
from such reservoir; to acquire by proceedings in eminent domain,
or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and other property necessary
for such purposes; and for incidental operations, as authorized by
the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21, 1928 (43
U. S. C., ch. 12A), $435,000, to be immediately available and to
remain available until advanced to the Colorado River dam fund.

Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal): For continuation
of construction of a diversion dam, main canal (and appurtenant
structures) located entirely within the United States connecting the
diversion dam with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California,
and distribution and drainage systems; to acquire by proceedings
in eminent domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and other
property necessary for such purposes; and for incidental operations
as authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved Decem-
ber 21, 1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A); to be immediately available, and
to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River dam fund,
$3,245,000.

COLORADO RIVER DEVELOPMENT FUND

Colorado River development fund (expenditure account): For inves-
tigations of projects for the utilization of waters of the Colorado
River system in the four States of the upper division, as authorized
by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act, approved
July 19, 1940 (54 Stat. 774), $500,000 from the Colorado River develop-
ment fund (holding account), the unobligated balance of said amount
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COLORADO RIVER DAM FUND 

Boulder Canyon project: For operation, maintenance, and replace-
ments of the dam, power plant, and other facilities, a the Boulder 
Canyon project, $1,500,000, payable from the Colorado River dam fund. 

ADVANCES TO COLORADO RIVER DAM FUND 

Boulder Canyon project: For continuation of construction of the 
Hoover Dam and incidental works in the main stream of the Colorado 
River at Black Canyon, to create a storage reservoir, and of a 
complete plant and incidental structures suitable for the fullest 
economic development of electrical energy from the water discharged 
from such reservoir; to acquire by proceedings in eminent domain, 
or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way, and other property necessary 
for such purposes; and for incidental operations, as authorized by 
the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December 21, 1928 (43 
U. S. C., ch. 12A), $435,000, to be immediately available and to 
remain available until advanced to the Colorado River dam fund. 
Boulder Canyon project (All-American Canal) : For continuation 

of construction of a diversion dam, main canal (and appurtenant 
structures) located entirely within the United States connecting the 
diversion dam with the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in California, 
and distribution and drainage systems • to acquire by proceedings 
in eminent domain, or otherwise, lands rights-of-way, and other 
property necessary for such purposes '• and for incidental operations 
as authorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved Decem-
ber 21, 1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A) ; to be immediately available, and 
to remain available until advanced to the Colorado River dam fund, 
$3,245,000. 

COLORADO RIVER DEVELOPMENT FUND 

Colorado River development fund (expenditure account) : For inves-
tigations of projects for the utilization of waters of the Colorado 
River system in the four States of the upper division, as authorized 
by section 2 of the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act, approved 
July 19, 1940 (54 Stat. 774), $500,000 from the Colorado River develop-
ment fund (holding account), the unobligated balance of said amount 
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at the end of the fiscal year to revert to the fund: Provided. That no
part of this appropriation shall be available for the preparation of any
comprehensive plan or project report the estimates for which are not
based upon current prices and costs.

COLORADO RIVER FRONT WORK AND LEVEE SYSTEM

For operating and maintaining the Colorado River front work and
levee system in Arizona, Nevada, and California; constructing, im-
proving, extending, operating, and maintaining protection and drain-
age works and systems along the Colorado River; controlling said
river and improving, modifying, straightening, and rectifying the
channel thereof; and conducting investigations and studies in connec-
tion therewith; as authorized by Public Law 469, approved June 28,
1946; $1,000,000, to remain available until expended.

For the purpose of effecting settlement of war veterans on public
land reclamation projects and to provide facilities for veteran
employment in construction and operation of reclamation projects,
the property, buildings, equipment, material, and acquired lands
heretofore or hereafter declared surplus at the Yuma Army air base,
Yuma, Arizona, shall be transferred to the Bureau of Reclamation
by any Federal agency having custody or ownership, without exchange
of funds, and to be available for the same purpose and to be disposed
of in the same manner as the war relocation centers and the prisoner-
of-war camp transferred to the Bureau of Reclamation in the Interior
Department Appropriation Act, 1947.

No part of any construction appropriation for the Bureau of
Reclamation contained in this Act shall be available for construction
work by force account, or on a hired-labor basis except for manage-
ment and operation, maintenance and repairs, engineering and
supervision, routine minor construction work, or in case of emer-
gencies, local in character, so declared by the Commissioner of the
Bureau of Reclamation.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

For salaries and expenses necessary for the Geological Survey,
including personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of
not to exceed one hundred and forty-six and hire of passenger motor
vehicles and the maintenance and operation of aircraft; and exchange
of unserviceable passenger and freight vehicles as part payment for
new freight vehicles; as follows:

Salaries and expenses: For personal services in the District of
Columbia, and other expenses, $232,340;

Topographic surveys: For topographic surveys in the United
States, Alaska, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico, $3,000,000, of
which not to exceed $475,000 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropri-
ation shall be expended in cooperation with States or municipalities
except upon the basis of the State or municipality bearing all of the
expense incident thereto in excess of such an amount as is necessary
for the Geological Survey to perform its share of standard topo-
graphic surveys, such share of the Geological Survey in no case exceed-
ing 50 per centum of the cost of the survey: Provided further, That
$517,000 of this amount shall be available only for such cooperation
with States or municipalities;

Geologic surveys: For geologic surveys in the United States and
chemical and physical researches relative thereto, $2,300,000 of which
not to exceed $500,000 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia;
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at the end of the fiscal year to revert to the fund: Provided, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be available for the preparation of any 
comprehensive plan or project report the estimates for which are not 
based upon current prices and costs. 

COLORADO RIVER FRONT WORK AND LEVEE SYSTEM 

For operating and maintaining the Colorado River front work and 
levee system in Arizona, Nevada, and California; constructing, im-
proving, extending, operating, and maintaining protection and drain-
age works and systems along the Colorado River; controlling said 
river and improving, modifying, straightening, and rectifying the 
channel thereof; and conducting investigations and studies in connec-
tion therewith; as authorized by Public Law 469, approved June 28, 60 Stat. 338. 

1946; $1,000,000, to remain available until expended. 
For the purpose of effecting settlement of war veterans on public Transfer of surplus 

land reclamation projects and to provide facilities for veteran Pr°PertY. 

employment in construction and operation of reclamation projects, 
the property, buildings, equipment, material, and acquired lands 
heretofore or hereafter declared surplus at the Yuma Army air base, 
Yuma, Arizona, shall be transferred to the Bureau of Reclamation 
by any Federal agency having custody or ownership, without exchange 
of funds, and to be available for the same purpose and to be disposed 
of in the same manner as the war relocation centers and the prisoner-
of-war camp transferred to the Bureau of Reclamation in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act, 1947. 60 Stat. 369. 

No part of any construction appropriation for the Bureau of Restriction. 

Reclamation contained in this Act shall be available for construction 
work by force account, or on a hired-labor basis except for manage-
ment and operation, maintenance and repairs, engineering and 
supervision, routine minor construction work, or in case of emer-
gencies, local in character, so declared by the Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Reclamation. 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

For salaries and expenses necessary for the Geological Survey General expense, 

including personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of 
not to exceed one hundred and forty-six and hire of passenger motor 
vehicles and the maintenance and operation of aircraft; and exchange 
of unserviceable passenger and freight vehicles as part payment for 
new freight vehicles; as follows: 

Salaries and expenses: For personal services in the District of 
Columbia, and other expenses, $232,340; 
Topographic surveys: For topographic surveys in the United 

States, Alaska, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico, $3,000,000, of 
which not to exceed $475,000 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropri_ StatesCooperation with 

ation shall be expended in cooperation with States or municipalities 
except upon the basis of the State or municipality bearing all of the 
expense incident thereto in excess of such an amount as is necessary 
for the Geological Survey to perform its share of standard topo-
graphic surveys, such share of the Geological Survey in no case exceed-
ing 50 per centum of the cost of the survey: Provided further, That Amount available. 

$517,000 of this amount shall be available only for such cooperation 
with States or municipalities; 

Geologic surveys: For geologic surveys in the United States and 
chemical and physical researches relative thereto, $2,300,000 of which 
not to exceed $500,000 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia; 
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Mineral resources of Alaska: For investigation of the mineral
resources of Alaska, $250,000, of which not to exceed $85,000 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia-

Gaging streams: For gaging streams and determining the water
supply of the United States, its Territories and possessions, investi-
gating underground currents and artesian wells and methods of utiliz-
ing the water resources, $2,625,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may
be expended for acquiring lands at gaging stations, and not to exceed
$265,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be
expended in cooperation with States or municipalities except upon
the basis of the State or municipality bearing all of the expense
incident thereto, in excess of such an amount as is necessary for the
Geological Survey to perform its share of general water resource
investigations, such share of the Geological Survey in no case exceed-
ing 50 per centum of the cost of the investigation: Provided further,
That $1,586,500 of this amount shall be available only for such cooper-
ation with States or municipalities: Provided further, That no part of
the funds appropriated in this paragraph shall be used for the payment,
directly or indirectly, for the drilling of water wells for the purpose of
supplying water for domestic use: Provided further, That not to exceed
$10,000 of this appropriation shall be available for payment of the com-
pensation and expenses of the person appointed by the President pur-
suant to Public Law 34, Seventy-ninth Congress, to participate as the
representative of the United States in the negotiation of a compact
between the States of Colorado and Kansas relative to the division of
the waters of the Arkansas River and its tributaries: Provided further,
That, notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary,
the President is authorized to appoint a retired officer of the Army as
such representative without prejudice to his status as a retired Army
officer who shall receive such compensation and expenses in addition to
his retired pay;

Classification of lands: For the examination and classification of
lands with respect to mineral character and water resources as required
by the public land laws and for related administrative operations;
for the preparation and publication of mineral-land classification and
water-resources maps and reports; for engineering supervision of
power permits and grants under the jurisdiction of the Secretary; and
for performance of work for the Federal Power Commission, $245,000,
of which not to exceed $56,500 may be expended for personal services
in the District of Columbia;

Printing and binding, and so forth: For printing and binding,
including the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles
published in periodicals and journals, $120,000; for preparation of
illustrations, $32,000; and for engraving and printing geologic and
topographic maps, $237,000; in all, $389,000;

Mineral leasing: For the enforcement of the provisions of the Acts
of October 20, 1914 (48 U. S. C. 435), October 2, 1917 (30 U. S. C.
141), February 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 181), as amended, and March
4, 1921 (48 U. S. C. 444), and other Acts relating to the mining and
recovery of minerals on Indian and public lands and naval petroleum
reserves, and for necessary related operations; and for every expense
incident thereto, including supplies, equipment, travel, and the con-
struction, maintenance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and
appurtenances thereto, $650,000, of which not to exceed $78,600 may
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia;

Cooperative advance: To enable the Geological Survey to meet obli-
gations incurred by it arising from cooperative work pending reim-
bursement from cooperating agencies; $400,000, which amount shall
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Mineral resources of Alaska: For investigation of the mineral 
resources of Alaska, $250,000, of which not to exceed $85,000 may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia; 
Gaging streams: For gaging streams and determining the water 

supply of the United States' its Territories and possessions, investi-
gating underground currents and artesian wells and methods of utiliz-
ing the water resources, $2,625,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may 
be expended for acquiring lands at gaging stations, and not to exceed 
$265,000 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia: Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be 
expended in cooperation with States or municipalities except upon 
the basis of the State or municipality bearing .all of the expense 
incident thereto, in excess of such an amount as is necessary for the 
Geological Survey to perform its share of general water resource 
investigations, such share of the Geological Survey in no case exceed-
ing 50 per centiun of the cost of the investigation: Provided further, 
That $1,586,500 of this amount shall be available only for such cooper-
ation with States or municipalities: Provided further, That no part of 
the funds appropriated in this paragraph shall be used for the payment, 
directly or indirectly, for the drilling of water wells for the purpose of 
supplying water for domestic use: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$10,000 of this appropriation shall be available for payment of the com-
pensation and expenses of the person appointed by the President pur-
suant to Public Law 34, Seventy-ninth Congress to participate as the 
representative of the Unitpx1 States in the negotiation of a compact 
between the States of Colorado and Kansas relative to the division of 
the waters of the Arkansas River and its tributaries: Provided further, 
That, notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary, 
the President is authorized to appoint a retired officer of the Army as 
such representative without prejudice to his status as a retired Army 
officer who shall receive such compensation and expenses in addition to 
his retired pay; 

Classification of lands: For the examination and classification of 
lands with respect to mineral character and water resources as required 
by the public land laws and for related administrative operations; 
for the preparation and publication of mineral-land classification and 
water-resources maps and reports; for engineering supervision of 
power permits and grants under the jurisdiction of the Secretary; and 
for performance of work for the Federal Power Commission, $245,000, 
of which not to exceed $56,500 may be expended for personal services 
in the District of Columbia; 
Printing and binding, and so forth: For printing and binding, 

including the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles 
published in periodicals and journals? $120,000; for preparation of 
illustrations, $32,000; and for engraving and printing geologic and 
topographic maps, $237,000; in all, $389,000; 
Mineral leasing: For the enforcement of the provisions of the Acts 

of October 20, 1914 (48 U. S. C. 435), October 2, 1917 (30 U. S. C. 
141), February. 25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 181), as amended, and March 
4, 1921 (48 U. S. C. 44.4), and other Acts relating to the mining and 
recovery of minerals on Indian and public lands and naval petroleum 
reserves, and for necessary related operations; and for every expense 
incident thereto, including supplies, equipment, travel, and the con-
struction, maintenance, and repair of necessary camp buildings and 
appurtenances thereto, $650,000, of which not to exceed $78,600 may 
be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia; 

Cooperative advance: To enable the Geological Survey to meet obli-
gations incurred by it arising from cooperative work pending reim-
bursement from cooperating agencies; $400,000, which amount shall 
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be returned to the Treasury not later than six months after the close
of the fiscal year 1948 out of reimbursements received from cooperating
agencies;

During the fiscal year 1948 the head of any department or inde-
pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for
scientific and technical investigations within the scope of the functions
of the Geological Survey may, with the approval of the Secretary,
transfer to the Geological Survey such sums as may be necessary
therefor, which sums so transferred may be expended for the same
objects and in the same manner as sums appropriated herein may be
expended: Provided, That not to exceed 5 per centum of any of the
appropriations for the Geological Survey may be transferred to any
other of such appropriations, but no appropriation shall be increased
more than 5 per centum thereby. Any such transfer shall be reported
to Congress in the annual Budget

The Geological Survey is hereby authorized to acquire by transfer
without exchange of funds, for two years beginning July 1, 1947, from
the War Department, the Navy Department, or the War Assets Admin-
istration, equipment, materials, and supplies of all kinds, with an
appraised value of not to exceed $500,000 from the surplus stores of
these agencies: Provided, That the authorization in this paragraph
shall not be construed to deny to veterans the priority accorded to
them in obtaining surplus property under Public Law 375, approved
May 3, 1946;

In all, salaries and expenses, Geological Survey, $10,091,340.

BUREAU OF MINES

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the general
administration of the Bureau of Mines, including $93,000 for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, and $65,000 for printing
and binding, including the purchase of reprints of scientific and
technical articles published in periodicals and journals, $162,500.

Operating mine-rescue cars and stations and investigation of mine
accidents: or expenses necessary for the investigation and improve-
ment of mine-rescue and first-aid methods and appliances and the
teaching of mine safety, rescue, and first-aid methods; investigations
as to the causes of mine explosions causes of falls of roof and coal,
methods of mining, especialy in relation to the safety of miners, the
possible improvement of conditions under which mining operations
are carried on, the use of explosives and electricity, the prevention
of accidents, statistical studies and reports relating to mine accidents,
and other investigations pertinent to the mining industry; including
the construction of temporary buildings; equipment and supplies;
travel expenses of employees in attendance at meetings and confer-
ences held for the purpose of promoting safety and health in the
mining and allied industries; and not to exceed $92,000 for personal
services in the District of Columbia, $1,148,000, of which not to
exceed $500 may be expended for the purchase and bestowal of
trophies in connection with mine-rescue and first-aid contests.

Coal-mine inspections and investigations: For expenses necessary to
enable the Bureau of Mines to perform the duties imposed upon it
by the Act of May 7, 1941 (55 Stat. 177); including not to exceed
$100,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere of furniture and equipment,
stationery and supplies; operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-
propelled trucks and other motor vehicles for official use and in trans-
porting employees between their homes and temporary locations where
they may be employed and expenses of employees i attendance at
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be returned to the Treasury not later than six months after the close 
of the fiscal year 1948 out of reimbursements received from cooperating 
agencies; 
During the fiscal year 1948 the head of any department or inde- Cooperative work on 

scientific, pendent establishment of the Government having funds available for etc., inves-tigations. 

scientific and technical investigations within the scope of the functions Transfer of funds. 

of the Geological Survey may, with the approval of the Secretary, 
transfer to the Geological Survey such sums as may be necessary 
therefor, which sums so transferred may be expended for the same 
objects and in the same manner as sums appropriated herein may be 
expended: Provided, That not to exceed 5 per c,entum of any of the amounts. interchange of 

appropriations for the Geological Survey may be transferred to any 
other of such appropriations, but no appropriation shall be increased 
more than 5 per centum thereby. Any such transfer shall be reported Report to Congress. 

to Congress in the annual Budget ; 
Acquisition sur-The Geological Survey is hereby authorized to acquire by transfer plus supplies. of 

without exchange of funds, for two years beginning July 1, 1917, from 
the War Department, the Navy Department, or the War Assets Admin-
istration, equipment, materials, and supplies of all kinds, with an 
appraised value of not to exceed $500,000 from the surplus stores of 
these agencies: Provided, That the authorization m this paragraph 
shall not be construed to deny to veterans the priority accorded to f30 Stat. le& 
them in obtaining surplus property under Public Law 375, approved 50 u. S. C. app. 
May 3, 1946; 1621,1622,1625,1627. 
In all, salaries and expenses, Geological Survey, $10,091,340. 

BUREAU OF MINES 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the general 
administration of the Bureau of Mines, including $93,000 for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, and $65,000 for printing 
and binding, including the purchase of reprints of scientific and 
technical articles published in periodicals an journals, $162,500. 
Operating mine-rescue cars and stations an investigation of mine 

accidents: For expenses necessa7 for the investigation and improve-
ment of mine-rescue and first-aid methods and appliances and the 
teaching of mine safety, rescue, and first-aid methods; investigations 
as to the causes of mine explosions, causes of falls of roof and coal, 
methods of mining, especially in relation to the safety of miners, the 
possible improvement of conditions under which mining operations 
are carried on, the use of explosives and electricity, the prevention 
of accidents, statistical studies and reports relating to mine accidents, 
and other investigations pertinent to the mining industry; including 
the construction of temporary buildings; equipment and supplies; 
travel expenses of employees m attendance at meetings and confer-
ences held for the purpose of promoting safety and health in the 
mining and allied industries; and not to exceed $92,000 for personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $1,148,000, of which not to 
exceed $500 may be expended for the purchase and bestowal of 
trophies in connection with mine-rescue and first-aid contests. 

Coal-mine inspections and investigations: For expenses necessary to 
enable the Bureau of Mines to perform the duties imposed upon it 
by the Act of May 7, 1941 (55 Stat. 177) ; including not to exceed 
$100,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere of furniture and equipment, 
stationery and supplies; operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-
propelled trucks and other motor vehicles for official use and in trans-
porting employees between their homes and temporary locations where 
they may be employed and expenses of employees in attendance at 
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meetings and conferences held for promoting safety and health in the
coal-mining industry; $1,625,000.

Testing fuel: For expenses necessary to conduct inquiries and
scientific and technologic investigations concerning the mining, prepa-
ration, treatment, and use of mineral fuels, and for investigation of
mineral fuels belonging to or for the use of the United States, with a

Recommendations view to their most efficient utilization; to recommend to various
agencies. departments such changes in selection and use of fuel as may result

in greater economy, and, upon request of the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, to investigate the fuel-burning equipment in use by or
proposed for any of the departments, establishments, or institutions
of the United States in the District of Columbia; $400,000, of which
not to exceed $93,500 may be expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia.

Anthracite investigations: For expenses necessary to conduct
inquiries and scientific and technologic investigations concerning the
mining, preparation, treatment, and use of anthracite coals; including
items otherwise properly chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent
expenses, Department of the Interior"; and not to exceed $7,500 for
personal services in the District of Columbia, $105,000.

Anthracite Research Laboratory: For the construction and equip-
ment of an anthracite research laboratory at Schuylkill Haven,
Pennsylvania, including not to exceed $25,000 for employment by
contract, or otherwise, at such rates of compensation as the Secretary
may determine, of engineers, architects, or firms or corporations
thereof necessary to design and construct said laboratory; and the
purchase, maintenance, and operation of not to exceed one passenger
automobile, $450,000.

Synthetic liquid fuels: For expenses, without regard to section 3709,
41 U. . C. 5. Revised Statutes, as amended, necessary to carry into effect the Act

authorizing the construction and operation of demonstration plants to
produce synthetic liquid fuels from coal, oil shales, agricultural and

58 Stat. iG. forestry products, and so forth, approved April 5, 1944 (30 U. S. C.
321-325), including construction and acquirement of camp and labora-
tory buildings and equipment, personal services in the District of
Columbia (not exceeding $100,000); purchase of not to exceed two
passenger motor vehicles; printing and binding; and purchase in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere of items otherwise properly
chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent expenses, Department
of the Interior", $3,000,000, to remain available until expended:

Transportation. Provided, That these funds may be utilized to provide transportation
between the proposed plants and related facilities and communities
that provide adequate living accommodations of persons engaged in
the operation and maintenance of these plants; and for transportation
to and from schools of pupils who are dependents of such persons:

Pooling of equip- Provided further, That pursuant to agreements approved by the
Secretary, the transportation equipment available to the Bureau of
Mines may be pooled with that of school districts and other local or
Federal agencies for use in transporting persons engaged in operation
and maintenance of these plants, pupils who are dependents of such
persons, and other pupils, and in the interest of economy the expenses
of operating such equipment may be shared.

Mineral mining investigations: For scientific and technologic inves-
tigations concerning the mining, preparation, treatment, and utiliza-
tion of ores and mineral substances, other than fuels, with a view to
improving health conditions and increasing safety, efficiency, and
economy in the mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral
industries; including all equipment, supplies, expenses of travel, and
not to exceed $40,000 for personal services in the District of
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meetings and conferences held for promoting safety and health in the 
coal-mining industry; $1,625,000. 

Testing fuel: For expenses necessary to conduct inquiries and 
scientific and technologic investigations concerning the mining, prepa-
ration, treatment, and use of mineral fuels, and for investigation of 
mineral fuels belonging to or for the use of the United States, with a 
view to their most efficient utilization; to recommend to various 
departments such changes in selection and use of fuel as may result 
in greater economy, and, upon request of the Director of .the Bureau 
of the Budget, to investigate the fuel-burning equipment in use by or 
proposed for any of the departments, establishments, or institutions 
of the United States in the District of Columbia; $400,000, of which 
not to exceed $93,500 may be expended for personal services in the 
District of Columbia. 

Anthracite investigations: For expenses necessary to conduct 
inquiries and scientific and technologic investigations concerning the 
mining, preparation, treatment, and use of anthracite coals; including 
items otherwise properly chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent 
expenses, Department of the Interior"; and not to exceed $7,500 for 
personal services in the District of Columbia, $105,000.. 
Anthracite Research Laboratory: For the construction and equip-

ment of an anthracite research laboratory at Schuylkill Haven, 
Pennsylvania, including not to exceed $25,000 for employment by 
contract, or otherwise, at such rates of compensation as the Secretary 
may determine, of engineers, architects, or firms or corporations 
thereof necessary to design and construct said laboratory; and the 
purchase, maintenance, and operation of not to exceed one passenger 
automobile, $450,000. 

Synthetic liquid fuels: For expenses, without regard to section 3709, 
Revised Statutes, as amended, necessary to carry into effect the Act 
authorizing the construction and operation of demonstration plants to 
produce synthetic liquid fuels from coal, oil shales, agricultural and 
forestry products, and so forth, approved April 5, 1944 (30 U. S. C. 
321-325) , including construction and muirement of camp and labora-
tory buildings and equipment, personal services in the District of 
Columbia (not exceeding $100,000) ; purchase of not to exceed two 
passenger motor vehicles; printing and binding; and purchase in 
the District of Columbia and elsewhere of items otherwise properly 
chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent expenses, Department 
of the Interior", $3,000,000, to remain available until expended: 
Provided, That these funds may be utilized to provide transportation 
between the proposed plants and related facilities and communities 
that provide adequate living accommodations of persons engaged in 
the operation and maintenance of these plants; and for transportation 
to and from schools of pupils who are dependents of such persons: 
Provided further, That pursuant to agreements approved by the 
Secretary, the transportation equipment available to the Bureau of 
Mines may be pooled with that of school districts and other local or 
Federal agencies for use in transporting persons engaged in operation 
and maintenance of these plants, pupils who are dependents of such 
persons, and other pupils, and in the interest of economy the expenses 
of operating such equipment may be shared. 

Mineral mining investigations: For scientific and technologic inves-
tigations concerning the mining, preparation, treatment, and utiliza-
tion of ores and mineral substances, other than fuels, with a view to 
improving health. conditions and increasing safety, efficiency, and 
economy in.the raping, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral 
industries; including all equipment, supplies, expenses of travel, and 
not to exceed $40,000 for personal services in the District of 
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Columbia, $440,300: Provided, That no part of this appropriation
may be expended for an investigation in behalf of any private party.

Investigation and development of domestic mineral deposits, except
fuels: For expenses necessary to enable the Bureau of Mines to
investigate, develop, and experimentally mine, on public lands and
with the consent of the owner on private lands, deposits of minerals
in the United States and its possessions, including surface and subsur-
face investigations, laboratory tests, the construction, maintenance,
and repair of necessary camp buildings, core storage facilities, mining
structures and appurtenances, the lease of lands or buildings; and
not to exceed $39,200 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
$1,060,000: Provided, That the Director of the Bureau of Mines, for
the purposes of this appropriation, is authorized to accept lands,
buildings, equipment, and other contributions from public or private
sources and to prosecute projects in cooperation with other agencies,
Federal, State, or private.

Coal investigations: For expenses necessary to enable the Bureau
of Mines to investigate known coal deposits in the United States
and its possessions; including purchase of not to exceed one passen-
ger motor vehicle; and items otherwise properly chargeable to the
appropriation, "Contingent expenses, Department of the Interior";
and not to exceed $7,500 for personal services in the District of
Columbia; $75,000: Provided, That the Director of the Bureau of
Mines is authorized to carry on such investigations in cooperation
with other agencies, Federal, State, or private: Provided further,
That the said Director is hereby authorized and directed to make
suitable arrangements with owners of private property upon which
exploration or development work is performed for payment by such
owners of a reasonable percentage, as determined by the Secretary
of the Interior, of the total value of the minerals thereafter produced
from such property.

Oil and gas investigations: For inquiries and investigations and
dissemination of information concerning the mining, preparation,
treatment, and utilization of petroleum and natural gas, and for
every expense incident thereto, including purchase of not to exceed
five passenger motor vehicles; purchase, in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere of other items otherwise properly chargeable to the
appropriation "Contingent expenses, Department of the Interior";
$600,000, of which not to exceed $41,500 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia.

Mining experiment stations: For personal services, purchase of
not to exceed four passenger motor vehicles, and other expenses in
connection with the establishment, maintenance, and operation of
mining experiment stations, as provided in the Act of March 3, 1915
(30 U. S. C. 8), $1,060,000, of which not to exceed $38,500 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

Metallurgical research and pilot plants: For expenses necessary
to enable the Bureau of Mines to conduct laboratory, pilot plant, and
demonstration plant tests to establish methods for more effectively
utilizing the mineral resources in the United States and its posses-
sions, including the lease of lands or buildings; research on and
development of processes for production and utilization of metals
and nonmetallic minerals; construction of buildings to house labora-
tories, pilot plants, and demonstration plants; and other items other-
wise properly chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent expenses,
Department of the Interior"; and not to exceed $29,000 for personal
services in the District of Columbia; $1,000,000: Provided, That the
Director of the Bureau of Mines, for the purposes of this appropria-
tion, is authorized to accept lands, buildings, equipment, and other
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Columbia, $440,300: Provided, That no part of this appropriation 
may be expended for an investigation in behalf of any private party. 

Investigation and development of domestic mineral deposits, except 
fuels: For expenses necessary to enable the Bureau of Mines to 
investigate, develop, and experimentally mine on public lands and 
with the consent of the owner on private lands, deposits of minerals 
in the United States and its possessions, including surface and subsur-
face investigations, laboratory tests, the construction, maintenance, 
and repair of necessary camp buildings, core storage facilities, mining 
structures and appurtenances, the lease of lands or buildings; and 
not to exceed $39,200 for personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$1,060,000: Provided, That the Director of the Bureau of Mines, for 
the purposes of this appropriation, is authorized to accept lands, 
buildings, equipment, and other contributions from public or private 
sources and to prosecute projects in cooperation with other agencies, 
Federal, State, or private. 

Coal investigations: For expenses necessary to enable the Bureau 
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ger motor vehicle; and items otherwise properly chargeable to the 
appropriation, "Contingent expenses, Department of the Interior"; 
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Columbia; $75,000: Provided, That the Director of the Bureau of 
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with other agencies Federal, State, or private: Provided further, 
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suitable arrangements with owners of private property upon which 
exploration or development work is performed for payment by such 
owners of a reasonable percentage, as determined by the Secretary 
of the Interior, of the total value of the minerals thereafter produced 
from such property. 
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treatment, and utilization of petroleum and natural gas, and for 
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five passenger motor vehicles; purchase, in the District of Columbia 
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appropriation "Contingent expenses, Department of the Interior"; 
$600,000, of which not to exceed $41,500 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia. 
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mining experiment stations as provided in the Alt of March 3, 1915 
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development of processes for production and utilization of metals 
and nonmetallic minerals; construction of buildings to house labora-
tories, pilot plants, and demonstration plants; and other items other-
wise properly chargeable to the appropriation "Contingent expenses, 
Department of the Interior" •' and not to exceed $29,000 for personal 
services in the District of Columbia; $1,000,000: Provided, That the 
Director of the Bureau of Mines for the purposes of this appropria-
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contributions from public or private sources and to prosecute projects
in cooperation with other agencies, Federal, State, or private.

Buildings and grounds, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: For care and
maintenance of buildings and grounds at Pittsburgh and Bruceton,
Pennsylvania, including personal services, and other expenses requi-
site for and incident thereto, including not to exceed $8,500 for addi-
tions and improvements, $140,000.

Economics of mineral industries: For investigations, and the dis-
semination of information concerning the economic problems of the
mining, quarrying, metallurgical, and other mineral industries, with
a view to assuring ample supplies and efficient distribution of the
mineral products of the mines and quarries, including studies and
reports relating to uses, reserves, production, distribution, stocks, con-
sumption, prices, and marketing of mineral commodities and primary
products thereof; preparation of the reports of the mineral resources
of the United States, including special statistical inquiries; purchase
of furniture and equipment; stationery and supplies; and other neces-
sary expenses not included in the foregoing, $680,000, of which not to
exceed $580,000 may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

Helium utilization and research: For expenses necessary to conduct
inquiries and scientific and technologic investigations concerning
resources, production, repurification, storage, and utilization of
helium, independently or in cooperation with other agencies, public
or private; including purchase of not to exceed one passenger motor
vehicle; and other items otherwise properly chargeable to the appro-
priation "Contingent expenses, Department of the Interior"; $90,000,
including not to exceed $9,000 for personal services in the District of
Columbia.

Transfer of funds. Helium production and investigations: The sums made available for
the fiscal year 1948 in the Acts making appropriations for the War and
Navy Departments for the acquisition of helium from the Bureau of
Mines shall be transferred to the Bureau of Mines on July 1, 1947, for
operation and maintenance of the plants for the production of helium
for military and naval purposes, including purchase of eight passenger
motor vehicles; the purchase in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
of items otherwise properly chargeable to the appropriation "Con-
tingent expenses, Department of the Interior" (not exceeding $5,000);
and $46,500 for personal services in the District of Columbia: Pro-

41 U.8. C. 5. ided, That section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, shall not be
construed to apply to this appropriation, or to the appropriation for
development and operation of helium properties (special fund) in sec-

50 stat. 887. tion 3 (c) of the Act of September 1, 1937 (50 U. SC. 164): Provided
Transorton further That funds available for the production of helium and the

development of helium properties may be utilized to provide trans-
portation between helium plants and related facilities and communi-
ties that provide adequate living accomodations of persons engaged in
the operation and maintenance of helium plants; and for transporta-
tion to and from schools of pupils who are dependents of such per-

Pooling of equip- sons: Provided further, That pursuant to agreements approved by the
Secretary, the transportation equipment available to the Bureau of
Mines may be pooled with that of school districts and other local or
Federal agencies for use in transporting persons engaged in operation
and maintenance of helium plants, pupils who are dependents of
such persons, and other pupils, and m the interest of economy the
expenses of operating such equipment may be shared.

Sientmfc investiga During the fiscal year 1948 the head of any department or inde-pendent establishment of the Government having funds available
for scientific investigations within the scope of the functions of the
Bureau of Mines may, with the approval of the Secretary, transfer
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to the Bureau such sums as may be necessary therefor, which sums
so transferred may be expended for the same objects and in the same
manner as sums appropriated herein may be expended.

The Federal Security Administrator may detail medical officers
of the Public Health Service for cooperative health, safety, or sani-
tation work with the Bureau of Mines, and the compensation and
expenses of the officers so detailed may be paid from the applicable
appropriations made herein for the Bureau of Mines.

The Bureau of Mines is authorized, during the fiscal year 1948,
to sell directly or through any Government agency, including cor-
porations, any metal or mineral product that may be manufactured
in pilot plants operated from funds appropriated to the Bureau of
Mines, and the proceeds of such sales shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

The following appropriations herein made to the Bureau of Mines
shall be available for the hire, maintenance, and operation of air-
craft: "Operating rescue cars and stations and investigation of
accidents'; "Investigation and development of domestic mineral
deposits, except fuels"; and "Metallurgical research and pilot plants".

The Department of Commerce is authorized to transfer to the
Department of the Interior for the use of the Bureau of Mines,
without compensation therefor, full jurisdiction, possession, and con-
trol of the United States Weather Bureau Station at Mount Weather,
in the counties of Loudoun and Clarke, State of Virginia, together
with all buildings, improvements, furniture, and fixtures now in or
upon the land.

The Bureau of Mines is hereby authorized to acquire by transfer
without exchange of funds, for three years, beginning July 1, 1947,
from the War Department, the Navy Department, or the War Assets
Administration, buildings, equipment, materials, and supplies of all
kinds with an appraised value of not to exceed $3,000,000 from the
surplus stores of these agencies, for use in performing its functions
by the Bureau of Mines or by any office of the Bureau in the United
States and Alaska: Provided, That the authorization in this para-
graph for transfer of surplus property to the Bureau of Mines shall
not be construed to deny to veterans the priority accorded to them
in obtaining surplus property under Public Law 375, approved May
3, 1946.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Salaries and expenses: For expenses, including personal services
in the District of Columbia, necessary for the general administration
of the National Park Service, including $62,500 for printing and
binding, $711,248.

Regional offices: For expenses of regional offices, $659,407.
National parks: For administration, protection, maintenance, and

improvement of national parks, including necessary protection of the
area of federally owned land in the custody of the National Park
Service known as the Ocean Strip and Queets Corridor, adjacent to
Olympic National Park, Washington, $3,500,000.

National monument, historical, and military areas: For adminis-
tration, protection, maintenance, improvement, and preservation of
national monuments, historical parks, memorials, historic sites, mili-
tary parks, battlefields, and cemeteries, including not exceeding $308
for right-of-way easements across privately owned railroad lands
necessary for supplying water to the Statue of Liberty National
Monument, and the maintenance of structures on the former Cape
Hatteras Light Station Reservation within the Cape Hatteras
National Seashore Recrional onal Area project, $1,496,000.
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Recreational areas: For administration, protection, maintenance,
and improvement, pursuant to cooperative agreements, of areas
devoted to recreational use which are under the jurisdiction of other
Federal agencies, $260,400.

Emergency reconstruction and fighting forest fires: For reconstruc-
tion, replacement, and repair of roads, trails, bridges, buildings, and
other physical improvements and of equipment in areas under the
jurisdiction of the National Park Service that are damaged or
destroyed by flood, fire, storm, or other unavoidable causes, and for
fighting or emergency prevention of forest fires in areas administered
by the National Park Service, or fires that endanger such areas, includ-
ing lands in process of condemnation for national park or monument

Transferof funds. purposes, $30,000, together with such sums as may be necessary to be
transferred upon the approval of the Secretary from the foregoing

Report to Congress. appropriations for the National Park Service, any such diversions of
appropriations to be reported to Congress in the annual Budget:
Provided, That the allotment of these funds to the various areas
administered by the National Park Service as may be required for
fire-fighting purposes shall be made by the Secretary only after the
obligation for the expenditure has been incurred.

Accounting. The total of the foregoing amounts shall be available in one fund
Interchange of for the National Park Service: Provided, That 5 per centum of theforegoing amounts shall be available interchangeably and any such

diversion of funds shall be reported to Congress in the annual Budget.
Investigation and purchase of water rights: For the investigation

and establishment of water rights, including the acquisition thereof
or of lands or interests in lands or rights-of-way for use and protection
of water rights necessary or beneficial in the administration and publicuse of areas under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, to
remain available until expended, $15,000.

Travel Bureau: For expenses necessary in carrying out the Act of
6U.sC.tas §7388d. July 19, 1940 (16 U. S. C. 18), including personal services in theDistrict of Columbia; participation by the Travel Bureau in interna-

tional expositions and conferences dealing with travel; and printing
and binding; $75,000.

Recreational demonstration areas: For administration, protection,
operation, and maintenance of recreational demonstration areas,
$30,000.

National Capital Salaries and expenses, National Capital parks: For administration,
protection, maintenance, and improvement of the Arlington Memorial
Bridge, George Washington Memorial Parkway, monuments andmemorials in the District of Columbia and area adjacent thereto, Lee
Mansion, Battleground National Cemetery, Chopawamsic Park, Ches-
apeake and Ohio Canal, Federal parks in the District of Columbia,

D.no. Code I§ -102 and other Federal lands authorized by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46
note, -16 n. Stat. 482), including the pay and allowances in accordance with the

D. C. Code i 4201 provisions of the Act of May 27, 1924 (43 Stat. 174), as amended,
of the United States park police force, purchase of revolvers and
ammunition, purchase, cleaning, and repair of uniforms for police,
guards, and elevator conductors, and equipment, per diem employees
at rates of pay approved by the Secretary not exceeding current rates
for similar services in the District of Columbia, stenographic report-

tudies of ec- gservice, carfare, and newspapers (not to exceed $100), $770,000.
tional reoesoure, etc. or investigations and studies of the recreational resources and thearcheological remains in the river basins of the United States (except

the Missouri River Basin), including reports, recommendations, and
plans, in cooperation with the United States Corps of Engineers and
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the Bureau of Reclamation pursuant to the provisions of cooperative
agreements, and including personal services in the District of Colum-
bia, $121,000.

Acquisition of lands: For the acquisition of privately owned lands
or interests therein, including expenses incidental thereto, $200,000,
to remain available until expended, of which $30,000 shall be for lands
necessary to the establishment of the George Washington Carver
National Monument, Missouri, authorized by the Act of July 14, 1943
(Public Law 148); and $170,000 shall be for lands located within the
authorized boundaries of established areas under the jurisdiction of
the National Park Service, of which $130,000 shall be available only
for lands within the Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County Battle-
fields Memorial and Gettysburg National Military Parks; Joshua Tree
National Monument; and Glacier, Grand Canyon, Great Smoky Moun-
tains, Kings Canyon, Lassen Volcanic, Mount Rainier, Olympic, Rocky
Mountain, Sequoia, Yosemite, and Zion National Parks.

For the construction, reconstruction, improvement, repair, and
maintenance of roads, trails, utilities, and buildings without regard
to the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended (16 U. S. C. 451), includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia, $2,150,000, to
remain available until expended, of which $1,415,000 shall be for
roads and trails as authorized by section 10a of the Act of December
20, 1944 (Public Law 521), and the maintenance of road sections
specifically authorized by the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law
633); and $735,000 for the construction and repair of buildings and
utilities not otherwise provided for, including completion of the
acquisition of rights-of-way and construction of a water supply line
partly outside of the boundaries of Mesa Verde National Park as
authorized by said Act of August 7, 1946.

Appropriations herein made for the national parks, national monu-
ments, and other reservations under the jurisdiction of the National
Park Service, shall be available for the giving of educational lectures
therein and vicinity; for the services of field employees in coopera-
tion with such nonprofit scientific and historical societies engaged in
educational work in the various parks and monuments as the Secre-
tary may designate; for travel expenses of employees attending
Government camps for training in forest-fire prevention and sup-
pression and the Federal Bureau of Investigation National Police
Academy, and attending Federal, State, or municipal schools for
training in building fire prevention and suppression; for necessary
local transportation and subsistence in kind of persons selected for
employment or as cooperators, serving without other compensation
while attending fire-protection training camps; and for official tele-
phone service in the field in the case of official telephones installed
in private houses when authorized under regulations established by
the Secretary.

Appropriations available to the National Park Service shall be
available for the purchase of not to exceed forty, and hire of passen-
ger motor vehicles.

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary in conducting investigations and carrying
out the work of the Service, including cooperation with Federal, State,
county, or other agencies or with farm bureaus, organizations, or
individuals, as follows:
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county, or other agencies or with farm bureaus, organizations, or 
individuals, as follows: 
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General administrative expenses: For general administrative pur-
poses, including personal services in the District of Columbia, $246,470,
of which sum $30,000 shall be available for printing and binding,
including the purchase of reprints of scientific and technical articles
published in periodicals and journals and the publication of bulletins
which shall be adapted to the interests of the people of the different
sections of the country, an equal proportion of four-fifths of the
bulletins to be delivered to or sent out under addressed franks fur-
nished by the Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress
as they may direct.

Propagation of food fishes: For maintenance, repair, alteration,
improvement, equipment, and operation of fish-cultural stations,
including the erection of necessary buildings and other structures;
propagation and distribution of food fishes and fresh-water mussels;
development, recommendation, and application of means, including
the construction of devices, to assure natural propagation and maxi-
mum survival of hatchery and other fishes; purchase, collection, and
transportation of specimens and other expenses incidental to the
maintenance and operation of aquarium, $1,344,850.

Operation and maintenance of fish screens: For operation and
maintenance, in cooperation with the Bureau of Reclamation and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, or either, of fish screens and ladders on
Federal irrigation projects, and for the conduct of investigations and
surveys, the preparation of designs, and for determining the require-
ments for fishways and other fish protective devices at dams constructed
under licenses issued by the Federal Power Commission, $36,300.

Investigations respecting food fishes: For investigations and studies
into the cause of the decrease of food fishes, and other aquatic and
plant resources, in connection therewith, and of means of securing a
maximum sustained yield from such resources, including not to exceed
$20,000 to investigate and eradicate the predatory sea lampreys of the

6 Stats. ;0.21 Great Lakes as authorized by joint resolution of August 8, 1946, Public
923. Law 672; and maintenance, repair, improvement, equipment, and oper-

ation of fishery-experiment and biological stations, $790,040.
Commercial fisheries: For collection and compilation of fishery

statistics and related information; conducting investigations and
studies of methods and means of capture, preservation, utilization, and

Packed sardines, distribution of fish and aquatic plants and products thereof including
investigation, study and research with respect to the utilization of
packed sardines and the development of methods and procedures
which should be employed in improving the quality and appearance
of packed sardines; maintenance, repair, alteration, improvement,
equipment, and operation of laboratories and vessels; and enforcing
the applicable provisions of the Act authorizing associations of

48 Stat. 123. producers of aquatic products (15 U. S. C. 521); including contract
stenographic reporting services, $225,000.

Fishery market news service: For collecting, publishing and dis-
tributing, by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, information on the fishery
industry, market supply and demand, commercial movement, location,
disposition, and market prices of fishery products, $125,000.

Alaska fisheries: For protecting the seal, sea otter, and other fish-
eries of Alaska, including the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and
other necessities of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of
Alaska; construction, improvement, repair, and alteration of build-
ings and roads, and subsistence of employees while on said islands;
and contract stenographic reporting service, $850,000.

Alaska fur-seal investigations: For investigations of Alaska fur
58 Stat. 1Z. seals pursuant to the Act of February 26, 1944 (16 U. S. C. 631i),

$69,300.
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eries of Alaska, including the furnishing of food, fuel, clothing, and 
other necessities of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of 
Alaska; construction, improvement, repair, and alteration of build-
ings and roads, and subsistence of employees while on said islands • 
and contract stenographic reporting service, $850,000. 
Alaska fur-seal investigations: For investigations of Alaska fur 

seals pursuant to the Act of February 26, 1944 (16 S. C. 6311) 
$69,300. 
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Enforcement of Black Bass and Whaling Treaty Acts: For enforce-
ment of the Act of July 2, 1930, and the Act of May 1, 1936 (16 U. S. C.
851-855, 901-915), $22,400.

Biological investigations: For biological investigations of the
relations, habits, geographic distribution, and migration of animals,
including the resources thereof, and plants, and the preparation of
maps of the life zones; for investigations of the relations of wild
animal life to forests, under section 5 of the Act approved May 22,
1928 (16 U. S. C. 581d); for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations, independently or in cooperation with other agencies or
individuals, in developing and applying methods for the control of
damage to agricultural and horticultural crops by birds, and for
investigations of the wildlife resources of the Territory of Alaska,
$258,450.

Control of predatory animals and injurious rodents: For investi-
gations and demonstrations in destroying animals injurious to
agriculture, horticulture, forestry, animal husbandry, and wild game,
and in protecting stock and other domestic animals through the
suppression of rabies and other diseases in predatory wild animals as
authorized by law (7 U. S. C. 426), including not to exceed $3,000 for
the purchase of printed bags, tags, and labels; and for repairs, addi-
tions, and installations in and about the grounds and buildings of
the game-management supply depot and laboratory at Pocatello,
Idaho, including purchase, transportation, and handling of supplies
and materials for distribution from said depot to other projects, in
accordance with the provisions of the Act approved June 24, 1936
(16 U. S. C. 667), $900,000.

Protection of Migratory birds: For the enforcement of the Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918, as amended, to carry into effect
the treaty with Great Britain and the convention between the United
States and the United Mexican States (16 U. S. C. 703-711); for
cooperation with local authorities in the protection of migratory birds,
including necessary investigations; for the enforcement of the Act
for the protection of the bald eagle (16 U. S. C. 668-668d); for the
enforcement of sections 241-244 of the Act approved March 4, 1909,
as amended (18 U. S. C. 391-394), and for the enforcement of section
1 of the Act approved May 25, 1900 (16 U. S. C. 701), including
necessary investigations, $350,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may
be expended in the discretion of the Secretary for the purpose of
securing information concerning violations of the laws for the enforce-
ment of which this appropriation is made available.

Enforcement of Alaska game law: For the enforcement of the Act
of January 13, 1925, as amended (48 U. S. C. 192-211), $175,000,
of which not to exceed $10,000 may be expended in the discretion of
the Secretary for the purpose of securing information in connection
with and for the prosecution of violators of the law for the enforce-
ment of which this appropriation is made available.

Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations: For the adminis-
tration, protection, and maintenance of mammal and bird reserva-
tions and the maintenance and protection of game introduced into
suitable localities on public lands, under supervision of the Fish and
Wildlife Service, including construction of fencing, wardens' quar-
ters, shelters for animals, landings, roads, trails, bridges, ditches,
telephone lines, rockwork, bulkheads, repair of damage to public
roads within reservation areas occasioned by authorized operations
of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and other improvements necessary
for economical administration; for the purchase, capture, and trans-
portation of game for national reservations; and for the maintenance
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Enforcement of Black Bass and Whaling Treaty Acts: For enforce-
ment of the Act of July 2, 1930, and the Act of May 1, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 
851-855, 901-915), $22,400. 

Biological investigations: For biological investigations of the 
relations, habits, geographic distribution, and migration of animals, 
including the resources thereof, and plants, and the preparation of 
mays of . the life zones; for investigations of the relations of wild 
animal life to forests, under section 5 of the Act approved May 22, 
1928 (16 U. S. C. 581d) ; for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations, independently or in cooperation with other agencies or 
individuals, in developing and applying methods for the control of 
damage to agricultural and horticultural crops by birds, and for 
investigations of the wildlife resources of the Territory of Alaska, 
$258,450. 

Control of predatory animals and injurious rodents: For investi-
gations and demonstrations in destroying animals injurious to 
agriculture, horticulture, forestry, animal husbandry, and wild game, 
and in protecting stock and other domestic animals through the 
suppression of rabies and other diseases in predatory wild animals as 
authorized by law (7 U. S. C. 426), including not to exceed $3,000 for 
the purchase of printed bags, tags, and labels; and for repairs, addi-
tions, and installations in and about the grounds and buildings of 
the game-management supply depot and laboratory at Pocatello, 
Idaho, including purchase, transportation, and handling of supplies 
and materials for distribution from said depot to other projects, in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act approved June 24, 1936 
(16t1. S. C. 667), $900,000. 
Protection of Migratory birds: For the enforcement of the Migra-

tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918, as amended, to carry into effect 
the treaty with Great Britain and the convention between the United 
States and the United Mexican States (16 U. S. C. 703-711) ; for 
cooperation with local authorities in the protection of migratory birds, 
including necessary investigations; for the enforcement of the Act 
for the protection of the bald eagle (16 U. S. C. 668-668d) ; for the 
enforcement of sections 241-244 of the Act approved March 4, 1909, 
as amended (18 U. S. C. 391-394), and for the enforcement of section 
1 of the Act approved May 25, 1900 (16 U. S. C. 701), including 
necessary investigations, $350,000, of which not to exceed $10,000 may 
be expended in the discretion of the Secretary for the purpose of 
securing information concerning violations of the laws for the enforce-
ment of which this appropriation is made available. 
Enforcement of Alaska game law: For the enforcement of the Act 

of January 13, 1925, as amended (48 U. S. C. 192--211), $175,000, 
of which not to exceed $10,000 may be expended in the discretion. of 
the Secretary for the purpose of securing information in connection 
with and for the prosecution of violators of the law for the enforce-
ment of which this appropriation is made available. 
Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations: For the adminis-

tration, protection, and maintenance of mammal and bird reserva-
tions and the maintenance and protection of game introduced into 
suitable localities on public lands, under supervision of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, including construction of fencing, wardens' quar-
ters, shelters for animals, landings, roads, trails, bridges, ditches, 
telephone lines, rockwork, bulkheads, repair of damage to public 
roads within reservation areas occasioned by authorized operations 
of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and other improvements necessary 
for economical administration; for the purchase, capture, and trans-
portation of game for national reservations; and for the maintenance 
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48 Stat. 401.

48 Stat. 451.
16 U. S. C. § 718d.

50 Stat. 917.

Reimbursements.

49 Stat. 1913.

Interchange of
amounts.

Transfer of surplus
property.

of the herd of long-horned cattle on the Wichita Mountains Wildlife
Refuge, $900,000.

River basin studies: For investigations and studies to determine
the effects on fish and wildlife resources of proposed developments
of river basins of the United States (except the Missouri River
Basin), and for the preparation of reports thereon in accordance
with the Act of March 10, 1934 (16 U. S. C. 661-666), as amended,
$200,000.

In all, salaries and expenses, $6,492,810.

MIGRATORY BIRD CONSERVATION FUND

For carrying into effect section 4 of the Act of March 16, 1934,
as amended (16 U. S. C. 718-718h), an amount equal to the sum
received during the fiscal year 1948 from the proceeds from the sale
of stamps, to be warranted monthly and to remain available until
expended; and in addition thereto an amount equal to the unobli-
gated balance on June 30, 1947, of the total of the proceeds received
from the sale of stamps prior to July 1, 1947, also to remain available
until expended and to be available for the payment of obligations
chargeable against appropriations heretofore made.

FEDERAL AID IN WILDLIFE RESTORATION

For carrying out the provisions of the Act of September 2, 1937,
as amended (16 U. S. C. 669-669j), an amount equal to the sum
credited during the fiscal year 1947 to the special fund created by
said Act: Provided, That not exceeding 20 per centum of the amount
allocated to any State shall be available for the construction of
improvements.

Total, Fish and Wildlife Service, $6,492,810, and in addition thereto.
funds made available under the Migratory Bird Conservation Fund
and the fund for Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration, of which
amounts not to exceed $1,082,700 may be expended for departmental
personal services, including such services in the District of Columbia.
Funds available for the work of the Fish and Wildlife Service shall
be available for the purchase of not to exceed fifty passenger motor
vehicles; hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft; the installation
and operation of telephones in Government-owned residences, apart-
ments, or quarters occupied by employees of the Fish and Wildlife
Service; providing by purchase, construction, or otherwise, facilities
incident to such public recreational uses of wildlife refuges as are not
inconsistent with the primary purposes of such refuges; newspapers
(not to exceed $100) plans and specifications for vessels, or for
contract personal services for the preparation thereof without regard
to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5); andrations for officers and crews of vessels; and for the expenditure from
appropriations available for the purchase of lands of not to exceed
$1 for each option to purchase any tract of land. Reimbursements
for the cost of supplies and materials and the transportation and
handling thereof issued from central warehouses authorized to be
established by the Act of June 24, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 667), may be
credited to the appropriation current at the time supplies and
materials are allotted, assigned, or issued, or at the time such reim-
bursements are received. Not to exceed 5 per centum of the foregoing
amounts for expenses of the Fish and Wildlife Service shall be
available interchangeably for expenditure on the objects included
within the general expenses of said Service, but no more than 5 per
centum shal be added to any one item or appropriation. The War
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within the general expenses of said Service, but no more than 5 per 
centum shall be added to any one item or appropriation. The War 
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and Navy Departments, the Civil Aeronautics Administration, and
the War Assets Administration are authorized to transfer to the Fish
and Wildlife Service aircraft for replacement purposes only (but
not necessarily of the same size or type or at the same locations), and
such other equipment, materials, and supplies (with an appraised
value of not to exceed $500,000), surplus to the needs of such agencies,
as may be required by said Service, such transfers to be without charge
therefor; and in addition the Navy Department, the Coast Guard, and
the Maritime Commission are authorized to transfer without charge
therefor vessels for replacement purposes only (but not necessarily
of the same size or type or at the same locations) marine engines, parts
and accessories surplus to the needs of such agencies: Provided, That
the authorization in this paragraph shall not be construed to deny to
veterans the priority accorded to them in obtaining surplus property
under Public Law 375, approved May 3, 1946.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES

TERRITORY OF ALASKA

For necessary expenses of the offices of the Governor and the Secre-
tary, including salaries of the Governor and Secretary; printing
and binding; maintenance, repair, and preservation of Governor's
house and grounds, $60,000, to be expended under the direction of the
Governor.

For the establishment and maintenance of public schools, Territory
of Alaska, $50,000: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not
exceed the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance
with section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

Insane of Alaska: For care and custody of persons legally adjudged
insane in Alaska, including compensation and travel expenses of medi-
cal supervisor, transportation, burial, and other expenses, $334,700:
Provided, That authority is granted to the Secretary to pay from
this appropriation to the Sanitarium Company, of Portland, Oregon,
or to other contracting institution or institutions, for the care and
maintenance of Alaskan insane patients during the fiscal year 1948:
Provided further, That so much of this sum as may be required shall
be available for all necessary expenses in ascertaining the residence
of inmates and in returning those who are not legal residents of Alaska
to their legal residence or to their friends, and the Secretary shall as
soon as practicable, return to their places of residence or to their
friends all inmates not residents of Alaska at the time they became
insane, and the commitment papers for any person hereafter adjudged
insane shall include a statement by the committing authority as to the
legal residence of such person.

For the construction, repair, and maintenance of roads, tramways,
bridges, and trails, Territory of Alaska, $130,000, to be available until
expended: Provided, That expenditures hereunder shall not exceed
the aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in accordance with
section 4 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.

For the construction, repair, and maintenance of roads, tramways,
buildings, ferries, bridges, and trails, Territory of Alaska, to be
expended under the provisions of the Act approved June 30, 1932
(48 U. S. C. 321a-321c), including surveys and plans for new road
construction; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
2, 1946 (Public Law 600), for the preparation of plans and specifica-
tions for buildings; and printing and binding, $3,750,000.

Richardson Highway: For continuation of construction of Richard-
son Highway, Alaska, $250,000.
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maintenance of Alaskan insane patients during the fiscal year 1948: 
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be available for all necessary expenses in ascertaining the residence 
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The Alaska Railroad: In addition to all amounts received by the
Alaska Railroad during the fiscal year 1948, there is hereby appro-
priated $4,000,000 which shall be available, and continue available
until expended, for expenses necessary for the authorized work of
the Alaska Railroad, including maintenance, operation, and improve-
ments of railroads in Alaska; maintenance and operation of river
steamers and other boats on the Yukon River and its tributaries in
Alaska; operation and maintenance of ocean-going or coastwise
vessels by ownership, charter, or arrangement with other branches
of the Government service, for the purpose of providing additional
facilities for the transportation of freight, passengers, or mail, when
deemed necessary, for the benefit and development of industries
and travel affecting territory tributary to the Alaska Railroad;
maintenance and operation of lodges, camps, and transportation
facilities for the accommodation of visitors to Mount McKinley
National Park; payment of amounts due connecting lines; payment
of compensation and expenses as authorized by section 42 of the
Act of September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C. 793), to be reimbursed as
therein provided: Provided, That not to exceed $6,575 of this fund
shall be available fpr personal services in the District of Columbia
during the fiscal year 1948, and no one other than the general man-
ager of said railroad, and one assistant general manager at not to
exceed $9,000 per annum, shall be paid an annual salary out of this
fund of more than $8,500: Provided further, That not to exceed
$15,000 of such fund shall be available for printing and binding:
Provided further, That in addition to the amount herein appro-
priated the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to incur
obligations and enter into contracts for additional work, materials
and equipment not exceeding a total of $15,000,000: Provided fur-
ther, That in the operation of the facilities of the Alaska Railroad,
the War Department or any other agency of the United States
Government having title thereto is authorized to transfer regardless
of present location and without charge to the Alaska Railroad,
materials, roadway and bridge maintenance, and other necessary
equipment, locomotives and spare parts, shop facilities and machin-
ery, supplies, rolling stock, buildings, and docks, surplus to its needs
and which may be certified by the Department of the Interior as
necessary for the improvement, maintenance, or operation of the
Alaska Railroad: Provided further, That the authorization in this
paragraph for transfer of surplus property to the Alaska Railroad
shall not be construed to deny to veterans the priority accorded to
them in obtaining surplus property under Public Law 375, approved
May 3, 1946.

The following appropriations herein made shall be available for
the hire, maintenance, and operation of aircraft: "Salaries andexpenses, Governor and Secretary, Territory of Alaska"; "Construc-
tion and maintenance of roads, bridges, and trails, Alaska"; "Recon-
struction and improvement of Richardson Highway, Alaska"; and"Alaska Railroad appropriated fund".

TERRITORY OF HAWAII

For expenses of the offices of the Governor and the Secretary, includ-ing salaries of the Governor, the Secretary $7,342, and the private
secretary to the Governor, $4,996; for printing and binding- travel
expenses of the Governor; and $935 for temporary clerk hire; 25,300,
to be expended by the Governor.
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The Alaska Railroad: In addition to all amounts received by the 
Alaska Railroad during the fiscal year 1948, there is hereby appro-
priated $4,000,000 which shall be available, and continue available 
until expended, for expenses necessary for the authorized work of 
the Alaska Railroad, including maintenance, operation, andimprove-
ments of railroads in Alaska; maintenance and operation of river 
steamers and other boats on the Yukon River and its tributaries .in 
Alaska; operation and maintenance of ocean-going or coastwise 
vessels by ownership, charter, or arrangement with other branches 
of the Government service, for the purpose of providing additional 
facilities for the transportation of freight, passengers, or mail, when 
deemed necessary, for the benefit and development of industries 
and travel affecting territory tributary to the Alaska Railroad; 
maintenance and operation of lodges, camps, and transportation 
facilities for the accommodation of visitors to Mount McKinley 
National Park; payment of amounts due connecting lines; payment 
of compensation and expenses as authorized by section 42 of the 
Act of September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C. 793), to be reimbursed as 
therein provided: Provided, That not to exceed $6,575 of this fund 
shall be available fpr personal services in the District of Columbia 
during the fiscal year 1918, and no one other than the general man-
ager of said railroad, and one assistant general manager at not to 
exceed $9,000 per annum, shall be paid an annual salary out of this 
fund of more than $8,500: Provided further, That not to exceed 
$15,000 of such fund shall be available for printing and binding: 
Provided further, That in addition to the amount herein appro-
priated the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to incur 
obligations and enter into contracts for additional work, materials 
and equipment not exceeding a total of $15,000,000: Provided fur-
ther, That in the operation of the facilities of the Alaska Railroad, 
the War Department or any other agency of the United States 
Government having title thereto is authorized to transfer regardless 
of present location and without charge to the Alaska Railroad, 
materials, roadway and bridge maintenance, and other necessary 
equipment, locomotives and spare parts, shop facilities and machin-
ery., supplies, rolling stock, buildings, and docks, surplus to its needs 
and which may be certified by the Department of the Interior as 
necessary for the improvement, maintenance, or operation of the 
Alaska Railroad: Provided further, That the authorization in this 
paragraph for transfer of surplus property to the Alaska Railroad 
shall not be construed to deny to veterans the priority accorded to 
them in obtaining surplus property under Public Law 375, approved 
May 3, 1946. 
The following appropriations herein made shall be available for 
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"Alaska Railroad appropriated fund". 
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For expenses of the offices of the Governor and the Secretary, includ-
ing salaries of the Governor, the Secretary $7,342, and the private 
secretary to the Governor, $4,996; for printing and binding; travel 
expenses of the Governor; and $935 for temporary clerk hire; $25,300, 
to be expended by the Governor. 
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GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

For salaries of the Governor and employees incident to the execu-
tion of the Acts of March 3, 1917 (48 U. S. C. 1391), and June 22,
1936 (48 U. S. C. 1405v), printing and binding; repair, preservation
and care of Federal buildings and furniture, purchase of water, and
other necessary miscellaneous expenses, purchase of not to exceed
two passenger motor vehicles, and not to exceed $6,000 for personal
services, household equipment and furnishings, fuel, ice, and elec-
tricity necessary in the operation of Government House at Saint
Thomas and Government House at Saint Croix, $216,100, to be
expended by and under the direction of the Governor.

For necessary expenses of the agricultural station in the Virgin
Islands, $46,300, to be expended by and under the direction of the
Governor.

Municipal government of Saint Croix: For defraying the deficit
in the treasury of the municipal government of Saint Croix, Virgin
Islands, because of the excess of current expenses over current revenues
for the fiscal year 1948, $140,000, to be paid in monthly installments.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 2. Appropriations herein made shall be available for the pur-
chase of vehicles generally known as quarter-ton or half-ton pick-up
trucks and as station wagons without such vehicles being considered
as passenger motor vehicles.

SEC. 3. Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, aliens
may be employed during the fiscal year 1948 in the field service of the
Department for periods of not more than thirty days in cases of emer-
gency caused by fire, flood, storm, act of God, or sabotage.

SEC. 4. Appropriations herein made for the following bureaus and
offices shall be available for expenses of attendance of officers and
employees at meetings or conventions of members of societies or asso-
ciations concerned with their work in not to exceed the amounts
indicated: Office of the Secretary, $600; Oil and Gas Division $100;
Bureau of Land Management, $300; Bureau of Indian Affairs, $1,00;
Bureau of Reclamation, $6,000; Geological Survey, $2,000; Bureau of
Mines, $2,000; National Park Service, $1,000; Fish and Wildlife
Service, $1,750; and soil and moisture conservation operations (all
bureaus), $500.

SEC. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided,
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to
the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the
Government of the United States, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against
the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organ-
ization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
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of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of 
the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, 
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima 
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to 
the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
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Short title.

Government of the United States by force or violence and accepts
employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appro-
priation contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other
provisions of existing law: Provided further, That in cases of emer-
gency, caused by fire, flood, storm, act of God, or sabotage, persons
may be employed for periods of not more than thirty days and be
paid salaries and wages without the necessity of inquiring into their
membership in any organization.

SEC. 6. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be
used directly or indirectly by way of wages, salaries, per diem or
otherwise, for the performance of any new administrative function or
the enforcement or issuance of any rule or regulation occasioned by
the establishment of the Jackson Hole National Monument as described
in Executive Proclamation Numbered 2578, dated March 15, 1943.

SEC. 7. Limitations on amounts to be expended for personal services
under appropriations in this Act shall not apply to lump-sum leave
payments pursuant to the Act of December 21, 1944 (Public Law 525).

SEC. 8.'Notwithstanding the provisions of Reorganization Plan
Numbered 3 of 1946, no part of any appropriation contained in this
Act shall be used, transferred, or allocated for the expenses or salaries
of any regional, field, or other office or committee to perform any func-
tion of the Bureau of Land Management now being performed in the
District of Columbia, or for the transfer or removal of any functions
or duties of the said Bureau, including tract books heretofore held
and administered in the District of Columbia, out of the District of
Columbia, unless specific approval therefor has been given by the
Congress prior to the establishment of such office or committee or
prior to such transfer or removal.

SEC. 9. Appropriations herein made shall be available for payment
of dues, when authorized by the Secretary, for library membership in
societies or associations which issue publications to members only or
at a price to members lower than to subscribers who are not members.

SEC. 10. Appropriations in this Act shall be available for health
service programs as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public
Law 658).

SEC. 11. Not to exceed a total of $1,000,000 of the appropriations
contained in this Act shall be available for expenditure for the com-
pensation of employees engaged in personnel work: Provided, That
for purposes of this section employees will be considered as engaged in
personnel work if they spend half time or more on personnel adminis-
tration consisting of recruitment and appointments, placement, posi-
tion classification, training, and employee relations.

TITLE II-SURPLUS APPROPRIATION RESCISSION
The appropriation in the sum of $450,000 for construction and

equipment of an Anthracite Research Laboratory, contained in the
"Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1947", under the heading
"Bureau of Mines"? is hereby carried to the surplus fund and covered
into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this Act.

This Act may be cited as the "Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1948".

Approved July 25, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 338]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Comptroller General of the United States to allow credits to and
relieve certain disbursing and certifying officers of the War and Navy Depart-
ments in the settlement of certain accounts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller
General of the United States be, and he hereby is, authorized, through
such officer as he may designate, and within two years from the passage
of this Act, (a) to relieve disbursing and certifying officers, including
special disbursing agents of the War and Navy Departments, from
accountability or responsibility for losses, occurring between Septem-
ber 8, 1939, to July 1, 1946, of funds, or of accounts, papers, records,
vouchers, or data pertaining to said funds, for which said officers or
agents were accountable or responsible; and (b) to allow credits, in
the settlement of accounts of said officers or agents, for payments made
in good faith on public account during said period, notwithstanding
failure to comply with the requirements of existing law or regulations
pursuant thereto: Provided, That in cases of losses or payments involv-
ing more than $2,500 the Comptroller General shall exercise the author-
ity herein only upon the written recommendation of the Secretary of
War or the Secretary of the Navy, which recommendation shall be con-
curred in by the Attorney General if the amount exceeds $10,000 and
which recqmmendation shall also set forth the facts relative to such loss
or payment and shall state that such transaction, expenditure, loss, or
payment appears to be free from fraud or collusion and incurred or
made in good faith: Provided further, That the Comptroller General
in all cases shall certify that such transaction, expenditure, loss, or
payment appears to be free from fraud and collusion and incurred or
made in good faith.

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 339]
AN ACT

To extend provisions of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act and the Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act to the Virgin Islands.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sections of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, as
amended, except insofar as they affect title III of the Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act, as amended, are hereby amended as follows:

(a) Subsection (b) of section 41 is amended to read: "The Secre-
tary may administer his power and duties under this Act through
such area finance, State, and local offices in the United States and in
the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii and in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands as he determines to be necessary: Provided, That exist-
ing regional offices shall be liquidated on or before June 30, 1947.
The Secretary may authorize one office to serve the area composed of
two or more States (Territories or Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands)
if he determines that the volume of business in the area is not suffi-
cient'to justify separate State offices."

(b) Section 54 is amended to read: "The provisions of this Act
shall extend to the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii and to Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. In the case of Alaska and Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands, the term 'county' as used in this Act shall be
deemed synonymous with 'Territory', or any subdivision thereof as
may be designated by the Secretary, and payments under section 33
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Approved July 26, 1947. 
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tion.

of this Act shall be made to the Governor of the Territory or to the
fiscal agent of such subdivision."

SEC. 2. Subsection (a) of section 17 of the Soil Conservation and
Domestic Allotment Act (49 Stat. 1151), is amended to read as fol-
lows: "This Act shall apply to the United States, the Territories of
Alaska and Hawaii, and the possessions of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, and, as used in this Act, the term 'State' includes Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands."

SEC. 3. All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 340]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to defer the collection of certain irriga-
tion construction charges against lands under the Flathead Indian irrigation
project.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing any provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to authorize the Secre-
tary of the Interior to investigate and adjust irrigation charges on
irrigation lands within projects on Indian reservations, and for other
purposes", approved June 22, 1936 (49 Stat. 1803), the Secretary of
the Interior is authorized and directed to defer the collection of irri-
gation construction charges on the Flathead Indian irrigation project
until January 1, 1949.

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 341]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To provide for the appointment of Robert V. Fleming as a member of the Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the vacancy in the
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class other
than Members of Congress, caused by the resignation of Frederic A.
Delano, be filled by the appointment of Robert V. Fleming, a citizen
of the District of Columbia, for the statutory term of six years.

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 342]
July 26, 1947 AN ACT
IH. R. 38641 To amend the District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act with[Public Law 2521 respect to contribution rates after termination of military service.

57 Stat. 106.
D. C. Code, Supp.

V, §46-303 (c) (4).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 3 (c)
(4) of the District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act,
as amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

"(iv) CONTRIBUTION RATES AFTER TERMINATION OF MILITARY SERV-
ICE.-When the Board finds that the continuity of an employer's
employment experience has been interrupted solely by reason of one
or more of the owners, officers, managers, partners, or majority stock-
holders of such employer's employing enterprise having served in the
armed forces of the United States of America or any of its allies
during a time of war, such employer's employment experience shall
be deemed to have been continuous throughout the period that such
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(4) of the District of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act, 
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ICE.—When the Board finds that the continuity of an employer's 
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individual or individuals so served in such armed forces, including
the period up to the time it again resumes the status of an employer
liable for contributions under this Act, provided it resumes such status
within two years from the date of discharge of such individual or
individuals or from the date of the termination of such war, which-
ever date is the earlier. For the purposes of this paragraph (iv), in
determining an employer's contribution rate his average annual pay
roll shall be the average of his last three annual pay rolls."

SEC. 2. Section 3 (a) (9) (b) of the District of Columbia Unem-
ployment Compensation Act is hereby amended to read as follows:

"(b) The term 'average annual pay roll', except for the purposes
of paragraph (4) (iv) of this subsection, means the average of the
annual pay rolls of any employer for the three consecutive twelve-
month periods ending ninety days prior to the computation date;".

SEC. 3. The amendments made by this Act shall be effective with
respect to employment on or after July 1, 1943. The amount of any
contributions or interest thereon paid to the Board by any employer
in excess of the amount such employer would have been required to
pay if the amendments made by this Act had been in effect on and
after July 1, 1943, shall, for the purposes of section 4 (i) of the Dis-
trict of Columbia Unemployment Compensation Act, be subject to
adjustment against subsequent contributions by him. Notwithstand-
ing the period of limitation prescribed in such section 4 (i), the
employing unit which paid such excess amount of contributions or
interest thereon may make application under such section 4 (i) within
one year after the date of the enactment of this Act for an adjustment
thereof.

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 343]
AN ACT

To promote the national security by providing for a Secretary of Defense; for a
National Military Establishment; for a Department of the Army, a Department
of the Navy, and a Department of the Air Force; and for the coordination of the
activities of the National Military Establishment with other departments and
agencies of the Government concerned with the national security.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

That this Act may be cited as the "National Security Act of 1947".

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec. 2. Declaration of policy.

TITLE I-COORDINATION FOB NATIONAL SECURITY

Sec. 101. National Security Council.
Sec. 102. Central Intelligence Agency.
Sec. 103. National Security Resources Board.

TITLE II-THE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT

Sec. 201.
Sec. 202.
Sec. 203.
Sec. 204.
Sec. 205.
Sec. 206.
Sec. 207.
Sec. 208.
Sec. 209.
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employing unit which paid such excess amount of contributions or 
interest thereon may make application under such section 4 (9 within 
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thereof. 
Approved July 26, 1947. 
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Sec. 210. War Council.
Sec. 211. Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Sec. 212. Joint staff.
Sec. 213. Munitions Board.
Sec. 214. Research and Development Board.

Post, p. 507. TITLE III--ISCELLANEOUS

Sec. 301. Compensation of Secretaries.
Sec. 302. Under Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries.
Sec. 303. Advisory committees and personnel.
Sec. 304. Status of transferred civilian personnel.
Sec. 305. Saving provisions.
Sec. 306. Transfer of funds.
Sec. 307. Authorization for appropriations.
Sec. 308. Definitions.
Sec. 309. Separability.
Sec. 310. Effective date.
Sec. 311. Succession to the Presidency.

DECLARATION OF POLICY

SEC. 2. In enacting this legislation, it is the intent of Congress to
provide a comprehensive program for the future security of the United
States; to provide for the establishment of integrated policies andprocedures for the departments, agencies, and functions of the Govern-
ment relating to the national security; to provide three military depart-ments for the operation and administration of the Army, the Navy
(including naval aviation and the United States Marine Corps), andthe Air Force, with their assigned combat and service components;
to provide for their authoritative coordination and unified direction
under civilian control but not to merge them; to provide for the effective
strategic direction of the armed forces and for their operation underunified control and for their integration into an efficient team of land,
naval, and air forces.

TITLE I-COORDINATION FOR NATIONAL SECURITY

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

SEC. 101. (a) There is hereby established a council to be known
as the National Security Council (hereinafter in this section referredto as the "Council").

The President of the United States shall preside over meetings of the
Council: Provided, That in his absence he may designate a member
of the Council to preside in his place.

Function. The function of the Counci shall be to advise the President with
respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies
relating to the national security so as to enable the military services andthe other departments and agencies of the Government to cooperatemore effectively in matters involving the national security.Composition. The Council shall be composed of the President; the Secretary of

Post, p. 50. State; the Secretary of Defense, appointed under section 202; thePst. p. 501. Secretary of the Army, referred to in section 205; the Secretary of
the Navy; the Secretary of the Air Force, appointed under sectionPat, p. 50 207; the Chairman of the National Security Resources Board,

Pon, p. 40. appointed under section 103; and such of the following named officers
as the President may designate from time to time: The Secretaries
of the executive departments, the Chairman of the Munitions BoardPot, p. 505. appointed under section 213, and the Chairman of the Research andPost p. 506. Development Board appointed under section 214; but no such addi-
tional member shall be designated until the advice and consent ofthe Senate has been given to his appointment to the office the holdingof which authorizes his designation as a member of the Council.
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(b) In addition to performing such other functions as the President
may direct, for the purpose of more effectively coordinating the poli-
cies and functions of the departments and agencies of the Government
relating to the national security, it shall, subject to the direction of
the President, be the duty of the Council-

(1) to assess and appraise the objectives, commitments, and
risks of the United States in relation to our actual and potential
military power, in the interest of national security, for the purpose
of making recommendations to the President in connection
therewith; and

(2) to consider policies on matters of common interest to the
departments and agencies of the Government concerned with the
national security, and to make recommendations to the President
in connection therewith.

(c) The Council shall have a staff to be headed by a civilian
executive secretary who shall be appointed by the President, and
who shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 a year. The
executive secretary, subject to the direction of the Council, is hereby
authorized, subject to the civil-service laws and the Classification
Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint and fix the compensation of such
personnel as may be necessary to perform such duties as may be
prescribed by the Council in connection with the performance of its
functions.

(d) The Council shall, from time to time, make such recommenda-
tions, and such other reports to the President as it deems appropriate
or as the President may require.

CENTRAL INTELIGENCE AGENCY

SEC. 102. (a) There is hereby established under the National Security
Council a Central Intelligence Agency with a Director of Central
Intelligence, who shall be the head thereof. The Director shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, from among the commissioned officers of the armed services or
from among individuals in civilian life. The Director shall receive
compensation at the rate of $14,000 a year.

(b) (1) If a commissioned officer of the armed services is appointed
as Director then-

(A) in the performance of his duties as Director, he shall be
subject to no supervision, control, restriction, or prohibition (mili-
tary or otherwise) other than would be operative with respect to
him if he were a civilian in no way connected with the Department
of the Army, the Department of the Navy, the Department of the
Air Force, or the armed services or any component thereof; and

(B) he shall not possess or exercise any supervision, control,
powers, or functions (other than such as he possesses, or is author-
ized or directed to exercise, as Director) with respect to the armed
services or any component thereof, the Department of the Army,
the Department of the Navy, or the Department of the Air Force,
or any branch, bureau, unit or division thereof, or with respect to
any of the personnel (military or civilian) of any of the foregoing.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (1), the appointment to the
office of Director of a commissioned officer of the armed services, and
his acceptance of and service in such office, shall in no way affect any
status, office, rank, or grade he may occupy or hold in the armed serv-
ices, or any emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, or benefit incident
to or arising out of any such status, office, rank, or grade. Any such
commissioned officer shall, while serving in the office of Director,
receive the military pay and allowances (active or retired, as the case
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may be) payable to a commissioned officer of his grade and length of
service and shall be paid, from any funds available to defray the
expenses of the Agency, annual compensation at a rate equal to the
amount by which $14,000 exceeds the amount of his annual military
pay and allowances.

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act of
August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 555), or the provisions of any other law,
the Director of Central Intelligence may, in his discretion, terminate
the employment of any officer or employee of the Agency whenever
he shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in the interests
of the United States, but such termination shall not affect the right
of such officer or employee to seek or accept employment in any
other department or agency of the Government if declared eligible
for such employment by the United States Civil Service Commission.

(d) For the purpose of coordinating the intelligence activities of
the several Government departments and agencies in the interest of
national security, it shall be the duty of the Agency, under the
direction of the National Security Council-

(1) to advise the National Security Council in matters con-
cerning such intelligence activities of the Government depart-
ments and agencies as relate to national security;

(2) to make recommendations to the National Security Council
for the coordination of such intelligence activities of the depart-
ments and agencies of the Government as relate to the national
security;

(3) to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the
national security, and provide for the appropriate dissemination
of such intelligence within the Government using where appro-
priate existing agencies and facilities: Provided, That the Agency
shall have no police, subpena, law-enforcement powers, or inter-
nal-security functions: Provided further, That the departments
and other agencies of the Government shall continue to collect,
evaluate, correlate, and disseminate departmental intelligence:
And provided further, That the Director of Central Intelligence
shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and meth-
ods from unauthorized disclosure;

(4) to perform, for the benefit of the existing intelligence
agencies such additional services of common concern as the
National Security Council determines can be more efficiently
accomplished centrally

(5) to perform such other functions and duties related to
intelligence affecting the national security as the National Security
Council may from time to time direct.

(e) To the extent recommended by the National Security Council
and approved by the President, such intelligence of the departments
and agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter provided,
relating to the national security shall be open to the inspection of theDirector of Central Intelligence, and such intelligence as relates tothe national security and is possessed by such departments and otheragencies of the Government, except as hereinafter provided, shall bemade available to the Director of Central Intelligence for correlation,
evaluation, and dissemination: Provided, however, That upon the
written request of the Director of Central Intelligence, the Director
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall make available to the
Director of Central Intelligence such information for correlation,
evaluation, and dissemination as may be essential to the national
security.

(f) Effective when the Director first appointed under subsection
(a) has taken office-
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pay and allowances. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act of 
August 24, 1912 (37 S'tat. 555), or the provisions of any other law, 
the Director of Central Intelligence may, in his discretion, terminate 
the employment of any officer or employee of the Agency whenever 
he shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in the interests 
of the United States, but such termination shall not affect the right 
of such officer or employee to seek or accept employment in any 
other department or agency of the Government if declared eligible 
for such employment by the United States Civil Service Commission. 

(d) For the purpose of coordinating the intelligence activities of 
the several Government departments and agencies in the interest of 
national security, it shall be the duty of the Agency, under the 
direction of the National Security Council— 

(1.) to advise the National Security Council in matters con-
cernmg such intelligence activities of the Government depart-
ments and agencies as relate to national security; 

(2) to make recommendations to the National Security Council 
for the coordination of such intelligence activities of the depart-
ments and agencies of the Government as relate to the national 
security; 

(3) to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the 
national security, and provide for the appropriate dissemination 
of such intelligence within the Government using where appro-
priate existing agencies and facilities: Provided, That the Agency 
shall have no police, subpena., law-enforcement powers, or inter-
nal-security functions: Provided further, That the departments 
and other agencies of the Government shall continue to collect, 
evaluate, correlate, and disseminate departmental intelligence: 
And provided further, That the Director of Central Intelligence 
shall be responsible for protecting intelligence sources and meth-
ods from unauthorized disclosure ; 

(4) to perform, for the benfit of the existing intelligence 
agencies, such additional services of common concern as the 
National Security Council determines can be more efficiently 
accomplished centrally,• 

(5) to perform such other functions and duties related to 
intelligence affecting the national security as the National Security 
Council may from time to time direct. 

(e) To the extent recommended by. the National Security Council 
and approved by the President, such in of the departments 
and agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter provided, 
relating to the national security shall be open to the inspection of the 
Director of Central Intelligence, and such intelligence as relates to 
the national security and is possessed by such departments and other 
agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter provided, shall be 
made available to the Director of Central Intelligence for correlation, 
evaluation, and dissemination: Provided, however, That upon the 
written request of the Director of Central Intelligence, the Director 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall make available to the 
Director of Central Intelligence such information for correlation, 
evaluation, and dissemination as may be essential to the national 
security. 

(f) Effective when the Director first appointed under subsection 
(a) has taken office,--
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(1) the National Intelligence Authority (11 Fed. Reg. 1337,
1339, February 5, 1946) shall cease to exist; and

(2) the personnel, property, and records of the Central Intelli-
gence Group are transferred to the Central Intelligence Agency,
and such Group shall cease to exist. Any unexpended balances
of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available or
authorized to be made available for such Group shall be avail-
able and shall be authorized to be made available in like manner
for expenditure by the Agency.

NATIONAL SECTrrIY RESOURCES BOABD

SEC. 103. (a) There is hereby established a National Security
Resources Board (hereinafter in this section referred to as the
"Board") to be composed of the Chairman of the Board and such
heads or representatives of the various executive departments and
independent agencies as may from time to time be designated by the
President to be members of the Board. The Chairman of the Board
shall be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the
rate of $14,000 a year.

(b) The Chairman of the Board, subject to the direction of the
President, is authorized, subject to the civil-service laws and the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint and fix the com-
pensation of such personnel as may be necessary to assist the Board
m carrying out its functions.

(c) It shall be the function of the Board to advise the President
concerning the coordination of military, industrial, and civilian
mobilization, including-

(1) policies concerning industrial and civilian mobilization
in order to assure the most effective mobilization and maximum
utilization of the Nation's manpower in the event of war;

(2) programs for the effective use in time of war of the
Nation's natural and industrial resources for military and civilian
needs, for the maintenance and stabilization of the civilian econ-
omy in time of war, and for the adjustment of such economy
to war needs and conditions;

(3) policies for unifying, in time of war, the activities of Fed-
eral agencies and departments engaged in or concerned with
production, procurement, distribution, or transportation of mili-
tary or civilian supplies, materials, and products;

(4) the relationship between potential supplies of, and poten-
tial requirements for, manpower, resources, and productive facili-
ties in time of war;

(5) policies for establishing adequate reserves of strategic
and critical material, and for the conservation of these reserves;

(6) the strategic relocation of industries, services, government,
and economic activities, the continuous operation of which is
essential to the Nation's security.

(d) In performing its functions, the Board shall utilize to the
maximum extent the facilities and resources of the departments and
agencies of the Government.

TITLE II-THE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT

SEC. 201. (a) There is hereby established the National Military
Establishment, and the Secretary of Defense shall be the head
thereof.
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(1) the National Intelligence Authority (11 Fed. Reg. 1337, 
1339, February 5, 1946) shall cease to exist; and 

(2) the personnel, property, and records of the Central Intelli-
gence Group are transferred to the Central Intelligence Agency, 
and such Group shall cease to exist. Any unexpended balances 
of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available or 
authorized to be made available for such Group shall be avail-
able and shall be authorized to be made available in like manner 
for expenditure by the Agency. 

NATIONAL SECURITY RESOURCES BOARD 

SEC. 103. (a) There is hereby established a National Security 
Resources Board (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 
"Board") to be composed of the Chairman of the Board and such 
heads or representatives of the various executive departments and 
mdependent agencies as may from time to time be designated by the 
President to be members of the Board. The Chairman of the Board 
shall be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the 
rate of $14,000 a year. 

(b) The Chairman of the Board, subject to the direction of the 
President, is authorized, subject to the civil-service laws and the 
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint and fix the com-
pensation of such personnel as may be necessary to assist the Board 
in carrying out its functions. 

(c) It shall be the function of the Board to advise the President 
concerning the coordination of military, industrial, and civilian 
mobilization, including— 

(1) policies concerning industrial and civilian mobilization 
in order to assure the most effective mobilization and maximum 
utilization of the Nation's manpower in the event of war; 

(2) programs for the effective use in time of war of the 
Nation's natural and industrial resources for military and civilian 
needs, for the maintenance and stabilization of the civilian econ-
omy in time of war, and for the adjustment of such economy 
to war needs and conditions; 

(3) policies for unifying, in time of war, the activities of Fed-
eral agencies and departments engaged in or concerned with 
production, procurement, distribution, or transportation of mili-
tary or civilian supplies, materials, and products; 

4) the relationship between potential supplies of, and poten-
tial requirements for, manpower, resources, and productive facili-
ties in time of war; 

(5) policies for establishing adequate reserves of strategic 
and critical material, and for the conservation of these reserves; 

(6) the strategic relocation of industries, services, government, 
and economic activities, the continuous operation of which is 
essential to the Nation's security. 

(d) In performing its functions, the Board shall utilize to the 
maximum extent the facilities and resources of the departments and 
agencies of the Government. 

TITLE II—THE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT 

ESTABLISHMENT OF rHE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT 

SEC. 201. (a) There is hereby established the National Military 
Establishment, and the Secretary of Defense shall be the head 
thereof. 
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(b) The National Military Establishment shall consist of the
Department of the Army, the Department of the Navy, and the
Department of the Air Force, together with all other agencies created
under title II of this Act.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SEC. 202. (a) There shall be a Secretary of Defense, who shall
be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and with the

oneligibility for advice and consent of the Senate: Provided, That a person who has
appointment. within ten years been on active duty as a commissioned officer in a

Regular component of the armed services shall not be eligible for
appointment as Secretary of Defense. The Secretary of Defense
shall be the principal assistant to the President in all matters relat-Duties. ing to the national security. Under the direction of the President
and subject to the provisions of this Act he shall perform the
following duties:

(1) Establish general policies and programs for the National
Military Establishment and for all of the departments and
agencies therein;

(2) Exercise general direction, authority, and control over suchdepartments and agencies;
(3) Take appropriate steps to eliminate unnecessary duplica-

tion or overlapping in the fields of procurement, supply,transportation, storage, health, and research;
(4) Supervise and coordinate the preparation of the budget

estimates of the departments and agencies comprising the NationalMilitary Establishment; formulate and determine the budgetestimates for submittal to the Bureau of the Budget; and super-
vise the budget programs of such departments and agencies underthe applicable appropriation Act:

Rertariest ofArmyf Provided, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the SecretaryNavy, and Air Force. of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, or the Secretary of the Air
Force from presenting to the President or to the Director of theBudget, after first so informing the Secretary of Defense, any reportAdministtion of or recommendation relating to his department which he may deemDepartments of necessary: And provided urther, That the Department of the Army,Army, Navy, and the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the Air Forceshall be administered as individual executive departments by theirrespective Secretaries and all powers and duties relating to suchdepartments not specifically conferred upon the Secretary of Defenseby this Act shall be retained by each of their respective Secretaries.Reorts to Pressi (b) The Secretary of Defense shall submit annual written reportsto the President and the Congress covering expenditures, work, andaccomplishments of the National Military Establishment, togetherwith such recommendations as he shall deem appropriate.

(c) The Secretary of Defense shall cause a seal of office to be madefor the National Military Establishment, of such design as the Presi-dent shall approve, and judicial notice shall be taken thereof.

MITARY ASSISTANTS TO HE SECRETARY

SEC. 203. Officers of the armed services may be detailed to dutyas assistants and personal aides to the Secretary of Defense, but heshall not establish a military staff.

Special assistants
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

SEC. 204. (a) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to appointfrom civilian life not to exceed three special assistants to advise and
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(b) The National Military Establishment shall consist of the 
Department of the Army, the Department of the Navy, and the 
Department of the Air Force, together with all other agencies created 
under title II of this Act. 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SEC. 202. (a) There shall be a Secretary of Defense, who shall 
be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate: Provided, That a person who, has 
within ten years been on active duty as a commissioned officer in a 
Regular component of the armed services shall not be eligible for 
appointment as Seeretary of Defense. The Secretary of Defense 
shall be the principal assistant to the President in all matters relat-
ing to the national security. Under the direction of the President 
and subject to the provisions of this Act he shall perform the 
following duties: 

(1) Establish general policies and programs for the National 
Military Establishment and for all of the departments and 
agencies therein; 

(2) Exercise general direction, authority, and control over such 
departments and agencies; 

(3) Take appropriate steps to eliminate unnecessary duplica-
tion or overlapping in the fields of procurement, supply, 
transportation, storage, health, and research; 

(4) Supervise and coordinate the preparation of the budget 
estimates of the departments and agencies comprising the National 
Military Establishment; formulate and determine the budget 
estimates for submittal to the Bureau of the Budget; and super-
vise the budget programs of such departments and agencies under 
the applicable appropriation Act: 

Provided, That nothing herein contained shall prevent the Secretary 
of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, or the Secretary of the Air 
Force from presenting to the President or to the Director of the 
Budget, after first so informing the Secretary of Defense, any report 
or recommendation relating to his department which he may deem 
necessary: And providedNrther, That the Department of the Army, 
the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the Air Force 
shall be administered as individual executive departments by their 
respective Secretaries and all powers and duties relating to such 
departments not specifically conferred upon the Secretary of Defense 
by this Act shall be retained by each of their respective Secretaries. 

(b) The Secretary of Defense shall submit annual written reports 
to the President and the Congress covering expenditures, work, and 
accomplishments of the National Military Establishment, together 
with such recommendations as he shall deem appropriate. 

(c) The Secretary of Defense shall cause a seal of office to be made 
for the National Military Establishment, of such design as the Presi-
dent shall approve, and judicial notice shall be taken thereof. 

MILITARY Ai3SISTANTS TO FkLE SECRETARY 

SEC. 203. Officers of the armed services may be detailed to duty 
as assistants and personal aides to the Secretary of Defense, but he 
shall not establish a military staff. 

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL 

SEC. 204. (a) The Secretary of Defense is authorized to appoint 
from civilian life not to exceed three special assistants to advise and 
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assist him in the performance of his duties. Each such special assist-
ant shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 a year.

(b) The Secretary of Defense is authorized, subject to the civil-
service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint
and fix the compensation of such other civilian personnel as may be
necessary for the performance of the functions of the National Mili-
tary Establishment other than those of the Departments of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force.

42 Stat. 1488.
U. S. C. §§ 661-674.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

SEC. 205. (a) The Department of War shall hereafter be designated
the Department of the Army, and the title of the Secretary of War
shall be changed to Secretary of the Army. Changes shall be made
in the titles of other officers and activities of the Department of the
Army as the Secretary of the Army may determine.

(b) All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions relating to the
Department of War or to any officer or activity whose title is changed
under this section shall, insofar as they are not inconsistent with the
provisions of this Act, be deemed to relate to the Department of the
Army within the National Military Establishment or to such officer or
activity designated by his or its new title.

(c) The term "Department of the Army" as used in this Act shall be
construed to mean the Department of the Army at the seat of govern-
ment and all field headquarters, forces, reserve components, installa-
tions, activities, and functions under the control or supervision of the
Department of the Army.

(d) The Secretary of the Army shall cause a seal of office to be made
for the Department of the Army, of such design as the President may
approve, and judicial notice shall be taken thereof.

(e) In general the United States Army, within the Department of
the Army, shall include land combat and service forces and such avia-
tion and water transport as may be organic therein. It shall be
organized, trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained
combat incident to operations on land. It shall be responsible for the
preparation of land forces necessary for the effective prosecution of
war except as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with integrated
joint mobilization plans, for the expansion of peacetime components
of the Army to meet the needs of war.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

SEC. 206. (a) The term "Department of the Navy" as used in this
Act shall be construed to mean the Department of the Navy at the seat
of government; the headquarters, United States Marine Corps; the
entire operating forces of the United States Navy, including naval
aviation, and of the United States Marine Corps, including the
reserve components of such forces; all field activities, headquarters,
forces, bases, installations, activities, and functions under the control
or supervision of the Department of the Navy; and the United States
Coast Guard when operating as a part of the Navy pursuant to law.

(b) In general the United States Navy, within the Department of
the Navy, shall include naval combat and services forces and such
aviation as may be organic therein. It shall be organized, trained,
and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained combat incident to
operations at sea. It shall be responsible for the preparation of naval
forces necessary for the effective prosecution of war except as other-
wise assigned, and, in accordance with integrated joint mobilization
plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of the Navy to
meet the needs of war.

Change in designa-
tion; titles.

"Department of the
Army."

Seal.

U. S. Army.

"Department of the
Navy."

U. S. Navy.
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assist him in the performance of his duties. Each such special assist-
ant shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 a year. 

(b) The Secretary of Defense is authorized, subject to the civil-
service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint 
and fix the compensation of such other civilian personnel as may be 
necessary for the performance of the functions of the National Mili-
tary Establishment other than those of the Departments of the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force. 

DEPARTMENT OF Int. ARMY 

SEC. 205. (a) The Department of War shall hereafter be designated 
the Department of the Army, and the title of the Secretary of War 
shall be changed to Secretary of the Army. Changes shall be made 
in the titles of other officers and activities of the Department of the 
Army as the Secretary of the Army may determine. 

(b) All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions relating to the 
Department of War or to any officer or activity whose title is changed 
under this section shall, insofar as they are not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this Act, be deemed to relate to the Department of the 
Army within the National Military Establishment or to such officer or 
activity designated by his or its new title. 

(c) The term "Department of the Army" as used in this Act shall be 
construed to mean the Department of the Army at the seat of govern-
ment and all field headquarters, forces, reserve components2 installa-
tions, activities, and functions under the control or supervision of the 
Department of the Army. 

(d) The Secretary of the Army shall cause a seal of office to be made 
for the Department of the Army, of such design as the President may 
approve, and judicial notice shall be taken thereof. 

(e) In general the United States Army, within the Department of 
the Army, shall include land combat and service forces and such avia-
tion and water transport as may be organic therein. It shall be 
organized, trained, and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained 
combat incident to operations on land. It shall be responsible for the 
preparation of land forces necessary for the effective prosecution of 
war except as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with integrated 
joint mobilization plans, for the expansion of peacetime components 
of the Army to meet the needs of war. 

DEPARTMENT OF Tat. NAVY 

SEC. 206. (a) The term "Department of the Navy" as used in this 
Act shall be construed to mean the Department of the Navy at the seat 
of government; the headquarters, United States Marine Corps; the 
entire operating forces of the United States Navy, including naval 
aviation, and of the United States Marine Corps, including the 
reserve components of such forces; all field activities, headquarters, 
forces, bases, installations, activities, and functions under the control 
or supervision of the Department of the Navy; and the United States 
Coast Guard when operating as a part of the Navy pursuant to law. 

(b) In general the United States Navy, within the Department of 
the Navy, shall include naval combat and services forces and such 
aviation as may be organic therein. It shall be organized, trained, 
and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained combat incident to 
operations at sea. It shall be responsible for the preparation of naval 
forces necessary for the effective prosecution of war except as other-
wise assigned, and, in accordance with integrated joint mobilization 
plans, for the expansion of the peacetime components of the Navy to 
meet the needs of war. 
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Naval aviation.

Responsibility of
Navy.

U. S. Marine Corps.

Additional duties.

Restriction.

All naval aviation shall be integrated with the naval service as
part thereof within the Department of the Navy. Naval aviation shall
consist of combat and service and training forces, and shall include
land-based naval aviation, air transport essential for naval operations,
all air weapons and air techniques involved in the operations and
activities of the United States Navy, and the entire remainder of the
aeronautical organization of the United States Navy, together with the
personnel necessary therefor.

The Navy shall be generally responsible for naval reconnaissance,
antisubmarine warfare, and protection of shipping.

The Navy shall develop aircraft, weapons, tactics, technique, organ-
ization and equipment of naval combat and service elements; matters
of joint concern as to these functions shall be coordinated between
the Army, the Air Force, and the Navy.

(c) The United States Marine Corps, within the Department of
the Navy, shall include land combat and service forces and such
aviation as may be organic therein. The Marine Corps shall be
organized, trained, and equipped to provide fleet marine forces of
combined arms, together with supporting air components, for service
with the fleet in the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases and
for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the
prosecution of a naval campaign. It shall be the duty of the Marine
Corps to develop, in coordination with the Army and the Air Force,
those phases of amphibious operations which pertain to the tactics,
technique, and equipment employed by landing forces. In addition,
the Marine Corps shall provide detachments and organizations for
service on armed vessels of the Navy, shall provide security detach-
ments for the protection of naval property at naval stations and bases,
and shall perform such other duties as the President may direct:'
Provided, That such additional duties shall not detract from or inter-
fere with the operations for which the Marine Corps is primarily
organized. The Marine Corps shall be responsible, in accordance
with integrated joint mobilization plans, for the expansion of peace-
time components of the Marine Corps to meet the needs of war.

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

cretarY of the Ar SEC. 207. (a) Within the National Military Establishment there is
hereby established an executive department to be known as the Depart-
ment of the Air Force, and a Secretary of the Air Force, who shall be
the head thereof. The Secretary of the Air Force shall be appointed
from civilian life by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate.

5 U. B. .C . (b) Section 158 of the Revised Statutes is amended to include the
Department of the Air Force and the provisions of so much of title IV5 U. .C. ci eteq. of the Revised Statutes as now or hereafter amended as is not incon-
sistent with this Act shall be applicable to the Department of the

"Department of the Air Force.
Air Force." (C) The term "Department of the Air Force" as used in this Act

shall be construed to mean the Department of the Air Force at the
seat of government and all field headquarters, forces, reserve com-
ponents, installations, activities, and functions under the control or

Under Sereysupervision of the Department of the Air Force.
Assistant ecretares (d) There shall be in the Department of the Air Force an UnderSecretary of the Air Force and two Assistant Secretaries of the Air

Force, who shall be appointed from civilian life by the President by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

(e) The several officers of the Department of the Air Force shall
perform such functions as the Secretary of the Air Force may
prescribe.
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All naval aviation shall be integrated with the naval service as 
part thereof within the Department of the Navy. Naval aviation shall 
consist of combat and service and training forces, and shall include 
land-based naval aviation, air transport essential for naval operations, 
all air weapons and air techniques involved in. the operations and 
activities of the United States Navy, and the entire remainder of the 
aeronautical organization of the United States Navy, together with the 
personnel necessary therefor. 
The Navy shall be generally responsible for naval reconnaissance, 

antisubmarine warfare, and protection of shipping. 
The Navy shall develop aircraft, weapons, tactics, technique, organ-

ization and equipment of naval combat and service elements; matters 
of joint concern as to these functions shall be coordinated between 
the Army, the Air Force, and the Navy. 

(c) The United States Marine Corps, within the Department of 
the Navy, shall include land combat and service forces and such 
aviation as may be organic therein. The Marine Corps shall be 
organized, trained, and equipped to provide fleet marine forces of 
combined arms, together with supporting air components, for service 
with the fleet in the seizure or defense of advanced naval bases and 
for the conduct of such land operations as may be essential to the 
prosecution of a naval campaign. It shall be the duty of the Marine 
Corps to develop, in coordination with the Army and the Air Force, 
those phases of amphibious operations which pertain to the tactics, 
technique, and equipment employed by landing forces. In addition, 
the Marine Corps shall provide detachments and organizations for 
service on armed vessels of the Navy, shall provide security detach-
ments for the protection of naval property at naval stations and bases, 
and shall perform such other duties as the President may direct:, 
Provided, That such additional duties shall not detract from or inter-
fere with the operations for which the Marine Corps is primarily 
organized. The . Marine Corps shall be responsible, in accordance 
with integrated joint mobilization plans, for the expansion of peace-
time components of the Marine Corps to meet the needs of war. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

SEC. 207. (a) Within the National Military Establishment there is 
hereby established an executive department to be known as the Depart-
ment of the Air Force, and a Secretary of the Air Force, who shall be 
the head thereof. The Secretary of the Air Force shall be appointed 
from civilian life by the President, by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate. 

(b) Section 158 of the Revised Statutes is amended to include the 
Department of the Air Force and the provisions of so much of title IV 
of the Revised Statutes as now or hereafter amended as is not incon-
sistent with this Act shall be applicable to the Department of the 
Air Force. 

(c) The term "Department of the Air Force" as used in this Act 
shall be construed to mean the Department of the Air Force at the 
seat of government and all field headquarters, forces, reserve com-
ponents, installations, activities, and functions under the control or 
supervision of the Department of the Air Force. 

(d) There shall be in the Department of the Air Force an Under 
Secretary of the Air Force and two Assistant Secretaries of the Air 
Force, who shall be appointed from civilian life by the President by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

(e) The several officers of the Department of the Air Force shall 
perform such functions as the Secretary of the Air Force may 
prescribe. 
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(f) So much of the functions of the Secretary of the Army and
of the Department of the Army, including those of any officer of
such Department, as are assigned to or under the control of the
Commanding General, Army Air Forces, or as are deemed by the
Secretary of Defense to be necessary or desirable for the operations
of the Department of the Air Force or the United States Air Force,
shall be transferred to and vested in the Secretary of the Air Force
and the Department of the Air Force: Provided, That the National
Guard Bureau shall, in addition to the functions and duties per-
formed by it for the Department of the Army, be charged with similar
functions and duties for the Department of the Air Force, and shall
be the channel of communication between the Department of the Air
Force and the several States on all matters pertaining to the Air
National Guard: And provided further, That, in order to permit an
orderly transfer, the Secretary of Defense may, during the transfer
period hereinafter prescribed, direct that the Department of the Army
shall continue for appropriate periods to exercise any of such func-
tions, insofar as they relate to the Department of the Air Force, or
the United States Air Force or their property and personnel. Such
of the property, personnel, and records of the Department of the Army
used in the exercise of functions transferred under this subsection as
the Secretary of Defense shall determine shall be transferred or
assigned to the Department of the Air Force.

(g) The Secretary of the Air Force shall cause a seal of office to
be made for the Department of the Air Force, of such device as the
President shall approve, and judicial notice shall be taken thereof.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

SEC. 208. (a) The United States Air Force is hereby established
under the Department of the Air Force. The Army Air Forces, the
Air Corps, United States Army, and the General Headquarters Air
Force (Air Force Combat Command), shall be transferred to the
United States Air Force.

(b) There shall be a Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, who
shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, for a term of four years from among the officers
of general rank who are assigned to or commissioned in the United
States Air Force. Under the direction of the Secretary of the Air
Force, the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, shall exercise
command over the United States Air Force and shall be charged with
the duty of carrying into execution all lawful orders and directions
which may be transmitted to him. The functions of the Commanding
General, General Headquarters Air Force (Air Force Combat Com-
mand), and of the Chief of the Air Corps and of the Commanding
General, Army Air Forces, shall be transferred to the Chief of Staff,
United States Air Force. When such transfer becomes effective, the
offices of the Chief of the Air Corps, United States Army, and Assist-
ants to the Chief of the Air Corps, United States Army, provided for
by the Act of June 4, 1920, as amended (41 Stat. 768), and Command-
ing General, General Headquarters Air Force, provided for by section
5 of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1525), shall cease to exist.
While holding office as Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, the
incumbent shall hold a grade and receive allowances equivalent to
those prescribed by law for the Chief of Staff, United States Army.
The Chief of Staff, United States Army, the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, and the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, shall take rank
among themselves according to their relative dates of appointment
as such, and shall each take rank above all other officers on the active
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(f) So much of the functions of the Secretary of the Army and 
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among themselves according to their relative dates of appointment 
as such, and shall each take rank above all other officers on the active 
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Rank of Chief of list of the Army, Navy, and Air Force: Provided, That nothing in
Chief of Nval Oper- this Act shall have the effect of changing the'relative rank of the
ations. present Chief of Staff, United States Army, and the present Chief of

Naval Operations.
Tnransfer of person- (C) All commissioned officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men,

commissioned, holding warrants, or enlisted, in the Air Corps, United
States Army, or the Army Air Forces, shall be transferred in branch
to the United States Air Force. All other commissioned officers, war-
rant officers, and enlisted men, who are commissioned, hold warrants,
or are enlisted, in any component of the Army of the United States
and who are under the authority or command of the Commanding
General, Army Air Forces, shall be continued under the authority or
command of the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, and underStatus of personnel. the jurisdiction of the Department of the Air Force. Personnel whose
status is affected by this subsection shall retain their existing commis-
sions, warrants or enlisted status in existing components of the armed
forces unless otherwise altered or terminated in accordance with exist-
ing law; and they shall not be deemed to have been appointed to a new
or different office or grade, or to have vacated their permanent or
temporary appointments in an existing component of the armed
forces, solely by virtue of any change in status under this subsection.
No such change in status shall alter or prejudice the status of any
individual so assigned, so as to deprive him of any right, benefit, or
privilege to which he may be entitled under existing law.

(d) Except as otherwise directed by the Secretary of the Air Force
all property, records, installations, agencies, activities, projects, and
civilian personnel under the jurisdiction, control, authority, or com-
mand of the Commanding General, Army Air Forces shall be con-
tinued to the same extent under the jurisdiction, control, authority, or
command, respectively, of the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force,
in the Department of the Air Force.

ery, re of propds etc. (e) For a period of two years from the date of enactment of this
Act, personnel (both military and civilian), property, records,
installations, agencies, activities, and projects may be transferred
between the Department of the Army and the Department of the Air

. Air Forc. Force by direction of the Secretary of Defense.
(f) n general the United States Air Force shall include aviation

forces both combat and service not otherwise assigned. It shall be
organized, trained and equipped primarily for prompt and sustained
offensive and defensive air operations. The Air Force shall be
responsible for the preparation of the air forces necessary for the
effective prosecution of war except as otherwise assigned and, in
accordance with integrated joint mobilization plans, for the expansion
of the peacetime components of the Air Force to meet the needs of
war.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF TRANSFEBS

SEC. 209. Each transfer, assignment, or change in status under sec-
tion 207 or section 208 shall take effect upon such date or dates as may
be prescribed by the Secretary of Defense.

WAR COUNCIL

SEC. 210. There shall be within the National Military Establish-
ment a War Council composed of the Secretary of Defense, as Chair-
man, who shall have power of decision; the Secretary of the Army; the
Secretary of the Navy; the Secretary of the Air Force; the Chief of
Staff, United States Army; the Chief of Naval Operations; and the
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list of the Army, Navy, and Air Force: Provided, That nothing in 
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present Chief of Staff, United States Army, and the present Chief of 
Naval Operations. 
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Secretary of the Navy; the Secretary of the Air Force; the Chief of 
Staff, United States Army; the Chief of Naval Operations; and the 
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Chief of Staff, United States Air Force. The War Council shall advise
the Secretary of Defense on matters of broad policy relating to the
armed forces, and shall consider and report on such other matters
as the Secretary of Defense may direct.

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

SEC. 211. (a) There is hereby established within the National Mili-
tary Establishment the Joint Chiefs of Staff, which shall consist of the
Chief of Staff, United States Army; the Chief of Naval Operations;
the Chief of Staff, United States Air Force; and the Chief of Staff to
the Commander in Chief, if there be one.

(b) Subject to the authority and direction of the President and the
Secretary of Defense, it shall be the duty of the Joint Chiefs of Staff-

(1) to prepare strategic plans and to provide for the strategic
direction of the military forces;

(2) to prepare joint logistic plans and to assign to the military
services logistic responsibilities in accordance with such plans;

(3) to establish unified commands in strategic areas when such
unified commands are in the interest of national security;

(4) to formulate policies for joint training of the military
forces;

(5) to formulate policies for coordinating the education of
members of the military forces;

(6) to review major material and personnel requirements of
the military forces, in accordance with strategic and logistic plans;
and

(7) to provide United States representation on the Military
Staff Committee of the United Nations in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations.

(c) The Joint Chiefs of Staff shall act as the principal military
advisers to the President and the Secretary of Defense and shall per-
form such other duties as the President and the Secretary of Defense
may direct or as may be prescribed by law.

JOINT STAFF

SEC. 212. There shall be, under the Joint Chiefs of Staff, a Joint
Staff to consist of not to exceed one hundred officers and to be composed
of approximately equal numbers of officers from each of the three armed
services. The Joint Staff, operating under a Director thereof
appointed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, shall perform such duties as
may be directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Director shall be
an officer junior in grade to all members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

MUNITIONS BOARD

SEC. 213. (a) There is hereby established in the National Military
Establishment a Munitions Board (hereinafter in this section referred
to as the "Board").

(b) The Board shall be composed of a Chairman, who shall be the
head thereof, and an Under Secretary or Assistant Secretary from
each of the three military departments, to be designated in each case by
the Secretaries of their respective departments. The Chairman shall
be appointed from civilian life by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, and shall receive compensation at the rate
of $14,000 a year.
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(c) It shall be the duty of the Board under the direction of the
Secretary of Defense and in support of strategic and logistic plans
prepared by the Joint Chiefs of Staff-

(1) to coordinate the appropriate activities within the National
Military Establishment with regard to industrial matters, includ-
ing the procurement, production, and distribution plans of the
departments and agencies comprising the Establishment;

(2) to plan for the military aspects of industrial mobilization;
(3) to recommend assignment of procurement responsibilities

among the several military services and to plan for standardiza-
tion of specifications and for the greatest practicable allocation
of purchase authority of technical equipment and common use
items on the basis of single procurement;

(4) to prepare estimates of potential production, procurement,
and personnel for use in evaluation of the logistic feasibility of
strategic operations;

(5) to determine relative priorities of the various segments
of the military procurement programs;

(6) to supervise such subordinate agencies as are or may be
created to consider the subjects falling within the scope of the
Board's responsibilities;

(7) to make recommendations to regroup, combine, or dissolve
existing interservice agencies operating in the fields of procure-
ment, production, and distribution in such manner as to promote
efficiency and economy;

(8) to maintain liaison with other departments and agencies
for the proper correlation of military requirements with the
civilian economy, particularly in regard to the procurement or
disposition of strategic and critical material and the maintenance
of adequate reserves of such material, and to make recommenda-
tions as to policies in connection therewith;

(9) to assemble and review material and personnel require-
ments presented by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and those presented
by the production, procurement, and distribution agencies
assigned to meet military needs, and to make recommendations
thereon to the Secretary of Defense; and

(10) to perform such other duties as the Secretary of Defense
may direct.

(d) When the Chairman of the Board first appointed has taken
office, the Joint Army and Navy Munitions Board shall cease to
exist and all its records and personnel shall be transferred to the
Munitions Board.

(e) The Secretary of Defense shall provide the Board with such
personnel and facilities as the Secretary may determine to be required
by the Board for the performance of its functions.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD

SEC. 214. (a) There is hereby established in the National Military
Establishment a Research and Development Board (hereinafter inComposition. this section referred to as the "Board"). The Board shall be com-
posed of a Chairman, who shall be the head thereof, and two repre-
sentatives from each of the Departments of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force, to be designated by the Secretaries of their respective

Chaiman Departments. The Chairman shall be appointed from civilian life
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,Purpose. and shall receive compensation at the rate of $14,000 a year. The
purpose of the Board shall be to advise the Secretary of Defense
as to the status of scientific research relative to the national security,
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departments and agencies comprising the Establishment; 

(2) to plan for the military aspects of industrial mobilization; 
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among the several military services and to plan for standardiza-
tion of specifications and for the greatest practicable allocation 
of purchase authority of technical equipment and common use 
items on the basis of single procurement ; 

(4) to prepare estimates of potential production, procurement, 
and personnel for use in evaluation of the logistic feasibility of 
strategic operations; 

(5) to determine relative priorities of the various segments 
of the military procurement programs; 

(6) to supervise such subordinate agencies as are or may be 
created to consider the subjects falling within the scope of the 
Board's responsibilities; 

(7) to make recommendations to regroup, combine, or dissolve 
existing interservice agencies operating in the fields of procure-
ment, production, and distribution in such manner as to promote 
efficiency and economy; 

(8) to maintain liaison with other departments and agencies 
for the proper correlation of military requirements with the 
civilian economy, particularly in regard to the procurement or 
disposition of strategic and critical material and the maintenance 
of adequate reserves of such maiterial, and to make recommenda-
tions as to policies in connection therewith; 

(9) to assemble and review material and personnel require-
ments presented by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and those presented 
by the production, procurement, and distribution agencies 
assigned to meet military needs, and to make recommendations 
thereon to the Secretary of Defense; and 

(10) to perform such other duties as the Secretary of Defense 
may direct. 

(d) When the Chairman of the Board first appointed has taken 
office, the Joint Army and Navy Munitions Board shall cease to 
exist and all its records and personnel shall be transferred to the 
Munitions Board. 

(e) The Secretary of Defense shall provide the Board with such 
personnel and facilities as the Secretary may determine to be required 
by the Board for the performance of its functions. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD 

SEC. 214. (a) There is hereby established in the National Military 
Establishment a Research and Development Board (hereinafter in 
this section referred to as the "Board"). The Board shall be com-
posed of a Chairman, who shall be the head thereof, and two repre-
sentatives from each of the Departments of the Army, Navy, and 
Air Force, to be designated by the Secretaries of their respective 
Departments. The Chairman shall be appointed from civilian life 
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
and shall receive compensation at the rate of $14,000 a year. The 
purpose of the Board shall be to advise the Secretary of Defense 
as to the status of scientific research relative to the national security, 
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and to assist him in assuring adequate provision for research and
development on scientific problems relating to the national security.

(b) It shall be the duty of the Board, under the direction of the
Secretary of Defense-

(1) to prepare a complete and integrated program of research
and development for military purposes;

(2) to advise with regard to trends in scientific research relat-
ing to national security and the measures necessary to assure con-
tinued and increasing progress;

(3) to recommend measures of coordination of research and
development among the military departments, and allocation
among them of responsibilities for specific programs of joint
interest;

(4) to formulate policy for the National Military Establish-
ment in connection with research and development matters in-
volving agencies outside the National Military Establishment;

(5) to consider the interaction of research and development
and strategy, and to advise the Joint Chiefs of Staff in connec-
tion therewith; and

(6) to perform such other duties as the Secretary of Defense
may direct.

(c) When the Chairman of the Board first appointed has taken
office, the Joint Research and Development Board shall cease to exist
and all its records and personnel shall be transferred to the Research
and Development Board.

(d) The Secretary of Defense shall provide the Board with such
personnel and facilities as the Secretary may determine to be required
by the Board for the performance of its functions.

TITLE III-MISCELLANEOUS

COMPENSATION OF SECRETARIES

SEC. 301. (a) The Secretary of Defense shall receive the compensa-
tion prescribed by law for heads of executive departments.

(b) The Secretary of the Army, the Secretary of the Navy, and
the Secretary of the Air Force shall each receive the compensation
prescribed by law for heads of executive departments.

UNDER SECRETARIES AND ASSISTANT SECRETAIIES

SEC. 302. The Under Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries of the
Army, the Navy, and the Air Force shall each receive compensation
at the rate of $10,000 a year and shall perform such duties as the
Secretaries of their respective departments may prescribe.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND PERSONNEL

SEC. 303. (a) The Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the
National Security Resources Board, and the Director of Central
Intelligence are authorized to appoint such advisory committees and
to employ, consistent with other provisions of this Act, such part-
time advisory personnel as they may deem necessary in carrying out
their respective functions and the functions of agencies under their
control. Persons holding other offices or positions under the United
States for which they receive compensation while serving as members
of such committees shall receive no additional compensation for such
service. Other members of such committees and other part-time
advisory personnel so employed may serve without compensation or
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may receive compensation at a rate not to exceed $35 for each day ofservice, as determined by the appointing authority.
(b) Service of an individual as a member of any such advisory

committee, or in any other part-time capacity for a department oragency hereunder, shall not be considered as service bringing suchindividual within the provisions of section 109 or 113 of the Criminal
Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18, secs. 198 and 203), or section19 (e) of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, unless the act of suchindividual, which by such section is made unlawful when performedby an individual referred to in such section, is with respect to anyparticular matter which directly involves a department or agencywhich such person is advising or in which such department or agency
is directly interested.

STATUS OF TRANSFERRED CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

SEC. 304. All transfers of civilian personnel under this Act shall bewithout change in classification or compensation, but the head of anydepartment or agency to which such a transfer is made is authorizedto make such changes in the titles and designations and prescribe suchchanges in the duties of such personnel commensurate with their classi-fication as he may deem necessary and appropriate.

Orders applicable to
transferred functions,
etc.

Nonabatement of
suits, etc.

55 Stat. 839.
50 . S. C.

§605.
50 U. S. C.

§ 601 note.
50 U. S. C.

§ 601 note.

app.

app.

app.

5 U.S.C. 1411 note.

SAVING PROVISIONS

SEC. 305. (a) All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions appli-cable with respect to any function, activity, personnel, property,records, or other thing transferred under this Act, or with respect toany officer, department, or agency, from which such transfer is made,shall, except to the extent rescinded, modified, superseded, terminated,or made inapplicable by or under authority of law, have the same effectas if such transfer had not been made; but, after any such transfer,any such law, order regulation, or other action which vested functionsin or otherwise related to any officer, department, or agency fromwhich such transfer was made shall, insofar as applicable with respectto the function activity, personnel, property, records or other thingtransferred and to the extent not inconsistent with other provisions ofthis Act, be deemed to have vested such function in or relate to theofficer, department, or agency to which the transfer was made.(b) No suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully commenced by oragainst the head of any department or agency or other officer of theUnited States, in his official capacity or in relation to the dischargeof his official duties, shall abate by reason of the taking effect of anytransfer or change in title under the provisions of this Act; and, inthe case of any such transfer, such suit, action, or other proceedingmay be maintained by or against the successor of such head or otherofficer under the transfer, but only if the court shall allow the sameto be maintained on motion or supplemental petition filed withintwelve months after such transfer takes effect, showing a necessity forthe survival of such suit, action, or other proceeding to obtain settle-ment of the questions involved.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of the second paragraph ofsection 5 of title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, the existingorganization of the War Department under the provisions of ExecutiveOrder Numbered 9082 of Februar 28, 1942, as modified by ExecutiveOrder Numbered 9722 of May 13, 1946, and the existing organizationof the Department of the Navy under the provisions of ExecutiveOrder Numbered 9635 of September 29, 1945, including the assignment

of functions to organizational units within the War and Navy Deart-ments, may, to the extent determined by the Secretary of Defense,
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may receive compensation at a rate not to exceed $35 for each day of 
service, as determined by the appointing authority. 

(b) Service of an individual as a member of any such advisory 
committee, or in any other part-time capacity for a department or 
agency hereunder, shall not be considered as service bringing such 
individual within the provisions of section 109 or 113 of the Criminal 
Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18, secs. 198 and 203), or section 
19 (e) of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, unless the act of such 
individual, which by such section is made unlawful when performed 
by an individual referred to in such section, is with respect to any 
particular matter which directly involves a department or agency 
which such person is advising or in which such department or agency 
is directly interested. 

STATUS OF TRANSFERRED CIVILIAN PERSONNEL 

SE0. 304. All transfers of civilian personnel under this Act shall be 
without change in classification or compensation, but the head of any 
department or agency to which such a transfer is made is authorized 
to make such changes in the titles and designations and prescribe such 
changes in the duties of such personnel commensurate with their classi-
fication as he may deem necessary and appropriate. 

SAVING PROVISIONS 

SEC. 305. (a) All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions appli-
cable with respect to any function, activity, personnel, property, 
records, or other thing transferred under this Act, or with respect to 
any officer, department, or agency, from which such transfer is made, 
shall, except to the extent rescinded, modified, superseded, terminated, 
or made inapplicable by or under authority of law, have the same effect 
as if such transfer had not been made; but, after any such transfer, 
any such law, order, regulation, or other action w hich vested functions 
in or otherwise related to any officer, department, or agency from 
which such transfer was made shall, insofar as applicable with respect 
to the function, activity, personnel, property, records or other thing 
transferred and to the extent not inconsistent with other provisions of 
this Act, be deemed to have vested such function in or relate to the 
officer, department, or agency to which the transfer was made. 

(b) No suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully commenced by or 
against the head of any department or agency or other officer of the 
United States, in his official capacity or in relation to the discharge 
of his official duties, shall abate by reason of the taking effect of any 
transfer or change in title under the provisions of this Act; and, in 
the case of any such transfer, such suit, action, or other proceeding 
may be maintained by or against the successor of such head or other 
officer under the transfer, but only if the court shall allow the same 
to be maintained on motion or supplemental petition filed within 
twelve months after such transfer takes effect, showing a necessity for 
the survival of such suit, action, or other proceeding to obtain settle-
ment of the questions involved. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of the second paragraph of 
section 5 of title I of the First War Powers Act, 1941, the existing 
organization of the War Department under the provisions of Executive 
Order Numbered 9082 of February 28, 1942, as modified by Executive 
Order Numbered 9122 of May 13, 1946, and the existing organization 
of the Department of the Navy under the provisions of Executive  
Order Numbered 9635 of September 29, 1945, including the assignment 
of functions to organizational units within the War and Navy Depart-
ments, may, to the extent determined by the Secretary of Defense, 
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continue in force for two years following the date of enactment of this
Act except to the extent modified by the provisions of this Act or under
the authority of law.

TRANSFER OF FUNDS

SEC. 306. All unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations,
nonappropriated funds, or other funds available or hereafter made
available for use by or on behalf of the Army Air Forces or officers
thereof, shall be transferred to the Department of the Air Force for
use in connection with the exercise of its functions. Such other
unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, nonappropriated
funds, or other funds available or hereafter made available for use
by the Department of War or the Department of the Army in exercise
of functions transferred to the Department of the Air Force under
this Act, as the Secretary of Defense shall determine, shall be trans-
ferred to the Department of the Air Force for use in connection with
the exercise of its functions. Unexpended balances transferred under
this section may be used for the purposes for which the appropriations,
allocations, or other funds were originally made available, or for new
expenditures occasioned by the enactment of this Act. The transfers
herein authorized may be made with or without warrant action as may
be appropriate from time to time from any appropriation covered by
this section to any other such appropriation or to such new accounts
established on the books of the Treasury as may be determined to be
necessary to carry into effect provisions of this Act.

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 307. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary and appropriate to carry out the provisions
and purposes of this Act.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 308. (a) As used in this Act, the term "function" includes
functions, powers, and duties.

(b) As used in this Act, the term "budget program" refers to recom-
mendations as to th" apportionment, to the allocation and to the review
of allotments of appropriated funds.

SEPARABILITY

SEC. 309. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of the Act and of the application of such provision to other
persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 310. (a) The first sentence of section 202 (a) and sections 1,
2, 307, 308, 309, and 310 shall take effect immediately upon the enact-
ment of this Act.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (a), the provisions of this Act
shall take effect on whichever of the following days is the earlier:
The day after the day upon which the Secretary of Defense first
appointed takes office, or the sixtieth day after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

SUCCESSION TO THE PRESIDENCY

SEC. 311. Paragraph (1) of subsection (d) of section 1 of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the performance of the duties of the
office of President in case of the removal, resignation, death, or in-
ability both of the President and Vice President", approved July 18,
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continue in force for two years following the date of enactment of this 
Act except to the extent modified by the provisions of this Act or under 
the authority of law. 

TRANSFER OF FUNDS 

SEC. 306. All unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, 
nonappropriated funds, or other funds available or hereafter made 
available for use by or on behalf of the Army Air Forces or officers 
thereof, shall be transferred to the Department of the Air Force for 
use in connection with the exercise of its functions. Such other 
unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, nonappropriated 
funds, or other funds available or hereafter made available for use 
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allocations, or other funds were originally made available, or for new 
expenditures occasioned by the enactment of this Act. The transfers 
herein authorized may be made with or without warrant action as may 
be appropriate from time to time from any appropriation covered by 
this section to any other such appropriation or to such new accounts 
established on the books of the Treasury as may be determined to be 
necessary to carry into effect provisions of this Act. 
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SEC. 307. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such 
sums as may be necessary and appropriate to carry out the provisions 
and purposes of this Act. 
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(b) Except as provided in subsection (a), the provisions of this Act 
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The day after the day upon which the Secretary of Defense first 
appointed takes office, or the sixtieth day after the date of the enact-
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1947, is amended by striking out "Secretary of War" and inserting in
lieu thereof "Secretary of Defense", and by striking out "Secretary of
the Navy,".

Approved July 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 344]
July 26, 1947
[H. R. 4017]

[Public Law 254]

AN ACT
To amend the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 to provide that bonds issued

under such Act shall be redeemable at any time after September 1, 1947, to
permit settlement and compensation under such Act to be made in cash, and
for other purposes.

I

b
1

Be it eacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph

60 stat. 96. (1) of section 6 (a) of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended
to read as follows:

Settlement and com- "(1) Settlement and compensation shall be made entirely in cash-
satio (i) when the amount due is less than $50;

"(ii) in the case of any enlisted member of the armed forces
discharged prior to January 1, 1943;

"(iii) in any case covered by subsection (b) or (c) of this
section; or

"(iv) in the case of any applicant who has not made applica-
tion for settlement and compensation and who makes application
to the Secretary after the enactment of this amendatory Act and
who requests that settlement and compensation be made entirely
in cash. The amount of cash settlement provided for in this
subparagraph shall include an amount equivalent to the amount
of interest which would have accrued to the end of the month in
which settlement is made had the settlement been made in an
armed forces leave bond, issued pursuant to the provisions of

37 U. S. C. 35 (a) paragraph (2) of section 6 (a). Such equivalent amount shall
2). be considered as interest, as in the case of bonds, for the purposes
60 Stat. 967. of section 7 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946. Appro-

priations available for cash payments shall also be available for
the payment of the equivalent amounts authorized by this sub-
paragraph to be paid."

60 Stat.95. a) SEC. 2. So much of section 6 (a) of the Armed Forces Leave Act37 U. S. C. § 35 (a). of 1946 as reads as follows: "Each such bond shall mature five years
Redemption of from the date thereof." is amended to read as follows: "Each such,onds after Sept. 1,

947. bond shall mature five years from the date thereof, but shall be redeem-
able in cash at any time after September 1, 1947, at the option of the
holder thereof, at full face value plus accrued interest."

60Stat. 967. S EC 3 . The proviso to section 6 (d) (1) of the Armed Forces Leave
37U.S.C. §35(d)(1). Act of 1946 is hereby repealed.
60 Stat. 965. SEC. 4. Section 6 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended

by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(e) The provisions of subsections (h) and (i) of section 22 of the

Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (U. S. C., Supp. V, title 31.
57 at. .757c sec. 757c), relating to the use of paying agents for the payment of

United States savings bonds shall apply with equal force to payments
of the armed forces leave bonds issued pursuant to this Act."

37 U. S. 96. SEc. 5. Section 5 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended
by striking out the word and figures "September 1, 1947" wherever
they appear in this section and inserting in lieu thereof the word and
figures "September 1, 1948".

Approved July 26, 1947.
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[Public Law 254] under such Act shall be redeemable at any time after September 1, 1947, to 
permit settlement and compensation under such Act to be made in cash, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 
(1) of section 6 (a) of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(1) Settlement and compensation shall be made entirely in cash— 
" (i) when the amount due is less than $50; 
"(ii) in the case of any enlisted member of the armed forces 

discharged prior to January 1, 1943; 
"(iii) in any case covered by subsection (b) or (c) of this 

section • or 
"(iv; in the case of any applicant who has not made applica-

tion for settlement and compensation and who makes application 
to the Secretary after the enactment of this amendatory Act and 
who requests that settlement and compensation be made entirely 
in cash. The amount of cash settlement provided for in this 
subparagraph shall include an amount equivalent to the amount 
of interest which would have accrued to the end of the month in 
which settlement is made had the settlement been made in an 
armed forces leave bond, issued pursuant to the provisions of 
paragraph (2) of section 6 (a). Such equivalent amount shall 
be considered as interest, as in the case of bonds, for the purposes 
of section 7 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946. Appro-
priations available for cash payments shall also be available for 
the payment of the equivalent amounts authorized by this sub-
paragraph to be paid.' 

SEC. 2. So much of section 6 (a) of the Armed Forces Leave Act 
of 1946 as reads as follows: "Each such bond shall mature five years 
from the date thereof." is amended to read as follows: "Each such 
bond shall mature five years from the date thereof, but shall be redeem-
able in cash at any time after September 1, 1947, at the option of the 
holder thereof, at full face value plus accrued interest." 
SEC. 3. The proviso to section 6 (d) (1) of the Armed Forces Leave 

Act of 1946 is hereby repealed. 
SEc. 4. Section 6 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended 

by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection: 
"(e) The provisions of subsections (h) and (i) of section 22 of the 

Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (U. S. C., Supp. V, title 31, 
sec. 757c), relating to the use of paying agents for the payment of 
United States savings bonds shall apply with equal force to payments 
of the armed forces leave bonds issued pursuant to this Act." 
SEC. 5. Section 5 of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is amended 

by striking out the word and figures "September 1, 1947" wherever 
they appear in this section and inserting in lieu thereof the word and 
figures "September 1, 1948". 
Approved July 26, 1947. 

1947, is amended by striking out "Secretary of War" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "Secretary of Defense", and by striking out "Secretary of 
the Navy,". 
Approved July 26, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 345]
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AN ACT
July 29, 1947

To provide for the protection, preservation, and extension of the sockeye salmon [H. R. 37671
fishery of the Fraser River system, and for other purposes. [Public Law 255]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947".

SEC. 2. When used in this Act-
(a) Convention: The word "convention" means the convention

between the United States of America and the Dominion of Canada
for the protection, preservation, and extension of the sockeye salmon
fishery of the Fraser River system, signed at Washington on the 26th
day of May 1930.

(b) Commission: The word "Commission" means the International
Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission provided for by article II of the
convention.

(c) Person: The word "person" includes individuals, partnerships,
associations, and corporations. '

(d) Convention waters: The term "convention waters" means those
waters described in article I of the convention.

(e) Sockeye salmon: The term "sockeye salmon" means that species
of salmon known by the scientific name Oncorhynchus nerka.

(f) Vessel: The word "vessel" includes every type or description of
water craft or other contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a
means of transportation in water.

(g) Fishing: The word "fishing" means the fishing for, catching,
or taking, or the attempted fishing for, catching, or taking, of any
sockeye salmon in convention waters.

(h) Fishing gear: The term "fishing gear" means any net, trap,
hook, or other device, appurtenance or equipment, of whatever kind
or description, used or capable of being used, for the purpose of
capturing fish or as an aid in capturing fish.

SEC. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in fishing
for sockeye salmon in convention waters in violation of the convention
or of this Act or of any regulation of the Commission.

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to ship, transport, purchase,
sell, offer for sale, import, export, or have in possession any sockeye
salmon taken in violation of the convention or of this Act or of any
regulation of the Commission.

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person or vessel to use any port or
harbor or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States
for any purpose connected in any way with fishing in violation of the
convention or of this Act or of any regulation made by the Commission.

(d) It shall be unlawful for any person or vessel to engage in fishing
for sockeye salmon in convention waters without first having obtained
such license or licenses as may be used by or required by the Commis-
sion, or to fail to produce such license, upon demand, for inspection by
an authorized enforcement officer.

(e) It shall be unlawful for any person to fail to make, keep, sub-
mit, or furnish any record or report required of him by the Commission
or to refuse to permit any officer authorized to enforce the convention,
this Act, and the regulations of the Commission, or any authorized rep-
resentative of the Commission, to inspect any such record or report at
any reasonable time.

(f) It shall be unlawful for any person to molest, interfere with,
tamper with, damage, or destroy any boat, net, equipment, stores, pro-
visions, fish-cultural stations, rearing pond, weir, fishway, or any other
structure, installation, experiment, property, or facility acquired, con-
structed, or maintained by the Commission.
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fishery of the Fraser River system, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947". 
SEC. 2. When used in this Act— 
( a) Convention: The word "convention" means the convention 

between the United States of America and the Dominion of Canada 
for the protection, preservation, and extension of the sockeye salmon 
fishery of the Fraser River system, signed at Washington on the 26th 
day of May 1930. 

(b) Commission: The word "Commission" means the International 
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(g) Fishing: The word "fishing" means the fishing for, catching, 
or taking, or the attempted fishing for, catching, or taking, of any 
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(h) Fishing gear: The term "fishing gear" means any net, trap, 
hook, or other device, appurtenance or equipment, of whatever kind 
or description, used or capable of being used, for the purpose of 
capturing fish or as an aid in capturing fish. 
SEC. 3. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person to engage in fishing 

for sockeye salmon in convention waters in violation of the convention 
or of this Act or of any regulation of the Commission. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any person to ship, transport, purchase, 
sell, offer for sale, import, export, or have in possession any sockeye 
salmon taken in violation of the convention or of this Act or of any 
regulation of the Commission. 

(c) It shall be unlawful for any person or vessel to use any port or 
harbor or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United States 
for any purpose connected in any way with fishing in violation of the 
convention or of this Act or of any regulation made by the Commission. 

(d) It shall be unlawful for any person or vessel to engage in fishing 
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such license or licenses as may be used by or required by the Commis-
sion, or to fail to produce such license, upon demand, for inspection by 
an authorized enforcement officer. 

(e) It shall be unlawful for any person to fail to make, keep: sub-
mit, or furnish any record or report required of him by the Commission 
or to refuse to permit any officer authorized to enforce the convention, 
this Act, and the regulations of the Commission, or any authorized rep-
resentative of the Commission, to inspect any such record or report at 
any reasonable time. 

(f) It shall be unlawful for any person to molest, interfere with, 
tamper with, damage, or destroy any boat, net, equipment, stores, pro-
visions, fish-cultural stations, rearing pond, weir, fishway, or any other 
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(g) It shall be unlawful for any person or vessel to do any act pro-
hibited or to fail to do any act required by the convention or by this
Act or by any regulation of the Commission.

SEc. 4. Any person who fails to make, keep, or furnish any catch
return, statistical record, or any report that may be required by the
Commission, or any person who furnishes a false return, record, or
report, upon conviction shall be subject to such fine as may be imposed
by the court not to exceed $1,000, and shall in addition be prohibited
from fishing for and from shipping, transporting, purchasing, selling,
offering for sale, importing, exporting, or possessing sockeye salmon
from the date of conviction until such time as any delinquent return,
record, or report shall have been submitted or any false return, record,
or report shall have been replaced by a duly certified correct and true
return, record, or report to the satisfaction of the court. The penalties
imposed by section 5 of this Act shall not be invoked for failure to
comply with requirements respecting returns, records, and reports.

SEC. 5. (a) Except as provided in section 4, any person violating
any provision of the convention or of this Act or the regulation of the
Commission upon conviction shall be fined not more than $1,000 or be
imprisoned not more than one year, or both, and the court may prohibit
such person from fishing for, or from shipping, transporting, purchas-
ing, selling, offering for sale, importing, exporting, or possessing sock-
eye salmon for such period of time as it may determine.

(b) The catch of fish of every vessel or of any fishing gear employed
in any manner, or any fish caught, shipped, transported, purchased
sold, offered for sale, imported, exported, or possessed in violation of
this Act or the regulations of the Commission shall be forfeited; and
upon a second and subsequent violation the catch of fish shall be for-
feited and every such vessel and any fishing gear and appurtenances
involved in the violation may be forfeited.

(c) All procedures of law relating to the seizure, judicial forfeiture,
and condemnation of a vessel for violation of the customs laws and the
disposition of such vessel or the proceeds from the sale thereof shall
apply to seizures, forfeitures, and condemnations incurred, or alleged
to have been incurred, under the provisions of this Act insofar as such
provisions of law are applicable and not inconsistent with this Act.

(d) In cases of minor violations of the provisions of the convention
or of this Act or the regulations of the Commission, and in cases where
immediate arrest of the person or seizure of fish, fishing gear, or of a
vessel, together with its tackle, apparel, furniture, appurtenances, and
cargo, would impose an unreasonable hardship, the person authorized
to make such arrest or seizure or any court of competent jurisdiction
may, in his or its discretion, issue a citation requiring such person to
appear before the proper official of the court having jurisdiction thereof
within a specified time, not exceeding fifteen days; or in the case of
property, post such citation upon said property and require its delivery
to such court within such specified time. Upon the issuance of such
citation and the filing of a copy thereof with the clerk of the appro-
priate court the person so cited and the property so seized and posted
shall thereupon be subject to the jurisdiction of the court to answer the
order of the court in such cause. Any property so seized shall not be
disposed of except pursuant to the order of such court or the provisions
of subsection (e) of this section.

(e) When a warrant of arrest or other process in rem, including that
specified in subsection (d) of this section, is issued in any cause of
admiralty jurisdiction under this section, the marshal or other officer
shall stay the execution of such process, or discharge any property
seized if the process has been levied, on receiving from the claimant of
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the property a bond or stipulation with sufficient sureties or approved
corporate surety in such sum as the court shall order, conditioned to
deliver the property seized, if condemned, without impairment in value
(or, in the case of sockeye salmon, to pay its equivalent in money) or
otherwise to answer the decree of the court in such cause. Such bond
or stipulation shall be returned to the court and judgment thereon
against both the principal and sureties may be recovered in the event
of any breach of the conditions thereof as determined by the court.

SEC. 6. (a) The President of the United States shall designate a Designation of en-
Federal agency which shall be responsible for the enforcement of the nt agncy
provisions of the convention and this Act and the regulations of the
Commission, except to the extent otherwise provided for in the con-
vention and this Act. It shall be the duty of the Federal agency so
designated to take appropriate measures for enforcement at such times
and to such extent as it may deem necessary to insure effective enforce-
ment and for this purpose to cooperate with other Federal agencies,
State officers, the Commission, and with the authorized officers of the
Dominion of Canada.

(b) The Federal agency designated by the President for enforce- Enforcement off-
ment purposes may authorize officers and employees of the State of cers
Washington to enforce the provisions of the convention and of this Act
and the regulations of the Commission. When so authorized such
officers may function as Federal law-enforcement officers for the pur-
poses of this Act.

(c) Enforcement of the convention and this Act and the regulations
of the Commission shall be subject to and in accordance with the provi-
sions of article IX of the convention. 50 Stat. 1359.

(d) Any duly authorized officer or employee of the Federal agency Power to arrest
designated by the President for enforcement purposes under the pro- without w rr nt et.
visions of subsection (a) of this section 6; any officer or employee of
the State of Washington who is authorized by the Federal agency so
designated by the President; any enforcement officer of the Fish and
Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior, any Coast Guard
officer, any United States marshal or deputy United States marshal,
any collector or deputy collector of customs, and any other person
authorized to enforce the provisions of the convention, this Act, and
the regulations of the Commission, shall have power, without warrant
or other process, but subject to the provisions of the convention, to
arrest any person committing in his presence or view a violation of the
convention or of this Act or of the regulations of the Commission and
to take such person immediately for examination before an officer or
trial before a court of competent jurisdiction; and shall have power,
without warrant or other process, to search any vessel within conven-
tion waters when he has reasonable cause to believe that such vessel is
subject to seizure under the provisions of the convention or this Act,
or the regulations of the Commission, and to search any place of busi-
ness or any commercial vehicle when he has reasonable cause to believe
that such place or vehicle contains fish taken, possessed, transported,
purchased, or sold in violation of any of the provisions of the conven-
tion, this Act, or the regulations of the Commission. Any person Power to exec ute
authorized to enforce the provisions of the convention and of this Act art et.
and the regulations of the Commission shall have power to execute any
warrant or process issued by an officer or court of competent jurisdic-
tion for the enforcement of this Act, and shall have power with a search
warrant to search any person, vessel, or place, at any time. The judges ra-ance of wr
of the United States courts and the United States commissioners may,
within their respective jurisdictions, upon proper oath or affirmation
showing probable cause, issue warrants in all such cases. Subject to se-ar
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the provisions of the convention, any person authorized to enforce the
convention and this Act and the regulations of the Commission may
seize, whenever and wherever lawfully found, all fish caught, shipped,
transported, purchased, sold, offered for sale, imported, exported, or
possessed contrary to the provisions of the convention or this Act or
the regulations of the Commission and may seize any vessel, together
with its tackle, apparel, furniture, appurtenances and cargo, and all
fishing gear, used or employed contrary to the provisions of the con-
vention or this Act or the regulations of the Commission, or which it
reasonably appears has been used or employed contrary to the provi-
sions of the convention or this Act or the regulations of the Commission.

Certieication of reg- (e) Evidence of any regulation made by the Commission may begiven in any court proceedings by the production of a copy of such
regulation certified by the Secretary of the Commission to be a true
copy and no proof of the signature of the Secretary on such certifica-
tion shall be required.

enses. tlo of - (f) Any authorized representative of the Commission, or any per-
son authorized to enforce this Act and the regulations of the Commis-
sion may inspect any licenses issued to persons or vessels engaging in
fishing for sockeye salmon in convention waters and for this purpose
may at any reasonable time board any vessel or enter upon any premises

Assistance of ov- where such fishing is or may be conducted.
rnment agencies. SEO. 7. (a) All agencies of the Federal Government are authorized,

upon request by the Commission, to furnish facilities and personnel for
the purpose of assisting the Commission in carrying out its duties of
scientific investigation and improvement of the fishery, as specified inthe convention.

Scientific investiga-
1ions, etc. (b) None of the prohibitions contained in this Act, or in the laws

and regulations of the States, shall prevent the Commission from con-
ducting or authorizing the conduct of fishing operations and biological
experiments at any time for purposes of scientific investigation, orshall prevent the Commission from discharging any other duties pre-

Approprtions au- scribed by the convention.
horized. n SE. 8. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums, from time totime, as may be necessary to enable the Commission and agencies of theFederal Government to carry out the provisions of the convention and
of this Act, including purchase, operation, maintenance, and repair of
aircraft, motor vehicles (including passenger-carrying vehicles), boats,

Separablty research vessels, and other necessary facilities; and printing.
'isions. SEC. 9. If any provision of this Act is held invalid for any cause,
Effectivedate. such invalidity shall not affect the other provisions hereof.

SEC. 10. This Act shall be effective thirty days from the date of itsapproval.
Approved July 29, 1947.

July 29, 1947
[H. R. 4268]

[Public Law 256]

The Supplemental
Government Corpo-
rations Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Post, pp. 574, 703.

[CHAPTER 346]
AN ACT

Making supplemental appropriations for Government corporations and independ-ent executive agencies for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for otherpurposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I
That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, namely:
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the provisions of the convention, any person authorized to enforce the 
convention and this Act and the regulations of the Commission may 
seize, whenever and wherever lawfully found, all fish caught, shipped, 
transported, purchased, sold, offered for sale, imported, exported, or 
possessed contrary to the provisions of the convention or this Act or 
the regulations of the Commission and may seize any vessel, together 
with its tackle, apparel, furniture, appurtenances and cargo, and all 
fishing gear, used or employed contrary to the provisions of the con-
vention or this Act or the regulations of the Commission, or which it 
reasonably appears has been used or employed contrary to the provi-
sions of the convention or this Act or the regulations of the Commission. 

(e) Evidence of any regulation made by the Commission may be 
given in any court proceedings by the production of a copy of such 
regulation certified by the Secretary of the Commission to be a.true 
copy and no proof of the signature of the Secretary on such certifica-
tion shall be required. 

(f) Any authorized representative of the Commission, or any per-
son authorized to enforce this Act and the regulations of the Commis-
sion may inspect any licenses issued to persons or vessels engaging in 
fishing for sockeye salmon in convention waters and for this purpose 
may at any reasonable time board any vessel or enter upon any premises 
where such fishing is or may be conducted. 

Six. 7. (a) All agencies of the Federal Government are authorized, 
upon request by the Commission, to furnish facilities and personnel for 
e purpose of assisting the Commission in carrying out its duties of 

scientific investigation and improvement of the fishery, as specified in 
the convention. 

(b) None of the prohibitions contained in this Act, or in the laws 
and regulations of the States, shall prevent the Commission from con-
ducting or authorizing the conduct of fishing operations and biological 
experiments at any time for purposes of scientific investigation, or 
shall prevent the Commission from discharging any other duties pre-. 
scribed by the convention. 

Sta. 8. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums, from time to 
time, as may be necessary to enable the Commission and agencies of the 
Federal Government to carry out the provisions of the convention and 
of this Act, including purchasez operation, maintenance, and repair of 
aircraft, motor vehicles (including passenger-carrying vehicles), boats, 
research vessels, and other necessary facilities; and printing. 
SEC. 9. If any provision of this Act is held invalid for any cause, 

such invalidity shall not affect the other provisions hereof. 
SEc. 10. This Act shall be effective thirty days from the date of its 

approval. 
Approved July 29, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 346] 
AN ACT 

Making supplemental appropriations for Government corporations and independ-
ent executive agencies for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I 

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1948, namely: 
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NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Veterans' housing: For an additional amount to enable the
National Housing Administrator to carry out the purposes of sec-
tions 501, 502, and 503 of title V of the Act of October 14, 1940, as
amended (42 U. S. C. 1571, 1572, and 1573), $35,500,000, of which
not to exceed $700,000 shall be available for administrative expenses,
to be available only in accordance with the provisions of section 2
of Public Law 85, Eightieth Congress, approved May 31, 1947: Pro-
vided, That any operations or services performed, under a delegation
from the National Housing Administrator, by any agency of the
Government in carrying out any of the purposes for which said
funds are appropriated shall be performed under the direction and
supervision of said Administrator.

TITLE II

The Reconstruction Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries, as
hereinafter specified, are hereby authorized to make such expenditures,
within the limits of funds and borrowing authority available to said
corporation and its subsidiaries and in accord with law and to make
such contracts and commitments without regard to fiscal-year limita-
tions as provided by section 104 of the Government Corporation
Control Act as may be necessary in carrying out the programs set
forth in the revision of the budget of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and its subsidiaries for the fiscal year 1948, except as
hereinafter provided:

Not to exceed $38,754,700 (to be computed on an accrual basis) of
the funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall be available
during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative expenses and the
administrative expenses of the Federal National Mortgage Associa-
tion and the U. S. Commercial Company; not to exceed $1,500 for
periodicals and newspapers; health service program as authorized by
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); use of the services and
facilities of the Federal Reserve banks; and not to exceed $75,000 for
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail
as required by the Act of June 28; 1944: Provided, That as used herein
the term "administrative expenses" shall be construed to include all
salaries and wages, services performed on a contract or fee basis, and
travel and other expenses, including the purchases of equipment and
supplies, of administrative offices: Provided further, That the limiting
amount heretofore stated for administrative expenses shall be
increased by an amount which does not exceed the aggregate cost of
salaries, wages, travel, and other expenses of persons employed outside
the continental United States; wages, fees, and other expenses, includ-
ing cost of contract services, of persons who are exclusively engaged
in construction, operation, clearance, maintenance and protection of
plants, operating facilities, acquired collateral, and other property in
which the Corporation has an interest; the expenses of services per-
formed on a contract or fee basis in connection with termination of
contracts or in the performance of legal services; and all expenses
reimbursable from other Government agencies: Provided further,
That the distribution of administrative expenses to the accounts of the
Corporation shall be made in accordance with its accounting principles
and practices: Provided further That none of the funds of the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation and the subsidiaries thereof shall be
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used for the custody, maintenance, or disposal of any surplus property
within the continental limits of the United States, its Territories or
possessions, except such property as may be owned by and held for
disposal by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or its subsidi-

bWavenr of reim aries; but, notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Recon-
WAA. struction Finance Corporation may waive reimbursement from War

Assets Administration for the administrative property transferred
prior to July 1, 1946, and for expenses incurred prior thereto in the
custody, maintenance, or disposal of any surplus property: Provided

Purchases, etc. further, That no part of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation or of any subsidiary thereof shall be used to make any
purchase or for personal services or to enter into any contract for the
use or benefit of any other agency of the Government unless such
agency shall have authority in law and appropriations available to
make reimbursement for such purchase, personal services, or contract:

Loanstostates, etc. Provided further, That none of the funds of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries shall be used for the making
of any loan to any State, any subdivision thereof, any municipality
therein, or any public authority, for construction purposes, unless in
pursuance of a specific authorization if such loan would increase the
aggregate amount of such loans outstanding above $125,000,000 (Act

60 stat. 589. of July 20, 1946, Public Law 519).

TITLE III

GEminEa PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. The authorities, restrictions, and prohibitions specified
under the head "General provisions" in the Government Corporations

r, p.0a. Appropriations Act, 1948, shall be applicable to this Act.
8hort title. SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as "The Supplemental Government

Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948".
Approved July 29, 1947.

[CHAPTER 347]
July 30, 1947

IS. 6161
[Public Law 257]

Francis Marion
National Forest.

Game refuges.

Execution of provi-
aions.

Violation of rules,
etc.

AN ACT
To authorize the creation of a game refuge in the Francis Marion National Forest

in the State of South Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Iouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purpose
of providing breeding places for game animals and birds and for the
protection and administration of game animals and birds, and fish, the
President of the United States is hereby authorized, upon the recom-
mendation of the Secretary of Agriculture, to establish by public proc-
lamation certain specified federally owned areas within the Francis
Marion National Forest as game sanctuaries and refuges.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture shall execute the provisions of
this Act, and he is hereby authorized to prescribe all general rules and
regulations for the administration of such game sanctuaries and
refuges, and violation of such rules and regulations shall be punished
by fine of not more than $500 or imprisonment for not more than six
months or both.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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within the continental limits of the United States, its Territories or 
possessions, except such property as may be owned by and held .for 
disposal by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or its subsidi-
aries; but, notwithstanding• any other provision of law, the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation may waive reimbursement from War 
Assets Administration for the administrative property transferred 
prior to July 1, 1946, and for expenses incurred prior thereto in the 
custody, maintenance, or disposal of any surplus property: Provided 
further, That no part of the funds of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation or of any subsidiary thereof shall be used to make any 
purchase or for personal services or to enter into any contract for the 
use or benefit of any other agency of the Government unless such 
agency shall have authority in law and appropriations available to 
make reimbursement for such purchase, personal services, or contract: 
Provided further, That none of the funds of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation and its subsidiaries shall be used for the making 
of any loan to any State, any subdivision thereof, any municipality 
therein, or any public authority, for construction purposes, unless in 
pursuance of a specific authorization if such loan would increase the 
aggregate amount of such loans outstanding above $125,000,000 (Act 
of July 20, 1946, Public Law 519). 

TITLE In 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. The authorities, restrictions, and prohibitions specified 
under the head "General provisions" in the Government Corporations 
Appropriations Act, 1948, shall be applicable to this Act. 
SEC. 302. This Act may be cited as "The Supplemental Government 

Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 29, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 347] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the creation of a game refuge in the Francis Marion National Forest 
in the State of South Carolina. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purpose 
of providing breeding places for game animals and birds and for the 
protection and administration of game animals and birds, and fish, the 
President of the United States is hereby authorized, upon the recom-
mendation of the Secretary of Agriculture, to establish by public proc-
lamation certain specified federally owned areas within the Francis 
Marion National Forest as game sanctuaries and refuges. 

SEc. 2. The Secretary of Agriculture shall execute the provisions of 
this Act, and he is hereby authorized to prescribe all general rules and 
regulations for the administration of such game sanctuaries and 
refuges, and violation of such rules and regulations shall be punished 
by fine of not more than $500 or imprisonment for not more than six 
months or both. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 348]
AN ACT

To regulate the interstate transportation of black bass and other game fish, and IJ. 6821
for other purposes. [Public Law 258]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act Inerstate ti,
entitled "An Act to regulate the interstate transportation of black
bass, and for other purposes", approved May 20, 1926, as amended, 44st. S .

is hereby further amended to read as follows: s5.
"That when used in this Act the word 'person' includes company, "Person."

partnership, corporation, association, and common carrier, and the
term 'game fish' shall mean black bass and such other fish as are "aa mefh.-
defined as game fish by the laws of the State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia, in which the fish has been either caught,
killed, taken, sold, purchased, or possessed, or from which it was
transported.

"SEC. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to deliver or know- Unlawfulacts.
ingly receive for transportation, or knowingly to transport, by any
means whatsoever, from any State, Territory, or the District of
Columbia, to or through any other State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia, or to or through any foreign country, any black bass
or other game fish, if (1) such transportation is contrary to the law
of the State, Territory, or the District of Columbia from which such
black bass or other game fish is or is to be transported, or is contrary
to other applicable law, or (2) such black bass or other game fish has
been either caught, killed, taken, sold, purchased, possessed, or trans-
ported, at any time, contrary to the law of the State, Territory, or
the District of Columbia in which it was caught, killed, taken, sold,
purchased, or possessed, or from which it was transported or contrary
to other applicable law; and no person shall knowingly purchase or
receive any such black bass or other game fish which has been trans-
ported in violation of the provisions of this Act; nor shall any person
receiving any shipment of black bass or other game fish transported
in interstate commerce make any false record or render a false
account of the contents of such shipment.

"SEC. 3. Any package or container containing such game fish trans- Markingofpad
ported or delivered for transportation in interstate commerce, except
any shipment covered by section 9, shall be clearly and conspicuously PoO, p- 18 -
marked on the outside thereof with the name 'Game Fish'? an accurate
statement of the number of each species of such fish contained therein,
and the names and addresses of the shipper and consignee.

Application of.'"SEC. 4. All such black bass or other game fih transported into any lcetion o

State, Territory, or the District of Columbia for use, consumption, sale,
or storage therein shall upon arrival in such State, Territory, or the
District of Columbia be subject to the operation and effect of the laws
of such State, Territory, or the District of Columbia to the same extent
and in the same manner as though such fish had been produced in such
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, and shall not be exempt
therefrom by reason of being introduced therein in original packages
or otherwise.

"SEC. 5. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized (1) to make Expenditues.
such expenditures, including expenditures for personal services at the
seat of government and elsewhere, and for cooperation with local,
State, and Federal authorities, including the issuance of publications,
and necessary investigations, as may be necessary to execute the func-
tions imposed upon him by this Act and as may be provided for by
Congress from tune to time; and (2) to make such regulations as he eo
deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. Any person
violating any such regulation shall be deemed guilty of a violation of
this Act.
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[CHAPTER 348] 
AN ACT 

To regulate the interstate transportation of black bass and other game fish, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to regulate the interstate transportation of black 
.bass, and for other purposes", approved May 20, 1926, as amended, 
is hereby further amended to read as follows: 
"That when used in this Act the word 'person' includes company, 

partnership, corporation, association, and common carrier, and the 
term 'game fish' shall mean black bass and such other fish as are 
defined as game fish by the laws of the State, Territory, or the 
District of Columbia, in which the fish has been either caught, 
killed, taken, sold, purchased, or possessed, or from which it was 
transported. 

"SEc. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to deliver or know-
ingly receive for transportation, or knowingly to transport, by any 
means whatsoever, from any State, Territory, or the District of 
Columbia, to or through any other State, Territory, or the District 
of Columbia, or to or through any foreign country, any black bass 
or other game fish, if (1) such transportation is contrary to the law 
of the State, Territory, or the District of Columbia from which such 
black bass or other game fish is or is to be transported, or is contrary 
to other applicable law, or (2) such black bass or other game fish has 
been either caught, killed, taken, sold, purchased, possessed, or trans-
ported, at any time, contrary to the law of the State, Territory, or 
the District of Columbia in which it was caught, killed, taken, sold, 
purchased, or possessed, or from which it was transported or contrary 
to other applicable law; and no person shall knowingly purchase or 
receive any such black bass or other game fish which has been trans-
ported in violation of the provisions of this Act; nor shall any person 
receiving any shipment of black bass or other game fish transported 
in interstate commerce make any false record or render a false 
account of the contents of such shipment. 

"SEc. 3. Any package or container containing such game fish trans-
ported or delivered for transportation in interstate commerce, except 
any shipment covered by section 9, shall be clearly and conspicuously 
marked on the outside thereof with the name 'Game Fish'? an accurate 
statement of the number of each species of such fish contained therein, 
and the names and addresses of the shipper and consignee. 

"SEc. 4. All such black bass or other game fish transported into any 
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia for use, consumption, sale, 
or storage therein shall upon arrival in such State, Territory, or the 
District of Columbia be subject to the operation and effect of the laws 
of such State, Territory, or the District of Columbia to the same extent 
and in the same manner as though such fish had been produced in such 
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, and shall not be exempt 
therefrom by reason of being introduced therein in original packages 
or otherwise. 

"SEc. 5. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized (1) to make 
such expenditures, including expenditures for personal services at the 
seat of government and elsewhere, and for cooperation with local, 
State, and Federal authorities, including the issuance of publications, 
and necessary investigations, as may be necessary to execute the func-
tions imposed upon him by this Act and as may be provided for by 
Congress from time to time; and (2) to make such regulations as he 
deems necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. Any person 
violating any such regulation shall be deemed guilty of a violation of 
this Act. 
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Powrs of employee "SEC. 6. (a) Any employee of the Department of the Interiorauthorized to enforce
provisions. authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to enforce the provisions

of this Act (1) shall have power, without warrant, to arrest any
person committing in the presence of such employee a violation of
this Act or any regulation made in pursuance of this Act, and to take
such person immediately for examination or trial before an officer or
court of competent juridiction; (2) shall have power to execute any
warrants or other process issued by an officer or court of competent
jurisdiction to enforce the provisions of this Act or regulations made
in pursuance thereof; and (3) shall have authority with a search
warrant issued by an officer or court of competent jurisdiction, to

Issuance of war- make search in accordance with the terms of such warrant. Any
judge of a court established under the laws of the United States, or
any United States commissioner may, within his respective jurisdic-
tion, upon proper oath or affirmation showing probable cause, issue
warrants in all such cases.

Seizure and forfei- "(b) All fish delivered for transportation or which have been trans-
. ported, purchased, received, or which are being transported, in viola-

tion of this Act, or any regulations made pursuant thereto, shall, when
found by such employee or by any marshal or deputy marshal, be
summarily seized by him and placed in the custody of such persons
as the Secretary of the Interior shall be regulations prescribe, and
shall, as a part of the penalty and in addition to any fine or imprison-
ment imposed under section 7 of this Act, be forfeited by such court
to the United States upon conviction of the offender under this Act,
or upon judgment of the court that the same were transported, deliv-
ered, purchased, or received in violation of this Act or regulations
made pursuant thereto.

Penalty. "SEC. 7. In addition to any forfeiture herein provided, any person
who shall violate any of the provisions of this Act shall, upon convic-
tion thereof, be punished by a fine of not exceeding $200, or imprison-
ment for a term of not more than three months, or by both such fine
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.

State laws, etc. SEc. 8. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the several
States and Territories from making or enforcing laws or regulations
not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, or from making or
enforcing laws or regulations which shall give further protection to
black bass and other game fish.

ihg purposes reed- SEc. 9. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the ship-
ment in interstate commerce of live fish and eggs for breeding or
stocking purposes.

Nonappllablity. "SEC. 10. The provisions of this Act as relating to game fish shall
not apply to steelhead trout (salmo gairderii) legally taken in the
Columbia River between the States of Washington and Oregon."

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 349]
Jul 30 1947 AN ACT

.ublc120] To authorize the issuance of a special series of commemorative stamps in honor[Public Law 2] of Gold Star Mothers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster
General is authorized and directed to prepare for issuance at as early
a date as practicable, a special series of 3-cent postage stamps, of such
design as he shall prescribe, in honor and commemoration of Gold
Star Mothers.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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[Public Law 259] 

"SEc. 6. (a) Any employee of the Department of the Interior 
authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to enforce the provisions 
of this Act (1) shall have power, without warrant, to arrest any 
person committing in the presence of such employee a violation of 
this Act or any regulation made in pursuance of this Act, and to take 
such person immediately for examination or trial before an officer or 
court of competent juridiction; (2) shall have power to execute any 
warrants or other process issued by an officer or court of competent 
jurisdiction to enforce the provisions of this Act or regulations made 
in pursuance thereof; and (3) shall have authority with a search 
warrant issued by an officer or court of competent jurisdiction, to 
make search in accordance with the terms of such warrant. Any 
judge of a court established under the laws of the United States, or 
any United States commissioner may, within his respective jurisdic-
tion, upon proper oath or affirmation showing probable cause, issue 
warrants in all such cases. 

"(b) All fish delivered for transportation or which have been trans-
ported, purchased, received, or which are being transported, in viola-
tion of this Act, or any regulations made pursuant thereto, shall, when 
found by such employee or by any marshal or deputy marshal, be 
summarily seized by him and placed in the custody of such persons 
as the Secretary of the Interior shall be regulations prescribe, and 
shall, as a part of the penalty and in addition to any fine or imprison-
ment imposed under section 'T of this Act, be forfeited by such court 
to the United States upon conviction of the offender under this Act, 
or upon judgment of the court that the same were transported, deliv-
ered, purchased, or received in violation of this Act or regulations 
made pursuant thereto. 

"SEc. 7. In addition to any forfeiture herein provided, any person 
who shall violate any of the provisions of this Act shall, upon convic-
tion thereof, be punished by a fine of not exceeding $200, or imprison-
ment for a term of not more than three months, or by both such fine 
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court. 
"SEC. 8. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the several 

States and Territories from making or enforcing laws or regulations 
not inconsistent with the provisions of this Act, or from making or 
enforcing laws or regulations which shall give further protection to 
black bass and other game fish. 

"SEC. 9. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent the ship-
ment in interstate commerce of live fish and eggs for breeding or 
stocking purposes. 

"SEc. 10. The provisions of this Act as relating to game fish shall 
not apply to steelhead trout (salmo gairderii) legally taken in the 
Columbia River between the States of Washington and Oregon." 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 349] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the issuance of a special series of commemorative stamps in honor 
of Gold Star Mothers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the 
United States of Amerka in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster 
General is authorized and directed to prepare for issuance at as early 
a date as practicable, a special series of 3-cent postage stamps, of such 
design as he shall prescribe, in honor and commemoration of Gold 
Star Mothers. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 350]
AN ACT

To transfer jurisdiction of certain lands comprising a portion of Acadia National
Park, Maine, from the Department of the Interior to the Department of the
Navy, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That control and
jurisdiction over the following-described lands now comprising a por-
tion of the Acadia National Park, in the State of Maine, are hereby
transferred from the Department of the Interior to the Department
of the Navy: Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior shall retain
the right to approve the design of the buildings and structures to be
placed thereon.

All that certain tract or parcel of land on Big Moose Island, Winter
Harbor, Maine, which is bounded southerly and easterly by a chain
link security fence, and northerly and westerly by the waters of Pond
Island Cove and Frenchman Bay, and which is more particularly
described as beginning at a point on the shore at the high-water mark
of Frenchman Bay on the southwesterly side of Big Moose Island, so
called, thence following the chain link security fence as now erected
by the three following courses and distances: North no degrees five
minutes west one hundred and fifty-three feet; thence north thirty
degrees twenty-four minutes east one hundred and fifty-seven and
seven-tenths feet; thence south eighty-nine degrees nine minutes east
one thousand four hundred and fifty-five and three-tenths feet to a
point and angle in the said security fence which bears north thirty-
four degrees fifty-four minutes west and is fifty feet distant at right
angles from a point in the center line of the National Park Service
road known as the Big Moose Island Road; thence turning to the left
and following the said security fence in a general northerly direction
but everywhere parallel with and fifty feet distant from the center
line of the said Big Moose Island Road three thousand five hundred
feet more or less to the high-water mark on the shore of Pond Island
Cove; thence in a generally westerly and southerly direction but every-
where following the high-water mark of Pond Island Cove and
Frenchman Bay seven thousand four hundred and seventy feet more
or less to the place of beginning; except that portion thereof, contain-
ing twenty-five and ninety-six one-hundredths acres, which was trans-
ferred to the jurisdiction of the Department of the Navy pursuant to
the Act of August 24, 1935 (ch. 644, 49 Stat. 795); the lands herein
described containing one hundred and fifty-one and eighty-six one-
hundredths acres after excluding the excepted portion.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized and directed to
retransfer jurisdiction over the property described in section 1 of this
Act to the Secretary of the Interior in the event such property here-
after becomes surplus to the needs of the Department of the Navy, in
which event it again shall become a part of Acadia National Park.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 351]
AN ACT

To provide for the addition of certain revested Oregon and Califoinia Railroad
grant lands to the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, in the
State of Oregon, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in order to
carry out the purposes of the Act of June 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 326; 16
U. S. C., secs. 459r-459t), relating to the disposition of recreational
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[CHAPTER 350] 
AN ACT 

To transfer jurisdiction of certain lands comprising a portion of Acadia National 
Park, Maine, from the Department of the Interior to the Department of the 
Navy, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That control and 
jurisdiction over the following-described lands now comprising a por-
tion of the Acadia National Park, in the State of Maine, are hereby 
transferred from the Department of the Interior to the Department 
of the Navy: Provided, That the Secretary of the Interior shall retain 
the right to approve the design of the buildings and structures to be 
placed thereon. 

All that certain tract or parcel of land on Big Moose Island, Winter 
Harbor, Maine, which is bounded southerly and easterly by a chain 
link security fence, and northerly and westerly by the waters of Pond 
Island Cove and Frenchman Bay, and which is more particularly 
described as beginning at a point on the shore at the high-water mark 
of Frenchman Bay on the southwesterly side of Big Moose Island, so 
called, thence following the chain link security fence as now erected 
by the three following courses and distances: North no degrees five 
minutes west one hundred and fifty-three feet; thence north thirty 
degrees twenty-four minutes east one hundred and fifty-seven and 
seven-tenths feet; thence south eighty-nine degrees nine minutes east 
one thousand four hundred and fifty-five and three-tenths feet to a 
point and angle in the said security fence which bears north thirty-
four degrees fifty-four minutes west and is fifty feet distant at right 
angles from a point in the center line of the National Park Service 
road known as the Big Moose Island Road; thence turning to the left 
and following the said security fence in a general northerly direction 
but everywhere parallel with and fifty feet distant from the center 
line of the said Big Moose Island Road three thousand five hundred 
feet more or less to the high-water mark on the shore of Pond Island 
Cove; thence in a generally westerly and southerly direction but every-
where following the high-water mark of Pond Island Cove and 
Frenchman Bay seven thousand four hundred and seventy feet more 
or less to the place of beginning; except that portion thereof, contain-
ing twenty-five and ninety-six one-hundredths acres, which was trans-
ferred to the jurisdiction of the Department of the Navy pursuant to 
the Act of August 24, 1935 (ch. 644, 49 Stat. 795) ; the lands herein 
described containing one hundred and fifty-one and eighty-six one-
hundredths acres after excluding the excepted portion. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized and directed to 

retransfer jurisdiction over the property described in section 1 of this 
Act to the Secretary of the Interior in the event such property here-
after becomes surplus to the needs of the Department of the Navy, in 
which event it again shall become a part of Acadia National Park. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 351] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the addition of certain revested Oregon and Califotnia Railroad 
grant lands to the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project, in the 
State of Oregon, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, in order to 
carry out the purposes of the Act of June 6, 1942 (56 Stat. 326; 16 
U. S. C., secs. 459r-459t), relating to the disposition of recreational 
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56 Stat. 32.
16 U. S. ..i 459r-

459t.

demonstration areas, and to effectuate the transfer to the State of
Oregon, pursuant to that Act, of the Silver Creek recreational demon-
stration project, the following-described revested Oregon and Cali-
fornia Railroad grant lands shall hereafter be administered as a part
of the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project and shall be
subject to all of the provisions of the aforesaid Act of June 6, 1942:

WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN

Township 8 south, range 1 east:
Section 13, east half southeast quarter and southeast quarter

northeast quarter;
Section 25, all;
Section 35, north half northeast quarter northeast quarter and

north half south half northeast quarter northeast quarter;
Township 8 south, range 2 east:

Section 17, south half southwest quarter and northwest quarter
southwest quarter;

Section 19, lots 3, 4, and northeast quarter;
Section 29, west half; and
Section 31, north half;

comprising one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one and ninety-
three one-hundredths acres.

SEC. 2. The following-described lands also shall become a part of
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project and shall be sub-
ject to the provisions of the Act of June 6, 1942, upon acquisition of
title thereto by the Oregon and California Revested Lands Adminis-
tration:

WILLAMERTE MERIDIAN

Township 8 south, range 1 east: Section 36, northeast quarter, north-
east quarter northwest quarter, north half southeast quarter northwest
quarter, north half south half southeast quarter northwest quarter,
north half northwest quarter northwest quarter, and north half south
half northwest quarter northwest quarter; comprising two hundred
and sixty acres.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 352]
July 30,1947 AN ACT
[sPub 11262] To amend section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, and for otherPublic Law 262purposes.

42 Stat. 622, 1223.

Cost of branch bank
buldings.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the ninth para-
graph of section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as added by the Act
of June 3, 1922, and amended by the Act of February 6, 1923 (U. S. C.,
title 12, sec. 522), is hereby amended by changing the period at the
end thereof to a colon and by adding the following proviso: "Provided
further, That the cost as above specified shall not be so limited as long
as the aggregate of such costs which are incurred by all Federal
Reserve banks for branch bank buildings with the approval of the
Board of Governors after the date of enactment of this proviso does
not exceed $10,000, 000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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demonstration areas, and to effectuate the transfer to the State of 
Oregon, pursuant to that Act, of the Silver Creek recreational demon-
stration project, the following-described revested Oregon and Cali-
fornia Railroad grant lands shall hereafter be administered as a part 
of the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project and shall be 
subject to all of the provisions of the aforesaid Act of June 6, 1942: 

WILLAMEIT.E. MERIDIAN 

Township 8 south, range 1 east: 
Section 13, east half southeast quarter and southeast quarter 

northeast quarter; 
Section 25, all; 
Section 35, north half northeast quarter northeast quarter and 

north half south half northeast quarter northeast quarter; 
Township 8 south, range 2 east: 

Section 17, south half southwest quarter and northwest quarter 
southwest quarter; 

Section 19, lots 3, 4, and northeast quarter; 
Section 29, west half; and 
Section 31, north half; 

comprising one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one and ninety-
three one-hundredths acres. 

SEo. 2. The following-described lands also shall become a part of 
the Silver Creek recreational demonstration project and shall be sub-
ject to the provisions of the Act of June 6, 1942, upon acquisition of 
title thereto by the Oregon and California Revested Lands Adminis-
tration: 

WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN 

Township 8 south, range 1 east: Section 36, northeast quarter, north-
east quarter northwest quarter, north half southeast quarter northwest 
quarter, north half south half southeast quarter northwest quarter, 
north half northwest quarter northwest quarter, and north half south 
half northwest quarter northwest quarter; comprising two hundred 
and sixty acres. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 352] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States. of America in Congress assembled, That the ninth para-
graph of section 10 of the Federal Reserve Act, as added by the Act 
of June 3, 1922, and amended by the Act of February 6, 1923 (U. S. C., 
title 12, sec. 522), is hereby amended by changing the period at the 
end thereof to a colon and by adding the following proviso: "Provided 
further, That the cost as above specified shall not be so limited as long 
as the aggregate of such costs which are incurred by all Federal 
Reserve banks for branch bank buildings with the approval of the 
Board of Governors after the date of enactment of this proviso does 
not exceed $10,000,000." 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 353]
AN ACT

To amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, to
provide for the return of the amount of deductions from the compensation of
any employee who is separated from the service or transferred to a position
not within the purview of such Act before completing ten years of service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 (b)
of the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is
amended to read as follows:

"(b) In the case of any officer or employee to whom this Act applies
who shall be transferred to a position not within the purview of this
Act, or who shall become absolutely separated from the service before
he shall have completed an aggregate of ten years of civilian service
computed in accordance with section 5 of this Act, the amount of
deductions from his basic salary, pay, or compensation credited to
his individual account, together with interest at 4 per centum com-
pounded on December 31 of each year, shall, upon his request, be
returned to such officer or employee: Provided, That when an officer
or employee becomes involuntarily separated from the service, not by
removal for cause on charges of misconduct or delinquency before
completing ten years of creditable civilian service the total amount
of deductions from his basic salary, pay, or compensation with interest
at 4 per centum compounded on December 31 of each year shall, upon
his request, be returned to such officer or employee: Provided further,
That in case any request under this subsection is submitted after the
date of transfer to a position not within the purview of this Act or of
absolute separation from the service, the interest allowed for the
period after such date of transfer or separation shall be at the rate of
3 per centum compounded on December 31 of each year: Provided
further, That no such interest shall be allowed on any separation
unless the service covered thereby aggregates more than one year:
And provided further, That all deductions from basic salary, pay, or
compensation so returned to an officer or employee must, upon rein-
statement, retransfer, or reappointment to a position coming within
the purview of this Act be redeposited with interest at 4 per centum
compounded on December 31 of each year before such officer or
employee may derive any benefits under this Act, except as provided
in this section, but interest shall not be required covering any period
of separation from the service. In computing interest under this
subsection, a fractional part of a month in the total service, or in the
total period after the date of transfer or separation, of an officer or
employee shall be disregarded."

SEC. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this Act to
section 12 (b) of such Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, shall take
effect as of January 24, 1942.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 354]
AN ACT

To amend section 1 of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497, 5 U. S. C., sec.
488), fixing the price of copies of records furnished by the Department of the
Interior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1
of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497, 5 U. S. C., sec. 488), is1

amended to read as follows: That the Secretary of the Interior, the
head of any bureau, office, or institution, or any officer of that depart-
ment, may, when not prejudicial to the interests of the Government,
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(CHAPTER 353] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, to 
provide for the return of the amount of deductions from the compensation of 
any employee who is separated from the service or transferred to a position 
not within the purview of such Act before completing ten years of service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 (b) 
of the Civil Service Retirement Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, is 
amended to read as follows: 
"(b) In the case of any officer or employee to whom this Act applies 

who shall be transferred to a position not within the purview of this 
Act, or who shall become absolutely separated from the service before 
he shall have completed an aggregate of ten years of civilian service 
computed in accordance with section 5 of this Act, the amount of 
deductions from his basic salary, pay, or compensation credited to 
his individual account, together with interest at 4 per centum com-
pounded on December 31 of each year, shall, upon his request, be 
returned to such officer or employee: Provided, That when an officer 
or employee becomes involuntarily separated from the service, not by 
removal for cause on charges of misconduct or delinquency before 
completing ten years of creditable civilian service the total amount 
of deductions from his basic salary, pay, or compensation with interest 
at 4 per centum compounded on December 31 of each year shall, upon 
his request, be returned to such officer or employee: Provided further, 
That in case any request under this subsection is submitted after the 
date of transfer to a position not within the purview of this Act or of 
absolute separation from the service, the interest allowed for the 
period after such date of transfer or separation shall be at the rate of 
3 per centum compounded on December 31 of each year: Provided 
further, That no such interest shall be allowed on any separation 
unless the service covered thereby aggregates more than one year: 
And provided further, That all deductions from basic salary, pay, or 
compensation so returned to an officer or employee must, upon rein-
statement, retransfer, or reappointment to a position coming within 
the purview of this Act be redeposited with interest at 4 per centum 
compounded on December 31 of each year before such officer or 
employee may derive any benefits under this Act, except as provided 
in this section, but interest shall not be required covering any period 
of separation from the service. In computing interest under this 
subsection, a fractional part of a month in the total service, or in the 
total period after the date of transfer or separation, of an officer or 
employee shall be disregarded." 

EC. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this Act to 
section 12 (b) of such Act of May 29, 1930, as amended, shall take 
effect as of January 24, 1942. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 354] 
AN ACT 
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488), fixing the price of copies of records furnished by the Department of the 
Interior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 
of the Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497, 5 U. S. C., sec. 488), is 
amended to read as follows: That the Secretary of the Interior, the 
head of any bureau, office, or institution, or any officer of that depart-
ment, may, when not prejudicial to the interests of the Government, 
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furnish authenticated or unauthenticated copies of any official books,
records, papers, documents, maps, plats, or diagrams within his
custody, and charge therefor a sum equal to the cost of production
thereof, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior or such sub-

Certificate, etc. ordinate official or employee as he may designate, and in addition
the sum of 25 cents for each certificate or verification and the seal

Copies for official attached to authenticated copies: Provided, That there shall be no
charge for the making or verification of copies required for official
use by the officers of any branch of the Government: Provided fur-

tocOies for gSatui ther, That only a charge of 25 cents shall be made for furnishing
authenticated copies of any rules, regulations, or instructions printed
by the Government for gratuitous distribution. The money received
for copies under this section shall be deposited in the Treasury to
the credit of the appropriations then current and chargeable for the
cost of furnishing copies as herein authorized.

SEC. 2. Section 1 of the Act of June 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 908, 43 U. S. C.,
sec. 22) is amended by striking out the words "Provided, That here-
after photolithographic copies of township plats shall be sold to the
public at 50 cents each."

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 355]
July 30,1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 3075] To amend the Act of July 6, 1945, relating to the classification and compensation

[Public Law 265] of employees of the postal service, so as to provide proper recompense in the
form of compensatory time for overtime performed by supervisors.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Postal servioe. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act known

as Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth Congress, entitled "An Act to
reclassify the salaries of postmasters, officers, and employees of the
Postal Service; to establish uniform procedures for computing com-

0 sUta 86-5 pensation; and for other purposes'', approved July 6, 1945, is amended
876. as follows:

Ante, p. 57. Section 3 is amended as follows:
Componsatory "SEC. 3. When the needs of the service require employees to per-
59 Stat. 435. form service on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, they shall be allowed

39 U. S. S. compensatory time for such service on one day within five working
days next succeeding the Saturday or Sunday and within thirty days

Ptlnaym"t of oe next succeeding the holiday: 'rovided, I'That the I'ostmaster ( eneral
)ccember. may, if the exigencies of the service require, authorize the payment

of overtime to employees other than supervisory employees whose base
salaries are more than $3,600 per annum for services performed on
Saturdays, Sundays, and Christmas Day during the month of Decem-

Supervisory em- ber in lieu of compensatory time: Provided further, That supervisory
employees shall be allowed compensatory time for services performed
in excess of eight hours per day, and those whose base salaries are
more than $3,600 per annum shall be allowed compensatory time for
services performed on Saturdays, Sundays, and on Christmas Day
during the month of December within one hundred and eighty days
from the days such service was performed: And provided further,

onapplicbty That the provisions of this section shall not apply to employees of
the Railway Mail Service and the Air Mail Service: post-office
inspectors; rural carriers; traveling mechanicians; examiners of
equipment and supplies: clerks in third-class post offices; and
employees paid on an hourly basis."

Approved July 30, 1947.
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furnish authenticated or unauthenticated copies of any official books, 
records, papers, documents, maps, plats, or diagrams within his 
custody, and charge therefor a sum equal to the cost of production 
thereof, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior or such sub-
ordinate official or employee as he may designate, and in addition 
the sum of 25 cents for each certificate or verification and the seal 
attached to authenticated copies: Provided, That there shall be no 
charge for the making or verification of copies required for official 
use by the officers of any branch of the Government: Provided fur-
ther, That only a charge of 25 cents shall be made for furnishing 
authenticated copies of any rules, regulations, or instructions printed 
by the Government for gratuitous distribution. The money received 
for copies under this section shall be deposited in the Treasury to 
the credit of the appropriations then current and chargeable for the 
cost of furnishing copies as herein authorized. 

SEc. 2. Section 1 of the Act of June 5, 1920 (41 Stat. 908, 43 U. S. C., 
sec. 22) is amended by striking out the words "Provided, That here-
after photolithographic copies of township plats shall be sold to the 
public at 50 cents each." 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 355] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of July 6, 1945, relating to the classification and compensation 
of employees of the postal service, so as to provide proper recompense in the 
form of compensatory time for overtime performed by supervisors. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act known 
as Public Law 134, Seventy-ninth Congress, entitled "An Act to 
reclassify the salaries of postmasters, officers, and employees of the 
Postal Service; to establish uniform procedures for computing com-
pensation; and for other purposes", approved July 6, 1945, is amended 
as follows: 

Section 3 is amended as follows: 
"SEc. 3. When the needs of the service require employees to per-

form service on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, they shall be allowed 
compensatory time for such service on one day within five working 
(lays next succeeding the Saturday or Sunday rind within thirty days 
next succeeding the holiday: Provided, That the Postmaster General 
may, if the exigencies of the service require, authorize the payment 
of overtime to employees other than supervisory employees whose base 
salaries are more than $3,600 per annum for services performed on 
Saturdays, Sundays, and Christmas Day during the month of Decem-
ber in lieu of compensatory time: Provided further, That supervisory 
employees shall be allowed compensatory time for services performed 
in excess of eight hours per day, and those whose base salaries are 
more than $3,600 per annum shall be allowed compensatory time for 
services performed on Saturdays, Sundays, and on Christmas Day 
during the month of December within one hundred and eighty days 
from the days such service was performed: And provided further, 
That the provisions of this section shall not apply to employees of 
the Railway Mail Service and the Air Mail Service; post-office 
inspectors; rural carriers; traveling mechanicians; examiners of 
equipment and supplies; clerks in third-class post offices; and 
employees paid on an hourly basis." 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 356]

523

AN ACT
July 30, 1947

Making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year [H. R. 36011
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. [Public Law 266]:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, hereinafter referred to as the current fiscal
year, namely:

Department of Ag-
riculture Appropria-
tion Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 245, 361; post, pp.
608, 60 617, 618, 698,
932,942.

TITLE I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For personal services in the office of the Secretary of Agriculture,
hereafter in this Act referred to as the Secretary, in the District of
Columbia, and elsewhere, and other necessary expenses, including the
purchase of two (one at not to exceed $3,000) passenger motor
vehicles; travel expenses, including examination of estimates for
appropriations in the field; stationery, supplies, materials, and equip-
ment; freight, express, and drayage charges; advertising, communi-
cation service, postage, washing towels, repairs and alterations, and
other miscellaneous supplies and expenses not otherwise provided
for and necessary for the practical and efficient work of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, hereafter in this Act referred to as the Depart-
ment, $2,050,000, together with such amounts from other appropri-
ations or authorizations as are provided in the schedules in the Budget
for the current fiscal year for such services and expenses, which several
amounts or portions thereof as may be determined by the Secretary
not exceeding a total of $87,560, shall be transferred to and made a
part of this appropriation: Provided, however, That if the total
amounts of such appropriations or authorizations for the current
fiscal year shall at any time exceed or fall below the amounts estimated,
respectively, therefor in the Budget for such year, the amounts trans-
ferred or to be transferred therefrom to this appropriation shall be
increased or decreased in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, after a hearing thereon with representatives of the
Department shall determine are appropriate to the requirements as
changed by such reductions or increases in such appropriations or
authorizations: Provided further, That, of appropriations herein
made which are available for the purchase of lands, not to exceed $1
may be expended for each option to purchase any particular tract or
tracts of land: Provided further, That no part of the funds appro-
priated by this Act shall be used for the payment of any officer or
employee of the Department who, as such officer or employee, or on
behalf of the Department or any division, commission, or bureau
thereof, issues, or causes to be issued, any prediction, oral or written,
or forecast, except as to damage threatened or caused by insects and
pests, with respect to future prices of cotton or the trend of same:
Provided further, That, except to provide materials required in or
incident to research or experimental work where no suitable domestic
product is available, no part of the funds appropriated by this Act
shall be expended in the purchase of twine manufactured from com-
modities or materials produced outside of the United States.

Post, p. 92.

Adjustments In
amounts.

Options to purchase
lands.

Employee predict-
ing future price of
cotton.

Purchase of twine.
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[CHAPTER 356] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Department of Agriculture for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, hereinafter referred to as the current fiscal 
year, namely: 

TITLE I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For personal services in the office of the Secretary of Agriculture, 
hereafter in this Act referred to as the Secretary, in the District of 
Columbia, and elsewhere, and other necessary expenses, including the 
purchase of two (one at not to exceed $3,000) passenger motor 
vehicles 5 travel expenses, including examination of estimates for 
appropriations in the field; stationery, supplies, materials, and equip-
ment; freight, express, and drayage charges; advertising, communi-
cation service, postage, washing towels, repairs and alterations, and 
other miscellaneous supplies and expenses not otherwise provided 
for and necessary for the practical and efficient work of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, hereafter in this Act referred to as the Depart-
ment, $2,050,000, together with such amounts from other appropri-
ations or authorizations as are provided in the schedules in the Budget 
for the current fiscal year for such services and expenses, which several 
amounts or portions thereof as may be determined by the Secretary 
not exceeding a total of $87,560, shall be transferred to and made a 
part of this appropriation: Provided, however, That if the total 
amounts of such appropriations or authorizations for the current 
fiscal year shall at any time exceed or fall below the amounts estimated, 
respectively, therefor in the Budget for such year, the amounts trans-
ferred or to be transferred therefrom to this appropriation shall be 
increased or decreased in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau 
of the Budget, after a hearing thereon with representatives of the 
Department shall determine are appropriate to the requirements as 
changed by such reductions or increases in such appropriations or 
authorizations: Provided further, That, of appropriations herein 
made which are available for the purchase of lands, not to exceed $1 
may be expended for each option to purchase any particular tract or 
tracts of land: Provided further, That no part of the funds appro-
priated by this Act shall be used for the payment of any officer or 
employee of the Department who, as such officer or employee, or on 
behalf of the Department or any division, commission, or bureau 
thereof, issues, or causes to be issued, any prediction, oral or written, 
or forecast, except as to damage threatened or caused by insects and 
pests, with respect to future prices of cotton or the trend of same: 
Provided further, That, except to provide materials required in or 
incident to research or experimental work where no suitable domestic 
product is available, no part of the funds appropriated by this Act 
shall be expended in the purchase of twine manufactured from com-
modities or materials produced outside of the United States. 
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PENALTY MAIL
Podt, p. 618.

68 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. i§ 321o-

321h.
Ante, p. 460.

For deposit in the Treasury for cost of penalty mail of the Depart-
ment, as required by the Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d),
$3,486,000.

RESEARCH AND MARKETING ACT OF 1946

To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions of the
s0s8tat. 102. Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 733), including in addition to

427h-427, 1621-1629. the objects for which funds are available for such Act of August
Poe, p. 694.
49 stat. 43. 14, 1946, and under title I of the Bankhead-Jones Act, as amended,
s7 U. C. 8 427- personal services in the District of Columbia; printing and binding;

over-all administration, planning, and coordination of research under
0 Stat 85, 18.- section 10 pursuant to the provisions of section 10 (c); and necessary7 C. I 427i.

W0tat. 1091. expenses for carrying out the provisions of title III of the Act,
I6U. s. c. as follows:

For payments to States, Territories, and Puerto Rico for agricul-
tural experiment stations pursuant to section 9 of the Bankhead-

7 U.s. c. 427h. Jones Act approved June 29, 1935, as amended by the Act of August
14, 1946, $2,500,000, of which such amount as shall be allotable to
Alaska shall be transferred to and made a part of the appropriation
"Research on agricultural problems of Alaska", without matching
requirement;

0o85st. ()5. For research on utilization and associated problems pursuant to
7 U. . .t i 427(a). section 10 (a) of said Act, $3,000,000;

For cooperative research other than research on utilization of agri-
0 Stat. I0. cultural commodities and the products thereof, pursuant to section

7u.8.c. 427i(b). 10 (b) of said Act, $1,500,000;
For the improvement and development, independently or through

cooperation among Federal and State agencies, and others, of a sound
and efficient system for the distribution and marketing of agricultural
products pursuant to the "Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946" (title

' 7U. .a t. 121- II of the Act of August 14, 1946). $2,000,000;
.8tat 394 In all, $9,000,000: Provided, That such sums as may be necessary

39 U. s. C. I 3210- for penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, may be
A321;, 450. transferred to the regular departmental appropriation therefor:
Printing and bind- Provided further, That for necessary printing and binding there

g may be transferred to, and made a part of, the item "Printing and
binding, Department of Agriculture," such sums as are necessary:
Provided further, That the Secretary may make available to any
bureau, office, or agency of the Department such amounts from this
appropriation as may be necessary to carry out the functions for
which it is made, and any such amounts shall be in addition to

ork relating to amounts transferred or otherwise made available to other appro-s.h, etc. priation items of the Department: Provided further, That no part of
this appropriation shall be available for work relating to fish or shell-
fish or any product thereof, except for the support of equitable trans-
portation rates before Federal agencies concerned with such rates.

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

For necessary expenses, including personal services in the District
of Columbia and payment of fees or dues for the use of law libraries
by attorneys in the field service, $2,125,000, together with such amounts
from other appropriations or authorizations as are provided in the
schedules in the Budget for the current fiscal year for such expenses,
which several amounts or portions thereof, as may be determined by
the Secretary, not exceeding a total of $136,000 shall be transferred to
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PENALTY MAIL 

For deposit in the Treasury for cost of penalty mail of the Depart-
ment, as required by the Act of June 28, 1944 (39 U. S. C. 321d), 
$3,486,000. 

RESEARCH AND MARKETING ACT OF 1946 

To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions of the 
Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 733), including in addition to 
the objects for which funds are available for such Act of August 
14, 1946, and under title I of the Bankhead-Jones Act, as amended, 
personal services in the District of Columbia; printing and binding; 
over-all administration, planning, and coordination of research under 
section 10 pursuant to the provisions of section 10 (c) ; and necessary 
expenses for carrying out the provisions of title III of the Act, 
as follows: 
For payments to States, Territories, and Puerto Rico for agricul-

tural experiment stations pursuant to section 9 of the Bankhead-
Jones Act approved June 29, 1935, as amended by the Act of August 
14, 1946, $2,500,000, of which such amount as shall be allotable to 
Alaska shall be transferred to and made a part of the appropriation 
"Research on agricultural problems of Alaska", without matching 
requirement; 
For research on utilization and associated problems pursuant to 

section 10 (a) of said Act, $3,000,000; 
For cooperative research other than research on utilization of agri-

cultural commodities and the products thereof, pursuant to section 
10 (b) of said Act, $1,500,000; 
For the improvement and development, independently or through 

cooperation among Federal and State agencies, and others, of a sound 
and efficient system for the distribution and marketing of agricultural 
products pursuant to the "Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946" (title 
II of the Act of August 14,1946) , $2,000,000; 
In all, $9,000,000: Provided, That such sums as may be necessary 

for penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, may be 
transferred to the regular departmental appropriation therefor: 
Provided further That for necessary printing and binding there 
may be transferred to, and made a part of, the item "Printing and 
binding, Department of Agriculture," such sums as are necessary: 
Provided further, That the Secretary may make available to any 
bureau, office, or agency of the Department such amounts from this 
appropriation as may be necessary to carry out the functions for 
which it is made, and any such amounts shall be in addition to 
amounts transferred or otherwise made available to other appro-
priation items of the Department: Provided further, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be available for work relating to fish or shell-
fish or any product thereof, except for the support of equitable trans-
portation rates before Federal agencies concerned with such rates. 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 

For necessary expenses, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia and payment of fees or dues for the use of law libraries 
by attorneys in the field service, $2,125,000, together with such amounts 
from other appropriations or authorizations as are provided in the 
schedules in the Budget for the current fiscal year for such expenses, 
which several amounts or portions thereof, as may be determined by 
the Secretary, not exceeding a total of $136,000 shall be transferred to 
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and made a part of this appropriation; and there may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia not to exceed $1,500,000:
Provided, however, That if the total amounts of such appropriations
or authorizations for the current fiscal year shall at any time exceed
or fall below the amounts estimated, respectively, therefor in the
Budget for such year, the amounts transferred or to be transferred
therefrom to this appropriation and the amount which may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia shall be
increased or decreased in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau
of the Budget, after a hearing thereon with representatives of the
Department, shall determine are appropriate to the requirements as
changed by such reductions or increases in such appropriations or
authorizations.

OFFICE OF INFORMATION

525

Adjustments in
amounts.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses in connection with the publication, indexing,
illustration, and distribution of bulletins, documents, and reports, the
preparation, distribution, and display of agricultural motion and
sound pictures, and exhibits, and the coordination of informational
work in the Department, $575,000, together with such amounts from
other appropriations or authorizations as are provided in the schedules
in the Budget for the current fiscal year for such expenses, which
several amounts or portions thereof, as may be determined by the Secre-
tary, not exceeding a total of $13,975 shall be transferred to and made
a part of this appropriation, of which total appropriation amounts not
exceeding those specified may be used for the purposes enumerated as
follows : or personal services in the District of Columbia, $533,000;
for preparation and display of exhibits, $128,400 i and the preparation,
distribution, and display of motion and sound pictures, $67,400: Pro-
vided, however, That if the total amounts of the appropriations or Adjmustments in
authorizations for the current fiscal year from which transfers to this
appropriation are herein authorized shall at any time exceed or fall
below the amounts estimated, respectively, therefor in the Budget
for such year, the amounts transferred or to be transferred therefrom
to this appropriation and the amount which may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia shall be increased or
decreased in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
after a hearing thereon with representatives of the Department, shall
determine are appropriate to the requirements as changed by such
reductions or increases in such appropriations or authorizations: Pro-
vided further, That when and to the extent that in the judgment of Transfer of addi-
the Secretary agricultural exhibits and motion and sound pictures a as centrl aency.
relating to the authorized programs of the various agencies of the
Department can be more advantageously prepared, displayed, or dis-
tributed by the Office of Information, as the central agency of the
Department therefor, additional funds not exceeding $300,000 for these
purposes may be transferred to and made a part of this appropriation,
from the funds applicable, and shall be available for the objects speci-
fied herein, including personal services in the District of Columbia:
Provided further, That in the preparation of motion pictures or Temporary employ-
exhibits by the Department, not exceeding a total of $10,000 may be mn
used for employment pursuant to the second sentence of section 706
(a) of the Department of Agriculture Organic Act of 1944 (5 U. S. C. 58 

tat.742.
574), said Act being elsewhere herein referred to as the Organic Act
of 1944, as amended by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 6 sOt.i sa,.
Law 600) : Provided, That no part of this appropriation shall be used Regional or Stte
for the establishment or maintenance of regional or State field offices field ofces.
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decreased in such amounts as the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, 
after a hearing thereon with representatives of the Department, shall 
determine are appropriate to the requirements as changed by such 
reductions or increases in such appropriations or authorizations: Pro-
vided further, That when and to the extent that in the judgment of 
the Secretary agricultural exhibits and motion and sound pictures 
relating to the authorized programs of the various agencies of the 
Department can be more advantageously prepared, displayed, or dis-
tributed by the Office of Information, as the central agency of the 
Department therefor, additional funds not exceeding $300,000 for these 
purposes may be transferred to and made a part of this appropriation, 
from the funds applicable, and shall be available for the objects speci-
fied herein, including personal services in the District of Columbia: 
Provided further, That in the preparation of motion pictures or 
exhibits by the Department, not exceeding a total of $10,000 may be 
used for employment pursuant to the second sentence of section 706 
(a) of the Department of Agriculture Organic Act of 1944 (5 U. S. C. 
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Annual Report of
the Secretary.

28 Stat. 601; 38 Stat.
1110; 49 Stat. 1550; 34
Stat. 825.

Farmers' bulletins.

40 Stat. 1270.

Yearbook of Agri-
culture.

28 Stat. 612.
Transfer of funds.

52 Stat. 31.
. 7U.S.C. 1281.

60 Stat. 230.
42 U. S. C. §§ 1751

1760.

49 Stat. 774.

Limitation.

or for the compensation of employees in such offices except that not
to exceed $10,000 may be used to maintain the San Francisco radio
office.

PRINTING AND BINDING

For printing and binding for the Department, including all of its
bureaus, offices, institutions, and services, except as otherwise provided,
$1,607,000, including the purchase of reprints of scientific and tech-
nical articles published in periodicals and journals; the Annual Report
of the Secretary, as required by the Acts of January 12, 1895 (44
U. S. C. 111, 212-220, 222, 241, 244), March 4, 1915 (7 U. S. C. 418),
and June 20, 1936 (5 U. S. C. 108), and in pursuance of the Act
approved March 30, 1906 (44 U. S. C. 214, 224), also including not
to exceed $250,000 for farmers' bulletins, which shall be adapted to
the interests of the people of the different sections of the country, an
equal proportion of four-fifths of which shall be delivered to or sent
out under the addressed franks furnished by the Senators, Repre-
sentatives, and Delegates in Congress, as they shall direct, but not
including work done at the field printing plants of the Forest Service
authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the
Act approved March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220) ; and including not
to exceed $207,000 for printing and binding two hundred thirty-one
thousand two hundred and fifty copies for the use of the Senate and
House of Representatives of part 2 of the annual report of the Secre-
tary (known as the Yearbook of Agriculture), as authorized by
section 73 of the Act of January 12, 1895 (44 U. S. C. 241) : Provided,
That the Secretary may transfer to this appropriation from the
appropriation made for "Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land
Resources" such sums as may be necessary for printing and binding
in connection with marketing quotas under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, from funds appropriated to carry into effect the
purposes of the National School Lunch Act approved June 4, 1946
(Public Law 396), such sums as may be necessary for printing and
binding in connection with the activities under said Act, and from
funds appropriated to carry into effect the terms of section 32 of the
Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c), as amended, such sums as
may be necessary for printing and binding in connection with the
activities under section 32: Provided further, That the total amount
that may be transferred under the authority granted in the preceding
proviso shall not exceed $145,000.

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

For necessary expenses, including exchange of reference books,
lawbooks, technical and scientific books, periodicals, and expenses
incurred in completing imperfect series; not to exceed $1,200 for
newspapers; dues, when authorized by the Secretary, for library
membership in societies or associations which issue publications to
members only or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who
are not members; $660,000, of which not to exceed $484,924 may be
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

For necessary expenses, including not to exceed $2,143,400 for
personal services in the District of Columbia, including the salary
of Chief of Bureau at $10,000 per annum, and not to exceed $1,000
for the purchase of books of reference, periodicals, and newspapers,
as follows:
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or for the compensation of employees in such offices except that not 
to exceed $10,000 may be used to maintain the San Francisco radio 
office. 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

For printing and binding for the Department, including all of its 
bureaus, offices, institutions, and services, except as otherwise provided, 
$1,607,000, including the purchase of reprints of scientific and tech-
nical articles published in periodicals and journals; the Annual Report 
of the Secretary, as required by the Acts of January 12, 1895 (44 
U. S. C. 111, 212-220, 222, 241, 244), March 4, 1915 (7 U. S. C. 418) , 
and June 20, 1936 (5 U. S. C. 108), and in pursuance of the Act 
approved March 30, 1906 (44 U. S. C. 214, 224), also including not 
to exceed $250,000 for farmers' bulletins, which shall be adapted to 
the interests of the people of the different sections of the country, an 
equal proportion of four-fifths of which shall be delivered to or sent 
out under the addressed franks furnished by the Senators, Repre-
sentatives, and Delegates in Congress, as they shall direct, but not 
including work done at the field printing plants of the Forest Service 
authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing, in accordance with the 
Act approved March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111, 220) ; and including not 
to exceed $207,000 for printing and binding two hundred thirty-one 
thousand two hundred and fifty copies for the use of the Senate and 
House of Representatives of part 2 of the annual report of the Secre-
tary (known as the Yearbook of Agriculture), as authorized by 
section 73 of the Act of January 12, 1895 (44 U. S. C. 241) : Provided, 
That the Secretary may transfer to this appropriation from  the 
appropriation made for "Conservation and Use of Agricultural Land 
Resources" such sums as may be necessary for printing and binding 
in connection with marketing quotas under the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938, from funds appropriated to carry into effect the 
purposes of the National School Lunch Act approved June 4, 1946 
(Public Law 396), such sums as may be necessary for printing and 
binding in connection with the activities under said Act, and from 
funds appropriated to carry into effect the terms of section 32 of the 
Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c) , as amended, such sums as 
may be necessary for printing and binding in connection with the 
activities under section 32: Provided further, That the total amount 
that may be transferred under the authority granted in the preceding 
proviso shall not exceed $145,000. 

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

For necessary expenses, including exchange of reference books, 
lawbooks, technical and scientific books, periodicals, and expenses 
incurred in completing imperfect series; not to exceed $1,200 for 
newspapers; dues, when authorized by the Secretary, for library 
membership in societies or associations which issue publications to 
members only or at a price to members lower than to subscribers who 
are not members; $660,000, of which not to exceed $484,924 may be 
expended for personal services in the District of Columbia. 

BITREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

For necessary expenses including not to exceed $2,143,400 for 
personal services in the District oeColumbia, including the salary 
of Chief of Bureau at $10,000 per annum, and not to exceed $1,000 
for the purchase of books of reference, periodicals, and newspapers, 
as follows: 
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Economic investigations: For conducting investigations and for
acquiring and diffusing useful information among the people of the
United States, relative to agricultural production, distribution, land
utilization, and conservation in their broadest aspects, including
farm management and practice, utilization of farm and food prod-
ucts, purchasing of farm supplies, farm population and rural life,
farm labor, farm finance, insurance and taxation, adjustments in pro-
duction to probable demand for the different farm and food products;
land ownership and values, costs, prices and income in their rela-
tion to agriculture, including causes for their variations and trends,
$2,000,000: Provided, That no part of the funds herein appropriated
or made available to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics under the
heading "Economic investigations" shall be used for State and
county land-use planning, for conducting cultural surveys, or for
the maintenance of regional offices.

Crop and livestock estimates: For collecting, compiling, abstract-
ing, analyzing, summarizing, interpreting, and publishing data relat-
ing to agriculture, including crop and livestock estimates, acreage,
yield, grades, staples of cotton, stocks, and value of farm crops and
numbers, grades, and value of livestock and livestock products on
farms, production, distribution, and consumption of turpentine
and rosin pursuant to the Act of August 15, 1935 (5 U. S. C. 556b),
and for the collection and publication of statistics of peanuts as
provided by the Act approved June 24, 1936, as amended May 12,
1938 (7 U. S. C. 951-957), $2,375,400: Provided, That no part of
the funds herein appropriated shall be available for any expense
incident to ascertaining, collating, or publishing a report stating
the intention of farmers as to the acreage to be planted in cotton, or
for estimates of apple production for other than the commercial
crop.
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Land-use planning.

49 Stat. 653.

49 Stat. 1898; 52
Stat. 348.

Cotton and apple
reports.

OFFICE OF FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses for the Office of
Foreign Agricultural Relations and for enabling the Secretary to
coordinate and integrate activities of the Department in connection
with foreign agricultural work, including personal services in the
District of Columbia and not to exceed $500 for newspapers, $503,000.

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION CONTROL
COMMITTEES

Not to exceed $12,500 may be expended from the appropriations
"Salaries and expenses, Agricultural Adjustment Administration"
and "Sugar Act" for the share of the United States as a member of
the International Wheat Advisory Committee, the International
Sugar Council, or like events or bodies concerned with the reduction
of agricultural surpluses or with other objectives of said appropri-
ations, together with traveling and other necessary expenses relating
thereto.

EXTENSION SERVICE

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, ALASKA, AND PUERTO RICO

For payments to the States, Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico, for Coopertieagrl-
cooperative agricultural extension work as follows:

Capper-Ketcham, Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts: Capper-
Ketcham Act, the Act approved May 22, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 343a, 45Stat.711.

343b), $1,480,000; Bankhead-Jones Act, section 21, title II, of the
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49 Stat. 438.

69 Stat. 232.

63 Stat. 589.
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49 Stat. 1564.

50 Stat. 881.

38 Stat. 372.

Transfer of lands.

Reimbursement.

Buildings and im-
provements.

Limitation.

Act approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 343c), $12,000,000; Bankhead-
Jones Act, section 23, title II, of the Act approved June 29, 1935,
as amended by the Act of June 6, 1945 (7 U. S. C. 343d-1), $8,500,000;
additional extension work, the Act approved April 24, 1939, as
amended (7 U. S. C. 343c-1), $555,000; Alaska, the Act approved
February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c), extending the benefits of the
Smith-Lever Act to the Territory of Alaska, $13,950, and section
3 of the Act approved June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C. 343e), extending
the benefits of the Capper-Ketcham Act to the Territory of Alaska,
$10,000, in all, for Alaska, $23,950; Puerto Rico, the Act approved
August 28, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 343f-343g), extending the benefits of
section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico, $274,000; in
all, Capper-Ketcham, Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts, $22,832,950.

SALARES AND EXPENSES

Administration and coordination of extension work: For expenses
necessary to administer the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act,
approved May 8, 1914 (7 U. S. C. 341-348), and Acts amendatory or
supplementary thereto, and to coordinate the extension work of the
Department and the several States, Territories, and insular posses-
sions, $827,200, of which not to exceed $663,100 may be expended for
personal services in the District of Columbia.

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of
Administrator, including the salary of the Administrator at $10,000
per annum, and personal services in the District of Columbia, and
for the maintenance, operation, and furnishing of facilities and serv-
ices at the Agricultural Research Center, $481,500, and there shall be
transferred to the Department, from Government surplus without
reimbursement therefor, certain parcels of real property, valued at
approximately $9,750, within the boundaries of the Agricultural
Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland, consisting of approximately
eighty-eight acres of land known as the Paul Hense tract and approxi-
mately forty acres of land known as the Sampson tract: Provided, That
the appropriation current at the time services are rendered may be reim-
bursed (by advance credits or reimbursements based on estimated or
actual charges) from applicable appropriations, to cover the charges,
including handling and other related services, for equipment rentals
(including depreciation, maintenance, and repairs); for services,
supplies, equipment and materials furnished, stores of which may be
maintained at the Center, and for building construction, alteration
and repair performed by the Center in carrying out the purposes of
such applicable appropriations and the applicable appropriations may
also be charged their proportionate share of the necessary general
expenses of the Center not covered by this appropriation: Provided
further, That the several appropriations of the Agricultural Research
Administration shall be available for the construction, alteration
and repair of buildings and improvements: Provided, however, That
unless otherwise provided, the cost of constructing any one building
(excepting headhouses connecting greenhouses) shall not exceed
$5,000, the total amount for construction of buildings costing more
$2,500 each shall be within the limits of the estimates submitted and
approved therefor, and the cost of altering any one building during
the fiscal year shall not exceed $2,500 or 2 per centum of the cost of
the building as certified by the Research Administrator, whichever is
greater.
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Act approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 343c), $12,000,000; Bankhead-
Jones Act, section 23, title II, of the Act approved June 29, 1935, 
as amended by the Act of June 6, 1945 (7 U. S. C. 343d-1), $8,500,000; 
additional extension work, the Act approved April 24, 1939, as 
amended (7 U. S. C. 343e-1), $555,000; Alaska, the Act approved 
February 23, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 386c), extending the benefits of the 
Smith-Lever Act to the Territory of Alaska, $13,950, and section 
3 of the Act approved June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C. 343e), extending 
the benefits of the Capper-Ketcham Act to the Territory of Alaska, 
$10,000, in all, for Alaska, $23,950; Puerto Rico, the Act approved 
August 28, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 343f-343g), extending the benefits of 
section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico, $274,000; in 
all, Capper-Ketcham, Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts, $22,832,950. 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

Administration and coordination of extension work: For expenses 
necessary to administer the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, 
approved May 8, 1914 (7 U. S. C. 341-348), and Acts amendatory or 
supplementary thereto, and to coordinate the extension work of the 
Department and the several States, Territories, and insular posses-
sions, $827,200, of which not to exceed $663,100 may be expended for 
personal services in the District of Columbia. 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

k ICE OF ADMINISTRATOR 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Office of 
Administrator, including the salary of the Administrator at $10,000 
per annum, and personal services in the District of Columbia, and 
for the maintenance, operation, and furnishing of facilities and serv-
ices at the Agricultural Research Center, $481,500, and there shall be 
transferred to the Department, from Government surplus without 
reimbursement therefor, certain parcels of real property, valued at 
approximately $9,750, within the boundaries of the Agricultural 
Research Center, Beltsville Maryland, consisting of approximately 
eighty-eight acres of land known as the Paul Hense tract and approxi-
mately forty acres of land known as the Sampson tract : Provided, That 
the appropriation current at the time services are rendered may be reim-
bursed (by advance credits or reimbursements based on estimated or 
actual charges) from applicable appropriations, to cover the charges' 
including handling and other related services, for equipment rentals 
(including depreciation, maintenance, and repairs) ' • for services 
supplies, equipment and materials furnished, stores of which may be 
maintained at the Center' and for building construction, alteration, 
and repair performed by the Center in carrying out the purposes of 
such applicable appropriations and the applicable appropriations may 
also be charged their proportionate share of the necessary general 
expenses of the Center not covered by this appropriation: Provided 
further, That the several appropriations of the Agricultural Research 
Administration shall be available for the construction, alteration, 
and repair of buildings and improvements: Provided, however, That 
unless otherwise provided, the cost of constructing any one building 
(excepting headhouses connecting greenhouses) shall not exceed 
$5,000, the total amount for construction of buildings costing more 
$2,500 each shall be within the limits of the estimates submitted and 
approved therefor, and the cost of altering any one building during 
the fiscal year shall not exceed $2,500 or 2 per centum of the cost of 
the building as certified by the Research Administrator, whichever is 
greater. 
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SPECIAL RESEARCH FUND, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

For enabling the Secretary to carry into effect the Act approved
June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427, 427b, 427c, 427f); for administration
of the provisions of section 5 of the said Act, and for special research
work, including the planning, programing, coordination, and print-
ing the results of such research, to be conducted by such agencies of
the Department as the Secretary may designate or establish, and to
which he may make allotments from this fund, including personal
services in the District of Columbia; $1,203,000, of which amount
$785,200 shall be available for the maintenance and operation of
research laboratories and facilities in the major agricultural regions
provided for by section 4 of said Act.

RESEARCH ON STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL AGRICULTURAL MATERIALS

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary to carry out his
responsibilities under section 7 (b) of the Strategic and Critical
Materials Stock Piling Act of July 23, 1946, in connection with natural
rubber, including personal services in the District of Columbia,
$349,000; and there shall be transferred to the Secretary, from Gov-
ernment surplus without compensation therefor, real property consist-
ing of approximately one hundred and seventy-three acres known
as the Spence tract, one hundred and thirty-one acres of the Guidotti
tract, forty acres of the Arguelo tract, and twenty-five acres of the
Alisal industrial site (all located in the vicinity of Salinas, Cali-
fornia), including improvements and laboratory facilities and equip-
ment thereon, and personal property, valued in all (procurement cost)
at approximately $865,000.

RESEARCH ON AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS OF ALASKA

To enable the Secretary, through such officers and employees of the
Department of Agriculture and the Territory of Alaska as he may
designate, to establish and maintain a program for research into the
basic agricultural needs and problems of the Territory of Alaska,
$144,940, including printing and binding, the employment of personal
services in the District of Columbia, and the construction or acquisition
of necessary buildings and facilities without regard to restrictions of
existing law. In carrying out such program the Secretary is authorized
to use such authorities as have heretofore been made available by the
Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to the Agricultural Experiment
Station of the University of Alaska, and by the laws of the United
States, and to cooperate with the University of Alaska and with other
public and private agencies. The provisions of this paragraph shall
be effective from and after the date of the enactment hereof, until
June 30, 1949, and the Secretary is authorized to take such steps and
to issue such regulations as he may determine to effectuate the orderly
discharge of his responsibilities hereunder. There are hereby trans-
ferred to the Secretary the use of such equipment and other facilities,
buildings, and grounds of the Territorial agricultural experiment sta-
tion, including its branches, as he may determine to be necessary, other
than any land in general use heretofore for other university purposes,
and the Secretary may to the extent deemed advisable continue the
employment of the existing personnel of the station. Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, including the laws of the Territory of
Alaska, there are hereby transferred for the use of the Secretary any
unexpended balances now available, and any moneys hereafter received
for credit thereto, of all funds heretofore appropriated by the legis-
lature or acquired under authority of law for the construction, use, and
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SPECIAL RESEARCH FUND, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

For enabling the Secretary to carry into effect the Act approved 
June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427, 427b, 427c 427f) •' for administration 49 Stat. 436, 437. 

7 § of the provisions of section 5 of the said Act, and for special research U. S. C. 427d. 

work, including the planning, programing, coordination, and print-
ing the results of such research, to be conducted by such agencies of 
the Department as the Secretary may designate or establish, and to 
which he may make allotments from this fund, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; $1,203,000, of which amount 
$785,200 shall be available for the maintenance and operation of 
research laboratories and facilities in the major agricultural regions 
provided for by section 4 of said Act. 49 Stat. 437. 7 TJ. S. C. 4270. 

RESEARCH ON STRATEGIC AND CRITICAL AGRICUM URAL MATERIALS 

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary to carry out his 
responsibilities under section 7 (b) of the Strategic and Critical 
Materials Stock Piling Act of July 23, 1916, in connection with natural 
rubber, including personal services in the District of Columbia, 
$349,000; and there shall be transferred to the Secretary, from Gov-
ernment surplus without compensation therefor, real property consist-
ing of approximately one hundred and seventy-three acres known 
as the Spence tract, one hundred and thirty-one acres of the Guidotti 
tract, forty acres of the Arguelo tract, and twenty-five acres of the 
Alisal industrial site (all located in the vicinity of Salinas, Cali-
fornia), including improvements and laboratory facilities and equip-
ment thereon, and personal property, valued in all (procurement cost) 
at approximately $865,000. 

RESEARCH ON AGRICULTURAL PROBLEMS OF ALASKA 

To enable the Secretary, through such officers and employees of the 
Department of Agriculture and the Territory of Alaska as he may 
designatel to establish and maintain a program for research into the 
basic agricultural needs and problems of the Territory of Alaska, 
$1442940, including printing and binding, the employment of personal 
services in the District of Columbia, and the construction or acquisition 
of necessary buildings and facilities without regard to restrictions of 
existing law. In carrying out such program the Secretary is authorized 
to use such authorities as have heretofore been made available by the 
Legislature of the Territory of Alaska to the Agricultural Experiment 
Station of the University of Alaska, and by the laws of the United 
States, and to cooperate with the University of Alaska and with other 
public and private agencies. The provisions of this paragraph shall 
be effective from and after the date of the enactment hereof, until 
June 30, 1949, and the Secretary is authorized to take such steps and 
to issue such regulations as he may determine to effectuate the orderly 
discharge of his responsibilities hereunder. There are hereby trans- m9eiri'iraisinzfainuiP-
ferred to the Secretary the use of such equipment and other facilities, 
buildings, and grounds of the Territorial agricultural experiment sta-
tion, including its branches, as he may determine to be necessary, other i 
than any land n general use heretofore for other university purposes, 
and the Secretary may to the extent deemed advisable continue the 
employment of the existing personnel of the station. Notwithstanding Transfer of funds. 

any other provision of law, including the laws of the Territory of 
Alaska, there are hereby transferred for the use of the Secretary .any 
unexpended balances now available, and any moneys hereafter received 
for credit thereto, of all funds heretofore appropriated by the legis-
lature or acquired under authority of law for the construction, use, and 
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development of the Territorial agricultural experiment station, the
availability of such funds to be unaffected by this transfer. The
moneys so transferred shall be available for the settlement, in such
manner as the Secretary shall direct, of obligations outstanding at
the time of the transfer. The Secretary shall report annually to the
Appropriations Committees of the Senate and of the House of Repre-
sentatives respecting the status and progress of agricultural research
in Alaska and the advisability of resumption by the Territory of the
operation of the experiment station under the Land Grant College Acts.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, AND PUERTO RICO

For payments to the States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico to be paid
quarterly in advance, to carry into effect the provisions of the following
Acts relating to agricultural experiment stations:

Hatch, Adams, Purnell, Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts: Hatch
Act, the Act approved March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C., 362, 363, 365, 368,
377-379), $720,000; Adams Act, the Act approved March 16, 1906 (7
U. S. C. 369), $720,000; Purnell Act, the Act approved February 24,
1925 (7 U. S. C. 361, 366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382), $2,880,000; Bank-
head-Jones Act, title I of the Act approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C.
42 7- 42 7g), $2,661,268, none of which shall be available for Alaska;
Hawaii, the Act approved May 16 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b), extend-
ing the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory of Hawaii
$90,000; Puerto Rico, the Act approved March 4, 1931, as amended
(7 U. S. C. 386d-386f), extending the benefits of certain Acts of
Congress to Puerto Rico, $90,000; in all, payments to States, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico, $7,161,268.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Administration of grants and coordination of research with States:
For necessary expenses, including not to exceed $197,525 for personal
services in the District of Columbia, to enforce the provisions of the
Acts approved March 2, 1887, March 16 1906, February 24, 1925, May
16, 1928, March 4,1931, and June 20, 1936, and Acts amendatory thereto
(7 U. S. C. 361-363, 365-369, 370383, 386, 386d-386f), relative totheir administration and for the administration of an agricultural
experiment station in Puerto Rico, $211,000; and the Secretary shall
prescribe the form of the annual financial statement required under the
above Acts, ascertain whether the expenditures are in accordance with
their provisions, coordinate the research work of the State agricultural
colleges and experiment stations in the lines authorized in said Acts
with research of the Department in similar lines, and make report
thereon to Congress.

Federal Experiment Station, Puerto Rico: For expenses necessary
to establish and maintain an agricultural experiment station in Puerto
Rico, including the preparation, illustration, and distribution ofreports and bulletins, $114,700.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary, including not to exceed $1,059,000 fordepartmental personal services in the District of Columbia, for carry-
ing out the provisions of the Act, as amended, establishing a Bureau
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development of the Territorial agricultural experiment station, the 
availability of such funds to be unaffected by this transfer. The 
moneys so transferred shall be available for the settlement, in such 
manner as the Secretary shall direct, of obligations outstanding at 
the time of the transfer. The Secretary shall report annually to the 
Appropriations Committees of the Senate and of the House of Repre-
sentatives respecting the status and progress of agricultural research 
in Alaska and the advisability of resumption by the Territory of the 
operation of the experiment station under the Land Grant College Acts. 

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS 

PAYMENTS TO STATES, HAWAII, AND PUERTO RICO 

For payments to the States, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico to be paid 
quarterly in advance, to carry into effect the provisions of the following 
Acts relating to agricultural experiment stations: 
Hatch, Adams, Purnell, Bankhead-Jones, and related Acts: Hatch 

Act, the Act approved March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C., 362, 363, 365, 368, 
377-379) , $720,000; Adams Act, the Act approved March 16, 1906 (7 
U. S. C. 369), $720,000; Purnell Act, the Act approved February 24, 
1925 (7 U. S. C. 361, 366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382) , $2,880,000; Bank-
head-Jones Act, title I of the Act approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 
427-427g), $2,661,268, none of which shall be available for Alaska; 
Hawaii, the Act approved May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b), extend-
ing the benefits of certain Acts of Congress to the Territory of Hawaii, 
$90,000; Puerto Rico, the Act approved M arch 4, 1931, as amended 
(7 U. S. C. 386d-386f), extending the benefits of certain Acts of 
Congress to Puerto Rico, $90,000; in all, payments to States, Hawaii, 
and Puerto Rico, $7,161,268. 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

Administration of grants and coordination of research with States: 
For necessary expenses, including not to exceed $197,525 for personal 
services in the District of Columbia, to enforce the provisions of the 
Acts approved March 2, 1887, March 16, 1906, February 24, 1925, May 
16, 1928, March 4, 1931, and June 20, 1936, and Acts amendatory thereto 
(7 U. S. C. 361-363, 365-369, 370-383, 386, 386d-386f), relative to 
their administration and for the administration of an agricultural 
experiment station in Puerto Rico, $211,000; and the Secretary shall 
prescribe the form of the annual financial statement required under the 
above Acts, ascertain whether the expenditures are in accordance with 
their provisions, coordinate the research work of the State agricultural 
colleges and experiment stations in the lines authorized in said Acts 
with research of the Department in similar lines, and make report 
thereon to Congress. 

Federal Experiment Station, Puerto Rico: For expenses necessary 
to establish and maintain an agricultural experiment station in Puerto 
Rico, including the preparation, illustration, and distribution of 
reports and bulletins, $114,700. 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary, including not to exceed $1,059,000 for 
departmental personal services in the District of Columbia, for carry-
ing out the provisions of the Act, as amended, establishing a Bureau 
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of Animal Industry, and related Acts, and for investigations con-
cerned with the livestock and meat industries and the domestic raising
of fur-bearing animals, as follows:

Animal husbandry: For investigations and experiments in animal
husbandry and animal and poultry feeding and breeding, and for
carrying out the purposes of section 101 (b) of the Organic Act of
1944 (7 U. S. C. 429) authorizing cooperation with State authorities
in the administration of regulations for the improvement of poultry,
poultry products, and hatcheries, $1,305,500.

Diseases of animals: For scientific investigations of diseases of
animals, and for investigations of tuberculin, serums, antitoxins, and
analogous products, $1045,000.

Eradicating tuberculosis and Bang's disease: For the control and
eradication of the diseases of tuberculosis and paratuberculosis of
animals, avian tuberculosis, and Bang's disease of cattle, $6,750,000:
Provided, That no part of the money hereby appropriated shall be
used in compensating owners of cattle except in cooperation with and
supplementary to payments to be made by State, Territory, county, or
municipality where condemnation of cattle shall take place, nor shall
any payment be made hereunder as compensation for or on account
of any such animal if at the time of inspection or test, or at the time
of condemnation thereof, it shall belong to or be upon the premises of
any person, firm, or corporation to which it has been sold, shipped,
or delivered for the purpose of being slaughtered: Provided further,
That out of the money hereby appropriated no payment as compen-
sation for any cattle condemned for slaughter shall exceed one-third
of the difference between the appraised value of such cattle and the
value of the salvage thereof; that no payment hereunder shall exceed
the amount paid or to be paid by the State, Territory, county, and
municipality where the animal shall be condemned; and that in no
case shall any payment hereunder be more than $25 for any grade
animal or more than $50 for any purebred animal.

Inspection and quarantine: For inspection and quarantine work,
including the control and eradication of hog cholera and related swine
diseases, southern cattle ticks, scabies in sheep and cattle, and dourine
in horses, the supervision of the transportation of livestock, the inspec-
tion of vessels, the execution of the twenty-eight-hour law the inspec-
tion and quarantine of imported animals in accordance with the Act of
August 30, 1890 (21 U. S. C. 102) and the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public
Law 522), and the inspection work relative to the existence of con-
tagious diseases, $1,225,197.

Meat inspection: For carrying out the provisions of laws relating
to Federal inspection of meat and meat-food products, $5,000,000,
for deposit in the Treasury of the United States as a working capital
fund, without fiscal year limitation, to be designated as the "Meat
inspection fund", which shall be available for all expenses necessary
to furnish an adequate and efficient inspection or service, and here-
after every person, firm, public agency, or other organization fur-
nished inspection or service under said laws, including inspection
of meat and meat-food products offered for import or export and
the inspection of horse meat and horse-meat products, shall pay
the United States therefor in accordance with regulations prescribed
by the Secretary of Agriculture and at rates and fees to be fixed
by him, which payments, to be deposited in the meat-inspection fund,
shall provide full reimbursement for the estimated cost attributable
to the furnishing of such inspection or service, including scientific
and technical investigations and laboratory services; investigations
relating to violations of, and authorized exemptions under, the laws
relating to Federal meat inspection; supervisory, administrative,
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of Animal Industry, and related Acts, and for investigations con-
cerned with the livestock and meat industries and the domestic raising 
of fur-bearing animals, as follows: 
Animal husbandry: For investigations and experiments in animal 

husbandry and animal and poultry feeding and breeding, and for 
carrying out the purposes of section 101 (b) of the Organic Act of 
?_944 (7 U. S. C. 429) authorizing cooperation with State authorities 
in the administration of regulations for the improvement of poultry, 
poultry products, and hatcheries, $1,305,500. 

Diseases of animals: For scientific investigations of diseases of 
animals, and for investigations of tuberculin, serums, antitoxins, and 
analogous products, $1,045,000. 

Eradicating tuberculosis and Bang's disease: For the control and 
eradication of the diseases of tuberculosis and paratuberculosis of 
animals, avian tuberculosis, and Bang's disease of cattle, $6,750,000: 
Provided, That no part of the money hereby appropriated shall be 
used in compensating owners of cattle except in cooperation with and 
supplementary to payments to be made by State, Territory, county, or 
municipality where condemnation of cattle shall take place, nor shall 
any payment be made hereunder as compensation for or on account 
of any such animal if at the time of inspection or test, or at the time 
of condemnation thereof, it shall belong to or be upon the premises of 
any person, firm, or corporation to which it has been sold, shipped, 
or delivered for the purpose of being slaughtered: Provided turth,er, 
That out of the money hereby appropriated no payment as compen-
sation for any cattle condemned for slaughter shall exceed one-third 
of the difference between the appraised value of such cattle and the 
value of the salvage thereof; that no payment hereunder shall exceed 
the amount paid or to be paid by the State, Territory, county, and 
municipality where the animal shall be condemned; and that in no 
case shall any payment hereunder be more than $25 for any grade 
animal or more than $50 for any purebred animal. 

Inspection and quarantine: For inspection and quarantine work, 
including the control and eradication of hog cholera and related swine 
diseases, southern cattle ticks, scabies in sheep and cattle, and dourine 
in horses, the supervision of the transportation of livestock, the inspec-
tion of vessels, the execution of the twenty-eight-hour law, the inspec-
tion and quarantine of imported animals in accordance with the Act of 
August 30, 1890 (21 U. S. C. 102) and the Act of July 24, 1946 (Public 
Law 522), and the inspection work relative to the existence of con-
tagious diseases, $1,225,197. 
Meat inspection: For carrying out the provisions of laws relating 

to Federal inspection of meat and meat-food products, $5,000,000, 
for deposit in the Treasury of the United States as a working capital 
fund, without fiscal year limitation, to be designated as the "Meat 
inspection fund", which shall be available for all expenses necessary 
to furnish an adequate and efficient inspection or service, and here-
after every person, firm, public agency, or other organization fur-
nished inspection or service under said laws, including inspection 
of meat and meat-food products offered for import or export and 
the inspection of horse meat and horse-meat products, shall pay 
the United States therefor in accordance with regulations prescribed 
by the Secretary of Agriculture and at rates and fees to be fixed 
by him, which payments, to be deposited in the meat-inspection fund, 
shall provide full reimbursement for the estimated cost attributable 
to the furnishing of such inspection or service, including scientific 
and technical investigations and laboratory services; investigations 
relating to violations of, and authorized exemptions under, the laws 
relating to Federal meat inspection; supervisory, administrative, 
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statistical, business management, and other costs; personal services
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, without regard to sectionS9UStt. 34. 607 of the Federal Employees' Pay Act of 1945, as amended; rent
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; purchase and hire of
passenger motor vehicles; printing and binding, including the pur-
chase of printed tags, labels, stamps, and certificates as authorized

68 stat. 734. by the Act of September 21, 1944 (7 U. S. C., 431); and other necessary
etAance payment, expenses: Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may require

advance payment, posting of bonds, or other assurance of payment,
in order to protect the interests of the United States, and may with-
hold or withdraw such inspection or service for nonpayment of
charges or fees, or failure to provide the required assurance of pay-

toeothicgerncies.' ment: Provided further, That inspection or other technical services
may be rendered to Government and other public agencies, upon
request, under the terms and conditions herein provided: Provided

tions,e of obig further, That a schedule of obligations and reimbursements of the
meat-inspection fund, as of the close of the last completed fiscal year,
and as estimated for the current and ensuing fiscal years, shall be
included in the Budget as submitted to Congress annually: And pro-
vided further, That payments shall be made for inspection or service
rendered on and after July 1, 1947.

Virus Serum Toxin Act: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
37 Stat. 832. approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158), regulating the prepara-

tion, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin,
or analogous product manufactured in the United States and the impor-
tation of such products intended for use in the treatment of domestic
animals, $315,000.

Marketing agreements, hog cholera virus and serum: The sum of
$43,000 of the appropriation made by section 12 (a) of the Agricul-

7 U.s. . § 612(a). tural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933, is hereby made avail-
able during the fiscal year for which appropriations are herein made
to carry into effect sections 56 to 60, inclusive, of the Act approved49Stat.r1. August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 851-855), including personal services in
theDbistrict of Columbia.

ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF
ANIMALS

Ante, pp. 7, 24, 245;
post, p. 817.

Payment of claims.

Basis of appraise-
ment.

For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District
of Columbia, in the arrest and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease,
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia or other contagious or infec-
tious diseases of animals, or European fowl pest and similar diseases
in poultry, including the payment of claims growing out of past
and future purchases and destruction of animals (including poultry)
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed
to, any such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership,
under like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner
has complied with all lawful quarantine regulations, $100,000,
together with such sums from other appropriations of the Depart-
ment as the Secretary may deem necessary, to be available only in an
emergency which threatens the livestock or poultry industry of the
country: Provided, That the payment for such animals hereafter
purchased may be made on appraisement based on the meat, egg-
production, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of appraisement
based on breeding value no appraisement of any such animal shall
exceed three times its meat, egg-production, or dairy value, and,
except in case of an extraordinary emergency, to be determined by
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statistical, business management, and other costs; personal services 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, without regard to section 
607 of the Federal Employees' Pay Act of 1945, as amended; rent 
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; purchase and hire of 
passenger motor vehicles; printing and binding, including the pur-
chase of printed tags, labels, stamps, and certificates as authorized 
by the Act of September 21, 1944 (7 U. S. C., 431) ; and other necessary 
expenses: Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may require 
advance payment, posting of bonds, or other assurance of payment, 
in order to protect the interests of the United States, and may with-
hold or withdraw such inspection or service for nonpayment of 
charges or fees, or failure to provide the required assurance of pay-
ment: Provided further, That inspection or other technical services 
may be rendered to Government and other public agencies, upon 
request, under the terms and conditions herein provided: Provided 
further, That a schedule of obligations and reimbursements of the 
meat-inspection fund, as of the close of the last completed fiscal year, 
and as estimated for the current and ensuing fiscal years, shall be 
included in the Budget as submitted to Congress annually: And pro-
vided further, That payments shall be made for inspection or service 
rendered on and after July 1, 1947. 

Virus Serum Toxin Act: For carrying out the provisions of the Act 
approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158) , regulating the prepara-
tion, sale, barter, exchange, or shipment of any virus, serum, toxin, 
or analogous product manufactured in the United States and the impor-
tation of such products intended for use in the treatment of domestic 
animals, $315,000. 
Marketing agreements, hog cholera virus and serum: The sum of 

$43,000 of the appropriation made by section 12 (a) of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933, is hereby made avail-
able during the fiscal year for which appropriations are herein made 
to carry into effect sections 56 to 60, inclusive, of the Act approved 
August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 851-855), including personal services in 
the District of Columbia. 

ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES OF 

ANIMALS 

For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia, in the arrest and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease, 
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other contagious or infec-
tious diseases of animals, or European fowl pest and similar diseases 
in poultry, including the payment of claims growing out of past 
and future purchases and destruction of animals (including poultry) 
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed 
to, any such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership, 
under like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner 
has complied with all lawful quarantine regulations, $100,000, 
together with such sums from other appropriations of the Depart-
ment as the Secretary may deem necessary, to be available only in an 
emergency which threatens the livestock or poultry industry of the 
country: Provided, That the payment for such animals hereafter 
purchased may be made on appraisement based on the meat, egg-
production, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of appraisement 
based on breeding value no appraisement of any such animal shall 
exceed three times its meat, egg-production, or dairy value, and, 
except in case of an extraordinary emergency, to be determined by 
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the Secretary, the payment by the United States Government for any
such animals shall not exceed one-half of any such appraisements:
Provided further, That poultry may be appraised in groups when the
basis for appraisal is the same for each bird.

BUREAU OF DAIRY INDUSTRY

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not to
exceed $540,912 for personal services in the District of Columbia, in
carrying out the provisions of the Act of May 29, 1924 (7 U. S. C.
401-404), including investigations, experiments, and demonstrations
in dairy industry, for carrying out the applicable provisions of the
Act of May 9, 1902 (26 U.S. C. 2325, 2326 (c)), relating to process or
renovated butter, as amended by the Act of June 24, 1946 (Public
Law 427), and the Act of May 23, 1908 (21 U. S. C. 94 (a)), insofar
as it relates to the exportation of process or renovated butter,
$1,011,000.

For repair of buildings, fence, electric line and feed bunk, recently
damaged by tornado at the dairy field station, Woodward, Oklahoma,
$5,300.

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY, SOILS, AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations in connection with the production and improvement of farm
crops and other plants and plant industries; soils and soil-plant rela-
tionships, and the application of engineering principles to agriculture;
plant diseases, including nematodes, and methods for their prevention
and control; plant and plant-disease collections and surveys; the
distribution of weeds and means for their control; methods of
handling, processing, transportation, and storage of agricultural
products; and plants in foreign countries and our possessions for
introduction info the United States, including explorations and
surveys, and propagation and testing in this country; for the operation
and maintenance of airplanes; and for personal services in the city
of Washington, as follows:

Field crops: For investigations on the production, improvement,
and diseases of alfalfa, barley, clover, corn, cotton, flax, grasses, oats,
rice, rubber crops, sorghums, soybeans, sugar beets, sugarcane, tobacco,
wheat, and other field crops, $2,784,000.

Fruit, vegetable, and specialty crops: For investigations on the pro-
duction, improvement and diseases of fruit, vegetable, nut, ornamental,
drug, condiment, oil, insecticide, and related crops and plants,
$2,445,000, and there shall be transferred to the Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, from Government sur-
plus without compensation therefor, one sixty-five acre tract occupied
by the United States Plant Introduction Garden under permit from
the War Department and two adjacent small parcels of land, totaling
in all approximately seventy-seven acres, situated at Chapman Field
Military Reservation, Dade County, Florida, and valued (procurement
cost) at approximately $7,000.

Forest diseases: For investigations of diseases of forest and shade
trees and forest products, and methods for their control, $379,280.

Soils, fertilizers, and irrigation: For investigations of soil manage-
ment methods to increase and maintain productivity, including fertili-
zation, liming, crop rotations, tillage practices, and other means of
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the Secretary, the payment by the United States Government for any 
such animals shall not exceed one-half of any such appraisements: 
Provided further, That poultry may be appraised in groups when the 
basis for appraisal is the same for each bird. 

BUREAU OF DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not to 
exceed $540,912 for personal services in the District of Columbia, in 
carrying out the provisions of the Act of May 29, 1924 (7 U. S. C. 
401-404), including investigations, experiments, and demonstrations 
in dairy industry, for carrying out the applicable provisions of the 
Act of May 9, 1902 (26 U. S. C. 2325, 2326 (c) ) , relating to process or 
renovated butter, as amended by the Act of June 24, 1946 (Public 
Law 427), and the Act of May 23, 1908 (21 U. S. C. 94 (a) ) , insofar 
as it relates to the exportation of process or renovated butter, 
$1,011,000. 
For repair of buildings, fence, electric line and feed bunk, recently 

damaged by tornado at the dairy field station, Woodward, Oklahoma, 
$5,300. 

BuRnAu OF PLANT INDUSTRY, SOILS, AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations in connection with the production and improvement of farm 
crops and other plants and plant industries; soils and soil-plant rela-
tionships, and the application of engineering principles to agriculture; 
plant diseases, including nematodes, and methods for their prevention 
and control; plant and plant-disease collections and surveys; the 
distribution of weeds and means for their control; methods of 
handling, processing, transportation, and storage of agricultural 
products; and plants in foreign countries and our possessions for 
introduction info the United States, including explorations and 
surveys, and propagation and testing in this country; for the operation 
and maintenance of airplanes; and for personal services in the city 
of Washington, as follows: 

Field crops: For investigations on the production, improvement, 
and diseases of alfalfa, barrey, clover, corn, cotton, flax, grasses, oats, 
rice, rubber crops, sorghums, soybeans, sugar beets, sugarcane, tobacco, 
wheat, and other field crops, $2,784,000. 

Fruit, vegetable, and specialty crops: For investigations on the pro-
duction, improvement, and diseases of fruit, vegetable, nut, ornamental, 
drug, condiment, oil, insecticide, and related crops and plants, 
$2,445,000, and there shall be transferred to the Bureau of Plant 
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, from Government sur-
plus without compensation therefor, one sixty-five acre tract occupied 
by the United States Plant Introduction Garden under permit from 
the War Department and two adjacent small parcels of land, totaling 
in all approximately seventy-seven acres, situated at Chapman Field 
Military Reservation, Dade County, Florida, and valued (procurement 
cost) at approximately $7,000. 

Forest diseases: For investigations of diseases of forest and shade 
trees and forest products, and methods for their control, $379,280. 

Soils, fertilizers, and irrigation: For investigations of soil manage-
ment methods to increase and maintain productivity, including fertili-
zation, liming, crop rotations, tillage practices, and other means of 
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improving soils; fertilizers, fertilizer ingredients, and their improve-
ment for agricultural use; soil management and crop production on
dry and irrigated lands, and the quality of irrigation water and its
use by crops; and for the classification of soils in a national system
and indication of their extent and distribution on maps, and determi-
nation of their potential productivity under adapted cropping and
improved soil management; $1,466,000.

Agricultural engineering: For investigations involving the appli-
cation of engineering principles to agriculture, including farm power
and equipment, rural water supply and sanitation, and rural electrifi-
cation; farm buildings and their appurtenances and buildings for
processing and storing farm products, and the preparation and dis-
tribution of building plans and specifications; cotton ginning, and
other engineering problems relating to the production, processing,
transportation, and storage of agricultural products; $637,000.

National Arboretum: For the maintenance and development of
the National Arboretum established under the provisions of the Act
approved March 4, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 191-194), including travel
expenses of the advisory council, $436,900, of which not to exceed
$350,000 shall be available for the acquisition of adjoining land, and
not to exceed $2,500 may be expended for employment pursuant to
the second sentence of section 706 (a) of the Organic Act of 1944
(5 U. S. C. 574) as amended by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600).

Southern Great Plains Field Station: For replacement and repair
of buildings, equipment and supplies, utilities, fences and other
general repairs and clean-up operations from damages due to the
recent tornado at Woodward, Oklahoma, $45,600.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, demon-
strations, and surveys for the promotion of economic entomology, forinvestigating and ascertaining the best means of destroying insects
and related pests injurious to agriculture, for importing useful andbenuficial insects and bacterial, fungal, and other diseases of insectsan(d related pests, for investigating and ascertaining the best means
of destroying insects affecting man and animals, and the best waysof utilizing beneficial insects, for carrying into effect the provisions
of the Plant Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C.151-167), the Honey Bee Act (7 U. S. C. 281-283), the Insect Pest
Act (7 U. S. C. 141-144), the Mexican Border Act (7 U. S. C. 149)and the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U. S. C. 147a), authorizing the eradi-cation, control, and prevention of spread of injurious insects andplant pests; including the operation and maintenance of airplanesand the purchase of not to exceed seven, and not to exceed $745,350for personal services in the District of Columbia, as follows:

Insect investigations: For the investigation of insects affectingfruits, grapes, nuts, trees, shrubs, forests and forest products, truckand garden crops, cereal, forage and range crops, cotton, tobaccosugar plants, ornamental and other plants and agricultural products,
household possessions, and man and animals; for bee culture andapiary management; for classifying, identifying, and collecting infor-mation to determine the distribution and abundance of insects; forinvestigations in connection with introduction of natural enemies
of injurious insects and related pests and for the exchange with othercountries of useful and beneficial insects and other arthropods; for
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improving soils • fertilizers, fertilizer ingredients, and their improve-
ment for agricultural use; soil management and crop production on 
dry and irrigated lands, and the quality of irrigation water and its 
use by crops; and for the classification of soils in a national system 
and indication of their extent and distribution on maps, and determi-
nation of their potential productivity under adapted cropping and 
improved soil management; $1,466,000. 

Agricultural engineering: For investigations involving the appli-
cation of engineering principles to agriculture, including farm power 
and equipment, rural water supply and sanitation, and rural electrifi-
cation; farm buildings and their appurtenances and buildings for 
processing and storing farm products and the preparation and dis-
tribution of building plans and specifications; cotton ginning, and 
other engineering problems relating to the production, processing, 
transportation, and storage of agricultural products; $637,000. 

National Arboretum: For the maintenance and development of 
the National Arboretum established under the provisions of the Act 
approved March 4, 1927 (20 U. S. C. 191-194), including travel 
expenses of the advisory council, $436,900, of which not to exceed 
$350,000 shall be available for the acquisition of adjoining land, and 
not to exceed $2,500 may be expended for employment pursuant to 
the second sentence of section 706 (a) of the Organic Act of 1944 
(5 U. S. C. 574) as amended by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1916 (Public Law 600). 
Southern Great Plains Field Station: For replacement and repair 

of buildings,. equipment and supplies, utilities, fences and other 
general repairs and clean-up operations from damages due to the 
recent tornado at Woodward, Oklahoma, $45,600. 

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, demon-
strations, and surveys for the promotion of economic entomology, for 
investigating and ascertaining the best means of destroying insects 
and related pests injurious to agriculture, for importing useful and 
beneficial insects and bacterial, fungal, and other diseases of insects 
and related pests, for investigating and ascertaining the best means 
of destroying insects affecting man and animals, and the best ways 
of utilizing beneficial insects, for carrying into effect the provisions 
of the Plant Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 
151-167), the Honey Bee Act (7 U. S. C. 281-283), the Insect Pest 

56 Act (7 U. S. C. 141-144), the Mexican Border Act (7 U. S. C. 149) 
and the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U. S. C. 147a), authorizing the eradi-
cation, control, and prevention of spread of injurious insects and 
plant pests; including the operation and maintenance of airplanes 
and the purchase of not to exceed seven, and not to exceed $745,350 
for personal services in the District of Columbia, as follows: 

Insect investigations: For the investigation of insects affecting 
fruits, grapes, nuts, trees, shrubs, forests and forest products, truck 
and garden crops, cereal, forage and range crops, cotton, tobacco, 
sugar plants, ornamental and other plants and agricultural products, 
household possessions, and man and animals; for bee culture and 
apiary management; for classifying, identifying, and collecting infor-
mation to determine the distribution and abundance of insects; for 
investigations in connection with introduction of natural enemies 
of injurious insects and related pests and for the exchange with other 
countries of useful and beneficial insects and other arthropods; for 
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developing methods, equipment, and apparatus to aid in enforcing
plant quarantines and in the eradication and control of insect pests and
plant diseases; and for investigations of insecticides and fungicides,
including methods of their manufacture and use and the effects of
their application, $2,961,300.

Insect and plant disease control: For carrying out operations or
measures to eradicate, suppress, control, or to prevent or retard the
spread of Japanese beetle, sweetpotato weevil, Mexican fruitflies,
gypsy and brown-tail moths, Dutch elm disease, phony peach and
peach mosaic, cereal rusts, and pink bollworm and Thurberia weevil,
including the enforcement of quarantine regulations and cooperation
with States to enforce plant quarantines as authorized by the Plant
Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 151-167),
and including the establishment of such cotton-free areas as may be
necessary to stamp out any infestation of the pink bollworm as author-
ized by the Act of February 8, 1930 (46 Stat. 67), and for the enforce-
ment of domestic plant quarantines through inspection in transit,
including the interception and disposition of materials found to have
been transported interstate in violation of Federal plant quarantine
laws or regulations, and operations under the Terminal Inspection
Act (7 U. S. C. 166), $2,972,100: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used to pay the cost or value of trees, farm animals,
farm crops, or other property injured or destroyed: Provided further,
That, in the discretion of the Secretary, no part of this appropriation
shall be expended for the control of sweetpotato weevil in any State
until such State has provided cooperation necessary to accomplish
this purpose, or for barberry eradication until a sum or sums at
least equal to such expenditures shall have been appropriated, sub-
scribed, or contributed by States, counties, or local authorities, or
by individuals or organizations for the accomplishment of this pur-
pose: Provided further, That in the discretion of the Secretary, no
expenditures from this appropriation shall be made for applying
methods of control of the Dutch elm disease in any State where
measures for the removal and destruction of trees on non-Federal
lands suffering from the Dutch elm disease are not in force, provided
such removal and destruction are deemed essential or appropriate
for the carrying on of the control prog'raml, nor until a sum or sums
at least equal to such expenditures shall have been appropriated, sub-
scribed, or contributed by State, county, or local authorities, or by
individuals, or organizations concerned: Provided, however, That
expenditures incurred for removal of trees infected with Dutch elm
disease from non-Federal lands shall not be considered a part of
such appropriations, subscriptions, or contributions: Provided further,
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for the removal
and destruction of trees infected with the Dutch elm disease except
where such trees are located on property owned or controlled by the
Government of the United States, or on property included within
local experimental control areas.

Foreign plant quarantines: For operations against the introduction
of insect pests or plant diseases into the United States. including the
enforcement of foreign-plant quarantines and regulations promul-
gated under sections 5 and 7 of the Plant Quarantine Act of August
20,1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 151-167), the Insect Pest Act of 1905
(7 U. S. C. 141-144), and the Mexican Border Act of 1942 (7 U. S. C.
149), for enforcement of domestic-plant quarantines as they pertain
to Territories of the United States and enforcement of regulations
governing the movement of plants into and from the District of
Columbia promulgated under section 15 of the Plant Quarantine Act
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developing methods, equipment, and apparatus to aid in enforcing 
plant quarantines and in the eradication and control of insect pests and 
plant diseases; and for investigations of insecticides and funeicides, 
including methods of their manufacture and use and the e ects of 
their application, $2,961,300. 

Insect and plant disease control: For carrying out operations or 
measures to eradicate, suppress, control, or to prevent or retard the 
spread of Japanese beetle, sweetpotato weevil, Mexican fruitflies, 
gypsy and brown-tail moths, Dutch elm disease, phony peach and 
peach mosaic, cereal rusts, and pink bollworm an Thurberia weevil, 
including the enforcement of quarantine regulations and cooperation 
with States to enforce plant quarantines as authorized by the Plant 
Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 151-167), 
and including the establishment of such cotton-free areas as may be 
necessary to stamp out any infestation of the pink bollworm as author-
ized by the Act of February 8, 1930 (46 Stat. 67), and for the enforce-
ment of domestic plant quarantines through inspection in transit, 
including the interception and disposition of materials found to have 
been transported interstate in violation of Federal plant quarantine 
laws or regulations, and operations under the Terminal Inspection 
Act (7 U. S. C. 166), $2,972,100: Provided, That no part of this appro-
priation shall be used to pay the cost or value of trees, farm animals, 
farm crops, or other property injured or destroyed: Provided further, 
That, in the discretion of the Secretary, no part of this appropriation 
shall be expended for the control of sweetpotato weevil in any State 
until such State has provided cooperation necessary to accomplish 
this purpose, or for barberry eradication until a sum or sums at 
least equal to such expenditures shall have been appropriated, sub-
scribed, or contributed. by States, counties, or local authorities, or 
by individuals or organizations for the accomplishment of this pur-
pose: Provided further, That in the discretion of the Secretary, no 
expenditures from this appropriation shall be made for applying 
methods of control of the Dutch elm disease in any State where 
measures for the removal and destruction of trees on non-Federal 
lands suffering from the Dutch elm disease are not in force, provided 
such removal and destruction are deemed essential or appropriate 
for the carrying on of the control program, nor until a sum or sums 
at least equal to such expenditures shall have been appropriated, sub-
scribed, or contributed by State, county, or local authorities, or by 
individuals, or organizations concernea: Provided, however, That 
expenditures incurred for removal of trees infected with Dutch elm 
disease from non-Federal lands shall not be considered a part of 
such appropriations, subscriptions, or contributions: Provided further, 
That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for the removal 
and destruction of trees infected with the Dutch elm disease except 
where such trees are located on property owned or controlled by the 
Government of the United States, or on property included within 
local experimental control areas. 

Foreign plant quarantines: For operations against the introduction 
of insect pests or plant diseases into the United States, including the 
enforcement of foreign-plant quarantines and regulations promul-
gated under sections 5 and 7 of the Plant Quarantine Act of August 
20,1912, as amended (7 U. S. C. 151-167), the Insect Pest Act of 1905 
(7 U. S. C. 111-111), and the Mexican Border Act of 1942 (7 U. S. C. 
119), for enforcement of domestic-plant quarantines as they pertain 
to Territories of the United States and enforcement of regulations 
governing the movement of plants into and from the District of 
Columbia promulgated under section 15 of the Plant Quarantine Act 
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41 Sta. 
2 6 7. of August 20 1912, as amended, and for inspection and certification

of plants and plant products to meet the sanitary requirements of
foreign countries, as authorized in section 102 of the Organic Act of

58 Stat.73. 1944 (7 U.S. C. 147a), $2,000,000.

CONTROL OF EMERGENCY OUTBREAKS OF INSECTS AND PLANT DISEASES

For expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the joint reso-
lution approved May 9, 1938 (7 U. S. C. 148-148e), including the
operation and maintenance of airplanes and the purchase of not to

with exceed three, and surveys and control operations in Canada in coop-
eration with the Canadian Government or local Canadian authorities,
and the employment of Canadian citizens, $2,050,000.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

12 Stat. 387.

Transfer of real
property.

62 Stat. 37.

Storage building.

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations hereinafter authorized, including not to exceed $237,746 for
personal services in the District of Columbia, as follows:

Agricultural chemical investigations: For conducting the investi-
gations contemplated by the Act of May 15, 1862 (5 U. S. C. 511, 512),
relating to the application of chemistry to agriculture; for the biologi-
cal, chemical, physical, microscopical, and technological investigation
of foods, feeds, drugs, plant and animal products, and substances used
in the manufacture thereof; for investigations of the physiological
effects and for the pharmacological testing of such products and of
insecticides; for the investigation and development of methods for
the manufacture of sugars, sugar sirups, and starches and the utiliza-
tion of new agricultural materials for such purposes; and for the
technological investigation of the utilization of fruits and vegetables
and for frozen pack investigations; $511,500, and there shall be trans-
ferred to the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, from
Government surplus without compensation therefor, a certain parcel
of real property of approximately one acre (consisting of lots 37 and38 of Deal and Kreiser Subdivision, and lots 24 and 25 of tract 728in the city of Pasadena, California), valued at approximately $15,800.

Naval-stores investigations: For the investigation of naval stores(turpentine and rosin) and their components; the investigation andexperimental demonstration of improved equipment, methods, orprocesses of preparing naval stores; and the weighing, storing, han-dling, transportation, and utilization of naval stores, $152,550.Regional research laboratories: For continuing the researches
established under the provisions of section 202 (a) to 202 (e),inclusive, of title II of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938
(7 U. S. C. 1292), including research on food products of farm com-modities, $5,000,000, including not to exceed $30,000 for the construc-
tion of a commodity and equipment storage building at the WesternRegional Research Laboratory located at Albany, California.

BUREAU OF HUMAN N'UTRITION AND HOME ECONonoIC

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not toexceed $305,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, forconducting investigations of the relative utility and economy of agri-cultural products for food, clothing, and other uses in the home, withspecial suggestions of plans and methods for the more effective utiliza-
tion of such products for these purposes, and such economic investiga-tions, including housing and household buying, as have for their pur-pose the improvement of the rural home, and for disseminating usefulinformation on this subject, $800,000.

52 Stat. 344.
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of August 20, 1912, as amended, and for inspection and certification 
of plants and plant products to meet the sanitary requirements of 
foreign countries, as authorized in section 102 of the Organic Act of 
1944 (7 U. S. C. 147a) , $2,000,000. 

CONTROL OF EMERGENCY OD'BREAKS OF INSECTS AND PLANT DISEASES 

For expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the joint reso-
lution approved May 9, 1938 (7 U. S. C. 148-148e), including the 
operation and maintenance of airplanes and the purchase of not to 
exceed three, and surveys and control operations in Canada in coop-
eration with the Canadian Government or local Canadian authorities, 
and the employment of Canadian citizens, $2,050,000. 

BUREAU Or AGRILULI URAL AND INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary for investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations hereinafter authorized, including not to exceed $237,746 for 
personal services in the District of Columbia, as follows: 

Agricultural chemical investigations: For conducting the investi-
12 Stat. 387. gations contemplated by the Act of May 15, 1862 (5 U. S. C. 511, 512) , 

relating to the application of chemistry to agriculture; for the biologi-
cal, chemical, physical, microscopical, and technological investigation 
of foods, feeds, drugs, plant and animal products, and substances used 
in the manufacture thereof; for investigations of the physiological 
effects and for the pharmacological testing of such products and of 
insecticides; for the investigation and development of methods for 
the manufacture of sugars, sugar sirups, and starches and the utiliza-
tion of new agricultural materials for such purposes; and for the 
technological investigation of the utilization of fruits and vegetables Transfer of real 

property. and for frozen pack investigations; $511,500, and there shall be trans-
ferred to the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, from 
Government surplus without compensation therefor, a certain parcel 
of real property of approximately one acre (consisting of lots 37 and 
38 of Deal and. Kremer Subdivision, and lots 24 and 25 of tract 728 
in the city of Pasadena, California), valued at approximately $15,800. 

Naval-stores investigations: For the investigation of naval stores 
(turpentine and rosin) and their components; the investigation and 
experimental demonstration of improved equipment, methods, or 
processes of preparing naval stores; and the weighing, storing, han-
dling, transportation, and utilization of naval stores, $152,550. 
Regional research laboratories: For continuing the researches 

established under the provisions of section 202 (a) to 202 (e), 
52 Stat. 37. inclusive, of title II of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 

(7 U. S. C. 1292), including research on food products of farm corn-
Storage building. modities, $5,000,000, including not to exceed $30,000 for the construc-

tion of a commodity and equipment storage building at the Western 
Regional Research Laboratory located at Albany, California. 

BUREAU OF HUMAN NUTRITION AND HOXE ECONOME38 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including not to 

exceed $305,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia, for conductinginvestigations of the relative utility and economy of agri-

cultural products for food, clothing, and other uses in the home, with 
special suggestions of plans and methods for the more effective utiliza-
tion of such products for these purposes, and such economic investiga-
tions, including housing and household buying, as have for their pur-
pose the improvement of the rural home, and for disseminating useful 
information on this subject, $800,000. 
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WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST CONTROL

For expenses necessary to carry out the purposes of the Act approved
April 26, 1940 (16 U. S. C. 594a), including personal services in the
District of Columbia, $3,750,000, of which amount $582,000 shall be
available to the Department of the Interior for control of white pine
blister rust on or endangering Federal lands under the jurisdiction of
that Department or lands of Indian tribes which are under the jurisdic-
tion of or retained under restrictions of the United States; $1,974,650
of said amount to the Forest Service for the control of white pine
blister rust on or endangering lands under its jurisdiction: and
$1,193,350 of said amount to the Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine for leadership and general coordination of the entire
program, method development, and for operations conducted under
its direction for such control, including, but not confined to, the control
of white pine blister rust on or endangering State and privately owned
lands.

537

54 Stat. 188.
Availabilityoffunds

for designated agen-
cies.

FOREST SERVICE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary, including not to exceed $1,083,378 for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia, not to exceed $10,000 for
employment pursuant to the second sentence of section 706 (a) of the
Organic Act of 1944 (5 U. S. C. 574), as amended by section 15 of the 58 Stat. 742.

Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and the replacement of one 6o0 tat.i
1
0

passenger motor vehicle in the District of Columbia; to experiment Experimentsandln-
and make investigations and report on forestry, national forests, forest vestigations.

fires, and lumbering, but no part of this appropriation shall be used
for any experiment or test made outside the jurisdiction of the United
States; to advise the owners of woodlands as to the proper care of the
same; to investigate and test American timber and timber trees and
their uses, and methods for the preservative treatment of timber; to
seek, through investigations and the planting of native and foreign
species, suitable trees for the treeless regions; to erect necessary build-
ings: Provided, That the cost of any building purchased, erected, or cst o buldngs.
as improved, exclusive of the cost of constructing a water-supply or
sanitary system and of connecting the same with any such building,
and exclusive of the cost of any tower upon which a lookout house may
be erected, shall not exceed $10,000, with the exception that any build-
ing erected, purchased, or acquired, the cost of which was $10,000 or
more, may be improved out of the appropriations made under this Act
for the Forest Service by an amount not to exceed 2 per centum of the
cost of such building as certified by the Secretary; to protect, admin- national forests."

ister, and improve the national forests, including tree planting and
other measures to prevent erosion, drift, surface wash, soil waste, and
the formation of floods, and to conserve water; to ascertain the naturalh
conditions upon and utilize the national forests, to transport and care game.
for fish and game supplied to stock the national forests or the waters
therein; to collate, digest, report, and illustrate the results of experi- Transfer of fnds
ments and investigations made by the Forest Service: Provided, That
not to exceed $50,000 of the appropriation for "National forest protec-
tion and management", and not to exceed $50,000 of the appropriation
for "Forest fire cooperation" may be transferred to the appropriation
"Printing and binding, Department of Agriculture", for forest fire
prevention posters and related printed material, as follows:

General administrative expenses: For general administration,
including the salary of the Chief Forester at $10,000 per annum, and
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36 Stat. 963.

Direct purchases.

Homestead lands.

34 Stat. 233; 37 Stat.
287, 842.

45 Stat. 699-702.

16 U. S.C. j 581a.

16 U. S.C. § 581f.

16 U.S. C. § 581g.

16 U.S. C. §§ 581h,
5811.

for expenses of the National Forest Reservation Commission as author-
ized by section 14 of the Act of March 1, 1911 (16 U. S. C. 514),
$650,000.

National forest protection and management: For the adminis-
tration, protection, use, maintenance, improvement, and develop-
ment of the national forests, including the establishment and main-
tenance of forest tree nurseries, including the procurement of tree
seed and nursery stock by purchase, production, or otherwise, seeding
and tree planting and the care of plantations and young growth;
the operation and maintenance of aircraft and the purchase of not
to exceed four; the maintenance of roads and trails and the construc-
tion and maintenance of all other improvements necessary for the
proper and economical administration, protection, development, and
use of the national forests, including experimental areas under
Forest Service administration, except that where, in the opinion of
the Secretary, direct purchases will be more economical than construc-
struction, improvements may be purchased; the construction (not
to exceed $10,000 for any one structure), equipment, and mainte-
nance of sanitary and recreational facilities; control of destructive
forest tree diseases and insects; timber cultural operations; develop-
ment and application of fish and game management plans; propa-
gation and transplanting of plants suitable for planting on semiarid
portions of the national forests; estimating and appraising of timber
and other resources and development and application of plans for
their effective management, sale, and use; examination, classification,
surveying, and appraisal of land incident to effecting exchanges author-
ized by law and of lands within the boundaries of the national for-
ests that may be opened to homestead settlement and entry under
the Act of June 11, 1906, and the Act of August 10, 1912 (16 U. S. C.
506-509), as provided by the Act of March 4, 1913 (16 U. S. C. 512) ;
investigation and establishment of water rights, including the pur-
chase thereof or of lands or interests in lands or rights-of-way for
use and protection of water rights necessary or beneficial in connec-
tion with the administration and public use of the national forests;
and all expenses necessary for the use, maintenance, improvement,
protection, and general administration of the national forests,
$24,014,891 of which not to exceed $25,000 shall be available for the
purchase of one nursery site.

Fighting forest fires: For fighting and preventing forest fires on
or threatening lands under Forest Service administration, including
lands under contract for purchase or in process of condemnation for
Forest Service purposes, $100,000, which amount shall also be avail-
able for meeting obligations of the preceding fiscal year.

Forest research: For forest research in accordance with the pro-
visions of sections 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the Act approved May 22,
1928, as amended (16 U. S. C. 581, 581a, 581f-581i), including the
construction and maintenance of improvements, as follows:

Forest and range management investigations: Fire, silvicultural,
watershed, and other forest investigations and experiments under said
section 2, as amended, and investigations and experiments to develop
improved methods of management of forest and other ranges under
section 7, at forest or range experiment stations or elsewhere,
$2,475,000.

Forest products: Experiments, investigations, and tests of forest
products under section 8, at the Forest Products Laboratory, or else-
where, $1,250,0002 of which at least $11,050 shall be expended for
research in the utilization of waste woods.

Forest resources investigations: A comprehensive forest survey
under section 9, and investigations in forest economics under section
10, $822,000.
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FOREST-FIRE COOPERATION

For cooperation with the various States or other appropriate
agencies in forest-fire prevention and suppression and the protection
of timbered and cut-over lands in accordance with the provisions of
sections 1, 2, and 3 of the Act approved June 7, 1924, as amended 43 Stat. .3

(16 U. S. C. 564-570), $9,000,000, of which not to exceed $76,125 shall
be available for personal services in the District of Columbia.

FARM AND OTHER PRIVATE FORESTRY COOPERATION

To enable the Secretary through the Forest Service to advise tim-
berland owners and associations, wood-using industries or other
appropriate agencies in the application of forest management princi-
ples to federally owned lands leased to States and to private forest
lands, so as to attain sustained-yield management, the conservation
of the timber resources, the productivity of forest lands, and the
stabilization of employment and economic continuance of forest
industries, and to carry into effect, through such agencies of the
Department as he may designate, the provisions of the Cooperative
Farm Forestry Act, approved May 18, 1937 (16 U. S. C. 568b), (not 50 Stt. 1s.

to exceed $660,034) and the provisions of sections 4 (not to exceed
$83,700) and 5 (not to exceed $65,766) of the Act approved June 7,
1924 (16 U. S. C. 567-568), and Acts supplementary thereto; in all, 43 stat 654.
not to exceed $809,500, of which not to exceed $54,636 may be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia; and not to exceed
$30,000 for the construction, alteration, or purchase of necessary
buildings, and other improvements: Provided, That in carrying into Newnurseries.

effect the provisions of the Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, no part
of this appropriation shall be used to establish new nurseries or to
acquire land for the establishment of such new nurseries.

ACQUISITION OF LANDS FOR NATIONAL FORESTS

Under Week's Act: For the acquisition of forest lands under the
provisions of the Act approved March 1, 1911, as amended (16 U. S. C. 36 9
513-519, 521), $750,000, to be available only for payment toward the
purchase price of any lands acquired, including the cost of surveys in
connection with such acquisition.

Under special Acts: For the acquisition of land to facilitate the
control of soil erosion and flood damage originating within the exterior
boundaries of the following national forests, in accordance with the
provisions of the following Acts authorizing annual appropriations of
forest receipts for such purposes, and in not to exceed the following
amounts from such receipts: Uinta and Wasatch National Forests,
Utah, Act of August 26, 1935 (Public Law 337), as amended, $40,000; 49 Stat. 87.
Cache National Forest, Utah, Act of May 11, 1938 (Public Law 505), t a 34

as amended, $10,000; San Bernardino and Cleveland National Forests, 52 t. 6.
Riverside County, California, Act of June 15 1938 (Public Law 634),
as amended, $22,000; Nevada and Toiyabe National Forests, Nevada,
Act of June 25, 1938 (Public Law 748), as amended, $10,000; Angeles 54 stat. 12.
National Forest, California, Act of June 11, 1940 (Public Law 591),
$20,000; Cleveland National Forest, San Diego County, California, 5 tt..
Act of June 11, 1940 (Public Law 589), $5,000; Sequoia National 4 Stat. 29

Forest, California, Act of June 17, 1940 (Public Law 637), $35,000; in t 402
all $142,000.

FOREST ROADS AND TRAILS

For expenses necessary for carrying out the provisions of section
23 of the Federal Highway Act approved November 9, 1921 as 42ta. 218.
amended (23 U. S. C. 23, 3a), and for the construction, reconstruction, Experenta are
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58 Stat. 838.
23 U.S. C. §T 60-63.
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49 Stat. 163.
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Construction on
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Government.

Central State agen-
cy, Mo.

and maintenance of roads and trails on experimental areas under
Forest Service administration, (1) $11,000,000 for forest development
roads and trails, and (2) $5,300,000 for forest highways, which sums
are authorized to be appropriated by the Act of December 20, 1944
(Public Law 521), in all, $16,300,000 (including not to exceed $100,000
for personal services in the District of Columbia), to be immediately
available and to remain available until expended: Provided, That this
appropriation shall be available for the rental, purchase, construction
or alteration of buildings necessary for the storage and repair of
equipment and supplies used for road and trail construction and
maintenance, but the total cost of any such building purchased,
altered, or constructed under this authorization shall not exceed
$10,000, with the exception that any building erected, purchased, or
acquired, the cost of which was $10,000 or more, may be improved
within any fiscal year by an amount not to exceed 2 per centum of the
cost of such buildings certified by the Secretary.

FLOOD CONTROL

Flood control: For expenses necessary, in accordance with the
Flood Control Act, approved June 22, 1936, as amended and supple-
mented, to make preliminary examinations and surveys, and to per-
form works of improvement, $1,000,000, including personal services
in the District of Columbia, to be immediately available and to remain
available until expended, with which shall be merged the unexpended
balances of funds heretofore appropriated or transferred to the
Department for flood control purposes: Provided, That no part of
such funds shall be used for the purchase of lands in the Yazoo and
Little Tallahatchie watersheds without specific approval of the county
board of supervisors of the county in which such lands are situated:
Provided further, That allocations of funds for the fiscal years 1947
and 1948 for works of improvement on individual watersheds shall
be in the respective amounts set forth in the Department's budget
justifications to the House Appropriations Committee and shall not
be decreased except as may be necessary by reason of a decrease
in the estimates of available prior year balances: Provided further
That not less than $500,000 of the funds hereby appropriated shall
be allocated to the watersheds of the Upper Mississippi, Missouri,
and Ohio Rivers and their tributaries.

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

For expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act
approved April 27, 1935 (16 U. S. C. 590a-590f), which provides
for a national program of erosion control and soil and water conser-
vation, including not to exceed $856,750 for personal services in the
District of Columbia, furnishing of subsistence to employees, opera-
tion and maintenance of aircraft, and the purchase and erection or
alteration of permanent buildings: Provided, That the cost of any
building purchased, erected, or as improved, exclusive of the cost
of constructing a water supply or sanitary system and connecting
the same with any such building, shall not exceed $2,500 except
where buildings are acquired in conjunction with land being pur-
chased for other purposes and except for eight buildings to be con-
structed at a cost not to exceed $15,000 per building: Provided
further, That no money appropriated in this Act shall be available
for the construction of any such building on land not owned by the
Government: Provided further, That in the State of Missouri where
the State has established a central State agency authorized to enter
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into agreements with the United States or any of its agencies on
policies and general programs for the saving of its soil by the
extension of Federal aid to any soil conservation district in such
State, the agreements made by or on behalf of the United States
with any such soil conservation district shall have the prior approval
of such central State agency before they shall become effective as to
such district, as follows:

Soil conservation research: For research and investigations into
the character, cause, extent, history, and effects of erosion, soil and
moisture depletion and methods of soil and water conservation
(including the construction and hydrologic phases of farm irrigation
and land drainage, and water regulation to conserve the soil and
reduce fire hazards in the Everglades region of Florida, except that
expenditures for all work in the Everglades region shall be limited
to a sum not in excess of funds made available for such work by
the State of Florida, or political subdivisions thereof); and for con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of experimental watersheds,
stations, laboratories, plots, and installations, $1,048,000.

Soil conservation operations: For carrying out preventive measures
to conserve soil and water, including such special measures as may
be necessary to prevent floods and the siltation of reservoirs, and
including the improvement of farm irrigation and land drainage,
the establishment and operation of conservation nurseries, the mak-
ing of conservation plans and surveys, and the dissemination of
information, $38,000,000: Provided, That no part of this appropria-
tion may be expended for soil and water conservation operations in
demonstration projects.

LAND UTILIZATION AND RETIREMENT OF

SUBMARGINAL LAND

For expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of title III of
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937
(7 U. S. C. 1010-1012), and the provisions of the Act approved
August 11, 1945 (Public Law 179, Seventy-ninth Congress), including
personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,600,000.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING ADMINISTRATION

CONSERVATION AND USE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND RESOURCES

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary to carry into effect
the provisions of sections 7 to 17, inclusive,the the Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act, approved February 29, 1936, as amended
(16 U. S. C. 590g-590q), and the provisions of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1281-1407) (except
the provisions of sections 201, 202, 303, 381, and 383 and the provi-
sions of titles IV and V), including personal services in the District
of Columbia; not to exceed $6,000 for the preparation and display
of exhibits, including such displays at State, interstate, and inter-
national fairs within the United States; $228,000,000, to remain
available until December 31, 1948, for compliance with programs
under said provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
as amended, and the Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, pursuant
to the provisions of the 1947 programs carried out during the period
July 1, 1946, to December 31, 1947, inclusive: Provided, That not to
exceed $24,500,000 of the total sum provided under this head shall
be available during the current fiscal year, for salaries and other
administrative expenses for carrying out such programs, including
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into agreements with the United States or any of its agencies on 
policies and general programs for the saving of its soil by the 
extension of Federal aid to any soil conservation district in such 
State, the agreements made by or on behalf of the United States 
with any such soil conservation district shall have the prior approval 
of such central State agency before they shall become effective as to 
such district, as follows: 

Soil conservation research: For research and investigations into 
the character, cause, extent, history, and effects of erosion, soil and 
moisture depletion and methods of soil and water conservation 
(including the construction and hydrologic phases of farm irrigation 
and land drainage, and water regulation to conserve the soil and 
reduce fire hazards in the Everglades region of Florida, except that 
expenditures for all work in the Everglades region shall be limited 
to a sum not in excess of funds made available for such work by 
the State of Florida, or political subdivisions thereof) ; and for con-
struction, operation, and maintenance of experimental watersheds, 
stations, laboratories, plots, and installations, $1,048,000. 

Soil conservation operations: For carrying out preventive measures 
to conserve soil and water, including such special measures as may 
be necessary to prevent floods and the siltation of reservoirs, and 
including the improvement of farm irrigation and land drainage, 
the establishment and operation of conservation nurseries, the ma 
ing of conservation plans and surveys, and the dissemination of 
information, $38,000,000: Provided, That no part of this appropria-
tion may be expended for soil and water conservation operations in 
demonstration projects. 

LAND UTILIZATION AND RETIREMENT OF 

SUBMARGINAL LAND 

For expenses necessary to carry out the provisions of title III of 
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved July 22, 1937 
(7 U. S. C. 1010-1012), and the provisions of the Act approved 
August 11, 1945 (Public Law 179, Seventy-ninth Congress), including 
personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,600,000. 

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING ADMINISTRATION 

CONSERVATION AND USE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND RESOURCES 

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary to carry into effect 
the provisions of sections 7 to 17, inclusive, of the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act, approved February 29, 1936, as amended 
(16 U. S. C. 590g-590q), and the provisions of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1281-1407) (except 
the provisions of sections 201, 202, 303, 381, and 383 and the provi-
sions of titles IV and V), including personal services in the District 
of Columbia; not to exceed $6,000 for the preparation and display 
of exhibits, including such displays at State, interstate, and inter-
national fairs within the United States; $228,000,000, to remain 
available until December 31, 1948, for compliance with programs 
under said provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, 
as amended, and the Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, pursuant 
to the provisions of the 1947 programs carried out during the period 
July 1, 1946, to December 31, 1947, inclusive: Provided, That not to 
exceed $24,500,000 of the total sum provided under this head shall 
be available during the current fiscal year, for salaries and other 
administrative expenses for carrymg out such programs, including 
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the peanut-marketing quota program, the cost of aerial photographs,
however, not to be charged to such limitation; but not more than
$7,080,813 shall be transferred to the appropriation account, "Admin-

52 Stat. 69. istrative expenses, section 392, Agricultural Adjustment Act of7 U.S. c. §1392.
Payments to claim- 1938": Provided further, That payments to claimants hereunder maya n t s

. be made upon the certificate of the claimant, which certificate shall
be in such form as the Secretary may prescribe, that he has carried
out the conservation practice or practices and has complied with all
other requirements as conditions for such payments and that the
statements and information contained in the application for payment
are correct and true, to the best of his knowledge and belief, under

35 Stat. 1095. the penalties of the Act of March 4, 1909, as amended (18 U. S. C. 80):
Provided further, That none of the funds herein appropriated or
made available for the functions assigned to the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Agency pursuant to the Executive Order Numbered 9069, of

50 Ut. e C. app. February 23, 1942, shall be used to pay the salaries or expenses of any
regional information employees or any State or county information
employees, but this shall not preclude the answering of inquiries or
supplying of information to individual farmers: Provided further,

Programs of soil- That such amount shall be available for salaries and other adminis-
buildingpractices etc. trative expenses in connection with the formulation and administra-

tion of the 1948 programs (amounting to $150,000,000, including
administration, and formulated on the basis of a distribution of the
funds available for payments and grants among the several States in
accordance with their conservation needs as determined by the Secre-
tary: Provided further, That the proportion allocated to any State
shall not be reduced more than 15 per centum from the 1946 distribu-
tion and that no participant shall receive more than $500) of soil-
building practices and soil- and water-conservation practices, under

49 Stat. 1148 52 the Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, and programs under theStat. 31. A 01
t6 .. c. C§ 590g- Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended; but the payments90q;,7u.s.c.51281- or grants under such program shall be conditioned upon the utiliza-
Ante, pp. 494,451. tion of land with respect to which such payments or grants are to be

made, in conformity with farming practices which will encourage
and provide for soil-building and soil- and water-conserving practices
in the most practical and effective manner and adapted to conditions
in the several States, as determined and approved by the State

49 StatlC. 5h committee appointed pursuant to section 8 (b) of the Soil Conservation( ) . and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended for the respective States:
Transfer of funds. Provided further, That the Secretary may, in his discretion, from

time to time transfer to the General Accounting Office such sums as
may be necessary to pay administrative expenses of said Office in

Purchase of seeds, auditing payments under this item: Provided further, That suchamounts shall be available for the purchase of seeds, fertilizers, lime,
trees, or any other farming materials, or any soil-terracing services,
and making grants thereof to agricultural producers to aid them in
carrying out farming practices approved by the Secretary under pro-

Payments to farm- grams provided for herein: Provided further, That the Secretary isers inducted into pye
armed forces. authorized and directed to make payments to farmers who complied

with the terms and conditions of the agricultural conservation pro-
grams, formulated pursuant to sections 7 to 17, inclusive, of the Soil

49 Stat. 1148. Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, if the Secre-
590q. tary determines that, because of induction into the armed forces of the

Arde, p. 494. United States, such farmers failed to file, or were prevented from fil-
ing, applications for payment under any such program during the
period the applicable appropriation for such program was available
for obligation, such payments to be made out of the unobligated balance
of the appropriation, "Conservation and use of agricultural land
resources", in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act,
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the peanut-marketing quota program' the cost of aerial photographs, 
however, not to be charged to such limitation; but not more than 
$7,080,813 shall be transferred to the appropriation account, "Admin-
istrative expenses, section 392, Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938": Provided further, That payments to claimants hereunder may 
be made upon the certificate of the claimant, which certificate shall 
be in such form as the Secretary may prescribe, that he has carried 
out the conservation practice or practices and has complied with all 
other requirements as conditions for such payments and that the 
statements and information contained in the application for payment 
are correct and true to the best of his knowledge and belief, under 
the penalties of the Act of March 4, 1909, as amended (18 U. S. C. 80) : 
Provided further, That none of the funds herein appropriated or 
made available for the functions assigned to the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Agency pursuant to the Executive Order Numbered 9069, of 
February 23, 1942, shall be used to pay the salaries or expenses of any 
regional information employees or any State or county information 
employees, but this shall not preclude the answering of inquiries or 
supplying of information to individual farmers: Provided further, 
That such amount shall be available for salaries and other adminis-
trative expenses in connection with the formulation and administra-
tion of the 1948 programs (amounting to $150,000,000, including 
administration, and formulated on the basis of a distribution of the 
funds available for payments and grants among the several States in 
accordance with their conservation needs as determined by the Secre-
tary: Provided further, That the proportion allocated to any State 
shall not be reduced more than 15 per centum from the 1946 distribu-
tion and that no participant shall receive more than $500) of soil-
building practices and soil- and water-conservation practices, under 
the Act of February 29, 1936, as amended, and programs under the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended; but the payments 
or grants under such program shall be conditioned upon the utiliza-
tion of land with respect to which such payments or grants are to be 
made, in conformity with farming practices which will encourage 
and provide for soil-building and soil- and water-conserving practices 
in the most practical and effective manner and adapted to conditions 
in the several States, as determined and approved by the State 
committee appointed pursuant to section 8 (b) of the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended for the respective States: 
Provided further, That the Secretary may, in his discretion, from 
time to time transfer to the General Accounting Office such sums as 
may be necessary to pay administrative expenses of said Office in 
auditing payments under this item: Provided further, That such 
amounts ehall be available for the purchase of seeds, fertilizers, lime, 
trees, or any other farming materials, or any soil-terracing services, 
and making grants thereof to agricultural producers to aid them in 
carrying out farming practices approved by the Secretary under pro-
grams provided for herein: Provided further, That the Secretary is 
authorized and directed to make payments to farmers who complied 
with the terms and conditions of the agricultural conservation pro-
grams, formulated pursuant to sections 7 to 17, inclusive, of the Soil 
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, if the Secre-
tary determines that, because of induction into the armed forces of the 
United States, such farmers failed to file, or were prevented from fil-
ing, applications for payment under any such program during the 
period the applicable appropriation for such program was available 
for obligation, such payments to be made out of the unobligated balance 
of the appropriation, "Conservation and use of agricultural land 
resources", in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 
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1946: Provided further, That an application for payment on the pre-
scribed form is filed by any such farmer (or the person entitled to
payment in case of death, disappearance, or incompetency of the
farmer under regulations issued pursuant to section 385 of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (7 U. S. C., 1940 edition,
1385)) within one year from the date of his discharge from the armed
forces, or by December 31, 1947, whichever is later: And provided
further, That no part of any funds available to the Department, or
any bureau, office, corporation, or other agency constituting a part of
such Department shall be used in the current fiscal year for the pay-
ment of salary or travel expenses of any person who has been convicted
of violating the Act entitled "An Act to prevent pernicious political
activities", approved August 2, 1939, as amended, or who has been
found in accordance with the provisions of section 6 of the Act of
July 11, 1919 (18 U. S. C. 201), to have violated or attempted to violate
such section which prohibits the use of Federal appropriations for the
payment of personal services or other expenses designed to influence
in any manner a Member of Congress to favor or oppose any legisla-
tion or appropriation by Congress except upon request of any Member
or through the proper official channels.

SUGAR ACT

To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions, other
than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands, of the Sugar
Act of 1937, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1100-1183), including personal
services in the District of Columbia, $55,000,000, to remain available
until June 30, 1949: Provided, That expenditures (including trans-
fers) from this appropriation for other than payments to sugar
producers shall not exceed $1,326,115.

MARKETING SERVICES

For expenses necessary, including not to exceed $2,211,000 for
personal services in the District of Columbia, in conducting investi-
gations, experiments, and demonstrations, as follows:

Market news service: For collecting, pulblisling, and distriblting,
by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, timely informlation on the m:arket
supply and denmand, commercial movement, location, disposition,
quality, condition, and market prices of livestock, meats, fish, and
animal products, dairy and poultry products (including broilers),
fruits and vegetables, peanuts and their products, grain, hay, feeds,
cottonseed, and seeds, and other agricultural products, $1,566,250.

Market inspection of farm products: For the investigations and
certification, in one or more jurisdictions, to shippers and other inter-
ested parties of the class, quality, and condition of any agricultural
commodity or food product, whether raw, dried, canned, or otherwise
processed, and any product containing an agricultural commodity or
derivative thereof when offered for interstate shipment or when
received at such important central markets as the Secretary may from
time to time designate, or at points which may be conveniently reached
therefrom under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
including payment of such fees as will be reasonable and as nearly
as may be to cover the cost for the service rendered, $712,000.

Marketing farm products: For acquiring and diffusing among the
people of the United States useful information relative to the needed
supplies, standardization, classification, grading, preparation for
market, handling, transportation, storage, and marketing of farm
and food products, including the demonstration and promotion of the
use of uniform standards of classification of American farm and food
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1946: Provided further, That an application for payment on the pre-
scribed form is filed by any such farmer (or the person entitled to 
payment in case of death, disappearance, or incompetency of the 
farmer under regulations issued pursuant to section 385 of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (7 U. S. C., 1940 edition, 
1385) ) within one year from the date of his discharge from the armed 
forces, or by December 31, 1947, whichever is later: And provided 
further, That no part of any funds available to the Department, or 
any bureau, office, corporation, or other agency constituting a part of 
such Department shall be used in the current fiscal year for the pay-
ment of salary or travel expenses of any person who has been convicted 
of violating the Act entitled "An Act to prevent pernicious political 
activities", approved August 2, 1939, as amended, or who has been 
found in accordance with the provisions of section 6 of the Act of 
July 11, 1919 (18 U. S. C. 201), to have violated or attempted to violate 
such section which prohibits the use of Federal appropriations for the 
payment of personal services or other expenses designed to influence 
in any manner a Member of Congress to favor or oppose any legisla-
tion or appropriation by Congress except upon request of any Member 
or through the proper official channels. 

SUGAR ACT 

To enable the Secretary to carry into effect the provisions, other 
than those specifically relating to the Philippine Islands, of the Sugar 
Act of 1937, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1100-1183), including personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $55,000,000, to remain available 
until June 30, 1949: Provided, That expenditures (including trans-
fers) from this appropriation for other than payments to sugar 
producers shall not exceed $1,326,115. 

MARKETING SERVICES 

For expenses necessary, including not to exceed $2,211,000 for 
personal services in the District of Columbia, in conducting investi-
gations, experiments, and demonstrations, as follows: 
Market news service: For collecting, publishing, and distributing, 

by telegraph, snail, or otherwise, timely information on the market 
supply and demand, commercial movenient, location, dist)osition, 
quality, condition, and market prices of livestock, meats, fish, and 
animal products, dairy and poultry products (including broilers), 
fruits and vegetables, peanuts and their products, grain, hay, feeds, 
cottonseed, and seeds, and other agricultural products, $1,566,250. 
Market inspection of farm products: For the investigations and 

certification, in one or more jurisdictions, to shippers and other inter-
ested parties of the class, quality, and condition of any agricultural 
commodity or food product, whether raw, dried, canned, or otherwise 
processed, and any product containing an agricultural commodity or 
derivative thereof when offered for interstate shipment or when 
received at such important central markets as the Secretary may from 
time to time designate, or at points which may be conveniently reached 
therefrom under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, 
including payment of such fees as will be reasonable and as nearly 
as may be to cover the cost for the service rendered, $712,000. 
Marketing farm products: For acquiring and diffusing among the 

people of the United States useful information relative to the needed 
supplies, standardization, classification, grading, preparation for 
market, handling, transportation, storage, and marketing of farm 
and food products, including the demonstration and promotion of the 
use of uniform standards of classification of American farm and food 
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products throughout the world, for making analyses of cotton fiber
as provided by the Act of April 7, 1941 (7 U. S. C. 473d), and for
liquidating war food orders and coordinating nutrition services made
available by Federal, State, and other agencies, including not to exceed
$10,000 for employment pursuant to the second sentence of section
706 (a), of the Organic Act of 1944 (5 U. S. C. 541b), as amended by
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and not to
exceed $20,000 for transportation and other necessary expenses includ-
ing not to exceed $10 per diem of persons serving without compensa-
tion while away from their homes or regular places of business;
printing and binding; and not to exceed $150 for newspapers;
$1,000,000: Provided, That the Secretary may make available to any
bureau, office, or agency of the Department such amounts from this
appropriation as may be necessary to carry out the functions for which
this appropriation is made, and any such amounts shall be in addition
to amounts transferred or otherwise made available to appropriation
items in this Act.

Tobacco Acts: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to
establish and promote the use of standards of classification for
tobacco, to provide and maintain an official tobacco-inspection service,
approved August 23, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 511-511q), the Act to provide
for the collection and publication of statistics of tobacco by the
Department, approved January 14, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 501-508), as
amended, and the Act to prohibit the exportation of tobacco seed and
plants, approved June 5, 1940 (7 U. S. C. 516), $1,552,000.

Perishable Agricultural Commodities, Produce Agency, and Stand-
ard Container Acts: To carry into effect the provisions of the Perish-
able Agricultural Commodities Act, approved June 10, 1930, as
amended (7 U. S. C. 499a-499r), and the Act to prevent the destruc-
tion or dumping of farm produce, approved March 3, 1927 (7 U. S. C.
491-497), the Standard Baskets Act, approved August 31, 1916, as
amended (15 U. S. C. 251-256), and the Act to fix standards for
hampers, round stave baskets, and splint baskets for fruit and vege-
tables, approved May 21, 1928 (15 U. S. C. 257-257i), $294,000.

Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards and Futures Acts: To carry
into effect the provisions of the Act authorizing the Secretary to
collect and publish statistics of the grade and staple length of cotton,
approved March 3, 1927, as amended by the Act of April 13, 1937 (7
U. S. C. 471-476), and to perform the duties imposed upon him by
chapter 14 of the Internal Revenue Code relating to cotton futures
(26 U. S. C. 1920-1935) and to carry into effect the provisions of the
United States Cotton Standards Act, approved March 4, 1923, as
amended (7 U. S. C. 51-65), $1,399,000.

United States Grain Standards Act: To carry into effect the pro-
visions of the United States Grain Standards Act, $1,128,000.

United States Warehouse Act: To carry into effect the provisions
of the United States Warehouse Act, $585,000.

Federal Seed Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to
regulate interstate and foreign commerce in seeds; to require labeling
and to prevent misrepresentation of seeds in interstate commerce; and
to require certain standards with respect to certain imported seeds
approved August 9, 1939, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1561-1610), $152,500:
Provided, That not to exceed $250 of this amount may be used for
meeting the share of the United States in the expenses of the Inter-
national Seed Testing Congress.

Packers and Stockyards Act: To carry out the provisions of the
Packers and Stockyards Act, approved August 15, 1921, as amended
by the Act of August 14,1935 (7 U. S. C. 181-229), $528,000.
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products throughout the world, for makin,a, analyses of cotton fiber 
as provided by the Act of April 7, 1941 (7 U. S. C. 473d), and for 
liquidating war food orders and coordinating nutrition services made 
available by Federal, State, and other agencies, including not to exceed 
$10,000 for employment pursuant to the second sentence of section 
706 (a), of the Organic Act of 1944 (5 U. S. C. 541b) , as amended by 
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) , and not to 
exceed $20,000 for transportation and other necessary expenses includ-
ing not to exceed $10 per diem of persons serving without compensa-
tion while away from their homes or regular places of business; 
-D rinting and binding; and not to exceed $150 for newspapers; 
81,000,000: Provided, That the Secretary may make available to any 
bureau, office, or agency of the Department such amounts from this 
appropriation as may be necessary to carry out the functions for which 
this appropriation is made, and any such amounts shall be in addition 
to amounts transferred or otherwise made available to appropriation 
items in this Act. 
Tobacco Acts: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to 

establish and promote the use of standards of classification for 
tobacco, to provide and maintain an official tobacco-inspection service, 
approved August 23, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 511-511g), the Act to provide 
for the collection and publication of statistics of tobacco by the 
Department, approved January 14, 1929 (7 U. S. C. 501-508), as 
amended, and the Act to prohibit the exportation of tobacco seed and 
plants, approved June 5, 1940 (7 U. S. C. 516) , $1,552,000. 

Perishable Agricultural Commodities, Produce Agency, and Stand-
ard Container Acts: To carry into effect the provisions a the Perish-
able Agricultural Commodities Act, approved June 10, 1930, as 
amended (7 U. S. C. 499a-499r), and the Act to prevent the destruc-
tion or dumping of farm produce, approved March 3, 1927 (7 U. S. C. 
491-497), the Standard Baskets Act, approved August 31, 1916, as 
amended. (15 U. S. C. 251-256), and the Act to fix standards for 
hampers, round stave baskets, and splint baskets for fruit and vege-
tables, approved May 21, 1928 (15 U. S. C. 257-257i), $294,000. 
Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards and Futures Acts: To carry 

into effect the provisions of the Act authorizing the Secretary to 
collect and publish statistics of the grade and staple length of cotton, 
approved March 3, 1927, as amended by the Act of April 13, 1937 (7 
U. S. C. 471-476), and to perform the duties imposed upon him by 
chapter 14 of the Internal Revenue Code relating to cotton futures 
(26 U. S. C. 1920-1935), and to carry into effect the provisions of the 
United States Cotton Standards Act, approved March 4, 1923, as 
amended (7 U. S. C. 51-65), $1,399,000. 
United States Grain Standards Act: To carry into effect the pro-

visions of the United States Grain Standards Act, $1,128,000. 
United States Warehouse Act: To carry into effect the provisions 

of the United States Warehouse Act, $585,000. 
Federal Seed Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to 

regulate interstate and foreign commerce in seeds; to require labeling 
and to prevent misrepresentation of seeds in interstate commerce; and 
to require certain standards with respect to certain imported seeds, 
approved August 9, 1939, as amended (7 U. S. C. 1561-1610) , $152,500 : 
Provided, That not to exceed $250 of this amount may be used for 
meeting the share of the United States in the expenses of the Inter-
national Seed Testing Congress. 

Packers and Stock-yards Act: To carry out the provisions of the 
Packers and Stockyards Act, approved August 15, 1921, as amended 
by the Act of August 14, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 181-229) , $528,000. 
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Naval Stores Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Naval
Stores Act of March 3, 1923 (7 U. S. C. 91-99), $41,000.

Insecticide Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act of
April 26, 1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134), for preventing the manufacture,
sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded paris greens, lead
arsenates, other insecticides, and also fungicides, and for regulating
traffic therein, $293,500.

Freight rates for farm products: To carry out the provisions of
section 201 (a) to 201 (d), inclusive, of title II of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938 (7 U. S. C. 1291), $138,000.

COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY

Commodity Exchange Act: To enable the Secretary to carry into
effect the provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended
(7 U. S. C. 1-17a), including not to exceed $153,000 for personal
services in the District of Columbia, $530,000.

FARMERS' HOME ADMINISTRATION

For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District
of Columbia, to carry into effect the provisions of titles I, II, and
the related provisions of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones Farm
Tenant Act (7 U. S. C. 1000-1029), as amended, the Farmers' Home
Administration Act of 1946 (Public Law 731), approved August 14,
1946, and Public Law 563, approved July 30, 1946, as follows:

Loans: Title I and section 43, $15,000,000; title II, $60,000,000.
Mortgage insurance fund: For the establishment of the farm tenant

mortgage insurance fund pursuant to title I, $1,000,000.
Sa aries and expenses: For the making and servicing of new loans,

insuring mortgages, the servicing and collecting of loans made under
prior authority, and the liquidation of assets transferred to Farmers'
Home Administration pursuant to the Farmers' Home Administration
Act of 1946, $21,000,000.

All rights, interests, obligations, and duties of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation arising out of loans made or authorized to be
made to the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of making rural
rehabilitation and farm tenancy loans in accordance with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act of 1947 and prior appropria-
tions and loans under the Farmers Home Administration Act of 1946
are, as of the close of June 30, 1947, vested in the Secretary of the
Treasury; the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and
directed to transfer, as of the close of June 30, 1947, to the Secretary
of the Treasury and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and
directed to receive all loans outstanding on that date, plus accrued
unpaid interest, theretofore made to the Secretary under the provisions
of the Acts named above, and all notes and other evidences thereof
and all obligations constituting the security therefor. The Secretary
of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration, and sums due and unpaid upon or in connection with such
notes at the time of such cancellation, in an amount equal to the unpaid
principal of the loans so transferred, plus accrued unpaid interest
through June 30, 1947. Subsequent to June 30, 1947, the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation shall make no further loans or advances to
the Secretary and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
and directed, in lieu of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to
lend or advance to the Secretary, in accordance with the provisions
of the Acts referred to any unobligated or unadvanced balances of
the sums which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has thereto-
fore been authorized and directed to lend to the Secretary. For the
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Naval Stores Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Naval 
Stores Act of March 3, 1923 (7 U. S. C. 91-99), $41,000. 

Insecticide Act: To carry into effect the provisions of the Act of 
April 26, 1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134), for preventing the manufacture, 
sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded paris greens, lead 
arsenates, other insecticides, and also fungicides, and for regulating 
traffic therein, $293,500. 

Freight rates for farm products: To carry out the provisions of 
section 201 (a) to 201 (d), inclusive, of title II of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1938 (7 U. S. C. 1291) , $138,000. 

COMMODITY EXCHANGE AUTHORITY 

Commodity Exchange Act: To enable the Secretary to carry into 
effect the provisions of the Commodity Exchange Act, as amended 
(7 U. S. C. 1-17a), including not to exceed $153,000 for personal 
services in the District of Columbia, $530,000. 

FARMERS' HOME ADMINISTRATION 

For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia, to carry into effect the provisions of titles I, II, and 
the related provisions of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones Farm 
Tenant Act (7 U. S. C. 1000-1029), as amended, the Farmers' Home 
Administration Act of 1946 (Public Law 731), approved August 14, 
1946, and Public Law 563, approved July 30,1946, as follows: 
Loans: Title I and section 43, $15,000,000; title II, $60,000,000. 
Mortgage insurance fund: For the establishment of the farm tenant 

mortgage insurance fund pursuant to title I, $1,000,000. 
Salaries and expenses: For the making and servicing of new loans, 

insuring mortgages, the servicing and collecting of loans made under 
prior authority, and the liquidation of assets transferred to Farmers' 
Home Administration pursuant to the Farmers' Home Administration 
Act of 1946', $21,000,000. 

All rights, interests, obligations, and duties of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation arising out of loans made or authorized to be 
made to the Secretary of Agriculture for the purpose of making rural 
rehabilitation and farm tenancy loans in accordance with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act of 1947 and prior appropria-
tions and loans under the Farmers Home Administration Act of 1946 
are, as of the close of June 30, 1947, vested in the Secretary of the 
Treasury; the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and 
directed to transfer, as of the close of June 30, 19472 to the Secretary 
of the Treasury and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and 
directed to receive all loans outstanding on that date, plus accrued 
unpaid interest, theretofore made to the Secretary under the provisions 
of the Acts named above, and all notes and other evidences thereof 
and all obligations constituting the security therefor. The Secretary 
of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration and sums due and unpaid upon or in connection with such 
notes at the time of such cancellation, in an amount equal to the unpaid 
principal of the loans so transferred, plus accrued unpaid interest 
through June 30, 1947. Subsequent to June 30, 1947, the Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation shall make no further loans or advances to 
the Secretary and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
and directed, in lieu of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to 
lend or advance to the Secretary, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Acts referred to any unobligated or unadvanced balances of 
the sums which the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has thereto-
fore been authorized and directed to lend to the Secretary. For the 
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purpose of making such loans or advances, the Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction the proceeds
from the sale of any securities issued under the Second Liberty Bond
Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities may be issued
under that Act are extended to include such loans or advances to the
Secretary of Agriculture. Repayments to the Secretary of Treasury
on such loans or advances shall be treated as a public-debt transaction
of the United States.

WATER FACILITIES, ARID AND SEMIARID AREAS

To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to promote conserva-
tion in the arid and semiarid areas of the United States by aiding in
the development of facilities for water storage and utilization, approved
August 28, 1937, as amended (16 U. S. C. 590r-590x, 590z-5),
$1,750,000, of which not to exceed $11,000 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia.

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION

To carry into effect the provisions of the Rural Electrification Act
of 1936, approved May 20, 1936, as amended (7 U. S. C. 901-915),
as follows:

Salaries and expenses: For administrative expenses, including
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $500 for
newspapers; and not to exceed $500 for financial and credit reports,
$5,000,000.

Loans: For loans in accordance with sections 3, 4, and 5 of said
Act, and for carrying out the provisions of section 7 thereof,
$225,000,000, to be borrowed from the Secretary of the Treasury in
accordance with the provisions of section 3 (a) of said Act.

Sections 3 (a) and 3 (f) of the Rural Electrification Act of 1936,
approved May 20, 1946, as amended (7 U. S. C. 901-915), are hereby
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
and directed to make loans to the Administrator, upon the request
and approval of the Secretary of Agriculture, in such amounts in
the aggregate for each fiscal year commencing with the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, as the Congress may from time to time determine
to be necessary, either without interest or at such rate of interest
per annum, not in excess of the rate provided for in sections 4 and 5
of this Act, as the Secretary of the Treasury may determine, upon
the security of the obligations of borrowers from the Administrator
appointed pursuant to the provisions of this Act or from the Adminis-
trator of the Rural Electrification Administration established by
Executive Order Numbered 7037. Interest rates on the unpaid
balance of any loans made by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
to the Administrator prior to July 1, 1947, shall be adjusted to the
interest rate, if any, established for loans made after June 30, 1947,
in accordance with the foregoing provision: Provided, That such
obligations incurred for the purpose of financing the construction and
operation of generating plants, electric transmission and distribution
lines, or systems shall be fully amortized over a period not to exceed
thirty-five years, and that the maturity of such obligations incurred
for the purpose of financing the wiring of premises and the acquisition
and installation of electrical and plumbing appliances and equipment
shall not exceed two-thirds of the assured life thereof and not more
than five years. The Administrator is hereby authorized to make
all such endorsements, to execute all such instruments, and to do all
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purpose of making such loans or advances, the Secretary of the 
Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction the proceeds 
from the sale of any securities issued under the Second Liberty Bond 
Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities may be issued 
under that Act are extended to include such loans or advances to the 
Secretary of Agriculture. Repayments to the Secretary of Treasury 
on such loans or advances shall be treated as a public-debt transaction 
of the United States. 

WATER FACILITIES, ARID AND SEMIARID AREAS 

To carry into effect the provisions of the Act to promote conserva-
tion in the arid and semiarid areas of the United States by aiding in 
the development of facilities for water storage and utilization, approved 
August 28, 1937, as amended (16 U. S. C. 590r-590x 590z-5), 
$1,750,000, of which not to exceed $11,000 may be expended for per-
sonal services in the District of Columbia. 

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION 

To carry into effect the provisions of the Rural Electrification Act 
of 1936, approved May 20, 1936, as amended (7 U. S. C. 901-915), 
as follows: 

Salaries and expenses: For administrative expenses, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $500 for 
newspapers; and not to exceed $500 for financial and credit reports, 
$5,000,000. 
Loans: For loans in accordance with sections 3, 4, and 5 of said 

Act, and for carrying out the provisions of section 7 thereof, 
$225,000,000, to be borrowed from the Secretary of the Treasury in 
accordance with the provisions of section 3 (a) of said Act. 

Sections 3 (a) and 3 (f) of the Rural Electrification Act of 1936, 
approved May 20, 1946, as amended (7 U. S. C. 901-915), are hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 3. (a) The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
and directed to make loans to the Administrator, upon the request 
and approval of the Secretary of Agriculture, in such amounts in 
the aggregate for each fiscal year commencing with the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, as the Congress may from time to time determine 
to be necessary, either without interest or at such rate of interest 
per annum, not in excess of the rate provided for in sections 4 and 5 
of this Act, as the Secretary of the Treasury may determine, upon 
the security of the obligations of borrowers from the Administrator 
appointed pursuant to the provisions of this Act or from the Adminis-
trator of the Rural Electrification Administration established by 
Executive Order Numbered 7037. Interest rates on the unpaid 
balance of any loans made by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
to the Administrator prior to July 1, 1947, shall be adjusted to the 
interest rate, if any, established for loans made after June 30, 1947, 
in accordance with the foregoing provision: Provided, That such 
obligations incurred for the purpose of financing the construction and 
operation of generating plants, electric transmission and distribution 
lines, or systems shall be fully amortized over a period not to exceed 
thirty-five years, and that the maturity of such obligations incurred 
for the purpose of financing the wiring of premises and the acquisition 
and installation of electrical and plumbing appliances and equipment 
shall not exceed two-thirds of the assured life thereof and not more 
than five years. The Administrator is hereby authorized to make 
all such endorsements, to execute all such instruments, and to do all 
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such acts and things as shall be necessary to effect the valid transfer
and assignment to the Secretary of the Treasury of all such obligations,
and to execute such trust instruments as shall be agreed upon by
the Administrator and the Secretary of the Treasury providing for
the holding in trust by the Administrator of all such obligations
for the Secretary of the Treasury as security for loans to the Adminis-
trator heretofore made by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
or made or to be made by the Secretary of the Treasury. All rights,
interests, obligations, and duties of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation arising out of loans made or authorized to be made to
the Administrator are, as of the close of June 30, 1947, vested in
the Secretary of the Treasury; the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion is authorized and directed to transfer, as of the close of June
30, 1947, to the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of the
Treasury is authorized and directed to receive all loans outstanding
on that date, plus accrued unpaid interest, theretofore made to the
Administrator under the provisions of this Act, and all notes and
other evidences there of and all obligations constituting the security
therefor. The Secretary of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and sums due and unpaid upon
or in connection with such notes at the time of such cancellation,
in an amount equal to the unpaid principal of the loans so transferred,
plus accrued unpaid interest through June 30, 1947. Subsequent
to June 30, 1947, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall make
no further loans or advances to the Administrator; and the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed, in lieu of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to lend or advance to the
Administrator, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection
3 (a), any unobligated or unadvanced balances of the sums which
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has theretofore been
authorized and directed to lend to the Administrator. For the pur-
pose of making loans or advances pursuant to this section, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction
the proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under the Second
Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities
may be issued under that Act are extended to include such loans or
advances to the Administrator. Repayments to the Secretary of
the Treasury on such loans or advances shall be treated as a pu)lic-
debt transaction of the United States.

"SEC. 3. (f) All money representing payments of principal and
interest on loans made by the Administrator shall be paid to the
Secretary of the Treasury in payment of loans made to the Adminis-
trator by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or the Secretary
of the Treasury; upon the payment of such loans all moneys represent-
ing payments of principal and interest on loans made by the Adminis-
trator shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts."

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For necessary expenses including personal services in the District
of Columbia: printing and binding; not to exceed $5,000 for attendance
at meetings or conventions of members of organizations at which
matters of importance to the work of the Farm Credit Administration
are to be discussed or transacted; not to exceed $750 for periodicals
and newspapers library membership fees or dues in organizations
which issue publications to members only or to members at a lower
price than to others, payment for which may be made in advance,
not to exceed $20,000 for expenditures authorized by section 602 of
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such acts and things as shall be necessary to effect the valid transfer 
and assignment to the Secretary of the Treasury of all such obligations, 
and to execute such trust instruments as shall be agreed upon by 
the Administrator and the Secretary of the Treasury providing for 
the holding in trust by the Administrator of all such obligations 
for the Secretary of the Treasury as security for loans to the Adminis-
trator heretofore made by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
or made or to be made by the Secretary of the Treasury. All rights, 
interests, obligations, and duties of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation arising out of loans made or authorized to be made to 
the Administrator are, as of the close of June 30, 1947, vested in 
the Secretary of the Treasury; the Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion is authorized and directed to transfer, as of the close of June 
30, 1947, to the Secretary of the Treasury and the Secretary of the 
Treasury is authorized and directed to receive all loans outstanding 
on that date, plus accrued unpaid interest, theretofore made to the 
Administrator under the provisions of this Act, and all notes and 
other evidences there of and all obligations constituting the security 
therefor. The Secretary of the Treasury shall cancel notes of the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and sums due and unpaid upon 
or in connection with such notes at the time of such cancellation, 
in an amount equal to the unpaid principal of the loans so transferred, 
plus accrued unpaid interest through June 30, 1947. Subsequent 
to June 30, 1947, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall make 
no further loans or advances to the Administrator; and the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed, in lieu of the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, to lend or advance to the 
Administrator, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection 
3 (a), any unobligated or unadvanced balances of the sums which 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has theretofore been 
authorized and directed to lend to the Administrator. For the pur-
pose of making loans or advances pursuant to this section, the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt transaction 
the proceeds from the sale of any securities issued under the Second 
Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which securities 
may be issued under that Act are extended to include such loans or 
advances to the Administrator. Repayments to the Secretary of 
the Treasury on such loans or advances shall be treated as a public-
debt transaction of the United States. 

"SEc. 3. (f) All money representing payments of principal and 
interest on loans made by the Administrator shall be paid to the 
Secretary of the Treasury in payment of loans made to the Adminis-
trator by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or the Secretary 
of the Treasury; upon the payment of such loans all moneys represent-
ing payments of principal and interest on loans made by the Adminis-
trator shall be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts." 

FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For necessary expenses including personal services in the District 
of Columbia: printing and binding; not to exceed $5.000 for attendance 
at meetings or conventions of members of organizations at which 
matters of importance to the work of the Farm Credit Administration 
are to be discussed or transacted; not to exceed $750 for periodicals 
and newspapers; library membership fees or dues in organizations 
which issue publications to members only or to members at a lower 
price than to others, payment for which may be made in advance; 
not to exceed $20,000 for expenditures authorized by section 602 of 
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58Stat. 741. the Organic Act of 1944 (12 U. S. C. 833); purchase of one passenger
motor vehicle for use in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
garage rental in the District of Columbia; payment of actual trans-
portation and other necessary expenses and not to exceed $10 per
diem in lieu of subsistence of persons serving, while away from their
homes, without other compensation from the United States, in an
advisory capacity to the Farm Credit Administration, except that
such expenditures shall not exceed $10,000; examination of corpora-
tions, banks, associations, and institutions operated, supervised, or
regulated by the Farm Credit Administration; in all, $561,000. Col-

58 Stat.740. lections made pursuant to section 601 of the Organic Act of 1944
(12 U. S. C. 832), are hereby made available to reimburse this appro-
priation for the cost of examining and supervising the corporations,
banks, associations, and other organizations as provided in said section.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Limitationsrespect- SEC. 2. No funds appropriated or made available under this title
vanoes. nd shall be used to pay the compensation or expenses of any officer or

employee of the Department or any bureau, office, agency, or service
of the Department, or any corporation, institution, or association
supervised thereby, who makes or approves, or directs or authorizes
the approval of, any loan or advance by the Regional Agricultural
Credit Corporation of Washington, District of Columbia, unless such
loan or advance (1) is for the purpose of protecting the security for
or assisting in the collection of a loan or advance theretofore made
by the Corporation, or (2) is for use in and confined to a specific
area or region in which the Secretary of Agriculture shall have found
that such loans for specified agricultural purposes and for limited
time periods are necessary because of economic emergencies or produc-

aroerbty bor- tion disasters. All loans and advances made pursuant to this section
will carry the full personal liability of the borrower, shall be secured
by crops or livestock and such additional collateral as is deemed neces-
sary to afford reasonable assurance of repayment, and will be accom-
panied by a certificate of refusal of the loan or advance by a local
bank or the production credit association serving the area.

hrase mostrv SEC. 3. Within the unit limit of cost fixed by law the lump-sum
appropriations made for the Department under this title shall be
available for the'purchase of passenger motor vehicles, and for the
hire of such vehicles, necessary in the conduct of the work of the
Department outside the District of Columbia, but the number of such
vehicles purchased or otherwise acquired for all the activities of the
Department for which appropriations are made under such title shall
not exceed the total number indicated for purchase by the Department
under the statements of proposed expenditures for purchase and hire
of passenger motor vehicles in the Budget.

Employment of SEC. 4. Provisions of law prohibiting or restricting the employment
of aliens shall not apply to (1) the temporary employment of trans-
lators when competent citizen translators are not available; (2)
employment in cases of emergency of persons in the field service of
the Department for periods of not more than sixty days; (3) employ-
ment under the appropriation for the Office of Foreign Agricultural
Relations.

SEC. 5. Appropriations made in this title shall be available for
o stat. s. health service programs as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946

s U. . o. I (Public Law 658).
SEC. 6. Appropriations and other funds available to the Depart-

ment during the current fiscal year (except those appropriated or
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the Organic Act of 1944 (12 U. S. C. 833) ; purchase of one passenger 
motor vehicle for use in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; 
garage rental in the District of Columbia; payment of actual trans-
portation and other necessary expenses and not. to exceed $10 per 
diem in lieu of subsistence of persons serving, while away from their 
homes, without other compensation from the United States, in an 
advisory capacity to the Farm Credit Administration, except that 
such expenditures shall not exceed $10,000; examination of corpora-
tions, banks, associations, and institutions operated, supervised, or 
regulated by the Farm Credit Administration; in all, $561,000. Col-
lections made pursuant to section 601 of the Organic Act of 1944 
(12 U. S. C. 832), are hereby made available to reimburse this appro-
priation for the cost of examining and supervising the corporations, 
banks, associations, and other organizations as provided in said section. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 2. No funds appropriated or made available under this title 
shall be used to pay the compensation or expenses of any officer or 
employee of the Department or any bureau, office, agency, or service 
of the Department, or any corporation, institution, or association 
supervised thereby, who makes or approves, or directs or authorizes 
the approval of, any loan or advance by the Regional Agricultural 
Credit Corporation of Washington, District of Columbia, unless such 
loan or advance (1) is for the purpose of protecting the security for 
or assisting in the collection of a loan or advance theretofore made 
by the Corporation, or (2) is for use in and confined to a specific 
area or region in which the Secretary of Agriculture shall have found 
that such loans for specified agricultural purposes and for limited 
time periods are necessary because of economic emergencies or produc-
tion disasters. All loans and advances made pursuant to this section 
will carry the full personal liability of the borrower, shall be secured 
by crops or livestock and such additional collateral as is deemed neces-
sary to afford reasonable assurance of repayment, and will be accom-
panied by a certificate of refusal of the loan or advance by a local 
bank or the production credit association serving the area. 
SEC. 3. Within the unit limit of cost fixed by law the lump-sum 

appropriations made for the Department under this title shall be 
available for the purchase of passenger motor vehicles, and for the 
hire of such vehicles, necessary in the conduct of the work of the 
Department outside the District of Columbia, but the number of such 
vehicles purchased or otherwise acquired for all the activities of the 
Department for which appropriations are made under such title shall 
not exceed the total number indicated for purchase by the Department 
under the statements of proposed expenditures for purchase and hire 
of passenger motor vehicles in the Budget. 
SEC. 4. Provisions of law prohibiting or restricting the employment 

of aliens shall not apply to (1) the temporary employment of trans-
lators when competent citizen translators are not available; (2) 
employment in cases of emergency of persons in• the field service of 
the Department for periods of not more than sixty days; (3) employ-
ment under the appropriation for the Office of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations. 
SEC. 5. Appropriations made in this title shall be available for 

health service programs as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 
(Public Law 658). 
SEC. 6. Appropriations and other funds available to the Depart-

ment during the current fiscal year (except those appropriated or 
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authorized in title II of this Act for such fiscal year) shall be avail-
able for the payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal
Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601).

SEC. 7. No part of any appropriation contained in this title shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or
who advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the
affidavit has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in
a strike against the Government of the United States, is not a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or that
such person does not advocate, and is not a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United
States by force or violence: Provided further, That such adminis-
trative or supervisory employees of the Department as may be desig-
nated for the purpose by the Secretary are hereby authorized to
administer the oaths to persons making affidavits required by this
section, and they shall charge no fee for so doing: Provided further,
That any person who engages in a strike against the Government of
the United States or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member
of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government
of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment
the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation
contained in this title shall be guilty of a felony and, upon convic-
tion, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other
provisions of existing law: Provided further That nothing in this
section shall be construed to require an affidavit from any person
employed for less than sixty days for sudden emergency work
involving the loss of human life or destruction of prol)erty, and pay-
ment of salary or wages may be made to such persons from applicable
appropriations for services rendered in such emergency without
execution of the affidavit contemplated by this section.

SEC. 8. Limitations on amounts to be expended for personal services
under appropriations in this Act shall not apply tolump-sum leave
payments pursuant to the Act of December 21, 1944 (Public Law
525) : Provided, That in expending the appropriation herein for "In-
spection and quarantine, Bureau of Animal Industry," service shall
be maintained at all stockyards having such service during the last
quarter of the fiscal year 1947.

SEC. 9. This Act may be cited as the "Department of Agriculture
Appropriation Act, 1948'.

TITLE II-GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS

SEC. 201. The following sums are appropriated, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation for the current fiscal year, namely:

Operating expenses: For operating and administrative expenses,
$5,000,000, including not to exceed $700 for newspapers.

Subscriptions to capital stock, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation:
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to subscribe and pay for
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authorized in title II of this Act for such fiscal year) shall be avail-
able for the payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal 
Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601). 
SEC. 7. No part of any appropriation contained in this title shall 

be used to .pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts 
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or 
who advocates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, 
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or 
violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall 
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the 
affidavit has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in 
a strike against the Government of the United States, is not a mem-
ber of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or that 
such person does not advocate, and is not a member of an organiza-
tion that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United 
States by force or violence: Provided further, That such adminis-
trative or supervisory employees of the Department as may be desig-
nated for the purpose by the Secretary are hereby authorized to 
administer the oaths to persons making affidavits required by this 
section, and they shall charge no fee for so doing: Provided further, 
That any person who engages in a strike against the Government of 
the United States or who is a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a member 
of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Government 
of the United States by force or violence and accepts employment 
the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation 
contained in this title shall be guilty of a felony and, upon convic-
tion, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty 
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other 
provisions of existing law: Provided further, That nothing in this 
section shall be construed to require an affidavit from any person 
employed for less than sixty days for sudden emergency work 
involving the loss of human life or dest ruction of property, and pay-
ment of salary or wages may be made to such persons from applicable 
appropriations for services rendered in such emergency without 
execution of the affidavit contemplated by this section. 
SEC. 8. Limitations on amounts to be expended for personal services 

under appropriations in this Act shall not apply to lump-sum leave 
payments pursuant to the Act of December 21, 1944 (Public Law 
525) : Provided, That in expending the appropriation herein for "In-
spection and quarantine, Bureau of Animal Industry," service shall 
be maintained at all stockyards having such service during the last 
quarter of the fiscal year 1947. 
SEC. 9. This Act may be cited as the "Department of Agriculture 

Appropriation Act, 1948". 

TITLE II—GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS 

SEC. 201. The following sums are appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the Federal Crop 
Insurance Corporation for the current fiscal year, namely: 

Operating expenses: For operating and administrative expenses, 
$5,000,000, including not to exceed $700 for newspapers. 

Subscriptions to capital stock, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: 
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to subscribe and pay for 
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capital stock of the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, as provided
in section 504 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U. S. C. 1504),
$10,000,000.

SEC. 202. The following corporations are hereby authorized to make
such expenditures, within the limits of funds and borrowing authority
available to each such corporation and in accord with law, and to make
such contracts and commitments without regard to fiscal year limita-
tions as provided by section 104 of the Government Corporation Con-
trol Act, as may be necessary to carry out the programs set forth
in the budget for the current fiscal year for each such corporation,
except as hereinafter provided:

Commodity Credit Corporation: Nothing in this Act shall be so
construed as to prevent the Commodity Credit Corporation from
carrying out any activity or any program authorized by law: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $8,450,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses of the Corporation, including not to exceed $400 for
periodicals, maps, and newspapers, and not to exceed $30,000 for pen-
alty mail: Provided further, That all necessary expenses (including
legal and special services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not
including other personal services) in connection with the acquisition,
operation, maintenance, improvement, or disposition of any real or
personal property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has
an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged collateral,
shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes
hereof.

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: Provided, That no part of
the sums appropriated in section 201 of this title shall be used for
any crop insurance operations other than the continuation of the trial
crop insurance program, as authorized, and expenses necessary in the
liquidation of insurance contracts on the 1947 and prior crops of
wheat, cotton, and flax: Provided further, That none of the funds
herein appropriated shall be used to insure any 1948 or subsequent
crop except wheat in not to exceed six hundred and thirty-three
counties and flax in not to exceed eighty-seven counties, in accordance
with section 508 (a) (1) of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as
amended, and five additional crops in 1948 under the provisions of
section 508 (a) (2) of said Act, as amended, including corn and
tobacco in not to exceed fifty counties each and cotton in not to exceed
fifty-six counties, unless otherwise provided by legislation.

SEC. 203. The authorities, restrictions, and prohibitions specified
under the head "General provisions" in the Government Corporations
Appropriations Act, 1948, shall be applicable to title II of this Act.

TITLE III-REDUCTION IN APPROPRIATION

EXPORTATION AND DOMESTIC CONSUMPION OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

Notwithstanding any other provision of section 32, Public Law
Numbered 320, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 24, 1935,
as amended (7 U. S. C 1940 edition, 612 (c)), not more than $44,000,000
shall be available during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, for use
in effectuating the purposes of that Act. To enable the Secretary to
carry out the provisions of the National School Lunch Act of June 4,
1946 (Public Law 396). there is hereby made available $65,000,000 of
the funds appropriated for the fiscal year 1948 by section 32 of the Act
approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612 (c)), such amount to be
without regard to the 25 per centum limitation contained in said section
32, and to be exclusive of funds expended in accordance with the last
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capital stock of the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, as provided 
in section 504 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U. S. C. 1504), 
$10,000,000. 
SEC. 202. The following corporations are hereby authorized to make 

such expenditures, within the limits of funds and borrowing authority 
available to each such corporation and in accord with law, and to make 
such contracts and commitments without regard to fiscal year limita-
tions as provided by section 104 of the Government Corporation Con-
trol Act, as may be necessary to carry out the programs set forth 
in the budget for the current fiscal year for each such corporation, 
except as hereinafter provided: 
Commodity Credit Corporation: Nothing in this Act shall be so 

construed as to prevent the Commodity Credit Corporation from 
carrying out any activity or any program authorized by law: Pro-
vided, That not to exceed $8,450,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses of the Corporation, including not to exceed $400 for 
periodicals, maps, and newspapers, and not to exceed $30,000 for pen-
alty mail: Provided further, That all necessary expenses (including 
legal and special services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not 
including other personal services) in connection with the acquisition, 
operation, maintenance, improvement, or disposition of any real or 
personal property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has 
an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged collateral, 
shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes 
hereof. 

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: Provided, That no part of 
the sums appropriated in section 201 of this title shall be used for 
any crop insurance operations other than the continuation of the trial 
crop insurance program, as authorized, and expenses necessary in the 
liquidation of insurance contracts on the 1947 and prior crops of 
wheat, cotton, and flax: Provided further, That none of the funds 
herein appropriated shall be used to insure any 1948 or subsequent 
crop except wheat in not to exceed six hundred and thirty-three 
counties and flax in not to exceed eighty-seven counties, in accordance 
with section 508 (a) (1) of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as 
amended, and five additional crops in 1948 under the provisions of 
section 508 (a) (2) of said Act, as amended, including corn and 
tobacco in not to exceed fifty counties each and cotton in not to exceed 
fifty-six counties, unless otherwise provided by legislation. 
SEC. 203. The authorities, restrictions, and prohibitions specified 

under the head "General provisions" in the Government Corporations 
Appropriations Act, 1948, shall be applicable to title II of this Act. 

TITLE III—REDUCTION IN APPROPRIATION 

EXPORTATION AND DOMESTIC CONS1JXPTION OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODELLIS 

Notwithstanding any other provision of section 32, Public Law 
Numbered 320, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved August 24, 1935, 
as amended (7 U. S. C., 1940 edition, 612 (c) ), not more than $44,000,000 
shall be available during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, for use 
in effectuating the purposes of that Act. To enable the Secretary to 
carry out the provisions of the National School Lunch Act of June 4, 
1946 (Public Law 396) , there is hereby made available $65,000,000 of 
the funds appropriated for the fiscal year 1948 by section 32 of the Act 
approved August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612 (c) ), such amount to be 
without regard to the 25 per centum limitation contained in said section 
32, and to be exclusive of funds expended in accordance with the last 
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sentence of section 9 of the National School Lunch Act: Provided, That
no part of such funds shall be used for nonfood assistance under sec-
tion 5 of said Act. The remainder of the fund appropriated by said
Act for the fiscal year 1948 is hereby rescinded effective July 1, 1947,
and shall be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury
immediately thereafter.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 357]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely:
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Military Appropri-
ation Act, 1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 245, 361; post, pp.
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MILITARY ACTIVITIES

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR

CONTINGENCIES OF THE ARMY

For emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising in the War
Department or any of its subordinate bureaus or offices in the District
of Columbia, or in the Army at large, but impossible to be anticipated
or classified, including personal services; the actual and necessary
expenses or per diem in lieu thereof, as may be determined and
approved by the Secretary of War, of military and civilian personnel
in and under the Military Establishment on special duty in foreign
countries; and for examination of estimates of appropriations and
of military activities in the field, to be expended on the approval or
authority of the Secretary of War, and for such purposes as le may
deem proper, and his determination thereon shall be final and conclu-
sive upon the accounting officers of the Government, and paynments
from this approlriation may, in the discretion of tile Secreltry of
War, be made oil his certificate that the expenditures were necessary
for confidential military purposes; $25,195,000.

GENERAL STAFF CORPS

FIELD EXERCISES

For expenses required for the conduct of special field exercises,
including participation therein by the National Guard and the Organ-
ized Reserves, and including pay and travel of temporary employees
and officers and enlisted men of the National Guard and the Organized
Reserves, not otherwise provided for, allowances for enlisted men for
quarters and rations, troop movements and travel of personnel of the
Regular Army, in connection with special field exercises, including
special combat training for small units, movement of materiel, main-
tenance and operation of structures and utilities, rental of land or
purchase of options to rent land without reference to section 3648,
Revised Statutes, use or repair of private property, and any other
requisite supplies and services, and for settlement of claims resulting
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sentence of section 9 of the National School Lunch Act :Provided, That 
no part of such funds shall be used for nonfood assistance under sec-
tion 5 of said Act. The remainder of the fund appropriated by said 
Act for the fiscal year 1948 is hereby rescinded effective July 1, 1947, 
and shall be carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury 
immediately thereafter. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 357] 
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AN ACT July 30, 1947 

Making appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year ending  [H. R. 36781  
June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. [Public Law 267] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Military Establishment for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely: 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF W AR 

CONTINGENCIES OF THE ARMY 

For emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising in the War 
Department or any of its subordinate bureaus or offices in the District 
of Columbia, or in the Army at large, but impossible to be anticipated 
or classified, including personal services; the actual and necessary 
expenses or per diem in lieu thereof, as may be determined and 
approved by the Secretary of War, of military and civilian personnel 
in and under the Military Establishment on special duty in foreign 
countries; and for examination of estimates of appropriations and 
of military activities in the field, to be expended on the approval or 
authority of the Secretary of War, and for such purposes as he may 
deem proper, and his determination thereon shall be final and conclu-
sive upon the accounting officers of the Government, and payments 
from this appropriation may, in the discretion of the Secretary of 
War, be made on his cert ificate that t he expenditures were necessary 
for confidential p urposes ; $25,495,000. 
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including participation therein by the National Guard and the Organ-
ized Reserves, and including pay and travel of temporary employees 
and officers and enlisted men of the National Guard and the Organized 
Reserves, not otherwise provided for, allowances for enlisted men for 
quarters and rations, troop movements and travel of personnel of the 
Regular Army, in connection with special field exercises, including 
special combat training for small units, movement of materiel, main-
tenance and operation of structures and utilities, rental of land or 
purchase of options to rent land without reference to section 3648, 
Revised Statutes, use or repair of private property, and any other 31 U. S. C. I 3N. 

requisite supplies and services, and for settlement of claims resulting 
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from such exercises, under the provisions of the Act of July 3, 1943
(31 U. S. C. 223b), as amended, and the Federal Tort Claims Act of
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), $9,000,000.

NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, of the National War
College, including the purchase of the necessary special stationery;
textbooks, books of reference, scientific and professional papers; maps,
police utensils; expenses of special lectures; contingencies for the
Commandant of the National War College to be expended in his
discretion (not exceeding $1,000); purchase, repair, and cleaning of
uniforms for guards; pay of employees; $306,000.

COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE

For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference, scientific and
professional papers, instruments, and material for instruction;
expenses of special lectures; and for other necessary expenses of
instruction, at the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leaven-
worth, Kansas; $450,000.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

FINANCE SERVICE, ARMY

Pay of the Army: For pay and allowances of the Army of the
United States, including pay of Reserve officers and officers of the
National Guard of the United States ordered to active duty under
the provisions of section 37a and the fourth paragraph of section 38
of the National Defense Act, as amended; pay of civilian employees
at military headquarters; allowances for quarters for enlisted men on
duty where public quarters are not available; interest on soldiers'
deposits; payment of life insurance premiums authorized by law;
payment of exchange fees and exchange losses incurred by disbursing
officers or their agents; repayment of amounts determined by the
Secretary of War or officers designated by him, to have been erro-
neously collected from military and civilian personnel in and under
the Military Establishment; and losses in the accounts of Army dis-
bursing officers in accordance with the Acts of December 13, 1944
(31 U. S. C. 95a) and December 23, 1944 (50 U. S. C. 1705-1707);
$2,388,286,700, which shall also be available to pay mustering-out
payments, as authorized by the "Mustering-Out Payment Act of 1944"
as amended (38 U. S. C. 6 91-691g), to persons who were or may be
denied such payments because they were discharged from the Army
to enter the United States Military Academy or the United States
Naval Academy and subsequently were discharged from either acad-
emy because of physical disability: Provided, That the appropria-tions contained m this Act shall not be available for increased pay
for making aerial flights by nonflying officers at a rate in excess of$720 per annum, which shall be the legal maximum rate as to such
officers, and such nonflying officers shall be entitled to such rate ofincrease by performing three or more flights within each ninety-day
period, pursuant to orders of competent authority, without regardto the duration of such flight or flights: Provided further, That, during
the continuance of the present war and for six months after the term-
nation thereof, a flying officer as defined under existing law shallinclude flight surgeons, and commissioned officers or warrant officers
while undergoing flying training: Provided further, That section 212of the Act of June 30,1932 (5 U. S. C. 59a), shall not apply to retired
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from such exercises, under the provisions of the Act of July 3, 1943 
(31 U. S. C. 223b), as amended, and the Federal Tort Claims Act of 
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601) , $9,000,000. 

NATIONAL WAR COLLFGE 

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, of the National War 
College, including the purchase of the necessary special stationery; 
textbooks, books of reference, scientific and professional papers; maps, 
police utensils; expenses of special lectures; contingencies for the 
Commandant of the National War College to be expended in his 
discretion (not exceeding $1,000) ; purchase, repair, and cleaning of 
uniforms for guards; pay of employees; $306,000. 

COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF COT.LFGE 

For the purchase of textbooks, books of reference, scientific and 
professional papers, instruments, and material for instruction; 
expenses of special lectures; and for other necessary expenses of 
instruction, at the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leaven-
worth, Kansas; $450,000. 

FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

FINANCE SERVICE, ARMY 

Pay of the Army: For pay and allowances of the Army of the 
United States, including pay of Reserve officers and officers of the 
National Guard of the United States ordered to active duty under 
the provisions of section 37a and the fourth paragraph of section 38 
of the National Defense Act, as amended; pay of civilian employees 
at military headquarters; allowances for quarters for enlisted men on 
duty where public quarters are not available; interest on soldiers' 
deposits; payment of life insurance premiums authorized by law; 
payment of exchange fees and exchange losses incurred by disbursing 
officers or their agents; repayment of amounts determined by the 
Secretary of War, or officers designated by him, to have been erro-
neously collected from military and civilian personnel in and under 
the Military Establishment; and losses in the accounts of Army dis-
bursing officers in accordance with the Acts of December 13, 1944 
(31 U. S. C. 95a) and December 23, 1944 (50 U. S. C. 1705-1707) ; 
$2,388,286,700, which shall also be available to pay mustering-out 
payments, as authorized by the "Mustering-Out Payment Act of 1944", 
as amended (38 U. S. C. 691-691g), to persons who were or may be 
denied such payments because they were discharged from the Army 
to enter the United States Military Academy or the United States 
Naval Academy and subsequently were discharged from either acad-
emy because of physical disability: Provided, That the appropria-
tions contained m this Act shall not be available for increased pay 
for making aerial flights by nonflying officers at a rate in excess of 
$720 per annum, which shall be the legal maximum rate as to such 
officers, and such nonflying officers shall be entitled to such rate of 
increase by performing three or more flights within each ninety-day 
period, pursuant to orders of competent authority, without regard 
to the duration of such flight or flights: Provided further, That, during 
the continuance of the present war and for six months after the termi-
nation thereof, a flying officer as defined under existing law shall 
include flight surgeons, and commissioned officers or warrant officers 
while undergoing flying training: Provided further, That section 212 
of the Act of June 30, 1932 (5 U. S. C. 59a), shall not apply to retired 
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military personnel on duty at the United States Soldiers' Home:
Provided further, That during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948,
no officer of the Army shall be entitled to receive an addition to his
pay in consequence of the provisions of the Act approved May 11, 1908
(10 U. S. C. 803): Provided further, That provisions of law prohib-
iting the payment of any person not a citizen of the United States
shall not apply to military and civilian personnel in and under the
Military Establishment: Provided further, That without deposit to
the credit of the Treasurer of the United States and withdrawal on
money requisitions, receipts of public moneys from sales or other
sources by officers of the Army on disbursing duty and charged in
their official accounts, except receipts to be credited to river and harbor
and flood-control appropriations, may be used by them as required
for current expenditures, all necessary bookkeeping adjustments of
appropriations, funds, and accounts to be made in the settlement of
their disbursing accounts: Provided further, That no collection or
reclamation shall be made by the United States on account of any
money paid to assignees, transferees, or allottees, or to others for them,
under assignments, transfers, or allotments of pay and allowances
made under authority of law where liability might exist with respect
to such assignments, transfers, or allotments, or the use of such moneys,
because of the death of the assignor, transferor, or allotter.

Appropriations available to the Military Establishment for the
fiscal year 1948 shall be available for reimbursement to such appro-
priations of the Naval Establishment as may be designated by the
Secretary of the Navy, for the pay, allowances, and other expenses
as authorized by law, for such number of naval dental officers as may
be authorized by the President to perform service with the Military
Establishment: Provided, That such military and naval personnel, as
may be detailed for duty with other than the War and Navy Depart-
ments, respectively, on a reimbursement basis may be employed in
addition to the numbers otherwise authorized and appropriated for.

No payment shall be made from money appropriated in this Act
to any officer on the retired list of the Army who, for himself or for
others, is engaged in the selling of, contracting for the sale of, or
negotiating for the sale of, to the Army or the War Department, any
war materials or supplies.

No appropriation for the pay of the Army shall be available for the
pay of any officer or enlisted man on the active list of the Army who
is engaged in any manner with any publication which is or may be
issued by or for any branch or organization of the Army or military
association in which officers or enlisted men have membership and
which carries paid advertising of firms doing business with the
War Department: Provided, however, That nothing herein contained
shall be construed to prohibit officers from writing or disseminating
articles in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary of
War;

Travel of the Army: For travel allowances and travel in kind, as
authorized by law, for persons traveling in connection with the mili-
tary activities of the War Department, including mileage, transporta-
tion, reimbursement of actual expenses, or per diem allowances, to
officers, contract surgeons, and others whose rank, pay and allowances
are assimilated to officers; the cost of a compartment or such other
accommodations as may be authorized by the Secretary of War for
security purposes when secret documents are transported by officer
messenger, or when valuable War Department property is transported
as hand baggage by personnel of the Military Establishment; trans-
portation of troops; transportation, or reimbursement therefor, of
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military personnel on duty at the United States Soldiers' Home: 
Provided further, That during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, 
no officer of the Army shall be entitled to receive an addition to his 
pay in consequence of the provisions of the Act approved May 11, 1908 
(10 U. S. C. 803) : Provided further, That provisions of law prohib-
iting the payment of any person not a citizen of the United States 
shall not apply to military and civilian personnel in and under the 
Military Establishment: Provided further, That without deposit to 
the credit of the Treasurer of the United States and withdrawal on 
money requisitions, receipts of public moneys from sales or other 
sources by officers of the Army on disbursing duty and charged in 
their official accounts, except receipts to be credited to river and harbor 
and flood-control appropriations, may be used by them as required 
for current expenditures, all necessary bookkeeping adjustments of 
appropriations, funds, and accounts to be made in the settlement of 
their disbursing accounts: Provided further, That no collection or 
reclamation shall be made by the United States on account of any 
money paid to assignees, transferees, or allottees, or to others for them, 
under assignments, transfers, or allotments of pay and allowances 
made under authority of law where liability might exist with respect 
to such assignments, transfers, or allotments, or the use of such moneys, 
because of the death of the assignor, transferor, or allotter. 

Appropriations available to the Military Establishment for the 
fiscal year 1948 shall be available for reimbursement to such appro-
priations of the Naval Establishment as may be designated by the 
Secretary of the Navy, for the pay, allowances, and other expenses 
as authorized by law, for such number of naval dental officers as may 
be authorized by the President to perform service with the Military 
Establishment: Provided, That such military and naval personnel, as 
may be detailed for duty with other than the War and Navy Depart-
ments, respectively, on a reimbursement basis may be employed in 
addition to the numbers otherwise authorized and appropriated for. 
No payment shall be made from money appropriated in this Act 

to any officer on the retired list of the Army who, for himself or for 
others, is engaged in the selling of, contracting for the sale of, or 
negotiating for the sale of, to the Army or the War Department, any 
war materials or supplies. 
No appropriation for the pay of the Army shall be available for the 

pay of any officer or enlisted man on the active list of the Army who 
is engaged in any manner with any publication which is or may be 
issued by or for any branch or organization of the Army or military 
association in which officers or enlisted men have membership and 
which carries paid advertising of firms doing business with the 
War Department: Provided, however, That nothing herein contained 
shall be construed to prohibit officers from writing or disseminating 
articles in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary of 
War; 
Travel of the Army: For travel allowances and travel in kind,. as 

authorized by law, for persons traveling in connection with the mili-
tary activities of the War Department, including mileage, transporta-
tion, reimbursement of actual expenses, or per diem allowances, to 
officers, contract surgeons, and others whose rank, pay and allowances 
are assimilated to officers; the cost of a compartment or such other 
accommodations as may be authorized by the Secretary of War for 
security purposes when secret documents are transported by officer 
messenger, or when valuable War Department property is transported 
as hand baggage by personnel of the Military Establishment; trans-
portation of troops; transportation, or reimbursement therefor, of 
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cadets, enrolled members of the Medical Department, enlisted men,
recruits, recruiting parties, applicants for enlistment between places
of acceptance for enlistment and recruiting stations, rejected appli-
cants for enlistment, general prisoners, cadets and accepted cadets
from their homes to the Military Academy, discharged cadets, civilian
employees, civilian witnesses before courts martial, and dependents
of civilian and military personnel; travel pay to discharged military
personnel; transportation of discharged prisoners and persons dis-
charged from Saint Elizabeths Hospital after transfer thereto from
the military service, to their homes, or elsewhere as they may elect,
the cost in each case not to be greater than to the place of last enlist-
ment; transportation of persons discharged other than honorably;
monetary allowances for liquid coffee for troops traveling when
supplied with cooked or travel rations; commutation of quarters and
rations to enlisted men traveling on detached duty when it is imprac-
ticable to carry rations, and to applicants for enlistment and general
prisoners traveling under orders; per diem allowances or actual cost
of subsistence while in a travel status, to civilian employees and
civilian witnesses before courts martial; for rental of camp sites and
the local procurement of communication service, fuel, light, water
service, and other necessary supplies and services incident to indi-
vidual or troop movements, including transportation of organizational
equipment and impedimenta i and for transportation of authorized
baggage of military and civilian personnel, including packing and
unpacking; $135,000,000: Provided, That other appropriations for
the Military Establishment shall be charged with such amounts as
may be required for travel in connection with development, procure-
ment, production, maintenance, or construction activities; and, with
such exception, no other appropriation in this Act shall be available
for any expense for or incident to travel of personnel of the Regular
Army or civilian employees under the War Department, except the
appropriation "Contingencies of the Army" and the appropriations
for Engineer Service, Army, the National Guard, the Organized
Reserves, the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, and the National Board
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, and except as may be provided
for in the appropriations "Special Field Exercises", "Inter-American
Relations, War Department", and "Air Corps, Army": Provided
further, That, in addition to the authority contained in section 67,
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, a total of not to
exceed $75,000 of the appropriations available to the War Department
chargeable with expenses of travel shall be available for expenses
incident to attendance at meetings of technical, professional, scientific,
and other similar organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary of war, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of
the work of the War Department: Provided further, That appropria-
tions available for travel of personnel of the Military Establishment
or employees under the War Department which are current at the
date of relief from duty station of such personnel traveling under
orders shall be charged with all expenses properly chargeable to such
appropriations in connection with the travel enjoined including travel
of dependents and transportation of authorized baggage and house-
hold effects of such personnel, regardless of the dates of arrival at
destination of the persons so traveling;

During the fiscal year 1948 the dependents and household effects
of such military and civilian personnel (without regard to rank or
grade) in and under the Military Establishment on duty at stations
outside the continental limits of the United States, or in Alaska, as may
be determined upon by the Secretary of War, may, prior or subsequent
to the issuance of orders for the relief of such personnel from their
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cadets, enrolled members of the Medical Department, enlisted men, 
recruits, recruiting parties, applicants for enlistment between places 
of acceptance for enlistment and recruiting stations, rejected appli-
cants for enlistment, general prisoners, cadets and accepted cadets 
from their homes to the Military Academy, discharged cadets, civilian 
employees, civilian witnesses before courts martial, and dependents 
of civilian and military personnel; travel pay to discharged military 
personnel; transportation of discharged prisoners and persons dis-
charged from Saint Elizabeths Hospital after transfer thereto from 
the military service, to their homes, or elsewhere as they may elect, 
the cost in each case not to be greater than to the place of last enlist-
ment; transportation of persons discharged other than honorably; 
monetary allowances for liquid coffee for troops traveling when 
supplied with cooked or travel rations; commutation of quarters and 
rations to enlisted men traveling on detached duty when it is imprac-
ticable to carry rations, and to applicants for enlistment and general 
prisoners traveling under orders; per diem allowances or actual cost 
of subsistence while in a travel status, to civilian employees and 
civilian witnesses before courts martial; for rental of camp sites and 
the local procurement of communication service, fuel, light, water 
service, and other necessary supplies and services incident to indi-
vidual or troop movements, including transportation of organizational 
equipment and impedimenta; and for transportation of authorized 
baggage of military and civilian personnel, including packing and 
unpacking; $135,000,000: Provided, That other appropriations for 
the Military Establishment shall be charged with such amounts as 
may be required for travel in connection with development, procure-
ment, production, maintenance, or construction activities; and, with 
such exception, no other appropriation in this Act shall be available 
for any expense for or incident to travel of personnel of the Regular 
Army or civilian employees under the War Department, except the 
appropriation "Contingencies of the Army" and the appropriations 
for Engineer Service, Army, the National Guard, the Organized 
Reserves, the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, and the National Board 
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, and except as may be provided 
for in the appropriations "Special Field Exercises", "Inter-American 
Relations, War Department", and "Air Corps, Army": Provided 
further, That, in addition to the authority contained in section 67, 
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, a total of not to 
exceed $75,000 of the appropriations available to the War Department 
chargeable with expenses of travel shall be available for expenses 
incident to attendance at meetings of technical, professional, scientific, 
and other similar organizations, when, in the judgment of the Secre-
tary of war, such attendance would be of benefit in the conduct of 
the work of the War Department: Provided further, That appropria-
tions available for travel of personnel of the Military Establishment 
or employees under the War Department which are current at the 
date of relief from duty station of such personnel traveling under 
orders shall be charged with all expenses properly chargeable to such 
appropriations in connection with the travel enjoined including travel 
of dependents and transportation of authorized baggage and house-
hold effects of such personnel, regardless of the dates of arrival at 
destination of the persons so traveling; 
During the fiscal year 1948 the dependents and household effects 

of such military and civilian personnel (without regard to rank or 
grade) m and under the Military Establishment on duty at stations 
outside the continental limits of the United States, or in Alaska, as may 
be determined upon by the Secretary of War, may, prior or subsequent 
to the issuance of orders for the relief of such personnel from their 
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stations, or subsequent to the discharge or release of such military
personnel from active military service, be moved (including packing
and unpacking of household effects) from such stations outside the
continental limits of the United States, or in Alaska, to such locations
as may be designated by such personnel, by the use of either Govern-
ment or commercial means of transportation, and later from such
locations to the duty stations to which such personnel may be ordered,
and current appropriations of the Military Establishment available
for travel and transportation may be used for this purpose, the deci-
sion of the Secretary of War to be final as to the dependency of any
individual sought to be affected by this provision except as to travel
performed subsequent to arrival in the United States;

Expenses of courts martial: For expenses of courts martial, courts
of inquiry, military commissions, retiring boards, and compensation
of reporters and witnesses attending same, contract stenographic
reporting services, and expenses of taking depositions and securing
other evidence for use before the same, $150,000;

Apprehension of deserters: For the apprehension, securing, and
delivering of soldiers absent without leave and of deserters, including
escaped military prisoners, and the expenses incident to their pursuit;
and no greater sum than $25 for each deserter or escaped military
prisoner shall, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be paid to
any civil officer or citizen for such services and expenses; for expenses
incident to confinement of military prisoners in nonmilitary facilities;
for a donation of $10 to each prisoner discharged otherwise than
honorably upon his release from confinement under court-martial
sentence involving dishonorable discharge; and for a donation of not
to exceed $10 to each person discharged for fraudulent enlistment
as authorized by law, $100,000;

Finance service: For compensation of clerks and other employees
of the Finance Department, $21,469,000;

Claims for damage to or loss or destruction of property, or per-
sonal injury, or death: For payment of claims under the Act approved
July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as amended, and the Federal Tort
Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), not otherwise pro-
vided for, $2,750,000;

Claims of military and civilian personnel of the War Dlepmrttnent
for destruction of private property: For the payment of clairs for
private property lost, destroyed, captlred, abandoned, or dalnagcd
in the military service of the United States, under the provisions of
the Military Personnel Claims Act of 1945, $2,000,000;

In all, Finance Service, Army, $2,549,755,700, to be accounted for
as one fund.

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

QUARTERMASTER SERVICE, ARMY

Welfare of enlisted men: For the equipment and conduct of school.
reading, lunch, and amusement rooms, service clubs, chapels, gymna-
siums. and libraries, including periodicals and other publications and
subscriptions for newspapers, transportation of books and equipment
for these services, rental of films, purchase of slides for and making
repairs to moving-picture outfits, and for similar and other recrea-
tional purposes at training and mobilization camps now established
or which may be hereafter established, including expenses for the
entertainment and instruction of enlisted personnel, $7,170,500:
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for the instruc-
tion of officers on the same basis as enlisted men: Provided further,
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stations, or subsequent to the discharge or release of such military 
personnel from active military service, be moved (including packing 
and unpacking of household effects) from such stations outside the 
continental limits of the United States, or in Alaska, to such locations 
as may be designated by such personnel, by the use of either Govern-
ment or commercial means of transportation, and later from such 
locations to the duty stations to which such personnel may be ordered, 
and current appropriations of the Military Establishment available 
for travel and transportation may be used for this purpose, the deci-
sion of the Secretary of War to be final as to the dependency of any 
individual sought to be affected by this provision except as to travel 
performed subsequent to arrival in the United States; 
Expenses of courts martial: For expenses of courts martial, courts 

of inquiry, military commissions, retiring boards, and compensation 
of reporters and witnesses attending same, contract stenographic 
reporting services, and expenses of taking depositions and securing 
other evidence for use before the same, $150,000; 
Apprehension of deserters: For the apprehension, securing, and 

delivering of soldiers absent without leave and of deserters, including 
escaped military prisoners, and the expenses incident to their pursuit; 
and no greater sum than $25 for each deserter or escaped military 
prisoner shall, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be paid to 
any civil officer or citizen for such services and expenses; for expenses 
incident to confinement of military prisoners in nonmilitary facilities; 
for a donation of $10 to each prisoner discharged otherwise than 
honorably upon his release from confinement under court-martial 
sentence involving dishonorable discharge; and for a donation of not 
to exceed $10 to each person discharged for fraudulent enlistment 
as authorized by law, $100,000; 

Finance service: For compensation of clerks and other employees 
of the Finance Department, $21,469,000; 
Claims for damage to or loss or destruction of property, or per-

sonal injury, or death: For payment of claims under the Act approved 
July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as amended, and the Federal Tort 
Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), not otherwise pro-
vided for, $2,750,000; 
Claims of military and civilian personnel of the War Department, 

for destruction of private property: For the payment of claims for 
private property lost, destroyed, captured, abandoned, or damaged 
in the military service of the United states, under the provisions of 
the Military Personnel Claims Act of 1945, $2,000,000; 
In all, Finance Service, Army, $2,549,755,700, to be accounted for 

as one fund. 
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Welfare of enlisted men: For the equipment and conduct of school, 
reading, lunch, and amusement rooms, service clubs, chapels, gymna-
siums, and libraries, including periodicals and other publications and 
subscriptions for newspapers, transportation of books and equipment 
for these services, rental of films, purchase of slides for and making 
repairs to moving-picture outfits, and for similar and other recrea-
tional purposes at training and mobilization camps now established 
or which may be hereafter established, including expenses for the 
entertainment and instruction of enlisted personnel, $7,170,500: 
Provided, That this appropriation shall be available for the instruc-
tion of officers on the same basis as enlisted men: Provided further, 
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That no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for
payment to or expenditure on account of any civilian personnel
employed outside continental United States to paint or otherwise
reproduce war scenes except by means of photography, or to paint
portraits, or for payment to or expenditure on account of any military
personnel within continental United States who engage in decorative
art projects or painting portraits to the exclusion of regular military
duties;

Subsistence of the Army: For purchase of subsistence supplies for
issue as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men when ordered
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital matrons,
applicants for enlistment while held under observation, general
prisoners of war, and general prisoners at posts; ice for issue to
organizations of enlisted men and for cooling drinking water at such
places as the Secretary of War may determine, and for preservation
of stores; subsistence of the masters, officers, crews, and employees of
the vessels of the Army Transport Service; meals for recruiting parties
and applicants for enlistment while under observation; sales to
officers, including members of the Officers' Reserve Corps while on
active duty, and enlisted men of the Army; payment of the regulation
allowances of commutation in lieu of rations to enlisted men on
furlough and to enlisted men when stationed at places where rations
in kind cannot be economically issued, including retired enlisted men
when ordered to active duty; payment of the regulation allowance
of commutation in lieu of rations for enlisted men, applicants for
enlistment while held under observation, civilian employees who are
entitled to subsistence at public expense, and general prisoners while
sick in hospitals, to be paid to the surgeon in charge; advertising;
for subsistence of supernumeraries necessitated by emergent military
circumstances; prizes to be established by the Secretary of War for
enlisted men of the Army who graduate from the Army schools for
bakers and cooks; and for other necessary expenses incident to the
purchase, testing, care, preservation, issue, sale, and accounting for
subsistence supplies for the Army; in all, $376,551,000: Provided, That
none of the money appropriated in this Act shall be used for the
purchase of oleomargarine or butter substitutes for other than cooking
purposes, except to supply an expressed preference therefor or for
use where climatic or other conditions render the use of butter
impracticable: Provided further, That no part of this or any other
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for the
procurement of any article of food or clothing not grown or produced
in the United States or its possessions, except to the extent that the
Secretary of War shall determine that articles of food or clothing
grown or produced in the United States or its possessions cannot be
procured of satisfactory quality and in sufficient quantities and at
reasonable prices as and when needed, and except procurements by
vessels in foreign waters and by establishments located outside the
continental United States, except the Territories of Hawaii and
Alaska, for the personnel attached thereto: Provided further, That
none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used for the
payment of any subsidy on agricultural or other products;

Regular supplies of the Army: For supplies, services, and other
expenses, not otherwise provided for, incident to the design, develop-
ment, procurement, manufacture, care, protection, alteration, repair,
maintenance, installation, storage, and issue of Quartermaster Corps
supplies, materials, and equipment (exclusive of fixed installations
in buildings otherwise provided for), including petroleum and other
products, market reports and personal services; for supplies and
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That no appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for 
payment to or expenditure on account of any civilian personnel 
employed outside continental United States to paint or otherwise 
reproduce war scenes except by means of photography, or to. paint 
portraits, or for payment to or expenditure on account of .any military 
personnel within continental United States who engage in decorative 
art projects or painting portraits to the exclusion of regular military 
duties; 

Subsistence of the Army: For purchase of subsistence supplies for 
issue as rations to troops, including retired enlisted men when ordered 
to active duty, civil employees when entitled thereto, hospital matrons, 
applicants for enlistment while held under observation, general 
prisoners of war, and general prisoners at posts; ice for issue to 
organizations of enlisted men and for cooling drinking water at such 
places as the Secretary of War may determine, and for preservation 
of stores; subsistence of the masters, officers, crews, and employees .of 
the vessels of the Army Transport Service; meals for recruiting parties 
and applicants for enlistment while under observation; sales to 
officers, including members of the Officers' Reserve Corps while on 
active duty, and enlisted men of the Army; payment of the regulation 
allowances of commutation in lieu of rations to enlisted men on 
furlough and to enlisted men when stationed at places where rations 
in kind cannot be economically issued, including retired enlisted men 
when ordered to active duty; payment of the regulation allowance 
of commutation in lieu of rations for enlisted men, applicants for 
enlistment while held under observation, civilian employees who are 
entitled to subsistence at public expense, and general prisoners while 
sick in hospitals, to be paid to the surgeon in charge; advertising; 
for subsistence of supernumeraries necessitated by emergent military 
circumstances; prizes to be established by the Secretary of War for 
enlisted men of the Army who graduate from the Army schools for 
bakers and cooks; and for other necessary expenses incident to the 
purchase, testing, care, preservation, issue, sale, and accounting for 
subsistence supplies for the Army; in all, $376,551,000: Provided, That 
none of the money appropriated in this Act shall be used for the 
purchase of oleomargarine or butter substitutes for other than cooking 
purposes, except to supply an expressed preference therefor or for 
use where climatic or other conditions render the use of butter 
impracticable: Provided further, That no part of this or any other 
appropriation contained in this Act shall be available for the 
procurement of any article of food or clothing not grown or produced 
in the United States or its possessions, except to the extent that the 
Secretary of War shall determine that articles of food or clothing 
grown or produced in the United States or its possessions cannot be 
procured of satisfactory quality and in sufficient quantities and at 
reasonable prices as and when needed, and except procurements by 
vessels in foreign waters and by establishments located outside the 
continental United States, except the Territories of Hawaii and 
Alaska, for the personnel attached thereto: Provided further, That 
none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be used for the 
payment of any subsidy on agricultural or other products; 
Regular supplies of the Army: For supplies, services, and other 

expenses, not otherwise provided for, incident to the design, develop-
ment, procurement, manufacture, care, protection, alteration, repair, 
maintenance, installation, storage, and issue of Quartermaster Corps 
supplies, materials, and equipment (exclusive of fixed installations 
in buildings otherwise provided for), including petroleum and other 
products, market reports and personal services; for supplies and 
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equipment for troops and general service schools; for operation of
field printing plants not otherwise provided for and contract print-
ing and binding; for subsistence and care of riding and draft ani-
mals, for remounts, and for the authorized number of officers' mounts:
for straw for soldiers' bedding; for expenses incident to raising and
harvesting forage on military reservations, including, when specifically
authorized by the Secretary of War, the cost of irrigation; $78,559,860;

Clothing and equipage: For cloth, woolens, materials, and for the
purchase and manufacture of clothing for the Army, including retired
enlisted men when ordered to active duty, for issue and for sale; for
payment of commutation of clothing due to warrant officers of the
mine-planter service and to enlisted men; for altering and fitting
clothing and washing and cleaning when necessary, including laundry
work for enlisted men while patients in a hospital; for operation
of laundries, existing or now under construction, including purchase
and repair of laundry machinery therefor; for the authorized issues
of laundry materials for use of general prisoners confined at military
posts without pay or allowances, and for applicants for enlistment
while held under observation; for equipment and repair of equip-
ment of existing dry-cleaning plants, salvage and sorting storehouses,
hat-repairing shops, shoe-repair shops, clothing-repair shops, and
garbage-reduction works; for equipage, including animal-drawn pas-
senger-carrying vehicles, authorized issues of toilet articles, barbers'
and tailors' material, for use of general prisoners confined at military
posts without pay or allowances and applicants for enlistment while
held under observation; issue of toilet kits to recruits upon their first
enlistment; for expenses of packing and handling and similar neces-
saries; for a suit of citizens outer clothing and when necessary an
overcoat, the cost of all not to exceed $30, to be issued each soldier dis-
charged otherwise than honorably, to each enlisted man convicted by
civil court for an offense resulting in confinement in a penitentiary
or other civil prison, and to each enlisted man ordered interned by
reason of the fact that he is an alien enemy, or, for the same reason,
discharged without internment; for indemnity to officers and men
of the Army for clothing and bedding, and so forth, destroyed since
April 22, 1898, by order of medical officers of the Army for sanitary
reasons; $154,032,900;

Incidental expenses of the Army: Postage; hire of laborers in the
Quartermaster Corps, including the care of officers' mounts when the
same are furnished by the Government; compensation of clerks and
other employees of the Quartermaster Corps, and clerks, foremen,
watchmen, and organist for the United States Disciplinary Barracks;
incidental expenses of recruiting; for activities of chaplains (exclud-
ing ritual garments and personal services); for the operation of
coffee-roasting plants; for maintenance of Quartermaster branch
depots, including utilities; for tests and experimental and develop-
ment work and scientific research, not otherwise provided for, includ-
ing that to be performed by the Bureau of Standards for the
Quartermaster Corps; for inspection service and instruction fur-
nished by the Department of Agriculture which may be transferred
in advance; for such additional expenditures as are necessary and
authorized by law in the movements and operation of the Army and
at military posts, and not expressly assigned to any other depart-
ments; for supplies, services, and other expenses essential in conduct-
ing instruction of the Army in tactical or special activities and in the
operation of Arm and Service Boards not otherwise provided for;
for burial of the dead as authorized by Acts of May 17, 1938 (10
U. S. C. 916-916d), and July 8, 1940 (5 U. S. C. 103a), including
remains of personnel of the Army of the United States who die while
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Post, p. 702.

56 Stat. 214.

Charges against
other appropria-
tions.

Transfer of vessels.

Telegraph, etc., sys-
tems.

Vehicles.

Telephone appara-
tus.

on active duty, including travel allowances of attendants accompany-
ing remains, communication service, transportation of remains, and
acquisition by lease or otherwise of temporary burial sites; $83,299,300;

Horses, draft and pack animals: For the purchase of draft and
pack animals and horses within limits as to age, sex, and size to be
prescribed by the Secretary of War for remounts for officers entitled
to public mounts, for the United States Military Academy, and for
such organizations and members of the military service as may be
required to be mounted, and for expenses incident to such purchases,
$33,400;

In all, Quartermaster Service, Army, $699,646,960, to be disbursed
and accounted for as one fund.

TRANSPORTATION CORPS

TRANSPORTATION SERVICE, ARMY

For expenses necessary for the transportation of Army supplies,
equipment, funds of the Army, including packing, crating, and
unpacking; maintenance and operation of transportation facilities
and installations, including the purchase, construction, alteration,
operation, lease, repair, development, and maintenance of and research
in transportation equipment, including boats, vessels, motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles and railroad equipment; personal services
in the District of Columbia; procurement of supplies and equipment;
printing and binding; communication service; maps; wharfage, tolls,
ferriage, drayage and cartage; premiums and indemnification for
risks insured pursuant to the Act of April 11, 1942 (46 U. S. C.
112 8-11 28g); conducting instruction in Army transportation activi-
ties; transportation on Army vessels of privately owned automobiles
of Army personnel upon change of station; $374,055,100: Provided,
That during the fiscal year 1948 the cost of transportation from point
of origin to the first point of storage or consumption of supplies,
equipment, and material in connection with the manufacturing and
purchasing activities of the Quartermaster Corps may be charged to
the appropriations from which such supplies, equipment, and material
are procured: Provided further, That vessels under the jurisdiction
of the Maritime Commission, the War Department, or the NavyDepartment, may be transferred or otherwise made available without
reimbursement to any of such agencies upon the request of the head
of one agency and the approval of the agency having jurisdiction of
the vessels concerned.

SIGNAL CORPS

SIGNAL SERVICE OF TIIE ARMY

Purchase, equipment, operation, and repair of military telegraph,
telephone, radio, cable, and signaling systems; signal equipment and
stores, heliographs, signal lanterns, flags, and other necessary instru-
ments; wind vanes; barometers, anemometers, thermometers, and
other meteorological instruments; photographic and cinematographic
work performed for the Army by the Signal Corps; motorcycles,
motor-driven and other vehicles for technical and official purposes in
connection with the construction, operation, and maintenance of com-
munication or signaling systems, and supplies for their operation and
maintenance; maps for use of the Signal Corps and in the office of the
Chief Signal Officer; telephone apparatus, including rental and pay-
ment for commercial, exchange, message, trunk-line, long-distance,
and leased-line telephone service at or connecting any post, camp, can-
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tonment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station, or
other office or station of the Army, excepting the local telephone
service for the various bureaus of the War Department in the District
of Columbia, and toll messages pertaining to the office of the Secretary
of War; electric time service; the rental of commercial telegraph lines
and equipment, and their operation at or connecting any post, camp,
cantonment, depot, arsenal, headquarters, hospital, aviation station,
or other office or station of the Army, including payment for official
individual telegraph messages transmitted over commercial lines;
electrical installations and maintenance thereof at military posts, can-
tonments, camps, and stations of the Army, fire control and direction
apparatus, and materiel for Field Artillery; salaries of civilian
employees, including those necessary as instructors at vocational
schools; supplies, general repairs, reserve supplies, and other expenses
connected with the collecting and transmitting of information for the
Army by telegraph or otherwise; experimental investigation, research,
purchase, and development, or improvements in apparatus, and
maintenance of signaling and accessories thereto, including machines,
instruments, and other equipment for laboratory and repair purposes;
lease, alteration, and repair of such buildings required for storing or
guarding Signal Corps supplies, equipment, and personnel when not
otherwise provided for, including the land therefor, the introduction
of water, electric light and power, sewerage, grading, roads and walks,
and other equipment required; for all expenses, not otherwise pro-
vided for, incident to the preparation of plans, and construction,
purchase, installation, equipment, maintenance, repair, and operation
of aircraft warning service systems, and their accessories, including
purchase of lands and rights-of-way, acquisition of leaseholds and
other interests therein, and temporary use thereof; $82,474,900, and
in addition to this appropriation the Secretary may, prior to July
1, 1948, enter into contracts in an amount not in excess of $5,000,000.

AIR CORPS

AIR CORPS, ARMY

For creating, maintaining, and operating at established aviation
and related schools courses of instruction for military personllnel,
including payment of tuition, cost of equliplilent and suplplies necessary
for instruction, and expenses of special lectures, purchlase of tools
equipment, materials, machines, textbooks, scientific and professionla
papers, instruments, and materials for theoretical and practical
instruction; for maintenance, repair, storage, and operation of air-
ships, war balloons, and other aerial machines, and including instru-
ments, materials, gas plants, hangars, and repair shops, and appliances
of every sort and description necessary for the operation, construction,
or equipment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary spare parts
and equipment connected therewith and the establishment of landing
and take-off runways; for purchase of supplies and procurement of
services for securing, developing, printing, and reproducing photo-
graphs and motion pictures in connection with aerial photography,
including aerial mapping and charting; improvement, equipment,
maintenance, and operation of plants for testing and experimental
work, and procuring and introducing water, electric light and power,
gas, and sewerage, including maintenance, operation, and repair of
such utilities at such plants; for the procurement of helium gas; for
travel of military and civilian personnel in connection with the
administration of this appropriation, including travel by air or rail
required in connection with the transportation of new aircraft from
factory to first destination; salaries and wages of civilian employees;
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transportation of materials in connection with consolidation of Air
Development of Corps activities; experimental investigations and purchase and

craft. development of new types of aircraft, accessories thereto, and aviation
engines, including plans, drawings, and specifications thereof;

faturead cnstuc- purchase, manufacture, and construction of aircraft, and instruments
tion of aircraft. and appliances, including radio, radar, and electronic equipment,

necessary for the operation, construction, or equipment of aircraft,
and spare parts and equipment connected therewith; air crew and
aircraft rescue and fire fighting equipment, including trucks and boats;arkingofmilitary marking of military airways where the purchase of land is not
involved; purchase, manufacture, and issue of special clothing,
wearing apparel, and similar equipment for aviation purposes;
expenses connected with the sale or disposal of surplus or obsolete
aeronautical equipment, and the rental of buildings and other facilities

Consulting engi- for the handling or storage of such equipment; services of not more
than four consulting engineers at experimental stations of the Air
Corps as the Secretary of War may deem necessary, at rates of pay
to be fixed by him not to exceed $50 a day for not exceeding forty days
each and necessary traveling expenses; purchase of special apparatus
and appliances, repairs, and replacements of same used in connection
with special scientific medical and meteorological research in the

Prnting plants. Air Corps; maintenance and operation of Air Corps printing plants
outside of the District of Columbia authorized in accordance with
law; special furniture, supplies and equipment for offices, shops, and
laboratories; special services, including the salvaging of wrecked

Payment of claims. aircraft; payment of claims resulting from the operation of aircraft,
31s U. st.3: . 215- under the provisions of the Act of July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b),

217 notes, 223b, 223c. as amended, and the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 194660 Stat. 842. (
28 U.8.C. §921§,9 2

, (Public Law 601); $829,272,100: Provided, That in addition to said
9Post, 4p 72. appropriation the Secretary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into

contracts for procurement and construction of aircraft and equipment,
spare parts and accessories, to an amount not in excess of $430,000,000.

IEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Supplies.

Care and treatment
of patients.

Epidemic and con-
tagious diseases.

Nurses, cooks, and
other civilians.

MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT

For the manufacture and purchase of medical and hospital supplies
for military posts, camps, hospitals, hospital ships and transports,
and supplies required for mosquito destruction in and about military
posts in the Canal Zone; operation of the Army Medical Library andMuseum under the direct supervision of the Surgeon General; pur-
chase of veterinary supplies and hire of veterinary surgeons; expenses
of medical supply depots and maintenance of branch depots; medicalcare and treatment of patients when entitled thereto by law, regula-
tion, or contract, including their care, treatment and subsistence inprivate hospitals, whether on duty or on furlough or on leave of
absence except when elective medical treatment has been obtained by
such personnel in civilian hospitals or from civilian physicians or
dentists; medical care and treatment of authorized personnel of anycountry whose defense the President deems vital to the defense of theUnited States when such care and treatment cannot be obtained from
medical units of their own country; care and treatment of epidemic
and contagious diseases in the Army or at military posts or stations
including measures to prevent the spread thereof, and the payment ofreasonable damages, not otherwise provided for, for bedding andclothing injured or destroyed in such prevention; pay of male and
female nurses, not including the Army Nurse Corps, and of cooks
and other civilians employed for the proper care of patients, under
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such regulations fixing their number, qualifications, assignments, pay.
and allowances as shall have been or shall be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of War; pay of internes; pay of civilian physicians employed
to examine physically applicants for enlistment and enlisted men and
to render other professional services from time to time under proper
authority; pay of other employees of the Medical Department; pay-
ment of express companies and local transfers employed directly by
the Medical Department for the transportation of medical and hos-
pital supplies, including bidders' samples and water for analysis;
supply of Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs, Arkansas; adver-
tising, and other necessary miscellaneous expenses of the Medical
Department; $69,534,000.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

ENGINEER SERVICE, ARMY

Engineer Service: For the design, development, procurement, manu-
facture, maintenance, alteration, repair, installation, storage, and issue
of engineer equipment, instruments, appliances, supplies, materials,
tools and machinery required in the equipment and training of troops
and in military operations, including military surveys; operation and
maintenance of the Engineer School, including compensation of civil-
ian lecturers, and purchase and binding of scientific and professional
books, pamphlets, papers, and periodicals; procurement, preparation,
and reproduction of maps and similar data for military purposes;
expenses incident to the Engineer Service in military and training
operations, including military surveys, and including research and
development of improved methods in such operations, rental of store-
houses and grounds, and repair and alteration of buildings, including
heat, light, power, water, and communication service, not otherwise
provided for and expenses of railroad construction, including purchase
or lease of equipment and materials, and the acquisition of lands,
rights-of-way thereon, and other interests therein and temporary use
thereof; $129,386,000, and in addition to this appropriation the Secre-
tary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts in an amount
not in excess of $2,000,000;

Barracks and quarters, Army: For expenses necessary for the main-
tenance, installation, repair, operation, protection, and rental of build-
ings, structures, grounds, utilities, flying fields, fortifications, and
appurtenances thereto, or other facilities required for military use
including the procurement of supplies, equipment, fuel, printing,
binding, communication services, at the seat of government and else-
where; manufacture, procurement, purchase, storage, issue, and trans-
portation (including research, planning, design, development, in-
spection, tests. and the handling) of water, gas, electricity, fuel, tools,
machinery, and equipment; construction of additions and extensions
to and alterations, improvements, and rehabilitations of existing
facilities; the furnishing of heat and light for buildings erected at
private cost, in the operation of the Act approved May 31, 1902
(10 U. S. C. 1346), and buildings on military reservations, authorized
by War Department regulations to be used for a similar purpose;
expenses, including relocation costs and rental of buildings and offices,
for other Government agencies, not otherwise provided for, necessi-
tated by their vacation of Government-owned or other property for
Army use; and expenses of packing and crating and unpacking and
uncrating of equipment, material, supplies, baggage, and goods not
otherwise provided for, $191,353,000: Provided, That the amounts to
be assessed and collected from nonmilitary interests on the Fort
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such regulations fixing their number, qualifications, assignments, pay. 
and allowances as shall have been or shall be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of War; pay of internes; pay of civilian physicians employed 
to examine physically applicants for enlistment and enlisted men and 
to render other professional services from time to time under proper 
authority; pay of other employees of the Medical Department; pay-
ment of express companies and local transfers employed directly by 
the Medical Department for the transportation of medical and hos-
pital supplies, including bidders' samples and water for analysis; 
supply of Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Springs, Arkansas; adver-
tising, and other necessary miscellaneous expenses of the Medical 
Department; $69,534,000. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

ENGINEER SERVICE, ARMY 

Engineer Service: For the design, development, procurement, manu-
facture, maintenance, alteration, repair, installation, storage, and issue 
of engineer equipment, instruments, appliances, supplies, materials, 
tools and machinery required in the equipment and training of troops 
and in military operations, including military surveys; operation and 
maintenance of the Engineer School, including compensation of civil-
ian lecturers, and purchase and binding of scientific and professional 
books, pamphlets, papers, and periodicals • procurement, preparation, 
and reproduction of maps and similar data for military purposes; 
expenses incident to the Engineer Service in military and training 
operations, including military surveys, and including research and 
development of improved methods in such operations, rental of store-
houses and grounds, and repair and alteration of buildings, including 
heat, light, power, water, and communication service not otherwise 
provided for and expenses of railroad construction, including purchase 
or lease of equipment and materials, and the acquisition of lands, 
rights-of-way thereon, and other interests therein and temporary use 
th.ereof; $1291386,000, and in addition to this appropriation the Secre-
tary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts in an amount 
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including the procurement of supplies, equipment, fuel, printing, 
binding, communication services at the seat of government and else-
where; manufacture, procurement, purchase, storage, issue, and trans-
portation (including research, planning, design, development, in-
spection, tests, and the handling) of water, gas, electricity, fuel, tools, 
machinery, and equipment; construction of additions and extensions 
to and alterations, improvements, and rehabilitations of existing 
facilities; the furnishing of heat and light for buildings erected at 
private cost, in the operation of the Act approved May 31, 1902 
(10 U. S. C. 1346), and buildings on military reservations, authorized 
by War Department regulations to be used for a similar purpose; 
expenses, including relocation costs and rental of buildings and offices, 
for other Government agencies, not otherwise provided for, necessi-
tated by their vacation of Government-owned or other property for 
Army use; and expenses of packing and crating and unpacking and 
uncrating of equipment, material, supplies, baggage, and goods not 
otherwise provided for, $191,353,000: Provided, That the amounts to  
be assessed and collected from nonmilitary interests on the Fort 
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Monroe Military Reservation, Virginia, for expenditure in the main-
tenance, repair, and operation of wharves, roads, sewerage systems,
and other utilities at said reservation shall be fixed by the Secretary
of War during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, in proportion to
the service rendered to such nonmilitary interests: Provided further,
That no part of the funds herein appropriated shall be available for
construction of a permanent nature of an additional building or an
extension or addition to an existing building, the cost of which in any
case exceeds $20,000: Provided further, That the monthly rental rate
to be paid out of this appropriation for stabling any animal shall not
exceed $15;

In all, Engineer Service, Army, $320,739,000, to be accounted for
as one fund.

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

ORDNANCE SERVICE AND SUPPLIES, ARMY

For manufacture, procurement, storage, and issue, including
research, planning, design, development, inspection, test, alteration,
maintenance, repair, and handling of ordnance material, together
with the machinery, supplies, and services necessary thereto; sup-
plies and services in connection with the general work of the Ordnance
Department, comprising police and office duties, rents, tolls, fuel, light,
water, advertising, stationery, typewriting and computing machines,
including their exchange, and furniture, tools, and instruments of
service; instruction, training, and other incidental expenses of the
ordnance service; purchase and hire of passenger motor vehicles;
ammunition for military salutes at Government establishments and
institutions to which the issues of arms for salutes are authorized;
services, material, tools, and appliances for operation of the testing
machines and chemical laboratory in connection therewith; publi-
cations for libraries of the Ordnance Department, including the
Ordnance Office: Provided, That, notwithstanding the provisions of
any other law, not more than $25,000,000 of the amounts received by
the War Department during the fiscal year 1948 as proceeds from the
sale of scrap or salvage material shall be available for expenses of
transportation, demilitarization, and other preparation for sale or
salvage of military supplies, equipment, and mat6riel: Provided
further, That a report of receipts and disbursements under this limi-
tation shall be made quarterly to the Appropriation Committees of
the Congress; $245,532,800, and in addition to this appropriation the
Secretary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts in an amount
not in excess of $2,000,000.

ROCK ISLAND BRIDGE, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

For operating, repair, and preservation of Rock Island bridges and
viaduct, and maintenance and repair of the arsenal street connecting
the bridges, $44,000.

CHEMICAL CORPS

CHEMICAL SERVICE, ARMY

For purchase, manufacture, and test of chemical agents and toxic
substances, incendiary materials and munitions, gas masks, or other
offensive or defensive materials or appliances required for chemical
purposes, investigations, research, design, experimentation, and opera-
tion, purchase of chemicals, special scientific and technical apparatus
and instruments, including services connected therewith; construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair of plants, buildings, and equipment,
and the machinery therefor; receiving, storing, and issuing of supplies,
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Monroe Military Reservation, Virginia, for expenditure in the main-
tenance, repair, and operation of wharves, roads, sewerage systems, 
and other utilities at said reservation shall be fixed by the Secretary 
of War during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, in proportion to 
the service rendered to such nonmilitary interests: Provided further, 
That no part of the funds herein appropriated shall be available for 
construction of a permanent nature of an additional building or an 
extension or addition to an existing building, the cost of which in any 
case exceeds $20,000: Provided further, That the monthly rental rate 
to be paid out of this appropriation for stabling any animal shall not 
exceed $15; 
In all, Engineer Service, Army, $320,739,000, to be accounted for 
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ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT 

ORDNANCE SERVICE AND SUPPLIES, ARMY 

For manufacture, procurement, storage, and issue, including 
research, planning, design, development, inspection, test, alteration, 
maintenance, repair, and handling of ordnance material, together 
with the machinery, supplies, and services necessary thereto; sup-
plies and services in connection with the general work of the Ordnance 
Department, comprising police and office duties, rents, tolls, fuel, light, 
water, advertising, stationery, typewriting and computing machines, 
including their exchange, and furniture, tools, and instruments of 
service; instruction, training, and other incidental expenses of the 
ordnance service; purchase and hire of passenger motor vehicles; 
ammunition for military salutes at Government establishments and 
institutions to which the issues of arms for salutes are authorized; 
services, material, tools, and appliances for operation of the testing 
machines and chemical laboratory in connection therewith; publi-
cations for libraries of the Ordnance Department, including the 
Ordnance Office: Provided, That, notwithstanding the provisions of 
any other law, not more than $25,000,000 of the amounts received by 
the War Department during the fiscal year 1948 as proceeds from the 
sale of scrap or salvage material shall be available for expenses of 
transportation, demilitarization, and other preparation for sale or 
salvage of military supplies, equipment, and matkiel: Provided 
further, That a report of receipts and disbursements under this limi-
tation shall be made quarterly to the Appropriation Committees of 
the Congress; $245,532,800, and in addition to this appropriation the 
Secretary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts in an amount 
not in excess of $2,000,000. 
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For operating, repair, and preservation of Rock Island bridges and 
viaduct, and maintenance and repair of the arsenal street connecting 
the bridges, $44,000. 

CHEMICAL CORPS 

CHEMICAL SERVICE, ARMY 

For purchase, manufacture, and test of chemical agents and toxic 
substances, incendiary materials and munitions, gas masks, or other 
offensive or defensive materials or appliances required for chemical 
purposes, investigations, research, design, experimentation, and opera-
tion, purchase of chemicals, special scientific and technical apparatus 
and instruments, including services connected therewith; construc-
tion, maintenance, and repair of plants, buildings, and equipment, 
and the machinery therefor; receiving, storing, and issuing of supplies, 
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comprising police and office duties, rents, tolls, fuels, gasoline, lubri-
cants, paints and oils, rope and cordage, light, water, advertising,
stationery, typewriting and computing machines including their
exchange, office furniture, tools, and instruments incidental expenses;
civilian employees; libraries of the Chemical Corps; expenses inci-
dental to the organization, training, and equipment of special gas
troops not otherwise provided for, including the training of the Army
in Chemical Corps Activities, both offensive and defensive, together
with the necessary schools, tactical demonstrations, and maneuvers;
expenses of chemical projectile filling plants and proving grounds,
including construction and maintenance of rail transportation, repairs,
alterations, accessories, building and repairing butts and targets,
clearing and grading ranges; $19,890,300.

ARMY GROUND FORCES

TRAINING AND OPERATION, ARMY OROUND FORCES

For miscellaneous supplies, material, equipment, personal and other
services, tuition and other incidental expenses essential in conducting
instruction in Army Ground Forces and related activities at Army
Ground Forces service schools and elsewhere and for operation of
Army Ground Forces Headquarters, subordinate commands, installa-
tions, and boards, not otherwise provided for, $4,500,000.

UNITED STATES MIITARY ACADEMY

PAY OF MILITARY ACADEMY

Cadets: For pay of cadets, $1,913,000: Provided, That during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, no officer of the Army shall be entitled
to receive any increase in pay or allowances because of detail or assign-
ment to duty in any capacity at the Military Academy: Provided
further, That the duties of librarian of the United States Military
Academy may be performed by an officer of the Regular Army retired
from active service under the provisions of section 1251, Revised
Statutes, and detailed on active duty for that purpose.

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION, UNITED STATESl MILITARY ACAI)EMY

For text and reference books for instruction; increase and expense
of library; office equipment and supplies; stationery, blank books,
forms, printing and binding; diplomas for graduates; expense of
lectures; apparatus, equipment, supplies, and materials for purpose
of instruction and athletics, and maintenance and repair thereof;
musical instruments and maintenance of band; care and maintenace of
organ; equipment for cadet mess; postage, telephones, and telegrams;
freight and expressage; for commutation of rations for cadets in lieu
of the regular established ration; for commutation of rations for civil-
ians employed at cadet mess in the same amount as deducted from each
civilian's pay for said rations; maintenance of children's school (not
exceeding $12.200) ; contingencies for Superintendent of the Military
Academy (not exceeding $5,200) and for the Commandant of Cadets
(not exceeding $1,200), to be expended in their respective discretions;
expenses of the members of the Board of Visitors (not exceeding
$1,500); contingent fund, to be expended under the direction of the
Academic Board (not exceeding $1,000) improvement, repair, and
maintenance of buildings and grounds (including roads, walls, and
fences); shooting galleries and ranges; cooking, heating, and lighting
apparatus and fixtures and operation and maintenance thereof; main-
tenance of water, sewer, and plumbing systems; maintenance of and
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musical instruments and maintenance of band; care and maintenace of 
organ; equipment for cadet mess; postage, telephones, and telegrams; 
freight and expressage; for commutation of rations for cadets in lieu 
of the regular established ration; for commutation of rations for civil-
ians employed at cadet mess in the same amount as deducted from each 
civilian's pay for said rations; maintenance of children's school (not 
exceeding $12,200) ; contingencies for Superintendent of the Military 
Academy (not exceeding $5,200) and for the Commandant of Cadets 
(not exceeding $1,200), to be expended in their respective discretions; 
expenses of the members of the Board of Visitors (not exceeding 
$1,500) ; contingent fund, to be expended under the direction of the 
Academic Board (not exceeding $1,000) improvement, repair, and 
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apparatus and fixtures and operation and maintenance thereof; main-
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repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguishing apparatus; machinery and
tools and repairs of same; policing buildings and grounds; furniture,
refrigerators, and lockers for Government-owned buildings at the
Academy and repair and maintenance thereof; fuel for heat, light, and
power; pay of employees; and other necessary incidental expenses
in the discretion of the superintendent; in all, $5,221,373: Provided,
That not to exceed $3,750 of this amount shall be available to liquidate
the indebtedness of cadets separated from the service for any reason
during their first year, who at the time of their separation are in debt
to the cadet store.

NATIONAL GUARD

For expenses necessary for equipping, maintaining, operating, and
training the National Guard, including expenses of camps, airfields,
storage facilities and alterations and additions to present structures
either on Government-owned or State-owned land, construction and
maintenance of buildings, structures, rifle ranges, and facilities, the
hire (at a rate not exceeding $1 per diem) of passenger automobiles,
and the modification, repair, maintenance and operation of airplanes;
transportation of things; personal services at the seat of government
or elsewhere (including services of personnel of the National Guard
employed as civilians, without regard to their military rank) necessary
for the care, maintenance, modification and repair of materials and
equipment, for Federal property and custodial accounting work, and
for administrative and such other duties as may be required; medical
and hospital treatment of members of the National Guard who suffer
injury or contract disease in line of duty and other expenses connected
therewith as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (10 U. S. C. 455);
pay at a rate not less than $2,400 per annum and travel of property
and disbursing officers for the United States; attendance of National
Guard personnel at military service schools and expenses of enlisted
men of the Regular Army on duty with the National Guard, including
allowances for quarters and subsistence; drill pay of the National
Guard; travel of personnel of the Regular Army detailed to or on
duty with the National Guard, including mileage, transportation of
dependents, and transportation, packing, crating and unpacking of
household goods and effects; procurement and issue to the National
Guard of the several States, Territories and the District of Columbia
of military equipment and supplies, as provided by law, including
motor-propelled vehicles and airplanes, and repair and modification
of such equipment and supplies; $134,000,000 and in addition to this
appropriation the Secretary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into
contracts in an amount not in excess of $15,000,000: Provided, That
the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to issue to the National
Guard without charge against this appropriation except for actual
expenses incident to such issue, supplies and equipment from surplus
or excess supplies or equipment purchased for the Army: Provided
further, That the number of caretakers authorized to be employed for
any one unit, pool, or heavier-than-air squadron under the provisions
of section 90 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended,
may be such as is deemed necessary by the Secretary of War: Provided
further, That not to exceed $25,500 of this appropriation shall be
available for the settlement of claims (not exceeding $500 in any one
case) for damages to or loss of private property incident to the
operation of camps of instruction, either during the stay of National
Guard units in such camps or while en route thereto or therefrom.

No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available
for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or
enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension,
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Guard personnel at military service schools and expenses of enlisted 
men of the Regular Army on duty with the National Guard, including 
allowances for quarters and subsistence; drill pay of the National 
Guard; travel of personnel of the Regular Army detailed to or on 
duty with the National Guard, including mileage, transportation of 
dependents, and transportation, packing, crating and unpacking of 
household goods and effects; procurement and issue to the National 
Guard of the several States, Territories and the District of Columbia 
of military equipment and supplies, as provided by law, including 
motor-propelled vehicles and airplanes, and repair and modification 
of such equipment and supplies; $134,000,000, and in addition to this 
appropriation the Secretary may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into 
contracts in an amount not in excess of $15,000,000: Provided, That 
the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to issue to the National 
Guard without charge against this appropriation except for actual 
expenses incident to such issue, supplies and equipment from surplus 
or excess supplies or equipment purchased for the Army: Provided 
further, That the number of caretakers authorized to be employed for 
any one unit, pool, or heavier-than-air squadron under the provisions 
of section 90 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, 
may be such as is deemed necessary by the Secretary of War: Provided 
further, That not to exceed $25,500 of this appropriation shall be 
available for the settlement of claims (not exceeding $500 in any one 
case) for damages to or loss of private property incident to the 
operation i of camps of instruction, either during the stay of National 
Guard units n such camps or while en route thereto or therefrom. 
No part of the appropriations made in this Act shall be available 

for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer or 
enlisted man of the National Guard who may be drawing a pension, 
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disability allowance, disability compensation, or retired pay (where
retirement has been made on account of physical disability or age)
from the Government of the United States: Provided, That nothing
herein shall be construed as barring the continuance of adjutants
general in a federally recognized status without pay under this Act.

ORGANIZED RESERVES

For pay and allowances, not otherwise provided for, of members of
the Officers' Reserve Corps (including nurses) and Reserve warrant
officers on active duty in accordance with law; mileage, reimbursement
of actual traveling expenses, or per diem allowances in lieu thereof, as
authorized by law; travel in kind, or reimbursement in lieu thereof,
as now authorized by law for officers of the Regular Army, of depend-
ents of Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers who have been
ordered to active duty for periods in excess of fifteen days; personal
services; pay, transportation, subsistence, clothing, and medical and
hospital treatment of members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps; con-
ducting correspondence or extension courses for instruction of mem-
bers of the Reserve Corps, including necessary supplies, procurement
of maps and textbooks; transportation and traveling expenses of
employees; purchase of training manuals, including Government
publications and blank forms; establishment, maintenance, and opera-
tion of Organized Reserve headquarters, aviation facilities and camps
for training of the Organized Reserves; arms, equipment, supplies,
and materiel (not otherwise provided for) required to arm and equip
Organized Reserve organizations; miscellaneous expenses incident
to the administration of the Organized Reserves; mileage, actual and
necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu thereof, at rates authorized by
law, incurred by officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army and
Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers ordered to active duty
for periods in excess of fifteen days traveling on duty in connection
with the Organized Reserves, and for travel of dependents, and
packing and transportation of baggage of such personnel; expenses
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materie furnished from stocks under the control
of the War Department; transportation of baggage, including packing
and crating, of Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers ordered
to active duty for not less than six months; medical and hospital treat-
ment of members of the Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted
Reserve Corps who suffer injury or contract disease in line of duty,
as provided by the Act of June 15, 1936 (10 U. S. C. 455), and such
other purposes in connection therewith as are authorized by the said
Act, including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and
burial expenses; in all, $67,828,900.

None of the funds appropriated elsewhere in this Act, except for
printing and binding, field exercises, and for pay and allowances of
officers and enlisted men of the Army of the United States, and for
mileage, reimbursement of actual traveling expenses, or per diem
allowances in lieu thereof, and travel of dependents or reimbursement
therefor, as athorized by law, to Reserve officers on extended active
duty, shall be used for expenses in connection with the Organized
Reserves, but available supplies and existing facilities at military posts
shall be utilized to the fullest extent practicable.

No appropriation made in this Act shall be available for pay,
allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the Organ-
ized Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance,
disability compensation, or retired pay from the Government of the
United States.
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herein shall be construed as barring the continuance of adjutants 
general in a federally recognized status without pay under this Act. 

ORGANIZED RESERVES 

For pay and allowances, not otherwise provided for, of members of 
the Officers' Reserve Corps (including nurses) and Reserve warrant 
officers on active duty in accordance with law; mileage, reimbursement 
of actual traveling expenses, or per diem allowances in lieu thereof, as 
authorized by.law; travel in kind, or reimbursement in lieu thereof, 
as now authorized by law for officers of the Regular Army, of depend-
ents of Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers who have been 
ordered to active duty for periods in excess of fifteen days; personal 
services; pay, transportation, subsistence, clothing, and medical and 
hospital treatment of members of the Enlisted Reserve Corps; con-
ducting correspondence or extension courses for instruction of mem-
bers of the Reserve Corps, including necessary supplies, procurement 
of maps and textbooks; transportation and traveling expenses of 
employees; purchase of training manuals, including Government 
publications and blank forms; establishment, maintenance, and opera-
tion of Organized Reserve headquarters, aviation facilities and camps 
for training of the Organized Reserves; arms, equipment, supplies, 
and materiel. (not otherwise provided for) required to arm and equip 
Organized Reserve organizations; miscellaneous expenses incident 
to the administration of the Organized Reserves; mileage, actual and 
necessary expenses, or per diem in lieu thereof, at rates authorized by 
law, incurred by officers and enlisted men of the Regular Army and 
Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers ordered to active duty 
for periods in excess of fifteen days traveling on duty in connection 
with the Organized Reserves, and for travel of dependents, and 
packing and transportation of baggage of such personnel; expenses 
incident to the use, including upkeep and depreciation costs, of sup-
plies, equipment, and materiel furnished from stocks under the control 
of the War Department; transportation of baggage, including packing 
and crating, of Reserve officers and Reserve warrant officers ordered 
to active duty for not less than six months; medical and hospital treat-
ment of members of the Officers' Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted 
Reserve Corps who suffer injury or contract disease in line of duty, 
as provided by the Act of June 15, 1936 (10 U. S. C. 455), and such 
other purposes in connection therewith as are authorized by the said 
Act, including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, and 
burial expenses; in all, $67,828,900. 
None of the funds appropriated elsewhere in this Act, except for 

printing and binding, field exercises, and for pay and allowances of 
officers and enlisted men of the Army of the United States, and for 
mileage, reimbursement of actual traveling expenses, or per diem 
allowances in lieu thereof, and travel of dependents or reimbursement 
therefor, as athorized by law, to Reserve officers on extended active 
duty, shall be used for expenses in connection with the Organized 
Reserves, but available supplies and existing facilities at military posts 
shall be utilized to the fullest extent practicable. 
No appropriation made in this Act shall be available for pay, 

allowances, or traveling or other expenses of any officer of the Organ-
ized Reserves who may be drawing a pension, disability allowance, 
disability compensation, or retired pay from the Government of the 
United States. 
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The pay and allowances of such additional officers and nurses of
the Medical Reserve Corps as are required to supplement the like
officers and nurses of the Regular Army in the care of beneficiaries of
the United States Veterans' Administration treated in Army hos-
pitals may be paid from the funds allotted to the War Department
by that Administration under existing law.

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

For the procurement, maintenance, and issue, under such regulations
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War, to institutions at which
one or more units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps are main-
tained, of such public animals, means of transportation, supplies,
tentage, equipment, and uniforms as he may deem necessary, including
cleaning and laundering of uniforms and clothing at camps; and to
forage, at the expense of the United States, public animals so issued,
and to pay commutation in lieu of uniforms at a rate to be fixed
annually by the Secretary of War; transporting said animals and
other authorized supplies and equipment from place of issue to the
several institutions and training camps and return of same to place
of issue when necessary; purchase of training manuals, including
Government publications and blank forms; for the establishment and
maintenance of camps for the further practical instruction of the
members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, and for transporting
members of such corps to and from such camps or other places desig-
nated by the Secretary of War, and to subsist them while traveling
to and from such camps and while remaining therein so far as
appropriations will permit, or, in lieu of transporting them to and
from such camps and subsisting them while en route, to pay them
travel allowance at the rate of 5 cents per mile for the distance by
the shortest usually traveled route from the places from which they
are authorized to proceed to the camp and for the return travel thereto,
and to pay the return travel pay in advance of the actual performance
of the travel, or to pay commutation in lieu of subsistence at camps at
rates fixed by the Secretary of War; expenses incident to the use
including upkeep and depreciation costs, of supplies, equipment, and
mat6riel furnished in accordance with law from stocks under the
control of the War Department; pay for students attending advanced
camps at the rate authorized by law; payment of commutation of
subsistence to members of the senior division of the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, at a rate not exceeding the cost of the garrison
ration prescribed for the Army, as authorized in the Act approved
June 3, 1916, as amended by the Act approved June 4, 1920
(10 U. S. C. 387); medical and hospital treatment of members of the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who suffer personal injury or
contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in connection
therewith including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation,
and burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat.
1507); mileage, traveling expenses, or transportation, for transporta-
tion of dependents (including dependents of retired officers, warrant
officers, and enlisted men of the first three grades, and enlisted men
of the first three grades of the Regular Army Reserve, ordered to
active duty and upon relief therefrom), and for packing, crating
and unpacking, and transportation of baggage (including baggage of
retired officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the first three
grades, and enlisted men of the first three grades of the Regular
Army Reserve ordered to active duty and upon relief therefrom) for
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The pay and allowances of such additional officers and nurses of 
the Medical Reserve Corps as are required to supplement the like 
officers and nurses of the Regular Army in the care of beneficiaries of 
the United States Veterans' Administration treated in Army hos-
pitals may be paid from the funds allotted to the War Department 
by that Administration under existing law. 

CITIZENS' MILITARY TRAINING 

RESERVE Oh ICERS' TRAINING CORPS 

For the procurement, maintenance, and issue, under such regulations 
as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War, to institutions at which 
one or more units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps are main-
tained, of such public animals, means of transportation, supplies, 
tentage, equipment, and uniform including cleaning   as he may deem necessary,  
cleaning and laundering of uniforms and clothing at camps; and to 
forage, at the expense of the United States, public animals so issued, 
and to pay commutation in lieu of uniforms at a rate to be fixed 
annually by the Secretary of War; transporting said animals and 
other authorized supplies and equipment from place of issue to the 
several institutions and training camps and return of same to place 
of issue when necessary; purchase of training manuals, including 
Government publications and blank forms; for the establishment and 
maintenance of camps for the further practical instruction of the 
members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, and for transporting 
members of such corps to and from such camps or other places desig-
nated by the Secretary of War, and to subsist them while traveling 
to and from such camps and while remaining therein so far as 
appropriations will permit2 or, in lieu of transporting them to and 
from such camps and subsisting them while en route, to pay them 
travel allowance at the rate of 5 cents per mile for the distance by 
the shortest usually traveled route from the places from which they 
are authorized to proceed to the camp and for the return travel thereto, 
and to pay the return travel pay in advance of the actual performance 
of the travel, or to pay commutation in lieu of subsistence at camps at 
rates fixed by the Secretary of War; expenses incident to the use, 
including upkeep and depreciation costs, of supplies, equipment, and 
materiel furnished in accordance with law from stocks under the 
control of the War Department; pay for students attending advanced 
camps at the rate authorized by .law; payment of commutation of 
subsistence to members of the senior division of the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps, at a rate not exceeding the cost of the garrison 
ration prescribed for the Army, as authorized in the Act approved 
June 3, 1916, as amended by the Act approved June 4, 1920 
(10 U. S. C. 387) ; medical and hospital treatment of members of the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, who suffer personal injury or 
contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses in connection 
therewith, including pay and allowances, subsistence, transportation, 
and burial expenses, as authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 
1507) ; mileage, traveling expenses, or transportation, for transporta-
tion of dependents (including dependents of retired officers, warrant 
officers, and enlisted men of the first three grades, and enlisted men 
of the first three grades of the Regular Army Reserve, ordered to 
active duty. and upon relief therefrom), and for packing, crating 
and unpacking, and transportation of baggage (including baggage of 
retired officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of the first three 
grades, and enlisted men of the first three grades of the Regular 
Army Reserve ordered to active duty and upon relief therefrom) for 
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officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men traveling on duty pertaining
to or on detail to or relief from duty with the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps; procurement and issue as provided in section 55c of
the Act approved June 4, 1920 (10 U. S. C. 1180), and in section 1225,
Revised Statutes, as amended, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by the Secretary of War, to schools and colleges, other
than those provided for in section 40 of the Act above referred to, of
such arms, tentage, and equipment, and of ammunition, targets, and
target materials, including the transporting of the same, and the
overhauling and repair of articles issued as the Secretary of War
shall deem necessary for proper military training in said schools
and colleges; $25,025,000: Provided, That uniforms and other equip-
ment or material issued to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps in
accordance with law shall be furnished from surplus or excess stocks
of the War Department without payment from this appropriation,
except for actual expense incurred in the manufacture or issue:
Provided further, That in no case shall the amount paid from this
appropriation for uniforms, equipment, or material furnished to the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps from stocks under the control of the
War Department be in excess of the price current at the time the
issue is made: Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated
in this Act shall be used for the organization or maintenance of a
greater number of mounted units in the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps than were in existence on January 1, 1928: Provided further,
That none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be available for
any expense on account of any student in Veterinary units not a
member of such units on May 5, 1932, but such stoppage of further
enrollments shall not interfere with the maintenance of existing units:
Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated elsewhere in
this Act, except for printing and binding and pay and allowances
of officers and enlisted men, shall be used for expenses in connection
with the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY

Promotion of rifle practice: For construction, equipment, and main-
tenance of rifle ranges, the instruction of citizens in marksmanship,
and promotion of practice in the use of rifled arns, for arms, anlmu-
nition, targets, and other accessories for target practice, for issue
and sale in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and approved by
the Secretary of War; clerical services, including not exceeding $82,000
in the District of Columbia; procurement of materials, supplies,
trophies, prizes badges, services, and such other items as are authorized
in section 113, Act of June 3, 1916, and under this head in War Depart-
ment Appropriation Act of June 7, 1924; conduct of the national
matches, including incidental travel of rifle teams and of individuals
and of Marine Corps and other detachments required in the opera-
tion of the matches and including incidental travel of rifle teams
and individuals attending regional, national, and international com-
petitions, and for the purchase of medals and badges for use in
National Rifle Association competitions, including those fired as a
part of the national matches; mileage at 8 cents per mile for mem-
bers of the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice when
authorized by the Secretary of War, any provision of law to the
contrary notwithstanding; and maintenance of the National Board
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, including not to exceed $10,500
for incidental expenses in addition to the amount authorized by Act
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officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men traveling on duty pertaining 
to or on detail to or relief from duty with the Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps; procurement and issue as provided in section 55c of 
the Act approved June 4, 1920 (10 U. S. C. 1180), and in section 1225, 
Revised Statutes, as amended, under such regulations as may be 
prescribed by the.  Secretary of War, to schools and colleges, other 
than those provided for in section 40 of the Act above referred to, of 
such arms, tentage, and equipment, and of ammunition, targets, and 
target materials, including the transporting of the same, and the 
overhauling and repair of articles issued as the Secretary of War 
shall deem necessary for proper military training in said schools 
and colleges; $25,025,000: Provided, That uniforms and other equip-
ment or material issued to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps in 
accordance with law shall be furnished from surplus or excess stocks 
of the War Department without payment from this appropriation, 
except for actual expense incurred in the manufacture or issue: 
Provided further, That in no case shall the amount paid from this 
appropriation for uniforms, equipment, or material furnished to the 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps from stocks under the control of the 
'War Department be in excess of the price current at the time the 
issue is made: Provided further That none of the funds appropriated 
in this Act shall be used for the organization or maintenance of a 
greater number of mounted units in the Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps than were in existence on January 1, 1928: Provided further, 
That none of the funds appropriated in this Act shall be available for 
any expense on account of any student in Veterinary units not a 
member of such units on May 5, 1932, but such stoppage of further 
enrollments shall not interfere with the maintenance of existing units: 
Provided further, That none of the funds appropriated elsewhere in 
this Act, except for printing and binding and pay and allowances 
of officers and enlisted men, shall be used for expenses in connection 
with the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 

NATIONAL BOARD FOR PROMOTION OF RIFLE PRACTICE, ARMY 

Promotion of rifle practice: For construction, equipment, and main-
tenance of rifle ranges, the instruction of citizens in marksmanship, 
and promotion of practice in the use of rifled arms, for arms, ammu-
nition, targets, and other accessories for target practice, for issue 
and sale in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by the 
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and approved by 
the Secretary of War; clerical services, including not exceeding $82,000 
in the District of Columbia; procurement of materials, supplies, 
trophies, prizes, badges, services, and such other items as are authorized 
in section 113, Act of June 3, 1916, and under this head in War Depart-
ment Appropriation Act of June 7, 1924; conduct of the national 
matches, including incidental travel of rifle teams and of individuals 
and of Marine Corps and other detachments required in the opera-
tion of the matches and including incidental travel of rifle teams 
and individuals attending regional, national, and international com-
petitions, and for the purchase of medals and badges for use in 
National Rifle Association competitions, including those fired as a 
part of the national matches; mileage at 8 cents per mile for mem-
bers of the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice when 
authorized by the Secretary of War, any provision of. law to the 
contrary notwithstanding; and maintenance of the National Board 
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, including not to exceed $10,500 
for incidental expenses in addition to the amount authorized by Act 
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45 Stat. 786.
32 U.S. C. J 181c.
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Care, etc., of ranges.

of May 28, 1928; to be expended under the direction of the Secre-
tary of War; $303,500: Provided, That officers, warrant officers, and
enlisted men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves, who,
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, volunteer to
participate without pay as competitors or range officers in the national
matches to be held during the fiscal year 1948, may attend such matches
without pay, notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary,
but shall be entitled to travel and subsistence allowances at the same
rates as are provided for civilians who attend and participate in said
matches, but this proviso shall not operate to prohibit the pay of such
competitors or range officers, provided funds for such payment are
available from the appropriation "Promotion of rifle practice, 1948",
nor shall any provision in this Act operate to deprive a Reserve officer
ordered to active duty incident to the national matches of pay for
the full period of such active duty, provided funds for such pay-
ment are available from the appropriation "Promotion of rifle prac-
tice, 1948": Provided fwrther, That officers, warrant officers, and
enlisted men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves maybe ordered to duty, with their consent, for the care, maintenance,
and operation of the ranges used in the conduct of the national matches,
and such officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men while so engaged
shall be entitled to the same pay, subsistence, and transportation asofficers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of corresponding gradesof the Regular Army are entitled by law, which expense shall be pro-vided by the appropriation "Promotion of rifle practice"; and after
being duly mustered may be paid for the period from the date ofleaving home rendezvous to date of return thereto as determined in
advance, both dates inclusive.

INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS, WAR DEPARTMENT

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of War to adopt
such measures, appropriate to the functions and activities of the War
Department, as he may deem advisable, to promote better relations
with the other American countries, including transportation and sub-sistence expenses, while traveling in the Western Hemisphere, of Army
officers and military students of the other American countries andArmy officers of the United States, $650,000.

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT

For compensation for personal services in the War Department
proper, as follows:

Office of Secretary of War: Secretary of War, Under Secretary ofWar, Assistant Secretaries of War, and other personal services,
$564,000;

Office of Chief of Staff, $394,000;
Adjutant General's Office, $2,088,000;
Office of the Inspector General, $33,000;
Office of the Judge Advocate General, $134,000;
Office of the Chief of Finance, $609,000;
Office of the Quartermaster General, $831,000;
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $371,000;
Office of Commanding General, Army Air Forces, $517,000;Office of the Surgeon General, $393,000;
Office of Chief of Engineers, $531,000;
Office of Chief of Ordnance, $883,000;
Office of Chief, Chemical Corps, $83,000;
Office of Chief of Chaplains, $7,000;
National Guard Bureau, War Department, $104,000;
In all, salaries, War Department, $7,542,000.
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of May 28, 1928; to be expended under the direction of the Secre-
tary of War; $303,500: Provided, That officers, warrant officers, and 
enlisted men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves, who, 
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, volunteer to 
participate without pay as competitors or range officers in the national 
matches to be held during the fiscal year 1948, may attend such matches 
without pay, notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, 
but shall be entitled to travel and subsistence allowances at the same 
rates as are provided for civilians who attend and participate in said 
matches, but this proviso shall not operate to prohibit the pay of such 
competitors or range officers, provided funds for such payment are 
available from the appropriation "Promotion of rifle practice, 1948", 
nor shall any provision in this Act operate to deprive a Reserve officer 
ordered to active duty incident to the national matches of pay for 
the full period of such active duty, provided funds for such pay-
ment are available from the appropriation "Promotion of rifle prac-
tice, 1948"; Provided further, That officers, warrant officers, and 
enlisted men of the National Guard and Organized Reserves may 
be ordered to duty, with their consent, for the care, maintenance, 
and operation of the ranges used in the conduct of the national matches, 
and such officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men while so engaged 
shall be entitled to the same pay2 subsistence, and transportation as 
officers, warrant officers, and enlisted men of corresponding grades 
of the Regular Army are entitled by law, which expense shall be pro-
vided by the appropriation "Promotion of rifle practice"; and after 
being duly mustered may be paid for the period from the date of 
leaving home rendezvous to date of return thereto as determined in 
advance, both dates inclusive. 

INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS, W AR DEPARTMENT 

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of War to adopt 
such measures, appropriate to the functions and activities of the War 
Department, as he may deem advisable, to promote better relations 
with the other American countries, including transportation and sub-. 
sietence expenses, while traveling in the Western Hemisphere, of Army 
officers and military students of the other American countries and 
Army officers of the United States, $650,000. 

SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT 

For compensation for personal services in the War Department 
proper, as follows: 

Office of Secretary of War: Secretary of War, Under Secretary of 
War, Assistant Secretaries of War, and other personal services, 
$564,000; 

Office of Chief of Staff, $394,000; 
Adjutant General's Office, $2,088,000; 
Office of the Inspector General, $33,000; 
Office of the Judge Advocate General, $134,000; 
Office of the Chief of Finance, $609,000; 
Office of the Quartermaster General, $831,000; 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, $371,000; 
Office of Commanding General, Army Air Forces, $517,000; 
Office of the Surgeon General, $393,000; 
Office of Chief of Engineers, $531,000; 
Office of Chief of Ordnance, $883,000; 
Office of Chief, Chemical Corps, $83,000; 
Office of Chief of Chaplains, $7,000; 
National Guard Bureau, War Department, $104,000; 
In all, salaries, War Department, $7,542,000. 
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The Secretary of War is authorized to employ such additional
personnel at the seat of government and elsewhere, and to provide out
of any appropriations available for the Military Establishment for
their salaries and for such printing and binding, communication and
other services, and supplies as he may deem necessary to carry out the
purposes of this Act, but the amount so used for personal services at
the seat of government, other than for field service employees and
employees of other agencies paid from funds transferred thereto from
appropriations contained in this Act, shall not exceed $43,039,100.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT

For miscellaneous expenses at the seat of government, $2,350,000.

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT

For printing and binding, except such as may be otherwise pro-
vided for in accordance with law, $7,000,000.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 2. The foregoing appropriations for "Quartermaster Service,
Army", "Signal Service of the Army", "Air Corps, Army", "Medical
and Hospital Department", "Engineer Service, Army", "Ordnance
Service and Supplies", and "Chemical Service, Army" shall each be
available for the pay and allowances, including travel allowances, of
such Reserve officers as the President may, with their consent, order
to active duty for such periods, not in excess of two years, as their
service may be required in the procurement or production of equip-
ment therein appropriated for, or on duty pertaining to aviation.

SEC. 3. Appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal
year 1948 shall be available for carrying out the purposes of Executive
Order 9112 of March 26, 1942- for expenses in connection with the
administration by the Army of occupied areas; for expenses of con-
ducting investigations in foreign countries incident to matters relating
strictly to the Military Establishment, without regard to section 3(48,
Revised Statutes, including such compensation, expenses, and allow-
ances of witnesses, cost of procuring and transcribing evidence, docu-
ments, and testimony, and other miscellaneous and incidental expenses
as may be determined by the investigating officer to be necessary and in
accord with local custom; for carrying into effect the provisions of the
Act entitled "An Act to govern distribution of war trophies and de-
vices", approved July 16, 1946 (Public Law 510); for actual and nec-
essary expenses or per diem in lieu thereof authorized by section 12
of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended; for per diem allow-
ances authorized by section 4 of the Act approved August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600); for providing primary and secondary schooling
for dependents of military and civilian personnel residing on military
reservations in amounts not exceeding $100 per child when the Sec-
retary of War finds that the schools, if any, available in the locality,
are unable to provide adequately for the education of such dependents;
and for health programs authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946
(Public Law 658).

SEC. 4. No part of any appropriation made by this Act shall be
used in any way to pay any expense in connection with the conduct,
operation, or management of any post exchange, branch exchange, or
subexchange within any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia,
save and except for real assistance and convenience under such regu-
lations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, to such personnel
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The Secretary of War is authorized to employ such additional 
personnel at the seat of government and elsewhere, and to provide out 
of any appropriations available for the Military Establishment for 
their salaries and for such printing and binding, communication and 
other services, and supplies as he may deem necessary to carry out the 
purposes of this Act, but the amount so used for personal services at 
the seat of government, other than for field service employees and 
employees of other agencies paid from funds transferred thereto from 
appropriations contained in this Act, shall not exceed $43,039,100. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, WAR DEPARTMENT 

For miscellaneous expenses at the seat of government, $2,350,000. 

PRINTING AND BINDING, WAR DEPARTMENT 

For printing and binding, except such as may be otherwise pro-
vided for in accordance with law, $7,000,000. 

CENTRAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 1 The foregoing appropriations for "Quartermaster Service, 
Army", "Signal Service of the Army", "Air Corps Army", "Medical 
and Hospital Department", "Engineer Service, Army", "Ordnance 
Service and Supplies", and "Chemical Service, Army" shall each be 
available for the pay and allowances, including travel allowances, of 
such Reserve officers as the President may, with their consent, order 
to active duty for such periods, not in excess of two years, as their 
service may be required in the procurement or production of equip-
ment therein appropriated for, or on duty pertaining to aviation. 
SEC. 3. Appropriations for the Military Establishment for the fiscal 

year 1948 shall be available for carrying out the purposes of Executive 
Order 9112 of March 26, 1942 ,• for expenses in connection with the 
administration by the Army of occupied areas; for expenses of con-
ducting investigations in foreign countries incident to matters relating 
strictly to the Military Establishment, without regard to section 3648, 
Revised Statutes, including such compensation, expenses, and allow-
ances of witnesses, cost of procuring and transcribing evidence, docu-
ments, and testimony, and other miscellaneous and incidental expenses 
as may, be determined by the investigating officer to be necessary and in 
accord with local custom; for carrying into effect the provisions of the 
Act entitled "An Act to govern distribution of war trophies and de-
vices", approved July 16, 1946 (Public Law 510) ; for actual and nec-
essary expenses or per diem in lieu thereof authorized by section 12 
of the Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, as amended; for per diem allow-
ances authorized by section 4 of the Act approved August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600) ; for providing primary and secondary schooling 
for dependents of military and civilian personnel residing on military 
reservations in amounts not exceeding $100 per child when the Sec-
retary of War finds that the schools, if any, available in the locality, 
are unable to provide adequately for the education of such dependents; 
and for health programs authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 
(Public Law 658). 
SEC. 4. No part of any appropriation made by this Act shall be 

used in any way to pay any expense in connection with the conduct, 
operation, or management of any post exchange, branch exchange, or 
subexchange within any State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, 
save and except for real assistance and convenience under such regu-
lations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, to such personnel 
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as are now or may be hereafter authorized by law and regulation to
purchase subsistence stores or other Quartermaster supplies and to
civilians employed or serving at military posts in supplying them
with articles of small personal needs, not similar to those furnished

Certification on by the Government: Provided, That the commanding officer of the
monthly ts post at which any such exchange is situated shall certify on the

monthly report of the post exchange council that such exchange
was, during the period covered by such report, operated in compliance

Isolated posts. with this section: Provided further, That at posts isolated from a
convenient market the Secretary of War may broaden the nature of
the articles to be sold.

CanaZonreqir SEC. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
ment. be used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in

case of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services ren-
dered by him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical,
clerical, administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such
person is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic

Emlycmetn Pan1 of Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the pro-
48 U. .S . 1307 vision in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting

note. employment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United
States from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens

Limitationonnum. of Panama may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no timeber. shall the number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-
mentioned positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States
so employed, if United States citizens are available in continental

Employees with 15 United States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act
shall prohibit the continued employment of any person who shall
have rendered fifteen or more years of faithful and honorable servicesjetletton of person- on the Canal Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled,
technical, administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions,
the controlling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency,

men pyorOtesmPlo y- experience, training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama
and the United States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, adminis-
trative, executive, or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under
the terms of this Act (a) shall normally be employed not more than
forty hours per week, (b) may receive as compensation equal rates
of pay based upon rates paid for similar employment in continental

tiPplcability ofsec- United States plus 25 per centum; (6) this entire section shall applyonly to persons employed in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative,
executive, or supervisory positions on the Canal Zone directly or
indirectly by any branch of the United States Government or by any
corporation or company whose stock is owned wholly or in part by

gency suspenone m e r the United States Government: Provided further, That the President
may suspend from time to time in whole or in part compliance with
this section in time of war or national emergency if he should deem

osu8tenglo bcs such course to be in the public interest: Provided further That theof housing shortage.
President may, if he finds it necessary because of a shortage of hous-
ing, suspend, for the fiscal year 1948, the application of those portions
of this section which require the employment of citizens of the Republic
of Panama or of the United States in skilled, technical, clerical,
administrative, executive, or supervisory positions.

Instruction, et., of SEC. 6. Appropriations for the Military Establishment for the
cnemployees. fiscal year 1948 shall be available for all necessary expenses in con-

nection with the instruction and training, including tuition, not other-
wise provided for, of civilian employees in and under the War Depart-
ment and the Military Establishment.

Temporr services SEC. 7. Whenever, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, the
Secretary of War should deem it to be advantageous to the national
defense, and if in his opinion the existing facilities of the War
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as are now or may be hereafter authorized by law and regulation to 
purchase subsistence stores or other Quartermaster supplies and to 
civilians employed or serving at military posts in supplying them 
with articles of small personal needs, not similar to those furnished 
by the Government: Provided, That the commanding officer of the 
post at which any such exchange is situated shall certify on the 
monthly report of the post exchange council that such exchange 
was, during the period covered by such report, operated in compliance 
with this section: Provided further, That at posts isolated from a 
convenient market the Secretary of War may broaden the nature of 
the articles to be sold. 
SEC. 5. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in 
case of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services ren-
dered by him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical, 
clerical, administrative executive, or supervisory position unless such 
person is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic 
of Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the pro-
vision in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting 
employment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United 
States from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens 
of Panama may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no time 
shall the number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-
mentioned positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States 
so employed, if United States citizens are available in continental 
United. States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act 
shall prohibit the continued employment of any person who shall 
have rendered fifteen or more years of faithful and honorable service 
on the Canal Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, 
technical, administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions, 
the controlling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency, 
experience training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama 
and the United States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, adminis-
trative, executive' or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under 
the terms of this Act (a) shall normally be employed not more than 
forty hours per week, (b) may receive as compensation equal rates 
of pay based upon rates paid for similar employment in continental 
United States plus 25 per centum; (6) this entire section shall apply 
only to persons employed in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, 
executive, or supervisory positions on the Canal Zone directly or 
indirectly by any branch of the United States Government or by any 
corporation or company whose stock is owned wholly or in part by 
the United States Government: Provided further, That the President 
may suspend from time to time in whole or in part compliance with 
this section in time of war or national emergency if he should deem 
such course to be in the public interest: Provided further, That the 
President may, if he finds it necessary because of a shortage of hous-
ing, suspend, for the fiscal year 1948, the application of those portions 
of this section which require the employment of citizens of the Republic 
of Panama or of the United States in skilled, technical, clerical, 
administrative, executive, or supervisory positions. 
SEC. 6. Appropriations for the Military Establishment for the 

fiscal year 1948 shall be available for all necessary expenses in con-
nection with the instruction and training, including tuition not other-
wise provided for, of civilian employees in and under the War Depart-
ment and the Military Establishment. 
SEC. 7. Whenever, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, the 

Secretary of War should deem it to be advantageous to the national 
defense, and if in his opinion the existing facilities of the War 
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Department are inadequate, he is hereby authorized to procure services
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 600), at rates not in excess of $50 per day for individuals, and
to pay in connection therewith travel expenses of individuals, includ-
ing actual transportation and per diem in lieu of subsistence while
traveling from their homes or places of business to official duty
station and return as may be authorized in travel orders or letters of
appointment.

SEC. 8. Section 3648, Revised Statutes (31 U. S. C. 529), shall not
apply to payments made from appropriations contained in this Act
in compliance with the laws of foreign countries or their ministerial
regulations, to payments for rent in such countries for such periods
as may be necessary to accord with local custom, or to payments made
for tuition.

SEC. 9. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or
who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit
has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike
against the Government of the United States, is not a member of an
organization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike
against the Government of the United States, or that such person does
not advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence and
accepts emplovment the salary or wages for which aire paid from any
appropriation in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon con-
viction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more
than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other
provisions of existing law.

SEC. 10. No part of any money appropriated herein or included
under any contract authority herein granted shall be expended for
the payment of any commission on any land purchase contract in
excess of 2 per centum of the purchase price.

SEC. 11. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act may
be obligated for the construction of quarters, including heating and
plumbing apparatus, wiring and fixtures, in continental United States,
except in Alaska, for greater amounts per unit than follow:

Permanent construction:
For commissioned officer, $10,000.
For commissioned warrant or warrant officer, $7,500.
For enlisted man, $6,000.

Temporary construction:
For commissioned officer, $7,500.
For commissioned warrant or warrant officer, $5,000.
For enlisted man, $3,500.
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appropriation in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon con-
viction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more 
than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty 
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other 
provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 10. No part of any money appropriated herein or included 

under any contract authority herein granted shall be expended for 
the payment of any commission on any land purchase contract in 
excess of 2 per centum of the purchase price. 
SEC. 11. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act may 

be obligated for the construction of quarters, including heating and 
plumbing apparatus, wiring and fixtures, in continental United States, 
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Ante, pp. 52, 92,134,

192,242; post, p. 888.
5 U. . C. § 947.

60 Stat. 219.
5 U. s.C. 947(g)(1).

Ante, p. 22.

SEC. 12. The Secretary of War is authorized to utilize any appro-
priation available for the Military Establishment, under such regu-
lations as he may prescribe, for expenses incident to the maintenance,
pay, and allowances of prisoners of war, other persons in Army
custody whose status is determined by the Secretary of War to be
similar to prisoners of war, and persons detained in Army custody
pursuant to Presidential proclamation.

SEC. 13. The appropriations contained in this Act which are avail-
able for the procurement or manufacture of munitions of war of
special or technical design may be used for the development and
procurement of gages, dies, jigs, and other special aids and appliances,
production studies, factory plans, and other production data, includ-
ing specifications and detailed drawings, in accordance with the
provisions of sections 120 and 123 of the National Defense Act, as
amended. Such appropriations may also be used for the purchase
of letters patent, applications for letters patent, and licenses under
letters patent and applications for letters patent that pertain to such
equipment or material for which the appropriations are made.

SEC. 14. None of the moneys appropriated by this or any other
Act shall be available to the War Department or the Military Estab-
lishment for audit work for the purpose of reconciling family allow-
ance pay-roll deductions made by disbursing officers in the field with
family allowance payments to dependents of military personnel under
the provisions of the Servicemen's Dependents Allowance Act of 1942.

SEC. 15. During the fiscal year 1948 occupancy of Government
facilities under the jurisdiction of the Military Establishment on a
rental basis by personnel of the services mentioned in the title of the
Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 or by their dependents shall not
deprive such personnel of money allowances for rental of quarters.

SEC. 16. The limitation imposed by section 14 of the Act of May 24,
1946 (60 Stat. 219), with respect to War Department personnel, shall
not apply to the War Department with respect to employment of and
payment to personnel engaged on orders and work received from
and financed by the Navy Department or other Federal agencies
if such personnel is charged to a ceiling determination for another
agency under 607 (g) (1) of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945,
as amended, or the National Guard, and Organized Reserves of the
Army or to employee personnel engaged in demilitarization of
ammunition and materiel.

TITLE II-SURPLUS APPROPRIATION

RESCISSIONS

SEC. 201. Appropriations for the Military Establishment available
in the fiscal year 1946 and prior years are hereby reduced in the sums
hereinafter set forth, such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and
covered into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this
Act:

Office of Secretary of War:
Contingencies of the Army, 1942-1946, $5,000,000.
Expediting production of equipment and supplies for national

defense, 1940-1946, $20,000,000.
General Staff Corps:

Contingent Fund, Chief of Staff, 1942-1946, $3,000,000.
Special Field Exercises, Army, 1942-1946, $3,300,000.
Army War College: Army War College, 1942-1946, $2,500.
Adjutant General's Department: Command and General Staff

School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1942-1946, $7,000.
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SEC. 12. The Secretary of War is authorized to utilize any appro-
priation available for the Military Establishment, under such regu-
lations as he may prescribe, for expenses incident to the maintenance, 
pay, and allowances of prisoners of war, other persons in Army 
custody whose status is determined by the Secretary of War to be 
similar to prisoners of war, and persons detained in Army custody 
pursuant to Presidential proclamation. 
SEC. 13. The appropriations contained in this Act which are avail-
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SEc. 14. None of the moneys appropriated by this or any other 
Act shall be available to the War Department or the Military Estab-
lishment for audit work for the purpose of reconciling family allow-
ance pay-roll deductions made by disbursing officers in the field with 
family allowance payments to dependents of military personnel under 
the provisions of the Servicemen's Dependents Allowance Act of 1942. 
SEC. 15. During the fiscal year 1948 occupancy of Government 

facilities under the jurisdiction of the Military Establishment on a 
rental basis by personnel of the services mentioned in the title of the 
Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 or by their dependents shall not 
deprive such personnel of money allowances for rental of quarters. 
SEC. 16. The limitation imposed by section 14 of the Act of May 24, 

1946 (60 Stat. 219) , with respect to War Department personnel, shall 
not apply to the War Department with respect to employment of and 
payment to personnel engaged on orders and work received from 
and financed by the Navy Department or other Federal agencies 
if such personnel is charged to a ceiling determination for another 
agency under 607 (g) (1) of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, 
as amended, or the National Guard, and Organized Reserves of the 
Army or to employee personnel engaged in demilitarization of 
ammunition and materiel. 

TITLE II—SURPLUS APPROPRIATION 

RESCISSIONS 

SEC. 201. Appropriations for the Military Establishment available 
in the fiscal year 1946 and prior years are hereby reduced in the sums 
hereinafter set forth, such sums to be carried to the surplus fund and 
covered into the Treasury immediately upon the approval of this 
Act: 

Office of Secretary of War: 
Contingencies of the Army, 1942-1946, $5,000,000. 
Expediting production of equipment and supplies for national 

defense, 1940-1946, $20,000,000. 
General Staff Corps: 

Contingent Fund, Chief of Staff, 1942-1946, $3,000,000. 
Special Field Exercises, Army, 1942-1946, $3,300,000. 
Army War College: Army War College, 1942-1946, $2,500. 
Adjutant General's Department: Command and General Staff 

School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1942-1946, $7,000. 
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Finance Department:
Finance Service, Army, 1942-1946, $279,000,000, and sub-

appropriations under this head are hereby decreased as follows:
(1) Pay of the Army, $154,000,000; (2) Travel of the Army,
$121,000,000; and (3) Finance Service, $3,000,000; and (4) claims
of military and civilian personnel of the War Department,
$1,000,000.

Quartermaster Corps:
Quartermaster Service, Army, 1942-1946, $190,000,000, and sub-

appropriations under this head are hereby decreased as follows:
(1) Welfare of enlisted men, $4,000,000; (2) subsistence of the
Army, $42,000,000; (3) regular supplies of the Army, $59,000,000;
(4) clothing and equipage, $27,000,000; (5) incidental expenses
of the Army, $8,000,000; and (6) Army transportation,
$50,000,000.

Transportation Corps:
Transportation Service, Army, 1945-1946, $165,000,000.

Signal Corps:
Signal Service of the Army, 1942-1946, $220,000,000.

Medical Department:
Medical and Hospital Department, Army, 1942-1946, $6,500,000.

Corps of Engineers:
Engineer Service, Army, 1942-1946, $120,000,000, and sub-

appropriations under this head are hereby decreased as follows:
(1) Engineer Service, $86,000,000; (2) Military posts, $13,000,000;
and (3) Barracks and quarters, Army, $21,000,000.

Ordnance Department:
Ordnance Service and Supplies, Army, 1942-1946, $363,000,000.

Chemical Warfare Service:
Chemical Warfare Service, Army, 1942-1946, $30,000,000.

Special Service Schools: Special Service Schools, Army, 1942-1946,
$2,000, and subappropriations under this head are hereby decreased
as follows: (1) Infantry School, $300, (2) Cavalry activities, $200;
(3) Field Artillery activities, $750; and (4) Coast Artillery activities,
$750.

Armored force: Instruction in armored force activities, 19)42-1946,
$55,000.

Seacoast defenses: Seacoast defenses, general, 1942-1946, $2,000,000.
United States Military Academy:

Pay of Military Academy, 1942-1946 $35,000.
Maintenance and operation, United States Military Academy,

1942-1946, $550,000.
National Guard: National Guard, 1942-1946, $3,000,000.

Organized Reserves:
Organized Reserves, 1942-1946, $28,000,000.
Inter-American Relations, War Department: Inter-American

Relations, War Department, 1943-1946, $125,000.
Salaries, War Department:

Salaries, Office of Secretary of War, 1942-1946, $1,874.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Staff, 1942-1946, $19,176.
Salaries, Adjutant General's Office, 1942-1946, $29,321.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Cavalry, 1942-1946, $7,021.
Salaries, Office of the Inspector General, 1942-1946, $49.
Salaries, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 1942-1946,

$3,342.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Field Artillery, 1942-1946, $2,358.
Salaries, Office of the Chief of Finance, 1942-1946, $11,667.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Infantry, 1942-1946, $7,508.
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$50,000,000. 

Transportation Corps: 
Transportation Service, Army, 1945-1946, $165,000,000. 

Signal Corps: 
Signal Service of the Army, 1942-1946, $220,000,000. 

Medical Department: 
Medical and Hospital Department, Army, 1912-1946, $6,500,000. 

Corps of Engineers: 
Engineer Service, Army, 1942-1946, $120,000,000, and sub-

appropriations under this head are hereby decreased as follows: 
(1) Engineer Service, $86,000,000; (2) Military posts, $13,000,000; 
and (3) Barracks and quarters, Army, $21,000,000. 

Ordnance Department: 
Ordnance Service and Supplies, Army, 1942-1946, $363,000,000. 

Chemical Warfare Service: 
Chemical Warfare Service, Army, 1942-1946, $30,000,000. 

Special Service Schools: Special Service Schools, Army, 1942-1946, 
$2,000, and subappropriations under this head are hereby decreased 
as follows: (1) Infantry. School, $300; (2) Cavalry activities, $200; 
(3) Field Artillery activities, $750; and (4) Coast Artillery activities, 
$750. 
Armored force: Instruction in armored force activities, 1942-1946, 

$55,000. 
Seacoast defenses: Seacoast defenses, general, 1942-1946, $2,000,000. 
United States Military Academy: 

Pay of Military Academy, 1942-1946 1, $35,000. 
Maintenance and operation, United States Military Academy, 

1942-1946, $550,000. 
National Guard: National Guard, 1942-1946, $3,000,000. 

Organized Reserves: 
Organized Reserves, 1942-1946, $28,000,000. 
Inter-American Relations, War Department: Inter-American 

Relations, War Department, 1943-1946, $125,000. 
Salaries, War Department: 

Salaries, Office of Secretary of War, 1942-1946, $1,874. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Staff, 1942-1946, $19,176. 
Salaries, Adjutant General's Office, 1942-1946, $29,321. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Cavalry, 1942-1946, $7,021. 
Salaries, Office of the Inspector General, 1942-1946, $49. 
Salaries, Office of the Judge Advocate General, 1942-1946, 

$3,342. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Field Artillery, 1942-1946, $2,358. 
Salaries, Office of the Chief of Finance, 1942-1946, $11,667. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Infantry, 1942--1946, $7,508. 
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Salaries, Office of the Quartermaster General, 1942-1946,
$20,176.

Salaries, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 1942-1946, $4,987.
Salaries, Office of Commanding General, Army Air Forces,

1942-1946, $1,877.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Engineers, 1942-1946, $40,857.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Ordnance, 1942-1946, $24,553.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Chaplains, 1942-1946, $3.
Salaries, National Guard Bureau, 1942-1946, $3,615.
Salaries, Office of Chief of Coast Artillery, 1942-1946, $11,616.

Office of the Secretary: Contingent expenses, War Department,
1942-1946, $200,000.

In all, title II, $1,438,966,500.
SEC. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Military Appropriation

Act, 1948".
Approved July 30, 1947.

AN AC¶T
[CHAPTER 358]

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 3756] Making appropriations for Government corporations and independent executiveIPublic Law 268] agencies for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
The Goernment United States of America in Congress assembled,Corporations Appro-

priation Act, 1948.
Ante, pp. 118, 187,

188, 245, 361, 514, 549; TITLE
post, pp. 608, 609, 616,
623.

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1948, namely:

48 Stat. 58.
16 U. . C. l 831-

831dd.

Watauga and South
Holston Dams.

Ante, p. 200; post. p.
616.

Ante, p. 193.

60 Stat. 207.
50 U. S. C. app.

I§ 1821-1833.
Ante, p. 193.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Tennessee
Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended (16 U. S. C., ch. 12A)
$18,700,000, including not to exceed $3,253,979 for the construction of
South Holston Dam and Watauga Dam and not to exceed $5,000,000
for chemical plant; hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of air-
craft, and the purchase of one hundred and sixty-one and hire of pas-
senger motor vehicles; penalty mail (not to exceed $20,000), together
with the unexpended balance of funds heretofore appropriated (the
unobligated portion of such unexpended balance to be expended only
for public works commenced prior to July 1, 1947), to remain avail-
able until expended, and to be available for the payment of obliga-
tions chargeable against prior appropriations: Provided, That of said
unexpended balance, not less than $12,000,000 is to be available for the
construction of the Watauga and South Holston Dams.

HOUSING EXPEDITER

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Housing Expediter: For allexpenses, including penalty mail costs, necessary to enable the Housing
Expediter to perform his functions pursuant to title I of the Housing
and Rent Act of 1947 and to liquidate the functions of the Office of
the Housing Expediter performed under Public Law 388, Seventy-
ninth Congress, and title I of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947
(which liquidation shall be completed by June 30, 1948), including

Total.
Short title.

[61 STAT.574 
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Salaries, Office of the Quartermaster General, 1942-1946, 
$20,176. 

Salaries, Office of the Chief Signal Officer, 1942-1946, $4,987. 
Salaries, Office of Commanding General, Army Air Forces, 

1942-1946, $1,877. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Engineers, 1942-1946, $40,857. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Ordnance, 1942-1946, $24,553. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Chaplains, 1942-1946, $3. 
Salaries, National Guard Bureau, 1942-1946, $3,615. 
Salaries, Office of Chief of Coast Artillery, 1942-1946, $11,616. 

Office of the Secretary: Contingent expenses, War Department, 
1942-1946, $200,000. 
In all, title II, $1,438,966,500. 
SEC. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Military Appropriation 

Act, 1948". 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 358] 
AN ACT 

Making appropriations for Government corporations and independent executive 
agencies for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

TITLE I 

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1948, namely: 

TENNESSEE VALTXY AUTHORITY 

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority Act of 1933, as amended (16 U. S. C., ch. 12A), 
$18,700,000, including not to exceed $3,253,979 for the construction of 
South Holston Dam and Watauga Dam and not to exceed $5,000,000 
for chemical plant; hire, maintenance, repair, and operation of air-
craft, and the purchase of one hundred and sixty-one and hire of pas-
senger motor vehicles; penalty mail (not to exceed $20,000), together 
with the unexpended balance of funds heretofore appropriated (the 
unobligated portion of such unexpended balance to be expended only 
for public works commenced prior to July 1, 1947), to remain avail-
able until expended, arid to be available for the payment of obliga-
tions chargeable against prior appropriations: Provided, That of said 
unexpended balance, not less than $12,000,000 is to be available for the 
construction of the Watauga and South Holston Dams. 

HOUSING EXPEDITER 

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Housing Expediter: For all 
expenses, including penalty mail costs, necessary to enable the Housing 
Expediter to perform his functions pursuant to title I of the Housing 
and Rent Act of 1947 and to liquidate the functions of the Office of 
the Housing Expediter performed under Public Law 388, Seventy-
ninth Congress, and title I of the Housing and Rent Act of 1947 
(which liquidation shall be completed by June 30, 1948), including 
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hire of passenger motor vehicles; services as authorized by section 15
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but at rates for indi-
viduals not in excess of $35 per diem; and not to exceed $5,000 for pay-
ment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act,
$4,125,000, of which $1,908,000 shall be available exclusively for ter-
minal leave.

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Administrator, $100,000, includ-
ing cost of penalty mail: Provided, That the cost Of terminal leave
of any personnel of the Office of the Administrator shall be paid out
of funds available for administrative expenses to the constituent units
of the National Housing Agency: Provided further, That there shall
be transferred to this account not to exceed $765,000 of the funds
available under sections 303 and 502 of Public Law 849, Seventy-sixth
Congress, as amended; such total funds to be available for all neces-
sary administrative expenses of the Office of the Administrator.

FEDERAL PUBLIC HOUSING AUTHORITY

Annual contributions: For the payment of annual contributions to
public housing agencies in accordance with section 10 of the United
States Housing Act of 1937, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1410) $4,000,000:
Provided, That except for payments required on contracts entered
into prior to April 18, 1940, no part of this appropriation shall be
available for payment to any public housing agency for expenditure
in connection with any low-rent housing project, unless the public
housing agency shall have adopted regulations prohibiting as a ten-
ant of any such project by rental or occupancy any person other
than a citizen of the United States, but such prohibition shall not
be applicable in the case of a family of any serviceman or the family
of any veteran who has been discharged (other than dishonorable)
from, or the family of any serviceman who died in, the armed forces
of the United States within four years prior to the date of application
for admission to such housing: Provided further, That no part of
this appropriation shall be used to pay any public housing agency
any contribution occasioned by payments in lieu of taxes in excess
of the amount specified in the original contract between such agency
and the Federal Public Housing Authority: Provided further, That
all expenditures of this appropriation shall be subject to audit and
final settlement by the Comptroller General of the United States
under the provisions of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, as
amended.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

For the payment of obligations incurred under the contract authori-
zation of $18,000,000 under the head "Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs" in the National War Agencies Appropriation Act,
1944, $7,000,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available
only for completion of programs heretofore inaugurated and for the
liquidation of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs.

INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED

For the payment of obligations incurred under the contract authori-
zation of $2,500,000 under the head "Office of the Coordinator of Inter"
American Affairs" in the National War Agency Appropriation Act,

575
60 Stat. 810.
6 U. S. C. I 55a.

60 Stat. 843.
28 U. S. C. §§ 921,

922.

Ante, p. 516.

Cost of terminal
leave.

Transfer of funds.

55 Stat. 363; 69
Stat. 260.

42 U. S. C. 0§ 1543,
1572.

Ante, pp. 454,128.

60 Stat. 891.

Citizenship of
tenants.

Restriction on pay-
ments.

Audit and settle-
ment.

42 Stat. 20.
31 U. S.C. . 1.

57 Stat. 529.
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hire of passenger motor vehicles; services as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), but at rates for indi-
viduals not in excess of $35 per diem; and not to exceed $5,000 for pay-
ment of claims pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, 
$4,125,000, of which $1,908,000 shall be available exclusively for ter-
minal leave. 

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY 

Ok t ICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

Salaries and expenses, Office of the Administrator, $100,000, includ-
ing cost of penalty mail: Provided, That the cost 5f terminal leave 
of any personnel of the Office of the Administrator shall be paid out 
of funds available for administrative expenses to the constituent units 
of the National Housing Agency: Provided further, That there shall 
be transferred to this account not to exceed $765,000 of the funds 
available under sections 303 and 502 of Public Law 849, Seventy-sixth 
Congress, as amended; such total funds to be available for all neces-
sary administrative expenses of the Office of the Administrator. 

FEDERAL PUBLIC HOUSING AUTHORITY 

Annual contributions: For the payment of annual contributions to 
public housing agencies in accordance with section 10 of the United 
States Housing Act of 1937, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1410) $4,000,000: 
Provided, That except for payments required on contracts entered 
into prior to April 18, 1940, no part of this appropriation shall be 
available for payment to any public housing agency for expenditure 
in connection with any low-rent housing project, unless the public 
housing agency shall have adopted regulations prohibiting as a ten-
ant of any such project by rental or occupancy any person other 
than a citizen of the United States, but such prohibition shall not 
be applicable in the case of a family of any serviceman or the family 
of any veteran who has been discharged (other than dishonorable) 
from, or the family of any serviceman who died in, the armed forces 
of the United States within four years prior to the date of application 
for admission to such housing: Provided further, That no part of 
this appropriation shall be used to pay any public housing agency 
any contribution occasioned by payments in lieu of taxes in excess 
of the amount specified in the original contract between such agency 
and the Federal Public Housing Authority: Provided further, That 
all expenditures of this appropriation shall be subject to audit and 
final settlement by the Comptroller General of the United States 
under the provisions of the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, as 
amended. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

For the payment of obligations incurred under the contract authori-
zation of $18,000,000 under the head "Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs" in the National War Agencies Appropriation Act, 
1944, $7,000,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available 
only for completion of programs heretofore inaugurated and for the 
liquidation of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 

INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED 

For the payment of obligations incurred under the contract authori-
zation of $2,500,000 under the head "Office of the Coordinator of Inter. 
American Affairs" in the National War Agency Appropriation Act, 
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58 Stat. 37.

TITLE II

Expenditures, on- The following corporations and agencies, respectively, are herebytracts, etc. authorized to make such expenditures, within the limits of funds and
borrowing authority available to each such corporation or agency and
in accord with law, and to make such contracts and commitments with-
out regard to fiscal year limitations as provided by section 104 of

S9 Stat. C.8 the Government Corporation Control Act, as may be necessary in
Post, p. 6. carrying out the programs set forth in the Budget for the fiscal year

1948 for each such corporation or agency, except as hereinafter
provided:

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES AND CORPORATIONS

60 Stat. 903.
5 U. S. 0. 150.

60 Stat. 810.
6 U.. C. I. 5a.
Nonadministrative

expenses.

Liquidation.

Payment of bonded
indebtedness

Export-Import Bank of Washington: Not to exceed $800,000 (to be
on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Export-Import Bank of Wash-
ington shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for all adminis-
trative expenses of the Bank, including not to exceed $100 for periodi-
cals, $200 for newspapers, and $200 for maps; health service program
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), and not
to exceed $24,000 for temporary services, as authorized by section 15
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600): Provided further,
That necessary expenses (including special services performed on a
contract or fee basis, but not including other personal services) in con-
nection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improvement, or
disposition of any real or personal property belong to the Bank or in
which it has an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged
collateral, or the investigation or appraisal of any property in respect
to which an application for a loan has been made, shall be considered
as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof.

Panama Railroad Company: Not to exceed $750,000 (to be com-
puted on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Company shall be avail-
able during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative expenses, includ-
ing administrative services performed for the Company by other
Government agencies, which shall be determined in accordance with
the Company's prescribed accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946,
and shall be exclusive of depreciation, payment of claims, contributions
to employees retirement system, expenditures which the Company's
prescribed accounting system requires to be capitalized or charged
to cost of commodities acquired, and expenses in connection with
acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, improvement, pro-
tection, and disposition of facilities and other property belonging to
the company or in which it has an interest.

Tennessee Valley Associated Cooperatives, Inc.: Not to exceed $2,500
shall be available for administrative expenses related to liquidation:
Provided, That appropriate steps shall be taken to secure the final
dissolution and liquidation of the Corporation at the earliest practi-
cable date and such dissolution and liquidation shall be under the
supervision and direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Tennessee Valley Authority: Not later than June 30, 1948, and
not later than June 30 of each calendar year thereafter, until a total
of $348,239,240 has been paid as herein provided, the board of directors
of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall pay from net income derived
the immediately preceding fiscal year from power operations (such
net income to be determined by deducting power operating expenses
allocated common expense, and interest on funded debt from total

1945, $1,115,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available
only for completion of programs heretofore inaugurated and for the
liquidation of the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Incor-
porated.
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1945, $1,115,000: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available 
only for completion of programs heretofore inaugurated and for the 
liquidation of the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Incor-
porated. 

TITLE II 

The following corporations and agencies, respectively, are hereby 
authorized to make such expenditures, within the limits of funds and 
borrowing authority available to each such corporation or agency and 
in accord with law, and to make such contracts and commitments with-
out regard to fiscal year limitations as provided by section 104 of 
the Government Corporation Control Act, as may be necessary in 
carrying out the programs set forth in the Budget for the fiscal year 
1948 for each such corporation or agency, except as hereinafter 
provided: 

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES AND CORPORATIONS 

Export-Import Bank of Washington: Not to exceed $800,000 (to be 
on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Export-Import Bank of Wash-
ington shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for all adminis-
trative expenses of the Bank, including not to exceed $100 for periodi-
cals, $200 for newspapers, and $200 for maps; health service program 
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) , and not 
to exceed $24,000 for temporary services, as authorized by section 15 
of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) : Provided further, 
That necessary expenses (including special services performed on a 
contract or fee basis, but not including other personal services) in con-
nection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improvement, or 
disposition of any real or personal property belong to the Bank or in 
which it has an interest, including expenses of collections of pledged 
collateral, or the investigation or appraisal of any property in respect 
to which an application for a loan has been made, shall be considered 
as nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof. 
Panama Railroad Company: Not to exceed $750,000 (to be com-

puted on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Company shall be avail-
able during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative expenses, includ-
ing administrative services performed for the Company- by other 
Government agencies, which shall be determined in accordance with 
the Company's prescribed accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946, 
and shall be exclusive of depreciation, payment of claims, contributions 
to employees retirement system, expenditures which the Company's 
prescribed accounting system requires to be capitalized or charged 
to cost of commodities acquired, and expenses in connection with 
acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, improvement, pro-
tection, and disposition of facilities and other property belonging to 
the company or in which it has an interest, 
Tennessee Valley Associated Cooperatives, Inc.: Not to exceed $2,500 

shall be available for administrative expenses related to liquidation: 
Provided, That appropriate steps shall be taken to secure the final 
dissolution and liquidation of the Corporation at the earliest practi-
cable date and such dissolution and liquidation shall be under the 
supervision and direction of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

Tennessee Valley Authority: Not later than June 30, 1948, and 
not later than June 30 of each calendar year thereafter, until a total 
of $348,239,240 has been paid as herein provided, the board of directors 
of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall pay from net income derived 
the immediately preceding fiscal year from power operations (such 
net income to be determined by deducting power operating expenses, 
allocated common expense, and interest on funded debt from total 
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power operating revenues) not less than $2,500,000 of its outstanding
bonded indebtedness to the Treasury of the United States exclusive
of interest, and such a portion of the remainder of such net income
into the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts as
will, in the ten-year period ending June 30, 1958, and in each succeed-
ing ten-year period until the aforesaid total of $348,239,240 shall have
been paid, equal not less than a total of $87,059,810, including payment
of bonded indebtedness exclusive of interest on such bonded indebted-
ness. Total payments of not less than $10,500,000 shall be made not
later than June 30,1948.

Amounts equal to the total of all appropriations herein and here-
after made to the Tennessee Valley Authority for power facilities
shall be paid by the board of directors thereof, in addition to the total
of $348,239,240 specified in the foregoing paragraph, to the Treasury
of the United States as miscellaneous receipts, such payments to be
amortized over a period of not to exceed forty years after the year in
which such facilities go into operation.

None of the power revenues of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall
be used for the construction of new power producing projects (except
for replacement purposes) unless and until approved by Act of
Congress.

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration: Not to exceed a total
of $1,400,000 to be derived from the special deposit account established
under the provisions under the head "Federal Home Loan Bank
Administration" in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1944,
and from receipts of the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration or
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board for the fiscal year 1948 and prior
fiscal years, shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for adminis-
trative expenses of the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration.
(Executive Order 9070 of February 24, 1942), including health service
program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law
658): Provided, That all necessary expenses in connection with the
conservatorship of institutions insured by the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation and all necessary expenses (incl'uding
services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including other
personal services) in connection with the handling, includilng the
purchase, sale, and exchange, of securities on behalf of Federal Home
Loan banks, and the sale, issuance, and retirement of, or payment of
interest on, debentures or bonds, under the Federal Home Loan Bank
Act, as amended, shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for
the purposes hereof: Provided further, That notwithstanding any
other provisions of this Act, except for the limitation in amount here-
inbefore specified, the administrative expenses and other obligations
of the Administration shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of July
22, 1932, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1421-1449).

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation: Not to exceed
$532,000 shall be available for administrative expenses, including
health service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946
(Public Law 658), and the use of services and facilities of the Federal
Home Loan banks, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Gov-
ernment, including the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration and
the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, which shall be on an accrual
basis and shall be exclusive of interest paid, depreciation, properly
capitalized expenditures, and expenses in connection with liquidation
of insured institutions, liquidation or handling of assets of or derived
from insured institutions, payment of insurance, and action for or

95347---48-pt. 1-37
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power operating revenues) not less than $2,500,000 of its outstanding 
bonded indebtedness to the Treasury of the United States exclusive 
of interest, and such a portion of the remainder of such net income 
into the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts as 
will, in the ten-year period ending June 30, 1958, and in each succeed-
ing ten-year period until the aforesaid total of $348,239,240 shall have 
been paid, equal not less than a total of $87,059,810, including payment 
of bonded indebtedness exclusive of interest on such bonded indebted-
ness. Total payments of not less than $10,500,000 shall be made not 
later than June 30, 1948. 
Amounts equal to the total of all appropriations herein and here-

after made to the Tennessee Valley Authority for power facilities 
shall be paid by the board of directors thereof, in addition to the total 
of $348,239,240 specified in the foregoing paragraph, to the Treasury 
of the United States as miscellaneous receipts, such payments to be 
amortized over a period of not to exceed forty years after the year in 
which such facilities go into operation. 
None of the power revenues of the Tennessee Valley Authority shall 

be used for the construction of new power producing projects (except 
for replacement purposes) unless and until approved by Act of 
Congress. 

NATIONAL HOUSING AGENCY 

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration: Not to exceed a total 
of $1,400,000 to be derived from the special deposit account established 
under the provisions under the head "Federal Home Loan Bank 
Administration" in the Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 1944, 
and from receipts of the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration or 
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board for the fiscal year 1948 and prior 
fiscal years, shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for adminis-
trative expenses of the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration. 
(Executive Order 9070 of February 24, 1942), including health service 
program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 
658) : Provided, That all necessary expenses in connection with the 
conservatorship of institutions insured by the Federal Savings and 
Loan Insurance Corporation and all necessary expenses (including 
services performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including other 
personal services) in connection with the handling, including the 
purchase, sale, and exchange, of securities on behalf of Federal Home 

an banks, and the sale, issuance, and retirement of, or payment of 
interest on, debentures or bonds, under the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Act, as amended, shall be considered as nonadministrative expenses for 
the purposes hereof: Provided further, That notwithstanding any 
other provisions of this Act, except for the limitation in amount here-
inbefore specified, the administrative expenses and other obligations 
of the Administration shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act of July 
22, 1932, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1421-1449). 

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation: Not to exceed 
$532,000 shall be available for administrative expenses, including 
health service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 
(Public Law 658), and the use of services and facilities of the Federal 
Home Loan banks, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies. of the Gov-
ernment, including the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration and 
the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, which shall be on an accrual 
basis and shall be exclusive of interest paid, depreciation, properly 
capitalized expenditures, and expenses in connection with liquidation 
of insured institutions, liquidation or handling of assets of or derived 
from insured institutions, payment of insurance, and action for or 
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toward the avoidance, termination, or minimizing of losses in the case
of specific insured institutions: Provided, That notwithstanding any
other provisions of this Actz except for the limitation in amount herein-
before specified, the administrative expenses and other obligations of
said Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance

8 tat. 1255. with title IV of the Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 U. S. C.
1724-1730).

Home Owners' Loan Corporation: Not to exceed $3,250,000 shall be
60 st available for administrative expenses, including health service pro-
5 u.s. c. i 150. gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658),

and the use of services and facilities of the Federal Home Loan banks,
Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government, including the
Federal Home Loan Bank Administration and the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation, which shall be on an accrual basis
and shall be exclusive of interest paid, depreciation, properly capi-
talized expenditures, expenses (including services performed on a
force account, contract, or fee basis, but not including other personal
services) in connection with the acquisition, protection, operation,
maintenance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal property
belonging to said Corporation or in which it has an interest, and legal
fees and expenses: Provided, That notwithstanding any other pro-
visions of this Act, except for the limitation in amount hereinbefore
specified, the administrative expenses and other obligations of said
Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with

48SAnP. 2p. ,p. the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1461-
78t. 1468).

Federal Housing Administration: In addition to the amounts avail-
able by or pursuant to law (which shall be transferred to this authoriza-
tion) for the administrative expenses of the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration in carrying out duties imposed by or pursuant to law, not to
exceed $20,000,000 of the various funds of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration as follows: (1) The mutual mortgage insurance fund; (2)
the housing insurance fund; (3) the account in the Treasury comprised
of funds derived from premiums collected under authority of section

12 Uat. o.5 1703 (f). 2 (f), title I of the National Housing Act, as amended (12 U. S. C.
1701); and (4) the war housing insurance fund shall be available for
expenditure, in accordance with the provisions of said Act for the
administrative expenses of the Federal Housing Administration,
including not to exceed $1,500 for periodicals and newspapers; not to
e6 . xceed $1,500 for contract actuarial services; and health program as

sU. s0. o 150. authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658): Provided,
Nonadministrative That necessary expenses of the Administration (including both services

performed on a contract or fee basis, but not including other personal
services) in connection with the acquisition, protection, completion,

48 Stat. 124, 1247; operation, maintenance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal
5 tat. i. ' property of the Administration acquired under authority of titles I,12 u.1S.64. T. an70d-
715 . s.c731743. II, and VI of said National Housing Act, shall be considered as
20Ate, pp. 18Z 93 nonadministrative for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That

except as herein otherwise provided, the administrative expenses and
other obligations, including nonadministrative expenses, of the Admin-
istration shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the
provisions of said Act of June 27,1934, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1701).

Federal Public Housing Authority: Of the amounts available by
or pursuant to law for the administrative expenses of the Federal
Public Housing Authority in carrying out duties imposed by or pur-suant to law including not to exceed $2,200,000 of the funds available

Me rof nds. for administrative expenses for the United States Housing Act pro-
gram (all of which are hereby merged into a single administrative
expense account), not to exceed $11,500,000 shall be available for such
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toward the avoidance, termination, or minimizing of losses in the case 
of specific insured institutions: Provided,.11. That .notw.ithstanding any 
other provisions of this Act, except for the limitation in amount herein-
before specified, the administrative expenses and other .obligations of 
said Corporation shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance 
with title IV of the Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 U. S. C. 
1724-1730). 
Home Owners' Loan Corporation: Not to exceed $3,250,000 shall be 

available for administrative expenses, including health service pro-
gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), 
and the use of services and facilities of the Federal Home Loan banks, 
Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Government, including the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Administration and the Federal Savings 
and Loan Insurance Corporation, which shall be on an accrual basis 
and shall be exclusive of interest paid, depreciation, properly capi-
talized expenditures, expenses (including services performed on a 
force account, contract, or fee basis, but not including other personal 
services) in connection with the acqu isition, protection, operation, 
maintenance, improvement, or disposition of real or personal property 
belonging to said Corporation or in which it has an interest, and legal 
fees and expenses: Provided, That notwithstanding any other pro-
visions of this Act, except for the limitation in amount hereinbefore 
specified, the administrative expenses and other obligations of said 
Corppration shall be incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with 
the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1461-
1468). 
Federal Housing Administration: In addition to the amounts avail-

able by or pursuant to law (which shall be transferred to this authoriza-
tion) for the administrative expenses of the Federal Housing Adminis-
tration in carrying out duties imposed by or pursuant to law, not to 
exceed $20,000,000 of the various funds of the Federal Housing Admin-
istration as follows: (1) The mutual mortgage insurance fund; (2) 
the housing insurance fund; (3) the account in the Treasury comprised 
of funds derived from premiums collected under authority of section 
2 (f), title I of the National Housing Act, as amended (12 U. S. C. 
1701) ; and (4) the war housing insurance fund shall be available for 
expenditure, in accordance with the provisions of said Act for the 
administrative expenses of the Federal Housing Administration, 
including not to exceed $1,500 for periodicals and newspapers; not to 
exceed $1,500 for contract actuarial services; and health program as 
authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) : Provided, 
That necessary expenses of the Administration (including both services 
performed on a contract.  or fee basis, but not including other personal 
services) in connection .with the acquisition, protection, completion, 
operation, maintenance ,.improvement, or disposition of real or personal 
property of the Administration acquired under authority of titles I, 
II, and .V.I of .said National Housing Act, shall be considered as 
nonadministra.tive for the purposes hereof: Provided further, That, 
except as. herein otherwise provided, the administrative expenses and 
other obligations, in.cluding nonadministrative expenses, of the Admin-
istration.  shall he incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance with the 
provisions of said Act of June 27, 1934, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1701). 
Federal Public Housing Authority: Of the amounts available by 

or pursuant to law for the administrative expenses of the Federal 
Public Housing Authority in carrying out duties imposed by or _pur-
suant to law including not to exceed $2,200,000 of the funds available 
for administrative expenses for the United States Housing Act pro-
gram (all of which are hereby merged into a single administrative 
expense account), not to exceed $11,500,000 shall be available for such 
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expenses subject to the provisions of section 6 (b) of the act of Sep-
tember 1, 1937, as amended, 42 U. S. C. 1406 (b), including health
service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public
Law 658): Provided, That the number of officers and employees
receiving compensation in excess of $4,500 per annum shall not
exceed 20 per centum of the total number of officers and employees
paid from such funds: Provided further, That necessary expenses
of providing representatives of the Authority at the sites of non-
Federal projects in connection with the construction of such non-
Federal projects by public housing agencies with the aid of the
Authority, shall be compensated by such agencies by the payment
of fixed fees which in the aggregate in relation to the development
costs of such projects will cover the costs of rendering such services,
and expenditures by the Authority for such purpose shall be con-
sidered nonadministrative expenses, and funds received from such
payments may be used only for the payment of necessary expenses
of providing representatives of the Authority at the sites of non-
Federal projects or for administrative expenses of the Authority
not in excess of the amount authorized by the Congress: Provided,
That $175,000 shall be available only for the audit and revision of
past accounting records.

Liquidation of resettlement projects: Not to exceed $39,500 of the
receipts derived from the operation of the projects transferred under
paragraphs 1 (g) and 6 of Executive Order 9070 of February 24,
1942 (7 F. R. 1529), shall be available for necessary expenses in
connection with and to facilitate disposition of the improved or
unimproved lands in the suburban resettlement projects known as
Greenbelt, Greendale, and Greenhills, pursuant to the provisions of
section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 (49
Stat. 115), for making surveys, plans, and plats, and expenses of
additions, alterations, and improvements to streets and utilities.

Defense Homes Corporation: Not to exceed $12,300 for the purposes
of liquidation, including $3,000 for payment of terminal leave, shall
be available for administrative expenses, which shall be on an accrual
basis: Provided, That such administrative expenses shall be exclusive
of interest paid, depreciation, properly capitalized expenditures,
repayment of loans, property operating expenses (incltlidin project
inventory), charges to surplus and operating reserve, anT cost of
sales of commodities, services, and property: Provided further, That
advances of funds made in connection with the operation of housing
properties are hereby authorized.

Penalty Mail Costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for the costs of penalty mail for the National Housing Agency, as
required by the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), not to exceed
$250,000, said sum to be derived by transfer from the funds available
for the administrative expenses of the Office of the Administrator and
the constituent units of said Agency: Provided, That in no event shall
any moneys in excess of the costs of penalty mail allocable, respec-
tively, to said Office of the Administrator and to each of said con-
stituent units be transferred hereunder.

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY

War Damage Corporation: The Board of Directors of the Corpora-
tion shall pay or cause to be paid to the Treasury of the United States
$210,751,618.65 of the amount realized by the Corporation from its
operations, such sum to be covered into the Treasury immediately
upon the approval of this Act and applied to reduction of the
national debt.
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expenses subject to the provisions of section 6 (b) of the act of Sep-
tember 1, 1937, as amended, 42 U. S. C. 1406 (b), including health 
service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public 
Law. 958): Provided, That the number of officers and employees 
receiving compensation in excess of $4,500 per annum shall not 
exceed 20 per centum of the total number of officers and employees 
paid from such funds: Provided further, That necessary expenses 
of providing representatives of the Authority at the sites of non-
Federal projects in connection with the construction of such non-
Federal projects by public housing agencies with the aid of the 
Authority, shall. be compensated by such agencies by the payment 
of fixed fees which in the aggregate in relation to the development 
costs of such projects will cover the costs of rendering such services, 
and expenditures by the Authority for such purpose shall be con-
sidered nonadministrative expenses, and funds received from such 
payments may be used only for the payment of necessary expenses 
of providing representatives of the Authority at the sites of non-
Federal projects or for administrative expenses of the Authority 
not in excess of the amount authorized by the Congress: Provided, 
That $175,000 shall be available only for the audit and revision of 
past accounting records. 

Liquidation of resettlement projects: Not to exceed $39,500 of the 
receipts derived from the operation of the projects transferred under 
paragraphs 1 (g) and 6 of Executive Oilier 9070 of February 24, 
1942 (7 F. R. 1529), shall be available for necessary expenses in 
connection with and to facilitate disposition of the improved or 
unimproved lands in the suburban resettlement projects known as 
Greenbelt, Greendale, and Greenhills, pursuant to the provisions of 
section 5 of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 (49 
Stat. 115), for making surveys, plans, and plats, and expenses of 
additions, alterations, and improvements to streets and utilities. 
Defense Homes Corporation: Not to exceed $12,300 for the purposes 

of liquidation, including $3,000 for payment of terminal leave, shall 
be available for administrative expenses, which shall be on an accrual 
basis: Provided, That such administrative expenses shall be exclusive 
of interest paid, depreciation, properly capitalized expenditures, 
repayment of loans, property operating expenses (including project 
inventory), charges to surplus and operating reserve, and cost of 
sales of commodities, services, and property: Provided furaer, That 
advances of funds made in connection with the operation of housing 
properties are hereby authorized. 

Penalty Mail Costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for the costs of penalty mail for the National Housing Agency, as 
required by the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), not to exceed 
$250,000, said sum to be derived by transfer from the funds available 
for the administrative expenses of the Office of the Administrator and 
the constituent units of said Agency: Provided, That in no event shall 
any moneys in excess of the costs of penalty mail allocable, respec-
tively, to said Office of the Administrator and to each of said con-
stituent units be transferred hereunder. 

FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY 

War Damage Corporation: The Board of Directors of the Corpora-
tion shall pay or cause to be paid to the Treasury of the United States 
$210,751,618.65 of the amount realized by the Corporation from its 
operations, such sum to be covered into the Treasury immediately 
upon the approval of this Act and applied to reduction of the 
national debt. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation: Not to exceed $2,750,000
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Corporation
shall be available for administrative expenses, including employment
on a contract or fee basis of persons, firms, and corporations for the
performance of special services, including legal services, and the use
of the services and facilities of Federal land banks, national farm
loan associations, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Govern-

48 tat.3 4. ment as authorized by the Act of January 31, 1934 (12 U. S. C.
1020-1020h); and said total sum shall be exclusive of interest expense,
and expenses in connection with the acquisition, operation, main-
tenance, improvement, protection, or disposition of real or personal
property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has an interest:
Provided, That of the funds available to the Corporation for admin-
istrative expenses, not to exceed $400,000 shall be available for
payment to the Farm Credit Administration for supervisory or other
services rendered.

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks: Not to exceed $1,250,000 (to
be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the banks shall beavailable for administrative expenses, including the purchase of not
to exceed ten passenger motor vehicles, services performed for the
banks by other Government agencies (except services performed by
the banks for cooperatives in connection with loans to cooperative
associations rediscounted or pledged with the Federal Intermediate
Credit Banks, and services performed by any Federal Reserve bank
and by the United States Treasury in connection with the financial
transactions of the banks), and not to exceed $4,000 for penalty mail;and said total sum shall be exclusive of interest expense, legal and
special services performed on a contract or fee basis, and expenses in
connection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, Improve-
ment, protection, or disposition of real or personal property belonging
to the banks or in which they have an interest: Provided, That of thefunds available to the banks for administrative expenses, not to
exceed $181,250 shall be available for payment to the Farm Credit
Administration for supervisory or other services rendered.

Production Credit Corporations: Not to exceed $1,600,000 (to becomputed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the corporations shallbe available for administrative expenses? including the purchase ofnot to exceed fifteen passenger motor vehicles, services performed for
the corporations by other Government agencies, and not to exceed
$4,000 for penalty mails; and said total sum shall be exclusive ofinterest expense, legal and special services performed on a contract
or fee basis, and expenses in connection with the acquisition, operation,
maintenance, improvement, protection, or disposition of real orpersonal property belonging to the corporations or in which they
have an interest: Provided, That of the funds available to thecorporations for administrative expenses, not to exceed $232,000 shall

be available for payment to the Farm Credit Administration for
supervisory or other services rendered.

Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation of Washington, District
of Columbia: Not to exceed $200,000 (to be computed on an accrualbasis) of the funds of the Corporation shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses, including supervision and examination by the Farm
Credit Administration and services performed for the Corporation
by other Government agencies, and not to exceed $3,200 for penalty
mail; and said total sum shall be exclusive of interest expense, legal
and special services performed on a contract or fee basis, and expenses

[61 STAT.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation: Not to exceed $2,750,000 
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Corporation 
shall be available for administrative expenses, including employment 
on a contract or fee basis of persons, firms, and corporations for the 
performance of special services, including legal services, and the use 
of the services and facilities of Federal land banks, national farm 
loan associations, Federal Reserve banks, and agencies of the Govern-
ment as authorized by the Act of January 31, 1934 (12 U. S. C. 
1020-1020h) ; and said total sum shall be exclusive of interest expense, 
and expenses in connection with the acquisition, operation, main-
tenance, improvement, protection, or disposition of real or personal 
property belonging to the Corporation or in which it has an interest: 
Provided, That of the funds available to the Corporation for admin-
istrative expenses, not to exceed $100,000 shall be available for 
payment to the Farm Credit Administration for supervisory or other 
services rendered. 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks • Not to exceed $1,250,000 (to 

be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the banks shall be 
available for administrative expenses, including the purchase of not 
to exceed ten passenger motor vehicles, services performed for the 
banks by other Government agencies (except services performed by 
the banks for cooperatives in connection with loans to cooperative 
associations rediscounted or pledged with the Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks, and services performed by any Federal Reserve bank 
and by the United States Treasury in connection with the financial 
transactions of the banks), and not to exceed $4,000 for penalty mail; 
and said total sum shall he exclusive of interest expense, legal and 
special services performed on a contract or fee basis, and expenses in 
connection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improve-
ment, protection, or disposition of real or personal property belonging 
to the banks or in which they have an interest: Provided, That of the 
funds available to the banks for administrative expenses, not to 
exceed $181,250 shall be available for payment to the Farm Credit 
Administration for supervisory or other services rendered. 

Production Credit Corporations: Not to exceed $1,600,000 (to be 
computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the corporations shall 
be available for administrative expenses: including the purchase of 
not to exceed fifteen passenger motor vehicles, services performed for 
the corporations by other Government agencies, and not to exceed 
$4,000 for penalty mails; and said total sum shall be exclusive of 
interest expense, legal and special services performed on a contract 
or fee basis, and expenses in connection with the acquisition, operation, 
maintenance,improvement, protection, or disposition of real or 
personal property belonging to the corporations or in which they 
have an interest: Provided2 That of the funds available to the 
corporations for administrative expenses, not to exceed $232,000 shall 
be available for payment to the Farm Credit Administration for 
supervisory or other services rendered. 
Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation of Washington, District 

of Columbia: Not to exceed $200,000 (to be computed on an accrual 
basis) of the funds of the Corporation shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses, including supervision and examination by the Farm 
Credit Administration and services performed for the Corporation 
by other Government agencies, and not to exceed $3,200 for penalty 
mail; and said total sum shall be exclusive of interest expense, legal 
and special services performed on a contract or fee basis, and expenses 
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in connection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improve-
ment, protection, or disposition of real or personal property belonging
to the Corporation or in which it has an interest: Provided, That Restriction.
no other funds shall be available for administrative expenses of the
Corporation: Provided further, That of the funds available to the
Corporation for administrative expenses, not to exceed $29,000 shall
be available for payment to the Farm Credit Administration for
supervisory or other services rendered.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Inland Waterways Corporation: Not to exceed $418,100 shall be
available for administrative expenses, to be determined in the manner
set forth under the title "General expenses" in the Uniform System
of Accounts for Carriers by Water of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission (effective January 1, 1942), with the exception that the cost
of the audit as required by Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth Congress,
shall be deemed a nonadministrative expense for the purpose hereof,
including not to exceed $1,200 for penalty mail: Provided, That no
funds shall be used to pay compensation of employees normally sub-
ject to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, at rates in excess of
rates fixed for similar services under the provisions of the Classifica-
tion Act, as amended, nor to pay the compensation of vessel employees
and such terminal and other employees as are not covered by the
Classification Act, at rates in excess of rates prevailing in the river
transportation industry in the area.

Warrior River Terminal Company: Not to exceed $20,100 shall be
available for administrative expenses, to be determined in the manner
set forth under the title "Operating expense accounts-general" in
the Uniform System of Accounts for Steam Railroads of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission (issue of 1943) with the exception that
the cost of the audit as required by Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth
Congress, shall be deemed a nonadministrative expense for the
purpose hereof: Provided, That, in the event of dissolution of the
Company and/or the transfer of its assets to the Inland Waterways
Corporation, the funds provided herein shall be transferred and
merged with the administrative expenses of the Inland Waterways
Corporation for the operation of its facilities.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Virgin Islands Company: Not to exceed $20,000 (to be computed
on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Company shall be available
during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative expenses which shall
be determined in accordance with the Company's prescribed accounting
system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of depreciation,
interest expense, payment of claims, contribution to the local govern-
ment in lieu of taxes, expenditures which the Company's prescribed
accounting system requires to be capitalized or charged to commodities
produced or acquired and expenses in connection with acquisition,
construction, operation, maintenance, improvement, protection or dis-
position of facilities and other property belonging to the Company
or in which it has an interest.

The Virgin Islands Company is authorized to borrow from the
Treasury of the United States, for the purpose of carrying out any
of the programs of the Company set forth in the budget for the fiscal
year 1948, sums of money not to exceed a total of $250,000: Provided,
That none of the funds borrowed under this authority shall be available
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in connection with the acquisition, operation, maintenance, improve-
ment, protection, or disposition of real or personal property belonging 
to the Corporation or in which it has an interest: Provided, That 
no other funds shall be available for administrative expenses of the 
Corporation: Provided further, That of the funds available to the 
Corporation for administrative expenses, not to exceed $29,000 shall 
be available for payment to the Farm Credit Administration for 
supervisory or other services rendered. 

DEPARTMENT or COMMERCE 

Inland Waterways Corporation: Not to exceed $418,100 shall be 
available for administrative expenses, to be determined in the manner 
set forth under the title "General expenses" in the Uniform System 
of Accounts for Carriers by Water of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission (effective January 1, 1942), with the exception that the cost 
of the audit as required by Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth Congress, 
shall be deemed a nonadministrative expense for the purpose hereof, 
including not to exceed $1,200 for penalty mail: Provided, That no 
funds shall be used to pay compensation of employees normally sub-
ject to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, at rates in excess of 
rates fixed for similar services under the provisions of the Classifica-
tion Act, as amended, nor to pay the compensation of vessel employees 
and such terminal and other employees as are not covered by the 
Classification Act, at rates in excess of rates prevailing in the river 
transportation industry in the area. 
Warrior River Terminal Company: Not to exceed $20,100 shall be 

available for administrative expenses, to be determined in the manner 
set forth under the title "Operating expense accounts—general" in 
the Uniform System of Accounts for Steam Railroads of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission (issue of 1943) with the exception that 
the cost of the audit as required by Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, shall be deemed a nonadministrative expense for the 
purpose hereof: Provided, That, in the event of dissolution of the 
Company and/or the transfer of its assets to the Inland Waterways 
Corporation, the funds provided herein shall be transferred and 
merged with the administrative expenses of the Inland Waterways 
Corporation for the operation of its facilities. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Virgin Islands Company: Not to exceed $20,000 (to be computed 
on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Company shall be available 
during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative expenses which shall 
be determined in accordance with the Company's prescribed accounting 
system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of depreciation, 
interest expense, payment of claims, contribution to the local govern-
ment in lieu of taxes, expenditures which the Company's prescribed 
accounting system requires to be capitalized or charged to commodities 
produced or acquired and expenses in connection with acquisition, 
construction, operation, maintenance, improvement, protection or dis-
position of facilities and other property belonging to the Company 
or in which it has an interest. 
The Virgin Islands Company- is authorized to borrow from the 

Treasury of the United States, for the purpose of carrying out any 
of the programs of the Company set forth in the budget for the fiscal 
year 1948, sums of money not to exceed a total of $250,000: Provided, 
That none of the funds borrowed under this authority shall be available 
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for repayment of bank loans outstanding at the date of enactment of
this Act. For this purpose the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
and directed to make loans to the Company, out of any funds in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, on such terms and conditions as
the Secretary of the Treasury shall determine. Such loans shall bear
interest at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking
into consideration the current average rate on outstanding marketable
obligations of the United States as of the last day of the month
preceding the making of the loan to the Company.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated: Not to exceed $225,000
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Corporation
shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative
expenses, which shall be determined in accordance with the Corpora-
tion's prescribed accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall
be exclusive of depreciation, vocational training expenses, payment of
claims, expenditures which the said accounting system requires to be
capitalized or charged to cost of commodities acquired or produced,
including selling and shipping expenses, and expenses in connection
with acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, improvement,
protection, or disposition of facilities and other property belonging
to the Corporation or in which it has an interest.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs: Not to exceed $550,000
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds available to the
Corporation shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for its
administrative expenses, including not to exceed $3,000 shall be availa-
ble for penalty mail, and the cost of administrative services performed
for the Corporation by other Government agencies, which shall be
determined in accordance with the Corporation's prescribed account-
ing system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of expendi-
tures made outside continental United States, and expenditures which
the Corporation's prescribed accounting system requires to be capital-
ized or charged directly to or directly related to the operating pro-
grams: Provided, That the total cost of liquidation shall be paid out
of funds available to the Corporation without additional appropria-
tions therefor.

Institute of Inter-American Transportation: Not to exceed $3,000
of the funds available to the Corporation shall be available for pay-
ment of terminal leave only: Provided, That all administrative duties
and responsibilities shall be assumed by such officers and employees of
the Department of State as the Secretary of State may designate, and
who shall receive no additional compensation for such duties: Provided
further, That the Secretary of State shall take appropriate steps to
secure the final dissolution and liquidation of said Corporation at the
earliest practicable date: Provided further, That the total cost of
liquidation shall be paid out of funds available to the Corporation
without additional appropriations therefor.

Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.: Not to exceed
$250,000 (to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds available
to the Corporation shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for
its administrative expenses, including not to exceed $1,500 shall be
available for penalty mail; including the cost of administrative service
performed for the Corporation by other Government agencies, which
shall be determined in accordance with the Corporation's prescribed
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for repayment of bank loans outstanding at the date of enactment of 
this Act. For this purpose the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized 
and directed to make loans to the Company, out of any funds in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, on such terms and conditions as 
the Secretary of the Treasury shall determine. Such loans shall bear 
interest at a rate determined by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking 
into consideration the current average rate on outstanding marketable 
obligations of the United States as of the last day of the month 
preceding the making of the loan to the Company. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated: Not to exceed $225,000 
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds of the Corporation 
shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for its administrative 
expenses, which shall be determined in accordance with the Corpora-
tion's prescribed accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall 
be exclusive of depreciation, vocational training expenses, payment of 
claims, expenditures which the said accounting system requires to be 
capitalized or charged to cost of commodities acquired or produced, 
including selling and shipping expenses, and expenses in connection 
with acquisition, construction, operation, maintenance, improvement, 
protection, or disposition of facilities and other property belonging 
to the Corporation or in which it has an interest. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs: Not to exceed $550,000 
(to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds available to the.  
Corporation shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for its 
administrative expenses, including not to exceed $3,000 shall be availa-
ble for penalty mail, and the cost of administrative services performed 
for the Corporation by other Government agencies, which shall be 
determined in accordance with the Corporation's prescribed account-
ing system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of expendi-
tures made outside continental United States, and expenditures which 
the Corporation's prescribed accounting system requires to be capital-
ized or charged directly to or directly related to the operating pro-
grams: Provided, That the total cost of liquidation shall be paid out 
of funds available to the Corporation without additional appropria-
tions therefor. 

Institute of Inter-American Transportation: Not to exceed $3,000 
of the funds available to the Corporation shall be available for pay-
ment of terminal leave only: Provided, That all administrative duties 
and responsibilities shall be assumed by such officers and employees of 
the Department of State as the Secretary of State may designate, and 
who shall receive no additional compensation for such duties : Provided 
further, That the Secretary of State shall take appropriate steps to 
secure the final dissolution and liquidation of said Corporation at the 
earliest practicable date: Provided further, That the total cost of 
liquidation shall be paid out of funds available to the Corporation 
without additional appropriations therefor. 

Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.: Not to exceed 
$250,000 (to be computed on an accrual basis) of the funds available 
to the Corporation shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for 
its administrative expenses, including not to exceed $1,500 shall be 
available for penalty mail; including the cost of administrative service 
performed for the Corporation by other Government agencies, which 
shall be determined in accordance with the Corporation's prescribed 
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accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of
expenditures made outside the continental limits of the United States,
and expenditures which the Corporation's prescribed accounting
system requires to be capitalized or charged directly to or directly
related to the operating programs.

Prencinradio, Incorporated: Not to exceed $2,000 of the funds avail-
able to the Corporation shall be available for payment of terminal leave
only: Provided, That all administrative duties and responsibilities
shall be assumed by such officers and employees of the Department of
State as the Secretary of State may designate, and who shall receive
no additional compensation for such duties: Provided further, That
the Secretary of State shall take appropriate steps to secure the final
dissolution and liquidation of said Corporation at the earliest prac-
ticable date: Provided further, That the total cost of liquidation shall
be paid out of funds available to the Corporation without additional
appropriations therefor.

TITLE III

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. Funds made available by this Act for administrative
expenses shall be available, in addition to objects for which such funds
are otherwise available, for personal services and rent in the District
of Columbia; printing and binding; examination of budgets and esti-
mates of appropriations in the field; travel expenses in accordance
with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations, the Sub-
sistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended (except as to per diem rates
outside continental United States), and the Act of February 14, 1931,
as amended (5 U. S. C. 73a); for the objects specified under the head
"General provisions" in title II of the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1948, all the provisions of which title unless otherwise
specified in this Act, shall be applicable to the expenditure of such
funds; and services in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August
2, 1946 (Public Law 600).

SEC. 302. No part of any funds of any wholly owned Government
corporation shall be used for the purchase or construction, or in making
loans for the purchase or construction of any office building at the
seat of government primarily for occupancy by any departmenlt or
agency of the United States Government or by any corporation owned
by the United States Government.

SEC. 303. Funds of the corporations and agencies covered by the
provisions of this Act shall be available for payment of claims settled
in accordance with part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act.

SEC. 304. Any funds of, or available for expenditure by, any cor-
poration or agency included in this Act, which are not subject to audit
by the General Accounting Office under the provisions of the Govern-
ment Corporation Control Act (Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress) or other law, shall be accounted for and audited in accordance
with the Budget and Accounting Act, as amended, and no such fund
shall be obligated or expended unless and until an appropriate appro-
priation account shall have been established therefor pursuant to an
appropriation warrant or a covering warrant: Provided, That this
section shall not be so construed as to modify or repeal any provision
of any other law respecting warranting, accounting for, and audit-
ing of funds.

SEC. 305. No part of the funds of, or available for expenditure by,
any corporation or agency included in this Act shall be used to pay
the salary or wages of any person who engages in a strike against
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accounting system in effect on July 1, 1946, and shall be exclusive of 
expenditures made outside the continental limits of the United States, 
and expenditures which the Corporation's prescribed accounting 
system requires to be capitalized or charged directly to or directly 
related to the operating programs. 

Prencinradio, Incorporated: Not to exceed $2,000 of the funds avail-
able to the Corporation shall be available for payment of terminal leave 
only: Provided, That all administrative duties and responsibilities 
shall be assumed by such officers and employees of the Department of 
State as the Secretary of State may designate, and who shall receive 
no additional compensation for such duties: Provided further, That 
the Secretary of State shall take appropriate steps to secure the final 
dissolution and liquidation of said Corporation at the earliest prac-
ticable date: Provided further, That the total cost of liquidation shall 
be paid out of funds available to the Corporation without additional 
appropriations therefor. 

TITLE III 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. Funds made available by this Act for administrative 
expenses shall be available, in addition to objects for which such funds 
are otherwise available, for personal services and rent in the District 
of Columbia; printing and binding; examination of budgets and esti-
mates of appropriations in the field; travel expenses in accordance 
with the Standardized Government Travel Regulations, the Sub-
sistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended (except as to per diem rates 
outside continental United States), and the Act of February 14, 1931, 
as amended (5 U. S. C. 73a) ; for the objects specified under the head 
"General provisions" in title II of the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1948, all the provisions of which title unless otherwise 
specified in this Act, shall be applicable to the expenditure of such 
funds; and services in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 600). 
SEC. 302. No part of any funds of any wholly owned Government 

corporation shall be used for the purchase or construction, or in making 
loans for the purchase or construction of any office building at the 
seat of government primarily for occupancy by any department or 
agency of the United States Government or by any corporation owned 
by the United States Government. 
SEC. 303. Funds of the corporations and agencies covered by the 

provisions of this Act shall be available for payment of claims settled 
in accordance with part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act. 
SEC. 304. Any funds of, or available for expenditure by, any cor-

poration or agency included in this Act, which are not subject to audit 
by the General Accounting Office under the provisions of the Govern-
ment Corporation Control Act (Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress) or other law, shall be accounted for and audited in accordance 
with the Budget and Accounting Act, as amended, and no such fund 
shall be obligated or expended unless and until an appropriate appro-
priation account shall have been established therefor pursuant to an 
appropriation warrant or a covering warrant: Provided, That this 
section shall not be so construed as to modify or repeal any provision 
of any other law respecting warranting, accounting for, and audit-
ing of funds. 
SEC. 305. No part of the funds of, or available for expenditure by, 

any corporation or agency included in this Act shall be used to pay 
the salary or wages of any person who engages in a strike against 
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the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organi-
zation of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or is a mem-
ber of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Govern-

Affidavit. ment of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That for
the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie evi-
dence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Government
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate,
and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided

Penalty. further, That any person who engages m a strike against the Gov-
ernment of the United States or who is a member of an organization
of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the
Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence and accepts
employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any funds
available to any corporation or agency included in this Act shall
be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Pro-
vided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing laws.

Transfer of title, SEC. 306. Title to all office buildings at the seat of government,etc.
Post, p. 697. which are owned by wholly owned Government corporations, and all

right, title, or interest of such corporations in the land upon which
such buildings are located are hereby transferred to the United States,
and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to dis-
charge the indebtedness to the Treasury of any corporation holding
such rights, title, or interests in any such land or building to the value
thereof as determined by the Secretary of the Treasury as of the date

Finaldetermination of transfer: Provided, That in case of disagreement on the part of
the head of the Corporation with respect to said value as determined
the Administrator of the Federal Works Agency shall make a final
determination of the property value. Hereafter, such buildings shall
be controlled and managed in the same manner as prescribed in the

40stat. 12N. Act of March 1, 19197 as amended (40 U. S. C. 1). Wholly owned
Government corporations requiring space in office buildings at the
seat of government shall occupy only such space as may be allotted
in accordance with the provisions of such Act of March 1, 1919, as
amended (40 U. S. C. 1), and shall pay such rental thereon as may be
determined by the Federal Works Administrator, such rental to
include all cost of maintenance, upkeep, and repair.

. SEC. 307. Section 104 of the Government Corporation Control Act
(Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth Congress) is hereby amended to read
as follows:

Appropriationd for "SEw. 104. The Budget programs transmitted by the President to
istrativeexpenses. the Congress shall be considered and legislation shall be enacted

making necessary appropriations, as may be authorized by law, making
available for expenditure for operating and administrative expenses
such corporate funds or other financial resources or limiting the use
thereof as the Congress may determine and providing for repayment
of capital funds and the payment of dividends. The provisions of this
section shall not be construed as preventing Government corporations

n from carrying out and financing their activities as authorized by exist-si U. . , 31in: law, nor as affecting the provisions of section 26 of the Tennessee
Valley Authority Act, as amended. The provisions of this section shall
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the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organi-
zation of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 

i the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or s a mem-
ber of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Govern-

Aftklavit. ment of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That for 
the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie evi-
dence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary to the 
provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the. Government 
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Govern-
ment employees that asserts the right to strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, or that such person does not advocate, 
and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided 

Penalty. further, That any person who engages in a strike against the. Gov-
ernment of the United States or who is a member of an organization 
of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
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member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence and accepts 
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be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more 
than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Pro-
vided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition 
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing laws. 
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such buildings are located are hereby transferred to the United States, 
and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to dis-
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such rights, title, or interests in any such land or building to the value 
thereof as determined by the Secretary of the Treasury as of the date 

Final determination of transfer: Provided, That in case of disagreement on the part of of property value, 

the head of the Corporation with respect to said value as determined, 
the Administrator of the Federal Works A.gency shall make a final 
determination of the property value. Hereafter, such buildings shall 
be controlled and managed in the same manner as prescribed in the 

40 Stat. 1269. Act of March 1, 19192 as amended (40 U. S. C. 1). Wholly owned 
Government corporations requiring space in office buildings at the 
seat of government shall occupy only such space as may be allotted 
in accordance with the provisions of such Act of March 1, 1919, as 
amended (40 U. S. C. 1), and shall pay such rental thereon as may be 
determined by the Federal Works Administrator, such rental to 
include all cost of maintenance, upkeep, and repair. 
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istrative expenses. the Congress shall be considered and legislation shall be enacted 
making necessary appropriations, as may be authorized by law , making 
available for expenditure for operating and administrative expenses 
such corporate funds or other financial resources or limiting the use 
thereof as the Congress may determine and providing for repayment 
of capital funds and the payment of dividends. The provisions of this 
section shall not be construed as preventing Government corporations 
from carrying out and financing their activities as authorized by exist-

48 Stat. 71. in law, nor as affecting the provisions of section 26 of the Tennessee 16 U. O. C. 831y. 

V alley Authority Act, as amended. The provisions of this section shall 
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not be construed as affecting the existing authority of any Government
corporation to make contracts or other commitments without reference
to fiscal year limitations."

SEC. 3(V. This Act may be cited as "The Government Corporations shorttitle.
Appropriation Act, 1948".

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 359]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for the Executive Office and sundry independent executive
bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Executive Office and sundry independent
executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, namely:

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 3839]

[Public Law 269]

Independent Offices
Appropriation Act,
1948.

Ante, pp. 118, 187,
188, 244, 245, 361;
post, pp. 607, 608, 609,
612, 696, 697.

TITLE I

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

COMPENSATION OF THE PRESIDENT

For compensation of the President of the United States, $75,000.

THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for The White
House Office, including compensation of the Secretary to the Presi-
dent, the two additional secretaries to the President and the six
administrative assistants to the President at $10,000 each, and other
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $2,000 for
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; automobiles; printing and
binding; and travel and official entertainment expenses of the Presi-
dent, to be accounted for on his certificate solely, $952,500: Provided,
That employees of the departments and independent offices of the
executive branch of the Government may be detailed from time to
time to The White House Office for temporary assistance.

EMERGENCY FUND FOR THE PRESIDENT

For expenses necessary to provide additional assistance to the
President and to enable him, through such agents or agencies of the
Government as he shall designate, to provide for emergencies affecting
the national interest or security, without regard to such provisions of
law regulating the expenditure of Government funds or the employ-
ment of persons in the Government service as he shall specify, $500,000,
of which not to exceed $70,000 may be allocated for the President's
Amnesty Board, and of which $100,000 may, when authorized by the
President, be expended for objects of a confidential nature and in any
such case the certificate of the expending agency as to the amount of
the expenditure and that it is deemed inadvisable to specify the nature
thereof shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum therein
expressed to have been expended: Provided, That no part of such
fund shall be available for allocation to finance a function or project
for which function or project a budget estimate of appropriation was
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not be construed as affecting the existing authority of any Government 
corporation to make contracts or other commitments without reference 
to fiscal year limitations." 
SEC. 343. This Act may be cited as "The Government Corporations 

Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year ending June 30, [Public Law 269] 
1948, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the Executive Office and sundry independent 
executive bureaus, boards, commissions, and offices, for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1948, namely: 

TITLE I 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

COMPENSATION OF THE PRESIDENT 

For compensation of the President of the United States, $75,000. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 0.k.k.l.CE 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for The White 
House Office, including compensation of the Secretary to the Presi-
dent, the two additional secretaries to the President and the six 
administrative assistants to the President at $10,000 each, and other 
personal services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $2,000 for 
deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail 
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; automobiles; printing and 
binding; and travel and official entertainment expenses of the Presi-
dent, to be accounted for on his certificate solely, $952,500: Provided, 
That employees of the departments and independent offices of the 
executive branch of the Government may be detailed from time to 
time to The White House Office for temporary assistance. 

EMERGENCY FCEP..7D FOR THE PRESIDENT 

For expenses necessary to provide additional assistance to the 
President and to enable him, through such agents or agencies of the 
Government as he shall designate, to provide for emergencies affecting 
the national interest or security, without regard to such provisions of 
law regulating the expenditure of Government funds or the employ-
ment of persons in the Government service as he shall specify, $500,000, 
of which not to exceed $702000 may be allocated for the President's 
Amnesty Board, and of which $100,000 may, when authorized by the 
President, be expended for objects of a confidential nature and in any 
such case the certificate of the expending agency as to the amount of 
the expenditure and that it is deemed inadvisable to specify the nature 
thereof shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum therein 
expressed to have been expended: Provided, That no part of such 
fund shall be available for allocation to finance a function or project 
for which function or project a budget estimate of appropriation was 
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transmitted pursuant to law during the Eightieth Congress and suchappropriation denied after consideration thereof by the Senate or
House of Representatives or by the Committee on Appropriations of
either body.

EXECUTIVE MANSION AND GROUNDS V

For the care, maintenance, repair and alteration, refurnishing,
improvement, heating and lighting, including electric power and fix-
tures, of the Executive Mansion and the Executive Mansion grounds,
and traveling expenses, to be expended as the President may deter-
mine, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, $202,250.

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Bureau of the
Budget and Federal Board of Hospitalization, including personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; exchange of books;
newspapers and periodicals (not exceeding $200); teletype news
service (not exceeding $900); not to exceed $744 for deposit in the
general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by

39 Stat. 321c- the Act of June 28,1944; not to exceed $32,000 for services as authorized
21ht, p. * ' by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) at ratesO6 Stat. 8s0. not to exceed $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be5 U.S. C. C . approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem for

individuals; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle for replacementO60 sta. O. only; a health-service program as authorized by the Act of August 8,s1946 (Public Law 658); and the payment of claims pursuant to part60 Stat. s3. 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601); $3,254,608.22. . , For printing and binding, $122,000.
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COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, of the Council incarrying out its functions under the Employment Act of 1946 (PublicLaw 304), including printing and binding, and not to exceed $900for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penaltymail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $350,000.

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

PHILIPPINE ALIEN PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION

Administrative expenses, Philippine Alien Property Administra-tion: The Philippine Alien Property Administrator is hereby author-ized to pay out of any funds or other property or interest
vested in him or transferred to him, necessary expenses in-curred in carrying out the powers and duties conferred on him50 at.C a. pursuant to the Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended (50 U. S. C.i1-3 . . App.), and the Philippine Property Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 418):.22 U.. C. 138r- Povided, That not to exceed $440,000 shall be available for the fiscalyear 1948 for the general administrative expenses of the PhilippineAlien Property Administration, including the salary of the Admin-istrator at $10,000 per annum- printing and binding; not to exceed
$400 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
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transmitted pursuant to law during the Eightieth Congress and such 
appropriation denied after consideration thereof by the Senate or 
House of Representatives or by the Committee on Appropriations of 
either body. 

• Exscuilv.E. MANSION AND GROUNDS 

For the care, maintenance, repair and alteration, refurnishing, 
improvement, heating and lighting, including electric power and fix-
tures, of the Executive Mansion and the Executive Mansion grounds, 
and traveling expenses, to be expended as the President may deter-
mine, notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act, $202,250. 

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Bureau of the 
Budget and Federal Board of Hospitalization, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; exchange of books; 
newspapers and periodicals (not exceeding $200) ; teletype news 
service (not exceeding $900) ; not to exceed $744 for deposit in the 
general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by 
the Act of June 28, 1914; not to exceed $32,000 for services as authorized 
by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) at rates 
not to exceed $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be 
approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem for 
individuals; purchase of one passenger motor vehicle for replacement 
only; a health-service program as authorized by the Act of August 8, 
1946 (Public Law 658) ; and the payment of claims pursuant to part 
2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601) ; $3,254,608. 
For printing and binding, $122,000. 
No part of the appropriations herein made to the Bureau of the 

Budget shall be used for the maintenance or establishment of more 
than four regional, field, or any other offices outside the District of 
Columbia. 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Council in 
carrying out its functions under the Employment 'Act of 1946 (Public 
Law 304), including printing and binding, and not to exceed $900 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $350,000. 

OFFICE FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

PHILIPPINE ALIEN PROPERTY ADMINISTRATION 

Administrative expenses, Philippine Alien Property Administra-
tion: The Philippine Alien Property Administrator is hereby author-
ized to pay out of any funds or other property or interest 
vested in him or transferred to him, necessary expenses in-
curred in carrying out the powers and duties conferred on him 
pursuant to the Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended (50 ti. S. C. 
App.), and the Philippine Property Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 418) : 
Provided, That not to exceed $440,000 shall be available for the fiscal 
year 1948 for the general administrative expenses of the Philippine 
Alien Property Administration, including the salary of the Admin-

istrator at $10,000 per annum; printing and binding; not to exceed $400 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 

mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; rent in the District of 
Columbia; employment outside the United States of persons without 
regard to the civil service and classification laws including temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600) ; personal services in the District of Columbia and 
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expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with
the work of the agency: Provided further, That on or before November
1, 1947, the Philippine Alien Property Administrator shall make a
report to the Appropriations Committees of the Senate and the House
of Representatives giving detailed information on all administrative
and nonadministrative expenses incurred during the fiscal year 1947,
in connection with the activities of the Philippine Alien Property
Administration.

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: There is hereby appropriated from the
special fund account in the Treasury as provided for in the First
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, not to exceed $257,149,270 for the
fiscal year 1948 for necessary expenses of the War Assets Adminis-
tration established by Executive Order 9689; for allocation or
reimbursement by the War Assets Administrator to Government
agencies designated by the Administrator as disposal agencies by or
pursuant to the Surplus Property Act of 1944, and for payment to
Government agencies designated by the Administrator for rendering
special services in connection with the disposal of surplus property,
in such amounts as shall be approved by the Bureau of the Budget;
and for allocation or reimbursement to owning agencies for the care
and handling (including pay and allowances and subsistence of mili-
tary and naval personnel) of surplus property subsequent to the filing
of a declaration of surplus covering such property with a disposal
agency designated by the Administrator, or, if the Administrator
prescribes procedures whereby declarations of surplus are made at
approximately the time of disposal or removal, subsequent to notice
by the owning agency to the disposal agency that property has been
determined to be surplus and is subject to such procedures, such funds
to be available for personal services in the District of Columbia; fees
and mileage of witnesses at rates provided by law for witnesses attend-
ing in the United States courts (28 U. S. C. 600c); payment of claims
pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 601); services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and other special services and
reports by contract without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended; for a health service program as authorized by
Public Law 658, approved August 8, 1946 (not to exceed $154,000)
acceptance and utilization of voluntary and uncompensated services;
printing and binding; expenses of attendance at meetings of organi-
zations concerned with the work of the Administration; procurement
in the field of supplies, equipment, reports, and services in connection
with the care, handling, and disposition of surplus property
without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended, upon determination by the Administrator or by
any official designated by him for this purpose that such method of
procurement is necessary; purchase and procurement of reports of
experts or consultants or organizations thereof; advertising, including
radio time; purchase of passenger motor vehicles; maintenance, opera-
tion, and repair of aircraft in the Territories and possessions in con-
nection with disposal activities and, in the continental limits of the
United States in connection with the disposition of aircraft and air-
ports; acquisition of buildings, lands, leaseholds, and other interests
therein, and temporary use thereof for the care, handling, and dis-
position of surplus property; payments to States or political sub-
divisions thereof of sums in lieu of and equivalent to taxes accruing
against real property declared surplus to the Administration by Gov-
ernment corporations; advance of funds to Administration cashiers
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expenses of attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with 
the work of the agency : Provided further, That on or before November 
1, 1947, the Philippine Alien Property Administrator shall make a 
report to the Appropriations Committees of the Senate and the House 
of Representatives giving detailed information on all administrative 
and nonadministrative expenses incurred during the fiscal year 1947, 
in connection with the activities of the Philippine Alien Property 
Administration. 

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: There is hereby appropriated from the 
special fund account in the Treasury as provided for in the First 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, not to exceed $257,149,270 for the 
fiscal year 1948 for necessary expenses of the War Assets Adminis-
tration established by Executive Order 9689; for allocation or 
reimbursement by the War Assets Administrator to Government 
agencies designated by the Administrator as disposal agencies by or 
pursuant to the Surplus Property Act of 1944, and for payment to 
Government agencies designated by the Administrator for rendering 
special services in connection with the disposal of surplus property, 
in such amounts as shall be approved by the Bureau of the Budget; 
and for allocation or reimbursement to owning agencies for the care 
and handling (including pay and allowances and subsistence of mili-
tary and naval personnel) of surplus property subsequent to the filing 
of a declaration of surplus covering such property with a disposal 
agency designated by the Administrator, or, if the Administrator 
prescribes procedures whereby declarations of surplus are made at 
approximately the time of disposal or removal, subsequent to notice 
by the owning agency to the disposal agency that property has been 
determined to be surplus and is subject to such procedures, such funds 
to be available for personal services in the District of Columbia; fees 
and mileage of witnesses at rates provided by law for witnesses attend-
ing in the United States courts (28 U. S. C. 600c) ; payment of claims 
pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 601) ; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of 
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), and other special services and 
reports by contract without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended; for a health service program as authorized by 
Public Law 658, approved August 8, 1946 (not to exceed $154,000) 
acceptance and utilization of voluntary and uncompensated services; 
printing and binding; expenses of attendance at meetings of organi-
zations concerned with the work of the Administration; procurement 
in the field of supplies, equipment, reports, and services in connection 
with the care, handling, and disposition of surplus property 
without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended, upon determination by the Administrator or by 
any official designated by him for this purpose that such method of 
procurement is necessary; purchase and procurement of reports of 
experts or consultants or organizations thereof; advertising, including 
radio time; purchase of passenger motor vehicles; maintenance,ss opera-
tion, and repair of aircraft in the Territories and possessions in con-
nection with disposal activities and, in the continental limits of the 
United States in connection with the disposition of aircraft and air-
ports; acquisition of buildings, lands, leaseholds, and other interests 
therein, and temporary use thereof for the care, handling, .and dis-
position of surplus property; payments to . States or political sub-
divisions thereof of sums in lieu of and equivalent to taxes accruing 
against real property declared surplus to the Administration by gov-
ernment corporations; advance of funds to Administration cashiers 
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Station allowance.

and collection officials upon furnishing bond, for the purpose of han-
dling cash transactions and making change at surplus property sales:
Provided, That any employee of the War Assets Administration is
authorized, when designated for the purpose by the Administrator, to
administer to or take from any person an oath, affirmation, or affidavit,
when such instrument is required in connection with the performance
of the functions or activities of the War Assets Administration: Pro-
vided further That the Administration may procure by contract or
otherwise and furnish to governmental employees and employees of
Government contractors at the reasonable value thereof food, meals,
subsistence, and medical supplies, emergency medical services, quar-
ters, heat, light, household equipment, laundry service, and sanitation
facilities, and erect temporary structures and make alterations in
existing structures necessary for these purposes, when such employees
are engaged in the disposal of surplus property, or in the preparation
for such disposal, at locations where such supplies, services, equipment,
or facilities are otherwise unavailable, the proceeds derived therefrom
to be credited to this appropriation.

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT REPORTS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Office of
Government Reports, including personal services in the District of
Columbia; newspapers and periodicals (not exceeding $500);
teletype news service (not exceeding $900); printing and binding;
not to exceed $1,000 for deposit in general fund of the Treasury for cost
of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; not to exceed
$500 for services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600). health service program as authorized by the
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); and the payment of claims
pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601) ;
$230,000: Provided, That no person paid from this appropriation shall
receive a salary in excess of $7,500 per annum: Provided further,
That amounts expended under the authority of Public Law 161,
Eightieth Congress, shall be deducted from the appropriation herein
made for the fiscal year 1948.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES
AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including the acqui-
sition of land or interest in land in foreign countries; personal services
in the District of Columbia; purchase and repair of uniforms for
caretakers of national cemeteries and monuments outside of the United
States and its Territories and possessions at a cost not exceeding $750;
travel expenses; not to exceed $50 for deposit in the general fund of
the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June
28, 1944; rent of office and garage space in foreign countries; the pur-
chase of one passenger motor vehicle; printing, binding, engraving,
lithographing, photographing, and typewriting; $312,000: Provided,That where station allowance has been authorized by the War Depart-
ment for officers of the Army serving the Army at certain foreign
stations, the same allowance shall be authorized for officers of the
armed forces assigned to the Commission while serving at the same
foreign stations, and this appropriation is hereby made available forthe payment of such allowance.
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and collection officials upon furnishing bond, for the purpose of han-

dling cash transactions and making change at surplus property sales: 

Provided, That any employee of the War Assets Administration is 
authorized, when designated for the purpose by the Administrator, to 

administer to or take from any person an oath, affirmation, or affidavit, 

when such instrument is required in connection with the performance 

of the functions or activities of the War Assets Administration: Pro-
vided further, That the Administration may procure by contract or 
otherwise and furnish to governmental employees and employees of 

Government contractors at the reasonable value thereof food, meals, 

subsistence, and medical supplies, emergency medical services, quar-

ters, heat, light, household equipment, laundry service, and sanitation 

facilities, and erect temporary structures and make alterations in 

existing structures necessary for these purposes, when such employees 

are engaged in the disposal of surplus property, or in the preparation 

for such disposal, at locations where such supplies, services, equipment, 

or facilities are otherwise unavailable, the proceeds derived therefrom 

to be credited to this appropriation. 

k OP GOVERNMENT REPORTS 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the Office of 

Government Reports, including personal services in the District of 

Columbia; newspapers and periodicals (not exceeding $500); 

teletype news service (not exceeding $900) ; printing and binding; 

not to exceed $1,000 for .deposit in general fund of the Treasury for cost 

of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; not to exceed 

$500 for services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 

1946 (Public Law 600); health service program as authorized by the 

Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; and the payment of claims 

pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601); 
230,000: Provided, That no person paid from this appropriation shall 

receive a salary in excess of $7,500 per annum: Provided further, 
That amounts expended under the authority of Public Law 161, 

Eightieth Congress, shall be deducted from the appropriation herein 
made for the fiscal year 1948. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

AMERICAN RATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including the acqui-

sition of land or interest in land in foreign countries; personal services 

in the District of Columbia; purchase and repair of uniforms for 

caretakers of national cemeteries and monuments outside of the United 

States and its Territories and possessions at a cost not exceeding $750; 

travel expenses; not to exceed $50 for deposit in the general fund of 

the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 

28, 1944; rent of office and garage space in foreign countries; the pur-

chase of one passenger motor vehicle; printing, binding, engraving, 

lithographing, photographing, and typewriting; $312,000: Provided, 
That where station allowance has been authorized by the War Depart-

ment for officers of the Army serving the Army at certain foreign 

stations, the same allowance shall be authorized for officers of the 

armed forces assigned to the Commission while serving at the same 

foreign stations, and this appropriation is hereby made available for 
the payment of such allowance. 
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

For expenses necessary to carry out the purposes of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1946, including personal services in the District of
Columbia and employment of aliens; purchase of land and interests
in land; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
2, 1946 (Public Law 600); purchase of passenger motor vehicles,
including two at not to exceed $2,500 each; purchase, maintenance,
and operation of aircraft; printing and binding; health-service pro-
gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658);
publication and dissemination of atomic information; not to exceed
$100,000 for penalty mail costs as required by the Act of June 28,
1944; payment of claims determined and settled pursuant to part 2
of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601);
and purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms; $175,000,000, of which
amount there shall be available to the Commission for cancer research
work such sums (not exceeding $5,000,000) as the Commission
believes can be efficiently used without duplicating the cancer
research work of other public and private agencies; and of which
amount $200,000 may be expended for objects of a confidential
nature and in any such case the certificate of the Commission as to
the amount of the expenditure and that it is deemed inadvisable to
specify the nature thereof shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for
the sum therein expressed to have been expended; from which appro-
priation transfers of sums may be made to other agencies of the
Government for the performance of the work for which this appro-
priation is made, and in such cases the sums so transferred may be
merged with the appropriation to which transferred; and in addition
to the amount herein provided, the Commission is authorized to con-
tract for the purposes of this appropriation during the fiscal year
in an amount not exceeding $250,000,000: Provided, That no part
of this appropriation shall be used after November 30, 1947, to pay
the salary of any officer or employee (except such officers and employees
whose compensation is fixed by law, and scientific and technical per-
sonnel) whose position would be subject to the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, if such Act were applicable to such position, at a
rate in excess of the rate payable under such Act for positions of
equivalent difficulty or responsibility.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal
services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $10,000 for tem-
porary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600); not to exceed $10,000 for medical examina-
tions performed for veterans by private physicians on a fee basis;
traveling expenses of examiners acting under the direction of the
Commission, and expenses of examinations and investigations held
in Washington and elsewhere; not to exceed $500 for payment in
advance for library membership in societies whose publications are
available to members only or to members at a price lower than to
the general public; not to exceed $350,000 for printing and bind-
ing; $12,000,000, of which not to exceed $56,000 shall be available
for performing the duties imposed upon the Civil Service Commis-
sion by the Act of July 19,1940 (54 Stat. 767); not to exceed $362,198
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

For expenses necessary to carry out the purposes of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1946, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia and employment of aliens; purchase of land and interests 
in land; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; purchase of passenger motor vehicles, 
including two at not to exceed $2,500 each; purchase, maintenance, 
and operation of aircraft; printing and binding; health-service pro-
gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; 
publication and dissemination of atomic information; not to exceed 
$100,000 for penalty mail costs as required by the Act of June 28, 
1944; payment of claims determined and settled pursuant to part 2 
of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601) ; 
and purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms; $175,000,000, of which 
amount there shall be available to the Commission for cancer research 
work such sums (not exceeding $5,000,000) as the Commission 
believes can be efficiently- used without duplicating the cancer 
research work of other public and private agencies; and of which 
amount $200,000 may be expended for objects of a confidential 
nature and in any such case the certificate of the Commission as to 
the amount of the expenditure and that it is deemed inadvisable to 
specify the nature thereof shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for 
the sum therein expressed to have been expended; from which appro-
priation transfers of sums may be made to other agencies of the 
Government for the performance of the work for which this appro-
priation is made, and in such cases the sums so transferred may be 
merged with the appropriation to which transferred; and in addition 
to the amount herein provided, the Commission is authorized to con-
tract for the purposes of this appropriation during the fiscal year 
in an amount not exceeding $250,000,000: Provided, That no part 
of this appropriation shall be used after November 30, 1947, to pay 
the salary of any officer or employee (except such officers and employees 
whose compensation is fixed by law, and scientific and technical per-
sonnel) whose position would be subject to the Classification Act of 
1923, as amended, if such Act were applicable to such position, at a 
rate in excess of the rate payable under such Act for positions of 
equivalent difficulty or responsibility. 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; not to exceed $10,000 for tem-
porary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600) ; not to exceed $10,000 for medical examina-
tions performed for veterans by private physicians on a fee basis; 
traveling expenses of examiners acting under the direction of the 
Commission, and expenses of examinations and investigations held 
in Washington and elsewhere; not to exceed $500 for payment in 
advance for library membership in societies whose publications are 
available to members only or to members at a price lower than to 
the general public; not to exceed $350,000 for printing and bind-
ing; $12,000,000, of which not to exceed $56,000 shall be available 
for performing the duties imposed upon the Civil Service Commis-
sion by the Act of July 19, 1940 (54 Stat. 767); not to exceed $362,198 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
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39 sU. t. C. 32e- mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; for a health service pro-
32h. ' § gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658);

o Wstar. 03." for payment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act
5sU. s'. 150. of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601); and not to exceed $5,000 for
28 U. . C. §. 921, actuarial services by contract, without regard to section 3709, Revised

1i U. S.0.o5. Statutes, as amended: Provided, That no details from any execu-Detais. tive department or independent establishment in the District of Colum-
bia or elsewhere to the Commission's central office in Washington or
to any of its regional offices shall be made during the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1948, but this shall not affect the making of details for
service as members of the boards of examiners outside the immediate
offices of the Commission in Washington or of the regional directors,
nor shall it affect the making of details of persons qualified to serve

fEmeorg trn as expert examiners on special subjects: Provided fwrther, That theCivil Service Commission shall have power in case of emergency to
transfer or detail any of its employees to or from its office or field
force.

Lgal Examining No part of the appropriations herein made to the Civil ServiceCommission shall be available for the salaries and expenses of the
Legal Examining Unit in the Examining and Personnel Utilization
Division of the Commission, established pursuant to Executive Order3 FR, 1943 Supp., Numbered 9358 of July 1, 1943.

ompesatso1 or No part of appropriations herein shall be used to pay the compen-
opervisory poitgion, sation of officers and employees of the Civil Service Commission who

et. allocate or reallocate supervisory positions in the classified civil service
solely on the size of the group, section, bureau, or other organization
unit, or on the number of subordinates supervised. References to size
of the group, section, bureau, or other organization unit or the number
of subordinates supervised may be given effect only to the extent
warranted by the work load of such organization unit and then onlyin combination with other factors, such as the kind, difficulty, and
complexity of work supervised, the degree and scope of responsibility
delegated to the supervisor, and the kind, degree, and value of the
supervision actually exercised.

PANAMA CANAL CONSTRUCTION ANNUITY FUND

58 Stat. 257.
48 U. S. 0. 1§ 1373-

1373g.

41 Stat. 614.
5 U. S. C. 1 691 t

Ante, pp. 135, 453.

46 Stat. 1471.
48 U. S. C. I§ 1371-

1371p.
PoA, p. 743.

5 U. S. C. I 745-
:745r.

Panama Canal construction annuity fund: For payment of annui-
ties authorized by the Act of May 29, 1944 (Public Law 319),
$1,910,000.

CIVIL-SERVICE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

For financing the liability of the United States, created by the Actapproved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory thereof (5 U. S. C.chap. 14), $244,000,000, which amount shall be placed to the creditof the "civil-service retirement and disability fund".

CANAL ZONE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

For financing the liability of the United States, created by the Act
approved March 2, 1931, and Acts amendatory thereof (48 U. S. C.1371n), $1,177,000, which amount shall be placed to the credit of the"Canal Zone retirement and disability fund".

ALASKA RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND

For financing the liability of the United States created by the Actapproved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2017), $217,000, which amount shall
be placed to the credit of the "Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-
ability fund."

[61 STAT.590 
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:211i. 
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mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; for a health service pro-
gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; 
for payment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act 
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601) ; and not to exceed $5,000 for 
actuarial services by contract, without regard to section 3709, Revised 
Statutes, as amended: Provided, That no details from any execu-
tive department or independent establishment in the District of Colum-
bia or elsewhere to the Commission's central office in Washington or 
to any of its regional offices shall be made during the fiscal year end-
ing Jmie 30, 1948, but this shall not affect the making of details for 
service as members of the boards of examiners outside the immediate 
offices of the Commission in Wachington or of the regional directors, 
nor shall it affect the making of details of persons qualified to serve 

Emergency trans' as expert examiners on special subjects: Provided further, That the fors or details.  

Civil Service Commission shall have power in case of emergency to 
transfer or detail any of its employees to or from its office or field 
force. 

Unit. 
Legal Examining No part of the appropriations herein made to the Civil Service 

Commission shall be available for the salaries and expenses of the 
Legal Examining Unit in the Examining and Personnel Utilization 
Division of the Commission, established pursuant to Executive Order 

3 CFR, 1943 Bopp., 
P. 30. Numbered 9358 of July 1, 1943. 

officers ang sn-
Compensation of NO part of appropriations herein shall be used to pay the compen-

pervisoryll ocatipositions, sation of officers and employees of the Civil Service Commission who 
etc. allocate or reallocate supervisory positions in the classified civil service 

solely on the size of the group, section, bureau, or other organization 
unit, or on the number of subordinates supervised. References to size 
of the group, section, bureau, or other organization unit or the number 
of subordinates supervised may be given effect only to the extent 
warranted by the work load of such organization unit and then only 
in combination with other factors, such as the kind, difficulty, and 
complexity of work supervised, the degree and scope of responsibility 
delegated to the supervisor, and the kind, degree, and value of the 
supervision actually exercised. 

PANAMA CANAL CONSTRUCTION ANNUITY FUND 

Panama Canal construction annuity fund: For payment of annui-
48 U. B. C. if 1373- 58 Stat. 257. ties authorized by the Act of May 29, 1944 (Public Law 319), 

1373g. $1,910,000. 

41 Stat. 614. 
5 U. 8. C. § 691 et 

-seq. 
Ante, pp. 135, 453. 

46 Stat. 1471. 
48 U. S. C. §§ 1371-

1371p. 
Peat. P. 743-

5 U. S. C. §§ 745-
745r. 

CIVIL-SERVICE R I EMENT AND DISABILITY FUND 

For financing the liability of the United States, created by the Act 
approved May 22, 1920, and Acts amendatory thereof (5 U. S. C. 
chap. 14), $244,000,000, which amount shall be placed to the credit 
of the "civil-service retirement and disability fund". 

CANAL ZONE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY F1TND 

For financing the liability of the United States, created by the Act 
approved March 2, 1931, and Acts amendatory thereof (48 U. S. C. 
1371n), $1,177,000, which amount shall be placed to the credit of the 
"Canal Zone retirement and disability fund". 

ALASKA RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY FUND 

For financing the liability of the United States created by the Act 
approved June 29, 1936 (19 Stat. 2017), $217,000, which amount shall 
be placed to the credit of the "Alaska Railroad retirement and dis-
ability fund." 
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in performing the
duties imposed by the Communications Act of 1934, approved June
19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064), the Ship Act of 1910, approved June 24, 1910,
as amended (46 U. S. C. 484-487,) the International Radiotelegraphic
Convention (45 Stat., pt. 2, p. 2760) Executive Order 3513, dated July
9, 1921, as amended under date of June 30, 1934, relating to applica-
tions for submarine cable licenses, and the radiotelegraphy provisions
of the Convention for Promoting Safety of Life at Sea, ratified by
the President July 7, 1936, including contract stenographic reporting
services, special counsel fees, health service program as authorized
by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), improvement and care of
grounds and repairs to buildings (not to exceed $17,500), purchase of
eighteen passenger motor vehicles, travel expenses (not to exceed
$122,500), not to exceed $18,600 for deposit in the general fund of the
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by section 2 of the Act of
June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), reimbursements to ships of the
United States for charges incurred by such ships in transmitting in-
formation in compliance with section 357 of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, $6,200,000, of which amount not to exceed
$3,612,500 may be expended for personal services in the District of
Columbia.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Federal
Communications Commission, $40,000.

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the work of the
Commission as authorized by law except for the work authorized by
the Act of June 28, 1938 (33 U. S. C. 701j), and sections 10 and 12
of the Act of December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534) authorizing the
construction of certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood
control, and for other purposes, including the health service program
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 65S) ; pay-
ment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August
2, 1946 (Public Law 601); purchase of five and hire of passenger
motor vehicles, $3,590,000; of which amounlt not to exceed $2,082,0(H)
shall be available for personal services in the District of Columbia
exclusive of not to exceed $10,000 for special counsel and temporary
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $35 (unless a higher
rate, not exceeding $50, shall be approved by the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget) per diem for individuals.

Flood-control surveys: For expenses necessary for the work of the
Commission as authorized by the Act of June 28, 1938 (33 U. S. C.
701j), and sections 10 and 12 of the Act of December 22, 1944 (Public
Law 534), including contract stenographic reporting services;
$266,500, of which amount not to exceed $114,900 shall be available
for personal services in the District of Columbia.

For printing and binding, including engraving, lithographing, and
photolithographing, $54,000.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $7,500.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal
services in the District of Columbia; health service program as author-
ized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); payment of claims

47 U. S. C. § 151
Ct seq.

Ante, pp. 450, 451,
454.

36 Stat. 629.

50 Stat. 1146.

60 Stat. 903.
5 U.S. .. 150.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. § 321d.

50 Stat. 195.
47 U.S. C. §357.

52 Stat. 1215; 58
Stat. 891, 904.

33 U. S. C. § 701b
Lf seq.

60 Stat. 903.
I U. S. C. 150.
4) Stat. 843.

2S U. . C. J. 921,
92'2.

60 Stat. 810.
5 U.8.C . 55a.

Supra.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. §§ 321e-

321h.
Ante, p. 450.

60 Stat. 903.
a U. S. C. I 15.
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses in performing the 
duties imposed by the Communications Act of 1934, approved June 
19, 1934 (48 Stat. 1064), the Ship Act of 1910, approved June 24, 1910, 
as amended (46 U. S. C. 484 1.870 the International Radiotelegraphic 
Convention (45 Stat., pt. 2, p. 2760), Executive Order 3513, dated July 
9, 1921, as amended under date of June 30, 1934, relating to applica-
tions for submarine cable licenses, and the radiotelegraphy provisions 
of the Convention for Promoting Safety of Life at Sea, ratified by 
the President July 7, 1936, including contract stenographic reporting 
services, special counsel fees, health service program as authorized 
by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), improvement and care of 
grounds and repairs to buildings (not to exceed $17,500), purchase of 
eighteen passenger motor vehicles, travel expenses (not to exceed 
$122,500), not to exceed $18,600 for deposit in the general fund of the 
Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by section 2 of the Act of 
June 28, 1941 (Public Law 364), reimbursements to ships of the 
United States for charges incurred by such ships in transmitting in-
formation in compliance with section 357 of the Communications Act 
of 1934, as amended, $6,200,000, of which amount not to exceed 
$3,612,500 may be expended for personal services in the District of 
Columbia. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Federal 
Communications Commission, S40,000. 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the work of the 
Commission as authorized by law except for the work authorized by 
the Act of June 28, 1938 (33 U. S. C. 701j), and sections 10 and 12 
of the Act of December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534) authorizing the 
construction of certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood 
control, and for other purposes, including the health service program 
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; pay-
ment of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 601) ; purchase of five and hire of passenger 
motor vehicles, $3,590,000; of which amount not to exceed $2,082,000 
shall be available for personal services in m the District of Colubia 
exclusive of not to exceed $10,000 for special counsel and temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $35 (unless a higher 
rate, not exceeding $50, shall be approved by the Director of the 
Bureau of the Budget) per diem for individuals. 

Flood-control surveys: For expenses necessary for the work of the 
Commission as authorized by the Act of June 28, 1938 (33 U. S. C. 
701j), and sections 10 and 12 of the Act of December 22, 1944 (Public 
Law 534), including contract stenographic reporting services; 
$266,500, of which amount not to exceed $114,900 shall be available 
for personal services in the District of Columbia. 
For printing and binding, including engraving, lithographing, and 

photolithographing, $54,000. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 

for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $7,500. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; health service program as author-
ized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; payment of claims 
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60 Stat. 843.
28 U. S. C. i 921,

922.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. .. 321d.

64 Stat. 1128.
15 U. . c. . 68-

681.

determined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims
Act (Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 601); contract stenographic
reporting services; newspapers not to exceed $500; not to exceed $8,000
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944; and purchase
of one passenger motor vehicle; $2,900,120, of which not less than
$228,695 shall be available for the enforcement of the Wool Products
Labeling Act: Provided, That no part of the funds appropriated
herein for the Federal Trade Commission shall be expended upon
any investigation hereafter provided by concurrent resolution of the
Congress until funds are appropriated subsequently to the enactment
of such resolution to finance the cost of such investigation.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Federal
Trade Commission, $55,000.

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

Ate, p. 422. OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses in the Office of
the Administrator in the District of Columbia, including the salaries
of an Assistant Administrator and a general counsel at $10,000 each
per annum; printing and binding (not to exceed $6,000); purchase of
newspapers and periodicals (not to exceed $150); health service pro-

60 Stat. 0. gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658);
5 U.S C. preparation, shipment, and installation of photographic displays,

exhibits, and other descriptive materials; purchase of one passenger
motor vehicle (not to exceed $2,500); travel expenses; not to exceed

6 Stat. 810. $4,000 for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act
5 U. S. C. of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) but at rates for individuals not

in excess of $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be
approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem;
$344,540.

Public Works Administration liquidation: The funds made avail-
able for "Public Works Administration liquidation" by the Second
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1944, as amended by the First Deficiency
Appropriation Act 1945, the First Deficiency Appropriation Act,

so stat. 602; 59 Stat. 19462 and the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, are hereby80, 638; 60 Stat. 611.
continued available until June 30, 1948, of which not to exceed $33,000
shall be available for administrative expenses during the fiscal year
1948.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Federal Works Agency as required by

5 Stat. 394. - the Act of June 28, 1944, $30,000.39 U. S. C. if 321ca
32 . Damage claims: For claims arising from the activity of the Federal

60 tat. 842. Works Agency, determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort
928 U. . C. 921, Claims Act, $10,000.9WA 931-934, 941-946.

Post, p. 722.

Post, p. 697.

Repair, operation,
etc.

36 Stat. 537.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION

For carrying into effect the provisions of the Public Buildings Acts,
as provided in section 6 of the Act of May 30, 1908 (31 U. S. C. 683),
and for the repair, preservation, and upkeep of all completed public
buildings under the control of the Federal Works Agency, the mechan-
ical equipment and the grounds thereof, and sites acquired for
buildings, and for the operation of certain completed and occupied
buildings under the control of the Federal Works Agency, including
furniture and repairs thereof, but exclusive, with respect to operation,
of buildings of the United States Coast Guard, of hospitals, quarantine
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determined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims 
Act (Act of August 2, 1916, Public Law 601) ; contract stenographic 
reporting services; newspapers not to exceed $500; not to exceed. $8,000 
for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944; and purchase 
of one passenger motor vehicle; $2,900,120, of which not less than 
$228,695 shall be available for the enforcement of the Wool Products 
Labeling Act: Provided, That no part of the funds appropriated 
herein for the Federal Trade Commission shall be expended upon 
any investigation hereafter provided by concurrent resolution of the 
Congress until funds are appropriated subsequently to the enactment 
of such resolution to finance the cost of such investigation. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Federal 
Trade Commission, $55,000. 

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY 

OFFICE OF '111.0, ADMINISTRATOR 

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses in the Office of 
the Administrator in the District of Columbia, including the salaries 
of an Assistant Administrator and a general counsel at $10,000 each 
per annum; printing and binding (not to exceed $6,000) ; purchase of 
newspapers and periodicals (not to exceed $150) ' • health service pro-
gram as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; 
preparation, shipment, and installation of photographic displays, 
exhibits, and other descriptive materials; purchase of one passenger 
motor vehicle (not to exceed $2,500) ; travel expenses; not to exceed 
$4,000 for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act 
of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) but at rates for individuals not 
in excess of $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be 
approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem; 
$344,540. 

Public Works Administration liquidation: The funds made avail-
able for "Public Works Administration liquidation" by the Second 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1944, as amended by the First Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, 1945, the First Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
19462 and the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, are hereby 
continued available until June 30, 1948, of which not to exceed $33,000 
shall be available for administrative expenses during the fiscal year 
1948. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 

for cost of penalty mail of the Federal Works Agency as required by 
the Act of June 28, 1944, $30,000. 
Damage claims: For claims arising from the activity of the Federal 

Works Agency, determined and settled pursuant to the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, $10,000. 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION 

For carrying into effect the provisions of the Public Buildings Acts, 
as provided in section 6 of the Act of May 30, 1908 (31 U. S. C. 683) , 
and for the repair, preservation, and upkeep of all completed public 
buildings under the control of the Federal Works Agency, the mechan-
ical equipment and the grounds thereof, and sites acquired for 
buildings, and for the operation of certain completed and occupied 
buildings under the control of the Federal Works Agency, including 
furniture and repairs thereof, but exclusive, with respect to operation, 
of buildings of the United States Coast Guard, of hospitals, quarantine 
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stations, and other Public Health Service buildings, mints, bullion
depositories, and assay offices, and buildings operated by the Treasury
and Post Office Departments in the District of Columbia:

General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses of the
Public Buildings Administration, including personal services in the
District of Columbia, and printing and binding (not to exceed
$32,500); ground rent of the Federal buildings at Salamanca, New
York, and Columbus, Mississippi, for which payment may be made
in advance; $2,160,500: Provided, That the foregoing appropriations
shall not be available for the cost of surveys, plaster models, progress
photographs, test pits and borings, or mill and shop inspections, but
the cost thereof shall be construed to be chargeable against the con-
struction appropriations of the respective projects to which they
relate.

Repair, preservation, and equipment, outside the District of Colum-
bia: For the repair, alteration, improvement, preservation, and equip-
ment, not otherwise provided for, of completed Federal buildings, the
grounds and approaches thereof, wharves, and piers, together with
the necessary dredging adjacent thereto, and care and safeguarding
of sites acquired for Federal buildings and of surplus real property,
the custody of which is the responsibility of the Public Buildings
Administration under the Act of August 27, 1935, pending sale or
disposition; the demolition of buildings thereon; the purchase and
repair of equipment and fixtures in buildings under the administration
of the Federal Works Agency; and for changes in, maintenance of,
and repairs to the pneumatic-tube system in New York City installed
under franchise of the city of New York, approved June 29, 1909,
and June 11, 1928, and the payment of any obligations arising there-
under in accordance with the provisions of the Acts approved August
5, 1909 (36 Stat. 120), and May 15, 1928 (45 Stat. 533); $10,000,000:
Provided, That the total expenditures for the fiscal year for the repair
and preservation of buildings not reserved by the vendors on sites
acquired for buildings or the enlargement of buildings and the instal-
lation and repair of the mechanical equipment thereof shall not exceed
20 per centum of the annual rental of such buildings.

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the District
of Columbia and adjacent area: For expenses necessary for the admin-
istration, protection, maintenance, and improvement of public
buildings and grounds in the District of Columbia and the area
adjacent thereto, maintained and operated by the Public Buildings
Administration, including repair, preservation, and equipment of
buildings operated by the Treasury and Post Office Departments in
the District of Columbia; rent of buildings; demolition of buildings;
expenses incident to moving various executive departments and estab-
lishments in connection with the assignment, allocation, transfer, and
survey of building space; traveling expenses; health service program
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); the
purchase of two passenger motor vehicles; furnishings and equipment;
arms and ammunition for the guard force; purchase, repair, and
cleaning of uniforms for guards and elevator conductors; $29,715,000:
Provided, That all furniture now owned by the United States in other
public buildings or in buildings rented by the United States shall be
used, so far as practicable, whether or not it corresponds with the
present regulation plan for furniture.

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds outside the
District of Columbia: For expenses necessary for the administration,
operation, protection, and maintenance of public buildings and
grounds outside the District of Columbia maintained and operated by
the Public Buildings Administration, including cleaning, heating,
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stations, and other Public Health Service buildings, mints, bullion 
depositories, and assay offices and buildings operated by the Treasury 
and Post Office Departments in the District of Columbia: 
General administrative expenses: For necessary expenses of the 

Public Buildings Administration, including personal services in the 
District of Columbia and printing and binding (not to exceed 
$32,500) ; ground rent? of the Federal buildings at Salamanca, New 
York, and Columbus, Mississippi, for which payment may be made 
in advance; $2,160,500: Provided, That the foregoing appropriations 
shall not be available for the cost of surveys, plaster models, progress 
photographs, test pits and borings' or mill and shop inspections, but 
the cost thereof shall be construed to be chargeable against the con-
struction appropriations of the respective projects to which they 
relate. 

Repair, preservation, and equipment, outside the District of Colum-
bia: For the repair, alteration, improvement, preservation, and equip-
ment, not otherwise provided for, of completed Federal buildings, the 
grounds and approaches thereof, wharves, and piers, together with 
the necessary dredging adjacent thereto, and care an safeguarding 
of sites acquired for Federal buildings and of surplus real property, 
the custody of which is the responsibility of the Public Buildings 
Administration under the Act of August 27, 1935, pending sale or 
disposition; the demolition of buildings thereon; the purchase and 
repair of equipment and fixtures in buildings under the administration 
of the Federal Works Agency; and for changes in, maintenance of, 
and repairs to the pneumatic-tube system in New York City installed 
under franchise of the city of New York, approved June 29, 1909, 
and June 11, 1928, and the payment of any obligations arising there-
under in accordance with the provisions of the Acts approved August 
5, 1909 (36 Stat. 120), and May 15, 1928 (45 Stat. 533) ; $10,000,000: 
Provided, That the total expenditures for the fiscal year for the repair 
and preservation of buildings not reserved by the vendors on sites 
acquired for buildings or the enlargement of buildings and the instal-
lation and repair of the mechanical equipment thereof shall not exceed 
20 per centum of the annual rental of such buildings. 

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds in the District 
of Columbia and adjacent area: For expenses necessary for the admin-
istration, protection maintenance, and improvement of public 
buildings and grounds in the District of Columbia and the area 
adjacent thereto, maintained and operated by the Public Building's 
Administration, including repair, preservation, and equipment of 
buildings operated by the Treasury and Post Office Departments in 
the District of Columbia; rent of buildings; demolition of buildings; 
expenses incident to moving various executive departments and estab-
lishments in connection with the assignment, allocation, transfer, and 
survey of building space; traveling expenses; health service program 
as authorized by the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; the 
purchase of two passenger motor vehicles; furnishings and equipment; 
arms and ammunition for the guard force; purchase, repair, and 
cleaning of uniforms for guards and elevator conductors; $29,715,000: 
Provided, That all furniture now owned by the United States in other 
public buildings or in buildings rented by the United States shall be 
used, so far as practicable' whether or not it corresponds with the 
present regulation plan for furniture. 

Salaries and expenses, public buildings and grounds outside the 
District of Columbia: For expenses necessary for the administration, 
operation, protection, and maintenance of public buildings and 
grounds outside the District of Columbia maintained and operated by 
the Public Buildings Administration, including cleaning, heating, 
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lighting, rental of buildings and equipment, supplies, materials, fur-
nishings and equipment, personal services in the District of Columbia,
arms, ammunition, uniforms for guards and elevator conductors,
expenses incident to moving Government agencies in connection with
the assignment, allocation, and transfer of building space, the restora-

se of present fur- tion of leased premises, $20,608,000: Provided, That all furniture now
owned by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings
rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, whether
or not it corresponds with the present regulation plan for furniture.

Perdiem employees. Under the appropriations for salaries and expenses, public buildings
and grounds in and outside the District of Columbia, per diem
employees may be paid at rates approved by the Commissioner of
Public Buildings not exceeding current rates for similar services
in the place where such services are employed, and such employees
in emergencies may be entered on duty subject to confirmation by the
Federal Works Administrator.

Communication The appropriations for salaries and expenses, public buildings and
grounds in and outside the District of Columbia, shall be available for
printing and binding and for communication services serving one or

veh to mo tor more governmental activities, and for services to motor vehicles, and
where such services, together with quarters, maintenance, or other
services, are furnished on a reimbursable basis to any governmental
activity, such activity shall make payment therefor promptly by
check upon the request of the Public Buildings Administration, either
in advance or after the service has been furnished, for deposit to the
credit of the applicable appropriation, of all or part of the estimated
or actual cost thereof, as the case may be, proper adjustment upon the

Trbanser , asis of actual cost to be made for services paid for in advance.
ettar. us, Return of departmental functions to the seat of government: For

all expenses, including personal services in the District of Columbia
and travel and other expenses of the Public Buildings Adminis-
tration incident thereto, necessary to provide for the transfer to the
seat of government of such bureaus, offices, agencies, or activities of
the Federal Government as are designated from time to time by the
President, which were removed from, or established at places other
than, the seat of government by reason of the national emergency,
including the expenses of travel of employees transferred; trans-
portation of immediate families of employees; the expenses of
packing, crating, drayage transportation, temporary storage, unpack-
ing, and uncrating of household goods and personal effects, in
accordance with regulations approved by the President; and the
payment to employees of special allowances at $5 per day after arrival
at destination for six days for employees, plus $2.50 per day additional
for six days for each member of immediate families of employees;

nture,et. $900,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That removal
to the seat of government of Government-owned or leased furniture,
equipment, supplies, and other property and household goods and
personal effects of employees, and costs of restoration of leased office
space when required, may be accomplished without regard to section

Transfer of i s. 3709 of the Revised Statutes: Provided further, That such sums as
may be determined by the Commissioner of Public Buildings to be
necessary therefor may be transferred to other agencies concerned
for the payment to the transferred employees of the allowances
mentioned herein.

Site and building, west central heating plant, Washington, District
of Columbia: For an additional amount for "Site and building, west
central heating plant, Washington, District of Columbia", including
the objects specified under this head in the First Supplemental Civil
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lighting, rental of buildings and equipment, supplies, materials, fur-
nishings and equipment, personal services in the District of Columbia, 
arms, ammunition, uniforms for guards and. elevator conductors, 
expenses incident to moving Government agencies in connection with 
the assignment, allocation, and transfer of building space, the restora-
tion of leased premises, $20,608,000: Provided, That all furniture now 
owned by the United States in other public buildings or in buildings 
rented by the United States shall be used, so far as practicable, whether 
or not it corresponds with the present regulation plan for furniture. 
Under the appropriations for salaries and expenses, public buildings 

and grounds in and outside the District of Columbia, . per diem 
employees may be paid at rates approved by the Commissioner. of 
Public Buildings not exceeding current rates for similar services 
in the place where such services are employed, and such employees 
in emergencies may be entered on duty subject to confirmation by the 
Federal Works Administrator. 
The appropriations for salaries and expenses, public buildings and 

grounds in and outside the District of Columbia, shall be available for 
printing and binding and for communication services serving one or 
more governmental activities, and for services to motor vehicles, and 
where such services, together with quarters, maintenance, or other 
services, are furnished on a reimbursable basis to any governmental 
activity, such activity shall make payment therefor promptly by 
check upon the request of the Public Buildings Administration, either 
in advance or after the service has been furnished, for deposit to the 
credit of the applicable appropriation, of all or part of the estimated 
or actual cost thereof, as the case may be, proper adjustment upon the 
basis of actual cost to be made for services paid for in advance. 
Return of departmental functions to the seat of government: For 

all expenses, including personal services in the District of Columbia 
and travel and other expenses of the Public Buildings Adminis-
tration incident thereto, necessary to provide for the transfer to the 
seat of government of such bureaus, offices, agencies, or activities of 
the Federal Government as are designated from time to time by the 
President, which were removed from, or established at places other 
than, the seat of government by reason of the national emergency, 
including the expenses of travel of employees transferred; trans-
portation of immediate families of employees; the expenses of 
packing, crating, drayage, transportation, temporary storage, unpack-
ing, and uncratmg of household goods and personal effects, in 
accordance with regulations approved by the President; and the 
payment to employees of special allowances at $5 per day after arrival 
at destination for six days for employees, plus $2.50 per day additional 
for six days for each member of immediate families of employees; 
$900,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That removal 
to the seat of government of Government-owned or leased furniture, 
equipment, supplies, and other property and household goods and 
personal effects of employees, and costs of restoration of leased office 
space when required, may be accomplished without regard to section 
3709 of the Revised Statutes: Provided further, That such sums as 
may be determined by the Commissioner of Public Buildings to be 
necessary therefor may be transferred to other agencies concerned 
for the payment to the transferred employees of the allowances 
mentioned herein. 

Site and building, west .central heating plant, Washington, District 
of Columbia: For an additional amount for "Site and building, west 
central heating plant, Washington, District of Columbia", including 
the objects specified under this head in the First Supplemental Civil 
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Functions Appropriation Act, 1941, and as authorized by the Acts
of December 23, 1941 (Public Law 371), and June 14, 1946 (Public
Law 413), $1,250,000, to remain available until expended.

Hospital center, District of Columbia: For preliminary expenses,
including acquisition of site, necessary in carrying out the provisions
of the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 648), $1,700,000, to remain
available until expended: Provided, That if the site selected by the
Federal Works Administrator is under Government ownership, said
site shall be transferred to the said Administrator, without exchange
of funds.

National Institute of Mental Health: For the acquisition of site or
sites, the preparation of drawings and specifications, and the perform-
ance of other work for the accomplishment thereof for the National
Institute of Mental Health, as authorized by section 11 of the Act
of July 3, 1946 (Public Law 487), $850,000, to remain available until
expended.

Funds available to the Public Building Administration for con-
struction shall be available for temporary services as authorized by
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates for
individuals not in excess of $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding
$50, shall be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget)
per diem.

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION

General administrative expenses: For the employment of persons
and means, including rent, advertising (including advertising in the
city of Washington for work to be performed in areas adjacent
thereto), printing and binding (not to exceed $49,600), purchase of
periodicals, purchase of one hundred passenger motor vehicles, health
service program as authorized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law
658), and the preparation, distribution, and display of exhibits, in
the city of Washington and elsewhere for the purpose of conducting
research and investigational studies, either independently or in
cooperation with State highway departments, or other agencies,
including studies of highway administration, legislation, finance,
economics, transport, construction, operation? maintenance, utilization,
and safety, and of street and highway trafic control; invest igat ions
and experiments in the best methods of road making, especially by
the use of local materials; and studies of types of mechanical plants
and appliances used for road building and maintenace, and of methods
of road repair and maintenance suited to the needs of different
localities; for maintenance and repairs of experimental highways;
for furnishing expert advice on these subjects; for collating, reporting,
and illustrating the results of same; and for preparing, publishing,
and distributing bulletins and reports; to be paid from any moneys
available from the administrative funds provided under the Act of
July 11, 1916, as amended (23 U. S. C. 21), or as otherwise provided.

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY SYSTEM

For carrying out the provisions of "An Act to provide that the
United States shall aid the States in the construction of rural post
roads, and for other purposes", as amended (23 U. S. C. 1-117),
including personal services in the District of Columbia, $10,288,854,
to be immediately available and to remain available until expended,
which sum is composed of $5,000,000, the remainder of the amount
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1943 by section 1 of
the Act approved September 5, 1940 (Public Law 780), and $3,171,950
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Functions Appropriation Act, 1911, and as authorized by the Acts 
of December 23, 1941 (Public Law 371), and June 14, 1946 (Public 
Law 413), $1,250,000, to remain available until expended. 

Hospital center, District of Columbia: For preliminary expenses, 
including acquisition of site, necessary in carrying out the provisions 
of the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 648), $1,700,000, to remain 
available until expended: Provided, That if the site selected by the 
Federal Works Administrator is under Government ownership, said 
site shall be transferred to the said Administrator, without exchange 
of funds. 

National Institute of Mental Health: For the acquisition of site or 
sites, the preparation of drawings and specifications, and the perform-
ance of other work for the accomplishment thereof for the National 
Institute of Mental Health, as authorized by section 11 of the Act 
of July 3, 1946 (Public Law 487), $850,000, to remain available until 
expended. 
Funds available to the Public Building Administration for con-

struction shall be available for temporary services as authorized by 
section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates for 
individuals not in excess of $35 (unless a higher rate, not exceeding 
$50, shall be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget) 
per diem. 

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION 

General administrative expenses: For the employment of persons 
and means, including rent, advertising (including advertising in the 
city of Washington for work to be performed in areas adjacent 
thereto), printing and binding (not to exceed $49,600), purchase of 
periodicals, purchase of one hundred passenger motor vehicles, health 
service program as authorized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 
658), and the preparation, distribution, and display of exhibits, in 
the city of Washington and elsewhere for the purpose of conducting 
research and investigational studies, either independently or in 
cooperation with State highway departments, or other agencies, 
including studies of highway administration, legislation, finance, 
economics, transport, construction, operation? maintenance, utilization, 
and safety, and of street and highway traffic control; invest igations 
and experiments in the best methods of road making, especially by 
the use of local materials; and .studies of types of mechanical plants 
and appliances used for road building and rnaintenace, and of methods 
of road repair and maintenance suited to the needs of different 
localities; for maintenance and repairs of experimental highways; 
for furnishing expert advice on these subjects; for collating, reporting, 
and illustrating the results of same; and for preparing, publishing, 
and distributing bulletins and reports; to be paid from any moneys 
available from the administrative funds provided under the Act of 
July 11, 1916, as amended (23 U. S. C. 21), or as otherwise provided. 

FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

For carrying out the provisions of "An Act to provide that the 
United States shall aid the States in the construction of rural post 
roads, and for other purposes", as amended (23 U. S. C. 1-117), 
including personal services in the District of Columbia, $10,288,854, 
to be immediately available and to remain available until expended, 
which sum is composed of $5,000,000, the remainder of the amount 
authorized to be appropriated for the fiscal year 1943 by section 1 of 
the Act approved September 5, 1940 (Public Law 780), and $3,171,950 
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and $2,116,904, the latter sums being for the reimbursement of the
sums expended for the repair or reconstructin of highways and
bridges which have been damaged or destroyed by floods, hurricanes,
or landslides, as provided for by section 3 of the Act approved June

48Stat. 994; 57tat. 18, 1934 (Public Law 393), and by section 7 of the Act approved
23 U. s. . i13a, July 13, 1943 (Public Law 146): Provided, That none of the money
3bonvict labor. herein appropriated shall be paid to any State on account of any

project on which convict labor shall be employed, except this provision
shall not apply to convict labor performed by convicts on parole

Caargesfor desig- or probation: Provided further, That, during the fiscal year 1948,
whenever performing authorized engineering or other services in
connection with the survey, construction, and maintenance, or improve-
ment of roads for other Government agencies, cooperating foreign
countries and State cooperating agencies the charge for such services
may include depreciation on engineering and road-building equipment
used, and the amounts received on account of such charges shall be

Wacrets mante- credited to the appropriation concerned: Provided further, That
during the fiscal year 1948 the appropriations for the work of the
Public Roads Administration shall be available for meeting the
expenses of warehouse maintenance and the procurement, care, and
handling of supplies, materials, and equipment stored therein for
distribution to projects under the supervision of the Public Roads
Administration, and for sale and distribution to other Government
activities, cooperating foreign countries and State cooperating
agencies, the cost of such supplies and materials or the value of such
equipment (including the cost of transportation and handling) to be
reimbursed to appropriations current at the time additional supplies,
materials, or equipment are procured, from the appropriation
chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies, materials, or

Medical supplies, equipment: Provided further, That the appropriations available toetc., Inemergencies.
the Public Roads Administration may be used in emergency for
medical supplies and services and other assistance necessary for the
immediate relief of employees engaged on hazardous work under

Temporary rvices. that Administration, and (not exceeding $15,000) for temporary
60 stat. 810. services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946

. (Public Law 600), but at rates for individuals not in excess of $35
(unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be approved by the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem.

Inter-American For all necessary expenses to enable the President to utilize the
Fulfillment o U. s. services of the Public Roads Administration in fulfilling the obliga-

obliion. tions of the United States under the Convention on the Pan-American
Highway Between the United States and Other American Republics,
signed at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, and proclaimed September
16, 1937 (51 Stat. 152), for the continuation of cooperation with
several governments, members of the Pan American Union, in con-
nection with the survey and construction of the Inter-American
Highway as provided in public resolution, approved March 4, 1929

45 tat. 1697. (Public Resolution 104), as amended or supplemented, and for per-
orming engineering service in pan-American countries for and upon

the request of any agency or governmental corporation of the United
States, $100,000 to be derived from the administrative funds provided

48tat. 27. under the Act of July 11, 1916, as amended or supplemented (23
U. S. C. 21), or as otherwise provided.

FEDERAL-AID SECONDARY OR FEEDER ROADS

For secondary or feeder roads, including farm-to-market roads,
rural-free-delivery mail roads, and public-school bus routes, $3,000,000,
to be immediately available and to remain available until expended,
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and $2,116,904, the latter sums being for the reimbursement of the 
sums expended for the repair or reconstructin of highways and 
bridges which have been &imaged or destroyed by floods, hurricanes, 
or landslides, as provided for by section 3 of the Act approved June 
18, 1934 (Public Law 393), and by section 7 of the Act approved 
July 13, 1943 (Public Law 146) : Provided, That none of the money 
herein appropriated shall be paid to any State on account of any 
project on which convict labor shall be employed, except this provision 
shall not apply to convict labor performed by convicts on parole 
or probation: Provided further, That, during the fiscal year 1948, 
whenever performing authorized engineering or other services in 
connection with the survey, construction, and maintenance, or improve-
ment of roads for other Government agencies, cooperating foreign 
countries and State cooperating agencies the charge for such services 
may include depreciation on engineering and road-building equipment 
used, and the amounts received on account of such charges shall be 
credited to the appropriation concerned: Provided fug-then That 
during the fiscal year 1918 the appropriations for the work of the 
Public Roads Administration shall be available for meeting the 
expenses of warehouse maintenance and the procurement, care, and 
handling of supplies, materials, and equipment stored therein for 
distribution to projects under the supervision of the Public Roads 
Administration, and for sale and distribution to other Government 
activities, cooperating foreign countries and State cooperating 
agencies, the cost of such supplies and materials or the value of such 
equipment (including the cost of transportation and handling) to be 
reimbursed to appropriations current at the time additional supplies, 
materials or equipment are procured, from the appropriation 
chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies, materials, or 
equipment: Provided further, That the appropriations available to 
the Public Roads Administration may be used in emergency for 
medical supplies and services and other assistance necessary for the 
immediate relief of employees engaged on hazardous work under 
that Administration, and (not exceeding $15,000) for temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), but at rates for individuals not in excess of $35 
(unless a higher rate, not exceeding $50, shall be approved by the 
Director of the Bureau of the Budget) per diem. 
For all necessary expenses to enable the President to utilize the, 

services of the Public Roads Administration in fulfilling the obliga-
tions of the United States under the Convention on the Pan-American 
Highway Between the United States and Other American Republics, 
signed at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, and proclaimed September 
16, 1937 (51 Stat. 152), for the continuation of cooperation with 
several governments, members of the Pan American Union in con- - 
nection with the survey and construction of the Inter-American 
Highway as provided in public resolution, approved March 4, 1929 
(Public Resolution 104), as amended or supplemented, and for per-
forming engineering service in pan-American countries for and upon_ 
the request of any agency or governmental corporation of the United 
States, $100,000 to be derived from the administrative funds provided 
under the Act of July 11, 1916, as amended or supplemented (23 
U. S. C. 21), or as otherwise provided. 

FEDERAL-MD SECONDARY on FEEDER ROADS 

For secondary or feeder roads, including farm-to-market roads,, 
rural-free-delivery mail roads, and public-school bus routes, $3,000,000, 
to be immediately available and to remain available until expended, 
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which sum is the remainder of the amount authorized to be appro-
priated for the fiscal year 1943, by section 2 of the Act approved
September 5, 1940 (Public Law 780). Any funds, not exceeding
$11,000,000, heretofore apportioned to any State and unobligated may
be used to pay the State's pro rata for any projects on the Federal
aid and Federal aid secondary roads approved under the provi-
sions of section 3 of Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 993), section 4,
Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 633), and section 7 of Act of July 13, 1943
(57 Stat. 560).

FEDERAL-AID POSTWAR HIGHWAYS

For carrying out the provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act
of 1944 (Public Law 521), $247,711,146, to be immediately available
and to remain available until expended, which sum is a part of the
$500,000,000 authorized to be appropriated for the first postwar fiscal
year by section 2 of said Act.

PUBLIC-LANDS HIGHWAYS

For the survey, construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of
main roads through unappropriated or unreserved public lands, non-
taxable Indian lands, or other Federal reservations other than the
forest reservations, under the Act of June 24, 1930 (23 U. S. C. 3),
$3,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until
expended, which sum is composed of $1,000 000, the remainder of the
amount authorized for the fiscal year 1941 by section 6 of the Act of
June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635); $500,000, the remainder of the amount
authorized for the fiscal year 1942 by section 7 of the Act of September
5, 1940 (54 Stat. 869); and $1,500,000, the amount authorized for the
fiscal year 1943 by said section 7.

War and emergency damage, Territory of Hawaii: In addition to
the amount appropriated under this head in the First Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1947, the Public Roads Administration is
authorized to enter into contracts for the purpose of said appropria-
tion in an amount not exceeding $2,000,000.

BUREAU OF COMMIUNITY FACILITIES

Public works advance planning: Not to exceed $895,000 of the
unobligated balance on June 30, 1947, of the funds made available for
public works advance planning under title V of the War Mobilization
and Reconversion Act of 1944 shall be available during the fiscal
year 1948 for administrative expenses incident to the liquidation of
the activity for which said funds were appropriated, including the
objects specified under this head in the Independent Offices Appro-
priation Act, 1946.

Virgin Islands public works: For an additional amount to carry
out the provisions of the Act of December 20, 1944 (Public Law 510),
$1,707,687, to be immediately available.

War public works (community facilities) liquidation: For admin-
istrative expenses necessary during the fiscal year 1948 for the liqui-
dation of all activities under titles II, III, and IV of the Act of
October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534, 1541, and 1562),
including personal services and rents in the District of Columbia;
printing and binding; health service program as authorized by the
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); not to exceed $500,000 of
the unobligated balances of the funds heretofore appropriated for
carrying out the provisions of titles II, III, and IV of the Act of
October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534, 1541, and 1562),
of which amount $50,000 shall be for payment for accumulated and
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which sum is the remainder of the amount authorized to be appro-
priated for the fiscal year 1943, by section 2 of the Act approved 
September 5, 1940 (Public Law 780). Any funds, not exceeding 
$11,000,000, heretofore apportioned to any State and unobligated may 
be used to pay the State's pro rata for any projects on the Federal 
aid and Federal aid secondary roads approved under the provi-
sions of section 3 of Act of June 18, 1931 (48 Stat. 993), section 4, 
Act of June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 633) , and section 7 of Act of July 13, 1943 
(57 Stat. 560). 

FEDERAL-AID POSTWAR HIGHWAYS 

For carrying out the provisions of the Federal-Aid Highway Act 
of 1944 (Public Law 521), $247,711,146, to be immediately available 
and to remain available until expended, which sum is a part of the 
$500,000,000 authorized to be appropriated for the first postwar fiscal 
year by section 2 of said Act. 

PUBLIC-LANDS HIGHWAYS 

For the survey, construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of 
main roads through unappropriated or unreserved public lands, non-
taxable Indian lands, or other Federal reservations other than the 
forest reservations, under the Act of June 24, 1930 (23 U. S. C. 3) , 
$3,000,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended, which sum is composed of $1,000,000, the remainder of the 
amount authorized for the fiscal year 1911 by section 6 of the Act of 
June 8, 1938 (52 Stat. 635) ; $500,000, the remainder of the amount 
authorized for the fiscal year 1942 by section 7 of the Act of September 
5, 1940 (54 Stat. 869) ; and $1,500,000, the amount authorized for the 
fiscal year 1943 by said section 7. 
War and emergency damage, Territory of Hawaii: In addition to 

the amount appropriated under this head in the First Supplemental 
Appropriation Act, 1947, the Public Roads Administration is 
authorized to enter into contracts for the purpose of said appropria-
tion in an amount not exceeding $2,000,000. 
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Public works advance planning: Not to exceed $895,000 of the 
unobligated balance on June 30, 1947, of the funds made available for 

58 Stat. 791. public works advance planning under title V of the War Mobilization 
and Reconversion Act of 1944 shall be available during the fiscal 1671. 

year 1948 for administrative expenses incident to the liquidation of 
the activity for which said funds were appropriated, including the 
objects specified under this head in the Independent Offices Appro- 59 Stat. 112. 

priation Act, 1946. 
Virgin Islands public works: For an additional amount to carry 

out the provisions of the Act of December 20, 1944 (Public Law 510), 58 Stat. 827. 

$1,707,687, to be immediately available. 
War public works (community facilities) liquidation: For admin-

istrative expenses necessary during the fiscal year 1948 for the liqui-
dation of all activities under titles II, III, and IV of the Act of 245 Stat. 361; 56 Stat. 

42. October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534z 1541, and 1562), 1 II. S. C. f § 1561- 

including personal services and rents in the District of Columbia; 
printing and binding; health service program as authorized by the 

60 Stat. 903. 
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; not to exceed $500,000 of 5 U. S. C. § o. 
the unobligated balances of the funds heretofore appropriated for 
carrying out the provisions of titles II, III, and IV of the Act of 
October 14, 1940, as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534, 1541, and 1562), supra. 
of which amount $50,000 shall be for payment for accumulated and 
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accrued leave of employees separated from the Government service
due to said liquidation.

Veterans' educational facilities: The limitation on the amount for
administrative expenses under this head in the Third Deficiency

0 stat. 61s Appropriation Act, 1946, as supplemented by the Second Deficiency
Ante, p. 1S. Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased from $3,100,000 to

$3,750,000, of which amount $395,000 shall be used exclusively for pay-
ment for accumulated and accrued leave.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where, $34,500,000.

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses, including purchase
of one passenger motor vehicle, $1,717,000, of which not to exceed
$62,000 shall be available for deposit in the Treasury for cost of

39 s.tS.3§ 321e- penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944.
321h. Printing and binding: For printing and binding, including monthly

Ante,p.4. and annual editions of selected decisions of the Comptroller General
of the United States, $300,000.

Appropriations for the General Accounting Office shall be available
U. S. tC. 150. for a health service program as authorized by Act of August 8, 1946

(Public Law 658) and for payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of
vs us. c. 921, the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601).

922
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

General expenses: For expenses necessary in performing the func-
tions vested by law in the Commission (49 U. S. C. 1-24, 301-327,
901-923, 1001-1022), except those otherwise specifically provided for
in this Act, and for general administration, including one chief coun-
sel, one director of finance, one director of motor transport, and one
director of traffic, at $10,000 each per annum; not to exceed $50,000
for the employment of special counsel; contract stenographic report-
ing services; personal services in the District of Columbia; newspapers
(not to exceed $200) health service program as authorized by Act

5 U. s. tI 10. of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); and purchase of thirty-five
povemet tans- passenger automobiles; $9,000,000: Provided, That Joint Board mem-

bers and cooperating State commissioners may use Government trans-
portation requests when traveling in connection with their duties as
such: Provided further, That not to exceed $5,000 may be used for

at 919 the purchase of evidence in connection with investigations of apparent
49 u. C . j30. violations of part II of the Interstate Commerce Act.

Railroad safety: For expenses necessary in performing functions
authorized by law (45 U. S. C. 1-15, 17-21, 35-46, 61-64; 49 U. S. C.
26) to insure a maximum of safety in the operation of railroads,
including authority to investigate, test experimentally, and report on
the use and need of any appliances or systems intended to promote
the safety of railway operation, including those pertaining to block-
signal and train-control systems, as authorized by the joint resolution

32 stat. ;asS t. approved June 30, 1906, and the Sundry Civil Act of May 27, 1908
(45 U. S. C. 35-37), and to require carriers by railroad subject to the

41tt Act to install automatic train-stop or train-control devices as pre-
scribed by the Commission (49 U. S. C. 26), including the employment
of inspectors, engineers, and personal services in the District of
Columbia, $908,000.

Locomotive inspection: For expenses necessary in the enforcement
of the Act of February 17,1911, entitled "An Act to promote the safety
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accrued leave of employees separated from the Government service 
due to said liquidation. 

Veterans' educational facilities: The limitation on the amount for 
administrative expenses under this head in the Third Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, 1946, as supplemented by the Second Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, 1947, is hereby increased from $3,100,000 to 
$3,750,000, of which amount $395,000 shall be used exclusively for pay-
ment for accumulated and accrued leave. 

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

Salaries: For personal services in the District of Columbia and else-
where, $34,500,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses: For necessary expenses, including purchase 
of one passenger motor vehicle, $1,717,000, of which not to exceed 
$62,000 shall be available for deposit in the Treasury for cost of 
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, including monthly 
and annual editions of selected decisions of the Comptroller General 
of the United States, $300,000. 
Appropriations for the General Accounting Office shall be available 

for a health service program as authorized by Act of August 8, 1946 
(Public Law 658), and for payment of claims pursuant to part 2 of 
the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601). 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

General expenses: For expenses necessary in performing the func-
tions vested by law in the Commission (49 U. S. C. 1-24, 304-327, 
901-923, 1001-4022), except those otherwise specifically provided for 
in this Act, and for general administration, including one chief coun-
sel, one director of finance, one director of motor transport, and one 
director of traffic, at $10,000 each per annum; not to exceed $50,000 
for the employment of special counsel; contract stenographic report-
ing services; personal services in the District of Columbia; newspapers 
(not to exceed $200) ; health service program as authorized by Act 
of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; and purchase of thirty-five 
passenger automobiles; $9,000,000: Provided, That Joint Board mem-
bers and cooperating State commissioners may use Government trans-
portation requests when traveling in connection with their duties as 
such: Provided further, That not to exceed $5,000 may be used for 
the purchase of evidence in connection with investigations of apparent 
violations of part II of the Interstate Commerce Act. 
Railroad safety: For expenses necessary in performing functions 

authorized by law (45 U. S. C. 1-15, 17-21, 35-46, 61-64; 49 U. S. C. 
26) to insure a maximum of safety in the operation of railroads, 
including authority to investigate, test experimentally, and report on 
the use and need of any appliances or systems intended to promote 
the safety of railway operation, including those pertaining to block-
signal and train-control systems, as authorized by the joint resolution 
approved June 30, 1906, and the Sundry Civil Act of May 27, 1908 
(45 U. S. C. 35-37), and to require carriers by railroad subject to the 
Act to install automatic train-stop or train-control devices as pre-
scribed by the Commission (49 U. S. C. 26), including the employment 
of inspectors, engineers, and personal services in the District of 
Columbia, $908,000. 
Locomotive inspection: For expenses necessary in the enforcement 

of the Act of February 17, 1911, entitled "An Act to promote the safety 
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of employees and travelers upon railroads by compelling common car-
riers engaged in interstate commerce to equip their locomotives with
safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances thereto", as amended
(45 U. S. C. 22-34), including personal services in the District of
Columbia, $605,000.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, including not to exceed $17,000 to print
and furnish to the States, at cost, blank annual report forms of com-
mon carriers, $200,000.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the Interstate Commerce Commission as
required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364),
$30,000.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

For necessary expenses of the Committee, including contracts, with-
out regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, for the mak-
ing of special investigations and reports and for engineering and
drafting services; traveling expenses of members and for examina-
tion of estimates of appropriations and activities in the field; equip-
ment, maintenance, and operation of the Langley Memorial Aeronau-
tical Laboratory, the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, and the Flight
Propulsion Research Laboratory at Cleveland, Ohio; purchase and
maintenance of cafeteria equipment; purchase of one (not to exceed
$15,000) and maintenance and operation of aircraft; purchase of
eleven passenger motor vehicles of which nine shall be for replace-
ment; not to exceed $492,000 for personal services in the District of
Columbia, including one Director of Aeronautical Research at not to
exceed $10,000 per annum and $2,000 additional so long as the position
is held by the present incumbent; not to exceed $6,500 for deposit
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail by the
Act of June 28, 1944; not to exceed $10,000 for temporary or inter-
mittent services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 600), at not to exceed $35 (unless a higher rate, not
exceeding $50, shall be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the
Budget) per diem for individuals; including $3,000 for claims deter-
mined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act;
and a health service program for employees as authorized by the Act
of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); in all, $33,490,000: Provided,
That statutory provisions prohibiting the payment of compensation
to aliens shall not apply to any person whose employment by the Com-
mittee shall be determined by the Chairman thereof to be necessary:
Provided further, That aircraft and parts, equipment, and supplies
may be transferred to the Committee by the Army and Navy without
reimbursement.

For printing and binding, $80,000.
For construction and equipment at laboratories and research sta-

tions of the Committee, $2,400,000, to be available until June 30,
1948: Provided, That in addition to said appropriation the Committee
may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts for the same purpose
to an amount not in excess of $2,143,000.

Construction, Langley Field, Virginia: For an additional amount
for "Construction, Langley Field, Virginia", $5,805,000, which amount
shall be available immediately.

Construction, Cleveland, Ohio: For an additional amount for "Con-
struction, Cleveland, Ohio", $1,674,000, which amount shall be avail-
able immediately.
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of employees and travelers upon railroads by compelling common car-
riers engaged in interstate commerce to equip their locomotives with 
safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances thereto", as amended 
(45 U. S. C. 22-34), including personal services in the District of 
Columbia, $605,000. 
Printing and binding: For all printing and binding for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, including not to exceed $17,000 to print 
and furnish to the States, at cost, blank annual report forms of com-
mon carriers, $200,000. 

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail of the Interstate Commerce Commission as 
required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 364), 
$30,000. 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

For necessary expenses of the Committee, including contracts, with-
out regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes, as amended, for the mak-
ing of special investigations and reports and for engineering and 
drafting services; traveling expenses of members and for examina-
tion of estimates of appropriations and activities in the field; equip-
ment, maintenance, and operation of the Langley Memorial Aeronau-
tical Laboratory, the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, and the Flight 
Propulsion Research Laboratory at Cleveland, Ohio; purchase and 
maintenance of cafeteria equipment; purchase of one (not to exceed 
$15,000) and maintenance and operation of aircraft; purchase of 
eleven passenger motor vehicles of which nine shall be for replace-
ment; not to exceed $492,000 for personal services in the District of 
Columbia, including one Director of Aeronautical Research at not to 
exceed $10,000 per annum and $2,000 additional so long as the position 
is held by the present incumbent; not to exceed $6,500 for deposit 
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail by the 
Act of June 28, 1944; not to exceed $10,000 for temporary or inter-
mittent services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600), at not to exceed $35 (unless a higher rate, not 
exceeding $50, shall be approved by the Director of the Bureau of the 
Budget) per diem for individuals; including $3,000 for claims deter-
mined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act; 
and a health service program for employees as authorized by the Act 
of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; in all, $33,490,000: Provided, 
That statutory provisions prohibiting the payment of compensation 
to aliens shall not apply to any person whose employment by the Com-
mittee shall be determined by the Chairman thereof to be necessary: 
Provided further, That aircraft and parts, equipment, and supplies 
may be transferred to the Committee by the Army and Navy without 
reimbursement. 
For printing and binding, $80,000. 
For construction and equipment at laboratories and research sta-

tions of the Committee, $2,400,000, to be available until June 30, 
1948: Provided, That in addition to said appropriation the Committee 
may, prior to July 1, 1948, enter into contracts for the same purpose 
to an amount not in excess of $2,143,000. 

Construction, Langley Field, Virginia: For an additional amount 
for "Construction, Langley Field, Virginia", $5,805,000, which amount 
shall be available immediately. 

Construction, Cleveland, Ohio: For an additional amount for "Con-
struction, Cleveland, Ohio", $1,674,000, which amount shall be avail-
able immediately. 
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Wind tunnel, Mof-
tett Field, Calif.
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Ante, p. 450.
60 Stat. 842.
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Post, p. 722.
War-service ap-

pointees.

62 Stat. 1186.
D. C. Code 5i -111.

68 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. § 321c-

321h.
Ante, p. 450.

D. C. Code § 8-102
note.

60 Stat. 960.
60 Stat. 810.
5 U.S. C. §5a.

58 Stat. 394.
39 U. S. C. 5§ 321e-

321h.
Ante, p. 450.

The unexpended balances of the funds advanced to the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from the appropriation "Avia-
tion, Navy", for the fiscal year 1945, for construction and equipment
of a wind tunnel at Moffett Field, California, shall remain available
during the fiscal year 1948 for the liquidation of obligations incurred
prior to June 30, 1947.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Archivist and
the National Archives; including personal services in the District
of Columbia; scientific, technical, first-aid, protective, and other
apparatus and materials for the arrangement, titling, scoring, repair,
processing, editing, duplication, reproduction, and authentication of
photographic and other records (including motion-picture and other
films and sound recordings) in the custody of the Archivist; contract
stenographic reporting services; not to exceed $100 for payment in
advance when authorized by the Archivist for library membership
in societies whose publications are available to members only or to
members at a price lower than to the general public; not to exceed
$650 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; and travel
expenses; $1,241,335, of which $1,000 is for claims determined and
settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act: Provided, That no
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the salary of any
employee of grade 5 or above in the professional service or of grade
11 or above in the clerical, administrative, and fiscal service who was
originally appointed in the National Archives to a war-service
appointment, except a presently employed veteran of either World
War or a member of the active or inactive reserve of the armed forces.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding, $20,000.

NATIONAL CAPITAL HOUSING AUTHORITY

For the maintenance and operation of properties under title I of
the District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Authority Act, $21,300:
Provided, That all receipts derived from sales, leases, or other sources
shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States monthly.

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail of the National Capital Housing Authority
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $750.

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING
COMMISSION

Land acquisition, National Capital and metropolitan area: For
necessary expenses for the National Capital Park and Planning Com-
mission in connection with the acquisition of land for the park, park-
way, and playground system of the National Capital, as authorized
by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 482), and amendment of August
8, 1946 (Public Law 699); temporary services as authorized by sec-
tion 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), including
real estate appraisers at rates of pay or fees not to exceed those usual
for similar services; purchase of options and other costs incident
to the acquisition of land not to exceed $30 for deposit in the general
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act
of June 28, 1944; and purchase of one passenger motor vehicle;
$279,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until
expended, $200,000 of said sum for carrying out the provisions of
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The unexpended balances of the funds advanced to the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from the appropriation "Avia-
tion, Navy", for the fiscal year 1945, for construction and equipment 
of a wind tunnel at Moffett Field, California, shall remain available 
during the fiscal year 1948 for the liquidation of obligations incurred 
prior to June 30, 1947. 

NATIONAL ARCHIVES 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses of the Archivist and 
the National Archives; including personal services in the District 
of Columbia; scientific, technical, first-aid, protective, and other 
apparatus and materials for the arrangement, titling, scoring, repair, 
processing, editing, duplication, reproduction, and authentication of 
photographic and other records (including motion-picture and other 
films and sound recordings) in the custody of the Archivist; contract 
stenographic reporting services; not to exceed $100 for payment in 
advance when authorized by the Archivist for library membership 
in societies whose publications are available to members only or to 
members at a price lower than to the general public; not to exceed 
$650 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of 
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; and travel 
expenses; $1,241,335, of which $1,000 is for claims determined and 
settled pursuant to the Federal Tort Claims Act: Provided, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay the salary of any 
employee of grade 5 or above in the professional service or of grade 
11 or above in the clerical, administrative, and fiscal service who was 
originally appointed in the National Archives to a war-service 
appointment, except a presently employed veteran of either World 
War or a member of the active or inactive reserve of the armed forces. 

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding, $20,000. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL HOUSING AUTHORITY 

For the maintenance and operation of properties under title I of 
the District of Columbia Alley Dwelling Authority Act, $21,300: 
Provided, That all receipts derived from sales, leases, or other sources 
shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States monthly. 

Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail of the National Capital Housing Authority 
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, $750. 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING 

COMMISSION 

Land acquisition, National Capital and metropolitan area: For 
necessary expenses for the National Capital Park and Planning Com-
mission in connection with the acquisition of land for the park, park-
way, and playground system of the National Capital, as authorized 
by the Act of May 29, 1930 (46 Stat. 482), and amendment of August 
8, 1946 (Public Law 699) ; temporary services as authorized by sec-
tion 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), including 
real estate appraisers at rates of pay or fees not to exceed those usual 
for similar services; purchase of options and other costs incident 
to the acquisition of land not to exceed $30 for deposit in the general 
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act 
of June 28, 1944; and purchase of one passenger motor vehicle; 
$279,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended, $200,000 of said sum for carrying out the provisions of 
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section 1 (a) of said Act; and $79,000 for carrying out the provisions
of section 4 of said Act.

District of Columbia redevelopment: For expenses necessary to
carry out the provisions and purposes of sections 3k, 6, and 16 of
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 592), including temporary
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946
(Public Law 600); not to exceed $50 for deposit in the general fund
of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail for the fiscal years 1947
and 1948 as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $75,000, to remain
available until expended.

PHILIPPINE WAR DAMAGE COMMISSION

Philippine War Damage Commission: For carrying out the pro-
visions of title I of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, fiscal
year 1948, $70,000,000, to remain available until April 30, 1951, of
which not to exceed $1,900,000 shall be for necessary expenses of the
Philippine War Damage Commission for the fiscal year 1948, includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of eighteen
passenger motor vehicles, including three busses, which may be used
for the transportation of members and employees of the Commission
from their residences to Commission offices in the Philippines; print-
ing and binding without regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1,
1919 (44 U. S. C. 111); temporary services as authorized by section
15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); and not to exceed
$200 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty
mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law
364): Provided, That no payment shall be made under the provisions
of such title of such Act to any person who, by a civil or military court
having jurisdiction, has been found guilty of collaborating with the
enemy or of any act involving disloyalty to the United States or the
Commonwealth of the Philippines: Provided further, That no part
of this appropriation shall be available for engaging in any phase of
activity or for undertaking any phase of activity authorized by the
Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946 which would result in obligating
the Government of the United States in any sense or respect to the
future payment of amounts in excess of the amounts autlorized to be
appropriated in such Act.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal
services in the District of Columbia l health service program as author-
ized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); payment of claims
determined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims
Act (Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 601); not to exceed $1,150 for
the purchase of newspapers; temporary services as authorized by sec-
tion 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); and not to
exceed $20,000 for deposit m the general fund of the Treasury for cost
of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $5,688,700.

For all printing and binding for the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, $50,000.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

Salaries and expenses, Smithsonian Institution: For all necessary
expenses for the preservation, exhibition, and increase of collections
from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Government and
from other sources; for the system of international exchanges
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section 1 (a) of said Act; and $79,000 for carrying out the provisions 
of section 4 of said Act. 

District of Columbia redevelopment: For expenses necessary to 
carry out the provisions and purposes of sections 3k, 6, and 16 of 
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 592), including temporary 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600) ; not to exceed $50 for deposit in the general fund 
of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail for the fiscal years 1947 
and 1948 as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $75,000, to remain 
available until expended. 

PHILIPPINE WAR DAMAGE COMMISSION 

Philippine War Damage Commission: For carrying out the pro-
visions of title I of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, fiscal 
year 1948, $70,000,000, to remain available until April 30, 1951, of 
which not to exceed $1,900,000 shall he for necessary expenses of the 
Philippine War Damage Commission for the fiscal year 1948, includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia; purchase of eighteen 
passenger motor vehicles, including three busses, which may be used 
for the transportation of members and employees of the Commission 
from their residences to Commission offices in the Philippines; print-
ing and binding without regard to section 11 of the Act of March 1, 
1919 (41 U. S. C. 111) ; temporary services as authorized by section 
15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; and not to exceed 
$200 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty 
mail as required by section 2 of the Act of June 28, 1944 (Public Law 
364) : Provided, That no payment shall be made under the provisions 
of such title of such Act to any person who, by a civil or military court 
having jurisdiction, has been found guilty of collaborating with the 
enemy or of any act involving disloyalty to the United States or the 
Commonwealth of the Philippines: Provided further, That no part 
of this appropriation shall be available for engaging in any phase of 
activity or for undertaking any phase of activity authorized by the 
Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946 which would result in obligating 
the Government of the United States in any sense or respect to the 
future payment of amounts in excess of the amounts authorized to be 
appropriated in such Act. 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; health service program as author-
ized by Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; payment of claims 
determined and settled pursuant to part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims 
Act (Act of August 2, 1946, Public Law 601) ; not to exceed $1,150 for 
the purchase of newspapers; temporary services as authorized by sec-
tion 15 of the Act of Aug-ust 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; and not to 
exceed $20,000 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost 
of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $5,688,700. 
For all printing and binding for the Securities and Exchange Com-

mission, $50,000. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 

Salaries and expenses, Smithsonian Institution: For all necessary 
expenses for the preservation, exhibition, and increase of collections 
from the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Government and 
from other sources; for the system of international exchanges 
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between the United States and foreign countries; for anthropological
researches among the American Indians and the natives of Hawaii

Astrophysical Ob- and the excavation and preservation of archeological remains; for
maintenance of the Astrophysical Observatory and making necessary

Nattionl Colltetion observations in high altitudes; for the administration of the National
Collection of Fine Arts; for the administration, and for the construc-
tion and maintenance, of laboratory and other facilities on Barro

4 Stt.
7 

724 38. Colorado Island, Canal Zone, under the provisions of the Act of July48 U.. .C. §§ 1381-
1387. 2, 1940, as amended by the provisions of Reorganization Plan Num-

60 stt. 101i. bered 3 of 1946; for the planning of a national air museum as author-
o6U. s.8..j 33y-16 ized by the Act of August 12, 1946 (Public Law 722); including
60 Stat. 997. personal services in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $35,000

7dU. .. §- for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of
60 Stat. 81. August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); traveling expenses; not to exceed
5 U. S. C. 5. $5,000 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of

358 Utat. 3. 321- penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; printing and3 2
1h. binding, not exceeding $150,000, of which not to exceed $16,800 shall
American istorica be available for printing the report of the American Historical Asso-

Association report. ciation; purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and
elevator conductors; repairs and alterations of buildings and ap-
proaches; not exceeding $5,500 for preparation of manuscripts, draw-
ings, and illustrations for publications; $1,800,312.

Natonal Oaseryo Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For the upkeep
and operation of the National Gallery of Art, the protection and care
of the works of art therein, and administrative expenses incident20. s. c. 7i-75. thereto, as authorized by the Act of March 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 51),

3 Stat. 577. as amended by the public resolution of April 13, 1939 (Public Resolu-
U.S. . 74. tion 9, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal services in the

District of Columbia; health-service program as authorized by the
60 stat. 50. Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); traveling expenses; not to

exceed $1,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for
58 Stat. 394. cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; not to39 U. s. c. j 321c-

321h. exceed $50 for payment in advance when authorized by the treasurer
Ante, P. 4. of the Gallery for membership in library, museum, and art associations

or societies whose publications or services are available to members
only or to members at a price lower than to the general public;
purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and elevator
operators; not to exceed $6,300 for printing and binding; purchase
or rental of devices and services for protecting buildings and contents
thereof; and maintenance and repair of buildings, approaches, and

41 U. S0. . grounds; $949,426: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised
42 stat. 148. Statutes, or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, shall not apply

674. to the restoration and repair of works of art for the National Gallery
of Art, the cost of which shall not exceed $15,000.

TARIFF COMMISSION

For necessary expenses of the Tariff Commission, including personal
services in the District of Columbia, subscriptions to newspapers not

soUsta.t 0U.' to exceed $250, health service program as authorized by the Act of
August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), contract stenographic reporting

60 Stat. 810. services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946(Public Law 600), and not to exceed $1,500 for deposit in the general
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act

39 U. Sat. 3 1 32I- of June 28, 1944, $1,128,349: Provided, That no part of this appropri-
A321h. ation shall be used to pay the salary of any member of the TariffCommission who shall hereafter, p.artcipate in any proeedings under0.Commission who shall hereafter participate in any proceedings under
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between the United States and foreign countries; for anthropological 
researches among the American Indians and the natives of Hawaii 
and the excavation and preservation of archeological remains; for 
maintenance of the Astrophysical Observatory and making necessary 
observations in high altitudes; for the administration of the National 
Collection of Fine Arts; for the administration, and for the construc-
tion and maintenance, of laboratory and other facilities on Barro 
Colorado Island, Canal Zone, under the provisions of the Act of July 
2, 1940, as amended by the provisions of Reorganization Plan Num-
bered 3 of 1946; for the planning of a national air museum as author-
ized by the Act of August 12, 1946 (Public Law 722) ; including 
personal services in the District of Columbia and not to exceed $35,000 
for temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of 
August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; traveling expenses; not to exceed 
$5,000 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of 
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; printing and 
binding, not exceeding $150,000, of which not to exceed $16,800 shall 
be available for printing the report of the American Historical Asso-
ciation; purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and 
elevator conductors; repairs and alterations of buildings and ap-
proaches; not exceeding $5,500 for preparation of manuscripts, draw-
ings, and illustrations for publications ; $1,800,312. 

Salaries and expenses, National Gallery of Art: For the upkeep 
and operation of the National Gallery of Art, the protection and care 
of the works of art therein, and administrative expenses incident 
thereto, as authorized by the Act of March 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 51), 
as amended by the public resolution of April 13, 1939 (Public Resolu-
tion 9, Seventy-sixth Congress), including personal services in the 
District of Columbia; health-service program as authorized by the 
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; traveling expenses; not to 
exceed $1,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for 
cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; not to 
exceed $250 for payment in advance when authorized by the treasurer 
of the Gallery for membership in library, museum, and art associations 
or societies whose publications or services are available to members 
only, or to members at a price lower than to the general public; 
purchase, repair, and cleaning of uniforms for guards and elevator 
operators; not to exceed $61300 for printing and binding; purchase 
or rental of devices and services for protecting buildings and contents 
thereof; and maintenance and repair of buildings, approaches, and 
grounds; $949,426: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes, or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, shall not apply 
to the restoration and repair of works of art for the National Gallery 
of Art, the cost of which shall not exceed $15,000. 

TARIFF COMMISSION 

For necessary expenses of the Tariff Commission, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia, subscriptions to newspapers not 
to exceed $250, health service program as authorized by the Act of 
August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658), contract stenographic reporting 
services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), and not to exceed $1,500 for deposit in the general 
fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act 
of June 28, 1944, $1,128,349: Provided, That no part of this appropri-
ation shall be used to pay the salary of any member of the Tariff 
Commission who shall hereafter participate in any proceedings under 
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sections 336, 337, and 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930, wherein he or any
member of his family has any special, direct, and pecuniary interest,
or in which he has acted as attorney or special representative.

For printing and binding, $20,000.

THE TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including contract
stenographic reporting services, $754,700, of which not to exceed $675
shall be available for deposit in the Treasury for costs of penalty mail
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944: Provided, That travel
expenses of the judges shall be paid upon the written certificate of
the judge.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $17,500.

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

The construction fund established by the Merchant Marine Act,
1936, shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for administrative
expenses of the United States Maritime Commission, including per-
sonal services at the seat of government; printing and binding; news-
papers and periodicals, not to exceed $2,000; purchase of one passenger
motor vehicle at not to exceed $1,500: Provided, That the following
limitations shall apply to obligations from such fund:

Personal services, $8,000,000;
Administrative expenses, other than personal services, $795,000;
New ship construction, and not exceeding $15,000,000 for recondi-

tioning and betterment, fiscal years 1947 and 1948, $99,000,000;
Reconversion of vessels, $100,000: Provided, That the Commission

may make allowances to purchasers of vessels for cost of putting
such vessels in class, such allowances to be determined on the basis
of competitive bids, without regard to the provisions of the last
paragraph of section 3 (d) of the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946;

Maintenance of shipyard facilities, $800,000;
Operation of warehouses, $849,180;
Operating-differential subsidies, $10,000,000;
Reserve fleet expense, $10,000,000;
Maintenance and operation of terminals, $561,000;
Miscellaneous expenses, $500,000;
Cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, for

deposit in the general fund of the Treasury, $60,000;
Entertainment of officials of other countries when specifically

authorized by the Chairman, $1,125;
Services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946

(Public Law 600), $18,750.
Funds available to the Commission shall be available for payment

of claims under part 2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2,
1946 (Public Law 601).

Except as hereinbefore provided no obligation shall be incurred
against such construction fund during the fiscal year 1948 and the
expenditures from such fund during'the fiscal year 1948 shall not
exceed $208,206,774.

The balance of such fund in addition to such amount of $208,206,774,
as of June 30, 1947, shall be carried to the surplus fund and covered
into the Treasury. All receipts which otherwise would be deposited
to the credit of such construction fund during the fiscal year 1948 shall
be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.
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sections 336, 337, and 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930, wherein he or any 46 Stat. 701. 
19 U. S. C. 1336-

member of his family has any special, direct, and pecuniary interest, 1338. 

or in which he has acted as attorney or special representative. 
For printing and binding, $20,000. 

THE TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses, including contract 
stenographic reporting services, $754,700, of which not to exceed $675 
shall be available for deposit in the Treasury for costs of penalty mail 
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944: Provided, That travel 
expenses of the judges shall be paid upon the written certificate of 
the judge. 
Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $17,500. 

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION 

The construction fund established by the Merchant Marine Act, 
1936, shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for administrative 46 U. S. C. § 1116. 

49 Stat. 1987. 

expenses of the United States Maritime Commission, including per-
sonal services at the seat of government; printing and binding; news-
papers and periodicals, not to exceed $2,000; purchase of one passenger 
motor vehicle at not to exceed $1,500: Provided, That the following Limitations. 
limitations shall apply to obligations from such fund: 
Personal services, $8,000,000; 
Administrative expenses, other than personal services, $795,000; 
New ship construction, and not exceeding $15,000,000 for recondi-

tioning and betterment, fiscal years 1947 and 1948, $99,000,000; 
Reconversion of vessels, $100,000: Provided, That the Commission 

may make allowances to purchasers of vessels for cost of putting 
such vessels in class, such allowances to be determined on the basis 
of competitive bids, without regard to the provisions of the last 
paragraph of section 3 (d) of the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946 ; 60 Stat. 41. 50 U. S. C. app. 

Maintenance of shipyard facilities, $800,000; 1738(d). 

Operation of warehouses, $849,180; 
Operating-differential subsidies, $10,000,000; 
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Miscellaneous expenses, $500,000; Post, p. 897. 
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Except as hereinbefore provided no obligation shall be incurred 
against such construction fund during the fiscal year 1948 and the 
expenditures from such fund during the fiscal year 1948 shall not 
exceed $208,206,774. 
The balance of such fund in addition to such amount of $208,206,774 
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Transactions in Whenever, in connection with any transaction involving the sale,volving sale, etc., of
vessels. purchase, or requisition of any vessel, the United States shall be or

become obligated to pay any sum to the other party to the transaction
and said other party shall be or is indebted to the United States on
account of any transaction involving the sale, purchase, or requisition
of any vessel the amount so owing to the United States shall be
deducted from the amount due the other party, and no officer or
employee of the Government shall pay to such other party a sum
greater than the net amount owing the other party.

Maritime training: For the training of personnel for the manning of
the merchant marine and for administrative expenses (not to exceed
$250,000) including personal services in the District of Columbia;
expenses of attendance when specifically authorized by the Chairman,
at meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the Com-
mission; and printing and binding; $7,320,000 of which not to exceed
$2,500 shall be available for contingencies for the Superintendent,
United States Merchant Marine Academy, to be expended in his

Transfer offunds. discretion; not to exceed $64,000 for transfer to applicable appro-
priations of the Public Health Service for services rendered the
Commission; and for a health service program as authorized by the

stasc 150. Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658).
State marine schools: To reimburse the State of California, $50,000;

the State of Maine, $50,000; the State of Massachusetts, $50,000; the
State of New York, $50,000; and the State of Pennsylvania, $50,000;
for expenses incurred in the maintenance and support of marine
schools in such States as provided in the Act authorizing the establish-
ment of marine schools, and so forth, approved March 4, 1911, as

36 Stat. 153. amended (34 U. S. C. 1121-1123); and for the maintenance and repair
of vessels loaned by the United States to the said States for use in
connection with such State marine schools, $200,000; in all, $450,000.

Ante, p. 244. VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Saaries and ex- Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For
necessary expenses of the Veterans' Administration, including main-
tenance and operation of medical, hospital, and domiciliary services,
in carrying out the functions pursuant to all laws for which the
Administration is charged with administering, including personal
services in the District of Columbia; examination of estimates of
appropriations in the field, including actual expenses of subsistence or
per diem allowance in lieu thereof; furnishing and laundering of such
wearing apparel as may be prescribed for employees in the perform-
ance of their official duties; health service program as authorized by

5 6U. S c. i50o. Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658); purchase of three hundredand twenty-three passenger motor vehicles; utilization of Govern-
ment-owned automotive equipment in transporting children of Vet-
erans' Administration employees located at isolated stations to and
from school under such limitations as the Administrator may by0 Stat. 8°10. regulation prescribe; services as authorized by section 15 of Public
Law 600, Seventy-ninth Congress; maintenance and operation of
farms; recreational articles and facilities at institutions maintained
by the Veterans' Administration; expenses incidental to securing
employment for war veterans; funeral, burial, and other expenses
incidental thereto for beneficiaries of the Veterans' Administration

38 U. .s.note except burial awards authorized by Veterans' Administration Regu-fon. C M. lation Numbered 9 (a), as amended; the purchase of tobacco to be
furnished, subject to regulations of the Administrator, to veterans
receiving hospital treatment or domiciliary care in Veterans' Admin-
istration hospitals or homes; aid to State or Territorial homes ina2stat. 40. conformity with the Act approved August 27, 1888, as amended (24
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Whenever, in connection with any transaction involving the sale, 
purchase, or requisition of any vessel, the United States shall be. or 
become obligated to pay any sum to the other party to the transaction 
and said other party shall be or is indebted to the United States . on 
account of any transaction involving the sale, purchase, or requisition 
of any vessel the amount so owing to the United States shall be 
deducted from the amount due the other party, and no officer or 
employee of the Government shall pay to such other party a sum 
greater than the net amount owing the other party. 
Maritime training: For the training of personnel for the manning of 

the merchant marine and for administrative expenses (not to exceed 
$250,000) including personal services in the District of Columbia; 
expenses of attendance when specifically authorized by the Chairman, 
at meetings of organizations concerned with the work of the Com-
mission; and printing and binding; $7,320,000 of which not to exceed 
$2,500 shall be available for contingencies for the Superintendent, 
United States Merchant Marine Academy, to be expended in his 
discretion; not to exceed $64,000 for transfer to applicable appro-
priations of the Public Health Service for services rendered the 
Commission; and for a health service program as authorized by the 
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658). 

State marine schools: To reimburse the State of California, $50,000; 
the State of Maine, $50,000; the State of Massachusetts, $50,000; the 
State of New York, $50,000; and the State of Pennsylvania, $50,000; 
for expenses incurred in the maintenance and support of marine 
schools in such States as provided in the Act authorizing the establish-
ment of marine schools, and so forth, approved March 4, 1911, as 
amended (34 U. S. C. 1121-1123) ; and for the maintenance and repair 
of vessels loaned by the United States to the said States for use in 
connection with such State marine schools, $200,000; in all, $450,000. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Administration, medical, hospital, and domiciliary services: For 
necessary expenses of the Veterans' Administration, including main-
tenance and operation of medical, hospital, and domiciliary services, 
in carrying out the functions pursuant to all laws for which the 
Administration is charged with administering, including personal 
services in the District of Columbia; examination of estimates of 
appropriations in the field, including actual expenses of subsistence or 
per diem allowance in lieu thereof; furnishing and laundering of such 
wearing apparel as may be prescribed for employees in the perform-
ance of their official duties; health service program as authorized by 
Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) ; purchase of three hundred 
and twenty-three passenger motor vehicles; utilization of Govern-
ment-owned automotive equipment in transporting children of Vet-
erans' Administration employees located at isolated stations to and 
from school under such limitations as the Administrator may by 
regulation prescribe; services as authorized by section 15 of Public 
Law 600, Seventy-ninth Congress; maintenance and operation of 
farms; recreational articles and facilities at institutions maintained 
by the Veterans' Administration; expenses incidental to securing 
employment for war veterans; funeral, burial, and other expenses 
incidental thereto for beneficiaries of the Veterans' Administration 
except burial awards authorized by Veterans' Administration Regu-
lation Numbered 9 (a), as amended; the purchase of tobacco to be 
furnished, subject to regulations of the Administrator, to veterans 
receiving hospital treatment or domiciliary care in Veterans' Admin-
istration hospitals or homes; aid to State or Territorial homes in 
conformity with the Act approved August 27, 1888, as amended (24 
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U. S. C. 134), for the support of veterans eligible for admission to
Veterans' Administration facilities for hospital or domiciliary care;
the purchase of printed reduced-fare requests for use by veterans
when traveling at their own expense from or to Veterans' Adminis-
tration facilities; not to exceed $3,500 for newspapers and periodicals;
and not to exceed $120,200 for the preparation, shipment, installation,
and display of exhibits, photographic displays, moving pictures, and
other visual educational information and descriptive material, in-
cluding the purchase or rental of equipment; $898,040,780, from which
allotments and transfers may be made to the Federal Security Agency
(Public Health Service), the War, Navy, and Interior Departments,
for disbursement by them under the various headings of their appli-
cable appropriations, of such amounts as are necessary for the care
and treatment of beneficiaries of the Veterans' Administration, includ-
ing minor repairs and improvements of existing facilities under their
jurisdiction necessary to such care and treatment: Provided, That no
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay in excess of one hundred
persons engaged in public relations work: Provided further, That no
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase of any
site for or toward the construction of any new hospital or home, or
for the purchase of any hospital or home; and not more than
$7,807,000 of this appropriation may be used to repair, alter, improve,
or provide facilities in the several hospitals and homes under the
jurisdiction of the Veterans' Administration either by contract or
by the hire of temporary employees and the purchase of materials.

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $7,000,000.
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury

for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944,
$3,900,000.

Damage claims: For claims determined and settled pursuant to part
2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, $26,500.

Administrative facilities: For the acquisition of sites and the con-
struction of regional office buildings, $3,100,000, to be available until
expended: Provided, That the acquisition of the sites, and the prepa-
ration of the plans and specifications and construction, shall be under
the supervision of the Public Buildings Administration, for which
reimbursement may be made from this appropriation.

Pensions: For the payment of compensation, pensions, gratuities,
and allowances (including subsistence allowances authorized by part
VII of Veterans Regulation la, as amended), authorized under any
Act of Congress, or regulation of the President based thereon,
including emergency officers' retirement pay and annuities, the admin-
istration of which is now or may hereafter be placed in the Veterans'
Administration, $2,171,915,000, to be immediately available and to
remain available until expended.

Readjustment benefits: For the payment of benefits to or on behalf
of veterans as authorized by titles II, III, and V, of the Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of 1944, $3,719,860,000, to be immediately available
and to remain available until expended.

Military and naval insurance: For military and naval insurance,
$11,150,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until
expended.

For hospital and domiciliary facilities, in addition to the unobli-
gated balances of other appropriations for this purpose, and to the
unobligated balance of the contract authority of $441250,000 in the
Third Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946 (which authority
is hereby extended to July 1, 1949), the Administrator is authorized
to incur obligations prior to July 1, 1949, in an amount not exceeding
$338,250,000, which shall be available for use, with the approval of
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U. S. C. 134), for the .support of veterans eligible for admission to 
Veterans' Administration facilities for hospital or domiciliary care; 
the purchase of printed reduced-fare requests for use by veterans 
when traveling at their own expense from or to Veterans Adminis-
tration facilities; not to exceed $3,500 for newspapers and periodicals; 
and not to exceed $120,200 for the preparation, shipment, installation, 
and display of exhibits, photographic displays, moving pictures, and 
other visual educational information and descriptive material, in-
cluding the purchase or rental of equipment; $898,040,780, from which 
allotments and transfers may be made to the Federal Security Agency 
(Public Health Service), the War, Navy, and Interior Departments, 
for disbursement. by them under the various headings of their appli-
cable appropriations, of such amounts as are necessary for the care 
and treatment of beneficiaries of the Veterans' Administration, includ-
lng.minor repairs and improvements of existing facilities under their 
jurisdiction necessary to such care and treatment: Provided, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be used to pay in excess of one hundred 
persons engaged in public relations work: Provided further, That no 
part of this appropriation shall be expended for the purchase of any 
site for or toward the construction of any new hospital or home, or 
for the purchase of any hospital or home; and not more than 
$7,807,000 of this appropriation may be used to repair, alter, improve, 
or provide facilities in the several hospitals and homes under the 
jurisdiction of the Veterans' Administration either by contract or 
by the hire of temporary employees and the purchase of materials. 

Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $7,000,000. 
Penalty mail costs: For deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 

for cost of penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944, 
$3,900,000. 
Damage claims: For claims determined and settled pursuant to part 

2 of the Federal Tort Claims Act, $26,500. 
Administrative facilities: For the acquisition of sites and the con-

struction of regional office buildings, $3,100,000, to be available until 
expended: Provided, That the acquisition of the sites, and the prepa-
ration of the plans and specifications and construction, shall be under 
the supervision of the Public Buildings Administration, for which 
reimbursement may be made from this appropriation.. 

Pensions: For the payment of compensation, pensions, gratuities, 
and allowances (including subsistence allowances authorized by part 
VII of Veterans Regulation la, as amended), authorized under any 
Act of Congress, or regulation of the President based thereon, 
including emergency officers' retirement pay and annuities, the adinin-
istration of which is now or may hereafter be placed in the Veterans' 
Administration, $2,171,915,000, to be immediately available and to 
remain available until expended. 
Readjustment benefits: For the payment of benefits to or on behalf 

of veterans as authorized by titles II, III, and V, of the Servicemen's 
Readjustment Act of 1914, $3,719,860,000, to be immediately available 
and to remain available until expended. . 

Military and naval insurance: For military and naval insurance, 
$11,150,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended. 
For hospital and domiciliary facilities, in addition to the 'mobil-

gated balances of other appropriations for this purpose, and to the 
unobligated balance of the contract authority of $441,250,000 in the 
Third Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946 (which authority 
is hereby extended to July 1, 1949), the Administrator is authorized 
to incur obligations prior to July 1, 1949, in an amount not exceeding 
$338,250,000, which shall be available for use, with the approval of 
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the President, for extending any of the facilities under the jurisdiction
of the Veterans' Administration or for any of the purposes set forth

46 Stat. 150, 1551. in sections 1 and 2 of the Act approved March 4, 1931 (38 U. S. C.
38 tS. C4693a. 438j-k) or in section 101 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of

1944: Provided, That not to exceed 6.7 per centum of the foregoing
appropriation and contract authorizations shall be available for the
employment in the District of Columbia and in the field of all necessary
technical and clerical personnel for the preparation of plans and speci-
fications for the projects as approved hereunder and in the supervision
of the execution thereof, and for all travel expenses, field office equip-
ment, and supplies in connection therewith, except that whenever the
Veterans' Administration finds it necessary in the construction of any
project to employ other Government agencies or persons outside the
Federal service to perform such services not to exceed 10 per centum
of the cost of such projects may be expended for such services: Pro-

etc a se 
of sites, vided further, That no part of the funds appropriated in this bill or

any funds heretofore made available, including contract authoriza-
tions, shall be used for the purchase or condemnation of the site or for
the erection of a hospital on the tract of land in Arlington County,
Virginia, known as the A. M. Nevius Tract, situated at the intersection
of Lee Boulevard and Arlington Ridge Road, containing approxi-
mately 25.406 acres; or for the purchase or condemnation of a site or
erection of a hospital in Tallahassee, Florida, until the Committee on
Appropriations of the House of Representatives has investigated and
given final approval.

Operation of canteens: For expenses necessary for carrying out
38 U.S. O. i 13-13g. the provisions of the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 636)

$965,000, which shall be available to provide adequate working capital
for each canteen and for the Service as a whole for (a) the acquisition
of necessary furniture, furnishings, fixtures, and equipment for the
establishment, maintenance, and operation of canteens, warehouses,
and storage depots, (b) for the procurement of merchandise, supplies,
and services for sale at canteens at stations of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration, in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and (c) for the
employment of personnel and other expenses necessary for the
operation of the canteens: Provided, That the amount appropriated
and the proceeds of canteen operations shall be deposited in the
Treasury or other depositaries selected by the Administrator in a
special account which shall be available for the continued operation
of canteens.

National service life insurance: For the payment of benefits and
Stat. s0. for transfer to the national service life insurance fund, in accordance

38 U. . c. . 801- with the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended,
818Ante,p.0. $62,217,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until

expended: Provided, That certain premiums shall be credited to this
appropriation as provided by the Act.

Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief: For payment of claims as
56 St.t. authorized by article IV of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief
50 U. . a. app. Act amendments of 1942, $833,000, to be immediately and continuously

§540-M54. available until expended: Provided, That any moneys received as
repayment of debts incurred under said article IV shall be credited
to this appropriation.

Veterans' miscellaneous benefits: For the payment of burial awards
fol . 739. authorized by Veterans' Administration Regulation Numbered 9 (a),

as amended, and for supplies, equipment, and tuition authorized by57 Stat. 43.
38 . . . note foil part VII of Veterans' Administration Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as

§7, p.18 p. amended, $85,449,800 to remain available until expended, for benefits
739. accruing during the fiscal year 1948 and prior fiscal years.
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the President, for extending any of the facilities under the jurisdiction 
of the Veterans' Administration or for any of the purposes set forth 
in sections 1 and 2 of the Act approved March 4, 1931 (38 U. S. C. 
438j—k) or in section 101 of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 
1944: Provided, That not to exceed 6.7 per centum of the foregoing 
appropriation and contract authorizations shall be available for the 
employment in the District of Columbia and in the field of all necessary 
technical and clerical personnel for the preparation of plans and speci-
fications for the projects as approved hereunder and in the supervision 
of the execution thereof, and for all travel expenses, field office equip-
ment, and supplies in connection therewith, except that whenever the 
Veterans' Administration finds it necessary in the construction of any 
project to employ other Government agencies or persons outside the 
Federal service to perform such services not to exceed 10 per centum 
of the cost of such projects may be expended for such services: Pro-
vided further, That no part of the funds appropriated in this bill or 
any funds heretofore made available, including contract authoriza-
tions, shall be used for the purchase or condemnation of the site or for 
the erection of a hospital on the tract of land in Arlington County, 
Virginia, known as the A. M. Nevins Tract, situated at the intersection 
of Lee Boulevard and Arlington Ridge Road, containing approxi-
mately 25.406 acres; or for the purchase or condemnation of a site or 
erection of a hospital in Tallahassee, Florida, until the Committee on 
Appropriations of the House of Representatives has investigated and 
given final approval. 

Operation of canteens: For expenses necessary for carrying out 
the provisions of the Act of August 7, 1946 (Public Law 636), 
$965,000, which shall be available to provide adequate working capital 
for each canteen and for the Service as a whole for (a) the acquisition 
of necessary furniture, furnishings, fixtures, and equipment for the 
establishment, maintenance, and operation of canteens, warehouses, 
and storage depots, (b) for the procurement of merchandise' supplies, 
and services for sale at canteens at stations of the Veterans' Adminis-
tration, in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and (c) for the 
employment of personnel and other expenses necessary for the 
operation of the canteens: Provided, That the amount appropriated 
and the proceeds of canteen operations shall be deposited in the 
Treasury or other depositaries selected by the Administrator in a 
special account which shall be available for the continued operation 
of canteens. 

National service life insurance: For the payment of benefits and 
for transfer to the national service life insurance fund, in accordance 
with the National Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, as amended, 
$62,217,000, to be immediately available and to remain available until 
expended: Provided, That certain premiums shall be credited to this 
appropriation as provided by the Act. 

Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief: For payment of claims as 
authorized by article IV of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief 
Act amendments of 1942, $833,000, to be immediately and continuously 
available until expended: Provided, That any moneys received as 
repayment of debts incurred under said article IV shall be credited 
to this appropriation. 

Veterans miscellaneous benefits: For the payment of burial awards 
authorized by Veterans' Administration Regulation Numbered 9 (a), 
as amended, and for supplies, equipment, and tuition authorized by 
part VII of Veterans' Administration Regulation Numbered 1 (a) , as 
amended, $85,449,800 to remain available until expended, for benefits 
accruing during the fiscal year 1948 and prior fisral years. 
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Total, Veterans' Administration, $6,964,457,080: Provided, That
no part of this appropriation shall be available for hospitalization or
examination of any persons except beneficiaries entitled under the
laws bestowing such benefits to veterans, unless reimbursement of
cost is made to the appropriation at such rates as may be fixed by the
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES--GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 102. During the fiscal year ending June 30 1948, the salaries
of the Commissioners of the United States Tariff Commission and of
the United States Maritime Commission, with the exception of the
Chairman, shall be at the rate of $10,000 each per annum.

SEC. 103. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or
who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit
has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike
against the Government of the United States, is not a member of an
organization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike
against the Government of the United States, or that such person
does not advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advo-
cates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States by
force or violence: Provided further, That any person who engages
in a strike against the Government of the United States or who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence and accepts employment the salary or wages for which are
paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of
a felony and upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Priid d further,
That the above penal clause shall be in addition to, and not in
substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 104. No part of any appropriation or authorization in this
Act shall be used to pay any part of the salary or expenses of any
person whose salary or expenses are prohibited from being paid from
any appropriation or authorization in any other Act; but this pro-
hibition shall be effective only during the period for which such
prohibition in such other Act is effective.

SEC. 105. Where appropriations in this Act are expendable for
travel expenses of employees and no specific limitation has been placed
thereon, the expenditures for such travel expenses may not exceed the
amount set forth therefor in the budget estimates submitted for the
appropriations.

SEC. 106. Where appropriations in this Act are expendable for the
purchase of newspapers and periodicals and no specific limitation has
been placed thereon, the expenditures therefor under each such
appropriation may not exceed the amount of $50: Provided, That this
limitation shall not apply to the purchase of scientific, technical, trade,
or traffic periodicals necessary in connection with the performance
of the authorized functions of the agencies for which funds are herein
provided.
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Total, Veterans' Administration, $6,964,457,080: Provided, That 
no part of this appropriation shall be available for hospitalization or 
examination of any persons except beneficiaries entitled under the 
laws bestowing such benefits to veterans, unless reimbursement of 
cost is made to the appropriation at such rates as may be fixed by the 
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES— GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 102. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, the salaries 
of the Commissioners of the United States Tariff Commission and of 
the United States Maritime Commission, with the exception of the 
Chairman, shall be at the rate of $10,000 each per annum. 
SEC. 103. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be :used to .pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts 
the right to strike against the Government of the United States, or 
who advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, 
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or 
violence: Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall 
be considered prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit 
has not contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike 
against the Government of the United States, is not a member of an 
organization of Government employees that asserts the right to strike 
against the Government of the United States, or that such person 
does not advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advo-
cates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States by 
force or violence: Provided further, That any person who engages 
in a strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who 
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the 
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or 
violence and accepts employment the salary or wages for which are 
paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall be guilty of 
a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided further, 
That the above penal clause shall be in addition to, and not in 
substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 104. No part of any appropriation or authorization in this 

Act shall be used to pay any part of the salary or expenses of any 
person whose salary or expenses are prohibited from being paid from 
any appropriation or authorization in any other Act; but this pro-
hibition shall be effective only during the period for which such 
prohibition in such other Act is effective. 
SEC. 105. Where appropriations in this Act are expendable for 

travel expenses of employees and no specific limitation has been placed 
thereon, the expenditures for such travel expenses may not exceed the 
amount set forth therefor in the budget estimates submitted for the 
appropriations. 
SEC. 106. Where appropriations in this Act are expendable for the 

purchase of newspapers and periodicals and no specific limitation has 
been placed thereon, the expenditures therefor under each such 
appropriation may not exceed the amount of $50: Provided, That this 
limitation shall not apply to the purchase of scientific, technical, trade, 
or traffic periodicals necessary in connection with the performanc. e 
of the authorized functions of the agencies for which funds are herein 
provided. 
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SEC. 107. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be available to pay the salary of any person filling a position, other
than a temporary position, formerly held by an employee who has
left to enter the armed forces of the United States and has satis-
factorily completed his period of active military or naval service and
has within ninety days after his release from such service or from
hospitalization continuing after discharge for a period of not more
than one year made application for restoration to his former position
and has been certified by the Civil Service Commission as still qualified
to perform the duties of his former position and has not been restored
thereto.

SEC. 108. Appropriations contained in this Act, available for
expenses of travel, shall be available, when specifically authorized by
the head of the activity or establishment concerned, for expenses of
attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with the function
or activity for which the appropriation concerned is made.

SEC. 109. No part of any appropriation or fund contained in this
Act shall be available for installing or maintaining systems for
administrative appropriation, fund or inventory accounting except
such systems as are prescribed or approved by the Comptroller
General: Provided, That all agencies for whose activities provision
is made in this Act shall hereafter maintain fiscal accounting control
of all inventories of supplies, materials or equipment which may be
owned by or be in the custody of such agencies.

TITLE II-GENERAL PROVISIONS

Motor vehicles. SEC. 201. Unless otherwise specifically provided, the maximum
amount allowable, in accordance with section 16 of the Act of August

60 Stat. 810. 8 2 1946 (Public Law 600), for the purchase of any passenger motor5 U. s. C. i§ 77, 78.L
vehicle (exclusive of busses, ambulances, and station wagons), is
hereby fixed at $1,300.itzenship requre- SEC. 202. Unless otherwise specified and until July 1, 1948, no part

Ante, p. 374. of any appropriation contained in this or any other Act shall be used
to pay the compensation of any officer or employee of the Government
of the United States (including any agency the majority of the stock
of which is owned by the Government of the United States) whose
post of duty is in continental United States unless such person (1)
is a citizen of the United States, (2) is a person in the service of the
United States on the date of enactment of this Act who, being eligible
for citizenship, had filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen
of the United States prior to such date, or (3) is a person who owes

Affidavit. allegiance to the United States: Provided, That for the purpose of
this section, an affidavit signed by any such person shall be considered
prima facie evidence that the requirements of this section with respect

enaty. to his status have been complied with: Provided further, That any
person making a false affidavit shall be guilty of a felony and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penal
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other

Recoverblepay- provisions of existing law: Provided further, That any payment made
to any officer or employee contrary to the provisions of this section

Nonapplicability. shall be recoverable in action by the Federal Government. This
section shall not apply to citizens of the Republic of the Philippines
or to nationals of those countries allied with the United States in the
prosecution of the war.

raveloutside S. SEC 203. Appropriations for the executive departments and inde-
ances. pendent establishments for the fiscal year 1948 available for travel
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SEC. 101. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be available to pay the salary of any person filling a position, other 
than a temporary position, formerly held by an employee who has 
left to enter the armed forces of the United States and has satis-
factorily completed his period of active military or naval service and 
has within ninety days after his release from such service or from 
hospitalization continuing after discharge for a period of not more 
than one year made application for restoration to his former position 
and has been certified by the Civil Service Commission as still qualified 
to perform the duties of his former position and has not been restored 
thereto. 

Szo. 108. Appropriations contained in this Act, available for 
expenses of travel, shall be available, when specifically authorized by 
the head of the activity or establishment concerned, for expenses of 
attendance at meetings of organizations concerned with the function 
or activity for which the appropriation concerned is made. 
SEC. 109. No part of any appropriation or fund contained in this 

Act shall be available for installing or maintaining systems for 
administrative appropriation, fund or inventory accounting except 
such systems as are prescribed or approved by the Comptroller 
General: Provided, That all agencies for whose activities provision 
is made in this Act shall hereafter maintain fiscal accounting control 
of all inventories of supplies, materials or equipment which may be 
owned by or be in the custody of such agencies. 

TITLE II—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 201. Unless otherwise specifically provided, the maximum 
amount allowable, in accordance with section 16 of the Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 600), for the purchase of any passenger motor 
vehicle (exclusive of busses, ambulances, and station wagons), is 
hereby fixed at $1,300. 
SEC. 202. Unless otherwise specified and until July 1, 1948, no part 

of any appropriation contained in this or any other Act shall be used 
to pay the compensation of any officer or employee of the Government 
of the United States (including any agency the majority of the stock 
of which is owned by the Government of the United States) whose 
post of duty is in continental United States unless such person (1) 
is a citizen of the United States, (2) is a person in the service of the 
United States on the date of enactment of this Act who, being eligible 
for citizenship, had filed a declaration of intention to become a citizen 
of the United States prior to such date, or (3) is a person who owes 
allegiance to the United States: Provided, That for the purpose of 
this section, an affidavit signed by any such person shall be considered 
prima facie evidence that the requirements of this section with respect 
to his status have been complied with: Provided further, That any 
person making a false affidavit shall be guilty of a felony and, upon 
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not 
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penal 
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other 
provisions of existing law : Provided further, That any payment made 
to any officer or employee contrary to the provisions of this section 
shall be recoverable m action by the Federal Government. This 
section shall not apply to citizens of the Republic of the Philippines 
or to nationals of those countries allied with the United States in the 
prosecution of the war. 
SEC. 203. Appropriations for the executive departments and inde-

pendent establishments for the fiscal year 1948 available for travel 
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expenses shall be available for the payment of per diem allowances in
lieu of subsistence expenses without regard to the Subsistence Expense
Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833), to civilian officers and
employees of such departments and establishments while traveling on
official business outside the continental limits of the United States
and away from their designated posts of duty: Provided, That the
amount of such allowances shall be determined by the head of the de-
partment or independent establishment concerned or by such official
as he may designate for the purpose, but shall in no case, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, exceed the maximum established by
regulations prescribed by the President for the locality in which the
travel is performed.

SEC. 204. Appropriations of the executive departments and inde-
pendent establishments for the fiscal year 1948, available for expenses
of travel or for the expenses of the activity concerned, are hereby made
available for living quarters allowances in accordance with the Act of
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), and regulations prescribed thereunder,
and cost of living allowances similar to those allowed under section
901 (2) of the Foreign Service Act of 1946, in accordance with and
to the extent prescribed by regulations of the President, for all civil-
ian officers and employees of the Government permanently stationed
in foreign countries: Provided, That the availability of appropria-
tions of the Department of State under the caption "Foreign Service"
shall not be affected hereby.

SEC. 205. No part of any appropriation for the fiscal year 1948 con-
tained in this or any other Act shall be paid to any person for the filling
of any position for which he or she has been nominated after the

Senate has voted not to approve of the nomination of said person.
SEc. 206. No part of any appropriation contained in this or any

other Act shall be used to pay m excess of $4 per volume for the cur-
rent and future volumes of the United States Code Annotated and
such volumes shall be purchased on condition and with the under-
standing that cumulative annual pocket parts shall be furnished free
of charge, or in excess of $4.25 per volume for the current or future
volumes of the Lifetime Federal Digest.

TITLE III-REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS

Amounts available to agencies from appropriations and other funds
are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set forth, such sums to be
carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately
upon the approval of this Act:

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

Bureau of community facilities: War public works (community
facilities), under titles II, III, and IV of the Act of October 14, 1940,
as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534, 1541, and 1562), $5,100,000.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Hospital and domiciliary facilities, $50,000,000.
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Stat. 212.

42 U.S. C. § 1561-
1564

This Act may be cited as the "Independent Offices Appropriation sbort title.

Act, 1948".
Approved July 30, 1947.
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expenses shall be available for the payment of per diem allowances in 
lieu of subsistence expenses without regard to the Subsistence Expense 
Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C. 821-833), to civilian officers and 
employees of such departments and establishments while traveling on 
official business outside the continental limits of the United States 
and away from their designated posts of duty: Provided, That the 
amount of such allowances shall be determined by the head of the de-
partment or independent establishment concerned or by such official 
as he may designate for the purpose, but shall in no case, notwithstand-
ing any other provision of law, exceed the maximum established by 
regulations prescribed by the President for the locality in which the 
travel is performed. 
SEc. 204. Appropriations of the executive departments and inde-

pendent establishments for the fiscal year 1948, available for expenses 
of travel or for the expenses of the activity concerned, are hereby made 
available for living quarters allowances in accordance with the Act of 
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C. 118a), and regulations prescribed thereunder, 
and cost of living allowances similar to those allowed under section 
901 (2) of the Foreign Service Act of 1946, in accordance with and 
to the extent prescribed by regulations of the President, for all civil-
ian officers and employees of the Government permanently stationed 
in foreign countries: Provided, That the availability of appropria-
tions of the Department of State under the caption "Foreign Service" 
shall not be affected hereby. 
SEC. 205. No part of any appropriation for the fiscal year 1948 con-

tained in this or any other Act shall be paid to any person for the filling 
of any position for which he or she has been nominated after the 
Senate has voted not to approve of the nomination of said person. 

Site. 206. No part of any appropriation contained in this or any 
other Act shall be used to pay in excess of $4 per volume for the cur-
rent and future volumes of the United States Code Annotated and 
such volumes shall be purchased on condition and with the under-
standing that cumulative annual pocket parts shall be furnished free 
of charge, or in excess of $4.25 per volume for the current or future 
volumes of the Lifetime Federal Digest. 

TITLE III—REDUCTIONS IN APPROPRIATIONS 

Amounts available to agencies from appropriations and other funds 
are hereby reduced in the sums hereinafter set forth, such sums to be 
carried to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately 
upon the approval of this Act: 

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY 

Bureau of community facilities: War public works (community 
facilities) , under titles II, III, and IV of the Act of October 14, 1940, 
as amended (42 U. S. C. 1531-1534, 1541, and 1562), $5,100,000. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRA.TION 

Hospital and domiciliary facilities, $50,000,000. 

This Act may be cited as the "Independent Offices Appropriation 
Act, 1948". 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 360]
July 30,1947 AN ACT
r[. r . 3961] To provide increases in the rates of pension payable to Spanish-American War

[Public Law 270] and Civil War veterans and their dependents.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
AmericanSwar.Panh United States of America in Congress assembled That all monthly

ates openson. rates of pension payable to veterans of the Spanish-American War,
including the Boxer Rebellion and the Philippine Insurrection, and
dependents of such veterans which are payable under laws reenacted
by the Act of August 13, 1935 (49 Stat. 614; 38 U. S. C. 368, 369), or
under Acts amendatory or supplemental to such laws, are hereby
increased by 20 per centum.

Effective date. The increases provided by this section shall be effective from the
first day of the second calendar month following the date of enact-
ment of this Act.

veterans of Civil SEC. 2. That all monthly rates of pension payable to veterans ofWar.
Rates of pension. the Civil War and dependents of such veterans which are payable

under any laws administered by the Veterans' Administration are
hereby increased by 20 per centum.

Effective date. The increases provided by this section shall be effective from the
first day of the second calendar month following the date of enact-
ment of this Act.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 361]
July 30,1947 AN ACT
[H. p .lL42] Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and[Public Law 271] for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
The Supplementl United States of America in Congress assembled, That the followingAppropriation Act,

1948. sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
245A, 36 08, l,;' p8, wise appropriated, to supply supplemental appropriations for thepp. 60o 703 91. fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely:

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

SENATE

Pot, p. . OFFICE OF TIIE S ERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER

For an amount necessary to increase basic salaries in the Senate
Press Gallery, beginning July 1, 1947, as follows: Superintendent
from $3,820 to $4,320; one assistant superintendent from $3,200 to
$3,600; one assistant superintendent from $2,100 to $2,400; two mes-
sengers for service to press correspondents from $1,620 each to $1,920AnSp. S2. each; in all, $2,485; and the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act
for the fiscal year 1948 hereby is amended accordingly.

For an amount necessary to increase the basic salary of one clerk
from $3,300 to $3,480 beginning July 1, 1947, $250; and the Legis-

Ante, p36 lative Branch Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1948 hereby is
amended accordingly.

OFFICES OF THE SECRETARIES FOR THE MAJORITr AND THE MINORrrI

For an amount necessary to increase basic salaries, beginning July
1, 1947, as follows: Clerks, one to the secretary for the majority and
one to the secretary for the minority, from $2,640 each to $2,820 each;Ank, p. 3. in all, $500; and the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act for the
fiscal year 1948 hereby is amended accordingly.
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July 30, 1947 
[H. R. 3961] 

[Public Law 270] 

Veterans of Spanish-
American War. 
Rates of pension. 

Effective date. 

Veterans of Civil 
War. 
Rates of pension. 

Effective date. 

July 30, 1947 
[H. R. 4269] 

[Public Law 271] 

The Supplemental 
Appropriation Act, 
1948. 
Ante, pp. 118, 187, 

245, 361, 608, 609; poet, 
pp. 696, 703, 941. 

has, 1). 695. 

Ante, p. 362. 

Ante, p. 362. 

Ante, p. 363. 

[CHAPTER 360] 
AN ACT 

To provide increases in the rates of pension payable to Spanish-American War 
and Civil War veterans and their dependents. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all monthly 
rates of pension payable to veterans of the Spanish-American War, 
including the Boxer Rebellion and the Philippine Insurrection, and 
dependents of such veterans which are payable under laws reenacted 
by the Act of August 13, 1935 (49 Stat. 614; 38 U. S. C. 368, 369), or 
under Acts amendatory or supplemental to such laws, are hereby 
increased by 20 per centum. 
The increases provided by this section shall be effective from the 

first day of the second calendar month following the date of enact-
ment of this Act. 
SEC. 2. That all monthly rates of pension payable to veterans of 

the Civil War and dependents of such veterans which are payable 
under any laws administered by the Veterans' Administration are 
hereby increased by 20 per centum. 
The increases provided by this section shall be effective from the 

first day of the second calendar month following the date of enact-
ment of this Act. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 361] 
AN ACT 

Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to supply supplemental appropriations for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely: 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

SENATE 

OFFICE OF THE SERGEANT AT ARMS AND DOORKEEPER 

For an amount necessary to increase basic salaries in the Senate 
Press Gallery, beginning July 1, 1947, as follows: Superintendent 
from $3,820 to $4,320; one assistant superintendent from $3,200 to 
$3,600; one assistant superintendent from $2,100 to $2,400; two mes-
sengers for service to press correspondents from $1,620 each to $1,920 
each; in all, $2,485; and the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act 
for the fiscal year 1948 hereby is amended accordingly. 
For an amount necessary to increase the basic salary of one clerk 

from $3,300 to $3,480 beginning July 1, 1947, $250; and the Legis-
lative Branch Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1948 hereby is 
amended accordingly. 

orrICES OF 3.111., SECRET-ARIES FOR THE MAJORITY AND THE MINORITY 

For an amount necessary to increase basic salaries, beginning July 
1, 1947, as follows: Clerks, one to the secretary for the majority and 
one to the secretary for the minority, from $2,640 each to $2,820 each; 
in all, $500; and the Legislative Branch Appropriation Act for the 
fiscal year 1948 hereby is amended accordingly. 
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JOINT COMMrrIEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

Contingent expenses Senate: For salaries and expenses of the Joint
Committee on Labor-Management Relations created by section 401 of
the Labor Management Relations Act 1947 (Public Law 101, Eightieth
Congress), $100,000.

TEMPORARY CONGRESSIONAL AVIATION POLuc BOARD

For salaries and expenses of the Temporary Congressional Aviation
Policy Board created by the Act to establish a National Aviation
Council, and for other purposes, to be available until March 1, 1948,
and to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate on vouchers
approved by the Chairman, $40,000: Provided, That expenditures
hereunder shall be made in accordance with the laws applicable to
inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate.

Senate restaurants: For repairs, improvements, furnishings, and
equipment for the Senate Restaurant, Capitol Building, including
personal and other services, $84,000, to be expended by the Architect
of the Capitol under the supervision of the Senate Committee on Rules
and Administration, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to Bruce J. Mansfield, Margaret Mansfield Dorsey, and
Jaquelin Mansfield Schmidt, son and daughters of Joseph Jefferson
Mansfield, late a Representative from the State of Texas, $12,500.

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF MEMBERS

For compensation, mileage, and expense allowances due and unpaid
to Members of the House of Representatives, Seventy-ninth and
prior Congresses, $83,879.22.

THE SPEAKER'S TABLE

For an additional amount for preparation of the Digest of the Rules,
$1,000.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE

Stationery: For an additional amount for stationery for Repre-
sentatives, Delegates, and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto
Rico, and for the second session, Seventy-ninth Congress, $200; second
session, Seventy-ninth Congress, additional, $500; second session,
Seventy-ninth Congress, second additional, $750; first session,
Eightieth Congress, additional, $900; in all, $2,350, to remain avail-
able until expended.

For payment to John C. Gall for services rendered as counsel ap-
pointed by the special subcommittee of the Committee on Appropria-
tions, pursuant to H. Res. 386, Seventy-eighth Congress, $7,500.

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES

Paragraph (e) section 202 of the "Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946", Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August
2, 1946, is amended to read as follows: The professional staff members
of the standing committees shall receive basic annual compensation,
to be fixed by the chairman, ranging from $5,000 to $8,000 and the
clerical staff shall receive basic annual compensation up to $8,000.
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS 

Contingent expenses, Senate: For salaries and expenses of the Joint 
Committee on Labor-Management Relations created by section 401 of 
the Labor Management Relations Act 1947 (Public Law 101, Eightieth 
Congress) , $100,000. 

TEMPORARY CONGRESSIONAL AVIATION POLICY BOARD 

For salaries and expenses of the Temporary Congressional Aviation 
Policy Board created by the Act to establish a National Aviation 
Council, and for other purposes, to be available until March 1, 1948, 
and to be disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate on vouchers 
approved by the Chairman, $40,000: Provided, That expenditures 
hereunder shall be made in accordance with the laws applicable to 
inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate. 

Senate restaurants: For repairs, improvements, furnishings, and 
equipment for the Senate Restaurant, Capitol Building, including 
personal and other services, $81,000, to be expended by the Architect 
of the Capitol under the supervision of the Senate Committee on Rules 
and Administration, without regard to section 3709 of the Revised 
Statutes, as amended.. 

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to Bruce J. Mansfield, Margaret Mansfield Dorsey, and 
Jaquelin Mansfield Schmidt, son and daughters of Joseph Jefferson 
Mansfield, late a Representative from the State of Texas, $12,500. 

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF MEMBERS 

For compensation, mileage, and expense allowances due and unpaid 
to Members of the House of Representatives, Seventy-ninth and 
prior Congresses, $83,879.22. 

THE SPEAKER'S TABLE 

For an additional amount for preparation of the Digest of the Rules, 
$1,000. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

Stationery: For an additional amount for stationery for Repre-
sentatives, Delegates, and the Resident Commissioner from Puerto 
Rico, and for the second session, Seventy-ninth Congress, $200; second 
session, Seventy-ninth Congress, additional, $500; second session, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, second additional, $750; first session, 
Eightieth Congress, additional, $900; in all, $2,350, to remain avail-
able until expended. 
For payment to John C. Gall for services rendered as counsel ap-

pointed by the special subcommittee of the Committee on Appropria-
tions, pursuant to H. Res. 386, Seventy-eighth Congress, $7,500. 

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES 

Paragraph ( e) section 202 of the "Legislative Reorganization Act 
of 1946", Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved August 
2, 1946, is amended to read as follows: The professional staff members 
of the standing committees shall receive basic annual compensation, 
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ARBc'rOT Or THE CAPITOL

Senate Office Building: To enable the Architect of the Capitol
to carry out the provisions of section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act
to authorize the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of
cost for an additional office building for the use of the United StatesAnt, p. 307. Senate", approved July 11, 1947, $15,000.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY

Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress: For an additional amount9 stat. 66. for "Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress", fiscal year 1946, $1,900.
Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress: For an additional amount

stat. 4 for "Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress", fiscal year 1947, $9,000.

THE JUDICIARY

UNITED STATES COURTS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Plans and specifications for a courthouse for the United States
Court of Appeals and District Court of the United States for the
District of Columbia: To enable the Commissioner of Public Build-
ings to carry out the provisions of section 5 of the Act of May 29,Antcp. l. 1947 (Public Law 80), and the Commissioner of Public Buildings
hereafter shall exercise all the powers, and perform all the duties

Ant, pp. 120 121. conferred on the Architect of the Capitol by sections 1 and 5 of such
Act, $370,000.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE FOR EMGERENCY MANAGEMENT

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION

Salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenses of the Office of
Defense Transportation including salary of the Director at not toTravel expenses. exceed $12,000, and the Deputy Director at $10,000, traveling expenses
(not to exceed $50,000), including attendance at meetings of organi-zations concerned with the work of the agency; services as authorized

5 u.. B. . by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600); printing
and binding (not to exceed $10,000); not to exceed $4,000 for deposit
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required

39 U.t. 4. 321c by the Act of June 28, 1944; personal services in the District of
321.. Columbia and elsewhere; $400,000: Provided, That the payment of

SublstenOce to wit- subsistence to witnesses shall be subject to certification by the Director
ns. of the Office of Defense Transportation or his designee, as to the

Licene or inspeo- necessity therefor: Provided further, That in operating any commercialonfew;t. railroad or truck line the Office of Defense Transportation shall pay
whatever license or inspection fees and highway use compensation taxes
such lines would have been obligated to pay had they continued inoperation under the control of the owners thereof.

OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC REEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Liqudation. For expenses necessary, for completing the liquidation of the Office
of Scientific Research and Development, to be accomplished by said
agency or such other agency as the President may designate pursuant

80 stat. 6 to the First Supplemental Surplus Appropriation Rescission Act, 1946
including personal services in the District of Columbia; printing and
binding; and not to exceed $400 for deposit in the general fund of the
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ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL 

Senate Office Building: To enable the Architect of the Capitol 
to carry out the provisions of section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act 
to authorize the preparation of preliminary plans and estimates of 
cost for an additional office building for the use of the United States 
Senate", approved July 11, 1947, $15,000. 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY 

Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress: For an additional amount 
for "Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress", fiscal year 1946, $1,900. 
Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress: For an additional amount 

for "Penalty mail costs, Library of Congress", fiscal year 1947, $9,000. 

THt J UDICIARY 

UNITED STATES COURTS FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Plans and specifications for a courthouse for the United States 
Court of Appeals and District Court of the United States for the 
District of Columbia: To enable the Commissioner of Public Build-
ings to carry out the provisions of section 5 of the Act of May 29, 
1947 (Public Law 80), and the Commissioner of Public Buildings 
hereafter shall exercise all the powers, and perform all the duties 
conferred on the Architect of the Capitol by sections 1 and 5 of such 
Act, $370,000. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE FOR E3IERGENG'Y MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF DEFENSE TRANSPORTATION 

Salaries and expenses: For all necessary expenses of the Office of 
Defense Transportation, including salary of the Director at not to 

D exceed $12,000, and the eputy Director at $10,000, traveling expenses 
(not to exceed $50,000), including attendance at meetings of organi-
zations concerned with the work of the agency; services as authorized 
by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600) ; printing 
and binding (not to exceed $10,000) ; not to exceed $4,000 for deposit 
in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of penalty mail as required 
by the Act of June 28, 1944; personal services in the District of 
Columbia and elsewhere; $400,000: Provided, That the payment of 
subsistence to witnesses shall be subject to certification by the Director 
of the Office of Defense Transportation or his designee, as to the 
necessity therefor: Provided further, That in operating any commercial 
railroad or truck line the Office of Defense Transportation shall pay 
whatever license or inspection fees and highway use compensation taxes 
such lines would have been obligated to pay had they continued in 
operation under the control of the owners thereof. 

OFFICE OF SCIYJNTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

For expenses necessary, for completing the liquidation of the Office 
of Scientific Research and Development, to be accomplished by said 
agency or such other agency as the President may designate pursuant 
to the First Supplemental Surplus Appropriation Rescission Act, 1946, 
including personal services in the District of Columbia; printing and 
binding; and not to exceed $100 for deposit in the general fund of the 
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Treasury for cost of penalty mail: Provided, That the Office of Scien-
tific Research and Development or the agency designated to accomplish
the liquidation thereof may exercise, in connection with said liqui-
dation, the authority with respect to the disposal of property contained
in the appropriation of the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment for the fiscal year 1947, $90,000.

ASSISTANCE TO GREECE AND TURKEY

Assistance to Greece and Turkey: To enable the President to carry
out the provisions of the Act of May 22, 1947 (Public Law 75),
$400,000,000, which shall be available for personal services without
regard to section 607 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, as
amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946,
and including not to exceed $4,500,000 for administrative expenses,
of which not to exceed $300,000 shall be available for expenditure in
the District of Columbia.

DEFENSE AID, LIQUIDATION LEND-LEASE PROGRAM

For the liquidation by the Treasury Department in the fiscal year
1948 of activities under the Act to promote the defense of the United
States, approved March 11, 1941, $500,000: Provided, That the fore-
going amount shall be available for expenditure in connection with
shipment of commodities contracted for prior to January 1, 1947
(but not heretofore shipped), for the account of only Australia, Bel-
gium, Guatemala, China, France, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Peru, the
United Kingdom, and the Netherlands.

RELIEF ASSISTANCE TO WAR-DEVASTATED COUNTRIES

Relief assistance to war-devastated countries: To enable the Presi-
dent to carry out the provisions of the joint resolution providing for
relief assistance to countries devastated by war, approved May 31,
1947 (Public Law 84), $332,000,000: Provided, That not to exceed
$600,000 shall be available for the administrative expenses of the
Department of State incident to the foregoing, to be allocated to and
consolidated with such appropriations of the Department of State as
the Secretary of State may determine: Provided further, That
(except from funds allocated therefrom by the President as contribu-
tions to the International Children's Emergency Fund of the United
Nations under the provisions of said Public Law 84) no relief
assistance shall be provided under this appropriation to the people
of any country unless the government of such country has given
assurance satisfactory to the President that (a) the supplies trans-
ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this appropriation,
as well as similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside
sources, will be distributed among the people of such country without
discrimination as to race, creed, or political belief; (b) representatives
of the Government of the United States and of the press and radio
of the United States will be permitted to observe freely and to report
fully regarding the distribution and utilization of such supplies; (c)
full and continuous publicity will be given within such country as
to the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and progress of
the United States relief program carried on therein pursuant to this
appropriation; (d) if food, medical supplies, fertilizer, or seed is
transferred or otherwise made available to such country pursuant to
this appropriation, no articles of the same character will be exported
or removed from such country while need therefor for relief purposes
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Treasury for cost of penalty mail: Provided, That the Office of Scien-
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the liquidation thereof may exercise, in connection with said liqui-
dation, the authority with respect to the disposal of property contained 
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amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946, 
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of which not to exceed $300,000 shall be available for expenditure in 
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1948 of activities under the Act to promote the defense of the United 
States, approved March 11, 1941, $500,000: Provided, That the fore-
going amount shall be available for expenditure in connection with 
shipment of commodities contracted for prior to January 1, 1947 
(but not heretofore shipped), for the account of only Australia, Bel-
gium, Guatemala, China, France, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Peru, the 
"United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. 

RELIEF ASSISTANCE TO WAR-DEVASTATED COUNTRIES 

Relief assistance to war-devastated countries: To enable the Presi-
dent to carry out the provisions of the joint resolution providing for 
relief assistance to countries devastated by war, approved May 31, 
1947 (Public Law 84), $332,000,000: Provided, That not to exceed 
$600,000 shall be available for the administrative expenses of the 
Department of State incident to the foregoing, to be allocated to and 
consolidated with such appropriations of the Department of State as 
the Secretary of State may determine: Provided further, That 
(except from funds allocated therefrom by the President as contribu-
tions to the International Children's Emergency Fund of the United 
Nations under the provisions of said Public Law 84) no relief 
assistance shall be provided under this appropriation to the people 
of any country unless the government of such country has given 
assurance satisfactory to the President that (a) the supplies trans-
ferred or otherwise made available pursuant to this appropriation, 
as well as similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside 
sources, will be distributed among the people of such country without 
discrimination as to race, creed, or political belief; (b) representatives 
of the Government of the United States and of the press and radio 
of the United States will be permitted to observe freely and to report 
fully regarding the distribution and utilization of such supplies; (c) 
full and continuous publicity will be given within such country as 
to the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and progress of 
the United States relief program carried on therein pursuant to this 
appropriation; (d) if food, medical supplies, fertilizer, or seed is 
transferred or otherwise made available to such country pursuant to 
this appropriation, no articles of the same character will be exported 
or removed from such country while need therefor for relief purposes 
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Transportation of
voluntary relief sup.
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continues; (e) such country has taken or is taking, insofar as pos-
sible, the economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs and
to provide for its own future reconstruction; (f) upon request of
the President, it will furnish promptly information concerning the
production, use, distribution, importation, and exportation of any
supplies which affect the relief needs of the people of such country;
(g) representatives of the Government of the United States will be
permitted to supervise the distribution among the people of such
country of the supplies transferred or otherwise made available pur-
suant to this appropriation; (h) provision will be made for a control
system so that all classes of people within such country will receive
their fair share of essential supplies; and (i) all supplies transferred
pursuant to this appropriation or acquired through the use of credits
established pursuant to law and any articles processed from such
supplies, or the containers of such supplies or articles, will, to the
extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in a
conspicuous place as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature
of such supplies, articles, or containers will permit in such manner
as to indicate to the ultimate consumer in such country that such
supplies or articles have been furnished by the United States of
America for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles, or contain-
ers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded or labeled,
that all practicable steps will be taken to inform the ultimate con-
sumers thereof that such supplies or articles have been furnished by
the United States of America for relief assistance: Provided further,
That subject to the limitations and requirements of this paragraph this
appropriation shall be available for the transportation of voluntary
relief supplies shipped by relief agencies licensed for operation in
Europe and in Asia including the occupied areas under such regula-
tions as the Secretary of State may prescribe.

SURPLUS PROPERTY, CARE AND HANDLING OVERSEAS

Surplus property, care and handling overseas: To enable the Presi-
dent, through the War and Navy Departments and the United States
Commercial Company during the fiscal years 1947 and 1948, to carry

58 Bs.a. .8 pp. out the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended,
i en-li. and paragraph 8 of Executive Order 9630 of September 27, 1945

0 UP.S. app. with respect to care and handling of surplus property outside conti-io01 note. nental United States, $35,348,000, of which $32,000,000 shall be avail-
able to the War Department and $3,348,000 to the Navy Department
for reimbursement of appropriations, funds, or accounts of said
agencies from which expenditures have been or may be made for
the foregoing purposes and in addition military appropriations may
be expended for such purposes, not exceeding $15,000,000, in con-

Relmbursemnt. templation of reimbursement if justified: Provided, That none of the
funds herein appropriated shall be available for reimbursement for
pay and allowances or subsistence of military or naval personnel.

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION
ADMINISTRATION

Liquidation of United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis.
tration program: To enable the President to carry out the provisions
of the Act of July 8, 1947 (Public Law 164), not to exceed $1,900,000
of the unobligated and unallocated balances as of June 30, 1947 of the
appropriation "United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion" provided under the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946,
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continues; (e) such country has taken or is taking, insofar as pos-
sible, the economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs and 
to provide for its own future reconstruction; (f) upon request of 
the President, it will furnish promptly information concerning the 
production, use, distribution, importation, and exportation of any 
supplies which affect the relief needs of the people of such country; 
(g) representatives of the Government of the United States will be 
permitted to supervise the distribution among the people of such 
country of the supplies transferred or otherwise made available pur-
suant to this appropriation; (h) provision will be made for a control 
system so that all classes of people within such country will receive 
their fair share of essential supplies; and (i) all supplies transferred 
pursuant to this appropriation or acquired through the use of credits 
established pursuant to law and any articles processed from such 
supplies, or the containers of such supplies or articles, will, to the 
extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in a 
conspicuous place as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature 
of such supplies, articles, or containers will permit in such manner 
as to indicate to the ultimate consumer in such country that such 
supplies or articles have been furnished by the United States of 
America for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles, or contain-
ers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded, or labeled, 
that all practicable steps will be taken to inform the ultimate con-
sumers thereof that such supplies or articles have been furnished by 
the United States of America for relief assistance: Provided further, 
That subject to the limitations and requirements of this paragraph this 
appropriation shall be available for the transportation of voluntary 
relief supplies shipped by relief agencies licensed for operation in 
Europe and in Asia including the occupied areas under such regula-
tions as the Secretary of State may prescribe. 

SURPLUS PROPERTY, CARE AND HANDLING OVERSEAS 

Surplus property, care and handling overseas: To enable the Presi-
dent, through the War and Navy Departments and the United States 
Commercial Company during the fiscal years 1947 and 1948, to carry 
out the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, 
and paragraph 8 of Executive Order 9630 of September 27, 1945, 
with respect to care and handling of surplus property outside conti-
nental United States, $35,348,000, of which $32,000,000 shall be avail-
able to the War Department and $3,348,000 to the Navy Department 
for reimbursement of appropriations, funds, or accounts of said 
agencies from which expenditures have been or may be made for 
the foregoing purposes and in addition military appropriations may 
be expended for such purposes, not exceeding $15,000,000, in con-
templation of reimbursement if justified: Provided, That none of the 
funds herein appropriated shall be available for reimbursement for 
pay and allowances or subsistence of military or naval personnel. 

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION 
ADMINISTRATION 

Liquidation of United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration program: To enable the President to carry out the provisions 
of the Act of July 8, 1947 (Public Law 164), not to exceed $1,900,000 
of the unobligated and unallocated balances as of June 30, 1947, of the 
appropriation "United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-
tion" provided under the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946, 
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shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for administrative
expenses incident to the liquidation of activities under said
appropriation.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses for the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service as provided in the Labor-Manage-
ment Relations Act, 1947 (Public Law 101), including printing and
binding, penalty mail costs; temporary employment of arbitrators,
conciliators, and mediators on labor relations at rates not in excess of
$35 per diem; expenses of the Labor-Management Panel as provided in
section 205 of said Act; not to exceed $3,000 for attendance at meetings
of organizations concerned with labor and industrial relations, when
incurred on the written authority of the Director, $1,320,000:
Provided, That in making apportionments pursuant to section 3679
of the Revised Statutes, as amended, the entire sum herein appro-
priated may, if found necessary by the Bureau of the Budget for
effective administration, be apportioned for obligation prior to Feb-
ruary 15, 1948: Provided further, That all property used or held in
connection with the functions of the United States Conciliation
Service is hereby transferred to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service, effective August 22,1947.

Boards of inquiry: To enable the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
Service to pay necessary expenses of boards of inquiry appointed by
the President pursuant to section 206 of the Labor-Management Rela-
tions Act, 1947 (Public Law 101), including printing and binding,
contract stenographic reporting services, and rent in the District of
Columbia, $90,000: Provided, That in making apportionments pursuant
to section 3679 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, the entire sum
herein appropriated may, if found necessary by the Bureau of the
Budget for effective administration, be apportioned for obligation
prior to February 15, 1948.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

FOO) AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

Certification services: For an additional amount for "Certification
services", $100,000.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and
expenses", $181,000.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For an additional
amount for the activities of the National Institute of Health, $500,000,
including the objects specified under this head in the Federal Security
Agency Appropriation Act, 1948, to be expended for research activities
related to cardiovascular diseases.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Grants to States for unemployment-compensation administration:
For an additional amount for "Grants to States for unemployment
compensation administration", $8,026,000.
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shall be available during the fiscal year 1948 for administrative 
expenses incident to the liquidation of activities under said 
appropriation. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE 

Salaries and expenses: For necessary expenses for the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service as provided in the Labor-Manage-
ment Relations Act, 1947 (Public Law 101), including printing and 
binding, penalty mail costs; temporary employment of arbitrators, 
conciliators, and mediators on labor relations at rates not in excess of 
$35 per diem; expenses of the Labor-Management Panel as provided in 
section 205 of said Act; not to exceed $3,000 for attendance at meetings 
of organizations concerned with labor and industrial relations, when 
incurred on the written authority of the Director, $1,320,000: 
Provided, That in making apportionments pursuant to section 3679 
of the Revised Statutes, as amended, the entire sum herein appro-
priated may, if found necessary by the Bureau of the Budget for 
effective administration, be apportioned for obligation prior to Feb-
ruary 15, 1948: Provided further, That all property used or held in 
connection with the functions of the United States Conciliation 
Service is hereby transferred to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service, effective August 22, 1917. 
Boards of inquiry: To enable the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 

Service to pay necessary expenses of boards of inquiry appointed by 
the President pursuant to section 206 of the Labor-Management Rela-
tions Act, 1947 (Public Law 101), including printing and binding, 
contract stenographic reporting services, and rent in the District of 
Columbia, $90,000 : Provided, That in making apportionments pursuant 
to section 3679 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, the entire sum 
herein appropriated may, if found necessary by the Bureau of the 
Budget for effective administration, be apportioned for obligation 
prior to February 15, 1948. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION 

Certification services: For an additional amount for "Certification 
services", $100,000. 

HOWARD UNIVERSITY 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 
expenses", $181,000. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 

National Institute of Health, operating expenses: For an additional 
amount for the activities of the National Institute of Health, $500,000, 
including the objects specified under this head in the Federal Security 
Agency .Appropriation Act, 1948, to be expended for research activities 
related to cardiovascular diseases. 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Grants to States for unemployment-compensation administration: 
For an additional amount for "Grants to States for unemployment 
compensation administration", $8,026,000. 
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Civilian war benefits: For payments of benefits, to enable the
Federal Security Administrator to continue the civilian war benefits
program as provided for under this head in title II of the Labor-

O6 Stat. ON. Federal Security Appropriation Act, 1947, $100,000.

FEDERAL WOBKS AGENCY

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to roads
and highways under the Defense Highway Act of 1941, as amended

55Stat.768. (23 U. S. C. 110), as follows: "The Commissioner of Public Roads
is authorized to reimburse the several States for the necessary
rehabilitation or repair of roads and highways of States or their
subdivisions substantially damaged by the Army, or the Navy, or
both, by any other agency of the Government, and so forth", as
fully set forth in Senate Document Numbered 88 and House Docu-
ment Numbered 353, Eightieth Congress, $435,440.42.

Ante, p. 674. HOUSING EXPEDITER

OFFICE OF RENT CONTROL

Salaries and expenses, Office of Rent Control: For expenses neces-
50 U. ste. C. ap p - sary to carry out provisions of law and Executive Orders 9809 and601 note.
12 F. R. 248. 9841 relative to rent control, including personal services in the District

of Columbia; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August
osta^t.l10. 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates not to exceed $35 per diem for5 U.S. C. I5M.

individuals; printing and binding; test rentals for enforcement pur-
poses, authorization in each case to have prior approval of the Hous-
ing Expediter, or the Deputy Expediter, Rent Control, or the
Regional Rent Administrator in the region in which the transaction
is contemplated; hire of passenger motor vehicles; attendance at
meetings of organizations concerned with rent control; and not to
exceed $175,000 for deposit in the Treasury for cost of penalty mail

S39 Bat3. 32c, as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $18,074,000: Provided, That
32lb. any employee of the Office of Rent Control is authorized and empow-

Antep.40. ered, when designated for the purpose by the head of the Office, to
administer to or take from any person an oath, affirmation, or affidavit
when such instrument is required in connection with the performance
of the functions or activities of said Office.

INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary to carry out the pur-
stat. 1049. poses of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 726), creating an

70; 2 Us. c. 0 Indian Claims Commission including personal services in the District
If 259, 25a. of Columbia; printing and binding; and penalty mail costs as required

39U Stt 0 32 1c- by the Act of June 28, 1944, $150,000.
321h.

Ante, p. 480. NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

The appropriations made in the National Labor Relations Board
Appropriation Act, 1948, under the titles "Salaries", "Miscellaneous
expenses", "Penalty mail costs", and "Printing and binding" are

Ant,p .. hereby consolidated under the title "Salaries and expenses", which
31 U.V. C. C65. . such total amount may be apportioned, pursuant to section 3679 of

the Revised Statutes as amended, if found necessary by the Bureau
of the Budget for effective administration, for obligation during the
period prior to February 1, 1948, and there is hereby appropriated
an additional amount of $1,000,000 which shall be held in reserve and
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

Civilian war benefits: For payments of benefits, to enable the 
Federal Security Administrator to continue the civilian war benefits 
program as provided for under this head in title II of the Labor-
Federal Security Appropriation Act, 1947, $100,000. 

FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to roads 
and highways under the Defense Highway Act of 1941, as amended 
(23 U. S. C. 110), as follows: "The Commissioner of Public Roads 
is authorized to reimburse the several States for the necessary 
rehabilitation or repair of roads and highways of States or their 
subdivisions substantially damaged by the Army, or the Navy, or 
both, by any other agency of the Government, and so forth", as 
fully set forth in Senate Document Numbered 88 and House Docu-
ment Numbered 353, Eightieth Congress, $435,440.42. 

HOUSING EXPEDITER 

OFFICE OP RENT CONTROL 

Salaries and expenses, Office of Rent Control: For expenses neces-
sary to carry out provisions of law and Executive Orders 9809 and 
9841 relative to rent control, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 
2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates not to exceed $35 per diem for 
individuals; printing and binding; test rentals for enforcement pur-
poses, authorization in each case to have prior approval of the Hous-
ing Expediter, or the Deputy Expediter, Rent Control, or the 
Regional Rent Administrator in the region in which the transaction 
is contemplated; hire of passenger motor vehicles; attendance at 
meetings of organizations concerned with rent control; and not to 
exceed $175,000 for deposit in the Treasury for cost of penalty mail 
as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; $18,074,000: Provided, That 
any employee of the Office of Rent Control is authorized and empow-
ered2 when designated for the purpose by the head of the Office, to 
administer to or take from any person an oath, affirmation, or affidavit 
when such instrument is required in connection with the performance 
of the functions or activities of said Office. 

INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 726), creating an 
Indian Claims Commission, including personal services in the District 
of Columbia ,• printing and binding; and penalty mail costs as required 
by the Act a June 28, 1944, $150,000. 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

The appropriations made in the National Labor Relations Board 
Appropriation Act, 1948, under the titles "Salaries", "Miscellaneous 
expenses", "Penalty mail costs", and "Printing and binding" are 
hereby consolidated under the title "Salaries and expenses", which 
such total amount may be apportioned, pursuant to section 3679 of 
the Revised Statutes, as amended, if found necessary by the Bureau 
of the Budget for effective administration, for obligation during the 
period prior to February 1, 1948, and there is hereby appropriated 
an additional amount of $1,000,000 which shall be held in reserve and 
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shall be available for apportionment for obligation prior to February
1, 1948, only if found necessary by the Bureau of the Budget for

effective administration: Provided, That such sums shall be available
for expenses necessary (including salaries of five Board members and
a general counsel) in accordance with the provisions of the Labor-
Management Relations Act, 1947 (Public Law 101), to perform the Ant, p. 136.

functions vested in the National Labor Relations Board by said Act,
and other law.

OFFICE OF SELECTIVE SERVICE RECORDS

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the operation and
maintenance of the Office of Selective Service Records as authorized
by the Act of March 31, 1947 (Public Law 26), including not to exceed Ante, pp. 31 108.

$100,000 for printing and binding; personal services in the District
of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services; not to exceed
$32,000 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; and a health- 8 st3.T 5 321-

service program for employees as authorized by the Act of August 8, 321h.
.Ante, p. 450.

1946 (Public Law 658), $4,250,000. 60 stat. 9W.
5 U. . C. 0 150.

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION

Automobiles and other conveyances for disabled veterans: For Ant, p. 4.

an additional amount for "Automobiles and other conveyances for
disabled veterans", $5,000,000, to be available for the purposes specified
under this head in the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 663). 60 Stat. 252.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY

Animal husbandry: For an additional amount for "Animal hus- Ant,. p. 531.

bandry", $17,900.
The appropriation, "Eradication of Foot-and-Mouth and Other

Contagious Diseases of Animals", in the Department of Agriculture
Appropriation Act, 1948, is hereby amended to read as follows: .-Ant. p 245, 632.

For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District
of Columbia, in the arrest and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease,
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other contagious or infec-
tious diseases of animals, or European fowl pest and similar diseases in

poultry, including the payment of claims growing out of past and

future purchases and destruction of animals (including poultry)
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed
to, any such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership,
under like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner

has complied with all lawful quarantine regulations; and for foot-
and-mouth disease and rinderpest programs undertaken pursuant to

the provisions of the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8,
Eightieth Congress), and the Act of May 29, 1884, as amended (7 23Stat3.

U. S. C., 391; 21 U. S. C., 111-122), including expenses in accordance
with section 2 of said Public Law 8, $100,000, together with such sums Ante, p.

(which may be transferred to and made a part of this appropriation)
from other appropriations or funds available to the bureaus, corpora-
tions, or agencies of the Department as the Secretary may deem neces-
sary, to be available, only in an emergency which threatens the live-

stock or poultry industry of the country: Provided, That, except for m^.iS. of OaspS

payments made pursuant to said Public Law 8, the payment for such

animals hereafter purchased may be made on appraisement based on

the meat, egg-production, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of
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shall be available for apportionment for obligation prior to February 
1, 1948, only if found necessary by the Bureau of the Budget for 
effective administration: Provided, That such sums shall be available 
for expenses necessary (including salaries of five Board members and 
a general counsel) in accordance with the provisions of the Labor-
Management Relations Act, 1917 (Public Law 101), to perform the 
functions vested in the National Labor Relations Board by said Act, 
and other law. 

OFFICE OF SELECTIVE SERVICE RECORDS 

Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary for the operation and 
maintenance of the Office of Selective Service Records as authorized 
by the Act of March 31, 1947 (Public Law 26), including not to exceed 
$100,000 for printing and binding; personal services in the District 
of Columbia; contract stenographic reporting services; not to exceed 
$32,000 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury for cost of 
penalty mail as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; and a health-
service program for employees as authorized, by the Act of August 8, 
1946 (Public Law 658), $1,250,000. 

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION 

Automobiles and other conveyances for disabled veterans: For 
an additional amount for "Automobiles and other conveyances for 
disabled veterans", $5,000,000, to be available for the purposes specified 
under this head in the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 663). 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICITLT URE 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY 

Animal husbandry: For an additional amount for "Animal hus-
bandry", $17,900. 
The appropriation, "Eradication of Foot-and-Mouth and Other 

Contagious Diseases of Animals", in the Department of Agriculture 
Appropriation Act, 1948, is hereby amended to read as follows: 
For expenses necessary, including personal services in the District 

of Columbia, in the arrest and eradication of foot-and-mouth disease, 
rinderpest, contagious pleuropneumonia, or other contagious or infec-
tious diseases of animals, or European fowl pest and similar diseases in 
poultry, including the payment of claims growing out of past and 
future purchases and destruction of animals (including poultry) 
affected by or exposed to, or of materials contaminated by or exposed 
to, any such disease, wherever found and irrespective of ownership, 
under like or substantially similar circumstances, when such owner 
has complied with all lawful quarantine regulations; and for foot-
and-mouth disease and rinderpest programs undertaken pursuant to 
the provisions of the Act of February 28, 1947 (Public Law 8, 
Eightieth Congress), and the Act of May 29, 1884, as amended (7 
U. S. C., 391; 21 S. C., 111-122), including expenses in accordance 
with section 2 of said Public Law 8, $100,000, together with such sums 
(which may be transferred to and made a part of this appropriation) 
from other appropriations or funds available to the bureaus, corpora-
tions, or agencies of the Department as the Secretary may deem neces-
sary, to be available, only in an emergency which threatens the live-
stock or poultry industry of the country: Provided, That, except for 
papnents made pursuant to said Public Law 8, the payment for such 
animals hereafter purchased may be made on appraisement based on 
the meat, egg-production, dairy, or breeding value, but in case of 
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Group appraisal of
poultry.

Ante, p. U54

36 Stat. 331.
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appraisement based on breeding value no appraisement of any such
animal shall exceed three times its meat, egg-production, or dairy
value, and, except in case of an extraordinary emergency, to be deter-
mined by the Secretary, the payment by the United States Government
for any such animals shall not exceed one-half of any such appraise-
ments: Provided further, That poultry may be appraised in groups
when the basis for appraisal is the same for each bird.

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING ADMINISTRATION

MARKETING SERVICES

Insecticide Act: For an additional amount for "Marketing services,
Insecticide Act", $75,000, to be merged with the appropriation under
this head in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948,
such total funds to be available for carrying out the purposes of the
Act of April 26, 1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134), and the Act of June 25,
1947 (Public Law 104), of which not to exceed $4,000 may be used for
construction of buildings, and the limitation on personal services in
the District of Columbia under "Marketing services" is hereby
increased by $22,500.

SUGAR RATIONING ADMINISTRATION

Ante, p. 2. Salaries and expenses: For expenses necessary to enable the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to perform the functions and duties vested in himAnt, p. . by the Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947 (Public Law 30), includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia; services as author-

O sSt. 810. ized y section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946; printing and binding;
U.. C. not to exceed $10,000 for test purchases of commodities and ration

currency for enforcement purposes; and hire of passenger motor
vehicles, $210,000, together with the sum appropriated for the SugarRationing Administration in the Emergency Appropriation Act,

Ant, p.25. 1948 (Public Law 161), which is transferred to and made a part
Ante, p. 24. hereof: Provided, That not to exceed $20,000 may be transferred to the

regular departmental appropriation for penalty mail as required by
3 U. S. C. §§ 321c- the Act of June 28, 1944.

nt21f.nte, p. 40.
Ante, p. 460.

3

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Pot, p. 68. Materials distribution and liquidation of Office of Temporary
Controls: For expenses necessary for carrying out the purposes of theAnte, p. 321. Act of July 15, 1947 (Public Law 188), section 6 (a) of the Act of53 stat. 812; 60 tat. June 7,1939, as amended by the Act of July 23,1946 (Public Law 520),§8.

50o U.. c. ie(). and those provisions of the Act of March 29, 1947 (Public Law 24)
, . 24. which relate to controls over the production, distribution, and use of

rubber, and for the liqudation of the Civilian Production Adminis-
tration, the Office of Price Administration, the Office of War Mobili-
zation and Reconversion, and all other functions of the former Office
of Temporary Controls, including personal services in the District ofColumbia and temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the60stat. 810 Act of August 2 1946 (Public Law 600), $950,000, of which $500,000

6v s c ~ shall be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries and expenses,fAnt, P. 299; pot, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce" of which amount $187,000
shall be available only for carrying out the provisions of Public Law 24

Ante, p.24. (Eightieth Congress); and of the $950,000 herein provided, not to
exceed $8,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Printing and

A., p- 294; post binding, Department of Commerce" and not to exceed $1,500 may be

p

p
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appraisement based on breeding value no appraisement of any such 
animal shall exceed three times its meat, egg-production, or dairy 
value, and, except in case of an extraordinary emergency, to be deter-
mined by the Secretary, the payment by the United States Government 
for any such animals shall not exceed one-half of any such appraise-
ments: Provided further, That poultry may be appraised in groups 
when the basis for appraisal is the same for each bird. 

PRODULLION AND MARKETING ADMINISTRATION 

MARKETING SERVICES 

Insecticide Act: For an additional amount for "Marketing services, 
Insecticide Act", $75,000, to be merged with the appropriation under 
this head in the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948, 
such total funds to be available for carrying out the purposes of the 
Act of April 26, 1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-434), and the Act of June 25, 
1947 (Public Law 104), of which not to exceed $4,000 may be used for 
construction of buildings, and the limitation on personal services in 
the District of Columbia under "Marketing services" is hereby 
increased by $22,500. 

SUGAR RATIONING ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expense's: For expenses necessary to enable the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to perform the functions and duties vested in him 
by the Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947 (Public Law 30), includ-
ing personal services in the District of Columbia services as author-
ized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946; printing and binding; 
not to exceed $10,000 for test purchases of commodities and ration 
currency for enforcement purposes; and hire of passenger motor 
vehicles, $210,000, together with the sum appropriated for the Sugar 
Rationing Administration in the Emergency Appropriation Act, 
1948 (Public Law 161), which is transferred to and made a part 
hereof: Provided, That not to exceed $20,000 may be transferred to the 
regular departmental appropriation for penalty mail as required by 
the Act of June 28, 1944. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Materials distribution and liquidation of Office of Temporary 
Controls: For expenses necessary for carrying out the purposes of the 
Act of July 15, 1947 (Public Law 188), section 6 (a) of the Act of 
June 7, 1939, as amended by the Act of July 23, 1946 (Public Law 520), 
and those provisions of the Act of March 29, 1947 (Public Law 24), 
which relate to controls over the production, distribution, and use a 
rubber, and for the liquidation of the Civilian Production Adminis-
tration, the Office of Price Administration the Office of W ar Mobili-
zation and Reconversion, and all other functions of the former Office 
of Temporary Controls, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia and temporary services as authorized by section 15 of the 
Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), $950,000, of which $500,000 
shall be transferred to the appropriation "Salaries and expenses 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce" of which amount $187,000 
shall be available only for carrying out the provisions of Public Law 24 
(Eightieth Congress) ' • and of the $950,000 herein provided,. not to 
exceed $8,000 may be transferred to the appropriation "Printing and 
binding, Department of Commerce" and not to exceed $1,500 may be 
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transferred to the appropriation "Penalty mail costs, Department of
Commerce".

Section 203 (a) of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of the first
sentence thereof, inserting a comma, and adding the following new
material: "Provided, however, That a protest setting forth objections
to any provisions of such regulation, order, or price schedule with
respect to which responsibility was transferred to the Department of
Commerce by Executive Order 9841 may not be filed more than one
hundred and twenty days after issuance of such regulation, order, or
price schedule or sixty days after the enactment of this amendment,
whichever is the later."

Section 204 (e) of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as
amended, is amended by striking out the first sentence and substituting
the following: "Within sixty days after the date of enactment of this
amendment, or within sixty days after arraignment in any criminal
proceedings and within sixty days after commencement of any civil

proceedings brought pursuant to section 205 of this Act or section 37
of the Criminal Code, involving alleged violation of any provision of
any regulation or order issued under section 2 or alleged violation of
any price schedule effective in accordance with the provisions of section
206 with respect to which responsibility was transferred to the Depart-
ment of Commerce by Executive Order 9841, the defendant may apply
to the court in which the proceeding is pending for leave to file in the
Emergency Court of Appeals a complaint against the Administrator
setting forth objections to the validity of any provision which the
defendant is alleged to have violated or conspired to violate."

The last paragraph of section 205 (e) of the Emergency Price
Control Act of 1942, as amended, is amended by inserting at the end
of the first sentence thereof the following new sentence: "The Admin-
istrator shall not be required to make any determination under this
section unless the manufacturer makes application to the Adminis-
trator for such determination within sixty days after the date of this
enactment, or within sixty days after institution of the enforcement
action in which such manufacturer is involved, whichever is the later."

Nothing herein shall be construed as in any way affecting the right
of the United States or any officer thereof to dismiss any protest under
section 203 of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended,
or defend against any complaint under section 204 (e) of such Act
on the ground of laches.

CIVIL AERONAuTICS ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and
expenses", $39,520.

Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For an additional
amount for "Establishment of air-navigation facilities", $40,000, of
which not to exceed $1,750 may be transferred to the appropriation

"Salaries and expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration", for neces-
sary administrative costs.

BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE
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56 Stat. 31.
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56 Stat. 33.
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56 Stat. 34.
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56 Stat. 31; 58 Rtat.
109.

50 U. 8. C. app.
§ 923, 924 (e).

Supra.

Ante, p. 296.

Ante, p. 26.

Export control: For expenses necessary to carry out the purposes
of section 6 of the Act of July 2, 1940, as amended (50 U. S. C. App. 54Stat

701), and as further amended by the Act of May 23, 1946 (Public 60Stat-21.

Law 389), and the Act of July 15, 1947 (Public Law 188), including A pop. 21
4 3

;

personal services in the District of Columbia, of which not to exceed
$14,000 shall be available for printing and binding, and not to exceed Penalty m-.
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transferred to the appropriation "Penalty mail costs, Department of 
Commerce". 

Section 203 (a) of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as 
amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of the first 
sentence thereof, inserting a comma, and adding the following new 
material: "Provided, however, That a protest setting forth objections 
to any provisions of such regulation, order, or price schedule with 
respect to which responsibility was transferred to the Department of 
Commerce by Executive Order 9841 may not be filed more than one 
hundred and twenty days after issuance of such regulation, order, or 
price schedule or sixty days after the enactment of this amendment, 
whichever is the later." 

Section 204 (e) of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942,. as 
amended, is amended by striking out the first sentence and substituting 
the following: "Within sixty days after the date of enactment of this 
amendment, or within sixty days after arraignment in any criminal 
proceedings and within sixty days after commencement of any civil 
proceedings brought pursuant to section 205 of this Act or section 37 
of the Criminal Code, involving alleged violation of any provision of 
any regulation or order issued under section 2 or alleged violation of 
any price schedule effective in accordance with the provisions of section 
206 with respect to which responsibility was transferred to the Depart-
ment of Commerce by Executive Order 9841, the defendant may apply 
to the court in which the proceeding is pending for leave to file in the 
Emergency Court of Appeals a complaint against the Administrator 
setting forth objections to the validity of any provision which the 
defendant is alleged to have violated or conspired to violate." 
The last paragraph of section 205 (e) of the Emergency Price 

Control Act of 1942, as amended, is amended by inserting at the end 
of the first sentence thereof the following new sentence: "The Admin-
istrator shall not be required to make any determination under this 
section unless the manufacturer makes application to the Adminis-
trator for such determination within sixty days after the date of this 
enactment, or within sixty days after institution of the enforcement 
action in which such manufacturer is involved, whichever is the later." 
Nothing herein shall be construed as in any way affecting the right 

of the United States or any officer thereof to dismiss any protest under 
section 203 of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, as amended, 
or defend against any complaint under section 204 (e) of such Act 
on the ground of laches. 

CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 
expenses", $39,520. 
Establishment of air-navigation facilities: For an additional 

amount for "Establishment of air-navigation facilities", $40,000, of 
which not to exceed $1,750 may be transferred to the appropriation 
"Salaries and expenses, Civil Aeronautics Administration", for neces-
sary administrative costs. 
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of section 6 of the Act of July 2, 1940, as amended. (50 U. S. C. App. 
701), and as further amended by the Act of May 23, 1946 (Public 
Law 389), and the Act of July 15, 1947 (Public Law 188), including 
personal services in the District of Columbia, of which not to exceed 
$14,000 shall be available for printing and binding, and not to exceed 
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Ante, pp. 245, 40.

3 CFR, Onm. Supp.,
p. 1123.

3 CFR, 1946 Supp.,
pp. 133, 13.

Funds from opera-
tion of coal mines, etc.

8 OFR, 1948 Supp.,
pp. 133,153.

Ante, p. 462.

Ante, p. 462.

Idaho Panhandle
facilities.

Ante, p. 42.

60 Stat. 3.

$13,500 may be transferred to the appropriation "Penalty mail costs,
Department of Commerce", $675,000.

Field office service: For an additional amount for "Field office
service", $10,000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFIOE OF THE SECRETARY

WAR AGENCY LIUIDATION

War Agency Liquidation: For an additional amount, for "Waragency liqui ation", including liquidation of War Relocation
Authority program provided for in Executive Order 9102 and the
President's message to Congress of June 12, 1944 (House Document
656); the Coal Mines Administration established pursuant to Execu-
tive Orders 9728 and 9758- and the functions authorized by the
appropriation "Emergency fund, Territories and island possessions
(national defense), Department of the Interior", contained in the
Act of December 23, 1941 (55 Stat. 856); and reimbursement to theNavy Department for pay and allowances and travel expenses (exceptterminal leave which expenses shall be borne by the Navy Department)
o officers and enlisted personnel detailed to the Coal Mines Admin-istration; $175,000, which amount shall be merged with and con-stitute one fund with the appropriation to which added, said fundto be available for all the purposes of this and said other appro-
priation: Provided That funds derived from the operation of coalmines by the Coal Mines Administration for and at the risk of theFederal Government are hereby made available for settlement andother liquidating costs of such operations: Provided further, Thatnot to exceed $12,600 of this appropriation is hereby made availablefor expenses incurred on and after June 30, 1947, in liquidatingoperations of those coal mines which have been operated for theaccount and at the risk of the Federal Government, which sum maybe expended without regard to the provisions of any law regulatingexpenditures of Government funds or the employment of persons inthe Government service that did not apply to the expenditure offunds in the operation of such mines under Executive Orders 9728
and 9758.

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

Construction, operation, and maintenance, Bonneville power trans-mission system: For an additional amount "Construction, operation,and maintenance, Bonneville power transmission system", $1,184,700,and in addition to the contract authorization included in the Interior
Department Appropriation Act, 1948, the Administrator is author-ized to contract in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment forpower transmission facilities in an amount not in excess of $790,600.In addition to the contract authorization contained in the InteriorDepartment Appropriation Act, 1948, and the additional contractauthorization contained herein, the Administrator is authorized tocontract in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment for theIdaho Panhandle power transmission facilities in an amount not in
excess of $489,000.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For an additional
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Purchase and transportation of Indiansupplies", $400,000.
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$13,500 may be transferred to the appropriation "Penalty mail costs, 
Department of Commerce", $675,000. 

Field office service: For an additional amount for "Field office 
service", $10,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WAR AGENCY LIQUIDATION 

War Agency Liquidation: For an additional amount, for "War 
agency liquidation", including liquidation of War Relocation 
Authority program provided for in Executive Order 9102 and the 
President's message to Congress of June 12, 1944 (House Document 
656) ; the Coal Mines Administration established pursuant to Execu-
tive Orders 9728 and 9758; and the functions authorized by the 
appropriation "Emergency fund, Territories and island in 
(national defense), Department of the Interior", contained n the 
Act of December 23, 1941 (55 Stat. 856) ; and reimbursement to the 
Navy Department for pay and allowances and travel expenses (except 
terminal leave which expenses shall be borne by the Navy Department) 
of officers and enlisted personnel detailed to the Coal Mines Admin-
istration; $175,000, which amount shall be merged with and con-
stitute one fund with the appropriation to which added, said fund 
to be available for all the purposes of this and said other appro-
priation: Provided, That funds derived from the operation of coal 
mines by the Coal Mines Administration for and at the risk of the 
Federal Government are hereby made available for settlement and 
other liquidating costs of such operations: Provided fuirtlter, That 
not to exceed $12,600 of this appropriation is hereby, made available 
for expenses incurred on and after June 30, 1947, in liquidating 
operations of those coal mines which have been operated for the 
account and at the risk of the Federal Government, which sum may 
be expended without regard to the provisions of any law regulating 
expenditures of Government funds or the employment of persons in 
the Government service that did not apply to the expenditure of 
funds in the operation of such mines under Executive Orders 9728 
and 9758. 

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 

Construction, operation, and maintenance, Bonneville power trans-
mission system: For an additional amount "Construction, operation, 
and maintenance, Bonneville power transmission system", $1,184,700, 
and in addition to the contract authorization included in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act, 1948, the Administrator is author-
ized to contract in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment for 
power transmission facilities in an amount not in excess of $790,600. 
In addition to the contract authorization contained in the Interior 

Department Appropriation Act, 1948, and the additional contract 
authorization contained herein, the Administrator is authorized to 
contract in the fiscal year 1948 for materials and equipment for the 
Idaho Panhandle power transmission facilities in an amount not in 
excess of $489,000. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Purchase and transportation of Indian supplies: For an additional 
amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Purchase and transportation of Indian 
supplies", $400,000. 
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The funds appropriated under title II of the Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act, 1947, to meet increased pay costs under the appro-
priation title "Education of Indians, 1947", may also be used for pay-
ment of tuition for Indian children enrolled in public schools.

Conservation of health: For an additional amount for "Conserva-
tion of health", $302,300.

MISCELLANEOUS INDIAN TRIBAL FUNDS

Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal funds):
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Expenses of tribal
councils or committees thereof (tribal funds)", $10,000, payable from
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe interested.

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

National parks: For an additional amount for "National parks",
$65,000.

National monument, historical, and military areas: For an addi-
tional amount for "National monument historical, and military areas",
including $18,000 for parking areas, sidewalks, and stairway at Mount
Rushmore National Memorial, $45,000.

FISH AND WILLIFE SERVICE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations: For an additional
amount for "Maintenance of mammal and bird reservations", $40,000.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries and expenses, Office of Solicitor: For an additional amount
for "Salaries and expenses Office of Solicitor", $75,000.

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for "Contingent
expenses', $15,000.

Printing and binding: Fcr an additional amount for "Printing and
binding", $15,000.

Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount for "Penalty mail
costs", $3,000.

For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of Labor to carry
out the provisions of section 5 (a) of the Act of March 31, 1947 (Pub-
lic Law 26, Eightieth Congress), and to render assistance in connec-
tion with the exercise of reemployment rights under Public Law 87,
Seventy-eighth Congress, as amended, and the Selective Training
and Service Act of 1940, as amended, including personal services in
the District of Columbia, $500,000.

WAGE AND HoUR DIVISION

Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries", $500,000, and
the limitation on departmental salaries is hereby increased by $50,000.

Miscellaneous expenses: For an additional amount for "Miscel-
laneous expenses", $40,000.

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

General administration: For an additional amount for "General
administration", $201,000.

Grants to States for public employment offices: For an additional
amount for "Grants to States for public employment offices",
$7,460,000.
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The funds appropriated under title II of the Second Deficiency 
Appropriation Act, 1947, to meet increased pay costs under the appro-
priation title "Education of Indians, 1947", may also be used for pay-
ment of tuition for Indian children enrolled in public schools. 
Conservation of health: For an additional amount for "Conserva-

tion of health", $302,300. 

MISCELLANEOUS INDIAN TRIBAL FUNDS 

Expenses of tribal councils or committees thereof (tribal funds) : 
For an additional amount, fiscal year 1947, for "Expenses of tribal 
councils or committees thereof (tribal funds)", $10,000, payable from 
funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe interested. 
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National parks: For an additional amount for "National parks", 
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National monument, historical, and military areas: For an addi-
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including $18,000 for parking areas, sidewalks, and stairway at Mount 
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Contingent expenses: For an additional amount for "Contingent 
expenses", $15,000. 

Printing and binding: Fcr an additional amount for "Printing and 
binding", $15,000. 

Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount for "Penalty mail 
costs", $3,000. 
For expenses necessary to enable the Secretary of Labor to carry 

out the provisions of section 5 (a) of the Act of March 31, 1947 (Pub-
lic Law 26, Eightieth Congress), and to render assistance in connec-
tion with the exercise of reemployment rights under Public Law 87, 
Seventy-eighth Congress, as amended, and the Selective Training 
and Service Act of 1940, as amended, including personal services in 
the District of Columbia, $500,000. 
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Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries", $500,000, and 
the limitation on departmental salaries is hereby increased by $50,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses: For an additional amount for "Miscel-
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Ante, p. 261.

69 Stat. 662.

57 Stat. 205.

57 Stat. 214.

Ante, p. 279.

Ante, p. 280.

42 Stat. 1488.
U. a.c. i 661-674.

Ante, p. 279.

Ante, p. 281.

Ante, p. 280.

REDUCTION IN APPROPRIATION

The appropriation "Traveling expenses, Department of Labor,
1948", is hereby reduced by $360,000 and such amount shall be carried
to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately upon
the approval of this Act.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss
or destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and
determined by the Secretary of the Navy under the provisions of the
Act entitled An Act to provide the Navy with a system of laws for
the settlement of claims uniform with that of the Army", approved
December 28, 1945 (31 U. S. C. 223d), as fully set forth in Senate
Document Numbered 82 and House Document Numbered 350,
Eightieth Congress, $59,494.56.

Damage claims: For payment of claims for death or personal injury,
under the provisions of Public Law 224, approved November 15, 1945
(59 Stat. 582), as fully set forth in Senate Document Numbered 87
and House Document Numbered 349, Eightieth Congress, $1,321,019.10.

BtUEAu OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS

FUEL AND TRANSPORTATION, NAVY

Fuel and transportation, Navy: For an additional amount, fiscal
year 1944, for "Fuel and transportation, Navy", $730,000.

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIO OFFICE

"Contingent and miscellaneous expenses, Hydrographic Office",
fiscal year 1944, $63,507.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

DEPARTMENT SERVICE

Salaries and expenses, Department of State: The limitation of
$20,000 contained in the Department of State Appropriation Act,
1948, for the employment of aliens and temporary employment of
persons in the United States, without regard to civil service and clas-
sification laws, is hereby increased to $40,000.

North Atlantic fisheries: The appropriation "North Atlantic fish-
eries", contained in the Department of State Appropriation Act,
1948, is hereby made available, on and after July 1, 1947, for personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere i temporary
employment of persons without regard to the civil-service laws and
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; and attendance at meet-
ings of organizations concerned with the activity for which this
appropriation was made.

FOREIGN SERviCEi

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service: There is hereby transferred
the sum of $400,000 from the appropriation "Salaries and expenses,
Department of State, 1948", and the sum of $100,000 from the appro-
priation "Living and quarters allowances, Foreign Service, 1948", in
all, $500,000, to the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Foreign
Service, 1948".
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Ante, p. 261. 

59 Stat. 662. 

REDUCTION IN APPROPRIATION 

The appropriation "Traveling expenses, Department of Labor, 
1948", is hereby reduced by $360,000 and such amount shall be carried 
to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately upon 
the approval of this Act. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss 
or destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy under the provisions of the 
Act entitled "An Act to provide the Navy with a system of laws for 
the settlement of claims uniform with that of the Army"' approved 
December 28, 1945 (31 U. S. C. 223d), as fully set forth in Senate 
Document Numbered 82 and House Document Numbered 350, 
Eightieth Congress, $59,494.56. 
Damage claims: For payment of claims for death or personal injury, 

under the provisions of Public Law 224, approved November 15, 1945 
(59 Stat. 582), as fully set forth in Senate Document Numbered 87 
and House Document Numbered 349, Eightieth Congress, $1,321,019.10. 

BUREAU OF SUPPLYES AND ACCOUNTS 

rum, AND TRANSPORTATION, NAVY 

Fuel and transportation, Navy: For an additional amount, fiscal 
57 Stat. 205. year 1944, for "Fuel and transportation, Navy", $730,000. 

CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE 

"Contingent and miscellaneous expenses, Hydrographic Office", 
57 Stat. 214. fiscal year 1944, $63,507. 

Ante, P. 272. 

Ante, p. 280. 

42 Stat. 1488. 
IT. S. C. §§ 681-674. 

Ante, p. 279. 
Ante, P. 281. 

Ante, p. 280. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

DEPARTMENT SERVICE 

Salaries and expenses, Department of State: The limitation of 
$20,000 contained in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 
1948, for the employment of aliens and temporary employment of 
persons in the United States, without regard to civil service and clas-
sification laws, is hereby increased to $40,000. 
North Atlantic fisheries: The appropriation "North Atlantic fish-

eries", contained in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 
1948, is hereby made available, on and after July 1, 1947, for personal 
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere temporary 
employment of persons without regard to the civil-service laws and 
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended; and attendance at meet-
ings of organizations concerned with the activity for which this 
appropriation was made. 

FOREIGN SERVICE 

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service: There is hereby transferred 
the sum of $400,000 from the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, 
Department of State, 1948", and the sum of $100,000 from the appro-
priation "Living and quarters allowances, Foreign Service, 1948", in 
all, $500,000, to the appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Foreign 
Service, 1948". 
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INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND ACTIVITIES

International activities: The limitation of $75,000 contained in the
Department of State Appropriation Act, 1948, for entertainment and
representation allowances as authorized by section 901 (3) of the Act
of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 724), is hereby made available for
both entertainment and representation allowances.

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs: The amount made avail-
able under this head for administrative expenses for the fiscal year
1948 is hereby increased in the amount of $116,000, said amount to be
for the payment of rent as required in section 306 of the Government
Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948.

Inter-American Educational Foundation, Incorporated: The
amount made available under this head for administrative expenses for
the fiscal year 1948 is hereby increased in the amount of $16,000, said
amount to be for the payment of rent as required in section 306 of the
Government Corporations Appropriation Act, 1948.

International Refugee Organization: For expenses necessary in
carrying out the provisions of the Act of July 1, 1947 (Public Law
146), providing for membership and participation by the United
States in the International Refugee Organization, including attend-
ance at meetings of societies or associations concerned with the work
of the Organization; printing and binding without regard to section
11 of the Act of March 1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111), and section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5); and the hire of
passenger motor vehicles, $71,073,900.

United States participation in United Nations: The appropriation
"United States participation in United Nations," contained in the
Department of State Appropriation Act, 1948, is hereby made avail-
able in an amount not exceeding $15,000 per annum for the furnishing
of living quarters for the use of the Representative of the United
States at the seat of the United Nations and this shall be accomplished
by utilizing the authority contained in the second proviso of the
appropriation "Salaries and expenses, Foreign Service," in the Depart-
ment of State Appropriation Act, 1948, with respect to the furnishing
of living quarters for the use of the Foreign Service; and for making
allotments to the United States Mission to the United Nations to
defray the unusual expenses incident to the maintenance of an official
residence for the United States Representative to the United Nations
in the same manner that such allotments are authorized to Foreign
Service Posts by section 902 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (Public
Law 724).

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Refunds under Renegotiation Act: To enable the Secretary of the
Treasury to make refunds required by section 403 (a) (4) (D)
(relating to the recomputation of the amortization deduction) and by
the last sentence of section 403 (i) (3) (relating to excess inventories)
of the Renegotiation Act; and to refund any amount finally adjudged
or determined to have been erroneously collected by the United States
pursuant to a unilateral determination of excessive profits, with interest
thereon (at a rate not to exceed 4 per centum per annum) as may be
determined by the War Contracts Price Adjustment Board, such
interest to be computed to the date of certification of the amount to the
Treasury Department for payment: Provided, That to the extent
refunds are made from this appropriation of excessive profits collected

Ante, p. 284.

60 Stat. 1026.
22U.S. C. § 1131(3).

Ante, p. 582.

Ante, p. 584.

Ante, p. 582.

Ante, p. 584.

Ante, p. 214.

40 Stat. 1270.

Ante, p. 283.

Ante, p. 281.

60 Stat. 1026.
22 U. . .. 1132.

58 Stat. 80, 89.
50 U. S. C. app.

§ 1191 (a) (4) (D), (i)
(3).

Reimbursement.
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under the Renegotiation Act and retained by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation or any of its subsidiaries, the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation or the appropriate subsidiary shall reimburse this

ertification of appropriation: Provided further, That the War Contracts Price
amt.Adjustment Board or its duly authorized representatives shall certify
the amount of any refunds to be made in pursuance hereof to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury who shall make payment upon such certificate in
lieu of any voucher which might otherwise be required, $7,500,000.

FoREIGN FUNDS CONTROL

Foreign funds control liquidation: For expenses necessary in carry-
ing out the functions of the Secretary of the Treasury under sections 3

40 Stat.2u. 4. and5 (b) of the Act of October 6,1917, as amended (50U. S.C. (App.)
3, and 50 U. S. C. (App.) 5 (b) (Supp., 1941)), and any proclama-
tions, orders, regulations, or instructions issued thereunder; and in
exercising fiscal, financial, banking, property-control, and related
functions, authorized by law, administered by the Treasury Depart-
ment, including personal services, printing and binding, and reim-
bursement of any Federal Reserve Bank for printing and other
expenditures, $275,000.

A.c, p. 217. OFFIcE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

Salaries and expenses, Office of Contract Settlement: For necessary
expenses, including contract stenographic reporting services, to carry

1 U^. . lo.- out the provisions of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, $75,000.
125.

Ante, .22 3
. BUREAU OF FEDERAL SUPPLY

Strategic and critical materials: For necessary expenses in carrying
out the provisions of the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling

60 Stat. 56. Act of July 23, 1946, including personal services in the District of
U. S.. OS-Sh. Columbia; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2,

60 Stat. 810. 1946 (Public Law 600); and printing and binding; $100,000,000, to be
available until expended, and in addition thereto, contracts may be
entered into for the purposes of said Act in an amount not in excess of

Deposit ofproceeds. $75,000,000: Provided, That any funds received as proceeds from sale
or other disposition of materials on account of the rotation of stocks
under said Act shall be deposited to the credit, and be available for
expenditure for the purposes, of this appropriation.

WAR DEPARTMENT

MILITARY AIVITIEs

Aate, p. 61. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss or
destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and
determined by the Secretary of War under the provisions of the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the settlement of claims for damage
to or loss or destruction of property or personal injury or death
caused by military personnel or civilian employees, or otherwise inci-
dent to activities of the War Department or of the Army", approved

7 Stat. 37. July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as fully set forth in House Document
Numbered 351, Eightieth Congress, $15,405.48.

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for personal injury and
damage to privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the
Secretary of War under the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the
prompt settlement of claims for damages occasioned by Army, Navy,

[61 STAT.

Certification 
amount. 

40 Stat. 412, 415. 

Are, p. 217. 

58 Stat. 649. 
41 U. S. C. ft 101-125. 
Ante, p. 223. 

60 Stat. 596. 
50U. S. C. 98-98h. 

60 Stat. 810. 
5 C. 8. C. 55a. 

Deposit of proceeds. 

Ante, p. 551. 

57 Stat. 372. 
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under the Renegotiation Act and retained by the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation or any of its subsidiaries, the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation or the appropriate subsidiary shall reimburse this 

of appropriation: Provided further, That the War Contracts Price 
Adjustment Board or its duly authorized representatives shall certify 
the amount of any refunds to be made in pursuance hereof to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury who shall make payment upon such certificate in 
lieu of any voucher which might otherwise be required, $7,500,000. 

FOREIGN FUNDS CONTROL 

Foreign funds control liquidation: For expenses necessary in carry-
ing out the functions of the Secretary of the Treasury under sections 3 
and 5 (b) of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended (50 U. S. C. (App.) 
3, and 50 U. S. C. (App.) 5 (b) (Supp., 1941)), and any proclama-
tions, orders, regulations, or instructions issued thereunder; and in 
exercising fiscal, financial, banking, property-control, and related 
functions, authorized by law, administered by the Treasury Depart-
ment, including personal services, printing and binding, and reim-
bursement of any Federal Reserve Bank for printing and other 
expenditures, $275,000. 

OrricE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 

Salaries and expenses, Office of Contract Settlement: For necessary 
expenses, including contract stenographic reporting services, to carry 
out the provisions of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, $75,000. 

BUREAU OF FEDERAL Surrix 

Strategic and critical materials: For necessary expenses in carrying 
out the provisions of the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling 
Act of July 23, 1946, including personal services in the District of 
Columbia; services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 
1946 (Public Law 600) ; and printing and binding; $100,000,000, to be 
available until expended, and in addition thereto, contracts may be 
entered into for the purposes of said Act in an amount not in excess of 
$75,000,000: Provided, That any funds received as proceeds from sale 
or other disposition of materials on account of the rotation of stocks 
under said Act shall be deposited to the credit, and be available for 
expenditure for the purposes, of this appropriation. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

OFFICE OF TEM SECRETARY OF WAR 

Damage claims: For the payment of claims for damage to or loss or 
destruction of property or personal injury or death adjusted and 
determined by the Secretary of War under the provisions of the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide for the settlement of claims for damage 
to or loss or destruction of property or personal injury or death 
caused by military personnel or civilian employees, or otherwise inci-
dent to activities of the War Department or of the Army", approved 
July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b), as fully set forth in House Document 
Numbered 351, Eightieth Congress, $15,405.48. 
Damage claims: For the payment of claims for personal injury and 

damage to privately owned property, adjusted and determined by the 
Secretary of War under the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the 
prompt settlement of claims for damages occasioned by Army, Navy, 
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and Marine Corps forces in foreign countries", approved January 2,
1942, as amended April 22, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 224d), as fully set forth
in House Document Numbered 354, Eightieth Congress, $29,944.

Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, military
posts: Title II of the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, is
hereby amended by deleting the figures "$17,567,069" following the
words "Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, mili-
tary posts" under the head "Military activities", and inserting in lieu
thereof the figures "$7,692,956".

United States Spruce Production Corporation: The limitation on
administrative expenses until January 1, 1947, contained under this
head in title II of the Government Corporations Appropriation Act,
1947, is hereby increased from "$10,000" to "$14,720".

CIVIL FUNCTIONS

GOVERNMENT AND RELIEF IN OCCUPIED AREAS

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary to meet the
responsibilities and obligations of the United States in connection
with the government or occupation of certain foreign areas, including
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere; travel
expenses and transportation; services as authorized by section 15 of
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates not in excess
of $35 per day and travel expenses for individuals; translation rights,
photographic work, educational exhibits, and dissemination of infor-
mation; expenses incident to the operation of schools for American
children; printing and binding; hire of passenger motor vehicles
and aircraft; repair and maintenance of buildings, utilities, facilities,
and appurtenances; such minimum supplies for the civilian popula-
tions of such areas as may be essential to prevent starvation, disease,
or unrest, prejudicial to the objectives sought to be accomplished;
$600,000,000: Provided, That when military personnel of the War
Department are employed primarily for the purposes of this appropri-
ation, the mileage and other travel allowances to which they may be
entitled shall be paid herefrom: Provided further, That the general
provisions of the Military Appropriation Act, 1948, shall apply to this
appropriation: Provided further, That expenditures from this appro-
priation may be made outside continental United States, when neces-
sary to carry out its purposes, without regard to sections 355,1136,3648,
3709, and 3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, civil-service or classifi-
cation laws, or provisions of law prohibiting payment of any person
not a citizen of the United States.

TITLE II--JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS

PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEC. 201. For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of
privately owned property adjusted and determined by the following
respective departments and independent offices under the provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement of
claims arising against the Government of the United States in the
sum not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28,
1922 (31 U. S. C. 215), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 78 and House Document Numbered 357, Eightieth Congress, as
follows:

Federal Security Agency, $272.88;
National Housing Agency, $222.27;
Department of the Interior, $543.14;
Treasury Department, $4.83;
In all, $1,043.12.

95847°--48-pt. 1 -0
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and Marine Corps forces in foreign countries", approved January 2, 
1942, as amended April 22, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 224d), as fully set forth 
in House Document Numbered 354, Eightieth Congress, $29,944. 

Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, military 
posts: Title II of the Urgent Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, is 
hereby amended by deleting the figures "$17,567,069" following the 
words "Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, mili-
tary posts" under the head "Military activities", and inserting in lieu 
thereof the figures "$7,692,956". 

United States Spruce Production Corporation: The limitation on 
administrative expenses until January 1, 1947, contained under this 
head in title II of the Government Corporations Appropriation Act, 
1947, is hereby increased from 110,000" to "$14,720". 

Civ u.. FUNCTIONS 

GOVERNMENT AND RELIEF IN OCCUPIED AREAS 

For expenses, not otherwise provided for, necessary to meet the 
responsibilities and obligations of the United States in connection 
with the government or occupation of certain foreign areas, including 
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere • travel 
expenses and transportation; services as authorized by section 15 of 
the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 600), at rates not in excess 
of $35 per day and travel expenses for individuals; translation rights, 
photographic work, educational exhibits, and dissemination of infor-
mation; expenses incident to the operation of schools for American 
children; printing and binding; hire of passenger motor vehicles 
and aircraft; repair and maintenance of buildings, utilities, facilities, 
and appurtenances; such minimum supplies for the civilian popula-
tions of such areas as may be essential to prevent starvation, disease, 
or unrest, prejudicial to the objectives sought to be accomplished; 
$600,000,000: Provided, That when military personnel of the War 
Department are employed primarily for the purposes of this appropri-
ation, the mileage and other travel allowances to which they may be 
entitled shall be paid herefrom: Provided further, That the general 
provisions of the Military Appropriation Act, 1948, shall apply to this 
appropriation: Provided further, That expenditures from this appro-
priation may be made outside continental United States, when neces-
sary to carry out its purposes, without regard to sections 355, 1136, 3648, 
3709, and 3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, civil-service or classifi-
cation laws, or provisions of law prohibiting payment of any person 
not a citizen of the United States. 

TITLE II—JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED CLAIMS 

PROPERTY DAXAGE CLAIMS 

SEC. 201. For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of 
privately owned property adjusted and determined by the following 
respective departments and independent offices under the provisions of 
the Act entitled "An Act to provide a method for the settlement of 
claims arising against the Government of the United States in the 
sum not exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved December 28, 
1922 (31 U. S. C. 215), as fully set forth in Senate Document Num-
bered 78 and House Document Numbered 357, Eightieth Congress, as 
follows: 
Federal Security Agency, $272.88 ,• 
National Housing Agency, $222.27; 
Department of the Interior, $543.14; 
Treasury Department, $4.83; 
In all, $1,043.12. 
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43 Stat. 1113.

24 Stat. 50.
86 Stat. 1168.

60 Stat. 842.
28 u. s.c. § 21, 22,

931-934 941-945.
P , p. 722.

Payment.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURTS

SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of final judgments which have been
rendered under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing
suits against the United States in admiralty for damage caused by
and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the United
States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 U. S. C.
787), and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 86 and House Document Numbered 352
under the United States Maritime Commission, $71,963.45, and under
the Navy Department, $55,951.16; in all, $127,914.61, together with
an indefinite appropriation to pay interest as specified in such judg-
ments or as provided by law.

(b) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the
Government of the United States by United States district courts
under the provisions of the Act of March 3, 1887, as amended by
section 297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761), and which
were certified to the Eightieth Congress in House Document Numbered
360 under the following agencies:

Department of Agriculture, $6,218.33;
Treasury Department, $500;
War Department, $6,965.99;
In all, $13,684.32; together with an indefinite appropriation to pay

interest as specified in such judgments or as provided by law.
(c) For the payment of judgments numbered Civil 146, 3299 3350,

and 3396 rendered by United States district courts, and certifed to
the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Numbered 84 and House
Document Numbered 359 under the Treasury Department, $48,300.61.

(d) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the Gov-
ernment of the United States by United States district courts under
the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 931), and
which were certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document
Numbered 80 and House Document Numbered 361 under the Navy
Department, $2,899.49, and under the War Department, $3,022.24; in
all, $5,921.73, together with an indefinite appropriation to pay interest
as specified in such judgments or as provided by law.

(e) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall bepaid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as havebecome final and conclusive against the United States by failure of theparties to appeal or otherwise.
(f) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-

tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty
days after the date of approval of this Act.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
SEC. 203. (a) For payment of judgments rendered by the Court

of Claims and reported to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document
Numbered 85 and House Document Numbered 362 under the following
agencies, namely:

United States Maritime Commission, $92,027.10;
Federal Works Agency, $44,973.85;
Department of Justice, $110,916.19;
Navy Department, $26,893.02;
Treasury Department, $146,057.25;
War Department, $116,392.33;
Panama Canal, $122,591.34;
In all, $659,851.08; together with such amount as may be necessary

to pay interest as and when specified in the judgments.
(b) For the payment of judgments numbered 46,066 46,084, and

46,287 rendered by the Court of Claims in the total amount of
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Payment. 

JUDGITENTS, UNITF2O STATES COURTS 

SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of final judgments which have been 
rendered under the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act authorizing 
suits against the United States in admiralty for damage caused by 
and salvage services rendered to public vessels belonging to the United 
States, and for other purposes", approved March 3, 1925 (46 U. S. C. 
787), and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress in 
Senate Document Numbered 86 and House Document Numbered 352 
under the United States Maritime Commission, $71,963.45, and under 
the Navy Department, $55,951.16; in all, $127,914.61, together with 
an indefinite appropriation to pay interest as specified in such judg-
ments or as provided by law. 

(b) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the 
Government of the United States by United States district courts 
under the provisions of the Act of March 3, 1887, as amended by 
section 297 of the Act of March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761) , and which 
were certified to the Eightieth Congress in House Document Numbered 
360 under the following agencies: 
Department of Agriculture, $6,218.33; 
Treasury Department, $500; 
War Department, $6,965.99; 
In all, $13,684.32 ;together with an indefinite appropriation to pay 

interest as specified in such judgments or as provided by law. 
(e) For the payment of judgments numbered Civil 146, 3299, 3350, 

and 3396 rendered by United States district courts, and certified to 
the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document Numbered 84 and House 
Document Numbered 359 under the Treasury Department, $48,300.61. 

(d) For the payment of final judgments rendered against the Gov-
ernment of the United States by United States district courts under 
the provisions of the Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U. S. C. 931), and 
which were certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document 
Numbered 80 and House Document Numbered 361 under the Navy 
Department, $2,899.19, and under the War Department, $3,022.24; in 
all, $5,921.73, together with an indefinite appropriation to pay interest 
as specified in such judgments or as provided by law. 

(e) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 
paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as have 
become final and conclusive against the United States by failure of the 
parties to appeal or otherwise. 

(f) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments con-
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty 
days after the date of approval of this Act. 

JUDGMENTS, UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS 

Site. 203. (a) For payment of judgments rendered by the Court 
of Claims and reported to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document 
Numbered 85 and House Document Numbered 362 under the following 
agencies, namely: 
United States Maritime Commission, $92,027.10; 
Federal Works Agency, $44,973.85; 
Department of Justice, $110,916.19; 
Navy Department, $26,893.02; 
Treasury Department, $146,057.25; 
War Department, $116,392.33; 
Panama Canal, $122,591.34; 
In all, $659,851.08; together with such amount as may be necessary 

to pay interest as and when specified in the judgments. 
(b) For the payment of judgments numbered 46,066, 46,084, and 

46,287 rendered by the Court of Claims in the total amount of 
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$203,332.18, together with such amount as may be necessary to pay
interest, and certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document
Numbered 81 and House Document Numbered 358, to be paid from
funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

(c) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be
paid until the right of appeal has expired, except such as has become
final and conclusive against the United States by failure of the parties
to appeal or otherwise.

AUDITEr CLIMS

SEc. 204. For the payment of claims certified to be due by the
General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances of
which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of
section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service
of the fiscal year 1944 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and
which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of
July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Document
Numbered 79 and House Document Numbered 356, Eightieth Con-
gress, there is appropriated the sum of $55,452,508.21, together with
such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may
be necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency and interest as
specified in certain of the settlements of the General Accounting
Office, to be disbursed and accounted for as a single fund; $4.80,
payable from District of Columbia revenues; and $8,528.06, payable
from postal revenues; in all, $55,461,041.07.

SEc. 205. For the payment of claims allowed by the General
Accounting Office pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act granting
travel pay and other allowances to certain soldiers of the War with
Spain and the Philippine Insurrection who were discharged in the
Philippine Islands", approved December 5, 1945 (10 U. S. C. 866f),
and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress under sec-
tion 2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), under the War
Department in Senate Document Numbered 83 and House Document
Numbered 355, $7,945.90.

TITLE III

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEc. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not, contrary to the
provisions of this section, engaged in a strike against the Government
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of
the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence: Provided further,
That any person who engages in a strike against the Government of the
United States or who is a member of an organization of Government
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the
United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization
that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States
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$203,332.18, together with such amount as may be necessary to pay 
interest, and certified to the Eightieth Congress in Senate Document 
Numbered 81 and House Document Numbered 358, to be paid from 
funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 

(c) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be 
paid until the right of appeal has expired, except such as has become 
final and conclusive against the United States by failure of the parties 
to appeal or otherwise. 

AUDI LEO CLAIMS 

SEC. 204. For the payment of claims certified to be due by the 
General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances of 
which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions of 
section 5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713), and under 
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service 
of the fiscal year 1944 and prior years, unless otherwise stated, and 
which have been certified to Congress under section 2 of the Act of 
July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), as fully set forth in Senate Document 
Numbered 79 and House Document Numbered 356, Eightieth Con-
gress, there is appropriated the sum of $55,452,508.21, together with 
such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange as may 
be necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency and interest as 
specified in certain of the settlements of the General Accounting 
Office, to be disbursed and accounted for as a single fund; $4.80, 
payable from District of Columbia revenues; and $8,528.06, payable 
from postal revenues; in all, $55,461,041.07. 
SEC. 205. For the payment of claims allowed by the General 

Accounting Office pursuant to the Act entitled "An Act granting 
travel pay and other allowances to certain soldiers of the War with 
Spain and the Philippine Insurrection who were discharged in the 
Philippine Islands", approved December 5, 1945 (10 U. S. C. 866f), 
and which have been certified to the Eightieth Congress under sec-
tion 2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266), under the War 
Department in Senate Document Numbered 83 and House Document 
Numbered 355, $7,945.90. 

TITLE III 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the 
Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, That 
for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima facie 
evidence that the person making the affidavit has not, contrary to the 
provisions of this section, engaged in a strike against the Government 
of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Government 
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of 
the United States, or that such person does not advocate, and is not a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence: Provided further, 
That any person who engages in a strike against the Government of the 
United States or who is a member of an organization of Government 
employees that asserts the right to strike against the Government of the 
United States, or who advocates, or who is a member of an organization 
that advocates, the overthrow of the Government of the United States 
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by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages forwhich are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall beguilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided
further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in
substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

urchae of food- SEC. 302. In making expenditures for foodstuffs from funds appro-
f forte abrod priated in this Act for relief abroad, it is the sense of the Congress thatpreference be given to the purchase, within the United States, ofproducts, which can be purchased with benefit to the national economy,

and that such purchases should include articles that are in surplus
where possible and practicable.

Short ttla SEC. 303. This Act may be cited as "The Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 382]
July 30,1947 AN ACT[8. 4u3] To relocate the boundaries and reduce the area of the Gila Federal reclamation[Public Law 272] project, and for other purposes.

oae it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theednuctionr,. United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purposeof reclaiming and irrigating lands in the State of Arizona and otherbeneficial uses, the reclamation project known as Gila project, hereto-fore authorized and established under the provisions of the reclama-
40 iAT 4i 4014- tion laws, the Act of June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and various appro-2 U. sC;. Cl9bU; 7 priation Acts, is hereby reduced in area to approximately forty thou-.0Ob.s sand irrigable acres of land (twenty-five thousand acres thereofAnte, p. 208. situated on the Yuma Mesa and fifteen thousand acres thereof within

the North and South Gila Valleys), or such number of acres as canbe adequately irrigated by the beneficial consumptive use of no morethan three hundred thousand acre-feet of water per annum divertedRedscatton'. from the Colorado River, and as thus reduced is hereby reauthorizedand redesignated the Yuma Mesa division, Gila project, and the Well-ton-Mohawk division Gila project, comprising approximately seventy-five thousand irrigable acres of land, or such number of acres as can beadequately irrigated by the beneficial consumptive use of no more thanthree hundred thousand acre-feet of water per annum diverted fromthe Colorado River, situate within the Wellton, Dome, Roll, TexasHill, and Mohawk areas, is substituted for the land eliminated fromthe Yuma Mesa division and is hereby authorized: Provided, however,etc. e n 
o8 'wat , That the waters to be diverted and used thereby, and the lands andstructures for the diversion, transportation, delivery, and storage

thereof, shall be subject to the provisions of the Boulder Canyon Project
43 tt. tc. t 617- Act of December 21, 1928, and subject to the provisions of the Colorado" ,617. River compact signed at Santa Fe, New Mexico, November 24, 1922:Ptpose of lmilta And provided further, That the above limitations contained in thist section are for the sole purpose of fixing the maximum acreage of theproject and shall not be construed as interpreting, affecting or modi-lying any interstate compact or contract with the United States forthe use of Colorado River water or any Federal or State statute limitingor defining the right to use Colorado River water of or in any State.AequisitinoflandS SEC. 2. The Secretary is hereby authorized to acquire in the nameof the United States, at prices satisfactory to him, such lands, interestsin lands, water rights, and other property within or adjacent to theGila project, which belongs to the Gila Valley Power District or theMohawk Municipal Water Conservation District, as he deems appro-priate for the protection, development, or improvement of said project:
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by force or violence and accepts employment the salary or wages for 
which are paid from any appropriation contained in this Act shall be 
guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: Provided 
further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition to, and not in 
substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 

Sac. 302. In making expenditures for foodstuffs from funds appro-
priated in this Act for relief abroad, it is the sense of the Congress that 
preference be given to the purchase, within the United States, of 
products, which can be purchased with benefit to the national economy, 
and that such purchases should include articles that are in surplus 
where possible and practicable. 
SEC. 303. This Act may be cited as "The Supplemental Appro-

priation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 382] 
AN ACT 

To relocate the boundaries and reduce the area of the Gila Federal reclamation 
project, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That for the purpose 
of reclaiming and irrigating lands in the State of Arizona and other 
beneficial uses, the reclamation project known as Gila project, hereto-
fore authorized and established under the provisions of the reclama-
tion laws, the Act of June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195), and various appro-
priation Acts, is hereby reduced in area to approximately forty thou-
sand irrigable acres of land (twenty-five thousand acres thereof 
situated on the Yuma Mesa and fifteen thousand acres thereof within 
the North and South Gila Valleys), or such number of acres as can 
be adequately irrigated by the beneficial consumptive use of no more 
than three hundred thousand acre-feet of water per annum diverted 
from the Colorado River, and as thus reduced is hereby reauthorized 
and redesignated the Yuma Mesa division, Gila project, and the Well-
ton-Mohawk division, Gila project, comprising approximately seventy-
five thousand irrigable acres of land, or such number of acres as can be 
adequately irrigated by the beneficial consumptive use of no more than 
three hundred thousand acre-feet of water per annum diverted from 
the Colorado River, situate within the Wellton, Dome, Roll, Texas 
Hill, and Mohawk areas, is substituted for the land eliminated from 
the Yuma Mesa division and is hereby authorized: Provided, however, 
That the waters to be diverted and used thereby, and the lands and 
structures for the diversion, transportation, delivery, and storage 
thereof, shall be subject to the provisions of the Boulder Canyon Project 
Act of December 21, 1928, and subject to the provisions of the Colorado 
River compact signed at Santa Fe New Mexico, November 24, 1922: 
And provided further, That the above limitations contained in this 
section are for the sole purpose of fixing the maximum acreage of the 
project and shall not be construed as interpreting, affecting, or modi-
fying any interstate compact or contract with the United States for 
the use of Colorado River water or any Federal or State statute limiting 
or defining the right to use Colorado River water of or in any State. 

Sac. 2. The Secretary is hereby authorized to acquire in the name 
of the United States, at prices satisfactory to him, such lands, interests 
in lands, water rights, and other property within or adjacent to the 
Gila project, which belongs to the Gila Valley Power District or the 
Mohawk Municipal Water Conservation District, as he deems appro-
priate for the protection, development, or improvement of said project: 
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Provided, however, That the prices to be paid for the lands owned by
the Gila Valley Power District, of Arizona, and heretofore officially
appraised at the direction of the Commissioner of Reclamation, for
the existing facilities of said district and of the Mohawk Munici-
pal Water Conservation District, of Arizona, heretofore officially
appraised at his request and determined by him to be useful to said
project, shall not, in the aggregate, exceed $380,000, and no portion
thereof shall be paid until said districts have made arrangements
satisfactory to the Secretary for the liquidation of their respective
bonded, warrant, and other outstanding indebtedness.

SEC. 3. The Secretary is hereby authorized, to the extent, in the
manner, and on such terms as he deems appropriate for the protection,
development, or improvement of the Gila project, to sell, exchange, or
otherwise dispose of the public lands of the United States within said
project, the lands acquired under this Act, and any improvements
on any such lands and to lease the same during the presettlement
period only, provided such lands shall be disposed of to actual settlers
and farmers as soon as practicable; to establish town sites on such
lands; and to dedicate portions of such lands for public purposes.
Contracts for the sale of such lands shall be on a basis that, in the
Secretary's judgment, will provide the return in a reasonable period
of years of not less than the appraised value of the land and the
improvements thereon or thereto. Such lands may be disposed of in
farm units of such sizes as the Secretary determines to be adequate,
taking into consideration the character of soil, topography, location
with respect to the irrigation system, and such other factors as the
Secretary deems relevant: Provided That the area disposed of to an
individual shall, so far as practicable, not exceed one hundred and
sixty acres. Sales to any individual shall be of not more than one
farm unit. Any sums received by the United States from the disposi-
tion of said lands and improvements shall be covered into the
reclamation fund, and credited to construction costs.

SEC. 4. Beginning at such date or dates and subject to such pro-
visions and limitations as may be fixed or provided by regulations
which the Secretary is hereby authorized to issue, any public lands
within the Gila project and any lands acquired under this Act shall
be, after disposition thereof by the United States by contract of sale
and during the time such contract shall remain in effect, (i) subject
to the provisions of the laws of the State of Arizona relating to the
organization, government, and regulation of irrigation, electrical,
power, and other similar districts, and (ii) subject to legal assess-
ment or taxation by any such district and by said State or political
subdivisions thereof, and to liens for such assessments and taxes and
to all proceedings for the enforcement thereof, in the same manner
and to the same extent as privately owned lands: Provided, however,
That the United States does not assume any obligation for amounts
so assessed or taxed: And provided further That any proceedings
to enforce said assessments or taxes shall be subject to any title
then remaining in the United States, to any prior lien reserved to
the United States for unpaid installments under land-sale contracts
made under this Act, and to any obligation for any other charges,
accrued or unaccrued, for special improvements, construction, or opera-
tion and maintenance costs of said project.

SEC. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the general
repayment obligation of any organization which may hereafter enter
into a contract with the United States covering the repayment of any
portion of the costs of construction of the Gila project may be spread
in annual installments over such reasonable period, not exceeding
sixty years, as the Secretary may determine. For the purpose of
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Provided, however, That the prices to be paid for the lands owned by AFgregate of prices. 
Limitation. the Gila Valley Power District, of Arizona, and heretofore officially 

appraised at the direction of the Commissioner of Reclamation, for 
the existing facilities of said district and of the Mohawk Munici-
pal Water Conservation District, of Arizona, heretofore officially 
appraised at his request and determined by him to be useful to said 
project, shall not, in the aggregatel exceed $380,000, and no portion Payment-
thereof shall be paid until said districts have made arrangements 
satisfactory to the Secretary for the liquidation of their respective 
bonded, warrant, and other outstanding indebtedness. 

etes.sie of SEC. 3. The Secretary is hereby authorized, to the extent, in the Public lands, 

manner, and on such terms as he deems appropriate for the protection, 
development, or improvement of the Gila project, to sell, exchange, or 
otherwise dispose of the public lands of the United States within said 
project, the lands acquired under this Act, and any improvements 
on any such lands and to lease the same during the presettlement 
period only, provided such lands shall be disposed of to actual settlers 
and farmers as soon as practicable; to establish town sites on such 
lands; and to dedicate portions of such lands for public purposes. 
Contracts for the sale of such lands shall be on a basis that, in the Contracts. 
Secretary's judgment, will provide the return in a reasonable period 
of years of not less than the appraised value of the land and the 
improvements thereon or thereto. Such lands may be disposed of in 
farm units of such sizes as the Secretary determines to be adequate, 
taking into consideration the character of soil, topography, location 
with respect to the irrigation system and such other factors as the 
Secretary deems relevant: Provided, That the area disposed of to an Sales to individuals. 

individual shall, so far as practicable, not exceed one hundred and 
sixty acres. Sales to any individual shall be of not more than one 
farm unit. Any sums received by the United States from the disposi-
tion of said lands and improvements shall be covered into the 
reclamation fund, and credited to construction costs. 

Application of State SEC. 4. Beginning at such date or dates and subject to such pro- A 
visions and limitations as may be fixed or provided by regulations law 
which the Secretary is hereby authorized to issue, any public lands 
within the Gila project and any lands acquired under this Act shall 
be, after disposition thereof by the United States by contract of sale 
and during the time such contract shall remain in effect, (i) subject 
to the provisions of the laws of the State of Arizona relating to the 
organization, government, and regulation of irrigation, electrical, 
power, and other similar districts, and (ii) subject to legal assess-
ment or taxation by any such district and by said State or political 
subdivisions thereof, and to liens for such assessments and taxes and 
to all proceedings for the enforcement thereof, in the same manner 
and to the same extent as privately owned lands: Provided, however, 
That the United States does not assume any obligation for amounts 

Ecinforcement - so assessed or taxed: And provided further, That any proceedings pro 

to enforce said assessments or taxes shall be subject to any title 
then remaining in the United States to any prior lien reserved to 
the United States for unpaid installments under land-sale contracts 
made under this Act, and to any obligation for any other charges, 
accrued or unaccrued, for special improvements, construction, or opera-
tion and maintenance costs of said project. 
S. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the general Repayment oblige-tion. 

repayment obligation of any organization which may hereafter enter 
into a contract with the United States covering the repayment of any 
portion of the costs of construction of the Gila project may be spread 
in annual installments over such reasonable period, not exceeding 
sixty years, as the Secretary may determine. For the purpose of 
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predicating the repayment obligations of the various lands within
said project on their respective ability, as determined by the Secretary,
to share the burdens thereof, he may provide for the equitable appor-
tionment of said general repayment obligation to the lands benefited on
a unit basis in accordance with the extent of the benefit derived from
the project, the character of soil, topography, and such other factors
as he deems relevant, and he may provide for a system of variable
payments under which larger annual payments will be required during
periods of above-normal production or income and lesser annual
payments will be required during periods of subnormal production or
income.

SEO. 6. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, from time
to time, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
such moneys as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act.

SEO. 7. The Secretary is authorized to perform such acts, to make
such rules and regulations, and to include in contracts made under
the authority of this Act such provisions as he deems proper for
carrying out the provisions of this Act; and in connection with sales
or exchanges under this Act, he is authorized to effect conveyances
without regard to the laws governing the patenting of public lands.
Wherever in this Act functions, powers, or duties are conferred upon
the Secretary, said functions, powers, or duties may be performed,
exercised, or discharged by his duly authorized representatives.

SEC. 8. This Act shall be deemed a supplement to and part of the
reclamation law. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend
the Boulder Canyon Project Act of December 21, 1928, as amended
by the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act of July 19, 1940.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 383]
AN ACT

To amend section 2455 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, to increase the sizeof isolated or disconnected tracts or parcels of the public domain which may be
sold, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2455
of the Revised Statutes (43 U. S. C., sec. 1171), as amended, is hereby
amended by striking out the words "seven hundred and sixty" and
inserting in their place the words "one thousand five hundred and
twenty". The said section is further amended by striking out the
words "one hundred and sixty" in the second proviso and inserting
in their place the words "seven hundred and sixty".

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 384]
AN ACT

To amend section 12 of the Immigration Act of 1917.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the immigration of aliens to, and
the residence of aliens in, the United States , approved February 5,
1917, as amended (39 Stat. 882; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 148), is amended
to read as follows:
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predicating the repayment obligations of the various lands within 
said project on their respective ability, as determined by the Secretary, 
to share the burdens thereof, he may provide for the equitable appor-
tionment of said general repayment obligation to the lands benefited on 
a unit basis in accordance with the extent of the benefit derived from 
the project, the character of soil, topography, and such other factors 
as he deems relevant, and he may provide for a system of variable 
payments under which larger annual payments will be required during 
periods of above-normal production or income and lesser annual 
payments will be required during periods of subnormal production or 
income. 
SEO. 6. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, from time 

to time, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
such moneys as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
Act. 
SEO. 7. The Secretary is authorized to perform such acts to make 

such rules and regulations, and to include in contracts made under 
the authority of this Act such provisions as he deems proper for 
carrying out the provisions of this Act; and in connection with sales 
or exchanges under this Act, he is authorized to effect conveyances 
without regard to the laws governing the patenting of public lands. 
Wherever in this Act functions, powers, or duties are conferred upon 
the Secretary, said functions, powers, or duties may be performed, 
exercised, or discharged by his duly authorized representatives. 

Sigo. 8. This Act shall be deemed a supplement to and part of the 
reclamation law. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to amend 
the Boulder Canyon Project Act of December 21, 1928, as amended 
by the Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act of July 19, 1940. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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1917, as amended (39 Stat. 882; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 148), is amended 
to read as follows: 
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"SEC. 12. That upon the arrival of any alien, United States citizen,
or national, by water at any port within the United States on the North
American Continent from a foreign port or port of Guam, Puerto
Rico, Hawaii, or other insular possession of the United States, or at
any port of the said insular possessions from any foreign port, from a
port in the United States on the North American Continent, or from
a port of another insular possession of the United States, it shall be
the duty of the master or commanding officer, owners, or consignees
of the steamer, sailing, or other vessel, having said alien, United States
citizen, or national on board to deliver to the immigration officers at
the port of arrival typewritten or printed lists or manifests made at
the time and place of embarkation of such alien, United States citizen,
or national on board such steamer or vessel, and such lists or manifests
shall be in such form and contain such information as the Commis-
sioner of Immigration and Naturalization, with the approval of the
Attorney General, shall by regulation prescribe as necessary for the
identification of the persons transported and for the enforcement of
the immigration laws. That it shall further be the duty of the master
or commanding officer of every vessel taking passengers from any port
of the United States on the North American Continent to a foreign
port or a port of Guam, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, or other insular posses-
sion of the United States, or from any port of the said insular posses-
sions to any foreign port, to a port of the United States on the North
American Continent, or to a port of another insular possession of the
United States to file with the immigration officials before departure a
list of all aliens, United States citizens, or nationals, taken on board,
said list to be in such form and to contain such information as the
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, with the approval
of the Attorney General, shall by regulation prescribe as necessary for
the identification of the persons transported and for the enforcement
of the immigration laws. No master or commanding officer of any
such vessel shall be granted clearance papers for his vessel until he
has deposited such list or lists with the immigration officials at the
port of departure and made oath that they are full and complete as to
the information required to be contained therein. Any neglect or
omission to comply with the requirements of this section shall be pun-
ishable as provided in section 14 of this Act: Provided, That in the case
of vessels making regular trips to ports of the United States the Com-
missioner of Immigration and Naturalization, with the approval of
the Attorney General, may, when expedient, arrange for the delivery
of lists of outgoing aliens, United States citizens, or nationals at a
later date: Provided fu/rther, That it shall be the duty of immigration
officials to record the following information regarding every resident
alien and citizen or national leaving the United States by way of the
Canadian or Mexican borders for permanent residence in a foreign
country: Names, age, and sex; whether married or single; calling or
occupation; whether able to read or write; nationality; country of
birth; country of which citizen or subject; race; last permanent resi-
dence in the United States; intended future permanent residence; and
time and port of last arrival in the United States; and if a United
States citizen, or national, the facts on which claim to that status is
based."

Approved July 30, 1947.
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the identification of the persons transported and for the enforcement 
of the immigration laws. No master or commanding officer of any 
such vessel shall be granted clearance papers for his vessel until he 
has deposited such list or lists with the immigration officials at the 
port of departure and made oath that they are full and complete as to 
the information required to be contained therein. Any neglect or 
omission to comply with the requirements of this section shall be pun-
ishable as provided in section 14 of this Act: Provided, That in the case 
of vessels making regular trips to ports of the United States the Com-
missioner of Immigration and Naturalization, with the approval of 
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Approved July 30, 1947. 
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41 Stat. 999.

[CHAPTER 385]
AN ACT

To authorize the attendance of the Marine Band at the National Convention of
The American Legion to be held in New York, New York, August 28 to 31, 1947
and the National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States to be held in Cleveland, Ohio, September 4 to 9, 1947.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the President
is authorized to permit the band of the United States Marine Corps
to attend and perform in the parade of The American Legion to be
held in New York, New York, on August 30,1947, and to attend and
perform in the parade of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States in Cleveland, Ohio, on a date between September 4 to 9, 1947,
to be selected by the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

SEC. 2. For the purpose of defraying the expenses of such band in
attending and performing in such parades, there is hereby authorized
to be appropriated a sufficient sum to cover the cost of transportation
and pullman accommodations for the leaders and members of the
Marine Band, and allowance not to exceed $6 per day each for addi-
tional traveling and living expenses while on duty, such allowances to
be in addition to the pay and allowance to which they would be entitled
while serving their permanent station.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 386]
AN ACT

To transfer part of block 14 and the school building thereon of Petersburg town
site, Alaska, used for school purposes, to the town of Petersburg, Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
conveyed to the town of Petersburg, Alaska, lots 9 and 10 of block 14
within Petersburg town site, Alaska, together with the school building
located thereon for use by the town for school purposes. The grant
herein shall become effective upon notice by the Secretary of the
Interior to the town of Petersburg of the detailed description of the
land and the written acceptance of the grant by the proper officials
of the town of Petersburg.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 387]
AN ACT

To permit vessels of Canadian registry to transport certain merchandise between
Hyder, Alaska, and points in the continental United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 27 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920, as
amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 46, sec. 883), vessels of foreign
registry shall be permitted until June 30, 1948, to transport products
of, and supplies and equipment for, the Riverside Mine at Hyder,
Alaska, between Hyder, Alaska, and other points in the United States,
either directly or via a foreign port, or for any part of the
transportation.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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and pullman accommodations for the leaders and members of the 
Marine Band, and allowance not to exceed $6 per day each for addi-
tional traveling and. living expenses while on duty, such allowances to 
be in addition to the pay and allowance to which they would be entitled 
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Approved July 30, 1947. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
conveyed to the town of Petersburg, Alaska, lots 9 and 10 of block 14 
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located thereon for use by the town for school purposes. The grant 
herein shall become effective upon notice by the Secretary of the 
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Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 388]
AN ACT

July 30, 1947
To codify and enact into positive law, title 1 of the United States Code, entitled [H. R. 1565]

"General Provisions". [Public Law 278]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assemnbled, That title 1 of the Title 1, .S. Code.

United States Code entitled "General Provisions", is codified and actment into positive
enacted into positive law and may be cited as "1 U. S. C., § -", .W.
as follows:

TITLE 1-GENERAL PROVISIONS
Chap. Sec.
1. Rules of construction ---------------------------------------- 1
2. Acts and resolutions; formalities of enactment; repeals; sealing of

instruments --------------------------------- ------ 101
3. Code of Laws of United States and Supplements; District of Columbia

Code and Supplements------------------------------------ 201

CHAPTER 1-RULES OF CONSTRUCTION

I 1. Words denoting number, gender, etc.
f 2. "County" as including "parish", etc.
§ 3. "Vessel" as including all means of water transportation.
§ 4. "Vehicle" as including all means of land transportation.
§ 5. "Company" or "association" as including successors and assigns.
§ 6. Limitation of term "products of American fisheries."

WORDS DENOTING NUMBER, GENDER, AND SO FORTH

§ 1. In determining the meaning of any Act or resolution of Con-
gress words importing the singular number may extend and be
applied to several persons or things; words importing the plural
number may include the singular; words importing the masculine
gender may be applied to females; the words "insane person" and
"lunatic" shall include every idiot, non compos, lunatic, and insane
person; the word "person" may extend and be applied to partner-
ships and corporations, and the reference to any officer shall include
any person authorized by law to perform the duties of such office,
unless the context shows that such words were intended to be used
in a more limited sense; and a requirement of an "oath" shall be
deemed complied with by making affirmation in judicial form.

"COUNTY" AS INCLUDING "PARISI", AND SO FORTH

§ 2. The word "county" includes a parish, or any other equivalent
subdivision of a State or Territory of the United States.

"VESSEL" AS INCLUDING ALL MEANS OF WATER TRANSPORTATION

§ 3. The word "vessel" includes every description of watercraft or
other artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a means
of transportation on water.

"VEHICLE" AS INCLUDING ALL MEANS OF LAND TRANSPORTATION

§4. The word "vehicle" includes every description of carriage or
other artificial contrivance used, or capable of being used, as a means
of transportation on land.

"COMPANY" OR "ASSOCIATION" AS INCLUDING SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS

§ 5. The word "company" or "association" when used in reference to
a corporation, shall be deemed to embrace the words "successors and
assigns of such company or association", in like manner as if these
last-named words, or words of similar import, were expressed.
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LIMITATION OF TERM C"PRODUCTS OF AMERICAN FISHERIES"

§ 6. Wherever, in the statutes of the United States or in the rulings,
regulations, or interpretations of various administrative bureaus and
agencies of the United States there appears or may appear the term
"products of American fisheries" said term shall not include fresh or
frozen fish fillets, fresh or frozen fish steaks, or fresh or frozen slices
of fish substantially free of bone (including any of the foregoing
divided into sections), produced in a foreign country or its territorial
waters, in whole or in part with the use of the labor of persons who are
not residents of the United States.

CHAPTER 2-ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS; FORMALITIES OF ENArCMENT;
REPEALS; SEALING OF INSTRUMENTS

§ 101. Enacting clause.
§ 102. Resolving clause.
§ 103. Enacting or resolving words after first section.

104. Numbering of sections; single proposition.
§ 106. Title of appropriation Acts.

106. Printing bills and joint resolutions.
§ 107. Parchment or paper for printing enrolled bills or resolutions.
§ 108. Repeal of repealing act.
§ 109. Repeal of statutes as affecting existing liabilities.
§110. Saving clause of Revised Statutes.
§ 111. Repeals as evidence of prior effectiveness.i 112. Statutes at Large; contents; admissibility in evidence.
S 113. "Little and Brown's" edition of laws and treaties; admissibility in

evidence.
1114. Sealing of instruments.

ENACTING CLAUSE

§ 101. The enacting clause of all Acts of Congress shall be in the
following form: "Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represent-
atives of the United States of America in Congress assembled."

RESOLVING CLAUSE

§ 102. The resolving clause of all joint resolutions shall be in the
following form: "Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled.?

ENACTING OR RESOLVING WORDS AFTER FIRST SECTION

§ 103. No enacting or resolving words shall be used in any section
of an Act or resolution of Congress except in the first.

NUMBERING OF SECTIONS; SINaLE PROPOSITION

§ 104. Each section shall be numbered, and shall contain, as nearly
as may be, a single proposition of enactment.

TITLE OF APPROPRIATION ACTS

§ 105. The style and title of all Acts making appropriations for
the support of Government shall be as follows: "An Act making
appropriations (here insert the object) for the year ending June 30
(here insert the calendar year)."

PRINTING BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

§ 106. Every bill or joint resolution in each House of Congress
shall, when such bill or resolution passes either House, be printed,
and such printed copy shall be called the engrossed bill or resolution
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as the case may be. Said engrossed bill or resolution shall be signed
by the Clerk of the House or the Secretary of the Senate, and shall be
sent to the other House, and in that form shall be dealt with by that
House and its officers, and, if passed, returned signed by said Clerk
or Secretary. When such bill, or joint resolution shall have passed
both Houses, it shall be printed and shall then be called the enrolled
bill, or joint resolution, as the case may be, and shall be signed by the
presiding officers of both Houses and sent to the President of the
United States. During the last six days of a session such engrossing
and enrolling of bills and joint resolutions may be done otherwise
than as above prescribed, upon the order of Congress by concurrent
resolution.

PARCHMENT OR PAPER FOR PRINTING ENROLLED BILLS OR RESOLUTIONS

§ 107. Enrolled bills and resolutions of either House of Congress
shall be printed on parchment or paper of suitable quality as shall be
determined by the Joint Committee on Printing.

REPEAL OF REPEALING ACT

§ 108. Whenever an Act is repealed, which repealed a former Act,
such former Act shall not thereby be revived, unless it shall be
expressly so provided.

REPEAL OF STATUTEIS AS AFFECTING EXISTING LIABILITIES

§ 109. The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release
or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such
statute, unless the repealing Act shall so expressly provide, and such
statute shall be treated as still remaining in force for the purpose of
sustaining any proper action or prosecution for the enforcement of
such penalty, forfeiture, or liability. The expiration of a temporary
statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty,
forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute, unless the tempo-

* rary statute shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall be treated
as still remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper
action or prosecution for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture,
or liability.

SAVING CLAUSE OF REVISED STATUTES

§ 110. All acts of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes and
proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of
penalties or forfeitures, embraced in the Revised Statutes and covered
by the repeal contained therein, shall not be affected thereby, but all
suits, proceedings, or prosecutions, whether civil or criminal, for causes
arising, or acts done or committed prior to said repeal, may be com-
menced and prosecuted within the same time as if said repeal had
not been made.

REPEALS AS EVIDENCE OF PRIOR EFFECTIVENESS

§ 111. No inference shall be raised by the enactment of the Act of
March 3, 1933 (ch. 202, 47 Stat. 1431), that the sections of the Revised " P- P6
Statutes repealed by such Act were in force or effect at the time of
such enactment: Provided, however, That any rights or liabilities
existing under such repealed sections shall not be affected by their
repeal.
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as the case may be. Said engrossed bill or resolution shall be signed 
by the Clerk of the House or the Secretary of the Senate, and shall be 
sent to the other House, and in that form shall be dealt with by that 
House and its officers, and, if passed, returned signed by said Clerk 
or Secretary. When such bill, or joint resolution shall have passed 
both Houses, it shall be printed and shall then be called the enrolled 
bill, or joint resolution, as the case may be, and shall be signed by the 
presiding officers of both Houses and sent to the President of the 
United States. During the last six days of a session such engrossing 
and enrolling of bills and joint resolutions may be done otherwise 
than as above prescribed, upon the order of Congress by concurrent 
resolution. 

PARCHMENT OR PAPER FOR PRINTING ENROLLED BILLS OR RESOLUTIONS 

§ 107. Enrolled bills and resolutions of either House of Congress 
shall be printed on parchment or paper of suitable quality as shall be 
determined by the Joint Committee on Printing. 

REPEAL OF REPEALING ACT 

§ 108. Whenever an Act is repealed, which repealed a former Act, 
such former Act shall not thereby be revived, unless it shall be 
expressly so provided. 

REPEAT, OF STAiurES AS AFFECTING EXISTING LIABILITLES 

§ 109. The repeal of any statute shall not have the effect to release 
or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such 
statute, unless the repealing Act shall so expressly provide, and such 
statute shall be treated as still remaining in force for the purpose of 
sustaining any proper action or prosecution for the enforcement of 
such penalty, forfeiture, or liability. The expiration of a temporary 
statute shall not have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, 
forfeiture, or liability incurred under such statute, unless the tempo-
, rary statute shall so expressly provide, and such statute shall be treated 
as still remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper 
action or prosecution for the enforcement of such penalty, forfeiture, 
or liability. 

SAVING CLAUSE OF REVISED STA1 triES 

§ 110. All acts of limitation, whether applicable to civil causes and 
proceedings, or to the prosecution of offenses, or for the recovery of 
penalties or forfeitures, embraced in the Revised Statutes and covered 
by the repeal contained therein, shall not be affected thereby, but all 
suits, proceedings, or prosecutions, whether civil or criminal, for causes 
arising, or acts done or committed prior to said repeal, may be com-
menced and prosecuted within the same time as if said repeal had 
not been made. 

REPEALS AS EVIDENCE OF PRIOR EFFECTIVENESS 

§ 111. No inference shall be raised by the enactment of the Act of 
March 3, 1933 (ch. 202, 47 Stat. 1431) , that the sections of the Revised 
Statutes repealed by such Act were in force or effect at the time of 
such enactment: Provided, however, That any rights or liabilities 
existing under such repealed sections shall not be affected by their 
repeal. 

Pod, P. 641. 
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STATUTES AT LARGE; CONTENTS; ADMISSIBILITY IN EVIDENCE

§ 112. The Secretary of State shall cause to be compiled, edited,
indexed, and published, the United States Statutes at Large, which
shall contain all the laws and concurrent resolutions enacted during
each regular session of Congress; all treaties to which the United
States is a party that have been proclaimed since the date of the
adjournment of the regular session of Congress next preceding; all
international agreements other than treaties to which the United
States is a party that have been signed, proclaimed, or with reference
to which any other final formality has been executed, since that date;
all proclamations by the President in the numbered series issued since
that date; and also any amendments to the Constitution of the United
States proposed or ratified pursuant to article V thereof since that
date, together with the certificate of the Secretary of State issued in
compliance with the provision contained in section 160 of title 5.
In the event of an extra session of Congress, the Secretary of State
shall cause all the laws and concurrent resolutions enacted during said
extra session to be consolidated with, and published as part of, the
contents of the volume for the next regular session. The United
States Statutes at Large shall be legal evidence of laws, concurrent
resolutions, treaties, international agreements other than treaties,
proclamations by the President, and proposed or ratified amendments
to the Constitution of the United States therein contained, in all the
courts of the United States, the several States, and the Territories
and insular possessions of the United States.

"LATTLE AND BROWN'S" EDITION OF LAWS AND TREATIES; ADMISSIBILTY IN
EVIDENCE

§ 113. The edition of the laws and treaties of the United States,
published by Little and Brown, shall be competent evidence of the
several public and private Acts of Congress, and of the several treaties
therein contained mi all the courts of law and equity and of maritime
jurisdiction, and in all the tribunals and public officers of the United
States, and of the several States, without any further proof or
authentication thereof.

SEALING OF INSTRUMENTS

§ 114. In all cases where a seal is necessary by law to any commis-
sion, process, or other instrument provided for by the laws of Con-
gress, it shall be lawful to affix the proper seal by making an impression
therewith directly on the paper to which such seal is necessary; which
shall be as valid as if made on wax or other adhesive substance.

CHAPTER 3 -CODE OF LAWS OF UNITED STATES AND SUPPLEMENTS;
DISTRITr OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS

j 201. Publication and distribution of Code of Laws of United States and Supple-
ments and District of Columbia Code and Supplements.

(a) Publishing in slip or pamphlet form or in Statutes at Large.
(b) Curtailing number of copies published.
(c) Dispensing with publication of more than one Supplement for

each Congress.
§ 202. Preparation and publication of Codes and Supplements.

(a) Cumulative Supplements to Code of Laws of United States for
each session of Congress.

(b) Cumulative Supplement to District of Columbia Code for each
session of Congress.

(c) New editions of Codes and Supplements.
§ 203. District of Columbia Code; preparation and publication; cumulative sup-plements.
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STATUTES AT LARGE; CONTENTS ; ADMISSIBILITY IN EVIDENCE 

§ 112. The Secretary of State shall cause to be compiled, edited, 
indexed, and published, the United States Statutes at Large, which 
shall contain all the laws and concurrent resolutions enacted during 
each regular session of Congress; all treaties to which the United 
States is a party that have been proclaimed since the date of the 
adjournment of the regular session of Congress next preceding; all 
international agreements other than treaties to which the United 
States is a party that have been signed, proclaimed, or with reference 
to which any other final formality has been executed, since that date; 
all proclamations by the President in the numbered series issued since 
that date; and also any amendments to the Constitution of the United 
States proposed or ratified pursuant to article V thereof since that 
date, together with the certificate of the Secretary of State issued in 
compliance with the provision contained in section 160 of title 5. 
In the event of an extra session of Congress, the Secretary of State 
shall cause all the laws and concurrent resolutions enacted during said 
extra session to be consolidated with, and published as part of, the 
contents of the volume for the next regular session. The United 
States Statutes at Large shall be legal evidence of laws, concurrent 
resolutions, treaties, international agreements other than treaties, 
proclamations by the President, and proposed or ratified amendments 
to the Constitution of the United States therein contained, in all the 
courts of the United States, the several States, and the Territories 
and insular possessions of the United States. 

"LITTLE AND BROWN'S" EDITION OF LAWS AND TREATIES; ADMISSIBILITY IN 
EvinEakroE 

§ 113. The edition of the laws and treaties of the United States, 
published by Little and Brown, shall be competent evidence of the 
several public and private Acts of Congress, and of the several treaties 
therein contained2 in all the courts of law and equity and of maritime 
jurisdiction, and in all the tribunals and public officers of the United 
States, and of the several States, without any further proof or 
authentication thereof. 

SEALING OF INSTRUMENTS 

§ 114. In all cases where a seal is necessary by law to any commis-
sion, process, or other instrument provided for by the laws of Con-
gress, it shall be lawful to affix the proper seal by making an impression 
therewith directly on the paper to which such seal is necessary; which 
shall be as valid as if made on wax or other adhesive substance. 

CHAPTER 3—CODE OF LAWS OF UNITED STATES AND SUPPLEMENTS; 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS 

I 201. Publication and distribution of Code of Laws of United States and Supple-
ments and District of Columbia Code and Supplements. 

(a) Publishing in slip or pamphlet form or in Statutes at Large. 
(b) Curtailing number of copies published. 
(c) Dispensing with publication of more than one Supplement for 

each Congress. 
*202. Preparation and publication of Codes and Supplements. 

(a) Cumulative Supplements to Code of Laws of United States for 
each session of Congress. 

(b) Cumulative Supplement to District of Columbia Code for each 
session of Congress. 

(e) New editions of Codes and Supplements. 
203. District of Columbia Code; preparation and publication; cumulative sup-

plements. 
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§ 204. Codes and Supplements as evidence of the Laws of United States and
District of Columbia; citation of Codes and Supplements.

(a) United States Code.
(b) District of Columbia Code.
(c) District of Columbia Code; citation.
(d) Supplements to Codes; citation.
(e) New edition of Codes; citation.

§ 205. Codes and Supplements; where printed; form and style; ancillaries.
§ 206. Bills and resolutions of Committee on the Judiciary of House of Repre-

sentatives; form and style; ancillaries; curtailment of copies.
§ 207. Copies of acts and resolutions in slip form; additional number printed for

Committee on the Judiciary of House of Representatives.
§ 208. Delegation of function of Committee on the Judiciary to other agencies;

printing, etc., under direction of Joint Committee on Printing.
§ 209. Copies of Supplements to Code of Laws of United States and of District

of Columbia Code and Supplements; conclusive evidence of original.
§ 210. Distribution of Supplements to Code of Laws of United States and of

District of Columbia Code and Supplements; slip and pamphlet copies.
§ 211. Copies to Members of Congress.
§ 212. Additional distribution at each new Congress.
§ 213. Appropriation for preparing and editing supplements.

PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CODE OF LAWS OF UNITED STATES AND

SUPPLEMENTS AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS

§ 201. In order to avoid duplication and waste-
(a) Publishing in slip or pamphlet form or in Statutes at Large.-

Publication in slip or pamphlet form or in the Statutes at Large of
any of the volumes or publications enumerated in sections 202 and
203 of this title, shall, in event of enactment, be dispensed with
whenever the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre-
sentatives so directs the Secretary of State;

(b) Curtailing number of copies published.-Curtailment of the
number provided by law to be printed and distributed of the volumes
or publications enumerated in sections 202 and 203 of this title may
be directed by such committee, except that the Public Printer shall
print such numbers as are necessary for depository library distribu-
tion and for sale; and

(c) Dispensing with publication of more than one Supplement for
each Congress.-Such committee may direct that the printing and
distribution of any supplement to the Code of Laws of the United
States or to the Code of the District of Columbia be dispensed with
entirely, except that there shall be printed and distributed for each
Congress at least one supplement to each such code, containing the
legislation of such Congress.

PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF CODES AND SUPPLEMENTS

§ 202. There shall be prepared and published under the super-
vision of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre-
sentatives-

(a) Cumulative Supplements to Code of Laws of United States for
each session of Congress.-A supplement for each session of the Con-
gress to the then current edition of the Code of Laws of the United
States, cumulatively embracing the legislation of the then current
supplement, and correcting errors in such edition and supplement;

(b) Cumulative Supplement to District of Columbia Code for each
session of Congress.-A supplement for each session of the Congress
to the then current edition of the Code of the District of Columbia,
cumulatively embracing the legislation of the then current supplement,
and correcting errors in such edition and supplement;

(c) New editions of Codes and Supplements.-New editions of the
Code of Laws of the United States and of the Code of the District of
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§ 204. Codes and Supplements as evidence of the Laws of United States and 
District of Columbia; citation of Codes and Supplements. 

(a) United States Code. 
(b) District of Columbia Code. 
(c) District of Columbia Code; citation. 
(d) Supplements to Codes; citation. 
(e) New edition of Codes; citation. 

§ 205. Codes and Supplements; where printed; form and style; ancillaries. 
§ 206. Bills and resolutions of Committee on the Judiciary of House of Repre-

sentatives; form and style; ancillaries; curtailment of copies. 
§ 207. Copies of acts and resolutions in slip form; additional number printed for 

Committee on the Judiciary of House of Representatives. 
§ 208. Delegation of function of Committee on the Judiciary to other agencies; 

printing, etc., under direction of Joint Committee on Printing. 
§ 209. Copies of Supplements to Code of Laws of United States and of District 

of Columbia Code and Supplements; conclusive evidence of original. 
§ 210. Distribution of Supplements to Code of Laws of United States and of 

District of Columbia Code and Supplements; slip and pamphlet copies. 
§ 211. Copies to Members of Congress. 
§ 212. Additional distribution at each new Congress. 
§ 213. Appropriation for preparing and editing supplements. 

PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CODE OF LAWS OF UNITE!) STATES AND 

SUPPLEMENTS AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS 

§ 201. In order to avoid duplication and waste— 
(a) Publishing in slip or pamphlet form or in Statutes at Large.— 

Publication in slip or pamphlet form or in the Statutes at Large of 
any of the volumes or publications enumerated in sections 202 and 
203 of this title, shall, in event of enactment, be dispensed with 
whenever the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre-
sentatives so directs the Secretary of State; 

(b) Curtailing number of copies published.—Curtailment of the 
number provided by law to be printed and distributed of the volumes 
or publications enumerated in sections 202 and 203 of this title may 
be directed by such committee, except that the Public Printer shall 
print such numbers as are necessary for depository library distribu-
tion and for sale; and 

(c) Dispensing with publication of more than one Supplement for 
each Congress.—Such committee may direct that the printing and 
distribution of any supplement to the Code of Laws of the United 
States or to the Code of the District of Columbia be dispensed with 
entirely, except that there shall be printed and distributed for each 
Congress at least one supplement to each such code, containing the 
legislation of such Congress. 

PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF CODES AND SUPPLEMENTS 

§ 202. There shall be prepared and published under the super-
vision of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre-
sentatives— 

(a) Cumulative Supplements to Code of Laws of United States for 
each session of Congress.—A. supplement for each session of the Con-
gress to the then current edition of the Code of Laws of the United 
States, cumulatively embracing the legislation of the then current 
supplement, and correcting errors in such edition and supplement; 

(b) Cumulative Supplement to District of Columbia Code for each 
session of Congress.—A supplement for each session of the Congress 
to the then current edition of the Code of the District of Columbia, 
cumulatively embracing the legislation of the then current supplement, 
and correcting errors in such edition and supplement; 

(c) New editions of Codes and Supplements.—New editions of the 
Code of Laws of the United States and of the Code of the District of 
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Columbia, correcting errors and incorporating the then current supple-
ment. In the case of each code new editions shall not be published
oftener than once in each five years. Copies of each such edition shall
be distributed in the same manner as provided in the case of supple-
ments to the code of which it is a new edition. Supplements published
after any new edition shall not contain the legislation of supplements
published before such new edition.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE; PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION;

CUMULATIVE SUPPL E NTS

§ 203. The Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Repre-
sentatives is authorized to print bills to codify, revise, and reenact the
general and permanent laws relating to the District of Columbia and
cumulative supplements thereto, similar in style, respectively, to the
Code of Laws of the United States, and supplements thereto, and to
so continue until final enactment thereof in both Houses of the Con-
gress of the United States.

CODES AND SUPPLEMENTS AS EVIDENCE OF THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES

AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA; CITATION OF CODES AND SUPPLEMENTS

§ 204. In all courts, tribunals, and public offices of the United
States, at home or abroad, of the District of Columbia, and of each
State, Territory, or insular possession of the United States-

(a) United States Code.-The matter set forth in the edition of
the Code of Laws of the United States current at any time shall,
together with the then current supplement, if any, establish prima
facie the laws of the United States, general and permanent in their
nature, in force on the day preceding the commencement of the ses-
sion following the last session the legislation of which is included:
Provided, however, That whenever titles of such Code shall have been
enacted into positive law the text thereof shall be legal evidence of
the laws therein contained, in all the courts of the United States,
the several States, and the Territories and insular possessions of the
United States.

(b) District of Columbia Code.-The matter set forth in the edition
of the Code of the District of Columbia current at any time shall,
together with the then current supplement, if any, establish prima facie
the laws, general and permanent in their nature, relating to or in
force in the District of Columbia on the day preceding the commence-
ment of the session following the last session the legislation of which
is included, except such laws as are of application m the District of
Columbia by reason of being laws of the United States general and
permanent in their nature.

(c) District of Columbia Code; citation.-The Code of the District
of Columbia may be cited as "D. C. Code".

(d) Supplements to Codes; citation.-Supplements to the Code of
Laws of the United States and to the Code of the District of Columbia
may be cited, respectively, as "U. S. C., Sup. ", and "D. C. Code,
Sup. ", the blank in each case being filled with Roman figures
denoting the number of the supplement.

(e) New edition of Codes; citation.-New editions of each of such
codes may be cited, respectively, as U. S. C., ed.", and "D. C.
Code, ed.", the blank in eac case being filled with figures denot-
ing the last year the legislation of which is included in whole or in
part.
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Columbia, correcting errors and incorporating the then current supple-
ment. In the case of each code new editions shall not be published 
oftener than once in each five years. Copies of each such edition shall 
be distributed in the same manner as provided in the case of supple-
ments to the code of which it is a new edition. Supplements published 
after any new edition shall not contain the legislation of supplements 
published before such new edition. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE; PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION; 

CUMULATIVE Surerx-m-PNTS 

§ 203. The Committee on the Judiciary of the louse of Repre-
sentatives is authorized to print bills to codify, revise, and reenact the 
general and permanent laws relating to the District of Columbia and 
cumulative supplements thereto, similar in style, respectively, to the 
Code of Laws of the United States, and supplements thereto, and to 
so continue until final enactment thereof in both louses of the Con-
gress of the United States. 

CODES AND SUPPLEMENTS AS EVIDENCE OF THE LAWS OF UNITED STATES 

AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA; CITATION OF CODES AND SuppLEMENTS 

§ 204. Tn all courts, tribunals, and public offices of the United 
States, at home or abroad, of the District of Columbia, and of each 
State, Territory, or insular possession of the United States— 

(a) United States Code.—The matter set forth in the edition of 
the Code of Laws of the United States current at any time shall, 
together with the then current supplement, if any, establish prima 
facie the laws of the United States, general and permanent in their 
nature, in force on the day preceding the commencement of the ses-
sion following the last session the legislation of which is included: 
Provided, however, That whenever titles of such Code shall have been 
enacted into positive law the text thereof shall be legal evidence of 
the laws therein contained, in all the courts of the United States, 
the several States, and the Territories and insular possessions of the 
United States. 

(b) District of Columbia Code.—The matter set forth in the edition 
of the Code of the District of Columbia current at any time shall, 
together with the then current supplement, if any, establish prima facie 
the laws, general and permanent in their nature, relating to or in 
force in the District of Columbia on the day preceding the commence-
ment of the session following the last session the legislation of which 
is included, except such laws as are of application in the District of 
Columbia by reason of being laws of the United States general and 
permanent in their nature. 

(c) District of Columbia Code; citation.—The Code of the District 
of Columbia may be cited as "D. C. Code". 

(d) Supplements to Codes; citation.—Supplements to the Code of 
Laws of the United States and to the Code of the District of Columbia 
may be cited, respectively, as "U. S. C., Sup. ", and "D. C. Code, 
Sup. ", the blank in each case being filled with Roman figures 
denoting the number of the supplement. 

(e) New edition of Codes; citation.—New editions of each of such 
codes may be cited, respectively, as "U. S. C., ed.", and "D. C. 
Code, ed.", the blank in each case being filled with figures denot-
ing the last year the legislation of which is included in whole or in 
part. 
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CODES AND SUPPLEMENT; WHERE PRINTED; FORM AND STYLE; ANCILLARIES

§ 205. The publications provided for in sections 202, 203 of this
title shall be printed at the Government Printing Office and shall be
in such form and style and with such ancillaries as may be prescribed
by the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives.
The Librarian of Congress is directed to cooperate with such com-
mittee in the preparation of such ancillaries. Such publications shall
be furnished with such thumb insets and other devices to distinguish
parts, with such facilities for the insertion of additional matter, and
with such explanatory and advertising slips, and shall be printed on
such paper and bound in such material, as may be prescribed by such
committee.

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS OF COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY OF HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES; FORM AND STYLE; ANCILLARIES; CURTAILMENT OF

COPIES

§ 206. All bills and resolutions relating to the revision of the laws
referred to or reported by the Committee on the Judiciary of the
House of Representatives shall be printed in such form and style, and
with such ancillaries, as such committee may prescribe as being eco-
nomical and suitable, to so continue until final enactment thereof in
both Houses of Congress; and such committee may also curtail the
number of copies of such bills to be printed in the various parlia-
mentary stages in the House of Representatives.

COPIES OF ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS IN SLIP FORM; ADDITIONAL NUMBER

PRINTED FOR COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY OF HOUSE OF REPRESENT-

ATIVES

§ 207. The Public Printer is directed to print, in addition to the
number provided by existing law, and, as soon as printed, to distribute
in such manner as the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives shall determine, twenty copies in slip form of each
public Act and joint resolution.

DELEGATION OF FUNCTION OF COMMITTEE ON THE JUTI)CIARY TO OTHERI

AGENCIES; PRINTING, AND SO FORTH, UNDER DIRECTION OF JOINT

COMMITTEE ON PRINTING

§ 208. The functions vested by sections 201, 202, 204-207 of this title
in the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives
may from time to time be vested in such other agency as the Congress
may by concurrent resolution provide: Provided, That the printing,
binding, and distribution of the volumes and publications enumerated
in sections 202 203 of this title shall be done under the direction of the
Joint Committee on Printing.

COPIES OF SUPPLEMENTS TO CODE OF LAWS OF UNITED STATES AND OF

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS; CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE

OF ORIGINAL

§ 209. Copies of the Code of Laws relating to the District of
Columbia and copies of the supplements provided for by sections 202,
203 of this title printed at the Government Printing Office and bearing
its imprint, shall be conclusive evidence of the original of such code
and supplements in the custody of the Secretary of State.
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CODES AND SUPPLEMENT; WHERE PRINTED; FORM AND STYLE; ANCILLARIES 

§ 205. The publications provided for in sections 202, 203 of this 
title shall be printed at the Government Printing Office and shall be 
in such form and style and with such ancillaries as may be prescribed 
by the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives. 
The Librarian of Congress is directed to cooperate with such com-
mittee in the preparation of such ancillaries. Such publications shall 
be furnished with such thumb insets and other devices to distinguish 
parts, with such facilities for the insertion of additional matter, and 
with such explanatory and advertising slips, and shall be printed on 
such paper and bound in such material, as may be prescribed by such 
committee. 

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS OF COMMITTEE ON ITLE JUDICIARY OF HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES; FORM AND STYLE; ANCILLARIES; CURTAILMENT OF 

COPIES 

§ 206. All bills and resolutions relating to the revision of the laws 
referred to or reported by the Committee on the Judiciary of the 
House of Representatives shall be printed in such form and style, and 
with such ancillaries, as such committee may prescribe as being eco-
nomical and suitable, to so continue until final enactment thereof in 
both Houses of Congress; and such committee may also curtail the 
number of copies of such bills to be printed in the various parlia-
mentary stages in the House of Representatives. 

COPIES OF ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS IN SLIP FORM; ADDITIONAL NUMBER 

PRINTED FOR COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY OF HOUSE OF REPRESENT-

ATIVES 

§ 207. The Public Printer is directed to print, in addition to the 
number provided by existing law, and, as soon as printed, to distribute 
in such manner as the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of 
Representatives shall determine, twenty copies in slip form of each 
public Act and joint resolution. 

DELEGATION OF FUNCTION OF COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY TO OTHFJI 

AGENCIES; PRINTING, AND SO FORTH, UNDER DIRECTION OF' JOINT 

COMMIPIT,E ON PRINTING 

§ 208. The functions vested by sections 201, 202, 204-207 of this title 
in the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives 
may from time to time be vested in such other agency as the Congress 
may by concurrent resolution provide: Provided, That the printing, 
binding, and distribution of the volumes and publications enumerated 
in sections 202, 203 of this title shall be done under the direction of the 
Joint Committee on Printing. 

COPIES OF SUPPLEMENTS TO CODE OF LAWS OF UNE 'ED STATES AND OF 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLIMENTS; CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE 

OF ORIGINAL 

§ 209. Copies of the Code of Laws relating to the District of 
Columbia and copies of the supplements provided for by sections 202, 
203 of this title printed at the Government Printing Office and bearing 
its imprint, shall be conclusive evidence of the original of such code 
and supplements in the custody of the Secretary of State. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLEMENTS TO CODE OF LAWS OF UNITED STATES AND

OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CODE AND SUPPLEMENTS; SLIP AND PAMPHLET

COPIES

§ 210. Copies of the Code of Laws relating to the District of
Columbia, and of the supplements provided for by sections 202, 203
of this title shall be distributed by the Superintendent of Docu-
ments in the same manner as bound volumes of the Statutes at Large:
Provided, That no slip or pamphlet copies of the Code of Laws relat-
ing to the District of Columbia, and of the supplements provided for
by sections 202, 203 of this title need be printed or distributed.

COPIES TO MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

§ 211. In addition to quotas provided for by section 210 of this
title there shall be printed, published, and distributed of the Code
of Laws relating to the District of Columbia with tables, index, and
other ancillaries, suitably bound and with thumb inserts and other
convenient devices to distinguish the parts, and of the supplements
to both codes as provided for by sections 202, 203 of this title, ten
copies of each for each Member of the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the Congress in which the original authorized publica-
tion is made, for his use and distribution, and in addition for the
Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and
the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate a number of bound
copies of each equal to ten times the number of members of such
committees, and one bound copy of each for the use of each com-
mittee of the Senate and House of Representatives.

ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION AT EACH NEW CONGRESS

§ 212. In addition the Superintendent of Documents shall, at the
beginning of the first session of each Congress, supply to each Senator
and Representative in such Congress, who may in writing apply for
the same, one copy each of the Code of Laws of the United States,
the Code of Laws relating to the District of Columbia, and the latest
supplement to each code: Provided, That such applicant shall certify
in his written application for the same that the volume or volumes
for which he applies is intended for his personal use exclusively:
And provided further, That no Senator or Representative during his
term of service shall receive under this section more than one copy
each of the volumes enumerated herein.

APPROPRIATION FOR PREPARING AND EDITING SUPPLEMENTS

§ 213. For preparation and editing an annual appropriation of
$6,500 is authorized to carry out the purposes of sections 202 and 203
of this title.

Repe bs. SEc. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large or
the Revised Statutes covering provisions codified in this Act are
hereby repealed insofar as such provisions appeared in title 1, United
States Code, 1940 edition, as shown by the appended table: Provided
That any rights or liabilities now existing under such repealed sections
or parts thereof shall not be affected by such repeal.
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Title 1, United
States Code,

STATUTES AT LARGE OR REVISED STATUTES section
R. S., sec. 1-------- ---------------------------------------------- 1
R. S., sec. 2---------------------------------------------------- 2
R. S., sec. 3------------------------------------------ . ----- 3
R. S., sec. 4--------------------- ----------------------------------- 4
R. S., sec. 5----------------------------------- 5
Act June 11, 1940, ch. 325, sec. 1, 54 Stat. 305--------- -------------.-- 6
R. S., sec. 7---------------------------------------- -------- 21
R. S., sec. 8 --------------------- ------------ - ------ 22
R. S., sec. 9---------------------------------------- -------- 23
R. S., sec. 10-------- ------------------------------- --- - 24
R. S., sec. 11---------------------------- - - -------------- 25
Res. Nov. 1, 1893, 28 Stat. Appendix 5; act Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 177, sec. 1,

28 Stat. 769---------------- -------- --- ----- 26
Act Mar. 6, 1920, ch. 94, sec. 1, 41 Stat. 520----------------------------- 27
R. S., sec. 12.------------------------------------------- --- 28
R. S., sec. 13; Mar. 22, 1944, ch. 123, 58 Stat. 118------------------------ 29
R. S., sec. 5599----------------------------------------------------- 29a
Act Mar. 3, 1933, ch. 202, sec. 3, 47 Stat. 1431--------------------------- 29b
Act Jan. 12, 1895, ch. 23, sec. 73, 28 Stat. 615; June 20, 1936, ch. 630, sec. 9,

49 Stat. 1551; June 16, 1938, ch. 477, sec. 1, 52 Stat. 760---------- 30
R. S., sec. 908----------------------------------- ---- 30a
R. S., sec. 6 ---------------------------------- --- 31
Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586, sec. 1, 45 Stat. 1540 --- ----------------- 51a
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 2, 45 Stat. 1007; Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586,

sec. 2, 45 Sat. 1541---------------------------------- -- 52
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 3, 45 Stat. 1007---- ----------------- 53
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 4, 45 Stat. 1007; Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586,

sec. 3, 45 Stat. 1541------ ---- ------------------- ---- 54
Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586, sec. 4, 45 Stat. 1542; Act Mar. 4, 1933, ch. 282,

sec. 1, 47 Stat. 1603; June 13, 1934, ch. 483, secs. 1, 2, 48 Stat. 948------ 54a
Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586, sec. 5, 45 Stat. 1542; Act Mar. 4, 1933, ch. 282,

sec. 1, 47 Stat. 1603; June 13, 1934, ch. 483, secs. 1, 2, 48 Stat. 948-------- 54b
Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586, sec. 6, 45 Stat. 1542---------------------- 54c
Res. Mar. 2, 1929, ch. 586, sec. 7, 45 Stat. 1542-------------------------- 54d
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 5, 45 Stat. 1007--------------------------- 55
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 6, 45 Stat. 1007------------------------ 56
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 7, 45 Stat. 1008--------------------------- 57
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 8, 45 Stat. 1008 .--------------- -- 58
Act May 29, 1928, ch. 910, sec. 10, 45 Stat. 1008 ------------------ -- 59

Act Mar. 3, 1933, ch. 202, sec. 2, 47 Stat. 1431-------------- - 60

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3891
AN ACT July 3, t947

To codify and enact into positive law title 4 of the United States Code, entitled __Ill i. i.eel
"Flag and seal, Seat of Government, and the States". [I'ullic Law 27])

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 4 of the Title 4t U. S. Code.

United States Code, entitled "Flag and seal, Seat of Government,.and actmeit into positive

the States", is codified and enacted into positive law and may be cited w.

as "4 U. S. C., § -", as follows:

TITLE 4-FLAG AND SEAL, SEAT OF GOVERNMENT, AND
THE STATES

Chap. Se.
1. The Flag---------------------------------------------------- 41
2. The Seal--------------------------------------------------------
3. Seat of the Government----------------------------.-- ---- - 71
4. The States------------------------------------------------------- 101

95347--4--pt. 1-41
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 4 of the 
United States Code: entitled "Flag and seal, Seat of Governmentond 
the States", is codified and enacted into positive law and may be cited 
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Sec. 
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41 
71 

101 

Title 4, U. S. Code. 
Codification and en-

actment into positive 
law. 
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CHAPTER 1-THE FLAG

§ 1. Flag; stripes and stars on.
§ 2. Same; additional stars.
§ 3. Use of flag for advertising purposes; mutilation of flag.

FLAG; STRIPES AND STARS ON

§ 1. The flag of the United States shall be thirteen horizontal stripes,
alternate red and white; and the union of the flag shall be forty-eight
stars, white in a blue field.

SAME; ADDITIONAL STARS

§ 2. On the admission of a new State into the Union one star shall
be added to the union of the flag; and such addition shall take
effect on the fourth day of July then next succeeding such admission.

USE OF FLAG FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; MUTILATION OF FLAG

§ 3. Any person who, within the District of Columbia, in any
manner, for exhibition or display, shall place or cause to be placed
any word, figure, mark, picture, design, drawing, or any advertise-
ment of any nature upon any flag, standard, colors, or ensign of the
United States of America; or shall expose or cause to be exposed to
public view any such flag, standard, colors, or ensign upon which
shall have been printed, painted or otherwise placed, or to which
shall be attached, appended, affixed, or annexed any word, figure,
mark, picture, design, or drawing, or any advertisement of any
nature; or who, within the District of Columbia, shall manufacture,
sell, expose for sale, or to public view, or give away or have in pos-
session for sale, or to be given away or for use for any purpose,
any article or substance being an article of merchandise, or a
receptacle for merchandise or article or thing for carrying or trans-
porting merchandise, upon which shall have been printed, painted,
attached, or otherwise placed a representation of any such flag, stand-
ard, colors, or ensign, to advertise, call attention to, decorate, mark,
or distinguish the article or substance on which so placed; or who,
within the District of Columbia, shall publicly mutilate, deface,
defile or defy, trample upon, or cast contempt, either by word or
act, upon any such flag, standard, colors, or ensign, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine not exceed-
ing $100 or by imprisonment for not more than thirty days, or both,
in the discretion of the court. The words "flag, standard, colors, or
ensign", as used herein, shall include any flag, standard, colors,
ensign, or any picture or representation of either, or of any part or
parts of either, made of any substance or represented on any sub-
stance, of any size evidently purporting to be either of said flag,
standard, colors, or ensign of the United States of America or a
picture or a representation of either, upon which shall be shown the
colors, the stars and the stripes, in any number of either thereof, or
of any part or parts of either, by which the average person seeing
the same without deliberation may believe the same to represent the
flag, colors, standard, or ensign of the United States of America.

CHAPTER 2-TEtE SEaL

§ 41. Seal of the United States.
§ 42. Same; custody and use of.
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SEAL OF THE UNITED STATES

§ 41. The seal heretofore used by the United States in Congress
assembled is declared to be the seal of the United States.

SAME; CUSTODY AND USE OF

§ 42. The Secretary of State shall have the custody and charge
of such seal, and shall make out and record, and shall affix the same
to, all civil commissions for officers of the United States, to be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, or by the President alone. But the seal shall not be
affixed to any commission before the same has been signed by the
President of the United States, nor to any other instrument, without
the special warrant of the President therefor.

CHAPTEB 3-SEAT OF THE GOVERNMENT

§ 71. Permanent seat of Government.
§ 72. Public offices; at seat of Government.
§ 73. Same; removal from seat of Government.

PERMANENT SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

§ 71. All that part of the territory of the United States included
within the present limits of the District of Columbia shall be the
permanent seat of government of the United States.

PUBLIC OFFICES; AT SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

§ 72. All offices attached to the seat of government shall be exercised
in the District of Columbia, and not elsewhere, except as otherwise
expressly provided by law.

SAME; REMOVAL FROM SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

§ 73. In case of the prevalence of a contagious or epidemic disease
at the seat of government, the President may permit and direct the
removal of any or all the public offices to such other place or places
as he shall deem most safe and convenient for conducting the public
business.

CHAPTER 4-THE STATES

§ 101. Oath by members of legislatures and officers.
§ 102. Same; by whom administered.
§ 103. Assent to purchase of lands for forts.
§ 104. Tax on motor fuel sold on military or other reservation; reports to State

taxing authority.
§ 105. State, etc., taxation affecting Federal areas; sales or use tax.
§ 106. Same; income tax.
§ 107. Same; exception of United States, its instrumentalities, and authorized

purchasers therefrom.
§ 108. Same; jurisdiction of United States over Federal areas unaffected.
§ 109. Same; exception of Indians.
§ 110. Same; definitions.

OATH BY MEMBERS OF LEGISLATURES AND OFFICERS

§ 101. Every member of a State legislature, and every executive and
judicial officer of a State, shall, before he proceeds to execute the duties
of his office, take an oath in the following form, to wit: "I, A B, do
solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United
States."
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SAME; BY WHOM ADMINISTERED

§ 102. Such oath may be administered by any person who, by the
law of the State, is authorized to administer the oath of office; and the
person so administering such oath shall cause a record or certificate
thereof to be made in the same manner, as by the law of the State, he
is directed to record or certify the oath of office.

ASSENT TO PURCHASE OF LANDS FOR FORTS

§ 103. The President of the United States is authorized to procure
the assent of the legislature of any State, within which any purchase
of land has been made for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals,
dockyards, and other needful buildings, without such consent having
been obtained.

TAX ON MOTOR FUEL SOLD ON MILITARY OR OTHER RESERVATION REPORTS

TO STATE TAXING AUTHORITY

§104. (a) All taxes levied by any State, Territory, or the District
of Columbia upon, with respect to, or measured by, sales, purchases,
storage, or use of gasoline or other motor vehicle fuels may be levied,
in the same manner and to the same extent, with respect to such fuels
when sold by or through post exchanges, ship stores, ship service stores,
commissaries, filling stations, licensed traders, and other similar
agencies, located on United States military or other reservations, when
such fuels are not for the exclusive use of the United States. Such
taxes, so levied, shall be paid to the proper taxing authorities of the
State, Territory, or the District of Columbia, within whose borders
the reservation affected may be located.

(b) The officer in charge of such reservation shall, on or before the
fifteenth day of each month, submit a written statement to the proper
taxing authorities of the State, Territory, or the District of Columbia
within whose borders the reservation is located, showing the amount of
such motor fuel with respect to which taxes are payable under sub-
section (a) for the preceding month.

STATE, AND SO FORTH, TAXATION AFFECTING FEDERAL AREAS; SALES OR

USE TAX

§105. (a) No person shall be relieved from liability for payment
of, collection of, or accounting for any sales or use tax levied by any
State, or by any duly constituted taxing authority therein, having
jurisdiction to levy such a tax, on the ground that the sale or use, with
respect to which such tax is levied, occurred in whole or in part within
a Federal area- and such State or taxing authority shall have full
jurisdiction and power to levy and collect any such tax in any Federal
area within such State to the same extent and with the same effect as
though such area was not a Federal area.

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be applicable only
with respect to sales or purchases made, receipts from sales received
or storage or use occurring, after December 31, 1940.

SAME; INCOME TAX

§ 106. (a) No person shall be relieved from liability for any
income tax levied by any State, or by any duly constituted taxing
authority therein, having jurisdiction to levy such a tax, by reason
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section (a) for the preceding month. 

STATE, AND SO FORTH, TAXATION AFFECTING FEDERAL AREAS; SALES OR 

USE TAX 

§ 105. (a) No person shall be relieved from liability for payment 
of, collection of, or accounting for any sales or use tax levied by any 
State, or by any duly constituted taxing authority therein, having 
jurisdiction to levy such a tax, on the ground that the sale or use, with 
respect to which such tax is levied, occurred in whole or in part within 
a Federal area,• and such State or taxing authority shall have full 
jurisdiction and power to levy and collect any such tax in any Federal 
area within such State to the same extent and with the same effect as 
though such area was not a Federal area. 

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be applicable only 
with respect to sales or purchases made, receipts from sales received, 
or storage or use occurring, after December 31, 1940. 

SAME; INCOME TAX 

§ 106. (a) No person shall be relieved from liability for any 
income tax levied by any State, or by any duly constituted taxing 
authority therein, having jurisdiction to levy such a tax, by reason 
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of his residing within a Federal area or receiving income from trans-
actions occurring or services performed in such area; and such State
or taxing authority shall have full jurisdiction and power to levy
and collect such tax in any Federal area within such State to the
same extent and with the same effect as though such area was not a
Federal area.

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be applicable only with
respect to income or receipts received after December 31, 1940.

SAME; EXCEPTION OF UNITED STATES, ITS INSTRUMENTALITIES, AND

AUTHORIZED PURCHASES THEREFROM

§ 107. (a) The provisions of sections 105 and 106 of this title shall
not be deemed to authorize the levy or collection of any tax on or
from the United States or any instrumentality thereof, or the levy
or collection of any tax with respect to sale, purchase, storage, or
use of tangible personal property sold by the United States or any
instrumentality thereof to any authorized purchaser.

(b) A person shall be deemed to be an authorized purchaser under
this section only with respect to purchases which he is permitted to
make from commissaries, ship's stores, or voluntary unincorporated
organizations of Army or Navy personnel, under regulations pro-
mulgated by the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy.

SAME; JURISDICTION OF UNITED STATES OVER FEDERAL AREAS UNAFFECTED

§ 108. The provisions of sections 105 to 110 of this title shall not
for the purposes of any other provision of law be deemed to deprive
the United States of exclusive jurisdiction over any Federal area
over which it would otherwise have exclusive jurisdiction or to limit
the jurisdiction of the United States over any Federal area.

SAME; EXCEPTION OF INDIANS

§ 109. Nothing in sections 105 and 106 of this title shall be deemed
to authorize the levy or collection of any tax on or from any Indian
not otherwise taxed.

SAMF; DEFINITIONS

§ 110. As used in sections 105-109 of this title-
(a) The term "person" shall have the mleaning assigned to it in

section 3797 of title 26.
(b) The term "sales or use tax" means any tax levied on, with re-

spect to, or measured by, sales, receipts from sales, purchases, storage,
or use of tangible personal property, except a tax with respect to which
the provisions of section 104 of this title are applicable.

(c) The term "income tax" means any tax levied on, with respect
to, or measured by, net income, gross income, or gross receipts.

(d) The term "State" includes any Territory or possession of the
United States.

(e) The term "Federal area" means any lands or premises held or
acquired by or for the use of the United States or any department.
establishment, or agency of the United States; and any Federal area.
or any part thereof, which is located within the exterior boundaries of
any State, shall be deemed to be a Federal area located within such
State.

SEC. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large or the B i

Revised Statutes covering provisions codified in this Act are hereby
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SEC. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large or the 

Revised Statutes covering provisions codified in this Act are hereby 

Repeals. 
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repealed insofar as such provisions appear in title 4, United States
Code, 1940 edition, and supplements thereto, as shown by the appended
table: Provided, That any rights or liabilities now existing under such
repealed sections or parts thereof shall not be affected by such repeal.

STATUTES AT LARGE OR REVISED STATUTES

Title 4, United
States Code,

section
R. S., sees. 1791,1792 -------- --------------- ---- -------------- 1
R. S., sec. 1792------------------------------------------------------- 2
Feb. 8, 1917, ch. 34, 39 Stat. 900---------------------------------------- 3
R. S., sec: 1793--- ------------------------- ---- ------------- 4
R. S., sees. 203 (first clause), 1794_-----------------------_ ------------ 5
R. S., sec. 1795-_---------- ------------- ------------------------- 6
R. S., sec. 1796---------------------_----------------------------- 7
R. S., sec. 4798--------------------------------------------------- 8
R. S., sec. 1836----- -------------------------------------------- 9
R. S., sec. 1837---_----------------------------------------------- 10
R. S., sec. 1838---____________________---------------------- 11
June 16, 1936, ch. 582, sec. 10, 49 Stat. 1521; Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 7,

54 Stat. 1060--------------- - -_------------ ---------------- 12
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 1, 54 Stat. 1059------------------------------- 13
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 2, 54 Stat. 1060__--------------------- ........ 14
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 3, 54 Stat. 1060-----_-------------------------- 15
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 4, 54 Stat. 1060--------------------------------- 16
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 5, 54 Stat. 1060--------------------------------- 17
Oct. 9, 1940, ch. 787, sec. 6, 54 Stat. 1060-- ---------- _--------------_ 18

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 390]
July 30,1947 AN ACT
[. i. 1R.67] To codify and enact into positive law title 6 of the United States Code, entitled
.Pubiie Law 2801 "Official and Penal Bonds".

Title 6, U. S. Code.
Codification and en-

actment into positive
law.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 6 of the
United States Code, entitled "Official and Penal Bonds", is codified
and enacted into positive law and may be cited as "6 U. S. C., § -",
as follows:

TITLE 6-OFFICIAL AND PENAL BONDS
§ 1. Custody.
§ 2. Examination as to sufficiency of sureties.
§ 3. Renewal; continuance of liability.
§ 4. Notice of delinquency of principal.
§ 5. Limitation of actions against sureties.
§ 6. Surety companies as sureties.
§ 7. Same; appointment of agents; service of process.
§ 8. Same; deposit of copy of charter.
§ 9. Same; quarterly statements.
§ 10. Same; jurisdiction of suits on bonds.
§ 11. Same; nonpayment of judgment.
§ 12. Same; estoppel to deny corporate powers.
§ 13. Same; failure to comply with the law.
§ 14. Rate of premium on bond; premiums not to be paid by United States.
§ 15. Bonds or notes of United States in lieu of recognizance, stipulation, bond,

guaranty, or undertaking; place of deposit; return to depositor; con-
tractors' bonds.

CUSTODY

§ 1. All bonds of the Treasurer of the United States, collectors of
internal revenue, collectors, comptrollers of customs, surveyors, and
other officers of the customs, either as such officers or as disbursing
officers of the Treasury, bonds of the Secretary of the Senate, Clerk
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Approved July 30, 1947. 
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§ 6. Surety companies as sureties. 
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CUSTODY 

§ 1. All bonds of the Treasurer of the United States, collectors of 
internal revenue, collectors, comptrollers of customs, surveyors, and 
other officers of the customs, either as such officers or as disbursing 
officers of the Treasury, bonds of the Secretary of the Senate, Clerk 
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of the House of Representatives, and the Sergeant at Arms of the
House of Representatives, shall be placed in the custody of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury and filed as he may direct; and the duties required
by law on March 2, 1895, of the Comptroller of the Treasury in regard
to such bonds, as the successor of the Commissioner of Customs and
First Comptroller of the Treasury, shall be performed by the Secretary
of the Treasury.

EXAMINATION AS TO SUFFICIENCY OF SURETIES

§ 2. Every officer required by law to take and approve official bonds
shall cause the same to be examined at least once every two years for
the purpose of ascertaining the sufficiency of the sureties thereon; and
every officer having power to fix the amount of an official bond shall
examine it to ascertain the sufficiency of the amount thereof and
approve or fix said amount at least once in two years and as much
oftener as he may deem it necessary.

RENEWAL; CONTINUANCE OF LIABILITY

§ 3. Every officer whose duty it is to take and approve official bonds
shall cause all such bonds to be renewed every four years after their
dates, but he may require such bonds to be renewed or strengthened
oftener if he deem such action necessary. In the discretion of such
officer the requirement of a new bond may be waived for the period
of service of a bonded officer after the expiration of a four-year term
of service pending the appointment and qualification of his successor.
The nonperformance of any requirement of the provisions of sections
1 to 3 of this title, or of that part of section 27 of title 19 relating to
transmitting copies of oaths to the Secretary of the Treasury, on the
part of any official of the Government shall not be held to affect in
any respect the liability of principal or sureties on any bond made or
to be made to the United States. The liability of the principal and
sureties on all official bonds shall continue and cover the period of
service ensuing until the appointment and qualification of the suc-
cessor of the principal. Nothing in said sections shall be construed
to repeal or modify section 38 of title 39: Provided, That the payment
and acceptance of the annual premium on corporate surety bonds
furnished by postal officers anll employees, offices all( employees of

other civilian agencies of the United States and bolded officers anl
enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast CGuard shall
be a compliance with the requirement for the renewal of such bonds
within the meaning of sections 1 to 3 of this title.

NOTICE OF DELINQUENCY OF PRINCIPAL

§ 4. Whenever any deficiency shall be discovered in the accounts
of any official of the United States, or of any officer disbursing or
chargeable with public money, it shall be the duty of the accounting
officers making such discovery to at once notify the head of the depart-
ment having control over the affairs of said officer of the nature and
amount of said deficiency, and it shall be the immediate duty of said
head of department to at once notify all obligors upon the bond or
bonds of such official of the nature of such deficiency and the amount
thereof. Said notification shall be deemed sufficient if mailed at the
post office in the city of Washington, District of Columbia, addressed
to said sureties respectively and directed to the respective post offices
where said obligors may reside, if known; but a failure to give or
mail such notice shall not discharge the surety or sureties upon such
bond.
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LIMrTATION OF ACTIONS AGAINST SURETIES

§ 5. If, upon the statement of the account of any official of the
United States, or of any officer disbursing or chargeable with public
money, by the accounting officers, it shall thereby appear that he is
indebted to the United States, and suit therefor shall not be instituted
within five years after such statement of said account, the sureties on
his bond shall not be liable for such indebtedness.

SURETY COMPANIES AS SURETIES

§ 6. Whenever any recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking
conditioned for the faithful performance of any duty, or for doing or
refraining from doing anything in such recognizance, stipulation,
bond, or undertaking specified, is by the laws of the United States
required or permitted to be given with one surety or with two or
more sureties, the execution of the same or the guaranteeing of the
performance of the condition thereof shall be sufficient when executed
or guaranteed solely by a corporation incorporated under the laws of
the United States or of any State having power to guarantee the
fidelity of persons holding positions of public or private trust, and to
execute and guarantee bonds and undertakings in judicial proceed-
ings. Such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking shall be
approved by the head of department, court, judge, officer, board, or
body executive, legislative, or judicial required to approve or accept
the same. No officer or person having the approval of any bond shall
exact that it shall be furnished by a guaranty company or by any
particular guaranty company.

SAME; APPOINTMENT OF AGENTS; SERVICE OF PROCESS

§7. No such company shall do business under the provisions of
sections 6 to 13 of this title beyond the limits of the State or Territory
under whose laws it was incorporated and in which its principal office
is located, nor beyond the limits of the District of Columbia, when
such company was incorporated under its laws or the laws of the United
States and its principal office is located in said District, until it shall
by a written power of attorney appoint some person residing within
the jurisdiction of the court for the judicial district wherein such
suretyship is to be undertaken, who shall be a citizen of the State,
Territory, or District of Columbia, wherein such court is held, as its
agent, upon whom may be served all lawful process against such com-
pany, and who shall be authorized to enter an appearance in its behalf.
A copy of such power of attorney, duly certified and authenticated,
shall be filed with the clerk of the district court of the United States
for such district at each place where a term of such court is or may be
held, which copy, or a certified copy thereof, shall be legal evidence in
all controversies arising under sections 6 to 13 of this title. If any
such agent shall be removed, resign, or die, become insane, or otherwise
incapable of acting, it shall be the duty of such company to appoint
another agent in his place as hereinbefore prescribed, and until such
appointment shall have been made, or during the absence of any agent
of such company from such district, service of process may be upon
the clerk of the court wherein such suit is brought with like effect as
upon an agent appointed by the company. The oficer executing such
process upon such clerk shall immediately transmit a copy thereof by
mail to the company, and state such fact in his return. A judgment,
decree, or order of a court entered or made after service of process as
aforesaid shall be as valid and binding on such company as if served
with process in said district.
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SAME; DEPOSIT OF COPY OF CHARTER

§ 8. Every company, before transacting any business under sec-
tions 6 to 13 of this title, shall deposit with the Secretary of the
Treasury of the United States a copy of its charter or articles of
incorporation, and a statement, signed and sworn to by its president
and secretary, showing its assets and liabilities. If the said Secre-
tary of the Treasury shall be satisfied that such company has
authority under its charter to do the business provided for in sections
6 to 13 of this title, and that it has a paid-up capital of not less than
$250,000, in cash or its equivalent, and is able to keep and perform
its contracts, he shall grant authority in writing to such company
to do business under sections 6 to 13 of this title.

SAME; QUARTERLY STATEMENTS

§ 9. Every such company shall, in the months of January, April,
July, and October of each year, file with the said Secretary of the
Treasury a statement, signed and sworn to by its president and secre-
tary, showing its assets and liabilities, as is required by section 8 of
this title. The said Secretary of the Treasury shall have the power,
and it shall be his duty, to revoke the authority of any such company
to transact any new business under sections 6 to 13 of this title when-
ever in his judgment such company is not solvent or is conducting
its business in violation of sections 6 to 13 of this title. He may
institute inquiry at any time into the solvency of said company and
may require that additional security be given at any time by any
principal when he deems such company no longer sufficient security.

SAME; JURISDICTION OF SUITS ON BONDS

§ 10. Any surety company doing business under the provisions of
sections 6 to 13 of this title may be sued in respect thereof in any court
of the United States which has or may have jurisdiction of actions
or suits upon such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking, in
the district in which such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or under-
taking was made or guaranteed, or in the district in which the principal
office of such company is located. For the purposes of sections 6 to
13 of this title such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking
shall be treated as made or guaranteed in the district in which the
office is located, to which it is returnable, or in which it is filed, or in
the district in which the principal in such recognizance, stipulation,
bond, or undertaking resided when it was made or guaranteed.

SAME; NONPAYMENT OF JUDGMENT

§11. If any such company shall neglect or refuse to pay any final
judgment or decree rendered against it upon any such recognizance,
stipulation, bond, or undertaking made or guaranteed by it under
the provisions of sections 6 to 13 of this title, from which no appeal
or supersedeas has been taken, for thirty days after the rendition of
such judgment or decree, it shall forfeit all right to do business under
sections 6 to 13 of this title.

SAME; ESTOPPEL TO DENY CORPORATE POWERS

§12. Any company which shall execute or guarantee any recogniz-
ance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking under the provisions of sections
6 to 13 of this title shall be estopped in any proceeding to enforce the
liability which it shall have assumed to incur, to deny its corporate
power to execute or guarantee such instrument or assume such liability.
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SAME; DEPOSIT OF COPY OF CHARTER 

§ 8. Every company, before transacting any business under sec-
tions 6 to 13 of this title, shall deposit with the Secretary of the 
Treasury of the United States a copy of its charter or articles of 
incorporation, and a statement, signed and sworn to by its president 
and secretary, showing its assets and liabilities. If the said Secre-
tary of the Treasury shall be satisfied that such company has 
authority under its charter to do the business provided for in sections 
6 to 13 of this title, and that it has a paid-up capital of not less than 
$250,000, in cash or its equivalent, and is able to keep and perform 
its contracts, he shall grant authority in writing to such company 
to do business under sections 6 to 13 of this title. 

SAME; QUARTERLY STATEMENTS 

§ 9. Every such company shall, in the months of January, April, 
July, and October of each year, file with the said Secretary of the 
Treasury a statement, signed and sworn to by its president and secre-
tary, showing its assets and liabilities, as is required by section 8 of 
this title. The said Secretary of the Treasury shall have the power, 
and it shall be his duty, to revoke the authority of any such company 
to transact any new business under sections 6 to 13 of this title when-
ever in his judgment such company is not solvent or is conducting 
its business in violation of sections 6 to 13 of this title. He may 
institute inquiry at any time into the solvency of said company and 
may require that additional security be given at any time by any 
principal when he deems such company no longer sufficient security. 

SAME; JURISDIC LION OF SUITS ON BONDS 

§ 10. Any surety company doing business under the provisions of 
sections 6 to 13 of this title may be sued in respect thereof in any court 
of the United States which has or may have jurisdiction of actions 
or suits upon such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking, in 
the district in which such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or under-
taking was made or guaranteed, or in the district in which the principal 
office of such company is located. For the purposes of sections 6 to 
13 of this title such recognizance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking 
shall be treated as made or guaranteed in the district in which the 
office is located, to which it is returnable, or in which it is filed, or in 
the district in which the .principal in such recognizance, stipulation, 
bond, or undertaking resided when it was made or guaranteed. 

SAME; NONPAYMENT OF JUDGMENT 

§ 11. If any such company shall neglect or refuse to pay any final 
judgment or decree rendered against it upon any such recognizance, 
stipulation, bond, or undertaking made or guaranteed by it under 
the provisions of sections 6 to 13 of this title, from which no appeal 
or supersedeas has been taken, for thirty days after the rendition of 
such judgment or decree, it shall forfeit all right to do business under 
sections 6 to 13 of this title. 

SAME; ESTOPPEL TO DENY CORPORATE POWERS 

§ 12. Any company which shall execute or guarantee any recogniz-
ance, stipulation, bond, or undertaking under the provisions of sections 
6 to 13 of this title shall be estopped in any proceeding to enforce the 
liability which it shall have assumed to incur, to deny its corporate 
power to execute or guarantee such instrument or assume such liability. 
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SAME; FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH LAW

§ 13. Any company doing business under the provisions of sections
6 to 13 of this title which shall fail to comply with any of its provisions
shall forfeit to the United States for every such failure not less than
$500 nor more than $5,000, to be recovered by suit in the name of the
United States in the same courts in which suit may be brought against
such company under the provisions of sections 6 to 13 of this title,
and such failure shall not affect the validity of any contract entered
into by such company.

RATE OF PREMIUM ON BOND; PREMIUMS NOT TO BE PAID BY UNITED STATES

§ 14. Until otherwise provided by law no bond shall be accepted from
any surety or bonding company for any officer or employee of the
United States which shall cost more than 35 per centum in excess of
the rate of premium charged for a like bond during the calendar year
1908. The United States shall not pay any part of the premium or
other cost of furnishing a bond required by law or otherwise of any
officer or employee of the United States.

BONDS OR NOTES OF UNITED STATES IN LIEU OF RECOGNIZANCE, STIPULATION,
BOND, GUARANTY, OR UNDERTAKING; PLACE OF DEPOSIT; RETURN TO
DEPOSITOR; CONTRACTORS' BONDS

§ 15. Wherever by the laws of the United States or regulations made
pursuant thereto, any person is required to furnish any recognizance,
stipulation, bond, guaranty, or undertaking, hereinafter called "penal
bond", with surety or sureties, such person may, in lieu of such surety
or sureties, deposit as security with the official having authority to
approve such penal bond, United States Liberty bonds or other bonds
or notes of the United States in a sum equal at their par value to the
amount of such penal bond required to be furnished, together with an
agreement authorizing such official to collect or sell such bonds or notes
so deposited in case of any default in the performance of any of the
conditions or stipulations of such penal bond. The acceptance of such
United States bonds or notes in lieu of surety or sureties required by
law shall have the same force and effect as individual or corporate
sureties, or certified checks, bank drafts, post-office money orders, or

Place ordeposit. cash, for the penalty or amount of such penal bond. The bonds or
notes deposited hereunder, and such other United States bonds or notes
as may be substituted therefor from time to time as such security, may
be deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, a Federal Reserve
bank, or other depositary duly designated for that purpose by the

etutodepositor ecretary, which shall issue receipt therefor, describing such bonds
etto ositor or notes so deposited. As soon as security for the performance of

such penal bond is no longer necessary, such bonds or notes so deposited
contrar withPla shall be returned to the depositor. In case a person or persons supply-

etc. ing a contractor with labor or material as provided by sections 2 7 0a
to 270d of title 40 shall file with the obligee, at any time after a default
in the performance of any contract subject to said sections 270a to
270d, the application and affidavit therein provided, the obligee shall
not deliver to the obligor the deposited bonds or notes nor any surplus
proceeds thereof until the expiration of the time limited by said
sections 270a to 270d for the institution of suit by such person or per-
sons, and, in case suit shall be instituted within such time, shall hold
said bonds or notes or proceeds subject to the order of the court having
jurisdiction thereof. Nothing herein contained shall affect or impair
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SAME; FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH LAW 

§ 13. Any company doing business under the provisions of sections 
6 to 13 of this title which shall fail to comply with any of its provisions 
shall forfeit to the United States for every such failure not less than 
$500 nor more than. $5,060, to be recovered by suit in the name of the 
United States in the same courts in which suit may be brought against 
such company under the provisions of sections 6 to 13 of this title, 
and such failure shall not affect the validity of any contract entered 
into by such company. 

RATE OF PREMIUM ON BOND; PREMIUMS NOT TO BE PAID BY UNITED STATES 

§ 14. Until otherwise provided by law no bond shall be accepted from 
any surety or bonding company for any officer or employee of the 
United States which shall cost more than 35 per centum in excess of 
the rate of premium charged for a like bond during the calendar year 
1908. The United States shall not pay any part of the premium or 
other cost of furnishing a bond required by law or otherwise of any 
officer or employee of the United States. 

BONDS OR NOTES OF UNITED STATES IN LIEU OF RECOGNIZANCE, STIPULATION, 

BOND, GUARANTY, OR UNDERTAKING; PLACE OF DEPOSIT; RETURN TO 

DEPOSITOR; CONTRACTORS' BONDS 

§ 15. Wherever by the laws of the United States or regulations made 
pursuant thereto any person is required to furnish any recognizance, 
stipulation, bond, guaranty, or undertaking, hereinafter called "penal 
bond", with surety or sureties, such person may, in lieu of such surety 
or sureties, deposit as security with the official having authority to 
approve such penal bond, United States Liberty bonds or other bonds 
or notes of the United States in a sum equal at their par value to the 
amount of such penal bond required to be furnished, together with an 
agreement authorizing such official to collect or sell such bonds or notes 
so deposited in case of any default in the performance of any of the 
conditions or stipulations of such penal bond. The acceptance of such 
United States bonds or notes in lieu of surety or sureties required by 
law shall have the same force and effect as individual or corporate 
sureties, or certified checks, bank drafts, post-office money orders, or 
cash, for the penalty or amount of such penal bond. The bonds or 
notes deposited hereunder, and such other United States bonds or notes 
as may be substituted therefor from time to time as such security, may 
be deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, a Federal Reserve 
bank, or other depositary duly designated for that purpose by the 
Secretary, which shall issue receipt therefor, describing such bonds 
or notes so deposited. As soon as security for the performance of 
such penal bond is no longer necessary, such bonds or notes so deposited 
shall be returned to the depositor. In case a person or persons supply-
ing a contractor with labor or material as provided by sections 270a 
to 270d of title 40 shall file with the obligee, at any time after a default 
in the performance of any contract subject to said sections 270a to 
270d, the application and affidavit therein provided, the obligee shall 
not deliver to the obligor the deposited bonds or notes nor any surplus 
proceeds thereof until the expiration of the time limited by said 
sections 270a to 270d for the institution of suit by such person or per-
sons, and, in case suit shall be instituted within such time, shall hold 
said bonds or notes or proceeds subject to the order of the court having 
jurisdiction thereof. Nothing herein contained shall affect or impair 
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the priority of the claim of the United States against the bonds or
notes deposited or any right or remedy granted by said sections 270a
to 270d or by this section to the United States for default upon any
obligation of said penal bond. All laws inconsistent with this section
are hereby so modified as to conform to the provisions hereof. Nothing
contained herein shall affect the authority of courts over the security,
where such bonds are taken as security in judicial proceedings, or the
authority of any administrative officer of the United States to receive
United States bonds for security in cases authorized by existing laws.
The Secretary may prescribe rules and regulations necessary and
proper for carrying this section into effect. The term "person" in this
section means an individual, a trust or estate, a partnership, or a cor-
poration; the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Treasury.
In order to avoid the frequent substitution of securities such rules and
regtulations may limit the effect of this section, in appropriate classes
of cases, to bonds and notes of the United States maturing more than
a year after the date of deposit of such bonds as security. The phrase
"bonds or notes of the United States" shall be deemed, for the purposes
of this section, to mean any public-debt obligations of the United
States and any bonds, notes, or other obligations which are uncondi-
tionally guaranteed as to both interest and principal by the United
States.

SEC. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large
covering provisions codified in this Act, insofar as such provisions
appear in title 6, United States Code, 1940 edition, and supplements
thereto, as shown by the appended table, are hereby repealed: Pro-
vided, That any rights or liabilities now existing under such repeated
sections or parts thereof shall not be affected by such repeal.

Title 6, United

STATUTES AT LARGE States Code,
Section

Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 177, sec. 5, second paragraph, 28 Stat. 807; June 17, 1930,

ch. 497, sec. 523, first paragraph, 46 Stat. 740----------------------- 1

Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 177, sec. 5, third paragraph, 28 Stat. 807---------------- 2
Mar. 2. 1895, ch. 177, sec. 5, fourth paragraph, 28 Stat. 807; Mar. 8, 1928,

ch. 148, 45 Stat. 247------------- ----- -- 3
Aug. 8, 188S, ch. 787, sec. 1, 25 Stat. 3S7- - - ---- - 4

Aug. 8, 1888, ch. 787, sec. 2, 25 Stat. 387; as modified by June 10, 1921,
ch. 18, sec. 301, 42 Stat. 23--------------------------------- -.-

Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 1, 28 Stat. 279--------- .------------------ - (
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 2S2, sec. 2, 28 Stat. 279 ---------.--------- ---
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 3, 28 Stat. 279; Mar. 23, 1910, ch. 109, 36 Stat.

241 ------------------------ -----------------
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 4, 28 Stat. 279; Mar. 23, 1910, ch. 109, 36

Stat. 241---- -------------------------- ----------------------
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 5, 28 Stat. 280----------------------------- 10

Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 6, 28 Stat. 280; as modified Jan. 31, 1928, ch.
14, sec. 1, 45 Stat. 54-------------------------------- ---- 11

Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 7, 28 Stat. 280 ---------------------- 
1 2

Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 8, 28 Stat. 280 -------------------------- 13

Aug. 5, 1909, ch. 7, 36 Stat. 125, first paragraph under "Department of
Commerce and Labor"-------------------------------- ---- 14

Feb. 24, 1919, ch. 18, sec. 1320, 40 Stat. 1148; Nov. 23, 1921, ch. 136, sec.
1329, 42 Stat. 318; Feb. 26, 1926, ch. 27, sees. 2 (a) (1), (6), 1126,
44 Stat. 9, 122; Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, sec. 7, 49 Stat. 22; Mar. 31, 1944,
ch. 148, 58 Stat. 135, 136---- --------------------------------- 

1

Approved July 30, 1947.
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the priority of the claim of the United States against the bonds or 
notes deposited or any right or remedy granted by said sections 270a 
to 270d or by this section to the United States for default upon any 
obligation of said penal bond. All laws inconsistent with this section 
are hereby so modified as to conform to the provisions hereof. Nothing 
contained herein shall affect the authority of courts over the security, 
where such bonds are taken as security in judicial proceedings, or the 
authority of any administrative officer of the United States to receive 
United States bonds for security in cases authorized by existing laws. 
The Secretary may prescribe rules and regulations necessary and 
proper for carrying this section into effect. The term "person" in this 
section means an individual, a trust or estate, a partnership, or a cor-
poration; the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Treasury. 
In order to avoid the frequent substitution of securities such rules and 
regulations may limit the effect of this section, in appropriate classes 
of cases, to bonds and notes of the United States maturing more than 
a year after the date of deposit of such bonds as security. The phrase 
"bonds or notes of the United States" shall be deemed, for the purposes 
of this section, to mean any public-debt obligations of the United 
States and any bonds, notes, or other obligations which are uncondi-
tionally guaranteed as to both interest and principal by the United 
States. 
SEC. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large 

covering provisions codified in this Act, insofar as such provisions 
appear in title 6, United States Code, 1940 edition, and supplements 
thereto, as shown by the appended table, are hereby repealed: Pro-
vided, That any rights or liabilities now existing under such repeated 
sections or parts thereof shall not be affected by such repeal. 

Title 6, United 

STATUTES AT LARGE States Code, 
Section 

Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 177, see. 5, second paragraph, 28 Stat. 807; June 17, 1930, 
ch. 497, see. 523, first paragraph, 46 Stat. 740  1 

Mar. 2, 1895, ch. 177, sec. 5, third paragraph, 28 Stat. 807  2 
Mar. 2. 1895, ch. 177, sec. 5, fourth paragraph, 28 Stat. 807; Mar. 8, 1928, 

ch. 148, 45 Stat. 247  s 
Aug. 8, 1888, ch. 787, sec. 1, 25 Stat. 3S7.-_..  4 
Aug. 8, 1888, ch. 787, sec. 2, 25 Stat. 387; as modified by June 10, 1921, 

ch. 18, see. 301. 42 Stat. 23  5 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 1, 28 Stat. 279  6 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 2, 28 Stat. 279  7 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 3, 28 Stat. 279; Mar. 23, 1910, ch. 109, 36 Stat. 

241   8 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 4, 28 Stat. 279; Mar. 23, 1910, ch. 109, 36 

Stat. 241  9 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 5, 28 Stat. 280  10 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 6, 28 Stat. 280; as modified Jan. 31, 1928, ch. 

14, sec. 1, 45 Stat. 54  11 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 7, 28 Stat. 280  12 
Aug. 13, 1894, ch. 282, sec. 8, 28 Stat. 280  13 
Aug. 5, 1909, ch. 7, 36 Stat. 125, first paragraph under "Department of 
Conunerce and Labor"  14 

Feb. 24, 1919, ch. 18, see. 1320, 40 Stat. 1148; Nov. 23, 1921, ch. 136, sec. 
1329, 42 Stat. 318; Feb. 26, 1926, ch. 27, secs. 2 (a) (1), (6), 1126, 
44 Stat. 9, 122; Feb. 4, 1935, ch. 5, sec. 7, 49 Stat. 22; Mar. 31, 1944, 
ch. 148, 58 Stat. 135, 136  

Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 391]
AN ACT

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 2083] To codify and enact into positive law title 17 of the United States Code, entitled

[Public Law 281] "Copyrights".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Title 7, .S.Code. United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 17 of the

actment into positive United States Code entitled "Copyrights" is codified and enacted intola w. positive law and may be cited as "Title 17, U. S. C., § -", as follows:

TITLE 17-COPYRIGHTS

Chap. Sec.
1. Registration of copyright------_____-------------------_ _---_ 1

Post, p. 60. 2. Infringement proceedings---------------------------------------- 101
Pot, P. 665. 3. Copyright Office ------------------------------------------------- 201

CHAPTER 1-REGISTRATION OF COPYRIGHTS

§ 1. Exclusive rights as to copyrighted works.
§ 2. Rights of author or proprietor of unpublished work.
§ 3. Protection of component parts of work copyrighted; composite works or

periodicals.
§ 4. All writings of author included.
§ 5. Classification of works for registration.
§ 6. Registration of prints and labels.
§ 7. Copyright on compilations of works in public domain or of copyrighted

works; subsisting copyrights not affected.
§ 8. Copyright not to subsist in works in public domain, or published prior to

July 1, 1909, and not already copyrighted, or Government publications;
publication by Government of copyrighted material.

§ 9. Authors or proprietors, entitled; aliens.
§ 10. Publication of work with notice.
§ 11. Registration of claim and issuance of certificate.
§ 12. Works not reproduced for sale.
§ 13. Deposit of copies after publication; action or proceeding for infringement.
§ 14. Same; failure to deposit; demand; penalty.
§ 15. Same; postmaster's receipt; transmission by mall without cost.
§ 16. Mechanical work to be done in United States.
§ 17. Affidavit to accompany copies.
§ 18. Making false affidavit.
§ 19. Notice; form.
§ 20. Same; place of application of; one notice in each volume or number of

newspaper or periodical.
§ 21. Same; effect of accidental omission from copy or copies.
§ 22. Ad interim protection of book published abroad.
§ 23. Same; extension to full term.
§ 24. Duration; renewal and extension.
§ 25. Renewal of copyrights registered in Patent Office under repealed law.
§ 26. Terms defined.
§ 27. Copyright distinct from property in object copyrighted; effect of sale of

object, and of assignment of copyright.
§ 28. Assignments and bequests.
§ 29. Same; executed in foreign country; acknowledgment and certificate.
§ 30. Same; record.
§ 31. Same; certificate of record.
§ 32. Same; use of name of assignee in notice.

§ 1. EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS S TO COPRIGHTED WORKs.-Any person
entitled thereto, upon complying with the provisions of this title,
shall have the exclusive right:
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[Public Law 281] 

Title 17, U. S. Code. 
Codification and en-

actment into positive 
law. 

[CHAPTER 3911 
AN ACT 

To codify and enact into positive law title 17 of the United States Code, entitled 
"Copyrights". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 17 of the 
United States Code entitled "Copyrights" is codified and enacted into 
positive law and may be cited as "Title 17, U. S. C., § -", as follows: 

TITLE 17-COPYRIGHTS 

Chap. See. 
1. Registration of copyright  1 

Pod, P. 660. 2. Infringement proceedings  101 
Past, P. 665. 3. Copyright Office  201 

CHAPTER 1- REGISTRATION OF COPYRIGHTS 

§ 1. Exclusive rights as to copyrighted works. 
§ 2. Rights of author or proprietor of unpublished work. 
§ 3. Protection of component parts of work copyrighted; composite works or 

periodicals. 
§ 4. All writings of author included. 
§ 5. Classification of works for registration. 
§ 6. Registration of prints and labels. 
§ 7. Copyright on compilations of works in public domain or of copyrighted 

works; subsisting copyrights not affected. 
§ 8. Copyright not to subsist in works in public domain, or published prior to 

July 1, 1909, and not already copyrighted, or Government publications; 
publication by Government of copyrighted material. 

§ 9. Authors or proprietors, entitled; aliens. 
§ 10. Publication of work with notice. 

§ 11. Registration of claim and issuance of certificate. 
§ 12. Works not reproduced for sale. 

§ 13. Deposit of copies after publication; action or proceeding for infringement. 
§ 14. Same; failure to deposit; demand; penalty. 

§ 15. Same; postmaster's receipt; transmission by mail without cost. 
§ 16. Mechanical work to be done in United States. 
§ 17. Affidavit to accompany copies. 
§ 18. Making false affidavit. 
§ 19. Notice; form. 

§ 20. Same; place of application of; one notice in each volume or number of 
newspaper or periodical. 

§ 21. Same; effect of accidental omission from copy or copies. 
§ 22. Ad interim protection of book published abroad. 
§ 23. Same; extension to full term. 
§ 24. Duration; renewal and extension. 

§ 25. Renewal of copyrights registered in Patent Office under repealed law. 
§ 26. Terms defined. 

§ 27. Copyright distinct from property in object copyrighted; effect of sale of 
object, and of assignment of copyright. 

§ 28. Assignments and bequests. 

§ 29. Same; executed in foreign country; acknowledgment and certificate. 
§ 30. Same; record. 
§ 31. Same; certificate of record. 
§ 32. Same; use of name of assignee in notice. 

§ 1. EXCLUSIVE RIGHTs AS TO COPYRIGHTED WoRKS.-Any person 
entitled thereto, upon complying with the provisions of this title, 
shall have the exclusive right: 
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(a) To print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the copyrighted
work;

(b) To translate the copyrighted work into other languages or
dialects, or make any other version thereof, if it be a literary work;
to dramatize it if it be a nondramatic work; to convert it into a novel
or other nondramatic work if it be a drama; to arrange or adapt it
if it be a musical work; to complete, execute, and finish it if it be a
model or design for a work of art;

(c) To deliver or authorize the delivery of the copyrighted work
in public for profit if it be a lecture, sermon, address, or similar
production;

(d) To perform or represent the copyrighted work publicly if it
be a drama or, if it be a dramatic work and not reproduced in copies
for sale, to vend any manuscript or any record whatsoever thereof;
to make or to procure the making of any transcription or record
thereof by or from which, in whole or in part, it may in any manner
or by any method be exhibited, performed, represented, produced,
or reproduced; and to exhibit, perform, represent, produce, or repro-
duce it in any manner or by any method whatsoever; and

(e) To perform the copyrighted work publicly for profit if it be
a musical composition; and for the purpose of public performance
for profit, and for the purposes set forth in subsection (a) hereof, to
make any arrangement or setting of it or of the melody of it in any
system of notation or any form of record in which the thought of
an author may be recorded and from which it may be read or repro-
duced: Provided, That the provisions of this title, so far as they
secure copyright controlling the parts of instruments serving to
reproduce mechanically the musical work, shall include only com-
positions published and copyrighted after July 1, 1909, and shall
not include the works of a foreign author or composer unless the
foreign state or nation of which such author or composer is a citizen
or subject grants, either by treaty, convention, agreement, or law,
to citizens of the United States similar rights. And as a condition
of extending the copyright control to such mechanical reproductions,
that whenever the owner of a musical copyright has used or per-
mitted or knowingly acquiesced in the use of the copyrighted work
upon the parts of instruments serving to relproduce mecl(llniically the
musical work, any other person may make similar use of the copy-
righted work upon the payment to the copyright proprietor of a
royalty of 2 cents on each such part manufactured, to be paid by the
manufacturer thereof; and the copyright proprietor may require,
and if so the manufacturer shall furnish, a report under oath on the
20th day of each month on the number of parts of instruments
manufactured during the previous month serving to reproduce
mechanically said musical work, and royalties shall be due on the
parts manufactured during any month upon the 20th of the next
succeeding month. The payment of the royalty provided for by this
section shall free the articles or devices for which such royalty has
been paid from further contribution to the copyright except in case
of public performance for profit. It shall be the duty of the copy-
right owner, if he uses the musical composition himself for the
manufacture of parts of instruments serving to reproduce mechan-
ically the musical work, or licenses others to do so, to file notice
thereof, accompanied by a recording fee, in the copyright office,
and any failure to file such notice shall be a complete defense to
any suit, action, or proceeding for any infringement of such
copyright.

In case of failure of such manufacturer to pay to the copyright
proprietor within thirty days after demand in writing the full sum
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(a) To print, reprint, publish, copy, and vend the copyrighted 
work; 

(b) To translate the copyrighted work into other languages or 
dialects, or make any other version thereof, if it be a literary work; 
to dramatize it if it, be a nondramatic work; to convert it into a novel 
or .other nondramatic work if it be a drama; to arrange or adapt it 
if it be a musical work; to complete, execute, and finish it if it be a 
model or design for a work of art; 

(c) To deliver or authorize the delivery of the copyrighted work 
in public for profit if it be a lecture, sermon, address, or similar 
production; 

(d) To perform or represent the copyrighted work publicly if it 
be a drama or, if it be a dramatic work and not reproduced in copies 
for sale, to vend any manuscript or any record whatsoever thereof; 
to make or to procure the making of any transcription or record 
thereof by or from which, in whole or in part, it may in any manner 
or by any method be exhibited, performed, represented, produced, 
or reproduced; and to exhibit, perform, represent, produce, or repro-
duce it in any manner or by any method whatsoever; and 

(e) To perform the copyrighted work publicly for profit if it be 
a musical composition; and for the purpose of public performance 
for profit, and for the purposes set forth in subsection (a) hereof, to 
make any arrangement or setting of it or of the melody of it in any 
system of notation or any form of record in which the thought of 
an author may be recorded and from which it may be read or repro-
duced: Provided, That the provisions of this title, so far as they 
secure copyright controlling the parts of instruments serving to 
reproduce mechanically the musical work, shall include only com-
positions published and copyrighted after July 1, 1909, and shall 
not include the works of a foreign author or composer unless the 
foreign state or nation of which such author or composer is a citizen 
or subject grants, either by treaty, convention, agreement, or law, 
to citizens of the United States similar rights. And as a condition 
of extending the copyright control to such mechanical reproductions, 
that whenever the owner of a musical copyright has used or per-
mitted or knowingly acquiesced in the use of the copyrighted work 
upon the parts of instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the 
musical work, any other person may make similar use of the copy-
righted work upon the payment, to the copyright proprietor of a 
royalty of 2 cents on each such part manufactured, to be paid by the 
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of royalties due at said rate at the date of such demand, the court may
award taxable costs to the plaintiff and a reasonable counsel fee, and
the court may, in its discretion, enter judgment therein for any sum
in addition over the amount found to be due as royalty in accordance
with the terms of this title, not exceeding three times such amount.

The reproduction or rendition of a musical composition by or upon
coin-operated machines shall not be deemed a public performance for
profit unless a fee is charged for admission to the place where such
reproduction or rendition occurs.

§ 2. RIGHTS OF AUTHOR OR PROPRIETOR OF UNPUBLISHED WORK.-
Nothing in this title shall be construed to annul or limit the right of
the author or proprietor of an unpublished work, at common law or in
equity, to prevent the copying, publication, or use of such unpublished
work without his consent, and to obtain damages therefor.

§ 3. PROTECTION OF COMPONENT PARTS OF WORK COPYRIGHTED;
COMPOSITE WORKS OR PERIODICALS.-The copyright provided by this
tile shall protect all the copyrightable component parts of the work
copyrighted, and all matter therein in which copyright is already sub-
sisting, but without extending the duration or scope of such copyright.
The copyright upon composite works or periodicals shall give to the
proprietor thereof all the rights in respect thereto which he would
have if each part were individually copyrighted under this title.

§ 4. AL WRITmNGS OF AUTHOR INCLUDED.-The works for which
copyright may be secured under this title shall include all the writings
of an author.

§ 5. CLASSIFICATION OF WORKS FOR REGISTRATION.-The application
for registration shall specify to which of the following classes the
work in which copyright is claimed belongs:

(a) Books, including composite and cyclopedic works, directories,
gazetteers, and other compilations.

(b) Periodicals, including newspapers.
(c) Lectures, sermons, addresses (prepared for oral delivery).
(d) Dramatic or dramatico-musical compositions.
(e) Musical compositions.
(f) Maps.
(g) Works of art; models or designs for works of art.
(h) Reproductions of a work of art.
(i) Drawings or plastic works of a scientific or technical character.
(j) Photographs.
(k) Prints and pictorial illustrations including prints or labels

used for articles of merchandise.
(1) Motion-picture photoplavs.
(m) Motion pictures other than photoplays.
The above specifications shall not be held to limit the subject matter

of copyright as defined in section 4 of this title, nor shall any error
in classification invalidate or impair the copyright protection secured
under this title.

§ 6. REGISTRATION OF PRINTS AND LABELs.-Commencing July 1,1940,
the Register of Copyrights is charged with the registration of claims
to copyright properly presented, in all prints and labels published in
connection with the sale or advertisement of articles of merchandise,
including all claims to copyright in prints and labels pending in the
Patent Office and uncleared at the close of business June 30, 1940.
There shall be paid for registering a claim of copyright in any such
print or label not a trade-mark $6, which sum shall cover the expense
of furnishing a certificate of such registration, under the seal of the
Copyright Office, to the claimant of copyright.
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§ 7. COPYRIGHT ON COMPILATIONS OF WORKS IN PUBLIC DOMAIN
OR OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS; SUBSISTING COPYRIGHTS NOT AFFECrED.-

Compilations or abridgments, adaptations, arrangements, dramatiza-
tions, translations, or other versions of works in the public domain
or of copyrighted works when produced with the consent of the pro-
prietor of the copyright in such works, or works republished with
new matter, shall be regarded as new works subject to copyright under
the provisions of this title; but the publication of any such new works
shall not affect the force or validity of any subsisting copyright upon
the matter employed or any part thereof, or be construed to imply
an exclusive right to such use of the original works, or to secure or
extend copyright in such original works.

§ 8. COPYRIGHT NOT TO SUBSIST IN WORKS IN PUBLIC DOMAIN, OR
PUBLISHED PRIOR TO JULY 1, 1909, AND NOT ALREADY COPYRIGHTED, OR

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATION BY GOVERNMENT OF COPY-

RIGHTED MATERIAL.-NO copyright shall subsist in the original text
of any work which is in the public domain, or in any work which was
published in this country or any foreign country prior to July 1, 1909,
and has not been already copyrighted in the United States, or in
any publication of the United States Government, or any reprint, in
whole or in part, thereof: Provided, That copyright may be secured
by the Postmaster General on behalf of the United States in the whole
or any part of the publications authorized by section 1 of the Act of
June 27, 1938 (39 U. S. C. 371).

The publication or republication by the Government, either sep-
arately or in a public document, of any material in which copyright
is subsisting shall not be taken to cause any abridgment or annulment
of the copyright or to authorize any use or appropriation of such
copyright material without the consent of the copyright proprietor.

§ 9. AUTHORS OR PROPRIETORS, ENTITLED; AUENS.-The author or
proprietor of any work made the subject of copyright by this title,
or his executors, administrators, or assigns, shall have copyright for
such work under the conditions and for the terms specified in this
title: Provided, however, That the copyright secured by this title
shall extend to the work of an author or proprietor who is a citizen
or subject of a foreign state or nation only:

(a) When an alien author or proprietor shall be domiciled within
the United States at the time of the first ptublication of his work; or

(b) When the foreign state or nation of which schll author or
proprietor is a citizen or subject grants, either by treaty, convention,
agreement, or law, to citizens of the United States the benefit of copy-
right on substantially the same basis as to its own citizens, or copyright
protection, substantially equal to the protection secured to such foreign
author under this title or by treaty; or when such foreign state or
nation is a party to an international agreement which provides for
reciprocity in the granting of copyright, by the terms of which agree-
ment the United States may, at its pleasure, become a party thereto.

The existence of the reciprocal conditions aforesaid shall be deter-
mined by the President of the United States, by proclamation made
from time to time, as the purposes of this title may require: Provided,
That whenever the President shall find that the authors, copyright
owners, or proprietors of works first produced or published abroad and
subject to copyright or to renewal of copyright under the laws of the
United States, including works subject to ad interim copyright, are
or may have been temporarily unable to comply with the conditions
and formalities prescribed with respect to such works by the copy-
right laws of the United States, because of the disruption or suspension
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of facilities essential for such compliance, he may by proclamation
grant such extension of time as he may deem appropriate for the
fulfillment of such conditions or formalities by authors, copyright
owners, or proprietors who are citizens of the United States or who
are nationals of countries which accord substantially equal treatment in
this respect to authors, copyright owners, or proprietors who are

Nonliability. citizens of the United States: Provided further, That no liability shall
attach under this title for lawful uses made or acts done prior to the
effective date of such proclamation in connection with such works, or
in respect to the continuance for one year subsequent to such date of
any business undertaking or enterprise lawfully undertaken prior to
such date involving expenditure or contractual obligation in connec-
tion with the exploitation, production, reproduction, circulation, or

Termination operformance of any such work.
proclamation, etc. The President may at any time terminate any proclamation author-

ized herein or any part thereof or suspend or extend its operation for
such period or periods of time as in his judgment the interests of
the United States may require.

§ 10. PUBLICATION OF WORK WITH NOTICE.-Any person entitled
thereto by this title may secure copyright for his work by publication
thereof with the notice of copyright required by this title; and such
notice shall be affixed to each copy thereof published or offered for
sale in the United States by authority of the copyright proprietor,
except in the case of books seeking ad interim protection under section
22 of this title.

§ 11. REGISTRATION OF CLAIM AND ISSUANCE OF CERTIFICATE.-Such
person may obtain registration of his claim to copyright by complying
with the provisions of this title, including the deposit of copies, and

ot, p 666 upon such compliance the Register of Copyrights shall issue to himthe certificates provided for in section 209 of this title.
§ 12. WORKS NOT REPRODUCED FOR SALE.-Copyright may also be

had of the works of an author, of which copies are not reproduced for
sale, by the deposit, with claim of copyright, of one complete copy
of such work if it be a lecture or similar production or a dramatic,
musical, or dramatico-musical composition; of a title and description,
with one print taken from each scene or act, if the work be a motion-
picture photoplay; of a photographic print if the work be a photo-
graph; of a title and description, with not less than two prints taken
from different sections of a complete motion picture, if the work be
a motion picture other than a photoplay; or of a photograph or other
identifying reproduction thereof, if it be a work of art or a plastic
work or drawing. But the privilege of registration of copyright
secured hereunder shall not exempt the copyright proprietor from the
deposit of copies, under sections 13 and 14 of this title, where the work
is later reproduced in copies for sale.

§ 13. DEPosrr OF COPIES AFTER PUBLICATION; ACTION OR PROCEEDING
FOR INFRINGEMENT.-After copyright has been secured by publication
of the work with the notice of copyright as provided in section 10 of
this title, there shall be promptly deposited in the copyright office or in
the mail addressed to the Register of Copyrights, Washington, Dis-
trict of Columbia, two complete copies of the best edition thereof then
published, or if the work is by an author who is a citizen or subject of
a foreign state or nation and has been published in a foreign country,
one complete copy of the best edition then published in such foreign
country, which copies or copy, if the work be a book or periodical,
shall have been produced in accordance with the manufacturing pro-
visions specified in section 16 of this title; or if such work be a contri-
bution to a periodical, for which contribution special registration is
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requested, one copy of the issue or issues containing such contribution;
or if the work is not reproduced in copies for sale there shall be
deposited the copy, print, photograph, or other identifying reproduc-
tion provided by section 12 of this title, such copies or copy, print,
photograph, or other reproduction to be accompanied in each case
by a claim of copyright. No action or proceeding shall be maintained
for infringement of copyright in any work until the provisions of this
title with respect to the deposit of copies and registration of such work
shall have been complied with.

§ 14. SAME; FAILURE TO DEPOSIT; DEMAND; PENALTY.-Should the
copies called for by section 13 of this title not be promptly deposited
as provided in this title, the Register of Copyrights may at any time
after the publication of the work, upon actual notice, require the
proprietor of the copyright to deposit them, and after the said demand
shall have been made, in default of the deposit of copies of the work
within three months from any part of the United States, except an
outlying territorial possession of the United States, or within six
months from any outlying territorial possession of the United States,
or from any foreign country, the proprietor of the copyright shall be
liable to a fine of $100 and to pay to the Library of Congress twice the
amount of the retail price of the best edition of the work, and the
copyright shall become void.

§ 15. SAME; POSTMASTER'S RECEIPT; TRANSMISSION BY MAIL WITH-
OUT COST.-The postmaster to whom are delivered the articles deposited
as provided in sections 12 and 13 of this title shall, if requested, give
a receipt therefor and shall mail them to their destination without
cost to the copyright claimant.

§ 16. MECHANICAL WORK To BE DONE IN UNITED STATES.-Of the
printed book or periodical specified in section 5, subsections (a) and
(b), of this title, except the original text of a book of foreign origin
in a language or languages other than English, the text of all copies
accorded protection under this title, except as below provided, shall be
printed from type set within the limits of the United States, either by
hand or by the aid of any kind of typesetting machine, or from plates
made within the limits of the United States from type set therein, or,
if the text be produced by lithographic process, or phlotoengravin
process, then by a process wholly performed within the limits of the
United States, and tle printing of the text and binding of the said book
shall be performed within the limits of the United States; which
requirements shall extend also to the illustrations within a book con-
sisting of printed text and illustrations produced by lithographic
process, or photoengraving process, and also to separate lithographs
or photoengravings, except where in either case the subjects repre-
sented are located in a foreign country and illustrate a scientific work
or reproduce a work of art: Provided, however, That said requirements
shall not apply to works in raised characters for the use of the blind.
or to books of foreign origin in a language or languages other than
English, or to books published abroad in the English language seeking
ad interim protection under this title, or to works printed or produced
in the United States by any other process than those above specified
in this section.

§ 17. AmFDAVrr To ACCOMPANY COPIES.-In the case of the book
the copies so deposited shall be accompanied by an affidavit under
the official seal of any officer authorized to administer oaths within
the United States, duly made by the person claiming copyright or
by his duly authorized agent or representative residing in the United
States, or by the printer who has printed the book, setting forth
that the copies deposited have been printed from type set within
the limits of the United States or from plates made within the limits
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of the United States from type set therein; or, if the text be pro-
duced by lithographic process, or photoengraving process. that such
process was wholly performed within the limits of the United States
and that the printing of the text and binding of the said book have
also been performed within the limits of the United States. Such
affidavit shall state also the place where and the establishment or
establishments in which such type was set or plates were made or
lithographic process, or photoengraving process or printing and
binding were performed and the date of the completion of the print-
ing of the book or the date of publication.

§ 18. MAKING FALSE AFFIDAVIT.-Any person who, for the purpose
of obtaining registration of a claim to copyright, shall knowingly
make a false affidavit as to his having complied with the above condi-
tions shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000, and all of
his rights and privileges under said copyright shall thereafter be
forfeited.

§ 19. NOTICE; FoRM.-The notice of copyright required by section
10 of this title shall consist either of the word "Copyright" or the
abbreviation "Copr.", accompanied by the name of the copyright
proprietor, and if the work be a printed literary, musical, or dramatic
work, the notice shall include also the year in which the copyright was
secured by publication. In the case, however, of copies of works
specified in subsections (f) to (k), inclusive, of section 5 of this title,
the notice may consist of the letter C enclosed within a circle, thus ©,
accompanied by the initials, monogram, mark, or symbol of the copy-
right proprietor: Provided, That on some accessible portion of such
copies or of the margin, back, permanent base, or pedestal, or of the
substance on which such copies shall be mounted, his name shall appear.
But in the case of works in which copyright was subsisting on July 1,
1909, the notice of copyright may be either in one of the forms pre-
scribed herein or may consist of the following words: "Entered accord-
ing to Act of Congress, in the year -- , by A. B., in the office of the
Librarian of Congress, at Washington"; or, at his option, the word
"Copyright", together with the year the copyright was entered and
the name of the party by whom it was taken out; thus, "Copyright,
19-, by A. B."

§ 20. SAME; PLACE or APPLICATION or; ONE NOTICE IN EACH VOL-
UME OR NUMBER OF NEWSPAPER OR PFRIODICAL.-The notice of copyright
shall be applied, in the case of a book or other printed publication, upon
its title page or the page immediately following, or if a periodical
either upon the title page or upon the first page of text of each separate
number or under the title heading, or if a musical work either upon its
title page or the first page of music. One notice of copyright in each
volume or in each number of a newspaper or periodical published
shall suffice.

§ 21. SAiME; EFFE r OF ACCIDENTAL OMISSION FROM COPY OR
CoPIES.-Where the copyright proprietor has sought to comply with
the provisions of this title with respect to notice, the omission by
accident or mistake of the prescribed notice from a particular copy
or copies shall not invalidate the copyright or prevent recovery for
infringement against any person who, after actual notice of the
copyright, begins an undertaking to infringe it, but shall prevent
the recovery of damages against an innocent infringer who has been
misled by the omission of the notice; and in a suit for infringement
no permanent injunction shall be had unless the copyright proprietor
shall reimburse to the innocent infringer his reasonable outlay inno-
cently incurred if the court, in its discretion, shall so direct.
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§ 22. AD INTERIM PROTECTION or BOOK PUBLISHED ABROAD.-In the
case of a book first published abroad in the English language, the
deposit in the copyright office, not later than sixty days after its
publication abroad, of one complete copy of the foreign edition, with
a request for the reservation of the copyright and a statement of the
name and nationality of the author and of the copyright proprietor
and of the date of publication of the said book, shall secure to the
author or proprietor an ad interim copyright, which shall have all
the force and effect given to copyright by this title, and shall endure
until the expiration of four months after such deposit in the copy-
right office.

§ 23. SAME; EXTENSION TO FULL TERM.-Whenever within the
period of such ad interim protection an authorized edition of such
books shall be published within the United States, in accordance
with the manufacturing provisions specified in section 16 of this
title, and whenever the provisions of this title as to deposit of
copies, registration, filing of affidavits, and the printing of the copy-
right notice shall have been duly complied with, the copyright shall
be extended to endure in such book for the term provided in this
title.

§ 24. DURATIoN; RENEWAL AND EXTENSION.-The copyright secured
by this title shall endure for twenty-eight years from the date of first
publication, whether the copyrighted work bears the author's true
name or is published anonymously or under an assumed name: Pro-
vided, That in the case of any posthumous work or of any periodical,
cyclopedic, or other composite work upon which the copyright was
originally secured by the proprietor thereof, or of any work copy-
righted by a corporate body (otherwise than as assignee or licensee
of the individual author) or by an employer for whom such work is
made for hire, the proprietor of such copyright shall be entitled to a
renewal and extension of the copyright in such work for the further
term of twenty-eight years when application for such renewal and
extension shall have been made to the copyright office and duly regis-
tered therein within one year prior to the expiration of the original
term of copyright: And provided further, That in the case of any
other copyrighted work, including a contribution by an individual
author to a periodical or to a cyclopedic or other comlposite work, the
author of such work, if still living, or the widow widowerl or chillren
of the author if the author be not living, or ii such author, widow,
widower, or children be not living, then the author's executors, or in
the absence of a will, his next of kin shall be entitled to a renewal and
extension of the copyright in such work for a further term of twenty-
eight years when application for such renewal and extension shall
have been made to the copyright office and duly registered therein
within one year prior to the expiration of the original term of copy-
right: And provided further, That in default of the registration of
such application for renewal and extension, the copyright in any work
shall determine at the expiration of twenty-eight years from first
publication.

§ 25. RENEWAL OF COPYRIGHTS REGISTERED IN PATENT OFFICE ULNDER
REPEALED LAw.-Subsisting copyrights originally registered in the
Patent Office prior to July 1, 1940, hnder section 3 of the act of June
18, 1874, shall be subject to renewal in behalf of the proprietor upon
application made to the Register of Copyrights within one year prior
to the expiration of the original term of twenty-eight years.

§ 26. TERaM DEFINED.-In the interpretation and construction of
this title "the date of publication" shall in the case of a work of which
copies are reproduced for sale or distribution be held to be the earliest
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date when copies of the first authorized edition were placed on sale,
sold, or publicly distributed by the proprietor of the copyright or

"Author." under his authority, and the word "author" shall include an employer
in the case of works made for hire.

§ 27. COPYRIGHT DISTINCT FROM PROPERTY IN OBJECT COPYRIGHTED;
EFFECT OF SALE OF OBJECT, AND OF ASSIGNMENT OF COPYRIGHT.-The
copyright is distinct from the property in the material object copy-
righted, and the sale or conveyance, by gift or otherwise, of the mate-
rial object shall not of itself constitute a transfer of the copyright,
nor shall the assignment of the copyright constitute a transfer of the
title to the material object; but nothing in this title shall be deemed
to forbid, prevent, or restrict the transfer of any copy of a copy-
righted work the possession of which has been lawfully obtained.

§ 28. ASSIGNMENTS AND BEQUESTS.-Copyright secured under this
title or previous copyright laws of the United States may be assigned,
granted, or mortgaged by an instrument in writing signed by the
proprietor of the copyright, or may be bequeathed by will.

§ 29. SAME; EXECUTED IN FOREIGN COUNTRY; ACKNOWLEDGMENT
AND CERTIFICATE.-Every assignment of copyright executed in a for-
eign country shall be acknowledged by the assignor before a consular
officer or secretary of legation of the United States authorized by
law to administer oaths or perform notarial acts. The certificate of
such acknowledgment under the hand and official seal of such consular
officer or secretary of legation shall be prima facie evidence of the
execution of the instrument.

§ 30. SAME; REcoRD.-Every assignment of copyright shall be
recorded in the copyright office within three calendar months after
its execution in the United States or within six calendar months after
its execution without the limits of the United States, in default of
which it shall be void as against any subsequent purchaser or mort-
gagee for a valuable consideration, without notice, whose assignment
has been duly recorded.

§ 31. SAME; CERTIFICATE OF RECORD.-The Register of Copyrights
shall, upon payment of the prescribed fee, record such assignment,
and shall return it to the sender with a certificate of record attached
under seal of the copyright office, and upon the payment of the fee
prescribed by this title lie shall furnish to any person requesting the
same a certified copy thereof under the said seal.

§32. SAME; USE OF NAME OF ASSRINFEE IN NOTICE.-When an
assignment of the copyright in a specified book or other work has been
recorded the assignee may substitute his name for that of the assignor
in the statutory notice of copyright prescribed by this title.

CHAPTER 2-INFRINGEMENT PROCEEDINGS

§ 101. Infringement:
(a) Injunction.
(b) Damages and profits; amounts; other remedies.
(c) Impounding during action.
(d) Destruction of infringing copies and plates.
(e) Royalties for use of mechanical reproduction of musical works.
(f) Rules of procedure.

§ 102. Jurisdiction of courts in enforcing remedies.
§ 103. Joinder of proceedings for different remedies.
§ 104. Willful infringement for profit.
§ 105. Fraudulent notice of copyright, or removal or alteration of notice.
§ 106. Importation of article bearing false notice or piratical copies of copy-

righted work.
§ 107. Importation, during existence of copyright, of piratical copies, or of

copies not produced in accordance with section 16 of this title.
§ 108. Forfeiture and destruction of articles prohibited importation.
§ 109. Importation of prohibited articles; regulations; proof of deposit of copies

by complainants.
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§ 110. Jurisdiction of actions under laws.
§ 111. District in which actions may be brought.
§ 112. Injunctions; service and enforcement.
§ 113. Transmission of certified copies of papers for enforcement of injunction

by other court.
§ 114. Review of orders, judgments, or decrees.
§ 115. Limitation of criminal proceedings.
§ 116. Costs; attorney's fees.

§ 101. INFRINGEMENT.-If any person shall infringe the copyright
in any work protected under the copyright laws of the United States
such person shall be liable:

(a) INJUNCTION.-TO an injunction restraining such infringement;
(b) DAMAGES AND PROFITS; AMOUNT; OTHER REEMEDIES.-To pay to

the copyright proprietor such damages as the copyright proprietor
may have suffered due to the infringement, as well as all the profits
which the infringer shall have made from such infringement, and in
proving profits the plaintiff shall be required to prove sales only,
and the defendant shall be required to prove every element of cost
which he claims, or in lieu of actual damages and profits, such damages
as to the court shall appear to be just, and in assessing such damages
the court may, in its discretion, allow the amounts as hereinafter
stated, but in case of a newspaper reproduction of a copyrighted
photograph, such damages shall not exceed the sum of $200 nor be less
than the sum of $50, and in the case of the infringement of an
undramatized or nondramatic work by means of motion pictures,
where the infringer shall show that he was not aware that he was
infringing, and that such infringement could not have been reasonably
foreseen, such damages shall not exceed the sum of $100; and in the
case of an infringement of a copyrighted dramatic or dramatico-
musical work by a maker of motion pictures and his agencies for
distribution thereof to exhibitors, where such infringer shows that he
was not aware that he was infringing a copyrighted work, and that
such infringements could not reasonably have been foreseen, the entire
sum of such damages recoverable by the copyright proprietor from
such infringing maker and his agencies for the distribution to
exhibitors of such infringing motion picture shall not exceed the sum
of $5,000 nor be less than $250, and such damages shall in no other
case exceed the sum of $5,000 nor be less than tile sum of $250, and
shall not be regarlded as a penalty. But the foregoing except ions shall
not deprive the copyright proprietor of any other rcnliedy given him
under this law, nor shall the limitation as to the amount of recovery
apply to infringements occurring after the actual notice to a defend-
ant, either by service of process in a suit or other written notice served
upon him.

First. In the case of a painting, statue, or sculpture, $10 for every
infringing copy made or sold by or found in the possession of the
infringer or his agents or employees;

Second. In the case of any work enumerated in section 5 of this
title, except a painting, statue, or sculpture, $1 for every infringing
copy made or sold by or found in the possession of the infringer or his
agents or employees;

Third. In the case of a lecture, sermon, or address. $50 for every
infringing delivery;

Fourth. In the case of a dramatic or dramatico-musical or a choral
or orchestral composition, $100 for the first and $50 for every subse-
quent infringing performance; in the case of other musical composi-
tions $10 for every infringing performance;

(c) IMPOUNDING DURING ACTION.-To deliver up on oath, to be
impounded during the pendency of the action, upon such terms and
conditions as the court may prescribe, all articles alleged to infringe
a copyright;
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(d) DESTRUCTION OF' INFRINGING COPIES AND PLATES.-To deliver
up on oath for destruction all the infringing copies or devices, as
well as all plates, molds, matrices, or other means for making such
infringing copies as the court may order.

(e) RoYALTIES FOR USE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION OF MUSICAL
WORKs.-Whenever the owner of a musical copyright has used or
permitted the use of the copyrighted work upon the parts of musical
instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work,
then in case of infringement of such copyright by the unauthorized
manufacture, use, or sale of interchangeable parts, such as disks,
rolls, bands, or cylinders for use in mechanical music-producing
machines adapted to reproduce the copyrighted music, no criminal
action shall be brought, but in a civil action an injunction may be
granted upon such terms as the court may impose, and the plaintiff
shall be entitled to recover in lieu of profits and damages a royalty
as provided in section 1, subsection (e), of this title: Provided also,
That whenever any person, in the absence of a license agreement,
intends to use a copyrighted musical composition upon the parts of
instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work,
relying upon the compulsory license provision of this title, he shall
serve notice of such intention, by registered mail, upon the copy-
right proprietor at his last address disclosed by the records of the
copyright office, sending to the copyright office a duplicate of such
notice; and in case of his failure so to do the court may, in its dis-
cretion, in addition to sums hereinabove mentioned, award the com-
plainant a further sum, not to exceed three times the amount pro-
vided by section 1, subsection (e), of this title, by way of damages,
and not as a penalty, and also a temporary injunction until the full
award is paid.

(f) RULEs OF PROCEDURE.-Rules and regulations for practice and
procedure under this section shall be prescribed by the Supreme
Court of the United States.

§ 102. JURISDICTION OF COURTS IN ENFORCING REMEDIES.-Any
court given jurisdiction under section 110 of this title may proceed
in any action, suit, or proceeding instituted for violation of any
provision hereof to enter a judgment or decree enforcing the
remedies herein provided.

§ 103. JOINDER OF PROCEFEDINOS FOR DIFFEIENT REMEDIEs.-The pro-
ceedings for an injunction, damages, and profits, and those for the
seizure of infringing copies, plates, molds, matrices, and so forth, afore-
mentioned, may be united in one action.

§ 104. WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT FOR PROFIT.-Any person who will-
fully and for profit shall infringe any copyright secured by this title,
or who shall knowingly and willfully aid or abet such infringement,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be punished by imprisonment for not exceeding one year or by
a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, or both, in the dis-
cretion of the court: Provided, however, That nothing in this title shall
be so construed as to prevent the performance of religious or secular
works such as oratorios, cantatas, masses, or octavo choruses by public
schools, church choirs, or vocal societies, rented, borrowed, or obtained
from some public library, public school, church choir, school choir, or
vocal society, provided the performance is given for charitable or
educational purposes and not for profit.

§ 105. FRAUDtULENT NOTICE OF CoPYRIHT, OR REMOVAL OR ALTER-
ATION OF NOTIcE.-Any person who, with fraudulent intent, shall insert
or impress any notice of copyright required by this title, or words of
the same purport, in or upon any uncopyrighted article, or with
fraudulent intent shall remove or alter the copyright notice upon any
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(d) DESIRUCTION OF' INFRINGING COPIES AND PLATES.—To deliver 
up on oath for destruction all the infringing copies or devices, as 
well as all plates, molds, matrices, or other means for making such 
infringing copies as the court may order. 

(e) ROYALTIES FOR USE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION OF MUSICAL 
WORKS.—Whenever the owner of a musical copyright has used. or 
permitted the use of the copyrighted work upon the parts of musical 
instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the musical work, 
then in case of infringement of such copyright by the unauthorized 
manufacture, use, or sale of interchangeable parts, such as disks, 
rolls, bands, or cylinders for use in mechanical music-producing 
machines adapted to reproduce the copyrighted music, no criminal 
action shall be brought, but in a civil action an injunction may be 
granted upon such terms as the court may impose, and the plaintiff 
shall be entitled to recover in lieu of profits and damages a royalty 
as provided in section 1, subsection (e), of this title: Provided also, 
That whenever any person, in the absence of a license agreement, 
intends to use a copyrighted musical composition upon the parts of 
instruments serving to reproduce mechanically the. musical work, 
relying upon the compulsory license provision of this title, he shall 
serve notice of such intention, by registered mail, upon the copy-
right proprietor at his last address disclosed by the records of the 
copyright office, sending to the copyright office a duplicate of such 
notice; and in case of his failure so to do the court may, in its dis-
cretion, in addition to sums hereinabove mentioned, award the com-
plainant a further sum, not to exceed three times the amount pro-
vided by section 1, subsection (e), of this title, by way of damages, 
and not as a penalty, and also a temporary injunction until the full 
award is paid. 
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or impress any notice of copyright required by this title or words of 
the same purport, in or upon any uncopyrighted article, or with 
fraudulent intent shall remove or alter the copyright notice upon any 
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article duly copyrighted shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable
by a fine of not less than $100 and not more than $1,000. Any person
who shall knowingly issue or sell any article bearing a notice of United
States copyright which has not been copyrighted in this country, or
who shall knowingly import any article bearing such notice or words
of the same purport, which has not been copyrighted in this country,
shall be liable to a fine of $100.

§ 106. IMPORTATION OF ARTICLE BEARING FALSE NOTICE OR PIRATICAL
COPIES OF COPYRIGHTED WoRK.-The importation into the United
States of any article bearing a false notice of copyright when there is
no existing copyright thereon in the United States, or of any piratical
copies of any work copyrighted in the United States, is prohibited.

§ 107. IMPORTATION, DURING EXISTENCE OF COPYRIGHT, OF PIRATICAL
COPIES, OR OF COPIES NOT PRODUCED IN ACCORDANCE WrrH SECTION 16
OF THIS TITLE.-During the existence of the American copyright in
any book the importation into the United States of any piratical copies
thereof or of any copies thereof (although authorized by the author
or proprietor) which have not been produced in accordance with the
manufacturing provisions specified in section 16 of this title, or any
plates of the same not made from type set within the limits of the
United States, or any copies thereof produced by lithographic or
photoengraving process not performed within the limits of the United
States, in accordance with the provisions of section 16 of this title, is
prohibited: Provided, however, That, except as regards piratical
copies, such prohibition shall not apply:

(a) To works in raised characters for the use of the blind.
(b) To a foreign newspaper or magazine, although containing

matter copyrighted in the United States printed or reprinted by
authority of the copyright proprietor, unless such newspaper or maga-
zine contains also copyright matter printed or reprinted without such
authorization.

(c) To the authorized edition of a book in a foreign language or
languages of which only a translation into English has been copy-
righted in this country.

(d) To any book published abroad with the authorization of the
author or copyright proprietor when imported under the circumstances
stated in one of the four subdivisions following, that is to say:

First. When imported, not more than one copy at one time, for
individual use and not for sale; but such privilege of importation
shall not extend to a foreign reprint of a book by an Anerican autlhor
copyrighted in the United States.

Second. When imported by the authority or for the use of the
United States.

Third. When imported, for use and not for sale, not more than one
copy of any such book in any one invoice, in good faith by or for any
society or institution incorporated for educational, literary, philo-
sophical, scientific, or religious purposes, or for the encouragement
of the fine arts, or for any college, academy, school, or seminary of
learning, or for any State, school, college, university, or free public
library in the United States.

Fourth. When such books form parts of libraries or collections pur-
chased en bloc for the use of societies, institutions, or libraries desig-
nated in the foregoing paragraph, or form parts of the libraries or
personal baggage belonging to persons or families arriving from
foreign countries and are not intended for sale: Provided, That copies
imported as above may not lawfully be used in any way to violate the
rights of the proprietor of the American copyright or annul or limit
the copyright protection secured by this title, and such unlawful use
shall be deemed an infringement of copyright.
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§ 108. FORFEITURE AND DESTRUCTION OF ARTICLES PROHIBITED IMPOR-
TATION.-Any and all articles prohibited importation by this title
which are brought into the United States from any foreign country
(except in the mails) shall be seized and forfeited by like proceedings
as those provided by law for the seizure and condemnation of property
imported into the United States in violation of the customs revenue
laws. Such articles when forfeited shall be destroyed in such manner
as the Secretary of the Treasury or the court, as the case may be, shall
direct: Provided, however, That all copies of authorized editions of
copyright books imported in the mails or otherwise in violation of
the provisions of this title may be exported and returned to the country
of export whenever it is shown to the satisfaction of the Secretary
of the Treasury, in a written application, that such importation does
not involve willful negligence or fraud.

§ 109. IMPORTATION OF PROHIBITED ARTICLES; REGULATIONS; PROOF
OF DEPOSIT OF COPIEs BY COMPLAINANTS.-The Secretary of the Treas-
ury and the Postmaster General are hereby empowered and required to
make and enforce individually or jointly such rules and regulations
as shall prevent the importation into the United States of articles
prohibited importation by this title, and may require, as conditions
precedent to exclusion of any work in which copyright i§ claimed,
the copyright proprietor or any person claiming actual or potential
injury by reason of actual or contemplated importations of copies of
such work to file with the Post Office Department or the Treasury
Department a certificate of the Register of Copyrights that the pro-
visions of section 13 of this title have been fully complied with, and to
give notice of such compliance to postmasters or to customs officers at
the ports of entry in the United States in such form and accompanied
by such exhibits as may be deemed necessary for the practical and
efficient administration and enforcement of the provisions of sections
106 and 107 of this title.

§ 110. JURISDICTION OF ACTIONS UNDER LAws.-All actions, suits,
or proceedings arising under the copyright laws of the United States
shall be originally cognizable by the district courts of the United
States, the district court of any Territory the District Court of the
United States for the District of Columbia, the district courts of
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

§ 111. DISTRICT IN WHICH ACTIONS MAY BE BROUGHT.-Civil
actions, suits, or proceedings arising under this title may be instituted
in the district of which the defendant or his agent is an inhabitant,
or in which he may be found.

§ 112. INJUNCTIONS; SERVICE AND ENFORCEMENT.-Any such court
or judge thereof shall have power, upon complaint filed by any party
aggrieved, to grant injunctions to prevent and restrain the violation
of any right secured by this title, according to the course and prin-
ciples of courts of equity, on such terms as said court or judge may
deem reasonable. Any injunction that may be granted restraining
and enjoining the doing of anything forbidden by this title may be
served on the parties against whom such injunction may be granted
anywhere in the United States, and shall be operative throughout the
United States and be enforceable by proceedings in contempt or other-
wise by any other court or judge possessing jurisdiction of the
defendants.

§ 113. TRANSMISSION OF CERTIFIED COPIES OF PAPERS FOR ENFORCE-
MENT OF INJUNCTION BY OTHER COURT.-The clerk of the court, or
judge granting the injunction, shall, when required so to do by the
court hearing the application to enforce said injunction, transmit
without delay to said court a certified copy of all the papers in said
cause that are on file in his office.
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§ 114. REVIEW o OF DERS, JUDGMENTS, OR DECREES.-The orders,
judgments, or decrees of any court mentioned in section 110 of this
title arising under the copyright laws of the United States may be
reviewed on appeal in the manner and to the extent now provided by
law for the review of cases determined in said courts, respectively.

§ 115. LIMITATIONS OF CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS.-No criminal pro-

ceeding shall be maintained under the provisions of this title unless
the same is commenced within three years after the cause of action
arose. a

§ 116. COSTS; ATTORNEY'S FEES.-In all actions, suits, or proceedings
under this title, except when brought by or against the United States
or any officer thereof, full costs shall be allowed, and the court may
award to the prevailing party a reasonable attorney's fee as part of
the costs.

CHAPTr 3-COPYRIGHT OFFICE

§ 201. Copyright office; preservation of records.
§ 202. Register, assistant register, and subordinates.
§ 203. Same; deposit of moneys received; reports.
§ 204. Same; bond.
§ 205. Same; annual report.
§ 206. Seal of copyright office.
§ 207. Rules for registration of claims.
§ 208. Record books in copyright office.
§ 209. Certificates of registration; effect as evidence; receipt for copies deposited.
§ 210. Catalogs of copyright entries; effect as evidence.
§ 211. Same; distribution and sale; disposal of proceeds.
§ 212. Records and works deposited in copyright office open to public inspection;

taking copies of entries.
§ 213. Disposition of articles deposited in office.
§ 214. Destruction of articles deposited in office remaining undisposed of; removal

of by author or proprietor; manuscripts of unpublished works.
§215. Fees.

§ 201. COPYRIGHT OFFICE; PRESERVATION OF RECORDS.-All records
and other things relating to copyrights required by law to be preserved

shall be kept and preserved in the copyright office, Library of Congress,
District of Columbia, and shall be under the control of the register of
copyrights, who shall, under the direction and supervision of the
Librarian of Congress, perform all the duties relating to the
registration of copyrights.

202. REGISTER. ASSISTANT REGISTER., AND SuBOilDINATErS.--There
shall be appointed by the Librarian of Congress a Register of Copy-
rights, and one Assistant Register of Copyrights, who shall have

authority during the absence of the Register of Copyrights to attach
the copyright office seal to all papers issued from the said office and to
sign such certificates and other papers as may be necessary. There
shall also be appointed by the Librarian such subordinate assistants to
the register as may from time to time be authorized by law.

§ 203. SME; DEPosrrIT OF MONEYs RECEIVED; REPoRTS.-The Register

of Copyrights shall make daily deposits in some bank in the District of
Columbia, designated for this purpose by the Secretary of the Treasury
as a national depository, of all moneys received to be applied as copy-
right fees, and shall make weekly deposits with the Secretary of the
Treasury, in such manner as the latter shall direct, of all copyright
fees actually applied under the provisions of this title, and annual
deposits of sums received which it has not been possible to apply as
copyright fees or to return to the remitters, and shall also make monthly
reports to the Secretary of the Treasury and to the Librarian of Con-
gress of the applied copyright fees for each calendar month, together
with a statement of all remittances received, trust funds on hand,
moneys refunded, and unapplied balances.
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§ 204. SAME BoND.-The Register of Copyrights shall give bond
to the United States in the sum of $20,000, in form to be approved by
the General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury and with
sureties satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury, for the faithful
discharge of his duties.

§ 205. SAME; ANNUAL REPORT.-The Register of Copyrights shall
make an annual report to the Librarian of Congress, to be printed
in the annual report on the Library of Congress, of all copyright
business for the previous fiscal year, including the number and kind
of works which have been deposited in the copyright office during
the fiscal year, under the provisions of this title.

§ 206. SEAL OF COPYRIGHT OFFICE.-The seal used in the copyright
office on July 1, 1909, shall be the seal of the copyright office, and by
it all papers issued from the copyright office requiring authentication
shall be authenticated.

§207. RULEs FOR REGISTRATION OF CLAIMS.-Subject to the
approval of the Librarian of Congress, the Register of Copyrights
shall be authorized to make rules and regulations for the registration
of claims to copyright as provided by this title.

§ 208. RECORD BOOKS IN COPYRIGHT OFFrIE.-The Register of
Copyrights shall provide and keep such record books in the copy-
right office as are required to carry out the provisions of this title,
and whenever deposit has been made in the copyright office of a copy
of any work under the provisions of this title he shall make entry
thereof.

§ 209. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION; EFFECT AS EVIDENCE; RECEIPT
FOR COPIES DEPOSITED.-In the case of each entry the person recorded
as the claimant of the copyright shall be entitled to a certificate of
registration under seal of the copyright office, to contain the name and
address of said claimant, the name of the country of which the author
of the work is a citizen or subject, and when an alien author domiciled
in the United States at the time of said registration, then a statement
of that fact, including his place of domicile, the name of the author
(when the records of the copyright office shall show the same), the
title of the work which is registered for which copyright is claimed,
the date of the deposit of the copies of such work, the date of publica-
tion if the work has been reproduced in copies for sale, or publicly
distributed, and such marks as to class designation and entry number
as shall fully identify the entry. In the case of a book, the certificate
shall also state the receipt of the affidavit, as provided by section 17
of this title, and the date of the completion of the printing, or the date
of the publication of the book, as stated in the said affidavit. The
Register of Copyrights shall prepare a printed form for the said cer-
tificate, to be filled out in each case as above provided for in the case
of all registrations made after July 1, 1909, and in the case of all
previous registrations so far as the copyright office record books shall
show such facts, which certificate, sealed with the seal of the copyrightoffice, shall, upon payment of the prescribed fee, be given to any person

making application for the same. Said certificate shall be admitted
in any court as prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein. In
addition to such certificate the register of copyrights shall furnish,
upon request, without additional fee, a receipt for the copies of the
work deposited to complete the registration.

§ 210. CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT ENTRIES; EFFECT AS EVIDENCE.-The
Register of Copyrights shall fully index all copyright registrations
and assignments and shall print at periodic intervals a catalog of
the titles of articles deposited and registered for copyright, together
with suitable indexes, and at stated intervals shall print completeand indexed catalog for each class of copyright entries, and may
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§ 204. SAME; BOND.—The Register of Copyrights shall give bond 
to the United States in the sum of $20,000, in form to be approved by 
the General Counsel for the Department of the Treasury and. with 
sureties satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury, for the faithful 
discharge of his duties. 
§ 205. SAME; ANNUAL REEoRT.—The Register of Copyrights shall 

make an annual report to the Librarian of Congress, to be printed 
in the annual report on the Library. of Congress, of all copyright 
business for the previous fiscal year, including the !lumber and kind 
of works which have been deposited in the copyright office during 
the fiscal year, under the provisions of this title. 
§ 206. SEAL OF COPYRIGHT Or.eicE.—The seal used in the copyright 

office on July 1, 1909, shall be the seal of the copyri ght office, and by 
it all papers issued from the copyright office requiring authentication 
shall be authenticated. 
§ 207. RULES FOR REGISTRATION OF CLAIMS.—Subject to the 

approval of the Librarian of Congress, the Register of Copyrights 
shall be authorized to make rules and regulations for the registration 
of claims to copyright as provided by this title. 
§ 208. RECORD BOOKS IN COPYRIGFIT OFTICE.—The Register of 

Copyrights shall provide and keep such record books in the copy-
right office as are required to carry out the provisions of this title, 
and whenever deposit has been made in the copyright office of a copy 
of any work under the provisions of this title he shall make entry 
thereof. 
§ 209. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION; EFFECT AS EVIDENCE; RECEIPT 

FOR COPIES DEPOSITED.—In the cise of each entry the person recorded 
as the claimant of the copyright shall be entitled to a certificate of 
registration under seal of the copyright office, to contain the name and 
address of said claimant, the name of the country of which the author 
of the work is a citizen or subject, and when an alien author domiciled 
in the United States at the time of said registration, then a statement 
of that fact, including his place of domicile, the name of the author 
(when the records of the copyright office shall show the same), the 
title of the work which is registered for which copyright is claimed, 
the date of the deposit of the copies of such work, the date of publica-
tion if the work has been reproduced in copies for sale, or publicly 
distributed, and such marks as to class designation and entry number 
as shall fully identify the entry. In the case of a book, the certificate 
shall also state the receipt of the affidavit, as provided by section 17 
of this title, and the date of the completion of the printing, or the date 
of the publication of the book, as stated in the said affidavit. The 
Register of Copyrights shall prepare a printed form for the said cer-
tificate, to be filled out in each case as above provided for in the case 
of all registrations made after July 1, 1909, and in the case of all 
previous registrations so far as the copyright office record books shall 
show such facts, which certificate, sealed with the seal of the copyright 
office, shall, upon payment of the prescribed fee, be given to any. person 
making apphcation for the same. Said certificate shall be admitted 
in any court as prima facie evidence of the facts stated therein. In 
addition to such certificate the register of copyrights shall furnish, 
upon request, without additional fee, a receipt for the copies of the 
work deposited to complete the registration. 
§ 210. CATALOG OF COPYRIGHT ENTRIES ; EFFECT AS EVIDENCE.--The 

Register of Copyrights shall fully index all copyright registrations 
and assignments and shall print at periodic intervals a catalog of 
the titles of articles deposited and registered for copyright, together 
with suitable indexes, and at stated intervals shall print complete 
and indexed catalog for each class of copyright entries, and may 
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thereupon, if expedient, destroy the original manuscript catalog
cards containing the titles included in such printed volumes and
representing the entries made during such intervals. The current
catalog of copyright entries and the index volumes herein provided
for shall be admitted in any court as prima facie evidence of the
facts stated therein as regards any copyright registration.

§ 211. SAME; DISTRIBUTION AND SALE; DISPOSAL OF PROCEEDS.-
The said printed current catalogs as they are issued shall be promptly
distributed by the copyright office to the collectors of customs of
the United States and to the postmasters of all exchange offices of
receipt of foreign mails, in accordance with revised lists of such
collectors of customs and postmasters prepared by the Secretary of
the Treasury and the Postmaster General, and they shall also be
furnished in whole or in part to all parties desiring them, at a price
to be determined by the register of copyrights for each part of the
catalog, not exceeding $10 for the complete yearly catalog of copy-
right entries. The consolidated catalogs and indexes shall also be
supplied to all persons ordering them at such prices as may be
determined to be reasonable, and all subscriptions for the catalogs
shall be received by the Superintendent of Public Documents, who
shall forward the said publications; and the moneys thus received
shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States and accounted
for under such laws and Treasury regulations as shall be in force
at the time.

§ 212. RECORDS AND WORKS DEPOSITED IN COPYRIGHT OFFICE OPEN

TO PUBLIC INSPECTION; TAKING COPIES OF ENTRIES.-The record books

of the copyright office, together with the indexes to such record books,

and all works deposited and retained in the copyright office, shall be

open to public inspection; and copies may be taken of the copyright

entries actually made in such record books, subject to such safeguards

and regulations as shall be prescribed by the Register of Copyrights

and approved by the Librarian of Congress.
§ 213. DISPOSITION OF ARTICLES DEPOSITED IN OFFIcE.-Of the articles

deposited in the copyright office under the provisions of the copyright

laws of the United States, the Librarian of Congress shall determine
what books and other articles shall be transferred to the pernmalllnt

collections of the Library of Congress, inc'lhliing tile law ibrary, ald

what other books or articles shall be placed in t li reserve collet ic ons of

the Library of Congress for sale or exchangc, or be transferred to ol tier

governmental libraries in the District of Columbia for use therein.
§ 214. DESTRUCTION OF ARTICLES DEPOSITED IN OFFICE REMAININO

UNDISPOSED OF; REMOVAL OF BY AUTHOR OR PROPRIETOR: MANUSCRIPTS

OF UNPUBLISHED WORKs.-Of any articles undisposed of as above pro-
vided, together with all titles and correspondence relating thereto, the

Librarian of Congress and the Register of Copyrights jointly shall, at

suitable intervals, determine what of these received during any period

of years it is desirable or useful to preserve in the permanent files of
the copyright office, and, after due notice as hereinafter provided may
within their discretion cause the remaining articles and other things

to be destroyed: Provided, That there shall be printed in the Catalog

of Copyright Entries from February to November, inclusive. a state-

ment of the years of receipt of such articles and a notice to permit any

author, copyright proprietor, or other lawful claimant to claim and

remove before the expiration of the month of December of that year

anything found which relates to any of his productions deposited or

registered for copyright within the period of years stated, not reserved

or disposed of as provided for in this title. No manuscript of an unpub-

lished work shall be destroyed during its term of copyright without

specific notice to the copyright proprietor of record, permitting him

to claim and remove it.
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thereupon, if. expedient, destroy the original manuscript catalog 
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within their discretion cause the remaining articles and other things 
to be destroyed: Provided, That there shall be printed in the Catalog 
of Copyright Entries from February to November, inclusive, a state-
ment of the years of receipt of such articles and a notice to permit any 
author, copyright proprietor, or other lawful claimant to claim and 
remove before the expiration of the month of December of that year 
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§ 215. FEEs.-The Register of Copyrights shall receive, and the
persons to whom the services designated are rendered shall pay, the

Registration. following fees: For the registration of any work subject to copyright,
deposited under the provisions of this title, $2, which sum is to include
a certificate of registration under seal: Provided, That in the case of

Ante, p. 6. any unpublished work registered under the provisions of section 12
of this title, the fee for registration with certificate shall be $1, and
in the case of a published photograph the fee shall be $1 where a
certificate is not desired. For every additional certificate of regis-

Certification for as- tration made, $1. For recording and certifying any instrument
of writing for the assignment of copyright, or any such license speci-Ante, p. 3. fed in section 1, subsection (e), of this title, or for any copy of such
assignment or license, duly certified, $2 for each copyright office
record-book page or additional fraction thereof over one-half page.

of ueeordt of notice For recording the notice of user or acquiescence specified in section
Ante, p.653. 1, subsection (e), of this title, $1 for each notice of not more than

five titles. For comparing any copy of an assignment with the record
of such document in the copyright office and certifying the same under

edig of r seal, $2. For recording the renewal of copyright provided for innewal, etc.
Ante, p.65. section 24 of this title, $1. For recording the transfer of the pro-

prietorship of copyrighted articles, 10 cents for each title of a book
or other article, in addition to the fee prescribed for recording the

ear o records, instrument of assignment. For any requested search of copyright
office records, indexes, or deposits, $1 for each hour of time con-
sumed in making such search: Provided, That only one registration
at one fee shall be required in the case of several volumes of the same
book deposited at the same time.

Repeals. SEC. 2. The following sections or parts thereof of the Revised
Statutes and Statutes at Large covering provisions codified in this Act,
insofar as such provisions appear in title 17, United States Code and
supplements thereto, as shown by the appended table, are hereby
repealed: Provided, That any rights or liabilities now existing under
such repealed sections or parts thereof shall not be affected by such
repeal:

Revised Statutes and Statutes at Large Title 17, United
States Code,

sectAct Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sees. 1, 64, 35 Stat. 1075, 1088-----------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 2, 35 Stat. 1076 -- ---. --- -----
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 3, 35 Stat. 1076 . ..----- -. ...._ ..----
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 4, 35 Stat. 1076 ---------------------------
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 5, 35 Stat. 1076; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356, 37 Stat.

488; July 31, 1939, ch. 396, sec. 2, 53 Stat. 1142 -------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 6, 35 Stat. 1077--------------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sees. 7, 64, 35 Stat. 1077, 1088-------------------
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 8, 35 Stat. 1077; Dec. 18, 1919, ch. 11, 41 Stat.

369; Sept. 25, 1941, ch. 421, 55 Stat. 732 -------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 9, 35 Stat. 1077-- ___ _____------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 10, 35 Stat. 1078---------------------
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 11, 35 Stat. 1078; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356 37Stat. 488..-___.____._._.__ „. „ ._Stat. 488-------------------------------------------
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, c h . 320, sec. 12, 35 Stat. 1078; Mar. 28, 1914, ch. 47, sec. 1,

38 Stat. 311 -------- ___----------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 13, 35 Stat. 1078---------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 14,35 Stat. 1078--------------- -- - - -- - - - - -
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 15, 35 Stat. 1078; July 3, 1926, ch. 743, 44

Stat. 818---------------------------------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 16, 35 Stat. 1079 ___------- - - - - - --

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, see. 17, 35 Stat. 1079----------
Acts June 18, 1874, ch. 301, sec. 1, 18 Stat. 78; Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, secs. 1864, 35 Stat. 1079, 1088--------------------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 19, 35 Stat. 1079------------- - - - - - - - - ---
Act Mar. 4,1909, ch. 320, sec. 20, 35 Stat. 1080 .----------------
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 21, 35 Stat. 1080; De. 18, 1919, ch. 11, 41

Stat. 369 --------------------------------------------------------
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Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, secs. 1, 64, 35 Stat. 1075,1088 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 2, 35 Stat. 1076  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 3, 35 Stat. 1076  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 4, 35 Stat. 1076  
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 5, 35 Stat. 1076; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356, 37 Stat. 

488; July 31, 1939, ch. 396, sec. 2, 53 Stat. 1142  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 6, 35 Stat. 1077  
Act M ar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, secs. 7, 64, 35 Stat. 1077, 1088  
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 8, 35 Stat. 1077; Dec. 18, 1919, ch. 11, 41 Stat. 
369; Sept. 25, 1941, ch. 421, 55 Stat. 732  

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 9, 35 Stat. 1077  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 10,35 Stat. 1078  
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 11, 35 Stat. 1078; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356, 37 
Stat. 488  

Acts Mar. 4, 1909, c.h. 320, sec. 12, 35 Stat. 1078; Mar. 28, 1914, ch. 47, sec. 1, 
38 Stat. 311  

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 13,35 Stat. 1078  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 14,35 Stat. 1078  
Acts M ar. 4, 1900, ch. 320, sec. 15, 35 Stat. 1078; July 3, 1926, ch. 743, 44 
Stat. 818  

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 16,35 Stat. 1079  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 17,35 Stat. 1079  
Acts June 18, 1874, ch. 301, sec. 1, 18 Stat. 78; M ar. 4, 1909, eh. 320, secs. 18, 

64, 35 Stat. 1079, 1088  
Act M ar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 19, 35 Stat. 1079  
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 20, 35 Stat. 1080  
Acts M ar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 21, 35 Stat. 1080; Dec. 18, 1919, ch. 11, 41 
Stat. 369  
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§ 215. FEES.-The Register of Copyrights shall receive, and the 
persons to whom the services designated are rendered shall pay, the 
following. fees: For the registration of any work subject to copyright, include 
a under the provisions of this title, $2, w hich sum is to  
a certificate of registration under seal: Provided, That in the case of 
any unpublished work registered under the provisions of section 12 
of this title, the fee for registration with certificate shall be $1, and 
in the case of a published photograph the fee shall be $1 where a 
certificate is not desired. For every additional certificate of regis-
tration made, $1. For recording and certifying any instrument 
of writing for the assignment of copyright, or any such license speci-
fied in section 1, subsection (e), of this title, or for any copy of such 
assignment or license, duly certified, $2 for each copyright office 
record-book page or additional fraction thereof over one-half page. 
For recording the notice of user or acquiescence specified in section 
1, subsection (e), of this title, $1 for each notice of not more than 
five titles. For comparing any copy of an assignment with the record 
of such document in the copyright office and certifying the same under 
seal, $2. For recording the renewal of copyright provided for in 
section 24 of this title, $1. For recording the transfer of the pro-
prietorship of copyrighted articles, 10 cents for each title of a book 
or other article, in addition to the fee prescribed for recording the 
instrument of assignment. For any requested search of copyright 
office records, indexes, or deposits, $1 for each hour of time con-
sumed in making such search: Provided, That only one registration 
at one fee shall be required in the case of several volumes of the same 
book deposited at the same time. 
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Revised Statutes and Statutes at Large-Continued
Title 17, United

States Code,
section

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 22, 35 Stat. 1080--------------------------- 22
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 23, 35 Stat. 1080; Mar. 15, 1940, ch. 57, 54

Stat. 51----------------------------------- ------------- 23
R. S., sec. 4953; Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sees. 24, 64, 35 Stat. 1080, 1088-- 24
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 25, 35 Stat. 1081; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356, 37

Stat. 489-------------- ------------------------------------- 25
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 26, 35 Stat. 1082 ----- ---------------- 26
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 27, 35 Stat. 1082 -- -------- ----- 27
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 28, 35 Stat. 1082---------------------------- 28
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 29, 35 Stat. 1082 -------------- -- 29
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 30, 35 Stat. 1082 ------------ ---------- 30
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 31, 35 Stat. 1082 ----------------------- -- 31
Act Mar. 4,1909, ch. 320, sec. 32, 35 Stat. 1083------------------------ - 32
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 33, 35 Stat. 1083; Apr. 11, 1940, ch. 81, 54

Stat. 106------------------ -------------------- - ----- 33
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 34, 35 Stat. 1084; May 17, 1932, ch. 190, 47

Stat. 158; June 25, 1936, ch. 804, 49 Stat. 1921--------------------- 34
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 35, 35 Stat. 1084 ------------------------ 35
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 36, 35 Stat. 1084-------------------------- 36
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 37, 35 Stat. 1084 ------------------------- 37
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 38, 35 Stat. 1084-------------------------- - 38
Act, Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 39, 35 Stat. 1084------------------------ - 39
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 40, 35 Stat. 1084------------------- - 40
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 41, 35 Stat. 1084------------------------ 41
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 42, 35 Stat. 1084------------------------ - 42
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 43, 35 Stat. 1084------------------------- 43
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 44, 35 Stat. 1084----------- ----- 44
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 45, 35 Stat. 1085------------------------ 45
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 46, 35 Stat. 1085 .----------------- ---- 46
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 47, 35 Stat. 1085-------------------------- 47
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 48, 35 Stat. 1085; Mar. 4, 1923, ch. 265, sec.

1, 42 Stat. 1488------------------------------------ --- 48
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 49, 35 Stat. 1085------------------------- 49
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 50, 35 Stat. 1085 ------------------ ---- 50
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 51, 35 Stat. 1085------------------------ - 51
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 52, 35 Stat. 1085-------------------------- 52

Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 53, 35 Stat. 1085 ------------------------ 53
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 54, 35 Stat. 1086 ------------------------ 54
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, secs. 55, 64, 35 Stat. 1086, 1088; Mar. 2, 1913,

ch. 97, 37 Stat. 724 -------------------------- - - - -
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 56, 35 Stat. 108 (i--.- -- --- 56
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 57, 35 Stat. 1080; May 23. 192-, ch. 704, sec.

1, 45 Stiat. 713------------------------- ------ ------- -- -----
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 58, 35 Stat. 1tS6 ------. --- --.-- - 58
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 59, 3., Stat. 1087 ------------------- ---
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 60, 35 Stat. 1087----------------------- -- 60
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 61, 35 Stat. 1087; May 23, 1928, ch. 704, sec.

1, 45 Stat. 714 ----------------------------------------------------
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 62, 35 Stat. 1087-------------------------- 62
Act July 31, 1939, ch. 396, sec. 3, 53 Stat. 1142-------------------------- 64
Act July 31, 1939, ch. 396, sec. 4, 53 Stat. 1142------------------------- 65
Act June 27, 1938, ch. 10, sec. 1 (last proviso), 52 Stat. 6 --------------

Title 39, U. S. C., sec. 371 (last proviso)

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 392] AN ACT
AN ACT July 30, 1947

To codify and enact into positive law, title 9 of the United States Code, entitled [H. R. 20s4]
"Arbitration". [Public Law

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reresentatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 9 of the cTdifietion an Cde-

United States Code, entitled "Arbitration", is codified and enacted into aen into p e

positive law and may be cited as "9 U. S. C., § -", as follows:
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Revised Statutes and Statutes at Large-Continued 
Title 17, United 
States Code, 

section 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, see. 22, 35 Stat. 1080  22 
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 23, 35 Stat. 1080; Mar. 15, 1940, ch. 57, 54 

Stat. 51  23 
R. S., sec. 4953; Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, secs. 24, 64,35 Stat. 1080, 1088  24 
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 25, 35 Stat. 1081; Aug. 24, 1912, ch. 356, 37 

Stat. 489  25 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 26, 35 Stat. 1082  26 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, eh. 320, sec. 27, 35 Stat. 1082  27 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 28, 35 Stat. 1082  28 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 29, 35 Stat. 1082  29 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, see. 30, 35 Stat. 1082  30 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 31, 35 Stat. 1082  31 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, see. 32, 35 Stat. 1083  32 
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 33, 35 Stat. 1083; Apr. 11, 1940, ch. 81, 54 

Stat. 106  33 
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 34, 35 Stat. 1084; May 17, 1932, ch. 190, 47 

Stat. 158; June 25, 1936, ch. 804, 49 Stat. 1921  34 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, see. 35, 35 Stat. 1084  35 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 36, 35 Stat. 1084  36 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 37, 35 Stat. 1084  37 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 38, 35 Stat. 1084  38 
Act, Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 39, 35 Stat. 1084  39 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 40, 35 Stat. 1084  40 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 41, 35 Stat. 1084  41 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 42, 35 Stat. 1084  42 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 43, 35 Stat. 1084  43 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 44, 35 Stat. 1084  44 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 45, 35 Stat. 1085  45 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 46, 35 Stat. 1085  46 
Act Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 47, 35 Stat. 1085  47 
Acts Mar. 4, 1909, ch. 320, sec. 48, 35 Stat. 1085; Mar. 4, 1923, ch. 265, sec. 

1, 42 Stat. 1488  48 
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Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 392] 
AN ACT 

To codify and enact into positive law, title 9 of the United States Code, entitled 
"Arbitration". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That title 9 of the 
United States Code, entitled "Arbitration", is codified and enacted into 
positive law and may be cited as "9 U. S. C., § -", as follows: 

July 30, 1947 
(H. R. 2084) 

[Public Law 2S2] 

Title 9, U. S. Code. 
Codification and en-

actment into positive 
law. 
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TITLE 9-ARBITRATION

§ 1. Maritime transactions and commerce defined; exceptions to operation of
title.

§ 2. Validity, irrevocability, and enforcement of agreements to arbitrate.
§ 3. Stay of proceedings where issue therein referable to arbitration.
§ 4. Failure to arbitrate under agreement; petition to United States court

having jurisdiction for order to compel arbitration; notice and service
thereof; hearing and determination.

§ 5. Appointment of arbitrators or umpire.
§ 6. Application heard as motion.
§ 7. Witnesses before arbitrators; fees; compelling attendance.
§ 8. Proceedings begun by libel in admiralty and seizure of vessel or property.
§ 9. Award of arbitrators; confirmation; jurisdiction; procedure.
§ 10. Same; vacation; grounds; rehearing.
§ 11. Same; modification or correction; grounds; order.
§ 12. Notice of motions to vacate or modify; service; stay of proceedings.
§ 13. Papers filed with order on motions; judgment; docketing; force and effect;

enforcement.
§ 14. Contracts not affected.

C"MARITIME TRANSACTIONS" AND "COMMERCE" DEFINED; EXCEPTIONS TO
OPERATION OF TITLE

§ 1. "Maritime transactions", as herein defined, means charter
parties, bills of lading of water carriers, agreements relating to wharf-
age, supplies furnished vessels or repairs to vessels, collisions, or any
other matters in foreign commerce which, if the subject of contro-
versy, would be embraced within admiralty jurisdiction; "com-
merce" as herein defined, means commerce among the several States
or with foreign nations, or in any Territory of the United States or
in the District of Columbia, or between any such Territory and
another, or between any such Territory and any State or foreign
nation, or between the District of Columbia and any State or Territory
or foreign nation, but nothing herein contained shall apply to con-
tracts of employment of seamen, railroad employees, or any other
class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce.

VALIDITY, IRREVOCABILITY, AND ENFORCEMENT OF AGREEMENTS TO
ARBITRATE

§ 2. A written provision in any maritime transaction or a contract
evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by arbitration
a controversy thereafter arising out of such contract or transaction,
or the refusal to perform the whole or any part thereof, or an agree-
ment in writing to submit to arbitration an existing controversy aris-
ing out of such a contract, transaction, or refusal, shall be valid,
irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at
law or in equity for the revocation of any contract.

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS WHERE ISSUE THEREIN REFERABLE TO ARBITRATION

§ 3. If any suit or proceeding be brought in any of the courts of
the United States upon any issue referable to arbitration under an
agreement in writing for such arbitration, the court in which such
suit is pending, upon being satisfied that the issue involved in such
suit or proceeding is referable to arbitration under such an agreement,
shall on application of one of the parties stay the trial of the action
until such arbitration has been had in accordance with the terms of
the agreement, providing the applicant for the stay is not in default
in proceeding with such arbitration.
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FAILURE TO ARBITRATE UNDER AGREEMENT; PETITION TO UNITED STATES

COURT HAVING JURISDICTION FOR ORDER TO COMPEL ARBITRATION;

NOTICE AND SERVICE THEREOF; HEARING AND DETERMINATION

§ 4. A party aggrieved by the alleged failure, neglect, or refusal of

another to arbitrate under a written agreement for arbitration may

petition any court of the United States which, save for such agree-
ment, would have jurisdiction under the judicial code at law, in equity,

or in admiralty of the subject matter of a suit arising out of the con-
troversy between the parties, for an order directing that such arbitra-

tion proceed in the manner provided for in such agreement. Five

days' notice in writing of such application shall be served upon the
party in default. Service thereof shall be made in the manner pro-

vided by law for the service of summons in the jurisdiction in which
the proceeding is brought. The court shall hear the parties, and

upon being satisfied that the making of the agreement for arbitration
or the failure to comply therewith is not in issue, the court shall make
an order directing the parties to proceed to arbitration in accordance
with the terms of the agreement. The hearing and proceedings,
under such agreement, shall be within the district in which the petition
for an order directing such arbitration is filed. If the making of the

arbitration agreement or the failure, neglect, or refusal to perform the

same be in issue, the court shall proceed summarily to the trial thereof.

If no jury trial be demanded by the party alleged to be in default, or

if the matter in dispute is within admiralty jurisdiction, the court

shall hear and determine such issue. Where such an issue is raised.

the party alleged to be in default may, except in cases of admiralty, on

or before the return day of the notice of application, demand a jury

trial of such issue, and upon such demand the court shall make an

order referring the issue or issues to a jury in the manner provided by

law for referring to a jury issues in an equity action, or may specially

call a jury for that purpose. If the jury find that no agreement in

writing for arbitration was made or that there is no default in proceed-

ing thereunder, the proceeding shall be dismissed. If the jury find that

an agreement for arbitration was made in writing and that there is

a default in proceeding thereunder, the court shall n:ake an order
summarily directing the parties to proceed with the arbitration in

accordance with the terms thereof.

APPOINTMENT OF ARBITRATORS OR UMPIRE

§ 5. If in the agreement provision be made for a method of naming

or appointing an arbitrator or arbitrators or an umpire, such method
shall be followed; but if no method be provided therein, or if a method

be provided and any party thereto shall fail to avail himself of such
method, or if for any other reason there shall be a lapse in the naming

of an arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire, or in filling a vacancy, then

upon the application of either party to the controversy the court

shall designate and appoint an arbitrator or arbitrators or umpire, as

the case may require, who shall act under the said agreement with the

same force and effect as if he or they had been specifically named

therein; and unless otherwise provided in the agreement the arbitra-
tion shall be by a single arbitrator.

APPLICATION HEARD AS MOTION

6. Any application to the court hereunder shall be made and heard

in the manner provided by law for the making and hearing of motions,
except as otherwise herein expressly provided.
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WITNESSES BEFORE ARBITRATORS; FEES; COMPELLING ATTENDANCE

§ 7. The arbitrators selected either as prescribed in this title or
otherwise, or a majority of them, may summon in writing any person
to attend before them or any of them as a witness and in a proper case
to bring with him or them any book, record, document, or paper which
may be deemed material as evidence in the case. The fees for such
attendance shall be the same as the fees of witnesses before masters
of the United States courts. Said summons shall issue in the name of
the arbitrator or arbitrators, or a majority of them, and shall be signed
by the arbitrators, or a majority of them, and shall be directed to the
said person and shall be served in the same manner as subpoenas to
appear and testify before the court; if any person or persons so sum-
moned to testify shall refuse or neglect to obey said summons, upon
petition the United States court in and for the district in which such
arbitrators, or a majority of them, are sitting may compel the attend-
ance of such person or persons before said arbitrator or arbitrators, or
punish said person or persons for contempt in the same manner pro-
vided on February 12, 1925, for securing the attendance of witnesses
or their punishment for neglect or refusal to attend in the courts of
the United States.

PROCEEDINGS BEGUN BY LIBEL IN ADMIRALTY AND SEIZURE OF VESSEL

OR PROPERTY

§ 8. If the basis of jurisdiction be a cause of action otherwise
justiciable in admiralty, then, notwithstanding anything herein to the
contrary, the party claiming to be aggrieved may begin his proceeding
hereunder by libel and seizure of the vessel or other property of the
other party according to the usual course of admiralty proceedings,
and the court shall then have jurisdiction to direct the parties to pro-
ceed with the arbitration and shall retain jurisdiction to enter its decree
upon the award.

AWARD OF ARBITRATORS; CONFIRMATION; JURISDICTION; PROCEDURE

§ 9. If the parties in their agreement have agreed that a judgment
of the court shall be entered upon the award made pursuant to the
arbitration, and shall specify the court, then at any time within one
year after the award is made any party to the arbitration may appply
to the court so specified for an order confirming the award, and there-
upon the court must grant such an order unless the award is vacated,
modified, or corrected as prescribed in sections 10 and 11 of this title.
If no court is specified in the agreement of the parties, then such
application may be made to the United States court in and for the
district within which such award was made. Notice of the application
shall be served upon the adverse party, and thereupon the court shall
have jurisdiction of such party as though he had appeared generally
in the proceeding. If the adverse party is a resident of the district
within which the award was made, such service shall be made upon the
adverse party or his attorney as prescribed by law for service of notice
of motion in an action in the same court. If the adverse party shall
be a nonresident, then the notice of the application shall be served by
the marshal of any district within which the adverse party may be
found in like manner as other process of the court.

SAME; VACATION; GROUNDS; REHEARING

10. In either of the following cases the United States court in
and for the district wherein the award was made may make an order
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vacating the award upon the application of any party to the
arbitration-

(a) Where the award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue
means.

(b) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in the arbi-
trators. or either of them.

(c) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in refusing
to postpone the hearing, upon sufficient cause shown, or in refusing
to hear evidence pertinent and material to the controversy; or of any
other misbehavior by which the rights of any party have been
prejudiced.

(d) Where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly
executed them that a mutual, final, and definite award upon the
subject matter submitted was not made.

(e) Where an award is vacated and the time within which the
agreement required the award to be made has not expired the court
may, in its discretion, direct a rehearing by the arbitrators.

SAME; MODIFICATION OR CORRECTION; GROUNDS; ORDER

§ 11. In either of the following cases the United States court in
and for the district wherein the award was made may make an order
modifying or correcting the award upon the application of any party
to the arbitration-

(a) Where there was an evident material miscalculation of figures
or an evident material mistake in the description of any person,
thing, or property referred to in the award.

(b) Where the arbitrators have awarded upon a matter not sub-
mitted to them, unless it is a matter not affecting the merits of the
decision upon the matter submitted.

(c) Where the award is imperfect in matter of form not affecting
the merits of the controversy.

The order may modify and correct the award, so as to effect the
intent thereof and promote justice between the parties.

NOTICE OF MOTIONS TO VACATE OR MODIFY; SERVICE;

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS

§ 12. Notice of a motion to vacate, modify, or correct an award
must be served upon the adverse party or his attorney within three
months after the award is filed or delivered. If the adverse party is
a resident of the district within which the award was made, such
service shall be made upon the adverse party or his attorney as
prescribed by law for service of notice of motion in an action in the
same court. If the adverse party shall be a nonresident then the
notice of the application shall be served by the marshal of any dis-
trict within which the adverse party may be found in like manner
as other process of the court. For the purposes of the motion any
judge who might make an order to stay the proceedings in an action
brought in the same court may make an order, to be served with the
notice of motion, staying the proceedings of the adverse party to
enforce the award.

PAPERS FILED WITH ORDER ON MOTIONS; JUDGMENT; DOCKETING;

FORCE AND EFFECT; ENFORCEMENT

§ 13. The party moving for an order confirming, modifying, or
correcting an award shall, at the time such order is filed with the
clerk for the entry of judgment thereon, also file the following
papers with the clerk:
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(a) The agreement; the selection or appointment, if any, of an
additional arbitrator or umpire; and each written extension of the
time, if any, within which to make the award.

(b) The award.
(c) Each notice, affidavit, or other paper used upon an application

to confirm, modify, or correct the award, and a copy of each order of
the court upon such an application.

The judgment shall be docketed as if it was rendered in an action.
The judgment so entered shall have the same force and effect, in

all respects, as, and be subject to all the provisions of law relating to,
a judgment in an action; and it may be enforced as if it had been
rendered in an action in the court in which it is entered.

CONTRACTS NOT AFFECTED

§14. This title shall not apply to contracts made prior to January
1, 1926.

SEa. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large cover-
ing provisions codified in this Act, insofar as such provisions appear
in title 9, United State Code and supplements thereto, as shown by the
appended table, are hereby repealed: Provided, That any rights or
liabilities now existing under such repealed sections or parts thereof
shall not be affected by such repeal.

Title 9, UnitedSTATUTES AT LARGE States Code
section

Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 1, 43 Stat. 883------ - ----- _------------__ 1Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 2, 43 Stat. 883------------------------------ 2
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 3, 43 Stat. 883------------------------------ 3
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 4, 43 Stat. 883------------------------------ 4
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 5, 43 Stat. 884---------------------------_________________________--- 5
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 6, 43 Stat. 884------------------------------ 6
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 7, 43 Stat. 884------------------------------___________
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 8, 43 Stat. 884----------------------- 8
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 9, 43 Stat. 885---------------------_------ 9
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 10, 43 Stat. 885----------------------- ----- 1
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 11, 43 Stat. 885------------------------------ 11
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 12, 43 Stat. 885------------.---------------- 12
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 13, 43 Stat. 88 ----------------------------- 13
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 14, 43 Stat. 886----------------------------- 14
Feb. 12, 1925, ch. 213, sec. 15, 43 Stat. 886--__..--------------------- 15

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 393]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of April 14, 1930, to provide increased retired pay for certain
members of the former Life Saving Service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the compensa-
tion which any individual who served in the former Life Saving
Service of the United States as a keeper or surfman received under the
provisions of section 1 of the Act of April 14, 1930 (46 Stat. 164;
U.. C., 1940 edition, title 14, sec. 178a), shall be increased by 331/3
per centum, beginning on the first day of the month following approval

Approved July 30, 1947.
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(a) The agreement; the selection or appointment, if any, of an 
additional arbitrator or umpire; and each written extension of the 
time, if any, within which to make the award. 

(b) The award. 
(c) Each notice, affidavit, or other paper used upon an application 

to confirm, modify, or correct the award, and a copy of each order of 
the court upon such an application. 
The judgment shall be docketed as if it was rendered in an action. 
The judgment so entered shall have the same force and effect, in 

all respects, as, and be subject to all the provisions of law relating to, 
a judgment in an action; and it may be enforced as if it had been 
rendered in an action in the court in which it is entered. 

CONTRACTS NOT AFFECTED 

§ 14. This title shall not apply to contracts made prior to January 
1, 1926. 
SE°. 2. The sections or parts thereof of the Statutes at Large cover-

ing provisions codified in this Act, insofar as such provisions appear 
in title 9, United State Code and supplements thereto, as shown by the 
appended table, are hereby repealed: Provided, That any rights or 
liabilities now existing under such repealed sections or parts thereof 
shall not be affected by such repeal. 
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ch. 213, sec. 11, 43 Stat. 885  
ch. 213, sec. 12, 43 Stat. 885  
ch. 213, sec. 13, 43 Stat. 886  
ch. 213, sec. 14, 43 Stat. 886  
ch. 213, sec. 15, 43 Stat. 886  
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[CHAPTER 393] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of April 14, 1930, to provide increased retired pay for certain 
members of the former Life Saving Service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the compensa-
tion which any individual who served in the former Life Saving 
Service of the United States as a keeper or surfman received under the 
provisions of section 1 of the Act of April 14, 1930 (46 Stat. 164; 
U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 14, sec. 178a), shall be increased by 331/a 
per centum, beginning on the first day of the month following approval 
of this Act. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 394]
AN ACT

To permit the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of War to supply utilities
and related services to welfare activities, and persons whose businesses or
residences are in the immediate vicinity of naval or military activities and
require utilities or related services not otherwise obtainable locally, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy, the Secretary of War, or their designees within their
respective establishmients, are authorized to sell, under such regula-
tions and at such prices as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, to
welfare activities and private persons in the immediate vicinity of
naval or military activities such utilities and related services as are not
otherwise available from local, private, or public sources.

SEC. 2. The utilities and related services authorized to be sold under
this Act are (1) electric power, (2) steam, (3) compressed air,
(4) water, (5) sewage and garbage disposal service, (6) gas (natural,
manufactured, or mixed), (7) ice, and (8) mechanical refrigeration:
Provided, That any utility or related service provided and sold under
the authority of this Act shall not be so provided unless it is deter-
mined by the Secretary concerned that the utility or related service is
not available from a private or other public source, and that the fur-
nishing thereof is in the public interest.

SEC. 3. As may be required by the local needs, the Secretary of the
Navy and the Secretary of War, in carrying out the purposes of this
Act, are authorized to effect minor expansions and extensions of the
necessary distributing systems or facilities within the naval or military
activity for those activities which it is determined may supply local
services and utilities as described by section 2 herein.

SEC. 4. The Act of June 13, 1940 (54 Stat. 383, 34 U. S. C. 553), is
hereby repealed.

SEC. 5. The authority granted in sections 1, 2, and 3 of this Act shall
terminate at midnight on December 31, 1952.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 395] ACT
AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company to
construct, maintain, and operate a dam in the Susquehanna River.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of
Congress is hereby granted to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company,
its successors or assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a dam in
the Susquehanna River, at a point suitable to the interests of naviga-
tion, approximately one and one-half miles below the Sunbury Bridge
Company toll bridge, in Upper Augusta Township, Northumberland
County and Monroe Township, Snyder County, Pennsylvania: Pro-
vided, That the work shall not be commenced until the plans therefor
have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers of the
United States Army, and by the Secretary of War: Prov ided further,
That this Act shall not be construed to authorize the use of such dam
to develop water power or generate hydroelectric energy.

SEC. 2. The authority granted by this Act shall cease and be null
and void, unless actual construction of the dam hereby authorized is
commenced within two years and completed within five years from

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 3055]

[Public Law 284]
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[CHAPTER 394] 
AN ACT 

To permit the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of War to supply utilities 
and related services to welfare activities, and persons whose businesses or 
residences are in the immediate vicinity of naval or military activities and 
require utilities or related services not otherwise obtainable locally, and for 
other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy, the Secretary of War, or their designees within their 
respective establishments, are authorized to sell, under such regula-
tions and at such prices as the Secretary concerned may prescribe, to 
welfare activities and private persons in the immediate vicinity of 
naval or military activities such utilities and related services as are not 
otherwise available from local, private, or public sources. 
SEC. 2. The utilities and related services authorized to be sold under 

this Act are (1) electric power, (2) steam, (3) compressed air, 
(4) water, (5) sewage and garbage disposal service, (6) gas (natural, 
manufactured, or mixed), (7) ice, and (8) mechanical refrigeration: 
Provided, That any utility or related service provided and sold under 
the authority of this Act shall not be so provided unless it is deter-
mined by the Secretary concerned that the utility or related service is 
not available from a private or other public source, and that the fur-
nishing thereof is in the public interest. 
SEC. 3. As may be required by the kcal needs, the Secretary of the 

Navy and the Secretary of War, in carrying out the purposes of this 
Act, are authorized to effect minor expansions and extensions of the 
necessary distributing systems or facilities within the naval or military 
activity for those activities which it is determined may supply local 
services and utilities as described by section 2 herein. 
SEC. 4. The Act of June 13, 1940 (54 Stat. 383, 34 U. S. C. 553), is 

hereby repealed. 
SEC. 5. The authority granted in sections 1, 2, and 3 of this Act shall 

terminate at midnight on December 31, 1952. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 395] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to Pennsylvania Power dr Light Company to 
construct, maintain, and operate a dam in the Susquehanna River. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of 
Congress is hereby granted to Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, 
its successors or assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a dam in 
the Susquehanna River, at a point suitable to the interests of naviga-
tion, approximately one and one-half miles below the Sunbury Bridge 
Company toll bridge, in Upper Augusta Township, Northumberland 
County and Monroe Township, Snyder County, Pennsylvania: Pro-
vided, That the work shall not be commenced until the plans therefor 
have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of Engineers of the 
United States Army, and by the Secretary of War: Provided further, 
That this Act shall not be construed to authorize the use of such darn 
to develop water power or generate hydroelectric energy. 
SEc. 2. The authority granted by this Act shall cease and be null 

and void, unless actual construction of the dam hereby authorized is 
commenced within two years and completed within five years from 
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the date of enactment of this Act: Provided, That from and after
thirty days' notice from the Federal Power Commission, or other
authorized agency of the United States, to said Pennsylvania Power
& Light Company, its successors or assigns, that desirable water-power
development will be interfered with by the existence of said dam, the
said company, or its successors or assigns, shall alter the dam, without
expense to the United States, so as to remove said interference and,
upon failure to do so within a reasonable time, the authority hereby
granted to construct, maintain, and operate said dam shall terminate
and be at an end; and any grantee or licensee of the United States,
proposing to develop a power project at or near said dam, shall have
authority to remove, submerge, or utilize said dam, under such con-
ditions as said Commission or other agency may determine, but such
conditions shall not include compensation for the removal, submer-
gence, or utilization of said dam: And provided further, That the
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, its successors or assigns, shall
hold and save the United States free from all claims for damage which
may be sustained by the dam herein authorized, or damage sustained
by the appurtenances of the said dam by reason of operations by the
United States for flood control, the preservation or improvement of
navigation, or for other purposes.

SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 396]
AN ACT

To ratify and confirm Act 10 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, extending the
time within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under chapter
118, Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Act 10 of the
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, amending section 6095 of chapter 118,
Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945, as amended, so as to extend the time
within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under said
chapter 118, is hereby ratified and confirmed and revenue bonds may
be issued under and pursuant to the provisions of said chapter 118,
Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945, as amended, and as further amended by
said Act 10, without the approval of the President of the United States
and without the incurring of an indebtedness within the meaning of
the Hawaiian Organic Act, and said chapter 118, as amended, shall
constitute full authority for the issuance of said bonds without refer-
ence to and independent of the Hawaiian Organic Act.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 397]
AN ACT

To provide for the establishment of a temporary Congressional Aviation Policy
Board.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it is the purpose
of this Act to provide for the development of a national aviation
policy adequate to meet the needs of the national defense, of the
commerce of the United States, both interstate and foreign, and of the
postal service, and to provide for the formulation and clarification of
national policies relating to or affecting aviation, including policies
relating to the maintenance of an adequate aeronautical manufac-
turing industry.
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the date of enactment of this Act: Provided, That from and after 
thirty days' notice from the Federal Power Commission, or other 
authorized agency of the United States, to said Pennsylvania Power 
& Light Company, its successors or assigns, that desirable water-power 
development will be interfered with by the existence of said darn, the 
said company, or its successors or assigns, shall alter the dam, without 
expense to the United States, so as to remove said interference and, 
upon failure to do so within a reasonable time, the authority hereby 
granted to construct, maintain, and operate said darn shall terminate 
and be at an end; and any grantee or licensee of the United States, 
proposing to develop a power project at or near said dam, shall have 
authority to remove, submerge, or utilize said dam, under such con-
ditions as said Commission or other agency may determine, but such 
conditions shall not include compensation for the removal, submer-
gence, or utilization of said dam: And provided further, That the 
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company, its successors or assigns, shall 
hold and save the United States free from all claims for damage which 
may be sustained by the dam herein authorized, or damage sustained 
by the appurtenances of the said dam by reason of operations by the 
United States for flood control, the preservation or improvement of 
navigation, or for other purposes. 
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 396] 
AN ACT 

To ratify and confirm Act 10 of the Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, extending the 
time within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under chapter 
118, Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Act 10 of the 
Session Laws of Hawaii, 1947, amending section 6095 of chapter 118, 
Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945, as amended, so as to extend the time 
within which revenue bonds may be issued and delivered under said 
chapter 118, is hereby ratified and confirmed and revenue bonds may 
be issued under and pursuant to the provisions of said chapter 118, 
Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1945, as amended, and as further amended by 
said Act 10, without the approval of the President of the United States 
and without the incurring of an indebtedness within the meaning of 
the Hawaiian Organic Act, and said chapter 118, as amended, shall 
constitute full authority for the issuance of said bonds without refer-
ence to and independent of the Hawaiian Organic Act. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3971 
AN ACT 

To provide for the establishment of a temporary Congressional Aviation Policy 
Board. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it is the purpose 
of this Act to provide for the development of a national aviation 
policy adequate to meet the needs of the national defense, of the 
commerce of the United States, both interstate and foreign, and of the 
postal service, and to provide for the formulation and clarification of 
national policies relating to or affecting aviation, including policies 
relating to the maintenance of an adequate aeronautical manufac-
turing industry. 
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SEC. 2. There is hereby established a temporary Congressional
Aviation Policy Board (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") which
shall be composed of five Members of the Senate, not more than three
of whom shall be members of the majority party, to be appointed by
the President pro tempore of the Senate, and five Members of the House
of Representatives, not more than three of whom shall be members
of the majority party, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives.

SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the Board to carry out the purposes
of this Act, and, in so doing, to study the current and future needs of
American aviation, including commercial air transportation and the
utilization of aircraft by the armed services; the nature, type, and
extent of aircraft and air transportation industries that are desirable
or essential to our national security and welfare; methods of encourag-
ing needed developments in the aviation and air transportation
industry; and the improved organization and procedures of the Gov-
ernment that will assist it in handling aviation matters efficiently and
in the public interest. The Board shall report to the Congress,
together with such recommendations as it deems desirable, on or
before March 1, 1948.

SEC. 4. (a) The Board shall select a chairman and a vice chairman
from among its members. A vacancy on the Board shall be filled in
the same manner as the original selection.

(b) The Board is authorized to employ such experts, assistants, and
other employees as in its judgment may be necessary for the perform-
ance of its duties. The Board is authorized to utilize the services,
information, facilities, and personnel of the various departments and
agencies of the Government to the extent that such services, informa-
tion, facilities, and personnel, in the opinion of such departments and
agencies, can be furnished without undue interference with the per-
formance of the work and duties of such departments and agencies.

(c) The Board shall have the power to hold hearings and to require
by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses, the produc-
tion of such correspondence, books, papers, and documents, to admin-
ister such oaths, to take such testimony, and to make such expenditures,
as it deems advisable.

(d) For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act the
Board may seek information from such sources and conduct its studies
and investigations at such places and in such manner as it deems
advisable in the interest of a correct ascertainment of the facts.

SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums,
not to exceed $50,000, as may be necessary to enable the Board to carry
out its functions under this Act.

SEc. 6. The members of the Board, and employees thereof, shall be
allowed all expenses necessary for travel and subsistence incurred
while so engaged in the activities of the Board.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 398] AN ACTAN ACT
To authorize the Veterans' Administration to acquire certain land as a site for

the proposed Veterans' Administration facility at Clarksburg, West Virginia,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs is authorized and directed (1) to acquire
as a site for the proposed Veterans' Administration facility at Clarks-
burg, West Virginia, the tract of land in Harrison County, West
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SEC: 2. There is hereby established a temporary Congressional 
Aviation Policy Board (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") which 
shall be composed of five Members of the Senate, not more than three 
of whom shall be members of the majority party, to be appointed by 
the President pro tempore of the Senate, and five Members of the House 
of Representatives, not more than three of whom shall be members 
of the majority party, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives. 
SEC. 3. It shall be the duty of the Board to carry out the purposes 

of this Act, and, in so doing, to study the current and future needs of 
American aviation, including commercial air transportation and the 
utilization of aircraft by the armed services; the nature, type, and 
extent of aircraft and air transportation industries that are desirable 
or essential to our national security and welfare; methods of encourag-
mg needed developments in the aviation and air transportation 
industry; and the improved organization and procedures of the Gov-
ernment that will assist it in handling aviation matters efficiently and 
in the public interest. The Board shall report to the Congress, 
together with such recommendations as it deems desirable, on or 
before March 1, 1948. 
SEC. 4. (a) The Board shall select a chairman and a vice chairman 

from among its members. A vacancy on the Board shall be filled in 
the same manner as the original selection. 

(b) The Board is authorized to employ such experts, assistants, and 
other employees as in its judgment may be necessary for the perform-
ance of its duties. The Board is authorized to utilize the services, 
information, facilities, and personnel of the various departments and 
agencies of the Government to the extent that such services, informa-
tion, facilities, and personnel, in the opinion of such departments and 
agencies, can be furnished without undue interference with the per-
formance of the work and duties of such departments and agencies. 

(c) The Board shall have the power to hold hearings and to require 
by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses, the produc-
tion of such correspondence, books, papers, and documents, to admin-
ister such oaths, to take such testimony, and to make such expenditures, 
as it deems advisable. 

(d) For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act the 
Board may seek information from such sources and conduct its studies 
and investigations at such places and in such manner as it deems 
advisable in the interest of a correct ascertainment of the facts. 
SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums, 

not to exceed $50,000, as may be necessary to enable the Board to carry 
out its functions under this Act. 

SEc. 6. The members of the Board, and employees thereof, shall be 
allowed all expenses necessary for travel and subsistence incurred 
while so engaged in the activities of the Board. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 398] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Veterans' Administration to acquire certain land as a site for 
the proposed Veterans' Administration facility at Clarksburg, West Virginia, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Adminis-
trator of Veterans' Affairs is authorized and directed (1) to acquire 
as a site for the proposed Veterans' Administration facility at Clarks-
burg, West Virginia, the tract of land in Harrison County, West 
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Virginia, situated between the West Fork River and the line of the
Clarksburg and Western Electric Railway and known as the Maxwell
estate; (2) to lease to the city of Clarksburg, West Virginia, at a
nominal consideration, so much of the westerly portion of such tract
as is not presently needed for the purposes of such facility, upon con-
dition that such portion be maintained by the city of Clarksburg as
a public park until such time as it may be needed for the purposes
of such facility, and upon such further terms and conditions as may
be agreed upon by the Administrator and such city; (3) to grant to
the State of West Virginia a right-of-way across such tract of land
for a public highway connecting United States Highway Numbered
19 with the highway known as the Clarksburg-Mount Clare Road;
and (4) to enter into an agreement with the State Road Commission
of the State of West Virginia to bear not to exceed 35 per centum of
the costs of construction of such public highway and any necessary
bridges thereon.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 404]
AN ACT

To expedite the disposition of Government surplus airports, airport facilities,
and equipment and to assure their disposition in such manner as will best
encourage and foster the development of civilian aviation and preserve for
national defense purposes a strong, efficient, and properly maintained Nation-
wide system of public airports, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (c)
of section 13 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765), as
amended, is amended to read as follows:

"(c) No harbor or port terminal, including necessary operating
equipment, shall be otherwise disposed of until it has first been offered,
under regulations to be prescribed by the Administrator, for sale or
lease to the State, political subdivision thereof, and any municipality,
in which it is situated, and to all municipalities in the vicinity thereof."

SEC. 2. Section 13 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat.
765), as amended, is hereby amended by adding a new subsection (g)
reading as follows:

"(g) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, any
disposal agency designated pursuant to this Act may, with the approval
of the Administrator, convey or dispose of to any State, political sub-
division, municipality, or tax-supported institution, without monetary
consideration to the United States, but subject to the terms, conditions,
reservations, and restrictions hereinafter provided for, all of the right,
title, and interest of the United States in and to any surplus real or
personal property (exclusive of property the highest and best use of
which is determined by the Administrator to be industrial and which
shall be so classified for disposal without regard to the provisions of
this subsection) which, in the determination of the Administrator of
Civil Aeronautics, is essential, suitable, or desirable for the develop-
ment, improvement, operation, or maintenance of a public airport as
defined in the Federal Airport Act (60 Stat. 170) or reasonably neces-
sary to fulfill the immediate and foreseeable future requirements of
the grantee for the development, improvement. operation, or main-
tenance of a public airport, including property needed to develop
sources of revenue from nonaviation businesses at a public airport.

"(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3) hereof, all property
disposed of under the authority of this subsection shall be disposed of
on and subject to the following terms, conditions, reservations, and
restrictions:
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Virginia, situated between the West Fork River and the line of the 
Clarksburg and Western Electric Railway and known as the Maxwell 
estate; (2) to lease to the city of Clarksburg, West Virginia, at a 
nominal consideration, so much of the westerly portion of such tract 
as is not presently needed for the purposes of such facility, upon con-
dition that such portion be maintained by the city of Clarksburg as 
a public park until such time as it may be needed for the purposes 
of such facility, and upon such further terms and conditions as may 
be agreed upon by the Administrator and such city; (3) to grant to 
the State of West Virginia a right-of-way across such tract of land 
for a public highway connecting United States Highway Numbered 
19 with the highway known as the Clarksburg-Mount Clare Road; 
and (4) to enter into an agreement with the State Road Commission 
of the State of West Virginia to bear not to exceed 35 per centum of 
the costs of construction of such public highway and any necessary 
bridges thereon. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 404] 

Surplus Property 
Act of 1944, amend-
ments. 
58 Stat. 771. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§ 1622 (e). 
Harbor or port ter-

minal. 

58 Stat. 770. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§ 1622. 
Conveyance of prop-

erty for development 
of public airport. 

49 U. 8. C. §$ 1101-
1119. 

Conditions of dis-
posaL 

AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (c) 
of section 13 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 765), as 
amended, is amended to read as follows: 

"(c) No harbor or port terminal, including necessary operating 
equipment, shall be otherwise disposed of until it has first been offered, 
under regulations to be prescribed by the Administrator, for sale or 
lease to the State, political subdivision thereof, and any municipality, 
in which it is situated, and to all municipalities in the vicinity thereof." 
SEC. 2. Section 13 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 

765), as amended, is hereby amended by adding a new subsection (g) 
reading as follows: 
"(g) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, any 

disposal agency designated pursuant to this Act may, with the approval 
of the Administrator, convey or dispose of to any State, political sub-
division, municipality, or tax-supported institution, without monetary 
consideration to the United States, but subject to the terms, conditions, 
reservations, and restrictions hereinafter provided for, all of the right, 
title, and interest of the United States in and to any surplus real or 
personal property (exclusive of property the highest and best use of 
which is determined by the Administrator to be industrial and which 
shall be so classified for disposal without regard to the provisions of 
this subsection) which, in the determination of the Administrator of 
Civil Aeronautics, is essential, suitable or desirable for the develop-
ment, improvement, operation' or maintenance of a public airport as 
defined in the Federal Airport Act (60 Stat. 170) or reasonably neces-
sary to fulfill the immediate and foreseeable future requirements of 
the grantee for the development, improvement, operation, or main-
tenance of a public airport, including property needed to develop 
sources of revenue from nonaviation businesses at a public airport. 

"(2) Except as provided in paragraph (3) hereof, all property 
disposed of under the authority of this subsection shall be disposed of 
on and subject to the following terms, conditions, reservations aiad 
restrictions: 
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" (A) No property disposed of under the authority of this subsection Dsosalr for other

shall be used, leased, sold, salvaged, or disposed of by the grantee or
transferee for other than airport purposes without the written consent
of the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, which consent shall be
granted only if the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics determines that
the property can be used, leased, sold, salvaged, or disposed of for other
than airport purposes without materially and adversely affecting the
development, improvement, operation, or maintenance of the airport
at which such property is located: Provided, That no structures dis-
posed of hereunder shall be used as an industrial plant, factory, or
similar facility within the meaning of section 23 of this Act, unless the 58 Slat. 77 app.

public agency receiving title to such structures shall pay to the United 1632.

States such sum as the Administrator shall determine to be a fair
consideration for the removal of the restriction imposed by this
proviso.

"(B) All property transferred for airport purposes shall be used rerertarportfur
and maintained for the use and benefit of the public, without unjust poses.
discrimination.

"(C) No exclusive right for the use of the airport at which the Exclusiv righ re-
property disposed of is located shall be vested (either directly or
indirectly) in any person or persons to the exclusion of others in the
same class. For the purpose of this condition, an exclusive right is
defined to mean-

"(1) any exclusive right to use the airport for conducting any
particular aeronautical activity requiring operation of aircraft;

"(2) any exclusive right to engage in the sale or supplying of
aircraft, aircraft accessories, equipment, or supplies (excluding
the sale of gasoline and oil), or aircraft services necessary for the
operation of aircraft (including the maintenance and repair of
aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, and appliances).

"(D) The grantee shall, insofar as it is within its powers, ade- Protection of aerial

quately clear and protect the aerial approaches to the airport by approa

removing, lowering, relocating, marking, or lighting or otherwise
mitigating existing airport hazards and by preventing the establish-
ment or creation of future airport hazards.

"(E) During any national emergency declared by the President or control, et.,, by

by the Congress, the United States shall have the right to mkake exchl- cy.
sive or nonexclusive use and have exclusive or nonexclusive control
and possession, without charge, of the airport at which the sulrplus
property is located or used, or of such portion thereof as it may
desire: Provided, however, That the United States shall be responsible
for the entire cost of maintaining such part of the airport as it may use
exclusively, or over which it may have exclusive possession and control,
during the period of such use, possession, or control, and shall be
obligated to contribute a reasonable share, commensurate with the
use made by it, of the cost of maintenance of such property as it may
use nonexclusively or over which it may have nonexclusive control
and possession: Provided further, That the United States shall pay a
fair rental for its use, control, or possession, exclusively or nonexclu-
sively, of any improvements to the airport made without United
States aid.

"(F) The United States shall at all times have the right to make Use oflandingare

nonexclusive use of the landing area of the airport at which'the surplus
property is located or used, without charge: Provided, however, That
such use may be limited as may be determined at any time by the
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics to be necessary to prevent undue
interference with use by other authorized aircraft: Provided further,
That the United States shall be obligated to pay for damages caused ^d.' -" a
by such use, or if its use of the landing area is substantial, to contribute
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"(A) No property disposed of under the authority of this subsection 
shall be used, leased, sold, salvaged, or disposed of by the grantee or 
transferee for other than airport purposes without the written consent 
of the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, which consent shall be 
granted only if the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics determines that 
the property can be used, leased, sold, salvaged, or disposed of for other 
than airport purposes without materially and adversely affecting the 
development,improvement, operation, or maintenance of the airport 
at which such property is located: Provided, That no structures dis-
posed of hereunder shall be used as an industrial plant, factory, or 
similar facility within the meaning of section 23 of this Act, unless the 
public agency receiving title to such structures shall pay to the United 
States such sum as the Administrator shall determine to be a fair 
consideration for the removal of the restriction imposed by this 
proviso. 
"(B) All property transferred for airport purposes shall be used 

and maintained for the use and benefit of the public, without unjust 
discrimination. 
"(C) No exclusive right for the use of the airport at which the 

property disposed of is located shall be vested (either directly or 
indirectly) in any person or persons to the exclusion of others in the 
same class. For the purpose of this condition, an exclusive right is 
defined to mean— 

"(1) any exclusive right to use the airport for conducting any 
particular aeronautical activity requiring operation of aircraft; 

"(2) any exclusive right to engage in the sale or supplying of 
aircraft, aircraft accessories, equipment, or supplies (excluding 
the sale of gasoline and oil), or aircraft services necessary for the 
operation of aircraft (including the maintenance and repair of 
aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, and appliances). 

"(D) The grantee shall, insofar as it is within its powers, ade-
quately clear and protect the aerial approaches to the airport by 
removing, lowering, relocating, marking, or lighting or otherwise 
mitigating existing airport hazards and by preventing the establish-
ment or creation of future airport hazards. 
"(E) During any national emergency declared by the President or 

by the Congress, the United States shall have the right to make exclu-
sive or nonexclusive use and have exclusive or nonexclusive control 
and possession, without charge, of the airport at which the surplus 
property is located or used, or of such portion thereof as it may 
desire : Provided, however, That the United States shall be responsible 
for the entire cost of maintaining such part. of the airport as it may use 
exclusively, or over which it may have exclusive possession and control, 
during the period of such use, possession, or control, and shall be 
obligated to contribute a reasonable share, commensurate with the 
use made by it, of the cost of maintenance of such property as it may 
use nonexclusively or over which it may have nonexclusive control 
and possession: Provided further, That the United States shall pay a 
fair rental for its use, control, or possession, exclusively or nonexclu-
sively, of any improvements to the airport made without United 
States aid. 
"(F) The United States shall at all times have the right to make 

nonexclusive use of the landing area of the airport at which.the surplus 
property is located or used, without charge: Provided, however, That 
such use may be limited as may be determined at any time by the 
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics to be necessary to prevent undue 
interference with use by other authorized aircraft: Provided further, 
That the United States shall be obligated to pay for damages caused 
by such use, or if its use of the landing area is substantial, to contribute 
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a reasonable share of the cost of maintaining and operating the landing
area, commensurate with the use made by it.releas'e of . S. "(G) Any public agency accepting a conveyance or transfer ofsurplus property under the provisions of this subsection shall release
the United States from any and all liability it may be under forrestoration or other damages under any lease or other agreement cover-ing the use by the United States of any airport, or part thereof, owned,
controlled, or operated by the public agency upon which, adjacent towhich, or in connection with which, the surplus property was locatedor used: Provided, That no such release shall be construed as depriving
the public agency of any right it may otherwise have to receive reim-

49 SU.. c.' 1116. bursement under section 17 of the Federal Airport Act for the neces-sary rehabilitation or repair of public airports heretofore or hereafter
substantially damaged by any Federal agency.

Reversion to U.S. "(H) In the event that any of the terms, conditions, reservations,and restrictions upon or subject to which the property is disposed of isnot met, observed, or complied with, all of the property so disposed ofor any portion thereof, shall, at the option of the United States. revertto the United States in its then existing condition.
Omission or incu- "(3) In making any disposition of surplus property under this sub-

section (g), the disposal agency is authorized, upon the request of theAdministrator of Civil Aeronautics, the Secretary of War, or theSecretary of the Navy, to omit from the instruments of disposal anyof the terms, conditions, reservations, and restrictions required byparagraph (2) hereof, and to include any additional terms, conditions,reservations, and restrictions, if the Administrator of Civil Aero-nautics, the Secretary of War, or the Secretary of the Navy determinesthat such omission or inclusion is necessary to protect or advance theinterests of the United States in civil aviation or for national defense.AResponsibiity of "(4) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics shall have the sole
Aeronautics. responsibility for determining and enforcing compliance with theterms, conditions, reservations, and restrictions upon or subject towhich surplus property is disposed of pursuant to this subsection.

"(5) All surplus property within the purview of this subsection
which is not disposed of pursuant hereto shall be disposed of as pro-vided elsewhere in this Act or other applicable Federal Statute.

"(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (f) of this58 Stat. 774. section and subsection (e) of section 18, the disposal of surplus prop-
1 1627 (e). erty under this subsection, which is determined by the Administratorto be available for the purposes enumerated in this subsection, shall begiven priority immediately following transfers to other Government

U.a. C.770 app. agencies under section 12.'
11621. Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 405]
July 31, 1947 AN ACTIS. 338l To amend the Plant Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended, by[Public Law 290] adding a new proviso to section 1.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Plant

37Sta 315. Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended, be amended. by substituting a colon for the period at the end of section 1 and by
adding thereto a new proviso as follows:

tEcntry "nd provided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is author-countries. ized to limit entry of nursery stock from foreign countries undersuch rules and regulations as he may deem necessary, including the
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a reasonable share of the cost of maintaining and operating the landing 
area, commensurate with the use made by it. 
"(G) Any public agency accepting a conveyance. or transfer of 

surplus property under the provisions of this subsection shall release 
the United States from any and all liability it may be under for 
restoration or other damages under any lease or other agreement cover-
ing the use by the United States of any airport, or part thereof, owned, 
controlled, or operated by the public agency upon which, adjacent to 
which, or in connection with which, the surplus property was located 
or used : Provided, That no such release shall be construed as depriving 
the public agency of any right it may otherwise have to receive reim-
bursement under section 17 of the Federal Airport Act for the neces-
sary rehabilitation or repair of public airports heretofore or hereafter 
substantially damaged by any Federal agency. 

"(II) In the event that any of the terms, conditions, reservations, 
and restrictions upon or subject to which the property is disposed of is 
not met, observed, or complied with, all of the property, so disposed of 
or any portion thereof, shall, at the option of the United States, revert 
to the United States in its then existing condition. 

"(3) In making any disposition of surplus property under this sub-
section (g), the disposal agency is authorized, upon the request of the 
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, the Secretary of War, or the 
Secretary of the Navy, to omit from the instruments of disposal any 
of the terms, conditions, reservations, and restrictions required by 
paragraph (2) hereof, and to include any additional terms, conditions, 
reservations, and restrictions, if the Administrator of Civil Aero-
nautics, the Secretary of War, or the Secretary of the Navy determines 
that such omission or inclusion is necessary to protect or advance the 
interests of the United States in civil aviation or for national defense. 

"(4) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics shall have the sole 
responsibility for determining and enforcing compliance with the 
terms, conditions, reservations, and restrictions upon or subject to 
which surplus property is disposed of pursuant to this subsection. 
".(5) All surplus property w ithin the purview of this subsection 

i which s not disposed of pursuant hereto shall be disposed of as pro-
vided elsewhere in this Act or other applicable Federal Statute. 

"(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (f) of this 
section and subsection (e) of section 18, the disposal of surplus prop-
erty under this subsection, which is determined by the Administrator 
to be available for the purposes enumerated in this subsection, shall be 
given priority immediately following transfers to other Government 
agencies under section 12." 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 405] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Plant Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended, by 
adding a new proviso to section 1. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Plant 
Quarantine Act approved August 20, 1912, as amended, be amended 
by substituting a colon for the period at the end of section 1 and by 
adding thereto a new proviso as follows: 
"And provided further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is author-

ized to limit entry of nursery stock from foreign countries under 
such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary, including the 
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requirement, if necessary, that such nursery stock be grown under
postentry quarantine by or under the supervision of the United States
Department of Agriculture for the purpose of determining whether
imported nursery stock may be infested or infected with plant pests
not discernible by port-of-entry inspection and provided that if
imported nursery stock is found to be infested or infected with such
plant pests, he is authorized to prescribe remedial measures as he
may deem necessary to prevent the spread thereof."

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 406]
AN ACT

To provide for the disposal of materials on the public lands of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
may dispose of materials including but not limited to sand, stone,
gravel, yucca, manzanita, mesquite, cactus, common clay, and timber
or other forest products, on public lands of the United States if the
disposal of such materials (1) is not otherwise expressly authorized
by law, including the United States mining laws, (2) is not expressly
prohibited by laws of the United States, and (3) would not be detri-
mental to the public interest. Such materials may be disposed of
only in accordance with the provisions of this Act and upon the pay-
ment of adequate compensation therefor, to be determined by the
Secretary: Provided, however, That, to the extent not otherwise
authorized by law, the Secretary is authorized in his discretion to
permit any Federal, State, or Territorial agency, unit or subdivision,
including municipalities, or any person, or any association or corpora-
tion not organized for profit, to take and remove, without charge,
materials and resources subject to this Act, for use other than for
commercial or industrial purposes or resale. Where the lands have
been withdrawn in aid of a function of a Federal department or
agency other than the Department of the Interior or of a State,
Territory, county, municipality, water district, or other local govern-
mental subdivision or agency, the Secretary of the Interior may nllake
disposals under this Act only with the consent of such Federal depart-
ment or agency or of such State, Territory, or local governllenltal
unit. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply to lands in any
national forest, national park, or national monument or to any Indian
lands or lands set aside or held for the use or benefit of Indians,
including lands over which jurisdiction has been transferred to the
Department of the Interior by Executive order for the use of Indians.

SEC. 2. Where the appraised value of the material exceeds $1,000,
it shall be disposed of by the Secretary to the highest responsible
qualified bidder by competitive bidding and publication of notice of
the proposed disposal once each week for a period of four consecutive
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which
the material is located. AVhere the appraised value of the material
is $1,000 or less, it'may be disposed of by the Secretary upon such
notice and in such manner as he may prescribe.

SEC. 3. All moneys received from the disposal of materials under
this Act shall be disposed of in the same manner as moneys received
from the sale of public lands.

Approved July 31, 1947.

July 31, 1947
[S. 1185]

[Public Law 291]
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requirement, if necessary, that such nursery stock be grown under 
postentry quarantine by or under the supervision of the United States 
Department of Agriculture for the purpose of determining whether 
imported nursery stock may be infested or infected with plant pests 
not discernible by port-of-entry inspection and provided that if 
imported nursery stock is found to be infested or infected with such 
plant pests, he is authorized to prescribe remedial measures as he 
may deem necessary to prevent the spread thereof." 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 406] 
AN ACT 

July 31, 1947 
To provide for the disposal of materials on the public lands of the United States.  [S. 1185]  

[Public Law 2911 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, 
may dispose of materials including but not limited to sand, stone, 
gravel, yucca, manzanita, mesquite, cactus, common clay, and timber 
or other forest products, on public lands of the United States if the 
disposal of such materials (1) is not otherwise expressly authorized 
by law, including the United States mining laws, (2) is not expressly 
prohibited by laws of the United States, and (3) would not be detri-
mental to the public interest. Such materials may be disposed of 
only in accordance with the provisions of this Act and upon the pay-
ment of adequate compensation therefor, to be determined by the 
Secretary: Provided, however, That, to the extent not otherwise 
authorized by law, the Secretary is authorized in his discretion to 
permit any Federal, State, or Territorial agency, unit or subdivision, 
including municipalities, or any person, or any association or corpora-
tion not organized for profit, to take and remove, without charge, 
materials and resources subject to this Act, for use other than for 
commercial or industrial purposes or resale. Where the lands have 
been withdrawn in aid of a function of a Federal department or 
agency other than the Department of the Interior or of a State, 
Territory, county, municipality, water district, or other local govern-
mental subdivision or agency, the Secretary of the Interior may make 
disposals under this Act only with the consent of such Federal depart - 
ment or agency or of such State, Territory, or local governmental 
unit. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply to lands in any 
national forest, national park, or national monument or to any Indian 
lands, or lands set aside or held for the use or benefit of Indians, 
including lands over which jurisdiction has been transferred to the 
Department  of the Interior by Executive order for the use of Indians. 

SEc. 2. Where the appraised value of the material exceeds $1,000, 
it shall be disposed of by the Secretary to the highest responsible 
qualified bidder by competitive bidding and publication of notice of 
the proposed disposal once each week for a period of four consecutive 
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which 
the material is located. Where the appraised value of the material 
is $1,000 or less, it may be disposed of by the Secretary upon such 
notice and in such manner as he may prescribe. 

Snc. 3. All moneys received from the disposal of materials under 
this Act shall be disposed of in the same manner as moneys received 
from the sale of public lands. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 407]
July 31, 1947
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[61 STAT.

AN ACT
Granting the consent and approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating

to control and reduction of pollution in the waters of the New England States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent and
approval of Congress is hereby given to an interstate compact relating
to the control and reduction of pollution of the streams and waters of
the New England States negotiated and entered into or to be entered
into under authority of Public Resolution 104, Seventy-fourth
Congress, approved June 8, 1936, and now ratified by the States of
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, which compact reads
as follows:

"NEW ENGLAND INTERSTATE WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL COMPACT

"Whereas, The growth of population and the development of the
territory of the New England states has resulted in serious pollution
of certain interstate streams, ponds and lakes, and of tidal waters
ebbing and flowing past the boundaries of two or more states; and

"Whereas, Such pollution constitutes a menace to the health, welfare
and economic prosperity of the people living in such area; and

"Whereas, The abatement of existing pollution and the control of
future pollution in the interstate waters of the New England area
are of prime importance to the people and can best be accomplished
through the cooperation of the New England states in the establish-
ment of an interstate agency to work with the states in the field of
pollution abatement;
"Now, therefore, The states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,

New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont do agree and are bound
as follows:

"ARTICLE I
"It is agreed between the signatory states that the provisions of this

compact shall apply to streams, ponds and lakes which are contiguous
to two or more signatory states or which flow through two or more
signatory states or which have a tributary contiguous to two or more
signatory states or flowing through two or more signatory states, and
also shall apply to tidal waters ebbing and flowing past the boundaries
of two states.

"ARTICLE II

"There is hereby created the New England Interstate Water Pollu-
tion Control Commission (hereinafter referred to as the commission)
which shall be a body corporate and politic, having the powers, duties
and jurisdiction herein enumerated and such other and additional
powers as shall be conferred upon it by the act or acts of a signatory
state concurred in by the others.

"ARTICLE III

"The commission shall consist of five commissioners from each
signatory state, each of whom shall be a resident voter of the state
from which he is appointed. The commissioners shall be chosen in the
manner and for the termsprovided by law of the state from which
they shall be appointed. For each state there shall be on the com-
mission a member representing the state health department, a member
representing the state water pollution control board (if such exists),
and, except where a state in its enabling legislation decides that the best
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[CHAPTER 4071 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent and approval of Congress to an interstate compact relating 
to control and reduction of pollution in the waters of the New England States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent and 
approval of Congress is hereby given to an interstate compact relating 
to the control and reduction of pollution of the streams and waters of 
the New England States negotiated and entered into or to be entered 
into under authority of Public Resolution 104, Seventy-fourth 
Congress, approved June 8, 1936, and now ratified by the States of 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, which compact reads 
as follows: 

"NEW ENGLAND INTERSTATE WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL COMPACT 

"Whereas, The growth of population and the development of the 
territory of the New England states has resulted in serious pollution 
of certain interstate streams, ponds and lakes, and of tidal waters 
ebbing and flowing past the boundaries of two or more states; and 

"Whereas, Such pollution constitutes a menace to the health, welfare 
and economic prosperity of the people living in such area; and 

"Whereas, The abatement of existing pollution and the control of 
future pollution in the interstate waters of the New England area 
are of prime importance to the people and can best be accomplished 
through the cooperation of the New England states in the establish-
ment of an interstate agency to work with the states in the field of 
pollution abatement; 
"Now, therefore, The states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, 

New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont do agree and are bound 
as follows: 

"ARTicLE I 

"It is agreed between the signatory states that the provisions of this 
compact shall apply to streams, ponds and lakes which are contiguous 
to two or more signatory states or which flow through two or more 
signatory states or which have a tributary contiguous to two or more 
signatory states or flowing through two or more signatory states and 
also shall apply to tidal waters ebbing and flowing past the boundaries 
of two states. 

"AirricnE II 

"There is hereby created the New England Interstate Water Pollu-
tion Control Commission (hereinafter referred to as the commission) 
which shall be a body corporate and politic, having the powers, duties 
and jurisdiction herein enumerated and such other and additional 
powers as shall be conferred upon it by the act or acts of a signatory 
state concurred in by the others. 

"Amax III 

"The commission shall consist of five commissioners from each 
signatory state, each of whom shall be a resident voter of the state 
from which he is appointed. The commissioners shall be chosen in the 
manner and for the terms provided by law of the state from which 
they shall be appointed. For each state there shall be on the com-
mission a member representing the state health department, a member 
representing the state water pollution control board (if such exists), 
and, except where a state in its enabling legislation decides that the best 
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interests of the state will be otherwise served, a member representing
municipal interests, a member representing industrial interests, and a
member representing an agency acting for fisheries or conservation.

"ARTICLE IV

"The commission shall annually elect from its members a chairman
and vice chairman and shall appoint and at its pleasure remove or
discharge such officers. It may appoint and employ a secretary who
shall be a professional engineer versed in water pollution and may
employ such stenographic or clerical employees as shall be necessary,
and at its pleasure remove or discharge such employees. It shall adopt
a seal and suitable by-laws and shall promulgate rules and regulations
for its management and control. It may maintain an office for the
transaction of its business and may meet at any time or place within
the signatory states. Meetings shall be held at least twice each year.
A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business, but no action of the commission imposing any
obligation on any signatory state or on any municipal agency or sub-
division thereof or on any person, firm or corporation therein shall
be binding unless a majority of the members from such signatory
state shall have voted in favor thereof. Where meetings are planned
to discuss matters relevant to problems of water pollution control
affecting only certain of the signatory states, the commission may
vote to authorize special meetings of the commissioners of the states
especially concerned. The commission shall keep accurate accounts of
all receipts and disbursements and shall make an annual report to the
governor and the legislature of each signatory state setting forth in

etail the operations and transactions conducted by it pursuant to
this compact, and shall make recommendations for any legislative
action deemed by it advisable, including amendments to the statutes
of the signatory states which may be necessary to carry out the intent
and purpose of this compact. The commission shall not incur any
obligations for salaries, office, administrative, traveling or other
expenses prior to the allotment of funds by the signatory states ade-
quate to meet the same; nor shall the commission pledge the credit
of any of the signatory states. Each signatory state reserves the
right to provide hereafter by law for the examination alld audit
of the accounts of the commission. The commission shall lapoint a
treasurer who may be a member of the commlission, and disbursements
by the commission shall be valid only when authorized by the com-
mission and when vouchers therefor have been signed by the secretary
and countersigned by the treasurer. The secretary shall be custodian
of the records of the commission with authority to attest to and certify
such records or copies thereof.

"ARTICLE V

"It is recognized, owing to such variable factors as location, size,
character and flow and the many varied uses of the waters subject
to the terms of this compact, that no single standard of sewage and
waste treatment and no single standard of quality of receiving waters
is practical and that the degree of treatment of sewage and industrial
wastes should take into account the classification of the receiving
waters according to present and proposed highest use, such as for
drinking water supply, industrial and agricultural uses, bathing and
other recreational purposes, maintenance and propagation of fish life,
shellfish culture, navigation and disposal of wastes.

"The commission shall establish reasonable physical, chemical and
bacteriological standards of water quality satisfactory for various
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interests of the state will be otherwise served, a member representing 
municipal interests, a member representing industrial interests, and a 
member representing an agency acting for fisheries or conservation. 

4cARTICLE IV 

"The commission shall annually elect from its members a chairman 
and vice chairman and shall appoint and at its pleasure remove or 
discharge such officers. It may appoint and employ a secretary who 
shall be a professional engineer versed in water pollution and may 
employ such stenographic or clerical employees as shall be necessary, 
and at its pleasure remove or discharge such employees. It shall adopt 
a seal and suitable by-laws and shall promulgate rules and regulations 
for its management and control. It may maintain an office for the 
transaction of its business and may meet at any time or place within 
the signatory states. Meetings shall be held at least twice each year. 
A majority of the members shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business, but no action of the commission imposing any 
obligation on any signatory state or on any municipal agency or sub-
division thereof or on any person, firm or corporation therein shall 
be binding unless a majority of the members from such signatory 
state shall have voted in favor thereof. Where meetings are planned 
to discuss matters relevant to problems of water pollution control 
affecting only certain of the signatory states, the commission may 
vote to authorize special meetings of the commissioners of the states 
especially concerned. The commission shall keep accurate accounts of 
all receipts and disbursements and shall make an annual report to the 
governor and the legislature of each signatory state setting forth in 
detail the operations and transactions conducted by it pursuant to 
this compact, and shall make recommendations for any legislative 
action deemed by it advisable, including amendments to the statutes 
of the signatory states which may be necessary to carry out the intent 
and purpose of this compact. The commission shall not incur any 
obligations for salaries, office, administrative, traveling or other 
expenses prior to the allotment of funds by the .signatory states ade-
quate to meet the same; nor shall the commission pledge the credit 
of any of the signatory states. Each signatory state nerves the 
right to provide hereafter by law for the examination and audit 
of the accounts of the commission. The commission shall appoint a 
treasurer who may be a member of the commission, and disbursements 
by the commission shall be valid only when authorized by the com-
mission and when vouchers therefor have been signed by the secretary 
and countersigned by the treasurer. The secretary shall be custodian 
of the records of the commission with authority to attest to and certify 
such records or copies thereof. 

"ARTICLE V 

"It is recognized, owing to such variable factors as location, size, 
character and flow and the many varied uses of the waters subject 
to the terms of this compact, that no single standard of sewage and 
waste treatment and no single standard of quality of receiving waters 
is practical and that the degree of treatment of sewage and industrial 
wastes should take into account the classification of the receiving 
waters according to present and proposed highest use, such as for 
drinking water supply, industrial and agricultural uses, bathing and 
other recreational purposes, maintenance and propagation of fish life, 
shellfish culture, navigation and disposal of wastes. 
"The commission shall establish reasonable physical, chemical and 

bacteriological standards of water quality satisfactory for various 
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classifications of use. It is agreed that each of the signatory states
through appropriate agencies will prepare a classification of its inter-
state waters in entirety or by portions according to present and pro-
posed highest use and for this purpose technical experts employed by
state departments of health and state water pollution control agencies
are authorized to confer on questions relating to classification of inter-
state waters affecting two or more states. Each signatory state agrees
to submit its classification of its interstate waters to the commission
for approval. It is agreed that after such approval all signatory
states through their appropriate state health departments and water
pollution control agencies will work to establish programs of treat-
ment of sewage and industrial wastes which will meet standards
established by the commission for classified waters. The commission
may from time to time make such changes in definitions of classifica-
tions and in standards as may be required by changed conditions or
as may be necessary for uniformity.

"ARTICLE VI

"Each of the signatory states pledges to provide for the abatement
of existing pollution and for the control of future pollution of inter-
state inland and tidal waters as described in Article I, and to put and
maintain the waters thereof in a satisfactory condition consistent
with the highest classified use of each body of water.

"ARTICLE VII

"Nothing in this compact shall be construed to repeal or prevent the
enactment of any legislation or prevent the enforcement of any
requirement by any signatory state imposing any additional condition
or restriction to further lessen the pollution of waters within its juris-
diction. Nothing herein contained shall affect or abate any action
now pending brought by any governmental board or body created by
or existing under any of the signatory states.

"ARTICLE VIII

"The signatory states agree to appropriate for the salaries, office,
administrative, travel and other expenses such sum or sums as shall
be recommended by the commission. The commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts obligates itself only to the extent of sixty-five hundred dollars
in any one year, the state of Connecticut only to the extent of three
thousand dollars in any one year, the state of Rhode Island only to
the extent of fifteen hundred dollars in any one year, and the states
of New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont each only to the extent of
one thousand dollars in any one year.

"ATICLE IX

"Should any part of this compact be held to be contrary to the
constitution of any signatory state or of the United States, all other
parts thereof shall continue to be in full force and effect.

"ARTmiL X
"The commission is authorized to discuss with appropriate state

agencies in New York state questions of pollution of waters which flow
into the New England area from New York state or vice versa and to
further the establishment of agreements on pollution abatement to
promote the interests of the New York and New England areas.

"Whenever the commission by majority vote of the members of each
signatory state shall have given its approval and the state of New
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classifications of use. It is agreed that each of the signatory states 
through appropriate agencies will prepare a classification of its inter-
state waters in entirety or by portions according to present and pro-
posed highest use and for this purpose technical experts employed by 
state departments of health and state water pollution control agencies 
are authorized to confer on questions relating to classification of inter-
state waters affecting two or more states. Each signatory state agrees 
to submit its classification of its interstate waters to the commission 
for approval. It is agreed that after such approval all signatory 
states through their appropriate state health departments and water 
pollution control agencies will work to establish programs of treat-
ment of sewage and industrial wastes which will meet standards 
established by the commission for classified waters. The commission 
may from time to time make such changes in definitions of classifica-
tions and in standards as may be required by changed conditions or 
as may be necessary for uniformity. 

"ARTICLE VI 

"Each of the signatory states pledges to provide for the abatement 
of existing pollution and for the control of future pollution of inter-
state inland and tidal waters as described in Article I, and to put and 
maintain the waters thereof in a satisfactory condition consistent 
with the highest classified use of each body of water. 

"ARTICLE VII 

"Nothing in this compact shall be construed to repeal or prevent the 
enactment of any legislation or prevent the enforcement of any 
requirement by any signatory state imposing any additional condition 
or restriction to further lessen the pollution of waters within its juris-
diction. Nothing herein contained shall affect or abate any action 
now pending brought by any governmental board or body created by 
or existing under any of the signatory states. 

"ARTICLE VIII 

"The signatory states agree to appropriate for the salaries, office, 
administrative, travel and other expenses such sum or sums as shall 
be recommended by the commission. The commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts obligates itself only to the extent of sixty-five hundred dollars 
in any one year, the state of Connecticut only to the extent of three 
thousand dollars in any one year, the state of Rhode Island only to 
the extent of fifteen hundred dollars in any one year, and the states 
of New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont each only to the extent of 
one thousand dollars in any one year. 

"AR-1.1mm IX 

"Should any part of this compact be held to be contrary to the 
constitution of any signatory state or of the United States, all other 
parts thereof shall continue to be in full force and effect. 

"ARTICLE X 

"The commission is authorized to discuss with appropriate state 
agencies in New York state questions of pollution of waters which flow 
into the New England area from New York state or vice versa and to 
further the establishment of agreements on pollution abatement to 
promote the interests of the New York and New England areas. 
"Whenever the commission by majority vote of the members of each 

signatory state shall have given its approval and the state of New 
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York shall have taken the necessary action to do so, the state of New
York shall be a party to this compact for the purpose of controlling
and abating the pollution of waterways common to New York and the
New England states signatory to this compact but excluding the
waters under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Sanitation Commission
(New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut).

"ARTICLE XI

"This compact shall become effective immediately upon the adoption
of the compact by any two contiguous states of New England but only
in so far as applies to those states and upon approval by Federal law.
Thereafter upon ratification by other contiguous states, it shall also
become effective as to those states."

SEc. 2. Without further submission of the compact, the consent of
Congress is given to the States of Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont, and to the State of New York pursuant to article X of the
compact, to enter into the compact as a signatory State and party
thereto.

SEC. 3. Nothing contained in this Act or in the compact herein
approved shall be construed as impairing or affecting the sovereignty
of the United States or any of its rights or jurisdiction in and over the
area or waters which are the subject of the compact.

SEC. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is expressly
reserved.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 408][CHAPTER 408JOINT RESOLUTION

Amending Public Law 27, Eightieth Congress.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of Public
Law 27, Eightieth Congress, approved March 31, 1947, is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 2. The authority granted by this resolution shall remain in

force only until April 1, 1948: Provided, That notllhiir hereinl con-
tained shall be construed to authorize the Comnldalnt, UJlited States
Coast Guard, to grant waivers for the emnployment of alien seannen
except for those who served between December 7, 1941, and September
2, 1945, aboard vessels operated by the War Shipping Administration,
the United States Maritime Commission, or the Army Transport
Service."

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 409]
AN ACT

For the relief of Willie P. Goodwin, J. M. Thorud, and W. H. Stokley.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster
General is authorized and directed to issue per diem orders retro-
actively to cover per diem payments that have been made or will be
made to postal employees detailed to postal units, camps, posts, or
stations handling military mail, or to civilian plants devoted to war
production at rates not to exceed that provided and authorized by
the Act of December 7, 1945 (59 Stat. 603).

SEC. 2. In the audit and settlement of the accounts of postmasters
and other designated disbursing officers of the Post Office Department
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York shall have taken the necessary action to do so, the state of New 
York shall be a party to this compact for the purpose of controlling 
and abating the pollution of waterways common to New York and the 
New England states signatory to this compact but excluding the 
waters under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Sanitation Commission 
(New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut). 

"ARTICLE XI 

"This compact shall become effective immediately upon the adoption 
of the compact by any two contiguous states of New England but only 
in so far as applies to those states and upon approval by Federal law. 
Thereafter upon ratification by other contiguous states, it shall also 

become effective as to those states." 
SEO. 2. Without further submission of the compact, the consent of 

Congress is given to the States of Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont, and to the State of New York pursuant to article X of the 
compact, to enter into the compact as a signatory State and party 

thereto. 
SEC. 3. Nothing contained in this Act or in the compact herein 

approved shall be construed as impairing or affecting the sovereignty 
of the United States or any of its rights or jurisdiction in and over the 
area or waters which are the subject of the compact. 
SEC. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is expressly 

reserved. 

Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 408] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Amending Public Law 27, Eightieth Congress. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2 of Public 
Law 27, Eightieth Congress, approved March 31, 1947, is hereby 

amended to read as follows: 
“SEc. 2. The authority granted by this resolution shall remain in 

force only until April 1, 1948: Provided, That nothing herein con-
tained shall be construed to authorize the Commandant, united States 
Coast Guard, to grant waivers for the employment of alien seamen 
except for those who served between December 7, 1941, and September 
2, 1945, aboard vessels operated by the War Shipping Administration, 
the United States Maritime Commission, or the Army Transport 

Service." 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 409] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Willie P. Goodwin, J. M. Thorud, and W. H. Stokley. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Postmaster 
General is authorized and directed to issue per diem orders retro-
actively to cover per diem payments that have been made or will be 
made to postal employees detailed to postal units, camps, posts, or 
stations handling military mail, or to civilian plants devoted to war 
production at rates not to exceed that provided and authorized by 
the Act of December 7, 1945 (59 Stat. 603). 

SEc. 2. In the audit and settlement of the accounts of postmasters 
and other designated disbursing officers of the Post Office Department 
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and postal service credit shall be allowed for all payments made under
authority of per diem orders issued by the Postmaster General pur-
suant to section 1 of this Act.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 410]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of April 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 88), entitled "An Act to provide for
the leasing of the segregated coal and asphalt deposits of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Indian Nations, in Oklahoma, and for an extension of time within
which purchasers of such deposits may complete payments".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of
April 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 88), is hereby amended to provide that leases
or renewal leases may be made for any term not to exceed fifteen years:
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall operate to prevent the
sale pursuant to law of the segregated coal or asphalt deposits leased
or unleased of the Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations at any time, but any
such sale shall be subject to any leases of such deposits heretofore or
hereafter made pursuant to law.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 411]
AN ACT

Making appropriations for civil functions administered by the War Department
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, for civil
functions administered by the War Department, and for other
purposes, namely:

CIVIL FUNCTIONS OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES

Cemeterial expenses: For maintaining and improving national
cemeteries, including fuel for and pay of superintendents and the
superintendent at Mexico City, and other employees; purchase of
grave sites; maintenance of the Arlington Memorial Amphitheater,
chapel, and grounds in the Arlington National Cemetery, and that
portion of Congressional Cemetery to which the United States has
title and the graves of those buried therein, including Confederate
graves, and the burial site of Pushmataha, a Choctaw Indian chief;
repair to roadways but not to more than a single approach road to
any national cemetery; for headstones or markers for unmarked graves
of soldiers, sailors, and marines under the Acts approved March 3,
1873, February 3, 1879, February 26, 1929, and April 18, 1940 (24
U. S. C. 279-280b), and civilians interred in post cemeteries; for
maintenance of monuments, tablets, roads, fences, and so forth, made
and constructed by the United States in Cuba and China to mark the
places where American soldiers fell; maintenance of the Confederate
Mound in Oakwood Cemetery at Chicago, the Confederate Stockade
Cemetery at Johnstons Island, the Confederate burial plats owned
by the nited States in Confederate Cemetery at North Alton, the
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[Public Law 295] the leasing of the segregated coal and asphalt deposits of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Indian Nations, in Oklahoma, and for an extension of time within 
which purchasers of such deposits may complete payments". 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
April 21, 1932 (47 Stat. 88), is hereby amended to provide that leases 
or renewal leases may be made for any term not to exceed fifteen years: 
Provided, That nothing herein contained shall operate to prevent the 
sale pursuant to law of the segregated coal or asphalt deposits leased 
or unleased of the Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations at any time, but any 
such sale shall be subject to any leases of such deposits heretofore or 
hereafter made pursuant to law. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

July 31, 1447 
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and postal service credit shall be allowed for all payments made under 
authority of per diem orders issued by the Postmaster General pur-
suant to section 1 of this Act. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 4111 
AN ACT 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, for civil 
functions administered by the War Department, and for other 
purposes, namely: 

CIVIL FUNCTIONS OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT 

QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

CE,MLFEHIAL EXPENSES 
Cemeterial expenses: For maintaining and improving national 

cemeteries, including fuel for and pay of superintendents and the 
superintendent at Mexico City, and other employees; purchase of 
grave sites; maintenance of the Arlington Memorial Amphitheater, 
chapel, and grounds in the Arlington National Cemetery, and that 
portion of Congressional Cemetery to which the United States has 
title and the graves of those buried therein, including Confederate 
graves, and the burial site of Pushmataha, a Choctaw Indian chief; 
repair to roadways but not to more than a single approach road to 
any national cemetery; for headstones or markers for unmarked graves 
of soldiers, sailors, and marines under the Acts approved March 3, 
1873, February 3, 1879, February 26, 1929, and April 18, 1940 (24 
U. S. C. 279-280b), and civilians interred in post cemeteries; for 
maintenance of monuments, tablets, roads, fences, and so forth, made 
and constructed by the United States in Cuba and China to mark the 
places where American soldiers fell; maintenance of the Confederate 
Mound in Oakwood Cemetery at Chicago, the Confederate Stockade 
Cemetery at Johnstons Island, the Confederate burial plats owned 
by the Umthd States in Confederate Cemetery at North Alton, the 
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Confederate Cemetery, Camp Chase, at Columbus, the Confederate
Cemetery at Point Lookout, and the Confederate Cemetery at Rock
Island; and for maintenance of graves used by the Army for burials
in commercial cemeteries; $4,190,387: Provided, That no railroad
shall be permitted upon any right-of-way which may have been
acquired by the United States leading to a national cemetery, or to
encroach upon any roads or walks constructed thereon and maintained
by the United States: Provided further, That no part of this appropri-
ation shall be used for repairing any roadway not owned by the United
States within the corporate limits of any city, town, or village: Pro-
vided further, That upon completion of repairs to the approach road
to the Natchez, Mississippi, National Cemetery, provided for in this
Act, the Secretary of War is authorized to convey title thereto to the
State of Mississippi or any county, municipality, or proper agency
thereof in accordance with the provisions of section 1 of the War
Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1942 (55 Stat. 191).

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES, NO YEAR

Cemeterial expenses (Act of May 16, 1946): For all expenses neces-
sary, not otherwise provided for, to enable the Secretary of War to
carry out his responsibilities in connection with the evacuation and
return to their homeland of the remains of members of the armed
forces and certain citizens'and employees of the United States as
authorized by the Act of May 16, 1946, Public Law Numbered 383,
including burial expenses or payment of allowances in lieu thereof;
personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere; construc-
tion of buildings and facilities; acquisition of real estate or interests
therein; purchase, operation, maintenance, and repair of passenger
automobiles; printing and binding; settlement of claims incident to
and resulting from activities pursuant to said Act in accordance with
the Act approved July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b); and communication
and other services and supplies at the seat of government or elsewhere;
$60,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That the
Secretary of War is authorized to furnish, without reimbursement,
supplies and equipment in excess of the needs of the Military Estab-
lishment and to make available existing facilities of the Military
Establishment to the fullest extent possible for the accompllislllllnt
of the objects provided for herein: Provided further, That expendi-
tures from this appropriation may be made when necessary to carry
out its purpose without regard to sections 355, 1136, 3648, 3709, and
3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, or civil-service and classification
laws.

SIGNAL CORPS

ALASKA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Alaska Communication System: For expenses necessary for the
operation, maintenance, and improvement of the Alaska Communica-
tion System, including purchase of two passenger motor vehicles.
$1,804,000, to remain available until the close of the fiscal year 1949.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

RIVERS AND HARBORS AND FLOOD CONTROL

To be immediately available and to be expended under the direction
of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
and to remain available until expended: Provided, That the services
of such additional technical and clerical personnel as the Secretary of
War may deem necessary may be employed only in the Office of the
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Confederate Cemetery, Camp Chase, at Columbus, the Confederate 
Cemetery at Point Lookout, and the Confederate Cemetery at Rock 
Island; and for maintenance of graves used by the Army for burials 
in commercial cemeteries; $4,190,387: Provided, That no railroad 
shall be permitted upon any right-of-way which may have been 
acquired by the United States leading to a national cemetery, or to 
encroach upon any roads or walks constructed thereon and maintained 
by the United States: Provided further, That no part of this appropri-
ation shall be used for repairing any roadway not owned by the United 
States within the corporate limits of any city, town, or village: Pro-
vided further, That upon completion of repairs to the approach road 
to the Natchez, Mississippi, National Cemetery, provided for in this 
Act, the Secretary of War is authorized to convey title thereto to the 
State of Mississippi or any county, municipality, or proper agency 
thereof in accordance with the provisions of section 1 of the War 
Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1942 (55 Stat. 191). 

CEMETERIAL EXPENSES, NO YEAR 

Cemeterial expenses (Act of May 16, 1946) : For all expenses neces-
sary, not otherwise provided for, to enable the Secretary of War to 
carry out his responsibilities in connection with the evacuation and 
return to their homeland of the remains of members of the armed 
forces and certain citizens and employees of the United States as 
authorized by the Act of May 16, 1946, Public Law Numbered 383, 
including burial expenses or payment of allowances in lieu thereof; 
personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere; construc-
tion of buildings and facilities; acquisition of real estate or interests 
therein; purchase, operation, maintenance, and repair of passenger 
automobiles; printing and binding; settlement of claims incident to 
and resulting from activities pursuant to said Act in accordance with 
the Act approved July 3, 1943 (31 U. S. C. 223b) ; and communication 
and other services and supplies at the seat of government or elsewhere; 
$60,000,000, to remain available until expended: Provided, That the 
Secretary of War is authorized to furnish, without reimbursement, 
supplies and equipment in excess of the needs of the Military Estab-
lishment and to make available existing facilities of the Military 
Establishment to the fullest extent possible for the accomplishment 
of the objects provided for herein: Provided further, That expendi-
tures from this appropriation may be made when necessary to carry 
out its purpose without regard to sections 355, 1136, 3648, 3709, and 
3734, Revised Statutes, as amended, or civil-service and classification 
laws. 

SIGNAL CORPS 

ALASKA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

Alaska Communication System: For expenses necessary for the 
operation, maintenance, and improvement of the Alaska Communica-
tion System, including purchase of two passenger motor vehicles. 
$1,804,000, to remain available until the close of the fiscal year 1949. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

RIVERS AND HARBORS AND FLOOD CONTROL 

To be immediately available and to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers, 
and to remain available until expended: Provided, That the services 
of such additional technical and clerical personnel as the Secretary of 
War may deem necessary may be employed only in the Office of the 
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Limitation on ex-
penditures.

Report to Congress.

Purchase of motor
vehicles, motorboats,
and aircraft.

Power-driven boats.

Certification of ex-
penses.

Chief of Engineers, to carry into effect the various appropriations for
rivers and harbors and flood control, surveys, and preparation for and
the consideration of river and harbor and flood-control estimates and
bills, to be paid from such appropriations: Provided further, That the
expenditures on this account for the fiscal year 1948 shall not exceed
$1,100,000, and the Secretary of War shall each year, in the Budget,
report to Congress the number of persons so employed, their duties,
and the amount paid to each: Provided further, That the various
appropriations for rivers and harbors and flood control may be used
for the purchase, in the fiscal year 1948, of two hundred passenger
motor vehicles and ten motorboats, and the purchase, maintenance,
repair, and operation of twelve aircraft: Provided further, That here-
after no appropriation under the Corps of Engineers shall be available
for any expenses incident to operating any power-driven boat or vessel
on other than Government business, and that Government business
shall be construed to include transportation, lodging, and subsistence
on inspection trips of Federal and State officials, having a public
interest in authorized or proposed improvements for river and harbor
and flood control, and any expenses incurred therefor shall be charge-
able to river and harbor and flood control appropriations heretofore
or hereafter made under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Chief of Engineers: Provided further, That such expenditures shall
be certified by the Division Engineer as necessary and proper
expenditures:

RIVERS AND HARBORS

Maintenance, etc. Maintenance and improvement of existing river and harbor works:
For the preservation and maintenance of existing river and harbor
works, and for the prosecution of such projects heretofore authorized
as may be most desirable in the interests of commerce and navigation;
for survey of northern and northwestern lakes and other boundary
and connecting waters as heretofore authorized, including the prepara-
tion, correction, printing, and issuing of charts and bulletins and theinvestigation of lake levels; for prevention of obstructive and inju-rious deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters of New YorkCalionta D bris City; for expenses of the California Debris Commission in carrying27 tat. 07. on the work authorized by the Act approved March 1, 1893, as amended
(33 U. S. C. 661, 678, and 683); for removing sunken vessels or craft.obstructing or endangering navigation as authorized by law; foroperating and maintaining, keeping in repair, and continuing in usewithout interruption any lock, canal (except the Panama Canal),
canalized river, or other public works for the use and benefit of naviga-
tion belonging to the United States, including maintenance of theStudent officers. Hennepin Canal in Illinois; for payment annually of tuition feesof not to exceed one hundred student officers of the Corps of Engineersat civil technical institutions under the provisions of section 127a of41 stat. 78. the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535); for examina-
tions, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors; for the execu-
tion of detailed investigations and the preparation of plans and speci-ing. tg and bind- fications for projects heretofore or hereafter authorized; for printingand binding and office supplies and equipment required in the Office
of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this appropri-ation, including such printing, either during a recess or session ofCongress, of surveys authorized by law, and such surveys as may beprinted during a recess of Congress shall be printed, with illustrations

veys, etc. as documents of the next succeeding session of Congress: Provided,That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for any prelim-inary examination, survey, project, or estimate not authorized y law
$116,718,00: Praovided further That from this appropriation theSecretary of War may, in his discretion and on the recommendation
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Chief of Engineers, to carry into effect the various appropriations for 
rivers and harbors and flood control, surveys, and preparation for and 
the consideration of river and harbor and flood-control estimates and 
bills, to be paid from such appropriations: Provided further, That the 
expenditures on this account for the fiscal year 1948 shall not exceed 
$1,100,000, and the Secretary of War shall each year, in the Budget, 
report to Congress the number of persons so employed, their duties, 
and the amount paid to each: Provided further, That the various 
appropriations for rivers and harbors and flood control may be used 
for the purchase, in the fiscal year 1948, of two hundred passenger 
motor vehicles and ten motorboats, and the purchase, maintenance, 
repair, and operation of twelve aircraft: Provided further, That here-
after no appropriation under the Corps of Engineers shall be available 
for any expenses incident to operating any power-driven boat or vessel 
on other than Government business, and that Government business 
shall be construed to include transportation, lodging, and subsistence 
on inspection trips of Federal and State officials, having a public 
interest in authorized or proposed improvements for river and harbor 
and flood control, and any expenses incurred therefor shall be charge-
able to river and harbor and flood control appropriations heretofore 
or hereafter made under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the 
Chief of Engineers: Provided further, That such expenditures shall 
be certified by the Division Engineer as necessary and proper 
expenditures: 

RIVERS AND HARBORS 

Maintenance and improvement of existing river and harbor works: 
For the preservation and maintenance of existing river and harbor 
works, and for the prosecution of such projects heretofore authorized 
as may be most desirable in the interests of commerce and navigation; 
for survey of northern and northwestern lakes and other boundary 
and connecting waters as heretofore authorized, including the prepara-
tion, correction, printing, and issuing of charts and bulletins and the 
investigation of lake levels; for prevention of obstructive and inju-
rious deposits within the harbor and adjacent waters of New York 
City; for expenses of the California D i ebris Commission n carrying 
on the work authorized by the Act approved March 1, 1893, as amended 
(33 U. S. C. 661, 678, and 683) ; for removing sunken vessels or craft 
obstructing or endangering navigation as authorized by law; for 
operating and maintaining, keeping in repair, and continuing in use 
without interruption any lock, canal (except the Panama Canal), 
canalized river, or other public works for the use and benefit of naviga-
tion belonging to the United States, including maintenance of the 
Hennepin Canal in Illinois; for payment annually of tuition fees 
of not to exceed one hundred student officers of the Corps of Engineers 
at civil technical institutions under the provisions of section 127a of 
the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 535) ; for examina-
tions, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors; for the execu-
tion of detailed investigations and the preparation of plans and speci-
fications for projects heretofore or hereafter authorized; for printing 
and binding and office supplies and equipment required in the Office 
of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of this appropri-
ation, including such printing, either during a recess or session of 
Congress, of surveys authorized by law, and such surveys as may be 
printed during a recess of Congress shall be printed, with illustrations, 
as documents of the next succeeding session of Congress: Provided, 
That no part. of this appropriation shall be expended for any prelim-
inary examination, survey, project, or estimate not authorized by law 
$116,718,700: Provided further, That from this appropriation the' 
Secretary of War may, in his discretion and on the recommendation 
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of the Chief of Engineers based on the recommendation by the Board
of Rivers and Harbors in the review of a report or reports authorized
by law, expend such sums as may be necessary for the maintenance of
harbor channels provided by a State, municipality, or other public
agency, outside of harbor lines and serving essential needs of general
commerce and navigation, such work to be subject to the conditions
recommended by the Chief of Engineers in his report or reports
thereon: Provided further, That not to exceed $3,000 of the amount
herein appropriated shall be available for the support and mainte-
nance of the Permanent International Commission of the Congresses
of Navigation and for the payment of the expenses of the properly
accredited delegates of the United States to the meeting of the Con-
gresses and of the Commission.

Alteration of bridges over navigable waters: For payment of the
share of the United States of the cost of alteration of bridges over
navigable waters in accordance with the provisions of the Act of
June 21, 1940 (Public Law 647), $500,000, to remain available until
expended.

FLOOD CONTROL

Flood control, general: For the construction and maintenance of
certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, and for
other purposes, in accordance with the provisions of the Flood Control
Act, approved June 22, 1936, as amended and supplemented, including
printing and binding, and office supplies and equipment required
in the Office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of
this appropriation, and for preliminary examinations, surveys, and
contingencies in connection with the flood control, $246,072,825, of
which $200,000 shall be made available for the preparation of detailed
plans for the Dyberry and Prompton Reservoirs in the Lackawaxen
River Basin, Pennsylvania, recommended for construction in the
report of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, in House
Document Numbered 113, of the Eightieth Congress and the prep-
aration of such plans is hereby authorized: Provided, That funds
appropriated herein may be used for flood-control work on the
Salmon River, Alaska, as authorized by law: Provided furlthr,
That funds appropriated herein, not to exceed $5)00,000, mlly be used for
necessary bank protection on the Missouri River in thle vicilaitv
of Aten, Nebraska: Provided further, That funds appropriated
herein may be used to execute detailed surveys, and prepare plans
and specifications, necessary for the construction of flood-control
projects heretofore or hereafter authorized or for flood-control
projects considered for selection in accordance with the provisions
of section 4 of the Flood Control Act approved June 28, 1938, and
section 3 of the Flood Control Act approved August 18, 1941 (55
Stat. 638): Provided further, That the expenditure of funds for
completing the necessary surveys shall not be construed as a com-
mitment of the Government to the construction of any project: Pro-
vided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be available
or used to maintain or operate the Garrison (North Dakota) Reservoir
at a higher maximum normal pool elevation than one thousand eight
hundred and thirty feet, or for constructing dikes or levees which
would be required by a higher maximum normal pool elevation than
one thousand eight hundred and thirty feet for operating such dam:
Provided further, That in the construction of the Fort Gibson flood-
control project in Oklahoma, the Chief of Engineers is authorized
and directed to cooperate with the officials of the city of Muskogee
in protecting the domestic water supply of such city.
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of the Chief of Engineers based on the recommendation by the Board 
of Rivers and Harbors in the review of a report or reports authorized 
by law, expend such sums as may be necessary for the maintenance of 
harbor channels provided by a State, municipality, or other public 
agency, outside of harbor lines and serving essential needs of general 
commerce and navigation, such work to be subject to the conditions 
recommended by the Chief of Engineers in his report or reports 
thereon: Provided further' That not to exceed $3,000 of the amount 
herein appropriated shall be available for the support and mainte-
nance of the Permanent International Commission of the Congresses 
of Navigation and for the payment of the expenses of the properly 
accredited delegates of the United States to the meeting of the Con-
gresses and of the Commission. 
Alteration of bridges over navigable waters: For payment of the 

share of the United States of the cost of alteration of bridges over 
navigable waters in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 
June 21, 1940 (Public Law 647), $500,000, to remain available until 
expended. 

FLOOD CONTROL 

Flood control, general: For the construction and maintenance of 
certain public works on rivers and harbors for flood control, and for 
other purposes, in accordance with the provisions of the Flood Control 
Act, approved June 22, 1936, as amended and supplemented, including 
printing and binding, and office supplies and equipment required 
in the Office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the purposes of 
this appropriation, and for preliminary examinations, surveys, and 
contingencies in connection with the flood control, $246,072,825, of 
which $200,000 shall be made available for the preparation of detailed 

i plans for the Dyberry and Prompton Reservoirs n the Lackawaxen 
River Basin, Pennsylvania, recommended for construction in the 
report of the Chief of Engineers United States Army, in House 
Document Numbered 113, of the Eightieth Congress and the prep-
aration of such plans is hereby authorized: Provided, That funds 
appropriated herein may be used for flood-control work on the 
Salmon River, Alaska, as authorized by law: Provided further, 
That funds appropriated herein, not to exceed $500,000, may be used for 
necessary bank protection on the Missouri River in the vicinity 
of Aten, Nebraska: Provided further, That funds appropriated 
herein may be used to execute detailed surveys, and prepare plans 
and specifications, necessary for the construction of flood-control 
projects heretofore or hereafter authorized or for flood-control 
projects considered for selection in accordance with the provisions 
of section 4 of the Flood Control Act approved June 28, 1938, and 
section 3 of the Flood Control Act approved August 18, 1941 (55 
Stat. 638) : Provided further, That the expenditure of funds for 
completing the necessary surveys shall not be construed as a com-
mitment of the Government to the construction of any project: Pro-
vided further, That no part of this appropriation shall be available 
or used to maintain or operate the Garrison (North Dakota) Reservoir 
at a higher maximum normal pool elevation than one thousand eight 
hundred and thirty feet, or for constructing dikes or levees which 
would be required by a higher maximum normal pool elevation than 
one thousand eight hundred and thirty feet for operating such dam: 
Provided further, That in the construction of the Fort Gibson flood-
control project in Oklahoma, the Chief of Engineers is authorized 
and directed to cooperate with the officials of the city of Muskogee 
in protecting the domestic water supply of such city. 
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Acquisition of lands Garrison (North Dakota) Reservoir: For acquisition of the lands
dian Reservation. and rights therein within the taking line of Garrison Reservoir which

lands lie within the area now established as the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, North Dakota, including all elements of value above or
below the surface thereof and including all improvements, severance
damages and reestablishment and relocation costs the sum of

Deposit to credit of $5,105,625, which said sum is included in the total allocated under
Trbes, this Act for the said Garrison Reservoir and which shall be deposited

in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Three
Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold Reservation, to be subject to with-

Availability. drawal and disbursement as herein provided. This amount is made
available subject to the following conditions subsequent and in the
event the said conditions are not complied with then this amount shall
lapse and be thereby null and void. Said conditions subsequent are:

That a contract between the United States and the said Three
Affiliated Tribes shall be negotiated and approved by a majority of
the adult members of said tribes and enacted into law by the Congress,
providing for the conveyance of said lands and interests and the
use and distribution of said fund and that disbursements from said
fund shall be made forthwith in accordance. with said approved
contract and Act of Congress.

That said contract shall be submitted to the Congress on or before
the first day of June 1948: Provided, however, That, notwithstanding
said contract or the provisions of this Act, the said Three Affiliated
Tribes may bring suit in the Court of Claims as provided in section

60 Stat. 10oM. 24 of the Act of August 13, 1946, on account of additional damages,
28 sU.C25. . if any, alleged to have been sustained by said tribes by reason of

the taking of the said lands and rights in the said Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation on account of any treaty obligation of the Gov-
ernment or any intangible cost of reestablishment or relocation, for
which the said tribes are not compensated by the said $5,105,625.

Mississippi River Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries: For prosecuting
and tributaries. work of flood control in accordance with the provisions of the Flood

45 Stat. 53. Control Act approved May 15, 1928, as amended (33 U. S. C. 7 0 2a),
including printing and binding and office supplies and equipment
required in the Office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the
purposes of this appropriation, $50,000,000.

Emergency fund for flood control on tributaries of Mississippi
River: For rescue work and for repair or maintenance of any flood-
control work on any tributaries of the Mississippi River threatened
or destroyed by flood, in accordance with section 9 of the Flood Con-

33 U. S.C. C 702g-1. trol Act, approved June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1508), $500,000.
Sacramento River, Flood control, Sacramento River, California: For prosecuting

Calif. work of flood control, Sacramento River, California, in accordance
39 Stat. 949. with the provisions of the Act approved March 1, 1917, as amended

7033 . 8. C. I 701- (33 U. S. C. 703, 704; 50 Stat. 849; 55 Stat. 638-651), $1,750,000.

MISCELLANEOUS CIVIL WORKS

Federal watermains Maintenance and operation, Certain Federal Water Mains Outside
outside D. a. the District of Columbia: For the maintenance, operation, improve-

ment, extension, and protection of Federal water lines located out-
side the District of Columbia required to serve nearby Government
establishments and facilities with water from the water supply sys-
tem of the District of Columbia, including interconnections with
other water systems for emergency use wherever located, to be imme-
diately available and to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
$12,000.
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Garrison (North Dakota) Reservoir: For acquisition of the lands 
and rights therein within the taking line of Garrison Reservoir which 
lands lie within the area now established as the Fort Berthold Indian 
Reservation, North Dakota, including all elements of value above or 
below the surface thereof and including all improvements, severance 
damages and reestablishment and relocation costs the sum of 
$5,105,625, which said sum is included in the total allocated under 
this Act for the said Garrison Reservoir and which shall be deposited 
in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Three 
Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold Reservation, to be subject to with-
drawal and disbursement as herein provided. This amount is. made 
available subject to the following conditions subsequent and in the 
event the said conditions are not complied with then this amount shall 
lapse and be thereby null and void. Said conditions subsequent.  are: 
That a contract between the United States and the said Three 

Affiliated Tribes shall be negotiated and approved by a majority of 
the adult members of said tribes and enacted into law by the Congress, 
providing for the conveyance of said lands and interests and the 
use and distribution of said fund and that disbursements from said 
fund shall be made forthwith in accordance. with said approved 
contract and Act of Congress. 
That said contract shall be submitted to the Congress on or before 

the first day of June 1948: Provided, however, That, notwithstandin 
said contract or the provisions of this Act, the said Three Affiliate 
Tribes may bring suit in the Court of Claims as provided in section 
24 of the Act of August 13, 1946, on account of additional damages, 
if any, alleged to have been sustained by said tribes by reason of 
the taking of the said lands and rights in the said Fort Berthold 
Indian Reservation on account of any treaty obligation of the Gov-
ernment or any intangible cost of reestablishment or relocation, for 
which the said tribes are not compensated by the said $5,105,625. 
Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries: For prosecuting 

work of flood control in accordance with the provisions of the Flood 
Control Act approved May 15, 1928, as amended (33 U. S. C. 702a), 
including printing and binding and office supplies and equipment 
required in. the Office of the Chief of Engineers to carry out the 
purposes of this appropriation, $50,000,000. 
.Emergency fund for flood control on tributaries of Mississippi 

River: For rescue work and for repair or maintenance of any flood-
control work on any tributaries of the Mississippi River threatened 
or destroyed by flood, in accordance with section 9 of the Flood Con-
trol Act, approved June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1508), $500,000. 
Flood control, Sacramento River, California: For prosecuting 

work of flood control, Sacramento River, California, in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act approved March 1, 1917, as amended 
(33 U. S. C. 703, 704; 50 Stat. 849; 55 Stat. 638-651) , $1,750,000. 

MISCELLANEOUS CIVIL WORKS 

Maintenance and operation, Certain Federal Water Mains Outside 
the District of Columbia: For the maintenance, operation, improve-
ment, extension, and protection of Federal water lines located out-
side the District of Columbia required to serve nearby Government 
establishments and facilities with water from the water supply sys-
tem of the District of Columbia, including interconnections with 
other water systems for emergency use wherever located, to be imme-
diately available and to be expended under the direction of the 
Secretary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers, 
$12,000. 
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UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME

Trust account: For maintenance and operation of the United States
Soldiers' Home, to be paid from the Soldiers' Home permanent fund,
$2,410,100, of which $296,000 shall be immediately and continuously
available until expended for the preparation of plans and specifications
for the renovation and enlargement of the United States Soldiers'
Home: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be available for
the payment of hospitalization of members of the home in United
States Army hospitals at rates in excess of those prescribed by the
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation of the Board of Com-
missioners of the home and the Surgeon General of the Army:
Provided further, That any owning or disposal agency is authorized
to transfer surplus property, other than real estate, to the United States
Soldiers' Home without reimbursement or transfer of funds.

THE PANAMA CANAL

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the maintenance
and operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal
and Canal Zone, and construction of additional facilities, including
printing and binding; personal services in the District of Columbia,
purchase (not to exceed twenty-five in the fiscal year 1948), and hire of
passenger motor vehicles; claims for damages to vessels, cargo, crew,
or passengers, as authorized by section 10 of title 2, Canal Zone Code,
as amended (54 Stat. 387); claims for losses of or damages to property
arising from the conduct of authorized business operations; claims
for damages to property arising from the maintenance and operation,
sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal, and con-
struction of additional facilities; claims under part 2 of the Federal
Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601); acquisition of
land and land under water, as authorized in the Panama Canal Act;
expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, storing, repairing, and
selling material, machinery, and equipment heretofore or hereafter
purchased or acquired for the construction of the Panama Canal which
are unserviceable or no longer needed, to be reinlllbursed from the
proceeds of such sale; expenses incident to conducting hcearingls and
examining estimates for appropriations on the Isthlmus; exl),cses
incident to any emergency arising because of calamity by flood, fire,
pestilence, or like character not forseen or otherwise provided for
herein; not to exceed $2,000 for travel and subsistence expenses of
members of the police and fire forces of the Panama Canal incident
to their special training in the United States; purchase, construction,
repair, replacement, alteration, or enlargement of buildings, struc-
tures, equipment, and other improvements, as follows:

Maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal: For salary of
the Governor, $10,000; contingencies of the Governor, including
entertainment, to be expended in his discretion, not exceeding $3.000;
purchase, inspection, delivery, handling, and storing of materials,
supplies, and equipment for issue to all departments of the Panama
Canal, the Panama Railroad, other branches of the United States
Government, and for authorized sales; payment in lump sums of not
exceeding the amounts authorized by the Injury Compensation Act
approved September 7, 1916 (5 U.S. C. 793), to alien cripples who are
now a charge upon the Panama Canal by reason of injuries sustained
while employed in the construction of the Panama Canal; relief
payments authorized by the Act approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 478);
and not to exceed $6,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury
for cost of penalty mail for offices of the Panama Canal in the United
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UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME 

Trust account: For maintenance and operation of the United States 
Soldiers' Home, to be paid from the Soldiers' Home permanent fund, 
$2,410,100, of which $296,000 shall be immediately and continuously 
available until expended for the preparation of plans and specifications 
for the renovation and enlargement of the United States Soldiers' 
Home: Provided, That this appropriation shall not be available for 
the payment of hospitalization of members of the home in United 
States Army hospitals at rates in excess of those prescribed by the 
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation of the Board of Com-
missioners of the home and the Surgeon General of the Army: 
Provided further, That any owning or disposal agency is authorized 
to transfer surplus property, other than real estate, to the United States 
Soldiers' Home without reimbursement or transfer of funds. 

THE PANAMA CANAL 

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the maintenance 
and operation, sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal 
and Canal Zone, and construction of additional facilities, including 
printing and binding; personal services in the District of Columbia, 
purchase (not to exceed twenty-five in the fiscal year 1948), and hire of 
passenger motor vehicles; claims for damages to vessels, cargo, crew, 
or passengers, as authorized by section 10 of title 2, Canal Zone Code, 
as amended (54 Stat. 387) ; claims for losses of or damages to property 
arising from the conduct of authorized business operations; claims 
for damages to property arising from the maintenance and operation, 
sanitation, and civil government of the Panama Canal, and con-
struction of additional facilities; claims under part 2 of the Federal 
Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601) ; acquisition of 
land and land under water, as authorized in the Panama Canal Act; 
expenses incurred in assembling, assorting, storing, repairing, and 
selling material, machinery, and equipment heretofore or hereafter 
purchased or acquired for the construction of the Panama Caiml which 
are unserviceable or no longer needed, to be reimbursed from the 
proceeds of such sale; expenses incident to conducting hearings and 
examining estimates for appropriations on the Isthmus ; expenses 
incident to any emergency arising because of calamity by flood, fire, 
pestilence, or like character not forseen or otherwise provided for 
herein; not to exceed $2,000 for travel and subsistence expenses of 
members of the police and fire forces of the Panama Canal incident 
to their special training in the United States; purchase, construction, 
repair, replacement, alteration, or enlargement of buildings, struc-
tures, equipment, and other improvements, as follows: 
Maintenance and operation of the Panama Canal: For salary of 

the Governor, $10,000; contingencies of the Governor, including 
entertainment, to be expended in his discretion, not exceeding $3,000; 
purchase, inspection, delivery, handling, and storing of materials, 
supplies, and equipment for issue to all departments of the Panama 
Canal, the Panama Railroad, other branches of the United States 
Government, and for authorized sales; payment in lump sums of not 
exceeding the amounts authorized by the Injury Compensation Act 
approved September 7, 1916 (5 U. S. C. 793), to alien cripples who are 
now a charge upon the Panama Canal by reason of injuries sustained 
while employed in the construction of the Panama Canal; relief 
payments authorized by the Act approved July 8, 1937 (50 Stat. 478) ; 
and not to exceed $6,500 for deposit in the general fund of the Treasury 
for cost of penalty mail for offices of the Panama Canal in the United 
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58 stat. 3 1. States as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; in all, $13,374,000,
321h. together with all moneys arising from the conduct of business

37 Stat. 5. operations authorized by the Panama Canal Act.
48 U 8. s. .§ la30- Sanitation: For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid

and support of the insane and of lepers and aid and support of
indigent persons legally within the Canal Zone, including expenses of
their deportation when practicable, the purchase of artificial limbs or
other appliances for persons who were injured in the service of the
Isthmian Canal Commission or the Panama Canal prior to September
7, 1916, additional compensation to any officer of the United States
Public Health Service detailed with the Panama Canal as chief

Blood for transfu- quarantine officer, and payments of not to exceed $50 in any one case
sions. to persons within the Government service who shall furnish blood from

their veins for transfusion to the veins of patients in Panama Canal
Hospitals, $3,552,000.

Civil government. Civil government: For civil government of the Panama Canal and
Canal Zone, including gratuities and necessary clothing for indigent
discharged prisoners, $2,900,000.

Additional facilities. Construction of additional facilities, Panama Canal: For construc-
tion of additional facilities for the improvement and enlargement of
the capacity of the Panama Canal, in accordance with the Act of

n48U . .s 1307 August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409) and for carrying out the purposes of
9 stat.663. Public Law 280, approved December 28, 1945, including reimburse-

ments to the appropriations for "Maintenance and operation,
sanitation, and civil government, Panama Canal", in such amounts as
the Governor of the Panama Canal shall from time to time determine
to be additional costs incurred for the objects specified in said
appropriations on account of the prosecution of the work; in all,
$750,000.

Total, Panama Canal, $20,576,000, to be available until expended.
Additional sums. In addition to the foregoing sums there is hereby made available for

the fiscal year 1948 for expenditures and reinvestment under the
several heads of appropriation aforesaid, without being covered into
the Treasury of the United States, and to remain available until
expended, all moneys received by the Panama Canal during the fiscal
year 1948 from services rendered or materials and supplies furnished
to the United States, the Panama Railroad Company, the Canal Zone
government, or to their employees, respectively, or to the Panama
Government, from hotel and hospital supplies and services; from
rentals, wharfage, and like service; from labor, materials, and supplies
and other services furnished to vessels other than those passing
through the Canal, and to others unable to obtain the same elsewhere;
from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufacturing and
shop operations; from the sale of obsolete and unserviceable
materials, supplies, and equipment purchased or acquired for the
operation, maintenance, protection, sanitation, and government of the

Net profits. Canal and Canal Zone; and any net profits accruing from such
business to the Panama Canal shall annually be covered into the
Treasury of the United States.

watneaoanrk, en. There is also made available for the fiscal year 1948 for the operation,
maintenance, and extension of waterworks, sewers, and pavements in
the cities of Panama and Colon, to remain available until expended,
the necessary portions of such sums as shall be paid during that fiscal
year as water rentals or directly by the Government of Panama for
such expenses.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

CitansZo.rre S EC .2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be
ment. used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in case

of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services rendered by
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States as required by the Act of June 28, 1944; in all, $13,3747000, 
together with all moneys arising from the conduct of business 
operations authorized by the Panama Canal Act. 

Sanitation: For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical aid 
and support of the insane and of lepers and . aid and support of 
indigent persons legally within the Canal Zone, including expenses of 
their deportation when practicable, the purchase of artificial limbs or 

i other appliances for persons who were injured n the service of the 
Isthmian Canal Commission or the Panama Canal prior to September 
7, 1916, additional compensation to any officer of the United States 
Public Health Service detailed with the Panama Canal as chief 
quarantine officer, and payments of not to exceed $50 in any one case 
to persons within the Government service who shall furnish blood from 
their veins for transfusion to the veins of patients in Panama Canal 
Hospitals, $3,552,000. 

Civil government: For civil government of the Panama Canal and 
Canal Zone, including gratuities and necessary clothing for indigent 
discharged prisoners, $2,900,000. 

Construction of additional facilities, Panama Canal: For construc-
tion of additional facilities for the improvement and enlargement of 
the capacity of the Panama Canal, in accordance with the Act of 
August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409) and for carrying out the purposes of 
Public Law 280, approved December 28, 1945, including reimburse-
ments to the appropriations for "Maintenance and operation, 
sanitation, and civil government, Panama Canal", in such amounts as 
the Governor of the Panama Canal shall from time to time determine 
to be additional costs incurred for the objects specified in said 
appropriations on account of the prosecution of the work; in all, 
$750,000. 

Total, Panama Canal, $20,576,000, to be available until expended. 
In addition to the foregoing sums there is hereby made available for 

the fiscal year 1948 for expenditures and reinvestment under the 
several heads of appropriation aforesaid, without being covered into 
the Treasury of the United States, and to remain available until 
expended, all moneys received by the Panama Canal during the fiscal 
year 1948 from services rendered or materials and supplies furnished 
to the United States, the Panama Railroad Company, the Canal Zone 
government, or to their employees, respectively, or to the Panama 
Government, from hotel and hospital supplies and services; from 
rentals, wharfage, and like service; from labor, materials, and supplies 
and other services furnished to vessels other than those passing 
through the Canal, and to others unable to obtain the same elsewhere; 
from the sale of scrap and other byproducts of manufacturing and 
shop operations; from the sale of obsolete and unserviceable 
materials, supplies, and equipment purchased or acquired for the 
operation, maintenance, protection, sanitation, and government of the 
Canal and Canal Zone; and any net profits accruing from such 
business to the Panama Canal shall annually be covered into the 
Treasury of the United States. 
There is also made available for the fiscal year 1948 for the operation, 

maintenance, and extension of waterworks, sewers, and pavements in 
the cities of Panama and Colon, to remain available until expended, 
the necessary portions of such sums as shall be paid during that fiscal 
year as water rentals or directly by the Government of Panama for 
such expenses. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEc. 2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be 
used directly or indirectly, except for temporary employment in case 
of emergency, for the payment of any civilian for services rendered by 
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him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical, clerical,
administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such person
is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic of
Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the pro-
vision in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting
employment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United
States from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens of
Panama may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no time shall
the number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-mentioned
positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States so
employed, if United States citizens are available in continental United
States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act shall prohibit
the continued employment of any person who shall have rendered fif-
teen or more years of faithful and honorable service on the Canal
Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, technical,
administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions, the con-
trolling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency, experience,
training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama and the United
States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive,
or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under the terms of this Act
(a) shall normally be employed not more than forty hours per week,
(b) may receive as compensation equal rates of pay based upon rates
paid for similar employment in continental United States plus 25
per centum; (6) this entire section shall apply only to persons
employed in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or
supervisory positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly by any
branch of the United States Government or by any corporation or
company whose stock is owned wholly or in part by the United States
Government: Provided further, That the President may suspend from
time to time in whole or in part compliance with this section in time of
war or national emergency if he should deem such course to be in the
public interest: Provided further, That the President may, if he finds it
necessary because of a shortage of housing, suspend, for the fiscal year
1948, the application of those portions of this section which require the
employment of citizens of the Republic of Panama or of the United
States in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or super-
visory positions.

SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or ;who is a
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or
violence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence and
accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any
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him on the Canal Zone while occupying a skilled, technical, clerical, 
administrative, executive, or supervisory position unless such person 
is a citizen of the United States of America or of the Republic of 
Panama: Provided, however, (1) That, notwithstanding the pro-
vision in the Act approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409), limiting 
employment in the above-mentioned positions to citizens of the United 
States from and after the date of the approval of said Act, citizens of 
Panama may be employed in such positions; (2) that at no time shall 
the number of Panamanian citizens employed in the above-mentioned 
positions exceed the number of citizens of the United States so 
employed, if United States citizens are available in continental United 
States or on the Canal Zone; (3) that nothing in this Act shall prohibit 
the continued employment of any person who shall have rendered fif-
teen or more years of faithful and honorable service on the Canal 
Zone; (4) that in the selection of personnel for skilled, technical, 
administrative, clerical, supervisory, or executive positions, the con-
trolling factors in filling these positions shall be efficiency, experience, 
training, and education; (5) that all citizens of Panama and the United 
States rendering skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, 
or supervisory service on the Canal Zone under the terms of this Act 
(a) shall normally be employed not more than forty hours per week, 
(b) may receive as compensation equal rates of pay based upon rates 
paid for similar employment in continental United States plus 25 
per centum; (6) this entire section shall apply only to persons 
employed in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative executive, or 
supervisory positions on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly by any 
branch of the United States Government or by any corporation or 
company whose stock is owned wholly or in part by the United States 
Government: Provided further, That the President may suspend from 
time to time in whole or in part compliance with this section in time of 
war or national emergency if he should deem such course to be in the 
public interest : Provided further, That the President may, if he finds it 
necessary because of a shortage of housing, suspend, for the fiscal year 
1948, the application of those portions of this section which require the 
employment of citizens of the Republic of Panama or of the United 
States in skilled, technical, clerical, administrative, executive, or super-
visory positions. 
SEC. 3. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 

be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a 
member of an organization of Government employees that asserts the 
right to strike against the Government of the United States, or who 
advocates, or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the 
overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided, That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered 
prima facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not 
contrary to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against 
the Government of the United States, is not a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or that such person does not 
advocate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, 
the overthrow of the Government of the United States by force or 
violence: Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike 
against the Government of the United States or who is a member of 
an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence and 
accepts employment the salary or wages for which are paid from any 
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appropriation in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other
provisions of existing law.

SEC. 4. The Governor of the Panama Canal is authorized to employ
60U.stt.c10. services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946

(Public Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $100 per diem for
individuals.

Trnsfer of surplus SEC. 5. The War Department and the Navy Department areupplies to Panama
!anal. authorized to transfer to the Panama Canal, regardless of present

location and without charge to the Panama Canal, materials, supplies,
tools, and equipment of every character, including structures, vessels,
and floating equipment, which are surplus to the needs of the
department having title thereto and which may be certified by the
Governor of the Panama Canal as necessary for the care, maintenance,
operation, improvement, sanitation, and government of the Panama
Canal and Canl Zone.

SEC. 6. Appropriations for the Military Establishment and for civil
57ptat. 372 functions administered by the War Department may be used for the
31U.S.C.§215-217 payment of claims under the Act of July 3, 1943, and part 2 of the
t0Stat. 3. Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and2s u. . c. C. 921, for the expenses of health programs for Federal employees pursuant
60Stat.903. to the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658).
SU.S.C.t§i0 SEc. 7. This Act may be cited as the "War Department Civil

Appropriation Act, 1948".
Approved July 31, 1947.

July 31, 1947
[H. R. 4110]

[Public Law 297]

[CHAPTER 412]
AN ACT

To amend title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basiclaws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the further develop-ment of cooperative agricultural extension work and the more complete endow-ment and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29, 1935 (the Bank-head-Jones Act).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
eratie ret earcoh United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 11 ofprojects. title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basic

laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for thefurther development of cooperative agricultural extension work and
the more complete endowment and support of land-grant colleges",
approved June 29, 1935 (the Bankhead-Jones Act), which was added760utat.c 08. by Public Law 733, Seventy-ninth Congress, is amended by strikingout the words "authorized to be" wherever they appear in that
section.

Approved July 31, 1947.

July 31, 1947
[H. R. 42541

[Public Law 298]

Disposition of labor
supply centers, etc.

60 Stat. 1064,1068.
7 U. S. C. i§ 1001

note, 1017 (d).

[CHAPTER 413]
AN ACT

Providing for the disposition of farm labor camps to public or semipublic agencies
or nonprofit associations of farmers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 2 (d) of the Farmers' Home Adminis-
tration Act of 1946 and section 43 (d) of the Bankhead-Jones FarmTenant Act, as added by the Farmers' Home Administration Act of1946, the Secretary of Agriculture may dispose of any labor supply
center, labor home, labor camp or facility referred to in said sections
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appropriation in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon 
conviction, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not 
more than one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty 
clause shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other 
provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 4. The Governor of the Panama Canal is authorized to employ 

services as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 
(Public Law 600), but at rates not exceeding $100 per diem for 
individuals. 
SEC. 5. The War Department and the Navy Department are 

authorized to transfer to the Panama Canal, regardless of present 
location and without charge to the Panama Canal, materials, supplies, 
tools, and equipment of every character, including structures, vessels, 
and floating equipment, which are surplus to the needs of the 
department having title thereto and which may be certified by the 
Governor of the Panama Canal as necessary for the care, maintenance, 
operation, improvement, sanitation, and government of the Panama 
Canal and Canl Zone. 
SEC. 6. Appropriations for the Military Establishment and for civil 

functions administered by the War Department may be used for the 
payment of claims under the Act of July 3, 1943, and part 2 of the 
Federal Tort Claims Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 601), and 
for the expenses of health programs for Federal employees pursuant 
to the Act of August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658). 
Sm. 7. This Act may be cited as the "War Department Civil 

Appropriation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 412] 
AN ACT 

To amend title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basic 
laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the further develop-
ment of cooperative agricultural extension work and the more complete endow-
ment and support of land-grant colleges", approved June 29, 1935 (the Bank-
head-Jones Act). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 11 of 
title I of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into basic 
laws and principles relating to agriculture and to provide for the 
further development of cooperative agricultural extension work and 
the more complete endowment and support of land-grant colleges", 
approved June 29, 1935 (the Bankhead-Jones Act), which was added 
by Public Law 733, Seventy-ninth Congress, is amended by striking 
out the words "authorized to be" wherever they appear in that 
section. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 413] 
AN ACT 

Providing for the disposition of farm labor camps to public or semipublic agencies 
or nonprofit associations of farmers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 2 (d) of the Farmers' Home Adminis-
tration Act of 1946 and section 43 (d) of the Bankhead-Jones Farm 
Tenant Act, as added by the Farmers' Home Administration Act of 
1946, the Secretary of Agriculture may dispose of any labor supply 
center, labor home, labor camp or facility referred to in said sections 
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and any equipment pertaining thereto or used in the Farm Labor
Supply Program (hereafter referred to as "facilities") for such
prices and under such terms and conditions as the Secretary may
determine reasonable, after taking into consideration the responsi-
bilities to be assumed by the purchaser, to any public or semipublic
agency or any nonprofit association of farmers in the community
who will agree to operate and maintain such facilities for the prin-
cipal purpose of housing persons engaged in agricultural work and
to relieve the Government of all responsibility in connection there-
with. In disposing of such facilities, the Secretary shall give due
consideration to the ability of the applicants to maintain and operate
such facilities for housing agricultural workers.

SEC. 2. In order that such public or semipublic agencies or non-
profit associations of farmers may have adequate time to make neces-
sary arrangement for authorizations and funds to acquire such
facilities, the authority to dispose of such facilities to such agencies
is to continue until June 30, 1949. After January 30, 1948, and
pending sale thereof, no facility shall be continued in operation
except under contractual arrangements with responsible public, or
semipublic agencies or nonprofit associations of farmers who will
agree to operate such facilities for the principal purpose of housing
persons engaged in agricultural work and to relieve the Federal
Government of all financial responsibility in connection with the
operation of such facilities. Any facility with respect to which no
such contractual arrangement has been made by January 30, 1948,
shall be liquidated as expeditiously as possible under the provisions
of this Act or section 43 (d) of the Farmers' Home Administration
Act of 1946, and in any event not later than June 30, 1949. Any
facility which is continued in operation after January 30, 1948, pur-
suant to a contractual arrangement with a public or semipublic
agency or nonprofit association of farmers and which remains unsold
on June 30, 1949, shall be disposed of as expeditiously as possible
under the provisions of section 43 (d) of the Farmers' Home Admin-
istration Act of 1946.

SEC. 3. The funds made available under the item "Farm Labor
Supply Program" in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947
(Public Law Numbered 76, Eightieth Congress), are also hereby
made available until expenlded for currying out the purposes of this
Act and in addition thereto, there is authorized to be appll oriated
such additional sums as may be necessary.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 4141
AN ACT

Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assenmbled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other
purposes, namely:

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

SENATE

Office of the Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper: For the compensa-
tion of fifteen additional privates. Capitol Police Force, at the
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and any equipment pertaining thereto or used in the Farm Labor 
Supply Program (hereafter referred to as "facilities") for such 
prices and under such terms and conditions as the Secretary may 
determine reasonable, after taking into consideration the responsi-
bilities to be assumed by the purchaser, to any public or semipublic 
agency. or any nonprofit association of farmers in the community 
who will agree to operate and maintain such facilities for the prin-
cipal purpose of housing persons engaged in agricultural work and 
to. relieve the Government of all responsibility in connection there-
with: In disposing of such facilities, the Secretary shall give due 
consideration to the ability of the applicants to maintain and operate 
such facilities for housing agricultural workers. 
SEC. 2. In order that such public or semipublic agencies or non-

profit associations of farmers may have adequate time to make neces-
sary • arrangement for authorizations and funds to acquire such 
facilities, the authority to dispose of such facilities to such agencies 
is to continue until June 30, 1949. After January 30, 1948, and 
pending sale thereof, no facility shall be continued in operation 
except under contractual arrangements with responsible public, or 
semipublic agencies or nonprofit associations of farmers who will 
agree to operate such facilities for the principal purpose of housing 
persons engaged in agricultural work and to relieve the Federal 
Government of all financial responsibility in connection with the 
operation of such facilities. Any facility with respect to which no 
such contractual arrangement has been made by January 30, 1948, 
shall be liquidated as expeditiously as possible under the provisions 
of this Act or section 43 (d) of the Farmers' Home Administration 
Act of 1946, and in any event not later than June 30, 1949. Any 
facility which is continued in operation after January 30, 1948, pur-
suant to a contractual arrangement with a public or semipublic 
agency or nonprofit association of farmers and which remains unsold 
on June 30, 1949, shall be disposed of as expeditiously as possible 
under the provisions of section 43 (d) of the Farmers' Home Admin-
istration Act of 1946. 
SEC. 3. The funds made available under the item "Farm Labor 

Supply Program" in the Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947 
(Public Law Numbered 76, Eightieth Congress), are also hereby 
made available until expended for carrying out the purposes of this 
Act and in addition thereto, there is authorized to be appropriated 
such additional sums as may be necessary. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4141 
AN ACT 

Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, and for other 
purposes, namely: 

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 

SENATE 

Office of the Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper: For the compensa-
tion of fifteen additional privates- Capitol Police Force, at the 
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Ante, pp. 364, 611.

Ante, p. 365.

Ante, p. 366.

Ante, p. 368
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60 Stat. 317.
36 U. 8. C. §§ 121,
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basic rate of $2,000 each per annum, from October 1, 1947, to June
30, 1948, $24,000.

Contingent expenses, Senate: To enable the Senate Committee on
Rules and Administration, or its authorized representative, to make
final settlement of all authorized accounts outstanding against the
Senate Restaurants at the close of business July 31, 1947, including
payments for terminal and accrued leave and compensatory absence
with pay authorized by the committee on the basis of services rendered
prior to August 1, 1947, $19,000, together with the balance (exclusive
of such amounts as required to cover outstanding checks) in the special
deposit account on August 1, 1947, maintained in the Treasury of the
United States for the United States Senate Restaurants, which balance
shall be paid by the Architect of the Capitol to the committee or its
authorized representative on August 1, 1947.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SALARIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

Office of the Sergeant at Arms, $700, and the basic salary of theassistant cashier hereafter shall be at the annual rate of $4,500 per
annum.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE

Special and select committees: For an additional amount forexpenses of special and select committees authorized by the House,
$400,000.

CAPITOL POLICE

General expenses: For an additional amount, $2,400, to be disbursed
by the Clerk of the House of Representatives.

INDEPENDENT OFFICES

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION

Construction of memorials and cemeteries: For the permanent de-sign and construction of memorials and cemeteries in foreign countries
as authorized by the Act of June 26, 1946 (Public Law 456), and H. R.3394, $50,000, to remain available until expended.

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and
expenses", Civil Service Commission, including $100,000 additional
for printing and binding and $150,000 additional for penalty mail,$3,500,000: Provided, That such sums as the Bureau of the Budget mayapprove may be transferred from this appropriation to other agencies
of the Government for investigating Federal employees: Provided fur-ther That nothing in sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (18U. I. C. 198 and 203) or in section 190 of the Revised Statutes (5
U. S. C. 99) shall be deemed to apply to any person because of hisappointment for part-time service as a member of the Loyalty ReviewBoard in the Civil Service Commission.

COMMISSION ON ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE
GOVERNMENT

Salaries and expenses, to be expended in accordance with the pro-visions of the Act of July 7, 1947 (Public Law 162), $750,000.
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basic rate of $2,000 each per annum, from October 1, 1947, to June 
30, 1948, $24,000. 

Contingent expenses, Senate: To enable the Senate Committee on 
Rules and Administration, or its authorized representative, to make 
final settlement of all authorized accounts outstanding against the 
Senate Restaurants at the close of business July 31, 1947, including 
payments for terminal and accrued leave and compensatory absence 
with pay authorized by the committee on the basis of services rendered 
prior to August 1, 1947, $19,000, together with the balance (exclusive 
of such amounts as required to cover outstanding checks) in the special 
deposit account on August 1, 1947, maintained in the Treasury of the 
United States for the United States Senate Restaurants, which balance 
shall be paid by the Architect of the Capitol to the committee or its 
authorized representative on August 1, 1947. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

SALARIES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES 

Office of the Sergeant at Arms, $700, and the basic salary of the 
assistant cashier hereafter shall be at the annual rate of $4,500 per 
annum. 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE 

Special and select committees: For an additional amount for 
expenses of special and select committees authorized by the House, 
$100,000. 

CAPITOL POLICE 

General expenses: For an additional amount, $2,400, to be disbursed 
by the Clerk of the House of Representatives. 

INDEPENDENT OFFICES 

AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION 

Construction of memorials and cemeteries: For the permanent de-
sign and construction of memorials and cemeteries in foreign countries 
as authorized by the Act of June 26, 1946 (Public Law 456), and H. R. 
3394, $50,000, to remain available until expended. 

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 
expenses", Civil Service Commission, including $100,000 additional 
for printing and binding and $150,000 additional for penalty mail, 
$3,500,000: Provided, That such sums as the Bureau of the Budget may 
approve may be transferred from this appropriation to other agencies 
of the Government for investigating Federal employees: Provided fur-
ther, That nothing in sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (18 
U.S. C. 198 and 203) or in section 190 of the Revised Statutes (5 
U. S. C. 99) shall be deemed to apply to any person because of his 
appointment for part-time service as a member of the Loyalty Review 
Board in the Civil Service Commission. 

COMMISSION ON ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECITITVE BRANCH OF THE 
GOVERNMENT 

Salaries and expenses, to be expended in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Act of July 7, 1947 (Public Law 162) , $750,000. 
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FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION Ante, p. 692.

Costs of maintenance, upkeep, and repair paid by Government
corporations pursuant to section 306 of the Government Corporations
Appropriation Act, 1948, shall be credited to the appropriations of the Ante, p. 

684.

Public Buildings Administration bearing such costs.

BUREAU OF COMMIUNIT FACILITIES Ante, p. 597.

Maintenance and operation of schools: For carrying out the Act
entitled "An Act to extend the period for providing assistance for
certain war-incurred school enrollments" (H. R. 3682), $2,500,000, of Pot P.716.

which amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses, including the objects specified under the head
"Defense public works (community facilities)" in the Second Defi-
ciency Appropriation Act, 1941, and the joint resolution approved 5 stat. 5.

December 23, 1941 (Public Law 371): Provided, That the availability 55 Stat. 85.

of this appropriation is contingent upon the enactment into law of said proriati on ap
H. R. 3682.

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION

The operating receipts made available to the United States Mari-
time Commission by the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946
(60 Stat. 614), as amended by the Act of February 26, 1947 (Public
Law 6), and the Act of June 28, 1947 (Public Law 127), shall be A

n e
, pp.6,190.

available for the purpose of carrying out the operating functions
transferred to the Maritime Commission by section 202 of the Naval
Appropriation Act, 1947 (60 Stat. 501), until March 1, 1948, for the
following purposes and in the following amounts:

Salaries and general administrative expenses, $4,650,000: Provided, Ante, p. 603.
That such amount shall remain available from March 1, 1948, to June
30, 1948, for salaries and other administrative expenses in connection
with liquidation of such operating functions;

Vessel and voyage operations, $100,000,000;
Maintenance and repairs, $14,000,000;
Charter hire, $846,000;
Insurance, $1,164,000;
Cost of placing vessels into reserve fleet, $5,500,000;
Delivery expenses on vessels withdrawn from reserve fleet for sale,

$1,099,000;
Miscellaneous expenses, $600,000; "lne P. Mo.
Unliquidated obligations as at June 30, 1947, $44,600,000;
Reserve for contingencies, including claims arising from operations

during the period, January 1, 1947, to February 29. 1948, $30,000,000;
In all, $192,059,000, and all receipts to such fund, during the fiscal

year 1948, in excess of such amount shall be carried to the surplus
fund and covered into the Treasury.

The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed
to withdraw from the accounts of the United States Maritime Com-
mission fifteen days after the date of enactment hereof the unexpended
balance of the War Shipping Administration funds received by the
United States Maritime Commission pursuant to section 202 of the
Naval Appropriation Act, 1947 (60 Stat. 501), and to carry such
unexpended balance to the surplus fund to be covered into the
Treasury, and there is hereby appropriated to the Secretary of the
Treasury such amount as may be necessary (not to exceed $200,000,000)
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FEDERAL W ORKS AGENCY 

PUBLIC BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION 

Costs of maintenance, upkeep, and repair paid by Government 
corporations pursuant to section 306 of the Government Corporations 
Appropriation Act, 1948, shall be credited to the appropriations of the 
Public Buildings Administration bearing such costs. 

BUREAU OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES 

Maintenance and operation of schools: For carrying out the Act 
entitled "An Act to extend the period for providing assistance for 
certain war-incurred school enrollments" (II. R. 3682), $2,500,000, of 
which amount not to exceed $50,000 shall be available for adminis-
trative expenses, including the objects specified under the head 
"Defense public works (community facilities)" in the Second Defi-
ciency Appropriation Act, 1941, and the joint resolution approved 
December 23, 1941 (Public Law 371) : Provided, That the availability 
of this appropriation is contingent upon the enactment into law of said 
H. R. 3682. 

UNITED STATES MARITIME COMMISSION 

The operating receipts made available to the United States Mari-
time Commission by the Third Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1946 
(60 Stat. 614), as amended by the Act of February 26, 1947 (Public 
Law 6), and the Act of June 28, 1947 (Public Law 127), shall be 
available for the purpose of carrying out the operating functions 
transferred to the Maritime Commission by section 202 of the Naval 
Appropriation Act, 1947 (60 Stat. 501), until March 1, 1948, for the 
following purposes and in the following amounts: 

Salaries and general administrative expenses, $4,650,000: Provided, 
That such amount shall remain available from March 1, 1948, to June 
30, 1948, for salaries and other administrative expenses in connection 
with liquidation of such operating functions; 

Vessel and voyage operations $100,000,000; 
Maintenance and repairs, $14,000,000 ; 
Charter hire, $846,000; 
Insurance, $1,164,000; 
Cost of placing vessels into reserve fleet, $5,500,000; 
Delivery expenses on vessels withdrawn from reserve fleet for sale, 

$1,099,000; 
Miscellaneous expenses, $6.00,000; 
Unliquidated obligations as at June 30, 1947, $44,600,000; 
Reserve for contingencies' including claims arising from operations 

during the period, January 1, 1947, to February 29, 1948. $30,000,000; 
In all, $192,059,000, and all receipts to such fund, during the fiscal 

year 1948, in excess of such amount shall be carried to the surplus 
fund and covered into the Treasury. i 
The Secretary of the Treasury s hereby authorized and directed 

to withdraw from the accounts of the United States Maritime Com-
mission fifteen days after the date of enactment hereof the unexpended 
balance of the War Shipping Administration funds received by the 
United States Maritime Commission pursuant to section 202 of the 
Naval Appropriation Act, 1947 (60 Stat. 501), and to carry such 
unexpended balance to the surplus fund to be covered into the 
Treasury, and there is hereby appropriated to the Secretary of the 
Treasury such amount as may be necessary (not to exceed $200,000,000) 
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to liquidate such obligations as may be found by the General Account-
ing Office as having been properly incurred against such funds prior
to January 1, 1947: Provided, That the appropriation herein for
liquidation of obligations shall be available only until March 31, 1948:
Provided further, That moneys received by agent operators of the
Maritime Commission on account of operations prior to September 1,
1946, under the War Shipping Administration revolving fund may be
applied against necessary expenses of such agent operators in con-
nection with liquidation of obligations incurred under such fund prior
to January 1, 1947: Provided further, That hereafter all moneys
accruing to the Maritime Commission from operations under the War
Shipping Administration revolving fund prior to September 1, 1946
(including moneys received from agent operators after deduction of
necessary expenses of such agent operators), shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

REGULATORY AGENCIES

Office of Recorder of Deeds: For an additional amount for the
"Office of the Recorder of Deeds", $12,000, to be available for salaries
and expenses of the Auto Lien Division.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURA RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Insect investigations: For an additional amount for "Insect investi-
gations", including the same objects specified under this head in the
Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948, $5,000: Pro-
vided, That this additional amount shall be used for the maintenance
and operation of a research laboratory at Quincy, Florida, for the
study of insects and fungi affecting cigar-wrapper tobacco.

FIOOD CONTROL

Flood control: For an additional amount for "Flood control"
$2,000,000, to remain available until expended, to be available for
preliminary examinations and surveys (in an amount not exceeding
$100,000) and works of improvement in the watershed of the Missis-
sippi River and its tributaries.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Materials distribution and liquidation of Office of Temporary Con-
trols: For an additional amount for "Materials distribution and
liquidation of Office of Temporary Controls", $300,000, and the total
amount appropriated under this head shall be available for carrying
out the purposes specified under this head in the Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948, and for necessary expenses of carrying out the
purposes of H. R. 1602, Eightieth Congress, if said bill is enacted into
law: Provided, That the amounts specified in the Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948, for transfer from the appropriation under this
head to the appropriations of the Department of Commerce for
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce"
and "Printing and binding, Department of Commerce", are hereby
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to liquidate such obligations as may be found by the General Account-
ing Office as having been properly incurred against such funds prior 
to January 1, 1947: Provided, That the appropriation herein for 
liquidation of obligations shall be available only until March 31, 1948: 
Provided further, That moneys received by agent operators of the 
Maritime Commission on account of operations prior to September 1, 
1946, under the War Shipping Administration revolving fund may be 
applied against necessary expenses of such agent operators in con-
nection with liquidation of obligations incurred under such fund prior 
to January 1, 1947: Provided further, That hereafter all moneys 
accruing to the Maritime Commission from operations under the War 
Shipping Administration revolving fund prior to September 1, 1946 
(including moneys received from agent operators after deduction of 
necessary expenses of such agent operators), shall be covered into the 
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

REGULATORY AGENCIES 

Office of Recorder of Deeds: For an additional amount for the 
"Office of the Recorder of Deeds", $12,000, to be available for salaries 
and expenses of the Auto Lien Division. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION 

BUREAU or ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

Insect investigations: For an additional amount for "Insect investi-
gations", including the same objects specified under this head in the 
Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1948, $5,000: Pro-
vided, That this additional amount shall be used for the maintenance 
and operation of a research laboratory at Quincy, Florida, for the 
study of insects and fungi affecting cigar-wrapper tobacco. 

FLOOD CONTROL 

Flood control: For an additional amount for "Flood control", 
$2,000,000, to remain available until expended, to be available for 
preliminary examinations and surveys (in an amount not exceeding 
S100,000) and works of improvement in the watershed of the Missis-
sippi River and its tributaries. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

OFFICE or THE SECRETARY 

Materials distribution and liquidation of Office of Temporary Con-
trols: For an additional amount for "Materials distribution and 
liquidation of Office of Temporary Controls", $300,000, and the total 
amount appropriated under this head shall be available for carrying 
out the purposes specified under this head in the Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948, and for necessary expenses of carrying out the 
purposes of IT. R. 1602, Eightieth Congress, if said bill is enacted into 
law : Provided, That the amounts specified in the Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948, for transfer from the appropriation under this 
head to the appropriations of the Department of Commerce for 
"Salaries and expenses, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce", 
and "Printing and binding, Department of Commerce", are hereby 
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increased by $295,000 and $5,000, respectively: Provided further, That
this paragraph shall be effective only upon the enactment into law
of H. R. 1602, Eightieth Congress, during the first session of that
Congress.

WEATHER BUREAU

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and
expenses", $275,000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Management, protection, and disposal of public lands: For an addi-
tional amount, for "Management, protection, and disposal of public
lands", $300,000, and the limitation on the amount for carrying out the
provisions of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A),
is hereby increased from $398,000 to $698,000.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities: For an additional
amount for the construction and equipment of a new school building in
the town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington, as author-
ized by Public Law 138 (Eightieth Congress), approved June 30,1947,
$88,000.

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Yuma project, Arizona-California: For an additional amount for
"Yuma project, Arizona-California" (operation and maintenance),
from the reclamation fund, special fund, $100,000, to remain available
until expended.

MISSOURI RIVER BASIN

Missouri River Basin (reimbursable except as provided in the Act of
December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534), Seventy-eighth Congress, and
the Act of August 14,1946 (Public Law 732), Seventy-ninth Congress):
For an additional amount for "Missouri River Basin", $6,40(),000, to
remain available until expended, and to include the following projects:

Yellowstone Basin:
Boysen Dam, $700,000;
Moorehead Dam, $900,000;

Minor western tributaries:
Bixby Dam, $500,000;
Cannonball Dam, $400,000;
Heart River project, Heart Butte and Dickinson Dams,

$400,000;
Keyhole Dam, $200,000;
Shadehill Dam, $300,000;

Republican Basin:
Bonny Dam, $800,000;
Culbertson Dam, $300,000;
Enders Dam, $700,000;

Platte Basin: Narrows Dam, $300,000;
Kansas Basin: Cedar Bluff Dam, $900,000.

BUREAU OF MINES

Coal mine inspections and investigations: For an additional amount
for "Coal mine inspections and investigations", including, in addition
to the objects specified under this head in the Interior Department
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increased by $295,000 and $5,000, respectively: Provided further, That 
this paragraph shall be effective only upon the enactment into law 
of H. R. 1602, Eightieth Congress, during the first session of that 
Congress. 

W EATHER BUREAU 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 
expenses", $275,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Management, protection, and disposal of public lands: For an addi-
tional amount, for "Management, protection, and disposal of public 
lands", $300,000, and the limitation on the amount for carrying out the 
provisions of the Act of June 28, 1934, as amended (43 U. S. C. 8A) , 
is hereby increased from $398,000 to $698,000. 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Construction, and so forth, buildings and utilities: For an additional 
amount for the construction and equipment of a new school building in 
the town of Moclips, Grays Harbor County, Washington, as author-
ized by Public Law 138 (Eightieth Congress), approved June 30, 1947, 
$88,000. 

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Yuma project, Arizona-California: For an additional amount for 
"Yuma project, Arizona-California" (operation and maintenance), 
from the reclamation fund, special fund, $100,000, to remain available 
until expended. 

MISSOURI RIVER BASIN 

Missouri River Basin (reimbursable except as provided in the Act of 
December 22, 1944 (Public Law 534), Seventy-eighth Congress, and 
the Act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 732), Seventy-ninth Congress) : 
For an additional amount for "Missouri River Basin", $6,400,000, to 
remain available until expended, and to include the following projects: 

Yellowstone Basin: 
Boysen Dam, $700,000; 
Moorehead Dam, $900,000; 

Minor western tributaries: 
Bixby Dam, $500,000; 
Cannonball Dam, $400,000; 
Heart River project, Heart Butte and Dickinson Dams, 

$400,000; 
Keyhole Dam, $200,000; 
Shadehill Dam, $300,000; 

Republican Basin: 
Bonny Dam, $800,000; 
Culbertson Dam, $300,000; 
Enders Dam, $700,000; 

Platte Basin: Narrows Dam, $300,000; 
Kansas Basin: Cedar Bluff Dam, $900,000. 

BUREAU or Mums 

Coal mine inspections and investigations: For an additional amount 
for "Coal mine inspections and investigations", including, in addition 
to the objects specified under this head in the Interior Department 
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Appropriation Act, 1948, printing and binding, and the purchase of
twenty-five passenger motor vehicles, $250,000, and the limitation upon
the amount that may be expended for personal services in the District
of Columbia is increased to $150,000. This appropriation is contingent
upon the enactment into law of Senate Joint Resolution 130 or House
Joint Resolution 244.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and

expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes", Federal Bureau of
Investigation, $7,500,000.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries", $100,000.
Printing and binding: For an additional amount for "Printing

and binding", $5,000.
Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount for "Penalty mail

costs", $5,500.
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and
expenses", $100,000, and the limitation for personal services in the
District of Columbia is hereby increased from $2,202,700 to $2,327,700.

NAVY DEPARTMENT

The Secretary of the Navy is authorized to procure temporary serv-
ices in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public
Law 600).

The following amounts are hereby transferred from the unexpended
balances of the United States Maritime Commission working fund
(Navy Department) to the Navy Department for the expenses of the
care and handling of vessels in the custody of the Navy Department
which have been declared surplus by the Navy Department to the
Maritime Commission as disposal agency, and such amounts shall be
considered as reimbursements to the Navy Department for such
expenses to be credited to existing appropriations as follows:

Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1947, $6,613,353;
Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1948, $4,000,000.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

(OUT OF THE POSTAL REVENUES)

For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office Depart-
ment for the fiscal year 1947, as follows:

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Star route and air mail service, Alaska", $236,000, to be derived by
transfer from the appropriation "Domestic Air Mail Service, 1947";

"Foreign mail transportation", $1,336,000.
For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office Depart-

ment for the fiscal year 1948, as follows:
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Appropriation Act, 1948, printing and binding, and the purchase of 
twenty-five passenger motor vehicles, $250,000, and the limitation upon 
the amount that may be expended for personal services in the District 
of Columbia is increased to $150,000. This appropriation is contingent 
upon the enactment into law of Senate Joint Resolution 130 or House 
Joint Resolution 244. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 

expenses, detection and prosecution of crimes", Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, $7,500,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

OFFICE or 'THE SECRETARY 

Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries", $100,000. 
Printing and binding: For an additional amount for "Printing 

and binding", $5,000. 
Penalty mail costs: For an additional amount for "Penalty mail 

costs", $5,500. 
BUREAU or LABOR STATISTICS 

Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for "Salaries and 
expenses", $100,000, and the limitation for personal services in the 
District of Columbia is hereby increased from $2,202,700 to $2,327,700. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 

The Secretary of the Navy is authorized to procure temporary serv-
ices in accordance with section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 600). 
The following amounts are hereby transferred from the unexpended 

balances of the United States Maritime Commission working fund 
(Navy Department) to the Navy Department for the expenses of the 
care and handling of vessels in the custody of the Navy Department 
which have been declared surplus by the Navy Department to the 
Maritime Commission as disposal agency, and such amounts shall be 
considered as reimbursements to the Navy Department for such 
expenses to be credited to existing appropriations as follows: 

Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1947, $6,613,353; 
Maintenance, Bureau of Ships, 1948, $4,000,000. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

(OUT OF THE POSTAL REVENUES) 

For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office Depart-
ment for the fiscal year 1947, as follows: 

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Star route and air mail service, Alaska", $236,000, to be derived by 
transfer from the appropriation "Domestic Air Mail Service, 1947"; 
"Foreign mail transportation", $1,336,000. 
For additional amounts for appropriations of the Post Office Depart-

ment for the fiscal year 1948, as follows: 
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

"For printing and binding for the Post Office Department and postal
service", $350,000;

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Salaries, Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General",
$123,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available only
for temporary personal services in the District of Columbia in connec-
tion with rate hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission;

FIELD SERVICE, POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF 'THE POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Adjusted losses and contingencies", $55,000;

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Carfare and bicycle allowance", $325,000;
"Special-delivery compensation and fees", $750,000;
"Rural Delivery Service", $2,000,000;
The appropriations heretofore or herein made for "Clerks, first-

and second-class post offices", "City-delivery carriers", "Carfare and
bicycle allowance", and "Special-delivery compensation and fees"
shall be apportioned on a quarterly basis (pursuant to section 3679,
R. S., as amended, 31 U. S. C. 665) for the service of the entire fiscal
year: Provided, That if determined by the Bureau of the Budget to be
necessary because of increase in the volume of mail above that estimated
as a basis for determining the budget estimates for the fiscal year 1948,
the apportionment for any quarter of any such appropriation may be
increased by not to exceed 6 per centum thereof, by transfer from the
apportionment of such appropriation for any other quarter: Provided
further, That there may be transferred from any of the foregoing
appropriations (but no such appropriation shall be reduced by more
than 5 per centum by such transfers) to any other such appropriation
such amounts as may be approved by the Bureau of the Budget: Pro-
vided further, That the Bureau of the Budget shall imniimediately report
any such transfers with reasons therefor to the Committees on Appro-
priations of the House of Representatives and the Senate;

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Star Route and Air Mail Service, Alaska", $298,000;
"Powerboat Service", $300,000;
"Railway Mail Service", $100,000: Provided, That such funds shall

be available only for temporary personal services in substitution of
personal services utilized in connection with rate hearings before the
Interstate Commerce Commission;

"Foreign mail transportation", $10,000,000;
"Balances due foreign countries", $5,000,000;
"Foreign air-mail transportation", $35,000,000;
"Domestic Air Mail Service", $10,000,000:
The appropriations heretofore or herein made for "Star-route

service", "Powerboat Service", "Railroad transportation and mail
messenger service", "Railway Mail Service", and "Railway postal
clerks, travel allowance", shall be apportioned on a quarterly basis
(pursuant to section 3679, R. S., as amended, 31 U. S. C. 665) for the
service of the entire fiscal year: Provided, That if determined by the
Bureau of the Budget to be necessary because of increase in the volume
of mail above that estimated as a basis for determining the budget
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POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT, W ASHINGTON, DISTRICT or COLUMBIA 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES, POST ONTICE DEPARTMENT 

"For printing and binding for the Post Office Department and postal 
service", $350,000; 

Orr. ICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Salaries, Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General", 
$123,500: Provided, That this appropriation shall be available only 
for temporary personal services in the District of Columbia in connec-
tion with rate hearings before the Interstate Commerce Commission; 

FIELD SERVICE, POST 0/"FiCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE OF PILE POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Adjusted losses and contingencies", $55,000; 

OFFICE OF THE FIRST ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Carfare and bicycle allowance", $325,000; 
"Special-delivery compensation and fees", $750,000; 
"Rural Delivery Service", $2,000,000; 
The appropriations heretofore or herein made for "Clerks, first-

and second-class post offices", "City-delivery carriers", "Carfare and 
bicycle allowance", and "Special-delivery compensation and fees" 
shall be apportioned on a quarterly basis (pursuant to section 3679, 
R. S., as amended, 31 U. S. C. 665) for the service of the entire fiscal 
year: Provided, That if determined by the Bureau of the Budget to be 
necessary because of increase in the volume of mail above that estimated 
as a basis for determining the budget estimates for the fiscal year 1948, 
the apportionment for any quarter of any such appropriation may be 
increased by not to exceed 6 per centum thereof, by transfer from the 
apportionment of such appropriation for any other quarter: Provided 
further, That there may be transferred from any of the foregoing 
appropriations (but no such appropriation shall be reduced by more 
than 5 per centum by such transfers) to any other such appropriation 
such amounts as may be approved by the Bureau of the Budget: Pro-
vided further, That the Bureau of the Budget shall immediately report 
any such transfers with reasons therefor to the Committees on Appro-
priations of the House of Representatives and the Senate; 

OFFICE OF THE SECOND ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Star Route and Air Mail Service, Alaska", $298,000; 
"Powerboat Service", $300,000; 
"Railway Mail Service", $100,000: Provided, That such funds shall 

be available only for temporary personal services in substitution of 
personal services utilized in connection with rate hearings before the 
Interstate Commerce Commission; 
"Foreign mail transportation", $10,000,000; 
"Balances due foreign countries", $5,000,000; 
"Foreign air-mail transportation", $35,000,000; 
"Domestic Air Mail Service", $10,000,000; 
The appropriations heretofore or herein made for "Star-route 

service", "Powerboat Service", "Railroad transportation and mail 
messenger service", "Railway Mail Service", and "Railway postal 
clerks, travel allowance", shall be apportioned on a quarterly basis 
(pursuant to section 3679, R. S., as amended, 31 U. S. C. 665) for the 
service of the entire fiscal year: Provided, That if determined by the 
Bureau of the Budget to be necessary because of increase in the volume 
of mail above that estimated as a basis for determining the budget 
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estimates for the fiscal year 1948, the apportionment for any quarter
of any such appropriation may be increased by not to exceed 4 per
centum thereof, by transfer from the apportionment of such appro-
priation for any other quarter: Provided further, That there may be
transferred from any of the foregoing appropriations (but no such
appropriation shall be reduced by more than 5 per centum by such
transfers) to any other such appropriation such amounts as may be
approved by the Bureau of the Budget: Provided further, That the
Bureau of the Budget shall immediately report any such transfers with
reasons therefor to the Committees on Appropriations of the House
of Representatives and the Senate;

OFFICE OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper",
$2,000,000;

"Indemnities, domestic mail", $1,221,000;
"Unpaid money orders more than one year old", $400,000;

OFFICE OF TEE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL

"Equipment shops, Washington, District of Columbia", $3,500,000;
"Rent, light, power fuel, and water", $650,000;
"Vehicle service", $2,000,000;
"Transportation of equipment and supplies", $100,000;

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

"Operating supplies, public buildings", $100,000.
Nothing herein shall be so construed as to limit the authority of the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget to waive or modify apportion-
ments as provided in section 3679, Revised Statutes, as amended
(31 U. S. C. 665).

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

COAST GUARD

Salaries and expenses, Coast Guard: For an additional amount,
fiscal year 1948, for "Salaries and expenses, Coast Guard", $6,050,000;
and the limitations thereunder (Public Law 147, approved July 1,
1947) are hereby increased as follows: For "Pay and allowances" from
"$72,000,000" to "$76,836,000", and for recreation, amusement, and so
forth, from "$50,000" to "$54,000": Provided, That not to exceed
$100,000 of the appropriation for "General expenses, Coast Guard,
1948", shall be available for defraying, on a contract basis or otherwise,
the expenses of a study of the administrative, management, and fiscal
policies and affairs of the Coast Guard, such study to be made by such
persons or organizations, as may be designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury and the chairmen of the Committees on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives and the Senate.

The appropriation "Acquisition of vessels and shore facilities,
Coast Guard", is hereby reduced by $9,309270, such sum to be carried
to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately upon
the approval of this Act.

WAR DEPARTMENT

REMOUNT SERVICE, QUARTERMASTER CORPS

For the operation and maintenance of the Army Remount Service,
including the subsistence and care of riding and draft animals and
for other purposes as specified in the Military Appropriation Act,
1948, under the heading Quartermaster Corps, Quartermaster Service,
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estimates for the fiscal year 1948, the apportionment for any quarter 
of any such appropriation may be increased by not to exceed 4 per 
centum thereof, by transfer from the apportionment of such appro-
priation for any other quarter: Provided further, That there may be 
transferred from any of the foregoing appropriations (but no such 
appropriation shall be reduced by more than 5 per centum by such 
transfers) to any other such appropriation such amounts as may be 
approved by the Bureau of the Budget: Provided further, That the 
Bureau of the Budget shall immediately report any such transfers with 
reasons therefor to the Committees on Appropriations of the House 
of Representatives and the Senate; 

OFFICE or THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped paper", 
$2,000,000; 

"Indemnities, domestic mail", $1,221,000.; 
"Unpaid money orders more than one year old", $400,000; 

OFFICE OF THE FOURTH ASSISTANT POSTMASTER GENERAL 

"Equipment shops, Washington, District of Columbia", $3,500,000; 
"Rent, light, power, fuel, and water", $650,000; 
"Vehicle service", $2,000,000; 
"Transportation of equipment and supplies", $100,000; 

rumac BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

"Operating supplies, public buildings", $100,000. 
Nothing herein shall be so construed as to limit the authority of the 

Director of the Bureau of the Budget to waive or modify apportion-
ments as provided in section 3679, Revised Statutes, as amended 
(31 U. S. C. 665). 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT 

COAST GUARD 

Salaries and expenses, Coast Guard: For an additional amount, 
fiscal year 1948, for "Salaries and expenses, Coast Guard", $6,050,000; 
and the limitations thereunder (Public Law 147, approved July 1, 
1947) are hereby increased as follows: For "Pay and allowances" from 
"$72,000,000" to "$76,836,000", and for recreation amusement, and so 
forth, from "$50,000" to "$54,000" ; Provided, That not to exceed 
$100,000 of the appropriation for "General expenses, Coast Guard, 
1948", shall be available for defraying, on a contract basis or otherwise, 
the expenses of a study of the administrative, management, and fiscal 
policies and affairs of the Coast Guard, such study to be made by such 
persons or organizations, as may be designated by the Secretary of the 
Treasury and the chairmen of the Committees on Appropriations of the 
House of Representatives and the Senate. 
The appropriation "Acquisition of vessels and shore facilities, 

Coast Guard", is hereby reduced by $9,309,270, such sum to be carried 
to the surplus fund and covered into the Treasury immediately upon 
the approval of this Act. 

WAR DEPARTMENT 

REMOUNT SERVICE, QUARTERMASTER CORPS 

For the operation and maintenance of the Army Remount Service, 
including the subsistence and care of riding and draft animals and 
for other purposes as specified in the Militari Appropriation Act, 
1948, under the heading Quartermaster Corps, Quartermaster Service, 
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Army, followin the caption "Horses, draft and pack animals";
$350,000: Provided, That in the event of the transfer of the Army
Remount Service or its functions to the Department of Agriculture,
the unobligated balance of the sum hereby appropriated shall be trans-
ferred to the Department of Agriculture to be expended for the pur-
poses authorized by the Act providing for such transfer.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates,
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow
of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided,
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary
to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Gov-
ernment employees that asserts the right to strike against the
Government of the United States, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence:
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against
the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organi-
zation of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employ-
ment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation in
this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both:
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law.

SEC. 3. All obligations incurred during the period between June 30,
1947, and the date of enactment of any regular annual appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1948, the "Supplemental Appropriation Act,
1948", the "Government Corporations Supplemental Appropriation
Act, 1948", or the "Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948", in
anticipation of the appropriations or authority contained in any such
Act are hereby ratified and confirmed if in accordance with the pro-
visions of such Act when enacted into law.

SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be transferred from any
appropriations for the War Department for the Military Establish-
ment, and from any appropriations for the Navy Department and the
naval service, to the National Security Council, the National Security
Resources Board, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense such
amounts as may be determined by the President to be necessary until
such time as the Congress shall have made appropriations therefor,
and the amounts so transferred shall be available, without regard to
the purposes of the appropriation from which such transfers shall be
made, for expenses of the agencies to which such funds are trans-
ferred, including personal services at the seat of government; services
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law
600), at rates not to exceed $35 per diem for individuals; printing and
binding; and health-service programs as authorized by the Act of
August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658): Provided, That the War and Navy
Departments may transfer such equipment (including motor vehicles)
and furniture as may be necessary to the National Security Council,
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Army, following the caption "Horses, draft and pack animals"; 
$350,000: Provided, That in the 3vent of the transfer of the Army 
Remount Service or its functions to the Department of Agriculture, 
the unobligated balance of the sum hereby appropriated shall be trans-
ferred to the Department of Agriculture to be expended for the pur-
poses authorized by the Act providing for such transfer. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 2. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall 
be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a 
strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 
of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right to 
strike against the Government of the United States, or who advocates, 
or who is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 
of the Government of the United States by force or violence : Provided, 
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima 
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not contrary 
to the provisions of this section engaged in a strike against the Govern-
ment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of Gov-
ernment employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
Government of the United States, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 
Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against 
the Government of the United States or who is a member of an organi-
zation of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employ-
ment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation in 
this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be fined 
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both: 
Provided further, That the above penalty clause shall be in addition 
to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions of existing law. 
SEC. 3. All obligations incurred during the period between June 30, 

1947, and the date of enactment of any regular annual appropriation 
Act for the fiscal year 1948, the "Supplemental Appropriation Act, 
1948", the "Government Corporations Supplemental Appropriation 
Act, 1948", or the "Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948", in 
anticipation of the appropriations or authority contained in any such 
Act are hereby ratified and confirmed if in accordance with the pro-
visions of such Act when enacted into law. 
SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be transferred from any 

appropriations for the War Department for the Military Establish-
ment, and from any appropriations for the Navy Department and the 
naval service, to the National Security Council, the National Security 
Resources Board, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense such 
amounts as may be determined by the President to be necessary until 
such time as the Congress shall have made appropriations therefor, 
and the amounts so transferred shall be available, without regard to 
the purposes of the appropriation from which such transfers shall be 
made, for expenses of the agencies to which such funds are trans-
ferred, including personal services at the seat of government; services 
as authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public Law 
600), at rates not to exceed $35 per diem for individuals; printing and 
binding; and health-service programs as authorized by the Act of 
August 8, 1946 (Public Law 658) : Provided, That the War and Navy 
Departments may transfer such equipment (including motor vehicles) 
and furniture as may be necessary to the National Security Council, 
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the National Resources Board, and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense: Provided further That the foregoing authority is contingent
upon the establishment by law of said agencies to which transfers may
be made hereunder: Provided further, That transfers authorized here-
under shall not exceed $2,000,000 in the aggregate.

SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Second Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948".

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 417]

July 31,1947
[S. ss5]

[Public Law 300]

AN ACT
To provide that the Canadian-built dredge Ajax and certain other dredging

equipment owned by a United States corporation be documented under the laws
of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Documentation of United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Directorcertain Canadian-

built vessels. of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation is authorized
and directed to document under the laws of the United States the
Canadian-built dredge Ajax and the Canadian-built dump scows
D. S. 135290, D. S. 135291, D. S. 308, and D. S. 310, which are owned
by the Puget Sound Towboat Company, a subsidiary of the Puget
Sound Bridge and Dredging Company, in order that such vessels may
continue to operate within the United States without violating the
restrictions of the navigation laws on dredging operations and coast-

Termination. wise transportation: Provided, That the documentation of the Ajax
as provided in this Act shall terminate upon completion of the
Wrangell Narrows, Alaska, contract now in force between United
States Engineers and subject company.

Approved July 31, 1947.

July 31, 1947
[S. 1361]

(Public Law 301]

U. S. Housing Act
of 1937, amendment.

50 Stat. 895.
42 U. S. . §1415.

Loans for low-rent-
housing projects, etc.

Participation in
other projects.

[CHAPTER 418]
AN ACT

To amend the United States Housing Act of 1937 so as to permit loans, capital
grants, or annual contributions for low-rent-housing and slum-clearance proj-
ects where construction costs exceed present cost limitations upon condition
that local housing agencies pay the difference between cost limitations and the
actual construction costs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 15 of
the United States Housing Act of 1937 is amended by adding at the
end thereof the following new subsection:

"(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (5) of this
section, or of any other section of this Act, the Authority is authorized
to make capital grants, loans, or annual contributions for low-rent-
housing or slum-clearance projects, in the full amount of any sums
previously allocated pursuant to this Act, to any public housing
agency, at the request of such agency, upon condition that such agency
will pay, or cause to be paid by the State or political subdivision, such
proportion of the total development cost of the project as the amount of
the average actual cost per family dwelling unit of the items covered by
the applicable cost limitations prescribed in subsection (5) of this sec-
tion in excess thereof bears to such average actual cost: Provided, That
the amount of any such payment shall be excluded from the base on
which the maximum amount of any capital grants, loans, or annual
contributions authorized by this Act are calculated. The receipt of
capital grants, loans, or annual contributions by any public-housing
agency pursuant to this subsection shall in no way prejudice or impair
the rights or privileges of such agency to participate fully in other

U. S. Housing Act 
of 1937, amendment. 
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the National Resources Board, and the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense : Provided further, That the foregoing authority is contingent 
upon the establishment by law of said agencies to which transfers may 
be made hereunder: Provided further, That transfers authorized here-
under shall not exceed $2,000,000 in the aggregate. 

Short title. SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Second Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948". 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 417] 

July 31, 1947 
[S. 885] 

[Public Law 300] 

Documentation of 
certain Canadian-
built vessels. 

Termination. 

July 31, 1947 
[S. 1361]  To amend the United States Housing Act of 1937 so as to permit loans, capital 

[Public Law 301] grants, or annual contributions for low-rent-housing and slum-clearance proj-
ects where construction costs exceed present cost limitations upon condition 
that local housing agencies pay the difference between cost limitations and the 
actual construction costs. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 15 of 
the United States Housing Act of 1937 is amended by adding at the 
end thereof the following new subsection: 

"(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (5) of this 
section, or of any other section of this Act, the Authority is authorized 
to make capital grants, loans, or annual contributions for low-rent-
housing or slum-clearance projects, in the full amount of any sums 
previously allocated pursuant to this Act, to any public housing 
agency, at the request of such agency, upon condition that such agency 
will pay, or cause to be paid by the State or political subdivision, such 
proportion of the total development cost of the project as the amount of 
the average actual cost per family dwelling unit of the items covered by 
the applicable cost limitations prescribed in subsection (5) of this sec-
tion in excess thereof bears to such average actual cost : Provided, That 
the amount of any such payment shall be excluded from the base on 
which the maximum amount of any capital grants, loans, or annual 
contributions authorized by this Act are calculated. The receipt of 
capital grants, loans, or annual contributions by any public-housing 
agency pursuant to this subsection shall in no way prejudice or impair 
the rights or privileges of such agency to participate fully in other 

AN ACT 

To provide that the Canadian-built dredge Ajax and certain other dredging 
equipment owned by a United States corporation be documented under the laws 
of the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Director 
of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation is authorized 
and directed to document under the laws of the United States the 
Canadian-built dredge Ajax and the Canadian-built dump scows 
D. S. 135290, D. S. 135291, D. S. 308, and D. S. 310, which are owned 
by the Puget Sound Towboat Company, a subsidiary of the Puget 
Sound Bridge and Dredging Company, in order that such vessels may 
continue to operate within the United States without violating the 
restrictions of the navigation laws on dredging operations and coast-
wise transportation: Provided, That the documentation of the Ajax 
as provided in this Act shall terminate upon completion of the 
Wrangell Narrows, Alaska, contract now in force between United 
States Engineers and subject company. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 418] 
AN ACT 
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low-rent-housing or slum-clearance projects under this Act or any other
law. Nothing in this subsection shall prejudice the right of those
public housing agencies which can, by reason of lesser need, or would
prefer to delay the starting of their proposed building operations until
labor and material costs stabilize at levels consistent with the cost
limitations prescribed in subsection (5) of this section."

SEC. 2. The United States or any State or local public agency
assisted by Federal funds made available with respect to housing
shall continue to have the right to maintain an action or proceeding
to recover possession of any housing accommodations (except as
provided in the proviso of section 209 (b) of the Housing and Rent
Act of 1947) operated by it where such action or proceeding is
authorized by the statute or regulations under which such accommo-
dations are administered, but no such action or proceeding shall be
maintained prior to March 1, 1948, if in the opinion of the administer-
ing authority such action or proceeding would result in undue hardship
for the occupants of such housing accommodations, or unless in the
opinion of such authority other housing facilities are available for
such occupants.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 419]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to establish a postgraduate school at
Monterey, California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is authorized to acquire six hundred and six and five
hundred and ninety-two one-thousandths acres of land upon which
the United States of America now has an option with buildings thereon
at Monterey, California, for the establishment of a naval postgraduate
school, including the necessary construction and alterations to provide
school facilities, quarters, and collateral facilities and equipment,
including the acquisition of the necessary land, at a cost not to exceed
$2,500,000: Provided, That contracts may, be entered into without
regard to the provisions of 3709 Revised Statutes.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 420]
AN ACT

To establish the United States Naval Postgraduate School, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Navy is hereby authorized and directed to establish the United
States Naval Postgraduate School for the advanced instruction and
training of commissioned officers of the Regular Navy and Marine
Corps and the reserve components thereof in the practical and theo-
retical duties of commissioned officers.

SEC; 2. The military command of the United States Naval Post-
graduate School (hereinafter referred to as the postgraduate school)
shall be exercised by a line officer of the Regular Navy, qualified to
command at sea, detailed by the Secretary of the Navy, from the
active list not below the grade of captain to serve as Superintendent.
Such other officers of the line and staff of the Navy and Marine Corps,
of appropriate ranks and qualifications, shall be detailed by the Secre-
tary of the Navy as may be necessary to assist the Superintendent in
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low-rent-housing or slum-clearance projects under this Act or any other 
law. Nothing in this subsection shall prejudice the right of those 
public housing agencies which can, by reason of lesser need, or would 
prefer to delay the starting of their proposed building operations until 
labor and material costs stabilize at levels consistent with the cost 
limitations prescribed in subsection (5) of this section." 
SEC. 2. The United States or any State or local public agency 

assisted by Federal funds made available with respect to housing 
shall continue to have the right to maintain an action or proceeding 
to recover possession of any housing accommodations (except as 
provided in the proviso of section 209 (b) of the Housing and Rent 
Act of 1947) operated by it where such action or proceeding is 
authorized by the statute or regulations under which such accommo-
dations are administered, but no such action or proceeding shall be 
maintained prior to March 1, 1948, if in the opinion of the administer-
ing authority such action or proceeding would result in undue hardship 
for the occupants of such housing accommodations, or unless in the 
opinion of such authority other housing facilities are available for 
such occupants. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 
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To authorize the Secretary of the Navy to establish a postgraduate school at  Ili R. 1341]  
Monterey, California. [Public Law 3021 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy is authorized to acquire six hundred and six and five 
hundred and ninety-two one-thousandths acres of land upon which 
the United States of America now has an option with buildings thereon 
at Monterey, California, for the establishment of a naval postgraduate 
school, including the necessary construction and alterations to provide 
school facilities, quarters, and collateral facilities and equipment, 
including the acquisition of the necessary land, at a cost not to exceed 
$2,500,000: Provided, That contracts inaT be entered into without 
regard to the provisions of 3709 Revised Statutes. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 420] 
AN ACT 

To establish the United States Naval Postgraduate School, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Navy is hereby authorized and directed to establish the United 
States Naval Postgraduate School for the advanced instruction and 
training of commissioned officers of the Regular Navy and Marine 
Corps and the reserve components thereof in the practical and theo-
retical duties of commissioned officers. 
SEC: 2. The military command of the United States Naval Post-

graduate School (hereinafter referred to as the postgraduate school) 
shall be exercised by a line officer of the Regular Navy, qualified to 
command at sea, detailed by the Secretary of the Navy, from the 
active list not below the grade of captain to serve as Superintendent. 
Such other officers of the line and staff of the Navy and Marine Corps, 
of appropriate ranks and qualifications, shall be detailed by the Secre-
tary of the Navy as may be necessary to assist the Superintendent in 
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(a) the training of students in the practical and theoretical duties of
commissioned naval officers, and (b) the administration of the post-
graduate school.

Employment of ci- SEC. 3. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized to employ at the
anpostgraduate school, under the direction of the Superintendent, such

number of civilian senior professors, professors, associate professors,
assistant professors, and instructors, as in his opinion may be necessary
for the proper instruction of students in the theoretical, academic, and
scientific subjects pertaining to the technical and practical aspects of

Compensation. the naval profession; and such senior professors, professors, associate
and assistant professors, and instructors so employed shall receive such
compensation for their services as may be prescribed by the Secretary

Report to Congress of the Navy. The Secretary of the Navy shall report to the Congress
each fiscal year the number of senior professors, professors, associate
and assistant professors, and instructors so employed and the amount
of compensation prescribed for each. The Act of January 16, 1936
(49 Stat. 1092), as amended by the Acts of November 28, 1943 (57 Stat.

60 tat. 804. 594), and August 2, 1946 (Public Law 596, Seventy-Ninth Congress,
1073e. .c 1073 second session), shall apply to the civilian teaching staff of the post-

graduate school.
60 Stat.236. SEC. 4. The Act of June 10, 1946 (Public Law 402, Seventy-ninth
4 U. S. C. 1074. Congress, second session), creating the civilian position of Academic

Dean of the Postgraduate School of the Naval Academy shall apply
to the postgraduate school established by this Act.

Military officers of SEC. 5. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to permit
ore ouies commissioned officers of the military services of foreign countries,

with the authorization and direction of the President of the United
States, to receive instruction at the postgraduate school. Such officers
shall be subject to the same rules and regulations governing attend-
ance, discipline, discharge, and standards of study as are applied to
students of the United States Navy: Provided, That such officers shall
not be entitled to appointment to any office or position in the United
States Navy by reason of completion of the prescribed course of study
at the postgraduate school.

Attendance, etc., of SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized, at the request ofU.S. Army and Coast
Guard offmcers. the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury, to permit

attendance and instruction at the postgraduate school of officers of
the Army of the United States and United States Coast Guard,
respectively, in such numbers and ranks as may be agreed upon by
the Secretary of the Navy with the Secretaries of War and Treasury,
respectively: Provided, That the War Department and the Treasury
Department shall bear the proportionate share of the cost of such
instruction as may be received by the students detailed to receive
such instruction by the Secretaries of War and Treasury, respec-
tively. Such officers of the Army of the United States and the
United States Coast Guard, while under instruction, shall be subject
to the same rules and regulations as are applied to students of the
United States Navy.

59 Stat. 603. SEC. 7. The title of the Act approved December 7, 1945 (Public
Law 250, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session), is hereby amended
to read as follows: "To authorize the Superintendent of the United
States Naval Postgraduate School to confer bachelors of science,
masters, and doctors degrees in engineering and related fields."
Section 1 of the foregoing Act is hereby amended to read as follows:

Authority to confer "That, pursuant to such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy
certain degrees. may prescribe, the Superintendent of the United States Naval Post-

graduate School is authorized, upon due accreditation from time to
time by the appropriate professional authority of the applicable
curriculum of such school leading to bachelors of science, masters
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(a) the training of students in the practical and theoretical duties of 
commissioned naval officers, and (b) the administration of the post-
graduate school. 

SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized to employ at the 
postgraduate school, under the direction of the Superintendent, such 
number of civilian senior professors, professors, associate professors, 
assistant professors, and instructors, as in his opinion may be necessary 
for the proper instruction of students in the theoretical, .academic, and 
scientific subjects pertaining to the technical and practical aspects of 
the naval profession; and such senior professors, professors, associate 
and assistant professors, and instructors so employed shall receive such 
compensation for their services as may be prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Navy. The Secretary of the Navy shall report to the Congress 
each fiscal year the number of senior professors, professors, associate 
and assistant professors, and instructors so employed and the amount 
of compensation prescribed for each. The Act of January 16, 1936 
(49 Stat. 1092), as amended by the Acts of November 28, 1943 (57 Stat. 
594), and August 2, 1946 (Public Law 596, Seventy-Ninth Congress, 
second session), shall apply to the civilian teaching staff of the post-
graduate school. 
SEC. 4. The Act of June 10, 1946 (Public Law 402, Seventy-ninth 

Congress, second session), creating the civilian position of Academic 
Dean of the Postgraduate School of the Naval Academy shall apply 
to the postgraduate school established by this Act. 
SEC. 5. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to permit 

commissioned officers of the military services of foreign countries, 
with the authorization and direction of the President of the United 
States, to receive instruction at the postgraduate school. Such officers 
shall be subject to the same rules and regulations governing attend-
ance, discipline, discharge, and standards of study as are applied to 
students of the United States Navy: Provided, That such officers shall 
not be entitled to appointment to any office or position in the United 
States Navy by reason of completion of the prescribed course of study 
at the postgraduate school. 
SEC. 6. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized, at the request of 

the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury, to permit 
attendance and instruction at the postgraduate school of officers of 
the Army of the United States and United States Coast Guard, 
respectively, in such numbers and ranks as may be agreed upon by 
the Secretary of the Navy with the Secretaries of War and Treasury, 
respectively: Provided, That the War Department and the Treasury 
Department shall bear the proportionate share of the cost of such 
instruction as may be received by the students detailed to receive 
such instruction by the Secretaries of War and Treasury, respec-
tively. Such officers of the Army of the United States and the 
United States Coast Guard, while under instruction, shall be subject 
to the same rules and regulations as are applied to students of the 
United States Navy. 

SEC. 7. The title of the Act approved December 7, 1945 (Public 
Law 250, Seventy-ninth Congress, first session), is hereby amended 
to read as follows: "To authorize the Superintendent of the United 
States Naval Postgraduate School to confer bachelors of science, 
masters, and doctors degrees in engineering and related fields." 
Section 1 of the foregoing Act is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That, pursuant to such regulations as the Secretary of the Navy 
may prescribe, the Superintendent of the United States Naval Post-
graduate School is authorized, upon due accreditation from time to 
time. by the appropriate professional authority of the applicable 
curriculum of such school leading to bachelors of science, masters 
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or doctors degrees in engineering or related fields, to confer such
degree or degrees on qualified graduates of such school."

SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such Appropriation au-
amounts as may be necessary for the postgraduate school to carry orzed
out its functions as provided herein.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 421]
AN ACT

To provide for the loan or gift of obsolete ordnance to State homes for former
members of the armed forces.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to authorize the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the
Navy to make certain disposition of condemned ordnance, guns, and
cannon balls in their respective Departments", approved May 22,
1896, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 50, sec. 67), is amended
by striking out "State museums, and incorporated museums operated
and maintained for educational purposes only, whose charter denies
them the right to operate for profit, municipal corporations" and
inserting in lieu thereof "State museums, and incorporated museums,
operated and maintained for educational purposes only, whose charter
denies them the right to operate for profit, State homes for former
members of the armed forces, municipal corporations".

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 425]
AN ACT

To amend the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act relating to marketing
agreements and orders.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act as amended, and as reenacted and amended by
the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended, is
further amended as follows:

By adding at the end of section 2 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7,
sec. 602) the following:

"(3) Through the exercise of the powers conferred upon the Secre-
tary of Agriculture under this title, to establish and maintain such
minimum standards of quality and maturity and such grading and
inspection requirements for agricultural commodities enumerated in
section 8c (2), other than milk and its products, in interstate com-
merce as will effectuate such orderly marketing of such agricultural
commodities as will be in the public interest."

SEC. 2. Section 8c (6), as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7,
sec. 608c (6)), is amended to read as follows:

"(6) In the case of fruits (including pecans and walnuts but not
including apples, other than apples produced in the States of Wash-
ington, Oregon, and Idaho, and not including fruits, other than olives,
for canning or freezing) and their products, tobacco and its products,
vegetables (not including vegetables, other than asparagus, for can-
ning or freezing) and their products, soybeans and their products,
hops and their products, honeybees, and naval stores as included in
the Naval Stores Act and standards established thereunder (including
refined or partially refined oleoresin), orders issued pursuant to this
section shall contain one or more of the following terms and condi-
tions, and (except as provided in subsection (7)) no others:
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or doctors degrees in engineering or related fields, to confer such 
degree or degrees on qualified graduates of such school." 
SEC. 8. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such 

amounts as may be necessary for the postgraduate school to carry 
out its functions as provided herein. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 421] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the loan or gift of obsolete ordnance to State homes for former 

members of the armed forces. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to authorize the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the 
Navy to make certain disposition of condemned ordnance, guns, and 
cannon balls in their respective Departments", approved May 22, 
1896, as amended (U. S. C., 1910 edition, title 50, sec. 67), is amended 
by striking out "State museums, and incorporated museums operated 
and maintained for educational purposes only, whose charter denies 
them the right to operate for profit, municipal corporations" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "State museums, and incorporated museums, 
operated and maintained for educational purposes only, whose charter 
denies them the right to operate for profit, State homes for former 
members of the armed forces, municipal corporations". 
Approved July 31, 1947. 
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iitimng f qUan- "(A) Limiting, or providing methods for the limitation of, thetity handlers may
market. total quantity of any such commodity or product, or of any grade, size,

or quality thereof produced during any specified period or periods,
which may be marketed in or transported to any or all markets in the
current of interstate or foreign commerce or so as directly to burden,
obstruct, or affect interstate or foreign commerce in such commodity
or product thereof, during any specified period or periods by all
handlers thereof.

hanltting ay puha "(B) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the amount of
such commodity or product, or any grade, size, or quality thereof,
which each handler may purchase from or handle on behalf of any
and all producers thereof, during any specified period or periods,
under a uniform rule based upon the amounts sold by such producers
in such prior period as the Secretary determines to be representative,
or upon the current quantities available for sale by such producers, or
both, to the end that the total quantity thereof to be purchased, or
handled during any specified period or periods shall be apportioned
equitably among producers.Alo-tting of amounthandlert yf m t  (C) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the amount

etc. of any such commodity product, or any grade, size, or quality
thereof, which each handler may market in or transport to any or
all markets in the current of interstate or foreign commerce or so
as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect interstate or foreign com-
merce in such commodity or product thereof, under a uniform rule
based upon the amounts which each such handler has available for
current shipment, or upon the amounts shipped by each such handler in
such prior period as the Secretary determines to be representative,
or both, to the end that the total quantity of such commodity or
product, or any grade, size, or quality thereof, to be marketed in or
transported to any or all markets in the current of interstate or for-
eign commerce or so as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect interstate
or foreign commerce in such commodity or product thereof, during
any specified period or periods shall be equitably apportioned among
all of the handlers thereof.

f sDetermining etent (D) Determining, or providing methods for determining, the
existence and extent of the surplus of any such commodity or product,
or of any grade, size, or quality thereof, and providing for the control
and disposition of such surplus, and for equalizing the burden of
such surplus elimination or control among the producers and handlers
thereof.

rstablishing of re- "(E) Establishing or providing for the establishment of reserve
pools of any such commodity or product, or of any grade, size, or
quality thereof, and providing for the equitable distribution of the
net return derived from the sale thereof among the persons beneficially
interested therein.

Inspection. "(F) Requiring or providing for the requirement of inspection of
any such commodity or product produced during specified periods
and marketed by handlers.

Hopsetc. "(G) In the case of hops and their products, in addition to, or
in lieu of, the foregoing terms and conditions, orders may contain
one or more of the following:

utity afo rt handles "(i) Limiting, or providing methods for the limitation of, the totalquantity thereof, or of any grade, type, or variety thereof, produced
during any specified period or periods, which all handlers may handle
in the current of or so as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect inter-
state or foreign commerce in hops or any product thereof.

qAnpPXortaonrng "(ii) Apportioning, or providing methods for apportioning, the
ducers. total quantity of hops of the production of the then current calendar

year permitted to be handled equitably among all producers in the
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"(A) Limiting, or providing methods for the limitation of, the 
total quantity of any such commodity or product, or of any grade, size, 
or quality thereof, produced during any specified period or periods, 
which may be marketed in or transported to any or all markets in the 
current of interstate or foreign commerce or so as directly to burden, 
obstruct, or affect interstate or foreign commerce in such commodity 
or product thereof, during any specified period or periods by all 
handlers thereof. 
"(B) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the amount of 

such commodity or product, or any grade, size, or quality thereof, 
which each handler may purchase from or handle on behalf of any 
and all producers thereof, during any specified period or periods, 
under a uniform rule based upon the amounts sold by such producers 
in such prior period as the Secretary determines to be representative, 
or upon the current quantities available for sale by such producers, or 
both, to the end that the total quantity thereof to be purchased, or 
handled during any specified period or periods shall be apportioned 
equitably among producers. 
"(C) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the amount 

of any such commodity or product, or any grade, size or quality 
thereof, which each handler may market in or transport to any or 
all markets in the current of interstate or foreign commerce or so 
as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect interstate or foreign com-
merce in such commodity or product thereof, under a uniform rule 
based upon the amounts which each such handler has available for 
current shipment, or upon the amounts shipped by each such handler in 
such prior period as the Secretary determines to be representative, 
or both, to the end that the total quantity of such commodity or 
product, or any grade, size, or quality thereof, to be marketed in or 
transported to any or all markets in the current of interstate or for-
eign commerce or so as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect interstate 
or foreign commerce in such commodity or product thereof, during 
any specified period or periods shall be equitably apportioned among 
all of the handlers thereof. 
"(D) Determining, or providing methods for determining, the 

existence and extent of the surplus of any such commodity or product, 
or of any grade, size, or quality thereof, and providing for the control 
and disposition of such surplus, and for equalizing the burden of 
such surplus elimination or control among the producers and handlers 
thereof. 
"(E) Establishing or providing for the establishment of reserve 

pools of any such commodity or product, or of any grade, size, or 
quality thereof, and providing for the equitable distribution of the 
net return derived from the sale thereof among the persons beneficially 
interested therein. 
"(F) Requiring or providing for the requirement of inspection of 

any such commodity or product produced during specified periods 
and marketed by handlers. 
"(G) In the case of hops and their products, in addition to, or 

in lieu of, the foregoing terms and conditions, orders may contain 
one or more of the following: 

"(i) Limiting, or providing methods for the limitation of, the total 
quantity thereof, or of any grade, type, or variety thereof, produced 
during any specified period or periods, which all handlers may handle 
in the current of or so as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect inter-
state or foreign commerce in hops or any product thereof. 

"(ii) Apportioning, or providing methods for apportioning, the 
total quantity of hops of the production of the then current calendar 
year permitted to be handled equitably among all producers in the 
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production area to which the order applies upon the basis of one or
more or a combination of the following: The total quantity of hops
available or estimated will become available for market by each pro-
ducer from his production during such period; the normal'production
of the acreage of hops operated by each producer during such period
upon the basis of the number of acres of hops in production, and the
average yield of that acreage during such period as the Secretary
determines to be representative, with adjustments determined by the
Secretary to be proper for age of plantings or abnormal conditions
affecting yield; such normal production or historical record of any
acreage for which data as to yield of hops are not available or which
had no yield during such period shall be determined by the Secretary
on the basis of the yields of other acreage of hops of similar charac-
teristics as to productivity, subject to adjustment as just provided for.

"(iii) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the quantity
of hops which any handler may handle so that the allotment fixed for
that handler shall be limited to the quantity of hops apportioned under
preceding section (ii) to each respective producer of hops; such allot-
ment shall constitute an allotment fixed for that handler within the
meaning of subsection (5) of section 8a of this title (U. S. C., 1940
edition, title 7, sec. 608a)."

SEc. 3. Section 10 (b) (2) (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7, sec.
610 (b) (2)) is amended to read as follows:

"(2) (i) Each order relating to milk and its products issued by the
Secretary under this title shall provide that each handler subject
thereto shall pay to any authority or agency established under such
order such handler's pro rata share (as approved by the Secretary) of
such expenses as the Secretary may find will necessarily be incurred
by such authority or agency, during any period specified by him, for
the maintenance and functioning of such authority or agency, other
than expenses incurred in receiving, handling, holding, or disposing
of any quantity of milk or products thereof received, handled, held,
or disposed of by such authority or agency for the benefit or account
of persons other than handlers subject to such order. The pro rata
share of the expenses payable by a cooperative association of producers
shall be computed on the basis of the quantity of milk or product
thereof covered by such order which is distributed, processed, or
shipped by such cooperative association of producers.

(ii) Each order relating to any other commodity or product issued
by the Secretary under this title shall provide that each handler sub-
ject thereto shall pay to any authority or agency established under
such order such handler's pro rata share (as approved by the Secre-
tary) of such expenses as the Secretary may find are reasonable and
are likely to be incurred by such authority or agency, during any period
specified by him, for such purposes as the Secretary may, pursuant to
such order, determine to be appropriate, and for the maintenance and
functioning of such authority or agency, other than expenses incurred
in receiving, handling, holding, or disposing of any quantity of a com-
modity received, handled, held, or disposed of by such authority or
agency for the benefit or account of persons other than handlers sub-
ject to such order. The pro rata share of the expenses payable by a
cooperative association of producers shall be computed on the basis of
the quantity of the agricultural commodity or product thereof cov-
ered by such order which is distributed, processed, or shipped by such
cooperative association of producers. The payment of assessments for
the maintenance and functioning of such authority or agency, as pro-
vided for herein, may be required under a marketing agreement or
marketing order throughout the period the marketing agreement or
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production area. to which the order applies upon the basis of one or 
more or a combination of the following: The total quantity of hops 
available or estimated will become available for market by each pro-
ducer from his production during such period; the normal production 
of the acreage of hops operated by each producer during such period 
upon the basis of the number of acres of hops in production, and the 
average yield of that, acreage during such period as the Secretary 
determines to be representative, with adjustments determined by the 
Secretary to be proper for age of plantings or abnormal conditions 
affecting yield; such normal production or historical record of any 
acreage for which data as to yield of hops are not available or which 
had no yield during such period shall be determined by the Secretary 
on the basis of the yields of other acreage of hops of similar charac-
teristics as to productivity, subject to adjustment as just provided for. 

"(iii) Allotting, or providing methods for allotting, the quantity 
of hops which any handler may handle so that the allotment fixed for 
that handler shall be limited to the quantity of hops apportioned under 
preceding section (ii) to each respective producer of hops; such allot-
ment shall constitute an allotment fixed for that handler within the 
meaning of subsection (5) of section 8a of this title (U. S. C., 1940 
edition, title 7, sec. 608a)." 

SEc. 3. Section 10 (b) (2) (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7, sec. 
610 (b) (2) ) is amended to read as follows: 

"(2) (i) Each order relating to milk and its products issued by the 
Secretary under this title shall provide that each handler subject 
thereto shall pay to any authority or agency established under such 
order such handler's pro rata share (as approved by the Secretary) of 
such expenses as the Secretary may find will necessarily be incurred 
by such authority or agency, during any period specified by him, for 
the maintenance and functioning of such authority or agency, other 
than expenses incurred in receiving, handling, holding, or disposing 
of any quantity of milk or products thereof received, handled, held, 
or disposed of by such authority or agency for the benefit or account 
of persons other than handlers subject to such order. The pro rata 
share of the expenses payable by a cooperative association of producers 
shall be computed on the basis of the quantity of milk or product 
thereof covered by such order which is distributed, processed, or 
shipped by such cooperative association of producers. 

"(ii) Each order relating to any other commodity or product issued 
by the Secretary under this title shall provide that each handler sub-
ject thereto shall pay to any authority or agency established under 
such order such handler's pro rata share (as approved by the Secre-
tary) of such expenses as the Secretary may find are reasonable and 
are likely to be incurred by such authority or agency, during any period 
specified by him, for such purposes as the Secretary may, pursuant to 
such order, determine to be appropriate, and for the maintenance and 
functioning of such authority or agency, other than expenses incurred 
in receiving, handling, holding, or disposing of any quantity of a com-
modity received, handled, held, or disposed of by such authority or 
agency for the benefit or account of persons other than handlers sub-
ject to such order. The pro rata share of the expenses payable by a 
cooperative association of producers shall be computed on the basis of 
the quantity. of the agricultural commodity or product thereof cov-
ered by such order which is distributed, processed, or shipped by such 
cooperative association of producers. The payment of assessments for 
the maintenance and functioning of such authority or agency, as pro-
vided for herein, may be required under a marketing agreement or 
marketing order throughout the period the marketing agreement or 
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order is in effect and irrespective of whether particular provisions
thereof are suspended or become inoperative.

Maintenanceof suit "(iii) Any authority or agency established under an order may
by agency, etc. maintain in its own name, or in the name of its members, a suit against

any handler subject to an order for the collection of such handler's
pro rata share of expenses. The several district courts of the United
States are hereby vested with jurisdiction to entertain such suits
regardless of the amount in controversy."

49Stat. 754. SE. 4. Section 8c (2) (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7, sec. 608c (2))
is amended by inserting the words "or freezing" immediately after the
word "canning" wherever said word "canning" appears in said section.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 426]
August 1, 1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 1544] To provide appropriate lapel buttons for widows, parents, and next of kin of
[Public Law 306] members of the armed forces who lost their lives in the armed services of the

United States in World War II.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
old star laIpel but- United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of War and the Secretary of the Navy, acting jointly, shall formulate
and fix the size, design, and composition of a lapel button (to be known
as the "gold star lapel button") suitable as a means of identification
for widows and parents of members of the armed forces of the United

Procurement. States who lost their lives in the armed services of the United States
in World War II. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the
Navy shall procure for their respective departments such number of
gold star lapel buttons as shall be necessary to effect distribution of
such buttons in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

tons to widows, par- SEC. 2. (a) Upon application to the Department of War or the
ents, etc. Department of the Navy, as the case may be, one such gold star lapel

button shall be furnished, without cost, to the widow and to each of
the parents of a member of the armed forces of the United States who
lost his life in the armed services of the United States in World War II.

(b) In addition to the gold star lapel button furnished in subsection
(a) of this section, gold star lapel buttons shall also be furnished, upon
application and the payment of an amount sufficient to cover the cost
of manufacture and distribution, to the next of kin of any such deceased

estcons. person, not hereinbefore designated. No such lapel button shall be sold
to any person who has been furnished a lapel button under subsection
(a), and not more than one button shall be sold to any one person.

Distbuto. ) Gold star lapel buttons shall be distributed in accordance with
rules and regulations prescribed jointly by the Secretary of War and
the Secretary of the Navy.

Widow. " SEC. 3. As used in this Act, (a) the term "widow" shall include
"Parens." widower; (b) the term "parents" shall include mother, father, step-

"Nxt f ki mother, stepfather, mother through adoption, and father through adop-
"Cldre of i" tion; (c) the term "next of kin" shall include only children, brothers,

en. sisters, half brothers and half sisters; and (d) the term "children"
shall include stepchildren and children through adoption.

fu use, etc. SEC. 4. Whoever shall (1) wear, display on his person, or otherwise
use as an insignia, any gold star lapel button issued to another person
under the provisions of this Act; (2) falsely make, forge, or counter-
feit, or cause or procure to be falsely made, forged, or counterfeited,
or aid in falsely making, forging, or counterfeiting any lapel button
issued under this Act; or (3) sell or bring into the United States, or
any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof, from any foreign place,
or have in his possession, any such false, forged, or counterfeited lapel
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order is in effect and irrespective of whether particular provisions 
thereof are suspended or become inoperative. 

"(iii) Any authority or agency established under an order may 
maintain in its own name, or in the name of its members, a suit against 
any handler subject to an order for the collection of such handler's 
pro rata share of expenses. The several district courts of the United 
States are hereby vested with jurisdiction to entertain such suits 
regardless of the amount in controversy." 
SEC. 4. Section 8e (2) (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 7, sec. 608c (2) ) 

is amended by inserting the words "or freezing" immediately after the 
word "canning" wherever said word "canning" appears in said section. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4261 
AN ACT 

To provide appropriate lapel buttons for widows, parents, and next of kin of 
members of the armed forces who lost their lives in the armed services of the 
United States in World War II. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War and the Secretary of the Navy, acting jointly, shall formulate 
and fix the size, design, and composition of a lapel button (to be known 
as the "gold star lapel button") suitable as a means of identification 
for widows and parents of members of the armed forces of the United 
States who lost their lives in the armed services of the United States 
in World War II. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the 
Navy shall procure for their respective departments such number of 
gold star lapel buttons as shall be necessary to effect distribution of 
such buttons in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 2. (a) Upon application to the Department of War or the 

Department of the Navy, as the case may be, one such gold star lapel 
button shall be furnished, without cost, to the widow and to each of 
the parents of a member of the armed forces of the United States who 
lost his life in the armed services of the United States in World War II. 

(b) In addition to the gold star lapel button furnished in subsection 
(a) of this section, gold star lapel buttons shall also be furnished, upon 
application and the payment of an amount sufficient to cover the cost 
of manufacture and distribution, to the next of kin of any such deceased 
person, not hereinbefore designated. No such lapel button shall be sold 
to any person who has been furnished a lapel button under subsection 
(a), and not more than one button shall be sold to any one person. 

(c) Gold star lapel buttons shall be distributed in accordance with 
rules and regulations prescribed jointly by the Secretary of War and 
the Secretary of the Navy. 
SEC. 3. As used in this Act, (a) the term "widow" shall include 

widower; (b) the term "parents" shall include mother, father, step-
mother, stepfather, mother through adoption, and father through adop-
tion; (c) the term "next of kin" shall include only children, brothers, 
sisters, half brothers and half sisters; and (d) the term "children" 
shall include stepchildren and children through adoption. 
SEC. 4. Whoever shall (1) wear, display on his person, or otherwise 

use as an insignia, any gold star lapel button issued to another person 
under the provisions of this Act; (2) falsely make, forge, or counter-
feit, in cause or procure to be falsely made, forged, or counterfeited, 
or aid n falsely making, forging, or counterfeiting any lapel button 
issued under this Act; or (3) sell or bring into the United States, or 
any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof, from any foreign place, 

i or have n his possession, any such false, forged, or counterfeited lapel 
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button, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than
two years, or both.

SEC. 5. Such sums are hereby authorized to be appropriated as may Appropriations au-

be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. thorized.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 427]
AN ACT

To amend section 16 of chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act to
regulate the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia."

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 16 of
Chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act to regulate
the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia", be amended
to read as follows:

"SEC. 16. RIGHTS OF CREDITORS AND BENEFICIARIES UNDER POLICIES
OF LIFE INSURANCE.-When a policy of insurance, whether heretofore
or hereafter issued, is effected by any person on his own life or on
another life in favor of some person other than himself having an
insurable interest therein, or, except in cases of transfer with intent
to defraud creditors, if a policy of life insurance is assigned or in any
way made payable to any such person, the lawful beneficiary or
assignee thereof, other than the insured or the person so effecting such
insurance or executors or administrators of such insured or the person
so effecting such insurance, shall be entitled to its proceeds and avails
against the creditors and representatives of the insured and of the
person effecting such insurance whether or not the right to change the
beneficiary is reserved or permitted and whether or not the policy
is made payable to the person whose life is insured, if the beneficiary
or assignee shall predecease such person: Provided, That subject to the
statute of limitations the amount of any premiums for said insurance
paid with intent to defraud creditors, with interest thereon, shall
inure to their benefit from the proceeds of the policy, but the company
issuing the policy shall be discharged of all liability thereon by pay-
ment of its proceeds in accordance with its terms, unless before such
payment the company shall have written notice by or in behalf of a
creditor of a claim to recover for transfer nmatle or premliuns paid
with intent to defraud creditors with specifications of the amount
claimed."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 428]
AN ACT

To amend section 7 of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to provide
for the expenses of the government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1903, and for other purposes", approved July 1, 1902, as
amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to provide for the
expenses of the government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1903, and for other purposes", approved July 1,
1902, as amended, is hereby amended by adding paragraph 44A.

"PAR. 44A. (a) On and after ninety days from the enactment of this
paragraph, no person shall, in the District of Columbia, discharge any
of the duties, of an undertaker, unless there has been issued to him
by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia a license therefor
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button, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than 
two years, or both. 
SEC. 5. Such sums are hereby authorized to be appropriated as may 

be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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To amend section 16 of chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act to 
regulate the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia." 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 16 of 
Chapter V of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act to regulate 
the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia", be amended 
to read as follows: 

"SEc. 16. RIGHTS OF CREDITORS AND BENEFICIARLES UNDER POLICIES 
or LirE INsurtAricE.—When a policy of insurance, whether heretofore 
or hereafter issued, is effected by any person on his own life or on 
another life in favor of some person other than himself having an 
insurable interest therein, or, except in cases of transfer with intent 
to defraud creditors, if a policy of life insurance is assigned or in any 
way made payable to any such person, the lawful beneficiary or 
assignee thereof, other than the insured or the person so effecting such 
insurance or executors or administrators of such insured or the person 
so effecting such insurance, shall be entitled to its proceeds and avails 
against the creditors and representatives of the insured and of the 
person effecting such insurance whether or not the right to change the 
beneficiary is reserved or permitted and whether or not the policy 
is made payable to the person whose life is insured, if the beneficiary 
or assignee shall predecease such person: Provided, That subject to the 
statute of limitations the amount of any premiums for said insurance 
paid with intent to defraud creditors, with interest thereon, shall 
inure to their benefit from the proceeds of the policy, but the company 
issuing the policy shall be discharged of iall liability thereon by pay-
ment of its proceeds in accordance with ts terms, unless before such 
payment the company shall have written notice by or in behalf of a 
creditor of a claim to recover for transfer made or prennunis paid 
with intent to defraud creditors with specifications of the amount 
claimed." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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for the expenses of the government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal 
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amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations to provide for the 
expenses of the government of the District of Columbia for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1903, and for other purposes", approved July 1, 
1902, as amended, is hereby amended by adding paragraph 44A. 
"PAR. 44A. (a) On and after ninety days from the enactment of this 

paragraph, no person shall, in the District of Columbia, discharge any 
of the duties, of an undertaker, unless there has been issued to him 
by the Commissioners of the District of Columbia a license therefor 
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Fee. in full force and effect. The fee for such license shall be $20 per
annum, which shall be paid to the Collector of Taxes of the District
of Columbia. Such license shall be issued at the time and in the
manner provided in paragraph numbered 5 of this section.

pquaiflcationsofaP "(b) An applicant for a license shall submit proof satisfactory to
the Commissioners, on such forms as the Commissioners may prescribe,
that he is not less than twenty-one years of age, a citizen of the United
States, of good moral character; that he is a graduate of a recognized
high school or educational equivalent; that he is a graduate of a school
or college of embalming, whose course of instruction is not less than
nine months, comprising not less than eight hundred and forty hours of
study, and that he has had not less than two years' practical experience

Examination. in the business or profession. Such applicant shall be examined theo-
retically and practically in anatomy, embalming, embalming fluids,
sanitation, disinfection, the care and preparation of dead human
bodies for burial and the shipment of same, laws and regulations per-
taining to communicable diseases, and such other subjects as the
Commissioners deem appropriate and proper.

"An examination of applicants for a license shall be held not less
frequently than once each year at such time and place as the Com-
missioners shall determine; notice of such examination shall be given
at least thirty days prior to the date set therefor.

eiconse without " (C) Every person, who, at the time of enactment of this para-
amination. graph, is registered as an undertaker with the Health Department

of the District of Columbia and who was actually engaged, at any
time during the five-year period immediately preceding the date
of enactment of this paragraph, in discharging the duties of an under-
taker and who desires to continue to discharge such duties shall be
entitled to a license therefor without examination upon applica-
tion therefor and upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the Com-
missioners that he was so registered and so discharging such duties;
that he is not less than twenty-one years of age, a citizen of the
United States, of good moral character; and that he is a graduate
of a school or college of embalming whose course of instruction is
not less than nine months, comprising not less than eight hundred
and forty hours of study, or that he has had actual experience
equivalent thereto; and upon payment of the license fee hereinbefore
provided.

Authority of o m
- d ) T h e Commissioners are hereby authorized:missioner. or A hRefusal to i e o r  1 ) A f t e r notice and o en hearing, to refuse to issue or renewrenew license, e to.or to suspend or revoke a icense for fraud or misrepresentation in

the application therefor, or for misconduct during an examination
therefor, or for any act or practice detrimental to the public health
or safety, including the act of removing a dead human body without
the prior consent of a person who, under the law, is authorized to
give such consent, or for violation of the laws and regulations of
the District of Columbia relating to the removal or burial or disposal
of dead human bodies or the provisions of this paragraph or of the
rules and regulations hereinafter authorized to be promulgated, or
for conviction of a felony as shown by a certified copy of the record
of the court of conviction.

coppittento ondut "(2) To appoint a committee of five persons of good moral char-
eaminations, etc. acter, two of whom shall have been actually and continuously engaged

in discharging the duties of an undertaker or embalmer in the Dis-
trict of Columbia for at least five years next preceding their appoint-
ment and the Health Officer of the District of Columbia, or a member
of the personnel of the Health Department designated by said Health
Officer, who shall serve ex officio as a member of said committee, to
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in full force and effect. The fee for such license shall be $20 per 
annum, which shall be paid to the Collector of Taxes of the District 
of Columbia. Such license shall be issued at the time and in the 
manner provided in paragraph numbered 5 of this section. 

"(b) An applicant for a license shall submit proof satisfactory to 
the Commissioners, on such forms as the Commissioners may prescribe, 
that he is not less than twenty-one years of age, a citizen of the United 
States, of good moral character; that he is a graduate of a recognized 
high school or educational equivalent; that he is a graduate of a school 
or college of embalming, whose course of instruction is not less than 
nine months, comprising not less than eight hundred and forty hours of 
study, and that he has had not less than two years' practical experience 
in the business or profession. Such applicant shall be examined theo-
retically and practically in anatomy, embalming, embalming fluids, 
sanitation, disinfection, the care and preparation of dead human 
bodies for burial and the shipment of same, laws and regulations per-
taining to communicable diseases, and such other subjects as the 
Commissioners deem appropriate and proper. 
"An examination of applicants for a license shall be held not less 

frequently than once each year at such time and place as the Com-
missioners shall determine; notice of such examination shall be given 
at least thirty days prior to the date set therefor. 

"(c) Every person, who, at the time of enactment of this para-
graph, is registered as an undertaker with the Health Department 
of the District of Columbia and who was actually engaged, at any 
time during the five-year period immediately preceding the date 
of enactment of this paragraph, in discharging the duties of an under-
taker and who desires to continue to discharge such duties shall be 
entitled to a license therefor without examination upon applica-
tion therefor and upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the Com-
missioners that he was so registered and so discharging such duties; 
that he is not less than twenty-one years of age, a citizen of the 
United States, of good moral character; and that he is a graduate 
of a school or college of embalming whose course of instruction is 
not less than nine months, comprising not less than eight hundred 
and forty hours of study, or that he has had actual experience 
equivalent thereto; and upon payment of the license fee hereinbefore 
provided. 

"(d) The Commissioners are hereby authorized: 
"(1) After notice and open hearing, to refuse to issue or renew 

or to suspend or revoke a license for fraud or misrepresentation in 
the application therefor, or for misconduct during an examination 
therefor, or for any act or practice detrimental to the public health 
or safety, including the act of removing a dead human body without 
the prior consent of a person who, under the law, is authorized to 
give such consent, or for violation of the laws and regulations of 
the District of Columbia relating to the removal or burial or disposal 
of dead human bodies or the provisions of this paragraph or of the 
rules and regulations hereinafter authorized to be promulgated, or 
for conviction of a felony as shown by a certified copy of the record 
of the court of conviction. 

"(2) To appoint a committee of five persons of good moral char-
acter, two of whom shall have been actually and continuously engaged 
in discharging the duties of an undertaker or embalmer in the Dis-
trict of Columbia for at least five years next preceding their appoint-
ment and the Health Officer of the District of Columbia, or a member 
of the personnel of the Health Department designated by said Health 
Officer, who shall serve ex officio as a member of said committee, to 
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conduct the examination of applicants for a license hereinbefore pro-
vided; the appointment of each such person shall be for a period of
one year unless sooner terminated by the Commissioners for cause;
such appointees, except the Health Officer or person designated by
him, shall be entitled to a per diem of $10 for each day they are actu-
ally engaged in discharging their duties pursuant to this paragraph.

"(3) To issue licenses without examination to persons licensed by
other Territories and States upon the same terms and conditions as
such States and Territories issue licenses without examination to
persons licensed by the District of Columbia.

"(4) To prescribe the terms, conditions, and license fee, not to
exceed $10 per annum, under which apprenticeship shall be served.

"(5) To employ, and provide for necessary travel, in accordance
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, such additional em-
ployees as may be necessary and to make such expenditures as may
be necessary for the proper enforcement of the provisions of this para-
graph and the rules and regulations promulgated by authority
thereof. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
moneys in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Dis-
trict of Columbia not otherwise appropriated, funds to carry out the
provisions of this paragraph.

"(6) To promulgate and enforce, and from time to time to alter,
such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the provisions of
this paragraph, as they deem necessary, for the proper execution and
enforcement of the provisions of this paragraph.

"(7) To designate as their agent, for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of this paragraph, the Health Officer of the District of
Columbia.

"(e) The provisions of paragraph numbered 1 of this section rela-
tive to the assignment or transfer of a license and the provisions of
paragraph numbered 7 of this section relative to the definition of the
word 'person' shall not apply to licenses issued under the provisions
of this paragraph. The word 'person' as used in this paragraph shall
be construed to mean a natural person only, and licenses issued
under the provisions of this paragraph shall not be assignable or
transferable.

"(f) As used in this paragraph the term 'undertaker' includes i
funeral director, mortician, embalnlerl, anti any person who perforlms
services with respect to the care and preparation of dead human
bodies for burial or cremation."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 429]
AN ACT

To extend for three months the provisions of the District of Columbia Emergency
Rent Act, approved December 2, 1941, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (b)
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate rents in the District of
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved December 2, 1941. as
amended (D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 45-1601), is hereby amended
by striking out "December 31, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof
"March 31, 1948".

Approved August 1, 1947.
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conduct the examination of applicants for a license hereinbefore pro-
vided; the appointment of each such person shall be for a period of 
one year unless sooner terminated by the Commissioners for cause; 
such appointees, except the Health Officer or person designated by 
him, shall be entitled to a per diem of $10 for each day they are actu-
ally engaged in discharging their duties pursuant to this paragraph. 

(3) To issue licenses without examination to persons licensed by 
other Territories and States upon the same terms and conditions as 
such States and Territories issue licenses without examination to 
persons licensed by the District of Columbia. 

"(4) To prescribe the terms, conditions, and license fee, not to 
exceed $10 per annum, under which apprenticeship shall be served. 

"(5) To employ, and provide for necessary travel, in accordance 
with the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, such additional em-
ployees as may be necessary and to make such expenditures as may 
be necessary for the proper enforcement of the provisions of this para-
graph and the rules and regulations promulgated by authority 
thereof. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 
moneys in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Dis-
trict of Columbia not otherwise appropriated, funds to carry out the 
provisions of this paragraph. 

"(6) To promulgate and enforce, and from time to time to alter, 
such rules and regulations, not inconsistent -with the provisions of 
this paragraph, as they deem necessary, for the proper execution and 
enforcement of the provisions of this paragraph. 

"(7) To designate as their agent, for the purpose of carrying out 
the provisions of this paragraph, the Health Officer of the District of 
Columbia. 

"(e) The provisions of paragraph numbered 1 of this section rela-
tive to the assignment or transfer of a license and the provisions of 
paragraph numbered 7 of this section relative to the definition of the 
word 'person' shall not apply to licenses issued under the provisions 
of this paragraph. The word 'person' as used in this paragraph shall 
be construed to mean a natural person only, and licenses issued 
under the provisions of this paragraph shall not be assignable or 
transferable. 

"(f) As used in this paragraph the term 'undertaker' includes It 
funeral director, mortician, embalmer, and any person who per forms 
services with respect to the care and preparation of dead human 
bodies for burial or cremation." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 429] 
AN ACT 

To extend for three months the provisions of the District of Columbia Emergency 
Rent Act, approved December 2, 1941, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 (b) 
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate rents in the District of 
Columbia, and for other purposes", approved December 2, 1941, as 
amended (D. C. Code, 1940 edition, sec. 45-1601), is hereby amended 
by striking out "December 31, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"March 31, 1948". 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 430]

[61 STAT.

AN ACT
To amend section 251 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 251 of

53 Stat. 79 the Internal Revenue Code (relating to income from sources within
U possessions of the United States) is hereby amended by adding at the

end thereof a new subsection to read as follows:
"(i) PRISONERS OF WAR AND INTERNEES.-In the case of a citizen

of the United States taken as a prisoner of war while serving within
a possession of the United States as a member of the military or naval
forces of the United States, and in the case of a citizen interned by
the enemy while serving as an employee within a possession of the
United States-

"(1) if such citizen was confined in any place not within a
possession of the United States, such place of confinement shall,
for the purposes of this section, be considered as within a posses-
sion of the United States; and

"(2) any compensation received within the United States by
such citizen attributable to the period of time during which such
citizen was a prisoner of war or interned by the enemy shall, for
the purposes of subsection (b), be considered as compensation
received outside the United States."

Applicability. SEC. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall be applicable to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 431]
August 1, 1947
[H. R. 34481

[Public Law 311]

47 Stat. 732; 49 Stat.
295.

12U.S.C. 1430(b).

August 1, 1947
[H. R. 3619]

[Public Law 312]

58 Stat. 765.
50 U. S. C. app.

if 1611-1646.
Ante, p. 678.

49 Stat. 800.

AN ACT
To amend the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b)
of section 10 of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act is hereby amended
by striking the words "twenty years" appearing in the first sentence
thereof, and inserting in lieu thereof the words "twenty-five years".

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 432]
AN ACT

Relating to the sale of the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation, Grand Traverse
County, Michigan.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 or of any other
law, the Federal Works Administrator is hereby authorized, in his
discretion, to sell for use as a public park all that tract or parcel of
land lying in lots 1 and 2 of section 23, township 30 north, range 10
west, in the county of Grand Traverse and State of Michigan, contain-
ing five and thirty-eight one-hundredths acres of land, more or less,
together with all buildings, structures, and improvements thereon
(known as the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation), in the manner
and subject to the terms and conditions provided in the Act entitled
"An Act to authorize the sale of Federal buildings", approved August
26, 1935 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 40, sec. 345b).

Approved August 1, 1947.
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August 1, 1947 
[H. R. 3444] 

[Public Law 310] 

53 Stat. 79. 
26 U.S. C. 251. 

Applicability. 

August 1, 1947 
[H. R. 3448] 

[Public Law 311] 

47 Stat. 732; 49 Stat. 
295. 

12 U. S. C. § 1430 (b). 

August 1, 1947 
[H. R. 3619] 

[Public Law 312] 

58 Stat. 765. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§§1611-1646. 
Ante, p. 678. 

49 Stat. 800. 

[CHAPTER 430] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 251 of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 251 of 
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to income from sources within 
possessions of the United States) is hereby amended by adding at the 
end thereof a new subsection to read as follows: 

" (1) PRISONERS OF WAR AND INTERNEES.—In the case of a citizen 
of the United States taken as a prisoner of war while serving within 
a possession of the United States as a member of the military or naval 
forces of the United States, and in the case of a citizen interned by 
the enemy while serving as an employee within a possession of the 
United States— 

" (1) if such citizen was confined in any place not within a 
possession of the United States, such place of confinement shall, 
for the purposes of this section, be considered as within a posses-
sion of the United States; and 

"(2) any compensation received within the United States by 
such citizen attributable to the period of time during which such 
citizen was a prisoner of war or interned by the enemy shall, for 
the purposes of subsection (b), be considered as compensation 
received outside the United States." 

Snc. 2. The amendment made by this Act shall be applicable to 
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941. 

Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 431] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b) 
of section 10 of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act is hereby amended 
by striking the words "twenty years" appearing in the first sentence 
thereof, and inserting in lieu thereof the words "twenty-five years". 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4321 
AN ACT 

Relating to the sale of the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation, Grand Traverse 
County, Michigan. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 or of any other 
law, the Federal Works Administrator is hereby authorized, in his 
discretion, to sell for use as a public park all that tract or parcel of 
land lying in lots 1 and 2 of section 23, township 30 north, range 10 
west, in the county of Grand Traverse and State of Michigan, contain-
ing five and thirty-eight one-hundredths acres of land, more or less, 
together with all buildings, structures, and improvements thereon 
(known as the Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation), in the manner 
and subject to the terms and conditions provided in the Act entitled 
"An Act to authorize the sale of Federal buildings", approved August 
26, 1935 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 40, sec. 345b). 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 433]
AN ACT

To authorize the creation of additional positions in the professional and scientific
service in the War and Navy Departments.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War is authorized to establish and fix the compensation for, within
the War Department, not more than thirty positions, and the Secre-
tary of the Navy is authorized to establish and fix the compensation
for, within the Naval Establishment, not more than fifteen positions
in the professional and scientific service, each such position being
established to effectuate those research and development functions,
relating to the national defense, military and naval medicine, and
any and all other activities of the War Department or Naval Establish-
ment which require the services of specially qualified scientific or
professional personnel: Provided, That the rates of compensation for
positions established pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall
not be less than $10,000 per annum nor more than $15,000 per annum,
and shall be subject to the approval of the Civil Service Commission.

SEC. 9. Positions created pursuant to this Act shall be included in

the classified civil service of the United States, but appointments to
such positions shall be made without competitive examination upon
approval of the proposed appointee's qualifications by the Civil Serv-
ice Commission or such officers or agents as it may designate for this
purpose.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, respec-
tively, shall submit to the Congress, not later than December 31 of
each year, a report setting forth the number of positions established
pursuant to this Act in their respective departments during that
calendar year, and the name, rate of compensation, and description of
the qualifications of each incumbent, together with a statement of the
functions performed by each. In any instance where the Secretary
of War or the Secretary of the Navy may consider full public report
on these items detrimental to the national security, lie is authorized
to omit such items from his annual report and, in lieu thereof, to
present such information in executive sessions of such committees
of the Senate and House of Representatives as the presiding oflicers
of those bodies shall designate.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 434] AN ACT

To amend section 1 of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), as amended, relating
to the acceptance of decorations, orders, medals, and emblems by officers and
enlisted men of the armed forces of the United States tendered them by gov-
ernments of cobelligerent nations, neutral nations, or other American Republics.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of
the Act of July 20, 1942, as amended (title 10, U. S. C., sec. 1423a), is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"Officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United States
and former officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United
States holding any office of profit or trust under the United States be,
and they are hereby, authorized, during the present war and for a year
thereafter, to accept from the governments of cobelligerent nations,
neutral nations, or the other American Republics such decorations,
orders, medals, and emblems as may be tendered them, and which are
conferred by such governments upon members of their own military
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[CHAPTER 433] 
AN ACT 

August 1, 1917 
To authorize the creation of additional positions in the professional and scientific   

service in the War and Navy Departments. [Public Law 313] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War is authorized to establish and fix the compensation for, within 
the War Department, not more than thirty positions, and the Secre-
tary of the Navy is authorized to establish and fix the compensation 
for, within the Naval Establishment, not more than fifteen positions 
in the professional and scientific service, each such position being 
established to effectuate those research and development functions, 
relating to the national defense military and naval medicine, and 
any and all other activities of the War Department or Naval Establish-
ment which require the services of specially qualified scientific or 
professional personnel: Provided, That the rates of compensation for 
positions established pursuant to the provisions of this Act shall 
not be less than $10,000 per annum nor more than $15,000 per annum, 
and shall be subject to the approval of the Civil Service Commission. 
SEC. 2. Positions created pursuant to this Act shall be included in 

the classified civil service of the United States, but appointments to 
such positions shall be made without competitive examination upon 
approval of the proposed appointee's qualifications by the Civil Serv-
ice Commission or such officers or agents as it may designate for this 
purpose. 
SEG. 3. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, respec-

tively, shall submit to the Congress, not later than December 31 of 
each year, a report setting forth the number of positions established 
pursuant to this Act in their respective departments during that 
calendar year, and the name, rate of compensation, and description of 
the qualifications of each incumbent, together with a statement of the  
functions performed by each. In any instance where the Secretary 
of War or the Secretary of the Navy may consider full public report 
on these items detrimental to the national security, he is authorized 
to omit such items from his annual report and, in lieu thereof, to 
present such information in executive sessions of such committees 
of the Senate and House of Representatives as the presiding officers 
of those bodies shall designate. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 434] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 1 of the Act of July 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 662), as amended, relating 
to the acceptance of decorations, orders, medals, and emblems by officers and 
enlisted men of the armed forces of the United States tendered them by gov-
ernments of cobelligerent nations, neutral nations, or other American Republics. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1 of 
the Act of July 20, 1942, as amended (title 10, IT. S. C., sec. 1423a), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"Officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United States 
and former officers and enlisted men of the armed forces of the United 
States holding any office of profit or trust under the United States be, 
and they are hereby, authorized, during the present war and for a year 
thereafter, to accept from the governments of cobelligerent nations, 
neutral nations, or the other American Republics such decorations, 
orders, medals, and emblems as may be tendered them, and which are 
conferred by such governments upon members of their own military 
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1 Stat. 15.
Wearing of decora-

tions.

forces, hereby expressly granting the consent of Congress required
for this purpose by clause 8 of section 9, article I, of the Constitution:
Provided, That any such officer or enlisted man or any such former
officer or former enlisted man holding any office of profit or trust under
the United States is hereby authorized to wear any decoration, order,
medal, or emblem accepted pursuant to authority contained in this
Act, or heretofore accepted by such persons from the government of
a cobelligerent nation, neutral nation, or of an American Republic."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 435]
August 1, 1947

[H. J. Res. 238]
[Public Law 315]

46 Stat. 681.
19 U. S. C. § 1201,

par. 1772.

August 1, 1947
[H. R. 3546]

[Public Law 316]

49 Stat. 2031.
38 U.S.C. 101.

Presentation of
claims to Veterans'
Administration.

35 Stat. 1107, 1109.

A t 1,1947
[H. I. 3682]

[Public Law 317]

Contributions for
operation, etc., of
school facilities.

JOINT RESOLUTION

To amend paragraph 1772 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 1772 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 is hereby amended to read as follows:

"PAR. 1772. Standard newsprint paper. For the purposes of this
paragraph (but only until July 1, 1948, in the case of paper in rolls of
less than 15 inches in width) paper which is in rolls not less than 9
inches in width shall be deemed to be standard newsprint paper insofar
as width of rolls is concerned."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 436]
AN ACT

To amend section 200 of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, June 29, 1936,
to permit recognition of officers and enlisted men retired from the military and
naval forces of the United States as representatives of certain organizations in
the presentation of claims to the Veterans' Administration.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 200
of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved June 29, 1936,
is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

"Retired officers and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and Coast Guard of the United States, while not on active duty, shall
not by reason of their status as such be subject to the provisions of
sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (18 U. S. C. 198 and 203)
and section 190 of the Revised Statutes (5 U. S. C. 99) in the presenta-
tion of claims under statutes administered by the Veterans' Adminis-
tration as accredited representatives of an organization specified in
or recognized under this section."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 437]
AN ACT

To extend the period for providing assistance for certain war-incurred school
enrollments.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
enable authorities which are still overburdened with war-incurred
school enrollments to meet their needs during the transition from war
to peacetime conditions, the Federal Works Administrator is author-
ized to continue to make during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948,
contributions for the operation and maintenance of school facilities
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forces, hereby expressly granting the consent of Congress required 
for this purpose by clause 8 of section 9, article I, of the Constitution: 
Provided, That any such officer or enlisted man or any such former 
officer or former enlisted man holding any office of profit or trust under 
the United States is hereby authorized to wear any decoration, order, 
medal, or emblem accepted pursuant to authority contained in this 
Act, or heretofore accepted by such persons from the government of 
a cobelligerent nation, neutral nation, or of an American Republic." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 435] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To amend paragraph 1772 of the Tariff Act of 1930. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 1772 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"PAn. 1772. Standard newsprint paper. For the purposes of this 

paragraph (but only until July 1, 1948, in the case of paper in rolls of 
less than 15 inches in width) paper which is in rolls not less than 9 
inches in width shall be deemed to be standard newsprint paper insofar 
as width of rolls is concerned." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 436] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 200 of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, June 29, 1936, 
to permit recognition of officers and enlisted men retired from the military and 
naval forces of the United States as representatives of certain organizations in 
the presentation of claims to the Veterans' Administration. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 200 
of Public Law 844, Seventy-fourth Congress, approved June 29, 1936, 
is hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following: 
"Retired officers and enlisted men of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, 

and Coast Guard of the United States, while not on active duty, shall 
not by reason of their status as such be subject to the provisions of 
sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code (18 U. S. C. 198 and 203) 
and section 190 of the Revised Statutes (5 U. S. C. 99) in the presenta-
tion of claims under statutes administered by the Veterans' Adminis-
tration as accredited representatives of an organization specified in 
or recognized under this section." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 437] 
AN ACT 

To extend the period for providing assistance for certain war-incurred school 
enrollments. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
enable authorities which are still overburdened with war-incurred 
school enrollments to meet their needs during the transition from war 
to peacetime conditions the Federal Works Adm inistrator is author-
ized to continue to make during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, 
contributions for the operation and maintenance of school facilities 
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to local school agencies requiring assistance that have received during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, Federal contributions administered
by him for the maintenance and operation of their school facilities.
Appropriations and existing appropriations heretofore authorized (to
the Federal Works Administrator) for similar purposes are hereby
authorized to carry out the purposes of this Act. The amount here-
inbefore authorized shall not exceed the sum of $5,000,000 for the year
ending June 30, 1948.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 438]
AN ACT

To provide for the orderly transaction of the public business in the event of the
death, resignation, or separation from office of regional disbursing officers of the
Treasury Department.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act to provide for the orderly transaction of the public
business in the event of the death or of the resignation or separation
from office of the Chief Disbursing Officer", approved December 24,
1942 (56 Stat. 1086; U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 5, sec.
249b), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"That in case of the death or of the resignation or separation from
office of the Chief Disbursing Officer or any regional disbursing officer
of the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, the accounts
of such Chief Disbursing Officer or regional disbursing officer may
be continued and payments made in his name by an Assistant Chief
Disbursing Officer designated by the Secretary of the Treasury or by
an assistant regional disbursing officer designated by the Secretary
of the Treasury or designated by an official of the Treasury Depart-
ment authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to make such desig-
nation, for a period of time not to extend beyond the last day of the
second month following the month in which such death, resignation,
or separation shall occur. Such accounts and payments shall be
allowed, audited, and settled in the General Accounting Office, and
the checks signed in the name of the former Chief Disbursing ()llicer
or regional disbursing officer shall be honored by the I'relstlrer of
the United States, in the same manner as if the former Chief I)is-
bursing officer or regional disbursing officer had continued in oflice.
The former Chief Disbursing Officer or regional disbursing officer, his
estate, or the surety on his official bond, shall not be subject to any
legal liability or penalty for the official acts and defaults of the Assist-
ant Chief Disbursing Officer or assistant regional disbursing officer
acting in the name or in the place of the former Chief Disbursing
Officer or regional disbursing officer under this Act, but the Assistant
Chief Disbursing Officer or the assistant regional disbursing officer,
and his surety, shall be responsible therefor under his bond. The
bond of the Acting Chief Disbursing Officer or acting regional dis-
bursing officer shall be an amount at least equal to the minimum
amount of the bond required of the Chief Disbursing Officer or the
regional disbursing officer, respectively. The Secretary of the Treas-
ury may, from time to time, require the Assistant Chief Disbursing
Officer, or the assistant regional disbursing officer, to renew and
increase his bond to the United States."

Approved August 1, 1947.
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to local school agencies requiring assistance that have received during 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, Federal contributions administered 
by him for the maintenance and operation of their school facilities. 
Appropriations and existing appropriations heretofore authorized (to 
the Federal Works Administrator) for similar purposes are hereby 
authorized to carry out the purposes of this Act. The amount here-
inbefore authorized shall not exceed the sum of $5,000,000 for the year 
ending June 30, 1948. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 438] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the orderly transaction of the public business in the event of the 
death, resignation, or separation from office of regional disbursing officers of the 
Treasury Department. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act 
entitled "An Act to provide for the orderly transaction of the public 
business in the event of the death or of the resignation or separation 
from office of the Chief Disbursing Officer", approved December 24, 
1942 (56 Stat. 1086; U. S. C., 1940 edition, Supp. V, title 5, sec. 
249b), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That in case of the death or of the resignation or separation from 

office of the Chief Disbursing Officer or any regional disbursing officer 
of the Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, the accounts 
of such Chief Disbursing Officer or regional disbursing officer may 
be continued and payments made in his name by an Assistant Chief 
Disbursing Officer designated by the Secretary of the Treasury or by 
an assistant regional disbursing officer designated by the Secretary 
of the Treasury or designated by an official of the Treasury Depart-
ment authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury to make such desig-
nation, for a period of time not to extend beyond the last day of the 
second month following the month in which such death, resignation, 
or separation shall occur. Such accounts and payments shall be 
allowed, audited, and settled in the General Accounting Office, and 
the checks signed in the name of the former Chief Disbursing Officer 
or regional disbursing officer shall be honored by the Treasurer of 
the United States, in the same manner as if the former Chief I)is-
bursing officer or regional disbursing officer had continued in office. 
The former Chief Disbursing Officer or regional disbursing officer, his 
estate, or the surety on his official bond, shall not be subject to any 
legal liability or penalty for the official acts and defaults of the Assist-
ant Chief Disbursing Officer or assistant regional disbursing officer 
acting in the name or in the place of the former Chief Disbursing 
Officer or regional disbursing officer under this Act, but the Assistant 
Chief Disbursing Officer or the assistant regional disbursing officer, 
and his surety, shall be responsible therefor under his bond. The 
bond of the Acting Chief Disbursing Officer or acting regional dis-
bursing officer shall be an amount at least equal to the minimum 
amount of the bond required of the Chief Disbursing Officer or the 
regional disbursing officer, respectively. The ry Secretary of the Treas-
ury may, from time to time, require the Assistant Chief Disbursing 
Officer, or the assistant regional disbursing officer, to renew and 
increase his bond to the United States." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 439]
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AN ACT

To authorize conversions of certain naval vessels.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose
of improving the military characteristics of combatant and auxiliary
vessels of the United States Navy, the President of the United States
is hereby authorized to convert such vessels as he may consider best
suited for the purposes of national defense without limitation on
expenditures for any one vessel within the total sum appropriated for
the purpose.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 440]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Crop Insurance Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
of section 508 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as amended, is
amended to read as follows:

"(a) Commencing with crops planted for harvest in 1948, for the
purpose of determining the most practical plan, terms, and conditions
of insurance for agricultural commodities, if sufficient actuarial data
are available, as determined by the Board, to insure, or to reinsure
insurers of, producers of such agricultural commodities under any plan
or plans of insurance determined by the Board to be adapted to any
such commodity: Provided, That reinsurance for private insurance
companies shall be limited to contracts covering farms in not to exceed
twenty counties selected by the Board. Such insurance shall be against
loss of the insured commodity while in the field due to unavoidable
causes, including drought, flood, hail, wind, frost, winter-kill, lightning,
fire, excessive rain, snow, wildlife, hurricane, tornado, insect infesta-
tion, plant disease, and such other unavoidable causes as may be deter-
mined by the Board. Any insurance offered against loss in yield shall
not cover in excess of 75 per centum of the recorded or appraised
average yield of the commodity on the insured farm for a represen-
tative period subject to such adjustments as the Board may prescribe
to the end that the average yields fixed for farms in the same area,
which are subject to the same conditions, may be fair and just: Pro-
vided, That, if 75 per centum of the average yield represents generally
more protection than the investment in the crop in any area, taking
into consideration recognized farming practices, the Board shall reduce
such maximum percentage so as more nearly to reflect the investment
in the crop in such area. Insurance provided under this subsection
shall not cover losses due to the neglect or malfeasance of the pro-
ducer, or to the failure of the producer to reseed to the same crop in
areas and under circumstances where it is customary to so reseed, or
to the failure of the producer to follow established good farming
practices. In 1948 insurance shall be limited to not more than seven
crops (including wheat, cotton, flax, corn, and tobacco) and to not
more than three additional crops in each year thereafter. Insurance
provided for any agricultural commodity, except wheat, cotton, flax,
corn, and tobacco shall be limited to producers in not to exceed
twenty counties. Insurance for wheat, cotton, corn, flax, and tobacco
shall be limited to producers in not to exceed two hundred counties in
the case of wheat, fifty-six counties in the case of cotton, fifty counties
each in the case of corn and flax, and thirty-five counties in the case of
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[CHAPTER 439] 
AN ACT 

To authorize conversions of certain naval vessels. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, for the purpose 
of improving the military characteristics of combatant and auxiliary 
vessels of the United States Navy, the President of the United States 
is hereby authorized to convert such vessels as he may consider best 
suited for the purposes of national defense without limitation on 
expenditures for any one vessel within the total sum appropriated for 
the purpose. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 440] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Crop Insurance Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (a) 
of section 508 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as amended, is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(a) Commencing with crops planted for harvest in 1948, for the 
purpose of determining the most practical plan, terms, and conditions 
of insurance for agricultural commodities, if sufficient actuarial data 
are available, as determined by the Board, to insure, or to reinsure 
insurers of, producers of such agricultural commodities under any plan 
or plans of insurance determined by the Board to be adapted to any 
such commodity: Provided, That reinsurance for private insurance 
companies shall be limited to contracts covering farms in not to exceed 
twenty counties selected by the Board. Such insurance shall be against 
loss of the insured commodity while in the field due to unavoidable 
causes, including drought, flood, hail, wind, frost, winter-kill, lightning, 
fire, excessive rain, snow, wildlife, hurricane tornado, insect infesta-
tion, plant disease and such other unavoidable causes as may be deter-
mined by the Board. Any insurance offered against loss in yield shall 
not cover in excess of 75 per centum of the recorded or appraised 
average yield of the commodity on the insured farm for a represen-
tative period subject to such adjustments as the Board may prescribe 
to the end that the average yields fixed for farms in the same area, 
which are subject to the same conditions, may be fair and just: Pro-
vided, That, if 75 per centum of the average yield represents generally 
more protection than the investment in the crop in any area, taking 
into consideration recognized farming practices, the Board shall reduce 
such maximum percentage so as more nearly to reflect the investment 
in the crop in such area. Insurance provided under this subsection 
shall not cover losses due to the neglect or malfeasance of the pro-
ducer, or to the failure of the producer to reseed to the same crop in 
areas and under circumstances where it is customary to so reseed, or 
to the failure of the producer to follow established good farming 
practices. In 1948 insurance shall be limited to not more than seven 
crops (including wheat, cotton, flax, corn, and tobacco) and to not 
more than three additional crops in each year thereafter. Insurance 
provided for any agricultural commodity, except wheat, cotton flax, 
corn, and tobacco, shall be limited to producers in not to exceed 
twenty counties. Insurance for wheat, cotton corn, flax, and tobacco 
shall be limited to producers in not to exceed cotton, hundred counties in 
the case of wheat, fifty-six counties in the case of cotton, fifty counties 
each in the case of corn and flax, and thirty-five counties in the case of 
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tobacco. Counties selected by the Board shall be representative of
the several areas where the agricultural commodity insured is normally
produced. Insurance shall not be provided in any county unless
written applications therefor are filed covering at least two hundred
farms or one-third of the farms normally producing the agricultural
commodity; nor shall insurance of any agricultural commodity be
provided in any county in which the Board determines that the income
from such commodity constitutes an unimportant part of the total
agricultural income of the county. The Board may limit or refuse
insurance in any county or area, or on any farm, on the basis of the
insurance risk involved. The Corporation shall report annually to the
Congress the results of its operations as to each commodity insured."

SEC. 2. Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Federal Crop Insur-
ance Act, as amended, is amended by striking out the period at the
end of the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof a colon and the
following: "Provided, That such premiums may be established on
the basis of the parity or comparable price for the commodity as deter-
mined and published by the Secretary of Agriculture, or on the basis
of an average market price designated by the Board."

SEC. 3. Subsection (c) of section 508 of the Federal Crop Insur-
ance Act, as amended, is amended by striking out in the first sentence
"however," and inserting in lieu thereof "That indemnities may be
determined on the same price basis as premiums are determined for
the crop with respect to which such indemnities are paid: Provided,
further,".

SEC. 4. Section 502 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as
amended, is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 502. It is the purpose of this title to promote the national
welfare by improving the economic stability of agriculture through a
sound system of crop insurance and providing the means for the
research and experience helpful in devising and establishing such
insurance."

SEC. 5. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to affect the validity
of any insurance contract entered into prior to the enactment of this
Act insofar as such contract covers the 1947 crop year. Any such con-
tract which purports to cover a crop in the 1945 or any subsequent crop
year in any county in which insurance on such crop will be discolitillled
pursuant to this Act is hereby terminated at the end of the 1947 crop
year.

SEC. 6. Subsection (d) of section 507 of the Federal Crop Insurance
Act, as amended, is amended by striking out the period at the end of the
subsection and inserting a comma and the following: "except that
employees or agencies responsible for administering this Act in each
county shall be selected and designated by the Corporation and shall be
responsible directly to the Corporation without the intervention of any
intermediate office or agency."

SEC. 7. Subsection (d) of section 506 of the Federal Crop Insurance
Act is amended to read as follows:

"(d) Subject to the provisions of section 508 (c), may sue and be
sued in its corporate name in any court of record of a State having
general jurisdiction, or in any United States district court, and juris-
diction is hereby conferred upon such district court to determine such
controversies without regard to the amount in controversy: Provided,
That no attachment, injunction, garnishment, or other similar process,
mesne or final, shall be issued against the Corporation or its property."

SEc. 8. Section 505 of the Federal Crop Insurance Act, as amended,
is amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 505. (a) The management of the Corporation shall be vested
in a Board of Directors (hereinafter called the 'Board') subject to
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tobacco. Counties selected by the Board shall be representative of 
the several areas where the agricultural commodity insured is normally 
produced. Insurance shall not be provided in any county unless 
written applications therefor are filed covering at least two iundred 
farms or one-third of the farms normally producing the agricultural 
commodity; nor shall insurance of any agricultural commodity be 
provided in any county in which the Board determines that the income 
from such commodity constitutes an unimportant part of the total 
agricultural income of the county. The Board may limit or refuse 
insurance in any county or area, or on any farm, on the basis of the 
insurance risk involved. The Corporation shall report annually to the 
Congress the results of its operations as to each commodity insured." 
SEC. 2. Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Federal Crop Insur- 52 Stat. 74. 
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further,". 
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welfare by improving the economic stability of agriculture through a 
sound system of crop insurance and providing the means for the 
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of any insurance contract entered into prior to tile enactment of this 
Act insofar as such contract covers the 1947 crop year. Any such con-
tract which purports to cover a crop in the 1948 or any subsequent crop 
year in any county in which insurance on such crop will be discontinued 
pursuant to this Act is hereby terminated at the end of the 194i crop 
year. 
SEC. 6. Subsection (d) of section 507 of the Federal Crop Insurance 52 Stat. 74. 7 U. S. C. § 1507 (d). 
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the general supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture. The Board
shall consist of the manager of the Corporation, two other persons
employed in the Department of Agriculture, and two persons experi-
enced in the insurance business who are not otherwise employed by
the Government. The Board shall be appointed by, and hold officeat the pleasure of the Secretary of Agriculture, who shall not, himself,
be a member of the Board.

Quorum. "(b) Vacancies in the Board so long as there shall be three members
in office shall not impair the powers of the Board to execute the func-
tions of the Corporation, and three of the members in office shallconstitute a quorum for the transaction of the business of the Board.Compensation. "(c) The Directors of the Corporation who are employed in the
Department of Agriculture shall receive no additional compensation
for their services as such Directors but may be allowed necessary
traveling and subsistence expenses when engaged in business of theCorporation, outside of the District of Columbia. The members ofthe Board who are not employed by the Government shall be paidsuch compensation for their services as Directors as the Secretary ofAgriculture shall determine, but such compensation shall not exceed$100 per day each when actually employed and necessary travelingand subsistence expenses when engaged in business of the Corporation
away from their homes or regular places of business.

Manager. (d) The manager of the Corporation shall be its chief executive
officer, with such power and authority as may be conferred upon him
by the Board. He shall be appointed by, and hold office at the pleasure
of, the Secretary of Agriculture."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 441]
August 1, 1947 

A N A C T

.[P 1.l501 To authorize relief of accountable officers of the Government, and for other[Public Law 321] purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatves of the
oelf odisbursing United States of America in Congress assembled, That the GeneralAccounting Office is authorized, after consideration of the pertinentfindings and if in concurrence with the determinations and recommen-

dations of the head of the department or independent establishment
concerned, to relieve any disbursing or other accountable officer or agentor former disbursing or other accountable officer or agent of any suchdepartment or independent establishment of the Government chargedwith responsibility on account of physical loss or deficiency of Govern-ment funds, vouchers, records, checks, securities, or papers in hischarge, if the head of the department or independent establishment
determines (1) that such loss or deficiency occurred while such officeror agent was acting in the discharge of his official duties, or that suchloss or deficiency occurred by reason of the act or omission of a sub-ordinate of such officer or agent; and (2) that such loss or deficiency
occurred without fault or negligence on the part of such officer or

Aplicability. agent. This Act shall be applicable only to the actual physical loss
or deficiency of Government funds, vouchers, records, checks,securities, or papers, and shall not include deficiencies in the accounts
of such officers or agents resulting from illegal or erroneous payments.SEC. 2. This Act shall not operate to repeal the provisions of theparagraph of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations forthe naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and for
other purposes", approved July 11, 1919, relatin to relief of disburs-ing officers of the Navy (41 Stat. 132; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 105), andthe Act entitled "An Act to authorize relief of disbursing officers of
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the general supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture. The Board 
shall consist of the manager of the Corporation, two other persons 
employed in the Department of Agriculture, and two persons experi-
enced in the insurance business who are not otherwise employed by 
the Government. The Board shall be appointed by, and hold office 
at the pleasure of the Secretary of Agriculture, who shall not, himself, 
be a member of the Board. 

"(b) Vacancies in the Board so long as there shall be three members 
in office shall not impair the powers of the Board to execute the func-
tions of the Corporation, and three of the members in office shall 
constitute a quorum for the transaction of the business of the Board. 

"(c) The Directors of the Corporation who are employed in the 
Department of Agriculture shall receive no additional compensation 
for their services as such Directors but may be allowed necessary 
traveling and subsistence expenses when engaged in business of the 
Corporation, outside of the District of Columbia. The members of 
the Board who are not employed by the Government shall be paid 
such compensation for their services as Directors as the Secretary of 
Agriculture shall determine, but such compensation shall not exceed 
$100 per day each when actually employed and necessary traveling 
and subsistence expenses when engaged in business of the Corporation 
away from their homes or regular places of business. 
"(d) The manager of the Corporation shall be its chief executive 

officer, with such power and authority as may be conferred upon him 
by the Board. He shall be appointed by, and hold office at the pleasure 
of, the Secretary of Agriculture." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 441] 
AN ACT 

To authorize relief of accountable officers of the Government, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the General 
Accounting Office is authorized, after consideration of the pertinent 
findings and if in concurrence with the determinations and recommen-
dations of the head of the department or independent establishment 
concerned, to relieve any disbursing or other accountable officer or agent 
or former disbursing or other accountable officer or agent of any such 
department or independent establishment of the Government charged 
with responsibility on account of physical loss or deficiency of Govern-
ment funds, vouchers records, checks, securities, or papers in his 
charge, if the head of the department or independent establishment 
determines (1) that such loss or deficiency occurred while such officer 
or agent was acting in the discharge of his official duties, or that such 
loss or deficiency occurred by reason of the act or omission of a sub-
ordinate of such officer or agent; and (2) that such loss or deficiency 
occurred without fault or negligence on the part of such officer or 
agent. This Act shall be applicable only to the actual physical loss 
or deficiency of Government funds, vouchers, records, checks, 
securities or papers, and shall not include deficiencies in the accounts 
of such officers or agents resulting from illegal or erroneous payments. 
SEC. 2. This Act shall not operate to repeal the provisions of the 

paragraph of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for 
the naval service for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1920, and for 
other purposes", approved July 11, 1919, relating to relief of disburs-
ing officers of the Navy (41 Stat. 132; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 105), and 
the Act entitled "An Act to authorize relief of disbursing officers of 
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the Army on account of loss or deficiency of Government funds,
vouchers, records, or papers in their charge', approved December 13,
1944 (58 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 95a).

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 442]
AN ACT

To amend the District of Columbia rent control law so as to provide that schools
and universities may recover possession of housing accommodations in certain
cases.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b)
of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate rents in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved December 2,
1941, as amended, is amended by (1) striking out the period at the
end of paragraph (5) and inserting in lieu thereof a comma and the
word "or", and (2) adding at the end thereof a new paragraph as
follows:

"(6) The landlord, being a recognized school or an accredited non-
profit university, has a bona fide need for the premises for educational,
research, administrative, or dormitory use."

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 445]
ANi' APCT
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D. 0. Emergency
Rent Act, amend-
ment.
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V, § 45-1605 (b).

School or university.

August 1, 1947

To amend the peanut marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment [H. R. 4124]
Act of 1938, as amended. [Public Law 323]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 358 of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (U. S. C., title 7,
sec. 1358), is amended by striking the last sentence of subsection (d)
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The amount of the mar-
keting quota for each farm shall be the actual production of the farm
acreage allotment, and no peanuts shall be marketed under the quota
for any farm other than peanuts actually produced on the farn.'

SEC. 2. Section 359 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
amended (U. S. C., title 7, sec. 1359), is amended as follows:

(1) By changing the first sentence of subsection (a) to read as
follows: "The marketing of any peanuts in excess of the marketing
quota for the farm on which such peanuts are produced, or the mar-
keting of peanuts from any farm for which no acreage allotment was
determined, shall be subject to a penalty at a rate equal to 50 per
centum of the basic rate of the loan (calculated to the nearest tenth
of a cent) for farm marketing quota peanuts for the marketing year
August 1-July 31."

(2) By striking out the last sentence of subsection (a) and inserting
in lieu thereof the following: "Peanuts produced in a calendar year
in which marketing quotas are in effect for the marketing year begin-
ning therein shall be subject to such quotas even though the peanuts
are marketed prior to the date on which such marketing year begins.
If any producer falsely identifies or fails to account for the disposition
of any peanuts, an amount of peanuts equal to the normal yield of
the number of acres harvested in excess of the farm acreage allotment
shall be deemed to have been marketed in excess of the marketing
quota for the farm, and the penalty in respect thereof shall be paid
and remitted by the producer. If any amount of peanuts produced on
one farm is falsely identified by a representation that such peanuts
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the Army on account of loss or deficiency of Government funds, 
vouchers, records, or papers in their charge", approved December 13, 
1944 (58 Stat. 800; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 95a). 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 442] 
AN ACT 

To amend the District of Columbia rent control law so as to provide that schools 
and universities may recover possession of housing accommodations in certain 
cases. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (b) 
of section 5 of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate rents in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved December 2, 
1941, as amended, is amended by (1) striking out the period at the 
end of paragraph (5) and inserting in lieu thereof a comma and the 
word "or", and (2) adding at the end thereof a new paragraph as 
follows: 

"(6) The landlord, being a recognized school or an accredited non-
profit university, has a bona fide need for the premises for educational, 
research, administrative, or dormitory use." 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 445] 
AN ACT 
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School or university. 

August 1, 1947 

To amend the peanut marketing quota provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment  [H. R. 4124]  
Act of 1938, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 358 of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (U. S. C., title 7, 
sec. 1358), is amended by striking the last sentence of subsection (d) 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The amount of the mar-
keting quota for each farm shall be the actual production of the farm 
acreage allotment, and no peanuts shall be marketed under the quota 
for any farm other than peanuts actually produced on the farm." 

SEc. 2. Section 359 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as 
amended (U. S. C., title 7, sec. 1359), is amended as follows: 

(1) By changing the first sentence of subsection (a) to read as 
follows: "The marketing of any peanuts in excess of the marketing 
quota for the farm on which such peanuts are produced, or the mar-
keting of peanuts from any farm for which no acreage allotment was 
determined, shall be subject to a: penalty at a rate equal to 50 per 
centum of the basic rate of the loan (calculated to the nearest tenth 
of a cent) for farm marketing quota peanuts for the marketing year 
August 1—July 31." 

(2) By striking out the last sentence of subsection (a) and inserting 
in lieu thereof the following; "Peanuts produced in a calendar year 
in which marketing quotas are in effect for the marketing year begin-
ning therein shall be subject to such quotas even though the peanuts 
are marketed prior to the date on which such marketing year begins. 
If any producer falsely identifies or fails to account for the disposition 
of any peanuts, an amount of peanuts equal to the normal yield of 
the number of acres harvested in excess of the farm acreage allotment 
shall be deemed to have been marketed in excess of the marketing 
quota for the farm, and the penalty in respect thereof shall be paid 
and remitted by the producer. If any amount of peanuts produced on 
one farm is falsely identified by a representation that such peanuts 
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were produced on another farm, the acreage allotments next established
for both such farms shall be reduced by that percentage which such
amount was of the respective farm marketing quotas, except that such
reduction for any such farm shall not be made if the Secretary through
the local committees finds that no person connected with such farm
caused, aided, or acquiesced in such marketing; and if proof of the
disposition of any amount of peanuts is not furnished as required by
the Secretary, the acreage allotment next established for the farm on
which such peanuts are produced shall be reduced by a percentage
similarly computed."

(3) By striking subsection (b) and redesignating subsections (c),
(d), (e), (f), and (g), as subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f),
respectively.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 446]
AN ACT

To amend the Federal Tort Claims Act.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 410 (a)
of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress, title IV) is hereby amended so that it shall read as follows:

"SEC. 410. (a) Subject to the provisions of this title, the United
States district court for the district wherein the plaintiff is resident
or wherein the act or omission complained of occurred, including the
United States district courts for the Territories and possessions of
the United States, sitting without a jury, shall have exclusive juris-
diction to hear, determine, and render judgment on any claim against
the United States, for money only, accruing on and after January 1,
1945, on account of damage to or loss of property or on account of
personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act
or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within
the scope of his office or employment, under circumstances where the
United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant
for such damage, loss, injury, or death in accordance with the law of
the place where the act or omission occurred. Subject to the provi-
sions of this title, the United States shall be liable in respect of such
claims, to the same claimants, in the same manner, and to the same
extent, as a private individual under like circumstances, except that
the United States shall not be liable for interest prior to judgment,
or for punitive damages: Provided, however, That in any case wherein
death was caused, where the law of the place where the act or omission
complained of occurred, provides, or has been construed to provide,
for damages only punitive in nature, the United States shall be liable
for actual or compensatory damages, measured by the pecuniary
injuries resulting from such death to the persons, respectively, for
whose benefit the action was brought, in lieu thereof. Costs shall be
allowed in all courts to the successful claimant to the same extent as
if the United States were a private litigant, except that such costs
shall not include attorneys' fees."

SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect as of August 2, 1946, and, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 420 of the Federal Tort Claims
Act, no claim which accrued on or after January 1, 1945, and prior
to the date of enactment of this Act on account of death caused by
the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Gov-
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were produced on another farm, the acreage allotments next established 
for both such farms shall be reduced by that percentage which such 
amount was of the respective farm marketing quotas, except that such 
reduction for any such farm shall not be made if the Secretary through 
the local committees finds that no person connected with such farm 
caused, aided, or acquiesced in such marketing; and if proof of the 
disposition of any amount of peanuts is not furnished as required by 
the Secretary, the acreage allotment next established for the farm on 
which such peanuts are produced shall be reduced by a percentage 
similarly computed." 

(3) By striking subsection (b) and redesignating subsections (c), 
(d), (9, (f), and (g), as subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f), 
respectively. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 446] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Tort Claims Act. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 410 (a) 
of the Federal Tort Claims Act (Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress, title IV) is hereby amended so that it shall read as follows: 

"SEc. 410. (a) Subject to the provisions of this title, the United 
States district court for the district wherein the plaintiff is resident 
or wherein the act or omission complained of occurred, including the 
United States district courts for the Territories and possessions of 
the United States, sitting without a jury, shall have exclusive juris-
diction to hear, determine, and render judgment on any claim against 
the United States, for money only, accruing on and after January 1, 
1945, on account of damage to or loss of property or on account of 
personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act 
or omission of any employee of the Government while acting within 
the scope of his office or employment, under circumstances where the 
United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claimant 
for such damage, loss, injury, or death in accordance with the law of 
the place where the act or omission occurred. Subject to the provi-
sions of this title, the United States shall be liable in respect of such 
claims, to the same claimants, in the same manner, and to the same 
extent, as a private individual under like circumstances, except that 
the United States shall not be liable for interest prior to judgment, 
or for punitive damages: Provided, however, That in any case wherein 
death was caused, where the law of the place where the act or omission 
complained of occurred, provides, or has been construed to 'Provide, 
for damages only punitive in nature, the United States shall be liable 
for actual or compensatory damages, measured by the pecuniary 
injuries resulting from such death to the persons, respectively, for 
whose benefit the action was brought, in lieu thereof. Costs shall be 
allowed in all courts to the successful claimant to the same extent as 
if the United States were a private litigant, except that such costs 
shall not include attorneys' fees." 

SEc. 2. This Act shall take effect as of August 2, 1946, and, notwith-
standing the provisions of section 420 of the Federal Tort Claims 
Act, no claim which accrued on or after January 1, 1945, and prior 
to the date of enactment of this Act on account of death caused by 
the negligent or wrongful act or omission of any employee of the Gov-
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ernment shall be barred by reason of such provisions if (a) the law
of the place where such act or omission occurred provides, or has been
construed to provide, only for damages punitive in nature, and (b)
suit on such claim is instituted pursuant to part 3 of the Federal Tort
Claims Act not later than August 2,1948.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 447]
AN ACT

To amend section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of June 27, 1944 (58 Stat
387).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first proviso
of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 387) is
hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided, That such preference
eligible shall have the right to make a personal appearance, or an
appearance through a designated representative, in accordance with
such reasonable rules and regulations as may be issued by the Civil
Service Commission; after investigation and consideration of the
evidence submitted, the Civil Service Commission shall submit its
findings and recommendations to the proper administrative officer and
shall send copies of the same to the appellant or to his designated rep-
resentative, and it shall be mandatory for such administrative officer
to take such corrective action as the Commission finally recommends".

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 448]
AN ACT

Relating to the sale of Paxon Field, Duval County, Florida.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 or of
any other law, the Federal Works Administrator is hereby authorized,
in his discretion, to sell all that tract or parcel of land described as
part of the northwest quarter and the north half sollthwest qlua111ter
section 8, township 2 south, range 26 east, Duval County, Florida,
described as follows:

Beginning at an iron stake six hundred and seventy-two feet east
of the northwest corner of section 8 and on the north line of said
section; thence east one thousand three hundred and twenty-four and
seven-tenths feet to an iron; thence south no degrees fifty minutes
east three hundred and thirty feet to an iron; thence east six hundred
and thirty feet to an iron, set in concrete on the west side of Melson
Avenue; thence south no degrees fifty minutes east along west side of
said avenue one thousand nine hundred and eight-five and two-tenths
feet to an iron; thence west six hundred and thirty feet to an iron:
thence south no degrees fifty minutes east three hundred feet to an
iron on the north line of Louisa Street; thence west one thousand
three hundred and sixty-one and one-tenth feet to an iron; thence
north two thousand six hundred and sixteen and two-tenths feet to
place of beginning, containing one hundred and nine and thirty-eight
one-hundredths acres, more or less; also

Beginning at an iron, six hundred and seventy-two feet east and
two thousand six hundred and seventy-six and two-tenths feet south of
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ernment shall be barred by reason of such provisions if (a) the law 
of the place where such act or omission occurred provides, or has been 
construed to provide, only for damages punitive in nature, and (b) 
suit on such claim is instituted pursuant to part 3 of the Federal Tort 
Claims Act not later than August 2, 1948. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 447] 
AN ACT 
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387). [Public Law 325] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first proviso 
of section 14 of the Veterans' Preference Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 387) is 
hereby amended to read as follows: "Provided, That such preference 
eligible shall have the right to make a personal appearance, or an 
appearance through a designated representative, in accordance with 
such reasonable rules and replations as may be issued by the Civil 
Service Commission; after investigation and consideration of the 
evidence submitted, the Civil Service Commission shall submit its 
findings and recommendations to the proper administrative officer and 
shall send copies of the same to the appellant or to his designated rep-
resentative, and it shall be mandatory for such administrative officer 
to take such corrective action as the Commission finally recommends". 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 448] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the sale of "'axon Field, Duval County, Florida. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwith-
standing the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944 or of 
any other law, the Federal Works Administrator is hereby authorized, 
in his discretion, to sell all that tract or parcel of land described as 
part of the northwest quarter and the north half southwest quarter 
section 8, township 2 south, range 26 east, Duval County, Florida, 
described as follows: 
Beginning at an iron stake six hundred and seventy-two feet east 

of the northwest corner of section 8 and on the north line of said 
section; thence east one thousand three hundred and twenty-four and 
seven-tenths feet to an iron; thence south no degrees fifty minutes 
east three hundred and thirty feet to an iron; thence east six hundred 
and thirty feet to an iron, set in concrete on the west side of Melson 
Avenue; thence south no degrees fifty minutes east along west side of 
said avenue one thousand nine hundred and eight-five and two-tenths 
feet to an iron; thence west six hundred and thirty feet to an iron: 
thence south no degrees fifty minutes east three hundred feet to an 
iron on the north line of Louisa Street; thence west one thousand 
three hundred and sixty-one and one-tenth feet to an iron; thence 
north two thousand six hundred and sixteen and two-tenths feet to 
place of beginning, containing one hundred and nine and thirty-eight 
one-hundredths acres, more or less; also 

Beginning at an iron, six hundred and seventy-two feet east and 
two thousand six hundred and seventy-six and two-tenths feet south of 
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the northwest corner of section 8; thence east one thousand nine hun-
dred and ninety-two and two-tenths feet to a concrete monument on
the west side of Melson Avenue; thence south zero degrees fifty
minutes east along the west side of said avenue one thousand three hun-
dred feet to an iron; thence west one thousand four hundred and
eleven and three-tenths feet to an iron; thence north fifty feet to an
iron; thence west six hundred feet to an iron; thence north one thou-
sand two hundred and fifty feet to place of beginning, containing fifty-
nine and eight-tenths acres, more or less, and being the same land
as shown as tracts 1 and 2 on plat recorded in plat book 13, page 82,
public records of said county, and containing one hundred and sixty-
nine and eighteen one-hundredths acres, more or less; also

Part of south half southeast quarter southeast quarter northwest
quarter, section 8, township 2 south, range 26 east, Duval County,
Florida, bounded and described as follows: Beginning at a stone monu-
ment at the northwest corner of section 8, township 2 south, range 26
east; thence along west line of said section 8, south one degree sixteen
minutes east two thousand six hundred and forty-six and four-tenths
feet to a point; thence east one thousand nine hundred and seventy-
four and three-tenths feet to a point; thence north zero degrees fifty
minutes west thirty feet to an iron stake in the north line of Louisa
Street for a place of beginning of lands to be described; from said
place of beginning run east along the north line of Louisa Street six
hundred and thirty feet to an iron stake in the west line of Melson
Avenue; thence along the west line of Melson Avenue north zero
degrees fifty minutes west three hundred feet to an iron stake; thence
west six hundred and thirty feet to an iron stake; thence south zero
degrees fifty minutes east three hundred feet to place of beginning.

Recorded in deed book 700, at page 497, of the current public records
of Duval County, Florida, containing one hundred and eighty acres
of land, more or less, together with all buildings, structures, and
improvements thereon (known as Paxon Field), in the manner and
subject to the terms and conditions provided in the Act entitled "An
Act to authorize the sale of Federal buildings", approved August 26,
1935 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 40, sec. 345b).

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 449]
.TN-TTT R TO"IrT TT'rTnI'T

August 4, 1947 - " : 
J

U
[S. J. Res. 112] To establish a commission to formulate plans for the erection, in Grant Park,[Public Law 327] Chicago, Illinois, of a Marine Corps memorial.

Resolved by the Senate and Ho u se of Representatives of the United
Maoria Corps Mei -n tates of America in Con ress assembled, That there is hereby estab-

lished a commission, to be known as the Marine Corps Memorial
Commission, and to be composed of three Commissioners to be
appointed by the President of the United States. The Commission
shall consider and formulate plans for the erection upon a suitable
site in Grant Park, in the city of Chicago, Illinois, of an appropriate
memorial to the members of the United States Marine Corps who have
given their lives in the service of their country.

Acceptance of prop- SEC. 2. The Commission may accept from any source, public or
private, money or other property for use in carrying out its functions
under this joint resolution; and is authorized to cooperate with inter-
ested public and private organizations in carrying out such functions.

Designation of Pr SEC. 3. Upon the request of the Commission, the heads of the Federal
c
ies

. departments or agencies may designate such personnel of their respec-
tive departments or agencies, or of the Marine Corps, as the case may
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the northwest corner of section 8; thence east one thousand nine hun-
dred and ninety-two and two-tenths feet to a concrete monument on 
the west side of Melson Avenue; thence south zero degrees fifty 
minutes east along the west side of said avenue one thousand three hun-
dred feet to an iron; thence west one thousand four hundred and 
eleven and three-tenths feet to an iron; thence north fifty feet to an 
iron; thence west six hundred feet to an iron; thence north one thou-
sand two hundred and fifty feet to place of beginning, containing fifty-
nine and eight-tenths acres, more or less, and being the same land 
as shown as tracts 1 and 2 on plat recorded in plat book 13, page 82, 
public records of said county, and containing one hundred and sixty-
nine and eighteen one-hundredths acres, more or less; also 
Part of south half southeast quarter southeast quarter northwest 

quarter, section 8, township 2 south, range 26 east, Duval County, 
Florida, bounded and described as follows: Beginning at a stone monu-
ment at the northwest corner of section 8, township 2 south, range 26 
east; thence along west line of said section 8, south one degree sixteen 
minutes east two thousand six hundred and forty-six and four-tenths 
feet to a point; thence east one thousand nine hundred and seventy-
four and three-tenths feet to a point; thence north zero degrees fifty 
minutes west thirty feet to an iron stake in the north line of Louisa 
Street for a place of beginning of lands to be described; from said 
place of beginning run east along the north line of Louisa Street six 
hundred and thirty feet to an iron stake in the west line of Melson 
Avenue; thence along the west line of Melson Avenue north zero 
degrees fifty minutes west three hundred feet to an iron stake; thence 
west six hundred and thirty feet to an iron stake; thence south zero 
degrees fifty minutes east three hundred feet to place of beginning. 
Recorded in deed book 700, at page 497, of the current public records 

of Duval County, Florida, containing one hundred and eighty acres 
of land, more or less, together with all buildings, structures, and 
improvements thereon (known as Paxon Field), in the manner and 
subject to the terms and conditions provided in the Act entitled "An 
Act to authorize the sale of Federal buildings", approved August 26, 
1935 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 40, sec. 345b). 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 449) 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To establish a commission to formulate plans for the erection, in Grant Park, 
Chicago, Illinois, of a Marine Corps memorial. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby estab-
lished a commission, to be known as the Marine Corps Memorial 
Commission, and to be composed of three Commissioners to be 
appointed by the President of the United States. The Commission 
shall consider and formulate plans for the erection upon a suitable 
site in Grant Park, in the city of Chicago, Illinois, of an appropriate 
memorial to the members of the United States Marine Corps who have 
given their lives in the service of their country. 
SEC. 2. The Commission may accept from any source, public or 

private, money or other property for use in carrying out its functions 
under this joint resolution; and is authorized to cooperate with inter-
ested public and private organizations in carrying out such functions. 
SEC. 3. Upon the request of the Commission, the heads of the Federal 

departments or agencies may designate such personnel of their respec-
tive departments or agencies, or of the Marine Corps, as the case may 
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be, as may be necessary to assist in carrying out the purposes of this
joint resolution.

SEC. 4. Members of the Commission shall serve without compensa-
tion except that their actual expenses in connection with the work of
the Commission may be paid from any funds available for the purposes
of this joint resolution, or acquired by other means herein authorized.

SEC. 5. The members of the Commission shall select one of their
number as chairman and another as secretary.

SEC. 6. The Commission shall report its recommendations to Con-
gress at the earliest practicable date.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 450]
JOINT RESOLUTION August 4,1947

Relating to safety in bituminous-coal and lignite mines of the United States. [S J. Res. 130]
[Public Law 328]

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever the Secretary
of the Interior, acting through the Director of the Bureau of Mines
or his duly authorized representative, shall, upon investigation or
inspection of any coal mine, pursuant to the Act of May 7, 1941 (55
Stat. 177), find that the safety standards, set forth in the Federal
Mine Safety Code for Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines of the
United States, adopted pursuant to an agreement dated May 29, 1946,
between the Secretary of the Interior, acting as Coal Mines Adminis-
trator, and the United Mine Workers of America, as published in
11 Federal Register 9017 (title 32, CFR., pt. 304, sees. 304.1-304.15),
with respect to ventilation, rock-dusting, storage and use of explosives,
roof and rib support, the use of water or water with a wetting agent
or other means of dust control where mining operations raise an
excessive amount of dust, and prevention of fires in the underground
workings of the mines, are not being observed, he shall forthwith
notify the owner and the operator of such mine and the State agency
charged with the enforcement of safety measures in such mine of his
findings and recommendations thereon, and request such owner, oper-
ator, and State agency severally to report to the Director of the Bureau
of Mines the action taken with respect to said recommendations.

SEC. 2. (a) The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the
Director of the Bureau of Mines, shall, each three months, commencing
September 1, 1947, report to the Congress of the United States with
respect to the conditions of all bituminous-coal and lignite mines
investigated or inspected during the period, all recommendations and
notices to the State agencies, and action taken by such mine owners,
operators, and State agencies with respect to his findings and
recommendations.

(b) The record of such inspections, findings, recommendations,
notices, and reports, with respect thereto, shall be made available for
public inspection as soon as practicable.

SEC. 3. (a) "Owner" includes a lessee and any person in possession
or custody of a mine.

(b) "Operator" includes any agent, manager, superintendent,
cooperative, or other person having control or supervision of a mine,
directly or indirectly.

SEC. 4. This Act shall remain in effect for a period of one year from
the date this Act is approved.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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be, as may be necessary to assist in carrying out the purposes of this 
joint resolution. 
SEC. 4. Members of the Commission shall serve without compensa-

tion except that their actual expenses in connection with the work of 
the Commission may be paid from any funds available for the purposes 
of this joint resolution, or acquired by other means herein authorized. 
SEC. 5. The members of the Commission shall select one of their 

number as chairman and another as secretary. 
SEC. 6. The Commission shall report its recommendations to Con-

gress at the earliest practicable date. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4501 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Relating to safety in bituminous-coal and lignite mines of the United States. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of .Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever the Secretary 
of the Interior, acting through the Director of the Bureau of Mines 
or his duly authorized representative, shall, upon investigation or 
inspection of any coal mine, pursuant to the Act of May 7, 1941 (55 
Stat. 177), find that the safety standards, set forth in the Federal 
Mine Safety Code for Bituminous Coal and Lignite Mines of the 
United States, adopted pursuant to an agreement dated May 29, 1946, 
between the Secretary of the Interior, acting as Coal Mines Adminis-
trator, and the United Mine Workers of America, as published in 
11 Federal Register 9017 (title 32, CFR., pt. 304, secs. 304.1-304.15), 
with respect to ventilation, rock-dusting, storage and use of explosives, 
roof and rib support, the use of water or water with a wetting agent 
or other means of dust control where mining operations raise an 
excessive amount of dust, and prevention of fires in the underground 
workings of the mines, are not being observed, he shall forthwith 
notify the owner and the operator of such mine and the State agency 
charged with the enforcement of safety measures in such mine of his 
findings and recommendations thereon, and request such owner, oper-
ator, and State agency severally to report to the Director of the Bureau 
of Mines the action taken with respect to said recommendations. 
SEC. 2. (a) The Secretary of the Interior, acting through the 

Director of the Bureau of Mines, shall, each three months, commencing 
September 1, 1947, report to the Congress of the United States with 
respect to the conditions of all bituminous-coal and lignite mines 
investigated or inspected during the period, all recommendations and 
notices to the State agencies, and action taken by such mine owners, 
operators, and State agencies with respect to his findings and 
recommendations. 

(b) The record of such inspections, findings, recommendations, 
notices, and reports, with respect thereto, shall be made available for 
public inspection as soon as practicable. 
SEC. 3. (a) "Owner" includes a lessee and any person in possession 

or custody of a mine. 
(b) "Operator" includes any agent, manager, superintendent, 

cooperative, or other person having control or supervision of a mine, 
directly or indirectly. 
SEC. 4. This Act shall remain in effect for a period of one year from 

the date this Act is approved. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 451]
AN ACTAugust 4, 1947 A C T

[H. R. 859] To provide for the exploration, investigation, development, and maintenance of
[Public Law 329] the fishing resources and development of the high seas fishing industry of the

Territories and island possessions of the United States in the tropical and sub-
tropical Pacific Ocean and intervening seas, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Fishing resources of United States of America in Congress assembled, That it is the policy

possessions. of the United States to provide for the exploration, investigation,
development, and maintenance of the fishing resources and develop-
ment of the high seas fishing industry of the Territories and island
possessions of the United States in the tropical and subtropical Pacific
Ocean and intervening seas, for the benefit of the residents of the
Territory of Hawaii and Pacific island possessions and of the people
of the United States.

Explorations. SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, through the Fish and Wild-
life Service of the Department of the Interior, is authorized and hereby
directed to conduct such fishing explorations and such necessary related
work as oceanographical, biological, technological, statistical, and
economic studies to insure maximum development and utilization of
the high seas fishery resources of the Territories and island posses-
sions of the United States in the tropical and subtropical Pacific Ocean
and intervening areas as may be consistent with developing and sus-
taining such fishery resources at maximum levels of production in
perpetuity and to provide for the best possible utilization thereof.

Cooperation with SEC. 3. In carrying out the purposes and objectives of the fore-
etc.tor aees going sections, the Secretary of the Interior may cooperate with ap-

propriate agencies of the Territorial and island governments, and
with such educational, industrial, or other organizations, enterprises,
and individuals as may be expedient.

Appropriations au- SE. 4. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of anythorized for labora- .tory, etc. money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such amounts
as may be necessary for the construction, including architectural serv-
ices, and for furnishings and equipment of a fishery research laboratory
and experiment station in the Hawaiian Islands and necessary sub-
stations at suitable locations, together with suitable dock and store-
house facilities to be used in conjunction with the operation of research
and experimental fishing vessels and for the procurement and for the
modification, refitting, and equipment of two experimental high-seas
fishing vessels, together with all necessary gear and appurtenances
and of one multiple purpose high-seas fishing and oceanographical
research vessel, together with all necessary gear and appurtenances,
including necessary naval architectural and engineering services: Pro-

Acquisition astes, vided, however, That no part of said appropriation shall be expended
. for the acquisition of lands for sites for said laboratory, experiment

station, or substations in the Territory of Hawaii: Provided further,
Traser of vessels. That there are authorized to be transferred to the Fish and Wildlife

Service not to exceed three surplus vessels suitable for conversion and
use in oceanographic and biological research and exploratory fishing,
by any disposal agency of the Government without reimbursement or
transfer of funds.

Additional appro. SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of anypriations anthorized. money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, additional sums
for expenses during the fiscal year 1947-1948 to carry out the purposes
of this Act, including personal services, traveling expenses, trans-
portation of things, purchase, maintenance2 and operation of motorvehicles, miscellaneous equipment, and supplies, communications, other
contractual services, necessary printing locally, and maintenance,
repair, improvement, equipment, and operation of vessels and buildings
or other structures.
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[CHAPTER 451] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the exploration, investigation, development, and maintenance of 
the fishing resources and development of the high seas fishing industry of the 
Territories and island possessions of the United States in the tropical and sub-
tropical Pacific Ocean and intervening seas, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That it is the policy 
of the United States to provide for the exploration, investigation, 
development, and maintenance of the fishing resources and develop-
ment of the high seas fishing industry of the Territories and island 
possessions of the United States in the tropical and subtropical Pacific 
Ocean and intervening seas, for the benefit of the residents of the 
Territory of Hawaii and Pacific island possessions and of the people 
of the United States. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior, through the Fish and Wild-

life Service of the Department of the Interior, is authorized and hereby 
directed to conduct such fishing explorations and such necessary related 
work as oceanographical, biological, technological, statistical, and 
economic studies to insure maximum development and utilization of 
the high seas fishery resources of the Territories and island posses-
sions of the United States in the tropical and subtropical Pacific Ocean 
and intervening areas as may be consistent with developing and sus-
taining such fishery resources at maximum levels of production in 
perpetuity and to provide for the best possible utilization thereof. 

SEc. 3. In carrying out the purposes and objectives of the fore-
going sections, the Secretary of the Interior may cooperate with ap-
propriate agencies of the Territorial and island governments, and 
with such educational, industrial, or other organizations, enterprises, 
and individuals as may be expedient. 
SEC. 4. There is hereby authorized to he appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such amounts 
as may be necessary for the construction, including architectural serv-
ices and for furnishings and equipment of a fishery research laboratory 
and experiment station in the Hawaiian Islands and necessary sub-
stations at suitable locations, together with suitable dock and store-
house facilities to be used in conjunction with the operation of research 
and experimental fishing vessels and for the procurement and for the 
modification refitting, and equipment of two experimental high-seas 
fishing vessels, together with all necessary gear and appurtenances, 
and of one multiple purpose high-seas fishing and oceanographical 
research vessel, together with all necessary gear and appurtenances, 
including necessary naval architectural and engineering services: Pro-
vided, however, That no part of said appropriation shall be expended 
for the acquisition of lands for sites for said laboratory: experiment 
station, or substations in the Territory of Hawaii: Provided further, 
That there are authorized to be transferred to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service not to exceed three surplus vessels suitable for conversion and 
use in oceanographic and biological research and exploratory fishing, 
by any disposal agency of the Government without reimbursement or 
transfer of funds. 
SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, additional sums 
for expenses during the fiscal year 1947-1948 to carry out the purposes 
of this Act, including personal services, traveling expenses, trans-
portation of things, purchase, maintenance2 and operation of motor 
vehicles, miscellaneous equipment, and supplies, communications, other 
contractual services, necessary printing locally, and maintenance, 
repair, improvement, equipment, and operation of vessels and buildings 
or other structures. 
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SEC. 6. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from time
to time in fiscal years after 1947-1948 such sums as may be necessary
to enable the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the
Interior to carry out the purposes of this Act, including all the classes
of expenditures enumerated in the foregoing section.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 452]
AN ACT

To exclude certain interns, student nurses, and other student-employees of
hospitals of the Federal Government from the Classification Act and other laws
relating to compensation and benefits of Federal employees, and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 102 (a) of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945
(Public Law 106, Seventy-ninth Congress), as amended, is amended
by striking out "and" before "(5)" and by changing the period at the
end of such sentence to a semicolon and adding: "and (6) student
nurses, medical or dental interns, residents-in-training, student dieti-
tians, student physical therapists, and student occupational therapists,
assigned or attached to a hospital, clinic, or medical or dental labora-
tory operated by any department, agency, or instrumentality of the
Federal Government, or by the District of Columbia, and any other
student-employees, assigned or attached to any such hospital, clinic,
or laboratory primarily for training purposes, who may be designated
by the head of such department, agency, or instrumentality, or by the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, with
the approval of the Civil Service Commission."

SEC. 2. The Classification Act of 1923, as amended and extended
(5 U. S. C., ch. 13), shall not apply to student nurses, medical or
dental interns, residents-in-training, student dietitians, student physi-
cal therapists, and student occupational therapists, assigned or
attached to a hospital, clinic, or medical or dental laboratory operated
by any department, agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Govern-
ment, or by the District of Columbia, and any other st udelt -enployees,
assigned or attached to any such hospital, clinic, or laboratory pri-
marily for training purposes, who may be designated by the head of
such department, agency, or instrumentality, or by the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, with the approval of
the Civil Service Commission.

SEC. 3. The heads of the departments, agencies, and instrumen-
talities of the Federal Government and the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia shall prescribe stipends to be paid to persons
included in section 2 of this Act who are at their respective hospitals,
clinics, or laboratories; but no such stipend shall be in excess of the
applicable maximum prescribed by the Civil Service Commission.
Such persons may be provided living quarters, subsistence, and laun-
dering while at the hospitals, clinics, or laboratories and, when so
furnished, the reasonable value thereof as prescribed by the head of
the department, agency, or instrumentality concerned, or by the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, shall be
deducted from their stipends; but such deductions may not be less
than the lowest deduction applicable to regular employees at the same
hospital, clinic, or laboratory for similar accommodations.

SEC. 4. Any person included in section 2 of this Act who suffers
disability or death as a result of personal injury arising out of and
in the course of training, or sustained in the performance of duties in
connection therewith, shall be treated, for the purposes of the Act of
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SEC. 6. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from time 
to time in fiscal years after 1947-1948 such sums as may be necessary 
to enable the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the 
Interior to carry out the purposes of this Act, including all the classes 
of expenditures enumerated in the foregoing section. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 452] 
AN ACT 

To exclude certain interns, student nurses, and other student-employees of 
hospitals of the Federal Government from the Classification Act and other laws 
relating to compensation and benefits of Federal employees, and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 102 (a) of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 
(Public Law 106, Seventy-ninth Congress), as amended, is amended 
by striking out "and" before "(5)" and by changing the period at the 
end of such sentence to a semicolon and adding: "and (6) student 
nurses, medical or dental interns, residents-in-training, student dieti-
tians, student physical therapists, and student occupational therapists, 
assigned or attached to a hospital, clinic, or medical or dental labora-
tory operated by any department, agency, or instrumentality of the 
Federal Government, or by the District of Columbia, and any other 
student-employees, assigned or attached to any such hospital, clinic, 
or laboratory primarily for training purposes, who may be designated 
by the head of such department, agency, or instrumentality, or by the 
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, with 
the approval of the Civil Service Commission." 
SEC. 2. The Classification Act of 1923, as amended and extended 

(5 U. S. C., ch. 13), shall not apply to student nurses, medical or 
dental interns, residents-in-training, student dietitians, student physi-
cal therapists, and student occupational therapists, assigned or 
attached to a hospital, clinic, or medical or dental laboratory operated 
by any department, agency, or instrumentality of the Federal Govern-
ment, or by the District of Columbia, and any other st udent-employees, 
assigned or attached to any such hospital, clinic, or laboratory pri-
marily for training purposes, who may be designated by the head of 
such department, agency, or instrumentality, or by the C onitnissioners 
of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, with the approval of 
the Civil Service Commission. 
SEC. 3. The heads of the departments, agencies, and instrumen-

talities of the Federal Government and the Commissioners of the 
District of Columbia shall prescribe stipends to be paid to persons 
included in section 2 of this Act who are at their respective hospitals, 
clinics, or laboratories; but no such stipend shall be in excess of the 
applicable maximum prescribed by the Civil Service Commission. 
Such persons may be provided living quarters, subsistence, and laun-
dering while at the hospitals, clinics, or laboratories and, when so 
furnished, the reasonable value thereof, as prescribed by the head of 
the department, agency, or instrumentality concerned, or by the Com-
missioners of the District of Columbia, as the case may be, shall be 
deducted from their stipends; but such deductions may not be less 
than the lowest deduction applicable to regular employees at the same 
hospital, clinic, or laboratory for similar accommodations. 
SEC. 4. Any person included in section 2 of this Act who suffers 

disability or death as a result of personal injury arising out of and 
in the course of training, or sustained in the performance of duties in 
connection therewith, shall be treated, for the purposes of the Act of 
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39Stat. 745. September 7, 1916, as amended (5 U. S. C., ch. 15), as though he were
Ante, p. 451. an employee, as defined in such Act, who had sustained such injury in

the performance of duty.
Service credit. SEC. 5. Persons included under section 2 of this Act shall not be

subject to the provisions of the Civil Service Retirement Act of
46US.tCsatC4 .6 8 May 29, 1930, as amended (5 U. S. C. ch. 14), except that in the

event any such person later becomes subject to the provisions of such
Retirement Act, his service as a student employee shall be credited
in accordance with the provisions of such Retirement Act.

emporary detail, SEC. 6. If any person included in section 2 is, pursuant to the
order of the head of the department, agency, or instrumentality con-
cerned, or the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, as the
case may be, temporarily detailed to or affiliated with any other
Government or non-Government institution, to procure necessary
supplementary training or experience, his status as a student-
employee shall not be considered terminated by reason of such detail
or affiliation, but he may receive his stipend and other perquisites
provided under this Act from the hospital, clinic, or laboratory to
which he is assigned or attached for only sixty days of such detail
or affiliation for each training year (as defined by such head of

Travel epenses such Commissioners). Where the detail or affiliation under this
section is to or with another Federal institution the student-
employee shall be paid his necessary expenses of travel to and from
such institution in accordance with the Standardized Government

54s.tstc.8§§821-34 Travel Regulations and the provisions of the Subsistence Expense
Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C., ch. 16).

dRights, etc. of 
s t u  SEC. 7. This Act shall not be construed as affecting in any way

the compensation, rights, or benefits of student nurses receiving
training in accordance with the Act of June 15, 1943, as amended

7 tat. 13. (50 U. S. C., App., 1451, and the following).
SEC. 8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed as limiting

any authority conferred upon the Administrator of Veterans'
38 U .7. C. 15- Affairs by the Act of January 3, 1946 (Public Law 293, Seventy-

15n. ninth Congress).
ndilabii. SEC. 9. Funds now or hereafter appropriated to the departments,

agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federal Government and to
the District of Columbia for the expenses of their respective hospitals,
clinics, and laboratories to which persons included in section 2 are
assigned or attached are hereby made available and authorized for
carrying out the provisions of this Act with respect to such persons.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 453]
August 4,1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 2776] To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a toll[Public Law 331] bridge across the Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Riorande. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for

commencing and completing the construction of a toll bridge across
the Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas, authorized to be

6 48 built by Gus A. Guerra, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns,
tt 748. by an Act of Congress approved July 31, 1946, is hereby extended one

year from July 31, 1947.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby

expressly reserved.
Approved August 4, 1947.
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September 7, 1916, as amended (5 U. S. C., ch. 15),  as though he were 
an employee, as defined in such Act, who had sustained such injury in 
the performance of duty. 
SEC. 5. Persons included under section 2 of this Act shall not be 

subject to the provisions of the Civil Service Retirement Act of 
May 29, 1930, as amended (5 U. S. C. ch. 14), except that in the 
event any such person later becomes subject to the provisions of such 
Retirement Act, his service as a student employee shall be credited 
in accordance with the provisions of such Retirement Act. 
SEC. 6. If any person included in section 2 is, pursuant to the 

order of the head of the department, agency, or instrumentality con-
cerned, or the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, as the 
case may be, temporarily detailed to or affiliated with any other 
Government or non-Government institution, to procure necessary 
supplementary training or experience, his status as a student-
employee shall not be considered terminated by reason of such detail 
or affiliation, but he may receive his stipend and other perquisites 
provided under this Act from the hospital, clinic, or laboratory to 
which he is assigned or attached for only sixty days of such detail 
or affiliation for each training year (as defined by such head of 
such Commissioners). Where the detail or affiliation under this 
section is to or with another Federal institution the student-
employee shall be paid his necessary expenses of travel to and from 
such institution in accordance with the Standardized Government 
Travel Regulations and the provisions of the Subsistence Expense 
Act of 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C., ch. 16). 
SEC. 7. This Act shall not be construed as affecting in any way 

the compensation, rights, or benefits of student nurses receiving 
training in accordance with the Act of June 15, 1943, as amended 
(50 U. S. C., App., 1451, and the following). 
SEC. 8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed as limiting 

any authority conferred upon the Administrator of Veterans' 
Affairs by the Act of January 3, 1946 (Public Law 293, Seventy-
ninth Congress). 
SEC: 9. Funds now or hereafter appropriated to the departments, 

agencies, and instrumentalities of the Federal Government and to 
the District of Columbia for the expenses of their respective hospitals, 
clinics, and laboratories to which persons included in section 2 are 
assigned or attached are hereby made available and authorized for 
carrying out the provisions of this Act with respect to such persons. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 453] 
AN ACT 

To extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a toll 
bridge across the Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the times for 
commencing and completing the construction of a toll bridge across 
the Rio Grande, at or near Rio Grande City, Texas, authorized to be 
built by Gus A. Guerra, his heirs legal representatives, and assigns, 
by an Act of Congress approved heirs, 31, 1946, is hereby extended one 
year from July 31, 1947. 
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 454]
AN ACT

Authorizing an appropriation for the construction, extension, and improvement
of a State tuberculosis sanatorium at Galen, Montana, to provide facilities for
the treatment of tuberculous Indians in Montana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,500,000 for the
purpose of cooperating with the State of Montana for the construc-
tion, extension, and improvement of a tuberculosis sanatorium at
Galen, Deer Lodge County, Montana, to provide and make available
whenever required for tuberculous Indians not less than one hundred
additional beds: Provided, That the expenditure of any moneys
authorized to be appropriated hereunder shall be subject to the con-
dition that the proper authorities of the said State of Montana shall
promptly take necessary steps under the laws of the State of Mon-
tana to provide additional funds required to complete the construction,
extension, and improvement including regulation equipment of the
said sanatorium and shall submit proof of compliance with this pro-
vision to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; whereupon actual work
shall proceed under the direction of the State officials and payment
for such work in place shall be made monthly on vouchers properly
certified by State officials to the Commissioner of Indian Afairs,
whose determination and approval of the proper amount chargeable
to any appropriation authorized hereunder shall be final and sufficient
for such payment thereof: Provided further, That the said sana-
torium so constructed, extended, and improved shall be maintained
by the State of Montana and shall be available to all the Indian
population of said State: Provided further, That the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs will reimburse the State of Montana for the care
and treatment of such tuburculous Indians who may be admitted to
the sanatorium under the provisions of the Jolnson-O'Malley Act,
at rates not in excess of the average annual per diem cost of operation
for the entire sanatorium.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 455] A
AN ACT

For the relief of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Treasury Depart-
menrt, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to
allow credit in the accounts of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing
Officer, Treasury Department, in an amount not to exceed $274.50, for
the difference in his accounts arising from the loss of certain food
stamps.

SEc. 2. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized
and directed to allow credit in the accounts of Frank White and W. O.
Woods, former Treasurers of the United States; H. T. Tate, former
Acting Treasurer of the United States; and W. A. Julian. Treasurer
of the United States; for sums not to exceed $330, $1,900.38, $240, and
$25,563.15, respectively, representing unavailable items in their
accounts as former Treasurers, former Acting Treasurer, and Treas-
urer of the United States, as listed in exhibits accompanying letter
of March 7, 1947, of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
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[CHAPTER 454] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing an appropriation for the construction, extension, and improvement 
of a State tuberculosis sanatorium at Galen, Montana, to provide facilities for 
the treatment of tuberculous Indians in Montana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
tnited States of America in Congress assembled, That there is 
hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,500,000 for the 
purpose of cooperating with the State of Montana for the construc-
tion, extension, and improvement of a tuberculosis sanatorium at 
Galen, Deer Lodge County, Montana, to provide and make available 
whenever required for tuberculous Indians not less than one hundred 
additional beds: Provided, That the expenditure of any moneys 
authorized to be appropriated hereunder shall be subject to the con-
dition that the proper authorities of the said State of Montana shall 
promptly take necessary steps under the laws of the State of Mon-
tana to provide additional funds required to complete the construction, 
extension, and improvement including regulation equipment of the 
said sanatorium and shall submit proof of compliance with this pro-
vision to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; whereupon actual work 
shall proceed under the direction of the State officials and payment 
for such work in place shall be made monthly on vouchers properly 
certified by State officials to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
whose determination and approval of the proper amount chargeable 
to any appropriation authorized hereunder shall be final and sufficient 
for such payment thereof: Provided further, That the said sana-
torium so constructed, extended, and improved shall be maintained 
by the State of Montana and shall be available to all the Indian 
population of said State: Provided further, That the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs will reimburse the State of Montana for the care 
and treatment of such tuburculous Indians who may be admitted to 
the sanatorium under the provisions of the Johnson-O'Malley Act, 
at rates not in excess of the average annual per diem cost of operation 
for the entire sanatorium. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 455] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Treasury Depart-
ment, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is authorized and directed to 
allow credit in the accounts of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing 
Officer, Treasury Department, in an amount not to exceed $274.50, for 
the difference in his accounts arising from the loss of certain food 
stamps. 
SEC. 2. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized 

and directed to allow credit in the accounts of Frank White and W. 0. 
Woods, former Treasurers of the United States; H. T. Tate, former 
Acting Treasurer of the United States; and W. A. Julian. Treasurer 
of the United States; for sums not to exceed $330, $1,900.38, $240, and 
$25,563.15, respectively, representing unavailable items in their 
accounts as former Treasurers, former Acting Treasurer, and Treas-
urer of the United States, as listed in exhibits accompanying letter 
of March 7, 1947, of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury to the 
Speaker of the house of Representatives. 
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Nonliability fr SEC. 3. Whenever any check, draft, or warrant, drawn upon the
paymeTreasurer of the United States or upon the Treasurer of the United

States through any Federal Reserve bank or any public debt obliga-
tion of the United States, including any obligation of any type what-
ever, the payment of which is guaranteed by, or assumed by, the United
States, heretofore has been or hereafter may be paid in due course
and without negligence by or on behalf of the Treasurer of the United
States, the Treasurer shall not be liable for any such payment, and
the Comptroller General of the United States is hereby authorized and
directed to allow credit in the Treasurer's account for such payment:

aCiv yor f
cri m na Provided, That nothing contained in this section shall be construed

to relieve any person, other than the Treasurer of the United States,
from any civil or criminal liability now existing or which may here-
after exist on account of any such check, draft, warrant or public debt
obligation.

JcrtRW na s ounts. SEC. 4. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized
and directed to allow credit in the accounts of J. W. Reynar, certifying
officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, on account
of charges raised by the General Accounting Office in an amount not

Certificaton. to exceed $217.61: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury shall
certify to the said Comptroller General that the payments against
which charges are raised appear to have been made without fraud
on the part of the certifying officer.

w. A.Juuian. SE o. 5. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized
and directed to allow credit in the accounts of W. A. Julian, Treas-
urer of the United States, for a sum not to exceed $6,680.06, represent-
ing unadjusted differences which occurred in the preparation of state-
ments of disbursing officers' accounts during the period from Novem-
ber 1, 1944, to October 31, 1945.

Appropriaton. SEC. 6. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed the sum of $1,351.85, of
which amount (a) not to exceed the sum of $66 shall be credited to the
accounts of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Division
of Disbursement, Treasury Department, to the extent necessary to
adjust an overdraft of $56 resulting from overpayments by his checks
numbered 3,503,191 and 3,503,192, dated October 29, 1942, disbursing
symbol 1-100, and to adjust an overpayment of $10 on account of check
numbered 1,533,782, dated October 20, 1942, disbursing symbol 87-407;

Adjustment,etc. and (b) not to exceed the sum of $1,285.85 shall be credited to the
Treasurer's account to the extent necessary to adjust unavailable items
resulting from certain shortages, payment of original and duplicates
of five checks, claim of nonreceipt of one check which was mislaid after
payment by the Treasurer, and the loss of fifteen redeemed Consoli-
dated Federal Farm Loan coupons, as listed in letter of March 7,
1947, of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 456]
August 4,1947 AN ACT
p. R. 3045] To authorize the Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia to purchase

[Public Law 334] machines for the recording of deeds, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Recorder of Deeds, United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Recorder

chase of reord- of Deeds of the District of Columbia is authorized and empowered to
purchase such machines and equipment as he may deem necessary or
expedient for the efficient, expeditious, and economical recording of
all deeds and other instruments of writing entitled by law to be
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SEC. 3. Whenever any check, draft, or warrant, drawn upon .the 
Treasurer of the United States or upon the Treasurer .of the United 
States through any Federal Reserve bank, or any public debt obliga-
tion of the United States, including any obligation of any type what-
ever, the payment of which is guaranteed by, or assumed by, the United 
States, heretofore has been or hereafter may be paid in due course 
and without negligence by or on behalf of the Treasurer of the United 
States, the Treasurer shall not be liable for any such payment, and 
the Comptroller General of the United States is hereby authorized and 
directed to allow credit in the Treasurer's account for such payment: 
Provided, That nothing contained in this section shall be construed 
to relieve any person, other than the Treasurer of the United States, 
from any civil or criminal liability now existing or which may here-
after exist on account of any such check, draft, warrant or public debt 
obligation. 
SEC. 4. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized 

and directed to allow credit in the accounts of J. W. Reynar, certifying 
officer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury Department, on account 
of charges raised by the General Accounting Office in an amount not 
to exceed $217.61: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
certify to the said Comptroller General that the payments against 
which charges are raised appear to have been made without fraud 
on the part of the certifying officer. 

SEc. 5. The Comptroller General of the United States is authorized 
and directed to allow credit in the accounts of W. A. Julian, Treas-
urer of the United States, for a sum not to exceed $6,680.06, represent-
ing unadjusted differences which occurred in the preparation of state-
ments of disbursing officers' accounts during the period from Novem-
ber 1, 1944, to October 31, 1945. 
SEC. 6. There is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treas-

ury not otherwise appropriated, not to exceed the sum of $1,351.85, of 
which amount (a) not to exceed the sum of $66 shall be credited to the 
accounts of G. F. Allen, former Chief Disbursing Officer, Division 
of Disbursement, Treasury Department, to the extent necessary to 
adjust an overdraft of $56 resulting from overpayments by his checks 
numbered 3,503,191 and 3,503,192, dated October 29, 1942, disbursing 
symbol 1-100, and to adjust an overpayment of $10 on account of check 
numbered 1,533,782, dated October 20, 1942, disbursing symbol 87-407; 
and (b) not to exceed the sum of $1,285.85 shall be credited to the 
Treasurer's account to the extent necessary to adjust unavailable items 
resulting from certain shortages, payment of original and duplicates 
of five checks, claim of nonreceipt of one check which was mislaid after 
payment by the Treasurer, and the loss of fifteen redeemed Consoli-
dated Federal Farm Loan coupons, as listed in letter of March 7, 
1947, of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury to the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 456] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Recorder of Deeds of the District of Columbia to purchase 
machines for the recording of deeds, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Recorder 
of Deeds of the District of Columbia is authorized and empowered to 
purchase such machines and equipment as he may deem necessary or 
expedient for the efficient, expeditious, and economical recording of 
all deeds and other instruments of writing entitled by law to be 
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recorded, and to employ such personnel as may be required to operate
the same and to perform necessary services in connection therewith;
and all deeds and other instruments of writing entitled by law to be
recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds which are recorded by
means of such machines or equipment are hereby declared to be legally
recorded.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 457]
AN ACT

Authorizing and directing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee
to the surviving members of the Laguna Band of Mission Indians of California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed to taie such steps as are
necessary to determine the membership of the Laguna Band of Mis-
sion Indians of California and, having determined such membership,
is further authorized and directed to issue to the member or members
of such band within six months from the enactment of this Act, a
patent in fee to the following-described lands situated within the
boundaries of the Laguna Indian Reservation, California: The south
half southwest quarter section 28; north half southwest quarter and
northwest quarter section 33, township 14 south, range 5 east, San
Bernardino meridian, San Diego County, California.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 458]
A AfTC
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Relative to restrictions applicable to Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes of H. R. 3173]
Oklahoma, and for other purposes. [Public Law 3361

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all restrictions
upon all lands in Ollahoma belonging to Imembers of the Five Civilized
Tribes, whether acquired by allotnlent, inheritance, devise, gift, ex-
change, partition, or by prlichase with restrictetl funds, of whatever
degree of Indian blood, and whether enrolled or unellrolled, slilll be,
and are hereby, removed at andl upon his or her death: Provided, (a)
That except as provided in subdivision (f) of this section, no convey-
ance, including an oil and gas or mineral lease, of any interest in land
acquired before or after the date of this Act by an Indian heir or
devisee of one-half or more Indian blood, when such interest in land
was restricted in the hands of the person from whom such Indian
heir or devisee acquired same, shall be valid unless approved in open
court by the county court of the county in Oklahoma in which the land
is situated; (b) that petition for approval of conveyance shall be set
for hearing not less than ten days from date of filing, and notice of
hearing thereon, signed by the county judge, reciting the consideration
offered and a description of the land shall be given by publication in
at least one issue of a newspaper of general circulation in the county
where the land is located and written notice of such hearing shall be
given to the probate attorney of the district in which the petition is
iled at least ten days prior to the date on which the petition is to be
heard. The grantor shall be present at said hearing and examined in
open court before such conveyance shall be approved, unless the
grantor and the probate attorney shall consent in writing that such
hearing may be had and such conveyance approved in the absence of
the grantor, and the court must be satisfied that the consideration has
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recorded, and to employ such personnel as may be required to operate 
the same and to perform necessary services in connection therewith; 
and all deeds and other instruments of writing entitled by law to be 
recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds which are recorded by 
means of such machines or equipment are hereby declared to be legally 
recorded. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 457] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing and directing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee 
to the surviving members of the Laguna Band of Mission Indians of California. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized and directed to take such steps as are 
necessary to determine the membership of the Lag;una Band of Mis-
sion Indians of California and, having determined such membership, 
is further authorized and directed to issue to the member or members 
of such band within six months from the enactment of this Act, a 
patent in fee to the following-described lands situated within the 
boundaries of the Laguna Indian Reservation, California: The south 
half southwest quarter section 28; north half southwest quarter and 
northwest quarter section 33, township 14 south, range 5 east, San 
Bernardino meridian, San Diego County, California. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 458] 
AN ACT 

Relative to restrictions applicable to Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes of 
Oklahoma, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That all restrictions 
upon all lands in Oklahoma belonging to members of the Five Civilized 
Tribes, whether acquired by allotment, inheritance, devise, gift, ex-
change, partition, or by purchase with restricted funds, of whatever 
degree of Indian blood, and whether enrolled or unenrolled, shall be, 
and are hereby, removed at and upon his or her death : Provided, (a) 
That except as provided in subdivision (f) of this section, no convey-
ance, including an oil and as or mineral lease, of any interest in land 
acquired before or after the date of this Act by an Indian heir or 
devisee of one-half or more Indian blood, when such interest in land 
was restricted in the hands of the person from whom such Indian 
heir or devisee acquired same, shall be valid unless approved in open 
court by the county court of the county in Oklahoma in which the land 
is situated; (b) that petition for approval of conveyance shall be set 
for hearing not less than ten days from date of filing, and notice of 
hearing thereon, signed by the county judge, reciting the consideration 
offered and a description of the land shall be given by publication in 
at least one issue of a newspaper of general circulation in the county 
where the land is located and written notice of such hearing shall be 
given to the probate attorney of the district m which the petition is 
filed at least ten days prior to the date on which the petition is to be 
heard. The grantor shall be present at said hearing and examined in 
open court before such conveyance shall be approved, unless the 
grantor and the probate attorney shall consent in writing that such 
hearing may be had and such conveyance approved in the absence of 
the grantor, and the court must be satisfied that the consideration has 
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been paid in full. Proceedings for approval of conveyances by re-
stricted heirs or devisees under this section shall not be removable to
the Federal court; (c) the evidence taken at the hearing shall be
transcribed and filed of record in the case, the expense of which, in-
cluding attorney fees and .court costs, must be borne by the grantee.

conditional ap- The court in its discretion, when deemed for the best interest of the
prova by cot, etc. Indian, may approve the conveyance conditionally, or may withhold

Competitive bid- approval; (d) that at said hearing competitive bidding may be had
and a conveyance may be confirmed in the name of the person offering
the highest bid therefor or when deemed necessary the court may set

Right to appeal, the petition for further hearing; (e) that the probate attorney shall
have the right to appeal from any order approving conveyances to the
district court of the county in which the proceedings are conducted
within the time and in the manner provided by the laws of the State
of Oklahoma in cases of appeal in probate matters generally, except

Sales of einteres of that no appeal bond shall be required; (f) that sales of the interests
of minor and incompetent persons shall be made in conformity with
the laws of the State of Oklahoma. Notice of such sale shall be given
to the probate attorney of the district in which the petition is filed
at least ten days prior to the date on which the petition for sale is to
be heard; (g) that nothing contained in this section shall be construed

25 U. . . a393a. to modify or repeal the Act of February 11, 1936 (49 Stat. 1135),
relating to leases for farming and grazing purposes.

Quantum of Indian SEc. 2. In determining the quantum of Indian blood of any Indian
heir or devisee, the final rolls of the Five Civilized Tribes as to such
heir or devisee, if enrolled, shall be conclusive of his or her quantum
of Indian blood. If unenrolled, his or her degree of Indian blood
shall be computed from the nearest enrolled paternal and maternal
lineal ancestors of Indian blood enrolled on the final rolls of the
Five Civilized Tribes.

urisdiaction of SEC. 3. (a) The State courts of Oklahoma shall have exclusive
jurisdiction of all guardianship matters affecting Indians of the Five
Civilized Tribes, of all proceedings to administer estates or to probate
the wills of deceased Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes, and of all
actions to determine heirs arising under section 1 of the Act of June

25 u. .c. 375. 14,1918 (40 Stat. 606).
mEfft of^nal jg- (b) The United States shall not be deemed to be a necessary or

indispensable party to any action or proceeding of which the State
courts of Oklahoma are given exclusive jurisdiction by the provisions
of subsection (a) of this section and the final judgment rendered in
any such action or proceeding shall bind the United States and the
parties thereto to the same extent as though no Indian property or

Notice of pendency. question were involved: Provided, That written notice of the pendency
of any such action or proceeding shall be served on the Superintendent
for the Five Civilized Tribes within ten days of the filing of the first
pleading in said action or proceeding. Such notice shall be served by

Nonapplicabilty. the party or parties causing the first pleading to be filed. Section 3
of the Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 239), shall have no application
to actions or proceedings covered by the provisions of subsection (a)
of this section.

to district court (c) No action or proceeding in which notice has been served on the
Superintendent for the Five Civilized Tribes pursuant to the pro-
visions of section 3 of the Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 239), shall be
removed to a United States district court except upon the recom-
mendation of the Secretary of the Interior or his duly authorized

Right to appeal. representative. The United States shall have the right to appeal from
any order of remand entered in any case removed to a United States
district court pursuant to the provisions of the Act of April 12, 1926
(44 Stat. 239).
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been paid in full. Proceedings for approval of conveyances by re-
stricted heirs or devisees under this section shall not be removable to 
the Federal court; (c) the evidence taken at the hearing .shall .be 
transcribed and filed of record in the case, the expense of which, in-
cluding attorney fees and .court costs, must be borne by the grantee. 
The court in its discretion, when deemed for the best interest of the 
Indian, may approve the conveyance conditionally, or may withhold 
approval; (d) that at said hearing competitive bidding may be had 
and a conveyance may be confirmed in the name of the person offering 
the highest bid therefor or when deemed necessary the court may set 
the petition for further hearing; (e) that the probate attorney shall 
have the right to appeal from any order approving conveyances to the 
district court of the county in which the proceedings are conducted 
within the time and in the manner provided by the laws of the State 
of Oklahoma in cases of appeal in probate matters generally, except 
that no appeal bond shall be required; (f) that sales of the interests 
of minor and incompetent persons shall be made in conformity with 
the laws of the State of Oklahoma. Notice of such sale shall be given 
to the probate attorney of the district in which the petition is filed 
at least ten days prior to the date on which the petition for sale is to 
be heard; (g) that nothing contained in this section shall be construed 
to modify or repeal the Act of February 11, 1936 (49 Stat. 1135), 
relating to leases for farming and grazing purposes. 
SEC. 2. In determining the quantum of Indian blood of any Indian 

heir or devisee, the final rolls of the Five Civilized Tribes as to such 
heir or devisee, if enrolled, shall be conclusive of his or her quantum 
of Indian blood. If unenrolled, his or her degree of Indian blood 
shall be computed from the nearest enrolled paternal and maternal 
lineal ancestors of Indian blood enrolled on the final rolls of the 
Five Civilized Tribes. 
SEC. 3. (a) The State courts of Oklahoma shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction of all guardianship matters affecting Indians of the Five 
Civilized Tribes, of all proceedings to administer estates or to probate 
the wills of deceased Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes, and of all 
actions to determine heirs arising under section 1 of the Act of June 
14, 1918 (40 Stat. 606). 

(b) The United States shall not be deemed to be a necessary or 
indispensable party to any action or proceeding of which the State 
courts of Oklahoma are given exclusive jurisdiction by the provisions 
of subsection (a) of this section, and the final judgment rendered in 
any such action or proceeding shall bind the United States and the 
parties thereto to the same extent as though no Indian property or 
question were involved: Provided, That written notice of the pendency 
of any such action or proceeding shall be served on the Superintendent 
for the Five Civilized Tribes within ten days of the filing of the first 
pleading in said action or proceeding. Such notice shall be served by 
the party or parties causing the first pleading to be filed. Section 3 
of the Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 239), shall have no application 
to actions or proceedings covered by the provisions of subsection (a) 
of this section. 

(c) No action or proceeding in w hich notice has been served on the 
Superintendent for the Five Civilized Tribes pursuant to the pro-
visions of section 3 of the Act of April 12, 1926 (44 Stat. 239), shall be 
removed to a United States district court except upon the recom-
mendation of the Secretary of the Interior or his duly authorized 
representative. The United States shall have the right to appeal from 
any.  order of remand entered in any case removed to a United States 
district court pursuant to the provisions of the Act of April 12, 1926 
(44 Stat. 239). 
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(d) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to limit
any right of appeal.

SEC. 4. That the attorneys provided for under the Act of May 27,
1908 (35 Stat. 312), are authorized to appear and represent any
restricted member of the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma before
any of the courts of the State of Oklahoma in any matter in which
the said restricted Indian may have an interest.

SEC. 5. That all funds and securities now held by, or which may
hereafter come under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior,
belonging to and only so long as belonging to Indians of the Five
Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma of one-half or more Indian blood,
enrolled or unenrolled, are hereby declared to be restricted and shall
remain subject to the jurisdiction of said Secretary until otherwise
provided by Congress, subject to expenditure in the meantime for
the use and benefit of the individual Indians to whom such funds and
securities belong, under such rules and regulations as said Secretary
may prescribe.

SEC. 6. (a) Except as hereinafter provided, the tax-exempt lands
of any Indian of the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma shall not
exceed one hundred and sixty acres, whether the said lands be acquired
by allotment, descent, devise, gift, exchange, partition, or by purchase
with restricted funds.

(b) All tax-exempt lands owned by an Indian of the Five Civilized
Tribes on the date of this Act shall continue to be tax-exempt in the
hands of such Indian during the restricted period: Provided, That
any right to tax exemption which accrued prior to the date of this
Act under the provisions of the Acts of May 10, 1928 (45 Stat. 495),
and January 27, 1933 (47 Stat. 777), shall terminate unless a certificate
of tax exemption has been filed of record in the county where the land
is located within two years from the date of this Act.

(c) Any interest in restricted and tax-exempt lands acquired by
descent, devise, gift, exchange, partition, or purchase with restricted
funds, after the date of this Act by an Indian of the Five Civilized
Tribes of one-half or more Indian blood shall continue to be tax-
exempt during the restricted period: Provided, That the tax-exempt
lands of any such heir, devisee, donee, or grantee, whether acquired by
allotment, descent, devise, gift, exchange, partition, or purclhase with
restricted funds, shall not exceed one hundred and sixty acres in the
aggregate: Provided further, That nothing contained in this subsec-
tion shall be construed to terminate or abridge any right to tax exemp-
tion to which any Indian was entitled on the effective date of this Act.

(d) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to affect
any tax exemption provided by the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat.
1967).

(e) On or before the 1st day of January of each year following the
date of this Act, the Superintendent of the Five Civilized Tribes shall
file with the county treasurer of each county in the State of Oklahoma
where restricted Indians' lands of any type of members of the Five
Civilized Tribes are situated, a statement showing what lands are
regarded as tax exempt, and the names of the Indians for whom the
lands are claimed as tax exempt. Before a county treasurer shall
proceed to sell any restricted land for delinquent taxes. it must appear
from the records of the office of the county treasurer that a list of the
tracts included in the proposed sales of land for delinquent taxes in
said county has been sent by registered mail to the Superintendent for
the Five Civilized Tribes at Muskogee, Oklahoma, at least ninety davs
before the date fixed by the laws of the State of Oklahoma for sales
of land for delinquent taxes.
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Validation of prior SEC. 7. All removals of restrictions and approvals of deeds hereto-removals of restric-
tions, etc. fore made by-the Secretary of the Interior, regardless of whether

applications were made therefor by the Indian owner, are hereby
validated and confirmed.

Restricted lands. SEC. 8. That no tract of land, nor any interest therein, which is
hereafter purchased by the Secretary of the Interior with restricted
funds by or for an Indian or Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes in
Oklahoma of one-half or more Indian blood, enrolled or unenrolled,
shall be construed to be restricted unless the deed conveying same shows
upon its face that such purchase was made with restricted funds.

Validation of con- SEC. 9. That all conveyances, including oil and gas or mineral leases,
by Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes in Oklahoma of lands acquired
by inheritance or devise, made after the effective date of the Act of

47 S a t
.777. 35January 27, 1933, and prior to the effective date of this Act, that were

note. approved either by a county court in Oklahoma or by the Secretary
of the Interior are hereby validated and confirmed: Provided, That
if any such conveyance is subject to attack upon grounds other than
sufficiency of approval or lack of approval thereof, such conveyance
shall not be affected by this Act.

25 US. C. C. 50 SEC. 10. Section 2 of the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967), com-
monly known as the Oklahoma Welfare Act, shall be amended by the
addition of a new paragraph as follows:

enerih. f p
r
efe r

- "The preference right of the Secretary to purchase shall be consid-
ered as waived where notice of the pendency of sale is given in writing
to the Superintendent of the Five Civilized Tribes for at least ten
days prior to the date of sale and the Secretary does not within that
time exercise the preferential right to purchase."

Applicability of oil SEC. 11. All restricted lands of the Five Civilized Tribes are herebyand gas conservation
aws to restricted made subject to all oil and gas conservation laws of Oklahoma:

lands. Provided, That no order of the Corporation Commission affecting
restricted Indian land shall be valid as to such land until submitted
to and approved by the Secretary of the Interior or his duly author-
ized representative.

Repeals. SEC. 12. Sections 1 and 8 of the Act of January 27, 1933 (47 Stat.
777), are hereby repealed.

SEC. 13. All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 459]
August 4,1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 3215] To revise the Medical Department of the Army and the Medical Department of

[Public Law 337] the Navy, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
cal ervices Corps United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may

Act of 1947. be cited as the "Army-Navy Medical Services Corps Act of 1947".

TITLE I

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS

Composition. SEC. 101. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there is estab-
lished in the Medical Department of the Regular Army the Medical
Service Corps, which shall consist of the Pharmacy, Supply, and
Administration Section, the Medical Allied Sciences Section, the
Sanitary Engineering Section, the Optometry Section, and such other
sections as may be deemed necessary by the Secretary of War, and
which shall perform such services as may be prescribed by the
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SEC. 7. All removals of restrictions and approvals of deeds hereto-
fore made by .the Secretary of the Interior, regardless of whether 
applications were made therefor by the Indian owner, are hereby 
validated and confirmed. 
SEC. 8. That no tract of land, nor any interest therein, which is 

hereafter purchased by the Secretary of the Interior with restricted 
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sufficiency of approval or lack of approval thereof, such conveyance 
shall not be affected by this Act. 
SEC. 10. Section 2 of the Act of June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967) , com-

monly known as the Oklahoma Welfare Act, shall be amended by the 
addition of a new paragraph as follows: 
"The preference right of the Secretary to purchase shall be consid-

ered as waived where notice of the pendency of sale is given in writing 
to the Superintendent of the Five Civilized Tribes for at least ten 
days prior to the date of sale and the Secretary does not within that 
time exercise the preferential right to purchase." 
SEC. 11. All restricted lands of the Five Civilized Tribes are hereby 

made subject to all oil and gas conservation laws of Oklahoma: 
Provided, That no order of the Corporation Commission affecting 
restricted Indian land shall be valid as to such land until submitted 
to and approved by the Secretary of the Interior or his duly author-
ized representative. 
SEC. 12. Sections 1 and 8 of the Act of January 27, 1933 (47 Stat. 

777), are hereby repealed. 
SEC. 13. All Acts and parts of Acts in conflict herewith are hereby 

repealed. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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AN ACT 
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Sanitary Engineering Section, the Optometry Section, and such other 
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Secretary of War. The authorized strength of the Medical Service Authorizedstrength.

Corps, Regular Army, shall be such strength as may from time to time
be prescribed by the Secretary of War. The Medical Service Corps,
Regular Army, shall consist of officers in the grades of second lieu-
tenant to colonel, inclusive: Provided, That the number of colonels colonel.
on active duty in the Medical Service Corps, Regular Army, shall at
no time exceed 2 per centum of the authorized Regular Army officer
strength of such corps.

SEC. 102 (a) From the officers commissioned in the Medical Service servi oef Meod
Corps, Regular Army, in the permanent grade of major or above, the
Secretary of War shall appoint the Chief of the Medical Service Corps,
who shall serve as Chief during his pleasure, and who, if commissioned
in permanent grade below colonel, shall, without vacation of his
permanent grade, have the temporary rank, pay, and allowances of
a colonel while so serving, and who, while so serving, shall be superior
in rank to all other colonels in the corps.

(b) From the officers commissioned in the Medical Service Corps, sistantChie f As-
Regular Army, the Surgeon General shall designate Assistant Chiefs,
who shall be Chiefs of Sections, and who shall be consultants to him
in activities relative to that specific section.

(c) Unless entitled to higher retired rank or pay under any pro- of hief. rank etc

vision of law, each such commissioned officer who shall have served
for four years as Chief of the Medical Service Corps, shall upon re-
tirement be retired with the rank held while so serving, shall receive
retired pay at the rate prescribed by law computed on the basis of the
base and longevity pay which he would receive if serving on active
duty with such rank, and if thereafter recalled to active service shall
be recalled in such rank.

SEC. 103. Except as provided in Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth menrts.gl nt

Congress, approved December 28, 1945, as amended, and except as U59T's 6§ 505-
hereinafter provided for transfer thereto, original appointments in 50d, 481, 552c.552.
the Medical Service Corps, Regular Army, shall be made only in the lnt. 95.

grade of second lieutenant from citizens of the United States between
the ages of twenty-one and thirty years, who possess such physical and
other qualifications as may be prescribed by the Secretary of WVar:
Provided, That appointlments from sources other than the Regular ^.,',I'I,; i.T;r

Army or its active Reserve shall be nladle from persons who are gradl- Army.
uates from accredited schools of pharmll acy, ol)tomlCetry, or other schlools
or colleges with degrees in sciences allied to mledicine or such other
degrees as may be approved by the Surgeon General, and each person tori',; II;.g ro,,
appointed and commissioned an officer of the Medical Service Corps scieell.
who at the time of appointment holds a degree of doctor of philosophy
or comparable degree recognized by the Surgeon General in a science
allied to medicine may, subject to regulations as prescribed by the
Secretary of War, be credited at the time of appointment with an
amount of service equal to three years. omotion to er-

SEC. 104. Effective from date of enactment of this Act, commis- mnent grades.

sioned officers of the Medical Service Corps, Regular Army, shall be
promoted to the permanent grades of first lieutenant, captain, major,
and lieutenant colonel as now or hereafter prescribed for promotion of
promotion-list officers to such grades, respectively. Promotion to the
permanent grade of colonel shall be by selection under regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of War from officers in the grade of lieutenant
colonel with at least one year's service in that grade.

SEC. 105. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, Public Law 281,
Seventy-ninth Congress, approved December 28, 1945, as amended, is
hereby further amended as follows:

(a) Section 5 of said Act is amended by striking out paragraphs (c) 59 Stat'6. 150
and (d) and inserting in lieu thereof a new paragraph (c) as follows: (c) (d).
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Appointments ac- (C) Persons appointed in the Medical Service Corps shall becording to periods of
service. appointed in grades of second lieutenant, first lieutenant, captain, or

major according to the periods of service with which they are credited
in the same manner as set forth in paragraph (a) of this section for
persons appointed in arms and services of the Regular Army, the
officers of which are on the promotion list."

59 Stat. 66. (b) Section 6 of said Act is amended by striking out from paragraphI0 U. C. § 5dSt f c
(b), (c). (b) thereof the words "The Pharmacy Corps" and by striking out

paragraph (c) thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a new paragraph
(c) as follows:

(c) In the Medical Service Corps if he would upon appointment
receive credit for twenty-three or more years' service under section 5

Ante, p. 735. of this Act."
Transfer mofacycps. SEC. 106. Officers of the Regular Army who, on the date of enact-ment of this Act, hold commissions in the Pharmacy Corps, are, effec-

tive the date of enactment of this Act, transferred in grade to the
Medical Service Corps. Each such officer so transferred shall be
reappointed in the Medical Service Corps in the permanent grade held
by him at the time of such transfer; shall be credited for the purpose
of determining eligibility for promotion, with continuous commis-
sioned service on the active list of the Regular Army in the Medical
Service Corps equal to the period of service credited to him for promo-
tion purposes under existing provisions of law, and shall, subsequent
to such transfer, be thereafter promoted in accordance with the promo-
tion system set forth in section 104 of this Act.

Corps abolished. SEC. 107. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, the Phar-
macy Corps and the Medical Administrative Corps are abolished.

hodsfer of persons (b) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, persons holdino tem-
pointments in Army, porary appointments or commissions in the Army of the United States

permanently assigned or detailed to the Medical Administrative Corps,
the Pharmacy Corps, or the Sanitary Corps, shall be automatically
transferred and permanently assigned or detailed, as the case may be,
to the Medical Service Corps, Regular Army, established by this Act,
in the same temporary grade and rank held by them at such time.

(c) The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe from time to
time such regulations as may be necessary for the administration of
title I of this Act.

Back pay.
Backa. (d) No back pay shall accrue to any person by reason of the

enactment hereof.
Repeal. (e) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, all laws and parts

of laws, insofar as they are inconsistent with or in conflict with the
provisions of title I of this Act, are repealed.

TITLE II

NAVY MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS

Composition. SEC. 201. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there is estab-
lished in the Medical Department of the United States Navy a Medical
Service Corps which shall consist of the Pharmacy, Supply, andAdministration Section, the Medical Allied Sciences Section, the
Optometry Section, and such other sections as may be deemed neces-

Authorizedstrength. sary by the Secretary of the Navy. The authorized strength of the
Medical Service Corps shall be 20 per centum of the authorized
strength of the Medical Corps of the Navy. The Medical Service
Corps shall consist of officers in the grades of ensign to captain,
inclusive.

34 U; C.8. 3 48. The first proviso to section 4 of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat.
Precedenc. 719), as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows: "That
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"(c) Persons appointed in the Medical Service Corps shall be 
appointed in grades of second lieutenant, first lieutenant, captain, or 
major according to the periods of service with which they are credited 
in the same manner as set forth in paragraph (a) of this section for 
persons appointed in arms and services of the Regular Army, the 
officers of which are on the promotion list." 

(b) Section 6 of said Act is amended by striking out from paragraph 
(b) thereof the words "The Pharmacy Corps" and by striking out 
paragraph (c) thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a new paragraph 
(c) as follows: 
"(c) In the Medical Service Corps if he would upon appointment 

receive credit for twenty-three or more years' service under section 5 
of this Act." 
SEC. 106. Officers of the Regular Army who, on the date of enact-

ment of this Act, hold commissions in the Pharmacy Corps, are, effec-
tive the date of enactment of this Act, transferred in grade to the 
Medical Service Corps. Each such officer so transferred shall be 
reappointed in the Medical Service Corps in the permanent grade held 
by him at the time of such transfer; shall be credited for the purpose 
of determining eligibility for promotion, with continuous commis-
sioned service on the active list of the Regular Army in the Medical 
Service Corps equal to the period of service credited to him for promo-
tion purposes under existing provisions of law, and shall, subsequent 
to such transfer, be thereafter promoted in accordance with the promo-
tion system set forth in section 104 of this Act. 

SEc. 107. (a) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, the Phar-
macy Corps and the Medical Administrative Corps are abolished. 

(b) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, persons holding tem-
porary appointments or commissions in the Army of the United States 
permanently assigned or detailed to the Medical Administrative Corps, 
the Pharmacy Corps, or the Sanitary Corps, shall be automatically 
transferred and permanently assigned or detailed, as the case may be, 
to the Medical Service Corps, Regular Army, established by this Act, 
in the same temporary grade and rank held by them at such time. 

(c) The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe from time to 
time such regulations as may be necessary for the administration of 
title I of this Act. 

(d) No back pay shall accrue to any person by reason of the 
enactment hereof. 

(e) Effective the date of enactment of this Act, all laws and parts 
of laws, insofar as they are inconsistent with or in conflict with the 
provisions of title I of this Act, are repealed. 

TITLE II 

NAVY MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS 

SEc. 201. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, there is estab-
lished in the Medical Department of the United States Navy a Medical 
Service Corps which shall consist of the Pharmacy, Supply, and 
Administration Section, the Medical Allied Sciences Section, the 
Optometry Section, and such other sections as may be deemed neces-
sary by the Secretary of the Navy. The authorized strength of the 
Medical Service Corps shall be 20 per centum of the authorized 
strength of the Medical Corps of the Navy. The Medical Service 
Corps shall consist of officers in the grades of ensign to captain, 
inclusive. 
The first proviso to section 4 of the Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 

719), as amended, is hereby further amended to read as follows: "That 
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except as otherwise provided herein, officers having the same rank and
the same date of precedence in that rank shall take precedence in the
following order: (a) Line officers, (b) medical officers, (c) supply
officers, (d) chaplains, (e) civil engineers, (f) dental officers, (g)
officers of the Medical Service Corps, and (h) officers of the Nurse
Corps." The authorized number of captains on the active list of the
Medical Service Corps shall equal 2 per centum of the total number of
officers on the active list of that corps at any one time. A computa-
tion to determine such authorized number shall be made by the Secre-
tary of the Navy as of January first of each year, and the resulting
number as so computed shall be held and considered for all purposes
as the authorized number until a subsequent computation shall be
made.

SEC. 202. Officers of the Medical Service Corps shall be staff officers
and shall be subject to all provisions of law now existing or hereafter
enacted relating to the advancement in rank and retirement of officers
of the Medical Corps of the Navy, with the exception of the provisions
relating to the composition of selection boards for staf officers.
Boards for selection of officers of the Medical Service Corps for recom-
mendation for advancement in rank shall be composed of not less than
six nor more than nine officers of the Medical Corps not below the
rank of captain: Provided, That in case there be not a sufficient num-
ber of officers of the Medical Corps legally or physically capacitated
to serve on such board as herein provided, officers of the line on the
active list above the rank of commander shall be detailed to duty on
such board to constitute the required minimum membership: And pro-
vided further, That commanders in the Medical Service Corps shall
not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure of selection for pro-
motion until they shall have completed thirty years of service.

SEC. 203. During the period that appointments to the Regular Navy
may be made pursuant to section 5 of the Act of April 18,1946 (Public
Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), all appointments to
the Medical Service Corps shall be made in accordance with the provi-
sions of said Act.

SEC. 204. All appointments in the Medical Service Corps, except
those provided for in section 203 of this Act, shall be in tile grade of
ensign from those persons serving as commissioned warrant, or war-
rant officers of the Hospital Corps of tle Regular Navy and from
other persons who possess such )hysical and other qualifications for
appointment as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy:
Provided, That appointments from sources other than the Regular
Navy shall be made from persons who are graduates of accredited
schools of pharmacy, optometry, or other schools or colleges with
degrees in sciences allied to medicine or such degrees as may be
approved by the Surgeon General: Provided further, That persons
holding a doctorate degree in sciences allied to medicine approved
by the Surgeon General at time of appointment in the Medical Service
Corps may, subject to regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Navy, be appointed in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade).
No person shall be appointed under the provisions of this section
unless he be a citizen of the United States between the ages of twenty-
one and thirty-two years and until he shall have established his men-
tal, moral, and professional qualifications to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of the Navy.

SEC. 205. All appointments in the Medical Service Corps shall be
made by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate.

SEC. 206. The Secretary of the Navy, under such regulations as
he may prescribe, may revoke the commission of any officer appointed
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except as otherwise provided herein, officers having the same rank and 
the same date of precedence in that rank shall take precedence in the 
following order: (a) Line officers, (b) medical officers, (c) supply 
officers, (d) chaplains, (e) civil engineers, (f) dental officers, (g) 
officers of the Medical Service Corps, and (h) officers of the Nurse 
Corps." The authorized number of captains on the active list of the 
Medical Service Corps shall equal 2 per centum of the total number of 
officers on the active list of that corps at any one time. A comsputa-
tion to determine such authorized number shall be made by the ecre-
tary of the Navy as of January first of each year, and the  resulting 
number as so computed shall be held and considered for all purposes 
as the authorized number until a subsequent computation shall be 
made. 
SEC. 202. Officers of the Medical Service Corps shall be staff officers 

and shall be subject to all provisions of law now existing or hereafter 
enacted relating to the advancement in rank and retirement of officers 
of the Medical Corps of the Navy, with the exception of the pro-visions 
relating to the composition of selection boards for staff officers. 
Boards for selection of officers of the Medical Service Corps for recom-
mendation for advancement in rank shall be composed of not less than 
six nor more than nine officers of the Medical Corps not below the 
rank of captain: Provided, That in case there be not a sufficient num-
ber of officers of the Medical Corps legally or physically capacitated 
to serve on such board as herein provided, officers of the line on the 
active list above the rank of commander shall be detailed to duty on 
such board to constitute the required minimum membership: And pro-
vided further, That commanders in the Medical Service Corps shall 
not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure of selection for pro-
motion until they shall have completed thirty years of service. 
SEC. 203. During the period that appointments to the Regular Navy 

may be made pursuant to section 5 of the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public 
Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), all appointments to 
the Medical Service Corps shall be made in accordance with the provi-
sions of said Act. 
SEC. 204. All appointments in the Medical Service Corps, except 

those provided for in section 203 of this Act, shall be in the grade of 
ensign from those persons serving as commissioned warrant or war-
rant officers of the Hospital Corps of the Regular Navy and from 
other persons who possess such physical and other qualifications for 
appointment as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Navy: 
Provided, That appointments from sources other than the Regular 
Navy shall be made from persons who are graduates of accredited 
schools of pharmacy, optometry, or other schools or colleges with 
degrees in sciences allied to medicine or such degrees as may be 
approved by the Surgeon General: Provided further, That persons 
holding a doctorate degree in sciences allied to medicine approved 
by the Surgeon General at time of appointment in the Medical Service 
Corps may, subject to regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Navy, be appointed in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade). 
No person shall be appointed under the provisions of this section 
unless he be a citizen of the United States between the ages of twenty-
one and thirty-two years and until he shall have established his men-
tal, moral, and professional qualifications to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary of the Navy. 
SEC. 205. All appointments in the Medical Service Corps shall be 

made by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate. 
SEc. 206. The Secretary of the Navy, under such regulations. as 

he may prescribe, may revoke the commission of any officer appointed 
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pursuant to section 204 of this Act in accordance with the provisions
60 Uta. i. §405a of section 12 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-
pop. 88o. ninth Congress): Provided, That any officer whose commission is so

eappointment. revoked and who at the time of his appointment under section 204 of
this Act held permanent status as a commissioned warrant or warrant
officer may be reappointed by the President without examination to
such permanent status with the same lineal position and other rights
and benefits which he would have had or would have attained in due
course had he not been appointed in the Medical Service Corps.

liomand in the SEC. 207. No officer of the Medical Service Corps shall be entitled
Pot, p. 881. to command in the line or any other staff corps of the Navy, nor shall

any such officer suffer reduction in the pay and allowances to which
entitled by virtue of his permanent status by reason of appointment
in the Medical Service Corps established by this title.

s, p. 881. SEC. 208. All laws now existing or hereafter enacted relating to
the various staff corps of the Navy shall be construed to include the
Medical Service Corps, unless otherwise provided in this Act.

Regulations. SEC. 209. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to pre-
o, p. 881. scribe the necessary regulations to carry out the provisions of this title.

TITLE III

THE HOSPITAL CORPS OF THE NAVY

SEC. 301 (a) The first paragraph under the heading "Hospital
Corps," page 572, volume 39, of the Statutes at Large (Act of August
29, 1916), as amended by the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347,

0 Stat. 95 Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby further amended
to read as follows:

Authorizedstrength. "Hereafter the authorized strength of the Hospital Corps of the
Navy shall equal 31/2 per centum of the authorized enlisted strength
of the Navy and Marine Corps. The Secretary of the Navy is
authorized, in his discretion, to establish such grades and ratings in the
Hospital Corps as he may deem necessary in the proper administration

Eligibility for trans- of such corps: Provided, That enlisted men of other ratings in the Navy
and in the Marine Corps shall be eligible for transfer to the Hospital
Corps, and men of that corps to other ratings in the Navy and the
Marine Corps."

a39Stat 572. (b) The second paragraph under such heading is hereby amended
to read as follows:

wAppointmen of "The Secretary of the Navy may hereafter appoint as many warrant
officers in the Hospital Corps, as may be deemed necessary, from the
rating of chief petty officer or petty officer, first class, in the Hospital

Qualifications. Corps: Provided, That no person shall be appointed pursuant hereto
until he shall have established his mental, moral, physical, and pro-
fessional qualifications to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy:

loa; p and al- Provided further, That the warrant officers now in the Hospital Corps
of the United States Navy or hereafter appointed therein in accordance
with the provisions of this Act shall have the same rank, pay, and
allowances as are now or may hereafter be allowed other warrant
officers."

Regulations. SEC. 302. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to prescribe
the regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of this title and
no person shall suffer any reduction in grade or rate, or in pay or
allowances, by reason of the requirements of this title or of the regu-
lations provided pursuant thereto.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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pursuant to section 204 of this Act in accordance with the provisions 
of section 12 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729, Seventy-
ninth Congress) : Provided, That any officer whose commission is so 
revoked and who at the time of his appointment under section 201 of 
this Act held permanent status as a commissioned warrant or warrant 
officer may be reappointed by the President without examination to 
such permanent status with the same lineal position and other rights 
and benefits which he would have had or would have attained in due 
course had he not been appointed in the Medical Service Corps. 
SEC. 207. No officer of the Medical Service Corps shall be entitled 

to command in the line or any other staff corps of the Navy, nor shall 
any such officer suffer reduction in the pay and allowances to which 
entitled by virtue of his permanent status by reason of appointment 
in the Medical Service Corps established by this title. 
SEC. 208. All laws now existing or hereafter enacted relating to 

the various staff corps of the Navy shall be construed to include the 
Medical Service Corps, unless otherwise provided in this Act. 
SEC. 209. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to pre-

scribe the necessary regulations to carry out the provisions of this title. 

TITLE III 

PRE HOSPITAL CORPS OP THE NAVY 

SEC. 301 (a) The first paragraph under the heading "Hospital 
Corps," page 572, volume 39, of the Statutes at Large (Act of August 
29, 1916) , as amended by the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby further amended 
to read as follows: 

"Hereafter the authorized strength of the Hospital Corps of the 
Navy shall equal 31/2 per centum of the authorized enlisted strength 
of the Navy and Marine Corps. The Secretary of the Navy is 
authorized, in his discretion, to establish such grades and ratings in the 
Hospital Corps as he may deem necessary in the proper administration 
of such corps: Provided, That enlisted men of other ratings in the Navy 
and in the Marine Corps shall be eligible for transfer to the Hospital 
Corps, and men of that corps to other ratings in the Navy and the 
Marine Corps." 

(b) The second paragraph under such heading is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 
"The Secretary of the Navy may hereafter appoint as many warrant 

officers in the Hospital Corps, as may be deemed necessary, from the 
rating of chief petty officer or petty officer, first class, in the Hospital 
Corps: Provided, That no person shall be appointed pursuant hereto 
until he shall have established his mental, moral, physical, and pro-
fessional qualifications to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Navy: 
Provided further, That the warrant officers now in the Hospital Corps 
of the United States Navy or hereafter appointed therein in accordance 
with the provisions of this Act shall have the same rank, pay, and 
allowances as are now or may hereafter be allowed other warrant 
officers." 
SEC. 302. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to prescribe 

the regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of this title and 
no person shall suffer any reduction in grade or rate, or in pay or 
allowances, by reason of the requirements of this title or of the regu-
lations provided pursuant thereto. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 460]
AN ACT August 4, 1947

To increase the minimum allowance payable for rehabilitation in certain service- H. R. 3308f
connected cases. [Public Law 338]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, effective on the
first day of the first calendar month subsequent to the date of enactment
of this Act, paragraph 3 of part VII of Veterans Regulation Numbered
1 (a), as amended, is amended to read as follows:

"3. While pursuing training prescribed herein, and for two months
after his employability is determined, each veteran shall be paid the
amount of subsistence allowance specified in paragraph 6 of part
VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended: Provided,
That the minimum payment of such allowance, plus any compensa-
tion or other benefit shall be (A) where the service-connected dis-
ability is rated less than 30 per centum, for a person without a depend-
ent, $105 per month; and for a person with a dependent, $115, plus
the following amounts for additional dependents: (1) $10 for one
child and $7 additional for each additional child, and (2) $15 for
a dependent parent; (B) where the service-connected disability is
rated 30 per centum or more, for a person without a dependent, $115
per month; and for a person with a dependent, $135, plus the following
amounts for additional dependents: (1) $20 for one child and $15
additional for each additional child, and (2) $15 for a dependent
parent: Provided further, That the rates set out herein shall not be
subject to the increases authorized by Public Law Numbered 312,
Seventy-eighth Congress, approved May 27, 1944: And provided fur-
ther, That when the course of vocational rehabilitation furnished to
any person as herein provided consists of training on the job by an
employer, such employer shall be required to submit monthly to the
Administrator a statement in writing showing any wage, compensa-
tion, or other income paid by him to such person during the month,
directly or indirectly, and based upon such written statements, the
Administrator is authorized to reduce the subsistence allowance of
such person to an amount considered equitable and just."

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 461]
AN ACT

To add certain lands to the Modoc National Forest, California.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the boundaries
of the Modoc National Forest are hereby extended to include the
following-described lands and, subject to valid and existing claims,
all lands of the United States within said area which heretofore were
not parts of said national forest are hereby made parts thereof and
hereafter shall be subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto:
Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting the
location and entry under the mining laws of the United States, and
the rules and regulations applying thereto, of any of the public-domain
lands hereby added to said national forest or of any land within said
area hereafter acquired through exchange under the provisions of the
Act of March 20, 1922 (42 Stat. 465), as amended:
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[CHAPTER 460] 
AN ACT 

To increase the minimum allowance payable for rehabilitation in certain service-
connected cases. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, effective on the 
first day of the first calendar month subsequent to the date of enactment 
of this Act, paragraph 3 of part VII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 
1 (a), as amended, is amended to read as follows: 

"3. While pursuing training prescribed herein, and for two months 
after his employability is determined, each veteran shall be paid the 
amount of subsistence allowance specified in paragraph 6 of part 
VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended: Provided, 
That the minimum payment of such allowance, plus any compensa-
tion or other benefit shall be (A) where the service-connected dis-
ability is rated less than 30 per centum, for a person without a depend-
ent, $105 per month; and for a person with a dependent, $115, plus 
the following amounts for additional dependents: (1) $10 for one 
child and $7 additional for each additional child, and (2) $15 for 
a dependent parent; (B) where the service-connected disability is 
rated 30 per centum or more, for a person without a dependent, $115 
per month; and for a person with a dependent, $135, plus the following 
amounts for additional dependents: (1) $20 for one child and $15 
additional for each additional child, and (2) $15 for a dependent 
parent: Provided further, That the rates set out herein shall not be 
subject to the increases authorized by Public Law Numbered 312, 
Seventy-eighth Congress, approved May 27, 1944: And provided fur-
ther, That when the course of vocational rehabilitation furnished to 
any person as herein provided consists of training on the job by an 
employer, such employer shall be required to submit monthly to the 
Administrator a statement in writing showing any wage, compensa-
tion, or other income paid by him to such person during the month, 
directly or indirectly., and based upon such written statements, the 
Administrator is authorized to reduce the subsistence allowance of 
such person to an amount considered equitable and just." 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 461] 
AN ACT 

To add certain lands to the Modoc National Forest, California. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the boundaries 
of the Modoc National Forest are hereby extended to include the 
following-described lands and, subject to valid and existing claims, 
all lands of the United States within said area which heretofore were 
not parts of said national forest are hereby made parts thereof and 
hereafter shall be subject to all laws and regulations applicable thereto: 
Provided, That nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting the 
location and entry under the mining laws of the United States, and 
the rules and regulations applying thereto, of any of the public-domain 
lands hereby added to said national forest or of any land within said 
area hereafter acquired through exchange under the provisions of the 
Act of March 20, 1922 (42 Stat. 465), as amended; 
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MOUNT DIABLO MERIDIAN, CAIJFORNIA

Township 41 north, range 9 east, sections 23,24,25, and 36.
Township 39 north, range 10 east, section 1, east half.
Township 40 north, range 10 east, sections 1 to 4, inclusive; sections

9 to 15, inclusive; sections 24,25, and 36.
Township 41 north, range 10 east, sections 16 to 21, inclusive; sections

26 to 36, inclusive.
Township 39 north, range 11 east, sections 1 to 18, inclusive; sections

22 and 23.
Township 40 north, range 11 east, section 5, except lot 6; sections

6 to 8, inclusive; section 16, southwest quarter southeast quarter; sec-
tions 17 to 20, inclusive; section 21, north half northeast quarter, south-
west quarter northeast quarter, northwest quarter, south half; section
27, west half northwest quarter; sections 28 to 33, inclusive; section 34,
south half northeast quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter,
south half; section 35, southwest quarter northwest quarter, southwest
quarter, south half southeast quarter.

Township 41 north, range 11 east, section 32, northwest quarter
northeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, southeast quarter
northwest quarter, south half.

Township 39 north, range 12 east, section 7, west half southwest
quarter; section 16.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 462]

August 4,1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 3874] To authorize the city of Pierre, South Dakota, to transfer Farm Island to the

[Public Law 340] State of South Dakota, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Farkm Island,

1 United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
Transfer. of Congress is hereby granted to the transfer, from the city of Pierre,

South Dakota, to the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the
State of South Dakota, of all or any part of the right, title, and
interest of the said city of Pierre in and to Farm Island, an island in
the Missouri River in Hughes County, South Dakota, which was
granted by the United States to said city of Pierre by section 21 of
the Act entitled "An Act to divide a portion of the reservation of the
Sioux Nation of Indians in Dakota into separate reservations and to
secure the relinquishment of the Indian title to the remainder, and
for other purposes", approved March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 896), in accord-
ance with Resolution Numbered 376 of the city of Pierre, South
Dakota, adopted by the board of city commissioners of said city on
July 2, 1946, by which said commissioners did resolve as follows:

"Be it resolved by the City of Pierre, South Dakota, That the city
of Pierre, South Dakota, hereby transfers, assigns, and gives all of its
right, title, and interest in and to Farm Island, Hughes County, South
Dakota, an island in the Missouri River, to the Department of Game,
Fish, and Parks of the State of South Dakota, on the condition that
the said Farm Island shall be used by the Commission of Game,
Fish, and Parks for such purposes as are now or may hereinafter be
authorized by the laws of the State of South Dakota, exclusive of said
Commission's right to sell the property of the said Department of
Game, Fish, and Parks: Provided, That this assignment, transfer,
and gift shall in no way disturb or alter the rights of the Sunshine
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, the Boy Scouts of America, and
the Girl Scouts of America, to the several tracts on said Farm Island
now occupied by said organizations by virtue of license, lease, or
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Township 41 north, range 9 east, sections 23, 24, 25, and 36. 
Township 39 north, range 10 east, section 1, east half. 
Township 40 north, range 10 east, sections 1 to 4, inclusive; sections 

9 to 15, inclusive; sections 24, 25, and 36. 
Township 41 north, range 10 east, sections 16 to 21, inclusive; sections 

26 to 36, inclusive. 
Township 39 north, range 11 east, sections 1 to 18, inclusive; sections 

22 and 23. 
Township 40 north, range 11 east, section 5, except lot 6; sections 

6 to 8, inclusive; section 16, southwest quarter southeast quarter; sec-
tions 17 to 20, inclusive; section 21, north half northeast quarter, south-
west quarter northeast quarter, northwest quarter, south half; section 
27, west half northwest quarter; sections 28 to 33, inclusive; section 34, 
south half northeast quarter, southwest quarter northwest quarter, 
south half; section 35, southwest quarter northwest quarter, southwest 
quarter, south half southeast quarter. 
Township 41 north, range 11 east, section 32, northwest quarter 

northeast quarter, south half northeast quarter, southeast quarter 
northwest quarter, south half. 
Township 39 north, range 12 east, section 7, west half southwest 

quarter; section 16. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 462] 
AN ACT 

August 4, 1947 
[H. R. 3874]  To authorize the city of Pierre, South Dakota, to transfer Farm Island to the 

[Public Law 340] State of South Dakota, and for other purposes. 

Farm Island, 
S. Dak. 

Transfer. 

Be it enacted by th,e Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby granted to the transfer, from the city of Pierre, 
South Dakota, to the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the 
State of South Dakota, of all or any, part of the right, title, and 
interest of the said city of Pierre in and to Farm Island, an island in 
the Missouri River in Hughes County, South Dakota, which was 
granted by the United States to said city of Pierre by section 21 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to divide a portion of the reservation of the 
Sioux Nation of Indians in Dakota into separate reservations and to 
secure the relinquishment of the Indian title to the remainder, and 
for other purposes", approved March 2, 1889 (25 Stat. 896) , in accord-
ance with Resolution Numbered 376 of the city of Pierre, South 
Dakota, adopted by the board of city commissioners of said city on 
July 2, 1946, by which said commissioners did resolve as follows: 
"Be it resolved by the City of Pierre, South Dakota, That the city 

of Pierre, South Dakota, hereby transfers, assigns, and gives all of its 
right, title, and interest in and to Farm Island, Hughes County, South 
Dakota, an island in the Missouri River, to the Department of Game, 
Fish, and Parks of the State of South Dakota, on the condition that 
the said Farm Island shall be used by the Commission of Game, 
Fish, and Parks for such purposes as are now or may hereinafter be 
authorized by the laws of the State of South Dakota, exclusive of said 
Commission's right to sell the property of the said Department of 
Game, Fish, and Parks: Provided, That this assignment, transfer, 
and gift shall in no way disturb or alter the rights of the Sunshine 
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League, the Boy Scouts of America, and 
the Girl Scouts of America, to the several tracts on said Farm Island 
now occupied by said organizations by virtue of license, lease, or 
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otherwise from the said city of Pierre: Provided further, That this
assignment, transfer and gift is subject to the consent, acceptance,
confirmation, and acquiescence of the Congress of the United States
of America.";
and in accordance with the resolution of the State Game, Fish, and
Parks Commission of the State of South Dakota, dated December 16,
1946, by which said Commission did resolve as follows:

"Whereas the city of Pierre, South Dakota, transferred, signed,
and gave all of its right, title, and interest in and to Farm
Island, Hughes County, South Dakota, an island in the Missouri
River, to the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the State
of South Dakota, on the condition that the said Farm Island shall
be used by the Game, Fish, and Parks Commission for such
purposes as are now or may hereinafter be authorized by the
laws of the State of South Dakota, exclusive of said Commis-
sion's right to sell the property of the Department of Game, Fish,
and Parks of the State of South Dakota:

"Be it Resolved, by the Game, Fish, and Parks Commnission of the
State of South Dakota, That the assignment, transfer, and gift by
the city of Pierre, South Dakota, of its interest in Farm Island to
the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks as evidenced by Resolu-
tion Numbered 376 adopted by the Board of City Commissioners of
said city of Pierre on July 2, 1946, be, and the same is hereby,
accepted;

"Be it Further Resolved, That the acceptance of said assignment
shall in no way disturb or alter the rights of the Sunshine Chapter
of the Izaak Walton League of America, the Boy Scouts of America,
and the Girl Scouts of America, to the several tracts of said Farm
Island now occupied by said organizations by virtue of license, lease,
or otherwise, from the city of Pierre: Provided further, That the
acceptance of this assignment, transfer, and gift is subject to the
consent, acceptance, confirmation, and acquiescence of the Congress
of the United States of America."
Provided, That said transfer shall be on the express condition that
said Farm Island shall be used only for such purposes as are now or
may hereafter be authorized by the laws of the State of South Dakota,
exclusive of said Commission's right to sell the property of said
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the State of Sout l)i akota,
and upon the failure of said condition the said island shall revert to
the United States, to be disposed of by future legislation only.

SEC. 2. The proviso in section 1 and sections 2, 3. 4, and 5 of the t1 epeals; IurLdic.

Act of August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 648), as amended by the Act of
June 17 1940 (54 Stat. 540), are hereby repealed, and exclusive civil, 54Sat405.

criminal, and administrative jurisdiction of the said Farm Island
shall continue to be in the State of South Dakota on and after the
passage and approval of this Act.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 463] A %7 A i"Pl
Ac -j . August 4,1947

Authorizing the construction of flood-control works on the Little Sioux River and H. R. 4111]
its tributaries in Iowa. [Public Law 34]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the project
for flood control on the Little Sioux River and its tributaries,
recommended in the report of the Chief of Engineers, United States

Little Sioux River.
Project for flood con-

trol.
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otherwise from the said city of Pierre: Provided further, That this 
assignment, transfer and gift is subject to the consent, acceptance, 
confirmation, and acquiescence of the Congress of the United States 
of America."; 
and in accordance with the resolution of the State Game, Fish, and 
Parks Commission of the State of South Dakota, dated December 16, 
1946, by which said Commission did resolve as follows: 

"Whereas the city of Pierre, South Dakota, transferred, signed, 
and gave all of its right, title, and interest in and to Farm 
Island, Hughes County, South Dakota, an island in the Missouri 
River, to the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the State 
of South Dakota, on the condition that the said Farm Island shall 
be used by the Game, Fish, and Parks Commission for such 
purposes as are now or may hereinafter be authorized by the 
laws of the State of South Dakota, exclusive of said Commis-
sion's right to sell the property of the Department of Game, Fish, 
and Parks of the State of South Dakota: 

"Be it Resolved, by the Game, Fish, and Parks Commission, of the 
State of South Dakota, That the assignment, transfer, and gift by 
the city of Pierre, South Dakota, of its interest in Farm Island to 
the Department of Game, Fish, and Parks as evidenced by Resolu-
tion Numbered 376 adopted by the Board of City Commissioners of 
said city of Pierre on July 2, 1946, be, and the same is hereby, 
accepted; 
"Be it Further Resolved, That the acceptance of said assignment 

shall in no way disturb or alter the rights of the Sunshine Chapter 
of the Izaak Walton League of America, the Boy Scouts of America, 
and the Girl Scouts of America, to the several tracts of said Farm 
Island now occupied by said organizations by virtue of license, lease, 
or otherwise, from the city of Pierre: Provided further, That the 
acceptance of this assignment, transfer, and gift is subject to the 
consent, acceptance, confirmation, and acquiescence of the Congress 
of the United States of America." 
Provided, That said transfer shall be on the express condition that 
said Farm Island shall be used only for such purposes as are now or 
may hereafter be authorized by the laws of the State of South Dakota, 
exclusive of said Commission's right to sell the property of said 
Department of Game, Fish, and Parks of the State of Sout Ii Dakota, 
and upon the failure of said condition the said island shall revert to 
the United States, to be disposed of by future legislation only. 

Sac. 2. The proviso in section 1 and sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the 
Act of August 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 648), as amended by the Act of 
June 17, 1940 (54 Stat. 540), are hereby repealed, and exclusive civil, 
criminal, and administrative jurisdiction of the said Farm Island 
shall continue to be in the State of South Dakota on and after the 
passage and approval of this Act. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

Use. 
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[CHAPTER 4631 
AN ACT August 4, 1947 

Authorizing the construction of flood-control works on the Little Sioux River and  [H. R. 41111  
its tributaries in Iowa. [Public Law 3-u] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembkd, That the project 
for flood control on the Little Sioux River and its tributaries, 
recommended in the report of the Chief of Engineers, United States 

Little Sioux River. 
Project for flood con. 

trol. 
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Appropriation au-
thorized.

Army, in House Document Numbered 275, Eightieth Congress, first
session, at an estimated cost of $3,320,000 is hereby adopted and
authorized, and shall be prosecuted under the direction of the Secre-
tary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers in accord-
ance with the plan recommended in that report and subject to the
conditions of local cooperation set forth therein.

SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be needed to carry out the provisions of this Act.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 467]
August 4, 1947 AN ACT

Is. 272] To provide for the utilization of surplus War Department-owned military real
[Public Law 342] property as national cemeteries, when feasible.

War Department.
Use of certain lands

for national cemeteries.

29 Stat. 625.

Expansion of exist-
ing national ceme-
teries.

Regulations.

Appropriations au-
thorized.

August 4, 1947
IS. 1480]

[Public Law 343]

Pea Patch Island.
Conveyance.

Easements reserved
to U.8.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That when the
Secretary of War determines that there is need for an additional
cemetery or cemeteries for the burial of members of the armed forces
of the United States dying in the service or former members whose
last discharge therefrom was honorable and certain other persons
as provided for by existing law (24 U. S. C. 281), he is authorized
to utilize and expand existing facilities at Fort Rosecrans, California,
and Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, when practicable, through the use
of federally owned lands under the jurisdiction of the War Depart-
ment for military purposes and not needed for such purposes for the
establishment thereon of a national cemetery or cemeteries.

SEC. 2. Upon the selection by the Secretary of War of such land,
as provided in section 1 hereof, the Secretary of War is authorized
and directed to expand existing national cemeteries and to provide
for the care and maintenance thereof. No national cemetery as
expanded pursuant to this Act shall have an area in excess of six
hundred and forty acres.

SEC. 3. The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe such regu-
lations as he may deem necessary for the administration of this
Act.

SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may
be necessary to carry into effect the purposes of this Act.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 468]
AN ACT

Authorizing the conveyance to the State of Delaware of a portion of Pea Patch
Island.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Works Administrator is hereby authorized and directed to conveyby quitclaim deed to the State of Delaware all the right, title, andinterest of the United States in and to Pea Patch Island, situated inthe Delaware River, near Delaware City, Delaware, except that portion
of the island lying northeastwardly of a straight line Just northeast-
wardly from the northeast outside wall of the Fort Delaware moat and
eighty feet northeastwardly at right angles from triangulation station
"Torpedo" from a point in the southeasterly high-water line to a point
in the northwesterly high-water line of the island, reserving to the
United States a perpetual easement to construct and operate on theeast fire-control station of the fort parapet a navigational light and
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Army, in House Document Numbered 275, Eightieth Congress, first 
session, at an estimated cost of $3,320,000, is hereby adopted and 
authorized, and shall be prosecuted under the direction of the Secre-
tary of War and the supervision of the Chief of Engineers in accord-
ance with the plan recommended in that report and subject to the 
conditions of local cooperation set forth therein. 
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums 

as may be needed to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 467] 
AN ACT 

[S. 272]  To provide for the utilization of surplus War Department-owned military real 
[Public Law 242] property as national cemeteries, when feasible. 

War Department. 
Use of certain lands 

for national cemeteries. 

29 Stat. 625. 

Expansion of exist-
ing national ceme-
teries. 

Regulations. 

Appropriations au-
thorized. 

August 4, 1947 
IS. 1480] 

[Public Law 343] 

Pea Patch Island. 
Conveyance. 

Easements reserved 
to U. S. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That when the 
Secretary of War determines that there is need for an additional 
cemetery or cemeteries for the burial of members of the armed forces 
of the United States dying in the service or former members whose 
last discharge therefrom was honorable and certain other persons 
as provided for by existing law (24 U. S. C. 281), he is authorized 
to utilize and expand existing facilities at Fort Rosecrans, California, 
and Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, when practicable, through the use 
of federally owned lands under the jurisdiction of the War Depart-
ment for military purposes and not needed for such purposes for the 
establishment thereon of a national cemetery or cemeteries. 

Sac. 2. Upon the selection by the Secretary of War of such land, 
as provided in section 1 hereof, the Secretary of War is authorized 
and directed to expand existing national cemeteries and to provide 
for the care and maintenance thereof. No national cemetery as 
expanded pursuant to this Act shall have an area in excess of six 
hundred and forty acres. 
SEC. 3. The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe such regu-

lations as he may deem necessary for the administration of this 
Act. 
SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any 

money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may 
be necessary to carry into effect the purposes of this Act. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 468] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the conveyance to the State of Delaware of a portion of Pea Patch 
Island. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Works Administrator is hereby authorized and directed to convey 
by quitclaim deed to the State of Delaware all the right, title, and 
interest of the United States in and to Pea Patch Island, situated in 
the Delaware River, near Delaware City, Delaware, except that portion 
of the island lying northeastwardly of a straight line just northeast-
wardly from the northeast outside wall of the Fort Delaware moat and 
eighty feet northeastwardly at right angles from triangulation station 
"Torpedo" from a point in the southeasterly high-water line to a point 
in the northwesterly high-water line of the island, reserving to the 
United States a perpetual easement to construct and operate on the 
east fire-control station of the fort parapet a navigational light and 
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fog signal with necessary appurtenances, and a perpetual easement
to construct and maintain a submarine cable from the water on the
southeasterly side of the island to the light and fog-signal apparatus.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 469]
AN ACT

To amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to control the possession, sale,
transfer, and use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in the District of
Columbia, to provide penalties, to prescribe rules of evidence, and for other
purposes", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C. Code, 1940 edition).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of
the Act entitled "An Act to control the possession, sale, transfer, and
use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in the District of Columbia,
to provide penalties, to prescribe rules of evidence, and for other
purposes", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C. Code, 1940 edi-
tion), be amended by changing the last period to a colon and adding
the following language: "Provided, That arrests, without a warrant,
and searches and seizures pursuant thereto, may be made for violation
of this section, by police officers, as in the case of a felony, upon
probable cause that the person arrested is violating this section at the
time of the arrest; but no evidence discovered in the course of any
arrest, search, or seizure authorized by this proviso shall be admis-
sible in any criminal proceeding against the person arrested unless
at the time of such arrest he was carrying a pistol or other dangerous
weapon on or about his person."

Approved August 4, 1947.
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August 4, 1947
[H. R. 493]

[Public Law 344]

Concealed weapons,
D.C.

47 Stat. 651.

Arrest without war-
rant, eto.

[CHAPTER 470]
AN ACT August 4, 1947

To amend section 107 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved June 19, 1934. [H. R. 1260]
[Public Law 3451

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 107 of
title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved June 19, 1934, is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following:

"In the case of any annuitant retired under the provisions of this
article prior to July 29,1942, the annuity shall be recomputed and paid
in accordance with section 96 of this title, as amended July 29, 1942."

SEC. 2. Nothing herein shall be so construed as to reduce the
annuity of any such person nor shall any increase in annuity commence
before the first day of the month following the month in which this
Act is approved.

Approved August 4, 1947.

48 Stat. 112.

Recomputatlon
annuity, eto.

[CHAPTER 471]
AAugust 4,1947

To amend section 1003 (b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended. H. R. 2109]
[Public Law 3461

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1003 (b)
of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended, is amended by
striking out the second and third sentences thereof and inserting in
lieu thereof the following: "In case of through service by air carriers
and common carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, it shall
be the duty of the carriers parties thereto to establish just and reason-
able rates, fares, or charges and just and reasonable classifications,

52 Stat. 1020.
49 U.S. . 643(b).

Rates tor through
ervice, etc.

of
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fog signal with necessary appurtenances, and a perpetual easement 
to construct and maintain a submarine cable from the water on the 
southeasterly side of the island to the light and fog-signal apparatus. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 469] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to control the possession, sale, 
transfer, and use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in the District of 
Columbia, to provide penalties, to prescribe rules of evidence, and for other 
purposes", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C. Code, 1940 edition). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of 
the Act entitled "An Act to control the possession, sale, transfer, and 
use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in the District of Columbia, 
to provide penalties, to prescribe rules of evidence, and for other 
purposes", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C. Code, 1940 edi-
tion) , be amended by changing the last period to a colon and adding 
the following language: "Provided, That arrests, without a warrant, 
and searches and seizures pursuant thereto, may be made for violation 
of this section, by police officers, as in the case of a felony, upon 
probable cause that the person arrested is violating this section at the 
time of the arrest; but no evidence discovered in the course of any 
arrest, search, or seizure authorized by this proviso shall be admis-
sible in any criminal proceeding against the person arrested unless 
at the time of such arrest he was carrying a pistol or other dangerous 
weapon on or about his person." 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 470] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 107 of title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved June 19, 1934. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 107 of 
title 2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved June 19, 1934, is amended 
by adding at the end thereof the following: 
"In the case of any annuitant retired under the provisions of this 

article prior to July 29, 1942, the annuity shall be recomputed and paid 
in accordance with section 96 of this title, as amended July 29, 1942." 
SEC. 2. Nothing herein shall be so construed as to reduce the 

annuity of any such person nor shall any increase in annuity commence 
before the first day of the month following the month in which this 
Act is approved. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 471] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 1003 (b) of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1003 (b) 
of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended, is amended by 
striking out the second and third sentences thereof and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following: "In case of through service by air carriers 
and common carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, it shall 
be the duty of the carriers parties thereto to establish just and reason-
able rates, fares, or charges and just and reasonable classifications, 
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Inclusion of state-
ment in tariffs.

August 4, 1947
[H. R. 2669]

[Public Law 347]

Rehabilitation of
alcoholics, D. C.

"Chronic alcoholic."

Establishment and
equipment of clinic.

Use of clinic serv-
ices.

rules, regulations, and practices affecting such rates, fares, or charges,
or the value of the service thereunder, and if joint rates, fares, or
charges shall have been established with respect to such through
service, just, reasonable, and equitable divisions of such joint rates,
fares, or charges as between the carriers participating therein. Any
air carrier, and any common carrier subject to the Interstate Com-
merce Act, which is participating in such through service and joint
rates, fares, or charges, shall include in its tariffs, filed with the Civil
Aeronautics Board or the Interstate Commerce Commission, as the
case may be, a statement showing such through service and joint
rates, fares, or charges."

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 4721
AN ACT

To establish a program for the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance,
and provide for the medical and scientific treatment of persons found to be
alcoholics by the courts of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

PURPOSE

SECION 1. The purpose of this Act is to establish a program for
the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance, and provide
for the medical, psychiatric, and other scientific treatment of chronic
alcoholics; to minimize the deleterious effects of excessive drinking
on those who pass through the courts of the District of Columbia;
to reduce the financial burden imposed upon the people of the
District of Columbia by the abusive use of alcoholic beverages, as is
reflected in mounting accident rates, decreased personal efficiency,
growing absenteeism, and a general increase in the amount and
seriousness of crime in the District of Columbia, and to substitute for
jail sentences for drunkenness medical and other scientific methods
of treatment which will benefit the individual involved and more fully
protect the public. In order to accomplish this purpose and alleviate
the problem of chronic alcoholism, the courts of the District of
Columbia are hereby authorized to take judicial notice of the fact
that a chronic alcoholic is a sick person and in need of proper
medical, institutional, advisory, and rehabilitative treatment, and the
court is authorized to direct that he receive appropriate medical,
psychiatric, or other treatment as provided under the terms of this
Act.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 2. The term "chronic alcoholic" means any person who chron-
ically and habitually uses alcoholic beverages to the extent that he
has lost the power of self-control with respect to the use of such
beverages, or while under the influence of alcohol endangers the
public morals, health, safety, or welfare.

SEC. 3. (a) The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are
hereby authorized and directed to establish and equip a clinic in con-
nection either with some existing hospital or with some correctional
institution or other facility for the diagnosis, classification, hospitali-
zation, confinement, treatment, and study of persons who are found to
be chronic alcoholics, as defined herein, by the Municipal Court for the
District of Columbia.

(b) The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are also
directed to utilize the alcoholic clinic services for the treatment of the
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rules, regulations, and practices affecting such rates, fares, or charges, 
or the value of the service thereunder, and if joint rates, fares, or 
charges shall have been established with respect to such through 
service, just, reasonable, and equitable divisions of such joint rates, 
fares, or charges as between the carriers participating therein. Any 
air carrier, and any common carrier subject to the Interstate Com-
merce Act, which is participating in such through service and joint 
rates, fares, or charges, shall include in its tariffs, filed with the Civil 
Aeronautics Board or the Interstate Commerce Commission, as the 
case may be, a statement showing such through service and joint 
rates, fares, or charges." 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4721 
AN ACT 

To establish a program for the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance, 
and provide for the medical and scientific treatment of persons found to be 
alcoholics by the courts of the District of Columbia, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, 

PURPOSE 

SEcTiox 1. The purpose of this Act is to establish a program for 
the rehabilitation of alcoholics, promote temperance, and provide 
for the medical, psychiatric, and other scientific treatment of chronic 
alcoholics; to minimize the deleterious effects of excessive drinking 
on those who pass through the courts of the District of Columbia; 
to reduce the financial burden imposed upon the people of the 
District of Columbia by the abusive use of alcoholic beverages, as is 
reflected in mounting accident rates, decreased personal efficiency, 
growing absenteeism, and a general increase in the amount and 
seriousness of crime in the District of Columbia, and to substitute for 
jail sentences for drunkenness medical and other scientific methods 
of treatment which will benefit the individual involved and more fully 
protect the public. In order to accomplish this purpose and alleviate 
the problem of chronic alcoholism, the courts of the District of 
Columbia are hereby authorized to take judicial notice of the fact 
that a chronic alcoholic is a sick person and in need of proper 
medical, institutional, advisory, and rehabilitative treatment, and the 
court is authorized to direct that he receive appropriate medical, 
psychiatric, or other treatment as provided under the terms of this 
Act. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 2. The term "chronic alcoholic" means any person who chron-
ically and habitually uses alcoholic beverages to the extent that he 
has lost the power of self-control with respect to the use of such 
beverages, or while under the influence of alcohol endangers the 
public morals, health, safety, or welfare. 

Sr.c. 3. (a) The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are 
hereby authorized and directed to establish and equip a clinic in con-
nection either with some existing hospital or with some correctional 
institution or other facility for the diagnosis, classification, hospitali-
zation, confinement, treatment, and study of persons who are found to 
be chronic alcoholics, as defined herein, by the Municipal Court for the 
District of Columbia. 

(b) The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are also 
directed to utilize the alcoholic clinic services for the treatment of the 
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chronic alcoholic as authorized by this Act and for the purpose of
preparing and administering a program for the rehabilitation of alco-
holics and the promotion of temperance through teaching and training
of professional personnel and use through community organization.

SEC. 4. In any criminal case, brought to trial before the Municipal suspension of pro-

Court for the District of Columbia, in which the evidence indicates ceedingR. criminal

that the defendant is a chronic alcoholic within the meaning of sec-
tion 2 above, the judge may suspend the proceedings in the case and
order that a hearing be held, upon sufficient notice, to determine
whether the defendant is a chronic alcoholic. The hearing shall be
conducted by the judge without a jury, unless the defendant requests
a jury. The defendant shall be entitled to representation at the hear-
ing by an attorney of his own choice, and if the defendant does not
select an attorney, the court shall appoint an attorney to represent
the defendant. If, after the hearing, the judge, or the jury, as the
case may be, determines that the defendant is a chronic alcoholic, the
court may order that he be committed to the clinic for diagnosis,
classification, and treatment as his condition may require, provided
the term of commitment shall not exceed ninety days.

SEC. 5. The director of the clinic shall provide a classification and Classification and

diagnostic center. Every person committed to the clinic shall first dtr.

be sent to this classification and diagnostic center for observation,
examination, and classification. The classification center shall make
a complete study of each person committed, including mental and
physical condition, personal traits, pertinent circumstances of school
and family life, and any delinquency, criminal experience, or other
factors contributing to his addiction to alcohol.

SEC. 6. (a) The director may then recommend to the committing Itecommendationto

judge that the person committed (1) be permitted to remain atomttjudge

liberty conditionally and under supervision, or (2) be placed in an
appropriate agency, hospital, institution in the District of Columbia
for treatment as a chronic alcoholic, or (3) be returned to the court
from which he was committed for trial upon the original offense
charged or for such action as the court may deem proper. The
court may thereupon, in its discretion, issue such orders as it deems
necessary and proper in the case.

(b) The Attorney General of the United States may, in order to ,Ntliorled repro-oh c tttixe of Atormoy

carry out the purposes of this Act, designate the dirtector of the clinic i.,,',nra.

as his authorized representative under section 11 of the Act, entitled
"An Act to establish a Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole
for the District of Columbia and to determine its functions, and for
other purposes", approved July 15, 1932, as amended (D. C. Code, 4 ;.tt. 24.

1940 edition, sec. 24-425).
SEC. 7. At the expiration of the term of commitment the chronic Eopiraton of term

alcoholic must be discharged, unless the director of the clinic recom-
mends to the court prior to the expiration of the term of commit-
ment that he is in need of additional treatment in an appropriate
hospital or institution, in which event the court will conduct a second
hearing, in the same manner and upon the same conditions as provided
in section 4 for the first hearing, as to his condition, and may order
the chronic alcoholic recommitted for an additional period of ninety
days or less as his condition requires.ndersuper-

SEC. 8. A chronic alcoholic committed to the clinic and who is per- Relesun probation

mitted to remain at liberty or conditionally released shall be under the office.

supervision of the probation office of the court in which he was com-
mitted, or the clinic, or such other agency, public or private, as the
court may determine.

SEC. 9. No chronic alcoholic shall be committed to a clinic, agency, tetf sciitie, et

hospital, or institution under the terms of this Act until the District
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chronic alcoholic as authorized by this Act and for the purpose of 
preparing and administering a program for the rehabilitation of alco-
holics and the promotion of temperance through teaching and training 
of professional personnel and use through community organization. 
SEC. 4. In any criminal case, brought.  to trial before the Municipal 

Court for the District of Columbia in which the evidence indicates 
that the defendant is a chronic alcoholic within the meaning of sec-
tion 2 above, the judge may suspend the proceedings in the case and 
order that a hearing be held, upon sufficient notice, to determine 
whether the defendant is a chronic alcoholic. The hearing shall be 
conducted by the judge without a jury, unless the defendant requests 
a jury. The defendant shall be entitled to representation at the hear-
ing by an attorney of his own choice, and if the defendant does not 
select an attorney, the court shall appoint an attorney to represent 
the defendant. If, after the hearing, the judge, or the jury, as the 
case may be, determines that the defendant is a chronic alcoholic, the 
court may order that he be committed to the clinic for diagnosis, 
classification, and treatment as his condition may require, provided 
the term of commitment shall not exceed ninety days. 
SEC. 5. The director of the clinic shall provide a classification and 

diagnostic center. Every person committed to the clinic shall first 
be sent to this classification and diagnostic center for observation, 
examination, and classification. The classification center shall make 
a complete study of each person committed, including mental and 
physical condition, personal traits, pertinent circumstances of school 
and family life, and any delinquency, criminal experience, or other 
factors contributing to his addiction to alcohol. 
SEC. 6. (a) The director may then recommend to the committing 

judge that the person committed (1) be permitted to remain at 
liberty conditionally and under supervision, or (2) be placed in an 
appropriate agency, hospital, institution in the District of Columbia 
for treatment as a chronic alcoholic, or (3) be returned to the court 
from which he was committed for trial upon the original offense 
charged or for such action as the court may deem proper. The 
court may thereupon, in its discretion, issue such orders as it deems 
necessary and proper in the case. 

(b) The Attorney General of the United States may, in order to 
carry out the purposes of this Act, designate the director of the clinic 
as his authorized representative under section 11 of the Act entit led 
"An Act to establish a Board of Indeterminate Sentence and Parole 
for the District of Columbia and to determine its functions, and for 
other purposes", approved July 15, 1932, as amended (D. C. Code, 
1940 edition, sec. 24-425). 
SEC. 7. At the expiration of the term of commitment the chronic 

alcoholic must be discharged, unless the director of the clinic recom-
mends to the court prior to the expiration of the term of commit-
ment that he is in need of additional treatment in an appropriate 
hospital or institution, in which event the court will conduct a second 
hearing, in the same manner and upon the same conditions as provided 
in section 4 for the first hearing, as to his condition, and may order 
the chronic alcoholic recommitted for an additional period of ninety 
days or less as his condition requires. 
SEC. 8. A chronic alcoholic committed to the clinic and who is per-

mitted to remain at liberty or conditionally released shall be under the 
supervision of the probation office of the court in which he was com-
mitted, or the clinic, or such other agency, public or private, as the 
court may determine. 
SEC. 9. No chronic alcoholic shall be committed to a clinic, agency, 

hospital, or institution under the terms of this Act until the District 
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Commissioners shall certify to the municipal court for the District of
Columbia the extent to which proper and adequate treatment facili-
ties and personnel have been provided to carry out the purposes of
this Act.

Voluntary submis SEC. 10. (a) Any resident of the District of Columbia who is a
onto treatment, etc. chronic alcoholic within the meaning of this Act may voluntarily

submit himself for admission, examination, and treatment in the
clinic. If he is found to be a chronic alcoholic, the applicant may
be admitted to the clinic for such period of time as is estimated by
the director as necessary to effect a cure. He may be given such
treatment, guidance, and help as the director deems appropriate ex-

Payment. cept that he may not be committed to a correctional institution. Any
such chronic alcoholic voluntarily applying may be required to pay
the cost of his subsistence, care, and treatment. All such money shall
be covered into the credit of the appropriation from which the ex-
penditure was made. The Commissioners may establish or approve
such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the
provisions of this section.

Rights as U. . citi- (b) Any resident of the District of Columbia who voluntarily sub-
mits himself for admission and treatment in the clinic shall not forfeit
or abridge thereby any of his rights as a citizen of the United States,
nor shall the fact that he has submitted himself for admission and
treatment or that he has been given help or has submitted himself
to any study, treatment, or guidance be used against him in any pro-

Recrd of applica- ceeding in any court. The record of any application under this sec-
tion by any individual for admission and treatment in the clinic and
the record of any study of, or treatment, guidance, or help furnished
to, any individual admitted in the clinic under this section shall be
confidential, and not be divulged except on order of the court. No
order may be made under section 6 with respect to any such individual
except as provided under the rules and regulations of the Commis-
sioners in effect at the time such individual voluntarily submitted
himself for admission and treatment in the clinic.

Contract for treat- SEC. 11. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia may con-
ment,etc. tract with any appropriate agency not under its control, which has

proper and adequate treatment facilities and personnel to carry out
the purposes of this Act, for the custody, care, subsistence, treatment,
and training of persons committed to the alcoholic clinic herein
authorized.

Director of inic. SEC. 12. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are author-
ized and directed to appoint a director of the clinic, who shall be a
qualified physician with such training in psychiatry as they may pre-
scribe, the necessary medical officers, psychiatrists, probation officers,
social-case workers, and other personnel needed to carry out the
purposes of this Act.

Recommendations SEC. 13. The director of the clinic shall from time to time submit to
by director the Commissioners such recommendations as will further the rehabili-

tation of chronic alcoholics, prevent the excessive and abusive use of
Publicationofdata, alcoholic beverages, promote temperance, and he shall also gather and

publish as complete and accurate data as is possible relating to the
physiological, psychological, economic, and social effects of the abusive
use of alcoholic beverages and shall prepare and publish materials,
data, and information to be used in a program of public education in
the District of Columbia directed toward the prevention and use of
alcoholic beverages excessively and abusively

etnse feea forsiale, SEC. 14. The annual fees for licenses for te manufacture or sale of
ages alcoholic beverages, except for retailer's license, class E, imposed by
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Commissioners shall certify to the municipal court for the District. of 
Columbia the extent to which proper and adequate treatment facili-
ties and personnel have been provided to carry out the purposes of 
this Act. 
SEC. 10. (a) Any resident of the District of Columbia who is a 

chronic alcoholic within the meaning of this Act may voluntarily 
submit himself for admission, examination, and treatment in the 
clinic. If he is found to be a chronic alcoholic, the. applicant may 
be admitted to the clinic for such period of time as is estimated by 
the director as necessary to effect a cure. He may be given such 
treatment, guidance, and help as the director deems appropriate ex-
cept that he may not be committed to a correctional institution. Any 
such chronic alcoholic voluntarily applying may be required to pay 
the cost of his subsistence, care, and treatment. All such money shall 
be covered into the credit of the appropriation from which the ex-
penditure was made. The Commissioners may establish or approve 
such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this section. 

(b) Any resident of the District of Columbia who voluntarily sub-
mits himself for admission and treatment in the clinic shall not forfeit 
or abridge thereby any of his rights as a citizen of the United States, 
nor shall the fact that he has submitted himself for admission and 
treatment or that he has been given help or has submitted himself 
to any study, treatment, or guidance be used against him in any pro-
ceeding in any court. The record of any application under this sec-
tion by any individual for admission and treatment in the clinic and 
the record of any study of, or treatment, guidance, or help furnished 
to, any individual admitted in the clinic under this section shall be 
confidential, and not be divulged except on order of the court. No 
order may be made under section 6 with respect to any such individual 
except as provided under the rules and regulations of the Commis-
sioners in effect at the time such individual voluntarily submitted 
himself for admission and treatment in the clinic. 
SEC. 11. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia may con-

tract with any appropriate agency not under its control, w hich has 
proper and adequate treatment facilities and personnel to carry out 
the purposes of this Act, for the custody, care, subsistence, treatment, 
and training of persons committed to the alcoholic clinic herein 
authorized. 
SEC. 12. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are author-

ized and directed to appoint a director of the clinic, who shall be a 
qualified physician with such training in psychiatry as they may pre-
scribe, the necessary medical officers, psychiatrists, probation officers, 
social-case workers, and other personnel needed to carry out the 
purposes of this Act. 

SEc. 13. The director of the clinic shall from time to time subm it to 
the Commissioners such recommendations as will further the rehabili-
tation of chronic alcoholics, prevent the excessive and abusive use of 
alcoholic beverages, promote temperance, and he shall also gather and 
publish as complete and accurate data as is possible relating to the 
physiological, psychological, economic, and social effects of the abusive 
use of alcoholic beverages and shall prepare and publish materials, 
data, an dinformation to be used in a program of public education in 
the District of Columbia directed toward the prevention and use of 
alcoholic beverages excitssively and abusively. 
SEC. 14. The annual fees for licenses for Lie manufacture or sale of 

alcoholic beverages, except for retailer's license, class E, imposed by 
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section 11 of the District of Columbia Alcoholic Beverage Control
Act, as amended, are hereby increased by 10 per centum. The revenue
resulting from the increase of such fees imposed by this section is
hereby permanently appropriated to carry out the purposes of this Act.

SEc. 15. The Commissioners shall appoint a committee, to be com-
posed of six outstanding residents of the District of Columbia, to
advise and consult with the Commissioners and to assist them in
carrying out the provisions of this Act. The members of the com-
mittee shall serve without compensation and shall serve for a period
of one year and until their successors are appointed.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 473]
AN ACT

To extend second-class mailing privileges to bulletins issued by State conservation
and fish and game agencies or departments.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the ninth para-
graph under the heading "Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster
General" of the first section of the Act entitled "An Act making appro-
priations for the service of the Post Office Department for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and thirteen, and for
other purposes", approved August 24, 1912 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title
39, sec. 229), is amended by inserting after "issued by State boards of
health," the following: "by State conservation and fish and game
agencies or departments,".

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 474]
AN ACT

To enable Osage Indians who served in World War II to obtain loans under the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions
of section 6 of the Act approved February 27, 1925 (43 Stat. 1008),
as amended by section 5 of the Act approved March 2, 1929 (45 Stat.
1478), which make invalid contracts of debt entered into by certain
members of the Osage Tribe of Indians, shall not apply to any debt
contracted pursuant to title III of the Servicemen's Readjustment
Act of 1944 by any member of such tribe who, by reason of his service
in the armed forces of the United States during World War II, is
eligible for the benefits of such title III; and any other member of
the Osage Tribe upon attaining the age of twenty-one years may
contract a valid debt without approval of the Secretary of the
Interior: Provided, That the Osage lands and funds and any other
property which has heretofore or which may hereafter be held in
trust or under supervision of the United States for such Osage Indians
not having a certificate of competency shall not be subject to lien,
levy, attachment, or forced sale to satisfy any debt or obligation
contracted or incurred prior to the issuance of a certificate of
competency.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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section 11 of the District of Columbia Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Act, as amended, are hereby increased by 10 per centum. The revenue 
resulting from the increase of such fees imposed by this section is 
hereby permanently appropriated to carry out the purposes of this Act. 

SEc. 15. The Commissioners shall appoint a committee, to be com-
posed of six outstanding residents of the District of Columbia, to 
advise and consult with the Commissioners and to assist them in 
carrying out the provisions of this Act. The members of the com-
mittee shall serve without compensation and shall serve for a period 
of one year and until their successors are appointed. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 473] 
AN ACT 

To extend second-class mailing privileges to bulletins issued by State conservation 
and fish and game agencies or departments. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the ninth para-
graph under the heading "Office of the Third Assistant Postmaster 
General" of the first section of the Act entitled "An Act making appro-
priations for the service of the Post Office Department for the fiscal 
year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and thirteen, and for 
other purposes", approved August 24, 1912 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 
39, sec. 229), is amended by inserting after "issued by State boards of 
health," the following: "by State conservation and fish and game 
agencies or departments,". 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 474] 
AN ACT 

To enable Osage Indians who served in World War II to obtain loans under the 
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the provisions 
of section 6 of the Act approved February 27, 1925 (43 Stat. 1008), 
as amended by section 5 of the Act approved March 2, 1929 (45 St at. 
1478), which make invalid contracts of debt entered into by certain 
members of the Osage Tribe of Indians, shall not apply to any debt 
contracted pursuant to title III of the Servicemen's Readjustment 
Act of 1944 by any member of such tribe who, by reason of his service 
in the armed forces of the United States during World War II, is 
eligible for the benefits of such title III; and any other member of 
the Osage Tribe upon attaining the age of twenty-one years may 
contract a valid debt without approval of the Secretary of the 
Interior: Provided, That the Osage lands and funds and any other 
property which has heretofore or which may hereafter be held in 
trust or under supervision of the United States for such Osage Indians 
not having a certificate of competency shall not be subject to lien, 
levy, attachment, or forced sale to satisfy any debt or obligation 
contracted or incurred prior to the issuance of a certificate of 
competency. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 475]
AN ACT

To amend the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, approved August 9, 1946 (Public
Law 704, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, 60 Stat. 963), and for other
purposes.

60 Stat. 96
37 U. S. C
Compenss

Enlisted i

Warrant
missioned ofl

Absence oi
of sickness, I
Aug. 31, 1946

Other leave

August 4, 1947
[H. R. 3501]

[Public Law 350]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of the

33. Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is hereby amended to read as follows:
tble leave. "SEC. 4. (a) Leave to be settled and compensated for under section

6 of this Act shall be compensable as follows:
nembers. (1) In the case of leave accumulated as an enlisted member of the

armed forces, on the basis of the base and longevity pay applicable to
such member on the date of his discharge from enlisted service if
discharged before August 31, 1946, or on August 31, 1946, if not so
discharged, and an allowance computed at the rate of 70 cents a day
for subsistence, plus, in the case of enlisted members of the first three
grades with dependents on August 31, 1946, or former enlisted
members of the first three grades with dependents at the time of
discharge if prior to such date, an allowance computed at the rate of
$1.25 a day for quarters.

racrsm- "(2) In the case of leave accumulated or accrued as a member of
the armed forces as a warrant or commissioned officer, on the basis of
the base and longevity pay and allowances applicable to such member
on August 31, 1946.account A6c., after (b) After August 31, 1946, members of the armed forces when
absent on account of sickness or wounds, or when directed by the
Secretary to be absent from duty to await orders pending action on
disability retirement proceedings for any period in excess of the
number of days' leave authorized by this Act, shall receive the samepay and allowances they would receive if not so absent; when absent
with leave for other causes, members shall be entitled during such
absence not exceeding the aggregate number of days' leave author-
ized by this Act to the same pay and allowances they would receive
if not on leave and to any additional allowance or allowances other-
wise provided by law for members while on leave. When the Secre-
tary authorizes members to be absent in excess of the number ofdays' leave authorized by this Act, they shall not be entitled to any

without pay or allowances during such absence. When absent without leave
or absent over leave, they shall forfeit all pay and allowances duringsuch absence, unless such absence is excused as unavoidable. The
Secretary of War may authorize persons who have accepted appoint-ments as commissioned officers of the Regular Army pursuant to the

5- Pprovisions of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-, 552. ninth Congress), as amended, to be absent from duty to await orders
assigning them to their initial-duty stations and during such absence
they shall receive the same pay and allowances they would receive
if not so absent.

Augds. (c) Any member of the armed forces discharged after August31, 1946, having unused accrued leave standing to his credit at time
of discharge shall be compensated for such unused leave in cash onthe basis of the base and longevity pay, and allowances, applicable
to such member on the date of discharge including for enlisted persons
the allowances as provided for such enlisted persons in subsection

om ash (a) of this section: Provided, That no cash settlement shall be made
to any member (1) discharged for the purpose of accepting a commis-
sion or warrant or entering into an enlistment in his respective branch
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[CHAPTER 475] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, approved August 9, 1946 (Public 
Law 704, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session, 60 Stat. 963), and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enaeted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 of the 
Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 4. (a) Leave to be settled and compensated for under section 
6 of this Act shall be c,ompensable as follows: 

"(1) In the case of leave accumulated as an enlisted member of the 
armed forces, on the basis of the base and longevity pay applicable to 
such member on the date of his discharge from enlisted service if 
discharged before August 31, 1946, or on August 31, 1946, if not so 
discharged, and an allowance computed at the rate of 70 cents a day 
for subsistence, plus, in the case of enlisted members of the first three 
grades with dependents on August 31, 1946, or former enlisted 
members of the first three grades with dependents at the time of 
discharge if prior to such date, an allowance computed at the rate of 
$1.25 a day for quarters. 

"(2) In the case of leave accumulated or accrued as a member of 
the armed forces as a warrant or commissioned officer, on the basis of 
the base and longevity pay and allowances applicable to such member 
on August 31, 1946. 

"(b) After August 31, 1946, members of the armed forces when 
absent on account of sickness or wounds, or when directed by the 
Secretary to be. absent from duty to await orders pending action on 
disability retirement proceedings for any period in excess of the 
number of days' leave authorized by this Act, shall receive the same 
pay and allowances they would receive if not so absent; when absent 
with leave for other causes, members shall be entitled during such 
absence not exceeding the aggregate number of days' leave author-
ized by this Act to the same pay and allowances they would receive 
if not on leave and to any additional allowance or allowances other-
wise provided by law for members while on leave. When the Secre-
tary authorizes members to be absent in excess of the number of 
days' leave authorized by this Act, they shall not be entitled to any 
pay or allowances during such absence. When absent without leave 
or absent over leave, they shall forfeit all pay and allowances during 
such absence, unless such absence is excused as unavoidable. The 
Secretary of War may authorize persons who have accepted appoint-
ments as commissioned officers of the Regular Army pursuant to the 
provisions of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-
ninth Congress), as amended, to be absent from duty to await orders 
assigning them to their initial-duty stations and during such absence 
they shall receive the same pay and allowances they would receive 
if not so absent. 

"(c) Any member of the armed forces discharged after August 
31, 1946, having unused accrued leave standing to his credit at time 
of discharge shall be compensated for such unused leave in cash on 
the basis of the base and longevity pay, and allowances, applicable 
to such member on the date of discharge including for enlisted persons 
the allowances as provided for such enlisted persons in subsection 
(a) of this section: Provided, That no cash settlement shall be made 
to any member (1) discharged for the purpose of accepting a commis-
sion or warrant or entering into an enlistment in his respective branch 
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of the armed forces, or (2) electing to carry over such unused leave
to a new enlistment in his respective branch of the armed forces on
the day following date of discharge. A member excluded from Member revertingdcareto enlisted status, etc.
cash settlement by the foregoing provision and a member reverting
from warrant or commissioned officer to enlisted status shall carry
any unused accrued leave standing to his credit from one status to
another within his respective branch of the armed forces. Unused
leave settled and compensated for in cash in accordance with this sub-
section shall not be considered as service for any purpose. Settlement
and compensation in accordance with this subsection shall be made only
to a living member or living former member of the armed forces.

"(d) Any member of the armed forces discharged under other than Forfeiture of eve

honorable conditions shall forfeit all unused accrued leave to his credit
at the time of discharge.nti o

"(e) Determination of the number of calendar days of leave to which etmbermo day.n

a member or former member is entitled, including the number of
calendar days of absence from duty or vacation to be counted or
charged against such leave, shall be made in accordance with regu-
lations to be prescribed by the respective Secretaries, which regu-
lations shall provide equal treatment of officers and enlisted men
and shall establish to the fullest extent practicable uniform policies
for the several branches of the armed forces. In the case of the
leave of enlisted members or former enlisted members attributable to
the period prior to the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary
may in the determination of the number of calendar days of absence
from duty or vacation to be counted or charged against such leave
rely on such records and evidence, including applicants' sworn state-
ments as to the material facts, as he may determine proper. All sions o de-

decisions by the Secretary under this section shall be final and con-
clusive and shall not be subject to review by any court or by any
officer of the United States.". T e or t

SEC. 2. A member of the armed forces transferred or returned to o inactive status.

an inactive status with retired or retainer pay on or prior to the last

day of the first calendar month following the date of enactment of
this Act, or a member who is on leave on such date, at the expiration

of which he will be transferred or returned to an inactive stat us with
retired or retainer pay, shall not be entitled to settlemlentt of om-
pensation under section 4 (c) of the Armed Forces Leave Act of 1 16 lit
as added by section 1 of this Act. $. i §1""' "4o.

SEC. 3. The Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is further amended t . C. IS 1",,

by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
SEC. 10. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to cadets at the illit

United States Military Academy or the United States Coast Guard
Academy, or to midshipmen at the United States Naval Academy,
or to cadets or midshipmen serving elsewhere in the armed forces.
The respective Secretaries are authorized to prescribe regulations
concerning leave for cadets and midshipmen."ea.

SEC. 4. Section 1265, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 841); the last Re

paragraph appearing under the heading "Mileage"' Act of May 28,
1924 (ch. 203, 43 Stat. 202). and the last paragraph appearing under
the heading "Mileage", Act of February 11, 1925 (ch. 209, 43 Stat. 879;
34 U. S. C. 871), are hereby repealed.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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of the armed forces, or (2) electing to carry over such unused leave 
to a new enlistment in his respective branch of the armed forces on 
the day following date of discharge. A member excluded from 
cash settlement by the foregoing provision and a member reverting 
from warrant or commissioned officer to enlisted status shall carry 
any unused accrued leave standing to his credit from one status to 
another within his respective branch of the armed forces. Unused 
leave settled and compensated for in cash in accordance with this sub-
section shall not be considered as service for any purpose. Settlement 
and compensation in accordance with this subsection shall be made only 
to a living member or living former member of the armed forces. 

"(d) Any member of the armed forces discharged under other than 
honorable conditions shall forfeit all unused accrued leave to his credit 
at the time of discharge. 
" ( e) Determination of the number of calendar days of leave to which 

a member or former member is entitled, including the number of 
calendar days of absence from duty or vacation to be counted or 
charged against such leave, shall be made in accordance with regu-
lations to be prescribed by the respective Secretaries, which regu-
lations shall provide equal treatment of officers and enlisted men 
and shall establish to the fullest extent practicable uniform policies 
for the several branches of the armed forces. In the case of the 
leave of enlisted members or former enlisted members attributable to 
the period prior to the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary 
may in the determination of the number of calendar days of absence 
from duty or vacation to be counted or charged against such leave 
rely on such records and evidence, including applicants' sworn state-
ments as to the material facts, as he may determine proper. All 
decisions by the Secretary under this section shall be final and con-
clusive and shall not be subject to review by any court or by any 
officer of the United States.". 
SEC. 2. A member of the armed forces transferred or returned to 

an inactive status with retired or retainer pay on or prior to the last 
day of the first calendar month following the date of enactment of 
this Act, or a member who is on leave on such date, at the expiration 
of which he will be transferred or returned to an inactive stat us with 
retired or retainer pay, shall not be entitled to settlement of com-
pensation under section 4 (c) of the Armed Forces Leave Act, of 19.16 
as added by section 1 of this Act. 
SEC. 3. The Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946 is further amended 

by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 
"SEc. 10. The provisions of this Act shall not apply to cadets at the 

United States Military Academy or the United States Coast Guard 
Academy, or to midshipmen at the United States Naval Academy, 
or to cadets or midshipmen serving elsewhere in the armed forces. 
The respective Secretaries are authorized to prescribe regulations 
concerning leave for cadets and midshipmen." 
SEC. 4. Section 1265, Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 841) ; the last 

paragraph appearing under the heading "Mileage", Act of May 28, 
1921 (ch. 203, 43 Stat. 202), and the last paragraph appearing under 
the headinc, "Mileage", Act of February 11, 1925 (ch. 209,43 Srat. 879; 
34 U. S. C7871), are hereby repealed. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 476]
ANT ACITV

August 4, 1947
[H. R. 3852] To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public school teachers

[Public Law 351] in the District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public school teachers

60 stat. s . in the District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946, be, and the
same hereby is, amended by striking out the word "twenty" and
inserting in lieu thereof the word "fifty".

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 477]
August 4, 1947

[H. R. 3862]
[Public Law 35S

Montgome
Oounty, Pa.

Conveyance.

AN ACT
-To authorize the Federal Works Administrator to grant and convey to Mont-

gomery County, Pennsylvania, a certain parcel of land of the United States in
Norristown Borough, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of
erecting an additional annex to the present courthouse.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Works Administrator is hereby authorized to sell and convey to Mont-
gomery County, Pennsylvania, at a purchase price of not less than 50
per centum of the appraised value of the land as determined by the
Federal Works Agency, a certain parcel of land, hereinafter described,
which is a part of the property of the United States of America, upon
which the Norristown Post Office is erected, said parcel of land to be
held and used by the county of Montgomery for the purpose of erecting
an additional annex to the present courthouse.

The aforesaid parcel of land is situated in Norristown Borough,
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, bounded and described in accord-
ance with a plan and survey thereof, prepared for Montgomery County
by Warren F. Cressman, county engineer, a registered professional
engineer, February 12, 1924, and approved by the Board of Commis-
sioners of Montgomery County, September 17, 1945, as follows to wit:

Beginning at a point on the northeasterly side of Penn Street (forty
feet wide) at the distance of three hundred and fifty-two feet and ten
and three-quarters inches northwestwardly from the northwesterly
side of De Kalb Street (sixty-six feet wide), said point being a corner
in the property line of the United States of America post-office property
and county of Montgomery property; thence extending along said
property line north twenty-nine degrees eight minutes east one hundred
and nine feet and one-half inch to a point, a corner of the above-men-
tioned properties and property of the Reformed Church of the Ascen-
sion; thence extending along the property line of the United States of
America and the Reformed Church of the Ascension south sixty-one
degrees ten minutes east eighteen feet and six and one-quarter inches
to a point, a corner of the United States of America property and
property of the Reformed Church of the Ascension; thence extending
through the property of the United States of America south twenty-
eight degrees forty-eight minutes west one hundred and nine feet and
three-quarters of an inch to a point in the northeasterly side of the
aforesaid Penn Street, the aforesaid line being a continuation of the
property line of the Reformed Church of the Ascension property and
property of the United States of America; thence along the said north-
easterly side of Penn Street north sixty-one degrees seven minutes west
nineteen feet and one and three-quarters inches to the place of begin-
ning; containing two thousand and fifty-four square feet of land,
more or less.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 476] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public school teachers 
in the District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of public school teachers 
in the District of Columbia", approved August 7, 1946, be, and the 
same hereby is, amended by striking out the word "twenty" and 
inserting in lieu thereof the word "fifty". 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 477] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Federal Works Administrator to grant and convey to Mont-
gomery County, Pennsylvania, a certain parcel of land of the United States in 
Norristown Borough, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of 
erecting an additional annex to the present courthouse. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
Montgomery 

County, Pa. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Conveyance. Works Administrator is hereby authorized to sell and convey to Mont-

gomery County, Pennsylvania, at a purchase price of not less than 50 
per centuin of the appraised value of the land as determined by the 
Federal Works Agency, a certain parcel of land, hereinafter described, 
which is a part of the property of the United States of America, upon 
which the Norristown Post Office is erected, said parcel of land to be 
held and used by the county of Montgomery for the purpose of erecting 
an additional annex to the present courthouse. 
The aforesaid parcel of land is situated in Norristown Borough, 

Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, bounded and described in accord-
ance with a plan and survey thereof, prepared for Montgomery County 
by Warren F. Cressman, county engineer, a registered professional 
engineer, February 12, 1924, and approved by the Board of Commis-
sioners of Montgomery County, September 17, 1945, as follows to wit: 
Beginning at a point on the northeasterly side of Penn Street (forty 

feet wide) at the distance of three hundred and fifty-two feet and ten 
and three-quarters inches northwestwardly from the northwesterly 
side of De Kalb Street (sixty-six feet wide), said point being a corner 
in the property line of the United States of America post-office property 
and county of Montgomery property; thence extending along said 
property line north twenty-nine degrees eight minutes east one hundred 
and nine feet and one-half inch to a point, a corner of the above-men-
tioned properties and property of the Reformed Church of the Ascen-
sion; thence extending along the property line of the United States of 
America and the Reformed Church of the Ascension south sixty-one 
degrees ten minutes east eighteen feet and six and one-quarter inches 
to a point, a corner of the United States of America property and 
property of the Reformed Church of the Ascension; thence extending 
through the property of the United States of America south twenty-
eight degrees forty-eight minutes west one hundred and nine feet and 
three-quarters of an inch to a point in the northeasterly side of the 
aforesaid Penn Street, the aforesaid line being a continuation of the 
property line of the Reformed Church of the Ascension property and 
property of the United States of America; thence along the said north-
easterly side of Penn Street north sixty-one degrees seven minutes west 
nineteen feet and one and three-quarters inches to the place of begin-
ning; containing two thousand and fifty-four square feet of land, 
more or less. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 478]
AN ACT

To authorize certain expenditures from the appropriation of Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Security administrator is authorized to admit to Saint Elizabeths
Hospital in the District of Columbia, for care and treatment, upon
application of the Secretary of the Interior, beneficiaries of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The cost of such care and treatment shall
bepaid for by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

SEC. 2. Any executive department of the Federal Government
(including any agency, independent establishment, or wholly owned
instrumentality thereof, and including the District of Columbia)
requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital to care for patients for whom
such department is responsible, shall, except to the extent that the
expense of such care is authorized to be paid from appropriations to
the hospital for the care of patients, pay by check to Saint Elizabeths
Hospital, upon the Superintendent's request, either in advance or by
way of reimbursement at the end of each calendar month or calendar
quarter, such amounts as the Superintendent calculates to be due for
such care on the basis of a per diem rate approved by the Bureau of
the Budget. Bills rendered by the Superintendent on the basis of
such calculations shall not be subject to audit or certification in advance
of payment; but proper adjustment of amounts which have been paid
in advance on the basis of such calculations shall be made monthly or
quarterly, as may be agreed upon by the Superintendent of the hospital
and the executive department concerned.

SEC. 3. All sums paid to the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths
Hospital for the care of patients shall be deposited in the Treasury
to the credit of the appropriation for the care of patients at the
hospital for the year in which such care is provided.

SEC. 4. The Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is author-
ized to operate and maintain at the hospital necessary facilities for
feeding employees and others (at not less than cost, as determined by
the Federal Security Administrator), and the proceeds from such
operation shall be deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the
appropriation for the operation of Saint Elizabeths Hospital.

SEC. 5. Appropriations for the care of persons in Saint Elizabeths
Hospital shall be available for expenditure for furnishing, repairing,
and cleaning such wearing apparel as may be prescribed by the super-
intendent of the hospital, for use by employees in the performance of
their official duties reimbursing employees, subject to regulations of
the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost of repairing or
replacing their personal belongings damaged or destroyed by patients
while such employees are engaged in the performance of their official
duties; expenses incurred in pursuing, identifying, and returning
patients who escape from the hospital or from the custody of any
employee, including rewards for the capture of such patients;
expenses incurred in ascertaining the residence of patients whose care
is not, or whose care is no longer, authorized at the hospital, and in
returning such patients to their places of residence; expenses incurred
in the removal of patients to their friends; and repairs, replacements,
and minor improvements to the buildings and grounds of the hospital.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 478] 

To authorize certain 
AN ACT 

August 4, 1947 
expenditures from the appropriation of Saint Elizabeths  [H. R. 3870]  
Hospital, and for other purposes. [Public Law 353] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
Unitec.1 States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Security administrator is authorized to admit to Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital in the District of Columbia, for care and treatment, upon 
application of the Secretary of the Interior, beneficiaries of the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The cost of such care and treatment shall 
be paid for by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
. SEC. .2. Any executive department of the Federal Government 
(including any agency, independent establishment, or wholly owned 
instrumentality thereof, and including the District of Columbia) 
requiring Saint Elizabeths Hospital to care for patients for whom 
such department is responsible, shall, except to the extent that the 
expense of such care is authorized to be paid from appropriations to 
the hospital for the care of patients, pay by check to Saint Elizabeths 
Hospital, upon the Superintendent's request, either in advance or by 
way of reimbursement at the end of each calendar month or calendar 
quarter, such amounts as the Superintendent calculates to be due for 
such care on the basis of a per diem rate approved by the Bureau of 
the Budget. Bills rendered by the Superintendent on the basis of 
such calculations shall not be subject to audit or certification in advance 
of payment; but proper adjustment of amounts which have been paid 
in advance on the basis of such calculations shall be made monthly, or 
quarterly, as may be agreed upon by the Superintendent of the hospital 
and the executive department concerned. 
SEC. 3. All sums paid to the Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths 

Hospital for the care of patients shall be deposited in the Treasury 
to the credit of the appropriation for the care of patients at the 
hospital for the year in which such care is provided. 
SEC. 4. The Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital is author-

ized to operate and maintain at the hospital necessary facilities for 
feeding employees and others (at not less than cost, as determined by 
the Federal Security Administrator), and the proceeds from such 
operation shall be deposited in the Treasury to the credit of the 
appropriation for the operation of Saint Elizabeths Hospital. 
SEC. 5. Appropriations for the care of persons in Saint Elizabeths 

Hospital shall be available for expenditure for furnishing, repairing, 
and cleaning such wearing apparel as may be prescribed by the super-
intendent of the hospital, for use by employees in the performance of 
their official duties reimbursing employees, subject to regulations of 
the Federal Security Administrator, for the cost of repairing or 
replacing their personal belongings damaged or destroyed by. patients 
while such employees are engaged in the performance of their official 
duties; expenses incurred in pursuing, identifying, and returning 
patients who escape from the hospital or from the custody of any 
employee, including rewards for the capture of . such patients; 
expenses incurred in ascertaining the residence of patients whose care 
is not, or whose care is no longer, authorized at the hospital, and in 
returning such patients to their places of residence; expenses incurred 
in the removal of patients to their friends; and repairs, replacements, 
and minor improvements to the buildings and grounds of the hospital. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 479]
August 4, 1947

[H. R. 4010]
[Public Law 354]

International Or-
ganizations Procure-
ment Act of 1947.

"International or-
ganization."

22 U.S. C. § 288
note.

"Administrative
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Furnishing of ad-
ministrative supplies.

Crediting of reim-
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AN ACT
To authorize the Treasury Department and the United States Government

Printing Office to furnish, or to procure and furnish, administrative materials,
supplies, and equipment to public international organizations on a reimbursable
basis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "International Organizations Procurement Act of 1947".

SEC. 2. When used in this Act-
(1) The term "international organization" means any public inter-

national organization having its headquarters in the United States and
entitled to enjoy, in whole or in part, the privileges, exemptions, and
immunities authorized by and in accordance with the International
Organizations Immunities Act (59 Stat. 669).

(2) The term "administrative supplies" means materials, supplies,
and equipment used in housekeeping, maintenance, and office oper-
ations.

SEC. 3. Until July 1, 1948, the Treasury Department and the United
States Government Printing Office may upon the request of any inter-
national organization and upon its agreement to pay the costs and
expenses thereof by advancement of funds or by reimbursement, or by
both, furnish, or procure and furnish, to such international organiza-
tion administrative supplies: Provided, That to the extent found by
the Treasury Department or the United States Government Printing
Office, respectively, to be necessary and appropriate in order to protect
the interests of the United States Government in having access to
sufficient supplies for its own needs, such international organization
shall be required to indicate its needs and the intended use of such
administrative supplies before they shall be furnished, or procured
and furnished, to such international organization: Provided further,
That when reimbursement is made, it shall be credited either to the
appropriation, fund, or account utilized in incurring the obligation, or
to the appropriate appropriation, fund, or account which is current
at the time of such reimbursement.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 480]
Augupst 4, 1947

[i. R. 41401]
[Public Law 355]

Compact between
Pennsylvania a n d
New Jersey.

Delaware River
Joint Toll Bridge
Commission.

Operation, etc., of
bridges free of tolls.

AN ACT
Granting the consent of Congress to a compact or agreement between the Com-

monwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey concerning theDelaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent
of Congress is hereby given to the compact or agreement set forth
below, and to each and every term and provision thereof: Provided,
That nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect, impair, or
diminished any right, power, or jurisdiction of the United States or
of any court, department board, bureau, officer, or official of the United
States, over or in regard to any navigable waters, or any commerce
between the States or with foreign countries, or any bridge, railroad,
highway, pier, wharf, or other facility or improvement, or any other
person, matter, or thing, forming the subject matter of the aforesaid
compact or agreement or otherwise affected by the terms thereof:
And provided further, That after the costs of the bridges in a single
project have been amortized, such bridges shall thereafter be main-
tained and operated free of tolls.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "International Organizations Procurement Act of 1947". 
SEC. 2. When used in this Act— 
( 1) The term "international organization" means any public inter-

national organization having its headquarters in the United States and 
entitled to enjoy, in whole or in part, the privileges, exemptions,. and 
immunities authorized by and in accordance with the International 
Organizations Immunities Act (59 Stat. 669). 

(2) The term "administrative supplies" means materials, supplies, 
and equipment used in housekeeping, maintenance, and office oper-
ations. 
SEC. 3. Until July 1, 1948, the Treasury Department and the United 

States Government Printing Office may upon the request of any inter-
national organization and upon its agreement to pay the costs and 
expenses thereof by advancement of funds or by reimbursement, or by 
both, furnish, or procure and furnish, to such international organiza-
tion administrative supplies: Provided, That to the extent found by 
the Treasury Department or the United States Government Printing 
Office, respectively, to be necessary and appropriate in order to protect 
the interests of the United States Government in having access to 
sufficient supplies for its own needs, such international organization 
shall be required to indicate its needs and the intended use of such 
administrative supplies before they shall be furnished, or procured 
and furnished, to such international organization: Provided further, 
That when reimbursement is made, it shall be credited either to the 
appropriation, fund, or account utilized in incurring the obligation, or 
to the appropriate appropriation, fund, or account which is current 
at the time of such reimbursement. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 480] 
AN ACT 

Granting the consent of Congress to a compact or agreement between the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey concerning the 
Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent 
of Congress is hereby given to the compact or agreement set forth 
below, and to each and every term and provision thereof: Provided, 
That nothing herein contained shall be construed to affect, impair, or 
diminished any right, power, or jurisdiction of the United States or 
of any court, department, board, bureau, officer, or official of the United 
States, over or in regard to any navigable waters, or any commerce 
between the States or with foreign countries, or any bridge, railroad, 
highway, pier, wharf, or other facility or improvement, or any other 
person, matter, or thing, forming the subject matter of the aforesaid 
compact or agreement or otherwise affected by the terms thereof: 
And provided further, That after the costs of the bridges in a single 
project have been amortized, such bridges shall thereafter be main-
tained and operated free of tolls. 
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"SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT

BETWEEN THE

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

AND THE

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

"AMENDING THE AGREEMENT ENTITLED 'AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA AND THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

CREATING THE DELAWARE RIVER JOINT TOLL BRIDGE COMMISSION AS

A BODY CORPORATE AND POLITIC AND DEFINING ITS POWERS AND

DUTIES', BY EXTENDING THE JURISDICTION, POWERS, AND DUTIES OF

THE COMMISSION AND DEFINING SUCH ADDITIONAL JURISDICTION,

POWERS, AND DUTIES

"Whereas, The Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission (here-
inafter referred to as the 'commission') was created by a compact or
agreement entitled 'Agreement between the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania and the State of New Jersey creating the Delaware River
Joint Toll Bridge Commission as a body corporate and politic and
defining its powers and duties', executed on behalf of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania by its Governor on the nineteenth day of
December, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, pursuant to
an act of its General Assembly approved the twenty-fifth day of
June, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-one (phamphlet laws,
one thousand three hundred fifty-two), as last amended by an act
of said General Assembly approved the eighteenth day of May,
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three (phamphlet laws, eight
hundred twenty-seven), and executed on behalf of the State
of New Jersey by its Governor on the eighteenth day of December,
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, pursuant to an act of its
Senate and General Assembly approved June eleventh, one thousand
nine hundred and thirty-four (chapter 215, laws of 1934; R. S.
(1937) 32: 8-1), to which compact or agreement the consent of the
Congress of the United States was given by section 9 of an act
of the Congress approved August 30, 1935 (Public No. 411, 74th
Congress, 49 Stat. 1051, 1058), and under the provisions of which
compact or agreement the conmiission was authorized to administer,
maintain and operate certain bridges over the Delaware river and
now maintains and operates the same as joint State-owned free
bridges; and

"WHEREAS, Because of the great increase in traffic and loads over
said bridges since their construction, many of said bridges are now
inadequate or unsafe, and it will be necessary to rehabilitate or
replace some or all of said bridges with new bridges at the same
or different locations in order to provide safe, adequate and con-
venient facilities for traffic crossing the Delaware river; and

"WHEREAS, It is necessary that the commission have power to issue
and sell its bridge revenue bonds, for rehabilitating or replacing
existing bridges with new bridges at the same or different locations,
for acquiring or constructing additional bridges, and for refunding
any bridge revenue bonds of the commission, and that the commis-
sion also have power to fix, charge and collect tolls, rates, rents and
other charges for the use of any such new bridge or bridges; now
therefore,
"The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey

do hereby solemnly covenant and agree, each with the other, as follows: t. t03.

"(1) Article IX of the Agreement between the Commonwealth of
95347°-48-pt. 1 48
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CREATING THE DELAWARE RIVER JOINT TOLL BRIDGE COMMISSION AS 
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DUTIES', BY EXTENDING Pm. JURISDICTION POWERS, AND DUTIES OF 
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"Whereas, The Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission (here-
inafter referred to as the 'commission') was created by a compact or 
agreement entitled 'Agreement between the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania and the State of New Jersey creating the Delaware River 
Joint Toll Bridge Commission as a body corporate and politic and 
defining its powers and duties', executed on behalf of the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania by its Governor on the nineteenth day of 
December, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, pursuant to 
an act of its General Assembly approved the twenty-fifth day of 
June, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-one (phamphlet laws, 
one thousand three hundred fifty-two), as last amended by an act 
of said General Assembly approved the eighteenth day of May, 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-three (phamphlet laws, eight 
hundred twenty-seven), and executed on behalf of the State 
of New Jersey by its Governor on the eighteenth day of December, 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, pursuant to an act of its 
Senate and General Assembly approved June eleventh, one thousand 
nine hundred and thirty-four (chapter 215, laws of 1934; R. S. 
(1937) 32: 8-1), to which compact or agreement the consent of the 
Congress of the United States was (riven by section 9 of an act 
of the Congress approved August 30", 1935 (Public No. 411, 74th 
Congress, 49 Stat. 1051, 1058), and under the provisions of which 
compact or agreement the commission was authorized to administer, 
maintain and operate certain bridges over the Delaware river and 
now maintains and operates the same as joint State-owned free 
bridges; and 

"WHEREAS, Because of the great increase in traffic and loads over 
said bridges since their construction, many of said bridges are now 
inadequate or unsafe, and it will be necessary to rehabilitate or 
replace some or all of said bridges with new bridges at the same 
or different locations in order to provide safe, adequate and con-
venient facilities for traffic crossing the Delaware river; and 

"WHEREAS, It is necessary that the commission have power to issue 
and sell its bridge revenue bonds, for rehabilitating or replacing 
existing bridges with new bridges at the same or different locations, 
for acquiring or constructing additional bridges, and for refunding 
any bridge revenue bonds of the commission, and that the commis-
sion also have power to fix, charge and collect tolls, rates, rents and 
other charges for the use of any such new bridge or bridges; now 
therefore, 
"The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey 

do hereby solemnly covenant and agree, each with the other, as follows: 
"(1) Article IX of the Agreement between the Commonwealth of 
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Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey creating the Delaware
River Joint Toll Bridge Commission as a body corporate and politic
and defining its powers and duties, which was executed on behalf of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania by its Governor on the nine-
teenth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four,
and was executed on behalf of the State of New Jersey by its Governor
on the eighteenth day of December, one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-four, be and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

"ARTICLE IX

Annualreports. "The Commission shall make annual reports to the Governors and
Legislatures of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of
New Jersey, setting forth in detail its operations and transactions and
may make such additional reports, from time to time, to the Governors
and Legislatures as it may deem advisable.

49Stat. 104. "(2) Article X of said Agreement be and the same is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"ARTIOL, X

Construction, oper-
ation, etc., of bridges.

Replacement of
existing bridges.

Acquisition by pur-
chase, etc.

Use of streets, etc.

Demolition and re-
moval of bridges

Acquisition of real
property.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Com-
mission shall have the following powers:

"(a) The commission may acquire, construct, rehabilitate, improve,
maintain, repair and operate bridges for vehicular or pedestrian traffic
across the Delaware river between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
and the State of New Jersey at any locations north of the boundary
line between Mercer County and Burlington County in the State of
New Jersey as extended across the Delaware river to the Pennsylvania
shore of said river.

"(b) The commission may replace any one or more existing bridges
across the Delaware River between the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania and the State of New Jersey north of said line with one or more
new bridges at such locations as the commission may determine to
be adequate and convenient for the traffic to be served thereby.

"(c) The commission may acquire by purchase or by the exercise
of the power of eminent domain any existing ferry or bridge the
acquisition of which the commission may determine to be necessary
or advisable in connection with the construction of a new bridge, the
cost of such acquisition to be deemed to be a part of the cost of such
construction.

"(d) The commission may enter upon, use, occupy, enlarge, con-
struct and improve any street, road or highway located within the
limits of any municipality and deemed by the commission to be neces-
sary in connection with the acquisition, construction, improvement,
maintenance or operation of any bridge owned or operated by the com-
mission or of any bridge approaches, bridge plazas or approach high-
ways to any such bridge, subject, however, to the consent of the
governing body of such municipality and to such reasonable police
regulations as may be established by such governing body.

(e) The commission may demolish and remove any bridge now
operated by it when such bridge has been or is being replaced by a
new bridge at the same or a different location which in the determina-
tion of the commission will serve substantially the same traffic as that
served by such existing bridge, and the commission may sell or other-
wise dispose of any ferry or other property of the commission deemed
by it to be no longer useful or needed for the purposes of the
commission.

"(f) The commission may acquire for the purposes of this article
any real property which it shall find necessary or convenient to acquire
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for public use in the manner provided by Article III of this Agreement, 49 Stat. 1060.

or, in the alternative, in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in the
same manner and with the same right of entry as the highway depart-
ment of the Commonwealth may acquire lands by condemnation
for highway purposes and in the State of New Jersey in the same
manner and with the same right of entry as the highway department
of the State may acquire lands by condemnation for highway purposes.

"(g) The commission may make and enforce such rules and regu- tRul and regula-

lations with respect to the use of any bridge operated by it as it shall
deem proper and reasonable, including regulations limiting the loads
permitted on any such bridge and closing to traffic any such bridge
deemed by the commission to be unsafe.

"(h) The commission may provide, from time to time, for the bon of reo"nu

issuance of its bridge revenue bonds for any one or more of the
following purposes: (1) providing funds for the acquisition, con-
struction, rehabilitation or improvement of any one or more bridges
the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation or improvement of which
is herein authorized; (2) providing funds for the construction or
improvement of approach facilities deemed by the commission to be
necessary or desirable in connection with the acquisition, construction,
maintenance or operation of any bridge owned or operated by the
commission, including but without limitation bridge approaches,
entrance plazas, overpasses, underpasses and approach highways;
and (3) refunding any bridge revenue bonds or bridge revenue refund-
ing bonds of the commission. The bridge or bridges (including any
approach facilities) on account of which a single issue of bonds shall
be issued as herein authorized shall constitute a single project for

financing purposes.
"(i) The commission may fix, charge and collect tolls, rates, rents Tol,etc.

and other charges for the use of any bridge or bridges constituting a
single project, such tolls to be so fixed and adjusted, subject to any
applicable Federal law, as to provide funds at least sufficient (1) to
pay the cost of maintaining, repairing and operating such bridge or
bridges, including the administrative expenses of the commission
chargeable thereto, (2) to pay the bridge revenue bonds or the bridge
revenue refunding bonds issued on account of such project and the

interest on such bonds, and (3) to provide reserves for such purposes;
provided, however, that no tolls shall be charged or collected for the

use of any bridge now operated by the commission as a free bridge
but only for the use of bridges constructed or acquired by the coln-
mission under the provisions of this compact or agreement. Subject
to any applicable Federal law, the commission may pledge such tolls,
rates, rents and other revenues or any part thereof for such purposes.
The commission may establish separate schedules of tolls, rates and
charges for use of any bridge on which tolls may be established here-
under by residents of areas adjacent to or served directly by such
bridge under such conditions and on such terms as it shall determine
to be proper and reasonable, including tolls, rates and charges for
unlimited use of any such bridge. Nonliability o

"No member of the commission shall be subject to any personal nliability

liability or accountability by reason of any act or omission of the
commission.

"IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this 3rd day of July, 1947, ALFRED
E. DRISCOLL has affixed his signature hereto as Governor of the
State of New Jersey and caused the great seal of the State to be
attached thereto. "ALFRED E. DRISCOLL

(SEAL) "Governor, State of New Jersey.
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"And, on this 8th day of July, 1947, JAMES H. DUFF has affixed
his signature hereto as Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania and caused the great seal of the Commonwealth to be attached
thereto.

"JAS. H. DUFF
"Governor, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania."

(GREAT SEAL)

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 481]
August 4, 1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 4257] To provide an extension of time for claiming credit or refund with respect to war[Public Law 356] losses.

56 Stat. 852.
26 U. . c. § 127 (a).

63 Stat. 91.
26 U. S. . 322 (b)

(1).

53 Stat. 92; 56 Stat.
878.

26 . . c. § 322 (b),
(2), (3).

August 4, 1947
IS. J. Res. 144]

IPublic Law 357]

Permanent head-
quarters of United
Nations.

59 Stat. 1031.

59 Stat. 1053.

59 Stat. 1063.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That if a claim for
credit or refund under the internal-revenue laws relates to an over-
payment on account of the deductibility by the taxpayer of a loss in
respect of property considered destroyed or seized under section 127
(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to war losses, for a taxable
year beginning in 1941 or 1942, the three-year period of limitation
prescribed in section 322 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code shall
in no event expire prior to December 31, 1948. In the case of such a
claim filed on or before December 31, 1948, the amount of the credit
or refund may exceed the portion of the tax paid within the period
provided in section 322 (b) (2) or (3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
whichever is applicable, to the extent of the amount of the overpay-
ment attributable to the deductibility of the loss described in this
section.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 482]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President to bring into effect an agreement between the UnitedStates and the United Nations for the purpose of establishing the permanentheadquarters of the United Nations in the United States and authorizing thetaking of measures necessary to facilitate compliance with the provisions ofsuch agreement, and for other purposes.

Whereas the Charter of the United Nations was signed on behalf of the
United States on June 26, 1945, and was ratified on August 8, 1945,
by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and the instrument of ratification of the said
Charter was deposited on August 8, 1945; and

Whereas the said Charter of the United Nations came into force with
respect to the United States on October 24, 1945; and

Whereas article 104 of the Charter provides that "The Organization
shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members such legal capacity
as may be necessary for the exercise of its functions and the fulfilf
ment of its purposes"; and

Whereas article 105 of the Charter provides that:
"1. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its

Members such privileges and immunities as are necessary for thefulfillment of its purposes.
"2. Representatives of the Members of the United Nations and

officials of the Organization shall similarly enjoy such privileges
and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise oftheir functions in connection with the Organization.
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"And, on this 8th day of July, 1947, JAMES H. DUFF has affixed 
his signature hereto as Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania and caused the great seal of the Commonwealth to be attached 
thereto. 

(GREAT SEAL) 

"JAs. H. DUFF 
"Governor, Commonwealth, of Pennsylvania." 

Approved August 4, 1947. 
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"3. The General Assembly may make recommendations with a
view to determining the details of the application of paragraphs
1 and 2 of this article or may propose conventions to the Members
of the United Nations for this purpose."; and

Whereas article 28 and other articles of the Charter of the United 59 stat. 1041

Nations contemplate the establishment of a seat for the permanent
headquarters of the Organization; and

Whereas the interim arrangements concluded on June 26, 1945, by the
governments represented at the United Nations Conference on Inter-
national Organization instructed the Preparatory Commission
established in pursuance of the arrangements to "make studies and
prepare recommendations concerning the location of the permanent
headquarters of the Organization"; and

Whereas during the labors of the said Preparatory Commission, the
Congress of the United States in H. Con. Res. 75, passed unanimously
by the House of Representatives December 10, 1945, and agreed to
unanimously by the Senate December 11, 1945, invited the United 69 tat. 88.

Nations "to locate the seat of the United Nations Organization
within the United States", and

Whereas the General Assembly on December 14, 1946, resolved "that
the permanent headquarters of the United Nations shall be estab-
lished in New York City in the area bounded by First Avenue, East
Forty-eighth Street, the East River, and East Forty-second
Street"; and

Whereas the General Assembly resolved on December 14, 1946, "That
the Secretary-General be authorized to negotiate and conclude with
the appropriate authorities of the United States of America an
agreement concerning the arrangements required as a result'of the
establishment of the permanent headquarters of the United Nations
in the city of New York" and to be guided in these negotiations by
the provisions of a preliminary draft agreement which had been
negotiated by the Secretary-General and the Secretary of State of
the United States; and

Whereas the General Assembly resolved on December 14, 1946, that
pending the coming into force of the agreement referred to above
"the Secretary-General be authorized to negotiate and conclude
arrangements with the appropriate authorities of the United States
of America to determine on a provisional basis the privileges,
immunities, and facilities needed in connection with the temporary
headquarters of the United Nations."; and

Whereas the Secretary of State of the United States, after consulta-
tion with the appropriate authorities of the State and city of New
York, signed at Lake Success, New York, on June 26, 1947, on
behalf of the United States an agreement with the United Nations
regarding the headquarters of the United Nations, which agree-
ment is incorporated herein; and

Whereas the aforesaid agreement provides that it shall be brought
into effect by an exchange of notes between the United States and
the Secretary-General of the United Nations: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is agreement into effect

hereby authorized to bring into effect on the part of the United States on part of . S.
the agreement between the United States of America and the United
Nations regarding the headquarters of the United Nations, signed at
Lake Success, New York, on June 26, 1947 (hereinafter referred to as
the "agreement"), with such changes therein not contrary to the gen-
eral tenor thereof and not imposing any additional obligations on the
United States as the President may deem necessary and appropriate,
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supplementalagree and at his discretion, after consultation with the appropriate State
ments. and local authorities, to enter into such supplemental agreements with

the United Nations as may be necessary to fulfill the purposes of the
Approval of Con- said agreement: Provided, That any supplemental agreement entered
Pes, p. . into pursuant to section 5 of the agreement incorporated herein shall

be submitted to the Congress for approval. The agreement follows:

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED NATIONS AND
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA REGARDING THE
HEADQUARTERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Desiring to conclude an agreement for the purpose of carrying
out the Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 14 December
1946 to establish the seat of the United Nations in The City of New
York and to regulate questions arising as a result thereof;

Have appointed as their representatives for this purpose:
The United Nations:

TRYOVE LIE,
Secretary-General,

and
The United States of America:

GEORGE C. MARSHALL,
Secretary of State,

Who have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I-DEFINITIONS

SECTION 1

"Headquarters dis-
trict."

Pob, p. 76.

'Appropriate
American authori-
ties."

"General Conven-
tion."

"United Nations."

'Seretary-Oeneral."

In this agreement:
(a) The expression "headquarters district" means (1) the area

defined as such in Annex 1, (2) any other lands or buildings which
from time to time may be included therein by supplemental agree-
ment with the appropriate American authorities;

(b) the expression "appropriate American authorities" means such
federal, state, or local authorities in the United States as may be
appropriate in the context and in accordance with the laws and
customs of the United States, including the laws and customs of the
state and local government involved;

(c) the expression "General Convention" means the Convention
on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations approved by
the General Assembly of the United Nations 13 February 1946, as
acceded to by the United States;

(d) the expression "United Nations" means the international
organization established by the Charter of the United Nations, here-
inafter referred to as the "Charter";

(e) the expression "Secretary-General" means the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

ArICLE II-THE HEADQUVrTEIS DISTRICT

SECTION 2

The seat of the United Nations shall be the headquarters district.
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acceded to by the United States; 

(d) the expression "United Nations" means the international 
organization established by the Charter of the United Nations, here-
inafter referred to as the "Charter"; 

(e) the expression "Secretary-General" means the Secretary-
General of the United Nations. 

AwricnE HEADQI7ARTERS DisTruer 

SECTION 2 

The seat of the United Nations shall be the headquarters district. 
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SECTION 3

The appropriate American authorities shall take whatever action
may be necessary to assure that the United Nations shall not be
dispossessed of its property in the headquarters district, except as
provided in Section 22 in the event that the United Nations ceases
to use the same; provided that the United Nations shall reimburse
the appropriate American authorities for any costs incurred, after
consultation with the United Nations, in liquidating by eminent
domain proceedings or otherwise any adverse claims.

SECTION 4

(a) The United Nations may establish and operate in the head-
quarters district:

(1) its own short-wave sending and receiving radio broad-
casting facilities (including emergency link equipment) which
may be used on the same frequencies (within the tolerances
prescribed for the broadcasting service by applicable United
States regulations) for radiotelegraph, radioteletype, radiotele-
phone, radiotelephoto, and similar services;

(2) one point-to-point circuit between the headquarters district
and the office of the United Nations in Geneva (using single
sideband equipment) to be used exclusively for the exchange
of broadcasting programs and interoffice communications;

(3) low power micro-wave, low or medium frequency facilities
for communication within headquarters buildings only, or such
other buildings as may temporarily be used by the United Nations;

(4) facilities for point-to-point communication to the same
extent and subject to the same conditions as permitted under
applicable rules and regulations for amateur operation in the
United States, except that such rules and regulations shall not
be applied in a manner inconsistent with the inviolability of the
headquarters district provided by Section 9 (a);

(5) such other radio facilities as may be specified by supple-
mental agreement between the United Nations and the appro-
priate American authorities.

(b) The United Nations shall make arrangements for the operation
of the services referred to in this section with the International Tele-
communication Union, the appropriate agencies of the Government
of the United States and the appropriate agencies of other affected
governments with regard to all frequencies and similar matters.

(c) The facilities provided for in this section may, to the extent
necessary for efficient operation, be established and operated outside
the headquarters district. The appropriate American authorities
will, on request of the United Nations, make arrangements, on such
terms and in such manner as may be agreed upon by supplemental
agreement, for the acquisition or use by the United Nations of appro-
priate premises for such purposes and the inclusion of such premises
in the headquarters district.

SECTION 5
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SECTION 6

In the event that the United Nations should propose to organize its
own postal service, the conditions under which such service shall be
set up shall be the subject of a supplemental agreement.

ARTICLE III-LAW AND AUTHORITY IN THE HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT

SECTION 7

(a) The headquarters district shall be under the control and
authority of the United Nations as provided in this agreement.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or in the Gen-
eral Convention, the federal, state and local law of the United States
shall apply within the headquarters district.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or in the
General Convention, the federal, state and local courts of the United
States shall have jurisdiction over acts done and transactions taking
place in the headquarters district as provided in applicable federal,
state and local laws.

(d) The federal, state and local courts of the United States, when
dealing with cases arising out of or relating to acts done or transac-
tions taking place in the headquarters district, shall take into account
the regulations enacted by the United Nations under Section 8.

SECTION 8

Regulations. The United Nations shall have the power to make regulations,
operative within the headquarters district, for the purpose of estab-
lishing therein conditions in all respects necessary for the full
execution of its functions. No federal, state or local law or regulation
of the United States which is inconsistent with a regulation of the
United Nations authorized by this section shall, to the extent of suchSettlement of dis- inconsistency, be applicable within the headquarters district. Anydispute, between the United Nations and the United States, as to
whether a regulation of the United Nations is authorized by this sec-
tion or as to whether a federal, state or local law or regulation isinconsistent with any regulation of the United Nations authorized byPotP. 7M. this section, shall be promptly settled as provided in Section 21.
Pending such settlement, the regulation of the United Nations shall
apply and the federal, state or local law or regulation shall be inap-
plicable in the headquarters district to the extent that the UnitedNations claims it to be inconsistent with the regulation of the United

Fire protection. Nations. This section shall not prevent the reasonable application of
fire protection regulations of the appropriate American authorities.
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SECTION 9

(a) The headquarters district shall be inviolable. Federal, stateor local officers or officials of the United States, whether administra-
tive, judicial, military or police, shall not enter the headquarters
district to perform any official duties therein except with the consent
of and under conditions agreed to by the Secretary-General. Theservice of legal process, including the seizure of private property, maytake place within the headquarters district only with the consent ofand under conditions approved by the Secretary-General

(b) Without prejudice to the provisions of the General Convention
or Article IV of this agreement, the United Nations shall prevent theheadquarters district from becoming a refuge either for persons who
are avoiding arrest under the federal, state, or local law of the United
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(a) The headquarters district shall be inviolable. Federal, state 
or local officers or officials of the United States, whether administra-
tive, judicial, military or police, shall not enter the headquarters 
district to perform any official duties therein except with the consent 
of and under conditions agreed to by the Secretary-General. The 
service of legal process, including the seizure of private property, may 
take place within the headquarters district only with the consent of 
and under conditions approved by the Secretary-General. 

(b) Without prejudice to the provisions of the General Convention 
or Article IV of this agreement, the United Nations shall prevent the 
headquarters district from becoming a refuge either for persons who 
are avoiding arrest under the federal, state, or local law of the United 
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States or are required by the Government of the United States for
extradition to another country, or for persons who are endeavoring
to avoid service of legal process.

SECTION 10

The United Nations may expel or exclude persons from the head-
quarters district for violation of its regulations adopted under Section
8 or for other cause. Persons who violate such regulations shall be
subject to other penalties or to detention under arrest only in accord-
ance with the provisions of such laws or regulations as may be adopted
by the appropriate American authorities.

ARTICLE IV-COMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSIT

SECTION 11

The federal, state or local authorities of the United States shall not
impose any impediments to transit to or from the headquarters district
of (1) representatives of Members or officials of the United Nations,
or of specialized agencies as defined in Article 57, paragraph 2, of
the Charter or the families of such representatives or officials, (2)
experts performing missions for the United Nations or for such spe-
cialized agencies, (3) representatives of the press, or of radio, film
or other information agencies, who have been accredited by the United
Nations (or by such a specialized agency) in its discretion after con-
sultation with the United States, (4) representatives of nongov-
ernmental organizations recognized by the United Nations for the
purpose of consultation under Article 71 of the Charter, or (5) other
persons invited to the headquarters district by the United Nations or
by such specialized agency on official business. The appropriate
American authorities shall afford any necessary protection to such
persons while in transit to or from the headquarters district. This
section does not apply to general interruptions of transportation
which are to be dealt with as provided in Section 17, and does not
impair the effectiveness of generally applicable laws and regulations
as to the operation of means of transportation.

SECTION 12

The provisions of Section 11 shall be applicable irrespective of the
relations existing between the Governments of the persons referred to
in that section and the Government of the United States.

SECTION 13

(a) Laws and regulations in force in the United States regarding the
entry of aliens shall not be applied in such manner as to interfere with
the privileges referred to in Section 11. When visas are required for
persons referred to in that Section, they shall be granted without
charge and as promptly as possible.

(b) Laws and regulations in force in the United States regarding
the residence of aliens shall not be applied in such manner as to inter-
fere with the privileges referred to in Section 11 and, specifically, shall
not be applied in such manner as to require any such person to leave
the United States on account of any activities performed by him in his
official capacity. In case of abuse of such privileges of residence by
any such person in activities in the United States outside his official
capacity, it is understood that the privileges referred to in Section 11
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shall not be construed to grant him exemption from the laws and regu-
lations of the United States regarding the continued residence of aliens,
provided that:

(1) No proceedings shall be instituted under such laws or regu-
lations to require any such person to leave the United States except
with the prior approval of the Secretary of State of the United
States. Such approval shall be given only after consultation with
the appropriate Member in the case of a representative of a
Member (or a member of his family) or with the Secretary-Gen-
eral or the principal executive officer of the appropriate specialized
agency in the case of any other person referred to in Section 11;

(2) A representative of the Member concerned, the Secretary-
General, or the principal executive officer of the appropriate
specialized agency, as the case may be, shall have the right to
appear in any such proceedings on behalf of the person against
whom they are instituted;

(3) Persons who are entitled to diplomatic privileges and
immunities under Section 15 or under the General Convention shall
not be required to leave the United States otherwise than in
accordance with the customary procedure applicable to diplomatic
envoys accredited to the United States.

(c) This section does not prevent the requirement of reasonable
evidence to establish that persons claiming the rights granted by Sec-
tion 11 come within the classes described in that section, or the reason-
able application of quarantine and health regulations.

(d) Except as provided above in this section and in the General
Convention, the United States retains full control and authority over
the entry of persons or property into the territory of the United States
and the conditions under which persons may remain or reside there.

(e) The Secretary-General shall, at the request of the appropriate
American authorities, enter into discussions with such authorities, with
a view to making arrangements for registering the arrival and depar-
ture of persons who have been granted visas valid only for transit to
and from the headquarters district and sojourn therein and in its
immediate vicinity.

(f) The United Nations shall, subject to the foregoing provisions
of this section, have the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit entry
of persons and property into the headquarters district and to prescribe
the conditions under which persons may remain or reside there.

SECTION 14

The Secretary-General and the appropriate American authorities
shall, at the request of either of them, consult as to methods of facili-
tating entrance into the United States, and the use of available means
of transportation, by persons coming from abroad who wish to visitthe headquarters district and do not enjoy the rights referred to in
this Article.

ArrTCLE V-RESTDENT REPRESENTATIVES TOTHE UNITD NATIONS

SECTION 15

(1) Every person designated by a Member as the principal resident
representative to the United Nations of such Member or as a
resident representative with the rank of ambassador or minister
plenipotentiary,

(2) such resident members of their staffs as may be agreed upon
between the Secretary-General, the Government of the United Statesand the Government of the Member concerned,
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(3) every person designated by a Member of a specialized agency,
as defined in Article 57, paragraph 2, of the Charter, as its principal
resident representative, with the rank of ambassador or minister
plenipotentiary, at the headquarters of such agency in the United
States, and

(4) such other principal resident representatives of members to
a specialized agency and such resident members of the staffs of repre-
sentatives to a specialized agency as may be agreed upon between the
principal executive officer of the specialized agency, the Government
of the United States and the Government of the Member concerned,
shall, whether residing inside or outside the headquarters district,
be entitled in the territory of the United States to the same privileges
and immunities, subject to corresponding conditions and obligations
as it accords to diplomatic envoys accredited to it. In the case of
Members whose governments are not recognized by the United States,
such privileges and immunities need be extended to such representa-
tives, or persons on the staffs of such representatives, only within the
headquarters district, at their residences and offices outside the
district, in transit between the district and such residences and offices,
and in transit on official business to or from foreign countries.

ARTICLE VI-POLICE PROTECTION OF THE HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT

SECTION 16

(a) The appropriate American authorities shall exercise due dili-
gence to ensure that the tranquility of the headquarters district is
not disturbed by the unauthorized entry of groups of persons from
outside or by disturbances in its immediate vicinity and shall cause
to be provided on the boundaries of the headquarters district such
police protection as is required for these purposes.

(b) If so requested by the Secretary-General, the appropriate
American authorities shall provide a sufficient number of police for
the preservation of law and order in the headquarters district, and
for the removal therefrom of persons as requested under the authority
of the United Nations. The United Nations shall, if requested, enter
into arrangements with the appropriate American authorities to
reimburse them for the reasonable cost of such services.

ARTICLE VII-PUBLIC SERVICES AND PROTECTION OF THE
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT

SECTION 17

(a) The appropriate American authorities will exercise to the
extent requested by the Secretary-General the powers which they
possess with respect to the supplying of public services to ensure that
the headquarters district shall be supplied on equitable terms with
the necessary public services, including electricity, water, gas, post,
telephone, telegraph, transportation, drainage, collection of refuse,
fire protection, snow removal, et cetera. In case of any interruption or
threatened interruption of any such services, the appropriate Ameri-
can authorities will consider the needs of the United Nations as being
of equal importance with the similar needs of essential agencies of
the Government of the United States, and will take steps accordingly,
to ensure that the work of the United Nations is not prejudiced.

(b) Special provisions with reference to maintenance of utilities
and underground construction are contained in Annex 2.
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The appropriate American authorities shall take all reasonable steps
to ensure that the amenities of the headquarters district are not preju-
diced and the purposes for which the district is required are not
obstructed by any use made of the land in the vicinity of the district.
The United Nations shall on its part take all reasonable steps to ensure
that the amenities of the land in the vicinity of the headquarters
district are not prejudiced by any use made of the land in the head-
quarters district by the United Nations.

SECTION 19

It is agreed that no form of racial or religious discrimination shall
be permitted within the headquarters district.

ARTICLE VIII-MATTERS RELATING TO TIE OPERATION OF THIS
AGREEMENT

SECTION 20

The Secretary-General and the appropriate American authorities
shall settle by agreement the channels through which they will com-
municate regarding the application of the provisions of this agreement
and other questions affecting the headquarters district, and may enter
into such supplemental agreements as may be necessary to fulfill the
purposes of this agreement. In making supplemental agreements with
the Secretary-General, the United States shall consult with the appro-
priate state and local authorities. If the Secretary-General so requests,
the Secretary of State of the United States shall appoint a special
representative for the purpose of liaison with the Secretary-General.

SECTION 21

(a) Any dispute between the United Nations and the United
States concerning the interpretation or application of this agreement
or of any supplemental agreement, which is not settled by negotiation
or other agreed mode of settlement, shall be referred for final decision
to a tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by the- Secretary-
General, one to be named by the Secretary of State of the United
States, and the third to be chosen by the two, or, if they should fail
to agree upon a third, then by the President of the International
Court of Justice.

(b) The Secretary-General or the United States may ask the
General Assembly to request of the International Court of Justice
an advisory opinion on any legal question arising in the course of
such proceedings. Pending the receipt of the opinion of the Court,
an interim decision of the arbitral tribunal shall be observed on both
parties. Thereafter, the arbitral tribunal shall render a final
decision, having regard to the opinion of the Court.

ARTICLE IX--MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SECTION 22

(a) The United Nations shall not dispose of all or any part of
the land owned by it in the headquarters district without the consent
of the United States. If the United States is unwilling to consent
to a disposition which the United Nations wishes to make of all or
any part of such land, the United States shall buy the same from
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the United Nations at a price to be determined as provided in
paragraph (d) of this section.

(b) If the seat of the United Nations is removed from the head-
quarters district, all right, title and interest of the United Nations
in and to real property in the headquarters district or any part of
it shall, on request of either the United Nations or the United States
be assigned and conveyed to the United States. In the absence of
such request, the same shall be assigned and conveyed to the sub-
division of a state in which it is located or, if such subdivision shall
not desire it, then to the state in which it is located. If none of the
foregoing desires the same, it may be disposed of as provided in
paragraph (a) of this section.

(c) If the United Nations disposes of all or any part of the head-
quarters district, the provisions of other sections of this agreement
which apply to the headquarters district shall immediately cease to
apply to the land and buildings so disposed of.

(d) The price to be paid for any conveyance under this section
shall, in default of agreement, be the then fair value of the land,
buildings and installations, to be determined under the procedure
provided in Section 21.

SECTION 23

The seat of the United Nations shall not be removed from the head-
quarters district unless the United Nations should so decide.

SECTION 24

This agreement shall cease to be in force if the seat of the United
Nations is removed from the territory of the United States, except
for such provisions as may be applicable in connection with the
orderly termination of the operations of the United Nations at its
seat in the United States and the disposition of its property therein.

SECTION 2 5

Wherever this agreement imposes obligations on the appropriate

American authorities, the Governnlent of the United States shall have
the ultimate responsibility for the fulfillment of such obligations by
the appropriate American authorities.

SECTION 26

The provisions of this agreement shall be complementary to the
provisions of the General Convention. In so far as any provision of
this agreement and any provisions of the General Convention relate
to the same subject matter, the two provisions shall, wherever possible,
be treated as complementary, so that both provisions shall be appli-
cable and neither shall narrow the effect of the other; but in any case
of absolute conflict, the provisions of this agreement shall prevail.

SECTION 27

This agreement shall be construed in the light of its primary pur-
pose to enable the United Nations at its headquarters in the United
States, fully and efficiently to discharge its responsibilities and fulfill
its purposes.

SECTION 28

This agreement shall be brought into effect by an exchange of notes
between the Secretary-General, duly authorized pursuant to a resolu-
tion of the General Assembly of the United Nations, and the appro-
priate executive officer of the United States, duly authorized pursuant
to appropriate action of the Congress.
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IN WrrNESS WHEREOF the respective representatives have signed
this Agreement and have affixed their seals hereto.

DONE in duplicate, in the English and French languages, both
authentic, at Lake Success the twenty-sixth day of June 1947.

For the Government of the United States of America:
G. C. MARSHALL

Secretary of State
For the United Nations:

TRYGVE LIE
Secretary-General

ANNEX 1
The area referred to in Section 1 (a) (1) consists of (a) the premises

bounded on the East by the westerly side of Franklin D. Roosevelt
Drive, on the West by the easterly side of First Avenue, on the North
by the southerly side of East Forty-eighth Street, and on the South by
the northerly side of East Forty-second Street, all as proposed to be
widened, in the Borough of Manhattan, City and State of New York,
and (b) an easement over Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive, above a lower
limiting plane to be fixed for the construction and maintenance of anesplanade, together with the structures thereon and foundations andcolumns to support the same in locations below such limiting plane, theentire area to be more definitely defined by supplemental agreement
between the United Nations and the United States of America.

ANNEX 2 -MAINTENANCOE OF UTLrTI ES AND UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCnTION

SECTION 1

The Secretary-General agrees to provide passes to duly authorized
employees of The City of New York, the State of New York, or anyof their agencies or subdivisions, for the purpose of enabling them toinspect, repair, maintain reconstruct and relocate utilities, conduits,mains and sewers within the headquarters district.

SECTION 2

Underground constructions may be undertaken by The City of NewYork, or the State of New York or any of their agencies or sub-divisions, within the headquarters district only after consultation withthe Secretary-General, and under conditions which shall not disturbthe carrying out of the functions of the United Nations.
SEC. 2. for the purpose of carrying out the obligations of theUnited States under said agreement and supplemental agreements withrespect to United States assurances that the United Nations shall notbe dispossessed of its property in the headquarters district, and withrespect to the establishment of radio facilities and the possible estab-lishment of an airport:
(a) The President of the United States, or any official or govern-mental agency authorized by the President, may acquire in the nameof the United States any property or interest therein by purchase,donation, or other means of transfer, or may cause proceedings to beinstituted for the acquisition of the same by condemnation.
(b) Upon the request of the President, or such officer as the Presidentmay designate, the Attorney General of the United States shall causesuch condemnation or other proceedings to be instituted in the name ofthe United States in the district court of the United States for the
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district in which the property is situated and such court shall have full
jurisdiction of such proceedings, and any condemnation proceedings
shall be conducted in accordance with the Act of August 1, 1888 (25 40 u. .- 257,
Stat. 357), as amended, and the Act of February 26, 1931 (46 Stat. 40 U. . C. §i 258a-
1421), as amended. 258e.

(c) After the institution of any such condemnation proceedings, Possession of propI
possession of the property may be taken at any time the President, or
such officer as he may designate, determines is necessary, and the court
shall enter such orders as may be necessary to effect entry and
occupancy of the property.

(d) The President of the United States, or any officer or govern- Tr1er of interest
mental agency duly authorized by the President, may, in the name p -
of the United States, transfer or convey possession of and title to any
interest in any property acquired or held by the United States, pur-
suant to paragraph (a) above, to the United Nations on the terms pro-
vided in the agreement or in any supplemental agreement, and shall
execute and deliver such conveyances and other instruments and
perform such other acts in connection therewith as may be necessary
to carry out the provisions of the agreement.

(e) There are authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in th=Hpraton au-
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be
required to enable the United States to carry out the undertakings
hereby authorized: Provided, That any money appropriated under this Relmbrment.

authorization shall be spent only on a basis of reimbursement by the
United Nations in accordance with section 3 of the agreement, and Ac, p. 7W.
that the money thus reimbursed shall be deposited and covered into
the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts.

SEC. 3. The President, or the Secretary of State under his direction, stAges t with
is authorized to enter into agreements with the State of New York or
any other State of the United States and to the extent not incon-
sistent with State law, with any one or more of the political subdivi-
sions thereof in aid of effectuating the provisions of the agreement.

SEC. 4. Any States, or, to the extent not inconsistent with State law state agreements
any political subdivisions thereof, affected by the establishment of the with U. N..et.
headquarters of the United Nations in the United States are authorized
to enter into agreements with the United Nations or with each other
consistent with the agreement and for the purpose of facilitating com-
pliance with the same: Provided, That, except in cases of emergency U.S.repreentatsve.
and agreements of a routine contractual character, a representative of
the United States, to be appointed by the Secretary of State, may,
at the discretion of the Secretary of State, participate in the negotia-
tions, and that any such agreement entered into by such State or States
or political subdivisions thereof shall be subject to approval by the
Secretary of State.

SEC. 5. The President is authorized to make effective with respect Tmporary head-

to the temporary headquarters of the United Nations in the State of
New York, on a provisional basis, such of the provisions of the agree-
ment as he may deem appropriate, having due regard for the needs
of the United Nations at its temporary headquarters.

SEC. 6. Nothing in the agreement shall be construed as in any way Bightsofu.S.

diminishing, abridging, or weakening the right of the United States
to safeguard its own security and completely to control the entrance of
aliens into any territory of the United States other than the head-
quarters district and its immediate vicinity, as to be defined and fixed
in a supplementary agreement between the Government of the United
States and the United Nations in pursuance of section 13 (3) (e) of Ant.p..
the agreement, and such areas as it is reasonably necessary to traverse
in transit between the same and foreign countries. Moreover, nothing
in section 14 of the agreement with respect to facilitating entrance AnJk.p. 7.
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into the United States by persons who wish to visit the headquarters
district and do not enjoy the right of entry provided in section 11 of
the agreement shall be construed to amend or suspend in any way the
immigration laws of the United States or to commit the United States
in any way to effect any amendment or suspension of such laws.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 483]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Fixing the date of meeting of the second regular session of the Eightieth Congress.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the second regular
session of the Eightieth Congress shall begin at noon on Tuesday,
January 6, 1948.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER A84]
August 4,1947
[H.J. Res. 218]

[Public Law 359]

Reading, Pa.
Two-hundredth an-

niversary of founding.

JOINT RESOLUTION
Providing for the representation of the Government and people of the United

States in the observance of the two-hundredth anniversary of the founding of
the city of Reading, Pennsylvania.

Whereas two hundred years ago, in 1748, the city of Reading, the
county seat of Berks County of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vania, was founded by Thomas and Richard Penn, sons of William
Penn; and

Whereas it has decided jointly with Berks County, Pennsylvania, to
fittingly mark the occasion by an appropriate bicentennial celebra-
tion from spring until fall 1948; and

Whereas the first defenders of the Colonies from beyond New England
to reinforce General Washington's troops in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, at the outbreak of the Revolutionary War were an armed
company from Reading and Berks County; and

Whereas, during the period of the Revolution, Reading was a depot
of military supplies, manufacturing cannon and munitions for the
Continental Army, and was the site of the camp wherein were
detained the Hessian prisoners captured at the Battle of Trenton;
and

Whereas the first armed troops to enter the city of Washington, inanswer to the call of President Lincoln in 1861 for seventy-five
thousand volunteers, were from the city of Reading, Pennsylvania,
thus again earning and perpetuating for their city the proud title
of "First Defenders"; and

Whereas Reading and Berks County through the two centuries of theirexistence have in addition furnished many outstanding leaders ofour Nation and of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; and
Whereas Reading and Berks County have prominently contributed tothe industrial life of the United States from the establishment of

the first forges and iron foundries in the early eighteenth century
to the present time, and today form a great industrial center, amongthe Nation's leaders in many types of goods and wares; and

Whereas Berks County, of which Reading is the county seat, ranksfourth in Pennsylvania and thirty-eighth in the United States inagricultural production value; and
Whereas it is an important cosmopolitan center of the United Stateswherein the population represents a fusion and assimilation of the

strains and heritage of almost all the nations of Europe in the besttradition of American life and spirit; and
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August 4, 1947
[S. J. Res. 156]

[Public Law 358]
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the industrial life of the United States from the establishment of 
the first forges. and iron foundries in the early eighteenth century 
to the present time, and today form a great industrial center, among 
the Nation's leaders in many types of goods and wares; and 

Whereas Berks County, of which Reading is the county seat, ranks 
fourth in Pennsylvania and thirty-eighth in the United States in 
agricultural production value; and 

Whereas it is an important cosmopolitan center of the United States 
wherein the population represents a fusion and assimilation of the 
strains and heritage of almost all the nations of Europe in the best 
tradition of American life and spirit; and 
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Whereas it is recognized that, while the contribution of the city of
Reading and county of Berks to the material and physical welfare
of the Nation have been large, the greatest contribution to the for-
warding of the Nation has been their considered and collective
judgment, their thoughtful patriotism so that in every crisis in
national affairs they have thought their way through to a solution
which has reflected the Nation's thinking and which has enabled
them in good conscience to make rich contribution of lives and
fortunes in every national emergency of war or peace: Therefore
be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the Government and anNsct l°
na

people of the United States unite with the city of Reading, Penns l-
vania, in a fitting and appropriate observance of the two-hundredth
anniversary of its founding.

SEC. 2. There is hereby established a commission to be known as Reading Bic
the United States-Reading Bicentennial Commission (hereinafter re- commission
ferred to as the "Commission") to be composed of nine Commissioners,
as follows: One person to be appointed by the President of the United
States as his representative, the President pro tempore of the Senate
and two Members of the Senate to be appointed by said President pro
tempore, and the Speaker of the House of Representatives and four
Members of the House to be appointed by said Speaker.

SEC. 3. The Commission, on behalf of the United States, shall co-
operate with the representatives of the city of Reading in proper and
appropriate activities commemorating such anniversary.

SEC. 4. The members of the Commission shall serve without com- chairman
pensation and shall select a Chairman from among their number.

SEC. 5. Any vacancies occurring in the membership of the Commis- Vacancies.
sion shall be filled in the same manner in which original appointments
to such Commission are made.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 488]
AN ACT

To provide support for wool, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rc/re.centatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) The Com-
modity Credit Corporation shalf continue, until December 31, 1948,
to support a price to producers of wool in the continental United States
and Territories at the price it supported wool in 1946.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions hereof, the Commodity
Credit Corporation may adjust support prices for individual grades
and qualities of wool for the purpose of bringing about a fair and
equitable relationship in the support prices for the various grades
and qualities of wool; and may make discounts from support prices for
off-quality inferior-grade, or poorly prepared wool.

SEC. 2. The provisions of sections 385, 386, and 388 of the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, shall be applicable to the
support operations carried out pursuant to the first section of this Act.

SEC. 3. The Commodity Credit Corporation may, until December 31,
1948, dispose of wool owned by it without regard to any restriction
imposed upon it by law.

Approved August 5, 1947.
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Whereas it is recognized that, while the contribution of the city of 
Reading and county of Berks to the material and physical welfare 
of the Nation have been large, the greatest contribution to the for-
warding of the Nation has been their considered and collective 
judgment, their thoughtful patriotism so that in every crisis in 
national affairs they have thought their way through to a solution 
which has reflected the Nation's thinking and which has enabled 
them in good conscience to make rich contribution of lives and 
fortunes in every national emergency of war or peace: Therefore 
be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That the Government and 
people of the United States unite with the city of Reading, Pennsyl-
vania, in a fitting and appropriate observance of the two-hundredth 
anniversary of its founding. 

SEc. 2. There is hereby established a commission to be known as 
the United States-Reading Bicentennial Commission (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "Commission") to be composed of nine Commissioners, 
as follows: One person to be appointed by the President of the United 
States as his representative, the President pro tempore of the Senate 
and two Members of the Senate to be appointed by said President pro 
tempore, and the Speaker of the House of Representatives and four 
Members of the House to be appointed by said Speaker. 

SEO. 3. The Commission, on behalf of the United States, shall co-
operate with the representatives of the city of Reading in proper and 
appropriate activities commemorating such anniversary. 

SEC. 4. The members of the Commission shall serve without com-
pensation and shall select a Chairman from among their number. 
SEC. 5. Any vacancies occurring in the membership of the Commis-

sion shall be filled in the same manner in which original appointments 
to such Commission are made. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 488] 
AN ACT 

To provide support for wool, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That (a) The Com-
modity Credit Corporation shall continue, until December 31, 1948, 
to support a price to producers of wool in the continental United States 
and Territories at the price it supported wool in 1946. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provisions hereof, the Commodity 
Credit Corporation may adjust support prices for individual grades 
and qualities of wool for the purpose of bringing about a fair and 
equitable relationship in the support prices for the various grades 
and qualities of wool; and may make discounts from support prices for 
off-quality, inferior-grade, or poorly prepared wool. 
So. 2. The provisions of sections 385, 386, and 388 of the Agricul-

tural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended, shall be applicable to the 
support operations carried out pursuant to the first section of this Act. 
SEC. 3. The Commodity Credit Corporation may, until December 31, 

1948, dispose of wool owned by it without regard to any restriction 
imposed upon it by law. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 489]
August , 1947 AN ACT[H. R. 3043] To provide for the transfer of certain lands to the Secretary of the Interior, and

[Public Law 361] for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Secretary of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to
Transfer of certain promote the orderly development and use of the lands and interests

lands. therein acquired by the United States in connection with the Crab
Orchard Creek project and the Illinois Ordnance Plant in William-
son, Jackson, and Union Counties, Illinois, consistent with the needs
of agriculture, industry, recreation, and wildlife conservation, all of
the interests of the United States in and to such lands are hereby trans-
ferred to the Secretary of the Interior for administration, develop-
ment, and disposition, in accordance with the provisions of this Act.

Classification of SEC. 2. All of the lands transferred to the Secretary of the Interior,
pursuant to the provisions of this Act, first shall be classified by him
with a view to determining, in cooperation with Federal, State, and
public or private agencies and organizations, the most beneficial use
that may be made thereof to carry out the purposes of this Act, includ-
ing the development of wildlife conservation, agricultural, recrea-

f reai of pudsp or tional, industrial, and related purposes. Such lands as have been or
may hereafter be determined to be chiefly valuable for industrial
purposes shall be leased for such purposes at such times and under
such terms and conditions as are consistent with the general purposes

58 Stat. 7 ap of section 2 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, and
§ 6ML with the purposes of this Act. Except to the extent otherwise pro-

vided in this Act, all lands herein transferred shall be administered
by the Secretary of the Interior through the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice in accordance with the provisions of the Act of August 14, 1946

60 Stata. 100. (Public Law 732, Seventy-ninth Congress), and Acts supplementary16 U. S. C. II 661-
e6c. thereto and amendatory thereof for the conservation of wildlife, and

for the development of the agricultural, recreational, industrial, and
Lands uilied by related purposes specified in this Act: Provided, That no jurisdictionWar Department.iUrisdiction

shall be exercised by the Secretary of the Interior over that portion
of such lands and the improvements thereon which are now utilized
by the War Department directly or indirectly until such time as it
is determined by the Secretary of War that utilization of such portions
of such lands and the improvements thereon directly or indirectly

Administration of by the Wr Depar tment is no longer required: Provided further, That,lands by Secretary of Depat
the Interior, etc. subsequent to the determination referred to in the preceding proviso,

the lands and improvements mentioned therein shall be administered
by the Secretary of the Interior, and any lease or other disposition
thereof shall be made subject to such terms, conditions, restrictions,
and reservations imposed by the Secretary of War as will, in the
opinion of the Secretary of War, be adequate to assure the con-
tinued availability for war production purposes of such lands and
improvements.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 490]
August 5,1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 3309 To amend the Organic Act of Puerto Rico.

[Public Law 362]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Organic Act of United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 ofPuerto Rico, amend-

ment. the Organic Act of Puerto Rico (48 U. S. C., sec. 771) is hereby
39 Stat. 6. amended by repealing the second sentence thereof and substituting

lection of Oov- the following: "At the general election in 1948 and each such elec-
tion quadrennially thereafter the Governor of Puerto Rico shall be
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in order to 
promote the orderly development and use of the lands and interests 
therein acquired by the United States in connection with the Crab 
Orchard Creek project and the Illinois Ordnance Plant in William-
son, Jackson, and Union Counties, Illinois, consistent with. the needs 
of agriculture, industry, recreation, and wildlife conservation, all of 
the interests of the United States in and to such lands are hereby trans-
ferred to the Secretary of the Interior for administration, develop-
ment, and disposition, in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 2. All of the lands transferred to the Secretary of the Interior, 

pursuant to the provisions of this Act, first shall be classified by him 
with a view to determining, in cooperation with Federal, State, and 
public or private agencies and organizations, the most beneficial use 
that may be made thereof to carry out the purposes of this Act, includ-
ing the development of wildlife conservation, agricultural, recrea-
tional, industrial, and related purposes. Such lands as have been or 
may hereafter be determined to be chiefly valuable for industrial 
purposes shall be leased for such purposes at such times and under 
such terms and conditions as are consistent with the general purposes 
of section 2 of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, and 
with the purposes of this Act. Except to the extent otherwise pro-
vided in this Act, all lands herein transferred shall be administered 
by the Secretary of the Interior through the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice in accordance with the provisions of the Act of August 14, 1946 
(Public Law 732, Seventy-ninth CongTess), and Acts supplementary 
thereto and amendatory thereof for the conservation of wildlife, and 
for the development of the agricultural, recreational, industrial, and 
related purposes specified in this Act: Provided, That no jurisdiction 
shall be exercised by the Secretary of the Interior over that portion 
of such lands and the improvements thereon which are now utilized 
by the War Department directly or indirectly until such time as it 
is determined by the Secretary of War that utilization of such portions 
of such lands and the improvements thereon directly or indirectly 
by the War Department is no longer required: Provided further, That, 
subsequent to the determination referred to in the preceding proviso, 
the lands and improvements mentioned therein shall be administered 
by the Secretary of the Interior, and any lease or other disposition 
thereof shall be made subject to such terms, conditions, restrictions, 
and reservations imposed by the Secretary of War as will, in the 
opinion of the Secretary of War, be adequate to assure the con-
tinued availability for war production purposes of such lands and 
improvements. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 490] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Organic Act of Puerto Rico. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 12 of 
the Organic Act of Puerto Rico (48 U. S. C., sec. 771) is hereby 
amended by repealing the second sentence thereof and substituting 
the following: "At the general election in 1948 and each such elec-
tion quadrennially thereafter the Governor of Puerto Rico shall be 
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elected by the qualified voters of Puerto Rico and shall hold office for
a term of four years commencing on the 2d day of January following
the date of the election and until his successor is elected and qualified.
No person shall be eligible to election as Governor unless at the time Eligibiity.
of the election he is a citizen of the United States, is at least thirty
years of age, is able to read and write the English language, and has
been a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico during the immediately pre-
ceding two years. Such election shall be held in the manner now or
hereafter provided by law for the election of the Resident Commis-
sioner.

SEC. 2. Section 12a is hereby added to said Organic Act to read as
follows:

"SEC. 12a. The Governor shall be removed from office on impeach- Impeachmentof
ment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes and
misdemeanors. The house of representatives of Puerto Rico shall
have the sole power of impeachment. Impeachment shall require the
concurrence of two-thirds of all of the members of the house of repre-
sentatives. The senate of Puerto Rico shall have the sole power to try
all impeachments. When sitting for that purpose they shall be on
oath or affirmation and the chief justice of the supreme court of
Puerto Rico shall preside. No person shall be convicted without the
concurrence of three-fourths of all the members of the senate. Judg-
ment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to
removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office
of honor, trust, or profit under the government of Puerto Rico. The
person convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject to indict-
ment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law."

SEC. 3. Section 13 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sees. 773, 775) 39stat. 9
is hereby amended by repealing the second, third, and fourth sentences
and substituting the following therefor: "The heads of the executive hesPsoftemecutle de
departments set forth in the frst sentence of this section shall be ap- partments.
pointed by the Governor by and with the advice and consent of the
senate of Puerto Rico. Each shall hold office during the continuance
in office of the Governor by whom he is appointed and until his suc-
cessor is qualified, unless sooner removed by the Governor."

SEC. 4. Section 24 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sec. 772) is s9 Btat.-9 -
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 24. In case of a vacancy in the office of the Governor, the vfnc y no the c.
person holding the position of attorney general at the time the va-
cancy occurs shall succeed to the office of the Governor, and to all the
duties and emoluments for the remainder of the term. If for any rea-
son the Governor is temporarily absent from Puerto Rico, or unable
to perform his duties, the attorney general shall act as Governor,
with all the powers and duties of the office during such temporary
absence or disability. If in such event the attorney general is unable
to act, the treasurer shall act as Governor, and if the treasurer is
unable to act, such other person as may be provided by the laws of
Puerto Rico shall act as Governor during such temporary absence or
disability. In the event that because of death or any other reason a Inability of oov-
newly elected Governor is unable to take office, a temporary successor er totaeoffice.
shall be elected by a majority vote of the full house and senate of
Puerto Rico meeting at a joint session of the legislature at the next
succeeding term thereof, who shall hold office until a successor is
elected and qualified at a special election to be held within one hundred
and twenty days from the date of adjournment of said session."

SEC. 5. Section 50 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sec. 797) is 3 9s t
L

6

hereby amended by deleting the following words from the third sen-
tence thereof: "appointed by the President and also those appointed
by the Governor of Puerto Rico".
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elected by the qualified voters of Puerto Rico and shall hold office for 
a term of four years commencing on the 2d day of January following 
the date of the election and until his successor is elected and qualified. 
No person shall be eligible to election as Governor unless at the time Eligibility. 
of the election he is a citizen of the United States, is at least thirty 
years of age' is able to read and write the English language, and has 
been a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico during the immeoliately pre-
ceding two years. Such election shall be held in the manner now or 
hereafter provided by law for the election of the Resident Commis-
sioner. 
SEC. 2. Section 12a is hereby added to said Organic Act to read as 

follows: 
tin peaohment of "SEC. 12a. The Governor shall be removed from office on impeach- Governor. 

ment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high crimes and 
misdemeanors. The house of representatives of Puerto Rico shall 
have the sole power of impeachment. Impeachment shall require the 
concurrence of two-thirds of all of the members of the house of repre-
sentatives. The senate of Puerto Rico shall have the sole power to try 
all impeachments. When sitting for that purpose they shall be on 
oath or affirmation and the chief justice of the supreme court of 
Puerto Rico shall preside. No person shall be convicted without the 
concurrence of three-fourths of all the members of the senate. Judg-
ment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to 
removal from office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office 
of honor, trust, or profit under the government of Puerto Rico. The 
person convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject to indict-
ment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law." 
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is hereby amended by repealing the second, third, and fourth sentences 
and substituting the following therefor: "The heads of the executive hettP:tienxtemeuetnivte ee-1 
departments set forth in the first sentence of this section shall be ap- Partn3ents• 

pointed by the Governor by and with the advice and consent of the 
senate of Puerto Rico. Each shall hold office during the continuance 
in office of the Governor by whom he is appointed and until his suc-
cessor is qualified, unless sooner removed by the Governor." 
SEC. 4. Section 24 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sec. 772) is 39 Stat. 968. 
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person holding the position of attorney general at the time the va-
cancy occurs shall succeed to the office of the Governor' and to all the 
duties and emoluments for the remainder of the term. If for any rea-
son the Governor is temporarily absent from Puerto Rico, or unable 
to perform his duties, the attorney general shall act as Governor, 
with all the powers and duties of the office during such temporary 
absence or disability. If in such event the attorney general is unable 
to act, the treasurer shall act as Governor, and if the treasurer is 
unable to act, such other person as may be provided by the laws of 
Puerto Rico shall act as Governor during such temporary absence or 

iinort a ye cdneeo. disability. In the event that because of death or any other reason a en i ov-
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by the Governor of Puerto Rico". 
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SEC. 6. Section 49b is hereby added to the Organic Act to read as
follows:

Coordinator of Fed- "SEC. 49b. (1) There shall be an administrative officer whose officialeral Agencies in
Puerto Rico. title shall be the 'Coordinator of Federal Agencies in Puerto Rico',

who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate of the United States, and who shall hold office
at the pleasure of the President for the purpose of coordinating the
administration of all Federal civilian functions and activities in

Compensation. Puerto Rico. He shall receive as compensation for his services an
annual salary of $7,500.

Coordination of ad "(2) The Coordinator of Fedefal Agencies shall coordinate theministration of Fed-
oral civilian functions. administration of all Federal civilian functions and activities in Puerto

Rico. The administrative heads of all Federal civilian agencies in
Puerto Rico shall make such reports to the Coordinator of Federal
Agencies as he shall require and he shall through the Secretary of the
Interior make recommendations to the heads of such agencies with
respect to their personnel, functions, and activities in Puerto Rico: the
President may, however, by Executive order exempt any Federal
agency from making such reports to the Coordinator of Federal

Recommendations. Agencies. The Coordinator of Federal Agencies shall make recom-
mendations for the better coordination of the Federal civilian func-
tions and activities and may make recommendations for the elimination
or reduction of those which duplicate or conflict with each other or with

dReorts to Presi- activities carried on by the Government of Puerto Rico. He shall
t ad Cong report through the Secretary of the Interior to the President and to

Congress concerning the administration of all Federal civilian func-
tions and activities in Puerto Rico, specifying the recommendations
made by him to the Federal agencies and the results of such recom-

Appropriatlon esti- mendatlons. He shall advise the Secretary of the Interior, who shall
tes advise the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress with respect to all

appropriation estimates submitted by any civilian department or
agency of the Federal Government to be expended in or for the benefit
of Puerto Rico. He shall confer with the Governor of Puerto Ricc
with respect to the correlation of activities of Federal and insular
agencies and all plans and programs and other matters of mutual
interest.

eoulgtivo ofrd by "(3) The President of the United States may, from time to time
Presdent. after hearing, promulgate Executive orders expressly excepting Puerto

Rico from the application of any Federal law, not expressly declared
by Congress to be applicable to I uerto Rico, which as contemplated by

89 U.S (i 74. section 9 of this Act is inapplicable by reason of local conditions. The
Coordinator of Federal Agencies may, from time to time, make recom-
mendations to the President for such purpose. Any such recommenda-
tion shall show the concurrence or dissent of the Governor of Puerto
Rico.

Reports fron ov. "(4) The Coordinator of Federal Agencies, in the name of the
President of the United States, shall have authority to request from
the Governor of Puerto Rico, and the Governor shall furnish to him
all such reports pertaining to the affairs, conditions and government
of Puerto Rico as the Coordinator of Federal Agencies shall from time
to time request, for transmission to the President through the Secretary
of the Interior.

Rtadise d ga.- (5) The President of the United States shall prescribe such rules
and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of thissection."

Btabt.961 Sac. 7S . Section 2 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sec. 737) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new papagraph:

tofSt.- "The rirhts, privi eges, and immunities of citizens of the UnitedStates shall be respected in Puerto Rico to the same extent as though
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SEC. 6. Section 49b is hereby added to the Organic Act to read as 
follows: 
"SEc. 49b. (1) There shall be an administrative officer whose official 

title shall be the 'Coordinator of Federal Agencies in Puerto Rico', 
who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate of the United States, and who shall hold office 
at the pleasure of the President for the purpose of coordinating the 
administration of all Federal civilian functions and activities in 
Puerto Rico. He shall receive as compensation for his services an 
annual salary of $7,500. 

"(2) The Coordinator of Federal Agencies shall coordinate the 
administration of all Federal civilian functions and activities in Puerto 
Rico. The administrative heads of all Federal civilian agencies in 
Puerto Rico shall make such reports to the Coordinator of Federal 
Agencies as he shall require and he shall through the Secretary of the 
Interior make recommendations to the heads of such agencies with 
respect to their personnel, functions, and activities in Puerto Rico: the 
President may, however, by Executive order exempt any Federal 
agency from making such reports to the Coordinator of Federal 
Agencies. The Coordinator of Federal Agencies shall make recom-
mendations for the better coordination of the Federal civilian func-
tions and activities and may make recommendations for the elimination 
or reduction of those which duplicate or conflict with each other or with 
activities carried on by the Government of Puerto Rico. He shall 
report through the Secretary of the Interior to the President and to 
Congress concerning the administration of all Federal civilian func-
tions and activities in Puerto Rico, specifying the recommendations 
made by him to the Federal agencies and the results of such recom-
mendations. He shall advise the Secretary of the Interior, who shall 
advise the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress with respect to all 
appropriation estimates submitted by any civilian department or 
agency of the Federal Government to be expended in or for the benefit 
of Puerto Rico. He shall confer with the Governor of Puerto Rice 
with respect to the correlation of activities of Federal and insular 
agencies and all plans and programs and other matters of mutual 
interest. 

"(3) The President of the United States may, from time to time, 
after hearing, promulgate Execut ive orders expressly excepting Puerto 
Rico from the application of any Federal law, not expressly declared 
by Congress to be applicable to Puerto Rico, which as contemplated by 
sect ion 9 of this Act is inapplicable by reason of local conditions. The 
Coordinator of Federal Agencies may, from time to time, make recom-
mendations to the President for such purpose. Any such recommenda-
tion shall show the concurrence or dissent of the Governor of Puerto 
Rico. 

"(4) The Coordinator of Federal Agencies, in the name of the 
President of the United States, shall have authority to request from 
the Governor of Puerto Rico, and the Governor shall furnish to him 
all such reports pertaining to the affairs, conditions and government 
of Puerto Rico as the Coordinator of Federal Agencies shall from time 
to time request, for transmission to the President through the Secretary 
of the Interior. 

"(5) The President of the United States shall prescribe such rules 
and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
section. 

SEC. 7. Section 2 of said Organic Act (48 U. S. C., sec. 737) is 
amended by adding at the end thereof the following  new papagraph: 
"The rights, privileges, and immunities of citizens of the United 

States shall be respected in Puerto Rico to the same extent as though 
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Puerto Rico were a State of the Union and subject to the provisions of
paragraph 1 of section 2 of article IV of the Constitution of the
United States."

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 492]
AN ACT

To provide for the cancellation of the capital stock of the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation and the refund of moneys received for such stock, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation is directed to retire its capital stock
by paying the amount received therefor (whether received from the
Secretary of the Treasury or the Federal Reserve banks) to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury as hereinafter provided, to be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. As soon as practicable after the
enactment of this Act, the Corporation shall pay to the Secretary so
much of its capital and surplus as is in excess of $1,000,000,000. The
balance of the amount to be paid to the Secretary shall be paid in units
of $10,000,000 except that the last unit to be paid may be less than
$10,000,000. Each unit shall be paid as soon as it may be paid with-
out reducing the capital and surplus of the Corporation below
$1,000,000,000. As each payment is made a corresponding amount of
the capital stock of the Corporation shall be retired and canceled and
the receipt or certificate therefor shall be surrendered or endorsed to
show such cancellation. The stock subscribed by the various Federal
Reserve banks shall be retired and canceled, pro rata, before the stock
subscribed by the Secretary is retired and canceled.

SEC. 2. Section 12B (d) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended
(U. S. C., title 12, sec. 264 (d)), is hereby repealed.

SEC. 3. Section 12B (b) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended
(U. S. C., title 12, sec. 264 (b)), is amended by striking out "$10,000"
and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000".

SEC. 4. Section 12B (o) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended
(U. S. C. title 12, sec. 264 (o)), is amended to read as follows:

"(o) The Corporation is authorized to borrow from the Treasury,
and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to loan
to the Corporation on such terms as may be fixed by the Corporation
and the Secretary, such funds as in the judgment of the Board of
Directors of the Corporation are from time to time required for insur-
ance purposes, not exceeding in the aggregate $3,000,000,000 outstand-
ing at any one time: Provided, That the rate of interest to be charged
in connection with any loan made pursuant to this paragraph shall
not be less than the current average rate on outstanding marketable
and nonmarketable obligations of the United States as o the last day
of the month preceding the making of such loan. For such purpose
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt
transaction the proceeds of the sale of any securities hereafter issued
under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes
for which securities may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond
Act, as amended, are extended to include such loans. Any such loan
shall be used by the Corporation solely in carrying out its functions
with respect to such insurance. All loans and repayments under this
section shall be treated as public-debt transactions of the United
States."

Approved August 5, 1947.

August 5,1947
IS. 1070]

[Public Law 363]
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Puerto Rico were a State of the Union and subject to the provisions of 
paragraph 1 of section 2 of article IV of the Constitution of the 
United States." 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 492] 

1 Stat. 18. 

AN ACT 
August 5, 1947 

To provide for the cancellation of the capital stock of the Federal Deposit Insur-  [s. 1070]  
ance Corporation and the refund of moneys received for such stock, and for [Public Law 363] 

other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation is directed to retire its capital stock 
by paying the amount received therefor (whether received from the 
Secretary of the Treasury or the Federal Reserve banks) to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury as hereinafter provided, to be covered into the 
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts. As soon as practicable after the 
enactment of this Act, the Corporation shall pay to the Secretary so 
much of its capital and surplus as is in excess of $1,000,000,000. The 
balance of the amount to be paid to the Secretary shall be paid in units 
of $10,000,000 except that the last unit to be paid may be less than 
$10,000,000. Each unit shall be paid as soon as it may be paid with-
out reducing the capital and surplus of the Corporation below 
$1,000,000,000. As each_payment is made a corresponding amount of 
the capital stock of the Corporation shall be retired and canceled and 
the receipt or certificate therefor shall be surrendered or endorsed to 
show such cancellation. The stock subscribed by the various Federal 
Reserve banks shall be retired and canceled, pro rata, before the stock 
subscribed by the Secretary is retired and canceled. 

SEo. 2. Section 12B (d) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended 
(U. S. C., title 12, sec. 264 (d) ), is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 3. Section 12B (b) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended 

(U. S. C., title 12, sec. 264 (b) ), is amended by striking out "$10,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000". 
SEC. 4. Section 12B (o) of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended 

(U. S. C. title 12, sec. 264 (o)), is amended to read as follows: 
"(o) The Corporation is authorized to borrow from the Treasury, 

and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to loan 
to the Corporation on such terms as may be fixed by the Corporation 
and the Secretary, such funds as in the judgment of the Board of 
Directors of the Corporation are from time to time required for insur-
ance purposes, not exceeding in the aggregate $3,000,000,000 outstand-
ing at any one time: Provided, That the rate of interest to be charged 
in connection with any loan made pursuant to this paragraph shall 
not be less than the current average rate on outstanding marketable 
and nonmarketable obligations of the United States as of the last day 
of the month preceding the making of such loan. For such purpose 
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to use as a public-debt 
transaction the proceeds of the sale of any securities hereafter issued 
under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes 
for which securities may be issued under the Second Liberty Bond 
Act, as amended, are extended to include such loans. Any such loan 
shall be used by the Corporation solely in carrying out its functions 
with respect to such insurance. All loans and repayments under this 
section shall be treated as public-debt transactions of the United 
States." 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 493]
AN ACT

Aus. 11s94 To authorize leases of real or personal property by the War and Navy Departments,
[Public Law 364] and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
war and Navy De- United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever the
Leaseofproperty. Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy shall deem it to be

advantageous to the Government he is authorized to lease such real
or personal property under the control of his Department as is not
surplus to the needs of the Department within the meaning of the

560 U. s . C. app. Act of October 3, 1944 (58 Stat. 765), and is not for the time required111611-1646.
Ante, p. s78. for public use, to such lessee or lessees and upon such terms and con-

ditions as in his judgment will promote the national defense or will
Period of lease. be in the public interest. Each such lease shall be for a period not

exceeding five years unless the Secretary of the Department concerned
shall determine that a longer period will promote the national defense

ight of first re- or will be in the public interest. The Secretary of the Department
concerned may include, among other terms and conditions in the lease,
a right of first refusal in the lessee to purchase the property in the
event of the revocation of the lease in order to permit sale thereof by
the Government, but this section shall not be construed as authorizing
the sale of any property unless the sale thereof is otherwise authorized

Revocationotlease. by law. Each such lease shall contain a provision permitting the
Secretary of the Department concerned to revoke the lease at any
time, unless the Secretary shall determine that the omission of such
provision from the lease will promote the national defense or will
be in the public interest. In any event each such lease shall be
revocable by the Secretary of the Department concerned during a
national emergency declared by the President. Notwithstanding
section 321 of the Act of June 30, 1932 (47 Stat. 412; U. S. C., title 40,
sec. 303b), or any other provision of law, any such lease may provide
for the maintenance, protection, repair, or restoration by the lessee,
of the property leased or of the entire unit or installation where a
substantial part thereof is leased, as a part or all of the consideration

Payment for ntu- for the lease of such property. In the event utilities or services shall
,et. be furnished by the Department concerned to the lessee in connection

with any lease, payments for utilities or services so furnished may be
covered into the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation or
appropriations from which the costs of furnishing any such utilities
or services to the lessee was paid. Except as otherwise hereinabove
provided, any money rentals received by the Government directly
under any such lease shall be deposited and covered into the TreasuryNonappllcabilty. as miscellaneous receipts. The authority herein granted shall not

Report to ongress. apply to oil, mineral, or phosphate lands. The Secretary of War or
the Secretary of the Navy, as the case may be, shall submit to the
Congress on the 1st day of January and the 1st day of July of each
year, following the enactment of this law, a report of all leases entered
into m accordance with the provisions of this Act.

Repeais. SEC. 2. The Act of July 28, 1892, as amended (27 Stat. 321; 45 Stat.
988; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 303), is hereby repealed. So much of the
Naval Appropriation Act of August 29, 1916, as is contained under
the heading "Lease of Naval Lands", as amended (39 Stat. 559; 45 Stat.
990; U. S. C., title 34. sec. 522), is hereby repealed.

in certain plant etc. SE. 3. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all right,
title, and interest of Reconstruction Finance Corporation in any plants
or facilities, and the machinery, equipment, and other personal prop-
erty accessory thereto, acquired by Defense Plant Corporation or
Reconstruction Finance Corporation in accordance with authority
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[CHAPTER 493] 
AN ACT 

August 5,1947 
[S. 1198]  To authorize leases of real or personal property by the War and Navy Departments, 

[Public Law 364] and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That whenever the i Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy shall deem t to be 

advantageous to the Government he is authorized to lease such real 
or personal property under the control of his. Department as is not 
surplus to the needs of the Department within the meaning of the 
Act of October 3, 1944 (58 Stat. 765), and is not for the time required 
for public use, to such lessee or lessees and upon such terms and con-
ditions as in his judgment will promote the national defense .or will 
be in the public interest. Each such lease shall be for a period not 
exceeding five years unless the Secretary of the Department concerned 
shall determine that a longer period will promote the national defense 
or will be in the public interest. The Secretary of the Department 
concerned may include, among other terms and conditions in the lease, 
a right of first refusal in the lessee to purchase the property in the 
event of the revocation of the lease in order to permit sale thereof. by 
the Government, but this section shall not be construed as authorizing 
the sale of any property unless the sale thereof is otherwise authorized 
by law. Each such lease shall contain a provision permitting the 
Secretary of the Department concerned to revoke the lease at any 
time, unless the Secretary shall determine that the omission of such 
provision from the lease will promote the national defense or will 
be in the public interest. In any event each such lease shall be 
revocable by the Secretary of the Department concerned during a 
national emergency declared by the President. Notwithstanding 
section 321 of the Act of June 30, 1932 (47 Stat. 412; U. S. C., title 40, 
sec. 303b), or any other provision of law, any such lease may provide 
for the maintenance, protection, repair, or restoration by the lessee, 
of the property leased or of the entire unit or installation where a 
substantial part thereof is leased, as a part or all of the consideration 
for the lease of such property. In the event utilities or services shall 
be furnished by the Department concerned to the lessee in connection 
with any lease, payments for utilities or services so furnished may be 
covered into the Treasury to the credit of the appropriation or 
appropriations from which the costs of furnishing any such utilities 
or services to the lessee was paid. Except as otherwise hereinabove 
provided, any money rentals received by the Government directly 
under any such lease shall be deposited and covered into the Treasury 
as miscellaneous receipts. The authority herein granted shall not 
apply to oil, mineral, or phosphate lands. The Secretary of War or 
the Secretary of the Navy, as the case may be, shall submit to the 
Congress on the 1st day of January and the 1st day of July of each 
yeart following the enactment of this law, a report of all leases entered 
into in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. a The Act of July 28, 1892, as amended (27 Stat. 321; 45 Stat. 

988; U. S. C., title 40, sec. 303), is hereby repealed. So much of the 
Naval Appropriation Act of August 29, 1916, as is contained under 
the heading "Lease of Naval Lands", as amended (39 Stat. 559; 45 Stat. 
990; U. S. C., title 34, sec. 522), is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 3..(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all right, 

title, and interest of Reconstruction Finance Corporation in any plants 
or facilities, and the machinery, equipment, and other personal prop-
erty accessory thereto, acquired by Defense Plant Corporation or 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation in accordance with authority 
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contained in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act (U. S. C.,
title 15, secs. 601-617) pursuant to undertakings by the War Depart-
ment or the Navy Department to reimburse Defense Plant Corporation
or Reconstruction Finance Corporation to the extent of the unrecovered
cost thereof in the event Congress authorizes such reimbursement by
making appropriations therefor, shall be transferred by Reconstruction
Finance Corporation (or by War Assets Administration, if such prop-
erty has been declared surplus) to the War Department or the Navy
Department upon certification by the Secretary of War or the Secretary
of the Navy made within six months after the enactment hereof, that
the retention of such plants or facilities, and the machinery, equip-
ment, and other personal property accessory thereto, by the War
Department or the Navy Department, as the case may be, is necessary
for the maintenance of an adequate Military or Naval Establishment
including industrial reserve.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all right, title, and
interest of Reconstruction Finance Corporation or War Assets Admin-
istration in any machinery or equipment shall be transferred by the
agency having control thereof to the War Department or the Navy
Department upon certification by the Secretary of War or the Secretary
of the Navy made within six months after the enactment hereof, that
the retention of such machinery or equipment by the War Department
or the Navy Department, is necessary for the maintenance of an
adequate Military or Naval Establishment, including industrial
reserve.

SEC. 4. Any transfer made pursuant to section 3 of this Act shall be
approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget to the extent
and in the manner determined by him and shall be made without charge
or reimbursement from the funds available to the War Department
or the Naw Department, except for costs of packing, handling, and
transportation of machinery and equipment transferred under section
3 (b) hereof.

SEC. 5. (a) Whenever in the opinion of the Secretary of War or the
Secretary of the Navy, as the case may be, the interests of national
defense require assurance of the continued availability for war-produc-
tion purposes of the industrial capacity of shipyards, plants, and equip-
ment which are surplus to the needs of their respective I)epartments
or of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation within the meaning of
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, they are authorized to direct the
imposition of such terms, conditions, restrictions, and reservations in
the disposition of such property by the disposal agency under said Act
as will in the opinion of the Secretary concerned be adequate to assure
such continued availability.

(b) In the event the disposal agency is unable to dispose of any such
industrial plants and equipment subject to such terms, conditions,
restrictions, or reservations as have been imposed, within a reasonable
time and after such property shall have been offered for sale and rea-
sonable efforts made to dispose of the same, the Department imposing
such terms, conditions, restrictions, or reservations shall (1) modify
them to the extent necessary to permit the sale or lease of such property,
(2) withdraw the property from surplus, or, in the case of Recon-
struction Finance Corporation property, request a transfer thereof in
the manner provided in sections 3 (a) and 4 of this Act, or (3)
eliminate and waive the requirement for the imposition of any terms,
conditions, restrictions, or reservations made under the authority of
this section.

SEC. 6. The lessee's interest, made or created pursuant to the provi-
sions of this Act, shall be made subject to State or local taxation. Any

47 Stat. 5.
Ante, p. 202 et ae.
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contained in the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act (U. S. C., 

title 15, secs. 601-617) pursuant to undertakings by the War Depart-
ment or the Navy Department to reimburse Defense Plant Corporation 
or Reconstruction Finance Corporation to the extent of the unrecovered 
cost .thereof in the event Congress authorizes such reimbursement by 
making appropriations therefor, shall be transferred by Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation (or by War Assets Administration, if such prop-
erty has been declared surplus) to the War Department or the Navy 
Department upon certification by the Secretary of War or the Secretary 
of the Navy made within six months after the enactment hereof, that 
the retention of such plants or facilities, and the machinery, equip-
ment, and other personal property accessory thereto, by the War 
Department or the Navy Department, as the case may be, is necessary 
for the maintenance of an adequate Military or Naval Establishment 
including industrial reserve. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, all right, title, and 
interest of Reconstruction Finance Corporation or War Assets Admin-
istration in. any machinery or equipment shall be transferred by the 
agency having control thereof to the War Department or the Navy 
Department upon certification by the Secretary of War or the Secretary 
of the Navy made within six months after the enactment hereof, that 
the retention of such machinery or equipment by the War Department 
or the Navy Department, is necessary for the maintenance of an 
adequate Military or Naval Establishment, including industrial 
reserve. 
SEC. 4. Any transfer made pursuant to section 3 of this Act shall be 

approved by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget to the extent 
and in the manner determined by him and shall be made without charge 
or reimbursement from the funds available to the War Department 
or the Navy Department, except for costs of packing, handling, and 
transportation of machinery and equipment transferred under section 
3 (b) hereof. 
SEC. 5. (a) Whenever in the opinion of the Secretary of War or the 

Secretary of the Navy, as the case may be, the interests of national 
defense require assurance of the continued availability for war-produc-
tion purposes of the industrial capacity of shipyards, plants, and equip-
ment which are surplus to the needs of their respective Departments 
or of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation within the meaning of 
the Surplus Property Act of 1944, they are authorized to direct the 
imposition of such terms, conditions, restrictions, and reservations in 
the disposition of such property by the disposal agency under said Act 
as will in the opinion of the Secretary concerned be adequate to assure 
such continued availability. 

(b) In the event the disposal agency is unable to dispose of any such 
industrial plants and equipment subject to such terms, conditions, 
restrictions, or reservations as have been imposed, within a reasonable 
time and after such property shall have been offered for sale and rea-
sonable efforts made to dispose of the same, the Department imposing 
such terms, conditions, restrictions, or reservations shall (1) modify 
them to the extent necessary to permit the sale or lease of such property, 
(2) withdraw the property from surplus, or, in the case of Recon-
struction Finance Corporation property, request a transfer thereof in 
the manner provided in sections 3 (a) and 4 of this Act, or (3) 
eliminate and waive the requirement for the imposition of any terms, 
conditions, restrictions, or reservations made under the authority of 
this section. 

SEc. 6. The lessee's interest, made or created pursuant to the provi-
sions of this Act, shall be made subject to State or local taxation. Any 
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Appropriation au-
thorized.

August 5,1947
[S. 16611

[Public Law 366]

Army-Navy-Public
Health Service Medi-
cal Officer Procure-
ment Act of 1947.

lease of property authorized under the provisions of this Act shall con-
tain a provision that if and to the extent that such property is made
taxable by State and local governments by Act of Congress, in such
event the terms of such lease shall be renegotiated.

SEc. 7. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, such
sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 494]
AN ACT

To provide additional inducements to physicians, surgeons, and dentists to makea career of the United States military, naval, and public health services, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be
cited as the "Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical Officer Pro-
curement Act of 1947".

TITLE I

PAT OF PHrTSICANs, SURGEONS, AND DENTISTS

7U. . . l 11- SEo. 101. The Pay Readjustment Act of 1942 (56 Stat. 359), as
Ante,pp.5% 92, l3 amended, is hereby further amended by inserting immediately after1 2. ,poA ssa section 1 thereof the following new section:
commnisioedoff "Soc. 1A. (a) The term 'commissioned officers', as used in this sec-tion, shall be interpreted to mean only (1) those commissioned officers

of the Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army and Navy andcommissioned medical and dental officers of the Regular Corps of the
Public Health Service who are on active duty on the effective date ofthis section; (2) those officers who are hereafter commissioned in the
Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army and Navy or asmedical and dental officers of the Regular corps of the Public Health
Service during the five-year period immediately following the effective
date of this section; (3) such officers, now or hereafter commissioned
in the Medical and Dental Corps of the Officers' Reserve Corps, theNaval Reserve, the National Guard, the Army of the United States,or as medical and dental officers of the Reserve Corps of the PublicHealth Service, who may, during the five-year period Immediately fol-lowing the effective date of this section, volunteer and be accepted forextended active duty of one year or longer; (4) general officers ap-pointed from the Medical and Dental Corps of the Reglar Army,
the Officers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard, or the Army of the
United States who are on active duty on the effective date of this sec-
tion; (5) general officers who may hereafter be appointed from thoseofficers of the Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army, theOfficers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard, or the Army of the United
States who are included in (1), (2), or (3) above.

Additional pay for "(b) In addition to any pay, allowances, or emoluments that theyare otherwise entitled to receive, commissioned officers as defined in
subsection (a) of this section shall be entitled to pay at the rate of$100 per month for each month of active service following the dateNonincluaion. of enactment of this section: Provided, That such sum shall not be
included in computing the amount of increase in pay authorized byany other provision of law or in computing retired pay: ProvidedMaximum. further, That the total amount which may be paid to any one officer
under the authority contained in this section shall not exceed $36,000:
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lease of property authorized under the provisions of this Act shall con-
tain a provision that if and to the extent that such property is made 
taxable by State and local governments by Act of Congress, in such 
event the terms of such lease shall be renegotiated. 
SEC. 7. There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in 

the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, such 
sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4941 
AN ACT 

To provide additional inducements to physicians, surgeons, and dentists to make 
a career of the United States military, naval, and public health services, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be 
cited as the "Army-Navy-Public Health Service Medical Officer Pro-
curement Act of 1947". 

TITLE I 

PAY OF PHYSICIANS, SURGEONS, AND DENTISTS 
SEO. 101. The Pay Readjustment Act of 1912 (56 Stat. 359), as 

amended, is hereby further amended by inserting immediately after 
section 1 thereof the following new section: 
"SEC. 1A. (a) The term 'commissioned officers', as used in this sec-

tion, shall be interpreted to mean only (1) those commissioned officers 
of the Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army and Navy, and 
commissioned medical and dental officers of the Regular Corps of the 
Public Health Service who are on active duty on the effective date of 
this section; (2) those officers who are hereafter commissioned in the 
Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army and Navy or as 
medical and dental officers of the Regular corps of the Public Health 
Service during the five-year period immediately following the effective 
date of this section; (3) such officers, now or hereafter commissioned 
in the Medical and Dental Corps of the Officers' Reserve Corps, the 
Naval Reserve, the National Guard, the Army of the United States, 
or as medical and dental officers of the Reserve Corps of the Public 
Health Service, who may, during the five-year period immediately fol-
lowing the effective date of this section, volunteer and be accepted for 
extended active duty of one year or longer; (4) general officers ap-
pointed from the Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army, 
the Officers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard, or the Army of the 
United States who are on active duty on the effective date of this sec-
tion; (5) general officers who may hereafter be appointed from those 
officers of the Medical and Dental Corps of the Regular Army, the 
Officers' Reserve Corps, the National Guard, or the Army of the United 
States who are included in (1), (2) , or (3) above. 

"(b) In addition to any pay, allowances, or emoluments that they 
are otherwise entitled to receive, commissioned officers as defined in 
subsection (a) of this section shall be entitled to pay at the rate of 
$100 per month for each month of active service following the date 
of enactment of this section: Provided, That such sum shall not be 
included in computing the amount of increase in pay authorized by 
any other provision of law or in computing retired pay: Provided 
further, That the total amount which may be paid to any one officer 
under the authority contained in this section shall not exceed $36,000: 
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And provided further, That the commissioned officers described in
subsection (a) (3) of this section shall receive the pay provided by
this subsection only during periods of volunteer service."

SEC. 102. This title shall become effective on the first day of the
first calendar month following its enactment, and the payments herein
provided shall not accrue for any period prior thereto.

TITLE II

ORIGINAL APPOINTMENTS OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL OFFICERS

SEC. 201. Subject to any limitation of the commissioned strength
of the Army and Navy prescribed by law the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, is hereby authorized to make
original appointments to permanent commissioned grades, with rank
not above that of colonel in the Medical and Dental Corps of the
Army, and not above that of captain in the Medical and Dental Corps
of the Navy in such numbers as the needs of the services may require.
Such appointments shall be made only from qualified civilian doctors
of medicine and dentists who are citizens of the United States, and
who shall have such other qualifications as the Secretary of War and
the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe for their respective services.
The doctors of medicine and dentists so appointed in the Navy shall
be carried as additional numbers in rank, but shall not increase the
authorized numbers of commissioned officers of the Medical and Dental
Corps of the Regular Navy. The doctors of medicine and dentists
so appointed in the Army shall be credited for purposes of promotion
with the minimum number of years of service now or hereafter required
for promotion of officers of the MedicaL and Dental Corps to the grade
in which appointed.

SEC. 202. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy are

authorized to prescribe from time to time such regulations as may
be necessary for the administration of this title within their respective
departments.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 495] AN ACT
AN ACT

To amend the National Housing Act, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 603
(a) of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended
bv (1) striking out "$2,800,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"4,000,000,000" and (2) striking out "$3,800,000,000" and inserting
in lieu thereof "$4,200,000,000".

SEC. 2. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

"SEC. 610. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this title, the
Administrator is authorized, upon application by the mortgagee, to
insure or to make commitments to insure under section 603 or section
608 of this title any mortgage executed in connection with the sale by
the Government, or any agency or official thereof, of any housing
acquired or constructed under Public Law 849, Seventy-sixth Congress,
as amended; Public Law 781, Seventy-sixth Congress, as amended:
or Public Laws 9, 73, or 353, Seventy-seventh Congress, as amended
(including any property acquired, held or constructed in connection
with such housing or to serve the inhabitants thereof), without
regard to-
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And provided further, That the commissioned officers described in 
subsection (a) (3) of this section shall receive the pay provided by 
this subsection only during periods of volunteer service." 
SEC. 102. This title shall become effective on the first day of the 

first calendar month following its enactment, and the payments herein 
provided shall not accrue for any period prior thereto. 

TITLE II 

ORIGINAL APPOINTMENTS OF MEDICAL AND DENTAL OFFICERS 

SEC. 201. Subject to any limitation of the commissioned strength 
of the Army and Navy prescribed by law the President, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, is hereby authorized to make 
original appointments to permanent commissioned grades, with rank 
not above that of colonel in the Medical and Dental Corps of the 
Army, and not above that of captain in the Medical and Dental Corps 
of the Navy in such numbers as the needs of the services may require. 
Such appointments shall be made only from qualified civilian doctors 
of medicine and dentists who are citizens of the United States, and 
who shall have such other qualifications as the Secretary of War and 
the Secretary of the Navy may prescribe for their respective services. 
The doctors of medicine and dentists so appointed in the Navy shall 
be carried as additional numbers in rank, but shall not increase the 
authorized numbers of commissioned officers of the Medical and Dental 
Corps of the Regular Navy. The doctors of medicine and dentists 
so appointed in the Army shall be credited for purposes of promotion 
with the minimum number of years of service now or hereafter required 
for promotion of officers of the Medical-and Dental Corps to the grade 
in which appointed. 

SEC. 202. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy are 
authorized to prescribe from time to time. such. regulations as may 
be necessary for the administration of this title within their respective 
departments. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4951 
AN ACT 

To amend the National Housing Act, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 603 
(a) of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended 
b (1) striking out "$2,800,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 

,000,000,000" and (2) striking out 13,800,000,000" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "$4,200,000,000". 
SEC. 2. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby 

amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section: 
"SEc. 610. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this title, the 

Administrator is authorized, upon application by the mortgagee, to 
insure or to make commitments to insure under section 603 or section 
608 of this title any mortgage executed in connection with the sale by 
the Government, or any agency or official thereof, of any housing 
acquired or constructed under Public Law 849, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
as amended; Public Law 781, Seventy-sixth Congress, as amended: 
or Public Laws 9, 73, or 353, Seventy-seventh Congress, as amended 
(including any property acquired, held or constructed in connection 
with such housing or to serve the inhabitants thereof), without 
regard to-
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55 Stat. 56; 56 Stat.
303.

12 U. . C. §§ 1738
(b) (2), 1743 (b) (3)
(B), (C).

Eligibility of mort-
gage, etc.

Ante, p. 777.

August 5, 1947
[H. R. 4791

[Public Law 367]

Internal Revenue
Code, amendment.

57 Stat. 149.
26 U. . 0. 1 421.

Credit or refund of
overpayment.

Supra.

53 Stat. 471.
26 U. S. C. j 3801.

"(1) any limit as to the time when any mortgage may be insured
under this title;

"(2) any limit as to the aggregate amount of principal obliga-
tions of all mortgages insured under this title, but the aggregate
amount of principal obligations of all mortgages insured pursuant
to this section shall not exceed $750,000,000;

"(3) any requirement that the obligation be approved for mort-
gage insurance prior to the beginning of construction or that the
construction be new construction;

"(4) any of the provisions of section 603 (b) (2) or paragraphs
(B) and (C) of the first sentence of section 608 (b) (3):

Provided, That such mortgage shall (1) otherwise be eligible for insur-
ance under section 603 or section 608, as the case may be, (2) have a
maturity not exceeding twenty-five years from the date of insurance,
and (3) involve a principal obligation (including such initial service
charges, appraisal, inspection, and other fees as the Administrator shall
approve) in an amount not exceeding 90 per centum of the appraised
value of the mortgage property as determined by the Administrator."

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 496]
AN ACT

Relating to the income-tax liability of members of the armed forces dying in the
service.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 421 of
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to abatement of tax for members
of armed forces upon death) is amended to read as follows:
USEC. 421. ABATEMENT OF TAX FOR MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES

UPON DEATH.
"In the case of any individual who dies on or after December 7,1941

while in active service as a member of the military or naval forces of
the United States or of any of the other United Nations and prior to
January 1, 1948-

'(a) the tax imposed by this chapter shall not apply with
respect to the taxable year in which falls the date of his death, or
with respect to any prior taxable year (ending on or after Decem-
ber 7, 1941) during any part of which he was a member of such
forces; and

"(b) the tax under this chapter and under the corresponding
title of each prior revenue law for taxable years preceding those
specified in clause (a) which is unpaid at the date of his death
(including interest, additions to the tax, and additional amounts)
shall not be assessed, and if assessed the assessment shall be abated,
and if collected shall be credited or refunded as an overpayment."

SEC. 2. If at any time prior to January 1, 1948, the allowance of a
credit or refund of an overpayment of the tax for any taxable year
specified in section 421 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (as amended
by this Act) is prevented (except for the provisions of section 3801)
by the operation of any law or rule of law, a credit or refund of the
overpayment of such tax to the extent that the overpayment is attribut-
able to the change in law made by this Act may, nevertheless, be allowed
or made if a claim therefor is filed before January 1, 1949.

Approved August 5, 1947.
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57 Stat. 149. 
26 U.S. C. 1 421. 

Credit or refund of 
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Supra. 

53 Stat. 471. 
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"(1) any limit as to the time when any mortgage may be insured 
under this title; 

"(2) any limit as to the aggregate amount of principal obliga-
tions of all mortgages insured under this title, but the aggregate 
amount of principal obligations of all mortgages insured pursuant 
to this section shall not exceed $750,000,000; 

"(3) any requirement that the obligation be approved for mort-
gage insurance prior to the beginning of construction or that the 
construction be new construction; 

"(4) any of the provisions of section 603 (b) (2) or paragraphs 
(B) and (C) of the first sentence of section 608 (b) (3) : 

Provided, That such mortgage shall (1) otherwise be eligible for insur-
ance under section 603 or section 608, as the case may be, (2) have a 
maturity not exceeding twenty-five years from the date of insurance, 
and (3) involve a principal obligation (including such initial service 
charges, appraisal, inspection, and other fees as the Administrator shall 
approve) in an amount not exceeding 90 per centum of the appraised 
value of the mortgage property as determined by the Administrator." 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 496] 
AN ACT 

Relating to the income-tax liability of members of the armed forces dying in the 
service. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 421 of 
the Internal Revenue Code (relating to abatement of tax for members 
of armed forces upon death) is amended to read as follows: 

"SEC. 421. ABATEMENT OF TAX FOR MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES 
UPON DEATH. 

"In the case of any individual who dies on or after December 7, 1941, 
while in active service as a member of the military or naval forces of 
the United States or of any of the other United Nations and prior to 
January 1, 1948— 

" (a) the tax imposed by this chapter shall not apply with 
respect to the taxable year in which falls the date of his death, or 
with respect to any prior taxable year (ending on or after Decem-
ber 7, 1941) during any part of which he was a member of such 
forces; and 
"(b) the tax under this chapter and under the corresponding 

title of each prior revenue law for taxable years preceding those 
specified in clause (a) which is unpaid at the date of his death 
(including interest, additions to the tax, and additional amounts) 
shall not be assessed, and if assessed the assessment shall be abated, 
and if collected shall be credited or refunded as an overpayment." 

SEC. 2. If at any time prior to January 1, 1948, the allowance of a 
credit or refund of an overpayment of the tax for any taxable year 
specified in section 421 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code (as amended 
by this Act) is prevented (except for the provisions of section 3801) 
by the operation of any law or rule of law, a credit or refund of the 
overpayment of such tax to the extent that the overpayment is attribut-
able to the change in law made by this Act may, nevertheless, be allowed 
or made if a claim therefor is filed before January 1, 1949. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 497]
AN ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation and return of
the remains of certain persons who died and are buried outside the continental
limits of the United States", approved May 16, 1946, in order to provide for
the shipment of the remains of World War II dead to the homeland of the
deceased or of next of kin, to provide for the disposition of group and mass
burials, to provide for the burial of unknown American World War II dead in
United States military cemeteries to be established overseas, to authorize the
Secretary of War to acquire land overseas and to establish United States mili-
tary cemeteries thereon, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled That the Act of
May 16, 1946, entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation and
return of the remains of certain persons who died and are buried
outside the continental limits of the United States" (Public Law 383,
Seventy-ninth Congress), is hereby amended to read as follows:

"That the Congress hereby declares it to be in the public interest
to provide for the interment of the remains of certain persons who
died on or after September 3, 1939, and whose remains are buried
in places located outside the continental limits of the United States
and could not be returned to their homeland for burial due to wartime
shipping restrictions, by authorizing their permanent interment out-
side the continental limits of the United States or their evacuation
and return either to their homeland or to the homeland of their
next of kin, and to centralize in one agency the task of accomplishing
the purpose of this Act.

"SEC. 2. All activities herein provided for are hereby made a respon-
sibility of the Secretary of War, except as expressly reserved to the
American Battle Monuments Commission by section 9 of this Act.

"SEC. 3. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed
upon application by the next of kin in the case of individual identified
remains to return such remains to the homeland of the decedent or
of his next of kin for interment at places designated by the next of
kin, including national cemeteries provided such remains are entitled
to interment therein; and he is further authorized at his own discre-
tion in the case of group or mass burials, which include the remains
of one or more known individuals, to cause them to be interred
in such places as he may direct: Provided, That this Act shall apply
only to the remains of persons who died on or after September 3, 1939,
and are buried outside the continental limits of the United States,
and who were-

"(a) members of the armed forces of the United States who
died in the service;

"(b) civilian officers and employees of the United States;
"(c) citizens of the United States who served in the armed

forces of any government at war with Germany, Italy, or Japan
and who died while in such service and who were citizens of the
United States at the time of such service;

"(d) citizens of the United States whose homes are in fact in
the United States and whose death outside the continental limits
thereof can be directly attributed to the war or who died while
employed or otherwise engaged in activities contributing to the
prosecution of the war; and

"(e) such other citizens of the United States, the disposition of
the remains of whom under the provisions of this Act would, in
the discretion of the Secretary of War, serve the public interest.

"SEC. 4. With respect to the remains of all persons who are included
in the categories set forth in the preceding section of this Act, the
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[CHAPTER 497] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation and return of 
the remains of certain persons who died and are buried outside the continental 
limits of the United States", approved May 16, 1946, in order to provide for 
the shipment of the remains of World War II dead to the homeland of the 
deceased or of next of kin, to provide for the disposition of group and mass 
burials, to provide for the burial of unknown American World War II dead in 
United States military cemeteries to be established overseas, to authorize the 
Secretary of War to acquire land overseas and to establish United States mili-
tary cemeteries thereon, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of 
May 16, 1946, entitled "An Act to provide for the evacuation and 
return of the remains of certain persons who died and are buried 
outside the continental limits of the United States" (Public Law 383, 
Seventy-ninth Congress), is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"That the Congress hereby declares it to be in the public interest 

to provide for the interment of the remains of certain persons who 
died on or after September 3, 1939, and whose remains are buried 
in places located outside the continental limits of the United States 
and could not be returned to their homeland for burial due to wartime 
shipping restrictions, by authorizing their permanent interment out-
side the continental limits of the United States or their evacuation 
and return either to their homeland or to the homeland of their 
next of kin, and to centralize in one agency the task of accomplishing 
the purpose of this Act. 

"SEc. 2. All activities herein provided for are hereby made a respon-
sibility of the Secretary of War, except as expressly reserved to the 
American Battle Monuments Commission by section 9 of this Act. 

"SEc. 3. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized and directed 
upon application by the next of kin in the case of individual identified 
remains to return such remains to the homeland of the decedent or 
of his next of kin for interment at places designated by the next of 
kin, including national cemeteries provided such remains are entitled 
to interment therein; and he is further authorized at his own discre-
tion in the case of group or mass burials, which include the remains  
of one or more known individuals, to cause them to be interred 
in such places as he may direct: Provided, That this Act shall apply 
only to the remains of persons who died on or after September 3, 1939, 
and are buried outside the continental limits of the United States, 
and who were— 

" (a) members of the armed forces of the United States who 
died in the service; 
"(b) civilian officers and employees of the United States; 
"(c) citizens of the United States who served in the armed 

forces of any government at war with Germany, Italy, or Japan 
and who died while in such service and who were citizens of the 
United States at the time of such service; 
"(d) citizens of the United States whose homes are in fact in 

the United States and whose death outside the continental limits 
thereof can be directly attributed to the war or who died while 
employed or otherwise engaged in activities contributing to the 
prosecution of the war; and 

"(e) such other citizens of the United States, the disposition of 
the remains of whom under the provisions of this Act would, in 
the discretion of the Secretary of War, serve the public interest. 

"SEc. 4. With respect to the remains of all persons who are included 
in the categories set forth in the preceding section of this Act, the 
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Secretary of War is further authorized and directed upon applica-
tion by the next of kin in the case of individual identified remains, and
authorized at his own discretion in the case of unidentified remains
and in all cases of identified remains which are not returned to the
homeland under the provisions of this Act to inter the remains in
United States military cemeteries established outside the continental
limits of the United States.

Acquisition of land "SEC. 5. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to acquire by
purchase, gift, or devise, without submission to the Attorney General
of the United States under the provisions of section 355 of the Re-
vised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 520; 40 U. S. C. 255), land or interest in
land in foreign countries necessary for the purposes of this Act, and
to establish thereon United States military cemeteries. Cemeteries
established by the Secretary of War under the authority of this Act

36 uas .3 . 132. are subject to the provisions of section 12, Public Law 456, Seventy-
ninth Congress.

Rules and regula- "SEc. 6. The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe such rules
and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes and
provisions of this Act.

Appropriations au- "SEC. 7. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from time
tAn, p. 686. to time such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of

this Act, said sums to be made available for civil functions adminis-
tered by the War Department, 'Cemeterial expenses, War Depart-
ment', to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War.

Terminationof Act, "SE. 8. This Act and the authority granted therein and all rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder shall terminate on December 31,
1951, or upon such earlier date as may be specified in a proclamation
by the President, or in a concurrent resolution by the two Houses of
Congress as the date beyond which further continuance of the author-
ity granted by this Act is not necessary in the public interest, which-

Prior applications. ever date is earliest: Provided, That as to any applications provided
for under sections 3 and 4 filed prior to such termination date, the
provisions of this Act and such rules or regulations promulgated pur-
suant thereto shall be treated as remaining in force for the purpose of
providing for the return or overseas burial of remains in proper
cases."

Design and eon- SEC. 9. The American Battle Monuments Commission shall bestruction of cemeteries
abroad.t s solely responsible for the permanent design and construction of the

cemeteries to be established in foreign countries under section 5 of
this Act and of all buildings, plantings, headstones, and other perma-

strtporry con- nent improvements incidental thereto. The Secretary of War is
authorized to undertake such temporary construction as will be neces-
sary for the accomplishment of this Act and to maintain such ceme-
teries in a suitable condition until such time as the functions of
administration thereof shall pass to the American Battle Monuments

8. St. C8 132. Commission in accordance with section 12 of Public Law 456, Seventy-
ninth Congress, or any other law.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 4981
August 5 1947 AN ACT

[E. R. 4168] To provide for the reincorporation of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, and
[Public Law 36] for other purposes.

nstitue f i Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
mercan Aairs Act. United States of America in Congress assembled, That there be, as of

the date of enactment of this Act, created as an agency of the United
States of America a body corporate with the name of "The Institute
of Inter-American Affairs" (in this Act called the "Institute").
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Secretary of War is further authorized and directed upon applica-
tion by the next of kin in the case of individual identified remains, and 
authorized at his own discretion in the case of unidentified remains 
and in all cases of identified remains which are not returned to the 
homeland under the provisions of this Act to inter the remains in 
United States military cemeteries established outside the continental 
limits of the United States. 

"SEc. 5. The Secretary of War is hereby authorized to acquire by 
purchase, gift, or devise, without submission to the Attorney General 
of the United States under the provisions of section 355_ of the Re-
vised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 520; 40 U. S. C. 255), land or interest in 
land in foreign countries necessary for the purposes of this Act, and 
to establish thereon United States military cemeteries. Cemeteries 
established by the Secretary of War under the authority of this Act 
are subject to the provisions of section 12, Public Law 456, Seventy-
ninth Congress. 

"SEc. 6. The Secretary of War is authorized to prescribe such rules 
and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes and 
provisions of this Act. 

"SEC. 7. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated from time 
to time such sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of 
this Act, said sums to be made available for civil functions adminis-
tered by the War Department, 'Cemeterial expenses, War Depart-
ment', to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War. 

"SEc. 8. This Act and the authority granted therein and all rules and 
regulations promulgated thereunder shall terminate on December 31, 
1951, or upon such earlier date as may be specified in a proclamation 
by the President, or in a concurrent resolution by the two Houses of 
Congress as the date beyond which further continuance of the author-
ity granted by this Act is not necessary in the public interest, which-
ever date is earliest: Provided, That as to any applications provided 
for under sections 3 and 4 filed prior to such termination date, the 
provisions of this Act and such rules or regulations promulgated pur-
suant thereto shall be treated as remaining in force for the purpose of 
providing for the return or overseas burial of remains in proper 
cases." 
SEC. 9. The American Battle Monuments Commission shall be 

solely responsible for the permanent design and construction of the 
cemeteries to be established in foreign countries under section 5 of 
this Act and of all buildings, plantings, headstones, and other perma-
nent improvements incidental thereto. The Secretary of War is 
authorized to undertake such temporary construction as will be neces-
sary for the accomplishment of this Act and to maintain such ceme-
teries in a suitable condition until such time as the functions of 
administration thereof shall pass to the American Battle Monuments 
Commission in accordance with section 12 of Public Law 456, Seventy-
ninth Congress, or any other law. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4981 
AN ACT 

To provide for the reincorporation of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there be, as of 
the date of enactment of this Act, created as an agency of the United 
States of America a body corporate with the name of "The Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs" (in this Act called the "Institute"). 
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SEC. 2. The purposes of this corporation are to further the general
welfare of, and to strengthen friendship and understanding among
the peoples of the American Republics through collaboration with
other governments and governmental agencies of the American Repub-
lics in planning, initiating, assisting, financing, administering, and
executing technical programs and projects, especially in the fields of
public health, sanitation, agriculture, and education.

SEC. 3. The Institute, as a corporation-
(a) Shall have succession for a period of three years unless sooner

dissolved by an Act of Congress.
(b) May adopt, alter, and use a corporate seal, which shall be

judicially noticed.
(c) May make and perform contracts with any individual, corpora-

tion, or other body of persons however designated, whether within or
without the United States of America, and with any government or
governmental agency, domestic or foreign.

(d) Shall determine and prescribe the manner in which its obliga-
tions shall be incurred and its expenses allowed and paid.

(e) May, as necessary for the transaction of the business of the
Institute, employ officers, employees, agents, and attorneys in accord-
ance with the provisions of the civil service and classification laws,
except that the Institute may, without regard to the civil service and
classification laws, employ, and fix the compensation of, officers,
employees, agents, and attorneys of the Institute employed for service
outside the continental limits of the United States: Provided, That
the salary of any person thus employed shall not exceed the maximum
salary established by the classification laws, and that the Institute
may require bonds of any employee and pay the premiums of such
bonds: Provided further, That no person who is a citizen of the United
States not presently employed by the Institute of Inter-American
affairs or the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., shall be
employed under authority of this paragraph (e) until such person
has been investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation: Pro-
vided further, That no person not a citizen of the United States shall
be employed under authority of this paragraph (e) for service in
any American Republic of which such person is not a citizen except
with the specific approval of the Government of the American Repub-
lic concerned.

(f) May acquire by purchase, devise, bequest, or gift, or otherwise,
lease, hold, and improve such real and personal property as it finds
to be necessary to its purposes, whthter within or without the United
States, and in any manner dispose of all such real and personal
property held by it and use as general funds all receipts arising from
the disposition of such property.

(g) Shall be entitled to the use of the United States mails in the
same manner and on the same conditions as the executive departments
of the Government.

(h) May, with the consent of any board, corporation, commission,
independent establishment, or executive department of the Govern-
ment, including any field service thereof, avail itself of the use of
information, services, facilities, officers, and employees thereof in
carrying out the provisions of this Act.

(i) May accept money, funds, property, and services of everg kind

by gift, devise or bequest, or grant, or otherwise, and make advances
and grants to any individual, corporation, or other body of persons,
whether within or without the United States of America, or to any

government or governmental agency, domestic or foreign, when
deemed advisable by the Institute in furtherance of its purposes.

(j) May sue and be sued, complain, and defend, in its corporate
name in any court of competent jurisdiction.
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SEC. 2. The purposes of this corporation are to further the general 
welfare of, and to strengthen friendship and understanding among, 
the peoples of the American Republics through collaboration with 
other governments and governmental agencies of the American Repub-
lics in planning, initiating, assisting, financing, administering, and 
executing technical programs and projects, especially in the fields of 
public health, sanitation, agriculture, and education. 
SEC. 3. The Institute, as a corporation— 
(a) Shall have succession for a period of three years unless sooner 

dissolved by an Act of Congress. 
(b) May adopt, alter, and use a corporate seal, which shall be 

judicially noticed. 
(c) May make and perform contracts with any individual, corpora-

tion, or other body of persons however designated, whether within or 
without the United States of America, and with any government or 
governmental agency, domestic or foreign. 

(d) Shall determine and prescribe the manner in which its obliga-
tions shall be incurred and its expenses allowed and paid. 

(e) May, as necessary for the transaction of the business of the 
Institute, employ officers, employees, agents, and attorneys in accord-
ance with the provisions of the civil service and classification laws, 
except that the Institute may, without regard to the civil service and 
classification laws, employ, and fix the compensation of, officers, 
employees, agents, and attorneys of the Institute employed for service 
outside the continental limits of the United States: Provided, That 
the salary of any person thus employed shall not exceed the maximum 
salary established by the classification laws, and that the Institute 
may require bonds of any employee and pay the premiums of such 
bonds : Provided further, That no person who is a citizen of the United 
States not presently employed by the Institute of Inter-American 
affairs or the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., shall be 
employed under authority of this paragraph (e) until such person 
has been investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation: Pro-
vided further, That no person not a citizen of the United States shall 
be employed under authority of this paragraph (e) for service in 
any American Republic of which such person is not a citizen except 
with the specific approval of the Government of the American Repub-
lic concerned. 

(f) May acquire by purchase, devise, bequest, or gift, or otherwise, 
lease, hold, and improve such real and personal property as it finds 
to be necessary to its purposes, whether within or without the United 
States, and in any manner dispose of all such real and personal 
property held by it and use as general funds all receipts arising from 
the disposition of such property. 

(g) Shall be entitled to the use of the United States mails in the 
same manner and on the same conditions as the executive departments 
of the Government. 

(h) May, with the consent of any board, corporation, commission, 
independent establishment, or executive department of the Govern-
ment, including any field service thereof, avail itself of the use of 
information, services, facilities, officers, and employees thereof in 
carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

(i) May accept money, funds, property, and services of everA kind 
by gift, devise or bequest, or grant, or otherwise, and make advances 
and grants to any individual, corporation, or other body of persons, 
whether within or without the United States of America, or to any 
government or governmental agency, domestic or foreign, when 
deemed advisable by the Institute in furtherance of its purposes. 

(j) May sue and be sued, complain, and defend, in its corporate 
name in any court of competent jurisdiction. 
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Other powers. (k) Shall have such other powers as may be necessary and incident
to carrying out its powers and duties under this Act.

Termination of SEC. 4. Upon termination of the corporate life of the Institute all
Insttte of its functions shall be liquidated and, thereafter, unless otherwise

provided by Congress, the assets shall be transferred to the United
States Treasury as the property of the United States.

Board of diretors. SEC. 5. (a) The management of the Institute shall be vested in a
board of directors (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") of not less
than five in number, each of whom shall be appointed by the Secretary
of State from among the officials and employees of the Department of
State and, in the discretion of the Secretary of State and with the
consent of the Chiefs of other departments or agencies respectively
concerned from among the officials and employees of other UnitedInvestigation by States Government departments and agencies: Provided That no per-
son shall be appointed as a director under authority of this paragraph
(a) until such person has been investigated by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.

(b) The Secretary of State shall designate one director as Chairman
of the Board.

(c) The directors shall hold office at the pleasure of the Secretary
of State.

Compensation (d) The directors shall receive no additional compensation for their
services as directors but may be allowed actual necessary traveling
and subsistence expenses incurred by them in the performance of
their duties as directors.

(e) The Board shall direct the exercise of all the powers of the
Institute.

Rues, eta. (f) The Board may prescribe, amend, and repeal bylaws, rules, and
regulations governing the manner in which the business of the Institute
may be conducted and in which the powers granted to it by law mayQuorum. be exercised and enjoyed: Provided, That a majority of the Board shall
be required as a quorum.

Oommittees. (g) In furtherance and not in limitation of the powers conferred
upon it, the Board may appoint such committees for the carrying out
of the work of the Institute as the Board finds to be for the best interests
of the Institute, each committee to consist of two or more of the
directors, which committees, together with officers and agents duly
authorized by the Board and to the extent provided by the Board,
shall have and may exercise the powers of the Board in the manage-
ment of the business and affairs of the Institute.

Nonprofit corpora. SEC. 6. The Institute shall be a nonprofit corporation and shall have
no capital stock. No part of its revenue, earnings, or other income
or property shall inure to the benefit of its directors, officers, and
employees and such revenue, earnings, or other income, or property
shall be used for the carrying out of the corporate purposes herein set
forth. No director, officer, or employee of the corporation shall in
any manner directly or indirectly participate in the deliberation upon
or the determination of any question affecting his personal interests
or the interests of any corporation, partnership, or organization in
which he is directly or indirectly interested.

Persitonebthother SEC. 7. When approved by the Institute, in furtherance of its pur-
poses, the officers and employees of the Institute may accept and hold
offices or positions to which no compensation is attached with govern-
ments or governmental agencies of the other American Republics.Detaoftemployees. SEC. 8. The Secretary of State shall have authority to detail
employees of the Department of State to the Institute under such cir-cumstances and upon such conditions as he may determine: Provided,
That any such employee so detailed shall not lose any privileges, rights,
or seniority as an employee of the Government by virtue of such
detail.
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(k) Shall have such other powers as may be necessary and incident 
to carrying out its powers and duties under this Act. 
SEC. 4. Upon termination of the corporate life of the Institute all 

of its functions shall be liquidated and, thereafter, unless otherwise 
provided by Congress, the assets shall be transferred to the United 
States Treasury as the property of the United States. 
SEC. 5. (a) The management of the Institute shall be vested in a 

board of directors (hereinafter referred to as the "Board") of not less 
than five in number, each of whom shall be appointed by the Secretary 
of State from among the officials and employees of the Department of 
State and, in the discretion of the Secretary of State and with the 
consent of the Chiefs of other departments or agencies respectively.  
concerned from among the officials and employees of other United 
States Government departments and agencies: Provided, That no per-
son shall be appointed as a director under authority of this paragraph 
(a) until such person has been investigated by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 

(b) The Secretary of State shall designate one director as Chairman 
of the Board. 

(c) The directors shall hold office at the pleasure of the Secretary 
of State. 

(d) The directors shall receive no additional compensation for their 
services as directors but may be allowed actual necessary traveling 
and subsistence expenses incurred by them in the performance of 
their duties as directors. 

(e) The Board shall direct the exercise of all the powers of the 
Institute. 

(f) The Board may prescribe, amend, and repeal bylaws, rules, and 
regulations governing the manner in which the business of the Institute 
may be conducted and in which the powers granted to it by law may 
be exercised and enjoyed: Provided, That a majority of the Board shall 
be required as a quorum. 

(g) In furtherance and not in limitation of the powers conferred 
upon it, the Board may appoint such committees for the carrying out 
of the work of the Institute as the Board finds to be for the best interests 
of the Institute, each committee to consist of two or more of the 
directors, which committees, together with officers and agents duly 
authorized by the Board and to the extent provided by the Board, 
shall have and may exercise the powers of the Board in the manage-
ment of the business and affairs of the Institute. 
SEC. 6. The Institute shall be a nonprofit corporation and shall have 

no capital stock. No part of its revenue, earnings, or other income 
or property shall inure to the benefit of its directors, officers, and 
employees and such revenue, earnings, or other income, or property 
shall be used for the carrying out of the corporate purposes herein set 
forth. No director, officer, or employee of the corporation shall in 
any manner directly or indirectly participate in the deliberation upon 
or the determination of any question affecting his personal interests 
or the interests of any corporation, partnership, or organization in 
which he is directly or indirectly interested. 
SEC. 7. When approved by the Institute, in furtherance of its pur-

poses, the officers.  and employees of the Institute may accept and hold 
offices or positions to which no compensation is attached with govern-
ments or governmental agencies of the other American Republics. 
SEC. 8. The Secretary of State shall have authority to detail 

employees of the Department of State to the Institute under such cir-
cumstances and upon such conditions as he may determine: Provided, 
That any such employee so detailed shall not lose any privileges, rights: 
or seniority as an employee of the Government by virtue of such 
detail. 
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SEC. 9. The principal office of the Institute shall be located in the Principal

District of Columbia, but there may be established agencies, branch
offices, or other offices in any place or places within the United States
or the other American Republics in any of which locations the Institute
may carry on all or any of its operations and business under bylaws
or rules and regulations.

SEC. 10. The Institute, including its franchise and income, shall be ExemPtio
exempt from taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States,
or any Territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by any State,
county, municipality, or local taxing authority.

SEC. 11. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby Rights res
expressly reserved. If any clause, sentence, paragraph, or part of this ,Separabil
Act shall for any reason be adjudged by any court of competent juris-
diction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or invali-
date the remainder of this Act, but shall be confined in its operations
to the clause, sentence, paragraph, or part thereof directly involved
in the controversy in which such judgment shall have been rendered.

SEC. 12. The Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the Inter- prospetr
American Educational Foundation, Inc., two Government corpora-
tions caused to be created under the laws of the State of Delaware on
March 31, 1942, and September 25, 1943, respectively, by the Coordina-
tor of Inter-American Affairs, shall, within ten days following the
enactment of this Act, transfer to the corporation created by this
Act all necessary personnel, the assets, funds, and property-real,
personal, and mixed-and all debts, liabilities, obligations, and duties,
and all rights, privileges, and powers subject to all restrictions, disa-
bilities, and duties of the two said corporations, and the corporation
created by this Act, shall accept full title to and ownership of all the
assets, funds, and property-real, personal, and mixed-and all debts,
liabilities, obligations, and duties, and all rights, privileges, and powers
subject to the said restrictions, disabilities, and duties of the two said
corporations and all such debts, liabilities, obligations, and duties of
the two said corporations shall henceforth attach to the corporation
created by this Act and may be enforced against it to the same extent
as if said debts, liabilities, obligations, and duties had been incurred or
contracted by the corporation created by this Act: Proidded, That all pl iy F
citizens of the United States presently employed by the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs or the Inter-Aierlican Educational Founda-
tion, Inc., and transferred under authority of this section 12 to the
corporation created by this Act shall be investigated by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation within six months following the date of
enactment of this Act: Provided further, That no person not a citizen citlzon
of the United States presently employed by the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs or the Inter-American Educational Foundation,
Inc., for service in an American Republic of which such person is not
a citizen, and transferred under authority of this section 12, shall be
retained in such service for a period exceeding three months from the
date of enactment of this Act except with the specific approval of the
government of the American Republic concerned.

SFC. 13. The Institute shall be subject to the provisions of the
Government Corporation Control Act (Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth 31 U
Congress). At'

SEC. 14. There are authorized to be appropriated, at a rate not to Appropr5i

exceed $5,000,000 annually, out of any money in the Treasury not thorized.
otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to carry out
this Act. Short tit.

This Act may be cited as the "Institute of Inter-American Affairs
Act".

Approved August 5, 1947.
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SEC. 9. The principal office of the Institute shall be located in the 
District of Columbia, but there may be established agencies, branch 
offices, or other offices in any place or places within the United States 
or the other American Republics in any of which locations the Institute 
may carry on all or any of its operations and business under bylaws 
or rules and regulations. 

SEC. 10. The Institute, including its franchise and income, shall be 
exempt from taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States, 
or any Territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by any State, 
county, municipality, or local taxing authority. 
SEC. 11. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby 

expressly reserved. If any clause, sentence, paragraph, or part of this 
Act shall for any reason be adjudged by any court of competent juris-
diction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or invali-
date the remainder of this Act, but shall be confined in its operations 
to the clause, sentence, paragraph, or part thereof directly involved 
in the controversy in which such judgment shall have been rendered. 
SEC. 12. The Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the Inter-

American Educational Foundation, Inc., two Government corpora-
tions caused to be created under the laws of the State of Delaware on 
March 31, 1942, and September 25, 1943, respectively, by the Coordina-
tor of Inter-American Affairs, shall, within ten days following the 
enactment of this Act, transfer to the corporation created by this 
Act all necessary personnel, the assets, funds, and property—real, 
personal, and mixed—and all debts, liabilities, obligations, and duties, 
and all rights, privileges, and powers subject to all restrictions, disa-
bilities, and duties of the two said corporations, and the corporation 
created by this Act, shall accept full title to and ownership of all the 
assets, funds, and property—real, personal, and mixed—and all debts, 
liabilities, obligations, and duties, and all rights, privileges, and powers 
subject to the said restrictions, disabilities, and duties of the two said 
corporations and all such debts, liabilities, obligations, and duties of 
the two said corporations shall henceforth attach to the corporation 
created by this Act and may be enforced against it to the same extent 
as if said debts, liabilities, obligations' and duties had been incurred or 
contracted by the corporation created by this Act: Provided, That all 
citizens of the United States presently employed by the Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs or the Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion, Inc., and transferred under authority of this section 12 to the 
corporation created by this Act shall be investigated by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation within six months following the date of 
enactment of this Act: Provided further, That no person not a citizen 
of the United States presently employed by the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs or the Inter-American Educational Foundation, 
Inc., for service in an American Republic of which such person is not 
a citizen, and transferred under authority, of this section 12, shall be 
retained in such service for a period exceeding three months from the 
date of enactment of this Act except with the specific approval of the 
government of the American Republic concerned. 
SEC. 13. The Institute shall be subject to the provisions of the 

Government Corporation Control Act (Public Law 248, Seventy-ninth 
Congress). 
SEC. 14. There are authorized to be appropriated, at a rate not to 

exceed $5,000,000 annually, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to carry out 
this Act. 

This Act may be cited as the "Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
Act". 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 499]
JOINT RESOLUTION

August 5, 1947
[S.. .es. 138] To provide for returns of Italian property in the United States, and for other

[Public Law 370] purposes.

Return of Italian Whereas article 79 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy, signed at Paris
proper. on February 10, 1947, grants to the Allied and Associated Powers

the right to seize and retain "all property rights and interests which
on the coming into force of the present treaty are within its territory
and belong to Italy or to Italian nationals, and to apply such prop-
erty or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it may desire, within
the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against Italy or
Italian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully satisfied
under other articles of the present treaty" and further provides
that "All Italian property, or the proceeds thereof, in excess of the
amount of such claims, shall be returned"; and

Whereas, pursuant to article 79 of the treaty of peace, negotiations
have been entered into between the Governments of the United
States and of Italy looking toward an agreement under which, upon
the return of property, formerly Italian, in the United States, Italy
will place at the disposal of the United States funds to be used in
meeting certain claims of nationals of the United States and

Whereas, for the purpose of carrying out such agreement, it is desira-
ble to authorize, in accordance with the procedures provided for in
section 32 of the Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917

.60sS.'app.3 40 Stat. 411), as amended, return to Italy or citizens or subjects of
Infm. Italy, or corporations or associations organized under the laws of

Italy, of property vested in or transferred to the United States or
its agencies; and

Whereas, for the purpose of aiding the revival of the Italian economy
and establishing it on a self-sustaining basis, it is desirable that
there be returned or transferred to Italy those Italian vessels
acquired by the United States after December 7, 1941, for use in
the war effort and now owned by the United States and vessels of a
total tonnage approximately equal to the tonnage of those Italian
vessels seized by the United States after September 1, 1939, and
lost while being employed in the United States war effort: There-
fore be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President, or such
officer or agency as he may designate, is hereby authorized to return,
in accordance with the procedures provided for in section 32 of the

Supra. Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended, any property or interest,
or the net proceeds thereof, which has been, since December 18, 1941,
vested in or transferred to any officer or agency of the United States
pursuant to the Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended, and which
immediately prior to such vesting or transfer was the property or
interest of Italy or a citizen or subject of Italy, or a corporation or
association organized under the laws of Italy.

SEC. 2. Section 32 (a) (2) of the Trading With the Enemy Act of
60 tt. 51. p October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 411), as amended, is hereby further amended50 U. S. C. app.

132 (a) (2). to read as follows:
c Oners, etc .,x "(2) that such owner, and legal representative or successor in

interest, if any, are not-
"(A) the Government of Germany, Japan, Bulgaria, Hun-

gary, or Rumania; orCorporations, etc., ;, ccorganize der ) a corporation or association organized under the
laws of such nation: Provided That any property or interest
or proceeds which, but for the provisions of this subdivision
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[CHAPTER 499] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To provide for returns of Italian property in the United States, and for other 
purposes. 

Whereas article 79 of the Treaty of Peace with Italy, signed at Paris 
on February 10, 1947, grants to the Allied and Associated Powers 
the right to seize and retain "all property rights and interests which 
on the coming into force of the present treaty are within its territory 
and belong to Italy or to Italian nationals, and to apply such prop-
erty or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it may desire, within 
the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against Italy or 
Italian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully satisfied 
under other articles of the present treaty" and further provides 
that "All Italian property, or the proceeds thereof, in excess of the 
amount of such claims, shall be returned"; and 

Whereas, pursuant to article 79 of the treaty of peace, negotiations 
have been entered into between the Governments of the United 
States and of Italy looking toward an agreement under which, upon 
the return of property, formerly Italian, in the United States, Italy 
will place at the disposal of the United States funds to be used in 
meeting certain claims of nationals of the United States ; and 

Whereas, for the purpose of carrying out such agreement, it is desira-
ble to authorize, in accordance with the procedures provided for in 
section 32 of the Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917 
40 Stat. 411), as amended, return to Italy or citizens or subjects of 
Italy, or corporations or associations organized under the laws of 
Italy, of property vested in or transferred to the United States or 
its agencies; and 

Whereas, for the purpose of aiding the revival of the Italian economy 
and establishing it on a self-sustaining basis, it is desirable that 
there be returned or transferred to Italy those Italian vessels 
acquired by the United States after December 7, 1941, for use in 
the war effort and now owned by the United States and vessels of a 
total tonnage approximately equal to the tonnage of those Italian 
vessels seized by the United States after September 1, 1939, and 
lost while being employed in the United States war effort: Them-
fore be it 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That the President, or such 
officer or agency as he may designate, is hereby authorized to return, 
in accordance with the procedures provided for in section 32 of the 
Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended, any property or interest, 
or the net proceeds thereof, which has been, since December 18, 1941, 

i vested n or transferred to any officer or agency of the United States 
pursuant to the Trading With the Enemy Act, as amended, and which 
immediately prior to such vesting or transfer was the property or 
interest of Italy or a citizen or subject of Italy, or a corporation or 
association organized under the laws of Italy. 
SEC. 2. Section 32 (a) (2) of the Trading With the Enemy Act of 

October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 411), as amended, is hereby further amended 
to read as follows: 

"(2) that such owner, and legal representative or successor in 
interest, if any, are not— 

" (A) the Government of Germany, Japan, Bulgaria, Hun-
gary, or Rumania; or 
"(B) a corporation or association organized under the 

laws of such nation: Provided, That any property or interest 
or proceeds which, but for the provisions of this subdivision 
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(B), might be returned under this section to any such cor-
poration or association, may be returned to the owner or
owners of all the stock of such corporation or of all the pro-
prietary and beneficial interest in such association, if their
ownership of such stock or proprietary and beneficial interest
existed immediately prior to vesting in or transfer to the
Alien Property Custodian and continuously thereafter to the
date of such return (without regard to purported divestments
or limitations of such ownership by any government referred
to in subdivision (A) hereof) and if such ownership was by
one or more citizens of the United States or by one or more
corporations organized under the laws of the United States
or any State, Territory, or possession thereof, or the District
of Columbia: Provided further, That such owner or owners
shall succeed to those obligations limited in aggregate amount
to the value of such property or interest or proceeds, which
are lawfully assertible against the corporation or association
by persons not ineligible to receive a return under this
section; or

"(C) an individual voluntarily resident at any time since
December 7, 1941, within the territory of such nation, other
than a citizen of the United States or a diplomatic or consular
officer of Italy or of any nation with which the United States
has not at any time since December 7, 1941, been at war:
Provided, That an individual who, while in the territory of
a nation with which the United States has at any time since
December 7, 1941, been at war, was deprived of life or sub-
stantially deprived of liberty pursuant to any law, decree, or
regulation of such nation discriminating against political,
racial, or religious groups, shall not be deemed to have volun-
tarily resided in such territory; or

"(D) an individual who was at any time after December
7, 1941, a citizen or subject of Germany, Japan, Bulgaria,
Hungary, or Rumania, and who on or after December 7, 1941,
and prior to the date of the enactment of this section, was
present (other than in the service of the United States) in
the territory of such nation or in any territory occupied by
the military or naval forces thereof or engaged in any busi-
ness in any such territory: Provided, That notwithstanding
the provisions of this subdivision (D) return may be made
to an individual who, as a consequence of any law, decree, or
regulation of the nation of which he was then a citizen or
subject, discriminating against political, racial, or religious
groups, has at no time between December 7,1941, and the time
when such law, decree, or regulation was abrogated, enjoyed
full rights of citizenship under the law of such nation; or

"(E) a foreign corporation or association which at any
time after December 7,1941, was controlled or 50 per centum
or more of the stock of which was owned by any person or
persons ineligible to receive a return under subdivisions (A),
(B), (C), or (D) hereof: Provided. That notwithstanding
the provisions of this subdivision (E), return may be made
to a corporation or association so controlled or owned, if such
corporation or association was organized under the laws of
a nation any of whose territory was occupied by the military
or naval forces of any nation with which the United States
has at any time since December 7. 1941. been at war, and if
such control or ownership arose after March 1, 1938, as an
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(B), !night be returned under this section to any such cor-
poration or association, may be returned to the owner or 
owners of all the stock of such corporation or of all the pro-
prietary. and beneficial interest in such association, if their 
ownership of such stock or proprietary and beneficial interest 
existed immediately prior to vesting in or transfer to the 
Alien Property Custodian and continuously thereafter to the 
date of such return (without regard to purported divestments 
or limitations of such ownership by any government referred 
to in subdivision (A) hereof) and if such ownership was by 
one or more citizens of the United States or by one or more 
corporations organized under the laws of the United States 
or any State, Territory, or possession. thereof, or the District 
of Columbia: Provided further, That such owner or owners 
shall succeed to those obligations limited in aggregate amount 
to the value of such property or interest or proceeds, which 
are lawfully assertible against the corporation or association 
by persons not ineligible to receive a return under this 
section; or 
"(C) an individual voluntarily resident at any time since 

December 7, 1941, within the territory of such nation, other 
than a citizen of the United States or a diplomatic or consular 
officer of Italy or of any nation with which the United States 
has not at any time since December 7, 1941, been at war: 
Provided, That an individual who, while in the territory of 
a nation with which the United States has at any time since 
December 7, 1941, been at war, was deprived of life or sub-
stantially deprived of liberty pursuant to any law, decree, or 
regulation of such nation discriminating against political, 
racial, or religious groups, shall not be deemed to have volun-
tarily resided in such territory; or 
" ()J) an individual who was at any time after December 

7, 1941, a citizen or subject of Germany, Japan, Bulgaria, 
Hungary, or Rumania, and who on or after December 7, 1941, 
and prior to the date of the enactment of this section, was 
present (other than in the service of the United States) in 
the territory of such nation or in any territory occupied by 
the military or naval forces thereof or engaged in any busi-
ness in any such territory: Provided, That notwithstanding 
the provisions of this subdivision (D) return may be made 
to an individual who, as a consequence of any law, decree, or 
regulation of the nation of which he was then a citizen or 
subject, discriminating against political, racial, or religious 
groups, has at no time between December 7, 1941, and the time 
when such law, decree, or regulation was abrogated, enjoyed 
full rights of citizenship under the law of such nation; or 
"(E) a foreign corporation or association which at any 

time after December 7, 1941, was controlled or 50 per centum 
or more of the stock of which was owned by any person or 
persons ineligible to receive a return under subdivisions (A), 
(B), (C), or (D) hereof: Provided. That notwithstanding 
the provisions of this subdivision (E), return may be made 
to a corporation or association so controlled or owned, if such 
corporation or association was organized .under the laws of 
a nation any of whose territory was occupied by the military 
or naval forces of any nation with which the United States 
has at any time since December 7. 1941. been at war, and if 
such control or ownership arose after March 1, 1938, as an 
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incident to such occupation and was terminated prior to the
enactment of this section;

and"
SEC. 3. The first sentence of section 33 of the Trading With the

Enemy Act (40 Stat. 411), as amended, is hereby further amended to
read as follows:

"SEC. 33. No return may be made pursuant to section 9 (a) or 32 (a)
unless notice of claim for return has been filed within two years from
the seizure or vesting in the Alien Property Custodian, as the case
may be, of the property or interest in respect of which the claim is
made or by August 8, 1948, or in the cases of claims pursuant to sec-
tion 32 (a) by Italy, citizens or subjects of Italy, or corporations or
associations organized under the laws of Italy, by July 31, 1949,
whichever is later.

SEC. 4. The President is authorized upon such terms as he deems
necessary (a) to transfer to the Government of Italy all vessels which
were under Italian registry and flag on September 1, 1939, and were
thereafter acquired by the United States and are now owned by the
United States: and (b) with respect to any vessel under Italian
registry and liag on September 1, 1939, and subsequently seized in
United States ports and thereafter lost while being employed in the
United States war effort, to transfer to the Government of Italy sur-
plus merchant vessels of the United States of a total tonnage approxi-
mately equal to the total tonnage of the Italian vessels lost: Provided,
That no monetary compensation shall be paid either for the use by the
United States or its agencies of former Italian vessels so acquired or
seized or for the return or transfer of such vessels or substitute vessels.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 502]
AN ACT

To increase the number of authorized aviation stations operated by the Coast
Guard, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the sixth para-
graph under the heading "Coast Guard" of the Act entitled "An Act
making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and for other pur-
poses", approved August 29, 1916 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 14, sec.
29), is amended to read as follows:

"For the purpose of saving life and property along the coasts of
and in the interior of the United States and its possessions, and at sea,
and to assist in the national defense, the Secretary of the Treasury is
authorized to establish, equip, and maintain aviation stations, not
exceeding fifteen in number, at such points in the United States and
its possessions as he may deem advisable, and to detail for aviation
duty and instruction in connection therewith officers and enlisted men
of the United States Coast Guard."

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 503]
August 6, 1947
[H. R. 2800]

[Public Law 372]

48 Stat. 132.
12 U.S. C. 1464 (c).

AN ACT
To amend section 5 of Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (c)
of section 5 of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is
hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
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incident to such occupation and was terminated prior to the 
enactment of this section; 

and" 
SEc. 3. The first sentence of section 33 of the Trading With the 

Enemy Act (40 Stat. 411), as amended, is hereby further amended to 
read as follows: 

"SEc. 33. No return may be made pursuant to section 9 (a) or 32 (a) 
unless notice of claim for return has been filed within two years from 
the seizure or vesting in the Alien Property Custodian, as the case 
may be, of the property or interest in respect of which the claim is 
made or by August 8, 1948, or in the cases of claims pursuant to sec-
tion 32 (a) by Italy, citizens or subjects of Italy, or corporations or 
associations organized .under the laws of Italy, by July 31, 1949, 
whichever is later. 
SEC. 4. The President is authorized upon such terms as he deems 

necessary (a) to transfer to the Government of Italy all vessels which 
were under Italian registry and flag on September 1, 1939, and were 
thereafter acquired by the United States and are now owned by the 
United States; and (b) with respect to any vessel under Italian 
registry and flag on September 1, 1939, and subsequently seized in 
United States ports and thereafter lost while being employed in the 
United States war effort, to transfer to the Government of Italy sur-
plus merchant vessels of the United States of a total tonnage approxi-
mately equal to the total tonnage of the Italian vessels lost: Provided, 
That no monetary compensation shall be paid either for the use by the 
United States or its agencies of former Italian vessels so acquired or 
seized or for the return or transfer of such vessels or substitute vessels. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 502] 
AN ACT 

To increase the number of authorized aviation stations operated by the Coast 
Guard, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaaves of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the sixth para-
graph under the heading "Coast Guard" of the Act entitled "An Act 
making appropriations for the naval service for the fiscal year ending 
June thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and for other pur-
poses", approved August 29, 1916 (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 14, sec. 
29), is amended to read as follows: 
"For the purpose of saving life and property along the coasts of 

and in the interior of the United States and its possessions, and at sea, 
and to assist in the national defense, the Secretary of the Treasury is 
authorized to establish, equip, and maintain aviation stations, not 
exceeding fifteen in number, at such points in the United States and 
its possessions as he may deem advisable, and to detail for aviation 
duty and instruction in connection therewith officers and enlisted men 
of the United States Coast Guard." 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 503] 
AN ACT 

To amend section 5 of Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That subsection (c) 
of section 5 of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is 
hereby amended by adding at the end thereof the following: 
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"Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection except the
area restriction such associations may invest their funds in loans
insured under title I of the National Housing Act, as amended, loans
guaranteed or insured as provided in the Servicemen's Readjustment
Act of 1944, as amended (except business loans provided by section 503
thereof and not secured by a lien on real estate), or in other loans for
property alteration, repair, or improvement: Provided, That no such
loan shall be made in excess of $1,500 except in conformity to the other
provisions of this subsection, and that the total amount of loans so
made without regard to the other provisions of this subsection shall
not, at any time, exceed 15 per centum of the association's assets."

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 504]
AN ACT

To define the functions and duties of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, to provide
charts and related information for the safe navigation of marine and
air commerce, and to provide basic data for engineering and scientific
purposes and for other commercial and industrial needs, the Director
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, hereinafter referred to as the
Director, under direction of the Secretary of Commerce, is authorized
to conduct the following activities in the United States, its Territories,
and possessions:

(1) Hydrographic and topographic surveys of coastal water and
land areas (including surveys of offlying islands, banks, shoals, and
other offshore areas);

(2) Hydrographic and topographic surveys of lakes, rivers, reser-
voirs, and other inland waters not otherwise provided for by statute;

(3) Tide and current observations;
(4) Geodetic-control surveys;
(5) Field surveys for aeronautical charts;
(6) Geomagnetic, seismological, gravity, and related geophysical

measurements and investigations, and observations for the deternlina-
tion of variation in latitude and longitude.

SEC. 2. In order that full public benefit may be derived from the
operations of the Coast and Geodetic Survey by the dissemination of
data resulting from the activities herein authorized and of related
data from other sources, the Director is authorized to conduct the
following activities:

(1) Analysis and prediction of tide and current data;
(2) Processing and publication of data, information, compilations,

and reports;
(3) Compilation and printing of aeronautical charts of the United

States, its Territories, and possessions; and, in addition, the compila-
tion and printing of such aeronautical charts covering international
airways as are required primarily by United States civil aviation;

(4) Compilation and printing of nautical charts of the United
States, its Territories, and possessions;

(5) Distribution of aeronautical charts and related navigational
publications required by United States civil aviation;

(6) Distribution of nautical charts and related navigational pub-
lications for the United States, its Territories, and possessions.

SEC. 3. To provide for the orderly collection of geomagnetic data
from domestic and foreign sources, and to assure that such data shall
be readily available to Government and private agencies and indi-
viduals, the Coast and Geodetic Survey is hereby designated as the
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"Notwithstanding any other provision of this subsection except the 
area restriction such associations may invest their funds in loans 
insured under title I of the National Housing Act, as amended, loans 
guaranteed or insured as provided in the Servicemen's Readjustment 
Act of 1944, as amended (except business loans provided by section 503 
thereof and not secured by a lien on real estate), or in other loans for 
property alteration, repair, or improvement: Provided, That no such 
loan shall be made in excess of $1,500 except in conformity to the other 
provisions of this subsection, and that the total amount of loans so 
made without regard to the other provisions of this subsection shall 
not, at any time, exceed 15 per centum of the association's assets." 
Approved August 6, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 504] 
AN ACT 

August 6, 1947 
To define the functions and duties of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and for  [H. R.3541]  

other purposes. [Public Law 373] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, to provide 
charts and related information for the safe navigation of marine and 
air commerce, and to provide basic data for engineering and scientific 
purposes and for other commercial and industrial needs, the Director 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, hereinafter referred to as the 
Director, under direction of the Secretary of Commerce, is authorized 
to conduct the following activities in the United States, its Territories, 
and possessions: 

(1) Hydrographic and topographic surveys of coastal water and 
land areas (including surveys of ofilying islands, banks, shoals, and 
other offshore areas) ; 

(2) Hydrographic and topographic surveys of lakes, rivers, reser-
voirs, and other inland waters not otherwise provided for by statute; 

(3) Tide and current observations; 
(4) Geodetic-control surveys; 
(5) Field surveys for aeronautical charts; 
(6) Geomagnetic, seismological, gravity, and related geophysical 

measurements and investigations, and observations for the determina-
tion of variation in latitude and longitude. 
SEC. 2. In order that full public benefit may be derived from the 

operations of the Coast and Geodetic Survey by the dissemination of 
data resulting from the activities herein authorized and of related 
data from other sources, the Director is authorized to conduct the 
following activities: 

(1) Analysis and prediction of tide and current data; 
(2) Processing and publication of data, information, compilations, 

and reports; 
(3) Compilation and printing of aeronautical charts of the United 

States, its Territories, and possessions; and, in addition, the compila-
tion and printing of such aeronautical charts covering international 
airways as are required primarily by United States civil aviation; 

(4) Compilation and printing of nautical charts of the United 
States, its Territories, and possessions; 

(5) Distribution of aeronautical charts and related navigational 
publications required by United States civil aviation; 

(6) Distribution of nautical charts and related navigational pub-
lications for the United States, its Territories, and possessions. 
SEC. 3. To provide for the orderly collection of geomagnetic data 

from domestic and foreign sources, and to assure that such data shall 
be readily available to Government and private agencies and indi-
viduals, the Coast and Geodetic Survey is hereby designated as the 
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central depository of the United States Government for geomagnetic
data, and the Director is authorized to collect, correlate, and dissemi-
nate such data.

Developmental SEC. 4. To improve the efficiency of the Coast and Geodetic Survey
and to increase engineering and scientific knowledge, the Director is
authorized to conduct developmental work for the improvement of
surveying and cartographic methods, instruments, and equipments;
and to conduct investigations and research in geophysical sciences
(including geodesy, oceanography, seismology, and geomagnetism).

Cooperation with SEC. 5. The Director is authorized to enter into cooperative agree-
organizations. ments with, and to receive and expend funds made available by,

any State or subdivision thereof, or any public or private organization,
or individual, for surveys or investigations authorized herein, or for
performing related surveying and mapping activities, including
special-purpose maps, and for the preparation and publication of
the results thereof.

Contracts. SEC. 6. The Director is authorized to contract with qualified organi-
zations for the performance of any part of the authorized functions
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey when he deems such procedure
to be in the public interests.

Acceptance of gifts, SEC. 7. The Secretary of Commerce is hereby authorized to accept
and utilize gifts or bequests of money and other real or personal
property for the purpose of aiding or facilitating the work of the

Tax exemption. Coast and Geodetic Survey and such gifts and bequests and the income
therefrom shall be exempt from Federal taxes.

Employment of SE O. 8. The President is authorized to cause to be employed such
of the public vessels as he deems it expedient to employ, and to give
such instructions for regulating their conduct as he deems proper
in order to carry out the provisions of this Act.

aUtproprl'ations SEC. 9. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such funds
as may be necessary to acquire, construct, maintain, and operate
ships, stations, equipment, and facilities and for such other expendi-
tures, including personal services at the seat of government and
elsewhere and including the erection of temporary observatory
buildings and lease of sites therefor, as may be necessary for the
conduct of the activities herein authorized.

Repeals. SEC. 10. The following statutes are hereby repealed:
(1) The Act of January 31, 1925 (ch. 121, 43 Stat. 802; 33 U. S. C.

866).
(2 Section 4681 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 881).
(3) Section 4682 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 882)
(4) Section 4683 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 883).
5) Section 4684 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 883).

(6) Section 4686 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 885).
Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 505]
August 6,1947 AN ACT

[H. R. 3738] To amend Public Law 88, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 23, 1945.[Public Law 374]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law

5 SuatsC. 0.6b 88, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 23, 1945, is amended by
note

. adding a new section to read as follows:
slughtePrer. ig SEC. 3. Any person who, after the issuance of amendment num-

Extracompensation bered 1 (dated July 5, 1945) or amendment numbered 2 (dated July
11, 1945) to Directive Numbered 56 of the Director of Economic Sta-
bilization, and pursuant to the authority thereof, became qualified and
eligible, or was declared or determined by such Director to have the
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central depository of the United States Government for geomagnetic 
data, and the Director is authorized to collect, correlate, and dissemi-
nate such data. 

SEC. 4. To improve the efficiency of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
and to increase engineering and scientific knowledge, the Director is 
authorized to conduct developmental work for the improvement of 
surveying and cartographic methods, instruments, and equipments; 
and to conduct investigations and research in geophysical sciences 
(including geodesy, oceanography, seismology, and geomagnetism). 
SEC. 5. The Director is authorized to enter into cooperative agree-

ments with, and to receive and expend funds made available .by, 
any State or subdivision thereof, or any public or private organization, 
or individual, for surveys or investigations authorized herein, or for 
performing related surveying and mapping activities, including 
special-purpose maps, and for the preparation and publication of 
the results thereof. 
SEC. 6. The Director is authorized to contract with qualified organi-

zations for the performance of any part of the authorized functions 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey when he deems such procedure 
to be in the public interests. 
SEC. 7. The Secretary of Commerce is hereby authorized to accept 

and utilize gifts or bequests of money and other real or personal 
property for the purpose of aiding or facilitating the work of the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey and such gifts and bequests and the income 
therefrom shall be exempt from Federal taxes. 
SE°. 8. The President is authorized to cause to be employed such 

of the public vessels as he deems it expedient to employ, and to give 
such instructions for regulating their conduct as he deems proper 
in order to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 9. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such funds 

as may be necessary to acquire, construct, maintain, and operate 
ships, stations, equipment, and facilities and for such other expendi-
tures, including personal services at the seat of government and 
elsewhere and including the erection of temporary observatory 
buildings and lease of sites therefor, as may be necessary for the 
conduct of the activities herein authorized. 

SEc. 10. The following statutes are hereby repealed: 
(1) The Act of January 31, 1925 (ch. 121, 43 Stat. 802; 33 U. S. C. 

866). 
(2 Section 4681 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 881). 
(3 Section 4682 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 882 . 
(4 Section 4683 of the Revised Statutes (33 U. S. C. 883 . 
(5) Section 4684 of the Revised Statutes 33 U. S. C. 883 
(6) Section 4686 of the Revised Statutes  . 33 U. S. C. 885). 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 505] 
AN ACT 

To amend Public Law 88, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 23, 1945. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Public Law 
88, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved June 23, 1945, is amended by 
adding a new section to read as follows: 
"SEC. 3. Any person who, after the issuance of amendment num-

bered 1 (dated July 5, 1945) or amendment numbered 2 (dated July 
11, 1945) to Directive Numbered 56 of the Director of Economic Sta-
bilization, and pursuant to the authority thereof, became qualified and 
eligible, or was declared or determined by such Director to have the 
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necessary qualifications for eligibility, to receive extra compensation
payments as a nonprocessing slaughterer (such person previously
having been held not qualified to receive extra compensation payments
as a nonprocessing slaughterer), shall be entitled to receive such extra
compensation payments for such period of time prior to July 23, 1945,
as such person would have been entitled to receive if such Directive
Numbered 56, and amendments numbered 1 and 2 thereto, and any
such determination by such Director, had become effective November
1, 1943. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and
directed to make the extra compensation payments which any person
is entitled to receive pursuant to this section. As used in this
section the term 'person' includes an individual, firm, partnership, or
corporation: Provided, That claims hereunder must be filed within
six months after the enactment of this Act."

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 506]
AN ACT

To change the order of priority for payment out of the German special deposit
account, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 (b)
of the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, as amended, is amended
by striking out the word "and" at the end of paragraph (2), by strik-
ing out the period at the end of paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu
thereof a semicolon followed by the word "and", and by adding the
following new paragraph:

"(4) All money held in the Alien Property Trust Fund whose pay-
ment is restricted under the joint resolution entitled 'Joint resolution
to amend the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, as amended',
approved June 27, 1934, other than property with respect to which
the restrictions imposed by such joint resolution have been removed
by the President prior to the enactment of this paragraph. The
Attorney General shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the
amounts to be so deposited."

SEC. 2. Paragraph (13) of section 4 (c) of the Settlement of War
Claims Act of 1928, as amended, is redesignated "(14)" and para-
graphs (8), (9), (10), (11), and (12) are amended to read as
follows:

"(8) To pay (A) the accrued interest payable under subsection
(c) of section (2) (in respect of awards of the Mixed Claims
Commission) and (B) after such interest has been paid in full,
to pay amounts equal to the difference between the aggregate
payments (in respect of awards of the Mixed Claims Commis-
sion) authorized by subsections (b) and (c) of section 2 and the
amounts previously paid in respect thereof: Provided, That, for
the purpose only of subsection (c) of section 2, the amounts pay-
able under subsection (b) of section 2 and remaining unpaid
shall be deemed reduced by the amount of any payments of
interest hereafter made under clause (A) hereof;

"(9) To pay into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts the
amount of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission to the
United States on its own behalf on account of claims of the United
States against Germany;

" (10) To pay the accrued interest payable under subsection (h)
of section 3 (in respect of awards to German nationals);

"(11) To make such payments as are necessary (A) to repay
the amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian under sub-
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necessary qualifications for eligibility, to receive extra compensation 
payments as a nonprocessing slaughterer (such person previously 
having been held not qualified to receive extra compensation payments 
as a nonprocessing slaughterer), shall be entitled to receive such extra 
compensation payments for such period of time prior to July 23, 1945, 
as such person would have been entitled to receive if such Directive 
Numbered 56, and amendments numbered 1 and 2 thereto, and any 
such determination by such Director, had become effective November 
1, 1943. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized and 
directed to make the extra compensation payments which any person 
is entitled to receive pursuant to this section. As used in. this 
section the term 'person' includes an individual, firm, partnership, or 
corporation: Provided, That claims hereunder must be filed within 
six months after the enactment of this Act." 
Approved August 6, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 506] 
AN ACT August 6, 1947 

To change the order of priority for payment out of the German special deposit  [H. R. 4043]  
account, and for other purposes. [Public Law 375] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresentatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 4 (b) 
of the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, as amended, is amended 
by striking out the word "and" at the end of paragraph (2) , by strik-
ing out the period at the end of paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu 
thereof a semicolon followed by the word "and", and by adding the 
following new paragraph: 

"(4) All money held in the Alien Property Trust Fund whose pay-
ment is restricted under the joint resolution entitled 'Joint resolution 
to amend the Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, as amended', 
approved June 27, 1934, other than property with respect to which 
the restrictions imposed by such joint resolution have been removed 
by the President prior to the enactment of this paragraph. The 
Attorney General shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the 
amounts to be so deposited." 
SEC. 2. Paragraph (13) of section 4 (c) of the Settlement of War 

Claims Act of 1928, as amended, is redesignated " (14) " and para-
graphs (8), (9), (10), (11), and (12) are amended to read as 
follows: 

"(8) To pay (A) the accrued interest payable under subsection 
(c) of section (2) (in respect of awards of the Mixed Claims 
Commission) and (B) after such interest has been paid in full, 
to pay amounts equal to the difference between the aggregate 
payments (in respect of awards of the Mixed Claims Commis-
sion) authorized by subsections (b) and (c) of section 2 and the 
amounts previously paid in respect thereof: Provided, That, for 
the purpose only of subsection (c) of section 2, the amounts pay-
able under subsection (b) of section 2 and remaining unpaid 
shall be deemed reduced by the amount of any payments of 
interest hereafter made under clause (A) hereof; 

"(9) To pay into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts the 
amount of the awards of the Mixed Claims Commission to the 
United States on its own behalf on account of claims of the United 
States against Germany; 

"(10) To pay the accrued interest payable under subsection (h) 
of section 3 (in respect of awards to German nationals) ; 

"(11) To make such payments as are necessary (A) to repay 
the amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian under sub-
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45 Stat. 268.
50 U. S. C. app.
26 (a).

45 Stat. 258.
Apportionment of

payments.

Accrued interest on
participating certifi-
cates.

45 Stat. 268.
50 U. S. C. app.
25 (a).

Unallocated inter-
est fund.

46 Stat. 268.
50 U. . C. app.
25 (b).

45 Stat. 273.
50 U. S. C. app.
26(c).

section (a) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy Act, as
amended (relating to the investment of 20 per centum of German
property temporarily withheld), (B) to pay amounts equal to
the difference between the aggregate payments (in respect of
claims of German nationals) authorized by subsections (g) and
(h) of section 3 and the amounts previously paid in respect thereof.
If funds available are not sufficient to make the total payments
authorized by this paragraph, the amount of payments made from
time to time shall be apportioned among the payments authorized
under clauses (A) and (B), according to the aggregate amount
remaining unpaid under each clause;

"(12) To pay accrued interest upon the participating certificates
evidencing the amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian
under subsection (a) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy
Act, as amended (relating to the investment of 20 per centum of
German property temporarily withheld);

"(13) To make such payments as are necessary to repay the
amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian under subsec-
tion (b) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy Act, as
amended (relating to the investment of the unallocated interest
fund); but the amount payable under this paragraph shall not
exceed the aggregate amount allocated to the trusts described in
subsection (c) of section 26 of such Act; and".

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 507]
August 6,1947 AN ACTH.R. 4] To amend the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), as amended[Pubic Law 376] June 26, 196 (49 Stat. 1976).June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976).

Taylor GraingAct,
amendment.

Issuance of grazing
permits.

Fees.

Restriction.

Deposit of funds.
48 Stat. 1273.
43 U. S. C. i§ 315h,

315j.
Po, p. 791.
Distribution.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-tence of section 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat.1270; 43 U. S. C., sec. 315b), is hereby amended to read as follows:
"The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to issue or causeto be issued permits to graze livestock on such grazing districts to suchbona fide settlers, residents, and other stock owners as under his rulesand regulations are entitled to participate in the use of the range, uponthe payment annually of reasonable fees in each case to be fixed ordetermined from time to time, and in fixing the amount of such fees

the Secretary of the Interior shall take into account the extent to whichsuch districts yield public benefits over and above those accruing to the
users of the forage resources for livestock purposes. Such fees shallconsist of a grazing fee for the use of the range, and a rane-improve-
ment fee which, when appropriated by the Congress, shall be availableuntil expended solely for the construction, purchase, or maintenance
of range improvements. Grazing permits shall be issued only to citi-zens of the United States or to those who have filed the necessarydeclarations of intention to become such, as required by the naturali-
zation laws, and to groups, associations, or corporations authorizedto conduct business under the laws of the State in which the grazing
district is located."

SEC. 2. Section 10 of the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48Stat. 1273), as amended June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1978; 43 U. S. C., sec.315 i), is hereby amended to read as follows:
"Except as provided in sections 9 and 11 hereof, all moneys receivedunder the authority of this Act shall be deposited in the Treasury ofthe United States as miscellaneous receipts, but the following opor-

tions of the moneys so received shall be distributed as follows: (a) 12 2
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section (a) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy Act, as 
amended (relating to the investment of 20 per centum of German 
property temporarily withheld), (B) to pay amounts equal to 
the difference between the aggregate payments (in respect of 
claims of German nationals) authorized by subsections (g) and 
(h) of section 3 and the amounts previously paid in respect thereof. 
If funds available are not sufficient to make the total payments 
authorized by this paragraph, the amount of payments made from 
time to time shall be apportioned among the payments authorized 
under clauses (A) and (B), according to the aggregate amount 
remaining unpaid under each clause; 

"(12) To pay accrued interest upon the participating certificates 
evidencing the amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian 
under subsection (a) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy 
Act, as amended (relating to the investment of 20 per centum of 
German property temporarily withheld) ; 

"(13) To make such payments as are necessary to repay the 
amounts invested by the Alien Property Custodian under subsec-
tion (b) of section 25 of the Trading With the Enemy Act, as 
amended (relating to the investment of the unallocated interest 
fund) ; but the amount payable under this paragraph shall not 
exceed the aggregate amount allocated to the trusts described in 
subsection (c) of section 26 of such Act; and". 

Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 507] 
AN ACT August 6, 1847 

(H. R. 4079] To amend the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1269), as amended 
[Public Law 376] June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976). 

Taylor Grazing Act, 
amendment. 

Issuance of grazing 
permits. 

Fees. 

Restriction. 

Deposit of funds. 
48 Stat. 1273. 
43 U. S. C. If 315h, 

315j. 
Post, p. 791. 
Distribution. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howse of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first sen-
tence of section 3 of the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 
1270; 43 U. S. C., sec. 315b) , is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to issue or cause 

to be issued permits to graze livestock on such grazing districts to such 
bona fide settlers, residents, and other stock owners as under his rules 
and regulations are entitled to participate in the use of the range, upon 
the payment annually of reasonable fees in each case to be fixed or 
determined from time to time, and in fixing the amount of such fees 
the Secretary of the Interior shall take into account the extent to which 
such districts yield public benefits over and above those accruing to the 
users of the forage resources for livestock purposes. Such fees shall 
consist of a grazing fee for the use of the range, and a range-improve-
ment fee which, when appropriated by the Congress, shall be available 
until expended solely for the construction, purchase, or maintenance 
of range improvements. Grazing permits shall be issued only to citi-
zens of the United States or to those who have filed the necessary 
declarations of intention to become such, as required by the naturali-
zation laws, and to groups, associations, or corporations authorized 
to conduct business under the laws of the State in which the grazing 
district is located." 
SEC. 2. Section 10 of the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934 (48 

Stat. 1273), as amended June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1978; 43 U. S. C., see. 
315i) , is hereby amended to read as follows: 
"Except as provided in sections 9 and 11 hereof, all moneys received 

under the authority of this Act shall be deposited in the Treasury of 
the United States as miscellaneous receipts, but the following propor-
tions of the moneys so received shall be distributed as follows: (a) 12% 
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per centum of the moneys collected as grazing fees under section 3 of
this Act during any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by the
Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which the grazing districts
producing such moneys are situated, to be expended as the State legis-
lature of such State may prescribe for the benefit of the county or
counties in which the grazing districts producing such moneys are
situated: Provided, That if any grazing district is in more than one
State or county, the distributive share to each from the proceeds of
said district shall be proportional to its area in said district; (b) 25
per centum of all moneys collected under section 15 of this Act during
any fiscal year when appropriated by the Congress, shall be available
until expended solely for the construction, purchase, or maintenance
of range improvements; and 50 per centum of all moneys collected
under section 15 of this Act during any fiscal year shall be paid at
the end thereof by the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which
the lands producing such moneys are located, to be expended as the
State legislature of such State may prescribe for the benefit of the
county or counties in which the lands producing such moneys are
located: Provided, That if any leased tract is in more than one State
or county, the distributive share to each from the proceeds of said
leased tract shall be proportional to its area in said leased tract."

SEC. 3. The first two sentences of section 11 of the Taylor Grazing
Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1273), are hereby amended to read as
follows:

"That when appropriated by Congress, 331/3 per centum of all
grazing fees received from each grazing district on Indian lands
ceded to the United States for disposition under the public-land laws
during any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by the Secretary
of the Treasury to the State in which said lands are situated, to be
expended as the State legislature may prescribe for the benefit of
public schools and public roads of the county or counties in which such
grazing lands are situated. And the remaining 6623 per centum of all
grazing fees received from such grazing lands shall be deposited to the
credit of the Indians pending final disposition under applicable laws,
treaties, or agreements."

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 508]
AN ACT

Relating to institutional on-farm training for veterans.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 4 of
part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended, is
amended by striking out "(including apprenticeship and refresher or
retraining training)" and by inserting in lieu thereof "(including
apprenticeship, refresher or retraining and institutional on-farm
training) ".

SEC. 2. Paragraph 5 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered
1 (a), as amended, is amended by striking out "The Administrator
shall pay to the educational or training institution" and by inserting
in lieu thereof "The Administrator shall pay to the educational or
training institution (including the institution offering institutional
on-farm training)".

SEC. 3. Paragraph 6 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered
1 (a), as amended, is amended by striking out "While enrolled in
and pursuing a course under this part' and by inserting in lieu thereof
"While enrolled in and pursuing a course under this part (including an
institutional on-farm training course)".
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per centum of the moneys collected as grazing fees under section 3 of 
this Act during any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by the 
Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which the grazing districts 
producing such moneys are situated, to be expended as the State legis-
lature of. such State may prescribe for the benefit of the county or 
counties in which the grazing districts producing such moneys are 
situated: Provided, That if any grazing district is in more than one 
State or county, the distributive share to each from the proceeds of 
said district shall be proportional to its area in said district; (b) 25 
per centum of all moneys collected under section 15 of this Act during 
any fiscal year when appropriated by the Congress, shall be available 
until expended solely for the construction, purchase, or maintenance 
of range improvements; and 50 per centum of all moneys collected 
under section 15 of this Act during any fiscal year shall be paid at 
the end thereof by the Secretary of the Treasury to the State in which 
the lands producing such moneys are located, to be expended as the 
State legislature of such State may prescribe for the benefit of the 
county or counties in which the lands producing such moneys are 
located: Provided, That if any leased tract is in more than one State 
or county, the distributive share to each from the proceeds of said 
leased tract shall be proportional to its area in said leased tract." 

SEc. 3. The first two sentences of section 11 of the Taylor Grazing 
Act of June 28, 1934 (48 Stat. 1273), are hereby amended to read as 
follows: 
"That when appropriated by Congress, 331/3 per centum of all 

grazing fees received from each grazing district on Indian lands 
ceded to the United States for disposition under the public-land laws 
during any fiscal year shall be paid at the end thereof by the Secretary 
of the Treasury to the State in which said lands are situated, to be 
expended as the State legislature may prescribe for the benefit of 
public schools and public roads of the county or counties in which such 
grazing lands are situated. And the remaining 66% per centum of all 
grazing fees received from such grazing lands shall be deposited to the 
credit of the Indians pending final disposition under applicable laws, 
treaties, or agreements." 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 508] 
AN ACT 

Relating to institutional on-farm training for veterans. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That paragraph 4 of 
part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 1 (a), as amended, is 
amended by striking out "(including apprenticeship and refresher or 
retraining training)" and by inserting in lieu thereof "(including 
apprenticeship, refresher or retraining and institutional on-farm 
training) ". 

SEc. 2. Paragraph 5 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 
1 (a), as amended, is amended by striking out "The Administrator 
shall pay to the educational or training institution" and by inserting 
in lieu thereof "The Administrator shall pay to the educational or 
training institution (including the institution offering institutional 
on-farm training )". 
SEC. 3. Paragraph 6 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Numbered 

I (a), as amended, is amended by striking out "While enrolled in 
and pursuing a course under this part" and by inserting in lieu thereof 
"While enrolled in and pursuing a course under this part (including an 
institutional on-farm training course) ". 
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68 Stat. 290.
381U. S. C. note foll.

§ 739.
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Loa of benefits.

SEC. 4. Paragraph 11 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Num-
bered 1 (a), as amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new subparagraph:

"(c) As used in this part the term 'institutional on-farm training'
shall include any course of instruction approved by the appropriate
agency of the State or the Administrator. Such course shall be con-
sidered a full-time course when it combines (1) organized group
instruction in agricultural and related subjects of at least two hun-
dred hours per year (and of at least eight hours each month) at an
educational or training institution, with (2) supervised work experi-
ence on a farm or other agricultural establishment. To be approved,
such a course shall be developed with due consideration to the size and
character of the farm on which the veteran is to receive his supervised
work experience and to the need of the veteran, in the type of farming
for which he is training, for proficiency in planning, producing, mar-
keting, farm mechanics, conservation of resources, food conservation,
farm financing, farm management, and the keeping of farm and home
accounts. Such a course shall, in addition, satisfy the requirements of
either of the following:

"1. If the veteran performs part of his course on a farm under his
own control-

"a. he shall receive not less than one hundred hours of individual
instruction per year, not less than fifty hours of which shall be on
such farm (with at least two visits by the instructor to such farm
each month). Such individual instruction shall be given by the
instructor responsible for the veteran's institutional instruction
and shall include instruction and home-study assignments in the
preparation of budgets, inventories, and statements showing the
production, use on the farm, and sale of crops, livestock, and live-
stock products;

"b. he shall be assured of control of such farm (whether by
ownership, lease, management agreement, or other tenure arrange-
ment) until the completion of his course; and

"c. such farm shall be of a size and character which (1) to-
gether with the group instruction part of the course, will occupy
the full time of the veteran, (2) will permit instruction in all
aspects of the management of a farm of the type for which the
veteran is being trained, and (3) if the veteran intends to con-
tinue operating such farm at the close of his course, will assure
him a satisfactory income under normal conditions.

"2. If the veteran performs part of his course as the employee of
another-

"a. he shall receive, on his employer's farm, not less than
fifty hours of individual instruction per year (with at least one
visit by the instructor to such farm each month). Such indi-
vidual instruction shall be given by the instructor responsible
for the veteran's institutional instruction;

"b. his employer's farm shall be of a size and character which
(1) together with the group instruction part of the course, will
occupy the full time of the veteran, and (2) will permit in-
struction in all aspects of the management of a farm of the type
for which the veteran is being trained;

c. his employer shall agree to instruct him in various aspects
of farm management in accordance with the training schedule
developed for the veteran by his instructor, working in coopera-
tion with his employer. If it is found by the Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs or the State approving agency that any ap-
proved course of institutional on-farm training has ceased to
meet the requirements of this Act, the Veterans' Administration
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SEC. 4. Paragraph 11 of part VIII of Veterans Regulation Num-
bered 1 (a), as amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof 
the following new subparagraph: 

"(c) As used in this part the term 'institutional on-farm training' 
shall include any course of instruction approved by the appropriate 
agency of the State or the Administrator. Such course shall be con-
sidered a full-time course when it combines (1) organized group 
instruction in agricultural and related subjects of at least two hun-
dred hours per year (and of at least eight hours each month) at an 
educational or training institution, with (2) supervised work experi-
ence on a farm or other agricultural establishment. To be approved, 
such a course shall be developed with due consideration to the size and 
character of the farm on which the veteran is to receive his supervised 
work experience and to the need of the veteran, in the type of farming 
for which he is training, for proficiency in planning, producing, mar-
keting, farm mechanics, conservation of resources, food conservation, 
farm financing, farm management, and the keeping of farm and home 
accounts. Such a course shall, in addition, satisfy the requirements of 
either of the following: 

"1. If the veteran performs part of his course on a farm under his 
own control— 

"a. he shall receive not less than one hundred hours of individual 
instruction per year, not less than fifty hours of which shall be on 
such farm (with at least two visits by the instructor to such farm 
each month). Such individual instruction shall be given by the 
instructor responsible for the veteran's institutional instruction 
and shall include instruction and home-study assignments in the 
preparation of budgets, inventories and statements showing the 
production, use on the farm, and safe of crops, livestock, and live-
stock products; 

"b. he shall be assured of control of such farm (whether by 
ownership, lease, management agreement, or other tenure arrange-
ment) until the completion of his course ' • and 

"c. such farm shall be of a size and character which (1) to-
gether with the group instruction part of the course, will occupy 
the full time of the veteran, (2) will permit instruction in all 
aspects of the management of a farm of the type for which the 
veteran is being trained, and (3) if the veteran intends to con-
tinue operating such farm at the close of his course, will assure 
him a satisfactory income under normal conditions. 

"2. If the veteran performs part of his course as the employee of 
another— 

"a. he shall receive, on his employer's farm, not less than 
fifty hours of individual instruction per year (with at least one 
visit by the instructor to such farm each month). Such indi-
vidual instruction shall be given by the instructor responsible 
for the veteran's institutional instruction; 

"b. his employer's farm shall be of a size and character which 
(1) together with the group instruction part of the course, will 
occupy the full time of the veteran, and (2) will permit in-
struction in all aspects of the management of a farm of the type 
for which the veteran is being trained; 

"c. his employer shall agree to instruct him in various aspects 
of farm management in accordance with the training schedule 
developed for the veteran by his instructor, working in coopera-
tion with his employer. If it is found by the Administrator of 
Veterans Affairs or the State approving agency that any ap-
proved course of institutional on-farm training has ceased to 
meet the requirements of this Act, the Veterans' Administration 
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shall cut off all benefits under this part as of the date of such with-
drawal of approval. Where it has been found that a variation in
the proportion of hours of group instruction and individual in-
struction on the farm will better serve the conditions in a certain
area, any program acceptable to the State approving agency which
meets the total number of training hours called for in this Act
(including assembled instruction, individual instruction, and as-
signed and supervised related home study and supervision in
operational skills by the farmer trainer under the direction of the
institution) shall be recognized as complying with the requirements
of this Act; and

"d. The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs is authorized to
contract with approved institutions for such courses where the
Administrator finds that the agreed cost is reasonable and fair."

SEC. 5. The amendments made by this Act shall take effect on the
first day of the first calendar month following the month in which this
Act is enacted. Until such effective date, the practices of the Veterans'
Administration as to institutional on-farm training in effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act shall remain in effect.

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 509] AN ACT
AN ACT

To extend the time within which applications may be made to the Railroad

Retirement Board for certain refunds from the Unemployment Trust Fund.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled
"An Act to provide for refunds to railroad employees in certain cases,

so as to place the various States on an equal basis, under the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, with respect to contributions of
employees", approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 599, Seventy-ninth
Congress), is hereby amended by striking out "twelve months" and

inserting in lieu thereof "two years".
Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 510]

793

Variation in propor-
tion of hours of in-
struction.

Contracts.

Effective date.

August 6, 1947
[H. R. 3632]

[Public Law 3781

Railroademployees.
Refunds.

60 Stat. 806.
45 U.S. C. 363a.

A T A rlT'
ANiN t\ Awifit6, 1AM7

To amend the Federal Insurance Contributions Act with respect to rates of tax _ll-.3

on employers and employees, and for other purposes. [Plblic Law 379

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That clauses (1),

(2), and (3) of section 1400 of the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400), as amended, are hereby
amended to read as follows:

"(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum.

"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years
1950 and 1951, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum.

"(3) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1951,
the rate shall be 2 per centumn."

SEC. 2. Clauses (1), (2), and (3) of section 1410 of the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410), as

amended, are hereby amended to read as follows:
"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years

1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum.
"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years

1950 and 1951, the rate shall be 1/2 per centum.
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26 U. S. C. 1400
(1), (2), (3).

53 Stat. 176; 60 Stat.
97s.

26 U. S. C. I 1410
(1), (2), (3).
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shall cut off all benefits under this part as of the date of such with-
drawal of approval. Where it has been found that a variation in 
the proportion of hours of group instruction and individual in-
struction on the farm will better serve the conditions in a certain 
area, any program acceptable to the State approving agency which 
meets the total number of training hours called for in this Act 
(including assembled instruction, individual instruction, and as-
signed and supervised related home study and supervision in 
operational skills by the farmer trainer under the direction of the 
institution) shall be recognized as complying with the requirements 
of this Act; and 

"d. The Administrator of Veterans' Affairs is authorized to 
contract with approved institutions for such courses where the 
Administrator finds that the agreed cost is reasonable and fair." 
SEC. 5. The amendments made by this Act shall take effect on the 

first day of the first calendar month following the month in which this 
Act is enacted. Until such effective date, the practices of the Veterans' 
Administration as to institutional on-farm training in effect on the 
date of the enactment of this Act shall remain in effect. 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 509] 
AN ACT 

To extend the time within which applications may be made to the Railroad 
Retirement Board for certain refunds from the Unemployment Trust Fund. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act entitled 
"An Act to provide for refunds to railroad employees in certain ca-"-s, 
so as to place the various States on an equal basis, under the Railroad 
Unemployment Insurance Act, with respect to contributions of 
employees", approved August 2, 1946 (Public Law 599, Seventy-ninth 
Congress), is hereby amended by striking out "twelve months" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "two years". 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 510] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Federal Insurance Contributions Act with respect to rates of tax 
on employers and employees, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That clauses (1), 
(2), and (3) of section 1400 of the Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1400), as amended, are hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

"(1) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 
1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum. 
"(2) With respect to wages received during the calendar years 

1950 and 1951, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum. 
"(3) With respect to wages received after December 31, 1951, 

the rate shall be 2 per centum." 
SEC. 2. Clauses (1), (2), and (3) of section 1410 of the Federal 

Insurance Contributions Act (Internal Revenue Code, sec. 1410), as 
amended, are hereby amended to read as follows: 

"(1) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 
1939 to 1949, both inclusive, the rate shall be 1 per centum. 

"(2) With respect to wages paid during the calendar years 
1950 and 1951, the rate shall be 11/2 per centum. 
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"(3) With respect to wages paid after December 31, 1951,
the rate shall be 2 per centum."

SEC. 3. Section 504 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1946
(Public Law 719, Seventy-ninth Congress), fixing the termination
date of amendments relating to grants to States for old-age assistance,
aid to the blind, and aid to dependent children, is hereby amended by
striking out "December 31, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "June
30, 1950".

SEC. 4. Section 603 of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Act
of 1944 (terminating the provisions of such Act on June 30, 1947)
shall not be applicable in the case of the amendments made by title IV
of such Act to the Social Security Act.

SEC. 5. (a) Section 904 (h) of the Social Security Act is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"(h) There is hereby established in the Unemployment Trust Fund
a Federal unemployment account. There is hereby authorized to be
appropriated to such Federal unemployment account a sum equal to
(1) the excess of taxes collected prior to July 1, 1946, under title IX
of this Act or under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, over the
total unemployment administrative expenditures made prior to July 1,
1946, plus (2) the excess of taxes collected in each fiscal year beginning
after June 30, 1946, and ending prior to July 1, 1949, under the Fed-
eral Unemployment Tax Act, over the unemployment administrative
expenditures made in such year, and the excess of such taxes collected
during the period beginning on July 1, 1949, and ending on December
31, 1949, over the unemployment administrative expenditures made
during such period. Any amounts in the Federal unemployment
account on April 1, 1950, and any amounts repaid to such account
after such date, shall be covered into the general fund of the Treasury.
As used in this subsection, the term 'unemployment administrative
expenditures' means expenditures-for grants under title III of this
Act, expenditures for the administration of that title by the Board
or the Administrator, and expenditures for the administration of title
IX of this Act, or of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act by the
Department of the Treasury, the Board, or the Administrator. For
the purposes of this subsection there shall be deducted from the total
amount of taxes collected prior to. July 1, 1943, under title IX of this
Act, the sum of $40,561,886.43 which was authorized to be appropri-
ated by the Act of August 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 754) and the sum of
$18,451,846 which was authorized to be appropriated by section 11 (b)
of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act."

(b) Section 1201 (a) of the Social Security Act is hereby amended
by striking out "on June 30, 1945, or on the last day in any ensuing
calendar quarter which ends prior to July 1, 1947", and inserting in
lieu thereof "on June 30, 1947, or on the last day in any ensuing calen-
dar quarter which ends prior to January 1, 1950".

SEC. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Social Security Act Amend-

Approved August 6, 1947.

[CHAPTER 511]
AN ACT

To carry into effect certain parts relating to patents of the treaties of peace with
Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumnia, ratified by the Senate on June 5,1947, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Interna-tional Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 1883,
as amended, is considered as reestablished and in full force and effect
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Short title. 

"(3) With respect to wages paid after December 31, 1951, 
the rate shall be 2 per centum." 

SEC. 3. Section 504 of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1946 
(Public Law 719, Seventy-ninth Congress), fixing the termination 
date of amendments relating to grants to States for old-age assistance, 
aid to the blind, and aid to dependent children, is hereby amended by 
striking out "December 31, 1947" and inserting in lieu thereof "June 
30, 1950". 
SEC. 4. Section 603 of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Act 

of 1944 (terminating the provisions of such Act on June 30, 1947) 
shall not be applicable in the case of the amendments made by title IV 
of such Act to the Social Security Act. 
SEC. 5. (a) Section 901 (h) of the Social Security Act is hereby 

amended to read as follows: 
"(h) There is hereby established in the Unemployment Trust Fund 

a Federal unemployment account. There is hereby authorized to be 
appropriated to such Federal unemployment account a sum equal to 
(1) the excess of taxes collected prior to July 1, 1946, under title IX 
of this Act or under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, over the 
total unemployment administrative expenditures made prior to July 1, 
1946, plus (2) the excess of taxes collected in each fiscal year beginning 
after June 30, 1946, and ending prior to July 1, 1949, under the Fed-
eral Unemployment Tax Act, over the unemployment administrative 
expenditures made in such year, and the excess of such taxes collected 
during the period beginning on July 1, 1949, and ending on December 
31, 1949, over the unemployment administrative expenditures made 
during such period. Any amounts in the Federal unemployment 
account on April 1, 1950, and any amounts repaid to such account 
after such date, shall be covered into the general fund of the Treasury. 
As used in this subsection, the term 'unemployment administrative 
expenditures' means expenditures for grants under title III of this 
Act, expenditures for the administration of that title by the Board 
or the Administrator, and expenditures for the administration of title 
IX of this Act, or of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act by the 
Department of the Treasury, the Board, or the Administrator. For 
the purposes of this subsection there shall be deducted from the total 
amount of taxes collected prior to July 1, 1943, under title IX of this 
Act, the sum of $40,561,886.43 which was authorized to be appropri-
ated by the Act of August 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 754) and the sum of 
$18,451,846 which was authorized to be appropriated by section 11 (b) 
of the Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act." 

(b) Section 1201 (a) of the Social Security Act is hereby amended 
by striking out "on June 30, 1945, or on the last day in any ensuing 
calendar quarter which ends prior to July 1, 1947", and inserting in 
lieu thereof "on June 30, 1947, or on the last day in any ensuing calen-
dar quarter which ends prior to January 1, 1950". 
SEC. 6. This Act may be cited as the "Social Security Act Amend-

ments of 1947." 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 511] 
AN ACT August 6, 1947 

[H. R. 4070]  To carry into effect certain parts relating to patents of the treaties of peace with 
[Public Law 380] Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania, ratified by the Senate on June 5, 

1947, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Patents. 
Italy, Bulgaria, United States of America in Congress assembled That the Interna-

Hungary, Rumania. tional Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 1883 
25 Stat. 1372. 

as amended, is considered as reestablished and in full force and effect 
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between the United States and Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and
Rumania from the date of this Act and the nationals of the latter
countries may hereafter apply for and obtain patents in the United
States for their inventions and enjoy the rights and privileges thereof
as provided in article 2 of said convention: Provided, however,
That patents shall not be applied for or obtained, or if obtained,
shall not be valid, for inventions heretofore made relating to war
material as specified in article 6 of annex XV A of the Treaty of
Peace with Italy, article 6 of annex IV of the Treaty of Peace with
Bulgaria, article 6 of annex IV A of the Treaty of Peace with
Hungary, and article 6 of annex IV A of the Treaty of Peace with
Rumania.

SEC. 2. The rights of priority and the times for the taking of any
action specified in sections 1 and 3 of Public Law 690, Seventy-ninth
Congress, approved August 8, 1946, which had not expired on
December 8, 1941, or which commenced after such date, shall be and
are hereby extended until February 29, 1948, in favor of nationals
of Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania, subject to the conditions
and limitations specified in sections 1, 3, 4, and 10 of said Public
Law 690: Provided, however, That nothing in this Act shall affect
any act which has been or shall be done by virtue of special measures
taken under legislative, executive; administrative, or military
authority of the United States during World War II.

SEC. 3. Nationals of Gerfnany and Japan may hereafter apply for
and obtain patents in the United States for their inventions in accord-
ance with the patent laws and enjoy the rights and privileges thereof:
Provided, however, That patents obtained for such inventions shall
be subject to any conditions and limitations with respect to duration,
revocation, utilization, assignment, and licensing which may be
imposed by Congress, or by the President in accordance with the
provisions of any peace treaty hereafter entered into with Germany
or Japan: And provided further, That, except for patents based on
applications filed in the United States Patent Office prior to the date
of enactment of this Act, patents may not be applied for or obtained,
or if obtained, shall not be valid, for any invention made, or upon
which an application was filed by any such national, before January 1,

1946, in Germany or Japan or in the territory of any other of the
Axis Powers or in any territory occupied by the Axis forces.

Approved August 6, 1947.

ICHAPTER 512] AN ACT

To provide for the promotion and elimination of officers of the Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

That this Act, divided into titles and sections according to the fol-
lowing table of contents, may be cited as the "Officer Personnel Act
of 1947":

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TITLE I-PEEMANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO OFFICERS OF THE LINE OF THE NAVY

Sec. 101. Permanent status of title I.
Sec. 102. Definitions.
Sec. 103. Distribution of officers.
Sec. 104. Promotion by selection: retention of rear admirals
Sec. 105. Selection boards.
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between the United States and Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and 
Rumania from the date of this Act and the nationals of the latter 
countries may hereafter apply for and obtain patents in the United 
States for their inventions and enjoy the rights and privileges thereof 
as provided in article 2 of said convention: Provided, however, 
That patents shall not be applied for or obtained, or if obtained, 
shall not be valid, for inventions heretofore made relating to war 
material as specified in article 6 of annex XV A of the Treaty of 
Peace with Italy, article 6 of annex IV of the Treaty of Peace with 
Bulgaria, article 6 of annex IV A of the Treaty of Peace with 
Hungary, and article 6 of annex IV A of the Treaty of Peace with 
Rumania. 
SEC. 2. The rights of priority and the times for the taking of any 

action specified in sections 1 and 3 of Public Law 690, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, approved August 8, 1946, which had not expired on 
December 8, 1941, or which commenced after such date, shall be and 
are hereby extended until February 29, 1948, in favor of nationals 
of Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Rumania, subject to the conditions 
and limitations specified in sections 1, 3, 4, and 10 of said Public 
Law 690: Provided, however, That nothing in this Act shall affect 
any act which has been or shall be done by virtue of special measures 
taken under legislative, executive, administrative, or military 
authority of the United States during World War II. 
SEC. 3. Nationals of Germany and japan may hereafter apply for 

and obtain patents in the United States for their inventions in accord-
ance with the patent laws and enjoy the rights and privileges thereof: 
Provided, however, That patents obtained for such inventions shall 
be subject to any conditions and limitations with respect to duration, 
revocation, utilization, assignment, and licensing which may be 
imposed by Congress, or by the President in accordance with the 
provisions of any peace treaty -hereafter entered into with Germany 
or Japan: And provided further, That, except for patents based on 
applications filed in the United States Patent Office prior to the date 
of enactment of this Act, patents may not be applied for or obtained, 
or if obtained, shall not be valid, for any invention made, or upon 
which an application was filed by any such national, before January 1, 
1946, in Germany or Japan or in the territory of any other of the 
Axis Powers or in any territory occupied by the Axis forces. 
Approved August 6, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 512] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the promotion and elimination of officers of the Army, Navy, and 
Marine Corps, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

SHORT TITLE 

That this Act, divided into titles and sections according to the fol-
lowing table of contents, may be cited as the "Officer Personnel Act 
of 1947": 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

TITLE I— PEEDIANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO OFFICERS OF THE LINE OF THE NAVY 

Sec. 101. Permanent status of title I. 
Sec. 102. Definitions. 
Sec. 103. Distribution of officers. 
Sec. 104. Promotion by selection retention of rear admirals. 
Sec. 105. Selection boards. 
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TITLE I-PERMANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO OFFI-
CERS OF THE LINE OF THE NAVY

PERMANENT STATUS OF TITLE I

SEC. 101. The provisions of this title shall constitute permanent, as
distinguished from terminable, provisions of law relating to the
distribution of commissioned officers in the various grades of the line
of the Regular Navy, to the promotion of such officers to the grades
above that of lieutenant (junior grade), and to their involuntary
separation from the active list.

DEFINITIONS

"Offiers." SEC. 102. (a) As used in this title, the word "officers" shall be held
to mean commissioned officers holding permanent appointments as such
on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy. Unless otherwise
qualified, it shall be held to include officers designated for engineering
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, and limited duty,
and to exclude commissioned warrant officers.

Military titles. (b) As used in this title, military titles shall be held to describe an
officer or officers, as the case may be, holding permanent appointment
on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade
concerned.

thNotrestrited in (c) As used in this title, the words "not restricted in the perform-
duty." ance of duty" shall be held to describe officers not designated for

engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or lim-
ited duty, or officers of the Marine Corps not designated for supply
duty or limited duty.

commiUtssioned sec (d) For the purposes of this title in respect to eligibility for
continuation on the active list and in respect to separation from the
active list, the total commissioned service of an officer who shall have
served continuously in the Regular Navy following appointment
therein in the grade or rank of ensign upon graduation from the

60 Stat. 1057. Naval Academy or pursuant to the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public
i eeq. Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress), shall be computed from June 30
At, P 80. 0' 10o; of the fiscal year in which he accepted such appointment. Each other

officer shall be deemed to have for these purposes as much total com-
missioned service as any officer described above in this subsection who
shall not have lost numbers or precedence and who is, or shall have
been, junior to such other officer for the purpose of eligibility for
promotion or selection for promotion since the date of the latter's
first appointment to permanent commissioned rank in the Regular
Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer, following
which he shall have served continuously on the active list of the
Regular Navy.

Actve-duty pay. (e) The words "active-duty pay" as used in sections 112 and 113
of this title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay
the retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty in
his grade.

DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS

SEC. 103. (a) The total number of officers on the active list at any
one time, exclusive of officers carried by law as additional numbers in
grade and of fleet admirals, shall be distributed in the proportion of
seventy-five one-hundredths of one in the grade of rear admiral, to
six in the grade of captain, to twelve in the grade of commander, to
eighteen in the grade of lieutenant commander, to twenty-four and
seventy-five one-hundredths in the grade of lieutenant, to thirty-eight
and fifty one-hundredths in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior
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TITLE I—PERMANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO OFFI-
CERS OF THE LINE OF THE NAVY 

PERMANENT STATUS OF TITLE I 

SEC. 101. The provisions of this title shall constitute permanent, as 
distinguished from terminable, provisions of law relating to the 
distribution of commissioned officers in the various grades of the line 
of the Regular Navy, to the promotion of such officers to the grades 
above that of lieutenant (junior grade), and to their involuntary 
separation from the active list. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 102. (a) As used in this title, the word "officers" shall be held 
to mean commissioned officers holding permanent appointments as such 
on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy. Unless otherwise 
qualified, it shall be held to include officers designated for engineering 
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, and limited duty, 
and to exclude commissioned warrant officers. 

(b) As used in this title, military titles shall be held to describe an 
officer or officers, as the case may be, holding permanent appointment 
on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade 
concerned. 

(c) As used in this title, the words "not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty" shall be held to describe officers not designated for 
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or lim-
ited duty, or officers of the Marine Corps not designated for supply 
duty or limited duty. 

(d) For the purposes of this title in respect to eligibility for 
continuation on the active list and in respect to separation from the 
active list, the total commissioned service of an officer who shall have 
served continuously in the Regular Navy following appointment 
therein in the grade or rank of ensign upon graduation from the 
Naval Academy or pursuant to the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public 
Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress), shall be computed from June 30 
of the fiscal year in which he accepted such appointment. Each other 
officer shall be deemed to have for these purposes as much total com-
missioned service as any officer described above in this subsection who 
shall not have lost numbers or precedence and who is, or shall have 
been, junior to such other officer for the purpose of eligibility for 
promotion or selection for promotion since the date of the latter's 
first appointment to permanent commissioned rank in the Regular 
Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer, following 
which he shall have served continuously on the active list of the 
Regular Navy. 

(e) The words "active-duty pay" as used in sections 112 and 113 
of this title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay 
the retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty in 
his grade. 

DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS 

SEC. 103. (a) The total number of officers on the active list at any 
one time, exclusive of officers carried by law as additional numbers in 
grade and of fleet admirals, shall be distributed in the proportion of 
seventy-five one-hundredths of one in the grade of rear admiral, to 
six in the grade of captain, to twelve in the grade of commander, to 
eighteen in the grade of lieutenant commander, to twenty-four and 
seventy-five one-hundredths in the grade of lieutenant, to thirty-eight 
and fifty one-hundredths in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior 
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grade) and ensign: Provided, That of the number of officers so author-
ized in each grade below captain, not to exceed the following percent-
ages may be officers designated for limited duty: In the grade of com-
mander three and sixty-four one-hundredths; in the grade of lieutenant
commander eight and sixty-two one-hundredths; in the grade of lieu-
tenant seven and seventy-two one-hundredths; and in the combined
grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, six and four one-
hundredths: And provided further, That, except in time of war or
national emergency declared after the effective date of this Act, the
number of rear admirals not restricted in the performance of duty shall
not exceed one hundred and fifty.

(b) The total number of rear admirals designated for engineering
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, and special duty shall not exceed
at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of the authorized
number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, of the
grade of read admiral at that time: Provided, That, except in time of
war or national emergency declared after the effective date of this Act,
the number of such rear admirals shall not exceed nineteen.

(c) The total number of officers designated for engineering duty, in
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 9 per
centum of the total number of officers, not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time.

(d) The total number of officers designated for aeronautical engi-
neering duty, in the combined grades of captain, commander, and
lieutenant commander, shall not exceed at any one time a number
equal to 5 per centum of the total number of officers, not restricted in
the performance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time.

(e) The total number of officers designated for special duty, in the
combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant commander,
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 5 per centum of the
total number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty,
authorized in those grades at that time.

(f) To determine the authorized number of officers in each of the
various grades above lieutenant (junior grade), and in the combined
grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided in this
section, computations shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy
as of the date of approval of this Act and thereafter as of January
1 of each year, and the resulting number in each of sulch various
grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
ensign, as so computed, shall be held and considered for all purposes as
the authorized number of officers in each of such various grades and
in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and
shall not be varied between such computations: Provided, That should
it be found at the time of making any such computation that the
authorized number which would result in the grade of captain
could not be attained because of the minimum total commissioned
service requirement prescribed by subsection 107 (c) of this title, the
Secretary of the Navy shall determine such lesser number as mav be
appropriate and such lesser number shall be regarded as the authorized
number, and the authorized number in any lower grade or grades
shall be increased accordingly as may be determined by the Secretary
of the Navy: Provided further, That to determine the authorized
number of officers designated for limited duty in each of the various
grades above lieutenant (junior grade) and in the combined grades of
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, the Secretary of the Navy, as
of the date of the approval of this Act and thereafter as of January 1
of each year, shall compute the maximum number of such officers who
may serve in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades
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grade) and ensign: Provided, That of the number of officers so author-
ized in each grade below captain, not to exceed the following percent-
ages may be officers designated for limited duty: In the grade of com-
mander three and sixty-four one-hundredths; in the grade of lieutenant 
commander eight and sixty-two one-hundredths; in the grade of lieu-
tenant seven and seventy-two one-hundredths; and in the combined 
grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, six and four one-
hundredths: And provided further, That, except in time of war or 
national emergency declared after the effective date of this Act, the 
number of rear admirals not restricted in the performance of duty shall 
not exceed one hundred and fifty. 

(b) The total number of rear admirals designated for engineering 
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, and special duty shall not exceed 
at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of the authorized 
number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, of the 
grade of read admiral at that time: Provided, That, except in time of 
war or national emergency declared after the effective date of this Act, 
the number of such rear admirals shall not exceed nineteen. 

(c) The total number of officers designated for engineering duty, in 
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 9 per 
centum of the total number of officers, not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time. 

(d) The total number of officers designated for aeronautical engi-
neering duty, in the combined grades of captain, commander, and 
lieutenant commander, shall not exceed at any one time a number 
equal to 5 per centum of the total number of officers, not restricted in 
the performance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time. 

(e) The total number of officers designated for special duty, in the 
combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant commander, 
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 5 per centum of the 
total number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, 
authorized in those grades at that time. 

(f) To determine the authorized number of officers in each of the 
various grades above lieutenant (junior grade), and in the combined 
grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided in this 
section, computations shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy 
as of the date of approval of this Act and thereafter as of January 
1 of each year, and the resulting number in each of such various 
grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and 
ensign, as so computed, shall be held and considered for all purposes as 
the authorized number of officers in each of such various grades and 
in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and 
shall not be varied between such computations: Provided,That should 
it be found at the time of making any such computation that the 
authorized number which would result in the grade of captain 
could not be attained because of the minimum total commissioned 
service requirement prescribed by subsection 107 (c) of this title, the 
Secretary of the Navy shall determine such lesser number as may be 
appropriate and such lesser number shall be regarded as the authorized 
number, and the authorized number in any lower grade or grades 
shall be increased accordingly as may be determined by the Secretary 
of the Navy: Provided further, That to determine the authorized 
number of officers designated for limited duty in each of the various 
grades above lieutenant (junior grade) and in the combined grades of 
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, the Secretary of the Navy, as 
of the date of the approval of this Act and thereafter as of January 1 
of each year, shall compute the maximum number of such officers who 
may serve in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades 
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of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided in subsection (a)
of this section, and shall determine the number of such officers in each
of such various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant
(junior grade) and ensign, not to exceed such maximum number,
required to meet the needs of the service during the ensuing year,
and the resulting number of each of such various grades, and in the
combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as so deter-
mined, shall be held and considered for all purposes as the authorized
number of such officers in each of such various grades, and in the
combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and shall

Reduction in grade, not be varied between such determinations: Provided further That no
etc. officer shall be reduced in grade or pay or separated from the active

list of the Navy as a result of any such computation or determination:
Adjustment. And provided further, That notwithstanding the provisions of this

subsection relating to the authorized number of officers in grade, in
order to make adjustment for the number of officers originally
appointed each year in any grade pursuant to titles I through IV of
this Act or to other provisions of law, the authorized number of
officers in each grade concerned may be temporarily exceeded by such
number of original appointments in such grade until the next succeed-
ing annual computation authorized by this subsection shall be made.

Final fraction. (g) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made
pursuant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and if
such fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be taken.

PROMOTION BY SELECTION; RETENTION OF REAR ADMIRALS

34 U.. C. s3. SEC. 104. (a) Subject to the provisions of section 1508 of the Revised
Statutes, all promotions to grades above that of lieutenant (junior
grade), including the promotion of those officers who are, or may be,
carried on the Navy list as additional numbers in grade, shall be only
upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers as herein
prescribed.

(b) Rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of duty, who
complete four years of service in that grade and thirty-four years of
total commissioned service shall, subject to the provisions of subsec-
tion 107 (a) of this title, be continued on the active list only upon the
recommendation of a board of naval officers as prescribed by titles I
through IV of this Act.

SELECTION BOARDS

ear admiral and SEC. 105. (a) A board for the recommendation of rear admirals for
continuation on the active list shall consist of five rear admirals, or
officers of higher rank, senior to any officer under consideration.
Boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grades
of rear admiral and captain, and for the recommendation of captains
for continuation on the active list, shall consist of nine rear admirals;

Commanders. a board for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grade
of commander shall consist of three rear admirals and six captains;

Lieutenant com- and boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the
tenants. grades of lieutenant commander and lieutenant shall consist of nine
oreiers dested officers above the grade of commander. Whenever officers designated
dalduty. for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty

are eligible for consideration by a selection board for promotion or
for continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall
appoint, as alternate members of the appropriate selection board, three
oficers of the same designation and classification as any such eligible
officer, and if there be not three available he shall so appoint such
lesser number as shall be available, and the junior members who are
not restricted in the performance of duty, in like numbers, shall not
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of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided in subsection (a) 
of this section, and shall determine the number of such officers in each 
of such various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant 
(junior grade) and ensign, not to exceed such maximum number, 
required to meet the needs of the service during the ensuing year, 
and the resulting number of each of such various grades, and in the 
combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as so deter-
mined, shall be held and considered for all purposes as the authorized 
number of such officers in each of such various grades, and in the 
combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and shall 
not be varied between such determinations: Provided further, That no 
officer shall be reduced in grade or pay or separated from the active 
list of the Navy as a result of any such computation or determination: 
And provided further, That notwithstanding the provisions of this 
subsection relating to the authorized number of officers in grade, in 
order to make adjustment for the number of officers originally 
appointed each year in any grade pursuant to titles I through IV of 
this Act or to other provisions of law, the authorized number of 
officers in each grade concerned may be temporarily exceeded by such 
number of original appointments in such grade until the next succeed-
ing annual computation authorized by this subsection shall be made. 

(g) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made 
pursuant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and if 
such fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be taken. 

PROMOTION BY SELECTION; RETENTION OF REAR ADMIRALS 

Sm. 104. (a) Subject to the provisions of section 1508 of the Revised 
Statutes, all promotions to grades above that of lieutenant (junior 
grade), including the promotion of those officers who are, or may be, 
carried on the Navy list as additional numbers in grade, shall be only 
upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers as herein 
prescribed. 

(b) Rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of duty, who 
complete four years of service in that grade and thirty-four years of 
total commissioned service shall, subject to the provisions of subsec-
tion 107 (a) of this title, be continued on the active list only upon the 
recommendation of a board of naval officers as prescribed by titles I 
through IV of this Act. 

SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 105. (a) A board for the recommendation of rear admirals for 
continuation on the active list shall consist of five rear admirals, or 
officers of higher rank, senior to any officer under consideration. 
Boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grades 
of rear admiral and captain, and for the recommendation of captains 
for continuation on the active list, shall consist of nine rear admirals; 
a board for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grade 
of commander shall consist of three rear admirals and six captains; 
and boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the 
grades of lieutenant commander and lieutenant shall consist of nine 
officers above the grade of commander.. Whenever officers designated 
for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty 
are eligible for consideration by a selection board for promotion or 
for continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall 
appoint, as alternate members of the appropriate selection board, three 
officers of the same designation and classification as any such eligible 
officer, and if there be not three available he shall so appoint such 
lesser number as shall be available, and the junior members who are 
not restricted in the performance of duty, in like numbers, shall not 
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act upon the cases of officers designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty. No such alternate member
shall act upon the cases of officers other than those of the same designa-
tion as himself. No officer designated for engineering duty, aeronau-
tical engineering duty, or special duty shall act upon the cases of
officers not restricted in the performance of duty.

(b) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the
active list of the Navy. No officer may be a member of two successive
selection boards for the consideration of officers for promotion to the
same grade, or for the consideration of officers for continuation on the
active list in the same grade.

(c) These boards shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy
and convened at least once each year and at such times as the Secre-
tary of the Navy may direct.

OATH FOR MEMBERS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEc. 106. Each member of a board provided for in section 105 of
this title shall swear or affirm, that he will, without prejudice or
partiality, and having in view both the special fitness of officers and
the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon
him as herein provided.

ELIGIBILITY OF OFFICERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 107. (a) Rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of
duty, who, at any time during the fiscal year in which this title
becomes effective or at any time during any subsequent fiscal year,
first attain the status of having completed four years of service in
grade and thirty-four years of total commissioned service shall
become eligible for consideration by a selection board convened in
such fiscal year for recommendation for continuation on the active
list: Provided, That such a rear admiral who at any time shall have
lost numbers or precedence shall become eligible for such consider-
ation in the fiscal year in which the most senior rear admiral junior
to him who shall not have lost numbers or precedence becomes eligible
therefor: Provided further, That such eligibility shall continue until
the officer concerned shall have been selected for continuation on the
active list or until he shall have twice failed of such selection, which-
ever shall occur earlier: Provided further, That a rear admiral who
shall ha've been selected for continuation on the active list pursuant
to title III of this Act shall not be considered for selection for contin-
uation pursuant to this subsection.

(b) Captains designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, or special duty, within the following categories shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for recommendation for
continuation on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of
selection for promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who have failed
of selection for promotion to rear admiral in the immediately preced-
ing year and who are not recommended for promotion by the selection
board concerned: Provided, That such captains who will complete
thirty-five years' total commissioned service or who will attain the age
of sixty-two years in the fiscal year in which such board is convened
will not be eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list.

(c) Officers shall be eligible for consideration by a selection board
for promotion to the next higher grade when they will have completed,
on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of the appropriate board,
the following periods of service in the grades in which they are serv-
ing: Captains, three years; commanders, five years; lieutenant com-
manders and lieutenants, four years; lieutenants (junior grade), two
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act upon the cases of officers designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty. No such alternate member 
shall act upon the cases of officers other than those of the same designa-
tion as himself. No officer designated for engineering duty, aeronau-
tical engineering duty, or special duty shall act upon the cases of 
officers not restricted in the performance of duty. 

(b) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the 
active list of the Navy. No officer may be a member of two successive 
selection boards for the consideration of officers for promotion to the 
same grade, or for the consideration of officers for continuation on the 
active list in the same grade. 

(c) These boards shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy 
and convened at least once each year and at such times as the Secre-
tary of the Navy may direct. 
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the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon 
him as herein provided. 
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years: Provided, That no officer of the grade of commander shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for promotion to cap-
tain who, on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of the board,
will have completed less than eighteen years commissioned service as
defined in subsection 102 (d) of this title, nor shall any such officer
be so eligible until all officers senior to him in his grade are likewise
eligible. An officer in any grade who shall become eligible for such
consideration shall, regardless of failure or failures of selection for
such promotion, remain so eligible while on the active list: Provided,
That officers whose names are on the promotion list for any grade on
the date of the convening of the board shall not be considered for the
same grade by the board.

(d) Of the officers, in any grade, designated for limited duty, who
would otherwise be eligible for consideration for promotion pursuant
to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, only the junior
officer in the promotion zone and officers senior to him in the grade
concerned shall be eligible for such consideration.

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED SELECTION BOARDS

SEc. 108. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appro-
priate selection board with (1) the number of officers not restricted
m the performance of duty, the number of officers designated for engi-
neering duty, the number of officers designated for aeronautical engi-
neering duty, the number of officers designated for special duty, and
the number of officers designated for limited duty, which the board
may recommend for promotion to the next higher grade; (2) the
names of all officers eligible for consideration for promotion to each
grade or grades to which the board will recommend officers for promo-
tion; (3) the number of rear admirals not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty which the board may recommend for continuation on the
active list; (4) the names of all rear admirals eligible for considera-
tion for continuation on the active list; (5) the number of captains
designated for engineering duty, the number of captains designated
for aeronautical engineering duty, and the number of captains desig-
nated for special duty, which the board may recommend for continua-
tion on the active list; (6) the names of captains eligible for con-
sideration for continuation on the active list; (7) the records of all
officers whose names are furnished to a board; and (8) the names
of officers in the respective promotion zones in the grade or grades under
consideration for promotion.

(b) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty shall be
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening
of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existin
among such officers in each grade for promotion to which the board
will recommend such officers plus the estimated number of such vacan-
cies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period and
minus the number of such officers then on the promotion list.

(c) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promotion
of officers designated for limited duty shall be determined by the Secre-
tary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and
shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing among such officers
in each grade for promotion to which the board will recommend such
officers plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will occur
during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number ofsuch officers then on the promotion list.
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years: Provided, That no officer of the grade of commander shall be 
eligible for consideration by a selection board for promotion to cap-
tain who, on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of the board, 
will have completed less than eighteen years commissioned service as 
defined in subsection 102 (d) of this title, nor shall any such officer 
be so eligible until all officers senior to him in his grade are likewise 
eligible. An officer in any grade who shall become eligible for such 
consideration shall, regardless of failure or failures of selection for 
such promotion, remain so eligible while on the active list: Provided, 
That officers whose names are on the promotion list for any grade on 
the date of the convening of the board shall not be considered for the 
same grade by the board. 

(d) Of the officers, in any grade, designated for limited duty, who 
would otherwise be eligible for consideration for promotion pursuant 
to the provisions of subsection (c) of this section, only the junior 
officer in the promotion zone and officers senior to him in the grade 
concerned shall be eligible for such consideration. 

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED SELECTION BOARDS 

SEO. 108. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appro-
priate selection board with (1) the number of officers not restricted 
in the performance of duty, the number of officers designated for engi-
neering duty, the number of officers designated for aeronautical engi-
neering duty, the number of officers designated for special duty, and 
the number of officers designated for limited duty, which the board 
may recommend for promotion to the next higher grade; (2) the 
names of all officers eligible for consideration for promotion to each 
grade or grades to which the board will recommend officers for promo-
tion; (3) the number of rear admirals not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty which the board may recommend for continuation on the 
active list; (4) the names of all rear admirals eligible for considera-
tion for continuation on the active list; (5) the number of captains 
designated for engineering duty, the number of captains designated 
for aeronautical engineering duty, and the number of captains desig-
nated for special duty, which the board may recommend for continua-
tion on the active list; (6) the names of captains eligible for con-
sideration for continuation on the active list; (7) the records of all 
officers whose names are furnished to a board; and (8) the names 
of officers in the respective promotion zones in the grade or grades under 
consideration for promotion. 

(b) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty shall be 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening 
of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing 
among such officers in each grade for promotion to which the board. 
will recommend such officers plus the estimated number of such vacan-
cies which will occur dun the ensuing twelve-month period and 
minus the number of such o cers then on the promotion list. 

(c) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promotion 
of officers designated for limited duty shall be determined by the Secre-
tary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and 
.shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing among such officers 
in each grade for promotion to which the board will recommend such 
officers plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will occur 
during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of 
such officers then on the promotion list. 
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(d) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the promo- Officers designated
for engineering ortion of officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineer- special duty.

ing duty, or special duty to the grade of rear admiral shall be deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening
of the board. Their total shall be equal to the number of vacancies
existing among such officers in the grade of rear admiral plus the
estimated number of such vacancies which will occur during the
ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of such officers
then on the promotion list. Within and to such total the Secretary
of the Navy shall allocate such numbers to any or all of the named
categories as he shall determine to be necessary to meet the require-
ments of the Navy.

(e) The number to be furnished theboard in respect to the promo- foreffiers deignated
tion of officers designated for engineering duty from a grade below eerg y.

captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the
date of the convening of the board as necessary to meet the needs of
the service. Such number shall not exceed the number of such officers
in the promotion zone in the grade concerned, nor be less than the
product of that number and a fraction which for each such grade
shall have as its numerator a number equal to the number of line
officers in the same grade, not restricted in the performance of duty,
which may be recommended for promotion to the next higher grade
in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a number equal to the
number of line officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, in
the promotion zone of the grade concerned in such year.

(f) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the pro- Offiers designated-
motion of officers designated for aeronautical engineering duty from neering duty.

a grade below captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board as necessary to
meet the needs of the service. Such number shall not exceed the
number of such officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned,
nor be less than the product of that number and a fraction which for
each such grade shall have as its numerator a number equal to the
number of line officers in the same grade, not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty, which may be recommended for promotion to the next
higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a number
equal to the number of line officers, not restricted in the perfornance
of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade concerned in such year.

(g) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo- for^,f dulTyiated
tion of officers designated for special duty from a grade below captain
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the
convening of the board as necessary to meet the needs of the service.
Such number shall not exceed the number of such officers in the pro-
motion zone in the grade concerned, nor be less than the product of
that number and a fraction which for each such grade shall have as its
numerator a number equal to the number of line officers in the same
grade, not restricted in the performance of duty, which may be recom-
mended for promotion to the next higher grade in the same fiscal year,
and as its denominator a number equal to the number of line officers,
not restricted in the performance of duty, in the promotion zone of the
grade concerned in such year.

(h) The number to be furnished the board in respect to rear admi- actie tion os

rals not restricted in the performance of duty to be continued on the Rear t admiral not
active list shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the reste

date of the convening of the board and shall be computed by dividing
the authorized number of such rear admirals by three and subtracting
from the quotient thus obtained the number of such rear admirals,
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exclusive of those who have once failed of selection for such continua-
tion, who shall have completed prior to the end of the preceding fiscal
year four years of service in that grade and thirty-four years of total
commissioned service, which it is estimated will remain on the active
list at the end of the current fiscal year: Provided, That the number to
be so furnished shall not be less than 50 per centum of the number of
such rear admirals, exclusive of those who have once failed of selection
for such continuation, eligible for consideration by the board for con-
tinuation on the active list.

(i) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains
designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or
special duty to be continued on the active list shall be such a number
in each case not to exceed in each instance the number prescribed in
subsection 112 (a) of this title, as the Secretary of the Navy shall
determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Navy.

(j) The promotion zone in any grade for officers not restricted in
the performance of duty shall be established by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection board to consider
officers of that grade for recommendation for promotion to the next
higher grade. It shall consist of that number of the most senior such
officers of the grade under consideration, who are eligible for selection
for promotion to the next higher grade and have not previously failed
of such selection, which must be either selected for promotion by the
particular board or be considered as having failed of such selection,
in order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent with the terms of
service set out in subsection (m) of this section and to best assure to
individuals in succeeding years equality of opportunity for promotion.
The number shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy and
shall be based upon a consideration of the estimated number of
vacancies which will occur in the next higher grade for each of the
ensuing five years, the number of such officers who will be eligible for
selection, and the terms of service which they will have completed.

(k) The promotion zones in any grade, below that of captain, for
officers designated for engineering duty, for officers designated for
aeronautical engineering duty, and for officers designated for special
duty, shall each be composed of all officers of each such designation
in the grade who have not previously failed of selection to the next
higher grade and who are senior to the junior officer in the promotion
zone determined as provided in subsection (j) of this section.

(1) The promotion zone in any grade for officers designated for
limited duty shall be established by the Secretary of the Navy as of
the date of the convening of a selection board to consider officers of
that grade for recommendation for promotion to the next higher
grade. It shall consist of that number of the most senior such officers
of the grade under consideration, who are eligible for selection for
promotion to the next higher grade and have not previously failed of
such selection, which must be either selected for promotion by the par-
ticular board or be considered as having failed of such selection, in
order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent with the terms of
service set out in subsection (n) of this section and to best assure to
individuals in succeeding years equality of opportunity for promotion.
The number shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy and
shall be based upon a consideration of the estimated number of vacan-
cies which will occur in the next higher grade for each of the ensuing
five years, the number of such officers who will be eligible for selection,
and the terms of service which they will have completed.

(m) The normal terms of service of officers, other than officers
designated for limited duty, in the various grades below rear admiral
shall be:
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Service Total
Grade in grade commissioned service

Captains ..--- --------------------------- 5 years 30 years
Commanders ------------------ __-------_ _ 7 years 25 years
Lieutenant commanders------------------- 6 years 18 years
Lieutenants----------------------------- 6 years 12 years
Lieutenants (junior grade)------------------- 3 years 6 years

(n) The normal terms of service in grade of officers designated for
limited duty in the various grades below that of commander shall be
the same as those set out in subsection (m) of this section.

(o) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall
have the right to forward through official channels at any time not later
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy Department
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration of
his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of
any officer.

DUTIES OF SELECTION BOABDS

SEC. 109. (a) From among those officers who are eligible for consid-
eration for promotion, each board shall recommend for promotion
those officers whom it considers best fitted for promotion, in number
not exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the
Navy as provided in section 108 of this title: Provided, That, from
among eligible officers junior in lineal rank to the junior officer in the
appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain, the
board may not recommend, as best fitted for promotion, a number
exceeding 5 per centum of the total number that the board is authorized
to recommend for promotion to the grade concerned or, if such 5 per
centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceeding one:
Provided further, That in each grade the junior officer in a promotion
zone and all officers of his category senior to him in lineal rank who
are eligible for consideration shall, if not selected for promotion, be
considered as having failed of selection for promotion, and no such
officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer in said promotion zone
shall, if not selected for promotion, be considered as having failed of
selection for promotion: Provided further, That any captain desig-
nated for the performance of engineering duty, aeronautical engineer-
ing duty, or special duty, shall, if not on the promotion list for the
grade of rear admiral on June 30 of the fiscal year in which lihe com-
pletes thirty years of total commissioned service, be held for all pur-
poses to have once failed of selection for promotion, and if not on such
list on June 30 of the succeeding year shall, subject to the provisions of
subsection 111 (c) of this title, be held for all purposes to have twice
failed of selection for promotion, and no such officer shall be held to
have failed of selection for promotion solely by reason of the approved
recommendation for promotion of any officer junior to him: Provided
further, That an officer who has lost numbers or precedence shall not
be held to have completed the service prescribed in the preceding pro-
viso until he completes five years of service in the grade of captain:
And provided further, That the status of having once failed of selec-
tion for promotion shall not be considered as prejudicial to an officer
with respect to his qualifications, his fitness for the naval service, or
his eligibility for selection by the next succeeding selection board.

(b) From among those rear admirals not restricted in the per-
formance of duty who are eligible for consideration for continuation
on the active list, the board shall recommend for such continuation
those officers whom it considers best fitted for continued service on
the active list, in number equal to the number furnished the board
by the Secretary of the Navy as provided in section 108 of this title.
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Grade 
Captains  
Commanders  
Lieutenant commanders 
Lieutenants  
Lieutenants (junior grade) 

Service 
in grade 
5 years 
7 years 

  6 years 
6 years 
3 years 

Total 
commissioned service 

30 years 
25 years 
18 years 
12 years 
6 years 

(n) The normal terms of service in grade of officers designated for 
limited duty in the various grades below that of commander shall be 
the same as those set out in subsection (m) of this section. 

(o) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall 
have the right to forward through official channels at any time not later 
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy Department 
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration of 
his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any 
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of 
any officer. 

Du ILES OF SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 109. (a) From among those officers who are eligible for consid-
eration for promotion, each board shall recommend for promotion 
those officers whom it considers best fitted for promotion, in number 
not exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the 
Navy as provided in section 108 of this title: Provided, That, from 
among eligible officers junior in lineal rank to the junior officer in the 
appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain, the 
board may not recommend, as best fitted for promotion, a number 
exceeding 5 per centum of the total number that the board is authorized 
to recommend for promotion to the grade concerned or, if such 5 per 
centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceeding one: 
Provided further, That in each grade the junior officer in a promotion 
zone and all officers of his category senior to him in lineal rank who 
are eligible for consideration shall, if not selected for promotion, be 
considered as having failed of selection for promotion, and no such 
officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer in said promotion zone 
shall, if not selected for promotion, be considered as having failed of 
selection for promotion: Provided further, That any captain desig-
nated for the performance of engineering duty, aeronautical engineer-
ing duty, or special duty, shall, if not on the promotion list for the 
grade of rear admiral on June 30 of the fiscal year in which he com-
pletes thirty years of total commissioned service, be held for all pur-
poses to have once failed of selection for promotion, and if not on such 
list on June 30 of the succeeding year shall, subject to the provisions of 
subsection 111 (c) of this title, be held for all purposes to have twice 
failed of selection for promotion, and no such officer shall be held to 
have failed of selection for promotion solely by reason of the approved 
recommendation for promotion of any officer junior to him: Provided 
further, That an officer who has lost numbers or precedence shall not 
be held to have completed the service prescribed in the preceding pro-
viso until he completes five years of service in the grade of captain: 
And provided further, That the status of having once failed of selec-
tion for promotion shall not be considered as prejudicial to an officer 
with respect to his qualifications, his fitness for the naval service, or 
his eligibility for selection by the next succeeding selection board. 

(b) From among those rear admirals not restricted in the per-
formance of duty who are eligible for consideration for continuation 
on the active list, the board shall recommend for such continuation 
those officers whom it considers best fitted for continued service on 
the active list, in number equal to the number furnished the board 
by the Secretary of the Navy as provided in section 108 of this title. 
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(c) From among those captains designated for engineering duty,
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty, who are eligible for con-
sideration for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend
for such continuation those officers, of each such category, whom it con-
siders best fitted for continued service on the active list, in number not
exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the
Navy, with respect to that category, as provided in section 108 of
this title.

(d) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion
of officers who are now or may hereafter be designated for engineering
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or limited duty,
shall be based upon their comparative fitness, within such categories,
for the duties prescribed for them by law.

(e) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any
provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the acting members: Provided, That the report or recom-
mendation of a board composed of five acting members shall require
the concurrence of at least a majority of the acting members.

(f) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years'
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their unsatis-
factory performance of duty in their present grades and in its opinion
indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties of a
higher grade.

REPORTS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEc. 110. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed
by all of the acting members thereof, and shall certify that the board
has carefully considered the case of every officer whose name was fur-
nished to the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section
108 of this title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the
acting members, the officers therein recommended are selected as the
best fitted to assume the duties of the next higher grade subject to the
limitations prescribed in subsection 109 (a) of this title, except that
the recommendation of the board in the cases of officers who are now
or may hereafter be designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, special duty, or limited duty, shallbe based upon their
comparative fitness as prescribed in section 109 of this title. The
report of a board convened to recommend rear admirals or captains
for continuation on the active list shall certify that, in the opinion
of at least two-thirds of the acting members, and, if the board has
but five acting members, in the opinion of at least a majority of the
acting members, the officers therein recommended are selected as the
best fitted for continued service on the active list.

(b) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President for
approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or officers
recommended by the board for promotion, or, in the case of rear
admirals or captains, for continuation on the active list, be not accept-
able to the President, the board shall be informed of the name of such
officer or officers and shall recommend a number of officers for promo-
tion or for continuation on the active list, as the case may be, equal
to the number of those found not acceptable to the President and if
necessary, the board shall be reconvened for this purpose.

PBOMOTION OF OFFICERS

SEC. 111. (a) Officers recommended for promotion in the approved
report of a selection board shall be regarded as having been selected
for promotion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list

Submission to Pres-
Ident.

Pnrmotion list.
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(c) From among those captains designated for engineering duty, 
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty, who are eligible for con-
sideration for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend 
for such continuation those officers, of each such category, whom it con-
siders best fitted for continued service on the active list, in number not 
exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the 
Navy, with respect to that category, as provided in section 108 of 
this title. 

(d) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion 
of officers who are now or may hereafter be designated for engineering 
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or limited duty, 
shall be based upon their comparative fitness, within such categories, 
for the duties prescribed for them by law. 

(e) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any 
provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the acting members: Provided, That the report or recom-
mendation of a board composed of five acting members shall require 
the concurrence of at least a majority of the acting members. 

(f) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers 
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years' 
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their unsatis-
factory performance of duty in their present grades and in its opinion 
indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties of a 
higher grade. 

REPORTS OF SFI.FtliON BOARDS 

SEC. 110. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed 
by all of the acting members thereof, and shall certify that the board 
has carefully considered the case of every officer whose name was fur-
nished to the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 
108 of this title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the 
acting members, the officers therein recommended are selected as the 
best fitted to assume the duties of the next higher grade subject to the 
limitations prescribed in subsection 109 (a) of this title, except that 
the recommendation of the board in the cases of officers who are now 
or may hereafter be designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, special duty, or limited duty, shall be based upon their 
comparative fitness as prescribed in section 109 of this title. The 
report of a board convened to recommend rear admirals or captains 
for continuation on the active list shall certify that, in the opinion 
of at least two-thirds of the acting members, and, if the board has 
but five acting members, in the opinion of at least a majority of the 
acting members, the officers therein recommended are selected as the 
best fitted for continued service on the active list. 

(b) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President for 
approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or officers 
recommended by the board for promotion, or, in the case of rear 
admirals or captains, for continuation on the active list, be not accept-
able to the President, the board shall be informed of the name of such 
officer or officers and shall recommend a number of officers for promo-
tion or for continuation on the active list, as the case may be, equal 
to the number of those found not acceptable to the President and, if 
necessary, the board shall be reconvened for this purpose. 

PROMOTION OF OFFICERS 

SEC. 111. (a) Officers recommended for promotion in the approved 
report of a selection board shall be regarded as having been selected 
for promotion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list 
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for the grade for which recommended in the order of their seniority
at the time of approval of such report except that the names of officers
recommended in an earlier approved report shall be placed upon the
promotion list ahead of those recommended for promotion to the same

grade in a later approved report. Promotions to fill vacancies in any

grade among officers not restricted in the performance of duty or

officers designated for the performance of limited duty and to fill

vacancies in the grade of rear admiral among officers restricted in the

performance of duty shall be made from among officers of the appro-
priate category whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade

concerned and in the order of placement on the said promotion list.

Each commander, lieutenant commander, and lieutenant (junior

grade) restricted in the performance of duty whose name appears on

a promotion list shall be eligible for promotion to the next higher
grade when the officer not restricted in the performance of duty whose
name appears next below his on the promotion list becomes eligible
for promotion and, for the purposes of this section, such date of

eligibility for promotion shall be regarded as the date of vacancy in

the higher grade. Each lieutenant restricted in the performance of

duty whose name appears on a promotion list shall be eligible for

promotion to the grade of lieutenant commander when the officer not
restricted in the performance of duty whose name appears next below
his on the promotion list becomes eligible for promotion or when a

vacancy exists in the combined grades of captain, commander, and
lieutenant commander among officers restricted in the performance of

duty, whichever may be the later, and for the purposes of this section
such date of eligibility for promotion shall be regarded as the date of
vacancy in the higher grade.

(b) The commission of each officer promoted to a higher grade shall
bear such date of rank and precedence number which, upon his promo-
tion, will assure him precedence in accordance with the order in which

his name appeared on the promotion list; no increased pay or allow-

ances shall accrue to any officer prior to the date of the occurrence of

the vacancy which he is promoted to fill.
(c) The President may remove the name of any officer from the

promotion list. An officer whose name is so removed from the promo-

tion list, or one whose appointment is rejected by the Senate, shall

continue to be eligible for consideration for recommendation for pro-

motion: Provided, That the next ensuing selection board may recom-

mend the officer concerned for promotion, and thereupon, with the

approval of the President, the name of such officer shall be replaced

on the promotion list, without prejudice by reason of its having been

temporarily removed therefrom, and when promoted such officer shall

take the same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have had had

his name not been so removed: And provided further, That if such

officer is not so recommended by such next ensuing selection board or

if the President shall again remove his name from the promotion list

or if the Senate shall again reject his appointment, he shall be held for

all purposes to have twice failed of selection for promotion.
(d) No officer shall be promoted to a grade above lieutenant unless

he has had not less than two years' sea or foreign service in the grade

in which serving and on the promotion list for that grade: Provided,

That the qualification of sea or foreign service shall not apply to

officers restricted by law to the performance of engineering duty

only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only: And

provided further, That the Secretary of the Navy shall determine the

types of duty which may be counted for the purpose of this subsection.
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for the grade for which recommended in the order of their seniority 
at the time of approval of such report except that the names of officers 
recommended in an earlier approved report shall be placed upon the 
promotion list ahead of those recommended for promotion to the same 
grade in a later approved report. Promotions to fill vacancies in any 
grade among officers not restricted in the performance of duty or 
officers. designated for the performance of limited duty and to fill 
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral among officers restricted in the 
performance of duty shall be made from among officers of the appro-
priate category whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade 
concerned and in the order of placement on the said promotion list. 
Each commander, lieutenant commander, and lieutenant (junior 
grade) restricted in the performance of duty whose name appears on 
a promotion list shall be eligible for promotion to the next higher 
grade when the officer not restricted in the performance of duty whose 
name appears next below his on the promotion list becomes eligible 
for promotion and, for the purposes of this section, such date of 
eligibility for promotion shall be regarded as the date of vacancy in 
the higher grade. Each lieutenant restricted in the performance of 
duty whose name appears on a promotion list shall be eligible for 
promotion to the grade of lieutenant commander when the officer not 
restricted in the performance of duty whose name appears next below 
his on the promotion list becomes eligible for promotion or when a 
vacancy exists in the combined grades of captain, commander, and 
lieutenant commander among officers restricted in the performance of 
duty, whichever may be the later, and for the purposes of this section, 
such date of eligibility for promotion shall be regarded as the date of 
vacancy in the higher grade. 

(b) The commission of each officer promoted to a higher grade shall 
bear such date of rank and precedence number which, upon his promo-
tion, will assure him precedence in accordance with the order in which 
his name appeared on the promotion list; no increased pay or allow-
ances shall accrue to any officer prior to the date of the occurrence of 
the vacancy which he is promoted to fill. 

(c) The President may remove the name of any officer from the 
promotion list. An officer whose name is so removed from the promo-
tion list, or one whose appointment is rejected by the Senate, shall 
continue to be eligible for consideration for recommendation for pro-
motion: Provided, That the next ensuing selection board may recom-
mend the officer concerned for promotion, and thereupon, with the 
approval of the President, the name of such officer shall be replaced 
on the promotion list, without prejudice by reason of its having been 
temporarily removed therefrom, and when promoted such officer shall 
take the same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have had had 
his name not been so removed: And provided further, That if such 
officer is not so recommended by such next ensuing selection board or 
if the President shall again remove his name from the promotion list 
or if the Senate shall again reject his appointment, he shall be held for 
all purposes to have twice failed of selection for promotion. 

(d) No officer shall be promoted to a grade above lieutenant unless 
he has had not less than two years' sea or foreign service in the grade 
in which serving and on the promotionlist for. that grade: Provided, 
That the qualification of sea or foreign service shall .not apply to 
officers restricted by law to the performance of engineering duty 
only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only: And 
provided further, That the Secretary of the Navy shall determine .the 
types of duty which may be counted for the purpose of this subsection. 
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RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS BELOW THE GRADE OF REAR ADMIRAL

Captatin. SEC. 112. (a) Captains whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year
in which they complete thirty-one years of total commissioned service,are not on a promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-section 111 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law,be placed on the retired list on that date: Provided, That such anofficer who has lost numbers or precedence shall not be placed on theretired list by reason of completion of thirty-one years of total com-missioned service until June 30 of the fiscal year in which he completes
five years of service in the grade of captain: Provided further, Thatcaptains not restricted in the performance of duty whose names, onJune 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete thirty years of totalcommissioned service, are not on a promotion list, shall, subject tothe provisions of subsection 111 (c), if not otherwise retired pursuantto law, and if they shall have twice failed of selection for promotionto rear admiral, be placed on the retired list on that date: Providedoontinuationo further, That not to exceed ten captains designated for engineeringduty, and not to exceed five captains designated for aeronautical
engineering duty, and not to exceed ten captains designated forspecial duty, recommended for continuation on the active list in thereport of a selection board as approved by the President, may be socontinued until the report of the next succeeding selection board isapproved, but no such captain shall be continued on the active listbeyond June 30 of the fiscal year in which he shall have completedthirty-five years of total commissioned service: And provided further,That a captain so continued on the active list shall, if not againrecommended for continuation on the active list in the approvedreport of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried inexcess of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be placedon the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year.ommanders (b) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited duty,whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotionlist, shall, subject to the provisions of section 111 (c) of this title, ifnot otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have twicefailed of selection for promotion to captain, be placed on the retiredlist on that date. Commanders, except commanders designated forlimited duty, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion to cap-tain, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of thefiscal year in which they complete twenty-six years of total commis-sioned service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placedon the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such secondfailure shall occur.

for lmited duta (c) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwisereired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last dayof the month following the month in which they complete thirty yearsof active naval service exclusive of active duty for training in aReserve component.
Letenrs t com- (d) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig-nated for limited duty, whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year iwhich they complete twenty years of total commissioned service, arenot on a promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of section111 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and ifthey shall have twice failed of selection for promotion to commander,be placed on the retired list on that date. Lieutenant commandersexcept lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty, who shall

twice fail of selection for promotion to commander, if such secondfailure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year in which
they complete twenty years of total commissioned service, shall, if
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Captains. SEC. 112. (a) Captains whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year 
in which they complete thirty-one years of total commissioned service, 
are not on a promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section 111 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, 
be placed on the retired list on that date: Provided, That such an 
officer who has lost numbers or precedence shall not be placed on the 
retired list by reason of completion of thirty-one years of total com-
missioned service until June 30 of the fiscal year in which he completes 
five years of service in the grade of captain: Provided further, That 
captains not restricted in the performance of duty whose names, on 
June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete thirty years of total 
commissioned service, are not on a promotion list, shall, subject to 
the provisions of subsection 111 (c), if not otherwise retired pursuant 
to law, and if they shall have twice failed of selection for promotion 
to rear admiral, be placed on the retired list on that date: Provided 

Continuation on ac-
tive list. further, That not to exceed ten captains designated for engineering 

duty, and not to exceed five captains designated for aeronautical 
engineering duty, and not to exceed ten captains designated for 
special duty, recommended for continuation on the active list in the 
report of a selection board as approved by the President, may be so 
continued until the report of the next succeeding selection board is 
approved, but no such captain shall be continued on the active list 
beyond June 30 of the fiscal year in which he shall have completed 
thirty-five years of total commissioned service: And provided further, 
That a captain so continued on the active list shall, if not again 
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approved 
report of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried in 
excess of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be placed 
on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year. 

Commanders. (b) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited duty, 
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion 
list, shall, subject to the provisions of section 111 (c) of this title, if 
not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have twice 
failed of selection for promotion to captain, be placed on the retired 
list on that date. Commanders, except commanders designated for 
limited duty, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion to cap-
tain, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the 
fiscal year in which they complete twenty-six years of total commis-
sioned service' shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed 
on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second 
failure shall occur. 

Officers designated (c) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwise for limited duty, 

retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last day 
of the month following the month in which they complete thirty years 
of active naval service exclusive of active duty for training in a 
Reserve component. 

Lieutenant corn- (d) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig 
menders. 

- nated for limited duty, whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in 
which they complete twenty years of total commissioned service are 
not on a promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of section 
111 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if 
they shall have twice failed of selection for promotion to commander, 
be placed on the retired list on that date. Lieutenant commanders, 
except lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty, who shall 
twice fail of selection for promotion to commander , if such second 
failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year in which 
they complete twenty years of total commissioned service, shall, if 
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not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list
on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second failure shall occur.

(e) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if
not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on
June 30 of the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of
selection for promotion to commander: Provided, That such an officer
instead of such separation from the active list shall, if he had the
permanent status of warrant officer or commissioned warrant officer
when first appointed an officer for the performance of limited duty
only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would have
held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a permanent rating
below warrant officer when first so appointed he shall have the option
of reverting to the grade and status he would have held had he not
been so appointed but had instead been appointed a warrant officer,
and in any computation to determine such grade and status all active
service as an officer designated for limited duty or as a temporary or
Reserve officer shall be included: And provided further, That such an
officer exercising such option shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant
to law, be placed on the retired list in the grade in which then serving,
upon the completion of a total of thirty years of active naval service,
exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve component, with
retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of his active-duty pay.

(f) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the
retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed
thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their
pay on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said
active-duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or
more shall be considered a full year in computing the number of years
of service by which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided
further, That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Reg-
ular Navy pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18,
1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned
in the Regular Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving
on active duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on
the retired list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-
duty pay at the time of retirement.

(g) Lieutenants, and lieutenants (junior grade), who shall have
twice failed of selection for promotion to lieutenant commander and
lieutenant, respectively, and officers whose names are reported in
accordance with subsection 109 (f) of this Act, shall be honorably
discharged from the Navy on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they
fail of such selection the second time, or in which their names are
reported in accordance with subsection 109 (f) of this Act, with a lump-
sum payment computed on the basis of two months' active-duty pay at
the time of discharge for each year of commissioned service computed in
accordance with subsection 102 (d), but not to exceed a total of two
years' active-duty pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this sub-
section a fractional year of six months or more shall be considered a
full year in computing the number of years' commissioned service
upon which to base such lump-sum payment: And provided further,
That an officer designated for limited duty, instead of such separation
from the active list, shall have the option described in subsection (e)
of this section.

(h) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to pro-
motion, are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical
disability contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in
the grade for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate
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not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list 
on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second failure shall occur. 

(e) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if 
not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on 
June 30 of the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of 
selection for promotion to commander: Provided, That such an officer 
instead of such separation from the active list shall, if he had the 
permanent status of warrant officer or commissioned warrant officer 
when first appointed an officer for the performance of limited duty 
only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would have 
held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a permanent rating 
below warrant officer when first so appointed he shall have the option 
of reverting to the grade and status he would have held had he not 
been so appointed but had instead been appointed a warrant officer, 
and in any computation to determine such grade and status all active 
service as an officer designated for limited duty or as a temporary or 
Reserve officer shall be included: And provided further, That such an 
officer exercising such option shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant 

i to law, be placed on the retired list n the grade in which then serving, 
upon the completion of a total of thirty years of active naval service, 
exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve component, with 
retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of his active-duty pay. 

(f) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the 
retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed 
thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21/2  per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years 
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their 
pay on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said 
active-duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or 
more shall be considered a full year in computing the number of years 
of service by which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided 
further, That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Reg-
ular Navy pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18, 
1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned 
in the Regular Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving 
on active duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on 
the retired list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-
duty pay at the time of retirement. 

(g) Lieutenants, and lieutenants (junior grade), who shall have 
twice failed of selection for promotion to lieutenant commander and 
lieutenant, respectively, and officers whose names are reported in 
accordance with subsection 109 (f) of this Act, shall be honorably 
discharged from the Navy on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they 
fail of such selection the second time, or in which their names are 
reported in accordance with subsection 109 (f) of this Act, with a lump-
sum payment computed on the basis of two months' active-duty pay at 
the time of discharge for each year of commissioned service computed in 
accordance with subsection 102 (d), but not to exceed a total of two 
years' active-duty pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this sub-
section a fractional year of six months or more shall be considered a 
full year in computing the number of years' commissioned service 
upon which to base such lump-sum payment: And provided further, 
That an officer designated for limited duty, instead of such separation 
from the active list, shall have the option described in subsection (e) 
of this section. 

(h) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to pro-
motion, are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical 
disability contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in 
the grade for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate 
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of 75 per centum of the active-duty pay of the rank to which selected.
Applicabiltyofd (i) The provisions of this title relating to the discharge or retire-

ofic aove ge of ment of officers who have twice failed of selection for promotion shallensign be applicable to officers above the grade of ensign who fail on profes-
sional reexamination for promotion in the same manner as if such
officers had twice failed of selection for promotion.

(j) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions
of law.

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS ABOVE THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN

Reradmas. SEC. 113. (a) Rear admirals who, having been considered by two
successive selection boards for recommendation for continuation on
the active list, are not so recommended in the approval report of sucha board shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed upon
the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with retired
pay at the rate of 212 per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade
m which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by the
number of years of service for which they would be entitled to credit
in the computation of pay on the active list had they been serving in
the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but retired pay
so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay.

(b) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of rear admirals who are not restricted in theperformance of duty for continuation on the active list, that the num-
ber to be furnished the board as determined pursuant to the provisions

Ant, p. 80 of subsection 108 (h) would, except for the proviso to said subsection,
be less than 50 per centum of the number of such rear admirals, exclud-
ing those who have once failed of selection for continuation on theactive list, eligible for such consideration, the Secretary of the Navy
shall convene a board of not less than five officers, not restricted in theperformance of duty and serving in ranks above that of rear admiral,
to consider such rear admirals, excluding those who have once failedof selection for continuation on the active list, who completed fouryears of service in that grade and thirty-four years of total commis-sioned service prior to July 1 of the then current fiscal year, and rec-ommend for retirement a sufficient number so that the number to befurnished the board as so determined shall equal said 50 per centum.

(c) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a boardfor the consideration of captains who are not restricted in the perform-ance of duty for promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that thenumber of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancieswhich will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the gradeof rear admiral is less than will permit the selection for promotion of anumber of captains equal to 10 per centum of the authorized numberof rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of duty, the Secre-tary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five officers,
not restricted in the performance of duty and serving in ranks above
that of rear admiral, to consider and recommend for retirement asufficient number of such rear admirals to permit the selection for
promotion of the said number of such captains.

(d) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of aboard for the consideration of captains designated for engineeringduty, aeronautical engineering duty or special duty for promotionto the grade of rear admiral, that the number of vacancies existing
plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur during theensuing twelve-month period in the grade of rear admiral is less thanwill permit the selection for promotion of a number of such captains
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equal to 15 per centum of the authorized number of rear admirals
designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or
special duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of
not less than five officers, serving in ranks above that of rear admiral,
to consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such
rear admirals to permit the selection for promotion of the said
number of such captains.

(e) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or dis-
approval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations
of the board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend
additional rear admirals for retirement equal to the number disap-
proved by the President.

(f) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the
President shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed
upon the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with
retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in
the grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by
the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been
serving in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but
retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of
said active-duty pay.

(g) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of
law.

MARINE CORPS

SEC. 114. (a) Commissioned officers of the Marine Corps shall be
authorized in number in the same proportion to authorized enlisted
strength and shall be distributed in grades, promoted, retired, and dis-
charged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in all
respects as provided for commissioned officers of the line of the Navy,
by existing law, or by laws hereafter enacted, except as may be neces-
sary to adapt the said provisions to the Marine Corps, or as herein
otherwise provided.

(b) Of the authorized number of commissioned officers above the
grade of colonel who are not restricted in the performance of duty,
not more than 50 per centum may be major generals and the remainder
brigadier generals: Provided, That after July 1, 1948, except in time
of war or national emergency declared after the effective date of this
Act, the number of such officers shall not exceed thirty-two, of which
not exceeding twelve may be major generals.

(c) The number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty,
including the officer serving as the head of the Supply Department,
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of
the number of general officers of the Marine Corps not restricted in
the performance of duty authorized at that time: Provided, That
except in time of war or national emergency declared after the effective
date of this Act, such number shall not exceed four.

(d) The total number of officers designated for supply duty in the
combined grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major shall not
exceed at any one time a number equal to 8 per centum of the total
number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty authorized
in those grades at that time.

(e) The requirement of sea or foreign service in grade shall not
apply to promotion of officers of the Marine Corps.

(f) Selection boards shall consist of nine officers of the active list
of the Marine Corps, the composition of the boards to be determined
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equal to 15 per centum of the authorized number of rear admirals 
designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or 
special duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of 
not less than five officers, serving in ranks above that of rear admiral, 
to consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such 
rear admirals to permit the selection for promotion of the said 
number of such captains. 

(e) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of 
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or dis-
approval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations 
of the board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend 
additional rear admirals for retirement equal to the number disap-
proved by the President. 

(f) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the 
President shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed 
upon the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with 
retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in 
the grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by 
the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to 
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been 
serving in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but 
retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of 
said active-duty pay. 

(g) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of 
law. 

MARINE CORPS 

Szc.114. (a) Commissioned officers of the Marine Corps shall be 
authorized in number in the same proportion to authorized enlisted 
strength and shall be distributed in grades, promoted, retired, and dis-
charged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in all 
respects as provided for commissioned officers of the line of the Navy, 
by existing law, or by laws hereafter enacted, except as may be neces-
sary to adapt the said provisions to the Marine Corps, or as herein 
otherwise provided. 

(b) Of the authorized number of commissioned officers above the 
grade of colonel who are not restricted in the performance of duty, 
not more than 50 per centum may be major generals and the remainder 
brigadier generals: Provided, That after July 1, 1948, except in time 
of war or national emergency declared after the effective date of this 
Act, the number of such officers shall not exceed thirty-two, of which 
not exceeding twelve may be major generals. 

(c) The number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty, 
including the officer serving as the head of the Supply Department, 
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of 
the number of general officers of the Marine Corps not restricted in 
the performance of duty authorized at that time: Provided, That 
except in time of war or national emergency declared after the effective 
date of this Act, such number shall not exceed four. 

(d) The total number of officers designated for supply: duty in the 
combined grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major shall not 
exceed at any one time a number equal to 8 per centum of the total 
number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty authorized 
in those grades at that time. 

(e) The requirement of sea or foreign service in grade shall not 
apply to promotion of officers of the Marine Corps. 

(f) Selection boards shall consist of nine officers of the active list 
of the Marine Corps, the composition of the boards to be determined 
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Recommendations by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That no officer shall be
forecommended for promotion or for continuation on the active list

unless he shall have received the recommendation of not less than
two-thirds of the acting members of the board: Provided further,
That whenever there are insufficient general officers available to com-
prise a selection board for the recommendation of officers for promo-
tion to the grades of brigadier general and colonel without placing
thereon general officers who served as members of the same corre-
sponding board the preceding year, officers of the active list of the
line of the Navy, not restricted in the performance of duty, of the
grade of rear admiral may be substituted for general officers of the
Marine Corps in order to comply with the provisions of subsection

Ante, p. 1. 105 (b) of this title: Provided further, That selection boards to
recommend brigadier generals for promotion to major general shall
be composed of officers of the permanent grade of major general on
the active list of the Marine Corps to the extent that such officers are
deemed available for this duty by the Secretary of the Navy, and the
remainder of the board shall be composed of rear admirals on the
active list of the line of the Navy, not restricted in the performance

Admiuitrativestafi of duty: And provided further, That administrative staff duty per-
formed by any officer under appointment or detail, and duty in avia-
tion, or in any technical specialty, shall be given weight by the selection
board in determining his fitness for promotion equal to that given
to line duty equally well performed.

pointment o a (g) Whenever officers designated for supply duty are eligible for
board. consideration by a selection board for promotion or for continuation

on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall appoint, as alternate
members of the appropriate selection board, three officers of that
designation, and if there be not three available, he shall so appoint
such lesser number as may be available, and the junior members of the
board who are not restricted in the performance of duty, in like
number, shall not act upon the cases of officers designated for supply
duty. No such alternate member shall act upon the cases of officers
other than those designated for supply duty. No officer designated
for supply duty or for limited duty shall act upon the cases of officers

romotion to ma not restricted in the performance of duty.
general.in m (h) Promotion to major general shall be from brigadier generals

who are not restricted in the performance of duty, and such officers
shall be eligible for consideration by a selection board for promotion
to major general when they will have completed, on June 30 of the
fiscal year of the convening of the board, four years' service in that
grade. The date of rank of an officer appointed in the grade of major
general shall be the date of rank held by such officer in the grade of

Anbrigadier general under permanent or temporary appointment: Pro-
Ant, p 8. ided, That subject to the provisions of subsection 111 (c) of this title

and of subsection 423 (b) of title IV of this Act, such date of rank
shall not be earlier than that of the junior officer in the grade of major
general: And provided further, That such an officer shall be entitled
to the pay and allowances of the higher grade from the date of occur-

Promotion one In rence of the vacancy which he is promoted to fill.
gde ofbrionone in- (i) The promotion zone in the grade of brigadier general for officers
enr. not restricted in the performance of duty shall be established by the

Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection
board to consider officers of that grade for recommendation for pro-
motion to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that number of
the most senior such officers of the grade of brigadier general, who
are eligible for selection for promotion to the next higher grade and
have not previously failed of such selection, which must be either
selected for promotion by the particular board or be considered as
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general: And provided further, That such an officer shall be entitled 
to the pay and allowances of the higher grade from the date of occur-
rence of the vacancy which he is promoted to fill. • 

Promotion zone In  grade of brigadier gen- (1) The promotion zone in the grade of brigadier general for officers 
eral, not restricted in the performance of duty shall be established by the 

Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection 
board to consider officers of that grade for recommendation for pro-
motion to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that number of 
the most senior such officers of the grade of brigadier general, who 
are eligible for selection for promotion to the next higher grade and 
have not previously failed of such selection, which must be either 
selected for promotion by the particular board or be considered as 
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having failed of such selection, in order to maintain a flow of promo-
tion consistent with the needs of the service and to best assure to indi-
viduals in succeeding years equality of opportunity for promotion.
The number shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy and
shall be based upon a consideration of the estimated number of va-
cancies which will occur in the next higher grade for each of the
ensuing five years and the number of such officers who will be eligible
for selection.

(j) Officers serving in the grade of major general in the Marine
Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral in the Navy
who are entitled to the pay of the upper half of that grade shall take
rank among themselves according to their respective dates of rank in
such grades. Officers serving in the grade of brigadier general in the
Marine Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral in the
Navy who are entitled to the pay of the lower half of that grade shall
take rank among themselves according to their respective dates of
rank in such grades.

(k) The provisions of this title relating to the selection of rear
admirals for continuation on the active list shall not be applicable to
major generals.

(1) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of brigadier generals for promotion to the grade
of major general, that the number of vacancies existing plus the esti-
mated number of vacancies which will occur during the ensuing
twelve-month period in the grade of major general is less than will
permit the selection for promotion of a number of brigadier generals
equal to 50 per centum of the number of such officers comprising the
promotion zone for that grade, the Secretary of the Navy shall con-
vene a board of not less than five officers serving in ranks above that

of major general or rear admiral to consider and recommend for
retirement a sufficient number of major generals to permit the selection
for promotion of the said number of brigadier generals.

(m) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of colonels who are not restricted in the per-

formance of duty for promotion to the grade of brigadier general,
that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of
vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period is

less than will permit the selection for promotion of a number of such
colonels equal to 10 per centum of the authorized number of general
officers who are not restricted in the performance of duty, the Secre-
tary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five officers
serving in ranks above that of major general or rear admiral to
consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of general

officers to permit the selection for promotion of the said number of
colonels.

(n) Brigadier generals, who are not restricted in the performance

of duty, whose names are not on the promotion list shall, if not other-
wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30

of the fiscal year in which they fail of selection for promotion the
second time with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active list

had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time of their
retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of
75 per centum of said active-duty pay.

(o) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy

designated for limited duty shall be applicable in like manner and
with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for limited

duty.
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having failed of such selection, in order to maintain a flow of promo-
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for promotion of the said number of brigadier generals. 
(m) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board Selection for promo-tion of colonels. 

for the consideration of colonels who are not restricted in the per-
formance of duty for promotion to the grade of brigadier general, 
that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of 
vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period is 
less than will permit the selection for promotion of a number of such 
colonels equal to 10 per centum of the authorized number of general 
officers who are not restricted in the performance of duty, the Secre-
tary. of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five officers 
serving in ranks above that of major general or rear admiral to 
consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of general 
officers to permit the selection for promotion of the said number of 
colonels. 

(n) Brigadier generals, who are not restricted in the performance Brigadier generals. 

of duty, whose names are not on the promotion list shall, if not other- 
Retired pay. 

wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 
of the fiscal year in which they fail of selection for promotion the 
second time with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their 
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they 
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active list 
had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time of their 
retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 
75 per centum of said active-duty pay. 

(o) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy 
designated for limited duty shall be applicable in like manner and 
with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for limited 

duty. 



Applicability of (p) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy
desated provo designated for engineering duty shall be applicable in like manner

and with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for
supply duty, except as may be necessary to adapt the said provisions
to the Marine Corps or as herein otherwise provided.

desigatedr supraly (q) Brigadier generals designated for supply duty, if not retired
duty. pursuant to other provisions of law, shall, except as otherwise provided

in this section, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year
in which they complete five years' service in that grade and thirty-five
years' total commissioned service with retired pay at the rate of 21/
per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at
the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service
for which they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay
on the active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the
time of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed
a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay.

Continuation on ac- (r) Brigadier generals of the Marine Corps designated for supply
duty who in the then current fiscal year complete or will complete five
years' service in their grade and have completed or will complete in
such fiscal year thirty-five years of total commissioned service; those
who prior to the then current fiscal year have completed five years'
service in their grade and in such fiscal year complete or will complete
thirty-five years of total commissioned service; and those who were
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approved report
of the immediately preceding appropriate selection board, shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for continuation on the
active list: Provided, That not to exceed two such brigadier generals
recommended for continuation on the active list in the.report of a
selection board as approved by the President may be so continued until
the report of the next succeeding selection board is approved: And
provided further, That a brigadier general so continued on the active
list shall, if not again recommended for continuation on the active list
in the approved report of the next succeeding selection board, there-
after be carried in excess of the number authorized to be so continued
and shall be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current
fiscal year.

(s) In addition to the information otherwise required by this title
the Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selection board
with the number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list.
The number so furnished shall be such number as the Secretary of
the Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of
the Marine Corps not to exceed two.

tion of cpolonel- (t) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of colonels designated for supply duty for pro-
motion to the grade of brigadier general, that the number of vacancies
existing plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur
during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of brigadier
general is less than will permit the selection for promotion in such
period of a number of such colonels equal to 15 per centum of the
authorized number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty,
the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five
officers serving in ranks above that of brigadier general to consider
and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of brigadier gen-
erals designated for supply duty to permit the selection for promotion
in such period of the said number of such colonels.

tinued on aotive lSat (u) The number to be furnished the board in respect to colonels
designated for supply duty to be continued on the active list shall be
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Applicability of (p) The provisions of this title relating to . officers of. the Navy 
designated provisions. 

designated for engineering duty shall be applicable like manner 
and with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for 
supply duty, except as may be necessary to adapt the said provisions 

to the Marine Corps or as herein otherwise provided.  Brigadier generals (q) Brigadier generals designated for supply duty, if. not retired 
designated for supply 
duty, pursuant to other provisions of law, shall, except as otherwise provided 

in this section, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year 
in which they complete five years' service in that grade and thirty-five 
years' total commissioned service with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 
per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at 
the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service 
for which they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay 
on the active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the 
time of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed 
a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay. 

Continuation on ma- (r) Brigadier generals of the Marine Corps designated for supply 
tive list. 

duty who in the then current fiscal year complete or will complete five 
years' service in their grade and have completed -or will complete in 
such fiscal year thirty-five years of total commissioned service; those 
who prior to the then current fiscal year have completed five years' 
service in their grade and in such fiscal year complete or will complete 
thirty-five years of total commissioned service; and those who were 
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approved report 
of the immediately preceding appropriate selection board, shall be 
eligible for consideration by a selection board for continuation on the 
active list: Provided, That not to exceed two such brigadier generals 
recommended for continuation on the active list in the .report of a 
selection board as approved by the President may be so continued until 
the report of the next succeeding selection board is approved: And 
provided further, That a brigadier general so continued on the active 
list shall, if not again recommended for continuation on the active list 
in the approved report of the next succeeding selection board, there-
after be carried in excess of the number authorized to be so continued 
and shall be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current 
fiscal year. 

(s) In addition to the information otherwise required by this title, 
the Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selection board 
with the number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty 
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list. 
The number so furnished shall be such number as the Secretary of 
the Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of 
the Marine Corps not to exceed two. 

Selection for promo-
tion of colonels. (t) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 

for the consideration of colonels designated for supply duty for pro-
motion to the grade of brigadier general, that the number of vacancies 
existing plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur 
during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of brigadier 
general is less than will permit the selection for promotion in such 
period of a number of such colonels equal to 15 per centum of the 
authorized number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty, 
the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five 
officers serving in ranks above that of brigadier general to consider 
and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of brigadier gen-
erals designated for supply duty to permit the selection for promotion 
in such period of the said number of such colonels. 

tinned ac list Number°, tebeve run-. (y) The number to be furnished the board in respect to colonels 
designated for supply duty to be continued on the active list shall be 
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such number, not to exceed two, as the Secretary of the Navy shall
determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Marine
Corps.

(v) Officers recommended for retirement in the report of a board
convened pursuant to subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section,
as approved by the President, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant
to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current
fiscal year with retired pay at the rate of 2/2 per centum of their
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active
list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time of their
retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75
per centum of said active-duty pay.

(w) From among the officers designated for supply duty who are
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list the board
shall recommend for such continuation those officers whom it con-
siders best fitted for continued service on the active list in number
equal to the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy.

(x) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank

or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions of
law.

(y) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of

subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section shall be submitted to

the President for approval or disapproval; if the President shall
disapprove the recommendations of the board in whole or in part,

the board shall then recommend additional appropriate general officers

for retirement equal to the number disapproved by the President.

DETERMINATION OF UPPER AND LOWER HALF REAR ADMIRALS

SEC. 115. Rear admirals on the active list of the line in the upper

half of that grade, exclusive of officers carried as additional numbers

in grade, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances prescribed by law

for rear admirals of the upper half: Provided, That for the purpose
of determining the number of rear admirals in the upper half, there

shall be excluded those officers carried as additional numbers in that

grade, and each rear admiral carried as an additional number in that
grade shall be entitled to such pay and allowances from the date on

which the officer next junior to him becomes entitled thereto pursuant
to this section.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF TITLE I

SEC. 116. Sections 101, 102, and, as to distribution, sections 103 and

114 of this title shall be effective upon the date of approval of this

Act. The remaining provisions of this title shall be effective upon
the termination of title III of this Act.

TITLE II-PERMANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO

OFFICERS OF THE STAFF CORPS OF THE NAVY

PERMANENT STATUS OF TITLE II

SEC. 201. The provisions of this title shall constitute permanent, as

distinguished from terminable, provisions of law relating to the dis-
tribution of commissioned officers in the various grades of the Staff

Corps of the Regular Navy, to the promotion of such officers to the
grades above that of lieutenant (jumor grade), and to their involun-
tary separation from the active list.
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such number, not to exceed two, as the Secretary of the Navy shall 
determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Marine 
Corps. 

(v) Officers recommended for retirement in the report of a board 
convened pursuant to subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section, 
as approved by the President, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant 
to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current 
fiscal year with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their 
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they 
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active 
list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time of their 
retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 
per centum of said active-duty pay. 

(w) From among the officers designated for supply duty who are 
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list the board 
shall recommend for such continuation those officers whom it con-
siders best fitted for continued service on the active list in number 
equal to the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy. 

(x) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions of 
law. 

(y) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of 
subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section shall be submitted to 
the President for approval or disapproval; if the President shall 
disapprove the recommendations of the board in whole or in part, 
the board shall then recommend additional appropriate general officers 
for retirement equal to the number disapproved by the President. 

DETERMINATION OF UPPER AND LOWER HALF REAR ADMIRALS 

SEC. 115. Rear admirals on the active list of the line in the upper 
half of that grade, exclusive of officers carried as additional numbers 
in grade, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances prescribed by law 
for rear admirals of the upper half: Provided, That for the purpose 
of determining the number of rear admirals in the upper half, there 
shall be excluded those officers carried as additional numbers in that 
grade, and each rear admiral carried as an additional number in that 
grade shall be entitled to such pay and allowances from the date on 
which the officer next junior to him becomes ent itled thereto pursuant 
to this section. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF T1TLF, I 

SEC. 116. Sections 101, 102, and, as to distribution, sections 103 and 
114 of this title shall be effective upon the date of approval of this 
Act. The remaining provisions of this title shall be effective upon 
the termination of title III of this Act. 

TITLE II—PERMANENT PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
OFFICERS OF THE STAFF CORPS OF THE NAVY 

PERMANENT STATUS OF TITLE II 

SEC. 201. The provisions of this title shall constitute permanent, as 
distinguished from terminable, provisions of law relating to the dis-
tribution of commissioned officers in the various grades of the Staff 
Corps of the Regular Navy, to the promotion of such officers to the 
grades above that of lieutenant (junior grade), and to their involun-
tary separation from the active list. 
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DEFINITIONS

"officers." SEc. 202. (a) As used in this title, the word "officers" shall be held
to mean commissioned officers holding permanent appointments as
such on the active list in the Staff Corps of the Regular Navy. Unless
otherwise qualified it shall be held to include officers of the Medical,
Supply, Chaplain, Civil Engineer, Dental, Medical Service, and Nurse
Corps of the Navy, including officers designated for limited duty in
such corps, and to exclude commissioned warrant officers.

Militayhis titles. s , military titles shall be held to describe
an officer or officers, as the case may be, holding permanent appoint-
ment on the active list in a Staff Corps of the Regular Navy in the
grade concerned.

"Not restricted in (C) As used in this title, the words "not restricted in the per-
duty.for" formance of duty" shall be held to describe officers not designated for

limited duty.
Computationof (d) (1) For the purposes of this title in respect to eligibility for

continuation on the active list and in respect to separation from the
active list, the total commissioned service of an officer originally
appointed in the grade or rank of lieutenant (junior grade) or ensign
in the Regular Navy, who has served continuously on the active list
shall be computed from June 30 of the fiscal year in which he accepted
such appointment, except for officers appointed pursuant to the Act

60 Stat. 92. of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress). Each
Ante, p' ; p other officer shall be deemed to have for these purposes as much total

p. commissioned service as any officer described above in this subsection
who shall not have lost numbers or precedence and who is, or shall
have been, junior to such other officer in his corps for the purpose of
eligibility for promotion or selection for promotion since the date of
the latter's first appointment to permanent commissioned rank in
the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer,
following which he shall have served continuously on the active list
of the Regular Navy.

iervice ieto ebent () (2) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this subsection,
ofNurse Corps. the number of years' service to be credited to each lieutenant (junior

grade) of the Nurse Corps shall, for the purpose of this title in regard
to separation from the active list, be based on her total active service
under an appointment as a commissioned officer in the Nurse Corps of
the Navy or the reserve component thereof and all active service in
the Nurse Corps and the Nurse Corps Reserve abolished by the Act of

882 ss P 41; Poa P. April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, Eightieth Congress), shall, for this
purpose, be regarded as commissioned service in the Naw.

Service codrp^ (3) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1, of this sub-
section an officer commissioned in the Medical Service Corps pursuant

i4 u.s.8 C.2 q. to theAct of April 18,1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress)
Appe, 78; post, shall, for the purpose of this title in respect to separation from theactive list, be deemed to have total commissioned service equivalent

to that of his line officer running mate.
pctve duty pay. (e) The words "active-duty pay" as used in sections 212 and 213 ofthis title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay the

retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty inhis grade.
DISTRIBUTION O OF FICES

SEc. 203. (a) Officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy shall be dis-
tributed in the various grades in each Staff Corps in accordance with

ee admlras. the provisions of this title: Provided, That the number of rear admirals
in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer
Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, exclusive of any such rear
admiral serving as a chief of bureau, shall not exceed in each corps

s o d c
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DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 202. (a) As used in this title, the word "officers" shall be held 
to mean commissioned officers holding permanent appointments as 
such on the active list in the Staff Corps of the Regular Navy. Unless 
otherwise qualified it shall be held to include officers of the Medical, 
Supply, Chaplain, Civil Engineer, Dental, Medical Service, and Nurse 
Corps of the Navy, including officers designated for limited duty in 
such corps, and to exclude commissioned warrant officers. 

(b) As used in this title, military, titles shall be held to describe 
an officer or officers, as the case may be, holding permanent appoint-
ment on the active list in a Staff Corps of the Regular Navy in the 
grade concerned. 

(c) As used in this title, the words "not restricted in the per-
formance of duty" shall be held to describe officers not designated for 
limited duty. 

(d) (1) For the purposes of this title in respect to eligibility for 
continuation on the active list and in respect to separation from the 
active list, the total commissioned service of an officer originally 
appointed in the grade or rank of lieutenant (junior grade) or ensign 
in the Regular Navy, who has served continuously on the active list 
shall be computed from June 30 of the fiscal year in which he accepted 
such appointment, except for officers appointed pursuant to the Act 
of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress). Each 
other officer shall be deemed to have for these purposes as much total 
commissioned service as any officer described above in this subsection 
who shall not have lost numbers or precedence and who is, or shall 
have been, junior to such other officer in his corps for the purpose of 
eligibility for promotion or selection for promotion since the date of 
the latter's first appointment to permanent commissioned rank in 
the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer, 
following which he shall have served continuously on the active list 
of the Regular Navy. 

(2) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this subsection, 
the number of years' service to be credited to each lieutenant (junior 
grade) of the Nurse Corps shall for the purpose of this title in regard 
to separation from the active list: be based on her total active service 
under an appointment as a commissioned officer in the Nurse Corps of 
the Navy or the reserve component thereof and all active service in 
the Nurse Corps and the Nurse Corps Reserve abolished by the Act of 
April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, Eightieth Congress), shall, for this 
purpose, be regarded as commissioned service in the Navy. 

(8) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this sub-
section, an officer commissioned in the Medical Service Corps pursuant 
to the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress) 
shay, for the purpose of this title in respect to separation from the 
active list, be deemed to have total commissioned service equivalent 
to that of his line officer running mate. 

(e). The words "active-duty pay" as used in sections 212 and 213 of 
this title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay the 
retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty in 
his grade. 

DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS 

SEC. 203. (a) Officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy shall be dis-
tributed in the various grades in each Staff Corps in accordance with 
the provisions of this title :Provided, That the number of rear admirals 
in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer 
Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, exclusive of any such rear 
admiral serving as a chief of bureau, shall not exceed in each corps 
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five-tenths of 1 per centum of the officers in that corps on the active
list of the Navy at any one time: Provided further, That such a rear
admiral serving as a chief of bureau shall upon termination of his
tenure as chief of bureau be carried in excess until the next vacancy
occurs in the grade of rear admiral in the corps concerned: Provided
further, That notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, except in
time of war or national emergency declared after the effective date of
this Act, the number of rear admirals in the Medical Corps, Supply
Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, and Dental Corps shall
not exceed fifteen, thirteen, two, four, and four, respectively: And pro-
vided further, That the number of captains in the Medical Service
Corps and the number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in
the Nurse Corps shall not exceed 2 per centum, seven-tenths of 1 per
centum, and 1A per centum, respectively, of the officers in the corps
concerned on the active list of the Navy at any one time.

(b) To determine the authorized number of officers in the grade of
rear admiral in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps,
Civil Engineer Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, and the author-
ized number of captains in the Medical Service Corps and the author-
ized number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in the Nurse
Corps, as provided in this section, computations shall be made by
the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of approval of this Act and
as of January 1 of each year thereafter; the resulting number in the
grade of rear admiral in each corps in which such grade is authorized,
as so computed, shall be held and considered for all purposes as the
authorized number of officers in the grade of rear admiral in each
such corps and shall not be varied between computations; the result-
ing number in the grade of captain in the Medical Service Corps and
in each of the grades of commander and lieutenant commander in the
Nurse Corps, as so computed, shall be held and considered as the
authorized number of officers in the grade of the corps concerned until
a subsequent computation shall be made: Provided, That no officer
shall be reduced in grade or pay or separated from the active list of
the Navy as a result of any such computation.

(c) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made
pursuant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and
if such fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be
taken.

PROMOTION BY SELECTION

SEC. 204. All promotions to grades above that of lieutenant (junior
grade), including the promotion of those officers who are, or may be,
carried on the Navy list as additional numbers in grade, shall be
only upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers as herein
prescribed.

SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 205. (a) A board for the recommendation of officers for pro-
motion to the grade of rear admiral, and for the recommendation of
captains for continuation on the active list, shall consist of not less
than three nor more than nine rear admirals of the corps concerned.
Boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grades
of captain and commander except with respect to officers of the Medi-
cal Service Corps and of the Nurse Corps shall consist of not less
than six nor more than nine officers of the corps concerned of the
grade of captain or above. Boards for the recommendation of offi-
cers for promotion to the grades of lieutenant commander and lieu-
tenant, except with respect to officers of the Medical Service Corps
and of the Nurse Corps, shall consist of not less than six nor more
than nine officers of the corps concerned above the grade of commander.
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five-tenths of 1 per centum of the officers in that corps on the active 
list of the Navy at any one time: Provided further, That such a rear 
admiral serving as a chief of bureau shall upon termination of his 
tenure as chief of bureau be carried in excess until the next vacancy 
occurs in the grade of rear admiral in the corps concerned: Provided 
further, That notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, except in 
time of war or national emergency declared after the effective date of 
this Act, the number of rear admirals in the Medical Corps, Supply 
Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, and Dental Corps shall 
not. exceed fifteen, thirteen, two, four, and four, respectively : And pro-
wled further, That the number of captains in the Medical Service 
Corps and the number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in 
the Nurse Corps shall not exceed 2 per centum, seven-tenths of 1 per 
centum, and 11% per centum, respectively, of the officers in the corps 
concerned on the active list of the Navy at any one time. 

(b) To determine the authorized number of officers in the grade of 
rear. admiral in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, 
Civil Engineer Corps., and Dental Corps, respectively, and the author-
ized number of captains in the Medical Service Corps and the author-
ized number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in the Nurse 
Corps, as provided in this section, computations shall be made by 
the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of approval of this Act and 
as of January 1 of each year thereafter; the resulting number in the 
grade of rear admiral in each corps in which such grade is authorized, 
as so computed, shall be held and considered for all purposes as the 
authorized number of officers in the grade of rear admiral in each 
such corps and shall not be varied between computations; the result-
ing number in the grade of captain in the Medical Service Corps and 
in each of the grades of commander and lieutenant commander in the 
Nurse Corps, as so computed, shall be held and considered as the 
authorized number of officers in the grade of the corps concerned until 
a subsequent computation shall be made: Provided, That no officer 
shall be reduced in grade or pay or separated from the active list of 
the Navy as a result of any such computation. 

(c) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made 
pursuant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and 
if such fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be 
taken. 

PROMOTION BY SELECTION 
SEC. 204. All promotions to grades above that of lieutenant (junior 

grade) , including the promotion of those officers who are, or may be, 
carried on the Navy list as additional numbers in grade, shall be 
only upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers as herein 
prescribed. 

SELECTION BOARDS 
SEC. 205. (a) A board for the recommendation of officers for. pro-

motion to the grade of rear admiral,. and for the recommendation of 
captains for continuation on the active list, shall consist of not less 
than three nor more than nine rear admirals of the corps concerned. 
Boards for the recommendation of officers for promotion to the grades 
of captain and commander except with respect to officers of the Medi-
cal Service Corps and of the Nurse Corps shall consist of not less 
than six nor more than nine officers of the corps concerned.  of the 
grade of captain or above. Boards for the recommendation of offi-
cers for promotion to the grades of lieutenant commander and lieu-
tenant, except with respect to officers of the Medical Service Corps 
and of the Nurse Corps, shall consist of not less than six nor more 
than nine officers of the corps concerned above the grade of commander. 
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(b) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the
active or retired list of the Navy. In case there be not a sufficient
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically capac-
itated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the line
on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on such
board to constitute the required minimum membership.

(c) Boards for the recommendation of officers of the Medical
Service Corps and of the Nurse Corps for promotion to grades above
lieutenant (junior grade) shall be composed of not less than six nor
more than nine officers above the grade of commander on the active
or retired list of the Medical Corps: Provided, That in case there be
not a sufficient number of officers of the Medical Corps legally or
physically capacitated to serve on such a selection board, officers of
the line of the active list of the grade of captain may be detailed
to duty on such board to constitute the required minimum membership.

(d) No officer may be a member of two successive selection boards
for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same grade.

(e) The boards prescribed in this section shall be appointed by
the Secretary of the Navy and convened at least once each year at a
time as soon as practicable after the report of a corresponding board
for the selection of line officers has been approved by the President,
and at such times as the Secretary of the Navy may direct: Provided,
That a selection board to recommend officers of the Medical Service
Corps for promotion to the grade of captain or officers of the Nurse
Corps for promotion to the grade of commander or lieutenant com-
mander shall be convened only if there exists a vacancy in the grade
concerned or if the Secretary of the Navy estimates or determines
that a vacancy will occur in the ensuing twelve-month period.

OATH FOR MEMBERS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 206. Each member of a board provided for in section 205 of
this title shall swear, or affirm, that he will, without prejudice or
partiality, and having in view both the special fitness of officers and
the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon
him as herein provided.

ELIOIBiLTT OFP FFCERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY SELECTION BOARDS

SEc. 207. (a) Captains within the following categories shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for recommendation for
continuation on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of
selection for promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who have
failed of selection for promotion to rear admiral in the immediately
preceding year and who are not recommended for promotion by the
selection board concerned: Provided, That such captains who will
complete thirty-five years' total commissioned service or who will
attain the age of sixty-two years in the fiscal year in which such board
is convened will not be eligible for consideration for continuation on
the active list.

(b) An officer in any grade, except captains in the Medical Service
Corps and commanders in the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for
consideration by a selection board for promotion to the next higher
grade when his running mate becomes eligible for such selection,
except that officers of the Medical, Dental, Medical Service, and
Chaplain Corps in the grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and lieu-
tenant, and officers of the Nurse Corps in the grade of lieutenant
(junior grade) shall not be eligible for such selection unless they arein the promoton zone in such grade or are senior to the officers in the
promotion zone of the grade in which they are serving. An officer in
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(b) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on .the 
active or retired list of the Navy. In case there be not a sufficient 
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically capac-
itated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the line 
on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on such 
board to constitute the required minimum membership. 

(c) Boards for the recommendation of officers of the Medical 
Service Corps and of the Nurse Corps for promotion to grades above 
lieutenant (junior grade) shall be composed of not less than six nor 
more than nine officers above the grade of commander on the active 
or retired list of the Medical Corps: Provided, That in case there be 
not a sufficient number of officers of the Medical Corps legally or 
physically capacitated to serve on such a selection board, officers of 
the line of the active list of the grade of captain may be detailed 
to duty on such board to constitute the required minimum membership. 

(d) No officer may be a member of two successive selection boards 
for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same grade. 

(e) The boards prescribed in this section shall be appointed by 
the Secretary of the Navy and convened at least once each year at a 
time as soon as practicable after the report of a corresponding board 
for the selection of line officers has been approved by the President, 
and at such times as the Secretary of the Navy may direct: Provided, 
That a selection board to recommend officers of the Medical Service 
Corps for promotion to the grade of captain or officers of the Nurse 
Corps for promotion to the grade of commander or lieutenant com-
mander shall be convened only if there exists a vacancy in the grade 
concerned or if the Secretary of the Navy estimates or determines 
that a vacancy will occur in the ensuing twelve-month period. 

OATH FOR MEMBERS OF SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 206. Each member of a board provided for in section 205 of 
this title shall swear, or affirm, that he will, without prejudice or 
partiality, and having in view both the special fitness of officers and 
the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon 
him as herein provided. 

ELIGIBILITY OF OFFICERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY SELECTION BOARDS 

Sze. 207. (a) Captains within the following categories shall be 
eligible for consideration by a selection board for recommendation for 
continuation on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of 
selection for promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who have 
failed of selection for promotion to rear admiral in the immediately 
preceding year and who are not recommended for promotion by the 
selection board concerned: Provided, That such captains who will 
complete thirty-five years' total commissioned service or who will 
attain the age of sixty-two years in the fiscal year in which such board 
is convened will not be eligible for consideration for continuation on 
the active list. 

(b) An officer in any grade, except captains in the Medical Service 
Corps and commanders in the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for 
consideration by a selection board for promotion to the next higher 
grade when his running mate becomes eligible for such selection, 
except that officers of the Medical, Dental, Medical Service and 
Chaplain Corps in the grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and lieu-
tenant, and officers of the Nurse Corps in the grade of lieutenant 
(junior grade) shall not be eligible for such selection unless they are 
in the promotion zone in such grade or are senior to the officers in the 
promotion zone of the grade in which they are serving. An officer in 
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any grade who shall become eligible for such consideration shall,
regardless of failure or failures of selection for such promotion, remain
so eligible while on the active list: Provided, That officers whose names
are on the promotion list for any grade on the date of the convening
of the board shall not be considered for the same grade by the board.

(c) Of the officers, in any grade in any corps, designated for limited
duty, who would otherwise be eligible for consideration for promotion
pursuant to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section, only the
officer in that corps whose running mate is the junior officer in the
promotion zone for line officers designated for limited duty and officers
in that corps senior to him in the grade concerned shall be eligible for
such consideration.

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISTHED SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 208. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appro-
priate selection board with (1) the number of officers not restricted
in the performance of duty and the number of officers designated for
limited duty which the board may recommend for promotion to the
next higher grade; (2) the names of all officers eligible for considera-
tion for promotion; (3) the number of captains which the board may
recommend for continuation on the active list; (4) the names of cap-
tains eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list;
(5) the records of all officers whose names are furnished to a board;
and (6) the names of officers in the respective promotion zones in the
grade or grades under consideration for promotion.

(b) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the pro-
motion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty to the
grades of captain and commander, except with respect to the promotion
of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade of captain and
of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of commander, shall be
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the con-
vening of the board and shall be a fraction of the number of officers
in the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The
enumerator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number
of officers not restricted in the performance of duty placed upon the
promotion list pursuant to the report of the comparable board for the
selection of line officers convened in the same fiscal year. The denomi-
nator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of officers,
not restricted in the performance of duty, in the promotion zone
considered by said board for the selection of line officers.

(c) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the pro-
motion of officers designated for limited duty shall be determined
by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the
board and shall be a fraction of the number of such officers in the
promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The numera-
tor of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of officers
designated for limited duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant
to the report of the comparable board for the selection of line officers
convened in the same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction
shall be a number equal to the number of officers designated for limited
duty in the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection
of line officers.

(d) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Supply Corps and Civil Engineer Corps not
restricted in the performance of duty to the grades of lieutenant com-
mander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be a frac-
tion of the number of such officers in the promotion zone in the grade
and in the corps concerned. The numerator of this fraction shall be a
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any grade who shall become eligible for such consideration shall, 
regardless of failure or failures of selection for such promotion, remain 
so eligible while on the active list: Provided, That officers whose names 
are on the promotion list for any grade on the date of the convening 
of the board shall not be considered for the same grade by the board. 

(c) Of the officers, in any grade in any corps, designated for limited 
duty, who would otherwise be eligible for consideration for promotion 
pursuant to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section, only the 
officer in that corps whose running mate is the junior officer in the 
promotion zone for line officers designated for limited duty and officers 
in that corps senior to him in the grade concerned shall be eligible for 
such consideration. 

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 208. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appro-
priate selection board with (1) the number of officers not restricted 
in the performance of duty and the number of officers designated for 
limited duty which the board may recommend for promotion to the 
next higher grade; (2) the names of all officers eligible for considera-
tion for promotion; (3) the number of captains which the board may 
recommend for continuation on the active list; (4) the names of cap-
tains eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list; 
(5) the records of all officers whose names are furnished to a board; 
and (6) the names of officers in the respective promotion zones in the 
grade or grades under consideration for promotion. 

(b) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the pro-
motion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty to the 
grades of captain and commander, except with respect to the promotion 
of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade of captain and 
of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of commander, shall be 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the con-
vening of the board and shall be a fraction of the number of officers 
in the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The 
enumerator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number 
of officers not restricted in the performance of duty placed upon the 
promotion list pursuant to the report of the comparable board for the 
selection of line officers convened in the same fiscal year. The denomi-
nator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of officers, 
not restricted in the performance of •duty, in the promotion zone 
considered by said board for the selection of line officers. 

(c) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the pro-
motion of officers designated for limited duty shall be determined 
by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the 
board and shall be a fraction of the number of such officers in the 
promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The numera-
tor of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of officers 
designated for limited duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant 
to the report of the comparable board for the selection of line officers 
convened in the same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction 
shall be a number equal to the number of officers designated for limited 
duty in the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection 
of line officers. 

(d) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Supply Corps and Civil Engineer Corps not 
restricted in the performance of duty to the grades of lieutenant com-
mander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the 
Navy as of the date of the- convening of the board and shall be a frac-
tion of the number of such officers in the promotion zone in the grade 
and in the corps concerned. The numerator of this fraction shall be a 
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number equal to the number of officers not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the report of
the comparable board for the selection of line officers convened in the
same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall be a number
equal to the number of officers, not restricted in the performance of
duty, in the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection
of line officers.

Lieutenant com- (e) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-manders and lieu-
tenantsr tion of officers, except officers of the Supply Corps, Civil Engineer

Corps, and Nurse Corps to the grade of lieutenant commander and
lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the
date of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of
such officers in the promotion zones in the grades of lieutenant and
lieutenant (junior grade), respectively.

Captains. (f) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of captains to the grade of rear admiral shall be determined by
the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board
and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing in the grade of
rear admiral plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will
occur during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number
of captains then on the promotion list.

(g) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains to
be continued on the active list shall be determined by the Secretary
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be
such a number in each case, not to exceed in each instance the number

p"' p82
-. prescribed in subsection 212 (a) of this title, as the Secretary of the

Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the
Navy.

Promotion zones. (h) An officer in any grade, not restricted in the performance of
duty, who has not failed of selection for promotion to the next higher
grade, shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running
mate in the same grade has been determined to be in the promotion
zone of officers not restricted in the performance of duty in that grade.

(i) An officer in any grade, designated for limited duty, who has not
failed of selection for promotion to the next higher grade, shall be
deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running mate in the same
grade has been determined to be in the promotion zone of officers desig-
nated for limited duty.

Officers of Medical (j) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade of captain
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the
convening of the board and shall be equal to the difference between the
allowed number of officers in that grade and the actual number of
officers therein plus the number of officers estimated to be separated
from that grade during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus
the number of commanders then on the promotion list.

Offiers of Nurse (k) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grades of commander and
lieutenant commander shall be determined by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall for each
grade be equal to the difference between the allowed number of officers
m the grade and the actual number of officers therein plus the number
of officers estimated to be separated from the grade during the ensuing
twelve-month period and minus the number of officers of the next
lower grade then on the promotion list.

(1) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of lieutenant shall be
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the conven-
ing of the board and shall be equal to the number of lieutenants (junior
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number equal to the number of officers not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the report of 
the comparable board for the selection of line officers convened in the 
same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall be a number 
equal to the number of officers, not restricted in the performance of 
duty, in the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection 
of line officers. 

(e) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers, except officers of the Supply Corps, Civil Engineer 
Corps, and Nurse Corps to the grade of lieutenant commander and 
lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the 
date of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of 
such officers in the promotion zones in the grades of lieutenant and 
lieutenant (junior grade), respectively. 

(f) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of captains to the grade of rear admiral shall be determined by 
the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board 
and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing in the grade of 
rear admiral plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will 
occur during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number 
of captains then on the promotion list. 

(g) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains to 
be continued on the active list shall be determined by the Secretary 
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be 
such a number in each case, not to exceed in each instance the number 
prescribed in subsection 212 (a) of this title, as the Secretary of the 
Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the 
Navy. 

(h) An officer in any grade, not restricted in the performance of 
duty, who has not failed of selection for promotion to the next higher 
grade, shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running 
mate in the same grade has been determined to be in the promotion 
zone of officers not restricted in the performance of duty in that grade. 

(i) An officer in any grade, designated for limited duty, who has not 
failed of selection for promotion to the next higher grade, shall be 
deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running mate in the same 
grade has been determined to be in the promotion zone of officers desig-
nated for limited duty. 

(j) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade of captain 
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the 
convening of the board and shall be equal to the difference between the 
allowed number of officers in that grade and the actual number of 
officers therein plus the number of officers estimated to be separated 
from that grade during the ensuing twelve-month period and minus 
the number of commanders then on the promotion list. 

(k) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grades of commander and 
lieutenant commander shall be determined by the Secretary of the 
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall for each 
grade be equal to the difference between the allowed number of officers 
m the grade and the actual number of officers therein plus the number 
of officers estimated to be separated from the grade during the ensuing 
twelve-month period and minus the number of officers of the next 
lower grade then on the "promotion list. 

(1) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the promo-
tion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of lieutenant shall be 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the conven-
ing of the board and shall be equal to the number of lieutenants (junior 
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grade) in that corps in and senior to the promotion zone minus the
number of lieutenants (junior grade) then on the promotion list.

(m) Any officer eligible for consideration for selection shall have
the right to forward through official channels at any time not later
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy Department
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration
of his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of any
officer.

DUTIES OF SELECOON BOARDS

SEC. 209. (a) From among those officers who are eligible for con-
sideration for promotion, each board shall recommend for promotion
those officers, if of the grade of lieutenant commander or above, or if
designated for limited duty in grades above ensign, whom it considers
best fitted for promotion, and, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieu-
tenant (junior grade), in the Supply and Civil Engineer Corps or
if of the grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps those whom it con-
siders best fitted for promotion, if of the grade of lieutenant or
lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Dental Corps,
Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, or Medical Service Corps,
or of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps,
those whom it considers fitted for promotion, in number not
exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the
Navy as provided in section 208 of this title: Provided, That from
among eligible officers junior in lineal rank to the junior officer in the
appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain, the
board may not recommend as best fitted for promotion, a number
exceeding 5 per centum of the total number that the board is author-
ized to recommend for promotion to the grade concerned or, if such
5 per centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceed-
ing one: Provided further, That in each grade, except with respect
to lieutenant commander and lieutenant of the Nurse Corps the junior
officer in a promotion zone and all officers of his category senior to
him in lineal rank who are eligible for consideration shall, if not
selected for promotion, be considered as having failed of selection
for promotion, and no such officer junior in lineal rank to said junior
officer in said promotion zone shall, if not selected for promotion, be
considered as having failed of selection for promotion: And provided
further, That the status of having once failed of selection for promo-
tion shall not be considered as prejudicial to an officer with respect
to his qualifications, his fitness for the naval service, or his eligibility
for selection by the next succeeding selection board.

(b) From among those captains who are eligible for consideration
for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend for such
continuation those officers whom it considers best fitted for continued
service on the active list, in number not exceeding the number furnished
the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 208 of
this title.

(c) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion
of officers designated for limited duty shall be based upon their com-
parative fitness, within such category for the duties prescribed for
them by law.

(d) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any
provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the members: Provided, That the report or recommendation
of a board composed of five members or less shall require the concur-
rence of at least a majority of the members.
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grade) in that corps in and senior to the promotion zone minus the 
number of lieutenants (junior grade) then on the promotion list. 

(m) Any officer eligible for consideration for selection shall have 
the right to forward through official channels at any time not later 
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy Department 
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration 
of his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any 
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of any 
officer. 

DUTIES OF SELECTION BOARDS 

SEo..209. (a) From among those officers who are eligible for con-
sideration for promotion, each board shall recommend for promotion 
those officers, if of the grade of lieutenant commander or above, or if 
designated for limited duty in grades above ensign, whom it considers 
best fitted for promotion, and, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieu-
tenant (junior grade), in the Supply and Civil Engineer Corps or 
if of the grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps those whom it con-
siders best fitted for promotion, if of the grade of lieutenant or 
lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, 
Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, or Medical Service Corps, 
or of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps, 
those whom it considers fitted for promotion, in number not 
exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the 
Navy as provided in section 208 of this title: Provided, That from 
among eligible officers junior in lineal rank to the junior officer in the 
appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain, the 
board may not recommend as best fitted for promotion, a number 
exceeding 5 per centum of the total number that the board is author-
ized to recommend for promotion to the grade concerned or, if such 
5 per centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceed-
ing one: Provided further, That in each grade, except with respect 
to lieutenant commander and lieutenant of the Nurse Corps the junior 
officer in a promotion zone and all officers of his category senior to 
him in lineal rank who are eligible for consideration shall, if not 
selected for promotion, be considered as having failed of selection 
for promotion, and no such officer Junior in lineal rank to said junior 
officer in said promotion zone shall, if not selected for promotion, be 
considered as having failed of selection for promotion: And provided 
further, That the status of having once failed of selection for promo-
tion shall not be considered as prejudicial to an officer with respect 
to his qualifications, his fitness for the naval service, or his eligibility 
for selection by the next succeeding selection board. 

(b) From among those captains who are eligible for consideration 
for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend for such 
continuation those officers whom it considers best fitted for continued 
service on the active list, in number not exceeding the number furnished 
the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 208 of 
this title. 

(c) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion 
of officers designated for limited duty shall be based upon their com-
parative fitness, within such category for the duties prescribed for 
them by law. 

(d) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any 
provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the members: Provided, That the report or recommendation 
of a board composed of five members or less shall require the concur-
rence of at least a majority of the members. 
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(e) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years'
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their
unsatisfactory performance of duty in their present grades and in its
opinion indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties
of a higher grade.

REPORTS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 210. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed by
all the members thereof, and shall certify that the board has carefully
considered the case of every officer whose name was furnished the
board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 208 of this
title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the members,
the officers therein recommended, if of the grade of lieutenant com-
mander or above, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior
grade) in the Supply Corps or Civil Engineer Corps, or if of the
grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, are, subject to the limitations
prescribed in subsection 209 (a) of this title, selected as the best fitted
to assume the duties of the next higher grade, and, if of the grade of
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Chap-
lain Corps, Dental Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or if of the grade of
lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps, are selected as fitted to
assume the duties of the next higher grade. The report of a board
convened to recommend captains for continuation on the active list
shall certify that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the members,
if the board has more than five members, and, if the board has five
members or less, in the opinion of at least a majority of the members,
the officers therein recommended are selected as the best fitted for
continued service on the active list.

(b) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President
for approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or
officers recommended by the board for promotion, or, in the case of
captains, for continuation on the active list, be not acceptable to the
President, the board shall be informed of the name of such officer or
officers and shall recommend a number of officers for promotion or
for continuation on the active list, as the case may be, equal to the
number of those found not acceptable to the President, and, if neces-
sary, the board shall be reconvened for this purpose.

PROMOTION OF OFFICERS; PRECEDENCE; RUNNING MATES

SEa. 211. (a) (1) Officers recommended for promotion to a grade
below rear admiral in the report of a selection board, as approved
by the President, shall be regarded as having been selected for pro-
motion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list for
the grade concerned. Each such officer except a commander of the
Medical Service Corps or a lieutenant commander or lieutenant of
the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for promotion to the grade for
which selected when the line officer who, pursuant to subsection (h)
of this section, is to be his running mate in the higher grade becomes
eligible for promotion to that grade. When promoted, the staff officer
shall be assigned the same date of rank which has been or, in due
course, will be, given to such running mate in such higher grade and,
except officers of the Medical Service Corps promoted to the grade
of captain and officers of the Nurse Corps promoted to the grades
of commander and lieutenant commander, shall be entitled to the pay
and allowances of the higher grade from the date upon which such
running mate became eligible for promotion thereto.

(2) Promotions to fil vacancies in the grade of captain in the
Medical Service Corps and to the grades of commander and lieutenant
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(e) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers 
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years' 
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their 
unsatisfactory performance of duty in their present grades and in its 
opinion indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties 
of a higher grade. 
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Sm. 210. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed by 
all the members thereof, and shall certify that the board has carefully 
considered the case of every officer whose name was furnished the 
board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in section 208 of this 
title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the members, 
the officers therein recommended, if of the grade of lieutenant com-
mander or above, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior 
grade) in the Supply Corps or Civil Engineer Corps, or if of the 
grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, are, subject to the limitations 
prescribed in subsection 209 (a) of this title, selected as the best fitted 
to assume the duties of the next higher grade, and, if of the grade of 
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Chap-
lain Corps, Dental Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or if of the grade of 
lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps, are selected as fitted to 
assume the duties of the next higher grade. The report of a board 
convened to recommend captains for continuation on the active list 
shall certify that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds of the members, 
if the board has more than five members, and, if the board has five 
members or less, in the opinion of at least a majority of the members, 
the officers therein recommended are selected as the best fitted for 
continued service on the active list. 

(b) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President 
for approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or 
officers recommended by the board for promotion, or, in the case of 
captains, for continuation on the active list, be not acceptable to the 
President, the board shall be informed of the name of such officer , or 
officers and shall recommend a number of officers for promotion or 
for continuation on the active list, as the case may be, equal to the 
number of those found not acceptable to the President, and, if neces-
sary, the board shall be reconvened for this purpose. 

PROMOTION OF OFFICERS; PRECEDENCE; RUNNING MATES 

SEC. 211. (a) (1) Officers recommended for promotion to a grade 
below rear admiral in the report of a selection board, as approved 
by the President, shall be regarded as having been selected for pro-
motion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list for 
the grade concerned. Each such officer except a commander of the 
Medical Service Corps or a lieutenant commander or lieutenant of 
the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for promotion to the grade for 
which selected when the line officer who, pursuant to subsection (h) 
of this section, is to be his running mate in the higher grade becomes 
eligible for promotion to that grade. When promoted, the staff officer 
shall be assigned the same date of rank which has been or, in due 
course, will be, given to such running mate in such higher grade and, 
except officers of the Medical Service Corps promoted to the grade 
of captain and officers of the Nurse Corps promoted to the grades 
of commander and lieutenant commander, shall be entitled to the pay 
and allowances of the higher grade from the date upon which such 
running mate became eligible for promotion thereto. 

(2) Promotions to fill vacancies in the grade of captain in the 
Medical Service Corps and to the grades of commander and lieutenant 
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commander in the Nurse Corps shall be made from among officers
whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade concerned.
When so promoted each such officer shall have the same date of rank
which has been, or in due course will be, given the line officer who is to
be his or her running mate in the grade to which promoted, but no
increased pay or allowances shall accrue to any such officer by virtue
of his promotion prior to the date of occurrence of the vacancy which
he is promoted to fill or prior to the date of his selection for promotion,
whichever shall be later.

(b) The names of officers recommended by a board for promotion
to the grade of rear admiral, and approved by the President, shall be
placed upon a promotion list and promotions to fill vacancies shall
be made from officers whose names appear on the promotion list:
Provided, That when so promoted each such officer shall have the same
date of rank which has been given to the running mate assigned him
in the grade to which he is promoted: Provided further, That if such
running mate shall not have been promoted, the staff officer shall be
given as his date of rank the date of the occurrence of the vacancy
which he is promoted to fill until such running -mate shall have been
promoted to the grade of rear admiral, at which time the staff officer
shall be given a new commission with the same date of rank given
to such running mate: And provided further, That each staff officer
promoted to the grade of rear admiral shall be entitled to the pay and
allowances of that grade only from the date of occurrence of the
vacancy which he is promoted to fill.

(c) The President may remove the name of any officer from the
promotion list. An officer whose name is so removed from the promo-
tion list or one whose appointment is rejected by the Senate, shall
continue to be eligible for consideration for recommendation for
promotion: Provided, That the next ensuing selection board may
recommend the officer concerned for promotion, and thereupon, with
the approval of the President, the name of such officer shall be replaced
on the promotion list, without prejudice by reason of its having been
temporarily removed therefrom, and when promoted such officer
shall take the same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have
had had his name not been so removed: And provided further, That
if such officer is not so recommended by such next ensuing selection
board or if the President shall again remove his name from the
promotion list or if the Senate shall again reject his appointment,
he shall be held for all purposes to have twice failed of selection
for promotion.

(d) Line and staff officers of the Navy, when of the same grade,
shall take precedence with all other line and staff officers of the same
grade from the dates of rank stated in their commissions in said
grade: Provided, That officers serving in the same grade and having
the same date of rank in that grade shall take precedence in the
following order: (a) Line officers, (b) medical officers, (c) supply
officers, (d) chaplains, (e) civil engineers, (f) dental officers, (g)
officers of the Medical Service Corps, and (h) officers of the Nurse
Corps.

(e) (1) Lieutenants (junior grade) in a staff corps, appointed sub-
sequent to the approval of this Act pursuant to any authority other
than the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress), with date of rank in that grade in the same calendar year shall,
in order of their lineal rank and following December 31 of that year,
be assigned running mates among line lieutenants (junior grade) with
dates of rank in the same calendar year, if of other than the Medical
Corps, and in the preceding calendar year if of the Medical Corps, in
the manner herein prescribed. Each such staff officer shall be assigned
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commander in the Nurse Corps shall be made from among officers 
whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade concerned. 
When so promoted each such officer shall have the same date of rank 
which has been, or in due course will be, given the line officer who is to 
be his or her running mate in the grade to which promoted, but no 
increased pay or allowances shall accrue to any such officer by virtue 
of his promotion prior to the date of occurrence of the vacancy which 
he is promoted to fill or prior to the date of his selection for promotion, 
whichever shall be later. 

(b) The names of officers recommended by a board for promotion 
to the grade of rear admiral, and approved by the President, shall be 
placed upon a promotion list and promotions to fill vacancies shall 
be made from officers whose names appear on the promotion list: 
Provided, That when so promoted each such officer shall have the same 
date of rank which has been given to the running mate assigned him 
in the grade to which he is promoted: Provided further, That if such 
running mate shall not have been promoted, the staff officer shall be 
given as his date of rank the date of the occurrence of the vacancy 
which he is promoted to fill until such running -mate shall have been 
promoted to the grade of rear admiral, at which time the staff officer 
shall be given a new commission with the same date of rank given 
to such running mate: And provided further, That each staff officer 
promoted to the grade of rear admiral shall be entitled to the pay and 
allowances of that grade only from the date of occurrence of the 
vacancy which he is promoted to fill. 

(c) The President may remove the name of any officer from the 
promotion list. An officer whose name is so removed from the promo-
tion list or one whose appointment is rejected by the Senate, shall 
continue to be eligible for consideration for recommendation for 
promotion: Provided, That the next ensuing selection board may 
recommend the officer concerned for promotion, and thereupon, with 
the approval of the President, the name of such officer shall be replaced 
on the promotion list, without prejudice by reason of its having been 
temporarily removed therefrom, and when promoted such officer 
shall take the same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have 
had had his name not been so removed: And provided further, That 
if such officer is not so recommended by such next ensuing selection 
board or if the President shall again remove his name from the 
promotion list or if the Senate shall again reject his appointment, 
he shall be held for all purposes to have twice failed of selection 
for promotion. 

(d) Line and staff officers of the Navy, when of the same grade, 
shall take precedence with all other line and staff officers of the same 
grade from the dates of rank stated in their commissions in said 
grade: Provided, That officers serving in the same grade and having 
the same date of rank in that grade shall take precedence in the 
following order: (a) Line officers, (b) medical officers, (c) supply 
officers, (d) chaplains, (e) civil engineers, (f) dental officers, (g) 
officers of the Medical Service Corps, and (h) officers of the Nurse 
Corps. 

(e) (1) Lieutenants (junior grade) in a staff corps, appointed sub-
sequent to the approval of this Act pursuant to any authority other 
than the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress), with date of rank in that grade in the same calendar year shall, 
in order of their lineal rank and following December 31 of that year, 
be assigned running mates among line lieutenants (junior grade) with 
dates of rank in the same calendar year, if of other than the Medical 
Corps, and in the preceding calendar year if of the Medical Corps, in 
the manner herein prescribed. Each such staff officer shall be assigned 
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as his running mate the line officer whose numerical position in the
order of lineal rank among the line lieutenants (junior grade) above
described is equal, or nearest equal, to the product of the numerical
position of the staff officer in his order of lineal rank in his corps and
a fraction whose numerator is the number of such line officers and whose
denominator is the number of such staff officers. When there is but
one such staff officer, the running mate shall be the line officer whose
lineal rank is nearest the middle of the line officers concerned: Pro-
vided, That in any staff corps where officers may be originally appointed
to the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or ensign, all staff officers of
that corps with dates of rank as lieutenants (junior grade) in the same
calendar year shall, for the purpose of assignment of running mates,
be regarded as having lineal rank in such order as may be recom-
mended in the approved report of a board of officers convened for that
purpose; such boards shall be convened as soon as practicable after
December 31 of each year, shall be composed of officers of the corps
concerned, and their recommendations when approved by the Secretary
of the Navy shall be conclusive.

(2) An officer appointed to a staff corps in a grade above lieutenant
(junior grade) except one appointed pursuant to the Act of April 18,
1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), shall be assigned as
his running mate the junior line officer of the same grade with the
same date of rank, or if there be none, the junior line officer of thesame grade with next earlier date of rank.

(f) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (e) of this sec-
tion, a line officer hereafter transferred to a staff corps in the grade
of lieutenant (junior grade) or above shall, upon transfer, haveassigned as his running mate the line officer immediately senior tohim at the time of transfer.

(g) Should the running mate of a staff officer be separated from
the active list or for any cause lose numbers, a new running mate shall
be assigned the staff officer who shall be the line officer who was nextsenior to the former running mate, or the line officer who was nextjunior if the former running mate was the senior officer in the gradeconcerned.

(h) A staff officer selected for promotion shall, when promoted,
have assigned as his running mate m the grade to which promoted, aline officer of the same grade whose name was placed upon the promo-tion list for that grade upon approval of the line selection board
immediately preceding the Staff Corps selection board which selectedthe staff officer. Such line officer shall be the officer who was therunning mate of the staff officer in the grade from which promoted
if such running mate shall have been selected and promoted; other-wise, the new running mate shall be the line officer whose name was
on the said promotion list and who shall have been selected andpromoted next senior to the former running mate or, if there be no
such line officer, the line officer who shall have been selected and pro-moted next junior to the former running mate. In the application ofthis subsection, if a board on selection for any staff corps and grade
therein be not convened between the date of convening of two or more
line selection boards for the same grade, the earliest of such boards
shall be held as being the line selection board immediately precedingthe staff board when convened.

(i) Should the running mate of a staff officer be promoted to ahigher grade and such staff officer be not so promoted, the latter shallhave assigned as his running mate in the grade in which he remains
the line officer of that grade who was next senior to the former running
mate, or if there be none the line officer of that grade next junior to the
former running mate.
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as his running mate the line officer whose numerical position in the 
order of lineal rank among the line lieutenants (Junior grade) above 
described is equal, or nearest equal, to the product of the numerical 
position of the staff officer in his order of lineal rank in his corps and 
a fraction whose numerator is the number of such line officers and whose 
denominator is the number of such staff officers. When there is but 
one such staff officer, the running mate shall be the line officer whose 
lineal rank is nearest the middle of the line officers concerned: Pro-
vided, That in any staff corps where officers may be originally appointed 
to the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or ensign, all staff officers of 
that corps with dates of rank as lieutenants (junior grade) in the same 
calendar year shall, for the purpose of assignment of running mates, 
be regarded as having lineal rank in such order as may be recom-
mended in the approved report of a board of officers convened for that 
purpose; such boards shall be convened as soon as practicable after 
December 31 of each year, shall be composed of officers of the corps 
concerned, and their recommendations when approved by the Secretary 
of the Navy shall be conclusive. 

(2) An officer appointed to a staff corps in a grade above lieutenant 
(junior grade) except one appointed pursuant to the Act of April 18, 
1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), shall be assigned as 
his running mate the junior line officer of the same grade with the 
same date of rank, or if there be none, the junior line officer of the 
same grade with next earlier date of rank. 

(f) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (e) of this sec-
tion, a line officer hereafter transferred to a staff corps in the grade 
of lieutenant (junior grade) or above shall, upon transfer, have 
assigned as his running mate the line officer immediately senior to 
him at the time of transfer. 

(g) Should the running mate of a staff officer be separated from 
the active list or for any cause lose numbers, a new running mate shall 
be assigned the staff officer who shall be the line officer who was next 
senior to the former running mate, or the line officer who was next 
junior if the former running mate was the senior officer in the grade 
concerned. 

(h) A staff officer selected for promotion shall, when promoted, 
have assigned as his running mate in the grade to which promoted, a 
line officer of the same grade whose name was placed upon the promo-
tion list for that grade upon approval of the line selection board 
immediately preceding; the Staff Corps selection board which selected 
the staff officer. Such line officer shall be the officer who was the 
running mate of the staff officer in the grade from which promoted 
if. such running mate shall have been selected and promoted; other-
wise, the new running mate shall be the line officer whose name was 
on the said promotion list and who shall have been selected and 
promoted next senior to the former running mate or, if there be no 
such line officer, the line officer who shall have been selected and pro-
moted next junior to the former running mate. In the application of 
this subsection, if a board on selection for any staff corps and grade 
therein be not convened between the date of convening of two or more 
line selection boards for the same grade, the earliest of such boards 
shall be held as being the line selection board immediately preceding 
the staff board when convened. 

(i) Should the running mate of a staff officer be promoted to a 
higher grade and such staff officer be not so promoted, the latter shall 
have. assigned as his running mate in the grade in which he remains 
the line officer of that grade who was next senior to the former running 
mate, or if there be none the line officer of that grade next junior to the 
former running mate. 
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(j) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or
above shall lose numbers in grade for any cause he shall have assigned
as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of the
junior of those officers in his corps who becomes or will become senior
to him as the result of such loss of numbers.

(k) If the running mate of a staff officer shall be advanced in num-
bers or shall be advanced in grade in accordance with section 1508 of
the Revised Statutes, the staff officer shall have assigned as his new
running mate the line officer not advanced who was next senior to his
former running mate in the grade in which the staff officer remains or,
if there remain in that grade no line officer who was senior to such
former running mate in the grade concerned, the staff officer shall have
assigned as his new running mate the senior line officer in the grade
in which the staff officer remains.

(1) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or
above shall be advanced in numbers in his grade, he shall have assigned
as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of the
officer of the same grade in his corps immediately senior to such staff
officer in the position to which advanced; if there be no such senior
staff officer, the staff officer who is so advanced shall have assigned as
his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate in the
grade concerned of the staff officer of the same corps immediately
junior to such staff officer in the position to which advanced.

(m) The line officer running mate assigned a staff officer pursuant
to this section shall, if the staff officer be one designated for limited
duty, be an officer also designated for such duty; in all other cases, the
running mate shall be a line officer not restricted in the performance
of duty.

(n) Officers of the staff corps serving in the grade of rear admiral
shall receive the pay and allowances prescribed by law for rear
admirals of the upper half from the date on which their respective
running mates enter the upper half of the list of rear admirals, but
not prior to the date of the vacancy the staff officer was promoted to fill.

]RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS BELOW THE GRADE OF REAR ADMIRAL

SEC. 212. (a) Captains of the Medical Service Corps shall be placed
on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they comlplete
thirty-one years of total commissioned service, and captains of each
other corps whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they
complete thirty-one years of total commissioned service, are not on a
promotion list, shall subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c)
of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the
retired list on that date: Provided, That an officer who has lost num-
bers or precedence shall not be placed on the retired list by reason of
completion of thirty-one years of total commissioned service until
June 30 of the fiscal year in which he completes five years of service
in the grade of captain: Provided further, That captains whose names,
on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete thirty years of
total commissioned service, are not on a promotion list, shall, subject
to the provisions of subsection 211 (c), if not otherwise retired pur-
suant to law, and if they shall have twice failed of selection for promo-
tion to rear admiral, be placed on the retired list on that date: Provided
further, That not to exceed the following numbers of captains, recom-
mended for continuation on the active list in the report of a selection
board as approved by the President, may be so continued until the
report of the next succeeding selection board is approved but no such
captain shall be continued on the active list beyond June 30 of the
fiscal year in which he shall have completed thirty-five years of total
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(j) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or 
above shall lose numbers in grade for any cause he shall have assigned 
as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of the 
junior of those officers in his corps who becomes or will become senior 
to him as the result of such loss of numbers. 

(k) If the running mate of a staff officer shall be advanced in num-
bers or shall be advanced in grade in accordance with section 1508 of 
the Revised Statutes, the staff officer shall have assigned as his new 
running mate the line officer not advanced who was next senior to his 
former running mate in the grade in which the staff officer remains or, 
if there remain in that grade no line officer who was senior to such 
former running mate in the grade concerned, the staff officer shall have 
assigned as his new running mate the senior line officer in the grade 
in which the staff officer remains. 

(1) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or 
above shall be advanced in numbers in his grade, he shall have assigned 
as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of the 
officer of the same grade in his corps immediately senior to such staff 
officer in the position to which advanced; if there be no such senior 
staff officer, the staff officer who is so advanced shall have assigned as 
his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate in the 

immediately junior concerned of the staff officer of the same corps  
junior to such staff officer in the position to which advanced. 

(m) The line officer running mate assigned a staff officer pursuant 
to this section shall, if the staff officer be one designated for limited 
duty, be an officer also designated for such duty; in all other cases, the 
running mate shall be a line officer not restricted in the performance 
of duty. 

(n) Officers of the staff corps serving in the grade of rear admiral 
shall receive the pay and allowances prescribed by law for rear 
admirals of the upper half from the date on which their respective 
running mates enter the upper half of the list of rear admirals, but 
not prior to the date of the vacancy the staff officer was promoted to fill. 

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS BELOW THE GRADE OF REAR ADMIRAL 

SEC. 212. (a) Captains of the Medical Service Corps shall be placed 
on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
thirty-one years of total commissioned service, and captains of each 
other corps whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they 
complete thirty-one years of total commissioned service, are not on a 
promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c) 
of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the 
retired list on that date: Provided, That an officer who has lost num-
bers or precedence shall not be placed on the retired list by reason of 
completion of thirty-one years of total commissioned service until 
June 30 of the fiscal year in which he completes five years of service 
in the grade of captain: Provided further, That captains whose names, 
on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete thirty years of 
total commissioned service, are not on a promotion list, shall, subject . 
to the provisions of subsection 211 (c), not otherwise retired pur-
suant to law, and if they shall have twice failed of selection for promo-
tion to rear admiral, be placed on the retired list on that date : Provided 
further, That not to exceed the following numbers of captains, recom-
mended for continuation on the active list in the report of a selection 
board as approved by the President, may be so continued until the 
report of the next succeeding selection board is approved but no such 
captain shall be continued on the active list beyond June 30 of the 
fiscal year in which he shall have completed thirty-five years of total 
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commissioned service: Twenty-two in the Medical Corps, twenty-two
in the Supply Corps, twenty-five in the Chaplain Corps, seven in the
Civil Engineer Corps, twelve in the Dental Corps: And provided
further, That a captain so continued on the active list shall, if not
again recommended for continuation on the active list in the approval
report of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried
in excess of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be
placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year.

Commanders. (b) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited duty,
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion

Ante, p. 823. list, shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c) of this title,
if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have twice
failed of selection for promotion to captain, be placed on the retired
list on that date. Commanders, except commanders designated for
limited duty, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion to cap-
tain, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the
fiscal year in which they complete twenty-six years of total commis-
sioned service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed
on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second

mmnt ary retire- failure shall occur: Provided, That commanders in the Medical
Service Corps shall not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure
of selection for promotion until June 30 of the fiscal year in which
they shall have completed thirty years of total commissioned service.

Offiers desnate (C) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwise
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last day
of the month following the month in which they complete thirty years
of active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a
Reserve component.

Lieutenant co (d) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig-
nated for limited duty and lieutenant commanders of the Nurse Corps,
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete
twenty years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion
list, shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c) of this title,
if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have twice
failed of selection for promotion to commander, be placed on the
retired list on that date. Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant
commanders designated for limited duty and lieutenant commanders
of the Nurse Corps, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion
to commander, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June
30 of the fiscal year in which they complete twenty years of total
commissioned service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law,
be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which
such second failure shall occur.

manders desnadt aed (e) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if not
or limited duty. otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on

June 30 for the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of selec-
tion for promotion to commander: Provided, That such an officer
instead of such separation from the active list shall, if he had the
permanent status of a warrant officer or a commissioned warrant
officer when first appointed an officer for the performance of limited
duty only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status he
would have held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a
permanent rating below warrant officer when first so appointed he
shall have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would
have held had he not been so appointed but had instead been appointed
a warrant officer, and in any computation to determine such grade and
status all service as an officer designated for limited duty, or as a
temporary or Reserve officer shall be included: And provided further,
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commissioned service: Twenty-two in the Medical Corps, twenty-two 
in the Supply Corps, twenty-five in the Chaplain Corps, seven in the 
Civil Engineer Corps, twelve in the Dental Corps:. i And provided 
further, That a captain so continued on the active list shall, f not 
again recommended for continuation on the active list in the approval.  
report of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried 
in excess of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be 
placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year. 

(b) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited duty, 
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion 
list, shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c) of this title, 
if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have .twice 
failed of selection for promotion to captain, be placed on the retired 
list on that date. Commanders, except commanders designated for 
limited duty, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion to cap-
tain, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the 
fiscal year in which they complete twenty-six years of total commis-
sioned service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed 
on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second 
failure shall occur: Provided, That commanders in the Medical 
Service Corps shall not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure 
of selection for promotion until June 30 of the fiscal year in which 
they shall have completed thirty years of total commissioned service. 

(c) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwise 
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last day 
of the month following the month in which they complete thirty years 
of active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a 
Reserve component. 

(d) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig-
nated for limited duty and lieutenant commanders of the Nurse Corps, 
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
twenty years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion 
list, shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 211 (c) of this title, 
if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall have twice 
failed of selection for promotion to commander, be placed on the 
retired list on that date. Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant 
commanders designated for limited duty, and lieutenant commanders 
of the Nurse Corps, who shall twice fail of selection for promotion 
to commander, if such second failure shall occur subsequent to June 
30 of the fiscal year in which they complete twenty years of total 
commissioned service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, 
be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which 
such second failure shall occur. 

(e) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if not 
otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on 
June 30 for the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of selec-
tion for promotion to commander: Provided, That such an officer 
instead of such separation from the active list shall, if he had the 
permanent status of a warrant officer or a commissioned warrant 
officer when first appointed an officer for the performance of limited 
duty only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status he 
would have held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a 
permanent rating below warrant officer when first so appointed he 
shall have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would 
have held had he not been so appointed but had instead been appointed 
a warrant officer, and in any computation to determine such grade and 
status all service as an officer designated for limited duty, or as a 
temporary or Reserve officer shall be included: And provided further, 
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That such an officer exercising such option shall, if not otherwise
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list in the grade in
which then serving, upon the completion of a total of thirty years of
active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve
component, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of his active-
duty pay.

(f) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the
retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed
thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their pay
on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or more shall
be considered a full year in computing the number of years' service by
which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided further,
That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Regular Navy
pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18 1946 (Public
Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned in the Regu-
lar Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving on active
duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on the retired
list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-duty pay at the
time of retirement.

(g) Lieutenants and lieutenants (junior grade), except lieutenants
of the Nurse Corps, who shall have twice failed of selection for pro-
motion to lieutenant commander and lieutenant, respectively, and
officers whose names are reported in accordance with subsection 209
(e) of this Act, shall be honorably discharged from the Navy on June
30 of the fiscal year in which they fail of such selection the second
time, or in which their names are reported in accordance with sub-
section 209 (e) of this Act, with a lump-sum payment computed on
the basis of two months' active-duty pay at the time of discharge for
each year of commissioned service computed in accordance with sub-
section 202 (d), but not to exceed a total of two years' active-duty
pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this subsection a fractional
year of six months or more shall be considered a full year in com-
puting the number of years' commissioned service upon which to base
such lump-sum payment: And provided further, That an officer
designated for limited duty, instead of such separation from the active
list, shall have the option described in subsection (e) of this section.

(h) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to promo-
tion, are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical dis-
ability contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in
the rank for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate of
75 per centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which selected.

(i) The provisions of this title relating to the discharge or retire-
ment of officers who have twice failed of selection for promotion shall
be applicable to officers above the grade of ensign who failed on pro-
fessional reexamination for promotion in the same manner as if such
officer had twice failed of selection for promotion.

(j) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions
of law.

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS ABOVE THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN

SEC. 213. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special
review of vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Chaplain
Corps in the third fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this
Act becomes effective, and in the third fiscal year of each three-year
period thereafter, and, should it be found, in any such third year, as
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That such an officer exercising such option shall, if not otherwise 
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list in the grade in 
which then serving, upon the completion of a total of thirty years of 
active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve 
component, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of his active-
duty pay. 

(f) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the 
retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed 
thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years 
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their pay 
on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or more shall 
be considered a full year in computing the number of years' service by 
which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided further, 
That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Regular Navy 
pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18, 1946 (Public 
Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned in the Regu-
lar Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving on active 
duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on the retired 
list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-duty pay at the 
time of retirement. 

(g) Lieutenants and lieutenants (junior grade), except lieutenants 
of the Nurse Corps, who shall have twice failed of selection for pro-
motion to lieutenant commander and lieutenant, respectively, and 
officers whose names are reported in accordance with subsection 209 
(e) of this Act, shall be honorably discharged from the Navy on June 
30 of the fiscal year in which they fail of such selection the second 
time, or in which their names are reported in accordance with sub-
section 209 (e) of this Act, with a lump-sum payment computed on 
the basis of two months' active-duty pay at the time of discharge for 
each year of commissioned service computed in accordance with sub-
section 202 (d), but not to exceed a total of two years' active-duty 
pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this subsection a fractional 
year of six months or more shall be considered a full year in com-
puting the number of years commissioned service upon which to base 
such lump-sum payment: And provided further, That an officer 
designated for limited duty, instead of such separat ion from the act ive 
list, shall have the option described in subsection (e) of this section. 

(h) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to promo-
tion, are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical dis-
ability contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in 
the rank for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate of 
75 per centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which selected. 

(i) The provisions of this title relating to the discharge or retire-
ment of officers who have twice failed of selection for promotion shall 
be applicable to officers above the grade of ensign who failed on pro-
fessional reexamination for promotion in the same manner as if such 
officer had twice failed of selection for promotion. 

(j) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions 
of law. 

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS ABOVE THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN 

SEC. 213. (a) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special 
review of vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Chaplain 
Corps in the third fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this 
Act becomes effective, and in the third fiscal year of each three-year 
period thereafter, and, should it be found, in any such third year, as 
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of the time of the convening of a board for the consideration of cap-
tains of the Chaplain Corps for promotion to the grade of rear
admiral that no such captain was selected during the two preceding
fiscal years because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and
that no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensu-
ing twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene
a board composed of three officers of the line of the grade of rear
admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the Chaplain Corps
and to recommend one such officer for retirement.

(b) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Dental Corps in the
second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes
effective, and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period there-
after, and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of the time
of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of the
Dental Corps for promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that no
such captain was selected during the preceding fiscal year because of
lack of existing and estimated vacancies and that no vacancy exists
and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing twelve-month
period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board composed of
one officer of the Dental Corps and two officers of the line, of the
grade of rear admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the
Dental Corps and to recommend one such officer for retirement.

(c) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of captains in the Medical Corps or in the
Supply Corps for promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that the
number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies
which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade
of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection for promotion
of a number of captains in the corps concerned equal to 15 per centum
of the authorized number of rear admirals, the Secretary of the Navy
shall convene a board of not less than five officers, serving in the rank
of rear admiral or above, to consider and recommend for retirement
a sufficient number of such rear admirals to permit the selection for
promotion of the said number of captains.

(d) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Civil Engineer Corps in
the second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act
becomes effective and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period
thereafter, and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of
the time of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains
of the Civil Engineer Corps for promotion to the grade of rear admiral,
that no such captain was selected during the preceding fiscal year
because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and that no
vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing
twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board
composed of one officer of the Civil Engineer Corps and two officers
of the line, of the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider rear
admirals of the Civil Engineer Corps and to recommend one such
officer for retirement.

(e) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or disap-
proval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations of the
board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend additional
rear admirals for retirement equal in number to those disapproved by
the President.

(f) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the Presi-
dent shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed upon
the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with retired
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of the time of the convening of a board for the consideration of cap-
tains of the Chaplain Corps for promotion to the grade of rear 
admiral that no such captain was selected during the two preceding 
fiscal years because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and 
that no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensu-
ing twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene 
a board composed of three officers of the line of the grade of rear 
admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the Chaplain Corps 
and to recommend one such officer for retirement. 

Rear admiral in (b) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of 
Dental Corps. vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Dental Corps in the 

second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes 
effective, and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period there-
after, and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of the time 
of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of the 
Dental Corps for promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that no 
such captain was selected during the preceding fiscal year because of 
lack of existing and estimated vacancies and that no vacancy exists 
and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing twelve-month 
period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board composed of 
one officer of the Dental Corps and two officers of the line, of the 
grade of rear admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the 
Dental Corps and to recommend one such officer for retirement. 

Selection for promo- (c) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
tion of captams  Medical and Supplin y for the consideration of captains in the Medical Corps or in the 
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number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies 
which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade 
of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection for promotion 
of a number of captains in the corps concerned equal to 15 per centum 
of the authorized number of rear admirals, the Secretary of the Navy 
shall convene a board of not less than five officers, serving in the rank 
of rear admiral or above, to consider and recommend for retirement 
a sufficient number of such rear admirals to permit the selection for 
promotion of the said number of captains. 

Rear admiral in (d) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of Civil Engineer Corps. 
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Civil Engineer Corps in 
the second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act 
becomes effective and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period 
thereafter, and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of 
the time of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains 
of the Civil Engineer Corps for promotion to the grade of rear admiral, 
that no such captain was selected during the preceding fiscal year 
because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and that no 
vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing 
twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board 
composed of one officer of the Civil Engineer Corps and two officers 
of the line, of the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider rear 
admirals of the Civil Engineer Corps and to recommend one such 
officer for retirement. 

port to President.  Submission of re- (e) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of 
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or disap-
proval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations of the 
board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend additional 
rear admirals for retirement equal in number to those disapproved by 
the President. 

(f) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the Presi-
dent shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed upon 
the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with retired 
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pay at the rate of 22 per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade
in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by the number
of years of service for which they would be entitled to credit in the
computation of pay on the active list had they been serving in the
grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but retired pay so
computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty
pay.

(g) The boards provided for in this section except as otherwise
specified in this section shall be composed of officers on the active list
of the Navy of the corps concerned. In case there be not a sufficient
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically capaci-
tated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the line on
the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on such board
to constitute the required membership.

(h) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of
law.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF T'TE II

SEC. 214. Sections 201, 202, and 203 of this title shall be effective upon
the date of approval of this Act. The remaining provisions of this
title shall be effective upon the termination of title III of this Act.

TITLE III-TERMINABLE PROVISIONS RELATING TO ALL
OFFICERS OF THE NAVY ON ACTIVE DUTY

TEMPORARY STATUS OF TITLE mI

SEC. 301. The authority granted by this title and all provisions hereof
shall be terminated when the President shall determine that the num-
ber of officers holding permanent appointments on the active list of
the line of the Regular Navy is equal to 95 per centum of the number
of such officers authorized by law or on January 1, 1957, whichever
shall occur the earlier.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 302. (a) As used in this title, the words "temporarily
appointed" shall be interpreted to mean also "temporarily promoted";
the words "temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed
for a period of limited duration" shall be interpreted to mean a tem-
porary appointment which by its terms is of limited duration; the
word "officers" shall, unless otherwise qualified, be interpreted to mean
all officers of the grade of ensign and above on active duty in the Navy,
exclusive of officers on the retired list, exclusive of officers of the Naval
Reserve assigned to active duty for training, and exclusive of officers
of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty in connection with organ-
izing, administering, recruiting, instructing, training, or drilling the
Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active duty for the purpose
of prosecuting special work; the words "not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty" shall be interpreted to mean officers not designated for
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or
limited duty, or officers of the Marine Corps not designated for supply
duty or limited duty; the words "line officers" shall, unless otherwise
qualified, be interpreted to include officers of the line designated for
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, and
limited duty; and the words "staff officers" shall, unless otherwise
qualified, be interpreted to mean all officers of all staff corps, including
officers in each such corps designated for limited duty.

(b) As used in this title, military titles shall be held to describe
an officer or officers, as the case may be serving in the grade concerned
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pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade 
in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by the number 
of years of service for which they would be entitled to credit in the 
computation of pay on the active list had they been serving in the 
grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but retired pay so 
computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty 
pay. 

(g) The boards provided for in this section except as otherwise 
specified in this section shall be composed of officers on the active list 
of the Navy of the corps concerned. In case there be not a sufficient 
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically capaci-
tated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the line on 
the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on such board 
to constitute the required membership. 

(h) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of 
law. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF TITLE II 

SEC. 214. Sections 201, 202, and 203 of this title shall be effective upon 
the date of approval of this Act. The remaining provisions of this 
title shall be effective upon the termination of title HI of this Act. 

TITLE III—TERMINABLE PROVISIONS RELATING TO ALL 
OFFICERS OF THE NAVY ON ACTIVE DUTY 

TEMPORARY STATUS OF TITLE III 

SEC. 301. The authority granted by this title and all provisions hereof 
shall be terminated when the President shall determine that the num-
ber of officers holding permanent appointments on the active list of 
the line of the Regular Navy is equal to 95 per centum of the number 
of such officers authorized by law or on January 1, 1957, whichever 
shall occur the earlier. 

DEFINITIONS 

SEC. 302. (a) As used in this title, the words "temporarily 
appointed" shall be interpreted to mean also "temporarily promoted"; 
the words "temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed 
for a period of limited duration" shall be interpreted to mean a tem-
porary appointment which by its terms is of limited duration; the 
word "officers" shall, unless otherwise qualified, be interpreted to mean 
all officers of the grade of ensign and above on active duty in the Navy, 
exclusive of officers on the retired list, exclusive of officers of the Naval 
Reserve assigned to active duty for training, and exclusive of officers 
of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty in connection with organ-
izing, administering, recruiting, instructing, training, or drilling the 
Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active duty for the purpose 
of prosecuting special work; the words "not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty" shall be interpreted to mean officers not designated for 
engineering duty., aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or 
limited duty, or officers of the Marine Corps not designated for supply 
duty or limited duty; the words "line officers" shall, unless otherwise 
qualified2 be interpreted to include officers of the line designated for 
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, and.  
limited duty; and the words "staff officers" shall, unless otherwise 
qualified, be interpreted to mean all officers of all staff corps, including 
officers in each such corps designated for limited duty. 

(b) As used in this title, military titles shall be held to describe 
an officer or officers, as the case may be serving in the grade concerned. 
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Temporaryappoint. An officer holding a permanent appointment in one grade and a
temporary appointment in a higher grade shall, for this purpose, be
held to be serving in the higher grade: Provided, That an officer serving
under a temporary appointment, including a temporary appointment

Pot, pp. 875,878. under section 413 or section 415 of this Act, in a grade to which
appointed for a period of limited duration shall, for purposes of
eligibility for selection, promotion, and involuntary retirement, be
deemed to be serving in the grade he would hold were he not serving
under such appointment.

(c) The following personnel may be temporarily appointed to
grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps, except in the Nurse Corps
of the Regular Navy, including the grades of warrant officer and
commissioned warrant officer, not above lieutenant in the Navy and
captain in the Marine Corps:

(1) Commissioned warrant officers of the Regular Navy and Marine
Corps.

(2) Warrant officers of the Regular Navy and Marine Corps.
(3) First-class petty officers and above in the Regular Navy and

staff sergeants and above in the Regular Marine Corps.
(d) Officers on the active list of the Regular Navy or Marine Corps

in commissioned grades, including those appointed under the authority
of subsection (c of this section, may be temporarily appointed to
higher grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps.

Permanent, paroba (e) The permanent, probationary, or acting appointments of thosetionary, and acting
appointments. persons temporarily appointed in accordance with the provisions of

this title shall not be vacated by reason of such temporary appoint-
ments, such persons shall not be prejudiced thereby in regard to pro-
motion, advancement, or appointment in accordance with laws relating
to the Regular Navy or Marine Corps, and their rights, benefits, privi-
leges, and gratuities shall not be lost or abridged in any respect what-
ever by their acceptance of commissions or warrants hereunder: Pro-
vided, That, except as otherwise provided herein, no person who shall
accept a temporary appointment under the provisions of this title
shall, while serving thereunder, be entitled to pay or allowances except
as provided by law for the position temporarily occupied: And pro-
vided further, That no person temporarily appointed under the author-
ity of this section shall suffer any reduction in pay and allowances to
which he was entitled by virtue of his permanent status at the time of
such temporary appointment nor shall he suffer any reduction in pay
and allowances to which he was entitled under a prior temporary
appointment in a lower grade.

norm atty. (f) Enlisted men shall, upon being initially appointed as provided
Nbe of tem by this section, be paid the sum of $250 as a uniform gratuity.

raryapointments. (g) The temporary appointments under the authority of subsec-tion (c) of this section shall be in such numbers as the President may
determine that the needs of the service require but not to exceed, in
each case, the difference between the actual number of officers in the
line and m each staff corps holding permanent appointments on the
active list of the Regular Navy and the authorized number of such
officers.

vax ilitytoeN- (h) The provisions of this section shall apply to personnel of the
Naval Reserve (except the Fleet Reserve, and personnel of the Naval
Reserve ordered to active duty in connection with organizing, admin-
istering, recruiting, instructing, training, or drilling the Nava Reserve,
or ordered to temporary active duty for the purpose of prosecuting
special work), when on active duty, in like manner and to the same
extent and with the same relative conditions in all respects as are pro-
vided for personnel of the Regular Navy and Marine Corps, but this
shall not be construed to authorize the temporary appointment of the
personnel thereof to grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps.
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Temporary appoint- An officer holding a permanent appointment in one grade and a 
ments. 

temporary appointment in a higher grade shall, for this purpose, be 
held to be serving in the higher grade :Provided, That an officer serving 
under a temporary appointment, including a temporary appointment.  

P"t, PP* 874876* under section 413 or section 415 of this Act, in a grade to which 
appointed for a period of limited duration shall, for purposes of 
eligibility for selection, promotion, and involuntary retirement, be 
deemed to be serving in the grade he would hold were he not serving 
under such appointment. 

(c) The following personnel may be temporarily appointed to 
grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps, except in the Nurse Corps 
of the Regular Navy, including the grades of warrant officer and 
commissioned warrant officer, not above lieutenant in the Navy and 
captain in the Marine Corps: 

(1) Commissioned warrant officers of the Regular Navy and Marine 
Corps. 

(2) Warrant officers of the Regular Navy and Marine Corps. 
(3) First-class petty officers and above in the Regular Navy and 

staff sergeants and above in the Regular Marine Corps. 
(d) Officers on the active list of the Regular Navy or Marine Corps 

in commissioned grades, including those appointed under the .authority 
of subsection (c) of this section, may be temporarily appointed to 
higher grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps. 

Permanent, proba- (e) The permanent, probationary, or acting appointments. of those tionary, and acting 
appointments, persons temporarily appointed in accordance w ith the provisions of 

this title shall not be vacated by reason of such temporary appoint-
ments, such persons shall not be prejudiced thereby in regard to pro-
motion, advancement, or appointment in accordance with laws relating 
- to the Regular Navy or Marine Corps, and their rights, benefits, privi-
leges, and gratuities shall not be lost or abridged in any respect what-
ever by their acceptance of commissions or warrants hereunder: Pro-
vided, That, except as otherwise provided herein, no person who shall 
accept a temporary appointment under the provisions of this title 
shall, while serving thereunder, be entitled to pay or allowances except 
as provided by law for the position temporarily occupied: And 2,ro-
vided further, That no person temporarily appointed under the author-
ity of this section shall suffer any reduction in pay and allowances to 
which he was entitled by virtue of his permanent status at the time of 
such temporary appointment nor shall he suffer any reduction in pay 
and allowances to which he was entitled under a prior temporary 
appointment in a lower grade. 

Uniform gratuity. (f) Enlisted men shall, upon being initially appointed as provided 
by this section, be paid the sum of $250 as a uniform gratuity. 

Numbers of tempo- (g) The temporary appointments under the authority a subsec-rary appointments. 

tion (c) of this section shall be in such numbers as the President may 
determine that the needs of the service require but not to exceed, in 
each case, the difference between the actual number of officers in the 
line and m each staff corps holding permanent appointments on the 
active list of the Regular Navy and the authorized number of such 
officers. 

Ayezt.aity to Na- (h) The provisions of this section shall apply to personnel of the val 

Naval Reserve (except the Fleet Reserve, and personnel of the Naval 
Reserve ordered  to a ctive duty in connection with organizing, admin-
istering, recruiting, instructing, training, or drilling the Naval Reserve, 
or ordered to temporary active duty for the purpose of prosecuting 
special work), when on active duty, in like manner and to the same 
extent and with the same relative conditions in all respects as are pro-
vided for personnel of the Regular Navy and Marine Corps, but this 
shall not be construed to authorize the temporary appointment of the 
personnel thereof to grades in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps. 
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(i) Not later than the first day of the fourth month following the
date of approval of this Act, all temporary appointments of naval
and Marine Corps personnel made pursuant to the Act of July 24,
1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, except those which are affirmed or
continued in effect pursuant to this Act, shall be terminated.

(j) The words 'active-duty pay" as used in sections 312 and 313
of this title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay the
retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty in his
grade.

DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS

SEC. 303. (a) The total number of line officers serving on active duty
at any one time, exclusive of officers carried by law as additional
numbers in grade and of fleet admirals, shall be distributed in the pro-
portion of seventy-five one-hundredths of one in the grade of rear
admiral and above to six in the grade of captain, to twelve in the grade
of commander, to eighteen in the grade of lieutenant commander, to
twenty-four and seventy-five one-hundreds in the grade of lieutenant,
to thirty-eight and fifty one-hundredths in the combined grades of
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign: Provided, That of the number
of officers so authorized in each grade below captain, not to exceed the
following percentages may be officers designated for limited duty: In
the grade of commander, 36 4/oo per centum; in the grade of lieutenant
commander, 8 62/0oo per centum; in the grade of lieutenant, 772/00 per
centum; and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
ensign, 61Yoo per centum.

(b) The total number of rear admirals designated for engineering
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, and special duty shall not exceed
at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of the authorized
number of line officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, of
the grade of rear admiral or above exclusive of fleet admirals at that
time.

(c) The total number of officers designated for engineering duty, in
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 9 per
centum of the total number of line officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time.

(d) The total number of officers designated for aeronautical
engineering duty only, in the co(bllhine( grIdtts of catl)tailn colm-
mander, and lieutenant commander, shall not exceed at any one time
a number equal to 5 per centum of the total number of line officers,
not restricted in the performance of duty, authorized in those grades
at that time.

(e) The total number of officers designated for special duty, in
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 5 per
centum of the total number of line officers, not restricted in the
performance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time.

(f) Officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy shall be distributed
in the various grades in each staff corps in accordance with the pro-
visions of this title: Provided, That the number of rear admirals in
the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer
Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, exclusive of any such rear
admiral serving as a chief of bureau, shall not exceed in each corps
five-tenths of 1 per centum of the officers in that corps serving on
active duty at any one time: Provided further, That such a rear
admiral serving as a chief of bureau shall upon termination of his
tenure as chief of bureau be carried in excess until the next vacancy
occurs in the grade of rear admiral in the corps concerned: And
provided further, That the number of captains in the Medical

Termination.
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(i) Not later than the first day of the fourth month following the 
date of approval of this Act, all temporary appointments of naval 
and Marine Corps personnel made pursuant to the Act of July 24, 
1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, except those which are affirmed or 
continued in effect pursuant to this Act, shall be terminated. 

(j) The words "active-duty pay" as used in sections 312 and 313 
of this title shall be construed to mean the base and longevity pay the 
retired officer concerned would receive if serving on active duty in his 
grade. 

DISTRIBUTION OF OrF10ERS 

SEc. 303. (a) The total number of line officers serving on active duty 
at any one time, exclusive of officers carried by law as additional 
numbers in grade and of fleet admirals, shall be distributed in the pro-
portion of seventy-five one-hundredths of one in the grade of rear 
admiral and above to. six in the grade of captain, to twelve in the grade 
of commander, to eighteen in the grade of lieutenant commander, to 
twenty-four and seventy-five one-hundreds in the grade of lieutenant, 
to. thirty-eight and fifty one-hundredths in the combined grades of 
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign: Provided, That of the number 
of officers so authorized in each grade below captain, not to exceed the 
following percentages may be officers designated for limited duty: In 
the grade of commander, 36%00 per centum; in the grade of lieutenant 
commander, 86%00 per centum; in the grade of lieutenant, 772/1°0 Per 
centum; and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and 
ensign, 6%00 per centum. 

(b) The total number of rear admirals designated for engineering 
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, and special duty shall not exceed 
at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of the authorized 
number of line officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, of 
the grade of rear admiral or above exclusive of fleet admirals at that 
time. 

(c) The total number of officers designated for engineering duty, in 
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 9 per 
centum of the total number of line officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time. 

(d) The total number of officers designated for aeronautical 
engineering duty only, in the combined grades of captain, com-
mander, and lieutenant commander, shall not exceed at any one time 
a number equal to 5 per centum of the total number of line officers, 
not restricted in the performance of duty, authorized in those grades 
at that time. 

(e) The total number of officers designated for special duty, in 
the combined grades of captain, commander, and lieutenant com-
mander, shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 5 per 
centum of the total number of line officers, not restricted in the 
performance of duty, authorized in those grades at that time. 

(f) Officers of the Staff Corps of the Navy shall be distributed 
in the various grades in each staff corps in accordance with the i e pro - 
visions of this title: Provided, That the number of rear admirals n 
the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer 
Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, exclusive of any such rear 

i admiral serving as a chief of bureau, shall .not exceed n each corps 
five-tenths of 1 per centum of the officers in that corps serving on 
active duty at any one time: Provided further, That such a rear 
admiral serving as a chief of bureau shall upon termination of Ins 
tenure as chief of bureau be carried in excess until the next vacancy 

occurs in the grade of rear admiral in the corps concerned: Andprovided further, That the number of captains in the Medical 
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Service Corps and the number of commanders and lieutenant com-
manders in the Nurse Corps shall not exceed 2 per centum, seven-
tenths of 1 per centum, and 16o0 per centum, respectively, of the
officers in the corps concerned serving on active duty at any one time.

nmberoflinet offes (g) To determine the authorized number of line officers in each
indesigated grades. of the various grades above lieutenant (junior grade), and in the

combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided
in this section, computations shall be made by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of approval of this Act and thereafter as of
January 1 of each year, and the resulting number in each of such
various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior
grade) and ensign, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of
subsection (k) of this section, be held and considered for all purposes
as the authorized number of officers in each of such various grades
and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign,

Lnae omffcers ddig- and shall not be varied between such computations: Provided, That
dor t. to determine the authorized number of line officers designated for

limited duty in each of the various grades above lieutenant (junior
grade), and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
ensign, the Secretary of the Navy, as of the date of approval of this
Act and thereafter as of January 1 of each year, shall compute the
maximum number of such officers which may serve in each of such
various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior
grade) and ensign, as provided in subsection (a) of this section, and
shall determine the number of such officers in each of such various
grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
ensign, not to exceed such maximum number, required to meet the
needs of the service during the ensuing year, and the resulting num-
ber in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades of
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as so determined, shall be held
and considered for all purposes as the authorized number of such
officers in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades
of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and shall not be varied

Adjustments. between such determinations: Provided further, That notwithstanding
the provisions of this subsection relating to the authorized number of
officers in grade, in order to make adjustments for the number of offi-
cers originally appointed each year in any grade pursuant to this Act
or to other provisions of law, the authorized number of officers in
each grade concerned may be temporarily exceeded by such number of
original appointments in such grade until the next succeeding annual
computation authorized by this subsection shall be made.

Annual computa- (h) To determine the authorized number of officers in the grade
of rear admiral in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps,
Civil Engineer Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, and the
authorized number of captains in the Medical Service Corps and the
authorized number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in the
Nurse Corps, as provided in this section, computations shall be made
by the the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of approval of this
Act and as of January 1 of each year thereafter; the resulting number
in the grade of rear admiral in each corps in which such grade is
authorized, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section (k) of this section, be held and considered for all purposes as
the authorized number of officers in the grade of rear admiral in each
such corps and shall not be varied between computations; the result-
ing number in the grade of captain in the Medical Service Corps and
in each of the grades of commander and lieutenant commander in the
Nurse Corps, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section (k) of this section, be held and considered as the authorized
number of officers in the grade of the corps concerned until a subse-
quent computation shall be made.
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Service Corps and the number of commanders and lieutenant com-
manders in the Nurse Corps shall not exceed 2 per centum, seven-
tenths of 1 per centum, and 1%0 per centum, respectively, of . the 
officers in the corps concerned serving on active duty at any one time. 

(g) To determine the authorized number of line officers in each 
of the various grades above lieutenant (junior grade), and in. the 
combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as provided 
in this section, computations shall be made by the Secretary of the 
Navy as of the date of approval of this Act and thereafter as of 
January 1 of each year, and the resulting number in each of such 
various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant. (junior 
grade) and ensign, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of 
subsection (k) of this section, be held and considered for all purposes 
as the authorized number of officers in each of such various grades 
and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, 
and shall not be varied between such computations: Provided, That 
to determine the authorized number of line officers designated for 
limited duty in each of the various grades above lieutenant (junior 
grade), and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and 
ensign, the Secretary of the Navy, as of the date of approval of this 
Act and thereafter as of January 1 of each year, shall compute the 
maximum number of such officers which may serve in each of such 
various grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior 
grade) and ensign, as provided in subsection (a) of this section, and 
shall determine the number of such officers in each of such various 
grades, and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and 
ensign, not to exceed such maximum number, required to meet the 
needs of the service during the ensuing year, and the resulting num-
ber in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades of 
lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, as so determined, shall be held 
and considered for all purposes as the authorized number of such 
officers in each of such various grades, and in the combined grades 
of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign, and shall not be varied 
between such determinations : Provided further, That notwithstanding 
the provisions of this subsection relating to the authorized number of 
officers in grade, in order to make adjustments for the number of offi-
cers originally appointed each year in any grade pursuant to this Act 
or to other provisions of law, the authorized number of officers in 
each grade concerned may be temporarily, exceeded by such number of 
original appointments in such grade until the next succeeding annual 
computation authorized by this subsection shall be made. 

(h) To determine the authorized number of officers in the grade 
of rear admiral in the Medical Corps, Supply Corps, Chaplain Corps, 
Civil Engineer Corps, and Dental Corps, respectively, and the 
authorized number of captains in the Medical Service Corps and the 
authorized number of commanders and lieutenant commanders in the 
Nurse Corps, as provided in this section, computations shall be made 
by the the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of approval of this 
.Act and as of January 1 of each year thereafter; the resulting number 
m the grade of rear admiral in each corps in which such grade is 
authorized, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section (k) of this section, be held and considered for all purposes as 
the authorized number of officers in the grade of rear admiral in each 
such corps and shall not be varied between computations; the result-
ing number in the grade of captain in the Medical Service Corps and 
in each of the grades of commander and lieutenant commander in the 
Nurse Corps, as so computed, shall, subject to the provisions of sub-
section (k) of this section, be held and considered as the authorized 
number of officers in the grade of the corps concerned until a subse-
quent computation shall be made. 
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(i) Officers holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy
and Marine Corps temporarily appointed to higher grades under the
authority of this title shall, for the purposes of titles I and II of this
Act, be counted in their permanent grades, and, for the purposes of
this section, be counted in their temporary grades.

(j) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made pur-
suant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and if such
fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be taken.

(k) Upon determination of the authorized number of officers in each
of the various grades and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior
grade) and ensign, with respect to officers serving on active duty as
provided in this section, and with respect to officers holding permanent
appointments on the active list of the Regular Navy, as provided in
section 103 of title I and section 203 of title II of this Act, computa-
tions shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy to determine the
authorized number of officers which may serve under temporary
appointment in the line in each of the various grades and in the com-
bined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign and in each grade
in a staff corps where computations are prescribed to determine the
authorized number. Should the Secretary of the Navy determine, at
the time of making the computations prescribed by subsections (g)
and (h) of this section, that in any grade above lieutenant (junior
grade) a lesser number of officers than the computed number of officers
for that grade is required to meet the needs of the service, the lesser
number shall be held and considered to be the authorized number for
that grade and the reduction may be applied as an increase in the
authorized number of such officers in any lower grade or grades.

REDISTRIBUTION; LINEAL LISTS; RETENTION OF REAR ADMIRALS

SEC. 304. (a) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days
after the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall
establish a single lineal list of all officers of the grade of ensign and
above of the line of the Navy or Naval Reserve on active duty on the
date of establishment of such list, and such lineal list shall constitute
the order of seniority of such officers as of the date of its establish-
ment: Provided, That there shall be excluded from such lineal list
the following: (1) Retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve who
are on active duty; (2) retired enlisted men on active duty serving
under a temporary appointment above commissioned warrant officer
pursuant to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended; (3)
members of the Fleet Reserve on active duty serving under a tem-
porary appointment above commissioned warrant officer pursuant to
the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended; (4) temporary
officers serving in grades above commissioned warrant officers pursuant
to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, whose only
appointment to any such grades was one for a period of limited
duration; (5) regular or temporary officers of the Navy or officers of
the Naval Reserve, who, prior to the establishment of the lineal list,
are under orders directing their release from active duty; and (6)
officers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty in connection with
organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, training, or drill-
ing the Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active duty for the
purpose of prosecuting special work. Officers shall be placed on this
list in accordance with the grade or rank and precedence held by them
on the date of approval of this Act whether by virtue of temporary
or permanent appointment except officers serving with the rank of
rear admiral without appointment to that grade or rank shall be
placed upon such list in accordance with the grade and precedence
which they would hold were they not serving with the rank of rear
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(i) Officers holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy 
and Marine Corps temporarily appointed to higher grades under the 
authority of this title shall, for the purposes of titles I and II of this 
Act, be counted in their permanent grades, and, for the purposes of 
this section, be counted in their temporary grades. 

(j) Whenever a final fraction occurs in any computation made pur-
suant to this title, the nearest whole number shall be taken, and if such 
fraction be one-half the next higher whole number shall be taken. 

(k) Upon determination of the authorized number of officers in each 
of the various grades and in the combined grades of lieutenant (junior 
grade) and ensign, with respect to officers serving on active duty as 
provided in this section, and with respect to officers holding permanent 
appointments on the active list of the Regular Navy, as provided in 
section 103 of title I and section 203 of title II of this Act, computa-
tions shall be made by the Secretary of the Navy to determine the 
authorized number of officers which may serve under temporary 
appointment in the line in each of the various grades and in the com-
bined grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and ensign and in each grade 
in a staff corps where computations are prescribed to determine the 
authorized number. Should the Secretary of the Navy determine, at 
the time of making the computations prescribed by subsections (g) 
and (h) of this section, that in any grade above lieutenant (junior 
grade) a lesser number of officers than the computed number of officers 
for that grade is required to meet the needs of the service, the lesser 
number shall be held and considered to be the authorized number for 
that grade and the reduction may be applied as an increase in the 
authorized number of such officers in any lower grade or grades. 

REDISTRIBUTION; LINEAL LISTS; RETENTION OF REAR ADMIRALS 

SEc. 304. (a) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days 
after the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall 
establish a single lineal list of all officers of the grade of ensign and 
above of the line of the Navy or Naval Reserve on active duty on the 
date of establishment of such list, and such lineal list shall constitute 
the order of seniority of such officers as of the date of its establish-
ment: Provided, That there shall be excluded from such lineal list 
the following: (1) Retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve who 
are on active duty; (2) retired enlisted men on active duty serving 
under a temporary appointment above commissioned warrant officer 
pursuant to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended; (3) 
members of the Fleet Reserve on active duty serving under a tem-
porary appointment above commissioned warrant officer pursuant to 
the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended; (4) temporary 
officers serving in grades above commissioned warrant officers pursuant 
to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, whose only 
appointment to any such grades was one for a period of limited 
duration; (5) regular or temporary officers .of the Navy or officers of 
the Naval Reserve, who, prior to the establishment of the lineal list, 
are under orders directing their release from active duty; and (6) 
officers of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty in connection with 
organizing, administering, recruiting, instructmg, training, or drill-
ing the Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active duty for the 
purpose of prosecuting special work. Officers Juin be placed on this 
list in accordance with the grade or rank and precedence held by them 
on the date of approval of this Act whether by virtue of temporary 
or permanent appointment except officers serving with the rank of 
rear admiral without appointment to that grade or rank shall be 
placed upon such list in accordance with the grade and precedence 
which they would hold were they not serving with the rank of rear 
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Termination oftem- admiral: Provided, That in the event of the termination, subsequent
pory pponte to the approval of this Act and prior to the establishment of the lineal

list, of the temporary appointment of an officer serving in the grade
or rank of admiral or vice admiral, or in a grade to which appointed
for a period of limited duration, such officer shall be placed on such
list with the grade or rank and precedence he would have held had he
not been so temporarily appointed: And provided further, That any
officer who, on the date of establishment of such list, is serving under
a temporary appointment in the grade or rank of admiral or vice
admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited dura-
tion, shall, upon termination of such temporary appointment, be
placed on the lineal list in accordance with the grade and precedence
he would have held had he not been so temporarily appointed.

Determination of (b) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days afternumber to be perma- I
nently appointed. the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall deter-

mine, as of the date of approval of this Act, the number of officers
authorized to be permanently appointed in the various grades of

Ante, p. 798. the line as provided in section 103 of title I of this Act.
number to be tem- (c) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days afterporarily appointed. the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall

determine, as of the date of approval of this Act, the number of officers
authorized to be temporarily appointed in the various grades of the

Aner, p. 831. line as provided in section 303 of this title.
vacancies by perma (d) Upon completion of the establishment of the lineal list as
nent appointments. prescribed by subsection (a) of this section, and upon the determina-

tion of the number of officers authorized to be permanently appointed
in the various grades of the line, as prescribed by subsection (b) of this
section, the President is authorized to fill vacancies in the various
grades of the line of the Regular Navy by permanently appointing
thereto and regularly commissioning therein officers holding perma-
nent appointments in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade of
ensign or above who are on the lineal list established under subsection
(a) of this section, and such officers shall be so appointed in the order
of their seniority on such lineal list: Provided, That any line officer
holding a permanent appointment in the Regular Navy below the
grade of rear admiral and above the grade of chief warrant officer on
the date of establishment of the lineal list, and who at that time is
serving in the grade or rank of admiral or vice admiral or in a grade
to which appointed for a period of limited duration, may be perma-
nently appointed and regularly commissioned in the grade and with
precedence therein according to the lineal position to which he would
be entitled were he not so serving or had not been so temporarily

for engineerng oras appointed: Provided further, That an officer designated for engineer-
cialduty. ing duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty holding a

permanent appointment in the Regular Navy may be permanently
appointed to and regularly commissioned in the same grade to which
the line officer next junior to him on the lineal list, who is not restricted
in the performance of duty, and who is not serving under a temporary
appointment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited
duration, is so appointed pursuant to this subsection: Provided
further, That officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical

, engineering duty, or special duty who solely by reason of the limi-
tation of subsection 103 (b) are not permanently appointed to
and regularly commissioned in the grade of rear admiral may be
permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the
grade of captain: Provided further, That an officer desig-
nated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or
special duty holding a permanent appointment in the Regular Navy
on the date of establishment of the lineal list, and who at that time is
serving under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed
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admiral: Provided, That in the event of the termination, subsequent 
to the approval of this Act and prior to the establishment i of the lineal 
list, of the temporary appointment of an officer serving n the grade 
or rank of admiral or vice admiral, or in a grade to which appointed 
for a period of limited duration, such officer shall be placed on such 
list with the grade or rank and precedence he would have held had he 
not been so temporarily appointed: And provided further, That any 
officer who, on the date of establishment of such list, is serving under 
a temporary appointment in the grade or rank pf admiral or vice 
admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited dura-
tion, shall, upon termination of such temporary appointment, be 
placed on the lineal list in accordance with the grade and precedence 
he would have held had he not been so temporarily appointed. 

(b) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days after 
the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall deter-
mine, as of the date of approval of this Act, the number of officers 
authorized to be permanently appointed in the various grades of 

the line as provided in section 103 of title I of this Act.  (c) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days after 

the date of approval of this Act, the Secretary of the Navy shall 
determine, as of the date of approval of this Act, the number of officers 
authorized to be temporarily appointed in the various grades of the 
line as provided in section 303 of this title. 

(d) Upon completion of the establishment of the lineal list. as 
prescribed by subsection (a) of this section, and upon the determina-
tion of the number of officers authorized to be permanently appointed 
in the various grades of the line, as prescribed by subsection (b) of this 
section, the President is authorized to fill vacancies in the various 
uades of the line of the Regular Navy by permanently appointing 
thereto and regularly commissioning therein officers holding perma-
nent appointments in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade of 
ensign or above who are on the lineal list established under subsection 
(a) of this section, and such officers shall be so appointed in the order 
of their seniority on such lineal list: Provided, That any line officer 
holding a permanent appointment in the Regular Navy below the 
grade of rear admiral and above the grade of chief warrant officer on 
the date of establishment of the lineal list, and who at that time is 
serving in the grade or rank of admiral or vice admiral or in a grade 
to which appointed for a period of limited duration, may be perma-
nently appointed and regularly commissioned in the grade and with 
precedence therein according to the lineal position to which he would 
be entitled were he not so serving or had not been so temporarily 
.appointed : Provided further, That an officer designated for engineer-
ing duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty holding a 
permanent appointment in the Regular Navy may be permanently 
appointed to and regularly co grade commissioned in the same  to which 
the line officer next junior to him on the lineal list, who is not restricted 
in the. performance.  of duty, and who is not serving under a temporary 
appointment in a grade.  to which appointed for a period of limited 
duration, is so appointed. pursuant to this subsection: Provided 
further, .That officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical 
engineering duty, or special duty who solely by reason of the limi-
tation of subsection 103 (b) are not permanently appointed to 
and regularly commissioned in the grade of rear admiral may be 
permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the 
grade of captain: Provided further, That an officer desig-
nated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or 
special duty holding a permanent appointment in the Regular Navy 
on the.  date of establishment of the lineal list, and who at that time is 

serving under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed 
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for a period of limited duration, may be permanently appointed to and
regularly commissioned in the grade and with precedence therein
according to the lineal position to which he would be entitled had he
not been so temporarily appointed: Provided further, That officers
who, on the date of the establishment of the lineal list, were perma-
nently commissioned in the line of the Regular Navy as ensigns, and
who at that time were serving under temporary appointments as
lieutenants (junior grade), may be permanently appointed to and
regularly commissioned in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade
of lieutenant (junior grade) and with the precedence to which entitled
by virtue of their position on the lineal list: Provided further, That
each line officer of the Naval Reserve on the lineal list who holds a
permanent commission in the grade of ensign or above may be per-
manently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the same grade
in the Naval Reserve to which the line officer of the Regular Navy next
junior to him is permanently appointed in the Regular Navy, and for
the purpose of this proviso the position of any such Reserve officer on
the lineal list shall be determined without regard to such temporary
appointment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited
duration which he may hold: Provided further That no officer shall be
appointed, pursuant to this subsection, to a higher grade than the
grade held by him on the lineal list: Provided further, That appoint-
ments made pursuant to this subsection shall not be subject to quali-
fication by examination: Provided further, That all appointments to
grades below that of rear admiral effected pursuant to this subsection
shall be regarded as having been made with the advice and consent of
the Senate: And provided further, That no provision of this title shall
be construed to require the reappointment to a permanent grade of any
officer who already holds a permanent appointment in such grade.

(e) Upon completion of the establishment of the lineal list as
prescribed by subsection (a) of this section, and upon the determina-
tion of the number of officers authorized to be temporarily appointed
in the various grades of the line, as prescribed by subsection (c) of
this section, the President is authorized to fill vacancies in the various
grades of the line of the Navy by temporarily appointing thereto
officers who are on the lineal list established under subsection (a) of
this section, and such officers shall be so appointed in the order of
their seniority on such list: Provided, That an officer designated for
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty may
be temporarily appointed to the same grade to which the line officer
next junior to him on the lineal list, who is not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, and who is not serving under a temporary appoint-
ment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration,
may be so appointed pursuant to this subsection: Provided further,
That the existing temporary appointment or designation of a line
officer placed on the lineal list and who, on the date of establishment
of such list, is serving in the grade or rank of admiral or vice admiral
or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration, is
hereby continued in effect until such appointment or designation
shall terminate by its terms or until terminated by the President.
whichever shall be earlier; upon such termination such officer may
be temporarily appointed to the grade and with the precedence
therein to which he would be entitled were he not so serving or had
he not been so temporarily appointed: Provided further, That retired
personnel of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active
duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under a tem-
porary appointment in the grade of ensign or above, may be retained
on active duty, and the existing temporary appointments of such
personnel are hereby continued in effect until such appointments shall
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for a period of limited duration, may be permanently appointed to and 
regularly commissioned in the grade and with precedence therein 
according to the lineal position to which he would be entitled had he 
not been so temporarily appointed: Provided further, That officers 
who, on the date of the establishment of the lineal list, were perma-
nently commissioned in the line of the Regular Navy as ensigns and 
who at that time were serving under temporary appointments as 
lieutenants (junior grade), may be permanently appointed to and 
regularly commissioned in the line of the Regular Navy in the grade 
of lieutenant (junior grade) and with the precedence to which entitled 
by virtue of their position on the lineal list: Provided further, That 
each line officer of the Naval Reserve on the lineal list who holds a 
permanent commission in the grade of ensign or above may be per-
manently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the same grade 
in the Naval Reserve to which the line officer of the Regular Navy next 
junior to him is permanently appointed in the Regular Navy, and for 
the purpose of this proviso the position of any such Reserve officer on 
the lineal list shall be determined without regard to such temporary 
appointment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited 
duration which he may hold: Provided further, That no officer shall be 
appointed, pursuant to this subsection, to a higher grade than the 
grade held by him on the lineal list: Provided further, That appoint-
ments made pursuant to this subsection shall not be subject to quali-
fication by examination: Provided further, That all appointments to 
grades below that of rear admiral effected pursuant to this subsection 
shall be regarded as having been made with the advice and consent of 
the Senate: And provided further, That no provision of this title shall 
be construed to require the reappointment to a permanent grade of any 
officer who already holds a permanent appointment in such grade. 

(e) Upon completion of the establishment of the lineal list as 
prescribed by subsection (a) of this section, and upon the determina-
tion of the number of officers authorized to be temporarily appointed 
in the various grades of the line, as prescribed by subsection (c) of 
this section, the President is authorized to fill vacancies in the various 
grades of the line of the Navy by temporarily appointing thereto 
officers who are on the lineal list established under subsection (a) of 
this section, and such officers shall be so appointed in the order of 
their seniority on such list: Provided, That an officer designated for 
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty may 
be temporarily appointed to the same grade to which the line officer 
next junior to him on the lineal list, who is not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, and who is not serving under a temporary appoint-
ment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration, 
may be so appointed pursuant to this subsection: Provided further, 
That the existing temporary appointment or designation of a line 
officer placed on the lineal list and who, on the date of establishment 
of such list, is serving in the grade or rank of admiral or vice admiral 
or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration, is 
hereby continued in effect until such appointment or designation 
shall terminate by its terms or until terminated by the President. 
whichever shall be earlier; upon such termination such officer may 
be temporarily appointed to the grade and with the precedence 
therein to which he would be entitled were he not so serving or had 
he not been so temporarily appointed: Provided further, That retired 
personnel of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active 
duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under a tem-
porary appointment in the grade of ensign or above, may be retained 
on active duty, and the existing temporary appointments of such 
personnel are hereby continued in effect until such appointments shall 
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terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are termi-
nated by the President or until the officers concerned shall be placed
on inactive duty, whichever shall be earliest, and all such temporary
appointments other than those for a period of limited duration may
be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation shall there-
after be considered as having been effected pursuant to this section;
upon the termination of the temporary appointment and retention
on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose tempo-
rary appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for a period
of limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the grade in
which he would have been serving on the date of approval of this Act
had he not been serving at that time under such temporary appointment
in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration: Pro-
vided further, That members of the Fleet Reserve who are serving on
active duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under
a temporary appointment in the grade of ensign or above may be
retained on active duty and the existing temporary appointments of
such personnel are hereby continued in effect until such appointments
shall terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are
specifically terminated by the President or until the officers concerned
shall be placed on inactive duty, whichever shall be earliest, and all
such temporary appointments other than those for a period of limited
duration may be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation
shall thereafter be considered as having been effected pursuant to this
section; upon the termination of the temporary appointment and
retention on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but
whose temporary appointment is one to a grade to which he is
appointed for a period of limited duration, he may be temporarily
appointed to the grade in which he would have been serving on the
date of approval of this Act had he not been serving at that time
under such temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed
for a period of limited duration: Provided further, That personnel
of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the
date of the establishment of the lineal list in grades above commis-
sioned warrant officer, and who have never served in any such grade
except under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed
for a period of limited duration, may be retained on active duty and
serve under such appointment until the termination thereof: Pro-
vided further, That no officer shall be temporarily appointed, pur-
suant to this subsection, to a higher grade than the grade held by him
on the date of approval of this Act, exclusive of a temporary appoint-
ment in the grade of admiral or vice admiral or in a grade to which
appointed for a period of limited duration: Provided further, That
officers who are eligible to be temporarily appointed to any grade
pursuant to this subsection may be so appointed notwithstanding
receipt of a permanent appointment pursuant to subsection (d) of
this section if such temporary appointment is necessary to the main-
tenance of their relative rank and precedence established by the lineal
list: And provided further, That the number of line officers who may
serve on active duty in any grade shall not exceed the authorized
number of officers in such grade determined as prescribed in section
303 of this Act.

(f) Permanent appointments effected pursuant to subsection (d)
of this section shall be effected with such dates of rank and registered
numbers as shall maintain for each officer the precedence evidenced
by his position on the lineal list established pursuant to subsection (a)
of this section: Provided, That for the purpose of this subsection
such position on the lineal list shall be determined without regard to
temporary appointments in the grades of admiral or vice admiral or
in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration.
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terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are termi-
nated by the President or until the officers concerned shall be placed 
on inactive duty, whichever shall be earliest, and all such temporary 
appointments other than those for a period of limited duration may 
be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation shall there-
after be considered as having been effected pursuant to this section; 
upon the termination of the temporary appointment and retention 
on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose tempo-
rary appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for a period 
of limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the grade in 
which he would have been serving on the date of approval of this Act 
had he not been serving at that time under such temporary appointment 
in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration.: Pro-
vided further, That members of the Fleet Reserve who are serving on 
active duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under 
a temporary appointment in the grade of ensign or above may be 
retained on active duty and the existing temporary appointments of 
such personnel are hereby continued in effect until such appointments 
shall terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are 
specifically terminated by the President or until the officers concerned 
shall be placed on inactive duty, whichever shall be earliest, and all 
such temporary appointments other than those for a period of limited 
duration may be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation 
shall thereafter be considered as having been effected pursuant to this 
section; upon the termination of the temporary appointment and 
retention on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but 
whose temporary appomtment is one to a grade to which he is 
appointed for a period of limited duration, he may be temporarily 
appointed to the grade in which he would have been serving on the 
date of approval of this Act had he not been serving at that time 
under such temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed 
for a period of limited duration: Provided further, That personnel 
of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the 
date of the establishment of the lineal list in grades above commis-
sioned warrant officer, and who have never served in any such grade 
except under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed 
for a period of limited duration, may be retained on active duty and 
serve under such appointment until the termination thereof: Pro-
vided further, That no officer shall be temporarily appointed, pur-
suant to this subsection, to a higher grade than the grade held by him 
on the date of approval of this Act, exclusive of a temporary appoint-
ment in the grade of admiral or vice admiral or in a grade to which 
appointed for a period of limited duration: Provided further, That 
officers who are eligible to be temporarily appointed to any grade 
pursuant to this subsection may be so appointed notwithstanding 
receipt of a permanent appointment pursuant to subsection (d) of 

i this section f such temporary appointment is necessary to the main-
tenance of their relative rank and precedence established by the lineal 
list: And provided further, That the number of line officers who may 
serve on active duty in any grade shall not exceed the authorized 
number of officers in such grade determined as prescribed in section 
303 of this Act. 

(f) Permanent appointments effected pursuant to subsection (d) 
of this section shall be effected with such dates of rank and registered 
numbers as shall maintain for each officer the precedence evidenced 
by his. position on the lineal list established pursuant to subsection (a) 
of this section: Provided, That for the purpose of this subsection 
such position on the lineal list shall be determined without regard to 
temporary appointments in the grades of admiral or vice admiral or 
in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration. 
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(g) Temporary appointments effected pursuant to subsection (e)
of this section shall be effected with such dates of rank and registered
numbers as shall maintain for each officer the precedence held by him
at the time of the establishment of the lineal list established pursuant
to subsection (a) of this section: Provided, That for the purpose of
this subsection such precedence shall be determined without regard
to temporary appointments in the grades of admiral or vice admiral
or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration.

(h) (1) As soon as practicable after the establishment of the lineal
list for line officers as prescribed by subsection (a) of this section the
Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board, composed of officers of
the line and of each staff corps of the Navy, and such board, which
is authorized to conduct its studies in appropriate panels but to make
determinations only by the full board after a majority vote, shall
recommend the assignment of running mates from among line officers
on such lineal list to all officers of the grade of lieutenant (junior
grade) and above of the various staff corps of the Navy or Naval
Reserve on active duty on the date of establishment of such lineal
list: Provided, That running mates shall not be assigned to the fol-
lowing officers of the staff corps: (1) Officers of the same categories
as the line officers described in clauses (1) through (6) of the first
proviso of subsection (a) of this section, and (2) officers serving in
the grade of ensign.

(2) In recommending the assignment of running mates the board
will be governed by the following principles except with respect to
officers of the Nurse Corps:

a. Each staff officer shall, except as provided in paragraph d of this
subsection, have assigned as his running mate a line officer who, on
the date of approval of this Act, is serving in the same grade as such
staff officer.

b. If there be more than one line officer who, on the date of approval
of this Act, is serving in the same grade and with the same date of
rank as a particular staff officer, one of such line officers shall be
assigned as the running mate of such staff officer.

c. If there be no line officer who, on the date of approval of this
Act, is serving in the same grade and with the same date of rank as a
particular staff officer, such staff officer shall have assigned as his
running mate the line officer serving in the same grade who has the
next earlier date of rank in such grade, and if there be no such line
officer, he shall have assigned as his running mate the senior line
officer in the same grade.

d. An officer of a staff corps who, on the date of approval of this
Act or subsequently, is serving under a temporary appointment in a
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period
of limited duration shall be assigned a running mate based upon the
rank and precedence he would have held had he not been so serving.

(3) The assignment of running mates as recommended by the Board
convened pursuant to this subsection and approved by the Secretary
of the Navy shall be accomplished not later than sixty days after the
date of approval of this Act.

(i) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days after the
assignment of running mates is completed, as prescribed in subsection
(h) of this section, the Secretary of the Navy shall establish a single
lineal list, for each staff corps of the Navy, of all staff officers who were
assigned running mates pursuant to such subsection, and such officers
shall be placed on such list in the order of seniority of their running
mates as of the date of establishment of the line officers lineal list
pursuant to subsection (a) of this section: Provided, That in the event
that more than one officer in the same staff corps is assigned the same
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(g) Temporary appointments effected pursuant to subsection (e) 
of this section shall be effected with such dates of rank and registered 
numbers as shall maintain for each officer the precedence held by him 
at the time of the establishment of the lineal list established pursuant 
to subsection (a) of this section: Provided, That for the purpose of 
this subsection such precedence shall be determined without regard 
to temporary appointments in the grades of admiral or vice admiral 
or in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration. 

(h) (1) As soon as practicable after the establishment of the lineal 
list for line officers as prescribed by subsection (a) of this section the 
Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board, composed of officers of 
the line and of each staff corps of the Navy, and such board, which 
is authorized to conduct its studies in appropriate panels but to make 
determinations only by the full board after a majority vote, shall 
recommend the assignment of running mates from among line officers 
on such lineal list to all officers of the grade of lieutenant (junior 
grade) and above of the various staff corps of the Navy or Naval 
Reserve on active duty on the date of establishment of such lineal 
list: Provided, That running mates shall not be assigned to the fol-
lowing officers of the staff corps: (1) Officers of the same categories 
as the line officers described in clauses (1) through (6) of the first 
proviso of subsection (a) of this section, and (2) officers serving in 
the grade of ensign. 

(2) In recommending the assignment of running mates the board 
will be governed by the following principles except with respect to 
officers of the Nurse Corps: 

a. Each staff officer shall, except as provided in paragraph d of this 
subsection, have assigned as his running mate a line officer who, on 
the date of approval of this Act, is serving in the same grade as such 
staff officer. 

b. If there be more than one line officer who, on the date of approval 
of this Act, is serving in the same grade and with the same date of 
rank as a particular staff officer, one of such line officers shall be 
assigned as the running mate of such staff officer. 

c. If there be no line officer who, on the date of approval of this 
Act, is serving in the same grade an with the same date of rank as a 
particular staff officer, such staff officer shall have assigned as his 
running mate the line officer serving in the same grade who has the 
next earlier date of rank in such grade, and if there be no such line 
officer, he shall have assigned as his running mate the senior line 
officer in the same grade. 

d. An officer of a staff corps who, on the date of approval of this 
Act or subsequently, is serving under a temporary appointment in a 
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period 
of limited duration shall be assigned a running mate based upon the 
rank and precedence he would have held had he not been so serving. 

(3) The assignment of running mates as recommended by the Board 
convened pursuant to this subsection and approved by the Secretary 
of the Navy shall be accomplished not later than sixty days after the 
date of approval of this Act. 

(i) As soon as practicable, but not later than thirty days after the 
assignment of running mates is completed, as prescribed in subsection 
(h) of this section, the Secretary of the Navy shall establish a single 
lineal list, for each staff corps of the Navy, of all staff officers who were 
assigned running mates pursuant to such subsection, and such officers 
shall be placed on such list in the order of seniority of their running 
mates as of the date of establishment of the line officers lineal list 
pursuant to subsection (a) of this section: Provided, That in the event 
that more than one officer in the same staff corps is assigned the same 
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running mate such officers of such staff corps shall have lineal positions
with respect to each other in accordance with the order of their seniority
as of the date of approval of this Act: Provided further, That, not-
withstanding any of the provisions of this subsection, officers of any
staff corps who, on the date of establishment of the lineal list under
this subsection, are serving under a temporary appointment in a
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period
of limited duration, shall retain the lineal position to which they are
entitled by virtue of such appointment until the termination thereof:
And provided further, That officers of the grade of ensign in any staff
corps shall have lineal position with respect to each other in accordance
with the order of their seniority as of the date of the approval of this
Act.

Permanent appoint- (j) Immediately after the establishment of the lineal list for each
ment scorps .staff corps as prescribed by subsection (i) of this section each officer

holding a permanent appointment in a staff corps of the Regular
Navy who is on such lineal list may be permanently appointed to and
regularly commissioned in such staff corps of the Regular Navy in the
same permanent grade to which his running mate is permanently
appointed pursuant to subsection (d) of this section: Provided, That
each officer holding a permanent appointment in a staff corps of the
Regular Navy who is on such lineal list and whose running mate does
not hold a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular Navy
may be permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in such
staff corps of the Regular Navy in the same permanent grade to which
the permanently commissioned line officer of the Regular Navy next
junior to his running mate is permanently appointed: Provided

Naval Reserve. further, That each officer in any staff corps of the Naval Reserve on
the lineal list established under subsection (i) of this section may be
permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the same
grade in the Naval Reserve to which his running mate is permanently
appointed in the Regular Navy, and in the event that such running
mate does not hold a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular
Navy, such officer may be so permanently appointed to the same grade
in the Naval Reserve to which the permanently commissioned line
officers of the Regular Navy next junior to his running mate is perma-
nently appointed: Provided further, That nothing contained in this
subsection shall be construed to authorize the limitation upon (1)
the number of rear admirals which may be appointed in any corps,
(2) the number of captains which may be appointed in the Medical
Service Corps, and (3) the number of commanders and lieutenant
commanders which may be appointed in the Nurse Corps, to be
exceeded: Provided further, That appointments made pursuant to
this subsection shall not be subject to qualification by examination:
Provided further, That all appointments to grades below that of rear
admiral effected pursuant to this subsection shall be regarded as hav-
ing been made with the advice and consent of the Senate: And pro-
vided further, That no provision of this title shall be construed to
require the reappointment to a permanent grade of any officer who

Temporary already holds a permanent appointment in such grade.
pointment oaof fis (k) Immediately after the establishment of the lineal list for eachof staff corps. staff corps as prescribed by subsection (i) of this section each officer

of a staff corps on such lineal list, exclusive of those serving on the
date of establishment of such list under temporary appointment in a
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period
of limited duration, may be temporarily appointed to the same grade
to which his running mate is temporarily appointed pursuant to sub-

tepoatryppoinof section (e) of this section: Provided, That the existing temporarynent. appointment of an officer of any staff corps placed on the lineal list
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running mate such officers of such staff corps shall have lineal positions 
with respect to each other in accordance with the order of their seniority 
as of the date of approval of this Act: Provided further, That, not-
withstanding any of the provisions of this subsection officers of any 
staff corps who, on the date of establishment of the lineal list under 
this subsection, are serving under a temporary appointment in a 
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period 
of limited duration, shall retain the lineal position to which they are 
entitled by virtue of such appointment until the termination thereof: 
And provided further, That officers of the grade of ensign in any staff 
corps shall have lineal position with respect to each other in accordance 
with the order of their seniority as of the date of the approval of this 
Act. 

Permanent appoint- (j) Immediately after the establishment of the lineal list for each 
ment in staff corps. staff corps as prescribed by subsection (i) of this section each officer 

holding a permanent appointment in a staff corps of the Regular 
Navy who is on such lineal list may be permanently appointed to and 
regularly commissioned in such staff corps of the Regular Navy in the 
same permanent grade to which his running mate is permanently 
appointed pursuant to subsection (d) of this section: Provided, That 
each officer holding a permanent appointment in a staff corps of the 
Regular Navy who is on such lineal list and whose running mate does 
not hold a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular Navy 
may be permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in such 
staff corps of the Regular Navy in the same permanent grade to which 
the permanently commissioned line officer of the Regular Navy next 
junior to his running mate is permanently appointed: Provided 

Naval Reserve. further, That each officer in any staff corps of the Naval Reserve on 
the lineal list established under subsection (i) of this section may be 
permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in the same 
grade in the Naval Reserve to which his running mate is permanently 
appointed in the Regular Navy, and in the event that such running 
mate does not hold a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular 
Navy, such officer may be so permanently appointed to the same grade 
in the Naval Reserve to w hich the permanently commissioned line 
officers of the Regular Navy next junior to his running mate is perma-
nently appointed: Provided further, That nothing contained in this 
subsection shall be construed to authorize the limitation upon (I) 
the number of rear admirals which may be appointed in any corps, 
(2) the number of captains which may be appointed in the Medical 
Service Corps, and (3) the number of commanders and lieutenant 
commanders which may be appointed in the Nurse Corps, to be 
exceeded: Provided further, That appointments made pursuant to 
this subsection shall not be subject to qualification by examination: 
Provided further, That all appointments to grades below that of rear 
admiral effected pursuant to this subsection shall be regarded as hay-
in been been made with the advice and consent of the Senate: And pro-
v'ded further, That no provision of this title shall be construed to 
require the reappointment to a permanent grade of any officer who 
already holds a permanent appointment in such grade. 

Temporary ap-
pointment of officers (k) Immediately after the establishment of the lineal list for each 
of staff corps. staff corps as prescribed by subsection (i) of this section each officer 

of a staff corps on such lineal list, exclusive of those serving on the 
date of establishment of such list under temporary appointment in a 
grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a period 
of limited duration, may be temporarily appointed to the same grade 
to which his running mate is temporarily appointed pursuant to sub-

Continuation of section (e) of this section: Provided, That the existing temporary temporary appoint-

ment, appointment of an officer of any staff corps placed on the lineal list 
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established under subsection (i) of this section and who, on the date
of establishment of such list is serving under a temporary appointment
in a grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for
a period of limited duration, is hereby continued in effect until such
appointment shall terminate by its own terms or until such appoint-
ment is specifically terminated by the President whichever shall be
earlier; upon such termination, such officer may be temporarily
appointed to the same grade in which his running mate may be serving
under a temporary appointment at such time: Provided further, That
retired personnel of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on
active duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under a
temporary appointment in the grade of ensign or above may be
retained on active duty, and the existing temporary appointments of
such personnel are hereby continued in effect until such appointments
shall terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are
specifically terminated by the President or until the officers concerned
shall be placed on inactive duty, whichever may be earliest, and all
such temporary appointments other than those for a period of limited
duration may be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation
shall thereafter be considered as having been effected pursuant to this
section; upon the termination of the temporary appointment and
retention on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose
temporary appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for
a period of limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the
grade in which he would have been serving on the date of approval of
this Act had he not been serving at that time under such temporary
appointment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited
duration: Provided further, That each officer of a staff corps on such
lineal list, who does not hold a permanent commission in the Regular
Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer, and whose
running mate holds a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular
Navy, may be temporarily appointed to the highest grade, whether
under a permanent or temporary appointment, in which his running
mate is serving: Provided further, That members of any staff corps of
the Fleet Reserve who are serving on active duty on the date of the
establishment of the lineal list for such staff corps under a temporary
appointment in the grade of ensign or above may be retained on active
duty and the existing temporary appointments of such personnel are
hereby continued in effect until such appointments shall terlilate
by their own terms or until such appointments are specifically ter-
minated by the President or until the officers concerned shall be placed
on inactive duty, whichever may be earliest, and all such temporary
appointments other than those for a period of limited duration may
be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation shall thereafter
be considered as having been effected pursuant to this section; upon
the termination of the temporary appointment and retention on active
duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose temporary
appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for a period of
limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the grade in
which he would have been serving on the date of approval of this Act
had he not been serving at that time under such temporary appoint-
ment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration:
Provided further, That personnel of any staff corps of the Navy or
Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the date of the estab-
lishment of the lineal list for such staff corps in grades above commis-
sioned warrant officer, and who have never served in any such grade
except under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed
for a period of limited duration, may be retained on active duty and
serve under such appointment until the termination thereof: Provided
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established under subsection (i) of this section and who, on the date 
of establishment of such list is serving under a temporary appointment 
in a grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for 
a period of limited duration, is hereby continued in effect until such 
appointment shall terminate by its own terms or until such appoint-
ment is specifically terminated by the President whichever shall be 
earlier; upon such termination, such officer may be temporarily Termination. 

appointed to the same grade in which his running mate may be serving 
under a temporary appointment at such time: Provided further, That Retired personnel 

retired personnel of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on on active duty. 

active duty on the date of the establishment of the lineal list under a 
temporary appointment in the grade of ensign or above may be 
retained on active duty, and the existing temporary appointments of 
such personnel are hereby continued in effect until s- uch appointments 
shall terminate by their own terms or until such appointments are 
specifically terminated by the President or until the officers concerned 
shall be placed on inactive duty, whichever may be earliest, and all 
such temporary appointments other than those for a period of limited 
duration may be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation 
shall thereafter be considered as having been effected pursuant to this 
section; upon the termination of the temporary appointment and 
retention on active duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose 
temporary appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for 
a period of limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the 
grade in which he would have been serving on the date of approval of 
this Act had he not been serving at that time under such temporary 
appointment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited 
duration: Provided further, That each officer of a staff corps on such 
lineal list, who does not hold a permanent commission in the Regular 
Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant officer, and whose 
running mate holds a permanent appointment in the line of the Regular 
Navy, may be temporarily appointed to the highest grade, whether 
under a permanent or temporary appointment, in which his running 
mate is serving: Provided further, That members of any staff corps of Fleet Reserve. 

the Fleet Reserve who are serving on active duty on the date of the 
establishment of the lineal list for such staff corps under a temporary 
appointment in the grade of ensign or above may he retained on active 
duty and the existing temporary appointments of such personnel are 
hereby continued in effect until such appointments shall terminate 
by their own terms or until such appointments are specifically ter-
minated by the President or until the officers concerned shall be placed 
on inactive duty, whichever may be earliest, and all such temporary 
appointments other than those for a period of limited duration may 
be affirmed by the President and upon such affirmation shall thereafter 
be considered as having been effected pursuant to this section; upon 
the termination of the temporary appointment and retention on active 
duty of any such officer who is so serving, but whose temporary 
appointment is one to a grade to which he is appointed for a period of 
limited duration, he may be temporarily appointed to the grade in 
which he would have been serving. on the date of approval of this Act 
had he not been serving at that time under such temporary appoint-
ment in a grade to which appointed for a period of limited duration: 
Provided further, That personnel of any staff corps of the Navy or Personnel in grades 

above commissioned 

Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the date of the estab- warrant officer. 

lishment of the lineal list for such staff corps in grades above commis-
sioned warrant officer, and who have never served in any such grade 
except under a temporary appointment in a grade to which appointed 
for a period of limited duration, may be retained on active duty and 
serve under such appointment until the termination thereof: Provided 
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Temporary a-h further, That no officer shall be temporarily appointed, pursuant to
grade. this subsection, to a higher grade than the grade held by him on the

date of approval of this Act, exclusive of a temporary appointment in
a grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a
period of limited duration: Provided further, That officers of any staff
corps who are eligible to be temporarily appointed to any grade pur-
suant to this subsection may be so appointed notwithstanding receipt
of a permanent appointment pursuant to subsection (j) of this sec-

Limitation upon tion: And provided further, That nothing contained in this subsection
shall be construed to authorize the limitation upon (1) the number of
rear admirals, which may be temporarily appointed in any corps,
(2) the number of captains which may be temporarily appointed in
the Medical Service Corps, and (3) the number of commanders and
lieutenant commanders which may be temporarily appointed in the
Nurse Corps, to be exceeded.

inAffimatiorfe xispt- (1) When, in effecting the temporary appointments contemplated
pointment. by the preceding subsections of this section, it would otherwise be

necessary to temporarily appoint an officer in a grade in which he is
then serving by virtue of temporary appointment therein pursuant

55 Stat. 8. to authority contained in the Act approved July 24, 1941, as amended,
3s4 . 3 the President is authorized to affirm the existing temporary appoint-

Ante, pp. 312 313. ment with such necessary readjustment of the date of rank and regis-
tered number of officers concerned as shall maintain for him the
precedence evidenced by his position on the appropriate lineal list
established pursuant to the provisions of this section. Upon such
affirmation such appointment shall thereafter be considered as having
been effected pursuant to authority contained in this section.

Completion of re- (m) Upon accomplishment of the provisions of subsections (a)
through (k) of this section the redistribution of officers contemplated
by said subsections shall be deemed completed and said subsections
shall be deemed terminated.

rAdditloal temPo (n) No additional temporary appointments in the naval service
shall be effected pursuant to the authority of the Act of July 24, 1941

34 U. S. C. i 350- (55 Stat. 603), as amended, after the effective date of this Act, but
Ante, pp. 3al Iala nothing herein contained shall be held to impair the authority to make

temporary appointments under that Act during any future war or
national emergency.

Noneligibllity. (o) Officers of the line or of any staff corps who are on active duty
on the date of the establishment of lineal lists pursuant to this section,
but who are not placed on any such list, shall not be eligible for selec-

suobsnt appointed tion for promotion pursuant to this title: Provided, That officers of
llshment of lineal the line of the Regular Navy appointed thereto subsequent to the
list, ete. date of establishment of the lineal list of line officers as prescribed in

Ant, p. 833. subsection 304 (a) of this title shall be placed on such lineal list and
officers of the line of the Naval Reserve assigned to active duty subse-
quent to such date shall be placed on such lineal list according to their
length of active duty in the grade in which so assigned to active duty:
Provided further, That officers of the staff corps of the Regular Navy
appointed thereto subsequent to the date of establishment of the lineal
list of line officers as prescribed in subsection 304 (a) of this title
shall be placed on the lineal list of the appropriate staff corps and
officers of the staff corps of the Naval Reserve assigned to active duty
subsequent to such date shall be placed on such appropriate lineal list
according to their length of active duty in the grade to which so
assigned to active duty.

Tempory pramo-d O (p) All temporary promotions to grades above that of lieutenant
lieutenant g. (jumor grade) in the ine or Staff Corps of the Navy, including the

promotion of those officers who are or may be carried on the Navy
list as additional numbers in grade, shall be only upon the recom-
mendation of a board of naval officers as herein prescribed.
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further, That no officer shall be temporarily appointed, pursuant to 
this subsection, to a higher grade than the grade held by him on the 
date of approval of this Act, exclusive of a temporary appointment in 
a grade above rear admiral or in a grade to which appointed for a 
period of limited duration: Provided further, That officers of any staff 
corps who are eligible to be temporarily appointed to any grade pur-
suant to this subsection may be so appointed notwithstanding receipt 
of a permanent appointment pursuant to subsection (j) of this sec-
tion: And provided further, That nothing contained in this subsection 
shall be construed to authorize the limitation upon (1) the number of 
rear admirals, which may be temporarily appointed in any corps, 
(2) the number of captains which may be temporarily appointed in 
the Medical Service Corps, and (3) the number of commanders and 
lieutenant commanders which may be temporarily appointed in the 
Nurse Corps, to be exceeded. 

(1) When, in effecting the temporary appointments contemplated 
by the preceding subsections of this section, it would otherwise be 
necessary to temporarily appoint an officer in a grade in which he is 
then serving by virtue of temporary appointment therein pursuant 
to authority contained in the Act approved July 24, 1941, as amended, 
the President is authorized to affirm the existing temporary appoint-
ment with such necessary readjustment of the date of rank and regis-
tered number of officers concerned as shall maintain for him the 
precedence evidenced by his position on the appropriate lineal list 
established pursuant to the provisions of this section. Upon such 
affirmation such appointment shall thereafter be considered as having 
been effected pursuant to authority contained in this section. 

(m) Upon accomplishment of the provisions of subsections (a) 
through (k) of this section the redistribution of officers contemplated 
by said subsections shall be deemed completed and said subsections 
shall be deemed terminated. 

(n) No additional temporary appointments in the naval service 
shall be effected pursuant to the authority of the Act of July 21, 1941 
(55 Stat. 603), as amended, after the effective date of this Act, but 
nothing herein contained shall be held to impair the authority to make 
temporary appointments under that Act during any future war or 
national emergency. 

(0) Officers of the line or of any staff corps who are on active duty 
on the date of the establishment of lineal lists pursuant to this section, 
but who are not placed on any such list, shall not be eligible for selec-
tion for promotion pursuant to this title: Provided, That officers of 
the line of the Regular Navy appointed thereto subsequent to the 
date of establishment of the lineal list of line officers as prescribed in 
subsection 304 (a) of this title shall be placed on such lineal list and 
officers of the line of the Naval Reserve assigned to active duty subse-
quent to such date shall be placed on such lineal list according to their 
length of active duty in the grade in which so assigned to active duty: 
Provided further, That officers of the staff corps of the Regular Navy 
appointed thereto subsequent to the date of establishment of the lineal 
list of line officers as prescribed in subsection 304 (a) of this title 
shall be placed on the lineal list of the appropriate staff corps and 
officers of the staff corps of the Naval Reserve assigned to active duty 
subsequent to such date shall be placed on such appropriate lineal list 
according to their length of active duty in the grade to which so 
assigned to active duty. 

(p) All temporary promotions to grades above that of lieutenant 
i (junior grade) n the line or Staff Corps of the Navy, including the 

promotion of those officers who are or may be carried on the Navy 
list as additional numbers in grade, shall be only upon the recom-
mendation of a board of naval officers as herein prescribed. 
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(q) All permanent promotions shall be effected, from among officers
temporarily promoted, in the manner prescribed in section 311 of this
title.

(r) Rear admirals of the line not restricted in the performance of
duty, upon attaining the status of having completed at any time
during any fiscal year at least four years of service in grade and at
least thirty-four years of total commissioned service as defined in
section 102 of title I of this Act, shall, subject to the provisions of
subsection 307 (a) of this title, be continued on the active list only
upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers convened in such
fiscal year as prescribed in section 305.

SEILECTION BOARDS

SEC. 305. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers:
(1) A board for the recommendation of rear admirals for continua-

tion on the active list shall consist of five rear admirals, or officers of
higher grade, senior to any officer under consideration. Boards for
the recommendation of officers for temporary promotion to the grades
of rear admiral and captain, and for the recommendation of captains
for continuation on the active list, shall consist of nine rear admirals,
or officers of higher grade; a board for the recommendation of officers
for temporary promotion to the grade of commander shall consist of
three rear admirals and six captains; and boards for the recommenda-
tion of officers for temporary promotion to the grades of lieutenant
commander and lieutenant shall consist of nine officers above the
grade of commander. Whenever officers designated for engineering
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty are eligible for
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion or for
continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall appoint,
as alternate members of the appropriate selection board, three officers
of the same designation and classification as any such eligible officer,
and if there be not three available he shall so appoint such lesser
number as shall be available, and the junior members who are not
restricted in the performance of duty, in like number, shall not act
upon the cases of officers, designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty. No such alternate mem-
ber shall act upon the cases of officers other than those of the same
designation as himself. No officer designated for engineering duty,
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty shall act upon the cases
of officers not restricted in the performance of duty.

(2) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the active
list of the Navy. No officer may be a member of two successive selec-
tion boards for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same
grade, or for the consideration of officers for continuation on the active
list in the same grade.

(3) These boards shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy
and convened at least once each year and at such times as the Secretary
of the Navy may direct.

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers:
(1) A board for the recommendation of officers for temporary pro-

motion to the grade of rear admiral, and for the recommendation of
captains for continuation on the active list, shall consist of not less than
three nor more than nine rear admirals of the corps concerned. Boards
for the recommendation of officers for temporary promotion to the
grades of captain and commander, except with respect to officers of the
Medical Service Corps and of the Nurse Corps, shall consist of not less
than six nor more than nine officers of the corps concerned of the grade
of captain or above. Boards for the recommendation of officers for
temporary promotion to the grades of lieutenant commander and lieu-
tenant, except with respect to officers of the Medical Service Corps and
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(q) All permanent promotions shall be effected, from among officers 
temporarily promoted, in the manner prescribed in section 311 of this 
title. 

(r) Rear admirals of the line not restricted in the performance of 
duty, upon attaining the status of having completed at any time 
during any fiscal year at least four years of service in grade and at 
least thirty-four years of total commissioned service as defined in 
section 102 of title I of this Act, shall, subject to the provisions of 
subsection 307 (a) of this title, be continued on the active list only 
upon the recommendation of a board of naval officers convened in such 
fiscal year as prescribed in section 305. 

SBLFCTION BOARDS 

SEC. 305. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers: 
(1) A board for the recommendation of rear admirals for continua-

tion on the active list shall consist of five rear admirals, or officers of 
higher grade, senior to any officer under consideration. Boards for 
the recommendation of officers for temporary promotion to the grades 
of rear admiral and captain, and for the recommendation of captains 
for continuation on the active list, shall consist of nine rear admirals, 
or officers of higher grade; a board for the recommendation of officers 
for temporary promotion to the grade of commander shall consist of 
three rear admirals and six captains; and boards for the recommenda-
tion of officers for temporary promotion to the grades of lieutenant 
commander and lieutenant shall consist of nine officers above the 
grade of commander. Whenever officers designated for engineering 
duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty are eligible for 
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion or for 
continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall appoint, 
as alternate members of the appropriate selection board, three officers 
of the same designation and classification as any such eligible officer, 
and if there be not three available he shall so appoint such lesser 
number as shall be available, and the junior members who are not 
restricted in the performance of duty, in like number, shall not act 
upon the cases of officers, designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty. No such alternate mem-
ber shall act upon the cases of officers other than those of the same 
designation as himself. No officer designated for engineering duty, 
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty shall act upon the cases 
of officers not restricted in the performance of duty. 

(2) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the active 
list of the Navy. No officer may be a member of two successive selec-
tion boards for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same 
grade, or for the consideration of officers for continuation on the active 
list in the same grade. 

(3) These boards shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy 
and convened at least once each year and at such times as the Secretary 
of the Navy may direct. 

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers: 
(1) A board for the recommendation of officers for temporary pro-

motion to the grade of rear admiral, and for the recommendation of 
captains for continuation on the active list, shall consist of not less than 
three nor more than nine rear admirals of the corps concerned. Boards 
for the recommendation of officers for temporary promotion to the 
grades of captain and commander , except with respect to officers of the 
Medical Service Corps and of the kurse Corps, shall consist of not less 
than six nor more than nine officers of the corps concerned of the grade 
of captain or above. Boards for the recommendation of officers for 
temporary promotion to the grades of lieutenant commander and lieu-
tenant, except with respect to officers of the Medical Service Corps and 
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of the Nurse Corps, shall consist of not less than six nor more than nine
officers of the corps concerned above the grade of commander.

(2) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the
active or retired list of the Navy. In case there be not a sufficient
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically
capacitated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the
line on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on
such board to constitute the required minimum membership.

(3) Boards for the recommendation of officers of the Medical Serv-
ice Corps and of the Nurse Corps for temporary promotion to grades
above lieutenant (junior grade) shall be composed of not less than
six nor more than nine officers above the grade of commander on the
active or retired list of the Medical Corps: Provided That in case
there be not a sufficient number of officers of the Medical Corps legally
or physically capacitated to serve on such a selection board, officers
of the line of the active list of the grade of captain may be detailed
to duty on such board to constitute the required minimum membership.

(4) No officer may be a member of two successive selection boards
for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same grade, or
for the consideration of officers for continuation on the active list in
the same grade.

(5) The boards prescribed in subsection (b) of this section shall
be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy and convened at least once
each year at a time as soon as practicable after the report of a corre-
sponding board for the selection of line officers has been approved
by the President, and at such times as the Secretary of the Navy may
direct: Provided, That a selection board to recommend officers of the
Medical Service Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of cap-
tain or officers of the Nurse Corps for temporary promotion to the
grade of commander or lieutenant commander shall be convened only
if there exists a vacancy in the grade concerned or if the Secretary
of the Navy estimates or determines that a vacancy will occur in the
ensuing twelve-month period.

OATH FOR MEMBERS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEc. 306. Each member of a board provided for in section 305 of
this title shall swear, or affirm, that he will, without prejudice or
partiality, and having in view both the special fitness of officers and
the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon
him as herein provided.

ELIGIBILITY OF OFFICERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 307. (a) The following provision shall relate to line officers:
(1) Rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of duty, who,

subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year preceding that in which the
first selection board is convened pursuant to this title to recommend
officers of that grade for continuation on the active list, attain the
status of having completed four years of service in grade and thirty-
four years of total commissioned service, shall become eligible
for consideration for such recommendation by such board convened
in the fiscal year in which they first attain such status: Provided, That
a rear admiral who shall have lost numbers or precedence at any time
shall become eligible for such consideration in the fiscal year in which
the most senior rear admiral junior to him who has not lost numbers
or precedence becomes eligible therefor: Provided further, That such
eligibility shall continue until the officer concerned shall have been
selected for continuation on the active list or until he shall have twice
failed of such selection, whichever shall occur earlier.
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of the Nurse Corps, shall consist of not less than six nor more than nine 
officers of the corps concerned above the grade of commander. 

(2) The officers composing these boards shall be officers on the 
active or retired list of the Navy. In case there be not a sufficient 
number of officers of the corps concerned legally or physically 
capacitated to serve on a selection board of such corps, officers of the 
line on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed to duty on 
such board to constitute the required minimum membership. 

(3) Boards for the recommendation of officers of the Medical Serv-
ice Corps and of the Nurse Corps for temporary promotion to grades 
above lieutenant (junior grade) shall be composed of not less than 
six nor more than nine officers above the grade of commander on the 
active or retired list of the Medical Corps: Provided, That in case 
there be not a sufficient number of officers of the Medical Corps legally 
or physically capacitated to serve on such a selection board, officers 
of the line of the active list of the grade of captain may be detailed 
to duty on such board to constitute the required minimum membership. 

(4) No officer may be a member of two successive selection boards 
for the consideration of officers for promotion to the same grade, or 
for the consideration of officers for continuation on the active list in 
the same grade. 

(5) The boards prescribed in subsection (b) of this section shall 
be appointed by the Secretary of the Navy and convened at least once 
each year at a time as soon as practicable after the report of a corre-
sponding board for the selection of line officers has been approved 
by the President, and at such times as the Secretary of the Navy may 
direct: Provided, That a selection board to recommend officers of the 
Medical Service Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of cap-
tain or officers of the Nurse Corps for temporary promotion to the 
grade of commander or lieutenant commander shall be convened only 
if there exists a vacancy in the grade concerned or if the Secretary 
of the Navy estimates or determines that a vacancy will occur in the 
ensuing twelve-month period. 

OATH FOR MEMBERS OF SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 306. Each member of a board provided for in section 305 of 
this title shall swear, or affirm, that he will, without prejudice or 
partiality, and having in view both the special fitness of officers and 
the efficiency of the naval service, perform the duties imposed upon 
him as herein provided. 

ELIGIBILITY OF OFFICERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 307. (a) The following provision shall relate to line officers: 
(1) Rear admirals, not restricted in the performance of duty, who, 

subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year preceding that in which the 
first selection board is convened pursuant to this title to recommend 
officers of that grade for continuation on the active list, attain the 
status of having completed four years of service in grade and thirty-
four years of total commissioned service, shall become eligible 
for consideration for such recommendation by such board convened 
in the fiscal year in which they first attain such status: Provided, That 
a rear admiral who shall have lost numbers or precedence at any time 
shall become eligible for such consideration in the fiscal year in which 
the most senior rear admiral junior to him who has not lost numbers 
or precedence becomes eligible therefor: Provided further, That such 
eligibility shall continue until the officer concerned shall have been 
selected for continuation on the active list or until he shall have twice 
failed of such selection, whichever shall occur earlier. 
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(2) Captains designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, or special duty, within the following categories shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for recommendation for
continuation on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of
selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who
have failed of selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral in
the immediately preceding year and who are not recommended for
temporary promotion by the selection board concerned: Provided,
That such captains who will complete thirty-five years' total commis-
sioned service or who will attain the age of sixty-two years in the fiscal
year in which such board is convened will not be eligible for considera-
tion for continuation on the active list.

(3) Officers shall be eligible for consideration by a selection board
for temporary promotion to the next higher grade when they will
have completed, on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of the
appropriate board, the following periods of service in the grades in
which they are serving: Captains, three years; commanders, five years;
lieutenant commanders and lieutenants, four years; lieutenants (junior
grade), two years. Service in grade shall include all service in that
or a higher grade whether under temporary or permanent appointment
therein. An officer in any grade who shall become eligible for such
consideration shall, regardless of failure or failures of selection for
such promotion, remain so eligible while on the active list: Provided,
That officers whose names are on the temporary-promotion list for any

rade on the date of the convening of the board shall not be considered
for the same grade by the board.

(4) Of the officers, in any grade2 designated for limited duty, who
would otherwise be eligible for consideration for temporary promotion
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsection, only
the junior officer in the promotion zone for officers designated for
limited duty and officers senior to him in the grade concerned shall be
eligible for such consideration.

(5) Service under an appointment for a period of limited duration
only while serving on a specified duty assignment shall, for the pur-
poses of this section, be considered only as service in the grade which
the officer concerned would have held under temporary appointment
but for such service in a higher grade.

b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers:
1) Captains within the following categories shall be eligible for

consideration by a selection board for recommendation for continua-
tion on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of selection
for temporary promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who have
failed of selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral in the
immediately preceding year and who are not recommended for tempo-
rary promotion by the selection board concerned: Provided, That such
captains who will complete thirty-five years' total commissioned serv-
ice or who will attain the age of sixty-two years in the fiscal year in
which such board is convened will not be eligible for consideration for
continuation on the active list.

(2) An officer in any grade, except captains in the Medical Service
Corps and commanders in the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion to the
next higher grade when his running mate becomes eligible for such
selection, except that officers of the Medical, Dental, Medical Service,
and Chaplain Corps in the grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and
lieutenant, and officers of the Nurse Corps in the grade of lieutenant
(junior grade), shall not be eligible for such selection unless they are
in the promotion zone in such grade or are senior to the officers in the
promotion zone of the grade in which they are serving. An officer in
any grade who shall become eligible for such consideration shall,
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(2) Captains designated for engineering- duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, or special duty, within the following categories shall be 
eligible for consideration by a selection board for recommendation for 
continuation on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of 
selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who 
have failed of selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral in 
the immediately preceding year and who are not recommended for 
temporary promotion by the selection board concerned: Provided, 
That such captains who will complete thirty-five years' total commis-
sioned service or who will attain the age of sixty-two years in the fiscal 
year in which such board is convened will not be eligible for considera-
tion for continuation on the active list. 

(3) Officers shall be eligible for consideration by a selection board 
for temporary promotion to the next higher grade when they will 
have completed, on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of the 
appropriate board, the following -3eriods of service in the grades in 
which they are serving: Captains, Ciree years; commanders, five years; 
lieutenant commanders and lieutenants, four years; lieutenants (junior 
grade) , two years. Service in grade shall include all service in that 
or a higher grade whether under temporary or permanent appointment 
therein. An officer in any grade who shall become eligible for such 
consideration shall, regardless of failure or failures of selection for 
such promotion, remain so eligible while on the active list: Provided, 
That officers whose names are on the temporary-promotion list for any 
grade on the date of the convening of the board shall not be considered 
for the same grade by the board. 

(4) Of the officers, in any grade2 designated for limited duty, who 
would otherwise be eligible for consideration for temporary promotion 
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsection, only 
the junior officer in the promotion zone for officers designated for 
limited duty and officers senior to him in the grade concerned shall be 
eligible for such consideration. 

(5) Service under an appointment for a period of limited duration 
only while serving on a specified duty assignment shall, for the pur-
poses of this section, be considered only as service in the grade which 
the officer concerned would have held under temporary appointment 
but for such service in a higher grade. 

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers: 
(1) Captains within the following categories shall be eligible for 

consideration by a selection board for recommendation for continua-
tion on the active list: (1) Those who have twice failed of selection 
for temporary promotion to rear admiral, and (2) those who have 
failed of selection for temporary promotion to rear admiral in the 
immediately preceding year and who are not recommended for tempo-
rary promotion by the selection board concerned: Provided, That such 
captains who will complete thirty-five years' total commissioned serv-
ice or who will attain the age a sixty-two years in the fiscal year in 
which such board is convened will not be eligible for consideration for 
continuation on the active list. 

(2) An officer in any grade, except captains in the Medical Service 
Corps and commanders in the Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for 
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion to the 
next higher grade when his running mate becomes eligible for such 
selection, except that officers of the Medical, Dental, Medical Service, 
and Chaplain Corps in the grades of lieutenant (junior grade) and 
lieutenant, and officers of the Nurse Corps in the grade of lieutenant 
(junior grade), shall not be eligible for such selection unless they are 
in the promotion zone in such grade or are senior to the officers in the 
promotion zone of the grade in which they are serving. An officer in 
any grade who shall become eligible for such consideration shall, 
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regardless of failure or failures of selection for such promotion, remain
so eligible while on the active list: Provided, That officers whose names
are on the temporary promotion list for any grade on the date of the
convening of the board shall not be considered for the same grade by
the board.

(3) Of the officers, in any grade in any corps, designated for limited
duty, who would otherwise be eligible for consideration for temporary
promotion pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this sub-
section, only the officer in that corps whose running mate is the junior
officer in the promotion zone for line officers designated for limited
duty and officers in that corps senior to him in the grade concerned
shall be eligible for such consideration.

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED SELECTION BOARDS

SEO. 308. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers:
(1) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selec-

tion board with (1) the number of officers not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, the number of officers designated for engineering
duty, the number of officers designated for aeronautical engineering
duty, the number of officers designated for special duty, and the num-
ber of officers designated for limited duty, which the board may rec-
ommend for temporary promotion to the next higher grade; (2) the
names of all officers eligible for consideration for temporary promo-
tion to each grade or grades to which the board will recommend offi-
cers for temporary promotion; (3) the number of rear admirals not
restricted in the performance of duty which the board may recommend
for continuation on the active list; (4) the names of all rear admirals
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list; (5) the
number of captains designated for engineering duty, the number of
captains designated for aeronautical engineering duty, and the num-
ber of captains designated for special duty, which the board may rec-
ommend for continuation on the active list; (6) the names of all
captains eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list;
(7) the records of all officers whose names are furnished to a board;
and (8) the names of officers in the respective promotion zones in the
grade or grades under consideration for temporary promotion.

(2) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of
the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of
vacancies existing among such officers in each grade for temporary
promotion to which the board will recommend such officers plus the
estimated number of such vacancies which will occur during the
ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of such officers
then on the promotion list.

(3) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for limited duty shall be deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening
of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing
among such officers in each grade for temporary promotion to which
the board will recommend such officers plus the estimated number
of such vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month
period and minus the number of such officers then on the promotion
list.

(4) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty to the grade of rear admiral
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the
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regardless of failure or failures of selection for such promotion, remain 
so eligible while on the active list: Provided, That officers whose names 
are on the temporary promotion list for any grade on the date of the 
convening of the board shall not be considered for the same grade by 
the board. 

(3) Of the officers, in any grade in any corps, designated for limited 
duty, who would otherwise be eligible for consideration for temporary 
promotion pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this sub-
section, only the officer in that corps whose running mate is the junior 
officer in the promotion zone for line officers designated for limited 
duty and officers in that corps senior to him in the grade concerned 
shall be eligible for such consideration. 

INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED SELEW1CN BOARDS 

SEC. 308. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers: 
(1) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selec-

tion board with (1) the number of officers not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, the number of officers designated .for engineering 
duty, the number of officers designated for aeronautical engineering 
duty, the number of officers designated for special duty, and the num-
ber of officers designated for limited duty, which the board may rec-
ommend for temporary promotion to the next higher grade; (2) the 
names of all officers eligible for consideration for temporary promo-
tion to each grade or grades to which the board will recommend offi-
cers for temporary promotion; (3) the number of rear admirals not 
restricted in the performance of duty which the board may recommend 
for continuation on the active list; (4) the names of all rear admirals 
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list; (5) the 
number of captains designated for engineering duty, the number of 
captains designated for aeronautical engineering duty, and the num-
ber of captains designated for special duty, which the board may rec-
ommend for continuation on the active list; (6) the names of all 
captains eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list; 
(7) the records of all officers whose names are furnished to a board; 
and (8) the names of officers in the respective promotion zones in the 
grade or grades under consideration for temporary promotion. 

(2) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty 
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of 
the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of 
vacancies existing among such officers in each grade for temporary 
promotion to which the board will recommend such officers plus the 
estimated number of such vacancies which will occur during the 
ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of such officers 
then on the promotion list. 

(3) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for limited duty shall be deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening 
of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing 
among such officers in each grade for temporary promotion to which 
the board will recommend such officers plus the estimated number 
of such vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month 
period and minus the number of such officers then on the promotion 
list. 

(4) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for engineering duty, aero-
nautical engineering duty, or special duty to the grade of rear admiral 
shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the 
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convening of the board. Their total shall be equal to the number of
vacancies existing among such officers in the grade of rear admiral
plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will occur during
the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of such
officers then on the promotion list. Within and to such total the
Secretary of the Navy shall allocate such numbers to any or all of
the named categories as he shall determine to be necessary to meet
the requirements of the Navy.

(5) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo- fofcrs dei

rary promotion of officers designated for engineering duty from a
grade below captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy
as of the date of the convening of the board as necessary to meet the
needs of the service. Such number shall not exceed the number of
such officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned nor be less
than the product of that number and a fraction which for each such
grade shall have as its numerator a number equal to the number of
ine officers in the same grade, not restricted in the performance of

duty, which may be recommended for temporary promotion to the
next higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a
number equal to the number of line officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade concerned in
such year.

(6) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo- foI iero
rary promotion of officers designated for aeronautical engineering gineering dat

duty from a grade below captain shall be determined by the Secretary
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board as necessary
to meet the needs of the service. Such number shall not exceed the
number of such officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned
nor be less than the product of that number and a fraction which for
each such grade shall have as its numerator a number equal to the
number of line officers in the same grade, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, which may be recommended for temporary promo-
tion to the next higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its
denominator a number equal to the number of line officers, not restricted
in the performance of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade con-
cerned in such year.

(7) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tern- ,,,,, dtet
porary promotion of officers designated for special duty fronm a grade
below captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of
the date of the convening of the board as necessary to meet the needs
of the service. Such number shall not exceed the number of such
officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned nor be less than
the product of that number and a fraction which for each such grade
shall have as its numerator a number equal to the number of line
officers in the same grade, not restricted in the performance of duty,
which may be recommended for temporary promotion to the next
higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a number
equal to the number of line officers, not restricted in the performance
of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade concerned in such year.

(8) The number to be furnished the board in respect to rear rea sdmd

admirals not restricted in the performance of duty to be continued on
the active list shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of
the date of the convening of the board and shall be computed by divid-
ing the authorized number of such rear admirals by three and sub-
tracting from the quotient thus obtained the number of such rear
admirals, exclusive of those who have once failed of selection for such
continuation, who shall have completed prior to the end of the preced-
ing fiscal year four years of service in that grade and thirty-four years
of total commissioned service, as defined in section 102 of title I of Ane, . '
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convening of the board. Their total shall be equal to the number of 
vacancies existing among such officers in the grade of rear admiral 
plus the estimated number of such vacancies which will occur during 
the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of such 
officers then on the promotion list. Within and to such total the 
Secretary of the Navy shall allocate such numbers to any or all of 
the named categories as he shall determine to be necessary to meet 
the requirements of the Navy. 

(5) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo-
rary promotion of officers designated for engineering duty from a 
grade below captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy 
as of the date of the convening of the board as necessary to meet the 
needs of the service. Such number shall not exceed the number of 

i such officers n the promotion zone in the grade concerned nor be less 
than the product of that number and a fraction which for each such 
grade shall have as its numerator a number equal to the number of 
line officers in the same grade, not restricted in the performance of 
duty, which may be recommended for temporary promotion to the 
next higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a 
number equal to the number of line officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade concerned in 
such year. 

(6) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo-
rary promotion of officers designated for aeronautical engineering 
duty from a grade below captain shall be determined by the Secretary 
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board as necessary 
to meet the needs of the service. Such number shall not exceed the 
number of such officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned 
nor be less than the product of that number and a fraction which for 
each such grade shall have as its numerator a number equal to the 
number of line offic9rs in the same grade, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, which may be recommended for temporary promo-
tion to the next higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its 
denominator a number equal to the number of line officers, not restricted 
in the performance of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade con-
cerned in such year. 

(7) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for special duty from a grade 
below captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of 
the date of the convening of the board as necessary to meet the needs 
of the service. Such number shall not exceed the number of such 
officers in the promotion zone in the grade concerned nor be less than 
the product of that number and a fraction which for each such grade 
shall have as its numerator a number equal to the number of line 
officers in the same grade, not restricted in the performance of duty, 
which may be recommended for temporary promotion to the next 
higher grade in the same fiscal year, and as its denominator a number 
equal to the number of line officers, not restricted in the performance 
of duty, in the promotion zone of the grade concerned in such year. 

(8) The number to be furnished the board in respect to rear 
admirals not restricted in the performance of duty to be continued on 
the active list shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of 
the date of the convening of the board and shall be computed by divid-
ing the authorized number of such rear admirals by three and sub-
tracting from the quotient thus obtained the number of such rear 
admirals, exclusive of those who have once failed of selection for such 
continuation, who shall have completed prior to the end of the preced-
ing fiscal year four years of service in that grade and thirty-four years 
of total commissioned service, as defined in section 102 of title I of 
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this Act, which it is estimated will remain on the active list at the
end of the current fiscal year: Provided, That the number to be so
furnished shall not be less than 50 per centum of the number of
rear admirals, exclusive of those who have once failed of selection
for such continuation, eligible for consideration by the board for
continuation on the active list.

(9) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains
designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or
special duty to be continued on the active list shall be such a number
in each case not to exceed in each instance the number prescribed in
section 312 of this title, as the Secretary of the Navy shall determine
to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Navy.

(10) The promotion zone in any grade for officers not restricted in
the performance of duty, shall be established by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection board to consider
officers of that grade for recommendation for temporary promotion
to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that number of the most
senior such officers of the grade under consideration, who are eligible
for selection for temporary promotion to the next higher grade and
have not previously failed of such selection, which must be either
selected for temporary promotion by the particular board or be con-
sidered as having failed of such selection, in order to maintain a flow
of promotion consistent with the terms of service set out in paragraph
(13) of this subsection and to best assure to individuals in succeeding
years equality of opportunity for temporary promotion. The num-
ber shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy and shall be
based upon a consideration of the estimated number of vacancies which
will occur in the next higher grade for each of the ensuing five years,
the number of such officers who will be eligible for selection, and the
terms of service which they will have completed.

(11) The promotion zones in any grade, below that of captain, for
officers designated for engineering duty, for officers designated for
aeronautical engineering duty, and for officers designated for special
duty, shall each be composed of all officers of each such designation in
the grade who have not previously failed of selection to the next higher
grade and who are senior to the junior officer in the promotion zone
determined as provided in paragraph (10) of this subsection.

(12) The promotion zone in any grade for officers designated for
limited duty, shall be established by the Secretary of the Navy as of
the date of the convening of a selection board to consider officers of that
grade for recommendation for temporary promotion to the next higher
grade. It shall consist of that number of the most senior such officers
of the grade under consideration, who are eligible for selection for
temporary promotion to the next higher grade and have not previously
failed of such selection, which must be either selected for temporary
promotion by the particular board or be considered as having failed
of such selection, in order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent
with the terms of service set out in paragraph (14) of this subsection
and to best assure to individuals in succeeding years equality of oppor-
tunity for temporary promotion. The number shall be determined
by the Secretary of the Navy and shall be based upon a consideration
of the estimated number of vacancies which will occur in the next
higher grade for each of the ensuing five years, the number of suchocers who will be eligible for selection, and the terms of service which
they will have completed.

(13) The normal terms of service of officers, others than officers
designated for limited duty, in the various grades below rear admiral
sha be:
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this Act, which it is estimated will remain on the active list at the 
end of the current fiscal year: Provided, That the number to be so 
furnished shall not be less than 50 per centum of the number of 
rear admirals, exclusive of those who have once failed of selection 
for such continuation, eligible for consideration by the board for 
continuation on the active list. 

(9) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains 
designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or 
special duty to be continued on the active list shall be such a number 
in each case not to exceed in each instance the number prescribed in 
section 312 of this title, as the Secretary of the Navy shall determine 
to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Navy. 

(10) The promotion zone in any grade for officers not restricted in 
the performance of duty, shall be established by the Secretary of the 
Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection board to consider 
officers of that grade for recommendation for temporary promotion 
to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that number of the most 
senior such officers of the grade under consideration, who are eligible 
for selection for temporary promotion to the next higher grade and 
have not previously failed of such selection which must be either 
selected for temporary promotion by the particular board or be con-
sidered as having failed of such selection in order to maintain a flow 
of promotion consistent with the terms of service set out in paragraph 
(13) of this subsection and to best assure to individuals in succeeding 
years equality of opportunity for temporary promotion. The num-
ber shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy and shall be 
based upon a consideration of the estimated number of vacancies which 
will occur in the next higher grade for each of the ensuing five years, 
the number of such officers who will be eligible for selection, and the 
terms of service which they will have completed. 

(11) The promotion zones in any grade' below that of captain, for 
officers designated for engineering duty, for officers designated for 
aeronautical engineering duty, and for officers designated for special 
duty, shall each be composed of all officers of each such designation in 
the grade who have not previously failed of selection to the next higher 
grade and who are senior to the junior officer in the promotion zone 
determined as provided in paragraph (10) of this subsection. 

(12) The promotion zone in any grade for officers designated for 
limited duty, shall be established by the Secretary of the Navy as of 
the date of the convening of a selection board to consider officers of that 
grade for recommendation for temporary promotion to the next higher 
grade. It shall consist of that number of the most senior such officers 
of the grade under consideration who are eligible for selection for 
temporary promotion to the next higher grade and have not previously 
failed of such selection, which must be either selected for temporary 
promotion by the particular board or be considered as having failed 
of such selection, in order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent 
with the terms of service set out in paragraph (14) of this subsection 
and to best assure to individuals in succeeding years equality of oppor-
tunity for temporary promotion. The number shall be determined 
by the Secretary of the Navy and shall be based upon a consideration 
of the estimated number of vacancies which will occur in the next 
higher grade for each of the ensuing five years, the number of such 
officers who will be eligible for selection, and the terms of service which 
they will have completed. 

(13) The normal terms of service of officers, others than officers 
designated for limited duty, in the various grades below rear admiral 
shall be : 
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Service
Grade in grade

Captains ------------------------------------ 5 years
Commanders ------------------- _________ 7 years
Lieutenant commanders ---------------------- 6 years
Lieutenants --------------------------------- 6 years
Lieutenants (junior grade) ------------------- 3 years

847

Total
commissioned service

30 years
25 years
18 years
12 years
6 years

(14) The normal terms of service in grade of officers designated for
limited duty in the various grades below that of commander shall be
the same as those set out in paragraph (13) of this subsection.

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers:
(1) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selec-

tion board with (1) the number of officers not restricted in the per-
formance of duty and the number of officers designated for limited
duty which the board may recommend for temporary promotion to
the next higher grade; (2) the names of all officers eligible for con-
sideration for temporary promotion; (3) the number of captains
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list;
(4) the names of captains eligible for consideration for continua-
tion on the active list; (5) the records of all officers whose names are
furnished to a board; and (6) the names of officers in the respective
promotion zones in the grade or grades under consideration for tem-
porary promotion.

(2) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty
to the grades of captain and commander, except with respect to the
temporary promotion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the
grade of captain and of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of
commander, shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of
the date of the convening of the board and shall be a fraction of the
number of officers in the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps
concerned. The numerator of this fraction shall be a number equal
to the number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty
placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the report of the com-
parable board for the selection of line officers convened in the same
fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall be a number equal
to the number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, in
the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection of line
officers.

(3) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for limited duty shall be
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening
of the board and shall be a fraction of the number of such officers in
the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The
numerator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of
officers designated for limited duty placed upon the promotion list pur-
suant to the report of the comparable board for the selection of line
officers convened in the same fiscal year, the denominator of this frac-
tion shall be a number equal to the number of officers designated for
limited duty in the promotion zone considered by said board for the
selection of line officers.

(4) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Supply Corps and Civil Engineer
Corps not restricted in the performance of duty to the grades of lieu-
tenant commander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be
a fraction of the number of such officers in the promotion zone in the
grade and in the corps concerned. The numerator of this fraction
shall be a number equal to the number of officers not restricted in the
performance of duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the
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Service 
Grade in grade 

Captains   5 years 
Commanders   7 years 
Lieutenant commanders   6 years 
Lieutenants   6 years 
Lieutenants (junior grade)   3 years 

Total 
commissioned service 

30 years 
25 years 
18 years 
12 years 
6 years 

(14) The normal terms of service in grade of officers designated for 
limited duty in the various grades below that of commander shall be 
the same as those set out in paragraph (13) of this subsection. 

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers: 
(1) The Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selec-

tion board with (1) the number of officers not restricted in the per-
formance of duty and the number of officers designated for limited 
duty which the board may recommend for temporary promotion to 
the next higher grade; (2) the names of all officers eligible for con-
sideration for temporary promotion; (3) the number of captains 
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list; 
(4) the names of captains eligible for consideration for continua-
tion on the active list; (5) the records of all officers whose names are 
furnished to a board; and. (6) the names of officers in the respective 
promotion zones in the grade or grades under consideration for tem-
porary promotion. 

(2) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers not restricted in the performance of duty 
to the grades of captain and commander, except with respect to the 
temporary promotion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the 
grade of captain and of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of 
commander, shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of 
the date of the convening of the board and shall be a fraction of the 
number of officers in the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps 
concerned. The numerator of this fraction shall be a number equal 
to the number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty 
placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the report of the com-
parable board for the selection of line officers convened in the same 
fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall be a number equal 
to the number of officers, not restricted in the performance of duty, in 
the promotion zone considered by said board for the selection of line 
officers. 

(3) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers designated for limited duty shall be 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening 
of the board and shall be a fraction of the number of such officers in 
the promotion zone in the grade and in the corps concerned. The 
numerator of this fraction shall be a number equal to the number of 
officers designated for limited duty placed upon the promotion list pur-
suant to the report of the comparable board for the selection of line 
officers convened in the same fiscal year, the denominator of this frac-
tion shall be a number equal to the number of officers designated for 
limited duty in the promotion zone considered by said board for the 
selection of line officers. 

(4) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Supply Corps and Civil Engineer 
Corps not restricted in the performance of duty to the grades of lieu-
tenant commander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary 
of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be 
a fraction of the number of such officers in the promotion zone in the 
grade and in the corps concerned. The numerator of this fraction 
shall be a number equal to the number of officers not restricted in the 
performance of duty placed upon the promotion list pursuant to the 
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report of the comparable board for the selection of line officers con-
vened in the same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall
be a number equal to the number of officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, in the promotion zone considered by said board for
the selection of line officers.

(5) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers, except officers of the Supply Corps, Civil
Engineer Corps, and Nurse Corps to the grades of lieutenant com-
mander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be equal
to the number of such officers in the promotion zones in the grades of
lieutenant and lieutenant (junior grade), respectively.

(6) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade
of captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the
date of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the difference
between the allowed number of officers in that grade and the actual
number of officers therein plus the number of officers estimated to be
separated from that grade during the ensuing twelve-month period
and minus the number of commanders then on the promotion list.

(7) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grades of
commander and lieutenant commander shall be determined by the
Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and
shall, for each grade, be equal to the difference between the allowed
number of officers in the grade and the actual number therein plus the
number of officers estimated to be separated from the grade during
the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of officers in
the next lower grade then on the promotion list.

(8) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of lieu-
tenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date
of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of
lieutenants (junior grade) in that corps in and senior to the promo-
tion zone, minus the number of lieutenants (junior grade) then on the
promotion list.

(9) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo-
rary promotion of captains to the grade of rear admiral shall be
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the conven-
ing of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing
in the grade of rear admiral plus the estimated number of such vacan-
cies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period and
minus the number of captains then on the promotion list.

(10) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains tobe continued on the active list shall be determined by the Secretary of
the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be such
a number in each case not to exceed in each instance the number pre-
scribed in subsection 312 (b) of this title, as the Secretary of the Navy
shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Navy.

(11) An officer in any grade, not restricted in the performance of
duty, who has not failed of selection for temporary promotion to the
next higher grade, shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when
his running mate in the same grade has been determined to be in the
promotion zone of officers not restricted in the performance of duty
in that grade.

(12) An officer in any grade, designated for limited duty, who has
not failed of selection for temporary promotion to the next higher
grade, shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running
mate m the same grade has been determined to be in the promotion
zone of officers designated for limited duty.
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report of the comparable board for the selection of line officers con-
vened in the same fiscal year. The denominator of this fraction shall 
be a number equal to the number of officers, not restricted in the per-
formance of duty, in the promotion zone considered by said board for 
the selection of line officers. 

(5) The numbers to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers, except officers of the Supply Corps, Civil 
Engineer Corps, and Nurse Corps to the grades of lieutenant com-
mander and lieutenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the 
Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be equal 
to the number of such officers in the promotion zones in the grades of 
lieutenant and lieutenant (junior grade), respectively. 

(6) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Medical Service Corps to the grade 
of captain shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the 
date of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the difference 
between the allowed number of officers in that grade and the actual 
number of officers therein plus the number of officers estimated to. be 
separated from that grade during the ensuing twelve-month. period 
and minus the number of commanders then on the promotion list. 

(7) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grades of 
commander and lieutenant commander shall be determined by the 
Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and 
shall, for each grade, be equal to the difference between the allowed 
number of officers in the grade and the actual number therein plus the 
number of officers estimated to be separated from the grade during 
the ensuing twelve-month period and minus the number of officers in 
the next lower grade then on the promotion list. 

(8) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tem-
porary promotion of officers of the Nurse Corps to the grade of lieu-
tenant shall be determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date 
of the convening of the board and shall be equal to the number of 
lieutenants (junior grade) in that corps in and senior to the promo-
tion zone, minus the number of lieutenants (junior grade) then on the 
promotion list. 

(9) The number to be furnished the board in respect to the tempo-
rary promotion of captains to the grade of rear admiral shall be 
determined by the Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the conven-
ing of the board and shall be equal to the number of vacancies existing 
in the grade of rear admiral plus the estimated number of such vacan-
cies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period and 
minus the number of captains then on the promotion list. 

(10) The number to be furnished the board in respect to captains to 
be continued on the active list shall be determined by the Secretary of 
the Navy as of the date of the convening of the board and shall be such 
a number in each case not to exceed in each instance the number pre-
scribed in sub section 312 (b) of this title, as the Secretary of the Navy 
shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Navy. 

(11) An officer in any grade, not restricted in the performance of 
duty, who has not failed of selection for temporary promotion to the 
next higher grade,. shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when 
his running mate in the same grade has been determined to be in the 
promotion zone of officers not restricted in the performance of duty 
in that grade. 

(12). An officer in. any grade, designated for limited duty, who has 
not failed of selection for temporary promotion to the next higher 
gradez shall be deemed to be in the promotion zone when his running 
mate in the same grade has been determined to be in the promotion 
zone of officers designated for limited duty. 
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(c) The following provisions shall relate to all officers:
(1) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall

have the right to forward through official channels at any time not
later than ten days after the convening of said board a written com-
munication inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy
Department concerning himself which he deems important in the
consideration of his case: Provided, That such communication shall
not contain any reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of
or criticism of any officer.

DUTIES OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 309. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers:
(1) From among those officers who are eligible for consideration for

temporary promotion, each board shall recommend for temporary
promotion those officers holding permanent appointments in the grades
of ensign and above in the Regular Navy whom it considers best fitted
for temporary promotion, and those officers not holding permanent
appointments in the grades of ensign and above in the Regular Navy
whom it considers qualified for continued active duty: Provided, That
from among eligible officers holding permanent appointments m the
grades of ensign and above in the Regular Navy who are junior in
lineal rank to the junior officer in the appropriate promotion zone in
a grade below that of captain, the board may not recommend as best
fitted for temporary promotion, a number exceeding 5 per centum of
the total number of officers that the board is authorized to recommend
for temporary promotion to the grade concerned or, if such 5 per
centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceeding one:
Provided further, That the total number of officers holding permanent
appointments in the Regular Navy plus the number of officers not
holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy which may
be recommended for temporary promotion in each grade shall not
exceed the number furnished the board concerned by the Secretary
of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title: Provided further,
That in each grade the junior officer in a promotion zone and all officers
of his category senior to him in lineal rank who are eligible for
consideration shall, if not selected for temporary promotion, be con-
sidered as having failed of selection for temporary promotion, and
no such officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer in said promo-
tion zone shall, if not selected for temporary promotion, be considered
as having failed of selection for temporary promotion: Provided fur-
ther, That any captain designated for engineering duty, aeronautical
engineering duty, or special duty, shall if not on the promotion list for
the grade of rear admiral on June 30 of the fiscal year in which he com-
pletes thirty years of total commissioned service, as defined in section
102 of title I of this Act, be held for all purposes to have once failed of
selection for temporary promotion, and if not on such list on June
30 of the succeeding year shall, subject to the provisions of subsection
311 (c) of this title, be held for all purposes to have twice failed of
selection for temporary promotion, and no such officer shall be held
to have failed of selection for temporary promotion solely by reason
of the approved recommendation for temporary promotion of any
officer junior to him: Provided further, That an officer who has lost
numbers or precedence shall not be held to have completed the service
prescribed in the preceding proviso until he completes five years of
service in the grade of captain: And provided further, That the status
of having once failed of selection for temporary promotion shall not
be considered as prejudicial to an officer with respect to his qualifi-
cations, his fitness for the naval service, or his eligibility for selection
by the next succeeding selection board.
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(c) The following provisions shall relate to all officers: 
(1) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall 

have the right to forward through official channels at any time not 
later than ten days after the convening of said board a written com-
munication inviting attention to any matter of record in the Navy 
Department concerning himself which he deems important in the 
consideration of his case: Provided, That such communication shall 
not contain any reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of 
or criticism of any officer. 

DUTIES OF SELECTION BOARDS 

SEC. 309. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers: 
(1) From among those officers who are eligible for consideration for 

temporary promotion, each board shall recommend for temporary 
promotion those officers holding permanent appointments in the grades 
of ensign and above in the Regular Navy whom it considers best fitted 
for temporary promotion, and those officers not holding permanent 
appointments in the grades of ensign and above in the Regular Navy 
whom it considers qualified for continued active duty: Provided2 That 
from among eligible officers holding permanent appointments m the 
grades of ensign and above in the Regular NavY who are junior in 
lineal rank to the junior officer in the appropriate promotion zone in 
a grade below that of captain, the board may not recommend as best 
fitted for temporary promotion, a number exceeding 5 per centum of 
the total number of officers that the board is authorized to recommend 
for temporary promotion to the grade concerned or, if such 5 per 
centum shall not equal the whole number one, a number exceeding one: 
Provided further, That the total number of officers holding permanent 
appointments in the Regular Navy plus the number of officers not 
bolding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy which may 
be recommended for temporary promotion in each grade shall not 
exceed the number furnished the board concerned by the Secretary 
of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title: Provided further, 
That in each grade the junior officer in a promotion zone and all officers 
of his category senior to him in lineal rank who are eligible for 
consideration shall, if not selected for temporary promotion, be con-
sidered as having failed of selection for temporary promotion, and 
no such officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer in said promo-
tion zone shall, if not selected for temporary promotion, be considered 
as having failed of selection for temporary promotion: Provided fur-
ther, That any captain designated for engineering duty, aeronautical 
engineering duty, or special duty, shall if not on the promotion list for 
the grade of rear admiral on June 30 of the fiscal year in which he com-
pletes thirty years of total commissioned service, as defined in section 
102 of title I of this Act, be held for all purposes to have once failed of 
selection for temporary promotion, and if not on such list on June 
30 of the succeeding year shall, subject to the provisions of subsection 
311 (c) of this title, be held for all purposes to have twice failed of 
selection for temporary promotion, and no such officer shall be held 
to have failed of selection for temporary promotion solely by reason 
of the approved recommendation for temporary promotion of any 
officer junior to him: Provided further, That an officer who has lost 
numbers or precedence shall not be held to have completed the service 
prescribed in the preceding proviso until he completes five years of 
service in the grade of captain : And provided further, That the status 
of having once failed of selection for temporary promotion shall not 
be considered as prejudicial to an officer with respect to his qualifi-
cations, his fitness for the naval service, or his eligibility for selection 
by the next succeeding selection board. 
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(2) From among those rear admirals not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty who are eligible for consideration for continuation on
the active list, the board shall recommend for such continuation those
officers whom it considers best fitted for continued service on the active
list, in number equal to the number furnished the board by the
Secretary of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title.

(3) From among those captains designated for engineering duty,
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty who are eligible for
consideration for continuation on the active list, the board shall recom-
mend for such continuation those officers, of each such category, whom
it considers best fitted for continued service on the active list, in
number not exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary
of the Navy, with respect to that category, as provided in section 308
of this title.

(4) The recommendation of the board in respect to the temporary
promotion of officers who are now or may hereafter be designated for
engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, special duty, or lim-
ited duty, shall be based upon their comparative fitness, within such
categories, for the duties prescribed for them by law.

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers:
(1) From among those officers holding permanent appointments

in the Regular Navy who are eligible for consideration for temporary
promotion, each board shall recommend for temporary promotion
those officers, if of the grade of lieutenant commander or above, or
if designated for limited duty in grades above ensign, whom it con-
siders best fitted for temporary promotion, and, if of the grade of
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Supply and Civil
Engineer Corps or if of the grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps,
those whom it considers best fitted for temporary promotion,
or, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade)
in the Medical Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, Dental
Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or of the grade of lieutenant (junior
grade) in the Nurse Corps, those whom it considers fitted for tem-
porary promotion: Provided, That from among eligible officers hold-
ing permanent appointments in the grades of ensign and above in the
Regular Navy who are junior in lineal rank to the junior officers in
the appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain,
the board may not recommend as best fitted for temporary promotion,
a number exceeding 5 per centum of the total number of officers that
the board is authorized to recommend for temporary promotion to
the grade concerned or, if such 5 per centum shall not equal the whole
number one, a number exceeding one: Provided further, That from
among those eligible officers not holding permanent appointments in
the Regular Navy the board shall recommend for temporary promo-
tion those whom it considers qualified for continued active duty:
Provided further, That the total number of officers holding perma-
nent appointments in the Regular Navy plus the number of officers
not holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy which
may be recommended for temporary promotion in each grade shall
not exceed the number furnished the board concerned by the Secretary
of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title: Provided further,
That in each grade, except with respect to lieutenant commanders and
lieutenants of the Nurse Corps, the junior officer in a promotion zone
and all officers of his category senior to him in lineal rank who are
eligible for consideration shall, if not selected for temporary pro-
motion, be considered as having failed of selection for temporary
promotion, and no such officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer
m said promotion zone shall, if not selected for temporary promotion,
be considered as having failed of selection for temporary promotion:
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(2) From among those rear admirals not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty who are eligible for consideration for continuation on 
the active list, the board shall recommend for such continuation those 
officers whom it considers best fitted for continued service on the active 
list, in number equal to the number furnished the board by the 
Secretary of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title. 

(3) From among those captains designated for engineering duty, 
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty who are eligible for 
consideration for continuation on the active list, the board shall recom-
mend for such continuation those officers, of each such category, whom 
it considers best fitted for continued service on the active list, in 

number not exceeding the number furnished the board by the Secretary i of the Navy, with respect to that category, as provided n section 308 

of this title. 
(4) The recommendation of the board in respect to the temporary 

promotion of officers who are now or may hereafter be designated for 
engineering duty, aeronautical ekgineering duty, special duty, or lim-
ited duty, shall be based upon their comparative fitness, within such 
categories, for the duties prescribed for them by law. 

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers: 
(1) From among those officers holding permanent appointments 

in the Regular Navy who are eligible for consideration for temporary 
promotion, each board shall recommend for temporary promotion 
those officers, if of the grade of lieutenant commander or above, or 
if designated for limited duty in grades above ensign, whom it con-
siders best fitted for temporary promotion, and, if of the grade of 
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Supply and Civil 
Engineer Corps or if of the grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, 
those whom it considers best fitted for temporary promotion, 
or, if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) 
in the Medical Corps, Chaplain Corps, Civil Engineer Corps, Dental 
Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or of the grade of lieutenant (junior 
grade) in the Nurse Corps, those whom it considers fitted for tem-
porary promotion: Provided, That from among eligible officers hold-
ing permanent appointments in the grades of ensign and above in the 
Regular Navy who are junior in lineal rank to the junior officers in 
the appropriate promotion zone in a grade below that of captain, 
the board may not recommend as best fitted for temporary promotion, 
a number exceeding 5 per centum of the total number of officers that 
the board is authorized to recommend for temporary promotion to 
the grade concerned or, if such 5 per centum shall not equal the whole 
number one, a number exceeding one: Provided further, That from 
among those eligible officers not holding permanent appointments in 
the Regular Navy the board shall recommend for temporary promo-
tion those whom it considers qualified for continued active duty: 
Provided further, That the total number of officers holding perma-
nent appointments in the Regular Navy plus the number of officers 
not holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy which 
may be recommended for temporary promotion in each grade shall 
not exceed the number furnished the board concerned by the Secretary 
of the Navy as provided in section 308 of this title: Provided further, 
That in each grade, except with respect to lieutenant commanders and 
lieutenants of the Nurse Corps, the junior officer in a promotion zone 
and. all officers of his category senior to him in lineal rank who are 
eligible for consideration shall, if not selected for temporary pro-
motion, be considered as having failed of selection for temporary 
promotion, and no such officer junior in lineal rank to said junior officer 
in said promotion zone shall, if not selected for temporary promotion, 
be considered as having failed of selection for temporarir promotion: 
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And provided further, That the status of having once failed of selec-
tion for temporary promotion shall not be considered as prejudicial
to any officer with respect to his qualifications, his fitness for the
naval service, or his eligibility for selection by the next succeeding
selection board.

(2) From among those captains who are eligible for consideration
for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend for
such continuation those officers whom it considers best fitted for con-
tinued service on the active list, in numbers not exceeding the numbers
furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy as provided in
section 308 of this title.

(3) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion
of officers designated for limited duty shall be based upon their com-
parative fitness, within such category, for the duties prescribed for
them by law.

(c) The following provisions shall relate to all officers:
1) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any

provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the acting members: Provided, That the report or recom-
mendations of a board composed of five acting members or less shall
require the concurrence of at least a majority of the acting members.

(2) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years'
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their unsatis-
factory performance of duty in their present grades and in its opinion
indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties of a
higher grade.

REPORTS OF SELECTION BOARDS

SEC. 310. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed
by all of the acting members thereof, and shall certify that the board
has carefully considered the case of every officer whose name was
furnished to the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in
section 308 of this title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds
of the acting members, the officers holding permanent appointments
above the grade of commissioned warrant officers in the Regular Navy,
if line officers, or if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior
grade) in the Supply Corps or Civil Engineer Corps, or if of the
grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, are, subject to the limitations
prescribed in section 309 of this title, selected as the best fitted to
assume the duties of the next higher grade, and, if of the grade of
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Chap-
lain Corps, Dental Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or if of the grade
of lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps, are selected as fitted
to assume the duties of the next higher grade and if officers of any
grade in the line or staff corps who do not hold permanent appoint-
ments above the grade of commissioned warrant oicer in the Regular
Navy, are selected as qualified for continued active duty: Provided,
That the recommendation of the board in the cases of officers who are
now or may hereafter be designated for engineering duty, aeronautical
engineering duty, special duty, or limited duty, shall be based upon
their comparative fitness, within such categories, as prescribed in
section 309 of this title.

(b) The report of a board convened to recommend rear admirals or
captains for continuation on the active list shall certify that, in the
opinion of at least two-thirds of the acting members, if the board has
more than five acting members, and, if the board has five acting mem-
bers or less, in the opinion of at least a majority of the acting members,
the officers therein recommended are selected as the best fitted for
continued service on the active list.
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And provided further, That the status of having once failed of selec-
tion for temporary promotion shall not be considered as prejudicial 
to any officer with respect to his qualifications, his fitness for the 
naval service, or his eligibility for selection by the next succeeding 
selection board. 

(2) From among those captains who are eligible for consideration 
for continuation on the active list, the board shall recommend for 
such continuation those officers whom it considers best fitted for con-
tinued service on the active list, in numbers not exceeding the numbers 
furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy as provided in 
section 308 of this title. 

(3) The recommendation of the board in respect to the promotion 
of officers designated for limited duty shall be based upon their com-
parative fitness, within such category, for the duties prescribed for 
them by law. 

(c) The following provisions shall relate to all officers: 
(1) All reports or recommendations of a selection board under any 

provision of this title shall require the concurrence of at least two-
thirds of the acting members: Provided, That the report or recom-
mendations of a board composed of five acting members or less shall 
require the concurrence of at least a majority of the acting members. 

(2) The selection board shall also report the names of any officers 
among those eligible for consideration and of less than twenty years' 
service whose reports and records in its opinion indicate their unsatis-
factory performance of duty in their present grades and in its opinion 
indicate that they would not satisfactorily perform the duties of a 
higher grade. 

REPORTS OF SELFCTION BOARDS 

SEC. 310. (a) The report of the board shall be in writing, signed 
by all of the acting members thereof, and shall certify that the board 
has carefully considered the case of every officer whose name was 
furnished to the board by the Secretary of the Navy, as provided in 
section 308 of this title, and that, in the opinion of at least two-thirds 
of the acting members, the officers holding permanent appointments 
above the grade of commissioned warrant officers in the Regular Navy, 
if line officers, or if of the grade of lieutenant or lieutenant (junior 
grade) in the Supply Corps or Civil Engineer Corps, or if of the 
grade of lieutenant in the Nurse Corps, are, subject to the limitations 
prescribed in section 309 of this title, selected as the best fitted to 
assume the duties of the next higher grade, and, if of the grade of 
lieutenant or lieutenant (junior grade) in the Medical Corps, Chap-
lain Corps, Dental Corps, or Medical Service Corps, or if of the grade 
of lieutenant (junior grade) in the Nurse Corps, are selected as fitted 
to assume the duties of the next higher grade, and if officers of any 
grade in the line or staff corps who do not hold permanent appoint-
ments above the grade of commissioned warrant officer in the Regular 
Navy, are selected as qualified for continued active duty: Provided, 
That the recommendation of the board in the cases of officers who are 
now or may hereafter be designated for engineering duty, aeronautical 
engineering duty, special duty, or limited duty, shall be based upon 
their comparative fitness, within such categories, as prescribed in 
section 309 of this title. 

(b) The report of a board convened to recommend rear admirals or 
captains for continuation on the active list shall certify that, in the 
opinion of at least two-thirds of the acting members, if the board has 
more than five acting members, and, if the board has five acting mem-
bers or less, in the opinion of at least a majority of the acting members, 
the officers therein recommended are selected as the best fitted for 
continued service on the active list. 
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(c) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President for
approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or officers
recommended by the board for temporary promotion, or, in the case of
rear admirals or captains, for continuation on the active list, be not
acceptable to the President, the board shall be informed of the name of
such officer or officers and shall recommend a number of officers for
temporary promotion or for continuation on the active list, as the case
may be, equal to the number of those found not acceptable to the
President, and, if necessary, the board shall be reconvened for this
purpose.

TEMPORARY PROMOTIONS AND PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS

SEC. 311. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers:
(1) Officers recommended for temporary promotion in the report

of a selection board, as approved by the President, shall be regarded
as having been selected for temporary promotion and their names
shall be placed upon a promotion list for the grade for which selected
in the order of their seniority at the time of approval of such report
except that the names of officers selected in a later report shall be
placed upon the promotion list after those selected for temporary pro-
motion to the same grade in an earlier report. Temporary promo-
tions to fill vacancies in any grade shall be made from among officers
of the next lower grade whose names appear on the promotion list.
Officers not restricted in the performance of duty whose names appear
on the promotion list shall, in the order in which their names appear
thereon, become eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher
grade as vacancies therein occur among officers of the same category.
Officers designated for limited duty whose names appear on the pro-
motion list shall, in the order in which their names appear thereon,
become eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher grade as
vacancies therein occur among officers of the same designation. Cap-
tains designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty,
or special duty whose names appear on the temporary promotion list
shall, in the order in which their names appear thereon, become eligiblefor temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral as vacancies
therein occur among officers of such categories. An officer designated
for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty
of a grade below captain whose name appears on a promotion list,
shall, subject to the provisions of subsections 303 (c), (d), and (e)of this title, be eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher
grade when the officer not restricted in the performance of duty whose
name appears next below his on the promotion list becomes eligible for
temporary promotion.

(2) Upon temporary promotion to a higher grade an officer shall beassigned such date of rank and registered number as will assure himprecedence in accordance with the order in which his name appeared on
the promotion list for that grade and shall be entitled to the pay andallowances of the higher grade from the date of the occurrence of thevacancy which he is temporarily promoted to fill: Provided, That anofficer below the grade of captain designated for engineering duty,aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty except one temporarily
promoted to fill a vacancy after delay in promotion occasioned byoperation of subsection 303 (c), (d), or (e) of this title, shall, upontemporary promotion, be entitled to the pay and allowances of thegrade to which temporarily promoted from the date upon which he
became eligible for temporary promotion.

(3) On or after July 1, 1949, no officer holding a permanent commis-sion n the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrantofficer shall be temporarily promoted to a grade above lieutenant unless
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(c) The report of the board shall be submitted to the President for 
approval or disapproval: Provided, That in case any officer or officers 
recommended by the board for temporary promotion, or, in the case of 
rear admirals or captains, for continuation on the active list, be not 
acceptable to the President, the board shall be informed of the name of 
such officer or officers and shall recommend a number of officers for 
temporary promotion or for continuation on the active list, as the case 
may be, equal to the number of those found not acceptable to the 
President, and, if necessary, the board shall be reconvened for this 
purpose. 

TEMPORARY PROMOTIONS AND PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS 

SEC. 311. (a) The following provisions shall relate to line officers: 
(1) Officers recommended for temporary promotion in the report 

of a selection board, as approved by the President, shall be regarded 
as having been selected for temporary promotion and their names 
shall be placed upon a promotion list for the grade for which selected 
in the order of their seniority at the time of approval of such report 
except that the names of officers selected in a later report shall be 
placed upon the promotion list after those selected for temporary pro-
motion to the same grade in an earlier report. Temporary promo-
tions to fill vacancies in any grade shall be made from among officers 
of the next lower grade whose names appear on the promotion list. 
Officers not restricted in the performance of duty whose names appear 
on the promotion list shall, in the order in which their names appear 
thereon, become eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher 
grade as vacancies therein occur among officers of the same category. 
Officers designated for limited duty whose names appear on the pro-
motion list shall, in the order in which their names appear thereon, 
become eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher grade as 
vacancies therein occur among officers of the same designation. Cap-
tains designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, 
or special duty whose names appear on the temporary promotion list 
shall, in the order in which their names appear thereon, become eligible 
for temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral as vacancies 
therein occur among officers of such categories. An officer designated 
for engineering duty, aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty 
of a grade below captain whose name appears on a promotion list, 
shall, subject to the provisions of subsections 303 (c), (d), and (e) 
of this title, be eligible for temporary promotion to the next higher 
grade when the officer not restricted in the performance of duty whose 
name appears next below his on the promotion list becomes eligible for 
temporary promotion. 

(2) Upon temporary promotion to a higher grade an officer shall be 
assigned such date of rank and registered number as will assure him 
precedence in accordance with the order in which his name appeared on 
the promotion list for that grade and shall be entitled to the pay and 
allowances of the higher grade from the date of the occurrence of the 
vacancy which he is temporarily promoted to fill: Provided, That an 
officer below the grade of captain designated for engineering duty, 
aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty except one temporarily 
promoted to fill a vacancy after delay in promotion occasioned by 
operation of subsection 303 (c), (d), or (e) of this title, shall, upon 
temporary promotion, be entitled to the pay and allowances of the 
grade to which temporarily promoted from the date upon which he 
became eligible for temporary promotion. 

i (3) On or after July 1, 1949, no officer holding a permanent commis-
sion n the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant 
officer shall be temporarily promoted to a grade above lieutenant unless 
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he has had not less than two years' sea or foreign service in the grade
in which serving and on the promotion list for that grade: Provided,
That the qualification of sea or foreign service shall not apply to
officers restricted by law to the performance of engineering duty only,
aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only: And pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of the Navy shall determine the
types of duty which may be counted for the purposes of this paragraph.

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers:
(1) Officers recommended for temporary promotion to a grade below

rear admiral in the report of a selection board, as approved by the
President, shall be regarded as having been selected for temporary
promotion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list for
the grade concerned. Each such officer, except a commander of the
Medical Service Corps or a lieutenant commander or lieutenant of the
Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for temporary promotion to the
grade for which selected when the line officer who, pursuant to sub-
section (d) of this section, is to be his running mate in the higher
grade becomes eligible for temporary promotion to that grade. When
temporarily promoted, the staff officer shall be assigned the same date
of rank which has been or, in due course, will be given to such running
mate in such higher grade and, except officers of the Medical Service
Corps temporarily promoted to the grade of captain and officers of
the Nurse Corps temporarily promoted to the grades of commander
and lieutenant commander, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances
of the higher grade from the date upon which such running mate
became eligible for temporary promotion thereto.

(2) Temporary promotion to fill vacancies in the grade of captain
in the Medical Service Corps and to the grades of commander and
lieutenant commander in the Nurse Corps shall be made from among
officers whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade con-
cerned. When so promoted each such officer shall have the same
date of rank which has been, or in due course will be, given the line
officer who is to be his running mate in the grade to which promoted,
but no increased pay or allowances shall accrue to such officer by virtue
of his temporary promotion prior to the date of occurrence of the
vacancy which he is promoted to fill or prior to the date of his selection
for promotion, whichever shall be later.

(3) The names of officers recommended by a board for temporary
promotion to the grade of rear admiral, and approved by thie President,
shall be placed upon a promotion list and temporary promotions to
fill vacancies shall be made from officers whose names appear on the
promotion list: Provided, That when so promoted each such officer
shall have the same date of rank given to the running mate assigned
him in the grade of rear admiral upon the running mate's temporary
promotion to that grade: Provided further, That if such running mate
shall not have been promoted, the staff officer shall be given as his date
of rank the date of the occurrence of the vacancy which he is promoted
to fill until such running mate shall have been promoted to the grade
of rear admiral, at which time the staff officer shall be given a new
commission with the same date of rank given to such running mate
upon the latter's temporary promotion to rear admiral: And provided
further, That each staff officer promoted to the grade of rear admiral
shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of that grade only from
the date of the occurrence of the vacancy which he is promoted to fill.

(c) The follbwing provisions shall relate to line and staff officers as
indicated:

(1) The President may remove the name of any officer of the line
or of a staff corps from the promotion list. An officer whose name
is so removed from the promotion list or one whose appointment is
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he has had not less than two years' sea or foreign service in the grade 
in which serving and on the promotion list for that grade: Provided, 
That the qualification of sea or foreign service shall not apply to 
officers restricted by law to the performance of engineering duty only, 
aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only: And pro-
vided further, That the Secretary of the Navy shall determine the 
types of duty which may be counted for the purposes of this paragraph. 

(b) The following provisions shall relate to staff officers: 
(1) Officers recommended for temporary promotion to a grade below Temporary promo-

rear .admiral in the report of a selection board, as approved by the Grades below rear 
admiraL 

President, shall be regarded as having been selected for temporary 
promotion and their names shall be placed upon a promotion list for 
the grade concerned. Each such officer, except a commander of the 
Medical Service Corps or a lieutenant commander or lieutenant of the 
Nurse Corps, shall become eligible for temporary promotion to the 
grade for which selected when the line officer who, pursuant to sub-
section (d) of this section, is to be his running mate in the higher 
grade becomes eligible for temporary promotion to that grade. when 
temporarily promoted, the staff officer shall be assigned the same date 
of rank which has been or, in due course, will be given to such running 
mate in such higher grade and, ecept officers of the Medical Service 
Corps temporarily promoted to the grade of captain and officers of 
the Nurse Corps temporarily promoted to the grades of commander 
and lieutenant commander, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances 
of the higher grade from the date upon which such running mate 
became eligible for temporary promotion thereto. 

(2) Temporary promotion to fill vacancies in the grade of captain 
in the Medical Service Corps and to the grades of commander and 
lieutenant commander in the Nurse Corps shall be made from among 
officers whose names appear on the promotion list for the grade con-
cerned. When so promoted each such officer shall have the same 
date of rank which has been, or in due course will be, given the line 
officer who is to be his running mate in the grade to which promoted, 
but no increased pay or allowances shall accrue to such officer by virtue 
of his temporary promotion prior to the date of occurrence of the 
vacancy which he is promoted to fill or prior to the date of his selection 
for promotion, whichever shall be later. 

(3) The names of officers recommended by a board for temporary Roar admirals. 

promotion to the grade of rear admiral, and approved by the President, 
shall be placed upon a promotion list and temporary promotions to 
fill vacancies shall be made from officers whose names appear on the 
promotion list: Provided, That when so promoted each such officer Data of rank. 
shall have the same date of rank given to the running mate assigned 
him in the grade of rear admiral upon the running mate's temporary 
promotion to that grade :Provided further, That if such running mate 
shall not have been promoted, the staff officer shall be given as his date 
of rank the date of the occurrence of the vacancy which he is promoted 
to fill until suCh running mate shall have been promoted to the grade 
of rear admiral, at which time the staff officer shall be given a new 
commission with the same date of rank given to such running mate 
upon the latter's temporary promotion to rear admiral: And provided 
further, That each staff officer promoted to the grade of rear admiral Pay and allowances. 

shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of that grade only from 
the date of the occurrence of the vacancy which he is promoted to fill. 

(c) The following provisions shall relate to line and staff officers as 
indicated: 

(1) The President may remove the name of any officer of the line Removal from pro-

or of a staff corps from the promotion list. An officer whose name motion list. 
is so removed from the promotion list or one whose appointment is 
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rejected by the Senate, shall continue to be eligible for consideration
Replacement. for recommendation for temporary promotion: Provided, That the

next ensuing selection board may recommend the officer concerned for
temporary promotion, and thereupon, with the approval of the Presi-
dent, the name of such officer shall be replaced on the promotion list,
without prejudice by reason of its having been temporarily removed
therefrom, and when temporarily promoted such officer shall take the
same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have had had his name
not been so removed: And provided further, That if such officer is not
so recommended by such next ensuing selection board or if the Presi-
dent shall again remove his name from the promotion list or if the
Senate shall again reject his appointment, he shall be held for all
purposes to have twice failed of selection for temporary promotion.

(2)The President is authorized to fill vacancies in any grade in the
line of the Regular Navy, as determined by the computations made

Ante, p. 798. pursuant to the provisions of section 103 of title I of this Act, by
permanently appointing thereto and regularly commissioning therein
officers holding permanent appointments in the line of the Regular
Navy in grades above commissioned warrant officer who are serving in
that grade under temporary appointments or who are on the promo-
tion list for temporary appointment therein, but no such officer may be
permanently appointed to the grade of captain prior to the fiscal year
in which he and all such officers senior to him on the lineal list will
have completed eighteen years total commissioned service as defined in

Ante, p. 798. subsection 102 (d) of title I of this Act: Provided, That such officers
shall be so appointed in order of their seniority on the lineal list:
Provided further, That for the purposes of this paragraph the order
of seniority on the lineal list of officers on the pomotion list shall be
regarded as the order in which their names were placed on the pro-
motion list: And provided further, That all such appointments shall
be made by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Rearadmiral. (3) The President is authorized to fill vacancies in the grade of
rear admiral in any staff corps, as determined by the computations

Antep.s 8. made pursuant to the provisions of section 203 of title II of this
Act, by permanently appointing thereto and regularly commission-
ing therein officers of the corps concerned holding permanent
appointments in the Regular Navy who are serving in that grade
under temporary appointment or who are on the promotion list for
temporary appointment therein: Provided, That such officers shall
be so appointed in the order of their seniority on the lineal list:
Provided further That for the purposes of this paragraph the order
of seniority on the lineal list of officers on the promotion list shall
be regarded as the order in which their names were placed on the
promotion list: Provided further, That each officer appointed to the
grade of rear admiral pursuant to this paragraph shall be given
in his appointment the same date of rank stated in the permanent
commission of his running mate in the grade of rear admiral: Pro-
vided further, That if such running mate shall not have been per-
manently appointed to the grade of rear admiral, the staff officer
shall be given as his date of rank the date of rank stated in his
temporary commission in that grade until such running mate is
permanently appointed to the grade of rear admiral at which time
the staff officer shall be given a new commission with the same date
of rank given to suen running mate upon the latter's permanent
appointment as rear admiral: And provided further, That all such
appointments shall be made by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate.

Authority traine (4) The President is authorized to permanently appoint in any
rear admirl. grade below rear admiral in any staff corps of the Regular Navy and
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rejected by the Senate shall continue to be eligible for consideration 
for recommendation for temporary promotion: Provided, That the 
next ensuing selection board may recommend the officer concerned for 
temporary promotion, and thereupon, with the approval of the Presi-
dent, the name of such officer shall be replaced on the promotion list, 
without prejudice by reason of its having been temporarily removed 
therefrom, and when temporarily promoted such officer shall take the 
same lineal rank and date of rank that he would have had had his name 
not been so removed: And provided further, That if such officer is not 
so recommended by such next ensuing selection board or if the Presi-
dent shall again remove his name from the promotion list or if the 
Senate shall again reject his appointment, he shall be held for all 
purposes to have twice failed of selection for temporary promotion. 

(2) The President is authorized to fill vacancies in any grade in the 
line of the Regular Navy, as determined by the computations made 
pursuant to the provisions of section 103 of title I of this Act, by 
permanently appointing thereto and regularly commissioning therein 
officers holding permanent appointments in the line of the Regular 
Navy in grades above commissioned warrant officer who are serving in 
that grade under temporary appointments or who are on the promo-
tion list for temporary appointment therein, but no such officer may be 
permanently appointed to the grade of captain prior to the fiscal year 
in which he and all such officers senior to him on the lineal list will 
have completed eighteen years total commissioned service as defined in 
subsection 102 (d) of title I of this Act: Provided, That such officers 
shall be so appointed in order of their seniority on the lineal list: 
Provided further, That for the purposes of this paragraph the order 
of seniority on tie lineal list of officers on the pomotion list shall be 
regarded as the order in which their names were placed on the pro-
motion list: And provided further, That all such appointments shall 
be made by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

(3) The President is authorized to fill vacancies in the grade of 
rear admiral in any staff corps, as determined by the computations 
made pursuant to the provisions of section 203 of title II of this 
Act, by permanently appointing thereto and regularly commission-
ing therein officers a the corps concerned holding permanent 
appointments in the Regular Navy who are serving in that grade 
under temporary appointment or who are on the promotion list for 
temporary appointment therein: Provided, That such officers shall 
be so appointed in the order of their seniority on the lineal list: 
Provided further, That for the purposes of this paragraph the order 
of seniority on the lineal list of officers on the promotion list shall 
be regarded as the order in which their names were placed on the 
promotion list: Provided further, That each officer appointed to the 
grade of rear admiral pursuant to this paragraph shall be given 
in his appointment the same date of rank stated in the permanent 
commission of his running mate in the grade of rear admiral: Pro-
vided further, That if such running mate shall not have been per-
manently appointed to the grade of rear adm iral, the staff officer 
shall be given as his date of rank the date of rank stated in his 
temporary commission in that grade until such running mate is 
permanently appointed to the grade of rear admiral at which time 
the staff officer shall be given a new commission with the same date 
of rank given to suen running mate upon the latter's permanent 
appointment as rear admiral: And provided further, That all such 
appointments shall be made by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate. 

(4) The President is authorized to permanently appoint in any 
grade below rear admiral in any staff corps of the Regular Navy and 
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regularly commission therein officers of the staff corps concerned hold-
ing permanent appointments as such in the Regular Navy in grades
above commissioned warrant officer, who are serving in that grade
under temporary appointments or who are on the promotion list for
temporary appointment therein when the line running mates of such
officers are permanently appointed in such grade pursuant to the pro-
visions of paragraph (2) of this subsection, and in the event that any
such officer has a running mate who does not hold a permanent appoint-
ment in the line of the Regular Navy in grades above commissioned
warrant officer, he may be so permanently appointed to and regularly
commissioned in such grade when the senior of those line officers hold-
ing permanent appointments in the Regular Navy in such grade junior
to his running mate is permanently appointed to such grade: Pro-
vided, That such officers when so appointed shall be deemed for all
purposes to have been so appointed simultaneously with their line
running mates and their commissions shall bear date of rank accord-
ingly: Provided further, That in cases where the eligibility of an
officer of a staff corps for permanent appointment in any grade in
the Regular Navy is dependent upon the eligibility for permanent
appointment to such grade of a line officer other than his running
mate, such officer of the staff corps, when permanently appointed,
shall receive a commission with the same date of rank in such grade
as that of such line officer: Provided further, That should the line
running mate of an officer on the promotion list not be on the promo-
tion list such officer shall be appointed to the grade for which selected
and be assigned a line running mate and date of rank therein, in the
manner prescribed in this section for a temporary promotion: Pro-
vided further, That nothing contained in this subsection shall operate Restriction.

to increase the allowed number of captains in the Medical Service
Corps or the allowed number of commanders or lieutenant command-
ers in the Nurse Corps, as determined pursuant to section 203 of this Ante p.816.

title: And provided further, That all such appointments shall be
made by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

(5)The President is authorized to permanently appoint to a grade Nav Reserve.

in the line of the Naval Reserve and regularly commission therein,
officers of the Naval Reserve, holding permanent appointments above
the grade of commissioned warrant officer therein, on active duty who
are serving in that grade under temporary appointments or who are
on the promotion list for temporary appointment therein when the
officer next senior to each such officer, in the line is permanently
appointed in such grade pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (2)
of this subsection: Provided, That such officers when so appointed
shall be deemed for all purposes to have been so appointed simultane-
ously with such next senior officer, and their commissions shall bear
date of rank accordingly.

(6) Each officer in any staff corps of the Naval Reserve holding a
permanent appointment above the grade of commissioned warrant
officer therein, who has a permanently appointed line officer of the
Regular Navy as his running mate in a grade to which he is tem-
porarily appointed pursuant to this title, may be permanently
appointed to and regularly commissioned in such grade in the Naval
Reserve when his running mate is so permanently appointed to such
grade in the Regular Navy; and each officer in any staff corps of the
Naval Reserve holding a permanent appointment above the grade of
commissioned warrant officer therein who has a running mate in a
grade to which he is temporarily appointed pursuant to this title other
than a permanently appointed line officer of the Regular Navy, may
be permanently appointed to and regularly commissioned in such
grade in the Naval Reserve when the senior of those permanently
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Naval Reserve. 
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commissioned line officers of the Regular Navy junior to his running
mate is so permanently appointed to such grade in the Regular Navy.

prelunninge.sa 8d (d) The following provisions shall relate to running mates and
precedence:

(1) Upon determination of running mates as provided in section
Ante, p.833. 304 of this title, staff officers shall have the running mates so assigned

them. Thereafter line running mates shall be assigned to staff officers
and staff officers shall take precedence in accordance with the provi-
sions of this subsection.

(2) Line and staff officers of the Navy, when of the same grade,
shall take precedence with all other line and staff officers of the same
grade from the dates of rank stated in their commissions in said grade:
Provided, That officers serving in the same grade and having the same
date of rank in that grade shall take precedence in the following order:
(a) Line officers, (b) medical officers, (c) supply officers, (d) chaplain,
(e) civil engineers, (f) dental officers, (g) officers of the Medical
Service Corps, and (h) officers of the Nurse Corps.

(3) Lieutenants (junior grade) in a staff corps, appointed subse-
quent to the enactment of this Act pursuant to any authority other than

360suta. 2c. the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress),
Ante, p. 

7
8; pot, with dates of rank in that grade in the same calendar year shall, in

p. 8,877. order of their lineal rank and following December 31 of that year, be
assigned running mates among line lieutenants (junior grade) with
dates of rank in the same calendar year, if of other than the Medical
Corps, and in the preceding calendar year if of the Medical Corps, in
the manner herein prescribed. Each such staff officer shall be assigned
as his running mate the line officer whose numerical position in the
order of lineal rank among the line lieutenants (junior grade) above
described is equal, or nearest equal, to the product of the numerical
position of the staff officer in his order of lineal rank in his corps and
a fraction whose numerator is the number of such line officers and whose
denominator is the number of such staff officers. When there is but one
such staff officer, the running mate shall be the line officer whose lineal
rank is nearest the middle of the line officers concerned: Provided,
That in any staff corps where officers may be originally appointed to the
grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or ensign, all staff officers of that
corps with dates of rank as lieutenants (Junior grade) in the same
calendar year shall, for the purpose of assignment of running mates,
be regarded as having lineal rank in such order as may be recom-
mended in the approved report of a board of officers convened for that
purpose; such boards shall be convened as soon as practicable after
December 31 of each year, shall be composed of officers of the corps
concerned, and their recommendations when approved by the Secretary
of the Navy shall be conclusive.

(4) An officer appointed to a staff corps in a grade above that of
lieutenant (junior grade), or in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade),

60 Stat. 92. pursuant to the Act of April 18,1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth
3Ante, . 78; pe Congress), subsequent to the date of the establishment of the lineal

p. 867,8 77. list of line officers as prescribed by subsection 304 (a) of this title,shall be assigned as his running mate by the Secretary of the Navy, a
line officer with the same date of rank in the highest grade, permanent
or temporary, to which the staff officer is appointed or, if there be
none, the junior line officer with the next earlier date of rank in such
grade.

Officer of staff corps aof N l Rfestervcor (5) An officer of a staff corps of the Naval Reserve assigned to active
duty subsequent to the date of the establishment of the lineal list of

P. line officers as prescribed by subsection 304 (a) of this title, shall, for
the purposes of this subsection only, be regarded as having date of
rank in his grade according to his active service in that grade and
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in the rank corresponding to such grade and shall, if he be of a
grade above lieutenant (junior grade), be assigned as his running
mate the junior line officer of the same grade with the same date
of rank or, if there be none, the junior such line officer with next earlier
date of rank; if he be of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade), he
shall be assigned a running mate in the manner prescribed in para-
graph (3) of this subsection of this title for officers appointed to
the staff corps of the Regular Navy.

(6) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4)
of this subsection, a line officer hereafter transferred to a staff corps
in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or above shall, upon transfer,
have assigned as his running mate the line officer immediately senior
to him at the time of transfer.

(7) Should the running mate of a staff officer be separated from
the active list or for any cause lose numbers, a new running mate shall
be assigned the staff officer who shall be the line officer who was next
senior to the former running mate, or the line officer who was next
junior if the former running mate was the senior officer in the grade
concerned.

(8) A staff officer selected for temporary promotion shall, when
promoted, have assigned as his running mate in the grade to which
promoted, a line officer of the same grade whose name was placed upon
the promotion list for that grade upon approval of the line selection
board immediately preceding the staff corps selection board which
selected the staff officer. Such line officer shall be the officer who was
the running mate of the staff officer in the grade from which promoted
if such running mate shall have been selected and promoted; otherwise
the new running mate shall be the line officer whose name was on the
said promotion list and who shall have been selected and promoted
next senior to the former running mate or, if there be no such line
officer, the line officer who shall have been selected and promoted next
junior to the former running mate. In the application of this sub-
section, if a board on selection for any staff corps and grade therein be
not convened between the date of convening of two or more line selec-
tion boards for the same grade, the earliest of such boards shall be held
as being the line selection board immediately preceding the staff board
when convened.

(9) Should the running mate of a staff officer be promoted to a
higher grade and such staff officer be not so promoted, the latter shall
have assigned as his running mate in the grade in which he remains
the line officer of that grade who was next senior to the former running
mate, or if there be none the line officer of that grade next junior to
the former running mate.

(10) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or
above shall lose numbers in grade for any cause he shall have assigned
as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of
the junior of those officers in his corps who becomes or will become
senior to him as the result of such loss of numbers.

(11) If the running mate of a staff officer shall be advanced in
numbers or shall be advanced in grade in accordance with section 1508
of the Revised Statutes, the staff officer shall have assigned as his new
running mate the line officer not advanced who was next senior to his
former running mate in the grade in which the staff officer remains
or, if there remain in that grade no line officer who was senior to such
former running mate in the grade concerned, the staff officer shall have
assigned as his new running mate the senior line officer in the grade
in which the staff officer remains.

(12) If a staff officer of the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) or
above shall be advanced in numbers in his grade, he shall have assigned
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as his new running mate the line officer who is the running mate of
the officer of the same grade in his corps immediately senior to such
staff officer in the position to which advanced; if there be no such
senior staff officer, the staff officer who is so advanced shall have
assigned as his new running mate the line officer who is the running
mate in the grade concerned of the staff officer of the same corps imme-
diately junior to such staff officer in the position to which advanced.

(13) The line officer running mate assigned a staff officer pursuant
to this section shall, if the staff officer be one designated for limited
duty, be an officer also designated for limited duty; in all other cases
the running mate shall be a line officer not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty.

(14) Officers of the staff corps serving in the grade of rear admiral
shall receive the pay and allowances prescribed by law for rear
admirals of the upper half from the date on which their respective
running mates enter the upper half of the list of rear admirals, but
not prior to the date of the vacancy the staff officer was promoted to fill.

Line officer running
mate.

Payandallowances.

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS BELOW THE GRADE OF REAR ADMIRAL

Applicability. SEC. 312. (a) The provisions of this section shall be applicable only
to officers holding permanent appointments on the active list of the
Regular Navy.

Captains. (b) Captains of the Medical Service Corps shall be placed on the
retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete thirty-
one years of total commissioned service, and captains of the line and
of each other corps whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which
they complete thirty-one years of total commissioned service, as defined

Ant, for line officers in section 102 of title I and for staff officers in section
Ante, p. 816. 202 of title II of this Act, are not on a promotion list, shall, subject
Ante, p.8. to the provisions of paragraph (1) of subsection 311 (c) of this title,

if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list
on that date: Provided, That an officer who has lost numbers or prece-
dence shall not be placed on the retired list by reason of completion
of thirty-one years of total commissioned service as so defined until
June 30 of the fiscal year in which he completes five years of service
in the grade of captain: Provided further, That captains not restricted
in the performance of duty whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year
in which they complete thirty years of total commissioned service,
are not on a promotion list, shall, subject to the provisions of para-

Ante, p. M. 853Ant, . graph (1) of subsection 311 (c), if not otherwise retired pursuant to
law, and if they shall have twice failed of selection for temporary
promotion to rear admiral, be placed on the retired list on that date:

CoSintinuation on Provided further, That not to exceed the following numbers of cap-
tains, recommended for continuation on the active list in the report
of a selection board as approved by the President, may be so continued
until the report of the next succeeding selection board is approved but
no such captain shall be continued on the active list beyond June 30
of the fiscal year in which he shall have completed thirty-five years
of total commissioned service as so defined: Ten designated for engi-
neering duty, five designated for aeronautical engineering duty, ten
designated for special duty, twenty-two in the Medical Corps, twenty-
two in the Supply Corps, twenty-five in the Chaplain Corps, seven
in the Civil Engineer Corps, and twelve in the Dental Corps: And
provided further, That a captain so continued on the active list shall,
if not again recommended for continuation on the active list in the
approved report of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be
carried in excess of the number authorized to be so continued and
shall be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal
year.
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no such captain shall be continued on the active list beyond June 30 
of the fiscal year in which he shall have completed thirty-five years 
of total commissioned service as so defined: Ten designated for engi-
neering duty, five designated for aeronautical engineering duty, ten 
designated for special duty, twenty-two in the Medical Corps, twenty-
two in the Supply Corps, twenty-five in the Chaplain Corps, seven 
in the Civil Engineer Corps, and twelve in the Dental Corps: And 
provided further, That a captain so continued on the active list shall, 
if not again recommended for continuation on the active list in the 
approved report of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be 
carried in excess of the number authorized to be so continued and 
shall be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal 
year. 
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(c) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited duty, Commanders.

whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promo-
tion list, shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of sub-
section 311 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law
and if they shall have twice failed of selection for temporary pro-
motion to captain, be placed on the retired list on that date. Com-
manders, except commanders designated for limited duty, who shall
twice fail of selection for temporary promotion to captain, if such
second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year
in which they complete twenty-six years of total commissioned
service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on
the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second
failure shall occur: Provided, That commanders in the Medical
Service Corps shall not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure
of selection for temporary promotion until June 30 of the fiscal year
in which they shall have completed thirty years of total commis-
sioned service: Provided further, That the definitions of total com-
missioned service set forth in sections 102 and 202 of this Act shall Ant, pp. 98W

be applicable to this subsection.
(d) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwise ffcers desig

retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last day or lmitedduty

of the month following the month in which they complete thirty years
of active naval service exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve
component.

(e) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig- Lieutenant

nated for limited duty and lieutenant commander of the Nurse Corps, nd.

whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they completed
twenty years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion list,
shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of subsection 311 (c) Ante, p. 3.

of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall
have twice failed of selection for temporary promotion to commander,
be placed on the retired list on that date. Lieutenant commanders.
except lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty and lieu-
tenant commander of the Nurse Corps, who shall twice fail of selection
for temporary promotion to commander, if such second failure shall
occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete
twenty years of total commissioned service, shall, if not otherwise
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the
fiscal year in which such second failure shall occur: Provided, That
the definitions of total commissioned service set forth in sections 102
and 202 of this Act shall be applicable to this subsection. nt pp.7

(f) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if mLderedsig
not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on for limited duty

June 30 of the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of
selection for temporary promotion to commander: Provided, That
such an officer instead of such separation from the active list shall, if
he had the permanent status of a warrant officer or a commissioned
warrant officer when first appointed an officer for the performance of
limited duty only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status
he would have held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a
permanent rating below warrant officer when first so appointed he
shall have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would
have held had he not been so appointed but had instead been appointed
a warrant officer, and in any computation to determine such grade
and status all active service as an officer designated for limited duty
or as a temporary or Reserve officer shall be included: And provided
further, That such an officer exercising such option shall. if not other-
wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list in the grade

t16.

nated

com-

816.

com-
nated
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(c) Commanders, except commanders designated for limited  duty, 
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
twenty-six years of total commissioned service, are not on a promo-
tion list, shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of sub-
section 311 (c) of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law 
and if they shall have twice failed of selection for temporary pro-
motion to captain, be placed on the retired list on that date. Com-
manders, except commanders designated for limited duty, who shall 
twice fail of selection for temporary promotion to captain, if such 
second failure shall occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year 
. which they complete twenty-six years of total commissioned 
service, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on 
the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which such second 
failure shall occur: Provided, That commanders in the Medical 
Service Corps shall not be involuntarily retired by reason of failure 
of selection for temporary promotion until June 30 of the fiscal year 
in. which they shall have completed thirty years of total commis-
sioned service: Provided further, That the definitions of total com-
missioned service set forth in sections 102 and 202 of this Act shall 
be applicable to this subsection. 

(d) Officers designated for limited duty shall, if not otherwise 
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on the last day 
of the month following the month in which they complete thirty years 
of active naval service exclusive of active duty for training in a Reserve 
component. 

(e) Lieutenant commanders, except lieutenant commanders desig-
nated for limited duty and lieutenant commander of the Nurse Corps, 
whose names, on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they completed 
twenty years of total commissioned service, are not on a promotion list, 
shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of subsection 311 (c) 
of this title, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law and if they shall 
have twice failed of selection for temporary promotion to commander, 
be placed on the retired list on that date. Lieutenant commanders. 
except lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty and lieu-
tenant commander of the Nurse Corps, who shall twice fail of selection 
for temporary promotion to commander, if such second failure shall 
occur subsequent to June 30 of the fiscal year in which they complete 
twenty years of total commissioned service, shall, if not otherwise 
retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the 
fiscal year in which such second failure shall occur: Provided, That 
the definitions of total commissioned service set forth in sections 102 
and 202 of this Act shall be applicable to this subsection. 

(f) Lieutenant commanders designated for limited duty shall, if 
not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on 
June 30 of the fiscal year in which they shall have twice failed of 
selection for temporary promotion to commander: Provided, That 
such an officer instead of such separation from the active list shall, if 
he had the permanent status of a warrant officer or a commissioned 
warrant officer when first appointed an officer for the performance of 
limited duty only, have the option of reverting to the grade and status 
he would have held had he not been so appointed, and if he had a 
permanent rating below warrant officer when first so appointed he 
shall have the option of reverting to the grade and status he would 
have held had he not been so appointed but had instead been appointed 
a warrant officer, and in any computation to determine such grade 
and status all active service as an officer designated for limited duty 
or as a temporary or Reserve officer shall be included: Apd provided 
further, That such an officer exercising such option shall, if not other-
wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list in the grade 

Commanders. 

Ante, pp. 788, 816. 

Officers designated 
for limited duty. 

Lieutenant com-
manders. 

Ante, p. 853. 

Ante, pp. 798, 816. 

Lieutenant com-
manders designated 
for limited duty. 
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in which then serving upon the completion of a total of thirty years
of active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a
Reserve component, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of
his active-duty pay.

cetireind ades above (g) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the
lieutenant. retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed

thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their pay
on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-

Fractionalyear. duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or more
shall be considered a full year in computing the number of years'
service by which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided
further, That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Regular
Navy pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18, 1946

60 tat. 92. (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned in
34U. S .C. § 2 et seq
Ante, p. 78; post the Regular Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving on

pp.867,877. active duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on the
retired list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-duty
pay at the time of retirement.

Honorable dis- (h) Lieutenants, except lieutenants of the Nurse Corps and lieu-
rge tenants (junior grade), who shall have twice failed of selection for

promotion to lieutenant commander and lieutenant, respectively, and
officers whose names are reported in accordance with paragraph (2)

Ante, p. 861. of subsection 309 (c) of this Act, shall be honorably discharged from
the Navy on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they fail of such selec-
tion the second time, or in which their names are reported in accord-
ance with paragraph (2) of subsection 309 (c) of this Act, with a
lump-sum payment computed on the basis of two months' active-duty
pay at the time of discharge for each year of commissioned service

Ante,p. 798. computed in accordance with subsection 102 (d) for line officers or
Ante, p.816. subsection 202 (d) for staff officers, but not to exceed a total of two
Fractional year. years' active-duty pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this sub-

section a fractional year of six months or more shall be considered a
full year in computing the number of years commissioned service upon
which to base such lump-sum payment: And provided further, That
an officer designated for limited duty, instead of such separation from
the active list, shall have the option described in subsection (f) of
this section.

Physical disability. (i) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to promotion,
are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical disability
contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in the rank
for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per
centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which selected. For
the purpose of this subsection, officers on a promotion list for tem-
porary promotion to the next higher grade shall be considered to be on
the promotion list for permanent promotion thereto.

deliaedbilityi o (j) The provisions of this title relating to the discharge or retire-
to officersabovegrade ment of cers who have twice failed of selection for temporary
of ensign. promotion shall be applicable to officers above the grade of ensign who

fail on professional reexamination for temporary promotion in the
same manner as if such officers had twice failed of selection for
temporary promotion.

etlred rank, etc. (k) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions
of law.
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in which then serving upon the completion of a total of thirty years 
of active naval service, exclusive of active duty for training in a 
Reserve component, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per centum of 
his active-duty pay. 

(g) Officers above the grade of lieutenant who are placed on the 
retired list pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be placed 
thereon with retired pay at the rate of 21,4 per centum of their active-
duty pay at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years 
of service for which entitled to credit in the computation of their pay 
on the active list, not to exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay: Provided, That a fractional year of six months or more 
shall be considered a full year in computing the number of years' 
service by which the rate of 21/2 per centum is multiplied: Provided 
further, That the retired pay of an officer commissioned in the Regular 
Navy pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved April 18, 1946 
(Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Congress), or one commissioned in 
the Regular Navy subsequent to September 8, 1939, while serving on 
active duty as an officer of the Naval Reserve, who is so placed on the 
retired list, shall not be less than 50 per centum of his active-duty 
pay at the time of retirement. 

(h) Lieutenants, except lieutenants of the Nurse Corps and lieu-
tenants (junior grade), who shall have twice failed of selection for 
promotion to lieutenant commander and lieutenant, respectively, and 
officers whose names are reported in accordance with paragraph (2) 
of subsection 309 (c) of this Act, shall be honorably discharged from 
the Navy on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they fail of such selec-
tion the second time, or in which their names are reported in accord-
ance with paragraph (2) of subsection 309 (c) of this Act, with a 
lump-sum payment computed on the basis of two months' active-duty 
pay at the time of discharge for each year of commissioned service 
computed in accordance with subsection 102 (d) for line officers or 
subsection 202 (d) for staff officers, but not to exceed a total of two 
years' active-duty pay: Provided, That for the purpose of this sub-
section a fractional year of six months or more shall be considered a 
full year in computing the number of years commissioned service upon 
which to base such lump-sum payment: And provided further, That 
an officer designated for limited duty, instead of such separation from 
the active list, shall have the option described in subsection (f) of 
this section. 

(i) Officers on a promotion list who, at any time prior to promotion, 
are found incapacitated for service by reason of physical disability 
contracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in the rank 
for which they were selected, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per 
centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which selected. For 
the purpose of this subsection, officers on a promotion list for tem-
porary promotion to the next higher grade shall be considered to be on 
the promotion list for permanent promotion thereto. 

(j) The provisions of this title relating to the discharge or retire-
ment of officers who have twice failed of selection for temporary 
promotion shall be applicable to officers above the grade of ensign who 
fail on professional reexamination for temporary promotion in the 
same manner as if such officers had twice failed of selection for 
temporary promotion. 

(k) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions 
of law. 

Retired pay for offi-
cers in grades above 
lieutenant. 

Fractional year. 
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RFTIREMENT OF OFFICERS ABOVE THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN

SEC. 313. (a) Rear admirals who, having been considered by two Rearadmirals.
successive selection boards for recommendation for continuation on
the active list, are not so recommended in the approved report of such
a board shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed upon
the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with retired
pay at the rate of 2/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in the
grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by the
number of years of service for which they would be entitled to credit
in the computation of pay on the active list had they been serving
in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but retired pay
so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay.

(b) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a
board for the consideration of rear admirals of the line who are not
restricted in the performance of duty for continuation on the active
list, that the number to be furnished the board as determined pur-
suant to the provisions of subsection 308 (a) (8) would, except for Ante, p. 8.

the proviso to said subsection, be less than 50 per centum of the
number of such rear admirals, excluding those who have once failed
of selection for continuation on the active list, eligible for such con-
sideration, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not
less than five officers, not restricted in the performance of duty and
serving in ranks above that of rear admiral, to consider such rear
admirals, excluding those who have once failed of selection for con-
tinuation on the active list, who completed four years of service in
that grade and thirty-four years of total commissioned service, as
defined in section 102 of title I of this Act, prior to July 1 of the A

k
e, p- 8

current fiscal year, and recommend for retirement a sufficient number
so that the number to be furnished the board as so determined shall
equal said 50 per centum.

(c) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of Rearadmirals n
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Chaplain Corps in the Cha"plan Cors.
third fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes
effective, and in the third fiscal year of each three-year period there-
after, and, should it be found, in any such third year, as of the time
of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of the
Chaplain Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral
that no such captain was selected during the two preceding fiscal
years because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and that
no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing
twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a
board composed of three officers of the line of the grade of rear
admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the Chaplain Corps
and to recommend one such officer for retirement.

(d) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of vacan- Rear admirals In
cies in the grade of rear admiral in the Dental Corps in the second fiscal Dental

year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes effective, and
in the second fiscal year of each two-year period thereafter, and, should
it be found, in any such second year, as of the time of the convening of
a board for the consideration of captains of the Dental Corps for tem-
porary promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that no such captain
was selected during the preceding fiscal year because of lack of existing
and estimated vacancies and that no vacancy exists and none is esti-
mated to occur during the ensuing twelve-month period, the Secretary
of the Navy shall convene a board composed of one officer of the Dental
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RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS ABOVE THE GRADE OF CAPTAIN 

SEC. 313. (a) Rear admirals who, having been considered by two Rear admirals. 

successive selection boards for recommendation for continuation on 
the active list, are not so recommended in the approved report of such 
a board shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed upon 
the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with retired 
pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in the 
grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by the 
number of years of service for which they would be entitled to credit 
in the computation of pay on the active list had they been serving 
in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but retired pay 
so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-
duty pay. 

(b) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a 
board for the consideration of rear admirals of the line who are not 
restricted in the performance of duty for continuation on the active 
list, that the number to be furnished the board as determined pur-
suant to the provisions of subsection 308 (a) (8) would, except for Ante, p. 845. 

the proviso to said subsection, be less than 50 per centum of the 
number of such rear admirals, excluding those who have once failed 
of selection for continuation on the active list, eligible for such con-
sideration, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not 
less than five officers not restricted in the performance of duty and 
serving in ranks above that of rear admiral, to consider such rear 
admirals, excluding those who have once failed of selection for con-
tinuation on the active list, who completed four years of service in 
that grade and thirty-four years of total commissioned service, as 
defined in section 102 of title I of this Act, prior to July 1 of the Ante, ro.798. 

current fiscal year , and recommend for retirement a sufficient number 
so that the number to be furnished the board as so determined shall 
equal said 50 per centum. 

(c) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of r tewamTsali;eleili 
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Chaplain Corps in the Chain Corps. 

third fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes 
effective, and in the third fiscal year of each three-year period there-
after, and, should it be found, in any such third year, as of the time 
of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of the 
Chaplain Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral 
that no such captain was selected during the two preceding fiscal 
years because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and that 
no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensuing 
twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a 
board composed of three officers of the line of the grade of rear 
admiral or above, to consider rear admirals of the Chaplain Corps 
and to recommend one such officer for retirement. 

(d) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of vacan- Den caocrrals ǹ 
cies in the grade of rear admiral in the Dental Corps in the second fiscal 
year following the fiscal year in which this Act becomes effective, and 
in the second fiscal year of each two-year period thereafter, and, should 
it be found, in any such second year , as of the time of the convening of 
a board for the consideration of captains of the Dental Corps for tem-
porary promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that no such captain 
was selected during the preceding fiscal year because of lack of existing 
and estimated vacancies and that no vacancy exists and none is esti-
mated to occur during the ensuing twelve-month period, the Secretary 
of the Navy shall convene a board composed of one officer of the Dental 
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Corps and two officers of the line, of the grade of rear admiral or above,
to consider rear admirals of the Dental Corps and to recommend one
such officer for retirement.

Selection for term (e) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
captains. for the consideration of captains of the line who are not restricted in

the performance of duty for temporary promotion to the grade of rear
admiral, that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated num-
ber of vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month
period in the grade of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection
for temporary promotion of a number of such captains equal to 10 per
centum of the authorized number of rear admirals, not restricted in
the performance of duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a
board of not less than five officers, not restricted in the performance
of duty, serving in ranks above that of rear admiral, to consider and
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such rear admirals
to permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of
such captains.

Cfrptinsdesignated (f) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
cial duty. for the consideration of captains designated for engineering duty,

aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty for temporary pro-
motion to the grade of rear admiral, that the number of vacancies
existing plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur
during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of rear admiral
is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion of a
number of such captains equal to 15 per centum of the authorized
number of rear admirals designated for engineering duty, aeronautical
engineering duty, or special duty the Secretary of the Navy shall
convene a board of not less than five officers, serving in ranks above
that of rear admiral, to consider and recommend for retirement a
sufficient number of such rear admirals to permit the selection for
temporary promotion of the said number of such captains.

porarey tomotiono (g) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
captains in Medical for the consideration of captains in the Medical Corps or in the Supply

Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that the
number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies
which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade
of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection for temporary
promotion of a number of captains in the corps concerned equal to 15
per centum of the authorized number of rear admirals in such corps,
the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five
officers, serving in the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider and
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such rear admirals to
permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of
such captains.Rear admirals in such captains.

Civil Engineer Corps. (h) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of
vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Civil Engineer Corps
in the second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act
becomes effective and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period
thereafter, and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of the
time of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of
the Civil Engineer Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of
rear admiral, that no such captain was selected during the preceding
fiscal year because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and
that no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensu-
ing twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a
board composed of one officer of the Civil Engineer Corps and two
officers of the line, of the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider
rear admirals of the Civil Engineer Corps and to recommend one such
officer for retirement.
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Rear admirals in 
Civil Engineer Corps. (h) The Secretary of the Navy shall make a special review of 

vacancies in the grade of rear admiral in the Civil Engineer Corps 
in the second fiscal year following the fiscal year in which this Act 
becomes effective and in the second fiscal year of each two-year period 
thereafter , and, should it be found, in any such second year, as of the 
time of the convening of a board for the consideration of captains of 
the Civil Engineer Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of 
rear admiral, that no such captain was selected during the preceding 
fiscal year because of lack of existing and estimated vacancies, and 
that no vacancy exists and none is estimated to occur during the ensu-
ing twelve-month period, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a 
board composed of one officer of the Civil Engineer Corps and two 
officers of the line, of the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider 
rear admirals of the Civil Engineer Corps and to recommend one such 
officer for retirement. 

Corps and two officers of the line, of the grade of rear admiral or above, 
to consider rear admirals of the Dental Corps and to recommend one 
such officer for retirement. 

Selection for• tem- (e) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board porary promotion of 
captains. for the consideration of captains of the line who are not restricted in 

the performance of duty for temporary promotion to the grade of rear 
admiral, that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated num-
ber of vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month 
period in the grade of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection 
for temporary promotion of a number of such captains equal to 10 per 
centum of the authorized number of rear admirals, not restricted in 
the performance of duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a 
board of not less than five officers, not restricted in the performance 
of duty, serving in ranks above that of rear admiral, to consider and 
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such rear admirals 
to permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of 
such captains. 

Captains designated 
for engineering or spe- (f) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
cial duty. for the consideration of captains designated for engineering duty, 

aeronautical engineering duty, or special duty for temporary pro-
motion to the grade of rear admiral, that the number of vacancies 
existing plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur 
during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of rear admiral 
is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion of a 
number of such captains equal to 15 per centum of the authorized 
number of rear admirals designated for engineering duty, aeronautical 
engineering duty, or special duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall 
convene a board of not less than five officers, serving in ranks above 
that of rear admiral, to consider and recommend for retirement a 
sufficient number of such rear admirals to permit the selection for 
temporary promotion of the said number of such captains. 

Selection for tem-
porary promotion of (g) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
captains in Medical and Supply Corps. for the consideration of captains in the Medical Corps or in the Supply 

Corps for temporary promotion to the grade of rear admiral, that the 
number of vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies 
which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade 
of rear admiral is less than will permit the selection for temporary 
promotion of a number of captains in the corps concerned equal to 15 
per centum of the authorized number of rear admirals in such corps, 
the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five 
officers, serving in the rank of rear admiral or above, to consider and 
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of such rear admirals to 
permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of 
such captains. 
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(i) The boards provided for in this section relative to staff officers,
except as otherwise specified in this section, shall be composed of
officers on the active list of the Navy of the corps concerned. In case
there be not a sufficient number of officers of the corps concerned legally
or physically capacitated to serve on a selection board of such corps,
officers of the line on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed
to duty on such board to constitute the required membership.

(j) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or dis-
approval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations of
the board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend addi-
tional rear admirals for retirement equal in number to those dis-
approved by the President.

(k) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the
President shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed
upon the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with
retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay
in the grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by
the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been
serving in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but
retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of
said active-duty pay.

(1) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of
law.

MARINE CORPS

SEc. 314. (a) Commissioned officers of the Marine Corps shall be
authorized in number in the same proportion to authorized enlisted
strength and shall be distributed in grades, promoted, retired, and
discharged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in
all respects as provided for commissioned officers of the line of the
Navy, by existing law, or by laws hereafter enacted. except as may
be necessary to adapt the said provisions to the Marine Corps, or as
herein otherwise provided.

(b) Of the authorized number of commissioned officers above the
grade of colonel who are not restricted in the performance of duty,
not more than 50 per centum may be major generals and above nid
the remainder brigadier generals.

(c) The number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty,
including the officer serving as the head of the Supply Department
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of
the number of general officers of the Marine Corps not restricted in
the performance of duty authorized at that time.

(d) The total number of officers designated for supply duty in
the combined grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major shall
not exceed at any one time a number equal to 8 per centum of the
total number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty
authorized in those grades at that time.

(e) The requirement of sea or foreign service in grade shall not
apply to temporary promotion of officers of the Marine Corps.

(f) Selection boards shall consist of nine officers of the active list
of the Marine Corps, the composition of the boards to be determined
by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That no officer shall be recom-
mended for temporary promotion or for continuation on the active list
unless he shall have received the recommendation of not less than two-
thirds of the acting members of the board: Provided further, That
whenever there are insufficient general officers available to comprise a
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(i) The boards provided for in this section relative to staff officers, 
except as otherwise specified in this section, shall be composed of 
officers on the active list of the Navy of the corps concerned. In case 
there be not a sufficient number of officers of the corps concerned legally 
or physically capacitated to serve on a selection board of such corps, 
officers of the line on the active list of equivalent rank may be detailed 
to duty on such board to constitute the required membership. 

(j) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of 
this section shall be submitted to the President for approval or dis-
approval; if the President shall disapprove the recommendations of 
the board in whole or in part, the board shall then recommend addi-
tional rear admirals for retirement equal in number to those dis-
approved by the President. 

(k) Officers so recommended for retirement as approved by the 
President shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to law, be placed 
upon the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year with 
retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay 
in the grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied by 
the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to 
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been 
serving in the grade of captain at the time of their retirement, but 
retired pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of 
said active-duty pay. 

(1) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provision of 
law. 

MARINE CORPS 

SEC. 314. (a) Commissioned officers of the Marine Corps shall be 
authorized in number in the same proportion to authorized enlisted 
strength and shall be distributed in grades, promoted, retired, and 
discharged in like manner and with the same relative conditions in 
all respects as provided for commissioned officers of the line of the 
Navy, by existing law, or by laws hereafter enacted, except as may 
be necessary to adapt the said provisions to the Marine Corps, or as 
herein otherwise provided. 

(b) Of the authorized number of commissioned officers above the 
grade of colonel who are not restricted in the performance of duty, 
not more than 50 per centum may be major generals and above and 
the remainder brigadier generals. 

(c) The number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty, 
including the officer serving as the head of the Supply Department, 
shall not exceed at any one time a number equal to 13 per centum of 
the number of general officers of the Marine Corps not restricted in 
the performance of duty authorized at that time. 

(d) The total number of officers designated for supply duty in 
the combined grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, and major shall 
not exceed at any one time a number equal to 8 per centum of the 
total number of officers not restricted in the performance of duty 
authorized in those grades at that time. 

(e) The requirement of sea or foreign service in grade shall not 
apply to temporary promotion of officers of the Marine Corps. 

(f) Selection boards shall consist of nine officers of the active list 
of the Marine Corps, the composition of the boards to be determined 
by the Secretary of the Navy: Provided, That no officer shall be recom-
mended for temporary promotion or for continuation on the active list 
unless he shall have received the recommendation of not less than two-
thirds of the acting members of the board: Provided further, That 
whenever there are insufficient general officers available to comprise a 
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selection board for the recommendation of officers for temporary pro-
motion to the grades of brigadier general and colonel without placing
thereon general officers who served as members of the same correspond-
ing board the preceding year, officers of the active list of the line of the
Navy, not restricted in the performance of duty, of the grade of rear
admiral may be substituted for general officers of the Marine Corps in
order to comply with the provisions of section 305 (a) (2) of this title:
Provided further, That selection boards to recommend brigadier gen-
erals for temporary promotion to major general shall be composed of
officers of the permanent grade of major general on the active list of
the Marine Corps to the extent that such officers are deemed available
for this duty by the Secretary of the Navy, and the remainder of the
board shall be composed of rear admirals on the active list of the line
of the Navy, not restricted in the performance of duty: And provided
further, That administrative staff duty performed by any officer under
appointment or detail, and duty in aviation, or in any technical spe-
cialty, shall be given weight by the selection board in determining his
fitness for promotion equal to that given to line duty equally well
performed.

(g) Whenever officers designated for supply duty are eligible for
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion or for
continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall
appoint, as alternate members of the appropriate selection board,
three officers of that designation, and if there be not three available,
he shall so appoint such lesser number as may be available, and the
junior members of the board who are not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty, in like number, shall not act upon the cases of officers
designated for supply duty. No such alternate member shall act
upon the cases of officers other than those designated for supply duty.
No officer designated for supply duty or for limited duty shall act
upon the cases of officers not restricted in the performance of duty.

(h) Temporary promotion to major general shall be from briga-
dier generals who are not restricted in the performance of duty,
and such officers shall be eligible for consideration by a selection
board for temporary promotion to major general when they will
have completed on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of
the board four years' service in that grade. The date of rank of an
officer temporarily appointed in the grade of major general shall be.
the date of rank held by such officer in the grade of brigadier gen-
eral under permanent or temporary appointment: Provided, That
subject to the provisions of subsection 311 (c) (1) and subsection
423 (b) of this Act, such date of rank shall not be earlier than that
of the junior officer in the grade of major general: And provided
further, That such an officer shall be entitled to the pay and allow-
ances of the higher grade from the date of occurrence of the vacancy
which he is promoted to fill.

(i) The promotion zone in the grade of brigadier general for officers
not restricted in the performance of duty shall be established by the
Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection
board to consider officers of that grade for recommendation for tem-
porary promotion to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that
number of the most senior such officers of the grade of brigadier gen-
eral who are eligible for selection for temporary promotion to the
next higher grade and have not previously failed of such selection,
which must be either selected for temporary promotion by the par-
ticular board or be considered as having failed of such selection, in
order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent with the needs of
the service and to best assure to individuals in succeeding years equality
of opportunity for promotion. The number shall be determined by
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selection board for the recommendation of officers for temporary pro-
motion to the grades of brigadier general and colonel without placing 
thereon general officers who served as members of the same correspond-
ing board the preceding year, officers of the active list of the line of the 
Navy, not restricted in the performance of duty, of the grade of rear 
admiral may be substituted for .general officers of the Marine Corps in 
order to comply with the provisions of section 305 (a) (2) of this title: 
Provided further, That selection boards to recommend brigadier gen-
erals for temporary promotion to major general shall be composed of 
officers of the permanent grade of major general on the active list of 
the Marine Corps to the extent that such officers are deemed available 
for this duty by the Secretary of the Navy, and the remainder of the 
board shall be composed of rear admirals on the active list of the line 
of the Navy, not restricted in the performance of duty: And provided 
further, That administrative staff duty performed by any officer under 
appointment or detail, and duty in aviation' or in any technical spe-
cialty, shall be given weight by the selection board in determining his 
fitness for promotion equal to that given to line duty equally well 
performed. 

(g) Whenever officers designated for supply duty are eligible for 
consideration by a selection board for temporary promotion or for 
continuation on the active list, the Secretary of the Navy shall 
appoint, as alternate members of the appropriate selection board, 
three officers of that designation, and if there be not three available, 
he shall so appoint such lesser number as may be available, and the 
junior members of the board who are not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty, in like number, shall not act upon the cases of officers 
designated for supply duty. No such alternate member shall act 
upon the cases of officers other than those designated for supply duty. 
No officer designated for supply duty or for limited duty shall act 
upon the cases of officers not restricted in the performance of duty. 

(h) Temporary promotion to major general shall be from briga-
dier generals who are not restricted in the performance of duty, 
and such officers shall be eligible for consideration by a selection 
board for temporary promotion to major general when they will 
have completed on June 30 of the fiscal year of the convening of 
the board four years' service in that grade. The date of rank of an 
officer temporarily appointed in the grade of major general shall be 
the date of rank held by such officer in the grade of brigadier gen-
eral under permanent or temporary appointment: Provided, That 
subject to the provisions of subsection 311 (c) (1) and subsection 
423 (b) of this Act, such date of rank shall not be earlier than that 
of the junior officer in the grade of major general: And provided 
further, That such an officer shall be entitled to the pay and allow-
ances of the higher grade from the date of occurrence of the vacancy 
which he is promoted to fill. 

(i) The promotion zone in the grade of brigadier general for officers 
not restricted in the performance of duty shall be established by the 
Secretary of the Navy as of the date of the convening of a selection 
board to consider officers of that grade for recommendation for tem-
porary promotion to the next higher grade. It shall consist of that 
number of the most senior such officers of the grade of brigadier gen-
eral who are eligible for selection for temporary promotion to the 
next higher grade and have not previously failed of such selection, 
which must be either selected for temporary promotion by the par-
ticular board or be considered as having failed of such selection, in 
order to maintain a flow of promotion consistent with the needs of 
the service and to best assure to individuals in succeeding years equality 
of opportunity for promotion. The number shall be determined by 
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the Secretary of the Navy and shall be based upon a consideration of
the estimated number of vacancies which will occur in the next higher
grade for each of the ensuing five years and the number of such officers
who will be eligible for selection.

(j) Officers serving in the grade of major general in the Marine
Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral in the Navy
who are entitled to the pay of the upper half of that grade shall take
rank among themselves according to their respective dates of rank
in such grades. Officers serving in the grade of brigadier general in
the Marine Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral
in the Navy who are entitled to the pay of the lower half of that grade
shall take rank among themselves according to their respective dates
of rank in such grades.

(k) The provisions of this title relating to the selection of rear
admirals for continuation on the active list shall not be applicable to
major generals.

(1) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of brigadier generals for temporary promotion
to the grade of major general, that the number of vacancies existing
plus the estimated number of vacancies which will occur during the
ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of major general is less
than will permit the selection for temporary promotion of a number
of brigadier generals equal to 50 per centum of the number of such
officers comprising the promotion zone for that grade, the Secretary
of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five officers serving
in ranks above that of major general or rear admiral to consider and
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of major generals to
permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of
brigadier generals.

(m) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
for the consideration of colonels, who are not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty for temporary promotion to the grade of brigadier
general, that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated
number of vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month
period is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion
of a number of such colonels equal to 10 per centum of the authorized
number of general officers who are not restricted in the performance
of duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less
than five officers serving in ranks above that of major general or rear
admiral to consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number
of general officers to permit the selection for temporary promotion of
the said number of colonels.

(n) Brigadier generals, who are not restricted in the performance
of duty, whose names are not on the promotion list shall, if not other-
wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30
of the fiscal year in which they fail of selection for temporary promo-
tion the second time with retired pay at the rate of 2/2 per centum
of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of
retirement multiplied by the number of years of service for which
they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the
active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time
of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a
total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay.

(o) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy
designated for limited duty shall be applicable in like manner and
with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for limited
duty.

(p) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy
designated for engineering duty shall be applicable in like manner
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the Secretary of the Navy and shall be based upon a consideration of 
the estimated number of vacancies which will occur in the next higher 
grade for each of the ensuing five years and the number of such officers 
who will be eligible for selection. 

(j) Officers serving in the grade of major general in the Marine 
Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral in the Navy 
who are entitled to the pay of the upper half of that grade shall take 
rank among themselves according to their respective dates of rank 
in such grades. Officers serving in the grade of brigadier general in 
the Marine Corps and officers serving in the grade of rear admiral 
in the Navy who are entitled to the pay of the lower half of that grade 
shall take rank among themselves according to their respective dates 
of rank in such grades. 

(k) The provisions of this title relating to the selection of rear 
admirals for continuation on the active list shall not be applicable to 
major generals. 

(1) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
for the consideration of brigadier generals for temporary promotion 
to the grade of major general, that the number of vacancies existing 
plus .the estimated number of vacancies which will occur during the 
ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of major general is less 
than will permit the selection for temporary promotion of a number 
of brigadier generals equal to 50 per centum of the number of such 
officers comprising the promotion zone for that grade, the Secretary 
of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than five officers serving 
in ranks above that of major general or rear admiral to consider and 
recommend for retirement a sufficient number of major generals to 
permit the selection for temporary promotion of the said number of 
brigadier generals. 

(m) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
for the consideration of colonels, who are not restricted in the perform-
ance of duty for temporary promotion to the grade of brigadier 
general, that the number of vacancies existing plus the estimated 
number of vacancies which will occur during the ensuing twelve-month 
period is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion 
of a number of such colonels equal to 10 per centum of the authorized 
number of general officers who are not restricted in the performance 
of duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less 
than five officers serving in ranks above that of major general or rear 
admiral to consider and recommend for retirement a sufficient number 
of general officers to permit the selection for temporary promotion of 
the said number of colonels. 

(n) Brigadier generals, who are not restricted in the performance 
of duty, whose names are not on the promotion list shall, if not other-
wise retired pursuant to law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 
of the fiscal year in which they fail of selection for temporary promo-
tion the second time with retired pay at the rate of 2% per centum 
of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the tune of 
retirement multiplied by the number of years of .service for which 
they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on .the 
active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the time 
of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed a 
total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay. 

(o) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy 
designated for limited duty shall be applicable in like manner and 
with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for limited 
duty. 

(p) The provisions of this title relating to officers of the Navy 
designated for engineering duty shall be applicable in like manner 
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and with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for sup-
ply duty, except as may be necessary to adapt the said provisions to
the Marine Corps or as herein otherwise provided.

B rigadier generals (q) Brigadier generals designated for supply duty, if not retired
duty. pursuant to other provisions of law, shall, except as otherwise pro-

vided in this section, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the
fiscal year in which they complete five years' service in that grade
and thirty-five years' total commissioned service, the latter as defined

Ate, p. 798. in section 102 of title I of this Act, with retired pay at the rate of
21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving
at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service
for which they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay
on the active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the
time of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed
a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay.

acotition on (r) Brigadier generals of the Marine Corps designated for supply
duty who in the then current fiscal year complete or will complete
five years' service in their grade and have completed or will complete
in such fiscal year thirty-five years of total commissioned service; those
who prior to the then current fiscal year have completed five years'
service in their grade and in such fiscal year complete or will complete
thirty-five years of total commissioned service; and those who were
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approval report
of the immediately preceding appropriate selection board, shall be
eligible for consideration by a selection board for continuation on the
active list: Provided, That total commissioned service shall be as

Ante, p.79. defined in section 102 of title I of this Act: Provided further, That
not to exceed two such brigadier generals recommended for contin-
uation on the active list in the report of a selection board as approved
by the President may be so continued until the report of the next
succeeding selection board is approved: And provided further, That a
brigadier general so continued on the active list shall, if not again
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approved report
of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried in excess
of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be placed on the
retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year.

(s) In addition to the information otherwise required by this title,
the Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selection board
with the number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list.
The number so furnished shall be such number as the Secretary of the
Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the

of m Marine Corps not to exceed two.
rary ptromtion of (t) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board
colonels. for the consideration of colonels designated for supply duty for tem-

porary promotion to the grade of brigadier general, that the number of
vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies which will
occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of brigadier
general is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion
in such period of a number of such colonels equal to 15 per centum of
the authorized number of brigadier generals designated for supply
duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than
five officers serving in ranks above that of brigadier general to consider
and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of brigadier generals
designated for supply duty to permit the selection for temporary
promotion in such period of the said number of such colonels.

Nuedber to be con- (U) The number to be furnished the board in respect to colonels
designated for supply duty to be continued on the active list shall be
such number, not to exceed two, as the Secretary of the Navy shall
determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Marine Corps.
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and with like effect to officers of the Marine Corps designated for sup-
ply duty, except as may be necessary to adapt the said provisions to 
the Marine Corps or as herein otherwise provided. 

(q) Brigadier generals designated for supply duty, if not. retired 
pursuant to other provisions of law, shall, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this section, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the 
fiscal year in which they complete five years' service in that grade 
and thirty-five years' total commissioned service, the latter as defined 
in section 102 of title I of this Act, with retired pay at the rate. of 
21/2 per centum of their active-duty pay in the grade in which serving 
at the time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service 
for which they would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay 
on the active list had they been serving in the grade of colonel at the 
time of their retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not exceed 
a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay. . 

(r) Brigadier generals of the Marine Corps designated for supply 
duty who in the then current fiscal year complete or will complete 
five years' service in their grade and have completed or will .complete 
in such fiscal year thirty-five years of total commissioned service; those 
who prior to the then current fiscal year have completed five years' 
service in their grade and in such fiscal year complete or will complete 
thirty-five years of total commissioned service; and those who were 
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approval report 
of the immediately preceding appropriate selection board., shall be 
eligible for consideration by a selection board for continuation on the 
active list: Provided, That total commissioned service shall be as 
defined in section 102 of title I of this Act: Provided further, That 
not to exceed two such brigadier generals recommended for contin-
uation on the active list in the report of a selection board as approved 
by the President may be so continued until the report of the next 
succeeding selection board is approved: And provided further, That a 
brigadier general so continued on the active list shall, if not again 
recommended for continuation on the active list in the approved report 
of the next succeeding selection board, thereafter be carried in excess 
of the number authorized to be so continued and shall be placed on the 
retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal year. 

(s) In addition to the information otherwise required by this title, 
the Secretary of the Navy shall furnish the appropriate selection board 
with the number of brigadier generals designated for supply duty 
which the board may recommend for continuation on the active list. 
The number so furnished shall be such number as the Secretary of the 
Navy shall determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the 
Marine Corps not to exceed two. 

(t) Should it be found, as of the time of the convening of a board 
for the consideration of colonels designated for supply duty for tem-
porary.promptlon to the grade of brigadier general, that the number of 
vacancies existing plus the estimated number of vacancies w hich w ill 
occur during the ensuing twelve-month period in the grade of brigadier 
general is less than will permit the selection for temporary promotion 
in such period of a number of such colonels equal to 15 per centum of 
the authorized number of brigadier generals designated for supply 
duty, the Secretary of the Navy shall convene a board of not less than 

i five officers serving n ranks above that of brigadier general to consider 
and recommend for retirement a sufficient number of brigadier generals 
designated for supply duty to permit the selection for temporary 
promotion in such period of the said number of such colonels. 

(y) The number to be furnished the board in respect to colonels 
designated for supply duty to be continued on the active list shall be 
such number, not to exceed two, as the Secretary of the Navy shall 
determine to be necessary to meet the requirements of the Marine Corps. 
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(v) Officers recommended for retirement in the report of a board
convened pursuant to subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section, as
approved by the President, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to
law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal
year with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty
pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retirement multiplied
by the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been serv-
ing in the grade of colonel at the time of their retirement, but retired
pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said
active-duty pay.

(w) From among the officers designated for supply duty who are
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list, the board
shall recommend for such continuation those officers whom it considers
best fitted for continued service on the active list in number equal to
the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy.

(x) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions of
law.

(y) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of
subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section shall be submitted to the
President for approval or disapproval; if the President shall disap-
prove the recommendations of the board in whole or in part, the board
shall then recommend additional appropriate general officers for retire-
ment equal to the number disapproved by the President.

DETERMINATION OF UPPER AND LOWER HALF REAR ADMIRALS

SEC. 315. Rear admirals on the active list of the line in the upper
half of that grade, exclusive of officers carried as additional numbers
in grade, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances prescribed by
law for rear admirals of the upper half: Provided, That for the
purpose of determining the number of rear admirals in the upper
half, there shall be excluded those officers carried as additional num-
bers in that grade, and each rear admiral carried as an additional
number in that grade shall be entitled to such pay and allowances
from the date on which the officer next junior to him becomes entitled
thereto pursuant to this section: And provided further, That for
the purposes of determining the number of rear adn(irals in the
upper half, an officer serving in the grade of admiral or vice admiral
shall be regarded as serving in the grade to which he would be
entitled other than by virtue of his appointment in the grade of
admiral or vice admiral.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 316. (a) No officer serving in warrant grade shall be tempo-
rarily advanced to commissioned warrant officer until he shall have
completed six years of service in warrant or higher grade.

(b) So much of paragraphs 2 and 3 of subsection (c) of section 5
of the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress, second session), as relates to the assignment or reassignment
of running mates to officers in the Staff Corps is hereby repealed.

(c) Nothing in this title shall be held to confer permanent commis-
sioned status in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps upon any Reserve
officer or any person temporarily appointed to the grade of ensign or
above from a grade or rating below ensign.

(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the Presi-
dent is authorized to terminate any temporary appointment effected
pursuant to authority of titles I through IV of this Act.
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(v) Officers recommended for retirement in the report of a board 
convened pursuant to subsections (1), (in), and (t) of this section, as 
approved by the President, shall, if not otherwise retired pursuant to 
law, be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the then current fiscal 
year with retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their active-duty 

i pay in the grade n which serving at the time of retirement multiplied 
by the number of years of service for which they would be entitled to 
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had they been serv-
ing in the grade of colonel at the time of their retirement, but retired 
pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said 
active-duty pay. 

(w) From among the officers designated for supply duty who are 
eligible for consideration for continuation on the active list, the board 
shall recommend for such continuation those officers whom it considers 
best fitted for continued service on the active list in number equal to 
the number furnished the board by the Secretary of the Navy. 

(x) Nothing in this section shall be held to reduce the retired rank 
or pay to which an officer would be entitled under other provisions of 
law. 

(y) The report of a board convened pursuant to the provisions of 
subsections (1), (m), and (t) of this section shall be submitted to the 
President for approval or disapproval; if the President shall disap-
prove the recommendations of the board in whole or in part, the board 
shall then recommend additional appropriate general officers for retire-
ment equal to the number disapproved by the President. 

DETERMINATION OF UPPER AND LOWER HALF REAR ADMIRALS 

SEC. 315. Rear admirals on the active list of the line in the upper 
half of that grade, exclusive of officers carried as additional numbers 
in grade, shall be entitled to the pay and allowances prescribed by 
law for rear admirals of the upper half: Provided, That for the 
purpose of determining the number of rear admirals in the upper 
half, there shall be excluded those officers carried as additional num-
bers in that grade, and each rear admiral carried as an additional 
number in that grade shall be entitled to such pay and allowances 
from the date on which the officer next junior to him becomes entitled 
thereto pursuant to this section: And provided further, That for 
the purposes of determining the number of rear admirals in the 
upper half, an officer serving in the grade of admiral or vice admiral 
shall be regarded as serving in the grade to which he would be 
entitled other than by virtue of his appointment in the grade of 
admiral or vice admiral. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

Szo. 316. (a) No officer serving in warrant grade shall be tempo-
rarily advanced to commissioned warrant officer until he shall have 
completed six years of service in warrant or higher grade. 

(b) So much of paragraphs 2 and 3 of subsection (c) of section 5 
of the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress, second session), as relates to the assignment or reassignment 
of running mates to officers in the Staff Corps is hereby repealed. 

(c) Nothing in this title shall be held to confer permanent commis-
sioned status in the Regular Navy or Marine Corps upon any Reserve 
officer or any person temporarily appointed to the grade of ensign or 
above from a grade or rating below ensign. 

(d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the Presi-
dent is authorized to terminate any temporary appointment effected 
pursuant to authority of titles I through IV of this Act. 
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Continuation of (e) Upon the termination of this title, officers holding permanentservice of designated .I
officers. commissions in the Regular Navy in grades above commissioned war-

rant officer serving in a grade by virtue of temporary appointment
therein may continue to so serve until a vacancy occurs for their per-
manent appointment therein and such officers upon a promotion list
for temporary promotion to the next higher grade shall be held and
considered to be on the promotion list for permanent promotion
thereto.

ailureofselection. (f) A failure of selection for temporary promotion to any grade
or a failure of selection for continuation on the active list pursuant
to the provisions of this title shall be deemed, in the cases of officers
holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy, to also con-
stitute a failure of selection for permanent promotion to that grade.

eteductinin grade (g) Nothing in this title shall be held to reduce the grade or rank
held by any officer on the date of approval of this Act under perma-
nent appointment therein.

tstirement o cap- (h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no captain
who will have twenty-nine or more years of total commissioned service
on June 30 next after the date of approval of this Act shall be placed
on the retired list pursuant to the provisions of this title until he
shall have twice failed of selection for promotion to the grade of
rear admiral in the approved reports of selection boards convened

34 U. S. C. 1 pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved June 23, 1938 (52
Stat. 944), as amended, or of titles I through IV of this Act: Provided,
that no such captain designated for engineering duty only, aeronau-
tical engineering duty only, or special duty only shall be placed on
the retired list pursuant to the provisions of this title until his name
shall have been twice submitted to selection boards, convened pursuant
to titles I through IV of this Act, for consideration for promotion to
the grade of rear admiral.

pro ffi edsat o (i) All officers holding permanent appointments on the active list
recommendation of of the regular Navy who received their last permanent promotions as
board. "best fitted", "fitted and retained", or "fitted" shall no longer be so

characterized, designated, or described, but shall be regarded as having
received such promotions pursuant to the recommendation of a selec-
tion board as prescribed in titles I through IV of this Act.

Retirement grade. (j) Any officer serving in the grade of rear admiral or below under
authority of this title by virtue of a temporary appointment therein
shall, if retired while so serving, be retired in the grade in which
serving with retired pay based on the active-duty pay to which he was
entitled at the time of retirement unless otherwise entitled to higher
retired grade or pay.

Apmlicationplirisio (k) In effecting temporary promotions pursuant to the provisionsof this title, the provisions of law relative to the mental, moral, andprofessional examination of officers prior to promotion shall not be
applicable to officers not holding permanent appointments on the active
list of the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant
officer but shall be applicable to officers holding such appointments.
Officers having successfully passed such examination for temporary
promotion to a grade shall not again be examined for permanent
appointment in that grade.

porar appointments (I) The President is authorized, in his discretion, to affirm theWarrant ofer. temporary appointments of warrant and commissioned warrant offi-
34 U.. C. if 350 cers who are serving as such on the effective date of this Act pursuant

3". to the authority of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603 ), as amended.
Ante, . 312313. Upon such affirmation such appointment shall thereafter be considered

as having been effected pursuant to the authority contained in this
title.
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(e) Upon the termination of this title, officers holding permanent 
commissions in the Regular Navy in grades above commissioned war-
rant officer serving in a grade by virtue of temporary appointment 
therein may continue to so serve until a vacancy occurs for their per-
manent appointment therein and such officers upon a promotion list 
for temporary promotion to the next higher grade shall be held and 
considered to be on the promotion list for permanent promotion 
thereto. 

(f) A failure of selection for temporary promotion to any grade 
or a failure of selection for continuation on the active list pursuant 
to the provisions of this title shall be deemed, in the cases of officers 
holding permanent appointments in the Regular Navy, to also con-
stitute a failure of selection for permanent promotion to that grade. 

(g) Nothing in this title shall be held to reduce the grade or rank 
held by any officer on the date of approval of this Act under perma-
nent appointment therein. 

(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, no captain 
who will have twenty-nine or more years of total commissioned service 
on June 30 next after the date of approval of this Act shall be placed 
on the retired list pursuant to the provisions of this title until he 
shall have twice failed of selection for promotion to the grade of 
rear admiral in the approved reports of selection boards convened 
pursuant to the provisions of the Act approved June 23, 1938 (52 
Stat. 944), as amended, or of titles I through IV of this Act: Provided, 
that no such captain designated for engineering duty only, aeronau-
tical engineering duty only, or special duty only shall be placed on 
the retired list pursuant to the provisions of this title until his name 
shall have been twice submitted to selection boards, convened pursuant 
to titles I through ry of this Act, for consideration for promotion to 
the grade of rear admiral. 

(i) All officers holding permanent appointments on the active list 
of the regular Navy who received their last permanent promotions as 
"best fitted", "fitted and retained", or "fitted" shall no longer be so 
characterized, designated, or described, but shall be regarded as having 
received such promotions pursuant to the recommendation of a selec-
tion board as prescribed in titles I through IV of this Act. 

(j) Any officer serving in the grade of rear admiral or below under 
authority of this title by virtue of a temporary appointment therein 
shall, if retired while so serving, be retired in the grade in which 
serving with retired pay based on the active-duty pay to which he was 
entitled at the time of retirement unless otherwise entitled to higher 
retired grade or pay. 

(k) In effecting temporary promotions pursuant to the provisions 
of this title, the provisions of law relative to the mental, moral, and 
professional examination of officers prior to promotion shall not be 
applicable to officers not holding permanent appointments on the active 
list of the Regular Navy above the grade of commissioned warrant 
officer but shall be applicable to officers holding such appointments. 
Officers having successfully passed such examination for temporary 
promotion to a grade shall not again be examined for permanent 
appointment in that grade. 

(I) The President is authorized, in his discretion, to affirm the 
temporary appointments of warrant and commissioned warrant offi-
cers who are serving as such on the effective date of this Act pursuant 
to the authority of the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended. 
Upon such affirmation such appointment shall thereafter be considered 
as having been effected pursuant to the authority contained in this 
title. - 
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(m) The appointments of officers who are on the lineal lists estab-
lished pursuant to subsections (a) or (e) of section 304 of this Act,
and of retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve, who are serving
on active duty on the effective date of this Act in the grade of com-
modore under a temporary appointment for a period of limited dura-
tion may be affirmed by the President, and upon such affirmation shall
be considered as having been effected pursuant to this title; such officers
may continue to so serve under such appointments until they are placed
on inactive duty, until their appointments are terminated by their
own terms, or until their appointments are terminated by the Presi-
dent, whichever shall occur the earliest: Provided, That an officer who
is on a lineal list established pursuant to section 304 of this Act who
is serving on active duty on the date of the establishment of the appro-
priate lineal list in the grade of commodore under a temporary appoint-
ment for a period of limited duration may, upon the termination of
such appointment, be temporarily appointed to the grade.and with
the precedence therein according to the lineal position to which he
would be entitled were he not so serving or had he not been so tempo-
rarily appointed: Provided further, That retired officers of the Navy
or Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the effective date
of this Act in the grade of commodore under a temporary appointment
for a period of limited duration who are retained on active duty imme-
diately subsequent to the termination of such appointments may be
temporarily appointed to the grades in which they would have been
serving on the effective date of this Act had they not been serving at
that time in the grade of commodore under temporary appointments
for a period of limited duration. The appointments of officers who are
on a lineal list established pursuant to section 304 of this Act and of
retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active
duty on the effective date of this Act in the grade of commodore under
a temporary appointment may be affirmed by the President, and upon
such affirmation shall be considered as having been effected pursuant to
this title; such officers may continue to so serve under such appoint-
ments until they are placed on inactive duty, or until their appoint-
ment is terminated: Provided further, That no officer may continue
to serve on active duty in the grade of commodore pursuant to this
subsection later than six months after June 30 of the fiscal year follow-
ing that in which the present war shall end: And provided further,
That for the purpose of determining the authorized number of officers
in the grade of captain in accordance with section 303 of this Act, such
number shall be reduced by the number of commodores serving on
active duty pursuant to this subsection, or serving on active duty in
the grade of commodore by virtue of other provisions of law.

(n) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, each officer
who, pursuant to section 304 of this title, is not appointed to the grade
in which he was serving at the time of establishing the lineal list, may
be continued in that grade until his temporary appointment is termi-
nated or until the date of his appointment to a lower grade pursuant
to section 304.

TITLE IV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO SPECIAL DUTY

SEc. 401. (a) Officers of the line of the Navy not below the grade of
ensign may, upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary
of the Navy, be assigned to special duty only, including but not
restricted to the performance of specialized duties in the fields of
communications, law, naval intelligence, photography, public infor-
mation, psychology, and hydrography.
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(m) The appointments of officers who are on the lineal lists estab-
lished pursuant to subsections (a) or (e) of section 304 of this Act, 
and of retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve, who are serving 
on active duty on the effective date of this Act in the grade of com-
modore under a temporary appointment for a period of limited dura-
tion may be affirmed by the President, and upon such affirmation shall 
be considered as having been effected pursuant to this title; such officers 
may continue to so serve under such appointments until they are placed 
on inactive duty, until their appointments are terminated by their 
own terms, or until their appointments are terminated by the Presi-
dent, whichever shall occur the earliest: Provided, That an officer who 
is on a lineal list established pursuant to section 304 of this Act who 
is serving on active duty on the date of the establishment of the appro-
priate lineal list in the grade of commodore under a temporary appoint-
ment for a period of limited duration may, upon the termination of 
such appointment, be temporarily appointed to the grade .and with 
the precedence therein according to the lineal position to which he 
would be entitled were he not so serving or had he not been so tempo-
rarily appointed: Provided further, That retired officers of the Navy 
or Naval Reserve who are serving on active duty on the effective date 
of this Act in the grade of commodore under a temporary appointment 
for a period of limited duration who are retained on active duty imme-
diately subsequent to the termination of such appointments may be 
temporarily appointed to the grades in which they would have been 
serving on the effective date of this Act had they not been serving at 
that time in the grade of commodore under temporary appointments 
for a period of limited duration. The appointments of officers who are 
on a lineal list established pursuant to section 304 of this Act and of 
retired officers of the Navy or Naval Reserve who are serving on active 
duty on the effective date of this Act in the grade of commodore under 
a temporary appointment may be affirmed by the President, and upon 
such affirmation shall be considered as having been effected pursuant to 
this title; such officers may continue to so serve under such appoint-
ments until they are placed on inactive duty, or until their appoint-
ment is terminated: Provided further, That no officer may continue 
to serve on active duty in the grade of commodore pursuant to this 
subsection later than six months after June 30 of the fiscal year follow-
ing that in which the present war shall end: And provided further, 
That for the purpose of determining the authorized number of officers 
in the grade of captain in accordance with section 303 of this Act, such 
number shall be reduced by the number of commodores serving on 
active duty pursuant to this subsection, or serving on active duty in 
the grade of commodore by virtue of other provisions of law. 

(n) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, each officer 
who, pursuant to section 304 of this title, is not appointed to the grade 
in which he was serving at the time of establishing the lineal list, may 
be continued in that grade until his temporary appointment is termi-
nated or until the date of his appointment to a lower grade pursuant 
to section 304. 

TITLE IV—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

ASSIGNMENT OF Or WEIRS TO SPECIAL DITTY 

SEC. 401. (a) Officers of the line of the Navy not below the grade of 
ensign may, upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary 
of the Navy, be assigned to special duty only, including but not 
restricted to the performance of specialized duties in the fields of 
communications, law, naval intelligence, photography, public infor-
mation, psychology, and hydrography. 
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(b) The total number of officers assigned to special duty only shall
not exceed, at any one time a number equal to 25%o per centum of the
total number of officers holding permanent appointments on the active
list of the line of the Regular Navy at that time.

(c) Officers assigned to special duty only shall be additional numbers
in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty appropriate to their
special qualifications but shall not succeed to command except on
shore and then only as authorized by the Secretary of the Navy.

(d) Officers assigned to special duty only shall be described and
known as officers designated for special duty.

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO ENGINEERING DUTY

SEC. 402. (a) The first paragraph under the heading "Officers for
Engineering Duty" of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 580), as
amended by the Acts of May 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 498), and June 25, 1940

34 US. C. 71. (54 Stat. 528), is hereby further amended to read as follows:
"Officers of the line of the Navy not below the grade of ensign may,

upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary of the Navy,
be assigned to engineering duty only. Officers so assigned shall be
additional numbers in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty
in the Navy, appropriate to their special qualification but shall not
succeed to command except on shore and then only as authorized by the
Secretary of the Navy."

(b) The total number of officers assigned to engineering duty only
shall not exceed, at any one time, a number equal to 4A per centum
of the total number of officers holding permanent appointments on the
active list of the line of the Regular Navy at that time.

(c) Hereafter officers assigned to engineering duty only shall be
described and known as officers designated for engineering duty.

(d) Officers of the Marine Corps assigned to supply duty only shall
be described and known as officers designated for supply duty.

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DUTY

SEC. 403. (a) Officers of the line of the Navy, including officers
heretofore assigned to engineering duty only, not below the grade of
ensign, may, upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary
of the Navy, be assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only.

(b) The total number of officers assigned to aeronautical engineering
duty only shall not exceed, at any one time, a number equal to 2%o
per centum of the total number of officers holding permanent
appointments on the active list of the line of the Regular Navy at
that time.

(c) Officers assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only shall be
additional numbers in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty
appropriate to their special qualifications but shall not succeed to
command except on shore and then only as authorized by the Secretary
of the Navy.

(d) Officers assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only shall be
described and known as officers designated for aeronautical engineering
duty.

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO LIMITED DUTY

Appointments by SEC. 404. (a) The President is authorized to permanently appoint
in the Regular Navy, in commissioned grades not above the grade of
commander; commissioned warrant officers; warrant officers; chief
petty officers; and petty officers, first class, of the Regular Navy, for
the performance of limited duty only in the technical fields indicated
by their warrants or ratings. Such appointments shall be effected by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
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(b) The total number of officers assigned to special duty only shall 
not exceed, at any one time a number equal to 2%0 per centum of the 
total number of officers holding permanent appointments on the active 
list of the line of the Regular Navy at that time. 

(c) Officers assigned to special duty only shall be additional numbers 
in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty appropriate to their 
special qualifications but shall not succeed to command except on 
shore and then only as authorized by the Secretary of the Navy. 

(d) Officers assigned to special duty only shall be described and 
known as officers designated for special duty. 

ASSIGNMENT OF OFEICERS TO ENGINEERING DU 1'Y 

34 U.S. C. §71. 

Appointments by 
President. 

SEC. 402. (a) The first paragraph under the heading "Officers for 
Engineering Duty" of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 580), as 
amended by the Acts of May 11, 1928 (45 Stat. 498), and June 25, 1940 
(54 Stat. 528), is hereby further amended to read as follows: 

"Officers of the line of the Navy not below the grade of ensign may, 
upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary of the Navy, 
be assigned to engineering duty only. Officers so assigned shall be 
additional numbers in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty 
in the Navy, appropriate to their special qualification but shall not 
succeed to command except on shore and then only as authorized by the 
Secretary of the Navy." 

(b) The total number of officers assigned to engineering duty only 
shall not exceed, at any one time, a number equal to 4  6, per centum 
of the total number of officers holding permanent appointments on the 
active list of the line of the Regular Navy at that time. 

(c) Hereafter officers assigned to engineering duty only shall be 
described and known as officers designated for engineering duty. 

(d) Officers of the Marine Corps assigned to supply duty only shall 
be described and known as officers designated for supply duty. 

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DUTY 

SEC. 403. (a) Officers of the line of the Navy, including officers 
heretofore assigned to engineering duty only, not below the grade of 
ensign, may, upon application, and with the approval of the Secretary 
of the Navy, be assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only. 

(b) The total number of officers assigned to aeronautical engineering 
duty only shall not exceed, at any one time, a number equal to 2%0 
per centum of the total number of officers holding permanent 
appointments on the active list of the line of the Regular Navy at 
that time. 

(c) Officers assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only shall be 
additional numbers in grade. They shall perform sea or shore duty 
appropriate to their special qualifications but shall not succeed to 
command except on shore and then only as authorized by the Secretary 
of the Navy. 

(d) Officers assigned to aeronautical engineering duty only shall be 
described and known as officers designated for aeronautical engineering 
duty. 

ASSIGNMENT OF OFFICERS TO LIMITED DUTY 

SEC. 404. (a) The President is authorized to permanently appoint 
in the Regular Navy, in commissioned grades not above the grade of 
commander; commissioned warrant officers; warrant officers; chief 
petty officers; and petty officers, first class, of the Regular Navy, for 
the performance of limited duty only in the technical fields indicated 
by their warrants or ratings. Such appointments shall be effected by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. 
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(b) The appointment of such officers in the Staff Corps of the Staff Corps.

Regular Navy is hereby limited to such appointments in the Supply
Corps and Civil Engineer Corps.

(c) The eligibility of commissioned warrant officers; warrant offi- Determination of

cers; chief petty officers; and petty officers, first class, for appoint-ig

ment pursuant to the authority of subsection (a) of this section shall
be determined in accordance with rules to be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of the Navy, but no person shall be eligible for such appointment
until he shall have completed ten years of active service in the Navy.

(d) The provisions of subsections (a) and (c) of this section shall Marine Corps.

be applicable in like manner and with like effect, except as may be
necessary to adapt the same thereto, to the Regular Marine Corps.

(e) The total number of officers on the active list of the line of the fficers appointed

Regular Navy appointed for limited duty only shall not exceed, in
any year, a number equal to 622/oo per centum of the total number of
officers holding permanent appointments on the active list of the line,
exclusive of officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical
engineering duty, and special duty, of the Regular Navy in that year.

(f) The number of officers on the active list of the staff corps con-
cerned appointed for limited duty only shall not in any year exceed
the following proportions of the authorized number of officers
appointed for limited duty only of the active list of the line in that
year: In the Supply Corps, 12 per centum; in the Civil Engineer
Corps, 3 per centum.

(g) The total number of officers on the active list of the Marine Marine Corps.

Corps appointed for limited duty only shall not exceed, in any year,
a number equal to 622Yoo per centum of the total number of officers
holding permanent appointments on the active list, exclusive of officers
designated for supply duty, of the Marine Corps in that year.

(h) For two years after the date of approval of this Act, the Presi- meOginby arepint

dent may make original appointments, pursuant to the provisions of
the preceding subsections of this section, in the grade of commander
or any lower grade, in accordance with the needs of the service as
determined by him, but, with respect to line officers appointed for
limited duty only, not to exceed in any grade the maximum number of
such officers for that grade as last computed pursuant to subsection

103 (f). No person shall be eligible for original appointmenlt in a Eligibility.

grade above ensign except he shall have completed service in the Navy
as follows: For commander, twenty-eight years; for lieutenant com-
mander, twenty-two years; for lieutenant, sixteen years; for lieutenant
(junior grade), thirteen years. Commissioned warrant officers; war-

rant officers; chief petty officers; and petty officers, first class, of the
Regular Navy, who are otherwise eligible, shall be eligible for such
appointment, notwithstanding that they may be serving in commis-
sioned grades by virtue of temporary appointment therein, but no
such person shall be so appointed in a higher grade or with a higher
linealrank in grade than the grade and lineal rank in grade held by
him by virtue of his temporary appointment. Original appointments Dates of rank. etc.

pursuant to this subsection shall be effected with such dates of rank
and registered numbers as may be necessary to place each appointee
in a lineal position within the grade to which initially appointed com-
mensurate as far as possible with his total length of active naval
service. Officers originally appointed pursuant to this subsection to Excessn grade.

a grade above lieutenant (junior grade) in the line shall be carried
as excess in grade until the next subsequent annual computation shall
be made to determine the total numbers of line officers authorized in
the grade concerned.

(i) Upon the termination of subsection (h) of this section all Appointments in

original appointments effected pursuant to the authority of sub- grad

section (a) of this section shall be in the grade of ensign.
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(b) The appointment of such officers in the Staff Corps of the 
Regular Navy is hereby limited to such appointments in the Supply 
Corps and Civil Engineer Corps. 

(c) The eligibility of commissioned warrant officers; warrant offi-
cers; chief petty officers; and petty officers, first class, for appoint-
ment pursuant to the authority of subsection (a) of this section shall 
be determined in accordance with rules to be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of the Navy, but no person shall be eligible for such appointment 
until he shall have completed ten years of active service in the Navy. 

(d) The provisions of subsections (a) and (c) of this section shall 
be applicable in like manner and with like effect, except as may be 
necessary to adapt the same thereto, to the Regular Marine Corps. 

(e) The total number of officers on the active list of the line of the 
Regular Navy appointed for limited duty only shall not exceed, in 
any year, a number equal to 62%00 per centum of the total number of 
officers holding permanent appointments on the active list of the line, 
exclusive of officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical 
engineering duty, and special duty, of the Regular Navy in that year. 

(f) The number of officers on the active list of the staff corps con-
cerned appointed for limited duty only shall not in any year exceed 
the following proportions of the authorized number of officers 
appointed for limited duty only of the active list of the line in that 
year: In the Supply Corps, 12 per centum; in the Civil Engineer 
Corps, 3 per centum. 

(g) The total number of officers on the active list of the Marine 
Corps appointed for limited duty only shall not exceed, in any year, 
a number equal to 62%00 per centum of the total number of officers 
holding permanent appointments on the active list, exclusive of officers 
designated for supply duty, of the Marine Corps in that year. 

(h) For two years after the date of approval of this Act, the Presi-
dent may make original appointments, pursuant to the provisions of 
the preceding subsections of this section, in the grade of commander 
or any lower grade, in accordance with the needs of the service as 
determined by him, but, with respect to line officers appointed for 
limited duty only, not to exceed in any grade the maximum number of 
such officers for that grade as last computed pursuant to subsection 
103 (f). No person shall be eligible for original appointment in a 
grade above ensign except he shall have completed service in the Navy 
as follows: For commander, twenty-eight years; for lieutenant com-
mander, twenty-two years; for lieutenant, sixteen years; for lieutenant 
(junior grade), thirteen years. Commissioned warrant officers; war-
rant officers; chief petty officers; and petty officers, first class, of the 
Regular Navy, who are otherwise eligible, shall be eligible for such 
appointment, notwithstanding that they may be serving in commis-
sioned grades by virtue of temporary appointment therein, but no 
such person shall be so appointed in a higher grade or with a higher 
lineal rank in grade than the grade and lineal rank in grade held by 
him by virtue of his temporary appointment. Original appointments 
pursuant to this subsection shall be effected with such dates of rank 
and registered numbers as may be necessary to place each appointee 
in a lineal position within the grade to which initially appointed com-
mensurate as far as possible with his total length of active naval 
service. Officers originally appointed pursuant to this subsection to 
a grade above lieutenant (junior grade) in the line shall be carried 
as excess in grade until the next subsequent annual computation shall 
be made to determine the total numbers of line officers authorized in 
the grade concerned. 

(1) Upon the termination of subsection (h) of this section all 
original appointments effected pursuant to the authority of sub-
section (a) of this section shall be in the grade of ensign. 
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Payandallowances. (j) No officer appointed for limited duty only shall suffer any
reduction in pay and allowances to which he was entitled at the time
of such appointment by virtue of his permanent status.

Marine Corps. (k) The provisions of subsections (h), (i), and (j) of this section
are hereby made applicable in like manner and with like effect,
except as may be necessary to adapt the same thereto, to the Regular

Assignment to enMarine Corps.
gineering duty, etc. (1) Any officer appointed in the line of the Navy for limited duty

only, may, upon application, and upon determination by the Secre-
tary of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by him,
that such officer is qualified therefor, be assigned to engineering duty
only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only, or to
unrestricted performance of duty. Upon being so assigned, his
status as an officer designated for limited duty shall terminate.

(m) Any officer appointed in a staff corps of the Navy for limited
duty only may, upon application, and upon determination by the
Secretary of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by
him, that such officer is qualified therefor, be assigned to unrestricted
performance of duty in the staff corps concerned. Upon being so
assigned, his status as an officer designated for limited duty shall
terminate.

(n) Any officer appointed in the Marine Corps for limited duty
only may, upon application, and upon determination by the Secretary
of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by him, that
such officer is qualified therefor, be assigned to supply duty only, or
to unrestricted performance of duty. Upon being so assigned, his
status as an officer designated for limited duty shall terminate.

Designation. (o) Officers appointed for limited duty only shall be described and
known as officers designated for limited duty.

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICER GRADES IN THE STAFF CORPS

SEC. 405. The grades above that of commissioned warrant officer in
the line of the Navy established under permanent provisions of exist-
ing law or of titles I through IV of this Act are hereby similarly estab-
lished in each of the staff corps of the Regular Navy and the Naval
Reserve in lieu of existing grades above that of commissioned warrant
officer in each staff corps. Each staff officer on the active list of the
Navy or Naval Reserve serving in a grade above that of commissioned
warrant officer on the date of this Act shall be regarded as having
been appointed to either or both the permanent or temporary grade
established by this section in his corps corresponding to the permanent
or temporary rank, or both, then held by him under the conditions of
his existing appointment. Nothing in this section shall operate to
establish in any staff corps a grade higher than the highest rank now
provided for that corps under permanent provisions of law.

ADDITIONAL NUMBERS IN GRADE CHANGED TO REGULAR NUMBERS

SEC. 406. Officers of the Navy, except those assigned to engineering
duty only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only,
and officers of the Marine Corps, except those assigned to supply duty
only, who, on the date of approval of this Act, are additional numbers
in grade, are hereby changed to regular numbers on the Navy and
Marine Corps lists, respectively.

GRADE OF ACTING CHAPLAIN ABOLISHED

SEC. 407. The grade of acting chaplain in the Navy is hereby abol-
ished and hereafter appointments to the Corps of Chaplains shall be
in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade), by and with the advice
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(j) No officer appointed for limited duty only shall suffer any 
reduction in pay and allowances to which he was entitled at the time 
of such appointment by virtue of his permanent status. 

(k) The provisions of subsections (h), (1), and (j) of this section 
are hereby made applicable in like manner and with like effect, 
except as may be necessary to adapt the same thereto, to the Regular 
Marine Corps. 

(1) Any officer appointed in the line of the Navy for limited duty 
only, may, upon application, and upon determination by the Secre-
tary of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by him, 
that such officer is qualified therefor, be assigned to engineering duty 
only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only, or to 
unrestricted performance of duty. Upon being so assigned, his 
status as an officer designated for limited duty shall terminate. 

(m) Any officer appointed in a staff corps of the Navy for limited 
duty only may, upon application, and upon determination by the 
Secretary of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by 
him, that such officer is qualified therefor, be assigned to unrestricted 
performance of duty in the staff corps concerned. Upon being so 
assigned, his status as an officer designated for limited duty shall 
terminate. 

(n) Any officer appointed in the Marine Corps for limited duty 
only may, upon application, and upon determination by the Secretary 
of the Navy, in accordance with rules to be prescribed by him, that 
such office': is qualified therefor, be assigned to supply duty only, or 
to unrestricted performance of duty. Upon being so assigned, his 
status as an officer designated for limited duty shall terminate. 

(o) Officers appointed for limited duty only shall be described and 
known as officers designated for limited duty. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICER GRADES IN THE STAFF CORPS 

SEC. 405. The grades above that of commissioned warrant officer in 
the line of the Navy established under permanent provisions of exist-
ing law or of titles I through IV of this Act are hereby similarly estab-
lished in each of the staff corps of the Regular Navy and the Naval 
Reserve in lieu of existing grades above that of commissioned warrant 
officer in each staff corps. Each staff officer on the active list of the 
Navy or Naval Reserve serving in a grade above that of commissioned 
warrant officer on the date of this Act shall be regarded as having 
been appointed to either or both the permanent or temporary grade 
established by this section in his corps corresponding to the permanent 
or temporary rank, Or both, then held by him under the conditions of 
his existing appointment. Nothing in this section shall operate to 
establish in any staff corps a grade higher than the highest rank now 
provided for that corps under permanent provisions of law. 

ADDrTIONAL NTTMBERS IN GRADE CHANGED TO REGULAR NUMBERS 

SEc. 406. Officers of the Navy, except those assigned to engineering 
duty only, aeronautical engineering duty only, or special duty only, 
and officers of the Marine Corps, except those assigned to supply duty 
only, who, on the date of approval of this Act, are additional numbers 
in grade, are hereby changed to regular numbers on the Navy and 
Marine Corps lists, respectively. 

GRADE OF ACTING CHAPLAIN ABOLLSHED 

SEC. 407. The grade of acting chaplain in the Navy is hereby abol-
ished and hereafter appointments to the Corps of Chaplains shall be 
in the grade of lieutenant (junior grade), by and with the advice 
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and consent of the Senate: Provided, That officers now holding ap-
pointments as acting chaplains shall be commissioned in the grade
of lieutenant (junior grade) by the President without the advice and
consent of the Senate: And provided further, That nothing contained
herein shall operate to prevent the appointment of any person to the
Corps of Chaplains in a grade above that of lieutenant (junior grade)
pursuant to the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth 0 Stat. 92.
Congress). No person shall be appointed to the Corps of Chaplains Ate, pp. 738, 867;

pursuant to this section until he shall have established his physical, post, .877.

mental, moral, and professional fitness to the satisfaction of the Secre-
tary of the Navy.

LIMITATION ON APPOINTMENTS IN THE GRADE OF ENSIGN FOR ENGINEERING

DUTY, AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING DUTY, AND SPECIAL DUTY

SEC. 408. The President is authorized to permanently appoint and
regularly commission in the line of the Navy in the grade of ensign,
annually, officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, or special duty, respectively, except officers designated
for special duty who are required to hold a graduate degree, who are
authorized to be so appointed and commissioned in the grade of lieu-
tenant (junior grade). Such appointments shall not exceed as to
each such designation the estimated number of vacancies, as deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy, which will occur in the grade
to which appointed during the current fiscal year.

APPOINTMENTS IN THE GRADE OF ENSIGN IN THE STAFF CORPS

SEC. 409. In any staff corps of the Regular Navy wherein officers
may now be originally commissioned in the rank of ensign, the Presi-
dent is authorized to permanently appoint and regularly commission
in the grade of ensign, annually, a number of officers bearing the same
relation to the number of officers of the line of the Regular Navy who
are that year permanently appointed and regularly commissioned in
the grade of ensign as the authorized number of officers on the active
list of the Regular Navy in that corps bears to the authorized number
of officers on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy: Provided,
That when the ratio of officers on the active list in the line of the
Regular Navy to officers on the active list of the Regular Navy in the
staff corps concerned is greater than the ratio of the authorized num-
ber of such line officers to the authorized number of such officers in
that staff corps, the President may permanently appoint and regu-
larly commission in the grade of ensign in that corps such additional
officers, not to exceed the number necessary to bring said ratios into
equality, as he shall determine to be required to meet the needs of the
service.

PROMOTION TO THE GRADE OF LIEUTENANT (JUNIOR GRADE) IN THE STAFF
CORPS

SEC. 410. A staff corps officer of the grade of ensign shall be eligible
for promotion to the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) on the third
anniversary of the date of rank stated in his commission as ensign.

EXAMINATION OF OFFICERS PRIOR TO PROMOTION

SEc. 411. (a) Except as otherwise provided, nothing in titles I
through IV of this Act shall be held or construed to modify the pro-
visions of existing law relating to the physical, mental, moral, and
professional examination of officers prior to promotion, and such pro-
visions of law, as herein amended, shall be applicable to all promo-
tions effected pursuant to titles I through IV of this Act.
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and consent of the Senate: Provided, That officers now holding ap-
pointments as acting chaplains shall be commissioned in the grade 
of lieutenant (junior grade) by the President without the advice and 
consent of the Senate: And provided further, That nothing contained 
herein shall operate to prevent the appointment of any person to the 
Corps of Chaplains in a grade above that of lieutenant (junior grade) 
pursuant to the Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-ninth 
Congress). No person shall be appointed to the Corps of Chaplains 
pursuant to this section until he shall have established his physical, 
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SEC. 408. The President is authorized to permanently appoint and 
regularly commission in the line of the Navy in the grade of ensign, 
annually, officers designated for engineering duty, aeronautical engi-
neering duty, or special duty, respectively, except officers designated 
for special duty who are required to hold a graduate degree, who are 
authorized to be so appointed and commissioned in the grade of lieu-
tenant (junior grade). Such appointments shall not exceed as to 
each such designation the estimated number of vacancies, as deter-
mined by the Secretary of the Navy, which will occur in the grade 
to which appointed during the current fiscal year. 

APPOINTMENTS IN THE GRADE OF ENSIGN IN THE STAFF CORPS 

SEC. 409. In any staff corps of the Regular Navy wherein officers 
may now be originally commissioned in the rank of ensign, the Presi-
dent is authorized to permanently appoint and regularly commission 
in the grade of ensign, annually, a number of officers bearing the same 
relation to the number of officers of the line of the Regular Navy who 
are that year permanently appointed and regularly commissioned in 
the grade of ensign as the authorized number of officers on the active 
list of the Regular Navy in that corps bears to the authorized number 
of officers on the active list in the line of the Regular Navy: Provided, 
That when the ratio of officers on the active list in the line of the 
Regular Navy to officers on the active list of the Regular Navy in the 
staff corps concerned is greater than the ratio of the authorized num-
ber of such line officers to the authorized number of such officers in 
that staff corps, the President may permanently appoint and regu-
larly commission in the grade of ensign in that corps such additional 
officers, not to exceed the number necessary to bring said ratios into 
equality, as he shall determine to be required to meet the needs of the 
service. 

PROMOTION TO THE GRADE OF LIEUTENANT (JUNIOR GRADE) IN THE STAFF 
CORPS 

SEC. 410. A staff corps officer of the grade of ensign shall be eligible 
for promotion to the grade of lieutenant (junior grade) on the third 
anniversary of the date of rank stated in his commission as ensign. 

EXAMINATION OF OFFICERS PRIOR TO PROMOTION 

SEC. 411. (a) Except as otherwise provided, nothing in titles I 
through IV of this Act shall be held or construed to modify the pro-
visions of existing law relating to the physical, mental, moral, and 
professional examination of officers prior to promotion, and such pro-
visions of law, as herein amended, shall be applicable to all promo-
tions effected pursuant to titles I through IV of this Act. 
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(b) Section 1505, Revised Statutes, as amended, is hereby further
amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 1505. Any officer of the Navy on the active list who, upon
examination for promotion, is found not professionally qualified, shall
be suspended from promotion for a period of six months from the
date of approval of said examination, and upon the termination of
said suspension from promotion he shall be reexamined. In the case
of his success upon such reexamination he shall, if otherwise qualified,
be promoted and assigned the date of rank and precedence in the
higher grade which he would have held had he not been so suspended
and shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of such higher grade
from the date upon which he became eligible for promotion. Officers
of the grade of ensign who fail on such reexamination shall be honor-
ably discharged from the service with a lump-sum payment computed
on the basis of two months' active duty pay at the time of discharge for
each year of active commissioned service in the Regular Navy and
Naval Reserve, exclusive of duty for training, but not to exceed a total
of one year's active duty pay.'

(c) Section 20 of the Act approved May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 89), is
hereby amended to read as follows:

"SEC. 20. That hereafter all laws relating to the examination of
officers of the Navy for promotion shall be construed to apply to staff
officers of the Navy on the active list: Provided, That the President is
authorized to direct the Secretary of the Navy to take such action on
the records of proceedings of naval examining boards and boards of
naval surgeons for the promotion of officers of the Navy as is now
required by law to be taken by the President."

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS SPECIALLY COMMENDED FOR PERFORMANCE OF
DUTY IN COMBAT

SEC. 412. (a) All officers of the Navy, Marine Corps, and the Reserve
components thereof, who have been specially commended for their
performance of duty in actual combat by the head of the executive
department under whose jurisdiction such duty was performed, when
retired, except officers on a promotion list who may be retired for
physical disability, shall, upon retirement, be placed upon the retired
list with the rank of the next higher grade than that in which serving
at the time of retirement and with three-fourths of the active-duty
pay of the grade in which serving at the time of retirement and the
grade in which serving at the time of retirement shall be construed
to mean the highest grade in which so serving whether by virtue of
permanent or temporary appointment therein: Provided, That all
officers heretofore and hereafter holding rank or grade on the retired
list above that of captain in the Navy or colonel in the Marine Corps
solely by virture of such commendation, if hereafter recalled to active
duty, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, be so recalled
either in the rank or grade to which they would otherwise be entitled
had they not been accorded higher rank or grade by virtue of such
commendation, or in the rank or grade held by them on the retired
list: Provided further, That the provisions of this subsection shall
not apply in the case of any officer who has been so commended if
the act or service justifying the commendation was performed after
December 31, 1946: Provided further, That nothing in this subsection
shall be construed to increase the retired pay of officers heretofore orhereafter placed upon the honorary retired list for the Naval Reserve:
Protvded further, That officers of the classes described in this sub-
section who have been retired prior to the date of approval of this Act
shall be entitled to the benefits of this subsection from the date of
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(b) Section 1505, Revised Statutes, as amended, is hereby further 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 1505. Any officer of the Navy on the active list who, upon 
examination for promotion, is found not professionally qualified, shall 
be suspended from promotion for a period of six months. from the 
date of approval of said examination, and upon the termination of 
said suspension from promotion he shall be reexamined. In the. case 
of his success upon such reexamination he shall, if otherwise qualified, 
be promoted and assigned the date of rank and precedence in the 
higher grade which he would have held had he not been so suspended 
and shall be entitled to the pay and allowances of such higher grade 
from the date upon which he became eligible for promotion. Officers 
of the grade of ensign who fail on such reexamination shall be honor-
ably discharged from the service with a lump-sum payment computed 
on the basis of two months' active duty pay at the time of discharge for 
each year of active commissioned service in the Regular Navy and 
Naval Reserve, exclusive of duty for training, but not to exceed a total 
of one year's active duty pay." 

(c) Section 20 of the Act approved May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 89), is 
hereby amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 20. That hereafter all laws relating to the examination of 
officers of the Navy for promotion shall be construed to apply to staff 
officers of the Navy on the active list: Provided, That the President is 
authorized to direct the Secretary of the Navy to take such action on 
the records of proceedings of naval examining boards and boards of 
naval surgeons for the promotion of officers of the Navy as is now 
required by law to be taken by the President." 

RETIREMPNT OF ON.NICERS SPECIALLY COMMENDED FOR PERFORMANCE OF 

DUTY IN COMBAT 

SEC. 412. (a) All officers of the Navy, Marine Corps, and the Reserve 
components thereof, who have been specially commended for their 
performance of duty in actual combat by the head of the executive 
department under whose jurisdiction such duty was performed, when 
retired, except officers on a promotion list who may be retired for 
physical disability, shall, upon retirement, be placed upon the retired 
list with the rank of the next higher grade than that in which serving 
at the time of retirement and with three-fourths of the active-duty 
pay of the grade in which serving at the time of retirement and the 
grade in which serving at the time of retirement shall be construed 
to mean the highest grade in which so serving whether by virtue of 
permanent or temporary appointment therein: Provided, That all 
officers heretofore and hereafter holding rank or grade on the retired 
list above that of captain in the Navy or colonel in the Marine Corps 
solely by virture of such commendation if hereafter recalled to active 
duty, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, be so recalled 
either in the rank or grade to which they would otherwise be entitled 
had they not been accorded higher rank or grade by virtue of such 
commendation, or in the rank or grade held by them on the retired 
list: Provided further, That the provisions of this subsection shall 
not apply in the case of any officer who has been so commended if 
the act or service justifying the commendation was performed after 
December 31, 1946: Provided further, That nothing in this subsection 
shall be construed to increase the retired pay of officers heretofore or 
hereafter placed upon the honorary retired list for the Naval Reserve: 
Provided further That officers of the classes described in this sub-
section who have further, 

retired prior to the date of approval of this Act 
shall be entitled to the benefits of this subsection from the date of 
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approval of this Act: And provided further, That nothing in this sub-
section shall be held to reduce the retired rank or pay to which an
officer would be entitled under other provision of law.

(b) Section 309 of the Act of June 25, 1938 (52 Stat. 1183), is
amended by deleting the period at the end of the section and adding
the following: "; however, all naval reservists heretofore and here-
after holding rank or grade on the honorary retired list above that
of captain in the Naval Reserve solely by virtue of such commendation,
if hereafter recalled to active duty, may, in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Navy, be so recalled either in the rank or grade to
which they would otherwise be entitled had they not been accorded
higher rank or grade by virtue of such commendation, or in the rank
or grade held by them on the honorary retired list: And provided
further, That the provisions of the preceding proviso shall not apply
in the case of any naval reservist who has been so commended if the
act or service justifying the commendation was performed after
December 31, 1946."

DESIGNATION OF NAVAL OFFICERS FOR CERTAIN COMMANDS OR UNUSUAL

MISSIONS

SEC. 413. (a) The President is authorized to designate officers of
the active list of the Navy for the command of fleets or subdivisions
thereof, or to command naval units afloat organized for the purpose
of performing a special or unusual mission, or for the performance
of any duty of great importance and responsibility, and officers so
designated may, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
have the grade, rank, pay, and allowances of admiral or vice admiral
while so serving: Provided, That the number of officers who may be
so serving at any one time shall not exceed 15 per centum of the total
authorized number of officers of the line of the Regular Navy above
the grade of captain, determined pursuant to sections 103 and 303
of this Act, and, of such number, not to exceed eight, may be serving
in the grade of admiral: Provided further, That after July 1, 1948,
except in time of war or national emergency declared after the effec-
tive date of this Act, not to exceed twenty-six officers, including the
Chief of Naval Operations, may be so serving at any one time of whom
only the Chief of Naval Operations, and three others, may have the
rank of admiral; whenever a naval officer is assigned as Chief of
Staff to the President as Commander in Chief, he shall have, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, unless entitled under other
provisions of law to higher grade, rank, pay, or allowances, the grade,
rank, pay, and allowances of admiral while so serving and shall be in
addition to the numbers otherwise authorized by this subsection: Pro-
vided further, That the designation of any officer as authorized by
this section shall not create a vacancy in any grade of the Navy or
increase the total number of officers allowed by law: And provided
further, That officers so designated shall have such precedence among
themselves in the grade in which serving pursuant to this section as
may be determined by the Secretary of the Navy.

(b) In time of war or national emergency the designations author-
ized by this section shall be made from among officers not below the
grade of captain, and at all other times from among officers above the
grade of captain.

(c) Each officer so designated shall receive the pay and allowances
now or hereafter prescribed by law for the grade in which serving
pursuant to this section from the date of reporting for the duty desig-
nated and until detached therefrom, at which time he shall resume his
regular grade and lineal position on the active list of the Navy.
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higher rank or grade by virtue of such commendation, or in the rank 
or grade held by them on the honorary retired list: And provided 
further, That the provisions of the preceding proviso shall not apply 
in the case of any naval reservist who has been so commended if the 
act or service justifying the commendation was performed after 
December 31, 1946." 

DESIGNATION OF NAVAL OFFICERS FOR CERTAIN COMMANDS OR UNUSUAL 
MISSIONS 

SEC. 413. (a) The President is authorized to designate officers of 
the active list of the Navy for the command of fleets or subdivisions 
thereof, or to command naval units afloat organized for the purpose 
of performing a special or unusual mission, or for the performance 
of any duty of great importance and responsibility, and officers so 
designated may, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, 
have the grade, rank, pay , and allowances of admiral or vice admiral 
while so serving: Provided, That the number of officers who may be 
so serving at any one time shall not exceed 15 per centum of the total 
authorized number of officers of the line of the Regular Navy above 
the grade of captain, determined pursuant to sections 103 and 303 
of this Act, and, of such number, not to exceed eight, may be serving 
in the grade of admiral: Provided further, That after July 1, 1948, 
except in time of war or national emergency declared after the effec-
tive date of this Act, not to exceed twenty-six officers, including the 
Chief of Naval Operations may be so serving at any one time of whom 
only the Chief of Naval Operations, and three others, may have the 
rank of admiral; whenever a naval officer is assigned as Chief of 
Staff to the President as Commander in Chief, he shall have, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, unless entitled under other 
provisions of law to higher grade, rank, pay, or allowances, the grade, 
rank, pay, and allowances of admiral while so serving and shall be in 
addition to the numbers otherwise authorized by this subsection: Pro-
vided further, That the designation of any officer as authorized by 
this section shall not create a vacancy in any grade of the Navy or 
increase the total number of officers allowed by law: And provided 
further, That officers so designated shall have such precedence among 
themselves in the grade in which serving pursuant to this section as 
may be determined by the Secretary of the Navy. 

(b) In time of war or national emergency the designations author-
ized by this section shall be made from among officers not below the 
grade of captain, and at all other times from among officers above the 
grade of captain. 

(c) Each officer so designated shall receive the pay and allowances 
now or hereafter prescribed by law for the grade in which serving 
pursuant to this section from the date of reporting for the duty desig-
nated and until detached therefrom, at which time he shall resume his 
regular grade and lineal position on the active list of the Navy. 
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(d) Nothing in this section shall be held or construed as amend-ing or repealing the provisions of sections 1434, 1463, or 1464 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States.

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS WITH HIGHEST GRADE HELD UNDER PROVISIONS
OF SECTION 413

SEC. 414. Any officer of the Navy who may be retired while serving
in accordance with the provisions of section 413 of this Act, or subse-quent to such service, may, in the discretion of the President, by andwith the advice and consent of the Senate, when retired, be placed onthe retired list with the highest grade or rank held by him while onthe active list: Provided, That no increase in retired pay shall accrue
solely as the result of such advancement in rank on the retired list:
Provided further, That the President, by and with the advice and con-sent of the Senate, may in his discretion extend the privilege herein
granted to such officers heretofore or hereafter retired, who served inthe rank of admiral or vice admiral pursuant to the authority of sec-tion 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 89), or the Act of July 17,
1941 (55 Stat. 598).

DESIGNATION OF OFFICERS OF THE MARINE CORPS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

SEC. 415. (a) The President is authorized to designate officers ofthe active list of the Marine Corps for appropriate higher commands,
or for the performance of any duty of great importance and responsi-bility, and officers so designated may, by and with the advice and con-sent of the Senate, have the grade, rank, pay, and allowances oflieutenant general while so serving: Provided, That the number ofofficers who may be so serving at any one time shall not exceed 10per centum of the total authorized number of officers of the RegularMarine Corps above the grade of colonel, determined pursuant tosections 103 and 303 of this Act, made applicable to the Marine Corpsby sections 114 and 314 of this Act, exclusive of those assigned to supply
duty only: Provided further, That after July 1, 1948, except in timeof war or national emergency declared after the effective date of thisAct, not to exceed two officers may be so serving at any one time:Provided further, That whenever a marine officer is assigned as Chiefof Staff to the President as Commander in Chief, he shall have, byand with the advice and consent of the Senate, the grade rank, pay,and allowances of general while so serving: And provided further
That the designation of any officer as authorized by this section shalinot create a vacancy in any grade of the Marine Corps nor increasethe total number of officers allowed by law.

(b) In time of war or national emergency the designations author-ized by this section shall be made from officers not below the gradeof colonel, and at all other times from among officers above the gradeof colonel.
(c) Each officer so designated shall receive the pay and allowancesnow or hereafter prescribed by law for the grade in which servingpursuant to this section from the date of reporting for the duty desig-nated and until detached therefrom, at which time he shall resume hisregular grade and lineal position on the active list of the Marine
(d) Officers serving in the grade of lieutenant general pursuant tothis section shall, while so serving, have such precedence among them-selves in that grade as may be determined by the Secretary of the

(e) Any officer of the Marine Corps who may be retired while serv-umg in accordance with the provisions of this section, or subsequent to
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(d) Nothing in this section shall be held or construed as amend-
ing or repealing the provisions of sections 1434, 1463, or 1464 of the 
Revised Statutes of the United States. 

RETIREMENT OF OFFICERS WITH HIGHEST GRADE HELD UNDER PROVISIONS 
OF SECTION 413 

SEC. 414. Any officer of the Navy who may be retired while serving 
in accordance with the provisions of section 413 of this Act, or subse-
quent to such service, may, in the discretion of the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, when retired, be placed on 
the retired list with the highest grade or rank held by him while on 
the active list: Provided, That no increase in retired pay shall accrue 
solely as the result of such advancement in rank on the retired list: 
Provided further, That the President, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, may in his discretion extend the privilege herein 
granted to such °Seers heretofore or hereafter retired, who served in 
the rank of admiral or vice admiral pursuant to the authority of sec-
tion 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917 (40 Stat. 89), or the Act of July 17, 
1941 (55 Stat. 598). 

DESIGNATION OF OFFICERS OF LHE MARINE CORPS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES 

SEC. 415. (a) The President is authorized to designate officers of 
the active list of the Marine Corps for appropriate higher commands, 
or for the performance of any duty of great importance and responsi-
bility, and officers so designated may, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, have the grade, rank, pay, and allowances of 
lieutenant general while so serving: Provided, That the number of 
officers who may be so serving at any one time shall not exceed 10 
per centum of the total authorized number of officers of the Regular 
Marine Corps above the grade of colonel, determined pursuant to 
sections 103 and 303 of this Act, made applicable to the Marine Corps 
by sections 114 and 314 of this Act, exclusive of those assigned to supply 
duty only: Provided further, That after July 1, 1948, except in time 
of war or national emergency declared after the effective date of this 
Act, not to exceed two officers may be so serving at any one time: 
Provided further, That whenever a marine officer is assigned as Chief 
of Staff to the President as Commander in Chief, he shall have, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, the grade, rank, pay, 
and allowances of general w hile so serving: And provided further, 
That the designation of any officer as authorized by this section shall 
not create a vacancy in any grade of the Marine Corps nor increase 
the total number of officers allowed by law. 

(b) In time of war or national emergency the designations author-
ized by this section shall be made from officers not below the grade 
of colonel, and at all other times from among officers above the grade 
of colonel. 

(c) Each officer so designated shall receive the pay and allowances 
now or hereafter prescribed by law for the grade in which serving 
pursuant to this section from the date of reporting for the duty desig-
nated and until detached therefrom, at which time he shall resume his 
regular grade and lineal position on the active list of the Marine 
Corps. 

(d) Officers serving in the grade of lieutenant general pursuant to 
this section shall, while so serving, have such ]precedence among them-
selves in that grade as may be determined by the Secretary of the 
Navy. 

(e) Any officer of the Marine Corps who may be retired while serv-
ing in accordance with the provisions of this section, or subsequent to 
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such service, may, in the discretion of the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, when retired, be placed on the retired
list with the highest grade or rank held by him while on the active list:
Provided, That no increase in retired pay shall accrue solely as the
result of such advancement in rank on the retired list.

RETIREMENT AGE LIMIT FOR OFFICERS

SEC. 416. (a) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be
held to supersede, amend, or repeal the provisions of existing law
relating to the retirement of officers attaining the age of sixty-two
years.

(b) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be held to repeal
sections 1506 or 1507 of the Revised Statutes.

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF APRIL 18, 1946 (PUBLIC LAW 347 SEVENTY-

NINTH CONGRESS)

SEC. 417. The Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-
ninth Congress), is hereby amended as follows:

Substitute a comma for the period at the end of section 4 and add
the following: "and such authorized number of commissioned officers
shall include officers now or hereafter carried under any provision
of law as additional or extra numbers in grade."

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF AUGUST 27, 1940 (54 STAT. 864), AS
AMENDED (34 U.S. C. 737, 737 (A))

SEC. 418. The Act of August 27, 1940 (54 Stat. 864), as amended
(34 U. S. C. 737, 737 (a)), is hereby further amended as follows:

Insert a period after the word "necessary" in the first sentence of
section 2 and delete from the same said first sentence the following:
"and the authorized number of commissioned officers of the line of
the Navy and Marine Corps is increased accordingly."

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JUNE 27, 1942 (56 STAT. 422)

SEC. 419. The Act of June 27, 1942 (56 Stat. 422), as amended, is
hereby further amended as follows:

Insert a period after the word "necessary" in the first sentence of
section 1 and delete from the same said first sentence the following:
"and the authorized number of commissioned officers of the line and
of each staff corps to which such appointments may be made is
increased accordingly."

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JUNE 30, 1914 (38 STAT. 404), AS AMENDED

SEC. 420. So much of the Act of June 30, 1914 (38 Stat. 404), as
amended by the Acts of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 576), July 1, 1918
(40 Stat. 708), and June 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 527), as relates to the com-
missioned officer strength of the active list of the staff corps of the
Navy, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

"The total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active
list, exclusive of commissioned warrant officers, of the Supply Corps
and Civil Engineer Corps shall be 12 and 3 per centum, respectively,
of the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active
list of the line of the Navy. The total authorized number of com-
missioned officers of the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Chaplain
Corps, and Nurse Corps shall be sixty-five one-hundredths of 1 per
centum, twenty one-hundredths of 1 per centum, and one hundred and
twenty-five one-thousandths of 1 per centum, and six-tenths of 1 per
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such service, may, in the discretion of the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, when retired, be placed on the retired 
list with the highest grade or rank held by him while on the active list: 
Provided, That no increase in retired pay shall accrue solely as the 
result of such advancement in rank on the retired list. 

RETTREMENT AGE LIMIT FOR OFFICERS 

SEc. 416. (a) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be 
held to supersede, amend, or repeal the provisions of existing law 
relating to the retirement of officers attaining the age of sixty-two 
years. 

(b) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be held to repeal 
sections 1506 or 1507 of the Revised Statutes. 

AMENDMENT OF 'LUZ ACT OF APRIL 18, 1946 (PUBLIC LAW 347, SEVENTY-

NINTH CONGRESS) 

SEC. 417. The Act of April 18, 1946 (Public Law 347, Seventy-
ninth Congress), is hereby amended as follows: 

Substitute a comma for the period at the end of section 4 and add 
the following: "and such authorized number of commissioned officers 
shall include officers now or hereafter carried under any provision 
of law as additional or extra numbers in grade." 

AMENDMENT OF 1'11E ACT OF AUGUST 27, 1940 ( 54 STAT. 864 ), AS 

AMENDED (34 U. S. C. 737, 737 (A) ) 

SEC. 418. The Act of August 27, 1940 (54 Stat. 864), as amended 
(34 U. S. C. 737, 737 (a) ), is hereby further amended as follows: 
Insert a period after the word "necessary" in the first sentence of 

section 2 and delete from the same said first sentence the following: 
"and the authorized number of commissioned officers of the line of 
the Navy and Marine Corps is increased accordingly." 

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JUNE 27, 1942 ( 56 STAT. 422 ) 

SEC. 419. The Act of June 27, 1942 (56 Stat. 422), as amended, is 
hereby further amended as follows: 

Insert a period after the word "necessary" in the first sentence of 
section 1 and delete from the same said first sentence the following: 
"and the authorized number of commissioned officers of the line and 
of each staff corps to which such appointments may be made is 
increased accordingly." 

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JUNE 30, 1914 ( 38 STAT. 404 ), AS AMENDED 

SEc. 420. So much of the Act of June 30, 1914 (38 Stat. 404), as 
amended by the Acts of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 576), July 1, 1918 
(40 Stat. 708), and June 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 527), as relates to the com-
missioned officer strength of the active list of the staff corps of the 
Navy, is hereby further amended to read as follows: 
"The total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active 

list, exclusive of commissioned warrant officers, of the Supply Corps 
and Civil Engineer Corps shall be 12 and 3 per centum, respectively, 
of the total authorized number of commissioned officers of the active 
list of the line of the Navy. The total authorized number of com-
missioned officers of the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Chaplain 
Corps, and Nurse Corps shall be sixty-five one-hundredths of 1 per 
centum, twenty one-hundredths of 1 per centum, and one hundred and 
twenty-five one-thousandths of 1 per centum, and six-tenths of 1 per 
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centum, respectively, of the sum of the total authorized number of
commissioned officers of the Navy and Marine Corps (exclusive of
commissioned warrant officers), the total authorized number of enlisted
men of the Navy and Marine Corps, the total authorized number of
midshipmen at the Naval Academy, the actual number of commis-
sioned warrant officers, and warrant officers on the active list of the
Navy and Marine Corps, and the actual number of midshipmen on
active duty for flight training pursuant to the Act of August 13, 1946
(Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress). The Secretary of the
Navy shall make computations to determine the authorized strength
of the Medical Corps, the Dental Corps, the Chaplain Corps, the Medi-
cal Service Corps, and the Nurse Corps, as of the date of approval of
this Act and, thereafter, as of January 1 of each year, and the number
so determined for each such corps shall be considered the authorized
number of officers for that corps until a subsequent computation is
made as of January 1 of each year, and the numbers so determined,
which shall be considered the authorized number of officers for each
corps, shall not be varied between computations."

SERVICE IN GRADE TO INCLUDE SERVICE IN GRADE UNDER TEMPORARY
APPOINTMENT

SEC. 421. In computing length of service in grade under any pro-
vision of titles I through IV of this Act each officer on active duty
on the date of this Act shall be credited with all time from the date of
rank in his grade or in a higher grade, whether under permanent
appointment or temporary appointment, whichever is earlier: Pro-
vided, That any officer promoted in grade subsequent to the date of
approval of this Act shall be credited with service in the grade to
which so promoted only from the date of his eligibility for promotion
to that grade: And provided further, That notwithstanding the fore-
going, no officer who has not lost numbers or precedence shall become
eligible for consideration by a selection board until all officers of his
grade senior to him in lineal position become so eligible.

CONTINUATION OF TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS OF CERTAIN MEMBERS OF
THE HOSPITAL CORPS AND THE NAVAL RESERVE

SEC. 422. (a) Members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty
in connection with organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing,
training, or drilling the Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active
duty for the purpose of prosecuting special work, who on the date of
approval of this Act are serving under temporary appointments pur-
suant to the Act of July 24,1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, in grades
above commissioned warrant officer may continue to serve under such
temporary appointments until not later than six months after June
30 of the fiscal year following that in which the present war shall end,
and such temporary appointments shall be deemed to have been made
pursuant to title III of this Act: Provided, That no such officer may
be continued on active duty in a grade higher than that required to
maintain, with respect to officers placed on a lineal list pursuant to
section 304 of this Act, the relative precedence to which he was entitled
immediately prior to the establishment of the appropriate lineal list.
The President is authorized to effect such temporary adjustment of
grade and date of rank of such officers as is required to accomplish
the purpose of this proviso, and no such temporary adjustment shall
remain in effect later than six months after June 30 of the fiscal year
following that in which the present war shall end.
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centum, respectively, of the sum of the total authorized number of 
commissioned officers of the Navy and Marine Corps (exclusive of 
commissioned warrant officers) , the total authorized number of enlisted 
men of the Navy and Marine Corps, the total authorized number of 
midshipmen at the Naval Academy, the actual number of commis-
sioned warrant officers, and warrant officers on the active list of the 
Navy and Marine Corps, and the actual number of midshipmen on 
active duty for flight training pursuant to the Act of August 13, 1946 
(Public Law 729, Seventy-ninth Congress). The Secretary of the 
Navy shall make computations to determine the authorized strength 
of the Medical Corps, the Dental Corps, the Chaplain Corps, the Medi-
cal Service Corps, and the Nurse Corps, as of the date of approval of 
this Act and, thereafter, as of January 1 of each year, and the number 
so determined for each such corps shall be considered the authorized 
number of officers for that corps until a subsequent computation is 
made as of January 1 of each year, and the numbers so determined, 
which shall be considered the authorized number of officers for each 
corps, shall not be varied between computations." 

SERVICE IN GRADE TO INCLUDE SERVICE IN GRADE UNDER TEMPORARY 
APPOINTMENT 

SEC. 421. In computing length of service in grade under any pro-
vision of titles I through IV of this Act each officer on active duty 
on the date of this Act shall be credited with all time from the date of 
rank in his grade or in a higher grade, whether under permanent 
appointment or temporary appointment, whichever is earlier: Pro-
vided, That any officer promoted in grade subsequent to the date of 
approval of this Act shall be credited with service in the grade to 
which so promoted only from the date of his eligibility for promotion 
to that grade: And provided further, That notwithstanding the fore-
going, no officer who has not lost numbers or precedence shall become 
eligible for consideration by a selection board until all officers of his 
grade senior to him in lineal position become so eligible. 

CONTINUATION OF TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS OF CERTAIN MEMBERS OF 
THE HOSPITAL CORPS AND THE NAVAL RESERVE 

SEC. 422. (a) Members of the Naval Reserve ordered to active duty 
in connection with organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, 
training, or drilling the Naval Reserve, or ordered to temporary active 
duty for the purpose of prosecuting special work, who on the date of 
approval of this Act are serving under temporary appointments pur-
suant to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as amended, in grades 
above commissioned warrant officer may continue to serve under such 
temporary appointments until not later than six months after June 
30 of the fiscal year following that in which the present war shall end, 
and such temporary appointments shall be deemed to have been made 
pursuant to title III of this Act: Provided, That no such officer may 
be continued on active duty in a grade higher than that required to 
maintain, with respect to officers placed on a lineal list pursuant to 
section 304 of this Act, the relative precedence to which he was entitled 
immediately prior to the establishment of the appropriate lineal list. 
The President is authorized to effect such temporary adjustment of 
grade and date of rank of such officers as is required to accomplish 
the purpose of this proviso, and no such temporary adjustment shall 
remain in effect later than six months after June 30 of the fiscal year 
following that in which the present war shall end. 
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(b) Members of the Hospital Corps of the Navy and Naval Reserve
who, on the date of approval of this Act, are serving under temporary
appointments pursuant to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as
amended, in grades above commissioned warrant officer may continue
to serve under such temporary appointments until the effectuation of
their appointments in the Medical Service Corps of the Navy or until
and including the last day of the eleventh month following the date
of approval of this Act, whichever may be earlier.

SPECIFICATIONS BY SECRETARY OF NAVY OF QUALIFICATIONS TO BE REQUIRED

IN CERTAIN OFFICERS FOR SELECTION TO FLAG RANK

SEC. 423. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of titles I
through IV of this Act, whenever in the opinion of the Secretary of
the Navy there is an inadequate number of officers to meet the needs
of the service in the grade of rear admiral in the line or in any staff
corps of the Navy, or in the grade of brigadier general or major general
in the Marine Corps, who are specially qualified for a type of duty
required of officers of that grade, the Secretary of the Navy may direct
that, of the total number of officers which a selection board may recom-
mend for promotion to such a grade, such number, as determined by
him to be necessary to meet the needs of the service, shall be officers
who are specially qualified for the required type of duty: Provided,
That if an officer of any grade who is junior in lineal rank to the junior
officer in the promotion zone of the same grade be selected for promo-
tion solely by reason of the foregoing, the selection board shall so
certify in its report.

(b) An officer of any grade junior in lineal rank to the junior officer
in the promotion zone of the same grade who may be promoted by
virtue of selection for promotion solely by operation of subsection (a)
of this section shall, when one or more officers junior in lineal rank
to the junior officer in such promotion zone are promoted pursuant
to selection by the board convened next following that which selected
the first-mentioned officer, have precedence in the grade for which
selected according to his relative precedence with such other officer
or officers in the grade from which promoted if at the time of his
selection another officer junior to him in lineal rank was not selected
other than pursuant to subsection (a) of this section and, if all the
officers concerned be of a given staff corps of the Navy, the first-men-
tioned officer, when all others concerned are promoted, shall be
reassigned a running mate as if he were selected when the other officers
concerned were selected. When all the officers concerned shall have
been promoted to the grade for which selected, the President shall
assign the first-mentioned officer such later date of rank in his grade
that will insure the order of precedence herein prescribed and such
officer thereafter shall take rank for all purposes from such later date.

AMENDMENT OFTHE ACT OF MAY 4, 1898 (30 STAT. 380), AS AMENDED
(34 U. S. C. 21)

SEC. 424. So much of the Act of May 4, 1898 (30 Stat. 380), as
amended by the Act of March 18, 1940 (54 Stat. 54), the Act of March
17. 1941 (55 Stat. 43), and the Act of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 932),
is hereby further amended to read as follows:

"In addition to the number of officers of the Medical Corps of the
Navy authorized by other provisions of law the President may appoint,
without the advice and consent of the Senate, for temporary service
in such corps, lieutenants (junior grade) who shall while so serving
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(b) Members of the Hospital Corps of the Navy and Naval Reserve 
who, on the date of approval of this Act, are serving under temporary 
appointments pursuant to the Act of July 24, 1941 (55 Stat. 603), as 
amended, in grades above commissioned warrant officer may continue 
to serve under such temporary appointments until the effectuation of 
their appointments in the Medical Service Corps of the Navy or until 
and including the last day of the eleventh month following the date 
of approval of this Act, whichever may be earlier. 

SPECIFICATIONS BY SECRETARY OF NAVY OF QUALIFICATIONS TO BE REQUIRED 
IN CERTAIN OFFICERS FOR SELECTION TO FLAG RANK 
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SEC. 423. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of titles I 
through IV of this Act, whenever in the opinion of the Secretary of 
the Navy there is an inadequate number of officers to meet the needs 
of the service in the grade of rear admiral in the line or in any staff 
corps of the Navy, or in the grade of brigadier general or major general 
in the Marine Corps, who are specially qualified for a type of duty 
required of officers of that grade, the Secretary of the Navy may direct 
that, of the total number of officers which a selection board may, recom-
mend for promotion to such a grade, such number, as determined by 
him to be necessary to meet the needs of the service, shall be officers 
who are specially qualified for the required type of duty: Provided, 
That if an officer of any grade who is junior in lineal rank to the junior 
officer in the promotion zone of the same grade be selected for promo-
tion solely by reason of the foregoing, the selection board shall so 
certify in its report. 

(b) An officer of any grade junior in lineal rank to the junior officer Precedence. 

in the promotion zone of the same grade who may be promoted by 
virtue of selection for promotion solely by operation of subsection (a) 
of this section shall, when one or more officers junior in lineal rank 
to the junior officer in such promotion zone are promoted pursuant 
to selection by the board convened next following that which selected 
the first-mentioned officer, have precedence in the grade for which 
selected according to his relative precedence with such other officer 
or officers in the grade from which promoted if at the time of his 
selection another officer junior to him in lineal rank was not selected 
other than pursuant to subsection (a) of this section and, if all the ,,,Liatingat 
officers concerned be of a given staff corps of the Navy, the first-men-
tioned officer, when all others concerned are promoted, shall be 
reassigned a running mate as if he were selected when the other officers 
concerned were selected. 'When all the officers concerned shall have 
been promoted to the grade for which selected, the President shall 
assign the first-mentioned officer such later date of rank in his grade 
that will insure the order of precedence herein prescribed and such 
officer thereafter shall take rank for all purposes from such later date. 

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF MAY 4, 18 9 8 ( 30 STAT. 3 80 ), AS AMENDED 
(34 U. S. C. 21) 

SEC. 424. So much of the Act of May 4, 1898 (30 Stat. 380), as 
amended by the Act of March 18, 1940 (54 Stat. 54), the Act of March 
17. 1941 (55 Stat. 43), and the Act of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 932), 
is hereby further amended to read as follows: 

"In addition to the number of officers of the Medical Corps of the 
Navy authorized by other provisions of law the President may appoint, 
without the advice and consent of the Senate, for temporary service 
in such corps, lieutenants (junior grade) who shall while so serving 

34 U. S. C.§ 21. 
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receive the pay and allowances now or hereafter prescribed by law for
that grade. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the con-
trary, persons appointed pursuant to the authority contained in this
Act shall not be placed on the lineal list of the Medical Corps, shall not
be assigned running mates, and shall not be eligible for promotion
while serving under such temporary appointments. The number of
persons who may be so serving at any one time pursuant to this Act
shall not exceed two hundred and fifty: Provided, That in time of war
of declared national emergency the number of persons who may be so
temporarily appointed and who may so serve may be increased to the
extent determined by the President as necessary to meet the exigencies
of the naval service."

AMENDMENT OF PUBLIC LAW 729, SEVENTY-NINTH CONGRESS

SEc. 425. Section 12 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729,
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby amended by sub-
stituting the word "three" for the word "six" therein.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

SEC. 426. (a) The provisions of the Act of June 30, 1942 (56 Stat.
463), as amended, which relate to personnel of the Navy and Marine
Corps, with the exception of sections 3 and 4 of the said Act, are hereby
repealed, but this repeal shall in no way affect any provision of the
said Act insofar as it relates to the personnel of the Coast Guard.

(b) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be held to affect
any provision of law which relates to personnel of the Coast Guard,
Coast and Geodetic Survey, or Public Health Service.

AMENDMENT OFTHE ACT OF DECEMBER 28, 1945 (59 STAT. 666)

SEC. 427. Effective thirty days after the second appointment of anofficer of the Dental Corps of the Regular Navy to the grade of rearadmiral pursuant to the provisions of titles I through IV of this Act,section 3 of the Act of December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 666), is amended
as follows:

(a) In the second sentence of said section 3, after the word "Navy"
insert the words "of the grade of rear admiral".

(b) Strike out the third sentence of said section 3.

AMENDMENT OF PUBLIC LAW 66, EIGHTIETH CONGRESS

SEC. 428. Effective thirty days after the first appointment of anofficer of the Chaplain Corps of the Regular Navy to the grade of rear
admiral pursuant to the provisions of titles I through IV of this Act,section 1 of the Act of May 15 1947 (Public Law 56, Eightieth Con-gress), is amended to read as follows:

"That there shall be in the Bureau of Naval Personnel a Chief ofChaplains, designated by the Chief of Naval Personnel from amongofficers of the Chaplain Corps of the Regular Navy not below the gradeof rear admiral, and such officer shall, while so serving, receive thepay and allowances provided by law for rear admirals of the upperhalf."

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JANUARY 20, 1942 (56 STAT. 10, 34 U. S. C.
622)

SEC. 429. Section 1 of the Act of January 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 10, 34
U. S. C. 622) is amended by deleting the words "Lieutenant general"and substituting therefor the word "general".
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receive the pay and allowances now or hereafter prescribed by law for 
that grade. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the con-
trary, persons appointed pursuant to the authority contained in this 
Act shall not be placed on the lineal list of the Medical Corps, shall not 
be assigned running mates and shall not be eligible for promotion 
while serving under such temporary appointments. The number of 
persons who may be so serving at any one time pursuant to this Act 
shall not exceed two hundred and fifty: Provided, That in time of war 
of declared national emergency the number of persons who may be so 
temporarily appointed and who may so serve may be increased to the 
extent determined by the President as necessary to meet the exigencies 
of the naval service." 

AMENDMENT OF PUBLIC LAW 729, SEVENTY-NINTH CONGRESS 

SEC. 425. Section 12 of the Act of August 13, 1946 (Public Law 729, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby amended by sub-
stituting the word "three" for the word "six" therein. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

SEa. 426. (a) The provisions of the Act of June 30, 1942 (56 Stat. 
463), as amended, which relate to personnel of the Navy and Marine 
Corps, with the exception of sections 3 and 4 of the said Act, are hereby 
repealed, but this repeal shall in no way affect any provision of the 
said Act insofar as it relates to the personnel of the Coast Guard. 

(b) Nothing in titles I through IV of this Act shall be held to affect 
any provision of law which relates to personnel of the Coast Guard, 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, or Public Health Service. 

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF DECEMBER 28, 1945 (59 SPAT. 666) 

SEC. 427. Effective thirty days after the second appointment of an 
officer of the Dental Corps of the Regular Navy to the grade of rear 
admiral pursuant to the provisions of titles I through IV of this Act, 
section 3 of the Act of December 28, 1945 (59 Stat. 666), is amended 
as follows: 

(a) In the second sentence of said section 3, after the word "Navy" 
insert the words "of the grade of rear admiral". 

(b) Strike out the third sentence of said section 3. 

AMENDMENT OF PUBLIC LAW 56, EIGHTIETH CONGRESS 

SEC. 428. Effective thirty days after the first appointment of an 
officer of the Chaplain Corps of the Regular Navy to the grade of rear 
admiral pursuant to the provisions of titles I through IV of this Act, 
section 1 of the Act of May 15, 1947 (Public Law 56, Eightieth Con-
gress), is amended to read as follows: 

"That there shall be in the Bureau of Naval Personnel a Chief of 
Chaplains, designated by the Chief of Naval Personnel from among 
officers of the Chaplain Corps of the Regular Navy not below the grade 
of rear admiral, and such officer shall, while so serving, receive the 
pay and allowances provided by law for rear admirals of the upper 
half." 

AMENDMENT OF THE ACT OF JANUARY 20, 1942 (56 t3TAT. 10, 34 U. S. C. 
622) 

SEC. 429. Section 1 of the Act of January 20, 1942 (56 Stat. 10, 34 
U. S. C. 622) is amended by deleting the words "Lieutenant general" 
and substituting therefor the word "general". 
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LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF RESERVE AND RETIRED OFFICERS SERVING ON

ACTIVE DUTY IN FLAG RANKS

SEC. 430. In addition to fleet admirals and to the number of rear
admirals and above authorized by titles I, II, and III and by section
413 of this Act, a total of not to exceed ten retired and Reserve officers
may be serving on active duty in the grade of rear admiral or above:
Provided, That the above shall be exclusive of retired officers ordered
to temporary active duty on boards of officers as provided in titles I
through IV of this Act: And provided further, That the above restric-
tions shall not apply in time of war or national emergency declared
after the date of approval of this Act.

COMPUTATION OF RETIRED PAY

SEC. 431. Officers of the Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Reserve
components thereof, heretofore or hereafter retired under any pro-
vision of law shall have their retired pay computed on the basis of
the rates of pay which are now or may be hereafter provided by law
for officers on the active list.

AMENDMENTS TO CERTAIN ACTS RELATING TO RETIRED PAY

SEC. 432. (a) Subsection (a) of section 7 of the Act of February
21, 1946 (Public Law 305, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is
hereby amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and
substituting in lieu thereof the following: ": And provided further,
That in the case of officers hereafter retired, except those retired for
physical disability or in accordance with section 412 of this Act, whose
computation of pay on the active list is not based upon years of service
they shall receive retired pay at the rate of 21/2 per centum of their
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active
list had they been serving in the grade of captain in the Navy or
colonel in the Marine Corps at the time of their retirement, but retired
pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said
active-duty pay."

(b) Section 9 of the Act of February 21, 1946 (Public Law 305,
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby amended by insert-
ing between the second and third provisos thereof the following new
proviso: "Provided further, That in the case of an officer hereafter
retired whose computation of pay on the active list is not based upon
years of service he shall receive retired pay at the rate of 2/2 per
centum of his active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the
time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service for
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had he been serving
in the grade of captain in the Navy or colonel in the Marine Corps
at the time of his retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not
exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay:".

(c) This section shall be effective as of the date of approval of this
Act.

AMENDMENT OF TIlE ARMTY-NAVY MEDICAL SERVICES CORPS ACT OF 1947

SEC. 433. The Army-Navy Medical Service Corps Act of 1947 is
hereby amended as follows:

(a) The second paragraph of section 201 and sections 202 and 208
are hereby repealed.

(b) Renumber the present sections 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, and 209,
as sections 202,203,204,205,206, and 207, respectively.

95347°-48-pt. 1-56
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LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF RESERVE AND RETIRED OFFICERS SERVING ON 
ACTIVE DUTY IN FLAG RANKS 

SEC. 430. In addition to fleet admirals and to the number of rear 
admirals and above authorized by titles I, II, and III and by section 
413 of this Act, a total of not to exceed ten retired and Reserve officers 
may be serving on active duty in the grade of rear admiral or above: 
Provided, That the above shall be exclusive of retired officers ordered 
to temporary active duty on boards of officers as provided in titles I 
through IV of this Act: And provided further, That the above restric-
tions shall not apply in time of war or national emergency declared 
after the date of approval of this Act. 

COMPUTATION OF R.ETIREI) PAY 

Sze. 431. Officers of the Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Reserve 
components thereof, heretofore or hereafter retired under any pro-
vision of law shall have their retired pay computed on the basis of 
the rates of pay which are now or may be hereafter provided by law 
for officers on the active list. 

AMENDMENTS TO CERTAIN ACTS RELATING TO RETIRED PAY 

SEC. 432. (a) Subsection (a) of section 7 of the Act of February 
21, 1946 (Public Law 305, Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is 
hereby amended by striking out the period at the end thereof and 
substituting in lieu thereof the following: ": And provided fyrther, 
That in the case of officers hereafter retired, except those retired for 
physical disability or in accordance with section 412 of this Act, whose 
computation of pay on the active list is not based upon years of service 
they shall receive retired pay at the rate of 21/2  per centum of their 
active-duty pay in the grade in which serving at the time of retire-
ment multiplied by the number of years of service for which they 
would be entitled to credit in the computation of pay on the active 
list had they been serving in the grade of captain in the Navy or 
colonel in the Marine Corps at the time of their retirement, but retired 
pay so computed shall not exceed a total of 75 per centum of said 
active-duty pay." 

(b) Section 9 of the Act of February, 21, 1946 (Public Law 305, 
Seventy-ninth Congress, second session), is hereby amended by insert-
ing between the second and third provisos thereof the following new 
proviso: "Provided further, That in the case of an officer hereafter 
retired whose computation of pay on the active list is not based upon 
years of service lie shall receive retired pay at the rate of 2y2 per 

i centum of his active-duty pay in the grade n which serving at the 
time of retirement multiplied by the number of years of service for 
credit in the computation of pay on the active list had he been serving 
in the grade of captain in the Navy or colonel in the Marine Corps 
at the time of his retirement, but retired pay so computed shall not 
exceed a total of 75 per centum of said active-duty pay :". 

(c) This section shall be effective as of the date of approval of this 
Act. 

AMENDMENT OF iliE ARMY-NAVY MEDICAL SERVICES CORPS ACT OF 1947 

SEC. 433. The Army-Navy Medical Service Corps Act of 1947 is 
hereby amended as follows: 

(a) The second paragraph of section 201 and sections 202 and 208 
are hereby repealed. 

(b) Renumber the present sections 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, and 209, 
as sections 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, and 207, respectively. 
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(c) In the first sentence of the present section 204, strike out "203"
and substitute therefor "202".

(d) In the present section 206 strike out "204" wherever appearing
and substitute therefor "203"; and in said section 206 insert before
the colon the following: ", as amended".

AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT OF APRIL 16, 1947 (PUBLIC LAW 36,
EIGHTIETH CONGRESS)

SEC. 434. (a) Section 201 of the Act of April 16,1947 (Public Law 36,Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by striking out the colon as itappears after the word "ensign" in the second sentence thereof andsubstituting a period therefor, and by deleting the proviso and the last
sentence thereof.

(b) Section 203 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36,Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by deleting the last sentenceand the proviso thereof.
(c) The Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, Eightieth Congress)is hereby amended by striking out the words "the Medical Corps andthe Dental Corps" as they appear in section 205 thereof and substi-tuting therefor the words "the Medical, Dental, and Medical Service

Corps".
(d) Section 207 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36,Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by striking out subsection (a)thereof, and by redesignating the present subsections (b), (c), (d),(e), (f), (g), h (i),and (j) thereof as subsections (a), (b), (c), (d),

(e), (f), (g), (h),and (i), respectively.

SPECIAL PROVISION FOR NURSES

SEC. 435. Nurses appointed in the Nurse Corps of the Regular Navypursuant to section 203 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36,Eightieth Congress), shall be deemed for all purposes as holding per-manent commissions in the Regular Navy.

ACTS REPEALED

SEC. 436. All laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions
of titles I through IV of this Act are hereby repealed, and the pro-visions of titles I through IV of this Act shall be in effect in lieuthereof and such repeal shall include but shall not be limited to thefollowing Acts or parts of Acts:

(a) Section 1481 of the Revised Statutes of the United States.b) That part of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), asamended, which appears on page 609 and the following of volume 39of the Statutes at Large under the title "Marine Corps" except thefourth proviso of the second (34 U. S. C. 621), and so much of theseventh as appears in Thirty-fourth United States Code, 635 and 639;the eighth (34 U. S. C. 640) ; the last sentence of the tenth (34 U. S. C.665, 666); and the fifteenth (34 U. S. C. 701, 702) paragraphs thereof.(c) The first paragraph of section 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917(40 Stat. 84; 34 U. S. C. 212-215).
(d) The Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 717; 34 U. S. C. 348 andfollowing), as amended.
(e) Sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 of the Act of May 29, 1934

(48 Stat. 811), as amended.
(f) The Act of August 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 530), as amended.
(g) The Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 944), as amended.
th ) The Act of June 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 527), except section 1thereof.
(i) The Act of July 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 598; 34 U. S. C. 212a).
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(c) In the first sentence of the present section 204, strike out "203" 
and substitute therefor "202". 

(d) In the present section 206 strike out "204" wherever appearing 
and substitute therefor "203"; and in said section 206 insert before 
the colon the following: ", as amended". 

AMENDMENTS TO THE ACT OF APRIL 16, .1947 (PUBLIC LAW 36, 
EIGHTIETH CONGRESS) 

SEC. 434. (a) Section 201 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, 
Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by striking out the colon as it 
appears after the word "ensign" in the second sentence thereof and 
substituting a period therefor, and by deleting the proviso and the last 
sentence thereof. 

(b) Section 203 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, 
Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by deleting the last sentence 
and the proviso thereof. 

(c) The Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, Eightieth Congress), 
is hereby amended by striking out the words "the Medical Corps and. 
the Dental Corps" as they appear in section 205 thereof and substi-
tuting therefor the words "the Medical, Dental, and Medical Service 
Corps". 

(d) Section 207 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, 
Eightieth Congress), is hereby amended by striking out subsection (a) 
thereof, and by redesignating the present subsections (b), (c) , (d), 
(e), (f), (g), (h), (i), and (j) thereof as subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), 
(e), (f), (g), (h), and (i), respectively. 

SPECIAL PROVISION FOR NURSES 

SEC. 435. Nurses appointed in the Nurse Corps of the Regular Navy 
pursuant to section 203 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36, 
Eightieth Congress), shall be deemed for all purposes as holding per-
manent commissions in the Regular Navy. 

AC1. REPEALED 

SEC. 436. All laws or parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions 
of titles I through IV of this Act are hereby repealed, and the pro-
visions of titles I through IV of this Act shall be in effect in lieu 
thereof and such repeal shall include but shall not be limited to the 
following Acts or parts of Acts: 

(a) Section 1481 of the Revised Statutes of the United States. 
(b) That part of the Act of August 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 556), as 

amended, which appears on page 609 and the following of volume 39 
of the Statutes at Large under the title "Marine Corps" except the 
fourth proviso of the second (34 U. S. C. 621), and so much of the 
seventh as appears in Thirty-fourth United States Code, 635 and 639; 
the eighth (34 U. S. C. 640) ; the last sentence of the tenth (34 U. S. C. 
665, 666) ; and the fifteenth (34 U. S. C. 701, 702) paragraphs thereof. 

(c) The first paragraph of section 18 of the Act of May 22, 1917 
(40 Stat. 84; 34 U. S. C. 212-215). 

(d) The Act of June 10, 1926 (44 Stat. 717; 34 U. S. C. 348 and 
following), as amended. 

(e) Sections 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 of the Act of May 29, 1934 
(48 Stat. 811), as amended. 

(f) The Act of August 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 530), as amended. 
(g) The Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 944), as amended. 
(h) The Act of June 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 527), except section 1 

thereof. 
(i) The Act of July 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 598; 34 U. S. C. 212a). 
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(j) Section 1 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 370; 34 U. S. C.
398b).

(k) Sections 1 to 6, inclusive, of the Act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat.
1004).

(1) The first proviso of the Act of December 19, 1913 (38 Stat. 241;
34 U. S. C. 623).

(m) The first paragraph of section 30 of the Act of March 4, 1925
(43 Stat. 1279; 34 U. S. C. 399), as amended.

n) The Act of January 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1092; 34 U. S. C. 399f)
o) The Act of February 23, 1942 (56 Stat. 120; 34 U. S. C. 399h).

(p) Section 206 of the Act of April 16, 1947 (Public Law 36,
Eightieth Congress).

TITLE V-ARMY

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Sec. 501. Regular Army officers-Authorized strength.
Sec. 502. Regular Army officers-Appointments-Assignment in branch-Author-

ized strength of branches.
Sec. 503. General officers of the Regular Army-Authorized numbers-Seniority

list-Date of rank.
Sec. 504. General officers-Assignments-Positions carrying rank of general and

lieutenant general.
Sec. 505. Regular Army officers-Authorized numbers in grades below brigadier

general-Promotion lists-Seniority-Date of rank.
Sec. 506. Regular Army officers-Procurement of additional officers.
Sec. 507. Regular Army officers-Selection boards-Promotion generally.
Sec. 508. Regular Army officers-Promotion to grade of first lieutenant.
Sec. 509. Regular Army officers-Promotion to grades of captain, major, and

lieutenant colonel-Elimination of those not promoted.
Sec. 510. Regular Army officers-Promotion to grade of colonel.
Sec. 511. Regular Army officers-Promotion to grade of brigadier general.
Sec. 512. Regular Army officers-Promotion to grade of major general.
Sec. 513. General officers-Chiefs and assistant chiefs of services-Promotion to

general officer grades with view to assignment as chief or assistant
chief of service.

Sec. 514. Regular Army officers-Elimination from active list-Mandatory retire-
ment or separation.

Sec. 515. Army officers-Temporary grades-Temporary appointments of officers
in the Army of the United States-Active duty of Reserve component
officers.

Sec. 516. Relative rank of general officers of the Army with flag officers of the
Navy.

Sec. 517. Regular Army officers-Service credit to certain officers who were In the
Regular Army prior to December 28, 1945.

Sec. 518. Regular Army officers-Promotions to be made on July 1, 1948, to fill Ini-
tial requirements in grades of captain, major, and lieutelnnt colonel.

Sec. 519. Amendments to National Defense Act to provide Increased rank for Chief
of Chaplains and Assistants to Surgeon General.

Sec. 520. Professors of the United States Military Academy.
Sec. 521. Amendment to Army retirement laws.
Sec. 522. Amendment to article of war 119.
Sec. 523. Saving clause.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-AUTHORIZED STRENGTH

SEC. 501. There is authorized a strength of fifty-one thousand active
list commissioned officers in the Regular Army, exclusive of the num-
bers authorized by law for the Army Nurse Corps, the Women's Med-
ical Specialist Corps, professors of the United States Military Acad-
emy, and any numbers authorized by special provisions of law provid-
ing for officers in designated categories as additional numbers.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-APPOINTMENT-ASSIGNMENT IN BRANCH-

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH OF BRANCHES

SEC. 502. (a) In addition to the officers permanently appointed in
general officer grades above that of major general (authorized by other
provisions of law), Regular Army officers shall be permanently
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(j) Section 1 of the Act of June 16, 1942 (56 Stat. 370; 34 U. S. C. 
398b). 

(k) Sections 1 to 6, inclusive, of the Act of March 3, 1899 (30 Stat. 
1004). 

(1) The first proviso of the Act of December 19, 1913 (38 Stat. 241; 
34 U. S. C. 623). 

(m) The first paragraph of section 30 of the Act of March 4, 1925 
(43 Stat. 1279; 34 U. S. C. 399), as amended. 

(n) The Act of January 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1092; 34 U. S. C. 399f). 
(o) The Act of February 23, 1942 (56 Stat. 120; 34 U. S. C. 399h). 
(p) Section 206 of the Act of April 16, 1917 (Public Law 36, 

Eightieth Congress). 
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REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-AU imORIZED STRENGTH 

SEC. 501. There is authorized a strength of fifty-one thousand active 
list commissioned officers in the Regular Army, exclusive of the num-
bers authorized by law for the Army Nurse Corps, the Women's Med-
ical Specialist Corps, professors of the United States Military Acad-
emy, and any numbers authorized by special provisions of law provid-
ing for officers in designated categories as additional numbers. 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-APPOINTMENT-ASSIGNMENT IN BRANCH-

AUTHORIZED STRENGTH OF BRANCHES 

SEC. 502. (a) In addition to the officers permanently appointed in 
general officer grades above that of major general (authorized by other 
provisions of law), Regular Army officers shall be permanently 
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appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, in the Regular Army in the commissioned officer grades of
major general, brigadier general, colonel, lieutenant colonel, major,
captain, first lieutenant, and second lieutenant.

General officers. (b) Officers holding permanent appointments in any general officer
grade in the Regular Army shall be known as general officers of the
Regular Army. Appointments of officers in general officer grades in the
Regular Army shall be made in the Medical Corps, in the Dental
Corps, in the Veterinary Corps, and as chaplains; but otherwise they
shall be made in the Regular Army without specification of branch,
arm, or service. When the appointments are in the Medical Corps,
the Dental Corps, the Veterinary Corps, and as chaplains, general
officers of the Regular Army may be specifically referred to as general
officers, Medical Corps, Regular Army; general officers, Dental Corps,
Regular Army; general officers, Veterinary Corps, Regular Army; and
general officers, chaplains, Regular Army.

radesr bel riga - (C) Appointments of officers in commissioned officer grades below
that of brigadier general in the Regular Army shall be made in the
Air Corps, in each of the several corps of the Medical Department,
as chaplains, and as professors of the United States Military Academy;
but otherwise they shall be made in the Regular Army without specifi-
cation of branch, arm, or service. Those appointed without specifica-
tion of branch, arm, or service shall be assigned (and may from time
to time be transferred and reassigned) by the Secretary of War in the
several branches, arms, and services of the Regular Army (excluding
the Air Corps, the several corps of the Medical Department, and the
chaplains) according to the professional qualifications of the officers
concerned and the needs of the branches, arms, and services: Provided,

ffcers of Corps of That assignments, transfers, and reassignments of officers of the Corps
of Engineers to and from duties involving the civil functions of the
Corps of Engineers shall be made only by approval of the Secretary of
War upon the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers.

ficer strength.' (d) The authorized active list commissioned officer strength of the
Air Corps of the Regular Army; of each of the several corps of the
Medical Department of the Regular Army; of the Chaplains of the
Regular Army; and of each ofrm and of each of the several corps, arms, and services
of the Regular Army in which officers are assigned (as distinguished
from those in which officers are appointed); shall, from time to time
be determined by the Secretary of War (within the authorized active
list commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army and within
any limitations provided by laws enacted after January 1, 1947).

Details. (e) Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, officers
appointed or assigned in one branch, arm, or service, may be detailed

Persons vested witnh , or for duty with, any other branch, arm, or service.
office under appoint- (f) Persons now vested with office in the Regular Army in the sev-
ments as officers. eral commissioned officer grades under appointments as officers in the

several branches, arms, and services (excluding those appointed in the
Air Corps, the several corps of the Medical Department, as Chaplains,
and as professors of the United States Military Academy) shall be
deemed to hold such office under appointments in the Regular Army
without specification of branch, arm, or service and to be assigned in

Efective date. the branch, arm, or service specified in their appointments.
(g) This section shall not become effective until December 31, 1947

for the purpose during the interim of administering the Act of
5 ,s55c, §§481s. December 28,1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth Congress, 59 Stat.

663), as amended, and other Acts or provisions of law providing for
the appointment of persons as additional officers of the Regular Army;
but otherwise this section shall be effective on the date of enactment
of this Act.
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appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate, in the Regular Army in the commissioned officer grades. of 
major general, brigadier general, colonel, lieutenant colonel, major, 
captain, first lieutenant, and second lieutenant. 

(b) Officers holding permanent appointments in any general officer 
grade in the Regular Army shall be known as general officers of the 
Regular Army. Appointments of officers in general officer grades in the 
Regular Army shall be made in the Medical Corps, in the Dental 
Corps, in the Veterinary Corps and as chaplains; but otherwise they 
shall be made in the Regular Army without specification of branch, 
arm, or service. When the appointments are in the Medical Corps, 
the Dental Corps, the Veterinary Corps, and as chaplains, general 
officers of the Regular Army may be specifcally referred to as general 
officers, Medical Corps, Regular Army; general officers, Dental Corps, 
Regular Army; general officers, Veterinary Corps, Regular Army; and 
general officers, chaplains, Regular Army. 

(c) Appointments of officers in commissioned officer grades below 
that of brigadier general in the Regular Army shall be made in the 

i Air Corps, n each of the several corps of the Medical Department, 
as chaplains, and as professors of the United States Military Academy; 
but otherwise they shall be made in the Regular Army without specifi-
cation of branch, arm, or service. Those appointed without specifica-
tion of branch, arm, or service shall be assigned (and may from time 
to time be transferred and reassigned) by the Secretary of War in the 
several branches, arms, and services of the Regular Army (excluding 
the Air Corps, the several corps of the Medical Department, and the 
chaplains) according to the professional qualifications of the officers 
concerned and the needs of the branches, arms, and services: Provided, 
That assignments, transfers, and reassignments of officers of the Corps 
of Engineers to and from duties involving the civil functions of the 
Corps of Engineers shall be made only by approval of the Secretary of 
War upon the recommendation of the Chief of Engineers. 

(d) The authorized active list commissioned officer strength of the 
Air Corps of the Regular Army; of each of the several corps of the 
Medical Department of the Regular Army; of the Chaplains of the 
Regular Army; and of each of the several corps, arms, and services 
of the Regular Army in which officers are assigned (as distinguished 
from those in which officers are appointed) ; shall, from time to time, 
be determined by. the Secretary of War (within the authorized active 
list commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army and within 
any limitations provided by laws enacted after January 1, 1947). 

(e) Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, officers 
appointed or assigned in one branch, arm, or service, may be detailed 
in, or for duty with, any other branch, arm or service. 

(f) Persons now vested with office in the Regular Army in the sev-
eral commissioned officer grades under appointments as officers in the 
several branches, arms, and services (excluding those appointed in the 
Air Corps, the several corps of the Medical Department, as Chaplains, 
and as professors of the United States Military Academy) shall be 
deemed to hold such office under appointments in the Regular Army 
without specification of branch, arm, or service and to be assigned in 
the branch, arm, or service specified in their appointments. 

(g) This section shall not become effective until December 31, 1947, 
for the purpose during the interim of administering the Act of 
December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth Congress, 59 Stat. 
663), as amended, and other Acts or provisions of law providing for 
the appointment of persons as additional officers of the Regular Army; 
but otherwise this section shall be effective on the date of enactment 
of this Act. 
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GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE REGULAR ARMY-AUTHORIZED NUMBERS-

SENIORITY LIST--DATE OF RANK

SEC. 503. (a) There is authorized on the active list of the Regular
Army a strength of general officers of the Regular Army (exclusive
of the numbers of general officers authorized for the several corps of
the Medical Department and the chaplains) equal to three-fourths of
1 per centum of that number which equals the authorized active list
commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army less the authorized
active list commissioned officer strengths of the several corps of the
Medical Department and the chaplains, of which not more than 50
per centum may be in permanent grade above that of brigadier gen-
eral; and, in addition a strength of general officers of the Regular
Army in the Medical Corps equal to one-half of 1 per centum of the
authorized active list commissioned officer strength of such corps, of
which not more than 50 per centum may be in permanent grade above
that of brigadier general; and, in addition, a strength of general
officers of the Regular Army in the Dental Corps equal to one-half of
1 per centum of the authorized active list commissioned officer strength
of such corps, of which not more than 50 per centum may be in perma-
nent grade above that of brigadier general; and, in addition, a strength
of general officers of the Regular Army in the Veterinary Corps equal
to one-half of 1 per centum of the authorized active list commissioned
officer strength of such corps, of which not more than 50 per centum
may be in permanent grade above that of brigadier general; and, in
addition, a strength of general officers of the Regular Army as chap-
lains equal to one-half of 1 per centum of the authorized active list
commissioned officer strength of the chaplains of the Regular Army,
of which not more than 50 per centum may be in permanent grade
above that of brigadier general: Provided, That there shall be no
additional appointments in any permanet grade above that of major
general: Provided further, That the percentages above specified shall
not result in more than three hundred and fifty-seven officers on the
active list of the Regular Army in permanent grade above that of
colonel, of which there shall be not more than sixteen in the Medical
Corps, four in the Dental Corps, one in the Veterinary Corps, two
chaplains, and three hundred and thirty-four in the Army, exclusive
of Medical Department and chaplains; and of such total number there
shall be not more than one hundred and seventy-eight on the active
list of the Regular Army in permanent grade above that of brigadier
general and of such one hundred and seventy-eight there shall be not
more than eight in the Medical Corps, none in the Veterinary Corps,
two in the Dental Corps, one chaplain, and one hundred and sixty-
seven in the Army, exclusive of Medical Department and chaplains;
and of the foregoing total number of permanent general officers of
the Regular Army, unless a National emergency is declared after the
date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, there shall, after such date,
and until a National emergency is thereafter declared, be not more
than forty-four serving in any grade above that of major general as
specifically limited in section 504 of this title: Provided further, That
of the three hundred and thirty-four Regular Army officers authorized
in permanent grade above that of colonel in the Army, exclusive of
Medical Department and chaplains, specified in the preceding proviso,
there shall be in the Army less the Air Corps and in the Air Corps,
respectively, not more than such numbers as are derived by allotments
to each, proportional to the respective strengths authorized for the
Army promotion list and the Air Corps promotion list; and of each
such allotment there shall be not more than 50 per centum in perma-
nent grade above that of brigadier general: And provided further,
That, whenever the application of the percentages specified in this
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GENERAL OFFICERS OF 'DAL REGULAR ARMY—AUTHORIZED NUMBERS— 
SENIORITY LIST----DATE OF RANK 

SEC. 503. (a) There is authorized on the active list of the Regular 
Army a strength of general officers of the Regular Army (exclusive 
of the numbers of general officers authorized for the several corps of 
the Medical Department and the chaplains) equal to three-fourths of 
1 per centum of that number which equals the authorized active list 
commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army less the authorized 
active list commissioned officer strengths of the 'several corps of the 
Medical Department and the chaplains, of which not more than 50 
per centum i may be in permanent grade above that of brigadier gen-
eral; and, n addition, a strength of general officers of the Regular 
Army in the Medical Corps equal to one-half of 1 per centum of the 
authorized active list commissioned officer strength of such corps, of 
which not more than 50 per centum may be in permanent grade above 
that of brigadier general; and, in addition, a strength of general 
officers of the Regular Army in the Dental Corps equal to one-half of 
1 per centum of the authorized active list commissioned officer strength 
of such corps, of which not more than 50 per centum may be in perma-
nent grade above that of brigadier general; and, in addition, a strength 
of general officers of the Regular Army in the Veterinary Corps equal 
to one-half of 1 per centum of the authorized active list commissioned 
officer strength of such corps, of which not more than 50 per centum 
may be in permanent grade above that of brigadier general; and, in 
addition, a strength of general officers of the Regular Army as chap-
lains equal to one-half of 1 per centum of the authorized active list 
commissioned officer strength of the chaplains of the Regular Army, 
of which not more than 50 per centum may be in permanent grade 
above that of brigadier general: Provided, That there shall be no 
additional appointments in any permanet grade above that of major 
general: Provided further, That the percentages above specified shall 
not result in more than three hundred and fifty-seven officers on the 
active list of the Regular Army in permanent grade above that of 
colonel, of which there shall be not more than sixteen in the Medical 
Corps, four in the Dental Corps, one in the Veterinary Corps, two 
chaplains, and three hundred and thirty-four in the Army, exclusive 
of Medical Department and chaplains; and of such total number there 
shall be not more than one hundred and seventy-eight on the active 
list of the Regular Army in permanent grade above that of brigadier 
general and of such one hundred and seventy-eight there shall be not 
more than eight in the Medical Corps, none in the Veterinary Corps, 
two in the Dental Corps, one chaplain, and one hundred and sixty-
seven in the Army, exclusive of Medical Department and chaplains; 
and of the foregoing total number of permanent general officers of 
the Regular Army, unless a National emergency is declared after the 
date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, there shall, after such date, 
and until a National emergency is thereafter declared, be not more 
than forty-four serving in any grade above that of major general as 
specifically limited in section 504 of this title: Provided further, That 
of the three hundred and thirty-four Regular Army officers authorized 
in permanent grade above that of colonel in the Army, exclusive of 
Medical Department and chaplains, specified in the preceding proviso, 
there shall be in the Army less the Air Corps and in the Air Corps, 
respectively, not more than such numbers as are derived by allotments 
to each, proportional to the respective strengths authorized for the 
Army promotion list and the Air Corps promotion list; and of each i 
such allotment there shall be not more than 50 per centum n perma-
nent grade above that of brigadier general: And provided further, 
That, whenever the application of the percentages specified in this 
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section results in a fraction of a whole number, fractions of one-half
and greater shall be counted as a whole number and fractions of less

Appointments in than one-half shall be disregarded: And provided further, That the
omatic ervice, numbers of general officers set forth in this subsection and in the sev-

eral provisos thereof shall be exclusive of general officers on the active
list of the Regular Army who are specifically authorized by Acts of
Congress to hold appointments in the Diplomatic or Consular Service
of the Government or to hold any civil office under the Government or
any instrumentality thereof.

Maintenance of (b) There shall be maintained a seniority list of the general officers
seniority ist. of the Regular Army. The first name on the list shall be that of the

general officer most senior in permanent general officer grade; the sec-
ond name on the list shall be that of the senior next below the first;
the third on the list shall be that of the senior next below the second;
and so on throughout the list.

Brigadier generals. (C) DATE OF RANK.-(1) The date of rank of an officer appointed
in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army shall be the
date of appointment: Provided, That, if at time of appointment he
holds office in temporary grade of brigadier general or any higher
temporary grade, his date of rank shall be the date of rank held in such
temporary grade, or formerly held in the temporary grade of brigadier
general if appointed to higher temporary grade from that grade; but
in no event shall such date of rank be earlier than that of the junior
officer in the permanent grade of brigadier general in the Regular
Arm.

Major generals. A(2 The date of rank of an officer appointed in the grade of major
general in the Regular Army shall be the date of rank held by such
officer in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army: Pro-
vided, That, if at time of appointment he does not hold office in per-
manent grade of brigadier general, but does hold office in the tempo-
rary grade of brigadier general or higher temporary grade, his date
of rank shall be the date of rank held in such temporary grade, or
formerly held in the temporary grade of brigadier general if appointed
to higher temporary grade from that grade: And provided further,
That such date of rank shall not be earlier than that of the junior
officer in the permanent grade of major general in the Regular Army.

Effective date. (d) The provisions of this section shall be effective immediately
Repeals. upon the enactment of this Act and the following Acts and parts of

Acts and all other laws or parts of laws inconsistent or in conflict with
the provisions of this section are hereby repealed:

(1) That part of section 4 of the National Defense Act, as amended,
41 stat. 760. which precedes the paragraph commencing with the words, "SEC. 4a."

(10 U. S. C. 482, 483, 487, 551).
(2) The Act of May 28, 1940 (54 Stat. 227; 10 U. S. C. 482c).
(3) Section 4 of the Act of June 13, 1940 (54 Stat. 381), as amended

(10 U. S. C. 551a).

GENERAL OFFICERS-ASSIGNMENTS-POSrrIONs CARRYING RANK OF
GENERAL AND LIEUTENANT GENERAL

SEC. 504. (a) General officers holding office in any general officer
grade, under permanent or temporary appointments, including gen-
eral officers of the Army of the United States, or any component
thereof, serving on active Federal duty, may be assigned or detailed
to any duties or positions under regulations prescribed by the
President.

taDin sitionf be (b) The President is authorized, from time to time, to designate
President, etc. certain positions of importance and responsibility which shall carry

the rank of general and lieutenant general, respectively, and to desig-
nate and assign to such positions any of the general officers holding
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section results in a fraction of a whole number, fractions of one-half 
and greater shall be counted as a whole number and fractions of less 
than one-half shall be disregarded: And provided further, That the 
numbers of general officers set forth in this subsection and in the sev-
eral provisos thereof shall be exclusive of general officers on the active 
list of the Regular Army who are specifically authorized by Acts of 
Congress to hold appointments in the Diplomatic or Consular Service 
of the Government or to hold any civil office under the Government or 
any instrumentality thereof. 

(b) There shall be maintained a seniority list of the general officers 
of the Regular Army. The first name on the list shall be that of the 
general officer most senior in permanent general officer grade; the sec-
ond name on the list shall be that of the senior next below the first; 
the third on the list shall be that of the senior next below the second; 
and so on throughout the list. 

(c) DATE OF RANK.—(1) The date of rank of an officer appointed 
in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army shall be the 
date of appointment: Provided, That, if at time of appointment he 
holds office in temporary grade of brigadier general or any higher 
temporary grade, his date of rank shall be the date of rank held in such 
temporary grade, or formerly held in the temporary grade of brigadier 
general if appointed to higher temporary grade from that grade; but 
in no event shall such date of rank be earlier than that of the junior 
officer in the permanent grade of brigadier general in the Regular 
Army. 

(2) The date of rank of an officer appointed in the grade of major 
general in the Regular Army shall be the date of rank held by such 
officer in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army: Pro-
vided, That, if at time of appointment he does not hold office in per-
manent grade of brigadier general, but does hold office in the tempo-
rary grade of brigadier general or higher temporary grade, his date 
of rank shall be the date of rank held in such temporary grade, or 
formerly held in the temporary grade of brigadier general if appointed 
to higher temporary grade from that grade: And provided further, 
That such date of rank shall not be earlier than that of the junior 
officer in the permanent grade of major general in the Regular Army. 

(d) The provisions of this section shall be effective immediately 
upon the enactment of this Act and the following Acts and _parts of 
Acts and all other laws or parts of laws inconsistent or in conflict with 
the provisions of this section are hereby repealed: 

(1) That part of section 4 of the National Defense Act, as amended, 
which precedes the paragraph commencing with the words, "SEC. 4a." 
(10 U. S. C. 482, 483, 487, 551). 

(2) The Act of May 28, 1940 (54 Stat. 227; 10 U. S. C. 482c). 
(3) Section 4 of the Act of June 13, 1940 (54 Stat. 381), as amended 

(10 U. S. C. 551a). 
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GENERAL OFFICERS---ASSIGNMENTS--POSITIONS CARRYING RANK OF 
GENERAL AND LIEUTENANT GENERAL 

SEC. 504. (a) General officers holding office in any general officer 
grade, under permanent or temporary appointments, including gen-
eral officers of the Army of the United States, or any component 
thereof, serving on active Federal duty, may be assigned or detailed 
to any duties or positions under regulations prescribed by the 
President. 

(b) The President is authorized, from time to time, to designate 
certain positions of importance and responsibility which shall carry 
the rank of general and lieutenant general, respectively, and to desig-
nate and assign to such positions any of the general officers holding 
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office in the grade of major general or higher grade, under permanent
or temporary appointments (including general officers of the Army
of the United States and general officers of each of the components
thereof who may be serving on active Federal duty), and such officers,
so designated and assigned, shall have the rank, title, pay, and allow-
ances of a general or lieutenant general, as the case may be, while so
serving, without vacation of their permanent grade, and, upon ter-
mination of such an officer's service in any such position he shall re-
sume his permanent grade or whatever temporary grade he may, at
that time, be entitled to hold: Provided, That such officers shall have
the rank, title, pay, and allowances of a general or lieutenant general
under the provisions of this section only when appointed in such posi-
tions by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate: Provided further, That the number of such positions and the
number of officers serving in such positions shall not exceed 15 per
centum of the total number of general officers serving on active Fed-
eral military duty (including those holding office under temporary
appointments and general officers of the Army of the United States,
and the several components thereof), and, of such number not more
than 25 per centum may be positions carrying the rank of general:
Provided further, That, unless a national emergency is declared after
the date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, there shall, after such
date, and until a national emergency is thereafter declared, be no addi-
tional officers appointed in any grade above that of general and the
total number of officers serving on active duty in grades above major
general under this section or any other provision of law, shall not
exceed the following: Forty-four in grade of lieutenant general or
higher grade, of which not more than nine shall be above the grade
of lieutenant general, and of the nine above the grade of lieutenant
general, one shall be the Chief of Staff of the Army and one shall be
the officer occupying the corresponding position of the Army Air
Forces, and of the remaining seven above the grade of lieutenant gen-
eral there shall be not more than four in the Army less the Air Corps
and not more than three in the Air Corps and of the total forty-four
in grade of lieutenant general or higher, there shall be not more than
twenty-seven in the Army less the Air Corps and not more than
seventeen in the Air Corps; except that there may be a general officer,
either of the Air Corps or other than of the Air Corps, appointed as
Chief of Staff to the President, and such officer, unless he be entitled
to rank, title, or grade, and the pay and allowances of a general, or
of a higher grade under some other provision of law, shall, when
appointed to such position by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, have the rank, title, pay, and allowances of a general and he
shall be additional to the numbers hereinbefore set forth in this pro-
viso: And provided further, That the numbers of general officers set
forth in this subsection and in the several provisos thereof shall be
exclusive of general officers on the active list of the Regular Army
who are specifically authorized by Acts of Congress to hold appoint-
ments in the Diplomatic or Consular Service of the Government or to
hold any civil office under the Government or any instrumentality
thereof.

(c) Within the limitations as to numbers in grade prescribed in this
Act, one officer of the Navy, including the Marine Corps, one officer of
the Army less the Air Corps, and one officer of the Air Corps, when
designated by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, as senior members of the Military and Naval Staff Committee
of the United Nations shall, while so serving, be entitled to the rank,
pay, and allowances of a vice admiral or lieutenant general, as the
case may be, and, in addition thereto, a personal money allowance of
$2,200 per year.
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office in the grade of major general or higher grade, under permanent 
or temporary appointments (including general officers of the Army 
of the United States and general officers of each of the components 
thereof who may be serving on active Federal duty), and such officers, 
so designated and assigned, shall have the rank, title, pay, and allow-
ances of a general or lieutenant general, as the case may be, while so 
serving, without vacation of their permanent grade, and, upon ter-
mination of such an officer's service in any such position he shall re-
sume his permanent grade or whatever temporary grade he may, at 
that time, be entitled to hold: Provided, That such officers shall have 
the rank, title, pay, and allowances of a general or lieutenant general 
under the provisions of this section only when appointed in such posi-
tions by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate: Provided further, That the number of such positions and the 
number of officers serving in such positions shall not exceed 15 per 
centum of the total number of general officers serving on active Fed-
eral military duty (including those holding office under temporary 
appointments and general officers of the Army of the United States, 
and the several components thereof), and, of such number not more 
than 25 per centum may be positions carrying the rank of general: 
Provided further, That, unless a national emergency is declared after 
the date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, there shall, after such 
date, and until a national emergency is thereafter declared, be no addi-
tional officers appointed in any grade above that of general and the 
total number of officers serving on active duty in grades above major 
general under this section or any other provision of law, shall not 
exceed the following: Forty-four in grade of lieutenant general or 
higher grade, of which not more than nine shall be above the grade 
of lieutenant general, and of the nine above the grade of lieutenant 
general, one shall be the Chief of Staff of the Army and one shall be 
the officer occupying the corresponding position of the Army Air 
Forces, and of the remaining seven above the grade of lieutenant gen-
eral there shall be not more than four in the Army less the Air Corps 
and not more than three in the Air Corps and of the total forty-four 
in grade of lieutenant general or higher, there shall be not more than 
twenty-seven in the Army less the Air Corps and not more than 
seventeen in the Air Corps; except that there may be a general officer, 
either of the Air Corps or other than of the Air Corps, appointed as 
Chief of Staff to the President, and such officer, unless he be ent itled 
to rank, title, or grade, and the pay and allowances of a general, or 
of a higher grade under some other provision of law, shall, when 
appointed to such position by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, have the rank, title, pay, and allowances of a general and he 
shall be additional to the numbers hereinbefore set forth in this pro-
viso: And provided further, That the numbers of general officers set 
forth in this subsection and in the several provisos thereof shall be 
exclusive of general officers on the active list of the Regular Army 
who are specifically authorized by Acts of Congress to hold appoint-
ments in the Diplomatic or Consular Service of the Government or to 
hold any civil office under the Government or any instrumentality 
thereof. 

(e) Within the limitations as to numbers in grade prescribed in this 
Act, one officer of the Navy, including the Marine Corps, one officer of 
the Army less the Air Corps, and one officer of the Air Corps, when 
designated by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, as senior members of the Military and Naval Staff Committee 
of the United Nations shall, while so serving, be entitled to the rank, 
pay, and allowances of a vice admiral or lieutenant general, as the 
case may be, and, in addition thereto, a personal money allowance of 

$2,200 per year. 
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(d) Any officer of the Regular Army who may be retired while
serving in accordance with the provisions of subsection (b) or (c) of
this section, or subsequent to such service, may, in the discretion of the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, when
retired, be placed on the retired list with the highest such grade or
rank held by him while on the active list: Provided, That no increase
in retired pay shall accrue solely as the result of such advancement in
grade or rank on the retired list: Provided further, That the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, may in his discretion
extend the privilege herein granted to officers heretofore or hereafter
retired, who served in the grade of general or lieutenant general
between December 7,1941, and June 30,1946.

(e) The second paragraph of section 7 of the Pay Readjustment
Act of 1942, as amended (37 U. S. C. 107), is hereby amended to
read as follows:

"Officers of the Navy serving in the grade of vice admiral, officers
of the Army serving in the grade of lieutenant general, and officers of
the other services mentioned in the title of this Act serving in corre-
sponding grades, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the pay and
allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal money
allowance of $500 per year. Officers of the Navy serving in the grade
of admiral, officers of the Army serving in the grade of general, and
officers of the other services mentioned in the title of this Act serving
in corresponding grades, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the
pay and allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal
money allowance of $2,200 per year. Officers serving as the Chief of
Naval Operations, the Chief of Staff of the Army, or in the corre-
sponding position in the Army Air Forces, or as the Commandant of
the Marine Corps, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the pay and
allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal money
allowance of $4,000 per year."

(f) The Act of August 5, 1939 (53 Stat. 1214), as amended (10
U. S. C. 482b), is hereby repealed.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS--AUTHORIZED NUMBERS IN GRADES BELOW
BRIGADIER GENERA--PROMOTION LISTS-SENIORrrY-DATE OF RANK

SEC. 505. (a) The names of all active list commissioned officers of
the Regular Army in permanent grades below that of brigadier
general (except professors of the United States Military Academy,
officers of the Army Nurse Corps, and Women's Medical Specialist
Corps, and officers in special categories excluded by some express
provision of law) shall be carried on promotion lists as hereinafter
prescribed and such officers may be referred to as promotion-list
officers. As used in this section the phrase "total authorized pro-
motion-list strength" means the authorized active list commissioned
officer strength of the Regular Army, exclusive of the numbers
authorized by law for the Army Nurse Corps, the Women's Medical
Specialist Corps, professors of.the United States Military Academy,
any numbers authorized by special provisions of law providing
for officers in designated categories as additional numbers and the
number of active list general officers of the Regular Army.

(b) (1) The authorized numbers in each of the several grades in
each of the several promotions lists shall be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of War by a schedule of percentages in grades for each list (there
being authorized for each grade a percentage of the total strength
authorized for that list), which schedule of percentages may be
different for each promotion list, but the numbers thus authorized in
each of the several grades in each of the several promotion lists shall
not exceed any limitations prescribed by laws enacted after January
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(d) Any officer of the Regular Army who may be retired while 
serving in accordance with the provisions of subsection (b) or (c) of 
this section, or subsequent to such service, may, in the discretion of the 
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, when 
retired, be placed on the retired list with the highest such grade or 
rank held by him while on the active list: Provided, That no increase 
in retired pay shall accrue solely as the result of such advancement in 
grade or rank on the retired list : Provided furth,er, That the President, 
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, may in his discretion 
extend the privilege herein granted to officers heretofore or hereafter 
retired, who served in the grade of general or lieutenant general 
between December 7, 1941, and June 30, 1946. 

(e) The second paragraph of section 7 of the Pay Readjustment 
Act of 1942, as amended (37 U. S. C. 107), is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

"Officers of the Navy serving in the grade of vice admiral, officers 
of the Army serving in the grade of lieutenant general, and officers of 
the other services mentioned in the title of this Act serving in corre-
sponding grades, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the pay and 
allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal money 
allowance of $500 per year. Officers of the Navy serving in the grade 
of admiral, officers of the Army serving in the grade of general, and 
officers of the other services mentioned in the title of this Act serving 
in corresponding grades, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the 
pay and allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal 
money allowance of $2,200 per year. Officers serving as the Chief of 
Naval. Operations, the Chief of Staff of the Army, or in the corre-
sponding position in the Army Air Forces, or as the Commandant of 
the Marine Corps, shall be entitled, while so serving, to the pay and 
allowances of a rear admiral (upper half) and to a personal money 
allowance of $4,000 per year." 

(f) The Act of August 5, 1939 (53 Stat. 1214), as amended (10 
U. S. C. 482b) , is hereby repealed. 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS--AUTHORIZED NUMBERS IN GRADES BELOW 
BRIGADIER GENERAL--PROMOTION LISTS—SENIORITY—DATE OF RANK 

SEO. 505. (a) The names of all active list commissioned officers of 
the Regular Army in permanent grades below that of brigadier 
general (except professors of the United States Military Academy, 
officers of the Army Nurse Corps, and Women's Medical Specialist 
Corps, and officers in special categories excluded by some express 
provision of law) shall be carried on promotion lists as hereinafter 
prescribed and such officers may be referred to as promotion-list 
officers. As used in this section the phrase "total authorized pro-
motion-list strength" means the authorized active list commissioned 
officer strength of the Regular Army, exclusive of the numbers 
authorized by law for the Army Nurse Corps, the Women's Medical 
Specialist Corps, professors of the United States Military Academy, 
any numbers authorized by special provisions of law providing 
for officers in designated categories as additional numbers and the 
number of active list general officers of the Regular Army. 

(b) (1) The authorized numbers in each of the several grades in 
each of the several promotions lists shall be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of War by a schedule of percentages in grades for each list (there 
being authorized for each grade a percentage of the total strength 
authorized for that list), which schedule of percentages may be 
different for each promotion list, but the numbers thus authorized in 
each of the several grades in each of the several promotion lists shall 
not exceed any limitations prescribed by laws enacted after January 
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1, 1947, and shall not exceed in any promotion list the following
percentages of the total strength authorized for that list: 8 per centum
in grade of colonel, 14 per centum in grade of lieutenant colonel, 19
per centum in grade of major, 23 per centum in grade of captain,
18 per centum in grade of first lieutenant, and 18 per centum in grade
of second lieutenant: Provided, That in the Medical Corps, Dental
Corps, and chaplains promotion lists there shall be no second lieu-
tenants, and the numbers authorized in the grade of first lieutenant
in such promotion lists shall be all those not authorized in higher
grades: Provided further, That numbers may be authorized for any
grade in any promotion list in lieu of authorizations in higher grades:
And provided further, That this provision shall not operate to require
a reduction in permanent grade of any officer in any promotion list
now holding permanent appointment in any grade.

(2) The number authorized by the Secretary of War for each
grade in each promotion list may be exceeded by the number of
vacancies existing in higher grades in that list. The authorized num-
bers in grades below colonel shall from time to time be temporarily
increased as provided in sections 508 and 509 of this title in order to
give effect to the promotion system prescribed in those sections.

(c) PRoMOTION LISTS.-(1) The Army promotion list shall contain
the names of all promotion-list officers except officers of the Air Corps,
the several corps of the Medical Department, and chaplains.

(2) The Air Corps promotion list shall contain the names of all
promotion-list officers of the Air Corps.

(3) The Medical Corps promotion list shall contain the names of
all promotion-list officers of the Medical Corps.

(4) The Dental Corps promotion list shall contain the names of
all promotion-list officers of the Dental Corps.

(5) The Veterinary Corps promotion list shall contain the names
of all promotion-list officers of the Veterinary Corps.

(6) The Medical Service Corps promotion list shall contain the
names of all promotion-list officers of the Pharmacy Corps, the Medical
Administrative Corps, and the Medical Service Corps.

(7) The chaplains promotion list shall contain the names of all
promotion-list chaplains.

(d) DATE OF RANK AND SENIORITY IN PERMANENT GRADE.-(1) On

each of the several promotion lists, names of officers shall be arranged
by grade in which the officers hold permanent appointments in the
Regular Army in the following order: First, colonels; second, lieu-
tenant colonels; third, majors; fourth, captains fifth, first lieutenants;
and, sixth, second lieutenants. The words "grade", "senior", and
"seniority" as used in this section mean "permanent grade", "senior
in permanent grade", and "permanent grade seniority", respectively.

(2) Among officers of the same grade and promotion list, names
shall be arranged as provided in this title and seniority among such
officers shall be established thereby. The officer whose name appears
first on the list shall be the senior, the officer whose name appears
second on the list shall be the senior next below the first, the officer
whose name appears third on the list shall be the senior next below
the second, and so on throughout the list.

(3) Among officers of the same grade whose names are not contained
on the same promotion list, the officer with the earliest date of rank
shall be the senior, and in cases of same date of rank, the officer with
the greatest amount of continuous active commissioned service in the
Regular Army shall be the senior, and in cases where this is the same,
seniority shall be as established at time of original appointment in the
Regular Army, and in cases not covered by the foregoing, as estab-
lished by the Secretary of War. Any officer transferred from one
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1, 1947, and shall not exceed in any promotion list the following 
percentages of the total strength authorized for that list: 8 per centum 
in grade of colonel, 14 per centum in grade of lieutenant colonel, 19 
per centum in. grade of major , 23 per centum in grade of captain, 
18 per centum in grade of first lieutenant, and 18 per centum in grade 
of second lieutenant: Provided, That in the Medical Corps, Dental 
Corps, and chaplains promotion lists there shall be no second lieu-
tenants, and the numbers authorized in the grade of first lieutenant 
in such promotion lists shall be all those not authorized in higher 
grades: Provided further, That numbers may be authorized for any 
grade in any promotion list in lieu of authorizations in higher grades: 
And provided further, That this provision shall not operate to require 
a reduction in permanent grade of any officer in any promotion list 
now holding permanent appointment in any grade. 

(2) The number authorized by the Secretary of War for each 
grade in each promotion list may be exceeded by the number of 
vacancies existing in higher grades in that list. The authorized num-
bers in grades below colonel shall from time to time be temporarily 
increased as provided in sections 508 and 509 of this title in order to 
give effect to the promotion system prescribed in those sections. 

(c) PRoxpartox Liars.— (1) The Army promotion list shall contain 
the names of all promotion-list officers except officers of the Air Corps, 
the several corps of the Medical Department, and chaplains. 

(2) The Air Corps promotion list shall contain the names of all 
promotion-list officers of the Air Corps. 

(3) The Medical Corps promotion list shall contain the names of 
all promotion-list officers of the Medical Corps. 

(4) The Dental Corps promotion list shall contain the names of 
all promotion-list officers of the Dental Corps. 

(5) The Veterinary Corps promotion list shall contain the names 
of all promotion-list officers of the Veterinary Corps. 

(6) The Medical Service Corps promotion list shall contain the 
names of all promotion-list officers of the Pharmacy Corps, the Medical 
Administrative Corps, and the Medical Service Corps. 

(7) The chaplains promotion list shall contain the names of all 
promotion-list chaplains. 

(d) DATE OF RANK AND SENIORITY IN PERMANENT GRADE.— ( 1 ) On 
each of the several promotion lists, names of officers shall be arranged 
by grade in which the officers hold permanent appointments in the 
Regular Army in the following order: First, colonels; second, lieu-
tenant colonels; third, majors; fourth, captains; fifth, first lieutenants; 
and, sixth, second lieutenants. The words "grade", "senior", ani 
"seniority" as used in this section mean "permanent grade", "senior 
in permanent grade", and "permanent grade seniority", respectively. 

(2) Among officers of the same grade and promotion list, names 
shall be arranged as provided in this title and seniority among such 
officers shall be established thereby. The officer whose name appears 
first on the list shall be the senior, the officer whose name appears 
second on the list shall be the senior next below the first, the officer 
whose name appears third on the list shall be the senior next below 
the second, and so on throughout the list. 

(3) Among officers of the same grade whose names are not contained 
on the same promotion list, the officer with the earliest date of rank 
shall be the senior, and in cases of same date of rank, the officer with 
the greatest amount of continuous active commissioned service in the 
Regular Army shall be the senior, and in cases where this is the same, 
seniority shall be as established at time of original appointment in the 
Regular Army, and in cases not covered by the foregoing, as estab-
lished by the Secretary of War. Any officer transferred from one 
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branch, arm, or service to another, the officers of which are contained
on a different promotion list, shall have his name entered upon such
new promotion list among the officers in his grade in accordance with
their relative seniority ashereinabove defined.

Placement at bot- (4) Unless specifically provided otherwise, upon appointment of a
tom of list. promotion-list officer in any grade, such officer's name shall be placed

at the bottom of the list of oficers of the grade in which appointed.
Establishment of (e) (1) The Army and Air Corps promotion lists described in

designated lists this section shall be established by entering thereon the names of the
officers concerned without change in the order of their precedence on
the promotion list as established under the law prior to enactment

Post, p. O. of this Act: Provided, That the provisions of subsection 517 (a) of
this title shall first be carried out.

(2) The Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Veterinary Corps, Medical
Service Corps, and Chaplains promotion lists described in this section
shall be established by entering thereon the names of the officers con-
cerned without change in the order of their precedence determined
by the total amount of service creditable to them for promotion pur-
poses under existing law and in cases of an equal amount of such
service, the officer with the greatest amount of continuous commis-
sioned service on the active list of the Regular Army shall have preced-
ence, and in cases where this is the same, precedence shall be in
accordance with permanent seniority standing as established at time
of original appointment in the Regular Army, and in cases not cov-
ered by the foregoing, precedence shall be established by the Secretary

po' p. 09. of War: Provided, That the provisions of subsection 517 (b) of this
title shall first be carried out.

Effective date. (f) This section shall not become effective until December 31, 1947,
for the purpose, during the interim, of administering the Act of Decem-

10 U. S. C. i 481, ber 28. 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth Congress, 59 Stat. 663),
Ante, pp. i5, , as amended, and other Acts or provisions of law providing for the

736;postp.894. appointment of persons as additional officers of the Regular Army;
but otherwise this section shall be effective on the date of enactment

Repeals. of this Act. Effective December 31, 1947, section 24a of the National
41Stat Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 553), and section 1 of the Act

of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 505; 10 U. S. C. 553a), shall be repealed.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROCUREMENT OF ADDITIONAL OFFICERS

Appointment of ad- SEC. 506. (a) Within the authorized active list commissioned officer
President. strength of the Regular Army, the President, by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate, is authorized to appoint additional officers
in the Regular Army in commissioned officer grades as hereinafter
in this section prescribed, subject to the conditions and limitations
set forth.

Qualifications. (b) All persons appointed officers in the Regular Army pursuant
to this section shall be citizens of the United States, at least twenty-
one years of age, of good moral character, physically qualified for
active military service, and shall have such other qualifications as may
be prescribed by the Secretary of War.

Service credit. c) For the purpose of determining grade, position on promotion
list, permanent grade seniority, and eligibility for promotion, each
person initially appointed and commissioned an officer in the Regular
Army shall, at time of appointment, be credited with an amount of
service equivalent to the total period of active Federaservervice per-
formed after attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned
officer in the Army of the United States or any component thereof
subsequent to December 31, 1947, and prior to such appointment, but
in no event shall any person be credited for such purposes with more
than five years of such service. In addition to the foregoing and for
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branch, arm, or service to another, the officers of which are contained 
on a different promotion list, shall have his name entered upon such 
new promotion list among the officers in his grade in accordance with 
their relative seniority as hereinabove defined. 

(4) Unless specifically provided otherwise, upon appointment of a 
promotion-list officer in any grade, such officer's name shall be placed 
at the bottom of the list of officers of the grade in which appointed. 

(e) (1) The Army and Air Corps promotion lists described in 
this section shall be established by entering thereon the names of the 
officers concerned without change in the order of their precedence on 
the promotion list as established under the law prior to enactment 
of this Act: Provided, That the provisions of subsection 517 (a) of 
this title shall first be carried out. 

(2) The Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Veterinary Corps, Medical 
Service Corps, and Chaplains promotion lists described in this section 
shall be established by entering thereon the names of the officers con-
cerned without change in the order of their precedence determined 
by the total amount of service creditable to them for promotion pur-
poses under existing law and in cases of an equal amount of such 
service, the officer with the greatest amount of continuous commis-
sioned service on the active list of the Regular Army shall have preced-
ence, and in cases where this is the same, precedence shall be in 
accordance with permanent seniority standing as established at time 
of original appointment in the Regular Army, and in cases not cov-
ered by the foregoing, precedence shall be established by the Secretary 
of War: Provided, That the provisions of subsection 517 (b) of this 
title shall first be carried out. 

(f) This section shall not become effective until December 31, 1947, 
for the purpose, during the interim, of administering the Act of Decem-
ber 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth Congress, 59 Stat. 663), 
as amended, and other Acts or provisions of law providing for the 
appointment of persons as additional officers of the Regular Army; 
but otherwise this section shall be effective on the date of enactment 
of this Act. Effective December 31, 1947, section 24a of the National 
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 553), and section 1 of the Act 
of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 505; 10 U. S. C. 553a), shall be repealed. 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS—PROCUREMENT OF ADDITIONAL OFFICERS 

SEC. 506. (a) Within the authorized active list commissioned officer 
strength of the Regular Army, the President, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, is authorized to appoint additional officers 
in the Regular Army in commissioned officer grades as hereinafter 
in this section prescribed, subject to the conditions and limitations 
set forth. 

(b) All persons appointed officers in the Regular Army pursuant 
to this section shall be citizens of the United States, at least twenty-
one years of age, of good moral character, physically qualified for 
active military service, and shall have such other qualifications as may 
be prescribed by the Secretary of War. 

(c) For the purpose of determining grade, position on promotion 
list, permanent grade seniority, and eligibility for promotion, each 
person initially appointed and commissioned an officer in the Regular 
Army shall, at time of appointment, be credited with an amount of 
service equivalent to the total period of active Federal service per-
formed after attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned 
officer in the Army of the United States or any component thereof 
subsequent to December 31, 1947, and prior to such appointment, but 
in no event shall any person be credited for such purposes with more 
than five years of such service. In addition to the foregoing and for 
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the purposes hereinabove specified, each person appointed and com-
missioned an officer of the Medical Corps of the Regular Army shall,
at time of appointment, be credited with an amount of service equal
to four years; each person appointed and commissioned an officer of
the Dental Corps, each person appointed a Chaplain of the Regular
Army, and each person appointed and commissioned an officer of the
Regular Army with a view to assignment in the Judge Advocate Gen-
eral's Department, shall, at time of appointment, be credited with an
amount of service equal to three years; each person appointed and
commissioned an officer of the Veterinary Corps shall, at time of
appointment, be credited with an amount of service equal to two years;
and each person appointed and commissioned an officer of the Medical
Service Corps who at the time of appointment holds a degree of doctor
of philosophy or comparable degree recognized by the Surgeon General
in a science allied to medicine may, subject to regulations as prescribed
by the Secretary of War, be credited at the time of appointment with
an amount of service equal to three years. Notwithstanding the fore-
going or any other provisions of law, no person formerly a cadet at
the United States Military Academy may be appointed and commis-
sioned an officer of the Regular Army prior to the date on which his
classmates at the United States Military Academy are graduated and
appointed officers; and any person who was a cadet at, but did not
graduate from, the United States Military Academy, shall not, upon
appointment as a commissioned officer of the Regular Army, be credited
with a period of service greater than the service credited to any member
of his class at the Academy whose service in the Army has been con-
tinuous since graduation.

(d) Upon the basis of service credited as provided in subsection
(c) of this section, the commissioned officer grade in which a person
shall be appointed shall be determined as follows: Persons who have
no service credit and those who are credited with less than three
years' service shall be appointed in the grade of second lieu-
tenant; persons who are credited with three or more years' service,
but less than seven years' service, shall be appointed in the grade
of first lieutenant; persons who are credited with seven or more years'
service shall be appointed in the grade of captain. The names of such
persons so appointed shall be placed upon the applicable promotion
list immediately below those officers of the same grade having the
same or next greater period of service.

(e) No person shall be initially appointed in the Regular Army in
any commissioned officer grade under the provisions of this section
when the length of time from date of birth to date of appointment
exceeds: For all persons except those hereinafter specifically men-
tioned, twenty-seven years; for persons appointed in the Medical
Corps, the Dental Corps, and the Veterinary Corps and persons
appointed with view to assignment in the Judge Advocate General's
Department, thirty-two years; for persons appointed in the Medical
Service Corps, thirty years; for persons appointed as chaplains,
thirty-four years: Provided, That for any person, the number of
years from date of birth to date of appointment hereinabove specified
shall, respectively, be increased by the number of years, months, and
days, of active Federal service performed by such person after attain-
ing the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned officer in the Army
of the United States or any component thereof subsequent to Decem-
ber 31, 1947, and prior to such appointment, but not by more than
five years: And provided further, That until June 30, 1953, the Secre-
tary of War may, in his discretion, waive such maximum age limita-
tions for any person who served in the armed forces of the United
States prior to September 2, 1945.
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the purposes hereinabove specified, each person appointed and com-
missioned an officer of the Medical Corps of the Regular Army shall, 
at time of appointment, be credited with an amount of service equal 
to four years; each person appointed and commissioned an officer of 
the Dental Corps, each person appointed a Chaplain of the Regular 
Army, and each person appointed and commissioned an officer of the 
Regular Army with a view to assignment in the Judge Advocate Gen-
eral s Department, shall, at time of appointment, be credited with an 
amount of service equal to three years; each person appointed and 
commissioned an officer of the Veterinary Corps shall, at time of 
appointment, be credited with an amount of service equal to two years; 
and e.ach_person appointed and commissioned an officer of the Medical 
Service Corps who at the time of appointment holds a degree of doctor 
of philosophy or comparable degree recognized by the Surgeon General 
in a science allied to medicine may, subject to regulations as prescribed 
by the Secretary of War, be credited at the time of appointment with 
an amount of service equal to three years. Notwithstanding the fore-
going or any other pprovisions of law, no person formerly a cadet at 
the United States Military Academy may be appointed and commis-
sioned an officer of the Regular Army prior to the date on which his 
classmates at the United States Military Academy are graduated and 
appointed officers; and any person who was a cadet at, but did not 
graduate from, the United States Military Academy, shall not, upon 
appointment as a commissioned officer of the Regular Army, be credited 
with a period of service greater than the service credited to any member 
of his class at the Academy whose service in the Army has been con-
tinuous since graduation. 

(d) Upon the basis of service credited as provided in subsection 
(c) of this section, the commissioned officer grade in which a person 
shall be appointed shall be determined as follows: Persons who have 
no service credit and those who are credited with less than three 
years' service shall be appointed in the grade of second lieu-
tenant; persons who are credited with three or more years' service, 
but less than seven years' service, shall be appointed in the grade 
of first lieutenant; persons who are credited with seven or more years' 
service shall be appointed in the grade of captain. The names of such 
persons so appointed shall be placed upon the applicable promotion 
list immediately below those officers of the same grade having the 

same or next greater period of service.  (e) No person shall be initially appointed in the Regular Army in 

any commissioned officer grade under the provisions of this section 
when the length of time from date of birth. to date of appointment 
exceeds: For all persons except those hereinafter specifically men-
tioned, twenty-seven years; for persons appointed in the Medical 
Corps, the Dental Corps, and the Veterinary Corps and persons 
appointed with view to assignment in the Judge Advocate General's 
Department, thirty-two years; for persons appointed in the Medical 
Service Corps, thirty years; for persons appointed as chaplains, 
thirty-four years: Provided, That for any person, the number of 
years from date of birth to date of appointment hereinabove specified 
shall, respectively, be increased by the number of years, months, and 
days, of active Federal service performed by such person after attain-
ing the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned officer in the Army 
of the United States or any component thereof subsequent to Decem-
ber 31, 1947, and prior to such appointment, but not by more than 
five years: And provided further, That until June 39, 1953, the Secre-
tary of War may, in his discretion limita-tions, waive such maximum age limita-
tions for any person who served in the armed forces of the United 
States prior to September 2, 1945. 
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rduataes of A .. (f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when any cadet
of the United States Military Academy has completed the prescribed
course of instruction, he may upon graduation be promoted and
appointed a second lieutenant in the Regular Army, and whenever any
such appointment would result in there being a number of active list
commissioned officers in the Regular Army in excess of the authorized
active list commissioned officer strength, such strength shall be tem-
porarily increased as necessary to authorize such appointment. The
graduates of each class shall be assigned relative seniority among
themselves under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War and
no cadet upon graduation, promotion, and appointment shall be given
any service credit under the provisions of subsection (c) of this section.

Effectivedate. (g) The provisions of this section shall become effective December
31, 1947. Until December 31, 1947, initial appointments of persons
as commissioned officers in each of the several arms and services of
the Regular Army shall continue to be made in accordance with the
provisions of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-

10 o . .8 . §§ 481, ninth Congress; 59 Stat. 663), as amended, and other provisions of505-50d, 552a, 552c.
Ante, pp. , 735, law authorizing appointments of persons as additional officers of the73; pos, p. 84. Regular Army, but effective December 31, 1947, no further appoint-

ments shall be made under the provisions of the Act of December 28,Service credit. 1945, as amended (supra). Effective December 31 1947, each com-
missioned officer of the Medical Corps who on that date has less than
four years' service credit, each commissioned officer of the Dental
Corps, each Regular Army Chaplain, and each commissioned officer
of the Judge Advocate General's Department, who on that date has
less than three years' service credit, and each commissioned officer of
the Veterinary Corps, who on that date has less than two years' service
credit, shall, for promotion, seniority, and promotion-list-position pur-
poses, be credited on that date with four years' service, three years'Repeals. service, and two years' service, respectively. Effective December 31,
1947, the following Acts and parts of Acts and all other laws, or parts
of laws in conflict or inconsistent with the provisions of this section,
shall be repealed:

41 stat. 7. (1) Section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C.
484,64,92,122,141,151,123,231).

(2) The Act of May 17, 1886 (24 Stat. 50; 10 U. S. C. 486).
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REGOULA ARMY OFFCERS--SELECTION BOARDS-PROMOTION GENERALLY

SEC. 507. (a) (1) Unless expressly provided otherwise by some
provision of law, general officers of the Regular Army and promotion-
list officers of the Regular Army shall be permanently promoted to and
appointed in the grades of major general, brigadier general, colonel,
lieutenant colonel, major, and captain in the Regular Army only when
recommended for promotion to those grades by a selection board as
provided in this title.

(2) Selection boards shall be convened from time to time in such
number and under such regulations as the Secretary of War may
prescribe. Board members shall be appointed by the Secretary of
war. There shall not be less than five members on each board.

(3) Selection boards shall serve for such length of time as the
Secretary of War may prescribe, but no one board shall serve longer
than one year. No officer shall serve on two consecutive selection
boards for the same grade, when the second of such boards considers
any of the officers who were considered but not recommended for that
grade by the first.

(4) Board members must be senior in permanent grade and tem-
porary rank to any officer being considered by their board. They must
be Regular Army officers holding commissions in a grade above that
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(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when any cadet 
of the United States Military Academy has completed the prescribed 
course of instruction, he may upon graduation be promoted and 
appointed a second lieutenant in the Regular Army, and whenever any 
such appointment would result in there being a number of active list 
commissioned officers in the Regular Army in excess of the authorized 
active list commissioned officer strength, such strength shall be tem-
porarily increased as necessary to authorize such appointment. The 
graduates of each class shall be assigned relative seniority among 
themselves under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of 'War .and 
no cadet upon graduation, promotion, and appointment shall be given 
any service credit under the provisions of subsection (c) of this section. 

(g) The provisions of this section shall become effective December 
31, 1947. Until December 31, 1947, initial appointments of persons 
as commissioned officers in each of the several arms and services of 
the Regular Army shall continue to be made in accordance with the 
provisions of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-
ninth Congress; 59 Stat. 663), as amended, and other provisions of 
law authorizing appointments of persons as additional officers of the 
Regular Army, but effective December 31, 1947, no further appoint-
ments shall be made under the provisions of the Act of December 28, 
1945, as amended (supra). Effective December 31, 1947, each com-
missioned officer of the Medical Corps who on that date has less than 
four years' service credit, each commissioned officer of the Dental 
Corps, each Regular Army Chaplain, and each commissioned officer 
of the Judge Advocate General's Department, who on that date has 
less than three years' service credit, and each commissioned officer of 
the Veterinary Corps, who on that date has less than two years' service 
credit, shall, for promotion, seniority, and promotion-list-position pur-
poses, be credited on that date with four years' service, three years' 
service, and two years' service, respectively. Effective December 31, 
1947, the following Acts and parts of Acts and all other laws, or parts 
of laws in conflict or inconsistent with the provisions of this section, 
shall be repealed: 

(1) Section 24e of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 
484, 64, 92, 122, 141, 151, 123, 231) . 

(2) The Act of May 17, 1886 (24 Stat. 50; 10 U. S. C. 488). 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS--SMECTION BOARDS-PROMOTION GENERALLY 

SEC. 507. (a) (1) Unless expressly provided otherwise by some 
'Provision of law, general officers of the Regular Army and promotion-
list officers of the Regular Army shall be permanently promoted to and 
appointed in the grades of major general, brigadier general, colonel, 
lieutenant colonel, major , and captain in the Regular Army only when 
recommended for promotion to those grades by a selection board as 
provided in this title. 

(2) Selection boards shall be convened from time to time in such 
number and under such regulations as the Secretary of War may 
prescribe. Board members shall be appointed by the Secretary of 
War. There shall not be less than five members on each board. 

(3) Selection boards shall serve for such length of time as the 
Secretary of War may prescribe, but no one board shall serve longer 
than one year. No officer shall serve on two consecutive selection 
boards for the same grade, when the second of such boards considers 
any of the officers who were considered but not recommended for that 
grade by the first. 

(4) Board members must be senior in permanent grade and tem-
porary rank to any officer being considered by their board. They must 
be Regular Army officers holding commissions in a grade above that 
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of lieutenant colonel either in the Regular Army or under temporary
appointment in the Army of the United States.

(5) A majority of the total membership of any board must agree
on each of the officers recommended for promotion by that board.

(6) The President may remove from the recommended list the name
of any officer recommended for promotion to any grade by any selec-
tion board who in his opinion is not qualified for promotion. Any
officer whose name is removed from the recommended list for any
grade by the President or who, after nomination by the President for
any grade, cannot be appointed because of advice by the Senate that
the appointment does not have its consent, shall continue to be eligible
for consideration for promotion as though he had not been considered
for that grade by the selection board which had recommended him
and the next succeeding selection board may select and recommend
the officer concerned for promotion, and thereupon his name shall
again be placed on the recommended list and when promoted such
officer shall take the same date of rank and place on the promotion list
he would have had had he been promoted as a result of his original
selection; however, should any officer, having once been selected for
promotion to any grade under section 509 of this title, fail of promo-
tion to such grade either (a) by virtue of having his name removed
from the recommended list by the President, or (b) on account of
advice by the Senate that the appointment does not have its consent,
again fail of promotion to the next higher grade either (a) by being
considered but not selected by the next succeeding selection board,
(b) by virtue of having his name removed from the recommended list
by the President, or (c) on account of advice by the Senate that the
appointment does not have its consent, he shall be deemed to have
twice failed of selection and shall be eliminated from the active list of
the Regular Army in accordance with the provisions of subsection
509 (h) of this title.

(7) Officers on a recommended list for promotion to any grade under
the provisions of this title, who, at any time prior to promotion, are
found incapacitated for service by reason of physical disability con-
tracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in the grade for
which they were recommended, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per
centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which recommended,
unless entitled to higher retired rank or pay under other provisions
of law.

(8) Each member of a selection board provided for in this title shall
swear or affirm that he will, without prejudice or partiality, and having
in view both the special fitness of officers and the efficiency of the Army,
perform the duties imposed upon him as herein provided.

(b) In time of emergency declared by the President or by the Con-
gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized, in his discretion,
to suspend the operation of all or any part or parts of the several pro-
visions of law pertaining to promotion.

(c) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall
have the right to forward through official channels at any time not later
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the War Department
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration of
his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of any
officer.

(d) The provisions of this title shall be effective immediately upon
its enactment with respect to permanent grade promotion appoint-
ments of Regular Army officers to the grades of major general and
brigadier general and with respect to permanent grade promotion
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of lieutenant colonel either in the Regular Army or under temporary 
appointment in the Army of the United States. 

(5) A majority of the total membership of any board must agree 
on each of the officers recommended for promotion by that board. 

(6) The President may remove from the recommended list the name 
of any officer recommended for promotion to any grade by any selec-
tion board who in his opinion is not qualified for promotion. Any 
officer whose name is removed from the recommended list for any 
grade by. the President or who, after nomination by the President for 
any grade, cannot be appointed because of advice by the Senate that 
the appointment does not have its consent, shall continue to be eligible 
for consideration for promotion as though he had not been considered 
for that grade by the selection board which had recommended him, 
and the next succeeding selection board may select and recommend 
the officer concerned for promotion and thereupon his name shall 
again be placed on the recommended list and when promoted such 
officer shall take the same date of rank and place on the promotion list 
he would have had had he been promoted as a result of his original 
selection; however, should any officer, having once been selected for 
promotion to any grade under section 509 of this title, fail of promo-
tion to such grade either (a) by virtue of having his name removed 
from the recommended list by the President, or (b) on account of 
advice by the Senate that the appointment does not have its consent, 
again fail of promotion to the next higher grade either (a) by being 
considered but not selected by the next succeeding selection boar, 
(b) by virtue of having his name removed from the recommended list 
by the President, or (c) on account of advice by the Senate that the 
appointment does not have its consent, he shall be deemed to have 
twice failed of selection and shall be eliminated from the active list of 
the Regular Army in accordance with the provisions of subsection 
509 (h) of this title. 

(7) Officers on a recommended list for promotion to any grade under 
the provisions of this title, who, at any time prior to promotion, are 
found incapacitated for service by reason of physical disability con-
tracted in line of duty shall, when retired, be retired in the grade for 
which they were recommended, with retired pay at the rate of 75 per 
centum of the active-duty pay of the grade to which recommended, 
unless entitled to higher retired rank or pay under other provisions 
of law. 

(8) Each member of a selection board provided for in this title shall 
swear or affirm that he will, without prejudice or partiality, and having 
in view both the special fitness of officers and the efficiency of the Army, 
perform the duties imposed upon him as herein provided. 

(b) In time of emergency declared by the President or by the Con-
gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized, in his discretion, 
to suspend the operation of all or any part or parts of the several pro-
visions of law pertaining to promotion. 

(c) Any officer eligible for consideration by a selection board shall 
have the right to forward through official channels at any time not later 
than ten days after the convening of said board a written communica-
tion inviting attention to any matter of record in the War Department 
concerning himself which he deems important in the consideration of 
his case: Provided, That such communication shall not contain any 
reflection upon the character, conduct, or motives of or criticism of any 
officer. 

(d) The provisions of this title shall be effective immediately upon 
its enactment with respect to permanent grade promotion appoint-
ments of Regular Army officers to the grades of major general and 
brigadier general and with respect to permanent grade promotion 
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appointments of Regular Army promotion-list officers to grade of
Prior conilrmation, colonel: Provided, That in the case of any Regular Army officer who

on the date of enactment of this Act has been nominated by the Presi-
dent and confirmed by the Senate for appointment to any grade but
not yet appointed in that grade, such officer shall be appointed in that
grade as soon as a vacancy exists therein irrespective of the require-
ments of this title with respect to promotions. Regular Army pro-
motion-list officers shall continue to be promoted to and appointed in
the permanent grades of lieutenant colonel, major, captain, and first
lieutenant in accordance with existing provisions of law until Decem-
ber 31, 1947, and on that date the provisions of this title shall become
effective for promotion of all Regular Army promotion-list officers
to all permanent grades.

(1) Effective December 31, 1947, section 24c of the National
41stat.7. Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 552, 556, 125, 143a), is further

amended by deleting therefrom all words except the words:
Examinations. "Existing laws providing for the examination of officers for promo-

tion are hereby repealed, except those relating to physical examina-
tion, which shall continue to be required for promotion to all grades
below that of brigadier general, and except also those governing the
examination of officers of the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps.
Officers of said three Corps shall be examined in accordance with
laws governing examination of officers of the Medical Corps."

Repeas. (2) Effective December 31, 1947, section 3 of the Act of July 31,
1935 (49 Stat. 506), as amended (10 U. S. C. 552a); section 1257
Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 557); and section 8 of the Act of April

inU. S. .141. 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 558), shall be repealed.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROMOTION TO GRADE OF FIRST LIEUTENANT

SEC. 508. Promotion-list officers in permanent grade of second lieu-
tenant shall be promoted to and appointed in the grade of first lieu-
tenant in the Regular Army on completion of three years' service,

Inease of author- and the authorized number of officers in the grade of first lieutenant
shall, from time to time, be temporarily increased as necessary to
authorize such appointments ("years' service" as used in this section
means and includes all service creditable for promotion purposes).

Revocation of co- Second lieutenants who are found to be not fully qualified shall have
, et. their commissions revoked and be discharged under the authority of

39 stat. l18. section 23 of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 484a).
Whenever there are vacancies in any promotion list in the grade of
first lieutenant, officers of that list in the grade of second lieutenant
may, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, be pro-
moted and appointed in the grade of first lieutenant before completion
of three years' service, but no officer in the grade of second lieutenant
will be promoted under the provisions of this section ahead of any
officer in that grade whose name appears above his on the promotionEfective date list concerned. This section shall be effective December 31, 1947.

BEGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROMOTION TO ORADES OF CAPTAIN, MAJOR, AND
LIEUTENANT COLONEl-ELIMINATION OF THOSE NOT PROMOTFED

Promotion-list off- SEC. 509. (a) After January 1, 1949, promotion-list officers shall be
promoted to and appointed in the permanent grades of captain, major,
and lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army, or eliminated from the
active list, as hereinafter in this section prescribed.

(b) Irrespective of the existence of any vacancies, each promotion-
list officer in permanent grade of first lieutenant, captain, and major
shall be considered by a selection board for promotion to the perma-
nent grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, sufficiently in
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appointments of Regular Army promotion-list officers to grade of 
colonel: Provided, That in the case of any Regular Army officer who 
on the date of enactment of this Act has been nominated by the Presi-
dent and confirmed by the Senate for appointment to any grade but 
not yet appointed in that grade, such officer shall be appointed in that 
grade as soon as a vacancy exists therein irrespective of the require-
ments of this title with respect to promotions. Regular Army pro-
motion-list officers shall continue to be promoted to and appointed in 
the permanent grades of lieutenant colonel, major, captain, and first 
lieutenant in accordance with existing provisions of law until Decem-
ber 31, 1947, and on that date the provisions of this title shall become 
effective for promotion of all Regular Army promotion-list officers 
to all permanent grades. 

(1) Effective December 31, 1947, section 24c of the National 
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 552, 556, 125, 143a), is further 
amended by deleting therefrom all words except the words: 
"Existing laws providing for the examination of officers for promo-

tion are hereby repealed, except those relating to physical examina-
tion, which shall continue to be required for promotion to all grades 
below that of brigadier general, and except also those governing the 
examination of officers of the Medical, Dental, and Veterinary Corps. 
Officers of said three Corps shall be examined in accordance with 
laws governing examination of officers of the Medical Corps." 

(2) Effective December 31, 1947, section 3 of the Act of July 31, 
1935 (49 Stat. 506), as amended (10 U. S. C. 552a) ; section 1257 
Revised Statutes (10 U. S. C. 557) • and section 8 of the Act of April 
3, 1939 (53 Stat. 558), shall be repealed. 

REGULAR ARMY OrKiCERS--PROMOTION TO GRADE OF FIRST LIE1.11ENANT 

SEc. 508. Promotion-list officers in permanent grade of second lieu-
tenant shall be promoted to and appointed in the grade of first lieu-
tenant in the Regular Army on completion of three years' service, 
and the authorized number of officers in the grade of first lieutenant 
shall, from time to time, be temporarily increased as necessary to 
authorize such appointments ("years' service" as used in this section 
means and includes all service creditable for promotion purposes). 
Second lieutenants who are found to be not fully qualified shall have 
their commissions revoked and be discharged under the authority of 
section 23 of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 484a). 
Whenever there are vacancies in any promotion list in the grade of 
first lieutenant, officers of that list in the grade of second lieutenant 
may, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War, be pro-
moted and appointed in the grade of first lieutenant before completion 
of three years' service, but no officer in the grade of second lieutenant 
will be promoted under the provisions of this section ahead of any 
officer in that grade whose name appears above his on the promotion 
list concerned. This section shall be effective December 31, 1947. 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS—PROMOTION TO GRADES OF CAPTAIN, MAJOR, AND 

trF.uTENANT COLONEL--ELIMINATION OF THOSE NOT PROMOTED 

SEc. 509. (a) After January 1, 1949, promotion-list officers shall be 
promoted to and appointed in the permanent grades of captain, major, 
and lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army, or eliminated from the 
active list, as hereinafter in this section prescribed. 

(b) Irrespective of the existence of any vacancies, each promotion-
list officer in permanent grade of first lieutenant, captain, and major 
shall be considered by a selection board for promotion to the perma-
nent grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, sufficiently in 
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advance of the date on which he completes seven, fourteen, and twenty-
one years' service, respectively, so that such officer, if recommended
by the selection board, may be promoted to and appointed in such
grade on the date on which he completes such length of service ("years'
service" as used in this section means and includes all service creditable
for promotion purposes).

(c) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated
in any promotion list in the grade of captain, major, and lieutenant
colonel, respectively, the Secretary of War may direct a selection board
to consider and recommend for promotion to such grades officers of
that list in permanent grade of first lieutenant, captain, and major,
respectively, irrespective of the length of service of such officers.

(d) In no instance shall any officer be considered by any selection
board for promotion to the grade of captain, major, or lieutenant
colonel more than two years prior to the date on which it is anticipated
he will, if recommended by such board, be appointed in that grade.
Whenever any officer is considered by any selection board under any
provision of this section for promotion to the grade of captain, major,
or lieutenant colonel in any promotion list, such board shall also
consider all officers of that officer's grade and promotion list whose
names appear above his on that list and are not carried on the recom-
mended list for the next higher grade: Provided, That no officer who
has been twice considered and not recommended for promotion to any
one grade shall thereafter again be considered for promotion under
the provisions of this section.

(e) (1) When officers in the grade of first lieutenant, captain, and
major are to be considered by a selection board for promotion to the
grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, respectively, to fill
vacancies in these grades, existing or anticipated, the Secretary of
War, in his discretion, may follow the procedure described in para-
graph (3) of this subsection, or he may direct the selection board to
consider officers in the grades of first lieutenant, captain, or major (as
the case may be) in the order of their seniority as their names appear
on the promotion list concerned, recommend those who are fully
qualified for promotion to the grade concerned, pass over those who
are not fully qualified for promotion to such grade, and continue
such procedure until a specified number of recommended officers is
obtained.

(2) When officers in the grade of first lieutenant, captain, and
major must be considered by a selection board for promotion to the
grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, respectively, by
reason of completion of years of service, or by reason of being on a
promotion list above an officer of that list who must be considered
for that reason, the Secretary of War, in his discretion, may follow
the procedure described in paragraph (3) of this subsection, or he
may furnish to the selection board a list of officers to be considered
for promotion to the grade concerned and direct such board to
recommend from among the officers so listed all those and only those
considered by the board to be fully qualified for promotion to that
grade.

(3) In either of the circumstances described in paragraphs (1)
and (2) of this subsection, the Secretary of War may, in lieu of the
procedures there prescribed, furnish to a selection board a list of
officers to be considered for promotion to the grade concerned and
direct such board to select and recommend from among those listed
a specified number for promotion to that grade, the officers to be
selected to be the best qualified of those listed for consideration.
If this procedure is followed, the Secretary of War shall prescribe
the number to be selected but in no event shall that number be less
than 80 per centum of those officers listed for consideration.
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advance of the date on which he completes seven fourteen, and twenty-
one years' service, respectively, so that such officer, if recommended 
by the selection board, may be promoted to and appointed in such 
grade on the date on which he completes such length of service ("years' 
service" as used in this section means and includes all service creditable 
for promotion purposes). 

(c) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated 
in any promotion list in the grade of captain, major, and lieutenant 
colonel, respectively, the Secretary of War may direct a selection board 
to consider and recommend for promotion to such grades officers of 
that list in permanent grade of first lieutenant, captain, and major, 
respectively, irrespective of the length of service of such officers. 

(d) In no instance shall any officer be considered by any selection 
board for promotion to the grade of captain, major, or lieutenant 
colonel more than two years prior to the date on which it is anticipated 
he will, if recommended by such board, be appointed in that grade. 
Whenever any officer is considered by any selection board under any 
provision of this section for promotion to the grade of captain, major, 
or lieutenant colonel in any promotion list, such board shall also 
consider all officers of that officer's grade and promotion list whose 
names appear above his on that list and are not carried on the recom-
mended list for the next higher grade: Provided, That no officer who 
has been twice considered and not recommended for promotion to any 
one grade shall thereafter again be considered for promotion under 
the provisions of this section. 

(e) (1) When officers in the grade of first lieutenant, captain, and 
major are to be considered by a selection board for promotion to the 
grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, respectively, to fill 
vacancies in these grades, existing or anticipated, the Secretary of 
War, in his discretion, may follow the procedure described in para-
graph (3) of this subsection, or he may direct the selection board to 
consider officers in the grades of first lieutenant, captain, or major (as 
the case may be) in the order of their seniority as their names appear 
on the promotion list concerned, recommend those who are fully 
qualified for promotion to the grade concerned, pass over those who 
are not fully qualified for promotion to such grade, and continue 
such procedure until a specified number of recommended officers is 
obtained. 

(2) When officers in the grade of first lieutenant, captain, and 
major must be considered by a selection board for promotion to the 
grade of captain, major, and lieutenant colonel, respectively, by 
reason of completion of years of service, or by reason of being on a 
promotion list above an officer of that list who must be considered 
for that reason, the Secretary of War' in his discretion, may follow 
the procedure described in paragraph (3) of this subsection, or he 
may furnish to the selection board a list of officers to be considered 
for promotion to the grade concerned and direct such board to 
recommend from among the officers so listed all those and only those 
considered by the board to be fully qualified for promotion to that 
grade. 

(3) In either of the circumstances described in paragraphs (1) 
and (2) of this subsection, the Secretary of War may, in lieu of the 
procedures there prescribed, furnish to a selection board a list of 
officers to be considered for promotion to the grade concerned and 
direct such board to select and recommend from among those listed 
a specified number for promotion to that grade, the officers to be 
selected to be the best qualified of those listed for consideration. 
If this procedure is followed, the Secretary of War shall prescribe 
the number to be selected but in no event shall that number be less 
than 80 per centum of those officers listed for consideration. 
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(f) The names of officers of any promotion list who are selected
and recommended for promotion to any grade under the provisions
of this section shall be carried on a permanent recommended list of
officers of that promotion list for promotion to that grade. The names
of those recommended by any selection board shall be entered on the
applicable recommended list with the same precedence standing among
themselves as exists on the applicable promotion list. No officer of any
recommended list shall be appointed in the grade for which recom-
mended ahead of any other officer whose name appears above his on
such recommended list.

(g) The phrase "deferred officer" as used in this section means any
officer considered and not recommended by any selection board for the
grade of captain, major, or lieutenant colonel under the provisions
of this section. Each "deferred officer" shall suffer loss in precedence
for promotion purposes to those officers who were recommended by
the selection board which failed to recommend him, and shall suffer
a reduction in his years of service for promotion purposes, if necessary,
so that, one year subsequent to the time he would have been appointed
in the next higher grade had he been recommended, he shall not have
for promotion purposes more than seven years' service if in grade of
first lieutenant, fourteen years' service if in grade of captain, and
twenty-one years' service if in grade of major; however such loss in
precedence for promotion purposes and such loss in years of service
for promotion purposes shall not result in any loss in seniority by such
"deferred officer" until his juniors are promoted to the next higher
grade.

(h) Deferred officers in any grade shall be considered a second
time by the next selection board designated for consideration of officers
of his grade and promotion list and if recommended by such board
his name shall be entered on the applicable recommended list with
the other officers recommended by such board and with the same
precedence among themselves as exists on the applicable promotion
list but below the names of officers placed on such recommended list
by any earlier board. If an officer fails of selection for any grade
but is subsequently recommended and promoted to that grade, his
failure in the grade from which promoted shall not in any sense be
counted as a failure of selection when he is subsequently considered
for further promotion. If a "deferred officer" is not recommended
by the next consecutive selection board, he shall, on that date which
is one year and thirty days subsequent to the date on which he would
have been appointed in the next higher grade had he been recommended
by the first of two consecutive selection boards, be eliminated from
the active list of the Regular Army and retired or separated, as the
case may be (see section 514 of this title): Provided, That, if on such
date, he is within two years of becoming entitled to retirement under
the provisions of section 514 of this title, the date of elimination shall
be the date on which he becomes entitled to retirement, rather than
that hereinabove prescribed, and he shall be retained on the active
list in the permanent grade held until qualified for retirement and
then retired, unless sooner retired or separated under some other
provision of law.

(i) For the purpose of administering the provisions of this section,
the date on which a deferred officer would have been appointed in the
next higher grade, if he had been recommended by the first of such
two consecutive selection boards, shall be counted as the date of
appointment in such grade of whichever officer, junior to him on the
list prior to his loss in seniority, is first to be appointed in such grade,
or the date on which, had he not suffered loss in years of service, he
would have completed for promotion purposes, seven years' service
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and recommended for promotion to any grade under the provisions 
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or the date on which, had he not suffered loss in years of service, he 
would have completed for promotion purposes, seven years' service 
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if in grade of first lieutenant, fourteen years' service if in grade of
captain, and twenty-one years' service if in grade of major, whichever
of said two dates is the earlier.

(j) Officers of any promotion list, whose names are carried on any
recommended list for promotion to any grade under the provisions
of this section, may be promoted and appointed in the grade for which
recommended whenever there is a vacancy in the number authorized
for that grade in that promotion list. Promotions and appointments
to fill vacancies may be made at any time, but it is not mandatory
that the authorized numbers in grades in the several promotion lists
be maintained.

(k) Irrespective of any vacancy in any grade, whenever any officer
whose name is carried on any recommended list under the provisions
of this section, completes for promotion purposes, seven years' service
if in grade of first lieutenant, fourteen years' service if in grade of
captain, and twenty-one years' service if in grade of major, the author-
ized number of officers in the grade of captain, major, and lieutenant
colonel, respectively, in the applicable promotion list, shall be tempo-
rarily increased, if necessary, to authorize the appointment in that
grade of such officer and all officers of his grade and promotion list
whose names appear above his on the recommended list, and such
officers shall be simultaneously appointed in that grade, retaining
among themselves their existing relative seniority.

(1) In addition to the procedures described in subsection (e) of
this section, whenever in the Air Corps promotion list there are vacan-
cies in the grade of captain, major, or lieutenant colonel, respectively,
and, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, there are or will be an
inadequate number of officers in that grade with certain special quali-
fications required for the Air Corps, he may direct a selection board
to select a specified number of Air Corps promotion-list officers having
such special qualifications for promotion to that grade. The selection
in such instance shall be accomplished under the same rules that apply
generally in this section, except that officers not selected shall not be
deemed to have been considered for promotion within the meaning
of subsections (d) and (g) of this section. Officers selected under
this procedure shall be appointed in the grade for which selected only
to fill vacancies in the numbers authorized in that grade.

(m) Promotion of promotion-list officers to grades of captain,
major, and lieutenant colonel shall continue to be made under exist-
ing law until December 31, 1947; thereafter, promotions to these
grades shall be suspended until promotions are made on or about
July 1, 1948, to fill initial requirements in these grades under the pro-
visions of section 518 of this title, and thereafter, promotions to these
grades shall again be suspended until December 31, 1948.

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROMOTION TO GRADE OF COLONEL

SEC. 510. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, promotion-
list officers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent grade
of colonel in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in this section pre-
scribed, except in those cases governed by the proviso to the first
sentence of subsection 507 (d) of this title.

(b) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated
in any promotion list in the grade of colonel and the number of
officers desired in that grade in that promotion list, the Secretary of
War shall direct a selection board to select and recommend a pre-
scribed number of officers of that promotion list for promotion to that
grade and shall furnish to such board a list of the names of the officers
to be considered. The list of names furnished for consideration shall
include the name of the senior officer of that promotion list below the
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if in grade of first lieutenant, fourteen years' service if in grade of i captain, and twenty-one years' service if n grade of major, whichever 
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ized number of officers in the grade of captain, major, and lieutenant 
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officers shall be simultaneously appointed in that grade, retaining 
among themselves their existing relative seniority. 

(1) In addition to the procedures described in subsection (e) of 
this section, whenever in the Air Corps promotion list there are vacan-
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generally in this section, except that officers not selected shall not be 
deemed to have been considered for promotion within the meaning 
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ing law until December 31, 1947; thereafter, promotions to these 
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July 1, 1948, to fill initial requirements in these grades under the pro-
visions of section 518 of this title, and thereafter, promotions to these 
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REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS--PROMOTION TO GRADE OF COLONEL 

SEC. 510. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, promotion-
list officers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent grade 
of colonel in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in this section pre-
scribed, except in those cases governed by the proviso to the first 
sentence of subsection 507 (d) of this title. 

(b) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated 
in any promotion list in the grade of colonel and the number of 
officers desired in that grade in that promotion list, the Secretary of 
War shall direct a selection board to select and recommend a pre-
scribed number of officers of that promotion list for promotion to that 
grade and shall furnish to such board a list of the names of the officers 
to be considered. The list of names furnished for consideration shall 
include the name of the senior officer of that promotion list below the 
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junior in the permanent grade of colonel whose name is not carried onthe recommended list for promotion to the grade of colonel and thenames of additional such officers in the order that their names appear
next below his on that promotion list, as the Secretary of War mayprescribe, and until June 30, 1948, in addition thereto may include the
names of any officers in permanent grade below that of colonel whoserved during the current war in any general officer grade under tem-
porary appointment. From among the officers named for considera-
tion, the designated selection board shall select and recommend theprescribed number. The officers selected and recommended shall bethose who, in the opinion of the board, are the best qualified officers ofelection for serice those listed for consideration: Provided, That whenever in the opinion

sid brane. of the Secretary of War the number of officers in the permanent gradeof colonel in each of the several branches included in the Army pro-
motion list is or may become seriously unbalanced, he may, in hisdiscretion, direct that, of the officers to be selected and recommended
for the grade of colonel, specified numbers be selected for service inAir orps. specified branches: And provided further, That whenever in the
opinion of the Secretary of War in the Air Corps promotion list, thereis or will be an inadequate number of officers, in the permanent gradeof colonel, possessing certain special qualifications required for theAir Corps, he may, in his discretion, direct that, of the officers to beselected and recommended for the grade of colonel, specified numberspossess certain specified qualifications.

ndedst reom- (c) The names of officers of any promotion list who are selected andrecommended for promotion to the grade of colonel in the RegularArmy shall be carried on a permanent recommended list of officers ofthat promotion list for promotion to that grade. The names of thoserecommended by any selection board shall be entered on the applicablerecommended list at the foot thereof in the same precedence standingamong themselves as exists on the applicable promotion list. No officerof any recommended list shall be appointed in the grade of colonelahead of any other officer whose name appears above his on such rec-ommended list. Officers whose names are carried on any such recom-mended list may be promoted and appointed in the grade of colonelonly when there is a vacancy in the number authorized for that grade inthat promotion list. Promotion appointments to fill vacancies in thegrade of colonel in the Regular Army may be made at any time, but itis not mandatory that authorized numbers in that grade in the severalpromotion lists be maintained.
Ratio ete. (d) The ratio of the number of officers of any promotion list whichthe Secretary of War names for consideration by any selection boardfor promotion to the grade of colonel in the Regular Army, to thenumber of officers which he directs such selection board to select fromamong those so named, may be as desired by the Secretary of War butno officer shall be considered or selected by any selection board morethan two years prior to the date on which it is anticipated he will, ifComp'tio of year's selected, be appointed in that grade. After June 30, 1949, officers mustion,.etc. have completed at least one year's service under permanent appoint-ment in the grade of lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army beforebeing nominated or appointed in the grade of colonel in the RegularArmy.

Promotion-list of-
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REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROMOTION TO GRADE OF BRIGADIER GENERAL

SEC. 511. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, promotion-listofficers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent grade ofbrigadier general in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in thissection prescribed, except in those cases governed by the provisions
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junior in the permanent grade of colonel whose name is not carried on 
the recommended list for promotion to the grade of colonel and the 
names of additional such officers in the order that their names appear 
next below his on that promotion list, as the Secretary of War may 
prescribe, and until June 30, 1948, in addition thereto may include the 
names of any officers in permanent grade below that of colonel who 
served during the current war in any general officer grade under tem-
porary appointment. From among the officers named for considera-
tion, the designated selection board shall select and recommend the 
prescribed number. The officers selected and recommended shall be 
those who, in the opinion of the board, are the best qualified officers of 
those listed for consideration: Provided, That whenever in the opinion 
of the Secretary of War the number of officers in the permanent grade 
of colonel in each of the several branches included in the Army pro-
motion list is or may become seriously unbalanced, he may, in his 
discretion, direct that, of the officers to be selected and recommended 
for the grade of colonel, specified numbers be selected for service in 
specified branches: Avd provided further , That whenever in the 
opinion of the Secretary of W ar, in the Air Corps promotion list, there 
is or will be an inadequate number of officers, in the permanent grade 
of colonel, possessing certain special qualifications required for the 
Air Corps, he may, in his discretion, direct that, of the officers to be 
selected and recommended for the grade of colonel, specified numbers 
possess certain specified qualifications. 

(c) The names of officers of any promotion list who are selected and 
recommended for promotion to the grade of colonel in the Regular 
Army shall be carried on a permanent recommended list of officers of 
that promotion list for promotion to that grade. The names of those 
recommended by any selection board shall be entered on the applicable 
recommended list at the foot thereof in the same precedence standing 
among themselves as exists on the applicable promotion list. No officer 
of any recommended list shall be appointed in the grade of colonel 
ahead of any other officer whose name appears above his on such rec-
ommended list. Officers whose names are carried on any such recom-
mended list may be promoted and appointed in the grade of colonel 
only when there is a vacancy in the number authorized for that grade in 
that promotion list. Promotion appointments to fill vacancies in the 
grade of colonel in the Regular Army may be made at any time, but it 
is not mandatory that authorized numbers in that grade in the several 
promotion lists be maintained. 

(d) The ratio of the number of officers of any promotion list which 
the Secretary of W ar names for consideration by any selection board 
for promotion to the grade of colonel in the Regular Army, to the 
number of officers which he directs such selection board to select from 
among those so named, may be as desired by the Secretary of War but 
no officer shall be considered or selected by any selection board more 
than two years prior to the date on which it is anticipated he will, if 
selected, be appointed in that grade. After June 30, 1949, officers must 
have completed at least one year's service under permanent appoint-
ment in the grade of lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army before 
being nominated or appointed in the grade of colonel in the Regular 
Army. 

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS----PROMOTION TO GRADE or BRIGADIER GENERAL 

Snc. 511. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, promotion-list 
officers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent grade of 
brigadier general in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in this 
section prescribed, except in those cases governed by the provisions 
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of section 513 of this title, and except in those cases governed by the
proviso to the first sentence of subsection 507 (d) of this title.

(b) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated
in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army and the number
of officers desired in that grade, the Secretary of War shall direct a
selection board to select and recommend a prescribed number of
officers for promotion to that grade, and, in order to insure that the
Army will have adequate numbers of officers in the grade of brigadier
general with experience qualifying them for service in or with the
several branches, arms, and services, he may, in his discretion, direct
that, of the number to be selected and recommended, specified numbers
have experience qualifying them for service in or with certain specified
branches, arms or services. The Secretary of War shall furnish to
such board a list of the names of the officers to be considered. The list
of names furnished for consideration shall include the names of the
senior officers below the junior in the permanent grade of brigadier
general whose names are not carried on the recommended list for
promotion to the grade of brigadier general and the names of addi-
tional such officers in the order that their names appear next below
theirs on the applicable promotion lists, as the Secretary of War may
prescribe, and, until June 30,1948, in addition thereto may include the
names of any officers in permanent grade below that of brigadier
general who served during the current war in any general officer grade
under temporary appointment. From among the officers named for
consideration, the designated selection board shall select and recom-
mend the prescribed number, including any prescribed numbers whose
experience qualifies them for service m or with a designated branch,
arm, or service. The officers selected and recommended shall be those
who, in the opinion of the board, are the best qualified officers of those
listed for consideration.

(c) The names of officers who are selected and recommended for
promotion to the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army shall
be carried on a permanent recommended list of officers for promotion
to that grade. Upon selection, the names of such officers shall be
placed on the recommended list at the foot thereof arranged among
themselves according to precedence to be determined by the Secretary
of War. The number of officers to be selected and recommended by
designated selection boards for promotion to the grade of brigadier
general in the Regular Army shall be determined by the Secretary
of War. It is not mandatory that the Secretary of War direct the
selection and recommendation of numbers sufficient to produce the
number authorized for that grade; but officers who are selected and
recommended for promotion to that grade by any such selection board,
and whose names are not removed from the recommended list by
the President, shall be nominated, and by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate appointed, in that grade as soon as there is a
vacancy in the number authorized for that grade.

(d) The ratio of the number of officers which the Secretary of War
names for consideration by any selection board for promotion to the
grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army, to the number of
officers which he directs such selection board to select from among
those so named, may be as desired by the Secretary of War, but no
officer shall be considered or selected by any selection board more than
one year prior to the date on which it is anticipated he will, if selected,
be appointed in that grade. After June 30, 1949, officers must have
completed at least one year's service under permanent appointment in
the grade of colonel in the Regular Army, before being nominated or
appointed in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army.
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REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS--PROMOTION TO GRADE OF MAJOR GENERAL

SEC. 512. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, Regular
Army officers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent
grade of major general in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in
this section prescribed, except in those cases governed by the provisions
of section 513 of this title and except in those cases governed by the
proviso to the first sentence of subsection 507 (d) of this title.

(b) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated
in the grade of major general in the Regular Army and the number
of officers desired in that grade, the Secretary of War shall direct a
selection board to select and recommend a prescribed number of
officers for promotion to that grade, and, in order to insure that the
Army will have adequate numbers of officers in the grade of major
general with experience qualifying them for service in or with the
several branches, arms, and services, he may, in his discretion, direct
that, of the number to be selected and recommended, specified num-
bers have experience qualifying them for service in or with certain
specified branches, arms, or services. The Secretary of War shall
furnish to such board a list of the names of the officers to be considered.
The list of names furnished for consideration shall include the name
of the senior officer in the permanent grade of brigadier general whose
name is not carried on the recommended list for promotion to the
grade of major general and the names of additional such officers in
the order that their names appear next below his on the general officers'
seniority list, as the Secretary of War may prescribe, and, until June
30, 1948, in addition thereto may include the names of any officers in
permanent grade below that of major general who served during the
current war in any general officer grade under temporary appoint-
ment. From among the officers named for consideration, the desig-
nated selection board shall select and recommend the prescribed num-
ber, including any prescribed numbers whose experience qualifies
them for service in or with a designated branch, arm, or service. The
officers selected and recommended shall be those who, in the
opinion of the board, are the best qualified officers of those listed
for consideration.

(c) The names of officers who are selected and recommended for
promotion to the grade of major general in the Regular Army shall
be carried on a permanent recommended list of officers for promo-
tion to that grade. Upon selection, the names of such officers shall
be placed on the recommended list at the foot thereof arranged
among themselves according to precedence to be determined by the
Secretary of War. The number of officers to be selected and recom-
mended by designated selection boards for promotion to the grade
of major general in the Regular Army shall be determined by the
Secretary of War. It is not mandatory that the Secretary of War
direct the selection and recommendation of numbers sufficient to pro-
duce the number authorized for that grade; but officers who are
selected and recommended for promotion to that grade by any such
selection board, and whose names are not removed from the recom-
mended list by the President, shall be nominated, and by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate appointed, in that grade as
soon as there is a vacancy in the number authorized for that grade.

(d) The ratio of the number of officers which the Secretary of
War names for consideration by any selection board for promotion
to the grade of major general in the Regular Army, to the number
of officers which he directs such selection board to select from among
those so named, may be as desired by the Secretary of War, but no
officer shall be considered or selected by any selection board more
than one year prior to the date on which it is anticipated he will, if
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SEC. 512. (a) After the date of enactment of this Act, Regular 
Army officers shall be promoted to and appointed in the permanent 
grade of major general in the Regular Army only as hereinafter in 
this section prescribed, except in those cases governed by the provisions 
of section 513 of this title and except in those cases governed by the 
proviso to the first sentence of subsection 507 (d) of this title. 

(b) Based upon the number of vacancies existing and anticipated 
in the grade of major general in the Regular Army and the number 
of officers desired in that grade, the Secretary of War shall direct a 
selection board to select and recommend a prescribed number of 
officers for promotion to that grade, and, in order to insure that the 
Army will have adequate numbers of officers in the grade of major 
general with experience qualifying them for service in or with the 
several branches, arms, and services, he may, in his discretion, direct 
that, of the number to be selected and recommended, specified num-
bers have experience qualifying them for service in or with certain 
specified branches, arms, or services. The Secretary of War shall 
furnish to such board a list of the names of the officers to be considered. 
The list of names furnished for consideration shall include the name 
of the senior officer in the permanent grade of brigadier general whose 
name is not carried on the recommended list for promotion to the 
grade of major general and the names of additional such officers in 
the order that their names appear next below his on the general officers' 
seniority list, as the Secretary of War may prescribe, and, until June 
30, 1948, in addition thereto may include the names of any officers in 
permanent grade below that of major general who served during the 
current war in any general officer grade under temporary appoint-
ment. From among the officers named for consideration, the desig-
nated selection board shall select and recommend the prescribed num-
ber, including any prescribed numbers whose experience qualifies 
them for service in or with a designated branch, arm, or service. The 
officers selected and recommended shall be those who, in the 
opinion of the board, are the best qualified officers of those listed 
for consideration. 

(c) The names of officers who are selected and recommended for 
promotion to the grade of major general in the Regular Army shall 
be carried on a permanent recommended list of officers for promo-
tion to that grade. Upon selection, the names of such officers shall 
be placed on the recommended list at the foot thereof arranged 
among themselves according to precedence to be determined by the 
Secretary of War. The number of officers to be selected and recom-
mended by designated selection boards for promotion to the grade 
of major general in the Regular Army shall be determined by the 
Secretary of War. It is not mandatory that the Secretary of War 
direct the selection and recommendation of numbers sufficient to pro-
duce the number authorized for that grade; but officers who are 
selected and recommended for promotion to that grade by any such 
selection board, and whose names are not removed from the recom-
mended list by. the President, shall be nominated, and by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate appointed, in that grade as 
soon as there isa vacancy in the number authorized for that grade. 

(d) The ratio of the number of officers which the Secretary of 
War names for consideration by any selection board for promotion 
to the grade of major general in the Regular Army, to the number 
of officers which he directs such selection board to select from among 
those so named, may be as desired by the Secretary of War, but no 
officer shall be considered or selected by any selection board more 
than one year prior to the date on which it is anticipated he will, if 
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selected, be appointed in that grade. After June 30, 1949, officers
must have completed at least one year's service under permanent
appointment in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army,
before being nominated or appointed in the grade of major general
in the Regular Army.

GENERAL OFFIERS---CMHEFS AND ASSISTANT CHIEFS OF SERVICES-PRO-
MOTION TO GENERAL OFFICER GRADE WITH A VIEW TO ASSIGNMENT AS

CHIEF OR ASSISTANT CHIEF OF SERVICE

SEC. 513. (a) Each of the offices of chiefs of branches, arms, or
services, and each of the offices of their assistants as provided by law,
respectively, shall be filled by the President appointing, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, an officer, not below the grade of
lieutenant colonel, who has demonstrated by actual and extended duty
in such arm, branch, or service or on similar duty that he is qualified
for such assignment, and who has been recommended for such office by
a board of officers as prescribed in subsection (b) of this section. Upon
the appointment of a Regular Army officer to any such office, he
shall at the same time, if he does not already hold permanent appoint-
ment in the Regular Army in the grade called for by such office, be
permanently appointed in grade of major general or brigadier general
m the Regular Army, whichever is the rank specified for such office.
An officer appointed to any such office shall normally continue in that
assignment for a tour of duty of four years but such assignment may
be terminated at any time, or such tour may be extended by the Presi-
dent in his discretion. The termination of an officer's assignment
as chief or assistant chief of a branch, arm, or service shall have no
effect upon the permanent general officer grade held by him. When-
ever any Regular Army officer is to be appointed as a chief or an
assistant chief of a branch, arm, or service and at the same time in
the permanent grade of major general or brigadier general in the
Regular Army, whichever is the rank specified for such office, the total
authorized number of officers in that grade shall be temporarily
increased if necesary to authorize such appointment, but such tem-
porary increase in authorized numbers in such grade shall continue
only until a vacancy shall occur in such grade. Officers now serving
as chiefs of branches, arms, or services, and their respective assistants,
will not be affected by this section. This section shall become effective
for each such office on the date that office is vacated by the present
incumbent. This section shall not apply to the office of Chief of the
National Guard Bureau.

(b) Officers shall be recommended to fill the office of chief of a
branch, arm, or service, or the office of an assistant chief of a branch,
arm, or service, as follows: The Secretary of War shall appoint a
board of five general officers which shall include the then incumbent,
if any, of the office to be filled and at least two other officers, if avail-
able, of a rank above that of the position for which selections are to
be made who have had actual and extended service in the branch con-
cerned. The Secretary of War shall furnish to such board a list of
the officers to be considered by it and shall specify the number to be
recommended, which number shall not be less than three. The list
to be considered shall include all Regular Army officers of the branch
concerned in the permanent grade of colonel, all Regular Army offi-
cers above the grade of colonel who have demonstrated by actual and
extended duty in such arm, branch, or service, or on similar duty, that
they are qualified for such assignment, and may in addition thereto
and to the extent determined advisable by the Secretary of War, in-
clude the names of Regular Army officers of the branch concerned in
the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel in the order that their
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selected, be appointed in that grade. After June 30, 1949, officers 
must have completed at least one year's service under permanent 
appointment in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army, 
before being nominated or appointed in the grade of major general 
in the Regular Army. 
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SEC.. 513. (a) Each of the offices of chiefs of branches, arms, or 
services., and each of the offices of their assistants as provided by law, 
respectively, shall be filled by the President appointing, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, an officer, not below the grade of 
lieutenant colonel, who has demonstrated by actual and extended duty 
in such arm, branch, or service or on similar duty that he is qualified 
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as chief or assistant chief of a branch, arm, or service shall have no 
effect upon the permanent general officer grade held by him. When-
ever any Regular Army officer is to be appointed as a chief or an 
assistant chief of a branch, arm, or service and at the same time in 
the permanent grade of major general or brigadier general in the 
Regular Army, whichever is the rank specified for such office, the total 
authorized number of officers in that grade shall be temporarily 
increased if necesary to authorize such appointment, but such tem-
porary increase in authorized numbers in such grade shall continue 
only until a vacancy shall occur in such grade. Officers now serving 
as chiefs of branches, arms, or services, and their respect ive assistants, 
will not be affected by this section. This section shall become effective 
for each such office on the date that office is vacated by the present 
incumbent. This section shall not apply to the office oi Chief of the 
National Guard Bureau. 

(b) Officers shall be recommended to fill the office of chief of a 
branch, arm, or service, or the office of an assistant chief of a branch, 
arm, or service, as follows: The Secretary of War shall appoint a 
board of five general officers which shall include the then incumbent, 
if any, of the office to be filled and at least two other officers, if avail-
able, of a rank above that of the position for which selections are to 
be made who have had actual and extended service in the branch con-
cerned. The Secretary of War shall furnish to such board a list of 
the officers to be considered by it and shall specify the number to be 
recommended, which number shall not be less than three. The list 
to be considered shall include all Regular Army officers of the branch 
concerned in the permanent grade of colonel, all Regular Army offi-
cers above the grade of colonel who have demonstrated by actual and 
extended duty in such arm, branch, or service, or on similar duty, that 
they are qualified for such assignment, and may in addition thereto 
and to the extent determined advisable by the Secretary of War, in-
clude the names of Regular Army officers of the branch concerned in 
the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel in the order that their 
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names appear upon the promotion list concerned, and the names of
officers of any component of the Army of the United States serving
on extended active duty in grades above lieutenant colonel who have
demonstrated by actual and extended duty in the branch, arm, or
service concerned, or on similar duty, that they are qualified for such
assignment. From among the officers named for consideration the
board shall select and recommend the prescribed number. From
among those recommended by such board, the President may appoint
an officer in the position concerned. If the President declines to
appoint any of those so recommended or if those he may nominate
cannot be appointed because of advice by the Senate, the Secretary of
War shall convene a board to select and recommend additional officers
in accordance with the procedure heretofore prescribed. Officers who
are recommended and who are not appointed shall be deemed not to
have been recommended but this shall in no way prejudice their eligi-
bility for selection and recommendation for the grade of major gen-
eral or brigadier general under the provisions of sections 511 and 512
of this title.

(c) Section 4c of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C.
8, 482a, 6, 1026, 27, 532, 28, 29, 533, 13, 534), is further amended by
deleting therefrom all words except the words: "Any officer who shall
have served four years as chief or assistant chief of a branch or as
commanding general of the General Headquarters Air Force and who
may subsequently be retired, shall be retired with the rank, pay, and
allowances authorized by law for the highest grade held by him as
such chief, assistant chief, or commanding general: Provided, That
this provision shall not reduce the rank, pay, or allowances with which
such officer would otherwise be entitled to retire."

REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-ELIMINATION FROM ACTIVE LIST-MANDATORY
RETIREMENT OR SEPARATION

SEC. 514. (a) (1) After that date which is six months after the date
of enactment of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision
of law, each commissioned officer of the Regular Army (other than a
professor of the United States Military Academy), who is not retired
or separated at an earlier date under applicable provisions of law,
shall, if in the permanent grade of brigadier general or in any perma-
nent grade below that of brigadier general, be retired on that date
upon which he attains the age of sixty years; and, if in the permanent
grade of major general, be retired on that date upon which he attains
the age of sixty-two years: Provided, That officers holding appoint-
ments on the date of enactment of this Act as chiefs and assistant
chiefs of services shall not by reason of the enactment of this section
be retired while so serving until age sixty-four years is reached if
serving with the rank of major general or until age sixty-two years
is reached if serving with the rank of brigadier general: Provided
further, That the provisions of this paragraph requiring retirement
at age sixty years and sixty-two years shall not become effective
for officers of the Medical Corps until one year after date of enactment
of this Act.

(2) Each professor of the United States Military Academy, who is
not retired or separated at an earlier date under applicable provisions
of law, shall be retired on that date upon which he attains the age
of sixty-four years.

(3) Each commissioned officer of the Regular Army who is here-
after retired by reason of reaching the age of sixty years, sixty-two
years, or sixty-four years, as the case may be, shall be retired in the
permanent grade held at time of retirement and shall receive retired
pay computed on the basis provided in subsection (e) (1) of this
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names appear upon the promotion list concerned, and the names of 
officers of any component of the Army of the United States serving 
on extended active duty in grades above lieutenant colonel who have 
demonstrated by actual and extended duty in the branch, arm, or 
service concerned, or on similar duty, that they are qualified for such 
assignment. From among the officers named for consideration the 
board shall select and recommend the prescribed number. From 
among those recommended by such board, the President may appoint 
an officer in the position concerned. If the President declines to 
appoint any of those so recommended or if those he may nominate 
cannot be appointed because of advice by the Senate, the Secretary of 
War shall convene a board to select and recommend additional officers 
in accordance with the procedure heretofore prescribed. Officers who 
are recommended and who are not appointed shall be deemed not to 
have been recommended but this shall in no way prejudice their eligi-
bility for selection and recommendation for the grade of major gen-
eral or brigadier general under the provisions of sections 511 and 512 
of this title. 

(c) Section 4c of the National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 
8, 482a, 6, 1026, 27, 532, 28, 29, 533, 13, 534), is further amended by 
deleting therefrom all words except the words: "Any officer who shall 
have served four years as chief or assistant chief of a branch or as 
commanding general of the General Headquarters Air Force and who 
may subsequently be retired, shall be retired with the rank, pay, and 
allowances authorized by law for the highest grade held by him as 
such chief, assistant chief, or commanding general: Provided, That 
this provision shall not reduce the rank, pay, or allowances with which 
such officer would otherwise be entitled to retire." 

REGULAR ARMY DNFICERS--ELIMINATION FROM ACTIVE LIST—MANDATORY 
RETIREMENT OR SEPARATION 

SEC. 514. (a) (1) After that date which is six months after the date 
of enactment of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision 
of law, each commissioned officer of the Regular Army (other than a 
professor of the United States Military Academy) , who. is not retired 
or separated at an earlier date under applicable provisions of law, 
shall, if in the permanent grade of brigadier general or in any perma-
nent grade below that of brigadier general, be retired on that date 
upon which he attains the age of sixty years; and, if in the permanent 
grade of major general, be retired on that date upon which he attains 
the age of sixty-two years: Provided, That officers holding appoint-
ments on the date of enactment of this Act as chiefs and assistant 
chiefs of services shall not by reason of the enactment of this section 
be retired while so serving until age sixty-four years is reached if 
serving with the rank of major general or until age sixty-two years 
is reached if serving with the rank of brigadier general: Provided 
further, That the provisions of this paragraph requiring retirement 
at age sixty years and sixty-two years shall not become effective 
for officers of the Medical Corps until one year after date of enactment 
of this Act. 

(2) Each professor of the United States Military Academy, who is 
not retired or separated at an earlier date under applicable provisions 
of law, shall be retired on that date upon which he attains the age 
of sixty-four years. 

(3) Each commissioned officer of the Regular Army who is here-
after retired by reason of reaching the age of sixty years, sixty-two 
years, or sixty-four years, as the case may be, shall be retired in the 
permanent grade held at time of retirement and shall receive retired 
pay computed on the basis provided in subsection (e) (1) of this 
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section: Provided, That, if on the date such officer attains the age of
sixty years, sixty-two years, or sixty-four years, as the case may be,
he is eligible for retirement under any other provision of law in effect
on that date, including any provision of law providing for voluntary
retirement on his own application, and the retired grade or amount
of retired pay to which he would be entitled under such other provi-
sion is greater than the retired grade or amount of retired pay herein
provided, he shall be entitled to the greater retired grade and retired
pay.

(b) The term "years' service" as used in subsections (c), (d), and
(e) of this section means and includes-

(1) for any officer appointed in the Regular Army between
December 28, 1945, and December 31, 1947, under the provisions
of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth
Congress, 59 Stat. 663), as amended, the period of service credited
to such officer under that law at the time of his appointment,
increased by the period of his active commissioned service in the
Regular Army subsequent to such appointment;

(2) for any Reserve judge advocate appointed in the Regular
Army in the grade of captain in the Judge Advocate General's
Department under the applicable provision of section 24e of the
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 64), a period of
service equal to the number of days, months, and years by which
his age at time of such appointment exceeds twenty-five years or
the total period of active Federal service performed by him after
attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned officer in
the Army of the United States or any component thereof from
December 7, 1941, to the date of such appointment, whichever is
greater; increased by the period of his active commissioned service
in the Regular Army subsequent to such appointment; and

(3) for any other Regular Army officer, the period of his
active commissioned service in the Regular Army subsequent to
his appointment, increased by the period of active Federal service
performed by him prior to his appointment in the Regular Army
after attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned
officer in the Army of the United States or any component thereof
after December 7, 1941, for those appointed in the Regular Army
prior to December 31, 1947; and after December 31, 1947, for those
appointed in the Regular Army after December 31, 1947.

(c) After the date of enactment of this Act, whenever in the opinion
of the Secretary of War there is an excessive number of officers on the
active list of the Regular Army in any grade who have completed
thirty "years' service, he may convene a board of not less than five
general officers of the Regular Army to consider all officers of that
grade who have completed thirty "years' service" and recommend for
retirement a specified number thereof, and the Secretary of War, in
his discretion, is authorized to retire any officer so recommended.

(d) Unless provided otherwise by some provision of law, commis-
sioned officers of the Regular Army hereinafter specified who are not
retired or separated at an earlier date under other provisions of law
shall be eliminated from the active list and retired or separated, as
the case may be, at the times hereinafter prescribed. If on the date
of elimination from the active list hereinafter prescribed, any officer
is within two years of becoming entitled to retirement under the pro-
visions of subsection (e) of this section, his date of elimination from
the active list shall be the date on which he becomes entitled to retire-
ment, rather than that hereinafter prescribed, and he shall be retained
on the active list in the permanent grade then held until qualified for
retirement and then retired, unless sooner retired or separated under
some other provision of law.
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section: Provided, That, if on the date such officer attains the age of 
sixty years, sixty-two years, or sixty-four years, as the case may, be, 
he is eligible for retirement under any other provision of law in effect 
on that date, including any provision of law providing for voluntary 
retirement on his own application, and the retired grade or amount 
of retired pay to which he would be entitled under such other provi-
sion is greater than the retired grade or amount of retired pay herein 
provided, he shall be entitled to the greater retired grade and retired 
pay. 

(b) The term "years' service" as used in subsections (c), (d), and 
(e) of this section means and includes— 

(1) for any officer appointed in the Regular Army between 
December 28, 1945, and December 31, 1947, under the provisions 
of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, 59 Stat. 663), as amended, the period of service credited 
to such officer under that law at the time of his appointment, 
increased by the period of his active commissioned service in the 
Regular Army subsequent to such appointment; 

(2) for any Reserve judge advocate appointed in the Regular 
Army in the grade of captain in the Judge Advocate General's 
Department under the applicable provision of section 24e of the 
National Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 64), a period of 
service equal to the number of days, months, and years by which 
his age at time of such appointment exceeds twenty-five years, or 
the total period of active Federal service performed by him after 
attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned officer in 
the Army of the United States or any component thereof from 
December 7, 1941, to the date of such appointment, whichever is 
greater; increased by the period of his active commissioned service 
in the Regular Army subsequent to such appointment; and 

(3) for any other Regular Army officer, the period of his 
active commissioned service in the Regular Army subsequent to 
his appointment, increased by the period of active Federal service 
performed by him prior to his appointment in the Regular Army 
after attaining the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned 
officer in the Army of the United States or any component thereof 
after December 7, 1941, for those appointed in the Regular Army 
prior to December 31, 1947; and after December 31, 1947, for those 
appointed in the Regular Army after December 31, 1947. 

(c) After the date of enactment of this Act, whenever in the opinion 
of the Secretary of War there is an excessive number of officers on the 
active list of the Regular Army in any grade who have completed 
thirty "years' service", he may convene a board of not less than five 
general officers of the Regular Army to consider all officers of that 
grade who have completed thirty "years' service" and recommend for 
retirement a specified number thereof, and the Secretary of War, in 

his discretion, is authorized to retire any officer so recommended.  (d) Unless provided otherwise by some provision of law, commis-

sioned officers of the Regular Army hereinafter specified who are not 
retired or separated at an earlier date under other provisions of law 
shall be eliminated from the active list and retired or separated, as 
the case may be, at the times hereinafter prescribed. If on the date 
of elimination from the active list hereinafter prescribed, any officer 
is within two years of becoming entitled to retirement.under.the pro-
visions of subsection (e) of this section, his date of elimination from 
the active list shall be the date on which he becomes entitled to retire-
ment, rather than that hereinafter prescribed, and he shall be retained 
on the active list in the permanent grade then held until qualified for 
retirement and then retired, unless sooner retired or separated under 
some other provision of law. 
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(1) After that date which is six months after the date of enactment
of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision of law, each
officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in the permanent grade of
major general in the Regular Army who is not retired or separated at
an earlier date under other provisions of law shall be eliminated from
the active list and retired on the fifth anniversary of the date of his
appointment in that permanent grade in the Regular Army, or on that
date which is thirty days after the date upon which he completes
thirty-five "years' service", whichever is later, unless he is permanently
appointed in a grade above that of major general before the later of
such two dates: Provided, That such officers may, in the discretion of
the Secretary of War, be retained on the active list until age sixty is
reached: And provided further, That not to exceed ten such officers,
who are either holding temporary appointments in any grade above
major general or are serving in positions which carry rank above that
of major general may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be
retained on the active list until age sixty-four is reached.

(2) After that date which is six months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision of law,
each officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in the permanent grade
of brigadier general in the Regular Army who is not retired or sep-
arated at an earlier date under other provisions of law, shall be
eliminated from the active list and retired on the fifth anniversary of
the date of his appointment in that permanent grade in the Regular
Army, or on that date which is thirty days after the date upon which
he completes thirty "years' service", whichever is later, unless he is
appointed in the permanent grade of major general in the Regular
Army before the later of such two dates: Provided, That such officers
whose names are carried on the recommended list for appointment in
the permanent grade of major general in the Regular Army shall be
retained on the active list while their names are so carried; and if
appointed in the permanent grade of major general their elimination
from the active list shall be governed by the provisions of paragraph
(1) of this subsection: Provided further, That not to exceed ten such
officers who are serving in temporary grades above that of brigadier
general, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be retained
on the active list until age sixty is reached: And provided further, The
provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to professors of the
United States Military Academy.

(3) After June 30, 1953, unless provided otherwise by some pro-
vision of law, each promotion-list officer heretofore or hereafter
appointed in the permanent grade of colonel in the Regular Army
who is not retired or separated at an earlier date under other pro-
visions of law shall be eliminated from the active list and retired
on the fifth anniversary of the date of his appointment in that per-
manent grade in the Regular Army, or on that date which is thirty
days after the date upon which he completes thirty "years' service",
whichever is later, unless he is appointed in the permanent grade of
brigadier general, or any higher permanent grade, in the Regular
Army before the later of such two dates: Provided, That such officers
whose names are carried on the recommended list for appointment
in the permanent grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army
shall be retained on the active list while their names are so carried
and if appointed in the permanent grade of brigadier general their
elimination from the active list shall be governed by the provisions
of paragraph (2) of this subsection: And provided further, That of
the officers in the permanent grade of colonel in the Regular Army
whose names are carried on the Medical Corps Dental Corps, Vet-
erinary Corps, Medical Service Corps, or chaplains promotion list,
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(1) After that date which is six months after the date of enactment 
of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision of law, each 
officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in the permanent grade of 

i major general in the Regular Army who s not retired or separated at 
an earlier date under other provisions of law shall be eliminated from 
the active list and retired on the fifth anniversary of the date of his 
appointment in that permanent grade in the Regular Army, or on that 
date which is thirty days after the date upon which he completes 
thirty-five "years' service", whichever is later, unless he is permanently 
appointed in a grade above that of major general before the later of 
such two dates: Provided, That such officers may, in the discretion of 
the Secretary of War, be retained on the active list until age sixty is 
reached: And provided further, That not to exceed ten such officers, 
who are either holding temporary appointments in any grade above 
major general or are serving in positions which carry rank above that 
of major general may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be 
retained on the active list until age sixty-four is reached. 

(2) After that date which is six months after the date of enact-
ment of this Act, unless provided otherwise by some provision of law, 
each officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in the permanent grade 
of brigadier general in the Regular Army who is not retired or sep-
arated at an earlier date under other provisions of law, shall be 
eliminated from the active list and retired on the fifth anniversary of 
the date of his appointment in that permanent grade in the Regular 
Army, or on that date which is thirty days after the date upon which 
he completes thirty "years' service", whichever is later, unless he is 
appointed in the permanent grade of major general in the Regular 
Army before the later of such two dates: Provided, That such officers 
whose names are carried on the recommended list for appointment in 
the permanent grade of major general in the Regular Army shall be 
retained on the active list while their names are so carried; and if 
appointed in the permanent grade of major general their elimination 
from the active list shall be governed by the provisions of paragraph 
(1) of this subsection: Provided further, That not to exceed ten such 
officers who are serving in temporary grades above that of brigadier 
general, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of War, be retained 
on the active list until age sixty is reached: And provided further, The 
provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to professors of the 
United States Military Academy. 

(3) After June 30, 1953, unless provided otherwise by some pro-
vision of law, each promotion-list officer heretofore or hereafter 
appointed in the permanent grade of colonel in the Regular Army 
who is not retired or separated at an earlier date under other pro-
visions of law shall be eliminated from the active list and retired 
on the fifth anniversary of the date of his appointment in that per-
manent grade in the Regular Army, or on that date which is thirty 
days after the date upon which he completes thirty "years' service", 
whichever is later, unless he is appointed in the permanent grade of 
brigadier general, or any higher permanent Fade, in the Regular 
Army before the later of such two dates: Provided, That such officers 
whose names are carried on the recommended list for appointment 
in the permanent grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army 
shall. be retained on the active list while their names are• so carried, 
and if appointed in the permanent grade of brigadier general their 
elimination from the active list shall be governed by the provisions 
of paragraph (2) of this subsection : And provided further, That of 

i the officers n the .permanent grade of colonel in the Regular Army 
whose names are carried on the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, Vet-
erinary Corps, Medical Service Corps, or chaplains promotion list, 
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respectively, not more than 10 per centum of the number authorized
in that grade for any such promotion list, respectively, may, in the
discretion of the Secretary of War, be retained on the active list
after the date specified for their retirement and the number of
colonels authorized for the promotion list concerned may be exceeded
by the number of such officers of that promotion list so retained, but
in no event shall any such officer be so retained after reaching the
age of sixty years.

(4) After June 30,1953, unless provided otherwise by some provision
of law, each promotion-list officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in
the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army who
is not retired or separated at an earlier date under other provisions of
law shall be eliminated from the active list and retired on that date
which is thirty days after the date upon which he completes twenty-
eight "years' service", unless he is appointed in the permanent grade
of colonel, or any higher permanent grade, in the Regular Army before
that date: Provided, That such officers whose names are carried on the
recommended list for appointment in the permanent grade of colonel
in the Regular Army shall be retained on the active list while their
names are so carried and if appointed in the permanent grade of
colonel their elimination from the active list shall be governed by
the provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsection: And provided
further, That any of the officers in the permanent grade of lieutenant
colonel in the Regular Army whose names are carried on the Medical
Corps, Dental Corps, Veterinary Corps, Medical Service Corps, or
Chaplains promotion list, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of
War, be retained on the active list after the date specified for their
retirement but in no event shall any such officer be so retained after
reaching the age of sixty years.

(c) Each officer eliminated from the active list of the Regular Army
pursuant to any of the provisions of subsection (h) of section 509 of
this title or of subsection (c) or (d) of this section shall-

(1) if on the date of elimination, he has completed twenty
"years' service" or more, be retired in the permanent grade held
at time of retirement with monthly retired pay equal to 21/4 per
centum of the monthly base and longevity pay he would receive
if serving on active duty in that grade, multiplied by a number
equal to the number of years of his "years' service", or, the nulm-
ber of years of service creditable to him under the law in the
computation of his active-duty pay, whichever of such two num-
bers is greater (fractions of a year less than one-half shall be dis-
regarded and one-half or more shall be counted as one year); but
in no event shall such retired pay be more than 75 per centum
nor less than 50 per centum of the base and longevity pay he
would receive if serving on active duty in the grade in which
retired: Provided, That if on the date of his elimination, he is
eligible for retirement under any other provision of law in effect
on that date, including any provision of law providing for volun-
tary retirement on his own application, and the retired grade or
amount of retired pay to which he would be entitled under such
other provision is greater than the retired grade or amount of
retired pay herein provided, he shall be entitled to the greater
retired grade and retired pay: Provided further, That in the case
of any officer whose computation of active-duty pay is not based
upon years of service the phrase "the number of years of service
creditable to him under the law in the computation of his active-
duty pay" as used herein shall be construed to mean the number
of years of service which would be creditable to him under the
law in the computation of his active-duty pay if he were serving
in the grade of colonel;
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respectively, not more than 10 per centum of the number authorized 
ill that grade for any such promotion list, respectively, may, in the 
discretion of the Secretary of War, be retained on the active list 
after the date specified for their retirement and the number of 
colonels authorized for the promotion list concerned may be exceeded 
by the number of such officers of that promotion list so retained, but 
in no event shall any such officer be so retained after reaching the 
age of sixty years. 

(4) After June 30,1953, unless provided otherwise by some provision 
of law, each promotion-list officer heretofore or hereafter appointed in 
the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel in the Regular Army who 
is not retired or separated at an earlier date under other provisions of 
law shall be eliminated from the active list and retired on that date 
which is thirty days after the date upon which he completes twenty-
eight "years' service", unless he is appointed in the permanent grade 
of colonel, or any higher permanent grade, in the Regular Army before 
that date: Provided, That such officers whose names are carried on the 
recommended list for appointment in the permanent grade of colonel 
in the Regular Army shall be retained on the active list while their 
names are so carried and if appointed in the _permanent grade of 
colonel their elimination from the active list shall be governed by 
the provisions of paragraph (3) of this subsection: And provided 
further, That any of the officers in the permanent grade of lieutenant 
colonel in the Regular Army whose names are carried on the Medical 
Corps, Dental Corps, Veterinary Corps, Medical Service Corps, or 
Chaplains promotion list, may, in the discretion of the Secretary of 
War, be retained on the active list after the date specified for their 
retirement but in no event shall any such officer be so retained after 
reaching the age of sixty years. 

(c) Each officer eliminated from the active list of the Regular Army 
pursuant to any of the provisions of subsection (h) of section 509 of 
this title or of subsection (c) or (d) of this section shall— 

(1) if on the date of elimination, he has completed twenty 
"years' service" or more, be retired in the permanent grade held 
at time of retirement with monthly retired pay equal to 21/2 per 
centum of the monthly base and longevity pay he would receive 
if serving on active duty in that grade, multiplied by a number 
equal to the number of years of his "years' service", or, the num-
ber of years of service creditable to him under the law in the 
computation of his active-duty pay, whichever of such two num-
bers is greater (fractions of a year less than one-half shall be dis-
regarded and one-half or more shall be counted as one year) ; but 
in no event shall such retired pay be more than 75 per centum 
nor less than 50 per centum of the base and longevity pay he 

i would receive if serving on active duty n the grade in which 
retired: Provided, That if on the date of his elimination, he is 
eligible for retirement under any other provision of law in effect 
on that date, including any provision of law providing for volun-
tary retirement on his own application, and the retired grade or 
amount of retired pay to which he would be entitled under such 
other provision is greater than the retired grade or amount of 
retired pay herein provided, he shall be entitled to the greater 
retired grade and retired pay: Provided further, That in the case 
of any officer whose computation of active-duty pay is not based 

upon years of service the phrase "the number of years of servicecreditable to him under the law in the computation of his active-

duty pay" as used herein shall be construed to mean the number 
of years of service which would be creditable to him under the 

i law in the computation of his active-duty pay f he were serving 
in the grade of colonel; 
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(2) if on the date of elimination, he has not completed twenty
"years' service" or more, but is eligible for retirement under any
provision of law in effect on that date including any provision of
law providing for voluntary retirement on his own application,
be retired in the grade and with the retired pay to which he would
be entitled if retired on that date under that law;

wiothneve harge (3) if on the date of elimination, he is not eligible for retire-
ment under any provision of law, be honorably discharged from
the Regular Army with severance pay equal to that sum of money
computed by multiplying, (a) the number of years of his "years'
service" (fractions of a year less than one-half shall be disregarded
and one-half or more shall be counted as one year); by (b) the
amount of base and longevity pay which he would receive (com-
puted at the rate applicable on the date of his elimination) for two
months' active duty in the grade (permanent or temporary) held
at the time of elimination: Provided, That the total severance pay
shall not exceed two years' base and longevity pay so computed.spension of pro (f) In time of emergency declared by the President or by the Con-

gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized, in his discretion,
to suspend the operation of all or any part or parts of the several pro-
visions of law prescribing mandatory retirement or separation of
Regular Army officers.

Po, p. 912. (g) Section 5 of the Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 507), as amended
(10 U. S. C. 971b), is further amended as follows:

(1) By deleting therefrom that portion which reads: "Provided
further, That on June 30,1942, all brigadier generals of the line who
are then sixty-two years of age or over and all promotion-list officers
who are then sixty years of age or over shall be retired, and thereafter
all brigadier generals of the line shall be retired at the age of sixty-
two years and all promotion-list officers shall be retired at the age
of sixty years, except that all officers in the grade of general officer
whose names are carried on the promotion-list are exempted from the
operation of this proviso and in addition thereto the Secretary of
War may, in his discretion, exempt from the operation of this proviso
such number of colonels as will result in their being on active duty
at any time a number of colonels who would otherwise be retired not
greater than 5 per centum of the total number of colonels then on the
promotion list, but such exemption shall terminate in each case when
the officer reaches the age of sixty-two, or sooner in the discretion of
the Secretary of War, and colonels so exempted shall be included
within the authorized number of promotion-list colonels";

(2) By deleting therefrom that portion which reads: "Providedfurther, That each promotion-list officer shall be assumed to have for
retirement purposes, at least the same length of continuous com-
missioned service in the Regular Army as any officer junior to him
on the promotion list: Provided further, That the number of years of
service to be credited in computing the right to retirement and retire-
ment pay in the case of officers retired by reason of having reached
the age of sixty years or over shall include all service heretofore
credited for retirement at age sixty-four :".

ARMY OFFICERS-TEMPORARY GRADES- TEMPORARY APPOINTMENT OF OFFI-
CBS IN THE ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES--AC'IVE DUTY OF RESERVE
COMPONENT OFFICERS

Nnmr less than SEC. 515. (a) Whenever the number of Regular Army officers hold-
ing office under permanent appointments in the grades of major gen-
eral and brigadier general is less than the number authorized in these
grades and whenever the number of Regular Army officers of any
promotion list, holding office under permanent appointments in the
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(2) if on the date of elimination, he has not completed twenty 
"years service" or more, but is eligible for retirement under any 
provision of law in effect on that date including any provision of 
law providing for voluntary retirement on his own application, 
be retired in the grade and with the retired pay to which he would 
be entitled if retired on that date under that law; 

(3) if on the date of elimination, he is not eligible for retire-
ment under any provision of law, be honorably discharged from 
the Regular Army with severance pay equal to that sum of money 
computed by multiplying, (a) the number of years of his "years' 
service" (fractions of a year less than one-half shall be disregarded 
and one-half or more shall be counted as one year) ; by (13) the 
amount of base and longevity pay which he would receive (com-
puted at the rate applicable on the date of his elimination) for two 
months' active duty in the grade (permanent or temporary) held 
at the time of elimination: Provided, That the total severance pay 
shall not exceed two years' base and longevity pay so computed. 

(f) In time of emergency declared by the President or by the Con-
gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized, in his discretion, 
to suspend the operation of all or any part or parts of the several pro-
visions of law prescribing mandatory retirement or separation of 
Regular Army officers. 

(g) Section 5 of the Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 507), as amended 
(10 U. S. C. 971b), is further amended as follows: 
-(1) By deleting therefrom that portion which reads: "Provided 

further, That on June 30, 1942, all brigadier generals of the line who 
are then sixty-two years of age or over and all promotion-list officers 
who are then sixty years of age or over shall be retired, and thereafter 
all brigadier generals of the line shall be retired at the age of sixty-
two years and all promotion-list officers shall be retired at the age 
of sixty years, except that all officers in the grade of general officer 
whose names are carried on the promotion-list are exempted from the 
operation of this proviso and in addition thereto the Secretary of 
War may, in his discretion, exempt from the operation of this proviso 
such number of colonels as will result in their being on active duty 
at any time a number of colonels who would otherwise be retired not 
greater than 5 per centum of the total number of colonels then on the 
promotion list, but such exemption shall terminate in each case when 
the officer reaches the age of sixty-two, or sooner in the discretion of 
the Secretary of War, and colonels so exempted shall be included 
within the authorized number of promotion-list colonels"; 

(2) By deleting therefrom that portion which reads: "Provided 
further, That each promotion-list officer shall be assumed to have for 
retirement purposes, at least the same length of continuous com-
missioned service in the Regular Army as any officer junior to him 
on the promotion list: Provided further, That the number of years of 
service to be credited in computing the right to retirement and retire-
ment pay in the case of officers retired by reason of having reached 
the age of sixty years or over shall include all service heretofore 
credited for retirement at age sixty-four :". 

ARMY OFFICERS—TE119TORARY GRADES—TEMPOR.ARY APPOINTMENT OF OFF1-
aims IN THE ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES—ACTIVE DUTY OF RESERVE 
COMPONENT OFFICERS 

SEC. 515. (a) Whenever the number of Regular Army officers hold-
ing office under permanent appointments in the grades of major gen-
eral and brigadier general is less than the number authorized in these 
grades and whenever the number of Regular Army officers of any 
promotion list, holding office under permanent appointments in the 
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grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, major, captain, and first lieu-
tenant, respectively, is less than the number authorized in these grades
in such promotion list, the additional number authorized in these sev-
eral grades may be filled by the temporary appointment of qualified
officers under the provisions of subsection (c) of this section.

(b) Whenever under authorization from time to time made by the
Congress the total number of officers serving on active duty (Regular
Army officers and all officers of the Army of the United States or any
component thereof ordered into active military service for extended
Federal service in excess of thirty days) exceeds the authorized active
list commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army, the Secretary
of War shall determine the requirements in each of the several com-
missioned grades based upon the total number of officers so serving
on active duty and the tasks being performed by the Army and such
requirements in each of such grades may be filled by the temporary
appointment of qualified officers under the provisions of subsection
(c) of this section: Provided, That unless a national emergency is
declared after the date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, after such
date and until a national emergency is thereafter declared, the total
number of officers serving on active duty in grades above major general
under any provision of law shall not exceed the limitation specifically
set forth in section 504 of this title.

(c) Within the limitations specified in subsections (a) and (b) of
this section, any commissioned officer of the Regular Army, or of any
of the Reserve components of the Army of the United States serving
on active Federal duty, may be appointed in any temporary grade
equal to or higher than his permanent grade without vacating his per-
manent appointment or any temporary appointment held by him
under this or any other provision of law, and any such officer now
holding an appointment in any temporary grade equal to or higher
than his permanent grade may be continued therein as though he had
been appointed thereto under the provisions of this section. Action
under this subsection shall be taken on a fair and equitable basis,
regard being given to seniority, age, and selection based upon ability
and efficiency under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War.
The President may, in his discretion, from time to time, in accordance
with the needs of the service, adjust dates of rank in temporary grades.

(d) To the extent provided from time to time by appropriations for
this purpose, any officer of any Reserve component of the Army of the
United States may, with his own consent, be ordered to active Federal
duty for such length of time as the President may prescribe and in
time of a national emergency expressly declared by Congress may be
so ordered without his consent. The President may at any time relieve
from active duty any Reserve officer who is serving on active
duty. Any officer of any Reserve component ordered into or serving
on active duty may, with his own consent, be temporarily appointed
in a grade in the Army of the United States, either higher or lower
than the grade held by him in such Reserve component, and such tem-
porary appointment shall not affect the appointment and grade held
by him in his Reserve component.

(e) In time of emergency declared by the President, or by the Con-
gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized to appoint
qualified persons (including persons who hold no Regular Army or
Reserve status) as temporary officers in the Army of the United States
in any of the several commissioned officer grades, and persons so
appointed may be ordered into the active military service of the United
States to serve therein for such periods of time as the President may
prescribe. The appointment of a temporary officer, if not sooner
vacated, shall continue during the emergency or war in which the
appointment was made and for six months thereafter.
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grades of colonel, lieutenant colonel, major, captain, and first lieu-
tenant, respectively, is less than the number authorized in these grades 
in such promotion list, the additional number authorized in these sev-
eral grades may be filled by the temporary appointment of qualified 
officers under the provisions of subsection (c) of this section. 

(b) Whenever under authorization from time to time made by the 
Congress the total number of officers serving on active duty (Regular 
Army officers and all officers of the Army of the United States or any 
component thereof ordered into active military service for extended 
Federal service in excess of thirty days) exceeds the authorized active 
list commissioned officer strength of the Regular Army, the Secretary 
of War shall determine the requirements in each of the several com-
missioned grades based upon the total number of officers so serving 
on active duty and the tasks being performed by the Army and such 
requirements in each of such grades may be filled by the temporary 
appointment of qualified officers under the provisions of subsection 
(c) of this section: Provided, That unless a national emergency is 
declared after the date of this Act and before July 1, 1948, after such 
date and until a national emergency is thereafter declared, the total 
number of officers serving on active duty in grades above major general 
under any provision of law shall not exceed the limitation specifically 
set forth in section 504 of this title. 

(c) Within the limitations specified in subsections (a) and (b) of 
this section, any commissioned officer of the Regular Army, or of any 
of the Reserve components of the Army of the United States serving 
on active Federal duty, may be appointed in any temporary grade 
equal to or higher than his permanent grade without vacating his per-
manent appointment or any temporary appointment held by him 
under this or any other provision of law, and any such officer now 
holding an appointment in any temporary grade equal to or higher 
than his permanent grade may be continued therein as though he had 
been appointed thereto under the provisions of this section. Action 
under this subsection shall be taken on a fair and equitable basis, 
regard being given to seniority, age, and selection based upon ability 
and efficiency under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of War. 
The President may, in his discretion, from time to time, in accordance 
with the needs of the service, adjust dates of rank in temporary grades. 

(d) To the extent provided from time to time by appropriations for 
this purpose any officer of any Reserve component of the Army of the 
United States may, with his own consent, be ordered to active Federal 
duty for such length of time as the President may prescribe and in 
time of a national emergency expressly declared by Congress may be 
so ordered without his consent. The President may at any time relieve 
from active duty any Reserve officer who is serving on active 
duty. Any officer of any Reserve component ordered into or serving 
on active duty may, with his own consent, be temporarily appointed 
in a grade in the Army of the United States, either higher or lower 
than the grade held by him in such Reserve component, and such tem-
porary appointment shall not affect the appointment and grade held 
by him in his Reserve component. 

(e) In time of emergency declared by the President, or by the Con- tompontry officers. Appointment of 

gress, and in time of war, the President is authorized to appoint 
qualified persons (including persons who hold no Regular Army or 
Reserve status) as temporary officers in the Army of the United States 
in any of the several commissioned officer grades, and persons. so 
appointed may be ordered into the active military service of the United 
States to serve therein for such periods of time as the President may 
prescribe. The appointment of a temporary officer, if not sooner 
vacated, shall continue during the emergency or war in which the 
appointment was made and for six months thereafter. 
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(f) All temporary appointments herein mentioned (officers of the
Regular Army, the National Guard of the United States, and the
Officers' Reserve Corps temporarily appointed in grades different fromthose held in their respective components, and, persons holding no
Regular Army or Reserve commissions appointed as temporary
officers) shall be made in the Army of the United States, and suchappointments shall not contain any reference to any other appointment
held or not held in any component of the Army of the United States.
All temporary appointments herein mentioned may be vacated at any

Grade below briga- time by the President. Temporary appointments in grades below thatdier general.
General officer of brigadier general shall be made by the President alone, and ingrades. general officer grades by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Pay andallowances. (g) All officers temporarily appointed in any grade in the Army of

the United States shall, while serving in such grade on active duty in
the service of the United States, receive the same pay and allowances
as authorized for persons of corresponding grade and length of serv-
ice holding permanent appointments in that grade in the Regular
Army.

Rights, benefits, (h) Each temporary officer and each Reserve officer of any Reserveetc.
component, serving on active Federal duty in any commissioned
grade, permanent or temporary (herein referred to as "active-dutygrade'), shall be entitled, while so serving, to the same rights, privi-leges, and benefits as now or hereafter provided by law for an officer
of the Officers' Reserve Corps of the same length of service holding
appointment in the Officers' Reserve Corps in a grade the same assuch "active-duty grade" and serving on active duty in the grade heldin the Officers' Reserve Corps.

"Permanent gade." (i) DErNrmroNs.-(1) As used in this title the phrase "permanentgrade' means the grade in which an officer holds appointment in the
Regular Army, or in the National Guard of the United States, or in

porntmanent a. the Officers' Reserve Corps, as the case may be. The phrase "perma-nent appointment" means appointment in the Regular Army, or in
the National Guard of the United States, or in the Officers' Reserve
Corps, as the case may be."Temorar e.'' (2) As used in this title, the phrase "temporary grade" means the
grade in which an officer holds temporary appointment in the Armyof the United States (as distinguished from permanent grade").e.Temporary ofi- (3) As used in this title, the phrase "temporary officer" means a
person who has no Regular Army or reserve commissioned status butwho temporarily holds appointment as an officer of the Army of the
United States.

Effective date. (j) This section becomes effective the date of enactment of this Act.
Repeal. Effective the date of enactment of this Act, section 4 of the Act of

June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1525; 10 U. S. C., 292a-1), is hereby repealed.
RELATIVE RANK OF GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE ARMY WITH FLAG OFFICERS

OF THE NAVY

SEC. 516. Officers holding commissions in the grade of major gen-eral in the Regular Army and officers holding commissions in thegrade of rear admiral in the Navy who are entitled to the pay of theupper half of that grade shall take rank among themselves according
to their respective dates of rank in such grades. Officers holding com-missions in the grade of brigadier general in the Regular Army andofficers holding commissions in the grade of rear admiral in the Navywho are entitled to the pay of the lower half of that grade shall takerank among themselves according to their respective dates of rank in
such grades. All officers in the Army of the United States, including
all components thereof, senior in relative rank to any Regular Armyofficer, shall also be senior to all Navy officers junior in relative rank
to such Regular Army officer.
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(f) All temporary appointments herein mentioned (officers of the 
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of the United States (as distinguished from "permanent grade"). 

(3) As used in this title, the phrase "temporary officer" means a 
person who has no Regular Army or reserve commissioned status but 
who temporarily holds appointment as an officer of the Army of the 
United States. 

(j) This section becomes effective the date of enactment of this Act. 
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REGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-SERVICE CREDIT TO CERTAIN OFFICERS WHO

WERE IN THE REGULAR ARMY PRIOR TO DECEMBER 28, 1945

SEC. 517. (a) PROMOTION-LIST OFFICERS.-Each person who was
appointed a second lieutenant between December 7, 1941, and Decem-
ber 28, 1945, in any arm or service of the Regular Army, the officers
of which are carried on the promotion list as constituted prior to
enactment of this Act, and who has had continuous active commis-
sioned service in the Regular Army since such appointment, and who
on the date of enactment of this Act holds active commissioned office
in an arm or service of the Regular Army, the officers of which are
carried on the promotion list as constituted prior to enactment of this
Act, shall be credited with service equivalent to the total period of
active Federal commissioned service performed by him after attain-
ing the age of twenty-one years as a commissioned officer in the Army
of the United States or any component thereof from December 7,
1941, to the date of such appointment: Provided, That persons who
were promoted and appointed second lieutenants in the Regular Army
upon graduation from the United States Military Academy shall not
be credited with any such service. The service herein credited shall
be counted for the same purposes as, and construed similar to, service
credited to persons upon appointment in the Regular Army under
the provisions of the Act of December 28, 1945 (Public Law 281,
Seventy-ninth Congress, 59 Stat. 663). The names of such officers
shall be placed on the promotion list as constituted immediately prior
to the date of enactment of this Act in the places they would be had
such officers been credited with the service herein credited at the time
of their appointment in the Regular Army and had their names been
entered on the promotion list at the time of their appointment imme-
diately below those officers of the same grade having the same or next
greater period of service. Officers credited with an equal amount of
service by virtue of their service in the Regular Army and the addi-
tional service herein credited shall be placed on the promotion list as
aforesaid without alteration among themselves of their former
precedence and seniority standing.

(b) NON-PROMOTION-LIST OFFICERS.-Each person holding active
commissioned office as a chaplain in the Regular Army or in the Medical
Corps, Dental Corps, or Veterinary Corps of the Regular Army on
the date of enactment of this Act, who was originally so appointed
and commissioned in the Regular Army between June '27, 1926, and
December 28, 1945, and has had continuous commissioned service in
the Regular Army since such appointment, shall be credited, respec-
tively, with additional years of service for promotion purposes as
follows: Chaplains, six and eight-twelfths years; Medical Corps offi-
cers, three and five-twelfths years; Dental Corps officers, three and one-
twelfth years; Veterinary Corps officers, one and four-twelfths years:
Provided, That due to such additional service so creditable for pro-
motion purposes no person shall have his existing service creditable for
promotion purposes increased to an amount greater than the service
he would possess for promotion purposes solely by virtue of contin-
uous active commissioned service in the Regular Army from June
27, 1926. Such officers shall be given precedence for promotion pur-
poses in accordance with the precedence they would have, had such
years of service been credited to such officers on December 28, 1945,
and had those who would have become entitled to promotion in perma-
nent grade in the Regular Army by virtue thereof been so promoted.
No action under this subsection shall change the relative precedence
for promotion purposes of any officer who held a commission as chap-
lain or in any of these corps on December 28, 1945, with respect to
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any other officer who held a commission on that date as chaplain or
in the same corps, respectively.

Adjustment of (c) Dates of rank in permanent grades of officers credited with
additional service pursuant to this section shall be adjusted to accord
to their new positions on the promotion list or, in the case of
"non-promotion-list" officers, to their new precedence for promotion
purposes, as the case may be.

Back pay, etc. (d) No back pay or allowances shall accrue to any person by reason
of the enactment of this section.

Removal of name
from recommended
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"Years' service."

Appointments in-
eluded.

Reprt of names by

BEGULAR ARMY OFFICERS-PROMOTIONS TO BE MADE ON JULY 1, 1948, TO
FILL INITIAL REQUIREMENTS IN GRADES OF CAPTAIN, MAJOR, AND LIEU-
TENANT COLONEL

SEC. 518. (a) (1) Promotions to the grades of captain, major, and
lieutenant colonel shall continue to be made under existing law until
December 31, 1947. During the period January 1, 1948, to June 30,
1948, there shall be no permanent grade promotion appointments of
Regular Army promotion-list officers to the grade of captain, major,
or lieutenant colonel. On July 1, 1948, or at the earliest practicable
time thereafter, the Regular Army officers specified in subsection (b)
of this section and those recommended for promotion by selection
boards as provided in subsection (c) of this section shall be promoted
to and appointed in the Regular Army in the grades of captain, major,
and lieutenant colonel.

(2) Officers appointed in the same grade under the provisions of
this section shall have their names entered on the applicable pro-
motion list immediately below that of the junior of the list holding
office in that grade without change among themselves in their rela-
tive permanent grades seniority standing existing prior to such
appointments.

(3) The numbers to be selected and recommended for each of the
several grades for each of the several promotion lists under the
provisions of this section may be less, but shall not be more, than
numbers which will produce the total numbers authorized in each
of such grades in each promotion list.

(4) Officers named for consideration for any grade but notselected for that grade by a selection board under the provisions of
this section shall not for any purpose be deemed to have failed of
selection.

(5) The name of any officer recommended for promotion to any
grade by a selection board under the provisions of this section may
be removed from the recommended list for that grade by the Presi-
dent, and entered by him on the recommended list for any lower
grade above that in which the officer is holding appointment, or he
may remove it entirely.

(6) The procedure prescribed in this section shall be taken sepa-
rately for each of the several promotion lists.

(7) The phrase "years' service" as used in this section means and
includes all service creditable for promotion purposes under the law
prior to enactment of this Act and the service credited under section
517 of this title.

(b) The appointments referred to in subsection (a) of this section
shall include appointments in permanent grades of captain, major,
and lieutenant colonel, respectively, of all promotion-list officers (not
appointed in higher permanent grades under the provisions of sub-
section (c) of this section) in permanent grades of first lieutenant,
captain, and major who on June 30,1948, will have completed seven,
fourteen, and twenty-one or more years' service, respectively. Eachselection board considering officers for promotion under the provisions
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of subsection (c) of this section, which has among the names furnished
to it for consideration the names of any officers who on June 30, 1948,
will have completed the years' service specified in this subsection for
promotion to the grade for which selections are being made by such
board, shall report the names of such officers for promotion to that
grade and the number which the board is instructed to select and rec-
ommend for that grade shall be reduced accordingly.

(c) For the purpose of initially filling permanent grade require-
ments in each of the several promotion lists in grades of lieutenant
colonel, major, and captain (appointments to be made on July 1, 1948,
or at the earliest practicable time thereafter), based upon the number
of vacancies in any promotion list in these grades, the Secretary of
War, in his discretion, may either (1) direct a selection board to con-
sider officers in the grades of major, captain, and first lieutenant,
respectively, in the order of their seniority as their names appear on
the promotion list concerned, recommend those who are fully qualified
for promotion to the grade of lieutenant colonel, major, or captain,
respectively, pass over those who are not fully qualified for promotion
to these grades, and continue such procedure until a specified number
of recommended officers is obtained for each such grade; or, (2)
furnish to a selection board a list of the officers to be considered for
promotion to the grade concerned and direct such board to select and
recommend from among those listed a specified number for promotion
to that grade, the officers to be selected to be the best qualified of those
listed for consideration. The names of officers who are recommended
for promotion to the grades of lieutenant colonel, major, and captain,
respectively, shall be entered on a recommended list (a separate list for
each grade in each promotion list). The officers recommended for
promotion shall be appointed in the grades for which recommended
on July 1, 1948, or at the earliest practicable date thereafter.

(d) If the Secretary of War, in his discretion, follows the second
procedure described in subsection (c) of this section for any grade
in any promotion list, the names furnished to the applicable selection
board shall be those of the officers hereinafter specified:

(1) For the grade of lieutenant colonel, the names furnished to the
selection board concerned shall include the name of the senior officer
of that promotion list in permanent grade below lieutenant colonel,
and the names of such additional officers in the order that their namnes
appear next below his on that promotion list, as the Secretary of War
may prescribe, and in addition thereto, may include the names of any
officers of that promotion list who served during the current war in
any general officer grade under temporary appointment.

(2) For the grade of major, the names furnished for consideration
to the selection board concerned shall include the names of all officers
of the designated promotion list in permanent grades below that of
major named for consideration but not selected for the grade of lieu-
tenant colonel and the names of such additional officers in the order
that their names appear next on that promotion list, as the Secretary
of War may prescribe, and in addition thereto may include the names
of any officers of that promotion list who served during the current war
in any general officer grade under temporary appointment.

(3) For the grade of captain, the names furnished for consideration
under the provisions of this section shall include the names of all officers
of the designated promotion list in permanent grades below that of
captain named for consideration but not selected for the grades of
major or lieutenant colonel, and the names of such additional officers
in the order that their names appear next on that promotion list, as the
Secretary of War may prescribe.
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39 Stat. 176.
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41 Stat. 773.
10 U. S. C. § 571.

AMENDMENTS TO NATIONAL DEFENSE ACT TO PROVIDE INCREASED RANK FOR
CHIEF OF CHAPLAINS AND ASSISTANTS TO THE SURGEON GENERAL

SEC. 519. (a) CHAPLAINS.-So much of section 15 of the National
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 234), as reads "One chaplain
of rank not below that of major may be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to be Chief of Chaplains.
He shall serve as such for four years, and shall have the rank, pay, and
allowances of colonel while so serving" is hereby amended to read:"There is authorized a Chief of Chaplains with the rank of major
general."

(b) MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-So much of section 10 of the National
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 81), as reads "The Medical
Department shall consist of one Surgeon General with the rank of
major general, four assistants with the rank of brigadier general, one
of whom shall be an officer in the Dental Corps," is hereby amended
to read "The Medical Department shall consist of one Surgeon General
with the rank of major general, one assistant with the rank of major
general who shall be an officer in the Dental Corps, three assistants
with the rank of major general or brigadier general, as determined
by the Secretary of War, and".

PROFESSORS OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY

SEC. 520. (a) Hereafter each of the permanent professors of theUnited States Military Academy, other than the dean of the AcademicBoard, who is the head of a department of instruction or whose serviceas such professor exceeds six years, shall have the rank, pay, andallowances of a colonel; and all other permanent professors shall havethe rank, pay, and allowances of a lieutenant colonel: Provided, Thatthe permanent professors who have been or may hereafter be appointedby the President from the commissioned officers of the Regular Armyshall have the rank, pay, and allowances of a colonel from the dateherein provided or from the date on which any promotion-list officerjunior to such professor (on the promotion list on which such pro-fessor's name was carried prior to his appointment as a professor) ispromoted to and appointed in the permanent grade of colonel, whlch-ever date is earlier: Provided further, That no back pay or allowancesshall accrue hereunder.
(b) When any permanent professor of the United States MilitaryAcademy, whose service as such has been long and distinguished, isretired, he may, in the discretion of the President, be placed upon theretired list in the grade of brigadier general: Provided, That noincrease in pay or allowances is authorized hereby.
(c) Hereafter the permanent professors of the United StatesMilitary Academy shall, unless sooner retired, be retired at the ageof sixty-four years: Provided That the Secretary of War maydirect the retirement of any such professor having over thirty years'commissioned service.

AMRENDMENT TO RETIREMENT LAWS

SEC. 521. (a) Section 5 of the Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 507),as amended (10 U. S. C. 971b), is further amended by deletingtherefrom that portion which reads: "Provided further, That anpromotion-list officer retired for any reason except by operation ofsection 24b, National Defense Act, or wholly retired, who has com-pleted twenty-eight or more years of continuous commissioned servicein the Regular Army and who has failed to reach the grade ofcolonel by reason of the limitation on the number of promotion-list
officers in the grade of colonel or by reason of the restrction of years
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AltiFNDMENTS TO NATIONAL DEFENSE ACT TO PROVIDE INCREASED RANK. FOR 

CHIEF OF CHAPLAINS AND ASSISTANTS TO THE SURGEON GENERAL 

SEC. 519. (a) CHAPLAINS.—S0 much of section 15 of the National 
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 234), as reads "One chaplain 
of rank not below that of major may be appointed by the President, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to be Chief of Chaplains. 
He shall serve as such for four years, and shall have the rank, pay, and 
allowances of colonel while so serving" is hereby amended to read: 
"There is authorized a Chief of Chaplains with the rank of major 
general." 

(b) MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.--S0 much of section 10 of the National 
Defense Act, as amended (10 U. S. C. 81), as reads "The Medical 
Department shall consist of one Surgeon General with the rank of 
major general, four assistants with the rank of brigadier general, one 
of whom shall be an officer in the Dental Corps," is hereby amended 
to read "The Medical Department shall consist of one Surgeon General 
with the rank of major general, one assistant with the rank of major 
general who shall be an officer in the Dental Corps, three assistants 
with the rank of major general or brigadier general, as determined 
by the Secretary of War, and". 

PROFESSORS OF THE UNLI.ED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY 

SEC. 520. (a) Hereafter each of the permanent professors of the 
United States Military Academy, other than the dean of the Academic 
Board, who is the head of a department of instruction or whose service 
as such professor exceeds six years, shall have the rank, pay, and 
allowances of a colonel; and all other permanent professors shall have 
the rank, pay, and allowances of a lieutenant colonel: Provided, That 
the permanent professors who have been or may hereafter be appointed 
by the President from the commissioned officers of the Regular Army 
shall have the rank, pay, and allowances of a colonel from the date 
herein provided or from the date on which any promotion-list officer 
junior to such professor (on the promotion list on which such pro-
fessor's name was carried prior to his appointment as a professor) is 
promoted to and appointed in the permanent grade of colonel, which-
ever date is earlier: Provided further, That no back pay or allowances 
shall accrue hereunder. 

(b) When any permanent professor of the United States Military 
Academy, whose service as such has been long and distinguished, is 
retired, he may, in the discretion of the President, be placed upon the 
retired list in the grade of brigadier general: Provided, That no 
increase in pay or allowances is authorized hereby. 

(c) Hereafter the permanent professors of the United States 
Military Academy shall, unless sooner retired, be retired at the age 
of sixty-four years: Provided, That the Secretary of War may 
direct the retirement of any such professor having over thirty years' 
commissioned service. 

AMENDMENT TO RETIREMENT LAWS 

SEC. 521. (a) Section 5 of the Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 507), 
as amended (10 U. S. C. 971b), is further amended by deleting 
therefrom that portion which reads: "Provided further, That any 
promotion-list officer retired for any reason except by operation of 
section 24b, National Defense Act, or wholly retired, who has com-
pleted twenty-eight or more years of continuous commissioned service 
in the Regular Army and who has failed to reach the grade of 
colonel by reason of the limitation on the number of promotion-list 
officers in the grade of colonel or by reason of the restriction of years 
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of service in grade of major or lieutenant colonel shall be retired in
the grade of colonel with retired pay computed as otherwise pro-
vided by law for a colonel with the same length of service including
all service now or hereafter credited for active-duty pay purposes,
and any such officer who has completed more than twenty-three but
less than twenty-eight years of continuous commissioned service in
the Regular Army and who has failed to reach the grade of lieu-
tenant colonel by reason of the restriction of years of service in grade
of major shall be retired in the grade of lieutenant colonel with
retired pay computed as otherwise provided by law for a lieutenant
colonel with the same length of service includin all service now or
hereafter credited for active-duty pay purposes:.

(b) The Act of July 31,1935 (49 Stat. 507), as amended (10 U. S. C.
971b), is further amended by adding between sections 5 and 6 thereof
an additional section as follows:

"SEC. 5a. Any officer in the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel
retired after January 1, 1946, upon his own application, or for physi-
cal disability, or mandatorily by reason of reaching a prescribed age,
or by reason of having completed a prescribed length of service, shall,
if at time of retirement he has completed twenty-eight years or more
of active Federal commissioned service and has served in any capacity
as a member of the military or naval forces of the United States prior
to November 12, 1918, unless entitled to be retired in a higher grade
under some other provision of law, be retired in the grade of colonel
with retired pay computed as otherwise provided by law for a colonel
with the same length of service including all service now or hereafter
credited for active duty pay purposes."

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE OF WAR 119

SEC. 522. Article of war 119 (41 Stat. 811; 10 U. S. C. 1591) is
amended by deleting therefrom the words: "in time of war or public
danger,".

SAVING CLAUSE

SEC. 523. Nothing contained in this title shall operated to reduce
the retired grade or retired pay of any officer heretofore retired.

Approved August 7, 1947.
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To promote the mining of coal, phosphate, sodium, potassium, oil, oil shale, gas, IB. Ri. .,322
and sulfur on lands acquired by the United States. [Public Law 382

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands".

SEC. 2. As used in this Act "United States" includes Alaska.
"Acquired lands" or "lands acquired by the United States" include all
lands heretofore or hereafter acquired by the United States to which
the "mineral leasing laws" have not been extended, including such
lands acquired under the provisions of the Act of March 1, 1911 (36
Stat. 961, 16 U. S. C., sec. 552). "Secretary" means the Secretary
of the Interior. "Mineral leasing laws" shall mean the Act of October
20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741, 48 U. S. C., sec. 432); the Act of February 25,
1920 (41 Stat. 437, 30 U. S. C., sec. 181); the Act of April 17, 1926 (44
Stat. 301, 30 U. S. C., sec. 271) ; the Act of February 7, 1927 (44 Stat.
1057, 30 U. S. C., sec. 281), and all Acts heretofore or hereafter
enacted which are amendatory of or supplementary to any of the fore-
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of service in grade of major or lieutenant colonel shall be retired in 
the grade of colonel with retired pay computed as otherwise pro-
vided by law for a colonel with the same length of service including 
all service now or hereafter credited for active-duty pay purposes, 
and any such officer who has completed more than twenty-three but 
less than twenty-eight years of continuous commissioned service in 
the Regular Army and who has failed to reach the grade of lieu-
tenant colonel by reason of the restriction of years of service in grade 
of major shall be retired in the grade of lieutenant colonel with 
retired pay computed as otherwise provided by law for a lieutenant 
colonel with the same length of service including all service now or 
hereafter credited for active-duty pay purposes :". 

(b) The Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 507) , as amended (10 U. S. C. 
971b) , is further amended by adding between sections 5 and 6 thereof 
an additional section as follows: 
"SEC. 5a. Any officer in the permanent grade of lieutenant colonel 

retired after January 1, 1946, upon his own application, or for physi-
cal disability, or mandatorily by reason of reaching a prescribed age, 
or by reason of having completed a prescribed length of service, shall, 
if at time of retirement he has completed twenty-eight years or more 
of active Federal commissioned service and has served in any capacity 
as a member of the military or naval forces of the United States prior 
to November 12, 1918, unless entitled to be retired in a higher grade 
under some other provision of law, be retired in the grade of colonel 
with retired pay computed as otherwise provided by law for a colonel 
with the same length of service including all service now or hereafter 
credited for active duty pay purposes." 

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE OF WAR 119 

SEC. 522. Article of war 119 (41 Stat. 811; 10 U. S. C. 1591) is 
amended by deleting therefrom the words: "in time of war or public 
danger,". 

SAVING CLAUSE 

SEc. 523. Nothing contained in this title shall operated to reduce 
the retired grade or retired pay of any officer heretofore retired. 
Approved August 7, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 513] 
AN ACT 

To promote the mining of coal, phosphate, sodium, potassium, oil, oil shale, gas, 
and sulfur on lands acquired by the United States. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands". 
SEC. 2. As used in this Act "United States" includes Alaska. 

"Acquired lands" or "lands acquired by the United States" include all 
lands heretofore or hereafter acquired by the United States to which 
the "mineral leasing laws" have not been extended, including such 
lands acquired under the provisions of the Act of March 1, 1911 (36 
Stat. 961, 16 U. S. C., sec. 552). "Secretary" means the Secretary 
of the Interior. "Mineral leasing laws" shall mean the Act of October 
20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741, 48 U. S. C., sec. 432) ; the Act of February 25, 
1920 (41 Stat. 437, 30 U. S. C., sec. 181) ; the Act of April 17, 1926 (44 
Stat. 301, 30 U. S. C., sec. 271) ; the Act of February 7, 1927 (44 Stat. 
1057, 30 U. S. C., sec. 281), and all Acts heretofore or hereafter 
enacted which are amendatory of or supplementary to any of the fore-
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"Lease." going Acts. "Lease" includes "prospecting permit" unless the context
otherwise requires.

dLee of mineral SEC. 3. Except where lands have been acquired by the United States
for the development of the mineral deposits, by foreclosure or other-
wise for resale, or reported as surplus pursuant to the provisions of

58Stat. 765. the Surplus Property Act of October 3, 1944 (50 U. S. C., sec. 1611
6 16 4-16. app and the following), all deposits of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas,

Ante, p. 678. sodium, potassium, and sulfur which are owned or may hereafter be
acquired by the United States and which are within the lands acquired
by the United States (exclusive of such deposits in such acquired lands
as are (a) situated within incorporated cities, towns and villages,
national parks or monuments, (b) set apart for military or naval
purposes, or (c) tidelands or submerged lands) may be leased by the
Secretary under the same conditions as contained in the leasing pro-
visions of the mineral leasing laws, subject to the provisions hereof.

Depositsofsulfu..2 The provisions of the Act of April 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 301), as hereto-
276. fore or hereafter amended, shall apply to deposits of sulfur covered

Consent of depart- by this Act wherever situated. No mineral deposit covered by this
ment head, etc. section shall be leased except with the consent of the head of the

executive department, independent establishment, or instrumentality
having jurisdiction over the lands containing such deposit, or holding
a mortgage or deed of trust secured by such lands which is unsatisfied
of record, and subject to such conditions as that official may prescribe
to insure the adequate utilization of the lands for the primary purposes
for which they have been acquired or are being administered: Provided,

Tidelands, etc. That nothing in this Act is intended, or shall be construed, to apply
to or in any manner affect any mineral rights, exploration permits,
leases or conveyances nor minerals that are or may be in any tidelands;
or submerged lands; or in lands underlying the three mile zone or
belt involved in the case of the United States of America against the
State of California now pending on application for rehearing in the
Supreme Court of the United States; or in lands underlying such
three mile zone or belt, or the continental shelf, adjacent or littoral
to any part of the land within the jurisdiction of the United States of
America.

Sale of acquired SEC. 4. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed or construed to
(a) amend, modify or change any existing law authorizing or
requiring the sale of acquired lands, or (b) empower any commis-
sion, bureau, or agency of the Government to make a reservation of
the minerals in the sale of any acquired land: Provided, That any
such sale or conveyance of lands shall be made by the agency having
jurisdiction thereof, subject to any lease theretofore made, covering
the mineral deposits underlying such lands: Provided further, That
nothing in this Act is intended, or shall be construed to affect in any52 Stat. 1252.

34 vua. c. S 524 manner any provision of the Act of June 30, 1938 (32 Stat. 1252),
and note. amending the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 813).

Leaseof U. . inter- SEC. 5. Where the United States does not own all of the mineraldeposits under any lands sought to be leased and which are affected
by this Act, the Secretary is authorized to lease the interest of the
United States in any such mineral deposits when, in the judgment
of the Secretary, the public interest will be best served thereby;
subject, however, to the provisions of section 3 hereof. Where the
United States does not own any interest or owns less than a full
interest in the minerals that may be produced from any lands sought
to be leased, and which are or will be affected by this Act and where,
under the provisions of its acquisition, the United States is to acquire
all or any part of such mineral deposits in the future, the Secretary
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going Acts. "Lease" includes "prospecting permit" unless the context 
otherwise requires. 
SEC. 3. Except where lands have been acquired by the United States 

for the development of the mineral deposits, by foreclosure or other-
wise for resale, or reported as surplus pursuant to the provisions of 
the Surplus Property Act of October 3, 1944 (50 U. S. C., sec. 1611 
and the following), all deposits of coal, phosphate, oil, oil shale, gas, 
sodium, potassium, and sulfur which are owned .or may hereafter be 
acquired by the United States and which are within the lands acquired 
by the United States (exclusive of such deposits in such acquired lands 
as are (a) situated within incorporated cities, towns and villages, 
national parks or monuments, (b) set apart for military or naval 
purposes, or (c) tidelands or submerged lands) may be leased by the 
Secretary under the same conditions as contained in the leasing pro-
visions of the mineral leasing laws, subject to the provisions hereof. 
The provisions of the Act of April 17, 1926 (44 Stat. 301), as hereto-
fore or hereafter amended, shall apply to deposits of sulfur covered 
by this Act wherever situated. No mineral deposit covered by this 
section shall be leased except with the consent of the head of the 
executive department, independent establishment, or instrumentality 
having jurisdiction over the lands containing such deposit, or holding 
a mortgage or deed of trust secured by such lands which is unsatisfied 
of record, and subject to such conditions as that official may prescribe 
to insure the adequate utilization of the lands for the primary purposes 
for which they have been acquired or are being administered: Provided, 
That nothing in this Act is intended, or shall be construed, to apply 
to or in any manner affect any mineral rights, exploration permits, 
leases or conveyances nor minerals that are or may be in any tidelands; 
or submerged lands; or in lands underlying the three mile zone or 
belt involved in the case of the United States of America against the 
State of California now pending on application for rehearing in the 
Supreme Court of the United States; or in lands underlying such 
thhe mile zone or belt, or the continental shelf, adjacent or littoral 
to any part of the land within the jurisdiction of the United States of 
America. 
SEC. 4. Nothing herein contained shall be deemed or construed to 

(a) amend, modify, or change any existing law authorizing or 
requiring the sale of acquired lands, or (b) empower any commis-
sion, bureau, or agency of the Government to make a reservation of 
the minerals in the sale of any acquired land: Provided, That any 
such sale or conveyance of lands shall be made by the agency having 
jurisdiction thereof, subject to any lease theretofore made, covering 
the mineral deposits underlying such lands: Provided further, That 
nothing in this Act is intended, or shall be construed to affect in any 
manner any provision of the Act of June 30, 1938 (32 Stat. 1252), 
amending  the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat. 813). 
SEC. 5. Where the United States does not own all of the mineral 

deposits under any lands sought to be leased and which are affected 
by this Act, the Secretary is authorized to lease the interest of the 
United States in any such mineral deposits when, in the judgment 
of the Secretary, the public interest will be best served thereby; 
subject, however, to the provisions of section 3 hereof. Where the 
United States does not own any interest or owns less than a full 
interest in the minerals that may be produced from any lands sought 
to be leased, and which are or w ill be affected by this Act and where, 
under the provisions of its acquisition, the United States is to acquire 
all or any part of such mineral deposits in the future, the Secretary 
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may lease any interest of the United States then owned or to be
acquired in the future in the same manner as provided in the pre-
ceding sentence.

SEC. 6. All receipts derived from leases issued under the authority
of this Act shall be paid into the same funds or accounts in the Treas-
ury and shall be distributed in the same manner as prescribed for
other receipts from the lands affected by the lease, the intention of this
provision being that this Act shall not affect the distribution of receipts
pursuant to legislation applicable to such lands: Provided, however,
That receipts from leases or permits for minerals in lands set apart
for Indian use, including lands the jurisdiction of which has been
transferred to the Department of the Interior by the Executive order
for Indian use, shall be deposited in a special fund in the Treasury
until final disposition thereof by the Congress.

SEC. 7. Upon request by the Secretary, the heads of all executive
departments, independent establishments, or instrumentalities having
jurisdiction over any of the lands referred to in section 2 of this Act
shall furnish to the Secretary the legal description of all of such lands,
and all pertinent abstracts, title papers, and other documents in the
possession of such agencies concerning the status of the title of the
United States to the mineral deposits that may be found in such lands.

Abstracts, title papers, and other documents furnished to the Secre-
tary under this section shall be recorded promptly in the Bureau of
Land Management in such form as the Secretary shall deem adequate
for their preservation and use in the administration of this Act, where-
upon the originals shall be returned promptly to the agency from
which they were received. Duly authenticated copies of any such
abstracts, title papers, or other documents may, however, be fur-
nished to the Secretary, in lieu of the originals, in the discretion
of the agency concerned.

SEC. 8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect
the rights of the State or other local authorities to exercise any right
which they may have with respect to properties covered by leases
issued under this Act, including the right to levy and collect taxes upon
improvements, output of mines, or other rights, property, or assets of
any lessee of the United States.

SEC. 9. Nothing in this Act shall affect any rights acquired by any
lessee of lands subject to this Act und(er the law as it existeld prior to
the effective date of this Act, and sulch rights shall be goverlied by the
law in effect at the time of their acquisition; but any person qualified
to hold a lease who, on the date of this Act, had pending an application
for an oil and gas lease for any lands subject to this Act whicl on the
date the application was filed was not situated within the known
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field, shall have a
preference right over others to a lease of such lands without competi-
tive bidding. Any person holding a lease on lands subject hereto,
which lease was issued prior to the effective date of this Act, shall be
entitled to exchange such lease for a new lease issued under the
provisions of this Act, at any time prior to the expiration of such
existing lease.

SEC. 10. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe such
rules and regulations as are necessary and appropriate to carry out
the purposes of this Act, which rules and regulations shall be the same
as those prescribed under the mineral leasing laws to the extent that
they are applicable.

Approved August 7, 1947.
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may . lease any interest of the United States then owned or to be 
acquired in the future in the same manner as provided in the pre-
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D SEC. 6. All receipts derived from leases issued under the authority istribution of re-
ceipts, etc. of this Act shall be paid into the same funds or accounts in the Treas-

ury and shall be distributed in the same manner as prescribed for 
other receipts from the lands affected by the lease, the intention of this 
provision being that this Act shall not affect the distribution of receipts 
pursuant to legislation applicable to such lands: Provided, however, 
That receipts from leases or permits for minerals in lands set apart 
for Indian use, including lands the jurisdiction of which has been 
transferred to the Department of the Interior by the Executive order 
for .Indian use, shall be deposited in a special fund in the Treasury 
until final disposition thereof by the Congress. 
SEC. 7. Upon request by the Secretary, the heads of all executive Furnishing of legal 

departments, independent establishments, or instrumentalities having descriptions, etc. 

jurisdiction over any of the lands referred to in section 2 of this Act 
shall furnish to the Secretary the legal description of all of such lands, 
and all pertinent abstracts, title papers, and other documents in the 
possession of such agencies concerning the status of the title of the 
United States to the mineral deposits that may be found in such lands. 

Abstracts, title papers, and other documents furnished to the Secre-
tary under this section shall be recorded promptly in the Bureau of 
Land Management in such form as the Secretary shall deem adequate 
for their preservation and use in the administration of this Act, where-
upon the originals shall be returned promptly to the agency from 
which they were received. Duly authenticated copies of any such ies. Authenticated cop-

abstracts, title papers, or other documents may, however, be fur-
nished to the Secretary, in lieu of the originals, in the discretion 
of the agency concerned. 
SEC. 8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to affect Rights of State, etc. 

the rights of the State or other local authorities to exercise any right 
which they may have with respect to properties covered by leases 
issued under this Act, including the right to levy and collect taxes upon 
improvements, output of mines, or other rights, property, or assets of 
any lessee of the United States. 
SEC. 9. Nothing in this Act shall affect any rights acquired by any itight‘,ftClUrrI by 

lessee of lands subject to this Act under the law as it existed prior to 
the effective date of this Act, and such rights shal I be governed by the 
law in effect at the time of their acquisition; but any person qualified 
to hold a lease who, on the date of this Act: had pending an application 
for an oil and gas lease for any lands subject to this Act which on the 
date the application was filed was not situated within the known 
geologic structure of a producing oil or gas field, shall have a 
preference right over others to a lease of such lands without competi-
tive bidding. Any person holding a lease on lands subject hereto, Exchange of lease. 

which lease was issued prior to the effective date of this Act, shall be 
entitled to exchange such lease for a new lease issued under the 
provisions of this Act, at any time prior to the expiration of such 
existing lease. 

ticasu!es SEC. 10. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe such and regula-

rules and regulations as are necessary and appropriate to carry out 
the purposes of this Act, which rules and regulations shall be the same 
as those prescribed under the mineral leasing laws to the extent that 
they are applicable. 
Approved August 7, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 514]
August 8, 1947

[H. R. 174]
[Public Law 383]

AN ACT
To amend section 26, title I, chapter 1, of the Act entitled "An Act makingfurther provision for a civil government for Alaska, and for other purposes",approved June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321), as amended by the Act of May 31, 1938

(52 Stat. 588).

Alaska Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theAlask. United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 26,title I, chapter 1, of the Act entitled "An Act making further provision
for a civil government for Alaska, and for other purposes", approved48U. 8.. 38l. June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321), as amended by the Act of May 31, 1938
(52 Stat. 588), is further amended to read as follows:

Mininglaws. "SE. 26. The laws of the United States relating to mining claims,
mineral locations, and rights incident thereto are hereby extended to

mlnlortious the Territory of Alaska: Provided, That, subject only to the lawsmetals. enacted by Congress for the protection and preservation of the navi-gable waters of the United States, and to the laws for the protection
of fisheries, and subject also to such general rules and regulations asthe Secretary of the Interior may prescribe for the preservation oforder and the prevention of injury to the fisheries, all land below theline of ordinary high tide on tidal waters and all land below the lineof ordinary high-water mark on nontidal water navigable in fact,within the jurisdiction of the United States, shall be subject to explo-ration and mining for gold and other precious metals by citizens ofthe United States, or persons who have legally declared their inten-tions to become such, under such reasonable rules and regulations asthe miners in organized mining districts may have heretofore madeor may hereafter make governing the temporary possession thereoffor exploration and mining purposes until otherwise provided by law:Miners'regulations. Provided further, That the rules and regulations established by the
miners shall not be in conflict with the mining laws of the UnitedcRevoation of ex- States; and no exclusive permit shall be granted by the Secretary ofclusive p ;andrexclusive permit.granted Secretarythe Interior authorizing any person or persons, corporation, or com-pany to excavate or mine under any of said waters, and if suchexclusive permit has been granted it is hereby revoked and declaredRight todumptal- null and void. The rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretaryof the Interior under this section shall not, however, deprive minerson the beach of the right hereby given to dump tailings into or pumpfrom the sea opposite their claims, except where such dumping wouldReservatlonofroad- actually obstruct navigation or impair the fisheries, and the reserva-way. tion of a roadway sixty feet wide under the tenth section of the Act

30 Stats. i 3.9 of May 14, 1898, entitled 'An Act extending the homestead laws and
461-465. providing for right-of-way for railroads in the District of Alaska,

and for other purposes', shall not apply to mineral lands or town sites.
Title to land below No person shall acquire by virtue of this section any title to any land

tide. below the line of ordinary high tide or the line of ordinary high-water
Transfer of title to mark, as the case may be, of the waters described in this section. Anyrights or privileges acquired hereunder with respect to mining opera-tions in land, title to which is transferred to a future State upon itsadmission to the Union and which is situated within its boundaries,

shall be terminable by such State, and the said mining operations
shall be subject to the laws of such State."

SEc. 2. Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to affect or impair any4 valid claims, rights or privileges, including possessory claims under4 U. s. C. I 6. the first proviso of section 8 of the Act of May 17, 1884.(23 Stat. 26),arising under any other provision of law.
Approved August 8, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 5141 
AN ACT 

To amend section 26, title I, chapter 1, of the Act entitled "An kat making 
further provision for a civil government for Alaska, and for other purposes", 
approved June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321), as amended by the Act of May 31, 1938 
(52 Stat. 588). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section .26, 
title I, chapter 1, of the Act entitled "An Act making further provision 
for a civil government for Alaska, and for other purposes", approved 
June 6, 1900 (31 Stat. 321), as amended by the Act of May 31, 1938 
(52 Stat. 588), is further amended to read as follows: 
"Sixt 26. The laws of the United States relating to mining claims, 

mineral locations, and rights incident thereto are hereby extended to 
the Territory of Alaska: Provided, That, subject only to the laws 
enacted by Congress for the protection and preservation of the navi-
gable waters of the United States, and to the laws for the protection 
of fisheries, and subject also to such general rules and regulations as 
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe for the preservation of 
order and the prevention of injury to the fisheries, all land below the 
line of ordinary high tide on tidal waters and all land below the line 
of ordinary high-water mark on nontidal water navigable in fact, 
within the jurisdiction of the United States, shall be subject to explo-
ration and mining for gold and other precious metals by citizens of 
the United States, or persons who have legally declared their inten-
tions to become such, under such reasonable rules and regulations as 
the miners in organized mining districts may have heretofore made 
or may hereafter make governing the temporary possession thereof 
for exploration and mining purposes until otherwise provided by law: 
Provided further, That the rules and regulations established by the 
miners shall not be in conflict with the mining laws of the United 
States; and no exclusive permit shall be granted by the Secretary of 
the Interior authorizing any person or persons, corporation, or com-
pany to excavate or mine under any of said waters, and if such 
exclusive permit has been granted it is hereby revoked and declared 
null and void. The rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary 
of the Interior under this section shall not, however, deprive miners 
on the beach of the right hereby given to dump tailings into or pump 
from the sea opposite their claims, except where such dumping would 
actually obstruct navigation or impair the fisheries, and the reserva-
tion of a roadway sixty feet wide under the tenth section of the Act 
of May 14, 1898, entitled 'An Act extending the homestead laws and 
providing for right-of-way for railroads in the District of Alaska, 
and for other purposes', shall not apply to mineral lands or town sites. 
No person shall acquire by virtue of this section any title to any land 
below the line of ordinary high tide or the line of ordinary high-water 
mark, as the case may be, of the waters described in this section. Any 
rights or privileges acquired hereunder with respect to mining opera-
tions in land, title to which is transferred to a future State upon its 
admission to the Union and which is situated within its boundaries, 
shall be terminable by such State, and the said mining operations 
shall be subject to the laws of such State." 
S.M. 2.. Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to affect or impair any 

valid claims, rights or privileges, including possessory claims under 
the first proviso of section 8 of the Act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat. 26) 
arising under any other provision of law. 
Approved August 8, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 515]
AN ACT

To terminate certain tax provisions before the end of World War II.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative of the
United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SUSPENSION OF TARIFF DUTIES ON SCRAP IRON, ETC.

The Act of March 13, 1942 (Public Law 497, Seventy-seventh Con-
gress; 56 Stat. 171), entitled "An Act to suspend the effectiveness
during the existing national emergency of tariff duties on scrap iron,
scrap steel, and nonferrous metal scrap" is hereby amended by striking
out "termination of the unlimited national emergency proclaimed by
the President on May 27, 1941" and inserting in lieu thereof "close of
June 30, 1948".

SEC. 2. FREE IMPORTATION TO MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES OF
OTHER UNITED NATIONS.

Section 5 of the joint resolution of June 27, 1942 (Public Law 635,
Seventy-seventh Congressj 56 Stat. 462), entitled "Joint resolution
to accord privileges of free importation to members of the armed forces
of other United Nations, to enemy prisoners of war and civilian
internees and detainees, and for other purposes", is hereby amended
by striking out "the expiration of six months after the termination of
the unlimited national emergency proclaimed by the President on May
27, 1941" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1948".

SEC. 3. FREE ENTRY OF GIFTS FROM MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES.

(a) Section 1 of the Act of December 5, 1942 (Public Law 790
Seventy-seventh Congress; 56 Stat. 1041), entitled "An Act to accord
free entry to bona fide gifts from members of the armed forces of the
United States on duty abroad" is hereby amended by inserting after
the word "claimed" the words "were purchased in or through author-
ized agencies of the armed forces of the United States or in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the major geographical commands of
the United States armed forces, and".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable in
the case of articles entered for consumption or withdrawn from ware-
house for consumption on and after September 1, 1947.

(c) Section 2 of such Act is hereby amended, effective as of June
30, 1947, by striking out "the expiration of six months after the termi-
nation of hostilities as determined by proclamation of the President,
or by concurrent resolution of the Congress" and inserting in lieu
thereof "July 1, 1949".

SEC. 4. SUSPENSION OF TARIFF DUTY ON COCONUTS.

The Act of December 20, 1944 (Public Law 504, Seventy-eighth
Congress; 58 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to suspend the effectiveness
during the existing national emergency of the tariff duty on coconuts",
shall not be applicable with respect to articles entered for consumption
or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption on or after the thirtieth
day following the date of the enactment of this Act.

SEC. 5. MERCHANT MARINE CONSTRUCTION RESERVE FUND.

For the purposes of the proviso of subsection (h) of section 511 of
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, added to such subsection
by the Act of June 17, 1943 (57 Stat. 158), the present war shall be
considered as having terminated on March 31, 1948.
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[CHAPTER 515] 
AN ACT 

To terminate certain tax provisions before the end of World War IL 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, 

SECTION 1. SUSPENSION OF TARIFF DUTIES ON SCRAP IRON, ETC. 

The Act of March 13, 1942 (Public Law 497, Seventy-seventh Con-
gres:s; 56 Stat. 171), entitled "An Act to suspend the effectiveness 
during the existing national emergency of tariff duties on scrap iron, 
scrap steel, and nonferrous metal scrap" is hereby amended by striking 
out "termination of the unlimited national emergency proclaimed by 
the President on May 27, 1941" and inserting in lieu thereof "close of 
June 30, 1948". 

SEC. 2. FREE IMPORTATION TO MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES OF 
OTHER UNITED NATIONS. 

Section 5 of the joint resolution of June 27, 1942 (Public Law 635, 
Seventy-seventh Congress; 56 Stat. 462), entitled "Joint resolution 
to accord privileges of free importation to members of the armed forces 
of other United Nations, to enemy prisoners of war and civilian 
internees and detainees, and for other purposes", is hereby amended 
by striking out "the expiration of six months after the termination of 
the unlimited national emergency proclaimed by the President on May 
27, 1941" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1948". 

SEC. 3. FREE ENTRY OF GIFTS FROM MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES. 

(a) Section 1 of the Act of December 5, 1942 (Public Law 790, 
Seventy-seventh Congress; 56 Stat. 1041) , entitled "An Act to accord 
free entry to bona fide gifts from members of the armed forces of the 
United States on duty abroad" is hereby amended by inserting after 
the word "claimed" the words "were purchased in or through author-
ized agencies of the armed forces of the United States or in accordance 
with regulations prescribed by the major geographical commands of 
the United States armed forces, and". 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall be applicable in 
the case of articles entered for consumption or withdrawn from ware-
house for consumption on and after September 1, 1947. 

(c) Section 2 of such Act is hereby amended, effective as of June 
30, 1947, by striking out "the expiration of six months after the termi-
nation of hostilities as determined by proclamation of the President, 
or by concurrent resolution of the Congress" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "July 1, 1949". 

SEC. 4. SUSPENSION OF TARIFF DUTY ON COCONUTS. 

The Act of December 20, 1944 (Public Law 504, Seventy-eighth 
Congress; 58 Stat. 817), entitled "An Act to suspend the effectiveness 
during the existing national emergency of the tariff duty on coconuts", 
shall not be applicable with respect to articles entered for consumption.  
or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption on or after the thirtieth 
day following the date of the enactment of this Act. 

SEC. 5. MERCHANT MARINE CONSTRUCTION RESERVE FUND. 

For the purposes of the proviso of subsection (h) of section 511 of 
the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, added to such subsection 
by the Act of June 17, 1943 (57 Stat. 158), the present war shall be 
considered as having terminated on March 31, 1948. 
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SEC. 6. TAX DEFERMENTS OF SERVICE PERSONNEL

Section 13 (c) (2) of the Missing Persons Act (Public Law 490,50 U. (S C. app. Seventy-seventh Congress; 56 Stat. 146) is hereby amended to read as§ 1013 (c) (2).
Ante, p. 453. follows:

"(2) December 31, 1947; or".
SEC. 7. ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCE FOR MILITARY AND NAVAL PER-

SONNEL
66 Stat. 814.
26 U. . c. . 22 (b)

(13).

66 Stat. 814.
26 U. S. . § 22 (d)

(6) (A).

Section 22 (b) (13) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(13) ADDrrIONAL ALLOWANCE FOR MILITARY AND NAVAL PER-
SONNEL.--

"(A) In the case of compensation received prior to January
1, 1949, during any taxable year, for active service as a
commissioned officer (or a commissioned warrant officer) in
the military or naval forces of the United States during the
present war, or, in the case of a citizen or resident of the
United States, as a member of the military or naval forces of
any of the other United Nations during such war, so much
of such compensation as does not exceed $1,500.

"(B) Compensation received prior to January 1, 1949, dur-
ing any taxable year, for active service as a member below
the grade of commissioned officer (or commissioned warrant
officer) in the military or naval forces of the United States
during the present war."

SEC. 8. INVOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION AND REPLACEMENT OF INVEN-
TORY.

Section 22 (d) (6) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code is herebyamended by striking out "prior to the termination of the present waras proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "priorto January 1, 1948", and by striking out "not more than 3 years afterthe termination of the present war as proclaimed by the President"
and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1951".

SEC. 9. ABATEMENT OF TAX FOR MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES UPON
DEATH.

67 s.ta. . Section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended by26 u. S. . o 421.
Anti, p. 77. striking out "the termination of the present war as proclaimed by thePresident" and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1948"

67 Stat. 126.
26 U. . 0. 1621 (a).

SEC. 10. COLLECTION OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON WAGES.
(a) Section 1621 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is herebyamended by striking out paragraph (1), by striking out the sentencefollowing paragraph (9), and by amending paragraph (8) to read asfollows:

"(8) (A) for services for an employer (other than the United
States or any agency thereof) performed by a citizen of theUnited States, if it is reasonable to believe that during the entirecalendar year the employee will be a bona fide resident of a foreigncountry or countries, or

"(B) for services for an employer performed within a posses-
sion of the United States by a citizen of the United States, if itis reasonable to believe that at least 80 per centum of the remu-neration to be paid to the employee by such employer during thecalendar year will be for such services, or".

[61 STAT.918 

50 U. S. C. app. 
§ 1013 (c) (2). 
Ante, p. 453. 

56 Stat. 814. 
26 U. S. C. § 22 (b) 
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56 Stat. 814. 
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57 Stat. 149. 
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SEC. 6. TAX DEFERMENTS OF SERVICE PERSONNEL. 

Section 13 (c) (2) of the Missing Persons Act (Public Law 490, 
Seventy-seventh Congress; 56 Stat. 146) is hereby amended to read as 
follows: 

"(2) December 31, 1947; or". 

SEC. 7. ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCE FOR MILITARY AND NAVAL PER-
SONNEL 

Section 22 (b) (13) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"(13) ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCE FOR MILITARY AND NAVAL PER-
SONNEL.— 

"(A) In the case of compensation received prior to January 
1, 1949, during any taxable year, for active service as a 
commissioned officer (or a commissioned warrant officer) in 
the military or naval forces of the United States during the 
present war, or, in the case of a citizen or resident of the 
United States, as a member of the military or naval forces of 
any of the other United Nations during such war, so much 
of such compensation as does not exceed $1,500. 
"(B) Compensation received prior to January 1, 1949, dur-

ing any taxable year, for active service as a member below 
the grade of commissioned officer (or commissioned warrant 
officer) in the military or naval forces of the United States 
during the present war." 

SEC. 8. INVOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION AND REPLACEMENT OF INVEN-
TORY. 

Section 22 (d) (6) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby 
amended by striking out "prior to the termination of the present war 
as proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "prior 
to January 1, 1948", and by striking out "not more than 3 years after 
the termination of the present war as proclaimed by the President" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "prior to January 1, 1951". 

SEC. 9. ABATEMENT OF TAX FOR MEMBERS OF ARMED FORCES UPON 
DEATH. 

Section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended by 
striking out "the termination of the present war as proclaimed by the 
President" and inserting in lieu thereof "January 1, 1948". 

SEC. 10. COLLECTION OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON WAGES. 

(a) Section 1621 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby 
amended by striking out paragraph (1), by striking out the sentence 
following paragraph (9), and by amending paragraph (8) to read as 
follows: 

"(8) (A) for services for an employer (other than the United 
States or any agency thereof) performed by a citizen of the 
United States, if it is reasonable to believe that during the entire 
calendar year the employee will be a bona fide resident of a foreign 
country or countries, or 
"(B) for services for an employer performed within a posses-

sion of the United States by a citizen of the United States, if it 
is reasonable to believe that at least 80 per centum of the remu-
neration to be paid to the employee by such employer during the 
calendar year will be for such services, or". 

[61. STAT. 
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(b) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable with

respect to wages paid on or after January 1, 1948, except that the
amendment striking out paragraph (1) of section 1621 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code shall be applicable with respect to wages paid
on or after January 1, 1949.

SEC. 11. TAX ON ADMISSIONS.

(a) Section 1700 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby
amended by striking out "(except bona fide employees, municipal offi-
cers on official business, children under twelve years of age, members
of the military or naval forces of the United States when in uniform,
members of the military or naval forces of any of the United Nations,
when in uniform, and members of the Civilian Conservation Corps
when in uniform)", and inserting in lieu thereof: "(except bona fide
employees, municipal officers on official business, and children under
twelve years of age) ", and by striking out the last sentence.

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a), insofar as applicable
with respect to amounts paid for admission, shall be applicable to
amounts paid after December 31 1947 and, insofar as applicable to
free admissions, shall be applicable with respect to such admissions
after December 31, 1947.

55 Stat. 710; 56 Stat.
703.

26 U.s. C. 1700 (a)
(1).

SEC. 12. TRANSPORTATION TAX EXEMPTION OF MILITARY AND NAVAL
PERSONNEL

Section 3469 (f) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code shall not be 55 Stat. 722
applicable to amounts paid after December 31, 1947. (2).

SEC. 13. TIME FOR PERFORMING CERTAIN ACTS POSTPONED BY
REASON OF WAR.

Section 3804 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended
to read as follows:

"(c) LMrITATION ON TIME To BE DISREGABDED.-The period of time
disregarded under this section shall not extend beyond the date speci-
fied in clause (1) or clause (2) of this subsection, whichever is the
earlier:

"(1) December 31, 1947, or such date later than December 31,
1947, as the Commissioner may fix in any case in which he makes
a determination under subsection (b) if such determination is
made after the date this subsection as amended takes effect and
is based on the existence prior to January 1, 1948, of one or more
of the circumstances specified in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of
subsection (b); or

"(2) in the case of an individual with respect to whom a period
of time is disregarded under this section, the fifteenth day of the
third month following the month in which an executor, adminis-
trator, or a conservator of the estate of such individual qualifies."

SEC. 14. CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS.

Section 3805 of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended by
striking out "the fifteenth day of the sixth month following the month
in which the present war with Germany, Italy, and Japan is termi-
nated, as proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof:
"December 31, 1947".

SEC. 15. PERCENTAGE DEPLETION.

(a) Section 124 (e) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (relating to termi-
nation of percentage depletion for certain minerals) is repealed as of
the date of its enactment.

56 Stat. 962.
26 U.S. C. 3804 (c).

56 Stat. 963.
26 U. . c. C 3805.

58 Stat. 45.
26 U. S. C. § 114

note.
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(b) The amendments made by this section shall be applicable with 
respect to wages paid on or after January 1, 1948, except that the 
amendment striking out paragraph (1) of section 1621 (a) of the 
Internal Revenue Code shall be applicable with respect to wages paid 
on or after January 1, 1949. 

SEC. 11. TAX ON ADMISSIONS. 

(a) Section 1700 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby 
amended by striking out " (except bona fide employees, municipal offi-
cers on official business, children under twelve years of age, members 
of the military or naval forces of the United States when in uniform, 
members of the military or naval forces of any of the United Nations, 
when in uniform, and members of the Civilian Conservation Corps 
when in uniform)", and inserting in lieu thereof: " (except bona fide 
employees, municipal officers on official business, and children under 
twelve years of age)", and by striking out the last sentence. 

(b) The amendments made by subsection (a), insofar as applicable 
with respect to amounts paid for admission, shall be applicable to 
amounts paid after December 31, 19472 and, insofar as applicable to 
free admissions, shall be applicable with respect to such admissions 
after December 31, 1947. 

SEC. 12. TRANSPORTATION TAX EXEMPTION OF MILITARY AND NAVAL 
PERSONNEL 

Section 3469 (f) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code shall not be 
applicable to amounts paid after December 31, 1947. 

SEC. 13. TIME FOR PERFORMING CERTAIN ACTS POSTPONED BY 
REASON OF WAR. 

Section 3804 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended 
to read as follows: 

"(c) "473/CITATION ON TIME To BE DISREGARDED.—The period of time 
disregarded under this section shall not extend beyond the date speci-
fied in clause (1) or clause (2) of this subsection, whichever is the 
earlier: 

"(1) December 31, 1947, or such date later than December 31, 
1947, as the Commissioner may fix in any case in which he makes 
a determination under subsection (b) if such determination is 
made after the date this subsection as amended takes effect and 
is based on the existence prior to January 1, 1948, of one or more 
of the circumstances specified in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of 
subsection (b) ; or 

"(2) in the case of an individual with respect to whom a period 
of time is disregarded under this section, the fifteenth day of the 
third month following the month in which an executor, adminis-
trator, or a conservator of the estate of such individual qualifies." 

SEC. 14. CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS. 

Section 3805 of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby amended by 
striking out "the fifteenth day of the sixth month following the month 
in which the present war with Germany, Italy, and Japan is termi-
nated, as proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof: 
"December 31, 1947". 

55 Stat. 710; 56 Stat. 
703. 
26 U. S. C. *1700 (a) 

(1). 

55 Stat. 722. 
26 U. S. C. § 3469 (f) 

(2). 

56 Stat. 962. 
26U. S. C. § 3804 (e). 

56 Stat. 963. 
26 U. S. C. 1 3805. 

SEC. 15. PERCENTAGE DEPLETION. 

(a) Section 124 (e) of the Revenue Act of 1943 (relating to termi- 58 Stat. 45 26 U S. C. 114 
nation of percentage depletion for certain minerals) is repealed as of note. 
the date a its enactment. 
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443 Stat. 45; 58 Stat. (b) So much of section 114 (b) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code
26 U. S. . 114 (b) (relating to percentage depletion for certain minerals) as precedes the

(4). second sentence thereof, is amended to read as follows:
"(4) PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR COAL, BAUXITE, FLUORSPAR,

FLAKE GRAPHITE, VERMICULITE, BERYL, FELDSPAR, MICA, TALC (IN-
CLUDING PYROPHYLLITE), LEPIDOLITE, SPODUMENE, BARITE, BALL,
SAGGER, AND CHINA CLAY, ROCK ASPHALT, PHOSPHATE ROCK, TRONA,
BENTONITE, GILSONITE, THENARDITE, AND METAL MINES, POTASH, AND
SULIPUR.--

"(A) In General.-The allowance for depletion under sec-
53 Stat. 23(). tion 23 (m) shall be, in the case of coal mines, 5 per centum, in

the case of metal mines, bauxite, fluorspar, flake graphite,
vermiculite, beryl, feldspar, mica, talc (including pyro-
phyllite), lepidolite, spodumene, barite, ball, sagger, and
china clay, phosphate rock, rock asphalt mines, trona, ben-
tonite, gilsonite, thenardite (from brines or mixtures of
brine), and potash mines or deposits, 15 per centum, and in
the case of sulfur mines or deposits, 23 per centum, of the gross
income from the property during the taxable year, excluding
from such gross income an amount equal to any rents or
royalties paid or incurred by the taxpayer in respect of the
property.

26 sU.4C 11s 4 (b) (c) The first sentence of section 114 (b) (2) of the Internal Revenue
(2). Code (relating to discovery value) is amended to read as follows: "In

the case of mines (other than metal, bauxite, coal, fluorspar, flake
graphite, vermiculite, beryl, feldspar, mica, talc (including pyro-
phyllite), lepidolite, spodumene, barite, potash, ball, sagger, and china
clay, phosphate rock, rock asphalt, trona, bentonite, gilsonite, thenar-
dite, or sulfur mines) discovered by the taxpayer after February 28,
1913, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market value of the prop-
erty at the date of discovery or within thirty days thereafter, if such
mines were not acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or
lease, and if the fair market value of the property is materially dispro-
portionate to the cost."

(d) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (c) of this sec-
tion shall be applicable with respect to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1946.

SEC. 16. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS.
56 Stat. 822. Section 23 (q) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to char-

(2). itable and other contributions by corporations) is hereby amended by
striking out "the date of the cessation of hostilities in the present war,
as proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "Decem-
ber 31, 1948".

Approved August 8, 1947.

[CHAPTER 516]
August 8, 1947
[H. J. Res. 2051

[Public Law 385]

"Possessoryrights."

23 Stat. 26, 1100; 31
Stat. 330.

48 U. S.C. 1358.

JOINT RESOLUTION
To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to sell timber within the Tongass

National Forest.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That "possessory rights"
as used in this resolution shall mean all rights, if any should exist,
which are based upon aboriginal occupancy or title, or upon section 8
of the Act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat.-24), section 14 of the Act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1095), or section 27 of the Act of June 6,
1900 (31 Stat. 321), whether claimed by native tribes, native villages,
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44. 53 Stat. 45; 58 Stat. (b) So much of section 114 (b) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code 
26 U. S. c. § 114 (b) (relating to percentage depletion for certain minerals) as precedes the 

(4). 
second sentence thereof, is amended to read as follows: 

"(4) PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR COAL, BAUXITE, FLUORSPAR, 
FLAKE GRAPHITE, VERMICULITE, BERYL, FELDSPAR, MICA, TALC (IN-
CLUDING PYROPHYLLITE), LEPIDOLITE, SPODUMENE, BARITE, BALL, 
BAGGER, AND CHINA CLAY, ROCK ASPHALT, PHOSPHATE ROCK, TRONA, 
BENTONITE, GILSONELE, THE:NAM:01TE, AND METAL MINES, POTASH, AND 
SULFUR.— 

"(A) In General.—The allowance for depletion under sec-
tion 23 (m) shall be, in the case of coal mines, 5 per centum, in 
the case of metal mines, bauxite, fluorspar, flake graphite, 
vermiculite, beryl, feldspar, mica, talc (including pyro-
phyllite) , lepidolite, spodumene, barite, ball, sagger, and 
china clay, phosphate rock, rock asphalt mines, trona, ben-
tonite' gilsonite, thenardite (from brines or m ixtures of 
brine), and potash mines or deposits, 15 per centum, and in 
the case of sulfur mines or deposits, 23 per centum, of the gross 
income from the property during the taxable year, excluding 
from such gross income an amount equal to any rents or 
royalties paid or incurred by the taxpayer in respect of the 
property.' 

(c) The first sentence of section 114 (b) (2) of the Internal Revenue 
Code (relating to discovery value) is amended to read as follows: "In 
the case of mines (other than metal, bauxite, coal, fluorspar, flake 
graphite, vermiculite, beryl, feldspar, mica, talc (including pyro-
phyllite), lepidolite, spodumene, barite, potash, ball, sagger, and china 
clay, phosphate rock, rock asphalt, trona, bentonite, gilsonite, thenar-
dite, or sulfur mines) discovered by the taxpayer after February 28, 
1913, the basis for depletion shall be the fair market value of the prop-
erty at the date of discovery or within thirty days thereafter, if such 
mines were not acquired as the result of purchase of a proven tract or 
lease, and if the fair market value of the property is materially dispro-
portionate to the cost." 

(d) The amendments made by subsections (b) and (c) of this sec-
tion shall be applicable with respect to taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 1946. 

SEC. 16. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS. 

Section 23 (q) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to char-
itable and other contributions by corporations) is hereby amended by 
striking out "the date of the cessation of hostilities in the present war, 
as proclaimed by the President" and inserting in lieu thereof "Decem-
ber 31, 1948". 
Approved August 8, 1947. 

53 Stat. 14. 
26 U. S. C. § 23 (m). 

53 Stat. 45. 
26 U. S. C. § 114 (b) 

(2). 

56 Stat. 822. 
26 L.  (2). S. C. § 23 ((1) 

August 8, 1947 
[H. J. Res. 2051 
[Public Law 385] 

"Pcasessoryrights." 

23 Stat. 26, 1100; 31 
Stat. 330. 
48 U. S.C. I 356. 

[CHAPTER 516] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to sell timber within the Tongass 
National Forest. 

Resolved by th,e Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That "possessory rights" 
as used in this resolution shall mean all rights: if any should exist, 
which are based upon aboriginal occupancy or title, or upon section 8 
of the Act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat. -24), section 14 of the Act of 
March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. /095), or section 27 of the Act of June 6, 
1900 (31 Stat. 321), whether claimed by native tribes, native villages, 
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native individuals, or other persons, and which have not been con-
firmed by patent or court decision or included within any
reservation.

SEC. 2. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture, in contracts for the sale,
or in the sale, of national forest timber under the provisions of the
Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 35), as amended, is authorized to
include timber growing on any vacant, unappropriated, and unpat-
ented lands within the exterior boundaries of the Tongass National
Forest in Alaska, notwithstanding any claim of possessory rights.
All such contracts and sales heretofore made are hereby validated.

(b) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to appraise and sell
such vacant, unappropriated, and unpatented lands, notwithstanding
any claim of possessory rights, within the exterior boundaries of the
Tongass National Forest as, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, are reasonably necessary
in connection with or for the processing of timber from lands within
such national forest, and upon such terms and conditions as they may
impose.

(c) The purchaser shall have and exercise his rights under any
patent issued or contract to sell or sale made under this section free
and clear of all claims based upon possessory rights.

SEC. 3. (a) All receipts from the sale of timber or from the sale
of lands under section 2 of this resolution shall be maintained in a
special account in the Treasury until the rights to the land and timber
are finally determined.

(b) Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as recognizing
or denying the validity of any claims of possessory rights to lands
or timber within the exterior boundaries of the Tongass National
Forest.

Approved August 8, 1947.

[CHAPTER 517]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the temporary continuation of regulation of consumer credit.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That after November 1, 1947,
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall not exer-
cise consumer credit controls pursuant to Executive Order Numbered
8843, and no such consumer credit controls shall be exorcised after
such date except during the time of war beginning after the date of
enactment of this joint resolution or any national emergency declared
by the President after the date of enactment of this joint resolution.

Approved August 8, 1947.

[CHAPTER 518]
AN ACT

To amend sections 1802 (a), 1802 (b), and 3481 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1802 (a)
of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by deleting the period at
the end of the next to the last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof
the following: ": Provided further, That where such certificates (or
shares, where no certificates are issued) are issued in a recapitalization,
the tax payable shall be that proportion of the tax computed on such
certificates or shares issued in the recapitalization that the amount
dedicated as capital for the first time by the recapitalization, whether
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native individuals, or other persons, and which have not been con-
firmed by patent or court decision or included within any 
reservation. 
SEC. 2. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture, in contracts for the sale, 

or in the sale, of national forest timber under the provisions of the 
Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11, 35), as amended, is authorized to 
include timber growing on any vacant, unappropriated, and unpat-
ented lands within the exterior boundaries of the Tongass National 
Forest in Alaska, notwithstanding any claim of possessory rights. 
All such contracts and sales heretofore made are hereby validated. 

(b) The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to appraise and sell 
such vacant, unappropriated, and unpatented lands, notwithstanding 
any claim of possessory rights, within the exterior boundaries of the 
Tongass National Forest as, in the opinion of the Secretary of the 
Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, are reasonably necessary 
in connection with or for the processing of timber from lands within 
such national forest, and upon such terms and conditions as they may 
impose. 

(c) The purchaser shall have and exercise his rights under any 
patent issued or contract to sell or sale made under this section free 
and clear of all claims based upon possessory rights. 
SEC. 3. (a) All receipts from the sale of timber or from the sale 

of lands under section 2 of this resolution shall be maintained in a 
special account in the Treasury until the rights to the land and timber 
are finally determined. 

(b) Nothing in this resolution shall be construed as recognizing 
or denying the validity of any claims of possessory rights to lands 
or timber within the exterior boundaries of the Tongass National 
Forest. 
Approved August 8, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 517] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize the temporary continuation of regulation of consumer credit. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That after November 1, 1947, 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System shall not exer-
cise consumer credit controls pursuant to Executive Order Numbered 
8843, and no such consumer credit controls shall be exercised after 
such date except during the time of war beginning after the date of 
enactment of this joint resolution or any national emergency declared 
by the President after the date of enactment of this joint resolution. 
Approved August 8, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 518] 
AN ACT 

To amend sections 1802 (a), 1802 (b), and 3481 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 1802 (a) 
of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by deleting the period at 
the end of the next to the last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof 
the following: ": Provided further, That where such certificates (or 
shares, where no certificates are issued) are issued in a recapitalization, 
the tax payable shall be that proportion of the tax computed on such 
certificates or shares issued in the recapitalization that the amount 
dedicated as capital for the first time by the recapitalization, whether 
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53 Stat. 196.
26 U. S. C. § 1802 (b).
Transfer of interest

in partnership owning
shares.

Supra.

53 Stat. 424.
26 U. S. C. §3481 (a).

August 8, 1947
[H. R. 4075]

[Public Law 388]

Sugar Act of 1948.
Ante, p. 35.

by a transfer of earned surplus or otherwise, bears to the total par
value (or actual value if no par stock) of such certificates or shares
issued in the recapitalization."

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing after the first proviso the following: "Provided further, That
upon any transfer of an interest in a partnership owning shares or
certificates of stock, the tax shall be limited to an amount equal to that
percentage of a tax computed on the transfer of all of such shares or
certificates of stock owned by the partnership as the interest trans-
ferred bears to the total interests in the partnership of all the
partners :"

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing in the second proviso following the word "deposited" a comma
and the words "nor upon mere loans of stock".

Section 3481 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing after "Provided" the following: "That upon any transfer of an
interest in a partnership owning such instruments, the tax shall be
limited to an amount equal to that percentage of a tax computed on
the transfer of all of such instruments owned by the partnership as the
interest transferred bears to the total interests in the partnership of
all the partners: Provided further,".

Approved August 8, 1947.

[CHAPTER 519]
AN ACT

To regulate commerce among the several States, with the Territories and pos-
sessions of the United States, and with foreign countries; to protect the welfare
of consumers of sugars and of those engaged in the domestic sugar-producing
industry; to promote the export trade of the United States; and for other
purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be
cited as the "Sugar Act of 1948".

TITLE I-DEFINITIONS
Pot, p. 34. SEC. 101. For the purposes of this Act except title V-
"Person." (a) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, corpora-

tion, or association.
"sugars." (b) The term "sugars" means any grade or type of saccharine pro-

duct derived from sugarcane or sugar beets, which contains sucrose,
dextrose, or levulose.

"Sugar." (c) The term "sugar" means raw sugar or direct-consumption sugar.
"Raw sugar." (d) The term "raw sugar" means any sugars which are principally

of crystalline structure and which are to be further refined or improved
in quality and any sugars which are principally not of crystalline
structure, but which are to be further refined or otherwise improved in
quality to produce any sugars principally of crystalline structure.

thDirect-consump- (e) The term "direct-consumption sugar" means any sugars which
are principally of crystalline structure and which are not to be further
refined or otherwise improved in quality.

'Liquid sugar." (f) The term "liquid sugar" means any sugars (exclusive of sirup
of cane juice produced from sugarcane grown in continental United
States) which are principally not of crystalline structure and which
contain, or which are to be used for the production of any sugars
principally not of crystalline structure which contain, soluble non-
sugar solids (excluding any foreign substances that may have been
added or developed in the product) equal to 6 per centum or less of
the total soluble solids.
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by a transfer of earned surplus or otherwise, bears to the total par 
value (or actual value if no par stock) of such certificates or shares 
issued in the recapitalization." 

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing after the first proviso the following: "Provided further, That 
upon any transfer of an interest in a partnership owning shares or 
certificates of stock, the tax shall be limited to an amount equal to that 
percentage of a tax computed on the transfer of all of such shares or 
certificates of stock owned by the partnership as the interest trans-
ferred bears to the total interests in the partnership of all the 
partners :". 

Section 1802 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing in the second proviso following the word "deposited" a comma 
and the words "nor upon mere loans of stock". 

Section 3481 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by insert-
ing after "Provided" the following: "That upon any transfer of an 
interest in a partnership owning such instruments, the tax shall be 
limited to an amount equal to that percentage of a tax computed on 
the transfer of all of such instruments owned by the partnership as the 
interest transferred bears to the total interests in the partnership of 
all the partners: Provided further,". 
Approved August 8, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 519] 
AN ACT 

To regulate commerce among the several States, with the Territories and pos-
sessions of the United States, and with foreign countries; to protect the welfare 
of consumers of sugars and of those engaged in the domestic sugar-producing 
industry; to promote the export trade of the United States; and for other 
purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be 
cited as the "Sugar Act of 1948". 

TITLE I—DEFINITIONS 

SEc. 101. For the purposes of this Act, except title V— 
( a) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, corpora-

tion, or association. 
(b) The term "sugars" means any grade or type of saccharine pro-

duct derived from sugarcane or sugar beets, which contains sucrose, 
dextrose, or levulose. 

(c) The term "sugar" means raw sugar or direct-consumption sugar. 
(d) The term "raw sugar" means any sugars which are principally 

of crystalline structure and which are to be further refined or improved 
in quality, and any sugars which are principally not of crystalline 
structure but which are to be further refined or otherwise improved in 
quality to produce any sugars principally of crystalline structure. 

(e) The term "direct-consumption sugar" means any sugars which 
are principally of crystalline structure and which are not to be further 
refined or otherwise improved in quality. 

(f) The term "liquid sugar" means any sugars (exclusive of sirup 
of cane juice produced from sugarcane grown in continental United 
States) which are principally not of crystalline structure and which 
contain, or which are to be used for the production of any sugars 
principally not of crystalline structure which contain, soluble non-
sugar solids (excluding any foreign substances that may have been 
added or developed in the product) equal to 6 per centum or less of 
the total soluble solids. 
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(g) Sugars in dry amorphous form shall be considered to be
principally of crystalline structure.

(h) The "raw value" of any quantity of sugars means its equivalent
in terms of ordinary commercial raw sugar testing ninety-six sugar
degrees by the polariscope, determined in accordance with regulations
to be issued by the Secretary. The principal grades and types of
sugar and liquid sugar shall be translated into terms of raw value in
the following manner:

(1) For direct-consumption sugar, derived from sugar beets and
testing ninety-two or more sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multi-
plying the number of pounds thereof by 1.07;

(2) For sugar, derived from sugarcane and testing ninety-two
sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multiplying the number of
pounds thereof by 0.93;

(3) For sugar, derived from sugarcane and testing more than
ninety-two sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multiplying the
number of pounds thereof by the figure obtained by adding to 0.93 the
result of multiplying 0.0175 by the number of degrees and fractions of
a degree of polarization above ninety-two degrees;

(4) For sugar and liquid sugar, testing less than ninety-two sugar
degrees by the polariscope, by dividing the number of pounds of the
"total sugar content" thereof by 0.972.

(5) The Secretary may establish rates for translating sugar and
liquid sugar into terms of raw value for (a) any grade or type of
sugar or liquid sugar not provided for in the foregoing and (b) any
special grade or type of sugar or liquid sugar for which he determines
that the raw value cannot be measured adequately under the pro-
visions of paragraphs (1) to (4), inclusive, of this subsection (h).

(i) The term "total sugar content" means the sum of the sucrose
(Clerget) and reducing or invert sugars contained in any grade or
type of sugar or liquid sugar.

(j) The term "quota", depending upon the context, means (1)
that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar which may be brought or
imported into the continental United States, for consumption therein,
during any calendar year, from the Territory of Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, or a foreign country or group of foreign
countries; (2) that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar produced from
sugar beets or sugarcane grown in the continental United States
which, during any calendar year, may be shipped, transported, or
marketed in interstate commerce, or in competition with sugar or
liquid sugar shipped, transported, or marketed in interstate or
foreign commerce; or (3) that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar
which may be marketed in the Territory of Hawaii or in Puerto
Rico, for consumption therein, during any calendar year.

(k) The term "producer" means a person who is the legal owner,
at the time of harvest or abandonment, of a portion or all of a
crop of sugar beets or sugarcane grown on a farm for the extraction
of sugar or liquid sugar.

(1) The terms "including" and "include" shall not be deemed to
exclude anything not mentioned but otherwise within the meaning
of the term defined.

(m) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Agriculture.

TITLE II-QUOTA PROVISIONS

SEC. 201. The Secretary shall determine for each calendar year, be-
ginning with the calendar year 1948, the amount of sugar needed to
meet the requirements of consumers in the continental United States;
such determinations shall be made during the month of December in
each year for the succeeding calendar year (in the case of the calendar
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Sugars in dry amorphous form shall be considered to be 
principally of crystalline structure. 

(h) The "raw. value" of any quantity of sugars means its equivalent 
in terms of ordinary commercial raw sugar testing ninety-six sugar 
degrees by the polariscope, determined in accordance with regulations 
to be issued by the Secretary. The principal grades and types of 
sugar and liquid sugar shall .be translated into terms of raw value in 
the following manner: 

For direct-consumption sugar, derived from sugar beets and 
testing ninety-two or more sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multi-
plying the number of pounds thereof by 1.07; 

(2) For sugar, derived from sugarcane and testing ninety-two 
sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multiplying the number of 
pounds thereof by 0.93; 
. (3) For sugar, derived from sugarcane and testing more than 

ninety-two sugar degrees by the polariscope, by multiplying the 
number of pounds thereof by the figure obtained by adding to 0.93 the 
result of multiplying 0.0175 by the number of degrees and fractions of 
a degree of polarization above ninety-two degrees; 

(4) For sugar and liquid sugar, testing less than ninety-two sugar 
degrees by the polariscope, by dividing the number of pounds of the 
"total sugar content" thereof by 0.972. 

(5) The Secretary may establish rates for translating sugar and 
liquid sugar into terms of raw value for (a) any grade or type of 
sugar or liquid sugar not provided for in the foregoing and (b) any 
special grade or type of sugar or liquid sugar for which he determines 
that the raw value cannot be measured adequately under the pro-
visions of paragraphs (1) to (4), inclusive, of this subsection (h). 

(i) The term "total sugar content" means the sum of the sucrose 
(Clerget) and reducing or invert sugars contained in any grade or 
type of sugar or liquid sugar. 

(j) The term "quota", depending upon the context, means (1) 
that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar which may be brought or 
imported into the continental United States, for consumption therein, 
during any calendar year, from the Territory of Hawaii, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, or a foreign country or group of foreign 
countries; (2) that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar produced from 
sugar beets or sugarcane grown in the continental United States 
which, during any calendar year, may be shipped, transported, or 
marketed in interstate commerce, or in competition with sugar or 
liquid sugar shipped, transported, or marketed in interstate or 
foreign commerce; or (3) that quantity of sugar or liquid sugar 
which may be marketed in the Territory of Hawaii or in Puerto 
Rico, for consumption therein, during any calendar year. 

(k) The term "producer" means a person who is the legal owner, 
at the time of harvest or abandonment, of a portion or all of a 
crop of sugar beets or sugarcane grown on a farm for the extraction 
of sugar or liquid sugar. 

(1) The terms "including" and "include" shall not be deemed to 
exclude anything not mentioned but otherwise within the meaning 
of the term defined. 

(m) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Agriculture. 

TITLE II—QUOTA PROVISIONS 

SEc. 201. The Secretary shall determine for each calendar year, be-
ginning with the calendar year 1948, the amount of sugar needed to 
meet the requirements of consumers in the continental United States; 
such determinations shall be made during the month of December in 
each year for the succeeding calendar year (in the case of the calendar 
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year 1948, during the first ten days thereof) and at such other times
during such calendar year as the Secretary may deem necessary to meet

Basis. such requirements. In making such determinations the Secretary
shall use as a basis the quantity of direct-consumption sugar distributed
for consumption, as indicated by official statistics of the Department of
Agriculture, during the twelve-month period ending October 31 next
preceding the calendar year for which the determination is being made,
and shall make allowances for a deficiency or surplus in inventories of
sugar, and for changes in consumption because of changes in population
and demand conditions, as computed from statistics published by agen-
cies of the Federal Government; and, in order that such determinations
shall be made so as to protect the welfare of consumers and of those
engaged in the domestic sugar industry by providing such supply of
sugar as will be consumed at prices which will not be excessive to con-
sumers and which will fairly and equitably maintain and protect the
welfare of the domestic sugar industry, the Secretary, in making any
such determination, in addition to the consumption, inventory, popula-
tion, and demand factors above specified and the level and trend of
consumer purchasing power, shall take into consideration the relation-
ship between the prices at wholesale for refined sugar that would result
from such determination and the general cost of living in the United
States as compared with the relationship between prices at wholesale
for refined sugar and the general cost of living in the United States
obtaining during 1947 prior to the termination of price control of sugar
as indicated by the Consumers' Price Index as published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor.

SEC. 202. Whenever a determination is made, pursuant to section
201, of the amount of sugar needed to meet the requirements of con-
sumers, the Secretary shall establish quotas, or revise existing quotas-

Domestic areas. (a) For domestic sugar-producing areas, by apportioning among
such areas 4,268,000 short tons, raw value, as follows:

Area Short tons, raw value
Domestic beet sugar -------------------------- ------ 1,800,000
Mainland cane sugar..-----------.-------------------- 500,000
Hawaii -------------------------------------- 1, 052,000
Puerto Rico--------------------------------------- 910,000
Virgin Islands -------------------------------- 6,000

Republic of the
Philippines.

60 Stat. 144.
22 U. S. C. § 1261.

Other foreign coun-
tries.

52 Stat. 31.
7 U. 8. C. §0 1281-

1407; 16 U. S. C.
§ 590h, 690o.

Ante, pp. 721 722.
Quota for Cuba.

(b) For the Republic of the Philippines, in the amount of nine
hundred and fifty-two thousand short tons of sugar as specified in
section 211 of the Philippine Trade Act of 1946.

(c) For foreign countries other than the Republic of the Philip-
pines, by prorating among such areas an amount of sugar, raw value,
equal to the amount determined pursuant to section 201 less the sum
of the quotas established pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of this
section, on the following basis:

Area Per centum
Cuba -------------------- -----------_------------_ 98.64
Foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic of the

Philippines------------- _------------------- 1.36

The quota for foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic
of the Philippines shall be prorated among such countries on the basis
of the division of the quota for such countries made in General Sugar
Quota Regulations, Series 4, Number 1, issued December 12, 1936,
pursuant to the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended.

(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this title II, in the
event the quota established for Cuba, including any and all deficits
allotted or prorated to Cuba pursuant to the provisions of section
204 (a), shall be a smaller proportion of the total amount of sugar
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year 1948, during the first ten days thereof) and at such other times 
during such calendar year as the Secretary may deem necessary to meet 
such requirements. In making such determinations the Secretary 
shall use as a basis the quantity of direct-consumption sugar distributed 
for consumption, as indicated by official statistics of the Department of 
Agriculture, during the twelve-month period ending October 31 next 
preceding the calendar year for which the determination is being made, 
and shall make allowances for a deficiency or surplus in inventories of 
sugar, and for changes in consumption because of changes in population 
and demand conditions, as computed from statistics published by agen-
cies of the Federal Government; and, in order that such determinations 
shall be made so as to protect the welfare of consumers and of those 
engaged in the domestic sugar industry by providing such supply of 
sugar as will be consumed at prices which will not be excessive to con-
sumers and which will fairly and equitably maintain and protect the 
welfare of the domestic sugar industry, the Secretary, in making any 
such determination, in addition to the consumption, inventory, popula-
tion, and demand factors above specified and the level and trend of 
consumer purchasing power, shall take into consideration the relation-
ship between the prices at wholesale for refined sugar that would result 
from such determination and the general cost of living in the United 
States as compared with the relationship between prices at wholesale 
for refined sugar and the general cost of living in the United States 
obtaining during 1947 prior to the termination of price control of sugar 
as indicated by the Consumers' Price Index as published by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor. 

SEc. 202. Whenever a determination is made, pursuant to section 
201, of the amount of sugar needed to meet the requirements of con-
sumers, the Secretary shall establish quotas, or revise existing quotas— 
( a ) For domestic sugar-producing areas, by apportioning among 

such areas 4,268,000 short tons, raw value, as follows: 
Area 

Domestic beet sugar  
Mainland cane sugar  
Hawaii  

Short tone, raw value 
1, 800, 000 
500,000 

1, 052,000 
Puerto Rico  910,000 
Virgin Islands  6, 000 

(b) For the Republic of the Philippines, in the amount of nine 
hundred and fifty-two thousand short tons of sugar as specified in 
section 211 of the Philippine Trade Act of 1946. 

(c) For foreign countries other than the Republic of the Philip-
pines, by prorating among such areas an amount of sugar, raw value, 
equal to the amount determined pursuant to section 201 less the sum 
of the quotas established pursuant to subsections (a) and (b) of this 
section, on the following basis: 

Area Per centum 

Cuba  98.64 
Foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic of the 

Philippines    1.36 

The quota for foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic 
of the Philippines shall be prorated among such countries on the basis 
of the division of the quota for such countries made in General Sugar 
Quota Regulations, Series 4, Number 1, issued December 12, 1936, 
pursuant to the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended. 

(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this title II, in the 
event the quota established for Cuba, including any and all deficits 
allotted or prorated to Cuba pursuant to the provisions of section 
204 (a), shall be a smaller proportion of the total amount of sugar 
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which the Secretary determines is needed to meet the requirements of
consumers in the continental United States pursuant to section 201 of
this Act, than the quota which would have been established for Cuba
upon such consumptive estimate under the provisions of section 202 (b)
of the Sugar Act of 1937, the quotas for domestic sugar-producing areas
established pursuant to the other provisions of this title II shall be
reduced pro rata by such amounts as are required to establish such
quota for Cuba and the amounts by which such domestic sugar-produc-
ing quotas are so reduced shall be added to the quota for Cuba.

(e) If the Secretary of State finds that any foreign country denies
fair and equitable treatment to the nationals of the United States, its
commerce, navigation, or industry, and so notifies the Secretary, the
Secretary shall have authority to withhold or withdraw any increase
in the share of the domestic consumption requirements provided for
such country by this Act as compared with the share allowed under
section 202 (b) of the Sugar Act of 1937: Provided, That any amount
of sugar so withheld or withdrawn shall be prorated to domestic areas
on the basis of existing quotas for such areas and the Secretary shall
revise such quotas accordingly: Provided further, That any portion of
such amount of sugar which cannot be supplied by domestic areas may
be prorated to foreign countries other than a country which the Secre-
tary of State finds has denied fair and equitable treatment to nationals
of the United States.

SEC. 203. In accordance with such provisions of section 201 as he
deems applicable, the Secretary shall also determine the amount of
sugar needed to meet the requirements of consumers in the Territory
of Hawaii, and in Puerto Rico, and shall establish quotas for the
amounts of sugar which may be marketed for local consumption in
such areas equal to the amounts determined to be needed to meet the
requirements of consumers therein.

SEC. 204. (a) The Secretary shall, from time to time during the
calendar year, determine whether, in view of the current inventories
of sugar, the estimated production from the acreage of sugarcane or
sugar beets planted, the normal marketings within a calendar year
of new-crop sugar, and other pertinent factors, any domestic area,
the Republic of the Philippines, or Cuba, will be unable to market the
quota for such area. If the Secretary finds that any domestic area
or Cuba will be unable to market the quota for siuch area for the
calendar year then current, he shall revise the quotas for the domestic
areas and Cuba by prorating an amount of sugar eqltl to the deficit
so determined to the other such areas on the basis of the quotas then
in effect: Provided, however, That domestic areas shall not share in
any deficit of any domestic area if the then outstanding determination
of the Secretary made pursuant to section 201 of the Act is less than
seven million short tons, raw value. If the Secretary finds that the
Republic of the Philippines will be unable to market the quota for
such area for the calendar year then current, he shall revise the quotas
for Cuba and foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic of
the Philippines by prorating an amount of sugar equal to the deficit
so determined, as follows:

To Cuba---------------------------------- - 95 per centum
To foreign countries other than Cuba and the Repub-

lic of the Philippines-------- --------------- 5 per centum

Provided, however, That whenever the quota for Cuba established
under the provisions of this Act other than section 202 (d) is less than
the amount required by the provisions of section 202 (d) of this Act,
such prorations shall be as follows:

To Cuba----------------------------------- 9S. 64 per centum
To foreign countries other than Cuba and the

Republic of the Philippines----------------- 1.36 per centum
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which the Secretary determines is needed to meet the requirements of 
consumers in the continental United States pursuant to section 201 of 
this Act, than the quota which would have been established for Cuba 
upon such consumptive estimate under the provisions of section 202 (b) 
of the Sugar Act of 1937, the quotas for domestic sugar-producing areas 
established pursuant to the other provisions of this title II shall be 
reduced pro rata by such amounts as are required to establish such 
quota for Cuba and the amounts by which such domestic su_gar-prod 
m C 

uc-
g quotas are so reduced shall be added to the quota for uba. 
(e) If the. Secretary of State finds that any foreign country denies 

fair and equitable treatment to the nationals of the United States, its 
commerce, navigation, or industry, and so notifies the Secretary, the 
Secretary shall have authority to withhold or withdraw any increase 
in the share of the domestic consumption requirements provided for 
such country by this Act as compared with the share allowed under 
section 202 (b) of the Sugar Act of 1937: Provided, That any amount 
of sugar so withheld or withdrawn shall be prorated to domestic areas 
on the basis of existing quotas for such areas and the Secretary shall 
revise such quotas accordingly: Provided further, That any portion of 
such amount of sugar which cannot be supplied by domestic areas may 
be prorated to foreign countries other than a country which the Secre-
tary of State finds has denied fair and equitable treatment to nationals 
of the United States. 
SEC. 203. In accordance with such provisions of section 201 as he 

deems applicable, the Secretary shall also determine the amount of 
sugar needed to meet the requirements of consumers in the Territory 
of Hawaii, and in Puerto Rico, and shall establish quotas for the 
amounts of sugar which may be marketed for local consumption in 
such areas equal to the amounts determined to be needed to meet the 
requirements of consumers therein. 
SEC. 204. (a) The Secretary shall, from time to time during the 

calendar year, determine whether, in view of the current inventories 
of sugar, the estimated production from the acreage of sugarcane or 
sugar beets planted, the normal marketings within a calendar year 
of new-crop sugar, and other pertinent factors, any domestic area, 
the Republic of the Philippines, or Cuba, will be unable to market the 
quota for such area. If the Secretary finds that any domestic area 
or Cuba will be unable to market the quota for such area for the 
calendar year then current, he shall revise the quotas for the domestic 
areas and Cuba by prorating an amount of sugar equal to the deficit 
so determined to the other such areas on the basis of the quotas then 
in effect: Provided, however, That domestic areas shall not share in 
any deficit of any domestic area if the then outstanding determination 
of the Secretary made pursuant to section 201 of the Act is less than 
seven million short tons, raw value. If the Secretary finds that the 
Republic of the Philippines will be unable to market the quota for 
such area for the calendar year then current, he shall revise the quotas 
for Cuba and foreign countries other than Cuba and the Republic of 
the Philippines by prorating an amount of sugar equal to the deficit 
so determined, as follows: 

To Cuba  95 per centum 
To foreign countries other than Cuba and the Repub-

lic of the Philippines  5 per centum 

Provided, however, That whenever the quota for Cuba established 
under the provisions of this Act other than section 202 (d) is less than 
the amount required by the provisions of section 202 (d) of this Act, 
such prorations shall be as follows: 

To Cuba  98 64 per centum 
To foreign countries other than Cuba and the 
Republic of the Philippines  1.36 per centum 
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Proration of Philip- Any portion of such Philippine deficit which the Secretary determines
cannot be supplied by Cuba shall be prorated to foreign countries other
than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines. No part of any
Philippine deficit so prorated may be filled by direct-consumption
sugar.

Revision of prora- (b) If, on the 1st day of September in any calendar year, any part
countra foreign or all of the proration to any foreign country of the quota for foreign

countries other than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines estab-
lished under the provisions of section 202 (c) has not been filled, the
Secretary may revise the proration of such quota among such foreign
countries by allotting an amount of sugar equal to such unfilled prora-
tion to such foreign countries as have filled their prorations of such
quota by such date.

Nonreduction of (c) The quota for any domestic area, the Republic of the Philip-
pines, Cuba or other foreign countries as established under the
provisions of section 202 shall not be reduced by reason of any deter-
mination of a deficit existing in any calendar year under the provisions
of subsections (a) and (b) of this section 204.

Basis of proration. (d) Any proration among foreign countries other than Cuba and
the Republic of the Philippines pursuant to this section shall be on
such basis as the Secretary shall determine.

tAlotmentofmquotas SEC. 205. (a) Whenever the Secretary finds that the allotment
or importing sugar. of any quota, or proration thereof, established for any area pursuant

to the provisions of this Act, is necessary to assure an orderly and
adequate flow of sugar or liquid sugar in the channels of interstate
or foreign commerce, or to prevent disorderly marketing or
importation of sugar or liquid sugar, or to maintain a continuous
and stable supply of sugar or liquid sugar, or to afford all interested
persons an equitable opportunity to market sugar or liquid sugar
within any area's quota, after such hearing and upon such notice
as he may by regulations prescribe, he shall make allotments of such
quota or proration thereof by allotting to persons who market or
import sugar or liquid sugar, for such periods as he may designate,
the quantities of sugar or liquid sugar which each such person may
market in continental United States, the Territory of Hawaii, or
Puerto Rico, or may import or bring into continental United States,
for consumption therein. Allotments shall be made in such manner
and in such amounts as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable
distribution of such quota or proration thereof, by taking into con-
sideration the processings of sugar or liquid sugar from sugar beets
or sugarcane to which proportionate shares, determined pursuant

Po p. 930. to the provisions of subsection (b) of section 302, pertained; the
past marketings or importations of each such person; and the ability
of such person to market or import that portion of such quota or

meision of allot- proration thereof allotted to him. The Secretary may also, upon
such hearing and notice as he may by regulations prescribe, revise
or amend any such allotment upon the same basis as the initial allot-
ment was made.

cApeal from de (b) An appeal may be taken, in the manner hereinafter provided
from any decision making such allotments, or revisions thereof, to
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
in any of the following cases:

(1) By any applicant for an allotment whose application shall have
been denied.

(2) By any person aggrieved by reason of any decision of the
Secretary granting or revising any allotment made to him.

Filing of notice of (C) Such appeal shall be taken by filing with said court, within
twenty days after the decision complained of is effective, notice in
writing of said appeal and a statement of the reasons therefor, together
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Any portion of such Philippine deficit which the Secretary determines 
cannot be supplied by Cuba shall be prorated to foreign countries other 
than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines. No part of any 
Philippine deficit so prorated may be filled by direct-consumption 
sugar. 

(b) If, on the 1st day of September in any calendar year, any part 
or all of the proration to any foreign country of the quota for foreign 
countries other than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines estab-
lished under the provisions of section 202 (c) has not been filled, the 
Secretary may revise the proration of such quota among such foreign 
countries by allotting an amount of sugar equal to such unfilled prora-
tion to such foreign countries as have filled their prorations of such 
quota by such date. 

(0) The quota for any domestic area, the Republic of the Philip-
pines, Cuba, or other foreign countries as established under the 
provisions a section 202 shall not be reduced by reason of any deter-
mination of a deficit existing in any calendar year under the provisions 
of subsections (a) and (b) of this section 204. 

(d) Any proration among foreign countries other than Cuba and 
the Republic of the Philippines pursuant to this section shall be on 
such basis as the Secretary shall determine. 

SEc. 205. (a) Whenever the Secretary finds that the allotment 
of any quota, or proration thereof, established for any area pursuant 
to the provisions of this Act, is necessary to assure an orderly and 
adequate flow of sugar or liquid sugar in the channels of interstate 
or foreign commerce, or to prevent disorderly marketing or 
importation of sugar or liquid sugar, or to maintain a continuous 
and stable supply of sugar or liquid sugar, or to afford all interested 
persons an equitable opportunity to market sugar or liquid sugar 
within any area's quota, after such hearing and upon such notice 
as he may by regulations prescribe, he shall make allotments of such 
quota or proration thereof by allotting to persons who market or 
import sugar or liquid sugar, for such periods as he may designate, 
the quantities of sugar or liquid sugar which each such person may 
market in continental United States, the Territory of Hawaii, or 
Puerto Rico, or may import or bring into continental United States, 
for consumption therein. Allotments shall be made in such manner 
and in such amounts as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable 
distribution of such q.uota or proration thereof, by taking into con-
sideration the process ings of sugar or liquid sugar from sugar beets 
or sugarcane to which proportionate shares, determined pursuant 
to the provisions of subsection (b) of section 302, pertained; the 
past marketings or importations of each such person; and the ability 
of such. person to market or import that portion of such quota or 
proration thereof allotted to him. The Secretary may also, upon 
such hearing and notice as he may by regulations prescribe, revise 
or amend any such allotment upon the same basis as the initial allot-
ment was made. 

(b) An appeal may be taken, in the manner hereinafter provided 
from any decision making such allotments, or revisions thereof, to 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
in any of the following cases: 

(1) By any applicant for an allotment whose application shall have 
been denied. 

(2) By any person aggrieved by reason of any decision of the 
Secretary granting or revising any allotment made to him. 

(c) Such appeal shall be taken by filing with said court, within 
twenty days . after the decision complained of is effective, notice in 
writing of said appeal and a statement of the reasons therefor, together 
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with proof of service of a true copy of said notice and statement upon
the Secretary. Unless a later date is specified by the Secretary as part
of his decision, the decision complained of shall be considered to be
effective as of the date on which public announcement of the decision
is made at the office of the Secretary in the city of Washington. The
Secretary shall thereupon, and in any event not later than ten days
from the date of such service upon him, mail or otherwise deliver a copy
of said notice of appeal to each person shown by the records of the
Secretary to be interested in such appeal and to have a right to intervene
therein under the provisions of this section, and shall at all times
thereafter permit any such person to inspect and make copies of
appellants' reasons for said appeal at the office of the Secretary in the
city of Washington. Within thirty days after the filing of said
appeal the Secretary shall file with the court the originals or certified
copies of all papers and evidence presented to him upon the hearing
involved, a like copy of his decision thereon, a full statement in writing
of the facts and grounds for his decisions as found and given by him
and a list of all interested persons to whom he has mailed or otherwise
delivered a copy of said notice of appeal.

(d) Within thirty days after the filing of said appeal any interested
person may intervene and participate in the proceedings had upon said
appeal by filing with the court a notice of intention to intervene and a
verified statement showing the nature of the interest of such party
together with proof of service of true copies of said notice and
statement, both upon the appellant and upon the Secretary. Any
person who would be aggrieved or whose interests would be adversely
affected by reversal or modification of the decision of the Secretary
complained of shall be considered an interested party.

(e) At the earliest convenient time the court shall hear and deter-
mine the appeal upon the record before it, and shall have power,
upon such record, to enter a judgment affirming or reversing the
decision, and if it enters an order reversing the decision of the
Secretary it shall remand the case to the Secretary to carry out the
judgment of the court: Provided, however, That the review by the
court shall be limited to questions of law and that findings of fact by
the Secretary, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclu-
sive unless it shall clearly appear that the findings of the Secretary are
arbitrary or capricious. The court's judgment shall be final, subject,
however, to review by the Supreme Court of the United States, upon
writ of certiorari on petition therefor under section 240 of the
Judicial Code, as amended (U. S. C., title 28, sec. 347), by appellant,
by the Secretary, or by any interested party intervening in the appeal.

(f) The court may, in its discretion, enter judgment for costs in
favor of or against an appellant, and other interested parties inter-
vening in said appeal, but not against the Secretary, depending upon
the nature of the issues involved in such appeal and the outcome
thereof.

SEC. 206. Subject to the provisions of sections 207 and 408 relating
to the suspension of quotas, sugar quotas shall be established pursuant
to this Act for the calendar year 1948 within ten days after effective
date of this Act.

SEc. 207. (a) Not more than twenty-nine thousand six hundred and
sixteen short tons, raw value, of the quota for Hawaii for any calendar
year may be filled by direct-consumption sugar.

(b) Not more than one hundred and twenty-six thousand and
thirty-three short tons, raw value, of the quota for Puerto Rico for
any calendar year may be filled by direct-consumption sugar.

(c) None of the quota for the Virgin Islands for any calendar year
may be filled by direct-consumption sugar.
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with proof of service of a true copy of said notice and statement upon 
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.effective as of the date on which public announcement of the decision 
is made at the office of the Secretary in the city of Washington. The 
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Establishment of SEC. 206. Subject to the provisions of sections 207 and 408 relating quotas for 1948. 

to the suspension of quotas, sugar quotas shall be established pursuant Post, p. 933. 

to this Act for the calendar year 1948 within ten days after effective 
date of this Act. 
SEC. 207. (a) Not more than twenty-nine thousand six hundred and portions of nsquotaPs.tinn 
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year may be filled by direct-consumption sugar. 
(b) Not more than one hundred and twenty-six thousand and Puerto Rico. 

thirty-three short tons, raw value, of the quota for Puerto Rico for 
any calendar year may be filled by direct-consumption sugar. 
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(d) Not more than fifty-six thousand short tons of sugar of the
quota for the Republic of the Philippines for any calendar year may
be filled by direct-consumption sugar as specified in section 211 of
the Philippine Trade Act of 1946.

(e) Not more than three hundred and seventy-five thousand short
tons, raw value, of the quota for Cuba for any calendar year may be
filled by direct-consumption sugar.

(f) This section shall not apply with respect to the quotas estab-
lished under section 203 for marketing for local consumption in
Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

(g) The direct-consumption portions of the quotas established
pursuant to this section, and the enforcement provisions of title II
applicable thereto, shall continue in effect and shall not be subject to
suspension pursuant to the provisions of section 408 of this Act unless
the President acting thereunder specifically finds and proclaims that
a national economic or other emergency exists with respect to sugar or
liquid sugar which requires the suspension of direct-consumption
portions of the quotas.

SEC. 208. Quotas for liquid sugar for foreign countries for each
calendar year are hereby established as follows:

In terms of wine gallons of
Country 72% total sugar content

Cuba .------------------------------ _--------- 7, 970, 558
Dominican Republic .---- ____--_------------------ 830,894
Other foreign countries------------------------------- 0

SEC. 209. All persons are hereby prohibited-
(a) From bringing or importing into the continental United States

from the Territory of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, or
foreign countries, (1) any sugar or liquid sugar after the applicable
quota, or the proration of any such quota, has been filled, or (2) any
direct-consumption sugar after the direct-consumption portion of any
such quota has been filled;

(b) From shipping, transporting, or marketing in interstate com-
merce, or in competition with sugar or liquid sugar shipped, trans-
ported, or marketed in interstate or foreign commerce, any sugar or
liquid sugar produced from sugar beets or sugarcane grown in either
the domestic-beet-sugar area or the mainland cane-sugar area after the
quota for such area has been filled;

(c) From marketing in either the Territory of Hawaii or Puerto
Rico, for consumption therein, any sugar or liquid sugar after the quota
therefor has been filled;

(d) From exceeding allotments of any quota, direct-consumption
portion of any quota, or proration of any quota, made to them pur-
suant to the provisions of this Act.

SEC. 210. (a) The determinations provided for in sections 201 and
203, and all quotas, prorations, and allotments, except quotas established
pursuant to the provisions of section 208, shall be made or established
in terms of raw value.

(b) For the purposes of this title, liquid sugar, except that imported
from foreign countries, shall be included with sugar in making the
determinations provided for in sections 201 and 203 and in the establish-
ment or revision of quotas, prorations, and allotments.

SEC. 211. (a) The raw-value equivalent of any sugar or liquid sugar
in any form, including sugar or liquid sugar in manufactured products,
exported from the continental United States under the provisions of
section 313 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall be credited against any
charges which shall have been made in respect to the applicable quota
or proration for the country of origin. The country of origin of
sugar or liquid sugar in respect to which any credit shall be established
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(d) Not more than fifty-six thousand short tons of sugar of the 
quota for the Republic of the Philippines for any calendar year may 
be filled by direct-consumption sugar as specified in section 211 of 
the Philippine Trade Act of 1946. 

(e) Not more than three hundred and seventy-five thousand short 
tons, raw value, of the quota for Cuba for any calendar year may be 
filled by direct-consumption sugar. 

(f) This section shall not apply with respect to the quotas estab-
lished under section 203 for marketing for local consumption in 
Hawaii and Puerto Rico. 

(g) The direct-consumption portions of the quotas established 
pursuant to this section, and the enforcement provisions of title II 
applicable thereto, shall continue in effect and shall not be subject to 
suspension pursuant to the provisions of section 408 of this Act unless 
the President acting thereunder specifically finds and proclaims that 
a national economic or other emergency exists with respect to sugar or 
liquid sugar which requires the suspension of direct-consumption 
portions of the quotas. 
SEC. 208. Quotas for liquid sugar for foreign countries for each 

calendar year are hereby established as follows: 
In terms of wine gallons of 

Country 72% total sugar content 

Cuba   7, 970, 558 
Dominican Republic  830,894 
Other foreign countries  0 

SEC. 209. All persons are hereby prohibited— 
(a) From bringing or importing into the continental United States 

from the Territory of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, or 
foreign countries, (1) any sugar or liquid sugar after the applicable 
quota, or the proration of any such quota, has been filled, or (2) any 
direct-consumption sugar after the direct-consumption portion of any 
such quota has been filled; 

(b) From shipping, transporting, or marketing in interstate com-
merce, or in competition with sugar or liquid sugar shipped, trans-
ported, or marketed in interstate or foreign commerce, any sugar or 
liquid sugar produced from sugar beets or sugarcane grown in either 
the domestic-beet-sugar area or the mainland cane-sugar area after the 
quota for such area has been filled; 

(c) From marketing in either the Territory of Hawaii or Puerto 
Rico, for consumption therein, any sugar or liquid sugar after the quota 
therefor has been filled; 

(d) From exceeding allotments of any quota, direct-consumption 
portion of any quota, or proration of any quota, made to them pur-
suant to the provisions of this Act. 
SEC. 210. (a) The determinations provided for in sections 201 and 

203, and all quotas, prorations, and allotments, except quotas established 
pursuant to the provisions of section 208, shall be made or established 
in terms of raw value. 

(b) For the purposes of this title, liquid sugar, except that imported 
from foreign countries, shall be included with sugar in making the 
determinations provided for in sections 201 and 203 and in the establish-
ment or revision of quotas, prorations, and allotments. 
SEC. 211. (a) The raw-value equivalent of any sugar or liquid sugar 

in any form, including sugar or liquid sugar in manufactured products, 
exported from the continental United States under the provisions of 
section 313 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall be credited against any 
charges which shall have been made in respect to the applicable quota 
or proration i for the un country of origin. The country of origin of 
sugar or liquid sugar n respect to which any credit shall be established 
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shall be that country in respect to importation from which draw-back
of the exported sugar or liquid sugar has been claimed. Sugar or
liquid sugar entered into the continental United States under an
applicable bond established pursuant to orders or regulations issued
by the Secretary, for the express purpose of subsequently exporting
the equivalent quantity of sugar or liquid sugar as such, or m manufac-
tured articles, shall not be charged against the applicable quota or
proration for the country of origin.

(b) Exportation within the meaning of sections 309 and 313 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 shall be considered to be exportation within the
meaning of this section.

(c) The quota established for any domestic sugar-producing area
may be filled only with sugar or liquid sugar produced from sugar
beets or sugarcane grown in such area: Provided, however, That any
sugar or liquid sugar admitted free of duty from the Virgin Islands
under the Act of Congress, approved March 3, 1917 (39 Stat. 1133),
may be admitted within the quota for the Virgin Islands.

SEC. 212. The provisions of this title shall not apply to (1) the
first ten short tons, raw value, of sugar or liquid sugar imported from
any foreign country, other than Cuba and the Republic of the Phil-
ippines, in any calendar year; (2) the first ten short tons, raw value,
of sugar or liquid sugar imported from any foreign country, other
than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines, in any calendar year
for religious, sacramental, educational, or experimental purposes; (3)
liquid sugar imported from any foreign country, other than Cuba
and the Republic of the Philippines, in individual sealed containers
of such capacity as the Secretary may determine, not in excess of one
and one-tenth gallons each; or (4) any sugar or liquid sugar imported,
brought into, or produced or manufactured in the United States for
the distillation of alcohol, or for livestock feed, or for the production
of livestock feed.

TITLE III-CONDITIONAL-PAYMENT PROVISIONS

SEC. 301. The Secretary is authorized to make payments on the
following conditions with respect to sugar or liquid sugar commer-
cially recoverable from the sugar beets or sugarcane grown on a farm
for the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar:

(a) That no child under the age of fourteen years shall have been
employed or permitted to work on the farm, whether for gain to such
child or any other person, in the production, cultivation, or harvesting
of a crop of sugar beets or sugarcane with respect to which application
for payment is made, except a member of the immediate family of a
person who was the legal owner of not less than 40 per centum of the
crop at the time such work was performed; and that no child between
the ages of fourteen and sixteen years shall have been employed or
permitted to do such work, whether for gain to such child or any other
person, for a longer period than eight hours in any one day, except a
member of the immediate family of a person who was the legal owner
of not less than 40 per centum of the crop at the time such work was
performed. The Secretary is authorized to make payments, notwith-
standing a failure to comply with the conditions provided in this sub-
section,but the payments made with respect to any crop shall be subject
to a deduction of $10 for each child for each day, or a portion of a day,
during which such child was employed or permitted to work contrary
to the foregoing provisions of this subsection.

(b) That there shall not have been marketed (or processed) an
amount (in terms of planted acreage, weight, or recoverable sugar
content) of sugar beets or sugarcane grown on the farm and used for
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shall be that country in respect to importation from which draw-back 
of the exported sugar or liquid sugar has been claimed. Sugar or 
liquid sugar entered into the continental United States under an 
applicable bond established pursuant to orders or regulations issued 
by the Secretary, for the express purpose of subsequently exporting 
the equivalent quantity of sugar or liquid sugar as such, or in manufac-
tured articles, shall not be charged against the applicable quota or 
proration for the country of origin. 

(b) Exportation within the meaning of sections 309 and 313 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 shall be considered to be exportation within the 
meaning of this section. 

(c) The quota established for any domestic sugar-producing area 
may be filled only with sugar or liquid sugar produced from sugar 
beets or sugarcane grown in such area: Provided, however, That any 
sugar or liquid sugar admitted free of duty from the Virgin Islands 
under the Act of Congress, approved March 3, 1917 (39 Stat. 1133), 
may be admitted within the quota for the Virgin Islands. 
SEC. 212. The provisions of this title shall not apply to (1) the 

first ten short tons, raw value, of sugar or liquid sugar imported from 
any foreign country, other than Cuba and the Republic of the Phil-
ippines, in any calendar year; (2) the first ten short tons, raw value, 
of sugar or liquid sugar imported from any foreign country, other 
than Cuba and the Republic of the Philippines, in any calendar year 
for religious, sacramental, educational, or experimental purposes; (3) 
liquid sugar imported from any foreign country, other than Cuba 
and the Republic of the Philippines, in individual sealed containers 
of such capacity as the Secretary may determine, not in excess of one 
and one-tenth gallons each; or (4) any sugar or liquid sugar imported, 
brought into, or produced or manufactured in the United States for 
the distillation of alcohol, or for livestock feed, or for the production 
of livestock feed. 

TITLE III—CONDITIONAL-PAYMENT PROVISIONS 

SEC. 301. The Secretary is authorized to make payments on the 
following conditions with respect to sugar or liquid sugar commer-
cially recoverable from the sugar beets or sugarcane grown on a farm 
for the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar: 

(a) That no child under the age of fourteen years shall have been 
employed or permitted to work on the farm, whether for gain to such 
child or any other person, in the production, cultivation, or harvesting 
of a crop of sugar beets or sugarcane with respect to which application 
for payment is made, except a member of the immediate family of a 
person who was the legal owner of not less than 40 per centum of the 
crop at the time such work was performed; and that no child between 
the ages of fourteen and sixteen years shall have been employed or 
permitted to do such work, whether for gain to such child or any other 
person, for a longer period than eight hours in any one day, except a 
member of the immediate family of a person who was the legal owner 
of not less than 40 per centum of the crop at the time such work was 
performed. The Secretary is authorized to make payments, notwith-
standing a failure to comply with the conditions provided in this sub-
section, but the payments made with respect to any crop shall be subject 
to a deduction of $10 for each child for each day, or a portion of a day, 
during which such child was employed or permitted to work contrary 
to the foregoing provisions of this subsection. 

(b) That there shall not have been marketed (or processed) an 
amount (in terms of planted acreage, weight, or recoverable sugar 
content) of sugar beets or sugarcane grown on the farm and used for 
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the production of sugar or liquid sugar to be marketed in, or so as to
compete with or otherwise directly affect interstate or foreign com-
merce, in excess of the proportionate share for the farm, as determined
by the Secretary pursuant to the provisions of section 302, of the total
quantity of sugar beets or sugarcane required to be processed to enable
the area in which such sugar beets or sugarcane are produced to meet
the quota (and provide a normal carry-over inventory) as estimated
by the Secretary for such area for the calendar year during which the
larger part of the sugar or liquid sugar from such crop normally would
be marketed.

(c) (1) That all persons employed on the farm in the production,
cultivation, or harvesting of sugar beets or sugarcane with respect to
which an application for payment is made shall have been paid in
full for all such work, and shall have been paid wages therefor at rates
not less than those that may be determined by the Secretary to be fair
and reasonable after investigation and due notice and opportunity
for public hearing; and in making such determinations the Secretary
shall take into consideration the standards therefor formerly estab-
lished by him under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended,
and the differences in conditions among various producing areas:
Provided, however, That a payment which would be payable except
for the foregoing provisions of this subparagraph may be made, as the
Secretary may determine, in such manner that the laborer will receive
an amount, insofar as such payment will suffice, equal to the amount
of the accrued unpaid wages for such work, and that the producer will
receive the remainder, if any, of such payment.

(2) That the producer on the farm who is also, directly or indirectly
a processor of sugar beets or sugarcane, as may be determined by the
Secretary shall have paid, or contracted to pay under either purchase
or toll agreements, for any sugar beets or sugarcane grown by other
producers and processed by him at rates not less than those that may
be determined by the Secretary to be fair and reasonable after investi-
gation and due notice and opportunity for public hearing.

SEC. 302. (a) The amount of sugar or liquid sugar with respect to
which payment may be made shall be the amount of sugar or liquid
sugar commercially recoverable, as determined by the Secretary, from
the sugar beets or sugarcane grown on the farm and marketed (or
processed by the producer) not in excess of the proportionate share
for the farm, as determined by the Secretary, of the quantity of sugar
beets or sugarcane for the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar required
to be processed to enable the producing area in which the crop of sugar
beets or sugarcane is grown to meet the quota (and provide a normal
carry-over inventory) estimated by the Secretary for such area for the
calendar year during which the larger part of the sugar or liquid
sugar from such crop normally would be marketed.

(b) In determining the proportionate shares with respect to a
farm, the Secretary may take into consideration the past production
on the farm of sugar beets and sugarcane marketed (or processed) for
the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar and the ability to produce such
sugar beets or sugarcane, and the Secretary shall, insofar as practicable,
protect the interests of new producers and small producers and the
interests of producers who are cash tenants, share tenants, adherent
planters, or share croppers.

(c) Payments shall be effective with respect to sugar or liquid sugar
commercially recoverable from sugar beets and sugarcane grown on a
farm commencing with the crop year 1948.

SEC. 303. In addition to the amount of sugar or liquid sugar with
respect to which payments are authorized under subsection (a) of
section 302, the Secretary is also authorized to make payments, on the
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the production of sugar or liquid sugar to be marketed in, or. so as to 
compete with or otherwise directly affect interstate or foreign c.om-
merce, in excess of the proportionate share for the farm, as determined 
by the Secretary pursuant to the provisions of section 302, of the total 
quantity of sugar beets or sugarcane required to be processed to enable 
the area in which such sugar beets or sugarcane are produced to meet 
the quota (and provide a normal carry-over inventory). as estimated 
by the Secretary for such area for the calendar year during which the 
larger part of the sugar or liquid sugar from such crop normally would 
be marketed. 

(c) (1) That all persons employed on the farm in the production, 
cultivation, or harvesting of sugar beets or sugarcane with respect to 
which an application for payment is made shall have been paid in 
full for all such work, and shall have been paid wages therefor at rates 
not less than those that may be determined by the Secretary to be fair 
and reasonable after investigation and due notice. and opportunity 
for public hearing; and in making such determinations the Secretary 
shall take into consideration the standards therefor formerly estab-
lished by him under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, 
and the differences in conditions among various producing areas: 
Provided, however, That a payment which would be payable except 
for the foregoing provisions of this subparagraph may be made, as the 
Secretary may determine, in such manner that the laborer will receive 
an amount, insofar as such payment will suffice, equal to the amount 
of the accrued unpaid wages for such work, and that the producer will 
receive the remainder, if any, of such payment. 

(2) That the producer on the farm who is also, directly or indirectly 
a processor of sugar beets or sugarcane, as may be determined by. the 
Secretary shall have paid, or contracted to pay under either purchase 
or toll agreements, for any sugar beets or sugarcane grown by other 
producers and processed by him at rates not less than those that may 
be determined by the Secretary to be fair and reasonable after investi-
gation and due notice and opportunity for public hearing. 

Sec. 302. (a) The amount of sugar or liquid sugar with respect to 
which payment may be made shall be the amount of sugar or liquid 
sugar commercially recoverable, as determined by the Secretary, from 
the sugar beets or sugarcane grown on the farm and marketed (or 
processed by the producer) not in excess of the proportionate share 
for the farm, as determined by the Secretary, of the quantity of sugar 
beets or sugarcane for the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar required 
to be processed to enable the producing area in which the crop of sugar 
beets or sugarcane is grown to meet the quota (and provide a normal 
carry-over inventory) estimated by the Secretary for such area for the 
calendar year during which the larger part of the sugar or liquid 
sugar from such crop normally would be marketed. 

(b) In determining the proportionate shares with respect to a 
farm, the Secretary may take into consideration the past production 
on the farm of sugar beets and sugarcane marketed (or processed) for 
the extraction of sugar or liquid sugar and the ability to produce such 
sugar beets or sugarcane, and the Secretary shall, insofar as practicable, 
protect the interests of new producers and small producers and the 
interests of producers who are cash tenants, share tenants, adherent 
planters, or share croppers. 

(c) Payments shall be effective with respect to sugar or liquid sugar 
commercially recoverable from sugar beets and sugarcane grown on a 
farm commencing with the crop year 1948. 
SEC. 303. In addition to the amount of sugar or liquid sugar with 

respect i to which payments are authorized under subsection (a) of 
section 302, the Secretary s also authorized to make payments, on the 
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conditions provided in section 301, with respect to bona fide abandon-
ment of planted acreage and crop deficiencies of harvested acreage,
resulting from drought, flood, storm, freeze, disease, or insects, which
cause such damage to all or a substantial part of the crop of sugar
beets or sugarcane in the same factory district (as established by the
Secretary), county, parish, municipality, or local producing area, as
determined in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary,
on the following quantities of sugar or liquid sugar: (1) With respect
to such bona fide abandonment of each planted acre of sugar beets or
sugarcane one-third of the normal yield of commercially recoverable
sugar or liquid sugar per acre for the farm, as determined by the
Secretary; and (2) with respect to such crop deficiencies of harvested
acreage of sugar beets or sugarcane, the excess of 80 per centum of the
normal yield of commercially recoverable sugar or liquid sugar for
such acreage for the farm, as determined by the Secretary, over the
actual yield.

SEC. 304. (a) The amount of the base rate of payment shall be 80
cents per hundred pounds of sugar or liquid sugar, raw value.

(b) All payments shall be calculated with respect to a farm which,
for the purposes of this Act, shall be a farming unit as determined in
accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary, and in making
such determinations, the Secretary shall take into consideration the
use of common work stock, equipment, labor, management, and other
pertinent factors.

(c) The total payment with respect to a farm shall be the product
of the base rate specified in subsection (a) of this section multiplied
by the amount of sugar and liquid sugar, raw value, with respect to
which payment is to be made, except that reduction shall be made
from such total payment in accordance with the following scale of
reductions:
That portion of the quantity

of sugar and liquid sugar Reduction in the base
which is included within rate of payment per
the following intervals of hundredweight of such
short tons, raw value portion

350 to 700-----------------------.-------_---------. $0. 05
700 to 1,000------------------------------------------- .10
1,000 to 1,500----------------------------------------- .20
1,500 to 3,000--------------------.----------------- - .26
3,000 to 6,000--------------------.---. - --------- .275
6,000 to 12,000---------------------------------------- .30
12,000 to 30,000 - -------------- ------- -----.----- .325
More than 30,000 ------------------------------------- .50

(d) Application for payment shall be made by, and payments shall
be made to, the producer or, in the event of his death, disappearance,
or incompetency, his legal representative, or heirs: Provided, however,
That all producers on the farm shall signify in the application for
payment the percentage of the total payment with respect to the farm
to be made to each producer: And provided further, That payments
may be made, (1) in the event of the death, disappearance, or incom-
petency of a producer, to such beneficiary as the producer may desig-
nate in the application for payment; (2) to one producer of a group
of two or more producers, provided all producers on the farm desig-
nate such producer in the application for payment as sole recipient
for their benefit of the payment with respect to the farm; or (3) to a
person who is not a producer, provided such person controls the land
included within the farm with respect to which the application for
payment is made and is designated by the sole producer (or all
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conditions provided in section 301, with respect to bona fide abandon-
ment of planted acreage and crop deficiencies of harvested acreage, 
resulting from drought, flood, storm, freeze, disease, or insects, which 
cause such damage to all or a substantial part of the crop of sugar 
beets or sugarcane in the same factory district (as established by the 
Secretary), county, parish, municipality, or local producing area, as 
determined in accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary, 
on the following quantities of sugar or liquid sugar: (1) With respect 
to such bona fide abandonment of each planted acre of sugar beets or 
sugarcane, one-third of the normal yield of commercially recoverable 
sugar or liquid sugar per acre for the farm, as determined by the 
Secretary; and (2) with respect to such crop deficiencies of harvested 
acreage of sugar beets or sugarcane, the excess of 80 per centum of the 
normal yield of commercially recoverable sugar or liquid sugar for 
such acreage for the farm, as determined by the Secretary, over the 
actual yield. 
SEC. 304. (a) The amount of the base rate of payment shall be 80 

cents per hundred pounds of sugar or liquid sugar, raw value. 
(b) All payments shall be calculated with respect to a farm which, 

for the purposes of this Act, shall be a farming unit as determined in 
accordance with regulations issued by the Secretary, and in making 
such determinations, the Secretary shall take into consideration the 
use of common work stock, equipment, labor, management, and other 
pertinent factors. 

(c) The total payment with respect to a farm shall be the product 
of the base rate specified in subsection (a) of this section multiplied 
by the amount of sugar and liquid sugar, raw value, with respect to 
which payment is to be made, except that reduction shall be made 
from such total payment in accordance with the following scale of 
reductions: 
That portion of the quantity 

of sugar and liquid sugar Reduction in the base 
which is included within rate of payment per 
the following intervals of hundredweight of such 
short tons, raw value portion 

350 to 700  $0. 05 
700 to 1,000  . 10 
1,000 to 1,500   .20 

1,500 to 3,000  25 
3,000 to 6,000    . 275 
6,000 to 12,000  .30 
12,000 to 30,000  325 
More than 30,000  50 

(d) Application for payment shall be made by., and payments shall 
be made to, the producer or, in the event of his death, disappearance, 
or incompetency, his legal representative, or heirs : Provided, however, 
That all producers on the farm shall signify in the application for 
payment the percentage of the total payment with respect to the farm 
to be made to each producer: And provided further, That payments 
may be made, (1) in the event of the death, disappearance, or incom-
petency of a producer, to such beneficiary as the producer may desig-
nate in the application for payment; (2) to one producer of a group 
of two or more producers, provided all producers on the farm desig-
nate such producer in the application for payment as sole recipient 
for their benefit of the payment with respect to the farm; or (3) to a 
person who is not a producer, provided such person controls the land 
included within the farm with respect to which the application for 
payment is made and is designated by the sole producer (or all 
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producers) on the farm, as sole recipient for his or their benefit, of
the payment with respect to the farm.

Use of local cor- SEC. 305. In carrying out the provisions of titles II and III of thisnittees, etc.
Ante, pp. 923,929. Act, the Secretary is authorized to utilize local committees of sugar

beet or sugarcane producers, State and county agricultural conserva-
tion committees, or the Agricultural Extension Service and other
agencies, and the Secretary may prescribe that all or a part of the
expenses of such committees may be deducted from the payments
herein authorized.

Review of facts by SEC. 306. The facts constituting the basis for any payment, or thelecretary. amount thereof authorized to be made under this title, officially deter-
mined in conformity with rules or regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, shall be reviewable only by the Secretary, and his determinations
with respect thereto shall be final and conclusive.

Applicability. SEC. 307. This title shall apply to the continental United States, the
Territory of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

TITLE IV-GENERAL PROVISIONS
Expenditures. SEC. 401. For the purposes of this Act, the Secretary may make such

expenditures as he deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this
Act, including personal services and rents in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere.

Appropriations au- SEC. 402. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for eachthoriz. fiscal year for the purposes and administration of this Act the funds
Ante. p. 929. necessary to make the payments provided for in title III of this Act

and such other amounts as the Congress determines to be necessary
for such fiscal year to carry out the other provisions of the Act.

Availability of (b) All funds available for carrying out this Act shall be available
for allotment to the bureaus and offices of the Department of Agricul-
ture and for transfer to such other agencies of the Federal Government
as the Secretary may request to cooperate or assist in carrying out the
provisions of this Act.

(c) The funds made available for the purpose of enabling the Secre-
57 stat. i 10-. tary to carry into effect the provisions of the Sugar Act of 1937, as

13. M amended, during the fiscal year 1948 are also hereby made availableAnte, p. 3. to the Secretary for purposes of administration of the provisions of this
Act during the fiscal year 1948.

Orders or regula. SEC. 403. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make such orders orregulations, which shall have the force and effect of law, as may be
Penalty. necessary to carry out the powers vested in him by this Act. Any

person knowingly violating any order or regulation of the Secretary
issued pursuant to this Act shall, upon conviction, be punished by a
fine of not more than $100 for each such violation.

Publication of do- (b) Each determination issued by the Secretary in connection with
terantlo in Fed. quotas and deficits under title II or payments under title III of this
Antepp3. W

929. Act shall be promptly published in the Federal Register and shall be
accompanied by a statement of the bases and considerations upon
which such determination was made.

Jurisdiction, etc. SEC. 404. The several district courts of the United States are hereby
vested with jurisdiction specifically to enforce, and to prevent and
restrain any person from violating, the provisions of this Act or of
any order or regulation made or issued pursuant to this Act. If andwhen the Secretary shall so request, it shall be the duty of the several
district attorneys of the United States, in their respective districts, toinstitute proceedings to enforce the remedies and to collect the penaltiesand forfeitures provided for in this Act. The remedies provided for
in this Act shall be in addition to, and not exclusive of, any of theremedies or penalties existing at law or in equity.
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producers) on the farm, as sole recipient for his or their benefit, of 
the payment with respect to the farm. 

SEc. 305. In carrying out the provisions of titles II and III of this 
Act, the Secretary is authorized to utilize local committees of sugar 
beet or sugarcane producers, State and county agricultural conserva-
tion committees, or the Agricultural Extension Service and other 
agencies, and the Secretary may prescribe that all or a part of the 
expenses of such committees may be deducted from the payments 
herein authorized. 
SEC. 306. The facts constituting the basis for any payment, or the 

amount thereof authorized to be made under this title, officially deter-
mined in conformity with rules or regulations prescribed by the Secre-
tary, shall be reviewable only by the Secretary, and his determinations 
wita respect thereto shall be final and conclusive. 

SEC. 307. This title shall apply to the continental United States, the 
Territory of Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 

TITLE IV—GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEc. 401. For the purposes of this Act, the Secretary may make such 
expenditures as he deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this 
Act, including personal services and rents in the District of Columbia 
and elsewhere. 

SEc. 402. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated for each 
fiscal year for the purposes and administration of this Act the .funds 
necAssary to make the payments provided for in title III of this Act 
and such other amounts as the Congress determines to be necessary 
for such fiscal year to carry out the other provisions of the Act. 

(b) All funds available for carrying out this Act shall be available 
for allotment to the bureaus and offices of the Department of Agricul-
ture and for transfer to such other agencies of the Federal Government 
as the Secretary may request to cooperate or assist in carrying out the 
provisions of this Act. 

(c) The funds made available for the purpose of enabling the Secre-
tary to carry into effect the provisions of the Sugar Act of 1937, as 
amended, during the fiscal year 1948 are also hereby made available 
to the Secretary for purposes of administration of the provisions of this 
Act during the fiscal year 1948. 
SEC. 403. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make such orders or 

regulations, which shall have the force and effect of law, as may be 
necessary to carry out the powers vested in him by this Act. Any 
person knowingly violating any order or regulation of the Secretary 
issued pursuant to this Act shall, upon conviction, be punished by a 
fine of not more than $100 for each such violation. 

(b) Each determination issued by the Secretary in connection with 
quotas and deficits under title II or payments under title III of this 
Act shall be promptly published in the Federal Register and shall be 
accompanied by a statement of the bases and considerations upon 
which such determination was made. 
Sm. 401. The several district courts of the United States are hereby 

vested with jurisdiction specifically to enforce, and to prevent and 
restrain any person from violating, the provisions of this Act or of 
any order or regulation made or issued pursuant to this Act. If and 
when the Secretary shall so request, it shall be the duty of the several 
district attorneys of the United States, in their respective districts, to 
institute proceedings to enforce the remedies and to collect the penalties 
and forfeitures provided for in this Act. The remedies provided for 
in this Act shall be in addition to, and not exclusive of, any of the 
remedies or penalties existing at law or in equity. 
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SEC. 405. Any person who knowingly violates, or attempts to violate,
or who knowingly participates or aids in the violation of, any of the
provisions of section 209, or any person who brings or imports into
the continental United States direct-consumption sugar after the
quantities specified in section 207 have been filled, shall forfeit to the
United States the sum equal to three times the market value, at the
time of the commission of any such act, (a) of that quantity of sugar
or liquid sugar by which any quota, proration, or allotment is exceeded
or (b) of that quantity brought or imported into the continental
United States after the quantities specified in section 207 have been
filled, which forfeiture shall be recoverable in a civil suit brought in
the name of the United States.

SEC. 406. All persons engaged in the manufacturing, marketing, or
transportation or industrial use of sugar or liquid sugar, and having
information which the Secretary deems necessary to enable him to
administer the provisions of this Act, shall, upon the request of the
Secretary, furnish him with such information. Any person willfully
failing or refusing to furnish such information or furnishing willfully
any false information, shall upon conviction be subject to a penalty
of not more than $1,000 for each such violation.

SEC. 407. No person shall, while acting in any official capacity in the
administration of this Act, invest or speculate in sugar or liquid sugar,
contracts relating thereto, or the stock or membership interests of any
association or corporation engaged in the production or manufacturing
of sugar or liquid sugar. Any person violating this section shall upon
conviction thereof be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than two years, or both.

SEC. 408. Whenever pursuant to the provisions of this Act the Presi-
dent finds and proclaims that a national economic or other emergency
exists with respect to sugar or liquid sugar, he shall by proclamation
suspend the operation, except as provided in section 207 of this Act,
of all the provisions of title II above, and, thereafter, the operation of
such title shall continue in suspense until the President finds and
proclaims that the facts which occasioned such suspension no longer
exist. The Secretary shall make such investigations and reports
thereon to the President as may be necessary to aid him in carrying
out the provisions of this section.

SEC. 409. Whenever the Secretary determines that such action is
necessary to effectuate the purposes of this Act, he is authorized, if
first requested by persons constituting or representing a substantial
proportion of the persons affected in any one of the five domestic
sugar-producing areas, to make for such area surveys and investi-
gations to the extent he deems necessary, including the holding of
public hearings, and to make recommendations with respect to (a)
the terms and conditions of contracts between the producers and
processors of sugar beets and sugarcane in such area and (b) the terms
and conditions of contracts between laborers and producers of sugar
beets and sugarcane in such area. In carrying out the provisions of
this section, information shall not be made public with respect to the
individual operations of any processor, producer, or laborer.

SEC. 410. The Secretary is authorized to conduct surveys, investi-
gations, and research relating to the conditions and factors affecting
the methods of accomplishing most effectively the purposes of this Act
and for the benefit of agriculture generally in any area. Notwith-
standing any provision of existing law, the Secretary is authorized to
make public such information as he deems necessary to carry out the
provisions of this Act.

SEC. 411. The powers vested in the Secretary under this Act shall
terminate on December 31, 1952, except that the Secretary shall have
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An, P. e. power to make payments under title III under programs applicable to
the crop year 1952 and previous crop years.

Effective date. SEC. 412. The provisions of this Act, except where an earlier effective
date is provided for herein, shall become effective January 1, 1948.

50 stat. 16. As provided in section 513 of the Sugar Act of 1937, the powers vested7 U. S. c. § 1183.
in the Secretary under that Act shall terminate on December 31, 1947,
except that the Secretary shall have power to make payments under

Ante, p. 9. title III of that Act under programs thereunder applicable to the crop
year 1947 and previous crop years.

53 Stat. 428.
26 U. S. C. § 3507

(b).

53 Stat. 429.
26 U. S. .1 3508.

TITLE V-AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE

SEC. 501. (a) Subsection (b) of section 3507 of the Internal Revenue
Code (relating to the definition of "manufactured sugar") is amended
by inserting in the parenthesis after the word "added" therein the
following: or developed in the product".

(b) Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to termi-
nation of taxes) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 3508. TERMINATION OF TAXES.

"No tax shall be imposed under this chapter on the manufacture,
use, or importation of sugar or articles composed in chief value of

3 S sugar after June 30, 1953. Notwithstanding the provisions of section
2S tt. s A2 30, 3490 or 3500, no tax shall be imposed under this chapter with respect3500. to unsold sugar held by a manufacturer on June 30, 1953, or with

respect to sugar or articles composed in chief value of sugar held in
customs custody or control on such date.

upra With respect to any sugar or articles composed in chief value of
sugar upon which tax imposed under section 3500 has been paid and
which, on June 30, 1953, are held by the importer and intended for
sale or other disposition, there shall be refunded (without interest)
to such importer, subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by
the Commissioner of Customs with the approval ofthe Secretary, an
amount equal to the tax paid with respect to such sugar or articles

ffective date. composed in chief value of sugar."
(c) The amendments to the Internal Revenue Code provided for in

this section shall become effective upon the first day of the second
month following the date of the enactment of this Act.

Approved August 8, 1947.

December 17, 1947
I. 1774]
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1947.
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[CHAPTER 520]
AN ACT

To promote world peace and the general welfare, national interest, and foreign
policy of the United States by providing aid to certain foreign countries.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Foreign Aid Act of 1947".

SEC. 2. It is the purpose of this Act to provide immediate aid
urgently needed by the peoples of Austria, China, France, and Italy,
hereinafter referred to as the recipient countries, to alleviate conditions
of hunger and cold and prevent serious economic retrogression.

SEC. 3. The President, acting through such existing departments,
agencies, or independent establishments of the Government as he shall
direct, may, by allocation of funds herein authorized to any such
existing departments, agencies, or independent establishments, or by
establishing in this country credits subject to the control of the
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power to make payments under title III under programs applicable to 
the crop year 1952 and previous crop years. 
SEC. 412. The provisions of this Act, except where an earlier effective 

date is provided for herein, shall become effective January 1, 1948. 
As provided in section 513 of the Sugar Act of 1937, the powers vested 
in the Secretary under that Act shall terminate on December 31, 1947, 
except that the Secretary shall have power to make payments under 
title III of that Act under programs thereunder applicable to the crop 
year 1947 and previous crop years. 

TITLE V—AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL 
REVENUE CODE 

SEC. 501. (a) Subsection (b) of section 3507 of the Internal Revenue 
Code (relating to the definition of "manufactured sugar") is amended 
by inserting in the parenthesis after the word "added" therein the 
following: "or developed in the product". 

(b) Section 3508 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to termi-
nation of taxes) is amended to read as follows: 

"SEC. 3508. TERMINATION OF TAXES. 

"No tax shall be imposed under this chapter on the manufacture, 
use, or importation of sugar or articles composed in chief value of 
sugar after June 30, 1953. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 
3490 or 3500, no tax shall be imposed under this chapter with respect 
to unsold sugar held by a manufacturer on June 30, 1953, or with 
respect to sugar or articles composed in chief value of sugar held in 
customs custody or control on such date. 
With respect to any sugar or articles composed in chief value of 

sugar upon which tax imposed under section 3500 has been paid and 
which, on June 30, 1953, are held by the importer and intended for 
sale or other disposition' there shall be refunded (w ithout interest) 
to such importer, subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by 
the Commissioner of Customs with the approval of the Secretary, an 
amount equal to the tax paid with respect to such sugar or articles 
composed in chief value of sugar." 

(c) The amendments to the Internal Revenue Code provided for in 
this section shall become effective upon the first day of the second 
month following the date of the enactment of this Act. 
Approved August 8, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 520] 
AN ACT 

To promote world peace and the general welfare, national interest, and foreign 
policy of the United States by providing aid to certain foreign countries. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may 
be cited as the "Foreign Aid Act of 1947". 
SEC. 2. It is the purpose of this Act to provide immediate aid 

urgently needed by the peoples of Austria, China, France, and Italy, 
hereinafter referred to as the recipient countries, to alleviate conditions 
of hunger and cold and prevent serious economic retrogression. 
SEC. 3. The President, acting through such existing departments, 

agencies, or independent establishments of the Government as he shall 
direct, may, by allocation of funds herein authorized to any such 
existing departments, agencies, or independent establishments, or by 
establishing in this country credits subject to the control of the 
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President, whenever he finds it in furtherance of the purposes of this
Act and upon the terms and conditions set forth in this Act-

(a) procure, or provide for the procurement of, from any
source-

(1) food, medical supplies, fibers, fuel, petroleum and
petroleum products, fertilizer, pesticides, and seed, delivered
in a recipient country on or after the date of the enactment
of this Act; and

(2) incentive goods, consisting of commodities not in short
supply in the United States, including Government-owned
stocks, to be used, distributed, or sold in a recipient country,
under a specific agreement previously entered into pursuant
to section 5 (g) to increase the production or distribution of
locally produced commodities referred to in paragraph (1)
of this subsection (a): Provided, That not more than 5 per
centum of the funds made available under the authority of
this Act may be used to procure such incentive goods;

(b) transport and store, or provide for transportation and
storage of, such commodities;

(c) transfer such commodities to any recipient country;
(d) incur and defray expenses, including administrative

expenses and expenses for compensation and travel of personnel,
for carrying out the purposes of this Act.

SEC. 4. The President shall promulgate regulations controlling the Purchase and pro-

purchase or procurement of commodities under this Act designed to curement reglatios.
minimize (a) the drain upon the natural resources of the United
States and (b) the impact of such purchase or procurement upon the
domestic price level: Provided-

(1} That procurement may be from foreign sources whenever Procurement from
the cost delivered to the recipient country will be less than the cost oreig ouces.

delivered from the United States;
(2) That, except in the case of commodities not produced in

commercial quantities in the United States, not more than 10 per
centum of the funds made available under the authority of this
Act may be used to procure commodities abroad at delivered cost
higher than from the United States, its Territories and possessions,
provided that the President shall find that such commodities are
m short supply or not readily available in the United States:
Provided further That no funds made available under tlhe Iric limitation.

authority of this Act shall be used by any procurenenlt agency of
the United States Government for the purchase, within the United
States and its Territories and possessions, of any commodities
(other than commodities procured by or in the possession of the
Commodity Credit Corporation pursuant to Act of July 1, 1941, 15 U. S. C. 713,
55 Stat. 498, as amended) at prices higher than the market price AntC, p. 451.
prevailing at the time of the purchase in the area wherein the
purchase is made;

(3) That the President shall, in making a finding of short
supply in the United States, consider (a) the drain upon natural
resources, and (b) the effect of the necessary procurement upon
domestic prices;

(4) That the procurement of petroleum and petroleum prod- etroleum and pe-
ucts shall, to the maximum extent practicable, be made fromtroleu du
petroleum sources outside of the United States and its Territories
and possessions; and wherever practicable such petroleum and
petroleum products shall be delivered to the recipient country
by the most economical route from the source of supply.

SEC. 5. Before any commodities are made available to any recipient ilateralagreement.

country under the authority of this Act, an agreement shall be entered cipient coanty.
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into, subject to the limitations and provisions of this Act, between
such country and the United States containing an undertaking by
such country-

(a) to make efficient use of any commodities made available
under the authority of this Act and to take insofar as possible the
economic measures necessary to increase its ability to achieve a
self-sustaining economy;

(b) to make, when any commodity which is not furnished onterms of repayment in dollars is made available under this Act,
a commensurate deposit in the currency of such country in aspecial account under such general terms and conditions as may,in said agreement, be agreed to between such country and theGovernment of the United States, and to hold or use such specialaccount for, and only for, such purposes as may be agreed tobetween such country and the Government of the United States,and under agreement by the government of the receiving countrythat any unencumbered balance remaining in such account onJune 30, 1948, will be disposed of within such country for suchpurposes as may, subject to approval by Act or joint resolution ofthe Congress, be agreed between such country and the Govern-
ment of the United States;

(c) to give full and continuous publicity by all available media(including government press and radio) within such country,so as to inform the ultimate consumers, as to the purpose, source,character, and amounts of commodities made available under theauthority of this Act;
(d) to furnish promptly upon request of the President infor-mation concerning the method of distribution and use of com-modities made available under this Act, and to furnish on March31, 1948, or as soon as practicable thereafter, information

showing-
(1) an itemized list of commodities made available with

funds provided under this Act;
(2) the total amount of money received by such countryfrom the sale of commodities made available under this Actand the average price charged per unit for each commodity;
(3) a detailed statement of the disposition of all moneyand other things of value received from the sale or transfer

of any commodities made available under this Act; and
(4) such other information concerning the distribution

and use of commodities made available under this Act as maybe requested by the President;
(e) to make available to its people at reasonable prices, con-sistent with economic conditions in the recipient country, suchcommodities as it may sell under the terms of this Act; and,where necessary, to distribute to indigent and needy persons theirfair share of all available food supplies;
(f) to make all possible efforts to secure the maximum produc-tion and distribution of locally produced commodities, and not topermit any measures to be taken involving sale, distribution, oruse of any commodities of the character covered in this Act whichwould reduce the locally produced supply of such commoditiesor the utilization of foreign sources of supply other than the

United States;
(g) to enter into specific agreements providing for such use,distribution, and sale of each classification of incentive goods,made available to it under the authority of this Act, as wil in-crease the production or distribution of locally produced com-modities referred to in paragraph (1) of section 3 (a);
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into, subject to the limitations and provisions of this Act, between 
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distribution, and sale of each classification of incentive goods, 
made available to it under the authority of this Act, as will in-
crease. the production or distribution of locally produced com-
modities referred to in paragraph (1) of section 3 (a); 
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(h) not to export or permit removal from such country, while
need therefor continues, of commodities made available under
the authority of this Act or commodities of the same character
produced locally or imported from outside sources, except to the
extent agreed upon-by the Government of the United States;

(i) to permit representatives of the Government of the United
States, including such committees of the Congress as may be
authorized by their respective Houses, to observe, advise, and
report on the distribution among the people of such country of
commodities made available under the authority of this Act;

(j) to permit representatives of the press and radio of the
United States to observe and report on the distribution and util-
ization of the commodities made available under this Act and the
special account provided for in subsection (b) of this section.

SEC. 6. The President shall promptly terminate the provision of
aid under this Act for any country (a) whenever he determines that
such country is not adhering to the terms of its agreement entered into
in accordance with section 5 of this Act; or (b) whenever he finds, by
reason of changed conditions, that the provision of aid under this Act
is no longer necessary or desirable; or (c) whenever he finds that be-
cause of changed conditions aid under this Act is no longer consistent
with the national interests of the United States.

SEC. 7. All commodities made available under the authority of this
Act or the containers of such commodities shall, to the extent prac-
ticable be marked stamped, branded, or labeled in a conspicuous place
as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature of such commodi-
ties or containers will permit, in such manner as to indicate to the people
of the country of destination that such commodities have been fur-
nished or made available by the United States of America.

SEC. 8. Wherever reference is made, in this Act, to commodities
made available under the authority of this Act, such reference shall
be deemed to include commodities procured with credits made avail-
able to a recipient country under the authority of this Act.

SEC. 9. The President shall take appropriate steps to encourage other
countries to make available to recipient countries such aid as they
may be able to furnish.

SEC. 10. The President may, from time to time, promulgate such
rules and regulations as he may find necessary and proper to carry
out any of the provisions of this Act: Provided, That nothing in this
Act shall be deemed to authorize the issuance of any proclamations,
orders, rules, or regulations in any way controlling production or
prices or allocating deliveries of any commodity within the United
States. He may delegate to the Secretary of State any of the powers
or authority conferred on him under this Act. In accordance with
the direction of the President, the responsibility for administering
in the recipient countries the program of assistance provided for in
this Act shall be vested in the field administrator of the United States
foreign relief program appointed pursuant to section 4 of the joint
resolution of May 31, 1947 (Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress).
The provisions of subsections (i) and (j) of section 5 of this Act
shall not apply to distribution of commodities in Austria: Provided,
That the President shall have determined, upon recommendation of
the United States High Commissioner for Austria, that commodities
furnished to Austria hereunder will be distributed under control
systems embodied in agreements between the High Commissioner
and the other occupying authorities or the Austrian Government
which assure compliance with the objectives of the occupation and
with the purposes of this Act. No citizen or resident of the United
States shall serve under this Act as a United States representative,
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(h) not to export or permit removal from such country, while 
need therefor continues, of commodities made available under 
the authority of this Act or commodities of the same character 
produced locally or imported from outside sources, except to the 
extent agreed upon- by the Government of the United States; 

(i) to permit representatives of the Government of the United 
States, including such committees of the Congress as may be 
authorized by their respective Houses, to observe, advise, and 
report on .the distribution among the people of such country of 
commodities made available under the authority of this Act; 

(j) to permit representatives of the press and radio of the 
United States to observe and report on the distribution and util-
ization of the commodities made available under this Act and the 
special account provided for in subsection (b) of this section. 

SEC. 6. The President shall promptly terminate the provision of 
aid under this Act for any country (a) whenever he determines that 
such country is not adhering to the terms of its agreement entered into 
in accordance with section 5 of this Act; or (b) whenever he finds, by 
reason of changed conditions, that the provision of aid under this Act 
is no longer necessary or desirable; or (c) whenever he finds that be-
cause of changed conditions aid under this Act is no longer consistent 
with the national interests of the United States. 
SEC. 7. All commodities made available under the authority of this 

Act or the containers of such commodities shall, to the extent prac-
ticable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labeled in a conspicuous place 
as legibly, indelibly, and permanently as the nature of such commodi-
ties or containers will permit, in such manner as to indicate to the people 
of the country of destination that such commodities have been fur-
nished or made available by the United States of America. 
SEC. 8. Wherever reference is made, in this Act, to commodities 

made available under the authority of this Act, such reference shall 
be deemed to include commodities procured with credits made avail-
able to a recipient country under the authority of this Act. 
SEC. 9. The President shall take appropriate steps to encourage other 

countries to make available to recipient countries such aid as they 
may be able to furnish. 
SEC. 10. The President may, from time to time, promulgate such 

rules and regulations as he may find necessary and proper to carry 
out any of the provisions of this Act: Provided, That nothing in this 
Act shall be deemed to authorize the issuance of any proclamations, 
orders, rules, or regulations in any way controlling production or 
prices or allocating deliveries of any commodity within the United 
States. He may delegate to the Secretary of State any of the powers 
or authority conferred on him under this Act. In accordance with 
the direction of the President, the responsibility for administering 
in the recipient countries the program of assistance provided for in 
this Act shall be vested in the field administrator of the United States 
foreign relief program appointed pursuant to section 4 of the joint 
resolution of May 31, 1947 (Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress). 
The provisions of subsections (i) and (j) of section 5 of this Act 
shall not apply to distribution of commodities in Austria: Provided, 
That the President shall have determined, upon recommendation of 
the United States High Commissioner for Austria, that commodities 
furnished to Austria hereunder will be distributed under control 
systems embodied in agreements between the High Commissioner 
and the other occupying authorities .or the Austrian Government 
which assure compliance with the objectives of the occupation and 
with the purposes of this Act. No citizen or resident of the United 
States shall serve under this Act as a United States representative, 
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observer, or adviser until such person has been investigated as to
loyalty and security by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The
field administrator may, when he finds it essential to the purposes
of this Act, utilize for observation the services of a limited number
of other persons, who shall be investigated and approved by the field
administrator.

Appropriation au- SEC. 11. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to
Post, p. 92. exceed $597,000,000, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise

appropriated, to carry out the provisions and accomplish the purposes
of this Act. This Act, however, shall not imply any present or future
obligation to give aid to any foreign country, nor shall it imply or
guarantee the availability of any specific commodities.

Wheat, wheat flour, (b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, none of the
funds authorized or made available under this Act shall be used or
made available for use for the acquisition of wheat, wheat flour, or
cereal grain in the United States or the shipment thereof from the
United States unless the President shall first-

(1) survey the requirements of other countries which are
dependent upon the United States for a portion of their supplies
of such commodities;

(2) estimate the quantities of such commodities which will
probably be made available to such countries from the United
States; and

(3) estimate the total amount of such commodities available
for export from the United States to the recipient countries,
after giving due consideration to the quantity thereof required
in this country for food, feed, seed, and industrial uses, and
for the needs of other countries dependent upon the United
States for supplies of such commodities. In estimating the
amount of such commodities available for export from the
United States the President shall allow for a carry-over of wheat
in the United States as of July 1, 1948, of not less than one
hundred and fifty million bushels to protect the economy of the
United States from inflationary prices and to insure against a
scarcity of bread for domestic consumption during the twelve-
month period beginning July 1, 1948.

The funds authorized herein shall not be made available or used
to acquire a quantity of wheat, wheat flour and cereal grain in the
United States which, after taking into consideration the amount
estimated for export to other countries, and the amount needed for
domestic consumption in the United States, will leave a carry-over
of less than one hundred and fifty million bushels of wheat on July 1,
1948, unless the estimates of the President after March 1, 1948,
justify an increase in the amount available for export to recipient
countries with full protection for domestic needs.

fdvalabli.ty or (c) Funds authorized under this Act, when allocated to any de-
partment, agency, or independent establishment of the Government,
shall be available for obligation and expenditure in accordance with
the laws governing obligations and expenditures of such department
agency, or independent establishment or organizational unit thereof
concerned and without regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of the

Advances by R evised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5; 31 U. S. C. 529).
Ante, p. 125. (d) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until suchtime as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to this section, to
make advances, not to exceed in the aggregate $150,000,000, to carry
out the provisions of this Act, in such manner and in such amounts as
the President shall determine. From appropriations authorized
under this section, there shall be repaid without interest to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation the advances made by it under the
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observer, or adviser until such person has been investigated as to 
loyalty and security by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The 
field administrator may, when he finds it essential to the purposes 
of this Act, utilize for observation the services of a limited number 
of other persons, who shall be investigated and approved by the field 
administrator. 
SEC. 11. (a) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated not to 

exceed $597,000,000, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, to carry out the provisions and accomplish the purposes 
of this Act. This Act, however, shall not imply any present or future 
obligation to give aid to any foreign country, nor shall it imply or 
guarantee the availability of any specific commodities. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, none of the 
funds authorized or made available under this Act shall be used or 
made available for use for the acquisition of wheat, wheat flour, or 
cereal grain in the United States or the shipment thereof from the 
United States unless the President shall first— 

(1) survey the requirements of other countries which are 
dependent upon the United States for a portion of their supplies 
of such commodities; 

(2) estimate the quantities of such commodities which will 
probably be made available to such countries from the United 
States; and 

(3) estimate the total amount of such commodities available 
for export from the United States to the recipient countries, 
after giving due consideration to the quantity thereof required 
in this country for food, feed, seed, and industrial uses, and 
for the needs of other countries dependent upon the United 
States for supplies of such commodities. In estimating the 
amount of such commodities available for export from the 
United States the President shall allow for a carry-over of wheat 
in the United States as of July 1, 1948, of not less than one 
hundred and fifty million bushels to protect the economy of the 
United States from inflationary prices and to insure against a 
scarcity of bread for domestic consumption during the twelve-
month period beginning July 1, 1948. 

The funds authorized herein shall not be made available or used 
to acquire a quantity of wheat, wheat flour and cereal grain in the 
United States which, after taking into consideration the amount 
estimated for export to other countries, and the amount needed for 
domestic consumption in the United States, will leave a carry-over 
of less than one hundred and fifty million bushels of wheat on July 1, 
1948, unless the estimates of the President after March 1, 1948, 
justify an increase in the amount available for export to recipient 
countries with full protection for domestic needs. 

(c) Funds authorized under this Act, when allocated to any de-
partment, agency, or independent establishment of the Government, 
shall be available for obligation and expenditure in accordance with 
the laws governing obligations and expenditures of such department, 
agency, or independent establishment or organizational unit thereof 
concerned, and without regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of the 
Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U. S. C. 5; 31 U. S. C. 529). 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation is authorized and directed, until such 
time as an appropriation shall be made pursuant to this section, to 
make advances, not to exceed in the aggregate $150,000,000, to carry 
out the provisions of this Act, in such manner and in such amounts as 
the President shall determine. From appropriations authorized 
under this section, there shall be repaid w ithout interest to the Recon-
struction Finance Corporation the advances made by it under the 
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authority contained herein. No interest shall be charged on advances
made by the Treasury to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in
implementation of this subsection.

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any commodity
heretofore or hereafter acquired by any agency of the Government
under any price-support program shall, to the extent that such com-
modity is determined by the President to be appropriate for such pur-
pose and in excess of domestic requirements, be utilized in providing
aid under this Act or any other Act providing for assistance and relief
to foreign countries, and shall be disposed of by such agency for such
purpose at such price as may be determined by such agency, which
price may be the equivalent of the domestic market price of a quantity
of wheat having a caloric value equal to that of the quantity of the com-
modity so disposed of. Any such agency shall report to the Congress
on March 31, 1948, or as soon as practicable thereafter, the amount of
losses incurred by it as the result of the disposition of commodities
hereunder and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and
directed to cancel notes of such agency held by him in an amount equal
to the amount of such losses.

SEC. 12. Personnel employed to carry out the purposes of this Act
shall not be included in computing limitations on personnel established
pursuant to the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 (59 Stat. 298),
as amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946
(60 Stat. 219).

SEC. 13. The President, from time to time, but not less frequently
than once every calendar quarter, and until the end of the quarterly
period after all operations under the authority of this Act have been
completed, shall transmit to the Congress a report of operations under
this Act. All information received pursuant to undertakings provided
for by section 5 (d) of this Act shall, as soon as may be practicable after
the receipt thereof, be reported to the Congress. Reports provided for
under this section shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Senate or
the Clerk of the House of Representatives, if the Senate or the House
of Representatives, as the case may be, is not in session.

SEC. 14. The functions, applicable records, and funds provided for
the purposes of carrying out this Act shall be transferred to the admin-
istration of any organization for general foreign aid which Congress
may provide. To the extent that any funds may be made available
under provisions of any other Act heretofore or hereafter passed
relating to China, any funds reserved under this Act for China may
be used for aid to the other countries named in section 2 of this Act.

SEC. 15. After March 31, 1948, no funds may be obligated for the
procurement of commodities provided for underthis Act.

SEC. 16. (a) Clause (1) in the proviso in the first paragraph of the
first section of the joint resolution of May 31, 1947 (Public Law 84,
Eightieth Congress), is amended to read as follows: "(1) to constitute
more than 57 per centum of the aggregate amount contributed to said
fund by all governments, including the United States;"".

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall
take effect as of May 31,1947.

SEC. 17. If any provision of this Act or the application of such
provision to any circumstance shall be held invalid, the validity of
the remainder of the Act and the applicability of such provision to
other circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

SEC. 18. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to make inapplicable,
in the case of commodities procured under the authority of this Act,
the authority to prohibit or curtail exports granted by section 6 of
the Act of July 2, 1940 (Public Law 703, Seventy-sixth Congress), as
now in force or as hereafter amended.

Approved December 17, 1947.
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authority contained herein. No interest shall be charged on advances 
made by the Treasury to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in 
implementation of this subsection. 

(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any commodity 
heretofore or hereafter acquired by any agency of the Government 
under any price-support program shall, to the extent that such com-
modity is determined by the President to be appropriate for such pur-
pose and in excess of domestic requirements, be utilized in providing 
aid under this Act or any other Act providing for assistance and relief 
to foreign countries, and shall be disposed of by such agency for such 
purpose at such price as may be determined by such agency, which 
price may be the equivalent of the domestic market price of a quantity 
of wheat having a caloric value equal to that of the quantity of the com-
modity so disposed of. Any such agency shall report to the Congress 
on March 31, 1948, or as soon as practicable thereafter, the amount of 
losses incurred by it as the result of the disposition of commodities 
hereunder and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and 
directed to cancel notes of such agency held by him in an amount equal 
to the amount of such losses. 
SEC. 12. Personnel employed to carry out the purposes of this Act 

shall not be included in computing limitations on personnel established 
pursuant to the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945 (59 Stat. 298), 
as amended by section 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946 
(60 Stat. 219). 
SEC. 13. The President, from time to time, but not less frequently 

than once every calendar quarter, and until the end of the quarterly 
period after all operations under the authority of this Act have been 
completed, shall transmit to the Congress a report of operations under 
this Act. All information received pursuant to undertakings provided 
for by section 5 (d) of this Act shall, as soon as may be practicable after 
the receipt thereof, be reported to the Congress. Reports provided for 
under this section shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Senate or 
the Clerk of the House of Representatives, if the Senate or the House 
of Representatives, as the case may be, is not in session. 
SEC. 14. The functions, applicable records, and funds provided for 

the purposes of carrying out this Act shall be transferred to the admin-
istration of any organization for general foreign aid which Congress 
may provide. To the extent that any funds may be made available 
under provisions of any other Act heretofore or hereafter passed 
relating to China, any funds reserved under this Act for China may 
be used for aid to the other countries named in section 2 of this Act. 
SEC. 15. After March 31, 1948, no funds may be obligated for the 

procurement of commodities provided for under this Act. 
SEC. 16. (a) Clause (1) in the proviso in the first paragraph of the 

first section of the joint resolution of May 31, 1947 (Public Law 84, 
Eightieth Congress), is amended to read as follows: "(1) to constitute 
more than 57 per centum of the aggregate amount contributed to said 
fund by all governments, including the United States i". 

(b) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this section shall 
take effect as of May 31, 1947. 
SEC. 17. If any provision of this Act or the application of such 

provision to any circumstance shall be held .invalid, the validity of 
the remainder of the Act and the applicability of such provision to 
other circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 
SEC. 18. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to make inapplicable, 

in the case of commodities procured under the authority of this Act, 
the authority to prohibit or curtail exports granted by section 6 of 
the Act of July 2, 1940 (Public Law 703, Seventy-sixth Congress), as 
now in force or as hereafter amended. 
Approved December 17, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 521]

December 19, 1947
[H. R. 4627]
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December 19, 1947
[H. R. 44691

[Public Law 391]

[61 STAT.

AN ACT
To authorize an appropriation for the immediate relief of the Navajo and Hopi

Indians, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $2,000,000, or so much thereof
as may be necessary, to enable the Secretary of the Interior to provide
immediate relief for needy Navajo and Hopi Indians who are on their
reservations or allotted holdings and for those who leave their reserva-
tions for employment as hereinafter provided. Not to exceed $500,000
of such amount shall be available for relief of the children, the blind,
aged, sick, and disabled, who are needy, and the needy able-bodied
where work is not available; and not to exceed $1,500,000 (a) to pro-
vide useful employment on permanent construction projects duly
authorized for the Navajo and Hopi Indians and (b) to secure employ-
ment off their reservations for Navajo and Hopi Indians.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed at
the earliest practicable date to submit to the Congress his recommenda-
tions for necessary legislation for a long-range program dealing with
the problems of the Navajo and Hopi Indians.

Approved December 19, 1947.

[CHAPTER 522]
AN ACT

To amend the Act of July 7, 1947, so as to authorize the Commission on Organi-zation of the Executive Branch of the Government to procure the temporary
or intermittent services of experts or consultants or organizations thereof.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ganization of the Ex- United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of
ecutive Bnch of the the Act of July 7, 1947 (Public Law 162, Eightieth Congress), is herebyGovernment.

Ante, p. 247. amended to read as follows:
"SEc. 7. (a) The Commission shall have power to appoint and fix

the compensation of such personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance
42 Sta. bl.-74 with the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification Actof 1923, as amended: Provided, That the Commission also may procure,

without regard to the civil-service laws and classification laws, tem-
porary and intermittent services to the same extent as is authorized

5 u s for the departments by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (PublicLaw 600, Seventy-ninth Congress, 60 Stat. 810), but at rates not to
exceed $50 per diem for individuals.

"(b) Service of an individual as a member of the Commission or
employment of an individual by the Commission as an attorney or
expert in any business or professional field, on a part-time or full-time
basis, with or without compensation, shall not be considered as service
or employment bringing such individual within the provisions of sec-35 tat. 1107, . tions 109 or 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18,SR Stat. 668.

41 U. S. C. 119. secs. 198 and 203), or of section 19 (e) of the Contract Settlement Act
of 1944, or of any other Federal law imposing restrictions, require-
ments, or penalties in relation to the employment of persons, the per-
formance of services, or the payment or receipt of compensation in
connection with any claim, proceeding, or'natter involving the United
States."

Approved December 19, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 521] 
AN ACT 

To authorize an appropriation for the immediate relief of the Navajo and Hopi 
Indians, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That there is hereby 
authorized to be appropriated the sum of $2,000,000, or so much thereof 
as may be necessary, to enable the Secretary of the Interior to provide 
immediate relief for needy Navajo and Hopi Indians who are on their 
reservations or allotted holdings and for those who leave their reserva-
tions for employment as hereinafter provided. Not to exceed $500,000 
of such amount shall be available for relief of the children, the blind, 
aged, sick, and disabled, who are needy, and the needy able-bodied 
where work is not available; and not to exceed $1,500,000 (a) to pro-
vide useful employment on permanent construction projects duly 
authorized for the Navajo and Hopi Indians and (b) to secure employ-
ment off their reservations for Navajo and Hopi Indians. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed at 

the earliest practicable date to submit to the Congress his recommenda-
tions for necessary legislation for a long-range program dealing with 
the problems of the Navajo and Hopi Indians. 
Approved December 19, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 522] 
AN ACT 

To amend the Act of July 7, 1947, so as to authorize the Commission on Organi-
zation of the Executive Branch of the Government to procure the temporary 
or intermittent services of experts or consultants or organizations thereof. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 7 of 
the Act of July 7, 1947 (Public Law 162, Eightieth Congress), is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

"SEc. 7. (a) The Commission shall have power to appoint and fix 
the compensation of such personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance 
with the provisions of the civil-service laws and the Classification Act 
of 1923, as amended: Provided, That the Commission also may procure, 
without regard to the civil-service laws and classification laws, tem-
porary and intermittent services to the same extent as is authorized 
for the departments by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (Public 
Law 600, Seventy-ninth Congress, 60 Stat. 810), but at rates not to 
exceed $50 per diem for individuals. 

"(b) Service of an individual as a member of the Commission or 
employment of an individual by the Commission as an attorney or 
expert in any business or professional field, on a part-time or full-time 
basis, with or without compensation, shall not be considered as service 
or employment bringing such individual within the provisions of sec-
tions 109 or 113 of the Criminal Code (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 18, 
secs. 198 and 203), or of section 19 (e) of the Contract Settlement Act 
of 1944, or of any other Federal law imposing restrictions, require-
ments, or penalties in relation to the employment of persons, the per-
formance of services, or the payment or receipt of compensation in 
connection with any claim, proceeding, orinatter involving the United 
States." 

Approved December 19, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 523]
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to publish the names and addresses of
persons transacting business on the boards of trade, and the amounts of com-
modities purchased or sold by them; to furnish to committees of Congress upon
request and to make public any such information in his possession; and for
other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 8 of the Com-
modity Exchange Act, as amended, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

"Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section or of any
other law, the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, from
time to time disclose and make public the names and addresses of all
traders on the boards of trade on the commodity markets with respect
to whom the Secretary has information, and any other information
in the possession of the Department of Agriculture relating to the
amount of commodities purchased or sold by each such trader; and
when requested by any committee of either House of Congress, acting
within the scope of its jurisdiction, shall furnish to such committee
and make public the names and addresses of all traders on such boards
of trade with respect to whom the Secretary has information, and any
other information in the possession of the Department of Agriculture
relating to the amounts of commodities purchased or sold by each
such trader."

Approved December 19, 1947.

[CHAPTER 524]
AN ACT

Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to supply supplemental appropriations for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely:

LEGISLATIVE

SENATE

For payment, in equal portions, to Theodore G. Bilbo, Junior, son,
and Jessie Forrest Bilbo, daughter, of Theodore G. Bilbo, late a
Senator from the State of Mississippi, $12,500.

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF SENATORS

For additional mileage of the President of the Senate and of Sen-
ators, at the rate authorized by law, $51,000.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to Fannie H. Gifford, widow of Charles L. Gifford.
late a Representative from the State of Massachusetts, $12,500.

For payment to Nancy M. Springer, widow of Raymond S. Springer.
late a Representative from the State of Indiana, $12,500.

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF MEMBERS

For additional mileage of Members of the House of Representatives,
Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Commissioner from
Puerto Rico, at the rate authorized by law, $171,000.
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[CHAPTER 523] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to publish the names and addresses of 
persons transacting business on the boards of trade, and the amounts of com-
modities purchased or sold by them; to furnish to committees of Congress upon 
request and to make public any such information in his possession; and for 
other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That section 8 of the Com-
modity Exchange Act, as amended, is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the following new paragraph: 
"Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section or of any 

other law, the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, from 
time to time disclose and make public the names and addresses of all 
traders on the boards of trade on the commodity markets with respect 
to whom the Secretary has information, and any other information 
in the possession of the Department of Agriculture relating to the 
amount of commodities purchased or sold by each such trader; and 
when requested by any committee of either House of Congress, acting 
within the scope of its jurisdiction, shall furnish to such committee 
and make public the names and addresses of all traders on such boards 
of trade with respect to whom the Secretary has information, and any 
other information in the possession of the Department of Agriculture 
relating to the amounts of commodities purchased or sold by each 
such trader." 
Approved December 19, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 524] 
AN ACT 

Making supplemental appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1948, 
and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following 
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise 
appropriated, to supply supplemental appropriations for the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1948, and for other purposes, namely: 

LEGISLATIVE 

SENATE 

For payment, in equal portions, to Theodore G. Bilbo, Junior, son, 
and Jessie Forrest Bilbo, daughter, of Theodore G. Bilbo, late a 
Senator from the State of Mississippi, $12,500. 

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF SENATORS 

For additional mileage of the President of the Senate and of Sen-
ators, at the rate authorized by law, $51,000. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

For payment to Fannie H. Gifford, widow of Charles L. Gifford. 
late a Representative from the State of Massachusetts, $12.500. 
For payment to Nancy M. Springer, widow of Raymond S. Springer. 

late a Representative from the State of Indiana, $12,500. 

SALARIES, MILEAGE, AND EXPENSES OF MEMBERS 

For additional mileage of Members of the House of Representatives, 
Delegates from Territories, and the Resident Commissioner from 
Puerto Rico, at the rate authorized by law, $171,000. 
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Ante, p. 938.
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Government losses.
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Utilsation of funds.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT

FOREIGN AI

Foreign aid: To enable the President to carry out the provisions
of the Act entitled the "Foreign Aid Act of 1947" (Public Law 389,
Eightieth Congress) insofar as applicable to Austria, France, and
Italy, $522,000,000, and to enable the President to carry out the
provisions of Public Law 84, in respect to China, $18,000,000; in all,
$540,000,000: Provided, That any administrative expenses which may
be incurred by the Department of State in carrying out duties assigned
to it under said Act may be paid from any funds available to said
Department for administrative expenses, except that funds herein
appropriated shall not be available for such purpose: Provided fur-
ther, That none of the funds appropriated or made available by this
Act shall be used or made available for use for the acquisition of
nitrates or nitrogenous fertilizer, or petroleum products, or wheat,
wheat flour, or cereal grain in the United States or the shipment thereof
from the United States unless the President shall first-

(1) survey the requirements of other countries which are dependent
upon the United States for a portion of their supplies of such com-
modities, and

(2) estimate the quantities of such commodities which probably
will be made available to such countries from the United States, and

(3) estimate the total amount of such commodities available for
export from the United States to the recipient countries, after giving
due consideration to the quantity thereof required in this country to
meet essential domestic needs and for wastage, food, feed, seed, and
industrial uses, and for the needs of other countries dependent upon
the United States for supplies of such commodities. In determining
the amount of such commodities available for export from the United
States the President shall allow for a carry-over of wheat in the United
States as of July 1, 1948, of not less than one hundred and fifty million
bushels, and: Provided further, That the funds appropriated in this
Act shall not be made available or used to acquire a quantity of wheat,
wheat flour, and cereal grain in the United States which, after taking
into consideration the amount estimated for export to other countries,
and the amount needed for domestic consumption in the United States,
will leave a carry-over of less than 150,000,000 bushels of wheat on
July 1, 1948.

The losses incurred by agencies of the Government through sales of
commodities in accordance with the terms of subsection (e) of section
11 of the Foreign Aid Act of 1947 shall not exceed $57,500,000.

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY

SOCIAL SECRrrIT ADMINISTRATION

Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen: For an additional
amount for "Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen,"
$1,300,000.

Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For an
additional amount for "Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Admin-
istration," $40,000.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized, with the approval
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to utilize, by transfer or
otherwise, during the period between the date of approval of this
Act and April 1, 1948, such amounts as may be necessary (but not to
exceed a total of $2,750,000) from any appropriation or fund available
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FUNDS APPROPRIATED TO THE PRESIDENT 

FOREIGN Am 

Foreign aid: To enable the President to carry out the provisions 
of the Act entitled the "Foreign Aid Act of 1947" (Public Law 389, 
Eightieth Congress) insofar as applicable to Austria, France, and 
Italy, $522,000,000, and to enable the President to carry out the 
provisions of Public Law 84, in respect to China, $18,000,000.; in all, 
$540,000,000: Provided, That any administrative expenses which may 
be incurred by the Department of State in carrying out duties assigned 
to it under said Act may be paid from any funds available to said 
Department for administrative expenses, except that funds herein 
appropriated shall not be available for such purpose: Provided fur-
ther, That none of the funds appropriated or made available by this 
Act shall be used or made available for use for the acquisition of 
nitrates or nitrogenous fertilizer, or petroleum products, or wheat, 
wheat flour, or cereal grain in the United States or the shipment thereof 
from the United States unless the President shall first— 

(1) survey the requirements of other countries which are dependent 
upon the United States for a portion of their supplies of such com-
modities, and 

(2) estimate the quantities of such commodities which probably 
will be made available to such countries from the United States, and 

(3) estimate the total amount of such commodities available for 
export from the United States to the recipient countries, after giving 
due consideration to the quantity thereof required in this country to 
meet essential domestic needs and for wastage, food, feed, seed, and 
industrial uses, and for the needs of other countries dependent upon 
the United States for supplies of such commodities. In determining 
the amount of such commodities available for export from the United 
States the President shall allow for a carry-over of wheat in the United 
States as of July 1, 1948, of not less than one hundred and fifty million 
bushels, and: Provided further, That the funds appropriated in this 
Act shall not be made available or used to acquire a quantity of wheat, 
wheat flour, and cereal grain in the United States which, after taking 
into consideration the amount estimated for export to other countries, 
and the amount needed for domestic consumption in the United States, 
will leave a carry-over of less than 150,000,000 bushels of wheat on 
July 1, 1948. 
The losses incurred by agencies of the Government through sales of 

commodities in accordance with the terms of subsection (e) of section 
11 of the Foreign Aid Act of 1947 shall not exceed $57,500,000. 

FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 

Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen: For an additional 
amount for "Reconversion unemployment benefits for seamen," 
$1,300,000. 

Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Administration: For an 
additional amount for "Miscellaneous expenses, Social Security Admin-
istration," $40,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

The Secretary of Agriculture is hereby authorized, with the approval 
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to utilize, by transfer or 
otherwise, during the period between the date of approval of this 
Act and April 1, 1948, such amounts as may be necessary (but not to 
exceed a total of $2,750,000) from any appropriation or fund available 
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to the bureaus, corporations, or agencies of the Department of Agri-
culture, for expenses necessary to carry out (a) any laws enacted
subsequent to December 1, 1947, to (1) authorize the regulation of
speculative trading on the commodity exchanges and (2) authorize
allocation and inventory control of scarce agricultural commodities;
and (b) any programs approved by the President under existing laws
to encourage conservation practices in this country: Provided, That,
notwithstanding any other provision of the appropriation laws con-
cerned, any funds utilized under authority of this paragraph by any
bureau, corporation, or agency of such Department shall be in addition
to any other funds available to such bureau, corporation, or agency:
Provided further, That at the end of each calendar month the Secre-
tary shall make a report to the Committees on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives and the Senate of obligations incurred
pursuant to this paragraph.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Crva FUNCrToNs

Government and relief in occupied areas: For an additional amount
for "Government and relief in occupied areas", $340,000,000.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Secretary of Commerce is hereby authorized, with the approval
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to utilize, by transfer
or otherwise, during the period between the date of approval of this
Act and April 1, 1948, such amounts as may be necessary (but not to
exceed a total of $750,000) from any appropriation or fund available
to any bureau or office of the Department of Commerce, for expenses
necessary to carry out any laws enacted subsequent to December 1,
1947, to (1) extend and strengthen export controls and (2) authorize
allocation and inventory control of scarce commodities or voluntary
agreements relating thereto (other than agricultural commodities):
Provided, That, notwithstanding any other provision of the appro-
priation laws concerned, any funds utilized under authority of this
paragraph by any bureau or office of such Department shall be in
addition to any other funds available to any such bureau or office:
Provided further, That at the end of each calendar month the Secre-
tary shall make a report to the Committees on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives and the Senate of obligations incurred pur-
suant to this paragraph.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Welfare of Indians: For an additional amount for "Welfare of
Indians," including the objects specified under this head in the
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1948, $500,000.

Advance to Navajo Tribe of Indians (tribal funds): For advance to
the Navajo Tribe of Indians to reimburse the tribal sawmill enterprise
for emergency relief expenditures, $100.000, payable from funds held
by the United States in trust for said Indians.

Alaska Native Service: For hospitalization of tuberculous Indians,
Eskimos, and Aleuts at the Seward Sanitorium operated by the
Methodist church, $176,000.
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to the bureaus, corporations, or agencies of the Department of Agri-
culture, for expenses necessary to carry out (a) any laws enacted 
subsequent to December 1, 1947, to (1) authorize the regulation of 
speculative trading on the commodity exchanges and (2) authorize 
allocation and inventory control of scarce agricultural commodities; 
and (b) any programs approved by the President under existing laws 
to encourage conservation practices in this country: Provided, That, 
notwithstanding any other provision of the appropriation laws con-
cerned, any funds utilized under authority of this paragraph by any 
bureau, corporation, or agency of such Department shall be in addition 
to any other funds available to such bureau, corporation, or agency: 
Provided further, That at the end of each calendar month the Secre-
tary shall make a report to the Committees on Appropriations of the 
House of Representatives and the Senate of obligations incurred 
pursuant to this paragraph. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

CIVIL FUNCTIONS 

Government and relief in occupied areas: For an additional amount 
for "Government and relief in occupied areas", $340,000,000. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

The Secretary of Commerce is hereby authorized, with the approval 
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, to utilize, by transfer 
or otherwise, during the period between the date of approval of this 
Act and April 1, 1948, such amounts as may be necessary (but not to 
exceed a total of $750,000) from any appropriation or fund available 
to any bureau or office of the Department of Commerce, for expenses 
necessary to carry out any laws enacted subsequent to December 1, 
1947, to (1) extend and strengthen export controls and (2) authorize 
allocation and inventory control of scarce commodities or voluntary 
agreements relating thereto (other than agricultural commodities) : 
Provided, That, notwithstanding any other provision of the appro-
priation laws concerned, any funds utilized under authority of this 
paragraph by any bureau or office of such Department shall be in 
addition to any other funds available to any such bureau or office: 
Provided further, That at the end of each calendar month the Secre-
tary shall make a report to the Committees on Appropriations of the 
House of Representatives and the Senate of obligations incurred pur-
suant to this paragraph. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

Welfare of Indians: For an additional amount for "Welfare of 
Indians," including the objects specified under this head in the 
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1948, $500,000. 
Advance to Navajo Tribe of Indians (tribal funds) : For advance to 

the Navajo Tribe of Indians to reimburse the tribal sawmill enterprise 
for emergency relief expenditures, $100.000, payable from funds held 
by. the United States in trust for said Indians. 
Alaska Native Service: For hospitalization of tuberculous Indians, 

Eskimos, and Aleuts at the Seward Sanitorium operated by the 
Methodist church, $176,000. 
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BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

RECLAMATION FUND, CONSTRUCTION

Construction: For construction and continuation of construction
of the following project in not to exceed the following amount to be
reimbursable in full under conditions satisfactory to the Secretary
of the Interior as provided in Public Law 247, Eightieth Congress,
approved July 25, 1947:

Deschutes project, Oregon, $72,000, to be available toward emer-
gency rehabilitation of the works of the Arnold Irrigation District
under the same terms and conditions as provided in said Public Law
247, Eightieth Congress.

GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION

Construction: For additional amounts for continuation of construc-
tion of the following projects, to remain available until expended, and
to be subject to such limitations and restrictions as may be applicable
to appropriations for such purposes in the Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1948, or other law, as follows:

Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada $2,800,000.
Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $4,150,000.
Central Valley project, California: Joint facilities, $1,273,600;

irrigation facilities, $8,771,600; power facilities, Shasta power plant,
$700,000, Keswick Dam, $145,000, Keswick power plant, $514,800; in
all, $11,405,000.

Columbia Basin project, Washington, $13,584,000.

TITLE II

GENERAL PROVISIONS

etc. e m intrs agat SEC. 201. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shallor advocating over- be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in athrow of U. S. Gov-
ernment. strike against the Government of the United States or who is a memberof an organization of Government employees that asserts the rightto strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow

davt. of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided,
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered primafacie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not, contraryto the provisions of this section, engaged in a strike against the Gov-ernment of the United States, is not a member of an organization ofGovernment employees that asserts the right to strike against theGovernment of the United States, or that such person does not advo-cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence:

Penalty. Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against theGovernment of the United States or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike againstthe Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is amember of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-ernment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employ-ment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation
contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction,shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more thanone year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause
shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisionsof existing law.ho ue. SEC. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Third Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948."

Approved December 23, 1947.
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BUREAU. OF RECLAMATION 

RECLAMATION FI7ND, CONSTRUCTION 

Construction: For construction and continuation of construction 
of the following project in not to exceed the following amount to be 
reimbursable in full under conditions satisfactory to the Secretary 
of the Interior as provided in Public Law 247, Eightieth Congress, 
approved July 25, 1947: 
Deschutes project, Oregon, $72,000, to be available toward emer-

gency rehabilitation of the works of the Arnold Irrigation District 
under the same terms and conditions as provided in said Public Law 
247, Eightieth Congress. 

GENERAL FUND, CONSTRUCTION 

Construction: For additional amounts for continuation of construc-
tion of the following projects, to remain available until expended, and 
to be subject to such limitations and restrictions as may be applicable 
to appropriations for such purposes in the Interior Department Appro-
priation Act, 1948, or other law, as follows: 
Davis Dam project, Arizona-Nevada, $2,800,000. 
Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado, $4,150,000. 
Central Valley project, California: Joint facilities, $1,273,600; 

irrigation facilities $8,771,600; power facilities, Shasta power plant, 
$700,000, Keswick Dam, $145,000, Keswick power plant, $514,800; in 
all, $11,405,000. 
Columbia Basin project, Washington, $13,584,000. 

TITLE II 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Persons engaging,  etc. a SEc. 201. No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall , in strikes aginst 
or advocating over- be used to pay the salary or wages of any person who engages in a throw of U. 8. Gov-
ernment. strike against the Government of the United States or who is a member 

of an organization of Government employees that asserts the right 
to strike against the Government of the United States, or who advo-
cates, or is a member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow 

Affidavit. of the Government of the United States by force or violence: Provided, 
That for the purposes hereof an affidavit shall be considered prima 
facie evidence that the person making the affidavit has not, contrary 
to the provisions of this section, engaged in a strike against the Gov-
ernment of the United States, is not a member of an organization of 
Government employees that asserts the right to strike against the 
Government of the United States, or that such person does not advo-
cate, and is not a member of an organization that advocates, the over-
throw of the Government of the United States by force or violence: 

Penalty. Provided further, That any person who engages in a strike against the 
Government of the United States or who is a member of an organiza-
tion of Government employees that asserts the right to strike against 
the Government of the United States, or who advocates, or who is a 
member of an organization that advocates, the overthrow of the Gov-
ernment of the United States by force or violence and accepts employ-
ment the salary or wages for which are paid from any appropriation 
contained in this Act shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, 
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than 
one year, or both: Provided further, That the above penalty clause 
shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other provisions 
of existing law. 

Short title. SEC. 202. This Act may be cited as the "Third Supplemental Appro-
priation Act, 1948." 

Approved December 23, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 525]
AN ACT

To amend the National Housing Act, as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 603 (a)
of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended by strik-
ing out "$4,000,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$4,450,000,000",
and by striking out "$4,200,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
"$4,950,000,000'.

SEC. 2. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, shall
be employed to assist in maintaining a high volume of new residential
construction without supporting unnecessary or artificial costs. In
estimating necessary current cost for the purposes of said title, the
Federal Housing Commissioner shall therefore use every feasible means
to assure that such estimates will approximate as closely as possible
the actual costs of efficient building operations.

Approved December 27, 1947.

[CHAPTER 526]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To aid in the stabilization of commodity prices, to aid in further stabilizing the
economy of the United States, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled,

DECLARATION OF PURPOSES

SECTION 1. The purposes of this joint resolution are to aid in stabi-
lizing the economy of the United States, to aid in curbing inflationary
tendencies, to promote the orderly and equitable distribution of goods
and facilities, and to aid in preventing maldistribution of goods and
facilities which basically affect the cost of living or industrial
production.

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS

SEC. 2. (a) In order to carry out the purposes declared in section 1
of this joint resolution, the President is authorized to consult with
representatives of industry, business, and agriculture with a view to
encouraging the making, by persons engaged in industry, business, and
agriculture, of voluntary agreements approved by the President-

(1) providing for allocation of transportation facilities and
equipment;

(2) providing for priority allocation and inventory control of
scarce commodities which basically affect the cost of living or
industrial production; or

(3) providing for regulation of speculative trading on com-
modity exchanges.

(b) The President is authorized to approve any such agreement
which he finds will carry out any of the purposes declared in section 1
of this joint resolution, except that he shall not approve any agreement
unless such agreement specifically provides that it shall cease to be
effective on or before March 1, 1949, and he shall not approve any
agreement which provides for the fixing of prices.

(c) Whenever a governmental officer or agency determines that a
plan of voluntary action with respect to any material, commodity, or
facility is practicable and is appropriate to the successful carrying
out of the policies set forth in said Act, that agency or official may
request in writing compliance by one or more persons with such plan
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[CHAPTER 525] 
AN ACT 

To amend the National Housing Act, as amended. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 603 (a) 
of the National Housing Act, as amended, is hereby amended by strik-
ing out "$4,000,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "$4,450,000,000", 
and by striking out "$4,200,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$4,950,000,000". 
SEC. 2. Title VI of the National Housing Act, as amended, shall 

be employed to assist in maintaining a high volume of new residential 
construction without supporting unnecessary or artificial costs. In 
estimating necessary current cost for the purposes of said title, the 
Federal Housing Commissioner shall therefore use every feasible means 
to assure that such estimates will approximate as closely as possible 
the actual costs of efficient building operations. 
Approved December 27, 1947. 
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Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, 

DECLARATION OF PURPOSES 
SEcrioN 1. The purposes of this joint resolution are to aid in stabi-

lizing the economy of the United States, to aid in curbing inflationary 
tendencies, to promote the orderly and equitable distribution of goods 
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SEc. 2. (a) In order to carry out the purposes declared in section 1 
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representatives of industry, business, and agriculture with a view to 
encouraging the making, by persons engaged in industry, business, and 
agriculture, of voluntary agreements approved by the President— 

(1) providing for allocation of transportation facilities and 
equipment; 

(2) providing for priority allocation and inventory control of 
scarce commodities which basically affect the cost of living or 
industrial production; or 

(3) providing for regulation of speculative trading on com-
modity exchanges. 

(b) The President is authorized to approve any such agreement 
which he finds will carry out any of the purposes declared in section 1 
of this joint resolution, except that he shall not approve any agreement 
unless such agreement specifically provides that it shall cease to be 
effective on or before March 1, 1949, and he shall not approve any 
agreement which provides for the fixing of prices. 

(c) Whenever a governmental officer or agency determines that a 
plan of voluntary action with respect to any material, commodity, or 
facility is practicable and is appropriate to the successful carrying 
out of the policies set forth in said Act, that agency or official may 
request in writing compliance by one or more persons with such plan 
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of voluntary action as may be approved by the Attorney General.
Any act or omission by such person or persons in compliance with a
written request made pursuant to this section and with a voluntary
plan promulgated thereunder shall not be the basis at any time for
any prosecution or any civil action or any proceeding under the anti-
trust laws of the United States or the Federal Trade Commission Act.

(d) Such written request may, in the discretion of the governmental
officer or agency which made the request, be withdrawn at any time
by said governmental officer or agency, by written notice from said
governmental officer or agency of such withdrawal to the Attorney
General, and after publication of notice of such withdrawal in the
Federal Register as provided in subsection (e), the provisions of this
Act shall not apply to any subsequent act or omission by reason of
such request or voluntary plan.

(e) The Attorney General shall transmit to the President pro tem-
pore of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House of Representatives,
and shall order published in the Federal Register every such request,
and any withdrawal thereof, and any plan, program, or other arrange-
ments promulgated under, or which is the basis of, any such request.

(f) The power to make requests conferred by this Act shall expire
upon expiration of section 2 of this Act, and any requests made and
voluntary plans adopted under this Act shall have no force or effect
six months thereafter.

(g) As used in this section the term "person" means an individual,
corporation, partnership, or association.

EXPORT CONTROLS

SEC. 3. (a) Section 6 (d) of the Act of July 2, 1940 (54 Stat.
714), as amended, is amended by striking out "February 29, 1948"
and inserting in lieu thereof "February 28, 1949".

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the President in
the exercise of the powers, authority, and discretion conferred upon
him by such Act of July 2, 1940, as amended, is authorized to use
price criteria in the licensing of exports, either by giving preference
among otherwise comparable applications to those which provide for
the lowest prices, or, in exceptional circumstances, by fixing reason-
able mark ups in export prices over domestic prices.

ALLOCATION OF TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AND ORAMI

SEC. 4. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, title III
of the Second War Powers Act, 1942, as amended, shall continue in
effect to and including February 28, 1949, or such earlier date as the
Congress by concurrent resolution or the President may designate,
for the exercise of the powers, authority, and discretion conferred
on the President by such title III with respect to the use of trans-
portation equipment and facilities by rail carriers.

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, title II of the
Second War Powers Act, 1942, is hereby revived and reenacted for
the exercise of the powers, authority, and discretion conferred on the
President by such title III with respect to the use of grain for the
production of distilled spirits or neutral spirits for beverage purposes.
The authority granted by this subsection shall expire on January 31,
1948.

DELEGATION OF AUrrtORITr

SEC. 5. The authority granted to the President by section 2 of this
joint resolution and, notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of
the Second Decontrol Act of 1947, the authority granted to the Presi-
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dent by section 4 of this joint resolution and by section 6 of the Act of
July 2,1940 (54 Stat. 714), as amended, may, to the extent the Presi-
dent directs, be exercised by any department, agency, or officer in the
executive branch of the Government.

CRITICAL SHORTAGES-RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE PRESIDENT

SEC. 6. (a) Whenever the President shall determine that there is
or threatens to be a critical shortage of any raw material, commodity,
or product which jeopardizes the health or safety of the people of
the United States or its national security or welfare and that there is
no prospect that such critical shortage may soon be remedied by an
increase in the available supply without additional governmental action
and that the situation cannot be solved by voluntary agreement under
the provisions of this Act, he may prepare proposed measures for
conserving such raw material, commodity, or product which he shall
submit to the Congress in the following form:

(1) A statement of the circumstances which, in the President's
judgment, require the proposed conservation measures.

(2) A detailed procedure for the administration of the proposed
measures including the additional budget and additional personnel
required for their enforcement.

(3) The proposed degree of curtailment in current and prospective
use of each such raw material, commodity, or product by each processor
and/or user thereof, including the specific formulae proposed for such
curtailment with respect to each class or classes of processors or users
and the criteria used in the establishment of such formulae.

(4) A complete record of the factual evidence upon which his recom-
mendations are based, including all information provided by any
agency of the Federal Government which may have been made avail-
able to him in the course of his consideration of the matter.

(b) Within fifteen days after the submission of such proposed con-
servation measures, the Joint Committee on the Economic Report shall
conduct public hearings thereon and shall make such recommendations
to the Congress for legislative action as in its judgment the recom-
mendations of the President and any additional information disclosed
at the public hearings may require.

PRODUCTION OF FOODS IN NONFUJROPEAN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

SEC. 7. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, in order to
alleviate and prevent shortages in foods, agricultural commodities, and
products thereof, Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized to
carry out projects to stimulate and increase the production of foods,
agricultural commodities, and products thereof, in non-European
foreign countries. Such projects may include procurement, the mak-
ing of advances and price guaranties, the furnishing of technical
information and assistance, the furnishing of seed, fertilizer, machin-
ery, equipment and other materials, and such other actions as are
necessary or incident to the carrying out of such projects: Provided,
That any such program is first submitted to Congress by the Secretary
of Agriculture, and is not disapproved by concurrent resolution of
Congress within sixty days thereafter.

FOOD AND FEED CONSERVATION PROGRAM

SEC. 8. (a) In order to alleviate shortages in foods and feeds, and to
assist in stabilizing prices, the President shall carry out a program for
the conservation of food and feed. In carrying out such program, the
President is authorized, through the dissemination of information,
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educational and other campaigns, the furnishing of assistance, and
such other voluntary and cooperative measures as he deems necessary
or appropriate, to encourage and promote the efficient utilization, care,
and preservation of food and feed, the elimination of practices which
waste food and feed, the control and eradication of insects and rodents,
the consumption of less of these foods and feeds which are in short
supply and more of those foods and feeds which are in abundant
supply, and other conservation practices. The authority herein con-
ferred may be exercised by the President through such departments,
agencies, independent establishments, and officials of the Federal
Government and such State, local, and private agencies as he may
determine.

(b) There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the President
such sums as may be necessary to carry out this section. To enable the
President to carry out this section for the remainder of the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1948, there is hereby made available not to exceed
$1,000,000 from any funds made available by the Congress for carrying
out Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, or from any funds made
available by the Congress for interim foreign aid. Funds made
available for the purpose of this section may be used for necessary
administrative expenses, including personal services in the District
of Columbia and elsewhere, purchase or hire of motor vehicles, tempo-
rary or intermittent services of experts or consultants or organizations
thereof, including stenographic reporting services, by contract, with-
out regard to the civil service and classification laws (the compensation
of any such individual not to exceed $50 per day). Funds made avail-
able for the purposes of this section may be allotted for any of the
purposes of this section to any department, agency, or independent
establishment of the Government, or transferred to any other agency
requested to assist in carrying out this section. Funds allotted to
any department, agency, or independent establishment of the Govern-
ment shall be available for obligation and expenditure in accordance
with the laws governing obligations and expenditures of the depart-
ment, agency, or independent establishment, or organizational unit
thereof concerned, and without regard to sections 3709 and 3648 of the
Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5, and title 31,
sec. 529).

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 9. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such amounts
as may be necessary for purposes of carrying out the provisions of
this joint resolution.

Approved December 30, 1947.
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1947

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the-House of
Representatives in Congress assembled, May 1, 1947, pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Reorganization Act of 1945, approved December 20, 1945.

PART I. PRESIDENT AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Section 101. Functions of the Alien Property Custodian.-(a) Except
as provided by subsection (b) of this section, all functions vested by
law in the Alien Property Custodian or the Office of Alien Property
Custodian are transferred to the Attorney General and shall be per-
formed by him or, subject to his direction and control, by such officers
and agencies of the Department of Justice as he may designate.

(b) The functions vested by law in the Alien Property Custodian or
the Office of Alien Property Custodian with respect to property or
interests located in the Philippines or which were so located at the time
of vesting in or transfer to an officer or agency of the United States
under the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, are transferred
to the President and shall be performed by him or, subject to his
direction and control, by such officers and agencies as he may
designate.

Sec. 102. Approval of agricultural marketing orders.-The function
of the President with respect to approving determinations of the Sec-
retary of Agriculture in connection with agricultural marketing orders,
under the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as amended
(7 U. S. C. 608c (9)), is abolished.

PART II. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Sec. 201. Contract settlement functions.-The functions of the
Director of Contract Settlement and of the Office of Contract Settle-
ment are transferred to the Secretary of the Treasury and shall be
performed by him or, subject to his direction and control, by such
officers and agencies of the Department of the Treasury as he may
designate. The Contract Settlement Advisory Board created by
section 5 of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944 (58 Stat. 649) and
the Appeal Board established under section 13 (d) of that Act are
transferred to the Department of the Treasury: Provided, That the
functions of the boards shall be performed by them, respectively,
under such conditions and limitations as may now or hereafter be
prescribed by law. The Office of Contract Settlement is abolished.

Sec. 202. National Prohibition Act functions.-The functions of the
Attorney General and of the Department of Justice with respect to
(a) the determination of Internal Revenue taxes and penalties (exclu-
sive of the determination of liability guaranteed by permit bonds)
arising out of violations of the National Prohibition Act occurring
prior to the repeal of the eighteenth amendment to the Constitution,
and (b) the compromise, prior to reference to the Attorney General
for suit, of liability for such taxes and penalties, are transferred to the
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Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Department of the Treasury:
Provided, That any compromise of such liability shall be effected in
accordance with the provisions of section 3761 of the Internal Revenue
Code. All files and records of the Department of Justice used primar-
ily in the administration of the functions transferred by the provisions
of this section are hereby made available to the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue for use in the administration of such functions.

PART III. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Sec. 301. Agricultural research functions.-The functions of the
following agencies of the Department of Agriculture, namely, the
Bureau of Animal Industry, the Bureau of Dairy Industry, the Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, the Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, the Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry, the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics, the Office of Experiment Stations, and the Agricultural
Research Center, together with the functions of the Agricultural
Research Administrator, are transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture
and shall be performed by the Secretary or, subject to his direction
and control, by such officers and agencies of the Department of Agri-
culture as he may designate.

PART IV. FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Sec. 401. Credit unionfunctions.-The functions of the Farm Credit
Administration and the Governor thereof under the Federal Credit
Union Act, as amended, together with the functions of the Secretary
of Agriculture with respect thereto, are transferred to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.

PART V. WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION

Sec. 501. War Assets Administration and War Assets Administra-
tor.-All functions of the War Assets Administration and of the War
Assets Administrator established by Executive Order No. 9689 of

3 CFR, 1946 upp., January 31, 1946, are transferred to the Surplus Property Adminis-
tration and the Surplus Property Administrator, respectively, which

50 U. . Ci. app- were created by the Act of September 18, 1945 (59 Stat. 533, ch. 368).
The latter agencies shall hereafter be known as the War Assets Ad-
ministration and the War Assets Administrator, respectively. The

Supra. agencies established by Executive Order No. 9689 are abolished.
The functions transferred by this section shall be performed by the
War Assets Administrator or, subject to his direction and control, by
such officers and agencies of the War Assets Administration as he may
designate: Provided, That the functions specifically vested in the

58 stat. 7 a. Surplus Property Administrator by the Surplus Property Act of 1944,
I 16in-1a4. as amended, and by the Act of September 18, 1945, shall be per-Ante, p. 675.6 stat. 533 formed by the War Assets Administrator or by the Associate Ad-
i64u. s 164b. ap ministrator as provided in section 502 hereof.

Sec. 502. Associate War Assets Administrator.-There shall be in
the War Assets Administration an Associate War Assets Adminis-
trator, who shall be appointed by the President by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate and shall receive compensation at
the rate of $10,000 per annum. The Associate War Assets Adminis-
trator shall act for the War Assets Administrator in all matters during
the absence or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a
vacancy in the office of Administrator, and shall perform such other
duties as the Administrator may prescribe.
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accordance with the provisions of section 3761 of the Internal Revenue 
Code. All files and records of the Department of Justice used primar-
ily in the administration of the functions transferred by the provisions 
of this section are hereby made available to the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue for use in the administration of such functions. 

PART III. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Sec. 301. Agricultural research functions.—The functions of the 
following agencies of the Department of Agriculture, namely, the 
Bureau of Animal Industry, the Bureau of Dairy Industry, the Bureau 
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, the Bureau of 
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, the Bureau of Agricultural and 
Industrial Chemistry, the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics, the Office of Experiment Stations, and the Agricultural 
Research Center, together with the functions of the Agricultural 
Research Administrator, are transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture 
and shall be performed by the Secretary or, subject to his direction 
and control, by such officers and agencies of the Department of Agri-
culture as he may designate. 

PART IV. FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 

Sec. 401. Credit union functions.—The functions of the Farm Credit 
Administration and the Governor thereof under the Federal Credit 
Union Act, as amended, together with the functions of the Secretary 
of Agriculture with respect thereto, are transferred to the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation. 

PART V. WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION 

Sec. 501. War Assets Administration and War Assets Administra-
tor.—All functions of the War Assets Administration and of the War 
Assets Administrator established by Executive Order No. 9689 of 
January 31, 1946, are transferred to the Surplus Property Adminis-
tration and the Surplus Property Administrator, respectively, which 
were created by the Act of September 18, 1945 (59 Stat. 533, ch. 368). 
The latter agencies shall hereafter be known as the War Assets Ad-
ministration and the War Assets Administrator, respectively. The 
agencies established by Executive Order No. 9689 are abolished. 
The functions transferred by this section shall be performed by the 
War Assets Administrator or, subject to his direction and control, by 
such officers and agencies of the War Assets Administration as he may 
designate: Provided, That the functions specifically vested in the 
Surplus Property Administrator by the Surplus Property Act of 1944, 
as amended, and by the Act of September 18, 1945, shall be per-
formed by the War Assets Administrator or by the Associate Ad-
ministrator as provided in section 502 hereof. 

Sec. 502. Associate War Assets Administrator.—There shall be in 
the War Assets Administration an Associate War Assets Adminis-
trator, who shall be appointed by the President by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate and shall receive compensation at 
the rate of $10,000 per annum. The Associate War Assets Adminis-
trator shall act for the War Assets Administrator in all matters during 
the absence or disability of the Administrator, or in the event of a 
vacancy in the office of Administrator, and shall perform such other 
duties as the Administrator may prescribe. 
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PART VI. GENERAL PROVISIONS

Sec. 601. Termination of functions.-Nothing contained in this
reorganization plan shall be deemed to extend the duration of any
function beyond the time when it would otherwise expire as provided
by law.

Sec. 602. Transfer of records, property, personnel, and funds.-
There are hereby transferred to the respective agencies in which
functions are vested pursuant to the provisions of this plan, to be
used, employed, and expended in connection with such functions,
respectively, or in winding up the affairs of agencies abolished in
connection with the transfer of such functions, (1) the records and
property now being used or held in connection with such functions,
(2) the personnel employed in connection with such functions, and
(3) the unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, or other
funds available or to be made available for use in connection with
such functions.

Sec. 603. Effective date.-The provisions of this plan shall take
effect on July 1, 1947, unless a later date is required by the provisions
of the Reorganization Act of 1945.
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Transmitted May Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of
27, 1947. Effective Representatives in Congress assembled, May 27, 1947, pursuant to the pro-July 27, 1947.59 Stat. 613. visions of the Reorganization Act of 1945, approved December 20, 1945.

5 U. S. C. § 133y-
133y-16. HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY

Section 1. Housing and Home Finance Agency.-The Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion, the Federal Housing Administration, the United States Housing
Authority, the Defense Homes Corporation, and the United States
Housing Corporation, together with their respective functions, the
functions of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and the other
functions transferred by this Plan, are consolidated, subject to the
provisions of sections 2 to 5, inclusive, hereof, into an agency which
shall be known as the Housing and Home Finance Agency. There
shall be in said Agency constituent agencies which shall be known as
the Home Loan Bank Board, the Federal Housing Administration,
and the Public Housing Administration.

Section 2. Home Loan Bank Board.-(a) The Home Loan Bank
Board shall consist of three members appointed by the President by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. Not more than two
members of the Board shall be members of the same political party.
The President shall designate the members of the Board first appointed
hereunder to serve for terms expiring, respectively, at the close of
business on June 30, 1949, June 30, 1950, and June 30, 1951, and
thereafter the term of each member shall be four years. Whenever
a vacancy shall occur among the members the person appointed to
fill such vacancy shall hold office for the unexpired portion of the term
of the member whose place he is selected to fill. Each of the members
of the Board shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 per
annum.

(b) The President shall designate one of the members of the Home
Loan Bank Board as Chairman of the Board. The Chairman shall
(1) be the chief executive officer of the Board, (2) appoint and direct
the personnel necessary for the performance of the functions of the
Board or of the Chairman or of any agency under the Board, and
(3) designate the order in which the other members of the Board
shall, during the absence or disability of the Chairman, be Acting
Chairman and perform the duties of the Chairman.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b) of this section
there are transferred to the Home Loan Bank Board the functions (1)
of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, (2) of the Board of Directors
of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, (3) of the Board of Trustees
of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, (4) of any
member or members of any of said Boards, and (5) with respect to the
dissolution of the United States Housing Corporation.

Section 3. Federal Housing Administration.-The Federal Housing
Administration shall be headed by a Federal Housing Commissioner
who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and receive compensation at the rate of $10,000

'For negative action on Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1947, see H. Con. Res. 49,
61 Stat., Pt. 2, p. 1023.
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per annum. There are transferred to said Commissioner the functions
of the Federal Housing Administrator.

Section 4. Public Housing Administration.-The Public Housing
Administration shall be headed by a Public Housing Commissioner
who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, and receive compensation at the rate of $10,000
per annum. There are transferred to said Commissioner the functions:

(a) Of the Administrator of the United States Housing Authority
(which agency shall hereafter be administered and known as the Public
Housing Administration);

(b) Of the National Housing Agency with respect to non-farm
housing projects and other properties remaining under its jurisdiction
pursuant to section 2 (a) (3) of the Farmers' Home Administration
Act of 1946 (Public Law 731, Seventy-ninth Congress, approved
August 14, 1946); and

(c) With respect to the liquidation and dissolution of the Defense
Homes Corporation.

Section 5. Housing and Home Finance Administrator.-(a) The
Housing and Home Finance Agency shall be headed by a Housing
and Home Finance Administrator who shall be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and
shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 per annum.

(b) The Administrator shall be responsible for the general super-
vision and coordination of the functions of the constituent agencies of
the Housing and Home Finance Agency and for such purpose there
are transferred to said Administrator the functions of the Federal Loan
Administrator and the Federal Works Administrator (1) with respect
to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the House Owners' Loan
Corporation, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation,
the Federal Housing Administration, and the United States Housing
Authority, and (2) with respect to the functions of said agencies.

(c) There are also transferred to the Administrator the functions:

(1) Of holding on behalf of the United States the capital stock
of the Defense Homes Corporation;

(2) Under Titles I and III, and sections 401, 501 and 502, of
the Act of October 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1125), as amended;

(3) Of the War and Navy Departments with respect to na-
tional defense and war housing (except that located on military
or naval posts, reservations, or ases) under the Act of September
9, 1940 (54 Stat. 872), as amended; and

(4) Of all agencies designated to provide temporary shelter in
defense areas under the Acts of March 1, 1941, May 24, 1941, and
December 17, 1941 (55 Stat. 14, 197, and 810), insofar as such
functions relate to such temporary shelter.

Section 6. National Housing Council.-There shall be in the Hous-
ing and Home Finance Agency a National Housing Council composed
of the Housing and Home Finance Administrator as Chairman, the
Federal Housing Commissioner, the Public Housing Commissioner,
the Chairman of the Home Loan Bank Board, the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs or his designee, the Chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or his designee, and
the Secretary of Agriculture or his designee. The National Housing
Council shall serve as a medium for promoting, to the fullest extent
practicable within revenues, the most effective use of the housing
functions and activities administered within the Housing and Home
Finance Agency and the other departments and agencies represented
on said Council in the furtherance of the housing policies and objectives
established by law, for facilitating consistency between such housing
functions and activities and the general economic and fiscal policies
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of the Government, and for avoiding duplication or overlapping of
such housing functions and activities.

Section 7. Interim appointments.-Pending the initial appointment
hereunder of any officer provided for by this Plan, the functions of
such officer shall be performed temporarily by such officer of the
existing National Housing Agency as the President shall designate.

Section 8. Transfers of property, personnel, and funds.-The assets,
contracts, property, records, personnel, and unexpended balances of
appropriations, authorizations, allocations, or other funds, held,
employed, or available or to be made available in connection with
functions transferred by this Plan are hereby transferred with such
transferred functions, respectively.

Section 9. Abolitions.-The Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the
Board of Directors of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, and the
Board of Trustees of the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora-
tion, together with the offices of the members of said boards, the office
of Federal Housing Administrator, and the office of Administrator of
the United States Housing Authority, are abolished.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT

TO THE

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

EIGHTIETH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

JOINT RESOLUTION

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States relating to the
terms of office of the President.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House
concurring therein), That the following article is hereby proposed as
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, which shall
be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the Constitution when
ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States:

"ARTICLE -

"SECTION 1. No person shall be elected to the office of the President
more than twice, and no person who has held the office of President,
or acted as President, for more than two years of a term to which
some other person was elected President shall be elected to the office
of the President more than once. But this Article shall not apply
to any person holding the office of President when this Article was
proposed by the Congress, and shall not prevent any person who may
be holding the office of President, or acting as President, during the
term within which this Article becomes operative from holding the
office of President or acting as President during the remainder of
such term.

"SEC. 2. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been
ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of
three-fourths of the several States within seven years from the date
of its submission to the States by the Congress."

JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

WILLIAM F. KNOWLAND

Acting President of the Senate pro tempore.

I certify that this Joint Resolution originated in the House of
Representatives.

JOHN ANDREWS
Clerk.

[Deposited in the Department of State, March 24, 1947.]
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Marketing quotas— 
Peanuts— 
Amendments respecting  721 
Funds available  542 

Printing and binding, transfer of funds 
for  

War crops, acreage allotment, date of 
termination of state of war, etc., in 
interpretation of Act of February 
28, 1945  451 

Wool, applicability of provisions to 
price support operations  769 

Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry, 
Bureau of. See under Agriculture, 
Department of. 

Agricultural Commodities: 
Allocation and inventory controls, avail-

ability of Department of Agricul-
ture funds for legislation respecting_ 942 

Cotton. See separate title. 
Crop insurance. See Federal Crop In-

surance Act, Amendments; Federal 
Crop Insurance Corporation. 

Exportation and domestic consumption, 
reduction in appropriation ___ 20, 550 

Freight rates for, appropriation to effect 
provisions of Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act of 1938 relating to. _ _ 545 

Market inspection, appropriation for _ _ 543 
Marketing agreements and orders, 

amendment of provisions of Agri-
cultural Adjustment Act relating 
to  707 

Marketing information, appropriation 
for  543 

Marketing services, funds for_ _ 74, 543, 618 
Peanuts. See separate title. 
Research and Marketing Act of 1946, 

appropriation for effecting provi-
sions  524 

Speculation. See Commodity Ex-
changes. 

Strategic and critical materials, research 
on, appropriation for  529 

Subsidies, restriction on use of War De-
partment funds for  556 

Sugar. See Sugar; Sugar Act of 1948; 
Sugar Control Extension Act of 

1947. 
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Agricultural Commodities-Continued Page
Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-

justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting ------ 208

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See
under Agriculture, Department of.

Agricultural Engineering Investigations,
funds for -----------------.---. 73,534

Agricultural Experiment Stations:
Alaska, transfer of equipment; avail-

ability of funds for settlement of
obligations, etc_ --------.-----_ 529, 530

Payments to States and Territories, ap-
propriation for ----------------- 530

Research and Marketing Act of 1946,
appropriation for effecting provi-
sions--- ..--__- --____________

Salaries and expenses, appropriation
for --------------------.-___

Agricultural Extension Work, appropria-
tion for-----_--- ---------.---._

Agricultural Labor:
Farm labor supply program-

Continuance and liquidation--------
Appropriations authorized ------
Appropriations available---------

Facilities, disposition to public or
semipublic agencies or nonprofit
associations of farmers______.

Mexican farm laborers, permission to
remain in U. S.; employer's assur-
ance of return to place of recruit-
ment, etc --------..-.-

National Labor Relations Act, exclusion
from definition of employee under-

Old-age assistance, grants to States for,
disregard of income without preju-
dice to rights; time limitation-....

Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946, appro-
priation for effecting provisions of.--

Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of
1937, agricultural marketing orders,
function of President respecting ap-
proval of determinations of Secretary
of Agriculture, abolition--____--- __

Agricultural Marketing Agreements, loans
from Reconstruction Finance Corpo-
ration under Agricultural Adjustment
Act, repeal of certain provisions re-
specting-..................._____

Agricultural Research Administration.
See under Agriculture, Department of.

Agricultural Research Center, appropri-
ation for; transfer of lands, etc------

Agricultural Sciences, Inter-American In-
stitute of, appropriation for contribu-
tion---------------------------
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202
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Agriculture, Department of:
Agricultural adjustment, payments for,

reduction in appropriation -------
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry,

Bureau of-
Albany, Calif., construction of storage

building at------------------
Appropriation for--- ---- _------

Transfer of funds to --- ___-----_
Pasadena, Calif., transfer of real prop-

erty at-------_-------------
Transfer of functions -------------

Agricultural commodities. See separate
title.

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of-
Appropriation for ----------------.

Transfer of funds to-----------..
Extension Service, working fund, re-

duction in appropriations-------
Agricultural experiment stations. See

separate title.
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Agricultural land resources, conserva-
tion and use-

Aerial photographs, restriction on
charging of cost..------------- 542

Appropriation for ----------------- 541
Claimants, payment to------------- 542
Reduction in appropriation ----_---- 20
Transfer of funds to-

Treasurer of the United States---- 219
Treasury Department, Division of

Disbursement ---_--- .--- --- 218
Agricultural marketing orders, function

of President respecting approval of
determinations of Secretary of Ag-
riculture, abolition--------------- 951

Agricultural Research Administration-
Agricultural Research Center, appro-

priation for; transfer of lands,
et-------------------------- 528

Appropriation for --------.- 528, 617, 698
Reduction, working fund--------- 20
Transfers of funds to ----------- 73

Arlington Farm, Va., removal and re-
establishment, reduction in appro-
priation---------------------_ 20

Buildings and improvements, appro-
priations available; limitation-_ 528

Jeanerette, La., repair of storm dam-
age, nonapplication of cost limi-
tation to construction of build-
ings ----------------------- 18

Agricultural Research Center, transfer
of functions ------------------_ 952

Alaska, research on agricultural prob-
lems, appropriation for -------- 524, 529

Report to Congress ------------- 530
Aliens, employment of ...---..---... 548
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proval of determinations of Secretary 
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Agricultural Research Administration. 
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Agricultural Research Center, appropri-
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Agricultural Sciences, Inter-American In-
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Treasury Department, Division of 
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determinations of Secretary of Ag-
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Agriculture, Department of-Continued Page

Allocation of scarce agricultural com-
modities, funds available to carry
out legislation respecting; report to
Congress ------------ _----- - 942, 943

Animal Industry, Bureau of-
Appropriation for - - 73, 185, 245, 530, 617

Transfer of funds to------- ._---_ 73
Condemned animals, payment for,

basis of appraisement --- 531, 532, 617
Exception --------------------- 617

Inspection and quarantine, mainte-
nance of service at certain stock-
yards during designated period-_ 549

Meat inspection-
Authorization, establishments not

subject to Meat Inspection Act,
repeal of Act of June 10, 1942- 449

Fund, establishment; report to
Congress----------------- 531, 532

Technical services for Government
departments, etc------------ 532

Transfer of functions -------------- 952
Apple production estimates, restriction- 527
Appropriation Act, 1948-------------- 523

Amendment ---------------------- 617
Arid and semiarid areas, water facilities,

appropriation for --------------- 546
Bankhead-Jones Act. See separate title.
Butter, process or renovated, appropria-

tion for carrying out provisions of
designated Acts-- -------------- 533

Claims, appropriations available for pay-
ment-------------------------- 549

Commodity Credit Corporation. See
separate title.

Commodity Exchange Authority, funds
for-------------------------- 74,545

Commodity exchanges. See separate
title.

Community facilities, defense public
works, reduction in appropriation - 20

Conservation practices, funds available
to carry out legislation respecting;
report to Congress------------ 942, 943

Cotton. See separate title.
Cultural surveys, restriction on use of

funds for --------------------- 527
Dairy Industry, Bureau of-

Appropriation for----------------- 533
Transfer of funds to------------- 73

Transfer of functions-------------- 952
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Bu-

reau of-
Appropriation for----------- 534, 536, 698

Transfer of funds to------------- 73
Plant Quarantine Act, amendment,

limitation on entry of nursery
stonk from foreign countries---- 680

Agriculture, Department of-Continued
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Bu-

reau of-Continued
State, etc., cooperation requirements

for control of certain diseases__-
Transfer of functions----.........
White pine blister rust control, funds

available for------_------_
Experiment Stations, Office of-

Appropriation for _ ----------- __
Transfer of funds to ---------

Report to Congress on administration
of grants and coordination of re-
search with States-----.......

Transfer of functions----.........
Extension Service-

Appropriation for ---... --.. ----..
Transfer of funds to - --------

Working fund, reduction in appropria-
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tions ------------------------ 20
Extension services, agricultural, of land-

grant colleges, cooperation in re-
cruitment and placement of domes-
tic farm labor------------------- 55

Farm Credit Administration. See sepa-
rate title.

Farm labor supply program. See sepa-
rate title.

Farm tenancy-
Loans, transfer of certain obligations

in connection with ------------ 545
Transfer of funds to appropriation

for ----- -------------------- 74
Farm Tenant Act. See separate title.
Farmers, certain inducted, payments

with respect to Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act------ 542

Farmers' Home Administration-
Appropriation for-------------- -- 545
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

transfer of certain rights, obliga-
tions, etc------------------ -- 545

Farming materials, appropriation for
purchase --------------------- 6542

Federal Crop Insurance Act, Amend-
ments. See separate title.

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation.
See separate title.

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
appropriations for; availability of
funds, etc ------------------ 110,580

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act. See separate title.

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks-
Administrative expenses, increase in

amount available for ---------- 73
Availability of funds, etc----------- 580

Field offices, restriction on use of funds
for--------------------------- 525
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Butter, process or renovated, appropria-

tion for carrying out provisions of 
designated Acts  533 

Claims, appropriations available for pay-
ment  549 

Commodity Credit Corporation. See 
separate title. 

Commodity Exchange Authority, funds 
for  74, 545 

Commodity exchanges. See separate 
title. 

Community facilities, defense public 
works, reduction in appropriation__ 20 

Conservation practices, funds available 
to carry out legislation respecting; 
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Dairy Industry, Bureau of— 
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Farm Credit Administration. See sepa-
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Farm labor supply program. See sepa-
rate title. 

Farm tenancy— 
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in connection with  545 
Transfer of funds to appropriation 
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Agriculture, Department of-Continued Page
Fish, restriction on use of funds for work

relating to-- --.---------- -- 524
Flood control-

Allocation of funds --------------- 540
Appropriation for --------.----- 540, 698
Yazoo and Little Tallahatchie water-

sheds, purchase of lands, ap-
proval requirement------------ 540

Food production projects in non-
European foreign countries, sub-
mission of program to Congress___ 947

Foot-and-mouth disease-
Appropriation for --- 24, 185, 245, 532, 617
Cooperation with Mexico in control

and eradication of------------- 7
Appropriations authorized-____- - 8
Appropriations for------ 24, 185, 245, 617
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability_ 7
Reports to Congress------------- 8

Foreign Agricultural Relations, Office
of-

Aliens, employment of------------- 548
Appropriation for ---------------- 527

Transfer of funds to----------- - 73
Forest fires, cooperation in suppression,

etc., without matching of funds,
repeal of provisions of Act of Sep-
tember 21, 1944 ---------------- 449

Forest Pest Control Act-------------- 177
Forest roads and trails-

Appropriation for ----------------- 539
Buildings, cost limitation----------_ 540

Forest Service-
Appropriation for------------_ 65, 66, 537

Reduction ------------------- - 20
Transfers of funds- --------- 65, 74, 537

Buildings, cost limitation--------_-- 537
Nurseries, restriction on use of funds

for establishment of----------- 539
White pine blister rust control, funds

available for----------.--- --- 537
Francis Marion National Forest, game

refuge ----------------_------- 516
General Accounting Office, transfer of

certain funds to----------------- 542
Geographic Names, Board on, represen-

tation on, etc ------------------ 456
Health service programs, appropriations

available for-------.----_------_ 548
Hog cholera virus and serum, appro-

priation for marketing agreements- 73,

Human Nutrition and Home Economics,
Bureau of-

Appropriation for------------ _-_-
Transfer of funds to-----.-----.

Transfer of functions-..--_--. ---.
Information, Office of, appropriation

for--------------_------------__
Transfer of funds to----.-------

532
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74
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Agriculture, Department of-Continued Page
Information employees, restriction on

use of funds for payment of ----- _ 542
International Production Control Com-

mittees, appropriation for -------- 527
International Seed Testing Congress,

appropriation for share of ex-
penses ------------------.----. 544

Inventory control of scarce agricultural
commodities, funds available to
carry out legislation respecting;
report to Congress ----------- 942, 943

Judgments. appropriation for payment_ 77,
78, 626

Land-use planning, restriction on use of
funds for---------------------- 527

Land utilization and retirement of sub-
marginal land, funds for ----- - 74, 541

Lands, options to purchase ---------- 523
Leave payments, lump-sum, nonapplica-

bility of limitation on amounts for
personal services ---------------. 549

Library, funds for----------------- 73, 526
Loans, grants, and rural rehabilita-

tion-
Obligations, certain, in connection

with, transfer----------------- 545
Transfer of funds to--------------- 74

Loans, mortgage insurance fund, etc.,
appropriation for----------------545

Loans or advances, limitations re-
specting----------------------- 548

Lump-sum leave payments, nonap-
plicability of limitation on amounts
for personal services ------_---- 549

Marketing services, funds for__-- 74, 543, 618
Mexico, control and eradication of foot-

and-mouth disease and rinderpest,
cooperation with --------------- 7

Appropriations authorized ----_---- 8
Appropriations for ----- 24, 185, 245, 617
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability_ 7
Reports to Congress ------------- 8

Missouri Basin project, Angostura unit,
inclusion of certain lands owned by
U. S., authorized ----.----.---- _ 408

Motion pictures or exhibits, funds avail-
able for ----------------------. 525

National Housing Council, membership
of Secretary--------------------955

National School Lunch Act, appropria-
tion for carrying out provisions
of--------------------------- 65, 550

Limitation 5...Limitation------------------ -- 551
Printing and binding, transfer of

funds for------------------- 526
Naval-stores investigations, funds for-- 74, 536
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons
advocating-.------------------_ 549

Exception, certain emergency work-_ 549
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Peanuts. See separate title.
Penalty mail costs, funds for---- 245, 524, 618
Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural

Engineering, Bureau of-
Appropriation for -----------_---- 533

Transfer of funds to------------- 73
Chapman Field Military Reserva-

tion, Dade County, Fla., transfer
of certain lands--------------- 533

Rubber investigations, reduction in
appropriation ----------------- 20

Transfer of functions --------------- 952
Plant quarantine. See Entomology and

Plant Quarantine, Bureau of, this
title.

Political activities, pernicious, restric-
tion on payment of persons engag-
ing in ------------------------- 543

Printing and binding, funds for -- _ 526, 537
Production and Marketing Administra-

tion-
Appropriation for------------- 541, 618
Reductions in appropriations ------ 20

Production Credit Corporations, avail-
ability of funds, etc----------- 73, 580

Reduction in designated appropria-
tions ------------------------- 20

Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora-
tion of Washington, D. C., availa-
bility of funds, etc ___----------- 580

Regional offices, restriction on use of
funds for maintenance ---------- 527

Report, annual, printing and binding
of-

Appropriation for----------------- 526
Restriction on use of Government

Printing Office funds for-- --- 375, 376
Reports to Congress-

Agricultural research, administration
of grants and coordination of re-
search with States------------- 530

Alaska, status of agricultural re-
search, etc-------------------- 530

Food-production projects in non-
European foreign countries - - - 947

Foot-and-mouth disease and rinder-
pest, cooperation with Mexico in
control and eradication of__----- 8

Meat-inspection fund, schedule of
obligations and reimbursements_ 532

Obligations incurred with respect to
regulation of speculative trading
on commodities, etc ---------- 943

Research and Marketing Act of 1946,
appropriation for effecting provi-
sions of------------------------ 524

Research functions, transfer of-------- 952
Research laboratories, regional, appro-

nriation for-------------------- 536
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Rinderpest-

Appropriation for control of -------- 24,
185, 245, 532, 617

Cooperation with Mexico in control
and eradication of------------- 7

Appropriations authorized-------- 8
Appropriations for------ 24, 185, 245, 617
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicabil-

ity------------------------ 7
Reports to Congress ------------- 8

Rubber, research on, appropriation for;
transfer of lands, etc------------- 529

Rural Electrification Administration-
Appropriation for----------------- 546

Transfer of funds to------------- 74
Loans to Administrator, amendment

of provisions respecting; trans-
fers of functions, etc -------- 546, 547

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
transfer of functions, etc-.--- 546, 547

Rural rehabilitation-
Obligations, certain, in connection

with, transfer----------------- 545
Transfer of funds to--------------- 74

Salaries and expenses, appropriation
for --------------------------- 523

Salinas, Calif., transfer of lands in
vicinity of-------------------_- 529

San Francisco radio office, use of funds
for maintenance of ------------- 526

Secretary, Office of, appropriation for__ 523
Reduction ------------------------ 20
Transfer of funds to_------------- 73

Secretary, presidential succession------ 380
Sitka, Alaska, sale to, of United States

Reserve for Agricultural Investiga-
tions and Weather Service, author-
ized--------------------------- 310

Soil-building, etc., practices, funds avail-
able for------------------------ 542

Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act. See separate title.

Soil Conservation Service-
Appropriation for----------------- 540

Reduction --------------------- 20
Transfers of funds to---------- 74

Buildings, cost limitation ---------- 540
Demonstration projects, restriction on

use of funds------------------ 541
Missouri, approval by central State

agency of soil conservation agree-
ments ----------------------- 540

Solicitor, Office of, funds for -------- 73, 524
Southern Great Plains Field Station,

Okla., appropriation for repair of
buildings, etc------------------- 534

Special research fund, funds for ----- 73, 529
Specialists, etc., temporary employ-

ment of----------------------- 525
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Plant quarantine. See Entomology and 

Plant Quarantine, Bureau of, this 
title. 

Political activities, pernicious, restric-
tion on payment of persons engag-
ing in  543 

Printing and binding, funds for  526, 537 
Production and Marketing Administra-
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Appropriation for   541, 618 
Reductions in appropriations  20 

Production Credit Corporations, avail-
ability of funds, etc  73, 580 

Reduction in designated appropria-
tions  20 

Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora-
tion of Washington, D. C., availa-
bility of funds, etc  580 

Regional offices, restriction on use of 
funds for maintenance  527 

Report, annual, printing and binding 
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Printing Office funds for  375, 376 
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of grants and coordination of re-
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Alaska, status of agricultural re-
search, etc  530 

Food-production projects in non-
European foreign countries  947 

Foot-and-mouth disease and rinder-
pest, cooperation with Mexico in 
control and eradication of  8 

Meat-inspection fund, schedule of 
obligations and reimbursements_ 532 

Obligations incurred with respect to 
regulation of speculative trading 
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Research and Marketing Act of 1946, 
appropriation for effecting provi-
sions of  524 

Research functions, transfer of  952 
Research laboratories, regional, appro-
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for   523 
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for maintenance of  526 

Secretary, Office of, appropriation for 523 
Reduction  20 
Transfer of funds to  73 

Secretary, presidential succession  380 
Sitka, Alaska, sale to, of United States 
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tions and Weather Service, author-
ized  310 
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able for _  542 

Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act. See separate title. 

Soil Conservation Service— 
Appropriation for  540 
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Transfers of funds to  74 

Buildings, cost limitation   540 
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use of funds  541 
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ments  540 
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Agriculture, Department of-Continued Page
Speculative trading on commodity ex-

changes, funds available for carrying
out legislation respecting; report to
Congress - --.--..-------- 942, 943

Strategic and critical agricultural mate-
rials, research on, appropriation for;
transfer of lands, etc ------------ 529

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc --------- .._--- - 549

Exception, certain emergency work.. 549
Sugar. See separate title.
Sugar Act of 1937, appropriation to

effect provisions of; limitation--- - 543
Sugar Act of 1948 ----------------- 922
Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947-_ 35

Appropriation for enforcement----_-- 618
Appropriations for performing func-

tions under during July 1947;
amount available for terminal
leave----------------------- 245

Sugar Council, International, appropri-
ation for share of expenses -------- 527

Sugar Rationing Administration, funds
for -------.--------------- 245, 618

Surplus Marketing Administration, Ter-
ritories, emergency supplies for, re-
peal of provisions of Act of Decem-
ber 23, 1941__ ---- --.. ------. 450

Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of
timber ------------. _---------_ 920

Transfers of funds --------------.--. 65, 73,
74, 218, 219, 526, 537, 542

Treasury, Secretary of, authority re-
specting receipt of certain obliga-
tions and making of loans -----_.- 545

Tussock moth control, appropriation for 65
Twine, restriction on purchase of foreign

product---------.------------- 523
Vehicles, funds available for purchase;

limitation on number, etc----.--- 548
War crops, acreage allotment, date of

termination of state of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of February 28,
1945 ------------------------- 451

White pine blister rust control, appro-
priation for _-----------------. 537

Woodward, Okla., appropriation for re-
pair of buildings, etc .-----..- 533, 534

Agriculture, Secretary of. See Agriculture,
Department of.

Agriculture, Yearbook of:
Printing and binding-

Appropriation for --. --.---.---- _ 526
Restriction on use of Government

Printing Office funds for -------- 375
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Colleges

of, appropriation for endowment-- 266
Aid, Interim. See Foreign Aid Act of 1947.
Air Corps. See under War Department.

Air Force, United States. See Air Force, Page
Department of the, under National
Security Act of 1947.

Air Mail Service:
Alaska, funds for--------. 112, 230, 700, 701
Domestic-

Appropriation for --. ..--- . 112, 231, 701
Transfers of funds from------ 112, 187, 700

Air Mail Transportation, Foreign, funds
for ------------------- 69, 186,231,701

Air Museum, National, appropriation for
planning of --...... ____---------_ 602

Air-Navigation Facilities. See under Civil
Aeronautics Administration.

Aircraft. See Civil Aeronautics Adminis-
tration; Civil Aeronautics Board;
Navy Department; War Department.

Airport Act, Federal, appropriation for car-
rying out provisions of, merger of
appropriations -------------- .---- 297

Airport Advisory Service, transfer of funds
to appropriation for --------------- 74

Airports, Public, conveyance of surplus
property for development; terms, con-
ditions, reservations, and restrictions_ 678

"Ajax," Canadian-Built Dredge, Etc.,
documentation under laws of United
States ------------------------ . 704

Alabama, oil and gas conservation, consent
of Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning ----------.-------.---- 316

Alaska:
Agricultural experiment station, trans-

fer of equipment, etc.; availability
of funds for settlement of obliga-
tions----------------------- 529, 530

Agricultural extension work, appropria-
tion for-..... ......-.. 527tion for------------------------ 527

Agricultural problems, appropriation for
research on -------....- 524, 529

Air mail service, funds for__ 112, 230, 700, 701
Airport program, Federal-aid, appro-

priation for ------------------ 297
Civil Aeronautics Administration and

Civil Aeronautics Board-
Distressed persons in remote localities,

appropriation for relief- ------ 301
Medical services for employees in.. 301
Subsistence supplies for resale; report

to Congress ---------------- 301
District attorneys, U. S., appropriation

for office expenses ------------- 290
Fairbanks, construction of magnetic and

seismological observatory, appro-
priation for - . 298priation for---------------------298

Fire fighting, public lands, appropria-
tion for ..................tion for------------------------ 464

Fisheries, appropriation for ---------- 486
Fur-seal investigations, appropriation

for------------------------- 486
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Game law-

Amendment, compensation of mem-
bers of commission ------------- 415

Appropriation for enforcement------- 487
Government in, appropriation for- 66, 116, 489
Indians, buildings and utilities, con-

struction, etc., appropriation for-- 467

Indigent, appropriation for----------- 218
Insane, appropriation for care and cus-

tody of---------------------- 66,489
International Boundary Commission,

United States and Canada and
Alaska and Canada, appropriation
for --------------------- - 117,286

Land patents, etc., reservation of right-
of-way for roads, etc ------------ 418

Legislative expenses, appropriation for- 489

Marshals, U. S., appropriation for serv-
ices in collecting evidence- ------- 290

Metlakahtla, etc., Indians, U. S. citizen-
ship; certificate of citizenship----- 414

Mineral Leasing Act, amendment,
money received from sales, etc., of
public lands under, disposition---- 119

Mineral resources, appropriation for
investigation of----------------- 478

Mining claims, suspension of annual
assessment work---------------- 213

Mining laws and regulations; rights of
future State -------------------- 916

Mount McKinley National Park, appro-
priation for lodges, etc-- --------- 490

Natives, support, etc., appropriation
for---------------------- 115,465,943

Pardons, reprieves, etc., authority of
Governor respecting granting of-- 459

Petersburg, conveyance for school pur-
poses ----------------------- 632

Pribilof Islands, natives, appropriation
for furnishing food, etc., to ------- 486

Prisoners, Federal, appropriation for
support of---------------------- 293

Public schools, appropriation for- ----- 489

Railroads, additional income tax on,

appropriation for---------------- 22C

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Act, applicability---------------- 204

Richardson Highway, appropriation for
construction -------------------- 489

Riverside Mine, Hyder, transportation
of supplies and products by vessels
of foreign registry; time limit ----- 632

Roads, bridges, etc., appropriation for-_ 48

Salmon River, appropriation for flood
control ---------------------- - 685

Sitka, sale to, of United States Reserve
for Agricultural Investigations and

Weather Service, authorized------ 31(
c,- ...- .. + ;.. , funds for_ 112. 230, 700, 701
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Tongass National Forest, sale of timber
and lands ---------------_----- (

Topographic surveys, appropriation for_
Transportation of U. S. employees on

Army transports; limitation---_- .
Transportation service, water, authori-

zation for Maritime Commission to
make provision for during specified
period; reports to Congress___ --

University of Alaska, cooperation in re-
search on agricultural problems -

Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc., pur-
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Weather Bureau-
Distressed persons in remote localities,

appropriation for relief --------
Government employees, compensa-

tion for taking and transmitting
meteorological observations ----

Medical services for employees in --
Subsistence supplies for resale; report
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Wildlife resources, appropriation for in-

vestigations of-----------------
Zoning power of Legislature in town
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States------------------------

Alaska Communication System, appropri-
ation for----------------------- 118,
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Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, reem-

ployment of persons retired under,
repeal of Act of December 22,
1942--------------------------

Contracts for additional work, authority
of Secretary of the Interior-------
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Surplus materials, equipment, etc.,
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Albany, Calif., appropriation for construo-
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Alcohol. See Distilled Spirits, Etc.
Alcohol Plants, Industrial, emergency pro-

duction of sugars and sirups, time ex-
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Alien Property, Office of. See under Jus-
tice, Department of.
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Aliens. See also Citizenship and Natu- Page American Historical Association, appro- Page
ralization; Interned Persons; Prison- priation for printing report of ----.._ 602
ers of War. American International Institute for the

Arrivals at or departures from U. S. Protection of Childhood, appropria-
ports, lists to be furnished to im- tion for contribution --.-- ...----- . 282
migration officers---------------- 630 American Legion:

Copyrights, extension to work of, recip- Arthur Alexander Post Numbered 68,
rocal conditions --------------- 655 Belzoni, Miss., granting of rever-

Crews of certain foreign vessels, appro- sionary interest reserved to U. S.
priations available for expenses - - 395 in certain lands --------------__ 135

Deportation and exclusion, appropria- Attendance of Marine Band at parade
tion for ---------------------- 292 in New York, N. Y., authorized__ 632

Enemy aliens- American National Red Cross:
Detention, maintenance, etc., appro- Continuation of existing corporation,

priation for- etc---------------------------- 83
Justice, Department of --------- 292 D. C. Chapter, authorization for erec-
Navy Department -------------- 382 tion of permanent building; con-
War Department ---------- _--- 572 ditions, etc-------------------- 241

Water conservation and utilization Incorporation, amendments respecting_ 80
projects, etc., repeal of provision American Printing House for the Blind,
relating to use of services on --. 450 appropriation for -----.----------. 264

Fiancees or fiances of veterans or mem- American Republics:
bers of U. S. armed forces, admis- Cooperation with-
sion to U. S., time extension of Appropriation for---------------- _286
authority ---------- _-------- 190 Nonprofit institutions, grants to, ap-

Government service, restriction on em- propriation available for--- ---- 287
ployment. See Citizenship require- Inter-American Affairs, Institute of.
ments, employees, under Govern- See separate title.
ment Departments and Agencies. Navy Department, expenses of Latin-

Seamen- American cooperation, appropria-
Employment of, waivers for; limita- tion for _.---------- __--------- 38
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Foreign-flag vessels, certain, benefits zens of ---------------------- 286

for seamen, repeal of provisions War Department, inter-American rela-
of Act of July 1, 1944; effective tions-
date -------------.---- ----- 451 Appropriation for------ ------- _ 568

Spouses of American servicemen or vet- Appropriation rescission----- --. - 573
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respecting racial ineligibility; time pany, conveyances by Navy Depart-
limitation --------------------- 401 ment in Virginia and Maryland,

United Nations headquarters district, authorized .-------------------- 13
provisions respecting entry ------ 761 American Veterans of World War II

All-American Canal: (AMVETS), incorporation of ------ 403
Appropriation for ------------------ 476 Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, appropria-
Revision 'of language of Interior De- tion for ------------- 599

partment Appropriation Act, 1947_ 183 Amnesty Board, President's, allocation of
Allen, G. F., former Chief Disbursing funds for ... _----------------- - 585

Officer, Treasury Department, credit AMVETS (American Veterans of World
in accounts------------------- 729, 730 War II), incorporation of ------- - 403

Alley Dwelling Authority Act, D.C., appro- Anadarko, Okla., Indian arts and crafts
priation for maintenance of properties building, appropriation for support,
under___ ----_ -.. 600 etc . 465under----------------------------600 etc------------------------------ 465

Allowances, Military and Naval Personnel. Anaheim Bay, Calif., availability of funds
See Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, for erosion prevention at --------- 187
Amendments. Anderson Ranch Dam, Idaho, appropria-

Ambassadors and Ministers. See Foreign tion for construction ------------- 473
Service under State, Department of. Andrew W. Mellon Memorial Committee,

American Battle Monuments Commission: authorization for erection of memorial
Appropriation for ------------- 588, 696 in District of Columbia----------- 327
Cemeteries in foreign countries, design Andrews, Charles 0., appropriation for

and construction, responsibility- - 780 payment to widow of ------- - 15
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Angeles National Forest, Calif., acquisi- Page
tion of lands for, appropriation for__ 539

Angostura Unit, Missouri Basin Project,
inclusion of certain lands owned by
U. S., authorized ----------------- 408

Animal Husbandry, funds for__ ___ 73, 531, 617
Animal Industry, Bureau of. See under

Agriculture, Department of.
Annapolis, Md.:

Engineering Experiment Station, appro-
priation for -- ------------ __-__ 385
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tion for --------------------- 116, 474
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Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, III.,
appropriation for maintenance - - - 562

Time extended for bridging Rio Grande,
at or near Rio Grande City, Tex-_ 728

Browning, Mont., Indian museum, appro-
priation for support-- ------------ 465

Bruceton, Pa., appropriation for buildings
and grounds, Bureau of Mines, De-
partment of the Interior ----- ----- 482

Bryson City, N. C., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of -------- __- - 304

Buchanan, P. R., land, acquisition by
Military Establishment, reduction in
appropriation -----..------------. 22

Budget, Bureau of the:
Appropriation for-------------- 28, 59, 586
Field, etc., offices outside D. C., limita-

tion-------------------------- 586
Reports to Congress, Post Office Depart-

ment apportionment of appropria-
tions on quarterly basis, increase
in --------------------- -- 701, 702

Sugar, control, etc., transfer of funds and
personnel to Department of Agri-
culture, determination of _------ _ 36

Bulgaria, Nationals of, extension of certain
patent rights to------------------- 794

Butter:
Allocations, extension of time limitation

on provisions ----------------- 322
Process or renovated, appropriation for

carrying out provisions of desig-
nated Acts---___--------------- 533

Butter Substitutes:
Purchase by War Department, limita-

tions-----_----_---------------_ 556
Purchase for St. Elizabeths Hospital,

repeal of Act of July 12. 1943----- 450

C

Cabaret Tax, war tax rates of certain mis-
cellaneous taxes, continuance -- --- _

Cable Facilities, Tax on, war tax rates of
certain miscellaneous taxes, continu-
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ance----------------------------- 12
Cache National Forest, Utah, acquisition

of lands for, appropriation for -----. 539
Cactus on Public Lands, authority for dis-

posal by Secretary of the Interior -_- 681
Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of

bonds -------------------------- 311
Caldwell, George, Estate of, payment to

Menominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of - ------------------- 455

Caldwell, Joe, Sr., payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of-_ 455

California:
Albany, appropriation for construction

of storage building for Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chem-
istry, Department of Agriculture-_ 536

Anaheim Bay, availability of funds for
erosion prevention-----------___ _ 187

Central Valley project, appropriation
for --------------_- 116,474,475,944

Fort Rosecrans, use of federally owned
lands as national cemetery, author-
ized------------------------_- 742

Kern County, acquisition of land by Mil-
itary Establishment, reduction in
appropriation ---------_--------_ 22

Kings River project, appropriation for
construction -------------------- 475

Klamath project, appropriation for__ 116, 474
Laguna Band of Mission Indians, issu-

ance by Secretary of Interior of
patent in fee -------------- --- 731

Long Beach, conveyance by Navy De-
partment, authorized ----------- 399

Los Angeles, easement for construction,
etc., of storm drain, conveyance by
Navy Department, authorized -- 9

Los Angeles County, acquisition of land
by Military Establishment, reduc-
tion in appropriation -----------_ 22

Marine school, appropriation for main-
tenance----------------------_ 604

Modoc National Forest, addition of cer-
tain lands ------------------- -- 739

Monterey, acquisition of land, etc., for
naval postgraduate school ---..-- 705

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning ----------__---------- 316

Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact, ap-
proval of Congress ------------ 419
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California-Continued Page
Parker Dam power project, appropri-

ation for ----- _-------------. 116, 474
Pasadena, transfer of certain real prop-

erty to Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry, Department
of Agriculture ---- _---------

Sacramento River, appropriation for
flood control------- ---------

Salinas, transfer of lands in vicinity

536

690

of ---------------------------- 529
San Bernardino County, acquisition of

land by Military Establishment, re-
duction in appropriation --------- 22

San Diego-
Naval training station, funds for -- 67, 383
Right-of-way for construction, etc.,

of water pipe line or lines, con-
veyance by Navy Department,
authorized-------------------- 39

Yuma project, appropriation for_ 116, 474, 699
California Debris Commission, appropria-

tion for -_----------------------- 688
Camp Gillespie, San Diego County, Calif.,

right-of-way for construction, etc., of
water pipe line or lines, conveyance by
Navy Department, authorized------ 39

Canada:
Ajax, Canadian-built dredge, etc., docu-

mentation under laws of United
States------------------------- 704

Hyder, Alaska, transportation of supplies
and products of Riverside Mine by
vessels of foreign registry; time
limit ------------------------ 632

Insect pests and plant diseases, emer-
gency outbreaks, appropriation for
control of------- -------------- 536

International Boundary Commission,
United States and Canada and
Alaska and Canada, appropriation
for------- ----------------- 117,286

International Fisheries Commission,
appropriation for---------------- 286

International Joint Commission, United
States and Canada, appropriation
for---- -------------------- 117,285

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, appropriation for---- 286

Iron ore, transportation in vessels of Ca-
nadian registry, repeal of Act of
January 27, 1942; effective date--- 451

Provisional Fur-Seal Agreement of 1942,
termination date, repeal of provision
of Act of February 26, 1944 ----- 450

Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947---- 511
Canal Zone. See also Panama Canal.

Barro Colorado Island-
T .- hr-rntfrV Unrnriati-;nn fr - 602

Canal Zone-Continued Page
Barro Colorado Island-Continued

Scientific study, etc., setting aside for,
date of termination of emergency
in interpretation of provision of
Act of July 2, 1940 ---------- 453

Citizenship requirements, employees-_- 393,
570, 693

Civil government, appropriation for-_- 692
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-

denticide Act, exclusion from ------ 164
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for___ 691
Military forces other than National

Guard, maintenance, etc., repeal of
provisions of National Defense Act
of June 3, 1916 ---------------- 449

Retirement and disability fund, appro-
priation for--------------------- 590

Sanitation, appropriation for--_----- 114, 692
Vessels, anchorage, movement, etc.,

authority respecting, date of termi-
nation of emergency in interpreta-
tion of provisions of Act of June 15,
1917 ------------------------- 454

War Department-
Hours of employment and rates of pay

of skilled, etc., personnel----- 570, 693
Panamanian citizens, employment of,

restrictions, etc ---------- -570, 693
Canal Zone Code, Amendment, retirement,

recomputation of annuity, etc ------ 743
Cancer Institute, National, funds for--- - 72, 270
Cancer Research, amount available to

Atomic Energy Commission for----- 589
Cannonball Dam, appropriation for ----- 699
Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recrea-

tional Area Project, appropriation for
maintenance of structures- ---..- 483

Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of
Morocco, appropriation for contribu-
tion---------------------------- 282

Capitol Buildings and Grounds:
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for-- 27, 369
Police duty, details for------------ 368, 377
Regulations for use, authority of Capitol

Police Board respecting promulga-
tion--------------------------- 308

Capitol Grounds, parking spaces, repeal of
Act of July 8, 1943--------------- 450

Capitol Police:
Appropriation for--------------- 368, 696
Details to Capitol Grounds, etc----- 368, 377
Standards required ----------------- 377

Capitol Police Board:
Authority respecting promulgation of

regulations for use of U. S. Capitol
Grounds, effective date, etc------ 308

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for- 27, 72
Capitol Power Plant, appropriation for

operation, etc ------------------ 27, 370
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Capper-Ketcham Act, appropriation to Paj
effect provisions of -----...-------- 52

Captured Persons, pay, appropriations
available to Navy Department for_ 3_

Carderock, Md., Experimental Model
Basin, appropriation for--- . 3

Carlsbad Project, N. Mex., appropriation
for construction ---------_ -. -_ . 47

Carlson, Evelyn Norman, appropriation
for payment to ----------..-----_ 10

Carriers. See also Railroads.
Arbitration, codification and enactment

into positive law of title 9, United
States Code --------- ____----- _ 66

Communications-
Rendering of free communication

services to official participants in
designated world telecomlinunica-
tions conferences.......------- 8

War powers of President, date of
termination of emergency in
interpretation of provisions of
Act of June 19, 1934 -...------ 45

Emergency powers of Interstate Com-
merce Commission over motor and
water, termination date ---- 34, 214, 32

Maritime Commission-
Alaska, water transportation service,

authority to make provision for
during specified period; reports
to Congress ..-------- ....---- .

Water carrier service, continuation of
authority for --------------- 6,191

Through service, common carriers sub-
ject to Interstate Commerce Act,
rates, etc--------- ------___ ---- _ 74

Casper, Wyo., clerk of U. S. District Court,
restriction on use of funds for main-
taining office of______________ 304

Caustic Poison Act, Federal, appropriation
for enforcement --------------- 265

Cedar Bluff Dam, Kansas Basin, appro-
priation for ------------------ - 699

Celilo Falls, Oreg., purchase of land by
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department
of the Interior ----------------- 466

Cemeteries, Historic, on abandoned mili-
tary posts, conveyance to States, etc.;
reversion to U. S---------------- 234

Cemeteries, National. See National
Cemeteries.

Censorship, communications between U. S.
and foreign countries, repeal of pro-
vision of Act of December 18, 1941_. 450

Census, Bureau of the. See under Com-
merce, Department of.

Central Intelligence Agency. See under
National Security Act of 1947.

Central of Georgia Railway Company, con- Page
veyance by Navy Department,
authorized; paymenlt by grantee .. 0 11

Central Valley Project, Calif., appropria-
tion for -----..---- _. 1(iI, 474, 475, 94.1

Cereal Grain, limitation on acquisition for
foreign aid program -... .. .. 938, 912

Cereal Rust Control, appropriation for __ 535
Chaplains, Army:

Chief of, appropriation for Office of --. 568
Rescission -------.......-------- 574

Chapman Field Military Reservation, Dade
County, Fla., transfer of certain lands
to Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering, De-
partment of Agriculture -----. __-- . 533

Charleston, S. C., conveyance, date of ter-
mination of state of war, etc., in inter-
pretation of Act of May 27, 1936-- . 451

Checks, Government, rules and regula-
tions for facilitating payment of cer-
tain ..................... 308tain-----------------------------308

Chemical Corps. See under War Depart-
ment.

Chemistry, International Union of, appro-
priation for contribution -----. _ 113, 283

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, appropriation
for------------------------------........... 484

Chicago, Il., erection of Marine Corps
memorial in Grant Park, establish-
ment of commission for formulating
plans --------.....-----------. 724

Child Health Services. See Social Securi-
ty Administration.

Child Welfare. See Social Security Ad-
ministration.

Childhood, American International Insti-
tute for the Protection of, appropria-
tion for contribution_____ ------- 282

Children, Dependent, Aid to. See Social
Security Act; Social Security Adminis-
tration.

Children's Bureau. See under Social Secu-
rity Administration.

Children's Emergency Fund of the United
Nations, International:

Appropriation for -------..... ---- _ 613
Contributions to; limitation-----... 125, 939

Chillicothe, Mo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of --------------- 304

Chillicothe, Ohio, U. S. Industrial Re-
formatory, construction, reduction in
appropriation -------------------. 21

China:
Aid to, authorized ------------- 125, 934

Appropriation for ----.- --- 613, 942
Monuments, etc., to American soldiers,

appropriation for maintenance - - 686
Use of funds rpsrved f. o;ir- t ....-si. - --- ..u ,,U lu - - - - - - -uY_
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China Trade Act Corporations, income tax Page
due date ------------____._----- _ 919

Chippewa Indians, Red Lake Band, Minn.,
per capita payments from sale of tim-
ber and lumber .--------_____---- _ 417

Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, Okla., leases,
etc., of coal or asphalt deposits;
sale ----------------------------- 686

Choctaw Indians, Okla., treaties with, ap-
propriation for fulfilling ---- ___-----_ 468

Chopawamsic Park, appropriation for ___ 484
Cinchona Bark, Etc., allocations, extension

of time limitation on provisions, con-
dition -------------------------. 34, 322

Cincinnati, Ohio, water and sanitary inves-
tigations station at, appropriation
for ----------------------------- 271

Citizens' Military Training, appropriation
for ---------------------------- _ 566

Citizenship and Naturalization. See also
Aliens.

Copies of records of Immigration and
Naturalization Service, fees for
furnishing -------- _________....

Disabled individuals, naturalization pro-
ceedings at places other than office
of clerk or in open court in case of-

Government employees, citizenship re-
quirements. See Citizenship re-
quirements, employees, under Gov-
ernment Departments and Agencies.

Housing projects, low-rent, citizenship
requirements for rental or occupan-
cy; exceptions ---------..---. ___

Loss of U. S. nationality, date of termi-
nation of state of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of July 1, 1944-......

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certifi-
cates of citizenship ---------...-

Photographic studio, operation for bene-
fit of persons seeking to comply
with requirements under immigra-
tion and nationality laws ---.--..

Seamen, citizenship requirements, sus-
pension authority, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpretation
of provisions of Act of June 29,
1936 ---------------------__--

240

121

575

454

414

97

454
Spouses of American servicemen or vet-

erans, nonapplicability of provi-
sions respecting racial ineligibility;
time limitation ----------_--_-- - 401

City Delivery Service, Post Office Depart-
ment, appropriation for----___ 29, 112, 230

Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938:
Amendment, through service by air car-

riers and certain common carriers,
rates, etc --------------- ..---_.

Flying hours, maximum, in interstate
air transportation, repeal of Act of
April 29, 1942 ----............

743

450

Civil Aeronautics Administration: Page
Administration, general, transfer of

funds to appropriation for-----__ _ 74
Air-navigation facilities, etc.-

Funds for --......----- _ 74, 110, 296,619
War and Navy Departments, trans-

fers from, authorized -----____ _ 297
Aircraft, etc.-

Maintenance and operation, transfer
of funds to appropriation for --_ 74

Surplus, transfer from War and Navy
Departments, authorized_ --___ 296

Transfer to Fish and Wildlife Service,
Department of the Interior ----- 489

Airport Advisory Service, transfer of
funds to appropriation for___ _ ----- 74

Airport program, Federal-aid, appropri-
ation for; merger of appropriations- 297

Airport traffic control towers, crediting
of funds from States, etc., for opera-
tion of ----------.......------ . 296

Airports, public, conveyance of property
for development; terms, conditions,
reservations, and restrictions------ 678

Alaska-
Distressed persons in remote localities,

appropriation for relief of ----- _ 301
Medical services for employees in .__ 301
Subsistence supplies for resale------- 301

Emergency repairs, etc., funds available- 296
Safety regulations, enforcement, trans-

fer of funds to appropriation for-_- 74
Salaries and expenses, appropriation

for ---------------.------- 296, 619
Technical development, funds for----- 74, 297
Transfer of funds ----------------. 296, 297
Washington National Airport-

Arrest, power of; carrying of weap-
ons -------------------..... - 94

Funds for ----------------.. 74, 110, 297
Municipal services, agreements for;

charges; appropriations author-
ized ------------------------- 95

Park Police, patrol by------.--.-- 94
Transfer of equipment from War and

Navy Departments ------.--- _ 297
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collateral, deposit of----------- 94
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propriation for fulfilling  468 

Chopawamsic Park, appropriation for__ _ _ 484 
Cinchona Bark, Etc., allocations, extension 

of time limitation on provisions, con-
dition  34, 322 

Cincinnati, Ohio, water and sanitary inves-
tigations station at, appropriation 
for  271 

Citizens' Military Training, appropriation 
for  566 

Citizenship and Naturalization. See also 
Aliens. 

Copies of records of Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, fees for 
furnishing  240 

Disabled individuals, naturalization pro-
ceedings at places other than office 
of clerk or in open court in case of_ 121 

Government employees, citizenship re-
quirements. See Citizenship re-
quirements, employees, under Gov-
ernment Departments and Agencies. 

Housing projects, low-rent, citizenship 
requirements for rental or occupan-
cy; exceptions  575 

Loss of U. S. nationality, date of termi-
nation of state of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of July 1, 1944  454 

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certifi-
cates of citizenship  414 

Photographic studio, operation for bene-
fit of persons seeking to comply 
with requirements under immigra-
tion and nationality laws  97 

Seamen, citizenship requirements, sus-
pension authority, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpretation 
of provisions of Act of June 29, 
1936  454 

Spouses of American servicemen or vet-
erans, nonapplicability of provi-
sions respecting racial ineligibility; 
time limitation  401 

City Delivery Service, Post Office Depart-
ment, appropriation for  29, 112, 230 

Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938: 
Amendment, through service by air car-

riers and certain common carriers, 
rates, etc  743 

Flying hours, maximum, in interstate 
air transportation, repeal of Act of 
April 29, 1942  450 

Civil Aeronautics Administration: Page 

Administration, general, transfer of 
funds to appropriation for  74 

Air-navigation facilities, etc.— 
Funds for  74, 110, 296, 619 
War and Navy Departments, trans-

fers from, authorized  297 
Aircraft, etc.— 

Maintenance and operation, transfer 
of funds to appropriation for. __ _ 74 

Surplus, transfer from War and Navy 
Departments, authorized_  296 

Transfer to Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Department of the Interior  489 

Airport Advisory Service, transfer of 
funds to appropriation for  74 

Airport program, Federal-aid, appropri-
ation for; merger of appropriations_ 297 

Airport traffic control towers, crediting 
of funds from States, etc., for opera-
tion of  296 

Airports, public, conveyance of property 
for development; terms, conditions, 
reservations, and restrictions  678 

Alaska— 
Distressed persons in remote localities, 

appropriation for relief of  301 
Medical services for employees in  301 
Subsistence supplies for resale  301 

Emergency repairs, etc., funds available.. 296 
Safety regulations, enforcement, trans-

fer of funds to appropriation for. 74 
Salaries and expenses, appropriation 

for  296, 619 
Technical development, funds for  74, 297 
Transfer of funds  296, 297 
Washington National Airport---

Arrest, power of; carrying of weap-
ons  94 

Funds for  74, 110, 297 
Municipal services, agreements for; 

charges; appropriations author-
ized  95 

Park Police, patrol by  94 
Transfer of equipment from War and 

Navy Departments  297 
Violations of regulations, penalty; 

collateral, deposit of  94 
Civil Aeronautics Board: 
Alaska— 

Air transportation of U. S. employees 
on Army transports, authority 
respecting termination  423 

Medical services for employees in____ 301 
Subsistence supplies for resale  301 

Appropriation for  297 
Penalty mail costs, funds for  110, 297 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

approval of certain loans by; certifi-
cation regarding meeting of fixed 
charges    203 
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Ulvil Aeronautics Board-Continued Pag
Salaries and expenses, transfer of funds

to appropriation for--------------_ 7
Through service and joint rates, etc., air

carriers, statement ----..----. _ 74
Civil Aviation Organization, International,

appropriation for contribution----.. . 28
Civil Procedure, Rules for, appropriation

for preparation of -- _____ .------ _ 30
Civil Service. See Government Employees.
Civil Service Commission:

Alaska Railroad retirement and disabil-
ity fund, appropriation for- ...... 591

Canal Zone retirement and disability
fund, appropriation for---__ _ -- - 591

Civil service retirement and disability
fund. See separate title.

Details from other agencies, restriction_ 59(
Emergency transfers or details -------- 59(
Investigation of Federal employees,

transfer of funds for ------------ 69(
Legal Examining Unit, funds not avail-

able------___ _ - -------------- 59(
Loyalty Review Board, inapplicability of

designated provisions of law to
members --- ----- ----------- 696

Panama Canal construction annuity
fund, appropriation for_-- _-- _ 60, 59

Political activities, pernicious, appropri-
ation for prevention of -------___ 58

Salaries and expenses, appropriation
for- .. _..... ...... 114, 589, 696for---------------------114,589,696

Supervisory positions, compensation of
officers allocating, limitations ..-- 590

Veteran preference eligibles, discharge,
etc., mandatory corrective action
on recommendation of Commission_ 723

Civil Service Retirement Act:
Amendments-

Deductions, return upon separation
before completion of ten years of
service-----------------------521

Federal Bureau of Investigation, re-
tirement of certain personnel;
annuity ------------------- 307

Senate, Official Reporters of Debates
of, etc., extension of Act to----_ 135

Panama Railroad, inclusion of certain
officers and employees within terms
of. ........

Student-employees of hospitals of Fed-
eral Government, limitation on
applicability to ----.- ______...

Civil Service Retirement and Disability
Fund:

Appropriation for -.--- ---______
District of Columbia, crediting of funds.
Five-year valuation, date of termination

of war in interpretation of Act of
Dec. 23, 1944-- ......... _......

415

728

590
427

453

Civil Service Retirement :and Disability Page
Fund-Continued

Panama Railroad pension fund, trans-
fer .... .........-------------- _ 415

Annuity, payment of --......----- _ 16
Individual accounts, establishment__ 416

Civil War Veterans and Dependents, in-
crease in pension rates .....------ _ 610

Civilian Conservation Corps:
Admissions tax exemption, termination

date --------------------------- 919
Furnishing of medical services, etc., by

Bureau of Employees' Compensa-
tion, Federal Security Agency.. _ 265

Liquidation expenses, appropriation
for ----------......------- . 274, 275

Civilian Production Administration:
Liquidation ..--------. ...---------- 18
Reduction in appropriation ---...---- . 17

Civilian War Assistance:
Appropriation for continuing --------- 275
Reduction in appropriation ------.-- _ 19

Civilian War Benefits:
Appropriation for continuing .--..--- . 616
Reduction in appropriation ---------- 19

Claims:
Army, appropriation for_ 70, 551, 552, 555, 560
Audited claims, appropriation for .-- _ 64,

78, 185, 627
Coast Guard, appropriation for-______ 227
District of Columbia, appropriation for_ 64,

426
Federal Security Agency, appropriation

for ----------------------- 276, 625
Federal Tort Claims Act. See separate

title.
Federal Works Agency, appropriation

for -------------------- 77, 592, 616
Government Corporations, funds avail-

able for---------------------- 583
Insurance. See separate title.
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for -----....... _ 77, 461,472, 625
Justice, Department of, appropriation

for-------------------------..........- 67,289
Labor organizations, officers, affidavits

respecting nonaffiliation with Com-
munist Party, etc., applicability of
criminal provisions with respect to
presentation of false claims ----- _ 146

Menominee Indian Mills, payment to
credit of designated accounts for
logging of timber---------..---- 455

National Guard, appropriation for ----- 551,
552, 564National Housing Agency, appropria-

tion for -...tion for------------------------ 625Navy Department, appropriation for
payment-. 67,382, 386, 394, 622, 626

Organized Reserves. a-nnnnri-a;,, - r. r,
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Civil Aeronautics Board—Continued 
Salaries and expenses, transfer of funds 

to appropriation for  74 
Through service and joint rates, etc., air 

carriers, statement    744 
Civil Aviation Organization, International, 

appropriation for contribution  283 
Civil Procedure, Rules for, appropriation 

for preparation of  302 
Civil Service. See Government Employees. 
Civil Service Commission: 
Alaska Railroad retirement and disabil-

ity fund, appropriation for  590 
Canal Zone retirement and disability 

fund, appropriation for  590 
Civil service retirement and disability 

fund. See separate title. 
Details from other agencies, restriction_ 590 
Emergency transfers or details_   590 
Investigation of Federal employees, 

transfer of funds for  696 
Legal Examining Unit, funds not avail-

able  590 
Loyalty Review Board, inapplicability of 

designated provisions of law to 
members  696 

Panama Canal construction annuity 
fund, appropriation for  60, 590 

Political activities, pernicious, appropri-
ation for prevention of  589 

Salaries and expenses, appropriation 
for  114, 589, 696 

Supervisory positions, compensation of 
officers allocating, limitations  590 

Veteran preference eligibles, discharge, 
etc., mandatory corrective action 
on recommendation of Commission_ 723 

Civil Service Retirement Act: 
Amendments— 

Deductions, return upon separation 
before completion of ten years of 
service  521 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, re-
tirement of certain personnel; 
annuity  307 

Senate, Official Reporters of Debates 
of, etc., extension of Act to  135 

Panama Railroad, inclusion of certain 

officers and employees within terms 
of  415 

Student-employees of hospitals of Fed-
eral Government, limitation on 
applicability to  728 

Civil Service Retirement and Disability 
Fund: 

Appropriation for  590 

District of Columbia, crediting of funds_ 427 
Five-year valuation, date of termination 

of war in interpretation of Act of 
Dec. 23, 1944  453 

Page Civil Service Retirement and Disability 
Fund—Continued 

Panama Railroad pension fund, trans-
fer  415 

Annuity, payment of  416 
Individual accounts, establishment 416 

Civil War Veterans and Dependents, in-
crease in pension rates  610 

Civilian Conservation Corps: 
Admissions tax exemption, termination 

date  919 
Furnishing of medical services, etc., by 

Bureau of Employees' Compensa-
tion, Federal Security Agency_ _ _ _ 265 

Liquidation expenses, appropriation 

for  274, 275 
Civilian Production Administration: 

Liquidation  18 
Reduction in appropriation  17 

Civilian War Assistance: 
Appropriation for continuing  275 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

Civilian War Benefits: 
Appropriation for continuing  616 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

Claims: 

Army, appropriation for.. 70, 551, 552, 555, 560 
Audited claims, appropriation for  64, 

78, 185, 627 
Coast Guard, appropriation for  227 
District of Columbia, appropriation for.. 64, 

426 
Federal Security Agency, appropriation 

for  276, 625 
Federal Tort Claims Act. See separate 

title. 

Federal Works Agency, appropriation 

for  77, 592, 616 
Government Corporations, funds avail-

able for    583 
Insurance. See separate title. 
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for  77, 461, 472, 625 
Justice, Department of, appropriation 

for  67, 289 
Labor organizations, officers, affidavits 

respecting nonaffiliation with Com-
munist Party, etc., applicability of 

criminal provisions with respect to 
presentation of false claims  146 

Menominee Indian Mills, payment to 
credit of designated accounts for 
logging of timber  455 

National Guard, appropriation for  551, 

552, 564 
National Housing Agency, appropria-

tion for  

Navy Department, appropriation for 

payment  67, 382, 386, 394, 622, 626 
Organized Reserves, appropriation for.. 551, 552 

Page 

625 



Claims-Continued Page
Panama Canal, appropriation for------ 691
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. See sepa-

rate title.
Post Office Department-

Adjustment of claims of postmasters,
and Navy, Coast Guard, and
Army mail clerks, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Dec. 7, 1945_ 453

Appropriation for -------------- 111, 229
Public accounts, time limitation on

claims and demands, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Oct. 9, 1940- - 454

Public Roads Administration, appro-
priation for payment ----------- 61

Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of
1942, amendment, jurisdiction of
Commission, claims decided by
General Claims Commission in
which U. S. filed petition for re-
hearing ----------- _----------- 24

State, Department of, appropriation
for -------------------.---.--- 77

Switzerland, Government of, payment
to----------------------------- 11

Treasury Department, appropriation
for ------------- --- 77,216, 218, 625

Veterans' organizations, presentation of
claims to Veterans' Administration,
retired members of armed forces as
representatives ----------------- 716

War Department-
Appropriation for ----------------- 70,

552, 555, 560, 624, 626
Appropriation rescission------------ 573
Appropriations available for-------- 694

Claims, Court of. See under United
States Courts.

Claims Commission, Indian, appropria-
tion for _.----------. ----------- 61,616

Clarke-McNary Act of June 7, 1924, sup-
pression of forest fires, repeal of pro-
vision for cooperation without match-
ing of funds---------------------- 449

Clarksburg, W. Va., acquisition by Veter-
ans' Administration of site for facility
at ------------------------------ 677

Classification Act of 1923, student-employ-
ees of hospitals, etc., exemption from
coverage------------------------- 727

Clay, Ball, Sagger, and China, income-tax
percentage depletion ------------ 919, 920

Clay, Common, on Public Lands, authority
for disposal by Secretary of the In-
terior------------------------- 681

Clayton Act:
Inapplicability to regulation of insur-

ance. time extension------------ 448

Clayton Act-Continued Page
Jurisdiction of district courts with re-

spect to suits by and against labor
organizations -----.----------- _ 158

Clerks of Courts:
Restriction on use of funds for maintain-

ing offices at designated places- .. 304
Salaries, appropriation for ---------- 27, 304

Cleveland, Ohio:
Appropriation for facilities, etc., under

supervision of National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics --___. 599

Marine Band, attendance at parade of
Veterans of Foreign Wars, author-
ized ------- ---__-----__ _---_- 632

Cleveland National Forest, Calif., acquisi-
tion of lands for, appropriation for___ 539

Coal:
Anthracite investigations, appropria-

tion for ----------------------- 480
Anthracite Research Laboratory-

Appropriation for construction and
equipment ------------------ _ 480

Appropriation rescission ---------- _ 492
Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, leases,

etc., of deposits; sale- ------------ 686
Deposits, investigations, appropriation

for--------------- -----__ ----- 481
Mines-

Income-tax percentage depletion-__ 919, 920
Inspections and investigations-

Funds for --------------- 116, 479, 699
Safety standards, nonobservance,

notification of owner, recom-
mendations; reports respect-
ing-----.------------------ 725

Mining of, on lands acquired by United
States -----.------------------ 913

Synthetic liquid fuels, production of___ 480
Coal Mines Administration. See under

Interior, Department of the.
Coast and Geodetic Survey:

Agreements, cooperative, for surveys,
investigations, etc --------------- 788

Appropriation for ---------------- 110, 298
Appropriations authorized for construc-

tion, etc., of facilities------------ 788
Bombers or fathometer readers, extra

compensation to members of crews
of vessels assigned as---------- 298, 400

Cartographic methods, etc., develop-
mental work for improvement, au-
thorized ---------------------- 788

Commissioned officers, pay, etc., appro-
priation for ------------------ 110, 298

Contracts for performance of functions,
authority --------------------- 788

Dependents and household effects, trans-
portation ---------------------_ 236

Functions and duties, definition of----- 787
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Claims—Continued Page 
Panama Canal, appropriation for  691 
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. See sepa-

rate title. 
Post Office Department— 
Adjustment of claims of postmasters, 

and Navy, Coast Guard, and 
Army mail clerks, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of 
provisions of Act of Dec. 7, 1945_ 453 

Appropriation for  III, 229 
Public accounts, time limitation on 

claims and demands, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of 
provisions of Act of Oct. 9, 1940_ _ _ 454 

Public Roads Administration, appro-
priation for payment  61 

Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of 
1942, amendment, jurisdiction of 
Commission, claims decided by 
General Claims Commission in 
which U. S. filed petition for re-
hearing  24 

State, Department of, appropriation 
for  77 

Switzerland, Government of, payment 
to  11 

Treasury Department, appropriation 
for  77, 216, 218, 625 

Veterans' organizations, presentation of 
claims to Veterans' Administration, 
retired members of armed forces as 
representatives  716 

War Departmen t— 
Appropriation for  70, 

552, 555, 560, 624, 626 
Appropriation rescission  573 
Appropriations available for  694 

Claims, Court of. See under United 
States Courts. 

Claims Commission, Indian, appropria-
tion for  61, 616 

Clarke-McNary Act of June 7, 1924, sup-
pression of forest fires, repeal of pro-
vision for cooperation without match-
ing of funds  449 

Clarksburg, W. Va., acquisition by Veter-
ans' Administration of site for facility 
at    677 

Classification Act of 1923, student-employ-
ees of hospitals, etc., exemption from 
coverage  727 

Clay, Ball, Sagger, and China, income-tax 
percentage depletion  919, 920 

Clay, Common, on Public Lands, authority 
for disposal by Secretary of the In-
terior  

Clayton Act: 
Inapplicability to regulation of insur-

ance, time extension  448 

681 

Clayton Act—Continued Page 

Jurisdiction of district courts with re-
spect to suits by and against labor 
organizations  158 

Clerks of Courts: 
Restriction on use of funds for maintain-

ing offices at designated places_ _ 304 
Salaries, appropriation for  27, 304 

Cleveland, Ohio: 
Appropriation for facilities, etc., under 

supervision of National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics  599 

Marine Band, attendance at parade of 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, author-
ized  632 

Cleveland National Forest, Calif., acquisi-
tion of lands for, appropriation for   539 

Coal: 
Anthracite investigations, appropria-

tion for  480 
Anthracite Research Laboratory— 

Appropriation for construction and 
equipment  480 

Appropriation rescission  492 
Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, leases, 

etc., of deposits; sale  686 
Deposits, investigations, appropriation 

for  481 
Mines— 
Income-tax percentage depletion__ _ 919, 920 
Inspections and investigations— 
Funds for  116, 479, 699 
Safety standards, nonobservance, 

notification of owner, recom-
mendations; reports respect-
ing  725 

Mining of, on lands acquired by United 
States  913 

Synthetic liquid fuels, production of _ _ _ 480 
Coal Mines Administration. See under 

Interior, Department of the. 
Coast and Geodetic Survey: 

Agreements, cooperative, for surveys, 
investigations, etc  788 

Appropriation for  110, 298 
Appropriations authorized for construc-

tion, etc., of facilities  788 
Bombers or fathometer readers, extra 

compensation to members of crews 
of vessels assigned as  298, 400 

Cartographic methods, etc., develop-
mental work for improvement, au-
thorized  788 

Commissioned officers, pay, etc., appro-
priation for  110, 298 

Contracts for performance of functions, 
authority  788 

Dependents and household effects, trans-
portation  236 

Functions and duties, definition of  787 
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Coast and Geodetic Survey-Continued Page
Geomagnetic data, collection and dis-

semination authorized ---------- 787
Geophysical sciences, investigation and

research authorized _------------ 788
Gifts and bequests, acceptance author-

ized; tax exemption ----------__ _ 788
Government employees, extra compen-

sation for tending seismographs, etc 400
Income-tax deferments for personnel on

sea duty or outside United States,
termination date --------------- 918

Pay and allowances during periods of
absence from duty, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of Act
of March 7, 1942 -------------- 453

Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-
ments. See separate title.

Relief of distressed persons in remote local-
ities, etc., reimbursement of com-
missioned officers for-- --_--_---_ 400

Rental allowances, occupancy of Gov-
ernment facilities under Military
Establishment------ .---.----- _ 572

Salaries and expenses, funds for...... 74, 110
Transfer of equipment, personnel, etc.,

to War or Navy Department, date
of termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of Act of May 22, 1917 452

Transportation of effects of commis-
sioned officers who die on active
duty ---------- _.-------------_ 400

Vehicles, funds available for purchase-_ 298
Vessels, public, employment ---------- 788
Working fund, reduction in appropria-

tions --.---------------...... . 20
Coast Guard:

Accounts, examination of certain, time
extension, date of termination of
war, etc., in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941, and
Act of Dec. 23, 1944-------..... . 452

Aerial flights, increased pay for, restric-
tion --.. ........-------------- 225

Aircraft, acquisition, appropriation for;
limitation on number ------------ 227

Ajax, Canadian-built dredge, etc., docu-
mentation under laws of the United
States -----------.-----------__ 704

Appropriation for- ------------ _ 225, 702
Reductions in appropriations --- 22, 702
Transfers of funds-------_----- 76, 113

Assistant Commandant, pay and allow-
ances-____ 410ances--------------------------410

Aviation stations, increase in number - 786
Bonds, officers and enlisted men, pay-

ment of annual premium as compli-
ance with requirement for renewal_ 647

Coast Guard-Continued Page
Civilian employees, funds for ------ 76, 227
Claims, appropriation for settlement___ 227
Clothing allowance on discharge for bad

conduct, etc., appropriation for--_ 226
Clothing and clothing allowance for en-

listed men ---------------.---- - 242
Commandant, Office of, funds for ---- 76, 225
Commissioned strength-

Appointments; eligibility, etc----- 410, 411
Computation; reduction and increase

of percentages ------__---_--_ 410
Distribution --------------------- 409
Extra numbers, inclusion--_-----__ _ 412

Contracts for vessels, aircraft, etc., re-
peal of provision of Act of July 11,
1941 -------- ---.------------ 450

Customs, Bureau of, transferred person-
nel, provisions respecting eligibility
for appointment as commissioned
officers; retirement, etc--_____-- - 410

Dependents-
Quarters for, hiring, restriction------ 226
Transportation of, appropriation

for-------------------.-- ._ 225, 236
Engineer in Chief, pay and allowances_ 410
Enlistments-

Detention pay, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provision
of Act of Dec. 13, 1941 -------- 452

Extension, etc., date of termination of
war, etc., in interpretation of Act
of Aug. 18, 1941 -- ------ _--- 452

Establishment and control, date of ter-
mination of war in interpretation of
provision of Act of Jan. 28,
1915 ---------.. -------------. 454

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., conveyance by
Treasury Department of designated
site, time extension ------------- 54

General expenses-
Administrative, management, and

fiscal policies and affairs, funds
available for study ----------- 702

Appropriation for .---_-_________-
Transfer of funds from appropriation

for- -- --------
Gifts from members, amendment of free-

entry provision; termination date-
Headquarters, details at, restriction -.-
Household effects, transportation ....
Insurance. See Insurance; National

Service Life Insurance Act of 1940,
Amendments.

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.

Life Saving Service, former, increased
retired pay for certain members....

226

113

917
225
236
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Geomagnetic data, collection and dis-

semination authorized  787 
Geophysical sciences, investigation and 

research authorized  788 
Gifts and bequests, acceptance author-

ized; tax exemption  788 
Government employees, extra compen-

sation for tending seismographs, etc 400 
Income-tax deferments for personnel on 

sea duty or outside United States, 
termination date  918 

Pay and allowances during periods of 
absence from duty, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of Act 
of March 7, 1942  453 

Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-
ments. See separate title. 

Relief of distressed persons in remote local-
ities, etc., reimbursement of com-
missioned officers for  400 

Rental allowances, occupancy of Gov-
ernment facilities under Military 
Establishment  572 

Salaries and expenses, funds for  74, 110 
Transfer of equipment, personnel, etc., 

to War or Navy Department, date 
of termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of Act of 1Vay 22, 1917 452 

Transportation of effects of commis-
sioned officers who die on active 
duty  400 

Vehicles, funds available for purchase  298 
Vessels, public, employment  788 
Working fund, reduction in appropria-

tions  20 
Coast Guard: 

Accounts, examination of certain, time 
extension, date of termination of 
war, etc., in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941, and 
Act of Dec. 23, 1944  452 

Aerial flights, increased pay for, restric-
tion   225 

Aircraft, acquisition, appropriation for; 
limitation on number  227 

Ajax, Canadian-built dredge, etc., docu-
mentation under laws of the United 
States  704 

Appropriation for   225, 702 
Reductions in appropriations  22, 702 
Transfers of funds  76, 113 

Assistant Commandant, pay and allow-
ances  410 

Aviation stations, increase in number_ _ 786 
Bonds, officers and enlisted men, pay-

ment of annual premium as compli-
ance with requirement for renewal_ 647 

Coast Guard—Continued Page 
Civilian employees, funds for  76, 227 
Claims, appropriation for settlement _ 227 
Clothing allowance on discharge for bad 

conduct, etc., appropriation for_ _ _ 226 
Clothing and clothing allowance for en-

listed men  242 
Commandant, Office of, funds for. _ _ _ 76, 225 
Commissioned strength— 
Appointments; eligibility, etc_  410, 411 
Computation; reduction and increase 

of percentages  410 
Distribution  409 
Extra numbers, inclusion  412 

Contracts for vessels, aircraft, etc., re-
peal of provision of Act of July 11, 
1941  450 

Customs, Bureau of, transferred person-
nel, provisions respecting eligibility 
for appointment as commissioned 
officers; retirement, etc  410 

Dependents— 
Quarters for, hiring, restriction  226 
Transportation of, appropriation 

for  225, 236 
Engineer in Chief, pay and allowances_ 410 
Enlistments— 

Detention pay, date of termination of 
war in interpretation of provision 
of Act of Dec. 13, 1941  452 

Extension, etc., date of termination of 
war, etc., in interpretation of Act 
of Aug. 18, 1941  452 

Establishment and control, date of ter-
mination of war in interpretation of 
provision of Act of Jan. 28, 
1915    454 

Fort Lauderdale, Fla., conveyance by 
Treasury Department of designated 
site, time extension  54 

General expenses— 
Administrative, management, and 

fiscal policies and affairs, funds 
available for study  702 

Appropriation for  226 
Transfer of funds from appropriation 

for  113 
Gifts from members, amendment of free-

entry provision; termination date_ 917 
Headquarters, details at, restriction__ 225 
Household effects, transportation  236 
Insurance. See Insurance; National 

Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, 
Amendments. 

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces, 
Amendments. See separate title. 

Life Saving Service, former, increased 
retired pay for certain members_ - _ - 674 
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Coast Guard-Continued Page
Lighthouse Service-

Date of termination of emergency in
interpretation of provisions re-
specting transfer of vessels, etc.,
to jurisdiction of Navy or War
Department ------------------ 452

Navigation aids, special projects, re-
duction in appropriation ------- 22

Retired pay, appropriation for------ 227
Mail clerks, adjustment of claims, date

of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of provisions of Act of Dec. 7,
1945-------------------------- 453

Marblehead, Mass., conveyance------- 99
Marine Inspection and Navigation, for-

mer Bureau of-
Pay of certain personnel, exceeding of

limitation with respect to------- 226
Transferred personnel, provisions re-

specting eligibility for appoint-
ment as commissioned officers;
retirement, etc---------------- 410

Medals, decorations, etc., from certain
foreign governments-

Acceptance authorized; time limita-
tion---------_--------.------ 93

Amendment------------------- 715
Date of termination of war in inter-

pretation of provisions of Act of
July 20, 1942 --------------- 453

Merchant marine inspection, salaries and
expenses, transfer of funds to appro-
priation for ------------------- ' 76

Metropolitan Police force band, D. C.,
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SPARS, repeal of Act of November 23,
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Stations, manning by Navy, etc., date

of termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act of
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Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------.

Taxes-
Admissions tax exemption, termina-

tion date--------------------
Allowance against gross income, ter-
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Income-tax deferments for personnel

on sea duty or outside United
States, termination date ---- _-

Income taxes, abatement upon death;
credit or refund of overpayment-
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Transportation tax exemption, ter-
mination date -------_------- 919

Withholding at source on wages----- 918
Travel expenses, civilian officers and em-

ployees, payment, repeal of Act of
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Veterans. See separate title.
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Eligibility for appointment as com-
missioned officer --- __--__--- - 410

Eligibility of certain personnel for per-
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Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, non-

applicability to cadets ----------- 749
Cadets, pay increase ----------------- 134
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sition of site; private contributions,
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Graduates, eligibility for appointment
as commissioned officer in Coast
Guard ------------------------ 410

Coast Pilots, appropriation for compila-
tion---- -----------_----------- 298

Coconuts, suspension of tariff duty, ter-
mination date ------------------- 917

Code, United States. See United States
Code.

Code Annotated, United States, price
limitation ------- _ ---_------- 609

Code of Federal Regulations, appropria-
tion for printing and binding of sup-
plements---...----------------- 184, 375

Code of Laws, preparing and editing new
edition, appropriation for increased
pay costs -----------------------

Coffee Board, Inter-American, appropria-
tion for contribution -- __-__-___._-

Coins and Coinage:
Ingots, deviations in standard ---_-___
Silver coins-

Recoinage, appropriation for_____ .
Weight, deviations --- _-____--__-

Transportation of bullion and coin, ap-
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Colleges and Schools:
Agriculture and mechanic arts, colleges

of, appropriation for endowment__ 266
Federal Works Agency, contributions

for operation and maintenance of
school facilities, continuance of
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Appropriation authorized ---------- 717
Appropriation for ----------_----- 697

Land-grant colleges, agricultural exten-
sion services, cooperation in re-
cruitment and placement of domes-
tic farm labor -----_-----------_ 55

Minnesota, cooperation with designated
public-school districts in extension
of school facilities, appropriation
authorized ---- _-------------- 414, 418

Moclips-Aloha District, Wash., school
construction-

Appropriation authorized; conditions_ 211
Appropriation for--------------- - 699

Veterans' education. See Educational
facilities under Veterans.

Colon, Republic of Panama, appropriation
for waterworks, sewers, etc --------. 692

Colorado:
Arkansas River compact, funds for nego-

tiation of---------------------- 478
Colorado-Big Thompson project, appro-

priation for --------- 116, 474, 475, 944
Irrigation projects, appropriation for-_ 467
Leadville, drainage tunnel, reduction in

appropriation ------------------ 21
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning -------_-------------- 316

Paonia Federal reclamation project,
construction, etc., funds available;
appropriation authorized --------- 181

Colorado River Compact, 1922, applica-
bility to waters and lands in connec-
tion with Gila project, Ariz ----.- - 628

Colorado River Dam Fund, appropriation
for -------------------------- 116,476
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Colorado River Development Fund, appro- Page
priation for; limitation ---------- 476, 477

Colorado River Indian Reservation, Ariz.,
irrigation projects, appropriation for- 467

Colorado River Protection Works, appro-
priation for --------------------- 477

Columbia Basin Project, Wash., appropria-
tion for --------------- 116, 474, 475, 944

Columbia Institution for the Deaf, funds
for --------------------------- 72, 265

Columbus, Miss., appropriation for ground
rent, Federal building ------------- 593

Colville Indians, Wash., appropriation for
industrial assistance --------------- 470

Command and General Staff College, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.:

Appropriation for------------------ 552
Appropriation rescission-------------- 572

Commerce, Department of:
Allocation and inventory control of

scarce commodities, funds available
for carrying out legislation respect-
ing; report to Congress ---------- 943

Allocations of materials, etc., certified
by Secretary as necessary to meet
international commitments, time
limitation--------------------- 34

Appropriation Act, 1948-------------- 294
Assistant Secretaries-

Additional, assignment of---------- 326
Duties, authority of Secretary to pre-

scribe------------------------ 327
Census, Bureau of the-

Appropriation for ----------------- 291
Reduction------------------- 2(

Evidence of age, procedure for fur-
nishing __-------------------- 291

Fats and oils, etc., collection and pub-
lication of statistics authorized - 457

Collection of statistics by other
Federal departments or agen-
cies, restriction; access to - - - 451

Personal services, funds available for;
transfer of funds -------------- 291

Religious denominations, etc., certain,
exemption from supplying of in-
formation regarding member-
ship ----------------------- 16:

Charleston, S. C., conveyance, date of
termination of state of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of May 27,
1936-------------------------- 45

Civil Aeronautics Administration. See
separate title.

Civil Aeronautics Board. See separate
title.

Civilian Production Administration.
See separate title.

Claims, appropriations available for
payment--------------------- 30

Commerce, Department of-Continued
Coast and Geodetic Survey. See sepa-

rate title.
Emergency Price Control Act of 1942.

See separate title.
Exports. See separate title.
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Bu-
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National Bureau of Standards-

Appropriation for ---------------- 299
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Transfers of funds ------------ 75, 221
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propriation for purchase and in-
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Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
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vocating _--------------------- 306

Patent Office-
Funds for -------------------- - 75,299
Nationals of former enemy countries,

extension of certain rights to---- 794

Patents, priority rights, and payment of
fees, time extension; reciprocity
provision ---.------.------------ 413
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Price Administration, Office of. See
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sions relating to export control of
certain commodities, administra-
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Reproductions of scientific or technical
reports, etc., sale, deposit of receipts- 295

Rubber, controls over production, use,
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tion of provisions relating to------ 618
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peal of provision of Act of July 11, 
1941  450 

Congress, Members of, restriction on in-
terest--

Exemption of certain  288 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

contracts, applicability of desig-
nated provisions of Criminal 
Code  207 

Eight-hour day; suspension, etc., date of 
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provisions of Acts of 
June 19, 1912 and March 4, 1917_ 454 

Laborers and mechanics, wage rates, 
etc., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of provi-
sions of Act of March 3, 1931, added 
by Act of Aug. 30, 1935  454 

Maritime Commission— 
Eight-hour day provisions, repeal of 

Act of October 10, 1940  450 
Negotiation without advertisements 

or bids, repeal of Act of May 2, 
1941  

Navy, cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts, 
Fourteenth Naval District, date of 
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provision of Act of June 
14, 1940  453 

Page 

450 

Contracts With United States, Etc.—Con. 
Navy Department— 
Financing war contracts, funds avail-

able for  394 
Time limitation on authority respect-

ing negotiation of certain  323 
Priority powers, termination dates_ _ 34, 

214, 322 
Renegotiation Act, refunds under, ap-

propriation for  623 
War Department, financing of  22, 569 

Convict Labor, Federal-Aid Highway Sys-
tem, restriction on employment by 
States   596 

Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, appropria-
tion to effect provisions of  539 

Coos Bay Wagon Road Grant Lands, ap-
propriation for  110, 115, 464 

Copper, suspension of certain import tax 
on  56 

Copra, monthly statistics, collection, pub-
lication, etc  457 

Copyright Office. See under Library of 
Congress. 

Copyrights: 
Codification and enactment into positive 

law of title 17, United States Code__ 652 
Copyright office  665 
Infringement proceedings  660 
Registration  652 

Classification  654 
Duration; renewal and extension_   659 
Prints and labels  654 
Unpublished work, rights of author or 

proprietor  654 
Works in public domain  655 

Repeals  668 
Cordials, Tax on, war tax rates of certain 

miscellaneous taxes, continuance_   12 
Corn, crop insurance, provisions respect-

ing  
550, 718 

Corn, Louis, Estate of, payment to Me-
nominee Indian Mills to credit of ac-
count of   455 

Corporations, income-tax deductions for 
charitable, etc., contributions, use 
limitation  920 

Corporations, Government. See Govern-
ment Corporations. 

Corrupt Practices Act, Federal, Amend,. 
ment, restriction on political contribu-
tions  159 

Cotton: 

Acreage allotment, date of termination 
of state of war, etc., in interpreta-

tion of Act of February 28, 1945_ 451 
Acreage report, restriction on use of des-

ignated funds for 

Page 
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Cotton-Continued Page
Contracts, option, loans from Recon-

struction Finance Corporation to
Secretary of Agriculture in connec-
tion with, repeal of provisions of
Agricultural Adjustment Act------ 208

Crop insurance, provisions respecting_ 550, 718
Ginning, appropriation for investiga-

tions--------------------------- 534
Price adjustment, exportation and do-

mestic consumption of agricultural
commodities, Department of Agri-
culture, reduction in appropriation_ 20

Prices, restriction on prediction by em-
ployees of Department of Agricul-
ture--------------------------- 523

Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting------ 208

Cotton Fiber Analyses, appropriation
for ---------------------------- 544

Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards, and
Futures Acts, funds to effect provisions
of---------------------------- 74, 544

Cottonseed, monthly statistics, collection,
publication, etc------------------- 457

Court Reporters, appropriation for sal-
aries ------------------------- 59,305

Courts. See District of Columbia; Jus-
tice, Department of; United States
Courts.

Courts Martial:
Army-

Appropriation for expenses --------- 55f
Confirmations of sentence by President,

date of termination of war in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act
of June 4, 1920--------------- 451

Naval-
Auxiliary naval forces, service of offi-

cers, date of termination of war,
etc., in interpretation of Act of
Oct. 6, 1917----------------- 45;

Extension of jurisdiction, date of ter-
mination of war, etc., in interpre-
tation of Act of March 22, 1943- 45;

Selective Service Records, Office of, vio-
lation of regulations respecting indi-
vidual confidential records, juris-
diction ------------------------- 3

Crab Orchard Creek Project, DI., transfer
to Secretary of Interior of certain
lands in connection with, administra-
tion, etc------------------------- 77(

Criers, U. S. Courts, appropriation for sal-
aries-------------------------- 27,30-

Crimes and Misdemeanors:
Alaska, pardons, reprieves, etc., author-

ity of Governor respecting granting
of --------------------------- 451

Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued Pag
Black bass and other game fish, viola-

tion of regulations for interstate
transportation---------------- 517

Building permits, construction for
amusement purposes, etc., viola-
tion of regulations, penalty------- 193

Census, Bureau of, Department of Com-
merce, communication of certain
statistical information by employ-
ees of-------------------------- 458

Census schedules, refusal, etc., to an-
swer questions, penalty--------- 458

Copyrights-
False affidavit respecting compliance

with conditions--------------- 658
Fraudulent notice of, or removal or al-

teration of notice------------ 662, 663
Infringement for profit, willful------ 662

Counterfeiting, etc., appropriation for
suppression of ------------------ 222

District of Columbia, bribes in connec-
tion with athletic contests, prohi-
bition, penalty for violation ------- 313

District of Columbia Income and Fran-
chise Tax Act of 1947-

Penalties, etc., for violations-------- 355,
356,357,358

Secrecy of returns, violation of provi-
sions, penalties --------------- 343

Economic poisons and devices, violation
of regulations respecting- - 166, 167, 170

Farragut, Idaho, reimbursement of cer-
tain Navy and former Navy person-
nel for losses at, excessive attorney,
etc., fees in connection with------ 315

Federal Firearms Act, amendment, defi-
nition of "crime of violence"------ 11

Flag of the United States, use for adver-
tising purposes; mutilation ------ 642

Francis Marion National Forest, game
refuge, violation of rules and regu-
lations------------------------- 516

3 Gold star lapel buttons, unlawful use,
etc--------------------------- 710

Government employees-
3 Citizenship requirement, false affi-

davit respecting -------------- 608
Overthrow of U. S. Government, ad-

vocacy, restriction ------------ 23,
3 80, 119, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 394,

447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607, 627, 693,
703, 944.

Strikes by, prohibition------------- 160
) Engaging in, restriction ---------- 23,

80, 119, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377,
4 393, 447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607,

627, 693, 703, 944.
Housing, veterans' preference, penalty

for violation of regulations respect-
8 ing . .---------------------- 196
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Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, loans from Recon-
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peal of provisions respecting  208 

Cotton Fiber Analyses, appropriation 
for  544 

Cotton Statistics, Classing, Standards, and 
Futures Acts, funds to effect provisions 
of  74, 544 

Cottonseed, monthly statistics, collection, 
publication, etc  457 

Court Reporters, appropriation for sal-
aries  59, 305 

Courts. ,See District of Columbia; Jus-
tice, Department of; United States 
Courts. 

Courts Martial: 
Army-

Appropriation for expenses  555 
Confirmations of sentence by President, 

date of termination of war in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act 
of June 4, 1920  452 

Naval-
Auxiliary naval forces, service of offi-
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Oct. 6, 1917  453 

Extension of jurisdiction, date of ter-
mination of war, etc., in interpre-
tation of Act of March 22, 1943_ 453 

Selective Service Records, Office of, vio-
lation of regulations respecting indi-
vidual confidential records, juris-
diction  33 

Crab Orchard Creek Project, Ill., transfer 
to Secretary of Interior of certain 
lands in connection with, administra-
tion, etc   770 

Criers, U. S. Courts, appropriation for sal-
aries  27, 304 

Crimes and Misdemeanors: 
Alaska, pardons, reprieves, etc., author-

ity of Governor respecting granting 
of  459 
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Black bass and other game fish, viola-
tion of regulations for interstate 
transportation  517 

Building permits, construction for 
amusement purposes, etc., viola-
tion of regulations, penalty  193 

Census, Bureau of, Department of Com-
merce, communication of certain 
statistical information by employ-
ees of  458 

Census schedules, refusal, etc., to an-
swer questions, penalty  458 

Copyrights-
False affidavit respecting compliance 

with conditions  658 
Fraudulent notice of, or removal or al-

teration of notice  662, 663 
Infringement for profit, willful  662 

Counterfeiting, etc., appropriation for 
suppression of  222 

District of Columbia, bribes in connec-
tion with athletic contests, prohi-
bition, penalty for violation  313 

District of Columbia Income and Fran-
chise Tax Act of 1947-

Penalties, etc., for violations  355, 
356, 357, 358 

Secrecy of returns, violation of provi-
sions, penalties   343 

Economic poisons and devices, violation 
of regulations respecting__ 166, 167, 170 

Farragut, Idaho, reimbursement of cer-
tain Navy and former Navy person-
nel for losses at, excessive attorney, 
etc., fees in connection with  315 

Federal Firearms Act, amendment, defi-
nition of "crime of violence"  11 

Flag of the United States, use for adver-
tising purposes; mutilation  842 

Francis Marion National Forest, game 
refuge, violation of rules and regu-
lations  516 

Gold star lapel buttons, unlawful use, 
etc   710 

Government employees-
Citizenship requirement, false affi-

davit respecting  608 
Overthrow of U. S. Government, ad-

vocacy, restriction  23, 
80, 119, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 394, 
447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607, 627, 693, 
703, 944. 

Strikes by, prohibition  160 
Engaging in, restriction  23, 

80, 119, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 
393, 447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607, 
627, 693, 703, 944. 

Housing, veterans' preference, penalty 
for violation of regulations respect-
ing  198 



XXXVI

Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued
Interstate or foreign commerce, larceny

in, shipping document as prima fa-
cie evidence of place of shipment -

Labor organizations-
Employee representatives, violations

of provisions respecting payments
to, etc--------------------

Officers, affidavits respecting nonaf-
filiation with Communist Party,
etc., applicability of criminal pro-
visions with respect to presenta-
tion of false claims------------

Political contributions, violation of
restrictions -__-__------------

National Labor Relations Board, inter-
ference with members or agents in
performance of duties; penalty----

Political contributions by corporations
and labor organizations, violation
of restrictions; penalty ----------

Prisoners, escape of, criminal liability of
custodians for negligent allowance

Page

52

158

146

159

151

159

of --------------------------- 134
Reconstruction Finance Corporation

Act-
Payment of fee or commission by ap-

plicant for financial assistance- -- 204
Violations of provisions; false state-

ment, counterfeiting, embezzle-
ment, etc., penalties----------- 206

Selective Service Records, Office of, vio-
lation of regulations respecting in-
dividual confidential records; pen-
alty-- -------------------- 33

Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947,
violation of provisions--------- 511, 512

Sugar Act of 1948, violations under - 932, 933
Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947,

unlawful acts under; penalties --. 37
Vessels, masters of, failure to deposit list

of passengers with immigration
officials ---------------------- 631

Washington National Airport, violation
of regulations; penalty ----------- 94

Criminal Code:
Labor organizations, officers, affidavits

respecting nonaffiliation with Com-
munist Party, etc., applicability of
criminal provisions with respect to
presentation of false claims------- 146

Nonapplicability of designated sections-
Claims against United States, counsel,

etc., for prosecution of--------. 133
Commission on Organization of the

Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment, experts, consultants, etc-_ 940

Investigating committee, Senate,
counsel to ----- ------- --- 129

Loyalty Review Board members---- 696

Criminal Code-Continued
Nonapplicability of designated sec-

tions-Continued
National Security Act of 1947, mem-

bers serving on advisory commit-
tees under-----------------

Retired members of armed forces,
representatives of veterans' or-
ganizations in presentation of
claims to Veterans' Administra-
tion .--- ---..................

Prisoners, escape of, criminal liability of
custodians ------ ____________

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
contracts, applicability of designa-
ted sections ------------_-----__

Criminal Police Commission, Interna-
national, appropriation for member-
ship -------- ___--_____-_____-__-

Critical Materials. See Strategic and
Critical Materials.

Crop Insurance Act, Federal, Amend-
ments. See Federal Crop Insurance
Act, Amendments.

Crop Insurance Corporation, Federal.
See Federal Crop Insurance Corpora-
tion.

Crosline, Ferry, admission to American
registry, use in coastwise trade------

-. 
.

182
Cuba:

Monuments, etc., to American soldiers,
appropriation for maintenance- - - 686

Sugar, quota provisions under Sugar
Act of 1948 ----- 924, 925, 926, 928, 929

Culbertson Dam, Republican Basin, ap-
propriation for ------------------ 699

Cultural Relations, Inter-American, Con-
vention for Promotion of, appropria-
tion for expenses under ------- --- 286

Currant Wine, addition of sugar and water
solution, volume increase ---------- 320

Customs, Bureau of. See under Treasury
Department.

Customs and Patent Appeals, Court of.
See under United States Courts.

Customs Court. See under United States
Courts.

Customs Custody, Merchandise in, re-
moval to make transportation and
storage facilities available for military
use, repeal of Act of September 29,
1942 ----------.------------- .- 449

Customs Division. See under Justice,
Department of.

Customs Duties:
Coconuts, suspension, termination date- 917
Exemptions-

Enemy prisoners, internees and de-
tainees, articles for, termination
date ----- ------------------ 17

INDEX

Page
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716

134

207

291
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in, shipping document as prima fa-
cie evidence of place of shipment__ 52 
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Employee representatives, violations 

of provisions respecting payments 
to, etc  158 

Officers, affidavits respecting nonaf-
filiation with Communist Party, 
etc., applicability of criminal pro-
visions with respect to presenta-
tion of false claims  146 

Political contributions, violation of 
restrictions  159 

National Labor Relations Board, inter-
ference with members or agents in 
performance of duties; penalty_   151 

Political contributions by corporations 
and labor organizations, violation 
of restrictions; penalty  159 

Prisoners, escape of, criminal liability of 
custodians for negligent allowance 
of  134 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
Act,— 

Payment of fee or commission by ap-
plicant for financial assistance__ _ 204 

Violations of provisions; false state-
ment, counterfeiting, embezzle-
ment, etc., penalties  206 

Selective Service Records, Office of, vio-
lation of regulations respecting in-
dividual confidential records; pen-
alty  33 

Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947, 
violation of provisions  511, 512 

Sugar Act of 1948, violations under  932, 933 
Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947, 

unlawful acts under; penalties_ 37 
Vessels, masters of, failure to deposit list 

of passengers with immigration 
officials  631 

Washington National Airport, violation 
of regulations; penalty  94 

Criminal Code: 
Labor organizations, officers, affidavits 

respecting nonaffiliation with Com-
munist Party, etc., applicability of 
criminal provisions with respect to 
presentation of false claims  146 

Nonapplicability of designated sections— 
Claims against United States, counsel, 

etc., for prosecution of  133 
Commission on Organization of the 

Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment, experts, consultants, etc  940 

Investigating committee, Senate, 
counsel to  129 

Loyalty Review Board members__   696 

Page Criminal Code—Continued 
Nonapplicability of designated sec-

tions—Continued 
National Security Act of 1947, mem-

bers serving on advisory commit-
tees under  508 

Retired members of armed forces, 
representatives of veterans' or-
ganizations in presentation of 
claims to Veterans' Administra-
tion_  716 

Prisoners, escape of, criminal liability of 
custodians  134 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
contracts, applicability of designa-
ted sections  207 

Criminal Police Commission, Interna-
national, appropriation for member-
ship   291 

Critical Materials. See Strategic and 
Critical Materials. 

Crop Insurance Act, Federal, Amend-
ments. See Federal Crop Insurance 
Act, Amendments. 

Crop Insurance Corporation, Federal. 
See Federal Crop Insurance Corpora-
tion. 

Crosline, Ferry, admission to American 
registry, use in coastwise trade  182 

Cuba: 
Monuments, etc., to American soldiers, 

appropriation for maintenance.. _   686 
Sugar, quota provisions under Sugar 

Act of 1948  924, 925, 926, 928, 929 
Culbertson Dam, Republican Basin, ap-

propriation for  699 
Cultural Relations, Inter-American, Con-

vention for Promotion of, appropria-
tion for expenses under  286 

Currant Wine, addition of sugar and water 
solution, volume increase  320 

Customs, Bureau of. See under Treasury 
Department. 

Customs and Patent Appeals, Court of. 
See under United States Courts. 

Customs Court. See under United States 
Courts. 

Customs Custody, Merchandise in, re-
moval to make transportation and 
storage facilities available for military 
use, repeal of Act of September 29, 
1942  449 

Customs Division. See under Justice, 
Department of. 

Customs Duties: 
Coconuts, suspension, termination date_ 917 
Exemptions— 
Enemy prisoners, internees and de-

tainees, articles for, termination 
date  

Page 
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XXXVII

Customs Duties-Continued Page
Exemptions- Continued

Newsprint paper, standard; defini-
tion; time limitation ----------- 716

United Nations, members of armed
forces of, articles for, termination
date---------- ------------- 917

Scrap iron, etc., suspension, termination
date ..---------------------- 917

Customs Tariffs, International Bureau for
Publication of, appropriation for con-
tribution --------------------- 113,283

D

Dairy Industry, Bureau of. See under
Agriculture, Department of.

Damage Claims. See Claims.
Dan River, dam authorized across, in

Rockingham County, N. C--------- 98
Daughters of the American Revolution,

furnishing of steam by Federal Works
Agency to designated property of-_- 39

Davis Dam Project, Ariz.-Nev., appropria-
tion for construction ------------ 475, 944

Deadwood, S. Dak., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of -------------- 304

Deaf, Columbia Institution for the, funds
for -------------------------- 72,265

Decontrol Acts of 1947:
First----------------------------- 34
Second --------------------------- 321

Appropriations authorized---------- 324
Appropriations for------ -------- 618, 619
Commerce, Secretary of, administra-

tion by-------------------- 324
Personnel, reemployment of certain - 324

Decorations. See Medals, Decorations,
Etc.

Defense. See National Defense.
Defense, Secretary of. See under Nation-

al Security Act of 1947.
Defense Highway Act of 1941:

Damage claims under, appropriation for
payment-------------------- 61, 61(

Repeal of provisions relating to availa-
bility for obligation of certain funds- 45(

Defense Homes Corporation. See under
Housing.

Defense Housing. See under Housing.
Defense Plant Corporation, plants, equip-

ment, etc., certain, transfer of title to
War or Navy Department --------- 774

Defense Transportation, Office of:
Appropriation for------------ 16, 28, 61'

Increase in limitation on amount---- 10,
Commercial lines under operation of,

payment of fees and taxes ------- 61:
Subsistence to witnesses, certification re-

nir;mnt ___-------------- 61'

Deficiency Appropriation Acts. See also Page
Supplemental Appropriation Acts.

Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1942, First,
repeal of provision respecting suspen-
sion of franking privilege report by
Selective Service System----------- 450

Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, First_- 58
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for; transfers between appro-
priations----------------------- 65, 73

Architect of the Capitol, appropriation
for---------------------------- 59

Budget, Bureau of the, appropriation
for ------------------- - ----- 59

Commerce, Department of, appropria-
tion for; transfers between appro-
priations --------------------- 66, 74

District of Columbia, appropriation for- 62
Emergency Management, Office for, ap-

propriation for----------------- 59
Federal Security Agency, appropriation

for; transfers between appropria-
tions ------------------------ 60, 72

Federal Works Agency, appropriation
for---------------------------- 61

Food and Drug Administration, appro-
priation for -------------------- 60

Freedmen's Hospital, appropriation for- 60
General provisions------------------- 80
House of Representatives, appropriation

for -------------------------- 58
Howard University, appropriation for-- 60
Independent offices, appropriation for-- 60
Indian Claims Commission, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 61
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 66
Judgments and authorized claims, ap-

propriation for------------------ 76
Judiciary, appropriation for --------- 59
Justice, Department of, appropriation

for -------------------------- 67
Labor, Department of, appropriation

for; transfers between appropria-
tions------------------------- 67, 75

Legislative Branch of the Government,
appropriation for -------------- 58,72

National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, appropriation for -------- 61

National Mediation Board, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 61

National Railroad Adjustment Board,
appropriation for---------------- 61

Navy Department-
Appropriation for -------------- - 67
Reductions in appropriations ------ 79

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons
advocating------------------ 80

INDEX

Ul--- -----------
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Newsprint paper, standard; defini-
tion; time limitation  716 
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Customs Tariffs, International Bureau for 
Publication of, appropriation for con-
tribution  113, 283 

Dairy Industry, Bureau of. See under 
Agriculture, Department of. 

Damage Claims. See Claims. 
Dan River, dam authorized across, in 

Rockingham County, N. C  98 
Daughters of the American Revolution, 

furnishing of steam by Federal Works 
Agency to designated property of _ _ _ 39 

Davis Dam Project, Ariz.-Nev., appropria-
tion for construction  475, 944 

Deadwood, S. Dak., clerk of U. S. District 
Court, restriction on use of funds for 
maintaining office of  304 

Deaf, Columbia Institution for the, funds 
for  72, 265 

Decontrol Acts of 1947: 
First  34 
Second   321 

Appropriations authorized  324 
Appropriations for  618, 619 
Commerce, Secretary of, administra-

tion by  324 
Personnel, reemployment of certain.. _ 324 

Decorations. See Medals, Decorations, 
Etc. 

Defense. See National Defense. 
Defense, Secretary of. See under Nation-

al Security Act of 1947. 
Defense Highway Act of 1941: 
Damage claims under, appropriation for 

payment  61, 616 
Repeal of provisions relating to availa-

bility for obligation of certain funds_ 450 
Defense Homes Corporation. See under 

Housing. 
Defense Housing. See under Housing. 
Defense Plant Corporation, plants, equip-

ment, etc., certain, transfer of title to 
War or Navy Department  774 

Defense Transportation, Office of: 
Appropriation for  16, 28, 612 

Increase in limitation on amount..-- 107 
Commercial lines under operation of, 

payment of fees and taxes  612 
Subsistence to witnesses, certification re-

quirement  612 

Deficiency Appropriation Acts. See also Page 

Supplemental Appropriation Acts. 
Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1942, First, 
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sion of franking privilege report by 
Selective Service System  450 
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Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for; transfers between appro-
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Architect of the Capitol, appropriation 
for  59 

Budget, Bureau of the, appropriation 
for  59 

Commerce, Department of, appropria-
tion for; transfers between appro-
priations  66, 74 

District of Columbia, appropriation for.. 62 
Emergency Management, Office for, ap-

propriation for  59 
Federal Security Agency, appropriation 

for; transfers between appropria-
tions  60, 72 

Federal Works Agency, appropriation 
for  61 

Food and Drug Administration, appro-
priation for  60 

Freedmen's Hospital, appropriation for.. 60 
General provisions  
House of Representatives, appropriation 

for  58 
Howard University, appropriation for.. 60 
Independent offices, appropriation for__ 60 
Indian Claims Commission, appropria-

tion for  61 
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for  66 
Judgments and authorized claims, ap-

propriation for  76 
Judiciary, appropriation for  59 
Justice, Department of, appropriation 

for  67 
Labor, Department of, appropriation 

for; transfers between appropria-
tions  67, 75 

Legislative Branch of the Government, 
appropriation for  58, 72 

National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, appropriation for  61 

National Mediation Board, appropria-
tion for  61 

National Railroad Adjustment Board, 
appropriation for  61 
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Appropriation for  67 
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Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
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Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, Page
First-Continued

Panama Railroad Company, appropria-
tion for ---------------------- 61

Pay costs, increased, Government offi-
cers and employees, appropriation
for---------------------------- 71

Waiver of certain restrictions on use
of funds --------------------- 76

Philippine Alien Property Administra-
tion, appropriation for ----------- 59

Post Office Department, appropriation
for --------------------------- 69

President, Executive Office of, appro-
priation for--------------------- 59

Public Buildings Administration, appro-
priation for ------------------- 61

Public Roads Administration, appro-
priation for------------------ 61

Railroad Retirement Board, appropria-
tion for---------------------- 61, 62

Reduction in appropriations----------- 79
Senate, appropriation for ---_-------- 58, 72
Smithsonian Institution, appropriation

for---------------------------- 62
Social Security Administration, appro-

priation for------------------ 60
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 8(

Tort Claims Act, Federal, appropria-
tions available for payment of cer-
tain claims under---------------- 71

Treasury Department, appropriation
for; transfers between appropria-
tions ------------------------ 70, 75

Veterans Administration, appropria-
tion for----------------------- 62

Vocational Rehabilitation, Office of, ap-
propriation for------------------ 6C

War Department, appropriation for;
transfer of appropriation --------- 70, 76

Deficiency Appropriation Act,1947, Second_ 106
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for_-----_----------- ----- 109
Civil Service Commission, appropriation

for---- ----------------- ---- 114
Commerce, Department of, appropria-

tion for ----------------------- 11
Defense Homes Corporation, appropria-

tion for----------------------- 115
Defense Transportation, Office of, ap-

propriation for-------_---------- 107
Emergency Management, Office for, ap-

propriation for ----------------- _ 107
Federal Communications Commission,

appropriation for---------------- 114
Federal Home Loan Bank Administra-

tion, appropriation for----------- 115

Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947, Page
Second-Continued

Federal Loan Agency, appropriation
for--------------------------- 115

Federal Power Commission, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 114

Federal Public Housing Authority-
Appropriation for----------------- 115
Reductions in appropriation ------- 118

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation, appropriation for.--- 115

Federal Security Agency, appropriation
for----------------------- 107, 108

Federal Works Agency, appropriation
for ------------------------ 108, 115
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in accordance with provisions___ 361

District of Columbia, appropriation
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Federal Security Agency, appropriation
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General provisions--- --------------- 187
Government Printing Office, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 183
House of Representatives, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 183
Independent offices, appropriation for- 184
Judiciary, appropriation for--------- 184
Justice, Department of, appropriation

for--------------------------- 186
Leave, accumulated, lump-sum pay-

ments for in certain cases, charge
against designated appropriations_- 188

Legislative Branch of the Government,
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Lump-sum payments for accumulated
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ployees, charge against designated
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Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-
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advocating--------------------- 188
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Dependent Children, Aid to. See Social Page
Security Act; Social Security Admin-
istration.

Deschutes Project, Oreg., appropriation
for --------------..-. ------... 474,944

Detainees, Civilian, free importation privi-
leges, termination date ------------ 917

Detroit River Postal Service, appropria-
tion for -------------------...-- . 230

Dickinson Dam, Heart River Project, ap-
propriation for----------------.... 699

Digest of General Public Bills, limitation
on expenditures for preparation, etc- 372

Diplomatic Officers. See Foreign Service
under State, Department of.

Disaster Loan Corporation, repeal of Act
creating ---------.-----------.. - 209

Discretionary Trusts, Certain, gift tax, cer-
tain relinquishments by grantor not
deemed transfer of property, time ex-
tension of provisions; interest restric-
tion on certain overpayments----- - 178

Distilled Spirits, Etc.:
Exportation, drawback -----..------- 319
Grain, use for beverage purposes, time

extension of authority of President
respecting allocation --------..- - 946

War tax rates of certain miscellaneous
taxes, continuance; drawback ----- 12

District Attorneys, appropriation for sal-
aries and expenses --------. 111, 117, 290

District Courts. See under United States
Courts.

District of Columbia:
Administration, general, appropriation

for---------------------.. 29, 62, 426
Adult Correctional Service, funds

for----------..------------. 30, 63,437
Advertising in newspapers and legal

periodicals, appropriation for----- 426
Aged and Infirm, Home for, appropria-

tion for--------------------- 438
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, ap-

propriation for -- _----.-----. 29,427
Alcoholics, rehabilitation of--------- .744

Clinic-
Appointment of director and other

personnel; recommendations- 746
Establishment of -----.--------- 744

Committee for assistance in effecting
provisions-------------------- 747

License fees for manufacture or sale of
alcoholic beverages, increase; per-
manent appropriation -------... 746

Voluntary submission for treatment,
etc------------------------- 746

Alley Dwelling Authority Act, appropri-
ation for maintenance of properties
under- -- ----------- -......................- 60
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Andrew W. Mellon Memorial Commit-

tee, authorization for erection of
memorial ---------------------- 327

Apprenticeship Council, funds for ..-- 62, 426
Appropriation Act, 1948 -------..---- 425
Appropriations, specified amounts to be

considered maximum n---------. . 448
Aqueducts and accessories, appropria-

tion for ----------------------- 445
Arrests for probable cause in certain

cases ----------------.------.. 743
Asphalt plant, appropriation for; funds

for preparation of site ----..---.. 441
Assessor's office, appropriation for- -- 29, 426
Athletic contests, corrupt influence in

connection with, prohibition, pen-
alty for violation --------....-- _ 313

Audited claims, appropriation for pay-
ment......................... 64, 185

Audited claims payable from District of
Columbia revenues -------------. 79

Auditor, vouchers, Health Department
and Public welfare, audit ------- 447

Auditor's office, appropriation for - -29, 426
Automobiles, privately owned, allow-

ance for use in performance of offi-
cial duties; limitation on amount__ 448

Black-outs, date of termination of war in
interpretation of Act of Dec. 26,
1941; exceptions----- ---------- 453

Board of Education. See Public
schools, this title.

Bribes in connection with athletic con-
tests, prohibition, penalty for viola-
tion-----------------..-------.313

Bridges, appropriation for operation,
etc ....... ............... 441etc---------------------------- 441

Buildings, etc., reductions in appropria-
tions for certain ----- _____-----. 19

Central Dispensary and Emergency
Hospital, appropriation for--------437

Ceremonies, appropriation authorized- 314
Chief Clerk, Office of, appropriation

for------------------ ------ - 30, 439
Children's Hospital, appropriation for _ 437
Citizenship requirement, employees. - 447
Claims and suits, appropriation for

settlement of ------------.... 64, 426
Collector's office, appropriation for_ 29, 62, 426
Columbia Hospital and Lying-In Asy-

lum, appropriation for ---------- 437
Communication systems, appropriation

for operation and maintenance - - 440
Compensation and retirement fund ex-

penses, appropriation for------ 184, 426
Concealed weapons, arrests without

warrant; limitation on use of evi-
dence discovered--------------- 743
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ment, reimbursement of owner,
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etc------------------------- 312
Coroner's office, appropriation for-- 29, 63, 427
Corporation counsel, office of, appro-

priation for ------------------- 29, 426
Corrections, Department of-

Adult Correctional Service, funds
for ------------------- 30, 63, 437

Advances to Director of------------ 437
Appropriation for -------------- _ 63, 437
Parole, Board of, furnishing of infor-

mation to------------------- 378
Courts-

Appeals, U. S. Court of-
Appropriation for -------------- 303
Building, acquisition of site and

preparation of plans and speci-
fications for--_------------- 120

Appropriation for------------- 612
Public Buildings, Commissioner

of, transfer of duties, etc., of
Architect of Capitol to----- 612

Reports, sale price limitation----- 306
Secretary for judge, appointment

authorized------------------ 409
Sugar Act of 1948, appeal from

allotments under-------_--- 926
Appropriation for----------------- 63
District Court of United States-

Appropriation for--_-----------_ 302
Building, acquisition of site and

preparation of plans and speci-
fications for-------- ------- 120

Appropriation for ------------ 612
Public Buildings, Commissioner

of, transfer of duties, etc., of
Architect of Capitol to----- 612

Secretary for judge, appointment
authorized------------------ 409

Jury commissioners, compensation--- 304
Juvenile court-

Absconding probationers, advances
to secure return of ---------- 435

Appropriation for- ------------ 30, 435
Psychiatric service, appropriation

for--------------------- 435
Waiver of jurisdiction in certain

offenses ------------------ 92
Mental Health, Commission on, ap-

propriation for--------------- 435
Municipal court-

Appropriation for- ------------ 30, 435
Jury trials, deposits for---------- 435
Reporters, official, fees for tran-

scripts, collection authorized- 381
Municipal court of appeals, appro-

priation for--- -------------- 30, 435
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U. S. courts-
Appropriation for---------.----_ 184
Division of expenses --------- -- 302
Reimbursement to United States,

appropriation for ----------_ 435
Wills, Office of Register of, appropria-

tion for ------.--------- 30, 63, 435
Day care centers. See Nurseries and

nursery schools, this title.
Daylight saving time, hearings, author-

ity of Commissioners _---------- 57
Defense purposes, borrowing of money;

use of employees; time limit for
exercise of authority under provi-
sions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941 ------ 453

Delinquent tax list, advertising of----- 426
District attorney, U. S., division of

expenditures for office of---------- 294
District Buildings, Office of Superintend-

ent of, appropriation for---------- 30,
64, 185, 244, 440

District Debt Service, appropriation for_ 427
District Training School, appropriation

for--------------------- 30, 438, 439
Division of expenses------------- 31, 65, 185
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty Hos-

pital, appropriation for----------- 437
Education, Board of. See Public

schools, this title.
Electrical Division, appropriation for-- 65,

244, 440
Emergency expenses, appropriation for- 426
Emergency Rent Act-

Amendment, schools or universities,
recovery of possession of housing
accommodations in certain cases- 721

Extension ---------------------- 713
Employees' compensation fund, appro-

priation for------------------- 244, 426
Employees' retirement fund, appropria-

tion for-- ----------- ---- 184, 427
Engineer Commissioner, appropriation

for compensation---------------- 426
Enlisted Reserve Corps members, D. C.

employees, military leave--------- 238
Erroneous collections, appropriation for

refunds------------------ 65, 185, 426
Executive office-

Appropriation for --------------- 29, 426
Availability of appropriation for pay-

ment of salaries of members of
apprenticeship council--------- 62

Federal payment to----------------- 361
Fire Department-

Appropriation for--------- 30, 63, 244, 434
Licenses, issuance of certain, certifi-

cation of compliance with laws by
applicant-------------------- 402
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Seniority benefits for certain veterans- 240
First Infantry Division, U. S. Army,

erection of monument on public
grounds of United States, author-
ized -------------------------- 178

Fiscal Service, appropriation for- - - 29, 62, 426
Florence Crittenton Home, contractual

services, appropriation for -------- 438
Food-conservation program, appropria-

tion for ----------------------- 438
Freedmen's Hospital. See under Fed-

eral Security Agency.
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, appro-

priation for_------------- 65, 436, 438
Garage, central, appropriation for-__ 30,

64, 244, 440
Gasoline tax, increase in-------------- 359
General fund-

Appropriations from -------------- 425
Credit of amount to-------_------_ 361
Deductions of certain sums from 1948

appropriations -------------_ _ 244
Sums payable from ------------- 65, 244
U. S. securities, investment in; credit-

ing of proceeds ------------ _ 448
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium,

appropriation for --------_----.30, 436
Grade-crossing elimination, appropria-

tion for..--- .. -... . 442tion for------------------------442
Health Department-

Appropriation for -------..... 30, 65, 436
Volunteer services, acceptance of__ 436
Vouchers, certification and payment_ 447

Highway fund-
Appropriation for -------------- 185
Appropriations payable from -------- 30,

64, 65, 244, 425, 427, 441, 442, 443
Erroneous collections, refunding of_- 443
Reimbursement of other appropria-

tions----------------- -- 443
U. S. securities, investment in; credit-

ing of proceeds -----------___ 448
Hospital center, appropriation for pre-

liminary expenses; acquisition of
site------------------------ 595

Hospitals, etc., exclusion of student-
employees from provisions of law
relating to compensation and bene-
fits of Federal employees; excep-
tions, etc .-. _ ... .... _ ...tions, et---------------------- 727

House of Mercy, contractual services,
appropriation for ----.-------- 438

Howard University. See under Federal
Security Agency.
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Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947.

See under District of Columbia Rev-
enue Act of 1947.

Indeterminate Sentence and Parole,
Board of-

Appropriation for---__----------_ 29, 427
Transfer of powers, etc., to Board of

Parole --------------------- 378
Industrial Home School, appropriation

for--------------------------- 438
Industrial Home School for Colored

Children, appropriation for------_ 438
Insane persons-

Indigent, appropriation for support
of -------------------------- 439

Nonresident, appropriation for depor-
tation of--------__ -------___ 30, 438

Inspection, Director of, issuance of cer-
tain licenses, certification of com-
pliance with laws by applicant- _- 402

Inspections, Department of, appropria-
tion for-.-------------------- 30, 440

Insurance, Department of, appropria-
tion for- -------.---- ------- 29, 427

Interstate Commission on Potomac Riv-
er Basin, appropriation for contri-
bution ................... _____ 444bution------------------------- 444

Judgments, appropriation forpayment- 64, 185
Judicial expenses, appropriation for-. 426
License Bureau, appropriation for_ 29, 63, 427
Licenses-

Classification of buildings containing
living quarters, etc ------------ 402

Fees, validity, etc., more than one
business carried on by same per-
son 402son--------------------------- 402

Limitation on issuance for operation of
business in building containing
living quarters, etc -------.---- 402

Liquor, increase in fees; permanent
appropriation ----------------- 746

Undertakers, provisions respecting - 711
Life insurance policies, rights of credi-

tors and beneficiaries under -_---- 711
Liquor licenses, increase in fees; perma-

nent appropriation --.-------__ _ 746
Marine Corps League, Inc., erection of

memorial, authorized ---------- 242
Marshal, U. S., division of expenditures

for office of--------------------- 294
Meetings, appropriations available for

attendance at; limitation on amount 448
Mental Health, Commission on, appro-

priation for --------------- 30,435
Metropolitan Police-

Appropriation for-..------- 30, 244, 433
Band, establishment authorized; di-

rector, appointment authorized;
appropriations authorized--..--- 311
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Detail of members for duty on Capi-
tol Grounds ----------------- 368

Inspectors, allowance for use of pri-
vately owned automobiles, pay-
ment authorized; limitation -- 179

Policemen and firemen's relief fund,
credit for service in armed forces
in determination of eligibility for
and amount of benefits -------- 398

Seniority benefits for certain veterans- 240
Minimum Wage and Industrial Safety

Board, appropriation for-- -- 30, 63, 427
Motor-fuel tax, increase in ----------- 359
Motor vehicle inspection act, amend-

ment ------------------------- 360
Municipal Architect, Office of-

Appropriation for; apportionments of
appropriations -------------- 30, 439

Credit of funds to---- -- 429, 430, 431, 432
Public schools, transfer of funds for

preparation of plans and specifi-
cations------------- 429, 430, 431,432

Municipal buildings, use of appropria-
tion for school buildings, etc., for
repairs to----------------------- 428

Municipal Lodging House, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 438

National Capital Park and Planning
Commission. See separate title.

National Capital Parks, appropriation
for---------------- 31,64, 116,446,484

National Capital Sesqui-Centennial
Commission, establishment, com-
position, etc-------------------- 396

National Conference of Commissioners
on Uniform State Laws, appropria-
tion for support ----.---------- 426

National Guard-
Appropriation for---------------- 446
D. C. employees, acceptance of em-

ployment, pay and allowances,
etc.; restoration to positions on
relief from duty--------------- 239

Referee in bankruptcy, eligibility of
members for appointment as; ex-
ception of certain disbursing offi-
cers-------------------------- 213

National Safety Council, Inc., appro-
priation for affiliation with------- 439

National Training School for Boys, ap-
propriation for------------------ 439

National Training School for Girls-
Appropriation for---------------- 438
Superintendent, salary rate--------- 439
White girls, restriction on use of funds

for----------------------- 43
Naval Reserve members, D. C. employ-

ees, restoration to positions on relief
from duty---------------------- 23.
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Nurseries and nursery schools-

Appropriation for; limitation on use- 439
Establishment, etc., time extension of

authority-------------- -- 188
Reduction in appropriation author-

ization--------------------- 189
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons
advocating--------------------- 447

Pages, Congressional, etc., education,
appropriation for reimbursement
for------------------------- 15,369

Park Police-
Appropriation for----------------- 446
Policemen and firemen's relief fund,

credit for service in armed forces
in determination of eligibility for
and amount of benefits--------- 398

Washington National Airport, patrol
by Park Police at request of Ad-
ministrator of Civil Aeronautics- 94

Parking meter fees, deposit of --------- 443
Parking spaces for Members of Congress- 443
Parks, Federal, appropriation for---- 116, 484
Parole, Board of, authority; composi-

tion; transfer of powers, etc., from
Board of Indeterminate Sentence
and Parole------------- ------ 378

"Penny milk" program for school chil-
dren, appropriation for --------- - 438

Personal services, funds for----------- 448
Policemen's and firemen's relief-

Appropriation for __-------- 63, 244, 434
Armed forces, credit for service in de-

termination of eligibility for and
amount of benefits .-----------. 398

Potomac River Basin, Interstate Com-
mission on, appropriation for con-
tribution ----------------------- 444

Poundmaster's office, appropriation for- 30,
63, 427

Printing and binding, funds for ------- 448
Printing and Publications, Division of,

printing and binding by --------- 448
Property, personal, real and tangible,

increase in rate of taxation ------- 359
Public Library, appropriation for ------ 30,

63, 244, 433
Public schools-

Administration, general, appropria-
tion for -------------------- 30,428

Auxiliary educational services, appro-
priation for----------------- 428

Buildings, etc.-
Appropriation for maintenance, etc- 30,

63, 244, 428
Construction, contract authoriza-

tions, designated, increase- 430, 431, 432
Sites, purchase of, appropriation for- 432

Capital outlay, appropriation for.--- 428
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Construction, appropriation for ----. 429
District of Columbia Teachers' Salary

Act of 1947 ----------------- 248
Employees, Board of Education-

Armed forces, service in, experience
credit --- ______._---------_ 257

Attendance officers, leave, etc- ... 259
Classification and assignment ---- 252
Double-salary restriction, teachers,

nonapplication for designated
period--------------------- 433

Examiners, boards of, membership;
chief examiners ------- _--__ 258

First Assistant Superintendents of
Schools, duties ---------____ - 258

Increases in annual compensation- 253
Leave for educational improvement,

applicability of provisions-_ 260
Master's degree, requirement for

certain appointments, etc----- 252
Principals, elementary schools, de-

termination of classification-__ 258
Probationary tenure, employees on,

increases in compensation --- 253
Promotion, method of ---------- _ 257
Retirement, applicability of pro-

visions of law respecting -- - - 260
Retirement of teachers, appropria-

tion with respect to, liquida-
tion of unfunded accrued lia-
bility, extension of liquidation
period-------------........ 750

Salaries ------------------------ 248
Assignment to ----......---- . 253
Effective date ---------------- 259

Substitute teachers, annual, ap-
pointment, etc ............. 259

Teachers' retirement appropriated
fund, appropriation for-______ 428

Temporary teachers, appointment;
service limitation; salary ---- 259

Evening schools and other activities,
authorization for-------------- 259

Expenses, appropriation for ------ _ 65
Milk program for school children, ap-

propriation for----------------438
Operating expenses, appropriation

for --------------------- 30, 428
Pages, Congressional, etc., education,

authority of Board of Education
with respect to ------........ 369

Plans and specifications, appropria-
tion for preparation, etc -------- 429,

430, 431, 432
Playground sites, appropriation for - 432
Pupils dwelling outside D. C., limita-

tion on use of funds for free in-
truction .-------------------. 433
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Skubitz, Joseph, payment for service
as teacher in Capitol Page School,
appropriation for ------------- 369

Sullivan, Joseph J., payment for serv-
ice as teacher in Capitol Page
School, appropriation for-------_ 369

Supervision and instruction, general,
appropriation for -------- 30, 63, 428

Vocational education, appropriation
for --------------_.-----.. 30, 428

Public Utilities Commission-
Appropriation for ------------._- 30, 427
General counsel, compensation of---. 426
Restriction on use of funds --------_ 427

Public welfare-
Administration, general, appropria-

tion for _---------_--._____- _ 437
Adult Correctional Service, funds

for ..------------- ----- . 30,63,437
Advances to Director of____ _ ------- 439
Agency services, appropriation for_ 244, 438
Children committed to care of Board,

appropriation for ___----__ --- _ 438
Dependent children, aid to -------- _ 438
Indigent, institutions for, appropria-

tion for operating expenses_ .- 185
Pay costs, increased, appropriation

for ------------......------ . 30
Protective institutions, appropriation

for ...---------.----------. 438,439
Public assistance and children's serv-

ices, appropriation for -------.. 64
Vocational rehabilitation of disabled

residents, appropriation for ----- 438
Vouchers, certification and pay-

ment .............. . ... 447ment------------------------ 447
Public works, appropriation for -- _.._ 30,

64, 185, 244, 439
Purchasing Division, appropriation

for ----..-.- --- -------- 29,426
Reconstruction Finance Corporation

Act, applicability ----.---.---- - 204
Recorder of Deeds, Office of-

Appropriation for ---------.. 30, 427, 698
Machines for recording of deeds, etc.,

purchase and operation authorized- 730
Recreation Department, appropriation

for --------------- 30, 63, 244, 433
Red Cross, American National-

Authorization for erection of perma-
nent building for D. C. Chapter;
conditions, etc -------------- 241

Continuation of existing corporation,
etc---------------------- 83

Redevelopment, appropriation for-----. 601
Reformatory, appropriation for ....... 65
Refuse Division, appropriation for -- 30,

64, 244, 443, 444
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Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora-

tion, availability of funds, etc ----- 580
Regulatory agencies, appropriation for_ 29,

63, 427, 698
Reimbursements of other appropria-

tions, appropriation for increased
pay costs ---------------------- 30

Rent Act, Emergency-
Amendment, schools or universities,

recovery of possession of housing
accommodations in certain cases_ 721

Extension- ---------------------- 713
Rent Control, Office of Administrator of,

appropriation for ------------ _ 30, 427
Retirement fund expenses, appropria-

tion for ----------------------- 184
Revenue Act of 1947. See District of

Columbia Revenue Act of 1947.
Safety Council, Inc., National, appro-

priation for affiliation with.--- _ -- 439
St. Ann's Infant Asylum and Maternity

Hospital, contractual services, ap-
propriation for -----__ .___ _ ----- 438

St. Elizabeths Hospital. See separate
title.

Schools. See Public schools, this title.
Secret Service forces, reimbursement for

benefit payments to, appropriation
for -------------.---- ...-- _ 187,222

Securities, U. S., investment of funds in;
crediting of proceeds ------------- 448

Servicemen, designated temporary hous-
ing, date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of
May 18, 1946 ------------------ 453

Sewer Division, appropriation for ------ 30,
64, 244, 444

South Capitol Street Bridge, increase in
cost limitation -----.---------- _ 441

Street and Bridge Divisions, appropria-
tion for ---------------.----- 244, 441

Street improvements-
Appropriation for -------------- 185, 442
Contracts, open competition-------- 442
Repairs, liability for ----------_. __ 442
Sidewalks and roadways, alteration of

widths-- ------------------. _ 442
Streetcar loading platforms, restric-

tion on use of funds for -------- 443
Street lighting, rates for ------------- 440
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc------------ ---- 447

Surveyor's office, appropriation for-- 30,
64,440

Tax Appeals, Board of, appropriation
for ------------------------ 29,426

Taxes. See District of Columbia Reve-
nue Act of 1947.
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Taxicabs, regulations respecting meters,

zones, and rates, restriction on use
of funds - -------------------__ 427

Teachers. See Public schools, this title.
Temporary Home for Former Soldiers

and Sailors, appropriation for----- 438
Temporary services, increase in limita-

tion on amount for ------------ _ 448
Titles and Tags, Registrar of, continu-

ance in classification ------------ 443
Traffic safety education, appropriation

for ---------- _--------- .. ----- 442
Trees and Parking, Division of, appro-

priation for ------------------ 244, 443
Trust funds, investment in United States

securities, crediting of proceeds---- 448
Undertakers, licenses for, provisions re-

specting--------._-------- .-- - 711
Unemployment Compensation Act,

amendment, contribution rates
after termination of military service 494

United States, appropriation for reim-
bursement to------------------- 427

Vehicles-
Transfer from police or fire depart-

ments, restriction -------___-- 441
Use; restriction ---------------- 440, 441

Vehicles and Traffic, Department of, ap-
propriation for -- _- 30, 64, 65, 244, 442

Veterans-
Services to, appropriation for------ 63, 435
Temporary housing, designated, date

of termination of emergency in
interpretation of Act of May 18,
1946 ----.--.--.------------ 453

"Victory" gardens, appropriation for - - 438
Vocational rehabilitation of disabled res-

idents, increase in amount available
to Office of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion, Federal Security Agency----- 60

Volunteer services, acceptance, time
limit for exercise of authority under
provisions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941_ 453

War Department, lease of buildings,
date of termination of war, etc., in
interpretation of provision of Act of
July 9, 1918 -----------------.- 452

War housing, reduction in appropriation. 19
War workers, services to, appropriation

for---- --..- . ----..-------- _ 63,435
Washington Aqueduct, appropriation

for -------------__---- 30, 64,244,445
Washington Home for Incurables, ap-

propriation for ------------------ 437
Water Division, appropriation for - - - 30,

64, 444, 445
Water fund-

Appropriations payable from ------- 30,
64, 65, 244, 425, 444, 445
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Securities, U. S., investment of funds in; 
crediting of proceeds  448 

Servicemen, designated temporary hous-
ing, date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of 
May 18, 1946  453 

Sewer Division, appropriation for  30, 
64, 244, 444 

South Capitol Street Bridge, increase in 
cost limitation  441 

Street and Bridge Divisions, appropria-
tion for  244, 441 

Street improvements-
Appropriation for   185, 442 
Contracts, open competition  442 
Repairs, liability for    442 
Sidewalks and roadways, alteration of 

widths  442 
Streetcar loading platforms, restric-

tion on use of funds for  443 
Street lighting, rates for  440 
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons 
engaging in, etc  

Surveyor's office, appropriation 
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for__ 30, 

64,440 
Tax Appeals, Board of, appropriation 

for  29, 426 
Taxes. See District of Columbia Reve-

nue Act of 1947. 
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Taxicabs, regulations respecting meters, 

zones, and rates, restriction on use 
of funds  427 

Teachers. See Public schools, this title. 
Temporary Home for Former Soldiers 

and Sailors, appropriation for  438 
Temporary services, increase in limita-

tion on amount for  448 
Titles and Tags, Registrar of, continu-

ance in classification  443 
Traffic safety education, appropriation 

for  442 
Trees and Parking, Division of, appro-

priation for  244, 443 
Trust funds, investment in United States 

securities, crediting of proceed& ___ 448 
Undertakers, licenses for, provisions re-

specting  711 
Unemployment Compensation Act, 

amendment, contribution rates 
after termination of military service 494 

United States, appropriation for reim-

bursement to  427 
Vehicles-

Transfer from police or fire depart-
ments, restriction  441 

Use; restriction  440, 441 
Vehicles and Traffic, Department of, ap-

propriation for  30, 64, 65, 244, 442 
Veterans-

Services to, appropriation for  63, 435 
Temporary housing, designated, date 

of termination of emergency in 
interpretation of Act of May 18, 
1946  453 

"Victory" gardens, appropriation for _ _ 438 
Vocational rehabilitation of disabled res-

idents, increase in amount available 
to Office of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion, Federal Security Agency _ 60 

Volunteer services, acceptance, time 
limit for exercise of authority under 
provisions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941_ 453 

War Department, lease of buildings, 
date of termination of war, etc., in 
interpretation of provision of Act of 
July 9, 1918  452 

War housing, reduction in appropriation._ 19 
War workers, services to, appropriation 

for  63, 435 
Washington Aqueduct, appropriation 

for  30, 64, 244, 445 
Washington Home for Incurables, ap-

propriation for  437 
Water Division, appropriation for _  30, 

64, 444, 445 
Water fund-

Appropriations payable from  30, 
64, 65, 244, 425, 444, 445 

Page 
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U. S. securities-
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Water mains-
Assessments for, increase --------_- 360
Federal, outside D. C., appropriation

for maintenance and operation-- 690
Water rents-

Appropriation for refunding ---.--- _ 65
Increase ---------_ --- _----------. 360

Water system, delivery of water to Falls
Church or other water systems in
metropolitan area of District in
Virginia ----------------------_ 181

Weapons, concealed, arrests without
warrant; limitation on use of evi-
dence discovered -------- ____--- _ 743

Weights, Measures, and Markets, De-
partment of, appropriation for_ 29, 63, 427

West central heating plant, D. C., ap-
propriation for---____--__-----_ _ 594

West Executive Avenue, removal of
stone piers --------------_______ 95

White House Police. See separate title.
Wills, Office of Register of, appropria-

tion for -- __ ... __--------_ 30, 63, 435
Workhouse, appropriation for --------- 65
Workmen's compensation, appropria-

tion for administrative expenses_ 184, 427
Zoning Commission, appropriation for_ 30, 427
Zoological Park, National, appropriation

for...-............. 31, 447for-------------------------31,447
District of Columbia Code:

Amendments-
Athletic contests, corrupt influence in

connection with, prohibition,
penalty for violation --------- _ 313

Condemnation proceedings, abandon-
ment, reimbursement of owner,
etc-------------------------- 312

Parole of prisoners ----------- 378, 379
Citation .___-___ 638Citation---------------------------638
Copies of Code and Supplements printed

at Government Printing Office, con-
clusive evidence of original ----- _ 639

Distribution ------------------------ 640
Evidence of the laws ----------------- 638
Preparing and editing, annual appropria-

tion authorized......___-------- 640
Publication, distribution, etc _--.- 637, 638
Supplements, publication, distribution,

etc-----------..--------.. 637,638, 640
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District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1947- 328

Federal payment to District --------- 361
Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947-_ 328

Accounting periods -----------.--- 339
Appeal ------------------.-----. . 359
Applicability ------------.------. 331
Assessment and collection ---------- 352

Period of limitation ------------- 354
Compromises ---------------.--. _ 355
Corporations-

Allocation and apportionment of net
income derived within District,
etc------------------------ 349

Dividends paid in property -----_- 351
Licenses ------------- _-------_ 357
Reorganizations, exchanges in, gain

orloss ------- ------------_ 351
Tax on -------------------- __ _ 345

Deductions and credits, period for
which taken ---------------- 340

Definitions, general -----------.--. 332
Dependents, credit for ------ _----. 343
Estates and trusts, tax on ---.----. 346

Employees' trusts, exemption ----- 348
Exempt organizations --------.--- 334
Gross income-

Deductions allowable in computa-
tion of net income ---------- 337

Deductions not allowable in compu-
tation of net income -- _- .--- 339

Periods in which items included. - - 339
"Gross income" and exclusions there-

from-- --------------------- 335
Installment sales----------..._--- . 340
Inventories -------------.------- 340
Method of accounting, rejection by

Assessor, authority ---------. _ 340
Net income-

Deductions allowable in computa-
tion of - 337tion of --------------------- 337

Deductions not allowable in compu-
tation of-__----____---- 339

Definition ... ______ .. 335Definition- ------------------- 335
Organizations, trades, or businesses,

certain, allocation of income and
deductions -___------------__ _ 349

Penalties and interest --- 355, 356, 357, 358
Personal exemptions -------_----_ 343
Property-

Basis for determining gain or loss;
computation, etc ------------ 350

Depreciation ---- -------- 351
Purpose---------------------- 349
Rates of tax; optional method of com-

putation----------------.--- 344
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Definitions, general  332 
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Employees' trusts, exemption  348 
Exempt organizations  334 
Gross income— 

Deductions allowable in computa-
tion of net income  337 

Deductions not allowable in compu-
tation of net income_   339 

Periods in which items included.. _ _ _ 339 
"Gross income" and exclusions there-

from  335 
Installment sales  340 

Inventories  340 

Method of accounting, rejection by 
Assessor, authority  340 

Net income— 

Deductions allowable in computa-
tion of  337 
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Definition __  335 
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District of Columbia Revenue Act of 1947 Page
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Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947
-Continued

Repeal of prior income tax act; excep-
tions---__------------------- 331

Returns --------------__---- .._- _ 340
Exchange of information, recipro-

cal, with United States and the
several States -------------- 342

Filing requirement from specified
persons, etc----------------- 341

Prior income tax act returns and
returns for first taxable year to
which Income and Franchise
Tax Act of 1947 is applicable-- 331

Secrecy of --------------------- 342
Time and place of filing -------- _ 342

Rules and regulations -------------- 359
"Taxable income," residents and non-

residents ------------------- _ 343
Timg of payment---------------.-- 353
Unincorporated businesses-

Allocation and apportionment of
net income derived within Dis-
trict, etc---------------.--3 349

Licenses ----------------------- 357
Tax on------------------------- 345

Motor-fuel tax, increase in------------ 359
Motor vehicle inspection act, amend-

ment ----_--_----------__ ---- - 360
Property, personal, real and tangible,

increase in rate of taxation ------- 359
Separability clause ----------------- 361
Water mains, assessments for, increase- 360
Water rents, increase ---------------- 360

District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act
of 1945, repeal -------------------- 260

District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act
of 1947--------------------------- 248

Dollar-A-Year Men, employment, repeal of
provision of Act of June 26, 1940---- 449

Domestic Air Mail Service:
Appropriation for------------ 112, 231, 701
Transfers of funds from appropriation

for -------------------- 112, 187, 700
Dorsey, Margaret Mansfield, appropria-

tion for payment to---------------- 611
Dues, Tax on, war tax rates of certain mis-

cellaneous taxes, continuance-------- 12
Duke Power Company, consent of Con-

gress for construction, etc., of dam
across Dan River, Leaksville, Va.; re-
striction on claims for damages from
designated future construction------ 98

Durango, Colo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of --------------- 304

Dutch Elm Disease Control, appropriation
for; State, etc., cooperation--------- 535

Duties, Customs. See Customs Duties.
Dyberry and Prompton Reservoirs, Lacka-

waxen River Basin, Pa., funds for prep-
aration of plans ------------------

E

Economic Advisers, Council of, appropria-
tion for ------------____-__-__.- -

Economic and Social Council, Inter-Ameri.
can, appropriation for contribution __

Economic Poisons, Etc., Regulation of
Marketing. See Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

Economic Report, Joint Committee on the:
Appropriation for -- ----...........
Critical shortages, hearings and recom-

mendations on proposed conserva-
tion measures-------------------

Economic Stabilization, Office of, salaries
and expenses, War Mobilization and
Reconversion functions, reduction in
appropriation_..--_ ---- _----_ __.

Education, Office of. See under Federal
Security Agency.

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Co-
operation, National Commission on,
appropriation for conferences, etc ---

Educational Facilities, Veterans'. See
Educational facilities under Veterans.

Educational Foundation, Inc., Inter-Amer-
ican. See Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc.

Egypt, appropriation for consular prisons,
etc -----------------------------

Eightieth Congress, Second Session, date
of beginning.._-- .-----_------ --.-

Electric Light Bulbs and Tubes, Tax on,
war tax rates of certain miscellaneous
taxes, continuance-----............

Electrification Administration, Rural. See
Rural Electrification Administration
under Agriculture, Department of.

Emergency Advisory Committee for Politi-
cal Defense, appropriation for con-
tribution --------------------

Emergency Appropriation Act, 1935, pur-
chase by Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration of securities acquired, etc.,
by Public Works Administration,
repeal of provisions respecting -----

Emergency Appropriation Act, 1948-----
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for ---------------------
Appropriations and authority, availa-

bility, limitations; termination of
authority --------------------

Pay rolls, temporary appropriations
for meeting obligations incurred
in accordance with provisions---

District of Columbia, appropriation for-
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Motor-fuel tax, increase in  359 
Motor vehicle inspection act, amend-

ment  360 
Property, personal, real and tangible, 

increase in rate of taxation  359 
Separability clause  361 
Water mains, assessments for, increase_ 360 
Water rents, increase  360 

District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act 
of 1945, repeal  260 

District of Columbia Teachers' Salary Act 
of 1947  248 

Dollar-A-Year Men, employment, repeal of 
provision of Act of June 26, 1940_ _ _ _ 449 

Domestic Air Mail Service: 
Appropriation for   112, 231, 701 
Transfers of funds from appropriation 

for  112, 187, 700 
Dorsey, Margaret Mansfield, appropria-

tion for payment to  611 
Dues, Tax on, war tax rates of certain mis-

cellaneous taxes, continuance  12 
Duke Power Company, consent of Con-

gress for construction, etc., of dam 
across Dan River, Leaksville, Va.; re-
striction on claims for damages from 
designated future construction  98 

Durango, Colo., clerk of U. S. District 
Court, restriction on use of funds for 
maintaining office of  304 

Dutch Elm Disease Control, appropriation 
for; State, etc., cooperation  535 

Duties, Customs. See Customs Duties. 
Dyberry and Prompton Reservoirs, Lacka-

waxen River Basin, Pa., funds for prep-
aration of plans  
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Economic Advisers, Council of, appropria-
tion for  586 

Economic and Social Council, Inter-Ameri-
can, appropriation for contribution__ _ 282 

Economic Poisons, Etc., Regulation of 
Marketing. See Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 

Economic Report, Joint Committee on the: 
Appropriation for  363 
Critical shortages, hearings and recom-

mendations on proposed conserva-
tion measures  947 

Economic Stabilization, Office of, salaries 
and expenses, War Mobilization and 
Reconversion functions, reduction in 
appropriation  18 

Education, Office of. See under Federal 
Security Agency. 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Co-
operation, National Commission on, 
appropriation for conferences, etc__ _ 283 

Educational Facilities, Veterans'. See 
Educational facilities under Veterans. 

Educational Foundation, Inc., Inter-Amer-
ican. See Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc. 

Egypt, appropriation for consular prisons, 
etc  281 

Eightieth Congress, Second Session, date 
of beginning  768 

Electric Light Bulbs and Tubes, Tax on, 
war tax rates of certain miscellaneous 
taxes, continuance  12 

Electrification Administration, Rural. See 
Rural Electrification Administration 
under Agriculture, Department of. 

Emergency Advisory Committee for Politi-
cal Defense, appropriation for 
tribution  282 

Emergency Appropriation Act, 1935, pur-
chase by Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration of securities acquired, etc., 
by Public Works Administration, 
repeal of provisions respecting  208 

Emergency Appropriation Act, 1948  243 
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for  245 
Appropriations and authority, availa-

bility, limitations; termination of 
authority  246 

Pay rolls, temporary appropriations 
for meeting obligations incurred 
in accordance with provisions  361 

District of Columbia, appropriation for.. 244 
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Emergency Appropriation Act, Page
1948- Continued

Government Reports, Office of, appro-
priation for--------------------- 244

Independent offices, appropriation for- 244
Interior, Department of the, authority

for incurrence of certain obliga-
tions -------------------------- 245

Labor, Department of, appropriation
for ------------_------------- 245

Veterans' Administration, appropriation
for ----------------------- ---- 244

Emergency Boards, National Mediation
Board, appropriation for --------- 61, 277

Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of 1932,
Land Bank Commissioner, authoriza-
tion to Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration for making funds available
to, repeal of provisions respecting -_ 208

Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of 1933:
Agricultural improvement districts, re-

financing of, repeal of provisions - - 208
Taxes on real estate, authorization to re-

ceiver to borrow money for pay-
ment, repeal of provisions -------- 208

Emergency Fund for the President:
Amnesty Board, President's, allocation

of funds for------- ----_------- 585
Appropriation for; restriction --------- 585
Reduction in appropriation ----------- 18, 22

Emergency Health and Sanitation Activi-
ties, appropriations for Public Health
Service, date of termination of war in
interpretation of provisions of Act of
July 1, 1944 ---------------..---. 454

Emergency Management, Office for:
Appropriation for--- ---. 16, 28, 59, 107, 586
Constituent agencies. See indioidual

titles.
Reduction in designated appropriations. 17

Emergency Powers, Certain, Repeals - - 449
Emergency Price Control Act of 1942:

Amendments-
Apparel, enforcement action against

manufacturer, application for de-
termination by manufacturer -- 619

Complaint, application for filing,
objections to validity of provi-
sions in certain cases----------- 619

Protest-
Dismissal of; defense against com-

plaint, etc., right of United States 619
Objections to provisions of certain

orders, price schedules, etc.,
time limit on filing -------- 619

Rent control under, termination of----- 197
Sugar-

Continuance in effect of certain pro-
visions with respect to------ -- 35

Emergency Price Control Act of 1942
-Continued

Sugar- Continued
Restrictions and limitations on ap-

plicability of certain provisions -
Transfer of functions, etc., of Presi-

dent and Price Administrator to
Secretary of Agriculture----__-

Emergency Relief and Construction Act of
1932:

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, authority of Farm Credit
Administration with respect to----

Repeals of designated sections -------
Employees, Government. See Govern-

ment Employees.
Employees' Compensation, Bureau of.

See under Federal Security Agency.
Employees' Compensation Act:

Public Health Service, commissioned
officers, claims, repeal of provisions
of Act of July 1, 1944; effective
date ---------------------_____

Student-employees of hospitals of Fed-
eral Government, consideration as
Government employees ----- ____

Employment Act of 1946, appropriation
for functions of Council of Economic
Advisers under --------- _____-___-

Employment Security, Bureau of. See un-
der Social Security Administration.

Employment Service, United States. See
United States Employment Service
under Labor, Department of.

Employment Taxes. See under Taxes.
Enders Dam, Republican Basin, appropri-

ation for-------------- ......-----
Enemy Aliens. See Aliens; Interned Per-

sons; Prisoners of War.
Engineer School, Army, appropriation for

maintenance -------------.- ..----
Engineers, Corps of. See under War De-

partment.
England, treaty provisions respecting mi-

gratory birds, appropriation for effect-
ing _____--.........------- _____

Engraving and Printing, Bureau of. See
under Treasury Department.

Engrossing of Bills or Joint Resolutions__
Enlisted Reserve Corps. See under Army.
Enrolling of Bills or Joint Resolutions --
Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Bureau

of. See under Agriculture, Depart-
ment of.

Estate Taxes, certain contributions to
United Nations, deduction for tax
purposes ----------- _____-----___

Ethiopia, appropriation for consular pris-
ons, etc------.---.---- -------..
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Interior, Department of the, authority 
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titles. 
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plaint, etc., right of United States 619 
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orders, price schedules, etc., 
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tions, authority of Farm Credit 
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Repeals of designated sections  208 
Employees, Government. See Govern-

ment Employees. 
Employees' Compensation, Bureau of. 

See under Federal Security Agency. 
Employees' Compensation Act: 

Public Health Service, commissioned 
officers, claims, repeal of provisions 
of Act of July 1, 1944; effective 
date  451 

Student-employees of hospitals of Fed-
eral Government, consideration as 
Government employees  727 

Employment Act of 1946, appropriation 
for functions of Council of Economic 
Advisers under  586 

Employment Security, Bureau of. See un-
der Social Security Administration. 

Employment Service, United States. See 
United States Employment Service 
under Labor, Department of. 

Employment Taxes. See under Taxes. 
Enders Dam, Republican Basin, appropri-

ation for  699, 
Enemy Aliens. See Aliens; Interned Per-

sons; Prisoners of War. 
Engineer School, Army, appropriation for 

maintenance  561 
Engineers, Corps of. See under War De-

partment. 

England, treaty provisions respecting mi-
gratory birds, appropriation for effect-
ing  487 

Engraving and Printing, Bureau of. See 
under Treasury Department. 

Engrossing of Bills or Joint Resolutions_ _ 634 
Enlisted Reserve Corps. See under Army. 
Enrolling of Bills or Joint Resolutions__ _ 635 
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of. See under Apiculture, Depart-
ment of. 
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United Nations, deduction for tax 
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European Fowl Pest, funds available for
eradication ---------- ____________-

Evanston, Wyo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of __-----______

Everglades Region, Fla., appropriation for
erosion control, etc.; State contribu-
tion ------------ .____________

Ewa, Oahu, Hawaii, conveyance by Navy
Department, authorized --- _______-

Excise Tax Act of 1947 -------. ____.._-
Executive Branch of the Government,

Commission on Organization of:
Appropriation authorized--- - -______
Appropriation for ---_----__________
Establishment, authority, etc---------
Experts, consultants, etc., procurement

of services of; nonapplicability of
designated provisions of law _____

Report to Congress ---_-__--__-___- -
Executive Departments. See Govern-

ment Departments and Agencies; also
individual titles.

Executive Mansion and Grounds, appro-
priation for--------------___--___

Executive Office of the President. See
Executive Office under President of
the United States.

Expatriation, date of termination of state
of war in interpretation of Act of
July 1, 1944 ---.---------------.-

Explosives, Etc., temporary use by Gov-
ernment of project works for manu-
facture of, date of termination of
state of war, etc., in interpretation of
provisions of Act of June 10, 1920 -

Explosives Act, Federal, (Act of Dec. 26,
1941), date of termination of state of
war, etc., in interpretation of-------

Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, Amend-
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Administrative Procedure Act, exclu-
sion of functions from operation
of; exceptions----------------_ 323

Appropriations authorized-------- 214, 324
Appropriations for-.-- .____--- 66, 619
Commerce, Secretary of, administra-

tion by -------------_---_ --- 323
Report to President and Congress_ 324

Foreign Aid Act of 1947, nonapplica-
bility to authority ------------- 939

Obligations incurred relative to, funds
available to Department of Com-
merce ----------------------- 943

Personnel performing duties relating
to, reemployment ----------- _ 324

Price criteria in licensing of exports-_ 946
Sugar-

Continuance in effect of certain pro-
visions with respect to------- 35

Sugar Act of 1948--------------- 922
Transfer of powers, etc., of Presi-

dent, etc., to Secretary of Agri-
culture--------------------- 36

Time extension ------------- 214, 323, 946

F

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. See also
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947.

Amendment, action for recovery of lia-
bility, employee as party plaintiff,
consent requirement ------------- 87

Claims under, relief from certain _---. 85, 86
Enforcement, transfer of funds to appro-

priation for ..-.... _-.... -.. --- 75
Interpretation, judicial, findingl of ('on-

gress with r(spect to-- ._- ---- 84
Liquidated damages, authority of court- 89
Restriction on liability of employer in

designated circumstances -------- 88, 89
Statute of limitations ---------------- 87
Wage and Hour Division, Department

of Labor, appropriation for expenses

ments:
Continuation of Bank until June 30,

1953--------------------------- 131
Obligations, redemption; interest ----- 131
Powers---------------------------- 130
Succession to rights, liabilities, etc., of

previous corporation ------------- 131
Export-Import Bank of Washington:

Continuance, funds, etc., repeal of pro-
visions respecting --------------- 208

Continuation, etc----------------- 130, 131
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authori-

zation; appropriation for -------- 576
Exports:

Allocations of certain materials or facili-
ties-

Certification of necessity by Secretary
of State; authority of Secretary of
Commerce------------------- 323

Time limitation of provisions ------- 34
Extension ------------------- 322, 323
95347-48--pt. 1-64

under -- -----------------
Fairbanks, Alaska, construction of mag-

netic and seismological observatory,
appropriation for ----------------

Falls Church, Va., delivery of water from
D. C. water system -------------

Farm Commodities. See Agricultural
Commodities.

Farm Credit Act of 1937:
Regional agricultural credit corpora-

tions-
Borrowing power, repeal of provisions

respecting---------------
Consolidation, corporations formed

by, payment of expenses, repeal
nf nrovisionn reaoectinf - .--

263

298

181

209

209
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European Fowl Pest, funds available for 
eradication  

Evanston, Wyo., clerk of U. S. District 
Court, restriction on use of funds for 
maintaining office of  304 

Everglades Region, Fla., appropriation for 
erosion control, etc.; State contribu-
tion  

Ewa, Oahu, Hawaii, conveyance by Navy 
Department, authorized_  401 

Excise Tax Act of 1947  12 

Executive Branch of the Government, 
Commission on Organization of: 

Appropriation authorized  247 
Appropriation for  696 
Establishment, authority, etc  246 
Experts, consultants, etc., procurement 

of services of; nonapplicability of 
designated provisions of law  940 

Report to Congress  248 
Executive Departments. See Govern-

ment Departments and Agencies; also 
individual titles. 

Executive Mansion and Grounds, appro-
priation for  586 

Executive Office of the President. See 
Executive Office under President of 
the United States. 

Expatriation, date of termination of state 
of war in interpretation of Act of 
July 1, 1944  454 

Explosives, Etc., temporary use by Gov-
ernment of project works for manu-
facture of, date of termination of 
state of war, etc., in interpretation of 
provisions of Act of June 10, 1920_ _ _ 451 

Explosives Act, Federal, (Act of Dec. 26, 
1941), date of termination of state of 
war, etc., in interpretation of  452 

Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, Amend-
ments: 

Continuation of Bank until June 30, 
1953  131 

Obligations, redemption; interest  131 
Powers  130 
Succession to rights, liabilities, etc., of 

previous corporation  131 
Export-Import Bank of Washington: 

Continuance, funds, etc., repeal of pro-
visions respecting  208 

Continuation, etc    130, 131 
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authori-

zation; appropriation for  576 
Exports: 

Allocations of certain materials or facili-
ties— 

Certification of necessity by Secretary 
of State; authority of Secretary of 
Commerce  323 

Time limitation of provisions  34 
Extension  322, 323 

95347*-48--pt. 1-64 
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Exports—Continued 
Control— 

Administrative Procedure Act, exclu-
sion of functions from operation 
of; exceptions  

Page 

323 
Appropriations authorized  214, 324 
Appropriations for   66, 619 
Commerce, Secretary of, administra-

tion by  323 
Report to President and Congress_ 324 

Foreign Aid Act of 1947, nonapplica-
bility to authority  939 

Obligations incurred relative to, funds 
available to Department of Com-
merce  943 

Personnel performing duties relating 
to, reemployment  324 

Price criteria in licensing of exports  946 
Sugar— 

Continuance in effect of certain pro-
visions with respect to  35 

Sugar Act of 1948  922 
Transfer of powers, etc., of Presi-

dent, etc., to Secretary of Agri-
culture  36 

Time extension  214, 323, 946 

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. See also 
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. 

Amendment, action for recovery of lia-
bility, employee as party plaintiff, 
consent requirement  87 

Claims under, relief from certain  85, 86 
Enforcement, transfer of funds to appro-

priation for_ 75 
Interpretation, judicial, findings of Con-

gress with respect to 
Liquidated damages, authority of court_ 
Restriction on liability of employer in 

designated circumstances  88, 89 
Statute of limitations  87 
Wage and Hour Division, Department 

of Labor, appropriation for expenses 
under  

Fairbanks, Alaska, construction of mag-
netic and seismological observatory, 
appropriation for  

Falls Church, Va., delivery of water from 
D. C. water system  

Farm Commodities. See Agricultural 
Commodities. 

Farm Credit Act of 1937: 
Regional agricultural credit corpora-

t ions— 
Borrowing power, repeal of provisions 

respecting  
Consolidation, corporations formed 

by, payment of expenses, repeal 
of provisions respecting  

84 
89 

263 
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Farm credit Administration: rage
Appropriation for ------------------ 54;

Transfer of funds to _----__------- 7'
Credit union functions, transfer to Fed-

eral Deposit Insurance Corporation- 95,
Payments by designated corporations,

funds available --------.-----_ 580, 58]
Regional agricultural credit corpora-

tions, authority with respect to,
amendment of Emergency Relief
and Construction Act of 1932 ---- 208

Farm Forestry Cooperation, funds for___ 74, 539
Farm Island, S. Dak., transfer from city

of Pierre to State of South Dakota,
consent of Congress---------------- 740

Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act,
1944:

Amendment, disregard of certain income
without prejudicing States' rights
to grants for old-age assistance;
time limitation ---------------- _ 202

Program, functions, etc., under. See
Farm Labor Supply Program.

Farm Labor Supply Program:
Administrative expenses, appropriation

for; funds available ------------- 109
Apportionment of funds among States- 109
Continuance and liquidation, mainte-

nance of farm placement service-- 55
Appropriations authorized --------- 55
Appropriations available --------- _ 109
Appropriations for ----------------- 109

Facilities, disposition to public or semi-
public agencies or nonprofit associa-
tions of farmers ----------------. 694

Mexican farm laborers, permission to
remain in U. S.; employer's assur-
ance of return to place of recruit-
ment, etc---------.---------... 55

Receipts from sales of labor supply cen-
ters, labor homes, etc., availability
for costs of liquidation ---------- 109

Farm Mortgage Act of 1932, Emergency,
Land Bank Commissioner, authoriza-
tion to Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration for making funds available
to, repeal of provisions respecting- - 208

Farm Mortgage Act of 1933, Emergency:
Agricultural improvement districts, re-

financing of, repeal of provisions - - 208
Taxes on real estate, authorization to

receiver to borrow money for pay-
ment, repeal of provisions ------- 208

Farm Mortgage Corporation, Federal, ap-
propriations for; availability of funds,
etc.------------------------- 110,580

Farm Products. See Agricultural Com-
modities.

Farm Tenancy, transfer of funds to appro-
priation for -------.-----.-------_ 74

Farm Tenant Act:
Appropriations for effecting provisions

relating to-
Land utilization and retirement of

submarginal land -------------
Loans, mortgage insurance, etc -----

Virgin Islands, extension of provisions

Page

541
545

to------------------.._---..- - 493
Farm Training, Institutional, inclusion in

veterans' education program-------- 791
Farmers. See also Agriculture, Depart-

ment of.
Mineral rights pools, loans by Recon-

struction Finance Corporation,
repeal of provisions respecting----- 208

Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act, payments to certain in-
ducted farmers-------_---------. 542

Farmers' Home Administration. See
under Agriculture, Department of.

Farmers' Home Administration Act of
1946, Amendment, labor-supply cen-
ters, camps, etc., liquidation, time
extension --------_------_ ---__ --- 55

Farmers' Irrigation District, Nebr., reduc-
tion of certain accrued interest
charges; operation, etc., of drain diver-
sion works ----------------_------ 101

Farragut, Idaho, reimbursement of certain
Navy and former Navy personnel for
losses at -------------- _----. 315

Fats and Oils, Etc.:
Allocations, extension of time limitation

on provisions -----------------_ 322
Statistics, collection and publication by

Bureau of the Census, authorized - 457
Federal Agencies. See Government De-

partments and Agencies; also individ-
ual titles.

Federal-Aid Highway Acts. See Federal
Highway Acts.

Federal Airport Act, appropriation for car-
rying out provisions of, merger of ap-
propriations ------------------- 297

Federal Areas, State, etc., taxation affect-
ing ----- ....-- ------------.- 644, 645

Federal Board of Hospitalization, appro-
priation for salaries and expenses -_. 586

Federal Bureau of Investigation. See un-
der Justice, Department of.

Federal Caustic Poison Act, appropriation
for enforcement --- -------- 265

Federal Communications Commission:
Appropriation for -__- ---- __ 78, 114, 591
Post Roads Act of 1866, repeal, nonlimi-

tation of designated authority by-_ 327
Telecommunications conferences, desig-

nated, rules and regulations for free
communication services to official
participants-- _ - o--------------------- oo

L
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Farm Credit Administration: 
Appropriation for  

Transfer of funds to  
Credit union functions, transfer to Fed-

eral Deposit Insurance Corporation.. 952 
Payments by designated corporations, 

funds available  580, 581 
Regional agricultural credit corpora-

tions, authority with respect to, 
amendment of Emergency Relief 
and Construction Act of 1932  208 

Farm Forestry Cooperation, funds for_ _ _ 74, 539 
Farm Island, S. Dak., transfer from city 

of Pierre to State of South Dakota, 
consent of Congress  

Farm Labor Supply Appropriation Act, 
1944: 

Amendment, disregard of certain income 
without prejudicing States' rights 
to grants for old-age assistance; 
time limitation  

Program, functions, etc., under. See 
Farm Labor Supply Program. 

Farm Labor Supply Program: 
Administrative expenses, appropriation 

for; funds available  
Apportionment of funds among States_ 
Continuance and liquidation, mainte-

nance of farm placement service_ _ 
Appropriations authorized  
Appropriations available  
Appropriations for  

Facilities, disposition to public or semi-
public agencies or nonprofit associa-
tions of farmers  

Mexican farm laborers, permission to 
remain in U. S.; employer's assur-
ance of return to place of recruit-
ment, etc  

Receipts from sales of labor supply cen-
ters, labor homes, etc., availability 
for costs of liquidation  

Farm Mortgage Act of 1932, Emergency, 
Land Bank Commissioner, authoriza-
tion to Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration for making funds available 
to, repeal of provisions respecting.. _ _ 

Farm Mortgage Act of 1933, Emergency: 
Agricultural improvement districts, re-

financing of, repeal of provisions_ _ _ 
Taxes on real estate, authorization to 

receiver to borrow money for pay-
ment, repeal of provisions  

Farm Mortgage Corporation, Federal, ap-
propriations for; availability of funds, 
etc  

Farm Products. 
modities. 

Farm Tenancy, transfer of funds to appro-
priation for 

740 

202 

109 
109 

55 
55 
109 
109 
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208 

208 

208 

110, 580 
See Agricultural Corn-
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Farm Tenant Act: 
Appropriations for effecting provisions 

relating to— 
Land utilization and retirement of 

submarginal land  541 
Loans, mortgage insurance, etc  545 

Virgin Islands, extension of provisions 
to  493 

Farm Training, Institutional, inclusion in 
veterans' education program  791 

Farmers. See also Agriculture, Depart-
ment of. 

Mineral rights pools, loans by Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, 
repeal of provisions respecting  208 

Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act, payments to certain in-
ducted farmers  542 

Farmers' Home Administration. See 
under Agriculture, Department of. 

Farmers' Home Administration Act of 
1946, Amendment, labor-supply cen-
ters, camps, etc., liquidation, time 
extension  55 

Farmers' Irrigation District, Nebr., reduc-
tion of certain accrued interest 
charges; operation, etc., of drain diver-
sion works  101 

Farragut, Idaho, reimbursement of certain 
Navy and former Navy personnel for 
losses at  315 

Fats and Oils, Etc.: 
Allocations, extension of time limitation 

on provisions  322 
Statistics, collection and publication by 

Bureau of the Census, authorized _ 457 
Federal Agencies. See Government De-

partments and Agencies; also individ-
ual titles. 

Federal-Aid Highway Acts. See Federal 
Highway Acts. 

Federal Airport Act, appropriation for car-
rying out provisions of, merger of ap-
propriations  297 

Federal Areas, State, etc., taxation affect-
ing  644, 645 

Federal Board of Hospitalization, appro-
priation for salaries and expenses_ _ 586 

Federal Bureau of Investigation. See un-
der Justice, Department of. 

Federal Caustic Poison Act, appropriation 
for enforcement  265 

Federal Communications Commission: 
Appropriation for  78, 114, 591 
Post Roads Act of 1866, repeal, nonlimi-

tation of designated authority by__ 327 
Telecommunications conferences, desig-

nated, rules and regulations for free 
communication services to official 
Participants  83 
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INDEX

Federal Corrupt Practices Act, Amend-
ment, restriction on political contribu-
tions----------------------------

Federal Crop Insurance Act, Amendments:
Employees and agencies for administra-

tion, responsibility to Corporation_
Indemnities, basis for determination

of ----------------------------
Limitations on program and insurance_ -
Management of Corporation---------
Premiums, basis for establishment ----
Prior contracts, validity -------------

Page

159

719

719
718
719
719
719

Reinsurance for private insurance com-
panies ----------------------- 718

Report to Congress by Corporation on
results of operations ------------- 719

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation:
Appropriation for _-----------_ 70, 549, 550

Transfer of funds to--------------- 74
Capital stock, subscriptions to, appro-

priation for--------------------- 70
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authority_ 550
General provisions of Government Cor-

porations Appropriation Act, 1948,
applicability ------------------- 550

Insurance of certain crops, limitations__ 550
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation:

Capital stock, retirement of----------- 773
Credit union functions of Farm Credit

Administration, transfer-------- 952
Directors, appointive, increase in com-

pensation -------- ---------- 773
Loans from Treasury for insurance pur-

poses ------------------------- 773
Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945,

Amendment, student-employees of
hospitals, etc., exemption from cover-
age -- -------------------- - 727

Federal Expenditures, Nonessential, Joint
Committee on Reduction of, appropri-
ation for ------------------------ 16

Federal Explosives Act, (Act of Dec. 26,
1941), date of termination of state of
war, etc., in interpretation of------- 452

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation,
appropriations for; availability of
funds, etc -------------------- 110, 580

Federal Firearms Act, Amendment, defi-
nition of "crime of violence"-------- 11

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act:
Amendment, provision for certification

of streptomycin or derivatives-- - 11
Appropriation for enforcement -------- 265

Federal Highway Acts:
Appropriation to effect provisions of--- 539
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1938, ap-

propriation for projects, District of
Columbia- --------------- 441, 442

Federal Highway Acts-Continued
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944-

Amendment, extension of period of
availability of funds apportioned
to States---------------------

Postwar highways, appropriation for-
Federal-aid highway system-

Appropriation for -_--------_____
Convict labor, restriction on employ-

ment ------------------------
Public-lands highways, appropriation

for----------------------------
Right-of-way, financing acquisition for

Federal aid roads, repeal of pro-
visions respecting -------------

Secondary or feeder roads, appropria-
tion for.-----------------------

Federal Home Loan Bank Act, Amend-
ment, home mortgage as collateral
security for advance -------------.

Federal Home Loan Bank Administration.
See under Housing.

Federal Home Loan Banks, stock held by
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
transfer to Treasury Department, etc-

Federal Housing Administration. See un-
der Housing.

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act:

Appropriation for------------------.
Appropriations and expenditures, au-

thorization for-----------------
Books and records ---------------
Condemned article, disposition of------
Cooperation with Government depart-

ments and agencies, etc., in carry-
ing out provisions--------------

Definitions ------------------------.
Delegation of duties by Secretary of

Agriculture --------------------
Effective date---------------------
Enforcement----------------------
Exemption of economic poison from pro-

visions, authority of Secretary of
Agriculture .-------------------.

Exemptions from penalties in certain
cases--------------------------

Imports --------------------------
Penalties for violations ---------------
Prohibited acts----------------------
Registration -----------------------

Cancellation at end of five years.----
Repeals--------------------------
Seizures --------------------------
Separability-----------------------

Federal Insurance Contributions Act,
Amendments, Social Security tax
rates, employers and employees----

Page
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595

596
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209
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714

208
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172
168
171

172
163

171
172
168
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169
171
170
166
167
168
172
170
172
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Federal Corrupt Practices Act, Amend- Page 
meat, restriction on political contribu-
tions  159 

Federal Crop Insurance Act, Amendments: 
Employees and agencies for administra-

tion, responsibility to Corporation _ 
Indemnities, basis for determination 

of  
Limitations on program and insurance_ _ 
Management of Corporation  
Premiums, basis for establishment  
Prior contracts, validity  
Reinsurance for private insurance com-

panies  
Report to Congress by Corporation on 

results of operations _  
Federal Crop Insurance Corporation: 

Appropriation for  70, 549, 
Transfer of funds to  

Capital stock, subscriptions to, appro-
priation for  

Expenditures, contracts, etc., authority _ 
General provisions of Government Cor-

porations Appropriation Act, 1948, 
applicability  

Insurance of certain crops, limitations_ _ 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation: 

Capital stock, retirement of  
Credit union functions of Farm Credit 

Administration, transfer  
Directors, appointive, increase in com-

pensation  
Loans from Treasury for insurance pur-

poses  
Federal Employees Pay Act of 1945, 

Amendment, student-employees of 
hospitals, etc., exemption from cover-
age  

Federal Expenditures, Nonessential, Joint 
Committee on Reduction of, appropri-
ation for  

Federal Explosives Act, (Act of Dec. 26, 
1941), date of termination of state of 
war, etc., in interpretation of  

Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, 
appropriations for; availability of 
funds, etc  110, 

Federal Firearms Act, Amendment, defi-
nition of "crime of violence"  

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act: 
Amendment, provision for certification 

of streptomycin or derivatives_ - _ 
Appropriation for enforcement  

Federal Highway Acts: 
Appropriation to effect provisions of _ _ 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1938, ap-

propriation for projects, District of 
Columbia  441, 

Federal Highway Acts—Continued Page 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1944— 
Amendment, extension of period of 

availability of funds apportioned 
to States  136 

719 Postwar highways, appropriation for 597 
Federal-aid highway system-

719 Appropriation for  595 
718 Convict labor, restriction on employ-
719 ment  596 
719 Public-lands highways, appropriation 
719 for  597 

Right-of-way, financing acquisition for 
718 Federal aid roads, repeal of pro-

visions respecting  209 
719 Secondary or feeder roads, appropria-

tion for  596 
550 Federal Home Loan Bank Act, Amend-
74 ment, home mortgage as collateral 

security for advance  714 
70 Federal Home Loan Bank Administration. 

550 See under Housing. 
Federal Home Loan Banks, stock held by 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
550 transfer to Treasury Department, etc_ 208 
550 Federal Housing Administration. See un-

der Housing. 
773 Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-

denticide Act: 
952 Appropriation for  618 

Appropriations and expenditures, au-
773 thorization for  172 

Books and records  168 
773 Condemned article, disposition of  171 

Cooperation with Government depart-
ments and agencies, etc., in carry-
ing out provisions  172 

727 Definitions  163 
Delegation of duties by Secretary of 

Agriculture  171 
16 Effective date  172 

Enforcement  168 
Exemption of economic poison from pro-

452 visions, authority of Secretary of 
Agriculture  172 

Exemptions from penalties in certain 
580 cases  169 

Imports_  171 
11 Penalties for violations  170 

Prohibited acts  166 
Registration  167 

11 Cancellation at end of five years  168 
265 Repeals  172 

Seizures  170 
539 Separability  172 

Federal Insurance Contributions Act, 
Amendments, Social Security tax 

442 rates, employers and employees  793 



INDEX

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks:
Administrative expenses, increase in

amount available for -__--------
Availability of funds, etc ------------

Federal Loan Agency:
Abolition ---------____-______.-
Housing and Home Finance Adminis-

trator, transfer of certain functions

Page

73
580

208

to --------------- _------------. 955
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Serv-

ice. See under Labor Management
Relations Act, 1947.

Federal National Mortgage Association,
appropriation for ----------------- 515

Federal Power Commission:
Appropriation for ---------------- 114, 591
Reclamation, Bureau of, Department of

the Interior, cooperation in inves-
tigations ---------------------- 473

Federal Prison Industries, Inc., authori-
zation for expenditures, contracts,
etc.; appropriation for ---_____--- _ 582

Federal Prison System. See Prison Sys-
tem, Federal, under Justice, Depart-
ment of.

Federal Public Housing Authority. See
under Housing.

Federal Register:
Printing, etc., funds for -----_____ _ 183, 375
Stabilization agreements, voluntary,

publication of requests, withdraw-
als, etc ---.........---------- _ 946

Sugar Act of 1948, publication of quota
and deficit determinations under _ 932

Federal Register Act, wartime suspension
of certain government reports, date of
termination of war in interpretation of
Act of Dec. 10, 1942--.-------.. --. 453

Federal Regulations, Code of, funds for
printing and binding of supplements 184,

375
Federal Reserve Act:

Branch bank buildings, cost of, amend-
ment -----------------------. 520

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation-
Capital stock, subscription by United

States and Federal reserve banks,
repeal of provisions ----------- 773

Directors, appointive, increase in
compensation ---------.---- _ 773

Loans from Treasury for insurance
purposes------------------- 773

Government obligations, purchase and
sale-

Amendment; report to Congress--__ 56
Termination date of provisions,

amendment of Second War Pow-
ers Act --.-- _- -------. 34,214,322

Federal Reserve Banks, National Labor
Relations Act, exclusion from defini-
tion of employer under--------.---- 137

LII

Federal Reserve System, termination of Page
consumer credit controls; provision
for emergency exercise ------------- 921

Federal Savings and Loan Associations,
investment of funds in certain loans;
limitation on amount ----------.- _ 786

Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-
poration, appropriation for; availa-
bility of funds ------------ _----_ 115, 577

Federal Security Agency:
Administrator, Office of-

Appropriation for ----.----. 108, 274, 616
Reduction in appropriation--_------ 19
Transfer of funds for ------_------_ 72

Appropriation Act, 1948 ---.-- _------_ 264
Appropriation for------_ 17, 60, 78, 107, 108,

184,264,615,616,625
Reductions ---------------------- 18
Transfers of funds ---.-----_ - 60, 72, 270,

275,276, 427, 605
Civilian Conservation Corps. See sepa-

rate title.
Civilian war assistance-

Appropriation for -----------_---_ 275
Reduction in appropriation---.---. . 19

Civilian war benefits-
Appropriation for -----. ----...--- 616
Reduction in appropriation--------- 19

Claims, appropriation for payment - 276, 625
Constituent organizations, transfer of

funds for purchase of duplicating
materials ---------------------- 275

Education, Office of-
Appropriation for -_.------------_ 266
Reduction in appropriation ------- 18, 19
Transfer of funds for --------.----. 72

Employees' Compensation, Bureau of-
Appropriation for .. _.------. 17,184, 264
Transfer of funds for ----..------- _ 72
Transfer of funds from -------_---_ 427

Employment offices, public, grants to
States-

Administration, methods of, joint
promulgation by Secretary of
Labor and Federal Security Ad-
ministrator ---------------_-_ 263

Joint budget, certain grants, submis-
sion authorized -- __--------- _ 263

Food and Drug Administration, funds
for------------------. 60, 72, 265, 615

Freedmen's Hospital-
Appropriation for.------------ 60,65,265
District of Columbia-

Amounts chargeable to ---------_ 265
Reimbursement to United States,

appropriation for ----------- 437
Double-salary restriction------- --- 265
Government establishments, amounts

chargeable to --------------- 265
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Federal Intermediate Credit Banks: 
Administrative expenses, increase in 

amount available for  
Availability of funds, etc 

Federal Loan Agency: 
Abolition  
Housing and Home Finance Adminis-

trator, transfer of certain functions 
to  

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Serv-
ice. See under Labor Management 
Relations Act, 1947. 

Federal National Mortgage Association, 
appropriation for  515 

Federal Power Commission: 
Appropriation for  114, 591 
Reclamation, Bureau of, Department of 

the Interior, cooperation in inves-
tigations  473 

Federal Prison Industries, Inc., authori-
zation for expenditures, contracts, 
etc.; appropriation for   582 

Federal Prison System. See Prison Sys-
tem, Federal, under Justice, Depart-
ment of. 

Federal Public Housing Authority. See 
under Housing. 

Federal Register: 
Printing, etc., funds for  183, 375 
Stabilization agreements, voluntary, 

publication of requests, withdraw-
als, etc  

Sugar Act of 1948, publication of quota 
and deficit determinations under_ _ 

Federal Register Act, wartime suspension 
of certain government reports, date of 
termination of war in interpretation of 
Act of Dec. 10, 1942  

Federal Regulations, Code of, funds for 
printing and binding of supplements.. 

Federal Reserve Act: 
Branch bank buildings, cost of, amend-

ment    520 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation-

Capital stock, subscription by United 
States and Federal reserve banks, 
repeal of provisions  773 

Directors, appointive, increase in 
compensation  773 

Loans from Treasury for insurance 
purposes  773 

Government obligations, purchase and 
sale-

Amendment; report to Congress_ _ 56 
Termination date of provisions, 

amendment of Second War Pow-
ers Act  34, 214, 322 

Federal Reserve Banks, National Labor 
Relations Act, exclusion from defini-
tion of employer under  137 
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Federal Reserve System, termination of 
consumer credit controls; provision 
for emergency exercise  921 

Federal Savings and Loan Associations, 
investment of funds in certain loans; 

limitation on amount  786 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-

poration, appropriation for; availa-
bility of funds   115, 577 

Federal Security Agency: 
Administrator, Office of-

Appropriation for  108, 274, 616 

Reduction in appropriation  19 
Transfer of funds for  72 

Appropriation Act, 1948    264 

Appropriation for_  17, 60, 78, 107, 108, 
184, 264, 615, 616, 625 

Reductions  18 
Transfers of funds_  60, 72, 270, 

275, 276, 427, 605 
Civilian Conservation Corps. See sepa-

rate title. 

Civilian war assistance-
Appropriation for  275 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

Civilian war benefits-
Appropriation for  616 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

Claims, appropriation for payment_ _ 276, 625 

Constituent organizations, transfer of 
funds for purchase of duplicating 
materials  275 

Education, Office of-

Appropriation for   266 
Reduction in appropriation  18, 19 
Transfer of funds for  72 

Employees' Compensation, Bureau of-
Appropriation for  17, 184, 264 
Transfer of funds for  72 
Transfer of funds from  427 

Employment offices, public, grants to 
States-

Administration, methods of, joint 
promulgation by Secretary of 
Labor and Federal Security Ad-
ministrator  263 

Joint budget, certain grants, submis-
sion authorized  263 

Food and Drug Administration, funds 
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Availability of appropriation  
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tion of term in construction of 
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178 Fisheries Commission, International, ap-
propriation for  

Fishery Market News Service, appropria-
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Fishing Industry, loans by Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation to, repeal of pro-
visions respecting  208 

Five Civilized Tribes, Okla.: 
Conveyances, validation of certain  734 
Guardianship matters, proceedings for 
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administration of estates, etc., juris-
diction of State courts of Oklahoma_ 732 

Indian blood of heir or devisee, determi-
nation of quantum  732 

Land, removal of restrictions on; con-
veyance  731 

Oil and gas conservation laws of Okla-
homa, applicability to restricted 
lands  734 

Preference right of Secretary of Interior 
in purchase of certain lands, waiver_ 734 

Restricted members, representation by 
attorneys  733 

Tax-exempt lands, regulations respect-178 
ing   733 

Tribal funds and securities, restriction  733 
Tribal officers, expenses, payment au-

thorized  469 
Validation of prior removals of restric-

tions, etc  734 
Flag of the United States: 

Additional stars  642 
Stripes and stars on  642 
Use for advertising purposes; mutila-

487 tion  642 
Flake Graphite, income-tax percentage 

depletion  517 919, 920 
Flathead Indian Irrigation Project, defer-

486 ment of collection of irrigation con-
486 struction charges  494 
51 1 Flax, crop insurance, provisions respect-

ing  550, 718 
Flaxseed, monthly statistics, collection, 

publication, etc  457 
486 Fleming, Robert V., appointment to Board 

of Regents, Smithsonian Institution_ 494 
Flight Officer Act of July 8, 1942, aviation 

486 cadets and flight officers, appoint-
ments, etc., repeal of certain provi-
sions   449 

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
Cleveland, Ohio, appropriation for_ 599 

280 Flood Control. See under Rivers and 
622 Harbors. 
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Florence, Ala., clerk of U. S. District Page
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of ----------- - 30.

Florida:
Chapman Field Military Reservation,

Dade County, transfer of certain
lands to Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
Department of Agriculture ------- 53.

Everglades region, appropriation for
erosion control, etc.; State contri-
bution__________ --------------- 541

Fort Lauderdale, conveyance by Treas-
ury Department of designated
Coast Guard site, time extension__ 54

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning ------- _- -------------- 31(

Paxon Field, Duval County, sale by
Federal Works Administrator
authorized --------------------- 723

Quincy, appropriation for maintenance
and operation of research labora-
tory----.---------------------- 698

Fluorspar, income-tax percentage deple-
tion--------------------------_ 919, 920

Folk Festivals, Indians participating in,
appropriation for expenses---------- 466

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, Federal:
Amendment, provision for certification

of streptomycin or derivatives----- 11
Appropriation for enforcement ------ _ 265

Food and Agriculture Committee of
United Nations, appropriation for
contribution --------------------- 282

Food and Drug Administration. See
under Federal Security Agency.

Food Fishes. See Fish.
Food Programs:

Conservation program, food and feed-- 947
Appropriation authorized, funds avail-

able------------------------ 948
Production in non-European foreign

countries, stimulation of---------- 947
Foot-and-Mouth Disease:

Appropriation for control of---------- 24,
185, 245, 532, 617

Cooperation with Government of Mexico
in control and eradication of ----- 7

Appropriations authorized---------- 8
Appropriations for------- 24, 185, 245, 617
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability - 7
Reports to Congress -------------- 8

Foreign Agricultural Relations, Office of.
See under Agriculture, Department of.

Foreign Aid Act of 1947--- ----------- 934
See also Relief Assistance to Countries
Devastated by War.

Foreign Aid Act of 1947-Continued Page
Administration of program abroad by

field administrator of foreign relief
program --------------------- 937

Agreement, requirement prior to aid;
contents---.----------------- 935, 936

Appropriation authorized -------- _--_ 938
Appropriation for ------------------- 942
Austria, distribution of commodities in_ 937
Availability of allocated funds for ex-

penditure --------------------- 938
China, use of funds reserved for aid to- 939
"Commodities" ---------------------- 937
Delegation of authority of President to

Secretary of State ------------- 937
Encouragement of aid by other coun-

tries-------------_------------_ 937
Export controls, certain, nonapplica-

bility of provisions of Act to ----- 939
Incentive goods, procurement; limita-

tion -------------------------- 935
Labeling of commodities or containers__ 937
Loyalty and security investigations of

U. S. personnel serving under----- 937
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability --- 939
Petroleum and petroleum products, pro-

curement -_...-- ----.........
Presidential powers - -------.......
Price limitation on commodities-------
Price-support program, utilization of

commodities acquired under.-----
Limitation on amount of losses------

Purchase or procurement of commod-
ities, promulgation of regulations_-

935
934
935

939
942

935
Purpose -------------------------- 934
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

advances by ------------- ----- 938
Reports to Congress-

Government agencies, losses incurred
in connection with disposition of
commodities acquired under price-
support program-------------- 939

President of the United States, opera-
tions under authority of Act- -- 939

Rules and regulations, promulgation,
authority of President ------- -- 937

Termination of aid, authority of Pres-
ident----------------------- -- 937

Time limitation -------------------- 939
Transfer of functions, etc., to foreign aid

organization ------------------- 939
Wheat, wheat flour, and cereal grain,

limitation on availability of funds
for acquisition------ --- 938

Foreign Air-Mail Transportation, funds
for---------------- - 69, 186, 231, 701

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Bureau
of. See under Commerce, Depart-
ment of.
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Foreign Commerce, Larceny in, shipping Page
document as prima facie evidence of
place of shipment ---------------- 52

Foreign Funds Control, appropriation for- 624
Foreign Mail Transportation:

Appropriation for -------- 112, 231, 700, 701
Availability of appropriation for ex-

penses of certain delegates------- 69
Transfer of funds to appropriation for-_ 112

Foreign Service, Department of State.
See under State, Department of.

Foreign Service Act of 1946, appropria-
tion for carrying out provisions of-_- 113

Foreign Trade Agreements, funds for ef-
fecting provisions of law relating to-- 280

Forest and Range Resources, manage-
ment, etc., appropriation for------ 116, 466

Forest Diseases, transfer of funds to appro-
priation for---------- ------...-- _ 73

Forest Fires:
Cooperation in suppression, etc., with-

out matching of funds, repeal of
provisions of Act of September 21,
1944-------------------------- 449

Fighting of, appropriation for-------_ 66,
464, 484, 538, 539

Prevention of, appropriation for- 484, 538, 539
Suppression, etc., on Indian lands_ 66, 466, 471

Forest Pest Control Act-------.-------. 177
Forest Products on Public Lands, author-

ity for disposal by Secretary of the
Interior --------_-- - ------ _ ----- 681

Forest Reservation Commission, National,
appropriation for------------.---. 538

Forest Service. See under Agriculture,
Department of.

Forests, National. See National Forests.
Fort Apache Indian Reservation, Ariz.,

museum, appropriation for support- 465
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation, Mont.,

appropriation for -------_..._-- - 467
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, N. Dak.,

Garrison Reservoir, lands for; deposit
of funds; contract with United States,
etc ---------- .--------.----_--- 690

Fort Gibson, Okla., flood-control project,
cooperation with city of Muskogee in
protection of domestic water supply. 689

Fort Hall Indian Reservation, Idaho:
Irrigation projects, appropriation for-_ 467
Museum and shop, construction, appro-

priation authorized- -----_--_--_ 120
Fort Knox, Ky., bullion depository, appro-

priation for ------------------- 223
Fort Landerdale, Fla., conveyance by

Treasury Department of designated
Coast Guard site, time extension-_ 54

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Command and
General Staff College:

Appropriation for---------------...- 552
Appropriation rescission-.--------- 5.. 72

Fort McHenry, Md.: Page
Easement -------------------------- 212
Restoration, preservation, etc., date of

termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of Act of March 3, 1925- 453

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer of
certain property to U. S. Section,
International Boundary and Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico------ 423

Fort Monroe Military Reservation, Va.,
assessments and collections from non-
military interests ----------.--- _ 561, 562

Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Mont., irri-
gation projects, appropriation for---- 467

Fort Peck Project, Mont., appropriation for- 476
Fort Rosecrans, Calif., use of federally

owned lands as national cemetery,
authorized; appropriation authorized- 742

Fort Schuyler Military Reservation, N. Y.,
right of assumption and control by
U. S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of
Aug. 19, 1937 ------------------ _ 452

Fort Worth, Tex., appropriation for treat-
ment of patients at Public Health
Service Hospital------------------ 269

Forts:
Erection in emergency, date of termi-

nation of emergency in interpreta-
tion of Act of April 11, 1898 ------ 453

Purchase of lands for, assent of State
legislature ------------__-------_ 644

France, Aid to. See Foreign Aid Act of
1947.

Francis Marion National Forest, S. C.,
creation of game refuge---------- 516

Fraser River System, provision for protec-
tion, etc., of sockeye salmon fishery- 511

Frechette, Charles J., payment to Menom-
inee Indian Mills to credit of account
of----------------------------- 455

Fredenberg, Herman J., payment to Me-
nominee Indian Mills to credit of ac-
count of ------------------------ 455

Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania County
Battlefields Memorial Park, appropri-
ation for aquisition of lands--------- 485

Freedmen's Hospital. See under Federal
Security Agency.

Fruit Brandies, blending of------------- 320
Fruit Crops and Diseases, funds for inves-

tigations, etc------------------- 73, 533
Fruits, orders regulating handling, terms

and conditions------------------- 707
Fuel:

Synthetic liquid fuel demonstration
plants, appropriation for --------

Testing of, recommendations to Gov-
ernment departments and agencies.

Fungicide Act. See Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide. and RndAn+in,;A: A-4.

480

480
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INDEX

Fur-Resources Investigations, transfer of
funds to appropriation for ---_____-

Fur-Seal Agreement of 1942, Provisional,
termination date, repeal of provision
of Act of February 26, 1944 -------

Fur-Seal Investigations, Alaska, appropri-
ation for .------- __-----------___

Furs, Tax on, war tax rates of certain mis-
cellaneous taxes, continuance-------

G

"G. I. Bill of Rights." See Servicemen's
Readjustment Act of June 22, 1944.

Gadsden, Ala., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of------------

Gaging Streams:
Appropriation for; limitation --------
Arkansas River compact, use of funds

for negotiation of --------------
Leaksville, N. C. reconstruction or relo-

cation of facility near -- _-_-----
Galen, Mont., appropriation authorized for

tuberculosis sanatorium for treatment
of Indians; condition --------------

Gall, John C., appropriation for payment

Page
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450

486

12

304

478

478

98

729

to---------------------------- 611
Gallagher, William J., appropriation for

payment to widow of-------------- 15
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, appropria-

tion for--------- ----------- 65,436,438
Gallup, N. Mex.-Window Rock, Ariz., ap-

propriation for maintenance of portion
of highway ------------------- - 468

Gallup-Shiprock Highway, N. Mex., ap-
propriation for maintenance of portion
within Navajo Reservation--------- 468

Game Fish, regulation of interstate trans-
portation ----------------------- 517

Game-Management Supply Depot, Poca-
tello, Idaho, appropriation for------- 487

Garrison Reservoir, N. Dak.:
Acquisition of lands in Fort Berthold

Indian Reservation; deposit of funds
to credit of Three Affiliated Tribes,
etc--------------------------- 690

Limitation on use of funds for mainte-
nance and operation ------------ 689

Gas and Oil. See Oil and Gas.
Gasoline Sold on Military, Etc., Reserva-

tion, tax on; reports to State taxing
authority --- ---------- --------

General Accounting Office:
Accounts, monthly or quarterly, of fiscal

officers, time limitation for settle-
ment --------------------------

Suspension during time of war-----
Agriculture, Department of, transfer of

funds from --------------------

644

101
101

542

General Accounting Office-Continued
Appropriation for ---- ___-------___
Checks, Government, rules and regula-

tions for facilitating payment of cer-
tain; limitations --- __---____.-_

Report to Secretary of Treasury on
certain checks outstanding and

LIX

Page
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309

unpaid ------------------._- 309
Claims, appropriation for payment --- 598
Disbursing or other accountable officers

of the Government, physical loss of
Government funds, etc., relief; con-
dition----------_-------------- 720

Federal Public Housing Authority, audit
of expenditures by------------- 575

Navy Department, relief of disbursing
and certifying officers from liability
for certain losses; credit in accounts. 493

Public accounts, time limitation on
claims and demands, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Oct. 9, 1940-- 454

War Department, relief of disbursing
and certifying officers from liability
for certain losses; credit in accounts. 493

General Assembly, United Nations. See
United Nations.

Geneva Convention, appropriation for
wages of enemy detainees for work
under conditions prescribed by------ 292

Geodesy and Geophysics, International
Union of, appropriation for contri-
bution--------- ------.--------- 283

Geographic Names, Board on, member-
ship, functions, etc---------------- 456

Geographical Union, International, appro-
priation for contribution ----------- 283

Geography, Division of. See under Inte-
rior, Department of the.

Geography and History, Pan American
Institute of, appropriation for con-
tribution--------------------- 283

Geologic Surveys, appropriation for----- 477
Geological Survey. See under Interior,

Department of the.
George-Barden and George-Deen Pro-

grams, appropriation for development
of vocational education in District of
Columbia---------------------- 30, 428

George Washington Carver National Mon-
ument, Mo., appropriation for acqui-
sition of lands-------------------- 485

George Washington Memorial Parkway,
appropriation for------------------ 484

Georgia:
Bibb County, conveyance by Navy De-

partment, authorized ------------ 399
Central of Georgia Railway Company,

conveyance by Navy Department,
authorized; payment by grantee - 10, 11
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General Accounting Office—Continued 
Appropriation for  
Checks, Government, rules and regula-

tions for facilitating payment of cer-
tain; limitations   309 

Report to Secretary of Treasury on 
certain checks outstanding and 
unpaid  309 

Claims, appropriation for payment_   598 
Disbursing or other accountable officers 

of the Government, physical loss of 
Government funds, etc., relief; con-
dition   720 

Federal Public Housing Authority, audit 
of expenditures by  575 

Navy Department, relief of disbursing 
and certifying officers from liability 
for certain losses; credit in accounts- 493 

Public accounts, time limitation on 
claims and demands, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of 
provisions of Act of Oct. 9, 1940  454 

War Department, relief of disbursing 
and certifying officers from liability 
for certain losses; credit in account& 493 

General Assembly, United Nations. See 
United Nations. 

Geneva Convention, appropriation for 
wages of enemy detainees for work 
under conditions prescribed by  292 

Geodesy and Geophysics, International 
Union of, appropriation for contri-
bution    283 

Geographic Names, Board on, member-
ship, functions, etc  456 

Geographical Union, International, appro-
priation for contribution  283 

Geography, Division of. See under Inte-
rior, Department of the. 

Geography and History, Pan American 
Institute of, appropriation for con-
tribution  283 

Geologic Surveys, appropriation for  477 
Geological Survey. See under Interior, 

Department of the. 
George-Barden and George-Deen Pro-

grams, appropriation for development 
of vocational education in District of 
Columbia  30, 428 

George Washington Carver National Mon-
ument, Mo., appropriation for acqui-
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Georgia-Continued Page
Macon, conveyance by Navy Depart-

ment, authorized---------------- 399
Gerlach, Florence I., appropriation for

payment to----------------------- 106
German Special Deposit Account, deposit

of certain funds in; change in priority
of payment from------------------ 789

Germany, Nationals of, extension of cer-
tain patent rights to--------------- 795

Gettysburg National Military Park, appro-
priation for acquisition of lands----- 485

Gifford, Fannie H., appropriation for pay-
ment to -------------------..-- -- 941

Gift Taxes. See under Taxes.
Gila Project, Ariz.:

Appropriation for construction ----- _- 475
Relocation of boundaries, reduction of

area, etc.; appropriations authorized_ 628
Gilsonite, income-tax percentage deple-

tion--------------------.----- 919, 920
Glacier National Park, appropriation for

acquisition of lands --------------- 485
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium,

appropriation for -------------- _ 30, 436
Gold Reserve Act of 1934, appropriation

for carrying out provisions of------- 223
Gold Star Lapel Buttons, furnishing to

widows, parents, etc., of deceased
armed forces members -----------_- 710

Gold Star Mothers, issuance of series of
commemorative stamps in honor of,
authorized ----------------------- 518

Goodwin, Willie P., provisions for relief of- 685
Gooseberry Wine, addition of sugar and

water solution, volume increase----- 320
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, appropria-

tion for contribution -----... -----. 282
Government, Seat of the; public offices at;

removal from -------------------. 643
Government Checks, rules and regulations

for facilitating payment of certain-_- 308
Government Contracts. See Contracts

With United States, Etc.
Government Corporation Control Act:

Amendment, budget programs -.-----_ 584
Applicability of provisions to Institute

of Inter-American Affairs -------- 783
Government Corporations. See also Gov-

ernment Corporation Control Act;
Government Corporations Appropri-
ation Act, 1948; Government Corpo-
rations Supplemental Appropriation
Act, 1948.

Appropriation for---- ---_____----- _ 549
Checks, Government, rules and regula-

tions for facilitating payment of
certain---- ------------..-----. 308

Claims, administrative adjustment of
certain, designated appropriations
available for..----------..------ 71

Government Corporations-Continued
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authority

of certain corporations with respect
to---------------------------.

Extension of succession, repeal of pro-

Page

550

visions respecting -------------- 209
General provisions, applicability to Fed-

eral Crop Insurance Corporation
and Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion -------------------_----_- 550

Inter-American Affairs, Institute of, use
of services, officers, etc., by------- 781

National Labor Relations Act, exclusion
from definition of employer under_ 137

Personal services, funds for, restriction
on use for cost of allocation of posi-
tion to higher grade, etc.; exception- 118

Property, acquisition and disposition for
war purposes, termination date of
powers ----------------------- 34, 322

Spruce Production Corporation, United
States, increase in limitation on ad-
ministrative expenses _____------ - 625

Treasurer of the United States, Office
of, transfer of funds to appropria-
tion for ----------------------- 219

Treasury Department, Division of Dis-
bursement, transfer of funds to---- 218

Government Corporations Appropriation
Act, 1948 -----.--------_--___--- . 574

Administrative expenses, availability of
funds for designated purposes ----- 583

Auditing, accounting, etc., of funds-- - 583
Availability of funds-

Agriculture, Department of, desig-
nated subsidiaries ------------- 580

Commerce, Department of, desig-
nated subsidiaries ---- ____--- _ 581

Defense Homes Corporation ------- _ 579
Export-Import Bank of Washington_ 576
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation- 580
Federal Home Loan Bank Adminis-

tration ---------------------- 577
Federal Housing Administration --- 578
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks_ 580
Federal Prison Industries, Inc ----- 582
Federal Public Housing Authority__ 578
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation ----------------. 577
Home Owners' Loan Corporation -- 578
Inland Waterways Corporation ----- 581
Inter-American Affairs, Institute of__ 582
Inter-American Educational Founda-

tion, Inc -----------...---- 582
Inter-American Transportation, Insti-

tute of---------------------- 582
Interior, Department of the, desig-

nated subsidiaries - ---------. 581
Justice, Department of, Federal Pris-

on Industries, Inc ------------ 582
National Housing Agency -------.. 577

LX INDEXLX INDEX 

Georgia—Continued Page 

Macon, conveyance by Navy Depart-
ment, authorized  399 

Gerlach, Florence I., appropriation for 
payment to  106 

German Special Deposit Account, deposit 
of certain funds in; change in priority 
of payment from  789 

Germany, Nationals of, extension of cer-
tain patent rights to  795 

Gettysburg National Military Park, appro-
priation for acquisition of lands  485 

Gifford, Fannie H., appropriation for pay-
ment to  941 

Gift Taxes. See under Taxes. 
Gila Project, Ariz.: 

Appropriation for construction  475 
Relocation of boundaries, reduction of 

area, etc.; appropriations authorized_ 628 
Gilsonite, income-tax percentage deple-

tion  919, 920 
Glacier National Park, appropriation for 

acquisition of lands  485 
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 

appropriation for  30, 436 
Gold Reserve Act of 1934, appropriation 

for carrying out provisions of  223 
Gold Star Lapel Buttons, furnishing to 

widows, parents, etc., of deceased 
armed forces members  710 

Gold Star Mothers, issuance of series of 
commemorative stamps in honor of, 
authorized   518 

Goodwin, Willie P., provisions for relief of _ 685 
Gooseberry Wine, addition of sugar and 

water solution, volume increase  320 
Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, appropria-

tion for contribution   282 
Government, Seat of the; public offices at; 

removal from  643 
Government Checks, rules and regulations 

for facilitating payment of certain_ _ _ 308 
Government Contracts. See Contracts 

With United States, Etc. 
Government Corporation Control Act: 
Amendment, budget programs  584 
Applicability of provisions to Institute 

of Inter-American Affairs  783 
Government Corporations. See also Gov-

ernment Corporation Control Act; 
Government Corporations Appropri-
ation Act, 1948; Government Corpo-
rations Supplemental Appropriation 
Act, 1948. 

Appropriation for   549 
Cheeks, Government, rules and regula-

tions for facilitating payment of 
certain  308 

Claims, administrative adjustment of 
certain, designated appropriations 
available for  71 

Government Corporations—Continued 
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authority 

of certain corporations with respect 
to  550 

Extension of succession, repeal of pro-
visions respecting  209 

General provisions, applicability to Fed-
eral Crop Insurance Corporation 
and Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion  550 

Inter-American Affairs, Institute of, use 
of services, officers, etc., by  781 

National Labor Relations Act, exclusion 
from definition of employer under_ 137 

Personal services, funds for, restriction 
on use for cost of allocation of posi-
tion to higher grade, etc.; exception_ 118 

Property, acquisition and disposition for 
war purposes, termination date of 
powers  34, 322 

Spruce Production Corporation, United 
States, increase in limitation on ad-
ministrative expenses  625 

Treasurer of the United States, Office 
of, transfer of funds to appropria-
tion for  219 

Treasury Department, Division of Dis-
bursement, transfer of funds to  218 

Government Corporations Appropriation 
Act, 1948  574 

Administrative expenses, availability of 
funds for designated purposes  583 

Auditing, accounting, etc., of funds__ _ 583 
Availability of funds— 

Agriculture, Department of, desig-
nated subsidiaries  580 

Commerce, Department of, desig-
nated subsidiaries  581 

Defense Homes Corporation  579 
Export-Import Bank of Washington_ 576 
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation_ 580 
Federal Home Loan Bank Adminis-

tration  577 
Federal Housing Administration  578 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks  580 
Federal Prison Industries, Inc  582 
Federal Public Housing Authority__ _ 578 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation  577 
Home Owners' Loan Corporation_ 578 
Inland Waterways Corporation  581 
Inter-American Affairs, Institute of  582 
Inter-American Educational Founda-

tion, Inc  
Inter-American Transportation, Insti-

tute of  

Interior, Department of the, desig-
nated subsidiaries   581 

Justice, Department of, Federal Pris-
on Industries, Inc  582 

National Housing Agency  577 

Page 
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582 



Government Corporations Appropriation
Act, 1948-Continued

Availability of funds-Continued
Panama Railroad Company ..- _..
Prenciuradio, Inc ----------------.
Production Credit Corporations_._
Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora-

tion of Washington, D. C-----
State, Department of, designated sub-

sidiaries -----_ -- ____.__..-_-
Tennessee Valley Associated Coopera-

tives, Inc ---.-----------._---
Tennessee Valley Authority .-,----
Virgin Islands Company ------- _
Warrior River Terminal Company-_-

Budget programs, amendment of provi-
sions respecting; availability of
funds ----------.-------- --- ---

Buildings, etc., wholly owned Govern-
ment Corporations, transfer of title;
final determination of property
value by Federal Works Agency_--

Claims, funds available for payment---
Construction, etc., restriction on use of

funds of wholly owned Government
Corporations...... ----.....--

Federal Public Housing Authority, ap-
propriation for------ ..-----

General provisions ----------------
Applicability to Supplemental Gov-

ernment Corporations Appropria-
tion Act, 1948 ------- _----

Applicability to Federal Crop Insur-
ance Corporation and Commod-
ity Credit Corporation--------

Housing Expediter, appropriation for--
Independent Offices Appropriation Act,

1948, applicability of provisions .--
Inter-American Affairs, Institute of,

appropriation for ------ -------
Inter-American Educational Founda-

tion, Inc., appropriation for------
National Housing Agency, appropria-

tion for----------------------
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating .--..------.. ----- --...

State, Department of, appropriation
for-------------------------

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------

Tennessee Valley Authority, appropria-
tion for-..----_---_...---....--

War Damage Corporation, payment to
Treasury of the United States----

Government Corporations Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1948-----------

Obligations incurred in anticipation of
appropriations or authority, ratifi-
cation and confirmation ..-------.
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580

582

576
576
581
581
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583

583

575
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516

550
574

583

575

575

575

584

575

583

574

579

514

703

Government Departments and Agencies. Page
See also Government Employees.

Accounts-
Deficiencies in, notification of head of

department; notice to obligors - 647
Monthly or quarterly, of fiscal officers,

time limitation for settlement;
suspension during time of war-__ 101

Alaska, utilization of rights-of-way for
roads, etc., payment for value of
crops, etc----_-----------__--- . 418

American Republics, cooperation with,
transfer of funds from Department
of State appropriation ---------- 287

Bonds, corporate surety, officers and em-
ployees, payment of annual pre-
mium as compliance with require-
ment for renewal ------------- - 647

Checks, Government, rules and regula-
tions for facilitating payment of
certain---------- ------------- _ 308

Citizenship requirements, employees--- 393,
447, 570, 608, 693

Exemptions-- 292, 374, 394, 491, 548, 553
Water conservation and utilization

projects, repeal of provision re-
lating to employment of enemy
aliens, etc------------------- 450

Claims-
Administrative adjustment of certain,

appropriations available to Gov-
ernment departments, corpora-
tions, etc-----------------..

Federal Tort Claims Act. See sep-
arate title.

Prosecution of, against U. S., non-
applicability of designated pro-
visions of law to service of certain
Government employees as coun-
sel, etc --- _____-...........

Commission on Organization of Execu-
tive Branch of the Government,
furnishing information, etc., to----

Congressional Aviation Policy Board,
Temporary, furnishing of facilities,
personnel, etc., to------ __......

Contracts with United States, etc. See
separate title.

Defense articles or information, sale,
disposition of receipts, repeal of pro-
vision of Act of March 11, 1941___

Disbursing or other accountable officers,
physical loss of Government funds,
etc., relief; condition------------

Dollar-a-year men, employment, repeal
of provision of Act of June 26, 1940-

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act, cooperation in carry-
ing out provisions of------------

Fisheries, American, products of, limita-
tion of term in construction of stat-
utes-------------------------

71

133

248

677

450

720

449

172

634
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Government Corporations Appropriation Page 
Act, 1948—Continued 

Availability of funds—Continued 
Panama Railroad Company  576 
Prencinradio, Inc    583 
Production Credit Corporations  580 
Regional Agricultural Credit Corpora-

tion of Washington, D C  580 
State, Department of, designated sub-

sidiaries  582 
Tennessee Valley Associated Coopera-

tives, Inc   576 
Tennessee Valley Authority  576 
Virgin Islands Company  581 
Warrior River Terminal Company  581 

Budget programs, amendment of provi-
sions respecting; availability of 
funds  584 

Buildings, etc., wholly owned Govern-
ment Corporations, transfer of title; 
final determination of property 
value by Federal Works Agency— 584 

Claims, funds available for payment.... _ 583 
Construction, etc., restriction on use of 

funds of wholly owned Government 
Corporations  583 

Federal Public Housing Authority, ap-
propriation for  575 

General provisions   583 
Applicability to Supplemental Gov-

ernment Corporations Appropria-
tion Act, 1948  516 

Applicability to Federal Crop Insur-
ance Corporation and Commod-
ity Credit Corporation  550 

Housing Expediter, appropriation for.. _ 574 
Independent Offices Appropriation Act, 

1948, applicability of provisions  583 

Inter-American Affairs, Institute of, 
appropriation for    575 

Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion, Inc., appropriation for  575 

National Housing Agency, appropria-
tion for   575 

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating_  584 

State, Department of, appropriation 
for  575 

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons 
engaging in, etc  583 

Tennessee Valley Authority, appropria-
tion for  574 

War Damage Corporation, payment to 
Treasury of the United States  579 

Government Corporations Supplemental 
Appropriation Act, 1948  514 

Obligations incurred in anticipation of 
appropriations or authority, ratifi-
cation and confirmation  703 

Government Departments and Agencies. 
See also Government Employees. 

Accounts— 
Deficiencies in, notification of head of 

department; notice to obligors... 647 
Monthly or quarterly, of fiscal officers, 

time limitation for settlement; 
suspension during time of war__ 101 

Alaska, utilization of rights-of-way for 
roads, etc., payment for value of 
crops, etc  418 

American Republics, cooperation with, 
transfer of funds from Department 
of State appropriation  287 

Bonds, corporate surety, officers and em-
ployees, payment of annual pre-
mium as compliance with require-
ment for renewal  647 

Checks, Government, rules and regula-
tions for facilitating payment of 
certain  308 

Citizenship requirements, employees__ _ 393, 
447, 570, 608, 693 

Exemptions  292, 374, 394, 491, 548, 553 
Water conservation and utilization 

projects, repeal of provision re-
lating to employment of enemy 
aliens, etc-   450 

Claims— 
Administrative adjustment of certain, 

appropriations available to Gov-
ernment departments, corpora-
tions, etc  71 

Federal Tort Claims Act. S. sep-
arate title. 

Prosecution of, against U. S., non-
applicability of designated pro-
visions of law to service of certain 
Government employees as coun-
sel, etc  133 

Commission on Organization of Execu-
tive Branch of the Government, 
furnishing information, etc., to.. _ _ _ 248 

Congressional Aviation Policy Board, 
Temporary, furnishing of facilities, 
personnel, etc., to  677 

Contracts with United States, etc. See 
separate title. 

Defense articles or information, sale, 
disposition of receipts, repeal of pro-
vision of Act of March 11, 1941__ _ 450 

Disbursing or other accountable officers, 
physical loss of Government funds, 
etc., relief; condition   720 

Dollar-a-year men, employment, repeal 
of provision of Act of June 26, 1940_ 449 

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act, cooperation in carry-
ing out provisions of  172 

Fisheries, American, products of, limita-
tion of term in construction of stat-
utes  

Page 

634 



INDEX

Government Departments and Agencies-
Continued

Foreign Aid Act of 1947. See separate
title.

Franking privilege, reports to Postmas-
ter General by heads of executive
departments and agencies, repeal
of provision of Act of September 9,
1940 ----------.-------- --

Fuel, selection and use, recommenda-
tions of Bureau of Mines, Depart-
ment of the Interior ----- _-__--

Geographic Names, Board on, composi-
tion, functions, etc -------------

Government corporations. See separate
title.

Greece, aid to, allocation of funds to
agencies, authorized; availability;
restriction __-------.-_-_____--_

Health service programs, appropriations
for. See separate title.

Hospitals, etc., exclusion of student-em-
ployees from provisions of law re-
lating to compensation and benefits
of Federal employees; exceptions,

Page

450

480

456

104

etc-------------.------------- 727
Funds available for effecting provi-

sions; appropriations author-
ized ------------.----------- 728

Investigation of employees, transfer of
funds for ------------- ------ 696

Lifetime Federal Digest, price limita-
tion --------------------___- _ 609

Lump-sum payments for accumulated
annual leave, certain separated em-
ployees, charge against designated
appropriations ----------.-- ..- - 188

Meat inspection or other technical serv-
ices, supplying by Department of
Agriculture ------------------ 532

National Security Act of 1947. See
separate title.

Offices, etc., removed from seat of gov-
ernment, funds for return -------- 594

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating ---------. ------- ---- 23,

80, 118, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 394,
447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607, 627, 693,
703, 944.

Exception, emergency employment-
Agriculture, Department of ---_._
Interior, Department of the --___

Personal services, funds for, restriction
on use for cost of allocation of posi-
tion to higher grade, etc.; excep-
tion -- __.__

Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of
provisions to certain separated
employees - - ----............

549
492

118

188

Government Departments and Agencies- Page
Continued

Philippine rehabilitation, transfers of
funds from Department of State ap-
propriation; prior approval of Presi-
dent --------------------------- 288

Pilot plants, sale of metal or mineral
products of--------------------- 483

Printing and binding, payment to Gov-
ernment Printing Office for ------- 376

Property, acquisition and disposition
for war purposes, termination date
of powers -------------------- 34, 322

Real estate, transfer to Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and affiliates,
repeal of provisions ---.--------- 209

Red Cross, American National, member-
ship of officials on Board of Gover-
nors---------__-------------___ 82

Relief assistance to countries devastated
by war-

Allocation of funds for, authorized;
availability for expenditure -- -- 126

Supplies, furnishing of; crediting of
reimbursements--------------- 126

Reports-
Annual or special, discontinuance of

printing of----__-------__ --- _ 377
Documents issued, date of termina-

tion of war in interpretation of
Act of Dec. 10, 1942 ----.----. 453

Research, authorized, provisions not
deemed to preclude---__--.-----_ 26

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C., care of
patients for whom departments and
agencies are responsible ---------- 761

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc--------.-------. 23,

80, 118, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 393,
447, 491, 549, 571, 583, 607, 627, 693,
703, 944.

Exception, emergency employment-
Agriculture, Department of .----- 549
Interior, Department of the------ 492

Surplus property. See separate title.
Taxation, State, in Federal areas, excep-

tions--------.---_-----_---.. 645
Telegrams, Government, repeal of Post

Roads Act of 1866 -------------- 327
Transfer to seat of government of desig-

nated offices, etc---------------. 594
Travel provisions. See under Govern-

ment Employees.
Turkey, aid to, allocation of funds to

agencies, authorized; availability;
restriction ------------------- 104

United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-
tion Administration, liquidation of
activities, appropriation authorized. 260

Appropriation for ------.-----.--. 614

LXIILXII INDEX 

Government Departments and Agencies- Page 
Continued 

Foreign Aid Act of 1947. See separate 
title. 

Franking privilege, reports to Postmas-
ter General by heads of executive 
departments and agencies, repeal 
of provision of Act of September 9, 
1940    450 

Fuel, selection and use, recommenda-
tions of Bureau of Mines, Depart-
ment of the Interior _  480 

Geographic Names, Board on, composi-
tion, functions, etc  456 

Government corporations. See separate 
title. 

Greece, aid to, allocation of funds to 
agencies, authorized; availability; 
restriction  104 

Health service programs, appropriations 
for. See separate title. 

Hospitals, etc., exclusion of student-em-
ployees from provisions of law re-
lating to compensation and benefits 
of Federal employees; exceptions, 
etc  727 

Funds available for effecting provi-
sions; appropriations author-
ized  728 

Investigation of employees, transfer of 
funds for  696 

Lifetime Federal Digest, price limita-
tion   609 

Lump-sum payments for accumulated 
annual leave, certain separated em-
ployees, charge against designated 
appropriations  188 

Meat inspection or other technical serv-
ices, supplying by Department of 
Agriculture  532 

National Security Act of 1947. See 
separate title. 

Offices, etc., removed from seat of gov-
ernment, funds for return  594 

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating  23, 

80, 118, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 394, 
447, 491, 549, 571, 584, 607, 627, 693, 
703, 944. 

Exception, emergency employment-
Agriculture, Department of  549 
Interior, Department of the  492 

Personal services, funds for, restriction 
on use for cost of allocation of posi-
tion to higher grade, etc.; excep-
tion  118 

Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of 
provisions to certain separated 
employees  188 

Government Departments and Agencies-
Continued 

Philippine rehabilitation, transfers of 
funds from Department of State ap-
propriation; prior approval of Presi-
dent  288 

Pilot plants, sale of metal or mineral 
products of  483 

Printing and binding, payment to Gov-
ernment Printing Office for  376 

Property, acquisition and disposition 
for war purposes, termination date 
of powers  34, 322 

Real estate, transfer to Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation and affiliates, 
repeal of provisions_ 209 

Red Cross, American National, member-
ship of officials on Board of Gover-
nors  82 

Relief assistance to countries devastated 
by war-

Allocation of funds for, authorized; 
availability for expenditure  126 

Supplies, furnishing of; crediting of 
reimbursements  126 

Reports-
Annual or special, discontinuance of 

printing of  377 
Documents issued, date of termina-

tion of war in interpretation of 
Act of Dec. 10, 1942  453 

Research, authorized, provisions not 
deemed to preclude  26 

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C., care of 
patients for whom departments and 
agencies are responsible  751 

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons 
engaging in, etc  23, 

80, 118, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 393, 
447, 491, 549, 571, 583, 607, 627, 693, 
703, 944. 

Exception, emergency employment-
Agriculture, Department of  549 
Interior, Department of the  492 

Surplus property. See separate title. 
Taxation, State, in Federal areas, excep-

tions  645 
Telegrams, Government, repeal of Post 

Roads Act of 1866  327 
Transfer to seat of government of desig-

nated offices, etc  594 
Travel provisions. See under Govern-

ment Employees. 
Turkey, aid to, allocation of funds to 

agencies, authorized; availability; 
restriction  104 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-
tion Administration, liquidation of 
activities, appropriation authorize& 260 

Appropriation for  614 

Page 



INDEX

Government Departments and Agencies-
Continued

United States Code Annotated, price
limitation ---- ____--___--__---

Vehicles, cost limitation--------------
Government Employees. See also Govern-

ment Departments and Agencies.
Alaska-

Meteorological observations, compen-
sation for taking and transmit-
ting.. _....................

Transportation on Army transports;
limitation --------------------

Army Officers' Reserve Corps members,
acceptance of Government employ-
ment, pay and allowances, etc----

Citizenship requirements. See under
Government Departments and
Agencies.

Disbursing or other accountable officers,
physical loss of Government funds,
etc., relief; condition -.---------.

Enlisted Reserve Corps members-
Government employment, acceptance

of, pay and allowances, etc-----
Military leave -----------------

Federal Bureau of Investigation, prohi-
bition on use of funds for payment
of civil-service employees---------

Greece, detail to, authorized; investiga-
tion by Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation ------------------------

Investigation of, transfer of funds for -
Leave-

Accumulation, etc., date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpreta-
tion of Act of Dec. 17, 1942 ---

Lump-sum payments for, in certain
cases, charge against designated
appropriations --------------

Military, members of Enlisted Re-
serve Corps-----------------

National Guard members-
Government employment, acceptance

of, pay and allowances, etc-----
Restoration to positions on relief from

Page

609
608

301

423

239

720

239
238

291

103
696

453

188

238

239

duty ----------------------- 239
Naval Reserve members, restoration to

positions on relief from duty ------ 239
Pay and allowances during periods of

absence from duty, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of
Act of March 7, 1942------------ 453

Pay costs, increased, appropriations for- 26, 71
Waiver of certain restrictions on use

of funds ---------------- 31, 76, 118
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of

provisions to certain separated em-
ployees----------------------- 188

Government Employees-Continued Page
Plantations outside continental U. S.,

Army or Navy, employee benefits
under civil-service laws, limitation
to American nationals------------ 234

Political activities, pernicious. See sep-
arate title.

Postal Service. See separate title.
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

contracts, bribes, etc., applicability
of criminal provisions respecting__ 207

Retirement. See Civil Service Retire-
ment Act.

Seismographs, tending of, payment of
extra compensation by Coast and
Geodetic Survey---------------- 400

Senate disapproval of nomination, re-
striction on payment to person
after------------------------- 609

Strikes by, prohibition of------------- 160
Restriction on employment of persons

engaging in, etc -------------- 23,
80,118,188,233,278,306,377,393,
447, 491, 549, 571, 583, 607, 627,
693, 703, 944.

Travel provisions-
Expenses on change of official sta.

tion ----------------------- 594
Household goods and effects, transfer

of-------------------------- 594
Living quarters allowances, appropri-

ations available--------------- 609
Per diem allowances in lieu of subsist-

ence expenses -------------- 608, 609
Witnesses on behalf of U. S- ------- 290

Turkey, detail to, authorized; investi-
gation by Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation ---------------------- 103

Veterans-
Points added to earned ratings, date of

termination of war in interpreta-
tion of provision of Act of June 27,
1944 ------------------------ 453

Preference eligibles, discharge, etc.;
mandatory corrective action on
recommendation of Civil Service
Commission ------------------ 723

Restoration to former positions----- 608
Government Printing Office:

Agriculture, Yearbook of, restriction on
use of funds for ------------- 375, 376

Appropriation for ---------------- 183, 374
Congressional work, estimate of cost,

inclusion in recommendation------ 376
Copies of Acts and resolutions in slip

form, printing of additional number
for House Committee on Judiciary- 639

Departmental work, payment for----- 376
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Government Departments and Agencies— Page 

Continued 
United States Code Annotated, price 

limitation  609 
Vehicles, cost limitation  608 

Government Employees. See also Govern-
ment Departments and Agencies. 

Alaska— 
Meteorological observations, compen-

sation for taking and transmit-
ting  301 

Transportation on Army transports; 
limitation   423 

Army Officers' Reserve Corps members, 
acceptance of Government employ-
ment, pay and allowances, etc_ _ _ _ 239 

Citizenship requirements. See under 
Government Departments and 
Agencies. 

Disbursing or other accountable officers, 
physical loss of Government funds, 
etc., relief; condition  720 

Enlisted Reserve Corps members— 
Government employment, acceptance 

of, pay and allowances, etc  239 
Military leave  238 

Federal Bureau of Investigation, prohi-
bition on use of funds for payment 
of civil-service employees  291 

Greece, detail to, authorized; investiga-
tion by Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation  103 

Investigation of, transfer of funds for_ _ 696 
Leave— 

Accumulation, etc., date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpreta-
tion of Act of Dec. 17, 1942  453 

Lump-sum payments for, in certain 
cases, charge against designated 
appropriations  188 

Military, members of Enlisted Re-
serve Corps  238 

National Guard members— 
Government employment, acceptance 

of, pay and allowances, etc  239 
Restoration to positions on relief from 

duty    239 
Naval Reserve members, restoration to 

positions on relief from duty  239 
Pay and allowances during periods of 

absence from duty, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of 
Act of March 7, 1942  453 

Pay costs, increased, appropriations for 26, 71 
Waiver of certain restrictions on use 

of funds  31, 76, 118 
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of 

provisions to certain separated em-
ployees  188 

Government Employees—Continued Page 

Plantations outside continental U. S., 
Army or Navy, employee benefits 
under civil-service laws, limitation 
to American nationals  234 

Political activities, pernicious. See sep-
arate title. 

Postal Service. See separate title. 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

contracts, bribes, etc., applicability 
of criminal provisions respecting_ _ 207 

Retirement. See Civil Service Retire-
ment Act. 

Seismographs, tending of, payment of 
extra compensation by Coast and 
Geodetic Survey  400 

Senate disapproval of nomination, re-
striction on payment to person 
after  609 

Strikes by, prohibition of  160 
Restriction on employment of persons 

engaging in, etc  23, 
80, 118, 188, 233, 278, 306, 377, 393, 
447, 491, 549, 571, 583, 607, 627, 
693, 703, 944. 

Travel provisions— 
Expenses on change of official sta-

tion  594 
Household goods and effects, transfer 

of  594 
Living quarters allowances, appropri-

ations available  609 
Per diem allowances in lieu of subsist-

ence expenses  608, 609 
Witnesses on behalf of U. S  290 

Turkey, detail to, authorized; investi-
gation by Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation  103 

Veterans— 
Points added to earned ratings, date of 

termination of war in interpreta-
tion of provision of Act of June 27, 
1944  453 

Preference eligibles, discharge, etc.; 
mandatory corrective action on 
recommendation of Civil Service 
Commission  723 

Restoration to former positions  608 
Government Printing Office: 

Agriculture, Yearbook of, restriction on 
use of funds for  375, 376 

Appropriation for   183, 374 
Congressional work, estimate of cost, 

inclusion in recommendation  376 
Copies of Acts and resolutions in slip 

form, printing of additional number 
for House Committee on Judiciary.. 639 

Departmental work, payment for  376 
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Government Printing Office-Continued Page
Depository libraries, restriction on sup-

plying matter not requested______ - 37(
Detail of employees, restriction __----_ 37(
District of Columbia Code and Supple-

ments, printing; distribution---- 639, 64(
Expenditures without reference to pub-

lic contract requirements -------- 377
Federal Register. See separate title.
Geographic Names, Board on, represen-

tation on, etc ------------------ 45(
Heat furnished by Capitol Power Plant,

reimbursement -..-----_ --__--___ 37(
International Organizations Procure-

ment Act of 1947--------------- 752
United States Code and Supplements,

printing; distribution__________ 639, 640
Working capital, return of portion as

unexpended balance --------.--- 375
Government Reports, Office of:

Appropriation for ------------- 114, 244, 588
Deductions of amounts from appropria-

tion for 1948 ------------------ 588
Salary limitation-------------------- 588

Grain, use for production of distilled spir-
its, etc., for beverage purposes, time
extension of authority of President re-
specting allocation --------------- _ 946

Grain Standards Act, funds for effecting
provisions ---------------------- 74, 544

Grand Army of the Republic, attendance
of Marine Band at national en-
campment; appropriation author-
ized --------------------------- 212

Grand Canyon National Park, appropria-
tion for acquisition of lands --------- 485

Grand Coulee Dam, interest from sales of
electric energy, covering into reclama-
tion fund, Department of the In-
terior............................ 462

Grand Junction, Colo., clerk of U. S. Dis-
trict Court, restriction on use of funds
for maintaining office of------------ 304

Grant Park, Chicago, Ill., erection of Ma-
rine Corps memorial, establishment of
commission for formulating plans---- 724

Grape Wine Retsina, nonapplication of
certain penalty provisions to produc-
tion of --------------------------- 320

Gravel on Public Lands, authority for
disposal by Secretary of the Interior_ 681

Grazing Lands, Public:
Appropriation for ------------- _ 463,464
Funds, deposit and distribution of --- 790
Indian lands, use of fees from --------- 791
Permits, issuance of ----------------- 790
Withdrawal for war purposes, etc., date

of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of July 9, 1942 --.---. 454

Great Britain, treaty provisions respecting Page
migratory birds, appropriation for
effecting -------------------------. 487

Great Lakes, appropriation for eradica-
tion of predatory sea lampreys in-_ 486

Great Lakes, Ill., Naval Training Station,
funds for -------.----------_---. 67, 383

Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
appropriation for acquisition of lands 485

Greece, Aid to. See Greek-Turkish Aid;
Relief Assistance to Countries Dev-
astated by War.

Greek-Turkish Aid:
Advance payments by Greece and Tur-

key-
Allocations from; availability of re-

imbursements ------... _----- _ 104
Requirement by President for certain

articles or services; condition-__ 104
Advances by Reconstruction Finance

Corporation ---____ ____-------_ 105
Allocation of funds to Government de-

partments and agencies authorized_ 104
Appropriation authorized ------------ 105
Appropriation for ----------------__ _ 613
Chief of mission, appointment, func-

tions --------------. _____---- _ 105
Condition precedent to receipt of assist-

ance --------... ..___--------_ 104
Powers of President --------.---- _ 103, 105
Reports to Congress .-----.....---- . 105
Termination ------------ ...__----- _ 105
Withdrawal of aid ..----- ______----- _ 105

Greenbelt, Greendale, and Greenhills
Suburban Resettlement Projects, ap-
propriation for disposition of lands in 579

Grignon, Bernard, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of_ _ 455

Gristeau, Joe, Jr., payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of._ 455

Guam, U. S. Naval Government, civilian
officers and employees, inclusion un-
der Missing Persons Act; appropria-
tions available --.. .. ____--------_ 96

Guerra, Gus A., time extension for con-
struction of toll bridge across Rio
Grande -----------_----------.-_ 728

Guthrie, Okla., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of ------. ___-- . 304

Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moth Control, ap-
propriation for---------.___----- 535

H

Harbor or Port Terminals, disposal under
Surplus Property Act of 1944, prior
offer to States, etc ----------....--

Harbors. See Riverg anA A,.rh,,a
678
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Haskell Institute, Kans., buildings and Page
utilities, appropriation for construc-
tion, etc-------------------------- 467

Hatch Act (Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tions), appropriation to effect provi-
sions of ---------------.----.----- 530

Hatch Act (Political Activities):
Appropriation for prevention of perni-

cious activities ----------------- 589
Nonapplication of designated restric-

tions to certain part-time Govern-
ment employees, amendment of
Second War Powers Act, termina-
tion date of provisions ----- 34, 214, 322

Restriction on payment of persons vio-
lating or attempting to violate cer-
tain provisions of law, Department
of Agriculture------------------- 543

Hawaii:
Agricultural experiment stations, appro-

priation for -----------------_-- 530
Agricultural extension work, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 527
Airport program, Federal-aid, appro-

priation for--------------------- 297
Courts, appropriation for ----------- 59, 303
Ewa, Oahu, conveyance by Navy De-

partment, authorized ------------ 401
Fishing resources, investigation, etc.; re-

search laboratory and experiment
station; appropriations authorized_ 726,

Government in, appropriation for -- 1:
Honolulu, issuance of general-obligation

bonds, authorized --------------
Kahului, Maui, conveyance by War De-

partment, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of Act
of June 19, 1936------------

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, convey-
ance by Navy Department in vicin-
ity of, authorized ---------------

Public-improvement bonds, issuance;
limitation; approval of President of
United States-------------------

Public work, employment of nationals,
repeal of Act of January 2, 1942-_

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Act, applicability----------------

Roads and bridges, repair, etc., of war
and emergency damage, contract
authority of Public Roads Adminis-
tration, Federal Works Agency---

Session Laws, 1947, ratification and con-
firmation of-

Act 10-------------------------
Act 69 ---------------------

Sugar, regulation of commerce in. See
Sugar Act of 1948.

Vocational education, appropriation for_
95347°-48-pt. 1--65

727
16, 490

381

454

401

326

450

204

597

676
381

266

Page

Health, National Institute of, funds for-__ 72,
107, 269, 615

Health and Sanitation Activities, Emer-
gency, appropriations for Public
Health Service, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provisions of
Act of July 1, 1944---------------- 454

Health Relations, International, Office of,
funds for ----.---------..-- _ 72, 107, 271

Health Service, Public. See Public
Health Service.

Health Service Programs, Appropriations
for:

Agriculture, Department of --------_ - 548
Atomic Energy Commission --------- _ 589
Budget, Bureau of the--------------- 586
Civil Service Commission ----------- _ 590
Commerce, Department of ----------- 301
Export-Import Bank of Washington___ 576
Federal Communications Commission_ 591
Federal Home Loan Bank Administra-

tion ----------__-------------- 577
Federal Housing Administration------ 578
Federal Power Commission -__----- - 591
Federal Public Housing Authority----- 579
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation--_-__------------- 577
Federal Security Agency ---------- 267, 274
Federal Trade Commission _--.------- 591
Federal Works Agency ------------ 592, 597
Freedmen's Hospital---------------- 265
General Accounting Office ----------- 598
Government Reports, Office of-------- 588
Home Owners' Loan Corporation------ 578
Interior, Department of the ---------- 492
Interstate Commerce Commission----- 598
Justice, Department of----- 289, 290, 291, 292
Labor, Department of--------------- 261
Maritime Commission--------------- 604
National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics------------------------ 599
National Gallery of Art ------------- 602
Navy Department------------------- 394
Post Office Department ------- 228, 230, 232
Public Buildings Administration------- 593
Public Health Service---------------- 269
Railroad Retirement Board ----------- 278
Reconstruction Finance Corporation--_ 515
St. Elizabeths Hospital --------------- 271
Selective Service Records, Office of --- 617
Social Security Administration -------- 274
State, Department of ------------- 279, 287
Tariff Commission------------------- 602
Treasury Department -------------- 217
Veterans' Administration ------------ 604
War Assets Administration ---------- 587
War Department---------------- 569, 694

Heart River Project, appropriation for
Heart Butte and Dickinson Dams - - - 699
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Helium:
Procurement, appropriation for-----__
Production, research, etc., funds for,

transfers of funds----__________-
Hennepin Canal, Ill., appropriation for

maintenance ------------________-
Henry, Robert K., appropriation for pay-

ment to widow of_________________
Highways. See also Public Roads Admin-

istration under Federal Works Agency.
Defense Highway Act of 1941, repeal of

provisions relating to availability
for obligation of funds appropriated
pursuant to.__________________.

Federal and federal-aid highways. See
Federal Highway Acts.

Inter-American Highway, appropriation
for........ ......

National parks, construction of roads,
trails, etc.-

Appropriation for --_____________-
Reduction in appropriation ________

Postwar, Indian reservation roads, ap-
propriation for -_________________

Richardson Highway, Alaska, appropri-
ation for construction ---- ____-__

Hill County, Mont., conveyance --- ___-
Hoboken Manufacturers' Railroad Com-

pany, disposition of stock, date of
termination of state of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of February 26,
1925 .-.....--.... ....-

Hoboken Pier Terminals, Hoboken, N. J.,
right of assumption and control by
U. S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of
June 21, 1938------- .............

Hog Cholera Virus and Serum, appro-
priation for marketing agreements__ 73,

Home Economics, Bureau of. See Human
Nutrition and Home Economics,
Bureau of, under Agriculture, De-
partment of.

Home Finance Agency. See Housing and
Home Finance Agency under Housing.

Home Loan Bank Act, Federal, Amend-
ment, home mortgage as collateral
security for advance ----__________

Home Loan Bank Administration, Federal.
See Federal Home Loan Bank Admin-
istration under Housing.

Home Owners' Loan Act:
Amendment, Federal Savings and Loan

Associations, investment of funds in
certain loans; limitation on amount_

Capital stock of Corporation, allocation
of funds by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, repeal of provisions re-
specting- -------........-..-- _-

Page
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208

Home Owners' Loan Corporation. See
under Housing.

Homestead Entries, Veterans:
Availability of credit to surviving spouse

or minor children_______________
Credit for military or naval service -._
Preferred right of application _____.. -

Honey Bee Act, appropriation to effect
nrovisions nf

Honeybees, orders regulating handling,
terms and conditions ------.------ _ 707

Honolulu, Hawaii, issuance of general-
obligation bonds, authorized -------- 381

Hoof-and-Mouth Disease. See Foot-and-
Mouth Disease.

Hoover Dam, restoration of name to dam
on Colorado River in Black Canyon
constructed under authority of Boul-
der Canyon Project Act ------------ 56

Hopi Indians, relief, appropriation author-
ized ------------- _-------------_ 940

Hops, orders regulating handling, terms
and conditions----._______------- _ 707

Hospitalization, Federal Board of, appro-
priation for salaries and expenses---- 586

Hospitals:
District of Columbia-

Appropriation for-
Central Dispensary and Emergency

Hospital -------_---___---- _ 437
Children's Hospital -.---....--- - 437
Columbia Hospital and Lying-in-

Asylum ........ __---------_ 437
Eastern Dispensary and Casualty

Hospital -------... ...---- . 437
Gallinger Municipal Hospital_ 65, 436, 438
Glenn Dale Tuberculosis Sanato-

rium ... __.__ .......... _ 30,436rium -------------------- 30, 436
Hospital center, preliminary ex-

penses; acquisition of site--. - 595
Freedmen's Hospital. See under Federal

Security Agency.
National Institute of Mental Health, ap-

propriation for acquisition of site,
etc -595etc---------------------------- 595

National Labor Relations Act, exclusion
from definition of employer in cer-
tain cases --------.-------.---- 137

Public Health Service. See separate title.
St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. See sepa-

rate title.
Student-employees of Federal Govern-

ment hospitals, exclusion from pro-
visions of law relating to compensa-
tion and benefits of Federal employ-
ees; exceptions, etc ---. --- ..-- . 727

Hot Springs, Ark., appropriation for Army
and Navv Hosnital
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House of Representatives. See also Con- Page
gress; Legislative Branch of the Gov-
ernment.

Appropriations Committee, salaries and
expenses, studies and examinations
of executive agencies, appropriation
for -------------------------- 366

Barry, William B., appropriation for
payment to widow of---- ------ _ 15

Bradley, Fred, appropriation for pay-
ment to widow of__ __----..__-- _ 183

Chaplain, appropriation for----------- 364
Clerk, Office of-

Appropriation for; abolition of desig-
nated position --------------- 27, 365

Rates of compensation of designated
positions ---- _--_-_---------_ 365

Clerk, priority in expenditure of appro-
priations .---------------------- 58

Clerk hire, appropriation for--------- 27, 366
Code of Laws, new edition, preparing

and editing, appropriation for in-
creased pay costs---------------- 27

Committee employees-
Appropriations for, availability; ex-

ception -------- _------_--_ 365, 367
Compensation, amendment of Legis-

lative Reorganization Act of 1946- 611
Continuation of certain employees on

rolls for specified period; appro-
priations available------------- 4

Committees-
Official reporters to, appropriation

for--------------------------
Reports to Clerk of persons employed,

etc.-----------------------..
Contingent expenses-

Appropriation for .-------.........
58, 106, 183, 366, 61

Expenses, defraying of designated,
restriction--------------------

Salaries paid from appropriation,
computation---- ----.------

Debates, official reporters of, appro-
priation for--------.............

Doorkeeper, Office of-
Appropriation for ----------------
House Periodical Press Gallery, salary

rate of superintendent -------
Pages, salary periods; rates --------

Expense allowance, appropriation for -

Folding documents, appropriation for--
Gall, John C., appropriation for pay-

ment to ----------------------
Gallagher, William J., appropriation for

payment to widow of----------
Gerlach, Charles L., appropriation for

payment to widow of ----. -----.
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House of Representatives-Continued Page
Gifford, Charles L., appropriation for

payment to widow of ----------_ 941
Hearings, appropriation for reporting_ 106, 366
Henry, Robert K., appropriation for

payment to widow of ------------ 15
Information, Office of Coordinator of,

appropriation for --------------- 366
Joint committees. See separate title.
Laws, revision of, preparation and edit-

ing, appropriation for. --------_- - 367
Mansfield, Joseph Jefferson, appropria-

tion for payment to son and daugh-
ters of -----------------..--____

Norman, Fred, appropriation for pay-
ment to son and daughter of------

Pages, education of-

611

106

Appropriation for ---------------- 369
Availability of facilities for education

of certain other minors who are
congressional employees ------- 16

Reimbursement to District of Colum-
bia, appropriation for---------- 15

Postage stamps, air-mail and special-
delivery, furnishing to Representa-
tives, etc., appropriation for------ 367

Postmaster, Office of, appropriation for- 365
Salaries, officers and employees-

Appropriation for----------------- 27,
106, 364, 696

Appropriations available----------- 4
Salaries and expenses, Members and

Delegates, appropriation for ----- 58,
364, 611,941

Sergeant at Arms, Office of, appropria-
tion for--------------------- 365, 696

Speaker-
Appointments by-

Commission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment, four members------ 247

Congressional Aviation Policy
Board, Temporary, five mem-
bers ---------------.------ 677

National Capital Sesqui-Centennial
Commission, three members-_ 396

United States-Reading Bicentennial
Commission, four members--- 769

Office of, appropriation for--------- 364
Presidential succession ------------- 380
United States-Reading Bicentennial

Commission, membership on.--- 769
Speaker's table, appropriation for- -- 364, 611
Special and minority employees, appro-

priation for ------------ ----- - 365
Special and select committees, appropri-

ation for --------------- 183, 366, 696
Springer. Raymond S., appropriation for

payment to widow of------------ 941
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House of Representatives. See also Con-
gress; Legislative Branch of the Gov-
ernment. 

Appropriations Committee, salaries and 
expenses, studies and examinations 
of executive agencies, appropriation 
for   366 

Barry, William B., appropriation for 
payment to widow of_ 15 

Bradley, Fred, appropriation for pay-
ment to widow of  183 

Chaplain, appropriation for  364 
Clerk, Office of— 

Appropriation for; abolition of desig-
nated position   27, 365 

Rates of compensation of designated 
positions  365 

Clerk, priority in expenditure of appro-
priations_   58 

Clerk hire, appropriation for  27, 366 
Code of Laws, new edition, preparing 

and editing, appropriation for in-
creased pay costs  27 

Committee employees— 
Appropriations for, availability; ex-

ception  365, 367 
Compensation, amendment of Legis-

lative Reorganization Act of 1946.. 611 
Continuation of certain employees on 

rolls for specified period; appro-
priations available  4 

Committees— 
Official reporters to, appropriation 

for  365 
Reports to Clerk of persons employed, 

etc  367 
Contingent expenses— 

Appropriation for  27, 
58, 106, 183, 366, 611, 696 

Expenses, defraying of designated, 
restriction  367 

Salaries paid from appropriation, 
computation    367 

Debates, official reporters of, appro-
priation for  365 

Doorkeeper, Office of— 
Appropriation for   365 

House Periodical Press Gallery, salary 
rate of superintendent  365 

Pages, salary periods; rates  365 
Expense allowance, appropriation for. _ 364, 

611 

Folding documents, appropriation for.... 27 

Gall, John C., appropriation for pay-
ment to  

Gallagher, William J., appropriation for 
payment to widow of  

Gerlach, Charles L., appropriation for 
payment to widow of  
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Gifford, Charles L., appropriation for 

payment to widow of  941 
Hearings, appropriation for reporting_ 106, 366 
Henry, Robert K., appropriation for 

payment to widow of  15 
Information, Office of Coordinator of, 

appropriation for  366 
Joint committees. See separate title. 
Laws, revision of, preparation and edit-

ing, appropriation for   367 
Mansfield, Joseph Jefferson, appropria-

tion for payment to son and daugh-
ters of    611 

Norman, Fred, appropriation for pay-
ment to son and daughter of  106 

Pages, education of— 
Appropriation for  369 
Availability of facilities for education 

of certain other minors who are 
congressional employees  16 

Reimbursement to District of Colum-
bia, appropriation for  15 

Postage stamps, air-mail and special-
delivery, furnishing to Representa-
tives, etc., appropriation for  367 

Postmaster, Office of, appropriation for_ 365 
Salaries, officers and employees— 

Appropriation for  27, 
106, 364, 696 

Appropriations available  4 
Salaries and expenses, Members and 

Delegates, appropriation for  58, 
364, 611, 941 

Sergeant at Arms, Office of, appropria-
tion for  365, 696 

Speaker— 
Appointments by— 
Commission on Organization of the 

Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment, four members  247 

Congressional Aviation Policy 
Board, Temporary, five mem-
bers  677 

National Capital Sesqui-Centennial 
Commission, three members  396 

United States-Reading Bicentennial 
Commission, four members_   769 

Office of, appropriation for  364 
Presidential succession  380 

United States-Reading Bicentennial 
Commission, membership   769 

Speaker's table, appropriation for.. _ __ 364, 611 
Special and minority employees, appro-

priation for  365 
Special and select committees, appropri-

ation for  183, 366, 698 
Springer, Raymond S., appropriation for 

payment to widow of _______ _ __ 941 



House of Representatives-Continued Pagi
Stationery, appropriation for -----___ _ 59

366, 367, 61]
Revolving fund, establishment; trans-

fer of funds --------------- 366, 36;
Telegraph and telephone service, appro-

priation for --- _------_-----_ 183, 36(
House Office Buildings:

Addition or extension, preparation of
plans and estimates, appropriation
authorized ----------------_____ 312

Appropriation for ------------- _ 27, 59, 37(
Plumbing, renewal of, appropriation

authorized------_---_____------- 31
Police details for duty onCapitol grounds_ 377
Remodeling, etc., fifth floor of Old House

Office building, preparation of plans
and estimates, appropriation author-
ized-- ---_-------------------_ 312

Housing:
Defense Homes Corporation-

Administrative expenses, increase in
amount for ------ _____-___- -

Availability of funds---__-__-__-
Capital stock, holding, transfer of

functions to Housing and Home
Finance Administrator --- ___-

Consolidation with other agencies in
formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency---------------

Liquidation and dissolution, transfer
of functions to Public Housing
Commissioner -----------------

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for_
Defense housing-

Reduction in appropriations -------- 2
Servicemen, distressed families of,

increase in appropriation author-
ized ----... --...........-- .

Appropriation for ---------.---
Transfer of functions to Housing and

Home Finance Administrator___
Veterans, certain, increase in appro-

priation authorized ----------
Appropriation for -----.-----

District of Columbia, designated, pro-
vision of utilities, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpretation
of Act of May 18, 1946---.--..--_

Federal Home Loan Bank Administra-
tion-

Administrative expenses, increase in
amount for--.______

Appropriation for ------------ _ 115,
Availability of funds------------
Nonadministrative expenses -------

Federal Home Loan Bank Board-
Abolition.-----..-.--
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency--- --------..

115
579

955

954

955
115

2, 23

128
515

955

128
515

453

115
577
577
577

956

954

Housing-Continued Page
Federal Housing Administration-

Availability of funds-------------- 578
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency ------------- _ 954

Nonadministrative expenses ------- 578
Obligations, tax-exemption privileges

of certain-- _-----__--______- 180
Federal Housing Administrator, office of,

abolition ----------------------- 956
Federal Public Housing Authority-

Administrative expenses, increase in
amount for -----------.------ 115

Appropriation for ------------- _ 115, 575
Reductionsinappropriations- 19,20,23, 118

Audit, etc.-
Expenditures ----------_------_ 575
Past accounting records, appropria-

tion for-------------------- 579
Availability of funds--------------- 578
Contributions, public housing agencies,

restriction on certain payments__ 575
Employees, compensation, limitation

respecting ------------------ 579
Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer

of certain property to U. S. Sec-
tion, International Boundary and
Water Commission, U. S. and
Mexico -----_---------------_ 424

Low-rent projects, citizenship require-
ments for tenants; exceptions___ 575

Nonadministrative expenses -------- 579
Resettlement projects, liquidation,

appropriation for ------------- 579
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation-
Board of Trustees, abolition -------- 956
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency --.-- ....---- - 954

Home Loan Bank Board, appointment,
duties, etc--------------------- 954

Home Owners' Loan Corporation-
Availability of funds -------------- _ 578
Board of Directors, abolition ------ _ 956
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency -------------- 954

Housing and Home Finance Agency-
Administrator, appointment, duties,

transfer of functions to -------- 955
Consolidation of designated agencies

to form--------------------- 954
Housing and Rent Act of 1947 -------- 193

Appropriation for functions under - - 574
Buildings for amusement purposes,

etc., permit for construction, au-
thority of Housing Expediter;
penalty for violation of regula-
tions---------------------- 193
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Stationery, appropriation for  59, 
366, 367, 611 

Revolving fund, establishment; trans-
fer of funds   366, 367 

Telegraph and telephone service, appro-
priation for  

House Office Buildings: 
Addition or extension, preparation of 

plans and estimates, appropriation 
authorized  

Appropriation for 
Plumbing, renewal of, appropriation 

authorized  
Police details for duty onCapitol ground& 
Remodeling, etc., fifth floor of Old House 

Office building, preparation of plans 
and estimates, appropriation author-
ized  

Housing: 
Defense Homes Corporation— 

Administrative expenses, increase in 
amount for  

Availability of funds  
Capital stock, holding, transfer of 

functions to Housing and Home 
Finance Administrator  

Consolidation with other agencies in 
formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  

Liquidation and dissolution, transfer 
of functions to Public Housing 
Commissioner  

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for 
Defense housing— 
Reduction in appropriations  
Servicemen, distressed families of, 

increase in appropriation author-
ized  

Appropriation for  
Transfer of functions to Housing and 

Home Finance Administrator.. _ _ 
Veterans, certain, increase in appro-

priation authorized  
Appropriation for  

District of Columbia, designated, pro-
vision of utilities, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpretation 
of Act of May 18, 1946  

Federal Home Loan Bank Administra-
tion— 

Administrative expenses, increase in 
amount for  

Appropriation for 
Availability of funds 
Nonadministrative expenses  

Federal Home Loan Bank Board— 
Abolition  
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  

183, 366 

312 
27, 59, 370 

312 
377 

312 

115 
579 

955 

954 

955 
115 

22, 23 

128 
515 

955 

128 
515 

453 

115 
  115,577 

577 
577 

956 

954 

Housing—Continued 
Federal Housing Administration— 

Availability of funds  
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  

Nonadministrative expenses  
Obligations, tax-exemption privileges 

of certain  
Federal Housing Administrator, office of, 

abolition  
Federal Public Housing Authority— 

Administrative expenses, increase in 
amount for  115 

Appropriation for  115, 575 
Reductions in appropriations_ 19, 20, 23, 118 

Audit, etc.— 
Expenditures  575 
Past accounting records, appropria-

tion for  579 
Availability of funds  578 
Contributions, public housing agencies, 

restriction on certain payments  575 
Employees, compensation, limitation 

respecting  579 
Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer 

of certain property to U. S. Sec-
tion, International Boundary and 
Water Commission, U. S. and 
Mexico  424 

Low-rent projects, citizenship require-
ments for tenants; exceptions__ _ 575 

Nonadministrative expenses  579 
Resettlement projects, liquidation, 

appropriation for  579 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation— 
Board of Trustees, abolition  956 
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  954 

Home Loan Bank Board, appointment, 
duties, etc  954 

Home Owners' Loan Corporation— 
Availability of funds  578 
Board of Directors, abolition  956 
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  954 

Housing and Home Finance Agency— 
Administrator, appointment, duties, 

transfer of functions to  955 
Consolidation of designated agencies 

to form  954 
Housing and Rent Act of 1947  193 

Appropriation for functions under.. _ _ 574 
Buildings for amusement purposes, 

etc., permit for construction, au-
thority of Housing Expediter; 
penalty for violation of regula-
tions  193 

Page 

578 

954 
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180 
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Housing-Continued
Housing and Rent Act of 1947-Con.

Functions conferred by, exclusion
from operation of Administrative
Procedure Act ---------------

Loans for financing manufacture of
housing, insurance; conditions,
etc..........................

Mortgage insurance, time extension of
designated provisions ----------

Rents, maximum-
Application of provisions---------
Damages, recovery by tenant ---
Declaration of policy --- ____----
Defense-rental areas, removal of

maximum rents in, authority
of Housing Expediter--------

Definitions --------------------
Effective date of provisions-------
Emergency Price Control Act of

1942, termination of rent con-
trol under------------------

Eviction of tenants, limitations and
conditions -----------------

Housing Expediter-
Administration of powers, func-

tions, duties, etc --------
Appropriation authorized-------
Appropriation for-------------
Office of, extension _----------
Property, personnel, and appro-

priations, use for carrying
out duties, authorized -----

Past violations, certain alleged,
limitation on maintenance of
actions for----------------

Prohibition of excess rent, enforce-
ment -----.------ _---------

Restriction on increases -------
Termination date of provisions re-

specting----------------
Voluntary increase by mutual agree-

ment between landlord and
tenant; limitation-----------

Separability of provisions-------..-
Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of

1946, repeal of designated pro-
visions; continuance of prior allo-
cations, etc., under------------

Veterans' preference, restrictions in
order to assure---------------

Housing Expediter-
Administration of powers, functions,

etc.; extension of Office ------
Appropriation for Office of --------
RentControl, Office of, appropriation for_

Oaths, affirmations, or affidavits,
administration, authority of
employees ----------------

Labor, Department of, reduction in ap-
propriation for veterans' housing--

1'age

201

193

193

201
199
196

198
196
201

197

200

197
200
574
197

200

200

199
198

199

198
201

193

195

197
574
616

616

21

Housing-Continued Page
l.ow-rent-housing projects, loans, grants,

etc., in certain cases ----------- _ 704
National Capital Housing Authority-

Appropriation for---------------- 28, 600
Red Cross, American National, build-

ing for D. C. Chapter, transfer of
property to Federal Works Ad-
ministrator -----------------. 241

National Housing Act-
Amendments-

Insurance of financial institutions,
time extension-------------- 182

Loans for financing manufacture of
housing, insurance of-------- 193

Mortgage insurance-
Aggregate amount, increase in_ 777, 945
Sale of housing by Government,

etc., nonapplication of cer-
tain limitations; condition- 777, 778

Time extension of designated pro-
visions------------------- 193

Costs, estimates, approximation of
actual costs of efficient building
operations, requirement-------- 945

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
allocations of funds by, repeal of
provisions respecting----------- 208

National Housing Agency-
Administrative expenses, transfer of

funds; payment of cost of termi-
nal leave--------------------- 575

Administrator, Office of-
Appropriation for ------------ 515, 575
National defense housing, tempo-

rary shelter, reduction in ap-
propriation----------------- 19

Appropriation for- -- 115, 515, 575, 579, 625
Reductions------------------ 19, 20, 21

Availability of funds -------------- 577
Damage claims, appropriation for -- 625
Non-farm housing projects, etc.,

transfer of functions to Public
Housing Commissioner--------- 955

Penalty mail costs, appropriation for- 579
Reserve account, covering into mis-

cellaneous receipts, date of ter-
mination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provision of Act of
Oct. 14, 1940 added by Act of
Feb. 18, 1946---------------- 454

Veterans' housing-
Appropriation for -------------- 515
Delegation of functions, direction

and supervision of Administra-
tor------------------------ 515

Reduction in appropriation ------ _ 21
National Housing Council, composition

and duties--------------------- 955
Public Housing Administration, trans-

fer of functions to--------------- 955
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Housing and Rent Act of 1947—Con. 

Functions conferred by, exclusion 
from operation of Administrative 
Procedure Act  

Loans for financing manufacture of 
housing, insurance; conditions, 
etc  

Mortgage insurance, time extension of 
designated provisions  

Rents, maximum— 
Application of provisions  
Damages, recovery by tenant  
Declaration of policy  
Defense-rental areas, removal of 

maximum rents in, authority 
of Housing Expediter  

Definitions  
Effective date of provisions  
Emergency Price Control Act of 

1942, termination of rent con-
trol under  

Eviction of tenants, limitations and 
conditions  

Housing Expediter— 
Administration of powers, func-

tions, duties, etc  
Appropriation authorized  
Appropriation for  
Office of, extension  
Property, personnel, and appro-

priations, use for carrying 
out duties, authorized  

Past violations, certain alleged, 
limitation on maintenance of 
actions for  

Prohibition of excess rent, enforce-
ment  

Restriction on increases  
Termination date of provisions re-

specting  
Voluntary increase by mutual agree-

ment between landlord and 
tenant; limitation  

Separability of provisions  
Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 

1946, repeal of designated pro-
visions; continuance of prior allo-
cations, etc., under  

Veterans' preference, restrictions in 
order to assure  

Housing Expediter— 
Administration of powers, functions, 

etc.; extension of Office  
Appropriation for Office of  
Rent Control, Office of, appropriation for 

Oaths, affirmations, or affidavits, 
administration, authority of 
employees  

Labor, Department of, reduction in ap-
propriation for veterans' housing  
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Low-rent-housing projects, loans, grants, 
etc., in certain cases  704 

National Capital Housing Authority— 
Appropriation for  28, 600 
Red Cross, American National, build-

ing for D. C. Chapter, transfer of 
property to Federal Works Ad-
ministrator  241 

National Housing Act— 
Amendments— 

Insurance of financial institutions, 
time extension  182 

Loans for financing manufacture of 
housing, insurance of  193 

Mortgage insurance— 
Aggregate amount, increase in_ 777, 945 
Sale of housing by Government, 

etc., nonapplication of cer-
tain limitations; condition_ 777, 778 

Time extension of designated pro-
visions  193 

Costs, estimates, approximation of 
actual costs of efficient building 
operations, requirement  945 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
allocations of funds by, repeal of 
provisions respecting  208 

National Housing Agency— 
Administrative expenses, transfer of 

funds; payment of cost of termi-
nal leave  575 

Administrator, Office of— 
Appropriation for  515, 575 
National defense housing, tempo-

rary shelter, reduction in ap-
propriation  19 

Appropriation for.. _ _ 115, 515, 575, 579, 625 
Reductions  19, 20, 21 

Availability of funds  577 
Damage claims, appropriation for__ _ 625 
Non-farm housing projects, etc., 

transfer of functions to Public 
Housing Commissioner  955 

Penalty mail costs, appropriation for 579 
Reserve account, covering into mis-

cellaneous receipts, date of ter-
mination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provision of Act of 
Oct. 14, 1940 added by Act of 
Feb. 18, 1946   454 

Veterans' housing— 
Appropriation for  515 
Delegation of functions, direction 

and supervision of Administra-
tor  515 

Reduction in appropriation  21 
National Housing Council, composition 

and duties  955 
Public Housing Administration, trans-

fer of functions to  955 
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Housing-Continued
Recovery of possession of accommoda-

tions by United States, etc., right
of maintenance of action or pro-
ceeding; limitation_ ....__.__.-

Rent Control, Office of, appropriation
for --.----.. ................

Rents, maximum. See under Housing
and Rent Act of 1947, this title.

Reorganization plan -- ____-____..--
Slum-clearance projects, loans, grants,

etc., in certain cases._____.____.
Temporary housing, certain-

Increase in appropriation authoriza-
tion; limitations on availability-_

Appropriation for-------_____- -
Removal, date of termination of emer-

gency in interpretation of pro-
vision of Act of July 7, 1943-- -

Temporary shelter in defense areas,
transfer of functions to Housing and
Home Finance Administrator ----

United States Housing Act of 1937,
amendment, loans, capital grants,
etc., for low-rent-housing and slum-
clearance projects --------_-____

United States Housing Authority-
Administrator, Office of, abolition-_-
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency--.____-____- -

Transfer of functions to Public Hous-
ing Commissioner ----.- ..--_.

United States Housing Corporation-
Consolidation with other agencies in

formation of Housing and Home
Finance Agency ---------.. ___

Purchase, etc., of certain mortgages by
RFC, repeal of provisions -.--

Veterans'-
Increase in appropriation authoriza-

tion; limitations on availability-
Appropriation for...----.........

Loans, insurance of_______._...
Preference regulations -----..----.
Reduction in appropriation --- __._-

Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of
1946-

Appropriation for liquidation of func-
tions of Office of Housing Expedi-
ter under-.._________.

Repeal of certain provisions ---__-
War housing-

Operation and maintenance, Navy
Department, appropriation for;
restriction---.

Transfer of functions to Housing and
Home Finance Administrator___

Howard University. See under Federal
Security Agency.
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128
511

453

955

704

956

954

955

954

209

128
515
193
195
21

574
193

388

955

Idaho:
Anderson Ranch Dam, appropriation

for --------------------------- 473
Boise project, appropriation for_ 116, 473, 474
Farragut, reimbursement of certain

Navy and former Navy personnel
for losses at-----------_________ 315

Fort Hall Reservation, museum and
shop, construction, appropriation
authorized ------------------- _ 120

Irrigation projects, appropriation for 467
Lewiston Orchards project, appropria-

tion for--_______------------ 473
Minidoka project, appropriation for_ 116, 474
Palisades project, appropriation for -.. 473
Pocatello, appropriation for game-man-

agement supply depot and labora-
tory --------------------------- 487

Idaho Panhandle Power Transmission Fa-
cilities, contract authority ....--- . 620

Illinois:
Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of

bonds 311.......bonds--------------------------311
Chicago, erection of Marine Corps

memorial in Grant Park, establish-
ment of Commission for formu-
lating plans--------------- 724

Crab Orchard Creek project, transfer of
certain lands to Secretary of Inte-
rior, administration, use, etc----__ 770

Great Lakes, naval training station,
funds for - 67,383funds for-------------------- 67, 383Hennepin Canal, appropriation for
maintenance .. _______ _ _ ...maintenance--------------------688

Illinois and Michigan Canal, relinquish-
ment by United States of right, etc.,
to certain lands comprising right-of-
way; conditions ------- --- 237

Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-
tain lands to Secretary of Interior,

Human Nutrition and Home Economics,
Bureau of. See under Agriculture,
Department of.

Hungary:
Aid to. See Relief Assistance to Coun-

tries Devastated by War.
Nationals of, extension of certain patent

rights to .__________----------
Hungry Horse Project, Mont., appropria-

tion for construction ----- ________-
Hyder, Alaska, transportation of supplies

and products of Riverside Mine by
vessels of foreign registry; time
limit--____________________ --

Hydrographic Bureau, International,
appropriation for contribution _____

Hydrographic Office. See under Navy
Department.

U Bratuon, use, etc --------.. 770
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Housing—Continued 
Recovery of possession of accommoda-

tions by United States, etc., right 
of maintenance of action or pro-
ceeding; limitation   705 

Rent Control, Office of, appropriation 
for  616 

Rents, maximum. See under Housing 
and Rent Act of 1947, this title. 

Reorganization plan  954 
Slum-clearance projects, loans, grants, 

etc., in certain cases  704 
Temporary housing, certain— 

Increase in appropriation authoriza-
tion; limitations on availability  128 

Appropriation for  515 
Removal, date of termination of emer-

gency in interpretation of pro-
vision of Act of July 7, 1943_ _ - - 453 

Temporary shelter in defense areas, 
transfer of functions to Housing and 
Home Finance Administrator  

United States Housing Act of 1937, 
amendment, loans, capital grants, 
etc., for low-rent-housing and slum-
clearance projects  

United States Housing Authority— 
Administrator, Office of, abolition_ _ _ 
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  

Transfer of functions to Public Hous-
ing Commissioner  

United States Housing Corporation— 
Consolidation with other agencies in 

formation of Housing and Home 
Finance Agency  

Purchase, etc., of certain mortgages by 
RFC, repeal of provisions  209 

Veterans'— 

Increase in appropriation authoriza-
tion; limitations on availability _ 128 

Appropriation for  515 
Loans, insurance of  193 
Preference regulations_  195 
Reduction in appropriation  

Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 
1946— 

Appropriation for liquidation of func-
tions of Office of Housing Expedi-
ter under  

Repeal of certain provisions 
War housing— 

Operation and maintenance, Navy 
Department, appropriation for; 
restriction  

Transfer of functions to Housing and 
Home Finance Administrator_ _ _ 

Howard University. See under Federal 
Security Agency. 
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Human Nutrition and Home Economics, Page 
Bureau of. See under Agriculture, 
Department of. 

Hungary: 
Aid to. See Relief Assistance to Coun-

tries Devastated by War. 
Nationals of, extension of certain patent 

rights to  794 
Hungry Horse Project, Mont., appropria-

tion for construction  475 
Hyder, Alaska, transportation of supplies 

and products of Riverside Mine by 
vessels of foreign registry; time 
limit  632 

Hydrographic Bureau, International, 
appropriation for contribution  283 

Hydrographie Office. See under Navy 
Department. 

Idaho: 

Anderson Ranch Dam, appropriation 
for  473 

Boise project, appropriation for_ 116, 473, 474 
Farragut, reimbursement of certain 

Navy and former Navy personnel 
for losses at  315 

Fort Hall Reservation, museum and 
shop, construction, appropriation 
authorized  120 

Irrigation projects, appropriation for 467 
Lewiston Orchards project, appropria-

tion for  473 
Minidoka project, appropriation for. 116, 474 
Palisades project, appropriation for _ _ _ 473 
Pocatello, appropriation for game-man-

agement supply depot and labora-
tory  487 

Idaho Panhandle Power Transmission Fa-
cilities, contract authority  620 

Illinois: 

Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of 
bonds  311 

Chicago, erection of Marine Corps 
memorial in Grant Park, establish-
ment of Commission for formu-
lating plans  724 

Crab Orchard Creek project, transfer of 
certain lands to Secretary of Inte-
rior, administration, use, etc  770 

Great Lakes, naval training station, 
funds for  67, 383 

Hennepin Canal, appropriation for 
maintenance  688 

Illinois and Michigan Canal, relinquish-
ment by United States of right, etc., 
to certain lands comprising right-of-
way; conditions  237 

Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-
tain lands to Secretary of Interior, 
administration, use, etc  770 



Illinois-Continued Page
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning ------------------------ 316

Immigration Act of 1917, Amendment, lists
of persons arriving at or departing
from United States ports, etc-------_ 630

Immigration and Naturalization. See
Citizenship and Naturalization.

Immigration and Naturalization Service.
See under Justice, Department of.

Import Milk Act, appropriation for en-
forcement ----------- __----------_ 265

Importation Privileges, Certain, termina-
tion date ------------------------ 917

Imports:
Allocations of certain materials, etc.,

under Second War Powers Act,
time limitation of provisions_ 34, 214, 322

Copper, suspension of certain import
tax on------___ --__ -------____ 56

Income and Franchise Tax Act of 1947,
District of Columbia. See under
District of Columbia Revenue Act of
1947.

Income Taxes. See under Taxes.
Independent Offices:

Accounting systems----------------_ 608
Appropriation Act, 1948-------_----__ 585
Availability of funds ---------------- 576
Citizenship requirements, employees___ 608
Lifetime Federal Digest, price limitation 609
Meetings, funds available for attendance

at certain---------------------- 608
Newspapers and periodicals, limitation

on expenditures for ------------ _ 607
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
advocating--------------------- 607

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for_ 28, 114
Reduction in designated appropriations- 18
Salaries and expenses, prohibition on

payment to certain persons ------- 607
Senate disapproval of nomination, re-

striction on payment to person
after -------------------------- 609

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc ---------------- 607

Travel expenses, limitation ----------- 607
Travel provisions-

Living quarters allowances, appro-
priations available------------- 609

Per diem allowances in lieu of subsist-
ence expenses-------------- 608, 609

United States Code Annotated, price
limitation -_------------------- 609

Vehicles, cost limitation _------------ 608
Veterans, restoration to former posi-

tions ------------------------- 608

Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See under Inte- Page
rior, Department of the.

Indian Claims Commission, appropriation
for ---------------.---------.-- 61,616

Indian Institute, Inter-American, appro-
priation for contribution ----------- 282

Indiana, oil and gas conservation, consent
of Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact concern-
ing ----__ ------------------__ 316

Indians. See also Indian Affairs, Bureau
of, under Interior, Department of the.

Chippewa Indians, Red Lake Band,
Minn., per capita payments from
sale of timber and lumber-- _---- 417

Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, Okla.,
leases, etc., of coal or asphalt de-
posits; sale -------------------- 686

Galen, Mont., appropriation authorized
for tuberculosis sanatorium; condi-
tion -----_-------------------- 729

Grazing lands, use of fees from-------- 791
Laguna Band of Mission Indians, Calif.,

issuance by Secretary of Interior of
patent in fee-------------------- 731

Menominee Indian Mills, payment to
credit of designated accounts for
logging of timber --------------- 455

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certificates
of citizenship ----------.-------- 414

Mineral leases on lands, deposit of re-
ceipts from -------------___ _-

Navajo and Hopi, relief, appropriation
authorized ------------

Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation,
sale of timber on allotments --- __-

Osage Indians, loans to veterans of
World War II under provisions of
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944--------------------..-

Quinaielt Tribe, declaration as proper
party plaintiff in designated action
against United States, attorneys'
compensation -----.- _-_-____.--

Taxation, State, exception----------
Industrial Property, International Bureau

for Protection of, appropriation for
contribution -----------

Industrial Reformatory, U. S., Chillicothe,
Ohio, construction, reduction in ap-
propriation -----------

Inflationary Tendencies, Curbing of. See
Commodity Prices, Stabilization.

Inger, District Numbered 6 (Deer River),
Itasca County, Minn., cooperation in
extension, etc., of public-school facili-
ties, appropriation authorized---

Ingots, deviations in standard------
Initiation Fees, Tax on, war tax rates of

certain miscellaneous taxes, continu-
ance-----------------------------
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Inland Waterways Corporation: Pa

Administrative expenses, increase in
limitation on amount available for

Availability of funds---------________ 5
Pay rates of employees, limitation ._._ 5

Insect Control, funds for ------------- 73, 53
Insect Investigations, funds for _. 73, 534, 6
Insect Pest Act, appropriation to effect

provisions of ------------------ 534,
Insect Pests, appropriation for control of

emergency outbreaks ------------ _ 53
Insecticide Act. See also Federal Insecti-

cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.
Funds for ------------------- 74, 545, 61
Repeal; effective date..-----_ ------- 17

Institute of Inter-American Affairs Act___ 78
Institutional On-Farm Training, inclusion

in veterans' education program ---_ _ 79
Insurance:

Crop insurance. See Federal Crop In-
surance Act, Amendments; Federal
Crop Insurance Corporation.

District of Columbia, life insurance,
rights of creditors and beneficiaries
under policies --________------_ 71

Five-year level-premium term policies,
renewal ------____----------_ - _

Housing. See National Housing Act
under Housing.

Marine and war risk, repeal of Act of
June 29, 1940 and designated pro-
vision of Act of April 24, 1944 --__ 451

Military and naval, appropriation for - 17

National service life, appropriation for_
National Service Life Insurance Act of

1940, amendments --.-------....
Regulation of, time extension of certain

provisions --------....---- _..
Social Security Act. See separate title.
Veterans, protection, construction of

"termination of war" for purposes
of designated provisions of Act of
Oct. 17, 1940-----------....---

War Housing Insurance Fund, alloca-
tion of funds by Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, repeal of pro-
visions of National Housing Act
respecting __:- ____ _......

War Shipping Administration, insurance
of certain companies against legal
liabilities, repeal of provision of Act
of March 24, 1943--._--___- - -

Insurance Companies, purchase of pre-
ferred stock by Reconstruction
Finance Corporation, repeal of pro-
visions respecting --. _

Intelligence Agency, Central. See Central
Intelligence Agency under National
Security Act of 1947.

32, 604
60(
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Inter-American Affairs, Institute of:
Administrative expenses, increase in

amount for ----------_--____..
Appropriations, annual, authorized - -
Availability of funds -----------_____
Contract authorization, appropriation

for payment of obligations incurred
under; limitation ------..--__.._

Creation ----------- ..-----_____
Directors, Board of, appointment, in-

vestigation, powers, etc----___-
Employees-

Page

117
783
582

575
780

782

Governments of other American Re-
publics, service with --- __._-- _ 782

Investigation by Federal Bureau of
Investigation -----________ _ 781, 783

Noncitizens-
Approval by other American Re-

publics, requirement in certain
cases-- __-______________-- 783

Limitation-----..--------------_ 781
State Department employees, detail

to Institute --------_--------_ 782
Government Corporation Control Act,

applicability of provisions -------_ 783
Liquidation, payment of cost --- ..-- _ 582
Rent, appropriation for payment of-_.- 623
Rights and powers ---------------- _ 781
Taxation, exemption from -_--------_ 783
Transfer of assets upon termination ._ 782
Transfer of personnel, assets, liabilities,

etc., of Institute of Inter-American
Affairs and Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc -----____ _ 783

Inter-American Coffee Board, appropria-
tion for contribution -------------- 282

nter-American Cultural Relations, Con-
vention for Promotion of, appropria-
tion for expenses under ----------- 286

nter-American Economic and Social
Council, appropriation for contribu-
tion- ._ __ __._. __._ 282tion-----------------------------282

nter-American Educational Foundation,
Inc.:

Administrative expenses, increase in
amount for- -.______ 118amount for----------------------118

Appropriation for payment of rent __ 623
Availability of funds ------.. ___---- _ 582
Contract authorization, appropriation

for payment of obligations in-
curred under; limitation--------- 575

Employees, investigation by Federal
Bureau of Investigation ----- 781, 783

Transfer of personnel, assets, liabilities,
etc., to Institute of Inter-American
Affairs.---------- ... ----- 783

nter-American Highway, appropriation
for------------------------------ 596'ter-American Indian Institute, appropri-
ation for contrihbition ---------. " ---- ....------
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Inter-American Institute of Agricultural
Sciences, appropriation for contribu-
tion.________________________

Inter-American Radio Office, appropria-
tion for contribution ----- _____.__-

Inter-American Relations, War Depart-
ment:

Appropriation for--______-__________
Appropriation rescission ---- ________-

Inter-American Statistical Institute, ap-
propriation for contribution ________

Inter-American Transportation, Institute
of:

Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-
tion; appropriation for -_____--__

Liquidation, payment of cost--..---._
Interim Aid. See Foreign Aid Act of 1947.
Interior, Department of the:

Acadia National Park, Maine, transfer
of jurisdiction of certain lands to
Navy Department ______________

Administrative expenses, authorization
for incurrence of certain obliga-
tions --- -- --__________________
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Alaska-

Government in, appropriation for_ __
1

Land patents, etc., reservation of
right-of-way for roads, etc------

Native service, appropriation for ---
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Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Bonneville Power Administration-

Continued
Contract authority --------------- 620
Contracts for materials for power

transmission facilities, authoriza-
tion ------------------------- 462

Grand Coulee Dam, interest from
sales of electric energy, covering
into reclamation fund -------_ _ 462

Chippewa Indians, Red Lake Band,
Minn., per capita payments from
sale of timber and lumber ------- 417

Claims, appropriation for payment - - 77,
461, 472, 625

Coal Mines Administration, appropria-
tion for liquidation expenses; avail-
ability ------------------------ 620

Contingent expenses, appropriation for_ 461
Copies of records, maps, etc., charge-_- 521
Crab Orchard Creek project, transfer of

certain lands in connection with,
administration, etc -----------_ _ 770

Federal Explosives Act (Act of Dec. 26,
1941), date of termination of state
of war, etc., in interpretation of__- 452

Fine Arts, Commission of. See separate
title.

Fish and Wildlife Service-
Aircraft, acquisition by transfer from

designated agencies --------- 488, 489
Alaska game law, amendment, com-

pensation of commissioners- --- 415
Appropriation for ----------- 116, 485, 621
Bulletins, publication, distribution,

66,
16, 489

418
115,

55. 943
Petersburg, conveyance for school

purposes -------------------. 632
Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc.,

sale of land to -------------_ _ 90
Alaska Railroad. See separate title.
Aliens-

Emergency employment of --------_ 491
Water conservation and utilization

projects, use of services on, re-
peal of provision -__-__ - -_-___ 450

Andrew W. Mellon Memorial Commit-
tee, authorization for erection of
memorial in District of Columbia__ 327

Appropriation Act, 1945, repeal of pro-
vision relating to use of services of
enemy aliens, prisoners of war, and
American-born Japanese on water
conservation and utilization proj-
ects--- -----_------------.---- 450

Appropriation Act, 1948------------- 460
Big Bend National Park, Tex., appoint-

ment of commissioner, jurisdiction,
powers; fees, costs, etc-------- --- 91

Black bass and other game fish, authority
respecting regulation of interstate
transportation ----- ___--------_ 517

Bonneville Power Administration-
Appropriation for--------------- 462, 620
Construction work, limitation on

availability of appropriations_ - - 462
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Crab Orchard Creek project, transfer

of certain lands in connection
with, administration, etc - - -_

Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of
certain lands in connection with,
administration, etc ------..-

Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947,
power to arrest violators ---

Surplus property, acquisition by trans-
fer from War Department, Navy
Department, Civil Aeronautics
Administration, or War Assets
Administration- --------

Territories and island possessions of
U. S., fishing resources, explora-
tion, development, etc --------

Laboratory and equipment in Ha-
waiian Islands, appropriation
authorized--------- ----- _-

Vessels-
Procurement and equipment, ap-

propriation authorized
Surplus, transfer authorized - - -

Five Civilized Tribes, Okla. See sepa-
rate title.
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Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Flathead Indian irrigation project, de-

ferment of collection of irrigation
construction charges .-------- 494

Force account expenses, authorization
for incurrence of certain obligations- 245

Fort McHenry, Md.-
Easement ----------------------- 212
Restoration, preservation, etc., date

of termination of emergency in
interpretation of Act of March
3, 1925 --------------------- 453

General Land Office. See Land Manage-
ment, Bureau of, this title.

Geographic Names, Board on, member-
ship; authority of Secretary------- 456

Geographical Names, United States
Board on, abolition; transfer of
duties. ---------------------.-- 457

Geography, Division of, appropriation
for --------------...---------- 461

Geological Survey-
Appropriation for----------- 111, 116, 477
Dan River, dam construction, recon-

struction or relocation of stream-
gaging facility without cost to
U. S.------------------------ 98

Production and sale of copies of photo-
graphs and mosaics and repro-
ductions of records, authorized__ 398

Scientific, etc., investigations for Gov-
ernment agencies, transfer of
fulnds -l ------- ---_-__- _ 479

Surplus property, acquisition by trans-
fer from War Department, Navy
Department, or War Assets Ad-
ministration, authorized....... 479

Gila project, Ariz.-
Appropriation for .---------------. 475
Relocation of boundaries, reduction

of area, etc ------------------ 628
Grazing lands, issuance of permits: de-

posit and distribution of funds. etc 790
Grazing Service. See Land Manage-

ment, Bureau of, this title.
Hawaii, government in, appropriation

for------------------------- 116,490
Health service programs, appropriations

available for ------------------- 492
Hill County. Mont., conveyance--- 173
Homestead entries, veterans-

Availability of credit to surviving
spouse or minor children------- 123

Credit for military or naval service-_ 123
Preferred right of application - -- 124

Hopi Indians, relief, appropriation au-
thorized---------------------- 940

Idaho Panhandle power transmission,
facilities, contract authority ...... 620

Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-

tain lands in connection with, ad-
ministration, etc---------------- 770

Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See also
Indians.

Aircraft, funds available for hire, etc- 472
Appropriation for ---_-----___---- - 66,

110, 115, 116, 464, 620, 621, 699, 943
Celilo Falls, Oreg., purchase of land

authorized ------------------ _ 466
Education-

Advances to Indian youth for
courses--------------------- 471

Appropriation for--------- 110, 115, 465
Availability of funds for payment

of tuition, Indian children in
public schools--------------- 621

Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho, mu-
seum and shop, control and super-
vision -----------------.---- 120

Galen, Mont., appropriation author-
ized for tuberculosis sanatorium
for treatment of Indians; condi-
tion ---- --------.--.----- 729

Ice, funds available for purchase of__ 472
Indian Service-

Purchases for, time limit for ren-
dering bills ----------------_ 465

Reductions in appropriations ------ 21
Johnson, Milton A., payment to,

appropriation for.--__--------- 110
Loans for revolving fund ----------- 471
Minnesota, cooperation in extension

of public-school facilities, ap-
proval of plans, etc.; transfers of
funds -. ...- ... ... . 419

Owyhee, Nev., preparation of plans
and specifications for construc-
tion, etc., of school buildings---- 315

Potatoes, surplus, availability for re-
lief and for seed __ ..-_____ o-- 110

Power projects, funds available for__- 468
Replacement of property destroyed

by fire, etc.; report to Congress 471,
472

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C., admis-
sion of beneficiaries to --.---- _ 751

Travel expenses, availability of funds
for ------------------------ _ 472

Tribal affairs, administration of, ap-
propriation for -----------. 116, 469

Tribal councils, etc., appropriation for
expenses----------------- 470, 621

Tribal enterprises, funds available for
establishment, etc ------------ 471

Tribal funds, miscellaneous, appropri-
ation for ------------- 110,469,621

Tribal officers, appropriation for pay. 116I
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Appropriation for  111, 116, 477 
Dan River, dam construction, recon-

struction or relocation of stream-
gaging facility without cost to 
U. S  98 

Production and sale of copies of photo-
graphs and mosaics and repro-
ductions of records, authorized_ _ 398 

Scientific, etc., investigations for Gov-
ernment agencies, transfer of 
funds  479 

Surplus property, acquisition by trans-
fer from War Department, Navy 
Department, or War Assets Ad-
ministration, authorized__ _ 470 

Gila project, Aria.— 
Appropriation for  475 

Relocation of boundaries, reduction 
of area, etc  628 

Grazing lands, issuance of permits; de-

posit and distribution of funds. etc_ 790 
Grazing Service. See Land Manage-

ment, Bureau of, this title. 
Hawaii, government in, appropriation 

for  116, 490 
Health service programs, appropriations 

available for  492 
Hill County, Mont., conveyance  173 
Homestead entries, veterans--

Availability of credit to surviving 
spouse or minor children  123 

Credit for military or naval service  123 
Preferred right of application  124 

Hopi Indians, relief, appropriation au-
thorized  940 

Idaho Panhandle power transmission, 
facilities, contract authority  620 

Page Interior, Department of the—Continued 
Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-

tain lands in connection with, ad-
ministration, etc  770 

Indian Affairs, Bureau of. See also 
Indians. 

Aircraft, funds available for hire, etc.. 472 
Appropriation for  66, 

110, 115, 116, 464, 620, 621, 699, 943 
Celilo Falls, Oreg., purchase of land 

authorized  466 
Education— 
Advances to Indian youth for 

courses  471 
Appropriation for  110, 115, 465 
Availability of funds for payment 

of tuition, Indian children in 
public schools  621 

Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho, mu-
seum and shop, control and super-
vision  120 

Galen, Mont., appropriation author-
ized for tuberculosis sanatorium 
for treatment of Indians; condi-
tion  729 

Ice, funds available for purchase of.._ 472 
Indian Service— 

Purchases for, time limit for ren-
dering bills  465 

Reductions in appropriations  21 
Johnson, Milton A., payment to, 

appropriation for  110 
Loans for revolving fund  471 
Minnesota, cooperation in extension 

of public-school facilit ies, ap-
proval of plans, etc.; transfers of 
funds 419 

Owyhee, Nev., preparation of plans 
and specifications for construc-
tion, etc., of school buildings  315 

Potatoes, surplus, availability for re-
lief and for seed  110 

Power projects, funds available for__ _ 468 
Replacement of property destroyed 

by fire, etc.; report to Congress.. 471, 

Page 

472 
St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C., admis-

sion of beneficiaries to  751 
Travel expenses, availability of funds 

for  472 
Tribal affairs, administration of, ap-

propriation for  116, 469 
Tribal councils, etc., appropriation for 

expenses  470, 621 
Tribal enterprises, funds available for 

establishment, etc  471 
Tribal funds, miscellaneous, appropri-

ation for  110, 469, 621 
Tribal officers, appropriation for pay_ 116 
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Interior, Department of the-Continued J
Indian Affairs, Bureau of-Continued

Trust funds, appropriation for pay-
ment of interest ---------- ____

Vehicles, appropriations available --
Veterans, educational facilities, date

of termination of emergency in
interpretation of provisions of
Act of Aug. 8, 1946 ----- _--..

Yakima Indian Agency, Toppenish,
Wash., deposit to official trust
fund checking account of special
disbursing agent --.- -----.- _

Information, Division of, use of funds
for ---------------.--........ _

Jackson Hole National Monument, re-
striction on use of funds in connec-
tion with ----_____--...--.____-

Japanese, American-born, repeal of pro-
vision relating to use of services on
water conservation and utilization
projects ------------------------

Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 77
Laborers, mechanics, etc., emergency

appointment of, repeal of provision
of Act of July 2, 1942-----------

Laguna Band of Mission Indians, Calif.,
issuance by Secretary of Interior of
patent in fee -------..-- __ _____

Land Management, Bureau of-
Aircraft, appropriations available for

hire, etc- -...................
Appropriation for - -- 66, 110, 115, 463,

Transfer of funds -------........
Mineral leases for acquired lands, re-

cording of--------------------
Oklahoma, payment from royalties,

south half of Red River--------
Restriction on use of funds for certain

functions, etc., without specific
approval of Congress---------

Lands, public. See Public Lands.
Las Vegas, Nev., conveyance---------
Leave payments, lump-sum, nonappli-

cability of limitations on amounts
for personal services with respect to-

Library membership, funds available for
dues-_-..---.. -----------------

Lump-sum leave payments, nonappli-
cability of limitations on amounts
for personal services with respect to-

Mancos Water Conservancy District,
amendment of contract authorized,
increase of reimbursable construc-
tion cost obligation to U. S.; exten-
sion of period of repayment ------

Medora, N. Dak., erection of monument
in memory of Theodore Roosevelt,
authorized ---------------------
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Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Meetings, funds available for attendance

at---- ---..........----------. 491
Menominee Indian Mills, payment to

credit of designated accounts for
logging of timber---------------- 455

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands,
administration of -----------____ 913

Mines, Bureau of-
Aircraft, appropriations available for

hire, etc..----------__________ 483
Appropriation for -----. ___---- _ 479, 699

Reductions -------------.--._- 21, 492
Transfers -- ....... _--------_ 116, 482

Continental Oil Company and Santa
Fe Corporation, agreements with,
authorized ------------------- 189

Fuel testing, recommendations to
Government departments and
agencies ---------__------__

Helium, funds for research, investi-
gation, etc--________-__--

Laborers, mechanics, etc., emergency
appointment of, repeal of pro-
vision of Act of July 2, 1942-...

Mount Weather, Va., transfer of U. S.
Weather Bureau Station, etc---

Navajo Tribe of Indians, N. Mex.,
agreement with, authorized ---

Pilot plants, sale of products of-----
Public Health Service, details

from .-- ....- ..-..........
Safety standards in mines, nonob-

servance, notification of owner;

480

482

449

483

189
483

483

recommendations; reports re-
specting --_------.---------.. 725

Scientific investigations for Govern-
ment agencies ---------------- 482

Surplus property, acquisition by ( rans-
fer from War Department, Navy
Department, or War Assets Ad-
ministration, authorized ------- 483

Transportation of pupils who are
dependents of certain U. S. em-
ployees -------------------- 480, 482

Moclips-Aloha District, Wash.. coopera-
tion with in construction of school
building, appropriation authorized;
conditions---------------------- 211

Appropriation for ----------------- 699
National monuments. See separate title.
National Park Service. See also Na-

tional Parks.
Appropriation for-------- 66, 116, 483, 621

Reductions --------------------- 21
Report to Congress on diversion of

funds------------------------ 484
Stone piers, removal from West

Executive Avenue, D. C------- 95
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Interior, Department of the—Continued Page 
Indian Affairs, Bureau of—Continued 

Trust funds, appropriation for pay-
ment of interest  468 
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of termination of emergency in 

interpretation of provisions of 
Act of Aug. 8, 1946  453 

Yakima Indian Agency, Toppenish, 
Wash., deposit to official trust 
fund checking account of special 
disbursing agent___.  110 

Information, Division of, use of funds 
for  460 

Jackson Hole National Monument, re-
striction on use of funds in connec-
tion with  492 

Japanese, American-born, repeal of pro-
vision relating to use of services on 
water conservation and utilization 
projects  450 

Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 77, 78 
Laborers, mechanics, etc., emergency 

appointment of, repeal of provision 
of Act of July 2, 1942   449 

Laguna Band of Mission Indians, Calif., 
issuance by Secretary of Interior of 
patent in fee    731 

Land Management, Bureau of— 
Aircraft, appropriations available for 

hire, etc  464 
Appropriation for _ _ _ 66, 110, 115, 463, 699 

Transfer of funds   66 
Mineral leases for acquired lands, re-

cording of  915 
Oklahoma, payment from royalties, 

south half of Red River  464 
Restriction on use of funds for certain 

functions, etc., without specific 
approval of Congress  492 

Lands, public. See Public Lands. 
Las Vegas, Nev., conveyance  176 
Leave payments, lump-sum, nonappli-

cability of limitations on amounts 
for personal services with respect to_ 492 

Library membership, funds available for 
dues  492 

Lump-sum leave payments, nonappli-
cability of limitations on amounts 
for personal services with respect to 492 

Maneos Water Conservancy District, 
amendment of contract authorized, 
increase of reimbursable construc-
tion cost obligation to U. S.; exten-
sion of period of repayment  176 

Medora, N. Dak., erection of monument 
in memory of Theodore Roosevelt, 
authorized  54 
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Meetings, funds available for attendance 

at  491 
Menominee Indian Mills, payment to 

credit of designated accounts for 
logging of timber  455 

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands, 
administration of  913 

Mines, Bureau of— 
Aircraft, appropriations available for 

hire, etc  483 
Appropriation for  479, 699 
Reductions  21, 492 
Transfers  116, 482 

Continental Oil Company and Santa 
Fe Corporation, agreements with, 
authorized  189 

Fuel testing, recommendations to 
Government departments and 
agencies  480 

Helium, funds for research, investi-
gation, etc  482 

Laborers, mechanics, etc., emergency 
appointment of, repeal of pro-
vision of Act of July 2, 1942_ _ 449 

Mount Weather, Va., transfer of U. S. 
Weather Bureau Station, etc_   483 

Navajo Tribe of Indians, N. Mex., 
agreement with, authorized  189 

Pilot plants, sale of products of  483 
Public Health Service, details 

from  483 
Safety standards in mines, nonob-

servance, notification of owner; 
recommendations; reports re-
specting  725 

Scientific investigations for Govern-
ment agencies  482 

Surplus property, acquisition by t rans-
fer from War Department, Navy 
Department, or War Assets Ad-
ministration, authorized  483 

Transportation of pupils who are 
dependents of certain U. S. em-
ployees  480, 482 

Moelips-Aloha District, Wash., coopera-
tion with in construction of school 
building, appropriation authorized; 
conditions  211 

Appropriation for  699 
National monuments. See separate title. 
National Park Service. See also Na-

tional Parks. 
Appropriation for  66, 116, 483, 621 

Reductions  21 
Report to Congress on diversion of 

funds  
Stone piers, removal from West 

Executive Avenue, D. C  95 

484 
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Interior, Department of the-Continued
National Park Service-Continued

Telephone service, official, appropria-
tions available for ------------

Vehicles, appropriations available for
purchase and hire ----- ____--

Washington National Airport, patrol
by Park Police at request of
Administrator of Civil Aeronau-
tics -------------------------

Navajo and Hopi Indians, relief, appro-
priation authorized ------_-----_

North Platte project, Nebr.-Wyo., re-
duction of certain accrued interest
charges payable by Farmers' Irri-
gation District; operation, etc., of
drain diversion works--_--____

Obligations, incurrence of certain, au-
thorization for ------__..--____-

Oil and Gas Division, appropriation for_

Osage Indians, loans to veterans of
World War II under provisions of
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1944 ----------- .----__.-___---

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons
advocating -. _ _________________

Exception -----_----------_______
Pay costs, increased, appropriation

for ----------.--.-----------
Penalty mail costs, appropriation

for ----- ---..--...--.- ...--
Personnel work, funds available for com-

pensation of employees engaged in_
Petersburg, Alaska, conveyance for

school purposes--------------.-
Petroleum Administration for War, ap-

propriation for liquidation -......
Philadelphia National Shrines Park

Commission-
Appropriation for -------------._-
Time extension for submittal of re-

port----------..-- ......--- __
Port Angeles, Wash., conveyance to

Public Hospital District Numbered
2, Clallam County-----__---.--

Power, Division of, use of funds for - --
Printing and binding, appropriation for_
Prisoners of war, repeal of provision

relating to use of services on water
conservation and utilization proj-
ects--- ----____. _______________

Public lands. See separate title.
Puerto Rico, Coordinator of Federal

Agencies, reports, etc --..-----..
Radio broadcasts, restriction on use of

funds for certain ----------.....
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461
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211
460
461
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Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Reclamation, Bureau of-

Administrative provisions---------- 472
All-American Canal-

Appropriation for -------------- 476
Revision of language of Interior

Department Appropriation
Act, 1947------------------ 183

Appropriation for - - 66, 116, 472, 699, 944
Appropriations, interchange of------ 475
Boulder Canyon project-

Appropriation for------------- 116, 476
Revision of language of Interior

Department Appropriation
Act, 1947----- ------------ 183

Construction work by force account,
or on hired-labor basis, restric-
tion on use of funds----------- 477

Expenditures, limitation of--------- 475
General fund, construction, appropria-

tions from -------_---------_ 475
Irrigation districts in arrears of pay-

ments, restriction on use of funds
for ------- ------.--------_- 472

Paonia Federal Reclamation Project,
Colo., construction, maintenance,
and operation, funds available;
appropriation authorized ------- 181

Special fund, appropriations from_ - 473
Yuma Army air base, Yuma, Ariz.,

transfer of surplus property----- 477
Reduction in designated appropriations- 21
Reports to Congress-

Geological Survey, interchange of
appropriations ---------.----- 479

Indian Affairs, Bureau of-
Fire prevention or suppression,

diversion of funds ---.---- - 466
Replacement of property destroyed

by fire, etc -----..--------. 472
Mine safety measures ------------_ 725
National Park Service, diversion of

funds ---------------------. . 484
Navajo and Hopi Indians, recommen-

dations respecting long-range pro-
gram dealing with problems
of---.--------------------.-- 940

Salaries, appropriation for --------- 115, 460
San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage

District, wells and pumping works,
extension of system authorized.--- 8

Secretary-
Office of, appropriation for------ 115, 460
Presidential succession------------- 380

Shenandoah National Park, commis-
sioner, removal of requirement of
recommendation of candidate by
Secretary --------- -------- 92
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gation District; operation, etc., of 
drain diversion works  

Obligations, incurrence of certain, au-
thorization for  

Oil and Gas Division, appropriation for 

Osage Indians, loans to veterans of 
World War II under provisions of 
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 
1944  

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons 
advocating  

Exception  
Pay costs, increased, appropriation 

for  
Penalty mail costs, appropriation 

for  
Personnel work, funds available for com-

pensation of employees engaged in _ 
Petersburg, Alaska, conveyance for 

school purposes  
Petroleum Administration for War, ap-

propriation for liquidation  
Philadelphia National Shrines Park 

Commission— 
Appropriation for  
Time extension for submittal of re-

port  
Port Angeles, Wash., conveyance to 

Public Hospital District Numbered 
2, Clallam County  

Power, Division of, use of funds for. _ _ _ 
Printing and binding, appropriation for _ 
Prisoners of war, repeal of provision 

relating to use of services on water 
conservation and utilization proj-
ects  

Public lands. See separate title. 
Puerto Rico, Coordinator of Federal 

Agencies, reports, etc  
Radio broadcasts, restriction on use of 

funds for certain  
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Expenditures, limitation of  475 
General fund, construction, appropria-

tions from  475 
Irrigation districts in arrears of pay-

ments, restriction on use of funds 
for   472 

Paonia Federal Reclamation Project, 
Colo., construction, maintenance, 
and operation, funds available; 
appropriation authorized  181 

Special fund, appropriations from   473 
Yuma Army air base, Yuma, Ariz., 

transfer of surplus property  477 
Reduction in designated appropriations- 21 
Reports to Congress— 

Geological Survey, interchange of 
appropriations  479 

Indian Affairs, Bureau of— 
Fire prevention or suppression, 

diversion of funds   466 
Replacement of property destroyed 

by fire, etc  472 
Mine safety measures  725 
National Park Service, diversion of 
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Navajo and Hopi Indians, recommen-
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gram dealing with problems 
of  940 

Salaries, appropriation for  115, 460 
San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage 

District, wells and pumping works, 
extension of system authorized __ 8 
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Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn.,

conveyance within_---______---- _ 173
Silver Creek recreational demonstration

project, Oreg., exchange of lands for
consolidating holdings, etc., pro-
visions respecting ------------ 129, 130

Small Tract Act of 1938, preferred right
of application cf veterans of World
War II under -------------_---- 124

Soil and moisture conservation opera-
tions, appropriation for --- --- 115, 461

Solicitor, Office of, appropriation for_ 115, 460
Solid Fuels Administration for War,

liquidation, appropriation for- - - 460
Southwestern Power Administration,

appropriation for. -------------- _ 462
Station wagons, funds available for --_ 491
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc-------.-------_ _ 491

Exception -------------------___ 492
Territories, government in-

Alaska, appropriation for------ 66, 116, 489
Emergency fund (national defense)-

Liquidation of functions under, ap-
propriation for ------.-------_ 620

Reduction in appropriation ------_ 21
Repeal of provisions of Act of Dec.

23, 1941_------------------- 450
Hawaii, appropriation for ------- 116, 490
Virgin Islands, appropriation for - -_ 66,

117, 491
Territories and Island Possessions, Di-

vision of, appropriation for ---- 115, 460
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial

Park, N. Dak., establishment, ac-
quisition of lands, administration,
etc---------------------------- 52

Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of
certain lands--------------____ 921

Trucks, pick-up, funds available for_ -_ 491
Tucson, Ariz., lease of public lands for

aviation field, date of termination
of state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of April 12, 1926------ 451

Vehicles, funds for ----------------- 491
Veterans' Administration, transfer of

funds from -------------------_ 605
Virgin Islands, government in, appropri-

ation for-------.-------._- 66, 117, 491
Virgin Islands Company, availability of

funds -----------------.----- -- 581
War agency liquidation-

Appropriation for---------- 115, 460, 620
Authorization for incurrence of cer-

tain obligations--------------- 245
War Relocation Authority, liquidation

expenses, appropriation for------_- 620

Interior, Department of the-Continued Page
Water conservation and utilization proj-

ects, repeal of provision relating to
use of services of prisoners of war,
enemy aliens, and American-born
Japanese --------------------- 450

White pine blister rust control, funds
available for ------------------- 537

Wind River Reservation, trust fund
held in joint ownership by Sho-
shone and Arapaho Tribes, segre-
gation, availability for expenditure,
per capita payments, etc---------- 102

Yuma, Ariz., exchange of lands for avia-
tion field, date of termination of
state of war, etc., in interpretation
of Act of May 29, 1926---------- 451

Interior, Secretary of the. See Interior,
Department of the.

Internal Revenue, Bureau of. See under
Treasury Department.

Internal Revenue Code:
Section 22 (b) (9) and (10), amendment- 179
Section 22 (b) (13), amendment ------ 918
Section 22 (d) (6) (A), amendment --- 918
Section 23 (o) (4), amendment ---____ 6
Section 23 (o) (5), amendment ---____ 6
Section 23 (o) (6), addition -________- 6
Section 23 (q) (2), amendment ------ _ 920
Section 23 (q) (3), amendment ____--- 6
Section 23 (q) (4), addition _----__---- 6
Section 114 (b) (2), amendment______ -920
Section 114 (b) (4), amendment------- 920
Section 115 (a), amendment ---- ___- 179
Section 251, amendment ------------ 714
Section 421, amendment----------- 778, 918
Section 812 (d), amendment ---------- 7
Section 861 (a) (3), amendment------- 7
Section 1000 (e), amendment- --.. _ 178
Section 1004 (a) (2) (E), amendment__ 7
Section 1004 (a) (2) (F), addition...--- 7
Section 1004 (b) (6), amendment .--- 7
Section 1004 (b) (7), addition -------__ 7
Section 1400 (1)-(3), amendment ---- 793
Section 1410 (1)-(3), amendment - - 793
Section 1602 (d), addition------------ 416
Section 1621 (a), amendment --------- 918
Section 1650, amendment ----------. 12
Section 1654, repeal -----.------ --- 12
Section 1655, repeal ----------- _ ---- 12
Section 1659, amendment ----------- 12
Section 1700 (a) (1), amendment----_ 919
Section 1802 (a), amendment--------- 921
Section 1802 (b), amendments-------- 922
Section 1806, repeal -- ---------- 13
Section 2401, amendment -------- --- 12
Section 2801 (e) (4), amendment ------ 320
Section 2801 (e) (5), addition --------- 320
Section 3043 (a), amendment -------- 320
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Interior, Department of the-Continued 
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Silver Creek recreational demonstration 

project, Oreg., exchange of lands for 
consolidating holdings, etc., pro-
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Soil and moisture conservation opera-
tions, appropriation for_ _ _ _ ___ 115, 461 
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Southwestern Power Administration, 

appropriation for.  462 
Station wagons, funds available for _ _ _ 491 
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
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engaging in, etc  491 

Exception  492 
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Interior, Secretary of the. See Interior, 
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Internal Revenue Code-Continued Page
Section 3044 (b), amendment -------- 32(
Section 3045, amendment ----------- 32(
Section 3126 (a), amendment---------
Section 3179 (b), amendment -------_ 319
Section 3425, inapplicability in certain

cases-----------------------.__ 5(
Section 3469 (a), amendment --- ____- I12
Section 3469 (f) (2), nonapplicability__ 919
Section 3481 (a), amendment --------- 922
Section 3507 (b), amendment ----. _- . 934
Section 3508, amendment ----------- _ 934
Section 3804 (c), amendment-----____ 919
Section 3805, amendment ----------_ 919

Internal Revenue Taxation, Joint Commit-
tee on:
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torical Association of Mystic, Conn., 
authorized   306 

Joshua Tree National Monument, appro-
priation for acquisition of lands  485 

Judges, United States Courts. See under 
United States Courts. 

Judgments, Payment of, appropriation for 64, 
77, 78, 185, 625, 626, 627 

Judicial Branch of the Government. See 
United States Courts. 

Judicial Offices, Examination of, funds for 186, 
289 

Judiciary, House Committee on: 
Codes, United States and District of 

Columbia— 
Preparation, publication, etc., author-

ity respecting  637-639 
Quota of copies  640 

Copies of Acts and resolutions in slip 
form, additional number for  639 

Delegation of certain functions, author-
ity  639 

Revision of the laws, bills and resolutions 
relating to; form and style; ancil-
laries; curtailment of copies  639 

Judiciary, Senate Committee on, quota of 
copies of United States and District 
of Columbia Codes  640 

Judiciary Appropriation Act, 1948  302 
Julian, W. A., credit in accounts  729, 730 
Jurors, appropriation for fees  184, 304 
Justice, Department of. See also United 

States Courts. 
Administrative Division, funds for  117, 289 
Alien Property, Office of— 

Administrative expenses, increase in 
amount for  117 

Appropriation for  294 
Philippine Islands, reimbursement for 

administration of property  60 
Report to Congress on expenses  294 

Alien Property Custodian— 
German special deposit account, de-

posit of certain funds in; change 
in order of priority for payment 
from   789 

Italian property in United States, 
return of  784 



Justice, Department of-Continued Page
Alien Property Custodian-Continued

Transfer of functions to President and
Department of Justice --------- 951

Antitrust Division, appropriation for-_ 111,
117, 289

Appropriation Act, 1948-------------- 289
Attorney General-

Assistant to, Office of, appropriation
for ------------------------ 289

Assistants to, special, appropriation
for ------------------------ 289

Office of, appropriation for ------ 117, 289
Presidential succession------------- 380

Attorneys, license requirement-------- 294
Bailiffs-

Appropriation for-------------- 117, 290
Per diem restriction -------------- 294

Claims Division, appropriation for-__ 117, 289
Contingent expenses, appropriation for_ 186,

289
Criminal Division, appropriation for. 117, 289
Customs Division, appropriation for_ 117, 289
Damage claims, appropriation for pay-

ment ----------------------- 67,289
District attorneys, appropriation for--- 111,

117, 290
District of Columbia-

Division of expenditures for certain
offices----.-------------------

Reimbursement to United States, ap-
294

propriation for --------------- 435
Federal Bureau of Investigation-

Appropriation for ---.... --- 117, 291, 700
Atomic Energy Commission, transfer

of funds from -------------. -- 291
Civil-service employees, prohibition

on use of funds for payment of-- 291
Director, salary ..------------...- 291
Federal Explosives Act (Act of Dec.

26, 1941), date of termination of
state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of ------------...------ - 452

Government personnel, investigation-
Foreign Aid Act of 1947, personnel

serving under..-------------- 938
Greece, personnel detailed to..---- 103
Inter-American Affairs, Institute

of ---------......-- 781,782,783
Inter-American Educational Foun-

dation, Inc --------..--- 781,783
Turkey, personnel detailed to-----

Information relative to national se-
curity, availability to Director of
Central Intelligence Agency.---

Retirement of certain personnel; an-
nuity----------..............

Field, miscellaneous salaries and ex-

103

49E

307

penses, appropriation for--- 117, 186. 29(

Justice, Department of-Continued rage
Health service program, appropriation

for ----------------- 289,290,291,292
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice-
Alien fiances or fiancees of veterans or

members of the U. S. armed
forces, admission to United
States, time extension of au-
thority in connection with------ 190

Appropriation for----------- 117, 186, 291
Cooperating agencies, reimbursement. 292
Copies of records, fees for furnishing. 240
Interpreters, employment of aliens_ 292
Lists of persons arriving at or depart-

ing from U. S. ports, etc ------ 630
Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, issuance

of certificate of citizenship ------ 414
Mexican farm laborers, provisions re-

specting employment and assur-
ance of return to place of recruit-
ment, etc--------------------- 55

Overtime services, certain, restriction
on payment for-_------------- 292

Photographic studio, operation for
benefit of persons seeking to com-
ply with requirements under im-
migration and nationality laws_- 97

Immigration Appeals, Board of, appro-
priation for--------------------- 289

Judgments, appropriation for payment- 78, 626
Judicial offices, examination of, funds

for---------------------- 117, 186, 289
LandsDivision, appropriationfor- 111, 186, 289
Lawbooks, etc., procurement, use of ex-

change allowances for ----------- 294
Legal activities and general administra-

tion, appropriation for ----------- 111,
117, 186,289

Marshals, etc., appropriation for- 117, 186, 290
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons
advocating--------------------. 306

Pardon Attorney, Office of, appropria-
tion for--------.-----._------ -- 289

Parole, Board of, appropriation for ..-- 289
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for. 117
Penal and correctional institutions-

Appropriation for ---------....- 117, 292
Minor purchases without advertising_ 293

Penalty mail costs-
Appropriation for----------------- 289
Transfer of funds from appropriation

for ..... .---...............- 117
Per diem restriction ------------...- 294
Printing and binding, appropriation

for..... - .--.....---..... _ 186,289
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, author-

ization for expenditures, contracts,
etc.: anpronriattinn for 29.
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Per diem restriction  294 
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Criminal Division, appropriation for_ 117, 289 
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Damage claims, appropriation for pay-

ment   67, 289 
District attorneys, appropriation for _ 111, 
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District of Columbia-

Division of expenditures for certain 
offices  294 

Reimbursement to United States, ap-
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Federal Bureau of Investigation-
Appropriation for  117, 291, 700 

Atomic Energy Commission, transfer 
of funds from  291 

Civil-service employees, prohibition 
on use of funds for payment of  291 

Director, salary  291 
Federal Explosives Act (Act of Dec. 

26, 1941), date of termination of 
state of war, etc., in interpreta-
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Government personnel, investigation-
Foreign Aid Act of 1947, personnel 

serving under  938 
Greece, personnel detailed to  103 
Inter-American Affairs, Institute 

of  781, 782, 783 
Inter-American Educational Foun-

dation, Inc  781, 783 
Turkey, personnel detailed to  103 
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curity, availability to Director of 
Central Intelligence Agency  498 

Retirement of certain personnel; an-
nuity  307 

Field, miscellaneous salaries and ex-
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Health service program, appropriation 

for  289, 290, 291, 292 
Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice-
Alien fiancés or fiancées of veterans or 

members of the U. S. armed 
forces, admission to United 
States, time extension of au-
thority in connection with  190 

Appropriation for  117, 186, 291 
Cooperating agencies, reimbursement_ 292 
Copies of records, fees for furnishing_ 240 
Interpreters, employment of aliens_ 292 
Lists of persons arriving at or depart-

ing from U. S. ports, etc  630 
Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, issuance 

of certificate of citizenship  414 
Mexican farm laborers, provisions re-

specting employment and assur-
ance of return to place of recruit-
ment, etc  55 

Overtime services, certain, restriction 
on payment for  292 

Photographic studio, operation for 
benefit of persons seeking to com-
ply with requirements under im-
migration and nationality laws  97 

Immigration Appeals, Board of, appro-
priation for  289 

Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 78, 626 
Judicial offices, examination of, funds 

for   117, 186, 289 
Lands Division, appropriation for.. 111, 186, 289 
Lawbooks, etc., procurement, use of ex-

change allowances for  294 
Legal activities and general administra-

tion, appropriation for  111, 
117, 186, 289 

Marshals, etc., appropriation for.. 117, 186, 290 
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons 
advocating  306 

Pardon Attorney, Office of, appropria-
tion for  289 

Parole, Board of, appropriation for _ _ _ 289 
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for_ 117 
Penal and correctional institutions-

Appropriation for  117, 292 
Minor purchases without advertising_ 293 

Penalty mail costs-
Appropriation for  289 
Transfer of funds from appropriation 

for  117 
Per diem restriction  294 
Printing and binding, appropriation 

for   186, 289 
Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, author-

ization for expenditures, contracts, 
etc.; appropriation for  582 
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Prison System, Federal-

Appropriation for---------_ 111, 117, 292
Reductions .---------------_---_ 21
Transfer of funds to ----------- _ 117

Prison inmates, certain, additional de-
ductions from sentences; payments
from prison industries fund_____ 97

Prisons, Bureau of, appropriation for_ 117, 292
Prohibition Act, National, functions

under, transfer to Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, Treasury Depart-
ment ------------------.--..-- 951

Public Health Service, transfer of funds
to.---------._______.__________ 293

Reduction in designated appropriations_ 21
Solicitor General and Assistant Solicitor

General, Offices of, appropriation
for------------------.--------- 289

Special attorneys, etc.-
Appropriation for -------------- 117, 290
Reports to Congress--------------- 290
Salary limitation --------------- - 290

Stabilization of economy, etc., voluntary
agreements. See Commodity
Prices, Stabilization.

State, Department of, matters under
joint control, investigations------ 291

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 306

Tax Division, appropriation for ---- 117, 289
Traveling expenses-

Appropriation for----------- 111, 186, 289
Transfer of funds from appropriation

for -------------------------- 186
Witnesses, appropriation for fees- - - 186, 290

Per diem restriction--------------- 294
Transfer of funds froml------------- 117

Justice, International Court of, United
Nations and United States, dispute
concerning interpretation or applica-
tion of certain agreements, function of
Court with respect to-------------- 764

K

Kahului, Maui, Hawaii, conveyance by
War Department, date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of Act
of June 19, 1936-----------------

Kansas:
Arkansas River compact, funds for nego-

tiation of ---------------------
Indians, appropriation for buildings and

utilities -----------------------
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning ----------------------

454

478

467

316

Kansas Basin, appropriation for Cedar
Bluff Dam -------------- __ ----_

Kendrick Project, Wyo., appropriation for

Page

699
116,
475

Kenduskeag Stream, Penobscot County,
Maine, declaration as nonnavigable
waterway ------- _--------------_ 316

Kentucky, Otter Creek Recreational Dem-
onstration Area, addition of surplus
Federal lands--------------------- 174

Kern County, Calif., acquisition of land by
Military Establishment, reduction in
appropriation -----------------____ 22

Keyhole Dam, appropriation for -------- 699
Kinepoway, Louis, Estate of, payment to

Menominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of------------------------ 455

Kings Canyon National Park, appropria-
tion for acquisition of lands -------- 485

Kings River Project, Calif., appropriation
for construction ------------------ 475

Klamath Agency, Oreg., appropriation for
support ----------------------- 116,469

Klamath Indian Reservation, Oreg., appro-
priation for irrigation projects------- 467

Klamath Project, Oreg.-Calif., appropria-
tion for ---------------------- 116, 474

L

Labor, Agricultural. See Agricultural
Labor.

Labor, Department of:
Apprentice Training Service, funds for 75,

262
Appropriation Act, 1948 - --.---.--- 260
Bacon-Davis Act. See separate title.
Conciliation, ('omnlissioicrs of, funds

for --- --------------..--.- 75, 261
Conciliation Service-

Appropriation for -------------- __ 245
"Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service", applicability of term to,
for designated period ---------- 153

Transfer of functions, etc., to Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Serv-
ice ----------------------- 153,615

Conferences, funds available for attend-
ance at------------------------ 261

Contingent expenses, appropriation for- 261,
621

Cost-of-living study and report, appro-
priation for--------------------.

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. See
separate title.

Farm labor, domestic, cooperation in re-
cruitment and placement .------.

Health service program, appropriation
for------------- --------------

262

55

261
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Labor, Agricultural. See Agricultural 
Labor. 

Labor, Department of: 
Apprentice Training Service, funds for 75, 

262 
Appropriation Act, 1948  260 
Bacon-Davis Act. Sec separate title. 
Conciliation, Commissioners of, funds 

for 75, 261 
Conciliation Service— 

Appropriation for  245 
"Federal Mediation and Conciliation 

Service", applicability of term to, 
for designated period  153 

Transfer of functions, etc., to Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Serv-
ice  153, 615 

Conferences, funds available for attend-
ance at  

Contingent expenses, appropriation for.. 

Cost-of-living study and report, appro-
priation for  

Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. See 
separate title. 

Farm labor, domestic, cooperation in re-
cruitment and placement  

Health service program, appropriation 
for  

261 
261, 
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Labor, Department of-Continued Page
Labor organizations-

Affidavit by officers respecting non-
affiliation with Communist Party,
etc -----------_--------_---- 146

Annual report, filing of ------------ 146
Questions concerning representation

of employees, filing of constitu-
tion, by-laws, and reports prior to
action by National Labor Rela-
tions Board ---- _------------_ 145

Labor Standards, Division of, funds for_ 75, 261
Labor Statistics, Bureau of-

Appropriation for -------- _----_ 262, 700
Reductions -------------------_ 21
Transfer of funds to------------- 75

Collective bargaining agreements,
compilation, etc.; furnishing of
information, etc., respecting set-
tlement of labor disputes to Fed-
eral Mediation and Conciliation
Service ------------------____ 156

National War Labor Board, printing and
binding, increase in limitation---- 67

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons
advocating ----__---__-------__ 278

Penalty mail costs, appropriation for_-- 261,
621, 700

Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947. See sepa-
rate title.

Printing and binding, appropriation for_ 261,
621,700

Reduction in designated appropriations_ 21, 22
Reemployment rights, appropriation for

rendering assistance in connection
with exercise of-----------------_ 621

Reorganizations within Department and
field, transfers of funds authorized;
limitations --------------------- 264

Retraining and Reemployment Admin-
istration, transfer of funds to appro-
priation for -------- _--_-------- 75

Secretary-
Office of-

Appropriations for ------- 261, 621, 700
Reduction -----. ------------_ 21
Transfers of funds------------- 75

Presidential succession ------------ 380
Promulgation of regulations, etc.,

under Walsh-Healey Act and
Bacon-Davis Act-------------- 89

Selective Service System, functions and
responsibilities of Personnel Divi-
sion, transfer to Secretary -------- 32

Appropriation for expenses --.---- _ 621
Solicitor, Office of, funds for -------- 75, 261
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc --.---.--------. 278

Labor, Department of-Continued r a ee

Transfers of funds, authorization; limita-
tions --------_---------__ -----. 264

Travel expenses-
Appropriation for ---------------- 261
Availability of appropriation for at-

tendance at conferences-------- 261
Reduction in appropriation--------_ 622

United States Employment Service-
Appropriation for -------------- 262, 621

Transfer of funds to ------------- 75
Farm labor, domestic, cooperation in

recruitment and placement ----- 55
Farm placement service, noninterfer-

ence of continuance of farm labor
supply program with --- _-----_ 55

Public employment offices-
Administration, methods of, joint

promulgation by Secretary of
Labor and Federal Security
Administrator----------.-- - 263

Joint budget, certain grants to
States, submission authorized- 263

Veterans' housing, reduction in appro-
priation ---------------------- _ 21

Wage and Hour Division-
Administrator as promulgator of regu-

lations, etc., under Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938 -_------- 89

Appropriation for -------------- 263, 621
Transfer of funds to------------- 75

Wage Stabilization Board, National,
salaries and expenses, reduction in
appropriation ------------------- 22

Walsh-Healey Act. See separate title.
Women's Bureau, funds for-- ------- 75, 263

Labor, Secretary of. See Labor, Depart-
ment of.

Labor Disputes. See Labor Management
Relations Act, 1947; National Labor
Relations Board; Portal-to-Portal Act
of 1947.

Labor-Federal Security Appropriation Act,
1948 ---------------.---------- _ 260

Grants to States, certain, charge to des-
ignated appropriations -----_---_ 108

Labor-Management Panel, National:
Appropriation for------------------- 615
Creation, duties, compensation, etc ---- 154

Labor-Management Relations, Joint Com-
mittee on:

Appropriation authorized-----_-.---_ 161
Appropriation for ---------------. _ 611
Establishment, duties, report, etc-----. 160

Labor Management Relations Act, 1947-_ 136
Anti-trust laws, jurisdiction of district

courts with respect to suits by and
against labor organizations ------- 158

Boycotts and other unlawful combina-
tions- ___ 1 Q

--------------------------.---- &oL
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Clayton Act, jurisdiction of district
courts with respect to suits by and
against labor organizations ------- 158

Collective bargaining agreements, etc.,
compilation of ----------------- 156

Declaration of policy -------------. 136, 152
Definitions ----------______------- _ 161
Effective date of certain changes in Na-

tional Labor Relations Act------- 152
Employee representatives, restrictions

on payments to .-------- _-----. 157
Enjoining of strikes imperiling national

health or safety, etc- ----------- 155
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Serv-

ice-
Apportionment of appropriations,

authority respecting----------- 615
Appropriation for ----------------- 615
Director, appointment, compensation,

etc-- ---__ ----------____-_ 153
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disputes _-------------------- 142
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Report to Congress --------------- 153
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ciliation Service, Department of
Labor -----------_------- 153,615
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strikes by ---------.----------- 160
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Appropriation for ----------------- 611
Composition, duties, report, etc----- . 160
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Labor Organization, International, appro-
priation for contribution -----_...-_

Labor Relations. See Labor Management
Relations Act, 1947; Portal-to-Portal
Act of 1947.

Labor Relations Board, National. See
National Labor Relations Board.

Labor Standards, Division of. See under
Labor, Department of.

Labor Statistics, Bureau of. See under
Labor, Department of.

Lackawaxen River Basin, Pa., reservoirs
in, funds for preparation of plans- --

Laguna Indian Reservation, Calif., issuance
by Secretary of Interior of patent in
fee to Laguna Band of Mission
Indians ------------.-----___.__.

Lake Lena, District Numbered 129, Pine
County, Minn., cooperation in exten-
sion, etc., of public-school facilities,
appropriation authorized -----__.__

Land Bank Commissioner, authorization
for Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion respecting availability of funds,
repeal of provisions of Emergency
Farm Mortgage Act of 1932 ----..

Land-Grant Colleges, agricultural exten-
sion services, cooperation in recruit-
ment and placement of domestic farm
labor--------. ..----------

Land Management, Bureau of. See under
Interior, Department of the.

Land Utilization and Retirement of Sub-
marginal Land, funds for ---. __- _ 74,

Lander, Wyo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of --- __._- - -

Lands, Public. See Public Lands.
Lands Division. See under Justice, De-

partment of.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-

tory, appropriation for -------.....
Larceny in Interstate or Foreign Com-

merce, shipping document as prima
facie evidence of place of shipment-.

Laredo, Tex., transfer of certain property
at Fort McIntosh to U. S. Section, In-
ternational Boundary and Water Com-
mission, U. S. and Mexico --------.

Las Vegas, Nev., conveyance-- ......
Lassen Volcanic National Park, appropria-

tion for acquisition of lands-.......
Latin America. See American Republics.
Leadville, Colo., drainage tunnel, reduc-

tion in appropriation --.- ___._._--
Leaksville, N. C., dam authorized across

Dan River near ------ ----.. ---
Lease-Lend. See Lend-Lease Act; Lend-

Lease Liquidation.
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Leases: Page
Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, coal or as-

phalt deposits; sale .....-------- 686
Mineral leasing, appropriation for en-

forcement of laws relating to-----. 478
Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands.

See separate title.
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, amend-

ment, money received from sales,
etc., of public lands under, dispo-
sition -----------... __ __------- _ 119

Navy Department, authority ------. - 744
New Orleans (Algiers), La., naval sta-

tion, lease by Navy Department,
date of termination of emergency in
interpretation of provision of Act of
May 14, 1930 ---.--------- ..-- - 453

Osage Indians, Okla., determination of
bonus value of tracts offered for
lease for oil, gas, etc------------- 459

Squantum, Mass., naval destroyer and
submarine base, lease by Navy De-
partment, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of
Act of May 29, 1930 ------------ 453

Veterans' Administration, leases of prop-
erty for certain purposes, time ex
tension of authority -------. __-- - 133

War Department, authority ----..-- _ 774
Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces, Amend-

ments:
Absence from duty after Aug. 31, 1946,

regulations respecting pay and al-
lowances ------------ _------_--_ 748

Cadets and midshipmen, nonapplica-
bility of provisions to ------------ 749

Compensable leave -----. _____---- _ 748
Determination of number of days of

leave ---.-----------..-------- 749
Inactive status, members returned to_ 749
Members discharged after Aug. 31, 1946,

compensation for unused accrued
leave; exclusion from cash settle-
ment-------------------------- 74

Redeemable date of bonds; cash settle-
ment, etc --- _.... 510ment, etc-----------------------510

Lee Mansion, appropriation for -------- 484
Legislative Branch Appropriation Act,

1947, availability of designated appro-
priations for compensation of certain
Congressional officers and employees 4

Legislative Branch of the Government.
See also Congress; House of Repre-
sentatives; Senate.

Appropriation Act, 1948-- . .._------ 361
Amendment, salary rates of certainpositions 610ositions--------------------- 610

Appropriation for------------ 15,
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Legislative Branch of the Government- Page
Continued

Appropriations, preparation of state-
ment of ----------------------- 369

Architect of the Capitol. See separate
title.

Botanic Garden. See separate title.
Capitol buildings and grounds, appro-

priation for--------------------- 369
Capitol Police. See separate title.
Government Printing Office. See sepa-

rate title.
Joint committees, congressional. See

separate title.
Legislative Counsel, Office of, appropri-

ation for------------------ 26, 27, 368
Library of Congress. See separate title.
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
advocating -------------------- 377

Pay costs, increased, appropriations for- 26,
72, 114

Pay rates and designations of positions
not established under Legislative
Pay Act of 1929----------------- 377

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc ---------------- 377

Vehicles, private, restriction on use of
funds for maintenance ---------- 377

Legislative Reference Service, appropria-
tion for----------------------- 114, 372

Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946:
Amendment, compensation of commit-

tee employees of House of Repre-
sentatives ---------------------- 61:

Waiver of certain provisions affecting
committee employees-

House of Representatives----------
Senate -------------------------- 3,

Lend-Lease Act, activities and functions
of Maritime Commission under, ap-
plicability of provisions of law, repeal
of Act of May 2, 1941------------- 451

Lend-Lease Liquidation, appropriation for;
limitation on availability of funds in
connection with shipment of commod-
ities-------------------------- 61:

Lepidolite, income-tax percentage deple-
tion------------------------ 919, 921

Lewisburg, Pa., U. S. Northeastern Peni-
tentiary, construction, reduction in
appropriation--------------------- 2

Lewiston Orchards Project, Idaho, appro-
priation for construction ----------- 47:

Lexington, Ky., appropriation for treat-
ment of patients at Public Health
Service HosPital------------------ 26'

Liberia, Public Health Service Mission to, Page
appropriation for activities in connec-
tion with ------------------------ 271

Liberty Bond Act, Second:
Appropriation for expenses in connection

with public-debt operations author-
ized by ----------------------- 218

Bond issues, expenses of certain, restric-
tion on availability of designated
appropriation------------------ 219

Postmaster General, advances to-- --- 219
Proceeds from securities issued under,

use as public-debt transaction-
Agriculture, Secretary of, certain loans

or advances------------------ 546
Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-

tion, loans for insurance pur-
poses------------------------ 773

Rural Electrification Administration
loans ------------------------ 547

Reconstruction Finance Corporation ob-
ligations, purchase of, issuance of
securities for------------------- 205

Libraries, appropriation for surveys, etc-- 266
Library, Joint Committee on, approval re-

specting monument to dead of First
Infantry Division, U. S. Army------ 178

Library of Congress:
Ancillaries to United States Code and

District of Columbia Code, coopera-
tion in preparation of------------ 639

Annotated Constitution of the United
States of America, revision and ex-
tension; appropriation authorized 134

Appropriation for -------- 27, 114, 371,612
Transfer of funds ----------------- 114

Citizenship requirements for employees,
exemptions ------------------- 374

Copyright Office-
Appropriation for----------- 114, 372, 373
Bond of Register of Copyrights -- - 666
Catalog of Copyright Entries; effect

as evidence, etc--------------- 666
Certificate of registration; effect as

evidence, etc------------------ 666
Composition, functions, etc--------- 665
Disposition of articles deposited in

Office ---------------------- 667
Fees ----------------------------
Records, etc., open to public inspec-

tion-----------------------
Reports-

Annual, copyright business for pre-
vious fiscal year------------

Moneys received, refunded, etc----
Copyrights. See separate title.
Geographic Names, Board on, represen-

tation on, etc------------------
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Library of Congress-Continued
Salary augmented by honorarium, limi-

tation on ----__----____________
Life Insurance. See Insurance.
Life Saving Service, Former, Coast Guard,

increased retired pay for certain
members- ______________-________

Lifetime Federal Digest, price limitation_
Light Money, Collection or Payment of

Certain, relief of liability for _______
Lighthouse Service. See under Coast

Guard.
Liqueurs, Tax on, war tax rates of certain

miscellaneous taxes, continuance ---
Liquid Fuels, Synthetic, Demonstration

Plants, appropriation for -_________
Liquor. See Distilled Spirits, Etc.
"Little and Brown's" Edition of Laws and

Treaties; admissibility in evidence___
Little Rock Municipal Airport, Ark., con-

trol by United States in time of war,
date of termination of state of war,
etc., in interpretation of provision of
Act of May 15, 1936 -.-___________

Little Sioux River, Iowa, flood-control
project, adoption and authorization_

Little Tallahatchie Watershed, purchase of
lands, requirement of approval of
County Board of Supervisors ______

Loan Agency, Federal:
Abolition -__________________- --
Housing and Home Finance Administra-

tor, transfer of certain functions to-
Locomotive Inspection, appropriation for

increased pay costs--.. .....____.
Locomotive Inspection Act, Amendment,

compensation of director of locomotive
inspection, district inspectors, etc.;
provision of technical, etc., help by
Interstate Commerce Commission-_-

Loganberry Wine, addition of sugar and
water solution, volume increase _____

Long, Reuben, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of -

Long Beach, Calif., conveyance by Navy
Department, authorized --------___

Los Angeles, Calif., easement for construc-
tion, etc., of storm drain, conveyance
by Navy Department, authorized-_-

Los Angeles County, Calif., land, acquisi-
tion by Military Establishment, re-
duction in appropriation...-_______

Louisiana:
Flood relief, restoration of roads and

bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, reduction in appropriation -_

Jeanerette, repair of storm damage, non-
application of cost limitation to
construction of buildings---......
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Louisiana-Continued
New Orleans (Algiers), naval station,

lease by Navy Department, date of
termination of emergency in inter.
pretation of provision of Act of May
14, 1930 --- __ ..-.........-----

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning -------___-____________

Loyalty Review Board, Federal employees,
nonapplicability of designated provi-
sions of law to members - -_________

Lugert-Altus Irrigation Project, Okla.,
change of name to W. C. Austin
project ------------------_.____-.

Luggage, Retailers' Excise Tax on, war tax
rates of certain miscellaneous taxes,
continuance-- ----------------.--

M

Macon, Ga., conveyance by Navy Depart-
ment, authorized--------__ ---_---- 399

Maine:
Acadia National Park, transfer of juris-

diction of certain lands from De-
partment of the Interior to Navy
Department ----------_-----___ 519

Kenduskeag Stream, Penobscot County,
declaration as nonnavigable water-
way -----------..------------ _ 316

Marine school, appropriation for main-
tenance----____ _--------------_ 604

New England Interstate Water Pollu-
tion Control Compact, consent and
approval of Congress -------__- _ 682

Malt Liquors, Fermented, Tax on, war tax
rates of certain miscellaneous taxes,
continuance ---------------..--_ . 12

Mammal and Bird Reservations, appro-
priation for maintenance ------- 487, 621

Mancos Water Conservancy District,
amendment of contract authorized,
increase of reimbursable construction
cost obligation to U. S.; extension of
period of repayment -------------- 176

Manila (Abaca) Fiber and Cordage, allo-
cations, time limitation of provisions. 34

Mansfield, Joseph Jefferson, appropria-
tion for payment to son and daughters
of------------------------------ 611

Manufactures, Census of, appropriation
for--------------------------- 295

Manzanita on Public Lands, authority for
disposal by Secretary of the Interior _ 681

Map of the World on the Millionth Scale,
International, Central Bureau of, ap-
propriation for contribution --.----- 282

Marblehead, Mass.. cnvevann, ------- --- 1-v"-^ .---- ,--. VW
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Marine Band, attendance at designated Page
functions, authorized ---------_ _ 212, 632

Marine Corps. See also Navy Depart-
ment.
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war, etc., in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of Dec. 26, 1941, and
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pliance with requirement for re-
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Citizens training camps, date of termina-
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Clothing and clothing allowance for en-
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Commandant, Office of, transfer of funds
to appropriation for pay of civil force 68

Composition, duties, etc ------------ 502
Dependents and household effects, trans-
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Detention pay, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provision
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Extension, etc., date of termination of
war, etc., in interpretation of Act
of Aug. 18, 1941------------- 452

General expenses-
Appropriation for--------__----_- . 390
Reduction in appropriation --- __-- 80, 396

Gifts from members, amendment of free-
entry provision; termination date-. 917

Hospital Corps, Navy, eligibility of en-
listed men for transfer----------- 738

Insurance. See Insurance; National
Service Life Insurance Act of 1940,
Amendments.

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.
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functions, authorized -------- 212, 632

Medals, decorations, etc., from certain
foreign governments-

Acceptance authorized; time limita-
tion------------------------ 93

Amendment-------------------- 715
Date of termination of war in inter-

pretation of provisions of Act of
July 20, 1942--------------- 453

Metropolitan Police force band, D. C.,
retired officer as director, appoint-
ment authorized----------------- 311

Naval Academy. See separate title.
Officer candidate training program-

Correction of technical errors in pro-
visions respecting ------------- 99
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Officers, promotion, separation, etc. See

Officer Personnel Act of 1947.
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Funds for --- ---------.----. 68, 389
Reduction in appropriation -------- 80

Pay and allowances during periods of ab-
sence from duty, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of Act
of March 7, 1942-------.------. 453

Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-
ments. See separate title.

Personnel, Office of Director of, transfer
of funds to appropriation for pay of
civil force---------------------- 68

Philippines, damages in, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of Act
of July 31, 1945---------------- 454

Quartermaster General, Office of, trans-
fer of funds to appropriation for pay
of civil force ------ --------- 68

Reductions in appropriations-------- 80, 396
Remains of certain persons buried out-

side U. S., permanent interment
outside U. S., or evacuation and
return----------- ------------- 779

Rental allowances, occupancy of Gov-
ernment facilities under Military
Establishment----------------- 572

Reserve-
Clothing and clothing allowance for

enlisted men --...----------
Lump-sum payment of certain officers

on release from active duty; pay-
ment to beneficiaries, etc ----

Referee in bankruptcy, eligibility of
members and retired members
for appointment as ----------

Transfers of members to Regular
Marine Corps, repeal of Act of
January 15, 1942 -----------

Warrant officers, computation of serv-
ice for promotion purposes ----

Retired personnel-
Active-duty pay of officers, availa-

bility of funds for payment of,
repeal of provision of Act of Feb.
7, 1942 -------------------

Referee in bankruptcy, eligibility for
appointment as---------------

Representation of veterans' organiza-
tions in presentation of claims
to Veterans' Administration --

Retirement of officers-
Involuntary, repeal of provisions of

Act of Feb. 7, 1942 ---------
Physical disability, benefits; pro-

ceedings of naval retiring board,
etc------------------------
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Retirement boards, date of termina-
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provisions of Act of Feb. 21,
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Schools, appropriation for support of
certain -_______________________

Selective Service Records, Office of, as-
signment to without loss of status-

Supply Department-
Head, designation as Quartermaster
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Officers, detail to __------ _____
Quartermaster General, appointment_

Supply duty, assignment of officers of
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Admissions tax exemption, termina-
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Allowance against gross income, ter-
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Income-tax deferments for personnel
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Income taxes, abatement upon death;
credit or refund of overpayment_
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Transportation tax exemption, ter-
mination date ------------ --- 919

Withholding at source on wages ---- 918
Veterans. See separate title.
Warrant officers, computation of serv-

ice for promotion purposes ----- _ 210
Marine Corps League, Inc., authority for

erection of memorial in District of
Columbia ------------------------ 242

Marine Corps Memorial Commission,
composition, functions, report to Con-
gress .------------------------ 724, 725

Marine Corps Reserve. See Reserve un-
der Marine Corps.

Marine Fisheries Compact, Pacific:
Approval of Congress --------------- 419
Report to Congress by Commission ._ 422

Marine Historical Association, Mystic,
Conn., transfer of Joseph Conrad to,
authorized --------------------- _ 306

Marine Schools, State, appropriation
for-----------------------------. 604

Maritime Commission:
Academic Advisory Board, Merchant

Marine Academy, appointment, du-
ties, etc ---------------------- 401

Alaska, water transportation service, au-
thorization to make provision for
during specified period; reports to
Congress ---------------- _----- 10

Alien seamen, waivers for employ-
ment --------.. -----. ----.--. 685

Maritime Commission-Continued Page
Charter, etc., of vessels-

Suspension of restrictions, repeal of
Act of May 14, 1940 --------- _ 450

Termination during national emergen-
cy, date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of June 29, 1936-- 454

Commissioners, salary rate----------- 607
Construction fund-

Appropriation for----------------- 114
Reduction --------------------- 18, 20

Availability for expenses; limitations
on expenditures------------- - 603

Availability for payment of certain
previous obligations ----------- 18

Contract authorization, reduction--- 18
Deposit of surplus, etc., in Treasury- 603
Reserve fund, ship construction, time
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Contracts-

Eight-hour day provisions, repeal of
Act of Oct. 10, 1940---------- 450

Negotiation without advertisements
or bids, repeal of Act of May 2,
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Emergency ship construction-
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repeal of Act of May 2, 1941_-- 450
Previously incurred obligations, avail-

ability of construction fund for
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for ----------.........------. 604

Hoboken Pier Terminals, Hoboken,
N. J., right of assumption and
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Insurance, marine and war risk, repeal
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nated provision of Act of April 24,
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Medals for outstanding service in Mer-

chant Marine, repeal of Act of April
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Merchant vessels, priorities in transpor-
tation; issuance of warrants, repeal
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Merchant Marine, outstanding service,

repeal of Act of April 11, 1942 ---- 450
Mitchell, Brig. Gen. William, appro-

priation for medal for ---------- _ 113
Pershing, General of the Armies John J.,

appropriation for medal for------- 113
Seamen, issuance to, date of termination

of war in interpretation of provi-
sions of Act of May 10, 1943------ 454

Mediation and Conciliation Service, Fed-
eral. See Federal Mediation and Con-
ciliation Service under Labor Manage-
ment Relations Act, 1947.

Mediation Board. See National Media-
tion Board.

Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947,
Army-Navy-Public Health Service-- 776

Medical Services Corps Act of 1947, Army-
Navy. See Army-Navy Medical
Services Corps Act of 1947.

Medora, N. Dak., erection of monument
in memory of Theodore Roosevelt;
appropriations authorized __-------- 54

Mellon, Andrew W., Memorial Committee,
authorization for erection of memorial
in District of Columbia ------------ 327

Membership Fees, Tax on, war tax rates of
certain miscellaneous taxes, continu-
ance ---------------------------_ 12

Menominee Agency, Wis., appropriation
for support -------------------- 116, 469

Menominee Indian Mills, payment to
credit of designated accounts for log-
ging of timber--------_------- ---- 455

Menominee Indians, Wis., appropriation
for industrial assistance- ---------- _ 470

Mental Health, National Institute of, ap-
propriation for acquisition of site, etc 595

Mental Health Activities, appropriation
for-------------------------- 268, 269

Merchant Marine. See also Maritime
Commission; Vessels.

Certificate for certain service, date of
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provision of Act of Aug.
8, 1946- ---------------------- 454

Maritime training, funds for ------- 114, 604
Medals for outstanding service, repeal

of Act of April 11, 1942 --------- 450
Navigation and vessel-inspection laws

administered by Coast Guard, au-
thority of Commandant to waive
compliance with; time limitations- 33

Alien seamen, waivers for employ-
ment of, limitation -_---------- 685

Officers, licensed, eligibility for appoint-
ment in Coast Guard---------- 410, 411

Merchant Marine-Continued Page
Reemployment rights of persons serving

in, date of termination of emergency
in interpretation of provisions of
Act of Aug. 8, 1946 ------- ----- 454

Merchant Marine Academy, Academic
Advisory Board, appointment, duties,
etc ----------------.--........- - 401

Merchant Marine Act, 1936:
Charter, sale, etc., of certain vessels,

suspension of restrictions, repeal of
Act of May 14, 1940---- ------. . 450

Foreign ship construction costs, author-
ity of Maritime Commission re-
specting determination, repeal of
Acts of June 11, 1940 and May 2,
1941 -------------------------- 450

Insurance, marine war-risk, etc., repeal
of Act of June 29, 1940---------- 450

Ship construction reserve fund, time ex-
tensions, termination date-------. 917

Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946:
Reserve fleet, national defense, time ex-

tension of provisions respecting.-- 191
Termination date, time extension ------ 191
War-built vessels, charter, computation

of additional charter hire in cer-
tain cases ---------------.----. 191

Merchant Vessels. See Vessels.
Merger Act. See National Security Act of

1947.
Mesa Verde National Park, acquisition of

rights-of-way and construction of wa-
ter supply line, appropriation for _-- 485

Mesquite on Public Lands, authority for
disposal by Secretary of the In-
terior ---------- _---------------_ 681

Metal Mines, income-tax percentage de-
pletion------_-----_--------- - 919, 920

Metal Scrap, suspension of certain tariff
duties, termination date------------ 917

Metallurgical Research and Pilot Plants,
appropriation for-----------------_ 481

Meteorological Committee, International,
appropriation for contribution ---_--- 301

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certificates
of citizenship------.---------------414

Mexican Border Act of 1942, appropriation
to effect provisions of-----------. 534, 535

Mexican Fruitfly Control, appropriation
for .--------.---------.--------- 535

Mexico:
Farm labor, Mexican, permission to re-

main in United States, etc ----.--. 55
Foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest,

cooperation in control and eradica-
tion of----------._____________ - 7

Appropriations for-------. 24. 18. 245. 617
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in memory of Theodore Roosevelt; 
appropriations authorized  54 

Mellon, Andrew W., Memorial Committee, 
authorization for erection of memorial 
in District of Columbia  327 

Membership Fees, Tax on, war tax rates of 
certain miscellaneous taxes, continu-
ance  12 

Menominee Agency, Wis., appropriation 
for support  116, 469 

Menominee Indian Mills, payment to 
credit of designated accounts for log-
ging of timber  455 

Menominee Indians, Wis., appropriation 
for industrial assistance   470 

Mental Health, National Institute of, ap-
propriation for acquisition of site, etc_ 595 

Mental Health Activities, appropriation 
for   268, 269 

Merchant Marine. See also Maritime 
Commission; Vessels. 

Certificate for certain service, date of 
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of provision of Act of Aug. 

8, 1946   454 
Maritime training, funds for   114, 604 
Medals for outstanding service, repeal 

of Act of April 11, 1942  450 
Navigation and vessel-inspection laws 

administered by Coast Guard, au-
thority of Commandant to waive 
compliance with; time limitations_ 33 

Alien seamen, waivers for employ-
ment of, limitation  685 

Officers, licensed, eligibility for appoint-
ment in Coast Guard  410, 411 

Merchant Marine—Continued Page 
Reemployment rights of persons serving 

in, date of termination of emergency 
in interpretation of provisions of 
Act of Aug. 8, 1946    454 

Merchant Marine Academy, Academic 
Advisory Board, appointment, duties, 
etc  401 

Merchant Marine Act, 1936: 
Charter, sale, etc., of certain vessels, 

suspension of restrictions, repeal of 
Act of May 14, 1940  450 

Foreign ship construction costs, author-
ity of Maritime Commission re-
specting determination, repeal of 
Acts of June 11, 1940 and May 2, 
1941  450 

Insurance, marine war-risk, etc., repeal 
of Act of June 29, 1940   450 

Ship construction reserve fund, time ex-
tensions, termination date  917 

Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946: 
Reserve fleet, national defense, time ex-

tension of provisions respecting_ _ _ 191 
Termination date, time extension  191 
War-built vessels, charter, computation 

of additional charter hire in cer-
tain cases  191 

Merchant Vessels. See Vessels. 
Merger Act. See National Security Act of 

1947. 
Mesa Verde National Park, acquisition of 

rights-of-way and construction of wa-
ter supply line, appropriation for _ _ _ 485 

Mesquite on Public Lands, authority for 
disposal by Secretary of the In-
terior  681 

Metal Mines, income-tax percentage de-
pletion  919, 920 

Metal Scrap, suspension of certain tariff 
duties, termination date  917 

Metallurgical Research and Pilot Plants, 
appropriation for  481 

Meteorological Committee, International, 
appropriation for contribution  301 

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certificates 
of citizenship    414 

Mexican Border Act of 1942, appropriation 
to effect provisions of_   534, 535 

Mexican Pruittly Control, appropriation 
for  535 

Mexico: 
Farm labor, Mexican, permission to re-

main in United States, etc  55 
Foot-and-mouth disease and rinderpest, 

cooperation in control and eradica-
tion of  7 

Appropriations for  24, 185, 245, 617 
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Commission, U. S. and Mexico-
Appropriation for -- _---------_--284, 285
Laredo, Tex., transfer of certain prop-

erty at Fort McIntosh to U. S.
Section ---------------------- 423

Migratory birds, appropriation for ef-
fecting treaty provisions respecting_ 487

Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of
1942, amendments, jurisdiction of
Commission, claims decided by
General Claims Commission in
which U. S. filed petition for re-
hearing -.-- _------------------ 24

Mica, income-tax percentage depletion_ 919, 920
Michigan:

Michigan State College of Agriculture
and Applied Science, conveyance of
Weather Bureau property; prior
acquisition of other quarters ------ 327

Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation,
Grand Traverse County, sale au-
thorized------------------------ 714

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning -___------------.-__----

Potawatomie, Wisconsin Band, support,
reduction in appropriation -----

Midshipmen. See under Naval Academy.
Migration of Workers, war manpower

functions, reduction in appropriation_
Migratory Birds. See Birds.
Military Academy:

Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, non-
applicability to cadets -------

Cadet store, liquidation of certain debts
to --------------------------

Cadets, pay increase----------------
Former cadets, appointment as Regular

Army officers, restriction ------
Graduates, appointment in Regular

Army------------------------
Librarian, retired officer as ----------
Maintenance and operation-

Appropriation for----------------
Appropriation rescission----------

Mustering-out payments, certain per-
sons discharged for physical disa-
bility, appropriation available-----

316

21

21

749

564
134

891

892
563

563
573

552
Pay-

Appropriation for----------------- 563
Appropriation rescission------------ 573

Professors-
Rank, pay, etc-------------------- 912
Retirement -------------------- 902, 912

Three-year courses of instruction, re-
peal of Act of October 1, 1942----- 449

Military Appropriation Act, 1948 -- __---
Military Establishment, National. See

National Military Establishment
under National Security Act of 1947.

Military Law, Persons Subject to, date of
termination of war in interpretation
of provisions of Act of June 4, 1920-_

Military Personnel Claims Act of 1945,
appropriation for payment of claims
under -- --- ---___________________

Milk, Etc.:
Orders regulating handling, provision

for payment of handler's pro rata
share of expenses of authority or
agency------------------------

Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting------

Milk Laws, appropriation for enforcement-
Milling Industry, loans by Reconstruction

Finance Corporation to, repeal of pro-
visions respecting-----------_-_-_- -

Mineral Deposits, Domestic, appropria-
tion for investigation and develop-
ment----------------------------

Mineral Industries, appropriation for in-
vestigations concerning economic
problems of -----------______-----

Mineral Leasing, appropriation for enforce-
ment of laws relating to------------

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands-
Lands, sale of-----------------------
Legal documents, furnishing, etc., of--
Lessee, rights of-----------------
Local authorities, rights not affected---
Mineral deposits-

Lease of -------------------------
U. S. interest, lease of-------------

Receipts, deposit and distribution of --
Rules and regulations ---------------

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, Amendment,
money received from sales, etc., of
public lands under, disposition------

Mineral Mining Investigations:
Appropriation for-----------------
Transfer of funds from appropriation for

Mines, Bureau of. See under Interior,
Department of the.
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Accidents, appropriation for investiga-
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Mining claims in, suspension of annual
assessment work on-----------

Precious metals, rules and regulations;
rights of future State---------
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Military Establishment, National. See 

National Military Establishment 
under National Security Act of 1947. 

Military Law, Persons Subject to, date of 
termination of war in interpretation 
of provisions of Act of June 4, 1920_ _ 452 

Military Personnel Claims Act of 1945, 
appropriation for payment of claims 
under  555 

Milk, Etc.: 
Orders regulating handling, provision 

for payment of handler's pro rata 
share of expenses of authority or 
agency  709 

Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-
justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting  208 

Milk Laws, appropriation for enforcement_ 265 
Milling Industry, loans by Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation to, repeal of pro-
visions respecting   208 

Mineral Deposits, Domestic, appropria-
tion for investigation and develop-
ment  481 

Mineral Industries, appropriation for in-
vestigations 
problems of  482 

Mineral Leasing, appropriation for enforce-
ment of laws relating to  478 

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands_ 913 
Lands, sale of  914 
Legal documents, furnishing, etc., of 915 
Lessee, rights of  915 
Local authorities, rights not affected__ _ 915 
Mineral deposits— 

Lease of  914 
U. S. interest, lease of  914 

Receipts, deposit and distribution of. _ 915 
Rules and regulations  915 

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, Amendment, 
money received from sales, etc., of 
public lands under, disposition  119 

Mineral Mining Investigations: 
Appropriation for   480 
Transfer of funds from appropriation for 116 

Mines, Bureau of. See under Interior, 
Department of the. 

Mines and Mining: 
Accidents, appropriation for 

tion of  479 
Alaska— 

Mining claims in, suspension of annual 
assessment work on  213 

Precious metals, rules and regulations; 
rights of future State  916 

Coal investigations, appropriation for  481 

concerning economic 

investiga-
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Coal-mine inspections and investiga-
tions-

Funds for ------------... . 116, 479, 69
Safety standards, nonobservance,

notification of owner; recommen-
dations; reports respecting ----- 72

Experiment stations, appropriation for- 48
Income tax, percentage depletion for

certain minerals-
Allowance, computation of -------__ 921
Discovery value as basis for depletion- 92i
Termination, repeal of------------- 91!

Loans by Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration to mining, milling, and
smelting industry; repeal of provi-
sions respecting --------------- 201

Mineral deposits, domestic, investigation
and development, appropriation for. 48]

Mineral industries, funds for investiga-
tions concerning economic prob-
lems of --------------------- 116, 482

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands -- 91_
Mineral mining investigations, funds

for------------------------ 116,48(
Public lands, money received from sales,

etc., disposition --------------..- 11
Rescue cars and stations, appropriation

for operation of -------- ..---- - 47.
Minidoka Project, Idaho, appropriation

for ----------------------- 116,474
Ministers. See Foreign Service under

State, Department of.
Minnesota:

Indians-
Buildings and utilities, appropriation

for construction, etc -----.--- _ 468
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,

per capita payments from sale of
timber and lumber ---.------ _ 417

Public-school districts, certain, coopera-
tion in extension, etc., of school
facilities; appropriation authorized- 414,

Mint, Bureau of the. See under Treas-
ury Department.

Mints, appropriation for salaries and ex-
penses --.......- . _______--------

Misdemeanors. See Crimes and Misde-
meanors.

Missing Persons, pay, appropriations
available to Navy Department for--.

Missing Persons Act:
Amendments-

Benefits, inclusion of civilian officers
and employees of U. S. Naval
Government of Guam; appropri-
ations available ---- --________

Income-tax deferment, termination
date---------------.-------.

418

223

394

96

918

Missing Persons Act-Continued Page
Extension of benefits to certain members

of organized military forces of Phil-
ippines--------------.......... 455

Mission Indians, Laguna Band, issuance
by Secretary of Interior of patent in
fee.............................. 731

Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation,
Grand Traverse County, Mich., sale
authorized----------------------- 714

Mississippi:
Belzoni, granting to Arthur Alexander

Post Numbered 68, American Le-
gion, of reversionary interest re-
served to U. S. in certain lands -- 135

Flood relief, restoration of roads and
bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, reduction in appropriation-__ 19

Natchez National Cemetery, convey-
ance on completion of repairs to
approach road- ---------------- 687

Mississippi River:
Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of

bonds ------------------------- 311
Flood control, appropriation for-..- 690, 698

Emergency fund, tributaries -------- 690
Upper, allocation of funds for watershed 540

Missouri:
Flood relief, restoration of roads and

bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, reduction in appropriation___ 19

George Washington Carver National
Monument, appropriation for ac-
quisition of lands --------------- 485

Jefferson Barracks, use of federally
owned lands as national cemetery,
authorized; appropriation author-
ized --__---------------------_ 742

Soil conservation agreements, approval
by central State agency ----.---. 540

Missouri Basin Project, Angostura unit,
inclusion of certain lands owned by
U. S., authorized_----------------. 408

Missouri River:
Allocation of funds for watershed------ 40
Aten, Nebr., appropriation for bank

protection--------------------- 689
Missouri River Basin, appropriation for

flood-control projects ---------.. 476, 699
Mitchell, Brig. Gen. William, appropria-

tion for medal for -----.----------- 113
vixed Claims Commission, awards of,

change in priority of payment from
German special deposit account -- 789

4oclips-Aloha District, Wash., School
Construction:

Appropriation authorized; conditions_ - 211
Appropriation for ------------- 6---- 99

lodoc National Forest, Calif., addition of
certain lands --- -- -. Ta
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Loans by Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration to mining, milling, and 
smelting industry; repeal of provi-
sions respecting  208 

Mineral deposits, domestic, investigation 
and development, appropriation for_ 481 

Mineral industries, funds for investiga-
tions concerning economic prob-
lems of  116, 482 

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands_ _ _ 913 
Mineral mining investigations, funds 

for  116,480 
Public lands, money received from sales, 

etc., disposition   119 
Rescue cars and stations, appropriation 

for operation of   479 
Minidoka Project, Idaho, appropriation 

for  116,474 
Ministers. See Foreign Service under 

State, Department of. 
Minnesota: 
Indians— 

Buildings and utilities, appropriation 
for construction, etc  468 

Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, 
per capita payments from sale of 
timber and lumber  417 

Public-school districts, certain, coopera-
tion in extension, etc., of school 
facilities; appropriation authorized_ 414, 

418 
Mint, Bureau of the. See under Treas-

ury Department. 
Mints, appropriation for salaries and ex-
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Misdemeanors. See Crimes and Misde-

meanors. 
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Missing Persons, pay, appropriations 
available to Navy Department for...... 394 

Missing Persons Act: 
Amendments— 

Benefits, inclusion of civilian officers 
and employees of U. S. Naval 
Government of Guam; appropri-
ations available  96 

Income-tax deferment, termination 
date  918 
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of organized military forces of Phil-
ippines  455 

Mission Indians, Laguna Band, issuance 
by Secretary of Interior of patent in 
fee  731 

Mission Point Lighthouse Reservation, 
Grand Traverse County, Mich., sale 
authorized  714 

Mississippi: 

Belzoni, granting to Arthur Alexander 
Post Numbered 68, American Le-
gion, of reversionary interest re-

served to U. S. in certain lands  135 
Flood relief, restoration of roads and 

bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, reduction in appropriation_ _ _ 19 

Natchez National Cemetery, convey-
ance on completion of repairs to 
approach road   687 

Mississippi River: 

Cairo Bridge Commission, refunding of 
bonds  311 

Flood control, appropriation for  690, 698 
Emergency fund, tributaries  690 

Upper, allocation of funds for watershed 540 
Missouri: 
Flood relief, restoration of roads and 

bridges, Public Roads Administra-
tion, reduction in appropriation  19 

George Washington Carver National 
Monument, appropriation for ac-
quisition of lands  485 

Jefferson Barracks, use of federally 
owned lands as national cemetery, 
authorized; appropriation author-
ized  742 

Soil conservation agreements, approval 
by central State agency  540 

Missouri Basin Project, Angostura unit, 
inclusion of certain lands owned by 
U. S., authorizecL._  408 

Missouri River: 

Allocation of funds for watershed  540 
Aten, Nebr., appropriation for bank 

protection  689 
Missouri River Basin, appropriation for 

flood-control projects  476, 699 
Mitchell, Brig. Gen. William, appropria-

tion for medal for  113 
Mixed Claims Commission, awards of, 

change in priority of payment from 
German special deposit account  789 

Moclips-Aloha District, Wash., School 
Construction: 

Appropriation authorized; conditions  211 
Appropriation for  699 
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Moffett Field, Calif., wind tunnel, availa- Page
bility of funds--------------------_ 600

Moisture Conservation Operations, appro-
priation for----------..-----._ . 115, 461

Montana:
Browning, Indian museum, appropria-

tion for support-------.........
Fort Peck project, appropriation for --
Galen, tuberculosis sanatorium for treat-

ment of Indians, appropriation
authorized; condition ----.......

Hill County, conveyance------------.
Hungry Horse project, appropriation for

construction --- _------ __----_
Indians, buildings and utilities, construc-

tion, etc., appropriation for------
Irrigation projects, appropriation for-__
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning--............______ _____

Monterey, Calif., acquisition of land, etc.,
for naval postgraduate school------.

Montgomery County, Pa., conveyance in
Norristown Borough -----........

Montrose, Colo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of ------------

Monuments, National. See National
Monuments.

Moorehead Dam, Yellowstone Basin, ap-
propriation for-- ------ ___----_

Morocco, appropriation for consular pris-
ons, etc ...----.-------------...

Morocco, Coast of, Cape Spartel and Tan-
gier Light, appropriation for contribu-
tion----.---------------------

Mortgage Association, Federal National,
appropriation for ----------------

Mortgage Associations, National, alloca-
tions of funds by Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation, repeal of provi-
sions of National Housing Act------

Mortgage Insurance. See Farm Tenant
Act; National Housing Act, Amend-
ments under Housing.

Mosehart, John, Estate of, payment to
Menominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of ----------------------

Motion Picture Project, Library of Con-
gress, appropriation for liquida-
tion ---.---------------- -----

Motor Carriers. See Carriers.
Motor Fuel Sold on Military, Etc., Reser-

vation, Tax on; reports to State tax-
ing authority -------------------

Mount McKinley National Park, appropri-
ation for lodges, etc --------------

Mount Rainier National Park, appropria-
tion for acquisition of lands-------

465
476

729
173

475

467
467

316

705

750

304

699

281

282

515

208

455

373

644

490

485

Mount Rushmore National Memorial, ap- Page
propriation for_ ________---------_ 621

Mount Weather, Va., transfer of U. S.
Weather Bureau Station, etc., to
Bureau of Mines, Department of the
Interior ____________------------_ 483

Munitions, Etc., temporary use by Govern-
ment of project works for manufac-
ture of, date of termination of state of
war, etc., in interpretation of provi-
sions of Act of June 10, 1920------__ 451

Munitions Board. See under National Se-
curity Act of 1947.

Munitions Control Board, National, date
of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of Jan. 26, 1942, respect-
ing omission, etc., of certain reports. 452

Muscat, appropriation for consular prisons,
etc----------------------------- 281

Mustering-Out Payment Act of 1944:
Amendment, limitation on payment --. 192
Payments to certain persons discharged

from Naval Academy or Military
Academy for physical disability--- 552

Mystic, Conn., Marine Historical Associ-
ation, transfer of Joseph Conrad to,
authorized-------------------- -- 306

N

Narcotics, Bureau of. See under Treasury
Department.

Narrows Dam, Platte Basin, appropriation
for ---.----.--.-------- ---- 699

Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery, con-
veyance on completion of repairs to
approach road ----------------- 687

National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics:

Aircraft, equipment, etc., transfer by
Army and Navy---------------- 699

Aliens, compensation to, nonapplica-
bility of restrictions in certain cases- 599

Appropriation for----- ---------- - 28, 599
Contract authority ------ _-------- 599
Moffett Field, Calif., wind tunnel, avail-

ability of funds -------------- 600
Travel, increase in limitation on amount

for--------------------------- 61
National Air Museum, appropriation for

planning of ----------------- 602
National Arboretum, funds for------ -- 73, 534
National Archives:

Appropriation for---------- 61, 109, 114, 600
Salary limitation, war-service employ-

ees---------------------------- 600
National Board for Promotion of Rifle

Practice:
Appropriation for ----------------- 5 567
Care, etc., of ranges, details for; pay-

ment-------------------------- 568
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Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery, con-
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National Board for Promotion of Rifle Page
Practice-Continued

Volunteer competitors or range officers,
travel and subsistence allowances_ 568

National Bureau of Standards. See under
Commerce, Department of.

National Cancer Institute, funds for---- 72, 270
National Capital Housing Authority. See

under Housing.
National Capital Park and Planning Com-

mission:
Andrew W. Mellon, memorial to, ap-

proval of design and location ----- 328
Appropriation for -__---------_ 31, 446, 600
Building for U. S. Court of Appeals,

D. C., and District Court, D. C.,
approval of site, requirement ---- _ 121

National Capital Sesqui-Centennial
Commission, submission of plan for
approval ---------------------- 397

Red Cross, American National, approval
of plans for proposed building for
D. C. Chapter ....... _--------. 241

Redevelopment, D. C., appropriation
for --------------------------- 601

National Capital Parks, appropriation for_ 31,
64, 116, 446, 484

National Capital Sesqui-Centennial Com-
mission, establishment, composition,
etc--------___-__-----______.__-

National Cemeteries:
Battleground National Cemetery,

appropriation for----------------
Interment of certain remains returned

to U. S --...................
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for_ 686,
Natchez National Cemetery, convey-

ance on completion of repairs to
approach road--................

War Department, use of certain lands
under jurisdiction of ------

National Collection of Fine Arts, appro-
priation for----------__.________-

National Commission on Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Cooperation,
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Apportionment of appropriations, au-

thority respecting --- _---------- 616
Appropriation Act, 1948------------ 276
Appropriation for ------------ 114, 276, 616

Transfer of funds from------------- 114
Consolidation of funds-__------------ 616
Continuance, powers, functions, etc---- 139
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
advocating --------------- _ --- 278

Report to Congress------------------ 139
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 278

National Mediation Board:
Appropriation Act, 1948 --------.. _-- 277
Appropriation for------------------- 61
National Railroad Adjustment Board,

appropriation for ---------- 28, 61, 277
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-
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advocating -------------------- 278
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National Military Establishment. See
under National Security Act of 1947.
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Appropriation for------------- 483, 485, 621
Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recre-

ational Area project, appropriation
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George Washington Carver, appropria-
tion for acquisition of lands ----- _ 485
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tion of lands--------------.----_ 485

Mount Rushmore National Memorial,
appropriation for -------------.- 621
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water-supply easements --------- 483

National Mortgage Association, Federal,
appropriation for ------------------ 515

National Mortgage Associations, allocation
of funds by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, repeal of provisions of
National Housing Act ------------- 208

National Munitions Control Board, date
of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of Jan. 26, 1942, respect-
ing omission, etc., of certain reports- 452

National Park Service. See under Inte-
rior, Department of the.

National Parks:
Acadia National Park, Maine, transfer

of jurisdiction of certain lands from
Department of the Interior to Navy
Department -------------------- 519
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Administration, protection, etc., appro-

priation for ---------_------ 483, 621
Big Bend National Park, Tex., appoint-

ment of commissioner, jurisdiction,
powers; fees, costs, etc----------- 91

Lands, acquisition of, appropriation
for ----------------------- --- 485

Mount McKinley National Park, appro-
priation for lodges, etc----------- 490

Shenandoah National Park, commis-
sioner, removal of requirement of
recommendation of candidate by
Secretary of Interior ----_------- 92

Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn.,
conveyance within ----- _-----_ 173

Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial
Park, N. Dak., establishment,
etc ------------------------ -- 52

National Prohibition Act, functions under,
transfer from Department of Justice
to Treasury Department ----------- 951

National Railroad Adjustment Board, ap-
propriation for ----__ ------- _ 28, 61, 277

National Safety Council, Inc., appropria-
tion for D. C. affiliation with ------ 439

National School Lunch Act:
Appropriation for carrying out provi-
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Limitation ------_--------------__ 551

Printing and binding, transfer of funds
for -------.------------------- 526

National Security Act of 1947---------- 495
Advisory committees and personnel, ap-

pointment, compensation, etc---- 507
Nonapplicability of designated provi-
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Air Force, Department of the-

Assistant Secretaries-
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Effective date------------------ 504
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Secretary-
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Under Secretary-
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United States Air Force-
Chief of Staff, appointment, func-
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records, etc.; effective dates - 504
Appropriations authorized ----------- 509
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506 Repeal of provisions respecting rein-
statement  6 

500 Plans  5 
499 National Training School for Boys, D. C., 
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National Training School for Girls, D. C.: Page
Appropriation for ------------------- 438
Superintendent, salary rate ----------- 439
White girls, restriction on use of funds

for--------------------------- 439
National Wage Stabilization Board, sal-

aries and expenses, reduction in
appropriation -- --------------- - 22

National War College:
Appropriation for----------------- 552

Rescission -------------------- -- 572
National War Labor Board, increase in

limitation for printing and binding-- 67
National Youth Administration, liquida-

tion expenses, appropriation for----- 275
National Zoological Park, appropriation

for -------------------------- 31,447
Nationality Act of 1940, Amendments:

Copies of records, fees for furnishing_-- 240
Disabled individuals, naturalization pro-

ceedings at places other than office
of clerk or in open court in case of - 121

Metlakahtla Indians, Alaska, certifi-
cates of citizenship ------------- 414

Photographic studio, operation for ben-
efit of persons seeking to comply
with requirements under immigra-
tion and nationality laws -------- 97

Natural Gas Act, Amendment, right-of-way
for pipe line, etc., acquisition by exer-
cise of right of eminent domain ----- 459

Naturalization. See Citizenship and Nat-
uralization.

Navajo Indian Reservation:
Buildings and utilities, appropriation for

construction, etc --------------- 467
Gallup, N. Mex.-Window Rock, Ariz.,

appropriation for maintenance of
portion of highway -------------- 468

Gallup-Shiprock Highway, appropria-
tion for maintenance of portion of_ 468

Irrigation projects, appropriation for__- 467
Sheep-breeding station, appropriation

for .-------------------..--..- 466
Navajo Indians:

Agreement with Department of the In-
terior respecting certain lands, au-
thorized -----_-._-------------- 189

Emergency relief expenditures, advance
to reimburse tribal sawmill enter-
prise----------------_--------. 943

Land, purchase of, reduction in appro-
priation-----------__-----_----_ 21

Relief, appropriation authorized------- 940
Naval Academy:

Appropriation for ------------------ 384
Transfer of funds to-- -------_---- 68

Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946, non-
applicability to midshipmen ------ 749

Naval Academy-Continued Page
Enlisted men of Navy or Marine Corps,

limitation on assignment --------- 384
Midshipmen-

Appointments--------------------- 100
Pay increase---------------------- 134

Mustering-out payments, certain per-
sons discharged for physical disa-
bility, appropriation available----- 552

Naval postgraduate school. See under
Navy Department.

Three-year courses of instruction, repeal
of Act of June 3, 1941 ---------- 449

Naval Aviation Cadet Act of 1942, Amend-
ment, lump-sum payment on release
from active duty; payment to bene-
ficiaries, etc ---------------------- 424

Naval Home, Philadelphia, Pa., funds for_ 68,
385

Naval Observatory, funds for ----- 68, 391, 392
Naval Personnel, Bureau of. See under

Navy Department.
Naval Petroleum Reserves:

Mineral Leasing Act, amendment, mon-
ey received from sales, etc., of pub-
lic lands under, disposition ------- 119

Operation, conservation, etc., appropri-
ation for ----------------------- 383

Naval Records, World War, preparation
of, appropriation for -------------- 392

Naval Research, Office of. See under
Navy Department.

Naval Reserve:
Clothing and clothing allowance for

enlisted men -------------------- 242
Lump-sum payment to certain officers on

release from active duty; payment
to beneficiaries, etc -------------- 424

Nurse Corps, establishment, etc------- 51
Officer candidate training program-

Appropriation for --------.-------- 384
Correction of technical errors in pro-

visions respecting ------------__ 99
Naval Academy, appointments to -- 100

Officers on active duty, promotion, etc.
See Officer Personnel Act of 1947.

Officers' Training Corps-
Appropriation for ---------------- 384
Reduction in appropriation ------ _ 79, 395
Transfers of funds from appropriation

for-------------------------- 67
Philippines, certain citizens of, member-

ship in Naval Reserve, amendment
of Naval Reserve Act of 1938 ---- 90

Referee in bankruptcy, eligibility of
members and retired members for
appointment -------------------- 213

Transfers of members to Regular Navy,
repeal of Act of January 15, 1942- 449
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Warrant officers, computation of service
for promotion purposes ---------- 210

Naval Reserve Act of 1938, Amendments:
Nurse Corps Reserve -------------- 50, 51

Philippines, certain citizens of, member-
ship in Naval Reserve----------- 90

Naval Stores, orders regulating handling,
terms and conditions--- ------------ 707

Naval Stores Act, funds for effecting pro-

visions of --------------------- 74, 545

Naval-Stores Investigations, funds for- -- 74, 536

Naval Training Stations, funds for-- 67, 68, 383

Naval Vessels. See also Vessels.
Acquisition through construction or con-

version, date of termination of war,
etc., in interpretation of designated
provisions of law respecting------- 453

Conversion authorization; nonlimita-
tion on expenditures ------------ 718

Increase and replacement-
Repair facilities, reduction in appro-

priation---------------------- 22

Transfers of funds from appropria-
tion; restriction on availability
of appropriation--------------- 391

Repair, etc., authority to exceed statu-
tory limit, repeal of provisions of
Act of June 11, 1940------------- 449

Transfer, designated agencies, author-
ized------------------------- 558

Transportation, etc., of persons during
war or national emergency, date of

termination of war in interpretation
of provision of Act of Aug. 2, 1946- 453

Naval War College, funds for --------- 67, 383

Navigation. See Vessels.
Navigation, Permanent International

Commission of Congresses of, appro-
priation for --------------------- 689

Navigation and Inspection Laws:
Waivers of compliance with-

Authority of Commandant of Coast
Guard and Secretary of War-- 33, 685

Time limitation, extension of Second
War Powers Act-------- 34, 214, 322

Navy. See also Naval Vessels; Navy De-
partment.

Accounts, examination of certain, time
extension, date of termination of
war, etc., in interpretation of pro-
visions of Acts of Dec. 26, 1941,
Dec. 23, 1944, and Feb. 20, 1942-- 452

Aerial flights, increased pay for, restric-
tion ------------------------ - 386

Appropriation Act, 1948------------- 382

Bonds, officers and enlisted men, pay-
ment of annual premium as com-
pliance with requirement for re-
newal-------------------------- 647
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Chaplains, Chief of, designation, rank,
pay and allowances ---------- 93, 880

Civil Engineers, Corps of, increase in
authorized number of commissioned
officers---------- .-------------- 96

Clothing and clothing allowance for en-
listed men---------------------- 242

Coast Guard personnel, applicability of
naval laws, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provisions
of Act of Aug. 29, 1916---------- 454

Coast Guard stations, manning, etc.,
date of termination of emergency in
interpretation of provisions of Act
of Aug. 29, 1916 ------------- 454

Command of fleets, selection of officers
for, date of termination of war in
interpretation of provision of Act of
May 22, 1917--------------.--- 453

Commissions, eligible list for regular and
reserve forces, repeal of provisions
of Act of February 16, 1914------ 449

Courts martial-
Auxiliary naval forces, service of

officers, date of termination of
war, etc., in interpretation of Act
of Oct. 6, 1917---------------- 453

Jurisdiction extension, date of termi-
nation of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of March 22, 1943-- 453

Death, offenses punishable by, date of
termination of war in interpretation
of provisions of Revised Statutes
1624 4531624--- -------------- 453

Dependents and household effects,
transportation------------------ 236

Desertion, punishment for, date of
termination of war in interpretation
of provisions of Revised Statutes
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Recall to active duty of enlisted men
on furlough without pay, date of
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Farragut, Idaho, reimbursement of cer-
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nel for losses at --------.------

Gifts from members, amendment of free-
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Hospital Corps-
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Warrant officers, rank, pay, etc-----
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ployment of enlisted men or civil
employees as -------------------

Insurance. See Insurance; National
Service Life Insurance Act of 1940,
Amendments.

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.

Mail clerks-
Adjustment of claims, date of termina-

tion of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Dec. 7, 1945-

Waiving of bonds, appropriation for
carrying out provisions of Act of
July 2, 1945 ..........--....

Marine Corps. See separate title.
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foreign governments-
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Amendment --------------------
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1436  
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partment of the Interior  519 

Aeronautics, Bureau of— 
Appropriation for  388, 391 

Reduction  79, 396 
Transfer of funds from  68 

Contracts for new construction, equip-
ment, etc., of aircraft, authorized_ 389 

Contractual obligations, funds contin-
ued available for liquidation_ __ _ 389 

Aircraft— 
Contracts for purchase, repeal of Act 

of March 5, 1940  449 
Transfer to Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Department of the Interior, for 
replacement purposes  489 

Airports, public, disposals of surplus 
property for, omission or inclusion 
of terms  680 

Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, reem-
ployment of persons retired under, 
repeal of Act of December 22, 1942_ 450 

American Telephone and Telegraph 
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Appropriation Act, 1948  382 
Appropriations— 

Overobligation of certain, nonliability 
for  396 

Restriction on departmental use.. _ _ _ 392 
Aviation. See Aeronautics, Bureau of, 

this title. 
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ized  399 
Canal Zone— 
Hours of employment and rates of pay 
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Panamanian citizens, employment, 

etc  393 
Captured or missing personnel, pay, 

appropriations available  394 
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Citizenship requirements— 
Canal Zone  393 
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Naval Establishment  394 
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Air-navigation facilities, transfer to, 
authorized   297 
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Civil Engineers, Corps of, increase in

authorized number of commis-
sioned officers ------------------ 96

Claims, appropriation for payment ----- 67,
382, 386, 394, 622, 626

Clothing allowance on discharge for bad
conduct, etc., appropriation for-__ 386

Coal Mines Administration, Depart-
ment of the Interior, appropriation
for reimbursement by ----------- 620

Coast and Geodetic Survey, transfer of
equipment, personnel, etc., date of
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of Act of May 22, 1917 - 452

Communications Act of 1934, protec-
tion of vessels in wartime, repeal of
Act of December 29, 1942 ------- 450

Construction and Repair, Bureau of,
authority to exceed statutory limit,
repeal of provisions of Act of June
11, 1940 ------------------- --- 449

Contingent expenses, appropriation for_ 383,
392

Contracts-
Cost-plus-a-fixed-fee, Fourteenth Na-

val District, date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of
provision of Act of June 14, 1940_ 453

Priority powers, amendment of
Second War Powers Act, time
limitation -------------- 34, 214, 322

Private contractors, restriction on use
of funds under contracts with__- 393

Time limitation on authority of
Secretary respecting negotiation
of certain --------------------- 323

War contracts, financing of --------- 394
Defense, Office of Secretary of, transfer

of funds and equipment to; limita-
tion -----------------------. 703,704

Defense Plant Corporation, transfer of
title to certain plants, equipment,
etc --------------------------- 774

Dental officers detailed to Military
Establishment, reimbursement for
pay, allowances, etc ------------- 553

Disbursing and certifying officers, relief
from liability for certain losses;
credit in accounts -------------- 493

Engineering, Bureau of, repair, etc., of
vessels, authority to exceed statu-
tory limit, repeal of provisions of
Act of June 11, 1940------------- 449

Examining and retiring boards, funds
for ---------.-------.---.. - . 68, 391

Flying hours, maximum, in interstate air
transportation, under Civil Aero-
nautics Act of 1938, repeal of Act of
April 29, 1942----..------------- 450

"

for--------------------- ----__.
Helium, transfer of funds to Bureau of

Mines, Department of the Interior,
for procurement----------

Hospital Corps, Navy-
Authorized strength; transfers -----
Warrant officers, rank, pay, etc ----

Household servants, restriction on em-
ployment of enlisted men or civil
employees as------------ -____.

394

482

738
738

386
Housing-

Projects, appropriation for operation
and maintenance; restriction --. 388

Transfer of certain functions to
Housing and Home Finance Ad-
ministrator ------------------ 955

Hydrographic Office, funds for -------- 68,
391, 392, 622

Inspection and Survey, Board of, funds
for ..-------------- __.------ _ 68, 391

Interned persons under jurisdiction of,
admission to St. Elizabeths Hospi-
tal for treatment, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of Aug. 29, 1916---- 454

Island governments, appropriation for
administration ------------_____ - 383

Judge Advocate General, Office of, funds
for ---------- ------------_- 68, 391

Judgments, appropriation for payment- 77,
78, 626

Land purchase contracts, limitation on
commission -----__-------__ --- _ 394

Latin-American cooperation, appropria-
tion for --------..---_--------- 382

Leases of real or personal property, au-
thority; report to Congress -----._ 774

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.

Liberated and occupied areas, appropri-
ation for administration ----..... 383

Long Beach, Calif., conveyance, author-
ized--....._._„.__._........ 399ized-------------------------- 399

Los Angeles, Calif., conveyance of ease-
ment for construction, etc., of storm
drain, authorized ----.----------- 9
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Hawaii, conveyance of easement author-
ized -------------------------- 401

Health service program, appropriation
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Macon, Ga., conveyance authorized---- 399
Maintenance, transfer of funds to appro-

priation for ----_--------------_ 68
Marine Corps. See separate title.
Maritime Commission, working fund,

reduction in appropriations------- 18
Mechanical tabulating equipment, funds

available for purchase------------ 68
Medical Officer Procurement Act of

1947, Army-Navy-Public Health
Service ----------------------- 776

Medical Service Corps, Navy. See Navy
Medical Service Corps under Army-
Navy Medical Services Corps Act
of 1947.

Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of-
Appropriation for--------------- 388, 391

Reduction- -------------------- 79
Transfer of funds --------------. 68

Mental patients, Navy, transfer of funds
to appropriation for care of------- 68

Miscellaneous expenses-
Funds for ---------------------- 68, 382
Reduction in appropriation--------- 395

Monterey, Calif., acquisition of land,
etc., for postgraduate school ------ 705

National Security Council, transfer of
funds and equipment to; limitation_ 703,

704
National Security Resources Board,

transfer of funds and equipment to;
limitation ------------------- 703, 704

Naval Academy. See separate title.
Naval Communications, Office of Direc-

tor of, funds for--------------- 68, 391
Naval Intelligence, Office of, funds for- 68,

391
Naval Observatory, funds for --- 68, 391,392
Naval Operations, Office of Chief of,

funds for-------------------- 68, 391
Naval Personnel, Bureau of-

Appropriation for ------ 383, 384, 385, 391
Reductions--------------------- 395
Transfer of funds-------------- 68, 385

Chaplains, Chief of, designation,
rank, pay and allowances------ 93, 880

Naval petroleum reserves-
Operation, conservation, etc., appro-

priation for------------------- 383
Sales, etc., of lands within, disposition

of receipts ------------------ 119
Naval postgraduate school-

Acquisition of land, etc., at Monterey,
Calif ----------------------- 705

Appropriation authorized---------- 707
Establishment; degrees; attendance

at ---------------------- 705, 706
Teaching staff; annual report to
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Naval procurement fund, transfers of

funds from appropriation for ---- 68
Naval Records and Library, Office of,

appropriation for--------_______ _ 391
Naval Research, Office of, appropriation

for --------.-------------- 383, 391
Naval Reserve. See separate title.
Naval training stations, funds for----- 67,

68, 383
Naval vessels. See separate title.
Naval War College, funds for ------ 67, 383
Navy Medical Service Corps. See under

Army-Navy Medical Services Corps
Act of 1947.

New Orleans (Algiers), La., naval sta-
tion, lease, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of pro-
vision of Act of May 14, 1930-- -- 453

Occupied areas, appropriation for ad-
ministration ----------_--------_ 383

Ocean and lake surveys, appropriation
for--------- ------------- _- 383

Officers, promotion, separation, etc.
See Officer Personnel Act of 1947.

Olympic games, participation of naval
personnel authorized; expenses --- 243

Ordnance, Bureau of-
Appropriation for ---_____ ------ 385, 391
Reductions in appropriations------ 79, 395
Transfers of funds----------------- 68

Ordnance, condemned or obsolete, pro-
vision for loan or gift to State homes
for former members of armed
forces -------------------------

Overobligation of certain appropria-
tions, nonliability for ------

Overthrow of IJ. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-

707

396

vocating -------------------- 394
Panama Canal, transfer of surplus prop-

erty to, authorized ------------ 243, 694
Penalty mail, exemptions from certain

requirements, etc., repeal of pro-
vision of Act of June 28, 1944 - --- 450

Personal property losses, reimbursement,
appropriation for ------------- 382, 386

Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability to
certain separated employees ------ 188

Pittsburg County, Okla., conveyance--. 210
Plantations outside continental U. S.,

management and operation ------- 234
Private contractors, management by-- 235

Plants, equipment, etc.-
Disposition of, imposition of terms for

assurance of continued availa-
bility for war-production pur-
poses, authority -------------- 775

Operation of private plants by Navy,
funds for expenses ------------ 394
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Title of Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration, Defense Plant Corpo-
ration, or War Assets Adminis-
tration to certain, transfer _-. 774, 77.

Printing and binding, appropriation for_ 39:
Priority powers, termination dates ----- 34,

214, 32:
Prisoners of war under jurisdiction of,

admission to St. Elizabeths Hospi-
tal for treatment, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Aug. 29, 1916-_ 454

Professional and scientific service, estab-
lishment of positions in; compensa-
tion; appointment; report to Con-
gress -----------_---------_-- - 71

Property, acquisition and disposition for
war purposes, termination date of
powers -------....------- . 34, 214, 322

Public works. See under Yards and
Docks, Bureau of, this title.

Radio operators aboard vessels, employ-
ment restriction in certain cases, re-
peal of Act of December 17, 1941__ 45

Ration in kind, termination of suspen-
sion of provisions relative to; repeal
of Act of October 10, 1942; effective
date ---------------...------------ 451

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
transfer of title to certain plants,
equipment, etc ----------------- 774

Red Cross, transportation, etc., in time
of war...-------------------------....... 394

Reductions in appropriations -- 22,79, 395
Repeals of certain emergency and war

powers -----------.---------- _ 449
Reports to Congress-

Leases, certain ...-----.. ..------ - 774
Naval postgraduate school, civilian

teaching staff _-------- ...--- . 706
Professional and scientific service, es-

tablishment of positions, appoint-
ments in, etc ----__-- ..-- --. _ 715

Research, Navy, appropriation for---- . 383
Rewards-

Limitation on payment ----------. 392
Naval property, missing, payment for

information leading to discovery
or recovery--__--- .....------ 394

Salaries, appropriation for ---------- 391
San Diego, Calif., right-of-way for con-

struction, etc., of water pipe line or
lines, conveyance by Navy Depart-
ment, authorized -------------- 39

Secretary, Office of-
Appropriation for-------_ 67, 382, 391, 622
Reduction in appropriation---.--- . 395
Transfer of funds to--------------- 68
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Secretary, presidential succession. -- 380, 509
Shipbuilding-

Construction, appropriation for;
availability -------------... 390, 391

Increase and replacement of naval
vessels, restriction on availability
of appropriation--------------. 391

Ships, Bureau of-
Appropriation for.......... -- 68, 385, 391
Reduction in appropriations ------ 79, 395
Transfer of funds ----------. ...- - 700

Squantum, Mass., naval destroyer and
submarine base, lease, date of ter-
mination of emergency in interpre-
tation of Act of May 29, 1930----- 453

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc -----------...... 393

Submarines, experimental, construction
authorized; cost limitation -------- 96

Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of-
Appropriation for_ - 386, 387, 388, 391, 622

Reductions---------------- 22, 79, 396
Transfers ---------...--- . 68, 385, 387

Pay and subsistence of naval person-
nel, rates for Navy rations, lim-
itations applicable during 1947-_ 69

Retired officers, prohibition on pay-
ment of active-duty pay and al-
lowances except during war or
national emergency, repeal of
provision of Act of June 11,
1940------------------------ 449

Working capital of specified funds,
restriction on reduction below
designated limit----.--.------_ 395

Surplus property-
Airports, public, disposals for, terms,

etc ------------------------- 680
Limitation on use of funds in connec-

tion with-------------------_ 395
Overseas, care and handling, appro-

priation for; limitation --------- 614
Transfers to Department of the Inte-

rior.................. 479, 483, 489or--------------------479, 483, 489
Surplus Property Act of 1944, appro-

priation for carrying out provisions
of-------------------------- 394

Temporary services, procurement au-
thorized---------------------- 700

Time-measuring devices, restriction on
use-------------------------. 392

Transfers between certain appropria-
tions--------------------------- 67

Transportation, etc.-
Civilian employees, payment of trans-

portation costs and travel ex-
penses, repeal of Acts of Feb. 21,
1942 and April 9, 1943--.....- 449
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Transportation and recruiting, trans-
fers of funds from appropriation
for .---------------.-------. 68

Use of funds for transportation of
personnel -------.__---------.394

War or national emergency, date of
termination in interpretation of
provisions of Act of Aug. 2,
1946------------------------- 453

Under Secretary, establishment of office,
provisions made permanent ------ 93

Utilities, sale, etc., to welfare activities
and private persons in vicinity of
naval or military activities; termi-
nation of authority -------.----. 675

Vessels. See Naval Vessels; Vessels.
Veterans' Administration, transfer of

funds from ----- _--------------- 605
Virginia Electric and Power Company,

conveyance, authorized; transfer of
equipment --------------------- 14

War Assets Administration, transfer of
title to certain plants, equipment,
etc---............------------. 775

Washington National Airport, transfer
of equipment to, authorized ------ 297

Weather Bureau-
Arctic weather stations, transfer of
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Retention  800, 801, 803, 805 
Retirement  810 
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Composition  800 
Duties  805 
Eligibility for consideration by  801 
Information to be furnished to.. _ 802 
Oath for members  801 
Reports  806 

Terms of service  804 
Medical Corps, appointment of lieu-

tenants (jg) for temporary serv-
ice in  879 

Medical Service Corps, amendment of 
provisions respecting   881 

Miscellaneous provisions  869 
Naval Reserve, temporary appoint-

ments, continuation of  878 
Nurse Corps— 
Amendment of provisions respect-

ing strength, temporary duty, 
etc  882 

Applicability of staff officer provi-
sions to  816 

Repeal of inconsistent laws, etc.. _ _ _ 880, 882 
Retired pay, computation of  881 
Retirement— 
Age limit   877 
Officers specially commended for 

performance of duty in com-
bat  874 

Revocation of commission  880 
Service in grade, computation of _ _   878 
Special commands and missions, des-

ignations for  875 
Retirements  876 

Special duty, assignment to  869 
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United Nations, members of Military
and Naval Staff Committee,
rank, pay, etc -------------- 887

Officers' Reserve Corps, Army. See un-
der Army.

Official Gazette, Patent Office, appropria-
tion for printing and binding .-----. 299

Ogden, Utah, clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of--------------- 304

Ogden River Project, Utah, appropriation
for construction ----------------- 474

Ohio:
Chillicothe, U. S. Industrial Reforma-

tory, construction, reduction in ap-
propriation --------------

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning-----------------------

Toledo, exemption of certain plants from
disposal limitations--------------

Ohio River, allocation of funds for water-
shed---- ----------------

Oil and Gas. See also Petroleum and Pe-
troleum Products.

Interstate compact for conservation of,
consent of Congress granted to ex-
tension and renewal ------------
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26
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Oil and Gas-Continued Page
Investigations and dissemination of in-

formation, appropriation for_ _ ---- 481
Mining of, on lands acquired by United

States ------------------------ 913
Naval petroleum reserves-

Mineral Leasing Act, amendment,
money received from sales, etc.,
of public lands under, disposition- 119

Operation, conservation, etc., appro-
priation for ---------------- _ 383

Oklahoma, appropriation for payment of
royalties, south half of Red River-- 464

Osage Indians, Okla., determination of
bonus value of tracts offered for
lease for oil, gas, etc- -------___ - 459

Production and utilization, cooperation
with petroleum industry and State
authorities, appropriation for ----- 460

Public lands, royalty rate, repeal of Act
of December 24, 1942 -------_--- 450

Oil and Gas Division. See under Interior,
Department of the.

Oil Shale:
Mining of, on lands acquired by United

States ------------------------ 913
Synthetic liquid fuels, production of--- 480

Oils, Etc.:
Allocations, extension of time limitation

on provisions ------------------ 322
Statistics, collection and publication by

Bureau of the Census ---------_ _ 457
Okimosh, John, Estate of, payment to

Menominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of ----------------------- 455

Oklahoma:
Fort Gibson flood-control project, co-

operation with city of Muskogee in
protection of domestic water supply_ 689

Indians-
Anadarko, arts and crafts building,

appropriation for ------------- 465
Buildings and utilities, appropriation

for construction, etc ---------- 468
Choctaw-Chickasaw Nations, coal or

asphalt deposits, leases, etc.; sale_ 686
Choctaws, appropriation for fulfilling

treaties with ----------------- 468
Five Civilized Tribes. See separate

title.
Osage Agency, appropriation for sup-

port ---------------.---- 116,469
Osage Indians-

Determination of bonus value of
tracts offered for lease for oil,
gas, etc-------------------- 459

Loans to veterans of World War II
under provisions of Service-
men's Readjustment Act of
1944 --------------------- 747
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Public lands, royalty rate, repeal of Act 
of December 24, 1942  450 
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Department of the. 
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Fort Gibson flood-control project, co-
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Five Civilized Tribes. See separate 

title. 
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Pawnees, appropriation for fulfilling
treaties with ------ ____._____- 46i

Support, etc., appropriation for - - 461
Lugert-Altus irrigation project, change

of name to W. C. Austin project_-- 99
McAlester, conveyance -----.------- _ 21(
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning-----------______________ 31

Oil and gas royalties, south half of Red
River, appropriation for___ _ ------ 464

Pittsburg County, conveyance ------_ 21(
Southern Great Plains Field Station,

appropriation for repair of tornado
damage -------__.____--------- 534

W. C. Austin project, name of Lugert-
Altus irrigation project changed to 99

Woodward, appropriation for repair of
tornado damage at____________ 533, 534

Oklahoma Welfare Act, Amendment, pur-
chase of certain Indian lands, waiver
of preference right of Secretary of
Interior -------_--_______________ 734

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Bureau
of. See under Social Security Admin-
istration.

Old-Age Assistance. See Social Security
Act; Social Security Administration.

Olympic Games, participation of Army and
Navy personnel authorized; expenses_ 243

Olympic National Park:
Acquisition of lands, appropriation for_ 485
Adjacent land, appropriation for pro-

tection of___________ ------------ 483
Ordnance, Bureau of. See under Navy

Department.
Ordnance Department. See under War

Department.
Oregon:

Celilo Falls, purchase of land by Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Department of the
Interior --------------.. __---- _ 466

Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands, ap-
propriation for ----------- 110, 115, 464

Deschutes project, appropriation for_- 474,
944

Indians, support, etc., appropriation
for-.--------.........--------. 469

Irrigation projects, appropriation for-_ 467
Klamath project, appropriation for___ 116, 474
Oregon and California railroad grant

lands-
Addition of certain to Silver Creek

recreational demonstration proj-
eot --------__-------------_ 519

Appropriation for----------- 110, 115, 464

Oregon--Continued Page
Owyhee project, appropriation for.__ 116, 474
Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact, ap-

proval of Congress --.-------___ _ 419
Silver Creek recreational demonstration

project-
Addition of certain lands ---------- 519
Exchange of lands for consolidating

holdings, etc., provisions respect-
ing_______________________ 129, 130

Vale project, appropriation for reim-
bursement to ----------__----- - 66

Organic Act of 1944, Department of Agri-
culture, appropriation to effect pro-
visions of --------------------- _ 534, 536

Organic Act of Puerto Rico, Amendments.
See under Puerto Rico.

Organized Reserves:
Appropriation for- --------------. 551, 565

Rescission --__ _-----------------_ 573
Transfer of funds from__----------_ 71

Medical Reserve Corps, care of Veterans'
Administration beneficiaries, pay,
etc----- ---. _-------.---__--. _ 566

Pensioners, etc., restriction on pay, ex-
penses, etc- ------------------. 565

Restriction on use of funds ---------- 565
Rifle matches, national-

Care, etc., of ranges, details for; pay-
ment ----------------------- 568

Participation as volunteer competitors
or range officers, travel and sub-
sistence allowances -----------_ 568

Surplus property of Selective Service
System, transfer authorized ----- _ 31

Osage Agency, Okla., support, etc., appro-
priation for ---__------------_ 116, 469

Osage Indians, Okla.:
Determination of bonus value of tracts

offered for lease for oil, gas, etc--- 459
Loans to veterans of World War II under

provisions of Servicemen's Read-
justment Act of 1944 ----------- 747

Oshkosh, Mrs. Lillian, Estate of, payment
to Menominee Indian Mills to credit
of account of -------------_______ 455

Oshkosh, Roy, payment to Menominee In-
dian Mills to credit of account of ___ 455

Osteopaths, eligibility for appointment as
reserve officers, repeal of provision of
Act of July 1, 1944---------------- 449

)tter Creek Recreational Demonstration
Area, Ky., addition of surplus Federal
lands---------------------------- 174

)wyhee, Nev., school buildings, construc-
tion, etc., appropriation author-
ized --..------------------..- _ 315

)wyhee Project, Oreg., appropriation for- 116.
474
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Pacific Islands, Territory of, trusteeship
agreement, approval by President on
behalf of United States, authorized _

Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact, approv-
al of Congress---__-____________-

Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission, In-
ternational:

Appropriation for ---------________- .
Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947---

Packers and Stockyards Act, funds to ef-
fect provisions of --------------- _ 74,

Palisades Project, Idaho, appropriation
for construction ------ ___-___-__-

Pan-American Highway, Convention on
the, appropriation for fulfilling U. S.
obligations --- ___------------ -___

Pan American Institute of Geography and
History, appropriation for contribu-
tion -_____----____---____-_____-

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, appropri-
ation for contribution--------___-

Pan American Union, appropriation for
contribution; allocation for printing
and binding-----------__-------_-

Panama:
Citizens of, employment on Canal Zone,

Page

397

419

286
511

544

473

596

283

283

283

restrictions, etc----------- 393, 570, 693
Government of, appropriation for con-

tribution ------- _--------------_ 283
Land, acquisition by Army, reduction

in appropriation----------------- 22
Panama, Republic of Panama, appropria-

tion for waterworks, sewers, and pave-
ments -------------------------- 692

Panama Canal. See also Canal Zone.
Civil government, appropriation for_ 118, 692
Construction, additional facilities, ap-

propriation for---------------- 692
Construction annuity fund, appropria-

tion for --- --------------- 60, 590
Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 626
Maintenance, operation, etc., appropri-

ation for----------------------- 691
Sanitation, funds for ---------- 76, 114, 692
Seacoast defenses, reduction in appropri-

ation__------------------------ 23
Specialists, technicians, etc., employ-

ment authorized----------------- 694
Surplus property, transfer by War De-

partment and Navy Department
authorized------------------ 243, 694

Panama Railroad Company:
Administrative expenses, increase in

amount for--------------------- 61
Civil Service Retirement Act, inclusion

of certain officers and employees
within------------------------ 415

95347 0-48-pt. 1---68

Panama Railroad Company-Continued Page

Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-
tion; appropriation for ---------- 576

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for_ 28
Pension fund, transfer to civil service

retirement and disability fund - - 415
Annuity, payment of--------_____ _ 416
Individual accounts, establishment__ 416

Paonia Federal Reclamation Project,
Colo., construction, etc., funds avail-
able; appropriation authorized -_-__ 181

Parker Dam Power Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
appropriation for --------------- 116, 474

Parks. See National Park Service under
Interior, Department of the; National
Capital Parks; National Parks.

Pasadena, Calif., transfer of certain real
property to Bureau of Agricultural
and Industrial Chemistry, Depart-
ment of Agriculture---------------- 536

Passport Agencies, appropriation for--__- 117,
279

Patent Office. See under Commerce, De-
partment of.

Patents:
Extension of certain rights to nationals

of former enemy countries ------- 794
Priority rights, and payment of fees,

time extension; reciprocity provi-
sion --------------------------- 413

Pawnee Indians, Okla., treaties with, ap-
propriation for fulfilling ------_____ 468

Paxon Field, Duval County, Fla., sale by
Federal Works Administrator, author-
ized ---------------------------- 723

Pay Costs, Increased, Government Offi-
cers and Employees:

Appropriation for .----. __---..._--- 26, 71
Waiver of certain restrictions on use of

funds---------------------- 31,76, 118
Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-

ments:
Cadets and midshipmen, pay increases- 134
Clothing for enlisted men; clothing

allowance---------------------- 242
Enlistment and reenlistment allowances_ 192
Marriage, purported, validity of allow-

ances based on------------------ 92
Nurses, female, repeal of provision for

base pay increases--------------- 52
Pay and allowances of certain high-

ranking officers------------------ 888
Physicians, surgeons, and dentists of

Army, Navy, and Public Health
Service, pay -------------------- 776

Pea Patch Island, Del., conveyance of por-
tion to State of Delaware, authorized_ 742

Peace Treaties, effectuation of patent pro-
visions-------------------------- 794
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Pagi
Peach Mosaic Control, appropriation for- 53'
Peanuts:

Acreage allotment, date of termination
of state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of February 28, 1945--- 451

Marketing quotas-
Amendments of Agricultural Adjust-

ment Act of 1938 respecting -__ 72]
Funds available ------------------ 54;

Monthly statistics, collection, publica-
tion, etc------------------------ 457

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, Hawaii,
conveyance by Navy Department in
vicinity of, authorized------------- 401

Pecans, orders regulating handling, terms
and conditions ------------------. 70'

Pecore, John R., payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 456

Penal and Correctional Institutions, appro-
priation for -------------------- 117, 292

Penal and Penitentiary Commission, Inter-
national, appropriation for contribu-
tion ----------------------------- 283

Penal Bonds. See Bonds, Official and
Penal.

Penalty Mail Costs:
Appropriation for-

Agriculture, Department of--_------ 524
Transfer of funds to appropriation

for -----------_--------- 245, 61E
Architect of the Capitol ----------- 369
Atomic Energy Commission -- _---- 589
Budget, Bureau of the ------------ 586
Civil Aeronautics Board --------- 110, 297
Civil Service Commission -------. 589, 696
Commerce, Department of-------.- 295

Transfer of funds for ----. 618, 619, 620
Courts-

Claims, Court of ---...........
Customs and Patent Appeals, Court

of ----- --- --------.. ...
Customs Court, U. S. ..........
District of Columbia ---------__-
Supreme Court, U. S-...........
Tax Court of U. S -. ....-----
United States Courts----______-

Defense Transportation, Office of.---
Economic Advisers, Council of ..-___
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks-_
Federal Power Commission...._____
Federal Security Agency ........._
Federal Trade Commission ---_____
Federal Works Agency -- ___-----
General Accounting Office-----_____
Government Printing Office-----....
Government Reports, Office of -----
Housing Expediter, Office of Rent

Control -------------.-..----

303

303
303
435
302
603
305
612
586
591
580
591
275
592
592
598
377
588

616

Penalty Mail Costs-Continued Page
Appropriation for-Continued

Inland Waterways Corporation ----- 581
Inter-American Affairs, Institute of-_ 582
Inter-American Educational Founda-

tion, Inc--------------------- 582
Interior, Department of the ------- 462
Interstate Commerce Commission_ 108, 599
Justice, Department of _------_ _ 289, 294

Transfer of funds ----------____ _ 117
Labor, Department of------- 261, 621, 700
Library of Congress-----------.- 374, 612
Maritime Commission --.------____ - 603
National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics --- _------------- 599
National Archives ---------------- 600
National Capital Housing Authority- 600
National Capital Parks ------------ 446
National Gallery of Art ---------- _ 602
National Housing Agency ------_--_ 579
National Labor Relations Board---- 276

Transfer of funds---------------- 114
National Mediation Board---------- 277
Panama Canal ----------------- _ 691
Philippine Alien Property Adminis-

tration-----__ ---__ -------__ 59, 586
Philippine War Damage Commission_ 601
Railroad Retirement Board ------- 62, 278
Reconstruction Finance Corporation_ 515
Regional Agricultural Credit Corpo-

ration of Washington, D. C ---- 580
Scientific Research and Development,

Office of ----------------- 612, 613
Securities and Exchange Commission_ 108,

601
Selective Service Records, Office of- 108, 617
Smithsonian Institution ---------_ _ 602
State, Department of--. -_.------. 279

Philippine rehabilitation -------- _ 287
Transfer of funds ----......---- . 117

Tariff Commission --------- ... -- - 602
Tennessee Valley Authority--------- 574
Treasury Department-----------_ 187, 216
Veterans' Administration---.-----. 605
White House Office -----------.--- 585

Pennsylvania:
Blair County, transfer from middle ju-

dicial district to western judicial
district -------.--------- --- 310

Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Com-
mission, consent of Congress to com-
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Norristown Borough, Montgomery

County, conveyance------------- 750
Oil and gas conservation, consent of Con-

gress granted to extension and re-
newal of interstate compact con-
cerning --------------_ --------- 316

Philadelphia, Naval Home, funds for. - 68, 385
Reading, two-hundredth anniversary of

founding; establishment of United
States-Reading Bicentennial Com-
mission--------------------- 768,769

Schuylkill Haven, appropriation for con-
struction and equipment of Anthra-
cite Research Laboratory--------- 480

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company,
construction of dam in Susquehanna
River; conditions------------------ 675

Pensions. See Civil Service Retirement
Act; Veterans Administration.

Perfumes, Imported, Tax on, war tax rates
of certain miscellaneous taxes, contin-
uance --------------------------- 12

Periodicals, Wartime Suspension, relief
from second-class application fees, re-
peal of Act of July 9, 1943 --------- 450

Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act,
funds to effect provisions of ------ 74, 544

Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, re-
peal of superseded provision regard-
ing payment of certain checks------- 309

Permanent Court of Arbitration, Interna-
tional Bureau of, appropriation for
contribution --------------------- 283

Permanent International Commission of
Congresses of Navigation, appropria-
tion for------------------- - 689

Perote, Nahpone, payment to Mcnominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 466

Pershing, General of the Armies John J.,
appropriation for medal for -------- 113

Personal Holding Companies, distributions
by; interest restriction on certain over-
payments------------------------ 179

Personnel Act of 1947. See Officer Per-
sonnel Act of 1947.

Peters, Walter J., Sr., payment to Me-
nominee Indian Mills to credit of ac-
count of ----------------------- 455

Petersburg, Alaska, conveyance for school
purposes----------------------- 632

Petroleum Administration for War, ap-
propriation for liquidation --------- 461

Petroleum and Petroleum Products. See
also Oil and Gas.

Allocations, provisions relating to--- 322, 323
Foreign aid-

Acquisition for, limitation --------- 942
Procurement from sources outside

IT s .Pt. _------ 935

Petroleum and Petroleum Products- Page
Continued

Pipe lines-
Interstate, construction, etc., date of

termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of Act of July 30,
1941 ------------------------ 454

Relief of operators from liability, etc.,
under Interstate Commerce Act,
authority of President, repeal of
provision of Act of July 30,
1941------------------------- 450

Philadelphia, Pa., Mint, appropriation for_ 223
Philadelphia National Shrines Park Com-

mission:
Appropriation for------------------- 66
Report to Congress, time extension for

submittal ---------------------- 8
Philippine Alien Property Administration:

Administrative expenses, payment au-
thorized; funds available --------- 59

Appropriation for --------------- 586
Reimbursement to Office of Alien Prop-

perty, Department of Justice,
amount withheld for ------------- 60

Report to Congress----------------- 587
Philippine Insurrection Veterans:

Claims, payment of ---------------- 79, 627
Pension rates, increase in------------- 610

Philippine Property Act of 1946, appro-
priation for functions of Philippine
Alien Property Administration under- 586

Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946,
appropriation for expenses of Philip-
pine War Damage Commission under;
restriction on certain payments ------ 601

Philippine War Damage Commission,
appropriation for; restriction on cer-
tain payments-------------------- 601

Philippines:
Alien Property Custodian, functions re-

specting certain property or inter-
ests, transfer to President of U. S- 951

Buildings for U. S. representatives,
reduction in appropriation ------- 22

Citizenship requirements, U. S. employ-
ees, nonapplicability of designated
provisions---------------------- 608

Damages by American armed forces,
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of Act of July 31,
1945------------------------- - 454

Missing Persons Act, extension of bene-
fits to certain members of organized
military forces------------------ 455

Naval Reserve, U. S., membership of
certain citizens, amendment of
Naval Reserve Act of 1938 ------- 90

Philippine Alien Property Administra-
tion. See separate title.
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Philippines-Continued Page

Rehabilitation-
Appropriation for ---------------- 287
Charts, reports, and publications, ap-

propriation for compilation, etc- 287
Diplomatic and consular establish-

ments, U. S., construction, re-
striction on use of articles not of
U. S. manufacture, suspension _ 288

Health-service program, appropria-
tion for ---------------------- 287

Penalty mail costs, appropriation for_ 287
Restrictions ------_-----_-----_ 287, 288
Trainees, purchase of insurance for,

etc-------------------------- 287
Transfers of funds; prior approval by

President ------------------_ 288
Sugar, quota provisions under Sugar Act

of 1948 --------- 924, 925, 926, 928, 929
Veterans Administration, continuance

and establishment of offices after
independence, authorized; time
limitation --------------------- 132

Phony Peach and Peach Mosaic Control,
appropriation for ----------------- 535

Phosphate, mining of, on lands acquired by
United States -----------.-------- 913

Phosphate Rock, income-tax percentage
depletion ... __..._------------_ 919, 920

Pierre, S. Dak.:
Clerk of U. S. District Court, restriction

on use of funds for maintaining
ocoffice of ------------------- - 304

Transfer of Farm Island to State of
South Dakota, consent of Congress_ 740

Pima Indians, Ariz.:
Cropping operations, etc., funds avail-

able ----------.--------------. 471
San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage Dis-

trict, Ariz. See separate title.
Pine Point, District Numbered 133,

Becker County, Minn., cooperation in
extension, etc., of public-school facili-
ties, appropriation authorized ------ _ 419

Pink Bollworm Control, appropriation for_ 535
Pipe Lines, Petroleum:

Interstate, construction, etc., date of
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of Act of July 30, 1941__ 454

Relief of operators from liability, etc.,
under Interstate Commerce Act,
authority of President, repeal of
provision of Act of July 30, 1941_. 450

Pittsburg County, Okla., conveyance----_ 210
Pittsburgh, Pa., funds for buildings and

grounds, Bureau of Mines, Depart-
ment of the Interior------------- 116, 482

Plant Disease Control, funds for..- 73,535,536

Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Page
Engineering, Bureau of. See under
Agriculture, Department of.

Plant Quarantine Act:
Amendment, limitation on entry of

nursery stock from foreign coun-
tries, authority of Secretary of
Agriculture ------------_------- 680

Appropriation to effect provisions of_ 534, 535
Plantations, Etc., Outside Continental

U. S., land under Army or Navy juris-
diction, management and operation-- 234

Platte Basin, appropriation for Narrows
Dam---------------------------- 699

Pocatello, Idaho, appropriation for game-
management supply depot and labora-
tory ------ _--------------------_ 487

Poisons, Economic, Etc., Regulation of
Marketing. See Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

Poland, Aid to. See Relief Assistance to
Countries Devastated by War.

Political Activities, Pernicious:
Appropriation for prevention of ----__ _ 589
Nonapplication of designated restric-

tions to certain part-time Govern-
ment employees, amendment of
Second War Powers Act, termina-
tion date of provisions ---- _ 34, 214, 322

Restriction on payment of persons vio-
lating or attempting to violate cer-
tain provisions of law, Department
of Agriculture ------------------ 543

Political Defense, Emergency Advisory
Committee for, appropriation for
contribution -----------_---------- 282

Pool Tables, Tax on, war tax rates of cer-
tain miscellaneous taxes, continuance_ 12

Port Angeles, Wash., conveyance to Pub-
lic Hospital District Numbered 2,
Clallam County -----------------. 211

Port Deposit, Md., Naval Training Station,
transfer of funds to appropriation for_ 68

Port Newark Army Base, N. J., right of
assumption and control by U. S., date
of termination of war, etc., in interpre-
tation of Act of June 20, 1936 ----- 452

Port of New York Authority, acquisition of
stock of Hoboken Manufacturers' Rail-
road Company, date of termination of
state of war, etc., in interpretation of
Act of February 26, 1925 ----_---- - 451

Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947 ------------- 84
Administrative rulings, etc., reliance on,

establishment of defense as bar to
action or proceeding --------- _ 88, 89

"Area of production" regulations, appli-
cability------------------------_ 8-8 9 ---
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Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947-Continued
Claims-

Existing-
Compensable time, determination

of -__ .._---_-------.--.---
Compromise of certain-----------
Court jurisdiction ------ -----.
Relief from certain; exceptions- ---

Future-
Compensable activity .----------
Relief from certain -------------

Restriction -------------------
Definitions .....------------------..
Findings and policy ------------------
Liquidated damages, authority of court-
Representative actions banned ------
Separability of provisions-------------
Statute of limitations --------------

Determination of commencement of
future actions ----------------

Pending collective and representative
actions, applicability to ------

Porto Rico. See Puerto Rico.
Post Office Department. See also Postal

Service.
Accounts, Bureau of-

Page
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86
86
85

87
86
87
90
84
89
87
90
87

88

88

Appropriation for---------------- 29, 228
Transfer of funds from ---------- 111, 112

Adjusted losses and contingencies, appro-
priation for ------------- 111, 229,701

Apportionment of appropriations-
Quarterly basis; transfers of funds--- 701
Waiver or modification, authority of

Director of Bureau of Budget___ 702
Appropriation Act, 1948-------------- 228
Audited claims payable from postal

revenues -------------------- 79
Budget and Administrative Planninig,

Office of, funds for--------- 28, 111,228
Buildings. See Public buildings, this

title.
Chemical, etc., investigations, appro-

priation for--------------------- 229
Chief Inspector, Office of-

Appropriation for------- 29, 112,228,229
Transfer of funds from ---------- 112

Rewards, payment of, availability of
appropriation for years prior to
1947------------------------- 113

Claims of postmasters and Navy, Coast
Guard, and Army mail clerks, ad-
justment, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provisions
of Act of Dec. 7, 1945------------ 453

Clerks, appropriation for increased pay
costs-------------------------- 

2 9
Contingent expenses, appropriation for. 228,

701

Post Office Department-Continued Page
Copyrights-

Copies of works for, transmission by
mail without cost in certain
cases ------------------------ 657

Prescription of regulations for preven-
tion of importation of prohibited
articles----------------------- 664

Damage claims, appropriation for --- 111, 229
Deficiency in postal revenues, funds

available for------------------- 233
Details of postal employees to post

offices, etc., serving military and
naval personnel, repeal of Act of
July 9, 1943; effective date------- 451

Estimates, examination of------------ 228
Field service appropriations, restriction

on use for Department ---------- 228
First Assistant Postmaster General,

Office of, funds for -------------- 29,
69, 111, 112,228,229,701

Fourth Assistant Postmaster General,
Office of-

Appropriation for _--------------- 29,
69, 112,228,231,702

Personal services in District of Colum-
bia, increase in limitation on
amount for------------------- 69

Transfer of funds from appropriation
for-------------------------- 112

Franking privilege-
Exemption of War and Navy Depart-

ments from certain requirements,
etc., repeal of provision of Act of
June 28, 1944 .------------ 450

Reports by heads of executive depart-
ments and ageKcies. rep eal uf
provision of Act of Scpteliter 9,

9)10 .1(. 450
Selective Service System, reports,

repeal of provisions of First Defi-
ciency Appropriation Act of 1942-- 450

Furniture, use of present.------------- 233
Geographic Names, Board on, represen-

tation on. etc------------------- 456
Gold Star Mothers, issuance of special

series of commemorative stamps in
honor of, authorized------------- 518

Health program. appropriation for--- 228, 232

Maps, post-route and rural-delivery,
sale to public authorized--------- 231

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating---------------------- 233

Post-office branches and stations, re-
strictions on establishment; repeal
of Act of June 28, 1944; effective

date------------------------- 451
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Post Office Department-Continued
Postage rates-

First-class mail matter; effective date_

Page

213,
214

Fourth-class mail matter and certain
fees, increases, continuance in
effect---- ------------------ 214

Postmaster General-
Office of, appropriation for --------- 28,

111,228,229,701
Presidential succession- ------------ 380

Postmasters at post offices of fourth
class, compensation to persons per-
forming duties during leave of post-
masters ----------------------- 400

Printing and binding, appropriation
for---------------------- 228,701

Public buildings-
Maintenance and operation, appropri-

ation for ----------- 29,112,232, 702
Personal services, limitation ------- _ 232
Telephone service, contracts for_ -- 232, 233

Purchasing Agent, Office of, appropria-
tion for------------------ -- 29,228

Rewards, appropriation for payment of;
limitation ----------------- ---- 229

Salaries in bureaus and offices, appropri-
ation for---------------- 29,111,228

Second Assistant Postmaster General,
Office of-

Appropriation available for expenses
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Continuance in effect of certain pro-
visions with respect to  35 

Restrictions and limitations on appli-
cability of certain provisions__   35 

Transfer of functions, etc., of Presi-

dent and Price Administrator to 
Secretary of Agriculture  36 

Price Decontrol Board, salaries and ex-
penses, reduction in appropriation__ _ 18 

Printing, Joint Committee on: 

Appropriation for  26, 363 
Codes, U. S. and D. C., printing, bind-

ing, and distribution of   639 
Enrolled bills or resolutions, authority 

respecting printing of  635 
Printing and Binding: 

Appropriation for— 

Agriculture, Department of  526 
Transfer of funds for  537 

Alaska Railroad  490 
Architect of the Capitol  375 
Budget, Bureau of the  59, 586 
Civil Aeronautics Board  297 
Civil Service Commission  589, 696 
Commerce, Department of  294, 

295, 297, 299, 618, 619, 698, 699 
Customs and Patent Appeals, Court 

of  184 
Defense Transportation, Office of_   612 
District of Columbia  448 
Federal Communications Commission 591 
Federal Power Commission  591 
Federal Register  183, 375 
Federal Security Agency  108, 275 
Federal Trade Commission  592 
Federal Works Agency  592 
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Appropriation for-Continued

General Accounting Office --------- 598
Government Printing Office -------_ 375
Interior, Department of the ------ _ 461,

478,483, 486
Interstate Commerce Commission___ 599
Justice, Department of-----_____ _ 186, 289
Labor, Department of ----_ _ 261, 621, 700
Library of Congress -------------- 373
National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics ------------------ 599
National Archives --------------__ 600
National Gallery of Art -----...-- _ 602
National Labor Relations Board --- 276
National Mediation Board----- --- 277
National Railroad Adjustment Board_ 61,

277
National War Labor Board--__------ 67
Navy Department -------.------- 392
Pan American Union ------------ _ 283
Post Office Department -------- 228, 701
Postal Service ----------------- 228, 701
Railroad Retirement Board-_ --- _ 62, 278
Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion.---------------.----_ 108,
601

Selective Service Records, Office of__ 108,
617

Smithsonian Institution ---- ____-- _ 602
State, Department of-

American Republics, cooperation
with .----------------- _-- 286

Department Service -----_--__ - 280
Foreign Service -------------- 282

Supreme Court, U. S-------. 106, 302, 305
Tariff Commission ---------------- 603
Tax Court of United States -------- 603
Treasury Department ------------- 113,

187, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225
United States Courts ----.------ 184, 305
Veterans' Administration --------. 62, 605
War Department -----------.._- _ 569
White House Office -----.---------- 585

Reports of Government departments,
discontinuance of printing of ------ 377

Printing Office, Government. See Gov-
ernment Printing Office

Priorities Powers:
Allocation and inventory control of

scarce commodities, voluntary
agreements respecting ----------- 945

Contracts for war materials, amendment
of Second War Powers Act, time 1
limitation ---------------- 34, 214, 322

Sugar, continuance in effect of provi-
sions with respect to------------- 35

Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, authoriza-
tion for expenditures, contracts, etc.;
appropriation for --------...----. 582

Prison System, Federal. See under Justice, Page
Department of.

Prisoners of War:
Free importation privileges, termination

date-------------------------- 917
Income from sources within possessions

of United States, provisions respect-
ing, for tax purposes ---------- 714

Navy Department, appropriation for - 382
St. Elizabeths Hospital, admission of

persons under jurisdiction of Navy
Department for treatment, date of
termination of war in interpretation
of provisions of Act of Aug. 29,
1916 4541916--------------------------- 45

War Department, appropriation for-_- 572
Water conservation and utilization proj-

ects, etc., repeal of provision relating
to use of services on ------- ---- 450

Prisons, Bureau of. See under Justice
Department.

Private Forestry Cooperation, appropria-
tion for ---.-_ -... ..... 539tion for----------------------- 5

Private Plants, operation by Navy, funds
for expenses ------_----- __--- - 394

Probation Officers, U. S. Courts:
Attorney General, failure to carry out

certain orders of----------------- 304
Salaries, appropriation for-________ 27, 304
Travel allowance ------------ _--- - 305

Proclamations, publication, etc., in Stat-
utes at Large ------------------- _ 636

Procurement Act of 1947, International
Organizations-------_--_____---- _ 752

Produce Agency Act, funds to effect provi-
sions of ---- _-------.---------. 74, 544

Production and Marketing Administration.
See under Agriculture, Department of.

Production Control Committees, Interna-
tional, appropriation for ------..-- _ 527

Production Credit Corporations, availa-
bility of funds, etc ------------- 73, 580

Prohibition Act, National, functions under,
transfer from Justice Department to
Treasury Department ----------- 951

Project Works, manufacture of munitions,
etc., temporary use by Government,
date of termination of state of war,
etc., in interpretation of provisions of
Act of June 10, 1920 -------------- 451

Prompton Reservoir, Lackawaxen River
Basin, Pa., funds for preparation of
plans--- - --------- 689

Property, Real and Personal, acquisition
and disposition for war purposes,
amendment of Second War Powers
Act, time limitation ---------- 34, 214, 322

Proposed Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, terms of office of
the President -------------------- 959
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187, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 225 
United States Courts  184, 305 
Veterans' Administration_ ______ 62, 605 
War Department  569 
White House Office  585 

Reports of Government departments, 
discontinuance of printing of  377 

Printing Office, Government. See Gov-
ernment Printing Office 

Priorities Powers: 

Allocation and inventory control of 
scarce commodities, voluntary 
agreements respecting   945 

Contracts for war materials, amendment 
of Second War Powers Act, time 
limitation  34, 214, 322 

Sugar, continuance in effect of provi-
sions with respect to  35 

Prison Industries, Inc., Federal, authoriza-
tion for expenditures, contracts, etc.; 
appropriation for  582 

Page Prison System, Federal. See under Justice, 
Department of. 

Prisoners of War: 
Free importation privileges, termination 

date  917 
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of United States, provisions respect-
ing, for tax purposes  714 

Navy Department, appropriation for _ 382 
St. Elizabeths Hospital, admission of 

persons under jurisdiction of Navy 
Department for treatment, date of 
termination of war in interpretation 
of provisions of Act of Aug. 29, 
1916  454 

War Department, appropriation for_ _ _ 572 
Water conservation and utilization proj-

ects, etc., repeal of provision relating 
to use of services on  450 

Prisons, Bureau of. See under Justice 
Department. 

Private Forestry Cooperation, appropria-
tion for  539 

Private Plants, operation by Navy, funds 
for expenses   394 

Probation Officers, U. S. Courts: 
Attorney General, failure to carry out 

certain orders of  
Salaries, appropriation for 
Travel allowance 
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305 
Proclamations, publication, etc., in Stat-

utes at Large  636 
Procurement Act of 1947, International 

Organizations  752 
Produce Agency Act, funds to effect provi-

sions of  74, 544 
Production and Marketing Administration. 

See under Agriculture, Department of. 
Production Control Committees, Interna-

tional, appropriation for  527 
Production Credit Corporations, availa-

bility of funds, etc  73, 580 
Prohibition Act, National, functions under, 

transfer from Justice Department to 
Treasury Department  951 

Project Works, manufacture of munitions, 
etc., temporary use by Government, 
date of termination of state of war, 
etc., in interpretation of provisions of 
Act of June 10, 1920  451 

Prompton Reservoir, Lackawaxen River 
Basin, Pa., funds for preparation of 
plans  689 

Property, Real and Personal, acquisition 
and disposition for war purposes, 

amendment of Second War Powers 
Act, time limitation  34, 214, 322 

Proposed Amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States, terms of office of 
the President  959 



INDEX

Provisional Fur-Seal Agreement of 1942,
termination date, repeal of provision
of Act of February 26, 1944 ---....

Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation
for construction ----- _--___-_-____

Public Assistance, Bureau of. See under
Social Security Administration.

Public Buildings Acts, appropriation for
carrying out provisions of_________

Public Buildings Administration. See
under Federal Works Agency.

Public Debt, Bureau of the. See under
Treasury Department.

Public Debt Act of 1941, Amendment, ob-
ligations, taxation of-____________-

Public-Debt Transactions, Second Liberty
Bond Act. See Liberty Bond Act,
Second.

Public Health, International Office of, ap-
propriation for contribution -______

Public Health Service:
Appropriation for --------_-_________
Cincinnati, Ohio, appropriation for

maintenance and operation of water
and sanitary investigations station
at-------------------------_-

Coast Guard, officers on detail to, per
diem rates of allowance authorized_

Commissioned officers-
Injury or death, claims under Em-

ployees' Compensation Act, re-
peal of provisions of Act of July
1, 1944; effective date----------

Page

450

474

592

180

283

267

271

225

451
Pay, etc.-

Appointments to grades above
senior assistant; limitation _-_ 270

Funds for------------- 269, 270, 293
Transfer of funds from--------- 72

Communicable diseases, funds for pre-
vention and suppression of-_ 72, 107, 268

Health and sanitation activities, emer-
gency, appropriations for, date of
termination of war in interpretation
of provisions of Act of July 1, 1944_ 454

Health service programs-
Appropriation for ---------------- 269
Transfers of funds from Government

departments and agencies ------ 269
Hospitals, appropriation for construc-

tion, etc----------------------- 268
Hospitals and medical care, transfer of

funds for ------------------- 72, 107
Income-tax deferments for personnel on

sea duty or outside United States,
termination date--------------- 918

International Health Relations, Office of,
funds for --------------- 72, 107, 271

Liberia, mission to, appropriation for ac-
tivities in connection with-------- 271

Public Health Service-Continued Page
Maritime Commission, transfer of funds

from -----------_------------_ 604
Medical and dental officers-

Original appointments ------------ 777
Pay -----.. ..........----------. 776

Medical care, appropriation for ----__ _ 268
Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947,

Army-Navy-Public Health Service_ 776
Mental health activities, appropriation

for ------------------------ 268, 269
Mines, Bureau of, Department of the In-

terior, details to----------------- 483
Narcotic hospitals, working capital fund,

transfer of balances to Treasury-_- 269
National Cancer Institute, funds for _ 72, 270
National Institute of Health, funds for- 72,

107, 269, 615
Nurses' training-

Student nurses, certain, appropriation
for; transfer of funds to St. Eliza-
beths and Freedmen's Hospitals- 270

Transfer of funds from appropriation
for-------------------------- 72

Osteopaths, eligibility for appointment
as reserve officers, repeal of provi-
sions of Act of July 1, 1944----- 449

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating --__---_-------------- 278

Pay and allowances during periods of ab-
sence from duty, date of termination
of war in interpretation of Act of
March 7, 1942 ----------------- 453

Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-
ments. See separate title.

Prison System, Federal, transfer of funds. 293
Psychiatric service for District of Co-

lumbia juvenile court, appropriation
for payment for ---------------- 435

Quarantine powers of Surgeon General
in time of war, date of termination
of war in interpretation of provision
of Act of July 1, 1944 ----------. 452

Quarantine service, funds for --------- 72,
107, 269

Rental allowances, occupancy of Govern-
ment facilities under Military Es-
tablishment -------------------- 572

Research facilities, appropriation for
construction -------------------- 270

Transfer of funds to Public Build-
ings Administration ----------- 270

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. See
separate title.

Salaries and expenses, funds for_ _ 72, 107, 270
State health services, grants and services

to, appropriation for; funds availa-
ble for grants for mental health serv-
ices---------------------------- 268
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of Act of February 26, 1944  450 

Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation 
for construction  474 
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Public Buildings Acts, appropriation for 
carrying out provisions of  592 

Public Buildings Administration. See 
under Federal Works Agency. 

Public Debt, Bureau of the. See under 
Treasury Department. 
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Public-Debt Transactions, Second Liberty 
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Second. 
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Appropriation for  267 
Cincinnati, Ohio, appropriation for 
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and sanitary investigations station 
at  271 
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Injury or death, claims under Em-

ployees' Compensation Act, re-
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1, 1944; effective date  451 
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Funds for  269, 270, 293 
Transfer of funds from  72 

Communicable diseases, funds for pre-
vention and suppression of __ 72, 107, 268 

Health and sanitation activities, emer-
gency, appropriations for, date of 
termination of war in interpretation 
of provisions of Act of July 1, 1944_ 454 

Health service programs— 

Appropriation for  269 
Transfers of funds from Government 

departments and agencies  269 
Hospitals, appropriation for construc-

tion, etc__  268 

Hospitals and medical care, transfer of 
funds for  72, 107 

Income-tax deferments for personnel on 
sea duty or outside United States, 
termination date—  918 

International Health Relations, Office of, 
funds for  72, 107, 271 

Liberia, mission to, appropriation for ac-
tivities in connection with  271 
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Maritime Commission, transfer of funds 
from  604 

Medical and dental officers— 
Original appointments  777 
Pay  776 

Medical care, appropriation for  268 
Medical Officer Procurement Act of 1947, 

Army-Navy-Public Health Service_ 776 
Mental health activities, appropriation 

for  268, 269 
Mines, Bureau of, Department of the In-

terior, details to  483 
Narcotic hospitals, working capital fund, 

transfer of balances to Treasury__ _ 269 
National Cancer Institute, funds for__ 72, 270 
National Institute of Health, funds for_ 72, 

107, 269, 615 
Nurses' training— 
Student nurses, certain, appropriation 

for; transfer of funds to St. Eliza-
beths and Freedmen's Hospitals_ 270 

Transfer of funds from appropriation 
for  72 

Osteopaths, eligibility for appointment 
as reserve officers, repeal of provi-
sions of Act of July 1, 1944  449 

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating  278 

Pay and allowances during periods of ab-
sence from duty, date of termination 
of war in interpretation of Act of 
March 7, 1942  453 

Pay Readjustment Act of 1942, Amend-
ments. See separate title. 

Prison System, Federal, transfer of funds_ 293 
Psychiatric service for District of Co-

lumbia juvenile court, appropriation 
for payment for  435 

Quarantine powers of Surgeon General 
in time of war, date of termination 
of war in interpretation of provision 
of Act of July 1, 1944  

Quarantine service, funds for 
452 
72, 

107, 269 
Rental allowances, occupancy of Govern-

ment facilities under Military Es-
tablishment  572 

Research facilities, appropriation for 
construction  270 

Transfer of funds to Public Build-
ings Administration  270 

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C. See 
separate title. 

Salaries and expenses, funds for _ _ 72, 107, 270 
State health services, grants and services 

to, appropriation for; funds availa-
ble for grants for mental health serv-
ices  268 
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Public Health Service-Continued Pag

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc.------__-______ 27

Surgeon General, Office of, funds for _ 72, 27
Tuberculosis, prevention, treatment,

and control, funds for ------- 72, 107, 261
Venereal diseases, funds for control of__ 72,

107, 26:
Veterans Administration, transfer of

funds from ----------------.-__ 60
Vital statistics, transfer of funds to ap-

propriation for --------- _------- 7'
Working fund, reduction in appropria-

tion_______ _______-------------- 1
Public Health Service Act, appropriation

for effecting provisions of ----------- 26,
Public Housing Administration, transfer of

functions to---._______----------- 95-
Public Housing Authority, Federal. See

Federal Public Housing Authority
under Housing.

Public Lands. See also Land Manage-
ment, Bureau of, under Interior,
Department of the.

Acquisition of, appropriation for; limita-
tions ------------------- 466,470, 48E

Alaska-
Fire fighting, appropriation for---___ 464
Zoning power of Legislature in town

sites --------__-------------- 414
Bibb County, Ga., and Macon, Ga.,

conveyance by Navy Department,
authorized ----------------.--__ 399

Central of Georgia Railway Company,
conveyance by Navy Department,
authorized; payment by grantee_- 10, 11

Classification as to mineral character,
etc., appropriation for ----------- 478

Crab Orchard Creek project, transfer of
certain lands to Secretary of Inte-
rior, administration, use, etc ----- 770

Disposal of certain materials on, author-
ity of Secretary of the Interior _._ 681

Gila project, Ariz., disposal of lands for
protection, etc--_____----------_ 629

Grazing lands-
Permits, fees, etc ----------------- 790
Withdrawal for war purposes, etc.,

date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of Act of July 9, 1942 454

Highways, appropriation for ---_---- 597
Hill County, Mont., conveyance ---. _ 173
Illinois and Michigan Canal, relinquish-

ment by U. S. of right, etc., to cer-
tain lands comprising right-of-way;
conditions--------__ ----__----- _ 237

Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-
tain lands to Secretary of Interior,
administration, use, etc---------. 770

Public Lands-Continued
Long Beach, Calif., conveyance of ease-

ment by Navy Department, au-
thorized--- ---__-____________- .

Los Angeles, Calif., easement for con-
struction, etc., of storm drain, con-
veyance by Navy Department, au-

Page

399

thorized --------------- _-----_-- 9
Macon, Ga., and Bibb County, Ga., con-

veyance of easement by Navy De-
partment, authorized ----_-----__ 399

Management, protection, and disposal,
appropriation for ---------_ -- 463, 699

Mineral Leasing Act, amendment, mon-
ey received from sales, etc., of pub-
lic lands under, disposition ------ 119

Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands------------- ------------ 913

Missouri Basin project, Angostura unit,
inclusion of certain lands owned by
U. S., authorized --------------- 408

Oil and gas. See separate title.
Otter Creek Demonstration Area, Ky.,

addition of surplus Federal lands - 174
Payments to States from proceeds of

sales, appropriation for ----__---_ 464
Range improvements, appropriation for- 115,

464
Sale of isolated, etc., tracts, increase in

size---------------------------- 630
Sale or lease in connection with manu-

facture of arms, etc., repeal of Act
of June 5, 1942 _--.------------- 450

San Diego, Calif., right-of-way for con-
struction, etc., of water pipe line
or lines, conveyance by Navy De-
partment, authorized ------------ 39

Surveys, funds for; reimbursement-__ 115, 463
Timber resources, protection and man-

agement, appropriation for ------ 115
Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of

unpatented, etc., lands ---------- 921
Tucson, Ariz., lease for aviation field,

date of termination of state of war,
etc., in interpretation of Act of
April 12, 1926 ---------------- 451

Veterans Administration, lands belong-
ing to United States under super-
vision of, granting of easements and
rights-of-way authorized- ---____ - 124

Yuma, Ariz., exchange for aviation field,
date of termination of state of war,
etc., in interpretation of Act of May
29, 1926------------------------ 451

Public Printer. See Government Printing
Office.

Public Roads Administration. See under
Federal Works Agency.

Public Works Administration. See under
Federal Works Awanev.
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Public Housing Authority, Federal. See 
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under Housing. 

Public Lands. See also Land Manage-
ment, Bureau of, under Interior, 
Department of the. 

Acquisition of, appropriation for; limita-
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rior, administration, use, etc  770 
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protection, etc  629 

Grazing lands 
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Illinois and Michigan Canal, relinquish-

ment by U. S. of right, etc., to cer-
tain lands comprising right-of-way; 
conditions  237 

Illinois Ordnance Plant, transfer of cer-
tain lands to Secretary of Interior, 
administration, use, etc   770 
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San Diego, Calif., right-of-way for con-
struction, etc., of water pipe line 
or lines, conveyance by Navy De-
partment, authorized  39 

Surveys, funds for; reimbursement__ 115, 463 
Timber resources, protection and man-

agement, appropriation for  115 
Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of 

unpatented, etc., lands  921 
Tucson, Ariz., lease for aviation field, 
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April 12, 1926  451 
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ing to United States under super-
vision of, granting of easements and 
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Iublic Works Administration Extension Page
Act of 1937, purchase by Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation of certain
securities, repeal of provisions re-
specting ...-------- --_____ ----- _ 208

Puerto Rico:
Agricultural experiment stations, ap-

propriation for ---- __-------- _ 524, 530
Agricultural extension work, appropria-

tion for --------- _----------___ 527
Airport program, Federal-aid, appropria-

tion for ------------------------ 297
Buchanan, acquisition of land by Mili-

tary Establishment, reduction in
appropriation ------------------- 22

Federal Experiment Station, transfer of
funds to appropriation for -------- 73

Military forces other than National
Guard, maintenance, etc., repeal of
provisions of National Defense Act
of June 3, 1916--__- ---- _-----.. 449

Organic Act of Puerto Rico, Amend-
ments-

Citizens of U. S., rights, privileges,
and immunities -------------- 772

Coordinator of Federal Agencies, ap-
pointment; duties; reports to
President, Congress, etc ------- 772

Governor, provisions relating to elec-
tion, impeachment, succession,
etc ----------------------- 770, 771

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Act, applicability --------.------ 204

Sugar, regulation of commerce in. See
Sugar Act of 1948.

Topographic surveys, appropriation for_ 477
Vocational education, appropriation for_ 266

Puget Sound Towboat Company, docu-
mentation of dredge Ajax and certain
scows---------------------------- 704

Purnell Act, appropriation to effect pro-
visions of----__--------------- ---- 530

Pyrophyllite, income-tax percentage deple-
tion--------------------------- 919, 920

Q

Quarantine Service, funds for------ 72, 107, 269
Quartermaster Corps. See under War

Department.
Quinaielt Tribe of Indians, declaration as

proper party plaintiff in designated
action; attorneys' compensation----- 417

Quincy, Fia., appropriation for mainte-
nance and operation of research labo-
ratory ----- _-------------------- 698

Quinidine, allocations, extension of time
limitation on provisions, condition._- 322

Quinine, allocations, extension of time limi-
tation on provisions, condition------ 322

R Page

Radio Facilities, Tax on, war tax rates of
certain miscellaneous taxes, continuance- 12

Radio Office, Inter-American, appropria-
tion for contribution -------------- 282

Radio Operators Aboard Vessels, employ-
ment restriction in certain cases, re-
peal of Act of December 17, 1941 .._ 450

Radio Operators of Cargo Ships, experience
requirement, repeal of Acts of July 8,
1941 and June 22, 1943; effective date- 451

Radio Union, International Scientific, ap-
propriation for contribution -------- 283

Railroad Adjustment Board, National, ap-
propriation for --------------- 28, 61, 277

Railroad Retirement Account, appropria-
tion for -------------------------- 278

Railroad Retirement Board:
Appropriation Act, 1948------------- 277
Appropriation for -------------- 28, 61, 277
Building, reduction in appropriation _- 19
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
advocating ------_------------_ 278

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc------______ ----. 278

Treasurer of the United States, Office of,
transfer of funds to appropriation
for--- ------------------------ 219

Treasury Department, Division of Dis-
bursement, transfer of funds to--.. 218

Railroads. See also Carriers.
Locomotive inspection, appropriation

for ------------------.-----. 28,598
Locomotive Inspection Act, amendment,

compensation of director of loco-
motive inspection, district inspec-
tors, etc.; provision of technical,
etc., help by Interstate Commerce
Commission ------------------- 120

Railroad Adjustment Board, National,
appropriation for ----------- 28, 61, 277

Railroad Retirement Board. See sepa-
rate title.

Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act,
applications for refunds, time ex-
tension ---------.---- _--------- 793

Safety, appropriation for ----------- 28, 598
Successor corporations, benefits of cer-

tain carry-overs of predecessor cor-
poration for purposes of certain
provisions of Internal Revenue
Code --------------------- - 324

Refund or credit of certain overpay-
ments-- -- ----------------

Through service, common carriers sub-
ject to Interstate Commerce Act,
rates, etc ---------------------

326

743
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Public Works Administration Extension Page 
Act of 1937, purchase by Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation of certain 
securities, repeal of provisions re-
specting  208 

Puerto Rico: 
Agricultural experiment stations, ap-

propriation for  524, 530 
Agricultural extension work, appropria-

tion for  527 
Airport program, Federal-aid, appropria-

tion for   297 
Buchanan, acquisition of land by Mili-

tary Establishment, reduction in 
appropriation  22 

Federal Experiment Station, transfer of 
funds to appropriation for  73 

Military forces other than National 
Guard, maintenance, etc., repeal of 
provisions of National Defense Act 
of June 3, 1916   449 

Organic Act of Puerto Rico, Amend-
merits— 

Citizens of U. S., rights, privileges, 
and immunities  772 

Coordinator of Federal Agencies, ap-
pointment; duties; reports to 
President, Congress, etc  772 

Governor, provisions relating to elec-
tion, impeachment, succession, 
etc  770, 771 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
Act, applicability   204 

Sugar, regulation of commerce in. See 
Sugar Act of 1948. 

Topographic surveys, appropriation for 477 
Vocational educat ion, appropriation for 266 

Puget Sound Towboat Company, docu-
mentation of dredge Ajax and certain 
scows  704 

Purnell Act, appropriation to effect pro-
visions of  530 

Pyrophyllite, income-tax percentage deple-
tion  919, 920 

Quarantine Service, funds for  72, 107, 269 
Quartermaster Corps. See under War 

Department. 
Quinaielt Tribe of Indians, declaration as 

proper party plaintiff in designated 
action; attorneys' compensation  417 

Quincy, Fla., appropriation for mainte-
nance and operation of research labo-
ratory  698 

Quinidine, allocations, extension of time 
limitation on provisions, condition  322 

Quinine, allocations, extension of time limi-
tation on provisions, condition  322 

ft Page 

Radio Facilities, Tax on, war tax rates of 
certain miscellaneous taxes, continuance_ 12 

Radio Office, Inter-American, appropria-
tion for contribution  282 

Radio Operators Aboard Vessels, employ-
ment restriction in certain cases, re-
peal of Act of December 17, 1941  450 

Radio Operators of Cargo Ships, experience 
requirement, repeal of Acts of July 8, 
1941 and June 22, 1943; effective date_ 451 

Radio Union, International Scientific, ap-
propriation for contribution  283 

Railroad Adjustment Board, National, ap-
propriation for  28, 61, 277 

Railroad Retirement Account, appropria-
tion for  278 

Railroad Retirement Board: 
Appropriation Act, 1948  277 
Appropriation for  28, 61, 277 
Building, reduction in appropriation_ __ 19 
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons 
advocating  278 

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons 
engaging in, etc  278 

Treasurer of the United States, Office of, 
transfer of funds to appropriation 
for  219 

Treasury Department, Division of Dis-
bursement, transfer of funds to_ _   218 

Railroads. See also Carriers. 
Locomotive inspection, appropriation 

for  28, 598 
Locomotive Inspection Act, amendment, 

compensation of director of loco-
motive inspection, district inspec-
tors, etc.; provision of technical, 
etc., hell) by Interstate Commerce 
Commission  120 

Railroad Adjustment Board, National, 
appropriation for  28, 61, 277 

Railroad Retirement Board. See sepa-
rate title. 

Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act, 
applications for refunds, time ex-
tension   793 

Safety, appropriation for  28, 598 
Successor corporations, benefits of cer-

tain carry-overs of predecessor cor-
poration for purposes of certain 
provisions of Internal Revenue 
Code  324 

Refund or credit of certain overpay-
ments   326 

Through service, common carriers sub-
ject to Interstate Commerce Act, 
rates, etc  743 
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Kailroads-Continued Page
Transportation equipment and facili-

ties, use, time limitation of author-
ity of President under Second War
Powers Act ----------. 34, 214, 323, 941

Railway Labor Act:
Labor Management Relations Act, 1947,

exemption from provisions-------- 15f
National Labor Relations Act, exclu-

sion of persons subject to Railway
Labor Act from definition of em-
ployer under __------------____ 13.'

Railway Mail Service, funds for -----___ _ 29
112, 230, 231, 701

Range Management Investigations, ap-
propriation for ------------------- 53E

Rapid City, S. Dak., Indian museum, ap-
propriation for support ------------ 465

Reading, Pa., two-hundredth anniversary
of founding; establishment of United
States-Reading Bicentennial Commis-
sion-_..____........______...__ 768,76-sion ------------------------- 768, 769

Reclamation, Bureau of. See under In-
terior, Department of the.

Reclamation Act, public lands, sales, etc.,
under Mineral Leasing Act, deposit of
portion of receipts in reclamation
fund----------------------------- 119

Reconstruction Finance Corporation:
Administrative expenses-

Authorization for incurring and pay-
ing ........ ....------------_ 209

Increase in limitation ---.. ..--- . 115, 515
Agriculture, Department of, certain

loans to, transfer of obligations,
etc., to Secretary of Treasury---.. 545

Amendments of Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Act-

Contracts, prohibitions on interest,
etc., by Members of Congress__ 207

Corporations, certain, transferred
functions, etc., of, exercise of au-
thority respecting; limitation -- 207

Creation, capital stock, office, etc.-.. 202
Employees, injury or death, right of

recovery of compensation, pro-
visions respecting ------------- 203

Federal Reserve banks, action as cus-
todians and fiscal agents, author-
ity ---------------------- __ _ 204

Government officials, prohibition on
acceptance of bribe, etc., applica-
bility ----------------------- 207

Loans, etc., authority ----------__ _ 203
Fee or commission, restriction on

payment by applicant-------- 204
Limitations on ----_--_--------- 204
Termination of powers--------- 204, 205

Mails, use of---------------------. 203

Reconstruction Finance Corporation- Page
Continued

Amendments of Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Act-Continued

Management ---- _------_____--- . 202
Name, use of, restriction ----------. 207
Obligations, issuance to Secretary of

Treasury; maturity, interest, etc- 204
Powers ----.-------------------- _ 202
Separability of provisions----------- 207
Succession, period of ---- _-------.. 202

Transfer of duty of completing liq-
uidation at expiration of; re-
port to Congress------------ 206

Taxation, exemption from-_ ------ _ 205
Violations of provisions; false state-

ment, counterfeiting, embezzle-
ment, etc., penalties --------_-- 206

Appropriation for ---------------- 115, 515
Contracts and commitments, authority_ 515
Disbursements of funds made pursuant

to law prior to effective date of
designated provisions ------------ 207

Expenditures, authorization for------- 515
Federal home-loan banks, transfer of

stock to Secretary of Treasury --- 208
Federal Loan Agency, abolition ---_-- 208
Foreign Aid Act of 1947, advances for

implementation of -----_____ --_ _ 938
Funds, use for purchases, contracts, etc.,

for other agencies, authorization
requirement, etc--------------.. 516

Greece, aid to-
Advances -----------------.-----. 105
Allocation of funds to Government

departments and agencies ----.. 104
Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 626,

627
Loans to States for construction pur-

poses, limitation -----_ ..........
National Housing Council, membership

of Chairman of Board of Directors-
Plants, equipment, etc., certain-

Disposal of, imposition of terms by
War or Navy Department. ----

Transfer of title to War or Navy
Department ---------- ____.___

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, authority of Farm Credit
Administration with respect to,
amendment of Emergency Relief
and Construction Act of 1932-___

Relief assistance to-countries devastated
by war, advances for; limitation;
repayment ----------________

Renegotiation Act, excessive profits col-
lected under, reimbursement of
Treasury Department appropria-
tion ---............ -..... _--

516

955

775

774

208

125

624
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Railroads—Continued 
Transportation equipment and facili-

ties, use, time limitation of author-
ity of President under Second War 
Powers Act  34, 214, 323, 946 

Railway Labor Act: 
Labor Management Relations Act, 1947, 

exemption from provisions  156 
National Labor Relations Act, exclu-

sion of persons subject to Railway 
Labor Act from definition of em-
ployer under  137 

Railway Mail Service, funds for  29 
112, 230, 231, 701 

Range Management Investigations, ap-
propriation for  538 

Rapid City, S. Dak., Indian museum, ap-
propriation for support  465 

Reading, Pa., two-hundredth anniversary 
of founding; establishment of United 
States-Reading Bicentennial Commis-
sion  768, 769 

Reclamation, Bureau of. See under In-
terior, Department of the. 

Reclamation Act, public lands, sales, etc., 
under Mineral Leasing Act, deposit of 
portion of receipts in reclamation 
fund  119 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation: 
Administrative expenses— 

Authorization for incurring and pay-
ing  209 

Increase in limitation  115, 515 
Agriculture, Department of, certain 

loans to, transfer of obligations, 
etc., to Secretary of Treasury  545 

Amendments of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation Act— 

Con tracts, prohibitions on interest, 
etc., by Members of Congress  207 

Corporations, certain, transferred 
functions, etc., of, exercise of au-
thority respecting; limitation- _ - 207 

Creation, capital stock, office, etc  202 
Employees, injury or death, right of 

recovery of compensation, pro-
visions respecting  203 

Federal Reserve banks, action as cus-
todians and fiscal agents, author-
ity  204 

Government officials, prohibition on 
acceptance of bribe, etc., applica-
bility  207 

Loans, etc., authority  203 

Fee or commission, restriction on 
payment by applicant  204 

Limitations on  204 
Termination of powers  204,205 

Mails, use of  203 

Page Reconstruction Finance Corporation— Page 
Continued 

Amendments of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation Act—Continued 

Management   202 
Name, use of, restriction   207 
Obligations, issuance to Secretary of 

Treasury; maturity, interest, etc_ 204 
Powers  202 
Separability of provisions  207 
Succession, period of  202 

Transfer of duty of completing liq-
uidation at expiration of; re-
port to Congress  206 

Taxation, exemption from  205 
Violations of provisions; false state-

ment, counterfeiting, embezzle-
ment, etc., penalties  206 

Appropriation for  115, 515 
Contracts and commitments, authority.. 515 
Disbursements of funds made pursuant 

to law prior to effective date of 
designated provisions  207 

Expenditures, authorization for  515 
Federal home-loan banks, transfer of 

stock to Secretary of Treasury-- - - 208 
Federal Loan Agency, abolition  208 
Foreign Aid Act of 1947, advances for 

implementation of  938 
Funds, use for purchases, contracts, etc., 

for other agencies, authorization 
requirement, etc  516 

Greece, aid to— 
Advances  105 
Allocation of funds to Government 

departments and agencies  104 
Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 626, 

627 
Loans to States for construction pur-

poses, limitation  516 
National Housing Council, membership 

of Chairman of Board of Directors.. 955 
Plants, equipment, etc., certain— 

Disposal of, imposition of terms by 
War or Navy Department  775 

Transfer of title to War or Navy 
Department  774 

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, authority of Farm Credit 
Administration with respect to, 
amendment of Emergency Relief 
and Construction Act of 1932  208 

Relief assistance to countries devastated 
by war, advances for; limitation; 
repayment   125 

Renegotiation Act, excessive profits col-
lected under, reimbursement of 
Treasury Department appropria-
tion   624 
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation-
Continued

Repeals of designated provisions of law-
Agricultural Adjustment Act, certain

loans in connection with -------
Agricultural improvement districts,

refinancing of, provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of
1933.. -----_--- --------

Applications for loans, limitation on
approval, provisions of National
Industrial Recovery Act respect-
ing--___--_-_______-_______-

Bank securities, etc., held by Recon-
struction Finance Corporation,
exemption from taxation --____

Borrowing power, decrease, provisions
of National Industrial Recovery
Act respecting ---------------

Commodity Credit Corporation, capi-
tal stock increase ------------.

Corporations, Government, extension
of succession -----------------

Disaster Loan Corporation, Act cre-
ating..........._____________

Export-Import Bank, provisions re-
specting continuance, funds, etc-

Extension of succession, lending pow-
ers, and functions --------__._

Farmers' mineral rights pools, loans -
Fishing industry, loans to ------...
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, cap-

ital stock, allocation of funds-__
Housing, allocation of funds, provi-

sions of National Housing Act re-
specting ------ --- ....-----_-

Interest charges on loans to closed
banks and trust companies-___-

Land Bank Commissioner, authoriza-
tion, etc., for making funds avail-
able to, provisions of Emergency
Farm Mortgage Act of 1932--..

Liquidation, postponement of time for,
etc--------------------------

Loans and advances, time limit on
disbursement of funds----.....

Maturities of obligations of borrowers,
adjustment -----------------

Mining, milling, and smelting indus-
try, loans to------------------

Mortgage associations, national, pro-
visions of National Housing Act
respecting -...-----------....

Mortgage insurance, provisions of
National Housing Act respect-
ing--------------------------

National defense, corporations pro-
ducing necessities for, authority
respecting loans, creation, etc---
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation- Page
Continued

Repeals of designated provisions of
law-Continued

Obligations outstanding, authoriza-
tions for additional amounts-_ 208, 209

Preferred stock in national banking
association, State bank or trust
company, purchase ----------- 208

Preferred stock of insurance com-
panies, purchase ---___ ------ _ 208

Public-school districts, etc., loans to- 208
Public Works Administration, securi-

ties acquired, etc., by, purchase,
provisions of Emergency Appro-
priation Act, 1935 ------------ 208

Real estate, transfer by Government
agencies to Corporation and af-
filiates___--------------------_ 209

Receipts from sale of securities, use
as general funds --_--__._- . 208

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, borrowing authority --- _ 209

Corporations formed by consolida-
tion, payment of expenses -- 209

Right-of-way, financing acquisition
for Federal aid roads ---------- 209

Salaries of officers and employees -- 208
States, municipalities, etc., public

agencies, business enterprises,
loans to ---------------------- 209

Substitution of bonds or other evi-
dences of indebtedness --------- 208

Taxes on farm real estate, authoriza-
tion to receiver to borrow money
for payment, provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of
1933 ------------------------ 208

United States Housing Corporation,
purchase, etc., of certain mort-
gages from----------......... 209

Veterans' loans, certain, purchase __ 209
War Damage Corporation, supplying

funds for, etc-----------_------ 209
War Housing Insurance Fund, alloca-

tion of funds to, provisions of
National Housing Act respecting- 208

RFC Mortgage Company, transfer of
assets, liabilities, etc., to Recon-
struction Finance Corporation-_- 207

Rural Electrification Administration
loans, amendment of provisions re-
specting; transfer of functions, etc- 547

Slaughterer, nonprocessing, eligibility
for extra compensation payments;
time limitation for filing claims---. 788

Smaller War Plants Corporation, aboli-
tion, liquidation of affairs-------- 209
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation— 
Continued 

Repeals of designated provisions of law_ 208 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, certain 

loans in connection with  208 
Agricultural improvement districts, 

refinancing of, provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of 
1933  

Applications for loans, limitation on 
approval, provisions of National 
Industrial Recovery Act respect-
ing  208 

Bank securities, etc., held by Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, 
exemption from taxation  208 

Borrowing power, decrease, provisions 
of National Industrial Recovery 
Act respecting  208 

Commodity Credit Corporation, capi-
tal stock increase  208 

Corporations, Government, extension 
of succession  209 

Disaster Loan Corporation, Act cre-
ating  209 

Export-Import Bank, provisions re-
specting continuance, funds, etc_ 208 

Extension of succession, lending pow-
ers, and functions  209 

Farmers' mineral rights pools, loans  208 
Fishing industry, loans to  208 
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, cap-

ital stock, allocation of funds__ _ 208 
Housing, allocation of funds, provi-

sions of National Housing Act re-
specting  208 

Interest charges on loans to closed 
banks and trust companies  208 

Land Bank Commissioner, authoriza-
tion, etc., for making funds avail-
able to, provisions of Emergency 
Farm Mortgage Act of 1932_ _ _ - 208 

Liquidation, postponement of time for, 
etc  208 

Loans and advances, time limit on 
disbursement of funds  208 

Maturities of obligations of borrowers, 
adjustment  208 

Mining, milling, and smelting indus-
try, loans to  208 

Mortgage associations, national, pro-
visions of National Housing Act 
respecting  208 

Mortgage insurance, provisions of 
National Housing Act respect-
ing   208 

National defense, corporations pro-
ducing necessities for, authority 
respecting loans, creation, etc.__ 209 
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation— Page 

Continued 
Repeals of designated provisions of 

law—Continued 
Obligations outstanding, authoriza-

tions for additional amounts__ 208, 209 
Preferred stock in national banking 

association, State bank or trust 
company, purchase  208 

Preferred stock of insurance com-
panies, purchase  208 

Public-school districts, etc., loans to_ 208 
Public Works Administration, securi-

ties acquired, etc., by, purchase, 
provisions of Emergency Appro-
priation Act, 1935  208 

Real estate, transfer by Government 
agencies to Corporation and af-
filiates  209 

Receipts from sale of securities, use 
as general funds _   208 

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, borrowing authority  209 

Corporations formed by consolida-
tion, payment of expenses_   209 

Right-of-way, financing acquisition 
for Federal aid roads  209 

Salaries of officers and employees  208 
States, municipalities, etc., public 

agencies, business enterprises, 
loans to   209 

Substitution of bonds or other evi-
dences of indebtedness  208 

Taxes on farm real estate, authoriza-
tion to receiver to borrow money 
for payment, provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of 
1933  208 

United States Housing Corporation, 
purchase, etc., of certain mort-
gages from  209 

Veterans' loans, certain, purchase_ _ _ 209 
War Damage Corporation, supplying 

funds for, etc  209 

War Housing Insurance Fund, alloca-
tion of funds to, provisions of 
National Housing Act respecting- 208 

RFC Mortgage Company, transfer of 
assets, liabilities, etc., to Recon-
struction Finance Corporation_ _ _ 207 

Rural Electrification Administration 
loans, amendment of provisions re-
specting; transfer of functions, etc.. 547 

Slaughterer, nonprocessing, eligibility 
for extra compensation payments; 
time limitation for filing claims  788 

Smaller War Plants Corporation, aboli-
tion, liquidation of affairs  209 
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation-
Continued

Surplus property-
Limitation on use of funds in connec-

tion with ----..._____________
Purchase for resale to small business;

priority --------- _-....-______
Waiver of reimbursement by War As-

sets Administration for expenses
incurred in connection with-....

Synthetic rubber, manufacture and sale,
exercise of functions ............

Tin-smelting industry, domestic, contin-
uation of powers, etc.; report to
Congress -------- _____________-

Turkey, aid to-
Advances ________
Allocation of funds to Government

departments and agencies- --____
United States Commercial Company,

extension of succession __________
Reconstruction Finance Corporation

Mortgage Company. See RFC
Mortgage Company.

Recreational Areas, appropriation for ad-
ministration, protection, etc---___

Red Cross, American National:
Continuation of existing corporation,

etc ----- _____________-- - - -
D. C. Chapter, authorization for erection

of permanent building; conditions,
etc ---------------------------

Incorporation, amendments respecting_
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians,

Minn., per capita payments from sale
of timber and lumber_________ -

Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minn.,
appropriation for school --- ____...-

Red River, South Half, payment to
Oklahoma from oil and gas royalties_

Referees, U. S. Courts, appropriation for
salaries and miscellaneous expenses-_

Refugee Organization, International:
Appropriation, annual, to Department

of State, authorized -------._____
Appropriation for membership and par-

ticipation by United States..-____
Membership for United States, accept-

ance by President, authorized;
reservation ---______________

Preparatory Commission for, advance
contributions to___________ - -

Representatives, etc., designation, com-
pensation -____________-- - - -

Supplies, furnishing by Government
departments and agencies, author-
ized; nonapplication of personnel
ceilings to additional civilian per-
sonnel in connection with -_______
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Refugee Organization, International-Con. Page
Transfers of funds, etc., to Government

departments and agencies, author-
ized ------------------------- 215

Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation
of Washington, D. C., availability of
funds, etc- ----------------------- 580

Registered Mail, fees for, continuance -- 214
Relief and Construction Act of 1932,

Emergency:
Regional agricultural credit corpora-

tions, authority of Farm Credit Ad-
ministration with respect to______ 208

Repeals of designated sections-----__ _ 208
Relief Assistance to Countries Devastated

by War. See also Foreign Aid Act of
1947.

Appropriation authorized - __ --____ 125
Appropriation for --------------- 613, 942
Availability of funds, restriction on -_- 125
China, appropriation for ------------_ 942
Conditions for provision of assistance- 126, 613
Conservation program for food and feed,

funds available for- -----------___948
Credits, establishment of, authorized__ 125
Expenses, use of funds for payment of,

authorized--------------------- 125
Foodstuffs, purchases of, preferences-_ 628
Government departments and agen-

cies-
Allocation of funds to, authorized--- 126
Supplies, furnishing of; crediting of

reimbursements ------------_-_ 126
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of

provisions to additional civilian
employees required by War Depart-
ment ...... ........ 126ment---------------------------126

Procurement of supplies ------------ .126
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

advances by; limitation; repay-
ment _ _ _ 125ment-------------------------- 125

Relief distribution missions, composi-
tion, duties, powers--------____ _ 125

Sale of supplies for local currency by
government of receiving country,
disposition of proceeds -------_ _ 128

State, Secretary of, exercise of authority
by---- ----------------- ___127

Supervision by U. S. representatives of
distribution of supplies; appoint-
ment of field administrator- -- _ _ 127

Supplies, transfers of, authorized-- --- 125
Termination of assistance ------- _ 127, 128
Transportation of supplies donated by

voluntary, etc., relief agencies,
funds for expenses 19o R14A--------------- - -, -, - -
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation— 
Continued 

Surplus property— 
Limitation on use of funds in connec-

tion with  

Purchase for resale to small business; 
priority  

Waiver of reimbursement by War As-
sets Administration for expenses 
incurred in connection with  516 

Synthetic rubber, manufacture and sale. 
exercise of functions  

Tin-smelting industry, domestic, contin-
uation of powers, etc.; report to 
Congress  190 

Turkey, aid to— 
Advances  105 
Allocation of funds to Government 

departments and agencies  104 
United States Commercial Company, 

extension of succession  207 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

Mortgage Company. See RFC 
Mortgage Company. 

Recreational Areas, appropriation for ad-
ministration, protection, etc  484 

Red Cross, American National: 

Continuation of existing corporation, 
etc  83 

D. C. Chapter, authorization for erection 
of permanent building; conditions, 
etc  241 

Incorporation, amendments respecting_ 80 
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, 

Minn., per capita payments from sale 
of timber and lumber  417 

Red Lake Indian Reservation, Minn., 
appropriation for school  468 

Red River, South Half, payment to 
Oklahoma from oil and gas royalties_ 464 

Referees, U. S. Courts, appropriation for 
salaries and miscellaneous expenses  305 

Refugee Organization, International: 
Appropriation, annual, to Department 

of State, authorized  215 
Appropriation for membership and par-

ticipation by United States  623 
Membership for United States, accept-

ance by President, authorized; 
reservation  214 

Preparatory Commission for, advance 
contributions to  216 

Representatives, etc., designation, com-
pensation  215 

Supplies, furnishing by Government 
departments and agencies, author-

ized; nonapplication of personnel 
ceilings to additional civilian per-
sonnel in connection with  215 
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Refugee Organization, International—Con. 
Transfers of funds, etc., to Government 

departments and agencies, author-
ized  

Regional Agricultural Credit Corporation 
of Washington, D. C., availability of 
funds, etc  

Registered Mail, fees for, continuance_ _ _ 214 

Relief and Construction Act of 1932, 
Emergency: 

Regional agricultural credit corpora-
tions, authority of Farm Credit Ad-
ministration with respect to  208 

Repeals of designated sections  208 

Relief Assistance to Countries Devastated 
by War. See also Foreign Aid Act of 
1947. 

Appropriation authorized  12 

Appropriation for  613, 94 

Availability of funds, restriction on _ _ 12 
China, appropriation for..  94 

Conditions for provision of assistance_ 126, 61 

Conservation program for food and feed, 
funds available for  948 

Credits, establishment of, authorized_ 125 
Expenses, use of funds for payment of, 

authorized  125 
Foodstuffs, purchases of, preferences  628 
Government departments and agen-

cies— 

Allocation of funds to, authorized__ _ 126 
Supplies, furnishing of; crediting of 

reimbursements  126 
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability of 

provisions to additional civilian 
employees required by War Depart-

ment  126 
Procurement of supplies  126 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

advances by; limitation; repay-
ment  

Relief distribution missions, composi-

tion, duties, powers  

Sale of supplies for local currency by 

government of receiving country, 

disposition of proceeds  128 
State, Secretary of, exercise of authority 

by  127 
Supervision by U. S. representatives of 

distribution of supplies; appoint-

ment of field administrator  127 
Supplies, transfers of, authorized  125 

Termination of assistance  127, 128 

Transportation of supplies donated by 

voluntary, etc., relief agencies, 
funds for expenses  126, 614 
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Remount service, Army, appropriation Page
for; transfer of funds in event of
transfer of Service---------.--. 702, 703

Renegotiation Act:
Claims against United States, nonappli-

cability of designated provisions of
law to service of certain Govern-
ment employees as counsel, etc --. 133

Refunds under, appropriation for --.-. 623
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

excessive profits collected by, re-
imbursement of appropriation___ 624

War Contracts Price Adjustment
Board, determination of interest;
certification of amount to Treas-
ury...._.._...__.___.___.__ 623,624ury ---------------------- 623,624

Rent Act of 1947. See Housing and
Rent Act of 1947 under Housing.

Rent Control, Office of, appropriation for_ 616
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1947:

Agricultural marketing orders, function
of President respecting approval of
determinations of Secretary of Agri-
culture, abolition----.---.------- 951

Agriculture, Department of-
Credit union functions, transfer to

Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration---------__-_ ------- _- 952

Marketing orders, certain, abolition of
function of President with re-
spect to approval of determina-
tions ----------------------__ 951

Research functions, certain, transfer_ 952
Alien Property Custodian, transfer of

functions to President and Depart-
ment of Justice -----.... ..---- . 951

Contract Settlement, Office of, aboli-
tion-----...____. _ ........... 951

Contract settlement functions, transfer
to Treasury Department --------- 951

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1947-Con. Page
Transfer of records, property, personnel,

and funds---------------------- 953
Treasury Department-

Contract settlement functions, trans-
fer to--- ..______----------_ 951

Prohibition Act, National, functions
under, transfer from Justice De-
partment -------------------- 951

War Assets Administration-
Associate War Assets Administrator,

appointment, compensation, du-
ties -----__ ----_---_--------_ 952

Transfer of functions to Surplus Prop-
erty Administration; redesigna-
tion of latter as War Assets Ad-
ministration ------------------ 952

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1947:
Abolitions ------------------------- 956
Defense Homes Corporation, liquidation

and dissolution, transfer of func-
tions to Public Housing Commis-
sioner-----------------_--_---__ 955

Federal Home Loan Bank Board-
Abolition -----------_--_--------. 956
Transfer of functions to Home Loan

Bank Board ---_----.------_ 954
Federal Housing Administration-

Abolition of office of Administrator__ 956
Appointment of Commissioner as

head; transfer of functions to_ 954, 955
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation, Board of Trustees-
Abolition ----------------------- _ 956
Transfer of functions to Home Loan

Bank Board ----------------- 954
Home Loan Bank Board, appointment,

duties, etc --------------------- 954
Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Board

of Directors-
Abolition -----------.------------ 956
Transfer of functions to Home Loan

Bank Board -----......----- . 954
Housing and Home Finance Agency-

Administrator, appointment, duties,
transfer of functions to -------- 955

Consolidation of designated agencies
to form -------------__ -- _---- 954

Interim appointments ---------. __-- . 956
National Housing Agency, transfer of

certain functions to Public Housing
Commissioner ------------------ 955

National Housing Council, composition
and duties ---------.----.___-- _ 955

Public Housing Administration, transfer
of functions to Commissioner ----- 955

Transfers of property, personnel, and
funds ------------------------ 956

Effective date -----------------_----
Farm Credit Administration, credit

union functions, transfer to Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation----

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
transfer of credit union functions of
Farm Credit Administration to----

General provisions ------------------
Justice, Department of-

Alien Property Custodian, transfer of
functions from_----- _---------

Prohibition Act, National, functions
under, transfer to Treasury De-
partment-_-_---_------------

Surplus Property Administration, trans-
fer of functions to; redesignation as
War Assets Administration __--_-

Termination of functions --..-------.
95347--48-pt. 1- 69

953

952

952
953

951

951

952
953
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Remount Service, Army, appropriation Page 

for; transfer of funds in event of 
transfer of Service  702, 703 

Renegotiation Act: 
Claims against United States, nonappli-

cability of designated provisions of 
law to service of certain Govern-
ment employees as counsel, etc____ 133 

Refunds under, appropriation for  623 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

excessive profits collected by, re-
imbursement of appropriation  624 

War Contracts Price Adjustment 
Board, determination of interest; 
certification of amount to Treas-
ury  623, 624 

Rent Act of 1947. See Housing and 
Rent Act of 1947 under Housing. 

Rent Control, Office of, appropriation for. 616 
Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1947: 

Agricultural marketing orders, function 
of President respecting approval of 
determinations of Secretary of Agri-
culture, abolition  951 

Agriculture, Department of— 
Credit union functions, transfer to 

Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration  952 

Marketing orders, certain, abolition of 
function of President with re-
spect to approval of determina-
tions  951 

Research functions, certain, transfer  952 

Alien Property Custodian, transfer of 
functions to President and Depart-
ment of Justice  951 

Contract Settlement, Office of, aboli-
tion  951 

Contract settlement functions, transfer 
to Treasury Department  951 

Effective date  95:4 

Farm Credit Administration, credit 
union functions, transfer to Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation   952 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
transfer of credit union functions of 
Farm Credit Administration to  952 

General provisions  953 
Justice, Department of— 

Alien Property Custodian, transfer of 
functions from  951 

Prohibition Act, National, functions 
under, transfer to Treasury De-
partment  951 

Surplus Property Administration, trans-
fer of functions to; redesignation as 
War Assets Administration  952 

Termination of functions  953 

95347*-48---pt. 1 69 

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1947—Con. Page 

Transfer of records, property, personnel, 
and funds  953 

Treasury Department— 
Contract settlement functions, trans-

fer to  951 
Prohibition Act, National, functions 

under, transfer from Justice De-
partment  951 

War Assets Administration— 
Associate War Assets Administrator, 

appointment, compensation, du-
ties  952 

Transfer of functions to Surplus Prop-
erty Administration; redesigna-
tion of latter as War Assets Ad-
ministration  952 

Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1947: 
Abolitions  956 
Defense Homes Corporation, liquidation 

and dissolution, transfer of func-
tions to Public Housing Commis-
sioner  955 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board— 
Abolition  956 
Transfer of functions to Home Loan 

Bank Board  954 
Federal Housing Administration— 

Abolition of office of Administrator  956 
Appointment of Commissioner as 

head; transfer of functions to. 954, 955 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation, Board of Trustees— 
Abolition   956 
Transfer of functions to Home Loan 

Bank Board  954 

Home Loan Bank Board, appointment, 
duties, etc   954 

Home Owners' Loan Corporation, Board 
of Directors— 

Abolition  956 
Transfer of functions to Home Loan 

Bank Board  954 
Housing and Home Finance Agency— 

Administrator, appointment, duties, 
transfer of functions to   955 

Consolidation of designated agencies 
to form  954 

Interim appointments   956 
National Housing Agency, transfer of 

certain functions to Public Housing 
Commissioner  955 

National Housing Council, composition 
and duties  955 

Public Housing Administration, transfer 
of functions to Commissioner  955 

Transfers of property, personnel, and 
funds  956 
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Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1947-Con. Page
United States Housing Authority-

Abolition of office of Administrator__ 95f
Redesignation; transfer of functions

to Public Housing Commis-
sioner ---------_--------_----- 95

United States Housing Corporation,
dissolution, transfer of functions to
Home Loan Bank Board --------- 954

Repeal, Etc., of Statutes, limitation on
effect on existing liabilities---------- 635

Representatives in Congress. See House
of Representatives.

Republican Basin, appropriation for
Bonny, Culbertson, and Enders Dams 699

Research and Development Board. See
under National Security Act of 1947.

Research and Marketing Act of 1946, ap-
propriation for effecting provisions of- 524

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Army:
Appropriation for ------------------- 566
Mounted units, limitation ------------ 567
Restriction on use of other funds------ 567
Surplus stocks of War Department, fur-

nishing of supplies from --------- 567
Veterinary units, restriction on further

enrollments ------------------- _ 567
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Naval:

Appropriation for ------------------ 384
Reduction in appropriation -------- 79, 395
Transfers of funds from appropriation for- 67

Resolutions of Congress, formalities of
enactment; repeals, etc------------_ 634

Retirement, Government Employees. See
Civil Service Retirement Act.

Retsina, Grape Wine, nonapplication of
certain penalty provisions to produc-
tion of --------.----------------- 320

Revenue. See Taxes.
Revenue Act of 1942, Amendment, powers

of appointment in disposition of es-
tates, release of, time extension ------ 178

Revenue Act of 1943:
Amendments, war excise tax rates, cer-

tain, continuance in effect -------- 12
Termination of percentage depletion for

certain minerals, repeal ---------- 919
Revenue Act of 1947, District of Columbia.

See District of Columbia Revenue Act
of 1947.

Revised Statutes:
Repeals as evidence of prior effective-

ness -------------------------- 635
Saving clause----------------------- 635
Sections 1-13, repeal ------------- - 641
Section 158, amendment -----------__ 502
Section 190, nonapplicability in certain

cases ------------------ 133, 696, 716
Section 203 (first clause), repeal------ 646

Revised Statutes-Continued
Section 306, repeal ...............
Section 307, repeal.-------- __........
Section 308, repeal -----------_----
Section 309, repeal -------..........
Section 310, repeal ---...............
Sections 361, 365, and 366, nonapplica-

bility to employment of counsel in
designated case -----------------

Section 908, repeal--------..........
Section 1166, date of termination of war

in interpretation of ------------
Section 1257, repeal ..............
Section 1265, repeal -------------_
Section 1420, date of termination of war

in interpretation of--------......
Section 1436, date of termination of war

in interpretation of-------------
Sections 1462-1464, date of termination

of war in interpretation of---.....
Section 1481, repeal.--------_-......
Section 1505, amendment ------....
Section 1624-

Article 4, paragraphs 6, 7, and 12-20,
date of termination of war in in-
terpretation of .---.. -------.

Article 5, date of termination of war
in interpretation of --.-----...

Sections 1791-1796, repeal _-_--.....
Sections 1836-1838, repeal - __-_-....
Section 2324, suspension as to mining

claims in Alaska, time limitation-_
Section 2455, amendment -------....
Section 3533, amendment ---... ----..
Section 3536, amendment -------...
Section 3539, amendment --.........
Section 3646 (a), amendment----.....
Section 3646 (c), amendment.--------
Section 3646 (e), amendment --------
Section 3646 (f), amendment-------.-
Section 3646 (g), amendment--------
Sections 4681-4684, repeal ---.......
Section 4686, repeal --------.......
Section 4798, repeal---------........
Section 4953, repeal ----------..--__
Section 5202, amendment ...........
Sections 5263-5269, repeal ----......
Section 5599, repeal--- --.. -----.. --

Rewards:
Interior, Department of the, Bureau of

Reclamation, information respect-
ing persons damaging, etc., public
property --------------_ -_---_-

Navy Department-
Limitation on payment -------__-_
Naval property, missing, payment for

information leading to discovery
or recovervy--- ----

Page
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309
309
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to Public Housing Commis-
sioner  955 

United States Housing Corporation, 
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Home Loan Bank Board  954 
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effect on existing liabilities  635 

Representatives in Congress. See House 
of Representatives. 

Republican Basin, appropriation for 
Bonny, Culbertson, and Enders Dams 699 

Research and Development Board. See 
under National Security Act of 1947. 
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propriation for effecting provisions of.. 524 
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Mounted units, limitation  567 
Restriction on use of other funds  567 
Surplus stocks of War Department, fur-

nishing of supplies from  567 
Veterinary units, restriction on further 

enrollments  567 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Naval: 

Appropriation for   384 
Reduction in appropriation  79, 395 
Transfers of funds from appropriation for.. 67 

Resolutions of Congress, formalities of 
enactment; repeals, etc  634 

Retirement, Government Employees. See 
Civil Service Retirement Act. 

Retsina, Grape Wine, nonapplication of 
certain penalty provisions to produc-
tion of  320 

Revenue. See Taxes. 
Revenue Act of 1942, Amendment, powers 

of appointment in disposition of es-
tates, release of, time extension  178 

Revenue Act of 1943: 
Amendments, war excise tax rates, cer-

tain, continuance in effect  12 
Termination of percentage depletion for 

certain minerals, repeal_   919 
Revenue Act of 1947, District of Columbia. 

See District of Columbia Revenue Act 
of 1947. 

Revised Statutes: 
Repeals as evidence of prior effective-

ness  635 
Saving clause  635 
Sections 1-13, repeal  641 
Section 158, amendment  502 
Section 190, nonapplicability in certain 

cases   133, 696, 716 
Section 203 (first clause), repeal  646 

Revised Statutes-Continued 
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Section 307, repeal  
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Section 310, repeal  
Sections 361, 365, and 366, nonapplica-
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in interpretation of  
Section 1257, repeal  
Section 1265, repeal  
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in interpretation of  

Sections 1462-1464, date of termination 
of war in interpretation of  

Section 1481, repeal  
Section 1505, amendment  
Section 1624-

Article 4, paragraphs 6, 7, and 12-20, 
date of termination of war in in-
terpretation of  

Article 5, date of termination of war 
in interpretation of  

Sections 1791-1796, repeal  
Sections 1836-1838, repeal  
Section 2324, suspension as to mining 

claims in Alaska, time limitation_.. 

Section 2455, amendment  
Section 3533, amendment  
Section 3536, amendment  
Section 3539, amendment  
Section 3646 (a), amendment  
Section 3646 (c), amendment_ 
Section 3646 (e), amendment  
Section 3646 (f), amendment  
Section 3846 (g), amendment  
Sections 4681-4684, repeal  
Section 4686, repeal  
Section 4798, repeal  
Section 4953, repeal  
Section 5202, amendment  
Sections 5263-5269, repeal  
Section 5599, repeal  
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Interior, Department of the, Bureau of 
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ing persons damaging, etc., public 
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Rewards--ontinued Page
Post Office Department-

Availability of appropriation for years
prior to 1947---------------- 113

Detection of certain criminals; secur-
ing information -------------. 229

Reynar, J. W., credit in accounts-------- 730
RFC Mortgage Company, transfer of

assets, liabilities, etc., to Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation ------__ -- 207

Rhode Island:
New England Interstate Water Pollu-

tion Control Compact, consent and
approval of Congress------------ 682

Newport, naval training station, funds
for ----------------------- _ 67,383

Rice and Rice Products:
Allocations, extension of time limitation

on provisions------------------- 322
Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-

justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting ----_ _ 208

Richardson Highway, Alaska, appropria-
tion for eonstruction----- --------- 489

Rifle Practice, National Board for Promo-
tion of:

Appropriation for---- ------------ -- 567
Care, etc., of ranges, detail for; pay-

ment -----------------------_- 568
Volunteer competitors or range officers,

travel and subsistence allowances _ 568
Rinderpest:

Appropriation for control of ---------_ 24,
185, 245, 532, 617

Cooperation with Government of Mex-
ico in control and eradication of__ _ 7

Appropriations authorized--------- 8
Appropriation for ------- 24, 185, 245, 617
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability - 7
Reports to Congress--------------- 8

Rio Grande:
Emergency flood protection, rectifica-

tion, etc--------------------- 284, 285
Reclamation project, N. Mex-Tex.,

appropriation for ---------- 116, 473, 474
Time extension for bridging at or near

Rio Grande City, Tex------------ 728
River Basins:

Developments, studies of effects on fish
and wildlife resources, appropria-
tion for ----------------------- 488

Recreational resources and archaeologi-
cal remains, appropriation for inves-
tigations of------- ------------- 484

Rivers and Harbors:
Bridges. See separate title.
Existing works, appropriation for preser-

vation and maintenance---------- 688

- I --

INDEX CXXXI

Rivers and Harbors-Continued Page
Flood control-

Agriculture, Department of, appro-
priation for---------------- 540, 698

Appropriation for----------------- 114,
187,540, 591,689, 698

Emergency work, appropriation au-
thorized--------------------- 163

Allotments from existing appro-
priations; limitation- -------- 163

Appropriation for--------------- 187
Availability of funds for erosion

prevention at Anaheim Bay,
Calif---------------------- 187

Little Sioux River, Iowa, project,
adoption and authorization----- 741

Surveys, appropriation for------- 114, 591
Watersheds, soil erosion prevention,

etc., appropriation for -------- 540
Riverside Mine, Hyder, Alaska, transpor-

tation of supplies and products by
vessels of foreign registry; time limit- - 632

Riverton Project, Wyo., appropriation
for-- --------------------- 116,475

Roads. See Highways; Public Roads Ad-
ministration under Federal Works
Agency.

Robinson-Patman Anti-Discrimination
Act, inapplicability to regulation of
insurance, time extension -------- 448

Rock Asphalt Mines, income-tax percent-
age depletion------------------ 919, 920

Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, Il.,
appropriation for maintenance ----- 562

Rocky Mountain National Park, appro-
priation for acquisition of lands ----- 485

Rodentlelde Act. See Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

Rodents, Injurious, appropriation for con-
trol of--------------------------- 487

Roosevelt, Theodore, National Memorial
Park, N. Dak., establishment, acqui-
sition of lands, administration, etc-__ 52

Roswell, N. Mex., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of ------------- 304

Rubber:
Allocations, provisions not construed to

continue authority--------------- 34
Controls over production, use, etc., ap-

propriation for administration of
provisions relating to ----------- 618

Domestic rubber-producing industry,
maintenance of-

Emergency powers with respect to
rubber, certain, temporary reten-
tion ------------------------ 25

Findings of fact and declaration
of policy .-------------------- 24

INDEX CXXXI 

Rewards—Continued Page 

Post Office Department— 
Availability of appropriation for years 

prior to 1947  113 
Detection of certain criminals; secur-

ing information   229 
Reynar, .1. W., credit in accounts  730 
RFC Mortgage Company, transfer of 

assets, liabilities, etc., to Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation  207 

Rhode Island: 
New England Interstate Water Pollu-

tion Control Compact, consent and 
approval of Congress  682 

Newport, naval training station, funds 
for  67, 383 

Rice and Rice Products: 
Allocations, extension of time limitation 

on provisions  322 
Taxes, certain, under Agricultural Ad-

justment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting  208 

Richardson Highway, Alaska, appropria-
tion for construction  489 

Rifle Practice, National Board for Promo-
tion of: 

Appropriation for  567 
Care, etc., of ranges, details for; pay-

ment  568 
Volunteer competitors or range officers, 

travel and subsistence allowances_ _ 568 
Rinderpest: 

Appropriation for control of  24, 
185, 245, 532, 617 

Cooperation with Government of Mex-
ico in control and eradication of__ _ 7 

Appropriations authorized  8 
Appropriation for  24, 185, 245, 617 
Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability 7 
Reports to Congress  8 

Rio Grande: 
Emergency flood protection, rectifica-

tion, etc  284, 285 
Reclamation project, N. Mex.-Tex., 

appropriation for  116, 473, 474 
Time extension for bridging at or near 

Rio Grande City, Tex   728 
River Basins: 

Developments, studies of effects on fish 
and wildlife resources, appropria-
tion for   488 

Recreational resources and archaeologi-
cal remains, appropriation for inves-
tigations of  48,4 

Rivers and Harbors: 
Bridges. See separate title. 
Existing works, appropriation for preser-

vation and maintenance  688 
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Flood control— 

Agriculture, Department of, appro-
priation for  540, 698 

Appropriation for   114, 
187, 540, 591, 689, 698 

Emergency work, appropriation au-
thorized   163 

Allotments from existing appro-
priations; limitation  163 

Appropriation for  187 
Availability of funds for erosion 

prevention at Anaheim Bay, 
Calif  187 

Little Sioux River, Iowa, project, 
adoption and authorization  741 

Surveys, appropriation for  114, 591 
Watersheds, soil erosion prevention, 

etc., appropriation for  540 
Riverside Mine, Ryder, Alaska, transpor-

tation of supplies and products by 
vessels of foreign registry; time limit  632 

Riverton Project, Wyo., appropriation 
for  116,475 

Roads. See Highways; Public Roads Ad-
ministration under Federal Works 
Agency. 

Robinson-Patman Anti-Discrimination 
Act, inapplicability to regulation of 
insurance, time extension  448 

Rock Asphalt Mines, income-tax percent-
age depletion  919, 920 

Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, 
appropriation for maintenance  562 

Rocky Mountain National Park, appro-
priation for acquisition of lands  485 

Rodentieide Act. See Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 

Rodents, Injurious, appropriation for con-
trol of   487 

Roosevelt, Theodore, National Memorial 
Park, N. Dak., establishment, acqui-
sition of lands, administration, etc_   52 

Roswell, N. Mex., clerk of U. S. District 
Court, restriction on use of funds for 
maintaining office of  304 

Rubber: 
Allocations, provisions not construed to 

continue authority  34 
Controls over production, use, etc., ap-

propriation for administration of 
provisions relating to  618 

Domestic rubber-producing industry, 
maintenance of— 

Emergency powers with respect to 
rubber, certain, temporary reten-
tion  25 

Findings of fact and declaration 
of policy   

Page 

24 
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Rubber-Continued
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Indus-

try, Soils, and Agricultural Engi-
neering, reduction in appropriation_

Research on, appropriation for Depart-
ment of Agriculture for -----...--

Rumania, Nationals of, extension of cer-
tain patent rights to--------......-

Rural Delivery Service:
Appropriation for------- 29, 69, 111, 23C
Transfer of funds from appropriation for

Rural Electrification Act of 1936, Amend-
ment, loans by Secretary of Treasury
on approval of Secretary of Agricul-
ture --------------_-.___--.__---

Rural Electrification Administration. See
under Agriculture, Department of.

Rural Rehabilitation:
Loans, transfer of certain obligations in

connection with -----.--- __---__
Transfer of funds to----.............

Page

545
74

S

Sacramento River, Calif., appropriation
for flood control ----.. _____------ _ 690

Safety Council, Inc., National, appropria-
tion for D. C. affiliation with .--__-. 439

St. Croix, V. I., appropriation for munici-
pal government ---------------- 66, 491

St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.:
Appropriation for --------- 64, 271, 439, 751

Transfers of funds --------------- 72, 270
Butter substitutes, purchase, repeal of

Act of July 12, 1943 -----------. 450
Care of patients, deposit of payments for 751
Facilities for feeding employees, opera-

tion and maintenance -------_--_ 751
Government departments and agencies,

payment for care of patients for
whom departments and agencies are
responsible -------------------- 751

Indian Affairs, Bureau of, admission of
beneficiaries of ----------------- 751

Indigent insane, appropriation for sup-
port of ....... ----------------- 439

Navy Department, admission for treat-
ment of interned persons and pris-
oners of war under jurisdiction of,
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of
Aug. 29, 1916---........------- . 454

Student nurses, transfer of funds for
items furnished under training pro-
gram -------------------------- 270

St. Petersburg, Fla., conditional gift of
ship Joseph Conrad to-------------- 307

Salamanca, N. Y., appropriation for
ground rent, Federal building ...... 593

Salina, Kans., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of -------------- 304

Salinas, Calif., transfer of lands in vicinity 'age

of - - - -- ----- --. 529
Salmon Fisheries Commission, Interna-

tional Pacific, appropriation for .- - 286
Salmon Fishery Act of 1947, Sockeye. _ 511
Salmon River, Alaska, appropriation for

flood control -------- _______-- 689
Salt River Indian Reservation, Ariz., irri-

gation projects, appropriation for ..- 467
San Bernardino County, Calif., land, acqui-

sition by Militaly Establishment, re-
duction in appropriation __________ 22

San Bernardino National Forest, Calif.,
acquisition of lands for, appropriation
for ----... ------ .....------- . 539

San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage Dis-
trict, Ariz., wells and pumping works,
extension of system authorized ----- 8

San Diego, Calif.:
Naval training station, funds for ---- 67, 383
Right-of-way for construction, etc., of

water pipe line or lines, conveyance
by Navy Department, authorized_ 39

San Francisco, Calif., Mint, appropriation
for ---------------------------- 223

Sand on Public Lands, authority for dis-
posal by Secretary of the Interior-._- 681

Sanitarium Company, Portland, Oreg., pay-
ments authorized for Alaskan insane
patients ---------------__--______ 489

Sanitary Bureau, Pan American, appropri-
ation for contribution ---------- _-- 283

Sanitation Activities, Emergency, appro-
priations for Public Health Service,
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of
July 1, 1944 . ..... ....----------_ 454

Santa Fe Corporation, agreements with De-
partment of Interior respecting certain
lands, authorized ---- . ... _------- _ 189

Savings and Loan Associations, Federal,
investment of funds in certain loans;
limitation on amount -------------- 786

Schmidt, Jaquelin Mansfield, appropria-
tion for payment to .. .... _------- _ 611

School Lunch Act, National:
Appropriation for carrying out pro-

visions of ..... ______..._____ 65, 550
Printing and binding, transfer of funds for-- 526

Schools and Colleges. See Colleges and
Schools.

Schuylkill Haven, Pa., appropriation for
construction and equipment of An-
thracite Research Laboratory ------- 480

Scientific Research and Development,
Office of:

Liquidation, appropriation for ------. 612
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for- 28
Property, disposal authority --------- 613
Working fund, reduction in appropria-

tionr 17 91

INDEX

. ----------- - I- ,
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Rubber—Continued Page 
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St. Elizabeths Hospital, D. C.: 
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Government departments and agencies, 
payment for care of patients for 
whom departments and agencies are 
responsible  751 

Indian Affairs, Bureau of, admission of 
beneficiaries of  751 

Indigent insane, appropriation for sup-
port of  439 

Navy Department, admission for treat-
ment of interned persons and pris-
oners of war under jurisdiction of, 
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of 
Aug. 29, 1916  454 

Student nurses, transfer of funds for 
items furnished under training pro-
gram   270 

St. Petersburg, Fla., conditional gift of 
ship Joseph Conrad to  307 

Salamanca, N. Y., appropriation for 
ground rent, Federal building  593 

Salina, Hans., clerk of U. S. District 
Court, restriction on use of funds for 
maintaining office of  304 

Salinas, Calif., transfer of lands in vicinity 
of  529 

Salmon Fisheries Commission, Interna-
tional Pacific, appropriation for__ _ _ 286 

Salmon Fishery Act of 1947, Sockeye_ _ 511 
Salmon River, Alaska, appropriation for 

flood control  689 
Salt River Indian Reservation, Ariz., irri-

gation projects, appropriation for, _ _ _ 467 
San Bernardino County, Calif., land, acqui-

sition by Militaiy Establishment, re-
duction in appropriation  22 

San Bernardino National Forest, Calif., 
acquisition of lands for, appropriation 
for  539 

San Carlos Irrigation and Drainage Dis-
trict, Ariz., wells and pumping works, 
extension of system authorized  

San Diego, Calif.: 
Naval training station, funds for 
Right-of-way for construction, etc., of 

water pipe line or lines, conveyance 
by Navy Department, authorized  39 

San Francisco, Calif., Mint, appropriation 
for  223 

Sand on Public Lands, authority for dis-
posal by Secretary of the Interior  681 

Sanitarium Company, Portland, Oreg., pay-
ments authorized for Alaskan insane 
patients  489 

Sanitary Bureau, Pan American, appropri-

ation for contribution  283 
Sanitation Activities, Emergency, appro-

priations for Public Health Service, 
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of 
July 1, 1911  454 

Santa Fe Corporation, agreements with De-
partment of Interior respecting certain 
lands, authorized  189 

Savings and Loan Associations, Federal, 
investment of funds in certain loans; 
limitation on amount  786 

Schmidt, Jaquelin Mansfield, appropria-
tion for payment to  611 

School Lunch Act, National: 
Appropriation for carrying 

visions of 
Printing and binding, transfer of funds for.... 

Schools and Colleges. See Colleges and 
Schools. 

Schuylkill Haven, Pa., appropriation for 
construction and equipment of An-
thracite Research Laboratory  480 

Scientific Research and Development, 
Office of: 

Liquidation, appropriation for  612 
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for... 28 
Property, disposal authority  613 
Working fund, reduction in appropria-

tions 

Page 
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  67,383 

out pro-
  65,550 

526 

  17, 21 
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Scientific Unions, International Council of, Page
appropriation for contribution______ 283

Scrap Iron, Etc., suspension of tariff duties,
termination date ---------------.- 917

Sea Lampreys, Predatory, in Great Lakes,
appropriation for eradication -. _____ 486

Sea Post Service, appropriation for ..-.. 231
Seacoast Defenses, appropriation reduc-

tions-------------------.....__._ 23, 573
Seal of the United States, custody and use

of------------------------_----
Sealing of Instruments Provided for by

Laws of Congress-----------
Seamen:

643

636

Aliens, waivers for employment of; limi-
tation ------------------------- 685

Citizenship requirements, suspension
authority, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of June 29, 1936---- 454

Foreign-flag vessels, certain, benefits,
repeal of provisions of Act of July 1,
1944; effective date ------------- 451

Medals, etc., date of termination of war
in interpretation of provisions of
Act of May 10, 1943 ------------ 454

Reconversion unemployment benefits
for, appropriation for---------- 272, 942

Relief, protection, etc., abroad, appro-
priation for ----------___---_-- - 281

Seat of the Government, public offices at;
removal -_------------------ ---- 643

Seattle, Wash., assay office, appropriation
for ---------------------------- _ 223

Second Decontrol Act of 1947----------- 321
Appropriation authorized ----------- _ 324
Appropriation for .-------------_- 618, 619
Commerce, Secretary of, administration

by--------------------------- 324
Appropriation for -------------- 618, 619

Personnel, reemployment of certain .-- 324
Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947.

See Deficiency Appropriation Act,
1947, Second.

Second Liberty Bond Act. See Liberty
Bond Act, Second.

Second Supplemental Appropriation Act,
1948. See Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, 1948, Second.

Second Supplemental National Defense
Appropriation Act, 1943, repeal of pro-
vision relating to designation of Pub-
lic Buildings Administration employ-
ees as special policemen; effective date- 451

Second Urgent Deficiency Appropriation
Act, 1947. See Deficiency Appropria-
tion Act, 1947, Second Urgerit.

Second War Powers Act, 1942:
Administrative Procedure Act, exclusion

of functions from operation of; ex-
cnftinns --------- 323

Second War Powers Act, 1942-Con. Page
Allocations under-- 25, 34, 214, 322, 323, 946
Appropriation authorized ---------. 214, 324
Appropriation for ----..------- ___ 618, 619
Delegation of authority by President- - 946
Navigation and vessel inspection laws,

vessels operated by War Depart-
ment, suspension on request of
Secretary upon termination of pro-
visions respecting --------------- 33

Personnel performing duties under, etc.,
reemployment ----------------- 324

Removal of emergency controls and war
powers, policy of Congress ------- _ 34

Rubber and rubber products, allocation,
specification, and inventory con-
trols, continuation authorized --- 25

Sugar, provisions respecting ------ 34, 35, 36
Termination dates of provisions ------- 34,

214, 322, 946
Secret Service Division. See under Treas-

ury Department.
Securities. See Bonds, Securities, Etc.
Securities and Exchange Commission,

appropriation for ------------ 28, 108,601
Security Council, National. See National

Security Council under National
Security Act of 1947.

Seed Act, Federal, funds for effecting pro-
visions of ---------------------_ 74, 544

Seed Testing Congress, International,
appropriation for share of expenses_ 544

Selective Service Records, Office of:
Appropriation for ---------------- 108, 617
Availability of funds; additional appro-

priations authorized --------.---- 31
Establishment, functions, etc ------- _ 31
Transfer of property, records, and per-

sonnel of Selective Service System_ 31
Veterans' Placement Service Board,

membership of Director; availabil-
ity of public records ------------- 32

Selective Service System:
Functions and responsibilities, Person-

nel Division, transfer to Secretary
of Labor ---------_ ------------ 32

Appropriation for expenses -------- 621
Property, records, and personnel, trans-

fer to Office of Selective Service
Records ---- _-----------------_ 31

Report to Postmaster General on use of
franking privilege, repeal of provi-
sions of First Deficiency Appro-
priation Act of 1942 ------------ 450

Uncompensated personnel, recognition
of services, certificates of separa-
tion--------------------------- 210

Senate. See also Congress; Legislative
Branch of the Government.

Administrative assistants to Senators,
appropriation for --------------- 362

INDEX

. . .- -. - - ........- ---...........
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for  223 

Second Decontrol Act of 1947  321 
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Second Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1947. 

See Deficiency Appropriation Act, 
1947, Second. 

Second Liberty Bond Act. See Liberty 
Bond Act, Second. 

Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 
1948. See Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, 1948, Second. 

Second Supplemental National Defense 
Appropriation Act, 1943, repeal of pro-
vision relating to designation of Pub-
lic Buildings Administration employ-
ees as special policemen; effective date_ 451 
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tion Act, 1947, Second Urgent. 

Second War Powers Act, 1942: 
Administrative Procedure Act, exclusion 
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Appropriation for  108, 617 
Availability of funds; additional appro-
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sonnel of Selective Service System_ 31 
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membership of Director; availabil-
ity of public records  32 
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nel Division, transfer to Secretary 
of Labor  32 

Appropriation for expenses  621 
Property, records, and personnel, trans-

fer to Office of Selective Service 
Records  31 

Report to Postmaster General on use of 
franking privilege, repeal of provi-
sions of First Deficiency Appro-
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Branch of the Government. 
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See under Tress-
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Senate-Continued rK4
Andrews, Charles O., appropriation for

payment to widow of------------. 1
Appointments with consent of-

Air Force-
Assistant Secretaries of the------- 50O
Chief of Staff--------------- .. 50:
Secretary of the ----------------. 502
Under Secretary of the----------- 502

Army-
Chiefs and assistant chiefs of

services---.-------------- 901, 902
General and lieutenant general, offi-

cers in certain positions carry-
ing rank of----------------- 887

Medical and dental officers ------ _ 777
Nurse Corps, commissioned officers. 42
Regular Army officers ---- 883, 884, 89C
Temporary appointees in Army of

U. S., repeal of Act of Sept. 22,
1941; effective date---------- 451

Temporary appointments, general
officer grades-------------. 908

Women's Medical Specialist Corps,
commissioned officers -------- 42

Central Intelligence Agency, Director 497
Chiefs of mission to countries receiv-

ing assistance under Act respect-
ing Greek-Turkish aid -------- _ 105

Coast Guard-
Chief warrant officers, permanent - 411
Commissioned officers, permanent- 410

Commerce, Department of, addi-
tional Assistant Secretary ------ 326

Coordinator of Federal Agencies in
Puerto Rico------------------ 772

Defense, Secretary of-------------- 500
Federal Housing Commissioner ---- _ 954
Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service, Director--------_----- 153
Home Loan Bank Board -------_-- 954
Housing and Home Finance Adminis-

trator ---------------------. 955
Marine Corps-

Quartermaster General ---------- 236
Special commands, etc., designa-

tion of officers for; retirement_ 876
Munitions Board, chairman ------ __ 505
National Labor Relations Board--.. 139

General Counsel ---------------- 139
National Security Resources Board,

chairman----------.------ -. 499
Navy-

Active-duty officers . ------......
Chaplains ---- -_-----_----_
Limited duty assignments .......
Medical and dental officers------
Medical Service Corps officers ..
Nurse Corps, eommisioned officers
Staff officers, permanent--..-----

835
872
870
777
737

47
838

^ ~ "

INDEX

Senate-Continued Page
Appointments with consent of-Con.

Public Housing Commissioner ----- _ 955
Relief assistance, field administrator

for supervision of ------------- 127
Research and Development Board,

chairman ----------._--.----- 506
Selective Service Records, Office of,

Director .-------------------- 31
War Assets Administrator, Associate_ 952

Army officers-
Refusal of consent to appointment_ 893
Retirement grade, etc., discretion

regarding -------------------- 888
Bailey, Josiah W., appropriation for pay-

ment to widow of -------------- 15
Bilbo, Jessie Forrest, appropriation for

payment to-- ----------------- 941
Bilbo, Theodore G., Jr., appropriation

for payment to---- ------------ 941
Biographical Directory of the American

Congress, compilation and prepara-
tion of revised edition, appropria-
tion for increased pay costs ------. 26

Chaplain, appropriation for -------- - 362
Clerical assistance-

Appropriation for--- ----------- _ 15, 362
Continuation of certain employees on

rolls for specified period -------- 3
Salaries, certain, removal of limita-

tion--------------.----------- 4
Committee employees-

Appropriation for ..-------------- 362
Continuation of certain positions and

funds for specified period------- 3
Rates of compensation ------------ 5
Salaries of certain, removal of limita-

tion-----------------_------- 4
Consultant, availability of appropriation

for employment of -------------- 15
Contingent expenses-

Appropriation for----------------- 26,
27, 58, 106, 363, 611, 696

Salaries paid from appropriation, com-
putation -------------------_ 364

Telephone wiring plans, special, pay-
ment for installation from ap-
propriation-----.------------_ 58

DeMott, Henry V., appropriation for
payment for services rendered spe-
cial committee------------- ---- 15

Documents, public, storage of, appropri-
ation for additional amount for rent
of warehouse-------------------- 15

Expense allowance, appropriation for-- 361
Inquiries and investigations, appropria-

tion for; limitation -------- 26, 106, 363
Investigating committee, special, non-

applicability of designated provi-
sions of law to counsel to -------- 129
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Temporary appointments, general 
officer grades  908 

Women's Medical Specialist Corps, 
commissioned officers  42 

Central Intelligence Agency, Director_ 497 
Chiefs of mission to countries receiv-
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ing Greek-Turkish aid  105 
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Commissioned officers, permanent_ 410 
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tional Assistant Secretary  326 
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Puerto Rico  772 
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Federal Housing Commissioner  954 
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Biographical Directory of the American 

Congress, compilation and prepara-
tion of revised edition, appropria-
tion for increased pay costs  26 

Chaplain, appropriation for   362 
Clerical assistance— 
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Continuation of certain employees on 

rolls for specified period  3 
Salaries, certain, removal of limita-
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Committee employees— 

Appropriation for  362 
Continuation of certain positions and 

funds for specified period  3 
Rates of compensation  5 
Salaries of certain, removal of limita-

tion  4 
Consultant, availability of appropriation 

for employment of  15 
Contingent expenses— 

Appropriation for  26, 
27, 58, 106, 363, 611, 696 

Salaries paid from appropriation, com-
putation  364 

Telephone wiring plans, special, pay-
ment for installation from ap-
propriation  58 

DeMott, Henry V., appropriation for 
payment for services rendered spe-
cial committee  15 

Documents, public, storage of, appropri-
ation for additional amount for rent 
of warehouse  15 

Expense allowance, appropriation for  361 
Inquiries and investigations, appropria-

tion for; limitation  26, 106, 363 
Investigating committee, special, non-

applicability of designated provi-
sions of law to counsel to_  129 
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Senate-Continued Page
Joint committees. See separate title.
Mail transportation, appropriation for- 58
Majority, office of secretary of-

Appropriation for -------------- 363, 610
Rates of compensation, increase in

certain ------------------- - 610
Messenger service, appropriation for_-- 362
Minority, office of secretary of-

Appropriation for--------------- 363, 610
Rates of compensation, increase in

certain---------------------- 610
Nomination, disapproval of, restriction

on payment to person after------- 609
Pages-

Appropriation for education of ---- 15, 369
Availability of educational facilities

for certain other minors who are
congressional employees -------- 16

Pay costs, increased, appropriations for_ 26,72
Postage stamps, air-mail and special-

delivery, furnishing to Senators,
appropriation for-------------- - 364

President, appointment of Senate Office
Building Commission ----------- 307

President pro tempore-
Appointments by-

Commission on Organization of the
Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment, four members ------- 247

Congressional Aviation Policy
Board, Temporary, Senate
members------------------- 677

National Capital Sesqui-Centen-
nial Commission, three Sena-
tors---------------------- 396

United States-Reading Bicentennial
Commission, two members--- 769

Presidential succession-------------- 380
United States-Reading Bicentennial

Commission, membership on---- 769
Reorganization, legislative, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 363
Reporters, Official, of Debates, etc., ex-

tension of Civil Service Retirement
Act to------------------------- 135

Reporting proceedings, appropriation
for------------------------- 26,363

Restaurants-
Appropriation for ------------ 58, 364, 611
Special deposit account, payment of

balance to Senate Committee on
Rules and Administration------ 696

Salaries, officers and employees-
Appropriation for -------- 26, 72, 106, 362
Appropriations available ----------- 4
Removal of limitations------------- 4

Salaries and mileage of Senators, appro-
priation for ------------------ 361,941

cm ./-- ------H-U: 'r 7 fA92
Secretary, umce o0, appropnrnawu iu-- - , --v

Senate-Continued Page
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper, Office

of-
Abolition of designated positions-_-_ 362
Appropriation for - 15, 27, 58, 362, 610, 695
Pages, salary period; rates ---- _-- - 362
Priority in expenditure of appropria-

tions ----------------------_ 58
Rates of compensation-

Designated positions------------- 362
Increase in certain------------- 15, 610

Telephone operators, employment of
additional, appropriation for------ 15

Telephone wiring plans, special, instal-
lation in offices authorized ------- 58

Vice President, Office of, appropriation
for------------------------- 362

Senate Office Building:
Additional, preparation of preliminary

plans and estimates; appropriation
authorized-------------------- 307

Appropriation for----------------- 612
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for___ 16, 370
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for- 27
Police details for duty on Capitol

grounds ----------------------- 377
Subway transportation, appropriation for- 370

Seneca Indians, N. Y., treaties with, ap-
propriation for fulfilling------------ 468

Sequoia National Forest, Calif., acquisition
of lands for, appropriation for------- 539

Sequoia National Park, appropriation for
acquisition of lands -------------- 485

Servicemen, Housing for Distressed Fami-
lies of:

Increase in appropriation authorized - 128
Appropriation for -.----...- . -- 515

Servicemen's Readjustment Act of June
22, 1944:

Education and training of veterans, date
of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of provisions respecting ----- 454

Leases, authority of Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs respecting, time
extension ---------------------- 133

Loans-
Date of termination of war in inter-

pretation of provisions respect-
ing--------------------------

Purchase by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, repeal of provisions
respecting-------------------

Unemployment, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provisions
respecting readjustment allowances-

Sesame Seed, monthly statistics, collec-
tion, publication, etc---------------

Sesqui-Centennial Commission, National
Capital, establishment, composition,
etc ---------------------------

454

209

454

457

396
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Senate—Continued Page 
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delivery, furnishing to Senators, 
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Appointments by— 
Commission on Organization of the 

Executive Branch of the Gov-
ernment, four members  247 

Congressional Aviation Policy 
Board, Temporary, Senate 
members  677 

National Capital Sesqui-Centen-
nial Commission, three Sena-
tors  396 

United States-Reading Bicentennial 
Commission, two members.. _ _ 769 

Presidential succession  380 
United States-Reading Bicentennial 
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Reorganization, legislative, appropria-

tion for  363 
Reporters, Official, of Debates, etc., ex-

tension of Civil Service Retirement 
Act to  

Reporting proceedings, appropriation 
for  26, 363 

Restaurants— 
Appropriation for  58, 364, 611 
Special deposit account, payment of 

balance to Senate Committee on 
Rules and Administration  696 

Salaries, officers and employees— 
Appropriation for  26, 72, 106, 362 
Appropriations available  4 
Removal of limitations  4 

Salaries and mileage of Senators, appro-
priation for  361, 941 

Secretary, Office of, appropriation for__ 27, 362 
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Telephone operators, employment of 
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lation in offices authorized  58 

Vice President, Office of, appropriation 
for  362 

Senate Office Building: 
Additional, preparation of preliminary 

plans and estimates; appropriation 
authorized  307 

Appropriation for  612 
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for___ 16, 370 
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for.. 27 
Police details for duty on Capitol 

grounds  377 
Subway transportation, appropriation for 370 

Seneca Indians, N. Y., treaties with, ap-
propriation for fulfilling  468 

Sequoia National Forest, Calif., acquisition 
of lands for, appropriation for  539 

Sequoia National Park, appropriation for 
acquisition of lands  485 

Servicemen, Housing for Distressed Fami-
lies of: 

Increase in appropriation authorized_ _ 128 
Appropriation for  515 

Servicemen's Readjustment Act of June 
22, 1944: 

Education and training of veterans, date 
of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of provisions respecting  454 

Leases, authority of Administrator of 
Veterans' Affairs respecting, time 
extension  133 

Loans— 
Date of termination of war in inter-

pretation of provisions respect-
ing  454 

Purchase by Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation, repeal of provisions 
respecting  209 

Unemployment, date of termination of 
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Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of 1942, Pag
Amendment, jurisdiction of Commis-
sion, claims decided by General
Claims Commission in which U. S.
filed petition for rehearing------_____ 2

Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928,
Amendment, German special deposit
account, deposit of certain funds in;
change in order of priority for pay-
ment from__________ _ ----------- _ 78'

Seward Sanitorium, appropriation for
hospitalization of tuberculous Indians,
Eskimos, and Aleuts -------------- 943

Shadehill Dam, appropriation for ------- 69'
Shaw, W. A. and E. L., conveyance of

lands within Shiloh National Military
Park, Tenn., authorized ------------ 173

Shawanometta, Anton, Estate of, payment
to Menominee Indian Mills to credit
of account of ----------_____---- _ 455

Shawnee Sanatorium, Okla., appropriation
for water improvements -_---..--- _ 46.

Shelby, N. C., clerk of U. S. District Court,
restriction on use of funds for main-
taining office of ------------------- 304

Shenandoah National Park, commissioner,
removal of requirement of recom-
mendation of candidate by Secretary
of the Interior -------__ ___------- 92

Sherman Act, inapplicability to regulation
of insurance, time extension ---. ____ 448

Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn., con-
veyance within ------------------- 173

Shipping Act, 1916, transfer of facilities
during war, etc., date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of July 15, 1918 ------ 454

Ships. See Vessels.
Ships, Bureau of. See under Navy Depart-

ment.
Shoshone Project, Wyo., appropriation

for ............------------ _ 474,475
Shoshone Tribe, Wind River Reservation,

Wyo., trust fund held in joint owner-
ship with Arapaho Tribe, segregation
and expenditure -----..___..------102

Signal Corps. See under War Department.
Silver:

Coins, weight, deviations ------------ 133
Recoinage, appropriation for -- ---- _ 218

Silver Creek Recreational Demonstration
Project, Oreg.:

Addition of certain lands ----------- _ 519
Exchange of lands for consolidating

holdings, etc., provisions respect-
ing ----------....------.. _ 129, 130

Silver Purchase Act of 1934, appropriation
for carrying out provisions of ------ 223

Sioux Reservations, appropriation for pay- Page
ment to Indians of -------------__ 468

Sitka, Alaska, sale to, of U. S. Reserve for
Agricultural Investigations and
Weather Service, authorized ---- _-- 310

Six Nations, N. Y., treaties with, appropri-
ation for fulfilling ---------------- 468

Skubitz, Joseph, payment for services as
teacher in Capitol Page School, au-
thorized ---........ _------------_ 369

Slaughterer, Nonprocessing, eligibility for
extra compensation payments; time
limitation for filing claims --------- _ 788

Small Tract Act of 1938, preferred right of
application of veterans of World War
II under ------------------------ 124

Smaller War Plants Corporation, liquida-
tion of affairs; abolition ---------_ _ 209

Smelting Industry, loans by Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation to, repeal of
provisions respecting -----_-------_ 208

Smith, George, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 455

Smith-Lever Act, appropriation to effect
provisions of ----------.--------- 528

Smithsonian Institution:
Board of Regents, appointment of

Robert V. Fleming ------.------ 494
National Gallery of Art, appropriation

for ----.__------.-- ..----- 28, 62, 602
Salaries and expenses, appropriation

for ------. ............. __..__ 28,601
Soap, Etc., allocations, extension of time

limitation on provisions -------- . 322
Social Security Act:

Amendments of 1947 ---------------- 793
Census information, appropriation for

supplying of ..-------.....---- . 295
Grants to States-

Old-age assistance, disregard of in-
come from agricultural labor and
nursing services without prej-
udicing rights; time limitation-_ 202

Time extension, old-age assistance,
aid to blind, and aid to depend-
ent children ----------------- 794

Tax rates, employers and employees-_- 793
Unemployment Trust Fund-

Federal unemployment account, au-
thorization of funds, etc-------- 794

Railroad employees, applications for
refunds, time extension __-----. 793

State unemployment funds, advances
to, change of dates affecting -- 794

Veterans, deceased, World War II, bene-
fits, date of termination of war in
interpretation of provisions of Act
of AUn. 10. 19446 A-f -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

--- 
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Settlement of Mexican Claims Act of 1942, 
Amendment, jurisdiction of Commis-
sion, claims decided by General 
Claims Commission in which U. S. 
filed petition for rehearing  24 

Settlement of War Claims Act of 1928, 
Amendment, German special deposit 
account, deposit of certain funds in; 
change in order of priority for pay-
ment from  789 

Seward Sanitorium, appropriation for 
hospitalization of tuberculous Indians, 
Eskimos, and Aleuts  943 

Shadehill Dam, appropriation for  699 
Shaw, W. A. and E. L., conveyance of 

lands within Shiloh National Military 
Park, Tenn., authorized  173 

Shawanometta, Anton, Estate of, payment 
to Menominee Indian Mills to credit 
of account of  455 

Shawnee Sanatorium, Okla., appropriation 
for water improvements  468 

Shelby, N. C., clerk of U. S. District Court, 
restriction on use of funds for main-
taining office of  304 

Shenandoah National Park, commissioner, 
removal of requirement of recom-
mendation of candidate by Secretary 
of the Interior  92 

Sherman Act, inapplicability to regulation 
of insurance, time extension  448 

Shiloh National Military Park, Tenn., con-
veyance within  173 

Shipping Act, 1916, transfer of facilities 
during war, etc., date of termination 
of emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of July 15, 1918  454 

Ships. See Vessels. 
Ships, Bureau of. See under Navy Depart-

ment. 
Shoshone Project, Wyo., appropriation 

for  474, 475 
Shoshone Tribe, Wind River Reservation, 

Wyo., trust fund held in joint owner-
ship with Arapaho Tribe, segregation 
and expenditure  102 

Signal Corps. See under War Department. 
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Silver Creek Recreational Demonstration 
Project, Oreg.: 
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holdings, etc., provisions respect-
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teacher in Capitol Page School, au-
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Slaughterer, Nonprocessing, eligibility for 
extra compensation payments; time 
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application of veterans of World War 
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Smaller War Plants Corporation, liquida-
tion of affairs; abolition  209 

Smelting Industry, loans by Reconstruc-
tion Finance Corporation to, repeal of 
provisions respecting  208 

Smith, George, payment to Menominee 
Indian Mills to credit of account of  455 

Smith-Lever Act, appropriation to effect 
provisions of  528 

Smithsonian Institution: 
Board of Regents, appointment of 

Robert V. Fleming  494 
National Gallery of Art, appropriation 

for  28, 62, 602 
Salaries and expenses, appropriation 

for    28, 601 
Soap, Etc., allocations, extension of time 

limitation on provisions  322 
Social Security Act: 
Amendments of 1947  793 
Census information, appropriation for 

supplying of _   295 
Grants to States— 

Old-age assistance, disregard of in-
come from agricultural labor and 
nursing services without prej-
udicing rights; time limitation_ _ 202 

Time extension, old-age assistance, 
aid to blind, and aid to depend-
ent children_  794 

Tax rates, employers and employees_ _ _ 793 
Unemployment Trust Fund— 

Federal unemployment account, au-

thorization of funds, etc  794 
Railroad employees, applications for 

refunds, time extension  793 
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to, change of dates affecting_ _ _ _ 794 
Veterans, deceased, World War II, bene-
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interpretation of provisions of Act 
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Social Security Administration: Page
Children's Bureau-

Funds ---------------.-------- 72,272
Grants to States, provisions respect-

ing ------------------------- 272
Employment Security, Bureau of, funds

for-_----------_-----_----.-- . 72,272
Grants to States-

Appropriation for----------------. 60,
108,272,273, 274, 615

Limitations on time of payments -- 274
Transfers of funds ----------_--- 72, 107

Health service program, funds available
for----------------.----- ----- 274

Miscellaneous expenses, appropriation
for--- ----.-------- .--- 107,273,942

Old-Age and Survivors Insurance, Bu-
reau of-

Funds for------------------- 72,107,272
Government departments and agen-

cies, payments for services per-
formed for, deposit in designated
trust fund-------------------- 107

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating ---------------------- 278

Pay costs, increased, transfers of funds
for---------------------------- 72

Public Assistance, Bureau of, appro-
priation for------------------- 72,272

Seamen, reconversion unemployment
benefits for, appropriation for___ 272, 942

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc ---------------- 278

Transfers of functions, transfer of
amounts for personal services au-
thorized ----------------------- 274

Transfers of funds----------------- 72, 274
Withholding of moneys from State agen-

cies, restriction ----------------- 274
Social Security Board Building, reduction

in appropriation------------------- 19
Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947---- 511
Sodium, mining of, on lands acquired by

United States--------------------- 913
Soil and Moisture Conservation Opera-

tions, appropriation for--------- 115, 461
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-

ment Act:
Appropriation to effect provisions of__- 541
Virgin Islands, extension of provisions

to ------------------------ 494
War crops, acreage allotment, date of

termination of state of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of Feb. 28,
1945--------------------------- 451

Soil Conservation Service. See under Ag-
riculture, Department of.

Soll, funds for investigations---------- 73, 533

Soldiers' Home, U. S.: Page
Appropriation for -------------- 71, 691
Transfer of surplus property to, author-

ized----___-------------------- 691
Solicitor General, Office of. See under

Justice, Department of.
Solid Fuels Administration for War, ap-

propriation for liquidation -----____ - 460
South America. See American Repub-

lics.
South Carolina:

Charleston, conveyance, date of ter-
mination of state of war, etc., in in-
terpretation of Act of May 27,
1936 ------------------------. 451

Francis Marion National Forest, game
refuge--------------------_ --.- 516

South Dakota:
Farm Island, transfer from city of Pierre

to State, consent of Congress ---- _ 740
Missouri Basin project, Angostura unit,

inclusion of certain lands owned by
U. S., authorized ---------------_ 408

Rapid City, Indian museum, appropri-
ation for support ---------------- 465

South Holston Dam, appropriation for
construction---------------------- 574

Southern Great Plains Field Station, Okla.,
appropriation for repair of tornado
damage-------------------------- 534

Southern Ute Indian Reservation, Colo.,
irrigation projects, appropriation for_ 467

Southwestern Power Administration, ap-
propriation for ------------------- 462

Soybeans:
Monthly statistics, collection, publica-

tion, etc-------..----..-----. 4-57
Orders regulating handling, terms and

conditions.. - -------. . ...--- - . 707
Spanish-American War:

Claims of veterans, payment of certain 79,
627

Pension rates, increase--- ---------- 610
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

See under House of Representatives.
Speculative Trading on Commodity Ex-

changes, Regulation, voluntary agree-
ments respecting ------------ _--- 945

Spodumene, income-tax percentage deple-
tion ----------- ----------- 919, 920

Springer, Nancy M., appropriation for pay-
ment to-------------------------- 941

Spruce Production Corporation, U. S.,
increase in limitation on administra-
tive expenses--------------------- 625

Squantum, Mas., Naval Destroyer and
Submarine Base, lease by Navy
Department, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of Act of
May 29, 1930 -------.----.-------. 4
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Squaw Point Area, Cass County, Minn., Page
cooperation in extension, etc., of
public-school facilities, appropriation
authorized ------------------------ 419

Stabilization Act, 1942:
Sugar--

Continuance in effect of certain provi-
sions with respect to ---------_. 35

Transfer of functions, etc., of Presi-
dent and Price Administrator to
Secretary of Agriculture- ------. 36

Stabilization of Commodity Prices. See
Commodity Prices, Stabilization.

Standard Baskets Act, appropriation to
effect provisions of ---------------- 544

Standard Container Act, funds to effect
provisions of----_---------------_ 74, 544

Standards, National Bureau of. See
National Bureau of Standards under
Commerce, Department of.

Star Route Service, funds for-_ 112, 230, 700, 701
State, Department of:

Administrative expenses under Foreign
Aid Act of 1947, availability of
funds--------------------------... . 942

Allocations of materials, etc., certified
by Secretary as necessary to meet
international commitments, time
limitation---------------.------- 34

American Republics-
Cooperation with, appropriation for- 286
Travel in Western Hemisphere by

citizens of---------.. -----------. 286
Appropriation Act, 1948--------------_ 279
Boy Scouts, World Jamboree, issuance

of passports to Scouts and Scouters
attending---------..........-------------- 38

Contracts exempt from prohibition on
interest of Members of Congress--__ 288

Contributions, quotas, etc.-
Appropriation for----------...---- 113, 282
Transfer of funds...------------------.. 117

Department Service-
Aliens, etc., employment of, funds

for-----------------------................ 279, 622
Appropriation for- ----------- 77, 279, 622
Claims, appropriation for---------.._____ 77, 280
Foreign Service Institute, appropria-

tion for expenses-------- ..------ 279
Health service program, appropria-

tion for----------------------.. 279
Information program outside conti-

nental U. S., appropriation for;
restriction ---..----------------- 279

International Broadcasting Division,
funds available for personal serv-
ices-------------------------........ . 280

Living and quarters allowances, trans-
fer of funds---...__ fi699

State, Department of-Continued Page
Department Service-Continued

North Atlantic fisheries-
Appropriation for expenses of sur-

veys, etc---..----------------...... 280
Availability of appropriation ------ 622

Penalty mail costs-
Appropriation for--------------. 279
Transfer of funds from appropria-

tion for -------------------- 117
Printing and binding, appropriation

for-------------..------------.. 280
Radio stations, international short-

wave, contracts for, indemnifica-
tion agreements, etc----------- 280

Surplus property disposal, appropria-
tion for expenses -------------- 280

Territorial papers, appropriation for
collecting and editing_ ---------- 280

Trade agreements, funds for effecting
provisions of law relating to - - - 280

Transfer of funds------..------------_________ 622
Employment, termination of, authority

of Secretary of State ------------. 288
Exports, certification of priority of ma-

terials for, authority of Secretary
respecting---------------..------- 323

Foreign Aid Act of 1947. See separate
title.

Foreign Service-
Alien fiancees or fianeds of veterans or

members of U. S. armed forces,
admission to United States, time
extension of authority in con-
nection with----..--------------.... 190

Automobiles, application of exchange
allowances to replacements, etc- 281

Buildings fund, appropriation for - -.- 282
Emergencies in Diplomatic and Con-

sular Service, appropriation for_ _ 282
Exchange of funds, certain, nonappli-

cability of designated restric-
tions -------------------______ 282

Foreign Service Act of 1946, appro-
priation for carrying out provi-
sions of ---------------------- 113

Foreign Service Institute, appropria-
tion for expenses -------------- 279

Living and quarters allowances, ap-
propriation for---------------- 281

Printing and binding, appropriation
for -------------------------- 282

Refunds, etc., crediting of-------___ 282
Representation allowances, appro-

priation for------------------- 281
Retirement and disability fund, ap-

propriation for ---------------- 282
Salaries and expenses, funds for ----- 113,

280, 622------------------- --
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State, Department of-Continued Page
Geographic Names, Board on, represen-

tation on, etc -----------------. 456
Information and cultural program, ap-

propriation for liquidation of cer-
tain activities; transfers of
funds ------------------------ 288

Inter-American Affairs, Institute of.
See separate title.

Inter-American Cultural Relations, Con-
vention for Promotion of, appro-
priation for expenses under ------- 286

Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion, Inc. See separate title.

Inter-American Transportation, Insti-
tute of. See separate title.

International activities, appropriation
for ------ --------------- 284, 623

International Boundary and Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico.
See separate title.

International Boundary Commission,
United States and Canada and Alas-
ka andCanada, appropriation for- 117, 286

International commissions, American
sections, appropriation for salaries
and expenses ------------------- 285

International Fisheries Commission, ap-
propriation for ----------------- 286

International Joint Commission, U. S.
and Canada, appropriation
for ------------------------- 117, 285

International obligations-
Appropriation for--------------- 113, 282
Transfer of funds from ------------ 117

International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, appropriation for--- 286

International Refugee Organization.
See separate title.

Justice, Department of, matters under
joint control, investigations------- 291

Lower Rio Grande flood-control project,
construction, limitations---------- 285

Mexico, arrangements for cooperation in
control of foot-and-mouth disease
and rinderpest.------.--. ------

National Commission on Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Coopera-
tion, appropriation for conferences,
etc---- --------------------

National Munitions Control Board, date
of termination of war in interpreta-
tion of Act of Jan. 26, 1942, respect-
ing omission, etc., of certain reports-

National Security Council, membership
of Secretary -------------------

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating- ---------------------

7

283

452

496

306

State, Department of-Continued PaeG
Passport agencies, appropriation for_ 117, 279
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for- 117
Philippine rehabilitation, appropriation

for ---------------------.---- 287
Restrictions and limitations on ex-

penditures ----------------- 287, 288
Prencinradio, Inc., availability of funds;

liquidation; payment of cost------ 583
Relief assistance to countries devastated

by war-
Appropriation for---------------- 613
Exercise of authority by Secretary of

State ----- ----------------- 127
Voluntary relief supplies, availability

of appropriation for transporta-
tion ------------------------ 614

Seal of the United States, custody and
use of------------------------- 643

Secretary-
Office of, funds for salaries--------- 117
Presidential succession ------------ 380

Statutes at Large, compilation. etc.;
contents; admissibility in evidence- 636

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 306

Sugar quotas, increased, withdrawal
from countries denying fair treat-
ment to U. S. nationals---------- 925

Surplus property, acquisition for United
Nations, authority -------------- 283

Travel or transportation of effects, use
of vessel of U. S. registry, nonappli-
cability of provision of law respect-
ing--------------------------- 288

United Nations See separate ttle.
United Nations Edlucational, Scientific,

and Ciltural Organization, appro-
priation for U. S. participation
in -------------------------- - 283

United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-
tion Administration. See separate
title.

State, Secretary of. See State, Depart-
ment of.

State Legislation, appropriation for prep-
aration of index to-------------- 114, 372

State Marine Schools, appropriation
for ------------------------------

States, U. S. Code Provisions Respecting:
Forts, etc., purchase of lands for, assent

of legislature to----------------
Motor fuel sold on military or other res-

ervation, tax on; reports to State
taxing authority--------------

Oath by members of legislatures and
officers ----------------------

Administration of----------------

604

644

644

643
644
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State Marine Schools, appropriation 
for  604 

States, U. S. Code Provisions Respecting: 
Forts, etc., purchase of lands for, assent 

of legislature to  644 
Motor fuel sold on military or other res-

ervation, tax on; reports to State 
taxing authority  644 

Oath by members of legislatures and 
officers  643 

Administration of  644 
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States, U. S. Code Provisions Respecting-
Continued

Taxation affecting Federal areas; sales
or use tax; income tax----------

Definitions---------------------
Exception of United States, its instru-

mentalities, and authorized pur-
chases therefrom-------------

Indians, exception of--------------
Jurisdiction of United States over

Federal areas unaffected -__ --

Statistical Bureau at The Hague, Inter-
national, appropriation for contribu-
tion ----------------------------

Statistical Institute, Inter-American, ap-
propriation for contribution --------

Statue of Liberty National Monument,
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645

645
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645

283

282

appropriation for water-supply ease-
ments -------------------------- 483

Statutes at Large, compilation, etc.; con-
tents; admissibility in evidence----- 636

Steelhead Trout, nonapplicability of regu-
lations respecting interstate transpor-
tation of certain ------------------ 518

Sterling, Colo., clerk of U. S. District
Court, restriction on use of funds for
maintaining office of--------------- 304

Stokley, W. H., provisions for relief of__- 685
Stone on Public Lands, authority for dis-

posal by Secretary of the Interior_ _ 681
Strategic and Critical Materials. See also

Mines, Bureau of, under Interior, De-
partment of the.

Agricultural materials, research on, ap-
propriation for ------------------ 529

Helium-
Procurement, appropriation for ----- 559
Production, investigations, etc., funds

for -------------------------- 482
Navy Department, reduction in appro-

priation ---------- ------- 22
Oil and gas. See separate title.
Rubber. See separate title.
Stock Piling Act, appropriation for

carrying out provisions of-------- 624
Tin and tin products. See separate title.

Streams, Gaging of:
Appropriation for; limitation-------- 111, 478
Arkansas River compact, use of funds

for negotiation of --------------- 478
Streptomycin, Etc.:

Allocations, time limitation of provi-
sions------------------------- 34

Certification, etc., provision for ----__- 11
Strikes. See Strikes against U. S. Gov-

ernment under Government Depart-
ments and Agencies; Labor Manage-
ment Relations Act, 1947.

Student-Employees of Federal Govern-
ment Hospitals, exclusion from provi-
sions of law relating to compensation
and benefits of Federal employees;
exceptions, etc -------------------

Submarginal Land, funds for retirement

Page

727

of------------------------- 74,541
Submarines, Experimental, construction

authorized; cost limitation ---------- 96
Subsidies, restriction on use of War

Department funds for payment of_ - 556
Sugar. See also Sugar Act of 1937; Sugar

Act of 1948; Sugar Control Extension
Act of 1947.

Alcohol plants, industrial, emergency
production of sugars and sirups,
time extension ------------------ 4

Allocations, provisions not construed to
continue authority -------------- 34

Taxes, certain, under Agricultural
Adjustment Act, loans from Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, re-
peal of provisions respecting ------ 208

Sugar Act of 1937, appropriation to effect
provisions of; limitation ------------ 543

Sugar Act of 1948------------------- 922
Abandonment of planted acreage, pay-

ment with respect to------------- 930
Agriculture, Secretary of, administra-

tion of Act--------------------- 923
Appropriations authorized ----------- 932
Child labor, restriction --------------- 929
Conditional-payment provisions ------- 929
Consumer requirements, determination

of, in-
Continental United States ---------- 923
Hawaii and Puerto Rico------------ 925

Definitions------------------------- 922
Determinations of quotas and deficits,

publication of------------------- 932
Effective date----------------------- 934
Enforcement, etc., by U. S. district

courts ------------------------ 932
Excess marketing, restriction --------- 929
Expenditures----------------------- 932
Funds, availability of---------------- 932
Information, furnishing of, to Secretary

of Agriculture------------------ 933
Investment or speculation by person in

official capacity, prohibition ------ 933
Liquid sugar-

Inclusion in determinations, quotas,
etc-------------------------- 928

Quotas for foreign countries -------- 928
Local committees-------------------- 932
Orders or regulations ----------------- 932
Payments, computation, etc-------- 930, 931

Review-------------------------- 932
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Sugar Act of 1948-Continued Page St
Processing rates, fair and reasonable,

provision for-------------------- 930

Quotas-
Allotment or proration of; appeal.--. 926 Si
Area restrictions ----------------- 929
Credits and drawbacks------------- 928
Direct-consumption portions-------- 927
Emergency suspension ------------- 933
Establishment of------------------ 924

1948 quotas-------------------- 927
Revision of -------------------- 924, 925
Violations------------------------ 928
Virgin Islands, duty-free sugar from_ _ 929

Raw value, terms of, use in determina-
tions, quotas, etc---------------- 928

Surveys and investigations ----------- 933
Tax provisions-

Manufactured sugar, definition of_-- 934
Termination of taxes--------------- 934

Termination of powers ---------- 933, 934
Exception ---------------------- 934

Violations-------------------------- 933
Wage rates, fair and reasonable, provi-

sion for ----------------------- 930
Sugar Control Extension Act of 1947 ---- 35

Appropriations authorized ------------ 37
Appropriations for----------------- 245, 618
Continuance in effect of orders, direc-

tives, etc----------------------- 36
Definitions ------------------------ 37
Functions conferred by, exclusion from

operation of Administrative Pro-
cedure Act-------------------- 37

Removal of controls, authority of Secre-
tary of Agriculture _------------ 36

Transfer of funds, personnel, etc-- ----- 36
Transfer of powers, etc., of President,

Price Control Administration, etc.,
to Secretary of Agriculture ------- 36

Unlawful acts under, penalty --------- 37

Sugar Council, International, appropria-
tion for share of expenses ---------- 527

Sugar Rationing Administration, funds
for--------------------------- 245,618

Sulfur:
Mines and deposits, income-tax percent-

age depletion----------------- 919, 920
Mining of, on lands acquired by United

States------------------------- 913

Sullivan, Joseph J., payment for services
as teacher in Capitol Page School,
authorized------------------------ 369

Superintendent of Documents, Office of,
appropriation for------------------ 376

Supplemental Appropriation Acts. See
also Deficiency Appropriation Acts.

ipplemental Appropriation Act, 1947, Page
First, repeal of proviso respecting con-
tinuation of certain positions and
funds -------------------------- 4

ipplemental Appropriation Act, 1948--- 610
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 617
Architect of the Capitol, appropriation

for ---------------------- ---- 612
Audited claims, appropriation for pay-

ment of ---------------------- 627
Commerce, Department of, appropria-

tion for ---------------------- 618
Defense aid, liquidation of lend-lease

program, appropriation for ------- 613
Defense Transportation, Office of, ap-

propriation for------------------ 612
District of Columbia, appropriation for

U. S. Courts------------------- 612
Federal Mediation and Conciliation

Service, appropriation for-------- 615
Federal Security Agency, appropriation

for---------------------------- 615
Federal Works Agency, appropriation

for---------------------------- 616
Greek-Turkish aid, appropriation for -- 613
House of Representatives, appropriation

for------------------------- - 611
Housing Expediter, appropriation for-- 616
Indian Claims Commission, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 616
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for------------------------ 620
Judgments and authorized claims, ap-

propriation for payment ------- 625, 626
Labor, Department of, appropriation

for--------- ------------------- 621
Legislative Branch of the Government,

appropriation for------------- - 610
Library of Congress, appropriation for-- 612
National Labor Relations Board, appro-

priation for ------------------ - 616
Navy Department, appropriation for-- 622
Obligations incurred in anticipation of

appropriations or authority, ratifi-
cation and confirmation ---------- 703

Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-
tion on employment of persons
advocating ------------------- 627

Public Health Service, appropriation
for---------------------------- 615

Relief assistance to war-devastated
countries, appropriation for ------ 613

Purchases of foodstuffs, preferences-- 628
Scientific Research and Development,

Office of, appropriation for ------- 612
Selective Service Records, Office of,

appropriation for--------------- 617
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Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948- Page
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Senate, appropriation for ------------ 610
Social Security Administration, appro-

priation for -------------------- 615
State, Department of, appropriation for_ 622
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 627

Surplus property, care and handling
overseas, appropriation for------_ 614

Treasury Department, appropriation
for --------------------------- 623

United Nations Relief and Rehabilita-
tion Administration, appropriation
for liquidation------------------ 614

Veterans' Administration, appropriation
for--------------------------- 617

War Department, appropriation for .-- 624
Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948,

Second-----------------_------- 695
Agriculture, Department of, appropria-

tion for----------------------- 698
American Battle Monuments Commis-

sion, appropriation for -- _------_ 696
Capitol Police, appropriation for------ 696
Civil Service Commission, appropria-

tion for ---.------------------- 696
Coast Guard, appropriation for --- _-- 702
Commerce, Department of, appropria-

tion for ----------_-------- ---- 698
Commission on Organization of the

Executive Branch of the Govern-
ment, appropriation for ---..---- 696

Defense, Office of Secretary of, transfer
of funds and equipment from War
and Navy Departments; availabil-
ity; limitation---------------- 703, 704

District of Columbia, appropriation
for.--------------------------- 698

Federal Works Agency, appropriation
for -------------------------- 697

House of Representatives, appropriation
for --- ---.---.... -- ..__---- . 696

Interior, Department of the, appropriation
for -----------...-----------. 699

Justice, Department of, appropriation
for -------------------------- 700

Labor, Department of, appropriation
for--------------------------- 700

Legislative Branch of the Government,
appropriation for ---------------- 695

Maritime Commission, appropriation
for -------------.------------- 697

National Security Council, transfer of
funds and equipment from War and
Navy Departments; availability;
limitation------------------- 703, 704

Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948, Page
Second-Continued

National Security Resources Board,
transfer of funds and equipment
from War and Navy Departments;
availability; limitation--------. 703, 704

Navy Department, appropriation for--- 700
Obligations incurred in anticipation of

appropriations or authority, ratifi-
cation and confirmation --------- 703

Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
advocating -___--------_ ------- 703

Post Office Department, appropriation
for--------------------------- 700

Senate, appropriation for ------------ 695
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc-------------- -- 703

Treasury Department, appropriation for__ 697
War Department, appropriation for .-. 702

Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1948,
Third---------------------------- 941

Agriculture, Department of, appropria-
tion for ----------------------- 942

Army, Department of the, appropria-
tion for-------------------_--- 943

Commerce, Department of, appropria-
tion for------------------------ 943

Federal Security Agency, appropriation
for--------------.------------ - 942

Foreign aid, appropriation for--------- 942
House of Representatives, appropriation

for --------------------------- 941
Interior, Department of the, appropria-

tion for ------------------.---. 943
Legislative Branch of the Government,

appropriation for---------------- 941
Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
advocating ---..--------- __.-- _ 944

President, funds appropriated to, appro-
priation for ------------------- _ 942

Senate, appropriation for ------------ 941
Social Security Administration, appro-

priation for -------------------- 942
Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
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engaging in, etc ----------__--- _ 944

Supplemental Government CQrporations
Appropriation Act, 1948 ----------- 514

Obligations incurred in anticipation of
appropriations or authority, ratifi-
cation and confirmation-_________ 703

Supplies and Accounts, Bureau of. See
under Navy Department.

Supreme Court, United Sttea. See under
United States Courts.
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Sureties. See under Bonds, Official and
Penal.

Surgeon General. See Public Health Serv-
ice; Medical Department under War
Department.

Surplus Property. See also Surplus Prop-
erty Act of 1944.

Aircraft, parts, etc., transfer by War and
Navy Departments to Civil Aero-
nautics Administration, authorized_

Alaska Railroad, transfers to --- ___- -
Appropriation for disposition, etc., by

War Assets Administration-------
Care, handling, disposition, etc., appro-

priation for War Assets Adminis-
tration -----.-- __--___-____.---

Fish and Wildlife Service-
Acquisitions by transfer from War De-

partment, Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration, and War Assets Ad-
ministration ----------_-_----

Vessels, transfers in connection with
fishing resources of Territories and
island possessions ----------

Flood damage, etc., transfer for allevia-
tion of---------------------

Funds available; appropriation au-
thorized ----------_----------

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer of
certain property to U. S. Section,
International Boundary and Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico.._-

Geological Survey, Department of the
Interior, acquisitions by transfer
from War Department, Navy De-
partment, or War Assets Adminis-
tration------------------------

House of Representatives, priority in ex-
penditure of appropriations under
control of Clerk ----------------

Mines, Bureau of, Department of the
Interior, acquisitions by transfer
from War Department, Navy De-
partment, or War Assets Adminis-
tration -----------------------

Navy Department, limitation on use of
funds in connection with, advance
payments by disposal agency-----

Overseas care and handling, appropria-
tion for------------------------

Panama Canal, transfers of surplus prop-
erty by War and Navy Depart-
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ments, authorized ---------- 243, 694
Plants, equipment, etc., certain, transfer

of title to War or Navy Depart-
mont. ____----- --- 775

Surplus Property-Continued
Reconstruction Finance Corporation-

Limitation on use of funds-___---_
Purchases for resale to small business,

priority ----------------------
War Assets Administration, waiver of

reimbursement for expenses in-
curred in connection with--..--

Selective Service System, transfer of sur-
plus property authorized--------

Senate, priority in expenditure of appro-
priations under control of Sergeant
at Arms ------------------ _

Soldiers' Home, transfer to, authorized-
State, Department of-

Disposal expenses, appropriation for-
United Nations, authority respecting

acquisition by-----------------
Synthetic rubber plants and facilities,

limitation on declaration as ------
Exceptions ----------------------

Yuma Army air base, Ariz., transfer of
surplus property, etc., to Bureau of
Reclamation, Department of the
Interior ---------------------

Surplus Property Act of 1944:
Amendments-

Harbor or port terminals, disposal,
prior offer to States, etc -------

Public airports, conveyance of proper-
ty for development; terms, condi-
tions, reservations, and restric-
tions------------------------

Appropriation for carrying out duties of
Naval Establishment under ----

Surplus Property Administration, trans-
fer of functions to; redesignation as
War Assets Administration --------

Susquehanna River, construction of dam
by Pennsylvania Power & Light Com-
pany; conditions __------------

Sweetpotato Weevil Control, appropria-
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Switzerland, Government of, payment in
settlement of claims, authorized --

Synthetic Liquid Fuel Demonstration
Plants, appropriation for-----------
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ment Relations Act, 1947.
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Plants, equipment, etc., certain, transfer 
of title to War or Navy Depart-
ment 

58 

395 

614 

775 

Surplus Property—Continued 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation— 

Limitation on use of funds  
Purchases for resale to small business, 

priority  
War Assets Administration, waiver of 

reimbursement for expenses in-
curred in connection with  

Selective Service System, transfer of sur-
plus property authorized  

Senate, priority in expenditure of appro-
priations under control of Sergeant 
at Arms  

Soldiers' Home, transfer to, authorized_ 
State, Department of— 

Disposal expenses, appropriation for.. 
United Nations, authority respecting 

acquisition by  
Synthetic rubber plants and facilities, 

limitation on declaration as  
Exceptions  

Yuma Army air base, Ariz., transfer of 
surplus property, etc., to Bureau of 
Reclamation, Department of the 
Interior  

Surplus Property Act of 1944: 
Amendments— 
Harbor or port terminals, disposal, 

prior offer to States, etc  
Public airports, conveyance of proper-

ty for development; terms, condi-
tions, reservations, and restric-
tions  

Appropriation for carrying out duties of 
Naval Establishment under_ 

Surplus Property Administration, trans-
fer of functions to; redesignation as 
War Assets Administration  

Susquehanna River, construction of dam 
by Pennsylvania Power & Light Com-
pany; conditions  

Sweetpotato Weevil Control, appropria-
tion for; State, etc., cooperation  

Switzerland, Government of, payment in 
settlement of claims, authorized  

Synthetic Liquid Fuel Demonstration 
Plants, appropriation for  
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280 
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26 

477 

678 
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394 

952 

675 

535 
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480 

Taft-Hartley Act. See Labor Manage-
ment Relations Act, 1947. 

Talc, income-tax percentage depletion_ _ 919, 920 
Tariff Act of 1930: 
Amendment, standard newsprint paper, 

exemption from duty; definition; 
time limitation   716 

Trade agreements, funds for effecting 
provisions of law relating to  280 
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Tariff Commission: Page
Appropriation for---------------- 114, 602
Commissioners-

Participation in certain proceedings,
restriction on payment--------- 602

Salary rate----------------------- 607
Tariff Duties. See Customs Duties.
Tate, H. T., credit in accounts---------- 729
Tax Court of the United States. See

under United States Courts.
Tax Research and Research and Statis-

tics, Division of. See under Treasury
Department.

Taxes:
Admissions tax exemption of members

of armed forces, etc., termination
date ------------------------

Agricultural commodities, loans from
Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion under Agricultural Adjustment
Act, repeal of certain provisions
respecting --___--______-______-

Bank securities, etc., held by Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, ex-
emption, repeal of provisions re-
specting --------------------___

Beverage brandies, blended-----------
Bonds, transfer of interest in partner-

ship owning -_------__-___._--_
Capital stock, etc.-

Partnership owning shares, transfer of
interest in --- _---_-----------

Recapitalization, shares issued in --_
China Trade Act corporations, income

tax due date ----------------
Coast and Geodetic Survey, gifts and

bequests, tax exemption _ _--.----
Copper, suspension of certain import tax

on--------.------------------_
Distilled spirits and wines, exportation,

drawback --------.-----------.
District of Columbia Revenue Act of

1947. See separate title.
Emergency provisions, termination

dates--------------------------
Employment taxes-

Social Security rates, employers and
employees ---------- -____-

Withholding at source on wages-
Military and naval personnel - - -

Services by U. S. citizen in foreign
country or U. S. possession--

Estate taxes, certain contributions to
United Nations, deduction for tax
purposes ------- __-____--.-_

Excise Tax Act of 1947-------------
Farm real estate, authorization to re-

ceiver to borrow money for pay-
ment, repeal of provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of 1933--

919

208

208
321

922

922
921

919

788

56

319

917

793

918

918

7
12

208

Taxes-Continued
Federal Unemployment Tax Act,

amendment, allowance of volun-
tary contributions -------------

Gift taxes-
Discretionary trusts, certain relin-

quishments by grantor not
deemed transfer of property,
time extension of provisions;
interest restriction on certain
overpayments - -------------

United Nations, certain contributions
to, deduction for tax purposes--

Page

416

178

7
Income taxes-

Corporations, charitable, etc., con-
tributions ------------------- _ 920

Indebtedness, exclusion of income from
discharge of, time extension----- 179

Internees, income from sources within
possessions of U. S., provisions
respecting ---____ ------------ _ 714

Involuntary liquidation and replace-
ment of inventory, termination
of provision respecting-------- 918

Military and naval personnel-
Abatement of tax for members upon

death; credit or refund of over-
payment ---------------- 778,918

Allowance against gross income,
termination date ----------- 918

Sea duty or duty outside United
States, termination date for de-
ferment-------------------- 918

Personal holding companies, distribu-
tions by; interest restriction on
certain overpayments ---------- 179

Prisoners of war, income from sources
within possessions of United
States, provisions respecting --- 714

State taxation in Federal areas------ 644
United Nations, certain contribu-

tions to, deduction from gross
income for tax purposes ------- 6

War losses, extension of time for
claiming credit or refund with
respect to ---------- --__ ----- 756

Insurance, regulation or taxation of,
time extension of provisions relat-
ing to ___.-------------------- 448

Minerals, certain, percentage depletion
for --------- ...---------.-- 919,920

Obligations, Government, taxation of;
exceptions --------_------------- 180

Postponement of certain acts by reason
of war, time limitation -------- _ - 919

Powers of appointment in disposition of
estates, time extension in connec-
tion with release of-------------- 178
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Appropriation for 
Commissioners— 

Participation in certain proceedings, 
restriction on payment  

Salary rate  
Tariff Duties. See Customs Duties. 
Tate, H. T., credit in accounts  
Tax Court of the United States. See 

under United States Courts. 
Tax Research and Research and Statis-

tics, Division of. See under Treasury 
Department. 

Taxes: 
Admissions tax exemption of members 

of armed forces, etc., termination 
date  

Agricultural commodities, loans from 
Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion under Agricultural Adjustment 
Act, repeal of certain provisions 
respecting  

Bank securities, etc., held by Recon-
struction Finance Corporation, ex-
emption, repeal of provisions re-
specting  

Beverage brandies, blended  
Bonds, transfer of interest in partner-

ship owning  
Capital stock, etc.— 

Partnership owning shares, transfer of 
interest in  

Recapitalization, shares issued in__ _ _ 
China Trade Act corporations, income 

tax due date  
Coast and Geodetic Survey, gifts and 

bequests, tax exemption  
Copper, suspension of certain import tax 

on  
Distilled spirits and wines, exportation, 

drawback  
District of Columbia Revenue Act of 

1947. See separate title. 
Emergency provisions, termination 

dates  
Employment taxes— 

Social Security rates, employers and 
employees  

Withholding at source on wages— 
Military and naval personnel  
Services by U. S. citizen in foreign 

country or U. S. possession_ _ _ 
Estate taxes, certain contributions to 

United Nations, deduction for tax 
purposes  

Excise Tax Act of 1947  
Farm real estate, authorization to re-

ceiver to borrow money for pay-
ment, repeal of provisions of Emer-
gency Farm Mortgage Act of 1933— 
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Taxes—Continued Page 
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, 

amendment, allowance of volun-
tary contributions  416 

Gift taxes— 
Discretionary trusts, certain relin-

quishments by grantor not 
deemed transfer of property, 
time extension of provisions; 
interest restriction on certain 
overpayments  178 

United Nations, certain contributions 
to, deduction for tax purposes  7 

Income taxes— 

Corporations, charitable, etc., con-
tributions  920 

Indebtedness, exclusion of income from 
discharge of, time extension  179 

Internees, income from sources within 
possessions of U. S., provisions 
respecting  714 

Involuntary liquidation and replace-
ment of inventory, termination 
of provision respecting  918 

Military and naval personnel— 

Abatement of tax for members upon 
death; credit or refund of over-
payment  778, 918 

Allowance against gross income, 
termination date  918 

Sea duty or duty outside United 
States, termination date for de-
ferment  918 

Personal holding companies, distribu-
tions by; interest restriction on 
certain overpayments  179 

Prisoners of war, income from sources 
within possessions of United 
States, provisions respecting_ _ _ _ 714 

State taxation in Federal areas  644 

United Nations, certain contribu-
tions to, deduction from gross 
income for tax purposes  6 

War losses, extension of time for 
claiming credit or refund with 
respect to  756 

Insurance, regulation or taxation of, 
time extension of provisions relat-
ing to  448 

Minerals, certain, percentage depletion 
for  919, 920 

Obligations, Government, taxation of; 
exceptions  180 

Postponement of certain acts by reason 
of war, time limitation  919 

Powers of appointment in disposition of 
estates, time extension in connec-
tion with release of  178 
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Taxes-Continued
Prohibition Act, National, functions un-

der, transfer from Justice Depart-
ment to Treasury Department ---

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
exemption from ---_-_________.

State, etc., taxation affecting Federal
areas; sales or use tax; income tax_

Definitions ---------------___ _--_-
Exceptions-

Indians --------------_---______
United States, its instrumental-

ities, and authorized purchases
therefrom ------ __-______..

Successor railroad corporations, benefits
of certain carry-overs of predecessor
corporation for purposes of certain
provisions of Internal Revenue
Code -----------------------_-

Refund or credit of certain overpay-
ments-----------------------

Sugar-
Manufactured, definition of--------
Termination - ----------------

Transportation tax exemption of mili-
tary and naval personnel, termina-
tion date-----------------------

United Nations, certain contributions
to, deduction from gross income for
tax purposes - ----------------_

War tax rates of certain miscellaneous
taxes, continuance in effect-------

"Rate reduction date," definition
of---------------------------

Taylor Grazing Act, Amendments:
Funds, deposit and distribution of-----
Grazing permits, issuance of------.-_
Indian lands, use of fees from -------

Tea Importation Act, appropriation for en-
forcement-----------------------

Tebeau, James, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of__

Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Ex-
perts, International, appropriation for
contribution ---------------------

Telecommunication Union, International,
Bureau of, Radio Section, appropria-
tion for contribution --------------

Telecommunications Conferences, Desig-
nated, rendering of free communica-
tion services to official participants in-

Telegrams, Government, repeal of Post
Roads Act of 1866----------------

Telegraph and Telephone Facilities, Tax
on, war tax rates of certain miscella-
neous taxes, continuance ----------

Temporary Congressional Aviation Policy
Board. See Congressional Aviation
Policy Board, Temporary.

95347°-48-pt. 1-70

Page
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205
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645
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326

934
934

919
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12

12

790
790
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265

455

113

282

83

327
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)EX CXLV

Temporary Controls, Office of: Page
Appropriation for liquidation of func-

tions---.....-------.----.. 16, 18, 618
Materials distribution and liquidation,

appropriation for; limitation on
availability ----------------- _ 698, 699

Reductions in designated appropriations_ 17, 18
Tennessee:

Oil and gas conservation, consent of
Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning-----------------------. 316

Shiloh National Military Park, convey-
ance within -------------------- 173

Tennessee Valley Associated Coopera-
tives, Inc.:

Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-
tion; appropriation for ---------- 576

Liquidation, provision for ----_------ 576
Tennessee Valley Authority:

Appropriation for------------------- 574
Bonded indebtedness, payment-------- 576
Construction of new projects, approval

of Congress required -.-- ___-- -__ 577
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-

tion -------------------------- 576
Possession and use of property by Gov-

ernment in time of war, date of ter-
mination of state of war, etc., in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act of
May 18, 1933------------------- 451

Terminal Inspection Act, appropriation
for operations under -------------- 535

"Termination of War," construction of
term for certain legislative provi-
sions ------------------------- 449-454

Territorial Courts, appropriation for - - - 59, 303
Territorial Papers, appropriation for col-

lecting and editing----------------- 280
Territories:

Emergency fund-
Reduction in appropriation--------- 21
Repeal of provisions of Act of Decem-

ber 23, 1941------------------ 450
Fishing resources, investigation, develop-

ment, etc., provisions relating to;
appropriations authorized----- 726, 727

Government in, appropriation for------ 66,
116, 117, 489

Territories and Island Possessions, Divi-
sion of. See under Interior, Depart-
ment of the.

Texas:
Big Bend National Park, appointment

of commissioner, jurisdiction, pow-
ers; fees, costs, etc--------------

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, transfer of cer-
tain property to U. S. Section, In-
ternational Boundary and Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico- ---

91

423
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Taxes—Continued 
Prohibition Act, National, functions un-

der, transfer from Justice Depart-
ment to Treasury Department _ _ _ _ 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
exemption from  

State, etc., taxation affecting Federal 
areas; sales or use tax; income tax_ 

Definitions  
Exceptions— 

Indians  
United States, its instrumental-

ities, and authorized purchases 
therefrom  

Successor railroad corporations, benefits 
of certain carry-overs of predecessor 
corporation for purposes of certain 
provisions of Internal Revenue 
Code  

Refund or credit of certain overpay-
ments  

Sugar— 
Manufactured, definition of  
Termination  

Transportation tax exemption of mili-
tary and naval personnel, termina-
tion date  

United Nations, certain contributions 
to, deduction from gross income for 
tax purposes  

War tax rates of certain miscellaneous 
taxes, continuance in effect  

"Rate reduction date," definition 
of  

Taylor Grazing Act, Amendments: 
Funds, deposit and distribution of  
Grazing permits, issuance of  
Indian lands, use of fees from  

Tea Importation Act, appropriation for en-
forcement  

Tebeau, James, payment to Menominee 
Indian Mills to credit of account of_ _ 

Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Ex-
perts, International, appropriation for 
contribution  

Telecommunication Union, International, 
Bureau of, Radio Section, appropria-
tion for contribution  

Telecommunications Conferences, Desig-
nated, rendering of free communica-
tion services to official participants in_ 

Telegrams, Government, repeal of Post 
Roads Act of 1866  

Telegraph and Telephone Facilities, Tax 
on, war tax rates of certain miscella-
neous taxes, continuance  

Temporary Congressional Aviation Policy 
Board. See Congressional Aviation 
Policy Board, Temporary. 
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Temporary Controls, Office of: raze 
Appropriation for liquidation of func-

tions  16, 18, 618 
Materials distribution and liquidation, 

appropriation for; limitation on 
availability  698, 699 

Reductions in designated appropriations_ 17, 18 
Tennessee: 

Oil and gas conservation, consent of 
Congress granted to extension and 
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning  

Shiloh National Military Park, convey-
ance within  

Tennessee Valley Associated Coopera-
tives, Inc.: 

Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-
tion; appropriation for  576 

Liquidation, provision for  576 
Tennessee Valley Authority: 

Appropriation for   574 
Bonded indebtedness, payment  576 
Construction of new projects, approval 

of Congress required  577 
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-

tion  576 
Possession and use of property by Gov-

ernment in time of war, date of ter-
mination of state of war, etc., in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act of 
May 18, 1933  451 

Terminal Inspection Act, appropriation 
for operations under  535 

"Termination of War," construction of 
term for certain legislative provi-
sions  449-454 

Territorial Courts, appropriation for  59, 303 
Territorial Papers, appropriation for col-

lecting and editing  280 
Territories: 
Emergency fund— 

Reduction in appropriation  21 
Repeal of provisions of Act of Decem-

ber 23, 1941  450 
Fishing resources, investigation, develop-

ment, etc., provisions relating to; 
appropriations authorized  726, 727 

Government in, appropriation for  66, 
116, 117, 489 

Territories and Island Possessions, Divi-
sion of. See under Interior, Depart-
ment of the. 

Texas: 
Big Bend National Park, appointment 

of commissioner, jurisdiction, pow-
ers; fees, costs, etc_   91 

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, transfer of cer-
tain property to U. S. Section, In-
ternational Boundary and Water 
Commission, U. S. and Mexico  423 

316 

173 
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Texas-Continued Page
Oil and gas conservation, consent of Con-

gress granted to extension and re-
newal of interstate compact con-
cerning ------------------------ 316

Rio Grande City, time extension for
bridging Rio Grande at or near --_ 728

Rio Grande project, appropriation
for ---.-----.------..---. 116, 473, 474

Texas City Tin Smelter, maintenance, de-
velopment, etc., authorized --------- 190

Thenardite, income-tax percentage deple-
tion.-------._------------ .--- 919, 920

Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial
Park, N. Dak., establishment, acquisi-
tion of lands, administration, etc- -_ 52

Third Supplemental Appropriation Act,
1948. See Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, 1948, Third.

Thorud, J. M., provisions for relief of--- _ 685
Three Affiliated Tribes, Garrison Reser-

voir, lands for; deposit of funds; con-
tract with United States, etc ------- 690

Thurberia Weevil Control, appropriation
for ----------------.-------.---- 535

Timber on Public Lands, authority for dis-
posal by Secretary of the Interior --- 681

Tin and Tin Products:
Allocations, time limitation of provi-

sions, extension ---------- _ 34, 214, 322
Domestic tin-smelting industry, etc.,

maintenance, study and report by
Congress ---------------------- 190

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
continuation of powers, etc., exer-
cised by ----------------------- 190

Texas City tin smelter, maintenance,
development, etc., authorized----- 190

Tobacco:
Crop insurance, provisions respecting__ 550,

718
Orders regulating handling, terms and

conditions -------------------- _ 707
Tobacco Acts, funds for effecting provi-

sions of ----------------------- 74, 544
Toilet Preparations, Tax on, war tax rates

of certain miscellaneous taxes, con-
tinuance ------------------------- 12

Toiyabe National Forest, Nev., acquisi-
tion of lands for, appropriation for - 539

Toledo, Ohio, exemption of certain plants
from disposal limitations ---------- 26

Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of
timber and lands ------------------ 920

Tongue River Indian Reservation, Mont.,
irrigation projects, appropriation for- 467

Tonnage Duties, collection or payment of
certain, relief of liability for -------_ 97

Topographic Surveys, appropriation for-- 477

Tort Claims Act, Federal. See Federal
Tort Claims Act.

Tractors, allocations limited to control of
production for export, time limitation

Page

of provisions --------------------- 34
Trade Agreements, funds for effecting pro-

visions of law relating to ---_------_ 280
Trade Commission, Federal, appropriation

for ---------.----- _------------ 28,591
Trade Commission Act, Federal. See

Federal Trade Commission Act.
Trading With the Enemy Act:

Amendments, returns of property-
Notice of claim for return, time limi-

tations ----------------------- 786
Owners, etc., excepted ------- --- _ 784

Appropriation for carrying out duties
pursuant to --------_--------_ 294, 586

Transportation. See Carriers.
Transportation, Defense, Office of. See

Defense Transportation, Office of.
Transportation Corps. See under War

Department.
Transportation Facilities and Equipment,

Allocation, voluntary agreements
respecting ------------------------ 945

Transportation Taxes:
Boy Scouts, World Jamboree, nonappli-

cability to amounts paid for trans-
portation of persons and property- 38

Military and naval personnel, exemp-
tion, termination date --------__ _ 919

Nonapplication to transportation out-
side northern portion of Western
Hemisphere; exception ----------. 12

War tax rates of certain miscellaneous
taxes, continuance -------------- 12

Travel Provisions, Government Employees.
See Travel provisions under Govern-
ment Employees.

Treasurer of United States. See under
Treasury Department.

Treasury, Secretary of the. See Treasury
Department.

Treasury Department:
Accounts, Bureau of-

Funds for --------------..-- 17,76, 217
Reduction in appropriation ---- _-- 22, 187

Agriculture, Department of, advances to,
authority ------------ ---------- 545

Appropriation Act, 1948 -------_----- 216
Baltimore, Md., easement, Lazaretto

depot ------------------------. 212
Bonds, official and penal. See separate

title.
Buildings, etc., owned by wholly owned

Government corporations, transfer
of title; discharge of indebtedness,
etc-.---- ... .---------_____-- 584
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Texas—Continued Page 
Oil and gas conservation, consent of Con-

gress granted to extension and re-
newal of interstate compact con-
cerning  316 

Rio Grande City, time extension for 
bridging Rio Grande at or near_ _ _ _ 728 

Rio Grande project, appropriation 
for    116, 473, 474 

Texas City Tin Smelter, maintenance, de-
velopment, etc., authorized  190 

Thenardite, income-tax percentage deple-
tion  919, 920 

Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial 
Park, N. Dak., establishment, acquisi-
tion of lands, administration, etc_ _ _ _ 52 

Third Supplemental Appropriation Act, 
1948. See Supplemental Appropria-
tion Act, 1948, Third. 

Thorud, J. M., provisions for relief of _ _ 685 
Three Affiliated Tribes, Garrison Reser-

voir, lands for; deposit of funds; con-
tract with United States, etc  690 

Thurberia Weevil Control, appropriation 
for  535 

Timber on Public Lands, authority for dis-
posal by Secretary of the Interior__ _ _ 681 

Tin and Tin Products: 
Allocations, time limitation of provi-

sions, extension  34, 214, 322 
Domestic tin-smelting industry, etc., 

maintenance, study and report by 
Congress  190 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 
continuation of powers, etc., exer-
cised by  190 

Texas City tin smelter, maintenance, 
development, etc., authorized  190 

Tobacco: 
Crop insurance, provisions respecting_ _ 550, 

718 
Orders regulating handling, terms and 

conditions  707 
Tobacco Acts, funds for effecting provi-

sions of  74, 544 
Toilet Preparations, Tax on, war tax rates 

of certain miscellaneous taxes, con-
tinuance  12 

Toiyabe National Forest, Nev., acquisi-
tion of lands for, appropriation for.. _ 539 

Toledo, Ohio, exemption of certain plants 
from disposal limitations  26 

Tongass National Forest, Alaska, sale of 
timber and lands  920 

Tongue River Indian Reservation, Mont., 
irrigation projects, appropriation for. 467 

Tonnage Duties, collection or payment of 
certain, relief of liability for  97 

Topographic Surveys, appropriation for.... 477 

for  
Trade Commission Act, Federal. 

Federal Trade Commission Act. 
Trading With the Enemy Act: 
Amendments, returns of property— 

Notice of claim for return, time limi-
tations  786 

Owners, etc., excepted  784 
Appropriation for carrying out duties 

pursuant to  294, 586 
Transportation. See Carriers. 
Transportation, Defense, Office of. See 

Defense Transportation, Office of. 
Transportation Corps. See under War 

Department. 
Transportation Facilities and Equipment, 

Allocation, voluntary agreements 
respecting  945 

Transportation Taxes: 
Boy Scouts, World Jamboree, nonappli-

cability to amounts paid for trans-
portation of persons and property_ 38 

Military and naval personnel, exemp-
tion, termination date  919 

Nonapplication to transportation out-
side northern portion of Western 
Hemisphere; exception  12 

War tax rates of certain miscellaneous 
taxes, continuance  12 

Travel Provisions, Government Employees. 
See Travel provisions under Govern-
ment Employees. 

Treasurer of United States. See under 
Treasury Department. 

Treasury, Secretary of the. See Treasury 
Department. 

Treasury Department: 
Accounts, Bureau of— 
Funds for  17, 76, 217 
Reduction in appropriation  22, 187 

Agriculture, Department of, advances to, 
authority  545 

Appropriation Act, 1948  216 
Baltimore, Md., easement, Lazaretto 

depot  212 
Bonds, official and penal. See separate 

title. 
Buildings, etc., owned by wholly owned 

Government corporations, transfer 
of title; discharge of indebtedness, 
etc   584 

Tort Claims Act, Federal. See Federal Pace 
Tort Claims Act. 

Tractors, allocations limited to control of 
production for export, time limitation 
of provisions  34 

Trade Agreements, funds for effecting pro-
visions of law relating to  280 

Trade Commission, Federal, appropriation 

28, 591 
See 
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Treasury Department-Coptinued Pags
Checks, Government, rules and regula-

tions for facilitating payment of
certain; establishment of special-
deposit account --------...----- . 308

Chief Clerk, Office of, funds for ----. 75, 217
Claims, appropriation for payment -... 77,

216,218, 625
Coast Guard. See separate title.
Contract Settlement, Office of, appropri-

ation for- ..-..................
Contract settlement functions, transfer to--
Copyrights, prescription of regulations

for prevention of importation of
prohibited articles.............--

Credit in accounts of designated offi-
cers and former officers ...-......

Appropriation for certain-- --- __.-
Customs, Bureau of-

Ajax, Canadian-built dredge, etc.,
documentation under laws of
United States----------------

Appropriation for ---------- 70, 113,
Transfer of funds to -- ----.....

Management study, funds available_
Personal services in District of Colum-

bia, increase in limitation on
amount for ----.------...---

Sockeye Salmon Fishery Act of 1947,
authority of collectors of customs
respecting arrest of violators- --

Tonnage duties or light money, collec-
tion or payment of certain, relief
of liability for .---- __-..... --

Disbursement, Division of, funds for__

624
951

664

729
730

704
219
76

220

70

513

97
17,

76, 217
Disbursing officers, continuation of ac-

counts in case of death, resignation,
or separation; limitation---------- 717

District of Columbia, reimbursement for
benefit payments to White House
Police and Secret Service forces,
funds for ---------------- 76, 187, 22,

Engraving and Printing, Bureau of-
Appropriation for------------- - 22]

Transfer of funds to------------ 7(
Crediting of proceeds from work. - - 221
Protection of currency, etc., transfer

of funds for; detail of Secret Serv-
ice supervisors --------------- 22,

Scientific investigations, transfer of
funds to National Bureau of
Standards for ---- ---------- - 22i

Federal Crop Insurance Corporation,
subscriptions to capital stock, ap-
propriation for----------------- 7(

Federal home-loan banks, stock held by
Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
tion, transfer to Treasury Depart-
mnt+ 201

Treasury Department-Continued Page
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-

denticide Act, joint prescription
with Secretary of Agriculture of reg-
ulations for enforcement of provi-
sions respecting imports-----... 169, 171

Federal Supply, Bureau of-
Advances, crediting to general supply

fund ------------------------ 224
Appropriation for-------------.--. 223

Reduction ---------------------- 22
Field offices of other Government

agencies, transactions with ....- 224
Field warehouses, standard forms and

blankbook work for ----------- 224
Per diem employees at fuel yards, pay

rates -----.----------------- 224
Personal services, amount available

from general supply fund for---- 224
Reconditioning of equipment, pay-

ment for -----------------.-- 224
Strategic and critical materials, ap-

propriation for; contract author-
ity; deposit of certain proceeds-_ 624

Supplies, services, etc., payments for- 224
Transfer or detail of employees from

other agencies, transfer of funds
for---------------.------ - 223

Typewriters-
Prices----------------------- 224,225
Repairs, payment for -------- -- 224

Warehousing functions for non-Fed-
eral agencies, continuance of---- 223

Fiscal Service-
Appropriation for------------ 17, 113, 217
Transfers between appropriations---. 76

Foreign aid program -
Advances to Reconstruction Finance

Corporation, interest restriction- 939
Cancellation of notes of government

agencies for equalization of cer-
tain losses ------------------- 939

Foreign funds control, appropriation for- 624
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., conveyance of

designated Coast Guard site, time
extension----------------------- 54

General Counsel and Tax Legislative
Counsel, Office of, funds for ---- 75, 217

Health service programs, appropriation
for -------------------------- 217

Internal Revenue, Bureau of-
Appropriation for ----- _------- - 187, 220

Transfer of funds to ------------ 7 76
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue

Taxation, study respecting per-
sonnel, report to Congress------ 227

International Organizations Procure-
ment Act of 1947 ------------- 752

Judgments, appropriation for payment- 77,
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tions for facilitating payment of 
certain; establishment of special-
deposit account  308 

Chief Clerk, Office of, funds for  75, 217 
Claims, appropriation for payment _ _ _ _ 77, 

216, 218, 625 
Coast Guard. See separate title. 
Contract Settlement, Office of, appropri-

ation for _  624 
Contract settlement functions, transfer to__ 951 
Copyrights, prescription of regulations 

for prevention of importation of 
prohibited articles  664 

Credit in accounts of designated offi-
cers and former officers  729 

Appropriation for certain  730 
Customs, Bureau of— 
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documentation under laws of 
United States   704 

Appropriation for  70, 113, 219 
Transfer of funds to  76 
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Lend-lease program; appropriation for

liquidation; limitation on availa-
bility of funds--- --------.--.- 613

Liberty Bond Act, Second. See separate
title.

Mineral Leasing Act, amendment, mon-
ey received from sales, etc., of pub-
lic lands under, disposition------- 119

Mint, Bureau of the, funds for-__ 76, 113, 223
Miscellaneous expenses, appropriation

for---------------..------- --- 217
Mitchell, Brig. Gen. William, appropria-

tion for medal for--------------- 113
Narcotics, Bureau of-

Appropriation for -_-------------- 221
Transfer of funds to------------- 76

Law violators, information in connec-
tion with apprehension of, ex-
penditure authorized --- _--.--_ 221

Naval postgraduate school, share of cost
of instruction of Coast Guard offi-
cers at------------------------ 706

Overthrow of U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
advocating-__------__----_---- _ 233

Paper for U. S. securities, distinctive,
division of award --- _----------_ 219

Penalty mail costs, appropriation for- 187, 216
Pershing, General of the Armies John J.j

appropriation for medal for.------- 113
Personnel, Division of, funds for----- 75, 217
Printing and binding, appropriation for- 217,

218, 219, 220, 222, 223, 225
Procurement Division-

Reduction in appropriation --------- 22
Transfer of funds to appropriation-.. 76

Prohibition Act, National, functions
under, transfer from Department of
Justice------- ----------------- 951

Public Debt, Bureau of the, funds for_ 76, 218
Railroads, successor corporations, bene-

fits of certain carry-overs of prede-
cessor corporation for purposes of
certain tax provisions- ---------- 324

Refund or credit of certain overpay-
ments _ _-------------------- 326

Reconstruction Finance Corporation-
Loans to Department of Agriculture,

certain, transfer, etc ---------. 545
Obligations of, issuance to Secretary;

maturity, interest, etc--- ----- 204
Termination of powers prior to expi-

ration of succession, deposit of
funds received in course of liqui-
dation -------_--------------. 205

Transfer of duty of completing liqui-
dation at expiration of period of
succession.--- -_--------- 206

Treasury Department-Continued Page
Reduction in designated appropriations- 22,

187
Renegotiation Act, refunds under, ap-

propriation for----_-----------_ - 623
Research and Statistics, Division of.

See Tax Research and Research
and Statistics, Division of, this
title.

Rural Electrification Administration
loans, amendment of provisions
respecting; transfer of functions,
etc----.-----------.---------. 547

Salaries, appropriation for----_-----. - 216
Salaries and expenses, restriction on pay-

ment of certain --------------- 227
Secret Service Division-

Appropriation for ------------- 187, 222
Transfer of funds to------------- 76

Policemen and firemen's relief fund,
D. C., credit for service in armed
forces in determination of bene-
fits------------------------- 398

Secretary-
Office of, funds for--- 70, 75, 187, 216, 623
Presidential succession --- _-------_ 380

Strikes against U. S. Government, re-
striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc----------------- 233

Switzerland, Government of, payment
in settlement of claims, authorized_ 11

Tax Legislative Counsel, Office of. See
General Counsel and Tax Legisla-
tive Counsel, Office of, this title.

Tax Research and Research and Sta-
tistics, Division of, funds for.--. 75, 217

Transfer between appropriations ------ 75
Treasurer of United States-

Office of, funds for ------- - 76, 113, 219
Payment of U. S. obligations, non-

liability for----------------.-_ 730
Treasury building-

Custody of, funds for------------ 75, 217
Guard force, funds for------------ 76, 222

Vessels, anchorage, movement, etc., au-
thority respecting, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpretation
of provisions of Act of June 15, 1917 454

War Damage Corporation, payment to
Treasury of United States ------- _ 579

War Shipping Administration funds,
disposition; appropriation for liqui-
dation of obligations; limitation on
availability--------------------- 697

Treaties:
Patent provisions, peace treaties, effeo-

tuation-----------------------__ 794
Publication, etc., in Statutes at Large_- 636
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Trieste, Aid to. See Relief Assistance to Page
Countries Devastated by War.

Trona, income-tax percentage depletion_ 919, 920
Trout, Steelhead, nonapplicability of regu-

lations respecting interstate transpor-
tation of certain ---. _--.---------- 518

Trusteeship Agreement, Territory of Pa-
cific Islands, approval by President on
behalf of United States, authorized-_ 397

Tuberculosis Control, funds for - - 72, 107, 268
Tucker, John, Sr., Estate of, payment to

Menominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of ----____ ---.----------- 455

Tucker, Louis, Jr., payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of - 455

Tucson, Ariz., lease of public lands for avi-
ation field, date of termination of state
of war, etc., in interpretation of Act of
April 12, 1926 ------------------- 451

Turkey:
Assistance to, provisions respecting --- 103

Appropriation for------------------ 613
Tussock Moth Control, appropriation for- 65

U

Uinta National Forest, Utah, acquisition of
lands for, appropriation for --------- 539

Unemployment Compensation Act, D. C.,
Amendment, contribution rates after
termination of military service------ 494

Unemployment Compensation Adminis-
tration. See Social Security Adminis-
tration.

Unemployment Tax Act, Federal, Amend.
ment, allowance of voluntary contri-
butions------------------- ------ 416

Unemployment Trust Fund:
Federal unemployment account, author-

ization of funds, etc ------------ 794
Railroad employees, applications for re-

funds, time extension ------------ 793
State unemployment funds, advances to,

change of dates affecting --------- 794
UNESCO. See United Nations Educa-

tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organ-
ization.

Unification Act. See National Security
Act of 1947.

Uniform State Laws, National Conference
of Commissioners on, appropriation
for support by District of Columbia- 426

Union Catalogs, appropriation for ----- 114, 372
United Nations:

Armed forces, members of-
Admissions tax exemption, termina-

tion date--------------------
Death, abatement of tax, termination

date-------------------------

919
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Free importation privileges, termina-
tion date--------------------- 917

U. S. citizens or residents, allowance
against gross income, termination
date------------------------- 918

Children's Emergency Fund, Interna-
tional-

Appropriation for----------------- 613
Contributions by United States; limi-

tations -------------------- 125, 939
Contributions to, certain, deduction

from gross income for tax purposes- 6
Food and Agriculture Committee, ap-

propriation for contribution by
United States------------------- 282

Headquarters, permanent, agreement
respecting --------------------_ 758

Aerodrome-------------------- 759
Annex 1, definition of area---- ----- 766
Annex 2, maintenance of utilities and

underground construction ------ 766
Communications and transit------- 761
Definitions ---------------------- 758
Disposition of property ---------- _ 759
Effectuation, authorization for------ 756
Headquarters district-------------- 758
Land, acquisition of, authority of

President of United States; con-
demnation proceedings-------_ 766

Appropriation authorized--------- 767
Law and authority in-------------. 760
Miscellaneous provisions ----------- 764
Operation of, matters relating to ---- 764
Police protection of headquarters

district---------------------- 763
Postal service--------------------- 760
Public services and protection of head-

quarters district--------------- 763
Racial or religious discrimination, pro-

hibition of ------------------ 764
Radio facilities ------------- ----- 759
Resident representatives to United

Nations -------------------- 762
Rights of United States ----------- 767
States, agreements with --------.-- 767
Temporary headquarters, effective-

ness of provisions of agreement
with respect to, authority of
President of United States------ 767

International Refugee Organization. See
separate title.

Military and Naval Staff Committee,
senior members, rank, pay, etc---- 887

Military Staff Committee, U. S. repre-
sentation on, duty of Joint Chiefs
of Staff to provide.------------- 505
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United Nations-Continued Page
Surplus property, acquisition of, author-

ity of Department of State --- _--- 283
Trusteeship agreement for Territory of

Pacific Islands, approval by Pres-
ident on behalf of United States,
authorized --------------------- 397

U. S. participation-
Appropriation for -------.------ 113, 283

Transfer of funds from ---------- 117
Availability of appropriation for ex-

penses incident to maintenance
of official residence, U. S. Repre-
sentative, etc----------------- 623

United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization, appropria-
tion for U. S. participation in ---- __ 283

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration:

Liquidation of activities, appropriation
for administrative expenses, author-
ized--------------.--_---__-- - 260

Appropriation for----------------- 614
United Pueblos Indian Reservation,

N. Mex., appropriation for------. 467, 468
United States Air Force. See Air Force,

Department of the, under National
Security Act of 1947.

United States Code:
Citation -------------------------- _ 638
Codification and enactment into posi-

tive law-
Title 1, General Provisions ------- - 633
Title 4, Flag and Seal, Seat of Govern-

ment, and the States --------- _ 641
Title 6, Official and Penal Bonds -.- 646
Title 9, Arbitration --------------- 669
Title 17, Copyrights--------------- 652

Distribution ------------------ -.. 640
Evidence of the laws------------- --- 638
Preparation and editing, annual appro-

priation authorized ------------- 640
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Supplements-------------------.---- 637

Copies printed at Government Print-
ing Office, conclusive evidence of
original --------------------- 639
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United States Code Annotated, price limi-

tation ---------__ --.----- __._--- _ 609
United States Commercial Company:

Appropriation for ------.----- _ -- 515, 614
Extension of succession --- _---------- 207
Surplus property, care and handling

overseas, appropriation for; limita-
tion------- ------------------- 614

United States Conciliation Service. See
Conciliation Service under Labor,
Department of.

United States Courts. See also Justice, Pate
Department of.

Administrative Office-
Appropriation for _--_-----_ 28, 106, 305
Secretaries for circuit and district

judges, fixing of compensation - - 409
Arbitration, codification and enactment

into positive law of title 9, U. S.
Code-------------------------- 669

Books, transmittal to successors in office;
marking ----------------------- 306

Claims, Court of-
Appropriation for--------------- 59,303
Navajo Tribe of Indians, suit against

United States respecting con-
sideration for certain lands, juris-
diction ------------_--------- 189

Quinaielt Tribe, declaration as proper
party plaintiff in designated ac-
tion; determination of compen-
sation of attorneys------------ 417

Clerks of courts-
Restriction on use of funds for main-

taining offices at designated
places ----------------------- 304

Salaries, appropriation for ------ _ 27, 304
Commissioners' fees, appropriation for_ 27, 304
Criers, appropriation for salaries ---- 27, 304
Customs and Patent Appeals, Court of,

appropriation for --__-----_ 27, 184, 303
Customs Court, appropriation for---- 27, 303
District courts-

Copyright infringements, jurisdiction
in enforcing remedies ------- 662, 664

Court reporters, appropriation for
salaries ---------------------_ 305

Labor organizations, suits by and
against, jurisdiction, etc-- 156, 157, 158
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right-of-way by exercise of right
of eminent domain, jurisdiction_ 459

Sugar Act of 1948, enforcement, etc- 932
Texas, Western District, appointment

of commissioner for Big Bend
National Park; deposit of fees
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ceedings in connection with ac-
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District of Columbia-
Appropriation for - - 63, 184, 302, 435, 612
Building for Court of Appeals and

District Court-
Acquisition of site and preparation

of plans and specifications --- 120
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Public Buildings, Commissioner of,

exercise of powers, etc., by--- 612
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low-rent-housing and slum-clearance
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United States Housing Authority. See
under Housing.

United States Housing Corporation. See
under Housing.
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Military Academy.

United States-Reading Bicentennial Com-
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Vale Oregon Irrigation District, appropri-
ation for reimbursement to--------- 66

Vaughn, Earl, payment to Menominee In-
dian Mills to credit of account of - - 455

Vegetable Crops and Diseases, funds for
investigations, et c---------------- 73, 533

Vegetables, terms and conditions of orders
regulating handling; exemption--.. 707, 710

"Vehicle," definition in construction of
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Venereal Diseases, prevention, treatment,
control, etc., funds for-------- 72,107, 268

Vermiculite, income-tax percentage deple-
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Vermont, New England Interstate Water
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and approval of Congress--------- 682
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Vermouth, manufacture, interior communi- Page
cation with other parts of bonded
winery --------------------------- 320

Vessels. See also Maritime Commission;
Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946;
Naval Vessels.

Ajax, Canadian-built dredge, etc., docu-
mentation under laws of United
States ------------------------ 704

Arbitration, codification and enactment
into positive law of title 9, United
States Code ------------------- 669

Arming of, repeal of provisions of Act of
November 17, 1941; effective date_ 451

Charter, sale, etc., of certain vessels
acquired by Maritime Commission,
suspension of restrictions, repeal of
Act of May 14, 1940----------- 450

Charters, termination during national
emergency, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of June 29, 1936 - - 454

Coast and Geodetic Survey, employ-
ment of public vessels authorized__ 788

Coast Guard-
Authority respecting anchorage,

movement, etc., date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpreta-
tion of provisions of Act of June
15, 1917 --- _---------------- 454

Contracts, certain, repeal of provision
of Act of July 11, 1941 -------- 450

Special projects, reduction in appro-
priation ______ __ __----------_ 22

Vessels and shore facilities-
Acquisition, appropriation for----- 227
Reductions in appropriations--.. 22, 702

Communications Act of 1934, protection
of vessels in wartime, repeal of Act
of Dec. 29, 1942 --------------. 450

Crosline, ferry, admission to American
registry, use in coastwise trade.--- 182

Definition of "vessel" in construction
of statutes---------------------- 633

Fish and Wildlife Service, acquisitions
by------------------_----.- 489,726

Foreign, naval appropriation for ex-
penses in connection with transfer
to United States -----------.--- 395

Foreign ship construction costs, deter-
mination, repeal of Acts of June
11, 1940 and May 2, 1941--.....

Foreign trade, charter by Maritime
Commission to private operators
for, repeal of Act of May 2, 1941__

Hyder, Alaska, transportation of sup-
plies and products of Riverside
Mine by vessels of foreign registry;
time limit----------------------

450

450

632

Vessels-Continued Page
Insurance by War Shipping Adminis-

tration of certain companies against
legal liabilities, repeal of provision
of Act of March 24, 1943 -------_ 450

Iron ore, transportation in vessels of
Canadian registry, repeal of Act of
Jan. 27, 1942; effective date------ 451

Italian, return of certain, etc-------- 784, 786
Light money, collection or payment of

certain, relief of liability for ------ 97
Lists of persons arriving at or departing

from U. S. ports, etc------------- 630
Merchant vessels, priorities in transpor-

tation; issuance of warrants, repeal
of Act of July 14, 1941- .------- -- 450

Navigation and inspection laws, waivers
of compliance with-

Authority of Commandant of Coast
Guard and Secretary of War__- 33, 685

Time limitation, extension of Second
War Powers Act--------- 34, 214, 322

Obligations, essential vessels affected by
Neutrality Act, maintenance and
adjustment, date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of June 29, 1936---- 454

Officers, licenses; draft exemption; pay,
etc., date of termination of war in
interpretation of provisions of Act
of Oct. 22, 1914 ---------------_ 454

Radio operators, restriction on employ-
ment in certain cases, repeal of Act
of Dec. 17, 1941 --------------- 450

Radio operators of cargo ships, experi-
ence requirement, repeal of Acts of
July 8, 1941 and June 22, 1943;
effective date------------------- 451

Seamen. See separate title.
Surplus, care and handling of certain,

transfer of funds from Maritime
Commission to Navy Department_ 700

Switzerland, payment of claims for loss
of food, etc., in sinking of Japanese
vessel Awa Maru ---------------- 11

Tonnage duties, collection or payment
of certain, relief of liability for.--- 97

Transfer, designated agencies, author-
ized--------------------------_ 558

Transfer of shipping facilities during
war, etc., date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of July 15, 1918--.. 454

Treasury Department, authority re-
specting anchorage, movement, etc.,
date of termination of emergency
in interpretation of provisions of
Act of June 15, 1917---------- -- 454

War Shipping Administration. See sep-
arate title.
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Veterans. See also Veterans Administra-
tion.

Alien spouses, nonapplicability of pro-
visions respecting racial ineligibil-
ity; time limitation--------------

Allied nations, veterans of, extension of
certain benefits to, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of Act
of July 11, 1946------.---..---_

AMVETS (American Veterans of World
War II), incorporation of________

Armed Forces Leave Act of 1946,
Amendments. See Leave Act of
1946, Armed Forces, Amendments.

Boxer Rebellion, increase in pension
rates ----------------------____

Civil War, increase in pension rates ---
Claims, presentation by veterans' organi-

zation, retired members of armed
forces as representatives ------__-

Deceased, World War II, benefits under
Social Security Act, date of termina-
tion of war in interpretation of pro-
visions of Act of Aug. 10, 1946--..

District of Columbia-
Fire Department, seniority benefits

for certain members -----_-__
Metropolitan Police, seniority bene-

fits for certain members--------
Policemen and firemen's relief fund,

certain employees, credit for serv-
ice in armed forces in determina-
tion of benefits-----------_____

Services to, appropriation for .--- _-
Tax, income, exclusion from gross in-

come of certain payments made
under laws relating to veterans..

Temporary housing, date of termina-
tion of emergency in interpreta-
tion of Act of May 18, 1946-- -

Educational facilities-
Appropriation for; limitation on avail-

ability------------.......-----
Increase in limitation on amount

for administrative expenses -

Institutional on-farm training, inclu-
sion in educational and training
program ---------------------

Provision to certain institutions, date
of termination of emergency in
interpretation of Act of Aug. 8,
1946 -----------------------

Relocation of buildings, cost limita-
tion------------------------

Fiancees or fiances, alien, admission to
United States, time extension of
authority-----------------------

Gold star lapel buttons, furnishing to
widows, parents, etc., of deceased
armed forces members ---------
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Veterans-Continued
Government employment-

Points added to earned ratings, date
of termination of war in interpre-
tation of provision of Act of June
27, 1944 -------..- ..-- ------

Restoration of employees to former
positions ------- __ .____-_____

Homestead entries-
Availability of credit to surviving

spouse or minor children ------
Credit for military or naval service -
Preferred right of application ------

Housing. See separate title.
Insurance. See Insurance; National

Service Life Insurance Act of 1940,
Amendments.

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.

Loans-
Date of termination of war in inter-

pretation of provisions of Act of
June 22, 1944----------------

Guarantee or insurance under Service-
men's Readjustment Act, pur-
chase by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, repeal of provisions
respecting --- ___-----.-------

Medals, decorations, etc. See separate
title.

Merchant marine, reemployment rights,
consideration of certain service in,
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in interpretation of provisions of
Act of Aug. 8, 1946.- - -

National Service Life Insurance Act of
1940, Amendments. See separate
title.
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Ordnance, condemned or obsolete, pro-
vision for loan or gift to State
homes for former members of
armed forces-------------------- 707

Osage Indians, loans under provisions
of Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944 ----------------------- 747

Philippine Insurrection-
Increase in pension rates----------- 610
Payment of certain claims -------- 79, 627

Placement Service Board, membership
of Director of Office of Selective
Service Records; availability of
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Preference eligibles, discharge, etc.,
mandatory corrective action on
recommendation of Civil Service
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Reclamation projects, settlement and
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tion, Department of the Interior..- 477
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No. 1 (a)-
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in interpretation of Act of Dec.
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Part VII-
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Date of termination of war in
interpretation of Act of
March 24, 1943------ ---- 454

Paragraph 3, amendment---_ - 739
Paragraph 8, amendment------- 180

Part VIII-
Date of termination of war in

interpretation of provisions
of Act of June 22, 1944 -.. 454

Paragraphs 4-6, amendments__ 791
Paragraph 11 (c), addition ----. 792

Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act, payments to certain in-
ducted farmers---------_--.-- -- 542

Spanish-American War-
Increase in pension rates----------- 610
Payment of certain claims--------. 79, 627

Terminal leave, redeemable date of
bonds; cash settlement, etc------_ 510

Unemployment, date of termination of
war in interpretation of provision of
Act of June 22, 1944 respecting re-
adjustment allowances-___.-----. 454

Veterans' Act, 1924, World War. See
World War Veterans' Act, 1924.

Veterans Administration. See also Vet-
erans.

Adjusted service and dependent pay, re-
duction in appropriation -------- 18

Administration, medical, hospital, and
domiciliary services, appropriation
for --------------- 17,28, 62, 184,604

Administrative facilities, appropriation
for acquisition ---------------- 605

AMVETS, transfer of assets in event of
final dissolution --- ------------ 407

Appropriations, disbursements during
July 1947 authorized; deductions
from 1948 appropriations -------- 244

Automobiles, etc., for disabled veterans
of World War II, funds and au-
thority continued available -----. 244

Appropriation for-- -- -- ------- 617
Benefits, veterans', miscellaneous, ap-

propriation for---------------- 606
Canteen Service, Veterans', appropria-

tion for ---------------------- 606
Clarksburg, W. Va., acquisition of site

for facility at ------------.---- 677
Construction and repair, restriction on

use of funds ---------------- 605

Veterans Administration-Continued Page
Damage claims, appropriation for pay-

ment --------..-----....---- .. 605
Decentralization allowances, reduction

in appropriation----------------- 19
Disbursements of appropriations during

July 1947 authorized; deductions
from 1948 appropriations -------- 244
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reduction in appropriation ------ _ 18
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for------..--.. .....----- ----_. 604
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Appropriation for ----....------. _ 605
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Reduction in appropriation -------- 18, 609
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Interior, Department of the, transfer of
funds to ----------------------- 605

Lands belonging to United States under
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ments and rights-of-way authorized 124

Leases of property for certain purposes,
time extension of authority of Ad-
ministrator -------. ... __------ _ 133
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of Administrator --------------- 955

National Service Life Insurance Act of
1940, amendments. See separate
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Benefits, veterans', miscellaneous, ap-

propriation for  606 
Canteen Service, Veterans', appropria-

tion for   606 
Clarksburg, W. Va., acquisition of site 

for facility at  677 
Construction and repair, restriction on 

use of funds   605 

Veterans Administration—Continued Page 
Damage claims, appropriation for pay-

ment    605 
Decentralization allowances, reduction 

in appropriation  19 
Disbursements of appropriations during 

July 1947 authorized; deductions 
from 1948 appropriations  244 

Family allowance, military and naval, 
reduction in appropriation  18 

Federal Security Agency, transfer of 
funds to   605 

Health service program, appropriation 
for   604 

Hospital and domiciliary facilities— 
Appropriation for  605 
Limitation on use of funds  606 
Reduction in appropriation  18, 609 
Sites, limitation on acquisition of cer-

tain  606 
Hospitalization restriction  607 
Insurance. See Insurance; National 

Service Life Insurance Act of 1940, 
Amendments. 

Interior, Department of the, transfer of 
funds to   605 

Lands belonging to United States under 
supervision of, granting of ease-
ments and rights-of-way authorized_ 124 

Leases of property for certain purposes, 
time extension of authority of Ad-
ministrator  133 

National Housing Council, membership 
of Administrator  955 

National Service Life Insurance Act of 
1940, amendments. See separate 
title. 

Navy Department, transfer of funds to.. 605 
Penalty mail costs, appropriation for  605 
Pensions— 

Appropriation for   62, 605 
Eligibility for, date of termination of 

war in interpretation of Act of 
March 24, 1943 and provisions of 
Act of June 22, 1944  454 

Increase in rates, veterans of Philip-
pine Insurrection and Boxer Re-
bellion  610 

Wartime rates for certain disabilities, 
date of termination of war in in-
terpretation of Act of Dec. 19, 
1941  454 

Philippines, offices in, continuance and 
establishment after independence, 
authorized; time limitation  132 

Printing and binding, appropriation for.. 62, 
605 

Public Health Service, transfer of funds 
to  605 
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Veterans Administration-Continued
Public relations work, limitations

Employees, number of-------------
Funds, use of-----------

Readjustment allowances, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of pro-
vision of Act of June 22, 1944-__ -

Readjustment benefits, appropriation
for..............

Page

605
62

454

-------- 62,605
Reduced-fare requests, funds available

for....------...---............
Reduction in designated appropriations-
Rehabilitation, increase in minimum

allowance payable in certain service-
connected cases---_ ---_-------

Social Security Act, benefits in the case
of deceased World War II veterans,
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of
Aug. 10, 1946 --------- .......

Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief, appro-
priation for --------- -----.-

State or Territorial homes, aid to-----
Subsistence allowance, increase in mini-

mum payable in certain service-
connected cases--------- ...---

Tobacco, purchase authorized --.....
Travel expenses, increase in limitation

on ------- ___-__.-__-------..._
Vocational rehabilitation-

Eligibility for, date of termination of
war in interpretation of Act of
March 24, 1943, and provisions of
Act of June 22, 1944 ---------

Reduction in appropriation---------
Revolving fund-

Appropriation for ----- _-----___
Increase in authorization --__---.

War Department, transfer of funds to-.
Veterans' Affairs, Administrator of. See

Veterans Administration.
Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 1946.

See under Housing.
Veterans of Foreign Wars, attendance of

Marine Band at parade in Cleveland,
Ohio, authorized -----------------

Veterans' Placement Service Board, appro-
priation for-------------------

Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, Amend.
ment, discharge, etc., of preference
eligibles, mandatory corrective action
on recommendation of Civil Service
Commission---------------------

Vice President of the United States:
Compensation of, appropriation for ---
Office of, appropriation for ----------

Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc., purchase
of land in Alaska-----------------

Vigue, Louis, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of--

605
18

739

454

606
604

739
604

62

454
18

17, 62
180
605

632

262

723

362
362

90

455

Vigue, Paul, Jr, payment to Menominee Page
Indian Mills to credit of account of- 455

Vigue, Paul, Sr., payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of-- 455

Village Delivery Service, appropriation
for ---------.---------------- 29,230

Virgin Islands:
Agricultural station, appropriation for- 117,

491
Economic conditions, funds available

for study of-------------------- 299
Farm Tenant Act, Bankhead-Jones,

extension of provisions to--------- 493
Government in, appropriation for ----- 66,

117,491
Military forces other than National

Guard, maintenance, etc., repeal of
provisions of National Defense Act
of June 3, 1916------------.---. 449

Public works, appropriation for ------- 597
St. Croix, appropriation for municipal

government-------------------- 66,491
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-

ment Act, extension of provisions
to ------------------ -------

Sugar, regulation of commerce in. See
Sugar Act of 1948.

Topographic surveys, appropriation for-
Virgin Islands Company, availability of

funds, etc ------------------
Virginia:

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, conveyance by Navy
Department, authorized ---- ___--

Arlington County, right of assumption
and control of certain lands by
U.S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of
Feb. 28, 1933 -------- ------

Arlington Farm, removal and reestab-
lishment, reduction in appropria-
tion -........................-

Falls Church, delivery of water from
D. C. water system -----..... .-

Mount Weather, transfer of U. S.
Weather Bureau Station, etc., to
Bureau of Mines, Department of
the Interior ---------------

Washington National Airport, agree-
ments for municipal services to;
charges; appropriations authorized_

Virginia Electric and Power Company, con-
veyance by Navy Department, au-
thorized; transfer of equipment------

Virus Serum Toxin Act, funds for enforce-

494

477

581

13

452

20

181

483

95

14

ment ------------------------ 73,532
Vocational Education, appropriation for-- 30,

266,428
Vocational Rehabilitation, Office of. Se

under Federal Security Agency.
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Veterans Administration—Continued 
Public relations A% ork, limitations— 

Employees, number of  605 
Funds, use of  62 

Readjustment allowances, date of termi-
nation of war in interpretation of pro-
vision of Act of June 22, 1944  454 

Readjustment benefits, appropriation 
for _  62, 605 

Reduced-fare requests, funds available 
for  605 

Reduction in designated appropriations_ 18 
Rehabilitation, increase in minimum 

allowance payable in certain service-
connected cases  739 

Social Security Act, benefits in the case 
of deceased World War II veterans, 
date of termination of war in inter-
pretation of provisions of Act of 
Aug. 10, 1946  454 

Soldiers' and sailors' civil relief, appro-
priation for  606 

State or Territorial homes, aid to  604 
Subsistence allowance, increase in mini-

mum payable in certain service-
connected caws  739 

Tobacco, purchase authorized  604 
Travel expenses, increase in limitation 

on  62 
Vocational rehabilitation— 

Eligibility for, date of termination of 
war in interpretation of Act of 
March 24, 1943, and provisions of 
Act of June 22, 1944  454 

Reduction in appropriation  18 
Revolving fund— 

Appropriation for 
Increase in authorization  

War Department, transfer of funds to.... 
Veterans' Affairs, Administrator of. See 

Veterans Administration. 
Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 1946. 

See under Housing. 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, attendance of 

Marine Band at parade in Cleveland, 
Ohio, authorized  632 

Veterans' Placement Service Board, appro-
priation for  262 

Veterans' Preference Act of 1944, Amend-
ment, discharge, etc., of preference 
eligibles, mandatory corrective action 
on recommendation of Civil Service 
Commission  723 

Vice President of the United States: 
Compensation of, appropriation for  362 
Office of, appropriation for  362 

Victory Bible Camp Ground, Inc., purchase 
of land in Alaska  90 

Vigue, Louis, payment to Menominee 
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 455 

Page 

  17, 62 
180 
605 

Vigue, Paul, Jr., payment to Menominee 
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 

Vigue, Paul, Sr., payment to Menominee 
Indian Mills to credit of account of__ 455 

Village Delivery Service, appropriation 
for  

Virgin Islands: 
Agricultural station, appropriation for.. 117, 

491 
Economic conditions, funds available 

for study of  
Farm Tenant Act, Bankhead-Jones, 

extension of provisions to  
Government in, appropriation for  

29,230 

Page 

455 

299 

493 
66, 

117, 491 
Military forces other than National 

Guard, maintenance, etc., repeal of 
provisions of National Defense Act 
of June 3, 1916   449 

Public works, appropriation for  597 
St. Croix, appropriation for municipal 

government  66, 491 
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allot-

ment Act, extension of provisions 
to  494 

Sugar, regulation of commerce in. Sea 
Sugar Act of 1948. 

Topographic surveys, appropriation for.. 477 
Virgin Islands Company, availability of 

funds, etc  581 
Virginia: 
American Telephone and Telegraph 

Company, conveyance by Navy 
Department, authorized  13 

Arlington County, right of assumption 
and control of certain lands by 
U.S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of 
Feb. 28, 1933  452 

Arlington Farm, removal and reestab-
lishment, reduction in appropria-
tion  20 

Falls Church, delivery of water from 
D. C. water system_  181 

Mount Weather, transfer of U. S. 
Weather Bureau Station, etc., to 
Bureau of Mines, Department of 
the Interior   483 

Washington National Airport, agree-
ments for municipal services to; 
charges; appropriations authorized_ 95 

Virginia Electric and Power Company, con-
veyance by Navy Department, au-
thorized; transfer of equipment  14 

Virus Serum Toxin Act, funds for enforce-
ment   73, 532 

Vocational Education, appropriation for 30, 
266,428 

Vocational Rehabilitation, Office of. Su 
under Federal Security Agency. 



INDEX

Vocational Rehabilitation, Veterans'. See
under Veterans Administration.

Voluntary Agreements, Stabilization of
Economy, Etc. See Commodity
Prices, Stabilization.

W

W. C. Austin Project, Okla., change of
name of Lugert-Altus irrigation proj-
ect to___________________________

Wage and Hour Division. See under
Labor, Department of.

Wage Stabilization Board, National, sal-
aries and expenses, reduction in appro-
priation__________________________

Walker, Minn., cooperation in extension,
etc., of public-school facilities; appro-
priation authorized -------.--- ____

Walnuts, orders regulating handling, terms
and conditions -------------------

Walsh-Healey Act:
Claims under, relief from certain---__ 81
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, applica-

bility --------...---------__-__
Definition for purposes of----______

Restriction on liability of employer in
designated circumstances -------__ 8

Statute of limitations--------------..
War, Articles of:

Amendment, Article 119, rank and pre-
cedence among officers ---_-___. -

Date of termination of war in interpre-
tation of certain provisions of Act
of June 4, 1920 -------------- 452,

War, Secretary of. See War Department.
"War, Termination of," construction of

term for certain legislative provi-
sions --------------------------- 449-

War Assets Administration:
Aircraft, transfer to Fish and Wildlife

Service, Department of the Interior,
for replacement purposes -.. _----

Appropriation for ---------------_ 107,
Associate War Assets Administrator,

appointment, compensation, duties_
Educational facilities, provision to cer-

tain educational institutions, date
of termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act of
Aug. 8, 1946 -.-.--------..--- _

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer of
certain property to U. S. Section,
International Boundary and Water
Commission, U. S. and Mexico- -

Oath, affidavit, etc., administration,
authority of employees ------____

Supplies and facilities for designated em-
ployees, procurement------------

Page I War Assets Administration-Continued Page
Surplus property transfers, etc.-

Fish and Wildlife Service---_-----__ 489
Flood damage, etc., alleviation of - - 422
Geological Survey ---------------- 479
Mines, Bureau of ----------------_ 483
Plants, equipment, etc., War or Navy

Department ----------------- 775
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,

waiver of reimbursement ------- 516
Selective Service System, approval

requirement -- _--------___--- - 31
Synthetic-rubber plants and facilities,

limitation on disposal -----------_ 25
Exceptions -----_---------__ ---- _ 26

Transfer of functions to Surplus Property
Administration; redesignation of
latter as War Assets Administration 952

War Assistance, Civilian:
Appropriation for continuing --------- 275
Reduction in appropriation ----------_ 19

War Benefits Program, Civilian:
Appropriation for continuing---------- 616
Reduction in appropriation ---------- _ 19

War Claims Act of 1928, Settlement of,
German special deposit account, de-
posit of certain funds in; change in
order of priority for payment from_ 789

War College, National:
Appropriation for ------------------- 552

Rescission ------___ ______-------_ 572
War College, Naval, funds for ------- 67, 383
War Contracts. See Contracts With

United States, Etc.
War Contracts Price Adjustment Board:

Claims against United States, prosecu-
tion of, nonapplicability of desig-
nated provisions of law to service of
certain Government employees as
counsel, etc -------------------- 133

Renegotiation Act, refunds under, de-
termination of interest; certification
of amount to Treasury ---..--- 623, 624

War Council. See under National Security
Act of 1947.

War Damage Commission, Philippine,
appropriation for; restriction on cer-
tain payments-------------------- 601

War Damage Corporation:
Payment to Treasury of United States_ 579
Supplying of funds by Reconstruction

Finance Corporation, etc., repeal of
provisions-------------_--_---_ 209

War Department. See also Army; Nation-
al Security Act of 1947.

Adjutant General's Office-
Appropriation for ----------------_ 568
Appropriation rescissions--------- 572, 573
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Vocational Rehabilitation, Veterans'. See 
under Veterans Administration. 

Voluntary Agreements, Stabilization of 
Economy, Etc. See Commodity 
Prices, Stabilization. 
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W. C. Austin Project, Okla., change of 
name of Lugert-Altus irrigation proj-
ect to  99 

Wage and Hour Division. See under 
Labor, Department of. 

Wage Stabilization Board, National, sal-
aries and expenses, reduction in appro-
priation  22 

Walker, Minn., cooperation in extension, 
etc., of public-school facilities; appro-
priation authorized  414 

Walnuts, orders regulating handling, terms 
and conditions  707 

Walsh-Healey Act: 
Claims under, relief from certain  85, 86 
Portal-to-Portal Act of 1947, applica-

bility  
Definition for purposes of  

Restriction on liability of employer in 
designated circumstances  88, 89 

Statute of limitations  88 
War, Articles of: 

Amendment, Article 119, rank and pre-
cedence among officers  913 

Date of termination of war in interpre-
tation of certain provisions of Act 
of June 4, 1920   452, 454 

War, Secretary of. See War Department. 
"War, Termination of," construction of 

term for certain legislative provi-
sions  449-454 

War Assets Administration: 
Aircraft, transfer to Fish and Wildlife 

Service, Department of the Interior, 
for replacement purposes  489 

Appropriation for  107, 587 
Associate War Assets Administrator, 

appointment, compensation, duties_ 952 
Educational facilities, provision to cer-

tain educational institutions, date 
of termination of emergency in in-
terpretation of provisions of Act of 
Aug. 8, 1946  453 

Fort McIntosh, Laredo, Tex., transfer of 
certain property to U. S. Section, 
International Boundary and Water 
Commission, U. S. and Mexico  423 

Oath, affidavit, etc., administration, 
authority of employees  588 

Supplies and facilities for designated em-
ployees, procurement  588 

85 
90 

War Assets Administration—Continued 
Surplus property transfers, etc.— 

Fish and Wildlife Service  489 
Flood damage, etc., alleviation of _ _ _ _ 422 
Geological Survey  479 
Mines, Bureau of  483 
Plants, equipment, etc., War or Navy 

Department  775 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

waiver of reimbursement  516 
Selective Service System, approval 

requirement  31 
Synthetic-rubber plants and facilities, 

limitation on disposal  25 
Exceptions  26 

Transfer of functions to Surplus Property 
Administration; redesignation of 
latter as War Assets Administration 952 

War Assistance, Civilian: 
Appropriation for continuing  275 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

War Benefits Program, Civilian: 
Appropriation for continuing  616 
Reduction in appropriation  19 

War Claims Act of 1928, Settlement of, 
German special deposit account, de-
posit of certain funds in; change in 
order of priority for payment from_ _ 789 

War College, National: 
Appropriation for   552 

Rescission  572 

War College, Naval, funds for  67, 383 

War Contracts. See Contracts With 
United States, Etc. 

War Contracts Price Adjustment Board: 
Claims against United States, prosecu-

tion of, nonapplicability of desig-
nated provisions of law to service of 
certain Government employees as 
counsel, etc  133 

Renegotiation Act, refunds under, de-
termination of interest; certification 
of amount to Treasury  623, 624 

War Council. See under National Security 
Act of 1947. 

War Damage Commission, Philippine, 
appropriation for; restriction on cer-
tain payments  601 

War Damage Corporation: 
Payment to Treasury of United States_ 579 
Supplying of funds by Reconstruction 

Finance Corporation, etc., repeal of 
provisions  209 

War Department. See also Army; Nation-
al Security Act of 1947. 

Adjutant General's Office— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescissions  572, 573 

Page 
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War Department-Continued
Air Corps-

Page

Appropriation for -----------_ _ 559, 568
Reduction --------.. __--------__ 574
Transfer of funds from... - _____ 71

Commanding General, Army Air
Forces, Office of-

Appropriation for -------_-----_ 568
Appropriation rescission -------- _ 574

Contract authority ----------.--- _ 560
Reserve officers, certain, lump-sum

payment on release from active
duty; payment to beneficiaries,
etc --------..--------------- 425

Aircraft-
Contracts for purchase, repeal of Act

of March 5, 1940-------------- 449
Transfer to Fish and Wildlife Service

for replacement purposes ---- 488, 489
Airports, public, disposals of surplus

property for, terms, etc---------- 680
Alaska, transportation of U. S. employ-

ees on Army transports; limitation- 423
Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, reem-

ployment of persons retired under,
repeal of Act of Dec. 22, 1942----. 450

Appropriation Acts-
Civil ---------- _--------- ----- - 686
Military----- ----.-------_ ------ 551

Arlington County, Va., right of assump-
tion and control of certain lands by
U. S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of
Feb. 28, 1933 ------------------ 452

Armored force, appropriation rescission 573
Army, Department of the, change of

name to ------------------ ---- 501
Army Ground Forces, appropriation for

training and operation ----------- 563
Army Medical Service Corps. See un-

der Army-Navy Medical Services
Corps Act of 1947.

Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. See
separate title.

Arsenals, repair, emergency construc-
tion, reduction in appropriation --

Articles of War. See separate title.
Assignments, transfers and allotments,

restriction on reclamation of money
paid under-------------------

Boy Scouts, World Jamboree-
Loan of equipment; expense of deliv-

23

553

ery and return; bond--------- 37, 38
Transportation on vessel of Army

Transport Service------------- 38
Buildings, reduction in appropriation - 19
Butter substitutes, restriction on use--- 556

War Department-Continued Page
Canal Zone-

Hours of employment and rates of pay
of skilled, etc., personnel-..-- 570, 693

Maintenance, etc., appropriation for_ 691
Panamanian citizens, employment,

etc----------------------- 570,693
Sanitation, appropriation for ----- - 114

Cavalry, Office of Chief of, appropriation
rescissions ------------------- _ 573

Cemeteries, historic, on abandoned mili-
tary posts, conveyance to States,
etc.; reversion to United States - -- 234

Chaplains, Office of Chief of-
Appropriation for ---------------. 568
Appropriation rescission-----------_ 574

Chemical Corps-
Appropriation rescission--_--------_ 573
Chemical Service, appropriation for-- 562
Chief, Office of, appropriation for.--. 568

Chief of Staff, Office of-
Appropriation for ----------------- 568
Appropriation rescissions--------- 572, 573

Citizens' Military Training, appropria-
tion for-------- ------------- 566

Citizenship requirements-
Canal Zone------------------ 570,693
Nonapplication to personnel under

Military Establishment ------- 553
Civil Aeronautics Administration-

Equipment, transfer to Washington
National Airport, authorized --- 297

Transfer of surplus aircraft, parts, etc.i
to, authorized---------------- 296

Civil Appropriation Act, 1948 -------- 686
Civil functions, funds for ----------- _ 71,

76, 114,118, 625, 686, 943
Civilian employees, funds available for

instruction and training -------- 570
Claims-

Appropriation for----------------- 70,
552,555,560,624,626

Appropriation rescission ----------- 573
Appropriations available for-------- 694

Clothing and equipage-
Appropriation for----------------- 557
Appropriation rescission ----------- 573

Coast and Geodetic Survey, transfer of
equipment, personnel, etc., date of
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of Act of May 22, 1917__ 452

Coast Artillery, Office of Chief of, appro-
priation rescission--------------- 574

Command and General Staff College,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.-

Appropriation for------------------ 552
Appropriation rescission------------ 572

Community facilities, defense public
works, reduction in appropriation- 22
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War Department—Continued Page 

Air Corps— 
Appropriation for  559, 568 

Reduction  574 
Transfer of funds from_ 71 

Commanding General, Army Air 
Forces, Office of— 

Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescission  574 

Contract authority  560 
Reserve officers, certain, lump-sum 

payment on release from active 
duty; payment to beneficiaries, 
etc  425 

Aircraft— 
Contracts for purchase, repeal of Act 

of March 5, 1940  449 

Transfer to Fish and Wildlife Service 
for replacement purposes  488, 489 

Airports, public, disposals of surplus 
property for, terms, etc  680 

Alaska, transportation of U. S. employ-
ees on Army transports; limitation_ 423 

Alaska Railroad Retirement Act, reem-
ployment of persons retired under, 
repeal of Act of Dec. 22, 1942  450 

Appropriation Acts— 

Civil  686 
Military   551 

Arlington County, Va., right of assump-
tion and control of certain lands by 
U. S., date of termination of emer-
gency in interpretation of Act of 
Feb. 28, 1933  452 

Armored force, appropriation rescission_ 573 
Army, Department of the, change of 

name to  501 
Army Ground Forces, appropriation for 

training and operation  563 
Army Medical Service Corps. See un-

der Army-Navy Medical Services 
Corps Act of 1947. 

Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. See 
separate title. 

Arsenals, repair, emergency construc-
tion, reduction in appropriation _ _ _ 23 

Articles of War. See separate title. 

Assignments, transfers and allotments, 
restriction on reclamation of money 
paid under  553 

Boy Scouts, World Jamboree— 
Loan of equipment; expense of deliv-

ery and return; bond  37, 38 
Transportation on vessel of Army 

Transport Service  38 

Buildings, reduction in appropriation  19 

Butter substitutes, restriction on use 556 

War Department—Continued Page 

Canal Zone— 
Hours of employment and rates of pay 

of skilled, etc., personnel  570, 693 
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for_ 691 
Panamanian citizens, employment, 

etc  570, 693 
Sanitation, appropriation for  114 

Cavalry, Office of Chief of, appropriation 
rescissions  573 

Cemeteries, historic, on abandoned mili-
tary posts, conveyance to States, 
etc.; reversion to United States_   234 

Chaplains, Office of Chief of— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescission   574 

Chemical Corps— 
Appropriation rescission  573 
Chemical Service, appropriation for  562 
Chief, Office of, appropriation for  568 

Chief of Staff, Office of— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescissions  572, 573 

Citizens' Military Training, appropria-
tion for  566 

Citizenship requirements— 
Canal Zone  570, 693 
Nonapplication to personnel under 

Military Establishment  553 
Civil Aeronautics Administration— 
Equipment, transfer to Washington 

National Airport, authorized_   297 
Transfer of surplus aircraft, parts, etc.; 

to, authorized  296 
Civil Appropriation Act, 1948  686 
Civil functions, funds for  71, 

76, 114, 118, 625, 686, 943 
Civilian employees, funds available for 

instruction and training  570 
Claims— 

Appropriation for  70, 
552, 555, 560, 624, 626 

Appropriation rescission  573 
Appropriations available for  694 

Clothing and equipage— 
Appropriation for  557 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, transfer of 
equipment, personnel, etc., date of 
termination of emergency in inter-
pretation of Act of May 22, 1917_ _ 452 

Coast Artillery, Office of Chief of, appro-
priation rescission  574 

Command and General Staff College, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.— 

Appropriation for  552 
Appropriation rescission  572 

Community facilities, defense public 
works, reduction in appropriation_ 22 
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Construction-
Buildings, utilities and appurtenances,

reduction in appropriation ---- 22, 625
Permanent, limitation on----------- 562

Contingencies, Army-
Appropriation for ----------------- 551
Appropriation rescission--- ------- 572

Contingent expenses-
Appropriation for ----------------- 569
Appropriation rescission ----------- 574

Contracts-
Priority powers, termination dates,

amendment of Second War
Powers Act ------------ 34, 214, 322

War contracts, financing of-
Appropriations available --------- 569
Reduction in appropriation------- 22

Defense, Office of Secretary of, transfer
of funds and equipment to; limita-
tion ----------.------------ 703, 704

Defense Plant Corporation, transfer of
title of certain plants, equipment,
etc ------------------------ -- 774

Dependents, transportation of-
Change of station----------------- 554
Military personnel, air transportation

of war spouses and their children,
appropriation for ------------- 70

Disbursing and certifying officers, relief
from liability for certain losses;
credit in accounts--------------- 493

Disbursing officers, Army, time exten-
sion for examination of accounts,
date of termination of state of war,
etc., in interpretation of provisions
respecting ----------- _-_----- 452

District of Columbia, lease of buildings
for military purposes, date of ter-
mination of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of provision of Act of July 9,
1918 ------------------------- 452

Domestic food or clothing products,
preference for---------------- - 556

Emergency fund for the President,
defense housing, reduction in ap-
propriation ------------------- 22, 23

Engineers, Corps of-
Appropriation for------- 187, 561,568, 687

Rescissions ---------------- 573, 574
Transfer of funds from----------- 71

Bridges, alteration of, appropriation
for U.S. share of expenses ------ 689

Dan River, dam across, approval of
plans; restriction on deviation-_ 98

Falls Church or other water systems
in metropolitan area of D. C. in
Virginia, delivery of water from
D. C. water system --------- - 181

War Department-Continued
Engineers, Corps of-Continued

Flood control. See under Rivers and
Harbors.

Little Sioux River, Iowa, flood-control
project, supervision, etc--------

Personnel, additional, employment

Page

741

of-------------------------- 687
Power-driven boats, limitation on use

of funds for ----------------- 688
Reclamation, Bureau of, Department

of the Interior, cooperation in
investigations - _--------_----- 473

Rivers and harbors. See separate title.
Surveys, etc., unauthorized, restric-

tion -----------.-------- ---- 688
Susquehanna River, construction of

dam by Pennsylvania Power &
Light Company, approval re-
quirement---- --------------- 675

Vehicles, etc., funds for purchase---- 688
Water mains, Federal, outside D. C.,

appropriation for maintenance
and operation -------------- - 690

Expediting production, equipment and
supplies for national defense, appro-
priation rescission -------------- 572

Family allowances, restriction on use of
funds for audit work respecting--- 572

Field Artillery. Office of Chief of, appro-
priation rescission ------- _------ 573

Field exercises-
Appropriation for---------------- 551
Appropriation rescission------------ 572

Finance Department-
Appropriation for --------------- 70, 552

Transfers of funds to------------ 71
Appropriation rescissions---------- 573
Chief of Finance-

Action as fiscal, disbursing, and
accounting agent of Director
of Office of Selective Service
Records---------.-------- - 32

Office of-
Appropriation for ------------- 568
Appropriation rescission-- ----- 573

Claims-
Appropriation for--------------- 555
Appropriation rescission---------- 573

Flying hours, maximum, in interstate
air transportation, under Civil Aer-
onautics Act of 1938, repeal of Act
of April 29. 1942--------------- 450

"Flying officer," definition -------- -- 552
Foreign countries, funds for conducting

investigations in- -------------- 569
Fort Rosecrans, Calif., use of federally

owned lands as national cemetery,
authorized ----------------_---- 742
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Construction— 

Buildings, utilities, and appurtenances, 
reduction in appropriation  22, 625 

Permanent, limitation on  562 
Contingencies, Army— 

Appropriation for   551 
Appropriation rescission  572 

Contingent expenses— 
Appropriation for  569 
Appropriation rescission  574 

Contracts— 
Priority powers, termination dates, 

amendment of Second War 
Powers Act  34, 214, 322 

War contracts, financing of— 
Appropriations available  569 
Reduction in appropriation  22 

Defense, Office of Secretary of, transfer 
of funds and equipment to; limita-
tion   703, 704 

Defense Plant Corporation, transfer of 
title of certain plants, equipment, 
etc   774 

Dependents, transportation of— 
Change of station  554 
Military personnel, air transportation 

of war spouses and their children, 
appropriation for  70 

Disbursing and certifying officers, relief 
from liability for certain losses; 
credit in accounts  493 

Disbursing officers, Army, time exten-
sion for examination of accounts, 
date of termination of state of war, 
etc., in interpretation of provisions 
respecting  452 

District of Columbia, lease of buildings 
for military purposes, date of ter-
mination of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of provision of Act of July 9, 
1918  452 

Domestic food or clothing products, 
preference for  556 

Emergency fund for the President, 
defense housing, reduction in ap-
propriation  22, 23 

Engineers, Corps of— 
Appropriation for  187, 561, 568, 687 

Rescissions  573, 574 
Transfer of funds from  71 

Bridges, alteration of, appropriation 
for U. S. share of expenses  689 

Dan River, dam across, approval of 
plans; restriction on deviation_ _ 98 

Falls Church or other water systems 
in metropolitan area of D. C. in 
Virginia, delivery of water from 
D. C. water system  181 
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Engineers, Corps of—Continued 
Flood control. See under Rivers and 

Harbors. 
Little Sioux River, Iowa, flood-control 

project, supervision, etc  741 
Personnel, additional, employment 

of  687 
Power-driven boats, limitation on use 

of funds for  688 
Reclamation, Bureau of, Department 

of the Interior, cooperation in 
investigations  473 

Rivers and harbors. See separate title. 
Surveys, etc., unauthorized, restric-

tion  688 
Susquehanna River, construction of 

dam by Pennsylvania Power & 
Light Company, approval re-
quirement  675 

Vehicles, etc., funds for purchase__   688 
Water mains, Federal, outside D. C., 

appropriation for maintenance 
and operation  690 

Expediting production, equipment and 
supplies for national defense, appro-
priation rescission  572 

Family allowances, restriction on use of 
funds for audit work respecting.. _ _ 572 

Field Artillery, Office of Chief of, appro-
priation rescission  573 

Field exercises— 
Appropriation for  551 
Appropriation rescission  572 

Finance Department— 
Appropriation for  70, 552 

Transfers of funds to  71 
Appropriation rescissions  573 
Chief of Finance— 

Action as fiscal, disbursing, and 
accounting agent of Director 
of Office of Selective Service 
Records  32 

Office of— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Claims— 
Appropriation for _   555 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Flying hours, maximum, in interstate 
air transportation, under Civil Aer-
onautics Act of 1938, repeal of Act 
of April 29, 1942  450 

"Flying officer," definition  552 
Foreign countries, funds for conducting 

investigations in  569 
Fort Rosecrans, Calif., use of federally 

owned lands as national cemetery, 
authorized  742 
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War Department-Continued
Fort Schuyler Military Reservation,

N. Y., right of assumption and con-
trol by U. S., date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of
Act of Aug. 19, 1937------------

Gages, dies, jigs, etc., funds available
for procurement of ...- ....---- _

General Staff Corps-
Appropriation for-- -------.-----
Appropriation rescissions .---.. ---.

Geographic Names, Board on, represen-
tation on, etc--------------

Gold star lapel buttons, furnishing to
widows, parents, etc., of deceased
armed forces members----------

Hawaii, conveyance, date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of
Act of June 19, 1936 ------..--

Health service programs, funds for-.. 569,
Helium procurement-

Appropriation for---------------
Transfer of funds to Bureau of Mines

for---------- ----------
Hoboken Pier Terminals, Hoboken,

N. J., right of assumption and con-
trol by U. S., date of termination of
emergency in interpretation of Act
of June 21, 1938 -----------

Horses, draft and pack animals, appro-
priation for -----... ---------_-

Household effects, transportation of, on
change of station- ---------.,

Housing. See separate title.
Illinois, transfer of certain lands to

Secretary of Interior, limitation on
jurisdiction over portion used by
War Department----------------

Infantry, Office of Chief of, appropria-
tion rescission-------------------

Inspector General, Office of-
Appropriation for ------.-- _-_----
Appropriation rescission --------.--

Inter-American relations-
Appropriation for -----------------
Appropriation rescission ----------

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., use of federally
owned lands as national cemetery,
authorized _-----------------

Judge Advocate General, Office of-
Appropriation for ---------------
Appropriation rescission --.. ------

Judgments, appropriation for payment-
7

Laborers and mechanics, certain, work-
ing hours, etc., date of termination
of emergency in interpretation of
provisions of Act of July 2, 1940--
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Land, acquisition of-

Military purposes, date of termination
of state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of July 2, 1917 --.-

Reduction in appropriations -----__
Land purchase contracts, limitation on

commissions -------------__---.
Leases of real or personal property, au-

thority; report to Congress --- __
Appropriation authorized for effecting

provisions relating to -------- _
Taxes, State or local, applicability_.

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces,
Amendments. See separate title.

Mail clerks and assistant mail clerks,
Army, repeal of provisions respect-
ing payment of additional compen-
sation----------------------__

Maritime Commission, working fundi
reduction in appropriations -------

Medical course of instruction, active duty
requirement for certain men who
completed, authority of Secretary-

Medical Department-
Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. See

separate title.
Female physicians and surgeons, ap-

pointment, repeal of Act of April
16, 1943 --------------- ..--

Medical and Hospital Department-
Appropriation for ------ ____----
Appropriation rescission ------__
Transfer of funds to appropriation

for -----..----.---- --.-
Surgeon General, Office of, appropria-

tion for---------------------.
Women's Medical Specialist Corps.

See under Army-Navy Nurses Act
of 1947.

Medical Officer Procurement Act of
1947, Army-Navy-Public Health
Service---------------------..-

Medical Service Corps, Army. See
Army Medical Service Corps under
Army-Navy Medical Services Corps
Act of 1947.

Meetings, funds available for attendance
at------------------.--------

Mileage accounts, military personnel,
provision for payment and settle-
ment----------------------_ ---

Military Academy. See separate title.
Military Appropriation Act, 1948------
Military forces other than National

Guard, maintenance by States and
Territories, issuance of equipment,
etc., repeal of provisions of Nation-
al Defense Act of June 3. 1916----
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Act of June 19, 1936  454 

Health service programs, funds for___ 569, 694 
Helium procurement— 

Appropriation for  559 
Transfer of funds to Bureau of Mines 

for   482 
Hoboken Pier Terminals, Hoboken, 

N. J., right of assumption and con-
trol by U. S., date of termination of 
emergency in interpretation of Act 
of June 21, 1938   452 

Horses, draft and pack animals, appro-
priation for  558 

Household effects, transportation of, on 
change of station   554 

Housing. See separate title. 
Illinois, transfer of certain lands to 

Secretary of Interior, limitation on 
jurisdiction over portion used by 
War Department   770 

Infantry, Office of Chief of, appropria-
tion rescission  573 

Inspector General, Office of— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Inter-American relations— 
Appropriation for  568 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Jefferson Barracks, Mo., use of federally 
owned lands as national cemetery, 
authorized  742 

Judge Advocate General, Office of— 
Appropriation for   568 
Appropriation rescission  573 

Judgments, appropriation for payment_ 77, 
78, 626 

Laborers and mechanics, certain, work-
ing hours, etc., date of termination 

of emergency in interpretation of 
provisions of Act of July 2, 1940._ 453 

War Department—Continued 
Land, acquisition of— 

Military purposes, date of termination 
of state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of July 2, 1917  451 

Reduction in appropriations  22 
Land purchase contracts, limitation on 

commissions  571 
Leases of real or personal property, au-

thority; report to Congress  774 
Appropriation authorized for effecting 

provisions relating to  776 
Taxes, State or local, applicability  775 

Leave Act of 1946, Armed Forces, 
Amendments. See separate title. 

Mail clerks and assistant mail clerks, 
Army, repeal of provisions respect-
ing payment of additional compen-
sation  211 

Maritime Commission, working fund, 
reduction in appropriations  18 

Medical course of instruction, active duty 
requirement for certain men who 
completed, authority of Secretary. 451 

Medical Department— 
Army-Navy Nurses Act of 1947. See 

separate title. 
Female physicians and surgeons, ap-

pointment, repeal of Act of April 
16, 1943  449 

Medical and Hospital Department— 
Appropriation for  560 
Appropriation rescission  573 
Transfer of funds to appropriation 

for  71 
Surgeon General, Office of, appropria-

tion for   568 
Women's Medical Specialist Corps. 

See under Army-Navy Nurses Act 
of 1947. 

Medical Officer Procurement Act of 
1947, Army-Navy-Public Health 
Service  776 

Medical Service Corps, Army. See 
Army Medical Service Corps under 
Army-Navy Medical Services Corps 
Act of 1947. 

Meetings, funds available for attendance 
at  554 

Mileage accounts, military personnel, 
provision for payment and settle-
ment  23 

Military Academy. See separate title. 
Military Appropriation Act, 1948  551 
Military forces other than National 

Guard, maintenance by States and 
Territories, issuance of equipment, 
etc., repeal of provisions of Nation-
al Defense Act of June 3, 1916_   449 
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Military posts, construction of build-

ings, utilities, and appurtenances,
reduction in appropriation------ 22, 625

Military supplies, date of termination of
state of war in interpretation of Act
of June 3, 1916, respecting purchase
or procurement in time of war _-- 452

Missing Persons Act, extension of bene-
fits to certain members of organized
military forces of Philippines; re-
consideration of claims--------- 455, 456

Mount, no additional pay to officer own-
ing--------------------------- 553

Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery,
conveyance on completion of re-
pairs to approach road ----------- 687

National Board for Promotion of Rifle
Practice, appropriation for-------- 567

National Guard. See separate title.
National Security Council, transfer of

funds and equipment to; limita-
tion ------------------------ 703, 704

National Security Resources Board,
transfer of funds and equipment to;
limitation---------------- - 703,704

National War College-
Appropriation for ---.---------- --- 552
Appropriation rescission------------ 572

Naval Establishment, reimbursement
for pay, allowances, etc., of naval
dental officers detailed to Military
Establishment ----------------- 553

Naval postgraduate school, share of
cost of instruction of Army officers
at --------------------------- 706

Navigation and vessel inspection laws,
vessels operated by War Depart-
ment, suspension on request of Sec-
retary; time limitation -------- 3

Occupied areas, funds for government,
relief, etc ------------ 71, 569, 625, 94:

Officers, promotion, separation, etc.
See Officer Personnel Act of 1947.

Olympic games, participation of Army
personnel authorized; expenses---- 24;

Ordnance, condemned or obsolete, provi-
sion for loan or gift to State homes
for former members of armed forces- 70'

Ordnance Department-
Appropriation for-------------- 562, 561

Rescission ---------------------- 57
Transfer of funds from----------- 7:

Chief of Ordnance, Office of-
Appropriation for-------------- 56&
Appropriation rescission---------- 574

Contract authority---------------- 56:
Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, Ill.,

annronriation for maintenance-- 56:

Tar Department---Continued Page
Ordnance Department-Continued

Scrap or salvage material, sale, use of
proceeds; report to Congress---- 562

Organized Reserves. See separate title.
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating -------------------- 571, 693

Painting, etc., of war scenes or portraits,
restriction on payment for-------- 556

Panama Canal-
Civil government, appropriation for- 118
Construction of additional facilities;

appropriation for-------------- 692
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for- 691
Sanitation, appropriation for------ 114, 692

Transfer of funds to------------- 76
Seacoast defenses, reduction in appro-

priation --------------------- 23
Surplus property, transfer to, author-

ized --------------------- 243, 694
Pay costs, increased, appropriation for- 118
Penalty mail, exemptions from certain re-

quirements, etc., repeal of provision
of Act of June 28, 1944 --------- 450

Per diem allowances, funds for ------- 569
Personal services in District of Colum-

bia, increase in limitation on amount
for; nonapplicability in certain
cases--------------------------- 70

Personnel, additional, limitation on em-
ployment ---------------------- 569

Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability in
certain cases---------- 71, 126, 188, 572

Philippine Islands, buildings for U. S.
representatives, reduction in appro-
priation ----------------------- 22

Plantations outside continental U. S.,
management and operation ------ 234

Plants, equipment, etc.-
Appropriation authorized for effecting

provisions relating to---------- 776
Disposition of, imposition of terms for

assurance of continued availabil-
ity for war-production purposes,
authority-------------------- 775

Title of Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration, Defense Plant Corpora-
tion, or War Assets Administra-
tion to certain, transfer------ 774, 775

Port Newark Army Base, N. J., right of
assumption and control by U. S.,
date of termination of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of June 20,
1936--------------------------_ 452

Post exchanges, limitation on use of
funds for ---------------------- 569

Printing and binding, appropriation for- 569
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ings, utilities, and appurtenances, 
reduction in appropriation  22, 625 

Military supplies, date of termination of 
state of war in interpretation of Act 
of June 3, 1916, respecting purchase 
or procurement in time of war_ _ _ _ 452 

Missing Persons Act, extension of bene-
fits to certain members of organized 
military forces of Philippines; re-
consideration of claims  455, 456 

Mount, no additional pay to officer own-
ing  553 

Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery, 
conveyance on completion of re-
pairs to approach road  687 

National Board for Promotion of Rifle 
Practice, appropriation for  667 

National Guard. See separate title. 
National Security Council, transfer of 

funds and equipment to; limita-
tion   703, 704 

National Security Resources Board, 
transfer of funds and equipment to; 
limitation  703, 704 

National War College— 
Appropriation for..   552 
Appropriation rescission _  572 

Naval Establishment, reimbursement 
for pay, allowances, etc., of naval 
dental officers detailed to Military 
Establishment  553 

Naval postgraduate school, share of 
cost of instruction of Army officers 
at  706 

Navigation and vessel inspection laws, 
vessels operated by War Depart-
ment, suspension on request of Sec-
retary; time limitation  33 

Occupied areas, funds for government, 
relief, etc  71, 569, 625, 943 

Officers, promotion, separation, etc. 
See Officer Personnel Act of 1947. 

Olympic games, participation of Army 
personnel authorized; expenses.. _ _ _ 243 

Ordnance, condemned or obsolete, provi-
sion for loan or gift to State homes 
for former members of armed forces.. 707 

Ordnance Department— 
Appropriation for   562, 568 

Rescission  573 
Transfer of funds from  71 

Chief of Ordnance, Office of— 
Appropriation for   568 
Appropriation rescission  574 

Contract authority  562 
Rock Island Bridge, Rock Island, Ill., 

appropriation for maintenance... 562 
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Scrap or salvage material, sale, use of 
proceeds; report to Congress_ _ __ 562 

Organized Reserves. See separate title. 
Overthrow of U. S. Government, restric-

tion on employment of persons ad-
vocating  571, 693 

Painting, etc., of war scenes or portraits, 
restriction on payment for  556 

Panama Canal— 
Civil government, appropriation for ; 118 
Construction of additional facilities, 

appropriation for  692 
Maintenance, etc., appropriation for_ 691 
Sanitation, appropriation for  114, 692 

Transfer of funds to  76 
Seacoast defenses, reduction in appro-

priation  23 
Surplus property, transfer to, author-

ized  243, 694 

Pay costs, increased, appropriation for_ 118 
Penalty mail, exemptions from certain re-

quirements, etc., repeal of provision 
of Act of June 28, 1944  450 

Per diem allowances, funds for  569 
Personal services in District of Colum-

bia, increase in limitation on amount 
for; nonapplicability in certain 
cases  70 

Personnel, additional, limitation on em-
ployment  569 

Personnel ceilings, nonapplicability in 
certain cases  71, 126, 188, 572 

Philippine Islands, buildings for U. S. 
representatives, reduction in appro-
priation  22 

Plantations outside continental U. S., 
management and operation  234 

Plants, equipment, etc.— 
Appropriation authorized for effecting 

provisions relating to  776 
Disposition of, imposition of terms for 

assurance of continued availabil-
ity for war-production purposes, 
authority  775 

Title of Reconstruction Finance Cor-
poration, Defense Plant Corpora-
tion, or War Assets Administra-
tion to certain, transfer  774, 775 

Port Newark Army Base, N. J., right of 
assumption and control by U. S., 
date of termination of war, etc., in 
interpretation of Act of June 20, 
1936  452 

Post exchanges, limitation on use of 
funds for  569 

Printing and binding, appropriation for_ 569 
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Priority powers, termination dates---- 34,

214, 322
Prisoners of war, funds for maintenance,

etc --------------------------- 572
Professional and scientific service, estab-

lishment of positions in; compensa-
tion; appointment; report to Con-
gress -------------------------- 715

Property, acquisition and disposition for
war purposes, termination date of
powers--------------- - 34, 214, 322

Public moneys-
Advances of, nonapplicability of re-

strictions on------------------ 571
Receipts, use of ------------------ 553

Publications, restriction on pay of Army
personnel connected with certain-_ 553

Quartermaster Corps-
Appropriation for--- ------------- 71,

118, 555, 568, 686, 687, 702, 703
Rescissions -------------------- 573
Transfer of funds from----------- 71,

Cemeterial expenses-
Funds for----------- 71,118, 686, 687
Nonapplicability of personnel ceil-

ings --------------------- 71
Quartermaster General, Office of-

Appropriation for--------------- 568
Appropriation rescission---------- 574

Remount Service, appropriation for;
transfer of funds in event of
transfer of Service ---------- 702, 703

Quarters, limitation on construction
costs-------------------------- 571

Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
transfer of title of certain plants,
equipment, etc------------------ 774

Reduction in designated appropriations- 18
22, 572, 62i

Relief assistance to countries devastated
by war, nonapplicability of person-
nel ceilings to civilian employees
required in connection with ------ 121

Remains of certain persons buried out-
side United States-

Appropriations authorized for effect-
ing provisions relating to------- 78'

Cemeteries, temporary construction
and maintenance, authority----- 78(

Evacuation and return ------------- 77
Appropriations for------------- 71, 68

Land in foreign countries, acquisition- 78
Permanent interment outside U. S--- 77

Rental of Government facilities, money
allowances for personnel---------- 57

Repeals of certain emergency and war
...--. Ai

Var Department-Continued
Reports to Congress-

Leases, certain ------------------
Professional and scientific service,

establishment of positions, ap-
pointments in, etc-------------

Rivers and harbors and flood control,
employment of additional person-
nel -----------------------

Scrap or salvage, sale, receipts and dis-
bursements-----------------

Reserve officers on active duty, funds
available for pay and allowances--

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, Army.
See separate title.

Retired officers selling supplies to Army
or War Department, restriction---

Page
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715

688

562

569

553

Salaries-
Appropriation for ---------------- 568
Appropriation rescissions----------- 573
Personal services in District of Colum-

bia, increase in limitation on
amounts for; nonapplicability in
certain cases----------------- 70

Schooling, dependents of personnel re-
siding on military reservations,
funds for; limitation _----------- 569

Schools, special service, appropriation
rescissions--------------------- 573

Seacoast defenses, appropriation rescis-
sions------------------------- 23,573

Secretary-
Office of-

Appropriation for-- 70, 551, 568, 569, 624

Appropriation rescission---- 572, 573, 574
Presidential succession ---------- 380, 509

Signal Corps-
Alaska Communication System, ap-

propriation for-------------- 118, 687
Appropriation for ------- 118, 558, 568, 687

Rescission--------------------- 573
Chief Signal Officer, Office of-

Appropriation for- ------------- 568
Appropriation rescission---------- 574

Contract authority -------------- 559
Soldiers' Home-

Appropriation for--------------- 71, 691
Transfer of surplus property to, au-

thorized-------------- ---- 691
Spruce Production Corporation, U. S.,

increase in limitation on administra-
tive expenses------------------- 625

Stabling rental, limitation------------ 562

Storage facilities for military use, re-
moval of merchandise in customs
custody, repeal of Act of Sept. 29,
1942------------------------- 449
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Strikes against U. S. Government, re-

striction on employment of persons
engaging in, etc___ ----------_ 571, 69;

Subsidies, restriction on use of funds for
payment of ------------------ _ 55f

Subsistence of the Army-
Appropriation for ----------------- 55
Appropriation rescission ----------- 573

Supplies, regular-
Appropriation for ----------------- 55f
Appropriation rescission -----_____ - 573

Surplus property-
Airports, public, disposals for, terms,

etc ---------------------_____
Alaska Railroad, transfer to-.......
Care and handling overseas, appropri-

ation for; limitation-..________.
Fish and Wildlife Service, transfer to_

Geological Survey, transfer to---_-
Mines, Bureau of, transfer to-____-
National Guard, issuance of Army

supplies and equipment to-----.
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, fur-

nishing of supplies from _______
Susquehanna River, construction of dam

by Pennsylvania Power & Light
Company, approval requirement--

Technical and professional personnel,
employment of-_________....-__-

Transportation, appropriation rescis-
sion ------------------ _____.__

Transportation Corps-
Appropriation for ---- ___..__.-- -
Appropriation rescission -------__--
Vessels, transfer authorized -----.-

Transportation facilities for military use,
removal of merchandise in customs
custody, repeal of Act of Sept. 29,
1942 .. _.........-........_-

Travel expenses-
Accounts, military personnel, provi-

sion for payment and settlement_
Civilian officers and employees, pay-

ment, repeal of Act of Feb. 21,
1942--.--------....________-

Occupied areas relief work, funds for
payment of military personnel
engaged in--_______.________-

Under Secretary, establishment of office,
provisions made permanent-______

Utilities, sale, etc., to welfare activities
and private persons in vicinity of
naval or military activities; termi-
nation of authority-......_______

Vessels, transfer authorized -- __----
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War Department-Continued
Veterans Administration, transfer of

funds from ------.- ______-______
Volunteer enlistments, stimulation of.

See under Army.
War Assets Administration, transfer of

title of certain plants, equipment,
etc ---__--___-______________-

War trophies and devices, distribution,
funds for ------------- ----_____

Washington National Airport, transfer
of equipment to, authorized ---- _

Weather Bureau-
Arctic weather stations, transfer of sur-

plus equipment, etc., for-----..
Upper air soundings, transfer of equip-

ment and supplies for -_______
Welfare of enlisted men-

Appropriation for ----------_-____
Appropriation rescission -..........
Transfer of funds from appropriation
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for ------------------------- 71
Women's Army Corps and Women's

Army Auxiliary Corps, establish-
ment, repeal of Acts of July 1, 1943,
and May 14, 1942; effective date__ 451

Women's Medical Specialist Corps,
Army. See under Army-Navy
Nurses Act of 1947.

Working fund, Interior, National Park
Service, reduction in appropriation_ 21

War Department Civil Appropriation Act,
1948 ------_ --------------------. 686

War Housing Insurance Fund, allocation
of funds by Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, repeal of provisions of
National Housing Act respecting- -. 208

War Information, Vital, Utilization of:
Sugar, continuance in effect of provi-

sions with respect to __________ 35
Time limitation on certain provisions,

amendment of Second War Powers
Act -----. _-___.-____-.._. 34,214,322

War Labor Board, National, increase in
limitation for printing and binding__ 67

War Labor Disputes Act, restriction on use
of funds of National Labor Relations
Board in connection with duties un-
der --------------.------------- _ 277

War Losses, extension of time for claiming
credit or refund with respect to_ _ _- 756

War Manpower Functions, migration of
workers, reduction in appropriation._ 21

War Mobilization and Reconversion, Office
of:

Liquidation, appropriation for -------- 618
Salaries and expenses, reduction in
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War Mobilization and Reconversion Act of
1944:

Nonapplicability of termination date to
certain Social Security Act amend-
ments -------..........-----....

Sugar, allocations without regard to pro-
visions -------------------------

War Powers, Certain, Repeals---------
War Powers Act, 1941, First, censorship of

communications between U. S. and
foreign countries, repeal of provision
of Act of Dec. 18, 1941 -----..----

War Powers Act, 1942, Second. See Sec-
ond War Powers Act, 1942.

War Relocation Authority, appropriation
for liquidation expenses -----------

War Shipping Administration. See also
Maritime Commission.

Alien seamen, waivers for employment_-
Insurance of certain companies against

legal liabilities, repeal of provisions
of Act of March 24, 1943--------

Judgments, appropriation for payment-
Medals, etc., for seamen, date of termi-

nation of war in interpretation of
provisions of Act of May 10, 1943__

War Tax Rates, Certain, continuation;
"rate reduction date"-------------

Warehouse Act, funds to effect provisions
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Port Angeles, conveyance to Public Hos-

pital District Numbered 2, Clallam
County __--------------------- 211

Quinaielt Tribe of Indians, declaration
as proper party plaintiff in desig-
nated action; attorneys' compensa-
tion ----------------------- - 417

Sockeye salmon fishery, designation of
State officers and employees to en-
force provisions of law and conven-
tion relating to------------------ 513

Yakima Indian Agency, appropriation
for deposit to official trust fund
checking account of special disburs-
ing agent----------------------- 110

Yakima project, appropriation for . - 116, 474
Washington, D. C. See District of Colum-

bia.
Washington, George, Memorial Parkway,

appropriation for -----------------. 484
Washington City Post Office, heat fur-

nished by Capitol Power Plant, reim-
bursement--------------------- 370

Washington National Airport. See under
Civil Aeronautics Administration.

Watauga Dam, appropriation for construc-
tion _---------------------------- 574

Water Carriers. See Carriers.
Waupoose, Alexander, payment to Me-

nominee Indian Mills to credit of
account of ----------------------- 455

Weather Bureau. See under Commerce,
Department of.

Weeks Act, appropriation for acquisition
of forest lands under--- .--- _---- 539

Weights and Measures, International
Bureau of, appropriation for contribu-
tion----------------.-----------. - 283

Wescott, Dan, payment to Menominee
Indian Mills to credit of account of -- 455

West Point, N. Y.:
Bullion depository, appropriation for-- 223
Land, acquisition by Military Estab-

lishment, reduction in appropria-
tion--------------------------- 22

Military Academy. See separate title.
West Virginia:

Clarksburg, acquisition by Veterans
Administration of site for facility

of ----------------------------- 74, 544
Warrington, James, payment to Menomi-

nee Indian Mills to credit of account
of ------------- - -------------- 455

Warrior River Terminal Company:
Expenditures, contracts, etc., authoriza-

tion; appropriation for----------- 581
Transfer and merger of funds in event of

dissolution of Company---------- 581
Wasatch National Forest, Utah, acquisition

of lands for, appropriation for------- 539
Washinawatok, Louis, payment to Me-

nominee Indian Mills to credit of ac-
count of-------------------------- 455

Washington:
Columbia Basin project, appropriation

for------------------ 116, 474, 475, 944
Crosline, ferry, admission to American

registry, use in coastwise trade--- 182
Indians, industrial assistance, appropria-

tion for ------------ -------- 47(
Moclips-Aloha District, school construc-

tion, appropriation authorized; con-
ditions _----------------------- 211

Appropriation for----------------- 691
Olympic National Park, appropriation

for protection of adjacent land---- 48-
Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact, ap-

...tr1 f ~,on- - .-. _--- .---- 419

at---------------------------
Oil and gas conservation, consent of

Congress granted to extension and
renewal of interstate compact con-
cerning-------------------------

Whaling Treaty Act, appropriation for
enforcement---------------------

677
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487
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Wheat: Page
Acreage allotment, date of termination

of state of war, etc., in interpreta-
tion of Act of Feb. 28, 1945 ----. 451

Crop insurance, provisions respecting_ 550, 718
Foreign aid program, limitation on

acquisition of wheat, wheat flour,
and cereal grain --- _________-_ 938, 942

Wheat Advisory Committee, International,
appropriation for share of expenses__ 527

Whisky. See Distilled Spirits, Etc.
White, Frank, credit in accounts ----___- 729
White House Office, appropriation for;

detail of Government employees to__ 585
White House Police:

Benefit payments to, appropriation for
reimbursement to District of Co-
lumbia for -------------- 76, 187, 222

Composition; appointments, etc ---. __ 132
Funds for .---------------_----- _ 76, 222
Policemen and firemen's relief fund,

D. C., credit for service in armed
forces in determination of eligibil-
ity for and amount of benefits----- 398

White Pine Blister Rust Control, appro-
priation for: -________ ___________- 537

Wichita Mountains Wildlife Refuge, ap-
propriation for maintenance of long-
horned cattle --------------------_ 488

Wildlife. See Fish and Wildlife Service
under Interior, Department of the.

Wind River Reservation, Wyo.:
Irrigation projects, appropriation for___ 467
Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes, segrega-

tion and expenditure of trust funds- 102
Wines, Tax on:

Exportation, drawback ......------- . 319
Manufacture -----------------_----- 320
Production with sugar-water solution,

fermentation -------------------- 320
War tax rates of certain miscellaneous

taxes, continuance--------------- 12
Wisconsin:

Indians-
Industrial assistance, appropriation

for ------------.. ...........
Menominee Agency, appropriation

for support __ .._- --_______--
Potawatomie, Wisconsin Band, sup-

port, reduction in appropriation-
Support, etc., appropriation for --..

Withholding Tax. See Employment taxes
under Taxes.

Witnesses:
Arbitrators, witnesses before; fees; com-

pelling attendance - -___________
Conciliation of certain labor disputes,

inquiries, etc., provisions respecting.

470

116

21
469

672

155
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Fees, appropriation for ------------ 186, 290

Transfer of funds from ------------ 117
National Labor Relations Board, wit-

nesses before, fees and mileage-__- 151
Per diem restriction -------- ________- 294

Women's Army Corps and Women's Army
Auxiliary Corps, establishment, repeal
of Acts of July 1, 1943, and May 14,
1942; effective date --------------- 451

Women's Bureau. See under Labor, De-
partment of.

Women's Medical Specialist Corps, Army.
See under Army-Navy Nurses Act of
1947.

Woods, W. O., credit in accounts----__ _ 729
Woodward, Okla., appropriation for repair

of tornado damage at ---------_ 533, 534
Wool, price support by Commodity Credit

Corporation; disposition of wool
owned by Corporation ------------ 769

Wool Products Labeling Act, appropria-
tion for enforcement--------______ _ 592

Worden, Dominic, Estate of, payment to
Menominee Indian Mills to credit
of account of_----------____ ------- 455

World Jamboree of Boy Scouts. See Boy
Scouts, World Jamboree.

World War Naval Records, preparation of,
appropriation for_ _______-------_ 392

World War Veterans. See Veterans.
World War Veterans' Act, 1924:

Amendments, five-year level-premium
term insurance policies, renewal__ 39

Extension of certain provisions to allied
nations, date of termination of war
in interpretation of Act of July 11,
1946 -------------------------- 454

Philippines, offices of Veterans' Admin-
istration in after independence, con-
tinuance and establishment author-
ized; time limitation . ..__------ _ 132

Wyoming:
Irrigation projects, appropriation for-_- 467
Kendrick project, appropriation for__ 116, 475
North Platte project-

Appropriation for -------------- 116,474
Reduction of certain accrued interest

charges payable by Farmers' Ir-
rigation District; operation, etc.,
of drain diversion works -----__ 101

Riverton project, appropriation for - 116, 475
Shoshone project, appropriation for con-

struction -------------------- 474,475
Wind River Reservation-

Irrigation projects, appropriation for_ 467
Shoshone and Arapaho Tribes, segre-

gation and expenditure of trust
funds---------------.-------- 102
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Yakima Indian Agency, Toppenish, Wash.,
appropriation for deposit to official
trust fund checking account of special
disbursing agent__________________

Yakima Project, Wash., appropriation for

Yards and Docks, Bureau of. See under
Navy Department.

Yazoo Watershed, purchase of lands, re-
quirement of approval of County
Board of Supervisors ---------_____

Yellowstone Basin, appropriation for
Boysen Dam and Moorehead Dam__

Yosemite National Park, appropriation for
acquisition of lands ----- ________-

Youth Administration, National, liquida-
tion expenses, appropriation for -__-

Yucca on Public Lands, authority for dis-
posal by Secretary of the Interior ---
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Aviation field, exchange of lands for,

date of termination of war, etc., in
interpretation of Act of May 29,
1926 ------------------------- 451

Transfer of surplus property, etc., at
Yuma Army air base to Bureau of
Reclamation, Department of the
Interior - -__________________ 477
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for ---------------------- 116,474,699
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LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME

THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

FIRST SESSION, 1947

Private
Law

1 -_- Andrew Chiarodo. AN ACT For the relief of Andrew Chiarodo-
2 --- Lillian M. Lorraine. AN ACT For the relief of Lillian M.

Lorraine------------------------------------------------
8 --- Maj. Gen. Laurence S. Kuter. AN ACT To authorize the

President to appoint Major General Laurence S. Kuter as
representative of the United States to the Interim Council of
the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its
successor, without affecting his military status and perquisites_

4 --- Herschel V. Johnson. JOINT RESOLUTION To authorize
Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Representative of the United
States to the Security Council of the United Nations, to be
reappointed to the Foreign Service----------------------

---- Lt. Comdr. Paul A. Smith. AN ACT To authorize the
President to appoint Lieutenant Commander Paul A. Smith
as alternate representative of the United States to the Interim
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization or its successor, and as representative of the
United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the Provi-
sional International Civil Aviation Organization, without
affecting his status and perquisites as an officer of the Coast
and Geodetic Survey----------------------------------

6 --- Wilma E. Baker. AN ACT For the relief of Wilma E. Baker -
7 --- W. H. Baker and Walter Baker. AN ACT For the relief of

W. H. Baker and Walter Baker----------------------
8 --- Charles N. Bemis. AN ACT For the relief of Charles N. Bemis-_
9 -- Archie S. Woods, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate

of Archie S. Woods, deceased----------------------------
10 --- Nellie P. Dunn, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of

Nellie P. Dunn, deceased -------------------------------
11 --- Isaac B. Jones. AN ACT For the relief of Isaac B. Jones ---
12 __- Frank Schindler. AN ACT To legalize the admission into the

United States of Frank Schindler ----------------------
13 --- Roscoe L. Wood. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of the

Interior to grant a private right-of-wav to Roscoe L. Wood--
14 --- Blanche E. Broad. AN ACT For the relief of Blanche E. Broad_
15 --- Joseph Ochrimowski. AN ACT For the relief of Joseph Ochri-

mowski--------------------------------------------
16 --- Mrs. Ida Elma Franklin. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Ida

Elma Franklin--------------------------------------
17 --- Elwood L. Keeler. AN ACT For the relief of Elwood L. Keeler -

18 _- Therese R. Cohen. AN ACT For the relief of Therese R. Cohen_
19 --- Gilda Cowan, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the legal

guardian of Gilda Cowan, a minor___--------------------
20 --- Marion O. Cassady. AN ACT For the relief of Marion O.

Cassady ------------------------- -------------------
21 --- Eva Bilobran. AN ACT For the relief of Eva Bilobran -----
22 --- Robert B. Jones. AN ACT For the relief of Robert B. Jones_--
23 --- Alva R. Moore. AN ACT For the relief of Alva R. Moore----
24 --- John H. Gradwell. AN ACT For the relief of John H. Gradwell-
25 --- Robert C. Birkes. AN ACT For the relief of Robert C. Birkes-
26 -- Francis Eugene Hardin, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the

legal guardian of Francis Eugene Hardin, a minor ------
27 -- Rubert W. Alexander, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the

estate of Rubert W. Alexander -------------------------
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LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Private
Law

28 -_- Lake Landing Township, Hyde County, N. C. AN ACT For the
relief of certain owners of land who suffered loss by fire in Lake
Landing Township, Hyde County, North Carolina ----

29 ___ Thomas Gambacorto, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate
of Thomas Gambacorto -- ------- ---

30 ___ Col. Frank R. Loyd. AN ACT For the relief of Colonel Frank
R. Loyd -------------------------------------

31 -__ Sylvia De Cicco, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the legal
guardian of Sylvia De Cicco ---

32 ___ The Methodist Home, D. C. AN ACT To authorize The
Methodist Home of the District of Columbia to make certain
changes in its certificate of incorporation with respect to stated
objects_objects ---------n P.C.Xil.~------ ; _------------------------------ -33 A. A. Pelletier and P. C. Silk. AN ACT For the relief of A. A.
Pelletier and P. C. Silk____________ - --34 ___ Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company. AN ACT For the relief
of Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company _-------

35 -__ Rear Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl. JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the presentation of the Distinguished Flying
Cross to Rear Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl, United States
Navy----------------------------------------

36 --- Lt. Gen. Roy Stanley Geiger. JOINT RESOLUTION Author-izing the President to issue posthumously to the late Roy
Stanley Geiger, lieutenant general, United States Marine
Corps, a commission as general, United States Marine Corps,
and for other purposes ---...--------------------.. ---

37 - - Claude R. Hall and Florence V. Hall. AN ACT For the relief of
Claude R. Hall and Florence V. Hall---

38 -- Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa Thurn. AN ACT For the relief ofMrs.
Fuku Kurokawa Thurn -

39 -__ Mrs. Frederick Faber Wesche. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.
Frederick Faber Wesche (formerly Ann Maureen Bell) ---

40 -- _ Allen T. Feamster, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of Allen T.
Feamster, JuniorFeamster, Juniorig an ---- --------- -- ------ ------ -------------41 S.C. Spradling and R. T. Morris. AN ACT For the relief of S. C.
Spradling and R. T. Morris - ---- - -

42 ___ Army of the United States, relief of certain disbursing oficers. AN
ACT For the relief of certain disbursing officers of the Army
of the United States, and for other purposes ------

43 -_ Mary Lomas. AN ACT For the relief of Mary Lomas -----
44--- Louisiana Power and Light Company. AN ACT To authorize

the Secretary of War to grant an easement and to convey to
the Louisiana Power and Light Company a tract of land com-
prising a portion of Camp Livingston in the State of Louisiana45 -- Samuel W. Davis, Jr., and others. AN ACT For the relief of
Samuel W. Davis, Junior; Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior;
and Betty Jane Davis
and B ietty IJan a is d -----------------------------------46 --- Raymond Wesley Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of
a patent in fee to Raymond Wesley Doyle

47 --- Thurlow Grey Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a
patent in fee to Thurlow Grey Doyle .-

48 -- Lawrence Stanley Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a
patent in fee to Lawrence Stanley Doyle - -- ---

49 - _ Spencer Burgess Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a
patent in fee to Spencer Burgess Doyle

50 _- Gladys May Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a
patent in fee to Gladys May Doyle ------.-----

51 ___ Harold Turcean, posthumous citizenship. AN ACT Conferring
United States citizenship posthumously upon Harold Turcean -

52 - Norman Abbott. AN ACT For the relief of Norman Abbott ----
53 -__ New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad. AN ACT For the

relief of New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad
54 --- Kathleen Doyle Harris. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a

patent in fee to Kathleen Doyle Harris, sole devisee of RichardJay Doyle, deceased
55 ___J. F. Poers. AN ACT Fortherelief ofJ.F.- Powers--------------
56 - AbramBanta Boert, estate. AN ACT For relief of the estate of

Abram Banta Bogert --.------------------
57 John C. Garrett. AN ACT For the relief of John C. Garrett -----

58 __. A. J. Davis and others. AN ACT For the relief of A. J. Davis,
Mrs. Lorene Griffin, Earle Griffin, and Harry Musgrove -----59 Paul Goodman. AN ACT For the relief of Paul Goodmai n -- *
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29 _ __ Thomas Gambacorto, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate 
of Thomas Gambacorto  

30 ___ Col. Frank R. Loyd. AN ACT For the relief of Colonel Frank 
R. Loyd  

31 _ __ Sylvia De Cicco, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the legal 
guardian of Sylvia De Cicco  

32 ___ The Methodist Home, D. C. AN ACT To authorize The 
Methodist Home of the District of Columbia to make certain 
changes in its certificate of incorporation with respect to stated 
objects  

33 ___ A. A. Pelletier and P. C. Silk. AN ACT For the relief of A. A. 
Pelletier and P. C. Silk  

34 ___ Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company. AN ACT For the relief 
of Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company  

35 ___ Rear Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl. JOINT RESOLUTION 
Authorizing the presentation of the Distinguished Flying 
Cross to Rear Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl, United States 
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izing the President to issue posthumously to the late Roy 
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Spradling and R. T. Morris  
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44 ___ Louisiana Power and Light Company. AN ACT To authorize 

the Secretary of War to grant an easement and to convey to 
the Louisiana Power and Light Company a tract of land com-
prising a portion of Camp Livingston in the State of Louisiana_ 

45 ___ Samuel W. Davis, Jr., and others. AN ACT For the relief of 
Samuel W. Davis, Junior; Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior; 
and Betty Jane Davis  

46 ___ Raymond Wesley Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of 
a patent in fee to Raymond Wesley Doyle  

47 ___ Thurlow Grey Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a 
patent in fee to Thurlow Grey Doyle  

48 _ __ Lawrence Stanley Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a 
patent in fee to Lawrence Stanley Doyle  

49 _ __ Spencer Burgess Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a 
patent in fee to Spencer Burgess Doyle  

50 ___ Gladys May Doyle. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a 
patent in fee to Gladys May Doyle  
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52 ___ Norman Abbott. AN ACT For the relief of Norman Abbott  
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LIST OF PRIVATE LAWS

Private
Law
60 --- Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company, con-

veyance. AN ACT To authorize the sale of the bed of E Street
Southwest, between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets, in the
District of Columbia ---------------.------- __-______ --__

61 --_ Norman Thoreson and Thoreson Brothers. AN ACT For relief
of Norman Thoreson and Thoreson Brothers, a partnership. --

62 _-- Robert Hinton. AN ACT For the relief of Robert Hinton _ .-._-
63 - -- Hugh C. Gilliam. AN ACT For the relief of Hugh C. Gilliam_- -
64 __- Mrs. Mabel Jones and Mrs. Mildred Wells Martin. AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Mabel Jones and Mrs. Mildred Wells
Martin ---------- _-----_----___-__________.___-__-

65 _-- Adolph Pfannenstiehl. AN ACT For the relief of Adolph Pfan-
nenstiehl ------------ --- -- --- - - - --____-_- -_-__________

66 _-- Michael Soldo. AN ACT For the relief of the alien Michael
Soldo ----------------------------------- ------ ----.--

67 --- Protestant Episcopal Church, D. C. AN ACT To authorize the
parishes and congregations of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the District of Columbia to establish bylaws governing the
election of their vestrymen .._________--_------__-_____--

68 --- Rev. John C. Young. AN ACT For the relief of Reverend John
C. Young -- ____---_---_---.--------------------

69 -_- Kuo Yu Cheng. AN ACT For the relief of Kuo Yu Cheng - _ -
70 --- Arsenio Acacio Lewis. AN ACT For the relief of Arsenio Acacio

Lewis ---------------------------------- ---------------
71 --- Edna Rita Saffron Fidone. AN ACT For the relief of Edna Rita

Saffron Fidone --__---_-_-_----_----_---_-----------
72 ___ Antonio Belaustegui. AN ACT For the relief of Antonio Belau-

stegui --------------------- --------------------
73 _-- Fritz Hallquist. AN ACT For the relief of Fritz Hallquist -- ___
74 -_- Mrs. Elizabeth Kempton Bailey. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs.

Elizabeth Kempton Bailey ___--------_---_---_--_-----_-
75 --- Donna L. I. Carlisle. AN ACT For the relief of Donna L. I.

Carlisle ----------------------------------------
76 --- Anna Malama Mark. AN ACT For the relief of Anna Malama

Mark __--------- ---------------------------------
77 _-- Maj. Ralph M. Rowley and First Lt. Irving E. Shefel. AN ACT

For the relief of Major Ralph M. Rowley and First Lieutenant
Irving E. Sheffel ------------------------------------

78 --- Eric Seddon. AN ACT For the relief of Eric Seddon --------
79 --- Roger Edgar Lapierre. AN ACT For the relief of Roger Edgar

Lapierre ----------------------------------------------
80 --- Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative, Inc. AN ACT For the

relief of Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative, Incorporated -
81 --_ R. W. Wood. AN ACT For the relief of R. W. Wood_-------
82 --- Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. AN ACT To authorize

the construction of a railroad siding in the vicinity of Franklin
Street Northeast, District of Columbia -------------------

83 -- Fred Pittelli. AN ACT For the relief of Fred Pittelli---------
84 --- Erle E. Howe. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of the

Interior to issue a patent in fee to Erie E. Howe --------
85 --- Alice Scott White. AN ACT To authorize and direct the Secre-

tary of the Interior to issue to Alice Scott White a patent in
fee to certain land --.------------______________ - -____

86 --- Becker Little Light. AN ACT Authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior to issue a patent in fee to Becker Little Light ---- -

87 --- Richard Little Light. AN ACT Authorizing the sale, under
supervision, of land of Richard Little Light ---------------

88 --- Persis M. Nichols. AN ACT For the relief of Persis M. Nichols_
89 -- Glenna J. Howrey, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the legal

guardian of Glenna J. Howrey----------------------------
90 --- Roman Toporow. AN ACT For the relief of Roman Toporow---
91 --- Julian M. Thomas. AN ACT For the relief of Julian M. Thomas-
92 --- William D. McCormick. AN ACT For the relief of William D.

McCormick -----......... ----------------------------
93 --- Walter R. and Kathryn Marshall. AN ACT For the relief of

Walter R. and Kathryn Marshall -----------------------
94 _-- Lewis H. Rich. AN ACT For the relief of Lewis H. Rich -- _--
95 - - Harley Shores. AN ACT For the relief of Harley Shores -- - -

96 --- Charles W. Taylor, Jr. AN ACT For the relief of Charles W.
Taylor, Junior---------------------------------------

97 -- Myron R. Leard. AN ACT For the relief of Myron R. Leard_--
98 --- George Corenevsky. AN ACT For the relief of George Corenevsky-
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guardian of Glenna J. Howrey  July 25, 1947_ _ _ 999 
90 Roman Toporotv. AN ACT For the relief of Roman Toporow_ _ _ July 25, 1947_ __ 1000 
91 Julian M. Thomas. AN ACT For the relief of Julian M. Thomas_ July 30, 1947_ _ _ 1000 
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99 -- _ Mrs. Georgia Lanser. AN ACT For the relief of Mrs. Georgia

Lanser ---------
100 --- George W. Coombs, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate

of George W. Coombs -------------- -___-___----
101 --- Ralph Stanfield, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the legal

guardian of Ralph Stanfield, a minor -----
102 --- Yugoslav fliers. AN ACT To provide for the naturalization of

certain United States Army personnel-Yugoslav fliers ....
103 --- Owen R. Brewster. AN ACT For the relief of Owen R. Brewster_
104 --- Elmer A. Norris. AN ACT For the relief of Elmer A. Norris_
105 --- Ruth A. Hairston. AN ACT For the relief of Ruth A. Hairston_
106 --- Barrett and Hilp. AN ACT For the relief of the firm of Barrett

and Hilp__ --_ - --_----- ---- ----_______
107 -- Queens Chapel Methodist Church. AN ACT To authorize the

Secretary of Agriculture to quitclaim two acres of land
near Muirkirk, Maryland, to the Queens Chapel Methodist
Church __....................

108 __- Mack Gene Odom, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of Mack
Gene Odom, a minor - ------.____________-- - - - -

109 --- George Wesley Hobbs, guardian. AN ACT For the relief of the
legal guardian of George Wesley Hobbs, a minor------

110 --- J. Rutledge Alford. AN ACT For the relief of J. Rutledge
Alford--___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

111 --- Boise Chamber of Commerce. AN ACT Authorizing the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to convey certain lands in Boise, Idaho, to
the Boise Chamber of Commerce

112 --- Catholic Society of Alaska. AN ACT To authorize the sale of
certain public lands in Alaska to the Catholic Society of
Alaska for use as a mission------ __

113 --- Dr. Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block. AN ACT For the
relief of Doctor Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block _____

114 --- Thomas M. Farley and others. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas
M. Farley, Mrs. Susie Farley, Mrs. Helen Moss, the legal
guardian of Donna Louise Farley, and the legal guardian ofMelvin Moss------- . ..

115 --- Andrew C. Extrom and Harry C. Pearson. AN ACT For the
relief of Andrew C. Extrom and Harry C. Pearson ----

116 -- Mrs. Edna Mary Jakimowicz. AN ACT For the relief of
Mrs. Edna Mary Jakimowicz

117 ___ Archer C. Gunter. AN ACT For the relief of Archer C. Gunter_
118 ___ Jessie Thompkins. AN ACT For the relief of Jessie Thompkins_
119 --- Dr. Theodore A. Geissman. AN ACT For the relief of Doctor

Theodore A. Geissman--
120 --- James H. Underwood. AN ACT For the relief of James H.

Underwood .....Underwood -----Chrch.---------------------~-----------------121 -- Methodist Church. AN ACT To authorize the sale of a small
tract of land on the Cherokee Indian Reservation, North
Carolina.. --

122 --- Fred O. Donohue. AN ACT Forthe relief of Fred O. Donohue
123 __- Robert F. Parks. AN ACT For the relief of Robert F. Parks___
124 --- Reuben Malkin, estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of

Reuben Malkin -
125 -- Daniel Broken Leg. AN ACT Authorizing the issuance of a

patent in fee to Daniel Broken Leg - .
126 -_ Mrs. Marie Salamone. AN ACT For the relief of Mr. Marie

Salamone -
127 O.Dean S esand others. AN ACT Forthe reieof. Dean

Settles aid Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, husband and wife; Mrs.
Ruth E. Settles, individually; the estate of Ora H. Hatfield;
and Mrs. Kittie B. Hatfield

128 GeorgeJ. Hiner. AN ACT For the relief of George J. Hiner-
129 P. . (Spud) Murphey. AN ACT For the relief of P. L. (Spud)

Murphey, owner and manager of Spud's Tailors, Laundry, andDry Cleaning Works ..................,.--------
130 --- Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris. AN ACT Con-

ferring jurisdiction upon the United States District Court for
the Western District of Arkansas to hear, determine, and
render judgment upon any claims arising out of the deaths of
Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris.

131 --- A. E. McCartney and others. AN ACT For the relief of A. E.
McCartney and others---------------------------------
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PRIVATE LAWS
ENACTED DURING THE

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 3, 1947, and adjourned
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives.

[CHAPTER 36]
AN ACT

For the relief of Andrew Chiarodo.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Andrew
Chiarodo is hereby relieved of any liability to the United States for
the repayment of sums amounting in the aggregate to $597.50 hereto-
fore paid to him as a plasterer at the United States naval air station,
Anacostia, District of Columbia, for the period from February 26,
1945, to March 17, 1946, inclusive. In the audit and settlement of
the accounts of any disbursing officer of the United States the said
Andrew Chiarodo shall be considered to have been in the employ of
the said air station at the rate of $1.39 per hour during such period
and legally entitled to said compensation for such period, and no
officer or employee, or former officer or employee, of the United States
shall be liable to the United States for the amount paid to the said
Andrew Chiarodo as compensation for such period.

Approved April 16, 1947.

[CHAPTER 37]
AN ACT

For the relief of Lillian M. Lorraine.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to cancel the indebtedness to the United States of Lillian M. Lorraine,
and the said Lillian M. Lorraine is hereby relieved of any liability
to the United States for the repayment of sums amounting in the
aggregate to $1,794 heretofore paid to her as a stenographer and clerk
in the office of the paymaster, United States Marine Corps, Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, for the period from January 1, 1931, to April
6, 1946, inclusive. In the audit and settlement of the accounts of any
disbursing officer of the United States, the said Lillian M. Lorraine
shall be considered to have been employed in said office at the rate
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[CHAPTER 40]
April 18, 1947

[s. 87b1
[Private Law 31

Maj. Gen. Laurence
8. Kuter.

Designatedappoint-
ment authorized.

May 15, 1947
[S. S Res. 86]

[Private Law 41

Hersohel V. lohn-
sol.

AN ACT
To authorize the President to appoint Major General Laurence S. Kuter as rep-

resentative of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, without affecting
his military status and perquisites.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
title 10, sec. 576), and the provisions of section 1223 of the Revised
Statutes (U. S. C., title 10, sec. 577), and the provisions of section 1224
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 10, sec. 495), or any other pro-
visions of law, or any rules and regulations issued thereunder, the
President is authorized to appoint Major General Laurence S. Kuter,
a general officer in the Army of the United States, as representative of
the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, and Major General
Kuter's appointment to acceptance of, and service as such representa-
tive shall in no way akect any status, office, rank, or grade he may
occupy or hold in the Army of the United States or any component
thereof, or any emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, eligibility for
promotion, or benefit incident to or arising out of any such status, office,
rank, or grade: Provided, That so long as he remains United States
representative to the Interim Council of the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, Major General Kuter
in lieu of his military pay and allowances shall receive such compen-
sation and allowances as the Secretary of State shall prescribe from
appropriations made by law for the Department of State: Provided
further, That Major General Kuter shall not remain in this positionfor more than two years after the date of the approval of this Act.

SEC. 2. In the performance of his duties as representative of the
United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, Major General Kuter
shall be subject to no supervision, control, restriction, or prohibition
(military or otherwise) other than would be operative with respect tohim if he were in no way connected with the War Department, the
Military Establishment, or the Army of the United States, or anycomponent thereof.

Approved April 18, 1947.

[CHAPTER 64]
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Representative of the United States tothe Security Council of the United Nations, to be reappointed to the ForeignService.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstanding anyprovision of law to the contrary, Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Repre-
sentative of the United States to the Security Council of the United

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS. 37,40, 64 Apr. 16, 18, 1947 [61 STAT.May 15, 1947

of $2,160 per annum from January 1, 1931, to June 30, 1945, inclusive,
and at the rate of $2,496 per annum from July 1, 1945, to April 6,
1946, inclusive, during such period and legally entitled to said com-
pensation for such period, and no officer or employee, or former officer
or employee, of the United States shall be liable to the United States
for the amount paid to the said Lillian M. Lorraine as compensation
for such period.

Approved April 16, 1947.
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of $2,160 per annum from January 1, 1931, to June 30, 1945, inclusive, 
and at the rate of $2,496 per annum from July 1, 1945, to April 6, 
1946, inclusive, during such period and legally entitled to said com-
pensation for such period, and no officer or employee, or former officer 
or employee, of the United States shall be liable to the United States 
for the amount paid to the said Lillian M. Lorraine as compensation 
for such period. 
Approved April 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 40] 
April 18, 1047 AN ACT 

[8.875]  To authorize the President to appoint Major General Laurence S. Kuter as rep-
[Private Law ii resentative of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional 

International Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, without affecting 
his military status and perquisites. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 
title 10, sec. 576), and the provisions of section 1223 of the Revised 
Statutes (U. S. C., title 10, sec. 577), and the provisions of section 1224 
of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 10, sec. 495), or any other pro-
visions of law, or any rules and regulations issued thereunder, the 
President is authorized to appoint Major General Laurence S. Kuter, 
a general officer in the Army of the United States, as representative of 
the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, and Major General 
Kuter's appointment to, acceptance of, and service as such representa-
tive shall in no way affect any status, office, rank, or grade he may 
occupy or hold in the Army of the United States or any component 
thereof, or any emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, eligibility for 
promotion, or benefit incident to or arising out of any such status, office, 
rank, or grade: Provided, That so long as he remains United States 
representative to the Interim Council of the Provisional International 
Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, Major General Kuter 
in lieu of his military pay and allowances shall receive such compen-
sation and allowances as the Secretary of State shall prescribe from 
appropriations made by law for the Department of State: Provided 
further, That Major General Kuter shall not remain in this position 
for more than two years after the date of the approval of this Act. 

Szc. 2. In the performance of his duties as representative of the 
United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional International 
Civil Aviation Organization. or its successor, Major General Kuter 
shall. be subject to no supervision, control, restriction, or prohibition 

. 
(military or otherwise) other than would be operative with respect to 
him if he were no way connected with the War Department, the 
Military Establishment, or the Army of the United States, or any 
component thereof. 
Approved April 18, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 64] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

To authorize Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Representative of the United States to 
the Security Council of the United Nations, to be reappointed to the Foreign Service. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstanding any 
provision of law to the contrary, Herschel V. Johnson, Deputy Repre-
sentative of the United States to the Security Council of the United 
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Nations, may continue in such office and be reappointed as a Foreign
Service officer, in the class of career minister, and such reappointment
may be effective as of November 25, 1946: Provided, That the total
compensation to be paid him as a Foreign Service officer of the class
of career minister and as Deputy Representative of the United States
to the Security Council shall be that provided by law for a Foreign
Service officer in the class of career minister or that provided by law
for Deputy Representative of the United States to the Security Coun-
cil, whichever is the higher.

Approved Mlay 15, 1947.
[CHAPTER 65]

AN ACT
To authorize the President to appoint Lieutenant Commander Paul A. Smithas alternate representative of the United States to the Interim Council ofthe Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its successor,

and as representative of the United States to the Air Navigation Commit-
tee of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization, without
affecting his status and perquisites as an officer of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the existing provisions of law or any rules or regulations issued
thereunder, the President is authorized to appoint Lieutenant Com-
mander Paul A. Smith, an officer in the Coast and Geodetic Survey.
as alternate representative of the United States to the Interim Council
of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its
successor, and as representative of the United States to the Air Navi-
gation Committee of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization, and his appointment to, acceptance, and service as such
alternate and representative shall in no way affect any status. office.
rank, or grade he may occupy or hold in the Coast and Geodetic Survev
of the United States or any emolument, perquisite, right, privilege,
eligibility for promotion or retirement, or other benefits incident to
or arising out of any such status, office, rank, or grade: Provided,
That during the time he holds the office of alternate representative
of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor and representa-
tive of the United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization he shall have
the rank of rear admiral (lower half) of the Coast and Geodetic Sir-
vey, and shall receive such compensation and allowances as the Secre-
tary of State shall prescribe payable from appropriations made by
law for the Department of State: Provided further, That so long as
he remains alternate representative of the United States to the Interim
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
or its successor, and representative of the United States t t the Air
Navigation Committee of the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization he shall retain his permanent rank and grade orsuch rank and grade to which he may be promoted by reason of his
position on the lineal list of the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

SEC. 2. In the performance of his duties as alternate representative
of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, and as repre-
sentative of the United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization, Lieutenant
Commander Smith shall be subject to no supervision, control, restric-
tion, or prohibition other than would be operative with respect to him
if he was in no way connected with the Coast and Geodetic Survey.

Approved May 15. 1947.
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Nations, may continue in such office and be reappointed as a Foreign 
Service officer, in the class of career minister, and such reappointment, 
may be effective as of November 25, 1946: Provided, That the total 
compensation to be paid him as a Foreign Service officer of the class 
of career minister and as Deputy Representative of the United States 
to the Security Council shall be that provided by law for a Foreign 
Service officer in the class of career minister or that provided by law 
for Deputy Representative of the United States to the Security Coun-
cil, whichever is the higher. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 65] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the President to appoint Lieutenant Commander Paul A. Smith 
as alternate representative of the United States to the Interim Council of 
the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, 
and as representative of the United States to the Air Navigation Commit-
tee of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization, without 
affecting his status and perquisites as an officer of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the existing provisions of law or any rules or regulations issued 
thereunder, the President is authorized to appoint Lieutenant Com-
mander Paul A. Smith, an officer in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
as alternate representative of the United States to the Interim Council 
of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its 
successor, and as representative of the United States to the Air Navi-
gation Committee of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization, and his appointment to, acceptance, and service as such 
alternate and representative shall in no way affect any status, office, 
rank, or grade he may occupy or hold in the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
of the United States or any emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, 
eligibility for promotion or retirement, or other benefits incident to 
or arising out of any such status, office, rank, or grade: Provided, 
That during the time he holds the office of alternate representative 
of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor and representa-
tive of the United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the 
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization he shall have, 
the rank of rear admiral (lower half) of the Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey, and shall receive such compensation and allowances as the Secre-
tary of State shall prescribe payable from appropriations made by 
law for the Department of State: Provided further, That so long as 
he remains alternate representative of the United States to the Interim 
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization 
or its successor, and representative of the United States to the Air 
Navigation Committee of the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization he shall .retain his permanent rank and grade or 
such rank and grade to which he may be promoted by reason of his 
position on the lineal list of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

SEc. 2. In the performance of his duties as alternate representative 
of the United States to the Interim Council of the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, and as repre-
sentative of the United States to the Air Navigation Committee of the 
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization, Lieutenant 
Commander Smith shall be subject to no supervision, control, restric-
tion, or prohibition other than would be operative with respect to him 
if he was in no way connected with the Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
Approved May 15. 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 66]
May 15, 1947
[H. R. 326]

[Private Law 6]

Wilma E. Baker.

May 31, 1947
[H. R. 384]
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May 31, 1947
[H. R. 4281

[Private Law 8]

Charles N. Bemis.

AN ACT
For the relief of Wilma E. Baker.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Wilma E. Baker, the sum of $1,579.70, in full settlement of all claims
against the United States for personal injuries sustained by her on
August 17, 1944, near Tigard, Oregon, when the car in which she was
traveling was struck by a trailer being used and operated at this time
by the United States War Food Administration: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved May 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 92]
AN ACT

For the relief of W. H. Baker and Walter Baker.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated to W. H. Baker, of
Williams, Arizona, the sum of $1,000, in full settlement of all claims
of the said W. H. Baker against the United States for the death of his
son, Clinton Baker, and to Walter Baker, of Williams, Arizona, the
sum of $81.55, in full settlement of all claims of the said Walter Baker
for reimbursement of expenses incurred by him in connection with
the burial of said Clinton Baker, whose death occurred on October 23,
1942, as the result of the collision of an Army airplane with a com-
mercial transport plane of American Airlines, Incorporated, in which
he was riding: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 93]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles N. Bemis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That Charles N.
Bemis, of Albany, New York, is hereby relieved of liability to the
United States in the sum of $105.06, and the Secretary of the Treasury
is authorized and directed to refund, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to the said Charles N. Bemis any amounts
heretofore paid by him on such indebtedness to the United States.
Such indebtedness arose out of the shipment of household goods of

966966 
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[CHAPTER 661 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Wilma E. Baker. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Wilma E. Baker, the sum of $1,579.70, in full settlement of all claims 
against the United States for personal injuries sustained by her on 
August 17, 1944, near Tigard, Oregon, when the car in which she was 
traveling was struck by a trailer being used and operated at this time 
by the United States War Food Administration: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. .Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved May 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 92] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W. H. Baker and Walter Baker. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated to W. H. Baker, of 
Williams, Arizona, the sum of $1,000, in full settlement of all claims 
of the said W. H. Baker against the United States for the death of his 
son, Clinton Baker, and to Walter Baker, of Williams, Arizona, the 
sum of $81.55, in full settlement of all claims of the said Walter Baker 
for reimbursement of expenses incurred by him in connection with 
the burial of said Clinton Baker, whose death occurred on October 23, 
1942, as the result of the collision of an Army airplane with a com-
mercial transport plane of American Airlines, Incorporated, in which 
he was riding: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim2 and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 93] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles N. Bemis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho-use of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Charles N. 
Bemis, of Albany, New York, is hereby relieved of liability to the 
United States in the sum of $105.06, and the Secretary of the Treasury 
is authorized and directed to refund, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to the said Charles N. Bemis any amounts 
heretofore paid by him on such indebtedness to the United States. 
Such indebtedness arose out of the shipment of household goods of 
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the said Charles N. Bemis from Northfield, Vermont, to Albany, New
York, in December 1944, after his change of station as a civil-service
employee in the United States Weather Bureau. The transportation
charges for such shipment were paid by the United States while the
said Charles N. Bemis was legally liable therefor because authority
for such shipment had not been obtained within the time allowed by
law after the change of station. Any disbursing officer of the United
States who disbursed money in payment of the said transportation
charges for the said shipment of household goods of the said Charles
N. Bemis shall not be liable to the United States by reason of any
such disbursement.

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 94]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Archie S. Woods, deceased.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Archie
S. Woods, deceased, of Rye, New York, the sum of $5,664, in full
satisfaction of all claims against the United States for compensation
for the death of Archie S. Woods, who died as a result of personal
injuries sustained by him when the Navy vehicle in which he was
riding as a passenger struck another vehicle while en route from Los
Angeles, California, to consult with the commandant of the United
States naval hospital at San Diego, California, on April 19, 1944:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved May 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 96]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Nellie P. Dunn, deceased.
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May 31, 1947
[H. R. 444]

[Private Law 9]

Archie S. Woods.
estate.

May 31, 1947
[H. R. 14941

[Private Law R10

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Nellie P. Dunn.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, estate.
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
estate of Nellie P. Dunn, of Richmond, Virginia, the sum of $1,507.88,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for the refund
of income tax erroneously collected for the taxable year of 1940:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved May 31, 1947.
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the said Charles N. Bemis from Northfield, Vermont, to Albany, New 
York, in December 1944, after his change of station as a civil-service 
employee in the United States Weather Bureau. The transportation 
charges for such shipment were paid by the United States while the 
said Charles N. Bemis was legally liable therefor because authority 
for such shipment had not been obtained within the time allowed by 
law after the change of station. Any disbursing officer of the United 
States who disbursed money in payment of the said transportation 
charges for the said shipment of household goods of the said Charles 
N. Bemis shall not be liable to the United States by reason of any 
such disbursement. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 941 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Archie S. Woods, deceased. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Archie 
S. Woods, deceased, of Rye, New York, the sum of $5,664, in full 
satisfaction of all claims against the United States for compensation 
for the death of Archie S. Woods, who died as a result of personal 
injuries sustained by him when the Navy vehicle in which he was 
riding as a passenger struck another vehicle while en route from Los 
Angeles, California, to consult with the commandant of the United 
States naval hospital at San Diego, California, on April 19, 1944: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 951 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Nellie P. Dunn, deceased. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
estate of Nellie P. Dunn, of Richmond, Virginia, the sum of $1,507.88, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for the refund 
of income tax erroneously collected for the taxable year of 1940: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 96]
AN ACT

For the relief of Isaac B. Jones.

[61 STAT.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theIsaac B. Jones. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay
to Isaac B. Jones, of Washington. District of Columbia, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $9,000,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States, which sum
represents a portion of the loss sustained by the said Isaac B. Jones
on the bail bond of Alfred Layton, who was afterward captured as
a result of Jones' efforts, convicted, and sentenced on a charge of
using the mails to defraud. The said sum of $9,000 being the amount
of the forfeited bail bond after deducting the total cost to the UnitedStates, and is in accordance with the report and recommendation made
by the Attorney General to the chairman, Committee on Claims:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act inexcess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to orreceived by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered inconnection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and uponconviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved May 31, 1947.

June 5, 1947
[S. 135]

[Private Law 12]

Frank Schindler.

Quota deduction.

June 14, 1947
[H. R. 1288]

IPrivate Law 13]

Roscoe L. Wood.

[CHAPTER 991
AN ACT

To legalize the admission into the United States of Frank Schindler.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the AttorneyGeneral is hereby directed to record the entry into the United Statesof Frank Schindler at New York City, New York, on June 11, 1939,as a lawful admission to the United States for permanent residence

for the purposes of the immigration and naturalization laws. TheSecretary of State shall thereupon reduce by one the immigrationquota for Czechoslovakia for the first year that such quota may beavailable.
Approved June 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 107]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant a private right-of-way toRoscoe L. Wood.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Holse of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant to RoscoeL. Wood, his heirs and assigns, an easement fifteen feet wide fromWilson Avenue to lot 52-E across Federal-owned lots 54 and 52-Fand adjacent to the northerly boundaries of said Federal-owned lotsfor use as a private right-of-way until this land has access to a con-tiguous highway or public way for ingress and egress to and fromlot 52-E, block 4, section 4, Cabin John Park, Montgomery County,Maryland.
Approved June 14, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 96] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Isaac B. Jones. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay 
to Isaac B. Jones, of Washington, District of Columbia, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $9,000, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States, which sum 
represents a portion of the loss sustained by the said Isaac B. Jones 
on the bail bond of Alfred Layton, who was afterward captured as 
a result of Jones' efforts, convicted, and sentenced on a charge of 
using the mails to defraud. The said sum of $9,000 being the amount 
of the forfeited bail bond after deducting the total cost to the United 
States, and is in accordance with the report and recommendation made 
by the Attorney General to the chairman, Committee on Claims: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved May 31, 1947. 

[61 SPAT. 

[CHAPTER 99] 
AN ACT 

To legalize the admission into the United States of Frank Schindler. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General is hereby directed to record the entry into the United States 
of Frank Schindler at New York City, New York, on June 11, 1939, 
as a lawful admission to the United States for permanent residence 
for the purposes of the immigration and naturalization laws. The 
Secretary of State shall thereupon reduce by one the immigration 
quota for Czechoslovakia for the first year that such quota may be 
available. 
Approved June 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 107] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant a private right-of-way to 
Roscoe L. Wood. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to grant to Roscoe 
L. Wood, his heirs and assigns, an easement fifteen feet wide from 
Wilson Avenue to lot 52—E across Federal-owned lots 54 and 52—F 
and adjacent to the northerly boundaries of said Federal-owned lots 
for use as a private right-of-way until this land has access to a con-
tiguous highway or public way for ingress and egress to and from 
lot 52—E, block 4, section 4, Cabin John Park, Montgomery County, 
Maryland. 

Approved June 14, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 110]
AN ACT

For the relief of Blanche E. Broad.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Blanche E. Broad, of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, the sum of $3,000,
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United
States for personal injuries and losses sustained by her as a result
of a fall in the Capitol of the United States of America in Washington,
District of Columbia, on May 31, 1940: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 20, 1947.

[CHAPTER 115]
AN ACT

For the relief of Joseph Ochrimowski.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Joseph
Ochrimowski, who arrived at the port of New York on January 22,
1946, as a stowaway, shall, upon the payment of the required head tax,
be considered for the purpose of immigration and naturalization laws
to have been lawfully admitted into the United States. Upon the
enactment of the Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper
quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Polish quota for
the first year the Polish quota is available.

Approved June 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 116]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Ida Elma Franklin.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Ida Elma Frank-
lin, of Phoenix, Arizona, the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of all
claims against the United States for compensation for personal
injuries sustained by her and for reimbursement of hospital, medical,
and other expenses incurred by her, as a result of an accident which
occurred when she was struck by a United States Government vehicle,
driven by an employee of the Department of Agriculture, on North
Stone Avenue, Tucson, Arizona, on November 3, 1944: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 21, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 110] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Blanche E. Broad. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Blanche E. Broad, of Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, the sum of $3,000, 
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United 
States for personal injuries and losses sustained by her as a result 
of a fall in the Capitol of the United States of America in Washington, 
District of Columbia, on May 31, 1940: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 20, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 115] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Joseph Ochrimowski. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Joseph 
Ochrimowski, who arrived at the port of New York on January 22, 
1946, as a stowaway, shall, upon the payment of the required head tax, 
be considered for the purpose of immigration and naturalization laws 
to have been lawfully admitted into the United States. Upon the 
enactment of the Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper 
quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Polish quota for 
the first year the Polish quota is available. 
Approved June 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1161 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Ida Elms, Franklin. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Ida Elma Frank-
lin, of Phoenix, Arizona, the sum of $1,000, in full satisfaction of all 
claims against the United States for compensation for personal 
injuries sustained by her and for reimbursement of hospital, medical, 
and other expenses incurred by her, as a result of an accident which 
occurred when she was struck by a United States Government vehicle, 
driven by an employee of the Department of Agriculture, on North 
Stone Avenue, Tucson, Arizona, on November 3, 1944: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 21, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 117]
June 21, 1947
[H. R. 765]

[Private Law 17]

Elwood L. Keeler.

June 21, 1947
[H. R. 925]

[Private Law 181

Therese R. Cohen.

June 21, 1947
iH. R. 14821

iPrivate Law 19]

Guardian of Gilda
Cowan.

AN ACT
For the relief of Elwood L. Keeler.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elwood L. Keeler,
Los Angeles, California, the sum of $5,000, in full settlement of all
claims against the United States. The payment of such sum represents
reimbursement for the loss sustained by the said Elwood L. Keeler
on account of the payment of a fine of a like amount which was covered
into the Treasury of the United States prior to the time the President
of the United States granted to the said Elwood L. Keeler a full and
unconditional pardon with respect to the offense for which he was
convicted in the United States District Court for the Southern District
of California and sentenced on December 1, 1941, to imprisonment for
two years and to pay such fine of $5,000. Such pardon was granted
on the ground that the evidence did not support the conviction of the
said Elwood L. Keeler: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-

riated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid ordelivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a midemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved June 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 118]
AN ACT

For the relief of Therese R. Cohen.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated toTherese R. Cohen, Brooklyn, New York. the sum of $3,304, in fullsettlement of all claims against the United States for injuries sustainedby the said Therese R. Cohen, resulting from her being thrown from aUnited States Navy truck on April 14, 1944. on the grounds of theFloyd Bennett Naval Air Station, Brooklyn, New York: Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection withthis claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrarynotwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Actshall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereofshall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 119]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Gilda Cowan, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed topay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
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[CHAPTER 117] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Elwood L. Keeler. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elwood L. Keeler, 
Los Angeles, California, the sum of $5,000, in full settlement of all 
claims against the United States. The payment of such sum represents 
reimbursement for the loss sustained by the said Elwood L. Keeler 
on account of the payment of a fine of a like amount which was covered 
into the Treasury of the United States prior to the time the President 
of the United States granted to the said Elwood L. Keeler a full and 
unconditional pardon with respect to the offense for which he was 
convicted in the United States District Court for the Southern District 
of California and sentenced on December 1, 1941, to imprisonment for 
two years and to pay such fine of $5,000. Such pardon was granted 
on the ground that the evidence did not support the conviction of the 
said Elwood L. Keeler: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a midemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved June 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 118] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Therese R. Cohen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Therese R. Cohen, Brooklyn, New York, the sum of $3,304, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for injuries sustained 
by the said Therese R. Cohen, resulting from her being thrown from a 
United States Navy truck on April 14, 1944, on the grounds of the 
Floyd Bennett Naval Air Station, Brooklyn, New York: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 119] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Gilda Cowan, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
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to the legal guardian of Gilda Cowan the sum of $1,500, as compensa-
tion for and in full settlement of all claims for damages against the
United States for injuries sustained by her when, on April 28, 1934,
a Navy Department trailer attached to the dirigible Macon, at Opa
Locka Flying Field, Miami, Florida, ran over her right leg: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered
in connection with said claims. It shall be unlawful for any agent
or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
any sum of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof on account of services rendered in connection with
said claims, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 122]
AN ACT

For the relief of Marion 0. Cassady.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Marion O. Cassady, of Louisville, Kentucky, a deputy United States
marshal in the Western District of Kentucky, the sum of $276.30, in
full settlement of all claims against the United States for property
damages sustained by him on and about January 3, 1942, while in the
discharge of his official duties as a deputy United States marshal:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000).

Approved June 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1231
AN ACT

For the relief of Eva Bilobran.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs.
Eva Bilobran. 940 South Bouldin Street, Baltimore, Maryland, the
sum of $1,646, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for injuries suffered as a result of having been struck by a United
States mail truck at the intersection of East Avenue and Dillon Street,
Baltimore, Maryland, on December 14, 1943, and for medical services,
hospital bills, and loss of salary during her illness: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.

June 23, 1947
[S. 824]
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to the legal guardian of Gilds Cowan the sum of $1,500, as compensa-
tion for and in full settlement of all claims for damages against the 
United States for injuries sustained by her when, on April 28, 1934, 
a Navy Department trailer attached to the dirigible Macon, at Opa 
Locks Flying Field, Miami, Florida, ran over her right leg: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered 
in connection with said claims. It shall be unlawful for any agent 
or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive 
any sum of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof on account of services rendered in connection with 
said claims, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 122] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Marion 0. Cassady. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Marion 0. Cassady, of Louisville, Kentucky, a deputy United States 
marshal in the Western District of Kentucky, the sum of $276.30, in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States for property 
damages sustained by him on and about January 3, 1942, while in the 
discharge of his official duties as a deputy United States marshal: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 123] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Eva Bilobran. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress a-ssembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. 
Eva Bilobran. 940 South Bouldin Street, Baltimore, Maryland, the 
sum of $1,646, in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for injuries suffered as a result of having been struck by a United 
States mail truck at the intersection of East Avenue and Dillon Street, 
Baltimore, Maryland, on December 14, 1943, and for medical services, 
hospital bills, and loss of salary during her illness: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
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Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guiltyof a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $10,000.

Approved June 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 131]
June 25, 1947

S. 317]
[Private Law 22]

Robert B. Jones.

AN ACT
For the relief of Robert B. Jones.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That Robert B.Jones shall be considered to have been commissioned ensign, UnitedStates Naval Reserve, and placed on active duty as of December 8,1941, to have continued on active duty in that rank until February 23,1945, to have been promoted to the rank of lieutenant, junior grade,as of February 23, 1945, and to have served on active duty in thatrank until February 28, 1946.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directedto pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,to Robert B. Jones a sum of money equal to the active-duty pay andallowances due him by reason of the provisions of section 1 of thisAct: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Actin excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to orreceived by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered inconnection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and uponconviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1321
AN ACT

For the relief of Alva R. Moore.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theAva R. Moo United States of Anwmrica in Congress assembled. That the Secretaryof the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Alva R. Moore, ofSection, Alabama, the sum of $2,000, in full satisfaction of his claimagainst the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-tained by him on March 11, 1943, at the Huntsville Arsenal, Hunts-ville, Alabama, as a result of handling in the course of his employmentcertain salvaged materials which were contaminated with mustardgas, after having been advised by a commissioned officer in charge ofthe salvage a the arsenal that the materials were not so con-taminated: Frovided, That no part of the amount appropriated inthis Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliveredto or received by any agent or attorney on account of services renderedin connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, anycontract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating theprovisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor andupon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved June 25, 1947.

June 25, 1947
[s. :611

[Private Law 21t]
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Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $10,000. 
Approved June 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 131] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Robert B. Jones. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That. Robert B. 
Jones shall be considered to have been commissioned ensign, United 
States Naval Reserve, and placed on active duty as of December 8, 
1941, to have continued on active duty in that rank until February 23, 
1945, to have been promoted to the rank of lieutenant, junior grade, 
as of February 23, 1945, and to have served on active duty in that 
rank until February 28, 1946. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed 

to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to Robert B. Jones a sum of money equal to the active-duty pay and 
allowances due him by reason of the provisions of section 1 of this 
Act: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1321 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Alva R. Moore. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Alva R. Moore, of 
Section, Alabama, the sum of $2,000, in full satisfaction of his claim 
against, the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-
tained by him on March 11, 1943, at the Huntsville Arsenal, Hunts-
ville, Alabama, as a result of handling in the course of his employment 
certain salvaged materials which were contaminated with mustard 
gas, after having been advised by a commissioned officer in charge of 
the salvage yard at the arsenal that the materials were not so con-
taminated: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions. of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 133]
AN ACT

For the relief of John H. Gradwell.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John H. Gradwell,
of Meriden, Connecticut, the sum of $211.30 in full satisfaction of
his claim against the United States for compensation for damage to
his automobile resulting from a collision with an Army vehicle in
Hamden, Connecticut, on January 4, 1943: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 134]
AN ACT

For the relief of Robert C. Birkes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Robert C. Birkes, of
Portland, Oregon, a former member of the Navy, the sum of $98, in
full satisfaction of his claim against the United States for payment
of the amount which the Price Administrator recovered from the
former landlord of the said Robert C. Birkes because of overcharges
for rent for the premises at 30 Linnaean Street, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, during the period March 1, 1945, to July 31, 1945; recovery
of such sum by the said Robert C. Birkes having been prevented by
the fact that he was ordered by the Navy to make a change of station
soon after the overcharge was determined by the Office of Price Admin-
istration: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 135]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Francis Eugene Hardin, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of
Francis Eugene Hardin, a minor, of Fresno, California, the sum of
$3,664.73, in full settlement of all claims against the United States for
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[CHAPTER 133] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John H. Gra,dwell. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to John H. Gradwell, 
of Meriden, Connecticut, the sum of $211.30 in full satisfaction of 
his claim against the United States for compensation for damage to 
his automobile resulting from a collision with an Army vehicle in 
Hamden, Connecticut, on January 4, 1943: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 134] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Robert C. Birkes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Robert C. Birkes, of 
Portland, Oregon, a former member of the Navy, the sum of $98, in 
full satisfaction of his claim against the United States for payment 
of the amount which the Price Administrator recovered from the 
former landlord of the said Robert C. Birkes because of overcharges 
for rent for the premises at 30 Linnaean Street, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, during the period March 1, 1945, to July 31, 1945; recovery 
of such sum by the said Robert C. Birkes having been prevented by 
the fact that he was ordered by the Navy to make a change of stat ion 
soon after the overcharge was determined by the Office of Price Admin-
istration : Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 135] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Francis Eugene Hardin, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of 
Francis Eugene Hardin, a minor, of Fresno, California the sum of 
$3,664.73, i;full settlement of all claims against the United States for 
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property damage and personal injuries sustained by the said Francis
Eugene Hardin, when he was struck by a falling signal light knocked
from its standard by an Army truck while he was standing on the
sidewalk at a corner of York Boulevard and Figueroa Street, Los
Angeles, California, on December 4, 1943, and for medical, hospital,
and incidental expenses incurred in the treatment of said minor by
reason of the injuries sustained by him in said accident: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1361
June 25, 1947
[H. R. 651]

[Private Law 27]

Rubert W. Alex-
ander, estate.

Relief from liability.

June 25, 1947
[H. R. 888]
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54 Stat. 1351.

AN ACT
For the relief of the estate of Rubert W. Alexander.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Rubert
W. Alexander, Des Moines, Iowa, the sum of $5,647.97, in full settle-
ment of all claims of the said estate against the United States for
personal injuries, property damages, and losses sustained and medical
and hospital expenses incurred by the late Rubert W. Alexander as
a result of the crash on or about February 6,1943, of an Army airplane,
in which he was a passenger, at Watson Lake, Canada: Provided,
That the said estate of Rubert W. Alexander, deceased, be, and it is
hereby, relieved of all obligation to pay to the United States the sum
of $1,439.66 heretofore paid for the benefit of Mr. Alexander by the
United States Employees' Compensation Commission as a result of
this accident: And provided further, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 137]
AN ACT

For the relief of certain owners of land who suffered loss by fire in Lake Landing
Township, Hyde County, North Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, by reason of
determinations reported to the Congress by the Acting Secretary ofthe Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act for
the relief of certain claimants on account of loss by fire for which
the United States was adjudged liable", approved August 13, 1940,
the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to the owners of the following lands in Lake Landing Township,
Hyde County, North Carolina, the following sums, such sums to be
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property damage and personal injuries sustained by the said Francis 
Eugene Hardin, when he was struck by a falling signal light knocked 
from its standard by an Army truck while he was standing on the 
sidewalk at a corner of York Boulevard and Figueroa Street, Los 
Angeles? California, on December 4, 1943, and for medical, hospital, 
and incidental expenses incurred in the treatment of said minor by 
reason of the injuries sustained by him in said accident: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 136] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Rubert W. Alexander. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Rubert 
W. Alexander, Des Moines, Iowa, the sum of $5,647.97, in full settle-
ment of all claims of the said estate against the United States for 
personal injuries, property damages, and losses sustained and medical 
and hospital expenses incurred by the late Rubert W. Alexander as 
a result of the crash on or about February 6, 1943, of an Army airplane, 
in which he was a passenger, at Watson Lake, Canada: Provided, 
That the said estate of Rubert W. Alexander, deceased, be, and it is 
hereby, relieved of all obligation to pay to the United States the sum 
of $1,439.66 heretofore paid for the benefit of Mr. Alexander by the 
United States Employees' Compensation Commission as a result of 
this accident: And provided further, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any, agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notw ithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 137] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain owners of land who suffered loss by fire in Lake Landing 
Township, Hyde County, North Carolina. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, by reason of 
determinations reported to the Congress by the Acting Secretary of 
the Interior pursuant to section 2 of the Act entitled "An Act for 
the relief of certain claimants on account of loss by fire for which 
the United States was adjudged liable", approved August 13, 1940, 
the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to 
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, 
to the owners of the following lands in Lake Landing Township, 
Hyde County, North Carolina, the following sums, such sums to be 
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in full settlement of all claims against the United States for damage
or loss sustained by such persons as a result of the forest fire or fires
which burned land and timber of the Pamlico Timber Corporation
(in the case of which fire or fires the United States on August 2, 1937,
was held liable, in a proceeding in the District Court of the United
States for the Eastern District of North Carolina, for damage
suffered by certain persons specified in such Act of August 13, 1940):

M. Makely and George Makely, sixty acres, $300; Mary Windley
iWillis, fourteen acres, $70; Mrs. Thomas G. Weston, two acres, $35;
Mrs. Rena S. Jennette, S. E. Jennette, T. A. Jennette, and Mrs. W. H.
Robbins, thirty acres, $300; Lenus Benson, Marvin Benson, Arreal
Benson, Sill Benson, and Viola Benson, one-half interest in thirty
acres, $75; T. J. Mann, two-thirds interest in one hundred acres,
$660.66; Mary E. Credle heirs, forty-two acres, $420; Miss Lucy
Saddler, thirty acres, $230; Etheline Ballance and Bernice Ballance,
sixty-nine acres, $345; Tom C. Spencer heirs, five acres, $50; Emma
B. Powell, one-half interest in thirty acres, $75; J. E. Berry, Senior,
Estate, thirty-five acres, $280; Mrs. Eitha Mason Payne, Mrs. Euginia
Mason Warren, Zinkia Mason Credle, W. T. Mason, Caddie Mason
Hooper, Alex W. Mason, and C. R. Mason, forty acres, $200; Mrs.
Charlie Gibbs, seven and one-half acres, $48.75; Edward A. Carawan,
nineteen and three-tenths acres, $143; E. W. Farrow, ten acres, $100;
J. M. Pugh, three and one-half acres, $35; Ola Lucas Spencer, eight
acres, $55; J. S. Mann and E. D. Sewells, two-thirds interest in
fifty acres, $694; W. H. Farrow and Charlie E. Spencer heirs (claims
cover the same tract, W. H. Farrow claiming present ownership
of the land), fifty-nine acres, $317: Provided, That no part of the
amounts appropriated in this Act for the payment of any one claim
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with such claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 138]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Thomas Gambacorto.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Thomas
Gambacorto, the sum of $1,500. The payment of such sum shall be
in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account
of the death of Thomas Gambacorto and hospital and funeral expenses
and property damage sustained when the deceased was driving his
wagon on State Highway Numbered 35, near Eatontown, New Jersey,
and was struck in the rear by an Army-owned vehicle on January 18,
1944: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convio-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.
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in full settlement of all claims against the United States for damage 
or loss sustained by such persons as a result of the forest fire or fires 
which burned land and timber of the Pamlico Timber Corporation 
(in the case of which fire or fires the United States, on August 2, 1937, 
was held liable, in a proceeding in the District Court of the United 
States for the Eastern District of North Carolina, for damage 
suffered by certain persons specified in such Act of August 13, 1940) : 
M. Makely and George Makely, sixty acres, $300; Mary Windley 

Willis, fourteen acres, $70; Mrs. Thomas G. Weston, two acres, $35; 
Mrs. Rena S. Jennette, S. E. Jennette, T. A. Jennette, and Mrs. W. H. 
Robbins, thirty acres, $300; Lenus Benson, Marvin Benson, Arreal 
Benson, Sill Benson, and Viola Benson, one-half interest in thirty 
acres, $75; T. J. Mann, two-thirds interest in one hundred acres, 
$660.66; Mary E. Credle heirs, forty-two acres, $420; Miss Lucy 
Saddler, thirty acres, $230; Etheline Ballance and Bernice Ballance, 
sixty-nine acres, $345; Tom C. Spencer heirs, five acres, $50; Emma 
B. Powell, one-half interest in thirty acres, $75; J. E. Berry, Senior, 
Estate, thirty-five acres, $280; Mrs. Eitha Mason Payne, Mrs. Euginia 
Mason Warren, Zinkia Mason Credle, W. T. Mason, Caddie Mason 
Hooper, Alex W. Mason, and C. R. Mason, forty acres, $200; Mrs. 
Charlie Gibbs, seven and one-half acres, $48.75; Edward A. Carawan, 
nineteen and three-tenths acres, $143; E. W. Farrow, ten acres, $100; 
J. M. Pugh, three and one-half acres, $35; Ola Lucas Spencer, eight 
acres, $55; J. S. Mann and E. D. Sewells, two-thirds interest in 
fifty acres, $694; W. H. Farrow and Charlie E. Spencer heirs (claims 
cover the same tract, W. H. Farrow claiming present ownership 
of the land), fifty-nine acres, $317: Provided, That no part of the 
amounts appropriated in this Act for the payment of any one claim 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with such claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 138] 

AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Thomas Gambacorto. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of Ameyrica in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Thomas 
Gambacorto, the sum of $1,500. The payment of such sum shall be 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account 
of the death of Thomas Gambacorto and hospital and funeral expenses 
and property damage sustained when the deceased was driving his 
wagon on State Highway Numbered 35, near Eatontown, New Jersey, 
and was struck in the rear by an Army-owned vehicle on January 18, 
1944: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract 
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions 
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

June 2.5, 1947 
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[Private Law 291 

Thomas Gamba-
corto, estate. 
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[CHAPTER 139]

June 2., 1947
[S. 425]

[Private Law 20]

Col. Frank R. Loyd.

June 25, 1947
[S. 514]

[Private Law 31]

Guardian of Sylvia
De Cicco.

AN ACT

For the relief of Colonel Frank R. Loyd.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Colonel Frank R. Loyd,
of Laramie, Wyoming, (1) the sum of $604.49, in full satisfaction of
his claim against the United States for the difference between (a) the
amount he was actually allowed as compensation for the value of the
personal property which he lost as a result of the invasion of the
Philippine Islands by the Japanese, and (b) the amount which the
War Department has now determined should have been allowed to
the said Colonel Frank R. Loyd as compensation for the value of such
property: Provided. That no part of the amounts appropriated in
this Act in excess oi 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by, any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1401
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Sylvia De Cicco.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of
Sylvia De Cicco, a minor, of Jersey City, New Jersey, the sum of
$2,000, in full satisfaction of the claim of the said Sylvia De Cicco
against the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-
tained by her as a result of an accident which occurred when she was
struck by a United States Army sedan at 228 Princeton Avenue, Jersey
City, New Jersey, on June 8, 1944: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 151]
June 26, 1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 36041 To authorize The Methodist Home of the District of Columbia to make certain

Private Law 32] changes in its certificate of incorporation with respect to stated objects.

The Methodist
Home, D. C.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That The
Methodist Home of the District of Columbia, a corporation organ-
ized under the Revised Statutes of the United States relating to the
District of Columbia, by certificate of incorporation filed on January
11, 1889, is authorized to make such changes in the object clause of
such certificate of incorporation as may be considered necessary to
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[CHAPTER 139] 

The Methodist 
Home, D. C. 

AN ACT 

For the relief of Colonel Frank R. Loyd. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Colonel Frank R. Loyd, 
of Laramie, Wyoming, (1) the sum of $604.49, in full satisfaction of 
his claim against the United States for the difference between (a) the 
amount he was actually allowed as compensation for the value of the 
personal property which he lost as a result of the invasion of the 
Philippine Islands by the Japanese, and (b) the amount which the 
War Department has now determined should have been allowed to 
the said Colonel Frank R. Loyd as compensation for the value of such 
property: Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by, any agent or attorney on account of services ren-
dered in connection with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 140] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Sylvia De Chico. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of 
Sylvia De Cicco, a minor, of Jersey City, New Jersey, the sum. of 
$2,000, in full satisfaction of the claim of the said Sylvia De Cic,co 
against the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-
tained by her as a result of an accident which occurred when she was 
struck by a United States Army sedan at 228 Princeton Avenue, Jersey 
City, New Jersey, on June 8, 1944: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 1511 
AN ACT 
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June 25, 1947 
[S. 425] 

[Private Law 30] 

Col. Frank R. Loyd. 

June 25, 1947 
[S. 514] 

[Private Law 31] 

Guardian of Sylvia 
De Cieeo. 

June 26, 1947 

[H. P.. 3604]  To authorize The Methodist Home of the District of Columbia to make certain 
changes in its certificate of incorporation with respect to stated objects. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That The 
Methodist Home of the District of Columbia, a corporation organ-
ized under the Revised Statutes of the United States relating to the 
District of Columbia, by certificate of incorporation filed on January 
11, 1889, is authorized to make such changes in the object clause of 
such certificate of incorporation as may be considered necessary to 
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make such clause correspond with the present organization of the
Methodist Church without changing in any respect the charitable
character of such corporation. The procedure followed by such
corporation for effectuating such change shall be that prescribed in
section 602 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a code of law
for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901 (31 Stat.
1284), as amended, for changing the name of a benevolent, charitable,
educational, musical, literary, scientific, religious, or missionary
corporation.

Approved June 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 154]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. A. Pelletier and P. C. Silk.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A. A. Pelletier and
P. C. Silk, of Great Falls, Montana, the sum of $334.72, in full satis-
faction of their claim against the United States for compensation for
reporting and transcribing certain hearings held at Helena, Montana,
during the period July 8 to July 16, 1946, by the Special Committee
To Investigate Senatorial Campaign Expenditures, 1946, pursuant to
S. Res. 224, Seventy-ninth Congress.

Approved June 26, 1947.

[CHAPTER 155]
AN ACT

For the relief of Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company.

Whereas the Southern Bitumen Company heretofore contracted with
the United States to build an outfall sewer in the city of Anniston,
Alabama, the contract being designated as Federal Works Agency
project numbered Ala. 1-160 (F) ; and

Whereas Roberts Blount became the guarantor on said contract; and
Whereas the Southern Bitumen Company defaulted on its contract

and Roberts Blount arranged for the completion of said contract by
the Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company, and the same was so
completed in 1943; and

Whereas the Federal Works Agency withheld from the contract
price the sum of $13,685 on account of liquidated damages for delay
in completion and on account of an alleged defect in workmanship
resulting in excess seepage of water into the sewer main, which said
defect has since proved in actual use for nearly three years to be of
no material consequence; and

Whereas the sum of $3,053.88 has been paid to the Southeastern
Sand and Gravel Company as assignee of the Southern Bitumen
Company in part payment of the sum of $13,685 due under said
contract: Therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Admin-
istrator of the Federal Works Agency is hereby authorized and
directed to pay to the Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company, or
its assignee, the sum of $10,631.12 in full satisfaction of all claims
of the Southern Bitumen Company, the Southeastern Sand and
Gravel Company, and Roberts Blount arising out of the construction
of the aforementioned sewer at Anniston, Alabama, under project
numbered Ala. 1-160 (F).

Approved June 26, 1947.
9B347
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D. C. Code, § 29-
604.

June 26, 1947
[S. 882]

[Private Law 33]

A. A. Pelletier and
P. C. Silk.

June 26,1947
[Tt. R. 2257

[Private Law 34]

Southeastern Sand
and Gravel Company,
or its assignee.
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make such clause correspond with the present organization of the 
Methodist Church without changing in any respect the charitable 
character of such corporation. The procedure followed by such 
corporation for effectuating such change shall be that prescribed in 
section 602 of the Act entitled "A_n Act to establish a code of law 
for the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901 (31 Stat. 
1284), as amended, for changing the name of a benevolent, charitable, 
educational, musical, literary, scientific, religious, or missionary 
corporation. 
Approved June 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 154] 
AN ACT 

D. C. Code, § 29--
604. 

June 26, 1947 
For the relief of A. A. Pelletier and P. C. Silk. [S. 882] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A. A. Pelletier and 
P. C. Silk, of Great Falls, Montana, the sum of $334.72, in full satis-
faction of their claim against the United States for compensation for 
reporting and transcribing certain hearings held at Helena, Montana, 
during the period July- 8 to July 16, 1946, by the Special Committee 
To Investigate Senatorial Campaign Expenditures, 1946, pursuant to 
S. Res. 224, Seventy-ninth Congress. 
Approved June 26, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 155] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company. 

Whereas the Southern Bitumen Company heretofore contracted with 
the United States to build an outfall sewer in the city of Anniston, 
Alabama, the contract being designated as Federal Works Agency 
project numbered Ala. 1-160 (F) ; and 

Whereas Roberts Blount became the guarantor on said contract; and 
Whereas the Southern Bitumen Company defaulted on its contract 
and Roberts Blount arranged for the completion of said contract. by 
the Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company, and the same was so 
completed in 1943; and 

Whereas the Federal Works Agency withheld from the contract 
price the sum of $13,685 on account of liquidated damages for delay 
in completion and on account of an alleged defect in workmanship 
resulting in excess seepage of water into the sewer main, which said 
defect has since proved in actual use for nearly three years to be of 
no material consequence; and 

Whereas the sum of $3,053.88 has been paid to the Southeastern 
Sand and Gravel Company as assignee of the Southern Bitumen 
Company in part. payment of the sum of $13,685 due under said 
contract: Therefore 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Admin-
istrator of the Federal Works Agency is hereby authorized and 
directed to pay to the Southeastern Sand and Gravel Company, or 
its assignee, the sum of $10,631.12 in full satisfaction of all claims 
of the Southern Bitumen Company, the Southeastern Sand and 
Gravel Company, and Roberts Blount arising out of the construction 
of the aforementioned sewer at Anniston, Alabama, under project 
numbered Ala. 1-160 (F). 
Approved June 26, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 176]
June 30, 1947

[H. J. Res. 92]
[Private Law 35]

Rear Admiral
Charles E. Rosendahl,
U. S. N.

JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the presentation of the Distinguished Flying Cross to Rear Admiral

Charles E. Rosendahl, United States Navy.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Distinguished Fly-
ing Cross, with accompanying ribbon, shall be presented to Rear
Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl, United States Navy, by the Secretary
of the Navy in recognition of his heroic and distinguished action as
commanding officer of the Navy dirigible United States ship Shenan-
doah on September 3, 1925, on the occasion of its destruction and loss
during a violent storm and particularly for the extraordinary achieve-
ment of this officer in the successful navigation of the airborne remnant
of the airship, without injury to the survivors of the catastrophe.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 177]
June 30, 1947

[H. J. Res. 961
[Private Law 36]

Lt. Gen. Roy Stan-
ley Geiger, U.S.M.O.

Amendment of
Navy Department
records authorized.

une 30, 1947
[H. R. 407]

[Private Law 371

Claude R. Hall and
Florence V. Hall

JOINT RESOLUTION
Authorizing the President to issue posthumously to the late Roy Stanley Geiger,lieutenant general, United States Marine Corps, a commission as general,United States Marine Corps, and for other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is author-
ized to issue posthumously to the late Roy Stanley Geiger, late a lieu-tenant general, United States Marine Corps, a commission as general,
United States Marine Corps, as of January 23, 1947.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized and directed toamend the records of the Navy Department so as to carry the saidRoy Stanley Geiger as a general, United States Marine Corps, to rankfrom January 23,1947.
Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 1781
AN ACT

For the relief of Claude R. Hall and Florence V. Hall.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of thenited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, thesum of $1,491.15 to Claude R Hall and Florence V. Hall, in full settle-ment of all claims against the United States for damage to personalproperty at 1233 Sunset Avenue, Santa Rosa, California, caused byUnited States Navy airplane, bureau number 06307, on October 2, 1944:
Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this Act inexcess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or receivedby any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connectionwith these claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to thecontrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of thisAct shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved June 30, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 176] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the presentation of the Distinguished Flying Cross to Rear Admiral 
Charles E. Rosendahl, United States Navy. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Distinguished Fly-
ing Cross, with accompanying ribbon, shall be presented to Rear 
Admiral Charles E. Rosendahl, United States Navy, by the Secretary 
of the Navy in recognition of his heroic and distinguished action as 
commanding officer of the Navy dirigible United States ship Shenan-
doah on September 3, 1925, on the occasion of its destruction and loss 
during a violent storm and particularly for the extraordinary achieve-
ment of this officer in the successful navigation of the airborne remnant 
of the airship, without injury to the survivors of the catastrophe. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[61 STAT. 

[CHAPTER 177] 
JOINT RESOLUTION 

Authorizing the President to issue posthumously to the late Roy Stanley Geiger, 
lieutenant general, United States Marine Corps, a commission as general, 
United States Marine Corps, and for other purposes. 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is author-
ized to issue posthumously to the late Roy Stanley Geiger, late a lieu-
tenant general, United States Marine Corps, a commission as general, 
United States Marine Corps, as of January 23, 1947. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized and directed to 

amend the records of the Navy Department so as to carry the said 
Roy Stanley Geiger as a general, United States Marine Corps, to rank 
from January 23, 1947. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 178] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Claude R. Hall and Florence V. Hall. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $1,491.15 to Claude R. Hall and Florence V. Hall, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for damage to personal 
property at 1233 Sunset Avenue, Santa Rosa, California, caused by 
United States Navy airplane, bureau number 06307, on October 2, 1944 : 
Provided, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 179]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa Thurn.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing section 303 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (54 Stat.
1140; 8 U. S. C. 703, 57 Stat. 600), and section 13 (c) of the Immigra-
tion Act of 1924 (43 Stat. 161-162; 50 Stat. 165; 46 Stat. 581; 8 U. S. C.
213 (c)), the Attorney General is directed to record the admission of
Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa Thurn to the United States at the port of New
York on September 9, 1937, as a lawful admission to the United States
for permanent residence.

Approved June 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 180]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Frederick Faber Wesche (formerly Ann Maureen Bell).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the eleventh category of section 3 of the Immigra-
tion Act of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e)), Mrs. Frederick Faber Wesche
(formerly Ann Maureen Bell), the wife of a citizen of the United
States who served honorably in the armed forces of the United States
during World War II, may be admitted to the United States for
permanent residence under the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Pub-
lic Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress), if she is found otherwise
admissible under the provisions of the immigration laws.

Approved June 30, 1947.

unne 30, 1947
[H. R. 13181

[Private Law 381

Mrs. Fuku Kuro-
kawa Thurn.

June 30, 1947
[H. R. 2915]

[Private Law 391

Mrs. Frederick Fa-
ber Wesche.

39 Stat. 875.

59 Stat. 650.
8 U. S. O. § 232-236.

[CHAPTER 197]
AN ACT

For the relief of Allen T. Feamster, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Allen T. Feamster,
Junior, of North Hollywood, California, the sum of $2,666.07. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said
Allen T. Feamster, Junior, against the United States, arising out of
the .45 caliber bullet wound received by him on March 25, 1942, while
he was lawfully on the camp grounds of the One Hundred and Twenty-
fifth United States Infantry Regiment, Los Angeles, California: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 1, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 179] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa Thurn. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing section 303 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as amended (54 Stat. 
1140; 8 U. S. C. 703, 57 Stat. 600) , and section 13 (c) of the Immigra-
tion Act of 1924 (43 Stat. 161-162; 50 Stat. 165; 46 Stat. 581; 8 U. S. C. 
213 (c) ), the Attorney General is directed to record the admission of 
Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa Thurn to the United States at the port of New 
York on September 9, 1937, as a lawful admission to the United States 
for permanent residence. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 180] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Frederick Faber Wesche (formerly Ann Maureen Bell). 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the eleventh category of section 3 of the Immigra-
tion Act of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e) ), Mrs. Frederick Faber Wesche 
(formerly Ann Maureen Bell), the wife of a citizen of the United 
States who served honorably in the armed forces of the United States 
during World War II, may be admitted to the United States for 
permanent residence under the Act approved December 28, 1945 (Pub-
lic Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress), if she is found otherwise 
admissible under the provisions of the immigration laws. 
Approved June 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 197] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Allen T. Feamster, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Allen T. Feamster, 
Junior, of North Hollywood, California, the sum of $2,666.07. The 
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said 
Allen T. Feamster, Junior, against the United States, arising out of 
the .45 caliber bullet wound received by him on March 25, 1942, while 
he was lawfully on the camp grounds of the One Hundred and Twenty-
fifth United States Infantry Regiment, Los Angeles, California: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall 
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 1{

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1067]

[Private Law 41]

S. C. Spradling and
R. T. Morris.

July 1, 1947
[11. R. 15141

[Private Law 42]

Col. T. H. Cham-
bers; Col. R. 1).
Daugherity; Col.
Maton 11. Flint; C(l.
L. P. Worrall.

Maj. D. F. Boichot.

MaJ. C. R. Onrm, Jr.

98]
AN ACT

For the relief of S. C. Spradling and R. T. Morris.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to S. C. Spradling, of
Durham, North Carolina, the sum of $308.01, and to R. T. Morris, of
Durham, North Carolina, the sum of $118.44. The payment of the sum
of $308.01 shall be in full settlement of any and all claims against the
United States arising out of damages sustained by the automobile of
the said S. C. Spradling when a United States Army truck collided
with his automobile on August 27, 1944, on Buchanan Road, Durham,
North Carolina. The payment of $118.44 shall be in full settlement
of any and all claims against the United States arising out of damages
sustained by the automobile of the said R. T. Morris when a United
States Army truck collided with his automobile on August 27, 1944,
on Buchanan Road, Durham, North Carolina: Provided, That no part
of either of the sums appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with the claim settled
by the payment of such sum, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 199]
AN ACT

For the relief of certain disbursing officers of the Army of the United States, and
for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller
General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed to credit in the accounts of the following officers of the Army
of the United States the amounts set opposite their names: Colonel
T. H. Chambers, Finance Department (now retired), $43.73; Colonel
R. D. Daugherity, Finance Department, $22.53; Colonel Maxton H.
Flint, Finance Department, $37.65; Colonel L. P. Worrall, Finance
Department (now retired), $594.60, the said amounts representing
erroneous payments of public funds for which these officers are account-
able, as listed in letter of January 8, 1947, of the Secretary of War to
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, such erroneous payments
having resulted from minor errors in determining amounts due indi-
viduals.

SEC. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Major D. F. Boichot, Finance Department, the sum of $200, public
funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing two counter-
feit $100 Federal Reserve notes received by him in the course of busi-
ness: Provided, That the sum of $200 shall be considered and accounted
for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army"
current on the date of the enactment hereof.

SEC. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States be and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major
C. B. Orem, Junior, Finance Department, the sum of $50.44, public
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July 1, 1947 
[H. R. 1067] 

[Private Law 41] 

[CHAPTER 198] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of S. C. Spradling and R. T. Morris. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
S. C. Spradling and United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 

R. T. Morris, of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to S. C. Spradling, of 
Durham, North Carolina, the sum of $308.01, and to R T. Morris, of 
Durham, North Carolina, the sum of $118.44. The payment of the sum 
of $308.01 shall be in full settlement of any and all claims against the 
United States arising out of damages sustained by the automobile of 
the said S. C. Spradling when a United States Army truck collided 
with his automobile on August 27, 1944, on Buchanan Road, Durham, 
North Carolina. The payment of $118.44 shall be in full settlement 
of any and all claims against the United States arising out of damages 
sustained by the automobile of the said R. T. Morris when a United 
States Army truck collided with his automobile on August 27, 1914, 
on Buchanan Road, Durham, North Carolina: Provided, That no part 
of either of the sums appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with the claim settled 
by the payment of such sum, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

July 1, 1947 
[H. R. 1514] 

[Private Law 42] 

Col. T. H. Cham-
bers; Col. R. 1). 
Daugherity; Col. 
Maxton H. Flint; Col. 
L. P. Worrell. 

Maj. D. F. Boiehot. 

Maj. C. R. Onm, Jr. 

[CHAPTER 199] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of certain disbursing officers of the Army of the United States, and 
for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in. Congress assembled, That the Comptroller 
General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized and 
directed to credit in the accounts of the following officers of the Army 
of the United States the amounts set. opposite their names: Colonel 
T. H. Chambers, Finance Department (now retired), $43.73; Colonel 
R. D. Daugherity, Finance Department, $22.53; Colonel Maxton H. 
Flint, Finance Department, $37.65; Colonel L. P. Worrall, Finance 
Department (now retired), $594.60, the said amounts representing 
erroneous payments of public funds for which these officers are account-
able, as listed in letter of January 8, 1947, of the Secretary of War to 
the Speaker of the House of Representatives, such erroneous payments 
having resulted from minor errors in determining amounts due indi-
viduals. 
SEC. 2. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Major D. F. Boichot, Finance Department, the sum of $200, public 
funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing two counter-
feit $100 Federal Reserve notes received by him in the course of busi-
ness: Provided, That the sum of $200 shall be considered and accounted 
for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army" 
current on the date of the enactment hereof. 
Sm. 3. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major 
C. R. Orem, Junior, Finance Department, the sum of $50.44, public 
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funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing four counter-
feit French franc notes received by him in the course of business: Pro-
vided, That the sum of $50.44 shall be considered and accounted for as
a charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army" current
on the date of the enactment hereof.

SEC. 4. That the Comptroller General of the United States be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts
of Major Shirley N. Black, Finance Department, the sum of $30.26,
public funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing three
counterfeit French franc notes received by him in the course of busi-
ness: Provided, That the sum of $30.26 shall be considered and
accounted for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance Serv-
ice, Army" current on the date of the enactment hereof.

SEC. 5. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Lieutenant Colonel Jesse P. Bellamy, Finance Department, the sum of
$97.10, public funds for which he is accountable, such sum represent-
ing German mark notes received by him in the course of business
and later determined to be unacceptable as legal tender: Provided,
That the sum of $97.10 shall be considered and accounted for as a
charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army" current
on the date of the enactment hereof.

SEC. 6. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of
Major L. H. Van Home, Finance Department, the sum of $1,917.34,
public funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing the
value of three counterfeit French franc notes received by him in the
course of business, and five guilder notes which were unacceptable as
legal tender: Provided, That the sum of $1,917.34 shall be considered
and accounted for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance
Service, Army" current on the date of the enactment hereof.

SEC. 7. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Cap-
tain Elton Hall, Junior, Finance Department, the sum of $72.15, pub-
lic funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him to
an imposter representing himself to be an officer of the United States
Army.

SEC. 8. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Colonel
W. M. Dixon, Finance Department (now retired), the sum of $10.30,
public funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him
for newspaper advertising for and in behalf of the United States, said
advertising having been published without the prior approval of the
Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44 U. S. C.
324): Provided, That no person shall be held pecuniarily liable for
said sum of $10.30 or any part thereof.

SEC. 9. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major
Arthur Willink, Ordnance Department (now retired), the sum of
$26.49, public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account
of failure to purchase from a contractor listed in the General Schedule
of Supplies: Provided, That no person shall be held pecuniarily liable
for any amount on account of the above-mentioned payment.

SEC. 10. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to the Atlanta Journal, Atlanta, Georgia,
$93.65; to the Greensboro News Company, Greensboro, North Caro-
lina, $28.83; and to the Raleigh Times, Raleigh, North Carolina,

Maj. Shirky N.
Black.

Lt. Col. Jesse P.
Bellamy.

MaJ. L. H. Van
Hone.

Capt. Elton Hal, Jr.

Col. W. M. DiS.m.

Maj. Arthur Wil-
link.

AtlantaJournal,At-
lanta, Ga.

Greensboro News
Company, Greens-
boro. N. C.

Raleigh Times.
Raleigh, N. C.
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funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing four counter-
feit French franc notes received by him in the course of business: Pro-
vided, That the sum of $50.44 shall be considered and accounted for as 
a charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army" current 
on the date of the enactment hereof. 
SEC. 4. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, 

and he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts 
of Major Shirley N. Black, Finance Department, the sum of $30.26, 
public funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing three 
counterfeit French franc notes received by him in the course of busi-
ness: Provided, That the sum of $30.26 shall be considered and 
accounted for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance Serv-
ice, Army" current on the date of the enactment hereof. 
SEC. 5. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Lieutenant Colonel Jesse P. Bellamy, Finance Department, the sum of 
$97.10, public funds for which he is accountable, such sum represent-
ing German mark notes received by him in the course of business 
and later determined to be unacceptable as legal tender: Provided, 
That the sum of $97.10 shall be considered and accounted for as a 
charge against the appropriation "Finance Service, Army" current 
on the date of the enactment hereof. 
SEC. 6. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of 
Major L. H. Van Horne, Finance Department, the sum of $1,917.34, 
public funds for which he is accountable, such sum representing the 
value of three counterfeit French franc notes received by him in the 
course of business, and five guilder notes which were unacceptable as 
legal tender: Provided, That the sum of $1,917.34 shall be considered 
and accounted for as a charge against the appropriation "Finance 
Service, Army" current on the date of the enactment hereof. 
SEC. 7. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Cap-
tain Elton Hall, Junior, Finance Department, the sum of $72.15, pub-
lic funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him to 
an imposter representing himself to be an officer of the United States 
Army. 
SEC. 8. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Colonel 
W. M. Dixon, Finance Department (now retired), the sum of $10.30, 
public funds for which he is accountable and which were paid by him 
for newspaper advertising for and in behalf of the United States, said 
advertising having been published without the prior approval of the 
Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44 U. S. C. 
324) : Provided, That no person shall be held pecuniarily liable for 
said sum of $10.30 or any part thereof. 
SEC. 9. That the Comptroller General of the United States be, and 

he is hereby, authorized and directed to credit in the accounts of Major 
Arthur Willink, Ordnance. Department (now retired), the sum of 
$26.49, public funds for which he is accountable, which sum has been 
disallowed by the Comptroller General of the United States on account 
of failure to purchase from a contractor listed in the General Schedule 
of Supplies: Provided, That no person shall be held pecuniarily liable 
for any amount on account of the above-mentioned payment. 
SEC. 10. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to the Atlanta Journal, Atlanta, Georgia, 
$93.65; to the Greensboro News Company, Greensboro, North Caro-
lina, $28.83; and to the Raleigh Times, Raleigh, North Carolina, 

Maj. Shirley N. 
Blaek. 

Lt. Col. Jesse P. 
Bellamy. 

Maj. L. H. Van 
Horne. 

Capt. Elton Rail, Jr. 

Col. W. M. Dirm. 

Maj. Arthur Wil-
li/1k. 

AtlantaJournal, At-
lents, Ga. 
Greensboro News 

Company. Greens-
boro, N. C. 
Raleigh Times, 

Raleigh, N. C. 
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Capt. Louis C. Si-
mon, Jr.

Capt. J. F. Stone.

Capt. A. W.
olienke.

Oapt. Elton Hall,Jr.

Lt. Julius A. Stern.

Capt. Walter S.
LBarnes.

Refunds of amounts
used as set-offs, etc.

$13.48, which amounts are due to the several publishing companies
mentioned above for advertising ordered and published for and in
the interest of the United States without the prior approval of the
Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44 U. S. C.
324): Provided, That no persons shall be held pecuniarily liable for
any amount on account of the above-mentioned payments.

SEC. 11. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain Louis C. Simon, Junior, Air
Corps, the amount of $200, in full satisfaction of his claim against
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from
personal funds to cover a shortage in pay-roll funds delivered to him.

SEC. 12. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain J. F. Stone, Finance Depart-
ment, the amount of $42.77, in full satisfaction of his claim against
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from
personal funds to cover a shortage which developed in the course
of conversion of large amounts of French currency.

SEC. 13. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to Captain A. W. Glienke, Finance Depart-
ment, the amount of $20.17, in full satisfaction of his claim against
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from
personal funds to cover a shortage which developed when a counterfeit
five-pound note was discovered among English currency accepted by
him.

SEC. 14. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to Captain Elton Hall, Junior, Finance
Department, the amount of $201.75, in full satisfaction of his claim
against the United States for a like amount which was supplied by
him from personal funds to cover a shortage which developed when
a counterfeit fifty-pound note was discovered among English currency
accepted by him.

SEC. 15. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to Lieutenant Julius A. Stern, Air Corps,
the amount of $1,059.85, in full satisfaction of his claim against the
United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from
personal funds to cover a shortage which was later ascertained to be
the result of a theft of the funds by another person.

SEC. 16. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain Walter S. Barnes, Air Corps,
the amount of $895.45, in full satisfaction of his claim against the
United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from
personal funds to cover a shortage resulting from the theft by some
person unknown.

SEC. 17. Any amounts which otherwise may have been due any of
the disbursing officers mentioned herein, or, in the case of deceased
officers, may have been due their heirs, for any other purpose, and
which amounts or any part thereof have been used as a set-off by the
Comptroller General to clear disallowances in said officers' accounts
mentioned herein. shall be refunded to such disbursing officers or
their heirs: Provided, That any amounts refunded by any of said
disbursing officers, or their heirs, to the United States on account
of said disallowances, shall also be refunded to such disbursing officers

or their heirs.
Approved July 1,1947.
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$13.48, which amounts are due to the several publishing companies 
mentioned above for advertising ordered and published for and in 
the interest of the United States without the prior approval of the 
Secretary of War as required by Revised Statutes 3828 (44 U. S. C. 
324) : Provided, That no persons shall be held pecuniarily liable for 
any amount on account of the above-mentioned payments. 
SEC. 11. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain Louis C. Simon, Junior, Air 
Corps, the amount of $200, in full satisfaction of his claim against 
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from 
personal funds to cover a shortage in pay-roll funds delivered to him. 
SEC. 12. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain J. F. Stone, Finance Depart-
ment, the amount of $42.77, in full satisfaction of his claim against 
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from 
personal funds to cover a shortage which developed in the course 
of conversion of large amounts of French currency. 
SEC. 13. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, to Captain A. W. Glienke, Finance Depart-
ment, the amount of $20.17, in full satisfaction of his claim against 
the United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from 
personal funds to cover a shortage which developed when a counterfeit 
five-pound note was discovered among English currency accepted by 
him. 
SEC. 14. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, to Captain Elton Hall, Junior, Finance 
Department, the amount of $201.75, in full satisfaction of his claim 
against the United States for a like amount which was supplied by 
him from personal funds to cover a shortage which developed when 
a counterfeit fifty-pound note was discovered among English currency 
accepted by him. 
SEC. 15. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, to Lieutenant Julius A. Stern, Air Corps, 
the amount of $1,059.85, in full satisfaction of his claim against the 
United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from 
personal funds to cover a shortage which was later ascertained to be 
the result of a theft of the funds by another person. 
SEC. 16. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, 

authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, to Captain Walter S. Barnes, Air Corps 
the amount of $895.45, in full satisfaction of his claim against the 
United States for a like amount which was supplied by him from 
personal funds to cover a shortage resulting from the theft by some 
person unknown. 
SEC. 17. Any amounts which otherwise may have been due any of 

the disbursing officers mentioned herein, or, in the case of deceased 
officers, may have been due their heirs, for any other purpose and 
which amounts or any part thereof have been used as a set-off by the 

Comptroller General to clear disallowances in said officers' accounts 
mentioned herein, shall be refunded to such disbursing officers or 
their heirs: Provided, That any amounts refunded by any of said 
disbursing officers, or their heirs, to the United States on account 
of said disallowances, shall also be refunded to such disbursing officers 
or their heirs. 

Approved July 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 2001
AN ACT

For the relief of Mary Lomas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 19 (a) of the Immigration Act of Febru-
ary 5, 1917 (39 Stat. 889-890; 56 Stat. 1044; 8 U. S. C. 155), the
Attorney General is authorized and directed to permit Mary Lomas,
of Fairmont, West Virginia, to remain permanently in the United
States if she is found to be otherwise admissible under the provisions
of the immigration laws other than quotas. Upon the enactment of
this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control
officer to deduct one number from the quota for Greece of the first year
that the said quota is available.

Approved July 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 201]
AN ACT

To authorize the Secretary of War to grant an easement and to convey to the
Louisiana Power and Light Company a tract of land comprising a portion of
Camp Livingston in the State of Louisiana.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the
Louisiana Power and Light Company a perpetual easement for a
right-of-way for transmission-line purposes in, on, and across a por-
tion of Camp Livingston, Louisiana, and convey to the Louisiana
Power and Light Company, its successors and/or assigns, by quitclaim
deed, a tract of land comprising a portion of Camp Livingston, Loui-
siana, being two hundred feet wide and four hundred feet long and
located adjacent to and on the north side of the Beaver Creek electrical
distribution substation of the Louisiana Power and Light Company,
on which land to be conveyed the said Beaver Creek substation has
been enlarged.

Approved July 1, 1947.

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 1742]

[Private Law 43]

Mary Lomas.

Quota deduction.

July 1, 1947
[H. R. 2248]

[Private Law 44]

Louisiana Power
and Light Company.

[CHAPTER 205]
AN ACT

July 2, 1947
For the relief of Samuel W. Davis, Junior; Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior; and H. R. 11441

Betty Jane Davis. [Private Law 45]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $18.518 to
Samuel W. Davis, Junior, of Greensboro. North Carolina, for personal
injuries and loss of earnings sustained by him and for medical and
hospital expenses incurred by him on account of his injuries and those
of his wife, Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior, and his minor daughter,
Betty Jane Davis, and for future medical and hospital expenses for
their treatment; the sum of $4,000 to the said Mrs. Samuel W. Davis,
Junior, for personal injuries sustained by her; and the sum of $3,000
to the legal guardian of the said Betty Jane Davis, a minor, for the
personal injuries sustained by said minor, in full settlement of all
claims of the said Samuel W. Davis, Junior, Mrs. Samuel W. Davis,
Junior, and Betty Jane Davis, against the United States arising out
of an accident which occurred on December 24, 1944, on United States

Samuel W. Davis,
Jr.

Mrs. Samuel W.
Davis, Jr.

Guardian of Betty
Jane Davis.
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[CHAPTER 200] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mary Lomas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, notwithstand-
ing the provisions of section 19 (a) of the Immigration Act of Febru-
ary 5, 1917 (39 Stat. 889-890; 56 Stat. 1044; 8 U. S. C. 155), the 
Attorney General is authorized and directed to permit Mary Lomas, 
of Fairmont, West Virginia, to remain permanently in the United 
States if she is found to be otherwise admissible under the provisions 
of the immigration laws other than quotas. Upon the enactment of 
this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control 
officer to deduct one number from the quota for Greece of the first year 
that the said quota is available. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 201] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of War to grant an easement and to convey to the 
Louisiana Power and Light Company a tract of land comprising a portion of 
Camp Livingston in the State of Louisiana. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered, under such 
terms and conditions as are deemed advisable by him, to grant to the 
Louisiana Power and Light Company a perpetual easement for a 
right-of-way for transmission-line purposes in, on, and across a por-
tion of Camp Livingston, Louisiana, and convey to the Louisiana 
Power and Light Company, its successors and/or assigns, by quitclaim 
deed, a tract of land comprising a portion of Camp Livingston, Loui-
siana, being two hundred feet wide and four hundred feet long and 
located adjacent to and on the north side of the Beaver Creek electrical 
distribution substation of the Louisiana Power and Light. Company, 
on which land to be conveyed the said Beaver Creek substation has 
been enlarged. 
Approved July 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 205] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Samuel W. Davis, Junior; Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior; and 
Betty Jane Davis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $18,518 to 
Samuel W. Davis, Junior, of Greensboro, North Carolina, for personal 
injuries and loss of earnings sustained by him and for medical and 
hospital expenses incurred by him on account of his injuries and those 
of his wife, Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, Junior, and his minor daughter, 
Betty Jane Davis, and for future medical and hospital expenses for 
their treatment; the sum of $4,000 to the said Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, 
Junior, for personal injuries sustained by her; and the sum of $3,000 
to the legal guardian of the said Betty Jane Davis, a minor, for the 
personal injuries sustained by said minor, in full settlement of all 
claims of the said Samuel W. Davis, Junior, Mrs. Samuel W. Davis, 
Junior, and Betty Jane Davis, against the United States arising out 
of an accident which occurred on December 24, 1944, on United States 
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July 1, 1947 
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July 9, 1947
[8.394]

iPrivate Law 46]

Raymond Wesley
Doyle.

July 9, 1947
[8. 3961

[Private Law 47]

Thurlow Grey
Doyle.

July 9, 1947
[S. 397]1

[Private Law 48]

Lawrence Stanley
Doyle.
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Highway Numbered 15, near Creedmoor, North Carolina, involvingan Army truck: Provided, That no part of any sum appropriated inthis Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or deliveredto or received by any agent or attorney on account of services renderedin connection with the claim satisfied by the payment of such sum, andthe same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemedguilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 2, 1947.

[CHAPTER 213]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Raymond Wesley Doyle.
Be it enaeted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon appli-cation in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized anddirected to issue to Raymond Wesley Doyle a patent in fee to thefollowing-described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana:(1) The north half of the northwest quarter and the north half ofthe south half of the northwest quarter of section 27; the east half ofsection 28; and lots 3 and 4, the northeast quarter, and the north halfof the southeast quarter of section 33; township 9 south, range 36 east,Montana principal meridian; and (2) the south half of the south halfof the south half of the southeast quarter of section 19; and lot 1 andthe northeast quarter of section 30; township 8 south, range 37 east,Montana principal meridian.
Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 214]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Thurlow Grey Doyle.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directedto issue to Thurlow Grey Doyle a patent in fee to the following-described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The northeastquarter, the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter, the northeastquarter of the southeast quarter; and the south half of the southeastquarter, of section 17; lots 3 and 4, the south half of the south halfof the northeast quarter, the east half of the southwest quarter, andthe southeast quarter, of section 19; and the north half of the northeastquarter, the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter, the south halfof the northwest quarter, and the southwest quarter of section 20;township 9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal meridian.
Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 215]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Lawrence Stanley Doyle.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congrese assembled, That, upon applica-tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed

to issue to Lawrence Stanley Doyle a patent in fee to the followi'-described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: (1) The
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Highway Numbered 15, near Creedmoor, North Carolina, involving 
an Army truck: Provided, That no part of any sum appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on amount of services rendered 
in connection with the claim satisfied by the payment of such sum, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,0190. 
Approved July 2, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 213] 
July 9, 1947 

[S. 394] 
(Private Law 46] 

Raymond Wesley 
Doyle. 

July 9, 1947 
[8. 396] 

[Private Law 47] 

Thurlow Grey 
Doyle. 

July 9, 1947 
(8. 397] 

[Private Law 461 

LawTenee Stanley 
Doyle. 

AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Raymond Wesley Doyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon appli-
cation in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and 
directed to issue to Raymond Wesley Doyle a patent in fee to the 
following-described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: 
(1) The north half of the northwest quarter and the north half of 
the south half of the northwest quarter of section 27; the east half of 
section 28; and lots 3 and 4, the northeast quarter, and the north half 
of the southeast quarter of section 33; township 9 south, range 36 east, 
Montana principal meridian; and (2) the south half of the south half 
of the south half of the southeast quarter of section 19; and lot 1 and 
the northeast quarter of section 30; township 8 south, range 37 east, 
Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

tCHAPTER 214] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Thurlow Grey Doyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed 
to issue to Thurlow Grey Doyle a patent in fee to the following-
described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The northeast 
quarter, the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter, the northeast 
quarter of the southeast quarter; and the south half of the southeast 
quarter, of section 17; lots 3 and 4, the south half of the south half 
of the northeast quarter, the east half of the southwest quarter, and 
the southeast quarter, of section 19; and the north half of the northeast 
quarter, the northeast quarter of the northwest quarter, the south half 
of the northwest quarter, and the southwest quarter of section 20; 
township 9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 215] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Lawrence Stanley Doyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed 
to issue to Lawrence Stanley Doyle a patent in fee to the following-
described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: (1) The 
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west half of section 28; the north half of the northwest quarter of
section 29: lots 1 and 2, the northwest quarter, and the north half of
the southwest quarter of section 33; township 9 south, range 36 east,
Montana principal meridian; and (2) lots 3 and 4, the north half of the
southeast quarter, and the north half of the south half of the south
quarter, and the north half of the south half of the south half of the
southeast quarter, of section 19, township 8 south, range 37 east,
Montana principal meridian.

Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 216]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Spencer Burgess Doyle.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed
to issue to Spencer Burgess Doyle a patent in fee to the following-
described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south
half of the south half of section 20; the west half of the east half of
the northeast quarter, the west half of the northeast quarter, the south
half of the north half of the southwest quarter, the south half of the
southwest quarter, and the southeast quarter of section 21; the south
half of the southwest quarter of section 22; the north half of the north-
west quarter of section 27; the north half of the northeast quarter of
section 28; and the west half of the east half of the west half, and the
west half of the west half of section 29; township 8 south, range 37
east, Montana principal meridian.

Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 217]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Gladys May Doyle.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed
to issue to Gladys May Doyle a patent in fee to the following-described
lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south half of the
southwest quarter of section 10; the west half of section 15; the
northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 16; the east half
of the east half of the northeast quarter of section 21: and the north
half, and the north half of the south half of section 22; township 8
south, range 37 east, Montana principal meridian.

Approved July 9, 1947.

[CHAPTER 218]
AN ACT

Conferring United States citizenship posthumously upon Harold Turcean.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Harold
Turcean, a native of Rumania who lived in the United States from
the time he was three years old, enlisted in the Army of the United
States (serial number 36576489) for service in World War II, and was
killed in action in Normandy on June 10, 1944, shall be held and
considered to have been a citizen of the United States at the time of
his death.

Approved July 9, 1947.

July 9, 1947
[S. 398]

[Private Law 49]

Spencer Burgess
Doyle.

July 9, 1947
[S. 399]

[Private Law 50]

Gladys May Doyle.

July 9, 1947
Is. 53]

[Private Law 51]

Harold Turcean.
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west half of section 28; the north half of the northwest quarter of 
section 29: lots 1 and 2, the northwest quarter, and the north half of 
the southwest quarter of section 33; township 9 south, range 36 east, 
Montana principal meridian; and (2) lots 3 and 4, the north half of the 
southeast quarter, and the north half of the south half of the south 
quarter, and the north half of the south half of the south half of the 
southeast quarter, of section 19, township 8 south, range 37 east, 
Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 2161 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Spencer Burgess Doyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed 
to issue to Spencer Burgess Doyle a patent in fee to the following-
described lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south 
half of the south half of section 20; the west half of the east half of 
the northeast quarter, the west half of the northeast quarter, the south 
half of the north half of the southwest quarter, the south half of the 
southwest quarter, and the southeast quarter of section 21; the south 
half of the southwest quarter of section 22; the north half of the north-
west quarter of section 27; the north half of the northeast quarter of 
section 28; and the west half of the east half of the west half, and the 
west half of the west half of section 29; township 8 south, range 37 
east, Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 217] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Gladys May Doyle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon applica-
tion in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed 
to issue to Gladys May Doyle a patent. in fee to the following-described 
lands situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south half of the 
southwest quarter of section 10; the west half of section 15; the 
northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of section 16; the east half 
of the east half of the northeast quarter of section 21; and the north 
half, and the north half of the south half of section 22; township 8 
south, range 37 east, Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 218] 
AN ACT 

Conferring United States citizenship posthumously upon Harold Turcean. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Harold 
Turcean, a native of Rumania who lived in the United States from 
the time he was three years old, enlisted in the Army of the United 
States (serial number 36576489) for service in World War II, and was 
killed in action in Normandy on June 10, 1944, shall be held and 
considered to have been a citizen of the United States at the time of 
his death. 
Approved July 9, 1947. 
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July 11, 1947
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IS. 395]

[Priate Law 54]

Kathleen Doyle
Harris.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the New Jersey,Indiana and Illinois Railroad, the sum of $3,114.34, in full and finalsatisfaction of all claims against the United States for propertydamage resulting from the explosions which occurred at the navalammnunition depot at Port Chicago, California, on July 17, 1944, andwhich has been approved and recommended for payment by theSecretary of the Navy in his report dated September 13, 1945, andentitled "Summary of reports of the Secretary of the Navy to theCongress of the United States pursuant to Public Law 423, Seventy-eighth Congress, second session, of claims resulting from the explosionwhich occurred at the naval amunition depot at Port Chicago,California, on July 17, 1944."
Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 237]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Kathleen Doyle Harris, sole devisee
of Richard Jay Doyle, deceased.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon appli-cation in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized anddirected to issue to Kathleen Doyle Harris, sole devisee of RichardJay Doyle, deceased, a patent in fee to the following-described landssituated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south half of the north-west quarter, and the southwest quarter of section 29; the southeast
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[CHAPTER 232]
AN ACT

For the relief of Norman Abbott.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of anymoney in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to NormanAbbott, Baltimore, Maryland, the sum of $3,500. The payment ofsuch sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said NormanAbbott against the United States for personal injuries, medical andhospital expenses, and loss of earnings sustained when he was struckon March 26, 1944, while standing at the intersection of PatapscoAvenue and Ninth Street, Baltimore, Maryland, by a United StatesCoast Guard automobile: Provided, That no part of the amountappropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shallbe paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney onaccount of services rendered in connection with this claim, and thesame shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemedguilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be finedn any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 233]
AN ACT

For the relief of New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad.
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[CHAPTER 232] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Norman Abbott. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any 
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Norman 
Abbott, Baltimore, Maryland, the sum of $3,500. The payment of 
such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Norman 
Abbott against the United States for personal injuries, medical and 
hospital expenses, and loss of earnings sustained when he was struck 
on March 26, 1944, while standing at the intersection of Patapsco 
Avenue and Ninth Street, Baltimore, Maryland, by a United States 
Coast Guard automobile: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall 
be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 233] 

AN ACT 

For the relief of New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the New Jersey, 
Indiana and Illinois Railroad, the sum of $3,114.34, in full and final 
satisfaction of all claims against the United States for property 
damage resulting from the explosions which occurred at the naval 
anununition depot at Port Chicago, California, on July 17, 1944, and 
which has been approved and recommended for payment by the 
Secretary of the Navy in his report dated September 13, 1945, and 
entitled "Summit/7 of reports of the Secretary of the Navy to the 
Congress of the United States pursuant to Public Law 423, Seventy-
eighth Congress, second session, of claims resulting from the explosion 
which occurred at the naval ammunition depot at Port Chicago, 
California, on July 17, 1944." 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 2371 

AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Kathleen Doyle Harris, sole devisee 
of Richard Jay Doyle, deceased. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresentatimes of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon appli-
cation in writing, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized and 
directed to issue to Kathleen Doyle Harris, sole devisee of Richard 
Jay Doyle, deceased, a patent in fee to the following-described lands 
situated in Big Horn County, Montana: The south half of the north-
west quarter, and the southwest quarter of section 29; the southeast 
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quarter of section 30; lots 6 and 7, the northeast quarter, and the north
half of the southeast quarter, of section 31; and lots 1 and 2, the north-
west quarter, and the north half of the southwest quarter of section
32; township 9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal meridian.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 238]
AN ACT

For the relief of J. F. Powers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. F. Powers, of New-
port News, Virginia, the sum of $400. The payment of such sum shall
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal
injury, medical and hospital expenses, pain, and suffering as a result of
injury sustained by Mary Elizabeth Powers, a minor, because of step-
ping into a terra cotta cut-off pipe in the rear of vacant Federal Public
Housing Authority unit numbered 143, F Street, Copeland Park,
Newport News, Virginia, on August 10, 1944: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 239]
AN ACT

For relief of the estate of Abram Banta Bogert.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
estate of the late Abram Banta Bogert, deceased, the sum of $6,117.65,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for the
personal injury and death of the said Abram Banta Bogert, Saugerties,
New York, the medical, hospital, and burial expenses incurred by
reason of such injury and death, and the property damage sustained
as a result of an accident involving an Army truck, which occurred
on Route 9-W near Saugerties, New York, on February 26, 1943:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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quarter of section 30; lots 6 and 7, the northeast quarter, and the north 
half of the southeast quarter, of section 31; and lots 1 and 2, the north-
west quarter, and the north half of the southwest quarter of section 
32; township 9 south, range 36 east, Montana principal meridian. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 238] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. F. Powers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. F. Powers, of New-
port News, Virginia, the sum of $100. The payment of such sum shall 
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal 
injury, medical and hospital expenses, pain, and suffering as a result of 
injury sustained by Mary Elizabeth Powers, a minor, because of step-
ping into a terra cotta cut-off pipe in the rear of vacant Federal Public 
Housing Authority unit numbered 143, F Street, Copeland Park, 
Newport News, Virginia, on August 10, 1944: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 239] 
AN ACT 

For relief of the estate of Abram Banta Bogert. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
estate of the late Abram Banta Bogert, deceased, the sum of $6,117.65, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for the 
personal injury and death of the said Abram Banta Bogert, Saugerties, 
New York, the medical, hospital, and burial expenses incurred by 
reason of such injury and death, and the property damage sustained 
as a result of an accident involving an Army truck, which occurred 
on Route 9—W near Saugerties, New York, on February 26, 1943: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 240]
July 11, 1947
[H. R. 1513;

[Private Law 57]

John C. Garrett.

Guy F. Allen.
Credit in accounts.

July 11, 1947
[H. R. 1851]

[Private Law 681

A. J. Davis.

Mrs. Lorene Griffin.

Farle Oriffin.
linrry Masgrove.

AN ACT
For the relief of John C. Garrett.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed
to remove from the records of his office the debt which has been raised
therein against John C. Garrett, a former employee of the Federal
Public Housing Authority, in the amount of $1,520.71, and with respect
to housing projects designated Florida 8101, 8104, 8105, and 8106
located at Panama City, Florida, together with the interest due on
said amount from the day of the loss of public funds for which said
John C. Garrett is accountable and which were stolen without his
fault from his person while he was performing his duties as agent
cashier for said projects. Said John C. Garrett is hereby relieved of
pecuniary responsibility for the loss of said public funds.

SEC. 2. The Comptroller General is authorized and directed to allow
credit in the settlement of the accounts of Guy F. Allen, former chief
disbursing officer, Treasury Department, in such amounts, not exceed-
ing the sum stated in section 1 hereof, as may be necessary to relieve
said former chief disbursing officer of financial liability on account
of the loss of said sum.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 241]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. J. Davis, Mrs. Lorene Griffin, Earle Griffin, and
Harry Musgrove.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
A. J. Davis, the sum of $275, for loss of automobile; to Mrs. Lorene
Griffin, the sum of $542.75, for personal injuries, hospital dand medical
expenses; to Earle Griffin, the sum of $635.50, for p)ersonal injuries,
hospital and medical expenses; and to Harry Musgrove, the sum of
$2,821, for personal injuries, hospital and medical expenses, in fullsatisfaction of all claims against the United States on account of
personal injuries received by them on November 25 or 26, 1944, when
the car owned by A. J. Davis and operated by Harry Musgrove and
occupied by Mrs. Lorene Griffin and Earle Griffin, was struck from
the rear by a Government-owned car being operated by Cecil Coleman,
an employee of the naval stores experiment station, Forestry Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, Olusta, Florida; saidaccident occurring approximately one and one-half miles west ofSanderson, Florida, on United States Highway 90: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 percentum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with theseclaims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Actshall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 240] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of John C. Garrett. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comp-
troller General of the United States is hereby authorized and directed 
to remove from the records of his office the debt which has been raised 
therein against John C. Garrett, a former employee of the Federal 
Public Housing Authority, in the amount of $1,520.71, and with respect 
to housing projects designated Florida 8101, 8104, 8105, and 8106 
located at Panama City, Florida, together with the interest due on 
said amount from the day of the loss of public funds for which said 
John C. Garrett is accountable and which were stolen without his 
fault from his person while he was performing his duties as agent 
cashier for said projects. Said John C. Garrett is hereby relieved of 
pecuniary responsibility for the loss of said public funds. 
SEC. 2. The Comptroller General is authorized and directed to allow 

credit in the settlement of the accounts of Guy F. Allen, former chief 
disbursing officer, Treasury Department, in such amounts, not exceed-
ing the sum stated in section 1 hereof, as may be necessary to relieve 
said former chief disbursing officer of financial liability on account 
of the loss of said sum. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 241] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of A. J. Davis, Mrs. Lorene Griffin, Earle Griffin, and 
Harry Musgrove. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
A. J. Davis, the sum of $275, for loss of automobile; to Mrs. Lorene 
Griffin, the sum of $542.75, for personal injuries, hospital and medical 
expenses; to Earle Griffin, the sum of $635.50, for personal injuries, 
hospital and medical expenses; and to Harry Musgrove, the sum of 
$2,821, for personal injuries, hospital and medical expenses, in full 
satisfaction of all claims against the United States on account of 
personal injuries received by them on November 25 or 26, 1944, when 
the car owned by A. J. Davis and operated by Harry Musgrove and 
occupied by Mrs. Lorene Griffin and Earle Griffin, was struck from 
the rear by a Government-owned car being operated by Cecil Coleman, 
an employee of the naval stores experiment station, Forestry Service, 
United States Department of Agriculture, Olusta, Florida; said 
accident occurring approximately one and one-half miles west of 
Sanderson, Florida, on United States Highway 90: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or .attorney on account of services rendered in connection with these 
claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 242]
AN ACT

July 11, 1947
For the relief of Paul Goodman. [H. R.lS66]

[Private Law 691
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Paul oodma.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Paul Goodman, of New York City, the sum of $722.37, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for reimbursement for
funds expended in replacing funds of military personnel delivered
to him as a class A agent officer, and lost in the course of duty through
no fault or negligence on his part: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 243]
AN ACT

July 11, 1947
To authorize the sale of the bed of E Street Southwest, between Twelfth and [H. R. 18931

Thirteenth Streets, in the District of Columbia. [Private Law 601

Whereas by Act of Congress approved February 12, 1901 (31 Stat.
767), E Street Southwest, between Twelfth Street Southwest and
Water Street, among other streets and avenues in the District of
Columbia, was vacated and abandoned for public use; and

Whereas under the provisions of said Act, the Baltimore and Potomac
Railroad Company was granted the right to occupy and use said
street for tracks and other corporate purposes, subject to tax by
the District of Columbia, the same as other property in the District
of Columbia; and

Whereas said Act further provided that in case said Baltimore and
Potomac Railroad Company consolidated with the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company, to which the assent
of Congress was thereby given, the consolidated company would
succeed to all of the rights, powers, property, and privileges of
said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Company, within the District
of Columbia, including those granted in said Act; and

Whereas, by instrument of consolidation and merger, dated July 15,
1902, said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Company consolidated
with the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Com-
pany under the name of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
Railroad Company and later by agreement of consolidation and
merger, dated April 3, 1916, all of the rights, powers, property,
and privileges of the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
Railroad Company became vested in the Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Washington Railroad Company; and

Whereas the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Com-
pany desires to acquire the fee-simple title to the bed of E Street
Southwest, between the west line of Twelfth Street and the east
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[CHAPTER 242] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Paul Goodman. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Paul Goodman, of New York City, the sum of $722.37, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for reimbursement for 
funds expended in replacing funds of military personnel delivered 
to him as a class A agent officer, and lost in the course of duty through 
no fault or negligence on his part: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 243] 
AN ACT 

July 11, 1947 
[H. R.18661 

[Private Law 691 

Paul Goodman. 

July 11, 1947 
To authorize the sale of the bed of E Street Southwest, between Twelfth and  [Er. R. 1893]  

Thirteenth Streets, in the District of Columbia. [Private Law 601 

Whereas by Act of Congress approved February 12, 1901 (31 Stat. 
767), E Street Southwest, between Twelfth Street Southwest and 
Water Street, among other streets and avenues in the District of 
Columbia, was vacated and abandoned for public use; and 

Whereas under the provisions of said Act, the Baltimore and Potomac 
Railroad Company was granted the right to occupy and use said 
street for tracks and other corporate purposes, subject to tax by 
the District of Columbia, the same as other property in the District 
of Columbia; and 

'Whereas said Act further provided that in case said Baltimore and 
Potomac Railroad Company consolidated with the Philadelphia, 
Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company, to which the assent 
of Congress was thereby given, the consolidated company would 
succeed to all of the rights, powers, property, and privileges of 
said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Company, within the District 
of Columbia, including those granted in said Act; and 

Whereas, by instrument of consolidation and merger, dated July 15, 
1902, said Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Company consolidated 
with the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Com-
pany under the name of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington 
Railroad Company and later by agreement of consolidation and 
merger, dated April 3, 1916, all of the rights, powers, property, 
and privileges of the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington 
Railroad Company became vested in the Philadelphia, Baltimore 
and Washington Railroad Company; and 

Whereas the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Com-
pany desires to acquire the fee-simple title to the bed of E Street 
Southwest, between the west line of Twelfth Street and the east 
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District of Colum-
bia.

Conveyanceto Phil-
adelphia, Baltimoreand
Washington Railroad
Co.

July 15, 1947
[H. R. 1658]

[Private Law 61]

Norman Thoreson
and Thoreson Broth-
ers.

July 15, 1947
[H. R. 19641

[Private Law 62]

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS. 243, 252, 25--JULY 11, 15, 1.)47 [61 STAT.

line of Thirteenth Street, in said District of Columbia: Therefore
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-sioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are hereby authorized,under such terms and conditions as they may prescribe, subject tothe approval of the Attorney General of the United States, to conveyto the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company,its successors and/or assigns, all rights, title, and interests of theUnited States of America in and to a parcel of land, aggregating

thirty thousand six hundred and twenty-two and fifty one-hundredthssquare feet, more or less, being part of lot 805 in square 299, in theDistrict of Columbia, and consisting of the bed of E Street Southwest,between the west line of Twelfth Street and the east line of ThirteenthStreet, in said District of Columbia, as shown on plat of computationdated January 29, 1945, filed in the office of the surveyor, District ofColumbia, in survey book 149, at page 164.
Approved July 11, 1947.

[CHAPTER 252]
AN ACT

For relief of Norman Thoreson and Thoreson Brothers, a partnership.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnited States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Norman Thoreson, andThoreson Brothers, a partnership, Pasco, Washington, the sum of$3,202.88. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of allclaims of the said Norman Thoreson against the United States as theresult of damage to grazing land, such damage being caused by fire,June 5, 1944, resulting from practice bombing operations of Navyplanes from the Pasco Naval Air Station: Provided, That no partof the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centumthereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent orattorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall bedeemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shallbe fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 253]
AN ACT

For the relief of Robert Hinton.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theRobert Hinton. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not. otherwise appropriated, to Robert Hinton, SantaBarbara, California, the sum of $1,500. The payment of such sumshall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Robert Hintonagainst the United States on account of personal injuries, medicalexpenses, and loss of earnings sustained on September 23, 1944, whenthe automobile which he was driving was struck at the intersection ofValerio Street and Chapala Street, Santa Barbara, California, by aUnited States Marine Corps truck: Provided. That no part of theamount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
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Robert Hinton. 
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line of Thirteenth Street, in said District of Columbia: Therefore 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Commis-
sioners of the District of Columbia be, and they are hereby authorized, 
under such terms and conditions as they may prescribe, subject to 
the approval of the Attorney General of the United States, to convey 
to the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington Railroad Company, 
its successors and/or assigns, all rights, title, and interests of the 
United States of America in and to a parcel of land, aggregating 
thirty thousand six hundred and twenty-two and fifty one-hundredths 
square feet, more or less, being part of lot 805 in square 299, in the 
District of Columbia, and consisting of the bed of E Street Southwest, 
between the west line of Twelfth Street and the east line of Thirteenth 
Street, in said District of Columbia, as shown on plat of computation 
dated January 29, 1945, filed in the office of the surveyor, District of 
Columbia, in survey book 149, at page 164. 
Approved July 11, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 252] 
AN ACT 

For relief of Norman Thoreson and Thoreson Brothers, a partnership. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Norman Thoreson, and 
Thoreson Brothers, a partnership, Pasco, Washington, the sum of 
$3,202.88. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all 
claims of the said Norman Thoreson against the United States as the 
result of damage to grazing land, such damage being caused by fire, 
June 5, 1944, resulting from practice bombing operations of Navy 
planes from the Pasco Naval Air Station: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall 
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 253] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Robert Hinton. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not, otherwise appropriated, to Robert Hinton, Santa 
Barbara, California, the sum of $1,500. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Robert Hinton 
against the United States on account of personal injuries, medical 
expenses, and loss of earnings sustained on September 23, 1944, when 
the automobile which he was driving was struck at the intersection of 
Valerio Street and Chapala Street, Santa Barbara, California, by a 
United States Marine Corps truck: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
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shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 254]
AN ACT

For the relief of Hugh C. Gilliam.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Hugh C. Gilliam, of
Highland Park, New Jersey, the sum of $500. The payment of such
sum shall be in full settlement of any and all claims against the United
States arising out of personal injuries received by the said Hugh C.
Gilliam in a collision between the automobile he was driving and a
United States Army truck which occurred on October 12, 1944, near
Stelton, New Jersey, at the intersection of Route 27 and Plainfield
Avenue: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 15, 1947.

[CHAPTER 259]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Mabel Jones and Mrs. Mildred Wells Martin.

Be it enacted by the Senate and nIoH.Se of Repr'.,sentatives of the
United States of America in Congrcss as.semndlcd, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs.
Mildred Wells Martin, 1512 Lakeview Street, Camden, South Caro-
lina, the sum of $4,000; to pay the sum of $2,500 to Mrs. Mabel Jones,
of Camden. South Carolina, in full settlement of all claims against
the United States on account of medical and hospital expenses incurred
and loss of earnings and personal injuries sustained by them on April
23, 1944, when the automobile in which they were riding as passengers
was involved in a collision with a United States Army vehicle on
United States Highway Numbered 521, near Camden, South Caro-
lina: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim. and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 16, 1947.

July 15, 1947
[H. R. 1956]

[Private Law 63]

Hugh C. Gilliam.

July 16, 1947
[S. 116]

[Private Law 641

Mrs. Mildred Wells
Martin.

Mrs. Mabel Jones.
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shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 254] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Hugh C. Gilliam. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Hugh C. Gilliam, of 
Highland Park, New Jersey, the sum of $500. The payment of such 
sum shall be in full settlement of any and all claims against the United 
States arising out of personal injuries received by the said Hugh C. 
Gilliam in a collision between the automobile he was driving and a 
United States Army truck which occurred on October 12, 1944, near 
Stelton, New Jersey, at the intersection of Route 27 and Plainfield 
Avenue: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 15, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 259] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Mabel Jones and Mrs. Mildred Wells Martin. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America, in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. 
Mildred Wells Martin, 1512 Lakeview Street, Camden, South Caro-
lina, the sum of $4,000; to pay the sum of $2,500 to Mrs. Mabel Jones, 
of Camden, South Carolina, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States on account of medical and hospital expenses incurred 
and loss of earnings and personal injuries sustained by them on April 
23, 1944, when the automobile in which they were riding as passengers 
was involved in a collision with a United States Army vehicle on 
United States Highway Numbered 521, near Camden, South Caro-
lina: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

July 15, 1947 
[H. R. 1956] 

[Private Law 63] 

Hugh C. Gilliam. 

July 16, 1947 
[S. 116] 

[Private Law 64] 

Mrs. Mildred Wells 
Martin. 

Mrs. Mabel Jones. 
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[CHAPTER 260]

July 16, 1947
[H. R. 1585]

[Private Law 65]

Adolph Pfannen-
stiehl.

AN ACT

For the relief of Adolph Pfannenstiehl.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, to Adolph
Pfannenstiehl, the sum of $750, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, in full settlement of all claims against the
United States for personal injuries, loss of wages, and medical and
hospital expenses as a result of being knocked through a plate-glass
window at 82 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts, on September
23, 1943, by an employee of the Navy Department: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 16, 1947.

AN ACT
For the relief of the alien Michael Soldo.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Michael Soldo. United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-

poses of the immigration and naturalization laws, the alien Michael
Soldo, of West Palm Beach, Florida, whose wife and minor child are
citizens and residents of the United States, shall be considered to have
been lawfully admitted, at Detroit, Michigan, on October 15, 1936, to
the United States for permanent residence.

Approved July 18, 1947.

July 18,1947
[S. 14021

[Private Law f7]

Protestant Episco-
pal Church, D. C.

Adoption of bylaws
governing election of
vestrymen.

[CHAPTER 269]
AN ACT

To authorize the parishes and congregations of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the District of Columbia to establish bylaws governing the election of their
vestrymen.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the parishes
and separate congregations of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
District of Columbia may by bylaws provide for the manner of con-
ducting elections of vestrymen, the number of vestrymen to be elected,
and the length of the terms of the offices of vestrymen. Such bylaws
may be adopted at any annual meeting of members of the parish or
congregation by a vote of two-thirds of the qualified voters present
at such meeting: Provided, That notice at least thirty days prior to the
meeting shall be given by the vestry to all qualified voters of the parish
or congregation that such bylaws are to be presented and voted upon.

SEC. 2. Any bylaws adopted as authorized by this Act shall be sub-
ject to amendment, modification, or repeal at any annual meeting of
the parish or congregation in the same manner as herein provided for
adoption of such bylaws. Notice shall be given to all qualified voters
of the parish or congregation at least thirty days prior to any annual
meeting of any proposed amendment, modification, or repeal of any
of the bylaws adopted pursuant to this Act.

Approved July 18, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 266]
July 18, 1947

IS. 558]
[Private Law 66]
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July 16, 1947 
[H. R. 1585] 

[Private Law 651 

Adolph Pfannen-
stiehl. 

July 18, 1917 
[S. 558] 

[Private Law 66] 

Michael Soldo. 

July 18, 1947 
[S. 1402] 

[Private Law 67] 

Protestant Episco-
pal Church, D. C. 
Adoption of bylaws 

governing election of 
vestrymen. 

[CHAPTER 260] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Adolph Pfannenstiehl. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to pay, to Adolph 
Pfannenstiehl, the sum of $750, out of any money in the Treasury not 
otherwise appropriated, in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States for personal injuries, loss of wages, and medical and 
hospital expenses as a result of being knocked through a plate-glass 
window at 82 Summer Street, Boston, Massachusetts, on September 
23, 1943, by an employee of the Navy Department: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 16, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 266] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the alien Michael Soldo. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and 11011,86 of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the pur-
poses of the immigration and naturalization laws, the alien Michael 
Soldo, of West Palm Beach, Florida, whose wife and minor child are 
citizens and residents of the United States, shall be considered to have 
been lawfully admitted, at Detroit, Michigan, on October 15, 1936, to 
the United States for permanent residence. 
Approved July 18, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 269] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the parishes and congregations of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
in the District of Columbia to establish bylaws governing the election of their 
vestrymen. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the parishes 
and separate congregations of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the 
District of Columbia may by bylaws provide for the manner of con-
ducting elections of vestrymen, the number of vestrymen to be elected, 
and the length of the terms of the offices of vestrymen. Such bylaws 
may be adopted at any annual meeting of members of the parish or 
congregation by a vote of two-thirds of the qualified voters present 
at such meeting: Provided, That notice at least thirty days prior to the 
meeting shall be given by the vestry to all qualified voters of the parish 
or congregation that such bylaws are to be presented and voted upon. 
SEC. 2. Any bylaws adopted as authorized by this Act shall be sub-

ject to amendment, modification, or repeal at any annual meeting of 
the parish or congregation in the same manner as herein provided for 
adoption of such bylaws. Notice shall be given to all qualified voters 
of the parish or congregation at least thirty days prior to any annual 
meeting of any proposed amendment, modification, or repeal of any 
of the bylaws adopted pursuant to this Act. 
Approved July 18, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 277]
AN ACT

For the relief of Reverend John C. Young.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Reverend John C.
Young, of Montgomery, West Virginia, the sum of $3,500, in full satis-
faction of his claim against the United States for compensation for
personal injuries and loss of earnings sustained by him as a result of
having been shot by a member of the military police force of the Army
of the United States, in Montgomery, West Virginia, on August 11,
1945: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 21, 1947.

July 21,1947
[8. ss0]

[Private Law 681

Rev. John C.
Young.

[CHAPTER 278]
AN ACT

For the relief of Kuo Yu Cheng.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record the
lawful admission for permanent residence of Kuo Yu Cheng, a native
of Java and subject of the Netherlands, who entered the United States
at Seattle, Washington, on October 6, 1931, and that he shall, for all
purposes under the immigration laws, be deemed to have been lawfully
admitted as an immigrant for permanent residence as of that date.
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the quota
for the Chinese of the first year that the said quota is available.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 279]
AN ACT

For the relief of Arsenio Acacio Lewis.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, directed to record the lawful admission
for permanent residence of Arsenio Acacio Lewis as of June 21, 1945,
the date on which he was temporarily admitted to the United States.
Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Philip-
pine quota of the first year that such quota is available.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 280]
AN ACT

For the relief of Edna Rita Saffron Fidone.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the eleventh category of section 3 of the Immi-
gration Act of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e)), Edna Rita Saffron Fidone, the

96347°-49--P. II -8

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 3791

[Private Law 691

Kuo Yu Cheng.

Quota deduction.

July 21, 1947
(H. R. 5531

(Private Law 701

Arsenio Acacio
Lewis.

Quota deduction.

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 5551

[Private Law 71n

Edna Rita Saf fr
Fidone.

39 Stt. 75.
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[CHAPTER 277] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Reverend John C. Young. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Reverend John C. 
Young, of Montgomery, West Virginia, the sum of $3,500, in full satis-
faction of his claim against the United States for compensation for 
personal injuries and loss of earnings sustained by him as a result of 
having been shot by a member of the military police force of the Army 
of the United States, in Montgomery, West Virginia, on August 11, 
1945: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act 
in excess of 10 per centu.m thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary. notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
visions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 278] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Kuo Yu Cheng. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record the 
lawful admission for permanent residence of Kuo Yu Cheng, a native 
of Java and subject of the Netherlands, who entered the United States 
at Seattle, Washington, on October 6, 1931, and that he shall, for all 
purposes under the immigration laws, be deemed to have been lawfully 
admitted as an immigrant for permanent residence as of that date. 
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall instruct 
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the quota 
for the Chinese of the first year that the said quota is available. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 279] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Arsenio Aeacio Lewis. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, directed to record the lawful admission 
for permanent residence of Arsenio Acacio Lewis as of June 21, 1945, 
the date on which he was temporarily admitted to the United States. 
Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct 
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Philip-
pine quota of the first year that such quota is available. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 280] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Edna Rita Saffron Fidone. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstand-
ing the provisions of the eleventh category of section 3 of the Immi-
gration Act of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e) ) , Edna Rita Saffron Fidone, the 

July 21, 1947 
[8. 8801 

[Private Law 681 

Rev. John C. 
Young. 

July 21, 1947 
(11. R. 3791 

[Private Law 69] 

Kuo Yu Cheng. 

Quota deduction. 

July 21, 1947 
(H. II. 5631 

[Private Law 701 

Arsenio Acacio 
Lewis. 

Quota deduction. 

July 21, 1947 
[H. R. 555] 

[Private Law 71] 

Edna Rita Saffron 
Fidone. 
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59 Stat. 659.
8 U. . c. §. 232-236.

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 649]

[Private Law 72]

Antonio Belaustegui.

Quota deduction.

wife of a citizen of the United States who served honorably in the
armed forces of the United States during World War II, may be
admitted to the United States for permanent residence under the Act
approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress), if she is found otherwise admissible under the provisions of
the immigration laws.

Approved July 21, 1947.
[CHAPTER 281]

AN ACT
For the relief of Antonio Belaustegui.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record the
lawful admission for permanent residence of Antonio Belaustegui
as of December 21, 1929, at New York City from the Steamship
Cabo Sta. Maria, the date and place he entered the United States.
Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the
Spanish quota of the first year that the Spanish quota is hereafter
available.

Approved July 21, 1947.

[CHAPTER 282]
July 21, 1947
[H. R. 7101

[Private Law 73]

Fritz Hallquist.

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 1176]

[Private Law 74]

Mrs. Elizabeth
Kempton Bailey.

AN ACT
For the relief of Fritz Hallquist.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $3,747 to Fritz Hallquist, in full settlement of all claims against
the United States for injuries sustained and damages suffered by him
as a result of an accident which occurred June 16, 1944, on Elmwood
Avenue, in the city of Norwood, Rhode Island, and which accident
involved the operation of a motor vehicle belonging to the United
States Navy then and there being operated by an enlisted man in the
United States Navy: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved July 21, 1947.
[CHAPTER 283]

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Elizabeth Kempton Bailey.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record Mrs.
Elizabeth Kempton Bailey as having entered the United States for
permanent residence on July 28, 1938, the date on which she was
temporarily admitted as a student.

Approved July 21, 1947.
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July 21, 1947 
[H. R. 649] 

[Private Law 72] 
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Quota deduction. 

July 21, 1947 
[H. R. 710] 

[Private Law 73] 

Fritz Hallquist. 

July 21, 1947 
[H. R. 1176] 

[Private Law 74] 

Mrs. Elizabeth 
Kempton Bailey. 
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wife of a citizen of the United States who served honorably in the 
armed forces of the United States during World War II, may be 
admitted to the United States for permanent residence under the Act 
approved December 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Con-
gress), if she is found otherwise admissible under the provisions of 
the immigration laws. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 281] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Antonio Belaustegui. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the admin-
istration of the immigration and naturalization laws the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record the 
lawful admission for permanent residence of Antonio Belaustegui 
as of December 21, 1929, at New York City from the Steamship 
Cabo Sta. Maria, the date and place he entered the United States. 
Upon the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of State shall instruct 
the proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the 
Spanish quota of the first year that the Spanish quota is hereafter 
available. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 282] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Fritz Hallquist. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $3,747 to Fritz Hallquist, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States for injuries sustained and damages suffered by him 
as a result of an accident which occurred June 16, 1944, on Elmwood 
Avenue, in the city of Norwood, Rhode Island, and which accident 
involved the operation of a motor vehicle belonging to the United 
States Navy then and there being operated by an enlisted man in the 
United States Navy: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 283] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Elizabeth Kempton Bailey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to record Mrs. 
Elizabeth Kempton Bailey as having entered the United States for 
permanent residence on July 28, 1938, the date on which she was 
temporarily admitted as a student. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Ralph M.
Rowley, major, Signal Corps, United States Army, and Irving E.
Sheffel, first lieutenant, Finance Department, United States Army,
are hereby relieved of liability for all charges now entered or which
may be entered against them, or either of them, as a result of the theft
of 429,257 lire ($4,292.57) of Army funds by a person unknown, near
Ruvo, Italy, on November 3,1943, while the saidRalph M. Rowley was
acting as class A agent officer for the said Irving E. Sheffel.

SEc. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
the said Ralph M. Rowley, an amount equal to the total amount
deducted from his pay in partial settlement of any such charges: Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 284]
AN ACT

For the relief of Donna L. I. Carlisle.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $1,500 to Donna L. I. Carlisle, of San Jose, California, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for compensation
on account of the death of her son, Arthur W. Lawrence, who was
killed on July 22, 1929, by being crushed underneath an Army truck
while a trainee at a Citizens Military Training Camp at Fort Missoula,
Montana: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved July 21, 1947.
[CHAPTER 285]

AN ACT
For the relief of Anna Malama Mark.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purposes
of the immigration and naturalization laws, Anna Malama Mark, of
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, shall be considered to have been
lawfully admitted on September 7, 1928, to the United States for
permanent residence.

Approved July 21, 1947.
[CHAPTER 291]

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 1393]

[Private Law 75]

Donna L. I. Carlisle.

July 21, 1947
[H. R. 1493]

[Private Law 76]

Anna Malama
Mark.

AN ACTAN ACT July 22, 1947

For the relief of Major Ralph M. Rowley and First Lieutenant Irving E. Sheffel. Is. 179]
IPrivate Law 771

MaJ. Ralph M.
Rowley and First Lt.
Irving E. Sheffel.
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[CHAPTER 284] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Donna L. I. Carlisle. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $1,500 to Donna L. I. Carlisle, of San Jose, California, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for compensation 
on account of the death of her son, Arthur W. Lawrence, who was 
killed on July 22, 1929, by being crushed underneath an Army truck 
while a trainee at a Citizens Military Training Camp at Fort Missoula, 
Montana: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 285] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Anna Malama Mark. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That for the purposes 
of the immigration and naturalization laws, Anna Malama Mark, of 
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, shall be considered to have been 
lawfully admitted on September 7, 1928, to. the United States for 
permanent residence. 
Approved July 21, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 291] 
AN ACT 

July 21, 1947 
[II. R. 1393] 

[Private Law 75] 

Donna L. I. Carlisle. 

July 21, 1947 
[H. R. 1493] 

[Private Law 76] 

Anna Malama 
Mark. 

July 22, 1947 
For the relief of Major Ralph M. Rowley and First Lieutenant Irving E. Sheffel  [B. 179]  

[Private Law 77] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Ralph M. 
Rowley, major, Signal Corps, United States Army, and Irving E. 
Sheffel, first lieutenant, Finance Department, United States Army, 
are hereby relieved of liability for all charges now entered or which 
may be entered against them, or either of them, as a result of the theft 
of 429,257 lire ($4,292.57) of Army funds by a person unknown, near 
Ruvo, Italy, on November 3, 1943, while the said Ralph M. Rowley was 
acting as class A agent officer for the said Irving E. Sheffel. 

Sic. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to 
i pay, out of any money n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 

the said Ralph M. Rowley, an amount equal to the total amount 
deducted from his pay in partial settlement of any such charges : Pro-
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

Maj. Ralph M. 
Rowley and First Lt. 
Irving E. Sheet. 
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[CHAPTER 292]
July 22, 1947

[S. 13601
[Private Law 781

Eric Seddon.

Quota deduction.

July 22, 1947
[H. R. 4361

[Private Law 79]

Roger Edgar
Lapierre.

July 22, 1947
[H. R. 5661

[Private Law 801

Ohoctawhatchee
Electric Cooperative,
Inc.

AN ACT

For the relief of Eric Seddon.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the adminis-
tration of the immigration and naturalization laws, the Attorney Gen-
eral is hereby authorized and directed to record the lawful admission
for permanent residence of Eric Seddon as of June 26, 1946, and the
said Eric Seddon shall, for the purposes of the immigration and
naturalization laws, be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence. Upon the enactment of this
Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control
officer to deduct one number from the Spanish quota of the first year
that the said quota is available.

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 293]
AN ACT

For the relief of Roger Edgar Lapierre.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, directed to cancel forthwith the out-
standing warrant of arrest, order of deportation, warrant of depor-
tation, and bond, if any, in the case of the alien, Roger Edgar
Lapierre, of Lewiston, Maine, and is directed not to issue any further
such warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar as such future
warrants or orders are based on any unlawful entry of such alien
into the United States prior to the enactment of this Act. Hereafter
for the purpose of the immigration and naturalization laws such alien
shall be considered to have been, at Island Pond, Vermont, on the
date of his entry in 1927, lawfully admitted to the United States for
permanent residence.

Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 294]
AN ACT

For the relief of Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative, Incorporated.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Choctawhatchee
Electric Cooperative, Incorporated, De Funiak Springs, Florida, the
sum of $899. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all
claims of the said cooperative against the United States on account of
furnishing to the officers' mess at White Point, Eglin Field, Florida,
electric power during the period July 12, 1941, to December 12, 1941,
both inclusive: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 22, 1947.
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yuly 22, 1947 
[S. 1360] 

[Private Law 781 

Eric Seddon. 

Quota deduction. 

July 22, 1947 
[H. R. 436] 

[Private Law 79] 

Roger Edgar 
Lapierre. 

July 22,1947 
[H. R. 566] 

[Private Law 861 

Choctawhatchee 
Electric Cooperative, 
Inc. 

[CHAPTER 292] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Eric Seddon. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the adminis-
tration of the immigration and naturalization laws, the Attorney Gen-
eral is hereby authorized and directed to record the lawful admission 
for permanent residence of Eric Seddon as of June 26, 1946, and the 
said Eric Seddon shall, for the purposes of the immigration and 
naturalization laws, be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to the 
United States for permanent residence. Upon the enactment of this 
Act the Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control 
officer to deduct one number from the Spanish quota of the first year 
that the said quota is available. 

Approved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 293] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Roger Edgar Lapierre. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, directed to cancel forthwith the out-
standing warrant of arrest, order of deportation, warrant of depor-
tation, and bond, if any, in the case of the alien, Roger Edgar 
Lapierre, of Lewiston, Mame, and is directed not to issue any further 
such warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar as such future 
warrants or orders are based on any unlawful entry of such alien 
into the United States prior to the enactment of this .Act. Hereafter 
for the purpose of the immigration and naturalization laws such alien 
shall be considered to lave been, at Island Pond, Vermont, on the 
date of his entry in 1927, lawfully admitted to the United States for 
permanent residence. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 294] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative, Incorporated. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Choctawhatchee 
Electric Cooperative, Incorporated, De Funiak Springs, Florida, the 
sum of $899. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all 
claims of the said cooperative against the United States on account of 
furnishing to the officers' mass at White Point, Eglin Field, Florida, 
electric power during the period July 12, 1941, to December 12, 1941, 
both inclusive: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 295]
AN ACT

For the relief of R. W. Wood.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $106.34 to R. W. Wood, of 1811 D Street Northeast, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia, in full settlement of all claims against the
United States for salary not paid while under suspension at Army
air base, Key Field, Mississippi, from January 22, 1944, to January
31, 1944, inclusive, while serving as associate civil engineer and super-
intendent of construction: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 22, 1947.

July 22, 1947
[H. R. 3170]

[Private Law 81]

R. W. Wood.

[CHAPTER 297]
AN ACT July 1947

To authorize the construction of a railroad siding in the vicinity of Franklin Street [H. R. 37441
Northeast, District of Columbia. [Private Law 82]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, subject to sec-
tions 2 and 3, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company is hereby
authorized to construct in the District of Columbia a single siding
which shall start at a point on such company's Metropolitan branch
track approximately three hundred and sixty-seven feet north of the
center line of Franklin Street Northeast and shall run from such point
in a southerly direction (a) across the southeast corner of parcel
132/71, (b) under the viaduct in Franklin Street, (c) into parcel
132/85, and (d) along the east line of parcel 132/85.

SEC. 2. The siding authorized to be constructed by the first section
shall pass under the viaduct in Franklin Street in accordance with
plans approved in advance of such construction by the Commissioners
of the District of Columbia.

SEc. 3. Congress reserves the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act.
Approved July 22, 1947.

[CHAPTER 303]
AN ACT

For the relief of Fred Pittelli.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $10,000, to Fred Pittelli, of Oakland, California, for exclusive
use, in full settlement of all claims against the United States for
personal injury, medical and hospital expenses, and loss of earnings
sustained as a result of being struck by a traveling crane of the United
States Navy at pier 5, at the foot of Seventh Street, Oakland, Cali-
fornia, on March 3, 1944: Provided, That no part of the amount

Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Co.

Construction of sid-
ing authorized.

Location; approval
of plans.

July 23, 1947
[H. R. 1015]

[Private Law 83]

Fred Pittelli.
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[CHAPTER 295] 
AN ACT 

997 

July 22, 1947 
For the relief of R. W. Wood. [11. R. 3170] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary R. W. Wood' 

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $106.34 to R. W. Wood, of 1811 D Street Northeast, Washing-
ton, District of Columbia, in full settlement of all claims against the 
United States for salary not paid while under suspension at Army 
air base, Key Field, Mississippi, from January 22, 1944, to January 
31, 1944, inclusive, while serving as associate civil engineer and super-
intendent of construction: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of 
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

[Private Law 81] 

[CHAPTER 2971 
AN ACT 

July 22, 1947 
To authorize the construction of a railroad siding in the vicinity of Franklin Street  EH. R. 3744]  

Northeast, District of Columbia. [Private Law 82] 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, subject to sec-
tions 2 and 3, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company is hereby 
authorized to construct in the District of Columbia a single siding 
which shall start at a point on such company's Metropolitan branch 
track approximately three hundred and sixty-seven feet north of the 
center line of Franklin Street Northeast and shall run from such point 
in a southerly direction (a) across the southeast corner of parcel 
132/71, (b) under the viaduct in Franklin Street, (c) into parcel 
132/85, and ( d) along the east line of parce1132/85. 
SEC. 2. The siding authorized to be constructed by the first section 

shall pass under the viaduct in Franklin Street in accordance with 
plans approved in advance of such construction by the Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia. 
So. 3. Congress reserves the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act. 
Approved July 22, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 303] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Fred Pittelli. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $10,000, to Fred Pittelli, of Oakland, California, for exclusive 
use, in full settlement of all claims against the United States for 
personal injury, medical and hospital expenses, and loss of earnings 
sustained as a result of being struck by a traveling crane of the United 
States Navy at pier 5, at the foot of Seventh Street, Oakland, Cali-
fornia, on March 3, 1944: Provided, That no part of the amount 

Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad Co. 
Construction of sid-

ing authorized. 

Location; approval 
of plans. 

July 23, 1947 
[H. R. 1015] 

[Private Law 83] 

Fred Pittelli. 
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appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 23, 1947.

[CHAPTER 310]
July 24, 1947 AN ACT
[H. R. 2151] Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Erle E. Howe.

[Private Law 84]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
ErieE. Howe. United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon the

written application of Erle E. Howe, Crow Indian Allottee Numbered
1555, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed
to sell, for not less than the appraised value, to the highest Crow
Indian bidder, or the Crow Tribe, under such terms and conditions
as he may prescribe, the following-described lands allotted to him on
the Crow Indian Reservation, Montana: The west half of section 10
and the north half of the northwest quarter of section 15, township 5
south, range 28 east, containing four hundred acres; and the east half
of the southwest quarter and the north half of the southeast quarter,
and the north half of the south half of the southeast quarter of section
21; and the southwest quarter of section 22, township 8 south, range
38 east, Montana principal meridian, containing three hundred and
sixty acres.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 317]
July 24, 1947
[H. R. 14861

[Private Law 85]

Alice Scott White.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 2885]

[Private Law 86]

Becker Little Light.

AN ACT
To authorize and direct the Secretary of the Interior to issue to Alice Scott

White a patent in fee to certain land.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon the
written application of Alice Scott White, Crow Indian Allottee
Numbered 953, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and
directed to sell to the highest Crow Indian bidder, or the Crow Tribe,
under such terms and conditions as may be prescribed, that part of the
homestead land of the said allottee described as the north half and
the north half of the south half of section 10, township 6 south, range
28 east, Montana principal meridian, containing four hundred and
eighty acres.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 318]
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Becker Little
Light

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior or his authorized representative may, in his discre-
tion, sell, for the benefit of Becker Little Light, the following-
described land situated in the State of Montana: Lot 8 of section 2,
township 2 south, range 33 east, Montana principal meridian, con-
taining forty and fifteen one-hundredths acres: Providd, That such
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appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account 
of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum 
not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 23, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 310] 

July 24, 1047 
[H. R. 2151]  Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Erie E. Howe. 

[Private Law 84] 

AN ACT 

Brie E. Howe. 

July 24, 1947 
[H. R. 1486] 

(Private Law 85] 

Alice Scott White. 

July 24, 1947 
[H. R. 2885] 

[Private Law 86] 

Becker Little Light. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon the 
written application of Erie E. Howe, Crow Indian Allottee Numbered 
1555, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed 
to sell, for not less than the appraised value, to the highest Crow 
Indian bidder, or the Crow Tribe, under such terms and conditions 
as he may prescribe, the following-described lands allotted to him on 
the Crow Indian Reservation, Montana: The west half of section 10 
and the north half of the northwest quarter of section 15, township 5 
south, range 28 east, containing four hundred acres; and the east half 
of the southwest quarter and the north half of the southeast quarter, 
and the north half of the south half of the southeast quarter of section 
21; and the southwest quarter of section 22, township 8 south, range 
38 east, Montana principal meridian, containing three hundred and 
sixty acres. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 317] 
AN ACT 

To authorize and direct the Secretary of the Interior to issue to Alice Scott 
White a patent in fee to certain land. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That, upon the 
written application of Alice Scott White, Crow Indian Allottee 
Numbered 953, the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and 
directed to sell to the highest Crow Indian bidder, or the Crow Tribe, 
under such terms and conditions as may be prescribed, that part of the 
homestead land of the said allottee described as the north half and 
the north half of the south half of section 10, township 6 south, range 
.28 east, Montana principal meridian, containing four hundred and 
eighty acres. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 318] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue a patent in fee to Becker Little 
Light 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior or his authorized representative may, in his discre-
tion, sell, for the benefit of Becker Little Light, the following-
described land situated in the State of Montana: Lot 8 of section 
township 2 south, range 88 east, Montana principal meridian, con-
taining forty and fifteen one-hundredths acres: Provided, That such 
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portion of the proceeds received from the sale of the land as may
e approved by the Superintendent of the Crow Indian Agency

shall be reinvested in Indian-owned inherited lands on the
reservation.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 319]
AN ACT

Authorizing the sale, under supervision, of land of Richard Little Light.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior or his authorized representative, may, in his discretion,
sell under existing regulations, for the benefit of Richard Little Light,
of Wyola, Montana, the following-described lands situated in the
State of Montana: The south half of the southwest quarter of section
35, township 1 south, range 33 east, Montana principal meridian,
containing eighty acres: Provided, That such portion of the proceeds
received from the sale of the land as may be approved by the Superin-
tendent of the Crow Indian Agency shall be reinvested in Indian-
owned inherited lands on the reservation.

Approved July 24, 1947.

[CHAPTER 325]
AN ACT

For the relief of Persia M. Nichols.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Persis M. Nichols,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, the sum of $954.38. Such sum represents
the amount to which the said Persis M. Nichols would have been
entitled, for annual leave accumulated in the course of her employ-
ment in the judicial branch of the Government during the period
beginning January 1, 1932, and ending August 24, 1946, if the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for vacations to Govern-
ment employees, and for other purposes", approved March 14, 1936,
as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 5, secs. 29a, 30b-30e, 301,
and 30m), had been held applicable to her employment during such
period: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claims and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 335]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Glenna J. Howrey.

July 24, 1947
[H. R. 2886]

[Private Law 871

Richard Little
Light.

July 25, 1947
[H. R. 11621

[Private Law 88]

Persis M. Nichols.

49 Stat. 1161.
U.S. C. 30b.

July 25,1947
[S. 254]

[Private Law 89]
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary Ouardian of Olenna
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money J Howrey.
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian
of Glenna J. Howrey, a minor, of Pueblo, Colorado, the sum of
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portion of the proceeds received from the sale of the land as may 
be approved by the Superintendent of the Crow Indian Agency 
shall be reinvested in Indian-owned inherited lands on the 
reservation. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3191 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the sale, under supervision, of land of Richard Little Light. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior or his authorized representative, may, in his discretion, 
sell under existing regulations, for the benefit of Richard Little Light, 
of Wyola, Montana, the following-described lands situated in the 
State of Montana: The south half of the southwest quarter of section 
35, township 1 south, range 33 east, Montana principal meridian, 
containing eighty acres: Provided, That such portion of the proceeds 
received from the sale of the land as may be approved by the Superin-
tendent of the Crow Indian Agency shall be reinvested in Indian-
owned inherited lands on the reservation. 
Approved July 24, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 325] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Persia M. Nichols. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Persis M. Nichols, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, the sum of $954.38. Such sum represents 
the amount to which the said Persis M. Nichols would have been 
entitled, for annual leave accumulated in the course of her employ-
ment in the judicial branch of the Government during the period 
beginning January 1, 1932, and ending August 24, 1946, if the pro-
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for vacations to Govern-
ment employees, and for other purposes", approved March 14, 1936, 
as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition, title 5, secs. 29a, 30b-30e, 301, 
and 30m), had been held applicable to her employment during such 
period: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim: and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3351 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Glenna J. Howrey. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian 
of Glenna J. Howrey, a minor, of Pueblo, Colorado, the sum of 
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July 25, 1947
[H. R. 3243]

[Private Law 90]

Roman Toporow.
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July 30, 1947
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[Private Law 911

Julian M. Thomas.

July 30, 1947
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{Private Law 92]

William D. MeCor.
mick.
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$1,000, in full satisfaction of the claim of the said Glenna J. Howrey
against the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-
tained by her as a result of an accident which occurred when she was
struck by a United States mail truck at the intersection of East
Fourth and Erie Streets in Pueblo, Colorado, on December 27, 1943:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 336]
AN ACT

For the relief of Roman Toporow.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney
General be, and he is hereby, directed to cancel forthwith the out-
standing warrant of arrest, order of deportation, warrant of deporta-
tion, and bond, if any, in the case of the alien Roman Toporow, of Los
Angeles, California, and is directed not to issue any further such
warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar as such furtherwarrants are based on any unlawful entry of such alien into the United
States prior to the enactment of this Act. Hereafter for the purposes
of the immigration and naturalization laws, such alien shall be con-sidered to have entered the United States on June 12, 1946, the dateof his last entry, and to have been lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence. Upon the enactment of this Act, theSecretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control officer todeduct one number from the Polish quota of the first year that such
quota is available.

Approved July 25, 1947.

[CHAPTER 362]
AN ACT

For the relief of Julian M. Thomas.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of theUnted States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretaryof the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Julian M. Thomas, of
Oakland, California, for legal services and expenses in connectionwith Pershing Hall, a memorial in Paris, France, the sum of $14,717.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 363]
AN ACT

For the relief of William D. McCormick.

Be it enacted b the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of meric in Congress asembled, That in the adminis-
tration of the immigration laws William D. McCormick shall, uponapplication at a port of entry into the United States, be admitted for
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$1,000, in full satisfaction of the claim of the said Glenna J. Howrey 
against the United States for compensation for personal injuries sus-
tained by her as a result of an accident which occurred when she was 
struck by a United States mail truck at the intersection of East 
Fourth and Erie Streets in Pueblo, Colorado, on December 27, 1943: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 336] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Roman Toporow. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Attorney 
General be, and he is hereby, directed to cancel forthwith the out-
standing warrant of arrest, order of deportation, warrant of deporta-
tion, and bond, if any, in the case of the alien Roman Toporow, of Los 
Angeles, California, and is directed not to issue any further such 
warrants or orders in the case of such alien, insofar as such further 
warrants are based on any unlawful entry of such alien into the United 
States prior to the enactment of this Act. Hereafter, for the purposes 
of the immigration and naturalization laws, such alien shall be con-
sidered to have entered the United States on June 12, 1946, the date 
of his last entry, and to have been lawfully admitted to the United 
States for permanent residence. Upon the enactment of this Act, the 
Secretary of State shall instruct the proper quota-control officer to 
deduct one number from the Polish quota of the first year that such 
quota is available. 
Approved July 25, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 362] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Julian M. Thomas. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 

i of the Treasury s authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Julian M. Thomas, of 
Oakland, California, for legal services and expenses in connection 
with Pershing Hall, a memorial in Paris, France, the sum of $14,717. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 363] 

AN ACT 

For the relief of William D. McCormick. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That in the adminis-
tration of the immigration laws William D. McCormick shall, upon 
application at a port of entry into the United States, be admitted for 
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permanent residence without an immigration visa, provided he meets
all the other requirements of the immigration laws. Upon his
admission into the United States, the Secretary of State shall deduct
one number from the quota for India for the year in which the
admission occurs or from the quota of the first available succeeding
year.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 364]
AN ACT

For the relief of Walter R. and Kathryn Marshall.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $5,000, to Walter R. and Kathryn Marshall, of Healdsburg,
California, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for damage to their property located at 1251 Sunset Avenue, Santa
Rosa, California, caused by United States Navy airplane TBF-1,
bureau number 06307, on October 2, 1944: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with these
claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

·SEO. 2. Such sum shall be a final release from any and all damages
both insured and uninsured.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3651
AN ACT

For the relief of Lewis H. Rich.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Lewis
H. Rich, of Searsport, Maine, the sum of $4,000, in full settlement
of all claims against the United States for personal injuries, and
loss of earnings sustained by him as the result of his having been
struck by a bullet accidentally fired from a submachine gun carried
by an officer of the United States Army while making a search of
property in the vicinity of Searsport, Maine, on December 6, 1944:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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permanent residence without an immigration visa, provided he meets 
all the other requirements of the immigration laws. Upon his 
admission into the United States, the Secretary of State shall deduct 
one number from the quota for India for the year in which the 
admission occurs or from the quota of the first available succeeding 
year. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 364] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of W alter R. and Kathryn M arshall. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $5,000, to Walter R. and Kathryn Marshall, of Healdsburg, 
California, in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for damage to their property located at 1251 Sunset Avenue, Santa 
Rosa, California, caused by United States Navy airplane TBF-1, 
bureau number 06307, on October 2, 1944: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with these 
claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
• SEC. 2. Such sum shall be a final release from any and all damages 

both insured and uninsured. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3651 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Lewis H. Rich. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to limy, out of 
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Lewis 
H. Rich, of Searsport, Maine, the sum of $4,000, in full settlement 
of all claims against the United States for personal injuries, and 
loss of earnings sustained by him as the result of his having been 
struck by a bullet accidentally fired from a submachine gun carried 
by an officer of the United States Army while making a search of 
property in the vicinity of Searsport, Maine, on December 6, 1944: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined- in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 366]
AN ACT

For the relief of Harley Shores.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Harley Shores. United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary

of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Harley Shores, of
Alma, Crawford County, Arkansas, the sum of $4,000. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said
Harley Shores against the United States for personal injuries and
loss of earnings sustained as a result of an accident on the 19th day
of December 1943 near Alma, Arkansas, when he was struck by a
cake of ice thrown from the kitchen car of a United States Army
troop train, and the said Harley Shores at the time of the receipt
of such injury being engaged in his employment as track laborer
for the trustee in bankruptcy for the Missouri Pacific Railroad Com-
pany, a corporation, and standing beside the track of such railroad
while the troop train above-mentioned was passing: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of service rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 8211

[Private Law 96]

Charles W. Taylor,
Jr.

July 30,1947
IH. R. 893

Private Law

Mjri R. Lead.

[CHAPTER 367]
AN ACT

For the relief of Charles W. Taylor, Junior.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $5,735.14 to Charles W. Taylor, Junior, of San Francisco,
California, in full settlement of all claims against the United States
for personal injuries, medical and hospital expenses, and other losses
sustained as a result of being struck by a trailer attached to a United
States Navy vehicle at the intersection of El Camino Real and Wil-
low Avenue, Burlingame, California, on October 14, 1944: Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon con-
viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 368]
AN ACT

For the relief of Myron R. Leard.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any moneyin the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Myron R. Leard, of
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July 30, 1947 
[H. R. 640] 

[Private Law 96] 

Harley Shores. 

July 30, 1947 
[H. R. 821] 

[Private Law 96] 

Charles W. Taylor, 
Jr. 

July 30, 1947 
[H. R. 893] 

[Private Law 97] 

Myron R. Leard. 

[CHAPTER 366] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Harley Shores. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Harley Shores, of 
Alma, Crawford County, Arkansas, the sum of $4,000. The pay-
ment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said 
Harley Shores against the United States for personal injuries and 
loss of earnings sustained as a result of an accident on the 19th day 
of December 1943 near Alma, Arkansas, when he was struck by a 
cake of ice thrown from the kitchen car of a United States Army 
troop train, and the said Harley Shores at the time of the receipt 
of such injury being engaged in his employment as track laborer 
for the trustee in bankruptcy for the Missouri Pacific Railroad Com-
pany, a corporation, and standing beside the track of such railroad 
while the troop train above-mentioned was passing: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of service rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful2 any, contract to the con-
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 367] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Charles W. Taylor, Junior. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of _Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $5,735.14 to Charles W. Taylor, Junior, of San Francisco, 
California, in full settlement of all claims against the United States 
for personal injuries, medical and hospital expenses, and other losses 
sustained as a result of being struck by a trailer attached to a United 
States Navy vehicle at the intersection of El Camino Real and Wil-
low Avenue, Burlingame, California, on October 14, 1944: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by 
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon con-
viction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 368] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Myron R. Lea,rd. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Myron R. Leard, of 
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Colbert, Georgia, the sum of $187.15. The payment of such sum shall
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States as reim-
bursement of the amount the said Myron R. Leard, as acting post-
master, paid the Government for loss of money and stamps resulting
from robbery of the Colbert, Georgia, post office on July 9, 1944:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 369]
AN ACT

For the relief of George Corenevsky.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to George Corenevsky,
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the sum of $1,905.07. The payment
of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for personal injuries sustained on July 5, 1942, when he was
struck while at his home at Ashley and Lowela Avenues, Peninsula,
Pearl City, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, by a stray bullet fired in a
fight nearby between two enlisted men of the United States Army:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 370]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Georgia Lanser.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $4,304.25, to Mrs. Georgia Lanser, of Elkhorn, Wisconsin,
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for per-
sonal injuries, hospital and medical expenses, and loss of services
sustained as the result of an accident involving a United States
Navy bus en route from Hertford, North Carolina, to the naval
auxiliary air station at Harvey Point, North Carolina, on August 26,
1944: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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Colbert, Georgia, the sum of $187.15. The payment of such sum shall 
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States as reim-
bursement of the amount the said Myron R. Leard, as acting post-
master, paid the Government for loss of money and stamps resulting 
from robbery of the Colbert, Georgia, post office on July 9, 1944: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 369] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George Corenevsky. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to George Corenevsky, 
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the sum of $1,905.07. The payment 
of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for personal injuries sustained on July 5, 1942, when he was 
struck while at his home at Ashley and Lowela Avenues, Peninsula, 
Pearl City, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, by a stray bullet fired in a 
fight nearby between two enlisted men of the United States Army: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 370] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Georgia Langer. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $4,304.25, to Mrs. Georgia Lanser, of Elkhorn, Wisconsin, 
in full settlement of all claims against the United States for per-
sonal injuries, hospital and medical expenses, and loss of services 
sustained as the result of an accident involving a United States 
Nay bus en route from Hertford, North Carolina, to the naval 
auxiliary air station at Harvey Point, North Carolina, on August 26, 
1944: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess a 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to 
or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim., and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 371]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of George W. Coombs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
estate of George W. Coombs, deceased, the sum of $600 as reimburse-
ment of a like amount improperly collected from the said George W.
Coombs while serving as postal superintendent of Inwood station,
New York City: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 372]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Ralph Stanfield, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of
Ralph Stanfield, a minor, Tate, Georgia, the sum of $10,000. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against
the United States on account of personal injuries, medical, and hos-
pital expenses sustained by the said Ralph Stanfield on January 23,
1944, when a United States Army truck left the highway and ran
him down at the intersection of the Dawsonville Road with State
Highway Numbered Five at Tate, Georgia: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall befined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 373]
AN ACT

To provide for the naturalization of certain United States Army personnel-
Yugoslav fliers.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon compliance
with all other provisions of section 701 or section 702 of the Nationality
Act of 1940, as amended (56 Stat. 182-183; 8 U. S. C. 1001-1002),
Vojislav N. Skakich, Army of the United States, Army serial number
0-2039144; Milosh M. Jelich Army of the United States, Army serialnumber 0-2039139; Zivko T. Miloykovich, Army of the United States,
Army serial number -2039141; Dejan D. Radich, Army of the United
States, Army serial number T-223285; Viktor A. Starc, Army of the
United States Army serial number 0-10600769; Momchilo M. Marko-vich, Army of the United States, Army serial number 0-884223; and
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[CHAPTER 371] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of George W. Coombs. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
estate of George W. Coombs, deceased, the sum of $600 as reimburse-
ment of a like amount improperly collected from the said George W. 
Coombs while serving as postal superintendent of Inwood station, 
New York City: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated 
in this Act in excess of 10 per c,enturn thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 372] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of Ralph Stanfield, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the legal guardian of 
Ralph Stanfield, a minor, Tate, Georgia, the sum a $10,000. The 
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States on account of personal injuries, medical, and hos-
pital expenses sustained by the said Ralph Stanfield on January 23, 
1944, when a United States Army truck left the highway and ran 
him down at the intersection of the Dawsonville Road with State 
Highway Numbered Five at Tate, Georgia: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent, or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be 
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 373] 
AN ACT 

To provide for the naturalization of certain United States Army personnel— 
Yugoslav fliers. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That upon compliance 
with all other provisions of section 701 or section 702 of the Nationality 
Act of 1940, as amended (56 Stat. 182-183; 8 U. S. C. 1001-1002), 
Vojislav N. Skakich, Army of the United States, Army serial number 
0-2039144; Milosh M. Jelich, Army of the United States, Army serial 
number 0-2039139; Zivko T. Miloykovich, Army of the United States, 
Army serial number 0-2039141; Dejan D. Radich, Army of the United 
States, Army serial number T-223285; Viktor A. Stare, Army of the 
United States, Army serial number 0-10600769; Momchilo M. Marko-
vich, Army of the United States, Army serial number 0-884223; and 
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Sava J. Milovanovich. Army of the United States, Army serial number
0-2039140, may be naturalized pursuant to either of said sections as
may be applicable, notwithstanding the facts that at the time of their
enlistment or induction into the military forces of the United States
none of them had been lawfully admitted to the United States and
none was a resident thereof, notwithstanding the fact that Momchilo M.
Markovich did not serve in the military forces of the United States
prior to December 28, 1945, and notwithstanding the further fact that
the time for filing a petition for naturalization expired December 31,
1946. Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall
instruct the proper quota-control officer to deduct two numbers from the
quota for Yugoslavia of the first year that the said quota is available
in behalf of Viktor A. Starc and Sava J. Milovanovich.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 374]
AN ACT

For the relief of Owen R. Brewster.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Owen R. Brewster,
Burnet, Texas, the sum of $5,000. The payment of such sum shall be
in full settlement of all claims of the said Owen R. Brewster against
the United States on account of the death of his minor daughter,
Francis N. Brewster, who died on September 19, 1943, as the result
of personal injuries received on September 18, 1943, when the auto-
mobile in which she was riding was in collision with a United States
Army truck on State Highway Numbered 281 near Lampasas, Texas:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3751
AN ACT

For the relief of Elmer A. Norris.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
Elmer A. Norris, of Newport, Tennessee, the sum of $3,000, in full
settlement of all claims against the United States for personal injuries
and property damage sustained by him on or about June 6, 1936,
near Calhoun, Tennessee, as a result of an accident involving a Civilian
Conservation Corps truck: Provided, That the Secretary of the
Treasury shall make such payment only after receipt of evidence satis-
factory to him that the judgment in the sum of $3,000 entered in the
Circuit Court of Cocke County, Tennessee, in Civil Minute Book No.
10, pages 235 and 283, in favor of Elmer A. Norris and against Claud
Manis and William Smith, has been satisfied and discharged of record:
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Sava J. Milovanovich, Army of the United States, Army serial number 
0-2039140, may be naturalized pursuant to either of said sections as 
may be applicable, notwithstanding the facts that at the time of their 
enlistment or induction into the military forces of the United States 
none of them had been lawfully admitted to the United States and 
none was a resident thereof, notwithstanding the fact that Momchilo M. 
Markovich did not serve in the military forces of the United States 
prior to December 28, 1945, and notwithstanding the further fact that 
the time for filing a petition for naturalization expired December 31, 
1946. Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary of State shall 
instruct the proper quota-control officer to deduct two numbers from the 
quota for Yugoslavia of the first year that the said quota is available 
in behalf of Viktor A. Stare and Sava J. Milovanovich. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 374] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Owen R. Brewster. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Owen R. Brewster, 
Burnet, Texas, the sum of $5,000. The payment of such sum shall be 
in full settlement of all claims of the said Owen R. Brewster against 
the United States on account of the death of his minor daughter, 
Francis N. Brewster, who died on September 19, 1943, as the result 
of personal injuries received on September 18, 1943, when the auto-
mobile in which she was riding was in collision with a United States 
Army truck on State Highway Numbered 281 near Lampasas, Texas: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

(CHAPTER 3751 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Elmer A. Norris. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
Elmer A. Norris, of Newport, Tennessee, the sum of 83,000, in full 
settlement of all claims against the United States for personal injuries 
and property damage sustained by him on or about June 6, 1936, 
near Calhoun, Tennessee, as a result of an accident involving a Civilian 
Conservation Corps truck: Provided, That the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall make such payment only after receipt of evidence satis-
factory to him that the judgment in the sum of $3,000 entered in the 
Circuit Court of Cocke County, Tennessee, in Civil Minute Book No. 
10, pages 235 and 283, in favor of Elmer A. Norris and against Claud 
Manis and William Smith, has been satisfied and discharged of record: 
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And provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 376]
July 30, 1947
[H. R. 2434]

[Private Law 105]

Ruth A. Hairston.

July 30, 1947
[H. R. 2507]

(Private Law 106]

Barrett and Hlp.

AN ACT
For the relief of Ruth A. Hairston.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $255, to Ruth A. Hairston, of Urbancrest, Ohio, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for personal injuries
and loss of earnings sustained as the result of an accident involving
a United States Army vehicle on United States Highway Numbered
62, near Urbancrest, Ohio, on May 13, 1944: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 377]
AN ACT

For the relief of the firm of Barrett and Hilp.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the firm of Barrett
and Hilp, general contractors, of San Francisco, California, the sum
of $20,193.55. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
of all claims of the said firm of Barrett and Hilp against the United
States arising out of the explosion at Port Chicago, California, on
July 17, 1944. Such sum represents the amount of loss determined
by the Navy Department to have been sustained by such firm, less
the amount received by such firm on contracts of insurance: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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And provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in this 
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 376] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Ruth A. Hairston. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $255, to Ruth A. Hairston, of Urbancrest, Ohio, in full settle-
ment of all claims against the United States for personal injuries 
and loss of earnings sustained as the result of an accident involving 
a United States Army vehicle on United States Highway Numbered 
62, near Urbancrest, Ohio, on May 13, 1944: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attor-
ney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and 
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3771 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the firm of Barrett and Hilp. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the firm of Barrett 
and Hilp, general contractors, of San Francisco, California, the sum 
of $20,193.55. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement 
of all claims of the said firm of Barrett and Hilp against the United 
States arising out of the explosion at Port Chicago, California, on 
July 17, 1944. Such sum represents the amount of loss determined 
by the Navy Department to have been sustained by such firm, less 
the amount received by such firm on contracts of insurance: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstandmg. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 378]
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AN ACT
July 30, 1947To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to quitclaim two acres of land near [H. R. 2511]

Muirkirk, Maryland, to the Queens Chapel Methodist Church. [Private Law 107]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized to convey by quitclaim deed not to exceed
two acres of land of the Agricultural Research Center near Muirkirk,
Maryland, to the Queens Chapel Methodist Church, upon the payment
in cash of $100. Such land shall be devoted to church purposes and
the deed shall contain a provision that in the event the land shall cease
to be used for such purposes the title to such land shall revert to the
United States upon the payment of the sum of $100 or the tender
thereof to the church.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 379]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mack Gene Odom, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal guardian of Mack Gene Odom, a minor, Logansport, Louisiana,
the sum of $6,000, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States on account of personal injuries sustained on October 12, 1941,
as the result of an explosion of a blank cartridge which was left in
the yard of the Odom residence by military personnel during special
field exercises: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 380]
AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of George Wesley Hobbs, a minor.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $2,500 to the legal guardian of George Wesley Hobbs, a
minor, of Weaver, Alabama, in full settlement of all claims against
the United States for personal injuries, medical and hospital
expenses, and loss of earnings sustained as a result of an explosion
of a grenade fuse in or near his home, which grenade fuse apparently
had been thrown or dropped near Weaver, Alabama, by some
unidentified trainee of the Thirteenth Battalion Fourth Training
Regiment, IRTC, Fort McClellan, Alabama, which explosion
occurred on May 26, 1944: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
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[CHAPTER 378] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to quitclaim two acres of land near 
Muirkirk, Maryland, to the Queens Chapel Methodist Church. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized to convey by quitclaim deed not to exceed 
two acres of land of the Agricultural Research Center near Muirkirk, 
Maryland, to the Queens Chapel Methodist Church, upon the payment 
in cash of $100. Such land shall be devoted to church purposes and 
the deed shall contain a provision that in the event the land shall cease 
to be used for such purposes the title to such land shall revert to the 
United States upon the payment of the sum of $100 or the tender 
thereof to the church. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 379] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mack Gene Odom, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the 
legal guardian of Mack Gene Odom, a minor, Logansport, Louisiana, 
the sum of $6,000, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States on account of personal injuries sustained on October 12, 1941, 
as the result of an explosion of a blank cartridge which was left in 
the yard of the Odom residence by military personnel during special 
field exercises: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in 
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered 
to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered 
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any 
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 380] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the legal guardian of George Wesley Hobbs, a minor. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $2,500 to the legal guardian of George Wesley Hobbs, a 
minor, of Weaver, Alabama, in full settlement of all claims against 
the United States for personal injuries, medical and hospital 
expenses, and loss of earnings sustained as a result of an explosion 
of a grenade fuse in or near his home, which grenade fuse apparently 
had been thrown or dropped near Weaver, Alabama, by some 
unidentified trainee of the Thirteenth Battalion Fourth Training 
Regiment, IRTC, Fort McClellan, Alabama, which explosion 
occurred on May 26, 1944: Provided, That no part of the amount 
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be 
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[CHAPTER 381]
July 30, 1947
[H. R. 3361]

[Private Law 110]

J. Rutledge Alford.

July 30, 1947
Is. I105l

[Private Law 111]

Boise Chamber of
Commerce.

Conveyance.

July 30,1947
[H. R. 185]

[Private Law 112]

Catholic Society of
Alaska.

Conveyance.

AN ACT
For the relief of J. Rutledge Alford.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Rutledge Alford, of
Tallahassee, Florida, the sum of $450. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said J. Rutledge Alford
against the United States arising out of the loss of a Tennessee walk-
ing horse (a sorrel mare by the name of Trixie, registry certificate
numbered 360190) owned by him and pastured at Lafayette Planta-
tion, Leon County, Florida. The said horse died, on June 6, 1944, as
the result of drinking the water from a pond created by seepage from
the laundry of the Federal correctional institution situated adjacent
to such plantation: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 3991
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to convey certain lands in Boise, Idaho,
to the Boise Chamber of Commerce.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of Agriculture is authorized and directed to convey by quit claim deed
to the Boise Chamber of Commerce, Boise, Idaho, all right, title, and
interest of the United States in and to lots one to nine, inclusive, in
block two of Riverside Park addition to Boise City, Ada County,
Idaho.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 400]
AN ACT

To authorize the sale of certain public lands in Alaska to the Catholic Society of
Alaska for use as a mission.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Catholic
Society of Alaska, a corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the Territory of Alaska, whose ex officio president and
general manager is the Catholic bishop of Alaska, is hereby author-
ized for a period of one year from and after the effective date of

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS. 380, 381, 399, 400-JULY 30, 1947 [61 STAT.

paid or delivered to or received by any agent on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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paid or delivered to or received by any agent on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaw-
ful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person 
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a mis-
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 381] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of J. Rutledge Alford. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to J. Rutledge Alford, of 
Tallahassee, Florida, the sum of $450. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said J. Rutledge Alford 
against the United States arising out of the loss of a Tennessee walk-
ing horse (a sorrel mare by the name of Trixie, registry certificate 
numbered 360190) owned by him and pastured at Lafayette Planta-
tion, Leon County, Florida. The said horse died, on June 6, 1944, as 
the result of drinking the water from a pond created by seepage from 
the laundry of the Federal correctional institution situated adjacent 
to such plantation: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid 
or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of 
services rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall 
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any per-
son violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 3991 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture to convey certain lands in Boise, Idaho, 
to the Boise Chamber of Commerce. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of Agriculture is authorized and directed to convey by quit claim deed 
to the Boise Chamber of Commerce, Boise, Idaho, all right, title, and 
interest of the United States in and to lots one to nine, inclusive, in 
block two of Riverside Park addition to Boise City, Ada County, 
Idaho. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 400] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the sale of certain public lands in Alaska to the Catholic Society of 
Alaska for use as a mission. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Catholic 
Society of Alaska, a corporation organized and existing under the 
laws of the Territory of Alaska, whose ex officio president and 
general manager is the Catholic bishop of Alaska, is hereby author-
ized for a period of one year from and after the effective date of 
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this Act to apply for the purchase of, and the Secretary of the
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to convey to the corpora-
tion, for use as a mission, the following-described public lands
situated in Alaska:

Commencing at a point where the Andreafsky River enters the
Yukon River from the north, from which point corner numbered 1
of the tract desired bears north approximately three miles where
post is situated at the southwest corner of the tract and at the junc-
tion of a small stream with the Andreafsky River; running thence
in an easterly direction along the said Andreafsky River to corner
numbered 2; thence in a northerly direction one-half mile to corner
numbered 3; thence in a westerly direction one mile to corner num-
bered 4; thence in a southerly direction one-half mile to corner
numbered 1, the place of beginning, containing approximately three
hundred and twenty acres.

SEC. 2. That the conveyance shall be made upon the payment by
the said bishop for the land at its reasonable appraised price of not
less than $1.25 per acre, to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior:
Provided, That the conveyance hereby authorized shall not include
any land covered by a valid existing right initiated under the public-
land laws or found by the Secretary of the Interior to be needed
for public purposes: Provided further, That the coal and other
mineral deposits in the land shall be reserved to the United States,
together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 401]
AN ACT

For the relief of Doctor Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Doctor Alma Richards,
Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $7,140, and to Mrs. Mary Block,
Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $1,000. The payment of such sums
shall be in full settlinelnt of all claims against the United States on
account of personal injuries sustained on December 6, 1940, by the
said Doctor Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block when the automobile
in which they were riding was in collision in Memphis, Tennessee, with
a truck in the service of the Work Projects Administration: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.
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Payment, etc.

Reservation of min-
eral rights to U. S.

July 30, 1947
[HI. R. 3481

[Private Law 113]

Dr. Alma Richards
and Mrs. Mary Block.

[CHAPTER 402]
AN ACT July 30, 1947

For the relief of Thomas M. Farley, Mrs. Susie Farley, Mrs. Helen Moss, the [H. R. 405]
legal guardian of Donna Louise Farley, and the legal guardian of Melvin [Private Law 1141
Moss.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
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this Act to apply for the purchase of, and the Secretary of the 
Interior is hereby authorized and directed to convey to the corpora-
tion, for use as a mission, the following-described public lands 
situated in Alaska: 
Commencing at a point where the Andreafsky River enters the 

Yukon River from the north, from which point corner numbered 1 
of the tract desired bears north approximately three miles where 
post is situated at the southwest corner of the tract and at the junc-
tion of a small stream with the Andreafsky River; running thence 
in an easterly direction along the said Andreafsky River to corner 
numbered 2; thence in a northerly direction one-half mile to corner 
numbered 3; thence in a westerly direction one mile to corner num-
bered 4; thence in a southerly direction one-half mile to corner 
numbered 1, the place of beginning, containing approximately three 
hundred and twenty acres. 

SEc. 2. That the conveyance shall be made upon the payment by 
the said bishop for the land at its reasonable appraised price of not 
less than $1.25 per acre, to be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior: 
Provided, That the conveyance hereby authorized shall not include 
any land covered by a valid existing right initiated under the public-
land laws or found by the Secretary of the Interior to be needed 
for public purposes: Provided further, That the coal and other 
mineral deposits in the land shall be reserved to the United States, 
together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove the same 
under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 401] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Doctor Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Doctor Alma Richards, 
Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $7,140, and to Mrs. Mary Block, 
Memphis, Tennessee, the sum of $1,000. The payment of such sums 
shall be in full sett lement of all claims against the United States on 
account of personal injuries sustained on December 6, 1940, by the 
said Doctor Alma Richards and Mrs. Mary Block when the automobile 
in which they were riding was in collision in Memphis, Tennessee, with 
a truck in the service of the Work Projects Administration: Provided, 
That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any 
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with 
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 402] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Thomas M. Farley, Mrs. Susie Farley, Mrs. Helen Moss, the 
legal guardian of Donna Louise Farley, and the legal guardian of Melvin 
Moss. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and HOUSE of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
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39 Stat. 875.
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out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $1,434.70 to Thomas M. Farley, of Olivehurst, California; the sum
of $158.50 to Mrs. Susie Farley, of Manton, California; the sum of
$528 to Mrs. Helen Moss, of Central Valley, California; the sum of
$50 to the legal guardian of Donna Louise Farley, a minor; and the
sum of $150 to the legal guardian of Melvin Moss, a minor; such pay-
ments being in full settlement of all their claims against the United
States for property damage, personal injuries, losses, and expenses
arising out of an accident which occurred on September 13, 1942, near
Crescent City, California, and which involved an Army truck: Pro-
vided, That no payment shall be made under this Act until the above-
named claimants have released all their claims against Anthony E.
Badaracco, the driver of the Army vehicle involved in this accident, in
a manner satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury: And provided
further, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 403]
AN ACT

For the relief of Andrew C. Extrom and Harry C. Pearson.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Andrew Charles
Extrom, a city letter carrier of Blue Island post office, Blue Island,
Illinois, and Harry C. Pearson, postal clerk in that post office, are
relieved of all liability to make refunds to the United States of over-
payments of salaries in the amount of $254.09 to Andrew Charles
Extrom, and $183.05 to Harry C. Pearson, from the date they were
promoted from substitute postal employees to regular postal employees
by the postmaster at Blue Island, Illinois, and the effective date of
their promotion to regular postal employees as authorized by the
Post Office Department.

Any amount heretofore credited to Andrew Charles Extrom or
Harry C. Pearson, or refunded to the United States by them on
account of such overpayments of salaries shall be repaid to them out
of any money available for the payment of salaries to city-delivery car-
riers and clerks of first- and second-class post offices. In the audit
and settlement of the accounts of any postmaster or other transmitting
disbursing officer of the Post Office Department or postal service, the
payment of such amounts to Andrew Charles Extrom and Harry C.
Pearson for services as regular postal employees shall be considered
to have been authorized.

Approved July 30, 1947.

[CHAPTER 415]
AN ACT

For the relief of Mrs. Edna Mary Jakimowicz.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That notwithstanding
the provisions of the tenth category of section 3 of the Immigration Act
of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e)),Edna Mary Jakimowicz, the wife of a
citizen of the United States who served honorably in the armed forces
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out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum 
of $1,434.70 to Thomas M. Farley, of Olivehurst, California; the sum 
of $158.50 to Mrs. Susie Farley, of Manton, California; the sum of 
$528 to Mrs. Helen Moss, of Central Valley, California; the sum of 
$50 to the legal guardian of Donna Louise Farley, a minor; and the 
sum of $150 to the legal guardian of Melvin Moss, a minor; such pay-
ments being in full settlement of all their claims against the United 
States for property damage, personal injuries, losses, and expenses 
arising out of an accident which occurred on September 13, 1942, near 
Crescent City, California, and which involved an Army truck: Pro-
vided, That no payment shall be made under this Act until the above-
named claimants have released all their claims against Anthony E. 
Badaracco, the driver of the Army vehicle involved in this accident, in 
a manner satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury: And provided 
further, That no part of the amounts appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of 
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 403] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Andrew C. Extrom and Harry C. Pearson. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That Andrew Charles 
Extrom, a city letter carrier of Blue Island post office, Blue Island, 
Illinois, and Harry C. Pearson, postal clerk in that post office, are 
relieved of all liability to make refunds to the United States of over-
payments of salaries in the amount of $254.09 to Andrew Charles 
Extrom, and $183.05 to Harry C. Pearson, from the date they were 
promoted from substitute postal employees to regular postal employees 
by the postmaster at Blue Island, Illinois, and the effective date of 
their promotion to regular postal employees as authorized by the 
Post Office Department. 
Any amount heretofore credited to Andrew Charles Extrom or 

Harry C. Pearson, or refunded to the United States by them on 
account of such overpayments of salaries shall be repaid to them out 
of any money available for the payment of salaries to city-delivery car-
riers and clerks of first- and second-class post offices. In the audit 
and settlement of the accounts of any postmaster or other transmitting 
disbursing officer of the Post Office Department or postal service, the 
payment of such amounts to Andrew Charles Extrom and Harry C. 
Pearson for services as regular postal employees shall be considered 
to have been authorized. 
Approved July 30, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 415] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Edna Mary Jakimowicz. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America inCongress assembled, That notwithstanding 
the provisions of the tenth category of section 3 of the Immigration Act 
of 1917 (8 U. S. C. 136 (e)), Edna Mary Jakimowicz, the wife of a 
citizen of the United States who served honorably in the armed forces 
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of the United States during World War II, may be admitted to the
United States for permanent residence under the Act approved Decem-
ber 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress), if she is found
otherwise admissible under the provisions of the immigration laws.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 416]
AN ACT

For the relief of Archer C. Gunter.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $1,000 to Archer C. Gunter, formerly of Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, and now of Menomonie, Wisconsin, in full settlement of all
claims against the United States for personal injuries and medical
and hospital expenses sustained as the result of an accident involving
a United States Navy airplane, at the United States Navy Yard,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on May 10, 1944: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 422]
AN ACT

For the relief of Jessie Thompkins.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Jessie Thompkins, of
Dearing, Georgia, the sum of $2,500. The payment of such sum shall
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account
of the death of Thomas Thompkins, the husband of the said Jessie
Thompkins, as the result of exposure to chemical smoke released from
Army airplanes in the vicinity of his home on December 21, 1943:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 423]
AN ACT

For the relief of Doctor Theodore A. Geissman.

59 Stat. 659.
8 U. . C. §§ 232-

236.

July 31, 1947
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[Private Law 117]
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July 31, 1947
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July 31, 1947
[H. R. 1791]

[Private Law 1191
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary oDr The0dore A.
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
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of the United States during World War IT, may be admitted to the 
United States for permanent residence under the Act approved Decem-
ber 28, 1945 (Public Law 271, Seventy-ninth Congress), if she is found 
otherwise admissible under the provisions of the immigration laws. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 416] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Archer C. Gunter. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $1,000 to Archer C. Gunter, formerly of Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, and now of Menomonie, Wisconsin, in full settlement of all 
claims against the United States for personal injuries and medical 
and hospital expenses sustained as the result of an accident involving 
a United States Navy airplane, at the United States Navy Yard, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on May 10, 1944: Provided, That no 
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, 
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwith-
standing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be 
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined 
in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 422] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Jessie Thompkins. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Jessie Thompkins, of 
Dearing, Georgia, the sum of $2,500. The payment of such sum shall 
be in full settlement of all claims against the United States on account 
of the death of Thomas Thompkins' the husband of the said Jessie 
Thompkins, as the result of exposure to chemical smoke released from 
Army airplanes in the vicinity of his home on December 21, 1943: 
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in 
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection 
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the 
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this 
Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction 
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 423] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Doctor Theodore A. Geissman. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of _Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
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Archer C. Gunter. 

July 31, 1947 
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in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Doctor Theodore A.
Geissman, University of California, Los Angeles, California, the sum
of $5,000. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all
claims of the said Dr. Geissman against the United States arising out
of personal injuries, medical, and hospital expenses sustained by him
in April 1944 as a result of an explosion in a laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during OSRD
project OEMsr-934: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 424]
July 31, 1947
[H. R. 2534]

[Private Law 120]

James H. Under-
wood.

August 1,1947
[S. 7941

[Private Law 121]

Methodist Church.
Use of certain land.

License.

AN ACT
For the relief of James H. Underwood.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller
General of the United States is authorized and directed to credit the
account of James H. Underwood, former postmaster at Guam, Guam,
in the sum of $25,439.31, representing funds and accountable stock
in the amount of $24,520.47 in the postal accounts and $918.84 in the
money-order account, and that James H. Underwood is hereby relieved
from any liability to refund or pay to the United States said sum of
$25,439.31. Such sum being the amount of postal and money-order
funds lost when the island of Guam was invaded by the armed forces
of the Imperial Government of Japan on December 10, 1941, the
postmaster being taken prisoner and forced to open the vault of the
post office and surrender the keys to the enemy invaders.

Approved July 31, 1947.

[CHAPTER 443]
AN ACT

To authorize the sale of a small tract of land on the CherOkee Indian Reserva-
tion, North Carolina.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That with the
consent of the authorized tribal authorities of the Eastern Band of
Cherokee Indians, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to issue
a license to the Methodist Church to use from two to four acres of
tribal land on the Cherokee Indian Reservation, North Carolina, for
so long a time as such land may be used for church purposes, including
the construction of a church building and a parsonage. The license
shall be issued by the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized repre-
sentative upon such terms and conditions as may be mutually agreeable
to the parties, and may be revoked only if and when the land ceases
to be used for the purposes for which said license is issued.

Approved August 1, 1947.
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in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Doctor Theodore A. 
Geissman, University of California, Los Angeles, California, the sum 
of $5,000. The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement of all 
claims of the said Dr. Geissman against the United States arising out 
of personal injuries, medical, and hospital expenses sustained by him 
in April 1944 as a result of an explosion in a laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during OSRD 
project OEMsr-934: !Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 424] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of James H. Underwood. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller 
General of the United States is authorized and directed to credit the 
account of James H. Underwood, former postmaster at Guam, Guam, 
in the sum of $25,439.31, representing funds and accountable stock 
in the amount of $24,520.47 in the postal accounts and $918.84 in the 
money-order account, and that James H. Underwood is hereby relieved 
from any liability to refund or pay to the United States said sum of 
$25,439.31. Such sum being the amount of postal and money-order 
funds lost when the island of Guam was invaded by the armed forces 
of the Imperial Government of Japan on December 10, 1941, the 
postmaster being taken prisoner and forced to open the vault of the 
post office and surrender the keys to the enemy invaders. • 
Approved July 31, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 443] 
AN ACT 

To authorize the sale of a small tract of land on the Cherokee Indian Reserva-
tion, North Carolina. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatime8 of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That with the 
consent of the authorized tribal authorities of the Eastern Band of 
Cherokee Indians, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to issue 
a license to the Methodist Church to use from two to four acres of 
tribal land on the Cherokee Indian Reservation, North Carolina, for 
so long a time as such land may be used for church purposes, including 
the construction of a church building and a parsonage. The license 
shall be issued by the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized repre-
sentative upon such terms and conditions as may be mutually agreeable 
to the parties, and may be revoked only if and when the land ceases 
to be used for the purposes for which said license is issued. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 444]
AN ACT

For the relief of Fred 0. Donohue.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Fred O. Donohue, of
Hobbs, New Mexico, the sum of $4,822.22. The payment of such sum
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Fred O. Donohue
against the United States arising out of personal injuries, property
damage, and subsequent loss of earnings sustained by him, on Septem-
ber 10, 1944, when a truck owned and operated by the said Fred O.
Donohue was struck by a United States Army truck on the Black
River Bridge, approximately seventeen miles south of Carlsbad, New
Mexico, on the Carlsbad-Pecos Highway: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 1, 1947.

[CHAPTER 4641
AN ACT

For the relief of Robert F. Parks.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Robert F. Parks, of
Stanley, Virginia, the sum of $1,800, in full satisfaction of his claim
against the United States for reimbursement for personal funds de-
posited with the finance officer, Visayan-Mindanao force, on June 16,
1942, at Malaybalay, Bukidnon, Philippine Islands, for use in pur-
chasing food necessary to supplement the ration provided to prison-
ers of war by the Japanese Army: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 465]
AN ACT

For the relief of the estate of Reuben Malkin.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $5,000 to the estate of Reuben Malkin, in full settlement of all
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[CHAPTER 444] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Fred O. Donohue. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in, Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Fred 0. Donohue, of 
Hobbs, New Mexico, the sum of $4,822.22. The payment of such sum 
shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Fred 0. Donohue 
against the United States arising out of personal injuries, property 
damage, and subsequent loss of earnings sustained by him, on Septem-
ber 10, 1944, when a truck owned and operated by the said Fred 0. 
Donohue was struck by a United States Army truck on the Black 
River Bridge, approximately seventeen miles south of Carlsbad, New 
Mexico, on the Carlsbad-Pecos Highway: Provided, That no part of 
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney 
on account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 1, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 464] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Robert F. Parks. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Robert F. Parks, of 
Stanley, Virginia, the sum of $1,800, in full satisfaction of his claim 
against the United States for reimbursement for personal funds de-
posited with the finance officer, Visayan-Mindanao force, on June 16, 
19422 at Malaybalay, Bukidnon, Philippine Islands, for use in pur-
chasing food necessary to supplement the ration provided to prison-
ers of war by the Japanese Army: Provided, That no part of the 
amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof 
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. 
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any 
sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 465] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of the estate of Reuben Malkin. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the 
sum of $5,000 to the estate of Reuben Malkin, in full settlement of all 
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claims against the United States as compensation for the death of the
said Reuben Malkin who was killed by being electrocuted on May
28, 1943, while engaged in painting the United States post office at
Cumberland, Maryland, when in the course of his work and without
warning the said Reuben Malkin contacted a high-tension feeder line
carrying twenty-three hundred volts of current into the Federal
building: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in the
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 466]
AN ACT

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Daniel Broken Leg.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is authorized and directed to issue to Daniel Broken Leg,
of Chadron, Nebraska, a patent in fee to the following-described lands
situated on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in the State of South
Dakota: Allotment numbered 4316, northeast quarter, section 33, town-
ship 100 north, range 78 west, of the fifth principal meridian, Tripp
County, South Dakota.

Approved August 4, 1947.
[CHAPTER 485]

AN ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Marie Salamone.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Marie Salamone,
Norristown, Pennsylvania, the sum of $6,000. The payment of such
sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Mrs. Marie
Salamone against the United States on account of personal injuries
received by her on July 7, 1944, when the automobile which she was
driving was struck by a United States Army vehicle at the intersection
of Arch and Airy Streets, Norristown, Pennsylvania: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 4, 1947.

[CHAPTER 486]
AN ACT

For the relief of . Dean Settles and Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, husband and wife;
Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, individually; the estate of Ora H. Hatfield; and Mre
Kittie B. Hatfield.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representaties of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
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claims against the United States as compensation for the death of the 
said Reuben Malkin who was killed by being electrocuted on May 
28, 1943, while engaged in painting the United States post office at 
Cumberland, Maryland, when in the course of his work and without 
warning the said Reuben Malkin contacted a high-tension feeder line 
carrying twenty-three hundred volts of current into the Federal 
building: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in the 
Act in excess of 10 per centuni thereof shall be paid or delivered to or 
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in 
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any con-
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the 
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and 
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 466] 
AN ACT 

Authorizing the issuance of a patent in fee to Daniel Broken Leg. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Interior is authorized and directed to issue to Daniel Broken Leg, 
of Chadron, Nebraska, a patent in fee to the following-described lands 
situated on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in the State of South 
Dakota : Allotment numbered 4316, northeast quarter, section 33, town-
ship 100 north, range 78 west, of the fifth principal meridian, Tripp 
County, South Dakota. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 485] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of Mrs. Marie Salamone. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mrs. Marie Salamone, 
Norristown, Pennsylvania, the sum of $6,000. The payment of such 
sum shall be in full settlement of all claims of the said Mrs. Marie 
Salamone against the United States on account of personal injuries 
received by her on July 7, 1944, when the automobile which she was 
driving was struck by a -United States Army vehicle at the intersection 
of Arch and Airy Streets, Norristown, Pennsylvania: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent 
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with this 
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 486] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of 0. Dean Settles and Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, husband and wife; 
Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, individually; the estate of Ora H. Hatfield; and Mrs. 
Kittle B. Hatfield. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
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in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the person or persons
specified in each of the following cases, the amount specified with
respect to such case, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States on account of the personal injuries or the property damage and
death indicated in each case which resulted when a United States Army
airplane crashed, on September 17, 1944, one-half mile southwest of
Copeland, Kansas, on the farm owned by Ora H. Hatfield, deceased,
late of Gray County, Kansas:

(1) 0. Dean Settles and Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, husband and
wife, of Dodge City, Kansas, for the death of their minor son,
Jay Dean Settles, and for damage to furniture, clothing, books,
and other personal property, the sum of $7,234.14;

(2) Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, individually, for severe personal
injuries, the sum of $2,500;

(3) The legal representative of the estate of the said Ora H.
Hatfield, for the death of the said Ora H. Hatfield and for destruc-
tion of the dwelling house and barn, and their contents, and for
damage to outbuildings, crops, equipment, and other items of real
and personal property, on such farm, the sum of $24,098.59; and

(4) Mrs. Kittie B. Hatfield, of Dodge City, Kansas, widow of
the said Ora H. Hatfield, for severe personal injuries, and for dam-
age to various items of personal property, the sum of $5,539.65:

Provided, That no part of any sum appropriated in this Act in excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or receieved
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with the claim satisfied by the payment of such sum, and the same
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 4, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 4871
AN ACT

For the relief of George J. Hiner.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
George J. Hiner, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the sum of $3,350, in
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal
injuries, medical and hospital expenses, and loss of earnings and
property damage sustained on February 12,1942, when the automobile
which he was operating was struck by a United States Army truck
at the intersection of Ninth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

Approved August 4, 1947.

August 4,1947
[H. R. 3s845
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in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the person or persons 
specified in each of the following cases, the amount specified with 
respect to such case, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States on account of the personal injuries or the property damage and 
death indicated in each case which resulted when a United States Army 
airplane crashed, on September 17, 1944, one-half mile southwest of 
Copeland, Kansas, on the farm owned by Ora H. Hatfield, deceased, 
late of Gray County, Kansas: 

(1) (). Dean Settles and Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, husband and 
wife, of Dodge City, Kansas, for the death of their minor son, 
Jay Dean Settles, and for damage to furniture, clothing, books, 
and other personal property, the sum of $7,234.14; 

(2) Mrs. Ruth E. Settles, individually, for severe personal 
injuries, the sum of $2,500; 

(3) The legal representative of the estate of the said Ora H. 
Hatfield, for the death of the said Ora H. Hatfield and for destruc-
tion of the dwelling house and barn, and their contents, and for 
damage to outbuildings, crops, equipment, and other items of real 
and personal property, on such farm, the sum of $24,098.59; and 

(4) Mrs. Kittle B. Hatfield, of Dodge City, Kansas, widow of 
the said Ora II. Hatfield, for severe personal injuries, and for dam-
age to various items of personal property, the sum of $5,539.65: 

Provided, That no part of any sum appropriated in this Act in excess 
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or receieved 
by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connec-
tion with the claim satisfied by the payment of such sum, and the same 
shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any 
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a 
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not 
exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 4871 
AN ACT 

For the relief of George J. Hiner. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
George J. Hiner, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the sum of $3,350, in 
full settlement of all claims against the United States for personal 
injuries, medical and hospital expenses, and loss of earnings and 
property damage sustained on February 12, 1942, when the automobile 
which he was operating was struck by a United States Army truck 
at the intersection of Ninth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania: Provided, That no part of the amount appro-
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per c,entum thereof shall be paid or 
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account of services 
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, 
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating 
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor 
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding 
$1,000. 
Approved August 4, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 491]
August 5, 1947
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Murphey.
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[S. 609]
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U. S. District Court
for Western District
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Jurisdiction to hear
certain claims.

36 Stat. 1093.
28 U.S. C. 141 (20).

[61 STAT.

AN ACT
For the relief of P. L. (Spud) Murphey, owner and manager of Spud's Tailors,

Laundry, and Dry Cleaning Works.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to
P. L. (Spud) Murphey, owner and manager of Spud's Tailors, Laun-
dry, and Dry Cleaning Works, Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the
sum of $9,540.48, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States on account of losses suffered as the result of the destruction
of the accounting records of his company ordered by the Navy Intelli-
gence in Honolulu on or about February 13, 1942: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received 'by any one
agent or agency, or by any one attorney or firm of attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 5, 1947.

[CHAPTER 500]
AN ACT

Conferring jurisdiction upon the United States District Court for the Western
District of Arkansas to hear, determine, and render judgment upon any claims
arising out of the deaths of Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction
is hereby conferred upon the United States District Court for the
Western District of Arkansas to hear, determine, and render judgment
upon any claims against the United States arising out of the deaths of
Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris, late of Hope,
Arkansas, who were killed April 15, 1944, at Hope, Arkansas, by the
explosion of a 37-millimeter shell of the type used by the United
States Army.

SEC. 2. In the determination of such claims, the United States shall
be held liable for damages, and for any acts committed by any of its
officers or employees, to the same extent as if the United States were
a private person.

SEC. 3. Suit upon such claims may be instituted at any time within
one year after the enactment of this Act, notwithstanding the lapse of
time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings for the determination
of such claims, and appeals from and payment of any judgment
thereon, shall be in the same manner as in the case of claims over which
such court has jurisdiction under the provisions of paragraph "Twen-
tieth" of section 24 of the Judicial Code, as amended.

Approved August 5, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 491.1 
AN ACT 

For the relief of P. L. (Spud) Murphey, owner and manager of Spud's Tailors, 
Laundry, and Dry Cleaning Works. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, 
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to 
P. L. (Spud) Murphey, owner and manager of Spud's Tailors, Laun-
dry, and Dry Cleaning Works, Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, the 
sum of $9,540.48, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States on account of losses suffered as the result of the destruction 
of the accounting records of his company ordered by the Navy Intelli-
gence in Honolulu on or about February 13, 1942: Provided, That 
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per 
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any one 
agent or agency, or by any one attorney or firm of attorneys, on 
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the 
same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed 
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in 
any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 

[CHAPTER 500] 
AN ACT 

Conferring jurisdiction upon the United States District Court for the Western 
District of Arkansas to hear, determine, and render judgment upon any claims 
arising out of the deaths of Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That jurisdiction 
is hereby conferred upon the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Arkansas to hear, determine, and render judgment 
upon any claims against the United States arising out of the deaths of 
Norman Ray Pedron and Carl Franklin Morris' late of Hope, 
Arkansas, who were killed April 15, 1944, at Hope, Arkansas, by the 
explosion of a 37-millimeter shell of the type used by the United 
States Army. 
SEC. 2. In the determination of such claims, the United States shall 

be held liable for damages, and for any acts committed by any of its 
officers or employees, to the same extent as if the United States were 
a private person. 
SEC. 3. Suit upon such claims may be instituted at any time within 

one year after the enactment of this Act, notwithstanding the lapse of 
time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings for the determination 
of such claims, and appeals from and payment of any judgment 
thereon, shall be in the same manner as in the case of claims over which 
such court has jurisdiction under the provisions of paragraph "Twen-
tieth" of section 21 of the Judicial Code, as amended. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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[CHAPTER 501]
AN ACT

For the relief of A. E. McCartney and others.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A. E. McCartney and
O. A. Foster, of Newport, Arkansas, the sum of $3,087.02; to pay
P. W. Woodyard and J. R. Mahon the sum of $2,982.69; to pay B. E.
Truitt, T. L. Truitt, and W. B. Lacy the sum of $6.207.17; to pay
G. W. Cox, J. M. Cox, and F. T. Cox the sum of $6,258.05; to pay
W. W. Cox, and Doctor J. W. Cox the sum of $7,116.60, and to pay
Robert Cathcart and Claude Cathcart the sum of $3,688.69, the sum of
$930.75 to Joseph Natali, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company, and
Farmers' Land and Canal Company, and the sum of $1,004.06 to J. E.
Fournier, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company and Farmers' Land and
Canal Company, in full settlement of all claims against the United
States for damage to rice crops sustained as a result of dusting opera-
tions by the United States Public Health Service in connection with
certain malaria-control work in 1943 and 1944: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with these
claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Approved August 5, 1947.
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[CHAPTER 501] 
AN ACT 

For the relief of A. E. McCartney and others. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and R . 01486 of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary 
of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to A. E. McCartney and. 
0. A. Foster, of Newport, Arkansas, the sum of $3,087.02; to pay 
P. W. Woodyard and J. R. Mahon the sum of $2,982.69; to pay B. E. 
Truitt, T. L. Truitt, and W. B. Lacy the sum of $6,207.17; to pay 
G. W. Cox, J. M. Cox, and F. T. Cox the sum of $6,258.05; to pay 
W. W. Cox, and Doctor J. W. Cox the sum of $7,116.60, and to pay 
Robert Cathcart and Claude Cathcart the sum of $3,688.69, the sum of 
$930.75 to Joseph Natali, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company, and 
Farmers' Land and Canal Company, and the sum of $1,004.06 to J. E. 
Fournier, Stanolind Oil and Gas Company and Farmers' Land and 
Canal Company, in full settlement of all claims against the United 
States for damage to rice crops sustained as a result of dusting opera-
tions by the United States Public Health Service in connection with 
certain malaria-control work in 1943 and 1944: Provided, That no part 
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum 
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or 
attorney on account of services rendered in connection with these 
claims, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary 
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act 
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof 
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000. 
Approved August 5, 1947. 
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CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
FIRST SESSION, EIGHTIETH CONGRESS

JOINT MEETING lanuary 4,1947
[H. Con. Res. 1]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House Communications

of Representatives on Monday, the 6th day of January 1947, at 1:00
o'clock postmeridian, for the purpose of receiving such communica-
tions as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make
to them.

Passed January 4, 1947.

JOINT MEETING March 10, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 281

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House fmtr ruhenitonsi0

of Representatives on Wednesday, March 12, 1947, at 1 o'clock post
meridian, for the purpose of receiving such communications as the
President of the United States shall be pleased to make to them.

Passed March 10, 1947.

"COMMUNISM IN ACTION"

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there shall be printed four hundred and twenty-five thousand
additional copies of House Document Numbered 754, Seventy-ninth
Congress, entitled "Communism in Action", of which three hundred
and seventy-five thousand copies shall be for the use of the House of
Representatives and fifty thousand copies shall be for the use of the
Senate.

Passed March 18, 1947.

STATUE OF THE LATE WILLIAM E. BORAH

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Borah Memorial Statue Commission of Idaho is hereby
authorized to place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capitol a statue
of the late William E. Borah, of Idaho, and to hold ceremonies in
the rotunda on said occasion; and the Architect of the Capitol is
hereby authorized to make the necessary arrangements therefor.

Agreed to March 24, 1947.
1021

March 18. 1947
[H. Con. Res. 17l

Printing of addi-
tional copies of House
document.

March 24, 1947
[S. Con. Res. 8]

Placing of statue in
rotunda of Capitol.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS 

FIRST SESSION, EIGHTIETH CONGRESS 

JOINT MEETING YanuarY 4,1947 
[H. Con. Res. 1] 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House 
of Representatives on Monday, the 6th day of January 1947, at 1:00 
o'clock postmeridian, for the purpose of receiving such communica-
tions as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make 
to them. 

Passed January 4, 1947. 

Communications 
from the President. 

JOINT MEETING March 10, 1947 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House 
of Representatives on Wednesday, March 12, 1947, at 1 o'clock post 
meridian, for the purpose of receiving such communications as the 
President of the United States shall be pleased to make to them. 

Passed March 10, 1947. 

[H. Con. Res. 28] 

Communications 
from the President. 

"COMMUNISM IN ACTION" March 18, 1947 
[11. Con. Res. 17] 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there shall be printed four hundred and twenty-five thousand 
additional copies of House Document Numbered 754, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, entitled "Communism in Action", of which three hundred 
and seventy-five thousand copies shall be for the use of the House of 
Representatives and fifty thousand copies shall be for the use of the 
Senate. 

Passed March 18, 1947. 

STATUE OF THE LATE WILLIAM E. BORAH 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the Borah Memorial Statue Commission of Idaho is hereby 
authorized to place temporarily in the rotunda of the Capitol a statue 
of the late William E. Borah, of Idaho, and to hold ceremonies in 
the rotunda on said occasion; and the Architect of the Capitol is 
hereby authorized to make the necessary arrangements therefor. 
Agreed to March 24, 1947. 
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April 28, 1947
IS. Con. Res. 9]

Printing of addi-
tional copies of report.

June 6, 1947
[S. Con. Res. 17]

Acceptance in name
of United States;
thanks of Congress.

June 6, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 62]

Correction in en-
rollment of bill
(H. R. 3020).

61 Stat., Pt. 1,p. 136.

61 Stat., Pt. 1,p. 151.

June 19, 1947
IH. Con. Res. 63]

Change in enroll-
ment of bill (H. R.
3203).

61 Stat., Pt. I, p. 1.
60 Stat. 207.
50 U. S. C. app.
1821 at seq.
12 U. 8. C. i 1738

tt cg.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS-- Apr. 281947

PROFIT SHARING AND INCENTIVE TAXATION1926,1947
PROFIT SHARING AND INCENTIVE TAXATION

[61 STAT.

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That there be printed two thousand additional copies of Senate
Report Numbered 610, Seventy-sixth Congress, first session, being
the report entitled "Survey of Experience in Profit Sharing and
Possibilities of Incentive Taxation" which was printed as a report
from a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Finance acting
pursuant to S. Res. 215, Seventy-fifth Congress, agreed to May 18,
1938. Such additional copies shall be for the use of the Senate
Committee on Finance.

Agreed to April 28, 1947.

STATUE OF THE LATE WILLIAM E. BORAH

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the statue of the late William E. Borah, presented by the State
of Idaho, now in the Capitol Building, is accepted in the name of the
United States, and that the thanks of Congress be tendered to the
State for the contribution of the statue of one of its most eminent
citizens, illustrious for his historic renown and distinguished civic
services.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, suitably engrossed and
duly authenticated, be transmitted to the Governor of Idaho.

Agreed to June 6, 1947.

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, AMENDMENT

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 3020) to amend the National
Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities for the media-
tion of labor disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal responsi-
bilities of labor organizations and employers, and for other purposes,
the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed to make the follow-
ing correction: In the matter in parentheses in the section designated
as "SEC. 15" in title I, change the figure "10" to "11".

Passed June 6, 1947.

HOUSING AND RENT ACT OF 1947

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the Clerk of the House of Representatives, in the enrollment of
the bill (H. R. 3203) relative to maximum rents on housing accommo-
dations; to repeal certain provisions of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth
Congress, and for other purposes, is authorized and directed, in sec-
tion 4 (a) to strike out "March 31, 1948" wherever such date occurs
and insert in lieu thereof "March 1, 1948".

Passed June 19, 1947.

une 2 P T W A R 
FOREIGN ECONOMIC PO7, ECONOMIC POBLE[H.Con.e 2.1- POSTWAR FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY, ECONOMIC PROBLEMS, ETC.tH. Con. Res. aa]

Printing of addl-
tional copies of re-
porta

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there shall be printed one thousand five hundred additional copies
of House Report Numbered 541, Seventy-ninth Congress, entitled
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April 28, 1947 
[S. Con. lies. 9] 

Printing of addi-
tional copies of report. 

lune 6, 1947 
[S. Con. Res. 17] 

Acceptance in name 
of United States; 
thanks of Congress. 

June 6, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 52] 

Correction in en-
rollment of bill 
(H. R. 3020). 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.136. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1,1). 151. 

June 19, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 53] 

Change in enroll-
ment of bill (H. R. 
3203). 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 193. 
60 Stat. 207. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§ 1821 d seq. 
12 U. 8. C. § 1738 

at seq. 

June 26, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 35] 

Printing of addi-
tional copies of re-
porta 

PROFIT SHARING AND INCENTIVE TAXATION 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That there be printed two thousand additional copies of Senate 
Report Numbered 610, Seventy-sixth Congress, first session, being 
the report entitled "Survey of Experience in Profit Sharing and 
Possibilities of Incentive Taxation" which was printed as a report 
from a subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Finance acting 
pursuant to S. Res. 215, Seventy-fifth Congress, agreed to May 18, 
1938. Such additional copies shall be for the use of the Senate 
Committee on Finance. 
Agreed to April 28, 1947. 

STATUE OF THE LATE WILLIAM E. BORAH 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the statue of the late William E. Borah, presented by the State 
of Idaho, now in the Capitol Building, is accepted in the name of the 
United States, and that the thanks of Congress be tendered to the 
State for the contribution of the statue of one of its most eminent 
citizens, illustrious for his historic renown and distinguished civic 
services. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, suitably engrossed and 
duly authenticated, be transmitted to the Governor of Idaho. 
Agreed to June 6, 1947. 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, AMENDMENT 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 3020) to amend the National 
Labor Relations Act, to provide additional facilities for the media-
tion of labor disputes affecting commerce, to equalize legal responsi-
bilities of labor organizations and employers, and for other purposes, 
the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed to make the follow-
ing correction: In the matter in parentheses in the section designated 
as "SEc. 15" in title I, change the figure "10" to "11". 

Passed June 6, 1947. 

HOUSING AND RENT ACT OF 1947 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the Clerk of the House of Representatives, in the enrollment of 
the bill (II. R. 3203) relative to maximum rents on housing accommo-
dations; to repeal certain provisions of Public Law 388, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, and for other purposes, is authorized and directed, in sec-
tion 4 (a) to strike out "March 31, 1948" wherever such date occurs 
and insert in lieu thereof "March 1, 1948". 

Passed June 19, 1947. 

POSTWAR FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY, ECONOMIC PROBLEMS, ETC. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there shall be printed one thousand five hundred additional copies 
of House Report Numbered 541, Seventy-ninth Congress, entitled 
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"The Postwar Foreign Economic Policy of the United States", of
which five hundred copies shall be for the use of the Senate and one
thousand copies shall be for the use of the House; one thousand five
hundred additional copies of House Report Numbered 1205, Seventy-
ninth Congress, entitled "Economic Reconstruction in Europe", of
which five hundred copies shall be for the use of the Senate and one
thousand copies shall be for the use of the House; and five thousand
additional copies of House Report Numbered 2729, Seventy-ninth
Congress, entitled "Final Report Reconversion Experience and Cur-
rent Economic Problems", of which five hundred copies shall be for the
use of the Senate and four thousand five hundred copies shall be for
the use of the House.

Passed June 26, 1947.

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act,
approved March 1, 1907, as amended, the Committee on Un-American
Activities, House of Representatives, be, and is hereby, authorized
and empowered to have printed for its use two thousand additional
copies of the hearing held before said committee on February 6, 1947,
pursuant to Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress.

Passed June 26, 1947.

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act,
approved March 1, 1907, as amended, the Committee on Un-American
Activities, House of Representatives, be, and is hereby, authorized
and empowered to have printed for its use twenty-five thousand addi-
tional copies of House Report 209, Eightieth Congress, first session,
entitled "The Communist Party of the United States as an Agent of
a Foreign Power".

Passed June 26, 1947.

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1947

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the Congress does not favor the Reorganization Plan Numbered
2 of May 1, 1947, transmitted to Congress by the President on the 1st
day of May 1947.

Passed June 30, 1947.

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed, in the enrollment of the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 77)
providing for membership and participation by the United States in
the International Refugee Organization and authorizing an appro-
priation therefor, to make the following changes in the House
engrossed amendment, namely: On page 3 of said engrossed amend-
ment, in the phrase "for the fiscal year beginning June 30, 1947", where

June 26, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 39]

Printing of addi-
tional copies of hear-
ing.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U. 8. C. 154.

60 Stat. 812.
2 U. . C. I 72a

note.

June 26, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 40]

Printing of addi-
tional copies of re-
port.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U. S. C. 154.

June 30, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 49]

House Document
No. 231, 80th Con-
gress.

June 30, 1947
[S. Con. Res. 21]

Change in enroll-
ment of Joint resolu-
tion (S. J. Res. 77).

61 Stat., Pt. 1. p.215.
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"The Postwar Foreign Economic Policy of the United States", of 
which five hundred copies shall be for the use of the Senate and one 
thousand copies shall be for the use of the House; one thousand five 
hundred additional copies of House Report Numbered 1205, Seventy-
ninth Congress, entitled "Economic Reconstruction in Europe", of 
which five hundred copies shall be for the use of the Senate and one 
thousand copies shall be for the use of the House; and five thousand 
additional copies of House Report Numbered 2729, Seventy-ninth 
Congress, entitled "Final Report Reconversion Experience and Cur-
rent Economic Problems", of which five hundred copies shall be for the 
use of the Senate and four thousand five hundred copies shall be for 
the use of the House. 

Passed June 26, 1947. 

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act, 
approved March 1, 1907, as amended, the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, House of Representatives, be, and is hereby, authorized 
and empowered to have printed for its use two thousand additional 
copies of the hearing held before said committee on February 6, 1947, 
pursuant to Public Law 601, Seventy-ninth Congress. 

Passed June 26, 1947. 

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES 

Resolved by the House of Repre8entatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act, 
approved March 1, 1907, as amended, the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, House of Representatives, be, and is hereby, authorized 
and empowered to have printed for its use twenty-five thousand addi-
tional copies of House Report 209, Eightieth Congress, first session, 
entitled "The Communist Party of the United States as an Agent of 
a Foreign Power". 

Passed June 26, 1947. 

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1947 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the Congress does not favor the Reorganization Plan Numbered 
2 of May 1, 1947, transmitted to Congress by the President on the 1st 
day of May 1947. 

Passed June 30, 1947. 

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the Secretary of the Senate be, and he is hereby, authorized and 
directed, in the enrollment of the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 77) 
providing for membership and participation by the United States in 
the International Refugee Organization. and authorizing an appro-
priation therefor, to make the following changes in the House 
engrossed amendment, namely: On page 3 of said engrossed amend-
ment, in the phrase "for the fiscal year beginning June 30, 1947", where 

June 26, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 39] 

Printing of addi-
tional copies of hear-
ing. 
34 Stat. 1012. 
44 U. S. C. § 154. 

60 Stat. 812. 
2 U. S. C. § 72a 

note. 

June 26, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 40] 

Printing of addi-
tional copies of re-
port. 
34 Stat. 1012. 
44 U. S. C. § 154. 

June 30, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 49] 

House Document 
No. 231, 80th Con-
gress. 

June 30, 1947 
[S. Con. Res. 21] 

Change in enroll-
ment of joint resolu-
tion (S. I. Res. 77). 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.215. 
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July 1, 1947
[S. Con. Res. 22]

Return of bill
(H. R. 493) requested.

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.743.

July 8, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 68]

Change in enroll-
ment of bill (H. B.
3737).

61 stat., Pt. 1, p. 30.

July 16, 1947
(H. Con. Res. 70]

Printing of addi-
tional copies of hear-
ings.

34 Stat. 1012.
44 U.S. C. § 154.

it occurs in subsections (a) and (b) of section 3, strike out "June 30"
and in lieu thereof insert "July 1".

Agreed to June 30, 1947.

CONTROL OF DANGEROUS WEAPONS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the President of the United States be, and he is hereby, requested
to return to the House of Representatives the enrolled bill (H. R. 493)
to amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to control the posses-
sion, sale, transfer, and use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in
the District of Columbia", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C.
Code, 1940 edition); that if and when the said bill is returned by the
President, the action of the Presiding Officers of the two Houses in
signing the said bill be deemed to be rescinded; and that the House
engrossed bill be returned to the Senate.

Agreed to July 1, 1947.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REVENUE ACT OF 1947

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 3737) to provide revenue for
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes, the Clerk of the
House is authorized and directed, in section 2 of article III, to insert
after the word "repealed" the following: ", effective on the first day of
the first month following the approval of this Act".

Passed July 8, 1947.

"THE NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1947"

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act
approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Expenditures in the Exec-
utive Departments of the House of Representatives be, and is hereby,
authorized and empowered to have printed for its use three thousand
additional copies of the hearings held before said committee during
the current session on the bill (H. R. 2319) "The National Security
Act of 1947".

Passed July 16, 1947.

J. Con 21R. 14] REPRESENTATION OF SMALL BUSINESSMEN ON GOVERNMENT BOARDS, ETC.

Whereas the three million six hundred and fifty thousand small busi-
ness concerns in the United States are owned and operated, on the
average, by two and one-half persons, or a total of nine million one
hundred and twenty-five thousand persons, constituting 92 percentum of our entire economy; and

Whereas these concerns employ about 65 per centum of all commercial
and industrial wage earners and produce about 45 per centum of
our entire output of commodities: Therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),

That the Congress recognize the valid claim of the small businessmen
of America to equal representation as an entity, with labor, agriculture,
and other groups, on those Government commissions, boards, commit-
tees, or other agencies in which the interests of the American economy
may be affected; and that the President of the United States, the

1024 [61 STAT.1024 CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS  June 30, 1947  
July 1, 8,16, 21, 1947 

July 1, 1947 
[S. Con. Res. 22] 

Return of bill 
(H. R. 493) requested. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.743. 

July 8, 1947 
[H. Con. Res. 58] 

Change in enroll-
ment of bill (H. R. 
3737). 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.360. 

July 16, 1947 
H. Con. Res. 70] 

Printing of addi-
tional copies of hear-
ings. 
34 Stat. 1012. 
44 U. S. C. § 154. 

July 21, 1947 
[8. Con. Res. 14] 

[61 STAT. 

it occurs in subsections (a) and (b) of section 3, strike out "June 30" 
and in lieu thereof insert "July 1". 
Agreed to June 30, 1947. 

CONTROL OF DANGEROUS WEAPONS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the President of the United States be, and he is hereby, requested 
to return to the House of Representatives the enrolled bill (H. R. 493) 
to amend section 4 of the Act entitled "An Act to control the posses-
sion, sale, transfer, and use of pistols and other dangerous weapons in 
the District of Columbia", approved July 8, 1932 (sec. 22, 3204 D. C. 
Code, 1940 edition) ; that if and when the said bill is returned by the 
President, the action of the Presiding Officers of the two Houses in 
signing the said bill be deemed to be rescinded; and that the House 
engrossed bill be returned to the Senate. 
Agreed to July 1, 1947. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA REVENUE ACT OF 1947 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in the enrollment of the bill (H. R. 3737) to provide revenue for 
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes, the Clerk of the 
House is authorized and directed, in section 2 of article III, to insert 
after the word "repealed" the following: " , effective on the first day of 
the first month following the approval of this Act". 

Passed July 8, 1947. 

"THE NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1947" 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act 
approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Expenditures in the Exec-
utive Departments of the House of Representatives be, and is hereby, 
authorized and empowered to have printed for its use three thousand 
additional copies of the hearings held before said committee during 
the current session on the bill (H. R. 2319) "The National Security 
Act of 1947". 

Passed July 16, 1947. 

REPRESENTATION OF SMALL BUSINESSMEN ON GOVERNMENT BOARDS, ETC. 

Whereas the three million six hundred and fifty thousand small busi-
ness concerns in the United States are owned and operated, on the 
average, by two and one-half persons, or a total of nine million one 
hundred and twenty-five thousand persons, constituting 92 per 
centum of our entire economy; and 

Whereas these concerns employ about 65 per centum of all commercial 
and industrial wage earners and produce about 45 per centum of 
our entire output of commodities: Therefore be it 
Resolved by the Senate (the House  Representatives concurring), 

That the Congress recognize the valid claim of the small businessmen 
of America to equal representation as an entity, with labor, agriculture, 
and other groups, on those Government commissions, boards, commit-
tees, or other agencies in which the interests of the American economy 
may be affected; and that the President of the United States, the 
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members of the Cabinet, and other officers of the Government be, and
hereby are, respectfully urged to accord the small businessmen of
America representation on such Government agencies including par-
ticularly policy-making bodies created by Executive appointment.

Agreed to July 21, 1947.

EMPIRE PARLIAMENTARY ASSOCIATION

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the Senate and the House of Representatives hereby accept the
invitations tendered by the President of the Legislative Council and
the Speaker of the House of Assembly of the Bahamas Government
to have four Members of the Senate and four Members of the House
of Representatives attend a meeting of the Empire Parliamentary
Association to be held in the Bahamas beginning December 28, 1947.
The President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives are authorized to appoint the Members of the
Senate and the Members of the House of Representatives, respectively,
to attend such meeting and are further authorized to designate the
chairmen of the delegations from each of the Houses. The expenses
incurred by the members of the delegations appointed for the purpose
of attending such meeting, which shall not exceed $5,000 for each of
the delegations, shall be reimbursed to them from the contingent fund
of the House of which they are Members, upon submission of vouchers
approved by the chairman of the delegation of which they are
members.

Passed July 25, 1947.

STUDY AND INVESTIGATION OF PRESENT HIGH PRICES OF
CONSUMER GOODS

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the Joint Committee on the Economic Report is hereby author-
ized and directed through two or more subcommittees of the said com-
mittee, each to be composed of three members of the Senate (not more
than two of whom shall be members of the same political party) and
three Members of the House of Representatives (not more than two
of whom shall be members of the same political party) take the ac-
tion prescribed in section 2 hereof. Members of said subcommittees
may be selected from the membership of said Joint Committee on the
Economic Report or from Members of the Senate and of the House
of Representatives not members of said Committee on the Economic
Report. Vacancies in the membership of the subcommittees shall
not affect the powers of the remaining members to exercise the func-
tions of the subcommittee and shall be filled in the same manner as
in the case of the original selection.

SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the joint committee through the said
subcommittees (1) to make a full and complete study and investiga-
tion of the present high prices of consumer goods and (2) to report to
the Congress not later than February 1, 1948, the results of the study
and investigation of its subcommittees together with such recom-
mendations, as to necessary legislation as it may deem desirable.

SEC. 3. (a) The subcommittees herein established are authorized to
sit and act at such places and times during the sessions, recesses, and
adjourned periods of the Eightieth Congress, to require by subpena
or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of
such books, papers, and documents, to administer such oaths, to take
such testimony, to procure such printing and binding, and to make
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members of the Cabinet, and other officers of the Government be, and 
hereby are, respectfully urged to accord the small businessmen of 
America representation on such Government agencies including par-
ticularly policy-making bodies created by Executive appointment. 
Agreed to July 21, 1947. 

EMPIRE PARLIAMENTARY ASSOCIATION 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That the Senate and the House of Representatives hereby accept the 
invitations tendered by the President of the Legislative Council and 
the Speaker of the House of Assembly of the Bahamas Government 
to have four Members of the Senate and four Members of the House 
of Representatives attend a meeting of the Empire Parliamentary 
Association to be held in the Bahamas beginning December 28, 1947. 
The President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House 
of Representatives are authorized to appoint the Members of the 
Senate and the Members of the House of Representatives, respectively, 
to attend such meeting and are further authorized to designate the 
chairmen of the delegations from each of the Houses. The expenses 
incurred by the members of the delegations appointed for the purpose 
of attending such meeting, which shall not exceed $5,000 for each of 
the delegations, shall be reimbursed to them from the contingent fund 
of the House of which they are Members, upon submission of vouchers 
approved by the chairman of the delegation of which they are 
members. 

Passed July 25, 1947. 

STUDY AND INVESTIGATION OF PRESENT HIGH PRICES OF 
CONSUMER GOODS 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the Joint Committee on the Economic Report is hereby author-
ized and directed through two or more subcommittees of the said com-
mittee, each to be composed of three members of the Senate (not more 
than two of whom shall be members of the same political party) and 
three Members of the House of Representatives (not more than two 
of whom shall be members of the same political party) take the ac-
tion prescribed in section 2 hereof. Members of said subcommittees 
may be selected from the membership of said Joint Committee on the 
Economic Report or from Members of the Senate and of the House 
of Representatives not members of said Committee on the Economic 
Report. Vacancies in the membership of the subcommittees shall 
not affect the powers of the remaining members to exercise the func-
tions of the subcommittee and shall be filled in the same manner as 
in the case of the original selection. 
SEC. 2. It shall be the duty of the joint committee through the said 

subcommittees (1) to make a full and complete study and investiga-
tion of the present high prices of consumer goods and (2) to report to 
the Congress not later than February 1, 1948, the results of the study 
and investigation of its subcommittees together with such recom-
mendations, as to necessary legislation as it may deem desirable. 
SEC. 3. (a) The subcommittees herein established are authorized to 

sit and act at such places and times during the sessions, recesses, and 
adjourned periods of the Eightieth Congress, to require by subpena 
or otherwise the attendance of such witnesses and the production of 
such books, papers, and documents, to administer such oaths, to take 
such testimony, to procure such printing and binding, and to make 
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such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost of stenographic
services to report such hearings shall not be in excess of 25 cents per
hundred words.

(b) The Joint Committee on the Economic Report is empowered
to appoint and fix the compensation of such experts, consultants, and
clerical and stenographic assistants as it deems necessary and ad-
visable, but the compensation so fixed shall not exceed the compen-
sation prescribed under the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
for comparable duties.

(c) The expenses of the subcommittees, which shall not exceed
$25,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate. Upon
vouchers signed by the chairman of the Joint Committee on the Eco-
nomic Report, disbursements to pay such expenses shall be made by
the Secretary of the Senate out of the contingent fund of the Senate.

Agreed to July 26, 1947.

DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN LANDS OR PERMANENT STRUCTURES

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That the War Department, the Navy Department, and the War Assets
Administration are requested to delay until March 15, 1948, in report-
ing as surplus, or in disposing of (1) any lands or permanent structures
located thereon declared by any State, municipal, or local government,
or political subdivision thereof, through its proper authorities, to be
suitable and desirable for its use for educational, recreational, medical,
or scientific purposes, or for its use as a public park or place of historic
interest; or (2) any lands or permanent structures located thereon
which would be transferred for, or devoted to, such purposes or uses
under the provisions of any bill or joint resolution pending in Congress
if such bill or joint resolution should be enacted into law. This concur-
rent resolution shall not be deemed to prevent or delay the disposition
of any such lands or permanent structures to any State or political
subdivision thereof under existing provisions of law.

SEC. 2. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy acting
jointly, and the War Assets Administrator, acting individually, are
requested to report to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate
and the House of Representatives on or before January 15, 1948, the
location, general description, and fair market value of any property
described in the first section of this concurrent resolution which has
been reported as surplus or which it is contemplated will be reported
as surplus or disposed of.

Agreed to July 26, 1947.

SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC.

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That notwithstanding the adjournment of the two Houses until Janu-
ary 2, 1948, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the
President pro tempore of the Senate be, and they are hereby, author-
ized to sign enrolled bills and joint resolutions duly passed by the two
Houses and found truly enrolled.

Agreed to July 26, 1947.
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such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost of stenographic 
services to report such hearings shall not be in excess of 25 cents per 
hundred words. 

(b) The Joint Committee on the Economic Report is empowered 
to appoint and fix the compensation of such experts, consultants, and 
clerical and stenographic assistants as it deems necessary and ad-
visable, but the compensation so fixed shall not exceed the compen-
sation prescribed under the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, 
for comparable duties. 

(c) The expenses of the subcommittees, which shall not exceed 
$25,000, shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate. Upon 
vouchers signed by the chairman of the Joint Committee on the Eco-
nomic Report, disbursements to pay such expenses shall be made by 
the Secretary of the Senate out of the contingent fund of the Senate. 
Agreed to July 26, 1947. 

DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN LANDS OR PERMANENT STRUCTURES 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That the War Department, the Navy Department, and the War Assets 
Administration are requested to delay until March 15, 1948, in report-
ing as surplus, or in disposing of (1) any lands or permanent structures 
located thereon declared by any State, municipal, or local government, 
or political subdivision thereof, through its proper authorities, to be 
suitable and desirable for its use for educational, recreational, medical, 
or scientific purposes, or for its use as a public park or place of historic 
interest; or (2) any lands or permanent structures located thereon 
which would be transferred for, or devoted to, such purposes or uses 
under the provisions of any bill or joint resolution pending in Congress 
if such bill or joint resolution should be enacted into law. This concur-
rent resolution shall not be deemed to prevent or delay the disposition 
of any such lands or permanent structures to any State or political 
subdivision thereof under existing provisions of law. 
SEC. 2. The Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, acting 

jointly, and the War Assets Administrator, acting individually, are 
requested to report to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate 
and the House of Representatives on or before January 15, 1948, the 
location, general description, and fair market value of any property 
described in the first section of this concurrent resolution which has 
been reported as surplus or which it is contemplated will be reported 
as surplus or disposed of. 
Agreed to July 26, 1947. 

SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC. 

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), 
That notwithstanding the adjournment of the two Houses until Janu-
ary 2, 1948, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the 
President pro tempore of the Senate be, and they are hereby, author-, 
ized to sign enrolled bills and joint resolutions duly passed by the two 
Houses and found truly enrolled. 
Agreed to July 26, 1947. 
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FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF LIBERATION OF CUBA

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there is hereby created a joint committee to be composed of eight
members, as follows: Four Members of the Senate to be appointed by
the President pro tempore of the Senate; and four Members of the
House of Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker of the
House of Representatives. The committee shall serve without com-
pensation and shall select a chairman from among their number.

SEC. 2. (a) It shall be the duty of the committee to prepare an
appropriate plan for the participation in the observance and celebra-
tion in Cuba during the summer of 1948 of the fiftieth anniversary of
the victories of the military and naval forces of the United States and
of their Cuban allies in the War with Spain, resulting in the liberation
of Cuba. In the preparation of such plan the committee is authorized
to cooperate with official representatives of Cuba.

(b) The committee shall, not later than February 2, 1948, submit
a report to the Congress setting forth the plan prepared pursuant to
subsection (a) of this section and containing such recommendations
for carrying out such plan as it deems advisable. The committee shall
cease to exist within thirty days after the date of the submission of
such report.

SEC. 3. The committee is authorized, without regard to the civil-
service laws or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint
and prescribe the duties, and fix the compensation, of such employees
as are necessary for the execution of its function. The committee
may make such expenditures as are necessary to carry out the purposes
of this concurrent resolution, including expenditures for necessary
traveling expenses and subsistence expenses of the members of the
committee and of employees of the committee.

SEC. 4. The necessary expenses of the joint committee herein
authorized not exceeding $25,000 shall be paid one-half out of the
contingent fund of the Senate and one-half out of the contingent fund
of the House of Representatives on vouchers authorized by the joint
committee and signed by the chairman thereof.

Passed July 26, 1947.

TAX REVISION

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act,
approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Ways and Means be, and is
hereby, authorized and empowered to have printed for its use one
thousand additional copies of the digest of testimony, index to hear-
ings, and each part of the hearings held before the said committee
during the current session relative to tax revision, 1947-1948.

Passed July 26, 1947.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HOUSING

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That there is hereby established a joint congressional committee to be
known as the Joint Committee on Housing (hereafter referred to as
the committee), and to be composed of seven Members of the Senate
who are members of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency
to be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, and seven
Members of the House of Representatives who are members of the
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FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF LIBERATION OF CUBA 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there is hereby created a joint committee to be composed of eight 
members, as follows: Four Members of the Senate to be appointed by 
the President pro tempore of the Senate; and four Members of the 
House of Representatives to be appointed by the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives. The committee shall serve without com-
pensation and shall select a chairman from among their number. 
SEC. 2. (a) It shall be the duty of the committee to prepare an 

appropriate plan for the participation in the observance and celebra-
tion in Cuba during the summer of 1948 of the fiftieth anniversary of 
the victories of the military and naval forces of the United States and 
of their Cuban allies in the War with Spain, resulting in the liberation 
of Cuba. In the preparation of such plan the committee is authorized 
to cooperate with official representatives of Cuba. 

(b) The committee shall, not later than February 2, 1948, submit 
a report to the Congress setting forth the plan prepared pursuant to 
subsection (a) of this section and containing such recommendations 
for carrying out such plan as it deems advisable. The committee shall 
cease to exist within thirty days after the date of the submission of 
such report. 
SEC. 3. The committee is authorized, without regard to the civil-

service laws or the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to appoint 
and prescribe the duties, and fix the compensation, of such employees 
as are necessary for the execution of its function. The committee 
may make such expenditures as are necessary to carry out the purposes 
of this concurrent resolution, including expenditures for necessary 
traveling expenses and subsistence expenses of the members of the 
committee and of employees of the committee. 
SEC. 4. The necessary expenses of the joint committee herein 

authorized not exceeding $25,000 shall be paid one-half out of the 
contingent fund of the Senate and one-half out of the contingent fund 
of the House of Representatives on vouchers authorized by the joint 
committee and signed by the chairman thereof. 

Passed July 26, 1947. 

TAX REVISION 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That, in accordance with paragraph 3 of section 2 of the Printing Act, 
approved March 1, 1907, the Committee on Ways and Means be, and is 
hereby, authorized and empowered to have printed for its use one 
thousand additional copies of the digest of testimony, index to hear-
ings, and each part of the hearings held before the said committee 
during the current session relative to tax revision, 1947-1948. 

Passed July 26, 1947. 

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HOUSING 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That there is hereby established a joint congressional committee to be 
known as the Joint Committee on Housing (hereafter referred to as 
the committee), and to be composed of seven Members of the Senate 
who are members of the Senate Committee en Banking and Currency 
to be appointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate, and seven 
Members of the House of Representatives who are members of the 
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House of Representatives Committee on Banking and Currency to be
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. A vacancy
in the membership of the committee shall not affect the powers of the
remaining members to execute the functions of the committee, and
shall be filled in the same manner as the original selection. The com-
mittee shall select a chairman and a vice chairman from among its
members.

SEC: 2. The committee, acting as a whole or by subcommittee, shall
conduct a thorough study and investigation of the entire field of hous-
ing, including but not limited to-

(1) the extent of the need for housing in the United States as a
whole and in all areas thereof;

(2) the extent, if any, to which shortages in building materials
are contributing to the shortage of housing;

(3) the reasons for the existing high costs of building materials
and housing and the action which may be taken to reduce such costs;

(4) all factors of whatever kind or nature which contribute to the
existing high costs of housing and which prevent the speedy construc-
tion of adequate housing to satisfy the needs of the Nation and the
action which may be taken to eliminate such factors;

(5) the extent to which archaic building codes and zoning laws
contribute to the existing shortage and excessive cost of housing;

(6) the administration and operation of existing Federal laws
relating to slum clearance, insurance of mortgages on housing, home
loans, guaranties of veterans' housing loans, construction permits,
veterans' preference in the renting and purchase of housing, rent
control, and all other matters relating to housing;

(7) the availability of private capital and of Government loans
to finance the construction of housing;

(8) the organization and operations of Federal, State, and
municipal government agencies concerned with housing; and

(9) such other problems and subjects in the field of housing as
the committee deems appropriate.

SEC. 3. The committee shall report to the Senate and the House of
Representatives not later than March 15, 1948, the results of its study
and investigation, together with such recommendations as to necessary
legislation and such other recommendations as it may deem advisable.

SEC. 4. The committee shall have the power, without regard to the
civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to
employ and fix the compensation of such officers, experts, and employ-
ees as it, deems necessary for the performance of its duties, including
consultants who shall receive compensation at a rate not to exceed $35
for each day actually spent by them in the work of the committee,
together with their necessary travel and subsistence expenses. The
committee is further authorized, with the consent of the head of the
department or agency concerned, to utilize the services, information,
facilities, and personnel of all agencies in the executive branch of the
Government and may request the governments of the several States,
representatives of business, industry, finance, and labor, and such
other persons, agencies, organizations, and instrumentalities as it
deems appropriate to attend its hearings and to give and present
information, advice, and recommendations.

SEC. 5. The committee, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized
to hold such hearings; to sit and act at such times and places during
the sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Eightieth Con-
gress; to require by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such wit-
nesses and the production of such books, papers, and documents; to
administer oaths, to take such testimony; to have such printing and
binding done; and to make such expenditures as it deems advisable.
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House of Representatives Committee on Banking and Currency to be 
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives. A vacancy 
in the membership of the committee shall not affect the powers of the 
remaining members to execute the functions of the committee, and 
shall be filled in the same manner as the original selection. The com-
mittee shall select a chairman and a vice chairman from among its 
members. 
SEC: 2. The committee, acting as a whole or by subcommittee, shall 

conduct a thorough study and investigation of the entire field of hous-
ing, including but not limited to— 

(1) the extent of the need for housing in the United States as a 
whole and in all areas thereof; 

(2) the extent, if any, to which shortages in building materials 
are contributing to the shortage of housing; 

(3) the reasons for the existing high costs of building materials 
and housing and the action which may be taken to reduce such costs; 

(4) all factors of whatever kind or nature which contribute to the 
existing high costs of housing and which prevent the speedy construc-
tion of adequate housing to satisfy the needs of the Nation and the 
action which may be taken to eliminate such factors; 

(5) the extent to which archaic building codes and zoning laws 
contribute to the existing shortage and excessive cost of housing; 

(6) the administration and operation of existing Federal laws 
relating to slum clearance, insurance of mortgages on housing, home 
loans, guaranties of veterans' housing loans, construction permits, 
veterans' preference in the renting and purchase of housing, rent 
control, and all other matters relating to housing; 

(7) the availability of private capital and of Government loans 
to finance the construction of housing; 

(8) the organization and operations of Federal, State, and 
municipal government agencies concerned with housing; and 

(9) such other problems and subjects in the field of housing as 
the committee deems appropriate. 
SEC. 3. The committee shall report to the Senate and the House of 

Representatives not later than March 15, 1948, the results of its study 
and investigation, together with such recommendations as to necessary 
legislation and such other recommendations as it may deem advisable. 
SEC. 4. The committee shall have the power, without regard to the 

civil-service laws and the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, to 
employ and fix the compensation of such officers, experts, and employ-
ees as it, deems necessary for the performance of its duties, including 
consultants who shall receive compensation at a rate not to exceed $35 
for each day actually spent by them in the work of the committee, 
together with their necessary travel and subsistence expenses. The 
committee is further authorized, with the consent of the head of the 
department or agency concerned, to utilize the services, information, 
facilities, and personnel of all agencies in the executive branch of the 
Government and may request the governments of the several States, 
representatives of business, industry, finance, and labor, and such 
other persons, .agencies, organizations, and instrumentalities as it 
deems appropriate to attend its hearings and to give and present 
information, advice, and recommendations. 
SEC. 5. The committee, or any subcommittee thereof, is authorized 

to hold such hearings; to sit and act at such times and places during 
the sessions, recesses, and adjourned periods of the Eightieth Con-
gress; to require by subpena or otherwise the attendance of such wit-
nesses and the production of such books, papers, and documents; to 
Brimi.nister oaths, to take such testimony; to have such printing and 
bindmg done; and to make such expenditures as it deems advisable. 
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The cost of stenographic services in reporting such hearings shall not
be in excess of 25 cents per one hundred words. Subpenas shall be
issued under the signature of the chairman or vice chairman of the
committee and shall be served by any person designated by them.

SEC. 6. The members of the committee shall be reimbursed for Reimbursement of
members for certaintravel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them expenses.

in the performance of the duties vested in the committee, other than
expenses in connection with meetings of the committee held in the
District of Columbia during such times as the Congress is in session.

SEC. 7. The expenses of the committee, which shall not exceed Paymefnt omof tt$100,000, shall be paid one-half from the contingent fund of the Senate
and one-half from the contingent fund of the House of Representatives
upon vouchers signed by the chairman. Disbursements to pay such
expenses shall be made by the Secretary of the Senate out of the
contingent fund of the Senate, such contingent fund to be reimbursed
from the contingent fund of the House of Representatives in the
amount of 'one-half of disbursements so made.

Passed July 26, 1947.

ADJOURNMENT July 26,1947
[8. Con. Res. 33J

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring),
That when the two Houses adjourn on Sunday, July 27, 1947, they
shall stand adjourned until 12 o'clock meridian on Friday, January
2, 1948, or until 12 o'clock meridian on the third day after their
respective Members are notified to reassemble in accordance with
section 2 of this resolution, whichever event first occurs.

SEC. 2. The President pro tempore of the Senate, the Speaker of Reassembly of con
the House of Representatives, the Majority Leader of the Senate and gress
the Majority Leader of the House of Representatives, all acting
jointly, shall notify the Members of the Senate and the House,
respectively, to reassemble whenever in their opinion the public
interest shall warrant it.

Agreed to July 26, 1947.

JOINT MEETING November 17, 1947
[H. Con. Res. 118]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble in the Hall of the House rom the nrsidett.
of Representatives on Monday, November 17, 1947, at 1:30 o'clock
in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving such communications
as the President of the United States shall be pleased to make to
them.

Passed November 17, 1947.

ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE December 19,1947
[H. Con. Res. 127]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That, notwithstanding the provisions of S. Con. Res. 33, Eightieth
Congress, the two Houses of Congress shall adjourn on Friday, Decem-
ber 19, 1947, and that when they adjourn on said day, they stand
adjourned sine die.

Passed December 19, 1947.
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ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
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December 19,1947 SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC.
[H. Con. Res. 128]

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring),
That, notwithstanding the adjournment of the first session of the
Eightieth Congress, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
the President pro tempore of the Senate be, and they are hereby,
authorized to sign enrolled bills and joint resolutions duly passed by
the two Houses and found truly enrolled.

Passed December 19, 1947.
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SIGNING OF ENROLLED BILLS, ETC. 

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), 
That, notwithstanding the adjournment of the first session of the 
Eightieth Congress, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and 
the President pro tempore of the Senate be, and they are hereby, 
authorized to sign enrolled bills and joint resolutions duly passed by 
the two Houses and found truly enrolled. 

Passed December 19, 1947. 
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PROCLAMATIONS

AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS
AND GAME MAMMALS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and sub-
mitted to me the following amendments of the regulations approved
by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944, as amended, relating to
migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms of the Con-
vention between the United States and Great Britain for the protec-
tion of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Conven-
tion between the United States and the United Mexican States for
the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals con-
cluded February 7, 1936:

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

Under authority and direction of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II, effective
July 1, 1939 (53 Stat. 1431), I, J. A. Krug Secretary of the Interior,
having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution,
abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of
migratory flight of migratory birds included in the terms of the Con-
vention between the United States and Great Britain for the pro-
tection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Con-
vention between the United States and the United Mexican States
for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded
February 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent, and by
what means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act and con-
ventions to allow the hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession,
sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation, and
importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and eggs,
and in accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend as
follows the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July
27, 1944, as last amended by Proclamation No. 2658 of July 31, 1945,
and as so amended do hereby adopt such regulations as suitable reg-
ulations, permitting and governing the hunting, taking, capture,
killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage,
exportation, and importation of such migratory birds and parts,
nests, and eggs thereof:

Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra-
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:

Waterfowl (except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyo-
ming; Canada geese, including Hutchins and cackling geese, and
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AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS 
AND GAME M AMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and sub-
mitted to me the following amendments of the regulations approved 
by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944, as amended, relating to 
migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms of the Con-
vention between the United States and Great Britain for the protec-
tion of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Conven-
tion between the United States and the United Mexican States for 
the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals con-
cluded February 7, 1936: 

AMENDMENTS OF M IGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

Under authority and direction of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II, effective 
July 1, 1939 (53 Stat. 1431), I, J. A. Krug Secretary of the Interior, 
having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, 
abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of 
migratory flight of migratory birds included in the terms of the Con-
vention between the United States and Great Britain for the pro-
tection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Con-
vention between the United States and the United Mexican States 
for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded 
February 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent, and by 
what means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act and con-
ventions to allow. the hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, 
sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation, and 
importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and eggs, 
and in accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend as 
follows the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 
27, 1944, as last amended by Proclamation No. 2658 of July 31, 1945, 
and as so amended do hereby adopt such regulations as suitable reg-
ulations, permitting and governing the hunting, taking, capture, 
killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, 
exportation, and importation of such migratory birds and parts, 
nests, and eggs thereof: 

Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra-
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

Waterfowl (except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, 
Massachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyo-
ming; Canada geese, including Hutchins and cackling geese, and 
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white-fronted geese in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama; snow geese in Beaverhead,
Gallatin, and Madison Counties in Montana, in Idaho, Wyoming,
and in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross' geese; and
swans), coots, rails, and gallinules may be taken each day from one-
half hour before sunrise to one-half hour before sunset, and woodcocks,
mourning or turtle doves, white-winged doves, and band-tailed
pigeons from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset, except as other-
wise provided in this regulation, during the open seasons prescribed
herein; and may be taken by the means and in the numbers permitted
by regulations 3 and 5 hereof, and when so taken may be possessed
in the numbers permitted by regulation 5 during the period consti-
tuting the open season where taken and for an additional period of
90 days next succeeding said open season, except as prohibited by
State law.

Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the taking of migratory
birds on any reservation or sanctuary established under the Migratory
Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222), or onany area of the United States set aside under any other law, procla-
mation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game, or other wildlife
reservation, breeding ground, or refuge except so far as may be per-
mitted by the Secretary of the Interior under existing law, or on any
area adjacent to any such refuge when such area is designated as a
closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

Waterfowl and Coot.-The open seasons on waterfowl and coot,
(except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming; Canada geese,
including Hutchins and cackling geese, and white-fronted geese in
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Alabama; snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, and Madison
Counties in Montana, in Idaho, Wyoming, and in States bordering
on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross' geese; and swans) in the several States,
Alaska, and Puerto Rico shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:

Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota,South Dakota, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 5 to November 18.
California, in San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial Counties,

November 23 to January 6; in remainder of State, October 26 to
December 9.

Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois (except coot in
Lake and McHenry Counties), Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York
(except certain hereinafter designated portions of Essex, Clinton, and
Washington Counties) including Long Island, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington, West
Virginia, and Wyoming, October 26 to December 9.

New York, in Essex and Clinton Counties east of the tracks of themain line of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad and that part of
Washington County east of the aforesaid tracks from the Essex County
line to the village of Whitehall and north of the branch line tracks of
said railroad from the village of Whitehall, New York to Fair Haven,
Vermont and all the waters of South Bay and one mile distant from
such water in any direction, October 5 to November 18.

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-ana, Maryland, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, November 23 to January 6.
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white-fronted geese in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, 
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama; snow geese in Beaverhead, 
Gallatin, and Madison Counties in NIontana, in Idaho, Wyoming, 
and in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross' geese; and 
swans), coots, rails, and gallinules may be taken each day from one-
half hour before sunrise to one-half hour before sunset, and woodcocks, 
mourning or turtle doves, white-winged doves, and band-tailed 
pigeons from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset, except as other-
wise provided in this regulation, during the open seasons prescribed 
herein; and may be taken by the means and in the numbers permitted 
by regulations 3 and 5 hereof, and when so taken may be possessed 
in the numbers permitted by regulation 5 during the period consti-
tuting the open season where taken and for an additional period of 
90 days next succeeding said open season, except as prohibited by 
State law. 
Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the taking of migratory 

birds on, any reservation or sanctuary established under the Migratory 
Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222), or on 
any area of the United States set aside under any other law, procla-
mation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game, or other wildlife 
reservation, breeding ground, or refuge except so far as may be per-
mitted by the Secretary of the Interior under existing law, or on any 
area adjacent to any such refuge when such area is designated as a 
closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 

Waterfowl and Coot.—The open seasons on waterfowl and coot, 
(except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Massachusetts, 
Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming; Canada geese, 
including Hutchins and cackling geese, and white-fronted geese in 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, 
Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
and Alabama; snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, and Madison 
Counties in Montana, in Idaho, Wyoming, and in States bordering 
on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross' geese; and swans) in the several States, 
Alaska, and Puerto Rico shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 

Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 5 to November 18. 

California, in San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial Counties, 
November 23 to January 6; in remainder of State, October 26 to 
December 9. 

Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois (except coot in 
Lake and McHenry Counties), Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, 
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York 
(except certain hereinafter designated portions of Essex, Clinton, and 
Washington Counties) including Long Island, Ohio, Oklahoma, 
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, W ashington, West 
Virginia, and Wyoming, October 26 to December 9. 
New York, in Essex and Clinton Counties east of the tracks of the 

main line of the Delaware and Hudson Railroad and that part of 
Washington County east of the aforesaid tracks from the Essex County 
line to the village of Whitehall and north of the branch line tracks of 
said railroad from the village of Whitehall, New York to Fair Haven, 
Vermont and all the waters of South Bay and one mile distant from 
such water in any direction, October 5 to November 18. 
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-

ana, Maryland, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina South 
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, November 23 to January '6. 
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Texas, on those portions of Lake Texhoma in Cooke and Grayson
Counties, October 26 to December 9; in remainder of State, November
23 to January 6.

Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12.
Alaska, in Fur Districts 1 and 3 as defined in the regulations

governing the taking of game in Alaska, adopted May 15, 1944
(9 F. R. 5270), October 1 to November 14; in the remainder of Alaska,
September 1 to October 15.

Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots, may be taken coters.
in open coastal waters only, beyond outer harbor lines, in Maine and
New Hampshire from September 15 to October 4; and in Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New York including Long Island, and Rhode Island,
from September 15 to October 25, and thereafter from land or water
during the open seasons for other waterfowl in these States.

Coot, in Lake and McHenry Counties, Illinois, October 1 to October
13 and from October 26 to December 9.

Rails and Gallinules (except Coot).-The open season on rails and
gallinules (except coot) shall be from September 1 to November 30,
both dates inclusive, except as follows:

Alabama, November 20 to January 31.
Louisiana, September 15 to December 15.
Maine and Wisconsin, October 5 to November 18.
Maryland, September 1 to October 31.
Massachusetts and New York, including Long Island, October 26

to December 9.
Minnesota, September 16 to November 30.
Mississippi, October 15 to December 30.
Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12.
California, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Montana,

Nevada, Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington, no open season.
Woodcock.-The open seasons on woodcock shall be as follows, both Post p. 1094.

dates inclusive:
Arkansas and Oklahoma, December 1 to December 15.
Connecticut, October 19 to November 2.
Delaware and Maryland, November 15 to November 29.
Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi, December 15 to December 29.
Indiana and West Virginia, October 16 to October 30.
Maine, in Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Franklin,

and Oxford Counties, October 1 to October 15; in remainder of State,
October 16 to October 30.

Massachusetts and New Jersey, October 20 to November 3.
Michigan, in Upper Peninsula, October 1 to October 15; in re-

mainder of State, October 15 to October 29.
Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, October 10 to

October 24.
Missouri, November 10 to November 24.
New Hampshire, in Coos, Carroll, and Grafton Counties, October 1

to October 15; in remainder of State, October 16 to October 30.
New York, north and east of the tracks of the branch line of the

New York Central Railroad from Oswego to Syracuse, the main line
of the New York Central Railroad from Syracuse to Albany, and the
main line of the Boston & Albany Railroad from Albany to the
Massachusetts State line, October 10 to October 24; west and south
of the line above described, October 21 to November 4; and that
part of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to November 15;
from 12 o'clock noon until sunset on the opening day in each of these
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Texas, on those portions of Lake Texhoma in Cooke and Grayson 
Counties, October 26 to December 9; in remainder of State, November 
23 to January 6. 

Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12. 
Alaska, in Fur Districts 1 and 3 as defined in the regulations 

governing the taking of game in Alaska, adopted May 15, 1944 
(9 F. R. 5270), October 1 to November 14; in the remainder of Alaska, 
September 1 to October 15. 

Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots, may be taken 
in open coastal waters only, beyond outer harbor lines, in Maine and 
New Hampshire from September 15 to October 4; and in Connecticut, 
Massachusetts, New York including Long Island, and Rhode Island, 
from September 15 to October 25, and thereafter from land or water 
during the open seasons for other waterfowl in these States. 

Coot, in Lake and McHenry Counties, Illinois, October 1 to October 
13 and from October 26 to December 9. 

Rails and Gallinules (except Coot).—The open season on rails and 
gallinules (except coot) shall be from September 1 to November 30, 
both dates inclusive, except as follows: 

Alabama, November 20 to January 31. 
Louisiana, September 15 to December 15. 
Maine and Wisconsin, October 5 to November 18. 
Maryland, September 1 to October 31. 
Massachusetts and New York, including Long Island, October 26 

to December 9. 
Minnesota, September 16 to November 30. 
Mississippi, October 15 to December 30. 
Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12. 
California, District of Columbia Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Montana, 

Nevada, Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington, no open season. 
Woodcock.—The open seasons on woodcock shall be as follows, both 

dates inclusive: 
Arkansas and Oklahoma, December 1 to December 15. 
Connecticut, October 19 to November 2. 
Delaware and Maryland, November 15 to November 29. 
Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi, December 15 to December 29. 
Indiana and West Virginia, October 16 to October 30. 
Maine, in Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Franklin, 

and Oxford Counties, October 1 to October 15; in remainder of State, 
October 16 to October 30. 

Massachusetts and New Jersey, October 20 to November 3. 
Michigan, in Upper Peninsula, October 1 to October 15; in re-

mainder of State, October 15 to October 29. 
Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, October 10 to 

October 24. 
Missouri, November 10 to November 24. 
New Hampshire, in Coos, Carroll, and Grafton Counties, October 1 

to October 15; in remainder of State, October 16 to October 30. 
New York, north and east of the tracks of the branch line of the 

New York Central Railroad from Oswego to Syracuse, the main line 
of the New York Central Railroad from Syracuse to Albany, and the 
main line of the Boston & Albany Railroad from Albany to the 
Massachusetts State line, October 10 to October 24; west and south 
of the line above described, October 21 to November 4; and that 
part of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to November 15; 
from 12 o'clock noon until sunset on the opening day in each of these 

Scoters. 
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zones, and thereafter in all of the aforesaid zones from 7:00 a. m.
until sunset.

Rhode Island, November 1 to November 15.
Vermont, in Bennington and Windham Counties and those portions

of Rutland and Windsor Counties south of U. S. Highway Route 4
from West Haven to White River Junction, October 16 to October 30;
in remainder of State, October 1 to October 15.

Virginia, November 20 to December 4.
Mourning, or Turtle, Dove.-The open seasons on mourning, or

turtle, dove shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona, California, Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, September 1

to October 30.
Alabama and Louisiana, October 1 to October 15, and December 18

to January 31.
Arkansas and Mississippi, September 16 to September 30, and

December 18 to January 31.
Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico, September 1 to October 12.
Delaware and Tennessee, September 16 to November 14.Po, p. 185. Florida, in Broward, Dade and Monroe Counties, October 1 to

October 31; in remainder of State, November 20 to January 18.
Georgia, in Muscogee, Taylor, Crawford, Bibb, Jones, Baldwin,

Hancock, Warren, McDuffie, and Columbia Counties and all counties
north thereof, September 16 to September 30; in the above described
counties and throughout the State, December 18 to January 31.

Idaho and Oregon, September 1 to September 15.
Illinois, September 1 to September 30.
Kentucky, September 1 to October 25.
Maryland, September 1 to October 15.
Minnesota, September 16 to September 30.
North Carolina, September 16 to September 30, and December 2to January 15.
Pennsylvania, November 1 to November 30.
South Carolina, September 16 to October 15 and December 23 to

January 22.
Texas, in Val Verde, Kinney, Uvalde, Medina, Kendall, Comal,

Hays, Travis, Williamson, Milam, Robertson, Leon, Houston,
Cherokee, Nacogdoches, and Shelby Counties, and all counties northand west thereof, September 1 to October 30; in remainder of State(but not including Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,
Dimmit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, and Willacy Counties),
October 20 to December 18; in these latter counties, September 13,15 and 17, from 4:00 p. m. until sunset, and thereafter, October 20 toDecember 13, from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset.

Virginia, September 16 to October 31.
White-winged Dove.-The open seasons on white-winged dove shallbe as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona, September 1 to September 15.
Texas, in Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,

Kinney, Dimmit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, Willacy, ValVerde, Terrell, Brewster, Presidio, Jeff Davis, Culberson, Hudspeth,
and El Paso Counties, September 13, 15 and 17 from 4:00 p. m.until sunset.

Band-tailed Pigeon.-The open seasons on band-tailed pigeon shallbe as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona and New Mexico, September 16 to October 15.
California, Oregon, and Washington, September 1 to September 30.

8Stat. 14S1. 74 The second paragraph of Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possessionn o
t . Limits on Certain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to read asPod, P follows:
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zones, and thereafter in all of the aforesaid zones from 7:00 a. m. 
until sunset. 
Rhode Island, November 1 to November 15. 
Vermont, in Bennington and Windham Counties and those portions 

of Rutland and Windsor Counties south of U. S. Highway Route 4 
from West Haven to White River Junction, October 16 to October 30; 
in remainder of State, October 1 to October 15. 

Virginia, November 20 to December 4. 
Mourning, or Turtle, Dove.—The open seasons on mourning, or 

turtle, dove shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona, California, Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, September 1 

to October 30. 
Alabama and Louisiana, October 1 to October 15, and December 18 

to January 31. 
Arkansas and Mississippi, September 16 to September 30, and 

December 18 to January 31. 
Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico, September 1 to October 12. 
Delaware and Tennessee, September 16 to November 14. 
Florida' in Broward, Dade and Monroe Counties, October 1 to 

October 31; in remainder of State, November 20 to January 18. 
Georgia, in Muscogee' Taylor, Crawford, Bibb, Jones, Baldwin, 

Hancock, Warren, McDuffie, and Columbia Counties and all counties 
north thereof, September 16 to September 30; in the above described 
counties and throughout the State, December 18 to January 31. 
Idaho and Oregon, September 1 to September 15. 
Illinois, September 1 to September 30. 
Kentucky, September 1 to October 25. 
Maryland, September 1 to October 15. 
Minnesota, September 16 to September 30. 
North Carolina, September 16 to September 30, and December 2 

to January 15. 
Pennsylvania, November 1 to November 30. 
South Carolina, September 16 to October 15 and December 23 to 

January 22. 
Texas, in Val Verde, Kinney, Uvalde, Medina, Kendall, Comal, 

Hays, Travis, Williamson, Milam, Robertson, Leon, Houston, 
Cherokee, Nacogdoches, and Shelby Counties, and all counties north 
and west thereof, September 1 to October 30; in remainder of State 
(but not including Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick, 
Dimmit, LaSalle, Jun Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, and Willacy Counties), 
October 20 to December 18; in these latter counties, September 13, 
15 and 17, from 4:00 p. m. until sunset, and thereafter, October 20 to 
December 13, from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset. 

Virginia, September 16 to October 31. 
White-winged Dove.—The open seasons on white-winged dove shall 

be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona, September 1 to September 15. 
Texas, in Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick, 

Kinney, Dimmit, LaSalle' Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, Willacy, Val 
Verde, Terrell, Brewster, Presidio, Jeff Davis, Culberson, Hudspeth, 
and El Paso Counties, September 13, 15 and 17 from 4:00 p. m. 
until sunset. 

Band-tailed Pigeon.—The open seasons on band-tailed pigeon shall 
be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona and New Mexico September 16 to October 15. 
California, Oregon, and Washington, September 1 to September 30. 

The second paragraph of Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession '704, 

Limits on Certain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to read as 
follows: 
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Ducks (except the American and Red-breasted Mergansers).-
Seven, including in such limit not more than 1 wood duck, and any
person may possess not more than 14 ducks including not more than
1 wood duck.

The fourth paragraph of Regulation 5 is amended to read as follows:

Geese and Brant (except Snow Geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin,
and Madison Counties in Montana, in Idaho, in Wyoming, and in
States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; Canada Geese, including
Hutchins and Cackling Geese, and White-fronted Geese in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama;
and Ross' Geese anywhere), as follows: Two of any kind in any com-
bination, including brant, plus two snow geese or two blue geese
singly or in the aggregate, and any person may possess not more than
these limits.

The second paragraph of Regulation 6 "Shipment, Transportation,
and Possession of Certain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to
read as follows:

Not more than the number of such birds permitted by regulation
5 to be taken by one person in 1 day, except American and Red-
breasted mergansers, or in 2 days in the case of woodcocks and'ducks
(except wood ducks) shall be transported by any one person in 1
calendar week out of Alaska, Puerto Rico, or the State where taken,
or from Canada or Mexico into the United States.

The fifth paragraph of regulation 6 is amended to read as follows:

Migratory Game Birds Imported from Countries Other Than
Canada and Mexico.-Migratory game birds of a species on which
open seasons are prescribed by regulation 4, legally taken in and
exported from a foreign country (other than Canada and Mexico,
for which provision is hereinbefore made) may be transported by any
one person in 1 calendar week in numbers not exceeding those per-
mitted by regulation 5 to be taken by one person in 1 day, except
American and red-breasted mergansers, or in 2 days in the case of
woodcocks, and ducks (except wood ducks) to any State, Alaska, or
Puerto Rico during the open season prescribed by said regulation 4
for such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico on that species, and to the Dis-
trict of Columbia during the open season so prescribed for Maryland,
and may be possessed in such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico, or the
District of Columbia for an additional 90 days immediately succeeding
such open season, if transportation and possession of such birds are not
prohibited by such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico and if transported
in packages marked as hereinbefore provided.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed,
this 31st day of July, 1946.

58 Stat. 1141.
16 U. . o. 0 704

note.
Post, p.' 1081.

58 Stat. 1142.
16 U. . C. C 704

note.

Ante, p. 1036.

58 Stat. 1143.
16 U. . C. 704

note.

Ante, p. 1033.

Ante, p. 1036.

J A KRUG
Secretary of the Interior.[SEAL]

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of
the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority

40 Stat. 765.
16 U.. 0. . 703-

711.
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Ducks (except the American and Red-breasted Mergansers).— 
Seven, including in such limit not more than 1 wood duck, and any 
person may possess not more than 14 ducks including not more than 
1 wood duck. 

The fourth paragraph of Regulation 5 is amended to read as follows: 

Geese and Brant (except Snow Geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, 
and Madison Counties in Montana, in Idaho, in Wyoming, and in 
States bordering on the Atlantic  Ocean; Canada Geese including 
Hutchins and Cackling Geese, and White-fronted Geese in Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Michigan Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama; 
and Ross' Geese anywhere), as follows: Two of any Mississippi, in any com-
bination, including brant, plus two snow geese or two blue geese 
singly or in the aggregate, and any person may possess not more than 
these limits. 

The second paragraph of Regulation 6 "Shipment, Transportation, 
and Possession of Certain Migratory Game Birds", is amended to 
read as follows: 

Not more than the number of such birds permitted by regulation 
5 to be taken by one person in 1 day, except American and Red-
breasted mergansers, or in 2 days in the case of woodcocks and:ducks 
(except wood ducks) shall be transported by any one person in 1 
calendar week out of Alaska, Puerto Rico, or the State where taken, 
or from Canada or Mexico into the United States. 

The fifth paragraph of regulation 6 is amended to read as follows: 

Migratory Game Birds Imported from Countries Other Than 
Canada and Mexico.—Migratory game birds of a species on which 
open seasons are prescribed by regulation 4, legally taken in and 
exported from a foreign country (other than Canada and Mexico, 
for which provision is hereinbef ore made) may be transported by any 
one person in 1 calendar week in numbers not exceeding those per-
mitted by regulation 5 to be taken by one person in 1 day, except 
American and red-breasted mergansers, or in 2 days in the case of 
woodcocks, and ducks (except wood ducks) to any State, Alaska, or 
Puerto Rico during the open season prescribed by said regulation 4 
for such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico on that species, and to the Dis-
trict of Columbia during the open season so prescribed for Maryland, 
and may be possessed in such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico, or the 
District of Columbia for an additional 90 days immediately succeeding 
such open season, if transportation and possession of such birds are not 
prohibited by such State, Alaska, or Puerto Rico and if transported 
in packages marked as hereinbefore provided. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, 
this 31st day of July, 1946. 

[SEAL] 

J A KRUG 
Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of 
the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
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vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ments.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of August in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK, 1946

, Septepar 3, 196
[No. 27001

Designation of week
beginning Oct. 6,1946,
as Fire Prevention
Week.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS fires threaten this year to exact the greatest toll of lives
and the greatest waste of material resources that our nation has ever
experienced; and

WHEREAS this destruction is taking place at a time when the entire
world is faced with distressing shortages of food and housing and nearly
every commodity essential to speedy reconversion to a peacetime
economy; and

WHEREAS the vast majority of destructive fires are preventable
by the exercise of greater caution on the part of all our citizens:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, do hereby designate the week beginning
October 6, 1946, as Fire Prevention Week.

I ask every citizen to do his part by learning how to detect and
eliminate all possible causes of fires in his home and in his business,
in order to safeguard both lives and property from the holocaust of
fire. I also request that the State and local governments, the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, the National Fire Waste Council,
business and labor organizations, the churches and schools, civic
groups, and the agencies of the press, the radio, and the motion-
picture industry throughout the country cooperate fully in the observ-
ance of Fire Prevention Week; and I direct that the appropriate agen-
cies of the Federal Government likewise assist in arousing the public
to the awareness of the dread threat of fires.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 3r d day of September in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one hun-
dred and seventy-first.

By the President:
W. L. CLAYTON.

Acting Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

1038

40 Stat. 756.
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vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ments. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of August in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

FIRE PREVENTION W EEK, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS fires threaten this year to exact the greatest toll of lives 
and the greatest waste of material resources that our nation has ever 
experienced; and 
WHEREAS this destruction is taking place at a time when the entire 

world is faced with distressing shortages of food and housing and nearly 
every commodity essential to speedy reconversion to a peacetime 
economy; and 
WIthIREAS the vast majority of destructive fires are preventable 

by the exercise of greater caution on the part of all our citizens; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, do hereby designate the week beginning 
October 6, 1946, as Fire Prevention Week. 
I ask every citizen to do his part by learning how to detect and 

eliminate all possible causes of fires in his home and in his business, 
in order to safeguard both lives and property from the holocaust of 
fire. I also request that the State and local governments, the Chamber 
of Commerce of the United States, the National Fire Waste Council, 
business and labor organizations, the churches and schools, civic 
groups, and the agencies of the press, the radio, and the motion-
picture industry throughout the country cooperate fully in the observ-
ance of Fire Prevention Week; and I direct that the appropriate agen-
cies of the Federal Government likewise assist in arousing the public 
to the awareness of the  dread threat of fires. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 3rd day of September in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one hun-

dred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
W. L. CLAYTON. 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF WASHINGTON'S
FAREWELL ADDRESS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS September 19, 1946 marks the one hundred and fiftieth
anniversary of President Washington's Farewell Address to the
American people, in which the Father of our Country, in announcing
his intention to retire from political office, gave his fellow countrymen
the benefit of his wisdom and laid down a set of political principles
which for a century and a half have profoundly affected the course of
our history, it is fitting and proper at this time to pay our humble and
grateful respects to the deep insight, the spirit of responsible citizen-
ship, and the outstanding devotion to duty which characterized this
pronouncement and the entire career of our first President.

In this message, issued to the country at a time when our young
and struggling Republic was torn by internal strife and threatened by
external dangers, President Washington saw clearly the need for our
country to gain time "to settle and mature its recent institutions and
to progress without interruption to that degree of strength and con-
sistency which is necessary to give it . . . the command of its own
fortunes."

Pointing to the dangers that lay ahead, he boldly charted a course
for our country, based on principles of "national union", "independ-
ence and liberty", exemption from the "broils and wars" of other
countries, "religion and morality", "pride of patriotism", "institutions
for the general diffusion of knowledge", and the observance of "good
faith and justice toward all nations".

Guided largely by these principles and favored by nature and the
indomitable spirit of freedom and the will of a sturdy and pioneering
people, our young Republic has grown to maturity, has gained that
"command of its own fortunes" which has freed it from the state of
relative dependency in which President Washington found it, and has
taken its place in the councils of nations with new responsibilities
which a century and a half ago could not have been foreseen.

It is appropriate for us at this time to draw fresh inspiration and
renewed faith from the advice and admonitions of the Father of our
Country and to apply his wisdom to our times and to the new environ-
ment in which we live.

Above all, we should keep fresh in our memory his call to national
unity and responsible citizenship, based on principles of morality, and
good faith and justice to all nations; for these remain the imperishable
foundations of our Republic.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, on the occasion of the sesquicentennial of
President Washington's Farewell Address, do hereby call upon the
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States on
all Government buildings on September 19, 1946, and I invite the
people of the United States, on or near that date, to observe the event
with appropriate ceremonies in schools, colleges, and civic organiza-
tions, re-dedicating ourselves to the spirit of loyal service to the Re-
public which our first President so nobly embodied.

September 6, 1946
[No. 27011

Call to national
unity and responsible
citizenship.

Display of flag on
Sept. 19, 1946, and
observance of sesqui-
centennial.
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF WASHINGTON'S 
FAREWELL ADDRESS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS September 19, 1946 marks the one hundred and fiftieth 
anniversary of President Washington's Farewell Address to the 
American people, in which the Father of our Country, in announcing 
his intention to retire from political office, gave his fellow countrymen 
the benefit of his wisdom and laid down a set of political principles 
which for a century and a half have profoundly affected the course of 
our history, it is fitting and proper at this time to pay our humble and 
grateful respects to the deep insight, the spirit of responsible citizen-
ship, and the outstanding devotion to duty which characterized this 
pronouncement and the entire career of our first President. 

In this message, issued to the country at a time when our young 
and struggling Republic was torn by internal strife and threatened by 
external dangers, President Washington saw clearly the need for our 
country to gain time "to settle and mature its recent institutions and 
to progress without interruption to that degree of strength and con-
sistency which is necessary to give it . . . the command of its own 
fortunes." 

Pointing to the dangers that lay ahead, he boldly charted a course 
for our country, based on principles of "national union", "independ-
ence and liberty", exemption from the "broils and wars" of other 
countries, "religion and morality", "pride of patriotism", "institutions 
for the general diffusion of knowledge", and the observance of "good 
faith and justice toward all nations". 
Guided largely by these principles and favored by nature and the 

indomitable spirit of freedom and the will of a sturdy and pioneering 
people, our young Republic has grown to maturity, has gained that 
"command of its own fortunes" which has freed it from the state of 
relative dependency in which President Washington found it, and has 
taken its place in the councils of nations with new responsibilities 
which a century and a half ago could not have been foreseen. 

It is appropriate for us at this time to draw fresh inspiration and 
renewed faith from the advice and admonitions of the Father of our 
Country and to apply his wisdom to our times and to the new environ-
ment in which we live. 
Above all, we should keep fresh in our memory his call to national 

unity and responsible citizenship, based on principles of morality, and 
good faith and justice to all nations; for these remain the imperishable , 
foundations of our Republic. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, on the occasion of the sesquicentennial of 
President Washington's Farewell Address, do hereby call upon the 
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States on 
all Government buildings on September 19, 1946, and I invite the 
people of the United States, on or near that date, to observe the event 
with appropriate ceremonies in schools, colleges, and civic organiza-
tions, re-dedicating ourselves to the spirit of loyal service to the Re-
public which our first President so nobly embodied. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of September in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

W. L. CLAYTON
Acting Secretary of State

ENLARGING THE DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST-OREGON

September 9, 1946 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
[No. 27021

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS all lands in public ownership within the area herein-
after described are within six miles of the exterior boundaries of the
Deschutes National Forest and have been found by the Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior to be chiefly valuable for
national-forest purposes; and

WHEREAS it appears that the addition of such public lands to
the said forest would be in the public interest; and

WHEREAS the addition of such lands to the said forest makes it
desirable for administrative purposes to extend the exterior boundaries
of the forest to include within such boundaries the private lands, as
well as the public lands, within the said hereinafter-described area:

Extensionofexterior NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
boundaries. United States of America, under and by virtue of the power vested

in me by the act of February 2, 1922, c. 46, 42 Stat. 362, as amended
by the act of May 24, 1935, c. 140, 49 Stat. 288, do proclaim (1) that
the exterior boundaries of the Deschutes National Forest, in Oregon,
are hereby extended to include all lands within the following-described

Lands added. area, and (2) that all lands in public ownership within such area are
hereby added to and reserved as a part of the said forest, subject to any
valid existing claims in such lands:

WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN

T. 11 S., R. 9 E., sec. 35 (unsurveyed).
T. 18 S., R. 12 E., sec. 35, NW% and SE4.
T. 19 S., R. 12 E., sec. 1, SWyNWY4 and NWySW%.
T. 21 S., R. 14 E., sec. 3, SWY; sec. 10, NE%
T. 21 S., R. 15 E., sec. 34, NWyNE%.
T. 21 S., R. 16 E., sec. 31, SW4.
T. 22 S., R. 15 E., sec. 2, SWYSW%; sec. 10, NNEy, NySWy,

SWySW4; sec. 21, NE 4; sec. 22, all; sec. 23, NNE%,
NWY4, WSW%, SEY4SWy, SSEY4; sec. 25, NWy, NW}-
SWY; sec. 26, N%, NEySE%; sec. 27, NX, NWYSW%4,
NXSE%.

T. 22 S., R. 16 E., sec. 17, NEYNE%, SWYNE%.
T. 23 S., R. 15 E., sec. 1, NWYNEY, W%; sec. 2, ENNE%,

SWyNE%, SEY; sec. 10, WNE%, SEYNE%; sec. 11,
NNE%, SEYNE4, SWSW%; sec. 12, WNW%, NE%-
SW%; sec. 14, W%, WSEy%; sec. 16, all; sec. 21, E%; sec.
22, all; sec. 23, W%, SEy; sec. 24, SEINE%, S%; sec. 25,
N%, SW%; sec. 26, N%; sec. 27, N%; sec. 36, all.

T. 23 S R. 16 E., sec. 6, SEX, SEYSW%; sec. 7, NXNE%,
SENE 4, NENW%, NWYSW%, NEYSE%:
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September 9, 1946 
[No. 27021 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of September in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
W. L. CLAYTON 

Acting Secretary of State 

ENLARGING THE DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST- OREGON 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS all lands in public ownership within the area herein-
after described are within six miles of the exterior boundaries of the 
Deschutes National Forest and have been found by the Secretary of 
Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior to be chiefly valuable for 
national-forest purposes; and 
WHEREAS it appears that the addition of such public lands to 

the said forest would be in the public interest; and 
WHEREAS the addition of such lands to the said forest makes it 

desirable for administrative purposes to extend the exterior boundaries 
of the forest to include within such boundaries the private lands, as 
well as the public lands, within the said hereinafter-described area: 

Extension of exterior NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 
boundaries. United States of America, under and by virtue of the power vested 

in me by the act of February 2, 1922, c. 46, 42 Stat. 362, as amended 
by the act of May 24, 1935, c. 140, 49 Stat. 288, do proclaim (1) that 
the exterior boundaries of the Deschutes National Forest, in Oregon, 
are hereby extended to include all lands within the following-described 

Lands added, area, and (2) that all lands in public ownership within such area are 
hereby added to and reserved as a part of the said forest, subject to any 
valid existing claims in such lands: 

WILLAMETTE MERIDIAN 
T. 11 S., R. 9 E., sec. 35 (unsurveyed). 
T. 18 S., R. 12 E., sec. 35, NW% and SEX. 
T. 19 S., R. 12 E., sec. 1, SW3/4NW% and NWY4SW%. 
T. 21 S., R. 14 E., sec. 3, SW3/4; sec. 10, NE% 
T. 21 S., R. 15 E., sec. 34, NW3/4NE3/4. 
T. 21 S., R. 16 E., sec. 31, swg. 
T. 22 S. R. 15 E., sec. 2, SW3/4SW3/4; sec. 10, N34NE3/4, N34SW3(4, 

SWP3/4SW314; sec. 21, NE%; sec. 22, all; sec. 23, NNE, 
NW%, W34SWX, SEY4SW314, S34SE%; sec. 25, NW, NW%-
SW3/4; sec. 26, N34, NEXSEN; sec. 27, N34, Nwgswg, 
N34SEX. 

T. 22 S., R. 16 E., sec. 17, NEXNE3/4, SW3iNEY4. 
T. 23 S., R. 15 E., sec. 1, NW3/4NE314, W34; sec. 2, E34NE34, 

SWYINEX, SEX; sec. 10, W34NE3/4, SEYINE31; sec. 11, 
NNE, SEXNE31, SWNSW3/4; sec. 12, w3iNwg, NE y, 
SW%; sec. 14, W34, W34SE3/4; sec. 16, all; sec. 21, E34; sec. 
22, all; sec. 23, W34, SEX; sec. 24, SE3/4NE3/4, S34; sec. 25, 
N34, SW%; sec. 26, N34; sec. 27, N34; sec. 36, all. 

T. 23 S. R. 16 E., sec. 6, sEg, sEgswg; sec. 7, N34NE%, 
SEY4NE%, NEXNW3i, NW3/4SW3/4, NEY4SE%.* 



PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 9, 12, 1946

The reservation herein made shall not affect any claim, filing, or
entry hitherto made and hereafter legally maintained, or any with-
drawal of lands for public purposes, other than for classification or use
as a stock driveway, so long as such withdrawal is needed for such
public purposes.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of September in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

W. L. CLAYTON
Acting Secretary of State.

NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WEEK, 1946

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the people of this Nation are determined to do their
utmost to restore to normal living those of their countrymen who have
become physically handicapped and to assist them in developing their
potential power for service to themselves and to their fellows; and

WHEREAS the people of this Nation are profoundly conscious of
the immeasurable debt they owe to the heroes who went bravely forth
to battle and returned with physical handicaps; and

WHEREAS our late President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, through
moral courage, physical stamina, and spiritual strength, exemplified
the power of the physically handicapped to bring hope and confidence
to mankind; and

WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution approved August
11, 1945 (59 Stat. 530), has designated the first week in October of
each year as National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week,
during which appropriate ceremonies are to be held throughout the
Nation, and has requested that the President issue a suitable procla-
mation each year:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the
United States to observe the week of October 6-12, 1946, as National
Employ the Physically Handicapped Week. I also call upon the
Governors of States, the mayors of cities, and the heads of other
instrumentalities of government, as well as leaders of civic groups, to
hold during that week exercises designed to foster the widest possible
public support for and interest in the employment of otherwise
qualified but physically handicapped workers.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 12th day of September in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

W. L. CLAYTON
Acting Secretary of State
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The reservation herein made shall not affect any claim, filing, or al,Cleatiems, withdraw-

entry hitherto made and hereafter legally maintained, or any with- • 
drawal of lands for public purposes, other than for classification or use 
as a stock driveway, so long as such withdrawal is needed for such 
public purposes. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of September in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
W. L. CLAYTON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WEEK, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the people of this Nation are determined to do their 
utmost to restore to normal living those of their countrymen who have 
become physically handicapped and to assist them in developing their 
potential power for service to themselves and to their fellows; and 
WHEREAS the people of this Nation are profoundly conscious of 

the immeasurable debt they owe to the heroes who went bravely forth 
to battle and returned with physical handicaps; and 
WHEREAS our late President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, through 

moral courage, physical stamina, and spiritual strength, exemplified 
the power of the physically handicapped to bring hope and confidence 
to mankind; and 
WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution approved August 

11, 1945 (59 Stat. 530), has designated the first week in October of 
each year as National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week, 
during which appropriate ceremonies are to be held throughout the 
Nation, and has requested that the President issue a suitable procla-
mation each year: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the 
United States to observe the week of October 6-12, 1946, as National 
Employ the Physically Handicapped Week. I also call upon the 
Governors of States, the mayors of cities, and the heads of other 
instrumentalities of government, as well as leaders of civic groups, to 
hold during that week exercises designed to foster the widest possible 
public support for and interest in the employment of otherwise 
qualified but physically handicapped workers. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 12th day of September in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
W. L. CLAYTON 

Acting Secretary of State 

September 12, 1946  
[No. 2703] 
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PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT. 25, 1946

GENERAL PULASKI'S MEMORIAL DAY, 1946

September 25, 1946
[No. 2704]

60 Stat. 262.

Observance of Oct.
11, 1946, as General
Pulaski's Memorial
Day.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS Count Casimir Pulaski, Polish patriot who came from
overseas to fight for the freedom of America, gave his life on October
11, 1779, as a result of wounds received while making a gallant cavalry
charge at the siege of Savannah; and

WHEREAS the memory of General Pulaski's supreme contribution
to the cause of American liberty has profoundly inspired many
thousands of devoted citizens of this land who look to Poland as their
ancestral home; and

WHEREAS by a joint resolution approved June 21, 1946 (Public
Law 418, 79th Congress), the Congress has authorized me to issue a
proclamation designating October 11, 1946, as General Pulaski's
Memorial Day for the observance and commemoration of the death
of General Pulaski:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby proclaim October 11, 1946, the
one hundred and sixty-seventh anniversary of the death of that gal-
lant warrior, as General Pulaski's Memorial Day; and I invite the
people of the United States to observe the day in appropriate cere-
monies in schools and churches or other suitable places, and I call
upon officials of the Government to have the flag of the United States
displayed on all Government buildings on that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of September in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

W. L. CLAYTON
Acting Secretary of State

COLUMBUS DAY, 1946

September 25, 1946
[No. 27051

36 U. S. C. 146.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS Christopher Columbus is to be remembered as a man
who " * * * found a world, and had no chart, Save one that faith
deciphered in the skies;" and

WHEREAS we who are even now engaged in searching out a new
world of peace and justice and respect for human rights should
endeavor in a thousand and one ways to emulate that magnificent
faith which brought Columbus to the Western World; and

WHEREAS by a joint resolution of Congress approved April 30,
1934 (48 Stat. 657), the President is authorized and requested to
issue a proclamation designating October 12 of each year as Columbus
Day:
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GENERAL PULASKI'S M EMORIAL DAY, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA September 25, 1946 
[No. 2701] 

60 Stat. 262. 

Observance of Oct. 
11, 1946, as General 
Pulaski's Memorial 
Day. 

[61 STAT. 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS Count Casimir Pulaski, Polish patriot who came from 
overseas to fight for the freedom of America, gave his life on October 
11, 1779, as a result of wounds received while making a gallant cavalry 
charge at the siege of Savannah; and 
WHEREAS the memory of General Pulaski's supreme contribution 

to the cause of American liberty has profoundly inspired many 
thousands of devoted citizens of this land who look to Poland as their 
ancestral home; and 
WHEREAS by a joint resolution approved June 21, 1946 (Public 

Law 418, 79th Congress), the Congress has authorized me to issue a 
proclamation designating October 11, 1946, as General Pulaski's 
Memorial Day for the observance and commemoration of the death 
of General Pulaski: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby proclaim October 11, 1946, the 
one hundred and sixty-seventh anniversary of the death of that gal-
lant warrior, as General Pulaski's Memorial Day; and I invite the 
people of the United States to observe the day in appropriate cere-
monies in schools and churches or other suitable places, and I call 
upon officials of the Government to have the flag of the United States 
displayed on all Government buildings on that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of September in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
W . L. CLAYTON 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

COLUMBUS DAY, 1946 

September 25, 1948 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
[No. 2705] 

38 U. S. C. 146 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS Christopher Columbus is to be remembered as a man 
who " * * * found a world, and had no chart, Save one that faith 
deciphered in the skies;" and 
WHEREAS we who are even now engaged in searching out a new 

world of peace and justice and respect for human rights should 
endeavor in a thousand and one ways to emulate that magnificent 
faith which brought Columbus to the Western World; and 
WHEREAS by a joint resolution of Congress approved April 30, 

1934 (48 Stat. 657), the President is authorized and requested to 
issue a proclamation designating October 12 of each year as Columbus 
Day: 



PROLAMATIONS-Set. 2 5 9 4 6Oct. 17, 1946

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, do hereby designate Saturday, October
12, 1946, as Columbus Day. I direct, also, that on that day the
flag of the United States be displayed on all Government buildings;
and I invite the people of the United States to observe the day in
schools and churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate
ceremonies expressive of the public sentiment befitting the anniversary
of the discovery of America.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25
th day of September in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the

one hundred and seventy-first.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
W. L. CLAYTON

Acting Secretary of State

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION DAY

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS on October 23, 1946, the United Nations will convene
in General Assembly at the seat of that organization in this country;
and

WHEREAS weighty and urgent problems, left in the wake of a
devastating war and imposed by the need to establish an enduring
peace, demand from the United Nations an unprecedented measure
of understanding and good will; and

WHEREAS schools, colleges, universities, and other educational
institutions are powerful weapons against the ignorance and ill will
that produce those minsunderstandings and conflicts which the United
Nations are striving to eliminate:

NOW, THEREIFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby proclaim Wednesday, the twenty-
third day of October, 1946, as a day on which schools, colleges, uni-
versities, and other institutions of learning are requested to give special
consideration to the problems, plans, and policies of the United Na-
tions; and I urge the heads and governing bodies of such institutions
to set aside a period on or about that day for appropriate educational
exercises relating to the work of the United Nations.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 17th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State.

October 17, 1946
[No. 27061
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 
the United States of America, do hereby designate Saturday, October 
12, 1946, as Columbus Day. I direct, also, that on that day the 
flag of the United States be displayed on all Government buildings; 
and I invite the people of the United States to observe the day in 
schools and churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate 
ceremonies expressive of the public sentiment befitting the anniversary 
of the discovery of America. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of September in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
W. L. CLAYTON 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION DAY 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS on October 23, 1946, the United Nations will convene 
in General Assembly at the seat of that organization in this country; 
and 
WHEREAS weighty and urgent problems, left in the wake of a 

devastating war and imposed by the need to establish an enduring 
peace, demand from the United Nations an unprecedented measure 
of understanding and good will; and 
WHEREAS schools, colleges, universities, and other educational 

institutions are powerful weapons against the ignorance and ill will 
that produce those minsunderstandings and conflicts which the United 
Nations are striving to eliminate: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby proclaim Wednesday, the twenty-
third day of October, 1946, as a day on which schools, colleges, uni-
versities, and other institutions of learning are requested to give special 
consideration to the problems, plans, and policies of the United Na-
tions; and I urge the heads and governing bodies of such institutions 
to set aside a period on or about that day for appropriate educational 
exercises relating to the work of the United Nations. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 17th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 
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PROCLAMATIONS-OCT. 19, 25, 1946

NATIONAL AIR MAIL WEEK

[61 STAT.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Designation of Oct.
27 to Nov. 2, 1946, as
National Air Mail
Week.

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS every new chapter in the stirring saga of the transporta-
tion of mail warms the heart and touches the imagination of the
American people; and

WHEREAS air mail has furnished a fresh opportunity for the
interchange of thought, and the mail airplane, winging its way to the
furthermost places, has become an emissary of peace and social
progress; and

WHEREAS the Post Office Department has planned, for the week
of October 27 to November 2, 1946, a program to encourage the
expansion of mail service over the highways of the air:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate the week of October 27
to November 2, 1946 as National Air Mail Week and urge the people
of the United States and its territories and possessions to join in the
observance of this week, which marks another milestone on the road
to international unity.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 19th day of October, in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President
JAMES F BYRNES

Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

EMERGENCY DUE TO HOUSING SHORTAGE-FREE IMPORTATION OF
TIMBER, LUMBER, AND LUMBER PRODUCTS

October 25. 1946
[No. 2708!

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Po, p.1073. WHEREAS the long-term housing shortage and the war have
combined to create an unprecedented emergency shortage of housing,
particularly for veterans of World War II and their families; and

WHEREAS section 1 of the Veterans' Emergency Housing Act
60 Stat. 27. of 1946 recognizes the aforesaid unprecedented emergency; and

82 1 . . WHEREAS it is imperative that immediate action be taken on a
temporary basis to increase the available supplies of timber, lumber,
and lumber products for housing purposes:

gDationofeer- NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and

19 US. C.1318. in particular by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (46 Stat. 590,
696), do hereby declare an emergency to exist, and do hereby authorize
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NATIONAL AIR M AIL W EEK 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

[61 STAT. 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS every new chapter in the stirring saga of the transporta-
tion of mail warms the heart and touches the imagination of the 
American people; and 
WHEREAS air mail has furnished a fresh opportunity for the 

interchange of thought, and the mail airplane, winging its way to the 
furthermost places, has become an emissary of peace and social 
progress; and 
WHEREAS the Post Office Department has planned, for the week 

of October 27 to November 2, 1946, a program to encourage the 
expansion of mail service over the highways of the air: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby designate the week of October 27 
to November 2, 1946 as National Air Mail Week and urge the people 
of the United States and its territories and possessions to join in the 
observance of this week, which marks another milestone on the road 
to international unity. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 19th day of October, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 

EMERGENCY DUE TO HOUSING SHORTAGE —FREE IMPORTATION OF 
TIMBER, LUMBER, AND LUMBER PRODUCTS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the long-term housing shortage and the war have 
combined to create an unprecedented emergency shortage of housing, 
particularly for veterans of World War II and their families; and 
WHEREAS section 1 of the Veterans' Emergency Housing Act 

of 1946  recognizes the aforesaid unprecedented emergency; and 
WH EREAS it is imperative that immediate action be taken on a 

temporary basis to increase the available supplies of timber, lumber, 
and lumber products for housing purposes: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and 
in particular by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (46 Stat. 590, 
696), do hereby declare an emergency to exist, and do hereby authorize 



PROCLAMATIONS-OCT. 25, 28, 1946

the Secretary of the Treasury to permit, until the termination of the
provisions of the Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 1946, or until
the President shall have declared that the emergency declared herein
has terminated, whichever shall first occur, under such regulations and
subject to such conditions as the Secretary may deem necessary, the
importation free of duty of any articles which the Housing Expediter
designates and certifies as timber, lumber, or lumber products suitable
for the construction or completion of housing accommodations.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 25
th day of October in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

Importation of arti-
cles certified as tim-
ber, etc., by Housing
Expediter.

60 Stat. 207.
50 U. S. C. app.

§§ 1821-1833.

HARRY S TRUMAN

THANKSGIVING DAY, 1946

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

At this season, when the year is drawing to a close, tradition suggests
and our hearts require that we render humble devotion to Almighty
God for the mercies bestowed upon us by His goodness.

Devoutly grateful to Divine Providence for the richness of our
endowment and the many blessings received, may we continue to
give a good account of our stewardship by utilizing our resources in
the service of mankind. May we have the vision and courage to
accept and discharge honorably the responsibilities inherent in our
strength by consecrating ourselves to the attainment of a better
world.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, in consonance with the joint resolution of
Congress approved December 26, 1941, do hereby proclaim Thurs-
day, November 28, 1946, as a day of national thanksgiving; and I
call upon the people of this Nation to observe that day by offering
thanks to God for the bounties vouchsafed us, and by rededicating
ourselves to the preservation of the "Blessings of Liberty" envisaged
by our forefathers in the preamble to the Constitution.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 28th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
JAMES F BYRNES

Secretary of State
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the Secretary of the Treasury to permit, until the termination of the 
provisions of the Veterans' Emergency Housing Act of 1946, or until 
the President shall have declared that the emergency declared herein 
has terminated, whichever shall first occur, under such regulations and 
subject to such conditions as the Secretary may deem necessary, the 
importation free of duty of any articles which the Housing Expediter 
designates and certifies as timber, lumber, or lumber products suitable 
for the construction or completion of housing accommodations. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 25th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

THANKSGIVING DAY, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

At this season, when the year is drawing to a close, tradition suggests 
and our hearts require that we render humble devotion to Almighty 
God for the mercies bestowed upon us by his goodness. 
Devoutly grateful to Divine Providence for the richness of our 

endowment and the many blessings received, may we continue to 
give a good account of our stewardship by utilizing our resources in 
the service of mankind. May we have the vision and courage to 
accept and discharge honorably the responsibilities inherent in our 
strength by consecrating ourselves to the attainment of a better 
world. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, in consonance with the joint resolution of 
Congress approved December 26, 1941, do hereby proclaim Thurs-
day, November 28, 1946, as a day of national thanksgiving; and I 
call upon the people of this Nation to observe that day by offering 
thanks to God for the bounties vouchsafed us, and by rededicating 
ourselves to the preservation of the "Blessings of Liberty" envisaged 
by our forefathers in the preamble to the Constitution. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 28th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 

Importation of arti-
cles certified as tim-
ber, etc., by Housing 
Expediter. 
60 Stat. 207. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§§ 1821-1833. 

October 28, 1046 
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5 U. B. C. 87b. 
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ARMISTICE DAY, 1946

ctober , 1946 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
[No. 27101

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Armistice of November 11, 1918, silenced the guns
of World War I and brought to humanity hope and promise that the
wars of nation against nation were at an end; and

WHEREAS, although that hope and promise were shattered by the
Axis aggressors in World War II, the American people are neverthe-
less resolved to keep faith with the heroes of both wars who sacrificed
so valorously for the ideal of lasting peace; and

WHEREAS the anniversary of the Armistice of 1918 provides a
challenge to rededicate ourselves to the attainment of that ideal; and

WHEREAS the Congress, by a concurrent resolution of June 4,
1926 (44 Stat. 1982), requested the President to issue a proclamation
calling upon officials to display the flag of the United States on all
Government buildings on November 11 and inviting the people to
observe the day with appropriate ceremonies; and by an act of May

5 U.S. . 1.87a 13, 1938 (52 Stat. 351), provided that the eleventh day of November
in each year should be celebrated and known as Armistice Day and
should be a legal holiday:

Obrvance of Nov. NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the11, 1946, as Armistice
Day. United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the United

States to observe November 11, 1946, as Armistice Day by honoring
their fellow countrymen who fought across the seas, and by renewing
their determination and their efforts to establish a lasting peace; and
I direct that the flag of the United States be displayed on all Govern-
ment buildings on that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 28 th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of

[sEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President

JAMES F. BYRNES
Secretary of State

DEDICATION DAY, 1946

October 0,1946 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA[No. 27111

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS November 19, 1946, marks the eighty-third anniver-
sary of the delivery by Abraham Lincoln of the immortal Gettysburg
Address; and

WHEREAS those classic lines are enshrined forever in the hearts
of all Americans; and

WHEREAS President Lincoln's closing resolve "that this nation,
under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government
of the people, by the people, for the people shall not perish from the
earth" has a special and solemn connotation in world affairs at the
present moment; and
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ARMISTICE DAY, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Armistice of November 11, 1918, silenced the guns 
of World War I and brought to humanity hope and promise that the 
wars of nation against nation were at an end; and 
WHEREAS, although that hope and promise were shattered by the 

Axis aggressors in World War II, the American people are neverthe-
less resolved to keep faith with the heroes of both wars who sacrificed 
so valorously for the ideal of lasting peace; and 
WHEREAS the anniversary of the Armistice of 1918 provides a 

challenge to rededicate ourselves to the attainment of that ideal; and 
WHEREAS the Congress, by a concurrent resolution of June 4, 

1926 (44 Stat. 1982), requested the President to issue a proclamation 
calling upon officials to display the flag of the United States on all 
Government buildings on November 11 and inviting the people to 
observe the day with appropriate ceremonies; and by an act of May 
13, 1938 (52 Stat. 351), provided that the eleventh day of November 
in each year should be celebrated and known as Armistice Day and 
should be a legal holiday: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the United 
States to observe November 11, 1946, as Armistice Day by honoring 
their fellow countrymen who fought across the seas, and by renewing 
their determination and their efforts to establish a lasting peace; and 
I direct that the flag of the United States be displayed on all Govern-
ment buildings on that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 28th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of 
[BL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
By the President 

JAMES F. BYRNES 
Secretary of State 

DEDICATION DAY, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS November 19, 1946, marks the eighty-third anniver-
sary of the delivery by Abraham Lincoln of the immortal Gettysburg 
Address; and 
WHEREAS those classic lines are enshrined forever in the hearts 

of all Americans; and 
WHEREAS President Lincoln's closing resolve "that this nation, 

under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government 
of the people, by the people, for the people shall not perish from the 
earth" has a special and solemn connotation in world affairs at the 
present moment; and 
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WHEREAS the Congress by a joint resolution approved August 7,1946 (Public Law 645, 79th Congress), has designated, and has re-quested the President to proclaim, November 19, 1946, as Dedication
Day:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, do proclaim November 19, 1946, the anni-versary of the Gettysburg Address, as Dedication Day, and I urgethe people of the United States to observe that day by reading theaddress in public assemblages throughout the United States and itspossessions, on our ships at sea, and wherever the American flag flies.IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.DONE at the City of Washington this 30th day of October in theyear of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the onehundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
JAMES F BYRNES

Secretary of State

1047
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HARRY S TRUMAN

AMENDING PROCLAMATION No. 2599 OF NOVEMBER 4, 1943, EN-TITLED "MERCHANDISE IN GENERAL-ORDER AND BONDED WARE-
HOUSES"

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

December 3, 1946
[No. 27121

WHEREAS Proclamation No. 2599 of November 4, 1943, entitled 57 stat. 75s."Merchandise in General-Order and Bonded Warehouses," authorizes note.the Secretary of the Treasury to extend the warehousing periods forimported merchandise prescribed in sections 491, 557 and 559 of theTariff Act of 1930, as amended, provided that the Foreign Economic 46 stat. 7, 744.Administration certifies to the Commissioner of Customs that such 1557,i "extensions will not impede the war effort; and
WHEREAS the functions of the Foreign Economic Administrationwith respect to such certification were transferred to the Departmentof Commerce by Executive Order No. 9630 of September 27, 1945, 0 U. n. c. app.and are now being performed by that department; and
WHEREAS such certification is no longer necessary and servesno useful purpose:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the Pmendment of

Proclamation No.United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 25w.in me by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (46 Stat.696; 19 U. S. C. 1318), do hereby amend the aforesaid ProclamationNo. 2599 of November 4, 1943, by eliminating therefrom all provisionsand requirements relating to the certification above described.IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington, this 3rd day of December in theyear of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the onehundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

Oct. 30, 1946 61 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS 
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WHEREAS the Congress by a joint resolution approved August 7, 
1946 (Public Law 645, 79th Congress), has designated, and has re-
quested the President to proclaim, November 19, 1946, as Dedication 
Day: 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 
United States of America, do proclaim November 19, 1946, the anni-
versary of the Gettysburg Address, as Dedication Day, and I urge 
the people of the United States to observe that day by reading the 
address in public assemblages throughout the United States and its 
possessions, on our ships at sea, and wherever the American flag flies. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 30th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[sEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

AMENDING PROCLAMATION No. 2599 OF NOVEMBER 4, 1943, EN-
TITLED "MERCHANDISE IN GENERAL-ORDER AND BONDED WARE-
HOUSES" 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION . 

WHEREAS Proclamation No. 2599 of November 4, 1943, entitled 
"Merchandise in General-Order and Bonded Warehouses," authorizes 
the Secretary of the Treasury to extend the warehousing periods for 
imported merchandise prescribed in sections 491, 557 and 559 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, provided that the Foreign Economic 
Administration certifies to the Commissioner of Customs that such 
extensions will not impede the war effort; and 
WHEREAS the functions of the Foreign Economic Administration 

with respect to such certification were transferred to the Department 
of Commerce by Executive Order No. 9630 of September 27, 1945, 
and are now being performed by that department; and 
WHEREAS such certification is no longer necessary and serves 

no useful purpose: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (46 Stat. 
696; 19 U. S. C. 1318), do hereby amend the aforesaid Proclamation 
No. 2599 of November 4, 1943, by eliminating therefrom all provisions 
and requirements relating to the certification above described. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington, this 3td day of December in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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PROCLAMATIONS-DEC. 9, 31, 1946

BILL OF RIGHTS DAY, 1946

December 9,1946
[No. 27131

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Designation of Dec.
15, 1946, as Bill of
Rights Day.

60 stat. 229.

WHEREAS December 15, 1946, marks the one hundred and
fifty-fifth anniversary of the adoption of the Bill of Rights; and

WHEREAS that covenant, which was written into our Constitution
by the first ten amendments, guarantees to the American people
freedom of religion, freedom of speech and assembly, and freedom to
petition for the redress of grievances; and

WHEREAS the preservation of these inestimable privileges can be
guaranteed only by courage, determination, and unremitting vigilance;
and

WHEREAS it is fitting that we should set aside a day for solemn
contemplation of our liberties and of the recent world-wide battle to
protect them from annihilation:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, pursuant to a joint resolution of the Con-
gress approved May 29, 1946, do hereby designate December 15, 1946,
as Bill of Rights Day. And I call upon the officials of the Govern-
ment to display the flag of the United States on all Government
buildings on that day; and urge the people of the United States to
observe the day with appropriate ceremonies and prayer at their
homes, in schools, and in places of congregation and of worship.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of December in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES OF WORLD WAR II

December 31, 1946
[No. 27141

Proclamation of ces-
sation of hostilities of
World War IL

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

With God's help this nation and our allies, through sacrifice anddevotion, courage and perseverance, wrung final and unconditional
surrender from our enemies. Thereafter, we, together with the other
United Nations, set about building a world in which justice shallreplace force. With spirit, through faith, with a determination thatthere shall be no more wars of aggression calculated to enslave thepeoples of the world and destroy their civilization, and with theguidance of Almighty Providence great gains have been made intranslating military victory into permanent peace. Although a stateof war still exists, it is at this time possible to declare, and I find it
to be in the public interest to declare, that hostilities have terminated.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President ofthe United States of America, do hereby proclaim the cessation ofhostilities of World War II, effective twelve o'clock noon, December
31, 1946.
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BILL OF RIGHTS DAY, 1946 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS December 15, 1946, marks the one hundred and 
fifty-fifth anniversary of the adoption of the Bill of Rights; and 
WHEREAS that covenant, which was written into our Constitution 

by the first ten amendments, guarantees to the American people 
freedom of religion, freedom of speech and assembly, and freedom to 
petition for the redress of grievances; and 
WHEREAS the preservation of these inestimable privileges can be 

guaranteed only by courage, determination, and unremitting vigilance; 
and 
WHEREAS it is fitting that we should set aside a day for solemn 

contemplation of our liberties and of the recent world-wide battle to 
protect them from annihilation: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, pursuant to a joint resolution of the Con-
gress approved May 29, 1946, do hereby designate December 15, 1946, 
as Bill of Rights Day. And I call upon the officials of the Govern-
ment to display the flag of the United States on all Government 
buildings on that day; and urge the people of the United States to 
observe the day with appropriate ceremonies and prayer at their 
homes, in schools, and in places of congregation and of worship. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set ray hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of December in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES OF W ORLD W AR II 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

With God's help this nation and our allies, through sacrifice and 
devotion, courage and perseverance, wrung final and unconditional 
surrender from our enemies. Thereafter, we, together with the other 
United Nations, set about building a world in which justice shall 
replace force. With spirit, through faith, with a determination that 
there shall be no more wars of aggression calculated to enslave the 
peoples of the world and destroy their civilization, and with the 
guidance of Almighty Providence great gains have been made in 
translating military victory into permanent peace. Although a state 
of war still exists, it is at this time possible to declare, and I find it 
to be in the public interest to declare, that hostilities have terminated. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, do hereby proclaim the cessation of 
hostilities of World War II, effective twelve o'clock noon, December 
31, 1946. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 31Bt day of December in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
JAMES F BYRNES

The Secretary qf State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

IMPOSING QUOTA ON IMPORTS OF SHORT HARSH OR ROUGH COTTON

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933 as amended by section 31 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49
Stat. 750, 773, as amended by section 5 of the act of February 29,
1936, 49 Stat. 1148, 1152, and as reenacted by section 1 of the act
of June 3, 1937, 50 Stat. 246 (7 U. S. C. 624), the President issued a
proclamation on September 5, 1939 (No. 2351, 54 Stat. 2640), limiting
the quantities of certain cotton and cotton waste which might be
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, which
proclamation was suspended in part by the President's proclamations
of December 19, 1940 (No. 2450, 54 Stat. 2769), March 31, 1942
(No. 2544, 56 Stat. 1944), and June 29, 1942 (No. 2560, 56 Stat.
1963); and

WHEREAS, the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, excepted
from the quota limitations specified therein harsh or rough cotton
having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length and
chiefly used in the manufacture of blankets and blanketing; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to the said section 22, as further amended by
the act of January 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 17), the United States Tariff
Commission has made a supplemental investigation to determine
whether changed circumstances require the modification of the Presi-
dent's proclamation of September 5, 1939, with respect to harsh or
rough cotton having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in
length, in order to carry out the purposes of the said section 22, and
to determine whether such cotton is being or is practically certain to
be imported into the United States under such conditions and in suffi-
cient quantities as to render or tend to render ineffective or materially
interfere with any program or operation undertaken, or to reduce
substantially the amount of any product processed in the United
States from cotton subject to and with respect to which any program
is in operation under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as
amended, the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as
amended (16 U. S. C. 590a-590q), or section 32 of the act of August
24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as amended (7 U. S. C. 612c); and

WHEREAS, in the course of the investigation, after due notice,
a public hearing was held on October 14 and 15, 1946, at which parties
interested were given opportunity to be present, to produce evidence
and to be heard, and, in addition to the hearing, the Commission
made such investigation as it deemed necessary for a full disclosure
and presentation of the facts; and

3 CFR, Cum. Supp.,
p. 113.

Post, p. 1071.

3CF, Cum. upp.,
pp. 205, 294, 308.
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(onllmission.

7 U. S. C. § 624.

54 Stat. 2640.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31" day of December in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-six, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

The Secretary of &ate. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

IMPOSING QUOTA ON IMPORTS OF SHORT HARSH OR ROUGH COTTON 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS, pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act of 1933 as amended by section 31 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49 
Stat. 750, 773, as amended by section 5 of the act of February 29, 
1936, 49 Stat. 1148, 1152, and as reenacted by section 1 of the act 
of June 3, 1937, 50 Stat. 246 (7 U. S. C. 624), the President issued a 
proclamation on September 5, 1939 (No. 2351, 54 Stat. 2640), limiting 
the quantities of certain cotton and cotton waste which might be 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, which 
proclamation was suspended in part by the President's proclamations 
of December 19, 1940 (No. 2450, 54 Stat. 2769), March 31, 1942 
(No. 2544, 56 Stat. 1944), and June 29, 1942 (No. 2560, 56 Stat. 
1963); and 
WHEREAS, the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, excepted 

from the quota limitations specified therein harsh or rough cotton 
having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length and 
chiefly used in the manufacture of blankets and blanketing; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to the said section 22, as further amended by 

the act of January 25, 1940 (54 Stat. 17), the United States Tariff 
Commission has made a supplemental investigation to determine 
whether changed circumstances require the modification of the Presi-
dent's proclamation of September 5, 1939, with respect to harsh or 
rough cotton having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in 
length, in order to carry out the purposes of the said section 22, and 
to determine whether such cotton is being or is practically certain to 
be imported into the United States under such conditions and in suffi-
cient quantities as to render or tend to render ineffective or materially 
interfere with any program or operation undertaken, or to reduce 
substantially the amount of any product processed in the United 
States from cotton subject to and with respect to which any program 
is in operation under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as 
amended, the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as 
amended (16 U. S. C. 590a-590q), or section 32 of the act of August 
24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as amended (7 U. S. C. 612c); and 
WHEREAS, in the course of the investigation, after due notice, 

a public hearing was held on October 14 and 15, 1946, at which parties 
interested were given opportunity to be present, to produce evidence 
and to be heard, and, in addition to the hearing, the Commission 
made such investigation as it deemed necessary for a full disclosure 
and presentation of the facts; and 
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WHEREAS, the Commission has made findings of fact and has
transmitted to me a report of such findings and its recommendations
based thereon, together with a transcript of the evidence submitted at
the hearing, and has also transmitted a copy of such report to the
Secretary of Agriculture:

Modificationof pt- NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of thelamation of Sept. 5,139, with repect to United States of America, do hereby find and declare, on the basis of
harsh orrough cotton. the investigation and report of the Tariff Commission, that changed

circumstances require the modification of the President's proclama-
54 Stat. 2640. tion of September 5, 1939, with respect to harsh or rough cotton3CFR,Cum.Supp.,

p. 113. having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length, toPot, p. 1071. carry out the purposes of section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
49 Stat. 773. Act of 1933, as amended, and that such cotton is being imported into

U S the United States under such conditions and in sufficient quantities as
to tend to render ineffective the domestic cotton programs under-

7 U.S. . a 612c. taken under section 32 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as
amended. Accordingly, pursuant to the said section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended, I hereby modify
the President's proclamation of September 5, 1939 (No. 2351) by
deleting therefrom the words "and chiefly used in the manufacture of

Declaration of an- blankets and blanketing" wherever they appear therein; and I donual quantity for con-sumption. hereby proclaim that the total quantity of harsh or rough cotton
having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length which
may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, in
the year commencing September 20, 1946, and in any subsequent year
commencing September 20, shall not exceed 70 million pounds, which
quantity I hereby find and declare shown by the investigation to be
necessary to prescribe in order that the entry of such cotton will not
tend to render ineffective the programs undertaken with respect to7 U. s. C. i2a cotton under section 32 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as
amended. I further find and declare that the total quantity of
harsh or rough cotton having a staple of less than three-fourths of one
inch in length which is pernutted entry hereunder, is not less than the
minimum permissible quantity computed under the proviso to section

7 U St8. c 4 (b). 22 (b) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended.
u.s. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this first day of February in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMANBy the President: HA Y S T MAN
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

RED CROSS MONTH, 1947

Febuary 11947 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA(No. 2716

A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the American National Red Cross, traditional friend

and counselor of the serviceman and the veteran, furnishes comfort
and renewed hope to our sick and wounded in hospitals and provides
morale-building welfare and recreational facilities for our occupationforces abroad as well as a wide range of services to those returning tocivilian life in this country; and
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WHEREAS, the Commission has made findings of fact and has 
transmitted to me a report of such findings and its recommendations 
based thereon, together with a transcript of the evidence submitted at 
the hearing, and has also transmitted a copy of such report to the 
Secretary of Agriculture: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby find and declare, on the basis of 
the investigation and report of the Tariff Commission, that changed 
circumstances require the modification of the President's proclama-
tion of September 5, 1939, with respect to harsh or rough cotton 
having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length, to 
carry out the purposes of section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act of 1933, as amended, and that such cotton is being imported into 
the United States under such conditions and in sufficient quantities as 
to tend to render ineffective the domestic cotton programs under-
taken under section 32 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as 
amended. Accordingly, pursuant to the said section 22 of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended, I hereby modify 
the President's proclamation of September 5, 1939 (No. 2351) by 
deleting therefrom the words "and chiefly used in the manufacture of 
blankets and blanketing" wherever they appear therein; and I do 
hereby proclaim that the total quantity of harsh or rough cotton 
having a staple of less than three-fourths of one inch in length which 
may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consymption, in 
the year commencing September 20, 1946, and in any subsequent year 
commencing September 20, shall not exceed 70 million pounds, which 
quantity I hereby find and declare shown by the investigation to be 
necessary to prescribe in order that the entry of such cotton will not 
tend to render ineffective the programs undertaken with respect to 
cotton under section 32 of the act of August 24, 1935, 49 Stat. 774, as 
amended. I further find and declare that the total quantity of 
harsh or rough cotton having a staple of less than three-fourths of one 
inch in length which is permitted entry hereunder , is not less than the 
minimum permissible quantity computed under the proviso to section 
22 (b) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this first day of February in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

RED CROSS M ONTH; 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the American National Red Cross, traditional friend 
and counselor of the serviceman and the veteran, furnishes comfort 
and renewed hope to our sick and wounded in hospitals and provides 
morale-building welfare and recreational facilities for our occupation 
forces abroad as well as a wide range of services to those returning to 
civilian life in this country; and 
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WHEREAS the Red Cross, chartered by Congress and equipped
by experience to cope with human needs when disaster strikes, per-
forms its errands of mercy with skill and expedition; and

WHEREAS the Red Cross is devoting increased attention to its
home-nursing and first-aid programs which are designed through
training courses to check the spread of disease and to reduce the fright-
ful toll of accidents; and

WHEREAS this organization is entirely dependent upon the volun-
tary contributions of the people of the United States in rendering
these services, and has estimated that a minimum fund of $60,000,000
will be necessary for the implementation of its philanthropic program
in 1947:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America and President of the American National
Red Cross, do hereby designate and proclaim the month of March
1947 as Red Cross Month and urge every citizen of this country to
respond generously to this essential, humanitarian cause.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this twelfth day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State

ENUMERATION OF ARMS, AMMUNITION, AND IMPLEMENTS OF WAR

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 12 (i) of the joint resolution of Congress
approved November 4, 1939, provides in part as follows (54 Stat. 11;
22 U. S. C. 452 (i)):

"The President is hereby authorized to proclaim upon recom-
mendation of the [National Munitions Control] Board from time to
time a list of articles which shall be considered arms, ammunition,
and implements of war for the purposes of this section * * *"

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority
conferred upon me by the said joint resolution of Congress, and pur-
suant to the recommendation of the National Munitions Control
Board, and in the interest of the foreign-affairs functions of the
United States, hereby declare and proclaim that the articles listed
below shall, on and after February 20, 1947, be considered arms,
ammunition, and implements of war for the purposes of section 12 of
the said joint resolution of Congress:

CATEGORY I
(1) Rifles and carbines using ammunition in excess of caliber

.22, and barrels for those weapons;
(2) Machine guns, automatic or auto-loading rifles, and

machine pistols using ammunition in excess of caliber .22, and
barrels for those weapons; machine-gun mounts;

Designation of
March 1947 as Red
Cross Month.

February 14, 1947
[No. 2717?l

Designation of oer-
tain artileas as arms
ammunmttin and im-
plements of war.
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WHEREAS the Red Cross, chartered by Congress and equipped 
by experience to cope with human needs when disaster strikes, per-
forms its errands of mercy with skill and expedition; and 
WHEREAS the Red Cross is devoting increased attention to its 

home-nursing and first-aid programs which are designed through 
training courses to check the spread of disease and to reduce the fright-
ful toll of accidents; and 
WHEREAS this organization is entirely dependent upon the volun-

tary contributions of the people of the United States in rendering 
these services, and has estimated that a minimum fund of $60,000,000 
will be necessary for the implementation of its philanthropic program 
in 1947: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America and President of the American National 
Red Cross, do hereby designate and proclaim the month of March 
1947 as Red Cross Month and urge every citizen of this country to 
respond generously to this essential, humanitarian cause. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this twelfth day of February, 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-first. - 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

ENUMERATION OF ARMS, AMMUNITION, AND IMPLEMENTS OF WAR 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 12 (1) of the joint resolution of Congress 
approved November 4, 1939, provides in part as follows (54 Stat. 11; 
22 U. S. C. 452 (i)): 

"The President is hereby authorized to proclaim upon recom-
mendation of the [National Munitions Control] Board from time to 
time a list of articles which shall be considered arms, ammunition, 
and implements of war for the purposes of this section * * *" 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 
United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority 
conferred upon me by the said joint resolution of Convess, and pur-
suant to the recommendation of the National Munitions Control 
Board, and in the interest of the foreign-affairs functions of the 
United States, hereby declare and proclaim that the articles listed 
below shall, on and after February 20, 1947, be considered arms, 
ammunition, and implements of war for the purposes of section 12 of 
the said joint resolution of Congress: 

CATEGORY I 
(1) Rifles and carbines using ammunition in excess of caliber 

.22, and barrels for those weapons; 
(2) Machine guns, automatic or auto-loading rifles, and 

machine pistols using ammunition in excess of caliber .22, and 
barrels for those weapons; machine-gun mounts; 

Designation of 
March 1947 as Red 
Cross Month. 

February 14, 1947 
(No. 27171 

Designation of oer-
tain articles as arms, 
ammunition, and ins-
Plements of was. 
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(3) Guns, howitzers, and mortars of all calibers, their mount-
ings and barrels;

(4) Ammunition in excess of caliber .22 for the arms enumer-
ated under (1), (2), and (3) above, and cartridge cases or bullets
for such ammunition; shells and projectiles, filled or unfilled, for
the arms enumerated under (3) above;

(5) Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines and depth charges,
filled or unfilled, and apparatus for their use or discharge;

(6) Tanks, military armored vehicles, and armored trains;
armor plate and turrets for such vehicles.
CATEGORY II

Vessels of war of all kinds, including aircraft carriers and sub-
marines, and armor plate and turrets for such vessels.
CATEGORY III

(1) Aircraft (piloted), both heavier and lighter than air,
unassembled, assembled or dismantled: (a) classified from the
standpoint of military security; or (b) especially designed for
warlike purposes; or (c) having a weight empty greater than
35,000 pounds;

(2) Non-piloted aircraft and guided missiles, unassembled,
assembled or dismantled;

(3) Any part, component, accessory, or device, of or per-
taining to an aircraft either heavier or lighter than air, whether
shipped alone or in an unassembled or assembled aircraft: (a)
which is classified from the standpoint of military security; or
(b) which (1) is not in general use in commercial aircraft and
(2) is either especially designed for warlike purposes or adaptable
substantially to increase the efficiency or performance of aircraft
used for warlike purposes.
CATEGORY IV

(1) Revolvers and automatic pistols using ammunition in
excess of caliber .22;

(2) Ammunition in excess of caliber .22 for the arms enumer-
ated under (1) above, and cartridge cases or bullets for such
ammunition.
CATEGORY V

(1) Livens projectors, flame throwers, and fire-barrage pro-
jectors;

(2) a. Mustard gas (dichlorethyl sulphide);
b. Lewisite (chlorvinyldichlorarsine and dichlordivinyl-

chlorarsine);
c. Methyldichlorarsine;
d. Diphenylchlorarsine;
e. Diphenylcyanarsine;
f. Diphenylaminechlorarsine;
g. Phenyldichlorarsine;
h. Ethyldichlorarsine;
i. Phenyldibromarsine;
j. Ethyldibromarsine;
k. Phosgene;
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(3) Guns, howitzers, and mortars of all calibers, their mount-
ings and barrels; 

(4) Ammunition in excess of caliber .22 for the arms enumer-
ated under (1), (2), and (3) above, and cartridge cases or bullets 
for such ammunition; shells and projectiles, filled or unfilled, for 
the arms enumerated under (3) above; 

(5) Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines and depth charges, 
filled or unfilled, and apparatus for their use or discharge; 

(6) Tanks, military armored vehicles, and armored trains; 
armor plate and turrets for such vehicles. 
CATEGORY II 

Vessels of war of all kinds, including aircraft carriers and sub-
marines, and armor plate and turrets for such vessels. 
CATEGORY III 

(1) Aircraft (piloted), both heavier and lighter than air, 
unassembled, assembled or dismantled: (a) classified from the 
standpoint of military security; or (b) especially designed for 
warlike purposes; or (c) having a weight empty greater than 
35,000 pounds; 

(2) Non-piloted aircraft and guided missiles, unassembled, 
assembled or .dismantled; 

(3) Any part, component, accessory, or device, of or per-
taining to an aircraft either heavier or lighter than air, whether 
shipped alone or in an unassembled or assembled aircraft: (a) 
which is classified from the standpoint of military security; or 
(b) which (1) is not in general use in commercial aircraft and 
(2) is either especially designed for warlike purposes or adaptable 
substantially to increase the efficiency or performance of aircraft 
used for warlike purposes. 

CATEGORY IV 

(1) Revolvers and automatic pistols using ammunition in 
excess of caliber .22; 

(2) Ammunition in excess of caliber .22 for the arms enumer-
ated under (1) above, and cartridge cases or bullets for such 
ammunition. 

CATEGORY V 

(1) Livens projectors, flame throwers, and fire-barrage pro-
jectors; 

(2) a. Mustard gas (dichlorethyl sulphide); 
b. Lewisite (chlorvinyldichlorarsine and dichlordivinyl-

chlorarsine); 
c. Methyldichlorarsine; 
d. Diphenylchlorarsine; 
e. Diphenylcyanarsine; 
f. Diphenylaminechlorarsine; 
g. Phenyldichlorarsine; 
h. Ethyldichlorarsine; 
i. Phenyldibromarsine; 
j. Ethyldibromarsine; 
k. Phosgene; 
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I. Monochlormethylchlorformate;
m. Trichlormethylchlorformate (diphosgene);
n. Dichlordimethyl ether;
o. Dibromdimethyl ether;
p. Cyanogen chloride;
q. Ethylbromacetate;
r. Ethyliodoacetate;
s. Brombenzylcyanide;
t. Bromacetone;
u. Brommethylethyl ketone.

CATEGORY VI
(1) Propellent powders;
(2) High explosives as follows:

a. Nitrocellulose having a nitrogen content of more than
12.20%;

b. Trinitrotoluene;
c. Trinitroxylene;
d. Tetryl (trinitrophenol methyl nitramine or "tetranitro

methylaniline");
e. Picric acid;
f. Ammonium picrate;
g. Trinitroanisol;
h. Trinitronaphthalene;
i. Tetranitronaphthalene;
j. Hexanitrodiphenylamine;
k. Pentaerythritetetranitrate (penthrite or pentrite);
1. Trimethylenetrinitramine (hexogen or T 4);

m. Potassium nitrate powders (black saltpeter powder);
n. Sodium nitrate powders (black soda powder);
o. Amatol (mixture of ammonium nitrate and trinitrotol-

uene);
p. Ammonal (mixture of ammonium nitrate, trinitrotolu-

ene, and powdered aluminum, with or without other
ingredients);

q. Schneiderite (mixture of ammonium nitrate and dini-
tronaphthalene, with or without other ingredients).

Effective February 20, 1947, this proclamation shall supersede tiormSerseroclada-
Proclamation 2549, dated April 9, 1942. 6 stat. 148.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and n.' s t. ' 452
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 14th day of February in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State
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1. Monochlormethylchlorformate; 
m. Trichlormethylchlorformate (diphosgene); 
n. Dichlordimethyl ether; 
o. Dibromdimethyl ether; 
p. Cyanogen chloride; 
q. Ethylbromacetate; 
r. Ethyliodoacetate; 
s. Brombenzylcyanide; 
t. Bromacetone; 
u. Bromm.ethylethyl ketone. 

CATEGORY VI 
(1) Propellent powders; 
(2) High explosives as follows: 

a. Nitrocellulose having a nitrogen content of more than 
12.20%; 

b. Trinitrotoluene; 
c. Trinitroxylene; 
d. Tetryl (trinitrophenol methyl nitramine or "tetranitro 

methylaniline"); 
e. Picric acid; 
f. Ammonium picrate; 
g. Trinitroanisol; 
h. Trinitronaphthalene; 
i. Tetranitronaphthalene; 
j. Hexanitrodiphenylamine; 
k. Pentaerythritetetranitrate (pen.thrite or pentrite); 
1. Trimethylenetrinitramine (hexogen or T4); 
m. Potassium nitrate powders (black saltpeter powder); 
n. Sodium nitrate powders (black soda powder); 
o. Amatol (mixture of ammonium nitrate and trinitrotol-

uene); 
p. Ammonal (mixture of ammonium nitrate, trinitrotolu-

ene, and powdered aluminum, with or without other 
ingredients); 

q. Schneiderite (mixture of ammonium nitrate and dini-
tronaphthalene, with or without other ingredients). 

Effective February 20, 1947, this proclamation shall supersede 
Proclamation 2549, dated April 9, 1942. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 14th day of February in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

Former proclama-
tion superseded. 
58 Stat. 1948. 
22 U. S. 0. § 452 

note. 
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"I AM AN AMERICAN DAY", 1947

[61 STAT.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Designation of May
18,1947, as "I Am An
American Day."

M4 Stat. 178
36 U. S. 0. 152.

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the rise of the United States of America to a place ofeminence among nations in less than two centuries has been greatly
enhanced by the migration to its shores of pioneering, freedom-loving
peoples; and

WHEREAS the political life-blood of the Nation is annually
renewed by the coming of voting age of more than two million native-
born young men and women; and

WHEREAS the combined talents, skills, service, and loyalty ofthese mingled native-born and foreign-born peoples have brought us
victoriously through the greatest of all wars; and

WHEREAS in the teamwork of democracy the requisites for good
citizenship are not place of birth or race or religious belief; butcharacter, education, cooperation, and loyalty; and

WHEREAS the stupendous task of all men in this new age is tostrive to remove from the world the age-old curse of warfare, and to
advance the cause of freedom and brotherhood:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President ofthe United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Congress in Public Resolution 67, approvedMay 3, 1940, do hereby designate Sunday, May 18, 1947, as "I AMAN AMERICAN DAY", and do set aside that day as a publicoccasion for the honoring of American citizenship by giving specialrecognition to those who have become naturalized as citizens duringthe past year and to the young people who have during the yearassumed full responsibilities of citizenship by coming of age.

And I urge Federal, State, and local officials and patriotic, civic,and educational organizations to plan and hold, on or about May 18,exercises designed to help our citizens better to understand theirprivileges and responsibilities as participants in our representative
democracy, to the end that world peace and domestic felicity maybe attained and perpetuated.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set may hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 1't day of March in theyear of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

*
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"I Am AN AMERICAN DAY", 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the rise of the United States of America to a place of 
eminence among nations in less than two centuries has been greatly 
enhanced by the migration to its shores of pioneering, freedom-loving 
peoples; and 
WHEREAS the political life-blood of the Nation is annually 

renewed by the coming of voting age of more than two million native-
born young men and women; and 
WHEREAS the combined talents, skills, service, and loyalty of 

these mingled native-born and foreign-born peoples have brought us 
victoriously through the greatest of all wars; and 
WHEREAS in the teamwork of democracy the requisites for good 

citizenship are not place of birth or race or religious belief; but 
character, education, cooperation, and loyalty; and 
WHEREAS the stupendous task of all men in this new age is to 

strive to remove from the world the age-old curse of warfare, and to 
advance the cause of freedom and brotherhood: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the Congress in Public Resolution 67, approved 
May 3, 1940, do hereby designate Sunday, May 18, 1947, as "I AM 
AN AMERICAN DAY", and do set aside that day as a public 
occasion for the honoring of American citizenship by giving special 
recognition to those who have become naturalized as citizens during 
the past year and to the young people who have during the year 
assumed full responsibilities of citizenship by coming of age. 
And I urge Federal, State, and local officials and patriotic, civic, 

and educational organizations to plan and hold, on or about May 18, 
exercises designed to help our citizens better to understand their 
privileges and responsibilities as participants in our representative 
democracy, to the end that world peace and domestic felicity may 
be attained and perpetuated. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set may hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 1" day of March in the 

, year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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ARMY DAY AND ARMY WEEK, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Army of the United States is a bulwark of our
country's strength in time of peril and the faithful guardian of our
dearly-bought liberty in time of peace, and has since the inception of
this Nation stood between our freedom-loving people and all aggres-
sors; and

WHEREAS the soldiers of our Army continue in active service as
loyal servants of our democracy, whose purpose is to insure the estab-
lishment of justice, tranquillity, and an enduring peace; and

WHEREAS Senate Concurrent Resolution 5, 75th Congress, 1st
Session, which was agreed to by the House of Representatives on
March 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 1108), provides:

"That April 6 of each year be recognized by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States of America as
Army Day, and that the President of the United States be re-
quested, as Commander in Chief, to order military units through-
out the United States to assist civic bodies in appropriate cele-
bration to such extent as he may deem advisable; to issue a
proclamation each year declaring April 6 as Army Day, and in
such proclamations to invite the Governors of the various States
to issue Army Day proclamations: Provided, That in the event
April 6 falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be recog-
nized as Army Day":

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, in order that we may give special recogni-
tion to our Army, whose soldiers have gallantly secured and guarded
our freedom since the founding of the Republic and have heroically
sacrificed to bring to the world a lasting peace founded upon justice
to all mankind, do hereby proclaim Monday, April 7, 1947, as Army
Day, and encourage the observance of the week beginning April 6 and
ending April 12, 1947, as Army Week; and I invite the Governors of
the several States to issue proclamations for the celebration of this
day and this week in such manner as to render appropriate honor to
the Army of the United States.

I also remind our citizens that our Army, charged with the respon-
sibility of defending the United States and our territorial possessions
and of promoting the firm establishment of peace and good order in
the territories of our defeated enemies, can discharge these duties
only with the firm support of our people. I therefore urge my fellow
countrymen to be mindful of the Army's needs, to the end that our
soldiers may not lack the means to perform effectively their continu-
ing tasks and that the hardships of military service in foreign lands
may be alleviated in every way possible. There is no means by
which we can better honor our heroic dead than by our support of
their living comrades who carry on the mission they so nobly advanced.

Designation of Apr.
7,1947, as Army Day.

Observance of Apr.
6-12, 1947, as Army
Week.
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ARMY DAY AND ARMY W EEK, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Army of the United States is a bulwark of our 
country's strength in time of peril and the faithful guardian of our 
dearly-bought liberty in time of peace, and has since the inception of 
this Nation stood between our freedom-loving people and all aggres-
sors; and 
WHEREAS the soldiers of our Army continue in active service as 

loyal servants of our democracy, whose purpose is to insure the estab-
lishment of justice, tranquillity, and an enduring peace; and 
WHEREAS Senate Concurrent Resolution 5, 75th Congress, 1st 

Session' which was agreed to by the House of Representatives on 
March 16, 1937 (50 Stat. 1108), provides: 

"That April 6 of each year be recognized by the Senate and 
House of Representatives of the United States of America as 
Army Day, and that the President of the United States be re-
quested, as Commander in Chief, to order military units through-
out the United States to assist civic bodies in appropriate cele-
bration to such extent as he may deem advisable; to issue a 
proclamation each year declaring April 6 as Army Day, and in 
such proclamations to invite the Governors of the various States 
to issue Army Day proclamations: Provided, That in the event 
April 6 falls on Sunday, the following Monday shall be recog-
nized as Army Day": 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 
United States of America, in order that we may give special recogni-
tion to our Army, whose soldiers have gallantly secured and guarded 
our freedom since the founding of the Republic and have heroically 
sacrificed to bring to the world a lasting peace founded upon justice 
to all mankind, do hereby proclaim Monday, April 7, 1947, as Army 
Day, and encourage the observance of the week beginning April 6 and 
ending April 12, 1947, as Army Week; and I invite the Governors of 
the several States to issue proclamations for the celebration of this 
day and this week in such manner as to render appropriate honor to 
the Army of the United States. 
I also remind our citizens that our Army, charged with the respon-

sibility of defending the United States and our territorial possessions 
and of promoting the firm establishment of peace and good order in 
the territories of our defeated enemies, can discharge these duties 
only with the firm support of our people. I therefore urge my fellow 
countrymen to be mindful of the Army's needs, to the end that our 
soldiers may not lack the means to perform effectively their continu-
ing tasks and that the hardships of military service in foreign lands 
may be alleviated in every way possible. There is no means by 
which we can better honor our heroic dead than by our support of 
their living comrades who carry on the mission they so nobly advanced. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihave hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 7th day of March in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State.

PAN AMERICAN WEEK, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Designation of week
beginning Apr. 13,
1947, as Pan American
Week.

WHEREAS the Pan American Union was founded on April 14, 1890,
to serve the cause of mutual understanding and cooperation among the
nations of the Western Hemisphere; and

WHEREAS the inspiration and example furnished by the resulting
peaceful collaboration of the American republics have contributed to
the development of world-wide international collaboration through the
United Nations for the welfare and security of all peoples everywhere;
and

WHEREAS the Inter-American System that has developed around
the Pan American Union will be further strengthened at the Ninth
International Conference of American States to be held at Bogota,
Colombia, in December of this year; and

WHEREAS it is fitting that the people of the United States should
testify to the spirit of good neighborliness which binds them to the
peoples of the other American republics and should take note of the
mutual advantages to be gained through development of even closer
cultural and commercial relations:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate and proclaim the week
beginning April 13, 1947, as Pan American Week; and I call upon the
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States on
all public buildings during that week.

I also invite the several States, Territories, and possessions of the
United States, through their appropriate officials, and the churches,
schools, clubs, and other organizations, as well as the people of the
United States generally, to participate in the observance of Pan
American Week with suitable commemorative displays, exhibits, and
ceremonies, or other activities.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 17t day of March in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

March 17, 1947
[No. 2720]
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March 17, 1947 

[No. 2720] 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihave hereunto set my hand and caused 
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 7th day of March in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

PAN AMERICAN W EEK, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Pan American Union was founded on April 14, 1890, 
to serve the cause of mutual understanding and cooperation among the 
nations of the Western Hemisphere; and 
WHEREAS the inspiration and example furnished by the res-ulting 

peaceful collaboration of the American republics have contributed to 
the development of world-wide international collaboration through the 
United Nations for the welfare and security of all peoples everywhere; 
and 
WHEREAS the Inter-American System that has developed around 

the Pan American Union will be further strengthened at the Ninth 
International Conference of American States to be held at Bogotfi, 
Colombia, in December of this yettr; and 
WHEREAS it is fitting that the people of the United States should 

testify to the spirit of good neighborliness which binds them to the 
peoples of the other American republics and should take note of the 
mutual advantages to be gained through development of even closer 
cultural and commercial relations: 

Designation of week NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the begng Apr. 13, 
1947, as /an American United States of America, do hereby designate and proclaim the week 
Week. 

be'lining April 13, 1947, as Pan American Week; and I call upon the 
officials of the Government to display the flag of the United States on 
all public buildings during that week. 
I also invite the several States, Territories, and possessions of the 

United States, through their appropriate officials, and the churches, 
schools, clubs, and other organizations, as well as the people of the 
United States generally, to participate in the observance of Pan 
American Week with suitable commemorative displays, exhibits, and 
ceremonies, or other activities. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 17th day of March in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 

HARRY S TRUMAN By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 
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CANCER CONTROL MONTH, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the health of the citizens of this Nation is vitally
important to its strength; and

WHEREAS this Nation, in a grave period of world affairs, is called
upon for strong and wise leadership; and

WHEREAS cancer, one of mankind's most insidious enemies, takes
an annual toll of 177,000 American lives, and the National Cancer
Institute in the United States Public Health Service estimates that
17,000,000 persons now living will perish of this disease unless a cure
is found; and

WHEREAS medical science needs the cooperation of every indi-
vidual and agency to further its fight for the control of this dread
malady; and

WHEREAS, by Public Resolution approved March 28, 1938 (52
Stat. 148), the Congress has authorized and requested the President
to issue annually a proclamation setting apart the month of April
of each year as Cancer Control Month:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby set apart the month of April
1947 as Cancer Control Month, and do invite the Governors of the
several States and the Territories and possessions of the United
States to issue proclamations for a like purpose. I also invite the
medical profession, the press, the radio, the motion picture industry,
and all organizations and individuals interested in this momentous
problem to unite during the month of April in a program of education
in methods now available for the control of cancer, as well as a pro-
gram of promotion of scientific research necessary to alleviate further
the suffering caused by this scourge.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 2 1
"t day of March in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the

one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

March 21, 1947
[No. 2721]

36 U. . C. C 150.

Designation of April
1947 as Cancer Control
Month.

HARRY S TRUMAN

COPYRIGHT EXTENSION: FRANCE

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved September 25, 1941
(55 Stat. 732) the President is authorized, on the conditions prescribed
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfilment of the
conditions and formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the
United States of America with respect to works first produced or
published outside the United States of America and subject to copy-
right or to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States
of America, including works subject to ad interim copyright, by

95347--49-PT. II -7

March 27,1947
[No. 2722

17 U. S. C. 18.
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CANCER CONTROL M ONTH, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT or THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the health of the citizens of this Nation is vitally 
important to its strength; and 
WHEREAS this Nation, in a grave period of world affairs, is called 

upon for strong and wise leadership; and 
WHEREAS cancer, one of mankind's most insidious enemies, takes 

an annual toll of 177,000 American lives, and the National Cancer 
Institute in the United States Public Health Service estimates that 
17,000,000 persons now living will perish of this disease unless a cure 
is found; and 
WHEREAS medical science needs the cooperation of every indi-

vidual and agency to further its fight for the control of this dread 
malady; and 
WHEREAS, by Public Resolution approved March 28, 1938 (52 

Stat. 148), the Congress has authorized and requested the President 
to issue annually a proclamation setting apart the month of April 
of each year as Cancer Control Month: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby set apart the month of April 
1947 as Cancer Control Month, and do invite the Governors of the 
several States and the Territories and possessions of the United 
States to issue proclamations for a like purpose. I also invite the 
medical profession, the press, the radio, the motion picture industry, 
and all organizations and individuals interested in this momentous 
problem to unite during the month of April in a program of education 
in methods now available for the control of cancer, as well as a pro-
gram of promotion of scientific research necessary to alleviate further 
the suffering caused by this scourge. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be afixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 21" day of March in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

COPYRIGHT EXTENSION: FRANCE 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved September 25, 1941 
(55 Stat. 732) the President is authorized, on the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfilment of the 
conditions and formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the 
United States of America with respect to works first produced or 
published outside the United States of America and subject to copy-
right or to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States 
of America, including works subject to ad interim copyright, by 
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nationals of countries which accord substantially equal treatment
to citizens of the United States of America; and

WHEREAS satisfactory official assurances have been received that
under the law of France treatment substantially equal to that author-

55 Stat. 732. ized by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941 is accorded in France
. C. 1 to citizens of the United States of America; and

61 Stat., Pt. 3. WHEREAS the aforesaid official assurances are embodied in a note
dated this day from the Ambassador of France at Washington to
the Secretary of State of the United States of America; and

WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the
United States of America dated April 9, 1910 (36 Stat. 2685) citizens
of France are, and since July 1, 1909 have been, entitled to the
benefits of the act of Congress approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat.

17 U. . C. C. 1-82 1075) relating to copyright, other than the benefits of section 1 (e)
of that act; and

WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the
United States of America dated May 24, 1918 (40 Stat. 1784), the
citizens of France are, and since May 24, 1918 have been, entitled

35 Stat.5 (e). to the benefits of section 1 (e) of the aforesaid act of March 4, 1909;
U NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of

the United States of America, under and by virtue of authority
55 Stat. 732. vested in me by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, do declare

and proclaim:
tensin ofo ntie re- That with respect to (1) works of citizens of France which were first
specting cdsignte produced or published outside the United States of America on or

France. after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the laws of
the United States of America, and (2) works of citizens of France sub-
ject to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of
America on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed for several
years of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and formalities
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the
United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of

s1 Utat.3. .the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly the
time within which compliance with such conditions and formalities
may take place is hereby extended with respect to such works until
the day on which the President of the United States of America shall,
in accordance with that act, terminate or suspend the present
declaration and proclamation.

Term o copyright; It shall be understood that the term of copyright in any case is not
ats, etc. and cannot be altered or affected by this proclamation, and that, as
17 U. .2. 8. provided by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, no liability shall

attach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done
prior to the effective date of this proclamation in connection with the
above-described works, or in respect to the continuance for one year
subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise
lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production,
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be afxed.

DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-seventh day of
March, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-

[SEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMANBy the President:RY TRUMAN
DEAN ACHESON

Acing Secodary of Stte
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nationals of countries which accord substantially equal treatment 
to citizens of the United States of America; and 
WHEREAS satisfactory official assurances have been received that 

under the law of France treatment substantially equal to that author-
ized by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941 is accorded in France 
to citizens of the United States of America; and 
WHEREAS the aforesaid official assurances are embodied in a note 

dated this day from the Ambassador of France at Washington to 
the SecretaL.y of State of the United States of America; and 
WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the 

United States of America dated April 9, 1910 (36 Stat. 2685) citizens 
of France are, and since July 1, 1909 have been, entitled to the 
benefits of the act of Congress approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 
1075) relating to copyright, other than the benefits of section 1 (e) 
of that act; and 
WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the 

United States of America dated May 24, 1918 (40 Stat. 1784), the 
citizens of France are, and since May 24, 1918 have been, entitled 
to the benefits of section 1 (e) of the aforesaid act of March 4, 1909; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, do declare 
and proclaim: 
That with respect to (1) works of citizens of France which were first 

produced or published outside the United States of America on or 
after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the laws of 
the United States of America, and (2) works of citizens of France sub-
ject to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of 
.America on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed for several 
years of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension 
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and formalities 
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the 
United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of 
the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly the 
time within which compliance with such conditions and formalities 
may take place is hereby extended with respect to such works until 
the day on which the President of the United States of America shall, 
in accordance with that act, terminate or suspend the present 
declaration and proclamation. 

It shall be understood that the term of copyright in any case is not 
and cannot be altered or affected by this proclamation, and that, as 
provided by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, no liability shall 
attach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done 
prior to the effective date of this proclamation in connection with the 
above-described works, or in respect to the continuance for one year 
subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise 
lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production, 
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-seventh day of 

March, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-
[SEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred seventy-first. 

HARRY S TRUMAN By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
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NATIONAL FARM SAFETY WEEK, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS more fatal accidents occur in agriculture than in any
other occupation; and

WHEREAS the increasing complexity of modern farm operations
creates additional accident hazards; and

WHEREAS caution and intelligent effort on the part of every
farm family in the land will lessen the suffering and economic loss
caused by accidents, and the coordinated observance by all our
people of a week dedicated to farm safety will effect an immense
saving to our country:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby call upon the Nation to observe
the week commencing July 20, 1947 as National Farm Safety Week,
as a spearhead to a year-round farm safety program, and I request
all persons and organizations concerned with agriculture and farm
life to cooperate in the observance of this fourth annual National
Farm Safety Week. I also urge farm people everywhere to set
aside a specific time during National Farm Safety Week for family
discussions of methods for the prevention of accidents, in order that
these producers of the Nation's food may live and work with greater
safety.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 2nd day of April in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

April 2, 1947
[No. 2723]

Observance of week
commencing July 20,
1947, as National
Farm Safety Week.

HARRY S TRUMAN

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT-FLORIDA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Under Secretary of the Interior has submitted to
me for approval the following regulations adopted by him, after
notice and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act (5 U. S. C. Supp. 1003), on March 27, 1947,
under authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918
(40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 704), and Reorganization Plan No. II
(53 Stat. 1431):

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND
WATERS WITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY OF THE EVER-
GLADES NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, FLORIDA

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3
of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16
U. S. C. 704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), I,
Oscar L. Chapman, Under Secretary of the Interior, having due re-

61 STAT.]
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NATIONAL FARM SAFETY WEEK, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS more fatal accidents occur in agriculture than in any 
other occupation; and 
WHEREAS the increasing complexity of modern farm operations 

creates additional accident hazards; and 
WHEREAS caution and intelligent effort on the part of every 

farm family in the land will lessen the suffering and economic loss 
caused by accidents, and the coordinated observance by all our 
people of a week dedicated to farm safety will effect an immense 
saving to our country: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America do hereby call upon the Nation to observe 
the week commencing July 20, 1947 as National Farm Safety Week, 
as a spearhead to a year-round farm safety program and I request 
all persons and organizations concerned w ith agriculture and farm 
life to cooperate in the observance of this fourth annual National 
Farm Safety Week. I also urge farm people everywhere to set 
aside a specific time during National Farm Safety Week for family 
discussions of methods for the prevention of accidents, in order that 
these producers of the Nation's food may live and work with greater 
safety. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto. set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 2nd day of April in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT—FLORIDA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Under Secretary of the Interior has submitted to 
me for approval the following regulations adopted by him, after 
notice and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act (5 U. S. C. Supp. 1003), on March 27, 1947, 
under authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 
(40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 704), and Reorganization Plan No. II 
(53 Stat. 1431): 
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REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND 

WATERS WITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY OF THE EVER-
GLADES NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, FLORIDA 

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 
of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 
U. S. C. 704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), I, nole.u. 
Oscar L. Chapman, Under Secretary of the Interior, having due re-

S. C. 1 133t 
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gard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance,
economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of flight of the
migratory birds included in the terms of the conventions between
the United States and Great Britian for the protection of migratory

39Stat.1702. birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and between the United States
and the United Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds

f50Stat. 1311. and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, do hereby designate
as closed area, effective thirty days after publication in the Federal
Register, in or on which pursuing, hunting, taking, capturing, or
killing of migratory birds, or attempting to take, capture, or kill
migratory birds is not permitted, all areas of land and water in Dade
and Monroe Counties, Florida, not now owned or controlled by the
United States within the following-described exterior boundary:

TALLAHASSEE MERIDIAN

Beginning at the intersection of the west boundary of T. 54 S.,
R. 37 E., (as shown on the official plat of the township, surveyed
in April 1918 by authority from the Trustees of the Internal
Improvement Fund of Florida) with the south right-of-way bound-
ary of the Tamiami Trail, United States Highway No. 94;

Thence South, with the west boundary of Tps. 54 and 55 S.,
R. 37 E., approximately 11.6 miles to the northwest corner of
T. 56 S., R. 37 E.;

Thence East, with the north boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E.,
6.0 miles to the northeast corner thereof;

Thence South, with the east boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E.,
6.0 miles to the southeast corner thereof;

Thence West, with the south boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E.,
6.0 miles to the southwest corner thereof;

Thence South, with the west boundary of T. 57 S., R. 37 E.,
3.0 miles to the northwest corner of sec. 19, T. 57 S., R. 37 E.;

Thence East, on the third latitudinal section line through T.
57 S., R. 37 E., 5.0 miles to the corner common to sections 13, 14,
23 and 24 of said township;

Thence South, with the first meridional section line through
Tps. 57 and 58 S., R. 37 E. 8.0 miles to the corner common to
sections 25, 26, 35, and 36, T. 58 S., R. 37 E.;

Thence West, with the south boundary of sections 26 and 27,
2.0 miles to the corner common to sections 27, 28, 33 and 34 of
said township;

Thence North 0.5 mile to the quarter-section corner common to
sections 27 and 28;

Thence West 1.5 miles to the center of section 29;
Thence North 1.5 miles to the quarter-section corner common

to sections 17 and 20;
Thence East, with the north boundary of sections 20 and 21,

1.5 miles to the corner common to sections 15, 16, 21 and 22;
Thence North, with the west boundary of sections 15 and 10,

2.0 miles to the corner common to sections 3, 4, 9 and 10;
Thence West, with the south boundary of sections 4, 5 and 6,

3.0 miles to the southwest corner of section 6;
Thence West, approximately 1.1 miles to the east boundary of

T. 58S.,R. 36 E.;
Thence South, with the east boundary of T. 58 S., R. 36 E.,

approximately 0.4 mile to the southeast corner of section 24 in
said township;

Thence West, passing within T. 58 S., R. 36 E., with the south
boundary of sections 24, 23, 22 and 21, 4.0 miles to the corner
common to sections 20, 21, 28 and 29 in said township;

[61 STAT.1060 PROCLAMATIONS-APR. 4, 1947 [61 STAT. 
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gard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, 
economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of flight of the 
migratory birds included in the terms of the conventions between 
the United States and Great Britian for the protection of migratory 
birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and between the United States 
and the United Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds 
and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, do hereby designate 
as closed area, effective thirty days after publication in the Federal 
Register, in or on which pursuing, hunting, taking, capturing, or 
killing of migratory birds, or attempting to take, capture, or kill 
migratory birds is not permitted, all areas of land and water in Dade 
and Monroe Counties, Florida, not now owned or controlled by the 
United States within the following-described exterior boundary: 

TALLAHASSEE M ERIDIAN 

Beginning at the intersection of the west boundary of T. 54 S., 
R. 37 E., (as shown on the official plat of the township, surveyed 
in April 1918 by authority from the Trustees of the Internal 
Improvement Fund of Florida) with the south right-of-way bound-
ary of the Taraiami Trail, United States Highway No. 94; 
Thence South, with the west boundary of Tps. 54 and 55 S., 

R. 37 E., approximately 11.6 miles to the northwest corner of 
T. 56 S., R. 37 E.; 
Thence East, with the north boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E., 

6.0 miles to the northeast corner thereof; 
Thence South, with the east boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E., 

6.0 miles to the southeast corner thereof; 
Thence West, with the south boundary of T. 56 S., R. 37 E., 

6.0 miles to the southwest corner thereof; 
Thence South, with the west boundary of T. 57 S., R. 37 E., 

3.0 miles to the northwest corner of sec. 19, T. 57 S., R. 37 E.; 
Thence East, on the third latitudinal section line through T. 

57 S., R. 37 E., 5.0 miles to the corner common to sections 13, 14, 
23 and 24 of said township; 
Thence South, with the first meridional section line through 

Tps. 57 and 58 S., R. 37 B. 8.0 miles to the corner common to 
sections 25, 26, 35, and 36, 'I'. 58 S., R. 37 E.; 
Thence West, with the south boundary of sections 26 and 27, 

2.0 miles to the corner common to sections 27, 28, 33 and 34 of 
said township; 
Thence North 0.5 mile to the quarter-section corner common to 

sections 27 and 28; 
Thence West 1.5 miles to the center of section 29; 
Thence .North 1.5 miles to the quarter-section corner common 

to sections 17 and 20; 
Thence East, with the north boundary of sections 20 and 21, 

1.5 miles to the corner common to sections 15, 16, 21 and 22; 
Thence North, with the west boundary of sections 15 and 10, 

2.0 miles to the corner common to sections 3, 4, 9 and 10; 
Thence West, with the south boundary of sections 4, 5 and 6, 

3.0 miles to the southwest corner of section 6; 
Thence West, approximately 1.1 miles to the east boundary of 

T. 58 S., R. 36 E.; 
Thence South, with the east boundary of T. 58 S., R. 36 E., 

approximately 0.4 mile to the southeast corner of section 24 in 
said township; 
Thence West, passing within T. 58 S., R. 36 E., with the south 

boundary of sections 24, 23, 22 and 21, 4.0 miles to the corner 
common to sections 20, 21, 28 and 29 in said township; 
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Thence South, with the east boundary of sections 29 and 32
approximately 2.0 miles to the southeast corner of section 32;

Thence East, approximately 0.1 mile to the northeast corner of
section 6, T. 59 S., R. 36 E.;

Thence South, with the fifth meridional section line through
T. 59 S., R. 36 E. (unsurveyed) approximately 4.5 miles to the
corner common to sections 19, 20, 29 and 30 in said township;

Thence East, with the second latitudinal section line through
T. 59 S., R. 36 E. (unsurveyed) 5.0 miles to the east boundary
of said township, the northeast corner of section 25;

Thence South, between Tps. 59 S., Rs. 36 and 37 E., approxi-
mately 1.0 mile to the northwest corner of section 19, T. 59 S.,
R. 37 E.;

Thence East, with the third latitudinal section line through
Tps. 59 S., Rs. 37, 38 and 39 E., to the intersection with the
westerly right-of-way boundary of United States Highway No. 1,
in the north boundary of section 20, T. 59 S., R. 39 E.;

Thence Southeasterly, with the westerly right-of-way boundary
of United States Highway No. 1 approximately 8.5 miles to the
intersection of the westerly right-of-way boundary of United
States Highway No. 1 with the center of the Intracoastal Water-
way;

Thence Southwesterly with the center of the Intracoastal
Waterway, approximately 36.0 miles to a point in the center of
the Intracoastal Waterway about 1.3 miles due North from the
most northerly point of Jewfish Key in approximate latitude
24051'32" N., longitude 80°47'30"1 W.;

Thence Northwesterly across Florida Bay passing about 1 mile
northeast of Schooner Bank and about 1 mile southwest of Sandy
Key, approximately 25.4 miles to a point, at latitude 25005 ' N.,
longitude 81007' W., approximately 2.8 miles southwest of Cape
Sable;

Thence Northwesterly approximately 11.0 miles to a point at
latitude 25013 ' N., longitude 81013' W., approximately 2.8 miles
southwest of Northwest Cape;

Thence Northeasterly approximately 11.6 miles to a point at
latitude 25023 ' N., longitude 81°12' W., approximately 3.1 miles
west of Shark Point;

Thence Northwesterly approximately 14.2 miles to a point in
the Gulf of Mexico, approximately 3.0 miles south of Seminole
Point, 2.7 miles southwest of Porpoise Point, in approximate
latitude 25034'15" N., and at longitude 81°17' W.;

Thence East, approximately 3.1 miles to the shore of the Gulf
of Mexico approximately 0.5 miles southeast of Porpoise Point;

Thence East along the second latitudinal section line in T. 56
S., R. 31 E. (unsurveyed), approximately 2.2 miles to point for
the corner common to sections 22, 23, 26 and 27 (unsurveyed);

Thence North, with the west boundary of section 23, one mile
to the northwest corner thereof;

Thence East, with the north boundary of section 23, one mile
to the northeast corner thereof;

Thence North, with the west boundary of section 13, one mile
to the northwest corner thereof;

Thence East, with north boundary of section 13, one mile to
the west boundary of T. 56 S., R. 32 E., the southwest corner of
section 7;

Thence North, with the west boundary of T. 56 S., R. 32 E.,
section 7, one mile to the northwest corner of said section 7;
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Thence South, with the east boundary of sections 29 and 32 
approximately 2.0 miles to the southeast corner of section 32; 
Thence East, approximately 0.1 mile to the northeast corner of 

section 6, T. 59 S., R. 36 E.; 
Thence South, with the fifth meridion.al section line through 

T. 59 S., R. 36 E. (unsurveyed) approximately 4.5 miles to the 
corner common to sections 19, 20, 29 and 30 in said township; 
Thence East, with the second latitudinal section line through 

T. 59 S., R. 36 E. (unsurveyed) 5.0 miles to the east boundary 
of said township, the northeast corner of section 25; 
Thence South, between Tps. 59 S., Rs. 36 and 37 E., approxi-

mately 1.0 mile to the northwest corner of section 19, T. 59 S., 
R. 37 E.; 
Thence East, with the third latitudinal section line through 

Tps. 59 S., Rs. 37, 38 and 39 E., to the intersection with the 
westerly right-of-way boundary of United States Highway No. 1, 
in the north boundary of section 20, T. 59 S., R. 39 E.; 
Thence Southeasterly, with the westerly right-of-way boundary 

of United States Highway No. 1 approximately 8.5 miles to the 
intersection of the westerly right-of-way boundary of United 
States Highway No. 1 with the center of the Intracoastal Water-
way; 
Thence Southwesterly with the center of the Intracoastal 

Waterway, approximately 36.0 miles to a point in the center of 
the Intracoastal Waterway about 1.3 miles due North from the 
most northerly point of Jewfish Key in approximate latitude 
24°5132" N., longitude 80°47'30" W.; 
Thence Northwesterly across Florida Bay passing about 1 mile 

northeast of Schooner Bank and about 1 mile southwest of Sandy 
Key, approximately 25.4 miles to a point, at latitude 25°05' N., 
longitude 81°07' W., approximately 2.8 miles southwest of Cape 
Sable; 
Thence Northwesterly approximately 11.0 miles to a point at 

latitude 25°13' N., longitude 81°13' W., approximately 2.8 miles 
southwest of Northwest Cape; 
Thence Northeasterly approximately 11.6 miles to a point at 

latitude 25°23' N., longitude 81°12' W., approximately 3.1 miles 
west of Shark Point; 
Thence Northwesterly approximately 14.2 miles to a point in 

the Gulf of Mexico, approximately 3.0 miles south of Seminole 
Point, 2.7 miles southwest of Porpoise Point, in approximate 
latitude 25°34'15" N., and at longitude 81°17' W.; 
Thence East, approximately 3.1 miles to the shore of the Gulf 

of Mexico approximately 0.5 miles southeast of Porpoise Point; 
Thence East along the second latitudinal section line in T. 56 

S. R. 31 E. (unsurveyed), approximately 2.2 miles to point for 
the corner common to sections 22, 23, 26 and 27 (unsurveyed); 
Thence North, with the west boundary of section 23, one mile 

to the northwest corner thereof; 
Thence East, with the north boundary of section 23, one mile 

to the northeast corner thereof; 
Thence North, with the west boundary of section 13, one mile 

to the northwest corner thereof; 
Thence East, with north boundary of section 13, one mile to 

the west boundary of T. 56 S., R. 32 E., the southwest corner of 
section 7; 
Thence North, with the west boundary of T. 56 S. R. 32 E., 

section 7, one mile to the northwest corner of said section 7; 
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Thence East, with the fifth latitudinal section line through
Tps. 56 S., Rs. 32, 33, 34 and 35 E., 19.0 miles to the northeast
corner of section 7, T. 56 S., R. 35 E.;

Thence North, with the fifth meridional section line through
Tps. 56, 55 and 54 S., R. 35 E., 10.0 miles to the south right-of-
way boundary of Florida State Highway No. 27;

Thence East, in part with the south right-of-way boundary of
Florida State Highway No. 27, and in part with the south right-
of-way boundary of United States Highway No. 94, Tamiami
Trail, through Tps. 54 S., Rs. 35 and 36 E., approximately 11.8
miles to the place of beginning.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed
this 27

th day of March, 1947.

[SEAL]
OSCAR L CHAPMAN

Under Secretary of the Interior.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. §C 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. i 703-

711.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the
Under Secretary of the Interior.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 4
th day of April in the year

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

April 7,1947
[No. 2725]

48 Stat. 1689.

48 Stat. 1691.

48 Stat. 1727.

48 Stat. I68, 1891.

HARRY S TRUMAN

AMENDING THE PROCLAMATIONS OF MARCH 6 AND MARCH 9, 1933,
AND THE EXECUTIVE-ORDER OF MARCH 10, 1933, TO EXCLUDE
FROM THEIR SCOPE MEMBER BANKS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS on March 10, 1933, the President of the United States,
in pursuance of the program to permit resumption of banking opera-
tions following the Bank Holiday Proclamations No. 2039 of March
6 and No. 2040 of March 9, 1933, respectively, issued Executive Order
No. 6073 which, among other things, authorized the Secretary of the
Treasury to permit any member bank of the Federal Reserve System
and any other banking institution organized under the laws of the
United States to perform any or all of their usual banking functions
except as otherwise prohibited; and

WHEREAS on December 30, 1933, the President of the United
States issued Proclamation No. 2070 which excluded from the scope of
the said proclamations of March 6 and March 9, 1933, and the Execu-
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40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711. 

40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711. 

April 7, 1947 
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48 Stat. 1689. 
48 Stat. 1691. 

48 Stat. 1727. 
48 Stat. 1689, 1891. 
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Thence East, with the fifth latitudinal section line through 
Tps. 56 S., Rs. 32' 33, 34 and 35 E., 19.0 miles to the northeast 
corner of section 7, T. 56 S., R. 35 E.; 
Thence North, with the fifth meridional section line through 

Tps. 56, 55 and 54 S., R. 35 E., 10.0 miles to the south right-of-
way boundary of Florida State Highway No. 27; 
Thence East, in part with the south right-of-way boundary of 

Florida State Highway No. 27, and in part with the south right-
of-way boundary of United States Highway No. 94, Tanaiami 
Trail, through Tps. 54 S., Rs. 35 and 36 E., approximately 11.8 
miles to the place of beginning. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed 
this 27th day of March, 1947. 

OSCAR L CHAPMAN 
[s.A.L] Under Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing 
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the 
Under Secretary of the Interior. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 4th day of April in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[BEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHE SON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

AMENDING THE PROCLAMATIONS OF M ARCH 6 AND MARCH 9, 1933, 
AND THE EXECUTIVE ORDER OF M ARCH 10, 1933, TO EXCLUDE 
FROM THEIR SCOPE M EMBER BANKS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
SYSTEM 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W  HIMEAS on March 10, 1933, the President of the United States, 
in pursuance of the program to permit resumption of banking opera-
tions following the Bank Holiday Proclamations No. 2039 of March 
6 and No. 2040 of March 9, 1933, respectively, issued Executive Order 
No. 6073 which, among other things, authorized the Secretary of the 
Treasury to permit any member bank of the Federal Reserve System 
and any other banking institution organized under the laws of the 
United States to perform any or all of their usual banking functions 
except as otherwise prohibited; and 
WHEREAS on December 30, 1933, the President of the United 

States issued Proclamation No. 2070 which excluded from the scope of 
the said proclamations of March 6 and March 9, 1933, and the Execu-
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tive order of March 10, 1933, all banking institutions which were not
members of the Federal Reserve System; and

WHEREAS by December 30, 1933, the Secretary of the Treasury
had acted upon all requests for licensing of member banks of the
Federal Reserve System; and

WHEREAS on December 31, 1945, the Secretary of the Treasury
issued a General License to transact normal banking business to all
banks thereafter authorized to begin business by the Comptroller of
the Currency and to all State banks thereafter admitted to member-
ship in the Federal Reserve System, and thereby dispensed with the
requirement of an individual license for each new member bank of the
Federal Reserve System; and

WHEREAS it is no longer necessary, or in the interest of govern-
ment internal management, for the Secretary of the Treasury to
license the transaction of normal banking business:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by section 5(b) of the Trading with the Enemy Act of
October 6, 1917, 40 Stat. 415, as amended, and section 4 of the act of
March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 2, and by virtue of all other authority vested
in me, do hereby, in the interest of the internal management of the
Government, proclaim, order, direct, and declare that the said procla-
mations of March 6 and March 9, 1933, and Executive order of March
10, 1933, as amended, are further amended to exclude from their
scope banking institutions which are members of the Federal Reserve
System: Provided, however, that no banking institution shall pay out
any gold coin, gold bullion, or gold certificates, except as authorized
by the Secretary of the Treasury, or allow the withdrawal of any
currency for hoarding.

This proclamation shall become effective as of March 15, 1947.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 7th day of April in the year

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

Issuance of General
License.

Amendment of des-
ignated proclamations
and Executive order.

12 U. S.C. .95a.

12 U.S. .C. 95.

48 Stat. 1689,1691.

Restriction on pay-
ment of gold coin, etc.

Effective date.

CHILD HEALTH DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution of May 18, 1928
(45 Stat. 617), authorized and requested the President "to issue
annually a proclamation setting apart May 1 of each year as Child
Health Day and inviting all agencies and organizations interested in
child welfare to unite upon that day in the observance of such exercises
as will awaken the people of the Nation to the fundamental necessity
of a year-round program for the protection and development of the
health of the Nation's children"; and

WHEREAS every citizen of our country has an inescapable obliga-
tion to aid in insuring the American child's birthright of health and
of freedom from handicaps; and

61 STAT.] 1063

April 8. 1947
[No. 2726]

36 U. S. C. 143.
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tive order of March 10, 1933, all banking institutions which were not 
members of the Federal Reserve System; and 
WHEREAS by December 30, 1933, the Secretary of the Treasury 

had acted upon all requests for licensing of member banks of the 
Federal Reserve System; and 
WHEREAS on December 31, 1945, the Secretary of the Treasury 

issued a General License to transact normal banking business to all 
banks thereafter authorized to begin business by the Comptroller of 
the Currency and to all State banks thereafter admitted to member-
ship in the Federal Reserve System, and thereby dispensed with the 
requirement of an individual license for each new member bank of the 
Federal Reserve System; and, 
WHEREAS it is no longer necessary, or in the interest of govern-

ment internal management, for the Secretary of the Treasury to 
license the transaction of normal banking business: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by section 5(b) of the Trading with the Enemy Act of 
October 6, 1917, 40 Stat. 415, as amended, and section 4 of the act of 
March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 2, and by virtue of all other authority vested 
in me, do hereby, in the interest of the internal management of the 
Government, proclaim, order, direct, and declare that the said procla-
mations of March 6 and March 9, 1933, and Executive order of March 
10, 1933, as amended, are further amended to exclude from their 
scope banking institutions which are members of the Federal Reserve 
System: Provided, however, that no banking institution shall pay out 
any gold coin, gold bullion, or gold certificates, except as authorized 
by the Secretary of the Treasury, or allow the withdrawal of any 
currency for hoarding. 

This proclamation shall become effective as of March 15, 1947. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 7th day of April in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

CHILD HEALTH DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution of May 18, 1928 
(45 Stat. 617), authorized and requested the President "to issue 
annually a proclamation setting apart May 1 of each year as Child 
Health Day and inviting all agencies and organizations interested in 
child welfare to unite upon that day in the observance of such exercises 
as will awaken the people of the Nation to the fundamental necessity 
of a year-round program for the protection and development of the 
health of the Nation's children"; and 
WHEREAS every citizen of our country has an inescapable obliga-

tion to aid in insuring the American child's birthright of health and 
of freedom from handicaps; and 

Issuance of General 
License. 

Amendment of des-
ignated proclamations 
and Executive order. 

12 U. S. C. § 9,5a. 
12 II. S.C. §95. 

48 Stat. 1689, 1691. 

Restriction on pay-
ment of gold coin, etc. 

Effective date. 

April 8, 1947 
[No. 2726) 

36 U. S. C. 1 143. 
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Designation of May
1, 1947, as Child
Health Day.

WHEREAS accidents are the leading cause of death and an impor-
tant cause of crippling among children:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate May 1, 1947 as Child
health Day; and I invite interested individuals and agencies to observe
the day with appropriate ceremonies designed to stimulate interest in
and devotion to the cause of child welfare in the coming year.

I call upon parents to dedicate themselves on that day to the
exercise of unusual diligence throughout the year toward the preven-
tion of accidents in the home, so that the children may be protected
from needless injury and suffering and may receive and enjoy the
blessings of health and happiness.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of April, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

April 11, 1947
[No. 2727]

38 Stat. 770.
36 U. . C. . 141,

142.

Display of fag on
Mother's Day, May
11,1947.

HARRY S TRUMAN

MOTHER'S DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it is a felicitous American custom to turn our thoughts
anew to the commemoration of motherhood on one day in each year;and

WHEREAS, in recognition of that custom, Public Resolution 25,63d Congress, approved May 8, 1914, provides that the second Sundayin May of each year shall be designated as Mother's Day, and author-
izes and requests the President to issue a proclamation calling for thepublic observance of that day; and

WHEREAS, in the eloquent words of the resolution, "the servicerendered the United States by the American mother is the greatest
source of the country's strength and inspiration":

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President ofthe United States of America, hereby direct the officials of the Govern-
ment to display the flag on all Government buildings on Mother's
Day, May 11, 1947, and I call upon the people of the United Statesto display the flag on that day in their homes and other suitableplaces and to manifest through private and public expressions thereverent esteem in which we hold the mothers of our country.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 11 h day of April, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

10641064 

Designation of May 
1, 1947, as Child 
Health Day. 
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WHEREAS accidents are the leading cause of death and an impor-
tant cause of crippling among children: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby designate May 1, 1947 as Child 
health Day; and I invite interested individuals and agencies to observe 
the day with appropriate ceremonies designed to stimulate interest in 
and devotion to the cause of child welfare in the coming year. 
I call upon parents to dedicate themselves on that day to the 

exercise of unusual diligence throughout the year toward the preven-
tion of accidents in the home, so that the children may be protected 
from needless injury and suffering and may receive and enjoy the 
blessings of health and happiness. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of April, in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

M OTHER'S DAY, 1947 

April 11, 1947 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA [No. 2727] 

38 Stat. 770. 
36 U. S. C. f¢ 141, 

142. 

Display of flag 
Mother's Day, May 
11, 1947. 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it is a felicitous American custom to turn our thoughts 
anew to the commemoration of motherhood on one day in each year; 
and 
WHEREAS, in recognition of that custom, Public Resolution 25, 

63d Congress, approved. May 8, 1914, provides that the second Sunday 
in May of each year shall be designated as Mother's Day, and author-
izes and requests the President to issue a proclamation calling for the 
public observance of that day; and 
WHEREAS, in the eloquent words of the resolution, "the service 

rendered the United States by the American mother is the greatest 
source of the country's strength and inspiration": 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, hereby direct the officials of the Govern-
ment to display the flag on all Government buildings on Mother's 
Day, May 11, 1947, and. I call upon the people of the United States 
to display the flag on that day in their homes and other suitable 
places and to manifest through private and public expressions the 
reverent esteem in which we hold the mothers of our country. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 11th day of April, in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[sEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
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NATIONAL MARITIME DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the future peace of the world, so earnestly sought by
all, will be immeasurably advanced by the cooperation of the several
nations in removing excessive restrictions upon international trade,
and the United States has already assumed the lead in the reduction
of barriers to world commerce; and

WHEREAS international trade and travel, utilizing merchant
shipping on all the oceans of the globe, will serve as a vehicle of
increased participation of the United States in world affairs; and

WHEREAS the welfare of the American Merchant Marine is of
the utmost importance to our national economy, our national defense,
and our friendly intercourse with foreign nations; and

WHEREAS the Congress by Public Resolution 7, 73rd Congress,
approved May 20, 1933, took cognizance of the historic fact that "on
May 22, 1819, the steamship The Savannah set sail from Savannah,
Georgia, on the first successful transoceanic voyage under steam pro-
pulsion, thus making a material contribution to the advancement of
ocean transportation", and requested the President to issue a procla-
mation annually calling for the observance of May 22 as National
Maritime Day:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the
United States to observe May 22, 1947, as National Maritime
Day by displaying the flag at their homes or other suitable places, and
I direct that the flag be displayed on that day on all Government
buildings. I also request that all ships sailing under the American
flag dress ship on that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 11th day of April in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State.

COPYRIGHT EXTENSION: NEW ZEALAND

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved September 25, 1941
(55 Stat. 732) the President is authorized, on the conditions prescribed
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfilment of the con-
ditions and formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the United
States of America with respect to works first produced or published
outside the United States of America and subject to copyright or to
renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of America,
including works subject to ad interim copyright, by nationals of coun-
tries which accord substantially equal treatment to citizens of the
United States of America; and

48 Stat. 73.
36 U. . C. § 145.

Observance of May
22, 1947, as National
Maritime Day.

61 STAT.] 1065

April 11, 1947
[No. 2728]

April 24, 1947
[No. 27291

17 U. S. C. § 8.
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NATIONAL M ARITIME DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the future peace of the world, so earnestly sought by 
all, will be immeasurably advanced by the cooperation of the several 
nations in removing excessive restrictions upon international trade, 
and the United States has already assumed the lead in the reduction 
of barriers to world corrunerce; and 
WHEREAS international trade and travel, utilizing merchant 

shipping on all the oceans of the globe, will serve as a vehicle of 
increased participation of the United States in world affairs; and 
WHEREAS the welfare of the American Merchant Marine is of 

the utmost importance to our national economy, our national defense, 
and our friendly intercourse with foreign nations; and 
WHEREAS the Congress by Public Resolution 7, 73rd Congress, 

approved May 20, 1933, took cognizance of the historic fact that "on 
May 22, 1819, the steamship The Savannah set sail from Savannah, 
Georgia, on the first successful transoceanic voyage under steam pro-
pulsion, thus making a material contribution to the advancement of 
ocean transportation", and requested the President to issue a procla-
mation annually calling for the observance of May 22 as National 
Maritime Day: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the 
United States to observe May: 22, 1947, as National Maritime 
Day by displaying the flag at their homes or other suitable places, and 
I direct that the flag be displayed on that day on all Government 
buildings. I also request that all ships sailing under the American 
flag dress ship on that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 11th day of April in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
NEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY 8 TRUMAN 

COPYRIGHT EXTENSION: NEW ZEALAND 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved September 25, 1941 
(55 Stat. 732) the President is authorized, on the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfilment of the con-
ditions and formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the United 
States of America with respect to works first produced or published 
outside the United States of America and subject to copyright or to 
renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of America, 
including works subject to ad interim copyright, by nationals of coun-
tries which accord substantially equal treatment to citizens of the 
United States of America; and 
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WHEREAS the Governor-General of New Zealand has issued an
Order in Council, effective from this day, by the terms of which treat-
ment substantially equal to that authorized by the aforesaid act of

i755 ut. 32. September 25, 1941 is accorded in New Zealand to literary and artistic
works first produced or published in the United States of America; and61 Stat., Pt. 3. WHEREAS the aforesaid Order in Council is annexed to and is
part of an agreement embodied in notes exchanged this day between
the Government of the United States of America and the Government
of New Zealand; and

WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the
United States of America dated April 9, 1910 (36 Stat. 2685) citizens
of New Zealand are, and since July 1, 1909 have been, entitled to the

17 u. s. c. §§ 1-62. benefits of the act of Congress approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1075)
relating to copyright, other than the benefits of section 1 (e) of that
act; and

WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the
United States of America dated February 9, 1917 (39 Stat. 1815) the
citizens of New Zealand are, and since December 1, 1916 have been,

35 Stat. 1075. entitled to the benefits of section 1 (e) of the aforesaid act of March17 U. S. C. § 1 (e). 4
4, 1909;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority

55 stat. 732. veste4 in me by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, do declare17 U.S. C. §8. and proclaim:and proclaim:
Declaration of ex- That with respect to (1) works of citizens of New Zealand whichtension of time re-

specting designated were first produced or published outside the United States of America
New eoalan. of on or after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under thelaws of the United States of America, including works subject to ad

interim copyright and (2) works of citizens of New Zealand subject
to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of America
on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years
of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and for-
malities prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws
of the United States of America as to bring such works within the

55 Stat. 732. terms of the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly
7 U. S. C. the time within which compliance with such conditions and formalities

may take place is hereby extended with respect to such works until
the day on which the President of the United States of America shall,
in accordance with that act, terminate or suspend the present declara-

Term of copyright; tion and proclamation.
nonliability for por It shall be understood that the term of copyright in any case is not
acts. and cannot be altered or affected by this proclamation, and that, as

17 Stat. C. provided by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, no liability shall
attach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done
prior to the effective date of this proclamation in connection with the
above-described works, or in respect to the continuance for one year
subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise
lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production,
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-fourth day of April,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
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WHEREAS the Governor-General of New Zealand has issued an 
Order in Council, effective from this day, by the terms of which treat-
ment substantially equal to that authorized by the aforesaid act of 
September 25, 1941 is accorded in New Zealand to literary and artistic 
works first produced or published in the United States of America; and 
WHEREAS the aforesaid Order in Council is annexed to and is 

part of an agreement embodied in notes exchanged this day between 
the Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of New Zealand; and 
WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the 

United States of America dated April 9, 1910 (36 Stat. 2685) citizens 
of New Zealand are, and since July 1, 1909 have been, entitled to the 
benefits of the act of Congress approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1075) 
relating to copyright, other than the benefits of section 1 (e) of that 
act; and 
WHEREAS by virtue of a proclamation by the President of the 

United States of America dated February 9, 1917 (39 Stat. 1815) the 
citizens of New Zealand are, and since December 1, 1916 have been, 
entitled to the benefits of section 1 (e) of the aforesaid act of March 
4, 1909; 
NOW, THEREFORE, 1, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America' under and by virtue of the authority 
veste4 in me by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, do declare 
and proclaim: 
That with respect to (1) works of citizens of New Zealand which 

were first produced or published outside the United States of America 
on or after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the 
laws of the United States of America, including works subject to ad 
interim copyright and (2) works of citizens of New Zealand subject 
to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of America 
on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years 
of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension 
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and for-
malities prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws 
of the United States of America as to bring such works within the 
terms of the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly 
the time within which compliance with such conditions and formalities 
may take place is hereby extended with respect to such works until 
the day on which the President of the United States of America shall, 
in accordance with that act, terminate or suspend the present declara-
tion and proclamation. 

It shall be understood that the term of copyright in any case is not 
and cannot be altered or affected by this proclamation, and that, as 
provided by the aforesaid act of September 25, 1941, no liability shall 
attach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done 
prior to the effective date of this proclamation in connection with the 
above-described works, or in respect to the continuance for one year 
subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise 
lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production, 
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-fourth day of April, 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-first. 
By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN 

DEAN ACHESON 
Ading Secretary of State 
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AMENDMENT OF REGULATION RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS AND
GAME MAMMALS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA May 1, 1947
[No. 2730]

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Under Secretary of the Interior has submitted to
me for approval the following regulations adopted by him, after notice
and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative
Procedure Act (5 U. S. C. Supp. 1003), on March 26, 1947, under st.st 1003.
authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 7116 u . s. C. 703-.
755, 16 U. S. C. 704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and 5 U. s. C. . 133t
act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 732, 79th Cong.): nt60 tat. 100.

16 U. . C. §§ 661-
AMENDMENT OF REGULATION RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS AND 66c.

GAME MAMMALS

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C.
704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), I, Oscar L. -. n s . ' 133t
Chapman, Under Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the
zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, economic
value, breeding habits, and times and lines of flight of the migratory
birds included in the terms of the conventions between the United
States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds, con-
cluded August 16, 1916, and between the United States and the United 30 stat. 1702.
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-
mals, concluded February 7, 1936, have determined that development 0 stat. 1311.
of future wildlife refuge areas and the protection of wildlife thereon
may be accomplished in accordance with approved plans by individuals
who have conveyed such lands to the United States for refuge purposes
subject to a possessory estate and in accordance with such deter-
minations do hereby amend the regulations approved by Proclamation
No. 2616, July 27, 1944, as last amended by Proclamation No. 2699, 1 Sat 3. . 704
of August 8, 1946, by the adoption of an amendment to Part I of Sub- note.
chapter A of Chapter I of Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, p.: p 1033; Po0t.
effective 30 days after publication in the Federal Register, as follows: Efective date.

1.71 Wildlife Development Areas. With respect to any lands
which have been or may hereafter be acquired by the United States for
future use as a migratory bird sanctuary or other wildlife refuge,
subject to an outstanding possessory estate, the owner of such out-
standing estate may, in accordance with a program for the develop-
ment of the area and the limitation of shooting during such develop-
ment period, approved by the Secretary of the Interior, take such
measures as are calculated to maintain and increase the waterfowl
population of the area in question, and engage in the shooting of
migratory birds within the limitations set forth in the approved
program.

1.72 Revocation of Program Approval. Approval of any such
program may be revoked by the Secretary of the Interior upon a
finding that the terms of such program have been violated by the
proponents thereof. Following such revocation, all rights and privi-
leges derived from the existence of an approved area development
program shall cease.

1.73 Notice and Hearing. Prior to any Secretarial determination
that the terms of an approved area development program have been,
or are being, violated by the proponent thereof a notice shall be sent
to said proponent specifying the character, time and locality of the

61 STAT.] 106761 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS— MAY 1, 1947 1067 

AMENDMENT OF REGULATION RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS AND 
GAME MAMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Under Secretary of the Interior has submitted to 
me for approval the following regulations adopted by him, after notice 
and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative 
Procedure Act (5 U. S. C. Supp. 1003), on March 26, 1947, under 
authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 
755, 16 U. S. C. 704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and 
act of August 14, 1946 (Public Law 732, 79th Cong.) : 

AMENDMENT OF REGULATION RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS AND 
GAME M AMMALS 

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 
704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), I, Oscar L. 
Chapman, Under Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the 
zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, economic 
value, breeding habits, and times and lines of flight of the migratory 
birds included in the terms of the conventions between the United 
States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds, con-
cluded August 16, 1916, and between the United States and the United 
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and game mam-
mals, concluded February 7, 1936, have determined that development 
of future wildlife refuge areas and the protection of wildlife thereon 
may be accomplished in accordance with approved plans by individuals 
who have conveyed such lands to the United States for refuge purposes 
subject to a possessory estate and in accordance with such deter-
minations do hereby amend the regulations approved by Proclamation 
No. 2616, July 27, 1944, as last amended by Proclamation No. 2699, 
of August 8, 1946, by the adoption of an amendment to Part I of Sub-
chapter A of Chapter I of Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 
effective 30 days after publication in the Federal Register, as follows: 

1.71 Wildlife Development Areas. With respect to any lands 
which have been or may hereafter be acquired by the United States for 
future use as a migratory bird sanctuary or other wildlife refuge, 
subject to an outstanding possessory estate, the owner of such out-
standing estate may, in accordance with a program for the develop-
ment of the area and the limitation of shooting during such develop-
ment period, approved by the Secretary of the Interior, take such 
measures as are calculated to maintain and increase the waterfowl 
population of the area in question, and engage in the shooting of 
migratory birds within the limitations set forth in the approved 
program. 

1.72 Revocation of Program Approval. Approval of any such 
program may be revoked by the Secretary of the Interior upon a 
finding that the terms of such program have been violated by the 
proponents thereof. Following such revocation, all rights and privi-
leges derived from the existence of an approved area development 
program shall cease. 

1.73 Notice and Hearing. Prior to any Secretarial determination 
that the terms of an approved area development program have been, 
or are being, violated by the proponent thereof a notice shall be sent 
to said proponent specifying the character, time and locality of the 
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alleged violation and designating a representative of the Secretary
with whom the proponent of the program may discuss any contro-
verted issue of fact or interpretation in an effort to reach an amicable
agreement or understanding. Thereupon, the said proponent shall
cease and desist from the commission of acts specified in such notice
for a period of 60 days, or if the case be finally determined during
such 60-day period then only until such final determination. If,
within 30 days after such notice has been received, no such agreement
or understanding is reached then the Secretary may, after allowing
such further opportunity for hearing as he deems proper, make and
promulgate a final order revoking approval of the development area
program. Thereupon, the provisions of section 1.3 of Part I, Sub-
chapter A, Chapter I, Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations
shall be fully applicable to the area in question.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed
this 28 day of March, 1947.

OSCAR L CHAPMAN
Under Secretary of the Interior.[SEAL]

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. C. 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. I 703-

711.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the
Under Secretary of the Interior.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 1st day of May, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
one hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

FLAG DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it has become our hallowed custom to observe June 14
of each year as Flag Day by engaging in patriotic exercises and by
displaying the American flag proudly in commemoration if its adop-
tion on June 14 in the year 1777; and

WHEREAS this symbol of our national strength, our national
unity, and our national integrity now flies with the flags of all the
other United Nations as an earnest of newly achieved international
strength, unity, and integrity; and

WHEREAS in the words of President Wilson set forth in his Flag
Day proclamation of 1916, the anniversary of the adoption of the
Stars and Stripes as our national emblem "should this year and in

May 27, 1947
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alleged violation and designating a representative of the Secretary 
with whom the proponent of the program may discuss any contro-
verted issue of fact or interpretation in an effort to reach an amicable 
agreement or understanding. Thereupon, the said proponent shall 
cease and desist from the commission of acts specified in such notice 
for a period of 60 days, or if the case be finally determined during 
such 60-day period then only until such final determination. If, 
within 30 days after such notice has been received, no such agreement 
or understanding is reached then the Secretary may, after allowing 
such further opportunity for hearing as he deems proper, make and 
promulgate a final order revoking approval of the development area 
program. Thereupon, the provisions of section 1.3 of Part I, Sub-
chapter A, Chapter I, Title 50 of the Code of Federal Regulations 
shall be fully applicable to the area in question. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed 
this 28 day of March, 1947. 

OSCAR L CHAPMAN 
[SEAL] Under Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing 
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the 
Under Secretary of the Interior. 
IN WITNESS WH KREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 1" day of May, in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[sEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

one hundred and seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

FLAG DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it has become our hallowed custom to observe June 14 
of each year as Flag Day by engaging in patriotic exercises and by 
displaying the American flag proudly in commemoration if its adop-
tion on June 14 in the year 1777; and 
WHEREAS this symbol of our national strength, our national 

unity, and our national integrity now flies with the flags of all the 
other United Nations as an earnest of newly achieved international 
• strength, unity, and integrity; and 

WHEREASin. the words of President Wilson set forth in his Flag 
Day proclamation of 1916, the anniversary of the adoption of the 
Stars and Stripes as our national emblem 'should this year and in 
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the years to come be given special significance as a day of renewal and
reminder, a day upon which we should direct our minds . . . to
thoughts of the ideals and principles of which we have sought to make
our great Government the embodiment":

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate June 14, 1947, as Flag
Day; and I direct the officials of the Federal Government and request
the officials of the State and local governments to have our colors
displayed on all public buildings on that day.

I also urge the people of the United States to fly the American flag
from their homes on June 14, and I suggest that civic groups and indi-
viduals arrange, where feasible, for joint displays of the emblems of
the United Nations in recognition of our joint dedication to the
freedom of mankind.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 27 th day of May in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

Designation of June
14, 1947, as Flag Day.

HARRY S TRUMAN

REVOCATION OF PROCLAMATION NO. 2412, RELATING TO THE
CONTROL OF VESSELS IN TERRITORIAL WATERS OF THE UNITED
STATES

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2412, issued June 27, 1940, the
President consented to the exercise, with respect to foreign and domes-
tic vessels, by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Governor of the
Panama Canal of all the powers conferred by section 1 of Title II of
the act of Congress approved June 15, 1917, 40 Stat. 220 (50 U. S. C.
191), upon the President, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the
Governor of the Panama Canal; and

WHEREAS the conditions which necessitated the issuance of the
proclamation no longer exist:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority con-
ferred upon me by the said act of June 15, 1917, do hereby revoke the
said Proclamation No. 2412 of June 27, 1940.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 31st day of May in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

61 STAT.] 1069
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Preamble.
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note.
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the years to come be given special significance as a day of renewal and 
reminder, a day upon which we should direct our minds . . . to 
thoughts of the ideals and principles of which we have sought to make 
our great Government the embodiment": 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the Designation of June 

United States of America, do hereby designate June 14, 1947, as Flag 14, 1947, as Flag Day. 

Day; and I direct the officials of the Federal Government and request 
the officials of the State and local governments to have our colors 
displayed on all public buildings on that day. 
I also urge the people of the United States to fly the American flag 

from their homes on June 14, and I suggest that civic groups and indi-
viduals arrange, where feasible, for joint displays of the emblems of 
the United Nations in recognition of our joint dedication to the 
freedom of mankind. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of May in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

REVOCATION OF PROCLAMATION No. 2412, RELATING TO THE 

CONTROL OF VESSELS IN TERRITORIAL WATERS OF THE UNITED 

STATES 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 2412, issued June 27, 1940, the 
President consented to the exercise, with respect to foreign and domes-
tic vessels, by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Governor of the 
Panama Canal of all the powers conferred by section 1 of Title II of 
the act of Congress approved June 15, 1917, 40 Stat. 220 (50 U. S. C. 
191), upon the President, the Secretary of the Treasury; and the 
Governor of the Panama Canal; and 
WHEREAS the conditions which necessitated the issuance of the 

proclamation no longer exist: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority con-
ferred upon me by the said act of June 15, 1917, do hereby revoke the 
said Proclamation No. 2412 of June 27, 1940. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31" day of May in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[sEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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Six RIVERS NATIONAL FOREST-CALIFORNIA

June 3, 1947
INo. 27331

Six Rivers National
Forest, establishment.

Description.

Restriction.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the interest of admin-
istrative management to consolidate certain portions of the Siskiyou,
Klamath, and Trinity National Forests, within the State of California,
into a national-forest unit designated as the Six Rivers National Forest:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States, under and by virtue of the authority vested in me by
section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1103 (16 U. S. C. 471),
and section 1 of the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36 (16 U. S. C. 473),
do proclaim that all lands within the exterior boundaries of those parts
of the Siskiyou, Klamath, and Trinity National Forests lying west of
the following-described line are hereby eliminated from those forests
and are consolidated to form and shall hereafter constitute the Six
Rivers National Forest:

Beginning at the point on the California-Oregon State bound-
ary line in sec. 31, T. 19 N., R. 4 E., H. M., at intersection with
the divide between the Illinois River and Smith River, thence
southeasterly along said divide to "Youngs Peak" in sec. 4, T. 17
N., R. 5 E., H. M., thence southerly along the divide between the
drainages of the Smith River and Klamath River to Chimney
Rock in sec. 22, T. 14 N., R. 4 E., H. M., thence southeasterly
along the divide between drainages of Dillon Creek, Rock Creek,
Reynolds Creek, and Teneyok Creek, and those of Blue Creek,
Bluff Creek, Camp Creek, and Wilson Creek to the intersection
of the Klamath and Salmon Rivers in sec. 4, T. 11 N., R. 6 E.,
H. M., thence southeasterly along the divide between the drain-
ages of the Salmon River and Klamath River to "Salmon Moun-
tain" in sec. 8, T. 9 N., R. 7 E., H. M., thence southerly along the
divide between the drainage of New River and that of the
Klamath and Trinity Rivers to the intersection of the Trinity
River and New River in sec. 2, T. 5 N., R. 6 E., H. M., thence
southwesterly along divide between Gray Creek and Hennessy
Creek to summit of "Hennessy Ridge" in sec. 5, T. 5 N., R. 6 E.,
H. M., thence southerly along divide between the main Trinity
River and South Fork Trinity River to "Underwood Mountain"
in sec. 11, T. 4 N., R. 6 E., H. M., thence southwesterly along
the divide between Underwood Creek and Panther Creek to the
South Fork Trinity River in sec. 20, T. 4 N., R. 6 E., H. M.,
thence southwesterly along the divide between the drainage of
Grouse Creek and that of Grapevine, Saddle, Canyon, Monroe,
and Big Creeks to the summit of "South Fork Mountain" and
divide between South Fork Trinity River and Mad River in sec.
11, T. 3 N., R. 5 E., H. M., thence southeasterly along said divide
to its intersection with the south boundary of the Trinity National
Forest at "Horsehead Mountain" in sec. 5, T. 26 N., R. 11 W.,
M. D. M.

It is not intended by this proclamation to give a national-forest
status to any publicly-owned lands which have not hitherto had such
a status, or to change the status of any publicly-owned lands which
have hitherto had national-forest status.
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SIX RIVERS NATIONAL FOREST--CALIFORNIA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS it appears that it would be in the interest of admin-
istrative management to consolidate certain portions of the Siskiyou, 
Klamath, and Trinity National Forests, within the State of California, 
into a national-forest unit designated as the Six Rivers National Forest: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States, under and by virtue of the authority vested in me by 
section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1103 (16 U. S. C. 471), 
and section 1 of the act of June 4, 1897, 30 Stat. 11, 36 (16 U. S. C. 473), 
do proclaim that all lands within the exterior boundaries of those parts 
of the Siskiyou, Klamath, and Trinity National Forests lying west of 
the following-described line are hereby eliminated from those forests 
and are consolidated to form and shall hereafter constitute the Six 
Rivers National Forest: 

Beginning at the point on the California-Oregon State bound-
ary line in sec. 31, T. 19 N., R. 4 E., H. M., at intersection with 
the divide between the Illinois River and Smith River, thence 
southeasterly along said divide to "Youngs Peak" in sec. 4, T. 17 
N., R. 5 E., H. M., thence southerly along the divide between the 
drainages of the Smith River and. Klamath River to Chimney 
Rock in sec. 22, T. 14 N., R. 4 E., H. M., thence southeasterly 
along the divide between drainages of Dillon Creek, Rock Creek, 
Reynolds Creek, and Teneyok Creek, and those of Blue Creek, 
Bluff Creek, Camp Creek, and Wilson Creek to the intersection 
of the Klamath and Salmon Rivers in see. 4, T. 11 N., R. 6 E., 
H. M., thence southeasterly along the divide between the drain-
ages of the Salmon River and Klamath River to "Salmon Moun-
tain" in sec. 8, T. 9 N., R. 7 E., H. M., thence southerly along the 
divide between the drainage of New River and that of the 
Klamath and Trinity Rivers to the intersection of the Trinity 
River and New River in sec. 2, T. 5 N., R. 6 E., H. M., thence 
southwesterly along divide between Gray Creek and Hennessy 
Creek to summit of "Hennessy Ridge" in sec. 5, T. 5 N., R. 6 E., 
H. M., thence southerly along divide between the main Trinity 
River and South Fork Trinity River to "Underwood Mountain" 
in sec. 11, T. 4 N., R. 6 E., H. M., thence southwesterly along 
the divide between Underwood Creek and Panther Creek to the 
South Fork Trinity River in sec. 20, T. 4 N., R. 6 E., H. M., 
thence southwesterly along the divide between the drainage of 
Grouse Creek and that of Grapevine, Saddle, Canyon, Monroe, 
and Big Creeks to the summit of "South Fork Mountain" and 
divide between South Fork Trinity River and Mad River in sec. 
11, T. 3 N., R. 5 E., H. M., thence southeasterly along said divide 
to its intersection with the south boundary of the Trinity National 
Forest at "Horsehead Mountain" in sec. 5, T. 26 N., R. 11 W., 
M. D. M. 

It is not intended by this proclamation to give a national-forest 
status to any publicly-owned lands which have not hitherto had such 
a status, or to change the status of any publicly-owned lands which 
have hitherto had national-forest status. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 3 rd day of June in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

SUPPLEMENTAL QUOTA ON IMPORTS OF EXTRA LONG-STAPLE COTTON

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933 as amended by section 31 of the act of August 24, 1935,
49 Stat. 750, 773, as amended by section 5 of the act of February 29,
1936, 49 Stat. 1148, 1152, and as reenacted by section 1 of the act of
June 3, 1937, 50 Stat. 246 (7 U. S. C. 624), the President issued a
proclamation on September 5, 1939 (No. 2351, 54 Stat. 2640), limiting
the quantities of certain cotton and cotton waste which might be
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, which
proclamation was suspended in part or modified by the President's
proclamations of December 19, 1940 (No. 2450, 54 Stat. 2769),
March 31, 1942 (No. 2544, 56 Stat. 1944), June 29, 1942 (No. 2560,
56 Stat. 1963), and February 1, 1947 (No. 2715); and

WHEREAS the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, provides
that the total quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-8 inches or
more in length which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
for consumption in any year commencing September 20 shall not
exceed 45,656,420 pounds; and

WHEREAS the aforesaid limitation on the entry of cotton having
a staple of 1-% inches or more in length was imposed after a finding by
the President, on the basis of the investigation and report of the
United States Tariff Commission made under the provisions of the
said section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as
amended, that such cotton was being imported into the United States
under such conditions and in sufficient quantities as to tend to render
ineffective or materially interfere with the program undertaken with
respect to cotton under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment
Act, as amended; and

WHEREAS the imposition of the aforesaid annual quotas on
cotton having a staple of 1-% inches or more in length was recommended
by the United States Tariff Commission in its report (Report No.
137, 2d Series) in connection with which it was stated, in finding
No. 5, that the quotas recommended "will prevent imports from
interfering with the cotton program and at the same time will permit
American industry to secure needed supplies of specialized types of
cotton"; and

WHEREAS the total quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-%
inches or more but less than 1-'%6 inches in length which may be
entered for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion under the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, as modified,
during the quota year ending September 19, 1947, has already been
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption; and

June 9, 1947
[No. 2734]

3CFR, Cum. Supp.,
p. 113.

Ante, p. 1049.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 3rd day of June in the year of 

our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C M ARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

IIARRY S TRUMAN 

SUPPLEMENTAL QUOTA ON IMPORTS OF EXTRA LONG-STAPLE COTTON 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS pursuant to section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment 
Act of 1933 as amended by section 31 of the act of August 24, 1935, 
49 Stat. 750, 773, as amended by section 5 of the act of February 29, 
1936, 49 Stat. 1148, 1152, and as reenacted by section 1 of the act of 
June 3, 1937, 50 Stat. 246 (7 U. S. C. 624), the President issued a 
proclamation on September 5, 1939 (No. 2351, 54 Stat. 2640), limiting 
the quantities of certain cotton and cotton waste which might be 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, which 
proclamation was suspended in part or modified by the President's 
proclamations of December 19, 1940 (No. 2450, 54 Stat. 2769), 
March 31, 1942 (No. 2544, 56 Stat. 1944), June 29, 1942 (No. 2560, 
56 Stat. 1963), and February 1, 1947 (No. 2715); and 
WHEREAS the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, provides 

that the total quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-Y8 inches or 
more in length which may be entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, 
for consumption in any year commencing September 20 shall not 
exceed 45,656,420 pounds; and 
WHEREAS the aforesaid limitation on the entry of cotton having 

a staple of 1-% inches or more in length was imposed after a finding by 
the President, on the basis of the investigation and report of the 
United States Tariff Commission made under the provisions of the 
said section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as 
amended, that such cotton was being imported into the United States 
under such conditions and in sufficient quantities as to tend to render 
ineffective or materially interfere with the prograrit undertaken with 
respect to cotton under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment 
Act, as amended; and 
WHEREAS the imposition of the aforesaid annual quotas on 

cotton having a staple of 1-)i inches or more in length was recommended 
by the United States Tariff Commission in its report (Report No. 
137, 2d Series) in connection with which it was stated, in finding 
No. 5, that the quotas recommended "will prevent imports from 
interfering with the cotton program and at the same time will permit 
American industry to secure needed supplies of specialized types of 
cotton" • and 
WHEREAS the total quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-)6 

inches or more but less than 1-')18 inches in length which may be 
entered for consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consump-
tion under the said proclamation of September 5, 1939, as modified, 
during the quota year ending September 19, 1947, has already been 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption; and 
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Supplementary in. WHEREAS pursuant to the said section 22 of the Agriculturalvestigation by U. S.
Tariff Commission. Adjustment Act of 1933, as further amended by the act of January

7 U.s. C. Ic624. 25, 1940, 54 Stat. 17, the United States Tariff Commission has made
a supplementary investigation to determine whether changed cir-
cumstances require the modification of the said proclamation of

54 Stat. 2s4 September 5, 1939, so far as it limits the quantity of cotton having
p. ll 4. a staple of 1- inches or more in length which may be entered for

Anp. 19. consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption during
the quota year ending September 19, 1947, particularly with refer-
ence to the possible need for an increase in the quota for the said
quota year, in order to meet the current requirements of domestic
manufacturers for long-staple cotton; and

Public hearing. WHEREAS in the course of the investigation, after due notice, a
public hearing was held on February 18, 1947, at which parties inter-
ested were given opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and
to be heard, and, in addition to the hearing, the Commission made
such investigation as it deemed necessary for a full disclosure and
presentation of the facts; and

WHEREAS the Commission has made findings of fact and has
transmitted to me a report of such findings and its recommendations
based thereon, together with a transcript of the evidence submitted
at the hearing, and has also transmitted a copy of such report to the
Secretary of Agriculture; and

Recommendation of WHEREAS the Commission has recommended that an additional
quantity of 23,094,000 pounds of cotton having a staple of 1-% inches
or more but less than 1-1Y6 inches in length be permitted entry during
the quota year ending September 19, 1947, in order to enable domestic
users to obtain their essential requirements for such cotton:

Modificationofproe NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
Ilaton. United States of America, do hereby find and declare, on the basis of

the investigation and report of the United States Tariff Commission,
that changed circumstances require the modification of the said

354CFR .cm. Supp., proclamation of September 5, 1939, so as to permit the entry for con-
.3p. 19. sumption, or withdrawal from warehouse for consumption, during

Ante,. the quota year ending September 19, 1947, of 23,094,000 pounds of
cotton having a staple of 1-% inches or more but less than l-1X6 inches
in length, in addition to the quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-K
inches or more but less than 1-_s6 inches in length the entry of which
has already been made under the said proclamation of September 5,
1939 during the said quota year, which additional quantity I find
should be permitted entry to carry out the purposes of section 22 of

7 Stt.T. c.624 the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended. Accordingly,
ddiiopursuant to the said section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of

orotton dung quotat 1933, asamended, I hereby modify the said proclamation of Septem-
year ending Sept. 19, ber 5, 1939, so as to permit during the quota year ending September

19, 1947, the entry for consumption, or withdrawal from warehouse
for consumption, of an additional quantity of 23,094,000 pounds of
cotton having a staple of 1-% inches or more but less than 1-'16 inches
in length, which additional quantity I hereby find and declare may
be entered for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for con-
sumption, during such quota year without rendering or tending to
render ineffective or materially interfering with the domestic program
undertaken with respect to cotton, or reducing substantially the
amount of any product processed in the United States from cotton
produced in the United States.

Effectivedate. This proclamation shall become effective on the fifth day after the
date of its signature.
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WHEREAS pursuant to the said section 22 of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act of 1933, as further amended by the act of January 
25, 1940, 54 Stat. 17, the United States Tariff Commission has made 
a supplementary investigation to determine whether changed cir-
cumstances require the modification of the said proclamation of 
September 5, 1939, so far as it limits the quantity of cotton having 
a staple of 1-% inches or more in length which may be entered for 
consumption or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption during 
the quota year ending September 19, 1947, particularly with refer-
ence to the possible need for an increase in the quota for the said 
quota year, in order to meet the current requirements of domestic 
manufacturers for long-staple cotton; and 
WHEREAS in the course of the investigation, after due notice, a. 

public hearing was held on February 18, 1947, at which parties inter-
ested were given opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and 
to be heard and, in addition to the hearing, the Commission made 
such investigation as it deemed necessary for a full disclosure and 
presentation of the facts; and 
WHEREAS the Commission has made findings of fact and has 

transmitted to me a report of such findings and its recommendations 
based thereon, together with a transcript of the evidence submitted 
at the hearing, and has also transmitted a copy of such report to the 
Secretary of Agriculture; and 
WHEREAS the Commission has recommended that an additional 

quantity of 23,094,000 pounds of cotton having a staple of 1-% inches 
or more but less than 1-1.3f6 inches in length be permitted entry during 
the quota year ending September 19, 1947, in order to enable domestic 
users to obtain their essential requirements for such cotton: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby find and declare, on the basis of 
the investigation and report of the United States Tariff Commission, 
that changed circumstances require the modification of the said 
proclamation of September 5, 1939, so as to permit the entry for con-
sumption, or withdrawal from warehouse for consumption, during 
the quota year ending September 19, 1947, of 23,094,000 pounds of 
cotton having a staple of 1-% inches or more but less than 1-'X6 inches 
in length, in addition to the quantity of cotton having a staple of 1-
inches or more but less than 1-1X6 inches in length the entry of which 
has already been made under the said proclamation of September 5, 
1939, during the said quota year, w hich additional an I find 
should be permitted entry to carry out the purposes of section 22 of 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the said. section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1933, as amended, I hereby modify the said proclamation of Septem-
ber 5, 1939, so as to permit during the quota year ending September 
19, 1947, the entry for consumption, or withdrawal from warehouse 
for consumption, of an additional quantity of 23,094,000 pounds of 
cotton having a staple of 1-% inches or more but less than 1-% inches 
in length, which additional quantity I hereby find and declare may 
be entered for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for con-
sumption, during such quota year without rendering or tending to 
render ineffective or materially interfering with the domestic program 
undertaken with respect to cotton, or reducing substantially the 
amount of any product processed in the United States from cotton 
produced in the United States. 

This proclamation shall become effective on the fifth day after the 
date of its signature. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 9
th day of June in the year

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

FREE IMPORTATION OF TIMBER, LUMBER, AND LUMBER PRODUCTS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS Proclamation No. 2708 of October 25, 1946, authorizes
the Secretary of the Treasury to permit, under such regulations and
subject to such conditions as the Secretary may deem necessary, the
importation free of duty of any articles which the Housing Expediter
designates and certifies as timber, lumber, or lumber products suitable
for the construction or completion of housing accommodations; and

WHEREAS it now appears that it would be in the public interest
to terminate the aforesaid proclamation on August 15, 1947:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and
in particular by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (46 Stat. 590,
696), do hereby declare that Proclamation No. 2708 is hereby amended
to provide that it shall terminate on August 15, 1947.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 28
th day of June in the year

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

June 28, 1947
[No. 2735]

Ante, p. 1044.

Termination of
Proclamation No.
2708.

19 U. S. C. 1318.

Ante, p. 1044.

JOHN PAUL JONES BICENTENNIAL DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the sixth of July nineteen hundred and forty-seven is
the two-hundredth anniversary of the birth of John Paul Jones at
Arbigland in the parish of Kirkbean, Kirkcudbright, Scotland; and

WHEREAS John Paul Jones drew his sword in the struggle of the
American colonies for freedom and the rights of man; and

WHEREAS, on February the fourteenth in the year seventeen
hundred and seventy-eight, in the United States Frigate Ranger,
John Paul Jones received from Admiral La Motte Piquet, commander
of the French squadron of Louis XVI, the first salute to the Stars and
Stripes from a foreign power; and

95347°--49-PT. II--8
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of June in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

FREE IMPORTATION or TIMBER, LUMBER, AND LUMBER PRODUCTS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS Proclamation No. 2708 of October 25, 1946, authorizes 
the Secretary of the Treasury to permit, under such regulations and 
subject to such conditions as the Secretary may deem necessary, the 
importation free of duty of any articles which the Housing Expediter 
designates and certifies as timber, lumber, or lumber products suitable 
for the construction or completion of housing accommodations; and 
WHEREAS it now appears that it would be in the public interest 

to terminate the aforesaid proclamation on August 15, 1947: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, and 
in particular by section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (46 Stat. 590, 
696), do hereby declare that Proclamation No. 2708 is hereby amended 
to provide that it shall terminate on August 15, 1947. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 28111 day of June in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

JOHN PAUL JONES BICENTENNIAL DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the sixth of July nineteen hundred and forty-seven is 
the two-hundredth anniversary of the birth of John Paul Jones at 
Arbigland in the parish of Kirkbean' Kirkcudbright, Scotland; and 
WHEREAS John Paul Jones drew his sword in the struggle of the 

American colonies for freedom and the rights of man; and 
WHEREAS, on February the fourteenth in the year seventeen 

hundred and seventy-eight, in the United States Frigate Ranger, 
John Paul Jones received from Admiral La Motte Piquet, commander 
of the French squadron of Louis XVI, the first salute to the Stars and 
Stripes from a foreign power; and 
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Designation of July
6, 1947, as John Paul
J o n es Bicentennial
Day.

WHEREAS John Paul Jones was the first American Naval officer
to be awarded a gold medal by the Continental Congress for fearless-
ness and perseverance in the face of overwhelming odds and, in the
words of the Congress, "for the zeal, prudence, and intrepidity, with
which he hath supported the honor of the American Flag"; and

WHEREAS he gave our Navy its earliest traditions of heroism and
victory which have fostered the high morale and initiative demon-
strated throughout our history by the men of our fighting forces:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and designate the
sixth day of July nineteen hundred and forty-seven as John Paul Jones
Bicentennial Day, and I direct the appropriate officials of the Federal
Government to have the flag of the United States displayed from public
buildings on that day. I also request State and local officials, civic
organizations, and interested individuals to observe the day with
ceremonies which will reflect honor upon the career of this Naval hero
and strengthen the pride of the American people in their Navy and
its glorious achievements.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this second day of July in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-first.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

AIR FORCE DAY, 1947

July 10, 1947
[No. 2737]

Proclamation of
Aug. 1, 1947, as Air
Force Day.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Army Air Forces contributed immeasurably to our
victory over the enemy in Europe and Asia, and stands ever ready to
defend our nation in time of danger; and

WHEREAS our appreciation of liberty is strengthened by our
recollection of the achievements of the living and the sacrifices of the
dead, which through four decades have nurtured the growth of
American air power; and

WHEREAS August 1, 1947, marks the fortieth anniversary of the
birth of the Army Air Forces:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, in order that we may more justly honor the
men and women of the Army Air Forces and more fully acknowledge
the contributions of all those who have developed and maintained
our nation's air strength, do hereby proclaim Friday, August 1, 1947,
as Air Force Day, and invite the Governors of all the States to issue
proclamations calling for the observance of that day; and I also direct
that the flag of the United States be displayed on all public buildings
on that day.

I remind all of our citizens that the air power of the nation is es-
sential to the preservation of our liberty, and that the continued
development of the science of air transportation is vital to the trade
and commerce of a peaceful world.

1074 [61 STAT.1074 

Designation of July 
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WHEREAS John Paul Jones was the first American Naval officer 
to be awarded a gold medal by the Continental Congress for fearless-
ness and perseverance in the face of overwhelming odds and, in the 
words of the Congress, "for the zeal, prudence, and intrepidity, with 
which he hath supported the honor of the American Flag"; and 
WHEREAS he gave our Navy its earliest traditions of heroism and 

victory which have fostered the high morale and initiative demon-
strated throughout our history by the men of our fighting forces: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and designate the 
sixth day of July nineteen hundred and forty-seven as John Paul Jones 
Bicentennial Day, and I direct the appropriate officials of the Federal 
Government to have the flag of the United States displayed from public 
buildings on that day. I also request State and local officials, civic 
organizations, and interested individuals to observe the day with 
ceremonies which will reflect honor upon the career of this Naval hero 
and strengthen the pride of the American people in their Navy and 
its glorious achievements. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this second day of July in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-first. 

By the President: 
G C M ARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

Am FORCE DAY, 1947 

July 10, 1947 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
[No. 2737] 

Proclamation of 
Aug. 1, 1947, as Air 
Force Day. 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Army Air Forces contributed immeasurably to our 
victory over the enemy in Europe and Asia, and stands ever ready to 
defend our nation in time of danger; and 
WHEREAS our appreciation of liberty is strengthened by our 

recollection of the achievements of the living and the sacrifices of the 
dead, which through four decades have nurtured the growth of 
American air power; and 
WHEREAS August 1, 1947, marks the fortieth anniversary of the 

birth of the Army Air Forces: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, in order that we may more justly honor the 
men and women of the Army Air Forces and more fully acknowledge 
the contributions of all those who have developed and maintained 
our nation's air strength, do hereby proclaim Friday, August 1, 1947, 
as Air Force Day, and invite the Governors of all the States to issue 
proclamations calling for the observance of that day; and I also direct 
that the flag of the -United States be displayed on all public buildings 
on that day. 
I remind all of our citizens that the air power of the nation is es-

sential to the preservation of our liberty, and that the continued 
development of the science of air transportation is vital to the trade 
and commerce of a peaceful world. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 10th day of July in the year
nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the Independence

[SEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and
seventy-second.

HARRY S. TRUMAN.
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

DRUG AMIDONE AN OPIATE

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 3228 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code provides
in part as follows:

"OPIATE.-The word 'opiate' as used in this part and sub-
chapter A of chapter 23 shall mean any drug (as defined in the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act) found by the Secretary
of the Treasury, after due notice and opportunity for public
hearing, to have an addiction-forming or addiction-sustaining
liability similar to morphine or cocaine, and proclaimed by the
President to have been so found by the Secretary. * * * ";

AND WHEREAS the Secretary of the Treasury, after due notice
and opportunity for public hearing, has found the drug Amidone
(4,4-Diphenyl-6-Dimethylamino-Heptanone-3) to have an addiction-
forming and addiction-sustaining liability similar to morphine, and
that in the public interest this finding should be effective immediately:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby proclaim that the Secretary of the
Treasury has found the drug Amidone (4,4-Diphenyl-6-Dimethylamino-
Heptanone-3) to have an addiction-forming and addiction-sustaining
liability similar to morphine, and that in the public interest this
finding should be effective immediately.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 31"t day of July in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

July 31, 1947
[No. 2738]

60 Stat. 38.
26 U. S. C. 3228 ().

53 Stat. 269.
26 U. S.. C. 2550-

2565.
52 Stat. 1040.
21 U. . c. § 301-

392.
61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 11.

Drug Amidone.
Effectivlty of find-

ing.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 10th day of July in the year 

nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the Independence 
[SEAL] of the United States of America the one hundred and 

seventy-second. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S. TRUMAN. 

DRUG AMIDONE AN OPIATE 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 3228 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code provides 
in part as follows: 

"OPIATE.—The word 'opiate' as used in this part and sub-
chapter A of chapter 23 shall mean any drug (as defined in the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act) found by the Secretary 
of the Treasury, after due notice and opportunity for public 
hearing, to have an addiction-forming or addiction-sustaining 
liability similar to morphine or cocaine, and proclaimed by the 
President to have been so found by the Secretary. * * * 

AND WHEREAS the Secretary of the Treasury, after due notice 
and opportunity for public hearing, has found the drug Amidone 
(4,4-Dipheny1-6-Dimethylamino-Heptanone-3) to have an addiction-
forming and addiction-sustaining liability similar to morphine, and 
that in the public interest this finding should be effective immediately: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby proclaim that theSecretary of the 
Treasury has found the drug Amidone (4,4-Dipheny1-6-Dimethylamino-
Heptanone-3) to have an addiction-forming and addiction-sustaining 
liability similar to morphine, and that in the public interest this 
finding should be effective immediately. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31" day of July in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

July 31, 1947 
[No. 27381 

60 Stat. 38. 
26 U. S. C. § 3228 (f). 

53 Stat. 269. 
26 U. S. C. §¢ 2550-

2565. 
52 Stat. 1040. 
21 U. S. C. ¢§ 301-

392. 
61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 11. 

Drug Amidone. 
Effectivity of find-

ing. 
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AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS
AND GAME MAMMALS

Jnly 31, 1947
[No. 2739]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has adopted, after
notice and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administra-

60 Stt. 8M. tive Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law No. 404-79th Cong.),
. CI and has submitted to me for approval the following amendments of

58 Stat 3. 117. the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944,16 U. S. C. th4note. as amended, relating to migratory birds and game mammals includedAnte, pp. 103, 1067. in the terms of the Convention between the United States and Great
Britain for the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16,

39 stat. 170 1916, and the Convention between the United States and the United
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and certain

0 stat. 1311. game mammals concluded February 7, 1936:

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
16 u. s. c. ii 17- July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat.
s u. s. c. . 133t 1431), and in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative

Sote.37 Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law No. 404-79th Cong.), I
65 . R. Cl i 0l - Oscar L. Chapman Acting Secretary of the Interior, having due re-

gard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance,
economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory
flight of migratory birds included in the terms of the Convention
between the United States and Great Britain for the protection of

39 tat. 1702 migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention
between the United States and the United Mexican States for the
protection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded Feb-5o stat. 13a. ruary 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent, and by what
means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act and conventions
to allow the hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, pur-
chase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation, and importa-
tion of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in
accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend as follows the

s8Stat. 1136. regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944, as
note. last amended by Proclamation No. 2699 of August 8, 1946, and asAte, pp . 0aa, s067. so amended do hereby adopt such regulations as suitable regulations,

permitting and governing the hunting, taking, capture, killing, pos-
session, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exporta-
tion, and importation of such migratory birds and parts, nests, and
eggs thereof:

8 stat. nas. Regulation 3, "Means by Which Migratory Game Birds May be
note. Taken" is amended to read as follows:

58 Stat. 1139.
16 U. . C. 704

note.
Ante. p. 1033; pos,

pp. 10771077 188, 1094.
58 Stat. 1144.
16 U. S. C. 1 704

note.

Migratory game birds on which open seasons are specified in
regulation 4 may be taken during such seasons only with bow and
arrow or with a shotgun not larger than No. 10 gage, fired from theshoulder, except as permitted by regulations 7, 8, and 9, but they
shall not be taken with or by means of any automatic-loading or
hand-operated repeating shotgun capable of holding more than three
shells, the magazine of which has not been cut off or plugged with
a one-piece metal or wooden filler incapable of removal through theloading end thereof so as to reduce the capacity of said gun to not
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July 31, 1947 
[No. 27391 

60 Stat. 238. 
5 U. S. C. 1 1003. 

58 Stat. 1136. 
16 U. S. C. 704 

note. 
Ante, pp. 1033, 1067. 

39 Stat. 1702. 

60 Stat. 1311. 

16 U. B. C. 11 =-
711. 
5 U. S. C. 1338 

note. 
60 Stat. 237. 
5 U. S. C. if 1001-

1011. 

39 Stat. 1702. 

50 Stat. 1311. 

68 Stat. 1136. 
16 tr. 8. C. I 704 

note. 
Ante, pp. 1033, 1067. 

58 Stat. 1138. 
16 U. S. C. 3 704 

note. 

58 Stat. 1139. 
16 U. S. C. 3 704 

note. 
Ante. p. 1033; pen, 

pp. 1077, 1088, 1094. 
58 Stat. 1143, 1144. 
16 U. B. C. 704 

note. 

AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS 
AND GAME MAMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has adopted, after 
notice and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law No. 404-79th Cong.), 
and has submitted to me for approval the following amendments of 
the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944, 
as amended, relating to migratory birds and game mammals included 
in the terms of the Convention between the United States and Great 
Britain for the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 
1916, and the Convention between the United States and the United 
Mexican States for the protection of migratory birds and certain 
game mammals concluded February 7, 1936: 

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 
1431), and in accordance with the provisions of the Administrative 
Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law No. 404-79th Cong.), I 
Oscar L. Chapman Acting Secretary of the Interior, having due re-
gard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, 
economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory 
flight of migratory birds included in the terms of the Convention 
between the United States and Great Britain for the protection of 
migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention 
between the United States and the United Mexican States for the 
protection of migratory birds and game inammals, concluded Feb-
ruary 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent, and by what 
means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act and conventions 
to allow the hunting, taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, pur-
chase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation, and importa-
tion of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in 
accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend as follows the 
regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2616 of July 27, 1944, as 
last amended by Proclamation No. 2699 of August 8, 1946, and as 
so amended do hereby adopt such regulations as suitable regulations, 
permitting and governing the hunting, taking, capture, killing, pos-
session, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exporta-
tion, and importation of such migratory birds and parts, nests, and 
eggs thereof: 

Regulation 3, "Means by Which Migratory Game Birds May be 
Taken" is amended to read as follows: 

Migratory game birds on which open seasons are specified in 
regulation 4 may be taken during such seasons only with bow and 
arrow or with a shotgun not larger than No. 10 gage, fired from the 
shoulder, except as permitted by regulations 7, 8, and 9, but they 
shall not be taken with or by means of any automatic-loading or 
hand-operated repeating shotgun capable of holding more than three 
shells, the magazine of which has not been cut off or plugged with 
a one-piece metal or wooden filler incapable of removal through the 
loading end thereof so as to reduce the capacity of said gun to not 
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more than three shells at one time in the magazine and chamber
combined. Such birds may be taken during the open seasons from
land or water, with aid of a dog, and from a blind, boat or other
floating craft not under tow or sail, except sinkbox (battery), motor-
boat (excluding a boat having a detached outboard motor), and
sailboat; provided, that nothing herein shall permit the taking of
migratory game birds from or by means, aid, or use of an automobile
or aircraft of any kind, the taking of waterfowl by means, aid, or use
of cattle, horses, mules, or live duck or goose decoys, the concentrating,
driving, rallying, or stirring up of waterfowl and coots by means or
aid of any motor driven land, water or air conveyance or sailboat;
provided further, that nothing herein shall exclude the picking up of
injured or dead waterfowl by means of a motorboat, sailboat, or
other craft.

Waterfowl (except for propagating, scientific, or other purposes
under permit issued pursuant to regulation 8), mourning doves and 8 Stat. 1143.
white-winged doves are not permitted to be taken, directly or indi- note1U. C. § 704
rectly, by means, aid, or use of shelled, shucked, or unshucked corn,
or of wheat or other grain, salt, or other feed that has been so deposited,
distributed, or scattered as to constitute for such birds a lure, attrac-
tion, or enticement to, on, or over the area where hunters are attempt-
ing to take them, provided, however, such birds may be taken over
properly shocked corn and standing crops of corn, wheat, or other
grain or feed, and grains found scattered solely as a result of agricul-
tural harvesting.

A person over 16 years of age is not permitted to take migratory
waterfowl unless at the time of such taking he has on his person an
unexpired Federal migratory-bird hunting stamp, validated by his
signature written across the face thereof in ink. Persons not over
16 years of age are permitted to take migratory waterfowl without
such stamp.

Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra- 16 . S.a .9704
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: note.

Ante, p. 1033; post,
Waterfowl (except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Mas- pp. 1088 1094.

sachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, Utah
West Virginia and Wyoming; snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin and
Madison Counties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming and
snow geese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean;
Ross' geese; and swans), coots, rails, and gallinules may be taken
each day from sunrise to one hour before sunset, except that the hour
for the commencement of hunting of waterfowl and coot on the first
day of the season (including each first day of the split seasons) shall
be 12 o'clock noon, and woodcocks, mourning or turtle doves, white-
winged doves, and band-tailed pigeons from one-half hour before sun-
rise to sunset, except as otherwise provided in this regulation, during
the open seasons prescribed herein; and may be taken by the means
and in the numbers permitted by regulations 3 and 5 hereof, and when Stat. 1138, 1141,
so taken may be possessed in the numbers permitted by regulation 5 16 v. .s. C 704
during the period constituting the open season where taken and for Ane, pp. 1076, 106,
an additional period of 90 days next succeeding said open season, 1037.
except as prohibited by State law.

Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the taking of migratory saniuaretins or
birds on any reservation or sanctuary established under the Migra-
tory Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222), or 16 U. sC. 71 n
on any area of the United States set aside under any other law,
proclamation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game, or other
wildlife reservation, breeding ground, or refuge except so far as may
be permitted by the Secretary of the Interior under existing law, or

61 STAT.]61 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS-JULY 31, 1947 

more than three shells at one time in the magazine and chamber 
combined. Such birds may be taken during the open seasons from 
land or water, with aid of a dog, and from a blind, boat or other 
floating craft not under tow or sail, except sinkbox (battery), motor-
boat (excluding a boat having a detached outboard motor), and 
sailboat; provided, that nothing herein shall permit the taking of 
migratory game birds from or by means, aid, or use of an automobile 
or aircraft of any kind, the taking of waterfowl by means, aid, or use 
of cattle, horses, mules, or live duck or goose decoys, the concentrating, 
driving, rallying, or stirring up of waterfowl and coots by means or 
aid of any motor driven land, water or air conveyance or sailboat; 
provided further, that nothing herein shall exclude the picking up of 
injured or dead waterfowl by means of a motorboat, sailboat, or 
other craft. 

Waterfowl (except for propagating, scientific, or other purposes 
under permit issued pursuant to regulation 8), mourning doves and 
white-winged doves are not permitted to be taken, directly or indi-
rectly, by means, aid, or use of shelled, shucked, or unshucked corn, 
or of wheat or other grain, salt, or other feed that has been so deposited, 
distributed, or scattered as to constitute for such birds a lure, attrac-
tion, or enticement to, on or over the area where hunters are attempt-
ing to take them, provided, however, such birds may be taken over 
properly shocked corn and standing crops of corn, wheat, or other 
grain or feed, and grains found scattered solely as a result of agricul-
tural harvesting. 
A person over 16 years of age is not permitted to take migratory 

waterfowl unless at the time of such taking he has on his person an 
unexpired Federal migratory-bird hunting stamp, validated by his 

i   signature written across the face thereof n ink. Persons not over 
16 years of age are permitted to take migratory waterfowl without 
such stamp. 

Regulation 4, "Open Seasons on and Possession of Certain Migra-
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

Waterfowl (except wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Mas-
sachusetts, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, Utah, 
West Virginia and Wyoming; snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin and 
Madison Counties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming and 
snow geese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; 
Ross' geese; and swans), coots, rails, and gallinules may be taken 
each day from sunrise to one hour before sunset, except that the hour 
for the commencement of hunting of waterfowl and coot on the first 
day of the season (including each first day of the split seasons) shall 
be 12 o'clock noon, and woodcocks, mourning or turtle doves, white-
winged doves, and band-tailed pigeons from one-half hour before sun-
rise to sunset, except as otherwise provided in this regulation, during 
the open seasons prescribed herein; and may be taken by the means 
and in the numbers permitted by regulations 3 and 5 hereof, and when 
so taken may be possessed in the numbers permitted by regulation 5 
during the period constituting the open season where taken and for 
an additional period of 90 days next succeeding said open season, 
except as prohibited by State law. 
Nothing herein shall be deemed to permit the taking of migratory 

birds on any reservation or sanctuary established under the Migra-
tory Bird Conservation Act of February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1222), or 
on any area of the United States set aside under any other law, 
proclamation, or Executive order for use as a bird, game, or other 
wildlife reservation, breeding ground, or refuge except so far as may 
be permitted by the Secretary of the Interior under existing law, or 

1077 

58 Stat. 1143. 
16 U. S. C. § 704 

note. 

58 Stat. 1139. 
16 U. S. C. § 704 

note. 
Ante, p. 1033; poet. 

pp. 1088, 1094. 

58 Stat. 1138, 1141, 
1149. 
16 U. S. C. § 704 

note. 
Ante, pp. 1076, 1036, 

1037. 

Reservations or 
sanctuaries. 

16 U. S. C. § 715. 
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on any area adjacent to any such refuge when such area is designated40 Stat. 5 75 as a closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.
711. Waterfowl and Coot.-The open seasons on waterfowl and coot (ex-cept wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Massachusetts, Ne-braska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, Utah, West Virginiaand Wyoming; snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, and MadisonCounties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming, and snowgeese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross'geese; and swans) in the several States, Alaska, and Puerto Rico shallbe as follows, both dates inclusive:

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, NorthCarolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, December 8 toJanuary 6.
Post, p. 1088. Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma, October 7 to October 20 andDecember 23 to January 5.

California and Oregon, October 21 to November 3 and December23 to January 5.
Colorado, Idaho, and Wyoming, October 7 to October 20 andDecember 2 to December 15.
Connecticut, Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and New Jersey,November 18 to December 17.
Delaware and New York, including Long Island, October 21 toNovember 1 and December 2 to December 13.
Illinois, Missouri, and West Virginia, November 4 to December 3.Pod, Pl. N. Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 21 toNovember 19.
Kansas, November 4 to December 8.
Maine and New Hampshire, October 7 to October 18 and December2 to December 13.
Maryland, November 4 to November 15 and December 23 to Jan-uary 3.
Michigan and Minnesota, October 7 to November 5.Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, and Utah, October 21 to November24.
North Dakota and South Dakota, October 7 to November 10.Rhode Island, December 2 to December 31.
Texas, November 4 to November 17 and December 16 to Decem-ber 29.
Washington, October 21 to November 3 and December 16 to De-cember 29.
Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12.
Alaska, in Fur Districts 1 and 3 as defined in the regulations gov-erning the taking of game in Alaska, adopted May 15, 1944 (9 F. R.5270), October 1 to November 4; in the remainder of Alaska, Septem-ber 1 to October 5.

Bowters. Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots, may be takenin all areas during the applicable seasons for other ducks in Maine,New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, andNew York, and otherwise may be taken in open coastal waters only,beyond outer harbor lines, in Maine from October 6 to December 16,in New York from September 16 to December 13, in New Hampshirefrom September 1 to October 6, in Connecticut and Massachusettsfrom September 16 to November 17 and in Rhode Island from Sep-tember 16 to December 1.
Coot, in Lake and McHenry Counties, Illinois, October 1 to October12 from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m. and thereafter during the seasons and hoursprovided for ducks.
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on any area adjacent to any such refuge when such area is designated 
40 Stat. 755. as a closed area under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 16 U. S. C. ¢§ 703- 

711. Waterfowl and Coot.—The open seasons on waterfowl and coot (ex-
cept wood ducks in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Massachusetts, Ne-
braska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Dakota, Utah, W est Virginia 

i and Wyoming; snow geese n Beaverhead, Gallatin, and Madison 
Counties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming, and snow 
geese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; Ross' 
geese; and swans) in the several States, Alaska, and Puerto Rico shall 
be as follows, both dates inclusive: 

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia, December 8 to 
January 6. 

Post, P. 1088. Arizona, New Mexico, and Oklahoma, October 7 to October 20 and 
December 23 to January 5. 

California and Oregon, October 21 to November 3 and December 
23 to January 5. 

Colorado, Idaho, and Wyoming, October 7 to October 20 and 
December 2 to December 15. 

Connecticut, Indiana, Louisiana, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, 
November 18 to December 17. 

Delaware and New York, including Long Island, October 21 to 
November 1 and December 2 to December 13. 

Illinois, Missouri, and West Virginia, November 4 to December 3. 
Post, p. 1088. Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October 21 to 

November 19. 
Kansas, November 4 to December 8. 
Maine and New Hampshire, October 7 to October 18 and December 

2 to December 13. 
Maryland, November 4 to November 15 and December 23 to Jan-

uary 3. 
Michigan and Minnesota, October 7 to November 5. 
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, and Utah, October 21 to November 

24. 

North Dakota and South Dakota, October 7 to November 10. 
Rhode Island, December 2 to December 31. 
Texas, November 4 to November 17 and December 16 to Decem-

ber 29. 

Washington, October 21 to November 3 and December 16 to De-
cember 29. 

Puerto Rico December 15 to February 12. 
Alaska in Fur Districts 1 and 3 as defined in the regulations gov-

erning the taking of game in Alaska, adopted May 15, 1944 (9 F. R. 
5270), October 1 to November 4; in the remainder of Alaska, Septem-
ber 1 to October 5. 

Scoters. Provided, That scoters, locally known as sea coots may be taken 
in all areas during the applicable seasons for other ducks in Maine, 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, and 
New York, and otherwise may be taken in open coastal waters only, 
beyond outer harbor lines, in .Maine from October 6 to December 16, 
in New York from September 16 to December 13, in New Hampshire 
from September 1 to October 6, in Connecticut and Massachusetts 
from September 16 to November 17 and in Rhode Island from Sep-
tember 16 to December 1. 

Coot, in Lake and McHenry Counties, Illinois, October 1 to October 
12 from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m. and thereafter during the seasons and hours 
provided for ducks. 
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Rails and Gallinules (ezcept Coot).-The open season on rails and

gallinules (except coot) shall be from September 1 to November 30,
both dates inclusive, except as follows:

Alabama, November 20 to January 31.
Illinois, in Lake and McHenry Counties, October 1 to October 12

from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.; and thereafter during the seasons and hours
provided for ducks.

Maine, October 7 to October 18 and December 2 to December 13.
Maryland, September 1 to September 30.
Massachusetts, November 18 to December 17.
Minnesota, September 16 to November 30.
Mississippi, October 15 to December 30.
New York, including Long Island, October 21 to November 1 and

December 2 to December 13.
Wisconsin, October 21 to November 19. Pot, p. los.
Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12.
California, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Montana,

Nevada, Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington, no open season.
Woodcock.-The open seasons on woodcock shall be as follows, both Po s

. P 1094.
dates inclusive:

Arkansas and Oklahoma, December 1 to December 15.
Connecticut, October 28 to November 10.
Delaware and Maryland, November 15 to November 29.
Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi, December 23 to January 6.
Indiana and West Virginia, October 16 to October 30.
Maine, in Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Franklin,

and Oxford Counties, October 1 to October 15; in remainder of State,
October 16 to October 30.

Massachusetts, November 3 to November 17.
Michigan, in Upper Peninsula, October 1 to October 15; in remainder

of State, October 15 to October 29.
Minnesota, October 11 to October 25.
Missouri, November 10 to November 24.
New Hampshire, in Coos, Carroll, and Grafton Counties, October

1 to October 15; in remainder of State, October 16 to October 30.
New Jersey, October 20 to November 3.
New York, north and east of the tracks of the branch line of the

New York Central Railroad from Oswego to Syracuse, the main line
of the New York Central Railroad from Syracuse to Albany, and the
main line of the Boston & Albany Railroad from Albany to the Mas-
sachusetts State line, October 10 to October 24; west and south of
the line above described, October 20 to November 3; and that part
of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to November 15;
from 12 o'clock noon until sunset on the opening day in each of these
zones, and thereafter in all of the aforesaid zones from 7:00 a. m.
until sunset.

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, October 10 to October 24.
Rhode Island, November 1 to November 15.
Vermont, in Bennington and Windham Counties and those portions

of Rutland and Windsor Counties south of U. S. Highway Route 4
from West Haven to White River Junction, October 16 to October
30; in remainder of State, October 1 to October 15.

Virginia, November 20 to December 4.
Mourning, or Turtle, Dove.-The open seasons on mourning, or

turtle, dove shall be as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona, Kansas, Kentucky and Missouri, September 1 to October

30.
Alabama, November 27 to January 25.
Arkansas and Delaware, September 16 to November 14.
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Rails and Gallinules (except Coot).—The open season on rails and 
gallinules (except coot) shall be from September 1 to November 30, 
both dates inclusive, except as follows: 
Alabama, November 20 to January 31. 
Illinois, in Lake and McHenry Counties, October 1 to October 12 

from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.; and thereafter during the seasons and hours 
provided for ducks. 

Maine, October 7 to October 18 and December 2 to December 13. 
Maryland, September 1 to September 30. 
Massachusetts, November 18 to December 17. 
Minnesota, September 16 to November 30. 
Mississippi, October 15 to December 30. 
New York, including Long Island, October 21 to November 1 and 

December 2 to December 13. 
Wisconsin, October 21 to November 19. 
Puerto Rico, December 15 to February 12. 
California, District of Columbia Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Montana, 

Nevada Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington, no open season. 
Woodcock.—The open seasons on woodcock shall be as follows, both 

dates inclusive: 
Arkansas and Oklahoma, December 1 to December 15. 
Connecticut, October 28 to November 10. 
Delaware and Maryland, November 15 to November 29. 
Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi, December 23 to January 6. 
Indiana and West Virginia, October 16 to October 30. 
Maine, in Aroostook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Franklin, 

and Oxford Counties, October 1 to October 15; in remainder of State, 
October 16 to October 30. 

Massachusetts November 3 to November 17. 
Michigan' in Upper Peninsula, October 1 to October 15; in remainder 

of State, October 15 to October 29. 
Minnesota October 11 to October 25. 
Missouri, November 10 to November 24. 
New Hampshire, in Coos, Carroll, and Grafton Counties, October 

1 to October 15; in remainder of State, October 16 to October 30. 
New Jersey, October 20 to November 3. 
New York, north and east of the tracks of the branch line of the 

New York Central Railroad from Oswego to Syracuse, the main line 
of the New York Central Railroad from Syracuse to Albany, and the 
main line of the Boston Sr Albany Railroad from Albany to the Mas-
sachusetts State line, October 10 to October 24; west and south of 
the line above described, October 20 to November 3; and that part 
of New York known as Long Island, November 1 to November 15; 
from 12 o'clock noon until sunset on the opening day in each of these 
zones, and thereafter in all of the aforesaid zones from 7:00 a. m. 
until sunset. 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, October 10 to October 24. 
Rhode Island, November 1 to November 15. 
Vermont, in Bennington and Windham Counties and those portions 

of Rutland and Windsor Counties south of U. S. Highway Route 4 
from West Haven to White River Junction, October 16 to October 
30; in remainder of State, October 1 to October 15. 

Virginia, November 20 to December 4. 
Mourning, or Turtle' Dove.—The open seasons on mourning, or 

turtle dove shall be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona, Kansas, Kentucky and Missouri, September 1 to October 

30. 
Alabama, November 27 to January 25. 
Arkansas and Delaware, September 16 to November 14. 
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California, in Imperial County, October 1 to October 31; in re-mainder of State, September 1 to September 30.
Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico, September 1 to October 12.Florida, in. Broward, Dade, and Monroe Counties, October 1 toOctober 31; in remainder of State, November 20 to January 18.
Georgia, December 3 to January 31.
Idaho and Oregon, September 1 to September 15.
Illinois and Oklahoma, September 1 to September 30.
Louisiana, December 1 to January 29.
Maryland, September 1 to October 15.
Mississippi, October 16 to October 31 and January 1 to January 31.
Nebraska, September 10 to September 24.
North Carolina, September 16 to September 30, and January 1 toJanuary 31.
Pennsylvania, October 10 to October 24.
South Carolina, September 16 to October 9, and December 22 toJanuary 13.
Tennessee, September 1 to October 30 from 12 o'clock noon tosunset.
Texas, in Val Verde, Kinney, Uvalde, Medina, Kendall, Comal,Hays, Travis, Williamson, Milam, Robertson, Leon, Houston, Cher-okee, Nacogdoches, and Shelby Counties, and all counties northand west thereof, September 1 to October 15; in remainder of State(but not including Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,

Dimmit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, and Willacy Counties),October 20 to December 3; in these latter counties, September 12,14, and 16, from 4 p. m. until sunset, and thereafter, October 20 toNovember 30, from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset.
Virginia, September 16 to October 31.
White-winged Dove.-The open seasons on white-winged dove shallbe as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona, September 1 to September 15.
Texas, in Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick,Kinney, Dimmit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, Willacy, ValVerde, Terrell Brewster, Presidio, Jeff Davis, Cdlberson, Hudspeth,and El Paso Counties, September 12, 14, and 16, from 4 p. m. untilsunset.
Band-tailed Pigeon.-The open seasons on band-tailed pigeon shallbe as follows, both dates inclusive:
Arizona and New Mexico, September 16 to October 15.California, December 1 to December 31.
Oregon and Washington, September 1 to September 30.
Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession Limits on Certain Migra-tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows:
A person may take in any one day during the open seasons pre-scribed therefor in regulation 4 not to exceed the following numbers ofmigratory game birds, which numbers shall include all birds takenby any other person who for hire accompanies or assists him in takingsuch birds. When so taken, such birds may be possessed in thenumber hereinafter specified, except that no person on the openingday of the season may possess any migratory game birds in excess ofthe daily limits herein prescribed.
Ducks (except the American and red-breasted mergansers).-Four,including in such limit not more than 1 wood duck, and any personmay possess not more than 8 ducks including in such limit not morethan 1 wood duck.
American and red-breasted mergansers.-Twenty-five singly or inthe aggregate. No possession limit.
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California, in Imperial County, October 1 to October 31; in re-
mainder of State, September 1 to September 30. 

Colorado, Nevada, and New Mexico September 1 to October 12. 
Florida, in- Broward, Dade, and Mexico, Counties, October 1 to 

October 31; in remainder of State, November 20 to January 18. 
Georgia, December 3 to January 31. 
Idaho and Oregon, September 1 to September 15. 
Illinois and Oklahoma, September 1 to September 30. 
Louisiana, December 1 to January 29. 
Maryland, September 1 to October 15. 
Mississippi, October 16 to October 31 and January 1 to January 31. 
Nebraska, September 10 to September 24. 
North Carolina, September 16 to September 30, and January 1 to 

January 31. 
Pennsylvania, October 10 to October 24. 
South Carolina, September 16 to October 9, and December 22 to 

January 13. 
Tennessee, September 1 to October 30 from 12 o'clock noon to 

sunset. 
Texas in Val Verde, Kinney, Uvalde, Medina, Kendall, Comal, 

Hays, Travis, Williamson, Milam, Robertson, Leon, Houston, Cher-
okee, Nacogdoches, and Shelby Counties, and all counties north 
and west thereof, September 1 to October 15; in remainder of State 
(but not including Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, Webb, Maverick, 
Dimmit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg, Brooks, Kenedy, and Willacy Counties), 
October 20 to December 3; in these latter counties, September 12, 
14, and 16, from 4 p. m. until sunset, and thereafter, October 20 to 
November 30, from one-half hour before sunrise to sunset. 

Virginia, September 16 to October 31. 
White-winged Dove.—The open seasons on white-winged dove shall 

be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona, September 1 to September 15. 

i Texas, n Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata Webb, Maverick, 
Kinney, Dinunit, LaSalle, Jim Hogg Brooks, leen.edy, Willacy, Val 
Verde, Terrell, Brewster, Presidio, Jeff Davis Calberson., Hudspeth, 
and El Paso Counties, September 12, 14, and 16, from 4 p. m. until 
sunset. 

Band-tailed Pigeon.—The open seasons on band-tailed pigeon shall 
be as follows, both dates inclusive: 
Arizona and New Mexico, September 16 to October 15. 
California, December 1 to December 31. 
Oregon and Washington, September 1 to September 30. 

Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession Limits on Certain Migra-
tory Game Birds", is amended to read as follows: 

A person may take in any one day during the open seasons pre-
scribed therefor in regulation 4 not to exceed the following numbers of 
migratory game birds, which numbers shall include all birds taken 
by any other person who for hire accompanies or assists him in taking 
such birds. When so taken, such birds may be possessed in the 
number hereinafter specified, except that no person on the opening 
day of the season may possess any migratory game birds in excess of 
the daily limits herein prescribed. 
Ducks (except the American and red-breasted mergansers).—Four, 

including in such limit not more than 1 wood duck, and any person 
may possess not more than 8 ducks including in such limit not more 
than 1 wood duck. 

American and red-breasted mergansers.—Twenty-five singly or in 
the aggregate. No possession limit. 
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Scoters (sea coots).-Seven, and any person may possess not more
than 14.

Geese and brant (except snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, and
Madison Counties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming,
and snow geese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean;
and Ross' geese anywhere), as follows:

In Washington, Uregon, and California 5, including in such limit
any combination not exceeding 2 of Canada geese (including Hutchins
or cackling geese), white-fronted geese and brant.

In Alaska, Puerto Rico, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, and Nevada 4,
including in such limit not more than 2 Canada geese (including
Hutchins or cackling geese), or 2 white-fronted geese or 1 of each.

Elsewhere than in the above States 4, including in such limit either
1 Canada goose (including Hutchins or cackling geese) or 1 white-
fronted goose.

Any person may possess not more than the above bag limits of
geese or brant.

In view of the fact that the hunting season on a number of migratory
birds normally opens on September 1, it has been determined that
these amendments shall become effective August 31, 1947.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed,
this 29 th day of July, 1947.

[SEAL]
OSCAR L CHAPMAN

Acting Secretary of the Interior.
AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval

of the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the afore-
said Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ments.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 3 1"t day of July in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-second.

By the President
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. . 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S.C. . 704.

HARRY S TRUMAN

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS:

SWITZERLAND

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the
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Scoters (sea coots).—Seven, and any person may possess not more 
than 14. 

Geese and brant (except snow geese in Beaverhead, Gallatin, and 
Madison Counties in Montana, in Colorado, Idaho and Wyoming, 
and snow geese and brant in States bordering on the Atlantic Ocean; 
and Ross' geese anywhere), as follows: 
In Washington, Oregon, and California 5, including in such limit 

any combination not exceeding 2 of Canada geese (including Hutchins 
or cackling geese), white-fronted geese and brant. 

In Alaska, Puerto Rico' Idaho, Utah, Arizona, and Nevada 4, 
including in such limit not more than 2 Canada geese (including 
Hutchins or cackling geese), or 2 white-fronted geese or 1 of each. 

Elsewhere than in the above States 4, including in such limit either 
1 Canada goose (including Hutchins or cackling geese) or 1 white-
fronted goose. 
Any person may possess not more than the above bag limits of 

geese or brant. 
In view of the fact that the hunting season on a number of migratory 

birds normally opens on September 1, it has been determined that 
these amendments shall become effective August 31, 1947. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, 
this 29"° day of July, 1947. 

OSCAR L CHAPMAN 
[SEAL] Acting Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval 
of the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the afore-
said Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ments. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 31°' day of July in the year 

of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of the 
[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS: 
SWITZERLAND 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60 
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the 
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations 
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of 
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the 
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33 Stat. 727.

Switzerland.
Proclamation of ex-

tension of time re-
specting renewal of
certain trade-mark
registrations.

60 Stat. 568.
15 U. S. C. § 92 note.

33 Stat. 727.
15 U. S. C. § 92.

several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect
to citizens of the United States of America:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of Switzerland registered in
the United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal
on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II,
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20,
1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of
the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that Switzerland accords sub-
stantially equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors
who are citizens of the United States, and that accordingly the time
within which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed
with respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the afore-
said act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby
extended with respect to such registrations which expired after Sep-
tember 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including June30, 1948.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 6
th day of August, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-second.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

August 6,1947
[No. 27411

16U. S.C. a 92note.

33 Stat. 727.

United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

Proclamation of ex-
tension of time re-
specting renewal of
certain trade-mark
registrations.

HARRY S TRUMAN

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS:
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribedin that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of theconditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registration
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration oftrade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approvedFebruary 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals ofcountries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respectto citizens of the United States of America:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vestedin me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim thatwith respect to trade-marks of nationals of the United Kingdom ofGreat Britain and Northern Ireland registered in the United States
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several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved 
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of 
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect 
to citizens of the United States of America: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that 
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of Switzerland registered in 
the United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal 
on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years 
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II, 
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with 
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of 
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 
1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of 
the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that Switzerland accords sub-
stantially equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors 
who are citizens of the United States, and that accordingly the time 
within which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed 
with respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the afore-
said act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby 
extended with respect to such registrations which expired after Sep-
tember 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including June 
30, 1948. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of August, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of 
[BEAU ] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL - 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS: 

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60 
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the 
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registration 
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of 
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the 
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved 
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of 
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect 
to citizens of the United States of America: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that 
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland registered in the United States 
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Patent Office, which have been subject to renewal on or after Sep-
tember 3, 1939, there has existed during several years since that date,
because of conditions growing out of World War II, such disruption
or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions
and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of such registra-
tions by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as
amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of the afore-
said act of July 17, 1946; that the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland accords substantially equal treatment in this
respect to trade-mark proprietors who are citizens of the United
States, and that accordingly the time within which compliance with
conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of regis-
trations under section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as
amended, may take place is hereby extended with respect to such
registrations which expired after September 3, 1939, and before
June 30, 1947, until and including July 17, 1948.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 6
t h day of August, in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-second.

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS each year preventable fires claim the lives of thousands
of our citizens, both young and old, and cause permanent disability
or painful injury to countless others; and

WHEREAS the destruction by fire of our natural and created
resources has almost doubled during the past decade, and cost this
nation more than five hundred and sixty million dollars in the year
1946; and

WHEREAS this ravage, if unabated, threatens an even more
calamitous loss of life and waste of material wealth; and

WHEREAS the program promulgated at the President's Conference
on Fire Prevention held at Washington in May 1947 is designed to
assist in stemming the tide of death and destruction from fires:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, do hereby designate the week beginning
October 5, 1947, as Fire Prevention Week.

I earnestly request every citizen to eliminate all possible causes
of destructive fire in his home and in his place of business, and I
urge that vigilance against fire be extended beyond Fire Prevention
Week and zealously continued throughout the year. I invite State
and local governments, the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, the National Fire Waste Council, the American National
Red Cross, business and labor organizations, churches and schools,
civic groups, and agencies of the press, the radio, and the motion-
picture industry to cooperate fully in the observance of Fire Prevention

August 14, 1947
[No. 27421

Designation of week
beginning Oct. 5,1947,
as Fire Prevention
Week.

61 STAT.] 1083

33 Stat. 727.
15 U. 9. C. § 92.
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Patent Office, which have been subject to renewal on or after Sep-
tember 3, 1939, there has existed during several years since that date, 
because of conditions growing out of World War II, such disruption 
or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions 
and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of such registra-
tions by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as 
amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of the afore-
said act of July 17, 1946; that the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland accords substantially equal treatment in this 
respect to trade-mark proprietors who are citizens of the United 
States, and that accordingly the time within which compliance with 
conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of regis-
trations under section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as 
amended, may take place is hereby extended with respect to such 
registrations which expired after September 3, 1939, and before 
June 30, 1947, until and including July 17, 1948. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal tf the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of August, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

FIRE PREVENTION W EEK, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS each year preventable fires claim the lives of thousands 
of our citizens, both young and old, and cause permanent disability 
or painful injury to countless others; and 
WHEREAS the destruction by fire of our natural and created 

resources has almost doubled during the past decade, and cost this 
nation more than five hundred and sixty million dollars in the year 
1946; and 
WHEREAS this ravage, if unabated, threatens an even more 

calamitous loss of life and waste of material wealth; and 
WHEREAS the program promulgated at the President's Conference 

on Fire Prevention held at Washington in May 1947 is designed to 
assist in stemming the tide of death and destruction from fires: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, do hereby designate the week beginning 
October 5, 1947, as Fire Prevention Week. 
I earnestly request every citizen to eliminate all possible causes 

of destructive fire in his home and in his place of business, and I 
urge that vigilance against fire be extended beyond Fire Prevention 
Week and zealously continued throughout the year. I invite State 
and local governments, the Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States, the National Fire Waste Council, the American National 
Red Cross, business and labor organi7ations, churches and schools, 
civic groups, and agencies of the press, the radio, and the motion-
picture industry to cooperate fully in the observance of Fire Prevention 

33 Stat. 727. 
15 U. S.C. § 92. 
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as Fire Prevention 
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August 15, 1947
[No. 2743]

Proclamation of
Sept. 16 1947 as
National Guard iay.

Assistance of citil
zens in organization,
etc., of units.

Week with the objective of initiating a fire prevention campaigncontinuing throughout the year. I also direct the appropriate agenciesof the Federal Government to assist in every feasible way in arousing
the public to the seriousness of the fire problem.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.DONE at the City of Washington this fourteenth day of August
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State

NATIONAL GUARD DAY, 1947 1

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the National Guard of the United States has been abulwark of our military forces in struggles against foreign aggressorsand the support of our people in times of domestic disaster; andWHEREAS the security of our Nation demands that the NationalGuard be fully manned, equipped and trained as a force immediatelyavailable in time of national danger; and
WHEREAS September 16, 1947, marks the seventh anniversaryof the entrance of the National Guard into the Nation's service duringthe emergency immediately preceding World War II:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRYS. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, in order that we may give special recogni-tion to the men of the National Guard of the United States who havegiven their services and their lives to their country and to those whoare continuing to give their services for the security of their country, dohereby proclaim Tuesday, September 16, 1947, as National GuardDay, and invite the Governors of the several States to issue procla-mations for the observance of that Day; and I also direct that theflag of the United States be displayed on all public buildings on thatDay.
I also remind our citizens that a responsibility rests upon them forthe support of the National Guard of the United States, and I there-fore urge that all our citizens give their earnest attention to theunits of the National Guard in their communities and assist in theorganization, recruiting and development of those units in every waypossible.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.DONE at the City of Washington this 15 day of August, in theyear of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and
[sEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America theone hundred and seventy-second.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State.

[61 STAT.1084 

August 15, 1947 
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Proclamation of Sept. 18, 1 947 , as 
National Guard Day. 

Assistance of citl. 
tens in organization, 
etc., of units. 
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Week with the objective of initiating a fire prevention campaign 
continuing throughout the year. I also direct the appropriate agencies 
of the Federal Government to assist in every feasible way in arousing 
the public to the seriousness of the fire problem. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this fourteenth day of August 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
By the President: 

ROBERT A LOVETT 
Acting Secretary of State 

NATIONAL GUARD DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the National Guard of the United States has been a 
bulwark of our military forces in struggles against foreign aggressors 
and the support of our people in times of domestic disaster; and 
WHEREAS the security of our Nation demands that the National 

Guard be fully manned, equipped and trained as a force immediately 
available in time of national danger; and 
WHEREAS September 16, 1947, marks the seventh anniversary 

of the entrance of the National Guard into the Nation's service during 
the emergency immediately preceding World War II: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, in order that we may give special recogni-
tion to the men of the National Guard of the United States who have 
given their services and their lives to their country and to those who 
are continuing to give their services for the security of their country, do 
hereby proclaim Tuesday, September 16, 1947, as National Guard 
Day, and invite the Governors of the several States to issue procla-
mations for the observance of that Day; and I also direct that the 
flag of the United States be displayed on all public buildings on that 
Day. 

I also remind our citizens that a responsibility rests upon them for 
the support of the National Guard of the United States, and I there-
fore urge that all our citizens give their earnest attention to the 
units of the National Guard in their communities and assist in the 
organization, recruiting and development of those units in every way 
possible. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 15th day of August, in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 
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AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS
AND GAME MAMMALS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has adopted and
has submitted to me for approval the following amendment of the
regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947,
relating to migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms
of the Convention between the United States and Great Britain for
the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the
Convention between the United States and the United Mexican
States for the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals
concluded February 7, 1936:

AMENDMENT OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 1431),
and having determined, in accordance with the provisions ot the
Administrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law. No. 404-
79th Congress), that the amendment adopted herein is corrective and
that further notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable
and unnecessary, I, Oscar L. Chapman, Acting Secretary of the
Interior, having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the
distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times
and lines of migratory flight of migratory birds included in the terms
of the Convention between the United States and Great Britain for
the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and
the Convention between the United States and the United Mexican
States for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals,
concluded February 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent,
and by what means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act
and conventions to allow the hunting, taking, capture, killing, posses-
sion, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation
and importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and
eggs, and in accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend
the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947,
by deleting from Regulation 4 thereof that portion establishing an
open season on mourning, or turtle, dove in the State of Florida and
in lieu of such deleted portion, do hereby adopt the following:

"Florida, in Broward, Dade, and Monroe Counties, October 1 to
October 31; in remainder of State, December 3 to January 31."

In view of the fact that the portion of Regulation 4 deleted hereby
was adopted by me under a mistake of fact, and in view of the further
fact that the present amendment is corrective of regulations which are
effective August 31, 1947, it has been determined that this amend-
ment shall become effective August 31, 1947.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed,
this 7th day of August, 1947.

OSCAR L CHAPMAN
[SEAL] Acting Secretary of the Interior

August 21, 1947
[No. 2744]

Ante, p. 1076.

39 Stat. 1702.

50 Stat. 1311.

16 U. S. C. §§ 703-
711.

5 U. S. C. § 133t
note.

60 Stat. 237.
5 U. S. C. §5 1001-

1011.

39 Stat. 1702.

50 Stat. 1311.

Ante, p. 1080.

Effective date.
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AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS 
AND GAME M AMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has adopted and 
has submitted to me for approval the following amendment of the 
regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, 
relating to migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms 
of the Convention between the United States and Great Britain for 
the protection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the 
Convention between the United States and the United Mexican 
States for the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals 
concluded February 7, 1936: 

AMENDMENT OF M IGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 1431), 
and having determined, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Administrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Pub. Law. No. 404-
79th Congress), that the amendment adopted herein is corrective and 
that further notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable 
and unnecessary, I, Oscar L. Chapman, Acting Secretary of the 
Interior, having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the 
distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times 
and lines of migratory flight of migratory birds included in the terms 
of the Convention between the United States and Great Britain for 
the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and 
the Convention between the United States and the United Mexican 
States for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals, 
concluded February 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent, 
and by what means it is compatible with the terms of the said Act 
and conventions to allow the hunting, taking, capture, killing, posses-
sion, sale, purchase, shipment, transportation, carriage, exportation, 
and importation of such birds and parts thereof and their nests and 
eggs, and in accordance with such determinations, do hereby amend 
the regulations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 311 1947, 
by deleting from Regulation 4 thereof that portion establishing an 
open season on mourning, or turtle, dove in the State of Florida and 
in lieu of such deleted portion, do hereby adopt the following: 

"Florida, in Broward, Dade, and Monroe Counties, October 1 to 
October 31; in remainder of State, December 3 to January 31." 

In view of the fact that the portion of Regulation 4 deleted hereby 
was adopted by me under a mistake of fact, and in view of the further 
fact that the present amendment is corrective of regulations which are 
effective August 31, 1947, it has been determined that this amend-
ment shall become effective August 31, 1947. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, 
this 7th day of August, 1947. 

OSCAR L CHAPMAN 
[BEAL] Acting Secretary of the Interior 

August 21, 1947 
[No. 2744] 

Ante, p. 1076. 
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5 U. S. C. § 133t 

note. 

60 Stat. 237. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 1001-

1011. 

39 Stat. 1702. 
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Effective date. 
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40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . c. 0. 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S. C. 704.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of
the foregoing amendment will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 21" t day of August in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the

one hundred and seventy-second.

By the President
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State

August 27,1947
INo. 2745]

Observance of Oct.
.511, 1947, as National
Employ the Physi-
cally Handicapped
Week.

HARRY S TRUMAN

PROCLAMATION

NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WEEK, 1947

WHEREAS this Nation has an unused reservoir of skills and
strength in those of our fellow citizens who by reason of physical
handicaps are denied opportunities for employment, and

WHEREAS the people of this Nation are profoundly conscious ofthe limitless debt they owe to their fellow citizens who count thecosts of wars in terms of physical handicaps; and
WHEREAS each year the toll of industrial and other accidentsincreases the number of handicapped persons seeking work, and
WHEREAS thousands of handicapped workers have demonstratedthat physical handicaps are no insurmountable bar to efficient andproductive labor, and
WHEREAS this Nation needs the full measure of faith and partici-

pation in our democratic life which can only come in full measure tothe handicapped when they become self-supporting and independent
citizens, and

WHEREAS the employers of this Nation have a unique opportunityto assist in this national effort to rehabilitate otherwise qualified but
physically handicapped workers by employing their services; and

WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution approved August 11,1945 (59 Stat. 530) has designated the first week in October of eachyear as National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week, duringwhich appropriate ceremonies are to be held throughout the Nation,and has requested that the President issue each year a suitableproclamation:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, do hereby call upon the people of theUnited States to observe the week of October 5-11, 1947, as NationalEmploy the Physically Handicapped Week. I also call upon thegovernors of states, mayors of cities, and heads of other agencies ofgovernment and other public officials, as well as leaders of industry,

labor, and civic groups to make every effort to enlist public supportfor a sustained program aimed at the employment and full use of the
capacities of physically handicapped workers.

1086 [61 STAT.1086 
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AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of 
the foregoing amendment will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amend-
ment. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 21" day of August in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[snAra] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

PROCLAMATION 

NATIONAL EMPLOY THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED WEEK, 1947 

WHEREAS this Nation has an unused reservoir of skills i?..nd 
strength in those of our fellow citizens who by reason of physical 
handicaps are denied opportunities for employment, and 
WHEREAS the people of this Nation are profoundly conscious of 

the limitless debt they owe to their fellow citizens who count the 
costs of wars in terms of physical handicaps; and 
WHEREAS each year the toll of industrial and other accidents 

increases the number of handicapped persons seeking work, and 
WHEREAS thousands of handicapped workers have demonstrated 

that physical handicaps are no insurmountable bar to efficient and 
productive labor, and 
WHEREAS this Nation needs the full measure of faith and partici-

pation in our democratic life which can only come in full measure to 
the handicapped when they become self-supporting and independent 
citizens, and 
WHEREAS the employers of this Nation have a unique opportunity 

to assist in this national effort to rehabilitate otherwise qualified but 
physically handicapped workers by employing their services; and 
WHEREAS the Congress, by a joint resolution approved August 11, 

1945 (59 Stat. 530) has designated the first week in October of each 
year as National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week, during 
which appropriate ceremonies are to be held throughout the Nation, 
and has requested that the President issue each year a suitable 
proclamation: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby call upon the people of the 
United States to observe the week of October 5-11, 1947, as National 
Employ the Physically Handicapped Week. I also call upon the 
governors of states, mayors of cities, and heads of other agencies of 
government and other public officials, as well as leaders of industry, 
labor, and .civic groups to make every effort to nlist public support 
for a sustained program aimed at the employment and full use of the 
capacities of physically handicapped workers. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of August in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one

hundred and seventy-second.

By the President:
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State

HARRY S TRUMAN

PALESTINE-SUSPENSION OF TONNAGE DUTIES

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, as amended by the act of July 24, 1897, c. 13, 30 Stat. 214
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141), provides, in part, as follows:

"Upon satisfactory proof being given to the President, by the
government of any foreign nation, that no discriminating duties
of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of such
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise import-
ed in the same from the United States or from any foreign country,
the President may issue his proclamation, declaring that the
foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the
United States are suspended and discontinued, so far as respects
the vessels of such foreign nation, and the produce, manufactures,
or merchandise imported into the United States from such foreign
nation, or from any other foreign country; the suspension to take
effect from the time of such notification being given to the Presi-
dent, and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of
vessels, belonging to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes,
shall be continued, and no longer . . .";

AND WHEREAS satisfactory proof was received by me from the
Government of Palestine on August 6, 1947, that no discriminating
duties of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of
Palestine upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in
such vessels; from the United States, or from any foreign country:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the above-
quoted statutory provisions, do hereby declare and proclaim that the
foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and imposts within the United
States are suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of
Palestine and the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in
said vessels into the United States from Palestine or from any other
foreign country; the suspension to take effect from August 6, 1947, and
to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of vessels belonging to
citizens of the United States and their cargoes shall be continued, and
no longer.

September 20, 1947
[No. 2746]

Palestine.
Declaration of sus-

pension of foreign dis-
criminating duties,
etc.

Effective date.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of August in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[sEAL1 the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

PALESTINE—SUSPENSION OF TONNAGE DUTIES 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, as amended by the act of July 24, 1897, c. 13, 30 Stat. 214 
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141), provides, in part, as follows: 

"Upon satisfactory proof being given to the President, by the 
government of any foreign nation, that no discriminating duties 
of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of such 
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United 
States, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise import-
ed in the same from the United States or from any foreign country, 
the President may issue his proclamation, declaring that the 
foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the 
United States are suspended and discontinued, so far as respects 
the vessels of such foreign nation, and the produce, manufactures, 
or merchandise imported into the United States from such foreign 
nation, or from any other foreign country; the suspension to take 
effect from the time of such notification being given to the Presi-
dent, and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of 
vessels, belonging to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes, 
shall be continued, and no longer . . 

AND WHEREAS satisfactory proof was received by me from the 
Government of Palestine on August 6, 1947, that no discriminating 
duties of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of 
Palestine upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United 
States, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in 
such vessels, from the United States, or from any foreign country: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United 

States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the above-
quoted statutory provisions, do hereby declare and proclaim that the 
foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and imposts within the United 
States are suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of 
Palestine and the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in 
said vessels into the United States from Palestine or from any other 
foreign country; the suspension to take effect from August 6, 1947, and 
to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of vessels belonging to 
citizens of the United States and their cargoes shall be continued, and 
no longer. 

September 20, 1947  
[N0. 2746] 

Palestine. 
Declaration of sus-

pension of foreign dis-
criminating duties, 
etc. 

Effective date. 
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 20 th day of September in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State.

AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS AND
GAME MAMMALS

September27,1947 BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
[No. 27471

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and has
submitted to me for approval the following amendments of the regu-

AnUe pp. 10781085 lations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, relating
P to migratory birds and game mammals included m the terms of the

Convention between the United States and Great Britain for the pro-
39 Stat.1702 tection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Con-

vention between the United States and the United Mexican States
for the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals

0 Btat. 1311. concluded February 7, 1936:

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of71 U. -. c. C- July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 1431),
noe . C. 1 33t and having determined, in accordance with the provisions of the Ad-6o stat. 237. ministrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Public Law No. 404-79th
io5 u5. C. C' 01- Congress), that the amendments adopted herein are corrective and

that further notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable and
unnecessary, I, J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior, having due regard
to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, eco-
nomic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory flight
of migratory birds included in the terms of the Convention between
the United States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory

39 sut. 70 birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention between the
United States and the United Mexican States for the protection of

s0st. 1. migratory birds and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, have
determined when to what extent, and by what means it is compatible
with the terms of the said Act and conventions to allow the hunting,
taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, trans-
portation, carriage, exportation, and importation of such birds and
parts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in accordance with such
determinations, do hereby amend the regulations approved by Procla-

Ap, P. P107I.1085; mation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, by deleting from Regulation 4
thereof, under the headings specified herein, those portions establishing
open seasons on waterfowl, coot, rails, and gallinules in the State of
Wisconsin and that portion establishing the open season on waterfowl
and coot in the State of Oklahoma, and in lieu of such deleted portions
do hereby adopt the following:
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September 27, 1947  
[No. 27471 

Ante, pp. 1074 1085. 
port, p. 1093. 

39 Stat. 1702. 

50 Stat. 1311. 

18 U. S. C. ff 703-
711. 
5 U. S. C. § 133t 

note. 
80 Stat. 237. 
5 U. S. C. §§ 1001-

1011. 

39 Stat. 1702. 

80 Stat. 1311. 

Ante. PP. 1078,1085; 
port, p. 1093. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 20th day of September in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and of 
[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

' AMENDMENTS OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO M IGRATORY BIRDS AND 
GAME M AMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and has 
submitted to me for approval the following amendments of the regu-
lations approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, relating 
to migratory birds and game mammals included in the terms of the 
Convention between the United States and Great Britain for the pro-
tection of migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Con-
vention between the United States arid the -United Mexican States 
for the protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals 
concluded February 7, 1936: 

AMENDMENTS OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 1431), 
and having determined, in accordance with the provisions of the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Public Law No. 404-79th 
Congress), that the amendments adopted herein are corrective and 
that further notice and public procedure thereon are impracticable and 
unnecessary, I, J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior, having due regard 
to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, eco-
nomic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of m igratory flight i 
of migratory birds included n the terms of the Convention between 
the United States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory 
birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention between the 
United States and the United Mexican States for the protection of 
migratory birds and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, have 
determined when, to what extent, and by what means it is compatible 
with the terms of the said Act and conventions to allow the hunting, 
taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, trans-
portation, carriage, exportation, and importation of such birds and 
parts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in accordance with such 
determinations, do hereby amend the regulations approved by Procla-
mation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, by deleting from Regulation 4 
thereof, under the headings specified herein, those portions establishing 
open seasons on waterfowl, coot, rails, and gaffinules in the State of 
Wisconsin and that portion establishing the open season on waterfowl 
and coot in the State of Oklahoma, and in lieu of such deleted portions 
do hereby adopt the following: 
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Waterfowl and coot.-
"Wisconsin, October 7 to November 5.
"Oklahoma, October 21 to November 3 and December 16 to

December 29."
Rails and gallinules.-

"Wisconsin, October 7 to November 5."

These amendments are in accordance with the revised recommenda-
tions of the respective State Conservation Departments and in view
of the fact that in respect to hunting in Wisconsin they advance the
opening dates heretofore specified from October 21 to October 7 and
in respect to hunting in Oklahoma the opening date heretofore speci-
fied is postponed from October 7 to October 21 and in view of the fur-
ther fact that the present amendments are corrective of general regu-
lations already in effect, it has been determined that these amendments
shall become effective immediately upon publication thereof in the
Federal Register.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed,
this 2 5

th day of September, 1947.

[SEAL]
J A KRUG

Secretary of the Interior.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of
the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amendments.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 2 7
t h day of September in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the

one hundred and seventy-second.

By the President,
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. j 704.

HARRY S TRUMAN

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT-ILLINOIS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has submitted to me for
approval the following regulation adopted by him, after notice and
public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative Procedure
Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), under authority of the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 704), and
Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431):

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND
WATERS IN ALEXANDER COUNTY, ILLINOIS

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C.

October 1, 1947
(No. 2748]

5 U. S. C. 1003.

16 U. S. C. § 703-
11.

5 U. . C. C 133t
note.

95347--49--PT. II-9
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Waterfowl and coot.— 
"Wisconsin, October 7 to November 5. 
"Oklahoma, October 21 to November 3 and December 16 to 

December 29." 
Rails and gallinules.— 

"Wisconsin, October 7 to November 5." 

These amendments are in accordance with the revised recommenda-
tions of the respective State Conservation Departments and in view 
of the fact that in respect to hunting in Wisconsin they advance the 
opening dates heretofore specified from October 21 to October 7 and 
in respect to hunting in Oklahoma the opening date heretofore speci-
fied is postponed from October 7 to October 21 and in view of the fur-
ther fact that the present amendments are corrective of general regu-
lations already in effect, it has been determined that these amendments 
shall become effective immediately upon publication thereof in the 
Federal Register. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, 
this 25th day of September, 1947. 

J A KRUG 
[SEAL] Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of 
the foregoing amendments will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amendments. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 27th day of September in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President, 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT—ILLINOIS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has submitted to me for 
approval the following regulation adopted by him, after notice and 
public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative Procedure 
Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), under authority of the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 704), and 
Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431): 

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND 
WATERS IN ALEXANDER COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 

Effective date. 

40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711. 

40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. § 704. 

October 1, 1947 
[No. 2748] 

5 U. S. C. § 1003. 
16 U. S. C. ¢§ 703-

711. 
5 U. S. C. § I33t 

note. 

95347°-49—Pr. II 9 
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no^ u. C § 133 t 704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and in accordance
note. with the provisions of section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act

6 U. S. C. 003. of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), I, J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior,
having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution,
abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of
flight of the migratory birds herein referred to and included in the
terms of the conventions between the United States and Great Britain

39 Stat. 1702. for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and
between the United States and the United Mexican States for the pro-
tection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded February 7,50 Stat. 1311. 1936, and in consideration of the obligation imposed by said treaties

Efective date. of insuring the preservation of said migratory birds, do hereby desig-
nate as closed area, effective November 3, 1947, in or on which pur-
suing, hunting, taking, capturing, or killing of all species of wild geese,
or attempting to take, capture, or kill such wild geese is not permitted,
all that area of land and water situate in Alexander County, Illinois,
within the following described exterior boundary:

THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
Beginning at the intersection of the center line of Sand Ridge

Road with the center line of the main track of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois Railroad, said point being approximately in the
center of section 28, T. 15 S., R. 2 W.;

Thence southwesterly and westerly, with the center line of the
main track of said Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, through
Olive Branch, and T. 15 S., R. 2 W., sections 28, 29, 32 and 31,
and through T. 15 S., R. 3 W., sections 36 and 35, approximately
5.1 miles to the intersection of the center line of the main track of
the aforesaid railroad with the center line of a road leading south-
westerly, about one-half mile southeast of Fayville;

Thence southwesterly, with the center line of said road, cross-
ing the Missouri Pacific Railroad approximately 1,650 feet tothe left (east) bank of the Mississippi River, near the upper end
of Burnham Island;

Thence southeasterly, with the left bank of the Mississippi
River, through T. 16 S., R. 3 W., sections 2, 11, 12, 13 and 24,
and through T. 16 S., R. 2 W., sections 19, 30 and 31, approxi-
mately 6.1 miles, to a point on the left bank of said river at theintersection with the north sixteenth line of section 31, T. 16 S.,
R. 2 W.;

Thence east, with the north sixteenth line of said section 31,
approximately 1,800 feet, to the intersection of said line with thecenter line of a public road, in the NEY of said section 31;

Thence northeasterly, with the center line of said public road,
through sections 31 and 29, approximately 3,400 feet to the inter-
section of the center line of said road with the center line of the
Miller City Road, in the SWY of said section 29;

Thence southeasterly, easterly and northerly, with the center
line of the Miller City Road, through sections 29, 28, 27 and 22,
through Willard, approximately 3.8 miles to a point at Roth, on
the Missouri Pacific Railroad, in the line common to sections 22and 23, T. 16 S., R. 2 W., in the center line of a county road;

Thence north, with the center line of said County Road,
between sections 22 and 23, and between sections 14 and 15 of
said township, approximately one mile, to the intersection of the
center line of said road with the center line of the Promised LandRoad;

1090 [61 STAT.1090 

U. S. C. 133t 
note. 

5 U. S. C. 1003. 

39 Stat. 1702. 

50 Stat. 1311. 

Effective date. 
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704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and in accordance 
with the provisions of section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act 
of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), I, J. A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior, 
having due regard to the zones of temperature and to the distribution, 
abundance, economic value, breeding habits, and times and lines of 
flight of the migratory birds herein referred to and included in the 
terms of the conventions between the United States and Great Britain 
for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 1916, and 
between the United States and the United Mexican States for the pro-
tection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded February 7, 
1936, and in consideration of the obligation imposed by said treaties 
of insuring the preservation of said migratory birds, do hereby desig-
nate as closed area, effective November 3, 1947, in or on which pur-
suing, hunting, taking, capturing, or killing of all species of wild geese, 
or attempting to take, capture, or kill such wild geese is not permitted, 
all that area of land and water situate in Alexander County, Illinois, 
within the following described exterior boundary: 

THIRD PRINCIPAL M ERIDIAN 

Beginning at the intersection of the center line of Sand Ridge 
Road with the center line of the main track of the Chicago & 
Eastern Illinois Railroad, said point being approximately in the 
center of section 28, T. 15 S., R. 2 W.; 
Thence southwesterly and westerly, with the center line of the 

main track of said Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad, through 
Olive Branch, and T. 15 S., R. 2 W., sections 28, 29, 32 and 31, 
and through T. 15 S., R. 3 W., sections 36 and 35, approximately 
5.1 miles to the intersection of the center line of the main track of 
the aforesaid railroad with the center line of a road leading south-
westerly, about one-half mile southeast of Fayville; 
Thence southwesterly, with the center line of said road, cross-

ing the Missouri Pacific Railroad approximately 1,650 feet to 
the left (east) bank of the Mississippi River, near the upper end 
of Burnham Island; 
Thence southeasterly, with the left bank of the Mississippi 

River, through T. 16 S. , R. 3 W., sections 2, 11, 12, 13 and 24, 
and through T. 16 S., R. 2 W.' sections 19, 30 and 31, approxi-
mately 6.1 miles, to a point on the left bank of said river at the 
intersection with the north sixteenth line of section 31, T. 16 S., 
R. 2 W.; 
Thence east, with the north sixteenth line of said section 31, 

approximately 1,800 feet, to the intersection of said line with the 
center line of a public road, in the NE% of said section 31; 
Thence northeasterly, with the center line of said public road, 

through sections 31 and 29, approximately 3,400 feet to the inter-
section of the center line of said road with the center line of the 
Miller City Road, in the swy, of said section 29; 
Thence southeasterly, easterly and northerly, with the center 

line of the Miller City Road, through sections 29, 28, 27 and 22, 
through Willard, approximately 3.8 miles to a point at Roth, on 
the Missouri Pacific Railroad, in the line common to sections 22 
and 23, T. 16 S.' R. 2 W., in the center line of a county road; 

th Thence nor, with the center line of said County Road, 
between sections 22 and 23, and between sections 14 and 15 of 
said township, approximately one mile, to the intersection of the 
center line of said road with the center line of the Promised Land 
Road; 
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Thence northeasterly, with the center line of said Promised
Land Road, crossing the Illinois Central Railroad, through sec-
tions 14, 13 and 12, of said township, approximately 2.2 miles to
the intersection of the center line of said road with the center line
of the main track of the Mobile & Ohio Railroad, in the SE% of
section 12, about 800 feet west of Cache River;

Thence northerly, with the center line of the main track of said
Mobile & Ohio Railroad, through sections 12 and 1, approxi-
mately 1.2 miles, to a point in the center line of the main track
of the aforesaid railroad, in the SEy of said section 1, about 1,320
feet north of the south boundary of said section, at Unity;

Thence northwesterly, approximately 625 feet to a point in
the center line of a road running northwesterly, in the SE{ of
section 1;

Thence northwesterly, with the center line of a road, through
said section 1, approximately 4,400 feet to the intersection with
the line between sections 1 and 2, T. 16 S., R. 2 W.;

Thence northerly, continuing with the center line of said road,
through T. 16 S., R. 2 W., between sections 1 and 2, and through
T. 15 S., R. 2 W., between sections 35 and 36, approximately one
and one-fourth miles to junction of roads north, and northwest;

Thence northwesterly and westerly, with the center line of
Sand Ridge Road, through sections 35 and 26, T. 15 S., R. 2 W.,
approximately one and one-fourth miles to a point in the center
line of Sand Ridge Road at the junction with a road north, in
the W3 of said section 26;

Thence westerly, with the center line of said Sand Ridge Road,
through sections 26, 27 and 28 of said township, approximately
1.8 miles, to the Place of Beginning.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed
this 25th day of September 1947.

J A KRUG
Secretary of the Interior.[SEAL]

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3 1918:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of
the Secretary of the Interior.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 1st day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-second.

By the President,
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

40 Stat. 755.
16 U.. C. II 708-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. i 703-

711.
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Thence northeasterly, with the center line of said Promised 
Land Road, crossing the Illinois Central Railroad, through sec-
tions 14, 13 and 12, of said township, approximately 2.2 miles to 
the intersection of the center line of said road with the center line 
of the main track of the Mobile & Ohio Railroad, in the SE % of 
section 12, about 800 feet west of Cache River; 
Thence northerly, with the center line of the main track of said 

Mobile & Ohio Railroad, through sections 12 and 1, approxi-
mately 1.2 miles, to a point in the center line of the main track 
of the aforesaid railroad, in the SE% of said section 1, about 1,320 
feet north of the south boundary of said section, at Unity; 
Thence northwesterly, approximately 625 feet to a point in 

the center line of a road running northwesterly, in the SE g of 
section 1; 
Thence northwesterly, with the center line of a road, through 

said section 1, approximately 4,400 feet to the intersection with 
the line between sections 1 and 2, T. 16 S., R. 2 W.; 
Thence northerly, continuing with the center line of said road, 

through T. 16 S., R. 2 W., between sections 1 and 2, and through 
T. 15 S., R. 2 W., between sections 35 and 36, approximately one 
and one-fourth miles to junction of roads north, and northwest; 
Thence northwesterly and westerly, with the center line of 

Sand Ridge Road, through sections 35 and 26, T. 15 S., R. 2 W., 
approximately one and one-fourth miles to a point in the center 
line of Sand Ridge Road at the junction with a road north, in 
the NV% of said section 26; 
Thence westerly, with the center line of said Sand Ridge Road, 

through sections 26, 27 and 28 of said township, approximately 
1.8 miles, to the Place of Beginning. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed 
this 25th day of September 1947. 

[SEAL] 
J A KRUG 

Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing 
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of 
the Secretary of the Interior. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 1st day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[sEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President, 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

40 Stat. 756. 
16 U. S. C. la 708-

711. 

40 Stat. 756. 
16 U. S. C. ft 703-

711. 
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COLUMBUS DAY, 1947

October 6, 1947
[No. 2749]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

36 U. . 0. O 146.

Designation of Oct.
12,1947, as Columbus
Day.

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, in this era of challenging scientific discoveries, new
lanes of thinking are needed to reach understanding of undreamed-
of forces, to solve new problems of world community living, and to
bring to bear upon human relationships in new and more effective
ways the positive potentialities of our progress; and

WHEREAS inspiration in the quest for these new goals may be
taken from the life and achievement of Christopher Columbus, who
sought and who succeeded in finding new lanes across the ocean, new
vistas for navigation, and new ways of understanding our planet; and

WHEREAS, in recognition of the vision and superb accomplishment
of that admiral, who dared and strove and opened a new world, the
Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution approved April
30, 1934 (48 Stat. 657), has authorized and requested the President
to issue a proclamation designating October 12 of each year, the
anniversary of the sighting of land by Columbus's intrepid crew, as
Columbus Day:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, by this proclamation designate Sunday,
October 12, 1947, as Columbus Day, and I invite the people of the
United States to observe the day in their homes or churches, or other
suitable places, with appropriate ceremonies. I call upon officials of
the Government to have the flag of the United States displayed on
public buildings on Sunday, October 12, 1947, and I urge the school
authorities and civic leaders of the Nation to organize Columbus Day
exercises appropriate to commemorate that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL of the Independence of the United States the one hundred
and seventy-second.

By the President:
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State.

HARRY S TRUMAN

GENERAL PULASKI'S MEMORIAL DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a noble deed remembered and cherished generation
after generation by a whole people merits the reward of official public
notice; and

WHEREAS the people of our Nation recall vividly and with
thanks, among the selfless deeds of those who won our independence,
the supreme contribution made by Count Casimir Pulaski, a fearless
Polish patriot who gallantly fought for American liberty; and

WHEREAS October 11 is the anniversary of the day in 1779 when
Count Pulaski, who held the rank of Brigadier General, laid down his
life in that momentous cause, having two days earlier been wounded
in a cavalry charge near Savannah, Georgia:

October 8, 1947
[No. 27501
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12, 1947, as Columbus 
Day. 
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COLUMBUS DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS, in this era of challenging scientific discoveries, new 
lanes of thinking are needed to reach understanding of undreamed-
of forces, to solve new problems of world community living, and to 
bring to bear upon human relationships in new and more effective 
ways the positive potentialities of our progress; and 
WHEREAS inspiration in the quest for these new goals may be 

taken from the life and achievement of Christopher Columbus, who 
sought and who succeeded in finding new lanes across the ocean, new 
vistas for navigation, and new ways of understanding our planet; and 
WHEREAS, in recognition of the vision and superb accomplishment 

of that admiral, who dared and strove and opened a new world, the 
Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution approved April 
30, 1934 (48 Stat. 657), has authorized and requested the President 
to issue a proclamation designating October 12 of each year, the 
anniversary of the sighting of land by Columbus's intrepid crew, as 
Columbus Day: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, by this proclamation designate Sunday, 
October 12, 1947, as Columbus Day, and I invite the people of the 
United States to observe the day in their homes or churches, or other 
suitable places, with appropriate ceremonies. I call upon officials of 
the Government to have the flag of the United States displayed on 
public buildings on Sunday, October 12, 1947, and I urge the school 
authorities and civic leaders of the Nation to organize Columbus Day 
exercises appropriate to commemorate that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 6th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States the one hundred 

and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

GENERAL PULASKI'S M EMORIAL DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS a noble deed remembered and cherished generation 
after generation by a whole people merits the reward of official public 
notice; and 

WHEREAS the people of our Nation recall vividly and with 
thanks, among the selfless deeds of those who won our independence, 
the supreme contribution made by Count Casimir Pulaski, a fearless 
Polish patriot who gallantly fought for American liberty; and 
WHEREAS October 11 is the anniversary of the day in 1779 when 

Count Pulaski, who held the rank of Brigadier General, laid down his 
life in that momentous cause, having two days earlier been wounded 
in a cavalry charge near Savannah, Georgia: 
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, by this proclamation designate Saturday,
October 11, 1947, as General Pulaski's Memorial Day; I invite the
people of the United States to observe the day in civic ceremonies;
and I direct the appropriate officials of the Government to have the
American flag flown from all Government buildings on that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL] of the independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State

Designation of Oct.
11, 1947, as General
Pulaski's Memorial
Day.

CONVENING THE CONGRESS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the public interest requires that the Congress of the
United States should be convened at twelve o'clock, noon, on Monday,
the Seventeenth day of November, 1947, to receive such communica-
tion as may be made by the Executive;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim and declare that an extraor-
dinary occasion requires the Congress of the United States to convene
at the Capitol in the City of Washington on Monday, the Seventeenth
day of November, 1947, at twelve o'clock, noon, of which all persons
who shall at that time be entitled to act as members thereof are hereby
required to take notice.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused to be affixed the great seal of the United States.

DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-third day of October,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State.

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS AND
GAME MAMMALS

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and has
submitted to me for approval the following amendment of the regula-
tions approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, as amended
by Proclamation No. 2747 of September 27, 1947, relating to migratory
birds and game mammals included in the terms of the Convention

October 23, 1947
[No. 2751]

Convening of Con-
gress Nov. 17, 1947.

October 28, 1947
[No. 2752]

Ante, pp. 1076, 108.
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 
the United States of America, by this proclamation designate Saturday, 
October 11, 1947, as General Pulaski's Memorial Day; I invite the 
people of the United States to observe the day in civic ceremonies; 
and I direct the appropriate officials of the Government to have the 
American flag flown from all Government buildings on that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 8th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

CONVENING THE CONGRESS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the public interest requires that the Congress of the 
United States should be convened at twelve o'clock, noon, on Monday, 
the Seventeenth day of November, 1947, to receive such communica-
tion as may be made by the Executive; 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United 

States of America, do hereby proclaim and declare that an extraor-
dinary occasion requires the Congress of the United States to convene 
at the Capitol in the City of Washington on Monday, the Seventeenth 
day of November, 1947, at twelve o'clock, noon, of which all persons 
who shall at that time be entitled to act as members thereof are hereby 
required to take notice. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused to be affixed the great seal of the United States. 
DONE at the City of Washington this twenty-third day of October, 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS RELATING TO MIGRATORY BIRDS AND 
GAME MAMMALS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Secretary of the Interior has adopted and has 
submitted to me for approval the following amendment of the regula-
tions approved by Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, as amended 
by Proclamation No. 2747 of September 27, 1947, relating to migratory 
birds and game mammals included in the terms of the Convention 

Designation of Oct. 
11, 1947, as General 
Pulaski's Memorial 
Day. 

October 23, 1947 
[No. 2751] 

Convening of Con-
gress Nov. 17, 1947. 

October 28, 1947 
[No. 2752] 

Ante, pp. 1076, 1088. 
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between the United States and Great Britain for the protection of
398tat.702. migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention

between the United States and the United Mexican States for theprotection of migratory birds and certain game mammals concluded50 Stat. 1311. February 7, 1936:

AMENDMENT OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

16 U. S. C. I 703-
711.

5 U. . c. I 133t
note.

60 Stat. 237.
5 U. S. 0. II 1001-

1011.

39 Stat. 1702.

50 Stat. 1311.

Ante, pp. 1077,1088.

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Actof July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat.1431), and having determined, in accordance with the provisionsof the Administrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Public LawNo. 404-79th Congress), that the amendment adopted herein iscorrective of an emergency condition and that further notice andpublic procedure thereon are impracticable and unnecessary, I,
J. A. Krug Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the zones
of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, economic value,
breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory flight of migratory
birds included in the terms of the Convention between the UnitedStates and Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds,concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention between the UnitedStates and the United Mexican States for the protection of migratory
birds and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, have deter-mined when, to what extent, and by what means it is compatiblewith the terms of the said Act and conventions to allow the hunting,taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, trans-portation, carriage, exportation, and importation of such birds andparts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in accordance with suchdeterminations, do hereby amend the regulations approved byProclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, as amended by Proclamation
No. 2747 of September 27, 1947, by adding to Regulation 4 under theheading "Woodcock" the following:

"Provided, however, that in those States where hunting hasbeen prohibited by State action by reason of emergency fire-hazard conditions, the open seasons specified in these regulationsmay be extended or reopened for periods not to exceed the numberof days during which hunting has been prohibited by Stateaction, and provided that such extension or reopening will notresult in a diminution of the abundance of birds to any greaterextent than that contemplated under the original hunting season.
Any such extended or reopened season shall be determined, fixed,and announced by the Director of the Fish and Wildlife Serviceand the conservation agency of the State in which the emergency
condition has existed, in accordance with the provisions of thisregulation."

This amendment is in accordance with the recommendations of theseveral State conservation departments affected thereby, and inview of the nature of the emergency condition intended to be cor-rected, it has been determined that this amendment shall becomeeffective immediately upon publication thereof in the Federal Register.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my nameand caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed,this 24th day of October, 1947.

[SEA] J A KRUG
[SEAL] Secretary of the Interior.

1094 
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between the United States and Great Britain for the protection of 
migratory birds concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention 
between the United States and the United Mexican States for the 
protection of migratory birds and certain game mammals concluded 
February 7, 1936: 

AMENDMENT OF MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT REGULATIONS 
ADOPTED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

By virtue of and pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755), and Reorganization Plan II (53 Stat. 
1431), and having determined, in accordance with the provisions 
of the Administrative Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (Public Law 
No. 404-79th Congress), that the amendment adopted herein is 
corrective of an emergency condition and that further notice and 
public procedure thereon are impracticable and unnecessary, I, 
J. A. Krug Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the zones 
of temperature and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, 
breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory flight of migratory 
birds included in the terms of the Convention between the United 
States and Great Britain for the protection of migratory birds, 
concluded August 16, 1916, and the Convention between the United 
States and the United Mexican States for the protection of migratory 
birds and game mammals, concluded February 7, 1936, have deter-
mined when, to what extent, and by what means it is compatible 
with the terms of the said Act and conventions to allow the hunting, 
taking, capture, killing, possession, sale, purchase, shipment, trans-
portation, carriage, exportation, and importation of such birds and 
parts thereof and their nests and eggs, and in accordance with such 
determinations, do hereby amend the regulations approved by 
Proclamation No. 2739 of July 31, 1947, as amended by Proclamation 
No. 2747 of September 27, 1947, by adding to Regulation 4 under the 
heading "Woodcock" the following: 

"Provided, however, that in those States where hunting has 
been prohibited by State action by reason of emergency fire-
hazard conditions, the open seasons specified in these regulations 
may be extended or reopened for periods not to exceed the number 
of days during which hunting has been prohibited by State 
action, and provided that such extension or reopening will not 
result in a diminution of the abundance of birds to any greater 
extent than that contemplated under the original hunting season. 
Any such extended or reopened season shall be determined, fixed, 
and announced by the Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service 
and the conservation agency of the State in which the emergency 
condition has existed, in accordance with the provisions of this 
regulation." 

This amendment is in accordance with the recommendations of the 
several State conservation departments affected thereby, and in 
view of the nature of the emergency condition intended to be cor-
rected, it has been determined that this amendment shall become 
effective immediately upon publication thereof in the Federal Register. 

IN WITNESS WH KREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, 
this 24th day of October, 1947. 

J A KRUG 
Secretary of the Interior. 

[SEAL] 
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AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of
the foregoing amendment will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amendment.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 2 8
th day of October in the

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the

one hundred and seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President,
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S. C. §704.

ARMISTICE DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA October 29, 1947
[No. 2753]

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS now, as ever, men of good will are dedicated to the
prevention of armed conflict between nations and to the guidance of
mankind into paths of peace; and

WHEREAS it is a wise and wholesome custom to rededicate our-
selves to this task on November 11 of each year, the anniversary of
the laying down of weapons in the first great war of this century; and

WHEREAS the Congress, in recognition of this opportunity for
strengthening our peaceful purposes, passed a concurrent resolution
on June 4, 1926 (44 Stat. 1982), calling for the observance of November
11 of each year with appropriate ceremonies; and

WHEREAS it is provided by an act of Congress approved on May
13, 1938 (52 Stat. 351), that the eleventh day of November in each
year shall be celebrated and known as Armistice Day and shall be a
legal public holiday:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby urge the people of the United
States to devote themselves anew on Tuesday, November 11, 1947,
in schools and churches or other suitable places, to the grateful use of
the peace we now enjoy in our beloved country, after a second world
holocaust, and to the work of promoting with zeal and fervor a per-
manent peace among all the peoples of the earth; and I call upon the
officials of the Government to have the flag of the United States flown
upon all public buildings on that day.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 29 th day of October in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of Stae.

Celebration of Ar-
mistice Day.

5 U.S. C. § 87a.

Display of flag, etc.,
on Nov. 11. 1947.
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AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that approval of 
the foregoing amendment will effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by section 3 of the said Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 
1918, do hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing amendment. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 28th day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President, 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

ARMISTICE DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS now, as ever, men of good will are dedicated to the 
prevention of armed conflict between nations and to the guidance of 
mankind into paths of peace; and 
WHEREAS it is a wise and wholesome custom to rededicate our-

selves to this task on November 11 of each year, the anniversary of 
the laying down of weapons in the first great war of this century; and 
WHEREAS the Congress, in recognition of this opportunity for 

strengthening our peaceful purposes, passed a concurrent resolution 
on June 4, 1926 (44 Stat. 1982), calling for the observance of November 
11 of each year with appropriate ceremonies; and 
WHEREAS it is provided by an act of Congress approved on May 

13, 1938 (52 Stat. 351), that the eleventh day of November in each 
year shall be celebrated and known as Armistice Day and shall be a 
legal public holiday: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby urge the people of the United 
States to devote themselves anew on Tuesday, November 11, 1947, 
in schools and churches or other suitable places, to the grateful use of 
the peace we now enjoy in our beloved country, after a second world 
holocaust, and to the work of promoting with zeal and fervor a per-
manent peace among all the peoples of the earth; and I call upon the 
officials of the Government to have the flag of the United States flown 
upon all public buildings on that day. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 29111 day of October in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and of 
[sEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one 

hundred and seventy-second. 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT' 

Acting Secretary of State. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711. 

40 Stat. 755. 
16 U. S. C. § 704. 

October 29, 1947 
[No. 27531 

Celebration of Ar-
mistice Day. 
5 U. S. C. § 87a. 

Display of flag, etc., 
on Nov. 11, 1947. 
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November 10, 1947
[No. 2754]

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS:

FRANCE

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 6015 U. S. C. 92note. Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved

33Stat.727. February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect
to citizens of the United States of America:

r io of ex- NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theProclamation of ex-tension of time re- United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
certain trade-mark in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that
registrations. with respect to trade-marks of nationals of France registered in the

15u. . . 92 note. United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal on
or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II,
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February

33 stat. 727. 20, 1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms
15 U. .C. 92. of the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that France accords substantially

equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors who arecitizens of the United States, and that accordingly the time within
which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed withrespect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the aforesaid
act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby
extended with respect to such registrations which expired after
September 3, 1939, and before July 5, 1947, until and including
June 30, 1948.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 10
th day of November in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America

the one hundred and seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMANBy the President: HARY TUMAN

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS:
THE NETHERLANDS

November 10, 1947
[No. 2755]

1 U. S.C. 92 note.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60

Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribedin that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the

1096 [61 STAT.1096 
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15 U. S. C. § 92 note. 

3.3-Stat. 727. 

France. 
Proclamation of ex-

tension of time re-
specting renewal of 
certain trade-mark 
registrations. 

60 Stat. 568. 
15 U. S. C. §92 note. 

33 Stat. 727. 
15 U. S. C. § 92. 
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15 U. S. C. § 92 note. 
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EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-M ARK REGISTRATIONS: 
FRANCE 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60 
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the 
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations 
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of 
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the 
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved 
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of 
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect 
to citizens of the United States of America: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that 
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of France registered in the 
United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal on 
or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years 
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II, 
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with 
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of 
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 
20, 1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms 
of the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that France accords substantially 
equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors who are 
citizens of the United States, and that accordingly the time within 
which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed with 
respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the aforesaid 
act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby 
extended with respect to such registrations which expired after 
September 3, 1939, and before July 5, 1947, until and including 
June 30, 1948. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 10th day of November in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-M ARK REGISTRATIONS: 
THE NETHERLANDS 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60 
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the 
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conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect
to citizens of the United States of America:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of
the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
vested in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and pro-
claim that with respect to trade-marks of nationals of the Netherlands
registered in the United States Patent Office which have been subject
to renewal on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during
several Jears since that date,, because of conditions growing out of
World War II, such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to
compliance with the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect
to renewal of such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of
February 20, 1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within
the terms of the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that the Netherlands
accords substantially equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark
proprietors who are citizens of the United States, and that accordingly
the time within which compliance with conditions and formalities
prescribed with respect to renewal of registrations under section 12
of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place
is hereby extended with respect to such registrations which expired
after September 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including
June 30, 1948.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 10 th day of November in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

33 Stat. 727.

The Netherlands.
Proclamation of ex-

tension of time re-
specting renewal of
certain trade-mark
registrations.

60 Stat. 568.
15 U. S. C. § 92 note.

33 Stat. 727.
15 U. S. C. § 92.

THANKSGIVING DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

Older than our nation itself is the hallowed custom of resting from
our labors for one day at harvest time and of dedicating that day to
expressions of gratitude to Almighty God for the many blessings which
He has heaped upon us. Now, as the cycle of the year nears comple-
tion, it is fitting that we should lift up our hearts again in special
prayers.

May our thanksgiving this year be tempered by humility, by
sympathy for those who lack abundance, and by compassion for those
in want. As we express appreciation in prayer for our munificent
gifts, may we remember that it is more blessed to give than to receive;
and may we manifest our remembrance of that precept by generously
sharing our bounty with needy people of other nations.

November 10, 1947
[No. 27561
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conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations 
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of 
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the 
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved 
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of 
countries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect 
to citizens of the United States of America: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 

the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and pro-
claim that with respect to trade-marks of nationals of the Netherlands 
registered in the United States Patent Office which have been subject 
to renewal on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during 
several gears since that date,. because of conditions growing out of 
World War II, such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to 
compliance with the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect 
to renewal of such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of 
February 20, 1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within 
the terms of the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that the Netherlands 
accords substantially equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark 
proprietors who are citizens of the United States, and that accordingly 
the time within which compliance with conditions and formalities 
prescribed with respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 
of the aforesaid act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place 
is hereby extended with respect to such registrations which expired 
after September 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including 
June 30, 1948. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 10511 day of November in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G 0 M ARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

THANKSGIVING DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

Older than our nation itself is the hallowed custom of resting from 
our labors for one day at harvest time and of dedicating that day to 
expressions of gratitude to Almighty God for the many blessings which 
He has heaped upon us. Now, as the cycle of the year nears comple-
tion, it is fitting that we should lift up our hearts again in special 
prayers. 
May our thanksgiving this year be tempered by humility, by 

sympathy for those who lack abundance, and by compassion for those 
in want. As we express appreciation in prayer for our munificent 
gifts, may we remember that it is more blessed to give than to receive; 
and may we manifest our remembrance of that precept by generously 
sharing our bounty with needy people of other nations. 

33 Stat. 727. 

The Netherlands. 
Proclamation of ex-

tension of time re-
specting renewal of 
certain trade-mark 
registrations. 

60 Stat. 568. 
15 U. S. C. § 92 note. 

33 Stat. 727. 
15 U. S. C. § 92. 

November 10, 1947 
(No. 27561 
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Thursday, Nov. 27,
1947, proclaimed a day
of national thanks-
giving.

55 Stat. 862.
5 U. S. C. § 87b.

November 28,1947
(No. 2757]

7 U. S. C. § 1179.

50 Stat. 904, 909.
7 U. S. C. § 1111-

1122, 1131-1137.

56 Stat. 1952.
7 U. 8. C. § 1111

note.

Termination of sus-
pension of operation
of Title II of Sugar
Act of 1937.

50 Stat. 904.
7 U. S. C. § 1111-

1122.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President ofthe United States of America, invite the attention of all citizens tothe joint resolution of Congress approved December 26, 1941, whichdesignates the fourth Thursday in November of each year as Thanks-giving Day; I proclaim Thursday, November 27, 1947, as a day ofnational thanksgiving; and I call upon the people of the United Statesof every faith to consecrate that day to thoughts of gratitude, actsof devotion, and a firm resolve to assist in the efforts being made byreligious groups and other bodies to aid the undernourished, the sick,the aged, and all sufferers in war-devastated lands.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.DONE at the City of Washington this 10ot day of November inthe year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of Americathe one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMANBy the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

TERMINATING THE SUSPENSION OF TITLE II OF THE SUGAR ACT OF
1937

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 509 of the Sugar Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 916)provides, in part:
"Whenever the President finds and proclaims that a nationaleconomic or other emergency exists with respect to sugar orliquid sugar, he shall by proclamation suspend the operation oftitle II or III above, which he determines, on the basis of suchfindings should be suspended, and, thereafter, the operation ofany such title shall continue in suspense until the President findsand proclaims that the facts which occasioned such suspensionno longer exist.";

AND WHEREAS by proclamation issued April 13, 1942 (7 F. R.2826), the President found and proclaimed that a national economicemergency existed with respect to sugar and suspended the operationof Title II of that Act:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of theUnited States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authorityvested in me by the foregoing provision the Sugar Act of 1937, dohereby find and proclaim that the facts which occasioned such sus-pension no longer exist, and do hereby terminate such suspension ofthe operation of Title II of that Act.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andcaused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 28

th day of November inthe year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-[SEAL] seven, and of the Independence of the United States ofAmerica the one hundred and seventy-second.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
ROBERT A LovETT

Acting Secretary of State
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of 
the United States of America, invite the attention of all citizens to 
the joint resolution of Congress approved December 26, 1941, which 
designates the fourth Thursday in November of each year as Thanks-
giving Day; I proclaim Thursday, November 27, 1947, as a day of 
national thanksgiving; and I call upon the people of the United States 
of every faith to consecrate that day to thoughts of gratitude, acts 
of devotion, and a firm resolve to assist in the efforts being made by 
religious groups and other bodies to aid the undernourished., the sick, 
the aged, and all sufferers in war-devastated lands. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 10th day of November in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[BL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
By the President: 

G C MARSHALL 
Secretary of State 

TERMINATING THE SUSPENSION or TITLE II OF THE SUGAR ACT OF 
1937 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 509 of the Sugar Act of 1937 (50 Stat. 916) 
provides, in part: 

"Whenever the President finds and proclaims that a national 
economic or other emergency exists with respect to sugar or 
liquid sugar, he shall by proclamation suspend the operation of 
title II or III above, which he determines, on the basis of such 
findings, should be suspended, and, thereafter, the operation of 
any such title shall continue in suspense until the President finds 
and proclaims that the facts which occasioned such suspension 
no longer exist."; 

AND WHEREAS by proclamation issued April 13, 1942 (7 F. It. 
2826), the President found and proclaimed that a national economic 
emergency existed with respect to sugar and suspended the operation 
of Title II of that Act: 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 
United States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority 
vested in me by the foregoing provision the Sugar Act of 1937, do 
hereby find and proclaim that the facts which occasioned such sus-
pension no longer exist, and do hereby terminate such suspension of 
the operation of Title II of that Act. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 28" day of November in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty-
[SEAL] seven, and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred and seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of &ate 
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CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT-FLORIDA

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has submitted to
me for approval the following regulation adopted by him, after notice
and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative
Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), under authority of the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C.
704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431):

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND
WATERS WITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY OF THE SANI-
BEL NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, FLORIDA

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C.
704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and in accordance
with the provisions of section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act
of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), I, OSCAR L. CHAPMAN, Acting
Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the zones of tempera-
ture and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding
habits, and times and lines of flight of the migratory birds included
in the terms of the conventions between the United States and Great
Britain for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16,
1916, and between the United States and the United Mexican States
for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded
February 7, 1936, do hereby designate as closed area, effective thirty
days after publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER, in or on which
pursuing, hunting, taking, capturing, or killing of migratory birds,
or attempting to take, capture, or kill migratory birds is not permitted,
all areas of land and water in Lee County, Florida, not now owned or
controlled by the United States within the following-described ex-
terior boundary:

Beginning at low water east of Sanibel Island Light, situated
on Point Ybel on the east end of Sanibel Island, Florida, in ap-
proximate latitude 26027'13" N., longitude 8 2 °0 0 '48" W.;

Thence Northwesterly with low water along the northeast
side of Sanibel Island approximately 5170 yards (2.94 miles) to
a point at low water and approximately 704 yards (0.40 mile)
southeast of Woodrings Point on Sanibel Island;

Thence Northwesterly, within Pine Island Sound, approxi-
mately 1760 yards (1.00 mile) to St. James Light 5, in St. James
City Channel, between Sanibel and Pine Islands;

Thence Northwesterly, Southwesterly and then Northwesterly
continuing through Pine Island Sound by straight lines connect-
ing in order the following navigation markers: St. James Day-
beacon 7 (black); Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 8 (red); Pine
Island Sound Light 10; Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 12 (red);
Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 14 (red); Pine Island Sound
Daybeacon 15 (black); Pine Island Sound Light 16, approxi-
mately 11,616 yards (6.60 miles) to Wulfert Daybeacon 1 (black),
at the entrance to Wulfert Channel;

Thence Westerly and Southwesterly in Wulfert Channel and
between Sanibel and Captiva Islands by straight lines connecting
in order the following navigation markers: Wulfert Daybeacon
3 (black); Wulfert Daybeacon 5 (black); Wulfert Daybeacon 7

December 2,1947
[No. 2781]

5 U.S. a. § 1003.
16 U. . C. §. 703-

711.
5 U. S. C. § 133t

note.

6 U. . C. 133t
note.

5 U. S. C. §1003.

39 Stat. 1702.

50 Stat. 1311.

Effective date.
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CLOSED AREA UNDER THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT— FLORIDA 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Acting Secretary of the Interior has submitted to 
me for approval the following regulation adopted by him, after notice 
and public procedure pursuant to section 4 of the Administrative 
Procedure Act of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), under authority of the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 
704), and Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431): 

REGULATION DESIGNATING AS CLOSED AREA CERTAIN LANDS AND 
WATERS WITHIN, ADJACENT TO, OR IN THE VICINITY 0,F THE SANI-
BEL NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE, FLORIDA 

By virtue of and pursuant to the authority contained in section 3 of 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755, 16 U. S. C. 
704), Reorganization Plan No. II (53 Stat. 1431), and in accordance 
with the provisions of section 4 of the Administrative Procedure Act 
of June 11, 1946 (60 Stat. 238), I, OSCAR L. CHAPMAN, Acting 
Secretary of the Interior, having due regard to the zones of tempera-
ture and to the distribution, abundance, economic value, breeding 
habits, and times and lines of flight of the migratory birds included 
in the terms of the conventions between the United States and Great 
Britain for the protection of migratory birds, concluded August 16, 
1916, and between the United States and the United Mexican States 
for the protection of migratory birds and game mammals, concluded 
February 7, 1936, do hereby designate as closed area, effective thirty 
days after publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER, in or on which 
pursuing, hunting, taking, capturing, or killing of migratory birds, 
or attempting to take, capture, or kill migratory birds is not permitted, 
all areas of land and water in Lee County, Florida, not now owned or 
controlled by the United States within the following-described ex-
terior boundary: 

Beginning at low water east of Sanibel Island Light, situated 
on Point Ybel on the east end of Sanibel Island, Florida, in ap-
proximate latitude 26°27'13" N., longitude 82°00'48" W.; 
Thence Northwesterly with low water along the northeast 

side of Sanibel Island approximately 5170 yards (2.94 miles) to 
a point at low water and approximately 704 yards (0.40 mile) 
southeast of Woodrings Point on Sanibel Island; 

Thence Northwesterly, within Pine Island Sound, approxi-
mately 1760 yards (1.00 mile) to St. James Light 5, in St. James 
City Channel, between Sanibel and Pine Islands; 
Thence Northwesterly, Southwesterly and then Northwesterly 

continuing through Pine Island Sound by straight lines connect-
ing in order the following navigation markers: St. James Day-
beacon 7 (black); Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 8 (red); Pine 
Island Sound Light 10; Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 12 (red); 
Pine Island Sound Daybeacon 14 (red); Pine Island Sound 
Daybeacon 15 (black); Pine Island Sound Light 16, approxi-
mately 11,616 yards (6.60 miles) to Wulfert Daybeacon 1 (black), 
at the entrance to Wulfert Channel; 
Thence Westerly and Southwesterly in Wulfert Channel and 

between Sanibel and Captiva Islands by straight lines connecting 
in order the following navigation markers: Wulfert Daybeacon 
3 (black); Wulfert Daybeacon 5 (black); Wulfert Daybeacon 7 
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(black); Horn Passage Daybeacon 2 (red), approximately 3058
yards (1.74 miles) to Horn Passage Daybeacon 3 (black);

Thence Southerly approximately 638 yards (0.36 mile) to the
center of the highway bridge connecting Sanibel and Captiva
Islands;

Thence Westerly with the center of bridge and the prolongation
thereof, across Captiva Island approximately 506 yards (0.29
mile) to low water on the west shore of Captiva Island;

Thence Westerly at right angles to the shore of Captiva Island,
440 yards (0.25 mile) to a point in the Gulf of Mexico;

Thence Southeasterly, Easterly and then Northeasterly, in the
Gulf of Mexico, parallel to and 440 yards (0.25 mile) from low
water along the south shore of Captiva and Sanibel Islands ap-
proximately 24,024 yards (13.65 miles) to a point in the Gulf of
Mexico;

Thence Northwesterly 440 yards (0.25 mile) to the place of
Beginning.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed
this tenth day of November 1947.

[SEAL]

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. S. C. §§ 703-

711.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U. . C. 0. 703-

711.

December 5, 1947
[No. 27591

15 U. 8.0. 92note.

33 Stat. 727.

OSCAR L CHAPMAN
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918, do
hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the Acting
Secretary of the Interior.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 2nd day of December in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMANBy the President,
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State.

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS:
FINLAND

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of theconditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among theseveral States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of coun-

11001100 
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(black); Horn Passage Daybeacon 2 (red), approximately 3058 
yards (1.74 miles) to Horn Passage Daybeacon 3 (black); 
Thence Southerly approximately 638 yards (0.36 mile) to the 

center of the highway bridge connecting Sanibel and Captiva 
Islands; 
Thence Westerly with the center of bridge and the prolongation 

thereof, across Captiva Island approximately 506 yards (0.29 
mile) to low water on the west shore of Captiva Island; 
Thence Westerly at right angles to the shore of Captiva Island, 

440 yards (0.25 mile) to a point in the Gulf of Mexico; 
Thence Southeasterly, Easterly and then Northeasterly, in the 

Gulf of Mexico, parallel to and 440 yards (0.25 mile) from low 
water along the south shore of Captiva and Sanibel Islands ap-
proximately 24,024 yards (13.65 miles) to a point in the Gulf of 
Mexico; 
Thence Northwesterly 440 yards (0.25 mile) to the place of 

Beginning. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name 
and caused the seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed 
this tenth day of November 1947. 

OSCAR L CHAPMAN 
[SEAL] Acting Secretary of the Interior. 

AND WHEREAS upon consideration it appears that the foregoing 
regulation will tend to effectuate the purposes of the aforesaid Migra-
tory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by the aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918, do 
hereby approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the Acting 
Secretary  of the Interior. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 205 day of December in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President, 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State. 

EXTENSION OF TIME FOR RENEWING TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS: 
FINLAND 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WH KREAS by the act of Congress approved July 17, 1946, 60 
Stat. 568, the President is authorized, under the conditions prescribed 
in that act, to grant an extension of time for the fulfillment of the 
conditions and formalities for the renewal of trade-mark registrations 
prescribed by section 12 of the act authorizing the registration of 
trade-marks used in commerce with foreign nations or among the 
several States or with Indian tribes, and to protect the same, approved 
February 20, 1905, as amended (15 U. S. C. 92), by nationals of coun-
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tries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect to
citizens of the United States of America:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of Finland registered in the
United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal on
or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II,
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20,
1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of
the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that Finland accords substantially
equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors who are
citizens of the United States; and that accordingly the time within
which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed with
respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the aforesaid
act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby ex-
tended with respect to such registrations which expired after Septem-
ber 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including June 30,
1948.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 5
th day of December, in

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America

the one hundred and seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State

EXTENDING THE PERIOD FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ADEQUATE
SHIPPING SERVICE FOR, AND DEFERRING EXTENSION OF THE COAST-
WISE LAWS TO, CANTON ISLAND

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 21 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920 (41 Stat.
997), provides:

"That from and after February 1, 1922, the coastwise laws of
the United States shall extend to the island Territories and pos-
sessions of the United States not now covered thereby, and the
board is directed prior to the expiration of such year to have
established adequate steamship service at reasonable rates to
accommodate the commerce and the passenger travel of said
islands and to maintain and operate such service until it can be
taken over and operated and maintained upon satisfactory terms
by private capital and enterprise: Provided, That if adequate
shipping service is not established by February 1, 1922, the
President shall extend the period herein allowed for the estab-
lishment of such service in the case of any island Territory or
possession for such time as may be necessary for the establish-
ment of adequate shipping facilities therefor . . . "; and

Finland.
Proclamation of ex-

tension of time re-
specting renewal of
certain trade-mark
registrations.

60 Stat. 568.
15 U. S. C. §92 note.

33 Stat. 727.
15 U. S. C. § 92.

December 9, 1947
INo. 2710]

46 U. s. 0. 877.
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tries which accord substantially equal treatment in this respect to 
citizens of the United States of America: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946, do find and proclaim that 
with respect to trade-marks of nationals of Finland registered in the 
United States Patent Office which have been subject to renewal on 
or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several years 
since that date, because of conditions growing out of World War II, 
such disruption or suspension of facilities essential to compliance with 
the conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to renewal of 
such registrations by section 12 of the aforesaid act of February 20, 
1905, as amended, as to bring such registrations within the terms of 
the aforesaid act of July 17, 1946; that Finland accords substantially 
equal treatment in this respect to trade-mark proprietors who are 
citizens of the United States; and that accordingly the time within 
which compliance with conditions and formalities prescribed with 
respect to renewal of registrations under section 12 of the aforesaid 
act of February 20, 1905, as amended, may take place is hereby ex-
tended with respect to such registrations which expired after Septem-
ber 3, 1939, and before June 30, 1947, until and including June 30, 
1948. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 5th day of December, in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

EXTENDING THE PERIOD FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ADEQUATE 
SHIPPING SERVICE FOR, AND DEFERRING EXTENSION OF THE COAST-
WISE LAWS TO, CANTON ISLAND 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS section 21 of the Merchant Marine Act, 1920 (41 Stat. 
997), provides: 

"That from and after February 1, 1922, the coastwise laws of 
the United States shall extend to the island Territories and pos-
sessions of the United States not now covered thereby, and the 
board is directed prior to the expiration of such year to have 
established adequate steamship service at reasonable rates to 
accommodate the commerce and the passenger travel of said 
islands and to maintain and operate such service until it can be 
taken over and operated and maintained upon satisfactory terms 
by private capital and enterprise: Provided, That if adequate 
shipping service is not established by February 1, 1922, the 
President shall extend the period herein allowed for the estab-
lishment of such service in the case of any island Territory or 
possession for such time as may be necessary for the establish-
ment of adequate shipping facilities therefor . . . "; and 
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55 Stat. 1715.

56 Stat. 180.
50 U. . C. app.

§635.
61 Stat., Pt. 1, pp.

34. 322.
50 U.S. C. app.

§645.
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December 10, 1947
(No. 2761l

1 Stat. 21.

Designation of Dec.
15, 1947, as Bill of
Rights Day.

WHEREAS an adequate shipping service to accommodate the
commerce and the passenger travel of Canton Island has not been
established as provided in the aforesaid section; and

WHEREAS the extension of the coastwise laws of the United States
to Canton Island, as provided in the aforesaid section, is dependent
upon the establishment of such adequate shipping service; and

WHEREAS by various proclamations the period for the establish-
ment of an adequate shipping service for Canton Island was extended
to January 1, 1943, and the extension of the coastwise laws of the
United States to the Island was deferred to that date; and

WHEREAS no extensions have been made beyond that date for the
reason that the Secretary of the Treasury waived compliance with
the coastwise laws under the authority vested in him by section 501
of the Second War Powers Act, as extended; and

WHEREAS such authority of the Secretary of the Treasury has,
pursuant to section 1 of the act of June 29, 1946, 60 Stat. 345, expired:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by section 21 of the aforesaid Merchant Marine Act, 1920, do
hereby declare and proclaim that the period for the establishment of
an adequate shipping service for Canton Island is further extended to
January 1, 1953, and that the extension of the coastwise laws of the
United States to Canton Island is further deferred to January 1, 1953.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of December in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State

BILL OF RIGHTS DAY, 1947

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the first ten amendments to the Constitution of the
United States, cherished in our history as the Bill of Rights, became
effective on December 15, 1791; and

WHEREAS the anniversary of the adoption of this hallowed
declaration of our liberties affords a fitting occasion for rededication
to its inspired and lofty principles; and

WHEREAS the Government of the United States has proposed
the incorporation of these essential freedoms in a Declaration of
Human Rights for all the peoples of the world:

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the
United States of America, do hereby designate December 15, 1947, as
Bill of Rights Day; and I call upon the officials of the Government
and upon all citizens of the United States to observe that day by
displaying the flag of the United States on public and private buildings
and on homes, and by meeting together for appropriate ceremonies.

Since to comprehend and value our liberties is the first condition
of remaining free, I urge the people of the Nation to reexamine and to
reflect upon the provisions of our Constitution which secure our
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WHEREAS an adequate shipping service to accommodate the 
commerce and the passenger travel of Canton Island has not been 
established as provided in the aforesaid section; and 
WHEREAS the extension of the coastwise laws of the United States 

to Canton Island, as provided in the aforesaid section, is dependent 
upon the establishment of such adequate shipping service; and 
WHEREAS by various proclamations the period for the establish-

ment of an adequate shipping service for Canton Island was extended 
to January 1, 1943, and the extension of the coastwise laws of the 
United States to the Island was deferred to that date; and 
WHEREAS no extensions have been made beyond that date for the 

reason that the Secretary of the Treasury waived compliance with 
the coastwise laws under the authority vested in him by section 501 
of the Second War Powers Act, as extended; and 
WHEREAS such authority of the Secretary of the Treasury has, 

pursuant to section 1 of the act of June 29, 1946, 60 Stat. 345, expired: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority vested 
in me by section 21 of the aforesaid Merchant Marine Act, 1920, do 
hereby declare and proclaim that the period for the establishment of 
an adequate shipping service for Canton Island is further extended to 
January 1, 1953, and that the extension of the coastwise laws of the 
United States to Canton Island is further deferred to January 1, 1953. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this 9th day of December in the 

year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of &ate 

BILL or RIGHTS DAY, 1947 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the first ten amendments to the Constitution of the 
United States, cherished in our history as the Bill of Rights, became 
effective on December 15, 1791; and 
WHEREAS the anniversary of the adoption of this hallowed 

declaration of our liberties affords a fitting occasion for rededication 
to  its inspired and lofty principles; and 
WHEREAS the Government of the United States has proposed 

the incorporation of these essential freedoms in a Declaration of 
Human Rights for all the peoples of the world: 
NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the 

United States of America, do hereby designate December 15, 1947, as 
Bill of Rights Day; and I call upon the officials of the Government 
and upon all citizens of the United States to observe that day by 
displaying the flag of the United States on public and private buildings 
and. on homes, and by meeting together or appropriate ceremonies. 

Since. to comprehend and value our liberties is the first condition 
of remaining free, I urge the people of the Nation to reexamine and to 
reflect upon the provisions of our Constitution which secure our 
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freedom under law-particularly the guarantees of freedom of religion,
speech, the press, and assembly, as well as the pledges of fair trial
and of security against unreasonable searches and seizures, and
against the deprivation of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this tenth day of December in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred and seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETT
Acting Secretary of State

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Deoember 16,1947
[No. 2761A]

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS (1) section 350 (a) and (b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, Foreign trade gree-
as amended by section 1 of the act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN
ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930," by the Joint Resolution ap-
proved June 7, 1943, and by section 2 of the Act of July 5, 1945, 44 Stat.943; 69 Stat.
provides as follows: 19 U.s. C. C 1351 (a),

(b).
"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets

for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present
economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of the
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better
relationship among various branches of American agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission
of foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the
characteristics and needs of various branches of American produc-
tion so that foreign markets will be made available to those
branches of American production which require and are capable
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will be
promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from
time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out
any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or de-
creasing by more than 50 per centum any rate of duty, however
established, existing on January 1, 1945 (even though temporarily
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freedom under law—particularly the guarantees of freedom of religion, 
speech, the press, and assembly, as well as the pledges of fair trial 
and of security against unreasonable searches and seizures, and 
against the deprivation of life, liberty, or property without due 
process of law. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this tenth day of December in 

the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven, 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS (1) section 350 (a) and (b) of the Tariff Act of 1930, 
as amended by section 1 of the act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN 
ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930," by the Joint Resolution ap-
proved June 7, 1943, and by section 2 of the Act of July 5, 1945, 
provides as follows: 

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets 
for the products of the United States (as a means of assisting in 
the present emergency in restoring the American standard of 
living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present 

i economic depression, n increasing the purchasing power of the 
American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better 
relationship among various branches of American agriculture, 
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating the admission 
of foreign goods into the United States in accordance with the 
characteristics and needs of various branches of American produc-
tion so that foreign markets will be made available to those 
branches of American production which require and are capable 
of developing such outlets by affording corresponding market 
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the 
President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing duties or 
other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign 
country are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade 
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will be 
promoted by the means hereinafter specified, is authorized from 
time to time— 

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign 
governments or instrumentalities thereof; and 

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and 
other import restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, 
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing 
customs or excise treatment of any article covered by foreign 
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out 
any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into 
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or de-
creasing by more than 50 per centum any rate of duty, however 
established, existing on January 1, 1945 (even though temporarily 
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suspended by Act of Congress), or transferring any article
between the dutiable and free lists. The proclaimed duties and
other import restrictions shall apply to articles the growth,
produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries, whether im-
ported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That the President may
suspend the application to articles the growth, produce, or
manufacture of any country because of its discriminatory treat-
ment of American commerce or because of other acts (including
the operations of international cartels) or policies which in his
opinion tend to defeat the purposes set forth in this section; and
the proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall be in
effect from and after such time as is specified in the proclamation.
The President may at any time terminate any such proclamation
in whole or in part.

"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the
application, with respect to rates of duty established under this
section pursuant to agreements with countries other than Cuba,
of the provisions of the treaty of commercial reciprocity concluded
between the United States and the Republic of Cuba on December
11, 1902, or to preclude giving effect to an exclusive agreement
with Cuba concluded under this section, modifying the existing
preferential customs treatment of any article the growth, produce,
or manufacture of Cuba: Provided, That the duties on such an
article shall in no case be increased or decreased by more than
50 per centum of the duties, however established, existing on
January 1, 1945 (even though temporarily suspended by Act of
Congress)." (48 Stat. 943 and 944, ch. 474, 57 Stat. 125, ch. 118,
59 Stat. 410 and 411, ch. 269; 19 U. S. C. (1940) 1351 (a), 19
U. S. C. (1940) Supp. V, 1351 (a) (2) and (b).);

WHEREAS (2) the period within which the President is authorizedto enter into trade agreements under said section 350 (a) was extended
by section 1 of the Act of July 5, 1945 until the expiration of three
years from June 12, 1945 (48 Stat. 944, ch. 474, 59 Stat. 410, ch. 269;19 U. S. C. (1940) Supp. V, 1352 (c).);

52 10 WHEREAS (3) section 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended19 U. so. i3. by section 3 of the Customs Administrative Act of 1938, provides inpart as follows:

"(a) . . . The Secretary of the Treasury may by regulations-

"(3) Authorize the exception of any article from the require-
ments of marking if-

"(J) Such article is of a class or kind with respect to which
the Secretary of the Treasury has given notice by publication
in the weekly Treasury Decisions within two years after July
1, 1937, that articles of such class or kind were imported in
substantial quantities during the five-year period immediately
preceding January 1, 1937, and were not required during such
period to be marked to indicate their origin: Provided, Thatthis subdivision (J) shall not apply after September 1, 1938,
to sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, electric-light,
and telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of shingles; but thePresident is authorized to suspend the effectiveness of this
proviso if he finds such action required to carry out any trade
agreement entered into under the authority of the Act of June
12, 1934 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 19, sees. 1351-1354), as
extended." (52 Stat. 1077 and 1078, ch. 679; 19 U. S. C.
(1940) 1304 (a) (3) (J).);
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suspended by Act of Congress), or transferring any article 
between the dutiable and free lists. The proclaimed duties and 
other import restrictions shall apply to articles the growth, 
produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries, whether im-
ported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That the President may 
suspend the application to articles the growth,. produce, or 
manufacture of any country because of its discriminatory treat-
ment of American commerce or because of other acts (including 
the operations of international cartels) or policies which in his 
opinion tend to defeat the purposes set forth in this section; and 
the proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall be in 
effect from and after such time as is specified in the proclamation. 
The President may at any time terminate any such proclamation 
in whole or in part. 

"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the 
application, with respect to rates of duty established under this 
section pursuant to agreements with countries other than Cuba, 
of the provisions of the treaty of commercial reciprocity concluded 
between the United States and the Republic of Cuba on December 
11, 1902, or to preclude giving effect to an exclusive agreement 
with Cuba concluded under this section; modifying the existing 
preferential customs treatment of any article the growth, produce, 
or manufacture of Cuba: Provided, That the duties on such an 
article shall in no case be increased or decreased by more than 
50 per centuna of the duties, however established, existing on 
January 1, 1945 (even though temporarily suspended by Act of 
Congress)." (48 Stat. 943 and 944, ch. 474, 57 Stat. 125, ch. 118, 
59 Stat. 410 and 411, ch. 269; 19 U. S. C. (1940) 1351 (a), 19 
U. S. C. (1940) Supp. V, 1351 (a) (2) and (b).); 

WHEREAS (2) the period within which the President is authorized 
to enter. mto trade agreements under said section 350 (a) was extended 
by section 1 of the Act of July 5, 1945 until the expiration of three 
years from June 12, 1945 (48 Stat. 944, ch. 474, 59 Stat. 410, ch. 269; 
19 U. S. C. (1940) Supp. V, 1352 (c).); 
WHEREAS (3) section 304 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 

by section 3 of the Customs Administrative Act of 1938, provides in 
part as follows: 

The Secretary of the Treasury may by regulations— 

"(3) Authorize the exception of any article from the require-
ments of marking if— 

"(J) Such article is of a class or kind with respect to which 
the Secretary of the Treasury has given notice by publication 
in the weekly Treasury Decisions within two years after July 
1, 1937, that articles of such class or kind were imported in 
substantial quantities during the five-year period immediately 
preceding January 1, 1937, and were not required during such 
period to be marked to indicate their origin: Provided, That 
this subdivision (J) shall not apply after September 1, 1938, 
to sawed lumber and timbers, telephone, trolley, electric-light, 
and telegraph poles of wood, and bundles of shingles; but the 
President is authorized to suspend the effectiveness of this 
proviso if be finds such action required to carry out any trade 
agreement entered into under the authority of the Act of June 
12, 1934 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 19, secs. 1351-1354), as 
extended." (52 Stat. 1077 and 1078, ch. 679; 19 U. S. C. 
(1940) 1304 (a) (3) (3).); 
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WHEREAS (4) I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other
import restrictions of the United States of America, the Common-
wealth of Australia, the Kingdom of Belgium, the United States of
Brazil, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, the Republic of Chile, the Republic
of China, the Republic of Cuba, the Czechoslovak Republic, the
French Republic, India, Lebanon, the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg,
the Kingdom of the Netherlands, New Zealand, the Kingdom of
Norway, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia, Syria, the Union of South
Africa, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the
United States of America and that the purpose declared in said section
350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, will be promoted by a
trade agreement between the Government of the United States of
America and the Governments of some or all of the above-named
countries;

WHEREAS (5) reasonable public notice of the intention to nego-
tiate such trade agreement was given and the views presented by
persons interested in the negotiation thereof were received and
considered;

WHEREAS (6), after seeking and obtaining information and advice
with respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the
Departments of State, Agriculture, Commerce, the Army, and the
Navy, and from other sources, on October 30, 1947 I entered, through
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, into a trade agreement with the
Governments of the above-named countries, which trade agreement,
consisting of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade including
nine annexes and twenty schedules and the related Protocol of Pro-
visional Application of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
together with the Final Act Adopted at the Conclusion of the Second
Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment
which authenticated the texts of said general agreement and said
protocol, which trade agreement is authentic in the English and
French languages as indicated and is embodied in the document
annexed to this proclamation;

WHEREAS (7) the Governments of the United States of America,
the Commonwealth of Australia, Canada, and the Grand-Duchy of
Luxemburg, and, in respect of their respective metropolitan terri-
tories, the Governments of the Kingdom of Belgium, the French
Republic, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, having signed said protocol
prior to November 15, 1947, will apply provisionally, on and after
January 1, 1948, pursuant to paragraph 1 thereof, (a) parts I and III
of said general agreement and (b) part II thereof to the fullest extent
not inconsistent with existing legislation;

WHEREAS (8) I determine, in accordance with the provisions of
article XXVII of said general agreement, that the concessions pro-
vided for in part I of schedule XX of said general agreement which
are identified in the following list should not be applied so long as
such concessions are identified in such list:

Item (paragraph)
8 ......
15 [second] ....
15 [third] ....
24 [first] .....
35 . . . . . . .
41 [third] ....
52 . . . . . . .

53 . . . . . . .
54 [second] ....

48 Stat. 943.
19 U. . c. . 1351

(a).

General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade.

61 Stat., Pts. 5, 6.

61 Stat., Pt. 6.

61 Stat., Pt. 5.

Rates of duty
1I per lb.
50¢ per lb.
17% ad val.
All rates
5% ad val.
10% ad val. and 2¢4 per lb.
34 per gal. [second such rate], identified only as to

whale oil.
1M4 per lb.
3¢ per lb.

95347--49-PT. II---10
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WHEREAS (4) I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States 
of America, have found as a fact that certain existing duties and other 
import restrictions of the United States of America, the Common-
wealth of Australia, the Kingdom of Belgium, the United States of 
Brazil, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, the Republic of Chile, the Republic 
of China the Republic of Cuba, the Czechoslovak Republic, the 
French Republic, India, Lebanon, the Grand-Duchy of Luxemburg, 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands, New Zealand, the Kingdom of 
Norway, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia, Syria, the Union of South 
Africa, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the 
United States of America and that the purpose declared in said section 
350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, will be promoted by a 
trade agreement between the Government of the United States of 
America and the Governments of some or all of the above-named 
countries • 
WHEREAS (5) reasonable public notice of the intention to nego-

tiate such trade agreement was given and the views presented by 
persons interested in the negotiation thereof were received and 
considered; 
WHEREAS (6), after seeking and obtaining information and advice 

with respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission, the 
Departments of State, Agriculture, Commerce, the Army, and the 
Navy, and from other sources, on October 30, 1947 I entered, through 
my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, into a trade agreement with the 
Governments of the above-named countries, which trade agreement, 
consisting of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade including 
nine annexes and twenty schedules and the related Protocol of Pro-
visional Application of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
together with the Final Act Adopted at the Conclusion of the Second 
Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment 
which authenticated the texts of said general agreement and said 
protocol, which trade agreement is authentic in the English and 
French languages as indicated and is embodied in the document 
annexed to this proclamation; 
WHEREAS (7) the Governments of the United States of America, 

the Commonwealth of Australia' Canada, and the Grand-Duchy of 
Luxemburg, and, in respect of their respective metropolitan terri-
tories, the Governments of the Kingdom of Belgium, the French 
Republic, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, having signed said protocol 
prior to November 15, 1947, will apply provisionally, on and after 
January 1, 1948, pursuant to paragraph 1 thereof, (a) parts I and III 
of said general agreement and (b) part II thereof to the fullest extent 
not inconsistent with existing legislation; 
WHEREAS (8) I determine, m accordance with the provisions of 

article XXVII of said general agreement, that the concessions pro-
vided for in part I of schedule XX of said general agreement which 
are identified in the following list should not be applied so long as 
such concessions are identified in such list: 

Item (paragraph) Rates of duty 
8   1¢ per lb. 
15 [second] . . .   500 per lb. 
15 [third] . . .   17% ad val. 
24 [first]   All rates 
35   5% ad val. 
41 [third] 10% ad val. and 2%0 per lb. 
52   30 per gal. [second such rate], identified only as to 

whale oil. 
53   1%0 per lb. 
54 [second]. . .   30 per lb. 

48 Stat. 943. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351 

(a). 

General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade. 

61 Stat., Pts. 5, 6. 

61 Stat., rt. b. 

61 Stat., rt. 5. 

95347*-49---PT. 1I-10 
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Item (paragraph)
54 [third] ..
54 [sixth] ..
208 (a) .....
208 (c).....
208 (d) .....
209 [first] ..
209 [third] ...
212 [first] ..

212 [second] . . .

214 .......
217 .......
218 (b) [first]. ..
218 (c) .....
218 (e) [first] . . .

218 (e) [second] .
218 (f) .....

218 (g) .....
230 (d) .....
233.......
301 [fourth] . . .
302 (c) .....
302 (d) . . . ..
302 (e) [first]. ..

302 (e) [second]..

339 . . . . . . .

348 .......
350 .......
364.......
376 [first] ....
376 [second] . . .
397 .......

404 [first] . . .
404 [second] . . .
409 [first] . . .
409 [second] . . .
409 [third] ....
412 [second] . . .
412 [third] .....
412 [sixth] ..

505 [second] . . .
506 .......
601 [second] . . .
710 .......

712 [second] . . .
713 [first] . . .
713 [second] . . .
713 [third] ....
717 (c) .. ...
718 (a) rfirst]. . .
718 (a) [second]
718 (b) .....
719 (1), (2), (3)

(4), and (5) . .

Rates of duty
3¢ per lb.
3( per lb., but not less than 22%% ad val.
All rates
All rates
22%% ad val.
Y8e per lb.
All rates
40¢ per doz., but not less than 40% nor more than 60%

ad val.
10¢ per doz. and 45% ad val.
50¢ per doz., but not less than 45% nor more than 70%

ad val.
20% ad val. [second such rate]
/2¢ per lb.
32%% ad val.
All rates
12}2% ad val.
50% ad val.
37Y2% ad val.
37Y2% ad val.
30% ad val.
50% ad val.
50¢ on each article or utensil, but not less than 30%

nor more than 50% ad val., identified only as to
articles or utensils valued at less than $1 each

25% ad val.
40% ad val.
25% ad val.
All rates
38¢ per lb. on the metallic tungsten contained therein
5/l 6 per lb. on the metallic manganese contained therein

1 per lb. on the manganese contained therein and 10%
ad val.

/16¢ per lb. on the manganese contained therein and
10% ad val.

322%% ad val.
2%¢ per lb. and 7}2% ad val.
15% ad val.
All rates
22%% ad val.
25% ad val.
1¢ per lb.
¼4 per lb.
32{% ad val. [first such rate]
40% ad val.
5% ad val.
7%% ad val.
10% ad val.
30% ad val.
Y¢ per lb.
40% ad val.
30% ad val.
17Y2% ad val.
25% ad val.
25% ad val.
20% ad val.
15¢ per lb.
3%¢ per lb. but not less than 17j2% ad val. [second

such rate]
5¢ per lb.
5¢ per doz.
70 per lb.
17¢ per lb.
Y8 per lb.
All rates
All rates
12%% ad val.

1 per lb. net wt.
15% ad vaL [third such rate]

1106 [61 STAT.
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Item (paragraph) 
54 [third] . . . . 
54 [sixth] . . . • 
208 (a)   
208 (c)   
208 (d)   
209 [first] . . 
209 [third] . . 
212 [first] . . 

212 [second] . 

214   
217   
218 (b) [first]  
218 (c)   
218 (e) [first]   

218 (e) [second].   
218 (1)   

218 (g)   
230 (d)   
233   
301 [fourth] 
302 (c)   
302 (d)   
302 (e) [first] . 

302 (e) [second]. . 

339   

348   
350   
364   
376 [first] . 
376 [second] 
397   

404 [first] . 
404 [second] 
409 [first] . 
409 [second] 
409 [third] . 
412 [second] 
412 [third] .. 
412 [sixth] . 

505 [second] 
506   
601 [second] 
710   

712 [second] 
713 [first] . . 
713 [second] . 
713 [third] . . 
717 (c)   
718 (a) ffirst] . .   
718 (a) [second]   
718 (b) . . . .   
719 (1), (2), (3), 

(4), and (5) . . 

Rates of duty 
30 per lb. 
3¢ per lb., but not less than 22)4% ad val. 
All rates 
All rates 
22%70 ad val. 
Y80 per lb. 
All rates 
400 per doz., but not less than 40% nor more than 60% 
ad val. 

10¢ per doz. and 45% ad val. 
50¢ per doz., but not less than 45% nor more than 70% 
ad val. 

20% ad val. [second such rate] 
%0 per lb. 
32%% ad val. 
All rates 
12%% ad val. 
50% ad val. 
37%% ad val. 
37%% ad val. 
30% ad val. 
50% ad val. 
50¢ on each article or utensil, but not less than 30% 

nor more than 50% ad val., identified only as to 
articles or utensils valued at less than $1 each 

25% ad val. 
40% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
All rates 
380 per lb. on the metallic tungsten contained therein 
1%60 per lb. on the metallic manganese contained therein 
1¢ per lb. on the manganese contained therein and 10% 

ad val. 
1544 per lb. on the manganese contained therein and 

10% ad val. 
32%% ad val. 
2%0 per lb. and N% ad val. 
15% ad val. 
All rates 
22%% ad vat. 
25% ad val. 
1¢ per lb. 
Y40 per lb. 
32%% ad val. [first such rate] 
40% ad val. 
5% ad val. 
7%% ad val. 
10% ad val. 
30% ad val. 
5i0 per lb. 
40% ad val. 
30% ad val. 
17%% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
20% ad val. 
15¢ per lb. 
3%0 per lb, but not less than 17%% ad val. [second 

such rate] 
5¢ per lb. 
50 per doz. 
7¢ per lb. 
170 per lb. 

per lb. 
All rates 
All rates 
12%% ad val. 

10 per lb. net wt. 
15% ad val. [third such rate] 
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Item (parag
721 (d)
721 (e)
730 [fifth]
735 .
739 .
741 . .
742 . . .

745 .
748 .
752 [first]

752 [secon
757 . .
758 tsecon(
760 . . .
761 [first]
761 [second
761 [third]
762 ...

763 . .
765 .

767 . .
769 [secon(
770 [first]
770 [secon(
771 [third]
775 [third]
775 [fourtl
778 . .
780 [first]
780 [secon
781 . . .
804 [third]
909 [first]

909 [third]

911 (a) .

911 (b) [fi
915 .

917 .
1008
1018
1019
1021 [first
1022 [first
1022 [seco
1101 (a) [
1101 (a) [I
1101 (b).

1102 (a)
1102 (b) [
1114 (b) [

1116 (a) .
1117 (c) .

1309 [seco
1413 [fifth
1502 [first
1503 [first
1503 [seco
1503 [thir¢
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iraph) Rates of duty
.. . . 15% ad val.

. . . 44 per lb., including weight of immediate container

.... o04 per lb.
. . 1 per lb.
.... 1% per lb.
. .. 172% ad val.

. .. . 6Y4 per cu. ft. of such bulk or the capacity of the pack-
ages, according as imported

... . Y4 per lb.

.... 17Y% ad val.

.. . . 172% ad val. [first such rate]
17Y2% ad val. [second such rate]

d] . . . All rates
. All rates

] . . . 1%4 per lb.
... . All rates

All rates
di . . 1l %per lb.
... . 17 2% ad val.
. . . . per lb.

lY24 per lb.
1¢ per lb.

. ... 44 per lb.
. . 2 per lb.

1%4 per lb. [first such rate]
... . Y4 per lb.

d] . . . 1¢ per lb. on the entire contents of the container
.... 1/40 per lb.

d] . . . per lb.
1 . . . l%per lb.

] . . . 177% ad val.
h] . . . 17% ad val.

. 8% ad val.
. . . 12¢ per lb.

d] . . . 75¢ per lb.
... . 12 2% ad val.
. . . 62¼% per gal.

. . . 22%/2 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35%
ad val.

I . . .. 22Y20 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35%
ad val.

. 22Y2 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35%
ad val.

rst]. . . 20% ad val.
. . .. $1.50 per doz. pairs, but not less than 30% nor more

than 60% ad val.
. . .. 30% ad val.
. . .. All rates
. . .. All rates
.. . . 6/10¢ per sq. yd.

. . 1 per sq. yd.
] 5per sq. yd.

nd]. . . All rates
first] . . All rates
second] . All rates

. . Free, subject to the provisions of paragraph 1101 (b), 46 ta .647.100119 U. s. 0. I 1001,
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended par. 1101 (b).

. . . . All rates
second] . All rates
second] . 30¢ per lb. and 17% % ad val. [first such rate]

30¢ per lb. and 17%% ad val. [second such rate]
. . . . 15¢ per sq. ft., but not less than 22,q% ad val.

. . . 15% ad val.
40% ad val.

nd]. . . All rates
l] .... 17q% ad val.
]. . . 17%% ad val.
i] .. 27%% ad val.
)nd]. . . 17%% ad val.
d] . . . All rates

61 STAT.] PROCLAMATIONS—DEC. 16, 1947 1107 

Item (paragraph) Rates of duty 
  15% ad val. 

40 per lb., including weight of immediate container 
3/200 per lb. 
10 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 
17%% ad val. 
6Y40 per cu. ft. of such bulk or the capacity of the pack-

ages, according as imported 
Y40 per lb. 
17%% ad val. 
17%% ad val. [first such rate] 
17%% ad val. [second such rate] 
All rates 
All rates 
1%0 per lb. 

760   All rates 
. All rates 
• 1%0 per lb. 
. 17%% ad val. 
% per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 
10 per lb. 
40 per lb. 
20 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. [first such rate] 
Y40 per lb. 
10 per lb. on the entire contents of the container 
1%0 per lb. 
3/40 per lb. 
1%0 per lb. 
17%% ad val. 
17%% ad val. 
8% ad val. 
120 per lb. 
750 per lb. 
12%% ad val. 
62%0 per gal. 
22%0 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35% 
ad val. 

22%0 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35% 
ad val. 

22%0 per lb., but not less than 20% nor more than 35% 
ad val. 

• . 20% ad val. 
.. $1.50 per doz. pairs, but not less than 30% nor more 

than 60% ad val. 
917   30% ad val. 
1008   All rates 
1018   All rates 
1019   6/100 per sq. yd. 

1%0 per sq. yd. 
• 50 per sq. yd. 
• All rates 
• All rates 
. All rates 

Free, subject to the provisions of paragraph 1101 (b), 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 

All rates 
• All rates 
• 300 per lb. and 17%% ad val. [first such rate] 

300 per lb. and 17%% ad val. [second such rate] 
1116 (a)   150 per sq. ft., but not less than 22%% ad val. 
1117 (c)   15% ad val. 

40% ad val. 
All rates 
17%% ad val. 
17%% ad val. 
27%% ad val. 
17%% ad val. 
All rates 

721 (d) 
721 (e) 
730 [fifth] 
735   
739   
741   
742   

745   
748   
752 [first] 

752 [second] . . 
757   
758 [second] . . 

761 [first] . . . 
761 [second] . . 
761 [third] . . . 
762   

763   
765   

767   
769 [second] 
770 [first] . 
'770 [second] 
771 [third] . 
775 [third] . 
775 [fourth] 
778   
780 [first] . 
780 [second] 
781   
804 [third] . 
909 [first] . 

909 [third] . 

911 (a)   

911 (b) [first]   
915   

1021 [first] 
1022 [first] . 
1022 [second] . • 
1101 (a) [first]   
1101 (a) [second] 
1101 (b)   

1102 (a)   
1102 (b) [second] 
1114 (b) [second] 

1309 [second] . . 
1413 [fifth]. . . 
1502 [first] . . 
1503 [first] . 
1503 [second] . . 
1503 [third] . . 

46 Stat. 647. 
19 U. S. C. § 1001, 

par. 1101 (b). 
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Item (paragraph) Rates of duty
1503 [fourth] . . 37%% ad val.
1503 [fifth]. .... 22%% ad val.
1504 (a) . . .. All rates
1504 (b) (1), (2), 15% ad val.

(3), and (4). . . 25¢ per doz. and 15% ad val.
1506 [first] .. . 12% ad val.
1507 ............ 3 per lb.
1510 [first] . . . per line per gross and 12%% ad val.
1510 [third] . . . 22%% ad val.
1513 [first] . . . 45% ad val.
1513 [second] . . 50% ad val. [first such rate]

35% ad val. [first such rate]
1513 [second] . . 50% ad val. [second such rate]
1514 [second]. . . 1 per lb.
1515 . . . . . . All rates
1518 [first] .... 10% ad val.
1518 [fourth] . . . All rates
1519 (a) [second] . All rates
1519 (d) ..... 172% ad val.
1521 . ..... 25% ad val.
1523 [first]. . . . 5% ad val.
1523 [sixth] . . . 17%% ad val.
1527 (c) (1) and

(2) .... . . .55% ad val. [first such rate]
65% ad val.

1528 [third] .. . 10% ad val.
1528 [fourth]. . . 30% ad val.
1529 (a) [fourth] . 60% ad val. [first such rate]

60% ad val. [second such rate]
1529 (a) [fifth] . . 60% ad val. [first such rate]

60% ad val. [second such rate]
1529 (a) [four-

teenth] . . .. 70% ad val.
1529 (b) . .... .All rates
1530 (e) [first] . .20% ad val. [first such rate]

10% ad val. [first such rate]
20% ad val. [second such rate]

1530 (e) [second] .20% ad val.
1535 [sixth] . . . 35% ad val.
1536 ........ . 14% ad val.
1537 (b) [first] . . $1.50 per dozen pairs, but not less than 123% nor more

than 25% ad val.
1538 [first] ... . 17%% ad val.
1541 (a) [first] . . $2 each, but not less than 20% nor more than 30% ad val.

25% ad val.
20 % ad val. [second such rate]
28% ad val.

1541 (a) [third] . 25% ad val.
1541 (b) [first] . . All rates
1541 (b) [second] . 30% ad val.
1544 ..... . . 15% ad val.
1549 (a) [first] . . 500 per gross and 15% ad val.
1549 (a) [third] . 50¢ per gross and 15% ad val.
1549 (b) ..... 20% ad val.
1624 ..... . . Free
1636 ...... Free
1653 ..... . Free
1654 ...... . Free
1656 ..... . Free
1658 ...... . Free
1674 ..... . Free
1698 ..... . . Free
1700 ..... . . Free
1703 ..... . . Free
1707 ..... . . Free
1718 ..... . . Free
1762 ..... . . Free
1763 ..... . . Free
1766 ...... Free, identified only as to sodium nitrate, crude or refined
1783 (b) .... . . Free
1794.... .... Free
(section)
312 ...... . Exempt from duty and import tax, subject to the provi-

sions of section 312, Tariff Act of 1930

46 Stat. 6.
19 U. S. C. 1312.

[61 STAT.1108 

46 Stat. 892. 
19 U.S. O. 1312. 
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Item (paragraph) 
1503 [fourth] . . 
1503 [fifth] . . . . 
1504 (a) . . . . 
1504 (b) (1), (2), 

(3), and (4). . . 
1506 [first] . .   
1507   
1510 [first] . .   
1510 [third] . .   
1513 [first] • • - 
1513 [second] . . . 

1513 [second]. . 
1514 [second] . .   
1515   
1518 [first] . • • - 
1518 [fourth] . . . 
1519 (a) [second]   
1519 (d)   
1521   
1523 [first]. . .   
1523 [sixth] . .   
1527 (c) (1) and 

(2) 

Rates of duty 
37%% ad val. 
22%% ad val. 
All rates 
15% ad val. 
25¢ per doz. and 15% ad val. 
12%% ad val. 
30 per lb. 
%0 per line per gross and 12%% ad val. 
22%% ad val. 
45% ad val. 
50% ad val. [first such rate] 
35% ad val. [first such rate] 
50% ad val. [second such rate] 
1¢ per lb. 
All rates 
10% ad val. 
All rates 
All rates 
17%% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
5% ad val. 
17%% ad val. 

  55% ad val. [first such rate] 
65% ad val. 

1528 [third] . . . 10% ad val. 
1528 [fourth] . . . 30% ad val. 
1529 (a) [fourth] . 60% ad val. [first such rate] 

60% ad val. [second such rate] 
1529 (a) [fifth] . . 60% ad val. [first such rate] 

60% ad val. [second such rate] 
1529 (a) [four-

teenth] . . .   
1029 (b)   
1530 (e) [first] • • 

1530 (e) [second] . 
1535 [sixth] . . . 
1536 . . . . . . 
1537 (b) [first] . 

1538 [first]. . . . 
1541 (a) [first] . . 

1541 (a) [third] . 
1541 (b) [first]   
1541 (b) [second] 
1544   
1549 (a) [first] . • 
1549 (a) [third] .   
1549 (b)   
1624   
1636   
1653   
1654   
1656   
1658   
1674   
1698   
1700   
1703   
1707   
1718   
1762   
1763   
1766   
1783 (b)   
1794 
(section) 
312   

70% ad val. 
All rates 
20% ad val. [first such rate] 
10% ad val. [first such rate] 
20% ad val. [second such rate] 
20% ad val. 
35% ad val. 
14% ad val. 
$1.50 per dozen pairs, but not less than 12%% nor more 
than 25% ad val. 

17%% ad val. 
$2 each, but not less than 20% nor more than 30% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
20% ad val. [second such rate] 
28% ad val. 
25% ad val. 
All rates 
30% ad val. 
15% ad val. 
50¢ per gross and 15% ad val. 
50¢ per gross and 15% ad val. 
20% ad val. 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free, identified only as to sodium nitrate, crude or refined 
Free 
Free 

Exempt from duty and import tax, subject to the provi-
sions of section 312, Tariff Act of 1930 
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Item (paragraph)
2491 (a) [first] .
2491 (b) [second]
2491 (d) [first] .
2491 (d) [second]
2491 (d) [fourth]
3424 . . . . .

3425 [first] . . .
3425 [second]. .
3425 [third]. . .

Rates of import tax
1%¼Y per lb.
3¢ per lb.
0.62¢ per lb.
0.69¢ per lb.
0.59¢ per lb.
$1.50 per 1000 ft., board measure [first such rate]
$3 per 1000 ft., board measure
75¢ per 1000 ft., board measure [first such rate]
$1.50 per 1000 ft., board measure [second such rate]
2¢ per lb. on the copper contained therein
1t per lb.
1/ % ad val. or 3%s per lb., whichever is the lower

WHEREAS (9) it is required that the concessions represented by
item 720 (a), item 745, item 806 (b), and the first item 1529 (a) of
part I of schedule XX of said general agreement be applied as though
they were stated as follows:

Tariff Act of
1930, Description of Products Rate of duty

paragraph

720 (a) (1), Fish, smoked or kippered (except fish packed
(2), (3), in oil or in oil and other substances and ex-
(4), (5), cept fish packed in air-tight containers
and (6) weighing with their contents not more than

fifteen pounds each):
Salmon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Herring:

Whole or beheaded, but not further
advanced:

Hard dry-smoked .... ..
Other . . . . . . . . . . .

Eviscerated, split, skinned, boned
(if smoked), or divided into por-
tions . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk:
Whole, or beheaded or eviscerated

or both, but not further advanced
(except that the vertebral column
may be removed) .. . ....

Filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or
divided into portions...

Other fish .. . . . ........
745 Peaches:

Green, ripe, or in brine ....
Prepared or preserved, and not specially

provided for .. . . . ......
806 (b) Concentrated juice of citrus fruits, fit for bev-

erage purposes, and sirups containing any
of the foregoing, all the foregoing, whether
in liquid, powdered, or solid form:

Lime juice .. . . . ....... .

Lemon, orange, and other (except nar-
anjilla (solanum quitoense lam)) . .

61 Stat., Pt. 6.

46 Stat. 690.
19 U. . C. §1001

et seq.

10% ad val.

½Y2 per lb.
1¢ per lb.

1Y4 per lb.

1¢ per lb.

1 %{¢ per lb.
10% ad val.

% per lb.

20% ad val.

20¢ per gal. on the
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural
fruit juice con-
tained therein as
shown by chemical
analysis

35¢ per gal. on the
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural
fruit juice con-
tained therein as
shown by chemical
analysis
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Item (paragraph) Rates of import tax 
2491 (a) [first] . . 11/2¢ per lb. 
2491 (b) [second] . 3¢ per lb. 
2491 (d) [first] . . 0.62¢ per lb. 
2491 (d) [second] . 0.69¢ per lb. 
2491 (d) [fourth] . 0.59¢ per lb. 
3424 $1  50 per 1000 ft., board measure [first such rate] 

$3 per 1000 ft., board measure 
75¢ per 1000 ft., board measure [first such rate] 
$1.50 per 1000 ft., board measure [second such rate] 

3425 [first] . . . 2¢ per lb. on the copper contained therein 
3425 [second] . • 11/2¢ per lb. 
3425 [third]. . • • 11/2% ad val. or per lb., whichever is the lower 

WHEREAS (9) it is required that the concessions represented by 
item 720 (a), item 745, item 806 (b), and the first item 1529 (a) of 
part I of schedule XX of said general agreement be applied as though 
they were stated as follows: 

Tariff Act of 
1930, Description of Products Rate of duty 

paragraph 

720 (a) (1), Fish, smoked or kippered (except fish packed 
(2), (3), in oil or in oil and other substances and ex-
(4), (5), cept fish packed in air-tight containers 
and (6) weighing with their contents not more than 

fifteen pounds each): 
Salmon   
Herring: 

Whole or beheaded, but not further 
advanced: 
Hard dry-smoked  
Other   

Eviscerated, split, skinned, boned 
(if smoked), or divided into por-
tions   

Cod, haddock, hake, pollock, and cusk: 
Whole, or beheaded or eviscerated 

or both, but not further advanced 
(except that the vertebral column 
may be removed)   

Filleted, skinned, boned, sliced, or 
divided into portions   

Other fish   
745 Peaches: 

Green, ripe, or in brine   
Prepared or preserved, and not specially 

provided for   
806 (b) Concentrated juice of citrus fruits, fit for bev-

erage purposes, and sirups containing any 
of the foregoing, all the foregoing, whether 
in liquid, powdered, or solid form: 
Lime juice   

Lemon, orange, and other (except nar-
anjilla (solanum guitoense lam)) . . 

10% ad val. 

1/2 ¢ per lb. 
1¢ per lb. 

11/2¢ per lb. 

1¢ per lb. 

11/2¢ per lb. 
10% ad val. 

)i0 per lb. 

20% ad val. 

200 per gal. on the 
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural 
fruit juice con-
tained therein as 
shown by chemical 
analysis 

350 per gal. on the 
quantity of uncon-
centrated natural 
fruit juice con-
tained therein as 
shown by chemical 
analysis 

61 Stat., Pt. 5. 

46 Stat. 590. 
19 U. S. C. §1001 

et seq. 
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Tariff Act of
1930, Description of Products Rate of dutyparagraph

1529 (a) Lace (except veils and veilings) made on a
[first] Levers (including go-through) lace ma-

chine, whether or not embroidered, and
however provided for in paragraph 1529 (a),

46 Stat. 66. Tariff Act of 1930:
par. 15i9 (a). Made full gauge on a machine of 12 pointor finer:

Wholly or in chief value of cotton
and made with independent
beams . . . . . . . . . . . . 40% ad val.

Wholly or in chief value of silk . . 40% ad val.
Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 % ad val.

Not made full gauge on a machine of 12
point or finer:

Wholly or in chief value of cotton or
rayon or other synthetic textile. 75% ad val.

Wholly or in chief value of silk . . 65% ad val.
Other . . . . . . . . . . . 45% ad val.61 Stat., Pt. 6. NOTE: [Text as set forth in schedule XX];

WHEREAS (10) I find that such modifications of existing duties
and other import restrictions and such continuance of existing customs
or excise treatment of articles as are hereinafter proclaimed will be
required or appropriate, on and after January 1, 1948, to carry out
said trade agreement;

AND WHEREAS (11) I find that the suspension of the effective-
52 Stat. 1078 ness of the proviso to subdivision (J) of section 304 (a) (3) of the Tariff19 U. S. C. I 1304

(a) (3) (J). Act of 1930, as amended, is required, except with respect to bundles
Proclamation of of red-cedar shingles, to carry out said trade agreement;modifications of exist. NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, Pres-

ing duties, etc. ident of the United States of America, to the end that said trade
2 Stat. 1077 48 agreement may be carried out and acting under the authority of the

Stat. 43 4 said sections 304 and 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, do
19 U. s. c. it 1304 hereby proclaim, effective on and after January 1, 1948 and subject1351.
Effective date. to the provisions of said protocol and to the exceptions and conditions

set forth in subdivisions (a), (b), and (c) below, such modifications ofexisting duties and other import restrictions of the United States ofAmerica and such continuance of existing customs or excise treatment
of articles imported into the United States of America as are specified

st. . or provided for in parts I, II, and III, annexes D, H, and I, and part Io Stat., Pt f, and the general notes in, schedule XX of said general agreement:
(a) The rates of duty and import tax specified in the column at theright of the respective descriptions of products in part I of schedule

XX of the said general agreement shall be applied, subject to the
applicable terms, conditions, and qualifications set forth in that sched-
ule and in parts I, II, or III of that agreement, to all articles of thekinds provided for in the said descriptions, except that no such rate
shall be applied to a particular article by virtue of this proclamation if,whenthe article is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-sumption,-

(I) the rate represents a concession identified in the list set forthate, V. 110. in the 8th recital of this proclamation,
(II) the rate is specified in item 720 (a), item 745, item 806 (b), or

the first item 1529 (a) in part I of schedule XX of said general agree-
1 stat. Pt & ment as set forth in the document annexed to this proclamation, or

(III) more favorable customs treatment is prescribed for the articleby a statute, proclamation, or executive order then in effect;

[61 STAT.1110 

46 Stat. 665. 
19 U. S. C. I 1001, 

par. 1529 (a). 

61 Stat., rt. 5. 

62 Stat. 1078. 
19 U. S. C. 1304 

(a) (3) (i). 

Proclamation of 
modifications of exist. 
log duties, etc. 

52 Stat. 1077; 48 
Stat. 943. 
19 U. S. C. *1 1304, 

1351. 
Effective date. 

81 Stat., Pt. 5. 

Ante, p. 1105. 

61 stet., Pt. 5. 
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Tariff Act of 
1930, 

paragraph 
Description of Products Rate of duty 

1529 (a) Lace (except veils and veilings) made on a 
[first] Levers (including go-through) lace ma-

chine, whether or not embroidered, and 
however provided for in paragraph 1529 (a), 
Tariff Act of 1930: 
Made full gauge on a machine of 12 point 

or finer: 
Wholly or in chief value of cotton 
and made with independent 
beams  

Wholly or in chief value of silk .   
Other   

Not made full gauge on a machine of 12 
point or finer: 

Wholly or in chief value of cotton or 
rayon or other synthetic textile. 75% ad val. 

Wholly or in chief value of silk . . 65% ad val. 
Other   45% ad val. 

NOTE: [Text as set forth in schedule XX]; 

WHEREAS (10) I find that such modifications of existing duties 
and other import restrictions and such continuance of existing customs 
or excise treatment of articles as are hereinafter proclaimed will be 
required or appropriate, on and after January 1, 1948, to carry out 
said trade agreement; 
AND WHEREAS (11) I find that the suspension of the effective-

ness of the proviso to subdivision (J) of section 304 (a) (3) of the Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended, is required, except with respect to bundles 
of red-cedar shingles, to carry out said trade agreement; 
NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, Pres-

ident of the United States of America to the end that said trade 
agreement may be carried out and acting under the authority of the 
said sections 304 and 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, do 
hereby proclaim, effective on and after January 1, 1948 and subject 
to the provisions of said protocol and to the exceptions and conditions 
set forth in subdivisions (a), (b), and (c) below, such modifications of 
existing duties and other import restrictions of the United States of 
America and such continuance of existing customs or excise treatment 
of articles imported into the United States of America as are specified 
or provided for in parts Iz II, and III, annexes D, H, and I, and part I 
of, and the general notes in, schedule XX of said general agreement: 

(a) The rates of duty and import tax specified in the column at the rat of the respective descriptions of products in part I of schedule 
of the said general agreement shall be applied, subject to the 

applicable terms, conditions, and qualifications set forth in that sched-
ule and in parts I, II, or III of that agreement, to all articles of the 
kinds provided for in the said descriptions, except that no such rate 
shall be applied to a particular article by virtue of this proclamation if, 
when the article is entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption,— 

(I) the rate represents a concession identified in the list set forth 
in the 8th recital of this proclamation, 

(II) the rate is specified in item 720 (a), item 745, item 806 (b), or 
the first item 1529 (a) in part I of schedule XX of said general agree-
ment as set forth in the document annexed to this proclamation or 

(III) more favorable customs treatment is prescribed for the article 
by a statute, proclamation, or executive order then in effect; 

40% ad val. 
40% ad val. 
45% ad val. 
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(b) The rates of duty specified in the 9th recital of this proclama-
tion shall be applied respectively to the articles described in the column
at the left of such rates as though the said rates, descriptions, and
related paragraph numbers appeared in part I of schedule XX of said
general agreement; and

(c) Nothing in this proclamation shall be construed as authorizing
the application of any rate of duty or import tax computed on the
basis of the provisions of article I of the said general agreement, except
such rates as may hereafter be proclaimed pursuant to the provisions
of section 350, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended;

AND I do further proclaim that, on and after January 1, 1948, the
effectiveness of said proviso to subdivision (J) of section 304 (a) (3) of
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, shall be suspended, except with
respect to bundles of red-cedar shingles.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this sixteenth day of December,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred and seventy-second.

By the President:
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State

Ante, p. 1109.

61 Stat., Pt. 6.

61 Stat., Pt. 6.

48 Stat. 943.
19 U. S. C. 1351.

52 Stat. 1078.
19 U. . C. . 1304

(a) (3) (J).

HARRY S TRUMAN
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(b) The rates of duty specified in the 9th recital of this proclama-
tion shall be applied respectively to the articles described in the column 
at the left of such rates as though the said rates, descriptions, and 
related paragraph numbers appeared in part I of schedule XX of said 
general agreement; and 

(c) Nothing in this proclamation shall be construed as authorizing 
the application of any rate of duty or import tax computed on the 
basis of the provisions of article I of the said general agreement, except 
such rates as may hereafter be proclaimed pursuant to the provisions 
of section 350, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended; 
AND I do further proclaim that, on and after January 1, 1948, the 

effectiveness of said proviso to subdivision (J) of section 304 (a) (3) of 
the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, shall be suspended, except with 
respect to bundles of red-cedar shingles. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the City of Washington this sixteenth day of December, 

in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty-seven and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred and seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

Ante, p. 1109. 

61 Stat., Pt. 5. 

61 Stat., Pt. 5. 

48 Stat. 943. 
19 U. S. C. it 1351. 

52 Stat. 1078. 
19 U. S. C. § 1304 

(a) (3) (i). 
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NOTE

In this section are included all instruments, whether called
treaties, conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered into on
the part of the United States by the President by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

NOTE 

In this section are included all instruments, whether called 

treaties, conventions, protocols, or otherwise, entered into on 

the part of the United States by the President by and with 

the advice and consent of the Senate. 
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Protocol between the United States of America and other powers respecting
sanitary maritime navigation, extending the International Sanitary
Convention of December 15,1944, modifying the International Sanitary
Convention of June 21, 1926. Open for signature at Washington from
April 23 to May 1, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United
States of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United
States of America August 6, 1946; ratification deposited by the United
States of America August 6, 1946; proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America August 6, 1946; effective with respect to the
United States of America August 6, 1946.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Con-
vention, 1944, Modifying the International Sanitary Convention of
June 21, 1926, was open for signature at Washington from April 23,
1946 to May 1, 1946, and was signed during that period by the
Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America (with a reserva-
tion "Subject to ratification") and twelve other countries;

WHEREAS the text of the said protocol, being in the English and
French languages, is word for word as follows:

PROTOCOL TO PROLONG THE IN-
TERNATIONAL SANITARY CON-
VENTION, 1944 MODIFYING THE
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
CONVENTION OF JUNE 21, 1926

The Governments signatory to
the present Protocol,

Considering that, unless pro-
longed in force by action taken for
that purpose by the interested
Governments, the International
Sanitary Convention, 1944,
Modifying the International San-
itary Convention of June 21,
1926, will expire on July 15, 1946,
the expiration of eighteen months
from the date on which the said
1944 Convention entered into force;
and

Considering that it is desirable
that the said 1944 Convention

PROTOCOLE PROROGEANT LA
DUREE DE LA CONVENTION
SANITAIRE DE 1944 PORTANT
MODIFICATION DE LA CONVEN-
TION SANITAIRE DU 21 JUIN 1926

Les Gouvernements signataires
du pr6sent Protocole,

Consid6rant que, si elle n'est pas
maintenue en vigueur par des
mesures prises a cet effet par les
Gouvernements int6resses, la Con-
vention sanitaire internationale de
1944 portant modification de la
Convention sanitaire internatio-
nale du 21 juin 1926 expirera le 15
juillet 1946, date d'expiration du
d6lai de dix-huit mois A compter
du jour oI ladite Convention de
1944 est entr6e en vigueur; et

Considerant qu'il est desirable
de proroger ladite Convention de

1115
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59 Stat. 955.
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sanitary maritime navigation, extending the International Sanitary 
Convention of December 15, 1944, modifying the International Sanitary 
Convention of June 21, 1926. Open for signature at Washington from 
April 23 to May 1, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United 
States of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United 
States of America August 6, 1946; ratification deposited by the United 
States of America August 6, 1946; proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America August 6, 1946; effective with respect to the 
United States of America August 6, 1946. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS a Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Con-
vention, 1944, Modifying the International Sanitary Convention of 
June 21, 1926, was open for signature at Washington from April 23, 
1946 to May 1, 1946, and was signed during that period by the 
Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America (with a reserva-
tion "Subject to ratification") and twelve other countries; 
WHEREAS the text of the said protocol, being in the English and 

French languages, is word for word as follows: 

PROTOCOL TO PROLONG THE IN-
TERNATIONAL SANITARY CON-
VENTION, 1944 MODIFYING THE 
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY 
CONVENTION OF JUNE 21, 1926 

The Governments signatory to 
the present Protocol, 

Considering that, unless pro-
longed in force by action taken for 
that purpose by the interested 
Governments, the International 
Sanitary Convention, 1944, 
Modifying the International San-
itary Convention of June 21, 
1926, will expire on July 15, 1946, 
the expiration of eighteen months 
from the date on which the said 
1944 Convention entered into force; 

and 
Considering that it is desirable 

that the said 1944 Convention 

PROTOCOLE PROROGEANT LA 
DUREE DE LA CONVENTION 
SANITAIRE DE 1944 PORTANT 
MODIFICATION DE LA CONVEN-
TION SANITAIRE DU 21 JUIN 1926 

Les Gouvernements signataires 
du present Protocole, 

Considerant que, si elle n'est pas 
maintenue en vigueur par des 
mesures prises a cet effet par les 
Gouvernements intere,sses, la Con-
vention sanitaire internationale de 
1944 portant modification de la 
Convention sanitaire intematio-
nale du 21 juin 1926 expirera le 15 
juillet 1946, date d'expiration du 
Mai de dix-huit mois a compter 
du jour oh ladite Convention de 
1944 est entrée en vigueur; et 
Considerant qu'il est desirable 

de proroger ladite Convention de 
1115 
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Continuation in
force of designated
convention.

69 Stat. 955.

45 Stat. 2492.

shall be prolonged in force after
July 15, 1946 between the Govern-
ments parties thereto;

Have appointed their respec-
tive Plenipotentiaries who, having
deposited their full powers, found
in good and proper form, have
agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

Subject to the limitation pro-
vided for in Article II of the pres-
ent Protocol, the International
Sanitary Convention, 1944, Modi-
fying the International Sanitary
Convention of June 21, 1926,
shall be prolonged in force on and
after July 15, 1946, in respect of
each of the Governments parties
to the present Protocol, until the
date on which such Government
shall become bound by a further
Convention amending or super-
seding the said 1944 Convention
and the said 1926 Convention.

ARTICLE II

The United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration
(hereinafter referred to as
UNRRA) shall continue to per-
form the duties and functions
assigned to it by the said 1944
Convention, as prolonged by the
present Protocol, until such time
as a new International Health
Organization shall be established,
at which time such duties and
functions shall be transferred to
and shall be assumed by such new
International Health Organiza-
tion, provided that if the new
International Health Organiza-
tion has not been formed or, hav-
ing been formed, is unable to per-
form the above duties and func-
tions by the date on which UNRRA,
owing to the termination of its
activities in Europe or for any
other reason, ceases to be able to

1944 au delA de la date du 15
juillet 1946 entre les Gouverne-
ments qui y sont parties;

Ont design6 leurs Plenipoten-
tiaires respectifs, qui, apres avoir
depos6 leurs pleins pouvoirs,
trouves en bonne et due forme,
sont convenus de ce qui suit:

ARTICLE I

Sous r6serve des stipulations de
l'article II du pr6sent Protocole,
la Convention sanitaire interna-
tionale de 1944 portant modifica-
tion de la Convention sanitaire
internationale du 21 juin 1926
demeurera en vigueur, A dater du
15 juillet 1946, A l'rgard des
Gouvernements parties au pre-
sent Protocole jusqu'au jour oil
chacun desdits Gouvernements se
trouvera lie par une convention
ulterieure modifiant ou rempla-
gant ladite Convention de 1944 et
ladite Convention de 1926.

ARTICLE II

L'Administration des Nations
Unies de Secours et de Restaura-
tion (d6nomm6e ci-apres UNRRA)
continuera a assumer les taches
et fonctions qui lui sont assignees
par ladite Convention de 1944,
telle qu'elle est prorog6e par le
present Protocole, jusqu'au jour
oi une nouvelle Organisation inter-
nationale d'Hygiene sera 6tablie,
date A laquelle ces tAches et fonc-
tions seront transf6rees A ladite
Organisation internationale d'Hy-
giene et assumees par elle; toute-
fois, si la nouvelle Organisation
internationale d'Hygiene n'a pas
encore ete constitu6e, ou si, apres
sa constitution, elle se trouve dans
l'impossibilite de se charger des
taches et fonctions mentionnees
ci-dessus a la date A laquelle
UNRRA, parce que ses activites
en Europe ont pris fin ou pour

Continuation by
UNRRA of duties
and functions.

International
Health Organization.
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convention. 

59 Stat. 955. 

45 Stat. 2492. 

Continuation by 
UNRRA of duties 
and functions. 

International 
Health Organization. 

shall be prolonged in force after 
July 15, 1946 between the Govern-
ments parties thereto; 
Have appointed their respec-

tive Plenipotentiaries who, having 
deposited their full powers, found 
in good and proper form, have 
agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Subject to the limitation pro-
vided for in Article II of the pres-
ent Protocol, the International 
Sanitary Convention, 1944, M odi-
fying the International Sanitary 
Convention of June 21, 1926, 
shall be prolonged in force on and 
after July 15, 1946, in respect of 
each of the Governments parties 
to the present Protocol, until the 
date on which such Government 
shall become bound by a further 
Convention amending or super-
seding the said 1944 Convention 
and the said 1926 Convention. 

ARTICLE II 

The United Nations Relief and 
Rehabilitation Administration 
(hereinafter referred to as 
UNRRA) shall continue to per-
form the duties and functions 
assigned to it by the said 1944 
Convention, as prolonged by the 
present Protocol, until such time 
as a new International Health 
Organization shall be established, 
at which time such duties and 
functions shall be transferred to 
and shall be assumed by such new 
International Health Organiza-
tion, provided that if the new 
International Health Organiza-
tion has not been formed or, hav-
ing been formed, is unable to per-
form the above duties and func-
tions by the date on which UNRRA, 
owing to the termination of its 
activities in Europe or for any 
other reason, ceases to be able to 

1944 au dela de la date du 15 
juillet 1946 entre les Gouverne-
ments qui y sont parties; 
Ont designe leurs Plenipoten-

tiaires re,spectifs, qui, apres avoir 
depose leurs pleins pouvoirs, 
trouves en bonne et due forme, 
sont convenus de ce qui suit: 

ARTICLE I 

Sous reserve des stipulations de 
l'article II du present Protocole, 
la Convention sanitaire interna-
tionale de 1944 portant modifica-
tion de la Convention sanitaire 
internationale du 21 juin 1926 
demeurera en vigueur, a dater du 
15 juillet 1946, a regard des 
Gouverneraents parties au pre-
sent Protocole jusqu'au jour 
chacun desdits Gouvemements se 
trouvera lie par une convention 
ulterieure raodifiant ou rempla-
cant ladite Convention de 1944 et 
ladite Convention de 1926. 

ARTICLE II 

L'Adrninistration des Nations 
Unies de Secours et de Restaura-
tion (denommee ci-apres UNRRA) 
continuera a assumer les tAches 
et fonetions qui lui sont assignees 
par ladite Convention de 1944, 
telle qu'elle est prorogee par le 
present Protocole, jusqu'au jour 
nil une nouvelle Organisation inter-
nationale d'Hygiene sera etablie, 
date a laquelle ces tfiches et fonc-
tions seront transferees a ladite 
Organisation internationale d'Hy-
giene et assumees par elle; toute-
fois, si la nouvelle Organisation 
internationale d'Hygiene n'a pas 
encore ete constituee, ou Si, apres 
sa constitution, elle se trouve dans 
Pimpossibilite de se charger des 
aches et fonctions mentionnee,s 
ci-dessus a la date a laquelle 
UNRRA, paree que sea activites 
en Europe ont pris fin ou pour 
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perform them, those duties and
functions shall be entrusted to the
Office International d'Hygiene
Publique and the countries signa-
tory to this Protocol will, in that
event, make appropriate financial
provisions so as to enable the
Office to perform those duties and
functions.

ARTICLE III

The present Protocol shall re-
main open for signature until
May 1, 1946.

ARTICLE IV

The present Protocol shall come
into force when it has been signed
without reservation in regard to
ratification, or instruments of rati-
fication have been deposited or
notifications of accession have
been received on behalf of at
least ten governments. The pres-
ent Protocol shall come into force
in respect of each of the other
signatory Governments on the
date of signature on its behalf,
unless such signature is made
with a reservation in regard to
ratification, in which event the
present Protocol shall come into
force in respect of such Govern-
ment on the date of the deposit
of its instrument of ratification.

ARTICLE V

After May 1, 1946, the present
Protocol shall be open to accession
by any Government which is a
party to the 1944 Convention and
is not a signatory to the present
Protocol. Each accession shall be
notified in writing to the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America.

Accessions notified on or before
the date on which the present

toute autre raison, cessera d'etre
en mesure de s'en charger, ces
tAches et fonctions seront confi6es
A l'Office international d'Hygiene
publique et, dans ce cas, les pays
signataires du present Protocole
prendront les mesures financieres
appropriees pour permettre a l'Of-
fice de remplir ces tAches et fonc-
tions.

ARTICLE III

Le present Protocole demeurera
ouvert a la signature jusqu'au ler
mai 1946.

ARTICLE IV

Le present Protocole entrera en
vigueur lorsqu'il aura 6t6 signe
sans reserve de ratification, ou
lorsque des instruments de ratifi-
cation auront 6te deposes ou des
notifications d'adhesion regues au
nom de dix Gouvernements au
moins. Le present Protocole en-
trera en vigueur A l'6gard de cha-
cun des autres Gouverpements
signataires A la date de la signa-
ture en son nom, A moins que
cette signature ne soit accompa-
gnee d'une reserve de ratification,
auquel cas le present Protocole
entrera en vigueur a l'egard de ce
Gouvernement a la date du dep6t
de son instrument de ratification.

ARTICLE V

Apres le ler mai 1946, le present
Protocole sera ouvert A l'adhesion
de tout Gouvernement partie A la
Convention de 1944 qui n'est pas
signataire du present Protocole.
Chaque adhesion sera notifiee par
ecrit au Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique.

Les adhesions notifiees avant ou
a la date de l'entree en vigueur du

Entry into force.

Accessions.
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perform them, those duties and 
functions shall be entrusted to the 
Office International d'Hygien.e 
Publique and the countries signa-
tory to this Protocol will, in that 
event, make appropriate financial 
provisions so as to enable the 
Office to perform those duties and 
functions. 

ARTICLE III 

The present Protocol shall re-
main open for signature until 
May 1, 1946. 

ARTICLE IV 

The present Protocol shall come 
into force when it has been signed 
without reservation in regard to 
ratification, or instruments of rati-
fication have been deposited or 
notifications of accession have 
been received on behalf of at 
least ten governments. The pres-
ent Protocol shall come into force 
in respect of each of the other 
signatory Governments on the 
date of signature on its behalf, 
unless such signature is made 
with a reservation in regard to 
ratification, in which event the 
present Protocol shall come into 
force in respect of such Govern-
ment on the date of the deposit 
of its instrument of ratification. 

ARTICLE V 

After May 1, 1946, the present 
Protocol shall be open to accession 
by any Government which is a 
party to the 1944 Convention and 
is not a signatory to the present 
Protocol. Each accession shall be 
notified in writing to the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America. 

Accessions notified on or before 
the date on which the present 

toute autre raison, cessera d'être 
en mesure de s'en charger, ces 
tAches et fonctions seront confiees 

l'Office international d'Hygiene 
publique et, dans ce cas, les pays 
signataires du present Protocole 
prendront les mesures financieres 
appropriees pour permettre a l'Of-
fice de remplir ces tAches et fonc-
tions. 

ARTICLE III 

Le present Protocole demeurera 
ouvert a la signature jusqu'au ler 
mai 1946. 

ARTICLE IV 

Le present Protocole entrera en 
vigueur lorsqu'il aura ete signe 
sans reserve de ratification, ou 
lorsque des instruments de ratifi-
cation auront ete deposes ou des 
notifications d'adhesion regues au 
nom de dix Gouvernements au 
moins. Le present Protocole en-
trera en vigueur a Pegard de cha-
cun des autres Gouverp.ements 
signataires a la date de la signa-
ture en son nom, a moins que 
cette signature no soit accompa-
gnee d'une reserve de ratification, 
auquel ca,s le present Protocole 
entrera en vigueur a regard de ce 
Gouvernement a in date du depot 
de son instrument de ratification. 

ARTICLE V 

Apres le ler mai 1946, le present 
Protocole sera ouvert a l'adhesion 
de tout Gouvernement partie a la 
Convention de 1944 qui n'est pas 
sign ataire du present Protocole. 
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ecrit au Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique. 

Les adhesions notifiees avant ou 
a la date de l'entree en vigueur du 

Entry into force. 

Accessions. 
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Protocol enters into force shall be
effective as of that date. Acces-
sions notified after the date of the
entry into force of the present
Protocol shall become effective in
respect of each Government upon
the date of the receipt of that
Government's notification of ac-
cession.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-

dersigned Plenipotentiaries sign
the present Protocol, on the date
indicated opposite their respective
signatures, in the English and
French languages, both texts be-
ing equally authentic, in a single
original which shall be deposited
in the archives of the Government
of the United States of America
and of which certified copies shall
be furnished by the Government
of the United States of America
to each of the signatory and ac-
ceding Governments and to each
of the Governments parties to the
said 1944 Convention or the said
1926 Convention.

DONE at Washington this
twenty-third day of April, 1946.

present Protocole deviendront ef-
fectives a partir de cette date.
Les adhesions notifi6es apres l'en-
tree en vigueur du present Proto-
cole deviendront effectives A
l'egard de chaque Gouvernement
A partir de la reception de la noti-
fication d'adhesion de ce Gouverne-
ment.

EN FOI DE QUOI, les Pl6nipo-
tentiaires soussignes ont sign6 les
textes anglais et frangais du pre-
sent Protocole, les deux versions
faisant egalement foi, a la date
figurant en regard de leurs signa-
tures respectives, en un seul
exemplaire qui sera depose aux
archives du Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et dont
des copies certifiees conformes
seront fournies par le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
A chacun des Gouvernements sig-
nataires et adherents et A chacun
des Gouvernements parties A la-
dite Convention de 1944 et a ladite
Convention de 1926.

FAIT A Washington, le vingt-
troisiAme jour d'avril 1946.

FOR NEW ZEALAND:

C. A. BERENDSEN

FOR BELGIUM:
Sous r6serve de ratification.

SILVERCRUYS

FOR CANADA:

LESTER B PEARSON

April 23, 1946

April 24, 1946

April 25, 1946

FOR NICARAGUA:

ALBERTO SEVILLA SACASA

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

HALIFAX.

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
Subject to ratification.

DEAN ACHESON

Signature; authen-
tic texts; deposit of
original

59 Stat. 955.

45 Stat. 2492.

April 26, 1946

April 9, 1946

April 30, 1946
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Protocol enters into force shall be 
effective as of that date. Acces-
sions notified after the date of the 
entry into force of the present 
Protocol shall become effective in 
respect of each Government upon 
the date of the receipt of that 
Government's notification of ac-
cession-
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-

dersigned Plenipotentiaries sign 
the present Protocol, on the date 
indicated opposite their respective 
signatures, in the English and 
French languages, both texts be-
ing equally authentic, in a single 
original which shall be deposited 
in the archives of the Government 
of the United States of America 
and of which certified copies shall 
be furnished by the Government 
of the United States of America 
to each of the signatory and ac-
ceding Governments and to each 
of the Governments parties to the 
said 1944 Convention or the said 
1926 Convention. 
DONE at Washington this 

twenty-third day of April, 1946. 

present Protocole deviendront ef-
fectives a partir de cette date. 
Les adhesions notifi  ees apres Pen-
tree en vigueur du present Proto-
cole deviendront effectives a, 
regard de chaque Gouvernement 
a. partir de la reception de la noti-
fication d'adhesion de ceGouverne-
ment. 
EN FOI DE QUOI, les Plenipo-

tentiaires sonssignes ont signe les 
textes anglais et frangais du pre-
sent Protocole, les deux versions 
faisant egalement foi, a. la date 
figurant en regard de leurs signa-
tures respective,s, en un seul 
exemplaire qui sera depose aux 
archives du Gouvemement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et dont 
des copies certifiees conformes 
seront fournies par le Gouveme-
ment des Etats-Unis d'Am.erique 
a. chacun des Gouvemements sig-
nataires et adherents et a. chacun 
des Gouvernements parties a la-
dite Convention de 1944 et a ladite 
Convention de 1926. 
FAIT a Washington, le vingt-

troisieme jour d'avril 1946. 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

C. A. BERENDSEN April 23, 1946 

FOR BELGIUM: 

Sous reserve de ratification. 

SILVERCRITYS 

FOR CANADA: 

LESTER B PEARSON 

April 24, 1946 

April 25, 1946 

FOR NICARAGUA: 

ALBERTO SEVILLA SACASA April 26, 1946 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 

HALIFAX. April 29, 1946 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
Subject to ratification. 

DEAN ACHESON April 30, 1946 
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FOR GREECE:

P. ECONOMOU-GOURAS

FOR CHINA:

WEI TAO-MING

FOR LUXEMBOURG:

HUGUES LE GALLAIS

FOR ECUADOR:
Subject to ratification.

L. N. PONCE

April 30, 1946

April 30, 1946

April 30, 1946

April 30, 1946

FOR AUSTRALIA:
Subject to the reservations with which Australia acceded to the 1944 Conven-
tion to which this Protocol relates. [1]

J B BRIGDEN

FOR HAITI:

DANTES BELLEGARDE

FOR FRANCE:

H BONNET

April 30, 1946

April 30, 1946

April 30, 1946

I [On Apr. 3, 1945, the Australian Government acceded to the International
Sanitary Convention, 1944, subject to the following reservations contained in
note no. 156/45 dated Mar. 26, 1946, from the Australian Legation:

(a) Under Article No. 24 the Australian Government declares that the Con-
vention does not apply to the Territories of Papua and Norfolk Islands or the
Mandated Territories of New Guinea and Nauru.

(b) The Australian Government reserves the right in respect of certificates of
inoculation against cholera, typhus, yellow fever and certificates of vaccination
against smallpox, to accept only those certificates which are signed by a recog-
nized official of the Public Health Services of the country concerned, and which
carry within the text of the certificate an intimation of the office occupied by the
person signing the certificate.

(c) The Australian Government reserves full rights under Articles Nos. 7 and
9 of the 1926 Convention, especially with reference to the last paragraph on the
re-establishment of the Eastern Bureau or analogous agencies as regional bureau
for Asia or the Pacific zone.]
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FOR GREECE: 

P. ECONOMOU-GOURAS April 30, 1946 

FOR CHINA: 

W EI TAO-M ING April 30, 1946 

FOR LUXEMBOURG: 

HUGUES LE GALLAIS April 30, 1946 

FOR ECUADOR: 
Subject to ratification. 

L. N. PONCE April SO, 1946 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 
Subject to the reservations with which Australia acceded to the 1944 Conven-
tion to which this Protocol relates. [1] 

B BRIGDEN April 30, 1946 

FOR HAITI: 

DANTES BELLEGARDE April 30, 1946 

FOR FRANCE: 

H BONNET April 30, 1946 

1 [On Apr. 3, 1945, the Australian Government acceded to the International 
Sanitary Convention, 1944, subject to the following reservations contained in 
note no. 156/45 dated Mar. 26, 1946, from the Australian Legation: 

(a) Under Article No. 24 the Australian Government declares that the Con-
vention does not apply to the Territories of Papua and Norfolk Islands or the 
Mandated Territories of New Guinea and Nauru. 

(b) The Australian Government reserves the right in respect of certificates of 

inoculation against cholera, typhus, yellow fever and certificates of vaccination 
against smallpox, to accept only those certificates which are signed by a recog-
nized official of the Public Health Services of the country concerned, and which 
carry within the text of the certificate an intimation of the office occupied by the 
person signing the certificate. 

(c) The Australian Government reserves full rights under Articles Nos. 7 and 

9 of the 1926 Convention, especially with reference to the last paragraph on the 
re-establishment of the Eastern Bureau or analogous agencies as regional bureau 
for Asia or the Pacific zone.] 
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I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Protocol to Prolong the Inter-
national Sanitary Convention, 1944 Modifying the International Sanitary Conven-
tion of June 21, 1926, which was open for signature in the English and French
languages at Washington, D. C., from April 23, 1946 until May 1, 1946, the signed
original of which is deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
States of America.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I, DEAN ACHESON, Acting Secretary of State of the
United States of America, have hereunto caused the seal of the Department of
State to be affixed and my name subscribed by the Acting Authentication Officer
of the said Department, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia,
this sixth day of May, 1946.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State
By EDRIE C. WAY

Acting Authentication Officer,
Department of State

[SEAL]
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I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Protocol to Prolong the Inter-
national Sanitary Convention, 1944 Modifying the International Sanitary Conven-
tion of June 21, 1926, which was open for signature in the English and French 
languages at Washington, D. C., from April 23, 1946 until May 1, 1946, the signed 
original of which is deposited in the archives of the Government of the United 
States of America. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I, DEAN ACHESON, Acting Secretary of State of the 
United States of America, have hereunto caused the seal of the Department of 
State to be affixed and my name subscribed by the Acting Authentication Officer 
of the said Department, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, 
this sixth day of May, 1946. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

By EDRIE C. WAY 
Acting Authentication Officer, 

Department of State 
[BEAU] 
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of
the said protocol;

WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the
Government of the United States of America on August 6, 1946, and
the instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government
was deposited on the same day in the archives of the United States
of America;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article IV of the said protocol that the
protocol shall come into force when it has been signed without reserva-
tion in regard to ratification, or instruments of ratification have been
deposited or notifications of accession have been received on behalf
of at least ten Governments;

WHEREAS the said protocol was signed on or before April 30, 1946
by the respective Plenipotentiaries of New Zealand, Canada, Nicara-
gua, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Greece, China, Luxembourg, Australia, Haiti, and France without
reservation with respect to ratification;

WHEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article IV of the
said protocol, the protocol came into force on April 30, 1946 in respect
of the aforementioned ten countries on behalf of which the protocol
had been signed without any reservation with respect to ratification;

WHEREAS the said protocol was also acceded to by Poland on May
28, 1946, the Dominican Republic on May 29, 1946, Honduras on
July 8, 1946, the Union of South Africa on July 12, 1946, and Italy
on July 23, 1946;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention, 1944,
Modifying the International Sanitary Convention of June 21, 1926,
to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall be
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America,
and by the citizens of the United States of America and all other
persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after August 6, 1946.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this sixth day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification.

Ante, p. 1117.

59 Stat. 955.

45 Stat. 2492.

95347°-49-PT. II---11
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W HEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their 
Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present 
concurring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of 
the said protocol; 
W HEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the 

Government of the United States of America on August 6, 1946, and 
the instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government 
was deposited on the same day in the archives of the United States 
of America; 
W HEREAS it is provided in Article IV of the said protocol that the 

protocol shall come into force when it has been signed without reserva-
tion in regard to ratification, or instruments of ratification have been 
deposited or notifications of accession have been received on behalf 
of at least ten Governments; 
W HEREAS the said protocol was signed on or before April 30, 1946 

by the respective Plenipotentiaries of New Zealand, Canada, Nicara-
gua, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 
Greece, China, Luxembourg, Australia, Haiti, and France without 
reservation with respect to ratification; 
W HEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article IV of the 

said protocol, the protocol came into force on April 30, 1946 in respect 
of the aforementioned ten countries on behalf of which the protocol 
had been signed without any reservation with respect to ratification; 
W HEREAS the said protocol was also acceded to by Poland on May 

28, 1946, the Dominican Republic on May 29, 1946, Honduras on 
July 8, 1946, the Union of South Africa on July 12, 1946, and Italy 
on July 23, 1946; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention, 1944, 
Modifying the International Sanitary Convention of June 21, 1926, 
to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall be 
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of America, 
and by the citizens of the United States of America and all other 
persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after August 6, 1946. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this sixth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

Ante, p. 1117. 

59 Stat. 955. 

45 Stat. 2492. 

95347°-49--PT. II 11 
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April 30, 1946
IT. I. A. S. 1552]

PROTOCOL TO PROLONG THE
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
CONVENTION FOR AERIAL NAV-
IGATION, 1944, MODIFYING THE
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY
CONVENTION FOR AERIAL NAV-
IGATION OF APRIL 12, 1933

The Governments signatory to
the present Protocol,

Considering that, unless pro-
longed in force by action taken
for that purpose by the interested
Governments, the International
Sanitary Convention for Aerial
Navigation, 1944, Modifying
the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation of
April 12, 1933, will expire on
July 15, 1946, the expiration of

PROTOCOLE PROROGEANT LA
DUREE DE LA CONVENTION
SANITAIRE POUR LA NAVIGA-
TION AERIENNE DE 1944
PORTANT MODIFICATION DE LA
CONVENTION SANITAIRE POUR
LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE DU
12 AVRIL 1933

Les Gouvernements signataires
du present Protocole,

Considerant que, si elle n'est
pas maintenue en vigueur par des
mesures prises A cet effet par les
Gouvernements int6resses, la Con-
vention sanitaire internationale
pour la Navigation a6rienne de
1944 portant modification de la
Convention sanitaire internatio-
nale pour la Navigation aerienne
du 12 avril 1933 expirera le 15

Protocol between the United States of America and other powers respecting
sanitary aerial navigation, extending the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation of December 15, 1944, modifying the
International Sanitary Conventionfor Aerial Navigation of April 12,
1933. Open for signature at Washington from April 23, 1946 to
May 1, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States
of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United
States of America August 6, 1946; ratification deposited by the United
States of America August 6, 1946; proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America August 6, 1946; effective with respect to
the United States of America August 6, 1946.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the International
Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, was
open for signature at Washington from April 23, 1946 to May 1,
1946, and was signed during that period by the Plenipotentiaries of
the United States of America (with a reservation "Subject to rati-
fication") and twelve other countries;

WHEREAS the text of the said protocol, being in the English and
French languages, is word for word as follows:

59 Stat. 991.

49 Stat. 3279.

59 Stat. 991.

49 Stat. 3279.
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April 30, 1046  Protocol between the United States of America and other powers respecting 
IT. I. A. S. 1552] sanitary aerial navigation, extending the International Sanitary Con-

vention for Aerial Navigation of December 15, 1944, modifying the 
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 
1988. Open for signature at Washington from April 28, 1946 to 
May 1, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States 
of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United 
States of America August 6, 1946; ratification deposited by the United 
States of America August 6, 1946; proclaimed by the President of the 
United States of America August 6, 1946; effective with respect to 
the United States of America August 6, 1946. 

59 Stat. 991. 

49 Stat. 3279. 

59 Stat. 991. 

49 Stat. 3279. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS a Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the International 
Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, was 
open for signature at Washington from April 23, 1946 to May 1, 
1946, and was signed during that period by the Plenipotentiaries of 
the United States of America (with a reservation "Subject to rati-
fication") and twelve other countries; 
W HEREAS the text of the said protocol, being in the English and 

French languages, is word for word as follows: 

PROTOCOL TO PROLONG THE 
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY 
CONVENTION FOR AERIAL NAV-
IGATION, 1944, MODIFYING THE 
INTERNATIONAL SANITARY 
CONVENTION FOR AERIAL NAV-
IGATION OF APRIL 12, 1933 

The Governments signatory to 
the present Protocol, 

Considering that, unless pro-
longed in force by action taken 
for that purpose by the interested 
Governments, the International 
Sanitary Convention for Aerial 
Navigation, 1944, Modifying 
the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation of 
April 12, 1933, will expire on 
July 15, 1946, the expiration of 

PROTOCOLE PROROGEANT LA 
DUREE DE LA CONVENTION 
SANITAIRE POUR LA NAVIGA-
TION AERIENNE DE 1944 
PORTANT MODIFICATION DE LA 
CONVENTION SANITAIRE POUR 
LA NAVIGATION AERIENNE DU 
12 AVRIL 1933 

Les Gouvernements signataires 
du present Protocole, 

Considerant que, si elle n'est 
pas maintenue en vigueur par des 
mesures prises a cet effet par lee 
Gouvernements interesses, la Con-
vention sanitaire internationale 
pour la Navigation aerienne de 
1944 portant modification de la 
Convention sanitaire internatio-
nale pour la Navigation aerienne 
du 12 avril 1933 expirera le 15 
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eighteen months from the date on
which the said 1944 Convention
entered into force; and

Considering that it is desirable
that the said 1944 Convention
shall be prolonged in force after
July 15, 1946, between the Gov-
ernments parties thereto;

Have appointed their respective
Plenipotentiaries who, having de-
posited their full powers, found in
good and proper form, have agreed
as follows:

ARTICLE I

juillet 1946, date d'expiration du
delai de dix-huit mois a compter
du jour ot ladite Convention de
1944 est entree en vigueur; et

Considerant qu'il est desirable
de proroger ladite Convention de
1944 au dela de la date du 15 juillet
1946 entre les Gouvernements qui
y sont parties;

Ont designe leurs Pl6nipoten-
tiaires respectifs, qui, apres avoir
depose leurs pleins pouvoirs, trou-
ves en bonne et due forme, sont
convenus de ce qui suit:

ARTICLE I

Subject to the limitation pro-
vided for in Article II of the pres-
ent Protocol, the International
Sanitary Convention for Aerial
Navigation, 1944, Modifying the
International Sanitary Conven-
tion for Aerial Navigation of
April 12, 1933, shall be prolonged
in force on and after July 15, 1946,
in respect of each of the Govern-
ments parties to the present Pro-
tocol, until the date on which such
Government shall become bound
by a further Convention amending
or superseding the said 1944 Con-
vention and the said 1933 Con-
vention.

ARTICLE II

The United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration
(hereinafter referred to as
UNRRA) shall continue to per-
form the duties and functions as-
signed to it by the said 1944 Con-
vention, as prolonged by the
present Protocol, until such time
as a new International Health
Organization shall be established,
at which time such duties and
functions shall be transferred to
and shall be assumed by such new
International Health Organiza-

Sous reserve des stipulations de
l'article II du present Protocole, la
Convention sanitaire interna-
tionale pour la Navigation a6rienne
de 1944 portant modification de la
Convention sanitaire internatio-
nalepourla Navigation a6rienne du
12 avril 1933 demeurera en vi-
gueur, A dater du 15 juillet 1946, a
l'egard des Gouvernements parties
au present Protocole jusqu'au jour
ol chacun des dits Gouverne-
ments se trouvera lie par une con-
vention ulterieure modifiant ou
remplagant ladite Convention de
1944 et ladite Convention de 1933.

ARTICLE II

L'Administration des Nations
Unies de Secours et de Restaura-
tion (denommee ci-apres UNRRA)
continuera A assumer les taches et
fonctions qui lui sont assignees par
ladite Convention de 1944, telle
qu'elle est prorogee par le present
Protocole, jusqu'au jour oi une
nouvelle Organisation internatio-
nale d'Hygiene sera 6tablie, date
a laquelle ces taches et fonctions
seront transferees a ladite Organi-
sation internationale d'Hygiene et
assumdes par elle; toutefois, si la

Continuation in
force of designated
convention.

59 Stat. 991.

49 Stat. 3279.

Continuation by
UNRRA ofduties and
[unctions.

International Health
Organization.
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eighteen months from the date on 
which the said 1944 Convention 
entered into force; and 

Considering that it is desirable 
that the said 1944 Convention 
shall be prolonged in force after 
July 15, 1946, between the Gov-
ernments parties thereto; 
Have appointed their respective 

Plenipotentiaries who, having de-
posited their full powers, found in 
good and proper form, have agreed 
as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Subject to the limitation pro-
vided for in Article II of the pres-
ent Protocol, the International 
Sanitary Convention for Aerial 
Navigation, 1944, Modifying the 
International Sanitary Conven-
tion for Aerial Navigation of 
April 12, 1933, shall be prolonged 
in force on and after July 15, 1946, 
in respect of each of the Govern-
ments parties to the present Pro-
tocol, until the date on which such 
Government shall become bound 
by a further Convention amending 
or superseding the said 1944 Con-
vention and the said 1933 Con-
vention. 

ARTICLE II 

The United Nations Relief and 
Rehabilitation Administration 
(hereinafter referred to as 
UNRRA) shall continue to per-
form the duties and functions as-
signed to it by the said 1944 Con-
vention, as prolonged by the 
present Protocol, until such time 
as a new International Health 
Organization shall be established, 
at which time such duties and 
functions shall be transferred to 
and shall be assumed by such new 
International Health Organiza-

juillet 1946, date d'expiration du 
alai de dix-huit mois a compter 
du jour oft ladite Convention de 
1944 est entrée en vigueur; et 
Considerant qu'il est desirable 

de proroger ladite Convention de 
1944 au dela de la date du 15 juillet 
1946 entre les Gouvernements qui 
y sont parties; 
Ont designe leurs Plenipoten-

tiaires respectifs, qui, apres avoir 
depose leurs pleins pouvoirs, trou-
yes en bonne et due forme, sont 
convenus de cc qui suit: 

ARTICLE I 

Sous reserve des stipulations de 
Particle II du present Protocole, la 
Convention sanitaire interna-
tionale pour la Navigation aerienne 
de 1944 portant modification de la 
Convention sanitaire internatio-
nale pour la Navigation aerienne du 
12 avril 1933 demeurera en vi-
gueur, a dater du 15 juillet 1946, 
regard des Gouvernements parties 
au present Protocole jusqu'au jour 
oft chacun des dits Gouverne-
rnents se trouvera lie par une con-
vention ulterieure modifiant ou 
remplacant ladite Convention de 
1944 et ladite Convention de 1933. 

ARTICLE II 

L'Administration des Nations 
Unies de Secours et de Restaura-
tion (denommee ci-apres UNRRA) 
continuera a assumer les aches et 
fonctions qui lui sont assignees par 
ladite Convention de 1944, telle 
qu'elle est prorogee par le present 
Protocole, jusqu'au jour oft une 
nouvelle Organisation internatio-
nale d'Hygiene sera etablie, date 

laquelle ces aches et fonctions 
seront transferees a ladite Organi-
sation internationale d'Hygiene et 
assurnees par elle; toutefois, si la 

Continuation in 
force of designated 
convention. 

39 Stat. 991. 

49 Stat. 3279. 

Continuation by 
UNRRA of duties and 
functions. 

International Health 
Organization. 
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tion, provided that if the new
International Health Organiza-
tion has not been formed or, hav-
ing been formed, is unable to per-
form the above duties and func-
tions by the date on which
UNRRA, owing to the termina-
tion of its activities in Europe or
for any other reason, ceases to be
able to perform them, those duties
and functions shall be entrusted
to the Office International d'Hy-
giene Publique and the countries
signatory to this Protocol will, in
that event, make appropriate fi-
nancial provisions so as to enable
the Office to perform those duties
and functions.

ARTICLE III

The present Protocol shall re-
main open for signature until
May 1, 1946.

ARTICLE IV

The present Protocol shall come
into force when it has been signed
without reservation in regard to
ratification, or instruments of rati-
fication have been deposited or
notifications of accession have
been received on behalf of at least
ten Governments. The present
Protocol shall come into force in
respect of each of the other signa-
tory Governments on the date ol
signature on its behalf, unless such
signature is made with a reserva-
tion in regard to ratification, ir
which event the present Protocol
shall come into force in respect oi
such Government on the date o:
the deposit of its instrument ol
ratification.

ARTICLE V

After May 1, 1946 the presen
Protocol shall be open to accessioi
by any Government which is i
party to the 1944 Convention ant

nouvelle Organisation internatio-
nale d'Hygiene n'a pas encore et6
constitute, ou si, apres sa consti-
tution, elle se trouve dans l'impos-
sibilit6 de se charger des tAches
et fonctions mentionn6es ci-dessus
A la date A laquelle UNRRA, parce
que ses activites en Europe ont
pris fin ou pour toute autre raison,
cessera d'etre en mesure de s'en
charger, ces taches et fonctions
seront confi6es A l'Office inter-
national d'HygiAne publique et,
dans ce cas, les pays signataires du
present Protocole prendront les
mesures financieres appropri6es
pour permettre A 1'Office de rem-
plir ces tAches et fonctions.

ARTICLE III

Le present Protocole demeurera
ouvert A la signature jusqu'au ler
mai 1946.

ARTICLE IV

Le present Protocole entrera en
vigueur lorsqu'il aura ete sign6
sans r6serve de ratification, ou
lorsque des instruments de ratifi-
cation auront ete deposes ou des
notifications d'adhesion regues au
nom de dix Gouvernements au
moins. Le present Protocole

1 entrera en vigueur A 1'egard de
- chacun des autres Gouvernements
f signataires A la date de la signature

en son nom, a moins que cette
signature ne soit accompagnee
d'une reserve de ratification, au-
quel cas le present Protocole

f entrera en vigueur A 1'egard de ce
f Gouvernement a la date du d6p6t
f de son instrument de ratification.

ARTICLE V

t Aprs le ler mai 1946, le present
i Protocole sera ouvert a l'adhesion
a de tout Gouvernement partie A la
i Convention de 1944 qui n'est pas

Entry into force.

Accessions.
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tion, provided that if the new 
International Health Organiza-
tion has not been formed or, hav-
ing been formed, is unable to per-
form the above duties and func-
tions by the date on which 
UNRRA, owing to the termina-
tion of its activities in Europe or 
for any other reason, ceases to be 
able to perform them, those duties 
and functions shall be entrusted 
to the Office International d'Hy-
giene Publique and the countries 
signatory to this Protocol will, in 
that event, make appropriate fi-
nancial provisions so as to enable 
the Office to perform those duties 
and functions. 
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nouvelle Organisation internatio-
nale d'Hygiene n'a pas encore ete 
constituee, ou Si, apres sa consti-
tution, elle se trouve dans l'impos-
sibilite de se charger des aches 
et fonctions mentionnees ci-dessus 
a la date a laquelle UNRRA, pares 
que ses activites en Europe ont 
pris fin ou pour toute autre raison, 
cessera d'être en mesure de s'en 
charger, ces aches et fonctions 
seront confiees a l'Office inter-
national d'Hygiene publique et, 
dans ce cas, les pays signataires du 
present Protocole prendront les 
mesures financieres appropriees 
pour permettre a l'Office de rem-
plir ces aches et fonctions. 

ARTICLE III 

The present Protocol shall re-
main open for signature until 
May 1, 1946. 

ARTICLE IV 

The present Protocol shall come 
into force when it has been signed 
without reservation in regard to 
ratification, or instruments of rati-
fication have been deposited or 
notifications of accession have 
been received on behalf of at least 
ten Governments. The present 
Protocol shall come into force in 
respect of each of the other signa-
tory Governments on the date of 
signature on its behalf, unless such 
signature is made with a reserva-
tion in regard to ratification, in 
which event the present Protocol 
shall come into force in respect of 
such Government on the date of 
the deposit of its instrument of 
ratification. 

ARTICLE V 

After May 1, 1946 the present 
Protocol shall be open to accession 
by any Government which is a 
party to the 1944 Convention and 

ARTICLE III 

Le present Protocole demeurera 
ouvert a la signature jusqu'au ler 
mai 1946. 

ARTICLE IV 

Le present Protocole entrera en 
vigueur lorsqu'il aura ete signe 
sans reserve de ratification, ou 
lorsque des instruments de ratifi-
cation auront ete deposes ou des 
notifications d'adhesion regues au 
nom de dix Gouvemements au 
moms. Le present Protocole 
entrera en vigueur a l'egard de 
chacun des autres Gouvernements 
signataires ala date de la signature 
en son nom, a moms quo cette 
signature no soit accompagnee 
d'une reserve de ratification, au-
quel cas le present Protocole 
entrera en vigueur a regard de ce 
Gouvemement a la date du depot 
de son instrument de ratification. 

ARTICLE V 

Apres le ler mai 1946, le present 
Protocole sera ouvert a. l'adhesion 
de tout Gouvernement partie a, la 
Convention de 1944 qui n'est pas 
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is not a signatory to the present
Protocol. Each accession shall be
notified in writing to the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America.

Accessions notified on or before
the date on which the present
Protocol enters into force shall be
effective as of that date. Acces-
sions notified after the date of the
entry into force of the present
Protocol shall become effective in
respect of each Government upon
the date of the receipt of that
Government's notification of ac-
cession.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the

undersigned Plenipotentiaries sign
the present Protocol, on the date
indicated opposite their respective
signatures, in the English and
French languages, both texts being
equally authentic, in a single origi-
nal which shall be deposited in the
archives of the Government of the
United States of America and of
which certified copies shall be fur-
nished by the Government of the
United States of America to each
of the signatory and acceding Gov-
ernments and to each of the
Governments parties to the said
1944 Convention or the said 1933
Convention.

DONE at Washington this
twenty-third day of April, 1946.

FOR NEW ZEALAND:

C. A. BERENDSEN

FOR BELGIUM:
Sous reserve de ratification.

SILVERCRUYS

FOR CANADA:
LESTER B PEARSON

FOR NICARAGUA:
ALBERTO SEVILLA SACASA

signataire du present Protocole.
Chaque adhesion sera notifi6e par
ecrit au Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique.

Les adhesions notifi6es avant
ou a la date de l'entree en vigueur
du present Protocole deviendront
effectives a partir de cette date.
Les adhesions notifiees apres 1'en-
tree en vigueur du present Proto-
cole deviendront effectives a
l'egard de chaque Gouvernement
a partir de la reception de la noti-
fication d'adh6sion de ce Gouver-
nement.

EN FOI DE QUOI, les Plenipoten-
tiaires soussignes ont signe les
textes anglais et frangais du pre-
sent Protocole, les deux versions
faisant egalement foi, A la date
figurant en regard de leurs signa-
tures respectives, en un seul exem-
plaire qui sera depose aux archives
du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique et dont des copies
certifiees conformes seront fournies
par le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique a chacun des
Gouvernements signataires et ad-
h6rents et a chacun des Gouverne-
ments parties a ladite Convention
de 1944 et a ladite Convention de
1933.

FAIT A Washington, le vingt-
troisieme jour d'avril 1946.

Signature; authentic
texts; deposit of origi-
nal.

69 Stat. 991.

49 Stat. 3279.

April 2S, 1946

April 24, 1946

April 25, 1946

April 26, 1946
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is not a signatory to the present 
Protocol. Each accession shall be 
notified in writing to the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America. 

Accessions notified on or before 
the date on which the present 
Protocol enters into force shall be 
effective as of that date. Acces-
sions notified after the date of the 
entry into force of the present 
Protocol shall become effective in 
respect of each Government upon 
the date of the receipt of that 
Government's notification of ac-
cession. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 

undersigned Plenipotentiaries sign 
the present Protocol, on the date 
indicated opposite their respective 
signatures, in the English and 
French languages, both texts being 
equally authentic, in a single origi-
nal which shall be deposited in the 
archives of the Government of the 
United States of America and of 
which certified copies shall be fur-
nished by the Government of the 
United States of America to each 
of the signatory and acceding Gov-
ernments and to each of the 
Governments parties to the said 
1944 Convention or the said 1933 
Convention. 

DONE at Washington this 
twenty-third day of April, 1946. 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

C. A. BERENDSEN 

FOR BELGIUM: 
Sous reserve de ratification. 

SILVERCRUYS 

FOR CANADA: 

LESTER B PEARSON 

FOR NICARAGUA: 

ALBERTO SEVILLA SAC.ASA 

signataire du present Protocole. 
Chaque adhesion sera notifiee par 
ecrit au Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique. 

Les adhesions notifiees avant 
ou a la date de Pentree en vigueur 
du present Protocole deviendront 
effectives a partir de cette date. 
Les adhesions notifiees apres Pen-
tree en vigueur du present Proto-
cole deviendront effectives 
regard de chaque Gouvernement 

partir de la reception de la noti-
fication d'adhesion de ce Gouver-
nement. 
EN FOI DE QUOI, leS Plenipoten-

tiaires soussignes ont signe les 
textes anglais et frangais du pre-
sent Protocole, les deux versions 
faisant egalement foi, a la date 
figurant en regard de leurs signa-
tures respectives, en un seul exem-
plaire qui sera depose aux archives 
du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique et dont des copies 
certifiees conformes seront fournies 
par le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique a chacun des 
Gouvernements signataires et ad-
herents et a chacun des Gouverne-
ments parties 5. ladite Convention 
de 1944 et a ladite Convention de 
1933. 

FAIT a Washington, le vingt-
troisieme jour d'avril 1946. 

April 23, 1946 

April 24, 1946 

April 25, 1946 

April 26, 1946 

Signature; authentic 
texts; deposit of origi-
nal. 

59 Stat. 991. 

49 Stat. 3279. 
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FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND:

HALIFAX. April 29, 1946
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Subject to ratification.

DEAN ACHESON April 30, 1946
FOR GREECE:

P. ECONOMOU-GOUIAS April 30, 1946
FOR CHINA:

WEI TAO-MING April 30, 1946
FOR LUXEMBOURG:

HUGUES LE GALLAII April 30, 1946
FOR ECUADOR:

Subject to ratification.

L. N. PONCE April 0S, 1946
FOR AUSTRALIA:

Subject to the reservations with which Australia acceded to the 1944 Con-
vention to which this Protocol relates. [1l

J B BRIGDEN April 30, 1946
FOR HAITI:

DANTES BELLEGARDE April 30, 1946
FOR FRANCE:

H BONNET April 30, 1946
' [On April 3, 1945, the Australian Government acceded to the International

Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of 1944, subject to the following reser-
vations contained in note No. 156/45 dated March 26, 1946, from the Australian
Legation:

(a) Pursuant to Article No. 21, the Government declares that the Convention
. does not apply to the Territories of Papua and Norfolk Islands or the Mandated

Territories of New Guinea and Nauru.
(b) The Australian Government reserves the right in respect of certificates ofinoculation against cholera, typhus, yellow fever and certificates of vaccination

against smallpox, to accept only those certificates which are signed by a recognizedofficial of the Public Health Services of the country concerned, and which carry
within the text of the certificate an intimation of the office occupied by the personsigning the certificate.

(c) The Australian Government, for temporary reasons of a practical nature,is not in a position to accept the full obligations arising out of Section 1, Part 1of the 1933 Convention in relation to aerodromes within its territory which arewithin operational areas or under the control of the Air Forces of the Common-wealth or any Allied power.
(d) Notwithstanding Article No. 35 or other provisions of the 1933 or the present

Convention, the Australian Government reserves the right to require that everymember of the crew and every passenger on every aircraft arriving from overseasshall, on arrival at the first landing place in Australia, produce to the quarantine
officer there a certificate of recent vaccination against smallpox as defined in the
Convention, or a certificate that he has given proof that he is adequately immuneto smallpox, failing both of which certificates he shall submit to be vaccinatedagainst smallpox.

(e) The Australian Government reserves the right to prohibit the importation
into Australia on any aircraft of any animal other than approved insects andparasites.]
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FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN 
IRELAND: 

HALIFAX. April 29, 1946 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Subject to ratification. 

DEAN ACHESON 

FOR GREECE: 

P. ECONOMOIT-GOURAS 

FOR CHINA: 

W EI TAO-M ING 

FOR LUXEMBOURG: 

HUGHES LE GALLAIH 

FOR ECUADOR: 
Subject to ratification. 

L. N. PONCE April 80, 1946 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 

Subject to the reservations with which Australia acceded to the 1944 Con-
vention to which this Protocol relates. [9 

J B BRIGDEN April 30, 1946 
FOR HAITI: 

DANTES BELLEGAUDE April SO, 1946 
FOR FRANCE: 

H BONNET April 80, 1946 

[On April 3, 1945, the Australian Government acceded to the International 
Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of 1944, subject to the following reser-
vations contained in note No. 156/45 dated- March 26, 1946, from the Australian 
Legation: 

(a) Pursuant to Article No. 21, the Government declares that the Convention 
does not apply to the Territories of Papua and Norfolk Islands or the Mandated 
Territories of New Guinea and Nauru. 

(b) The Australian Government reserves the right in respect of certificates of 
inoculation against cholera, typhus, yellow fever and certificates of vaccination 
against smallpox, to accept only those certificates which are signed by a recognized 
official of the Public Health Services of the country concerned, and which carry 

within the text of the certificate an intimation of the office occupied by the person 
signing the certificate. 

(c) The Australian Government, for temporary reasons of a practical nature, 
is not in a position to accept the full obligations arising out of Section 1, Part 1 
of the 1933 Convention in relation to aerodromes within its territory which are 
within operational areas or under the control of the Air Forces of the Common-
wealth or any Allied power. 

(d) Notwithstanding Article No. 35 or other provisions of the 1933 or the present 
Convention, the Australian Government reserves the right to require that every 
member of the crew and every passenger on every aircraft arriving from overseas 
shall, on arrival at the first landing place in Australia, produce to the quarantine 
officer there a certificate of recent vaccination against smallpox as defined in the 
Convention, or a certificate that he has given proof that he is adequately immune 
to smallpox, failing both of which certificates he shall submit to be vaccinated 
against smallpox. 

(e) The Australian Government reserves the right to prohibit the importation 
into Australia on any aircraft of any animal other than approved insects and 
parasites.] 

April 30, 1946 

April 30, 1946 

April 30, 1946 

April SO, 1946 
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I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Protocol to Prolong the
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, which
was open for signature in the English and French languages at Washington, D. C.,
from April 23, 1946 until May 1, 1946, the signed original of which is deposited in
the archives of the Government of the United States of America.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I, DEAN ACHEBON, Acting Secretary of State of the
United States of America, have hereunto caused the seal of the Department of
State to be affixed and my name subscribed by the Acting Authentication Officer
of the said Department, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia,
this sixth day of May, 1946.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State

By EDRIE C. WAY
Acting Authentication Officer,

Department of State
[SEAL]
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I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Protocol to Prolong the 
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the 
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, which 
was open for signature in the English and French languages at Washington, D. C., 
from April 23, 1946 until May 1, 1946, the signed original of which is deposited in 
the archives of the Government of the United States of America. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I, DEAN AmErEsox, Acting Secretary of State of the 

United States of America, have hereunto caused the seal of the Department of 
State to be affixed and my name subscribed by the Acting Authentication Officer 
of the said Department, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, 
this sixth day of May, 1946. 

• 

[SEAL] 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

By EDRIE C. WAY 
Acting Authentication Officer, 

Department of Slate 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of the said
protocol;

Deposit of instru-
mntP tratification WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the Gov-

ernment of the United States of America on August 6, 1946, and the
instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government was de-
posited on the same day in the archives of the United States of
America;

Ante, p. 1124. WHEREAS it is provided in Article IV of the said protocol that the
protocol shall come into force when it has been signed without reser-
vation in regard to ratification, or instruments of ratification have
been deposited or notifications of accession have been received on
behalf of at least ten Governments;

WHEREAS the said protocol was signed on or before April 30, 1946
by the respective Plenipotentiaries of New Zealand, Canada, Nica-
ragua, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
Greece, China, Luxembourg, Australia, Haiti, and France without
reservation with respect to ratification;

WHEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article IV of the
said protocol, the protocol came into force on April 30, 1946 in respect
of the aforementioned ten countries on behalf of which the protocol
had been signed without any reservation with respect to ratification;

WHEREAS the said protocol was also acceded to by Poland on May
28, 1946, the Dominican Republic on May 29, 1946, Honduras on
July 8, 1946, the Union of South Africa on July 12, 1946, and Italy
on July 23, 1946;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention for

49 Stat. 3. Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the International Sanitary Con-
49 stat. 327. vention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, to the end that the

same and every article and clause thereof shall be observed and ful-
filled with good faith by the United States of America, and by the
citizens of the United States of America and all other persons subject
to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after August 6, 1946.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this sixth day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred seventy-first.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
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Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

Ante, p. 1124. 

50 Stat. 991. 

49 Stat. 3279. 

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their 
Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of the said 
protocol; 
WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the Gov-

ernment of the United States of America on August 6, 1946, and the 
instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government was de-
posited on the same day in the archives of the United States of 
America; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article IV of the said protocol that the 

protocol shall come into force when it has been signed without reser-
vation in regard to ratification, or instruments of ratification have 
been deposited or notifications of accession have been received on 
behalf of at least ten Governments; 
WHEREAS the said protocol was signed on or before April 30, 1946 

by the respective Plenipotentiaries of New Zealand, Canada, Nica-
ragua, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
Greece, China, Luxembourg, Australia, Haiti, and France without 
reservation with respect to ratification; 
WHEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article IV of the 

said protocol, the protocol came into force on April 30, 1946 in respect 
of the aforementioned ten countries on behalf of which the protocol 
had been signed without any reservation with respect to ratification; 
WHEREAS the said protocol was also acceded to by Poland on May 

28, 1946, the Dominican Republic on May 29, 1946, Honduras on 
July 8, 1946, the Union of South Africa on July 12, 1946, and Italy 
on July 23, 1946; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the Protocol to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention for 
Aerial Navigation, 1944, Modifying the International Sanitary Con-
vention for Aerial Navigation of April 12, 1933, to the end that the 
same and every article and clause thereof shall be observed and ful-
filled with good faith by the United States of America, and by the 
citizens of the United States of America and all other persons subject 
to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after August 6, 1946. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this sixth day of August in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six 
[BEATA and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred seventy-first. 

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
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Convention between the United States of America and other American
republics respecting inter-American automotive traffic. Openedfor sig-
nature at Washington December 15, 1943; ratification advised by the
Senate of the United States of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the
President of the United States of America August 8, 1946; ratification
deposited by the United States of America with the Pan American
Union at Washington October 29, 1946; proclaimed by the President
of the United States of America November 1. 1946; effective with
respect to the United States of America October 29, 1946.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a convention on the regulation of inter-American auto-
motive traffic was opened for signature at Washington on December
15, 1943, and was signed on or after that date by the Plenipotenti-
aries of the United States of America and fourteen other American
republics;

WHEREAS the text of the said convention, being in the Spanish,
English, Portuguese, and French languages, as certified by the Pan
American Union, is word for word as follows:

CONVENCION SOBRE LA REGLAMENTACION DEL TRAFICO
AUTOMOTOR INTERAMERICANO

CONVENTION ON THE REGULATION OF INTER-AMERICAN

AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC

CONVENCAO SOBRE A REGULAMENTACAO DO TRAFEGO
INTERAMERICANO DE VEfCULOS AUTOMOTORES

CONVENTION SUR LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA
CIRCULATION AUTOMOBILE INTERAMERICAINE

December 31, 1943
[T. I. A. S. 1567]
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Convention between the United States of America and other American 
republics respecting inter-American automotive traffic. Opened for sig-
nature at Washington December 15, 1943; ratification advised by the 
Senate of the United States of America July 25, 1946; ratified by the 
President of the United States of America August 8, 1946; ratification 
deposited by the United States of America with the Pan American 
Union at Washington October 29, 1946; proclaimed by the President 
of the United States of America November 1, 1946; effective with 
respect to the United States of America October 29, 1946. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS a convention on the regulation of inter-American auto-
motive traffic was opened for signature at Washington on December 
15, 1943, and was signed on or after that date by the Plenipotenti-
aries of the United States of America and fourteen. other American 
republics; 
W HEREAS the text of the said convention, being in the Spanish, 

English, Portuguese, and French languages, as certified by the Pan 
American Union, is word for word as follows: 

CONVENCION SOBRE LA REGLAMENTACION DEL TRAFICO 

AUTOMOTOR INTERAMERICANO 

CONVENTION ON THE REGULATION OF INTER-AMERICAN 

AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC 

CONVENCAO SOBRE A REGULAMENTACX0 DO TRAFEGO 

INTERAMERICANO DE VEiCULOS AUTOMOTORES 

CONVENTION SUR LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA 

CIRCULATION AUTOMOBILE INTERAMERICAINE 

December 31, 1943 
[T. L A. S. 15671 
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CONVENCION SOBRE LA REGLA-
MENTACION DEL TRAFICO
AUTOMOTOR INTERAMERICANO

Los Gobiernos de las Repdblicas
Americanas, deseosos de establecer
entre si reglas uniformes para el
control y la reglamentaci6n del
tr&fico automotor internacional en
sus carreteras, y para facilitar el
movimiento de vehfculos entre
dichos Estados,

Han decidido celebrar una Con-
venci6n con tales prop6sitos, ha-
biendo convenido en los siguien-
tes articulos:

ARTICULO I

Se reconoce que cada Estado
tiene jurisdicci6n exclusiva sobre
el uso de sus carreteras, pero
conviene en el uso internacional
de las mismas tal como se especifica
en la presente Convenci6n.

ARTICULO II

De acuerdo con la presente Con-
venci6n, se entendera por vehf-
culo automotor todo vehfculo im-
pulsado por si mismo que circule
en la via pdblica sin necesidad de
rieles, y que se use para el trans-
porte de personas o mercaderias.

Por carreteras se entendera cual-
quier via pdblica conservada y
abierta al pdblico para el tr&nsito
de vehiculos.

Por conductor se entender& cual-
quier persona que gule o tenga
efectivamente el control ffsico de
un vehiculo automotor en una
carretera.

ARTICULO III
El conductor de un vehiculo

automotor que circule en cual-

CONVENTION ON THE REGULA-
TION OF INTER-AMERICAN
AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC

The Governments of the Ameri-
can Republics, desirous of estab-
lishing uniform rules among them-
selves to control and regulate
international automotive traffic
on their highways, and to facili-
tate the movement of motor vehi-
cles among such States,

Have decided to conclude the
present Convention in order to
effectuate the foregoing purposes,
and have agreed upon the follow-
ing articles:

ARTICLE I

It is recognized that each State
has exclusive jurisdiction over the
use of its own highways, but
agrees to their international use
as specified in this Convention.

ARTICLE II

Under the terms of the present
Convention, a motor vehicle shall
be defined as any self-propelled
vehicle circulating upon a public
highway without the need of rails
and used for the transport of
persons or merchandise.

A highway shall be defined as
any public way maintained for and
open to the use of the public for
purposes of vehicular travel.

An operator shall be defined as
any person who drives or is in
actual physical control of a motor
vehicle upon a highway.

ARTICLE III

The operator of a motor vehicle
circulating in any State which is a

Jurisdiction of State.

"Motor vehicle."

"Highway."

"Operator."
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Jurisdiction of State. 

"Motor vehicle." 

"Highway." 

"Operator." 

CONVENCION SOBRE LA REGLA-
MENTACION DEL TRAFICO 
AUTOMOTOR INTERAMERICANO 

Los Gobiernos de las Repdblicas 
Americanas, deseosos de establecer 
entre si reglas uniformes pare el 
control y la reglamentacion del 
trafico automotor internacional en 
sus carreteras, y para facilitar el 
movimiento de vehiculos entre 
dichos Estados, 

Han decidido celebrar una Con-
vencion con tales propositos, ha-
biendo convenido en los siguien-
tes articulos: 

ARTICITLO I 

Se reconoce que cada Estado 
tiene jurisdiccidn exclusiva sobre 
el uso de sus carreteras, pero 
conviene en el use internacional 
de las mismas tal como se especifica 
en la presente ConvenciOn. 

A RTICULO II 

De acuerdo con la present° Con-
vencion, se entenderfi, por vehi-
culo automotor todo vehfculo im-
pulsado por si mismo que circule 
en la via pdblica sin necesidad de 
rides, y que se use para el trans-
porte de personas o mercaderias. 

Por carreteras se entenderi cual-
quier via pdblica conservada y 
abierta al pdblico pars el trli.n.sito 
de vehiculos. 

Por conductor se entendera cual-
quier persona que guie o tenga 
efectivarnente ei control fisico de 
un vehfculo automotor en una 
cm-eters. 

ARTICOLO Ill 

El conductor de ttn vehfculo 
automotor que circule en cual-

CONVENTION ON THE REGULA-
TION OF INTER-AMERICAN 
AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC 

The Governments of the Ameri-
can Republics, desirous of estab-
lishing uniform rules among them-
selves to control and regulate 
international automotive traffic 
on their highways, and to facili-
tate the movement of motor vehi-
cles among such States, 

Have decided to conclude the 
present Convention in order to 
effectuate the foregoing purposes, 
and have agreed upon the follow-
ing articles: 

ARTICLE I 

It is recognized that each State 
has exclusive jurisdiction over the 
use of its own highways, but 
agrees to their international use 
as specified in this Convention. 

ARTICLE II 

Under the terms of the present 
Convention, a motor vehicle shall 
be defined as any self-propelled 
vehicle circulating upon a public 
highway without the need of rails 
and used for the transport of 
persons or merchandise. 

A highway shall be defined as 
any public way maintained for and 
open to the use of the public for 
purposes of vehicular travel. 

An operator shall be defined as 
any person who drives or is in 
actual physical control of a motor 
vehicle upon a highway. 

ARTICLE III 

The operator of a motor vehicle 
circulating in any State which is a 
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CONVENCAO S6BRE A REGULA-
MENTACAO DO TRAFEGO INTER-
AMERICANO DE VEfCULOS
AUTOMOTORES

Os Governos das Reptblicas
Americanas, desejosos de esta-
belecer entre si regras uniformes
para a fiscalizagao e regulamenta-
gao do trafego internacional de
veiculos automotores em suas es-
tradas, e para facilitar o movi-
mento de veiculos entre ditos
Estados,

Resolveram celebrar uma Con-
vengao para 6ste fim, e acordaram
os seguintes artigos:

ARTIGO I

E reconhecido que cada pais
tern exclusiva jurisdicao s6bre o
uso de suas pr6prias rodovias, mas
se acorda no uso internacional das
mesmas pela forma estabelecida
nesta Convengao.

ARTIGO II

De ac6rdo corn a presente Con-
vencao, entender-se-a por veiculo
automotor todo o veiculo de auto-
propulsao que trafegue na via
publica sem necessitar de trilhos,
e que se use no transporte de
passageiros e carga.

Entender-se-A por rodovia ou
estrada, qualquer via pdblica con-
servada e aberta ao trinsito pdb-
lico de veiculos.

Por condutor, entender-se-a
qualquer pessoa que maneje ou
que se ache efetivamente na dire-
gao de um vefculo automotor
numa rodovia.

ARTIGO III

0 condutor de um veiculo auto-
motor que trafegue em gualquer

CONVENTION SUR LA REGLEMEN-
TATION DE LA CIRCULATION
AUTOMOBILE

Les Gouvernements des R6pu-
bliques americaines, d6sireux d'6ta-
blir entre eux des regles uniformes
pour le contr6le et la reglementa-
tion de la circulation automobile
sur leurs routes, et de faciliter le
mouvement des v6hicules automo-
biles entre les Etats,

Ont decide, pour accomplir les
buts sus-indiqu6s, de conclure la
presente Convention, et ont con-
venu a cet effet des dispositions
suivantes:

ARTICLE I

I1 est reconnu que chaque Etat
a la jurisdiction exclusive de
l'emploi de ses routes mais qu'il
consent a leur utilisation interna-
tionale dans les conditions sti-
pulees par la presente Convention.

ARTICLE II

Au sens des prescriptions de la
pr6sente Convention, le terme "v6-
hicule automobile" signifie tout
vehicule a propulsion mechanique
circulant sur une route publique
sans 6tre lie a une voie ferree et
servant au transport des personnes
et des marchandises.

Le terme "route" signifie toute
voie publique maintenue en vue de
son utilisation publique et ouverte
A cette utilisation pour la circula-
tion des vehicules.

Le terme "conducteur" signifie
toute personne qui conduit un ve-
hicule automobile sur une voie
publique, ou qui est en possession
du v6hicule.

ARTICLE I

Le conducteur d'un v6hicule
automobile qui circule dans un
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CONVENCAO SOBRE A REGULA-
MENTAC AO DO TR AFEGO INTER-
AMERICANO DE VEiCULOS 

AUTOMOTORES 

Os Governos das RepUblicas 
Americanas, desejosos de esta-
belecer entre Si regras uniformes 
para a fiscalizacao e regulamenta-
cao do trafego internacional de 
veiculos automotores em suas es-
tradas, e para facilitar o movi-
mento de velculos entre ditos 
Estados, 
Resolveram celebrar uma Con-

vencao para este fim, e acordaram 
os seguintes artigos: 

ARTIGO 

reconhecido que cada pals 
tern exclusiva, jurisdicao sebre o 
uso de suas preprias rodovias, mas 
se acorda no uso internacional das 
mcsmas pela forma estabelecida 
nesta Convencao. 

ARTIGO II 

De acerdo corn a presente Con-
vencao, entender-se-a, por veiculo 
automotor todo o v-elculo de auto-
propulsao que trafegue na via 
pUblica sem necessitar de trilhos, 
e que se use no transporte de 
passageiros e carga. 

Entender-se-ft por rodovia ou 
estrada, qualquer via pdblica con-
servada e aberta ao transit° pub-
lic° de vefeulos. 

Por condutor, entender-se-ft 
qualquer pessoa que maneje ou 
que se ache efetivamente na dire-
cao de urn velculo automotor 
numa rodovia. 

ARTIGO III 

0 condutor de um velculo auto-
motor que trafegue ern qualquer 

CONVENTION SUR LA REGLEMEN-
TATION DE LA CIRCULATION 
AUTOMOBILE 

Les Gouvernements des Repu-
bliques americaines, desireux d'eta-
blir entre eux des regles uniformes 
pour le cent/1.)k et la reglementa-
tion de la circulation automobile 
sur leurs routes, et de faciliter le 
mouvement des vehicules automo-
biles entre les Etats, 

Ont decide, pour accomplir les 
buts sus-indiques, de conclure la 
presente Convention, et ont con-
venu a cot effet des dispositions 
suivantes: 

ARTICLE I 

II est reconnu que chaque Etat 
a la jurisdiction exclusive de 
Pcmploi de scs routes mais qu'il 
consent a leur utilisation interna-
tionale dans les conditions sti-
pulees par la presente Convention. 

ARTICLE II 

Au sens des prescriptions de la 
presents Convention, le terme "ve-
hicule automobile" signifie tout 
vehicule a propulsion mechanique 
circulant sur une route publique 
sans etre fie a une voie fur& et 
servant au transport des personnes 
et des marchandises. 
be terme "route" signifie toute 

voie publique maintenue en vue de 
son utilisation publique et ouverte 

cette utilisation pour la circula-
tion des vehicules. 
be terme "eonducteur" signifie 

toute personne qui conduit un ye-
hicule automobile sur une voie 
publique, ou qui est en possession 
du vehicule. 

ARTICLE III 

be eonducteur d'un vehicule 
automobile qui circule dans un 
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quier Estado parte en esta Con-
venci6n, esta sujeto a las leyes y
reglamentos de trafico vigentes en
dicho Estado o subdivisi6n politica
del mismo.

Copia de dichas leyes o regla-
mentos podra ser suministrada al
conductor, al entrar en cada
Estado, ya por las autoridades
aduaneras que tramitan la en-
trada del vehiculo, o por cualquier
agencia autorizada.

ARTICULO IV

Los Estados Contratantes no
permitiran que se pongan en vigor
medidas aduaneras que in-
terpongan obstaculo al transito
internacional.

Se considerara en apoyo de
esta Convenci6n, y se fomentara,
toda simplificaci6n de los regla-
mentos aduaneros y demas me-
didas regulatorias que han sido o
sean puestas en vigor por cual-
quiera de los Estados limitrofes,
partes en esta Convenci6n, para
facilitar el trafico internacional
de vehiculos automotores.

ARTICULO V

Antes de ser admitido al trafico
internacional, todo vehfculo de-
bera ser inscrito por el Estado de
origen en la forma que prescriban
sus leyes, o por cualquier sub-
divisi6n del mismo que tenga
autoridad legitima para hacerlo.

ARTICULO VI
Antes de ser admitido al trafico

internacional, todo conductor de
vehiculo automotor debera tener
el permiso para conducir que
requieran las leyes de su Estado o
que sea expedido por cualquiera
de las subdivisiones politicas del
mismo autorizadas para ello. En
caso de no ser necesario tal per-

party to this Convention is sub-
ject to the traffic laws and regula-
tions in force in that State or
subdivision thereof.

A copy of such laws and regu-
lations may be handed to the
operator at the time of entering
each State, by the customs author-
ities who are clearing the velicle
for entry, or by any authorized
agency.

ARTICLE IV

The Contracting States shall
not allow customs measures to be
put into effect which will hinder
international travel.

Simplified customs and other
regulatory measures which have
been or may be put into effect by
any contiguous States parties to
this Convention, for the facilita-
tion of international automotive
traffic, shall be considered to be
in furtherance of this Convention
and shall be encouraged.

ARTICLE V

Before admission to interna-
tional traffic, every vehicle shall
be registered by the State of
origin in the manner prescribed
by its laws, or by any subdivision
thereof having legal authority to
register vehicles.

ARTICLE VI
Every motor vehicle operator

before admission to international
traffic shall have such driving
license as may be required by the
laws of his State or such as may be
issued by any political subdivision
thereof having legal authority to
issue driving licenses. In the
event that no such driving license

Customs and other
regulatory measures.

Registration of ve-
hicles.

Driving license.
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Customs and other 
regulatory measures. 

Registration of ve-
hicles. 

Driving license. 

quier Estado parte en esta Con-
venciOn, esta sujeto a las leyes y 
reglamentos de trafico vigentes en 
dicho Estado o subdivision politica 
del mismo. 

Copia de dichas leyes o regla-
mentos podra ser suministrada al 
conductor, al entrar en cada 
Estado, ya por las autoridades 
aduaneras que tramitan la en-
trada del vehiculo, o por cualquier 
agencia autorizada. 

ARTICTJLO IV 

Los Estados Contratante,s no 
perrnitiran que se pongan en vigor 
medidas aduaneras que in-
terpongan obstaculo al transit° 
internacional. 

Se considerara en apoyo de 
esta Convencion, y se fomentara, 
toda simplificacion de los regla-
mentos aduaneros y demas me-
didas regmlatorias que han sido o 
sean puestas en vigor por cual-
quiera de los Estados limitrofes, 
partes en esta Convencion, pars 
facilitar el trafico internacional 
de vehiculos automotores. 

ARTICULO V 

Antes de ser admitido al trafico 
internacional, todo vehiculo de-
bera ser inscrito por el Estado de 
origen en la forma que prescriban 
sus leyes, o per cualquier sub-
division del mismo que tenga 
autoridad legItima pars hacerlo. 

ARTICITLO VI 

Antes de ser admitido al trafico 
internacional, todo conductor de 
vehiculo automotor debera tener 
el permiso para conducir que 
requie,ran las leyes de su Estado o 
que sea expedido por cualquiera 
de las subdivisiones politicos del 
mismo autorizadas pars ello. En 
caso de no ser necesario tal per-

party to this Convention is sub-
ject to the traffic laws and regula-
tions in force in that State or 
subdivision thereof. 

A copy of such laws and regu-
lations may be handed to the 
operator at the time of entering 
each State, by the customs author-
ities who are clearing the vehicle 
for entry, or by any authorized 
agency. 

ARTICLE IV 

The Contracting States shall 
not allow customs measures to be 
put into effect which will hinder 
international travel. 

Simplified customs and other 
regulatory measures which have 
been or may be put into effect by 
any contiguous States parties to 
this Convention, for the facilita-
tion of international automotive 
traffic, shall be considered to be 
in furtherance of this Convention 
and shall be encouraged. 

ARTICLE V 

Before admission to interna-
tional traffic, every vehicle shall 
be registered by the State of 
origin in the manner prescribed 
by its laws, or by any subdivision 
thereof having legal authority to 
register vehicles. 

ARTICLE VI 
Every motor vehicle operator 

before admission to international 
traffic shall have such driving 
license as may be required by the 
laws of his State or such as may be 
issued by any political subdivision 
thereof having legal authority to 
issue driving licenses. In the 
event that no such driving license 
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Estado parte nesta Convengao,
esta sujeito as leis e regulamentos
de trafego em vigor no referido
Estado ou subdivisao politica do
mesmo.

Um exemplar da dita lei ou
regulamento podera ser entregue
ao condutor por ocasiao de entrar
em cada pais, pela Alfandega que
da entrada ao veiculo, ou por
qualquer agencia autorizada.

ARTIGO IV

Os Estados Contratantes nao
consentirao que sejam postas em
vigor medidas aduaneiras que sir-
vam de est6rvo ao transito inter-
nacional.

Serao consideradas como um
ap6io a esta Convencao e serao
estimuladas toda a simplificagao
de regulamentos aduaneiros e ou-
tras medidas regulat6rias que te-
nham sido ou sejam postasem vigor
por quaisquer dos Estados limf-
trofes partes nesta Convengao,
visando facilitar o trAfego inter-
nacional de veiculos automotores.

ARTIGO V

Qualquer veiculo, antes de ser
admitido ao trafego internacional,
devera ser registrado pelo Estado
de origem na forma prescrita
pelas suas leis ou por qualquer
subdivisao do mesmo cor os
necessarios poderes para efetuar
o registro.

ARTIGO VI

Todo condutor de veiculo auto-
motor, antes de ser admitido ao
trafego internacional, devera ter
a necessaria carteira de chauffeur
exigida pelas leis de seu Estado,
ou que tenha sido expedida por
qualquer de suas subdivisoes poli-
ticas para isto autorizadas. No
caso em que uma carteira desta

Etat partie a la pr6sente Conven-
tion est tenu de se conformer aux
lois et reglements en vigueur dans
cet Etat ou dans l'une de ses sub-
divisions pour ce qui touche a la
circulation.

Un exemplaire de ces lois et
reglements pourra etre remis au
conducteur a l'entr6e dans cet
Etat, soit par les autorit6s dou-
anieres qui autorisent l'entr6e du
vehicule soit par un organisme
habilit6 par celles-ci.

ARTICLE IV

Les Etats contractants n'auto-
riseront pas la mise en vigueur de
mesures douanieres susceptibles
d'entraver le d6veloppement de la
circulation routiere internationale.

Les mesures douanieres et autres
reglementations simplifi6es qui ont
ete mises en vigueur ou qui pour-
ront l'etre a l'avenir entre tous
Etats limitrophes, parties a la
presente Convention, en vue de
faciliter la circulation automobile
internationale, seront consider6es
comme favorisant la presente Con-
vention et seront encourag6es.

ARTICLE V

Avant d'etre admis a la circula-
tion internationale, tout v6hicule
doit etre immatricule dans 1'Etat
d'origine en conformite a ses lois,
ou par toute subdivision de cet
Etat ayant la competence n6ces-
saire pour l'immatriculation des
vehicules.

ARTICLE VI

Tout conducteur d'un v6hicule
automobile, avant d'etre admis a
la circulation internationale, doit
avoir le permis de conduire exige
par les lois de son Etat, ou le
permis delivre par toute subdivi-
sion politique de cet Etat ayant la
competence necessaire pour la
ddlivrance des permis de conduire.
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Estado parte nesta Convencao, 
esta sujeito as leis e regulamentos 
de trafego ern vigor no referido 
Estado ou subdivisao politica do 
mesmo. 

Um exemplar da dita lei ou 
regulamento podera ser entregue 
ao condutor por ocasiao de entrar 
em cads, pals, pela Alfandega que 
d6, entrada ao veiculo, ou por 
qualquer agencia autorizada. 

ARTIGO IV 

Os Estados Contratantes nao 
consentirAo que sejam postas em 
vigor medidas aduaneiras que sir-
vam de estorvo ao trAnsito inter-
nacional. 

SerAo consideradas como um 
aped+) a esta Convenctio e mew 
estimuladas toda a simplificagno 
de regulamentos aduaneiros e ou-
tras medidas regulatorias que te-
nham sido ou sojam postas em vigor 
por quaisquer dos Estados limi-
trofes partes nesta Convenctio, 
visando facilitar o trAfego inter-
nacional de veiculos automotores. 

ARTIGO V 

Qualquer velculo, antes de ser 
adrnitido ao trafego internacional, 
deverA ser registrado pelo Estado 
de origem na forma prescrita 
pelas suas leis ou por qualquer 
subdivisito do mesmo corn os 
necessArios poderes para efetuar 
o registro. 

ARTIGO VI 

Todo condutor de veiculo auto-
motor, antes de ser admitido ao 
trafego internacional, devera ter 
a necessaria carteira de chauffeur 
exigida poles leis de seu Estado, 
on que tenha sido expedida por 
qualquer de suas subdivisoes poll-
ticas para isto autorizadas. No 
ca,so em que uma carteira desta 

Etat partie a la presente Conven-
tion est term de se conformer aux 
lois et reglements en vigueur dans 
cet Etat ou dans l'une de sea sub-
divisions pour cc qui touche a is 
circulation. 
Un exernplaire de ces lois et 

reglements pourra etre remis au 
conducteur a Pentree dans cot 
Etat, soit par les autorites dou-
anieres qui autorisent Pentree du 
v6hicule soit par un organisme 
habilite par celles-ci. 

ARTICLE IV 

Les Etats contractants n'auto-
riseront pas is mise en vigueur de 
mesures douanieres susceptibles 
d'entraver le developpement de la 
circulation routiere internationale. 

Les mesures douanieres et autres 
reglementations simplifiees qui ont 
Ot6 mises en vigueur on qui pour-
ront Petro a l'avenir entre tous 
Etats limitrophes, parties a is 
presente Convention, en vue de 
faciliter la circulation automobile 
internationale, seront considerees 
comme favorisant Ia presente Con-
vention et seront encourag6es. 

ARTICLE V 

Avant d'être admis a la circula-
tion internationale, tout vehicule 
doit etre immatricule dans l'Etat 
d'origine en conformite a sea lois, 
ou par toute subdivision de cot 
Etat ayant la competence rakes-
saire pour l'immaticulation des 
vehicules. 

ARTICLE VI 
Tout conducteur d'un vehicule 

automobile, avant d'être admis a 
la circulation internationale, doit 
avoir le permis de conduire exige 
par les lois de son Etat, ou le 
permis delivre par toute subdivi-
sion politique de cot Etat ayant la 
competence necessaire pour la 
delivrance des permis de conduire. 
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Post, p. 1144.

miso en su Estado, o en las sub-
divisiones politicas del mismo,
sera vBlido un permiso interna-
cional especial para conducir como
el que se especifica en el Articulo
XIII. Ningun conductor menor
de 18 afios de edad sera admitido
al transito internacional.

ARTICULO VII
Prueba de haber cumplido con

las disposiciones de esta Conven-
ci6n dara a los vehiculos auto-
motores y a los conductores de los
mismos el derecho de circular por
las carreteras de cualquiera de los
Estados Contratantes.

ARTICULO VIII
Cada Estado o subdivisi6n polf-

tica del mismo mantendra oficinas
centrales de registro con facili-
dades para el intercambio de
informaciones, con otros paises,
sobre la inscripci6n de vehiculos
y conductores.

ARTICULO IX

Ademas de la placa o placas de
registro del Estado de origen o de
las subdivisiones politicas del
mismo, cada vehfculo debera llevar
un distintivo de registro interna-
cional que indique el pals de
origen. Este distintivo consistira
de una placa ovalada no menor de
8 centimetros (3 pulgadas) de
ancho por 26 centimetros (10
pulgadas) de largo, con letras
latinas maydsculas negras sobre
fondo blanco.

is required by his State or any
political subdivision thereof, a
special international driving license
such as is specified in Article XIII
shall be valid. No operator
shall be admitted to international
travel who is less than 18 years of
age.

ARTICLE VII

Evidence of compliance with the
conditions of this Convention shall
entitle motor vehicles and motor
vehicle operators to circulate on
the highways of any of the Con-
tracting States.

ARTICLE VIII
Each State or its political sub-

divisions shall maintain central
bureaus of registration with facil-
ities for the exchange of informa-
tion with other States as to
registration of vehicles and oper-
ators.

ARTICLE IX

In addition to the registration
plate or plates of the State of
origin or of its legally empowered
political subdivisions each vehicle
shall display an international regis-
tration marker indicating the
country of origin. This marker
shall be in the form of an oval
plate not less than 3 inches (8 cm.)
wide by 10 inches (26 cm.) long
bearing capital Latin letters
painted black on a white back-
ground.

Evidence of compli-
ance.

Central bureaus of
registration.

International regis-
tration marker.
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registration. 

International regis-
tration marker. 
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Evidence of compli-
ance. 

miso en su Estado, o en las sub-
divisiones politicas del mismo, 
sera valido -an permiso interna-
cional especial pars conducir como 
el que se especifica en el Articulo 
XIII. Ninglin conductor menor 
de 18 afios de edad sera admitido 
al trAnsito internacional. 

ARTICULO VII 

Prueba de haber cumplido con 
las disposiciones de esta Conven-
cion dara a los vehiculos auto-
motores y a los conductores de los 
mismos el derecho de circular por 
las caxreteras de cualquiera de los 
Estados Contra tantes. 

ARTICULO VIII 
Central bureaus of Cada Estado o subdivision poll-

tics del mismo mantendra oficinas 
centrales de registro con facili-
dades pars el intercambio de 
informaciones, con otros poises, 
sobre is inscripcion de vehfcalos 
y conductores. 

ARTICULO IX 

Ademas de la placa o placas de 
registro del Estado de origen o de 
las subdivisiones polfticas del 
mismo, cads vehfculo debera llevar 
un distintivo de registro interna-
cional que indique el pals de 
origen. Este distintivo consistira 
de una placa ovalada no menor de 
8 centimetros (3 pulgadas) de 
ancho por 26 centimetros (10 
pulgadas) de largo, con letras 
latinas maytisculas negras sobre 
fondo blanco. 

is required by his State or any 
political subdivision thereof, a 
special international driving license 
such as is specified in Article XIII 
shall be valid. No operator 
shall be admitted to international 
travel who is less than 18 years of 
age. 

ARTICLE VII 

Evidence of compliance with the 
conditions of this Convention shall 
entitle motor vehicles and motor 
vehicle operators to circulate on 
the highways of any of the Con-
tracting States. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Each State or its political sub-
divisions shall maintain central 
bureaus of registration with facil-
ities for the exchange of informa-
tion with other States as to 
registration of vehicles and oper-
ators. 

ARTICLE IX 

In addition to the registration 
plate or plates of the State of 
origin or of its legally empowered 
political subdivisions each vehicle 
shall display an international regis-
tration marker indicating the 
country of origin. This marker 
shall be in the form of an oval 
plate not less than 3 inches (8 cm.) 
wide by 10 inches (26 cm.) long 
bearing capital Latin letters 
painted black on a white back-
ground. 
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natureza nao seja exigida em seu
Estado ou em qualquer de suas
subdivis6es politicas, tera valor a
carteira de chauffeur especial, inter-
nacional, de que trata o artigo
XIII. Nenhum condutor menor
de 18 anos sera admitido ao
trAnsito internacional.

ARTIGO VII
Provada a aceitagao das con-

di6ces estipuladas nesta Conven-
cao, tanto os veiculos automotores
quanto seus respectivos condu-
tores, terao o direito de trafegar
nas rodovias de qualquer dos
Estados Contratantes.

ARTIGO VIII

Cada Estado ou subdivisoes
politica do mesmo, devera manter
escrit6rios centrais de registro cor
facilidades para a permuta de in-
formagoes cor outros paises, s6bre
o registro de veiculos e condutores.

ARTIGO IX

Al1m da chapa ou chapas de
registro do Estado de origem ou
das subdivisoes politicas do mes-
mo, cada veiculo devera trazer
um distintivo de registro inter-
nacional que indique o pals de
origem. Este distintivo devera
consistir de uma placa oval de
dimens6es nao inferiores a 8 cen-
timetros (3 pol.) de largura por
26 centimetros (10 pol.) de com-
primento, em letras maiusculas
latinas, de c6r preta s6bre fundo
branco.

Si un tel permis n'est exig6 ni par
cet Etat ni par une de ses sub-
divisions politiques, un permis
international special de conduire,
conforme aux prescriptions de
l'Article XIII de la presente Con-
vention, sera reconnu comme
valable. Aucun conducteur ne
sera admis a la circulation interna-
tionale s'il n'a pas atteint l'age de
dix-huit ans.

ARTICLE VII
Preuve de se conformer aux

dispositions de la pr6sente Con-
vention donnera le droit aux
vehicules automobiles et aux con-
ducteurs des memes de circuler
dans les routes des Etats con-
tractants.

ARTICLE VIII
Chaque Etat, ou ses subdivi-

sions politiques, maintiendront des
bureaux centraux d'immatricula-
tion ayant les facilit6s n6cessaires
pour 6 hanger avec d'autres Etats
les renseignements concernant
1'immatriculation des v6hicules et
des conducteurs.

ARTICLE IX

En plus de la plaque ou des
plaques d'immatriculation de
l'Etat d'origine ou des subdivi-
sions politiques legalement auto-
ris6es dans cet Etat, chaque
v6hicule devra porter en evidence
un signe distinctif international
d'immatriculation indiquant le
pays d'origine. Ce signe tiendra
la forme d'une plaque ovale d'au
moins 8 centimetres (3 pouces) de
largeur sur 26 centimetres (10
pouces) de hauteur, portant des
caracteres latins peints en noir
sur un fond blanc.
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natureza nab seja exigida em seu 
Estado ou em qualquer de suas 
subdivisoes politicos, tera valor a 
carteira de chauffeur especial, inter-
nacional, de que trata o artigo 
XIII. Nenhum condutor menor 
de 18 anos sera adraitido ao 
transit° internacional. 

ARTIGO VII 

Provada a aceitagao dos con-
dicoes e,stipuladas nesta Conven-
cao, tanto os veiculos automotores 
quanto sons respectivos condu-
tores, terao o direito de trafegar 
nas rodovias de qualquer dos 
Estados Contratantes. 

ARTIGO VIII 

Cada Estado ou subdivis6es 
politico, do mesmo, devera manter 
escriterios centrals de registro corn 
facilidades pare, a permuta de in-
formagoes corn outros paises, s6bre 
o registro de veiculos e condutores. 

ARTIGO IX 

Alem da chapa ou chapas de 
registro do Estado de origem ou 
das subdivisoes politicos do mes-
mo, cada veiculo devera trazer 
urn distintivo de registro inter-
nacional que indique o pals de 
origem. Este distintivo devera 
consistir de uma placa oval de 
dimensoes no inferiores a 8 cen-
timetros (3 pol.) de largura por 
26 centimetros (10 pol.) de corn-
primento, em letras mailisculas 
latinas, de cor preta sobre fund° 
bronco. 

Si un tel permis 'fest exige ni par 
cet Etat ni par une de ses sub-
divisions politiques, un permis 
international special de conduire, 
conforme aux prescriptions de 
l'Article XIII de la presente Con-
vention, sera reconnu comme 
valable. Aucun conducteur ne 
sera admis a la circulation interna-
tionale s'il n'a pas atteint l'age de 
dix-huit ans. 

ARTICLE VII 

Preuve de se conformer aux 
dispositions de la presente Con-
vention donnera le droit aux 
vehicules automobiles et aux con-
ducteurs des memes de circuler 
dans les routes des Etats con-
tractants. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Chaque Etat, ou ses subdivi-
sions politiques, maintiendront des 
bureaux centraux d'immatricula-
tion ayant les facilites necessaires 
pour 6 hanger avec d'autres Etats 
les renseignements concernant 
Pimmatriculation des vehicules et 
des conducteurs. 

ARTICLE IX 

En plus de la plaque ou des 
plaques d'immatriculation de 
l'Etat d'origine ou des subdivi-
sions politiques legalement auto-
risees dans cat Etat, chaque 
vehicule devra porter en evidence 
un signe distinctif international 
d'immatriculation indignant le 
pays d'origine. Ce signe tiendra 
la forme d'une plaque ovale d'au 
moms 8 centimetres (3 pouces) de 
largeur sur 26 centimetres (10 
pouces) de hauteur, portant des 
caracteres latins peints en noir 
our un fond blanc. 
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Las letras o nombres distintivos
correspondientes a los diversos
paises seran como sigue:

Argentina -------- ARGENTINA
Bolivia --------- BOLIVIA
Brasil ----------- BRASIL
Colombia-------- COLOMBIA
Costa Rica------- COSTA RICA
Cuba ----------- CUBA
Chile ----------- CHILE
Ecuador---------- ECUADOR
El Salvador -----. SALVADOR
Estados Unidos de U. S. A.

America
Guatemala -------- GUATEMALA
Haiti------------ HAITI
Honduras-------- HONDURAS
M6xico ---------- MEXICO
Nicaragua ------- NICARAGUA
Panama ------- _- PANAMA
Paraguay------ -- PARAGUAY
Perd ------------ PERU
Repfblica Domini- REP. DOM.

cana
Uruguay--------- URUGUAY
Venezuela ------- VENEZUELA

Esta placa distintiva sera ex-
pedida por el Estado, o por sus
representantes autorizados.

The distinctive names or letters
indicating the several countries
shall be the following:

Argentina -------
Bolivia-----------
Brazil-----------
Chile----- ----
Colombia--------
Costa Rica -------
Cuba -----------
Dominican Republic_
Ecuador---------
El Salvador----_--
Guatemala -------
Haiti - -------
Honduras -------
Mexico-----------
Nicaragua -------
Panama---------_
Paraguay--------
Peru ------.------
United States of

America
Uruguay --------
Venezuela--_____-

ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRASIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
CUBA
REP. DOM.
ECUADOR
SALVADOR
GUATEMALA
HAITI
HONDURAS
MEXICO
NICARAGUA
PANAMA
PARAGUAY
PERU
U. S. A.

URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

This distinctive plate shall be
issued by the State or its author-
ized representatives.

Toda placa de registro debera All registration plates shall be
estar claramente visible. plainly visible.

Todo vehiculo automotor que
lleve el distintivo internacional de
registro previsto en la Convenci6n
Internacional para la Circulaci6n
de Autom6viles, suscrita en 1909
y modificada en 1926, se conside-
rara que ha cumplido con las con-
diciones anteriores respecto a dis-
tintivos internacionales de registro.

Para ser admitido al trafico in-
ternacional, cada vehiculo debera
llevar, en lugar de fAcil acceso, el
nombre del fabricante del vehiculo,
el nfmero de fabrica del chasis y
el n6mero de fabrica del motor.

Motor vehicles bearing the in-
ternational registration markers
provided for by the International
Convention for the Circulation of
Automobiles, 1909, as amended in
1926, shall be recognized as having
complied with the foregoing con-
ditions concerning international
registration markers.

For admission to international
travel, each motor vehicle shall
bear in a readily accessible loca-
tion the name of the manufac-
turer of the vehicle, the manu-
facturer's number of the chassis,
and the manufacturer's number
of the engine.

Issuanoe of plate.

Name, etc., of man-
ufacturer of vehicle.
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Issuance of plate. 

Name, etc., of man-
ufacturer of vehicle. 
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Las letras o nonabres distintivos 
correspondientes a los diversos 
paises serail corao sigue: 

Argentina  ARGENTINA 
Bolivia  BOLIVIA 
Brasil  BRASIL 
Colombia  COLOMBIA 
Costa Rica  COSTA RICA 
Cuba   CUBA 
Chile  CHILE 
Ecuador   ECUADOR 
El Salvador  SALVADOR 
Estados Unidos de U. S. A. 

America 
Guatemala  GUATEMALA 
Haiti   HAITI 
Honduras  HONDURAS 
Mexico  MEXICO 
Nicaragua  NICARAGUA 
Panama,  PANAMA 
Paraguay  PARAGUAY 
Perii   PERU 
Rep%lice Donaini- REP. DOM. 
cana 

Uruguay  URUGUAY 
Venezuela  VENEZUELA 

Esta placa distintiva sera ex-
pedida por el Estado, o por sus 
representantes autorizados. 

Toda placa de registro debera 
estar claramente visible. 

Todo vehiculo automotor que 
lleve el distintivo internacional de 
registro previsto en la Convenci6n 
Internacional para la Circulaci6n 
de Autom6viles, suscrita en 1909 
y modificada en 1926, se conside-
rara que ha cumplido con las con-
diciones anteriores respecto a dis-
tintivos internacionales de registro. 

Para ser admitido al trifle() in-
ternacional, cada vehiculo debera 
llevar, en lugar de facil acceso, el 
nombre del fabricante del vehlculo, 
el n6mero de fabrica del chasis y 
el n6mero de fabrica del motor. 

[61- STAT. 

The distinctive names or letters 
indicating the several countries 
shall be the following: 

Argentina  ARGENTINA 
Bolivia  BOLIVIA 
Brazil  BRASIL 
Chile  CHILE 
Colombia  COLOMBIA 
Costa Rica  COSTA RICA 
Cuba  CUBA 
Dominican Republic_ REP. DOM. 
Ecuador  ECUADOR 
El Salvador  SALVADOR 
Guatemala  GUATEMALA 
Haiti  HAITI 
Honduras  HONDURAS 
Mexico  MEXICO 
Nicaragua  NICARAGUA 
Panama  PANAMA 
Paraguay  PARAGUAY 
Peru  PERU 
United States of U. S. A. 
America 

Uruguay  URUGUAY 
Venezuela  VEN EZUELA 

This distinctive plate shall be 
issued by the State or its author-
ized representatives. 

All registration plates shall be 
plainly visible. 

Motor vehicles bearing the in-
ternational registration markers 
provided for by the International 
Convention for the Circulation of 
Automobiles, 1909, as amended in 
1926, shall be recognized as having 
complied with the foregoing con-
ditions concerning international 
registration markers. 

For admission to international 
travel, each motor vehicle shall 
bear in a readily accessible loca-
tion the name of the manufac-
turer of the vehicle, the manu-
facturer's number of the chassis, 
and the manufacturer's number 
of the engine. 
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As letras ou nomes distintivos
correspondentes aos diversos paises
serao como segue:

Les noms ou lettres distinctifs
attribu4s aux diff6rents pays sont
les suivants:

Argentina -- ____-
Bolivia-----------
Brasil-----------
Chile-----------
Colombia--_ -_----
Costa Rica------
Cuba -- ---------
Equador-----------
El Salvador ..-_--
Estados Unidos da

America
Guatemala --------
Haiti --------
Honduras-------_
M6xico----------
Nicaragua _------
Panama ------
Paraguai __----- _
Perd ------------
Repdblica Domini-

cana
Uruguai----.... --.
Venezuela ---------

ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRASIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
CUBA
ECUADOR
SALVADOR
U. S. A.

GUATEMALA
HAITI
HONDURAS
MEXICO
NICARAGUA
PANAMA
PARAGUAY
PERU
REP. DOM.

URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

Argentine ------- _
Bolivie-----------
Br6sil------------
Chili------------
Colombie----------
Costa Rica -------
Cuba-------------
El Salvador------_
Equateur----------
Etats Unis d'Amdri-

que
Guatemala ------_
Haiti ----------
Honduras --------
Mexique -------
Nicaragua --------
Panama-----------
Paraguay----------
Pdrou -- __--------
RWpublique Domini-

caine
Uruguay .- __-----
Vendzuela---------

ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRASIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
COSTA RICA
CUBA
SALVADOR
ECUADOR
U. S. A.

GUATEMALA
HAITI
HONDURAS
MEXICO
NICARAGUA
PANAMA
PARAGUAY
PERU
REP. DOM.

URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

Esta placa distintiva sera forne-
cida pelo Estado ou por seus
representantes autorizados.

Toda a placa de registro deverA
estar claramente visivel.

Todo o veiculo automotor que
usar o distintivo de registro inter-
nacional estipulado pela Conven-
cao Internacional para a Circu-
lagao de Autom6veis, firmada em
1909 e modificada em 1926, serA
considerado como tendo cumprido
as condigoes antes mencionadas a
respeito de marcas de registro
internacional.

Para ser admitido ao trafego
internacional, cada veiculo devera
trazer, em lugar de facil acesso, o
nome de seu respectivo fabricante,
ndmero de s6rie do chassis e
nimero de s6rie do motor.

Cette plaque distinctive sera
fournie par l'Etat ou par ses
representants autorises.

Toutes les plaques d'immatri-
culation doivent etre clairement
visibles.

Les vehicules automobiles por-
tant les signes d'immatriculation
pr6vus dans la Convention In-
ternationa]e de 1909 relative a
la Circulation des Automobiles,
telle qu'elle a ete modifiee en
1926, sont consideres comme satis-
faisant aux conditions stipul6es
ci-dessus relatives aux signes inter-
nationaux d'immatriculation.

Pour etre admis a la circulation
internationale, tout vehicule auto-
mobile doit porter, dans un endroit
pratiquement accessible, le nom
du constructeur du vehicule, le
numero de fabrication du chassis
et le num6ro de fabrication du
moteur.
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As letras ou nomes distintivos 
correspondentes aos &versos palses 
serao como segue: 

Argentina  ARGENTINA 
Bolivia   BOLIVIA 
Brasil  BRASIL 
Chile  CHILE 
Colombia  COLOMBIA 
Costa Rica  COSTA RICA 
Cuba   CUBA 
Equador  ECUADOR 
El Salvador  SALVADOR 
Estados Unidos da IT. S. A. 
America 

Guatemala  GUATEMALA 
Haiti  HAITI 
Honduras  HONDURAS 
Mexico  MEXICO 
Nicaragua  NICARAGUA 
Panama  PANAMA 
Paraguai  PARAGUAY 
Pere  PERU 
Reptiblica Domini- REP. DOM. 

cans. 
Uruguai  URUGUAY 
Venezuela  VENEZUELA 

Esta placa clistintiva ser4 forne-
cida polo Estado ou por seus 
representantes autorizados. 

Toda a plaea de registro devere, 
estar claramente visfvel. 

Todo o vefeulo automotor quo 
usar o distintivo de registro inter-
nacional estipulado pela Conven-
cao Internacional para a Circu-
lactic) de Automeveis, firmada em 
1909 e modificada em 1926, sera 
considerado como tendo cumprido 
as condigbes antes mencionadas a 
respeito de marcas de registro 
internacional. 

Para ser admitido ao trafego 
internacional, cada velculo devera 
trazer, em lugar de faeil acesso, o 
nome de seu respectivo fabrieante, 
'Amer° de serie do chassis e 
nfimero de serie do motor. 

Les noms ou lettres distinctifs 
attribues aux differents pays sont 
les suivants: 

Argentine  ARGENTINA 
Bolivie  BOLIVIA 
Bresil  BRASIL 
Chili  CHILE 
Colombie  COLOMBIA 
Costa Rica  COSTA RICA 
Cuba  CUBA 
El Salvador  SALVADOR 
Equateur  ECUADOR 
Etats Unis d'Ameri- U. S. A. 
que 

Guatemala  GUATEMALA 
Haiti  HAITI 
Honduras  HONDURAS 
Mexique  MEXICO 
Nicaragua  NICARAGUA 
Panama  PANAMA 
Paraguay  PARAGUAY 
Perou  PERU 
Republique Domini- REP. DOM. 

caine 
Uruguay  URUGUAY 
Venezuela  VENEZUELA 

Cette plaque distinctive sera 
fournie par l'Etat ou par ses 
represen tan ts autorises. 

Toutes les plaques d'immatri-
culation doivent etre clairement 
visibles. 

Les vehicules automobiles por-
tant les signes d'immatriculation 
prevus dans la Convention In-
ternationale de 1909 relative a 
la Circulation des Automobiles, 
telle qu'elle a ete modifiee en 
1926, sont consider& comme satis-
faisant aux conditions stipulees 
ci-dessus relatives aux signes inter-
nationaux d'irnmatriculation. 

Pour etre admis a la circulation 
internationale, tout vehicule auto-
mobile doit porter, dans un endroit 
pratiquement accessible, le nom 
du constructeur du vehicule, le 
numero de fabrication du chassis 
et le numero de fabrication du 
moteur. 

95347*--49--PT. II 1:: 



TREATIES

Size and loads of
vehicles.

Special permits for
vehicles.

ARTICULO X

Siempre que no se haya dispues-
to de otra manera en las leyes o
reglamentaciones de los respec-
tivos Estados o de sus subdivi-
siones politicas, el tamafo de los
vehiculos y de las cargas tendran
las siguientes limitaciones:

1. Ningun vehiculo excedera
una anchura exterior total de 2
metros y 44 centimetros (8 pies),
inclusive la carga que lleve.

2. Ningun vehiculo con o sin
carga debera exceder una altura
maxima de 3 metros y 80 centi-
metros (12 pies, 6 pulgadas).

3. Ningun vehiculo excedera
una longitud total de 10 metros
y 70 centimetros (35 pies) y
ningun tren o combinaci6n de
vehiculos enganchados debera ex-
ceder una longitud total de 13
metros y 75 centimetros (45 pies).

4. Ningun vehiculo debera llevar
una carga que se extienda mas de
91 centimetros (3 pies) fuera del
frente del mismo.

5. Ningun vehiculo de pasajeros
deber. llevar una carga que se
extienda fuera de la linea exterior
de los guardabarros del lado
izquierdo, ni que se extienda mas
de 15.2 centimetros (6 pulgadas)
fuera de la linea exterior de los
guardabarros del lado derecho;
disponi6ndose, sin embargo, que,
en los Estados donde sea obligato-
rio conservar la izquierda, regiran
a la inversa las disposiciones de
este parrafo relativas al lado donde
deben llevarse las cargas.

6. Las autoridades competentes
de los Estados podran expedir
permisos especiales para vehiculos
o combinaciones de vehiculos que
excedan los limites que acaban de
estipularse.

ARTICLE X

Unless otherwise provided by
the laws or regulations of the
respective States or subdivisions
thereof, the size of vehicles and
loads shall be limited to the fol-
lowing:

1. No vehicle shall exceed a
total outside width, including any
load thereon, of 8 feet (2.44
meters).

2. No vehicle with or without
load shall exceed a maximum
height of 12 feet, 6 inches (3.80
meters).

3. No vehicle shall exceed an
over-all length of 35 feet (10.70
meters) and no combination of
vehicles coupled together shall
exceed a total length of 45 feet
(13.75 meters).

4. No vehicle shall carry any
load extending more than 3 feet
(91 centimeters) beyond the front
thereof.

5. No passenger vehicle shall
carry any load extending beyond
the line of the fenders on the left
side nor extending more than 6
inches (15.2 centimeters) beyond
the line of fenders on the right
side thereof; provided however
that in States in which the left
hand drive is compulsory the
provisions of this paragraph refer-
ring to the side of loads shall be
reversed.

6. Special permits for vehicles
or combinations of vehicles ex-
ceeding these limits may be issued
by the competent authorities of
the States.
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Size and loads of 
vehicles. 

Special permits for 
vehicles. 

TREATIES [61 STAT. 

ARTICULO X 

Siempre que no se haya dispues-
to de otra manera en las leyes o 
reglamentaciones de los respec-
tivos Estados o de sus subolivi-
siones politicas, el ta.maiio de los 
vehiculos y de las cargos tendran 
las siguientes limitaciones: 

1. Ningim vehiculo excedera 
una anchura exterior total de 2 
metros y 44 centimetres (8 pies), 
inclusive la carga que lleve. 

2. Ningtin vehiculo con o sin 
carga debera exceder una altura 
maxima de 3 metros y 80 centi-
metres (12 pies, 6 pulgadas). 

3. Ningim vehiculo excedera 
una longitud total de 10 metros 
y 70 centimetres (35 pies) y 
ningfm tren o combinacion de 
vehiculos enganchados debera ex-
ceder una longitud total de 13 
metros y 75 centimetres (45 pies). 

4. Ningiin vehicule debera Ilevar 
una carga que se extienda mas de 
01 centimetres (3 pies) fuera del 
frente del mismo. 

5. Ningim vehfculo de pasajeros 
debera Ilevar una carga que se 
extienda fuera de la linea exterior 
de los guardabarros del lade 
izquierdo, ni que se extienda mas 
de 15.2 centimetres (6 pulgadas) 
fuera de la linea exterior de los 
guardabarros del lado derecho; 
disponiendose, sin embargo, que, 
en los Estados donde sea obligate-
rio conservar in izquierda, regiran 
a la inversa las disposiciones de 
este pirrafe relativas al lade donde 
deben llevarse las cargas. 

6. Las autoridades competentes 
de los Estados podran expedir 
permisos especiales para vehiculos 
o combinaciones de vehfculos que 
excedan los limites que acaban de 
estipularse. 

ARTICLE X 

Unless otherwise provided by 
the laws or regulations of the 
respective States or subdivisions 
thereof, the size of vehicles and 
loads shall be limited to the fol-
lowing: 

1. No vehicle shall exceed a 
total outside width, including any 
load thereon, of 8 feet (2.44 
meters). 

2. No vehicle with or without 
load shall exceed a maxinaum 
height of 12 feet, 6 inches (3.80 
meters). 

3. No vehicle shall exceed an 
over-all length of 35 feet (10.70 
meters) and no combination of 
vehicles coupled together shall 
exceed a total length of 45 feet 
(13.75 meters). 

4. No vehicle shall carry any 
load extending more than 3 feet 
(91 centimeters) beyond the front 
thereof. 

5. No passenger vehicle shall 
carry any load extending beyond 
the line of the fenders on the left 
side nor extending more than 6 
inches (15.2 centimeters) beyond 
the line of fenders on the right 
side thereof; provided however 
that in States in which the left 
hand drive is compulsory the 
provisions of this paragraph refer-
ring to the side of loads shall be 
reversed. 

6. Special permits for vehicles 
or combinations of vehicles ex-
ceeding these limits may be issued 
by the competent authorities of 
the States. 
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ARTIGO X

As dimens6es do veiculo e o
tamanho das cargas, a menos que
nao sejam estipulados pelas leis
ou regulamentos dos respectivos
Estados ou de suas subdivisoes
politicas, estarao sujeitos aos se-
guintes limites:

1. Nenhum veiculo nas suas
dimensoes externas devera ex-
ceder de 2m.44cm. (8 pes) de
largura, inclusive a carga que
conduza.

2. Nenhum veiculo cor ou sem
carga devera exceder uma altura
maxima de 3m.80cm. (12 p6s. 6
pol.)

3. Nenhum velculo devera ter
de comprimento mais de 10m.-
70cm. (35 pes), e nenhuma com-
binacao de veiculos engatados
devera exceder o comprimento
total de 13m.75cm. (45 p6s).

4. Nenhum veiculo devera
transportar carga que ultrapasse
de 91 centimetros (3 pes) a frente
do referido vefculo.

5. Nenhum veiculo de passagei-
ros dever6 conduzir carga que
exceda da linha exterior dos para-
lamas do lado esquerdo, nem que
passe mais de 15.2 centimetros (6
polegadas) da linha exterior dos
paralamas do lado direito; fica
estipulado, entretanto, que os
Estados em que seja obrigat6rio
respeitar a linha da esquerda, as
disposi6ces deste parAgrafo relati-
vas ao lado em que devem ser
levadas as cargas, serao observa-
das A inversa.

6. As autoridades competentes
poderao conceder licengas especi-
ais para vefculos ou combinaSoes
de veiculos que excedam os limites
prescritos na alinea anterior.

ARTICLE X

A moins que les lois ou regle-
ments de 1'Etat interess6 ou de ses
subdivisions n'en disposent autre-
ment, la grandeur et le chargement
des v6hicules sont limites comme
suit:

1. La largeur exterieure de tout
v6hicule, y compris le chargement
qu'il pourrait eventuellement por-
ter, ne doit pas d6passer 2,44
metres (8 pieds).

2. La hauteur maximum de tout
v6hicule, charge ou vide, ne doit
pas depasser 3,80 metres (12 pieds
6 pouces).

3. Aucun vehicule ne doit de-
passer une longueur totale de
10,70 metres (35 pieds), et aucun
train de v6hicules couples ne doit
depasser une longueur totale de
13,75 metres (45 pieds).

4. Aucun vehicule ne doit porter
un chargement qui d6passe l'avant
du vdhicule de plus de 91 centi-
metres (3 pieds).

5. Aucun v6hicule a passagers
ne doit porter un chargement
depassant la ligne exterieure des
pare-chocs du c6t6 gauche, ou
depassant de plus de 15,2 centi-
metres (6 pouces) la ligne exte-
rieure des pare-chocs du c6t6
droit. Toutefois, dans les Etats
od le sens de la circulation A
gauche est obligatoire, les disposi-
tions du present alin6a s'appli-
queront A l'inverse pour ce qui
concerne la grandeur de la charge
par rapport aux c6t6s du v6hicule.

6. Les autorites competentes
des Etats pourront delivrer des
permis speciaux pour des vehicules
ou pour des trains de v6hicules
depassant les limites prescrites
ci-dessus.
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ARTIGO X 

As dimensties do velculo e o 
tamanho das cargas, a menos que 
nao sejam estipulados pelas leis 
ou regulamentos dos respectivos 
Estados ou de suas subdivisoes 
politicas, estarao sujeitos aos se-
guintes limites: 

1. Nenhum velculo nas suas 
dimensoes externas devera ex-
ceder de 2m.44cm. (8 pes) de 
largura, inclusive a carga que 
conduza. 

2. Nenhum velculo corn ou sem 
carga devera, exceder uma altura 
maxima de 3m.80cm. (12 pas. 6 
pol.) 

3. Nenhum velculo devera, ter 
de comprimento mais de 10m.-
70cm. (35 pas), e nenhuma cora-
binactio de velculos engatados 
devera exceder o comprimento 
total de 13m.75cm. (45 pas). 

4. Nenhum velculo devera 
transportar carga que ultrapasse 
de 91 centfmetros (3 pas) a frente 
do referido vefculo. 

5. Nenhum velculo de passagei-
ros devera conduzir carga que 
exceda da linha exterior dos para-
lamas do lado esquerdo, nem que 
passe mais de 15.2 centImetros (6 
polegadas) da linha exterior dos 
paralamas do lado direito; fica 
estipulado, entretanto, que os 
Estados em que seja obrigatario 
respeitar a linha da esquerda, as 
disposigOes deste paragrafo relati-
vas ao lado ern que devem ser 
levadas as cargas, serao observa-
das a inversa. 

6. As autoridades competentes 
poderao conceder lieengas especi-
ais para veiculos ou combinagOes 
de velculos que excedam os liraites 
presmitos na althea anterior. 

ARTICLE X 

A moms que les lois ou regle-
ments de l'Etat interesse ou de ses 
subdivisions n'en disposent autre-
ment, la grandeur et le chargement 
des vehicules sont limités comme 
suit: 

1. La largeur exterieure de tout 
velaicule, y compris le chargement 
qu'il pourrait eventuellement por-
ter, no doit pas &passer 2,44 
metres (8 pieds). 

2. La hauteur maximum de tout 
vehicule, chargé ou vide, no doit 
pas &passer 3,80 metres (12 pieds 
6 pouces). 

3. Aucun vehicule no doit de-
passer une longueur totale de 
10,70 metres (35 pieds), et aucun 
train de vehicules couples no doit 
depasser une longueur totale de 
13,75 metres (45 pieds). 

4. Aucun vehicule no dolt porter 
un chargement qui &passe Pavant 
du vehicule de plus de 91 centi-
metres (3 pieds). 

5. Aucun vehicule a passagers 
ne doit porter un chargement 
depassant la ligne exterieure des 
pare-chocs du cota gauche, ou 
depassant de plus de 15,2 centi-
metres (6 pouces) la ligne exte-
rieure des pare-chocs du cOte 
droit. Toutefois, dans les Etats 
ou le sena de la circulation a 
gauche est obligatoire, les disposi-
tions du present alinea s'appli-
queront a l'inverse pour ce qui 
concerne la grandeur de la charge 
par rapport aux cotes du vehicule. 

6. Les autorites competentes 
des Etats pourront delivrer des 
permis speciaux pour des vehicules 
ou pour des trains de vehicules 
depassant les 'finites prescrites 
ci-dessus. 
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Equipment.

Brakes.

Warning device.

Lamps.

4. Todo vehiculo automotor, y
todo remolque o semirremolque
que ocupe el ultimo lugar en un
tren de vehiculos, debera llevar
en la parte trasera una lampara
que proyecte una luz roja, clara-
mente visible de noche en con-
diciones atmosfericas normales,

ARTICULO XI

Siempre que no dispongan otra
cosa las leyes y reglamentos de los
respectivos Estados o de las sub-
divisiones politicas de los mismos,
seran indispensables en los vehi-
culos automotores admitidos al
trafico internacional los accesorios
siguientes:

1. Todo vehiculo debera tener
frenos adecuados para controlar el
movimiento del vehiculo, pararlo
y mantenerlo inm6vil. Los frenos
serfn capaces de parar el vehiculo
dentro de una distancia de 9
metros (30 pies), movi6ndose a una
velocidad de 32 kil6metros (20
millas) por hora, en un camino a
nivel, seco y liso.

2. Todo vehiculo debera tener
una bocina u otro aparato desti-
nado a llamar la atenci6n, que
estimen satisfactorio las autori-
dades competentes.

3. Todo vehiculo automotor, a
excepci6n de las motocicletas, de-
bera tener dos faros, uno a cada
lado de la parte delantera del
vehiculo, los cuales deberan pro-
yectar de noche, en condiciones
atmosfericas normales y en camino
nivel, un haz suficiente para dis-
tinguir claramente a una persona
hasta una distaacia no menor de
107 metros (350 pies) y que puedan
funcionar sin producir una luz que
deslumbre o encandile. Toda
motocicleta debera tener por lo
menos un faro delantero.

4. Every motor vehicle, and
every trailer or semi-trailer which
is being drawn at the end of a
train of vehicles, shall carry at
the rear a lamp which exhibits a
red light plainly visible at night
under normal atmospheric condi-
tions from a distance of 500 feet

ARTICLE XI

Unless the laws and regulations
of the respective States or political
subdivisions thereof provide other-
wise, the following requirements
as to equipment shall be indis-
pensable for motor vehicles ad-
mitted to international traffic:

1. Every motor vehicle shall
have brakes adequate to control
the movement of and to stop and
hold such vehicle. The brakes
shall be capable of stopping the
vehicle on a dry, smooth, level
road within a distance of 30 feet
(9 meters) when travelling at a
speed of 20 miles (32 kilometers)
per hour.

2. Every motor vehicle shall
have a suitable horn or other
warning device satisfactory to the
regulatory authorities.

3. Every motor vehicle other
than a motorcycle shall be
equipped with two head lamps, at
the front of and on opposite sides of
the vehicle, which shall at night,
under normal atmospheric condi-
tions and on a level road, produce
light sufficient to render clearly
discernible a person not less than
350 feet (107 meters) ahead and
shall be capable of operation so as
not to project a glaring or dazzling
light. Every motorcycle shall
have at least one head lamp.
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ARTICULO XI 

Siempre que no dispongan otra 
cosa las leyes y reglamentos de los 
respectivos Estados o de las sub-
divisiones politicas de los mismos, 
seran indispensables en los vehi-
culos automotores admitidos al 
trafico internacional los accesorios 
siguientes: 

1. Todo vehiculo debera tener 
frenos adecuados para controlar el 
movimiento del vehiculo, pararlo 
y mantenerlo inmevil. Los frenos 
serfin capaces de parar el vehiculo 
dentro de una distancia de 9 
metros (30 pies), moviendose a una 
velocidad de 32 kilemetros (20 
milks) por hora, en un camino 
nivel, seco y liso. 

2. Todo vehiculo deberfi tenor 
una bocina u otro apaxato desti-
nado a Hamar la atencien, que 
estimen satisfactorio las autori-
dades competentes. 

3. Todo vehiculo automotor, a 
excepcien de las motocicletas, de-
bora tenor dos faros, uno a cada 
lado de la parte delantera del 
vehiculo, los cuales deberan pro-
yectar de noche, en condiciones 
atmosfericas normales y en camino 
nivel, un haz suficiente para dis-
tinguir claramente a una persona 
hasta una distancia no menor de 
107 metros (350 pies) y que puedan 
funcionar sin producir una luz que 
deslumbre o encandile. Toda 
motocicleta debera t,ener por lo 
menos un faro delantero. 

4. Todo vehiculo automotor, y 
todo remolque o semirremolque 
que ocupe el illtimo lugar en un 
tren de vehiculos, deberfi llevar 
en is. parte trasera una limpara 
que proyecte una luz roja, clara-
mente visible de noche en con-
diciones atmosfericas normales, 

ARTICLE XI 

Unless the laws and regulations 
of the respective States or political 
subdivisions thereof provide other-
wise, the following requirements 
as to equipment shall be indis-
pensable for motor vehicles ad-
mitted to international traffic: 

1. Every motor vehicle shall 
have brakes adequate to control 
the movement of and to stop and 
hold such vehicle. The brakes 
shall be capable of stopping the 
vehicle on a dry, smooth, level 
road within a distance of 30 feet 
(9 meters) when travelling at a 
speed of 20 miles (32 kilometers) 
per hour. 

2. Every motor vehicle shall 
have a suitable horn or other 
warning device satisfactory to the 
regulatory authorities. 

3. Every motor vehicle other 
than a motorcycle shall be 
equipped with two head lamps, at 
the front of and on opposite sides of 
the vehicle, which shall at night, 
under normal atmospheric condi-
tions and on a level road, produce 
light sufficient to render clearly 
discernible a person not less than 
350 feet (107 meters) ahead and 
shall be capable of operation so as 
not to project a glaring or dazzling 
light. Every motorcycle shall 
have at least one head lamp. 

4. Every motor vehicle, and 
every trailer or semi-trailer which 
is being drawn at the end of a 
train of vehicles, shall carry at 
the rear a lamp which exhibits a 
red light plainly visible at night 
under normal atmospheric condi-
tions from a distance of 500 feet 
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ARTIGO XI
Sempre que nao haja disposigao

em contrario nas leis ou regula-
mentos dos respectivos Estados
ou de suas subdivisos politicas, os
veiculos automotores admitidos ao
trafego internacional, deverao tra-
zer os seguintes indispensaveis
acess6rios:

1. Todo veiculo devera ter freios
adequados para regular o seu
pr6prio movimento, parA-lo e
mante-lo im6vel. Tais freios de-
verao ser capazes de parar o
veiculo dentro em uma distancia
de 9 m. (30 pes) quando correndo
a uma velocidade de 32 km. (20
milhas) por hora, em estrada
plana, seca e lisa.

2. Todo veiculo devera ter uma
buzina ou outro aparelho desti-
nado a chamar a atencao, aceite
pelas autoridades competentes.

3. Todo veiculo automotor, cor
excegao das motocicletas, devera
ter dois far6is dianteiros, um de
cada lado, que, de noite, em
condiqoes atmosfericas normals e
em estrada plana, deverao projetar
um facho de luz suficiente para
distinguir claramente uma pessoa
a uma distAncia nao inferior a
107m. (350 p6s), e capazes de
funcionar sem produzir luz ofus-
cante, ou que encandeie. Toda
motocicleta devera ter pelo menos
um farol dianteiro.

4. Todo veiculo automotor e
todo reboque ou semirreboque na
cauda de uma composigao de vef-
culos, devera ter a retaguarda uma
lampada que projete uma luz
vermelha claramente visivel a
noite, em condigoes atmosfericas
normais a uma distancia de 152

ARTICLE XI
A moins que les lois ou regle-

ments des Etats respectifs ou de
leurs subdivisions politiques n'en
disposent autrement, les condi-
tions suivantes, relatives aux dis-
positifs dont ils devront etre
pourvus, seront obligatoires pour
les vdhicules automobiles admis
A la circulation internationale:

1. Tout vbhicule automobile
doit etre muni de freins capables
d'en controler le mouvement, de
l'arreter et de le retenir. Les
freins doivent pouvoir arreter le
vehicule, sur une voie seche, unie
et A niveau, sur une distance de 9
metres (30 pieds), lorsque le v6hi-
cule se deplace a une vitesse de
32 kilometres (20 milles) a l'heure.

2. Tout v6hicule doit etre muni
d'un klaxon ou d'un autre appareil
avertisseur approuv6 par les auto-
rites competentes.

3. Tout vehicule automobile,
sauf les motocyclettes, doit etre
muni de deux phares places A
l'avant, 'un a droite, l'autre a
gauche du vehicule. Ces phares
doivent produire une lumiere suffi-
sante, le soir, dans des conditions
atmospheriques normales, pour
rendre a l'avant une personne
clairement visible jusqu'a une
distance d'au moins 107 metres
(350 pieds); en outre, ils doivent
etre a meme de fonctionner sans
produire un eblouissement exces-
sif. Toute motocyc]ette devra
avoir au moins un phare a l'avant.

4. Tout vehicule automobile et
toute remorque ou demi-remorque
tir6e au bout d'un train de v&
hicules doivent porter a l'arrire
un feu rouge clairement visible,
le soir, dans des conditions atmos-
pheriques normales, A une dis-
tance de 152 metres (500 pieds).
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ARTIGO XI 

Sempre que nao haja disposicao 
em contrario nas leis ou regula-
mentos dos respectivos Estados 
ou de suas subdivisos politicos, os 
veiculos automotores admitidos ao 
trafego internacional, deverao tra-
zer os seguintes indispensaveis 
acesserios: 

1. Todo veiculo devera ter freios 
adequados para regular o seu 
proprio moviraento, para-lo e 
mante-lo imovel. Tais freios de-
verao ser capazes de pars" o 
veiculo dentro em uma distA',ncia 
de 9 m. (30 pes) quando correndo 
a lima velocidade de 32 km. (20 
milhas) por horn, em estrada 
piano, seca e lisa. 

2. Todo veiculo devera ter uma 
buzina, ou outro aparelho desti-
nado a chamar a atencao, aceite 
pelas autoridades competentes. 

3. Todo veiculo automotor, corn 
excegao das motocicletas, devera, 
ter dois fareis dianteiros, urn de 
cada ludo, que, de noite, em 
condig5es atmosfericas normais e 
em estrada plana, deverao projetar 
urn facho de luz suficiente para 
distinguir claramente uma pessoa 
a uma distancia nit° inferior a 
107m. (350 pes), e capazes de 
funcionar sem produzir luz ofus-
cante, ou que encandeie. Toda 
motocicleta clever& ter pelo menos 
urn farol dianteiro. 

4. Todo veiculo automotor e 
todo reboque on sernirreboque na 
cauda de uma composicao de yd-
cubs, devera ter a retaguarda uma 
lampada que projete uma luz 
vermelha claramente visivel 
noite, em condicoes atmosfericas 
normals a ulna clistancia de 152 

ARTICLE XI 

A moms que les lois ou regle-
ments des Etats respectifs on de 
lours subdivisions politiques n'en 
disposent autrement, les condi-
tions suivantes, relatives aux dis-
positifs dont ils devront etre 
pourvus, seront obligatoires pour 
les vehicules automobiles admis 
a la circulation intemationale: 

1. Tout vehicule automobile 
doit etre mini de freins capables 
d'en controler le mouvement, de 
Parreter et de le retenir. Les 
freins doivent pouvoir arreter le 
vehicule, sur une voie seche, unie 
et a niveau, sur une distance de 9 
metres (30 pieds), lorsque be vehi-
cube se deplace a une vitesse de 
32 kilometres (20 miles) a l'heure. 

2. Tout vehicule dolt etre muni 
d'un klaxon ou d'un autre appareil 
avertisseur approuve par les auto-
rites competentes. 

3. Tout vehicule automobile, 
sauf les motocyclettes, doit etre 
muni de deux phares places a 
Payout, l'un a droite, l'autre 
gauche du vehicule. Ces phares 
doivent produire une lumiere suffi-
sante, be soir, dans des conditions 
atmospheriques normales, pour 
rendre a l'avant une personne 
clairement visible jusqu'a une 
distance d'au moms 107 metres 
(350 pieds); on outre, is doivent 
etre a meme de fonctioianer sans 
produire un eblouissement exces-
sif. Toute motocyclette devra 
avoir au moms un phore a l'avant. 

4. Tout vehicule automobile et 
toute remorque on demi-remorque 
fir& au bout d'un train de ye-
hicules doivent porter a Parriere 
un feu rthrge clairement visible, 
le soir, dans des conditions atmos-
pheriques normales, a une dis-
tance de 152 metres (500 pieds). 
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desde una distancia de 152 metros
(500 pies). La placa de registro
en la parte trasera de dicho
vehiculo debera estar iluminada
por una luz blanca de modo que,
en iguales condiciones, pueda leerse
desde una distancia de 15 metros
(50 pies).

5. Todo vehfculo automotor
debera tener un silenciador en
buen estado de funcionamiento y
en uso constante para evitar ruido
excesivo o anormal.

5. Todo vehiculo automotor
construido o cargado de manera
que obstruya la vista del con-
ductor hacia atras, debera levar
un espejo colocado de modo que
refleje el camino a la vista del
conductor hasta una distancia,
hacia atras, no menor de 70
metros (200 pies).

7. Todo vehiculo automotor,
a excepci6n de las motocicletas,
deberA tener un limpiaparabrisas
en buen estado de funcionamiento.

(152 meters) to the rear of such
vehicle. The registration plate
carried on the rear of such vehicle
shall under like conditions be so
illuminated by a white light as to
be read from a distance of 50 feet
(15 meters) to the rear of the
vehicle.

5. Every motor vehicle shall
have a muffler in good working
order and in constant operation
to prevent excessive or unusual
noise.

6. Every motor vehicle which
is so constructed or loaded as to
obstruct the driver's view to the
rear thereof from the operator's
position shall be equipped with a
mirror so located as to reflect to
the driver a view of the highway
for a distance of at least 200 feet
(70 meters) to the rear of such
vehicle.

7. Every motor vehicle other
than a motorcycle shall have a
windshield'wiper in good working
order.

ARTICULO XII

Speeci automobile Podr& exigirse para cada vehi-
culo automotor que se admita al
trAfico de un Estado, parte en

Ante,p. 1132. esta Convenci6n, un certificado
internacional especial para auto-
m6viles, ademAs de la matricula
prevista en el Articulo V, si dicho
Estado asi lo desea. Cada Estado
Contratante dispondrA lo nece-
sario para la expedici6n de tal
certificado, el que sera expedido
por dicho Estado, por cualquiera
de sus subdivisiones politicas debi-
damente autorizadas; por una
asociaci6n debidamente habilitada
por dichas autoridades, o por un
representante autorizado del Esta-
do Contratante o de una de sus
ub divisiones politicas que tenga

ARTICLE XII

A special international auto-
mobile certificate, in addition to
the registration required by Ar-
ticle V, may be required for each
motor vehicle for admission to and
circulation in any individual State
party to this Convention, if the
State so elects. Provision for the
issuance of such certificate shall be
made by each Contracting State,
and such document shall be issued
by the State, or by any author-
ized political subdivision thereof,
or by an association duly em-
powered by such authorities, or
by an authorized representative
of either the Contracting State or
of one of its political subdivisions,
having legal authority to issue

Muffler.

Rear-view mirror.

Windshield wiper.
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desde una distancia de 152 metros 
(500 pies). La placa de registro 
en la parte trasera de dicho 
vehiculo debera., estar iluminada 
por una luz blanca de modo que, 
en iguales condiciones, pueda leerse 
desde una distancia de 15 metros 
(50 pies). 

5. Todo vehiculo automotor 
debera tener un silenciador en 
buen estado de funcionamiento y 
en uso constante para evitar ruido 
excesivo o anormal. 

5. Todo vehiculo automotor 
construido o cargado de manera 
que obstruya la vista del con-
ductor hacia atrtis, debera, ilevar 
un espejo colocado de modo que 
refieje el camino a la vista del 
conductor hasta una distancia, 
hacia atr6s, no menor de 70 
metros (200 pies). 

7. Todo vehiculo automotor, 
a excepcion de las motocicletas, 
debera toner un limpiaparabrisas 
en buen estado de funcionamiento. 

ARTICULO XII 

Podra exigirse para cada veld-
cub automotor que se admita al 
trafico de un Estado, parte en 
esta Convencion, un certificado 
internacional especial para auto-
m6viles, ademas de la matricula 
prevista en el Articulo V, si dicho 
Estado asi lo desea. Cada Estado 
Contratante dispondra lo nece-
sario para la expedicion de tal 
certificado, el que sera, expedido 
por dicho Estado, por cualquiera 
de sus subdivisiom*; politicas debi-
damente autorizadas; por una 
asociacion debidamente habilitada 
por dichas autoridades, o por un 
representante autorizado del Esta-
do Contratante o de una de sus 
ub divisiones politicas que tenga 

(152 meters) to the rear of such 
vehicle. The registration plate 
carried on the rear of such vehicle 
shall under like conditions be so 
illuminated by a white light as to 
be read from a distance of 50 feet 
(15 meters) to the rear of the 
vehicle. 

5. Every motor vehicle shall 
have a muffler in good working 
order and in constant operation 
to prevent excessive or unusual 
noise. 

6. Every motor vehicle which 
is so constructed or loaded as to 
obstruct the driver's view to the 
rear thereof from the operator's 
position shall be equipped with a 
mirror so located as to reflect to 
the driver a view of the highway 
for a distance of at least 200 feet 
(70 meters) to the rear of such 
vehicle. 

7. Every motor vehicle other 
than a motorcycle shall have a 
windshield wiper in good working 
order. 

ARTICLE XII 

A special international auto-
mobile certificate, in addition to 
the registration required by Ar-
ticle V, may be required for each 
motor vehicle for admission to and 
circulation in any individual State 
party to this Convention, if the 
State so elects. Provision for the 
issuance of such certificate shall be 
made by each Contracting State, 
and such document shall be issued 
by the State, or by any author-
ized political subdivision thereof, 
or by an association duly em-
powered by such authorities, or 
by an authorized representative 
of either the Contracting State or 
of one of its political subdivisions, 
having legal authority to issue 
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mts. (500 p6s). A chapa de regis-
tro na trazeira do dito veiculo
devera, em condigoes idWnticas, ser
iluminada por uma luz branca que
permita ler-se dita placa a uma
distancia de 15 mts. (50 p6s).

5. Todo veiculo automotor de-
vera ter um silencioso em boas
condig6es de funcionamento e em
uso constante para evitar ruido
excessivo ou anormal.

6. Todo veiculo automotor que
pela sua construqao, ou devido a
carga que transporte obstrua a
vista A retaguarda do condutor,
devera ter um esp8lho de retrovi-
sao colocado de forma a dar ao
condutor o reflexo da vista tra-
zeira numa distancia nao inferior
a 70 mts. (200 p6s).

7. Todo veiculo automotor cor
excegao da motocicleta, devera ter
um limpador de parabrisa em bom
estado de funcionamento.

ARTIGO XII

Poder-se-a exigir de cada veiculo
automotor que for admitido ao
trafego em um Estado parte desta
Convencgo, um certificado inter-
nacional especial para autom6veis,
alem da matricula requerida no
Art. V, se o dito Estado assim o
desejar. As disposigoes para a
expedigao desse certificado serao
formuladas por cada Estado Con-
tratante, sendo o documento expe-
dido pelo Estado; por qualquer de
suas subdivis6es politicas cor
atribuigoes para isto; por uma
associagao habilitada por ditas
autoridades, ou por um represen-
tante autorizado do Estado Con-
tratante ou de uma de suas subdi-
vis6es politicas. A validez do

Dans des conditions analogues, la
plaque d'immatriculation placee a
l'arriere du v6hicule devra 8tre
6clairee par un feu blanc pouvant
la rendre visible a une distance
de 15 metres (50 pieds).

5. Tout v4hicule automobile
devra etre muni d'un dispositif
d'echappement silencieux en bon
etat de fonctionnement et en usage
constant, afin d'eviter tout bruit
excessif ou anormal.

6. Tout vehicule automobile
construit ou charge de maniere
A empacher le conducteur de voir
en arriere devra etre muni d'un
miroir r6troviseur dispose de fagon
A permettre au conducteur de
surveiller la route vers l'arriere
du vehicule, sur une distance d'au
moins 70 metres (200 pieds).

7. Tout vehicule automobile,
autre qu'une motocyclette, devra
etre muni d'un essuie-glace, en
bon etat de fonctionnement.

ARTICLE XII

Tout Etat partie a la presente
Convention pourra exiger, en plus
de l'immatriculation pr6vue A
l'Article V, que tout vehicule
automobile, pour etre admis A
circuler dans cet Etat, soit pourvu
d'un certificat international spe
cial pour automobile. 1f appar-
tiendra a chaque Etat contractant
de prendre les dispositions neces-
saires, relatives a la d6livrance
de ce certificat, lequel devra etre
delivre soit par l'Etat, soit par
une de ses subdivisions politiques
autorisees, soit par une associa-
tion habilitee par celles-ci avec
la competence necessaire A cet
effet, soit enfin par un represen-
tant de l'Etat contractant ou d'une
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mts. (500 pes). A chapa de regis-
tro na trazeira do dito veiculo 
devera, em condigoes identicas, ser 
ilurainada por uma luz branca que 
permita ler-se dita placa a u.ma 
distancia de 15 mts. (50 pes). 

5. Todo velculo automotor de-
verA ter um silencioso em boas 
condigoes de funcionamento e em 
uso constante para evitar ruido 
excessivo ou anormal. 

6. Todo veiculo automotor que 
pela sua construcao, on devido a 
carga que transporte obstrua a 
vista a retaguarda do condutor, 
devera ter um espelho de retrovi-
stio colocado de forma a dar ao 
condutor o reflex° da vista tra-
zeira nuraa distancia ntio inferior 
a 70 rats. (200 pes). 

7. Todo veiculo automotor corn 
excectio da motocicleta, deverh, ter 
urn limpador de parabrisa em born 
estado de funcionamento. 

ARTIGO XII 

Poder-se-A exigir de cada veiculo 
automotor que for admitido ao 
trafego em urn Estado parte desta 
Convenclo, um certificado inter-
nacional especial para automeveis, 
alem da matricula requerida no 
Art. V, se o dito Estado assim o 
desejar. As disposigOes para a 
expedicAo desse certificado serAo 
formuladas por cada Estado Con-
tratante, sendo o document° expe-
dido pelo Estado; por qualquer de 
suas subdivisties politicas corn 
atribuic6es para isto; por uma 
associagao habilitada por ditas 
autoridades, ou por um represen-
tante autorizado do Estado Con-
tratante ou de uma de suas subdi-
vis6es politicas. A validez do 

Dans des conditions analogues, lo 
plaque d'immatriculation placee 
l'arriere du vehicule devra etre 
eclairee par un feu blanc pouvant 
la rendre visible a une distance 
de 15 metres (50 pieds). 

5. Tout vehicule automobile 
devra etre muni d'un dispositif 
d'echappement silencieux en bon 
etat de fonctionneraent et en usage 
constant, afin d'eviter tout bruit 
excessif on anormal. 

6. Tout vehicule automobile 
construit ou charge de maniere 
a erapecher le conducteur de voir 
en arriere devra etre muni d'un 
miroir retroviseur dispose de facon 

pertnettre au conducteur de 
surveiller la route vers Parriere 
du vehicule, sur une distance d'au 
moms 70 metres (200 pieds). 

7. Tout vehicule automobile, 
autre qu'une motocyclette, devra 
etre muni d'un essuie-glace, en 
bon etat de fonctionnement. 

ARTICLE XII 

Tout Etat partie a la presente 
Convention pourra exiger, en plus 
de l'immatriculation prevue 
l'Article V, que tout vehicule 
automobile, pour etre admis 
circuler dans cet Etat, soit pourvu 
d'un certificat international spe-
cial pour automobile. 11 appar-
tiendra a chaque Etat contractant 
de prendre lea dispositions neces-
sakes, relatives a la delivrance 
de ce certificat, lequel devra etre 
delivre soit par l'Etat, soit par 
une de ses subdivisions politiques 
autorisees, soit par une associa-
tion habilitee par celles-ci avec 
la competence necessaire a cot 
effet, soit enfin par un represen-
tant de l'Etat contractant on d'une 
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Podr& exigirse un permiso espe-
cial internacional para conducir a
cada conductor que se admita al
trAfico en cualquier Estado, parte
en esta Convenci6n, si 6ste asi lo
desea. En todo caso, se exigira
dicho permiso especial al con-
ductor que no posea un permiso
para conducir en su propio pais,
como se establece en el Articulo
VI. Cada Estado Contratante
dispondra lo necesario para la
expedici6n de tal permiso inter-
nacional para conducir, el que
sera expedido por dicho Estado;
por cualquiera de sus subdivisions
politicas debidamente autorizadas;
por una asociaci6n debidamente
habilitada por dichas autoridades,
o por un representante autorizado
del Estado Contratante o de una
de sus subdivisiones politicas que
tenga autoridad legal para expedir
permisos para conducir. La vali-
dez de dicho permiso especial
para conducir sera reconocida por

autoridad legal para expedir tales
certificados. La validez de tal
certificado internacional especial
para autom6viles sera reconocida
por todos los funcionarios que
tengan jurisdicci6n sobre asuntos
relacionados con la propiedad
legitima del vehiculo. El cer-
tificado tendrA la forma, el tamaio
y la informaci6n prescritas en el
Anexo "A" de esta Convenci6n,
y sera valido por un aifo a partir
de la fecha de emisi6n.

Se estimara que el Certificado
Internacional para Autom6viles
expedido de acuerdo con la Con-
venci6n Internacional de 1926,
para la circulaci6n de autom6viles,
satisface los requisites de este
articulo.

ARTICULO XIII

A special international driving
license may be required for each
operator admitted to circulation
in any individual State party to
this Convention, if the State so
elects. Such a special license shall
be required for each operator who
does not possess a domestic driv-
ing license as required in Article
VI. Provision for the issuance of
such international driving license
shall be made by each Contracting
State, and such document shall be
issued by the State, or by any
authorized political subdivision
thereof, or by an association duly
empowered by such authorities,
or by an authorized representa-
tive of either the Contracting
State or one of its political sub-
divisions having legal authority
to issue driving licenses. The
validity of such special inter-
national driving license shall be
recognized by all officials having
regulatory powers over automo-

such certificates. The validity of
such special international auto-
mobile certificate shall be recog-
nized by all officials having juris-
diction over matters involving
legal ownership of the vehicle.
The certificate shall be in the
form, of the size, and contain the
information prescribed in Annex
A to this Convention, and shall be
valid for one year from date of
issuance.

The international automobile
certificate issued in accordance
with the International Convention
of 1926 on Automobile Circulation
shall be deemed to meet the re-
quirements of this Article.

ARTICLE XIII
Special driving li-

cense.
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Validity. 

autoridad legal para expedir tales 
certificados. La validez de tal 
certificado internacional especial 
part autorabviles sera reconocida 
por todos los funcionarios que 
tengan jurisdiccien sobre asuntos 
relacionados con la propiedad 
legitima del vehiculo. El cer-
tificado tendra la forma, el tamafto 
y la informacien prescritas en el 
Anexo "A" de esta Convencien, 
y sera valid° por un ario a partir 
de la fecha de emisien. 

Se estimara que el Certificado 
Internacional para Automoviles 
expedido de acuerdo con la Con-
vencion Internacional de 1926, 
para la circulacien de autombviles, 
satisface los requisitos de este 
articulo. 

ARTICULO XIII 

driving 11- Podra exigirse un permiso espe-
cial internacional para conducir a 
cada conductor que se admita al 
trafico en cualquier Estado, parte 
en esta Convencion, si este asi lo 
desea. En todo caso, se exigira 
dicho permiso especial al con-
ductor que no posea un permiso 
part conducir en su propio pals, 
como se establece en el Articulo 
VI. Cada Estado Contratante 
dispondra, lo necesario para la 
expedicion de tal permiso inter-
nacional para conducir, el que 
sera expedido por dicho Estado; 
por cualquiera de sus subdivisions 
politicas debidamente autorizadas; 
por unit asociacien debidamente 
habilitada por dichas autoridades, 
o por un representante autorizado 
del Estado Contratante o de unit 
de sus subdivisiones politicas que 
tenga autoridad legal para expedir 
permisos para conducir. La vali-
dez de dicho permiso especial 
pars conducir seri reconocida por 

such certificates. The validity of 
such special international auto-
mobile certificate shall be recog-
nized by all officials having juris-
diction over matters involving 
legal ownership of the vehicle. 
The certificate shall be in the 
form, of the size, and contain the 
information prescribed in Annex 
A to this Convention, and shall be 
valid for one year from date of 
issuance. 

The international automobile 
certificate issued in accordance 
with the International Convention 
of 1926 on Automobile Circulation 
shall be deemed to meet the re-
quirements of this Article. 

ARTICLE XIII 

A special international driving 
license may be required for each 
operator admitted to circulation 
in any individual State party to 
this Convention, if the State so 
elects. Such a special license shall 
be required for each operator who 
does not possess a domestic driv-
ing license as required in Article 
VI. Provision for the issuance of 
such international driving license 
shall be made by each Contracting 
State, and such document shall be 
issued by the State, or by any 
authorized political subdivision 
thereof, or by an association duly 
empowered by such authorities, 
or by an authorized representa-
tive of either the Contracting 
State or one of its political sub-
divisions having legal authority 
to issue driving licenses. The 
validity of such special inter-
national driving license shall be 
recognized by all officials having 
regulatory powers over automo-
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referido certificado especial para
autom6veis, sera reconhecida por
todos os funcionarios que tenham
competencia s6bre assuntos re-
lacionados cor a propriedade legal
do veiculo. O certificado tera a
forma, o tamanho e a informacao
prescritas no Anexo "A" desta
Convencao, e sera valido por um
ano a partir da data de sua expedi-
vao.

0 certificado internacional para
autom6veis expedido em conformi-
dade cor a Convengao Interna-
cional de 1926 para a Circulagao
de Autom6veis, sera considerado
como satisfat6rio as disposigoes
deste artigo.

ARTIGO XIII

De cada condutor admitido ao
trAfego em qualquer Estado, parte
nesta Convenao, podera ser por
este exigida, se assim o desejar,
uma licenga especial para guiar
autom6vel. Em todo caso se
exigirA do condutor que nao na
possda a carteira de motorista
de seu pr6prio pais, como previsto
no Artigo VI. As disposi6ces para
a expedigao dessa licenga inter-
nacional especial para conduzir
autom6vel, serao formuladas por
cada um dos Estados Contra-
tantes, sendo dito certificado ex-
pedido pelo dito Estado; por
qualquer de suas subdivis6es poli-
ticas devidamente autorizadas
para isto; por uma associacao
habilitada por ditas autoridades
ou por um representante autori-
zado do Estado Contratante ou
de uma de suas subdivis6es poll-
ticas competentes para dar licenca
especial para guiar autom6vel. A
validez dessa licenca especial pars

de ses subdivisions politiques ayant
la competence ldgale necessaire
pour delivrer ces certificats. La
validite du certificat international
special pour automobile sera recon-
nue par tous les fonctionnaires
ayant la competence des questions
relatives A la propriet6 legale des
vehicules. La forme et la gran-
deur de ce certificat seront celles
qui sont prescrites a l'Annexe "A"
de la pr4sente Convention, et le
certificat restera valable pendant
un an a partir de la date de sa
delivrance.

Le certificat international pour
automobile d6]ivr6 conform6ment
a la Convention Internationale de
1926 relative a la Circulation des
Automobiles sera consid6er comme
satisfaisant aux prescriptions du
present Article.

ARTICLE XIII

Un permis international special
de conduire pourra etre exig6,
pour tout conducteur admis a
la circulation dans un Etat quel-
conque partie la presente Conven-
tion, si 1'Etat interesse en decide
ainsi. Ce permis sera obligatoire
pour tout conducteur ne possedant
pas un permis de conduire national
ainsi qu'il est prevu a 'Article VI.
I1 appartiendra a chaque Etat
contractant de prendre les dispo-
sitions necessaires pour la d6li-
vrance de ce permis, lequel sera
delivr6 soit par 1'Etat, soit par
une de ses subdivisions politiques
autorisdes, soit par une association
habilitee par celles-ci avec la com-
petence necessaire a cet effet, soit
enfin par un representant autoris6
de l'Etat contractant ou d'une
de ses subdivisiones politiques
ayant la competence legale neces-
saire pour delivrer de permis de
conduire. La validite de ce permis
international special de conduire
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referido certificado especial pars 
automoveis, sera reconhecida por 
todos os funcionarios que tenham 
competencia sobre assuntos re-
lacionados coin a propriedade legal 
do veiculo. 0 certifica do tera a 
forma, o tamanho e a informagao 
prescritas no Anexo "A" desta 
Convengab, e sera valido por urn 
ano a partir da data de sua expedi-
cao. 

0 certificado internacional pars 
automoveis expedido ern conformi-
dade corn a Convencao Interna-
cional de 1926 para a Circulacao 
de Automoveis, sera considerado 
como satisfatbrio as disposic6es 
deste artigo. 

ARTIGO XIII 

De cads condutor admitido ao 
trafego em qualquer Estado, parte 
nests Conveng5,o, poder6 ser por 
este exigida, se assim o desejar, 
ulna licenca especial pars guiar 
automovel. Ern todo caso se 
exigira do condutor quo no na 
posstia a carteira de motorists 
de seu proprio pals, como previsto 
no Artigo VI. As disposioes para 
a expedicao dessa licenca inter-
nacional especial para conduzir 
automovel, sertio formuladas por 
cads um dos Estados Contra-
tantes, sendo dito certificado ex-
pedido pelo dito Estado; por 
qualquer de suas subdivisoes poll-
ticas devidamente autorizadas 
para isto; por urns associacao 
habilitada per ditas autoridades 
ou por um representante autori-
zado do Estado Contratante ou 
de urns de suas subdivisbes poll-
ticas competentes para dar licenca 
especial para guiar automovel. A 
validez dessa licenca especial pare 

de ses subdivisions politiques ayant 
la competence legale necessaire 
pour delivrer ces certificats. La 
validite du certificat international 
special pour automobile sera recon-
nue par tous les fonctionnaires 
ayant la competence des questions 
relatives a la propriete legale des 
vehicules. La forme et is gran-
deur de ce certificat seront cellos 
qui sont prescrites ft l'Annexe "A" 
de la presente Convention, et le 
certificat restera valable pendant 
un an ft partir de la date de sa 
delivrance. 
Le certificat international pour 

automobile delivre conformement 
a is Convention Internationale de 
1926 relative ft is Circulation des 
Automobiles sera considere comme 
satisfaisant aux prescriptions du 
present Article. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Un permis international special 
de conduire pourra 6tre exige, 
pour tout conducteur admis ft 
is circulation dans un Etat quel-
conque partie Ala, presente Conven-
tion, si l'Etat interesse en decide 
ainsi. Ce permis sera obligatoire 
pour tout conducteur ne possedant 
pas un permis de conduire national 
ainsi qu'il est prevu a 'Article VI. 
Ii appartiendra ft chaque Etat 
contractant de prendre lea dispo-
sitions necessaires pour is deli-
vrance de ce permis, lequel sera 
delivre soit par l'Etat, soit par 
une de ses subdivisions politiques 
autorisees, soit par une association 
habilitee par celles-ci avec is com-
petence necessaire ft cet efret, soit 
enfin par un representant autorise 
de l'Etat contractant ou d'une 
de ses subdivisiones politiques 
ayant la competence legal° necks-
sake pour delivrer de permis de 
conduire. La validite de ce permis 
international special de conduire 
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todos los funcionarios facultados
para reglamentar el trafico auto-
motor. El permiso tendr la

Po, p. 1163. forma, el tamano y la informaci6n
prescritas en el Anexo "B" de
esta Convenci6n, y sera valido por
un ano a partir de la fecha en que
sea expedido.

Se estimarA que el permiso in-
ternacional de conducir expedido
segdn la Convenci6n Internacional
de 1926 satisface los requisitos de
este Articulo.

ARTICULO XIV

tive traffic. The license shall be
in the form, of the size, and con-
tain the information prescribed in
Annex B to this Convention, and
shall be valid for one year from
date of issuance.

The international driving license
issued in accordance with the
International Convention of 1926
shall be deemed to meet the re-
quirements of this Article.

ARTICLE XIV

Cualquier Estado, parte en esta
Convenci6n, podra exigir el dep6-
sito de una fianza que garantice el
pago de derechos aduaneros sobre
cualquier vehiculo admitido a tra-
fico internacional, y pagadera en
el Estado donde se incurran tales
derechos.

Se estimarA que la Libreta In-
ternacional de Paso por Aduanas
(Carnet de Passage en Douane)
de la Asociaci6n Internacional de
Autom6vil Clubs Reconocidos (As-
sociation Internationale des Auto-
mobile Clubs Reconnus) o de la
Alianza Internacional de Turismo
(Alliance Internationale de Tou-
risme) satisface los requisitos de
este articulo por lo que respecta a
cualquier Estado Contratante en
el cual se exija dep6sito de fianza.

En ninguno de los Estados
Contratantes se exigirA dep6sito
de fianza si la estadia del vehiculo
extranjero no excede del plazo
libre que le esta permitido.

ARTICULO XV

Cada Estado podra establecer
las formalidades que estime nece-
sarias para registrar el paso de
vehiculos y conductores admitidos

A general bond guaranteeing
payment of customs charges on
any motor vehicle to be admitted
to international traffic, due and
payable within the country in
which such charges may be in-
curred, may be required by any
State party to this Convention.

The international customs pass
(carnet de passage en douane) of
the Association Internationale des
Automobile Clubs Reconnus or of
the Alliance Internationale de
Tourisme shall be deemed to
satisfy the requirements of this
Article for any Contracting State
in which a bond is required.

No bond shall be required in any
Contracting State if the stay of
the foreign vehicle therein does not
exceed the period allowed for free
stay.

ARTICLE XV

Each State may establish such
requirements as it may deem
necessary to record the passage
into and out of its territory, of

Bond.

International cus-
toms pass.

Records of admis-
sion, etc.
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Bond. 

International cus-
toms pass. 

todos los funcionarios facultados 
para reglamentar el trfifico auto-
motor. El permiso tendrb, is. 
forma, el tamaiio y la informaciOn 
presmitas en el Anexo "B" de 
esta Convencifin, y sera, valid° por 
un ano a partir de la fecha en que 
sea expedido. 

Se estimara que el permiso in-
ternacional de conducir expedido 
segtin la Convencion Internacional 
de 1926 satisface los requisitos de 
este Adieulo. 

ARTICOLO XTV 

Cualquier Estado, parte en esta 
ConvenciOn, podra exigir el depo-
sit° de una fianza que garantice el 
pago de derechos aduaneros sobre 
cualquier vehiculo admitido a tra-
fico internacional, y pagadera en 
el Estado donde se incurran tales 
derechos. 
Se estimara que is. Libreta In-

ternacional de Paso por Aduanas 
(Carnet de Passage en Douane) 
de is. Asociacion Internacional de 
Autom6vil Clubs Reconocidos (As-
sociation Internationale des Auto-
mobile Clubs Reconnus) o de la 
Alianza Internacional de Ttuismo 
(Alliance Internationale de Tou-
risme) satisface los requisitos de 
este articulo por lo que respecta a 
cualquier Estado Contratante en 
el cual se exija dep6sito de fianza. 
En ninguno de los Estados 

Contratantes se exigiri deposit° 
de fianza si la estadla del vehiculo 
extranjero no excede del plazo 
libre que le esta permitido. 

tive traffic. The license shall be 
in the form, of the size, and con-
tain the information prescribed in 
Annex B to this Convention, and 
shall be valid for one year from 
date of issuance. 

The international driving license 
issued in accordance with the 
International Convention of 1926 
shall be deemed to meet the re-
quirements of this Article. 

ARTICLE XIV 

A general bond guaranteeing 
payment of customs charges on 
any motor vehicle to be admitted 
to international traffic, due and 
payable within the country in 
which such charges may be in-
curred, may be required by any 
State party to this Convention. 
The international customs pass 

(carnet de passage en douane) of 
the Association Internationale des 
Automobile Clubs Reconnus or of 
the Alliance Internationale de 
Tourisme shall be deemed to 
satisfy the requirements of this 
Article for any Contracting State 
in which a bond is required. 

No bond shall be required in any 
Contracting State if the stay of 
the foreign vehicle therein does not 
exceed the period allowed for free 
stay. 

ARTICULO XV ARTICLE XV 

s ion°, °ere' c.1° of °dulls Cads. Estado podra establecer Each State may establish such 
las formalidades que estime nece- requirements as it may deem 
sarias para registrar el paso de necessary to record the passage 
vehiculos y conductores admitidos into and out of its territory, of 
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conduzir, sera reconhecida por
todos os funcionarios com atri-
buiqces para regulamentar o tra-
fego. Essa licenga tera a forma,
o tamanho e a informagao pres-
critas no Anexo "B" desta Con-
venuao, e sera valida por um ano
a partir da data de sua expedigao.

Consider-se-a a licenga interna-
cional para conduzir, expedida de
ac6rdo cor a Convencao Interna-
cional de 1926, como satisfazendo
os requisitos deste Artigo.

ARTIGO XIV

Em qualquer Estado parte nesta
Convencao, podera ser exigida
uma fianga que garanta o paga-
mento dos direitos aduaneiros,
s6bre qualquer veiculo automotor
admitido ao trAfego internacional
e pagavel no Estado onde tais
direitos sejam incorridos.

A Caderneta Internacional de
Passagem (Carnet de Passage en
Douane) da Associaqao Interna-
cional de Autom6vel Clubes Re-
conhecidos (Association Interna-
tionale des Automobile Clubs Re-
connus), ou da Alianga Interna-
cional de Turismo (Alliance Inter-
nationale de Tourisme) satisfaz
as disposigOes d6ste Artigo no que
respeita a qualquer Estado Con-
tratante em que se exija o de-
p6sito de uma fianga.

Tal garantia nao sera exigida
em nenhum dos Estados Contra-
tantes quando a estada nele do
veiculo automotor estrangeiro nao
exceder o prazo livre que para isto
Ihe 6 concedido.

ARTIGO XV

Cada Estado poderA estabelecer
as formalidades que considere
necessArias ao registro de transito
de veiculos e condutores admitidos

sera reconnue par tous les fonc-
tionnaires ayant le pouvoir de
reglementer la circulation auto-
mobile. La forme et la grandeur
de ce permis seront d'apres les
indications figurant a l'Annexe
"B" de la present Convention, et
le permis restera valable pendant
un an A partir de la date de sa
d6livrance.

Le permis international de con-
duire d6livr6 conform6ment A la
Convention de 1926 sera consid6rd
comme satisfaisant aux prescrip-
tions du present Article.

ARTICLE XIV

Tout Etat partie A la pr6sente
Convention pourra exiger, pour
assurer le paiement des droits de
douane sur tout vehicule admis A
la circulation internationale, le
dep6t d'une garantie dans 1'Etat
oi ces droits sont percevables.

Le carnet de passage en douane
de l'Association Internationale
des Automobile Clubs Reconnus
ou de l'Alliance Internationale de
Tourisme sera consid6re comme
satisfaisant aux prescriptions du
present Article pour tout Etat
contractant oil la garantie sus-
mentionn6e est exigee.

Aucune garantie ne sera exig6e
dans un Etat contractant si le
sejour du vehicule 6tranger n'ex-
cede pas le d6lai permis pour le
sejour libre.

ARTICLE XV

Chaque Etat pourra prendre les
mesures qu'il jugera necessaires
pour l'enregistrement A l'entree et
A la sortie de son territoire des
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conduzir, sera reconhecida por 
todos os funcionarios corn atri-
buieoes para regulamentar o tth-
fego. Essa licenga tera a forma, 
o tamanho e a informagao pres-
critas no Anexo "B" desta Con-
vengao, e sera valida por um ano 
a partir da data de sua expedigao. 

Consider-se-a a licenga interna-
cional para conduzir, expedida de 
acOrdo coin a Convengao Interna-
cional de 1926, como satisfazendo 
os requisitos deste Artigo. 

ARTIGO XIV 

Em qualquer Estado parte nesta 
Convengao, podera ser exigida 
uma fianga que garanta o paga-
mento dos direitos aduaneiros, 
sObre qualquer veiculo automotor 
admitido ao trafego internacional 
e pagavel no Estado onde tais 
direitos sejam incomidos. 
A Caderneta Internacional de 

Passagem (Carnet de Passage en 
Douane) da Associa,eao Interna-
cional de Automovel Clubes Re-
conhecidos (Association Interna-
tionale des Automobile Clubs Re-
connus), ou da Alianca Interna-
cional de Turismo (Alliance Inter-
nationale de Tourisme) satisfaz 
as disposigoes &este Artigo no que 
respeita a qualquer Estado Con-
tratante em que se exija o de-
posit° de uma fianga. 
Tal garantia no sera exigida 

em nenhum dos Estados Contra-
tantes quando a estada nele do 
veiculo automotor estrangeiro nao 
exceder o prazo livre que para isto 
the é concedido. 

ARTIGO XV 

Cada Estado podera estabelecer 
as formalidades que considere 
necessarias ao registro de transit° 
de velculos e condutores admitidos 

sera reconrtue par tous les fonc-
tionnaires ayant le pouvoir de 
reglementer la circulation auto-
mobile. La forme et la grandeur 
de ce permis seront d'apres les 
indications figurant a l'Annexe 
"B" de la present Convention, et 
le permis restera valable pendant 
un an a partir de la date de sa 
delivrance. 
Le permis international de con-

duire delivre conformement a la 
Convention de 1926 sera consid6r6 
comme satisfaisant aux prescrip-
tions du present Article. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Tout Etat partie a la presente 
Convention pourra exiger, pour 
assurer le paiement des droits de 
douane sur tout vehicule admis 
la circulation international°, le 
depot d'une garantie clans l'Etat 

ces droits sont percevables. 

Le carnet de passage en douane 
de l'Association Internationale 
des Automobile Clubs Reconnus 
ou de l'Alliance Internationale de 
Tourisme sera considere comma 
satisfaisant aux prescriptions du 
present Article pour tout Etat 
contractant oa la garantie sus-
mentionnee est exigee. 

Aucune garantie ne sera exigee 
dans un Etat contractant Si le 
sejour du vehicule etranger n'ex-
cede pas le delai permis pour le 
sejour libre. 

ARTICLE XV 

Chaque Etat pourra prendre lea 
mesures qu'il jugera neeessaires 
pour l'enregistrement a Pentree et 
a la sortie de son territoire des 
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al trafico internacional, al entrar
al salir de su territorio. Tales
registros, si se lHevan, deberan
incluir anotaciones al efecto de
que el vehiculo ha cumplido con
las disposiciones de los Articulos
Xy XI.

ARTICULO XVI

Las horas y rutas habilitadas
para el cruce de las fronteras por
vehiculos debidamente inscritos
se fijaran de comdn acuerdo entre
los Estados limitrofes, comunican-
dose sus decisiones a las autori-
dades aduaneras correspondientes.

vehicles and operators admitted to
international traffic. If such
records are maintained, they shall
include a notation that the vehicle
has complied with the provisions
of Articles X and XI.

ARTICLE XVI

The hours and routes dedicated
to the crossing of frontiers by
properly registered vehicles shall
be fixed by common consent of
the adjacent States and their de-
cisions communicated to the cor-
responding custom authorities.

ARTICULO XVII
Infections of Con- Las infracciones a la presentevention.

Convenci6n seran castigadas de
conformidad con las leyes y re-
glamentos del Estado en el cual se
cometan.

Las infracciones que sean motivo
de multa legal seran comunicadas
por el juez o magistrado a las auto-
ridades correspondientes, las que,
a su vez, daran cuenta a las autori-
dades del pais, o de la subdivisi6n
politica correspondiente del mismo,
en el cual el vehiculo y su duefio
o conductor se hubieren inscrito
originalmente.

ARTICULO XVIII

fin nti of freuire- Todo vehiculo o conductor ad-
ments of Convention. mitido al trafico internacional de

acuerdo con los t&minos de la
Convenci6n Internacional para la
Circulaci6n de Autom6viles, sus-
crita en 1909 y enmendada en
1926, y que exhiba los corres-
pondientes documentos exigidos
en la misma, se considerara que
ha cumplido con las disposiciones
de la presente Convenci6n.

ARTICLE XVII

Infractions of this Convention
shall be punished in conformity
with the laws and regulations of
the country in which committed.

Infractions which shall have
incurred judicial penalty shall be
communicated by the judge or
magistrate to the proper author-
ities, who in turn shall communi-
cate them to the authorities of
the State or its political subdi-
vision in which the vehicle and
its owner or operator were orig-
inally registered.

ARTICLE XVIII

Any vehicle or operator ad-
mitted to international traffic
under the provisions of the Inter-
national Convention for the Cir-
culation of Automobiles, 1909, as
amended in 1926, and holding
the documents required there-
under, will be recognized as ful-
filling the requirements of the
present Convention.

Ante, pp. 1138,1140.

Fixingof routes,etc.,
crossing frontiers.
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Ante, pp. 1138, 1140. 

Fixing of routes, etc., 
crossing frontiers. 

Infractions of Con-
vention. 

Recognition of ful-
fillment of require-
ments of Convention. 

al trafico internacional, al entrar 
al salir de su territorio. Tales 
registros, si se llevan, deberin 
incluir anotaciones al efecto de 
que el vehiculo ha cumplido con 
las disposiciones de los Articulos 
X y XI. 

ARTICULO XVI 

Las horns y rutas habilitadas 
para el cruce de las fronteras por 
vehiculos debidamente inscritos 
se fijaran de comun acuerdo entre 
los Estados fimitrofes, comunican-
dose sus decisiones a las autori-
dades aduaneras correspondientes. 

ARTICULO XVII 

Las infracciones a la presente 
Convencian scrim castigadas de 
conformidad con. las leyes y re-
glamentos del Estado en el cual se 
cometan. 
Las infracciones que sean motivo 

de multa legal serail comunicadas 
por el juez o magistrado a las auto-
ridades correspondientes, las que, 
a su vez, dartm cuenta a las autori-
dades del pals, o de la subdivision 
politica correspondiente del mismo, 
en el cual el vehiculo y su duefio 
o conductor se hubieren inscrito 
originalmente. 

AR7ICULO XVIII 

Todo vehiculo o conductor ad-
mitido al trifle() internacional de 
acuerdo con los terminos de la 
Convencion Internacional para la 
Circulacion de Automoviles, sus-
crita en 1909 y enmendada en 
1926, y que exhiba los corms-
ponclientes documentos exigidos 
en Is miama, se considerara que 
ha cumplido con las disposiciones 
de la presente Convenci6n, 

vehicles and operators admitted to 
international traffic. If such 
records are maintained, they shall 
include a notation that the vehicle 
has complied with the provisions 
of Articles X and XI. 

ARTICLE XVI 

The hours and routes dedicated 
to the crossing of frontiers by 
properly registered vehicles shall 
be fixed by common consent of 
the adjacent States and their de-
cisions communicated to the cor-
responding custom authorities. 

ARTICLE XVII 

Infractions of this Convention 
shall be punished in conformity 
with the laws and regulations of 
the country in which committed. 

Infractions which shall have 
incurred judicial penalty shall be 
communicated by the judge or 
magistrate to the proper author-
ities, who in turn shall communi-
cate them to the authorities of 
the State or its political subdi-
vision in which the vehicle and 
its owner or operator were orig-
inally registered. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

Any vehicle or operator ad-
mitted to international traffic 
under the provisions of the Inter-
national Convention for the Cir-
culation of Automobiles, 1909, as 
amended in 1926, and holding 
the documents required there-
under, will be recognized as ful-
filling the requirements of the 
present Convention. 
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ao trafego internacional de en-
trada e saida de seu territ6rio.
Se tais registros forem mantidos,
deverao conter uma anotagao indi-
cativa de que o veiculo satisfez
todas as exigencias dos Artigos X
e XI.

ARTIGO XVI

As horas e os itinerarios para o
cruzamento das fronteiras pelos
veiculos devidamente registrados,
sao fixados de comum ac6rdo
entre os Estados limitrofes, de-
vendo as decisSes ser comuni-
cadas as autoridades aduaneiras
competentes.

ARTIGO XVII

As infracoes a esta Convengio
serao punidas pelas leis e regula-
mentos do pafs em que tenham
sido cometidas.

As infracoes que tenham dado
lugar a multa legal, serao comuni-
cadas pelo juiz ou magistrado as
autoridades competentes, que por
sua vez as comunicarao as auto-
ridades do pals ou da subdivisao
politica do mesmo quo for de
direito, e na qual o velculo e
seu dono ou condutor tenham
sido originariamente inscritos.

ARTIGO XVIII

Consdiderar-se-ao cumpridas as
estipulacoes da Convencao In-
ternacional para a Circulacao de
Autom6veis firmada em 1909 e
modificada em 1926, quando um
condutor corn seu veiculo, admiti-
dos sob tais estipulacoes ao trafego
internacional, exibir os documen-
tos pela mesma exigidos.

vehicules et des conducteurs admis
a la circulation internationale.
Si de tels registres sont 6tablis, ils
devront constater que le vehicule
a rempli les conditions pr6vues aux
Articles X et XI.

ARTICLE XVI

Les heures et les routes desig-
n6es pour la travers6e des fron-
tisres par les vehicules dament
enregistr6s seront fixees d'un
commun accord par les Etats
limitrophes, dont les d6cisions a
cet effet seront communiquees aux
autorites douaniSres correspon-
dantes.

ARTICLE XVII

Les infractions a la presente
Convention seront punies con-
formnmente aux lois du pays dans
lequel elles auront ete comises.

Les infractions pour lesquelles
des sanctions p6nales sont en-
courues seront communiqu6es par
le juge ou par le magistrat aux
autorit6s comp6tentes, lesquelles,
a leur tour, les notifieront aux
autorites de 1'Etat, ou d'une de
ses subdivisions politiques, oil le
vehicule et son proprietaire ou son
conducteur ont et6 immatricules
originairement.

ARTICLE XVIII

Tout vehicule ou conducteur
admis a la circulation internatio-
nale en vertu des dispositions de la
Convention Internationale de 1909
relative a la Circulation Auto-
mobile, telle qu'elle a ete modifiee
en 1926, et poss6dant les docu-
ments exiges par celle-ci, sera con-
sidere comme satisfaisant les con-
ditions prevues dans la presente
Convention.
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ao trafego internacional de en-
trada e saida de seu territerio. 
Se tais registros forem mantidos, 
devertie center uma anotagao indi-
cativa de que o veiculo satisfez 
todas as exigencias dos Artigos X 
e XI. . 

ARTIGO XVI 

As horas e os itineraries para o 
cruzamento das fronteiras pelos 
veiculos devidamente registrados, 
sao fixados de comum acOrdo 
entre os Estados limitrofes, de-
vendo as decis6es ser comuni-
cadas as autoridades aduaneiras 
competentes. 

ARTIGO XVII 

As infraccies a esta Convencito 
serAo punidas pelas leis e regula-
mentos do pals em que tenham 
sido cometidas. 

As infrag6es que tenham dado 
lugar a multa legal, sertio comuni-
cadas polo juiz ou magistrado as 
autoridades competentes, que por 
sua vez as comunicarAo as auto-
ridades do pals ou da subdivisAo 
politica do mesmo que for de 
direito, e na qual o veiculo e 
seu dono ou condutor tenham 
side originariamente inscritos. 

ARTIGO XVIII 

Consdiderar-se-ão cumpridas as 
estipulacoes da Convencile In-
ternacional para a Circulagao de 
Automoveis firmada em 1909 e 
modificada em 1926, quando um 
condutor corn seu veiculo, admiti-
dos sob tais estipulacoes ao trafego 
internacional, exibir os docutnen-
tos pela mesma exigidos. 

vehicules et des conducteurs admis 
a la circulation internationale. 
Si de tels registres sont etablis, us 
devront constater que le vehicule 
a rempli les conditions prevues aux 
Articles X et XI. 

ARTICLE XVI 

Les heures et les routes desig-
nees pour la traversee des fron-
tieres par les vehicules &talent 
enregistres seront fixees d' un 
commun accord par les Etats 
limitrophes, dont les decisions a 
cet effet seront communique& aux 
autorites douanieres correspon-
dantes. 

ARTICLE XVII 

Les infractions A, la presente 
Convention seront punies con-
formemente aux lois du pays dans 
lequel des auront &id comises. 

Les infractions pour lesquelles 
des sanctions penales sent en-
courues seront communiquees par 
le juge ou par le magistrat aux 
autorites competentes, lesquelles, 
a leur tour, les notifieront aux 
autorites de l'Etat, ou d'une de 
sea subdivisions politiques, ou le 
vehicule et son proprietaire ou son 
conducteur out ete irnmatricules 
originairement. 

ARTICLE XVIII 

Tout vehicule ou conducteur 
admis a la circulation internatio-
nale en vertu des dispositions de la 
Convention Internationale de 1909 
relative a la Circulation Auto-
mobile, telle qu'elle a ete modifiee 
en 1926, et possedant les docu-
ments exiges par celle-ci, sera con-
sidere cornme satisfaisant les con-
ditions prevues dans la presente 
Convention. 
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Deposit, etc., of
original of Conven-
tion.

ARTICULO XX

La presente Convenci6n sera
ratificada por las Altas Partes
Contratantes de acuerdo con sus
procedimientos constitucionales
respectivos. Los instrumentos de
ratificaci6n seran depositados en
los archivos de la Uni6n Panameri-
cana en Washington, la cual notifi-
carA el dep6sito a los gobiernos
signatarios. Se considerara tal
notificaci6n como un cambio de
ratificaciones.

ARTICULO XXI

La presente Convenci6n entrara
en vigor, con respecto a las Altas
Partes Contratantes, en el orden
en que depositen sus respectivas
ratificaciones.

ARTICULO XXII

La presente Convenci6n perma-
necera en vigor indefinidamente,
pero podra ser denunciada previo
aviso de un aflo que se dara a la
Uni6n Panamericana, la que comu-
nicara la denuncia a los demas
gobiernos signatarios. Terminado
este plazo, la Convenci6n dejari
de tener efecto en lo que respecta

ARTICULO XIX

El original de la presente Con-
venci6n en espafiol, ingles, portu-
gues y franc6s sera depositado en
la Uni6n Panamericana y abierto
a la firma de las Repiblicas
Americanas. La Convenci6n que-
darh abierta, ademfs, a la adhe-
si6n y accesi6n de los Estados
Americanos que no sean miembros
de la Uni6n Panamericana. La
Uni6n Panamericana enviara co-
pias certificadas aut6nticas a los
gobiernos para los efectos de la
ratificaci6n.

ARTICLE XX

The present Convention shall
be ratified by the High Contract-
ing Parties in conformity with
their respective constitutional pro-
cedures. The instruments of
ratification shall be deposited in
the archives of the Pan American
Union in Washington, which shall
notify the signatory Governments
of said deposit. Such notification
shall be considered as an exchange
of ratifications.

ARTICLE XXI

The present Convention shall
come into force between the High
Contracting Parties in the order
in which they deposit their re-
spective ratifications.

ARTICLE XXII

The present Convention shall
remain in effect indefinitely, but
may be denounced by means of
one year's notice given to the Pan
American Union, which shall
transmit it to the other signatory
Governments. After the expira-
tion of this period the Convention
shall cease in its effects as regards

ARTICLE XIX

The original of the present
Convention in Spanish, English.
Portuguese, and French shall be
deposited with the Pan American
Union and opened for signature
by the American republics. The
Convention shall also be opened
for the adherence and accession
of American States which are not
members of the Pan American
Union. The Pan American Union
shall transmit authentic certified
copies to the Governments for the
purpose of ratification.

Ratiflcation.

Entry into force.
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Deposit, etc., of 
original of Conven-
tion. 

Ratification. 

Entry into force. 

ARTICULO XIX ARTICLE XIX 

El original de la presente Con-
vencien en espahol, ingles, portu-
gues y franc& sera, depositado en 
is Union Panamericana y abierto 
a la firma de las Repalicas 
Americanas. La Convencion que-
dara abierta, ademas, a la adhe-
si6n y accesion de los Estados 
Americanos que no sea3a miembros 
de la Union Panamericana. La 
Union Panamericana enviara co-
pias certificadas autentica,s a los 
gobiernos pars los efectos de la 
ratificacion. 

ARTICULO XX 

La presente Convencien sera, 
ratificada por las Altas Pastes 
Contratantes de acuerdo con sus 
procedimientos constitucionales 
respectivos. Los instrumentos de 
ratificacion seran depositados en 
los archivos de is Union Panameri-
cana en Washington, la cual notifi-
cara el deposit° a los gobiernos 
signatarios. Se considerark tal 
notificacien como un cambio de 
ratificaciones. 

ARTICULO XXI 

La presente Convencion entrara 
en vigor, con respect° a las Altas 
Partes Contratantes, en el orden 
en que depositen sus respectivas 
ratificaciones. 

ARTICULO XXII 

La presente Convencion perma-
necera en vigor indefinidamente, 
pero podra, ser denunciada previo 
aviso de un ao que se dara a Is 
Unien Panamericana, la que comu-
nicara la denuncia a los demas 
gobiernos signatarios. Terminado 
este plazo, la Convencion dejara 
de toner efecto en lo que respects 

The original of the present 
Convention in Spanish, English. 
Portuguese, and French shall be 
deposited with the Pan American 
Union and opened for signature 
by the American republics. The 
Convention shall also be opened 
for the adherence and accession 
of American States which are not 
members of the Pan American 
Union. The Pan American Union 
shall transmit authentic certified 
copies to the Governments for the 
purpose of ratification. 

ARTICLE XX 

The present Convention shall 
be ratified by the High Contract-
ing Parties in conformity with 
their respective constitutional pro-
cedures. The instruments of 
ratification shall be deposited in 
the archives of the Pan American 
Union in Washington, which shall 
notify the signatory Governments 
of said deposit. Such notification 
shall be considered as an exchange 
of ratifications. 

ARTICLE XXI 

The present Convention shall 
come into force between the High 
Contracting Parties in the order 
in which they deposit their re-
spective ratifications. 

ARTICLE XXII 

The present Convention shall 
remain in effect indefinitely, but 
may be denounced by means of 
one year's notice given to the Pan 
American Union, which shall 
transmit it to the other signatory 
Governments. After the expira-
tion of this period the Conventioa 
shall cease in its effects as regards 
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ARTIGO XIX

O original da presente Conven-
gao em espanhol, ingles, portugues
e frances, sera depositado na Uniao
Panamericana e aberto a assina-
tura das Repdblicas Americanas.
Alem disso, ficara tamb6m aberto
a adesao e acessao dos Estados
Americanos que nao sejam mem-
bros da Uniao Panamericana. A
Uniao Panamericana enviara c6-
pias aut6nticas devidamente cer-
tificadas aos governos para os
efeitos da ratificacao.

ARTIGO XX

A presente ConvenDao sera rati-
ficada pelas Altas Partes Contra-
tantes de ac6rdo com os seus
respectivos processos constitucio-
nais. Os instrumentos de ratifi-
cacao serao depositados nos arqui-
vos da Uniao Panamericana em
Washington, a qual notificara o
dep6sito aos governos signatArios.
Tal notificagao sera considerada
como uma troca de ratificacSes.

ARTIGO XXI

A presente Convencao entrara
em vigor, no que respeita As Altas
Partes Contratantes, na ordem em
que depositarem suas ratificagoes.

ARTIGO XXII

A presente Convenqao permane-
cera em vigor indefinidamente,
mas podera ser denunciada medi-
ante pr6vio aviso de um ano.
Essa denincia serA feita a Uniao
Panamericana que a comunicarA
aos demais governos signatarios.
Terminado esse prazo, cessario os
efeitos da Convengao quanto a

ARTICLE XIX

Le texte original de la presente
Convention, redige en espagnol,
anglais, portugais et frangais, sera
depose dans les archives de l'Uni-
on Panamericaine, et restera ou-
vert a la signature des R6pu-
bliques americaines. En outre, la
Convention restera ouverte a l'ad-
hesion des Etats americains non
membres de l'Union Panam6ri-
caine. L'Union Panam6ricaine
transmettra aux gouvernements,
a titre de ratification, des copies
certifides conformes de la pr6sente
Convention.

ARTICLE XX

La presente Convention sera
ratifiee par les Hautes Parties
contractantes conformement a
leurs procedures constitution-
nelles respectives. Les instruments
de ratification seront deposes dans
les archives de 1'Union Pana-
mericaine, A Washington, laquelle
notifiera de ce dep6t les gou-
vernements signataires. Cette
notification sera consideree comme
constituant un echange de ratifi-
cations.

ARTICLE XXI

La present Convention entrera
en vigueur, entre les Hautes Par-
ties contractantes, dans l'ordre of
celles-ci en deposeront leurs ratifi-
cations respectives.

ARTICLE XXII

La presente Convention restera
en vigueur par temps ind6fini;
mais elle pourra 6tre denoncee
moyennant une notification a cet
effet faite un an a l'avance a 1'Uni-
on Panamericaine, laquelle com-
muniquera cette notification aux
autres Gouvernements signataires.
A 1'expiration de ce delai, la Con-
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ARTIGO XIX 

0 original da presente Conven-
cao ern espanhol, ingles, portugues 
e frances, serA depositado na Uniao 
Panamericana e aberto a assina-
tura das Repablicas Americanas. 
Mem disso, ficarA tambem aberto 
a adesao e acessao dos Estados 
Americanos que não sejam mem-
bros da Uniao Panamericana. A 
Uniao Panamericana enviarA c45-
pias autenticas devidamente cer-
tificadas aos governos para os 
efeitos da ratificagao. 

ARTIGO XX 

A presente Con.vengrio sera rati-
ficada pelas Altas Partes Contra-
tantes de acordo corn os seus 
respectivos processos constitucio-
nais. Os instrumentos de ratifi-
cacao seran depositados nos arqui-
vos da Unitio Panamericana em 
Washington, a qua 1 notificara o 
depesito aos governos signatarios. 
Tal notificagao sera considerada 
como uma troca de ratificagOes. 

ARTIGO XXI 

A presente Convengao entrant 
em vigor, no que respeita As Altas 
Partes Contratantes, na ordem em 
que depositarem suas ratificagoes. 

ARTIGO XXII 

A presente Convengao permane-
cera em vigor indefinidamente, 
mas podera ser denunciada medi-
ante previo aviso de urn ano. 
Essa denfincia sera feita a Unilo 
Panamericana que a comunicara 
aos demais governos signatarios. 
Terminado ease prazo, cessarao os 
efeitos da Convencao quanto 

ARTICLE XIX 

Le texte original de la presente 
Convention, redige en espagnol, 
anglais, portugais et frangais, sera 
depose dans les archives de l'Uni-
on Panamericaine, et restera ou-
vert a la signature des Repu-
bliques americaines. En outre, la 
Convention restera ouverte a Pad-
hesion des Etats americains non 
membres de l'Union Panameri-
caine. L'Union Panamericaine 
transmettra aux gouvernements, 
a titre de ratification, des copies 
certifiees conformes de la presente 
Convention. 

ARTICLE XX 

La presente Convention sera 
ratifiee par les Hautes Parties 
contractantes comformement 
leurs procedures constitution-
nelles respectives. Les instruments 
de ratification seront deposes dans 
les archives de l'Union Pana-
mericaine, a Washington, laquelle 
notifiera de ce depot les gou-
vernements signataires. Cette 
notification sera consider& comme 
constituant un echange de ratifi-
cations. 

ARTICLE XXI 

La present Convention entrera 
en vigueur, entre les Hautes Par-
ties contractamtes, dans l'ordre oi 
celles-ci en deposeront leurs ratifi-
cations respectives. 

ARTICLE XXII 

La presente Convention restera 
en vigueur par temps indefini; 
mais elle pourra etre denoncee 
moyennant une notification a cot 
effet faite un an a l'avanc,e a l'Uni-
on Panamericaine, laquelle cora-
muniquera cette notification aux 
autres Gouvernements signataires. 
A l'expiration de ce alai, la Con-
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a la Parte denunciante, pero conti-
nuara en vigor para las demas
Altas Partes Contratantes.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infras-
critos Plenipotenciarios, despu6s
de haber depositado sus plenos
poderes, que se han encontrado
en buena y debida forma, firman
y sellan esta Convenci6n en la
Uni6n Panamericana, WAshing-
ton, D.C., en nombre de sus
respectivos Gobiernos, en las
fechas indicadas junto a sus firmas.

[61 STAT.

the party which denounces it, but
shall remain in effect for the re-
maining High Contracting Parties.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
undersigned Plenipotentiaries,
having deposited their full powers
found to be in due and proper
form, sign this Convention in
Spanish, English, Portuguese, and
French, at the Pan American
Union, Washington, D.C., on be-
half of their respective Govern-
ments and affix thereto their seals
on the dates appearing opposite
their signatures.

1152
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Signature. 

a la Parte denunciante, pero conti-
nuara en vigor para las demas 
Altas Partes Contratantes. 

EN FE DE LO DUAL, 10S infras-
critos Plenipotenciarios, despuOs 
de haber depositado sus plenos 
poderes, que se han encontrado 
en buena y debida forma, firman 
y sellan esta Convencion en la 
Union Panamericana, Washing-
ton, D.C., en nombre de sus 
respectivos Gobiernos, en las 
fechas indicadas junto a sus firmas. 

the party which denounces it, but 
shall remain in effect for the re-
maining High Contracting Parties. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 
undersigned Plenipotentiaries, 
having deposited their full powers 
found to be in due and proper 
form, sign this Convention in 
Spanish, English, Portuguese, and 
French, at the Pan American 
Union, Washington, D.C., on be-
half of their respective Govern-
ments and affix thereto their seals 
on the dates appearing opposite 
their signatures. 
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parte denunciante, continuando
porem em vigor para as demais
Altas Partes Contratantes.

EM FE DO QUE, os abaixo as-
sinados, Plenipotenciarios, depois
de haver depositado seus Plenos
Poderes, que foram achados em
boa e devida forma, firmam e
selam esta Convengao na Uniao
Panamericana em Washington,
Distrito de Columbia, em nome de
seus respectivos Governos, nas
datas indicadas junto as firmas.

vention cessera en ses effets pour
la Partie qui l'aura denonc6e,
mais restera en vigueur pour les
autres Parties contractantes.

EN FOI DE QUOI les soussignes
Plenipotentiaires, ayant depose
leurs pleins pouvoirs, lesquels ont
et6 reconnus en bonne et due
forme, signent la presente Conven-
tion en espagnol, anglais, portu-
gais et francais, A l'Union Pan-
americaine, a Washington, D.C.,
au nom de leurs Gouvernements
respectifs, et y apposent leurs
sceaux aux dates, vis-A-vis de
leurs signatures.

1153
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parte denunciante, eontinuando 
porem em vigor para as demais 
Alias Partes Contratantes. 

EM FE DO QUE, os abaixo as-
sinados, Plenipotenciarios, depois 
de haver depositado seus Plenos 
Poderes, que foram achados em 
boa e devida forma, firmam e 
selam esta Convened° na Unido 
Panamericana em Washington, 
Distrito de Columbia, em florae de 
seus respectivos Governos, nas 
datas indicadas junto as firmas. 

vention cessera en ses effets pour 
la Partie qui Paura denoncee, 
mais restera en vigueur pour les 
autres Parties contractantes. 

EN FOI DE QUOI les soussignes 
Plenipotentiaires, ayant depose 
leurs pleins pouvoirs, lesquels ont 
ete reconnus en bonne et due 
forme, signent la presente Conven-
tion en espagnol, anglais, portu-
gais et frangais, a l'Union Pan-
americaine, a Washington, D.C., 
au nom de leurs Gouvernements 
respectifs, et y apposent leurs 
sceaux aux dates, vis-a-vis de 
leurs signatures. 

95347' —49-- PT. 11-13 
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ANEXO A ANNEX A ANNEXE A

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUT6MOVEIS

CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES
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ANEXO A ANNEX A ANNEXE A 

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES 

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE 

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVEIS 

CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES 
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ANEXO A ANNEX A ANNEXE A

(Nombre del pals)
(Name of country)
(Nome do pals)
(Nom du pays)

Certificado
Internacional para

Autom6viles

International
Automobile
Certificate

Certificado
Internacional para

Autom6veis

Certificat
International

Pour Automobiles

(Tamafio del carnet impreso: 14.5 x 8.5 cm.)
(Size of form when printed: 5%" x 3%")
(Tamanho do modelo impreso: 14.5 x 8.5 cm.)
(Grandeur du format imprime: 14,5 x 8,5 cm.)

La validez de este certificado sera reconocida por todas las autoridades con
atribuciones para reglamentar el registro de vehiculos en los palses siguientes, a
excepci6n del pals que lo expida:

The validity of this certificate shall be recognized by all officials having regulatory
powers over the registration of motor vehicles in the following countries, with
the exception of the country in which issued:

A validez deste certificado sera reconhecida por todas as autoridades que tenham
atribuic6es para a regulamentacao do registro de vefculos nos seguintes palses,
com excegao do pais que o expedir:

La validit6 du present certificat sera reconnue par toutes les autorites ayant les
attributions necessaires pour l'immatriculation des vehicules automobiles dans
les pays suivants, & l'exception du pays dans lequel il est d6livre:
Argentina Honduras
Bolivia M6xico
Brasil Nicaragua
Colombia Panama
Costa Rica Paraguay
Cuba Perd
Chile Repdblica Dominicana
Ecuador United States
El Salvador of America
Guatemala Uruguay
Haiti Venezuela
(Rayense los nombres de los palses que adn no hayan ratificado la Convenci6n
cuando se expida el certificado.)
(Draw lines through names of countries which have not ratified the Convention
at time of issue.)
(Risquem-se os nomes dos pafses que ainda nao tenham ratificado a Convengao
ate o momento da expedicao do certificado.)
(Rayer les noms des pays qui n'ont pas encore ratifi6 la Convention au moment
de la Delivrance du certificat.)

1156 

ANEXO A 

TREATIES 

ANNEX A 

(Nombre del pals) 
(Name of country) 
(Nome do pals) 
(Nom du pays) 

Certificado  

Internacional para 

Autom6v iles 

International 

Automobile  

Certificate 

Certificado 

Internacional para 

Automeveis 

Certificat 

International  

Pour Automobiles 

[61 STAT. 

ANNEXE A 

(Tamafto del carnet impreso: 14.5 x 8.5 cm.) 
(Size of form when printed: 5%" x 3%") 
(Tamanho do model° irnpreso: 14.5 x 8.5 cm.) 
(Grandeur du format imprime: 14,5 x 8,5 em.) 

La validez de este eertificado sere reconocida por todas las autoridades con 
atribuciones para reglamentar el registro de vehiculos en los paises siguientes, a 
excepcien del pals que lo expida: 

The validity of this certificate shall be recognized by all officials having regulatory 
powers over the registration of motor vehicles in the following countries, with 
the exception of the country in which issued: 

A validez deste certifie.ado sere reconhecida por todas as autoridades que tenham 
atribuic6es para a regulamentactio do registro de veiculos nos seguintes paises, 
corn excectio do pals que o expedir: 

La validite du present certificat sera reconnue par toutes lee autorites ayant lee 
attributions necessaires pour Fimmatriculation des vehicules automobiles dans 
lee pays suivants, l'exception du pays dans lequel il est delivre: 

Argentina Honduras 
Bolivia M kin() 
Brasil Nicaragua 
Colombia Panama 
Costa Rica Paraguay 
Cuba Peru 
Chile Repablica Dominicana 
Ecuador United States 
El Salvador of America 
Guatemala Uruguay 

Halti Venezuela 

(Reyense los nombres de los paises que afm no hayan ratificado la Convencien 
cuando se expida el certificado.) 

(Draw lines through names of countries which have not ratified the Convention 
at time of issue.) 

(Risquem-se os nomes dos paises que ainda nao tenham ratificado a Convencio 
ate o momento da expedicao do certific,ado.) 

(Rayer lee noms des pays qui n'ont pas encore ratifie la Convention au moment 
de la Delivrance du certificat.) 
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CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES
INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOM6VEIS
CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES

Pagina []
Page
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Portugu6s ---.--------------------- .----. --..-------. . 21- 22
Francais- -------------------------- ------------------ - 23 - 24
Visas--------------------------....--------------- 25

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES

Expedido de acuerdo con las disposiciones previstas en la Convenci6n sobre la
Reglamentaci6n del Trafico Automotor Interamericano firmada en Washington,
D.C., E.U.A., en 1943.

Expedida por -------------- - ---__-______---
En ----.....---.....---....--..----------------------------
Fecha------------ ----------------------.. -- ----
Firma (x)------------------
Ndmero---------------------------------------____________________

(x) La firma de la Autoridad o la firma de la Asociaci6n con poder otorgado por
la Autoridad, y visto bueno de esta.

Valido por un afio a partir de la fecha de emisi6n.

Propietario Apellidos:
o Nombre: --------------------..........

Conductor IDomicilio:...............
Clase de vehfculo: --------------------...................
Nombre del fabricante del chasis:----------.......-.._ ........... __
Tipo del chasis: -------------------------
Ndmero de eerie del tipo o ndmero de fAbrica del chasis:--. ...-.......

Ndmero de cilindros:------.-----.-- .....-------_
Ndmero del motor:-----.----------_-__._______..__

Motor--------- Carrera del embolo:_-__.----------_________..---.-_
Diametro:-------------------
Potencia en C.F.:__--.----------____............_ .
Forma: --------------------_.- ........________.

Carrocerfa-- ----- Color: ---------------------__-____._____________
Ndmero de asientos:------------- ...-----________-

Peso del vehfculo descargado (en kilos): - .....-______________________
Peso del vehiculo cargado (en kilos) si excede de 3,500 kilos:..--______-
Letras y numero de matrfcula que deben figurar en las placas: .--. __- _

I [This pagination in 61 Stat., Pt. 2, is: Portug ....................--------. 1159
Espafiol - ---... ---......--.-------. 1157 Frana.is .........................-----. 1160
English . -----------.-----...--- 1158 Visas----........................... . 1161
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CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES 

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE 

CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVEIS 

CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES 
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CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVILES 

Expedido de acuerdo con las disposiciones previstas en la Convencidn sobre la 
Reglamentacion del Trafico Automotor Interamericano fuTnada en Washington, 
D.C., E.U.A., en 1943. 

Expedida   
En  
Fecha  
Firma (x)  
Ndmero  

(x) La firma de la Autoridad o la firma de la Asociacion con poder otorgado por 
la Autoridad, y visto bueno de 6sta. 

Valid° por un afio a partir de la fecha de emisi6n. 

Propietario lApellidos•  
o Nombre-

Conductor Domicilio:  
Clase de vehfculo:  
Nombre del fabricante del chasis-
Tipo del chasis:  
Ndmero de eerie del tipo o ndmero de fabrics del chasis:  

Ndmero de cilindros:  
Ndmero del motor:  

Motor  Carrera del embolo:  
Diametro-
Potencia en C.F.:  
Forma-

Carrocerfa  Color:  
NtImero de asientos-

Peso del vehfculo descargado (en kilos):  
Peso del vehfculo cargado (en kilos) si excede de 3,500 kilos:  
Letras y numero de matricula que deben figurar en las placas:  

[This Pagination in 61 Stat., Pt. 2, is: Porttignas  1159 
Espahol  1157 Francais  1160 
English  1158 Visas  1161) 
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INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE

Issued in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on the Regulation of
Inter-American Automotive Traffic signed at Washington, D.C., U.S.A., in 1943.

Issued by -- ..... .._______.... . . . .
At ... .... .....Date ----------------------------------------.... .Date ----------------------------------------------------------------
Signature (x) - --------------------.-... -..-_________ --------
NumberNumber ---------------..-----------------------------------

(x) Signature of Authority or signature of Association empowered by the Author-
ity, and "visa" of the latter.

Good for one year from date of issue.

Owner fSurname: ---------.- ----______ --------
or Other names: ________

Holder tHome address: - -- - -_____- ---------.....
Class of vehicle:
Name of maker of chassis:

Typ ofchssi: -------------------------------------------------Type of chassis: ..
Serial number of type or maker's number of chassis: ..... . ....------

Number of cylinders: -----------------------

Engine - .... Stroke:... -------------
Bore: ..........

Hore pwer --------------------------------------------Horse power: --------------.--------..
Type: -......

Body ....... Color: .----------....... --------------.--------------I ---------------------------Number of seats: .....---
Weight of vehicle without load (in kilos): --------------------------------
Weight of vehicle fully loaded (in kilos) if exceeding 3,500 kilos: ---------
Identification marks on plates: ...---- -------

1158 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

INTERNATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CERTIFICATE 

Issued in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on the Regulation of 
Inter-American Automotive Traffic signed at Washington, D.C., U.S.A., in 1943. 

Issued by 
At 
Date 
Signature (x)   
Number  

(x) Signature of Authority or signature of Association empowered by the Author-
ity, and "visa" of the latter. 

Good for one year from date of issue.  

Owner Surname: 
or jOther names:  

Holder Illome address:   
Class of vehic e•  
Name of maker of chassis:  
Type of chassis:   

Serial number of type or maker's number of chassis:  
Number of cylinders:  
Engine number:   

Engine  Stroke:   

Bore:   
Horse power: -  
!Type:  

Body  Color:  

Number of seats:   
Weight of vehicle without load (in kilos):   
Weight of vehicle fully loaded (in kilos) if exceeding 3,500 kilos:   
Identification marks on plates:   
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CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOM6VEIS

Expedido de ac6rdo com as disposicoes da Convengao s6bre o Regulamento de
Trafego Interamericano de Veiculos Automotores assinada em Washington,
D.C., E.U.A., em 1943.

Expedido por----------_-----_-_- __-------_--------..---. ...-- ---
Em .----------------------------------------------..----

Data -- --------------- ..-------- _------
Assinatura (x) ------------------------------------
Ndmero------------------ ---------------------------.--
(x) Assinatura da Autoridade ou assinatura da Associagao autorizada pela Autori-
dade e o "visto" desta.

Valido por um ano a partir da data de sua expedigao.

Propietario Sobrenome-----------
ou Primeiro nome: ----------------------.--------- _______ __

Condutor [Domicilio: ----------------------
Esp6cie de veiculo:---------------------------___--__________ ...-.._ -
Nome do fabricante do chassis: _------------_____ ___________________
Tipo de chassis: ------------------------------------ .- .---
Ndmero serial de tipo ou ndmero de fabrica do chassis:--------------_---.-_

(Ndmero de cilindros: ------------________._________._.._-
Ndmero do motor: -.---.--- _______.._ __............

Motor: Movimento do 6mbolo: --------------...--------- ---
Diametro interno do cilindro:----. .....--.-........--- __
Potencia em C.F.:---......- -.......................
Tipo: --------------- .........................

Carrosserie C6r: .--------------- -- ............-.-.........
Ndmero de assentos:-.....__ ....... _...._.-...........

Peso do vefculo vazio (em quilogramos):- .._...---------.--------.--
Peso do veiculo cor lotacao ou carga completa (em quilogramos, se excede de

3,500 quilos): ------.-- -------------------------------..........
Letras e ndmeros de matricula que devem figurar nas placas ---------- _---
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CERTIFICADO INTERNACIONAL PARA AUTOMOVEIS  

Expedido de acordo corn as disposigOes da Convenotio stibre o Regulamento de 
Trafego Interamericano de Veiculos Automotores assinada em Washington, 
D.C., E.U.A., em 1943. 

Expedido por  
Em  
Data 
Assinatura (x)   
Nfunero  
(x) Assinatura da Autoridade ou assinatura da Associagao autorizada pela Autori-
dade e o "visto" desta. 

Valid° por um ano a partir da data de sua expedigfio. 

Propietario Sobrenome:  
ou Primeiro nome:  

Condutor Domicflio:   
Especie de veiculo:  
Nome do fabricante do chassis:  
Tipo de chassis:   
Ntimero serial de tipo ou ntimero de fabrica do chassis:  

Namero de cilindros: 
Ndmero do motor: 

Motor: Movimento do embolo:   
Ditimetro interno do cilindro:  
Potencia em C.F.:  

ITipo:  
Carrosserie C6r:  

N6mero de assentos:   
Peso do veiculo vazio (em quilogramos):  
Peso do veiculo corn lotaglo ou carga completa (em quilogramos, se excede de 

3,500 quilos):   
Letras e mlmeros de matricula que devem figurar nas placas  
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CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES

Delivre conformement aux dispositions de la Convention sur le Reglement de la
Circulation Automobile Interamericaine signee a Washington, D.C., U.S.A., en
1943.

Delivr6 par -------------------____.___________.__
A- -

ate -----------------...--------...---------------D ate - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Signature (x) -----------------------
NumeroNumro .----------------------------------------------------
(x) Signature de l'autorit6, ou signature de l'Association habilit6e par l'autorit4,

et visa de cette derniere.

Valable pour un an a partir de la date de delivrance.

Proprietaire fNom: -------------------------------
ou Prenoms:-

Condcter: 13onicle:-------------------------------------------Conducteur: [Domicile:- .- --
Catgoie e ~hiul: -----------------------------------------------Categorie de v6hicule: --. . . .....-

Designation du constructeur du chassis: .___- -"- -----
Genre de chassis: - . . . . -Gered c~si: -------------------- -------------- ~--------------Numero de s6rie du genre ou numero de fabrication du chassis: ----__.-.----

(Nombre de cylindres: ----- ..-- -- -----
Numero du moteur: -

Moteur Course:_____
Diametre interieur:---- ..
Puissance en c. v.:------------------- - --------

Typ oufore:----------------------------------------Type ou forme:
Voiture: Couleur:

l -obrede lacs:-----------------------------------Nombre de places:
Poids du v6hicule vide (en kilos): ........----------- - -------- ---------
Poids du v6hic ule et charge maxima (en kilos) si le poids total excede 3,500

kilos-.............
Signe d'imatriculation inscrit u-- -- ---- -------- --- -----Signes d'immatriculation inserits sur les plaques- ............................
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CERTIFICAT INTERNATIONAL POUR AUTOMOBILES 

DeEyre conformement aux dispositions de la Convention sur le Reglement de la 
Circulation Automobile Interamericaine sign& tt Washington, D.C., U.S.A., en 
1943. 

DeByre par  
A  
Date  
Signature (x)  
Numero  

(x) Signature de l'autorite, ou signature de l'Association habilitee par l'autorite, 
et visa de cette derniere. 

Valable pour un an a partir de la date de delivrance. 

Proprietaire Nom. 
ou Prenoms.  

Conducteur: Domicile.  
Categorie de vehicule: 
Designation du constructeur du chassis.  
Genre de chassis:  

Numero de eerie du genre ou numero de fabrication du chassis*  
Nombre de cylindres.  
Numero du moteur:  

Mot,eur Course:  
Diametre interieur  
Puissance en c. v..  
Type ou forme:   

Voiture: Couleur:  

Nombre de places.  
Poids du vehicule vide (en kilos):  

Poids du vehicule et charge maxima (en kilos) si le poids total excede 3,500 
kilos  

Signes d'immatriculation inscrits sur lee plaques  
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VISA DE ENTRADA
ENTRANCE VISA

VISTO DA ENTRADA
VISA D'ENTREE

(La visa de entrada debe contener los siguientes datos: pafs, lugar, fecha, firma
y sello de la autoridad que otorga la visa.)

(The entrance visa should contain the following data: country, place, date,
signature and seal of the authority granting the visa.)

(O visto de entrada devera conter os seguintes dados: pals, lugar, data, assinatura
e selo da autoridade que deu o visto.)

(Le visa d'entree doit contenir les donnees suivantes: pays, lieu, date, signature
et sceau de l'autorit6 qui accorde le visa.)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - --- -.. - - --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ --
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VISA DE ENTRADA 
ENTRANCE VISA 

VISTO DA ENTRADA 
VISA D'ENTREE 

(La visa de entrada debe contener los siguientes datos: pals, lugar, fecha, firma 
y sello de la autoridad que otorga la visa.) 

(The entrance visa should contain the following data: country, place, date, 
signature and seal of the authority granting the visa.) 

(0 visto de entrada devera conter os seguintes dados: pals, lugar, data, assinatura 
e selo da autoridade que deu o visto.) 

(Le visa d'entree doit contenir les donnees suivantes: pays, lieu, date, signature 
et sceau de l'autorite qui accorde le visa.) 
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ANEXO B ANNEX B ANNEXE B

PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR

INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE

LICENGA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR

PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE
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ANEXO B ANNEX B ANNEXE B 

PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR 

INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE 

LICENCA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR 

PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE 



ANEXO B ANNEX B ANNEXE B

(Nombre del pais)
(Name of country)

(Nome do pais)
(Nom du pays)

PERMISO
INTERNACIONAL
PARA CONDUCIR

INTERNATIONAL
DRIVING
LICENSE

LICENCA
INTERNACIONAL

PARA GUIAR

PERMIS
INTERNATIONAL

DE CONDUIRE

(Tamafo del carnet impreso, 14.5 x 8.5 cm.)
(Size of form when printed, 5%" x 38")
(Tamanho do modelo impreso, 14.5 x 8.5 cm.)
(Grandeur du format imprim6, 14,5 x 8,5 cm.)

La validez de este permiso sera reconocida por todos los funcionarios con atri-
buciones para reglamentar el trAfico en los siguientes patses, a excepci6n del pals
que lo expedida.

The validity of this license shall be recognized by all officials having regulatory
powers over automotive traffic in the following countries, with the exception of the
country in which issued.

A validds desta licenca sera reconhecida por todos os funcionarios que tenham
atribuo6es para regulamentar o trafego nos seguintes pafses, com exceqao do pafs
em que e expedido.

La validite du present permis sera reconnue par tous les fonctionnaires ayant les
attributions necessaires pour r6glementer la circulation routiere dans les pays
suivants, A l'exception du pays dans lequel le permis est delivre:
Argentina Honduras
Bolivia Mexico
Brasil Nicaragua
Colombia Panama
Costa Rica Paraguay
Cuba Perd
Chile Repdblica Dominicana
Ecuador United States
El Salvador of America
Guatemala Uruguay
Haiti Venezuela

(Rayense los nombres de los parses que adn no hayan ratificado la Convenci6n al
momento de expedir el permiso.)
(Draw lines through names of countries which have not ratified the Convention at
time of issue.)
(Risquem-se os nomes dos palses que ainda nao tenham ratificado a Convengao
ate o momento da expedigao da licenga.)
(Rayer les noms des pays qui n'ont pas encore ratife la Convention au moment de
la delivrance du permis.)

TREATIES [61 STAT.1164 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

ANEXO B ANNEX B ANNEXE B 

(Nombre del pals) 
(Name of country) 
(Nome do pals) 
(Nom du pays) 

PERMISO 
INTERNACIONAL 
PARA CONDUCIR 

INTERNATIONAL 
DRIVING 
LICENSE 

LICENQA 
INTERNACIONAL 
PARA GUIAR 

PERMIS 
INTERNATIONAL 
DE CONDUIRE 

(Tamafio del carnet impreso, 14.5 x 8.5 cm.) 
(Size of form when printed, 5%" x 3%") 
(Tamanho do modelo impreso, 14.5 x 8.5 cm.) 
(Grandeur du format imprime, 14,5 x 8,5 cm.) 

La validez de este permiso sera reconocida por todos los funcionarios con atri-
nuciones para reglamentar el trafico en los siguientes pafses, a excepcian del pals 
que lo expedida. 

The validity of this license shall be recognized by all officials having regulatory 
powers over automotive traffic in the following countries, with the exception of the 
country in which issued. 

A valid& desta licenca sera, reconhecida por todos Of3 funcionarios que tenham 
atribucOes para regulamentar o trafego nos seguintes pafses, corn excecao do pals 
em que é expedido. 

La validite du present permis sera reconnue par tous les fonctionnaires ayant les 
attributions necessaires pour reglementer la circulation routiere dans les pays 
suivants, a l'exception du pays dans lequel le permis eat delivre: 

Argentina Honduras 
Bolivia Mexico 
Brasil Nicaragua 
Colombia Panama 
Costa Rica Paraguay 
Cuba Peril 

Chile Repablica Dominicana 
Ecuador United States 
El Salvador of America 
Guatemala Uruguay 
Haiti Venezuela 

(Rayense los nombres de los pafses que aim n no hayan ratificado la Convencien al 
momento de expedir el permiso.) 

(Draw lines through names of countries which have not ratified the Convention at 
time of issue.) 

(Risquem-se os nomes dos pafses que ainda nao tenham ratificado a Convencao 
ate o momento da expedigio da Heel:Ts.) 
(Rayer les noms des pays qui n'ont pas encore ratife la Convention au moment de 
la delivrance du permis.) 
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PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR

INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE

LICENCA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR

PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE

Espafol -------------------------------- _____________________
English ------------------------.----------------------------
Portugu6s ----------------------- .
FranCais ---- ---- - ----------------- --- ---------
Sellos-Seals-Selos-Sceaux -----------------.-.-..-------

I [This pagination in 61 Stat., Pt. 2, is: Portugus ----. -----.-----------.
Espafiol -- --- ---- --------------- 1166 FranCais -- ---------...............
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PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR 

INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE 

LICENCA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR 

PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE 
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PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR

Expedido de acuerdo con las disposiciones de la Convenci6n sobre la Reglamenta-
ci6n del Trafico Interamericano Automotor firmada en Washington, D.C., E.U.A.,
en 1943.

Expedida por ----------------------------------- --.. -___--------__
En - .-------------------- ------- ---.--..---.-.-. . -----.
Fecha--------- . .. . ..- --______________________________
Firma (x) --------------------....- ------- -..-.......------
Ndmero -----------------------------------------________________ ----

(x) Firma de la Autoridad o firma de la Asociaci6n con poder de la Autoridad,
y visto bueno de esta.

VAlido por un afo a partir de la fecha de emisi6n.

DETALLES SOBRE EL CONDUCTOR

Fotogras
a

Oflcial

Apellido -------------------------------------------------- 1
Nombre -----------------------------....--- _______ 2
Lugar de nacimiento -- ------------------------------------------- 3
Fecha de nacimiento _------___.--______________________ - 4
Domicilio --_________________________________ -. 5

(Nombre del pals)

REVOCACION

Sr. (apellido y nombre) -----. -----------. ----- -- --............
autorizado por este permiso expedido en (pals) ---------.-- -......... _ -------
queda inhabilitado para conducir en territorio de (pals) ----------.----------
Por-------------------------------------.............--------------------------
Por

Lugar . ..-------------------......-----------.-----Lugar
Fecha .....Sello -----------------------------------------------------

Sello
de is de i Firmaautoridad

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

FILIACION DEL CONDUCTOR

Para la fotograffa vease la pagina 31 [1]
Apellidos .. ..... 1Apellidos---------------------------------------- 1
Nombre --------- ------------------------------------- 2
Lugar de nacimiento 3Lugrdnacminto-------------------------------------------- 3
Fecha de nacimiento --------__-_____ - -_ - - 4
Domicilio 5

1  -ISupra- 5
I 1Stlpro]
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PERMISO INTERNACIONAL PARA CONDUCIR 

Expedido de acuerdo con las disposiciones de la Convencien sobre la Reglaments,-
clan del Trafico Interamericano Automotor firmada en Washington, D.C., E.U.A., 
en 1943. 

Expedida por  
En  
Fecha  
Firma (x)  
Namero  

(x) Firma de la Autoridad o firma de la Asociacian con poder de la Autoridad, 
y visto bueno de esta. 

80110 

Oficial 

Valid° por un alto a partir de la fecha de emisien. 

DETALLES SOBRE EL CONDUCTOR 

Fotografia 

Apellido  1 
Nombre  2 
Lugar de nacimiento  3 
Fecha de nacimiento  4 
Domicilio  5 

(Nombre del pale) 

REVOCACION 

Sr. (apellido y nombre)  

autorizado por este permiso expedido en (pats)  
queda inhabilitado para conducir en territorio de (pals)  

Por  
Lugar  
Fecha  

Sello 
de Is 

aMoridad Firma 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

FILIACION DEL CONDUCTOR 

Para la fotograf fa vease la pagina 31 [1] 
Apellidos---------- --------------------------------------------------
Nombre 
Lugar de nacimiento 
Fecha de nacimiento 

Domicilio___________________________________________________________ 
[Supra.] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE

Issued in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on the Regulation of
Inter-American Automotive Traffic signed at Washington, D.C., U.S.A., in 1943.

Issued by----------.--___________________________________
At - ------- -----------..._......__ ..... ___._._._.--
Date -------------------------------------...-.- ..-..--.---------------
Signature (x) ------------ ..-------------- ....---------------------------
Number --------------------------------.------ _-___-.--_________ -____

(x) Signature of Authority or signature of Association empowered by the Author-
ity, and "visa" of the latter.

Valid for one year from date of issue.

PARTICULARS CONCERNING THE DRIVER

Photograph
Official

seal

Surname --------------------------------------------------------. 1
Other names ------------------------------------------------------ 2
Place of birth-------------------------------------_--------------- 3
Date of birth -------------------------------_____----- _------------ 4
Home address--- -----------------------------------.------.. ------ 5

(Name of country)

REVOCATION

M. (surname and other names)--- ------. ----_____________________ -- ---
authorized as above by the authority of (country)-----_-____ _ --_____------
--------.--------- ------------------------------------- is deprived of the
right to drive in (country) - -- ------________________ -___.______________
by reason of-----------------------------------______ .__________..______

Place ------------------------.---.---.....-.-- ............--
Date-----------------------------------........

(signature)
Seal of

Authority
-----------------------.----.------------------------------------------

PARTICULARS CONCERNING THE DRIVER

For the photograph, see above (page 34) [']

Surname: --------------------------------------------------------- 1
Other names: ----------------------- ------------------------____. 2
Place of birth: -------------------------------------------.--------- 3
Date of birth: ----- ----------------------------------------.... . 4
Home address: ---------------------------------------------------- 5

I [Supra.]
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INTERNATIONAL DRIVING LICENSE 

Issued in accordance with the provisions of the Convention on the Regulation of 
Inter-American Automotive Traffic signed at Washington, D.C., U.S.A., in 1943. 

Issued by  
At 
Date  
Signature (x)  
Number  

(x) Signature of Authority or signature of Association empowered by the Author-
ity, and "visa" of the latter. 

Valid for one year from date of issue. 

PARTICULARS CONCERNING THE DRIVER 

Photograph 
Official 
seal 

Surname  1 
Other names  2 
Place of birth  3 
Date of birth  4 
Home address  5 

(Name of country) 

REVOCATION 

M. (surname and other names)  
authorized as above by the authority of (country)  

is deprived of the 
right to drive in (country) 
by reason of  

Place  
Date  

Seal of 
Authority 

(signature) 

PARTICULARS CONCERNING THE DRIVER 

For the photograph, see above (page 34) [I] 

Surname:   1 
Other names:   2 
Place of birth:   3 
Date of birth:   4 
Home address:   5 

' [supra.] 
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LICENCA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR

Expedida de ac6rdo cor as disposi96es da Convencao s6bre o trAfego Inter-
americano de Veiculos Automotores, assinada em Washington, D.C., E.U.A., em
1943.

Expedido por-- ._..-____.__________._ . ...-_______________ ..-
Em -- _---_- . ........-..-..-.. ........................ _________..___...
Data . ... __________
Assinatura (x)---____________________. _
Ndmero ____ _____________________
(x) Assinatura da Autoridade ou assinatura da Associagao autorizada pela Autori-

dade, e o "visto" desta.

Valida por um ano a partir da data de sua expediqao.

INFORMACOES SOBRE O CONDUTOR

1o Fotograff
a

Oficial

Sobrenome -- ----------------- ---_________.__ 1
Primeiro nome------___-__------________..._____.___.-- - - 2
Lugar de nascimento__ --------- ________.._____.-____ __- 3
Data de nascimento._________________________ _ __-- 4
Domicflio- ------------------------.---....-- ------ 5

(Nome do pals)

REVOGACAO

Sr. (sobrenome e primeiro nome) ----- ------------................__.
autorizado por esta licenga expedida no (pals) ......... _............_......-
-------------------- Fica inhabilitado para guiar em territ6rio do (pals)-----
PorPor-------------........................

Lugar
Data ...

88lo da
Autoridade Assinatura

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INFORMACOES SOBRE O CONDUTOR

Veja-se a fotograffa a pagina 37 [1]
Sobrenome -....... 1ISornoe---------------------------------------------____1
Primeiro nome- -- ------------------------ 2
Lugar de nascimento --------------------------------------- 3
Data de nascimento -----------------------
Domilcflio----------------------------------------------------DomicSio .

[Supra.]

1168 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

LICENCA INTERNACIONAL PARA GUIAR 

Expedida de ac6rdo corn as disposicoes da Convencao sobre o trafego Inter-
americano de Vefculos Automotores, assinada em Washington, D.C., E.U.A., em 
1943. 

Expedido por  
Em  
Data  
Assinatura (x)  
Ndmero  

(x) Assinatura da Autoridade ou assinatura da Associacao autorizada pela Autori-
dade, e o "visto" desta. 

8510 
Oficial 

Wilda por um ano a partir da data de sua expedicao. 

INFORMACOES SOBRE 0 CONDUTOR 

Fotogratia 

Sobrenome  
Primeiro nome  2 
Lugar de naseimento  3 
Data de nascimento  4 
Domicflio  5 

(Nome do pats) 

REVOGACX0 

Sr. (sobrenome e primeiro nome)  
autorizado per esta fleetlya expedida no (pals)  

Flea inhabilitado para guiar em territ6rio do (pals)  
Por 

8510 da 
Autoridade 

Lugar  
Data  

Assinatura 

Sobrenome 
Primeiro nome  
Lugar de nascimento  
Data de nascimento  
Domicflio  

INFORMAC6ES S613RE 0 CONDUTOR 

Veja-se a fotograffa a pagina 37 [1] 

[Supra.] 

1 
2 
3 
4 
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PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE

D61ivr6 conform6ment aux dispositions de la Convention sur le Reglement de la
Circulation Automobile Interam6ricaine, signee a Wahsington, D.C., E.U.A.,
en 1943.

Dl1ivr6 par .---------------------- ..------_.___ ---____-___-__-___.--_
A ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Date------------------------------------------------------.------------
Signature (x)----------------------------.._-----------------
Num6ro -----------------------_--------------_______-------__ --- _---
(x) Signature de l'autorite, ou signature de 1'Association habilitee par l'autorit6,

et visa de cette derniere.

Valable pour un an a partir de la date de delivrance.

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE CONDUCTEUR

Photographie

Sceau
Officiel

Nom -----------------------------------------...................---
Prenoms ----------------------------------------------------------
Lieu de naissance ----------------------------------------
Date de naissance --------------------------------------- -------
Domicile------------------------------------------------------------

(Nom du pays)

REVOCATION

M. (nom et prenoms) -..----------------------------...............
autoris6 comme il est indiqu6 ci-dessus par les autorites de (pays) ------------
est priv6 du droit de conduire dans (pays) --- _-----------_----------------
------------------------. A cause de --------------------.................

Lieu ----------------------------------------------
Date ---------------------------------------------

signature
Sceau de
l'autoritO
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE CONDUCTEUR

Pour sa photographie, voir plus haut, a la page 40 [']

Nom------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Prenoms---------------------------------------------------------- 2
Lieu de naissance-------------------------------------------------- 3
Date de naissance-------------------------------------------------- 4
Domicile --------------------------------------------------------- 5

I [Supra.]
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PERMIS INTERNATIONAL DE CONDUIRE 

Delivre conformement aux dispositions de la Convention sur le Reglement de la 
Circulation Automobile Interamericaine, signee a Wahsington, D.C., E.U.A., 
en 1943. 

Deli vre par  

Date  
Signature (x)  
Numero  
(x) Signature de l'autorite, ou signature de l'Association habilitee par l'autorite, 

et visa de cette derniere. 

Valable pour un an Pt partir de la date de delivrance. 

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE CONDUCTEUR 

Photographie 

Seeau 
Officiel 

Nom  
Prenoms  
Lieu de naissance  
Date de naissance  
Domicile  

(Nom du pays) 

REVOCATION 

M. (nom et prenoms)   
autorise comme il est indique ci-dessus par les autorit6s de (pays)   
est prive du droit de conduire dans (pays)   
  a cause de  

Lieu  
Date  

signature 
Seeau de 
Pautorite 

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE CONDUCTEUR 

Pour sa photographie, voir plus haut, a la page 40 [1] 

Nom  1 
Prenoms   2 
Lieu de naissance  3 
Date de naissance  4 
Domicile  5 

I [Supra.] 

95347*-49--PT. II 14 
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(Las tres categorias de permisos para conducir - A, B y C - abajo indicadas,
permitiran a los Estados, o subdivisiones politicas de los mismos, donde se exijan
formalidades especiales a los conductores de vehfculos ligeros, pesados o en com-
binaciones, y a los de motocicletas, que expidan las licencias correspondientes
para dichas categorias, o cualquiera de ellas. Se provee un sello especial de
autoridad para tales casos.)

(The three categories of driving licenses indicated below - A, B and C - are estab-
lished in order to permit States or subdivisions thereof which have special require-
ments differentiating among drivers of light vehicles, heavy vehicles and com-
binations, and motorcycles, to issue appropriate licenses for each or all of these
classes. A separate seal of authority is provided for use in such case or cases.)
(As trAs categorias de licencas para guiar - A, B e C - abaixo indicadas, permitirao
aos Estados, ou subdivisi6es politicas dos mesmos, onde sejam exigidas condigoes
especiais aos condutores de vefculos leves, pesados ou em combinacoes e aos
moticiclistas, expedir as licengas correspondentes a cada categoria ou a todas elas.
Ha um selo especial de autoridade para tais casos.)
(Les trois categories de permis de conduire indiquees ci-apres - A, B et C - sont
6tablies afin de permettre aux Etats, ou a leurs subdivisions politiques, oa il
existe des conditions sp6ciales pour les conducteurs de vehicules legers, lourds ou
en combinaison, et pour les motocyclettes, de delivrer les permis correspondants
a chacune de ces categories, ou a toutes. Un sceau special des autorites est prevu
pour ces cas.)

A
Autom6viles cuyo peso,
cargados, no excede de
3,500 kilos.
Motor vehicles of which the
weight with load does not
exceed 3,500 kilos.
Autom6veis cujo peso, car-
regados, nao exceda de
3,500 kilos.
Vehicules automobiles dont
le poids total en charge
n'excede pas 3,500 kilos.

B
Autom6viles cuyo peso,
cargados, excede de 3,500
kilos.
Motor vehicles of which the
weight with load exceeds
3,500 kilos.
Autom6veis cujo peso, car-
regados, exceda de 3,500
kilos.
Vehicules automobiles dont
le poids en charge excede
3,500 kilos.

C
Motocicletas con o
sin cochecillo lateral.

Motorcycles with or
withour side-car.

Motocicletas corn ou
sem carrinho de lado.

Motocyclettes avec
ou sans sidecar.

A

Sello de Autoridad : Sello de
Seal of Authority : Seal of.
Selo da Autoridade : Slo da
Sceau de l'autorite : Sceau d

B
C

Autoridad
Authority
Autoridade
e l'autorite

Sello de Autoridad
Seal of Authority
Selo da Autoridade
Sceau de l'autorite

1170
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(Las tres categorfas de permisos para conducir — A, B y C — abajo indicadas, 
permitiran a los Estados, o subdivisiones politic,as de los mismos, donde se exijan 
formalidades especiales a los conductores de vehfculos ligeros, pesados o en corn-
binaciones, y a los de motocieletas, que expidan las licencias correspondientes 
pars dichas categorfas, o cualquiera de ellas. Se provee un sello especial de 
autoridad para tales casos.) 

(The three categories of driving licenses indicated below — A, B and C — are estab-
lished in order to permit States or subdivisions thereof which have special require-
ments differentiating among drivers of light vehicles, heavy vehicles and com-
binations, and motorcycles, to issue appropriate licenses for each or all of these 
classes. A separate seal of authority is provided for use in such case or cases.) 

(As tres categorias de Heelless para guiar — A, B e C — abaixo indicadas, permitirao 
aos Estados, ou subdivisiOes politicos dos mesmos, onde sejam exigidas condicties 
especiais aos condutores de vefeulos leves, pesados ou em combinag5es e aos 
moticiclistas, expedir as licengas correspondentes a cads categoria ou a todas elas. 
Ha um Belo especial de autoridade para tais casos.) 

(Les trois categories de permis de conduire indiquees ei-apres — A, B et C — sont 
etablies afin de permettre aux Etats, ou leurs subdivisions politiques, on il 
existe des conditions speciales pour les conducteurs de vehicules legers, lourds ou 
en combinaison, et pour les motocyclettes, de delivrer les permis correspondants 
chaeune de ces categories, ou a toutes. Un sceau special des autorites est prevu 

pour ces cas.) 

A 

Autorn6viles cuyo peso, 
cargados, no excede de 
3,500 kilos. 
Motor vehicles of which the 
weight with load does not 
exceed 3,500 kilos. 
Automoveis cujo peso, ear-
regados, no exeeda de 
3,500 kilos. 
Vehicules automobiles dont 
le poids total en charge 
n'excede pas 3,500 kilos. 

Autom6viles cuyo peso, 
cargados, exeede de 3,500 
kilos. 

Motor vehicles of which the 
weight with load exceeds 
3,500 kilos. 
Autom6veis cujo peso, car-
regados, exceda de 3,500 
kilos. 
Vehieules automobiles dont 
le poids en charge excede 
3,500 kilos. 

Motocicletas con o 
sin cochecillo lateral. 

Motorcycles with or 
withour side-ear. 

Motocieletas corn ou 
sem earrinho de lade. 

Motocyclettes avec 
ou sans sidecar. 

A 

Sello de Autoridad 
Seal of Authority 
Selo da Autoridade 
Sceau de l'autorite 

Solo de Autoridad 
Seal of Authority 
Selo da Autoridade 
Sceau de l'autorite 

Sello de Autoridad 
Seal of Authority 
Selo da Autoridade 
Sceau de Fautorite 



61 STAT.] INTER-AMERICAN-AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC-DEC. 31, 1943

POR BOLIVIA:
(F) LUIS F. GUACHALLA 15 de diciembre de 1943

PELO BRASIL:

(A) FERNANDO LOBO

POR CUBA:

(F)

15 de dezembro de 1943

AURELIO F. CONCHESO 15 de diciembre de 1943

POR ECUADOR:

(F) C. E. ALFARO 15 de diciembre de 1943

POR GUATEMALA:

(F) ADRIAN RECINOS 15 de diciembre de 1943

POUR HAITI:

(S) A. LIAUTAUD 15 Decembre 1943

POR NICARAGUA:

(F) GUILLERMO SEVILLA S. 15 de diciembre de 1943

POR PERU:

(F) M. DE FREYRE Y S. 15 de diciembre de 1943 (SELLO)

POR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:

El Plenipotenciario de la Repdblica Dominicana firma la Convenci6n con

la siguiente reserva:
Que la disposici6n del Art. XIV no implica que el t6rmino de un afio que

indica el Art. XII se refiere al tiempo durante el cual un vehiculo puede

transitar en un Estado Contratante, sin haber puesto fianza o sin pagar los

derechos que sus leyes exijan, sino al tdrmino de caducidad del certificado

de admisi6n que el Estado puede no exigir. Asimismo, que esta Conven-

ci6n no afecta los tratados, convenciones u otros acuerdos internacionales

que la Republica Dominicana haya consentido o consienta ni a sus leyes de

inmigraci6n.

A. COPELLO 15 de diciembre de 1943

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Signed subject to the understanding and reservation that nothing in Article

XV shall be construed to require the use of personnel and facilities of the

United States of America for the purpose of determining compliance with

the provisions of Articles X and XI by vehicles whenever, in the opinion of

the competent authorities of the United States of America, there would

result an impairment of essential services performed by such personnel and

facilities or an undue hindrance to the movement of automotive traffic into

and from the territory of the United States of America.

(S) CORDELL HULL December 31, 1943

Ante, p. 1146.

Ante, pp. 1138,1140.

(SEAL)

POR EL SALVADOR:

(F) HECTOR DAVID CASTRO 6 de enero de 1944 (SELLO)

[Translation: The Plenipotentiary of the Dominican Republic signs the Convention with the following

reservation:
That the provision of Article XIV shall not imply that the period of one year mentioned in Article XII

refers to the time during which a vehicle may operate in a Contracting State, without having given bond or

paying the taxes that its laws require, but rather to the period of validity of the certificate of admission,

which the State may not require. Also, that this Convention shall not affect the treaties, conventions or

other international agreements which the Dominican Republic has concluded or may conclude, nor its

immigration laws.
(8) A. COPxLLo December , 1,94 (SaL)]

(SELLO)

(SILO)

(SELLO)

(SELLO)

(SELLO)

(SCEAU)

(SELLO)

(F) (SELLO)['I
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POR BOLIVIA: 
(F) Luis F. GUACHALLA 15 de diciembre de 1943 (sELL0) 

PELO BRASIL: 
(A) FERNANDO LOBO 15 de dezembro de 1943 (shLo) 

FOR CUBA: 
(F) AURELIO F. CONCHESO 15 de diciembre de 1943 (sELL0) 

POR ECUADOR: 
(F) C. E. ALFARO .15 de diciembre de 1943 (sELLo) 

POR GUATEMALA: 
(F) ADRIAN RECINOS 15 de diciembre de 1943 (sELL0) 

POUR HAITI: 
(S) A. LIAUTAUD .15 Decembre 1943 (scEAu) 

POR NICARAGUA: 
(F) GUILLERMO SEVILLA S. 15 de diciembre de 1943 (sELL0) 

FOR PERU: 
(F) M. DE FREYRE Y S. 15 de diciembre de 1943 (SELLO) 

FOR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA: 
El Plenipotenciario de la Republica Dominicana firma in ConvenciOn con 
in sig-uiente reserva: 
Quo in disposici6n del Art. XIV no implica que el termino de un afio que 
indica el Art. XII se refiere al tiempo durante el cual un vehiculo puede 
transitar en un Estado Contratante, sin haber puesto fianza o sin pagar los 
derechos que sus leyes exijan, sino al terrain° de caducidad del certificado 
de admisiOn que el Estado puede no exigir. Asimismo, que esta Conven-
ei6n no afeeta los tratados, convenciones u otros acuerdos internadonales 
que la Rept%lica Dominicana haya consentido o consienta ni a sus leyes de 
inmigraciOn. 

(F) A. COPELLO 15 de diciembre de 1943 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
Signed subject to the understanding and reservation that nothing in Article 
XV shall be construed to require the use of personnel and facilities of the 
United States of America for the purpose of determining compliance with 
the provisions of Articles X and XI by vehicles whenever, in the opinion of 
the competent authorities of the United States of America, there would 
resulp an impairment of essential services performed by such personnel and 
facilities or an undue hindrance to the movement of automotive traffic into 
and from the territory of the United States of America. 

(S) CORDELL HULL December 31, 1943 (BEAL) 

(sELLo)['] 

POR EL SALVADOR: 

(F) iliCTOR DAVID CASTRO 6 de enero de 1944 (sELLo) 

1 [Trans/a/ion: The Plenipotentiary of the Dominican Republic signs the Convention with the following 

reservation: 
That the provision of Article XIV shall not imply that the period of one year mentioned in Article XII 

refers to the time during which a vehicle may operate in a Contracting State, without having given bond or 
paying the taxes that its laws require, but rather to the period of validity of the certificate of admission, 
which the State may not require. Also, that this Convention shall not affect the treaties, conventions or 
other international agreements which the Dominican Republic has concluded or may conclude, nor its 

immigration laws. 
(8) A. COPYLLO December 15,190 (Sam.)] 

Ante, p. 1148. 

Ante, pp. 1138, 1140. 
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I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the
original, with the signatures affixed thereto up to the present date, of the
Convention on the Regulation of Inter-American Automotive Traffic,
deposited in the Pan American Union and opened for signature by the
American States on December 15, 1943.

WASHINGTON, D.C., January 17, 1944.

PEDRO DE ALBA
Secretary of the Governing Board

of the Pan American Union.
[SEAL]

1172 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the 
original, with the signatures affixed thereto up to the present date, of the 
Convention on the Regulation of Inter-American Automotive Traffic, 
deposited in the Pan American Union and opened for signature by the 
American States on December 15, 1943. 

WASHINGTON, D.C., January 17, 1944. 

[SEAL] 

PEDRO DE ALBA 
Secretary of the Governing Board 

of the Pan American Union. 



61 STAT.] INTER-AMERICAN-AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC-DEC. 31, 1943

WHEREAS it is provided in Article XXI of the said convention that
the convention shall come into force between the High Contracting
Parties in the order in which they deposit their respective ratifications
with the Pan American Union;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification of the said convention were
deposited with the Pan American Union by Guatemala on July 6,
1944, Peru on July 25, 1944, the Dominican Republic on August 4,
1944, Nicaragua on August 31, 1944, Brazil on January 8, 1945, and
El Salvador on May 22, 1946;

WHEREAS the convention was, on behalf of the United States of
America, "Signed subject to the understanding and reservation that
nothing in Article XV shall be construed to require the use of per-
sonnel and facilities of the United States of America for the purpose of
determining compliance with the provisions of Articles X and XI by
vehicles whenever, in the opinion of the competent authorities of the
United States of America, there would result an impairment of essen-
tial services performed by such personnel and facilities or an undue
hindrance to the movement of automotive traffic into and from the
territory of the United States of America";

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of the
said convention on the regulation of inter-American automotive
traffic as signed on behalf of the United States of America;

AND WHEREAS the said convention was duly ratified by the Presi-
dent of the United States of America on August 8, 1946, subject to
the aforementioned understanding and reservation with respect to
Article XV, and the instrument of ratification on the part of the
United States of America was duly deposited with the Pan American
Union on October 29, 1946;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the said convention on the regulation of inter-American automotive
traffic to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof
shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after October
29, 1946, by the United States of America and by the citizens of the
United States of America and all other persons subject to the juris-
diction thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this first day of November in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six and

[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the
one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
JAMES F BYRNES

Secretary of State

Ante, p. 1150.

Ante, p. 1146.

Ante, pp. 1138,1140.

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification.

Ante, p. 1146.
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W HEREAS it is provided in Article XXI of the said convention that 
the convention shall come into force between the High Contracting 
Parties in the order in which they deposit their respective ratifications 
with the Pan American Union; 
W HEREAS instruments of ratification of the said convention were 

deposited with the Pan American Union by Guatemala on July 6, 
1944, Peru on July 25, 1944, the Dominican Republic on August 4, 
1944, Nicaragua on August 31, 1944, Brazil on January 8, 1945, and 
El Salvador on May 22, 1946; 
WHEREAS the convention was, on behalf of the United States of 

America, "Signed subject to the understanding and reservation that 
nothing in Article XV shall be construed to require the use of per-
sonnel and facilities of the United States of America for the purpose of 
determining compliance with the provisions of Articles X and XI by 
vehicles whenever, in the opinion of the competent authorities of the 
United States of America, there would result an impairment of essen-
tial services performed by such personnel and facilities or an undue 
hindrance to the movement of automotive traffic into and from the 
territory of the United States of America"; 
W HEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their 

Resolution of July 25, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present 
concurring therein), did advise and consent to the ratification of the 
said convention on the regulation of inter-American automotive 
traffic as signed on behalf of the United States of America; 
AND WHEREAS the said convention was duly ratified by the Presi-

dent of the United States of America on August 8, 1946, subject to 
the aforementioned understanding and reservation with respect to 
Article XV, and the instrument of ratification on the part of the 
United States of America was duly deposited with the Pan American 
Union on October 29, 1946; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the said convention on the regulation of inter-American automotive 
traffic to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof 
shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after October 
29, 1946, by the United States of America and by the citizens of the 
United States of America and all other persons subject to the juris-
diction thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this first day of November in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

one hundred seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 

Ante, p. 1150. 

Ante, p. 1146. 

Ante, pp. 1138, 1140. 

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

Ante, p. 1140. 



TREATIES

July 4, 19 Treaty between the United States of America and the Philippines and
[T. I A. S. l.8sl protocol respecting general relations. Signed at Manila July 4, 1946;

ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America
July 31, 1946; ratified by the President of the United States of America
August 16,1946; ratified by the President of the Philippines September
30, 1946; ratifications exchanged at Manila October 22, 1946; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States of America October S1,
1946; effective October 22, 1946. And interim agreement effected by
exchange of notes signed at Manila July 10 and 12, 1946; effective
July 4, 1946.

BY THE PRES[DENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHFRBAS a treaty of general relations between the United States
of America and the Republic of the Philippines and a protocol to
accompany that treaty were signed at Manila on the fourth day of
July, one thousand nine hundred forty-six, the originals of which
treaty and protocol are word for word as follows:

TREATY OF GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

The United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines,
being animated by the desire to cement the relations of close and long
friendship existing between the two countries, and to provide for the
recognition of the independence of the Republic of the Philippines
as of July 4, 1946 and the relinquishment of American sovereignty
over the Philippine Islands, have agreed upon the following articles:

Recognition by U.S.
of independence of
the Republic of the
Philippines.

ARTICLE I

The United States of America agrees to withdraw and surrender,
and does hereby withdraw and surrender, all right of possession,
supervision, jurisdiction, control or sovereignty existing and exercised
by the United States of America in and over the territory and the
people of the Philippine Islands, except the use of such bases, neces-
sary appurtenances to such bases, and the rights incident thereto, as
the United States of America, by agreement with the Republic of the
Philippines, may deem necessary to retain for the mutual protection
of the United States of America and of the Republic of the Philip-
pines. The United States of America further agrees to recognize,
and does hereby recognize, the independence of the Republic of the
Philippines as a separate self-governing nation and to acknowledge,
and does hereby acknowledge, the authority and control over the same
of the Government instituted by the people thereof, under the
Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines.
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Treaty between the United States of America and the Philippines and 
protocol respecting general relations. Signed at Manila July 4, 1946; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
July 31, 1946; ratified by the President of the United States of America 
August 16, 1946; ratified by the President of the Philippines September 
30, 1946; ratifications exchanged at Manila October 22, 1946; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States of America October 31, 
1946; effective October 22, 1946. And interim agreement effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Manila July 10 and 12, 1946; effective 
July 4, 1946. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OE AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W TI-ERR AS a treaty of general relations between the United States 
of America and the Republic of the Philippines and a protocol to 
accompany that treaty were signed at Manila on the fourth day of 
July, one thousand nine hundred forty-six, the originals of which 
treaty and protocol are word for word as follows: 

TREATY OF GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES 

The United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, 
being animated by the desire to cement the relations of close and long 
friendship existing between the two countries, and to provide for the 
recognition of the independence of the Republic of the Philippines 
as of July 4, 1946 and the relinquishment of American sovereignty 
over the Philippine Islands, have agreed upon the following articles: 

ARTICLE I 

The United States of America agrees to withdraw and surrender, 
and does hereby withdraw and surrender, all right of possession, 
supervision, jurisdiction, control or sovereignty existing and exercised 
by the United States of America in and over the territory and the 
people of the Philippine Islands, except the use of such bases, neces-
sary appurtenances to such bases, and the rights incident thereto, as 
the United States of America, by agreement with the Republic of the 
Philippines, may deem necessary to retain for the mutual protection 
of the United States of America and of the Republic of the Philip-
pines. The United States of America further agrees to recognize, 
and does hereby recognize, the independence of the Republic of the 
Philippines as a separate self-governing nation and to acknowledge, 
and does hereby acknowledge, the authority and control over the same 
of the Government instituted by the people thereof, under the 
Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines. 
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ARTICLE II
The diplomatic representatives of each country shall enjoy in the

territories of the other the privileges and immunities derived from
generally recognized international law and usage. The consular
representatives of each country, duly provided with exequatur, will
be permitted to reside in the territories of the other in the places
wherein consular representatives are by local laws permitted to re-
side; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immunities
accorded to such officers by general international usage; and they shall
not be treated in a manner less favorable than similar officers of any
other foreign country.

ARTICLE III

Pending the final establishment of the requisite Philippine Foreign
Service establishments abroad, the United States of America and
the Republic of the Philippines agree that at the request of the Re-
public of the Philippines the United States of America will endeavor,
in so far as it may be practicable, to represent through its Foreign
Service the interests of the Republic of the Philippines in countries
where there is no Philippine representation. The two countries fur-
ther agree that any such arrangements are to be subject to termination
when in the judgment of either country such arrangements are no
longer necessary.

ARTICLE IV

The Republic of the Philippines agrees to assume, and does hereby
assume, all the debts and liabilities of the Philippine Islands, its
provinces, cities, municipalities and instrumentalities, which shall
be valid and subsisting on the date hereof. The Republic of the
Philippines will make adequate provision for the necessary funds for
the payment of interest on and principal of bonds issued prior to
May 1, 1934 under authority of an Act of Congress of the United
States of America by the Philippine Islands, or any province, city
or municipality therein, and such obligations shall be a first lien on the
taxes collected in the Philippines.

ARTICLE V

The United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines
agree that all cases at law concerning the Government and people of
the Philippines which, in accordance with Section 7 (6) of the
Independence Act of 1934, are pending before the Supreme Court
of the United States of America at the date of the granting of the
independence of the Republic of the Philippines shall continue to be
subject to the review of the Supreme Court of the United States of
America for such period of time after independence as may be neces-
sary to effectuate the disposition of the cases at hand. The contracting
parties also agree that following the disposition of such cases the
Supreme Court of the United States of America will cease to have
the right of review of cases originating in the Philippine Islands.
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ARTICLE II 

The diplomatic representatives of each country shall enjoy in the 
territories of the other the privileges and immunities derived from 
generally recognized international law and usage. The consular 
representatives of each country, duly provided with exequatur, will 
be permitted to reside in the territories of the other in the places 
wherein consular representatives are by local laws permitted to re-
side; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immunities 
accorded to such officers by general international usage; and they shall 
not be treated in a manner less favorable than similar officers of any 
other foreign country. 

ARTICLE III 

Pending the final establishment of the requisite Philippine Foreign 
Service establishments abroad, the United States of America and 
the Republic of the Philippines agree that at the request of the Re-
public of the Philippines the United States of America will endeavor, 
in so far as it may be practicable, to represent through its Foreign 
Service the interests of the Republic of the Philippines in countries 
where there is no Philippine representation. The two countries fur-
ther agree that any such arrangements are to be subject to termination 
when in the judgment of either country such arrangements are no 
longer necessary. 

ARTICLE IV 

The Republic of the Philippines agrees to assume, and does hereby 
assume, all the debts and liabilities of the Philippine Islands, its 
provinces, cities, municipalities and instrumentalities, which shall 
be valid and subsisting on the date hereof. The Republic of the 
Philippines will make adequate provision for the necessary funds for 
the payment of interest on and principal of bonds issued prior to 
May 1, 1934 under authority of an Act of Congress of the United 
States of America by the Philippine Islands, or any province, city 
or municipality therein, and such obligations shall be a first lien on the 
taxes collected in the Philippines. 

ARTICLE V 

The United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines 
agree that all cases at law concerning the Government and people of 
the Philippines which, in accordance with Section 7 (6) of the 
Independence Act of 1934, are pending before the Supreme Court 
of the United States of America at the date of the granting of the 
independence of the Republic of the Philippines shall continue to be 
subject to the review of the Supreme Court of the United States of 
America for such period of time after independence as may be neces-
sary to effectuate the disposition of the cases at hand. The contracting 
parties also agree that following the disposition of such cases the 
Supreme Court of the United States of America will cease to have 
the right of review of cases originating in the Philippine Islands. 
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ARTICLE VI
S laet tlement of In so far as they are not covered by existing legislation, all claimsclaims.

of the Government of the United States of America or its nationals
against the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and all
claims of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and its
nationals against the Government of the United States of America

Property rights. shall be promptly adjusted and settled. The property rights of the
United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines shall
be promptly adjusted and settled by mutual agreement, and all existing
property rights of citizens and corporations of the United States of
America in the Republic of the Philippines and of citizens and
corporations of the Republic of the Philippines in the United States
of America shall be acknowledged, respected and safeguarded to the
same extent as property rights of citizens and corporations of the
Republic of the Philippines and of the United States of America
respectively. Both Governments shall designate representatives who
may in concert agree on measures best calculated to effect a satisfactory
and expeditious disposal of such claims as may not be covered by
existing legislation.

ARTICLE VII
The Republic of the Philippines agrees to assume all continuing

obligations assumed by the United States of America under the Treaty
of Peace between the United States of America and Spain concluded
at Paris on the 10th day of December, 1898, by which the Philippine
Islands were ceded to the United States of America, and under the
Treaty between the United States of America and Spain concluded
at Washington on the 7th day of November, 1900.

ARTICLE VIII
Entry into force. This Treaty shall enter into force on the exchange of instruments

of ratification.
Ratification. This Treaty shall be submitted for ratification in accordance with

the constitutional procedures of the United States of America and of
the Republic of the Philippines; and instruments of ratification shall
be exchanged and deposited at Manila.

Signed at Manila this fourth day of July, one thousand nine
hundred forty-six.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

[SEAL] PAUL V. McNuTr

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES:

[SEAL] MANUEL RoxAS

30 Stat. 1754.

31 Stat. 1942.
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ARTICLE VI 

In so far as they are not covered by existing legislation, all claims 
of the Government of the United States of America or its nationals 
against the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and all 
claims of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and its 
nationals against the Government of the United States of America 
shall be promptly adjusted and settled. The property rights of the 
United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines shall 
be promptly adjusted and settled by mutual agreement, and all existing 
property rights of citizens and corporations of the United States of 
America in the Republic of the Philippines and of citizens and 
corporations of the Republic of the Philippines in the United States 
of America shall be acknowledged, respected and safeguarded to the 
same extent as property rights of citizens and corporations of the 
Republic of the Philippines and of the United States of America 
respectively. Both Governments shall designate representatives who 
may in concert agree on measures best calculated to effect a satisfactory 
and expeditious disposal of such claims as may not be covered by 
existing legislation. 

Auncrz VII 

The Republic of the Philippines agrees to assume all continuing 
obligations assumed by the United States of America under the Treaty 
of Peace between the United States of America and Spain concluded 
at Paris on the 10th day of December, 1898, by which the Philippine 
Islands were ceded to the United States of America, and under the 
Treaty between the United States of America and Spain concluded 
at Washington on the 7th day of November, 1900. 

ARTICLE VIII 

This Treaty shall enter into force on the exchange of instruments 
of ratification. 

This Treaty shall be submitted for ratification in accordance with 
the constitutional procedures of the United States of America and of 
the Republic of the Philippines; and instruments of ratification shall 
be exchanged and deposited at Manila. 
Signed at Manila this fourth day of July, one thousand nine 

hundred forty-six. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

[SEAL] PAUL V. McNurr 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT' OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES : 

[sEAL] M uxi ROXAS 
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PROTOCOL
TO ACCOMPANY THE TREATY OF GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE
PHILIPPINES, SIGNED AT MANILA ON THE FOURTH DAY OF
JULY 1946.

It is understood and agreed by the High Contracting Parties that
this Treaty is for the purpose of recognizing the independence of the
Republic of the Philippines and for the maintenance of close and
harmonious relations between the two Governments.

It is understood and agreed that this Treaty does not attempt to
regulate the details of arrangements between the two Governments
for their mutual defense; for the establishment, termination or regu-
lation of the rights and duties of the two countries, each with respect
to the other, in the settlement of claims, as to the ownership or control
of real or personal property, or as to the carrying out of provisions
of law of either country; or for the settlement of rights or claims of
citizens or corporations of either country with respect to or against
the other.

It is understood and agreed that the conclusion and entrance into
force of this Treaty is not exclusive of further treaties and executive
agreements providing for the specific regulation of matters broadly
covered herein.

It is understood and agreed that pending final ratification of this
Treaty, the provisions of Articles II and III shall be observed by
executive agreement. Po p. 1179.

Signed at Manila this fourth day of July, one thousand nine hun-
dred forty-six.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

[SEAL] PAUT V. McNurr

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES:

[SEAL] MANUEL RoABs
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PROTOCOL 
TO ACCOMPANY THE TREATY OF GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE 
PHILIPPINES, SIGNED AT MANILA ON THE FOURTH DAY OF 
JULY 1946. 

It is understood and agreed by the High Contracting Parties that 
this Treaty is for the purpose of recognizing the independence of the 
Republic of the Philippines and for the maintenance of close and 
harmonious relations between the two Governments. 

It is understood and agreed that this Treaty does not attempt to 
regulate the details of arrangements between the two Governments 
for their mutual defense; for the establishment, termination or regu-
lation of the rights and duties of the two countries, each with respect 
to the other, in the settlement of claims, as to the ownership or control 
of real or personal property, or as to the carrying out of provisions 
of law of either country; or for the settlement of rights or claims of 
citizens or corporations of either country with respect to or against 
the other. 

It is understood and agreed that the conclusion and entrance into 
force of this Treaty is not exclusive of further treaties and executive 
agreements providing for the specific regulation of matters broadly 
covered herein. 

It is understood and agreed that pending final ratification of this 
Treaty, the provisions of Articles II and HI shall be observed by 
executive agreement. 
Signed at Manila this fourth day of July, one thousand nine hun-

dred forty-six. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

PAUL V. McN r 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES : 

MANUEL ROXAS 
[SEAL] 

Post, p. 1179. 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their Reso-
lution of July 31, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present concurring
therein) did advise and consent to the ratification of the said treaty
and protocol;

WHEREAS the said treaty and protocol were duly ratified by the
President of the United States of America on August 16, 1946, in
pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate;

WHEREAS the said treaty and protocol have been duly ratified on
behalf of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines;

Exchange of instru- AND WHEREAS the instruments of ratification of the said treaty and
ments of ratification.

protocol were duly exchanged at Manila on the twenty-second day of
October, one thousand nine hundred forty-six;

Effective date. Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the said treaty and accompanying protocol to the end that the same
and every article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled
with good faith, on and from the twenty-second day of October, one
thousand nine hundred forty-six, by the United States of America
and by the citizens of the United States of America and all other
persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this thirty-first day of October in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six

[SEA] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

JAMES F BYRNES
Secretary of State
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ments of ratification. 

Effective date. 

W HEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their Reso-
lution of July 31, 1946 (two-thirds of the Senators present concurring 
therein) did advise and consent to the ratification of the said treaty 
and protocol; 
W HEREAS the said treaty and protocol were duly ratified by the 

President of the United States of America on August 16, 1946, in 
pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate; 
W HEREAS the said treaty and protocol have been duly ratified on 

behalf of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines; 
AND WHEREAS the instruments of ratification of the said treaty and 

protocol were duly exchanged at Manila on the twenty-second day of 
October, one thousand nine hundred forty-six; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the said treaty and accompanying protocol to the end that the same 
and every article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled 
with good faith, on and from the twenty-second day of October, one 
thousand nine hundred forty-six, by the United States of America 
and by the citizens of the United States of America and all other 
persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the 

Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this thirty-first day of October in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-six 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 
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The Philippine Secretary of Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE PHILIPPINES

Malacafan

JULY 10, 1946

EXCELLENCY:

In accordance with the provisions of the Protocol accompanying the
Treaty of General Relations between the United States of America
and the Republic of the Philippines signed at Manila on the 4th day
of July, 1946, I have the honor to inform you that the Republic of
the Philippines shall observe the provisions of Articles II and III Ante, p. 1177

pending the final ratification of said treaty effective as of July 4, 1946.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-

tion.
ELPIDIO QUIRINO

Vice-President and concurrently
Secretary of Foreign Affairs

His Excellency PAUL V. McNurr
American Ambassador

Manila

The American Ambassador to the Philippine Secretary of Foreign
Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

July 12, 1946.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July 10,
1946, confirming that, in accordance with the Protocol Accompanying
the Treaty of General Relations Between the United States of America
and the Republic of the Philippines signed at Manila on July 4,1946,
your Government will observe the provision of Articles II and III of
the Treaty pending final ratification thereof.

In reply I have the honor to confirm to you that my Government
intends similarly to observe the provisions of the above mentioned
protocol.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

PAUL V. McNurr

His Excellency
ELPIDIO QUIINO,

Secretary of Foreign Affairs for the
Republic of the Philippines.
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The Philippine Secretary of Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT 
OF THE PHILIPPINES 

Malacailan 

JULY 10, 1946 

EXCELLFNCY: 
In accordance with the provisions of the Protocol accompanying the 

Treaty of General Relations between the United States of America 
and the Republic of the Philippines signed at Manila on the 4th day 
of July, 1946, I have the honor to inform you that the Republic of 
the Philippines shall observe the provisions of Articles II and III 
pending the final ratification of said treaty effective as of July 4, 1946. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

ELPIDIO QUIRINO 
Vice-President and concurrently 
Secretary of Foreign Affairs 

His Excellency PAUL V. McNuTT 
American Ambassador 

Manila 

The American Ambassador to the Philippine Secretary of Foreign 
Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
July 12, 1946. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of July 10, 

1946, confirming that, in accordance with the Protocol Accompanying 
the Treaty of General Relations Between the United States of America 
and the Republic of the Philippines signed at Manila on July 4, 1946, 
your Government will observe the provision of Articles II and III of 
the Treaty pending final ratification thereof. 

In reply I have the honor to confirm to you that my Government 
intends similarly to observe the provisions of the above mentioned 
protocol. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

PAUL V. McNurr 

His Excellency 
ELPIDIO QUIRINO, 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs for the 
Republic of the Philippines. 
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December 7,1944 Convention between the United States of America and other governments
[T. I. A. S. 1591] respecting international civil aviation. Formulated at Chicago Decem-

ber 7,1944; signed on the part of the United States of America December
7, 1944; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of
America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United States
of America August 6, 1946; ratification of the United States of America
deposited at Washington August 9,1946; proclaimed by the President of
the United States of America March 17, 1947; effective April 4, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a convention on international civil aviation was formu-
lated in the English language at the International Civil Aviation
Conference at Chicago and opened for signature on December 7, 1944,
and signed on that date by the Plenipotentiary of the United States of
America and on or after that date by the Plenipotentiaries of forty-
eight other governments;

WHEREAS the said convention in the English language is word for
word as follows:

CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION

PREAMBLE

WHEREAS the future development of international civil aviation
can greatly help to create and preserve friendship and understanding
among the nations and peoples of the world, yet its abuse can become
a threat to the general security; and

WHEREAS it is desirable to avoid friction and to promote that coop-
eration between nations and peoples upon which the peace of the
world depends;

THEREFORE, the undersigned governments having agreed on certain
principles and arrangements in order that international civil aviation
may be developed in a safe and orderly manner and that interna-
tional air transport services may be established on the basis of equality
of opportunity and operated soundly and economically;

Have accordingly concluded this Convention to that end.

PART I. AIR NAVIGATION

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATION OF THE
CONVENTION

Article 1
soverenty The contracting States recognize that every State has

complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace
above its territory.
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December 7, 1944 
[T. I. A. S. 1591] 

Convention between the United States of America and other governments 
respecting international civil aviation. Formulated at Chicago Decem-
ber 7, 1944; signed on the part of the United States of America December 
7, 1944; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of 
America July 25, 1946; ratified by the President of the United States 
of America August 6, 1946; ratification of the United States of America 
deposited at Washington August 9, 1946; proclaimed by the President of 
the United States of America March 17, 1947; effective April 4, 1947. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS a convention on international civil aviation was formu-
lated in the English language at the International Civil Aviation 
Conference at Chicago and opened for signature on December 7, 1944, 
and signed on that date by the Plenipotentiary of the United States of 
America and on or after that date by the Plenipotentiaries of forty-
eight other governments; 
WHEREAS the said convention in the English language is word for 

word as follows: 

CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION 

PREAMBLE 

WHEREAS the future development of international civil aviation 
can greatly help to create and preserve friendship and understanding 
among the nations and peoples of the world, yet its abuse can become 
a threat to the general security; and 
WHEREAS it is desirable to avoid friction and to promote that coop-

eration between nations and peoples upon which the peace of the 
world depends; 
THEREFORE, the undersigned governments having agreed on certain 

principles and arrangements in order that international civil aviation 
may be developed in a safe and orderly manner and that interna-
tional air transport services may be established on the basis of equality 
of opportunity and operated soundly and economically; 
Have accordingly concluded this Convention to that end. 

Sovereignty 

PART I. AIR NAVIGATION 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATION OF THE 

CONVENTION 

Article .1 

The contracting States recognize that every State has 
complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace 
above its territory. 
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Article 2

For the purposes of this Convention the territory of a Territory
State shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial
waters adjacent thereto under the sovereignty, suze-
rainty, protection or mandate of such State.

Article 3

(a) This Convention shall be applicable only to civil ivil andstate
aircraft, and shall not be applicable to state aircraft.

(b) Aircraft used in military, customs and police
services shall be deemed to be state aircraft.

(c) No state aircraft of a contracting State shall fly
over the territory of another State or land thereon with-
out authorization by special agreement or otherwise,
and in accordance with the terms thereof.

(d) The contracting States undertake, when issuing
regulations for their state aircraft, that they will have
due regard for the safety of navigation of civil aircraft.

Article 4
Each contracting State agrees not to use civil aviation Msuse of civilaviation

for any purpose inconsistent with the aims of this Con-
vention.

CHAPTER II

FLIGHT OVER TERRITORY OF CONTRACTING STATES

Article 5

Each contracting State agrees that all aircraft of the Rightofnon-
scheduled flightother contracting States, being aircraft not engaged in

scheduled international air services shall have the right,
subject to the observance of the terms of this Conven-
tion, to make flights into or in transit non-stop across its
territory and to make stops for non-traffic purposes
without the necessity of obtaining prior permission, and
subject to the right of the State flown over to require
landing. Each contracting State nevertheless reserves
the right, for reasons of safety of flight, to require air-
craft desiring to proceed over regions which are inac-
cessible or without adequate air navigation facilities to
follow prescribed routes, or to obtain special permission
for such flights.

Such aircraft, if engaged in the carriage of passengers,
cargo, or mail for remuneration or hire on other than
scheduled international air services, shall also, subject
to the provisions of Article 7, have the privilege of taking
on or discharging passengers, cargo, or mail, subject to
the right of any State where such embarkation or dis-
charge takes place to impose such regulations, conditions
or limitations as it may consider desirable.
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Scheduled air
services

Pilotlessaircraft No aircraft capable of being flown without a pilot
shall be flown without a pilot over the territory of a
contracting State without special authorization by that
State and in accordance with the terms of such authoriza-
tion. Each contracting State undertakes to insure that
the flight of such aircraft without a pilot in regions open
to civil aircraft shall be so controlled as to obviate danger
to civil aircraft.

Article 9
Prohibited areas (a) Each contracting State may, for reasons of military

necessity or public safety, restrict or prohibit uniformly
the aircraft of other States from flying over certain areas
of its territory, provided that no distinction in this
respect is made between the aircraft of the State whose
territory is involved, engaged in international scheduled
airline services, and the aircraft of the other contracting
States likewise engaged. Such prohibited areas shall
be of reasonable extent and location so as not to interfere
unnecessarily with air navigation. Descriptions of
such prohibited areas in the territory of a contracting
State, as well as any subsequent alterations therein, shall
be communicated as soon as possible to the other con-
tracting States and to the International Civil Aviation
Organization.

(b) Each contracting State reserves also the right, in
exceptional circumstances or during a period of emer-
gency, or in the interest of public safety, and with imme-
diate effect, temporarily to restrict or prohibit flying over
the whole or any part of its territory, on condition that
such restriction or prohibition shall be applicable without
distinction of nationality to aircraft 6f all other States.

Article 6

No scheduled international air service may be operated
over or into the territory of a contracting State, except
with the special permission or other authorization of that
State, and in accordance with the terms of such permis-
sion or authorization.

Article 7
Each contracting State shall have the right to refuse

permission to the aircraft of other contracting States to
take on in its territory passengers, mail and cargo carried
for remuneration or hire and destined for another point
within its territory. Each contracting State undertakes
not to enter into any arrangements which specifically
grant any such privilege on an exclusive basis to any
other State or an airline of any other State, and not to
obtain any such exclusive privilege from any other State.

Article 8

Cabotage
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(c) Each contracting State, under such regulations as
it may prescribe, may require any aircraft entering the
areas contemplated in subparagraphs (a) or (b) above
to effect a landing as soon as practicable thereafter at
some designated airport within its territory.

Article 10
Except in a case where, under the terms of this Con- Landig st

customs airport
vention or a special authorization, aircraft are permitted
to cross the territory of a contracting State without
landing, every aircraft which enters the territory of a
contracting State shall, if the regulations of that State
so require, land at an airport designated by that State
for the purpose of customs and other examination. On
departure from the territory of a contracting State,
such aircraft shall depart from a similarly designated
customs airport. Particulars of all designated customs
airports shall be published by the State and transmitted
to the International Civil Aviation Organization estab-
lished under Part II of this Convention for communica- Post, p. 11I2.
tion to all other contracting States.

Article 11
Subject to the provisions of this Convention, the laws Applicabili t

yofair regulations
and regulations of a contracting State relating to the
admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft
engaged in international air navigation, or to the opera-
tion and navigation of such aircraft while within its
territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of all contract-
ing States without distinction as to nationality, and
shall be complied with by such aircraft upon entering or
departing from or while within the territory of that State.

Article 12

Each contracting State undertakes to adopt measures Rulesotheair
to insure that every aircraft flying over or maneuvering
within its territory and that every aircraft carrying its
nationality mark, wherever such aircraft may be, shall
comply with the rules and regulations relating to the
flight and maneuver of aircraft there in force. Each
contracting State undertakes to keep its own regulations
in these respects uniform, to the greatest possible extent,
with those established from time to time under this Con-
vention. Over the high seas, the rules in force shall be
those established under this Convention. Each con-
tracting State undertakes to insure the prosecution of all
persons violating the regulations applicable.

Article 13

The laws and regulations of a contracting State as to tnce,
the admission to or departure from its territory of passen- aub
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gers, crew or cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating
to entry, clearance, immigration, passports, customs, and
quarantine shall be complied with by or on behalf of
such passengers, crew or cargo upon entrance into or
departure from, or while within the territory of that State.

Article 14
Prevention of
spread of disease Each contracting State agrees to take effective meas-

ures to prevent the spread by means of air navigation of
cholera, typhus (epidemic), smallpox, yellow fever,
plague, and such other communicable diseases as the con-
tracting States shall from time to time decide to desig-
nate, and to that end contracting States will keep in close
consultation with the agencies concerned with inter-
national regulations relating to sanitary measures
applicable to aircraft. Such consultation shall be with-
out prejudice to the application of any existing inter-
national convention on this subject to which the con-
tracting States may be parties.

Article 15
silSro irges Every airport in a contracting State which is open to

public use by its national aircraft shall likewise, subject
Post, to the provisions of Article 68, be open under uniform

conditions to the aircraft of all the other contracting
States. The like uniform conditions shall apply to the
use, by aircraft of every contracting State, of all air
navigation facilities, including radio and meteorological
services, which may be provided for public use for the
safety and expedition of air navigation.

Any charges that may be imposed or permitted to be
imposed by a contracting State for the use of such air-
ports and air navigation facilities by the aircraft of any
other contracting State shall not be higher,

(a) As to aircraft not engaged in scheduled inter-
national air services, than those that would be paid by
its national aircraft of the same class engaged in
similar operations, and

(b) As to aircraft engaged in scheduled interna-
tional air services, than those that would be paid by
its national aircraft engaged in similar international air
services.

All such charges shall be published and communicated
to the International Civil Aviation Organization: pro-
vided that, upon representation by an interested con-
tracting State, the charges imposed for the use of airports
and other facilities shall be subject to review by the
Council, which shall report and make recommendations
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thereon for the consideration of the State or States con-
cerned. No fees, dues or other charges shall be imposed
by any contracting State in respect solely of the right of
transit over or entry into or exit from its territory of any
aircraft of a contracting State or persons or property
thereon.

Article 16

The appropriate authorities of each of the contracting Seareh of
States shall have the right, without unreasonable delay,
to search aircraft of the other contracting States on
landing or departure, and to inspect the certificates and
other documents prescribed by this Convention.

CHAPTER III

NATIONALITY OF AIRCRAFT

Article 17

Aircraft have the nationality of the State in which Nt,,n"tyof
they are registered.

Article 18

An aircraft cannot be validly registered in more than Dual registration

one State, but its registration may be changed from one
State to another.

Article 19

The registration or transfer of registration of aircraft gnateniws

in any contracting State shall be made in accordance registration

with its laws and regulations.

Article 20

Every aircraft engaged in international air navigation Display omarks
shall bear its appropriate nationality and registration
marks.

Article 21

Each contracting State undertakes to supply to any r^etf,3
other contracting State or to the International Civil
Aviation Organization, on demand, information con-
cerning the registration and ownership of any particular
aircraft registered in that State. In addition, each
contracting State shall furnish reports to the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization, under such regulations
as the latter may prescribe, giving such pertinent data as
can be made available concerning the ownership and
control of aircraft registered in that State and habitually
engaged in international air navigation. The data thus
obtained by the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion shall be made available by it on request to the other
contracting States.

95347°--49- -PT. II--15
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CHAPTER IV

MEASURES TO FACILITATE AIR NAVIGATION

Article 22

Faclitationof Each contracting State agrees to adopt all practicable
measures, through the issuance of special regulations or
otherwise, to facilitate and expedite navigation by air-
craft between the territories of contracting States, and to
prevent unnecessary delays to aircraft, crews, passengers
and cargo, especially in the administration of the laws
relating to immigration, quarantine, customs and clear-
ance.

Article 23

custms and Each contracting State undertakes, so far as it may
procdures find practicable, to establish customs and immigration

procedures affecting international air navigation in ac-
cordance with the practices which may be established or
recommended from time to time, pursuant to this Con-
vention. Nothing in this Convention shall be construed as
preventing the establishment of customs-free airports.

Article 24
Customs duty (a) Aircraft on a flight to, from, or across the territory

of another contracting State shall be admitted tem-
porarily free of duty, subject to the customs regulations
of the State. Fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular
equipment and aircraft stores on board an aircraft of a
contracting State, on arrival in the territory of another
contracting State and retained on board on leaving the
territory of that State shall be exempt from customs duty,
inspection fees or similar national or local duties and
charges. This exemption shall not apply to any quan-
tities or articles unloaded, except in accordance with the
customs regulations of the State, which may require that
they shall be kept under customs supervision.

(b) Spare parts and equipment imported into the ter-
ritory of a contracting State for incorporation in or use on
an aircraft of another contracting State engaged in inter-
national air navigation shall be admitted free of customs
duty, subject to compliance with the regulations of the
State concerned, which may provide that the articles
shall be kept under customs supervision and control.

Article 25
Aircraft indistre Each contracting State undertakes to provide such

measures of assistance to aircraft in distress in its terri-
tory as it may find practicable, and to permit, subject to
control by its own authorities, the owners of the aircraft

TREATIES [61 STAT.1186 
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or authorities of the State in which the aircraft is regis-
tered to provide such measures of assistance as may be
necessitated by the circumstances. Each contracting
State, when undertaking search for missing aircraft, will
collaborate in coordinated measures which may be rec-
ommended from time to time pursuant to this Con-
vention.

Article 26

In the event of an accident to an aircraft of a con- If aestgatOn
tracting State occurring in the territory of another con-
tracting State, and involving death or serious injury, or
indicating serious technical defect in the aircraft or air
navigation facilities, the State in which the accident
occurs will institute an inquiry into the circumstances of
the accident, in accordance, so far as its laws permit,
with the procedure which may be recommended by the
International Civil Aviation Organization. The State
in which the aircraft is registered shall be given the
opportunity to appoint observers to be present at the
inquiry and the State holding the inquiry shall commu-
nicate the report and findings in the matter to that
State.

Article 27

(a) While engaged in international air navigation,
any authorized entry of aircraft of a contracting State
into the territory of another contracting State or author-
ized transit across the territory of such State with or
without landings shall not entail any seizure or detention
of the aircraft or any claim against the owner or operator
thereof or any other interference therewith by or on
behalf of such State or any person therein, on the
ground that the construction, mechanism, parts, acces-
sories or operation of the aircraft is an infringement of
any patent, design, or model duly granted or registered
in the State whose territory is entered by the aircraft, it
being agreed that no deposit of security in connection
with the foregoing exemption from seizure or detention
of the aircraft shall in any case be required in the State
entered by such aircraft.

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this Article
shall also be applicable to the storage of spare parts and
spare equipment for the aircraft and the right to use and
install the same in the repair of an aircraft of a con-
tracting State in the territory of any othercontracting
State, provided that any patented part or equipment so
stored shall not be sold or distributed internally in or
exported commercially from the contracting State
entered by the aircraft.

(c) The benefits of this Article shall apply only to such

Exemption from
seizure on
patent claims
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States, parties to this Convention, as either (1) are parties
to the International Convention for the Protection of
Industrial Property and to any amendments thereof; or
(2) have enacted patent laws which recognize and give
adequate protection to inventions made by the nationals
of the other States parties to this Convention.

Article 28
Airigaton Each contracting State undertakes, so far as it may
standard find practicable, to:

(a) Provide, in its territory, airports, radio serv-
ices, meteorological services and other air navigation
facilities to facilitate international air navigation, in
accordance with the standards and practices recom-
mended or established from time to time, pursuant to
this Convention;

(b) Adopt and put into operation the appropriate
standard systems of communications procedure, codes,
markings, signals, lighting and other operational prac-
tices and rules which may be recommended or estab-
lished from time to time, pursuant to this Convention;

(c) Collaborate in international measures to se-
cure the publication of aeronautical maps and charts
in accordance with standards which may be recom-
mended or established from time to time, pursuant to
this Convention.

CHAPTER V

CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED WITH RESPECT TO
AIRCRAFT

Article 29
Documentsbtd, In Every aircraft of a contracting State, engaged in in-

arcr ternational navigation, shall carry the following docu-
ments in conformity with the conditions prescribed in
this Convention:

(a) Its certificate of registration;
(b) Its certificate of airworthiness;
(c) The appropriate licenses for each member of

the crew;
(d) Its journey log book;
(e) If it is equipped with radio apparatus, the

aircraft radio station license;
(f) If it carries passengers, a list of their names

and places of embarkation and destination;
(g) If it carries cargo, a manifest and detailed

declarations of the cargo.
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Article SO

(a) Aircraft of each contracting State may, in or over equipment

the territory of other contracting States, carry radio
transmitting apparatus only if a license to install and
operate such apparatus has been issued by the appro-
priate authorities of the State in which the aircraft is
registered. The use of radio transmitting apparatus
in the territory of the contracting State whose territory
is flown over shall be in accordance with the regulations
prescribed by that State.

(b) Radio transmitting apparatus may be used only
by members of the flight crew who are provided with a
special license for the purpose, issued by the appropriate
authorities of the State in which the aircraft is registered.

Article 31
Every aircraft engaged in international navigation Certificates of

airworthiness
shall be provided with a certificate of airworthiness issued
or rendered valid by the State in which it is registered.

Article S2

(a) The pilot of every aircraft and the other members Licenses of

of the operating crew of every aircraft engaged in inter-
national navigation shall be provided with certificates
of competency and licenses issued or rendered valid by
the State in which the aircraft is registered.

(b) Each contracting State reserves the right to refuse
to recognize, for the purpose of flight above its own terri-
tory, certificates of competency and licenses granted to
any of its nationals by another contracting State.

Article 33
Recognition ofCertificates of airworthiness and certificates of corm- tiftes and

petency and licenses issued or rendered valid by the con- ilenses
tracting State in which the aircraft is registered, shall
be recognized as valid by the other contracting States,
provided that the requirements under which such cer-
tificates or licenses were issued or rendered valid are
equal to or above the minimum standards which may be
established from time to time pursuant to this Conven-
tion.

Article 34

There shall be maintained in respect of every aircraft Joney log

engaged in international navigation a journey log book
in which shall be entered particulars of the aircraft, its
crew and of each journey, in such form as may be pre-
scribed from time to time pursuant to this Convention.
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Article 30 
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established from time to time pursuant to this Conven-
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There shall be maintained in respect of every aircraft 
engaged in international navigation a journey log book 
in which shall be entered particulars of the aircraft, its 
crew and of each journey, in such form as may be pre-
scribed from time to time pursuant to this Convention. 
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Article 35

s1ctbn= m (a) No munitions of war or implements of war may
be carried in or above the territory of a State in aircraft
engaged in international navigation, except by permis-
sion of such State. Each State shall determine by regu-
lations what constitutes munitions of war or implements
of war for the purposes of this Article, giving due con-
sideration, for the purposes of uniformity, to such recom-
mendations as the International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation may from time to time make.

(b) Each contracting State reserves the right, for
reasons of public order and safety, to regulate or pro-
hibit the carriage in or above its territory of articles
other than those enumerated in paragraph (a): provided
that no distinction is made in this respect between its
national aircraft engaged in international navigation and
the aircraft of the other States so engaged; and provided
further that no restriction shall be imposed which may
interfere with the carriage and use on aircraft of appara-
tus necessary for the operation or navigation of the air-
craft or the safety of the personnel or passengers.

Article 36
Phophls0 Each contracting State may prohibit or regulate the

use of photographic apparatus in aircraft over its
territory.

CHAPTER VI

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED
PRACTICES

Article 37
Atdooiont Each contracting State undertakes to collaborate
ta^rnda nd in securing the highest practicable degree of uniformity

in regulations, standards, procedures, and organization
in relation to aircraft, personnel, airways and auxiliary
services in all matters in which such uniformity will
facilitate and improve air navigation.

To this end the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion shall adopt and amend from time to time, as may be
necessary, international standards and recommended
practices and procedures dealing with:

(a) Communications systems and air navigation
aids, including ground marking;

(b) Characteristics of airports and landing areas;
(c) Rules of the air and air traffic control practices;
(d) Licensing of operating and mechanical per-

sonnel;
(e) Airworthiness of aircraft;
(f) Registration and identification of aircraft;
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(g) Collection and exchange of meteorological
information;

(h) Log books;
(i) Aeronautical maps and charts;
(j) Customs and immigration procedures;
(k) Aircraft in distress and investigation of

accidents;

and such other matters concerned with the safety, regu-
larity, and efficiency of air navigation as may from time
to time appear appropriate.

Article 38

Any State which finds it impracticable to comply in
all respects with any such international standard or
procedure, or to bring its own regulations or practices
into full accord with any international standard or
procedure after amendment of the latter, or which deems
it necessary to adopt regulations or practices differing in
any particular respect from those established by an
international standard, shall give immediate notification
to the International Civil Aviation Organization of the
differences between its own practice and that established
by the international standard. In the case of amend-
ments to international standards, any State which does
not make the appropriate amendments to its own
regulations or practices shall give notice to the Council
within sixty days of the adoption of the amendment to
the international standard, or indicate the action which
it proposes to take. In any such case, the Council shall
make immediate notification to all other states of the
difference which exists between one or more features of
an international standard and the corresponding national
practice of that State.

Departures from
International
standards and
procedures

Article 39

(a) Any aircraft or part thereof with respect to which ^ndorS,^ent t
there exists an international standard of airworthiness or uneaoS
performance, and which failed in any respect to satisfy
that standard at the time of its certification, shall have
endorsed on or attached to its airworthiness certificate a
complete enumeration of the details in respect of which
it so failed.

(b) Any person holding a license who does not satisfy
in full the conditions laid down in the international
standard relating to the class of license or certificate
which he holds shall have endorsed on or attached to his
license a complete enumeration of the particulars in
which he does not satisfy such conditions.
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Article 89 
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there exists an international standard of airworthiness or 
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Article 40
aliodity of No aircraft or personnel having certificates or licensesendorsed

ertificates ad so endorsed shall participate in international navigation,
except with the permission of the State or States whose
territory is entered. The registration or use of any such
aircraft, or of any certificated aircraft part, in any State
other than that in which it was originally certificated
shall be at the discretion of the State into which the
aircraft or part is imported.

Article 41
Recognition ofReignisti on ° The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply tostandards ofairwrthndess aircraft and aircraft equipment of types of which the

prototype is submitted to the appropriate national
authorities for certification prior to a date three years
after the date of adoption of an international standard of
airworthiness for such equipment.

Article 42
Recognition
ofexistng" The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to per-standards of
sompetency sonnel whose licenses are originally issued prior to a date
of personnel one year after initial adoption of an international stand-

ard of qualification for such personnel; but they shall in
any case apply to all personnel whose licenses remain
valid five years after the date of adoption of such
standard.

PART II. THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIA-
TION ORGANIZATION

CHAPTER VII

THE ORGANIZATION

Article 43
Name ana
composition An organization to be named the International Civil

Aviation Organization is formed by the Convention. It
is made up of an Assembly, a Council, and such other
bodies as may be necessary.

Article 44
Objecuve The aims and objectives of the Organization are to

develop the principles and techniques of international
air navigation and to foster the planning and develop-
ment of international air transport so as to:

(a) Insure the safe and orderly growth of inter-
national civil aviation throughout the world;

(b) Encourage the arts of aircraft design and
operation for peaceful purposes;
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(c) Encourage the development of airways, air-
ports, and air navigation facilities for international
civil aviation;

(d) Meet the needs of the peoples of the world for
safe, regular, efficient and economical air transport;

(e) Prevent economic waste caused by unreason-
able competition;

(f) Insure that the rights of contracting States
are fully respected and that every contracting State
has a fair opportunity to operate international airlines;

(g) Avoid discrimination between contracting
States;

(h) Promote safety of flight in international air
navigation;

(i) Promote generally the development of all
aspects of international civil aeronautics.

Article 45
The permanent seat of the Organization shall be at Pemanantseat

such place as shall be determined at the final meeting
of the Interim Assembly of the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization set up by the Interim Agree-
ment on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago
on December 7, 1944. The seat may be temporarily 59 tat. 1516.
transferred elsewhere by decision of the Council.

Article 46

The first meeting of the Assembly shall be sum- First meeting
moned by the Interim Council of the above-mentioned
Provisional Organization as soon as the Convention has
come into force, to meet at a time and place to be de-
cided by the Interim Council.

Article 47
The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each L'ega"poty

contracting State such legal capacity as may be neces-
sary for the performance of its functions. Full juridical
personality shall be granted wherever compatible with
the constitution and laws of the State concerned.

CHAPTER VIII

THE ASSEMBLY

Article 48
(a) The Assembly shall meet annually and shall be M" ofbl'd

convened by the Council at a suitable time and place. votwt g
Extraordinary meetings of the Assembly may be held
at any time upon the call of the Council or at the request
of any ten contracting States addressed to the Secretary
General.
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(b) All contracting States shall have an equal right
to be represented at the meetings of the Assembly and
each contracting State shall be entitled to one vote.
Delegates representing contracting States may be as-
sisted by technical advisers who may participate in the
meetings but shall have no vote.

(c) A majority of the contracting States is required
to constitute a quorum for the meetings of the As-
sembly. Unless otherwise provided in this Convention,
decisions of the Assembly shall be taken by a majority
of the votes cast.

Article 49
Powers and
datis of The powers and duties of the Assembly shall be to:Asembly

(a) Elect at each meeting its President and other
officers;

(b) Elect the contracting States to be represented
on the Council, in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter IX;

(c) Examine and take appropriate action on the
reports of the Council and decide on any matter re-
ferred to it by the Council;

(d) Determine its own rules of procedure and
establish such subsidiary commissions as it may con-
sider to be necessary or desirable;

(e) Vote an annual budget and determine the
financial arrangements of the Organization, in accord-Post, p. 1190.
ance with the provisions of Chapter XII;

(f) Review expenditures and approve the accounts
of the Organization;

(g) Refer, at its discretion, to the Council, to
subsidiary commissions, or to any other body any
matter within its sphere of action;

(h) Delegate to the Council the powers and
authority necessary or desirable for the discharge of
the duties of the Organization and revoke or modify
the delegations of authority at any time;

Po, . 1. (i) Carry out the appropriate provisions ofChapter XIII;
(j) Consider proposals for the modification or

amendment of the provisions of this Convention and,
if it approves of the proposals, recommend them to

W, p. l the contracting States in accordance with the pro-
visions of Chapter XXI;

(k) Deal with any matter within the sphere of
action of the Organization not specifically assigned to
the Council.
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(b) All contracting States shall have an equal right 
to be represented at the meetings of the Assembly and 
each contracting State shall be entitled to one vote. 
Delegates representing contracting States may be as-
sisted by technical advisers who may participate in the 
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CHAPTER IX

THE COUNCIL

Article 50

(a) The Council shall be a permanent body responsible CoapeostIon
to the Assembly. It shall be composed of twenty-one of counil
contracting States elected by the Assembly. An elec-
tion shall be held at the first meeting of the Assembly
and thereafter every three years, and the members of
the Council so elected shall hold office until the next
following election.

(b) In electing the members of the Council, the Assem-
bly shall give adequate representation to (1) the States
of chief importance in air transport; (2) the States not
otherwise included which make the largest contribution
to the provision of facilities for international civil air
navigation; and (3) the States not otherwise included
whose designation will insure that all the major geo-
graphic areas of the world are represented on the Council.
Any vacancy on the Council shall be filled by the Assem-
bly as soon as possible; any contracting State so elected
to the Council shall hold office for the unexpired portion
of its predecessor's term of office.

(c) No representative of a contracting State on the
Council shall be actively associated with the operation
of an international air service or financially interested in
such a service.

Article 51

The Council shall elect its President for a term of Pad tof
three years. He may be reelected. He shall have no
vote. The Council shall elect from among its members
one or more Vice Presidents who shall retain their right
to vote when serving as acting President. The President
need not be selected from among the representatives of
the members of the Council but, if a representative is
elected, his seat shall be deemed vacant and it shall be
filled by the State which he represented. The duties of
the President shall be to:

(a) Convene meetings of the Council, the Air
Transport Committee, and the Air Navigation Com-
mission;

(b) Serve as representative of the Council; and
(c) Carry out on behalf of the Council the func-

tions which the Council assigns to him.
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The Council shall elect its President for a term of 
three years. He may be reelected. Ile shall have no 
vote. The Council shall elect from among its members 
one or more Vice Presidents who shall retain their right 
to vote when serving as acting President. The President 
need not be selected from among the representatives of 
the members of the Council but, if a representative is 
elected, his seat shall be deemed vacant and it shall be 
filled by the State which he represented. The duties of 
the President shall be to: 

(a) Convene meetings of the Council, the Air 
Transport Committee, and the Air Navigation Com-
mission; 

(b) Serve as representative of the Council; and 
(c) Carry out on behalf of the Council the func-

tions which the Council assigns to him. 
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Article 52

Decisions by the Council shall require approval by a
majority of its members. The Council may delegate
authority with respect to any particular matter to a
committee of its members. Decisions of any committee
of the Council may be appealed to the Council by any
interested contracting State.

Article 53

wSihote ote Any contracting State may participate, without a
vote, in the consideration by the Council and by its
committees and commissions of any question which
especially affects its interests. No member of the
Council shall vote in the consideration by the Council
of a dispute to which it is a party.

Article 54
The Council shall:

(a) Submit annual reports to the Assembly;
(b) Carry out the directions of the Assembly and

discharge the duties and obligations which are laid on
it by this Convention;

(c) Determine its organization and rules of pro-
cedure;

(d) Appoint and define the duties of an Air Trans-
port Committee, which shall be chosen from among the
representatives of the members of the Council, and
which shall be responsible to it;

(e) Establish an Air Navigation Commission, in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter X;

(f) Administer the finances of the Organization in
accordance with the provisions of Chapters XII and
XV;

(g) Determine the emoluments of the President
of the Council;

(h) Appoint a chief executive officer who shall be
called the Secretary General, and make provision for
the appointment of such other personnel as may be
necessary, in accordance with the provisions of Chap-
ter XI;

(i) Request, collect, examine and publish informa-
tion relating to the advancement of air navigation and
the operation of international air services, including
information about the costs of operation and particu-
lars of subsidies paid to airlines from public funds;

(j) Report to contracting States any infraction
of this Convention, as well as any failure to carry out
recommendations or determinations of the Council;

(k) Report to the Assembly any infraction of
this Convention where a contracting State has failed
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Article 52 

Decisions by the Council shall require approval by a 
majority of its members. The Council may delegate 
authority with respect to any particular matter to a 
committee of its members. Decisions of any committee 
of the Council may be appealed to the Council by any 
interested contracting State. 

Article 58 

Any contracting State may participate, without a 
vote, in the consideration by the Council and by its 
committees and commissions of any question which 
especially affects its interests. No member of the 
Council shall vote in the consideration by the Council 
of a dispute to which it is a party. 

Article 54 
The Council shall: 

(a) Submit annual reports to the Assembly; 
(b) Carry out the directions of the Assembly and 

discharge the duties and obligations which are laid on 
it by this Convention; 

(c) Determine its organization and rules of pro-
cedure; 

(d) Appoint and define the duties of an Air Trans-
port Committee, which shall be chosen from among the 
representatives of the members of the Council, and 
which shall be responsible to it; 

(e) Establish an Air Navigation Commission, in 
accordance with the provisions of Chapter X; 

(f) Administer the finances of the Organization in 
accordance with the provisions of Chapters XII and 
XV; 

(g) Determine the emoluments of the President 
of the Council; 

(h) Appoint a chief executive officer who shall be 
called the Secretary General, and make provision for 
the appointment of such other personnel as may be 
necessary, in accordance with the provisions of Chap-
ter XI; 

(i) Request, collect, examine and publish informa-
tion relating to the advancement of air navigation and 
the operation of international air services, including 
information about the costs of operation and particu-
lars of subsidies paid to airlines from public funds; 

(j) Report to contracting States any infraction 
of this Convention, as well as any failure to carry out 
recommendations or determinations of the Council; 

(k) Report to the Assembly any infraction of 
this Convention where a contracting State has failed 
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to take appropriate action within a reasonable time
after notice of the infraction;

(1) Adopt, in accordance with the provisions of
Chapter VI of this Convention, international standards Ante, p. 1190.
and recommended practices; for convenience, desig-
nate them as Annexes to this Convention; and notify
all contracting States of the action taken;

(m) Consider recommendations of the Air Navi-
gation Commission for amendment of the Annexes and
take action in accordance with the provisions of Chap-
ter XX; Post, p. 1205.

(n) Consider any matter relating to the Conven-
tion which any contracting State refers to it.

Article 55
The Council may:

(a) Where appropriate and as experience may Permi ssve,
show to be desirable, create subordinate air transport counci
commissions on a regional or other basis and define
groups of states or airlines with or through which it
may deal to facilitate the carrying out of the aims of
this Convention;

(b) Delegate to the Air Navigation Commission
duties additional to those set forth in the Convention
and revoke or modify such delegations of authority at
any time;

(c) Conduct research into all aspects of air trans-
port and air navigation which are of international
importance, communicate the results of its research to
the contracting States, and facilitate the exchange of
information between contracting States on air trans-
port and air navigation matters;

(d) Study any matters affecting the organization
and operation of international air transport, including
the international ownership and operation of inter-
national air services on trunk routes, and submit to
the Assembly plans in relation thereto;

(e) Investigate, at the request of any contracting
State, any situation which may appear to present
avoidable obstacles to the development of interna-
tional air navigation; and, after such investigation,
issue such reports as may appear to it desirable.

CHAPTER X

THE AIR NAVIGATION COMMISSION

Article 66

The Air Navigation Commission shall be composed of NOm"tnt' 1 d
twelve members appointed by the Council from among Co=mit
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Article 56 

The Air Navigation Commission F alkil be composed of Nomination and 
twelve members appointed by the Council from among 

Ante, p. 1190. 

Post, p. 1205. 
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persons nominated by contracting States. These persons
shall have suitable qualifications and experience in the
science and practice of aeronautics. The Council shall
request all contracting States to submit nominations.
The President of the Air Navigation Commission shall
be appointed by the Council.

Article 57
Duties of
Commission The Air Navigation Commission shall:

(a) Consider, and recommend to the Council for
adoption, modifications of the Annexes to this Con-
vention;

(b) Establish technical subcommissions on which
any contracting State may be represented, if it so
desires;

(c) Advise the Council concerning the collection
and communication to the contracting States of all
information which it considers necessary and useful
for the advancement of air navigation.

CHAPTER XI

PERSONNEL

Article 58
Appointment
of personel Subject to any rules laid down by the Assembly and

to the provisions of this Convention, the Council shall
determine the method of appointment and of termination
of appointment, the training, and the salaries, allowances,
and conditions of service of the Secretary General and
other personnel of the Organization, and may employ
or make use of the services of nationals of any contracting
State.

Article 59
International
character of The President of the Council, the Secretary General,
personnel and other personnel shall not seek or receive instructions

in regard to the discharge of their responsibilities from
any authority external to the Organization. Each
contracting State undertakes fully to respect the inter-
national character of the responsibilities of the personnel
and not to seek to influence any of its nationals in the
discharge of their responsibilities.

Article 60
Immunities and c
privileges of Each contracting State undertakes, so far as possible
personnel under its constitutional procedure, to accord to the Presi-

dent of the Council, the Secretary General, and the other
personnel of the Organization, the immunities and priv-
ileges which are accorded to corresponding personnel of
other public international organizations. If a general
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persons nominated by contracting States. These persons 
shall have suitable qualifications and experience in the 
science and practice of aeronautics. The Council shall 
request all contracting States to submit nominations. 
The President of the Air Navigation Commigsion shall 
be appointed by the Council. 

Article 57 

The Air Navigation Commission shall: 
(a) Consider, and recommend to the Council for 

adoption, modifications of the Annexes to this Con-
vention; 

(b) Establish technical subcommissions on which 
any contracting State may be represented, if it so 
desires; 

(c) Advise the Council concerning the collection 
and communication to the contracting States of all 
information which it considers necessary and useful 
for the advancement of air navigation. 

CHAPTER XI 

PERSONNEL 

Article 58 

Subject to any rules laid down by the Assembly and 
to the provisions of this Convention, the Council shall 
determine the method of appointment and of termination 
of appointment, the training, and the salaries, allowances, 
and conditions of service of the Secretary General and 
other personnel of the Organization, and may employ 
or make use of the services of nationals of any contracting 
State. 

Article 59 

The President of the Council, the Secretary General, 
and other personnel shall not seek or receive instructions 
in regard to the discharge of their responsibilities from 
any authority external to the Organization. Each 
contracting State undertakes fully to respect the inter-
national character of the responsibilities of the personnel 
and not to seek to influence any of its nationals in the 
discharge of their responsibilities. 

Article 60 

Each contracting State undertakes, so far as possible 
under its constitutional procedure, to accord to the Presi-
dent of the Council, the Secretary General, and the other 
personnel of the Organization, the immunities and priv-
ileges which are accorded to corresponding personnel of 
other public international organizations. If a general 
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international agreement on the immunities and privi-
leges of international civil servants is arrived at, the
immunities and privileges accorded to the President, the
Secretary General, and the other personnel of the Organ-
ization shall be the immunities and privileges accorded
under that general international agreement.

CHAPTER XII

FINANCE

Article 61

The Council shall submit to the Assembly an annual Budget and

budget, annual statements of accounts and estimates of o texpe
all receipts and expenditures. The Assembly shall vote
the budget with whatever modification it sees fit to pre-
scribe, and, with the exception of assessments under
Chapter XV to States consenting thereto, shall apportion
the expenses of the Organization among the contracting
States on the basis which it shall from time to time
determine.

Article 62

The Assembly may suspend the voting power in the vot=po'w
Assembly and in the Council of any contracting State
that fails to discharge within a reasonable period its
financial obligations to the Organization.

Article 63

Each contracting State shall bear the expenses of its dSetionsnd

own delegation to the Assembly and the remuneration, °ISi
travel, and other expenses of any person whom it ap-
points to serve on the Council, and of its nominees or
representatives on any subsidiary committees or commis-
sions of the Organization.

CHAPTER XIII

OTHER INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Article 64

The Organization may, with respect to air matters sirLt
within its competence directly affecting world security,
by vote of the Assembly enter into appropriate arrange-
ments with any general organization set up by the
nations of the world to preserve peace.

Article 65

The Council, on behalf of the Organization, may enter with oth

into agreements with other international bodies for the 'SdUtd
maintenance of common services and for common
arrangements concerning personnel and, with the approval
of the Assembly, may enter into such other arrangements
as may facilitate the work of the Organization.
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Each contracting State shall bear the expenses of its 
own delegation to the Assembly and the remuneration, 
travel, and other expenses of any person whom it ap-
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representatives on any subsidiary committees or commis-
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The Organization may, with respect to air matters 
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Article 66
Functionso (a) The Organization shall also carry out the functionsrelating to other
agreements placed upon it by the International Air Services Transit

5sstat. 693. Agreement and by the International Air Transport
69 stat. 1701. Agreement drawn up at Chicago on December 7, 1944,

in accordance with the terms and conditions therein set
forth.

(b) Members of the Assembly and the Council who
have not accepted the International Air Services Transit
Agreement or the International Air Transport Agree-
ment drawn up at Chicago on December 7, 1944 shall
not have the right to vote on any questions referred to
the Assembly or Council under the provisions of the
relevant Agreement.

PART III. INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT

CHAPTER XIV

INFORMATION AND REPORTS

Article 67
Filereports Each contracting State undertakes that its inter-with Council

national airlines shall, in accordance with requirements
laid down by the Council, file with the Council traffic re-
ports, cost statistics and financial statements showing
among other things all receipts and the sources thereof.

CHAPTER XV

AIRPORTS AND OTHER AIR NAVIGATION FACILITIES

Article 68
Desitgnation o Each contracting State may, subject to the provisionsroutes and
airports of this Convention, designate the route to be followed

within its territory by any international air service and
the airports which any such service may use.

Article 69
Improvement of
airnavigation If the Council is of the opinion that the airports or
faciities other air navigation facilities, including radio and meteor-

ological services, of a contracting State are not reasonably
adequate for the safe, regular, efficient, and economical
operation of international air services, present or con-
templated, the Council shall consult with the State
directly concerned, and other States affected, with a
view to finding means by which the situation may be
remedied, and may make recommendations for that
purpose. No contracting State shall be guilty of an in-
fraction of this Convention if it fails to carry out these
recommendations.
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Article 66 

(a) The Organization shall also carry out the functions 
placed upon it by the International Air Services Transit 
Agreement and by the International Air Transport 
Agreement drawn up at Chicago on December 7, 1944, 
in accordance with the terms and conditions therein set 
forth. 

(b) Members of the Assembly and the Council who 
have not accepted the International Air Services Transit 
Agreement or the International Air Transport Agree-
ment drawn up at Chicago on December 7, 1944 shall 
not have the right to vote on any questions referred to 
the Assembly or Council under the provisions of the 
relevant Agreement. 

PART III. INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT 

CHAPTER XIV 

INFORMATION AND REPORTS 

Article 67 

Each contracting State undertakes that its inter-
national airlines shall, in accordance with requirements 
laid down by the Council, file with the Council traffic re-
ports, cost statistics and financial statements showing 
among other things all receipts and the sources thereof. 

CHAPTER XV 

AIRPORTS AND OTHER AIR NAVIGATION FACILITIES 

Article 68 

Each contracting State may, subject to the provisions 
of this Convention, designate the route to be followed 
within its territory by any international air service and 
the airports which any such service may use. 

Article 69 

If the Council is of the opinion that the airports or 
other air navigation facilities, including radio and meteor-
ological services, of a contracting State are not reasonably 
adequate for the safe, regular, efficient, and economical 
operation of international air services, present or con-
templated, the Council shall consult with the State 
directly concerned, and other States affected, with a 
view to finding means by which the situation may be 
remedied, and may make recommendations for that 
purpose. No contracting State shall be guilty of an in-
fraction of this Convention if it fails to carry out these 
recommendations. 
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Article 70

A contracting State, in the circumstances arising under afirnvingti
the provisions of Article 69, may conclude an arrange- fa8e lit es
ment with the Council for giving effect to such recom-
mendations. The State may elect to bear all of the
costs involved in any such arrangement. If the State
does not so elect, the Council may agree, at the request
of the State, to provide for all or a portion of the costs.

Article 71

If a contracting State so requests, the Council may mavitenance of
facilities by

agree to provide, man, maintain, and administer any or Couni b

all of the airports and other air navigation facilities, in-
cluding radio and meteorological services, required in its
territory for the safe, regular, efficient and economical
operation of the international air services of the other
contracting States, and may specify just and reasonable
charges for the use of the facilities provided.

Article 72

Where land is needed for facilities financed in whole AscqOftn or

or in part by the Council at the request of a contracting
State, that State shall either provide the land itself, re-
taining title if it wishes, or facilitate the use of the land
by the Council on just and reasonable terms and in ac-
cordance with the laws of the State concerned.

Article 73

Within the limit of the funds which may be made Esnxs nt

available to it by the Assembly under Chapter XII, the of fund A . 1199

Council may make current expenditures for the purposes
of this Chapter from the general funds of the Organiza-
tion. The Council shall assess the capital funds required
for the purposes of this Chapter in previously agreed
proportions over a reasonable period of time to the con-
tracting States consenting thereto whose airlines use the
facilities. The Council may also assess to States that
consent any working funds that are required.

Article 74

When the Council, at the request of a contracting Techna
State, advances funds or provides airports or other utvliation of

facilities in whole or in part, the arrangement may pro-
vide, with the consent of that State, for technical as-
sistance in the supervision and operation of the airports
and other facilities, and for the payment, from the reve-
nues derived from the operation of the airports and other
facilities, of the operating expenses of the airports and
the other facilities, and of interest and amortization
charges.
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Article 70 

A contracting State, in the circumstances arising under 
the provisions of Article 69, may conclude an arrange-
ment with the Council for giving effect to such recom-
mendations. The State may elect to bear all of the 
costs involved in any such arrangement. If the State 
does not so elect, the Council may agree, at the request 
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cluding radio and meteorological services, required in its 
territory for the safe, regular, efficient and economical 
operation of the international air services of the other 
contracting States, and may specify just and reasonable 
charges for the use of the facilities provided. 

Article 72 

Where land is needed for facilities financed in whole 
or in part by the Council at the request of a contracting 
State, that State shall either provide the land itself, re-
taining title if it wishes, or facilitate the use of the land 
by the Council on just and reasonable terms and in ac-
cordance with the laws of the State concerned. 

Article 78 

Within the limit of the funds which may be made 
available to it by the Assembly under Chapter XII, the 
Council may make current expenditures for the purposes 
of this Chapter from the general funds of the Organiza-
tion. The Council shall assess the capital funds required 
for the purposes of this Chapter in previously agreed 
proportions over a reasonable period of time to the con-
tracting States consenting thereto whose airlines use the 
facilities. The Council may also assess to States that 
consent any working funds that are required. 

Article 74 

When the Council, at the request of a contracting 
State, advances funds or provides airports or other 
facilities in whole or in part, the arrangement may pro-
vide, with the consent of that State, for technical as-
sistance in the supervision and operation of the airports 
and other facilities, and for the payment, from the reve-
nues derived from the operation of the airports and other 
facilities, of the operating expenses of the airports and 
the other facilities, and of interest and amortization 

charges. 
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Article 75
Taking over of
facilities from A contracting State may at any time discharge any
Council obligation into which it has entered under Article 70, and

take over airports and other facilities which the Council
has provided in its territory pursuant to the provisions of
Articles 71 and 72, by paying to the Council an amount
which in the opinion of the Council is reasonable in the
circumstances. If the State considers that the amount
fixed by the Council is unreasonable it may appeal to the
Assembly against the decision of the Council and the
Assembly may confirm or amend the decision of the
Council.

Article 76
Return offunds Funds obtained by the Council through reimbursement

under Article 75 and from receipts of interest and amor-
tization payments under Article 74 shall, in the case of
advances originally financed by States under Article 73,
be returned to the States which were originally assessed
in the proportion of their assessments, as determined by
the Council.

CHAPTER XVI

JOINT OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AND POOLED
SERVICES

Article 77

onrgniotti Nothing in this Convention shall prevent two or more
permitted contracting States from constituting joint air transport

operating organizations or international operating agen-
cies and from pooling their air services on any routes or
in any regions, but such organizations or agencies and
such pooled services shall be subject to all the provisions
of this Convention, including those relating to the regis-
tration of agreements with the Council. The Council
shall determine in what manner the provisions of this
Convention relating to nationality of aircraft shall apply
to aircraft operated by international operating agencies.

Article 78
Function ofcounci o The Council may suggest to contracting States con-

cerned that they form joint organizations to operate air
services on any routes or in any regions.

Article 79
Participation A Stt ma
Partiipton A State may participate in joint operating organiza-
orgization

i tions or in pooling arrangements, either through its
government or through an airline company or companies
designated by its government. The companies may, at
the sole discretion of the State concerned, be state-owned
or partly state-owned or privately owned.
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Article 75 

A contracting State may at any time discharge any 
obligation into which it has entered under Article 70, and 
take over airports and other facilities which the Council 
has provided in its territory pursuant to the provisions of 
Articles 71 and 72, by paying to the Council an amount 
which in the opinion of the Council is reasonable in the 
circumstances. If the State considers that the amount 
fixed by the Council is unreasonable it may appeal to the 
Assembly against the decision of the Council and the 
Assembly may confirm or amend the decision of the 
Council. 

Article 76 

Funds obtained by the Council through reimbursement 
under Article 75 and from receipts of interest and amor-
tization payments under Article 74 shall, in the case of 
advances originally financed by States under Article 73, 
be returned to the States which were originally assessed 
in the proportion of their assessments, as determined by 
the Council. 

CHAPTER XVI 

JOINT OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS AND POOLED 
SERVICES 

Article 77 

Nothing in this Convention shall prevent two or more 
contracting States from constituting joint air transport 
operating organizations or international operating agen-
cies and from pooling their air services on any routes or 
in any regions, but such organizations or agencies and 
such pooled services shall be subject to all the provisions 
of this Convention, including those relating to the regis-
tration of agreements with the Council. The Council 
shall determine in what manner the provisions of this 
Convention relating to nationality of aircraft shall apply 
to aircraft operated by international operating agencies. 

Article 78 

The Council may suggest to contracting States con-
cerned that they form joint organizations to operate air 
services on any routes or in any regions. 

Article 79 

A State may participate in joint operating organiza-
tions or in pooling arrangements, either through its 
government or through an airline company or companies 
designated by its government. The companies may, at 
the sole discretion of the State concerned, be state-owned 
or partly state-owned or privately owned. 
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PART IV. FINAL PROVISIONS

CHAPTER XVII

OTHER AERONAUTICAL AGREEMENTS AND
ARRANGEMENTS

Article 80

Each contracting State undertakes, immediately upon rbsnad
the coming into force of this Convention, to give notice Conventions

of denunciation of the Convention relating to the Regu-
lation of Aerial Navigation signed at Paris on October 13,
1919 or the Convention on Commercial Aviation signed
at Habana on February 20, 1928, if it is a party to either.
As between contracting States, this Convention super-
sedes the Conventions of Paris and Habana previously
referred to.

Article 81

All aeronautical agreements which are in existence on R gitrti n

the coming into force of this Convention, and which are a
Seement,

between a contracting State and any other State or
between an airline of a contracting State and any other
State or the airline of any other State, shall be forthwith
registered with the Council.

Article 82

The contracting States accept this Convention as inbogistient
abrogating all obligations and understandings between narranments

them which are inconsistent with its terms, and under-
take not to enter into any such obligations and under-
standings. A contracting State which, before becoming
a member of the Organization has undertaken any obli-
gations toward a non-contracting State or a national of
a contracting State or of a non-contracting State incon-
sistent with the terms of this Convention, shall take
immediate steps to procure its release from the obliga-
tions. If an airline of any contracting State has entered
into any such inconsistent obligations, the State of which
it is a national shall use its best efforts to secure their
termination forthwith and shall in any event cause them
to be terminated as soon as such action can lawfully be
taken after the coming into force of this Convention.

Article 83

Subject to the provisions of the preceding Article, any otengetio
contracting State may make arrangements not incon- ranement

sistent with the provisions of this Convention. Any
such arrangement shall be forthwith registered with the
Council, which shall make it public as soon as possible.
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PART IV. FINAL PROVISIONS 

CHAPTER XVII 
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CHAPTER XVIII

DISPUTES AND DEFAULT

Article 84
Settlement of If any disagreement between two or more contractingdisputes

States relating to the interpretation or application of this
Convention and its Annexes cannot be settled by negotia-
tion, it shall, on the application of any State concerned
in the disagreement, be decided by the Council. No
member of the Council shall vote in the consideration
by the Council of any dispute to which it is a party.
Any contracting State may, subject to Article 85, appeal
from the decision of the Council to an ad hoc arbitral
tribunal agreed upon with the other parties to the dispute
or to the Permanent Court of International Justice.
Any such appeal shall be notified to the Council within
sixty days of receipt of notification of the decision of the
Council.

Article 86
rbitration If any contracting State party to a dispute in which

the decision of the Council is under appeal has not
accepted the Statute of the Permanent Court of Inter-
national Justice and the contracting States parties to
the dispute cannot agree on the choice of the arbitral
tribunal, each of the contracting States parties to the
dispute shall name a single arbitrator who shall name an
umpire. If either contracting State party to the dispute
fails to name an arbitrator within a period of three months
from the date of the appeal, an arbitrator shall be named
on behalf of that State by the President of the Council
from a list of qualified and available persons maintained
by the Council. If, within thirty days, the arbitrators
cannot agree on an umpire, the President of the Council
shall designate an umpire from the list previously referred
to. The arbitrators and the umpire shall then jointly
constitute an arbitral tribunal. Any arbitral tribunal
established under this or the preceding Article shall settle
its own procedure and give its decisions by majority vote,
provided that the Council may determine procedural
questions in the event of any delay which in the opinion
of the Council is excessive.

Article 86
Appe Unless the Council decides otherwise, any decision by

the Council on whether an international airline is oper-
ating in conformity with the provisions of this Conven-
tion shall remain in effect unless reversed on appeal. On
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any other matter, decisions of the Council shall, if
appealed from, be suspended until the appeal is decided.
The decisions of the Permanent Court of International
Justice and of an arbitral tribunal shall be final and
binding.

Article 87

Each contracting State undertakes not to allow the Ponnmity
operation of an airline of a contracting State through the of airl

airspace above its territory if the Council has decided
that the airline concerned is not conforming to a final
decision rendered in accordance with the previous Article.

Article 88

The Assembly shall suspend the voting power in the nPensfty fo
Assembly and in the Council of any contracting State bystate

that is found in default under the provisions of this
Chapter.

CHAPTER XI

WAR

Article 89

In case of war, the provisions of this Convention emergency

shall not affect the freedom of action of any of the con- conditions

tracting States affected, whether as belligerents or as
neutrals. The same principle shall apply in the case
of any contracting State which declares a state of na-
tional emergency and notifies the fact to the Council.

CHAPTER XX

ANNEXES

Article 90

(a) The adoption by the Council of the Annexes Anetint o
described in Article 54, subparagraph (1), shall require Annexes Ante,p.1197.

the vote of two-thirds of the Council at a meeting called
for that purpose and shall then be submitted by the
Council to each contracting State. Any such Annex or
any amendment of an Annex shall become effective
within three months after its submission to the con-
tracting States or at the end of such longer period of
time as the Council may prescribe, unless in the mean-
time a majority of the contracting States registertheir
disapproval with the Council.

(b) The Council shall immediately notify all contract-
ing States of the coming into force of any Annex or
amendment thereto.
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CHAPTER XXI

RATIFICATIONS, ADHERENCES, AMENDMENTS, AND
DENUNCIATIONS

Article 91

convetion (a) This Convention shall be subject to ratification by
the signatory States. The instruments of ratification
shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United States of America, which shall give notice of
the date of the deposit to each of the signatory and
adhering States.

(b) As soon as this Convention has been ratified or
adhered to by twenty-six States it shall come into force
between them on the thirtieth day after deposit of the
twenty-sixth instrument. It shall come into force for
each State ratifying thereafter on the thirtieth day after
the deposit of its instrument of ratification.

(c) It shall be the duty of the Government of the
United States of America to notify the government of
each of the signatory and adhering States of the date on
which this Convention comes into force.

Article 92
Adherence to
Conventin (a) This Convention shall be open for adherence by

members of the United Nations and States associated
with them, and States which remained neutral during the
present world conflict.

(b) Adherence shall be effected by a notification
addressed to the Government of the United States of
America and shall take effect as from the thirtieth
day from the receipt of the notification by the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, which shall
notify all the contracting States.

Article 93
Admission of
other States States other than those provided for in Articles 91

and 92(a) may, subject to approval by any general
international organization set up by the nations of the
world to preserve peace, be admitted to participation in
this Convention by means of a four-fifths vote of the
Assembly and on such conditions as the Assembly may
prescribe: provided that in each case the assent of any
State invaded or attacked during the present war by
the State seeking admission shall be necessary.

Article 94
Amendment of
Convention (a) Any proposed amendment to this Convention

must be approved by a two-thirds vote of the Assembly
and shall then come into force in respect of States which
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have ratified such amendment when ratified by the
number of contracting States specified by the Assembly.
The number so specified shall not be less than two-
thirds of the total number of contracting States.

(b) If in its opinion the amendment is of such a nature
as to justify this course, the Assembly in its resolution
recommending adoption may provide that any State
which has not ratified within a specified period after the
amendment has come into force shall thereupon cease to
be a member of the Organization and a party to the
Convention.

Article 95

(a) Any contracting State may give notice of denunci- Denunition of

ation of this Convention three years after its coming into
effect by notification addressed to the Government of the
United States of America, which shall at once inform
each of the contracting States.

(b) Denunciation shall take effect one year from the
date of the receipt of the notification and shall operate
only as regards the State effecting the denunciation.

CHAPTER XXII

DEFINITIONS

Article 96

For the purpose of this Convention the expression:

(a) "Air service" means any scheduled air service
performed by aircraft for the public transport of
passengers, mail or cargo.

(b) "International air service" means an air
service which passes through the air space over the
territory of more than one State.

(c) "Airline" means any air transport enterprise
offering or operating an international air service.

(d) "Stop for non-traffic purposes" means a
landing for any purpose other than taking on or dis-
charging passengers, cargo or mail.

SIGNATURE OF CONVENTION

IN WITNE8S WHEREOF, the undersigned plenipotentiaries, having

been duly authorized, sign this Convention on behalf of their respective
governments on the dates appearing opposite their signatures.

DONE at Chicago the seventh day of December 1944, in the English
language. A text drawn up in the English, French, and Spanish
languages, each of which shall be of equal authenticity, shall be open
for signature at Washington, D. C. Both texts shall be deposited in
the archives of the Government of the United States of America, and
certified copies shall be transmitted by that Government to the gov-
ernments of all the States which may sign or adhere to this Convention.
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FOR AFGHANISTAN:

A. HOBAYN AZIZ

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA:

ARTHUR S. DRAKEFOBD

FOR BELGIUM: [']

FOR BOLIVIA:

TCNL. AL. PACHECO.

FOR BRAZIL: P]

FOR CANADA:

H J SYMINGTON

FOR CHILE:

R SAANZ
G. BISQUERT.
R MAGALLANES B.

FOR CHINA:

CHANG KIA NGAU

FOR COLOMBIA: []

FOR COSTA RICA: [4]

FOR CUBA: [a]

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: [6]

FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:
C. A. MCLAUGHLIN

FOR ECUADOR:

J. A. CORREA
FRANCISCO GOMEZ JURADO

FOR EGYPT:

M HAssAN
M ROUSIHD
M. A. KHALIFA

FOR EL SALVADOR: []

FOR ETHIOPIA: [s]

I [Signed for Belgium Apr. 9, 1945.]
2 [Signed for Brazil May 29, 1945.]

[Signed for Colombia Oct. 31, 1947.]
' [Signed for Costa Rica Mar. 10, 1945.]

[Signed for Cuba Apr. 20, 1945.]
' [Signed for Czechoslovakia Apr. 18, 1945.1

[Signed for El Salvador May 9, 1945.]
i [Signed for Ethiopia Feb. 10, 1947.]
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FOR FRANCE:

M. HYMANS
C. LEBEL
BOURGES
P. LOCUSSOL

FOR GREECE:

D T NOTI BOTZARIS
A. J. ARGYROPOULOS.

FOR GUATEMALA: [o]

FOR HAITI:

G EDOUARD ROY

FOR HONDURAS:

E. P LEFEBVRE.

FOR ICELAND:

THOR THORS.

FOR INDIA:

G V BEWOOR

FOR IRAN:

M. SHAYESTEH.

FOR IRAQ:

ALI JAWDAT

FOR IRELAND:

ROBT. BRENNAN
JOHN LEYDON.

JOHN J. HEARNE
T. J. O'DRISCOLL

FOR LEBANON:

C CHAMOUN
F EL-Hoss

FOR LIBERIA:

WALTER F WALKER

FOR LUXEMBOURG: ['°]

FOR MEXICO:

PEDRO A CHAPA

FOR THE NETHERLANDS:

COPES.
F C ARONSTEIN

9 [Signed for Guatemala Jan. 30, 1945.]
10 [Signed for Luxembourg July 9, 1945.1
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FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND:

DANIEL GILES SULLIVAN

FOR NICARAGUA:

R. E. FRIZELL

FOR NORWAY: ["]

FOR PANAMA:

The Delegation of the Republic of Panama signs this Convention ad referendum,
and subject to the following reservations:

1. Because of its strategic position and responsibility in the protection of
the means of communication in its territory, which are of the utmost importance
to world trade, and vital to the defense of the Western Hemisphere, the Re-
public of Panama reserves the right to take, with respect to all flights through
the air space above its territory, all measures which in its judgment may be
proper for its own security or the protection of said means of communication.

2. The Republic of Panama understands that the technical annexes to which
reference is made in the Convention constitute recommendations only, and not
binding obligations.

FOR PARAGUAY: ["]

FOR PERU:

A REVOREDO

J. S. KOECHLIN

LOIS ALYARADO.

F ELGUERA
GLLMO VAN OORDT LE6N.

FOR THE PHILIPPINE COMMONWEALTH:

J HERNANDEZ

URBANO A. ZAFRA

J H FOLEY

FOR POLAND:

ZBYSLAW CIOLKOSZ

DR. H. J. GORECKI.
STEFAN J. KONORSKI

WITOLD A. URBANOWICZ

LUDWIK H. GOTTLIEB

FOR PORTUGAL:

MARIO DE FIGUEIREDO

ALFREDO DELESQUE DOS SANTOS CINTRA
DUARTE CALHEIROS

VASCO VIEIRA GARIN

FOR SPAIN:

E. TERRADAS.

GERMAN BARAIBAR

DUARTE CALHEIROS

" [Signed for Norway Jan. 30, 1945.)
2 [Signed for Paraguay July 27, 1945.1
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FOR SWEDEN:
R. KUMLIN

FOR SWITZERLAND: ["]

FOR SYRIA:
N KAHALE

FOR TURKEY:
S. KOCAK
F. SAHINBAS
ORHAN H. EROL

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: [14]

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

SWINTON

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
ADOLF A. BERLE Jr.

ALFRED L. BULWINKLE
CHAS. A. WOLVERTON
F. LAGUARDIA.
EDWARD WARNER

L. WELCH POGUE
WILLIAM A. M. BURDEN

FOR URUGUAY:
CARL CARBAJAL
Col. MEDARDO R. FARfAS

FOR VENEZUELA:

FOR YUGOSLAVIA:

FOR DENMARK:
HENRIK KAUFFMANN

FOR THAILAND:
M. R. SENI PRAMOJ

I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true oopy of the Convention on International
Civil Aviation dated December 7, 1944, concluded at the International Civil
Aviation Conference at Chicago, Illinois, in the English language, the signed
original of which is deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
States of America.

IN TESTIMONY WHEBREO, I, E. R. Stettinius, Jr., Secretary of State, have here-
unto caused the seal of the Department of State to be affixed and my name
subscribed by an Assistant Chief, Division of Central Services of the said Depart-
ment, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, this twenty-second
day of January, 1945.

[SEALI E. R. STETTINIUS Jr
Secretary of State

By M L KENESTRICK
Assistant Chief. Diision of Centra Srvices

a [Signed for Switzerland July 6, 1945.1
" [Signed for Union of South Africa June 4, 1945.]
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FOR SWEDEN: 

R. KumLIN 

FOR SWITZERLAND: [19 

FOR SYRIA: 

N KAHALE 

FOR TURKEY: 
S. KOCAK 
F. SAHINBAS 
ORHAN H. EROL 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: [14] 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT 
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 

SWINTON 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
ADOLF A. BERLE Jr. 
ALFRED L. BULWINKLE 
CHAS. A. WOLVERTON 
F. LAGUARDIA. 
EDWARD WARNER 

L. WELCH POGITE 
WILLIAM A. M. BURDEN 

FOR URUGUAY: 
CARL CARBAJAL 

Col. MEDARDO R. FARfAS 

FOR VENEZUELA: 

FOR YUGOSLAVIA: 

FOR DENMARK: 

HENRIK KAUFFMANN 

FOR THAILAND: 

M. R. SENI PRAMOJ 

I CERTIFY THAT the foregoing is a true copy of the Convention on International 
Civil Aviation dated December 7, 1944, concluded at the International Civil 
Aviation Conference at Chicago, Illinois, in the English language, the signed 
original of which is deposited in the archives of the Government of the United 
States of America. 
IN TESTIMONY WHERMOV, I, E. R. Stettinius, Jr., Secretary of State, have here-

unto caused the seal of the Department of State to be affixed and my name 
subscribed by an Assistant Chief, Division of Central Services of the said Depart-
ment, at the city of Washington, in the District of Columbia, this twenty-second 
day of January, 1945. 

{BEAL] E. R. STarrriNIUS Jr 
Secretary of State 

By M L KENESTRICE 
Assistant Chief. Division of Central Services 

is [Signed for Switzerland July 6, 1945.1 
" [Signed for Union of South Africa June 44 1945.] 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 25, 1946, two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said
convention;

WHEREAS the said convention was duly ratified by the President
of the United States of America on August 6, 1946, in pursuance of
the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate;

Ante,p.1206. WHEREAS it is provided by paragraph (b) of Article 91 of the said
convention that as soon as the convention has been ratified or adhered
to by twenty-six States it shall come into force between them on the
thirtieth day after deposit of the twenty-sixth instrument;

mentsofratification. WHEREAS instruments of ratification of, or notifications of adherence
to, the said convention were deposited with the Government of the
United States of America by the Governments of the following States,
namely: Poland on April 6, 1945; Turkey on December 20, 1945;
Nicaragua on December 28, 1945; Paraguay on January 21, 1946; the
Dominican Republic on January 25, 1946; Canada on February 13,
1946; China on February 20, 1946; Peru on April 8, 1946; Argentina
on June 4, 1946; Mexico on June 25, 1946; Brazil on July 8, 1946; the
United States of America on August 9, 1946; Ireland on October 31,
1946; Sweden on November 7, 1946; Switzerland on February 6, 1947;
Liberia on February 11, 1947; Portugal on February 27, 1947; Den-
mark on February 28, 1947; Australia on March 1, 1947; Czecho-
slovakia on March 1, 1947; Ethiopia on March 1, 1947; India on
March 1, 1947; the Philippines on March 1, 1947; the Union of South
Africa on March 1, 1947; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland on March 1, 1947; Spain on March 5, 1947; New
Zealand on March 7,1947; Chile on March 11, 1947; Egypt on March
13, 1947; and Greece on March 13, 1947;

Entry into fore. WHEREAS, pursuant to the aforesaid provision of paragraph (b) of
Article 91 of the said convention, the convention will enter into force
on April 4, 1947, the thirtieth day after March 5, 1947, the date of
deposit of the twenty-sixth instrument;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, have caused the said convention on
international civil aviation to be made public to the end that the same
and every article and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled
with good faith, on and after April 4, 1947, by the United States of
America and by the citizens of the United States of America and all
other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this seventeenth day of March in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-

[SEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State
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Protocol between the United States of America and other governments
amending the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling
signed June 8, 1937, as amended by the protocol signed June 24, 1938.
Signed at London November 26, 1946: ratification advised by the Senate
of the United States of America July 30, 1946; ratified by the President
of the United States of America August 12, 1946;fratification of the
United States of America deposited at London August 30, 1946;
articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 proclaimed by the President of the
United States of America February 10, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a protocol amending the International Agreement for
the Regulation of Whaling signed at London on June 8, 1937, as
amended by the Protocol signed at London on June 24, 1938, was
signed at London on November 26, 1945 by the respective plenipoten-
tiaries of the Governments of the United States of America, the
Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia, Canada,
Denmark, the French Republic, the United Mexican States, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

WHEREAS the text of the said protocol, as certified by the Foreign
Office of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, is word for word as follows:

PROTOCOL.

THE Governments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth
of Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Mexico, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the United States of America;

Desiring, in view of the fact that pelagic whaling operations in the
area defined by Article 7 of the international Agreement for the
Regulation of Whaling, signed at London on the 8th June, 1937
(hereinafter referred to as the Principal Agreement), as amended by
the Protocol signed at London on the 24th June, 1938 (hereinafter
referred to as the Protocol of 1938), have been interrupted for a
considerable period by the war, and in order to meet the emergency
produced by post-war conditions without prejudice to the conservation
of stocks of whales, to put into force by agreement such provisions as
may be necessary in regard to pelagic whaling for the season 1946/47;

Have agreed as follows:-

ARTICLE 1.

Subject to the provisions of Article 3 of the present Protocol, the
period fixed by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement, during which

November 26, 1945
[T. I. A. S. 1597]

Regulation of whal-
ing.

52 Stat. 1460.

53 Stat. 1794.

Pelagic whaling.

52 Stat. 1461.

53 Stat. 1794.

Baleen whales.

52 Stat. 1461.
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factory ships or whalecatchers attached thereto may be used for the
purpose of taking or treating baleen whales, shall be extended for
the season 1946/47 so as to cover the period from the 8th December
to the 7th April inclusive.

ARTICLE 2.

ofatics respecting Each contracting Government shall give notice to the Governmentfactory ships.
of the United Kingdom when factory ships registered under the law
of any territory under its authority or otherwise under its jurisdiction
engage in whaling operations in the area defined by Article 7 of the

52 stat. 1461. Principal Agreement. The Government of the United Kingdom will
inform the other contracting Governments of all notices received under
this paragraph and shall itself similarly give notice to the other
contracting Governments if factory ships registered under the law of
any territory under its authority or otherwise under its jurisdiction
engage in whaling operations in the said area.

Hump back whales.
53 Stat. 1794.

Quota of blue whale
units.

52 Stat. 1461.

Operation of factory
ships as land stations.

53 Stat. 1795.

ARTICLE 3.

The prohibition contained in Article 1 of the Protocol of 1938
relating to the taking of hump back whales in any waters south of 40°
south latitude shall apply during the season of 1946/47.

ARTICLE 4.

(1) During the season of 1946/47 the number of baleen whales
caught in the area defined by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement
shall not exceed 16,000 blue whale units.

(2) For the purposes of paragraph 1 of this Article blue whale units
shall be calculated on the basis that one blue whale equals-

(a) Two fin whales or
(b) Two and a half hump back whales or
(c) Six sei whales.

(3) Each contracting Government undertakes to ensure that the
International Bureau for Whaling Statistics shall be provided, within
two days after the end of each calendar week, with data on the number
of blue whale units caught by each factory ship under the jurisdiction
of the said Government in the area defined by Article 7 of the Principal
Agreement. The Government of the United Kingdom shall consult
from time to time with the International Bureau for Whaling Statistics
and if it should appear that the annual quota provided by paragraph
(1) of this Article may be reached before the 7th April, the International
Bureau for Whaling Statistics shall be requested to determine, on the
basis of the data provided, the date on which the annual quota of blue
whale units shall be deemed to have been reached and to notify each
contracting Government of that date not less than two weeks in
advance thereof. The taking of baleen whales shall be illegal after
the date so determined.

ARTICLE 5.

The provisions of Article 3, paragraph (2), of the Protocol of 1938,
regarding the operation of factory ships as land stations in the terri-
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torial waters of any contracting Government, shall not apply during
the period from 1st May, 1947, to 31st October, 1947, inclusive.

ARTICLE 6.

(1) In the present Protocol the following expressions shall have the
meanings assigned to them in Article 18 of the Principal Agreement:
"factory ship," "whalecatcher," "land station," "baleen whale,"
"blue whale," "hump back whale," "fin whale."

(2) Sei whale means, for the purposes of this Protocol, any whale
known by the name of balaenoptera borealis, sei whale, Rudolphi's
rorqual, pollack whale, or coalfish whale, and shall be taken to include
Balaenoptera brydei, Bryde's whale.

(3) The expression "land station" shall, for the purposes of Article
5 of the present Protocol, include a factory ship the movements and
anchorage of which are confined to the territorial waters of any con-
tracting Government.

ARTICLE 7.

(1) The present Protocol shall be ratified and the instruments of
ratification deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the
United Kingdom; and it shall be open to accession on behalf of any
Government which is a party to the Principal Agreement and the
Protocol of 1938 and has not signed the present Protocol.

(2) Accession shall be effected by notification addressed to the
Government of the United Kingdom.

(3) The Government of the United Kingdom shall inform the
Governments which are parties or signatories to the present Protocol
of all ratifications of this Protocol or accessions thereto.

ARTICLE 8.

(1) The present Protocol shall come into force in its entirety when all
the Governments referred to in the Preamble hereof shall have
deposited their instruments of ratification or given notifications of
accession.

(2) The provisions of this Article and Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2)
and 7 of the present Protocol shall, when instruments of ratification
have been deposited by at least three signatory Governments, become
binding on those Governments and shall become binding on each other
Government which subsequently ratifies or accedes, on the date of
the deposit of its instrument of ratification or notification of its
accession.

(3) The ratification of or accession to the present Protocol by a
Government which is not a party to the Principal Agreement and the
Protocol of 1938 shall not become effective until such Government
becomes a party to that Agreement and the Protocol of 1938.

ARTICLE 9.

The present Protocol shall bear the date on which it is opened for
signature and shall remain open for signature for a period of 14 days
thereafter.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries being duly
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TREATIES

authorised to this end by their respective Governments have signed
the present Protocol.

Done at London this 26th day of November, 1945, in a single copy
which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United Kingdom, by whom certified copies will be transmitted to
all the Governments referred to in the preamble.

For the Government of the Union of South Africa:
A. P. VAN DER POST.

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia:
J. S. DUNCAN.

For the Government of Canada:
VINCENT MASSEY.

For the Government of Denmark:
P. F. ERICHSEN.

For the Provisional Government of the French Republic:
NOiL HENRY.

For the Government of the United Mexican States:
ALFONSO DE ROSENZWEIG DIAZ.

For the Government of the Netherlands:
E. TEIXEIRA DE MATTOS.

For the Government of New Zealand:
R. M. CAMPBELL.

For the Government of Norway:

BIRGER BERGERSEN.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:

A. T. A. DOBSON.
J. E. DE WATTEVILLE.

For the Government of the United States of America:
REMINGTON KELLOGG.
IRA N. GABRIELSON.

Certified a true copy.
[SEAL] D. A. BIGBY

LONDON Acting Librarian and Keeper of the Papers for
27 Dec 1945 the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 30, 1946, two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the
said protocol;

WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the
Government of the United States of America on August 12, 1946,
and the instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government
was duly deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on August 30, 1946;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 8 of the said protocol that Articles
2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol shall, when instruments
of ratification have been deposited by at least three signatory Govern-
ments, become binding on those Governments and shall become
binding on each other Government which subsequently ratifies or
accedes on the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or
notification of its accession;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification of the said protocol were
deposited with the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland by the Government of New Zealand
on March 7, 1946, the Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland on March 29, 1946, and the Government
of Norway on April 4, 1946; and

WHEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article 8 of the
said protocol, Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol
came into force on April 4, 1946, in respect of the Governments of
New Zealand, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and Norway;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol amending the
International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at
London on June 8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London
on June 24, 1938, to the end that the aforesaid Articles and every pro-
vision and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith
by the United States of America, and by the citizens of the United
States of America and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction
thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this tenth day of February in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State
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W HEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their 
Resolution of July 30, 1946, two-thirds of the Senators present 
concurring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the 
said protocol; 

W HEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the Deposit of instru-
ment of ratcation. 

Government of the United States of America on August 12, 1946, 
and the instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government 
was duly deposited in the archives of the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on August 30, 1946; 
W HEREAS it is provided in Article 8 of the said protocol that Articles 

2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol shall, when instruments 
of ratification have been deposited by at least three signatory Govern-
ments, become binding on those Governments and shall become 
binding on each other Government which subsequently ratifies or 
accedes on the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or 
notification of its accession; 
W HEREAS instruments of ratification of the said protocol were 

deposited with the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland by the Government of New Zealand 
on March 7, 1946, the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland on March 29, 1946, and the Government 
of Norway on April 4, 1946; and 
W HEREAS pursuant to the aforesaid provision of Article 8 of the 

said protocol, Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol 
came into force on April 4, 1946, in respect of the Governments of 
New Zealand, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, and Norway; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President ignPartoecdlaarntiones.of des-

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the said protocol amending the 
International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at 
London on June 8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London 52 Stat. 1460. 

on June 24, 1938, to the end that the aforesaid Articles and every pro- 53 sat• 
vision and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith 
by the United States of America, and by the citizens of the United 
States of America and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed 
DONE at the city of Washington this tenth day of February in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven 
[BEAU ] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 
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August 1T4,1 Declaration by the President of the United States of America August 14,
[T. 1. A. S. 1598 1946 respecting recognition by the United States of America of the com-

pulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. Deposited
with the Secretary General of the United Nations August 26, 1946.

DECLARATION ON THE PART OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States of America,
declare on behalf of the United States of America, under Article 36,

s59tat. 10o. paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
and in accordance with the Resolution of August 2,1946, of the Senate
of the United States of America (two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring therein), that the United States of America recognizes
as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation
to any other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of
the International Court of Justice in all legal disputes hereafter
arising concerning

a. the interpretation of a treaty;
b. any question of international law;
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute

a breach of an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach

of an international obligation;
Provided, that this declaration shall not apply to
a. disputes the solution of which the parties shall entrust to other

tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or which may
be concluded in the future; or

b. disputes with regard to matters which are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of the United States of America as determined
by the United States of America; or

c. disputes arising under a multilateral treaty, unless (1) all parties
to the treaty affected by the decision are also parties to the case before
the Court, or (2) the United States of America specially agrees to
jurisdiction; and

Provided further, that this declaration shall remain in force for a
period of five years and thereafter until the expiration of six months
after notice may be given to terminate this declaration.

Done at Washington this fourteenth day of August 1946.

HARRY S TRUMAN
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August 14, 1946 
[T. I. A. S. 1598] 

59 Stat. 1060. 

Declaration by the President of the United States of America August 14, 
1946 respecting recognition by the United States of America of the com-
pulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. Deposited 
with the Secretary General of the United Nations August 26, 1946. 

DECLARATION ON THE PART OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States of America, 
declare on behalf of the United States of America, under Article 36, 
paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, 
and in accordance with the Resolution of August 2, 1946, of the Senate 
of the United States of America (two-thirds of the Senators present 
concurring therein), that the United States of America recognizes 
as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation 
to any other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of 
the International Court of Justice in all legal disputes hereafter 
arising concerning 

a. the interpretation of a treaty; 
b. any question of international law; 
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute 

a breach of an international obligation; 
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach 

of an international obligation; 
Provided, that this declaration shall not apply to 
a. disputes the solution of which the parties shall entrust to other 

tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or which may 
be concluded in the future; or 

b. disputes with regard to matters which are essentially within the 
domestic jurisdiction of the United States of America as determined 
by the United States of America; or 

c. disputes arising under a multilateral treaty, unless (1) all parties 
to the treaty affected by the decision are also parties to the case before 
the Court, or (2) the United States of America specially agrees to 
jurisdiction; and 

Provided further, that this declaration shall remain in force for a 
period of five years and thereafter until the expiration of six months 
after notice may be given to terminate this declaration. 
Done at Washington this fourteenth day of August 1946. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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The Acting United States Representative to the United Nations to the

Secretary General of the United Nations
UNITED STATES DELEGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

250 West 57th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

Circle 6-4400

AUGUST 26, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to transmit herewith, under cover of a note dated
August 16, 1946, from the Acting Secretary of State of the United
States, a Declaration by the President of the United States of America
recognizing, on behalf of the United States of America, the compul-
sory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice under Article
36 of the Statute of the Court. 69 stat. 100.

My action today in depositing this Declaration, accepting on behalf
of the United States the compulsory jurisdiction of the International
Court of Justice, is further testimony to the determination of my
Government to do all in its power to assure that the United Nations
will fulfill the role assigned to it, which is nothing less than the preser-
vation of world peace.

One of the most elemental functions of the United Nations in the
preservation of world peace is the development of procedures of
pacific settlement. In these procedures, the role and functions of
law is clear. We feel that international law is already sufficiently
developed to serve as a guide and basis in international relations.
We feel further that the best way of assuring its further development,
and the only way of enabling it to fulfill its function, is by referring
to a responsible international tribunal all disputes properly justiciable
by such a tribunal.

We accordingly look forward to a great development of the rule of
law in international relations through a broad acceptance of the
function of the Court in the spirit of the Charter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration.

Enclosure:
As stated.

HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON
His Excellency

TRYGVE IsE,
Secretary General

of the United Nations,
Lake Success, Neow ork.

UN No. 163
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The Acting United States Representative to the United Nations to the 
Secretary General of the United Nations 

UNITED STATES DELEGATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS 
250 West 57th Street 
New York 19, N. Y. 

CIrcle 6-4400 

EXCELLPNCY: 

I have the honor to transmit herewith, under cover of a note dated 
August 16, 1946, from the Acting Secretary of State of the United 
States, a Declaration by the President of the United States of America 
recognizing, on behalf of the United States of America, the compul-
sory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice under Article 
36 of the Statute of the Court. 
My action today in depositing this Declaration, accepting on behalf 

of the United States the compulsory jurisdiction of the International 
Court of Justice, is further testimony to the determination of my 
Government to do all in its power to assure that the United Nations 
will fulfill the role assigned to it, which is nothing less than the preser-
vation of world peace. 

One of the most elemental functions of the United Nations in the 
preservation of world peace is the development of procedures of 
pacific settlement. In these procedures, the role and functions of 
law is clear. We feel that international law is already sufficiently 
developed to serve as a guide and basis in international relations. 
We feel further that the best way of assuring its further development, 
and the only way of enabling it to fulfill its function, is by referring 
to a responsible international tribunal all disputes properly justiciable 
by such a tribunal. 

We accordingly look forward to a great development of the rule of 
law in international relations through a broad acceptance of the 
function of the Court in the spirit of the Charter. 
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-

eration. 

Enclosure: 
As stated. 

His Excellency 
TRYGVE T41-31, 

Secretary General 
of the United Nations, 

Lake Success, New York. 

UN No. 163 

AUGUST 26, 1946 

HERSCILEL V. Joubrsorr 

39 Stat. 1060. 
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The Secretary General of the United Nations to the Acting United
States Representative to the United Nations

Mailing Address: Cable Address:
Box 1000, New York 1, N.Y., U.S.A. UNO NEW YORK

UNITED NATIONS * NATIONS UNIES
Hunter College, Bronx 63, New York . Melrose 5-4701

Office of the Secretary General

In reply refer to: 903-2-3/I1 4 SEPTEMBER 1946

SIR,

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a Declaration by
the President of the United States of America recognizing, on behalf
of the United States of America, the compulsory jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice under Article 36 of the Statute of the

59 stat. 10oo. Court which you deposited with me on 26 August 1946.
The text of the Declaration reads as follows:

"DECLARATION ON THE PART OF THB UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States of America,
declare on behalf of the United States of America, under Article

59 stat. 10e0. 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
and in accordance with the Resolution of August 2, 1946, of the
Senate of the United States of America (two-thirds of the Senators
present concurring therein), that the United States of America
recognizes as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement,
in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation, the
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in all legal dis-
putes hereafter arising concerning

a. the interpretation of a treaty;
b. any question of international law;
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would consti-

tute a breach of an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach

of an international obligation;
Provided, that this declaration shall not apply to

a. disputes the solution of which the parties shall entrust to other
tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or which
may be concluded in the future; or

b. disputes with regard to matters which are essentially within
the domestic jurisdiction of the United States of America as deter-
mined by the United States of America; or

c. disputes arising under a multilateral treaty, unless (1) all
parties to the treaty affected by the decision are also parties to the
case before the Court, or (2) the United States of America specially
agrees to jurisdiction; and

1220 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

59 Stat. 1050. 

59 Stat. 1060. 

The Secretary General of the United Nations to the Acting United 
States Representative to the United Nations 

Mailing Address: 
Box 1000, New York 1, N.Y., U.S.A. 

Cable Address: 
UNO NEW YORK 

UNITED NATIONS • NATIONS UNIES 

Hunter College, Bronx 63, New York . Melrose 5-4701 

Office of the Secretary General 

In reply refer to: 903-2-3/IR 4 SEPTEMBER 1946 

SIR, 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a Declaration by 

the President of the United States of America recognizing, on behalf 
of the United States of America, the compulsory jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice under Article 36 of the Statute of the 
Court which you deposited with me on 26 August 1946. 
The text of the Declaration reads as follows: 

"DECLARATION ON THE PART OF THE UNITED STATES OF AM-FRICA 

I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States of America, 
declare on behalf of the United States of America, under Article 
36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, 
and in accordance with the Resolution of August 2, 1946, of the 
Senate of the United States of America (two-thirds of the Senators 
present concurring therein), that the United States of America 
recognizes as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, 
in relation to any other state accepting the same obligation, the 
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in all legal dis-
putes hereafter arising concerning 

a. the interpretation of a treaty; 
b. any question of international law; 
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would consti-

tute a breach of an international obligation; 
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach 

of an international obligation; 
Provided, that this declaration shall not apply to 

a. disputes the solution of which the parties shall entrust to other 
tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or which 
may be concluded in the future; or 

b. disputes with regard to matters which are essentially within 
the domestic jurisdiction of the United States of America as deter-
mined by the United States of America; or 

c. disputes arising under a multilateral treaty, unless (1) all 
parties to the treaty affected by the decision are also parties to the 
case before the Court, or (2) the United States of America specially 
agrees to jurisdiction; and 
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Provided further, that this declaration shall remain in force for a
period of five years and thereafter until the expiration of six months
after notice may be given to terminate this declaration.
Done at Washington this fourteenth day of August 1946.

Harry S. Truman"
I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
TRYGVE LmB

Secretary-General
The Honorable

HERSCHEL V. JoHNSON,
Acting United States Representative

to the United Nations,

United States Delegation to the United Nations,
260 West 57th Street,

New York 19, N.Y.
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Provided further, that this declaration shall remain in force for a 
period of five years and thereafter until the expiration of six months 
after notice may be given to terminate this declaration. 
Done at Washington this fourteenth day of August 1946. 

Harry S. Truman" 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 
TRYGVE LEE 

Secretary-General 
The Honorable 

HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON, 
Acting United State8 Representative 

to the United Nations, 

United States Delegation to the United Nations, 
250 West 57th Street, 

New York 19,N.Y. 
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October 1, 1946 Protocol between the United States of America and other American Re-
[T. I. A. s. 1605] publics modifying and extending for one year from October 1, 1946,

the Inter-American Coffee Agreement of November 28, 1940. Open
for signature at Washington September S-November 1, 1946; ratifica-
tion advised by the Senate of the United States of America February
21, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America
March 7, 1947; ratification of the United States of America deposited
with the Pan American Union at Washington March 19, 1947; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States of America April 1, 1947;
entered into force with respect to the United States of America March
19, 1947; effective October 1, 1946.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a protocol for the extension of the Inter-American
Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946 was open for
signature at the Pan American Union in Washington from Septem-
ber 3, 1946 until November 1, 1946 and during that period was signed
by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the United
States of America (subject to ratification) and the Governments of
fourteen other American Republics;

AND WHEREAS the said protocol, being in the English, Spanish,
Portuguese, and French languages, as certified by the Acting Secre-
tary of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union, is word for
word as follows:

PROTOCOL FOR THE EXTENSION OF THE INTER-AMERICAN
COFFEE AGREEMENT FOR ONE YEAR FROM OCTOBER 1,
1946.

55 Stat. 1143; 56 Stat.
1345.

55 Stat. 1183.

55 Stat. 1172.

WHEREAS an Inter-American Coffee Agreement (hereinafter referred
to as "the Agreement") was signed in Washington on November
28, 1940:

AND WHEREAS by a Protocol signed in Washington April 15, 1941,
the Agreement was brought into force on April 16, 1941, in
respect of the Governments on behalf of which the Protocol was
signed on April 15, 1941:

AND WHEREAS Article XXIV of the said Agreement provides that it
should continue in force until October 1, 1943:

AND WHEREAS by unanimous consent the Governments signatory to
the Agreement twice extended the said Agreement unchanged
for one-year periods, these extensions being duly attested by
two certified and signed Declarations passed by the Inter-
American Coffee Board on May 12, 1943 and July 25, 1944,[']

1 [Not printed.]
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October 1, 1946 
[T. I. A. S. 1605] 

55 Stat. 1143; 56 Stat. 
1345. 

55 Stat. 1183. 

55 Stat. 1172. 

Protocol between the United States of America and other American Re-
publics modifying and extending for one year from October 1, 1946, 
the Inter-American Coffee Agreement of November 28, 1940. Open 
for signature at Washington September 3—November 1, 1946; ratifica-
tion advised by the Senate of the United States of America February 
21, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America 
March 7, 1947; ratification of the United States of America deposited 
with the Pan American Union at Washington March 19, 1947; pro-
claimed by the President of the United States of America April 1, 1947; 
entered into force with respect to the United States of America March 
19, 1947; effective October 1, 1946. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS a protocol for the extension of the Inter-American 
Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946 was open for 
signature at the Pan American Union in Washington from Septem-
ber 3, 1946 until November 1, 1946 and during that period was signed 
by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the Government of the United 
States of America (subject to ratification) and the Governments of 
fourteen other American Republics; 
AND WHEREAS the said protocol, being in the English, Spanish, 

Portuguese, and French languages, as certified by the Acting Secre-
tary of the Governing Board of the Pan American Union, is word for 
word as follows: 

PROTOCOL FOR THE EXTENSION OF THE INTER-AMERICAN 
COFFEE AGREEMENT FOR ONE YEAR FROM OCTOBER 1, 
1946. 

W HEREAS an Inter-American Coffee Agreement (hereinafter referred 
to as "the Agreement") was signed in Washington on November 
28, 1940: 

AND WHEREAS by a Protocol signed in Washington April 15, 1941, 
the Agreement was brought into force on April 16, 1941, in 
respect of the Governments on behalf of which the Protocol was 
signed on April 15, 1941: 

AND WHEREAS Article XXIV of the said Agreement provides that it 
should continue in force until October 1, 1943: 

AND WHEREAS by unanimous consent the Governments signatory to 
the Agreement twice extended the said Agreement unchanged 
for one-year periods, these extensions being duly attested by 
two certified and signed Declarations passed by the Inter-
American Coffee Board on May 12, 1943 and July 25, 1944,[11 

1 [Not printed.] 
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respectively, which were duly deposited in the Pan American
Union on June 11, 1943, and September 11, 1944, respectively,
in accordance with the provisions of Article XXIV of the Agree-
ment:

AND WHEREAS by a Protocol signed and deposited with the Pan
American Union under date of October 1, 1945, the said
Agreement was extended for one year from October 1, 1945,
with certain changes recommended by the Inter-American
Coffee Board.

Now, THEREFORE, in support of a recommendation made by the
Inter-American Coffee Board on August 16, 1946, the Govern-
ments signatory to the present Protocol, considering that it is
expedient that the Agreement should be prolonged for a further
term, subject to the conditions stated below, have agreed as
follows:

Article 1

Subject to the provisions of Article 2 hereof, the Agreement shall
continue in force between the Governments signatory to the present
Protocol for a period of one year from October 1, 1946.

Article 2

During the period specified in Article 1 above, the Governments
signatory to the present Protocol agree that the provisions of Article
1 through and including VIII of the Agreement shall be inoperative,
except that, under emergency conditions, such articles of the Agree-
ment shall again become effective upon a motion approved by at
least 95% of the total vote of the Inter-American Coffee Board.

Article 3

a. During the period specified in Article 1 above, the Inter-American
Coffee Board shall undertake to complete by March 31, 1947, a
thorough analysis of the world coffee situation and shall formulate
recommendations for the consideration of the governments now
participating in the Agreement and of other governments that might
be interested in participating in a revised agreement regarding the
type of international cooperation that appears most likely to con-
tribute to the development of sound, prosperous conditions in inter-
national trade in coffee equitable for both producers and consumers.

b. Such recommendations shall take due account of any general
principles of commodity policy embodied in any agreement which
may be concluded under the auspices of the United Nations prior to
the submission of such recommendations.

Article 4

The present Protocol shall be open for signature at the Pan American
Union from September 3, 1946, until November 1, 1946, provided,
however, that all signatures shall be deemed to have been affixed
under date of October 1, 1946, and the Protocol shall be considered as
having entered into force on that date with respect to the governments
on behalf of which it is signed.

1223

55 Stat. 1172.

60 Stat. 1359.

Continuance in
force.

Inoperative provi-
sions.

55 Stat. 1146-1157.

Inter-American Cof-
fee Board.

Analysis of world
coffee situation; reo-
ommendations.

Entry into force.
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respectively, which were duly deposited in the Pan American 
Union on June 11, 1943, and September 11, 1944, respectively, 
in accordance with the provisions of Article XXIV of the Agree-
ment: 

AND WHEREAS by a Protocol signed and deposited with the Pan 
American Union under date of October 1, 1945, the said 
Agreement was extended for one year from October 1, 1945, 
with certain changes recommended by the Inter-American 
Coffee Board. 

Now, THEREFORE, in support of a recommendation made by the 
Inter-American Coffee Board on August 16, 1946, the Govern-
ments signatory to the present Protocol, considering that it is 
expedient that the Agreement should be prolonged for a further 
term, subject to the conditions stated below, have agreed as 
follows: 

Article 1 

Subject to the provisions of Article 2 hereof, the Agreement shall 
continue in force between the Governments signatory to the present 
Protocol for a period of one year from October 1, 1946. 

Article 2 

During the period specified in Article 1 above, the Governments 
signatory to the present Protocol agree that the provisions of Article 
1 through and including VIII of the Agreement shall be inoperative, 
except that, under emergency conditions, such articles of the Agree-
ment shall again become effective upon a motion approved by at 
least 95% of the total vote of the Inter-American Coffee Board. 

Article 3 

a. During the period specified in Article 1 above, the Inter-American 
Coffee Board shall undertake to complete by March 31, 1947, a 
thorough analysis of the world coffee situation and shall formulate 
recommendations for the consideration of the governments now 
participating in the Agreement and of other governments that might 
be interested in participating in a revised agreement regarding the 
type of international cooperation that appears most likely to con-
tribute to the development of sound, prosperous conditions in inter-
national trade in coffee equitable for both producers and consumers. 

b. Such recommendations shall take due account of any general 
principles of commodity policy embodied in any agreement which 
may be concluded under the auspices of the United Nations prior to 
the submission of such recommendations. 

Article 4 

The present Protocol shall be open for signature at the Pan American 
Union from September 3, 1946, until November 1, 1946, provided, 
however, that all signatures shall be deemed to have been affixed 
under date of October 1, 1946, and the Protocol shall be considered as 
having entered into force on that date with respect to the governments 
on behalf of which it is signed. 

55 Stat. 1172. 

60 Stat. 1559. 

Continuance in 
force. 

Inoperative provi-
sions. 

55 Stat. 1146-1157. 

Inter-American Cof-
fee Board. 
Analysis of world 

coffee situation; rec-
ommendations. 

Entry into force. 
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In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto
by their respective Governments, have signed the present Protocol.

Done at the City of Washington in the English, Spanish, Portu-
guese, and French languages. The original instrument in each
language shall be deposited in the Pan American Union which shall
furnish certified copies to the Governments signatory to this Protocol.

OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO
Brazil

EMILIO TORO
Colombia

RAFAEL OREAMUNO

Costa Rica
GMO. BELT Sujeto a la aprobaci6n por

el Senado de la Repdblica de Cuba

Cuba

EMILIO G GODOY

Dominican Republic

0. GARCfA

Ecuador

FELIPE VEGA-G6MEZ

El Salvador

ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE

Guatemala AD-Referendum

JH. D. CHARLEB

Haiti

JuLIAN R. CICERES

Honduras

A E DE LOS MONTEROS
Mexico

GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA

Nicaragua

JORGE PRADO

Peru

SPRUILLE BRADEN

United States of America
Subject to ratification.

M A FALC6N BRICE&O

Venezuela
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In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto 
by their respective Governments, have signed the present Protocol. 
Done at the City of Washington in the English, Spanish, Portu-

guese, and French languages. The original instrument in each 
language shall be deposited in the Pan American Union which shall 
furnish certified copies to the Governments signatory to this Protocol. 

OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO  
Brazil 

EMILIO TORO 
Colombia 

RAFAEL OREAMUNO 

Costa Rica 

Grao. BELT Sujeto a la aprobaci6n por 
el Senado de la Reptiblica de Cuba  

Cuba 

EMILIO G GODOY 

Dominican Republic 

0. GAuct& 

Ecuador 

FELIPE VEGA-GoMEZ 
El Salvador 

ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE 
Guatemala AD-Referendum 

JIL D. CHARLES 
Haiti 

JULIAN R. CACERES 
Honduras 

A E DE LOS MONTEROS 
Mexico 

GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA 
Nicaragua 

JORGE PRADO 
Peru 

SPRUILLE BRADEN 

United States of America 
Subject to ratification. 

M A FALc6x BuicEgo 
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I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the

original of the Protocol for the Extension of the Inter-American Coffee
Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946, deposited in the Pan American
Union.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947

Willian er
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board

of the Pan American Union
[SEAL]
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[61 STAT.

PROTOCOLO PARA LA PRORROGA DEL CONVENIO INTER-
AMERICANO DEL CAFE POR UN ANO, A PARTIR DE
OCTUBRE 1, 1946

POR CUANTO: el Convenio Interamericano del Cafe (que en lo sucesivo
se designara bajo la denominaci6n de "el Convenio") fue suscrito
en Washington, el 28 de noviembre de 1940; y

POR CUANTO: que el Protocolo firmado en Washington el 15 de abril
de 1941 puso en vigor el Convenio el 16 de abril de 1941, con
respecto a los Gobiernos en cuyo nombre se firm6 el Protocolo
el 15 de abril de 1941; y

POR CUANTO: que el Articulo XXIV de dicho Convenio estipula que
continue en vigor hasta el Iro. de octubre de 1943; y

POR CUANTO: por consentimiento unanime los Gobiernos signatarios
han prorrogado en dos ocasiones dicho Convenio sin modifica-
ciones, por periodos de un afio, y dichas pr6rrogas han sido
debidamente formalizadas mediante dos Declaraciones certificadas
y firmadas, aprobadas por la Junta Interamericana del Caf6 el
12 de mayo de 1943, y el 25 de julio de 1944, respectivamente,
las cuales fueron debidamente depositadas en la Uni6n Pana-
mericana el 11 de junio de 1943 y el 11 de septiembre de 1944,
respectivamente, en conformidad con las estipulaciones del
Articulo XXIV del Convenio; y

POR CUANTO: dicho Convenio, segdn un Protocolo firmado y deposi-
tado en la Uni6n Panamericana en fecha octubre 1, 1945, fu6
continuado por un afio a partir de octubre 1, 1945, con ciertos
cambios recomendados por la Junta Interamericana del Cafe.

POR TANTO; en cumplimiento de una recomendaci6n hecha por la
Junta Interamericana del Cafe el 16 de agosto de 1946, los Go-
biernos firmantes del presente Protocolo, considerando que es
conveniente que el Convenio sea continuado por un nuevo
termino, sujeto a las condiciones que se indican mas abajo, han
acordado lo siguiente:

Artfculo 1
El Convenio continuara en vigor entre los Gobiernos firmantes del

presente Protocolo, por un periodo de un afo, a partir del Iro. de
octubre de 1946, sujeto a las disposiciones del Articulo 2 de este
instrumento.

Articulo 2
Durante el periodo indicado en el Articulo 1 de este instrumento,

los Gobiernos signatarios del presente Protocolo convienen en dejar
sin efecto las estipulaciones de los Articulos I a VIII, inclusives, del
Convenio, excepto en condiciones de emergencia, en cuyo caso dichos
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POE CIIANTO: el Convenio Interamericano del Cafe (que en lo sucesivo 
se designarit bajo la denominaciOn de "el Convenio") fue suscrito 
en Washington, el 28 de noviembre de 1940; y 

POE CIIANTO: que el Protocolo firmado en Washington el 15 de abril 
de 1941 puso en vigor el Convenio el 16 de abril de 1941, con 
respecto a los Gobiernos en cuyo nombre se firra6 el Protocolo 
el 15 de abril de 1941; y • 

Pon CIIANTO: que el Articulo XXIV de dicho Convenio estipula que 
continue en vigor hasta el lro. de octubre de 1943; y 

POE CUANTO: por consentimiento unfininae los Gobiernos signatarios 
han prorrogado en dos ocasiones dicho Convenio sin modifica-
clones, por periodos de un aflo, y dichas prorrogas han sido 
debidamente formalizadas raediante dos Declaraciones certificadas 
y firmadas, aprobadas por la Junta Interamericana del Café el 
12 de mayo de 1943, y el 25 de julio de 1944, respectivamente, 
las cuales fueron debidamente depositadas en la Union Pana-
mericana el 11 de junio de 1943 y el 11 de septiembre de 1944, 
respectivamente, en conformidad con las estipulaciones del 
Articulo XXIV del Convenio; y 

POE cuAwro: dicho Convenio, segtin un Protocolo firmado y deposi-
tado en la Union Panamericana en fecha octubre 1, 1945, file 
continuado por un atio a partir de octubre 1, 1945, con ciertos 
cambios recomendados por la Junta Interamericana del Café. 

POE TANTO; en cumplimiento de una recomendacion hecha por la 
Junta Interamericana del Cafe el 16 de agosto de 1946, los Go-
biernos firmantes del presente Protocolo, considerando que es 
convenient° que el Convenio sea continuado por un nuevo 
termino, sujeto a las condiciones que se indican más abajo, han 
acordado lo siguiente: 

Articulo 1 

El Convenio continuara en vigor entre los Gobiernos &mantes del 
presente Protocolo, por un period() de un an°, a partir del lro. de 
octubre de 1946, sujeto a las disposiciones del Articulo 2 de este 
instrumento. 

Articulo 2 

Durante el periodo indicado en el Articulo 1 de este instrumento, 
los Gobiernos signatarios del presente Protocolo convienen on dejar 
sin efecto las estipulaciones de los Articulos I a VIII, inclusives, del 
Convenio, excepto en condiciones de emergencia, en cuyo caso clichos 
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Articulos se pondran en vigor nuevamente por moci6n aprobada por
lo menos el 95% del total de los votos de la Junta Interamericana del
Cafe.

Articulo 3
a. Durante el periodo estipulado en el Articulo 1, la Junta Intera-

mericana del Cafe dara t6rmino para marzo 31, 1947, a un analisis
completo de la situaci6n cafetera mundial y formulara recomenda-
ciones para consideraci6n de los Gobiernos que participan actual-
mente del Convenio y de aquellos otros gobiernos que tengan interes
en participar en un Convenio revisado, sobre la clase de cooperaci6n
internacional que se considere la mas conveniente para el desarrollo
de condiciones sanas y pr6speras en el comercio internacional de
cafe, equitativas para productores y consumidores.

b. Tales recomendaciones deberan tomar en consideraci6n cuales-
quiera principios generales de politica sobre productos ("commodity
policy") que se adopten en cualquier convenio que se celebre bajo
los auspicios de las Naciones Unidas antes de que se sometan dichas
recomendaciones.

Articulo 4
El presente Protocolo quedara abierto a la firma en la Uni6n

Panamericana desde el 3 de septiembre de 1946, hasta el lro. de
noviembre de 1946, entendiendose que todas las firmas se consideraran
puestas en la fecha de octubre 1, 1946, y el Protocolo sera considerado
como habiendo entrado en vigor en dicha fecha con respecto a los
Gobiernos en nombre de los cuales ha sido suscrito.

En testimonio de lo cual los abajo firmantes, debidamente autori-
zados por sus Gobiernos respectivos, suscriben el presente Protocolo.

Hecho en la ciudad de Washington en los idiomas ingl6s, espafiol,
portugues y frances. El instrumento original en cada idioma sera
depositado en la Uni6n Panamericana, la cual remitira copias certifi-
cadas a los Gobiernos firmantes de este Protocolo.

OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO

Brasil

EMILIO TORO

Colombia

RAFAEL OREAMUNO.

Costa Rica

GMO BELT

Cuba
Sujeto a la aprobaci6n por el

Senado de la Republica de Cuba

O. GARCIA.

Ecuador

FELIPE VEGA-G6MEZ

El Salvador
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OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO 

Brasil 

EMILIO TORO 

Colombia 

RAFAEL OREAMIINO. 
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Gmo BELT 

Cuba 
Sujeto a la aprobaci6n por el 
Senado de la Republica de Cuba 

0. GARCIA. 
Ecuador 

FELIPE VEGA-GoMEZ 

El Salvador 
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SPRUILLE BRADEN

Estados Unidos de America
Subject to ratification.

ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE

Guatemala AD-REFERENDUM

JH. D. CHARLES

Haiti

JULIAN R CACERES

Honduras

A E DE LOS MONTEROS

Mexico

GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA

Nicaragua

JORGE PRADO

Perd

EMILIO G GODOY

Repdblica Dominicana

M A FALC6N BRICERO

Venezuela

I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the
original, in Spanish, of the Protocol for the Extension of the Inter-American
Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946, deposited in the Pan
American Union.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947

William 1: er
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board

of the Pan Amerioan Union

[SEAL]
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WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947 

[SEAL] 

William. ia4er 
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board 

of the Pan American Union 
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PROTOCOLO PARA A PRORROGACAO DO CONVENIO INTER-
AMERICANO DO CAFE POR UM ANO, A PARTIR DE 1° DE
OUTUBRO DE 1946

QUE: Considerando que o Conv6nio Interamericano do Caf6 (aqui
referido como "o Convenio") foi assinado em Washington aos
28 de novembro de 1940;

QUE: pelo Protocolo assinado em Washington em 15 de abril de 1941,
o Convenio foi posto em vigor em 16 de abril de 1941 cor respeito
aos Governos em cujo favor o Protocolo for& assinado em 15 de
abril de 1941;

QUE: o Artigo XXIV do referido Convenio estabelece que o mesmo
deve continuar em vigor ate 1° de outubro de 1943;

QUE: por consentimento unanime dos Governos signatarios do Conve-
nio este f6ra prorrogado duas vezes, sem modificagoes, por periodos
de um ano, sendo essas prorrogagoes regularmente atestadas por
duas Declaracges assinadas e reconhecidas, pela Junta Interamer-
icana do Cafe, cor datas de 12 de Maio de 1943 e 25 de julho
de 1944, respectivamente, tendo sido ambas regularmente en-
tregues A Uniao Pan-Americana em 11 de junho de 1943 e 11
de setembro de 1944, respectivamente, de ac6rdo com o pro-
cedimento recomendado no Artigo XXIV do Convenio;

QUE: pelo Protocolo assinado e depositado na Uniao Pan-Americana
datada de 1 de outubro de 1945, o referido acordo foi prorrogado
por um ano a contar de 1° de outubro de 1945 corn certas emendas
recomendadas pela Junta Interamericana do Cafe;

PORTANTO: em apoio f recomendacAo feita em 16 de agosto de 1946
pela Junta Interamericana do Cafe, os Governos signatarios do
presente Protocolo, julgando conveniente que o Convenio seja
prolongado por mais um termo, sujeito as condigoes estabelecidas
abaixo, concordam corn o seguinte:

Artigo 1
De ac6rdo com as determinagoes do Artigo 2 deste Protocolo, o

Convenio deverA continuar em vigor entre os Governos signatarios do
mesmo Protocolo pelo periodo de um ano, a partir de 1° de outubro
de 1946.

Artigo 2
Durante o periodo especificado no artigo precedente, os Governos

signatarios deste Protocolo concordam que as determinao6es do
ConvAnio, dos Artigos I ao VIII, inclusive permanecerao inoperantes
exceto em condicoes de emergAncia e, neste caso, tais artigos tornar-
se-ao novamente efetivos pela aprovagao de, pelo menos, 95% do total
de vozes da Junta Interamericana do Cafe.
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abril de 1941; 
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QUE: por consentimento unanime dos Governos signatarios do Cony& 
nio este fora prorrogado duas vezes, sem modificaoes, por periodos 
de urn ano, sendo essas prorrogagOes regularmente atestadas por 
duas Declaraoes assinadas e reconhecidas, pela Junta Interamer-
icana do Café, corn datas de 12 de Maio de 1943 e 25 de julho 
de 1944, respectivamente, tendo sido ambas regularmente en-
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de setembro de 1944, respectivamente, de acordo corn o pro-
cedimento recomendado no Artigo XXIV do Convenio; 

QuE: pelo Protocolo assinado e depositado na Uniao Pan-Americana 
datada de 1 de outubro de 1945, o referido acordo foi prorrogado 
por urn ano a contar de 1° de outubro de 1945 corn certas emendas 
recomendadas pela Junta Interamericana do Café; 

PORTANTO: em apoio a recomendagao feita em 16 de agosto de 1946 
pela Junta Interamericana do Café, os Governos signatarios do 
presente Protocolo, julgando conveniente que o Convenio seja 
prolongado por mais urn termo, sujeito as condicoes estabelecidas 
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Artigo 1 

De acOrdo corn as determinaoes do Artigo 2 deste Protocolo, o 
Convenio clever% continuar em vigor entre os Governos signatarios do 
mesmo Protocolo pelo period° de urn ano, a partir de 1° de outubro 
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Artigo 2 

Durante o period° especificado no artigo precedente, os Governos 
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exceto em condicoes de emergencia e, neste caso, tais artigos tornar-
se-ao novamente efetivos pela aprovacao de, pelo menos, 95% do total 
de vozes da Junta Interamericana do Café. 
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Artigo 3

a. Durante o periodo especificado no Artigo 1 a Junta Interameri-
cana do Cafe dever£ completar para 31 de marco de 1947 uma cuida-
dosa analise da situaeao mundial do cafe e deverh formular recomenda-
e6es para a consideraeao dos Governos participantes do Convenio e
outros Governos que possam enventualmente estar interessados na
participacao de um Convenio, entao revisto, visando um tipo de co-
operacao internacional que podera provbvelmente contribuir para o
desenvolvimento de condic6es harmoniosas e pr6speras para um
com6rcio internacional do cafe justo, tanto para o produtor como para
o consumidor.

b. Essas recomendacoes devem levar em devida consideraeao quais-
quer principios gerais de entendimento, de politica s6bre produtos
("commodity policy") incorporados em qualquer ac6rdo que possa ser
concluido sob os auspicios das NaS6es Unidas e anterior a submissao
dessas mesmas recomendagSes.

Artigo 4

O presente Protocolo sera aberto para assinaturas, na Uniao Pan-
Americana, de 3 de setembro de 1946 a 1° de novembro de 1946,
embora todas as assinaturas sejam consideradas efetivas a partir
de 1° de outubro de 1946, e o Protocolo sera considerado como tendo
entrado em vigor naquela data corn respeito ao Governo em cujo
favor 6 assinado.
Em testemunho da verdade, os signatarios, devidamente autori-
zados pelos respectivos Governos, assinaram o presente Protocolo.

Redigido na cidade de Washington em ingles, espanhol, portugues
e frances. 0 documento original, em cada um dos referidos idiomas,
devera ser depositado na Uniao Pan-Americana a qual enviaf h copias
oficialmente reconhecidas aos Governos signatarios deste Protocolo.

OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO

Brasil

EMILIO TORO

Colombia

RAFAEL OREAMUNO

Costa Rica
GMo BELT Sujeto a la aproba-

ci6n por el Senado de la Repd-
blica de Cuba

Cuba

0. GARCfA.

Equador

SPRUILLE BRADEN

Estados Unidos da America
Subject to ratification.
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ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE

Guatemala AD-REFERENDUM

JH. D. CHARLES

Haiti

JULIAN R. CACERES

Honduras

A E DE LOS MONTEROS

Mexico

GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA

Nicaragua

JORGE PRADO

Perd

FELIPE VEGA-G6MEZ

Salvador

EMILIO G GODOY

Sao Domingos

M A FALC6N BRICERO

Venezuela

I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the
original, in Portuguese, of the Protocol for the Extension of the Inter-Ameri-
can Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946, deposited in the
Pan American Union.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947

William e r
Aoting Secretary of the Governing Board

of the an Almerican Union

[SEAL]
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JORGE PRADO  
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W ASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947 

William er 
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board 

of the Pan American Union 

[SEAL] 
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PROTOCOLE POUR LE RENOUVELLEMENT DE L'ACCORD
INTER-AMERICAIN DU CAFE POUR UNE PERIODE D'UNE
ANNEE A PARTIR DU PREMIER OCTOBRE MIL-NEUF-
CENT-QUARANTE-SIX

ATTENDU que l'Accord Inter-Americain du Caf4 (qui dans le present
texte sera design6 comme "l'Accord") fut signe A Washington A
la date du 28 Novembre 1940; et

ATTENDU que par un Protocole sign6 A Washington A la date du 15
Avril 1941 l'Accord fut consider6 comme entrant en vigueur le 16
Avril 1941 en ce qui concernait les Gouvernements aux noms
desquels le Protocole fut sign6 le 15 Avril 1941; et

ATTENDU que 1'Article XXIV du dit Accord prevoit qu'il resterait en
vigueur jusqu'au Premier Octobre 1943; et

ATTENDU que les Gouvernements signataires, A deux reprises, ont
renouvele, A l'unanimit6, le dit Accord, sans changement, pour
des periodes d'une ann6e, ces reconductions etant dAment con-
stat6es par deux declarations signees et enrigistr6es, faites par le
Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe, la premiere le 12 Mai 1943 et
la seconde le 25 Juillet 1944, respectivement, declarations qui
furent dfment deposees A l'Union Panamericaine respectivement
les 11 Juin 1943 et 11 Septembre 1944, conformement A la pro-
cedure etablie par 1'Article XXIV de L'Accord; et

ATTENDU que le dit Accord fut renouvele por une annee A partir du
ler. Octobie 1945, avec certaines modifications recommandees
par le Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe, d'apr6s un Protocole
signe et depose A l'Union Panamericaine, en date du ler. Octobre
1945.

PAR CONSEQUENT, maintenant, faisant suite A une Recommandation
du Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe a la date du 16 Aoft 1946,
les Gouvernements signataires du present Protocole, considerant
qu'il est utile de renouveler 1'Accord pour un nouveau terme,
sujet aux conditions ci-apres stipulees, ont convenu ce quit suit:

Article 1
L'Accord continuera a etre en vigueur entre les Gouvernements

signataires du present Protocole pendant une periode d'une annee A
partir du ler. Octobre 1946, sujet aux dispositions de 1'Article 2.

Article 2
Pendant la periode specifiee dans l'Article precedent, les Gouverne-

ments signataires du Present Protocole consentent a ce que les
dispositions des huit premiers Articles de 1'Accord demeurent sans
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PROTOCOLE POUR LE RENOUVELLEMENT DE L'ACCORD 
INTER-AMERICAIN DU CAFE POUR UNE PERIODE D'UNE 
ANNEE A PARTIR DU PREMIER OCTOBRE MIL-NEUF-
CENT-QUARANTE-SIX 
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furent dAment deposees a "Union Panamericaine respectivement 
les 11 Juin 1943 et 11 Septernbre 1944, conformement a la pro-
cedure etablie par l'Article XXIV de L'Accord; et 

ATTENDU que le dit Accord fut renouvele por une aim& h partir du 
ler. Octobie 1945, avec certaines modifications recommandees 
par le Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe, d'apres un Protocole 
signe et depose a l'Union Panamericaine, en date du ler. Octobre 
1945. 
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du Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe a la date du 16 Acrat 1946, 
les Gouvernements signataires du present Protocole, considerant 
qu'il est utile de renouveler l'Accord pour mi nouveau terme, 
sujet aux conditions ci-apres stipulees, oat convenu ce quit suit: 
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L'Accord continuera a etre en vigueur entre les Gouvernements 
signataires du present Protocole pendant une periode d'une annee h 
partir du ler. Octobre 1946, sujet aux dispositions de l'Article 2. 
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Pendant la periode specifiee dans l'Article precedent, les Gouverne-
ments signataires du Present Protocole consentent a ce que les 
dispositions des huit premiers Articles de l'Accord demeurent sans 
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effet, sauf en cas de force majeure, auquel cas ces Articles pourront
etre de nouveau appliques par une motion qui devra etre approuvee
par au moins 95% des votes du Conseil Inter-Americain du Cafe.

Article 3
a. Durant la periode stipulee Qi-dessus , l'Article 1, le Conseil

Inter-Americain du Cafe donnera fin au 31 Mars, 1947, a une analyse
de la situation du cafe sur le marche mondial afin de formuler des
recommandations qui seront soumises tant aux Gouvernements sig-
nataires qu'a tous autres Gouvernements qui seraient int6ress6s a
participer a un Accord revise, ces recommandations envisageront
I'etendue et la forme de cooperation internationale qui contribuerait
au developpement du commerce internationale du cafe sur des bases
saines et equitables a tous, producteurs et consommateurs.

b. De telles recommandations devront tenir compte des principes
generaux de toute politique commerciale au sujet des denrees (Com-
modity policy) qui pourrait etre adoptee sous les auspices des Nations
Unies avant la soumission des dites recommandations.

Article 4
Le present Protocole sera ouvert a la signature des pays A l'union

Panamericaine depuis le 3 Septembre 1946 jusqu'au ler. Novembre
1946, et il est agree cependant que toutes les signatures seront con-
siderees comme effectives au ler. Octobre 1945, et le Protocole sera
consider6 en vigueur A cette date en ce qui concerne les Gouvernements
aux noms desquels il a ete signe.

En foi de quoi les soussignes, dfment autorises par leurs Gouverne-
ments respectifs, ont sign6 le present Protocole.

Fait en la Ville de Washington dans les langues anglaise, espagnole,
portugaise et francaise. L'instrument originel en chaque langue
sera depose a l'Union Panamericaine qui remettra des copies certi-
fi6es a chaque Gouvernement signataire du present Protocole.

OCTAVIO DO NASCIMENTO BRITO

Br6sil

EMILIO TORO

Colombie

RAFAEL OREAMUNO

Costa Rica
GMO BELT Sujeto a la aproba-

ci6n por el Senado de la Repu-
blica de Cuba

Cuba
FELIPE VEGA-G6MEZ

El Salvador
0. GARCIA.

Equateur

95347°--49-PT. II 18
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SPRUILLE BRADEN

Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Subject to ratification.

ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE

Guatemala AD-REFERENDUM
JH. D. CHARLES

Haiti
JULIAN R. CICERES

Honduras
A E DE LOS MONTEROS

Mexique

GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA

Nicaragua

JORGE PRADO

Perou

EMILIO G GODOY

Republique Dominicaine

M A FALC6N BRICERO

Venezuela

I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the
original, in French, of the Protocol for the Extension of the Inter-American
Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946, deposited in the Pan
American Union.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947

William er
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board

of the Pan American Union
[SEAL]

AND WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America, by their
resolution of February 21, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present
concurring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the
said protocol;

Deposit of instru- AND WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified by the Presidentmeat of ratification.
of the United States of America on March 7, 1947 and the instrument
of ratification on the part of the United States of America was duly
deposited in the archives of the Pan American Union on March 19,
1947;

Effective date. NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the said protocol for the extension of the Inter-American Coffee
Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946 to the end that the same
and every article and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with
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Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

Effective date. 

SPRUILLE BRADEN 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
Subject to ratification. 

ENRIQUE LOPEZ HERRARTE  

Guatemala AD-REFERENDUM 
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Haiti 
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Honduras 

A E DE LOS M ONTEROS 
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GUILLERMO SEVILLA SACASA 

Nicaragua 

JORGE PRADO 

Perou 

EMILIO G GODOY  

Republique Dominicaine 

M A FALc6N BRicEN-o  

Venezuela 

I hereby certify that the foregoing document is a true and faithful copy of the 
original, in French, of the Protocol for the Extension of the Inter-American 
Coffee Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946, deposited in the Pan 
American Union. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1947 

[SEAL] 

Wi11ian Laier 
Acting Secretary of the Governing Board 

of the Pan American Union 

AND WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America, by their 
resolution of February 21, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present 
concurring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the 
said protocol; 

AND WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified by the President 
of the United States of America on March 7, 1947 and the instrument 
of ratification on the part of the United States of America was duly 
deposited in the archives of the Pan American Union on March 19, 
1947; 

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the said protocol for the extension of the Inter-American Coffee 
Agreement for one year from October 1, 1946 to the end that the same 
and every article and clause thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with 
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good faith by the United States of America and by the citizens of the
United States of America and all other persons subject to the juris-
diction thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this first day of April in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of

[SEAL] the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State
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An
gust 30, 1946 Protocol between the United States of America and other governments

[T.I. .S. 1614 prolonging the international agreement of May 6, 1937, respecting
regulation of production and marketing of sugar. Signed at London
August 30, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States
of America April 24, 1947; ratified by the President of the United
States of America May 7, 1947; ratification of the United States of
America deposited in the archives of the government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on May 20, 1947;
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America May 27,
1947; effective September 1, 1946.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF TH UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS a protocol dated in London August 30, 1946, prolonging
for one year after August 31, 1946, the international agreement regard-
ing the regulation of production and marketing of sugar signed at

59 Stat.. . London on May 6, 1937, was signed by the respective Plenipoten-
tiaries of the Governments of the United States of America (with a
reservation "Subject to ratification"), the Union of South Africa, the
Commonwealth of Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Czechoslovakia,
the Dominican Republic, the French Republic, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Haiti, the Netherlands, Peru,
the Republic of the Philippines (with a reservation "Subject to ratifi-
cation for and in the name of the Republic of the Philippines"), Po-
land, Portugal, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the
Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia;

WHEREAS the text of the said protocol, as certified by the Foreign
Office of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland in London, is word for word as follows:

PROTOCOL.

WHEREAS an International Agreement regarding the Regulation of
the Production and Marketing of Sugar (hereinafter referred to as59 Stat. 9

2 . "the Agreement") was signed in London on the 6th May, 1937;
And whereas by a Protocol signed in London on the 22nd July,

59 Stat. 949. 1942, the Agreement was regarded as having come into force on the
1st September, 1937, in respect of the Governments signatory of the
Protocol;

And whereas it was provided in the said Protocol that the Agree-
ment should continue in force between the said Governments for a
period of two years after the 31st August, 1942;
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August 30, 1916  Protocol between the United States of America and other governments 
[T. LA. S. 1611] prolonging the international agreement of May 6, 1937, respecting 

regulation of production and marketing of sugar. Signed at London 
August 30, 1946; ratification advised by the Senate of the United States 
of America April 24, 1947; ratified by the President of the United 
States of America May 7, 1947; ratification of the United States of 
America deposited in the archives of the government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on May 20, 1947; 
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America May 27, 
1947; effective September 1, 1946. 

59 Stat. 922. 

59 Stat. 922. 

59 Stat. 949. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS a protocol dated in London August 30, 1946, prolonging 
for one year after August 31, 1946, the international agreement regard-
ing the regulation of production and marketing of sugar signed at 
London on May 6, 1937, was signed by the respective Plenipoten-
tiaries of the Governments of the United States of America (with a 
reservation "Subject to ratification"), the Union of South Africa, the 
Commonwealth of Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, 
the Dominican Republic, the French Republic, the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Haiti, the Netherlands, Peru, 
the Republic of the Philippines (with a reservation "Subject to ratifi-
cation for and in the name of the Republic of the Philippines") , Po-
land, Portugal, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the 
Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia; 

W HEREAS the text of the said protocol, as certified by the Foreign 
Office of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland in London, is word for word as follows: 

PROTOCOL 

W HEREAS an International Agreement regarding the Regulation of 
the Production and Marketing of Sugar (hereinafter referred to as 
"the Agreement") was signed in London on the 6th May, 1937; 
And whereas by a Protocol signed in London on the 22nd July, 

1942, the Agreement was regarded as having come into force on the 
1st September, 1937, in respect of the Governments signatory of the 
Protocol; 

And whereas it was provided in the said Protocol that the Agree-
ment should continue in force between the said Governments for a 
period of two years after the 31st August, 1942; 
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And whereas by further Protocols signed in London on the 31st

August, 1944, and the 31st August, 1945, it was agreed that, sub-
ject to the provisions of Article 2 of the said Protocols, the Agreement
should continue in force between the Governments signatory thereof
for periods of one year terminating on the 31st August, 1945, and the
31st August, 1946, respectively;

Now, therefore, the Governments signatory of the present Protocol,
considering that it is expedient that the Agreement should be pro-
longed for a further term as between themselves, subject, in view of
the present situation, to the conditions stated below, have agreed as
follows:-

ARTICLE 1.

Subject to the provisions of Article 2 hereof, the Agreement shall
continue in force between the Governments signatory of this Protocol
for a period of one year after the 31st August, 1946.

ARTIcLE 2.

During the period specified in Article 1 above the provisions of
Chapters III, IV and V of the Agreement shall be inoperative.

ARTcLE 3.

1. The Governments signatory of the present Protocol recognise
that revision of the Agreement is necessary and should be undertaken
as soon as the time appears opportune. Discussion of any such revision
should take the existing Agreement as the starting point.

2. For the purposes of such revision due account shall be taken of
any general principles of commodity policy embodied in any agree-
ments which may be concluded under the auspices of the United
Nations.

ARTICLE 4.

Before the conclusion of the period of one year specified in Article 1,
the contracting Governments, if the steps contemplated in Article 8
have not been taken, will discuss the question of a further renewal of
the Agreement.

ARTICLE 5.

The present Protocol shall bear the date the 30th August, 1946, and
shall remain open for signature until the 30th September, 1946; pro-
vided however that any signatures appended after the 30th August,
1946, shall be deemed to have effect as from that date

In witness whereof the undersigned being duly authorised thereto
by their respective Governments have signed the present Protocol.

Done in London on the 30th day of August, 1946, in a single copy
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and of which
certified copies shall be furnished to the signatory Governments.

59 Stat. 951; 60 Stat.
1373.

Continuance in
force.

Inoperative provi-
sions.

59 Stat. 926, 930, 933.

-Revision of Agree-
ment.

Renewal.
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For the Government of the Union of South Africa:
G. HEATON NICHOLL8.

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia
NORMAN R. MIGHELT.

For the Government of Belgium:
G. WALRAVENS.

For the Government of Brazil:
MoNIZ DE ARAGAO.

For the Government of Cuba:
G. DE BLANOK.

For the Government of Czechoslovakia:
B. MESSiNY.

For the Government of the Dominican Republic:
A. PAsTORIZA.

For the Government of the French Republic:
J. PARIS.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:

0. G. SARGENT.

For the Government of Haiti:
LEON LALEAU.

For the Government of the Netherlands:
A. BENTINCK.

For the Government of Peru:
F. BErCKEMLEER.

For the Government of the Republic of the Philippines:
W. J. GALLMAN.

Subject to ratifica-
tion for and in
name of the Re-
public of the
Philippines.

For the Government of Poland:
ZYGMUNT TuszKIEwICZ.

For the Government of Portugal:

FELIX B. M. DA HORTA.

For the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
VLAS A. KTLENrTSOV.

For the Government of the United States of America
W. J. GALLMAN.

Subject to ratifica-
tion
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For the Government of the Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia:

DR. FRANC Kos.

Certified a true copy.
[SEAL]

LONDON
-8 Oct 1946

E. J. PASSANT.
Librarian and Keeper of the Papers for the

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of April 24, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said
protocol;

WHEREAS the said protocol was duly ratified on behalf of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America on May 7, 1947, and the
instrument of ratification on the part of the said Government was
duly deposited in the archives of the Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on May 20, 1947;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 1 of the said protocol that, subject
to the provisions of Article 2 of the said protocol, the said agreement
of May 6, 1937 shall continue in force between the Governments signa-
tory of the said protocol for a period of one year after August 31,
1946;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 5 of the said protocol that it shall
bear the date of August 30, 1946, and shall remain open for signature
until September 30, 1946, provided however that any signature ap-
pended after August 30, 1946 shall be deemed to have effect as from
that date;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the said protocol, to the end that the same and every article and clause
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America, and by the citizens of the United States of America
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, the said
protocol being deemed to have the effect, as provided in Article 1
thereof, of continuing in force between the Governments signatory of
the said protocol, for a period of one year after August 31, 1946, the
said agreement regarding the regulation of production and marketing
of sugar signed at London May 6, 1937.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of May in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-

[BEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification.

69 Stat. 922.

Effective date.
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the said protocol, to the end that the same and every article and clause 
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United 
States of America, and by the citizens of the United States of America 
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, the said 
protocol being deemed to have the effect, as provided in Article 1 
thereof, of continuing in force between the Governments signatory of 
the said protocol, for a period of one year after August 31, 1946, the 
said agreement regarding the regulation of production and marketing 
of sugar signed at London May 6, 1937. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of May in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-
[ma] seven and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred seventy-first. 
HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State 
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March 3,1947 Supplementary protocol between the United States of America and other
TT. A. S. 163] governments respecting whaling, bringing into force in entirety the

protocol of November 26, 1945. Signed at London March 3, 1947;
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America
July 2, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America
July 18, 1947; ratification of the United States of America deposited
at London August 1, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United
States of America August 18, 1947; entered into force with respect to
the United States of America August 1, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNTrED STATES OF AMEICA

A PROCLAMATION

Regulation of whal-
ing.

Ante, p. 1213.

52 Stat. 140.

53 Stat. 179.

Ante, p. 1215.

WHEREAS by my proclamation of February 10, 1947 I did pro-
claim and make public Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the
Protocol, signed at London on November 26, 1945 by the respective
plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the United States of Amer-
ica, the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia,
Canada, Denmark, the French Republic, the United Mexican States,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, amending the International
Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at London on June
8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London on June 24,
1938, the said Articles having come into force in respect of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America on August 30, 1946, pursuant
to the provisions of Article 8 of the said Protocol of November 26,
1945;

WHEREAS it is provided in the said Article 8 that the said Protocol
of November 26, 1945 shall come into force in its entirety when all the
Governments referred to in the Preamble thereof, namely, the Govern-
ments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia,
Canada, Denmark, the French Republic, the United Mexican States,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America, shall
have deposited their instruments of ratification or given notifications
of accession;

WHEaEAS all the said Governments except the Government of the
United Mexican States and the Government of the Netherlands de-
posited their respective instruments of ratification of the said Protocol
of November 26, 1945;

WHEREAS a supplementary protocol was signed at London on March
3, 1947 by the respective plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the
United States of America (subject to ratification), the Union of South

12401240 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

March 3, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1634j 

Regulation of whal-
ing. 

Ante, p. 1218. 

52 Stat. 1460. 

53 Stat. 1794. 

Ante, p. 1215. 

Supplementary protocol between the United States of America and other 
governments respecting whaling, bringing into force in entirety the 
protocol of November 26, 1945. Signed at London March 8, 1947; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
July 2, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America 
July 18, 1947; ratification of the United States of America deposited 
at London August 1, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United 
States of America August 18, 1947; entered into force with respect to 
the United States of America August 1, 1947. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS by my proclamation of February 10, 1947 I did pro-
claim and make public Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2), 7, and 8 of the 
Protocol, signed at London on November 26, 1945 by the respective 
plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the United States of Amer-
ica, the -Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, the French Republic, the United Mexican States, 
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, amending the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at London on June 
8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London on June 24, 
1938, the said Articles having come into force in respect of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America on August 30, 1946, pursuant 
to the provisions of Article 8 of the said Protocol of November 26, 
1945; 

W HEREAS it is provided in the said Article 8 that the said Protocol 
of November 26, 1945 shall come into force in its entirety when all the 
Governments referred to in the Preamble thereof, namely, the Govern-
ments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia, 
Canada, Denmark, the French Republic, the United Mexican States, 
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America, shall 
have deposited their instruments of ratification or given notifications 
of accession; 

W HEREAS all the said Governments except the Government of the 
United Mexican States and the Government of the Netherlands de-
posited their respective instruments of ratification of the said Protocol 
of November 26, 1945; 

W REREAs a supplementary protocol was signed at London on March 
3, 1947 by the respective plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the 
United States of America (subject to ratification), the Union of South 
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Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia (subject to approval), Can-
ada, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics for the purpose of bring-
ing into force in its entirety the said Protocol of November 26, 1945
without awaiting ratification by the Governments of the United Mexi-
can States and the Netherlands;

WHEREAS the said supplementary protocol, as certified by the For-
eign Office of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, is word for word as follows:

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTOCOL

The Governments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth
of Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Norway, the
United Kingdom, the United States of America and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics,

Having ratified or acceded to the Protocol signed in London on
26th November, 1945 (hereinafter called "The Protocol"), amending Ante, p. 1213

the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed
in London on 8th June, 1937, as amended by the Protocols of 24th 2 stat. 140.

June, 1938, and 7th February, 1944;[ 1] 53 tat. 174.

Considering that it is provided under paragraph (i) of Article VIII Ante. p. 1216

of the Protocol that the Protocol shall come into force in its entirety
when all the Governments referred to in the preamble of the Protocol
shall have deposited their instruments of ratification or given notifi-
cation of accession;

Considering further that ratifications or accessions have been de-
posited on behalf of all the Governments referred to in the preamble
of the Protocol with the exception of the Governments of Mexico and
the Netherlands; and

Desiring that the Protocol should be brought into force in its en-
tirety without awaiting ratification by the Governments of Mexico and
the Netherlands;

Have decided to conclude a Supplementary Protocol for this pur-
pose and have agreed as follows:-

ARTICLE I

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (i) of Article VIII pro 'o fo a
of the Protocol, the Protocol shall, on the signature of the present Ae, p.16.
Supplementary Protocol, come into force with respect to Govern-
ments signing the present Supplementary Protocol immediately upon
signature by them.

ARTCLE II

The present Supplementary Protocol shall bear the date on which
it is opened for signature and shall remain open for signature for a
period of 14 days thereafter.

1 [Senate Executive D, 78th Cong., 2d Sess.]
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Africa, the Commonwealth of Australia (subject to approval), Can-
ada, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom, 
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics for the purpose of bring-
ing into force in its entirety the said Protocol of November 26, 1945 
without awaiting ratification by the Governments of the United Mexi-
can States and the Netherlands; 
W HEREAS the said supplementary protocol, as certified by the For-

eign Office of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, is word for word as follows: 

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTOCOL 

The Governments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth 
of Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Norway, the 
United Kingdom, the United States of America and the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, 
Having ratified or acceded to the Protocol signed in London on 

26th November, 1945 (hereinafter called "The Protocol"), amending 
the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed 
in London on 8th June, 1937, as amended by the Protocols of 24th 
June, 1938, and 7th February, 1944 ;[1] 

Considering that it is provided under paragraph (i) of Article VIII 
of the Protocol that the Protocol shall come into force in its entirety 
when all the Governments referred to in the preamble of the Protocol 
shall have deposited their instruments of ratification or given notifi-
cation of accession; 

Considering further that ratifications or accessions have been de-
posited on behalf of all the Governments referred to in the preamble 
of the Protocol with the exception of the Governments of Mexico and 
the Netherlands; and 

Desiring that the Protocol should be brought into force in its en-
tirety without awaiting ratification by the Governments of Mexico and 
the Netherlands; 
Have decided to conclude a Supplementary Protocol for this pur-

pose and have agreed as follows :— 

ARTICLE I 

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (i) of Article VIII 
of the Protocol, the Protocol shall, on the signature of the present 
Supplementary Protocol, come into force with respect to Govern-
ments signing the present Supplementary Protocol immediately upon 
signature by them. 

ARTICLE II 

The present Supplementary Protocol shall bear the date on which 
it is opened for signature and shall remain open for signature for a 
period of 14 days thereafter. 

[Senate Executive 1), 78th Cong., 2d Sess.] 

Ante, p. 1213. 

52 Stat. 1460. 

53 Stat. 1794. 

Ante, p. 1215. 

Entry Into force of 
Protocol of Nov. 24 
1945. 
Ante, p.1215. 



In witness whereof the Undersigned, duly authorised by their re-
spective Governments, have signed the present Supplementary Pro-
tocol, done in London this 3rd day of March 1947 in a single copy,
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the
United Kingdom and of which certified copies shall be transmitted
to all the signatory Governments.

For the Government of the Union of South Africa:
EUGENE. K. SCALLAN

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia:
JOHN. A. BEASLEY
Subjet. to approval

For the Government of Canada:

N. A ROBERTSON

For the Government of Denmark:

E REVENTLOW.

For the Government of France:

JEAN LE RoY

For the Government of New Zealand:
W. J JORDAN.

For the Government of Norway:

P PREBENSEN

For the Government of the United Kingdom:
0. G. SARGENT

For the Government of the United States of America:
W. J. GATLLMAN.

Subject to ratification.

For the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
G ZAROUBIN.

Certified a true copy:
[SEAL] E. J. PASSANT,

LONDON, Librarian and Keeper of the
24 Mar 1947 Papers at the Foreign Office.
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In witness whereof the Undersigned, duly authorised by their re-
spective Governments, have signed the present Supplementary Pro-
tocol, done in London this 3rd day of March 1947 in a single copy, 
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the 
United Kingdom and of which certified copies shall be transmitted 
to all the signatory Governments. 

For the Government of the Union of South Africa: 

EUGENE. K. SCALLAN 

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia: 

JOHN. A. BEASLEY 
Subjet. to approval 

For the Government of Canada: 

N. A ROBERTSON 

For the Government of Denmark: 

E REVENTLOW. 

For the Government of France: 

JEAN LE ROY 

For the Government of New Zealand: 

W. J JORDAN. 

For the Government of Norway: 

P PREBENSEN 

For the Government of the United Kingdom: 

0. G. SARGENT 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

W . J. GALLMAN. 
Subject to ratification. 

For the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 
G ZAROUBIN. 

Certified a true copy: 
[sr.AL] E. J. PASSANT, 
LONDON-, Librarian and Keeper of the 
24 Mar 1947 Papers at the Foreign Office. 
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their
Resolution of July 2, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said
supplementary protocol;

WHEREAS the said supplementary protocol was duly ratified on
behalf of the Government of the United States of America on July
18, 1947, and the instrument of ratification on the part of the said
Government was duly deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on
August 1, 1947;

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Article I of the said supple-
mentary protocol, the said supplementary protocol came into force
immediately upon the signature thereof in respect of those Govern-
ments on behalf of which it was signed without reservation as to rati-
fication or approval; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Article I of the said supple-
mentary protocol, the said Protocol of November 26, 1945, notwith-
standing the provisions of paragraph (1) of Article 8 thereof, came
into force in respect of each of the Governments parties to the said
supplementary protocol;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the said supplementary protocol signed at London on March 3, 1947,
and do hereby proclaim and make public in its entirety the said Proto-
col signed at London on November 26, 1945 amending the Inter-
national Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at London
on June 8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London on
June 24, 1938, to the end that the said supplementary protocol and
the said Protocol of November 26,1945 and every provision and clause
thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this eighteenth day of August in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-

[SEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of
America the one hundred seventy-second.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
ROBERT A LOVETr

Acting Secretary of State

1243

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification.

Ante, p. 1213.

Ante, p. 1215.

52 Stat. 1460.

53 Stat. 1794.
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W HEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their 
Resolution of July 2, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present con-
curring therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said 
supplementary protocol; 
W HEREAS the said supplementary protocol was duly ratified on 

behalf of the Government of the United States of America on July 
18, 1947, and the instrument of ratification on the part of the said 
Government was duly deposited in the archives of the Government of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on 
August 1, 1947; 

W HEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Article I of the said supple-
mentary protocol, the said supplementary protocol came into force 
immediately upon the signature thereof in respect of those Govern-
ments on behalf of which it was signed without reservation as to rati-
fication or approval; and 
W HEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Article I of the said supple-

mentary protocol, the said Protocol of November 26, 1945, notwith-
standing the provisions of paragraph (1) of Article 8 thereof, came 
into force in respect of each of the Governments parties to the said 
supplementary protocol; 
Now, THIREFoEE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the said supplementary protocol signed at London on March 3, 1947, 
and do hereby proclaim and make public in its entirety the said Proto-
col signed at London on November 26, 1945 amending the Inter-
national Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed at London 
on June 8, 1937, as amended by the Protocol signed at London on 
June 24, 1938, to the end that the said supplementary protocol and 
the said Protocol of November 26, 1945 and every provision and clause 
thereof shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United 
States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America 
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this eighteenth day of August in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-
[SEAL] seven and of the Independence of the United States of 

America the one hundred seventy-second. 

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

Ante, p. 1213. 

Ante, p. 1215. 

52 Stat. 1460. 

53 Stat. 1794. 



MULTILATERAL-PEACE WITH ITALY-FEB. 10, 1947

Treaty of peace with Italy. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; February 10, 1947
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America [T . A. S. 1648]
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of
America June 14,1947; ratification of the United States of America
deposited with the French Republic at Paris September 15, 1947;
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America
September 15, 1947; entered into force September 15, 1947.
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Treaty of peace with Italy. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of 
America June 14,1947 ; ratification of the United States of America 
deposited with the French Republic at Paris September 15, 1947; 
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America 
September 15,1947; entered into force September 15, 1947. 

February 10, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1648] 



TREATIES

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Italy, dated at Paris February 10, 1947,
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, China, France, Australia, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Greece, India, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic,
the Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and
Italy;

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the French, English, Russian, and
Italian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the
French Republic, is word for word as follows:
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Italy, dated at Paris February 10, 1947, 
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, China, France, Australia, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet 
Socialist Republic, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Greece, India, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, 
the Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and 
Italy; 

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the French, English, Russian, and 
Italian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the 
French Republic, is word for word as follows: 
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TRAITE DE PAIX
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'ITALIE
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TRAITE DE PAIX 

AVE C 

LITALIE 

1947 



Les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, la Chine, la France, le Royaume-Uni de
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, 1'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques
Socialistes, l'Australie, la Belgique, la Republique Sovi6tique Socialiste de
Bielorussie, le Br6sil, le Canada, l'Ethiopie, la Grece, 1'Inde, la Nouvelle-
Zelande, les Pays-Bas, la Pologne, la Tch6choslovaquie, la Republique
Sovi6tique Socialiste d'Ukraine, 1'Union Sud-Africaine, la Republique
Federative Populaire de Yougoslavie, design6s ci-apres sous le nom de
"Puissances Alliees et Associees", d'une part,

et l'Italie d'autre part;

Consid6rant que l'Italie, sous le r6gime fasciste, est devenue l'une des
parties contractantes du pacte tripartite avec 1'Allemagne et le Japon, qu'elle
a entrepris une guerre d'agression et, de ce fait, a provoqu6 un etat de
guerre avec toutes les Puissances Alli6es et Associees et avec d'autres
Nations Unies, et qu'elle porte sa part de responsabilite dans la guerre;

Considerant que, par suite des victoires des forces alli6es et avec
l'aide des 1eements d6mocratiques du peuple italien, le regime fasciste a
ete renverse en Italie le 25 juillet 1943, et que l'Italie, apres avoir capitule
sans conditions, a sign6 les clauses d'armistice des 3 et 29 septembre de
la meme annie;

Considerant que, apres ledit armistice, des forces armees italiennes,
celles du Gouvernement aussi bien que celles de la Resistance, ont pris
une part active a la guerre contre l'Allemagne, que l'Italie a declar6 la
guerre a 1'Allemagne le 13 octobre 1943 et qu'elle est ainsi devenue
cobelligerante dans la guerre contre l'Allemagne;

Considerant que les Puissances Alliees et Associees et l'Italie sont
desireuses de conclure un traite de paix qui regle, en conformite avec les
principes de justice, les questions demeurant en suspens a la suite des
evenements ci-dessus rappeles et qui forme la base de relations amicales
entre elles, permettant ainsi aux Puissances Alliees et Associ6es d'appuyer
les demandes que l'Italie presentera pour devenir membre de l'Organisation
des Nations Unies et pour adherer a toute convention conclue sous les
auspices des Nations Unies;

Pour ces motifs, ont decid6 de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de
guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Traite de Paix et ont, a ces fins,
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Les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, la Chine, la France, le Royaume-Uni de 

Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques 

Socialistes, rAustralie, la Belgique, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste de 

Bielorussie, le Bresil, le Canada, l'Ethiopie, la Grece, l'Inde, la Nouvelle-

Zelande, les Pays-Bas, la Pologne, la Tchechoslovaquie, la Republique 

Sovietique Socialiste d'Ukraine, l'Union Sud-Africaine, la Republique 

Federative Populaire de Yougoslavie, designes ci-apres sous le nom de 

"Puissances Alliees et Associees", d'une part, 

et l']Italie d'autre part; 

Considerant que l'Italie, sous le regime fasciste, est devenue Pune des 

parties contractantes du pacte tripartite avec l'Allemagne et le Japon, qu'elle 

a entrepris une guerre d'agression et, de ce fait, a provoque un etat de 

guerre avec toutes les Puissances Alliees et Associees et avec d'autres 

Nations Unies, et qu'elle porte sa part de responsabilite dans la guerre; 

Considerant que, par suite des victoires des forces alliees et avec 

l'aide des elements democratiques du peuple italien, le regime fasciste a 

ete renvers6 en Italie le 25 juillet 1943, et que l'Italie, apres avoir capitule 

sans conditions, a signe les clauses d'armistice des 3 et 29 septembre de 
la meme annee; 

Considerant que, apres ledit armistice, des forces armees italiennes, 

celles du Gouvernement aussi bien que celles de la Resistance, ont pris 

une part active a la guerre contre l'Allemagne, que l'Italie a declare la 

guerre a l'Allemagne le 13 octobre 1943 et qu'elle est ainsi devenue 

cobelligerante dans la guerre contre l'Allemagne; 

Considerant que les Puissances Alliees et Associees et l'Italie sont 
desireuses de conclure un traite de paix qui regle, en conformite avec les 

principes de justice, les questions demeurant en suspens a la suite des 

evenements ci-dessus rappeles et qui forme la base de relations amicales 

entre elks, permettant ainsi aux Puissances Alliees et Associees d'appuyer 

les demandes que l'Italie presentera pour devenir membre de l'Organisation 

des Nations Unies et pour adherer a toute convention c9nclue sous les 
auspices des Nations Unies; 

Pour ces motifs, ont decide de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de 
guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Traite de Paix et ont, a ces fins, 
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design6 les Plenipotentiaires soussign6s, lesquels, apres presentation de
leurs pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des
articles suivants:

PARTIE I
CLAUSES TERRITORLALES

SECTION I--FRONTIERES

Article 1
Les frontieres de l'Italie demeureront telles qu'elles etaient au 1er

janvier 1938, sous reserve des modifications indiquees aux articles 2, 3, 4,
11 et 22. Le trace de ces frontieres est indique sur les cartes jointes au
present Traite (annexe I). En cas de divergences entre le texte de la
description des frontieres et les cartes, c'est le texte qui fera foi.

Article 2
La frontiere entre l'Italie et la France, telle qu'elle 6tait au eI janvier

1938, sera modifi6e comme suit:

1. Col du Petit-Saint-Bernard
La nouvelle frontiere suivra la ligne de partage des eaux en quittant

la frontiere actuelle a 2 kilometres environ au nord-ouest de l'Hospice,
coupant la route a 1 kilometre environ au nord-est de l'Hospice et rejoignant
la frontiere actuelle a 2 kilometres environ au sud-est de l'Hospice.

2. Plateau du Mont Cenis
La nouvelle frontiere quittera la frontiere actuelle a 3 kilometres

environ au nord-ouest du sommet de Rochemelon, coupera la route a 4
kilometres environ au sud-est de 1'Hospice et rejoindra la frontiere actuelle
a 4 kilometres environ au nord-est du Mont d'Ambin.

3. Mont Thabor-Chaberton

(a) Dans le r6gion du Mont Thabor, la nouvelle frontiere quittera la
frontiere actuelle a 5 kilometres environ a l'est du Mont Thabor et se
dirigera vers le sud-est pour rejoindre la frontiere actuelle a 3 kilometres
environ a l'ouest de la Pointe de Charra.

(b) Dans la region du Chaberton, la nouvelle frontiere quittera la
frontiere actuelle a 3 kilometres environ au nord-nord-ouest du Chaberton
qu'elle contournera a l'est, et coupera la route a 1 kilometre environ de la

95347°-49-PT. II 19
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designe les Plenipotentiaires soussignes, lesquels, apres presentation de 

leurs pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des 
articles suivants: 

PARTIE I 
CLAUSES TERRITORIALES 

SECTION I — FRONTIERES 

Article 1 

Les frontieres de l'Italie demeureront telles qu'elles etaient au ler 

janvier 1938, sous reserve des modifications indiquees aux articles 2, 3, 4, 

11 et 22. Le trace de ces frontieres est indique sur les cartes jointes au 

present Traite (annexe I). En cas de divergences entre le texte de la 

description des frontieres et les cartes, c'est le texte qui fera foi. 

Article 2 

La frontiere entre Phalle et la France, telle qu'elle etait au 1" janvier 
1938, sera modifiee comme suit: 

1. Col du Petit-Saint-Bernard 

La nouvelle frontiere suivra la ligne de partage des eaux en quittant 

la frontiere actuelle a 2 kilometres environ au nord-ouest de l'Hospice, 

coupant la route a 1 kilometre environ au nord-est de l'Hospice et rejoignant 

la frontiere actuelle a 2 kilometres environ au sud-est de l'Hospice. 

2. Plateau du Mont Cenis 

La nouvelle frontiere quittera la frontiere actuelle a 3 kilometres 

environ au nord-ouest du sommet de Rochemelon, coupera la route a 4 

kilometres environ au sud-est de l'Hospice et rejoindra la frontiere actuelle 

it 4 kilometres environ au nord-est du Mont d'Ambin. 

3. Mont Thabor-Chaberton 

(a) Dans le region du Mont Thabor, la nouvelle frontiere quittera la 

frontiere actuelle a 5 kilometres environ a l'est du Mont Thabor et se 

dirigera vers le sud-est pour rejoindre la frontiere actuelle a 3 kilometres 
environ a l'ouest de la Pointe de Charra. 

(b) Dans la region du Chaberton, la nouvelle frontiere quittera la 

frontiere actuelle it 3 kilometres environ au nord-nord-ouest du Chaberton 

qu'elle contournera a rest, et coupera la route a 1 kilometre environ de la 
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frontiere actuelle qu'elle rejoindra a 2 kilometres environ au sud-est de
la localite de Montgenevre.

4. Vall6es superieures de la Tinee, de la Vesubie et de la Roya
La nouvelle frontiere quittera la frontiere actuelle a Colla Longa,

suivra la ligne de partage des eaux par le Mont Clapier, le Col de Tende
et le Mont Marguareis, d'ou elle descendra vers le sud par le Mont
Saccarello, le Mont Vacchi, le Mont Pietravecchia, le Mont Lega et atteindra
un point situ6 approximativement a 100 metres de la frontiere actuelle
pres de Colla Pegairolle a 5 kilometres environ au nord-est du Breil; de
la, en direction du sud-ouest, elle rejoindra la frontiere actuelle a 100
metres environ au sud-ouest du Mont Mergo.

La description detaillee des sections de la frontiere auxquelles s'appli-
quent les modifications indiquees dans les paragraphes 1, 2, 3 et 4 ci-dessus,
figure a l'annexe II du present traite, les cartes auxquelles se r6fere cette
description se trouvant a l'annexe I.

Article 3
La frontiere entre l'Italie et la Yougoslavie sera d6termin6e comme

il suit:
La nouvelle frontiere suit une ligne partant du point de jonction

des frontieres de l'Autriche, de l'Italie et de la Yougoslavie, telles qu'elles
etaient au 1er janvier 1938, et suivant vers le sud la frontiere de 1938
entre la Yougoslavie et l'Italie jusqu'au point de jonction de cette frontiere
et de la limite administrative separant les provinces italiennes du Frioul
(Udine) et de Gorizia;

de ce point, la ligne se confond avec ladite limite administrative,
jusqu'en un point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km au nord du village
description se trouvant a l'annexe I.[1]

laissant en ce point la limite administrative separant les provinces
italiennes du Frioul et de Gorizia, la ligne s'etend a l'est jusqu'en un point
situe approximativement a 0,5 Km a l'ouest du village de Vercoglia di
Cosbana et de la se dirige vers le sud, entre les vallees du Quarnizzo et
de la Cosbana, jusqu'en un point situe approximativement a 1 Km au
sud-ouest du village de Fleana, apres s'etre incurv6e de maniere a couper
la riviere de Recca en un point situe approximativement a 1,5 Km a l'est
de l'Iudrio, laissant a l'est la route de Cosbana via Nebola a Castel Dobra;

1 
[By a note dated Apr. 29, 1947, the Government of the French Republic invited attention to the fact that "description

se trouvant i I'annexe I" is a printing error and should be replaced by "de Mernico dans la vallee de 1'Iudrio" in order to
have the French language venion correspond with the English and Russian versions.]
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frontiere actuelle qu'elle rejoindra a 2 kilometres environ au sud-est de 
la localite de Montgenevre. 

4. Vallees superieures de la Tinee, de la Vesubie et de la Roya 

La nouvelle frontiere quittera la frontiere actuelle a CoIla Longa, 

suivra la ligne de partage des eaux par le Mont Clapier, le Col de Tende 

et le Mont Marguareis, elle descendra vers le sud par le Mont 

Saccarello, le Mont Vacchi, le Mont Pietravecchia, le Mont Lega et atteindra 

un point situe approximativement a 100 metres de la frontiere actuelle 
pres de Colla Pegairolle a 5 kilometres environ au nord-est du Breil; de 

la, en direction du sud-ouest, elle rejoindra la frontiere actuelle a 100 

metres environ au sud-ouest du Mont Mergo. 

La description detaillee des sections de la frontiere au_xquelles s'appli-

quent les modifications indiquees dans les paragraphes 1, 2, 3 et 4 ci-dessus, 

figure a l'annexe II du present traite, les cartes auxquelles se refere cette 

description se trouvant a l'annexe I. 

Article 3 

La frontiere entre l'Italie et la Yougoslavie sera determinee comme 
il suit: 

La nouvelle frontiere suit une ligne partant du point de jonction 

des frontieres de l'Autriche, de l'Italie et de la Yougoslavie, telles qu'elles 

etaient au ler janvier 1938, et suivant vers le sud la frontiere de 1938 

entre la Yougoslavie et l'Italie jusqu'au point de jonetion de cette frontiere 

et de la limite administrative separant les provinces italiennes du Frioul 

(Udine) et de Gorizia; 

de cc point, la ligne se confond avec ladite limite administrative, 

jusqu'en un point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km au nord du village 

description se trouvant a l'annexe I.[1] 

laissant en ce point la limite administrative separant les provinces 

italiermes du Frioul et de Gorizia, la ligne s'etend a l'est jusqu'en un point 

situe approximativement a 0,5 Km a l'ouest du village de Vercoglia di 

Cosbana et de la se dirige vers le sud, entre les vallees du Quamizzo et 

de la Cosbana, jusqu'en un point situe approximativement a 1 Km au 

sud-ouest du village de Fleana, apres s'etre incurvee de maniere a couper 

la riviere de Recca en un point situe approximativement a 1,5 Km a l'est 

de l'Iudrio, laissant a rest la route de Cosbana via Nebola it Castel Dobra; 

[By a note dated Apr. 29, 1947, the Government of the French Republic invited attention to the fact that "description 

se trouvant Fannexe l" is a printing error and should be replaced by "de Mernico dans la vallee de Fludrio" in order to 
have the French language version correspond with the English and Russian versions.] 
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de la, la ligne continue vers le sud-est, passant immediatement au
sud de la route entre les cotes 111 et 172, puis au sud de celle de
Vipulzano a Uclanzi par les cotes 57 et 122, coupant cette derniere route
a 100 m. environ a l'est de la cote 122 pour s'infl6chir vers le nord en
direction d'un point situe a 350 m. au sud-est de la cote 266;

passant a 0,5 Km environ au nord du village de San Floriano, la ligne
s'etend alors vers l'est jusqu'au Mont Sabotino (cote 610), laissant au
nord le village de Poggio San Valentino;

du Mont Sabotino, la ligne, se dirigeant vers le sud, traverse l'Isonzo
(Soca) a la hauteur de la ville de Salcano, qu'elle laisse en territoire
yougoslave; elle longe alors immediatement a l'ouest la ligne de chemin
de fer de Canale d'Isonzo a Montespino jusqu'en un point situe a environ
750 m. au sud de la route de Gorizia a Aisovizza;

se detachant alors du chemin de fer, elle s'inflechit en direction du
sud-ouest, laissant en territoire yougoslave la ville de San Pietro et en
territoire italien l'Hospice et la route qui le borde, traverse a 700 metres
environ de la station de Gorizia S. Marco la ligne de raccordement entre
le chemin de fer precit6 et celui de Sagrado a Cormons, longe le cimetiere
de Gorizia, laiss6 en territoire italien, passe entre la grand'route N° 55 de
Gorizia a Trieste, laissee en territoire italien, et le carrefour situe a la
cote 54, laissant en territoire yougoslave les villes de Vertoiba et de Merna
et atteint un point situe approximativement a la cote 49;

de la, la ligne continue en direction du sud a travers le Carso a 1 Km
environ a l'est de la grand'route N° 55, laissant a l'est le village d'Opac-
chiasella et a l'ouest le village d'Iamiano;

d'un point situe approximativement a 1 Km a 1'est d'Iamiano, la ligne
suit la limite administrative separant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste
jusqu'en un point situ6 approximativement a 2 Km au nord-est du village
de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km au nord-ouest de la cote 208, et
qui constitue le point commun aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie, de l'Italie
et du Territoire Libre de Trieste.

La carte a laquelle se refere cette description figure a l'annexe I.

Article 4
La frontiere entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera fixee

comme il suit:
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de la, la ligne continue vers le sud-est, passant immediatement au 

sud de la route entre les cotes 111 et 172, puis au sud de celle de 

Vipulzano a Uclanzi par les cotes 57 et 122, coupant cette derniere route 

a 100 m. environ a l'est de la cote 122 pour s'inflechir vers le nord en 
direction d'un point situe a 350 m. an sud-est de la cote 266; 

passant a 0,5 Km environ an nord du village de San Floriano, la ligne 
s'etend alors vers l'est jusqu'au Mont Sabotino (cote 610), laissant au 

nord le village de Poggio San Valentino; 

du Mont Sabotino, la ligne, se dirigeant vers le sud, traverse l'Isonzo 

(Soca) a la hauteur de la vile de Salcano, qu'elle laisse en territoire 

yougoslave; elle longe alors immediatement a l'ouest la ligne de chemin 

de fer de Canale d'Isonzo a Montespino jusqu'en un point situe a environ 

750 m. au sud de la route de Gorizia a Aisovizza; 

se detachant alors du chemin de fer, elle s'inflechit en direction du 

sud-ouest, laissant en territoire yougoslave la vile de San Pietro et en 

territoire italien I'llospice et la route qui le horde, traverse a 700 metres 

environ de la station de Gorizia S. Marco la ligne de raccordement entre 

le chemin de fer precite et celui de Sagrado a Cormons, longe le cimetiere 

de Gorizia, laisse en territoire italien, passe entre la grand'route N° 55 de 

Gorizia a Trieste, laissee en territoire italien, et le carrefour situe a la 

cote 54, laissant en territoire yougoslave les vales de Vertoiba et de Merna 

et atteint un point situe approximativement a la cote 49; 

de la, la ligne continue en direction du sud a travers le Carso a 1 Km 

environ a l'est de la grand'route N° 55, laissant a l'est le village d'Opac-

chiasella et a l'ouest le village d'Iamiano; 

d'un point situe approximativement a 1 Km a l'est d'Iamiano, la ligne 

suit la limite administrative separant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste 

jusqu'en un point situe approximativement a 2 Km au nord-est du village 

de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km an nord-ouest de la cote 208, et 

qui constitue le point commu.n aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie, de l'Italie 

et du Territoire Libre de Trieste. 

La carte a laquelle se refere cello description figure a l'annexe I. 

Article 4 

La frontiere entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera fix& 

eomme il suit: 



La nouvelle frontiere part d'un point situe sur la limite administrative
separant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste a environ 2 Km au nord-est
du village de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km au nord-ouest de la
cote 208, et qui constitue le point commun aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie,
de l'Italie et du Territoire Libre de Trieste, et se dirige vers le sud-ouest
jusqu'en un point adjacent a la grand'route N° 14 et situ6 approximative-
ment a 1 Km au nord-ouest de la jonction des grand'routes N°' 55 et 14
qui vont de Gorizia et de Monfalcone, respectivement, a Trieste;

de la, la ligne se dirige vers le sud jusqu'en un point situ6 sur le golfe
de Panzano, a egale distance de Punta Sdobba, a l'embouchure de l'Isonzo
(Soca), et de Castello Vecchio a Duino, a 3,3 Km environ au sud du point
oh elle quitte la cote, point situe approximativement a 2 Km au nord-ouest
de la ville de Duino;

de la, la ligne rejoint la haute mer en passant a egale distance de la
o6te italienne et de la cote du Territoire Libre de Trieste.

La carte a laquelle se r6efre cette description figure a l'annexe I.

Article 5
1. La demarcation finale des nouvelles frontieres fixes par les articles

2, 3, 4 et 22 du present Trait6 sera determinee sur place par des Commis-
sions de delimitation compos6es de representants des deux Gouvernements
int6resses.

2. Ces Commissions commenceront leurs travaux immediatement apres
l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6; elles les termineront le plus tot
possible et, en tout cas, dans un delai de six mois.

3. Toutes les questions sur lesquelles l'accord n'aura pas 6et realis6
par ces Commissions seront soumises aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique a Rome,
qui, agissant suivant la procedure prevue a l'article 86, en assureront le
reglement final par telle m6thode de leur choix, y compris, s'il y a lieu, la
nomination d'un troisieme Commissaire impartial.

4. Les d6penses des Commissions de delimitation seront supportees par
moitie par chacun des deux Gouvernements interesses.

5. En vue de la determination finale sur place des frontieres 6tablies
aux articles 3, 4 et 22, les Commissaires seront autorises a s'ecarter de
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La nouvelle frontiere part d'un point situe sur la limite administrative 

separant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste a environ 2 Km au nord-est 

du village de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km au nord-ouest de la 

cote 208, et qui constitue le point commun aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie, 

de l'Italie et du Territoire Libre de Trieste, et se dirige vers le sud-ouest 

jusqu'en un point adjacent a la grand'route N° 14 et situe approximative-

ment a 1 Km au nord-ouest de la jonction des grand'routes N°° 55 et 14 

qui vont de Gorizia et de Monfalcone, respectivement, a Trieste; 

de la, la ligne se dirige vers le sud jusqu'en un point situe sur le golfe 

de Panzano, a egale distance de Punta Sdobba, a l'embouchure de l'Isonzo 

(Soca), ei de Castello Vecchio a Duino, a 3,3 Km environ au sud du point 
oit elle quitte la cOte, point situe approximativement a 2 Km au nord-ouest 
de la vile de Duino; 

de la, la ligne rejoint la haute mer en passant a egale distance de la 

()ate italienne et de la cote du Territoire Libre de Trieste. 

La carte a laquelle se refere cette description figure a Pannexe I. 

Article 5 

1. La demarcation finale des nouvelles frontieres fixes par les articles 

2, 3, 4 et 22 du present Traite sera determinee sur place par des Commis-

sions de delimitation composees de representants des deux Gouvernements 
interesses. 

2. Ces Commissions commenceront leurs travattx immediatement apres 

l'entree en vigueur du present Traite; elles les termineront le plus tat 
possible et, en tout cas, dans un delai de six mois. 

3. Toutes les questions sur lesquelles l'accord n'aura pas ete realise 

par ces Commissions seront soumises aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis 

d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique a Rome, 

qui, agissant suivant la procedure prevue a l'article 86, en assureront le 

reglement final par telle methode de leur choix, y compris, s'il y a lieu, la 
nomination d'un troisieme Commissaire impartial. 

4. Les depenses des Commissions de delimitation seront supportees par 

moitie par chacun des deux Gouvernements interesses. 

5. En vue de la determination finale sur place des frontieres etablies 

aux articles 3, 4 et 22, les Commissaires seront autorises I s'ecarter de 
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0,5 Km de la ligne etablie par le present Traite, afin d'adapter la frontiere
aux conditions geographiques et economiques locales, sous reserve de ne
placer sous une souverainete autre que celle resultant des delimitations
stipulees dans le present Traite aucun village ni aucune ville de plus de
500 habitants, aucune route ou voie ferree importante, ni aucun centre
important d'approvisionnement en eau ou de fourniture d'energie electrique.

SECTION II-FRANCE (Clauses Speciales)
Article 6

L'Italie cede a la France en pleine souverainete le territoire precedem-
ment italien situe du c6t francais de la frontiere franco-italienne, telle
qu'elle est d6finie a l'article 2.

Article 7
Le Gouvernement italien remettra au Gouvernement francais toutes

les archives historiques et administratives anterieures a 1860 qui se rap-
portent au territoire cede a la France par le Traite du 24 mars 1860 et par
la Convention du 23 aoft 1860.

Article 8
1. Le Gouvernement italien cooperera avec le Gouvernement francais

a l'etablissement eventuel d'une liaison par voie ferree entre Briancon et
Modane par Bardonneche.

2. Le Gouvernement italien autorisera en franchise, sans visite de
douane, sans verification de passeports ou aucune autre formalite, le trafic
par chemin de fer des voyageurs et des marchandises empruntant, en terri-
toire italien, le raccordement ainsi 6tabli, pour se rendre dans un sens ou
dans l'autre d'un point situ6 en France a un autre point situe en France; il
prendra toute mesure n6cessaire pour assurer le passage, dans les memes
conditions de franchise et sans retard injustifi6, des trains francais utilisant
ledit raccordement.

3. Les arrangements necessaires seront conclus en temps utile entre
les deux Gouvernements.

Article 9

1. Plateau du Mont Cenis
En vue d'assurer a l'Italie des facilites identiques a celles dont elle

disposait pour l'energie hydro-electrique et l'eau fournies par le lac du
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0,5 Km de la ligne etablie par le present Traite, afin d'adapter la frontiere 

aux conditions geographiques et economiques locales, sous reserve de ne 

placer sous une souverainete autre que celle resultant des delimitations 

stipulees dans le present Traite aucun village ni aucune ville de plus de 

500 habitants, aucune route ou voie ferree importante, ni aucun centre 

important d'approvisionnement en eau on de fourniture d'energie electrique. 

SECTION II —FRANCE (Clauses Speciales) 
Article 6 

L'Italie cede a la France en pleine souverainete le territoire precedem-

ment italien situe du ceite frangais de la frontiere franco-italienne, telle 

qu'elle est definie a radicle 2. 

Article 7 

Le Gouvernement italien remettra au Gouvernement frangais toutes 

les archives historiques et administratives anterieures a 1860 qui se rap-

portent an territoire cede a la France par le Traite du 24 mars 1860 et par 

la Convention du 23 aolit 1860. 

Article 8 

1. Le Gouvemement italien cooperera avec le Gouvernement frangais 

l'etablissement eventuel d'une liaison par voie ferree entre Briancon et 

Modane par Bardonneche. 

2. Le Gouvernement italien autorisera en franchise, sans visite de 

douane, sans verification de passeports ou aucune autre formalite, le trafic 

par chemin de fer des voyageurs et des marchandises empruntant, en terri-

toire italien, le raccordement ainsi etabli, pour se rendre dans un sens ou 

dans l'autre d'un point situe en France a un autre point situe en France; il 
prendra toute mesure necessaire pour assurer le passage, clans les memes 

conditions de franchise et sans retard injustifie, des trains francais utilisant 

ledit raccordement. 

3. Les arrangements necessaires seront conclus en temps utile entre 
les deux Gouvernements. 

Article 9 

1. Plateau du Mont Cenis 

En vue d'assurer a l'Italie des facilites identiques a celles dont elle 

disposait pour l'energie hydro-electrique et l'eau foumies par le lac du 



Mont Cenis avant la cession de cette region a la France, l'Italie recevra de
la France par voie d'accord bilateral les garanties techniques indiquees
dans l'annexe III.

2. Region de Tende-La Brigue
Afin que l'Italie n'ait a subir aucune diminution des fournitures

d'energie electrique qu'elle recevait de sources existant dans la region de
Tende-La Brigue avant la cession de cette region a la France, l'Italie recevra
de la France par voie d'accord bilateral les garanties techniques indiquees
a l'annexe III.

SECTION III-AUTRICHE (Clauses Speciales)

Article 10
1. L'Italie conclura avec 1'Autriche des accords pour assurer la liberte

de circulation des voyageurs et des marchandises entre le nord et l'est du
Tyrol ou confirmera les accords existant a ce sujet.

2. Les Puissances Alliees et Associees ont pris note des dispositions
(dont le texte est contenu dans l'annexe IV), sur lesquelles les Gouverne-
ments autrichien et italien se sont mis d'accord le 5 septembre 1946.

SECTION IV-REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULAIRE

DE YOUGOSLAVIE (Clauses Speciales)

Article 11
1. L'Italie cede a la Yougoslavie, en pleine souverainet6, le territoire

situ6 entre les nouvelles frontieres de la Yougoslavie telles qu'elles sont
definies aux articles 3 et 22 et la frontiere italo-yougoslave telle qu'elle
existait au 1" janvier 1938 ainsi que la commune de Zara et toutes les iles
et les ilots adjacents compris dans les zones suivantes:

(a) Region limitee:

au nord par le parallele 42°50'N.

au sud par le parallele 42°42'N.

a rest par le meridien 17°10'E.

a l'ouest par le meridien 16°25'E.
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Mont Cenis avant la cession de cette region a la France, l'Italie recevra de 

la France par voie d'accord bilateral les garanties techniques indiquees 

dans rannexe III. 

2. Region de Tende-La Brigue 

Afin que l'Italie n'ait a subir aucune diminution des fournitures 

d'energie electrique qu'elle rec,evait de sources existant dans la region de 

Tende-La Brigue avant la cession de cette region a la France, l'Italie recevra 

de la France par voie d'accord bilateral les garanties techniques indiquees 

l'annexe III. 

SECTION III—AUTRICEIE (M IMS SpedaleS) 

Article 10 

1. L'Italie conclura avec rAutriche des accords pour assurer la liberte 

de circulation des voyageurs et des marchandises entre le nord et rest du 

Tyrol ou confirmera les accords existant a cc sujet. 

2. Les Puissances ARiees et Associees out pris note des dispositions 

(dont le texte est contenu dans rannexe IV), sur lesquelles les Gouverne-

ments autrichien et italien se sont mis d'accord le 5 septembre 1946. 

SECTION IV—REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULAIRE 

DE YOUGOSLAVIE (Clauses Speciales) 

Article 11 

1. L'Italie cede a la Yougoslavie, en pleine souverainete, le territoire 

situe entre les nouvelles frontieres de la Yougoslavie telles qu'elles sont 

definies aux articles 3 et 22 et la frontiere italo-yougoslave telle qu'elle 
existait au 1°T janvier 1938 ainsi que la commune de Zara et toutes les lies 
et les flats adjacents compris dans les zones suivantes: 

(a) Region limitee: 

au nord par le parallele 42°50'N. 

au sad par le parallele 42°42'N. 

A rest par le meridien 17°10'E. 

A rouest par le meridien 16°25'E. 
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(b) Region limit6e:

au nord par une ligne traversant Porto del Quieto en restant a
6gale distance de la c6te du Territoire Libre de Trieste et de celle de
la Yougoslavie et, de la, gagnant le point 45015'N.-13°24'E.

au sud par le parallele 44°23'N.

a l'ouest par une ligne joignant les points suivants:

1) 45°15'N.-13°24'E.

2) 44 051'N.-130 37'E.

3) 44°23'N.-14°18'30"E.

a l'est par la cote occidentale de l'Istrie, les iles et le territoire
continental de la Yougoslavie.
La carte de ces regions figure a l'annexe I.

2. L'Italie cede a la Yougoslavie en pleine souverainet6 l'ile de
Pelagosa et les ilots adjacents.

L'ile de Pelagosa restera demilitarisee.
A Pelagosa et dans les eaux avoisinantes, les pecheurs italiens jouiront

des memes droits que ceux qui y etaient reconnus aux pecheurs yougoslaves
avant le 6 avril 1941.

Article 12
1. L'Italie restituera a la Yougoslavie tous les objets de caractere

artistique, historique, scientifique, pedagogique ou religieux (y compris
tous actes, manuscrits, documents et materiel bibliographique) ainsi que
les archives administratives (dossiers, registres, plans et documents de toute
espece) qui ont ete emportes, entre le 4 novembre 1918 et le 2 mars 1924,
a la faveur de l'occupation italienne, hors des territoires rattach6s a la
Yougoslavie aux termes des traites sign6s a Rapallo le 12 novembre 1920
et a Rome le 27 janvier 1924. L'Italie restituera 6galement les objets de
meme nature provenant desdits territoires et qui ont ete enleves par la
Mission italienne d'armistice siegeant a Vienne apres la premiere guerre
mondiale.

2. L'Italie remettra a la Yougoslavie tous les objets vis6s au paragraphe
1 du present article et qui sont juridiquement des biens publics, enleves
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(b) Region limitee: 

au nord par une ligne traversant Porto del Quieto en restant 

egale distance de la cote du Territoire Libre de Trieste et de celle de 

la Yougoslavie et, de la, gagnant le point 45015'M-13°24'E. 

au sud par le parallele 44°23'N. 

rouest par une ligne joignant les points suivants: 

1) 45°15'N.-13°24'E. 

2) 44°51'N.-13°37'E. 

3) 44°23'N.-14°18'30"E. 

A rest par la cOte occidentale de rIstrie, les lies et le territoire 

continental de la Yougoslavie. 

La carte de ces regions figure a rannexe I. 

2. L'Italie cede a la Yougoslavie en pleine souverainete rile de 
Pelagosa et les Hots adjacents. 

L'ile de Pelagosa restera demilitarisee. 

A Pelagosa et dans les eaux avoisinantes, les pecheurs italiens jouiront 

des memes droits que ceux qui y etaient reconnus aux pecheurs yougoslaves 
avant le 6 avril 1941. 

Article 12 

1. L'Italie restituera a la Yougoslavie tous les objets de caractere 

artistique, historique, scientifique, pedagogique ou religieux (y compris 

tous actes, manuscrits, documents et materiel bibliographique) ainsi que 

les archives administratives (dossiers, registres, plans et documents de toute 

espece) qui ant ete emportes, entre le 4 novembre 1918 et le 2 mars 1924, 

a la faveur de roccupation italienne, hors des territoires rattaches A la 

Yougoslavie aux termes des traites signes A Rapallo le 12 novembre 1920 

et A Rome le 27 janvier 1924. L'Italie restituera egalement les objets de 

meme nature provenant desdits territoires et qui ont ete enleves par la 

Mission italienne d'armistice siegeant a Vienne apres la premiere guerre 

mond iale. 

2. L'Italie remettra A la Yougoslavie tous les objets vises au paragraphe 

1 du present article et qui sent juridiquement des biens publics, enleves 



depuis le 4 Novembre 1918 du territoire rattach6e la Yougoslavie aux
termes du present trait6, ainsi que les objets interessant ledit territoire remis

r'Italie par l'Autriche et la Hongrie en execution des traites de paix signes
a Saint-Germain le 10 septembre 1919 et a Trianon le 4 juin 1920 et de
la Convention entre l'Autriche et l'Italie sign6e a Vienne le 4 mai 1920.

3. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a l'Italie de restituer
a la Yougoslavie les objets d6finis aux paragraphes 1 et 2 du present article,
l'Italie s'engage a remettre a la Yougoslavie des objets de meme nature ou
d'une importance sensiblement equivalente a celle des objets enlev6s, dans
la mesure ou il est possible de s'en procurer en Italie.

Article 13
L'alimentation en eau de la commune de Gorizia et de ses environs sera

reglee conformement aux dispositions de l'annexe V.

SECTION V-GRECE (Clauses Sp6ciales)

Article 14
1. L'Italie cede a la Grece en pleine souverainete les iles du DodecanBse

ci-apres enumerees, savoir: Stampalia (Astropalia), Rhodes (Rhodos),
Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso), Piscopis (Tilos), Misiros
(Nisyros), Calimnos (Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso), Simi
(Symi), Cos (Kos) et Castellorizo, ainsi que les ilots adjacents.

2. Ces iles seront et resteront demilitarisees.

3. Les formalites et les conditions techniques du transfert de ces iles
a la Grece seront fixees par un accord entre les Gouvernements du Royaume-
Uni et de la Grece et des arrangements seront pris pour que le retrait des
troupes etrangeres soit termini au plus tard quatre-vingt-dix jours apres
l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite.

PARTIE II
CLAUSES POLITIQUES

SECTION I-CLAUSES GENERALES

Article 15
L'Italie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer a toutes

les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de sexe,
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depuis le 4 Novernbre 1918 du territoire rattache a la Yougoslavie aux 

termes du present traite, ainsi que les objets interessant ledit territoire remis 

a Mahe par l'Autriche et la Hongrie en execution des traites de paix signes 

a Saint-Germain le 10 septembre 1919 et a Trianon le 4 juin 1920 et de 

la Convention entre l'Autriche et l'Italie signee a Vienne le 4 mai 1920. 

3. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a Phalle de restituer 

a la Yougoslavie les objets definis aux paragraphes 1 et 2 du present article, 

Phalle s'engage a remettre a la Yougoslavie des objets de meme nature ou 

d'une importance sensiblement equivalente a celle des objets enleves, dans 

la rnesure oà il est possible de s'en procurer en Italie. 

Article 13 

L'alimentation en eau de la commune de Gorizia et de ses environs sera 

reglee conformement aux dispositions de l'annexe V. 

SECTION V-GRkCE (Clauses Speeiales) 

Article 14 

1. L'Italie cede a la Grece en pleine souverainete les lies du Dodecanese 

ci-apres enumerees, savoir: Stampalia (Astropalia), Rhodes (Rhodos), 

Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso), Piscopis (Tilos), Misiros 

(Nisyros), Calimnos (Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso), Simi 

(Symi), Cos (Kos) et Castellorizo, ainsi que les hots adjacents. 

2. Ces lies seront et resteront demilitarisees. 

3. Les formalites et les conditions techniques du transfert de ces lies 

a la Grece seront fixees par un accord entre les Gouvernements du Royaume-

Uni et de la Grece et des arrangements seront pris pour que le retrait des 

troupes etrangeres soit termine au plus tard quatre-vingt-dix jours apres 

l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

PARTIE II 
CLAUSES POLITIQUES 

SECTION I—CLAUSES GENERALES 
Article 15 

L'Italie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer a toutes 

les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de sexe, 
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de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des libertes
fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la libert6
de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la liberte d'opinion et de
reunion.

Article 16
L'Italie ne persecutera ni n'inquietera les ressortissants italiens, notam-

ment les membres des forces armees, pour le seul fait d'avoir, au cours de
la p6riode comprise entre le 10 juin 1940 et la date d'entree en vigueur
du present Trait6, exprim6 leur sympathie envers la cause des Puissances
Alliees et Associ6es ou d'avoir mene une action en faveur de cette cause.

Article 17
L'Italie qui, conformement a l'article 30 de la Convention d'Armistice,

a pris des mesures pour dissoudre les organisations fascistes en Italie,
s'engage a ne pas tolerer la reconstitution sur son territoire d'organisations
de cette nature, ayant un caractere politique, militaire ou paramilitaire, et
dont le but est de priver le peuple de ses droits democratiques.

Article 18
L'Italie s'engage a reconnaitre la pleine valeur des Trait6s de Paix

avec la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande, ainsi que des
autres accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus
par les Puissances Alliees et Associees en ce qui concerne l'Autriche,
l'Allemagne et le Japon, en vue du retablissement de la paix.

SECTION II-NATIONALITEI

DROITS CIVILS ET POLITIQUES

Article 19
1. Les ressortissants italiens qui etaient domicilies, a la date du 10 juin

1940, dans un territoire cede par l'Italie a un autre Etat aux termes du
present Trait6, et leurs enfants nes apres cette date, deviendront, sous
r6serve des dispositions du paragraphe suivant, ressortissants de 1'Etat
auquel le territoire est c6ed et jouiront de la pleine capacit6 civile et poli-
tique, conform6ment a la legislation que l'Etat successeur promulguera a
cet effet dans les trois mois qui suivront l'entree en vigueur du present
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de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des libertes 

fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la liberte 

de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la liberte d'opinion et de 
reunion. 

Article 16 

L'Italie ne persecutera ni n'inquietera les ressortissants italiens, notam-

ment les membres des forces armees, pour le seul fait d'avoir, au cours de 

la periode comprise entre le 10 juin 1940 et la date d'entree en vigueur 

du present Traite, exprime leur sympathie envers la cause des Puissances 

AlBees et Associees ou d'avoir mene une action en faveur de cette cause. 

Article 17 

L'Italie qui, conformement a l'article 30 de la Convention d'Armistice, 

a pris des mesures pour dissoudre les organisations fascistes en Italie, 

s'engage a ne pas tolerer la reconstitution sur son territoire d'organisations 

de cette nature, ayant un earactere politique, militaire on paramilitaire, et 

dont le but est de priver le peuple de ses droits democratiques. 

Article 18 

s'engage a reconnaitre la pleine valeur des Traites de Paix 

avec la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande, ainsi que des 

autres accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus 

par les Puissances Alliees et Associees en ce qui concerne l'Autriche, 

l'Allemagne et le Japon, en vue du retablissement de la paix. 

SECTION II—NATIONALITE 

DROITS CIVILS ET POLITIQUES 

Article 19 

1. Les ressortissants italiens qui etaient domicilies, a la date du 10 juin. 

1940, dans un territoire cede par l'Italie a un autre Etat aux termes du 

present Traite, et leurs enfants nes apres cette date, deviendront, sous 

reserve des dispositions du paragraphe suivant, ressortissants de rEtat 

auquel le territoire est cede et jouiront de la pleine capacite civile et poll-

tique, conformement a la legislation que l'Etat successeur promulguera 

cet effet dans les trois mois qui suivront l'entree en vigueur du present 



Trait6. L'acquisition de la nationalit6 de l'Etat int6ress6 entrainera la perte
de la nationalite italienne.

2. Le Gouvernement de l'Etat auquel le territoire est c6ed, prendra,
dans les trois mois suivant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les mesures
legislatives appropriees pour donner a toutes les personnes mentionnees
au paragraphe 1 qui sont agees de plus de dix-huit ans (ou aux personnes
mariees, qu'elles aient ou non atteint cet age) dont la langue usuelle est
l'italien, le droit d'opter pour la nationalite italienne dans un d6lai d'un
an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Toute personne ayant
ainsi opte conservera la nationalite italienne et ne sera pas consideree
comme ayant acquis la nationalite de 1'Etat auquel le territoire est cede.
L'option du mari n'entrainera pas celle de la femme. L'option du pere ou,
si le pere est dec6de, l'option de la mere entrainera automatiquement celle
de tous les enfants non mari6s ages de moins de dix-huit ans.

3. L'Etat auquel le territoire est cede pourra exiger des personnes qui
exerceront leur droit d'option qu'elles transferent leur residence en Italie
dans le delai d'un an a compter de la date of l'option aura ete exercee.

4. L'Etat auquel le territoire est cede assurera, conform6ment a ses
lois fondamentales, a toutes personnes se trouvant sur ce territoire, sans
distinction de race, de sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des
droits de l'homme et des libert6s fondamentales, y compris la libert6
d'expression de la pens6e, la libert6 de presse et de publication, la libert6
du culte, la liberte d'opinion et de reunion.

Article 20
1. Dans un delai d'un an i partir de l'entree en vigueur du pr6sent

Traite, les citoyens italiens ages de plus de dix-huit ans (ou les personnes ma-
riees, qu'elles aient ou non atteint cet age) dont la langue usuelle est une des
langues yougoslaves (serbe, croate ou slovene) et dont le domicile se
trouve en territoire italien, pourront obtenir la nationalite yougoslave, si
les autorites yougoslaves acceptent la demande qu'ils devront presenter au
representant diplomatique ou consulaire de Yougoslavie en Italie.

2. Dans ce cas, le Gouvernement yougoslave transmettra au Gouverne-
ment italien, par la voie diplomatique, les listes des personnes qui auront
ainsi acquis la nationalite yougoslave. Les personnes mentionnees dans ces
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Traite. L'acquisition de la nationalite de l'Etat interesse entrainera la perte 

de la nationalite italienne. 

2. Le Gouvemement de l'Etat auquel le territoire est cede, prendra, 

dans les trois mois suivant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les mesures 

legislatives appropriees pour donner a toutes les personnes mentionnees 

au paragraphe 1 qui sont agees de plus de dix-huit ans (ou aux personnes 

mariees, qu'elles aient ou non atteint cet age) dont la langue usuelle est 

l'italien, le droit d'opter pour la nationalite italienne dans un delai d'un 

an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Toute personne ayant 

ainsi opte conservera la nationalite italienne et no sera pas consideree 

comme ayant acquis la nationalite de l'Etat auquel le territoire est cede. 

L'option du man i n'entrainera pas celle de la femme. L'option du pere ou, 

Si le pere est decede, l'option de la mere entrainera automatiquement cello 

de tous les enfants non manes ages de moms de dix-huit ans. 

3. L'Etat auquel le territoire est cede pourra exiger des personnes qui 

exerceront leur droit d'option qu'elles transferent leur residence en Italie 

dans le delai d'un an a compter de la date oil l'option aura ete exercee. 

4. L'Etat auquel le territoire est cede assurera, conformement a ses 

lois fondamentales, a toutes personnes se trouvant sur ce territoire, sans 
distinction de race, de sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des 

droits de l'homme et des libertes fondamentales, y compris la liberte 

d'expression de la pensee, la liberte de .presse et de publication, la liberte 

du culte, la liberte d'opinion et de reunion. 

Article 20 

1. Dans tin delai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present 

Traite, les citoyens italiens ages de plus de dix-huit ans (ou les personnes ma-

riees, qu'elles aient ou non atteint cet age) dont la langue usuelle est une des 

langues yougoslaves (serbe, croate ou slovene) et dont le domicile se 

trouve en territoire italien, pourront obtenir la nationalite yougoslave, si 

les autorites yougoslaves acceptent la demande qu'ils devront presenter au 

representant diplomatique ou consulaire de Yougoslavie en Italie. 

2. Dans ce cas, le Gouvemement yougoslave transmettra au Gouverne-

ment italien, par la voie diplomatique, les listes des personnes qui auront 

ainsi acquis la nationalite yougoslave. Les personnes mentionnees dans ces 
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listes perdront la nationalite italienne a dater de cette communication
officielle.

3. Le Gouvernement italien pourra exiger de ces personnes qu'elles
transferent leur residence en Yougoslavie dans le delai d'un an a compter
de la date de ladite communication officielle.

4. Les regles relatives a l'effet des options sur les femmes et sur les
enfants, stipulees au paragraphe 2 de l'article 19, s'appliqueront aux
personnes visees au present article.

5. Les dispositions de l'annexe XIV paragraphe 10 du present Traite,
visant le transfert des biens des personnes qui optent pour la nationalite
italienne, sont egalement applicables au transfert des biens des personnes
qui optent pour la nationalit6 yougoslave dans les conditions prevues par
le present article.

SECTION III-TERRITOIRE LIBRE DE TRIESTE

Article 21
1. En vertu du present article se trouve constitu6 le Territoire Libre

de Trieste, dont l'etendue est limitee par la mer Adriatique et les frontieres
definies aux articles 4 et 22 du present Traite. Le Territoire Libre de
Trieste est reconnu par les Puissances Alli6es et Associees et par l'Italie
qui conviennent que son integrit6 et son independance seront assurees par
le Conseil de Securite des Nations Unies.

2. La souverainet6 de l'Italie sur la zone constituant le Territoire Libre
de Trieste, tel qu'il est defini au paragraphe 1 du present article, prendra
fin des l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite.

3. Des que la souverainete de l'Italie sur la zone en question aura
pris fin, le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera administre, conform6ment aux
dispositions d'un Instrument relatif au r6gime provisoire, etabli par le
Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres et approuve par le Conseil
de Securite. Cet Instrument demeurera en vigueur jusqu'a la date que le
Conseil de Securit6 fixera pour l'entree en vigueur du Statut Permanent
qui devra avoir ete approuv6 par lui. A partir de cette date, le Territoire
Libre sera regi par les dispositions de ce Statut Permanent. Les textes du
Statut Permanent et de l'Instrument relatif au r6gime provisoire figurent
aux annexes VI et VII.
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listes perdront la nationalite italienne a dater de cette communication 
of ficielle. 

3. Le Gouvernement italien pourra exiger de ces personnes qu'elles 

transferent leur residence en Yougoslavie dans le delai d'un an a compter 

de la date de ladite communication officielle. 

4. Les regles relatives a reffet des options sur les femmes et sur les 

enfants, stipulees au paragraphe 2 de l'article 19, s'appliqueront aux 

personnes visees au present article. 

5. Les dispositions de l'annexe XIV paragraphe 10 du present Traite, 

visant le transfert des biens des personnes qui optent pour la nationalite 

italienne, sont egalement applicables au transfert des biens des personnes 

qui optent pour la nationalite yougoslave dans les conditions prevues par 

le present article. 

SECTION III—TERRITOIRE LIBRE DE TRIESTE 

Article 21 

1. En vertu du present article se trouve constitue le Territoire Libre 

de Trieste, dont l'etendue est limitee par la mer Adriatique et les frontieres 

definies aux articles 4 et 22 du present Traite. Le Territoire Libre de 

Trieste est reconnu par les Puissances Alliees et Associees et par l'Italie 

qui conviennent que son integrite et son independance seront assurees par 

le Conseil de Securite des Nations Unies. 

2. La souverainete de l'Italie sur la zone constituant le Territoire Libre 

de Trieste, tel qu'il est defini au paragraphe 1 du present article, prendra 

fin des l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

3. Des que la souverainete de l'Italie sur la zone en question aura 

pris fin, le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera administre, conformement aux 

dispositions d'un Instrument relatif au regime provisoire, etabli par le 

Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres et approuve par le Conseil 

de Securite. Cet Instrument demeurera en vigueur jusqu'a la date que le 

Conseil de Securite fixera pour l'entree en vigueur du Statut Permanent 

qui devra avoir ete approuve par lui. A partir de cette date, le Territoire 

Libre sera regi par les dispositions de ce Statut Permanent. Les textes du 

Statut Permanent et de l'Instnunent relatif au regime provisoire figarent 

aux annexes VI et VII. 



4. Le Territoire Libre de Trieste ne sera pas considere comme territoire
cede, au sens de l'article 19 et de 1'annexe XIV du present Traite.

5. L'Italie et la Yougoslavie s'engagent a donner au Territoire Libre
de Trieste les garanties indiquees a l'annexe IX.

Article 22
La frontiere entre la Yougoslavie et le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera

fixee comme il suit:

1. La nouvelle frontiere part d'un point situe sur la limite administra-
tive s6parant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste, a environ 2 Km au nord-
est du village de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km au nord-ouest de la cote
208 et qui constitue le point commun aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie, de
l'Italie et du Territoire Libre de Trieste; elle suit cette limite administrative
jusqu'au mont Lanaro (cote 546) et de la, en direction du sud-est, jusqu'au
mont Cocusso (cote 672), par la cote 461, Meducia (cote 475), Monte dei
Pini (cote 476) et la cote 407 coupant la grand'route No 58 de Trieste a
Sesana, a 3,3 Km environ au sud-ouest de cette ville en laissant a l'est
les villages de Vogliano et d'Orle et approximativement a 0,4 Km a l'ouest,
le village de Zolla.

2. Du mont Cocusso, la ligne continue en direction du sud-est, en
laissant le village de Grozzana a l'ouest, atteint le mont Goli (cote 621)
et de 1a, prenant la direction sud-ouest, coupe la route de Trieste a Cosina
a la cote 455 et le chemin de fer a la cote 485, passe par les cotes 416
et 326, laissant en Yougoslavie les villages de Beca et de Castel, coupe la
route d'Ospo a Gabrovizza d'Istria a 100 metres environ au sud-est d'Ospo;
de 1a, la ligne franchit la riviere Risana et coupe la route de Villa Decani
a Risano en un point situ6e 350 metres environ a l'ouest de Risano, laissant
en Yougoslavie le village de Rosario et la route de Risano a San Sergio;
de la la ligne rejoint le croisement de routes situe a 1 Km environ au nord-
est de la cote 362, en passant par les cotes 285 et 354.

3. De la la ligne rejoint un point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km
a 'est du village de Cernova, franchissant la riviere Dragogna a 1 Km
environ au nord de ce village, laissant a l'ouest les villages de Bucciai et
de Truscolo et a 'est le village de Tersecco, et de la se dirige vers le
sud-ouest, au sud-est de la route qui relie les villages de Cernova et de
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4. Le Territoire Libre de Trieste ne sera pas considere comme territoire 

cede, au sens de rarticle 19 et de rannexe XIV du present Traite. 

5. L'Italie et la Yougoslavie s'engagent a donner au Territoire Libre 

de Trieste les garanties indiquees a rannexe IX. 

Article 22 

La frontiere entre la Yougoslavie et le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera 
fixee comme il suit: 

1. La nouvelle frontiere part d'un point situe sur la limite administra-
tive separant les provinces de Gorizia et de Trieste, a environ 2 Km au nord-

est du village de San Giovanni et a environ 0,5 Km au nord-ouest de la cote 

208 et qui constitue le point commun aux frontieres de la Yougoslavie, de 

l'Italie et du Territoire Libre de Trieste; elle suit cette limite administrative 

jusqu'au mont Lanaro (cote 546) et de la, en direction du sud-est, jusqu'au 

mont Cocusso (cote 672), par la cote 461, Meducia (cote 475), Monte dei 

Pini (cote 476) et la cote 407 coupant la grand'route No 58 de Trieste a 

Sesana, a 3,3 Km environ au sud-ouest de cette vile en laissant a l'est 

les villages de Vogliano et d'Orle et approximativement a 0,4 Km a rouest, 
le village de Zolla. 

2. Du mont Cocusso, la ligne continue en direction du sud-est, en 

laissant le village de Grozzana a l'ouest, atteint le mont Goli (cote 621) 

et de 1A, prenant la direction sud-ouest, coupe la route de Trieste a Cosina 

a la cote 455 et le chemin de fer a la cote 485, passe par les cotes 416 

et 326, laissant en Yougoslavie les villages de Beca et de Castel, coupe la 

route d'Ospo a Gabrovizza d'Istria a 100 metres environ au sud-est d'Ospo; 

de la, la ligne franchit la riviere Risana et coupe la route de Villa Decani 

Risano en un point situe a 350 metres environ a l'ouest de Risano, laissant 

en Yougoslavie le village de Rosario et la route de Risano a San Sergio; 

de la la ligne rejoint le croisement de routes situe a 1 Km environ au nord-

est de la cote 362, en passant par les cotes 285 et 354. 

3. De la la ligne rejoint un point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km 

a Pest du village de Cemova, franchissant la riviere Dragogna it 1 Km 

environ au nord de ce village, laissant a l'ouest les villages de Bucciai et 

de Truscolo et a rest le village de Tersecco, et de la se dirige vers le 

sud-ouest, au sud-est de la route qui relie les villages de Cemova et do 
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Chervoi, quittant cette route a 0,8 Km l'est du village de Cucciani, et
de la, dans la direction generale sud-sud-ouest, passant environ a
0,4 Km a l'est du mont Braico et approximativement a 0,4 Km l'ouest du
village de Sterna Filaria, laissant a l'est la route qui relie ce village a
Piemonte, passant a 0,4 Km environ a l'ouest de la ville de Piemonte et a
0,5 Km environ a l'est de la ville de Castagna et atteignant la riviere
Quieto en un point situe approximativement a 1,6 Km au sud-ouest de la
ville de Castagna.

4. De la la ligne suit le chenal principal rectifi6 du Quieto jusqu'a
l'embouchure de cette riviere et, a travers Porto del Quieto, atteint la haute
mer en restant a egale distance de la cote du Territoire Libre de Trieste
et de celle de la Yougoslavie.

La carte a laquelle se r6efre cette description figure a l'annexe I.

SECTION IV-COLONIES ITALIENNES

Article 23
1. L'Italie renonce a tous droits et titres sur les possessions territo-

riales italiennes en Afrique, c'est-a-dire Ia Libye, l'Erythree et la Somalie
italienne.

2. Lesdites possessions demeureront sous leur administration actuelle
jusqu'a ce que leur sort definitif soit regle.

3. Le sort definitif de ces possessions sera determin6 d'un commun ac-
cord par les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du
Royaume-Uni, et de l'Union Sovietique, dans un delai d'un an a partir de
l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 et selon les termes de la declaration
commune faite par ces Gouvernements le 10 fevrier 1947 et dont le texte
est reproduit dans l'annexe XI.

SECTION V-INTJRETS SPECIAUX DE LA CHINE

Article 24
L'Italie renonce en faveur de la Chine a tons les privileges et avan-

tages resultant des dispositions du protocole final signe a Pekin le 7 sep-
tembre 1901, ensemble tous annexes, notes et documents complementaires
et elle accepte l'abrogation, en ce qui la concerne, desdits protocole, annexes,
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Chervoi, quittant cette route A 0,8 Km a rest du village de Cucciani, et 

de la, dans la direction generale sud-sud-ouest, passant environ 

0,4 Km a l'est du mont Braico et approximativement A 0,4 Km l'ouest du 

village de Sterna Filaria, laissant a l'est la route qui relie cc village a 

Piemonte, passant a 0,4 Km environ a l'ouest de la vile de Piemonte et A 

0,5 Km environ a l'est de la vile de Castagna et atteignant la riviere 

Quieto en un point situe approximativement a 1,6 Km au sud-ouest de la 
ville de Ca stagna. 

4. De la la ligne suit le chenal principal rectifie du Quieto jusqu'a 

l'embouchure de cette riviere et, a travers Porto del Quieto, atteint la haute 

mer en restant A egale distance de la cote du Territoire Libre de Trieste 
et de celle de la Yougoslavie. 

La carte a laquelle se refere cette description figure a l'annexe I. 

SECTION W .-COLONIES ITALIENNES 

Article 23 

1. L'Italie renonce a tous droits et titres sur les possessions territo-

riales italiennes en Afrique, c'est-A-dire la Libye, l'Erythree et la Somalie 
italienne. 

2. Lesdites possessions demeureront sous 'cur administration actuelle 
jusqu'a cc que leur sort definitif soit regle. 

3. Le sort definitif de ces possessions sera determine d'un commun ac-

cord par les Gouvemements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du 

Royaume-Uni, et de l'Union Sovietique, dans un delai d'un an A partir de 

l'entree en vigueur du present Traite et scion les termes de la declaration 

commune faite par ces Gouvemements le 10 fevrier 1947 et dont le texte 
est reproduit dans l'annexe XI. 

SECTION V- INTERETS SPECIAUX DE LA CHINE 

Article 24 

L'Italie renonce en faveur de la Chine A taus les privileges et avan-

tages resultant des dispositions du protocole final signe a Pekin le 7 sep-

tembre 1901, ensemble tons annexes, notes et documents complementaires 

et elle accepte l'abrogation, en cc qui la conceme, desdits protocole, annexes, 



notes et documents. L'Italie renonce 6galement a toute demande d'indem-
nit6 de ce fait.

Article 25

L'Italie accepte l'annulation du contrat obtenu du Gouvernement
chinois, en vertu duquel la concession italienne de Tientsin a ete accordee,
et accepte de remettre au Gouvernement chinois tous biens et archives ap-
partenant a la municipalite de ladite concession.

Article 26
L'Italie renonce en faveur de la Chine aux droits qui lui ont ete ac-

cordes relativement aux concessions internationales de Changhai et d'Amoy
et accepte de remettre au Gouvernement chinois l'administration et le con-
trole desdites concessions.

SECTION VI-ALBANIE

Article 27

L'Italie reconnait et s'engage a respecter la souverainete et l'inde-
pendance de 1'Etat albanais.

Article 28
L'Italie reconnait que l'ile de Saseno fait partie du territoire de I'Al-

banie et renonce a toutes revendications sur cette ile.

Article 29
L'Italie renonce formellement en faveur de l'Albanie a tous biens, (a

l'exception des immeubles normalement occupes par les missions diploma-
tiques ou consulaires), a tous droits, concessions, interets et avantages de
tout ordre en Albanie, appartenant a 1'Etat italien ou a des institutions
semi-publiques italiennes. L'Italie renonce egalement a revendiquer tous
interets sp6ciaux ou toute influence particuliere acquis en Albanie, en con-
sequence de l'agression du 7 avril 1939 ou en vertu de traites et accords
conclus avant cette date.

Les clauses economiques du present Traite dont peuvent se pr6valoir
les Puissances Alli6es et Associees, s'appliqueront aux autres biens italiens
et aux autres relations economiques entre l'Albanie et l'Italie.

Article 30
Les ressortissants italiens en Albanie jouiront du meme statut juri-

dique que les ressortissants des autres pays etrangers; toutefois l'Italie
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notes et documents. L'Italie renonce egalement a toute demande d'indem-

nite de ce fait. 
Article 25 

L'Italie accepte rannulation du contrat obtenu du Gouvernement 

chinois, en vertu duquel la concession italienne de Tientsin a ete accordee, 

et accepte de remettre au Gouvernement chinois tous biens et archives ap-

partenant a la municipalite de ladite concession. 

Article 26 

L'Italie renonce en faveur de la Chine aux droits qui lui ont ete ac-

cordes relativement aux concessions internationales de Changhai et d'Amoy 

et accepte de remettre au Gouvernement chinois l'administration et le con-

trole desdites concessions. 

SECTION VI—ALBANIE 

Article 27 

L'Italie reconnait et s'engage a respecter la souverainete et rind& 

pendance de rEtat albanais. 
Article 28 

L'Italie reconnait pie l'ile de Saseno fait partie du territoire de l'Al-

banie et renonce a toutes revendications sur cette lie. 

Article 29 

L'Italie renonce formellement en faveur de l'Albanie a tous biens, (A 

l'exception des immeubles normalement occupes par les missions diploma-

tiques ou consulaires), a tous droits, concessions, interets et avantages de 

tout ordre en Albanie, appartenant a l'Etat italien ou a des institutions 

semi-publiques italiennes. L'Italie renonce egalement a revendiquer tous 

interets speciaux ou toute influence particuliere acquis en Albanie, en con-

sequence de l'agression du 7 avril 1939 ou en vertu de traites et accords 

conclus avant cette date. 

Les clauses economiques du present Traite dont peuvent se prevaloir 

les Puissances Alliees et Associees, eappliqueront aux autres biens italiens 

et aux autres relations economiques entre l'Albanie et Phalle. 

Article 30 

Les ressortissants italiens en Albanie jouiront du meme statut juri-

dique pie les ressortissants des autres pays etrangers; toutefois Phalle 
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reconnait la validite de toutes mesures qui seraient prises par l'Albanie
pour l'annulation ou la modification des concessions ou des droits particu-
liers accord6s a des ressortissants italiens, a condition que ces mesures
interviennent dans un d6lai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du
present Traite.

Article 31
L'Italie reconnalt que tous les accords et arrangements intervenus entre

l'Italie et les autorites qu'elle avait installies en Albanie entre le 7 avril
1939 et le 3 septembre 1943 sont nuls et non avenus.

Article 32
L'Italie reconnait la validite de toutes mesures que 1'Albanie pourra

juger n6cessaire de prendre pour confirmer les dispositions ci-dessus ou les
mettre a execution.

SECTION VII-ETHIOPIE

Article 33
L'Italie reconnait et s'engage a respecter la souverainet6 et l'inde-

pendance de 1'Etat ethiopien.

Article 34
L'Italie renonce formellement en faveur de 1'Ethiopie a tous biens (a

l'exception des immeubles normalement occupes par les missions diploma-
tiques ou consulaires), a tous droits, interets et avantages de tout ordre
acquis a un moment quelconque en Ethiopie par l'Etat italien, de meme
qu'a tous les biens semi-publics tels que les definit le premier paragraphe
de l'annexe XIV du present Traite.

L'Italie renonce egalement a revendiquer tous interets sp6ciaux ou
toute influence particuliere en Ethiopie.

Article 35
L'Italie reconnait la validit6 de toutes les mesures que le Gouverne-

ment ethiopien a prises ou pourra prendre dans l'avenir en vue d'annuler
des mesures prises par 1'Italie a l'egard de l'Ethiopie, apres le 3 octobre
1935, ainsi que leurs effets.

Article 36
Les ressortissants italiens en Ethiopie jouiront du meme statut juri-

dique que les ressortissants des autres pays etrangers; toutefois, r'talie
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reconnait la validite de toutes mesures qui seraient prises par l'Albanie 

pour l'annulation ou la modification des concessions ou des droits particu-

hers accordes a des ressortissants italiens, a condition que ces mesures 

interviennent dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du 
present Traite. 

Article 31 

L'Italie recormait que tous les accords et arrangements intervenus entre 

Mahe et les autorites qu'elle avait installees en Albanie entre le 7 avril 

1939 et le 3 septembre 1943 sont nuls et non avenus. 

Article 32 

L'Italie reconnait la validite de toutes mesures que l'Albanie pourra 

juger necessaire de prendre pour confirmer les dispositions ci-dessus ou les 
mettre a execution. 

SECTION VII—ETHIOPIE 

Article 33 

L'Italie recormait et s'engage a respecter la souverainete et l'inde-
pendance de l'Etat ethiopien. 

Article 34 

L'Italie renonce formellement en faveur de l'Ethiopie a tous biens (a 

l'exception des immeubles normalement occupes par les missions diploma-

tiques ou consulaires), a tous droits, interets et avantages de tout ordre 

acquis a un moment quelconque en Ethiopie par l'Etat italien, de meme 

qu'a tous les biens semi-publics tels que les definit le premier paragraphe 
de l'annexe XIV du present Traite. 

L'Italie renonce egalement a revendiquer tous interets speciaux ou 
toute influence particuliere en Ethiopie. 

Article 35 

L'Italie reconnait la validite de toutes les mesures que le Gouveme-

ment ethiopien a prises on pourra prendre dans l'avenir en vue d'annuler 

des mesures prises par l'Italie a regard de l'Ethiopie, apres le 3 octobre 

1935, ainsi que leurs effets. 
Article 36 

Les ressortissants italiens en Ethiopic jouiront du meme statut juri-

dique que les ressortissants des autres pays etrangers; toutefois, Mahe 



reconnait la validit6 de toutes les mesures qui seraient prises par le Gou-
vernement ethiopien pour l'annulation ou la modification des concessions
ou des droits particuliers accord6s a des ressortissants italiens, a condi-
tion que ces mesures interviennent dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree
en vigueur du present Traite.

Article 37
Dans un delai de dix-huit mois a compter de l'entree en vigueur du

present Traite, l'Italie restituera toutes oeuvres d'art, tous objets religieux,
archives et objets de valeur historique, appartenant a 1'Ethiopie ou a ses
ressortissants, et transportes d'Ethiopie en Italie depuis le 3 octobre 1935.

Article 38
La date a partir de laquelle les dispositions du present Trait6 devien-

dront applicables en ce qui concerne toutes mesures et faits de toute nature
engageant la responsabilite de l'Italie ou de ressortissants italiens a 1'egard
de 1'Ethiopie, est fixee au 3 octobre 1935.

SECTION VIII-ACCORDS INTERNATIONAUX

Article 39
L'Italie s'engage a accepter tous les arrangements qui ont ete conclus

ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des Nations,
de la Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale ainsi que de la Commis-
sion financiere internationale en Grece.

Article 40
L'Italie renonce a tous droits, a tous titres et a toutes reclamations

resultant du regime du Mandat ou des engagements de tout ordre resultant
de ce regime, ainsi qu'a tous droits speciaux de l'Etat italien concernant
l'un quelconque des territoires sous mandat.

Article 41
L'Italie accepte les dispositions de l'Acte final du 31 aofit 1945 et de

l'accord franco-britannique du meme jour sur le statut de Tanger ainsi
que toutes les dispositions que les Puissances signataires pourront adopter
en vue de donner effet a ces instruments.

Article 42
L'Italie s'engage a accepter tous arrangements qui pourront etre con-
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reconnait la validite de toutes les mesures qui seraient prises par le Gou-

vemement ethiopien pour l'armulation ou la modification des concessions 

on des droits particuliers accordes a des ressortissants italiens, a condi-

tion que ces mesures interviennent dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite. 

Article 37 

Dans un delai de dix-huit mois a compter de l'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite, l'Italie restituera toutes oeuvres d'art, tous objets religieux, 

archives et objets de valeur historique, appartenant a l'Ethiopie ou a ses 

ressortissants, et transportes d'Ethiopie en Italie depuis le 3 octobre 1935. 

Article 38 

La date a partir de laquelle les dispositions du present Traite devien-

dront applicables en ce qui concerne toutes mesures et faits de toute nature 

engageant la responsabilite de l'Italie ou de ressortissants italiens a l'egard 

de l'Ethiopie, est fixee an 3 octobre 1935. 

SECTION VIII—ACCORDS INTERNATIONAUX 

Article 39 

L'Italie s'engage a accepter tons les arrangements qui ont ete conclus 

ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des Nations, 

de la Cour Permanents de Justice Internationale ainsi que de la Commis-

sion financiere intemationale en Grece. 

Article 40 

L'Italie renonce a tous droits, a tous titres et a toutes reclamations 
resultant du regime du Mandat ou des engagements de tout ordre resultant 

de ce regime, ainsi qu'a tous droits speciaux de l'Etat italien concernant 
l'un quelconque des territoires sous mandat. 

Article 41 

L'Italie accepte les dispositions de l'Acte final du 31 aoilt 1945 et de 

l'accord franco-britannique du meme jour sur le statut de Tanger ainsi 

que toutes les dispositions que les Puissances signataires pourront adopter 

en vue de donner effet a ces instruments. 

Article 42 

L'Italie s'engage a accepter tous arrangements qui pourront etre con-
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clus par les Puissances Alliees et Associ6es interessees pour modifier les
traites relatifs au bassin du Congo en vue de les mettre en harmonic avec
la Charte des Nations Unies et reconnaitra la validit6 de ces arrangements.

Article 43
L'Italie renonce a tous les droits et interets qu'elle peut avoir en vertu

de l'article 16 du Traite de Lausanne sign6 le 24 juillet 1923.

SECTION IX-TRAITES BILATERAUX

Article 44
1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees notifiera 1l'Italie,

dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite,
les traites bilateraux qu'elle a conclus avec l'Italie ant6rieurement a la
guerre et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en vigueur. Toutes dis-
positions des trait6s dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas en conformite avec le
present Traite seront toutefois supprimees.

2. Tous les traites de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette notifi-
cation seront enregistres au Secretariat de l'Organisation des Nations Unies,
conform6ment a l'article 102 de la Charte des Nations Unies.

3. Tous les traites de cette nature qui n'auront pas fais 'objet d'une
telle notification seront tenus pour abrog6s.

PARTIE III
CRIMINELS DE GUERRE

Article 45
1. L'Italie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer l'arres-

tation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement:
(a) des personnes accus6es d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de

guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanit6, ou d'en avoir 6et com-
plices;

(b) des ressortissants de toute Puissance Alli6e ou Associ6e accuses
d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant des actes de trahison
ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre.

2. A la demande du Gouvernement de 'une des Nations Unies inte-
ressees, l'Italie devra assurer en outre la comparution, comme t6moins, des
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clus par les Puissances Alliees et Associees interessees pour modifier les 

traites relatifs au bassin du Congo en vue de les mettre en harmonic avec 

la Glade des Nations Unies et reconnaitra la validite de ces arrangements. 

Article 43 

L'Italie renonce a tolls les droits et interets qu'elle peut avoir en vertu 
de l'article 16 du Traite de Lausanne signe le 24 juillet 1923. 

SECTION IX —TRAITES BILATERAUX 

Article 44 

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees notifiera a l'Italie, 

dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, 

les traites bilateraux qu'elle a conclus avec l'Italie anterieurement a la 

guerre et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en vigueur. Toutes dis-

positions des traites dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas en conformite avec le 

present Traite seront toutefois supprimees. 

2. Tous les traites de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette notifi-
cation seront enregistres au Secretariat de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, 

conformement a l'article 102 de la Cbarte des Nations Unies. 

3. Tous les traites de cette nature qui n'auront pas fais l'objet d'une 

telle notification seront tenus pour abroges. 

PARTIE III 

CRIMINELS DE GUERRE 

Article 45 

1. L'Italie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer Panes-

tation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement: 

(a) des persormes accusees d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de 

guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanite, on d'en avoir ete com-

plices; 

(b) des ressortissants de toute Puissance Alliee ou Associee accuses 

d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant des actes de trahison 

ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre. 

2. A la demande du Gouvernement de Pune des Nations Unies inte-

ressees, Phalle devra assurer en outre la comparution, comme temoins, des 
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personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est necessaire pour
le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article.

3. Tout desaccord concernant l'application des dispositions des para-
graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis par tout Gouvernement inte-
resse aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France, du
Royaume-Uni, et de l'Union Sovietique a Rome, qui se mettront d'accord
sur le point souleve.

PARTIE IV
CLAUSES MILITAIRES, NAVALES ET AERIENNES

SECTION I-DUREE D'APPLICATION

Article 46
Chacune des clauses militaires, navales et a6riennes du present Traite

demeurera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas ete modifiee,
entierement ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alli6es et
Associ6es et l'Italie, ou, apres que l'Italie sera devenue membre de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securite et
l'Italie.

SECTION II-LIMITATION GENERALES

Article 47
1. (a) Le systeme des fortifications et des installations militaires per-

manentes italiennes le long de la frontiere franco-italienne, ainsi que leurs
armements, seront detruits ou enlev6s.

(b) Ce systeme devra etre entendu comme comprenant seulement les
ouvrages d'artillerie et d'infanterie, qu'ils soient r6unis en groupes ou
qu'ils soient isoles, les casemates et blockhaus de n'importe quel type, les
installations prot6eges pour le personnel, le materiel et les approvisionne-
ments ainsi que les munitions, les observatoires et les t6elefriques militaires,
quels que soient leur importance et leur 6tat d'entretien ou leur degr6
d'avancement, que ces constructions soient en metal, en magonnerie ou en
beton, ou qu'elles soient creusees dans le roc.

2. La destruction ou renlevements prevus au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus
s'effectueront dans la limite d'une distance de 20 kilometres, a partir d'un
point quelconque de la frontiere telle qu'elle est definie par le present
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personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est necessaire pour 

le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article. 

3. Tout desaccord concernant Papplication des dispositions des para-

graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis par tout Gouvemement inte-

resse aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France, du 

Royaume-Uni, et de l'Union Sovietique a Rome, qui se mettront d'accord 

sur le point souleve. 

PARTIE IV 
CLAUSES NIILITAIRES, NAVALES ET AERIENNES 

SECTION I-DUREE D 7APPLI CATION 

Article 46 

Chacune des clauses militaires, navales et aeriennes du present Traite 

demeurera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas ete modifiee, 

entierement ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alliees et 

Associees et Mahe, ou, apres que PItalie sera devenue membre de l'Or-

ganisation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securite et 

l'Italie. 

SECTION II-LIMITATION GEN'ERALES 

Article 47 

1. (a) Le systeme des fortifications et des installations militaires per-

manentes italiennes le long de la frontiere franco-italienne, ainsi que leurs 

armements, seront detruits ou enleves. 

(b) Ce systeme devra e'tre entendu comme comprenant seulement les 

ouvrages d'artillerie et d'infanterie, qu'ils soient reunis en groupes ou 

qu'ils soient isoles, les casemates et blockhaus de n'importe quel type, les 

installations protegees pour le personnel, le materiel et les approvisiorme-

ments ainsi que les munitions, les observatoires et les teleferiques militaires, 

quels que soient leur importance et leur etat d'entretien ou leur degre 

d'avancement, que ces constructions soient en metal, en magonnerie ou en 

beton, ou qu'elles soient creusees dans le roc. 

2. La destruction ou renlevements prevus au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus 
s'effectueront dans la limite d'une distance de 20 kilometres, a partir d'un 

point quelconque de la frontiere telle qu'elle est definie par le present 
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Traite; ils devront etre achev6s dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree
en vigueur du present Traite.

3. La reconstruction de ces fortifications et installations est interdite.

4. (a) A l'est de la frontiere franco-italienne, la construction des
ouvrages suivants est interdite: fortifications permanentes oh peuvent etre
installees des armes capables de tirer en territoire francais ou dans les
eaux territoriales francaises; installations militaires permanentes pouvant
etre utilis6es pour conduire ou diriger le tir en territoire francais ou dans
les eaux territoriales francaises; moyens permanents de ravitaillement et
de stockage edifies uniquement pour l'usage des fortifications et installa-
tions ci-dessus.

(b) Cette interdiction ne vise pas les autres types de fortifications
non permanentes ou les casernements et installations de surface qui sont
uniquement destines a r6pondre a des necessit6s d'ordre int6rieur et de
d6fense locale des frontieres.

5. Dans une zone c6tiere de 15 kilometres de profondeur s'etendant
de la frontiere franco-italienne jusqu'au meridien 9030' est, l'Italie ne
sera autorisee, ni a etablir de nouvelles bases ou installations navales per-
manentes, ni a developper les bases ou installations existantes. Cette dis-
position ne fait pas obstacle aux modifications peu importantes des
installations navales existantes non plus qu'a leur entretien, pourvu que la
capacite de l'ensemble de ces installations ne soit pas accrue.

Article 48
1. (a) Toutes fortifications et installations permanentes italiennes

existant le long de la frontiere italo-yougoslave, y compris leurs armements,
seront d6truites ou enlevees.

(b) Ces fortifications et installations devront etre entendues comme
comprenant seulement les ouvrages d'artillerie et d'infanterie, qu'ils soient
reunis en groupes ou qu'ils soient isoles, les casemates et blockhaus de
n'importe quel type, les installations protegees pour le personnel, le materiel
et les approvisionnements ainsi que les munitions, les observatoires et les
t6elefriques militaires, quels que soient leur importance et leur etat d'entre-
tien ou leur degr6 d'avancement, que ces constructions soient en metal, en
maconnerie ou en beton, ou qu'elles soient creusees dans le roc.
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Traite; us devront etre acheves dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite. 

3. La reconstruction de ces fortifications et installations est interdite. 

4. (a) A rest de la frontiere franco-italienne, la construction des 

ouvrages suivants est interdite: fortifications permanentes oà peuvent e''tre 

installees des armes capables de tirer en territoire frangais ou dans les 

eaux territoriales frangaises; installations militaires permanentes pouvant 

etre utilisees pour conduire ou diriger le tir en territoire frangais ou dans 

les eaux territoriales frangaises; moyens permanents de ravitaillement et 

de stockage edifies uniquement pour l'usage des fortifications et installa-

tions ci-dessus. 

(b) Cette interdiction ne vise pas les autres types de fortifications 

non permanentes ou les casernements et installations de surface qui sont 

uniquement destines It repondre a des necessites d'ordre interieur et de 

defense locale des frontieres. 

5. Dans une zone cotiere de 15 kilometres de profondeur s'etendant 

de la frontiere franco-italienne jusqu'au meridien 9°30' est, l'Italie ne 

sera autorisee, ni a etablir de nouvelles bases ou installations navales per-

manentes, ni a developper les bases ou installations existantes. Cette dis-

position ne fait pas obstacle aux modifications peu importantes des 

installations navales existantes non plus qu'a leur entretien, pourvu que la 

eapacite de rensemble de ces installations ne soit pas accrue. 

Article 48 

1. (a) Toutes fortifications et installations permanentes italiennes 
existant le long de la frontiere italo-yougoslave, y compris lehrs armements, 

seront detruites ou enlevees. 

(b) Ces fortifications et installations devront etre entendues comme 

comprenant seulement les ouvrages d'artillerie et d'infanterie, qu'ils soient 

reunis en groupes ou qu'ils soient isoles, les casemates et blockhaus de 

n'importe quel type, les installations protegees pour le personnel, le materiel 

et les approvisionnements ainsi que les munitions, les observatoires et les 

teleferiques militaires, quels que soient leur importance et leur etat d'entre-

tien ou leur degre d'avancement, que ces constructions soient en metal, en 

maconnerie ou en beton, ou qu'elles soient creusees dans le roc. 



2. La destruction ou l'enlevement pr6vus au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus
s'effectueront dans la limite d'une distance de 20 kilometres a partir d'un
point quelconque de la frontiere telle qu'elle est d6finie par le pr6sent
Trait6; ils devront etre acheves dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entr6e
en vigueur du present Traite.

3. La reconstruction de ces fortifications et installations est interdite.

4. (a) La construction des ouvrages suivants est interdite a l'ouest de
la frontiere italo-yougoslave: fortifications permanentes oi peuvent etre
installees des armes capables de tirer en territoire yougoslave ou dans les
eaux territoriales yougoslaves, installations militaires permanentes pouvant
etre utilisees pour conduire ou diriger le tir en territoire yougoslave ou
dans les eaux territoriales yougoslaves; moyens permanents de ravitaille-
ment et de stockage 6difi6s uniquement pour l'usage des fortifications et
installations ci-dessus.

(b) Cette interdiction ne vise pas les autres types de fortifications
non permanentes ou les casernements et installations de surface qui sont
uniquement destines a repondre a des n6cessites d'ordre int6rieur et de
defense locale des frontieres.

5. Dans une zone c6tiere de 15 kilomitres de profondeur s'etendant
de la frontiere entre l'Italie et la Yougoslavie et entre l'Italie et le Territoire
Libre de Trieste jusqu'au parallele 44050' nord et dans les iles situees le
long de cette zone c6tiere, l'Italie ne sera autorisee, ni a etablir de nouvelles
bases ou installations navales permanentes, ni a developper les bases ou
installations existantes. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle aux modifica-
tions peu importantes des installations navales et des bases existantes non
plus qu'a leur entretien, pourvu que la capacite de l'ensemble de ces installa-
tions et de ces bases ne soit pas accrue.

6. Dans la presqu'ile d'Apulie, a 1'est du m6ridien 17045' est,
l'Italie ne sera autorisee ni a construire aucune installation pennanente
mnilitaire, navale ou d'aviation militaire, ni i developper les installations
existantes. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle aux modifications peu
importantes des installations existantes, non plus qu'a leur entretien, pourvu
que la capacite de l'ensemble de ces installations ne soit pas accrue. Toute-
fois, la construction de casernements pour les forces de securite qu'il serait
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2. La destruction ou l'enlevement prevus au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus 

s'effectueront dans la limite d'une distance de 20 kilometres a partir d'un 

point quelconque de la frontiere telle qu'elle est definie par le present 

Traite; us devront etre acheves dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite. 

3. La reconstruction de ces fortifications et installations est interdite. 

4. (a) La construction des ouvrages suivants est interdite a l'ouest de 

la frontiere italo-yougoslave: fortifications permanentes oil peuvent e'tre 

installees des armes capables de tirer en territoire yougoslave ou dans les 

eaux territoriales yougoslaves, installations militaires permanentes pouvant 

etre utilisees pour conduire ou diriger le tir en territoire yougoslave ou 

dans les eaux territoriales yougoslaves; moyens permanents de ravitaille-

ment et de stockage edifies uniquement pour l'usage des fortifications et 
installations ci-dessus. 

(b) Cette interdiction ne vise pas les autres types de fortifications 

non permanentes ou les casernements et installations de surface qui sont 

uniquement destines a repondre a. des necessites d'ordre interieur et de 
defense locale des frontieres. 

5. Dans une zone cotiere de 15 kilometres de profondeur s'etendant 

de la frontiere entre l'Italie et la Yougoslavie et entre l'Italie et le Territoire 

Libre de Trieste jusqu'au parallele 44°50' nord et dans les lies situees le 

long de cette zone cotiere, l'Italie ne sera autorisee, ni a etablir de nouvelles 

bases ou installations navales permanentes, ni a developper les bases ou 

installations existantes. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle aux modifica-

tions peu importantes des installations navales et des bases existantes non 

plus qu'a leur entretien, pounru que la capacite de l'ensemble de ces installa-

tions et de ces bases ne soit pas accrue. 

6. Dans la presqu'ile d'Apulie, l'est du meridien 17045' est, 

l'Italie ne sera autorisee ni a construire aucune installation pennanente 

rnilitaire, navale ou &aviation militaire, ni a developper les installations 

existantes. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle aux modifications peu 

importantes des installations existantes, non plus qu'a leur entretien, pourvu 
que la capacite de l'ensemble de ces installations ne soit pas accrue. Toute-

fois, la construction de casernements pour les forces de sectuite qu'il serait 
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necessaire d'employer a des missions d'ordre int6rieur et a la defense locale
des frontieres sera autoris6e.

Article 49
1. Pantellaria, les iles Pelage (Lamp6duse, Lampione et Linosa),

ainsi que Pianosa (dans l'Adriatique) seront et demeureront d6militaris6es.

2. Leur demilitarisation devra etre achevee dans un delai d'un an
a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

Article 50
1. En Sardaigne, tous les emplacements permanents d'artillerie de

defense des c6tes ainsi que leurs armements et toutes les installations navales
situees a moins de 30 kilometres des eaux territoriales francaises seront,
soit transf6r6s en Italie continentale, soit d6molis dans un delai d'un an a
partir de l'entree en vigueur du pr6sent Traite.

2. En Sicile et en Sardaigne, toutes les installations permanentes ainsi
que le materiel destines a l'entretien et au stockage des torpilles, des mines
marines et des bombes seront, soit d6molis, soit transfer6s en Italie con-
tinentale dans un d6lai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present
Traite.

3. Aucune amelioration, reconstruction ou extension des installations
existantes ou des fortifications permanentes de Sicile et de Sardaigne ne
sera autorisee; toutefois, sauf dans les zones de la Sardaigne septentrionale
definies au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, il pourra etre procede a l'entretien
normal de ces installations ou fortifications permanentes et des armes qui
y sont d6ja installees.

4. En Sicile et en Sardaigne, il sera interdit a l'Italie de construire
aucune installation ou fortification navale, militaire ou d'aviation militaire,
a l'exception des casernements des forces de securit6 qu'il serait n6cessaire
d'employer a des missions d'ordre interieur.

Article 51
L'Italie ne poss6dera, ne fabriquera ou n'experimentera 1° aucune

arme atomique, 2° aucun projectile auto-moteur ou dirig6, ni aucun dispo-
sitif employ6 pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que torpilles ou
dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal
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necessaire d'employer a des missions d'ordre interieur et a la defense locale 
des frontieres sera autorisee. 

Article 49 

1. Pantellaria, les lies Pelage (Lampeduse, Lampione et Linosa), 

ainsi que Pianosa (dans l'Adriatique) seront et demeureront demilitarisees. 

2. Leur demilitarisation devra etre achevee dans un delai d'un an 
partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

Article 50 

1. En Sardaigne, taus les emplacements permanents d'artillerie de 

defense des cotes ainsi que leurs armements et toutes les installations navales 

situees a moms de 30 kilometres des eaux territoriales francaises seront, 

soit transferes en Italie continentale, soit demolis dans un delai d'un an a 

partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

2. En Sicile et en Sardaigne, toutes les installations permanentes ainsi 

que le materiel destines a l'entretien et au stockage des torpilles, des mines 

marines et des bombes seront, soit demolis, soit transferes en Italie con-
tinentale dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present 
Traite. 

3. Aucune amelioration, reconstruction ou extension des installations 

existantes ou des fortifications permanentes de Sicile et de Sardaigne ne 

sera autorisee; toutefois, sauf dans les zones de la Sardaigne septentrionale 

definies au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, ii pourra etre procede a l'entretien 

normal de ces installations ou fortifications permanentes et des armes qui 

y sont déjà installees. 

4. En Sicile et en Sardaigne, il sera interdit a l'Italie de construire 

aucune installation ou fortification navale, militaire ou d'aviation militaire, 

l'exception des casernements des forces de securite qu'il serait necessaire 
d'employer a des missions d'ordre interieur. 

Article 51 

L'Italie ne possedera, ne fabriquera ou n'experimentera 1° aucune 

arme atomique, 2° aucun projectile auto-moteur on dirige, ni aucun dispo-

sitif employe pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que torpilles ou 

dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal 



des navires autorises par le present Traite), 3° aueun canon d'une portee
superieure a 30 kilometres, 4° aucune mine marine ou torpille fonc-
tionnant par mecanisme a influence, 5° aucune torpille humaine.

Article 52

L'acquisition, a l'interieur ou hors de l'Italie, de materiel de guerre
d'origine allemande ou japonaise, ou construit sur des plans allemands ou
japonais, ainsi que la fabrication de ce materiel, seront interdites a l'Italie.

Article 53

L'Italie ne devra pas fabriquer ou posseder, a titre public ou prive,
de materiel de guerre en exc6dent ou d'un type different de celui qui est
necessaire aux forces arm6es autoris6es par les sections III, IV et V ci-
dessous.

Article 54
Le nombre total des chars lourds et moyens des forces armees italiennes

ne pourra etre superieur a 200.

Article 55
En aucun cas, un officier ou sous-officier de l'ancienne milice fasciste

ou de l'ancienne armee r6publicaine fasciste ne pourra etre admis a servir
avec un grade d'officier ou de sous-officier dans l'arm6e, la marine ou
l'aviation italienne, ainsi que dans les carabiniers, a l'exception de ceux qui
auront ete r6habilites par l'organisme competent, conform6ment a la loi
italienne.

SECTION III-LIMITATIONS A IMPOSER A LA

MARINE ITALIENNE

Article 56

1. La flotte italienne actuelle sera reduite aux unites enumerees a
l'annexe XII A.

2. Des unites suppl6mentaires, ne figurant pas a 1'annexe XII et
utilis6es dans le but exclusif de draguer les mines, pourront etre maintenues
jusqu'a la fin de la periode de dragage qui sera fixee par la Commission
Centrale Internationale de Dragage pour le d6blaiement des mines dans
les eaux europ6ennes.

3. Dans un delai de deux mois apres la fin de ladite periode, ceux
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des navires autorises par le present Traite), 3° aueun canon d'une portee 

superieure a 30 kilometres, 4° aucune mine marine ou torpille fonc-

tionnant par mecanisme a influence, 5° aucune torpille humaine. 

Article 52 

L'acquisition, a l'interieur ou hors de l'Italie, de materiel de guerre 

d'origine allemande ou japonaise, ou construit sur des plans allemands ou 

japonais, ainsi que la fabrication de ce materiel, seront interdites a l'Italie. 

Article 53 

L'Italie ne devra pas fabriquer ou posseder, a titre public ou prive, 

de materiel de guerre en excedent ou d'un type different de celui qui est 

necessaire aux forces armees autorisees par les sections III, IV et V ci-

dessous. 

Article 54 

Le nombre total des chars lourds et moyens des forces armees italiennes 

no pourra etre superieur a 200. 

Article 55 

En aucun cas, un officier ou sous-officier de l'ancienne milice fasciste 

ou de l'ancienne armee republicaine fasciste ne pourra etre admis a servir 

avec un grade d'officier ou de sous-officier dans l'armee, la marine ou 

l'aviation italienne, ainsi que dans les carabiniers, a l'exception de ceux qui 

auront ete rehabilites par l'organisme competent, conformement a la loi 

italienne. 

SECTION III-LIMITATIONS A IMPOSER A LA 

MARINE ITALIENNE 

Article 56 

1. La flotte italienne actuelle sera reduite aux unites enumerees 
l'annexe XII A. 

2. Des unites supplementaires, ne figurant pas a l'annexe XII et 

utilisees dans le but exclusif de draguer les mines, pourront etre maintenues 

jusqu'a la fin de la periode de dragage qui sera fixee par la Commission 

Centrale Internationale de Dragage pour le deblaiement des mines dans 
les eaux europeennes. 

3. Dans un delai de deux mois apres la fin de ladite periode, ceux 
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de ces batiments qui auront 6et pretes a la marine italienne par d'autres Puis-
sances, seront rendus a ces Puissances, et toutes les autres unites supplemen-
taires seront d6sarm6es et transform6es en vue d'un usage civil.

Article 57
1. L'Italie prendra les mesures suivantes a l'egard des unites de Ia

marine italienne sp6cifi6es a l'annexe XII B:
(a) Lesdites unites devront etre mises a la disposition des Gouverne-

ments des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du Royaume-Uni et de
l'Union Sovi6tique.

(b) Les batiments de guerre qui doivent etre livres en application de
l'alin6a (a) ci-dessus seront entierement equipes et prets au mat6riel pour
toute operation, avec tout ce qui est necessaire a l'emploi des armes, le stock
de bord des pieces de rechange au complet, et avec toute la documentation
technique necessaire.

(c) La livraison des batiments de guerre specifies ci-dessus sera ef-
fectuee dans un delai de trois mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present
Traite, sauf dans le cas des navires qui ne peuvent etre remis en etat en
trois mois et pour lesquels le delai de livraison pourra etre proroge par les
Quatre Gouvernements.

(d) Les stocks de reserve de pieces de rechange et les stocks de reserve
de materiel pour l'emploi des armes correspondant aux navires specifies
ci-dessus devront, autant que possible, etre fournis en meme temps que les
navires.

Le complement des stocks de reserve de pieces de rechange et des
stocks de reserve de materiel pour l'emploi des armes sera fourni en quan-
tites et a des dates qui seront fixees par les Quatre Gouvernements et de
toute facon dans un delai maximum d'un an a partir de l'entr6e en vigueur
du present Traite.

2. Les modalit6s des transferts et livraisons mentionn6s ci-dessus seront
fixees par une Commission des Quatre Puissances qui sera instituee par un
protocole separe.

3. Au cas ou un ou plusieurs des batiments mentionn6s a l'annexe
XII B et devant faire l'objet d'un transfert viendraient a etre perdus ou a
subir un dommage ne pouvant etre repar6 avant la date prevue pour le
transfert, quelle que soit la cause de la perte ou du dommage, l'Italie
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de ces batiments qui auront ete pretes A la marine italienne par d'autres Puis-

sances, seront rendus a ces Puissances, et toutes les autres unites supplemen-

taires seront desarmees et transformees en vue d'un usage civil. 

Article 57 

I. L'Italie prendra les mesures suivantes A l'egard des unites de la 
marine italienne specifiees a l'annexe XII B: 

(a) Lesdites unites devront etre mises a la disposition des Gouverne-

merits des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du Royaume-Uni et de 
l'Union Sovietique. 

(b) Les bailments de guerre qui doivent etre livres en application de 

l'alinea (a) ci-dessus seront entierement &pipes et prets au materiel pour 

toute operation, avec tout ce qui est necessaire A l'emploi des armes, le stock 

de bord des pieces de rechange au complet, et avec toute la documentation 
technique necessaire. 

(c) La livraison des batiments de guerre specifies ci-dessus sera ef-

fectuee dans un delai de trois mois A partir de l'entree en vigueur du present 

Traite, sauf dans le cas des navires qui ne peuvent e'tre remis en etat en 

trois mois et pour lesquels le delai de livraison pourra etre proroge par les 
Quatre Gouvernements. 

(d) Les stocks de reserve de pieces de rechange et les stocks de reserve 

de materiel pour l'emploi des armes correspondant aux navires specifies 

ci-dessus devront, autant que possible, etre fournis en meme temps que les 
navires. 

Le complement des stocks de reserve de pieces de rechange et des 

stocks de reserve de materiel pour l'emploi des armes sera fourni en quan-

tites et a des dates qui seront fixees par les Quatre Gouvemements et de 

toute facon dans un delai maximum d'un an A partir de l'entree en vigueur 
du present Traite. 

2. Les modalites des transferts et livraisons mentionnes ci-dessus seront 

fixees par une Commission des Quatre Puissances qui sera instituee par un 
protocole separe. 

3. Au cas oil un on plusieurs des bailments mentionnes A Pannexe 

XII B et devant faire l'objet d'un transfert viendraient A etre perdus ou 

subir un dommage ne pouvant etre repare avant la date prevue pour le 

transfert, quelle que soit la cause de la perte on du dommage, l'Italie 



s'engage a remplacer ce batiment ou ces batiments par un tonnage 6quivalent
prelev6 sur les batiments figurant a l'annexe XII A. Dans ce cas le batiment
ou les batiments de remplacement seront choisis par les Ambassadeurs
des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union
Sovi6tique a Rome.

Article 58
1. L'Italie appliquera les mesures suivantes concernant les sous-marins

et les batiments de guerre hors d'6tat de servir. Les delais sp6cifi6s doivent
s'entendre comme partant de la date d'entree en vigueur du pr6sent Traite.

(a) Les batiments de guerre de surface a flot qui ne figurent pas dans
l'annexe XII, y compris les batiments de guerre en construction a flot, seront
detruits ou mis a la ferraille dans un delai de neuf mois;

(b) Les batiments de guerre en construction sur cale seront d6truits
ou mis a la ferraille dans un delai de neuf mois;

(c) Les sous-marins t flot qui ne figurent pas dans l'annexe XII B
seront coules en pleine mer par plus de 100 brasses de fond dans un delai
de trois mois;

(d) Les batiments de guerre coules dans les ports italiens et les chenaux
d'entr6e de ces ports, qui entravent la navigation normale, seront, dans un
delai de deux ans, detruits sur place ou pourront etre renflou6s et, par la
suite, d6truits ou mis a la ferraille;

(e) Les batiments de guerre coules dans les eaux italiennes peu pro-
fondes et qui n'entravent pas la navigation normale seront, dans un delai
d'un an, mis hors d'6tat d'etre renflou6s;

(f) Les batiments de guerre pouvant etre transformes qui ne rentrent
pas dans la d6finition du mat6riel de guerre et qui ne figurent pas a l'annexe
XII pourront etre transformns pour des usages civils ou devront etre demolis
dans un delai de deux ans.

2. L'Italie s'engage a r6cuperer, avant d'appliquer les mesures d'im-
mersion ou de destruction de navires de guerre et de sous-marins mentionn6s
dans le pr6c6dent paragraphe, le mat6riel et les pieces d6tach6es qui pour-
ront servir a completer les stocks de bord et de reserve de pieces de rechange
et de mat6riel qui devront etre fournis en vertu du paragraphe 1 de l'article
57 pour tous les navires sp6cifi6s a l'annexe XII B.

L'Italie pourra 6galement, sous le controle des Ambassadeurs des
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s'engage a remplacer ce batiment ou ces bailments par mi tonnage equivalent 

preleve sur les bailments figurant a rannexe XII A. Dans ce cas le bailment 

ou les bailments de remplacement seront choisis par les Ambassadeurs 

des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union 

Sovietiq-ue a Rome. 

Article 58 

1. L'Italie appliquera les mesures suivantes concernant les sous-marins 

et les bailments de guerre hors dMtat de servir. Les delais specifies doivent 

s'entendre comme partant de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

(a) Les batiments de guerre de surface a hot qui ne figurent pas dans 

l'annexe XII, y compris les bailments de guerre en construction a hot, seront 

detruits ou mis a la ferraille dens un delai de neuf mois; 

(b) Les bailments de guerre en construction sur cale seront detruits 
ou mis a la ferraille dans un delai de neuf mois; 

(c) Les sous-marins a hot qui ne figurent pas dans l'annexe XII B 

seront coules en pleine mer par plus de 100 brasses de fond dans un delai 
de trois mois; 

(d) Les batiments de guerre conies dans les ports italiens et les chenaux 

d'entree de ces ports, qui entravent la navigation normale, seront, dans un 

delai de deux ans, detruits sur place ou pourront etre renfloues et, par la 
suite, detruits ou mis a la ferraille; 

(e) Les bailments de guerre coules dans les eaux italiennes peu pro-

fondes et qui n'entravent pas la navigation normale seront, dans un delai 
d'un an, mis hors d'etat d'être renfloues; 

(f) Les bailments de guerre pouvant etre transformes qui ne rentrent 

pas dans la definition du materiel de guerre et qui ne figurent pas a l'annexe 

XII pourront etre transformes pour des usages civils ou devront etre demolis 
dans un delai de deux ans. 

2. L'Italie s'engage a recuperer, avant d'appliquer les mesures d'im-

mersion ou de destruction de navires de guerre et de sous-marins mentionnes 

dans le precedent paragraphe, Ie materiel et les pieces detachees qui pour-

ront servir a completer les stocks de bord et de reserve de pieces de rechange 

et de materiel qui devront etre fourths en vertu du paragraphe 1 de Particle 

57 pour bus les navires specifies a rannexe XII B. 

L'Italie pourra egalement, sous le controle des Ambassadeurs des 
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Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique
a Rome, recup6rer tout equipement et toute piece de rechange, n'ayant pas
le caractere d'armements, et susceptibles d'etre aisement transformes en
vue d'un usage civil dans l'economie italienne.

Article 59
1. I1 ne sera construit, acquis ou remplac6 par l'Italie aucun batiment

de ligne.
2. II ne sera construit, acquis, utilis6 ou experimente par l'Italie aucun

porte-avions, sous-marin ou autre batiment submersible, aucune vedette
lance-torpilles et aucun type specialis6 de batiment d'assaut.

3. Le total des d6placements-types des navires de combat de la flotte
italienne autres que les batiments de ligne, y compris les navires en construc-
tion apres la date de leur lancement, ne devra pas depasser 67.500 tonnes.

4. Le remplacement des navires de combat devra etre effectue par
l'Italie dans la limite du tonnage indique au paragraphe 3. Le remplacement
des navires auxiliaires ne sera soumis a aucune restriction.

5. L'Italie s'engage a ne faire l'acquisition ou a n'entreprendre la
construction d'aucun navire de combat avant le ler janvier 1950, sauf au
cas ou il serait necessaire de remplacer une unite, autre qu'un batiment de
ligne, perdue accidentellement et, dans ce cas, le deplacement du nouveau
navire ne devrait pas exceder de plus de dix pour cent le deplacement du
navire perdu.

6. Les termes utilises dans le present article sont, aux fins du present
Trait6, definis dans l'annexe XIII A.

Article 60
1. L'effectif total de la marine italienne, non compris le personnel de

l'aeronautique navale, ne devra pas depasser 25.000 officiers et hommes.
2. Pendant la piriode de dragage des mines telle qu'elle sera fixee par

la Commission Centrale Internationale de Dragage pour le d6blaiement
des mines dans les eaux europeennes, l'Italie sera autorisee a employer a
cet effet un nombre supplementaire d'officiers et d'hommes qui ne devra
pas depasser 2.500.

3. L'effectif permanent de la marine en excedent de celui qui est
autorise par le paragiaphe 1 sera progressivement reduit aux chiffres et dans
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les delais indiqu6s ci-apres, les delais devant 8tre comptes a partir de l'entree
en vigueur du present Traite:

(a) 30.000 dans un delai de six mois;

(b) 25.000 dans un delai de neuf mois.
Deux mois apres l'achevement des operations de dragage des mines par

la marine italienne, le personnel supplementaire autoris6 par le paragraphe
2 devra etre licencie ou integre dans les effectifs indiques ci-dessus.

4. En dehors des effectifs mentionn6s aux paragraphes 1 et 2 et du
personnel de l'aeronautique navale autoris6 par l'article 65, aucune personne
ne devra recevoir, sous aucune forme, d'instruction navale au sens de
l'annexe XIII B.

SECTION IV-LIMITATIONS A IMPOSER A

L'ARMEE ITALIENNE

Article 61
L'armee italienne, y compris les gardes-frontieres, sera limitee a une

force de 185.000 hommes comprenant le personnel de commandement, les
unites combattantes et les services et a 65.000 carabiniers; toutefois, l'un
ou l'autre de ces deux 1eements pourra varier de 10.000 hommes, pourvu
que l'effectif global ne depasse pas 250.000 hommes. L'organisation et
l'armement des forces terrestres italiennes ainsi que leur repartition sur
1'ensemble du territoire italien seront conqus de maniere a repondre exclu-
sivement a des taches de caractere interieur, aux besoins de la defense locale
des frontieres italiennes et de la defense anti-aerienne.

Article 62
Le personnel de l'arm6e italienne en excedent des chiffres autorises aux

termes de l'article 61 ci-dessus sera licencie dans un delai de six mois a
partir de 1'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

Article 63
Aucune forme d'instruction militaire, au sens de l'annexe XIII B, ne

sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de l'armee italienne ou des
carabiniers.
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SECTION V-LIMITATIONS A IMPOSER A

L'AVIATION ITALIENNE

Article 64
1. L'aviation militaire italienne, y compris toute l'a6ronautique navale,

sera limitee a 200 appareils de combat et de reconnaissance et a 150 avions
de transport, de sauvetage en mer, d'instruction (avions-ecoles) et de liaison.
Dans ces chiffres totaux seront compris les appareils de r6serve. Exception
faite des avions de combat et de reconnaissance, aucun appareil ne sera muni
d'armement. L'organisation et l'armement de l'aviation italienne ainsi que
sa r6partition sur le territoire italien seront concus de maniere & r6pondre
uniquement aux taches de caractere interieur, aux besoins de la defense
locale des frontieres italiennes et de la defense contre les attaques aeriennes.

2. L'Italie ne possedera ou n'acquerra aucun avion concu essentielle-
ment comme bombardier et comportant des dispositifs interieurs pour le
transport des bombes.

Article 65
1. Le personnel de l'aviation militaire italienne, y compris celui de

l'aeronautique navale, sera limit6 a un effectif total de 25.000 hommes
comprenant le personnel de commandement, les unites combattantes et les
services.

2. Aucune forme d'instruction militaire aerienne, au sens de l'annexe
XIII B, ne sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de l'aviation
militaire italienne.

Article 66
L'aviation militaire italienne en excedent des chiffres autorises aux

termes de l'article 65 ci-dessus sera dissoute dans un delai de six mois a
partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

SECTION VI-SORT DU MATERIEL DE GUERRE

(tel qu'il est defini a l'annexe XIII C)

Article 67
1. Tout le materiel de guerre de provenance italienne, en excedent de

celui qui est autoris6 pour les forces armees specifiees aux Sections III, IV
et V, sera mis a la disposition des Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
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de la France, du Royaume-Uni et de 1'Union Sovietique conformement aux
instructions que ceux-ci pourront donner a 1'Italie.

2. Tout le mat6riel de guerre de provenance alliee, en excedent de celui
qui est autoris6 pour les forces arm6es sp6cifi6es aux Sections III, IV et V,
sera mis a la disposition de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee
conform6ment aux instructions qui seront donn6es par celle-ci a l'Italie.

3. Tout le materiel de guerre de provenance allemande ou japonaise,
en excedent de celui qui est autorise pour les forces armees sp6cifi6es aux
Sections III, IV et V, ainsi que tous les projets de provenance allemande ou
japonaise, y compris les bleus, prototypes, modeles d'experience et plans
existants, seront mis a la disposition des Quatre Gouvernements conforme-
ment aux instructions que ceux-ci pourront donner a l'Italie.

4. L'Italie renonce a tous ses droits sur le materiel de guerre men-
tionn6 ci-dessus et se conformera aux dispositions du present article dans un
delai d'un an a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, sous r6serve
des dispositions contenues dans les articles 56 a 58 ci-dessus.

5. L'Italie fournira aux Quatre Gouvernements, dans un delai de six
mois a partir de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, des listes de tout le
materiel de guerre en excedent.

SECTION VII-ACTION PREVENTIVE CONTRE LE REARMEMENT DE

L'ALLEMAGNE ET DU JAPON

Article 68
L'Italie s'engage a apporter son entiere collaboration aux Puissances

Alliees et Associ6es en vue de mettre l'Allemagne et le Japon dans l'impos-
sibilit6 de prendre, hors des territoires allemand et japonais, des mesures
tendant a leur rearmement.

Article 69
L'Italie s'engage a n'autoriser, sur le territoire italien, ni l'emploi, ni

la formation de techniciens, y compris le personnel de l'aviation militaire
ou civile, qui sont ou ont ete des ressortissants de l'Allemagne ou du Japon.

Article 70
L'Italie s'engage a n'acquerir ou fabriquer aucun avion civil de

modele allemand ou japonais, ou comportant des elements importants de
fabrication ou de conception allemande ou japonaise.
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SECTION VIII-PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE

Article 71

1. Les prisonniers de guerre italiens seront rapatri6s aussitot que pos-
sible conform6ment aux arrangements conclus entre chacune des Puissances
qui d6tiennent ces prisonniers et l'Italie.

2. Tous les frais entrain6s par le transfert des prisonniers de guerre
italiens, y compris les frais de subsistance, depuis leurs centres de rapatrie-
ment respectifs, choisis par le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alli6e ou
Associee int6ress6e, jusqu'au lieu d'entr6e sur le territoire italien, seront
a la charge du Gouvernement italien.

SECTION IX-DRAGAGE DES MINES

Article 72

A partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, l'Italie sera invit6e a
devenir membre de la Commission pour la zone m6diterraneenne de l'Orga-
nisation Internationale de Dragage pour le deblaiement des mines dans
les eaux europ6ennes, et elle s'engage a maintenir a la disposition de la
Commission Centrale de Dragage des mines la totalit6 de ses moyens de
dragage jusqu'a la fin de la p6riode de dragage d'apres-guerre, telle qu'elle
sera determin6e par la Commission Centrale.

PARTIE V
RETRAIT DES FORCES ALLIEES

Article 73

1. Toutes les forces arm6es des Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es seront
retir6es d'Italie aussit6t que possible et en tout cas dans un delai maximum
de quatre-vingt-dix jours a partir de 1'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite.

2. Tous les biens italiens n'ayant pas fait l'objet d'une indemnisation
et qui se trouvent en la possession des forces arm6es des Puissances Alli6es
et Associ6es en Italie a la date d'entr6e en vigueur du pr6sent Trait6
seront restitu6s au Gouvernement italien dans le meme d6lai de quatre-
vingt-dix jours ou donneront lieu a l'attribution d'une indemnit6 convenable.

3. Tous les avoirs en banque et les sommes en especes qui seront en
la possession des forces arm6es des Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es au
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moment de l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 et qui leur auront 6et
fournis gratuitement par le Gouvernement italien seront restitues a ce
Gouvernement dans les memes conditions et, s'ils ne le sont pas, le Gouverne-
ment italien sera cr6dit6 d'une somme correspondant a leur montant.

PARTIE VI
RECLAMATIONS NEES DE LA GUERRE

SECTION I- RPARATIONS

Article 74

A. Reparations au profit de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes

1. L'Italie paiera a l'Union Sovietique des reparations pour une valeur
de 100.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis pendant une p6riode de sept ans,
a compter de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. I1 ne sera pas effectue
pendant les deux premieres annees de prestations prelevees sur la production
industrielle courante.

2. Les livraisons au titre des reparations proviendront des sources
suivantes:

(a) Une part des installations et de l'outillage industriels italiens
destines a la fabrication du mat6riel de guerre qui ne sont ni n6cessaires
aux besoins des effectifs militaires autoris6s, ni imm6diatement adaptables
a des usages civils et qui seront enlev6s d'Italie en vertu de l'article 67 du
present Traite;

(b) Les avoirs italiens en Roumanie, en Bulgarie et en Hongrie, sous
reserve des exceptions specifiees au paragraphe 6 de l'article 79;

(c) La production industrielle courante de l'Italie y compris la pro-
duction des industries extractives.

3. Les quantites et les categories de marchandises a livrer feront
'objet d'accords entre le Gouvernement de l'Union Sovi6tique et le Gouverne-

ment italien; le choix en sera effectue et les livraisons en seront echelonn6es
de facon a ne pas entraver la reconstruction economique de 1'Italie et a ne
pas imposer aux autres Puissances Alliees ou Associees des charges supple-
mentaires. Les accords conclus en vertu de ce paragraphe seront communi-
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aux besoins des effectifs militaires autorises, ni immediatement adaptables 

a des usages civils et qui seront enleves d'Italie en vertu de Particle 67 du 
present Traite; 

(b) Les avoirs italiens en Roumanie, en Bulgarie et en Hongrie, sous 

reserve des exceptions specifiees au paragraphe 6 de Particle 79; 

(c) La production industrielle courante de l'Italie y compris la pro-

duction des industries extractives. 

3. Les quantites et les categories de marchandises a livrer feront 

l'objet d'accords entre le Gouvernement de l'Union Sovietique et le Gouverne-

ment italien; le choix en sera effectue et les livraisons en seront echelonnees 

de facon a ne pas entraver la reconstruction economique de Phalle et a ne 

pas imposer aux autres Puissances Alliees ou Associees des charges supple-

mentaires. Les accords conclus en vertu de ce paragraphe seront communi-
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ques aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, de France, du Royaume-
Uni et de l'Union Sovietique a Rome.

4. L'Union Sovi6tique fournira a l'Italie, a des conditions commer-
ciales, les matieres premieres ou les produits que l'Italie importe normale-
ment et qui sont necessaires a la production de ces marchandises. Le paiement
de ces matieres premieres ou de ces produits sera effectue en d6duisant
leur valeur de celle des marchandises livrees a l'Union Sovietique.

5. Les Quatre Ambassadeurs determineront la valeur des avoirs ita-
liens qui seront transf6ers a l'Union Sovietique.

6. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu au present article sera
le dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parit6 or au ler juillet 1946, c'est-a-dire 35
dollars pour une once d'or.

B. Reparations au profit de l'Albanie, de l'Ethiopie, de la Grece et de la
Yougoslavie

1. L'Italie paiera des reparations aux Etats suivants:
Albanie: pour une valeur de 5.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis.
Ethiopie: pour une valeur de 25.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis.
Grece: pour une valeur de 105.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis.
Yougoslavie: pour une valeur de 125.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis.
Ces paiements seront effectues pendant une periode de sept ans a

compter de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. I1 ne sera pas effectu6
pendant les deux premieres annees de prestations prelevees sur la produc-
tion industrielle courante.

2. Les livraisons au titre des reparations proviendront des sources
suivantes:

(a) Une part des installations et de l'outillage industriels italiens
destines a la fabrication du materiel de guerre qui ne sont ni necessaires
aux besoins des effectifs militaires autoris6s, ni immediatement adaptables
a des usages civils et qui seront enleves d'Italie en vertu de l'article 67 du
present Trait6;

(b) La production industrielle courante de l'Italie, y compris les
produits des industries extractives;

(c) Toutes autres categories de prestations en capital on services a
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ques aux Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-

Uni et de PUnion Sovietique a Rome. 

4. L'Union Sovietique foumira a Phalle, a des conditions commer-

dales, les matieres premieres ou les produits que l'Italie importe normale-

ment et qui sont necessaires a la production de ces marchandises. Le paiement 

de ces matieres premieres ou de ces produits sera effectue en deduisant 

leur valeur de celle des marchandises livrees a l'Union Sovietique. 

5. Les Quatre Ambassadeurs determineront la valeur des avoirs ita-

liens qui seront transferes a PUnion Sovietique. 

6. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu au present article sera 

le dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parite or au ler juillet 1946, c'est-a-dire 35 

dollars pour une once d'or. 

B. Reparations au profit de l'Albanie, de l'Ethiopie, de la Grece et de la 

Yougoslavie 

1. L'Italie paiera des reparations aux Etats suivants: 

Albanie: pour une valeur de 5.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis. 

Ethiopic: pour une valeur de 25.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis. 

Grece: pour une valeur de 105.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis. 

Yougoslavie: pour une valeur de 125.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis. 

Ces paiements seront effectues pendant une periode de sept ans 

compter de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 11 ne sera pas effectue 

pendant les deux premieres annees de prestations prelevees sur la produc-

tion industrielle courante. 

2. Les livraisons au titre des reparations proviendront des sources 

suivantes: 

(a) line part des installations et de l'outillage industriels italiens 

destines a la fabrication du materiel de guerre qui ne sont ni necessaires 

aux besoins des effectifs militaires autorises, ni immediatement adaptables 

a des usages civils et qui seront enleves d'Italie en vertu de l'article 67 du 

present Traite; 

(b) La production industrielle courante de rItalie, y compris les 

produits des industries extractives; 

(c) Toutes autres categories de prestations en capital on services a 



'exclusion des avoirs italiens qui, aux termes de I'article 79 du present
Trait6, relevent de la juridiction des Etats enum6res au paragraphe 1
ci-dessus. Les prestations faites en application du present paragraphe com-
prendront les navires a passagers Saturnia et Vulcania, ou l'un des deux,
dans le cas oi, apres evaluation par les Quatre Ambassadeurs, ils seraient
demandes dans une p6riode de quatre-vingt dix jours par l'un des Etats
6num6ers au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus. Les prestations accomplies au titre du
present paragraphe pourront 6galement comprendre des semences.

3. Les quantit6s et les categories de marchandises et services a livrer
feront l'objet d'accords entre les gouvernements ayant droit a des reparations
et le Gouvernement italien; le choix en sera effectue et les livraisons en
seront echelonn6es de fagon a ne pas entraver la reconstruction economique
de l'Italie et a ne pas imposer aux autres Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es des
charges suppl6mentaires.

4. Les Etats ayant droit a des reparations au titre de la production
courante fourniront a l'Italie, a des conditions commerciales, les matieres
premieres ou les produits que l'Italie importe normalement et qui seront
necessaires a la production de ces marchandises. Le paiement de ces ma-
tieres premieres ou de ces produits sera effectue en d6duisant leur valeur
de celle des marchandises livrees.

5. La base de calcul pour le reglement pr6vu au present article sera
le dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parit6 or au ler juillet 1946, c'est-a-dire
35 dollars pour une once d'or.

6. Les reclamations des Etats 6numeres au paragraphe 1 de la partie B
du present article, dans la mesure ofu elles excedent les montants specifies
dans ce paragraphe, seront satisfaites a l'aide des actifs italiens places
sous la juridiction respective de ces Etats par l'article 79 du present Traite.

7. (a) Les Quatre Ambassadeurs coordonneront et controleront l'ex6-
cution des dispositions de la partie B du present article. Ils se concerteront
avec les chefs des missions diplomatiques a Rome des Etats mentionnes au
paragraphe 1 de la partie B et, lorsqu'il y aura lieu, avec le Gouvernement
italien et ils donneront conseil aux parties int6ress6es. Aux fins du present
article, les Quatre Ambassadeurs continueront leurs fonctions jusqu'a l'ex-
piration de la periode prevue au paragraphe 1 de la partie B pour les
livraisons au titre des reparations.
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rexclusion des avoirs italiens qui, aux termes de l'article 79 du present 

Traite, rerevent de la juridiction des Etats enumeres au paragraphe 1 

ci-dessus. Les prestations faites en application du present paragraphe corn-

prendront les navires a passagers Satur-nia et Vulcania, ou l'un des deux, 

dens le cas apres evaluation par les Quatre Ambassadeurs, us seraient 

demandes dans une periode de quatre-vingt dix jours par l'un des Etats 

enumeres au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus. Les prestations accomplies au titre du 

present paragraphe pourront egalement comprendre des semences. 

3. Les quantites et les categories de marchandises et services a livrer 

feront l'objet d'accords entre les gouvemements ayant droit a des reparations 

et le Gouvemement italien; le choix en sera effectue et les livraisons en 

seront echelonnees de facon a ne pas entraver la reconstruction economique 

de l'Italie et a ne pas imposer aux autres Puissances Alliees ou Associees des 

charges supplementaires. 

4. Les Etats ayant droit a des reparations au titre de la production 

courante fourniront a Phalle, a des conditions commerciales, les matieres 

premieres ou les produits que Phalle importe normalement et qui seront 

necessaires a la production de ces marchandises. Le paiement de ces ma-

tieres premieres ou de ces produits sera effectue en deduisant leur valeur 
de celle des marchandises livrees. 

5. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu au present article sera 

le dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parite or au ler juillet 1946, c'est-a-dire 

35 dollars pour une once d'or. 

6. Les reclamations des Etats enumeres au paragraphe 1 de la partie B 

du present article, dans la mesure oü elles excedent les montants specifies 

dans cc paragraphe, seront satisfaites a l'aide des actifs italiens places 

sous la juridiction respective de ces Etats par l'article 79 du present Traite. 

7. (a) Les Quatre Ambassadeurs coordonneront et controleront l'exe-

cution des dispositions de la partie B du present article. Rs se concerteront 

avec les chefs des missions diplomatiques a Rome des Etats mentionnes au 

paragraphe 1 de la partie B et, lorsqu'il y aura lieu, avec le Gouvernement 

italien et ils donneront conseil aux parties interessees. Aux fins du present 

article, les Quatre Ambassadeurs continueront leurs fonctions jusqu'a l'ex-

piration de la periode prev-ue au paragraphe 1 de la partie B pour les 
livraisons au titre des reparations. 
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(b) En vue d'eviter les conflits ou les doubles attributions dans la
repartition de la production et des ressources italiennes entre les divers Etats
ayant droit aux reparations en vertu de la partie B du present article, les
Quatre Ambassadeurs seront informes par tout Gouvernement ayant droit
aux reparations en vertu de la partie B du present article et par le Gouverne-
ment italien de l'ouverture de n6gociations en vue de conclure un accord,
conformement aux dispositions du paragraphe 3 ci-dessus, ainsi que du
progres de ces negociations. Au cas oui un differend s'6elverait au cours
des n6gociations, les Quatre Ambassadeurs auront competence pour decider
de toute question qui leur serait soumise par l'un ou l'autre desdits Gou-
vernements, ou par tout autre Gouvernement ayant droit aux reparations
en vertu de la partie B du present article.

(c) Une fois conclus, les accords seront communiques aux Quatre
Ambassadeurs. Ceux-ci pourront recommander qu'un accord qui ne serait
pas ou qui aurait cesse d'8tre en harmonie avec les principes enonces au
paragraphe 3 ou a l'alinea (b) ci-dessus, soit modifie d'une maniere appro-
priee.

C. Dispositions speciales pour livraisons anticipees

Aucune disposition de la partie A et de la partie B du present article
ne sera consideree comme excluant pendant les deux premieres annees les
prestations pr6lev6es sur la production courante prevues au paragraphe
2(c) de la partie A et au paragraphe 2(b) de la partie B, si de telles presta-
tions sont faites en execution d'accords conclus entre le Gouvernement ayant
droit aux reparations et le Gouvernement italien.

D. Reparations au profit d'autres Etats
1. Les reclamations des autres Puissances Alliees et Associees seront

satisfaites sur les actifs italiens soumis a leurs juridictions respectives par
l'article 79 du present Traite.

2. Les reclamations de tout Etat beneficiant de cessions de territoires
en application du present Trait6 et qui n'est pas mentionne dans la Partie B
du present article seront satisfaites 6galement par le transfert audit Etat,
sans paiement de sa part, des installations et de l'outillage industriels situes
dans les territoires cedes, qui servent soit a la distribution de 1'eau, soit a
la production et a la distribution du gaz et de l'lectricite, et qui appartien-
nent a toute societe italienne dont le siege social est situe en Italie ou y est
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(b) En vue d'eviter les conflits ou les doubles attributions dans la 

repartition de la production et des ressources italiennes entre les divers Etats 

ayant droit aux reparations en vertu de la partie B du present article, les 

Quatre Ambassadeurs seront informes par tout Gouvernement ayant droit 

aux reparations en vertu de la partie B du present article et par le Gouverne-

ment italien de l'ouverture de negociations en vue de conclure un accord, 

conformement aux dispositions du paragraphe 3 ci-dessus, ainsi que du 

progres de ces negociations. Au cas oil tm differend s'eleverait au cours 

des negociations, les Quatre Ambassadeurs auront competence pour decider 

de toute question qui leur serait soumise par run ou l'autre desdits Gou-
vemements, ou par tout autre Gouvemement ayant droit aux reparations 

en vertu de la partie B du present article. 

(c) Une Lois conclus, les accords seront communiques aux Quatre 

Ambassadeurs. Ceux-ci pourront recommander qu'un accord qui ne serait 

pas ou qui aurait cesse d'être en harmonic avec les principes enonces au 

paragraphe 3 ou a l'alinea (b) ci-dessus, soit modifie d'une maniere appro-
priee. 

C. Dispositions speciales pour livraisons cauicipees 

Amine disposition de la partie A et de la partie B du present article 

ne sera consideree comme excluant pendant les deux premieres annees les 

prestations prelevees sur la production courante prevues au paragraphe 

2(c) de la partie A et au paragraphe 2(6) de la partie B, si de tales presta-

tions sont faites en execution d'accords conclus entre le Gouvemement ayant 
droit aux reparations et le Gouvernement italien. 

D. Reparations au profit d'autres Etats 

1. Les reclamations des autres Puissances Alliees et Associees seront 

satisfaites sur les actifs italiens soumis a leurs juridictions respectives par 
l'article 79 du present Traite. 

2. Les reclamations de tout Etat beneficiant de cessions de territoires 
en application du present Traite et qui n'est pas mentionne dans la Partie B 

du present article seront satisfaites egalement par le transfert audit Etat, 

sans paiement de sa part, des installations et de l'outillage industriels situes 

dans les territoires cedes, qui servent soit a la distribution de l'eau, soit 

la production et a la distribution du gaz et de l'electricite, et qui appartien-

nent a toute societe italierme dont le siege social est situe en Italie on y est 
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transfere, ainsi que par le transfert de tous autres avoirs de ces societes en
territoire cede.

3. La responsabilite r6sultant d'engagements financiers garantis par des
hypotheques, des privileges et autres charges grevant ces biens, sera assumee
par le Gouvernement italien.

E. Indemnisation pour les biens saisis au titre des reparations.
Le Gouvernement italien s'engage a indemniser toute personne physique

ou morale dont les biens sont saisis par suite de l'application des dispositions
du present article relatives aux reparations.

SECTION II-RESTITUTIQNS PAR L'ITALIE

Article 75
1. L'Italie accepte les principes de la Declaration des Nations Unies

du 5 janvier 1943 et restituera dans le plus bref delai possible les biens
enleves du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.

2. L'obligation de restituer s'applique a tous les biens identifiables se
trouvant actuellement en Italie et qui ont ete enlev6s, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire de l'une des Nations Unies, par l'une des Puissances
de l'Axe, quelles qu'aient ete les transactions ulterieures par lesquelles le
detenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession.

3. Le Gouvernement italien restituera en bon etat les biens vis6s dans
le present article et prendra a sa charge tous les frais de main d'oeuvre,
de mat6riaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Italie.

4. Le Gouvemement italien cooperera avec les Nations Unies a la
recherche et a la restitution des biens soumis a restitution aux termes du
present article et fournira a ses frais toutes les facilit6s necessaires.

5. Le Gouvernement italien prendra les mesures necessaires pour
restituer les biens vises dans le present article qui sont detenus dans un
tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction italienne.

6. La demande de restitution d'un bien sera pr6sent6e au Gouverne-
ment italien par le Gouvernement du pays du territoire duquel le bien a
ete enlev6, etant entendu que le materiel roulant sera considere comme
ayant ete enlev6 du territoire auquel il appartenait i l'origine. Les demandes
devront etre presentees dans un delai de six mois a partir de 'entree en
vigueur du present Trait.
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transfere, ainsi que par le transfert de tons autres avoirs de ces societes en 
territoire cede. 

3. La responsabilite resultant d'engagements financiers garantis par des 

hypotheques, des privileges et autres charges grevant ces biens, sera assumee 
par le Gouvernement italien. 

E. Indemnisation pour les biens saisis an titre des reparations. 

Le Gouvernement italien s'engage a indemniser toute personne physique 

ou morale dont les biens sont saisis par suite de l'application des dispositions 
du present article relatives aux reparations. 

SECTION II-RESTITTJTIQNS PAR L'ITALIE 

Article 75 

1. L'Italie accepte les principes de la Declaration des Nations Unies 

du 5 janvier 1943 et restituera dans le plus bref delai possible les biens 

enleves du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies. 

2. L'obligation de restituer s'applique a tous les biens identifiables se 

trouvant actuellement en Italic et qui ont ete enkves, par force ou par 

contrainte, du territoire de rime des Nations Unies, par l'une des Puissances 

de l'Axe, quelles qu'aient ete les transactions ulterieures par lesquelles le 
detenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession. 

3. Le Gouvernement italien restituera en bon etat les biens vises dans 

le present article et prendra a sa charge tons les frais de main d'oeuvre, 
de materiaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Italie. 

4. Le Gouvemement italien cooperera avec les Nations Unies it la 

recherche et I la restitution des biens soumis it restitution aux termes du 

present article et fournira I ses frais toutes les facilites necessaires. 

5. Le Gouvernement italien prendra les mesures necessaires pour 

restituer les biens vises dans le present article qui sont detenus dans un 
tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction italienne. 

6. La demande de restitution d'un Lien sera presentee au Gouverne-

ment italien par le Gouvernement du pays du territoire duquel le Lien a 
ete enleve, etant entendu que le materiel roulant sera considere comme 

ayant ete enleve du territoire auquel ii appartenait a l'origine. Les demandes 

devront etre presentees dans nn Mai de six mois I partir de l'entree en 
vigueur du present Traite. 
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7. Il incombera au Gouvernement requerant d'identifier le bien et
d'en prouver la propri&et et au Gouvernement italien d'apporter la preuve
que le bien n'a pas 6et enleve par force ou par contrainte.

8. Le Gouvernement italien restituera au Gouvernement de la Nation
Unie interessee tout 'or monetaire ayant fait lobjet de spoliations par
l'Italie ou transfere indfument en Italie, ou livrera au Gouvernement de la
Nation Unie interessee une quantite d'or egale en poids et en titre a la
quantit6 enlevee ou indument transferee. Le Gouvernement italien recon-
nait que cette obligation n'est pas affectee par les transferts ou les enleve-
ments d'or qui ont pu etre effectues du territoire italien au profit d'autres
Puissances de l'Axe ou d'un pays neutre.

9. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a l'Italie d'effectuer
la restitution d'objets pr6sentant un interet artistique, historique ou archeo-
logique qui font partie du patrimoine culturel de la Nation Unie du
territoire de laquelle ces objets ont ete enlev6s par les ressortissants, les
autorites ou les armees italiennes, usant de la force ou de la contrainte,
l'Italie s'engage a remettre a la Nation Unie interessee des objets de meme
nature ou d'une valeur sensiblement 6 quivalente a celle des objets enleves,
dans la mesure oi il est possible de s'en procurer en Italie.

SECTION III-ABANDON DE RECLAMATIONS PAR L'ITALIE

Article 76

1. L'Italie renonce, au nom du Gouvernement italien et des ressortis-
sants italiens, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es,
toute reclamation de quelque nature que ce soit r6sultant directement de
la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de l'existence d'un etat de guerre
en Europe apres le 1er septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee ou Associee
interess6e ait ete ou non en guerre avec l'Italie a l'epoque.

Sont incluses dans cette renonciation:
(a) Les r6clamations relatives & des pertes ou dommages subis par

suite de l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees
ou Associ6es;

(b) Les r6clamations resultant de la presence, des operations ou de
laction des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees ou Associees
sur le territoire italien;
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7. Ii incornbera au Gouvernement requerant d'identifier le Men et 

d'en prouver la propriete et an Gouvernement italien d'apporter la preuve 

que le bien n'a pas ete enleve par force ou par contrainte. 

8. Le Gouvernement italien restituera an Gouvernement de la Nation 

Unie interessee tout l'or monetaire ayant fait l'objet de spoliations par 

"Italie ou transfere indfunent en Italie, ou livrera an Gouvernement de la 

Nation Unie interessee une quantite d'or egale en poids et en titre a la 

quantite enlevee ou indament transferee. Le Gouvernement italien recon-
nait que cette obligation n'est pas affectee par les transferts ou les enleve-

ments d'or qui ont pu etre effectues du territoire italien an profit d'autres 
Puissances de "Axe ou d'un pays neutre. 

9. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a "Italie d'effectuer 

la restitution d'objets presentant un interet artistique, historique ou archeo-

logique qui font partie du patrimoine culturel de la Nation Unie du 

territoire de laquelle ces objets ont ete enleves par les ressortissants, les 
autorites on les armees italiennes, usant de la force ou de la contrainte, 

l'Italie s'engage a remettre a la Nation Unie interessee des objets de meme 

nature ou d'une valeur sensiblement equivalente a celle des objets enleves, 
dans la mesure oii il est possible de s'en procurer en Italie. 

SECTION III-ABANDON DE RECLAMATIONS PAR L'ITALIE 

Article 76 

1. L'Italie renonce, an nom du Gouvernement italien et des ressortis-

sants italiens, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alliees et Associees, 

toute reclamation de quelque nature que cc soit resultant directement de 

la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de "existence d'un etat de guerre 

en Europe apres le Pr septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee on Associee 
interessee ait ete on non en guerre avec "Italie a l'epoque. 

Sant incluses dans cette renonciation: 

(a) Les reclamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par 

suite de l'action des forces armees on des autorites de Puissances Alliees 
ou. Associees; 

(b) Les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations on de 
Faction des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances AlBees ou Associees 

sur le territoire italien; 



(c) Les reclamations portant sur les decisions ou les ordonnances des
tribunaux de prises de Puissances Alliees ou Associees, l'Italie acceptant
de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire toutes les
decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues au 1"e
septembre 1939 ou posterieurement a cette date et concernant les navires
italiens, les marchandises italiennes ou le paiement des frais;

(d) Les reclamations resultant de l'exercice des droits de belligerance
ou de mesures prises en vue de l'exercice de ces droits.

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et
definitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees, et
qui seront des lors eteintes, queles que soient les parties interess6es. Le
Gouvernement italien accepte de verser en lires une indemnite equitable
pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui ont fourni, sur rnquisi-
tion, des marchandises ou des services aux forces armees de Puissances
Allies ou Associees sur le territoire italien, ainsi que les reclamations
portees contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees ou Associees relatives
a des dommages causes sur le territoire italien et ne resultant pas de faits
de guerre.

3. L'Italie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouverement italien et
des ressortissants italiens, a faire valoir des reclamations de la nature de
celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre toute
Nation Unie qui a rompu les relations diplomatiques avec l'Italie et qui a
pris des mesures en cooperation avec les Puissances Alliees et Associees.

4. Le Gouvemement italien assumera la pleine responsabilit6 de
toute la monnaie militaire alliee 6mise en Italie par les autorites militaires
alliees, y compris toute la monnaie de cette nature en circulation a la date
de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

5. La renonciation a laquelle l'Italie souscrit aux termes du paragraphe
1 du present article s'etend a toutes les reclamations portant sur les
mesures prises par l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees

1l'egard des navires italiens entre le 1" Septembre 1939 et la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, ainsi que a toutes les reclamations et
cr6ances resultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre actuelle-
ment en vigueur.
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creances resultant des conventions stir les prisonniers de guerre actuelle-
ment en vigueur. 
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6. Les dispositions du present article ne devront pas etre considerees
comme affectant les droits de propriete sur les cables sous-marins qui, au
debut de la guerre, appartenaient au Gouvernement italien ou a des
ressortissants italiens. Ce paragraphe ne fera pas obstacle a l'application
aux cables sous-marins de l'article 79 et de l'annexe XIV.

Article 77

1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les biens en
Allemagne de l'Etat et des ressortissants italiens ne seront plus consideres
comme biens ennemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur caractere
ennemi seront lev6es.

2. Les biens identifiables de 1'Etat et des ressortissants italiens que
les forces armees ou les autorites allemandes ont enleves, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire italien et emportes en Allemagne apres le 3 sep-
tembre 1943, donneront lieu a restitution.

3. Le retablissement des droits de propriete ainsi que la restitution
des biens italiens en Allemagne seront effectues conformement aux mesures
qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne.

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient
prises en faveur de l'Italie et des ressortissants italiens par les Puissances
occupant l'Allemagne, l'Italie renonce, en son nom et au nom des ressortis-
sants italiens, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne et les ressortissants
allemands, qui n'etaient pas reglees au 8 mai 1945, i l'exception de celles
qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui etaient en vigueur
ainsi que de droits qui etaient acquis avant le 1" septembre 1939. Cette
renonciation sera consideree comme s'appliquant aux creances, a toutes
les reclamations de caractere intergouvernemental relatives a des accords
conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les r6clamations portant sur des
pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre.

5. L'Italie s'engage a prendre toutes les mesures necessaires pour
faciliter les transferts des biens allemands se trouvant en Italie, qui pour-
ront etre decides par celles des Puissances occupant l'Allemagne qui ont
le pouvoir de disposer des biens allemands se trouvant en Italie.
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PARTIE VII
BIENS, DROITS ET INTERETS

SECTION I-BIENS DES NATIONS UNIES EN ITALIE

Article 78
1. Pour autant qu'elle ne l'a pas d6ej fait, l'Italie r6tablira tous les

droits et interets legaux en Italie des Nations Unies et de leurs ressortis-
sants, tels qu'ils existaient au 10 juin 1940, et restituera a ces Nations
Unies et a leurs ressortissants tous les biens leur appartenant en Italie
dans l'6tat oi ils se trouvent actuellement.

2. Le Gouvernement italien restituera tous les biens, droits et interets
vises au present article, libres de toutes hypotheques et charges quelconques
dont ils auraient pu etre grev6s du fait de la guerre, et sans que la restitu-
tion donne lieu a la perception d'aucune somme de la part du Gouverne-
ment italien. Le Gouvernement italien annulera toutes mesures, y compris
les mesures de saisie, de sequestre ou de contr6le, prises par lui a 1'egard
des biens des Nations Unies entre le 10 juin 1940 et la date d'entree en
vigueur du present Traite. Dans le cas ou le bien n'aurait pas ete restitu6
dans les six mois a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du present
Traite, la demande devra etre presentee aux autorites italiennes dans un
delai maximum de douze mois a compter de cette meme date, sauf dans les
cas of le demandeur serait en mesure d'etablir qu'il lui a ete impossible de
presenter sa demande dans ce delai.

3. Le Gouvernement italien annulera les transferts portant sur des
biens, droits et interets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants
des Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts resultent de mesures de force ou
de contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par les Gouvernements des
Puissances de 1'Axe ou par leurs organes.

4. (a) Le Gouvernement italien sera responsable de la remise en
parfait etat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en
vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Lorsqu'un bien ne pourra etre
restitu6 ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie
aura subi une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d'un dommage cause a un
bien en Italie, le Gouvemement italien indemnisera le proprietaire en
versant une somme en lires jusqu'a concurrence des deux tiers de la somme
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necessaire a la date du paiement, pour permettre au b6enficiaire, soit
d'acheter un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la perte ou le dommage
subi. En aucun cas, les ressortissants des Nations Unies ne devront etre
l'objet d'un traitement moins favorable en matiere d'indemnit6 que le
traitement accord6 aux ressortissants italiens.

(b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui d6tiennent directement
ou indirectement des parts d'interets dans des soci6t6s ou associations qui
ne possedent pas la nationalite des Nations Unies, au sens du paragraphe
9 (a) du present article, mais qui ont subi une perte par suite d'atteintes
ou de dommages causes a leurs biens en Italie recevront une indemnit6
conformement a l'alin6a (a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnit6 sera calculee en
fonction de la perte ou du dommage total subi par la societ6 ou l'associa-
tion, et son montant par rapport au total de la perte ou du dommage subi
aura la meme proportion que la part d'interets detenue par les dits ressortis-
sants par rapport au capital global de la societe ou association en question.

(c) L'indemnit6 sera vers6e, nette de tous prelevements, impots ou
autres charges. Elle pourra etre librement employee en Italie mais sera
soumise aux reglements relatifs au controle des changes qui pourront, a
un moment donne, etre en vigueur en Italie.

(d) Le Gouvernement italien accordera aux ressortissants des Nations
Unies une indemnit6 en lires, dans la meme proportion que celle pr6vue
a l'alin6a (a) ci-dessus pour compenser la perte ou les dommages qui
r6sultent de mesures sp6ciales prises pendant la guerre a l'encontre de leurs
biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens italiens. Cet alin6a ne s'applique pas
a un manque a gagner.

5. Tous les frais raisonnables auxquels donnera lieu, en Italie,
l'etablissement des demandes, y compris l'evaluation des pertes et des
dommages, seront a la charge du Gouvernement italien.

6. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront
exempt6s de tous imp6ts, contributions on taxes exceptionnels, auxquels
le Gouvernement italien ou une autorit6 italienne quelconque auraient
soumis leurs avoirs en capital en Italie entre le 3 Septembre 1943 et la
date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, en vue de couvrir les depenses
resultant de la guerre on celles qui ont ete entranmees par l'entretien des
forces d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une des Nations
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necessaire a la date du paiement, pour permettre au beneficiaire, soit 
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Unies. Toutes les sommes qui auraient 6et ainsi percues seront remboursees.
7. En depit des transferts de territoires prevus par le present Traite,

l'Italie demeurera responsable des pertes ou des dommages causes, pendant
la guerre, aux biens des ressortissants des Nations Unies dans les territoires
cedes ou dans le Territoire Libre de Trieste. Les obligations contenues dans
les paragraphes 3, 4, 5 et 6 du present article incomberont egalement au
Gouvernement italien at l'egard des biens des ressortissants des Nations
Unies dans les territoires cedes et dans le Territoire Libre de Trieste, mais
seulement dans la mesure ofu il n'en resultera pas de contradiction avec les
dispositions du paragraphe 14 de l'annexe X et du paragraphe 14 de
l'annexe XIV du present Traite.

8. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvernement italien
pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions
du present article.

9. Aux fins du present article:
(a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux societes ou associations constitutes sous le regime des
lois de l'une des Nations Unies lors de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite,
a condition que lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations aient
deja possede ce statut le 3 septembre 1943, date de l'armistice avec i'Italie.

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend egalement
toutes les personnes physiques et les societes ou associations qui, aux
termes de la legislation en vigueur en Italie pendant la guerre, ont ete
traitees comme ennemis.

(b) Le terme "proprietaire" designe le ressortissant d'une des Nations
Unies, tel qu'il est defini l'alinea (a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre 16gitime
au bien en question, et s'applique au successeur du proprietaire, a con-
dition que ce successeur soit aussi ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies
au sens de l'alinea (a). Si le successeur a achet6 le bien lorsque celui-ci
etait deja endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a l'indemnisation
resultant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre le
vendeur et l'acquereur, en vertu de la legislation interne, en soient affectees.

(c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers ou immobiliers,
corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propri6et industrielle,
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litt6raire et artistique, ainsi que tous droits ou int6erts de nature quel-
conque dans des biens. Sans prejudice des dispositions generales qui
precedent, les biens des Nations Unies et de leurs ressortissants com-
prennent tous les batiments de mer et de navigation interieure avec leurs
gr6ments et leurs equipements, qui appartenaient aux Nations Unies ou a
leurs ressortissants ou etaient enregistr6s sur le territoire de l'une des
Nations Unies ou naviguaient sous le pavilion de l'une des Nations Unies,
et qui post6rieurement au 10 juin 1940, qu'ils se soient trouves dans les
eaux italiennes ou qu'ils y aient ete amends de force, furent soumis au
controle des autorites italiennes en tant que biens ennemis, ou cesserent
d'etre en Italie a la libre disposition des Nations Unies ou de leurs ressortis-
sants, du fait de mesures de controle prises par les autorites italiennes en
relation avec l'existence d'un 6tat de guerre entre certaines des Nations
Unies et l'Allemagne.

SECTION II-BIENS ITALIENS SITUES SUR LE TERRITOIRE

DES PUISSANCES ALLIEES ET ASSOCIEES

Article 79

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es aura le droit de
saisir, retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire et
appartiennent a l'Italie ou a des ressortissants italiens, et de prendre toute
autre disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura
6galement le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation
a telles fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses
reclamations ou de celles de ses ressortissants contre l'Italie ou les ressortis-
sants italiens (y compris les cr6ances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement
reglees en vertu d'autres articles du present Traite. Tous les biens italiens
ou le produit de leur liquidation en excedent du montant desdites reclama-
tions seront restitues.

2. La liquidation des biens italiens et les mesures de disposition dont
ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement h la legislation de la
Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee. En ce qui concerne lesdits biens,
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controle des autorites italiennes en tant que biens ennemis, ou cesserent 

d'être en Italie a la libre disposition des Nations Unies ou de leurs ressortis-

sants, du fait de mesures de controle prises par les autorites italiennes en 

relation avec l'existence d'un etat de guerre entre certaines des Nations 
Unies et l'Allemagne. 

SECTION II—BIENS ITALIENS SITUES SUR LE TERRITOIRE 

DES PUISSANCES ALLIES ET ASSOCIEES 

Article 79 

1. Chacune des Puissances AlBees ou Associees aura le droit de 

saisir, retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date 

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire et 

appartiennent a l'Italie ou a des ressortissants italiens, et de prendre toute 

autre disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura 

egalement le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation 

telles fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses 

reclamations ou de celles de ses ressortissants contre l'Italie ou les ressortis-

sants italiens (y compxis les creances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement 

reglees en vertu d'autres articles du present Traite. Tous les biens italiens 

ou le produit de leur liquidation en excedent du montant desdites reclama-
tions seront restitues. 

2. La liquidation des biens italiens et les mesures de disposition dont 

us feront. l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement a la legislation de la 

Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee. En ce qui conceme lesdits biens, 



le proprietaire italien n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux que peut lui
conf6rer la legislation en question.

3. Le Gouvernement italien s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants
italiens dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et auxquels
ces biens ne seront pas restitues.

4. II ne resulte du present article aucune obligation, pour l'une quel-
conque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, de restituer au Gouvernement
ou aux ressortissants italiens des droits de propri&te industrielle, ni de faire
entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront 8tre retenues en
vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvernement de chacune des
Puissances Alli6es ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits ou interets
afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette Puissance Alliee
ou Associee, acquis par le Gouvernement italien ou ses ressortissants avant
l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, telles limitations, conditions ou
restrictions que le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alli6e ou Associee
interessee pourra considerer comme necessaires dans l'interet national.

5. (a) Les cables sous-marins italiens reliant des points situes en terri-
toire yougoslave seront reputes propriete italienne en Yougoslavie, meme
si une certaine partie de ces cables se trouve en dehors des eaux territoriales
yougoslaves.

(b) Les cables sous-marins italiens reliant un point situe sur le
territoire d'une Puissance Alliee ou Associee et un point situe en territoire
italien seront reputes propriete italienne au sens du present article en ce
qui concerne les installations terminales ou les parties de cables se trouvant
dans les eaux territoriales de cette Puissance Alliee ou Associ6e.

6. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consideres
comme comprenant les biens italiens qui ont fait l'objet de mesures de
contr6le en raison de l'etat de guerre existant entre l'Italie et la Puissance
Alliee ou Associee dans la juridiction de laquelle les biens sont situes,
mais ne comprendront pas:

(a) Les biens du Gouvernement italien utilises pour les besoins des
missions diplomatiques ou consulaires;

(b) Les biens appartenant a des institutions religieuses ou i des
institutions philanthropiques privees et servant exclusivement i des fins
religieuses ou philanthropiques;
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(c) Les biens des personnes physiques qui sont des ressortissants
italiens et sont autorisees a resider, soit sur le territoire du pays of sont situes
ces biens, soit sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies,
autres que les biens italiens qui, a un moment quelconque au cours de la
guerre, ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere
generale aux biens des ressortissants italiens residant sur le territoire en
question;

(d) Les droits de propriete nes depuis la reprise des relations com-
merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et l'Italie,
ou n6s de transactions entre le Gouvernement d'une Puissance Alliee ou
Associee et l'Italie depuis le 3 septembre 1943;

(e) Les droits de propriete litteraire et artistique;
(f) Les biens des ressortissants italiens, situes dans les territoires

cedes, auxquels s'appliqueront les dispositions de l'annexe XIV;
(g) Exception faite des avoirs vises au paragraphe 2 (b) de la partie

A et au paragraphe 1 de la partie D de l'article 74, les biens des personnes
physiques r6sidant dans les territoires cedes ou dans le Territoire Libre
de Trieste, qui n'exercent pas le droit d'option pour la nationalite italienne
que leur confere le present Traite, ainsi que les biens des soci6t6s ou asso-
ciations dont le siege social est situ6 dans les territoires cedes ou dans le
Territoire Libre de Trieste, a condition que ces societes ou associations
ne soient ni la propriete de personnes residant en Italie, ni contr6oles par
elles. Dans les cas prevus au paragraphe 2 (b) de la partie A et au para-
graphe 1 de la partie D de l'article 74, la question de l'indemnisation sera
reglee conformement aux dispositions de la partie E de cet article.

SECTION III-DECLARATION DES PUISSANCES ALLIEES ET

ASSOCIEES AU SUJET DE LEURS RECLAMATIONS

Article 80
Les Puissances Alliees et Associees d6clarent que les droits qui leur

sont attribues par les articles 74 et 79 du present Traite couvrent toutes
leurs reclamations et celles de leurs ressortissants pour pertes ou dommages
resultant de faits de guerre y compris les mesures prises a la faveur de
l'occupation de leur territoire, imputables a l'Italie et survenues en dehors
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du territoire italien, a l'exception cependant des reclamations fondees
sur les articles 75 et 78.

SECTION IV-DETTES

Article 81
1. L'existence de 1'6tat de guerre ne doit pas gtre consideree en soi

comme affectant l'obligation d'acquitter les dettes p6cuniaires resultant
d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur et de droits qui 6taient
acquis avant l'existence de l'etat de guerre, dettes qui etaient devenues
exigibles avant l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 et qui sont dues, soit
par le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants italiens au Gouvernement ou aux
ressortissants de l'une des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees, soit par le
Gouvernement ou les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees
au Gouvernement ou aux ressortissants italiens.

2. Sauf disposition expressement contraire du present Traite, aucune
clause de ce Traite ne devra etre interpretee comme affectant les rapports
de debiteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la guerre
soit par le Gouvernement soit par des ressortissants italiens.

PARTIE VIII
RELATIONS ECONOMIQUES GENERALES

Article 82
1. En attendant la conclusion de traites ou d'accords commerciaux

entre l'une quelconque des Nations Unies et l'Italie, le Gouvernement ita-
lien devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront l'entr6e en vigueur du
present Traite, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait, accordent
par voie de reciprocite un traitement analogue a l'Italie dans ces domaines,
le traitement suivant:

(a) Pour tout ce qui concerne les droits et redevances a l'importation
ou a l'exportation, l'imposition a l'interieur du pays des marchandises
import6es, et tous les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies
beneficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favoris6e;

(b) L'Italie ne pratiquera, a tous autres egards, aucune discrimination
arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou a destination
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du territoire d'une Nation Unie par rapport aux marchandises analogues
en provenance ou a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation Unie
ou de tout autre pays etranger;

(c) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies y compris les personnes
morales beneficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la
plus favorisee pour tout ce qui a trait au commerce, a l'industrie, a la
navigation et aux autres formes d'activite commerciale en Italie. Ces
dispositions ne s'appliqueront pas a l'aviation commerciale;

(d) L'Italie n'accordera a aucun pays de droit exclusif ou pr6f6-
rentiel en ce qui concerne l'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux
pour les transports internationaux; elle offrira des conditions d'egalite a
toutes les Nations Unies pour l'obtention de droits en matiAre de transports
aeriens commerciaux internationanx sur le territoire italien, y compris le
droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation, et, en ce qui
concerne l'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux pour les transports
internationaux, elle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies, suivant le principe
de la reciprocite et de la non-discrimination, le droit de survoler le territoire
italien sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront pas les int6rets de la de-
fense nationale de l'Italie.

2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par l'Italie doivent s'entendre sous
reserve des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par l'Italie
avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocit6 accordee par
chacune des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve des exceptions
usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par celle-ci.

PARTIE IX
REGLEMENT DES DIFFERENDS

Article 83

1. Tous les differends qui pourront s'elever a propos de l'application
des articles 75 et 78, ainsi que des annexes XIV, XV, XVI et XVII,
partie B, du present Traite, seront soumis a une commission de concilia-
tion, composee d'un representant du Gouvernement de la Nation Unie
interessee et d'un representant du Gouvernement italien, agissant sur un
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pied d'6galite. Si un reglement n'est pas intervenu dans les trois mois qui
suivront la date a laquelle le differend a ete soumis it la commission de
conciliation, l'un ou l'autre Gouvernement pourra demander l'adjonction
a la commission d'un tiers membre choisi, d'un commun accord, entre les

deux Gouvernements, parmi les ressortissants d'un Etat tiers. A d6faut
'd'accord dans un d6lai de deux mois, entre les deux Gouvernements, sur le
choix de ce membre, ces Gouvernements s'adresseront aux Ambassa-
deurs des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de
1'Union Sovietique, qui d6signeront le tiers membre de la commission.
Si les Ambassadeurs ne parviennent pas a se mettre d'accord dans le delai
d'un mois sur la designation du tiers membre, l'une ou l'autre partie
pourra demander au Secretaire General de 1'Organisation des Nations
Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. Lorsqu'une commission de conciliation sera constitute en applica-
tion du paragraphe 1, elle aura competence pour connaitre de tous les
differends qui pourront s'elever par la suite entre la Nation Unie interessee
et l'Italie au sujet de l'application ou de l'interpretation des articles 75 et
78, ainsi que des annexes XIV, XV, XVI et XVII, partie B, du present
Traite, et elle remplira les fonctions qui lui sont devolues par ces dispo-
sitions.

3. Chaque commission de conciliation etablira elle-m8me sa proce-
dure, en adoptant des regles conformes a la justice et a l'equite.

4. Chaque Gouvernement paiera les honoraires du membre de la
commission de conciliation qu'il nomme et de tout agent qu'il pourra
designer pour le representer devant la commission. Les honoraires du tiers
membre seront fixes par accord special entre les Gouvernements interesses,
et ces honoraires, ainsi que les depenses communes de chaque commission,
seront payes par moitie par les deux Gouvernements.

5. Les parties s'engagent a ce que leurs autorites fournissent directe-
ment a la commission de conciliation toute l'aide qui sera en leur pouvoir.

6. La decision de la majorite des membres de la commission sera
consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.
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PARTIE X
CLAUSES ECONOMIQUES DIVERSES

Article 84
Les articles 75, 78, 82 et l'annexe XVII du present Traite s'appli-

queront aux Puissances Alliees et Associ6es et a celles des Nations Unies
qui ont rompu les relations diplomatiques avec l'Italie, ou avec qui l'Italie
a rompu les relations diplomatiques. Ces articles et cette annexe s'appli-
queront egalement a 1'Albanie et a la Norvege.

Article 85
Les dispositions des annexes VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI et XVII ainsi

que celles des autres annexes seront consid6rees comme faisant partie inte-
grante du present Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets.

PARTIE XI
CLAUSES FINALES

Article 86

1. Pendant une periode qui n'excedera pas dix-huit mois a partir de
l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, les Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique a
Rome, agissant de concert, repr6senteront les Puissances Alli6es et Asso-
ciees pour traiter avec le Gouvernement italien de toutes questions relatives
a l'execution et a l'interpretation du present Traite.

2. Les Quatre Ambassadeurs donneront au Gouvernement italien les
conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaircs
pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien
dans sa lettre que dans son esprit.

3. Le Gouvernement italien fournira aux Quatre Ambassadeurs toutes
les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont ils pourront avoir besoin
dans l'accomplissement des taches qui leur sont d6volues par le pr6sent
Traite.

Article 87
1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre proc6dure est
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PARTIE X 
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queront aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a celles des Nations Unies 

qui ont rompu les relations diplomatiques avec l'Italie, ou avec qui l'Italie 

a rompu les relations diplomatiques. Ces articles et cette annexe s'appli-
queront egalement a l'Albanie et a la Norvege. 

Article 85 

Les dispositions des annexes VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI et XVII ainsi 

que celles des autres annexes seront considerees comme faisant partie inte-

grante du present Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets. 

PARTIE XI 
CLAUSES FINALES 

Article 86 

1. Pendant une periode qui n'excedera pas dix-huit mois a partir de 

l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les Ambassadeurs des Etats-Unis 

d'Amerique, de France, du Royaume-Uni et de rUnion Sovietique 

Rome, agissant de concert, representeront les Puissances Alliees et Asso-

ciees pour traiter avec le Gouvernement italien de toutes questions relatives 
l'execution et A l'interpretation du present Traite. 

2. Les Quatre Ambassadeurs doimeront au Gouvernement italien les 

conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires 

pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien 
dans sa lettre que dans son esprit. 

3. Le Gouvernement italien fournira aux Quatre Ambassadeurs toutes 

les informations necessaires et tante l'aide dont us pourront avoir besoin 

dans l'accomplissement des taches qui leur sont devolues par le present 
Traite. 

Article 87 

I. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est 



expressement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif

a l'interpretation ou a l'execution de ce Traite, qui n'a pas ete regle par

voie de n6gociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux Quatre Am-
bassadeurs, agissant comme il est prevu a l'article 86, mais, en pareil cas,
les Ambassadeurs ne seront pas tenus par les delais fixes dans ledit article.
Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle dans un
delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les parties au differend conviennent l'une
et l'autre d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la requete de l'une ou
l'autre des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant de chaque
partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre les deux
parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord dans un
delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation de ce
tiers membre, l'une ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire General
des Nations Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission
sera consid6ere comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les
parties comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 88

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, en guerre
avec 1'Italie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite, ainsi que l'Albanie,
peut acceder au Traite et sera consider6, des son accession, comme
Puissance Associee pour l'application du Traite.

2. Les instruments d'accession seront deposes pres le Gouvernement
de la Republique Francaise et prendront effet des leur dep6t.

Article 89

Les dispositions du present Traite ne confereront aucun droit ni
benefice a aucun Etat d6signe dans le preambule du Traite comme l'une
des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees ou a ses nationaux, jusqu'a ce que cet
Etat devienne partie au Traite par le dep6t de son instrument de ratification.

Article 90

Le present Traite, dont les textes franqais, anglais et russe feront foi,
devra etre ratifie par les Puissances Alliees et Associees. I1 devra egalement
etre ratifie par l'Italie. I1 entrera en vigueur immediatement apres le depot
des ratifications par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, la France, le Royaume-
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Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et l'Union des Republiques
Sovi6tiques Socialistes. Les instruments de ratification seront, dans le plus
bref delai possible, depos6s pres le Gouvernement de la Republique
Francaise.

En ce qui concerne chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es dont
l'instrument de ratification sera depos6 ulterieurement, le Traite entrera
en vigueur a la date du depot. Le present Traite sera depos6 dans les
archives du Gouvernement de la Republique Francaise, qui en remettra
a chacun des Etats signataires une copie certifiee conforme.

95347°-49- Ir. II --- 22
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de Lancebranlette, puis, descendant vers l'est, suit la ligne de partage
des eaux jusqu'au point cote 2180, d'oi il passe a la Colonna Joux (2188).
De la, suivant toujours la ligne de partage des eaux, le trace remonte sur
la Costa del Belvedere dont il suit les affleurements rocheux, gravit le
Mt Belvedere dont il contourne le sommet, laissant ce dernier en territoire
francais a 120 metres de la frontiere, et rejoint par les cotes 2570, 2703,
la Bella Valetta et la cote 2746, l'ancienne frontiere au Mt Valaisan.

Plateau du Mont Cenis
Reference: Cartes au 20.000° de Lanslebourg N"' 5-6 et 7-8 et de Mont

d'Ambin N' 1-2
La nouvelle frontiere suit un trace qui quitte l'ancienne frontiere au

Mt Tour, suit vers l'ouest la limite administrative figurant sur la carte,
s'engage dans le T. Vitoun des qu'il le rencontre sur sa branche nord et
descend son cours jusqu'a la Rocca della Toretta.

Longeant ensuite la ligne d'affleurements rocheux, il aboutit au
torrent venant de 1'Alpe Lamet et descend avec lui jusqu'a la base de
l'escarpement rocheux qu'il longe pendant 800 m. environ jusqu'au thalweg
en un point situe a environ 200 m. au nord de la cote 1805.

I1 chemine ensuite au sommet des arrachements qui dominent Ferrera
Cenisio a 300 m. environ et continuant vers l'ouest, il rencontre la route
qui contourne a l'est le Rne Paradiso h 400 m. a l'ouest de la boucle
(1854) pour l'abandonner aussit5t et s'inflechir en direction du sud.

I1 coupe la route de Bar Cenisia a 100 m. environ du sud-est du
refuge 5, traverse le thalweg en direction du lac S. Giorgio, suit sensible-
ment la courbe 1900 jusqu'a hauteur de la cote 1907, vient longer au
sud le lac d'Arpon et rejoint l'arete rocheuse sur laquelle il se maintient
en direction du sud-ouest jusqu'au confluent des torrents issus du glacier
du Bard (Ghiaccajo di Bard), en un point situe a 1400 m. environ du
sud-ouest du lac d'Arpon.

De la, s'inflechissant vers le sud, il suit approximativement la courbe
2500, passe a la cote 2579 puis, longeant la courbe 2600, il arrive au lac
della Vecchia et vient retrouver, a la limite administrative marquee sur
la carte a 700 m. environ du sud-est du lac, le chemin de Pso d'Avanza
qui le conduit le long des escarpements rocheux a l'ancienne frontiere, a
mi-distance entre le Col de la Vecchia et le Col de Clapier.
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Mont-Thabor
Reference: Carte au 20.000° de Nevache N°s 1-2, 5-6 et 7-8
De la cime de la Planette au Rocher de Guion (Cima del Sueur)

La nouvelle frontiere suit un trace qui se detache de l'ancienne
frontiere a la Cime de la Planette et, se dirigeant vers le sud, suit la
crete, par les cotes 2980, 3178, la Rca Bernaude (3228), les cotes 2842,
2780, 2877, le Pso della Gallina (2671), les cotes 2720, 2806 et la Pta
Quattre Sorelle (2700).

Descendant la croupe est de cette pointe, le trace laisse en territoire
francais le point cote 2420, d'oi il rejoint et suit a l'est le chemin con-
duisant aux constructions situees a 200 m. environ de la cote 2253,
ce chemin et ces constructions etant laisses en territoire francais. II s'engage
ensuite dans un thalweg passant a 300 m. environ au nord-est de la
cote 1915 d'oui il gagne l'extremite nord-ouest du bassin qui, dans la
Vallee Etroite (Valle Stretta), alimente les installations hydroelectriques
de Sette Fontane, laissant ce bassin et ces installations en territoire italien.
Contournant le bassin par le sud, il atteint le carrefour de routes de la
cote 1499.

I1 emprunte ensuite le chemin qui epouse, a la lisiere du bois, la
courbe 1500 et qui le conduit a la Comba della Gorgia aux environs de
la courbe 1580; il remonte ensuite le thalweg vers la cote 1974 et rejoint
le bord des escarpements du rocher de la Sueur jalonn6 par les cotes
2272, 2268, 2239, 2266, 2267, bord sur lequel il se maintient jusqu'a
sa rencontre avec l'ancienne frontiere, la crete du rocher et le chemin qui
la longe restant en territoire francais.

Chaberton
Reference: Carte au 20.000° de Briancon N ' 34

La nouvelle frontiere suit un trace qui quitte l'ancienne frontiere a
la cote 3042 (au nord de la cote 3070 et au nord de la pointe des Trois
Scies) et emprunte l'arete rocheuse jusqu'a la Croce del Vallonetto.

De la Croce del Vallonetto, il s'inflechit vers le sud et le long de
l'arete rocheuse, rejoint la route du Chaberton au point oi celle-ci penetre
dans le cirque du Clot des Morts.

Franchissant cette route et le thalweg qui la borde, le trace suit
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approximativement pendant 1250 m. la courbe 2300 qui suit sur le ter-
rain vers le sud-est une serie d'affleurements rocheux et d'eboulis, puis
il coupe en ligne droite le versant est du Mont Chaberton, atteint un point
situ6 a 400 m. environ a l'ouest de la cote 2160, laissant en territoire
frangais la recette intermediaire du teleferique qui se trouve en cet endroit.

De la, il se dirige en ligne droite, a travers une s6rie de barres
rocheuses et de ravins escarpes, vers la position non figuree sur la carte
de la Fontaine des Chamois pres de la cote 2228 (1,4 km. environ nord-
est de Clavieres), qu'il contourne par l'est en suivant la deuxieme
bouole de la route joignant cette position a la caserne fortifiee du Chaberton
(sur la route de C6zanne (Cesana) a Clavieres), laissant les ouvrages
fortifies de la Fontaine des Chamois en territoire francais.

Ensuite, longeant d'abord en direction du Sud la limite de commune
marquee sur la carte et ensuite la barre rocheuse a 400 metres environ au
nord de la route Clavieres-Cezanne (Cesana), il s'inflechit vers le sud-
ouest, passant au bas des falaises rocheuses a une distance de ces dernieres
suffisante pour permettre la construction d'une route a double circulation.

Contournant ainsi par le nord le village de Clavieres, laiss6 en terri-
toire italien, il rencontre le Rio Secco a 200 m. environ en amont du
pont de Clavieres et descend son cours, puis celui de la Doire Ripaire
(Doria Riparia) jusqu'a la route de Clavieres au Val Gimont, laiss6e
l'Italie, route qu'il suit jusqu'au pont sur le Gimont.

Remontant le cours de celui-ci sur environ 300 m., le trace l'aban-
donne pour suivre le chemin muletier qui le conduit a la recette sup6rieure
du teleferique de Clavieres (Col du Mont Fort du Boeuf) qu'il laisse en
territoire francais. II rejoint ensuite par la crete la frontiere actuelle au
Mont la Plane, borne frontiere 251. La route de la vallee du Gimont est
laissee en territoire italien.

Vallees Superieures de la Tinee, de la Vesubie
et de la Roya

1° - Des Cime de Colla Longa a la Cima di Mercantour
References: Carte au 20.000°: St. Etienne de Tinee N" 3-4 et 7-8 les Trois

Ponts N" 5-6
La nouvelle frontiere suit un trace qui se detache de l'ancienne fron-
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rain vers le sud-est une serie d'affleurements rocheux et d'eboulis, puis 

il coupe en ligne droite le versant est du Mont Chaberton, atteint un point 

situe a 400 m. environ a l'ouest de la cote 2160, laissant en territoire 

francais la recette intermediaire du teleferique qui se trouve en cet endroit. 

De la, il se dirige en ligne droite, a travers tine serie de barres 

rocheuses et de ravins escarpes, vers la position non figuree sur la carte 

de la Fontaine des Chamois pres de la cote 2228 (1,4 km. environ nord-

est de Clavieres), qu'il contourne par Pest en suivant la deuxieme 

boucle de la route joignant cette position a la caserne fortifiee du Chaberton 

(sur la route de Cezanne (Cesana) a Clavieres), laissant les ouvrages 

fortifies de la Fontaine des Chamois en territoire francais. 

Ensuite, longeant d'abord en direction du Sud la limite de commune 

marquee sur la carte et ensuite la barre rocheuse a 400 metres environ au 

nord de la route Clavieres-Cezarme (Cesana), il s'inflechit vers le sud-

ouest, passant au has des falaises rocheuses a une distance de ces dernieres 

suffisante pour permettre la construction d'une route a double circulation. 
Contoumant ainsi par le nord le village de Clavieres, laisse en terri-

toire italien, il rencontre le Rio Secco a 200 m. environ en amont du 

pont de Clavieres et descend son cours, puis celui de la Doire Ripaire 

(Doria Riparia) jusqu'a la route de Clavieres au Val Gimont, laisse a 
Phalle, route qu'il suit jusqu'au punt sur le Gimont. 

Remontant le cours de celui-ci sur environ 300 m., le trace Vahan-

donne pour suivre le chemin muletier qui le conduit a la recette superieure 

du teleferique de Clavieres (Col du Mont Fort du Boeuf) qu'il laisse en 

territoire frangais. II rejoint ensuite par la crate la frontiere actuelle au 

Mont la Plane, borne frontiere 251. La route de la vallee du Gimont est 
laissee en territoire italien. 

Vallees Superieures de la Tinee, de la Vesubie 
et de la Roya 

1° — Des Cime de Calla Longa a la Cima di Mercantour 

References: Carte au 20.000°: St. Etienne de Three 1s1°° 3-4 et 7-8 lea Trois 
Ponts Ms 5-6 

La nouvelle frontiere suit un trace qui se detache de l'ancienne fron-
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tiere aux Cime de Colla Longa et, se dirigeant vers l'est en suivant la ligne

de partage des eaux, longe la crete rocheuse en passant par les cotes 2719,

2562, le Cle di Seccia, atteint a la cote 2760 la Testa dell'Autaret, passe i

la cote 2672, au Cle della Guercia (2456) et par les cotes 2640, 2693,

2689, atteint les Rocche di Saboule dont il longe l'arete nord.

Suivant la cr8te, il arrive par les cotes 2537, 2513, le Pso del Lausfer

(2461) et la cote 2573, a la Testa Auta del Lausfer (2587) d'oii il s'infle-

chit vers le sud jusqu'a la Testa Colla Auta en passant par la Cima del

Lausfer (2544) et laissant le point cote6 l'Italie.

De la, par la cote 2484 et en suivant le chemin de crete, laiss6 en ter-

ritoire francais, par les cotes 2240 et 2356, il traverse le Passo di S. Anna,

passe par les cotes 2420 et 2407, et atteint un point situe a environ 80

m. au sud du point cot6 2378 (Cima Moravacciera).

Suivant le chemin de crete laisse en territoire francais, il passe par la

Testa Ga del Caval et la cote 2331 laissees en territoire frangais, puis

abandonnant le chemin, il se maintient sur la crete de la Testa dell'Adreck

(2475) et par le Cle della Lombarda et la cote 2556 atteint la Cima della

Lombarda (2801).

S'inflechissant vers le sud-est, il s'engage alors sur la crete rocheuse

et, par le Pso di Peania, la Cima di Vermeil, la cote 2720 laissee en terri-

toire francais, la Testa Cba Grossa (2792) le Pso del Lupo (2730) et la

cote 2936, il atteint le Mt. Malinvern.

Ensuite en direction du sud par les cotes 2701, 2612 et la Cima di

Tavels (2802), puis en direction de l'est, par la cote 2823, il atteint la

Testa del Claus (2889).

S'inflechissant alors en direction generale du sud-est, il traverse le

Passo delle Portette, passe a la cote 2814, a la Testa delle Portette, a la

cote 2868, a la Testa Margiola (2831), au Cairo di Prefouns (2840), au

Passo del Prefouns (2620), a la Testa di Tablasses (2851), au Passo di

Bresses (2794), t la Testa di Bresses (2820), et, par la Cima di Frema-

morta (2731), le Cle Fremamorta, la cote 2625, la cote 2675 et la cote

2539, la Cima di Pagari (2686), la Cima di Naucetas (2706), les cotes

2660 et 2673, le Cle di Ciriegia (2581), il atteint la Cima di Mercan-

tour (2775).
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tiere aux Cime de CoIla Longa et, se dirigeant vers l'est en suivant la ligne 

de partage des eaux, longe la crete rocheuse en passant par les cotes 2719, 

2562, le Cle di Seccia, atteint a la cote 2760 la Testa dell'Autaret, passe a 

la cote 2672, au Cle della Guercia (2456) et par les cotes 2640, 2693, 

2689, atteint les Rocche di Saboule dont il longe l'arete nord. 

Suivant la crete, il arrive par les cotes 2537, 2513, le Pso del Lausfer 

(2461) et la cote 2573, a la Testa Auta del Lausfer (2587) d'oa II s'infle-

chit vers le sud jusqu'a la Testa Colla Auta en passant par la Cima del 

Lausfer (2544) et laissant le point cote a l'Italie. 

De la, par la cote 2484 et en suivant le chemin de crate, laisse en ter-

ritoire frangais, par les cotes 2240 et 2356, il traverse le Passo di S. Anna, 
passe par les cotes 2420 et 2407, et atteint un point situe a environ 80 

m. au sud du point cote 2378 (Cima Moravacciera). 

Suivant le chemin de crate laisse en territoire frangais, il passe par la 

Testa Ga del Caval et la cote 2331 laissees en territoire frangais, puis 

abandormant le chemin, il se maintient sur la crete de la Testa dell'Adreck 

(2475) et par le Cle della Lombarda et la cote 2556 atteint la Cima della 

Lombarda (2801). 

S'inflechissant vers le sud-est, ii s'engage alors sur la crete rocheuse 
et, par le Pso di Peania, la Cima di Vermeil, la cote 2720 laissee en terri-

toire frangais, la Testa Cba Grossa (2792) le Pso del Lupo (2730) et la 

cote 2936, il atteint le Mt. Malinvern. 

Ensuite en direction du sud par les cotes 2701, 2612 et la Cima di 

Tavels (2802), puis en direction de l'est, par la cote 2823, il atteint la 

Testa del Claus (2889). 

S'inflechissant alors en direction generale du sud-est, il traverse le 

Passo delle Portette, passe a la cote 2814, a la Testa delle Portette, a la 

cote 2868, a la Testa Margiola (2831), au Cairo di Prefouns (2840), au 

Passo del Preforms (2620), a la Testa di Tablasses (2851), au Passo di 

Bresses (2794), a la Testa di Bresses (2820), et, par la Cima di Frema-
morta (2731), le Cle Fremamorta, la cote 2625, la cote 2675 et la cote 

2539, la Cima di Pagan i (2686), la Cima di Naucetas (2706), les cotes 

2660 et 2673, le Cie di Ciriegia (2581), il atteint la Cima di Mercan-

tour (2775). 



2° - de la Cima di Mercantour au Mt Clapier

References: Carte au 20.000°: les Trois Ponts N- 5-6 et le 20.000° italien
Madonna delle Finestre

De la Cima di Mercantour, par la cote 2705, le Cle Mercantour
(2611), la Cima Ghilie (2998), les cotes 2939 et 2955, la Testa della
Rovina (2981), les cotes 2844 et 2862, le Paso della Rovina, le Caire
dell'Agnel (2935, 2867, 2784), la Cima del Caire Agnel (2830), la Cima
Mallariva (2860), la Cima Cairas (2831), la Cima Cougourda (2881,
2921), la Cima dei Gaisses (2896), les cotes 2766, 2824, la Cima del
Lombard (2842), les cotes 2831, 2717, 2591, 2600 et 2582, la Boccia
Forno, la Cima delle Finestre (2657), le Col delle Finestre, les cotes 2634,
2686 et 2917, il atteint la Cima dei Gelas (3143), puis par la cote 3070
la Cima della Maledia (3601), longe le sentier du Passo del Pagari (2819)
puis la limite de commune marquee sur la carte, arrive au Passo di Mt.
Clapier (2827) et contourne le Mt Clapier (3045) par le nord et l'est
en suivant la limite administrative tracee sur la carte.

3° - du Mt Clapier au col de Tende
References: 20.000° italien de Madonna delle Finestre et Colle di Tenda

Du Mt Clapier, le trace, suivant la limite administrative marquee
sur la carte par les cotes 2915, 2887 et 2562, le Passo dell'Agnel et la cote
2679, atteint la Cima dell'Agnel (2775).

Se dirigeant vers 1'est et suivant toujours la limite administrative
marquee sur la carte par les cotes 2845 et 2843 des Rce dell'Agnel, il
atteint la Cima della Scandeiera (2706) et traverse le Colle del Sabbione
(2332), passe aux cotes 2373, 2226, 2303 et 2313, a la Cima del Sab-
bione (2610), a la cote 2636, a la Pta Peirafica, aux cotes 2609, 2585,
2572 et 2550 et atteint la Rca dell'Abisso (2755).

Se maintenant toujours sur la limite administrative marquee sur la
carte jusqu'a l'est de la cote 2360, puis suivant le bord des affleurements
rocheux au nord du Rne Pian Misson d'ou il gagne le chemin qui passe
au Mt Becco Rosso, et qu'il suit au nord des cotes 2181, 2116 et 1915,
jusqu'a la route qu'il longe pendant 1 kilometre environ en direction du
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2° - de la Cima di Mercantour au Mt Clapier 

References: Carte au 20.000°: les Trois Ponts 1‘1°' 5-6 et le 20.000° italien 

Madonna delle Finestre 

[81 STAT. 

De la Cima di Mercantour, par la cote 2705, le Cle Mercantour 

(2611), la Cima Ghilie (2998), les cotes 2939 et 2955, la Testa della 

Rovina (2981), les cotes 2844 et 2862, le Paso della Rovina, le Cairo 

dell'Agnel (2935, 2867, 2784), la Cima del Cairo Agnel (2830), la Cima 

Mallariva (2860), la Cima Cairas (2831), la Cima Cougourda (2881, 

2921), la Cima dei Gaisses (2896), les cotes 2766, 2824, la Cima del 

Lombard (2842), les cotes 2831, 2717, 2591, 2600 et 2582, la Boccia 

Form, la Cima delle Finestre (2657), le Col delle Finestre, les cotes 2634, 

2686 et 2917, il atteint la Cima dei Gelas (3143), puis par la cote 3070 

la Cima della Maledia (3601), Ionge le sentier du Passo del Pagan i (2819) 

puis la limite de commune marquee sur la carte, arrive au Passo di Mt. 

Clapier (2827) et contourne le Mt Clapier (3045) par le nord et rest 

en suivant la limite administrative tracee sur la carte. 

3° - du Mt Clapier au col de Tende 

References: 20.000° italien de Madonna delle Finestre et Colic di Tenda 

Du Mt Clapier, le trace, suivant la limite administrative marquee 

sur la carte par les cotes 2915, 2887 et 2562, le Passo dell'Agnel et la cote 
2679, atteint la Cima dell'Agnel (2775). 

Se dirigeant vers l'est et suivant toujours la limite administrative 

marquee sur la carte par les cotes 2845 et 2843 des Rce dell'Agnel, il 

atteint la Cima della Scandeiera (2706) et traverse le Colic del Sabbione 

(2332), passe aux cotes 2373, 2226, 2303 et 2313, It la Cima del Sab-

bione (2610), It la cote 2636, It la Pta Peirafica, aux cotes 2609, 2585, 
2572 et 2550 et atteint la Rca dell'Abisso (2755). 

Se maintenant toujours sur la limite administrative marquee sur la 

carte jusqu'a l'est de la cote 2360, puis suivant le bord des affleurements 

rocheux an nord du Rite Pian Misson d'oli il gagne le chemin qui passe 

au Mt Becco Rosso, et gull suit au nord des cotes 2181, 2116 et 1915, 

jusqu'a la route qu'il longe pendant 1 kilometre environ en direction du 
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nord, pour reprendre le chemin ci-dessus jusqu'au Colle di Tenda. Les
chemins et la portion de route pr6cit6s sont laisses en territoire francais.

4° - du Col de Tende a la Cima Missun

References: 20.000° italien de Tenda et Certosa di Pesio

Du col de Tende, le trace, laissant le chemin en territoire frangais
passe a la cote 1887 et a la cote 2206, abandonne ce chemin pour suivre
sur la crete la limite administrative marquee sur la carte, et par la cote
2262 arrive a la Cima del Becco (2300).

S'orientant vers le nord, le long de la limite administrative marquee
sur la carte, il passe au col della Perla (2086), suit le chemin qui longe
l'arete rocheuse de la Cima del Cuni jusqu'au col della Boaira, oil il l'aban-
donne pour s'engager sur la crete, en direction du nord. II laisse ledit
chemin en territoire francais.

Longeant ensuite l'arete rocheuse, il passe a la cote 2275, atteint la
Testa Ciaudon (2386), longe les escarpements rocheux, franchit la Colla
Piana (2219) et arrive a la cote 2355 du Mt delle Carsene, laiss6 a la
France, il longe l'arete rocheuse nord de ce mont par la Pta Straldi (2375),
les cotes 2321 et 2305 jusqu'au Paso Scarason, puis fait un crochet vers le
nord jusqu'a la cote 2352 oii il rencontre la limite administrative marquee
sur la carte qu'il suit jusqu'a la Pta Marguareis (2651) par les cotes 2510
et 2532.

S'inflechissant alors vers le sud, il suit la crete, passe par la cote 2585,

et descendant le long de l'arete rocheuse, il aboutit au Colle del Lago dei

Signori.

Suivant ensuite le chemin de crete, laisse en territoire francais, puis

la crete elle-meme, il atteint la Cima di Pertega (2402), descend le long
de l'arete rocheuse jusqu'au Colle delle Vecchie (2106) d'oiu il suit jus-

qu'au Mt Bertrand en passant par les cotes 2190, 2162, la Cima del Vescove
(2257) et la Cima Di Velega (2366), le chemin de crete qu'il laisse en

territoire francais.

Du Mt Bertrand (2481), il longe la limite administrative marquee

sur la carte jusqu'a la Colla Rossa oiu il retrouve le chemin de crete qu'il
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nord, pour reprendre le chemin ci-dessus jusqu'au Colic di Tenda. Les 

chemins et la portion de route precites sont laisses en territoire frangais. 

4° — du Col de Tende a la Cima Missun 

References: 20.000° italien de Tenda et Certosa di Pesio 

Du col de Tende, le trace, laissant le chemin en territoire frangais 

passe a la cote 1887 et a la cote 2206, abandonne cc chemin pour suivre 
sur la crate la limite administrative marquee sur la carte, et par la cote 

2262 arrive a la Cima del Becco (2300). 

S'orientant vers le nord, le long de la limite administrative marquee 

sur la carte, il passe au col della Perla (2086), suit le chemin qui longe 

l'arete rocheuse de la Cima del Cuni jusqu'au col della Boaira, oü ii l'aban-

donne pour s'engager sur la crete, en direction du nord. Ii laisse ledit 

chemin en territoire frangais. 

Longeant ensuite l'arete rocheuse, il passe a la cote 2275, atteint la 
Testa Ciaudon (2386), longe les escarpements rocheux, franchit la CoIla 

Piana (2219) et arrive a la cote 2355 du Mt delle Carsene, laisse a la 

France, il longe l'arete rocheuse nord de cc mont par la Pta Straldi (2375), 

les cotes 2321 et 2305 jusqu'au Paso Scarason, puis fait un crochet vers le 

nord jusqu'a la cote 2352 oil ii rencontre la limite administrative marquee 

sur la carte qu'il suit jusqu'a. la Pta Marguareis (2651) par les cotes 2510 

et 2532. 

S'inflechissant alors vers le sud, il suit la exile, passe par la cote 2585, 

et descendant le long de l'are'te rocheuse, ii aboutit au Colic del Lago dei 

Signori. 

Suivant ensuite le chemin de crete, laisse en territoire frangais, puis 

la crete elle-meme, ii atteint la Cima di Pertega (2402), descend le long 

de l'arete rocheuse jusqu'au Colic delle Vecchie (2106) il suit jus-

qu'au Mt Bertrand en passant par les cotes 2190, 2162, la Cima del Vescove 

(2257) et la Cima Di Velega (2366), le chemin de crete qu'il laisse en 

territoire frangais. 

Du Mt Bertrand (2481) ii longe la limite administrative marquee 

sur la carte jusqu'a la CoIla Rossa oü ii retrouve le chemin de crete qu'il 



longe par les cotes 2179 et 2252, jusqu'a la Cima Missun (2356) dont il
contourne le sommet par 1'est, en continuant A suivre le meme chemin, ce
chemin 6tant laisse en territoire francais.

5°- de la Cima Missun au Col de Pegairole

References: Carte au 20.000° de Pointe de Lugo N" 1-2 et 5-6
Le long de ce meme chemin de crete, le trace traverse la Colla Cravi-

rora et passe A 1'est de la cote 2265 A la Pta Farenga. II abandonne le
chemin pour contourner a 1'est la Cima Ventosa, retrouve le chemin du
Passo di Tanarello, laissant a la France les constructions qui le bordent;
longe le Mt Tanarello, traverse le Passo Basera (2038), contourne le Mt
Saccarello, qu'il laisse a environ 300 m. a l'ouest et, suivant l'arete ro-
cheuse puis le chemin jusqu'au Passo di Collardente, il aborde la crete qui
conduit au Mont Collardente en laissant a la France la cote 1762 a hauteur
de laquelle il longe un chemin laiss6 en territoire italien, atteint le Mt
Collardente en laissant a la France le chemin qui le traverse et qu'il suivra
par la Bassa di Sanson a 1'est et au sud de la cote 1769 jusqu'aux con-
structions (500 m. environ a l'est) de la Testa della Nava (1934) laiss6es
en territoire francais.

Abandonnant le chemin a hauteur de ces constructions, il rejoint par la
crete le chemin de crete de la Testa della Nava, laiss6 en territoire fran-
cais, et le suit jusqu'aux constructions au sud-est de la Cima di Marta ou
Mt Vacche qu'il contourne par l'est.

De la, le long du chemin de crete, laisse en territoire francais, il con-
tourne le Mt Ceriana, abandonne le chemin pour atteindre le Mt Grai (2014)
et vient le rejoindre au col (1875) pour contourner avec lui la Cima della
Valetta et le Mt Pietravecchia jusqu'a l'arete rocheuse.

I1 traverse ensuite la Gola dell'Incisa, rejoint le long de la crete par
la cote 1759 le Mt Torraggio (1972) puis la Cima di Logambon, la Gola
del Corvo, contourne le Mt Bauso et le Mt Lega (1552, 1563 et 1556) et
descend par la crete jusqu'au Passo di Muratone.

Le long du chemin de crete, laisse en territoire frangais, il passe au
Mt Scarassan, au sud du Mt Battolino, au sud de la cote 1358 et atteint
la Cla Pegairole.
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longe par les cotes 2179 et 2252, jusqu'a la Cima Missun (2356) dont ii 

contourne le sommet par Pest, en continuant a suivre le meme chemin, ce 
chemin etant laisse en territoire frangais. 

5° — de la Cima Missun au Col de Pegairole 

References: Carte au 20.000° de Pointe de Lugo N" 1-2 et 5-6 

Le long de ce meme chemin de crete, le trace traverse la Colla Cravi-

rora et passe a l'est de la cote 2265 a la Pta Farenga. Ii abandonne le 

chemin pour contoumer a rest la Cima Ventosa, retrouve le chemin du 

Passo di Tanarello, laissant a la France les constructions qui le bordent; 

longe le Mt Tanarello, traverse le Passo Basera (2038), contourne le Mt 

Saccarello, qu'il laisse a environ 300 in. a l'ouest et, suivant l'arete ro-

cheuse puis le chemin jusqu'au Passo di Collardente, ii aborde la crate qui 

conduit au Mont Collardente en laissant a la France la cote 1762 a hauteur 

de laquelle ii longe un chemin laisse en territoire italien, atteint le Mt 

Collardente en laissant a la France le chemin qui le traverse et qu'il suivra 

par la Bassa di Sanson a rest et au sad de la cote 1769 jusqu'aux con-

structions (500 m. environ a rest) de la Testa della Nava (1934) laissees 
en territoire frangais. 

Abandonnant le chemin a hauteur de ces constructions, il rejoint par la 

crete le chemin de crete de la Testa della Nava, laisse en territoire Iran-
cais, et le suit jusqu'aux constructions au sud-est de la Cima di Marta ou 
Mt Vacche qu'il contourne par rest. 

De la, le long du chemin de crate, laisse en territoire francais, il con-

tourne le Mt Ceriana, abandonne le chemin pour atteindre le Mt Grai (2014) 

et vient le rejoindre au col (1875) pour contourner avec lui la Cima della 
Valetta et le Mt Pietravecchia jusqu'a rarete rocheuse. 

Ii traverse ensuite la Cola dell'Incisa, rejoint le long de la crate par 

la cote 1759 le Mt Torraggio (1972) pals la Cima di Logambon, la Cola 

del Corvo, contourne le Mt Bauso et le Mt Lega (1552, 1563 et 1556) et 
descend par la crete jusqu'au Passo di Muratone. 

Le long du chemin de crate, laisse en territoire frangais, il passe au 

Mt Scarassan, au sad du Mt Battolino, au sud de la cote 1358 et atteint 
la Cla Pegairole. 
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6°-de la Cla Pegairole au Mont Mergo

References: Cartes au 20.000° de Pointe de Lugo N°" 5-6, San Remo N°' 1-2

et Menton N°' 3-4

De la Cla Pegairole, le trace suit la limite administrative marquee

sur la carte, laissant Cisterne a la France, gravit le mont Simonasso, descend

jusqu'au col, s'engage sur le chemin de Margheria-Suan qu'il laisse en ter-

ritoire francais, les chalets demeurant en territoire italien.

Longeant toujours ce chemin, laiss6 en territoire francais, il passe a

1'est de la Testa d'Alpe, a la Fontana dei Draghi, aux sources de la cote

1406, a la cote 1297, longe a l'est la Colla Sgora, passe aux cotes 1088,

1016 et 1026, franchit l'arete rocheuse du mont Colombin, suit la limite

de canton marquee sur la carte par la Cima di Reglie (846 et 858) aban-

donne cette limite de canton en direction du sud-ouest pour descendre la

crete de la Serra dell'Arpetta (543, 474 et 416) jusqu'au thalweg de la

Roya dont il franchit le cours a 200 m. environ au nord-ouest du pont

de Fanghetto.

Le trace remonte ensuite le thalweg de la Roya jusqu'en un point situ6

a 350 m. environ dudit pont. Quittant en ce point la Roya, il prend

une direction sud-ouest jusqu'a la cote 566. De ce point, il s'oriente vers

l'ouest jusqu'a sa rencontre avec le ravin, qui descend vers Olivetta; il

suit le ravin jusqu'a la route, laissant en territoire italien les habitations

situees sur cette route, remonte le V. di Trono sur 200 m. environ, puis

se dirige vers la cote 410 jusqu'au chemin d'Olivetta a San Cirolamo. De

la, apres avoir suivi ce chemin sur 100 m. environ vers le sud-est, il

reprend la direction generale du sud-ouest jusqu'a la cote 403, longeant a

une vingtaine de metres au sud le chemin marque sur la carte. A partir de

la cote 403, il suit la crete de la Pta Becche jusqu'a la cote 379, puis,

s'orientant de nouveau vers le sud-ouest, il traverse le T. Bevera, se diri-

geant, en suivant le thalweg, vers le Mont Mergo, dont il contourne par le

sud, a 50 metres environ, le sommet (686), laisse en territoire frangais, et

rejoint la presente frontiere en un point situe a 100 metres environ au

sud-ouest dudit sommet.
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6°—de la Cla Pegairole au Mont Mergo 

References: Cartes au 20.000° de Pointe de Lugo N °5 5-6, San Remo N °6 1-2 

et Menton N °5 3-4 

De la Cla Pegairole, le trace suit la limite administrative marquee 

sur la carte, laissant Cisterne a la France, gravit le mont Simonasso, descend 

jusqu'au col, s'engage sur le chemin de Margheria-Suan qu.'il laisse en ter-

ritoire francais, les chalets demeurant en territoire italien. 

Longeant toujours ce chemin, laisse en territoire francais, il passe a 

l'est de la Testa d'Alpe, a la Fontana dei Draghi, aux sources de la cote 

1406, a la cote 1297, longe a l'est la Colla Sgora, passe aux cotes 1088, 

1016 et 1026, franchit Parete rocheuse du mont Colombin, suit la limite 

de canton marquee sur la carte par la Cima di Reglie (846 et 858) aban-

donne cette limite de canton en direction du sud-ouest pour descendre la 

crate de la Serra dell'Arpetta (543, 474 et 416) jusqu'au thalweg de la 

Roya dont il franchit le cours a 200 m. environ au nord-ouest du pont 

de Fanghetto. 

Le trace remonte ensuite le thalweg de la Roya jusqu'en un point situe 

a 350 m. environ dudit pont. Quittant en ce point la Roya, ii prend 

une direction sud-ouest jusqu'a la cote 566. De ce point, il s'oriente vers 

l'ouest jusqu'a sa rencontre avec le ravin, qui descend vers Olivetta; ii 

suit le ravin jusqu'a la route, laissant en territoire italien les habitations 

situees sur cette route, remonte le V. di Trono sur 200 m. environ, puis 

se dirige vers la cote 410 jusqu'au chemin d'Olivetta it San Cirolamo. De 

la, apres avoir suivi ce chemin sur 100 m. environ vers le sud-est, ii 

reprend la direction generale du sud-ouest jusqu'a la cote 403, longeant 

une vingtaine de metres au sud le chemin marque sur la carte. A partir de 

la cote 403, il suit la crate de la Pta Becche jusqu'it la cote 379, puis, 

s'orientant de nouveau vers le sud-ouest, il traverse le T. Bevera, se diri-

geant, en suivant le thalweg, vers le Mont Mergo, dont il contourne par le 

sud, a 50 metres environ, le sommet (686), laisse en territoire francais, et 

rejoint la presente frontiere en tm point situe a 100 metres environ au 

sud-ouest dudit sommet. 



ANNEXE III
Garanties relatives au Mont Cenis et a la region

de Tende-la Brigue

(voir article 9)

A - GARANTIES QUE LA FRANCE DEVRA DONNER A L'ITALIE A L'OCCASION DE

LA CESSION DU PLATEAU DU MONT CENIS

I. Garanties relatives & la fourniture d'eau prelevee dans le lac du Mont
Cenis pour la production d'energie hydro-6lectrique

a) La France reglera le volume de l'eau du lac du Mont Cenis de-
versee dans les conduites souterraines qui alimentent les centrales hydro-
electriques de Gran Scala, de Venaus et de Mompantero de maniere a
fournir a ces centrales la quantit6 d'eau dont l'Italie pourra avoir besoin,
selon le debit qui sera necessaire a ce pays.

b) La France reparera, maintiendra en bon etat de marche et, suivant
les n6cessit6s, renouvellera toutes les installations necessaires pour fournir
l'eau et en regler le debit conformement au paragraphe a), pour autant que
ces installations seront situees en territoire francais.

c) La France informera l'Italie, a la demande de celle-ci, du volume
d'eau existant dans le lac du Mont Cenis et lui fournira a ce sujet tous
autres renseignements de maniere a permettre a l'Italie de determiner en
quelle quantite et suivant quel debit l'eau doit etre d6versee dans lesdites
conduites souterraines.

d) La France appliquera les dispositions ci-dessus en observant une
juste economie et facturera a l'Italie les frais effectivement engages.

II. Garanties relatives a l'energie electrique produite par la centrale hydro-
electrique de Gran Scala.

a) La France exploitera la centrale hydro-electrique de Gran Scala
de facon a produire (sous reserve du contr6le de l'approvisionnement en
eau prevu dans la garantie I) les quantites d'electricit6 dont l'Italie pourra
avoir besoin a la cadence necessaire a ce pays, une fois que seront couverts
les besoins locaux (besoins qui ne devront pas d6passer de facon substan-
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electriques de Gran Scala, de Venaus et de Mompantero de maniere a 
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l'eau et en regler le debit conformement au paragraphe a), pour autant que 

ces installations seront situees en territoire francais. 
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II. Garanties relatives a l'inergie electrique produite par la centrale hydro-
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a) La France exploitera la centrale hydro-electrique de Gran Scala 

de facon a produire (sous reserve du contrille de l'approvisionnement en 
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tielle les besoins actuels) de la r6gion avoisinant Gran Scala situ6e en ter-
ritoire francais.

b) La France exploitera I'usine elevatrice d'eau adjacente a la cen-
trale de Gran Scala de facon a refouler l'eau dans le lac du Mont Cenis
dans la mesure et au moment ou l'Italie en aura besoin.

c) La France reparera, maintiendra en bon etat de marche et, suivant
les necessites, renouvellera toutes les installations constituant la centrale
hydro-electrique de Gran Scala et l'usine 1eevatrice ainsi que la ligne et
l'appareillage de transport de force reliant la centrale de Gran Scala a la
frontiere franco-italienne.

d) La France assurera, par la ligne reliant Gran Scala a la frontiere
franco-italienne, le transport du courant correspondant aux besoins sus-
mentionnes de l'Italie et elle livrera ce courant A l'Italie au point ofu la
ligne de transport de force franchit la frontiere pour penetrer en territoire
italien.

e) La France maintiendra le voltage et la frequence du courant fourni
conform6ment aux dispositions ci-dessus a un niveau correspondant aux
demandes que l'Italie pourra raisonnablement formuler.

f) La France prendra avec l'Italie des dispositions en vue de l'eta-
blissement d'une liaison telephonique entre Gran Scala et l'Italie et restera
en communication avec l'Italie afin d'assurer que l'exploitation de la cen-
trale de Gran Scala, de l'usine 6elvatrice et de la ligne de transport de
force, soit conforme aux garanties enoncees ci-dessus.

g) Le prix que devra facturer la France, et que devra payer l'Italie,
pour le courant produit par la centrale hydro-electrique de Gran Scala qui
sera mis a la disposition de l'Italie (une fois que seront couverts les be-
soins locaux indiques plus haut), sera identique au prix facture en France
pour la fourniture de quantites analogues d'electricit6 d'origine hydro-
electrique en territoire frangais, aux environs du Mont Cenis ou dans
d'autres r6gions oft les conditions sont comparables.

III. Duree d'application des garanties

Sauf s'il en est autrement convenu entre la France et 'Italie, ces
garanties resteront perpetuellement en vigueur.
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IV. Commission technique de surveillance
Une Commission technique de surveillance franco-italienne composee

en nombre 6gal de membres francais et italiens sera creee pour surveiller
et faciliter l'execution des clauses de garantie ci-dessus dont le but est
d'assurer a l'Italie des facilit6s identiques a celles dont elle disposait en ce
qui concerne l'energie hydro-electrique et l'eau fournies par le lac du Mont
Cenis avant la cession de cette region a la France. I1 entrera egalement dans
le role de la Commission technique de surveillance de cooperer avec les
services techniques frangais competents pour s'assurer que la securite des
vallees inf6rieures n'est pas mise en danger.

B--GARANTIES QUE LA FRANCE DEVRA DONNER A L'ITALIE A L'OCCASION DE

LA CESSION A LA FRANCE DE LA REGION DE TENDE-LA BRIGUE

1. Garantie permettant d'assurer a 1'Italie l'6nergie electrique pro-
duite par les deux alternateurs a 16%2/ priodes de la centrale hydro-elec-
trique de San Dalmazzo et l'energie 6eectrique a 50 p6riodes produite par
les centrales hydro-electriques de Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo et Confine en
plus de la quantit6 de courant provenant de ces usines qui peut etre neces-
saire a la France pour alimenter les r6gions de Sospel, Menton et Nice
jusqu'a la reconstruction totale des centrales hydro-6lectriques d6truites de
Breil et de Fontan, 6tant entendu que cette quantit6 ira en diminuant a
mesure des progres de la reconstruction de ces centrales, que cette quan-
tite ne depassera pas une puissance de 5.000 kilowatts et 3.000.000 de
kilowatts-heure par mois et que, si la reconstruction de ces centrales ne se
heurte pas a des difficultes particulieres, les travaux devraient etre ter-
mines a la fin de 1947 au plus tard.

a) La France exploitera lesdites usines de fagon a produire (sous
reserve des limitations qui peuvent etre impos6es par le volume d'eau
utilisable et compte tenu, autant qu'il est raisonnablement possible, des
besoins des usines situ6es en aval) des quantites d'lectricite a une cadence
correspondant aux besoins de l'Italie, premierement, en courant a 162/
periodes, pour les chemins de fer italiens de Ligurie et du Piemont meri-
dional, et deuxiemement en courant a 50 periodes pour les usages gen6raux,
une fois que seront couverts les besoins de la France pour Sospel, Menton
et Nice, comme il est dit ci-dessus, ainsi que les besoins locaux de la r6gion
avoisinant San Dalmazzo;
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b) La France r6parera, maintiendra en bon 6tat de marche, et, suivant
les necessites, renouvellera toutes les installations constituant les centrales
hydro-electriques de Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo et Confine ainsi que les
lignes et installations de transport de force reliant les centrales de Le
Mesce et Confine, d'une part, a celle de San Dalmazzo, d'autre part, et les
lignes et installations principales de transport de force allant de la centrale
de San Dalmazzo a la frontiere franco-italienne;

c) La France informera l'Italie, a la demande de celle-ci, du debit
de l'eau a Le Mesce et t Confine ainsi que du volume d'eau accumule a
San Dalmazzo et elle fournira tous autres renseignements du meme ordre
de facon a lui permettre de determiner ses besoins en courant electrique
conformement aux dispositions de l'alin6a a);

d) La France assurera, par les lignes principales reliant San Dal-
mazzo a la frontiere franco-italienne, le transport du courant correspondant
aux besoins susmentionn6s de l'Italie et elle fournira ce courant a l'Italie
aux points ou lesdites lignes franchissent la frontiere pour pen6trer en
territoire italien;

e) La France maintiendra le voltage et la frequence du courant
electrique fourni conform6ment aux dispositions ci-dessus a un niveau
correspondant aux besoins reels de l'Italie;

f) La France prendra avec l'Italie des dispositions en vue d'etablir
une liaison t6elphonique entre San Dalmazzo et l'Italie et restera en com-
munication avec l'Italie afin d'assurer que l'exploitation desdites centrales
hydro-electriques et lignes de transport de force soit conforme aux garanties
enoncees ci-dessus.

2. Garantie relative au prix que la France facturera a l'Italie pour
le courant mis a la disposition de l'Italie, conformement au paragraphe 1
ci-dessus, jusqu'a ce que les livraisons cessent, conform6ment au para-
graphe 3 ci-apres.

Le prix que la France devra facturer et que l'Italie devra payer pour
le courant produit par les centrales hydro-electriques de Le Mesce, San
Dalmazzo et Confine qui sera mis a la disposition de l'Italie, une fois que
seront couverts les besoins de la France pour Sospel, Menton et Nice, ainsi
que les besoins locaux de la r6gion avoisinant San Dalmazzo, conforme-
ment aux dispositions de l'alin6a a) de la garantie 1, sera identique au
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prix factur6 en France pour la fourniture de quantit6s analogues de courant
d'origine hydro-electrique en territoire frangais aux environs de la vallee
sup6rieure de la Roya ou dans d'autres r6gions oi les conditions sont
comparables.

3. Garantie selon laquelle la France fournira du courant electrique a
l'Italie pendant une periode d'une dur6e raisonnable.

Sauf s'il en est autrement convenu entre la France et l'Italie, les garan-
ties 1 et 2 resteront en vigueur jusqu'au 31 d6cembre 1961. Elles cesseront
d'etre applicables a cette date ou le 31 decembre de l'une quelconque des
ann6es suivantes, a condition que l'un des deux pays donne par 6crit a l'autre,
deux ans a l'avance au moins, avis de son intention d'y mettre un terme.

4. Garantie concernant l'utilisation totale et equitable par la France
et par l'Italie des eaux de la Roya et de ses affluents en vue de l'exploita-
tion des ressources hydro-electriques:

a) La France exploitera les centrales hydro-6lectriques de la vall6e
de la Roya situees en territoire francais en tenant compte, autant qu'il est
raisonnablement possible, des besoins des centrales situ6es en aval. La
France fera connaitre d'avance a l'Italie le volume d'eau qui, d'apres les
pr6visions, sera disponible chaque jour et elle foumira tous autres ren-
seignements du m6me ordre;

b) La France et l'Italie elaboreront, par voie de n6gociations bilat6-
rales, un plan coordonn6 d'exploitation des ressources hydrauliques de la
Roya qui soit acceptable pour les deux parties.

5. Une commission, ou tel autre organisme analogue qu'il pourra
etre convenu de cr6er, sera institu6e en vue de surveiller l'ex6cution du
plan mentionn6 A l'alin6a b) de la garantie 4 et de faciliter 'observation des
garanties 1 a 4.

ANNEXE IV
Dispositions dont sont convenus a la date du 5 Septembre 1946

les Gouvemements italien et autrichien

(voir article 10)
1. Les habitants de langue allemande de la province de Bolzano et

ceux des communes voisines bilingues de la province de Trente jouiront
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les Gouvemements italien et autrichien 

(voir article 10) 

1. Les habitants de langue allemande de la province de Bolzano et 
ceux des communes voisines bilingues de la province de Trente jouiront 
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d'une complete 6galite de droits vis-a-vis des habitants de langue italienne,
dans le cadre de dispositions speciales destinees a sauvegarder le carac-
tere ethnique et le developpement culturel et economique du groupe de
langue allemande.

Conformement aux mesures legislatives qui ont ete deja prises ou qui
le seront, les ressortissants de langue allemande beneficieront des garanties
suivantes:

a) enseignement primaire et secondaire dans leur langue maternelle;

b) emploi sur un pied d'egalit6 des langues allemande et italienne
dans les administrations publiques, dans les documents officiels et dans la
nomenclature topographique bilingue;

c) droit de retablir les noms de famille allemands italianises au
cours des dernieres annees;

d) egalite de droits pour l'acces aux emplois publics en vue de r6aliser
une proportion d'emploi plus satisfaisante entre les deux groupes ethniques.

2. Les autorites legislatives et executives des regions indiquees ci-
dessus, beneficieront d'un regime d'autonomie dont les principes essentiels
seront fixes en consultation avec des elements locaux representatifs de la
population de langue allemande.

3. En vue d'etablir des relations de bon voisinage entre l'Italie et
l'Autriche, le Gouvernement italien s'engage, apres consultation avec le
Gouvernement autrichien, et dans le d6lai d'un an a partir de la signature
du present traite:

a) a reviser dans un esprit de large equite le regime des options de
nationalite tel qu'il resulte des accords du 21 octobre 1939;

b) a conclure un accord stipulant, dans des conditions de reciprocite,
la validite de certains titres d'etudes et diplomes universitaires;

c) a negocier une convention pour le libre transit des passagers et
des marchandises entre le Tyrol septentrional et le Tyrol oriental soit par
chemin de fer soit, dans les limites du possible, par route;

d) a conclure des accords speciaux tendant a faciliter un trafic fron-
talier plus etendu entre l'Autriche et l'Italie ainsi qu'a permettre les

lchanges locaux de certaines quantites de biens et produits r6gionaux.
95347--49-PT. II---23
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ANNEXE V
Alimentation en eau de la Commune de Gorizia

et de ses environs

(voir article 13)

1. La Yougoslavie assurera en qualite de proprietaire l'entretien et
1'exploitation des sources et des installations d'alimentation en eau de
Fonte Fredda et de Moncorona, et elle assurera l'alimentation en eau de
la partie de la commune de Gorizia qui, aux termes du present Traite,
reste en Italie. L'Italie continuera d'assurer l'entretien et l'exploitation du
reservoir et du systeme d'adduction d'eau qui se trouvent en territoire
italien et sont alimentes par les sources mentionnees ci-dessus; elle con-
tinuera egalement de fournir l'eau aux regions situees en territoire
yougoslave, qui auront ete transf6r6es a la Yougoslavie aux termes du
present Traite, et dont I'alimentation en eau se fait a partir du territoire
italien.

2. Les quantites d'eau ainsi procurees correspondront a celles qui ont
ete habituellement fournies a la r6gion dans le passe. Au cas ou les con-
sommateurs de l'un ou l'autre Etat auraient besoin de fournitures supple-
mentaires d'eau, les deux Gouvernements examineront conjointement la
question, en vue de realiser un accord sur toutes mesures qui pourront etre
raisonnablement necessaires pour satisfaire ces besoins. Dans le cas oil la
quantite d'eau disponible serait reduite pour des causes naturelles, les
quantites d'eau provenant des sources d'alimentation pr6cit6es, qui seront
fournies aux consommateurs se trouvant en Yougoslavie et en Italie, seront
reduites pour les uns et les autres au prorata de leur consommation
anterieure.

3. Le prix que la commune de Gorizia devra payer a la Yougoslavie
pour l'eau mise a sa disposition et le prix que les consommateurs residant
en territoire yougoslave devront payer a la commune de Gorizia seront
calcules uniquement sur la base du coft de l'exploitation et de l'entretien
dy systeme d'adduction d'eau, ainsi que d'apres le montant des nouvelles
depenses d'installation qui pourront etre necessaires pour l'ex6cution des
presentes dispositions.

4. Dans le delai d'un mois apres l'entree en vigueur du pr6sent Traite,
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la Yougoslavie et l'Italie concluront un accord determinant les responsa-
bilites respectives qui resultent pour elles des dispositions ci-dessus et
fixant les sommes a payer en vertu de ces dispositions. Les deux Gouver-
nements cr6eront une Commission mixte chargee de surveiller l'ex6cution
dudit accord.

5. A l'expiration d'une periode de dix annees apres l'entree en vigueur
du present Traite, la Yougoslavie et l'Italie procederont a un nouvel examen
des dispositions qui precedent, en tenant compte de la situation a cette
6poque, afin de determiner s'il y a lieu de les reviser, et elles y apporteront
toutes modifications et adjonctions dont elles pourront convenir. Tous
differends qui pourraient s'elever a la suite de ce nouvel examen, seront
regles suivant la procedure prevue a l'article 87 du present Traite.

ANNEXE VI
Statut Permanent du Territoire Libre de Trieste

(voir article 21)

Article 1. Etendue du Territoire Libre
Le Territoire Libre de Trieste sera delimite par les frontieres qui sont

decrites aux articles 4 et 22 du present Trait6 et dont le trace sera etabli
conformement a l'article 5 du Traite.

Article 2. Intigrite et Independance
Le Conseil de S6curite de l'Organisation des Nations Unies assure

l'integrite et l'ind6pendance du Territoire Libre. Cette responsabilit6 im-
plique qu'il a la charge:

a. de faire observer les dispositions du Statut Permanent, notamment
en ce qui concerne la protection des droits fondamentaux de 'homme;
b. de maintenir l'ordre et la s6curite dans le Territoire Libre.

Article 3. D&militarisation et Neutralite
1. Le Territoire Libre sera demilitarise et declare neutre.
2. Aucune force armee ne sera autorisee dans le Territoire Libre, sauf

sur instructions du Conseil de Securite.
3. Les formations, exercices et activites paramilitaires seront interdits

dans les limites du Territoire Libre.
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4. Le Gouvernement du Territoire Libre ne conclura ni ne negociera
d'accords ou de conventions militaires avec aucun Etat.

Article 4. Droits de l'Homme et Libert6s Fondamentales

La Constitution du Territoire Libre assurera a toute personne relevant
de la juridiction du Territoire Libre, sans distinction d'origine ethnique,
de sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et
des libertes fondamentales, notamment la liberte du culte, la libert6 de
langage, la libert6 d'expression de la pens6e par la parole et par l'ecrit,
la liberte d'enseignement, de reunion et d'association. Les ressortissants
du Territoire Libre auront la garantie de conditions egales d'admission
aux fonctions publiques.

Article 5. Droits Civils et Politiques

Aucune des personnes ayant acquis la citoyennete du Territoire Libre
ne sera priv6e de ses droits civils et politiques si ce n'est par decision judi-
ciaire et pour infraction aux lois penales du Territoire Libre.

Article 6. Citoyennete

1. Les ressortissants italiens qui etaient domicili6s au 10 juin 1940,
dans les limites constituant le Territoire Libre, et leurs enfants nes apres
cette date, deviendront citoyens d'origine du Territoire Libre et jouiront
de la plenitude des droits civils et politiques. En devenant citoyens du Ter-
ritoire Libre, ils perdront leur nationalite italienne.

2. Toutefois, le Gouvernement du Territoire Libre prescrira que les
personnes vis6es au paragraphe 1, qui sont ag6es de plus de 18 ans (et les
personnes mari6es, qu'elles aient ou non atteint cet age) et dont la langue
usuelle est l'italien, auront le droit d'opter pour la nationalite italienne
dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entr6e en vigueur de la Constitution,
selon les conditions qui seront etablies par celle-ci. Toute personne exercant
ce droit d'option sera consideree comme ayant acquis de nouveau la
nationalit6 italienne. L'option du mari n'entrainera pas celle de la femme.
Toutefois l'option du pere ou, si le pere est d6cede, celle de la mere,
entrainera automatiquement l'option de tous les enfants non mari6s ages
de moins de 18 ans.

3. Le Territoire Libre pourra exiger des personnes qui auront exerce
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leur droit d'option, qu'elles transferent leur residence en Italie dans un
delai d'un an a compter de la date a laquelle l'option aura ete exercee.

4. Les conditions d'acquisition de la citoyennet6 par les personnes
non qualifiees pour obtenir la citoyennete d'origine seront determin6es par
l'Assemblee Constituante du Territoire Libre et inscrites dans la Constitu-
tion. Toutefois, ces conditions devront interdire l'acquisition de la cito-
yennete par les personnes ayant appartenu a l'ancienne police fasciste
(O.V.R.A.) qui n'auront pas ete rehabilitees par les autorites competentes,

notamment par les autorites militaires alli6es qui avaient la charge
d'administrer le territoire en question.

Article 7. Langues Officielles
Les langues officielles du Territoire Libre seront l'italien et le slovene.
La Constitution determinera les circonstances dans lesquelles le create

pourra etre employ6 comme troisieme langue officielle.

Article 8. Drapeau et Armes
Le Territoire Libre aura son drapeau et ses armes. Son drapeau sera

le drapeau traditionnel de la ville de Trieste, et ses armes, les armes
historiques de celle-ci.

Article 9. Organes du Gouvernement
I1 sera prevu pour le gouvernement du Territoire Libre un Gouver-

neur, un Conseil de Gouvernement, une Assemblee populaire elue par le
peuple du Territoire Libre et un Corps judiciaire. Leurs pouvoirs respectifs
seront exerc6s conformement aux dispositions du present Statut et de la
Constitution du Territoire Libre.

Article 10. Constitution
1. La Constitution du Territoire Libre sera 6tablie conformement aux

principes d6mocratiques et adopt6e par une Assemblee Constituante a la
majorit6 des deux tiers des suffrages exprimes. La Constitution devra etre
conforme aux dispositions du present Statut. Elle n'entrera pas en vigueur
avant la mise en application du Statut.

2. Si le Gouverneur estime qu'une disposition quelconque de la
Constitution proposee par l'Assemblee Constituante, ou un amendement
qui serait apport6 ult6rieurement a la Constitution, se trouvent en contra-
diction avec le Statut, il pourra s'opposer i leur entree en vigueur, sous
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reserve d'en referer au Conseil de Securit6 si l'Assembl6e ne partage pas
ses vues et n'accepte pas ses recommandations.

Article 11. Nomination du Gouverneur

1. Le Gouverneur sera nomme par le Conseil de Securit6 apres con-
sultation avec les Gouvernements yougoslave et italien. I1 ne devra etre
ressortissant ni de la Yougoslavie, ni de l'Italie, ni du Territoire Libre.
II sera nomm6 pour une periode de cinq ans et son mandat pourra etre
renouvele. Ses 6moluments et indemnit6s seront a la charge des Nations
Unies.

2. Le Gouverneur pourra habiliter une personne de son choix a exercer
ses fonctions lorsqu'il devra s'absenter momentanement, ou ne se trouvera
pas en mesure, temporairement, de s'acquitter de ses fonctions.

3. Si le Conseil de Securite estime que le Gouverneur a manque aux
devoirs de sa charge, il pourra le suspendre et, sous reserve des garanties
appropriees d'enquete et de facult6 pour le Gouverneur d'etre entendu,
le r6voquer. En cas de suspension, de revocation, d'incapacit6 ou de deces du
Gouverneur, le Conseil de S6curit6 pourra designer ou nommer une autre
personne qui remplira les fonctions de Gouverneur Provisoire jusqu'a ce
que le Gouverneur ne soit plus dans l'incapacit6 de remplir ses fonctions
ou qu'un nouveau Gouverneur ait ete nomme.

Article 12. Pouvoir Legislatif

Le pouvoir legislatif sera exerce par une Assemblee populaire com-
pos6e d'une seule chambre, elue sur la base de la representation propor-
tionnelle par les citoyens des deux sexes du Territoire Libre. Les elections
a l'Assemblee se feront au suffrage universel, egal pour tous, direct et secret.

Article 13. Conseil de Gouvernement
1. Sous reserve des responsabilit6s assignees au Gouverneur aux

termes du present Statut, le pouvoir ex6cutif dans le Territoire Libre sera
exerce par un Conseil de Gouvernement forme par l'Assemblee populaire
et responsable devant elle.

2. Le Gouverneur aura le droit d'assister a toutes les seances du Conseil
de Gouvernement. II pourra exprimer ses vues sur toute question touchant
a ses responsabilites.
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tionnelle par les citoyens des deux sexes du Territoire Libre. Les elections 

l'Assemblee se feront au suffrage universel, egal pour tous, direct et secret. 

Article 13. Conseil de Gouvernement 

1. Sous reserve des responsabilites assignees au Gouverneur aux 
termes du present Statut, le pouvoir executif dans le Territoire Libre sera 

exerce par un Conseil de Gouvemement forme par l'Assemblee populaire 
et responsable devant elle. 

2. Le Gouverneur aura le droit d'assister a toutes les seances du Conseil 

de Gouvemement. Ii pourra exprimer ses vues sur toute question touchant 
ses responsabilites. 
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3. Lorsque des questions touchant aux responsabilit6s de leur charge
seront examin6es par le Conseil de Gouvernement, le Directeur de la Sfiret6
et le Directeur du Port Franc seront invites a assister aux seances du
Conseil et a y exposer leurs vues.

Article 14. Exercice du Pouvoir Judiciaire

Le pouvoir judiciaire dans le Territoire Libre sera exerce par des
tribunaux institu6s conformement a la Constitution et aux lois du Territoire
Libre.

Article 15. Liberte et Ind6pendance du Pouvoir Judiciaire

La Constitution du Territoire Libre devra garantir la libert6 et l'ind6-
pendance completes du pouvoir judiciaire et prevoir une instance d'appel.

Article 16. Nomination des Magistrats
1. Le Gouverneur nommera les magistrats en les choisissant parmi les

candidats proposes par le Conseil de Gouvernement ou parmi d'autres
personnes, apres consultation du Conseil de Gouvernement, a moins que
la Constitution ne pr6voie un autre mode de nomination aux fonctions judi-
ciaires; sous reserve des garanties qui seront donnees par la Constitution,
le Gouverneur pourra revoquer les magistrats si leur conduite est incompa-
tible avec leurs fonctions judiciaires.

2. L'Assemblee populaire pourra, par un vote a la majorit6 des deux
tiers des suffrages exprimes, inviter le Gouverneur a proc6der a une
enqu8te sur toute accusation port6e contre un membre de la magistrature.
Cette accusation, si elle s'avere fondee, pourra entrainer la suspension ou la
revocation de l'int6resse.

Article 17. Responsabilite du Gouverneur devant le Conseil de Securite

1. Le Gouverneur, en sa qualite de repr6sentant du Conseil de Securit6,
aura la responsabilite de surveiller l'application du present Statut, notam-
ment en ce qui concerne la protection des droits fondamentaux de l'homme,
et d'assurer le maintien de l'ordre public et de la s6curite par le Gouverne-
ment du Territoire Libre, conformement au present Statut, a la Constitution
et aux lois du Territoire Libre.

2. Le Gouverneur presentera au Conseil de Securite des rapports
annuels sur l'application du Statut et sur l'exercice de ses fonctions.
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Article 18. Droits de l'Assemblee
L'Assemblee populaire aura le droit de proceder a 1'examen ou a la

discussion de toute question concernant les int6erts du Territoire Libre.

Article 19. Legislation
1. L'initiative en matiere legislative appartient aux membres de

l'Assemblee populaire, au Conseil de Gouvernement, ainsi qu'au Gouver-
neur, pour les questions qui, a son avis, concement les responsabilites du
Conseil de Securite, telles qu'elles sont d6finies l'article 2 du present
Statut.

2. Aucune loi ne pourra entrer en vigueur avant d'avoir ete promul-
guee. La promulgation des lois aura lieu conformement aux dispositions
de la Constitution du Territoire Libre.

3. Avant d'etre promulgu6e, toute loi adoptee par l'AssemblMe devra
etre pr6sentee au Gouverneur.

4. Si le Gouverneur estime que cette loi est contraire au present Statut,
il pourra, dans les dix jours suivant la presentation qui lui en a ete faite, la
renvoyer a l'Assemblee avec ses observations et recommandations. Si le
Gouverneur ne renvoie pas cette loi dans les dix jours fixes, ou s'il avise
l'Assemblee dans le inmme delai que la loi n'appelle aucune observation ou
recommandation de sa part, la loi sera promulguee immediatement.

5. Si l'Assemblee manifeste son refus de retirer la loi qui lui a ete
renvoy6e par le Gouverneur ou de l'amender conformement aux observa-
tions ou recommandations du Gouverneur, celui-ci, a moins qu'il ne soit
pret a retirer ses observations et recommandations-et dans ce cas la loi sera
promulguee sans delai-, soumettra aussit6t la question au Conseil de Secu-
rite. Le Gouverneur transmettra egalement sans delai au Conseil de Securite,
toute communication que l'Assemblee pourrait desirer faire tenir au Conseil
a ce sujet.

6. Les lois qui auront ete soumises au Conseil de Securite en vertu des
dispositions du precedent paragraphe ne seront promulguees que sur instruc-
tions du Conseil de S6curite.

Article 20. Droits du Gouverneur en matiere de mesures administratives
1. Le Gouverneur peut demander au Conseil de Gouvernement de

suspendre 'application des mesures administratives qui, a son avis, sont
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incompatibles avec ses propres responsabilites, telles qu'elles sont definies
dans le present Statut (controle de l'application du Statut; maintien de
l'ordre public et de la securite; respect des droits de l'homme). En cas
d'objection de la part du Conseil de Gouvernement, le Gouverneur peut
suspendre l'application de ces mesures administratives et le Gouverneur ou
le Conseil de Gouvernement peuvent saisir le Conseil de Securite de 1'en-
semble de la question pour qu'il prenne une decision a ce sujet.

2. Lorsque ses responsabilites, telles qu'elles sont d6finies par le Statut,
se trouvent en jeu, le Gouverneur peut proposer au Conseil de Gouvernement
d'adopter toutes mesures d'ordre administratif. Si le Conseil de Gouverne-
ment n'accepte pas ces propositions, le Gouverneur peut, sans prejudice des
dispositions de l'article 22 du present Statut, soumettre la question au
Conseil de Securite pour decision.

Article 21. Budget

1. Le Conseil de Gouvernement sera charge de preparer le projet de
budget du Territoire Libre, qui comprendra les previsions de recettes et de
depenses, et de soumettre ce projet a l'Assemblee populaire.

2. Au cas oi un exercice budgetaire commencerait sans que le budget
ait et6 diument adopte par 1'Assemblee, les dispositions budgetaires de
l'exercice precedent seront appliquees au nouvel exercice budgetaire,
jusqu'a ce que le nouveau budget ait ete vote.

Article 22. Pouvoirs Speciaux du Gouverneur

1. Afin d'etre en mesure de s'acquitter de ses responsabilites envers le
Conseil de Securite, conformement au present Statut, le Gouverneur peut,
dans les cas qui a son avis presentent un caractere d'extreme urgence et
qui menacent l'independance ou l'integrite du Territoire Libre, l'ordre public
ou le respect des droits de l'homme, ordonner directement et faire executer
les mesures appropri6es, sous reserve d'adresser immediatement au Conseil
de Securite un rapport a ce sujet. En pareil cas, le Gouverneur peut, s'il le
juge necessaire, prendre la direction des services de la Sfirete.

2. L'Assemblee populaire peut adresser une petition au Conseil de
Securite au sujet de tout acte accompli par le Gouverneur dans l'exercice
de ceux de ses pouvoirs qui sont vises au paragraphe 1 du present article.
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Article 23. Droit de grace et de commutation de peine
Le droit de grace et de commutation de peine appartiendra au Gou.

verneur et sera exerc6 par lui conformement aux dispositions qui seront
inscrites dans la Constitution.

Article 24. Relations Ext&rieures
1. Le Gouverneur veillera a ce que la conduite des relations exterieures

du Territoire Libre soit conforme aux dispositions du Statut, de la Constitu-
tion et des lois du Territoire Libre. A cette fin, le Gouverneur aura le pou-
voir de s'opposer a la mise en vigueur de traites ou d'accords int6ressant les
relations ext6rieures, qui a son avis sont en contradiction avec le Statut, la
Constitution ou les lois du Territoire Libre.

2. Les trait6s et les accords, ainsi que les exequaturs et les commissions
consulaires seront sign6s conjointement par le Gouverneur et par un repre-
sentant du Conseil de Gouvernement.

3. Le Territoire Libre peut ou pourra etre partie a des conventions
internationales, ou devenir membre d'organisations internationales, a
condition que le but de ces conventions ou de ces organisations soit de regler
des questions 6conomiques, techniques, culturelles, sociales, ou relatives a la
sant6 publique.

4. Toute union economique ou association d'un caractere exclusif avec
un Etat quelconque est incompatible avec le Statut du Territoire Libre.

5. Le Territoire Libre reconnaitra la pleine valeur du Traite de Paix
avec l'Italie et donnera effet aux dispositions de ce Traite qui lui sont appli-
cables. Le Territoire Libre reconnaitra 6galement la pleine valeur des autres
accords ou arrangements qui ont 6et ou qui seront conclus par les Puissances
Alliees et Associees pour le retablissement de la paix.

Article 25. Independance du Gouverneur et de son personnel
Dans l'accomplissement de leurs devoirs, le Gouverneur et son per-

sonnel ne solliciteront ou n'accepteront d'instructions d'aucun Gouvernement
ni d'aucune autre autorit6, a l'exception du Conseil de Securit6. Is s'abstien-
dront de tout acte incompatible avec leur situation de fonctionnaires inter-
nationaux relevant uniquement du Conseil de Securite.

Article 26. Nomination et revocation des fonctionnaires administratifs
1. Les nominations aux fonctions publiques dans le Territoire Libre
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seront faites en tenant compte exclusivement des capacit6s professionnelles,
de la competence et de l'integrite des candidats.

2. Les fonctionnaires des organismes administratifs ne setont revoques
que pour incompetence ou faute grave et la revocation ne sera prononcee
que sous reserve des garanties appropriees d'enquete et de facult6 pour
l'int6resse d'etre entendu. Ces garanties seront determinees par la loi.

Article 27. Directeur de la Surete
1. Le Conseil de Gouvernement soumet au Gouverneur une liste de

candidats pour le poste de Directeur de la Sfirete. La nomination du Direc-
teur est faite par le Gouverneur qui le choisit parmi les candidats qui lui ont
ete present6s ou parmi d'autres personnes, apres consultation du Conseil de
Gouvernement. II peut 6galement revoquer le Directeur de la Saret6 apres
consultation du Conseil de Gouvernement.

2. Le Directeur de la Sfrete ne devra etre ressortissant ni de la
Yougoslavie ni de l'Italie.

3. Normalement, le Directeur de la Sfirete releve directement du Con-
seil de Gouvernement et recoit, pour les questions qui sont de son ressort,
les instructions de celui-ci.

4. a. Le Gouverneur doit recevoir r6gulierement des rapports du
Directeur de la Sfirete et conf6rer avec le Directeur sur toute
question qui est du ressort de celui-ci.

b. I1 doit etre mis au courant par le Conseil de Gouvernement des
instructions que celui-ci donne au Directeur de la Sfrete et peut
exprimer son avis a leur sujet.

Article 28. Force de Police
1. Pour maintenir l'ordre public et la securite conformement au Statut,

a la Constitution et aux lois du Territoire Libre, le Gouvernement du Terri-
toire Libre aura le droit d'entretenir une force de police et des services de
Surete.

2. Les membres de la police et des services de Sfret6 seront recrutes
par le Directeur de la Sfret6 et pourront etre revoques par lui.

Article 29. Gouvernement Local
La Constitution du Territoire Libre devra prevoir l'etablissement, sur
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la base de la representation proportionnelle, d'organes de gouvernement
local, selon des principes d6mocratiques, notamment celui du suffrage
universel, egal pour tous, direct et secret.

Article 30. Systeme Monetaire
Le Territoire Libre aura son systeme monetaire propre.

Article 31. Chemins de fer
Sans prejudice de ses droits de propriete sur les chemins de fer a

l'inttrieur de ses frontieres, et de son controle sur leur administration, le
Territoire Libre pourra negocier avec la Yougoslavie et l'Italie des accords
en vue d'assurer une exploitation rationnelle et economique de ses chemins
de fer. De tels accords determineront la responsabilite de l'exploitation des
chemins de fer en direction de la Yougoslavie ou de l'Italie respectivement,
ainsi que de l'exploitation de la tete de ligne de Trieste et des portions de
voies communes a toutes les lignes. Dans ce dernier cas, l'exploitation pourra
etre assuree par une Commission sp6ciale compos6e de representants du
Territoire Libre, de la Yougoslavie et de l'Italie sous la presidence du repre-
sentant du Territoire Libre.

Article 32. Aviation Commerciale
1. Les a6ronefs commerciaux immatricul6s sur le territoire de l'une

quelconque des Nations Unies, qui accorde les memes droits sur son terri-
toire aux aeronefs commerciaux immatricules dans le Territoire Libre,
jouiront des droits accordes a l'aviation commerciale dans le trafic inter-
national, notamment le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de
reparations, le droit de survoler sans escale le Territoire Libre, et d'utiliser
pour les transports a6riens les aeroports qui pourront etre d6signes par les
autorites competentes du Territoire Libre.

2. Ces droits ne seront pas soumis a d'autres restrictions que celles
qui sont imposees sur une base de non-discrimination par les lois et les
reglements en vigueur dans le Territoire Libre et dans les pays int6resses
ou qui resultent du caractere special du Territoire Libre, en tant que terri-
toire neutre et d6militarise.

Article 33. Immatriculation des Navires
1. Le Territoire Libre est habilite a ouvrir des registres en vue de

l'immatriculation des navires et batiments appartenant soit au Gouvernement
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voies communes a toutes les lignes. Dans ce dernier cas, l'exploitation pourra 
etre assuree par une Commission speciale composee de representants du 

Territoire Libre, de la Yougoslavie et de l'Italie sous la presidence du repre-
sentant du Territoire Libre. 

Article 32. Aviation Commerciale 

1. Les aeronefs commerciaux immatricules sur le territoire de rune 

quelconque des Nations Unies, qui accorde les memes droits sur son terri-

toire aux aeronefs commerciaux immatricules dans le Territoire Libre, 
jouiront des droits accordes a l'aviation commerciale dans le trafic inter-

national, notamment le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de 

reparations, le droit de survoler sans escale le Territoire Libre, et d'utiliser 
pour les transports aeriens les aeroports qui pourront etre design& par les 
autorites competentes du Territoire Libre. 

2. Ces droits ne seront pas soumis a d'autres restrictions que celles 

qui sont imposees sur une base de non-discrimination par les lois et les 

reglements en vigueur dans le Territoire Libre et dans les pays interesses 

ou qui resultent du caractere special du Territoire Libre, en tant clue terri-
toire neutre et demilitarise. 

Article 33. Immatriculation des Navires 

1. Le Territoire Libre est habilite a ouvrir des registres en vue de 
l'immatriculation des navires et batiments appartenant soft au Gouvernement 
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du Territoire Libre, soit a des personnes physiques ou a des organisations
domicili6es dans le Territoire Libre.

2. A la demande de la Tchecoslovaquie et de la Confederation helve-
tique, le Territoire Libre ouvrira des registres maritimes speciaux pour les
navires et batiments tch6coslovaques et helvetiques. Apres la conclusion du
Traites de Paix avec la Hongrie et du traite retablissant l'ind6pendance de
l'Autriche respectivement, le Territoire Libre ouvrira, dans les memes
conditions, des registres maritimes speciaux pour les navires et batiments
hongrois et autrichiens. Les navires et batiments inscrits dans ces registres
battront pavilion de leurs pays respectifs.

3. En donnant effet aux dispositions ci-dessus, et sous reserve de toute
convention internationale qui viendrait a etre conclue a cet egard avec la
participation du Gouvernement du Territoire Libre, celui-ci pourra etablir
telles conditions concernant l'immatriculation, le maintien sur les registres
ou la radiation, qui empecheront tous abus auxquels donneraient lieu les
facilites ainsi accordees. En ce qui concerne, notamment, les navires et
batiments immatricules conformement au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, l'imma-
triculation sera limitee aux navires et batiments g6ers du Territoire Libre
et servant r6gulierement les besoins ou les interets du Territoire. Dans le
cas des navires et batiments immatricules conformement au paragraphe
2 ci-dessus, l'immatriculation sera limitee aux navires et batiments ayant
Trieste pour port d'attache et servant d'une maniere reguliere et permanente
les besoins de leurs pays respectifs par le port de Trieste.

Article 34. Port Franc
II sera cree, dans le Territoire Libre, un port franc qui sera administr6

conform6ment aux dispositions d'un Instrument international etabli par le
Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres et approuve par le Conseil de
Securite. Le texte de cet Instrument figure en annexe au present Trait6
(annexe VIII). Le Gouvernement du Territoire Libre mettra en vigueur la
legislation necessaire et prendra toutes mesures utiles pour donner effet
aux dispositions de cet Instrument.

Article 35. Liberte de Transit
La libert6 de transit sera assuree conformement aux conventions inter-

nationales usuelles par le Territoire Libre et les Etats par les territoires
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du Territoire Libre, soit a des persomies physiques ou a des organisations 
domiciliees dans le Territoire Libre. 

2. A la demande de la Tchecoslovaquie et de la Confederation helve-

tique, le Territoire Libre ouvrira des registres maritimes speciaux pour les 

navires et batiments tchecoslovaques et helvetiques. Apres la conclusion du 

Traites de Paix avec la Hongrie et du traite retablissant l'independance de 

l'Autriche respectivement, le Territoire Libre ouvrira, dans les memes 

conditions, des registres maritimes speciaux pour les navires et batiments 

hongrois et autrichiens. Les navires et batiments inscrits dans ces registres 
battront pavilion de leurs pays respectifs. 

3. En donnant effet aux dispositions ci-dessus, et sous reserve de toute 

convention internationale qui viendrait a etre conclue a cet egard avec la 

participation du Gouvernement du Territoire Libre, celui-ci pourra etablir 

telles conditions concemant l'immatriculation, le maintien sur les registres 

ou la radiation, qui empecheront tous abus auxquels donneraient lieu les 

facilites ainsi accordees. En ce qui concerne, notamment, les navires et 

batiments immatricules conformement au paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, l'imma-
triculation sera limitee aux navires et batiments geres du Territoire Libre 

et servant regulierement les besoins ou les interets du Territoire. Dans le 

cas des navires et batiments immatricules conformement au paragraphe 

2 ci-dessus, l'immatriculation sera limitee aux navires et batiments ayant 

Trieste pour port d'attache et servant d'une maniere reguliere et permanente 

les besoins de leurs pays respectifs par le port de Trieste. 

Article 34. Port Franc 

Ii sera cree, dans le Territoire Libre, un port franc qui sera administre 

conformement aux dispositions d'un Instrument international etabli par le 

Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres et approuve par le Conseil de 

Securite. Le texte de cet Instrument figure en annexe au present Traite 

(annexe VIII). Le Gouvemement du Territoire Libre mettra en vigueur la 

legislation necessaire et prendra toutes mesures utiles pour donner effet 
aux dispositions de cet Instrument. 

Article 35. Liberte de Transit 

La liberte de transit sera assuree conformement aux conventions inter-

nationales usuelles par le Territoire Libre et les Etats par les territoires 



desquels s'effectue le transit, aux marchandises transportees par chemin de
fer entre le Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, sans aucune discrimination
et sans droits de douane, ni taxes autres que celles qui seraient pergues a
l'occasion de services rendus.

Article 36. Interpretation du Statut
Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est expresse-

ment prevue par un article du present Statut, tout differend relatif a 'in-
terpretation ou a l'execution du Statut qui n'a pas 6t6 r6gle par voie de
negociations directes, sera, a moins que les parties ne conviennent entre
elles d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la demande de l'une ou l'autre
des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant de chacune des
parties et d'un tiers membre, choisi d'un commun accord par les deux parties
parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A d6faut d'accord dans le delai d'un
mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation du tiers membre,
l'une ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire Gen6ral des Nations
Unies de proceder a cette designation. La decision de la majorite des membres
da la commission sera consideree comme decision de la commission et
acceptee par les parties comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 37. Modification du Statut
Le present Statut constitue le Statut Permanent du Territoire Libre,

sous reserve de toute modification que le Conseil de Securit6 pourra y
apporter ulterieurement. L'Assemblee populaire pourra, a la suite d'un vote
pris a la majorit6 des deux tiers des suffrages exprim6s, adresser des p6ti-
tions au Conseil de Securite en vue de la modification du Statut.

Article 38. Entree en vigueur du Statut
Le present Statut entrera en vigueur a la date qui sera fixee par le

Conseil de Securit6 des Nations Unies.

ANNEXE VII
Instrument relatif au regime provisoire

du Territoire Libre de Trieste
(voir article 21)

Les dispositions du present Instrument s'appliqueront a l'administra.
tion du Territoire Libre de Trieste en attendant la mise en application du
Statut Permanent.
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desquels s'effectue le transit, aux marchandises transportees par chemin de 

fer entre le Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, sans aucune discrimination 

et sans droits de douane, ni taxes autres que cellos qui seraient pelves a 
l'occasion de services rendus. 

Article 36. Interpretation du Statut 

Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est expresse-

ment prevue par un article du present Statut, tout differend relatif a l'in-

terpretation ou a l'execution du Statut qui n'a pas ete regle par vole de 

negociations directes, sera, a moms que les parties ne conviennent entre 

elles d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la demande de l'une on l'autre 

des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant de chacune des 

parties et d'un tiers membre, choisi d'un commun accord par les deux parties 

parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord dans le delai d'un 

mois entre les deux parties an sujet de la designation du tiers membre, 

rune ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations 

Unies de proceder a cette designation. La decision de la majorite des membres 

da la commission sera consideree comme decision de la commission et 

acceptee par les parties comme definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 37. Modification du Statut 

Le present Statut constitue le Statut Permanent du Territoire Libre, 

sous reserve de toute modification que le Conseil de Securite pourra y 

apporter ulterieurement. L'Assemblee populaire pourra, a la suite d'un vote 

pris a la majorite des deux tiers des suffrages exprimes, adresser des peti-

tions au Conseil de Securite en vue de la modification du Statut. 

Article 38. Entrée en vigueur du Statut 

Le present Statut entrera en vigueur a la date qui sera fixee par le 
Conseil de Securite des Nations Unies. 

ANNEXE VII 
Instrument relatif au regime provisoire 

du Territoire Libre de Trieste 
(voir article 21) 

Les dispositions du present Instrument s'appliqueront a l'administra-

tion du Territoire Libre de Trieste en attendant la mise en application du 
Statut Permanent. 
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Article 1
Le Gouverneur entrera en fonctions dans le Territoire Libre le plus

t8t possible apres l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 de Paix. Jusqu'a
l'entr6e en fonctions du Gouverneur, le Territoire Libre continuera d'etre
administr6 par les Commandements militaires allies agissant chacun dans
leur zone respective.

Article 2
Des son entree en fonctions dans le Territoire Libre, le Gouverneur

aura le pouvoir de constituer un Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement dont
il choisira les membres, apres consultation des Gouvernements yougoslave
et italien, parmi des personnes domiciliees dans le Territoire Libre. Le
Gouverneur aura le droit de modifier la composition du Conseil Provisoire
de Gouvernement chaque fois qu'il le jugera necessaire. Le Gouverneur
et le Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement exerceront leurs fonctions de la
maniere prescrite par les dispositions du Statut Permanent, a mesure
que ces dispositions s'avereront applicables et pour autant que celles du
present Instrument ne s'y substituent pas. De la meme facon, toutes les
autres dispositions du Statut Permanent seront applicables pendant la duree
du regime provisoire, a mesure que ces dispositions s'avereront applicables
et pour autant que celles du present Instrument ne s'y substituent pas.

Dans ses actes, le Gouverneur sera guide surtout par le souci des
besoins et du bien-etre de la population.

Article 3
Le siege du Gouvernement sera etabli a Trieste. Le Gouverneur adres-

sera ses rapports directement au President du Conseil de Securite et, par
son entremise, fournira au Conseil tous renseignements necessaires sur
l'administration du Territoire Libre.

Article 4
Le premier devoir du Gouverneur sera de veiller au maintien de

l'ordre public et de la securite. I nommera, a titre provisoire, un Directeur
de la Sfrete qui r6organisera et dirigera les forces de police et les services
de Sirete.

Article 5
a) Des l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, I'effectif des troupes
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Article I 

Le Gouverneur entrera en fonctions dans le Territoire Libre le plus 

tot possible apres l'entree en vigueur du present Traite de Paix. Jusqu'a 

l'entree en fonctions du Gouverneur, le Territoire Libre continuera d'être 

administre par les Commandements militaires allies agissant chacun dans 
leur zone respective. 

Article 2 

Des son entree en fonctions dans le Territoire Libre, le Gouverneur 

aura le pouvoir de constituer un Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement dont 

ii choisira les membres, apres consultation des Gouvemements yougoslave 

et italien, parmi des personnes domiciliees dans le Territoire Libre. Le 

Gouverneur aura le droit de modifier la composition du Conseil Provisoire 

de Gouvernement chaque fois qu'il le jugera necessaire. Le Gouverneur 

et le Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement exerCeront leurs fonctions de la 

maniere prescrite par les dispositions du Statut Permanent, a mesure 

que ces dispositions s'avereront applicables et pour autant que celles du 

present Instrument ne s'y substituent pas. De la meme facon, toutes les 

autres dispositions du Statut Permanent seront applicables pendant la duree 

du regime provisoire, a mesure que ces dispositions s'avereront applicables 

et pour autant que celles du present Instrument ne s'y substituent pas. 

Dans ses actes, le Gouverneur sera guide surtout par le souci des 
besoins et du bien-etre de la population. 

Article 3 

Le siege du Gouvernement sera etabli a Trieste. Le Gouverneur adres-

sera ses rapports directement au President du Conseil de Securite et, par 

son entremise, fournira au Conseil tous renseignements necessaires sur 
l'administration du Territoire Libre. 

Article 4 

Le premier devoir du Gouverneur sera de veiller au maintien de 

l'ordre public et de la securite. II nommera, a titre provisoire, un Directeur 

de la Siirete qui reorganisera et dirigera les forces de police et les services 

de Sarete. 
Article 5 

a) Des l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, l'effectif des troupes 



stationn6es dans le Territoire Libre ne d6passera pas 5.000 hommes pour
le Royaume-Uni, 5.000 hommes pour les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et 5.000
hommes pour la Yougoslavie.

b) Ces troupes seront mises a la disposition du Gouverneur pendant
une p6riode de quatre vingt dix jours a partir de son entree en fonctions
dans le Territoire Libre. Des la fin de cette p6riode, ces troupes cesseront
d'etre a la disposition du Gouverneur et seront retir6es du Territoire dans un
delai compl6mentaire de quarante cinq jours, a moins que le Gouverneur
n'avise le Conseil de S6curit6 qu'il estime n6cessaire, dans l'interet du Terri-
toire, de maintenir ces troupes, en totalit6 ou en partie. Dans cette derniere
hypothese, les troupes requises par le Gouverneur seront maintenues pendant
quarante cinq jours au plus, apres que le Gouverneur aura avis6 le Conseil
de S6curite que l'ordre interieur dans le Territoire peut etre assure par
les Services de Sfrete sans l'aide de troupes 6trangeres.

c) Les operations de retrait pr6vues au paragraphe b) devront s'effec-
tuer de maniere a maintenir autant que possible la proportion pr6vue au
paragraphe a) entre les troupes des trois Puissances int6ress6es.

Article 6
Le Gouverneur aura le droit, a tout moment, de demander de I'aide

aux Commandants en chef de ces contingents et cette aide lui sera donnee
sans d6lai. Dans tous les cas ou ce sera possible, le Gouverneur consultera
les Commandants militaires interesses avant de donner ses instructions, mais
il ne s'immiscera pas dans les dispositions d'ordre militaire prises a l'egard
des forces arm6es dans l'ex6cution de ses instructions. Chaque Commandant
en chef a le droit de communiquer, par rapport, a son Gouvernement les
instructions qu'il aura regues du Gouverneur, et il informera le Gouverneur
du contenu de ces rapports. Le Gouvernement interesse aura le droit de
refuser que ses troupes participent a l'operation en question et il informera
le Conseil de Securit6 de son refus.

Article 7
Les dispositions necessaires relatives aux lieux de stationnement, i

l'administration et a l'approvisionnement des contingents militaires fournis
par le Royaume-Uni, les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et la Yougoslavie, seront
fixees par accord entre le Gouverneur et les Commandants en chef de ces
contingents.
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stationnees dans le Territoire Libre ne depassera pas 5.000 hommes pour 

le Royaume-Uni, 5.000 hommes pour les Etats-Unis d'Amerique et 5.000 
hommes pour In Yougoslavie. 

b) Ces troupes seront mises a la disposition du Gouverneur pendant 

une periode de quatre vingt dix jours a partir de son entree en fonctions 

dans le Territoire Libre. Des la fin de cette periode, ces troupes cesseront 

d'être a la disposition du Gouverneur et seront retirees du Territoire dans un 

delai complementaire de quarante cinq jours, a moms que le Gouverneur 

n'avise le Conseil de Securite qu'il estime necessaire, dans l'interet du Terri-

toire, de maintenir ces troupes, en totalite ou en partie. Dans cette demiere 

hypothese, les troupes requises par le Gouverneur seront maintenues pendant 

quarante cinq jours an plus, apres que le Gouverneur aura avise le Conseil 

de Securite que Pordre interieur dans le Territoire peut etre assure par 
les Services de Sarete sans Paid° de troupes etrangeres. 

c) Les operations de retrait prevues au paragraphe b) devront s'effec-

tuer de maniere a maintenir autant que possible la proportion prevue au 

paragraphe a) entre les troupes des trois Puissances interessees. 

Article 6 

Le Gouverneur aura le droit, a tout moment, de demander de l'aide 

aux Commandants en chef de ces contingents et cette aide lui sera donnee 

sans delai. Dans tous les cas oil ce sera possible, le Gouverneur consultera 

les Commandants militaires interesses avant de donner ses instructions, mais 

ii ne s'immiscera pas dans les dispositions d'ordre militaire prises a l'egard 

des forces armees dans l'execution de ses instructions. Chaque Commandant 

en chef a le droit de communique; par rapport, a son Gouvemement les 

instructions qu'il aura regues du Gouverneur, et il informera le Gouverneur 
du contenu de ces rapports. Le Gouvemement interesse aura le droit de 

refuser que ses troupes participent a Poperation en question et il informera 
le Conseil de Securite de son refus. 

Article 7 

Les dispositions necessaires relatives aux lieux de stationnement, 

Padministration et a l'approvisionnement des contingents militaires fournis 

par le Royaume-Uni, les Etats-Unis d'Amerique et la Yougoslavie, seront 
fixees par accord entre le Gouverneur et les Commandants en chef de ces 
contingents. 
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Article 8

Le Gouverneur sera charge d'organiser, en consultation avec le Conseil

Provisoire de Gouvernement, l'election des membres de l'Assemblee Consti-

tuante dans les conditions prescrites par le Statut pour les elections a

l'Assemblee Populaire.
Les elections auront lieu, au plus tard, quatre mois apres l'entree en

fonctions du Gouverneur. Dans le cas oi il serait techniquement impossible

de proceder aux elections dans ce delai, le Gouverneur en referera au Con-

seil de S6curite.

Article 9

Le Gouverneur etablira le budget provisoire ainsi que les programmes

provisoires d'exportations et d'importations, en consultation avec le Conseil

Provisoire de Gouvernement et il s'assurera que les dispositions appropri6es

sont prises par le Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement pour la gestion des

finances du Territoire Libre.
Article 10

Les lois et reglements existants resteront en vigueur, a moins qu'ils ne

soient abrog6s ou que leur application ne soit suspendue par le Gouverneur,

et jusqu'a ce qu'ils le soient. Le Gouverneur aura le droit de modifier les

lois et reglements existants ainsi que d'6dicter de nouvelles lois et de nou-

veaux reglements, en accord avec la majorit6 du Conseil Provisoire de

Gouvernement. Ces lois et reglements modifies, ces nouvelles lois et ces

nouveaux reglements ainsi que les actes du Gouverneur abrogeant les lois

et reglements ou suspendant leur application seront valables a moins qu'ils

ne soient modifies, rapportes ou remplaces par des decisions de l'Assemblee

Populaire ou du Conseil de Gouvernement, agissant dans leurs domaines

respectifs apres l'entree en vigueur de la Constitution, et jusqu'a ce qu'ils

le soient.
Article 11

Jusqu'a l'etablissement d'un regime mon6taire separe pour le Terri-

toire Libre, la lire italienne continuera d'etre la monnaie legale dans le

Territoire Libre. Le Gouvernement italien fournira au Territoire Libre les

moyens de change etranger et les instruments monetaires qui lui sont neces-

saires, dans des conditions qui ne seront pas moins favorables que celles

qui sont appliquees en Italie.
95347
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Article 8 

Le Gouverneur sera charge d'organiser, en consultation avec le Conseil 

Provisoire de Gouvernement, l'election des ntembres de rAssemblee Consti-

tuante dans les conditions prescrites par le Statut pour les elections a 

l'Assemblee Populaire. 
Les elections auront lieu, au plus tard, quatre mois apres rentree en 

fonctions du Gouverneur. Dans le cas oil il serait techniquement impossible 

de proceder aux elections dans ce delai, le Gouverneur en referera au Con-

seil de Securite. 

Article 9 

Le Gouverneur etablira le budget provisoire ainsi que les programmes 

provisoires d'exportations et d'importations, en consultation avec le Conseil. 

Provisoire de Gouvernement et il s'assurera que les dispositions appropriees 

sont prises par le Conseil Provisoire de Gouvernement pour la gestion des 

finances du Territoire Libre. 
Article 10 

Les lois et reglements existants resteront en vigueur, a moms qu'ils ne 

soient abroges ou que leur application no soit suspendue par le Gouverneur, 

et jusqu'a ce qu'ils le soient. Le Gouverneur aura le droit de modifier les 

lois et reglements existants ainsi que d'edicter de nouvelles lois et de nou-

veaux reglements, en accord avec la majorite du Conseil Provisoire de 

Gouvernement. Ces lois et reglements modifies, ces nouvelles lois et ces 

nouveaux reglements ainsi que les actes du Gouverneur abrogeant les lois 
et reglements ou suspendant leur application seront valables a moms qu'ils 

ne soient modifies, rapportes ou remplaces par des decisions de l'Assemblee 
Populaire ou du Conseil de Gouvernement, agissant dans leurs domaines 

respectifs apres l'entree en vigueur de la Constitution, et jusqu'it ce qu'ils 

le soient. 
Article 11 

Jusqu'a retablissement d'un regime monetaire separe pour le Teni-

toire Libre, la lire italienne continuera d'être la monnaie legale dans le 

Territoire Libre. Le Gouvernement italien fournira au Territoire Libre les 

moyens de change etranger et les instruments monetaires qui lui sont neces-

saires, dans des conditions qui ne seront pas moms favorables que celles 

qui sont appliquees en Italie. 
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L'Italie et le Territoire Libre concluront un accord pour donner effet
aux dispositions ci-dessus et pour pr6voir tout reglement qui pourrait etre
necessaire entre les deux Gouvernements.

ANNEXE VIII
Instrument relatif au Port Franc de Triesto

(voir article 21)

Article 1
1. Pour garantir que le commerce international ainsi que la Yougo-

slavie, l'Italie et les Etats d'Europe centrale puissent utiliser, dans des
conditions d'egalite, le port et les facilites de transit de Trieste, selon les
coutumes en usage dans les autres ports francs du monde:

a) il sera cree dans le Territoire Libre de Trieste, un port franc de
douanes, dont les limites sont fixees par les dispositions de l'article 3 du
pr6sent Instrument ou seront 6tablies conformement auxdites dispositions;

b) les marchandises passant par le Port Franc de Trieste beneficieront
de la liberte de transit dans les conditions prevues a l'article 16 du pre-
sent Instrument.

2. Le regime international du Port Franc sera determine par les
dispositions du present Instrument.

Article 2
1. Le Port Franc sera constitu6 en etablissement public du Territoire

Libre et administre comme tel. I1 aura la pleine capacit6 d'une personne
morale et fonctionnera conformement aux dispositions du present Instrument.

2. Tous les biens italiens d'Etat et parastataux, se trouvant dans les
limites du Port Franc, qui, aux termes du present Traite seront acquis par
le Territoire Libre, seront transf6ers sans paiement au Port Franc.

Article 3
1. La zone du Port Franc comprendra la superficie et les installations

des zones franches du port de Trieste dans leurs limites de 1939.

2. La creation dans le Port Franc de zones speciales relevant de la
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L'Italie et le Territoire Libre concluront un accord pour donner effet 

aux dispositions ci-dessus et pour prevoir tout reglement qui pourrait etre 

necessaire entre les deux Gouvemements. 

ANNEXE VIII 

Instrument relatif au Port Franc de Trieste: 
(voir article 21) 

Article 1 

1. Pour garantir que le commerce international ainsi que la Yougo-

slavie, Phalle et les Etats d'Europe centrale puissent utiliser, dans des 

conditions d'egalite, le port et les facilites de transit de Trieste, selon les 
coutumes en usage dans les autres ports francs du monde: 

a) il sera cree dans le Territoire Libre de Trieste, un port franc de 

douanes, dont les limites sont fixees par les dispositions de Particle 3 du 

present Instrument ou seront etablies conformement auxdites dispositions; 

b) les marchandises passant par le Port Franc de Trieste beneficieront 

de la liberte de transit dans les conditions prevues a l'article 16 du pre-
sent Instrument. 

2. Le regime international du Port Franc sera determine par les 
dispositions du present Instrument. 

Article 2 

1. Le Port Franc sera constitue en etablissement public du Territoire 

Libre et administre comme tel. II aura la pleine capacite d'une personne 

morale et fonctionnera conformenient aux dispositions du present Instrument. 

2. Tons les biens italiens &Etat e parastataux, se trouvant dans les 

limites du Port Franc, qui, aux termes du present Traite seront acquis par 

le Territoire Libre, seront transferes sans paiement au Port Franc. 

Article 3 

1. La zone du Port Franc comprendra la superficie et les installations 
des zones franches du port de Trieste dans leurs limites de 1939. 

2. La creation dans le Port Franc de zones speciales relevant de la 
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juridiction exclusive d'un Etat, quel qu'il soit, est incompatible avec le
statut du Territoire Libre et celui du Port Franc.

3. Toutefois, en vue de satisfaire les besoins particuliers de la navi-
gation yougoslave et italienne dans l'Adriatique, le Directeur du Port
Franc, a la demande des Gouvernements yougoslave ou italien, et sur
avis conforme de la Commission Internationale pr6vue a l'article 21,
pourra reserver aux navires de commerce battant pavillon de l'un ou l'autre
de ces deux Etats l'usage exclusif de postes a quai dans certaines parties
de la zone du Port Franc.

4. Dans le cas oiu il serait necessaire d'agrandir la zone du Port
Franc, cet agrandissement pourra etre effectue, sur proposition du Direc-
teur du Port Franc, par decision du Conseil de Gouvernement, d'accord
avec 1'Assemblee populaire.

Article 4

Sauf dispositions contraires du present Instrument, les lois et regle-
ments en vigueur dans le Territoire Libre seront applicables aux personnes
et aux biens dans les limites du Port Franc, et les autorites charg6es de leur
application dans le Territoire Libre exerceront leurs fonctions dans lesdites
limites.

Article 5

1. Les navires de commerce et les marchandises de tous pays jouiront
sans restriction du droit d'acces au Port Franc pour chargement et de-
chargement, tant en ce qui concerne les marchandises en transit que les
marchandises & destination ou en provenance du Territoire Libre.

2. Les autorites du Territoire Libre ne percevront sur ces marchan-
dises, a l'occasion de leur importation, de leur exportation ou de leur
transit par le Port Franc, ni droits de douane ni taxes autres que celles
qui seraient percues a l'occasion de services rendus.

3. Toutefois, en ce qui concerne les marchandises importees par le
Port Franc aux fins de consommation dans les limites du Territoire Libre ou
exportees de ce Territoire par le Port Franc, les lois et reglements en vigueur
en la matiere dans le Territoire Libre seront appliques.

Article 6

L'entreposage, l'emmagasinage, l'examen, le triage, 1'emballage et
le reemballage, et les activites similaires qui ont ete exercees de facon cou-
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juridiction exclusive d'un Etat, quel soit, est incompatible avec le 

statut du Territoire Libre et celui du Port Franc. 

3. Toutefois, en vue de satisfaire les hesoins particuliers de la navi-

gation yougoslave et italienne dans rAdriatique, le Directeur du Port 

Franc, a la demande des Gouvernements yougoslave ou italien, et sur 

avis conforme de la Commission Internationale prevue a l'article 21, 

pourra reserver aux navires de commerce battant pavilion de l'un ou l'autre 

de ces deux Etats l'usage exclusif de postes a quai dans certaines parties 

de la zone du Port Franc. 

4. Dans le cas oà il serait necessaire d'agrandir la zone du Port 

Franc, cet agrandissement pourra etre effectue, sur proposition du Direc-

teur du Port Franc, par decision du Conseil de Gouvemement, d'accord 

avec rAssemblee populaire. 

Article 4 

Sauf dispositions contraires du present Instrument, les lois et regle-

rnents en vigueur dans le Territoire Libre seront applicables aux personnes 

et aux biens dans les limites du Port Franc, et les autorites chargees de leur 

application dans le Territoire Libre exerceront leurs fonctions dans lesdites 

limites. 

Article 5 

L Les navires de commerce et les marchandises de tous pays jouiront 

sans restriction du droit d'acces an Port Franc pour chargement et de-

chargement, tant en ce qui conceme les marchandises en transit que les 

marchandises a destination ou en provenance du Territoire Libre. 

2. Les autorites du Territoire Libre ne percevront sur ces marchan-

dises, a l'occasion de leur importation, de leur exportation on de leur 

transit par le Port Franc, ni droits de douane ni taxes autres que celles 

qui seraient pelves a l'occasion de services rendus. 

3. Toutefois, en ce qui concerne les marchandises importees par le 

Port Franc aux fins de consommation dans les limites du Territoire Libre on 

exportees de ce Territoire par le Port Franc, les lois et reglements en vigueur 

en la matiere dans le Territoire Libre seront appliques. 

Article 6 

L'entreposage, remmagasinage, rexamen, le triage, remballage et 

le reemballage, et les activites similaires qui ont ete exercees de fn.:in con-



tumiere dans les zones franches du port de Trieste, seront autoris6es dans
le Port Franc conform6ment a la r6glementation generale etablie par le
Directeur du Port Franc.

Article 7

1. Le Directeur du Port Franc pourra 6galement autoriser le traite-
ment primaire des marchandises dans les limites du Port Franc.

2. Les autres activites industrielles seront autorisees dans les limites
du Port Franc pour les entreprises qui existaient dans les zones franches du
port de Trieste avant 1'entree en vigueur du present Instrument. Le Con-
seil de Gouvernement pourra, sur la proposition du Directeur du Port
Franc, permettre l'installation de nouvelles entreprises industrielles dans
les limites du Port Franc.

Article 8
Les autorites du Territoire Libre seront autoris6es a proc6der a des

inspections a l'int6rieur du Port Franc, dans la mesure qui leur sera neces-
saire pour faire respecter les reglements douaniers ou autres 6tablis dans
le Territoire Libre en vue d'empecher la contrebande.

Article 9
1. II appartiendra aux autorites du Territoire Libre de fixer et de

percevoir les droits de port dans le Port Franc.
2. Le Directeur du Port Franc fixera le montant de toutes les rede-

vances afferentes a l'utilisation des installations et des services du Port
Franc. Ces redevances devront 8tre raisonnables et correspondre aux frais
d'exploitation, d'administration, d'entretien et de d6veloppement du Port
Franc.

Article 10
I1 ne sera admis, pour la fixation et la perception dans le Port Franc du

montant des droits de port et des autres redevances prevues a l'article 9,
ainsi que pour la fourniture des services et lutilisation des installations
du Port Franc, aucune mesure discriminatoire fondee sur la nationalit6 des
navires, la propriet6 des marchandises ou sur tout autre motif.

Article 11
La circulation de toutes personnes a l'entr6e et a la sortie de la zone

du Port Franc sera soumise a telle reglementation qui sera etablie par les
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tumiere dans les zones franches du port de Trieste, seront autorisees dans 

le Port Franc conformement a la reglementation generale etablie par le 
Directeur du Port Franc. 

Article 7 

1. Le Directeur du Port Franc pourra egalement autoriser le traite-

merit primaire des marchandises dans les limites du Port Franc. 

2. Les autres activites industrielles seront autorisees dans les limites 

du Port Franc pour les entreprises qui existaient dans les zones franches dii 

port de Trieste avant l'entree en vigueur du present Instrument. Le Con-

seil de Couvernement pourra, sur la proposition du Directeur du Port 

Franc, permettre Pinstallation de nouvelles entreprises industrielles dans 
les limites du Port Franc. 

Article 8 

Les autorites du Territoire Libre seront autorisees a proceder a des 
inspections a Pinterieur du Port Franc, dans la mesure qui leur sera neces-

saire pour faire respecter les reglements douaniers ou autres etablis dans 

le Territoire Libre en vue d'empecher la contrebande. 

Article 9 

1. Ii appartiendra aux autorites du Territoire Libre de fixer et de 
percevoir les droits de port dans le Port Franc. 

2. Le Directeur du Port Franc fixera le montant de toutes les rede-

vances afferentes a l'utilisation des installations et des services du Port 

Franc. Ces redevances devront etre raisonnables et correspondre aux frais 

d'exploitation, d'administration, d'entretien et de developpement du Port 
Franc. 

Article 10 

Ii ne sera admis, pour la fixation et la perception dans le Port Franc du 

montant des droits de port et des autres redevances prevues a Particle 9, 

ainsi quo pour la foumiture des services et l'utilisation des installations 

du Port Franc, aucune mesure discriminatoire fondee sur la nationalite des 

navires, la propriete des marchandises ou sur tout autre motif. 

Article 11 

La circulation de toutes personnes a l'entree et a la sortie de la zone 
du Port Franc sera soumise a telle reglementation qui sera etablie par les 
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autorites du Territoire Libre. Toutefois cette reglementation sera etablie

de maniere a ne pas gener indfiment la circulation a l'entr6e et a la sortie
du Port Franc des personnes, quelle que soit leur nationalitY, qui exercent
dans la zone du Port Franc une activit6 legitime.

Article 12
Les reglements generaux et speciaux en vigueur dans le Port Franc,

ainsi que les baremes des redevances a percevoir dans le Port Franc, de-

vront etre rendus publics. Article 13
Article 13

La navigation cotiere et le cabotage interieur dans les limites du

Territoire Libre seront r6gis par la reglementation edictee par les autorites

du Territoire Libre, les dispositions du present Instrument 6tant consi-

derees comme n'imposant a ces autorites aucune restriction a cet egard.

Article 14

Les mesures de protection sanitaire ainsi que les dispositions relatives

a la lutte contre les maladies des animaux et des vegetaux, en ce qui con-

cerne les navires et les cargaisons, seront appliqu6es dans les limites du

Port Franc par les autorit6s du Territoire Libre.

Article 15

Les autorites du Territoire Libre seront tenues de fournir au Port

Franc l'eau, le gaz, la lumiere et l'energie electriques, les communications,

les installations d'assainissement et autres services publics, ainsi que d'y

assurer la police et la protection contre l'incendie.

Article 16

1. La libert6 de transit sera assuree, conformement aux conventions

internationales usuelles, par le Territoire Libre et les Etats, par le territoire

desquels s'effectue le transit, aux marchandises transportees par chemin de

fer entre le Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, sans aucune discrimination

et sans droits de douane ni taxes autres que celles qui seraient percues i

l'occasion de services rendus.
2. Le Territoire Libre et les Etats qui assument les obligations resul-

tant du present Instrument et sur le territoire desquels ce trafic se fait en

transit dans l'une ou l'autre direction, feront tout ce qui est en leur pouvoir

pour faciliter t tous egards et dans toute la mesure possible la rapidit6
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autorites du Territoire Libre. Toutefois cette reglementation sera etablie 

de maniere a ne pas gener indilment la circulation a l'entree et a la sortie 
du Port Franc des personnes, quelle que soit leur nationalite, qui exercent 

dans la zone du Port Franc une activite legitime. 

Article 12 

Les reglements generaux et speciaux en vigueur dans le Port Franc, 

ainsi que les baremes des redevances a percevoir dans le Port Franc, de-

vront etre rendus publics. 
Article 13 

La navigation eatiere et le cabotage interieur dans les limites du 

Territoire Libre seront regis par la reglementation edictee par les autorites 

du Territoire Libre, les dispositions du present Instrument etant consi-

derees comme n'imposant a ces autorites aucune restriction a cet egard. 

Article 14 

Les mesures de protection sanitaire ainsi que les dispositions relatives 

a la lutte contre les maladies des animaux et des vegetaux, en ce qui con-
cerne les navires et les cargaisons, seront appliquees dans les limites du 

Port Franc par les autorites du Territoire Libre. 

Article 15 

Les autorites du Territoire Libre seront tenues de fournir au Port 

Franc l'eau, le gaz, la lumiere et l'energie electriques, les communications, 

les installations d'assainissement et autres services publics, ainsi que d'y 

assurer la police et la protection contre l'incendie. 

Article 16 

1. La liberte de transit sera assuree, conformement aux conventions 

internationales usuelles, par le Territoire Libre et les Etats, par le territoire 

desquels s'effectue le transit, aux marchandises transportees par chemin de 

fer entre le Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, sans aucune discrimination 

et sans droits de douane ni taxes autres que celles qui seraient pergues 

roccasion de services rendus. 

2. Le Territoire Libre et les Etats qui as,sument les obligations resul-

tant du present Instrument et sur le territoire desquels ce trafic se fait en 

transit dans l'une ou l'autre direction, feront tout ce qui est en leur pouvoir 

pour faciliter a tous egards et dans toute la mesure possible la rapidite 



et la bonne marche de ce trafic a un prix raisonnable; ils n'adopteront, a
1'6gard du mouvement des marchandises a destination et en provenance du
Port Franc, aucune mesure discriminatoire en matiere de tarifs, de ser-
vices et de reglements douaniers, sanitaires, de police ou autres.

3. Les Etats qui assument les obligations resultant du present Instru-
ment ne prendront aucune mesure reglementaire ou tarifaire qui detour-
nerait artificiellement le trafic du Port Franc au profit d'autres ports mari-
times. Les mesures prises par le Gouvernement yougoslave en vue d'ame-
nager le trafic vers les ports de la Yougoslavie meridionale ne seront pas
consid6rees comme des mesures visant a d6tourner artificiellement le trafic.

Article 17
Le Territoire Libre et les Etats qui assument les obligations resultant

du present Instrument accorderont dans leurs territoires respectifs et sur
une base de non-discrimination, la libert6 des communications postales,
telegraphiques et t6elphoniques, conformement aux conventions interna-
tionales usuelles, entre la zone du Port Franc et tout pays, pour toute com-
munication en provenance ou a destination de la zone du Port Franc.

Article 18
1. Le Port Franc sera administre par le Directeur du Port Franc qui

le representera en tant que personne morale. Le Conseil de Gouvernement
presentera au Gouverneur une liste de candidats qualifies pour le poste
de Directeur du Port Franc. Le Gouverneur nommera le Directeur en le
choisissant parmi les candidats qui lui ont ete presentes, apres consultation
du Conseil de Gouvernement. En cas de d6saccord, la question sera sou-
mise au Conseil de S6curite. Le Gouverneur pourra 6galement revoquer le
Directeur sur recommandation de la Commission Internationale ou du
Conseil de Gouvernement.

2. Le Directeur ne devra 8tre ressortissant ni de la Yougoslavie, ni
de l'Italie.

3. Tous les autres agents du Port Franc seront nommes par le Direc-
teur. Pour toutes les nominations d'agents, la preference devra 8tre donnee
aux ressortissants du Territoire Libre.

Article 19
Le Directeur du Port Franc, sous reserve des dispositions du present
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et la bonne marche de ce trafic a un prix raisonnable; us n'adopteront, 
l'egard du mouvement des marchandises a destination et en provenance du 
Port Franc, aucune mesure discriminatoire en matiere de tarifs, de ser-

vices et de reglements douaniers, sanitaires, de police ou autres. 

3. Les Etats qui assument les obligations resultant du present Instru-

ment ne prendront aucune mesure reglementaire on tarifaire qui detour-

nerait artificiellement le trafic du Port Franc au profit d'autres ports marl-

times. Les mesures prises par le Gouvernement yougoslave en vue d'ame-

nager le trafic vers les ports de la Yougoslavie meridionale ne seront pas 

considerees comme des mesures visant a detourner artificiellement le trafic. 

Article 17 

Le Territoire Libre et les Etats qui assument les obligations resultant 

du present Instrument aceorderont dans leurs territoires respectifs et sur 

une base de non-discrimination, la liberte des communications postales, 

telegraphiques et telephoniques, conformement aux conventions interna-

tionales usuelles, entre la zone du Port Franc et tout pays, pour toute com-

munication en provenance on a destination de la zone du Port Franc. 

Article 18 

1. Le Port Franc sera administre par le Directeur du Port Franc qui 

le representera en tant que personne morale. Le Conseil de Gouvernement 

presentera au Gouverneur une liste de candidats qualifies pour le poste 

de Directeur du Port Franc. Le Gouverneur nommera le Directeur en le 

choisissant parmi les candidats qui lui ont ete presentes, apres consultation 

du Conseil de Gouvernement. En cas de desaccord, la question sera sou-

mise au Conseil de Securite. Le Gouverneur pourra egalement revoquer le 
Directeur sun recommandation de la Commission Internationale on du 
Conseil de Gouvernement. 

2. Le Directeur ne clevra etre ressortissant ni de la Yougoslavie, ni 
de l'Italie. 

3. Tous les autres agents du Port Franc seront nommes par le Direc-

teur. Pour toutes les nominations d'agents, la preference devra etre donnee 
aux ressortissants du Territoire Libre. 

Article 19 

Le Directeur du Port Franc, sous reserve des dispositions du present 
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Instrument, prendra toutes mesures raisonnables et n6cessaires pour ad-
ministrer, exploiter, entretenir et developper le Port Franc et en faire un
port fonctionnant de facon satisfaisante et apte a faire face rapidement a
tout le trafic. En particulier, il sera responsable de l'execution des travaux
portuaires de toute nature dans le Port Franc, il dirigera l'exploitation des
installations portuaires et du reste de l'equipement du -port, ,il fixera,
conformement aux lois du Territoire Libre, les conditions de travail dans
le Port Franc et il controlera egalement l'execution dans le Port Franc des
ordres et reglements des autorites du Territoire Libre relatifs a la navigation.

Article 20
1. Le Directeur du Port Franc edictera tels reglements generaux et

speciaux qu'il jugera necessaires dans l'exercice des fonctions qui lui sont
devolues aux termes de l'article precedent.

2. Il etablira le budget autonome du Port Franc; ce budget sera
approuve et gere conformement a la legislation qui sera etablie par l'Assem-
blee populaire du Territoire Libre.

3. Le Directeur du Port Franc presentera un rapport annuel sur le
fonctionnement du Port Franc au Gouverneur et au Conseil de Gouverne-
ment du Territoire Libre. Une copie de ce rapport sera transmise a la
Commission Internationale.

Article 21
1. I1 sera cree une Commission Internationale du Port Franc, ci-apres

denommee "la Commission Internationale," composee d'un representant du
Territoire Libre et de chacun des Etats suivants: Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
France, Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, Union des
Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, Republique Federative Populaire de
Yougoslavie, Italie, Pologne, Tchecoslovaquie, Suisse, Autriche, Hongrie,
a condition que l'Etat en question ait assume les obligations resultant du
present Instrument.

2. Le representant du Territoire Libre sera president permanent de
la Commission Internationale. En cas de partage des voix, celle du president

sera preponderante. Article 22

La Commission Internationale aura son siege dans les limites du Port
Franc. Ses locaux et ses activites ne releveront de la juridiction d'aucune
autorite locale. Les membres et les fonctionnaires de la Commission Inter-
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Instrument, prendra toutes mesures raisonnables et necessaires pour ad-

ministrer, exploiter, entretenir et developper le Port Franc et en faire un 

port fonctionnant de facon satisfaisante et apte a faire face rapidement 

tout le trafic. En particulier, il sera responsable de l'execution des travaux 

portuaires de toute nature dans le Port Franc, il dirigera l'exploitation des 

installations portuaires et du reste de l'equipement du -port, il fixera, 

conformement aux lois du Territoire Libre, les conditions de travail dans 

le Port Franc et il contrOlera egalement Pexecution dans le Port Franc des 

ordres et reglements des autorites du Territoire Libre relatifs a la navigation. 

Article 20 

I. Le Directeur du Port Franc edictera tels reglements generaux et 

speciaux qu'il jugera necessaires dans l'exercice des fonctions qui lui sont 

devolues aux termes de l'article precedent. 

2. Ii etablira le budget autonome du Port Franc; ce budget sera 

approuve et gere confat mement a la legislation qui sera etablie par l'Assem-

blee populaire du Territoire Libre. 

3. Le Directeur du Port Franc presentera un rapport annuel sur le 

fonctionnement du Port Franc au Gouverneur et au Conseil de Gouverne-

ment du Territoire Libre. Une copie de ce rapport sera transmise a la 

Commission Internationale. 
Article 21 

1. II sera cree une Commission Internationale du Port Franc, ci-apres 

denommee "la Commission Internationale," composee d'un representant du 

Territoire Libre et de chacun des Etats suivants: Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 

France, Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, Union des 

Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, Republique Federative Populaire de 

Yougoslavie, Italie, Pologne, Tchecoslovaquie, Suisse, Autriche, Hongrie, 

a condition que l'Etat en question ait assume les obligations resultant du 

present Instrument. 

2. Le representant du Territoire Libre sera president permanent de 

la Commission Internationale. En cas de partage des voix, mile du president 

sera preponderante. 
Article 22 

La Commission Internationale aura son siege dans les limites du Port 

Franc. Ses locaux et ses activites ne releveront de la juridiction d'aucune 

autorite locale. Les membres et les fonctionnaires de la Commission Inter-



nationale beneficieront, dans le Territoire Libre, de tels privileges et immu-
nites qui seront n6cessaires au libre exercice de leurs fonctions. La Com-
mission Internationale organisera son secretariat, d6cidera de sa proc6dure
et etablira son budget. Les d6penses communes de la Commission Interna-
tionale seront reparties equitablement entre les Etats qui y sont repr6sentes
selon les proportions acceptees par eux en Commission Internationale.

Article 23

La Commission Internationale aura le droit de proceder a des enquetes
et a des etudes sur toutes questions concernant l'exploitation, l'utilisation et
l'administration du Port Franc ou les aspects techniques du transit entre le
Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, y compris 1'unification des methodes
suivies pour assurer le trafic. La Commission Internationale agira soit de
sa propre initiative, soit lorsque de telles questions auront ete portees a son
attention par tout Etat ou par le Territoire Libre ou par le Directeur du
Port Franc. La Commission Internationale fera connaitre son sentiment ou
ses recommandations sur ces questions a 1'Etat ou aux Etats interesses, ou
au Territoire Libre, ou au Directeur du Port Franc. Ces recommandations
seront examinees et les mesures n6cessaires seront prises. Toutefois, si le
Territoire Libre ou 1'Etat ou les Etats int6resses considerent que ces mesures
seraient incompatibles avec les dispositions du present Instrument, la ques-
tion pourra, a la demande du Territoire Libre ou de l'un quelconque des
Etats interesses, etre reglee selon la procedure prevue a l'article 24.

Article 24

Tout differend relatif a l'interpretation ou a l'execution du present
Instrument, qui ne sera pas r6gle par voie de negociations directes, devra,
a moins que les parties conviennent entre elles d'un autre mode de regle-
ment, etre soumis, a la demande de l'une ou l'autre partie, a une commis-
sion compos6e d'un representant de chacune des parties et d'un tiers membre
choisi par accord entre les deux parties parmi des ressortissants de pays tiers.
Si, dans le delai d'un mois, les deux parties ne parviennent pas a se mettre
d'accord sur la designation du tiers membre, 'une ou l'autre des parties
pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations Unies de proceder a sa
nomination. La decision de la majorite des membres sera consideree comme
decision de la Commission et acceptee par les parties comme definitive
et obligatoire.
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nationale beneficieront, dans le Territoire Libre, de tels privileges et immu-

nites qui seront necessaires au libre exercice de leurs fonctions. La Com-

mission Internationale organisera son secretariat, deciders de sa procedure 

et etablira son budget. Les depenses communes de la Commission Interna-

tionale seront reparties equitablement entre les Etats qui y sont representes 

selon les proportions acceptees par eux en Commission Internationale. 

Article 23 

La Commission Internationale aura le droit de proceder a des enquetes 

et a des etudes sur toutes questions concernant rexploitation, Putilisation et 

Padministration du Port Franc on les aspects techniques du transit entre le 

Port Franc et les Etats qu'il dessert, y compris l'unification des methodes 

suivies pour assurer le trafic. La Commission Internationale agira soit de 

sa propre initiative, soit lorsque de telles questions auront ete portees a son 

attention par tout Etat on par le Territoire Libre ou par le Directeur du 

Port Franc. La Commission Internationale fera connaitre son sentiment ou 

ses recommandations sur ces questions a l'Etat ou aux Etats interesses, ou 

an Territoire Libre, on an Directeur du Port Franc. Ces recommandations 

seront examinees et les mesures necessaires seront prises. Toutefois, si le 

Territoire Libre on l'Etat ou les Etats interesses considerent pie ces mesures 

seraient incompatibles avec les dispositions du present Instrument, la ques-

tion pourra, a la demande du Territoire Libre ou de l'un quelconque des 

Etats interesses, etre reglee selon la procedure prevue a Particle 24. 

Article 24 

Tout differend relatif a rinterpretation on a l'execution du present 

Instrument, qui ne sera pas regle par voie de negociations directes, devra, 

moms pie les parties conviennent entre elles d'un autre mode de regle-

ment, etre soumis, a la demande de rune ou Pautre partie, a tine commis-

sion composee d'un representant de chacune des parties et d'un tiers membre 

choisi par accord entre les deux parties parmi des ressortissants de pays tiers. 

Si, dans le delai d'un mois, les deux parties tie parviennent pas a se mettre 

d'accord sur la designation du tiers membre, rune ou l'autre des parties 

pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations Unies de proceder a sa 

nomination. La decision de la majorite des membres sera consideree comme 

decision de la Commission et acceptee par les parties comme definitive 
et obligatoire. 
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Article 25

Des propositions d'amendements au present Instrument pourront etre

presentees au Conseil de Securit6 par le Conseil de Gouvernement du Terri-

toire Libre ou par trois au moins des Etats represent6s a la Commission

Internationale. Tout amendement approuv6 par le Conseil de S6curite

prendra effet a la date fix6e par celui-ci.

Article 26

Aux fins du present Instrument, un Etat sera considere comme ayant

assume les obligations resultant dudit Instrument s'il est partie au Traite

de Paix avec l'Italie ou s'il a notifi6 au Gouvernement de la Republique

Francaise qu'il assumait ces obligations.

ANNEXE IX
Dispositions techniques relatives au Territoire Libre de Trieste

(voir article 21)

A. Alimentation en eau de la region nord-ouest de lIstrie

La Yougoslavie continuera a alimenter la region du nord-ouest de

l'Istrie qui est situee a l'interieur des frontieres du Territoire Libre de

Trieste, en eau provenant de la source de San Giovanni de Pinguente au

moyen du systeme d'alimentation en eau du Quieto, et en eau provenant

de la source de Santa Maria del Risano au moyen du systeme d'alimentation

en eau du Risano, sans que les quantites d'eau fournies puissent depasser

sensiblement celles qui etaient normalement mises a la disposition de la

region; cette eau sera fournie selon le volume et le debit que le Territoire

Libre pourra demander, en restant toutefois dans les limites impos6es par

les conditions naturelles. La Yougoslavie assurera l'entretien des canalisa-

tions d'eau, des reservoirs, des pompes, des dispositifs d'6puration et des

autres installations se trouvant en territoire yougoslave, qui pourrait etre

necessaire pour satisfaire a cette obligation. Une derogation temporaire aux

obligations precitees devra etre accordee a la Yougoslavie pour lui permet-

tre d'effectuer les reparations n6cessaires aux installations d'alimentation

en eau endommag6es du fait de la guerre. Le Territoire Libre paiera, pour
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1'eau ainsi fournie, un prix raisonnable representant sa participation, evaluee
proportionnellement selon la quantit6 d'eau consomm6e dans le Territoire
Libre, au montant total des frais d'exploitation et d'entretien des systemes
d'alimentation en eau du Quieto et du Risano. Au cas oiu le Territoire Libre
aurait besoin a l'avenir de fournitures supplementaires d'eau, la Yougo-
slavie s'engage a etudier la question avec les autorites du Territoire Libre
et a prendre en accord avec elles telles mesures raisonnables qui seront
necessaires pour satisfaire a ces besoins.

B. Fourniture du courant electrique
1. La Yougoslavie et l'Italie maintiendront l'alimentation actuelle en

courant electrique du Territoire Libre de Trieste en fournissant a ce Terri-
toire l'electricit6 en des quantit6s et a une cadence correspondant a ses
besoins. Les quantites de courant fournies ne devront pas necessairement,
au d6but, depasser sensiblement celles qui etaient normalement mises a la
disposition de la r6gion englobee dans le Territoire Libre, mais l'Italie et
la Yougoslavie fourniront, a la demande du Territoire Libre, des quantites
de courant qui iront en augmeAtant avec ses besoins, a condition que toute
demande depassant 20% de la quantite fournie normalement au Territoire
Libre par les differentes sources d'alimentation en courant fasse l'objet
d'un accord entre les Gouverements int6ersses.

2. Le prix que facturera la Yougoslavie ou l'Italie et que paiera le
Territoire Libre pour le courant electrique qui lui sera fourni ne sera pas
sup6rieur au prix compte en Yougoslavie ou en Italie pour la fourniture de
quantit6s analogues d'electricit6 d'origine hydraulique produite par les
memes sources de courant situees en territoire yougoslave ou italien.

3. La Yougoslavie, l'Italie et le Territoire Libre echangeront, de facon
permanente, les renseignements relatifs au debit et a l'importance des
reserves d'eau ainsi qu'a la production du courant 6lectrique interessant les
centrales qui alimentent l'ancien district italien de la Venetie Julienne, afin
que chacune des trois parties soit en mesure de fixer ses besoins.

4. La Yougoslavie, l'Italie et le Territoire Libre maintiendront en bon
etat de marche toutes les centrales electriques, lignes de transport de force,
sous-stations et autres installations necessaires pour assurer l'alimentation
continue de l'ancien district italien de la Venetie Julienne en courant
electrique.
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5. La Yougoslavie devra garantir que les installations de production
d'energie actuelles et futures de l'Isonzo (Soca) seront exploitees de telle
sorte que les quantit6s d'eau dont l'Italie pourra avoir besoin p6riodique-
ment pour irriguer la region comprise entre Gorizia et la c6te de l'Adria-
tique au sud-ouest de cette ville, puissent etre prelevees dans l'Isonzo (Soca).
L'Italie ne pourra pas revendiquer le droit d'utiliser l'eau de l'Isonzo
(Soca) en plus grande quantit6 ou dans des conditions plus favorables
qu'elle ne le faisait habituellement dans le passe.

6. La Yougoslavie, l'Italie et le Territoire Libre devront negocier en
commun une convention acceptable pour toutes les parties et conforme aux
dispositions ci-dessus, en vue du maintien de l'exploitation du reseau
6lectrique qui dessert l'ancien district italien de la Venetie Julienne. Une
commission mixte dans laquelle les trois Gouvernements seront repr6sentes
sur un pied d'egalit6 sera instituee pour surveiller l'execution des obligations
decoulant des dispositions des paragraphes 1 a 5 ci-dessus.

7. A l'expiration d'une periode de dix ans a partir de la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite, la Yougoslavie, l'Italie et le Territoire Libre
soumettront a un nouvel examen les dispositions qui pr6cedent, en tenant
compte des conditions qui existeront a ce moment, en vue de determiner
celles des obligations ci-dessus qui, le cas 6cheant, ne seraient plus neces-
saires et y apporteront telles modifications, suppressions ou adjonctions
dont les parties interessees pourront convenir. Tous differends qui pourront
s'elever a la suite de ce nouvel examen, seront regles selon la procedure
indiquee a l'article 87 du present Traite.

C. Dispositions tendant a faciliter les echanges frontaliers
Dans le mois qui suivra l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, des

negociations seront engagees entre la Yougoslavie et le Territoire Libre de
Trieste, ainsi qu'entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre de Trieste en vue de
conclure des arrangements tendant a faciliter le mouvement, d'un c6t6e
rautre des frontieres, entre le Territoire Libre et les r6gions limitrophes
yougoslaves et italiennes, des denrees alimentaires et des marchandises d'au-
tres categories qui ont fait normalement l'objet d'6changes locaux entre ces
regions, a condition qu'il s'agisse de denrees ou de marchandises r&colt6es,
produites ou manufacturees dans les territoires respectifs. Ces 6changes
pourront etre facilites par des mesures appropriees, notamment en exemptant
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de droits et redevances de douanes et de toutes taxes a l'exportation ou a
l'importation les produits en question, a concurrence de quantites ou de
valeurs fix6es d'un commun accord lorsque lesdits 6changes ont un caractere
local.

ANNEXE X
Dispositions economiques et financieres concernant

le Territoire Libre de Trieste

1. Le Territoire Libre de Trieste recevra, sans paiement, les biens
italiens d'Etat ou parastataux situes dans le Territoire Libre.

Au sens de la pr6sente annexe, sont consideres comme biens d'Etat
ou parastataux: les biens et propri6ets de l'Etat italien, des collectivites
publiques locales, des etablissements publics et des societes et associations
qui sont propriete publique ainsi que les biens et propri6t6s ayant appartenu
au parti fasciste ou a des organisations auxiliaires de ce parti.

2. Tous les transferts de biens italiens d'Etat ou de biens italiens
parastataux au sens du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus qui ont 6t6 effectues apres
le 3 septembre 1943, seront consideres comme nuls et non avenus. Toutefois,
cette disposition ne s'appliquera pas aux operations legales correspondant
a l'activite courante des organismes d'Etat ou parastataux, dans la mesure
ou il s'agit de la vente, dans des conditions normales, de marchandises que
ces organismes produisent ou vendent habituellement en execution d'arrange-
ments commerciaux normaux ou dans le cours normal d'activites administra-
tives de caractere public.

3. Les cables sous-marins appartenant a l'Etat italien ou a des organi-
sations parastatales italiennes tomberont sous le coup des dispositions du
paragraphe 1, pour ce qui concerne les installations terminales et les parties
des cables se trouvant dans les eaux territoriales du Territoire Libre.

4. L'Italie remettra au Territoire Libre toutes les archives et tous les
documents appropries presentant un caractere administratif ou un inter8t
historique, qui se rapportent au Territoire Libre ou a des biens transf6res
en execution du paragraphe 1 de la pr6sente annexe. Le Territoire Libre
remettra a la Yougoslavie tous les documents presentant le meme caractere
ou le meme interet qui se rapportent au territoire cede a la Yougoslavie en
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execution du present Traite, et il remettra a l'Italie tous les documents de
meme caractere ou interet, qui se rapportent au territoire italien et qui
peuvent se trouver dans le Territoire Libre.

La Yougoslavie se declare prete a remettre au Territoire Libre toutes
les archives et tous les documents de caractere administratif se rapportant
a l'administration du Territoire Libre et necessaires a cette seule fin, de la
nature de ceux qui etaient habituellement detenus avant le 3 septembre 1943
par les autorites locales de la juridiction desquelles relevait la region qui
fait maintenant partie du Territoire Libre.

5. Le Territoire Libre ne sera tenu de fournir aucune contribution pour
le service de la Dette publique italienne, mais il devra assumer les obliga-
tions de l'Etat italien a l'egard des porteurs de titres de cette Dette qui
seront soit des personnes physiques qui maintiendront leur residence dans
le Territoire Libre soit des personnes morales qui y conserveront leur siege
social ou leur principal etablissement, pour autant que ces obligations cor-
respondront a la partie de cette Dette dont les titres ont et6 emis avant le 10
juin 1940 et qui est imputable a des travaux publics et des services admi-
nistratifs civils dont ledit Territoire a beneficie mais qui n'est imputable ni
directement ni indirectement a des buts militaires.

Toutes justifications pourront etre demandees aux porteurs sur l'origine
de ces titres.

L'Italie et le Territoire Libre determineront, par des arrangements, la
partie de la Dette publique italienne qui est visee dans le present paragraphe
et les methodes a appliquer pour l'execution de ces dispositions.

6. Le regime futur des dettes exterieures gagees par des privileges
grevant les biens ou revenus du Territoire Libre sera determine par de
nouveaux accords qui seront conclus par les parties interessees.

7. L'Italie et le Territoire Libre regleront par des arrangements sp6-
ciaux les conditions dans lesquelles seront transfer6es a des organisations
analogues du Territoire Libre les obligations des organisations d'assurances
sociales italiennes publiques ou privees a l'egard des habitants du Territoire
Libre, ainsi qu'une part proportionnelle des reserves accumulees par lesdites
organisations.

Des arrangements analogues conclus entre le Territoire libre et l'Italie
ainsi qu'entre le Territoire libre et la Yougoslavie, regleront egalement les
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obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales publiques ou privees
dont le siege social est situe dans le Territoire Libre, a 1'6gard des titulaires
de polices ou des cotisants residant respectivement en Italie ou sur un terri-
toire c6d6 a la Yougoslavie en execution du present Traite.

Le Territoire Libre et la Yougoslavie regleront egalement par des ar-
rangements analogues les obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales
publiques ou privees dont le siege social est situ6 dans le territoire cede a
la Yougoslavie en execution du present Traite, a 1'gard des titulaires de
polices ou des cotisants qui resident dans le Territoire Libre.

8. L'Italie restera tenue d'assurer le paiement des pensions civiles ou
militaires acquises a la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6 au service
de l'Etat italien ou de collectivites publiques italiennes, municipales ou
locales, par des personnes qui recoivent la citoyennet6 du Territoire Libre
en vertu du present Traite; cette obligation s'etend aux droits a pension non
encore echus. L'Italie et le Territoire Libre regleront par des arrangements
les conditions dans lesquelles cette obligation sera remplie.

9. Les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants italiens qui ont etabli
leur domicile dans le Territoire Libre apres le 10 juin 1940 et ceux des
personnes qui optent pour la nationalite italienne en vertu des dispositions
du Statut du Territoire Libre de Trieste seront, pendant une periode de
trois ans a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, respectes
dans la meme mesure que les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants du
Territoire Libre en general, a condition qu'ils aient ete legalement acquis.

Les biens, droits et int6erts des autres ressortissants italiens et ceux
des personnes morales, de nationalite italienne, qui sont situ6s dans le
Territoire Libre, pourvu qu'ils aient ete legalement acquis, ne seront soumis
qu'a telles dispositions legislatives qui pourront etre eventuellement ap.
pliquees d'une maniere gen6rale aux biens des personnes physiques et
morales de nationalite etrangere.

10. Les personnes qui opteront pour la nationalite italienne et qui
etabliront leur residence en Italie seront autoris6es, apres acquittement des
dettes ou impositions dont elles pourraient etre redevables dans le Territoire
Libre, a emporter avec elles leurs biens meubles et a transf6rer les fonds
qu'elles possedent, a condition que ces biens et ces fonds aient ete legale-
ment acquis. Le transfert des biens ne sera frappe d'aucun droit d'exportation
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obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales publiques ou privees 

dont le siege social est situe dans le Territoire Libre, a l'egard des titulaires 

de polices ou des cotisants residant respectivement en Italie ou sur un terri-

toire cede a la Yougoslavie en execution du present Traite. 

Le Territoire Libre et la Yougoslavie regleront egalement par des ar-

rangements analogues les obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales 

publiques on privees dont le siege social est situe dans le territoire cede a 

la Yougoslavie en execution du present Traite, a l'egard des titulaires de 
polices ou des cotisants qui resident dans le Territoire Libre. 

8. L'Italie restera tenue d'assurer le paiement des pensions civiles on 

militaires acquises a la date &entree en vigueur du present Traite an service 

de l'Etat italien ou de collectivites publiques italiennes, municipales on 

locales, par des personnes qui regoivent la citoyennete du Territoire Libre 

en vertu du present Traite; cette obligation s'etend aux droits a pension non 

encore echus. L'Italie et le Territoire Libre regleront par des arrangements 
les conditions dans lesquelles cette obligation sera remplie. 

9. Les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants italiens qui ont etabli 

leur domicile dans le Territoire Libre apres le 10 juin 1940 et ceux des 

personnes qui optent pour la nationalite italienne en vertu des dispositions 

du Statut du Territoire Libre de Trieste seront, pendant une periode de 

trois ans a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, respectes 

dans la meme mesure que les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants du 

Territoire Libre en general, a condition gulls aient ete legalement acquis. 

Les biens, droits et interets des autres ressortissants italiens et ceux 

des personnes morales, de nationalite italienne, qui sont situes dans le 

Territoire Libre, pourvu gulls aient ete legalement acquis, ne seront soumis 

qu'a telles dispositions legislatives qui pourront etre eventuellement ap-

pliquees d'une maniere generale aux biens des personnes physiques et 
morales de nationalite etrangere. 

10. Les personnes qui opteront pour la nationalite italienne et qui 

etabliront leur residence en Italic seront autorisees, apres acquittement des 

dettes ou impositions dont elks pourraient etre redevables dans le Territoire 

Libre, a emporter avec elles leurs biens meubles et a transferer les fonds 

qu'elles possedent, a condition que ces biens et ces fonds aient ete legale-

ment acquis. Le transfert des biens ne sera frappe d'aucun droit d'exportation 
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ou d'importation. Ces personnes seront autorisees en outre a vendre leurs
biens meubles et immeubles dans les memes conditions que les ressortissants
du Territoire Libre.

Le transfert des biens en Italie s'effectuera a des conditions qui ne
seront pas en contradiction avec la Constitution du Territoire Libre et d'une
maniere qui sera fixee par accord entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre. Les
conditions et delais dans lesquels s'effectuera le transfert des fonds, y
compris le produit des ventes, seront 6galement fixes par accord.

11. Les biens, droits et interets existant en Italie a la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Trait6 qui appartenaient a d'anciens ressortissants
italiens residant dans le Territoire Libre et devenus ressortissants du Terri-
toire Libre en vertu du present Trait6, seront respect6s par 1'Italie, dans la
meme mesure que les biens, droits et int6rets des ressortissants italiens
d'une facon generale, pendant une periode de trois ans a partir de la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

Ces personnes seront autorisees a effectuer le tranfert et la liquidation
de leurs biens, droits et int6rets dans les conditions pr6vues au para-
graphe 10 ci-dessus.

12. Les societes constituees conform6ment a la legislation italienne
et dont le siege social est situe dans le Territoire Libre, qui d6sirent trans-
ferer leur siege social en Italie ou en Yougoslavie, devront egalement etre
traitees conformement aux dispositions du paragraphe 10 de la presente
annexe, a condition que plus de cinquante pour cent du capital de la societe
appartienne a des personnes residant normalement en dehors du Territoire
Libre ou a des personnes qui transferent leur domicile en Italie ou en
Yougoslavie.

13. Les dettes des personnes residant en Italie ou sur un territoire c6d6
a la Yougoslavie envers des personnes residant dans le Territoire Libre ou
celles des personnes residant dans le Territoire Libre envers des personnes
residant en Italie ou sur un territoire cede a la Yougoslavie, ne seront pas
affectees par la cession. L'Italie, la Yougoslavie, et le Territoire Libre
s'engagent a faciliter le reglement de ces obligations. Aux fins du present
paragraphe, le terme "personnes" s'applique aux personnes morales.

14. Les biens situes dans le Territoire Libre appartenant a l'une quel-
conque des Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants qui n'auraient pas encore
6et liberes du sequestre ou des mesures de controle auxquels ils ont 6et
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ou d'importation. Ces personnes seront autorisees en outre a vendre leurs 

biens meubles et immeubles dans les memes conditions que les ressortissants 
du Territoire Libre. 

Le transfert des biens en Italie s'effectuera a des conditions qui ne 
seront pas en contradiction avec la Constitution du Territoire Libre et d'tme 

maniere qui sera fixee par accord entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre. Les 
conditions et delais dans lesquels s'effectuera le transfert des fonds, y 

compris le produit des ventes, seront egalement fixes par accord. 

11. Les biens, droits et interets existant en Italie a la date d'entree 
en vigueur du present Traite qui appartenaient a d'anciens ressortissants 
italiens residant dans le Territoire Libre et devenus ressortissants du Terri-

toire Libre en vertu du present Traite, seront respectes par l'Italie, dans la 

meme mesure que les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants italiens 

d'une facon generale, pendant une periode de trois ans a partir de la date 

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

Ces personnes seront autorisees a effectuer le tranfert et la liquidation 
de leurs biens, droits et interets dans les conditions prevues au para-
graphe 10 ci-dessus. 

12. Les societes constituees conformement a la legislation italierme 
et dont le siege social est situe dans le Territoire Libre, qui desirent trans-
ferer leur siege social en Italie ou en Yougoslavie, devront egalement etre 
traitees conformement aux dispositions du paragraphe 10 de la presente 

annexe, a condition que plus de cinquante pour cent du capital de la societe 

appartienne a des personnes residant normalement en dehors du Territoire 

Libre on a des personnes qui transferent leur domicile en Italie on en 
Yougoslavie. 

13. Les dettes des personnes residant en Italie ou sur un territoire cede 
a la Yougoslavie envers des personnes residant dans le Territoire Libre ou 

celles des personnes residant dans le Territoire Libre envers des personnes 

residant en Italie ou sur un territoire cede a la Yougoslavie, ne seront pas 
affectees par la cession. L'Italie, la Yougoslavie, et le Territoire Libre 
s'engagent a faciliter le reglement de ces obligations. Aux fins du present 

paragraphe, le terme "personnes" s'applique aux personnes morales. 

14. Les biens situes dans le Territoire Libre appartenant a l'une quel-

conque des Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants qui n'auraient pas encore 

ete fiber& du sequestre ou des mesures de contrille auxquels us out ete 



soumis par l'Italie, ni restitu6s a leur propri6taires, seront restitu6s dans
1'6tat ou ils se trouvent actuellement.

15. L'Italie restituera les biens qui ont ete illegalement enleves du

Territoire Libre apres le 3 septembre 1943 et emport6s en Italie. L'execution
de cette obligation sera r6gie par les paragraphes 2, 3, 4, 5 et 6 de l'article
75, sauf en ce qui concerne les biens faisant l'objet d'autres dispositions
de la pr6sente annexe.

Les dispositions des paragraphes 1, 2, 5 et 6 de l'article 75, s'appli-
queront a la restitution par le Territoire Libre des biens enleves, pendant la
guerre, du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.

16. L'Italie restituera au Territoire Libre, dans le plus bref delai
possible, tous navires detenus par l'Etat ou par des ressortissants italiens,
qui, au 3 septembre 1943, appartenaient soit a des personnes physiques
residant dans le Territoire Libre et qui acquierent la citoyennete du Terri-
toire Libre en vertu du present Trait6, soit a des personnes morales de
nationalite italienne qui ont et conserveront leur siege social dans le Terri-
toire Libre, exception faite des navires qui ont fait l'objet d'une vente
effectuee de bonne foi.

17. Des accords seront conclus entre l'Italie et le Territoire Libre,
ainsi qu'entre la Yougoslavie et le Territoire Libre, en vue de repartir d'une
maniere juste et equitable les biens de toute collectivite publique locale
existante dont le territoire se trouve divise par une frontiere etablie en
vertu du present Trait6, et en vue d'assurer le maintien au profit des habitants
de ceux des services communaux qui ne sont pas expressement vises par
d'autres dispositions du Traite.

Des accords analogues seront conclus pour repartir d'une maniere
juste et equitable le materiel roulant et autre materiel de chemin de fer,
ainsi que l'outillage des bassins et des ports et les bateaux affectes it leur
service; des accords r6gleront egalement toutes autres questions d'ordre
economique en suspens qui ne sont pas visees par la presente annexe.

18. Les citoyens du Territoire Libre continueront, en depit du transfert
de souverainete et de tout changement de nationalite qui en resultera, de
jouir de tous les droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique en
Italie auxquels ils pouvaient pretendre sous le regime de la legislation en
vigueur en Italie lors du transfert.
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soumis par l'Italie, ni restitues a leur proprietaires, seront restitues dans 

l'etat ou us se trouvent actuellement. 

15. L'Italie restituera les biens qui ont ete illegalement enleves du 

Territoire Libre apres le 3 septembre 1943 et emportes en Italie. L'execution 

de cette obligation sera regie par les paragraphes 2, 3, 4, 5 et 6 de l'article 

75, sauf en ce qui conceme les biens faisant l'objet d'autres dispositions 

de la presente annexe. 

Les dispositions des paragraphes 1, 2, 5 et 6 de Particle 75, s'appli-

queront a la restitution par le Territoire Libre des biens enleves, pendant la 

guerre, du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies. 

16. L'Italie restituera au Territoire Libre, dans le plus bref delai 

possible, tous navires detenus par l'Etat ou par des ressortissants italiens, 

qui, au 3 septembre 1943, appartenaient soit a des personnes physiques 

residant dans le Territoire Libre et qui acquierent la citoyennete du Terri-

toire Libre en vertu du present Traite, soit a des personnes morales de 

nationalite italienne qui ont et conserveront leur siege social dans le Terri-

toire Libre, exception faite des navires qui ont fait l'objet d'une vente 

effectuee de bonne foi. 

17. Des accords seront conclus entre Phalle et le Territoire Libre, 

ainsi qu'entre la Yougoslavie et le Territoire Libre, en vue de repartir d'une 

maniere juste et equitable les biens de toute collectivite publique locale 

existante dont le territoire se trouve divise par une frontiere etablie en 

vertu du present Traite, et en vue d'assurer le maintien au profit des habitants 

de ceux des services communaux qui ne sont pas expressement vises par 

d'autres dispositions du Traite. 

Des accords analogues seront conclus pour repartir d'une maniere 

juste et equitable le materiel roulant et autre materiel de chemin de fer, 

ainsi que l'outillage des bassins et des ports et les bateaux affectes a leur 

service; des accords regleront egalement toutes autres questions d'ordre 

economique en suspens qui ne sont pas visees par la presente annexe. 

18. Les citoyens du Territoire Libre continueront, en depit du transfert 

de souverainete et de tout changement de nationalite qui en resultera, de 

jour de tous les droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique en 

Italie auxquels ils pouvaient pretendre sous le regime de la legislation en 

vigueur en Italie lors du transfert. 
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Le Territoire Libre reconnaitra les droits de propriete industrielle,
litteraire et artistique qui existaient dans le Territoire Libre sous le regime
des lois italiennes en vigueur au moment du transfert, ou qui devront etre
retablis ou restitues conformement a la partie A de l'annexe XV du present
Trait6, et il donnera effet a ces droits. Lesdits droits resteront en vigueur
dans le Territoire Libre pendant la periode durant laquelle ils seraient restes
en vigueur sous le regime des lois italiennes.

19. Tout differend qui pourra s'elever a propos de l'ex6cution des
dispositions de la pr6sente annexe, sera regle de la maniere prevue a l'article
83 du present Traite.

20. Les paragraphes 1, 3 et 5 de l'article 76, 'article 77, le para-
graphe 3 de l'article 78, l'article 81, la partie A de l'annexe XV, l'annexe
XVI et la partie B de l'annexe XVII s'appliqueront au Territoire Libre de
Trieste de la meme maniere qu'a 1'Italie.

ANNEXE XI
Declaration commune des Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique,

de la France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovi6tique au sujet
des possessions territoriales italiennes en Afrique

(voir article 23)

1. Les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et de 1'Union
des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes conviennent de determiner, par
une decision prise en commun, dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree
en vigueur du Trait6 de Paix avec l'Italie portant la date du 10 fevrier 1947,
le sort definitif des possessions territoriales de l'Italie en Afrique, sur
lesquelles l'Italie renonce a tous ses droits et titres en vertu de l'article 23
du present Traite.

2. Les Quatre Puissances r6gleront le sort d6finitif des territoires
en question et proc6deront aux ajustements appropries de leurs frontieres,
en tenant compte des aspirations et du bien-etre des habitants, ainsi que.
des exigences de la paix et de la securit6, et en prenant en consideration
les vues des autres Gouvernements interesses.

95347°-49-PT. II-25
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Le Territoire Libre reconnaitra les droits de propriete industrielle, 

litteraire et artistique qui existaient dans le Territoire Libre sous le regime 

des lois italiennes en vigueur an moment du transfert, ou qui devront etre 

retablis on restitues conformement a la partie A de l'annexe XV du present 

Traite, et il donnera effet a ces droits. Lesdits droits resteront en vigueur 

dans le Territoire Libre pendant la periode durant laquelle us seraient restes 

en vigueur sous le regime des lois italiennes. 

19. Tout differend qui pourra s'elever a propos de l'execution des 

dispositions de la presente annexe, sera regle de la maniere prevue a l'article 
83 du present Traite. 

20. Les paragraphes 1, 3 et 5 de Particle 76, l'article 77, le para-

graphe 3 de l'article 78, l'article 81, la partie A de l'annexe XV, l'annexe 

XVI et la partie B de l'annexe XVII s'appliqueront au Territoire Libre de 
Trieste de la meme maniere qu'a 

ANNEXE XI 

Declaration commune des Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 

de la France, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique au sujet 

des possessions territoriales italiennes en Afrique 
(voir article 23) 

1. Les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du 
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et de l'Union 

des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes conviennent de determiner, par 

une decision prise en commun, dans un delai d'un an a partir de l'entree 

en vigueur du Traite de Paix avec l'Italie portant la date du 10 fevrier 1947, 

le sort definitif des possessions territoriales de l'Italie en Afrique, sur 

lesquelles l'Italie renonce a tous ses droits et titres en vertu de Particle 23 
du present Traite. 

2. Les Quatre Puissances regleront le sort definitif des territoires 

en question et procederont aux ajustements appropries de leurs frontieres, 

en tenant compte des aspirations et du Men-etre des habitants, ainsi que 

des exigences de la paix et de la securite, et en prenant en consideration 

les vues des autres Gouvernements interesses. 
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3. Si les Quatre Puissances ne peuvent se mettre d'accord sur le
sort de l'un quelconque de ces territoires dans un delai d'un an a partir de
la date d'entree en vigueur du Trait6 de Paix avec l'Italie, la question sera
soumise a l'Assembl6e g6enrale des Nations Unies pour que celle-ci fasse une
recommandation a son sujet, et les Quatre Puissances conviennent d'accepter
cette recommandation et de prendre les mesures appropri6es pour la
mettre a execution.

4. Les Suppl6ants des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres poursuivront
1'examen de la question du sort des anciennes colonies italiennes en vue
de soumettre au Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres leurs recom-
mandations sur la question. En outre, ils enverront des commissions d'en-
quete dans telle ou telle des anciennes colonies italiennes afin de leur
fournir les elements necessaires sur cette question et d'6tablir quelles sont
les vues des habitants.

ANNEXE XII
(voir article 56)

Les noms des batiments qui figurent a la presente annexe sont ceux
qui 6taient en usage dans la Marine italienne le le1 juin 1946.

A. Liste des bdtiments que l'Italie pourra conserver

Principaux batiments de combat

Bdtiments

de ligne. .Andrea Doria

Caio Duilio

Torpilleurs.

Croiseurs.. .Luigi di Savoia
Duca degli Abruzzi

Giuseppe Garibaldi
Raimondo Montecuccoli
Luigi Cadorna

Destroyers.. Carabiniere
Granatiere
Grecale
Nicoloso da Recco

Giuseppe Cesare Abba
Aretusa
Calliope
Giacinto Carini
Cassiopea
Clio
Nicola Fabrizi
Ernesto Giovannini
Libra
Monzambano
Antonio Mosto
Orione
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3. Si les Quatre Puissances ne peuvent se mettre d'accord sur le 

sort de l'un quelconque de ces territoires dans un delai d'un an a partir de 

la date d'entree en vigueur du Traite de Paix avec Mahe, la question sera 

soumise a l'Assemblee generale des Nations Unies pour que celle-ci fasse une 

recommandation a. son sujet, et les Quatre Puissances conviennent d'accepter 

cette recommandation et de prendre les mesures appropriees pour la 

mettre a execution. 

4. Les Suppleants des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres poursuivront 

l'examen de la question du. sort des anciennes colonies italiennes en vire 

de soumettre au Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Etrangeres leurs recom-

mandations sur la question. En outre, us enverront des commissions d'en-

quete dans telle on telle des anciennes colonies italiermes afin de leur 

fournir les elements necessaires sur cette question et d'etablir quelles sont 

les vues des habitants. 

ANNEXE XII 
(voir article 56) 

Les noms des batiments qui figurent a la presente annexe sont ceux 

qui etaient en usage dans la Marine italienne le 1" juin 1946. 

A. Liste des badmen& que pourra conserver 

Principaux batiments de combat 

&laments 

de ligne. . Andrea Doria 

Cabo Duilio 

Croiseurs...Luigi di Savoia 

Duca degli Abruzzi 

Giuseppe Garibaldi 

Raimondo Montecuccoli 

Luigi Cadoma 

Destroyers. . Carabiniere 

Granatiere 

Grecale 

Nicoloso da Reeco 

Torpilleurs. Giuseppe Cesare Abba 

Aretusa 

Calliope 

Giacinto Carini 

Cassiopea 

Clio 

Nicola Fabrizi 

Ernesto Giovannini 

Libra 

Monzambano 

Antonio Mosto 

Orione 
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Torpilleurs.

Corvettes..

Orsa
Rosalino Pilo
Sagittario
Sirio

Ape
Baionetta
Chimera
Cormorano
Danaide
Driade
Fenice

Corvettes..

Plus une corvette a renflouer, a terminer ou a construire.

Petits bdtiments de combat

Dragueurs de mines R.J. NO° 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 104, 105,
113, 114, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 148, 149
ainsi que 16 batiments du type YMS fournis
par les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.

Vedettes .............. VAS N" 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224, 233,
235.

Bdtiments Auxiliaires

Petroliers
d'escadre .... Nettuno

Lete

Bateaux-citernes. Arno
Frigido
Mincio
Ofanto
Oristano
Pescara
Po
Sesia
Simeto

Bateaux-citernes. Stura
Tronto
Vipacco

Remorqueurs.... Abbazia
(grands) Asinara

Atlante
Capraia
Chioggia
Emilio
Gagliardo
Gorgona
Licosa

Flora
Folaga
Gabbiano
Gru
Ibis
Minerva
Pellicano
Pomona
Scimittara
Sfinge
Sibilla
Urania
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Torpilleurs. Orsa Corvettes.. Flora 

Rosalino Pilo Folaga 

Sagittario Gabbiano 

Sirio Gru 

Ibis 

Corvettes.. Ape Minerva 

Baionetta Pellicano 

Chimera Pomona 

Cormorano Scimittara 

Danaide Sfinge 

Driade Sibilla 

Fenice Urania 

Plus tine corvette a renflouer, a terminer on a construire. 

Petits Witiments de combat 

Dragueurs de mines RD. N °8 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 104, 105, 

113, 114, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 148, 149 

ainsi que 16 batiments du type YMS fournis 

par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

Vedeues VAS N°° 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224, 233, 

235. 

Batiments Auxiliaires 

Petroliers Bateaux-citernes. Stura 

d'escadre Nettuno Tronto 

Lete Vipacco 

Bateaux-citernes. Arno Remorqueurs.... Abbazia 

Frigido (grands) Asinara 

Mincio Atlante 

Ofanto Capraia 

Oristano Chioggia 

Pescara Emilio 

Po Gagliardo 

Sesia Gorgona 

Simeto Licosa 
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Remorqueurs....

(grands)

Remorqueurs....

(petits)

Lilibeo

Linosa

Mestre
Piombino

Porto Empedocle
Porto Fossone
Porto Pisano

Porto Rose
Porto Recanati

San Pietro
San Vito
Ventimiglia

Argentario

Astico

Cordevole
Generale Pozzi
Irene

Passero
Porto Rosso

Porto Vecchio

San Bartolomeo

Remorqueurs....

(petits)

San Benedetto

Tagliamento

N1

N4

N5

N9

N22

N26
N27

N32

N47

N52

N53

N78

N96

N104

RLN 1

RLN 3

RLN 9

RLN 10

Bateau-ecole ..................

Transports ....................

Amerigo Vespucci

Amalia Messina
Montegrappa
Tarantola

Ravitailleur .................. Giuseppe Miraglia

Navire-atelier ................. Antonio Pacinotti (navire-ravitailleur

de sous-marins, a transformer)
Navires hydrographes ........... Azio (mouilleur de mines, a trans-

former)

Cherso

Bateau pour le service des phares.. Buffoluto

Ciblier ...................... Rampino
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Reraorqueurs.... Lilibeo 

(grands) Linosa 

Mestre 

Piombino 

Porto Empedocle 

Porto Fossone 

Porto Pisano 

Porto Rose 

Porto Recanati 

San Pietro 

San Vito 

Ventimiglia 

Remorqueurs.... Argentario 

(petits) Astico 

Cordevole 

Generale Pozzi 

Irene 

Passero 

Porto Rosso 

Porto Vecchio 

San Bartolomeo 
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Remorqueurs.... San Benedetto 

(petits) Tagliamento 

N 1 

N 4 

N 5 

N 9 

N 22 

N 26 

N 27 

N 32 

N 47 

N 52 

N 53 

N 78 

N 96 

N 104 

RLN 1 

RLN 3 

RLN 9 

RLN 10 

Bateau-ecole   Amerigo Vespucci 

Transports   Amalia Messina 

Montegrappa 

Tarantola 

Ravitailleur   Giuseppe Miraglia 

Navire-atelier   Antonio Pacinotti (navire-ravitailleur 

de sous-marins, a transformer) 

Navires hydrographes   Azio (mouilleur de mines, a trans-

former) 

Cherso 

Bateau pour le service des phares  Buffoluto 

Ciiblier   Rampino 
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B. Liste des bdtiments a mettre a la disposition des
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amrique, de la France, du Royaume-

Uni et de l'Union Sovietique

Principaux batiments de combat

Bdtiments.... Giulio Cesare
de ligne Italia

Vittorio Veneto
Croiseurs ..... Emmanuele Filiberto

Duca d'Aosta
Pompeo Magno
Attilio Regolo
Eugenio di Savoia
Scipione Africano

Aviso ....... Eritrea

Destroyers.... Artigliere
Fuciliere
Legionario
Mitragliere
Alfredo Oriani
Augusto Riboty
Velite

Torpilleurs . ..

Sous-marins. .

Aliseo
Animoso
Ardimentoso
Ariete
Fortunale
Indomito

.Alagi
Atropo
Dandolo
Giada
Marea
Nichelio
Platino
Vortice

Petits batiments de combat

Vedettes lance-torpilles...

Dragueurs de mines.....

Canonniere...........

Vedettes..............

Unites de debarquement. .

MS N°' 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65,
72, 73, 74,75
MAS NO° 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520,

521, 523, 538, 540, 543, 545, 547, 562.
ME N°" 38, 40, 41.

RD No° 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29.

Illyria

VAS NO° 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248.

MZ N°s 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744,
758, 776, 778, 780, 781, 784,800,831.
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B. Liste des &laments a meure a la disposition des 
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du Royaume-

Uni et de l'Union Sovietique 

Principaux &laments de combat 

&laments.... Giulio Cesare Torpilleurs... Aliseo 

de ligne Italia Animoso 

Vittorio Veneto Ardimentoso 

Croiseurs Emmanuele Filiberto Ariete 

Duca d'Aosta Fortunale 

Pompeo Magno Indomito 

Attilio Regolo Sous-marins... Alagi 

Eugenio di Savoia Atropo 

Scipione Africano Dandolo 

Aviso  Eritrea Giada 

Destroyers  Artigliere Marea 

Fuciliere Nichelio 

Legionario Platino 

Mitragliere Vortice 

Alfredo Oriani 

Augusto Riboty 

Velite 

Petits &laments de combat 

Vedettes lance-torpilles... MS Nc* 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65, 

72, 73, 74,75 

MAS Nos 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520, 

521, 523, 538, 540, 543, 545, 547, 562. 

ME N°8 38, 40, 41. 

Dragueurs de mines  RD Nos 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29. 

Canonniere  Illyria 

Vedettes  VAS N08 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248. 

Unites de debarquement  MZ N °3 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744, 

758, 776, 778, 780, 781, 784, 8007 831. 
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Batiments auxiliaires

Petroliers ...... Prometeo

Stige
Tarvisio

Urano

Bateau-citernes. . .Anapo
Aterno

Basento

Bisagno
Dalmazia

Idria

Isarco

Istria
Liri

Metauro
Polcevera

Sprugola
Timavo

Tirso

Remorqueurs.... Nereo
(grands) Porto Adriano

Porto Conte
Porto Quieto
Porto Torres
Porto Tricase
Procida
Promontore
Rapallo
Salvore
San Angelo
San Antioco
San Remo
Talamone
Taormina
Teulada
Tifeo
Vado
Vigoroso

Remorqueurs ..

(grands)
.. Arsachena

Basiluzzo
Capo d'Istria
Carbonara
Cefalu
Ercole
Gaeta
Lampedusa
Lipari
Liscanera
Marechiaro
Mesco

Molara

Remorqueurs ..
(petits)

.Generale Valfre
Licata
Noli
Volosca
N2
N3
N23
N24
N28
N35
N36
N37
N80
N94
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&laments auxiliaires 

[61 STAT. 

Petroliers Prometeo Remorqueurs. Nereo 

Stige (grands) Porto Adriano 

Tarvisio Porto Conte 

Urano Porto Quieto 

Porto Torres 

Bateau-citernes. . . Anapo Porto Tricase 

Atemo Procida 

Basento Promontore 

Bisagno Rapallo 

Dalmazia Salvore 

Idria San Angelo 

Isarco San Antioco 

Istria San Remo 

Liri Talamone 

Metauro Taormina 

Polcevera Teulada 

Sprugola Tifeo 

Timavo Vado 

Tirso Vigoroso 

Remorqueurs.... Arsachena 

(grands) Basiluzzo 

Capo d'Istria 

Carbonara 

Cefalu 

Ercole 

Gaeta 

Lampedusa 

Lipari 

Liscanera 

Marechiaro 

Mesco 

Molara 

Remorqueurs.... Generale Valfre 

(petits) Licata 

Noli 

Volosca 

N 2 

N 3 

N 23 

N 24 

N 28 

N 35 

N 36 

N 37 

N 80 

N 94 
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Navire ravitailleur. Anteo Transports.... Giuseppe

Bateau-ecole ...... Cristoforo Colombo Messina
Montecucco

Mouilleur de mines Panigaglia
Panigaglia

auxiliaire ...... Fasana

ANNEXE XIII
Definitions

A. TERMES NAVALS

(voir article 59)

Deplacement-type

Le d6placement-type d'un batiment de surface est le d6placement du
batiment achev6, avec son equipage complet, ses machines et chaudieres,
pret a prendre la mer, ayant tout son armement et toutes ses munitions, ses
installations, equipements, vivres, eau douce pour l'equipage, approvision-
nements divers, outillages et rechanges de toute nature qu'il doit emporter
en temps de guerre, mais sans combustible et sans eau de reserve pour
l'alimentation des machines et chaudieres.

Le deplacement-type est exprime en tonnes de 1.016 kilogrammes
(2.240 lbs.).

Batiment de combat

Un batiment de combat, quel que soit son deplacement, est:

1) Soit un navire specialement construit ou adapte pour 8tre une
unite combattante dans les operations navales, amphibies ou aero-navales;

2) Soit un navire qui possede une des caracteristiques suivantes:

a) Etre arme d'un canon de calibre superieur a 120 millimetres

(4",7);
b) Etre arme de plus de 4 canons d'un calibre superieur a 76

millimetres (3");

c) Etre concu ou equipe pour lancer des torpilles ou mouiller
des mines;

d) Etre 6quipe d'appareils destines au lancement de projectiles
dirig6s ou propulses;
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Navire ravitailleur. Anteo 

Bateau-ecole  Cristoforo Colombo 

Mouilleur de mines 

auxiliaire Fasana 

Transports. . .. Giuseppe 

Messina 

Montecucco 

Panigaglia 

ANNEXE XIII 
Definitions 

A. TERMES NAVALS 

(voir article 59) 

Deplacement-type 

Le deplacement-type bailment de surface est le deplacement du 

bailment acheve, avec son equipage complet, ses machines et chaudieres, 

pret a prendre la mer, ayant tout son armement et toutes ses munitions, ses 

installations, equipements, vivres, eau donee pour l'equipage, approvision-

nements divers, outillages et rechanges de toute nature qu'il doit emporter 

en temps de guerre, mais sans combustible et sans eau de reserve pour 

Falimentation des machines et chaudieres. 

Le deplacement-type est exprime en tonnes de 1.016 kilogrammes 

(2.240 lbs.). 

Ba'timent de combat 

Un bailment de combat, quel que soit son deplacement, est: 

1) Soit un navire specialement construit ou adapte pour etre une 

unite combattante dans les operations navales, amphibies ou aero-navales; 

2) Soit un navire qui possede une des caracteristiques suivantes: 

a) Etre arme d'un canon de calibre superieur a 120 millimetres 

(4",7); 

b) Etre arme de plus de 4 canons d'un calibre superieur a 76 

millimetres (3") ; 

c) Etre congu on equipe pour lancer des torpilles ou mouiller 

des mines; 

d) Etre equipe d'appareils destines au lancement de projectiles 

diriges on propulses; 



e) Etre conSu pour etre protege par des plaques de blindage de
plus de 25 millimetres (1") d'6paisseur;

f) Etre concu ou amenag6 principalement pour mettre en action
des aeronefs en mer;

g) Etre equip6 de plus de deux appareils a lancer les aeronefs;

h) Etre concu pour atteindre une vitesse sup6rieure a vingt noeuds
s'il porte un canon d'un calibre sup6rieur a 76 millimetres (3").

Un navire de combat de la sous-cat6gorie 1) cesse d'etre considere
comme tel a partir de la vingtieme ann6e qui suit son entree en service a
condition qu'il soit demuni de toutes ses armes.

Batiment de ligne
Un batiment de ligne est un batiment de combat autre qu'un porte-

aeronefs dont le d6placement-type est sup6rieur a 10.000 tonnes ou qui
porte un canon d'un calibre sup6rieur a 203 millimetres (8").

Batiment porte-aeronefs
Un batiment porte-aeronefs est un batiment de combat qui, quel que

soit son d6placement, est concu ou amenage principalement pour trans-
porter et mettre en action des aeronefs.

Sous-marins
Un sous-marin est un batiment congu pour naviguer au-dessous de la

surface de la mer.

Ce st Types Spe c ialises de batiments d'assautCe sont:
1) Tous les types de batiments specialement congus ou adaptes pour

des operations amphibies;

2) Tous les types de petits batiments sp 6cialement concus ou adaptes
pour porter une charge explosive ou incendiaire pour l'attaque des navires
ou des ports.

Vedette lance-torpilles
Une vedette lance-torpilles est un navire deplagant moins de 200

tonnes, ayant une vitesse superieure a 25 noeuds et pouvant utiliser des
torpilles.
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e) Etre congu pour etre protege par des plaques de blindage de 

plus de 25 millimetres (1") d'epaisseur; 

f) Etre congu on amenage principalement pour mettre en action 

des aeronefs en mer; 

g) Etre equipe de plus de deux appareils a lancer les aeronefs; 

h) Etre congu pour atteindre une vitesse superieure a vingt noeuds 

s'il porte un canon d'un calibre superieur a 76 millimetres (3"). 

Un navire de combat de la sous-categorie 1) cesse d'être considere 

comme tel a partir de la vingtieme annee qui suit son entree en service a 

condition qu'il soit demuni de toutes ses armes. 

Batiment de ligne 

Un batiment de ligne est un batiment de combat autre qu'un porte-

aeronefs dont le deplacement-type est superieur a 10.000 tonnes on qui 

porte un canon d'un calibre superieur a 203 millimetres (8"). 

Ba'timent porte-aeronefs 

Un batiment porte-aeronefs est un batiment de combat qui, quel que 

soit son deplacement, est congu on amenage principalement pour trans-
porter et mettre en action des aeronefs. 

Sous-mar ins 

Un sous-marin est un batiment congu pour naviguer au-dessous de la 
surface de la mer. 

Ce sont: 
Types Specialises de bdtiments d'assaut 

1) Tous les types de batiments specialement congus ou adaptes pour 
des operations amphibies; 

2) Tous les types de petits batiments specialement congus ou adaptes 
pour porter 'inc charge explosive on incendiaire pour l'attaque des navires 
ou des ports. 

Vedette lance-torpilles 

Une vedette lance-torpilles est un navire deplagant moms de 200 

tonnes, ayant 'me vitesse superieure a 25 noeuds et pouvant utiliser des 
torpilles. 
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B. INSTRUCTION MILITAIRE, AERIENNE ET NAVALE

(voir articles 60, 63, et 65)

1. L'instruction militaire est d6finie comme suit: l'etude et la pratique
de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a des fins
militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'ex6cu-
tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans l'enseignement ou la
pratique des evolutions execut6es par les forces au combat, et l'etude
methodique de la tactique, de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major.

2. L'instruction militaire aerienne est definie comme suit: l'etude et la
pratique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes
aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rappor-
tant; l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le
vol en formation, executees par des avions dans l'accomplissement d'une
mission aerienne militaire, et l'etude methodique de la tactique a6rienne,
de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major.

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres sui-
vantes: l'organisation generale, 1'etude et la pratique de l'emploi des bati-
ments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que l'etude ou l'utilisation
de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entranement qui s'y rapportent et qui sont
en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de ceux qui sont
normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, l'enseignement, la pra-
tique et l'etude methodique de la tactique navale, de la strategie et du
travail d'etat-major, y compris l'execution de toutes les operations et
manoeuvres qui ne sont pas necessaires a l'emploi pacifique des navires.

C. DEFINITION ET LISTE DU MATERIEL DE GUERRE

(voir article 67)

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'applique
a toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le materiel specialement concus et
adaptes a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous.

Les Puissances Alli6es et Associees se reservent le droit d'amender
periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir
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1. L'instruction militaire est definie comme suit: l'etude et la pratique 

de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a des fins 

militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'execu-

tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans l'enseignement ou la 

pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et l'etude 

methodique de la tactique, de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

2. L'instruction militaire aerienne est definie comme suit: l'etude et la 

pratique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes 

aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rappor-

tant; l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le 

vol en formation, executees par des avions dans l'accomplissement d'une 

mission aerienne militaire, et retude methodique de la tactique aerienne, 

de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres sui-

vantes: l'organisation generale, retude et la pratique de l'emploi des bad-

ments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que l'etude ou l'utilisation 

de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entrainement qui s'y rapportent et qui sont 

en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de ceux qui sont 

normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, l'enseignement, la pra-

tique et retude methodique de la tactique navale, de la strategie et du 

travail d'etat-major, y compris l'execution de toutes les operations et 

manoeuvres qui ne sont pas necessaires a l'emploi pacifique des navires. 

C. DEFINITION ET LISTE DU MATERIEL DE GUERRE 

(voir article 67) 

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'applique 

toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le materiel specialement congus et 

adaptes a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous. 
Les Puissances Alliees et Associees se reservent le droit d'amender 

periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir 



compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de
la science.

Cat6gorie I

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons
de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces d6tach6es non ais6ment
adaptables a un usage civil.

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a repetition et
pistolets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces
detachees non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil; affits de mitrailleuses.

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons sp6ciaux pour l'aviation; canons
sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes; canons de rechange pour ces
armes et autres pieces detachees non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil;
affiuts mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes.

4. Lance-fusees; m6canismes de lancement et de controle pour pro-
jectiles auto-moteurs et diriges; supports pour ces appareils.

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et dirig6s, projectiles, fusees, munitions
et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes enumerees aux alin6as 1 a 4
ci-dessus, ainsi que fusees, 6toupilles ou appareils servant a les faire
exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les amorcages necessaires pour les
besoins civils.

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges
de profondeur) et mat6riel et charges incendiaires, charges ou vides; tous
dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les
amorcages necessaires pour les besoins civils.

7. Baionnettes.

Cat6gorie II
1. Vehicules de combat blindes; trains blindes qui techniquement ne

peuvent etre transformes en vue d'usages civils.

2. Vehicules m6caniques ou auto-moteurs pour toutes les armes enu-
merees dans la cat6gorie I; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types spe-
ciaux, autres que ceux qui sont enumeres a l'alin6a 1 ci-dessus.

3. Blindages de plus de 3 pouces d'6paisseur, employes dans la guerre
a des usages de protection.
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compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de 

la science. 

Categoric I 

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons 

de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement 

adaptables a un usage civil. 

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a repetition et 

pistolets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces 

detachees non aisement adaptables a un usage civil; salts de mitrailleuses. 

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons speciaux pour l'aviation; canons 

sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes; canons de rechange pour ces 

armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement adaptables a un usage civil; 

afftits mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes. 

4. Lance-fusees; mecanismes de lancement et de contrale pour pro-

jectiles auto-moteurs et diriges; supports pour ces appareils. 

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et diriges, projectiles, fusees, munitions 

et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes enumerees aux alineas 1 a 4 

ci-dessus, ainsi quo fusees, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire 

exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les amorcages necessaires pour les 
besoins civils. 

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges 

de profondeur) et materiel et charges incendiaires, charges ou vides; tous 

dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les 
amorcages necessaires pour les besoins civils. 

7. Baionnettes. 

Categorie II 

1. Vehicules de combat blindes; trains blindes qui techniquement ne 
peuvent etre transformes en vue &usages civils. 

2. Vehicules mecaniques on auto-moteurs pour toutes les armes enu-

merees dans la categoric I; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types spe-

ciaux, autres que coax qui sont enumeres a l'alinea 1 ci-dessus. 

3. Blindages de plus de 3 polices d'epaisseur, employes dans la guerre 
a des usages de protection. 
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Categorie III
1. Systeme de pointage et de calcul pour le controle du tir, compre-

nant les appareils r6gleurs de tir et les appareils d'enregistrement; instru-
ments de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement;
regleurs de fus6es; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-
ments de controle du tir.

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, batiments d'assaut et d'attaque.
3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et

pieges.
4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces arm6es de caractere

specialise, qui n'est pas aisement adaptable a des usages civils.

Categorie IV
1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires trans-

formes et les embarcations concus ou prevus pour leur service et leur
appui, qui techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usages civils,
ainsi que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions ou tout autre equipement,
mat6riel, machines et installations, qui ne sont pas utilises en temps de paix
sur d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre.

2. Batiments de debarquement et vehicules ou materiel amphibies de
toute nature; batiments d'assaut ou materiel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi
que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions,
fusees, armes propulsees, ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme
avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non.

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils
soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades sp6ciale-
ment concues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du mat6riel n6ces-
saire pour la r6cuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que
tout l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces d6tachees, les dispositifs
d'experimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui
peuvent etre sp6cialement concus en vue de la construction, du controle, de
l'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou
appareils.

Categorie V
1. A6ronefs mont6s ou d6montes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air,

concus ou adaptes en vue du combat aerien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses,
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Categorie III 

1. Systeme de pointage et de caleul pour le controle du tir, compre-

nant les appareils regleurs de tir et les appareils d'enregistrement; instru-

ments de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement; 

regleurs de fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-
ments de contrele du tir. 

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, bailments d'assaut et d'attaque. 

3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et 
pieges. 

4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces armees de caractere 
specialise, qui n'est pas aisement adaptable a des usages civils. 

Categoric IV 

1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires trans-

formes et les embarcations congus ou prevus pour leur service et leur 

appui, qui techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usages civils, 

ainsi que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions ou tout autre equipement, 

materiel, machines et installations, qui ne sont pas utilises en temps de paix 
sur d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre. 

2. Bailments de debarquement et vehicules ou materiel amphibies de 

toute nature; bailments d'assaut on materiel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi 

que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions, 

fusees, armes propulsees, ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme 

avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non. 

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils 

soient submersibles on semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades speciale-

ment congues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du materiel neces-

saire pour la recuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que 

tout l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces detachees, les dispositifs 

d'experimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui 

peuvent etre specialement congus en vue de la construction, du controle, de 

l'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes on 

appareils. 
Categorie V 

1. Aeronefs montes ou demontes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air, 
congus on adaptes en vue du combat aerien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses, 



de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport ou du lancement de
bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de l'un quelconque des dispositifs figurant
a l'alinea 2 ci-dessous, ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur con-
struction, peuvent etre ais6ment munis de l'un de ces dispositifs.

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles
et dispositifs de largage de bombes ou de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles
pour canons.

3. Equipement specialement concu pour troupes aeroportees et utilis6
seulement par ces troupes.

4. Catapultes ou systemes de lancement pour avions embarques,
avions terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles
volants.

5. Ballons de barrage.

Categorie VI
Tous produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de

mettre hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre ou fabriques en quan-
tit6s qui excedent les besoins civils.

Categorie VII
Propulseurs, explosifs, materiel pyrotechnique ou gaz liquefi6s,

destines a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel
de guerre decrit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec
ce materiel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabriques
en quantites qui excedent les besoins civils.

Categorie VIII
Installations et outillages industriels specialement congus en vue de

la production et de la conservation des produits et du mat6riel enumeres dans
les categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas etre techniquement trans-
formes a des fins civiles.

D. DEFINITION DES TERMES "DEMILITARISATION"'

ET "DEMILITARISE"

(voir articles 11, 14, 49 et article 3 de l'annexe VI)

Aux fins du present Traits les termes "demilitarisation" et "d6mili-
tarise" doivent s'entendre comme interdisant, sur le territoire et dans les
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de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport ou du lancement de 

bombes, on qui sont pouxvus de Pun quelconque des dispositifs figurant 

Palinea 2 ci-dessous, ou qui, du fait de leur conception on de leur con-

struction, peuvent etre aisement munis de l'un de ces dispositifs. 

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles 

et dispositifs de largage de bombes on de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles 
pour canons. 

3. Equipement specialement coucu pour troupes aeroportees et utilise 
seulement par ces troupes. 

4. Catapultes ou systemes de lancement pour avions embarques, 

avions terrestres ou hydravions; appureils de lancement de projectiles 
volants. 

5. Ballons de barrage. 

Categorie VI 

Tous produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de 

mettre hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre on fabriques en qu.an-
tites qui excedent les besoins 

Categoric VII 

Propulseurs, explosifs, materiel pyrotechnique on gaz liquefies, 

destines a la propulsion, Pexplosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel 

de guerre decrit dans les categories ci-dessus, on a tout usage en liaison avec 

ce materiel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles on qui sont fabriques 
en quantites qui excedent les besoins 

Categoric VIII 

Installations et outillages industriels specialement congus en vue de 

la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel enumeres dans 

lea categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas etre teclmiquement trans-
formes a des fins civiles. 

D. DEFINITION DES TERMES "DEMILITARISATION" 

ET "DburATARLsk" 

(voir articles II, 14, 49 et article 3 de l'annexe VI) 

Aux fins du present Traite lea termes "demilitarisation" et "demili-

tarise" doivent s'entendre comme interdigant, sur le territoire et dans lea 
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eaux territoriales en cause, toutes installations et fortifications navales,
militaires ou d'aviation militaire ainsi que leurs armements, les obstacles
artificiels, militaires, navals ou a6riens; l'utilisation de bases par des unites
militaires, navales ou d'aviation militaire ou le stationnement permanent
ou temporaire de ces memes unites; l'instruction militaire sous toutes ses
formes et la fabrication du materiel de guerre. Cette interdiction ne vise
pas le personnel de securit6 interieure limite en nombre a l'execution de
taches de caractere interieur et pourvu d'armes qui peuvent etre trans-
port6es et servies par une seule personne, ainsi que l'instruction militaire
necessaire a un tel personnel.

ANNEXE XIV
Dispositions economiques et financieres relatives aux

territoires cedes

1. L'Etat successeur recevra sans paiement les biens italiens d'Etat
ou parastataux situes sur le territoire c6ed en vertu du present Traite,
ainsi que toutes les archives et tous les documents appropries d'ordre
administratif ou d'interet historique concernant le territoire en question ou
se rapportant a des biens qui ont ete transf6ers en execution du present
paragraphe.

Au sens de la presente annexe, sont consid6ers comme biens d'Etat ou
parastataux: les biens et proprietes de l'Etat italien, des collectivites pu-
bliques locales, des etablissements publics et des societes et associations qui
sont propriete publique ainsi que les biens et proprietes ayant appartenu
au Parti Fasciste ou a des organisations auxiliaires de ce Parti.

2. Tous les transferts de biens italiens d'Etat ou de biens italiens
parastataux au sens du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, qui ont ete effectues apres
le 3 septembre 1943, seront consid6ers comme nuls et non avenus. Toute-
fois cette disposition ne s'appliquera pas aux operations legales relatives
a l'activite courante des organismes d'Etat on parastataux dans la mesure
ouf il s'agit de la vente, dans des conditions normales, de marchandises que
ces organismes produisent ou vendent habituellement en execution d'ar-
rangements commerciaux normaux ou dans le cours normal d'activites
administratives de caractere public.
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eaux territoriales en cause, toutes installations et fortifications navales, 

militaires ou d'aviation militaire ainsi que leurs armements, les obstacles 

artificiels, militaires, navals ou aeriens; l'utilisation de bases par des unites 

militaires, navales ou d'aviation militaire ou le stationnement permanent 

ou temporaire de ces memes unites; rinstruction militaire sous toutes ses 

formes et la fabrication du materiel de guerre. Cette interdiction ne vise 

pas le personnel de securite interieure limite en nombre a l'execution de 

taches de caractere interieur et pourvu d'armes qui peuvent etre trans-

portees et servies par une seule personne, ainsi que rinstruction militaire 
necessaire a un tel personnel. 

ANNEXE XIV 
Dispositions economiques et financieres relatives aux 

territoires cedes 

1. L'Etat successeur recevra sans paiement les biens italiens d'Etat 

ou parastataux situes sur le territoire cede en vertu du present Traite, 

ainsi que tout& les archives et tous les documents appropries d'ordre 

administratif ou d'interet historique concernant le territoire en question ou 

se rapportant a des biens qui ont ete transferes en execution du present 
paragraphe. 

Au sens de la presente annexe, sont consideres comme biens d'Etat on 

parastataux: les biens et proprietes de l'Etat italien, des collectivites pu-

bliques locales, des etablissements publics et des societes et associations qui 

sont propriete publique ainsi que les biens et proprietes ayant appartenu 

au Parti Fasciste ou a des organisations auxiliaires de ce Parti. 

2. Tous les transferts de biens italiens d'Etat ou de biens italiens 

parastataux au sens du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, qui ont ete effectues apres 

le 3 septembre 1943, seront consideres comme nuls et non avenus. Toute-

fois cette disposition ne s'appliquera pas aux operations legales relatives 

l'activite courante des organismes d'Etat ou parastataux dans la mesure 

oà 11 s'agit de la vente, dans des conditions normales, de marchandises que 

ces organismes produisent on vendent habituellement en execution d'ar-

rangements commerciaux normaux ou dans le cours normal d'activites 
administratives de caractere public. 



3. Les cables sous-marins italiens qui relient des points du territoire
cede, ou qui relient un point du territoire cede a un point d'un autre terri-
toire de 1'Etat successeur, seront consid6ers comme des biens italiens
situes dans le territoire cede, en d6pit du fait que certaines parties de ces
cables peuvent se trouver hors des eaux territoriales. Les cables sous-
marins italiens reliant un point du territoire cede a un point se trouvant
en dehors de la juridiction de 1'Etat successeur, seront consideres comme
des biens italiens situes dans le territoire cede, pour ce qui concerne les
installations terminales et les parties des cables se trouvant dans les eaux
territoriales du territoire cede.

4. Le Gouvernement italien remettra a l'Etat successeur tous les objets
presentant un interet artistique, historique ou archeologique qui font
partie du patrimoine culturel du territoire cede et qui, lorsque le terri-
toire dont il s'agit se trouvait sous la domination italienne, en ont 6te en-
leves sans paiement et sont d6tenus par le Gouvernement italien ou par des
institutions publiques italiennes.

5. L'Etat successeur procedera l'echange contre sa propre monnaie
des signes monetaires italiens detenus sur le territoire cede par des per-
sonnes physiques qui y maintiendront leur residence ou par des personnes
morales qui continueront d'y exercer leur activite. Toutes justifications pour-
ront etre demandees aux detenteurs sur l'origine des fonds present6s a la
conversion.

6. Le Gouvernement de 1'Etat successeur ne sera tenu de fournir
aucune contribution pour le service de la Dette publique italienne, mais
il devra assumer les obligations de l'Etat italien a l'dgard des porteurs de
titres de cette Dette qui seront, soit des personnes physiques qui maintien-
dront leur residence dans le territoire cede, soit des personnes morales
qui y conserveront leur siege social ou leur principal etablissement, pour
autant que ces obligations correspondront a la partie de cette Dette dont
les titres ont ete emis avant le 10 juin 1940 et qui est imputable a des
travaux publics et des services administratifs civils dont ledit territoire a
beneficie, mais qui n'est imputable ni directement ni indirectement a des
buts militaires.

Toutes justifications pourront etre demandees aux porteurs sur l'ori-
gine des titres.
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3. Les cables sous-marins italiens qui relient des points du territoire 

cede, ou qui relient un point du territoire cede a un point d'un autre terri-

toire de l'Etat successeur, seront consideres comme des biens italiens 

situes dans le territoire cede, en depit du fait que certaines parties de ces 

cables peuvent se trouver hors des eaux territoriales. Les cables sous-

marins italiens reliant un point du territoire cede a un point se trouvant 

en dehors de la juridiction de l'Etat successeur, seront consideres comme 

des biens italiens situes dans le territoire cede, pour ce qui conceme les 

installations terminales et les parties des cables se trouvant dans les eaux 

territoriales du territoire cede. 

4. Le Gouvemement italien remettra a l'Etat successeur tous les objets 
presentant un interet artistique, historique ou archeologique qui font 

partie du patrimoine culturel du territoire cede et qui, lorsque le terri-

toire dont il s'agit se trouvait sous la domination italierme, en ont ete en-

loves sans paiement et sont detenus par le Gouvemement italien ou par des 

institutions publiques italiennes. 

5. L'Etat successeur procedera a l'echange contre sa propre monnaie 

des signes monetaires italiens detenus sur le territoire cede par des per-

sonnes physiques qui y maintiendront leur residence ou par des personnes 

morales qui continueront d'y exercer leur activite. Toutes justifications pour-

rant etre demandees aux detenteurs sur l'origine des fonds presentes a la 
conversion. 

6. Le Gouvemement de l'Etat successeur ne sera tenu de fournir 

aucune contribution pour le service de la Dette publique italienne, mais 

ii devra assumer les obligations de l'Etat italien a l'egard des porteurs de 

titres de cette Dette qui seront, soit des personnes physiques qui maintien-

dront leur residence dans le territoire cede, soit des personnes morales 

qui y conserveront leur siege social ou leur principal etablissement, pour 

autant que ces obligations correspondront a la partie de cette Dette dont 

les titres ont ete emis avant le 10 juin 1940 et qui est imputable a des 

travaux publics et des services administratifs civils dont ledit territoire a 

beneficie, mais qui n'est imputable ni directement ni indirectement a des 
buts militaires. 

Toutes justifications pourront etre demandees aux porteurs sur rori-
gine des titres. 
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L'Etat successeur et l'Italie determineront par des arrangements la
partie de la Dette publique italienne qui est visee dans le present para-
graphe et les methodes a appliquer pour l'execution de ces dispositions.

7. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront par des arrangements spe-
ciaux les conditions dans lesquelles seront transferees a des organisations
analogues de l'Etat successeur les obligations des organisations d'assu-
rances sociales italiennes publiques ou priv6es a l'6gard des habitants du
territoire cede, ainsi qu'une part proportionnelle des reserves accumulbes
par lesdites organisations.

L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront egalement par des arrangements
analogues les obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales, publiques
ou privees, dont le siege social est situe dans le territoire cede, a l'egard des
titulaires de polices ou des cotisants qui resident en Italie.

8. L'Italie restera tenue d'assurer le paiement des pensions civiles
ou militaires acquises, a la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, au
service de 1'Etat italien ou de collectivit6s publiques italiennes, municipales
ou locales, par des personnes qui recoivent la nationalite de l'Etat succes-
seur en vertu du present Traite; cette obligation s'etend aux droits a pen-
sion non encore echus. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront par des
arrangements les conditions dans lesquelles l'Italie s'aquittera de cette
obligation.

9. Les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants italiens residant
d'une facon permanente dans les territoires cedes a la date d'entree en
vigueur du present Traite, seront respectes dans la meme mesure que ceux
des ressortissants de l'Etat successeur, i condition qu'ils aient ete lgale-
ment acquis.

Les biens, droits et interets des autres ressortissants italiens et ceux
des personnes morales de nationalite italienne qui sont situes dans le
territoire cede, pourvu qu'ils aient ete legalement acquis, ne seront soumis
qu'a telles dispositions legislatives qui pourront etre eventuellement appli-
quees d'une maniere generale aux biens des personnes physiques et morales
de nationalite etrangere.

Ces biens, droits et interets ne seront sujets ni a etre retenus, ni a
etre liquides en vertu de l'article 79 du present Traite; ils seront resti-
tues a leurs proprietaires liberes des effets de toutes mesures de cette nature
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L'Etat successeur et l'Italie determineront par des arrangements la 

partie de la Dette publique italienne qui est visee dans le present para-

graphe et les methodes a appliquer pour l'execution de ces dispositions. 

7. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront par des arrangements spe-

ciaux les conditions dans lesquelles seront transferees a des organisations 

analogues de l'Etat successeur les obligations des organisations &assu-

rances sociales italiennes publiques OR privees a l'egard des habitants du 

territoire cede, ainsi qu'une part proportionnelle des reserves accumulees 
par lesdites organisations. 

L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront egalement par des arrangements 

analogues les obligations des organisations d'assurances sociales, publiques 

ou privees, dont le siege social est situe dans le territoire cede, a l'egard des 

titulaires de polices ou des cotisants qui resident en Italie. 

8. L'Italie restera tenue d'assurer le paiement des pensions civiles 

ou militaires acquises, a la date &entree en vigueur du present Traite, au 

service de l'Etat italien ou de collectivites publiques italiennes, municipales 

ou locales, par des personnes qui regoivent la nationalite de l'Etat succes-

seur en vertu du present Traite; cette obligation s'etend aux droits a pen-

sion non encore echus. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie regleront par des 

arrangements les conditions dans lesquelles l'Italie s'aquittera de cette 
obligation. 

9. Les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants italiens residant 

d'une fagon permanente dans les territoires cedes a la date d'entree en 

vigueur du present Traite, seront respectes dans la meme mesure que ceux 

des ressortissants de l'Etat successeur, a condition qu'ils aient ete legale-

ment acquis. 

Les biens, droits et interets des autres ressortissants italiens et ceux 

des personnes morales de nationalite italienne qui sont situes dans le 

territoire cede, pourvu qu'ils aient ete legalement acquis, ne seront soumis 

qu'a telles dispositions legislatives qui pourront etre eventuellement appli-

quees d'une maniere generale aux biens des personnes physiques et morales 

de nationalite etrangere. 

Ces biens, droits et interets no seront sujets ni a etre retenus, ni 

etre liquid& en vertu de l'article 79 du present Traite; us seront resti-

tues a leurs proprietaires liberes des effets de toutes mesures de cette nature 



et de toute autre mesure de transfert, d'administration forcee ou de se-
questre prise au cours de la periode s'6tendant entre le 3 septembre 1943
et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

10. Les personnes qui opteront pour la nationalite italienne et qui
etabliront leur residence en Italie seront autorisees, apres acquittement
des dettes ou impositions dont elles pourraient tre redevables sur le terri-
toire cede, a emporter avec elles leurs biens meubles et a transferr les
fonds qu'elles possedent a condition que ces biens et ces fonds aient
ete legalement acquis. Le transfert des biens ne sera frappe d'aucun droit
d'exportation ou d'importation. En outre, ces personnes seront autorisees
a vendre leurs biens meubles et immeubles dans les memes conditions que
les ressortissants de 1'Etat successeur.

Le transfert des biens en Italie s'effectuera aux conditions et dans
les limites convenues entre l'Etat successeur et l'Italie. Les conditions et
delais dans lesquels s'effectuera le transfert des fonds, y compris le produit
des ventes, seront egalement fixes par accord.

11. Les biens, droits et interets existant en Italie a la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite qui appartenaient a d'anciens ressortissants
italiens, residant dans les territoires cedes et qui sont devenus ressortissants
d'un autre pays en vertu du present Traite, seront respectes par l'Italie
dans la meme mesure que les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants des
Nations Unies d'une facon generale.

Ces personnes seront autorisees a effectuer le transfert et la liqui-
dation de leurs biens, droits et interets dans les conditions prevues au
paragraphe 10 ci-dessus.

12. Les soci6tes constitutes conform6ment a la legislation italienne
et dont le siege social est situe dans le territoire cede, qui desirent trans-
ferer leur siege social en Italie, devront 6galement etre traitees conforme-
ment aux dispositions du paragraphe 10 de la presente annexe, a condi-
tion que plus de cinquante pour cent du capital de la societe appartienne a
des personnes r6sidant normalement en dehors du territoire cede ou a
des personnes qui, en vertu du present Traite, optent pour la nationalit
italienne et transferent leur domicile en Italie, a condition que la societe
exerce son activite en majeure partie hors du territoire cede.

13. Les dettes des personnes residant en Italic envers des personnes
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et de toute autre mesure de transfert, d'administration forcee ou de se-

questre prise au cours de la periode s'etendant entre le 3 septembre 1943 

et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

10. Les personnes qui opteront pour la nationalite italienne et qui 

etabliront leur residence en Italic seront autorisees, apres acquittement 

des dettes ou impositions dont elles pourraient e'tre redevables sur le terri-

toire cede, a emporter avec elks leurs biens meubles et a transferer les 

fonds qu'elles possedent a condition que ces biens et ces fonds aient 

ete legalement acquis. Le transfert des biens ne sera frappe d'aucun droit 

d'exportation ou d'importation. En outre, ces personnes seront autorisees 

a vendre leurs biens meubles et immeubles dans les memes conditions que 

les ressortissants de l'Etat successeur. 

Le transfert des biens en Italic s'effectuera aux conditions et dans 

les limites convenues entre l'Etat successeur et l'Italie. Les conditions et 

delais dans lesquels s'effectuera le transfert des fonds, y compris le produit 
des ventes, seront egalement fixes par accord. 

11. Les biens, droits et interets existant en Italic a la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite qui appa.rtenaient a d'anciens ressortissants 

italiens, residant dans les territoires cedes et qui sont devenus ressortissants 

d'un autre pays en vertu du present Traite, seront respectes par l'Italie 

dans la meme mesure que les biens, droits et interets des ressortissants des 

Nations Unies d'une facon generale. 

Ces personnes seront autorisees a effectuer le transfert et la liqui-

dation de leurs biens, droits et interets dans les conditions prevues au 
paragraphe 10 ci-dessus. 

12. Les societes constituees conformement a la legislation italienne 

et dont le siege social est situe dans le territoire cede, qui desirent trans-

ferer leur siege social en Italie, devront egalement etre traitees conforme-

ment aux dispositions du paragraphe 10 de la presente annexe, a condi-

tion que plus de cinquante pour cent du capital de la societe appartienne 

des personnes residant normalement en dehors du territoire cede ou 

des personnes qui, en vertu du present Traite, optent pour la nationalite 

italienne et transferent leur domicile en Italic, a condition que la societe 
exerce son activite en majeure partie hors du territoire cede. 

13. Les dettes des personnes residant en Italic envers des personnes 
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residant dans le territoire cede ou celles des personnes residant dans le
territoire cede envers des personnes r6sidant en Italie ne seront pas affec-
tees par la cession. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie s'engagent a faciliter le
reglement de ces obligations. Aux fins du present paragraphe, le terme
"personnes" s'applique aux personnes morales.

14. Les biens situ6s dans le territoire cede appartenant a l'une quel-
conque des Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants qui n'auraient pas encore
ete liberes du s6questre ou des mesures de controle auxquels ils ont ete
soumis par l'Italie, ni restitues a leurs proprietaires, seront restitu6s dans
l'etat oi ils se trouvent actuellement.

15. Le Gouvernement italien reconnait que l'accord de Brioni, en
date du 10 aoft 1942, est nul et non avenu. I1 s'engage a participer avec
les autres signataires de l'accord de Rome, en date du 29 mai 1923, a
toutes negociations ayant pour objet d'introduire dans ses dispositions des
modifications necessaires en vue d'assurer un reglement equitable des
annuites qu'il prevoit.

16. L'Italie restituera les biens qui ont ete ill6galement enleves des
territoires cedes apres le 3 septembre 1943 et transferes en Italie. Sauf
disposition contraire de la pr6sente annexe, l'execution de cette obligation
sera regie par les paragraphes 2, 3, 4, 5 et 6 de l'article 75.

17. L'Italie restituera a l'Etat successeur, dans les plus brefs delais
possibles, tous navires d6tenus par 1'Etat ou par des ressortissants italiens,
qui, au 3 septembre 1943, appartenaient soit a des personnes physiques
residant sur le territoire cede et qui acquierent la nationalite de 1'Etat
successeur en vertu du present Traite, soit a des personnes morales de
nationalite italienne qui ont et conserveront leur siege social sur le terri-
toire cede, exception faite des navires qui ont fait l'objet d'une vente
effectuee de bonne foi.

18. Les Etats successeurs et l'Italie concluront des accords repartissant
d'une maniere juste et equitable les biens de toute collectivite publique
locale existante dont le territoire se trouve divise par une frontiere etablie
en vertu du present Trait6 et assurant le maintien de ceux des services
communaux necessaires aux habitants qui ne sont pas express6ment vises
par d'autres dispositions du Traite.

Des accords analogues seront conclus pour repartir, d'une maniere
9347--49-PT. II---26
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residant dans le territoire cede ou celles des personnes residant dans le 

territoire cede envers des personnes residant en Italie ne seront pas affec-

tees par la cession. L'Etat successeur et l'Italie s'engagent a faciliter le 

reglement de ces obligations. Aux fins du present paragraph; le terme 

"personnes" s'applique aux personnes morales. 

14. Les biens situes dans le territoire cede appartenant a Pune quel-

conque des Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants qui n'auraient pas encore 

ete liberes du sequestre ou des mesures de contrale auxquels us ont ete 

soumis par l'Italie, ni restitues a leurs proprietaires, seront restitues dans 
l'etat oh us se trouvent actuellement. 

15. Le Gouvernement italien reconnait que l'accord de Brioni, en 

date du 10 aoilt 1942, est nul et non avenu. Ii s'engage a participer avec 

les autres signataires de l'accord de Rome, en date du 29 mai 1923, a. 

toutes negociations ayant pour objet d'introduire dans ses dispositions des 

modifications necessaires en vue d'assurer un reglement equitable des 

annuites qu'il prevoit. 

16. L'Italie restituera les Liens qui ont ete illegalement enleves des 

territoires cedes apres le 3 septembre 1943 et transferes en Italic. Sauf 

disposition contraire de la presente annexe, l'execution de cette obligation 

sera regie par les paragraphes 2, 3, 4, 5 et 6 de Particle 75. 

17. L'Italie restituera a l'Etat successeur, dans les plus brefs delais 

possibles, tous navires &terms par l'Etat ou par des ressortissants italiens, 

qui, au 3 septembre 1943, appartenaient soit a. des personnes physiques 

residant sur le territoire cede et qui acquierent la nationalite de l'Etat 

successeur en vertu du present Traite, soit a des personnes morales de 
nationalite italienne qui ont et conserveront leur siege social sur le terri-

toire cede, exception faite des navires qui ont fait l'objet d'une vente 

effectuee de bonne foi. 

18. Les Etats successeurs et l'Italie concluront des accords repartissant 

d'une maniere juste et equitable les Liens de toute collectivite publique 

locale existante dont le territoire se trouve divise par une frontiere etablie 

en vertu du present Traite et assurant le maintien de ceux des services 

communaux necessaires aux habitants qui ne sont pas expressement vises 

par d'autres dispositions du Traite. 

Des accords analogues seront conclus pour repartir, d'une maniere 
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juste et equitable, le materiel roulant et autre mat6riel de chemin de fer,
ainsi que l'outillage des bassins et des ports et les bateaux affectes a leur
service; des accords regleront 6galement toutes autres questions d'ordre

6conomique en suspens qui ne sont pas vis6es par la presente annexe.

19. Les dispositions de la presente annexe ne seront pas applicables

aux anciennes colonies italiennes. Les dispositions economiques et finan-
cieres qui leur seront appliqu6es seront incluses dans les arrangements qui,
aux termes de 1'article 23 du present traite, regleront le sort de ces

territoires.

ANNEXE XV
Dispositions speciales concernant

certaines categories de biens

A. Propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique.

1. a. Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du pre-
sent Trait6 sera accorde aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a leurs
ressortissants sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanctions
quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes necessaires
pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Italie des droits de propriet6 indus-
trielle, litteraire ou artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis par suite de
l'existence de l'etat de guerre.

b. Les Puissances Alliees et Associ6es ou leurs ressortissants, qui auront
fait, sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees,
une demande, soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistrement d'un
modele d'utilite au plus t6t douze mois avant l'ouverture des hostilites
avec l'Italie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour l'enregistrement d'un dessin
industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique au plus t8t six mois
avant l'ouverture des hostilit6s avec l'Italie ou au cours de celles-ci, auront le
droit, pendant une p6riode de douze mois a compter de la date d'entree en
vigueur du present Traite, de demander des droits correspondants en Italic,
avec un droit de priorite fonde sur le depot anterieur de leur demande sur
le territoire de cette Puissance Alli6e ou Associ6e.

c. I1 sera accord6 a chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es et a
ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
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juste et equitable, le materiel roulant et autre materiel de chemin de fer, 

ainsi que routillage des bassins et des ports et les bateaux affectes a leur 

service; des accords regleront egalement toutes autres questions d'ordre 

economique en suspens qui ne sont pas visees par la presente annexe. 

19. Les dispositions de la presente annexe ne seront pas applicables 

aux anciermes colonies italiennes. Les dispositions economiques et finan-

cieres qui leur seront appliquees seront incluses dans les arrangements qui, 

aux termes de rarticle 23 du present traite, regleront le sort de ces 

territoires. 

ANNEXE XV 
Dispositions speeiales concernant 

certaines categories de biens 

A. Proprieg industrielle, litteraire et artistique. 

1. a. Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du pre-

sent Traite sera accorde aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a leurs 

ressortissants sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanctions 

quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes necessaires 

pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Italie des droits de propriete indus-

trielle, litteraire ou artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis par suite de 

l'existence de l'etat de guerre. 

b. Les Puissances Alliees et Associees ou leurs ressortissants, qui auront 

fait, sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, 

une demande, soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistrement d'un 

modele d'utilite au plus tot douze mois avant l'ouverture des hostilites 

avec l'Italie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour renregistrement d'un dessin 

industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique au plus tOt six mois 

avant l'ouverture des hostilites avec l'Italie ou au cours de celles-ci, auront le 

droit, pendant une periode de dome mois a compter de la date d'entree en 

vigueur du present Traite, de demander des droits correspondants en Italie, 

avec un droit de priorite fonde sur le depOt anterieur de leur demande sur 

le territoire de cette Puissance Alliee ou Associee. 

c. Ii sera accorde a chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees et a 

ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, 
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un delai d'un an pendant lequel ils pourront engager des poursuites en Italie
contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles serait imput6 un
empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propri6et industrielle, litteraire ou
artistique entre la date de l'ouverture des hostilites et celle de 1'entr6e en
vigueur du present Traite.

2. II ne sera pas tenu compte de la p6riode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la periode pendant
laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploitS, ou pendant laquelle un
modele ou une marque de fabrique doit etre utilise.

3. II ne sera pas tenu compte de la p6riode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul
de la duree normale de validit6 des droits de propriet6 industrielle, litteraire
et artistique qui 6taient en vigueur en Italie a l'ouverture des hostilites ou
qui seront reconnus ou etablis dans les conditions prevues a la partie A de
la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite de ces droits
sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement prolongee en
Italie, d'une nouvelle p6riode correspondant a celle qui aura ete ainsi exclue
du d6compte.

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Italie des
Puissances Alliees et Associ6es et de leurs ressortissants, devront egale-
ment s'appliquer aux droits de l'Italie et de ses ressortissants dans les
territoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces
dispositions ne donnera a l'Italie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un traitement
plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees
que celui qui est accorde, dans les memes cas, par cette Puissance a l'une
quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants; l'Italie ne sera
pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder a l'une des
Puissances Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants, un traitement plus
favorable que celui dont l'Italie ou ses ressortissants beneficient sur le terri-
toire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres auxquelles s'appliquent
les precedentes dispositions.

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances
Alliees ou Associees ou sur le territoire italien, qui, avant la date d'entree
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un delai d'un an pendant lequel us pourront engager des poursuites en Italie 

contre les personnes physiques on morales auxquelles serait impute un 

empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire on 

artistique entre la date de l'ouverture des hostilites et celle de l'entree en 

vigueur du present Traite. 

2. Ii ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la periode pendant 

laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploite, ou pendant laquelle un 

modele on une marque de fabrique dolt etre utilise. 

3. Ii ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul 

de la duree normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire 

et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Italie a l'ouverture des hostilites ou 

qui seront reconnus on etablis dans les conditions prevues a la partie A de 

la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'-une des Puissances Alliees on 

Associees on a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite de ces droits 

sera, par consequent, consideree corame automatiquement prolongee en 

Italie, d'Ime nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui aura ete ainsi exclue 

du decompte. 

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Italie des 

Puissances Alliees et Associees et de leurs ressortissants, devront egale-

ment s'appliquer aux droits de l'Italie et de ses ressortissants dans les 

territoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces 

dispositions ne donnera a l'Italie on a ses ressortissants droit a un traitement 

plus favorable sur le territoire de rune des Puissances Alliees on Associees 

que celui qui est accorde, dans les memes cas, par cette Puissance a rune 

quelconque des autres Nations Unies on a ses ressortissants; l'Italie ne sera 

pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder a l'une des 

Puissances Alliees on Associees ou a ses ressortissants, un traitement plus 

favorable que celui dont l'Italie on ses ressortissants beneficient sur le terri-

toire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres auxquelles s'appliquent 

les precedentes dispositions. 

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de rune quelconque des Puissances 

,Alliees on Associees ou sur le territoire italien, qui, avant la date d'entree 



en vigueur du present Trait6, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits de propri6et
industrielle, litt6raire ou artistique se trouvant en opposition avec des droits
retablis en vertu de la partie A de la pr6sente annexe ou avec des droits
obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu des presentes dispo-
sitions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique, publie, reproduit, utilise ou vendu
l'objet de ces droits, seront autoris6s a continuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils
avaient acquis de bonne foi et a poursuivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la
publication, la reproduction, l'utilisation ou la vente qu'ils avaient entre-
prises de bonne foi, sans s'exposer a des poursuites pour empietement.

L'autorisation sera donnee en Italie, sous la forme d'une licence sans
exclusivite qui sera accordee a des conditions a fixer par entente entre les
parties interessees, ou, a d6faut d'entente, par la commission de conciliation
constituee en vertu de l'article 83 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans les
territoires de chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es, les tiers de bonne
foi beneficieront de la protection qui est accordee, dans les cas analogues,
aux tiers de bonne foi dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux de res-
sortissants des autres Puissances Alliees et Associees.

6. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne devra
etre interpretee comme donnant a l'Italie ou a ses ressortissants sur le
territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, des droits
a des brevets ou a des modeles d'utilite pour des inventions relatives a un
article quelconque express6ment d6sign6 dans la definition du materiel de
guerre figurant a l'annexe XIII du present Trait6, inventions qui ont 6et
faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes d'enregistrement ont ete d&e
posees par l'Italie ou par l'un de ses ressortissants, en Italie ou sur le
territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe ou sur un territoire occup6 par
les forces de 1'Axe, pendant le temps ou le territoire en question se trouvait
sous le controle des forces ou des autorites des Puissances de l'Axe.

7. L'Italie accordera 6galement Ie benefice des dispositions precedentes
de la presente annexe aux Nations Unies, autres que les Puissances Alliees
et Associees, dont les relations diplomatiques avec l'Italie ont 6et rompues
pendant la guerre et qui s'engageront a accorder a l'Italie les avantages
conf6ers a ce pays en vertu desdites dispositions.

8. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne doit
s'entendre comme etant en contradiction avec les articles 78, 79 et 81 du
present Traite.
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en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits de propriete 

industrielle, litteraire ou artistique se trouvant en opposition avec des droits 

retablis en vertu de la partie A de la presente annexe ou avec des droits 

obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu des presentes dispo-

sitions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique, publie, reproduit, utilise ou vendu 

l'objet de ces droits, seront autorises a continuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils 

avaient acquis de bonne foi et a poursuivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la 

publication, la reproduction, l'utilisation ou la vente qu'ils avaient entre-

prises de bonne foi, sans s'exposer a des poursuites pour empietement. 

L'autorisation sera donnee en Italie, sous la forme d'une licence sans 

exclusivite qui sera accordee a des conditions a fixer par entente entre les 

parties interessees, ou, a defaut &entente, par la commission de conciliation 

constituee en vertu de l'article 83 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans les 

territoires de chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, les tiers de bonne 

foi beneficieront de la protection qui est accordee, dans les cas analogues, 

aux tiers de bonne foi dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux de res-
sortissants des autres Puissances Alliees et Associees. 

6. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la present° annexe ne devra 

etre interpretee comme dormant a l'Italie ou a ses ressortissants sur le 

territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, des droits 

a des brevets ou a des modeles d'utilite pour des inventions relatives a un 

article quelconque expressement designe dans la definition du materiel de 

guerre figurant a l'annexe XIII du present Traite, inventions qui ont ete 

faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes d'enregistrement ont ete de-

posees par l'Italie ou par l'un de ses ressortissants, en Italie ou sur le 

territoire d'urie autre Puissance de l'Axe on sur un territoire occupe par 

les forces de l'Axe, pendant le temps oil le territoire en question se trouvait 

sous le contr6le des forces ou des autorites des Puissances de l'Axe. 

7. L'Italie accordera egalement Ie benefice des dispositions precedentes 

de la presente annexe aux Nations Unies, autres que les Puissances Alliees 

et Associees, dont les relations diplomatiques avec l'Italie ont ete rompues 

pendant la guerre et qui s'engageront a accorder a l'Italie les avantages 
conferes a ce pays en vertu desdites dispositions. 

8. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne dolt 

s'entendre comme etant en contradiction avec les articles 78, 79 et 81 du 
present Traite. 
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B. Assurances.

1. Exception faite des restrictions s'appliquant aux assureurs en gene-
ral, il ne sera fait aucun obstacle a la reprise par les assureurs qui sont
ressortissants des Nations Unies de leurs anciens portefeuilles.

2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, d6sire re-
prendre son activit6 professionnelle en Italie et si la valeur des depots de
garantie ou des reserves exigees en Italie des entreprises d'assurances pour
l'exercice de leur activite a diminu6 du fait de la perte ou de la depreciation
des titres qui les constituaient, le Gouvernement italien s'engage a accepter,
pendant une p6riode de dix-huit mois, ce qu'il reste de ces titres comme
satisfaisant entierement aux prescriptions legales concernant les d6epts et
les reserves.

ANNEXE XVI
Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce

A. Contrats.

1. Sauf exceptions enoncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous, tout
contrat ayant necessit6 pour son execution des rapports entre des parties
qui sont devenues ennemies au sens de la partie D de la pr6sente annexe,
sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment ou l'une quelconque des parties
est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette r6siliation s'entendra sans prejudice
des dispositions de l'article 81 du present Traite; elle ne relevera pas non
plus l'une quelconque des parties au contrat de l'obligation de reverser les
sommes percues h titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour lesquelles la partie
interessee n'a pas fourni de contre-partie.

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-
tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont 1'execution no
necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues ennemies
au sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, ne seront pas resiliees et
demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces a l'article 79 du
present Trait6. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent pas etre ainsi
dissoci6es, le contrat sera tenu comme 6tant int6gralement resili. Les dis-
positions qui precedent s'entendent sous r6serve de l'application des lois,
ordonnances et reglements nationaux 6dictes par telle ou telle des Puissances
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B. Assurances. 

1. Exception faite des restrictions s'appliquant aux assureurs en gene-

ral, ii ne sera fait aucun obstacle a la reprise par les assureurs qui sont 

ressortissants des Nations Unies de leurs anciens portefeuilles. 

2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, desire re-

prendre son activite professionnelle en Italie et si la valeur des depOts de 

garantie ou des reserves exigees en Italie des entreprises d'assurances pour 

l'exercice de leur activite a diminue du fait de la perte ou de la depreciation 

des titres qui les constituaient, le Gou.vemement italien s'engage a accepter, 

pendant une periode de dix-huit mois, ce qu'il reste de ces titres comme 

satisfaisant entierement aux prescriptions legales concernant les depots et 

les reserves. 

ANNEXE XVI 
Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce 

A. Contrats. 

1. Sauf exceptions enoncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous, tout 

contrat ayant necessite pour son execution des rapports entre des parties 

qui sont devenues ermemies au sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, 

sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment oil rune quelconque des parties 

est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette resiliation s'entendra sans prejudice 

des dispositions de l'article 81 du present Traite; elle ne relevera pas non 

plus rune quelconque des parties au contrat de l'obligation de reverser les 

sommes percues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour lesquelles la partie 

interessee n'a pas fourni de contre-partie. 

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-

tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont l'execution ne 

necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues ennemies 

au sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, ne seront pas resiliees et 

demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces a l'article 79 du 

present Traite. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent pas etre ainsi 

dissociees, le contrat sera tenu comme etant integralement resilie. Les dis-

positions qui precedent s'entendent sous reserve de l'application des lois, 

ordormances et reglements nationaux edictes par telle ou telle des Puissances 



Alli6es ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve le contrat ou l'une
quelconque des parties au contrat, et sous reserve des stipulations du contrat.

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la pr6sente annexe ne sera
consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees conforme-
ment a un contrat pass6 entre ennemis, si ces transactions ont ete executees
avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees ou Asso-
ciees.

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance
et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-
ment de la Puissance Alliee ou Associ6e interess6e et le Gouvernement italien.

B. Prescription.

1. Tous les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager
ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures
conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques int6ressant des personnes ou des
biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des ressortis-
sants italiens qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager ou
poursuivre une action judiciaire, ou accomplir les formalites necessaires
pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commence a courir
avant ou apres l'ouverture des hostilit6s, seront consideres comme ayant ete
suspendus pendant la duree de la guerre sur le territoire italien d'une part,
et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, conformement au principe
de la r6ciprocite, accordent a l'Italie le ben6fice des dispositions du present
paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces d6lais commenceront a courir des la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispositions du present paragraphe
s'appliqueront aux d6lais fixes pour le depot des coupons d'interets ou de
dividendes ou pour le d6ept, en vue du remboursement, des valeurs sorties
au tirage ou remboursables pour tout autre motif.

2. Lorsqu'en raison de l'inexecution d'un acte ou de l'omission d'une
formalite quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'ex6cution ont ete
prises sur le territoire italien an prejudice d'un ressortissant d'une Nation
Unie, le Gouvernement italien retablira les droits leses. Si le re tablissement
de ces droits est impossible ou devait etre inequitable, le Gouvernement
italien fera le necessaire pour que l'interess6 regoive telle compensation qui
en loccurence paraitra juste et 6quitable.
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Alliees ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve le contrat ou rune 

quelconque des parties au contrat, et sous reserve des stipulations du contrat. 

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera 

consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees conforme-

ment a nit contrat passe entre ennemis, si ces transactions ont ete executees 

avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees on Asso-
ciees. 

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance 

et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-

ment de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee et le Gouvernement italien. 

B. Prescription. 

1. Tous les delais de prescription on de limitation du droit d'engager 

ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures 

conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou des 

biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des ressortis-

sants italiens qui, en raison de retat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager ou 

poursuivre une action judiciaire, on accomplir les formalites necessaires 

pour sauvegarder leurs droits, quo ces delais aient commence a courir 

avant ou apres rouverture des hostilites, seront consideres comme ayant ete 

suspendus pendant la duree de la guerre sur le territoire italien d'une part, 

et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, conformement au principe 
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C. Effets de commerce.

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce souscrit
avant la guerre ne sera considere comme n'6tant plus valable pour la seule
raison qu'il n'a pas ete pr6sent6e l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement dans
les delais prescrits, ou que le tireur ou l'endosseur n'a pas 6t6 avise dans
ces delais que l'effet en question n'a pas 6et accepte ou pay6, ou qu'il n'a
pas 6et proteste dans lesdits delais, ou qu'une formalit6 quelconque a ete
omise pendant la guerre.

2. Si le delai au cours duquel un effet de commerce aurait du etre
presente a l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement, ou dans lequel un avis de non-
acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait di etre donn6 au tireur ou a l'endos-
seur, ou durant lequel l'effet aurait diu tre protestS, est arrive a expiration
pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait dii presenter ou protester l'effet
ou aviser du d6faut d'acceptation ou du d6faut de paiement a omis de le
faire pendant la guerre, il sera accorde un delai de trois mois au moins, a
partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, pendant lequel il
sera possible de presenter ou de protester ledit effet ou de donner avis de
son d6faut d'acceptation ou de son defaut de paiement.

3. Si une personne s'est oblig6e, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre, au
paiement d'un effet de commerce, a la suite d'un engagement pris envers
elle, par une autre personne devenue ulterieurement ennemie, celle-ci reste
tenue, malgr6 l'ouverture des hostilites, de garantir la premiere des conse-
quences de son obligation.

D. Dispositions speciales.

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques ou morales
seront consid6eres comme etant devenues ennemies a partir de la date ou
tout commerce entre elles est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois, ordonnances
ou reglements auxquels ces personnes ou le contrat etaient soumis.

2. Etant donne le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, les
dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations entre les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et l'Italie.
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ANNEXE XVII
Tribunaux de prises et Jugements

A. Tribunaux de prises.

1. Chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es se reserve ledroit d'exa-
miner, conformement a une procedure qu'elle fixera, toutes decisions et
ordonnances des Tribunaux de prises italiens rendues a la suite de proces
mettant en cause les droits de propriete de ses ressortissants et de recom-
mander au Gouvernement italien de faire proceder a la revision de celles
de ces decisions ou ordonnances qui pourraient n'etre pas conformes au
droit international.

2. Le Gouvernement italien s'engage a communiquer copie de tous les
documents et pieces de ces proces, y compris les decisions prises et les
ordonnances rendues, a accepter toutes recommandations formulees a la
suite de l'examen de ces proces et a donner effet a ces recommandations.

B. Jugements.

Le Gouvernement italien prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour per-
mettre aux ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout
moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entr6e en vigueur du
present Trait6, d'intenter devant les autorites italiennes competentes une
action en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal italien entre le
10 juin 1940 et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 dans tout proces
dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a pas ete a mame
d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en qualite de demandeur,
soit en qualit6 de defendeur. Le Gouvernement italien prendra les mesures
necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies a subi
un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de cette nature, ce ressortissant soit
retabli dans la situation oi il se trouvait avant le prononc6 du jugement ou
recoive telle compensation qui pourra, en la circonstance, etre juste et
equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend les
societes ou associations organisees ou constitutes conformement a la legisla-
tion de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.
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The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America, China, France,
Australia, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Brazil,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Greece, India, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Poland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Union of
South Africa, and the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, hereinafter
referred to as "the Allied and Associated Powers", of the one part,
and Italy, of the other part:

Whereas Italy under the Fascist regime became a party to the Tripartite
Pact with Germany and Japan, undertook a war of aggression and thereby
provoked a state of war with all the Allied and Associated Powers and with
other United Nations, and bears her share of responsibility for the war; and

Whereas in consequence of the victories of the Allied forces, and with
the assistance of the democratic elements of the Italian people, the Fascist
regime in Italy was overthrown on July 25, 1943, and Italy, having sur-
rendered unconditionally, signed terms of Armistice on September 3 and 29
of the same year; and

Whereas after the said Armistice Italian armed forces, both of the
Government and of the Resistance Movement, took an active part in the war
against Germany, and Italy declared war on Germany as from October 13,
1943, and thereby became a co-belligerent against Germany; and

Whereas the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy are desirous of
concluding a treaty of peace which, in conformity with the principles of
justice, will settle questions still outstanding as a result of the events here-
inbefore recited and will form the basis of friendly relations between them,
thereby enabling the Allied and Associated Powers to support Italy's appli-
cation to become a member of the United Nations and also to adhere to any
convention concluded under the auspices of the United Nations;

Have therefore agreed to declare the cessation of the state of war and
for this purpose to conclude the present Treaty of Peace, and have accord-
ingly appointed the undersigned Plenipotentiaries who, after presentation
of their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the
following provisions:
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PART I
TERRITORIAL CLAUSES

SECTION I-FRONTIERS

Article 1

The frontiers of Italy shall, subject to the modifications set out in
Articles 2, 3, 4, 11 and 22, be those which existed on January 1, 1938. These
frontiers are traced on the maps attached to the present Treaty (Annex I).[1]
In case of a discrepancy between the textual description of the frontiers and
the maps, the text shall be deemed to be authentic.

Article 2

The frontier between Italy and France, as it existed on January 1, 1938,
shall be modified as follows:

1. Little St. Bernard Pass

The frontier shall follow the watershed, leaving the present frontier at
a point about 2 kilometers northwest of the Hospice, crossing the road about
1 kilometer northeast of the Hospice and rejoining the present frontier about
2 kilometers southeast of the Hospice.

2. Mont Cenis Plateau

The frontier shall leave the present frontier about 3 kilometers north-
west of the summit of Rochemelon, cross the road about 4 kilometers south-
east of the Hospice and rejoin the present frontier about 4 kilometers
northeast of Mont d'Ambin.

3. Mont Thabor-Chaberton

(a) In the Mont Thabor area, the frontier shall leave the present
frontier about 5 kilometers to the east of Mont Thabor and run southeast-

ward to rejoin the present frontier about 3 kilometers west of the Pointe
de Charra.

(b) In the Chaberton area, the frontier shall leave the present frontier

about 3 kilometers north-northwest of Chaberton, which it skirts on the east,
and shall cross the road about 1 kilometer from the present frontier, which
it rejoins about 2 kilometers southeast of the village of Montgenevre.

1 [This ANNEX comprises 23 separate large-cale maps. The copies of the maps as received with the certified copy of the

Treaty, from the Government of the French Republic, are deposited with the Treaty in the rchives of the Department of
State where they are available for reference.]
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4. Upper Valleys of the Tinee, Vesubie and Roya
The frontier shall leave the present frontier at Colla Longa, shall follow

along the watershed by way of Mont Clapier, Col de Tenda, Mont Mar-
guareis, whence it shall run southward by way of Mont Saccarello, Mont
Vacchi, Mont Pietravecchia, Mont Lega and shall reach a point approxi-
mately 100 meters from the present frontier near Colla Pegairolle, about
5 kilometers to the northeast of Breil; it then shall run in a southwesterly
direction, and shall rejoin the existing frontier approximately 100 meters
southwest of Mont Mergo.

5. The detailed description of those sections of the frontier to which
the modifications set out in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 above apply, is con-
tained in Annex II to the present Treaty and the maps to which this descrip-
tion refers form part of Annex I.

Article 3

The frontier between Italy and Yugoslavia shall be fixed as follows:
(i) The new frontier follows a line starting from the junction of the

frontiers of Austria, Italy and Yugoslavia as they existed on January 1, 1938,
and proceeding southward along the 1938 frontier between Yugoslavia and
Italy to the junction of that frontier with the administrative boundary between
the Italian provinces of Friuli (Udine) and Gorizia;

(ii) From this point the line coincides with the said administrative
boundary up to a point approximately 0.5 kilometer north of the village
of Mernico in the valley of the Iudrio;

(iii) Leaving the administrative boundary between the Italian prov-
inces of Friuli and Gorizia at this point, the line extends eastward to a point
approximately 0.5 kilometer west of the village of Vercoglia di Cosbana
and thence southward between the valleys of the Quarnizzo and the Cosbana
to a point approximately 1 kilometer southwest of the village of Fleana,
bending so as to cut the river Recca at a point approximately 1.5 kilometers
east of the Iudrio and leaving on the east the road from Cosbana via Nebola
to Castel Dobra;

(iv) The line then continues to the southeast passing due south of the
road between points 111 and 172, then south of the road from Vipulzano to
Uclanzi passing points 57 and 122, then crossing the latter road about 100
meters east of point 122 and curving north in the direction of a point situated
350 meters southeast of point 266;
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(v) Passing about 0.5 kilometer north of the village of San Floriano,
the line extends eastward to Monte Sabotino (point 610), leaving to the north
the village of Poggio San Valentine;

(vi) From Monte Sabotino the line extends southward, crosses the
Isonzo (Soca) river at the town of Salcano, which it leaves in Yugoslavia,
and runs immediately to the west of the railway line from Canale d'Isonzo to
Montespino to a point about 750 meters south of the Gorizia-Aisovizza road;

(vii) Departing from the railway, the line then bends southwest leaving
in Yugoslavia the town of San Pietro and in Italy the Hospice and the road
bordering it and, some 700 meters from the station of Gorizia S. Marco,
crosses the railway connection between the above railway and the Sagrado-
Cormons railway, skirts the Gorizia cemetery, which is left in Italy, passes
between Highway No. 55 from Gorizia to Trieste, which highway is left in
Italy, and the crossroads at point 54, leaving in Yugoslavia the towns of
Vertoiba and Merna, and reaches a point located approximately at point 49;

(viii) Thence the line continues in a southerly direction across the
Karst plateau, approximately 1 kilometer east of Highway No. 55, leaving
on the east the village of Opacchiasella and on the west the village of Iamiano;

'(ix) From a point approximately 1 kilometer east of Iamiano, the line
follows the administrative boundary between the provinces of Gorizia and
Trieste as far as a point approximately 2 kilometers northeast of the village
of San Giovanni and approximately 0.5 kilometer northwest of point 208,
forming the junction of the frontiers of Yugoslavia, Italy and the Free Terri-
tory of Trieste.

The map to which this description refers forms part of Annex I.

Article 4

The frontier between Italy and the Free Territory of Trieste shall be
fixed as follows:

(i) The line starts from a point on the administrative boundary between
the provinces of Gorizia and Trieste approximately 2 kilometers northeast of
the village of San Giovanni and approximately 0.5 kilometer northwest of
point 208, forming the junction of the frontiers of Yugoslavia, Italy and the
Free Territory of Trieste, and runs southwestward to a point adjacent to
Highway No. 14 and approximately 1 kilometer northwest of the junction
between Highways Nos. 55 and 14, respectively running from Gorizia and
Monfalcone to Trieste;
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(ii) The line then extends in a southerly direction to a point, in the
Gulf of Panzano, equidistant from Punta Sdobba at the mouth of the Isonzo
(Soca) river and Castello Vecchio at Duino, about 3.3 kilometers south from
the point where it departs from the coastline approximately 2 kilometers
northwest of the town of Duino;

(iii) The line then reaches the high seas by following a line placed
equidistant from the coastlines of Italy and the Free Territory of Trieste.

The map to which this description refers forms part of Annex I.

Article 5
1. The exact line of the new frontiers laid down in Articles 2, 3, 4 and

22 of the present Treaty shall be determined on the spot by Boundary Com-
missions composed of the representatives of the two Governments concerned.

2. The Commissions shall begin their work immediately on the coming
into force of the present Treaty, and shall complete it as soon as possible and
in any case within a period of six months.

3. Any questions which the Commissions are unable to agree upon
will be referred to the Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet Union, of the
United Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of France, acting as
provided in Article 86, for final settlement by such methods as they may
determine, including, where necessary, the appointment of an impartial
third Commissioner.

4. The expenses of the Boundary Commissions will be borne in equal
parts by the two Governments concerned.

5. For the purpose of determining on the spot the exact frontier laid
down in Articles 3, 4 and 22, the Commissioners shall be allowed to depart
by 0.5 kilometer from the line laid down in the present Treaty in order to
adjust the frontier to local geographical and economic conditions, provided
that no village or town of more than 500 inhabitants, no important railroads
or highways, and no major power or water supplies are placed under a
sovereignty other than that resulting from the delimitations laid down in the
present Treaty.

SECTION II-FRANCE (Special Clauses)

Article 6
Italy hereby cedes to France in full sovereignty the former Italian

territory situated on the French side of the Franco-Italian frontier defined
in Article 2.
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Article 7

The Italian Government shall hand over to the French Government all
archives, historical and administrative, prior to 1860, which concern the
territory ceded to France under the Treaty of March 24, 1860, and the
Convention of August 23, 1860.

Article 8

1. The Italian Government shall co-operate with the French Govern-
ment for the possible establishment of a railway connection between Briancon
and Modane, via Bardonneche.

2. The Italian Government shall authorize, free of customs duty and
inspection, passport and other such formalities, the passenger and freight
railway traffic travelling on the connection thus established, through Italian
territory, from one point to another in France, in both directions; and shall
take all necessary measures to ensure that the French trains using the said
connection are allowed, under the same conditions, to pass duty free and
without unjustifiable delay.

3. The necessary arrangements shall be concluded in due course be-
tween the two Governments.

1. Plateau of Mont Cenis Article 9
In order to secure to Italy the same facilities as Italy enjoyed in respect

of hydro-electric power and water supply from the Lake of Mont Cenis
before cession of this district to France, the latter shall give Italy under a
bilateral agreement the technical guarantees set out in Annex III.

2. The Tenda-Briga District
In order that Italy shall not suffer any diminution in the supplies of

electric power which Italy has drawn from sources existing in the Tenda-
Briga district before its cession to France, the latter shall give Italy under a
bilateral agreement the technical guarantees set out in Annex III.

SECTION III-AUSTRIA (Special Clauses)

Article 10

1. Italy shall enter into or confirm arrangements with Austria to
guarantee free movement of passenger and freight traffic between the North
and East Tyrol.
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2. The Allied and Associated Powers have taken note of the provisions
(the text of which is contained in Annex IV) agreed upon by the Austrian
and Italian Governments on September 5, 1946.

SECTION IV-PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA

(Special Clauses)

Article 11
1. Italy hereby cedes to Yugoslavia in full sovereignty the territory

situated between the new frontiers of Yugoslavia as defined in Articles 3
and 22 and the Italo-Yugoslav frontier as it existed on January 1, 1938,
as well as the commune of Zara and all islands and adjacent islets lying
within the following areas:

(a) The area bounded:
On the north by the parallel of 42° 50' N.;
On the south by the parallel of 42° 42' N.;
On the east by the meridian of 17° 10' E.;
On the west by the meridian of 16° 25' E.;

(b) The area bounded:
On the north by a line passing through the Porto del Quieto,

equidistant from the coastline of the Free Territory of Trieste
and Yugoslavia, and thence to the point 45° 15' N.,
13° 24' E.;

On the south by the parallel 44° 23' N.;
On the west by a line connecting the following points:

1) 45° 15'N.-13° 24'E.;
2) 44° 51'N.-13° 37'E.;
3) 44° 23' N.-14° 18' 30" E.

On the east by the west coast of Istria, the islands and the main-
land of Yugoslavia.

A chart of these areas is contained in Annex I
2. Italy hereby cedes to Yugoslavia in full sovereignty the island of

Pelagosa and the adjacent islets.
The island of Pelagosa shall remain demilitarised.
Italian fishermen shall enjoy the same rights in Pelagosa and the sur-

rounding waters as were there enjoyed by Yugoslav fishermen prior to
April 6, 1941.
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Article 12
1. Italy shall restore to Yugoslavia all objects of artistic, historical, sci-

entific, educational or religious character (including all deeds, manuscripts,
documents and bibliographical material) as well as administrative archives
(files, registers, plans and documents of any kind) which, as the result of
the Italian occupation, were removed between November 4, 1918, and March
2, 1924, from the territories ceded to Yugoslavia under the treaties signed
in Rapallo on November 12, 1920, and in Rome on January 27, 1924. Italy
shall also restore all objects belonging to those territories and falling into
the above categories, removed by the Italian Armistice Mission which oper-
ated in Vienna after the first World War.

2. Italy shall deliver to Yugoslavia all objects having juridically the
character of public property and coming within the categories in paragraph 1
of the present Article, removed since November 4, 1918, from the territory
which under the present Treaty is ceded to Yugoslavia, and those connected
with the said territory which Italy received from Austria or Hungary under
the Peace Treaties signed in St. Germain on September 10, 1919, and in the
Trianon on June 4, 1920, and under the convention between Austria and
Italy, signed in Vienna on May 4, 1920.

3. If, in particular cases, Italy is unable to restore or hand over to
Yugoslavia the objects coming under paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article,
Italy shall hand over to Yugoslavia objects of the same kind as, and of
approximately equivalent value to, the objects removed, in so far as such
objects are obtainable in Italy.

Article 13
The water supply for Gorizia and its vicinity shall be regulated in

accordance with the provisions of Annex V.

SECTION V-GREECE (Special Clause)

Article 14

1. Italy hereby cedes to Greece in full sovereignty the Dodecanese
Islands indicated hereafter, namely Stampalia (Astropalia), Rhodes
(Rhodos), Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso), Piscopis (Tilos),
Misiros (Nisyros), Calimnos (Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso),
Simi (Symi), Cos (Kos) and Castellorizo, as well as the adjacent islets.

2. These islands shall be and shall remain demilitarised.
95347°-49--PT. II -27
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3. The procedure and the technical conditions governing the transfer
of these islands to Greece will be determined by agreement between the
Governments of the United Kingdom and Greece and arrangements shall
be made for the withdrawal of foreign troops not later than 90 days from
the coming into force of the present Treaty.

PART II
POLITICAL CLAUSES

SECTION I-GENERAL CLAUSES

Article 15

Italy shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons under
Italian jurisdiction, without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion,
the enjoyment of human rights and of the fundamental freedoms, including
freedom of expression, of press and publication, of religious worship, of
political opinion and of public meeting.

Article 16
Italy shall not prosecute or molest Italian nationals, including members

of the armed forces, solely on the ground that during the period from June
10, 1940, to the coming into force of the present Treaty, they expressed
sympathy with or took action in support of the cause of the Allied and
Associated Powers.

Article 17
Italy, which, in accordance with Article 30 of the Armistice Agreement,

has taken measures to dissolve the Fascist organizations in Italy, shall not
permit the resurgence on Italian territory of such organizations, whether
political, military or semi-military, whose purpose it is to deprive the people
of their democratic rights.

Article 18
Italy undertakes to recognize the full force of the Treaties of Peace

with Roumania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Finland and other agreements or
arrangements which have been or will be reached by the Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers in respect of Austria, Germany and Japan for the restoration
of peace.
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SECTION II- NATIONALITY. CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

Article 19

1. Italian citizens who were domiciled on June 10, 1940, in territory
transferred by Italy to another State under the present Treaty, and their
children born after that date, shall, except as provided in the following
paragraph, become citizens with full civil and political rights of the State
to which the territory is transferred, in accordance with legislation to that
effect to be introduced by that State within three months from the coming
into force of the present Treaty. Upon becoming citizens of the State con-
cerned they shall lose their Italian citizenship.

2. The Government of the State to which the territory is transferred
shall, by appropriate legislation within three months from the coming into
force of the present Treaty, provide that all persons referred to in paragraph
1 over the age of eighteen years (or married persons whether under or over
that age) whose customary language is Italian, shall be entitled to opt for
Italian citizenship within a period of one year from the coming into force
of the present Treaty. Any person so opting shall retain Italian citizenship
and shall not be considered to have acquired the citizenship of the State to
which the territory is transferred. The option of the husband shall not consti-
tute an option on the part of the wife. Option on the part of the father, or,
if the father is not alive, on the part of the mother, shall, however, automati-
cally include all unmarried children under the age of eighteen years.

3. The State to which the territory is transferred may require those
who take advantage of the option to move to Italy within a year from the
date when the option was exercised.

4. The State to which the territory is transferred shall, in accordance
with its fundamental laws, secure to all persons within the territory, without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion, the enjoyment of human
rights and of the fundamental freedoms, including freedom of expression,
of press and publication, of religious worship, of political opinion and of
public meeting.

Article 20

1. Within a period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty, Italian citizens over 18 years of age (or married persons whether
under or over that age), whose customary language is one of the Yugoslav
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languages (Serb, Croat or Slovene), and who are domiciled on Italian terri-
tory may, upon filing a request with a Yugoslav diplomatic or consular
representative in Italy, acquire Yugoslav nationality if the Yugoslav authori-
ties accept their request.

2. In such cases, the Yugoslav Government will communicate to the
Italian Government through the diplomatic channel lists of the persons who
have thus acquired Yugoslav nationality. The persons mentioned in such
lists will lose their Italian nationality on the date of such official commu-
nication.

3. The Italian Government may require such persons to transfer their
residence to Yugoslavia within a period of one year from the date of such
official communication.

4. For the purposes of this Article, the rules relating to the effect of
options on wives and on children, set forth in Article 19, paragraph 2,
shall apply.

5. The provisions of Annex XIV, paragraph 10 of the present Treaty,
applying to the transfer of properties belonging to persons who opt for
Italian nationality, shall equally apply to the transfer of properties belonging
to persons who opt for Yugoslav nationality under this Article.

SECTION III-FREE TERRITORY OF TRIESTE

Article 21
1. There is hereby constituted the Free Territory of Trieste, consisting

of the area lying between the Adriatic Sea and the boundaries defined in
Articles 4 and 22 of the present Treaty. The Free Territory of Trieste is
recognized by the Allied and Associated Powers and by Italy, which agree
that its integrity and independence shall be assured by the Security Council
of the United Nations.

2. Italian sovereignty over the area constituting the Free Territory of
Trieste, as above defined, shall be terminated upon the coming into force
of the present Treaty.

3. On the termination of Italian sovereignty, the Free Territory of
Trieste shall be governed in accordance with an instrument for a provisional
regime drafted by the Council of Foreign Ministers and approved by the
Security Council. This Instrument shall remain in force until such date as
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the Security Council shall fix for the coming into force of the Permanent
Statute which shall have been approved by it. The Free Territory shall
thenceforth be governed by the provisions of such Permanent Statute. The
texts of the Permanent Statute and of the Instrument for the Provisional
Regime are contained in Annexes VI and VII.

4. The Free Territory of Trieste shall not be considered as ceded terri-
tory within the meaning of Article 19 and Annex XIV of the present Treaty.

5. Italy and Yugoslavia undertake to give to the Free Territory of
Trieste the guarantees set out in Annex IX.

Article 22

The frontier between Yugoslavia and the Free Territory of Trieste shall
be fixed as follows:

(i) The line starts from a point on the administrative boundary be-
tween the provinces of Gorizia and Trieste, approximately 2 kilometers
northeast of the village of San Giovanni and approximately 0.5 kilometer
northwest of point 208, forming the junction of the frontiers of Yugoslavia,
Italy and the Free Territory of Trieste, and follows this administrative
boundary as far as Monte Lanaro (point 546); thence it extends southeast-
ward as far as Monte Cocusso (point 672) through point 461, Meducia
(point 475), Monte dei Pini (point 476) and point 407, crossing Highway
No. 58, from Trieste to Sesana, about 3.3 kilometers to the southwest of this
town, and leaving the villages of Vogliano and Orle to the east, and at
approximately 0.4 kilometer to the west, the village of Zolla.

(ii) From Monte Cocusso, the line, continuing southeastward leaving
the village of Grozzana to the west, reaches Monte Goli (point 621), then
turning southwestward, crosses the road from Trieste to Cosina at point 455
and the railway at point 485, passes by points 416 and 326, leaving the
villages of Beca and Castel in Yugoslav territory, crosses the road from
Ospo to Gabrovizza d'Istria about 100 meters to the southeast of Ospo;
then crosses the river Risana and the road from Villa Decani to Risano at a
point about 350 meters west of the latter village, the village of Rosario and
the road from Risano to San Sergio being left in Yugoslav territory; from
this point the line proceeds as far as the cross roads situated about 1 kilo-
meter northeastward of point 362, passing by points 285 and 354.
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meter northeastward of point 362, passing by points 285 and 354. 
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(iii) Thence, the line runs as far as a point about 0.5 kilometer east
of the village of Cernova, crossing the river Dragogna about 1 kilometer
north of this village, leaving the villages of Bucciai and Truscolo to the
west and the village of Tersecco to the east, it then runs southwestward to
the southeast of the road connecting the villages of Cernova and Chervoi,
leaving this road 0.8 kilometer to the east of the village of Cucciani; it then
runs in a general south-southwesterly direction, passing about 0.4 kilometer
east of Monte Braico and at about 0.4 kilometer west of the village of Sterna
Filaria, leaving the road running from this village to Piemonte to the east,
passing about 0.4 kilometer west of the town of Piemonte and about 0.5
kilometer east of the town of Castagna and reaching the river Quieto at a
point approximately 1.6 kilometer southwest of the town of Castagna.

(iv) Thence the line follows the main improved channel of the Quieto
to its mouth, passing through Porto del Quieto to the high seas by following
a line placed equidistant from the coastlines of the Free Territory of Trieste
and Yugoslavia.

The map to which this description refers forms part of Annex I.

SECTION IV-ITALIAN COLONIES

Article 23

1. Italy renounces all right and title to the Italian territorial possessions
in Africa, i. e. Libya, Eritrea and Italian Somaliland.

2. Pending their final disposal, the said possessions shall continue under
their present administration.

3. The final disposal of these possessions shall be determined jointly
by the Governments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the
United States of America, and of France within one year from the coming
into force of the present Treaty, in the manner laid down in the joint declara-
tion of February 10, 1947, issued by the said Governments, which is repro-
duced in Annex XI.

SECTION V-SPECIAL INTERESTS OF CHINA

Article 24
Italy renounces in favour of China all benefits and privileges resulting

from the provisions of the final Protocol signed at Pekin on September 7,
1901, and all annexes, notes and documents supplementary thereto, and

.___
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agrees to the abrogation in respect of Italy of the said protocol, annexes,
notes and documents. Italy likewise renounces any claim thereunder to
an indemnity.

Article 25

Italy agrees to the cancellation of the lease from the Chinese Govern-
ment under which the Italian Concession at Tientsin was granted, and to
the transfer to the Chinese Government of any property and archives belong-
ing to the municipality of the said Concession.

Article 26

Italy renounces in favour of China the rights accorded to Italy in rela-
tion to the International Settlements at Shanghai and Amoy, and agrees to
the reversion of the said Settlements to the administration and control of
the Chinese Government.

SECTION VI-ALBANIA

Article 27

Italy recognises and undertakes to respect the sovereignty and inde-

pendence of the State of Albania.

Article 28
Italy recognises that the Island of Saseno is part of the territory of

Albania and renounces all claims thereto.

Article 29
Italy formally renounces in favour of Albania all property (apart

from normal diplomatic or consular premises), rights, concessions, inter-

ests and advantages of all kinds in Albania, belonging to the Italian State

or Italian para-statal institutions. Italy likewise renounces all claims to

special interests or influence in Albania, acquired as a result of the aggres-

sion of April 7, 1939, or under treaties or agreements concluded before

that date.
The economic clauses of the present Treaty, applicable to the Allied

and Associated Powers, shall apply to other Italian property and other eco-

nomic relations between Albania and Italy.

Article 30
Italian nationals in Albania will enjoy the same juridical status as

other foreign nationals, but Italy recognises the legality of all Albanian
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measures annulling or modifying concessions or special rights granted to
Italian nationals provided that such measures are taken within a year from
the coming into force of the present Treaty.

Article 31
Italy recognises that all agreements and arrangements made between

Italy and the authorities installed in Albania by Italy from April 7, 1939,
to September 3, 1943, are null and void.

Article 32
Italy recognises the legality of any measures which Albania may con-

sider necessary to take in order to confirm or give effect to the preceding
provisions.

SECTION VII-ETHIOPIA

Article 33
Italy recognises and undertakes to respect the sovereignty and inde-

pendence of the State of Ethiopia.

Article 34
Italy formally renounces in favour of Ethiopia all property (apart

from normal diplomatic or consular premises), rights, interests and advan-
tages of all kinds acquired at any time in Ethiopia by the Italian State, as
well as all para-statal property as defined in paragraph 1 of Annex XIV of
the present Treaty.

Italy also renounces all claims to special interests or influence in
Ethiopia.

Article 35
Italy recognises the legality of all measures which the Government ofEthiopia has taken or may hereafter take in order to annul Italian measures

respecting Ethiopia taken after October 3, 1935, and the effects of such
measures.

Article 36
Italian nationals in Ethiopia will enjoy the same juridical status asother foreign nationals, but Italy recognises the legality of all measures ofthe Ethiopian Government annulling or modifying concessions or special

rights granted to Italian nationals, provided such measures are taken within
a year from the coming into force of the present Treaty.
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Article 37

Within eighteen months from the coming into force of the present
Treaty, Italy shall restore all works of art, religious objects, archives and
objects of historical value belonging to Ethiopia or its nationals and re-
moved from Ethiopia to Italy since October 3, 1935.

Article 38

The date from which the provisions of the present Treaty shall become
applicable as regards all measures and acts of any kind whatsoever entailing
the responsibility of Italy or of Italian nationals towards Ethiopia, shall be
held to be October 3, 1935.

SECTION VIII-INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Article 39

Italy undertakes to accept any arrangements which have been or may
be agreed for the liquidation of the League of Nations, the Permanent Court
of International Justice and also the International Financial Commission
in Greece.

Article 40

Italy hereby renounces all rights, titles and claims deriving from the
mandate system or from any undertakings given in connection therewith,
and all special rights of the Italian State in respect of any mandated territory.

Article 41

Italy recognises the provisions of the Final Act of August 31, 1945, and
of the Franco-British Agreement of the same date on the Statute of Tangier,
as well as all provisions which may be adopted by the Signatory Powers
for carrying out these instruments.

Article 42

Italy shall accept and recognise any arrangements which may be made
by the Allied and Associated Powers concerned for the modification of the
Congo Basin Treaties with a view to bringing them into accord with the
Charter of the United Nations.
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Article 43
Italy hereby renounces any rights and interests she may possess by

virtue of Article 16 of the Treaty of Lausanne signed on July 24, 1923.

SECTION IX-BILATERAL TREATIES

Article 44

1. Each Allied or Associated Power will notify Italy, within a period
of six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty, which of its
pre-war bilateral treaties with Italy it desires to keep in force or revive.
Any provisions not in conformity with the present Treaty shall, however,
be deleted from the above-mentioned treaties.

2. All such treaties so notified shall be registered with the Secretariat
of the United Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the
United Nations.

3. All such treaties not so notified shall be regarded as abrogated.

PART III
WAR CRIMINALS

Article 45

1. Italy shall take all necessary steps to ensure the apprehension and
surrender for trial of:

(a) Persons accused of having committed, ordered or abetted war
crimes and crimes against peace or humanity;

(b) Nationals of any Allied or Associated Power accused of having
violated their national law by treason or collaboration with the enemy during
the war.

2. At the request of the United Nations Government concerned, Italy
shall likewise make available as witnesses persons within its jurisdiction,
whose evidence is required for the trial of the persons referred to in para-
graph 1 of this Article.

3. Any disagreement concerning the application of the provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be referred by any of the Govern-
ments concerned to the Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet Union, of the
United Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of France, who will
reach agreement with regard to the difficulty.
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PART IV
NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR CLAUSES

SECTION I-DURATION OF APPLICATION

Article 46

Each of the military, naval and air clauses of the present Treaty shall
remain in force until modified in whole or in part by agreement between
the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy or, after Italy becomes a member
of the United Nations, by agreement between the Security Council and Italy.

SECTION II--GENERAL LIMITATIONS

Article 47

1. (a) The system of permanent Italian fortifications and military
installations along the Franco-Italian frontier, and their armaments, shall
be destroyed or removed

(b) This system is deemed to comprise only artillery and infantry
fortifications whether in groups or separated, pillboxes of any type, pro-
tected accommodation for personnel, stores and ammunition, observation
posts and military cableways, whatever may be their importance and actual
condition of maintenance or state of construction, which are constructed
of metal, masonry or concrete or excavated in the rock.

2. The destruction or removal, mentioned in paragraph 1 above, is
limited to a distance of 20 kilometers from any point on the frontier as
defined by the present Treaty, and shall be completed within one year from
the coming into force of the Treaty.

3. Any reconstruction of the above-mentioned fortifications and insialla-
tions is prohibited.

4. (a) The following construction to the east of the Franco-Italian
frontier is prohibited: permanent fortifications where weapons capable of
firing into French territory or territorial waters can be emplaced; permanent
military installations capable of being used to conduct or direct fire into
French territory or territorial waters; and permanent supply and storage
facilities emplaced solely for the use of the above-mentioned fortifications
and installations.

(b) This prohibition does not include other types of non-permanent
fortifications or surface accommodations and installations which are designed
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to meet only requirements of an internal character and of local defence of
the frontiers.

5. In a coastal area 15 kilometers deep, stretching from the Franco-
Italian frontier to the meridian of 9°30'E., Italy shall not establish any
new, nor expand any existing, naval bases or permanent naval installations.
This does not prohibit minor alterations to, nor the maintenance in good
repair of, existing naval installations provided that their overall capacity
will not thereby be increased.

Article 48
1. (a) Any permanent Italian fortifications and military installations

along the Italo-Yugoslav frontier, and their armaments, shall be destroyed
or removed.

(b) These fortifications and installations are deemed to comprise only
artillery and infantry fortifications whether in groups or separated, pill-
boxes of any type, protected accommodation for personnel, stores and am-
munition, observation posts and military cableways, whatever may be their
importance and actual condition of maintenance or state of construction,
which are constructed of metal, masonry or concrete or excavated in the rock.

2. The destruction or removal, mentioned in paragraph 1 above, is
limited to a distance of 20 kilometers from any point on the frontier, as
defined by the present Treaty, and shall be completed within one year from
the coming into force of the Treaty.

3. Any reconstruction of the above-mentioned fortifications and instal-
lations is prohibited.

4. (a) The following construction to the west of the Italo-Yugoslav
frontier is prohibited: permanent fortifications where weapons capable of
firing into Yugoslav territory or territorial waters can be emplaced; perma-
nent military installations capable of being used to conduct or direct fire
into Yugoslav territory or territorial waters; and permanent supply and
storage facilities emplaced solely for the use of the above-mentioned fortifi-
cations and installations.

(b) This prohibition does not include other types of non-permanent
fortifications or surface accommodations and installations which are designed
to meet only requirements of an internal character and of local defence of
the frontiers.
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5. In a coastal area 15 kilometers deep, stretching from the frontier
between Italy and Yugoslavia and between Italy and the Free Territory of
Trieste to the latitude of 44° 50' N. and in the islands adjacent to this
coast, Italy shall not establish any new, nor expand any existing, naval bases
or permanent naval installations. This does not prohibit minor alterations
to, nor the maintenance in good repair of, existing naval installations and
bases provided that their overall capacity will not thereby be increased.

6. In the Apulian Peninsula east of longitude 17° 45' E., Italy shall
not construct any new permanent military, naval or military air installations
nor expand existing installations. This does not prohibit minor alterations
to, nor the maintenance in good repair of, existing installations provided
that their overall capacity will not thereby be increased. Accommodation for
such security forces as may be required for tasks of an internal character
and local defence of frontiers will, however, be permitted.

Article 49
1. Pantellaria, the Pelagian Islands (Lampedusa, Lampione and

Linosa) and Pianosa (in the Adriatic) shall be and shall remain demili-
tarised.

2. Such demilitarisation shall be completed within one year from the
coming into force of the present Treaty.

Article 50
1. In Sardinia all permanent coast defence artillery emplacements and

their armaments and all naval installations which are located within a dis-
tance of 30 kilometers from French territorial waters shall be removed to
the mainland of Italy or demolished within one year from the coming into
force of the present Treaty.

2. In Sicily and Sardinia all permanent installations and equipment
for the maintenance and storage of torpedoes, sea mines and bombs shall
be demolished or removed to the mainland of Italy within one year from the
coming into force of the present Treaty.

3. No improvements to, reconstruction of, or extensions of existing
installations or permanent fortifications in Sicily and Sardinia shall be
permitted; however, with the exception of the northern Sardinia areas
described in paragraph 1 above, normal maintenance of such installations
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or permanent fortifications and weapons already installed in them may
take place.

4. In Sicily and Sardinia Italy shall be prohibited from constructing
any naval, military and air force installations or fortifications except for
such accommodation for security forces as may be required for tasks of
an internal character.

Article 51
Italy shall not possess, construct or experiment with (i) any atomic

weapon, (ii) any self-propelled or guided missiles or apparatus connected
with their discharge (other than torpedoes and torpedo-launching gear
comprising the normal armament of naval vessels permitted by the present
Treaty), (iii) any guns with a range of over 30 kilometers, (iv) sea mines
or torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence mechanisms, (v) any
torpedoes capable of being manned.

Article 52
The acquisition of war material of German or Japanese origin or

design, either from inside or outside Italy, or its manufacture, is prohibited
to Italy.

Article 53
Italy shall not manufacture or possess, either publicly or privately,

any war material different in type from, or exceeding in quantity, that
required for the forces permitted in Sections III, IV and V below.

Article 54
The total number of heavy and medium tanks in the Italian armed

forces shall not exceed 200.
Article 55

In no case shall any officer or non-commissioned officer of the former
Fascist Militia or of the former Fascist Republican Army be permitted to
hold officer's or non-commissioned officer's rank in the Italian Navy, Army,
Air Force or Carabinieri, with the exception of such persons as shall have
been exonerated by the appropriate body in accordance with Italian law.

SECTION III - LIMITATION OF THE ITALIAN NAVY

Article 56
1. The present Italian Fleet shall be reduced to the units listed in

Annex XII A.
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such accommodation for security forces as may be required for tasks of 
an internal character. 

Article 51 

Italy shall not possess, construct or experiment with (i) any atomic 

weapon, (ii) any self-propelled or guided missiles or apparatus connected 

with their discharge (other than torpedoes and torpedo-launching gear 

comprising the normal armament of naval vessels permitted by the present 

Treaty), (iii) any guns with a range of over 30 kilometers, (iv) sea mines 

or torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence mechanisms, (v) any 
torpedoes capable of being manned. 

Article 52 

The acquisition of war material of German or Japanese origin or 

design, either from inside or outside Italy, or its manufacture, is prohibited 
to Italy. 

Article 53 

Italy shill not manufacture or possess, either publicly or privately, 
any war material different in type from, or exceeding in quantity, that 

required for the forces permitted in Sections III, IV and V below. 

Article 54 

The total number of heavy and medium tanks in the Italian armed 
forces shall not exceed 200. 

Article 55 
In no case shall any officer or non-commissioned officer of the former 

Fascist Militia or of the former Fascist Republican Army be permitted to 

hold officer's or non-commissioned officers rank in the Italian Navy, Army, 

Air Force or Carabinieri, with the exception of such persons as shall have 
been exonerated by the appropriate body in accordance with Italian law. 

SECTION III — LIMITATION OF THE ITALIAN NAVY 

Article 56 

1. The present Italian Fleet shall be reduced to the units listed in 
Annex XII A. 
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2. Additional units not listed in Annex XII and employed only for
the specific purpose of minesweeping, may continue to be employed until
the end of the mine clearance period as shall be determined by the Interna-
tional Central Board for Mine Clearance of European Waters.

3. Within two months from the end of the said period, such of these
vessels as are on loan to the Italian Navy from other Powers shall be returned
to those Powers, and all other additional units shall be disarmed and con-
verted to civilian use.

Article 57
1. Italy shall effect the following disposal of the units of the Italian

Navy specified in Annex XII B:
(a) The said units shall be placed at the disposal of the Govern-

ments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United States of
America, and of France;

(b) Naval vessels required to be transferred in compliance with
sub-paragraph (a) above shall be fully equipped, in operational condition
including a full outfit of armament stores, and complete with on-board spare
parts and all necessary technical data;

(c) The transfer of the naval vessels mentioned above shall be
effected within three months from the coming into force of the present
Treaty, except that, in the case of naval vessels that cannot be refitted within
three months, the time limit for the transfer may be extended by the Four
Governments;

(d) Reserve allowance of spare parts and armament stores for
the naval vessels mentioned above shall, as far as possible, be supplied with
the vessels.

The balance of reserve spare parts and armament stores shall be sup-
plied to an extent and at dates to be decided by the Four Governments, in
any case within a maximum of one year from the coming into force of the
present Treaty.

2. Details relating to the above transfers will be arranged by a Four
Power Commission to be established under a separate protocol.

3. In the event of loss or damage, from whatever cause, to any of the
vessels in Annex XII B scheduled for transfer, and which cannot be made
good by the agreed date for transfer of the vessel or vessels concerned, Italy
undertakes to replace such vessel or vessels by equivalent tonnage from the
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list in Annex XII A, the actual vessel or vessels to be substituted being
selected by the Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet Union, of the United
Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of France.

Article 58
1. Italy shall effect the following disposal of submarines and non-

operational naval vessels. The time limits specified below shall be taken as
commencing with the coming into force of the present Treaty.

(a) Surface naval vessels afloat not listed in Annex XII, including
naval vessels under construction afloat, shall be destroyed or scrapped for
metal within nine months.

(b) Naval vessels under construction on slips shall be destroyed or
scrapped for metal within nine months.

(c) Submarines afloat and not listed in Annex XII B shall be sunk
in the open sea in a depth of over 100 fathoms within three months.

(d) Naval vessels sunk in Italian harbours and approach channels,
in obstruction of normal shipping, shall, within two years, either be destroyed
on the spot or salvaged and subsequently destroyed or scrapped for metal.

(e) Naval vessels sunk in shallow Italian waters not in obstruction of
normal shipping shall within one year be rendered incapable of salvage.

(f) Naval vessels capable of reconversion which do not come within
the definition of war material, and which are not listed in Annex XII, may
be reconverted to civilian uses or are to be demolished within two years.

2. Italy undertakes, prior to the sinking or destruction of naval vessels
and submarines as provided for in the preceding paragraph, to salvage such
equipment and spare parts as may be useful in completing the on-board and
reserve allowances of spare parts and equipment to be supplied, in accord-
ance with Article 57, paragraph 1, for all ships specified in Annex XII B.

3. Under the supervision of the Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet
Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of
France, Italy may also salvage such equipment and spare parts of a non-
warlike character as are readily adaptable for use in Italian civil economy.

Article 59
1. No battleship shall be constructed, acquired or replaced by Italy.
2. No aircraft carrier, submarine or other submersible craft, motor

torpedo boat or specialised types of assault craft shall be constructed, ac-
quired, employed or experimented with by Italy.
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3. The total standard displacement of the war vessels, other than
battleships, of the Italian Navy, including vessels under construction after
the date of launching, shall not exceed 67,500 tons.

4. Any replacement of war vessels by Italy shall be effected within
the limit of tonnage given in paragraph 3. There shall be no restriction on
the replacement of auxiliary vessels.

5. Italy undertakes not to acquire or lay down any war vessels before
January 1, 1950, except as necessary to replace any vessel, other than a
battleship, accidentally lost, in which case the displacement of the new
vessel is not to exceed by more than ten per cent the displacement of the
vessel lost.

6. The terms used in this Article are, for the purposes of the present
Treaty, defined in Annex XIII A.

Article 60
1. The total personnel of the Italian Navy, excluding any naval air

personnel, shall not exceed 25,000 officers and men.
2. During the mine clearance period as determined by the International

Central Board for Mine Clearance of European Waters, Italy shall be author-
ized to employ for this purpose an additional number of officers and men
not to exceed 2,500.

3. Permanent naval personnel in excess of that permitted under para-
graph 1 shall be progressively reduced as follows, time limits being taken
as commencing with the coming into force of the present Treaty:

(a) To 30,000 within six months;
(b) To 25,000 within nine months.

Two months after the completion of minesweeping by the Italian Navy,
the excess personnel authorized by paragraph 2 is to be disbanded or ab-
sorbed within the above numbers.

4. Personnel, other than those authorized under paragraphs 1 and 2,
and other than any naval air personnel authorized under Article 65, shall
not receive any form of naval training as defined in Annex XIII B.

SECTION IV-LIMITATION OF THE ITALIAN ARMY
Article 61

The Italian Army, including the Frontier Guards, shall be limited to
a force of 185,000 combat, service and overhead personnel and 65,000
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the replacement of auxiliary vessels. 
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January 1, 1950, except as necessary to replace any vessel, other than a 

battleship, accidentally lost, in which case the displacement of the new 

vessel is not to exceed by more than ten per cent the displacement of the 

vessel lost. 
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Treaty, defined in Annex XIII A. 

Article 60 

1. The total personnel of the Italian Navy, excluding any naval air 

personnel, shall not exceed 25,000 officers and men. 

2. During the mine clearance period as determined by the International 

Central Board for Mine Clearance of European Waters, Italy shall be author-

ized to employ for this purpose an additional number of officers and men 

not to exceed 2,500. 

3. Permanent naval personnel in excess of that permitted under para-

graph 1 shall be progressively reduced as follows, time limits being taken 

as commencing with the coming into force of the present Treaty: 

(a) To 30,000 within six months; 

(b) To 25,000 within nine months. 

Two months after the completion of minesweeping by the Italian Navy, 

the excess personnel authorized by paragraph 2 is to be disbanded or ab-

sorbed within the above numbers. 

4. Personnel, other than those authorized under paragraphs 1 and 2, 

and other than any naval air personnel authorized under Article 65, shall 

not receive any form of naval training as defined in Annex XIII B. 

SECTION IV-LIMITATION OF THE ITALIAN ARMY 
Article 61 

The Italian Army, including the Frontier Guards, shall be limited to 

a force of 185,000 combat, service and overhead personnel and 65,000 
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Carabinieri, though either of the above elements may be varied by 10,000
as long as the total ceiling does not exceed 250,000. The organisation and
armament of the Italian ground forces, as well as their deployment through-
out Italy, shall be designed to meet only tasks of an internal character, local
defence of Italian frontiers and anti-aircraft defence.

Article 62
The Italian Army, in excess of that permitted under Article 61 above,

shall be disbanded within six months from the coming into force of the
present Treaty. Article 63

Personnel other than those forming part of the Italian Army or Cara-
binieri shall not receive any form of military training as defined in Annex
XIII B.

SECTION V-LIMITATION OF THE ITALIAN AIR FORCE

Article 64
1. The Italian Air Force, including any naval air arm, shall be lim-

ited to a force of 200 fighter and reconnaissance aircraft and 150 transport,
air-sea rescue, training (school type) and liaison aircraft. These totals in-
clude reserve aircraft. All aircraft except for fighter and reconnaissance
aircraft shall be unarmed. The organisation and armament of the Italian
Air Force as well as their deployment throughout Italy shall be designed
to meet only tasks of an internal character, local defence of Italian frontiers
and defence against air attack.

2. Italy shall not possess or acquire any aircraft designed primarily
as bombers with internal bomb-carrying facilities.

Article 65
1. The personnel of the Italian Air Force, including any naval air

personnel, shall be limited to a total of 25,000 effectives, which shall include
combat, service and overhead personnel.

2. Personnel other than those forming part of the Italian Air Force
shall not receive any form of military air training as defined in Annex XIII B.

Article 66
The Italian Air Force, in excess of that permitted under Article 65

above, shall be disbanded within six months from the coming into force of
the present Treaty.
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SECTION VI-DISPOSAL OF WAR MATERIAL
(as defined in ANNEX XIII C)

Article 67
1. All Italian war material in excess of that permitted for the armed

forces specified in Sections III, IV and V shall be placed at the disposal of
the Governments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United
States of America, and of France, according to such instructions as they may
give to Italy.

2. All Allied war material in excess of that permitted for the armed
forces specified in Sections III, IV and V shall be placed at the disposal of
the Allied or Associated Power concerned according to the instructions to
be given to Italy by the Allied or Associated Power concerned.

3. All German and Japanese war material in excess of that permitted
for the armed forces specified in Sections III, IV and V, and all German
or Japanese drawings, including existing blueprints, prototypes, experi-
mental models and plans, shall be placed at the disposal of the Four Gov-
ernments in accordance with such instructions as they may give to Italy.

4. Italy shall renounce all rights to the above-mentioned war material
and shall comply with the provisions of this Article within one year from
the coming into force of the present Treaty except as provided for in Articles
56 to 58 thereof.

5. Italy shall furnish to the Four Governments lists of all excess war
material within six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

SECTION VII-PREVENTION OF GERMAN AND

JAPANESE REARMAMENT

Article 68
Italy undertakes to co-operate fully with the Allied and Associated

Powers with a view to ensuring that Germany and Japan are unable to take
steps outside German and Japanese territories towards rearmament.

Article 69
Italy undertakes not to permit the employment or training in Italy of

any technicians, including military or civil aviation personnel, who are or
have been nationals of Germany or Japan.

Article 70
Italy undertakes not to acquire or manufacture civil aircraft which are

of German or Japanese design or which embody major assemblies of German
or Japanese manufacture or design.
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SECTION VI—DISPOSAL OF WAR MATERIAL 
(as defined in ANNEX XIII C) 
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SECTION VIII-PRISONERS OF WAR
Article 71

1. Italian prisoners of war shall be repatriated as soon as possible in
accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the individual Powers detain-
ing them and Italy.

2. All costs, including maintenance costs, incurred in moving Italian
prisoners of war from their respective assembly points, as chosen by the
Government of the Allied or Associated Power concerned, to the point of
their entry into Italian territory, shall be borne by the Italian Government.

SECTION IX-MINE CLEARANCE

Article 72
As from the coming into force of the present Treaty, Italy will be in-

vited to join the Mediterranean Zone Board of the International Organisation
for Mine Clearance of European Waters, and shall maintain at the disposal
of the Central Mine Clearance Board all Italian minesweeping forces until
the end of the post-war mine clearance period as determined by the Central
Board.

PART V
WITHDRAWAL OF ALLIED FORCES

Article 73
1. All armed forces of the Allied and Associated Powers shall be

withdrawn from Italy as soon as possible and in any case not later than 90
days from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

2. All Italian goods for which compensation has not been made and
which are in possession of the armed forces of the Allied and Associated
Powers in Italy at the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be
returned to the Italian Government within the same period of 90 days or
due compensation shall be made.

3. All bank and cash balances in the hands of the forces of the Allied
and Associated Powers at the coming into force of the present Treaty which
have been supplied free of cost by the Italian Government shall similarly
be returned or a corresponding credit given to the Italian Government.
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PART VI
CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF THE WAR

SECTION I-REPARATION

Article 74

A. REPARATION FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS

1. Italy shall pay the Soviet Union reparation in the amount of

$100,000,000 during a period of seven years from the coming into force of
the present Treaty. Deliveries from current industrial production shall not

be made during the first two years.

2. Reparation shall be made from the following sources:

(a) A share of the Italian factory and tool equipment designed for

the manufacture of war material, which is not required by the permitted

military establishments, which is not readily susceptible of conversion to

civilian purposes and which will be removed from Italy pursuant to Article

67 of the present Treaty;

(b) Italian assets in Roumania, Bulgaria and Hungary, subject to

the exceptions specified in paragraph 6 of Article 79;

(c) Italian current industrial production, including production by

extractive industries.

3. The quantities and types of goods to be delivered shall be the

subject of agreements between the Governments of the Soviet Union and of

Italy, and shall be selected and deliveries shall be scheduled in such a way

as to avoid interference with the economic reconstruction of Italy and the

imposition of additional liabilities on other Allied or Associated Powers.

Agreements concluded under this paragraph shall be communicated to the

Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the

United States of America, and of France.

4. The Soviet Union shall furnish to Italy on commercial terms the

materials which are normally imported into Italy and which are needed for

the production of these goods. Payments for these materials shall be made

by deducting the value of the materials furnished from the value of the

goods delivered to the Soviet Union.

5. The Four Ambassadors shall determine the value of the Italian

assets to be transferred to the Soviet Union.
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6. The basis of calculation for the settlement provided in this Article
will be the United States dollar at its gold parity on July 1, 1946, i.e. $35
for one ounce of gold.

B. REPARATION FOR ALBANIA, ETHIOPIA, GREECE AND
YUGOSLAVIA

1. Italy shall pay reparation to the following States:
Albania in the amount of............. $5,000,000
Ethiopia in the amount of............ $25,000,000
Greece in the amount of.............. $105,000,000
Yugoslavia in the amount of........... $125,000,000

These payments shall be made during a period of seven years from
the coming into force of the present Treaty. Deliveries from current indus-
trial production shall not be made during the first two years.

2. Reparation shall be made from the following sources:
(a) A share of the Italian factory and tool equipment designed for

the manufacture of war material, which is not required by the permitted
military establishments, which is not readily susceptible of conversion to
civilian purposes and which will be removed from Italy pursuant to Article
67 of the present Treaty;

(b) Italian current industrial production, including production by
extractive industries;

(c) All other categories of capital goods or services, excluding
Italian assets which, under Article 79 of the present Treaty, are subject to
the jurisdiction of the States mentioned in paragraph 1 above. Deliveries
under this paragraph shall include either or both of the passenger vessels
Saturnia and Vulcania, if, after their value has been determined by the
Four Ambassadors, they are claimed within 90 days by one of the States
mentioned in paragraph 1 above. Such deliveries may also include seeds.

3. The quantities and types of goods and services to be delivered shall
be the subject of agreements between the Governments entitled to receive
reparation and the Italian Government, and shall be selected and deliveries
shall be scheduled in such a way as to avoid interference with the economic
reconstruction of Italy and the imposition of additional liabilities on other
Allied or Associated Powers.
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4. The States entitled to receive reparation from current industrial
production shall furnish to Italy on commercial terms the materials which
are normally imported into Italy and which are needed for the production
of these goods. Payment for these materials shall be made by deducting the
value of the materials furnished from the value of the goods delivered.

5. The basis of calculation for the settlement provided in this Article
will be the United States dollar at its gold parity on July 1, 1946, i.e. $35
for one ounce of gold.

6. Claims of the States mentioned in paragraph 1 of part B of this
Article, in excess of the amounts of reparation specified in that paragraph,
shall be satisfied out of the Italian assets subject to their respective juris-
dictions under Article 79 of the present Treaty.

7. (a) The Four Ambassadors will coordinate and supervise the exe-
cution of the provisions of part B of this Article. They will consult with the
Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Rome of the States named in paragraph
1 of part B and, as circumstances may require, with the Italian Government,
and advise them. For the purpose of this Article, the Four Ambassadors will
continue to act until the expiration of the period for reparation deliveries
provided in paragraph 1 of part B.

(b) With a view to avoiding conflict or overlapping in the alloca-
tion of Italian production and resources among the several States entitled
to reparation under part B of this Article, the Four Ambassadors shall be
informed by any one of the Governments entitled to reparation under part B
of this Article and by the Italian Government of the opening of negotiations
for an agreement under paragraph 3 above and of the progress of such nego-
tiations. In the event of any differences arising in the course of the negotia-
tions the Four Ambassadors shall be competent to decide any point submit-
ted to them by either Government or by any other Government entitled to
reparation under part B of this Article.

(c) Agreements when concluded shall be communicated to the Four
Ambassadors. The Four Ambassadors may recommend that an agreement
which is not, or has ceased to be, in consonance with the objectives set out
in paragraph 3 or sub-paragraph (b) above be appropriately modified.

C. SPECIAL PROVISION FOR EARLIER DELIVERIES

With respect to deliveries from current industrial production, as pro-
vided in part A, paragraph 2 (c) and part B, paragraph 2 (b), nothing in
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either part A or part B of this Article shall be deemed to prevent deliveries
during the first two years, if such deliveries are made in accordance with
agreements between the Government entitled to reparation and the Italian
Government.

D. REPARATION FOR OTHER STATES
1. Claims of the other Allied and Associated Powers shall be satisfied

out of the Italian assets subject to their respective jurisdictions under Article
79 of the present Treaty.

2. The claims of any State which is receiving territories under the
present Treaty and which is not mentioned in part B of this Article shall also
be satisfied by the transfer to the said State, without payment, of the indus-
trial installations and equipment situated in the ceded territories and em-
ployed in the distribution of water, and the production and distribution of
gas and electricity, owned by any Italian company whose siege social is in
Italy or is transferred to Italy, as well as by the transfer of all other assets
of such companies in ceded territories.

3. Responsibility for the financial obligations secured by mortgages,
liens and other charges on such property shall be assumed by the Italian
Government.

E. COMPENSATION FOR PROPERTY TAKEN FOR REPARATION
PURPOSES

The Italian Government undertakes to compensate all natural or juri-
dical persons whose property is taken for reparation purposes under this
Article.

SECTION II-RESTITUTION BY ITALY
Article 75

1. Italy accepts the principles of the United Nations Declaration of
January 5, 1943, and shall return, in the shortest possible time, property
removed from the territory of any of the United Nations.

2. The obligation to make restitution applies to all identifiable property
at present in Italy which was removed by force or duress by any of the
Axis Powers from the territory of any of the United Nations, irrespective
of any subsequent transactions by which the present holder of any such
property has secured possession.

3. The Italian Government shall return the property referred to in this
Article in good order and, in this connection, shall bear all costs in Italy
relating to labour, materials and transport.
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4. The Italian Government shall co-operate with the United Nations
in, and shall provide at its own expense all necessary facilities for, the search
for and restitution of property liable to restitution under this Article.

5. The Italian Government shall take the necessary measures to effect
the return of property covered by this Article held in any third country by
persons subject to Italian jurisdiction.

6. Claims for the restitution of property shall be presented to the
Italian Government by the Government of the country from whose territory
the property was removed, it being understood that rolling stock shall be
regarded as having been removed from the territory to which it originally
belonged. The period during which such claims may be presented shall be
six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

7. The burden of identifying the property and of proving ownership
shall rest on the claimant Government, and the burden of proving that the
property was not removed by force or duress shall rest on the Italian Gov-
ernment.

8. The Italian Government shall restore to the Government of the
United Nation concerned all monetary gold looted by or wrongfully removed
to Italy or shall transfer to the Government of the United Nation concerned
an amount of gold equal in weight and fineness to that looted or wrongfully
removed. This obligation is recognised by the Italian Government to exist
irrespective of any transfers or removals of gold from Italy to any other
Axis Power or a neutral country.

9. If, in particular cases, it is impossible for Italy to make restitution
of objects of artistic, historical or archaeological value, belonging to the
cultural heritage of the United Nation from whose territory such objects
were removed by force or duress by Italian forces, authorities or nationals,
Italy shall transfer to the United Nation concerned objects of the same kind
as, and of approximately equivalent value to, the objects removed, in so far
as such objects are obtainable in Italy.

SECTION III-RENUNCIATION OF CLAIMS BY ITALY
Article 76

1. Italy waives all claims of any description against the Allied and
Associated Powers on behalf of the Italian Government or Italian nationals
arising directly out of the war or out of actions taken because of the existence
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of a state of war in Europe after September 1, 1939, whether or not the
Allied or Associated Power was at war with Italy at the time, including the
following:

(a) Claims for losses or damages sustained as a consequence of
acts of forces or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers;

(b) Claims arising from the presence, operations, or actions of
forces or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers in Italian territory;

(c) Claims with respect to the decrees or orders of Prize Courts
of Allied or Associated Powers, Italy agreeing to accept as valid and bind-
ing all decrees and orders of such Prize Courts on or after September
1, 1939, concerning Italian ships or Italian goods or the payment of costs;

(d) Claims arising out of the exercise or purported exercise of
belligerent rights.

2. The provisions of this Article shall bar, completely and finally, all
claims of the nature referred to herein, which will be henceforward extin-
guished, whoever may be the parties in interest. The Italian Government
agrees to make equitable compensation in lire to persons who furnished
supplies or services on requisition to the forces of Allied or Associated
Powers in Italian territory and in satisfaction of non-combat damage claims
against the forces of Allied or Associated Powers arising in Italian territory.

3. Italy likewise waives all claims of the nature covered by paragraph
1 of this Article on behalf of the Italian Government or Italian nationals
against any of the United Nations which broke off diplomatic relations with
Italy and which took action in co-operation with the Allied and Associated
Powers.

4. The Italian Government shall assume full responsibility for all
Allied military currency issued in Italy by the Allied military authorities,
including all such currency in circulation at the coming into force of the
present Treaty.

5. The waiver of claims by Italy under paragraph 1 of this Article
includes any claims arising out of actions taken by any of the Allied and
Associated Powers with respect to Italian ships between September 1, 1939,
and the coming into force of the present Treaty, as well as any claims and
debts arising out of the Conventions on prisoners of war now in force.
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6. The provisions of this Article shall not be deemed to affect the
ownership of submarine cables which, at the outbreak of the war, were
owned by the Italian Government or Italian nationals. This paragraph shall
not preclude the application of Article 79 and Annex XIV to submarine
cables.

Article 77
1. From the coming into force of the present Treaty property in Ger-

many of Italy and of Italian nationals shall no longer be treated as enemy
property and all restrictions based on such treatment shall be removed.

2. Identifiable property of Italy and of Italian nationals removed by
force or duress from Italian territory to Germany by German forces or
authorities after September 3, 1943, shall be eligible for restitution.

3. The restoration and restitution of Italian property in Germany shall
be effected in accordance with measures which will be determined by the
Powers in occupation of Germany.

4. Without prejudice to these and to any other dispositions in favour of
Italy and Italian nationals by the Powers occupying Germany, Italy waives
on its own behalf and on behalf of Italian nationals all claims against
Germany and German nationals outstanding on May 8, 1945, except those
arising out of contracts and other obligations entered into, and rights ac-
quired, before September 1, 1939. This waiver shall be deemed to include
debts, all inter-governmental claims in respect of arrangements entered into
in the course of the war, and all claims for loss or damage arising during
the war.

5. Italy agrees to take all necessary measures to facilitate such trans-
fers of German assets in Italy as may be determined by those of the Powers
occupying Germany which are empowered to dispose of the said assets.

PART VII
PROPERTY, RIGHTS AND INTERESTS

SECTION I-UNITED NATIONS PROPERTY IN ITALY

Article 78

1. In so far as Italy has not already done so, Italy shall restore all legal
rights and interests in Italy of the United Nations and their nationals as
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they existed on June 10, 1940, and shall return all property in Italy of the
United Nations and their nationals as it now exists.

2. The Italian Government undertakes that all property, rights and
interests passing under this Article shall be restored free of all encumbrances
and charges of any kind to which they may have become subject as a result
of the war and without the imposition of any charges by the Italian Govern-
ment in connection with their return. The Italian Government shall nullify
all measures, including seizures, sequestration or control, taken by it against
United Nations property between June 10, 1940, and the coming into force
of the present Treaty. In cases where the property has not been returned
within six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty, applica-
tion shall be made to the Italian authorities not later than twelve months
from the coming into force of the present Treaty, except in cases in which the
claimant is able to show that he could not file his application within this
period.

3. The Italian Government shall invalidate transfers involving prop-
erty, rights and interests of any description belonging to United Nations
nationals, where such transfers resulted from force or duress exerted by
Axis Governments or their agencies during the war.

4. (a) The Italian Government shall be responsible for the restoration
to complete good order of the property returned to United Nations nationals
under paragraph 1 of this Article. In cases where property cannot be re-
turned or where, as a result of the war, a United Nations national has suf-
fered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Italy, he shall
receive from the Italian Government compensation in lire to the extent of
two-thirds of the sum necessary, at the date of payment, to purchase similar
property or to make good the loss suffered. In no event shall United Nations
nationals receive less favourable treatment with respect to compensation
than that accorded to Italian nationals.

(b) United Nations nationals who hold, directly or indirectly, own-
ership interests in corporations or associations which are not United Nations
nationals within the meaning of paragraph 9 (a) of this Article, but which
have suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Italy, shall
receive compensation in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) above. This
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compensation shall be calculated on the basis of the total loss or damage
suffered by the corporation or association and shall bear the same propor-
tion to such loss or damage as the beneficial interests of such nationals in
the corporation or association bear to the total capital thereof.

(c) Compensation shall be paid free of any levies, taxes or other
charges. It shall be freely usable in Italy but shall be subject to the foreign
exchange control regulations which may be in force in Italy from time
to time.

(d) The Italian Government shall grant United Nations nationals
an indemnity in lire at the same rate as provided in sub-paragraph (a) above
to compensate them for the loss or damage due to special measures applied to
their property during the war, and which were not applicable to Italian
property. This sub-paragraph does not apply to a loss of profit.

5. All reasonable expenses incurred in Italy in establishing claims,
including the assessment of loss or damage, shall be borne by the Italian
Government.

6. United Nations nationals and their property shall be exempted from
any exceptional taxes, levies or imposts imposed on their capital assets in
Italy by the Italian Government or any Italian authority between September
3, 1943, and the coming into force of the present Treaty for the specific
purpose of meeting charges arising out of the war or of meeting the costs of
occupying forces or of reparation payable to any of the United Nations. Any
sums which have been so paid shall be refunded.

7. Notwithstanding the territorial transfers provided in the present
Treaty, Italy shall continue to be responsible for loss or damage sustained
during the war by property in ceded territory or in the Free Territory of
Trieste belonging to United Nations nationals. The obligations contained in
paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Article shall also rest on the Italian
Government in regard to property in ceded territory and in the Free Terri-
tory of Trieste of United Nations nationals except in so far as this would
conflict with the provisions of paragraph 14 of Annex X and paragraph 14
of Annex XIV of the present Treaty.

8. The owner of the property concerned and the Italian Government
may agree upon arrangements in lieu of the provisions of this Article.
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9. As used in this Article:
(a) "United Nations nationals" means individuals who are nationals

of any of the United Nations, or corporations or associations organised under
the laws of any of the United Nations, at the coming into force of the present
Treaty, provided that the said individuals, corporations or associations also
had this status on September 3, 1943, the date of the Armistice with Italy.

The term "United Nations nationals" also includes all individuals,
corporations or associations which, under the laws in force in Italy during
the war, have been treated as enemy;

(b) "Owners means the United Nations national, as defined in
sub-paragraph (a) above, who is entitled to the property in question, and
includes a successor of the owner, provided that the successor is also a
United Nations national as defined in sub-paragraph (a). If the successor
has purchased the property in its damaged state, the transferor shall retain
his rights to compensation under this Article, without prejudice to obligations
between the transferor and the purchaser under domestic law;

(c) "Property" means all movable or immovable property, whether
tangible or intangible, including industrial, literary and artistic property,
as well as all rights or interests of any kind in property. Without preju-
dice to the generality of the foregoing provisions, the property of the
United Nations and their nationals includes all seagoing and river vessels,
together with their gear and equipment, which were either owned by United
Nations or their nationals, or registered in the territory of one of the United
Nations, or sailed under the flag of one of the United Nations and which,
after June 10, 1940, while in Italian waters, or after they had been forcibly
brought into Italian waters, either were placed under the control of the Italian
authorities as enemy property or ceased to be at the free disposal in Italy
of the United Nations or their nationals, as a result of measures of control
taken by the Italian authorities in relation to the existence of a state of
war between members of the United Nations and Germany.

SECTION II-ITALIAN PROPERTY IN THE TERRITORY
OF ALLIED AND ASSOCIATED POWERS

Article 79
1. Each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to

seize, retain, liquidate or take any other action with respect to all property,
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rights and interests which on the coming into force of the present Treaty
are within its territory and belong to Italy or to Italian nationals, and to
apply such property or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it may desire,
within the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against Italy or
Italian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully satisfied under
other Articles of the present Treaty. All Italian property, or the proceeds
thereof, in excess of the amount of such claims, shall be returned.

2. The liquidation and disposition of Italian property shall be carried
out in accordance with the law of the Allied or Associated Power concerned.
The Italian owner shall have no rights with respect to such property except
those which may be given him by that law.

3. The Italian Government undertakes to compensate Italian nationals
whose property is taken under this Article and not returned to them.

4. No obligation is created by this Article on any Allied or Associated
Power to return industrial property to the Italian Government or Italian
nationals, or to include such property in determining the amounts which
may be retained under paragraph 1 of this Article. The Government of each
of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to impose such
limitations, conditions and restrictions on rights or interests with respect to
industrial property in the territory of that Allied or Associated Power,
acquired prior to the coming into force of the present Treaty by the Gov-
ernment or nationals of Italy, as may be deemed by the Government of the
Allied or Associated Power to be necessary in the national interest.

5. (a) Italian submarine cables connecting points in Yugoslavia shall
be deemed to be Italian property in Yugoslavia, despite the fact that lengths
of these cables may lie outside the territorial waters of Yugoslavia.

(b) Italian submarine cables connecting a point in the territory of
an Allied or Associated Power with a point in Italian territory shall be
deemed to be Italian property within the meaning of this Article so far as
concerns the terminal facilities and the lengths of cables lying within terri-
torial waters of that Allied or Associated Power.

6. The property covered by paragraph 1 of this Article shall be deemed
to include Italian property which has been subject to control by reason of a
state of war existing between Italy and the Allied or Associated Power having
jurisdiction over the property, but shall not include:
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(a) Property of the Italian Government used for consular or diplomatic
purposes;

(b) Property belonging to religious bodies or private charitable insti-
tutions and used exclusively for religious or charitable purposes;

(c) Property of natural persons who are Italian nationals permitted to
reside within the territory of the country in which the property is located
or to reside elsewhere in United Nations territory, other than Italian property
which at any time during the war was subjected to measures not generally
applicable to the property of Italian nationals resident in the same territory;

(d) Property rights arising since the resumption of trade and financial
relations between the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy, or arising out
of transactions between the Government of any Allied or Associated Power
and Italy since September 3, 1943;

(e) Literary and artistic property rights;
(f) Property in ceded territories of Italian nationals, to which the

provisions of Annex XIV shall apply;
(g) With the exception of the assets indicated in Article 74, part A,

paragraph 2(b) and part D, paragraph 1, property of natural persons
residing in ceded territories or in the Free Territory of Trieste who do not
opt for Italian nationality under the present Treaty, and property of cor-
porations or associations having siege social in ceded territories or in the
Free Territory of Trieste, provided that such corporations or associations are
not owned or controlled by persons in Italy. In the cases provided under
Article 74, part A, paragraph 2(b), and part D, paragraph 1, the question
of compensation will be dealt with under Article 74, part E.

SECTION III-DECLARATION OF THE ALLIED AND

ASSOCIATED POWERS IN RESPECT OF CLAIMS

Article 80
The Allied and Associated Powers declare that the rights attributed to

them under Articles 74 and 79 of the present Treaty cover all their claims
and those of their nationals for loss or damage due to acts of war, including
measures due to the occupation of their territory, attributable to Italy and
having occurred outside Italian territory, with the exception of claims based
on Articles 75 and 78.
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SECTION IV-DEBTS
Article 81

1. The existence of the state of war shall not, in itself, be regarded as
affecting the obligation to pay pecuniary debts arising out of obligations

and contracts which existed, and rights which were acquired, before the

existence of the state of war, which became payable prior to the coming

into force of the present Treaty, and which are due by the Government or

nationals of Italy to the Government or nationals of one of the Allied and

Associated Powers or are due by the Government or nationals of one of the

Allied and Associated Powers to the Government or nationals of Italy.

2. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the present Treaty, nothing

therein shall be construed as impairing debtor-creditor relationships arising

out of pre-war contracts concluded either by the Government or nationals

of Italy.

PART VIII
GENERAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS

Article 82
1. Pending the conclusion of commercial treaties or agreements be-

tween individual United Nations and Italy, the Italian Government shall,

during a period of eighteen months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty, grant the following treatment to each of the United Nations which,

in fact, reciprocally grants similar treatment in like matters to Italy:

(a) In all that concerns duties and charges on importation or exporta-

tion, the internal taxation of imported goods and all regulations pertaining

thereto, the United Nations shall be granted unconditional most-favoured-

nation treatment;

(b) In all other respects, Italy shall make no arbitrary discrimination

against goods originating in or destined for any territory of any of the

United Nations as compared with like goods originating in or destined for

territory of any other of the United Nations or of any other foreign country;

(c) United Nations nationals, including juridical persons, shall be

granted national and most-favoured-nation treatment in all matters pertain-

ing to commerce, industry, shipping and other forms of business activity

within Italy. These provisions shall not apply to commercial aviation;
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(d) Italy shall grant no exclusive or discriminatory right to any coun-
try with regard to the operation of commercial aircraft in international traffic,
shall afford all the United Nations equality of opportunity in obtaining
international commercial aviation rights in Italian territory, including the
right to land for refueling and repair, and, with regard to the operation of
commercial aircraft in international traffic, shall grant on a reciprocal and
non-discriminatory basis to all United Nations the right to fly over Italian
territory without landing. These provisions shall not affect the interests of
the national defense of Italy.

2. The foregoing undertakings by Italy shall be understood to be sub-
ject to the exceptions customarily included in commercial treaties concluded
by Italy before the war; and the provisions with respect to reciprocity granted
by each of the United Nations shall be understood to be subject to the excep-
tions customarily included in the commercial treaties concluded by that State.

PART IX
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

Article 83
1. Any disputes which may arise in giving effect to Articles 75 and 78

and Annexes XIV, XV, XVI and XVII, part B, of the present Treaty shall
be referred to a Conciliation Commission consisting of one representative
of the Government of the United Nation concerned and one representative
of the Government of Italy, having equal status. If within three months after
the dispute has been referred to the Conciliation Commission no agreement
has been reached, either Government may ask for the addition to the Com-
mission of a third member selected by mutual agreement of the two Gov-
ernments from nationals of a third country. Should the two Governments
fail to agree within two months on the selection of a third member of the
Commission, the Governments shall apply to the Ambassadors in Rome of
the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United States of America,
and of France, who will appoint the third member of the Commission. If
the Ambassadors are unable to agree within a period of one month upon the
appointment of the third member, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations may be requested by either party to make the appointment.
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2. When any Conciliation Commission is established under paragraph 1
above, it shall have jurisdiction over all disputes which may thereafter arise
between the United Nation concerned and Italy in the application or inter-
pretation of Articles 75 and 78 and Annexes XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII,
part B, of the present Treaty, and shall perform the functions attributed to
it by those provisions.

3. Each Conciliation Commission shall determine its own procedure,
adopting rules conforming to justice and equity.

4. Each Government shall pay the salary of the member of the Con-
ciliation Commission whom it appoints and of any agent whom it may desig-
nate to represent it before the Commission. The salary of the third member
shall be fixed by special agreement between the Governments concerned
and this salary, together with the common expenses of each Commission,
shall be paid in equal shares by the two Governments.

5. The parties undertake that their authorities shall furnish directly
to the Conciliation Commission all assistance which may be within their
power.

6. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be accepted by the parties
as definitive and binding.

PART X
MISCELLANEOUS ECONOMIC PROVISIONS

Article 84
Articles 75, 78, 82 and Annex XVII of the present Treaty shall apply

to the Allied and Associated Powers and to those of the United Nations
which broke off diplomatic relations with Italy or with which Italy broke
off diplomatic relations. These Articles and this Annex shall also apply to
Albania and Norway.

Article 85

The provisions of Annexes VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI and XVII shall, as
in the case of the other Annexes, have force and effect as integral parts
of the present Treaty.
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PART XI
FINAL CLAUSES

Article 86
1. For a period not to exceed eighteen months from the coming into

force of the present Treaty, the Ambassadors in Rome of the Soviet Union,
of the United Kingdom, of the United States of America, and of France,
acting in concert, will represent the Allied and Associated Powers in dealing
with the Italian Government in all matters concerning the execution and
interpretation of the present Treaty.

2. The Four Ambassadors will give the Italian Government such
guidance, technical advice and clarification as may be necessary to ensure
the rapid and efficient execution of the present Treaty both in letter and
in spirit.

3. The Italian Government shall afford to the said Four Ambassadors
all necessary information and any assistance which they may require in
the fulfilment of the tasks devolving on them under the present Treaty.

Article 87
1. Except where another procedure is specifically provided under

any Article of the present Treaty, any dispute concerning the interpretation
or execution of the Treaty, which is not settled by direct diplomatic negotia-
tions, shall be referred to the Four Ambassadors acting under Article 86
except that in this case the Ambassadors will not be restricted by the time
limit provided in that Article. Any such dispute not resolved by them within
a period of two months shall, unless the parties to the dispute mutually
agree upon another means of settlement, be referred at the request of either
party to the dispute to a Commission composed of one representative of each
party and a third member selected by mutual agreement of the two parties
from nationals of a third country. Should the two parties fail to agree within
a period of one month upon the appointment of the third member, the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations may be requested by either party to
make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be accepted by the parties
as definitive and binding.
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Article 88

1. Any member of the United Nations, not a signatory to the present
Treaty, which is at war with Italy, and Albania, may accede to the Treaty
and upon accession shall be deemed to be an Associated Power for the pur-
poses of the Treaty.

2. Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Government of
the French Republic and shall take effect upon deposit.

Article 89

The provisions of the present Treaty shall not confer any rights or
benefits on any State named in the Preamble as one of the Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers or on its nationals until such State becomes a party to the
Treaty by deposit of its instrument of ratification.

Article 90

The present Treaty, of which the French, English and Russian texts
are authentic, shall be ratified by the Allied and Associated Powers. It shall
also be ratified by Italy. It shall come into force immediately upon the
deposit of ratifications by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by the United
States of America, and by France. The instruments of ratification shall, in
the shortest time possible, be deposited with the Government of the French
Republic.

With respect to each Allied or Associated Power whose instrument of
ratification is thereafter deposited, the Treaty shall come into force upon
the date of deposit. The present Treaty shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the French Republic, which shall furnish certified

copies to each of the signatory States.
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ANNEX I
Maps to Accompany the Peace Treaty with Italy

(see separate volume)

A. Frontiers of Italy (Article 1)
B. Franco-Italian Frontier (Article 2)
C. Yugoslav-Italian Frontier (Article 3)
D. Frontiers of the Free Territory of Trieste (Articles 4 and 22)
E. Sea Areas defined in Article 11 of the present Treaty

ANNEX II
Franco-Italian Frontier

Detailed description of the sections of the frontier
to which the modifications set out in Article 2 apply

Little Saint Bernard Pass
Reference: 1:20,000 map: Ste. Foy Tarentaise Nos. 1-2

The new frontier follows a line which starts from the rocky ridge of
Lancebranlette, then, descending towards the east, follows the line of the
watershed to the 2,180 meter level, whence it passes to the Colonna Joux
(2188). From there, still following the line of the watershed, it reascends
on to Costa del Belvedere, the rocky outcrops of which it follows, climbs
Mt. Belvedere, skirting its summit and leaving the latter in French territory
120 meters away from the frontier and, passing through points 2570, 2703,
Bella Valletta and point 2746, it rejoins the old frontier at Mt. Valaisan.

Mont Cenis Plateau
Reference: 1:20,000 map: Lanslebourg, Nos. 5-6 and 7-8 and of Mont

D'Ambin, Nos. 1-2
The new frontier follows a line which leaves the old frontier at Mt.

Tour, follows westwards the administrative boundary shown on the map,
follows the Vitoun as soon as it meets it on its northern branch and descends
along it as far as Rocca della Torretta.

Then following the line of rocky outcrops, it reaches the stream coming
from the Alpe Lamet and descends with it as far as the base of the rocky
escarpment along which it runs for about 800 meters as far as the thalweg
at a point situated about 200 meters north of point 1805.
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Tour, follows westwards the administrative boundary shown on the map, 

follows the Vitoun as soon as it meets it on its northern branch and descends 

along it as far as Rocca della Torretta. 

Then following the line of rocky outcrops, it reaches the stream coming 

from the Alpe Lamet and descends with it as far as the base of the rocky 

escarpment along which it runs for about 800 meters as far as the thalweg 
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Then it mounts to the top of the landslips which overlook Ferrera
Cenisio about 300 meters away and, continuing westwards, meets the road
which skirts the east of Rne. Paradiso 400 meters west of the loop (1854),
leaving it immediately and bending southwards.

It cuts the Bar Cenisia road at a point about 100 meters southeast of
Refuge 5, crosses the thalweg in the direction of Lago S. Giorgio, roughly
follows contour 1900 as far as point 1907, then skirts the southern side of
Lago d'Arpon and rejoins the rocky ridge on which it remains in a south-
westerly direction as far as the confluence of the streams coming from the
Bard glacier (Ghiacciaio di Bard) at a point approximately 1,400 meters
southwest of Lago d'Arpon.

From there, bending southwards, it roughly follows contour 2500, goes
as far as point 2579, then, running along contour 2600, it reaches the
Lago della Vecchia and rejoins, at the administrative boundary marked on
the map about 700 meters southeast of the lake, the Pso. d'Avanza path,
which it follows along the rocky escarpments to the old frontier, half-
way between the Col della Vecchia and the Col de Clapier.

Mont Thabor
Reference: 1:20,000 map: Nevache, 1-2, 5-6 and 7-8

From Cima de la Planette to Rocher de Guion (Cima del Sueur)
The new frontier follows a line which leaves the present frontier at

Cima de la Planette and, proceeding southwards, follows the ridge through
points 2980, 3178, Rca. Bernaude (3228), points 2842, 2780, 2877, Pso.
della Gallina (2671), points 2720, 2806 and Pta. Quattro Sorelle (2700).

Descending the eastern slope of this summit, the line leaves in French
territory point 2420, whence it rejoins and follows on the east the path
leading to the buildings situated about 200 meters from point 2253, this
path and these buildings being left in French territory. It then enters a
thalweg, passing about 300 meters northeast of point 1915, whence it reaches
the northwestern edge of the reservoir which, in the Vallee Etroite (Valle
Stretta) feeds the hydro-electric installations of Sette Fontane, leaving this
reservoir and these installations in Italian territory. Skirting the reservoir
on the south, it reaches the crossroads at point 1499.

Thence it follows the path which hugs the edge of the woods along
contour 1500 and which leads it to Comba della Gorgia near the 1580
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contour; then it ascends the thalweg towards point 1974 and joins the edge
of the rocky escarpments of La Sueur as marked by points 2272, 2268,
2239, 2266, 2267, remaining on this edge until it meets the old frontier,
the crest of the rocks and the path bordering it remaining in French territory.

Chaberton
Reference: 1:20,000 map: Briancon, Nos. 34

The new frontier follows a line which leaves the old frontier at point
3042 (north of point 3070 and north of Pointe des Trois Scies) and follows
the rocky ridge as far as Croce del Vallonetto.

From the Croce del Vallonetto it bends towards the south along the
rocky ridge and meets the Chaberton road at the point where the latter enters
the cirque of the Clot des Morts.

Crossing this road and the thalweg which borders it, the line roughly
follows, for 1250 meters, contour 2300 which, on the ground, follows to
the southeast a series of rocky outcrops and debris, then it cuts straight across
the eastern slope of Mt. Chaberton, reaches a point about 400 meters west
of point 2160 leaving in French territory the intermediate pylon of the
cable railway which stands there.

Then it proceeds in a straight line, across a series of rocky barriers
and steep ravines, towards the position (not marked on the map) of La
Fontaine des Chamois, near point 2228 (about 1400 meters northeast of
Clavieres) which it skirts to the east, following the second bend of the road
joining this position with the fortified barracks of Chaberton, on the road
from Cezanne (Cesana) to Clavieres, leaving the fortifications at La Fontaine
des Chamois in French territory.

Thence following first in a southerly direction the commune boundary
marked on the map, and then the rocky barrier about 400 meters north of
the Clavieres-C6zanne (Cesana) road, it bends towards the southwest, passing
along the foot of the rocky cliffs, sufficiently far from the latter to allow the
construction of a double-track road.

Skirting in this way to the north the village of Clavieres, which is left
in Italian territory, it meets the Rio Secco about 200 meters upstream from
the Clavieres bridge and follows down its course, then that of Doire Ripaire
(Doria Riparia) as far as the road from Clavieres to Val Gimont, which
is left to Italy, and follows this road as far as the bridge over the Gimont.
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Proceeding up the course of the latter for about 300 meters, the line
then leaves it and follows the mule-track which takes it to the upper pylon
of the Clavieres cable railway (Col du Mont Fort du Boeuf), which is left
in French territory. Then, across the ridge, it rejoins the present frontier
at Mont la Plane, frontier post 251. The road in the valley of the Gimont is
left in Italian territory.

Upper Valleys of La Tinee, La Vesubie and La Roya
1. From Cime de Colla Longa to Cima di Mercantour
References: 1:20,000 maps: St. Etienne de Tinee, Nos. 3-4 and 7-8, Les

Trois Ponts, Nos. 5-6

The new frontier follows a line which leaves the old frontier at Cime
de Colla Longa and proceeding eastwards and following the line of the
watershed, skirts the rocky ridge, passing through points 2719, 2562, Cle.
di Seccia, reaches at point 2760 the Testa dell'Autaret, passes to point 2672,
to the Cle. della Guercia (2456) and through points 2640, 2693, 2689,
reaches Rocche di Saboule and follows the northern ridge thereof.

Following the ridge, it passes through points 2537, 2513, Pso. del
Lausfer (2461) and point 2573 to Testa Auta del Lausfer (2587) whence
it bends southwards as far as Testa Colla Auta, passing Cima del Lausfer
(2544), leaving the latter point in Italy.

Thence through point 2484, and along the ridge path which is left in
French territory, through points 2240 and 2356, it crosses the Passo di
S. Anna, and passing through points 2420 and 2407 it reaches a point about
80 meters south of point 2378 (Cima Moravacciera).

Following the ridge path left in French territory, it passes through
Testa Ga del Caval and point 2331, both left in French territory, then leaving
the path it continues on the ridge of Testa del'Adreck (2475) and through
Cle. della Lombarda and point 2556 and arrives at Cima della Lombarda
(2801).

Bending southeastwards, it then follows the rocky ridge and passing
through Pso. di Peania, Cima di Vermeil, point 2720 left in French terri-
tory, Testa Cba. Grossa (2792), Pso. del Lupo (2730) and point 2936,
reaches Mt. Malinvern.
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Thence, in a southerly direction, through points 2701, 2612 and Cima
di Tavels (2804), then in an easterly direction through point 2823, it reaches
Testa del Claus (2889).

Then, bending in a general southeasterly direction, it crosses Passo
delle Portette, passes to point 2814, to Testa delle Portette, to point 2868,
to Testa Margiola (2831), to Caire di Prefouns (2840), to Passo del
Prefouns (2620), to Testa di Tablasses (2851), to Passo di Bresses (2794),
to Testa di Bresses (2820), and passing through Cima di Fremamorta
(2731), Cle. Fremamorta, point 2625, point 2675, and point 2539, Cima
di Pagari (2686), Cima di Naucetas (2706), points 2660 and 2673, Cle.
di Ciriegia (2581), reaches Cima di Mercantour (2775).

2. From Cima di Mercantour to Mt. Clapier

References: 1:20,000 map: Les Trois Ponts, Nos. 5-6 and the Italian
1:20,000 map: Madonna delle Finestre

From Cima di Mercantour, it proceeds through point 2705, Cle. Mer-
cantour (2611), Cima Ghilie (2998), points 2939 and 2955, Testa della
Rovina (2981), points 2844 and 2862, Paso della Rovina, Caire dellPAgnel
(2935, 2867, 2784), Cima del Caire Agnel (2830), Cima Mallariva (2860),
Cima Cairas (2831), Cima Cougourda (2881, 2921), Cima dei Gaisses
(2896), points 2766, 2824, Cima del Lombard (2842), points 2831, 2717,
2591, 2600 and 2582, Boccia Forno, Cima delle Finestre (2657), Col delle
Finestre, points 2634, 2686 and 2917 and reaches Cima dei Gelas (3143),
then through point 3070 to Cima della Maledia (3061), from whence it
skirts the Passo del Pagari (2819) path and then, following the commune
boundary, shown on the map, it reaches the Passo di Mt. Clapier (2827),
winds round the north and east of Mt. Clapier (3045) along the administra-
tive boundary shown on the map.

3. From Mt. Clapier to Colle di Tenda

References: Italian 1:20,000 map: Madonna delle Finestre and Colle di
Tenda

From Mt. Clapier, the line follows the administrative boundary repre-
sented on the map by points 2915, 2887 and 2562, Passo dellAgnel and
point 2679, up to Cima dell'Agnel (2775).
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The line then bears eastwards, still adhering to the administrative
boundary represented on the map by points 2845 and 2843 of Rce.
dell'Agnel; it then reaches Cima della Scandeiera (2706), crosses Cle. del
Sabbione (2332), proceeds over points 2373, 2226, 2303, and 2313 to
Cma. del Sabbione (2610), point 2636, Pta. Peirafica, points 2609, 2585,
2572, 2550 and reaches Rca. dell'Abisso (2755).

The line still continues along the administrative boundary marked on
the map up to the east of point 2360, then skirts the rocky outcrops north of
Rne. Pian Misson, from whence it reaches the Mt. Becco Rosso path and
follows it to the north of points 2181, 2116 and 1915 and then skirts the
road for approximately 1 kilometer northwards before rejoining the above-
mentioned path up to Colle di Tenda. The path and the section of highway
mentioned above remain in French territory.

4. From Colle di Tenda to Cima Missun

Reference: Italian 1:20,000 map: Tenda and Certosa di Pesio
From Colle di Tenda the line, leaving the path in French territory,

proceeds to points 1887 and 2206, then branches off the path to follow along
the ridge the administrative boundary shown on the map, then passing
through point 2262 reaches Cma. del Becco (2300).

Bearing northward and along the administrative boundary shown on
the map it reaches the Col della Perla (2086), follows the path which skirts
the rocky outcrop in Cma. del Cuni to Col della Boaira, where it leaves it to
follow the ridge to the north. The above-mentioned path remains in French
territory.

Skirting the rocky outcrop, it proceeds to point 2275, reaches Testa
Ciaudon (2386), skirts the rocky escarpments, crosses Colla Piana (2219)
and reaches point 2355 of Mt. Delle Carsene which is left on French soil,
then it follows the northern ridge of this mountain over Pta. Straldi (2375),
points 2321 and 2305 up to Pso. Scarason, then swerves northwards up to
point 2352, where it meets the administrative boundary shown on the map
and follows this boundary through points 2510 and 2532 up to Pta. Mar-
guareis (2651).

Deviating southward it then follows the ridge, passes point 2585 and,
passing down the rocky crest, reaches Colle del Lago dei Signori.
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the rocky outcrop in Cma. del Cuni to Col della Boaira, where it leaves it to 

follow the ridge to the north. The above-mentioned path remains in French 
territory. 

Skirting the rocky outcrop, it proceeds to point 2275, reaches Testa 

Ciaudon (2386), skirts the rocky escarpments, crosses Colla Piana (2219) 

and reaches point 2355 of Mt. Delle Carsene which is left on French soil, 

then it follows the northern ridge of this mountain over Pta. Straldi (2375), 

points 2321 and 2305 up to Pso. Scarason, then swerves northwards up to 

point 2352, where it meets the administrative boundary shown on the map 

and follows this boundary through points 2510 and 2532 up to Pta. Mar-
guareis (2651). 

Deviating southward it then follows the ridge, passes point 2585 and, 
passing down the rocky crest, reaches Colle del Lago dei Signori. 
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Following the path on the summit, which is left in French territory,
then running along the crest proper, it comes to Cima di Pertega (2402),
passes along the rocky ridge down to Cle. delle Vecchie (2106), whence it
follows the summit path, which it leaves in French territory, through points
2190, 2162, Cima del Vescovo (2257) and Cima di Velega (2366) up to
Mt. Bertrand.

From Mt. Bertrand (2481) it follows the administrative boundary
shown on the map up to Cla. Rossa, where it rejoins the summit path which
it then skirts passing through points 2179 and 2252 up to Cima Missun
(2356), then, winding round the east of this mountain summit, the line
follows the above-mentioned path which remains in French territory.

5. From Cima Missun to Col de Pegairole

References: 1:20,000 map: Pointe de Lugo, Nos. 1-2 and 5-6

Following the same summit path, the line crosses Cla. Cravirora and
passes east of point 2265 to Pta. Farenga. It then leaves the path and winds
round Cma. Ventosa to the east, after which it joins the Passo di Tanarello
path and leaves in France the constructions beside this path. The line then
passes along Mt. Tanarello, crosses Passo Basera (2038), skirts Mt. Sacca-
rello which is left approximately 300 meters to the westwards, then following
first the rocky ridge and then the path up to Pso. di Collardente it reaches the
ridge which leads up to Mt. Collardente, leaving point 1762 on French
territory. At this point it skirts a path which is left in Italian territory and
comes to Mt. Collardente, leaving on French soil the path which crosses it.
The line then follows this path through the Bassa di Sanson east and south
of point 1769 up to the constructions, situated approximately 500 meters
east of Testa della Nava (1934), which are left in French territory.

When it reaches these works, it leaves the road, rejoins at the ridge the
road along the Testa della Nava ridge which remains in French territory, and
follows it as far as the works to the southeast of the Cima di Marta or Mt.
Vacche, skirting it from the east.

From there, passing along the ridge road left in French territory, it
skirts Mt. Ceriana, leaves the road to reach Mt. Grai (2014) and joins it
again at the col (1875), follows it to skirt Cima della Valetta and Mt.
Pietravecchia as far as the rocky crest.
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It then crosses Cola dell'Incisa, runs by way of the ridge and point
1759 to Mt. Toraggio (1972), then to Cima di Logambon and the Gola del
Corvo, skirts Mt. Bauso and Mt. Lega (1552, 1563 and 1556) and follows
the ridge downwards to Passo di Muratone.

Along the ridge road, left in French territory, it runs to Mt. Scarassan,
to the south of Mt. Battolino and of point 1358 and reaches Cla. Pegairole.

6. From Cla. Pegairole to Mt. Mergo

References: 1:20,000 maps: Pointe de Lugo, Nos. 5-6, San Remo, Nos. 1-2
and Menton, Nos. 3-4

From Cla. Pegairole the line follows the administrative boundary
marked on the map, leaving Cisterne to France, climbs Mt. Simonasso, drops
as far as the col and follows the road to Margheria Suan which it leaves in
French territory, the chalets remaining in Italian territory.

Continuing to follow the road, left in French territory, it passes to the
east of Testa d'Alpe to Fontana dei Draghi, to the springs at point 1406, to
point 1297, skirts Colla Sgora on the east, passes the points 1088, 1016,
and 1026, crosses the rocky ridge of Mt. Colombin, follows the cantonal
boundary shown on the map along Cima di Reglie (846 and. 858), departs
from this cantonal boundary in a southwesterly direction to follow the ridge
of Serra dell'Arpetta (543, 474 and 416) down to the thalweg of the Roya,
which it crosses about 200 meters northwest of the bridge of Fanghetto.

The line then ascends the thalweg of Roya to a point situated about
350 meters from the above-mentioned bridge. It leaves the Roya at this
point and bears southwest to point 566. From this point it bears west until
it meets the ravine descending to Olivetta which it follows as far as the road,
leaving the dwellings on this road in Italian territory, mounts the Vie. di
Trono for about 200 meters and then turns towards point 410 as far as the
road from Olivetta to San Girolamo. Thence it runs southeast along this
road for about 100 meters and then bears generally southwest to point 403,
running for about 20 meters along and to the south of the road marked on
the map. From point 403, it follows the ridge of Pta. Becche as far as point
379, then again bearing southwest, crosses the Bevera, following the thalweg
towards Mt. Mergo which it skirts on the south at about 50 meters from the
summit (686), left in French territory, and rejoins the present frontier at
a point about 100 meters to the southwest of that summit.
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ANNEX III
Guarantees in Connection with Mont Cenis and the

Tenda-Briga District

(See Article 9)

A - GUARANTEES TO BE GIVEN BY FRANCE TO ITALY IN CONNECTION WITH

THE CESSION OF THE PLATEAU OF MONT CENIS

I. In Respect of Water Supplied from the Lake of Mont Cenis for Hydro-
Electric Purposes

(a) France shall so control the supply of water from the Lake of Mont
Cenis to the underground conduits supplying the Gran Scala, Venaus and
Mompantero hydro-electric plants, as to supply for those plants such
quantities of water at such rates of flow as Italy may require.

(b) France shall repair and maintain in good and substantial condition
and, as may be necessary, shall renew all the works required for the pur-
poses of controlling and supplying the water in accordance with sub-para-
graph (a) in so far as these works are within French territory.

(c) France shall inform Italy, as and when required by Italy, of the
amount of water in the Lake of Mont Cenis and of any other information
pertaining thereto, so as to enable Italy to determine the quantities of water
and rates of flow to be supplied to the said underground conduits.

(d) France shall carry out the foregoing provisions with due regard
for economy and shall charge Italy the actual cost incurred in so doing.

II. In Respect of Electricity Produced at the Gran Scala Hydro-Electric
Plant

(a) France shall operate the Gran Scala hydro-electric plant so as to
generate (subject to the control of the supply of water as provided in Guar-
antee I) such quantities of electricity at such rates of output as Italy may
require after the local requirements (which shall not substantially exceed
the present requirements) in the vicinity of Gran Scala within French terri-
tory have been met.

(b) France shall operate the pumping plant adjacent to the Gran
Scala plant so as to pump water to the Lake of Mont Cenis as and when
required by Italy.
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(c) France shall repair and maintain in good and substantial condition
and, as may be necessary, shall renew all the works comprising the Gran
Scala hydro-electric plant and pumping plant together with the transmission
line and equipment from the Gran Scala plant to the Franco-Italian frontier.

(d) France shall transmit over the transmission line from Gran Scala
to the Franco-Italian frontier the electricity required by Italy as aforesaid,
and shall deliver that electricity to Italy at the point at which that transmis-
sion line crosses the Franco-Italian frontier into Italian territory.

(e) France shall maintain the voltage and periodicity of the electricity
supplied in accordance with the foregoing provisions at such levels as Italy
may reasonably require.

(f) France shall arrange with Italy for telephone communication be-
tween Gran Scala and Italy and shall communicate with Italy in order to
ensure that the Gran Scala plant, the pumping plant and transmission line
are operated in such a manner as to comply with the foregoing guarantees.

(g) The price to be charged by France and paid by Italy for electricity
available to Italy from the Gran Scala plant (after the local requirements
as aforesaid have been met) shall be the same as the price charged in France
for the supply of similar quantities of hydro-electricity in French territory
in the neighbourhood of Mont Cenis or in other regions where conditions are
comparable.

III. Duration of Guarantees

Unless otherwise agreed between France and Italy these guarantees
will remain in force in perpetuity.

IV. Supervisory Technical Commission

A Franco-Italian Supervisory Technical Commission comprising an
equal number of French and Italian members shall be established to super-
vise and facilitate the execution of the foregoing guarantees which are
designed to secure the same facilities as Italy enjoyed in respect of hydro-
electric and water supplies from the Lake of Mont Cenis before the cession
of this region to France. It shall also be within the functions of the Super-
visory Technical Commission to cooperate with the competent French tech-
nical services in order to ensure that the safety of the lower valleys is not
endangered.
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B - GUARANTEES TO BE GIVEN BY FRANCE TO ITALY IN CONNECTION WITH

THE CESSION OF THE TENDA-BRIGA DISTRICT TO FRANCE

1. Guarantees to ensure to Italy the supply of electricity generated by
the two 162/3 period generators of the hydro-electric plant at San Dalmazzo;
and the supply of electricity generated at 50 periods at the hydro-electric
plants at Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo and Confine in excess of such amount
thereof as may be required by France for supply to the Sospel, Menton and
Nice areas until the complete reconstruction of the wrecked hydro-electric
plants at Breil and Fontan, it being understood that such amount will de-
crease as reconstruction of these plants proceeds and will not exceed 5,000
KW in power and 3,000,000 KWH per month and that, if no special diffi-
culties are encountered in the reconstruction, the work should be completed
not later than the end of 1947:

(a) France shall operate the said plants so as to generate (subject to
such limitations as may be imposed by the amount of water
available and taking into account as far as reasonably practicable
the needs of the plants downstream) such quantities of electricity
at such rates of output as Italy may require, firstly, at 162/3
periods for the Italian railways in Liguria and South Piedmont
and secondly, at 50 periods for general purposes, after the re-
quirements by France for Sospel, Menton and Nice, as aforesaid,
and the local requirements in the vicinity of San Dalmazzo,
have been met;

(b) France shall repair and maintain in good and substantial condition
and, as may be necessary, shall renew all the works comprising
the Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo and Confine hydro-electric plants
together with the transmission lines and equipment from the
Le Mesce and Confine plants to the San Dalmazzo plant and also
the main transmission lines and equipment from the San Dal-
mazzo plant to the Franco-Italian frontier;

(c) France shall inform Italy, as and when required by Italy, of the rate
of flow of water at Le Mesce and Confine and of the amount of
water stored at San Dalmazzo and of any other information per-
taining thereto so as to enable Italy to determine her electricity
requirements as indicated in sub-paragraph (a);
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(d) France shall transmit over the main transmission lines from San
Dalmazzo to the Franco-Italian frontier the electricity required
by Italy as aforesaid, and shall deliver that electricity to Italy
at the points at which those main transmission lines cross the
Franco-Italian frontier into Italian territory;

(e) France shall maintain the voltage and periodicity of the electricity
supplied in accordance with the foregoing provisions at such
levels as Italy may actually require;

(f) France shall arrange with Italy for telephone communications be-
tween San Dalmazzo and Italy and shall communicate with Italy
in order to ensure that the said hydro-electric plants and trans-
mission lines are operated in such a manner as to comply with
the foregoing guarantees.

2. Guarantee concerning the price to be charged by France to Italy for
the electricity made available to Italy under paragraph 1 above until termi-
nated in accordance with paragraph 3 below:

The price to be charged by France and paid by Italy for the electricity
made available to Italy from the Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo and Confine
hydro-electric plants after the requirements by France for Sospel, Menton
and Nice and the local requirements in the vicinity of San Dalmazzo have
been met as provided in sub-paragraph (a) of Guarantee 1, shall be the
same as the price charged in France for the supply of similar quantities of
hydro-electricity in French territory in the neighborhood of the Upper Valley
of the Roya or in other regions where conditions are comparable.

3. Guarantee of a reasonable period of time for the supply of electricity
by France to Italy:

Unless otherwise mutually agreed between France and Italy, Guarantees
1 and 2 shall remain in force until December 31, 1961, and shall terminate
then or any subsequent December 31 if either country shall have given to
the other at least two years notice in writing of its intention to terminate.

4. Guarantee of full and equitable utilization by France and Italy of
the waters of the Roya and its tributaries for hydro-electric production:
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(a) France shall operate the hydroelectric plants on the Roya in
French territory, taking into account as far as reasonably prac-
ticable the needs of the plants downstream. France shall inform
Italy in advance of the amount of water which it is expected
will be available each day, and shall furnish any other informa-
tion pertaining thereto;

(b) Through bilateral negotiations France and Italy shall develop a
mutually agreeable, co-ordinated plan for the exploitation of
the water resources of the Roya.

5. A commission or such other similar body as may be agreed shall
be established to supervise the carrying out of the plan mentioned in sub-
paragraph (b) of Guarantee 4 and to facilitate the execution of Guar-
antees 1-4.

ANNEX IV
Provisions Agreed upon by the Austrian and
Italian Governments on September 5, 1946

(Original English text as signed by the two Parties and communicated to
the Paris Conference on September 6, 1946)

(See Article 10)

1. German-speaking inhabitants of the Bolzano Province and of the
neighbouring bilingual townships of the Trento Province will be assured
complete equality of rights with the Italian-speaking inhabitants, within the
framework of special provisions to safeguard the ethnical character and the
cultural and economic development of the German-speaking element.

In accordance with legislation already enacted or awaiting enactment
the said German-speaking citizens will be granted in particular:

(a) elementary and secondary teaching in the mother-tongue;
(b) parification of the German and Italian languages in public offices

and official documents, as well as in bilingual topographic naming;
(c) the right to re-establish German family names which were italian-

ized in recent years;
(d) equality of rights as regards the entering upon public offices, with

a view to reaching a more appropriate proportion of employment between
the two ethnical groups.
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the said German-speaking citizens will be granted in particular: 

(a) elementary and secondary teaching in the mother-tongue; 

(b) parification of the German and Italian languages in public offices 
and official documents, as well as in bilingual topographic naming; 

(c) the right to re-establish German family names which were italian-

ized in recent years; 

(d) equality of rights as regards the entering upon public offices, with 

a view to reaching a more appropriate proportion of employment between 
the two ethnical groups. 



2. The populations of the above-mentioned zones will be granted the
exercise of autonomous legislative and executive regional power. The frame
within which the said provisions of autonomy will apply, will be drafted in
consultation also with local representative German-speaking elements.

3. The Italian Government, with the aim of establishing good neigh-
bourhood relations between Austria and Italy, pledges itself, in consultation
with the Austrian Government and within one year from the signing of the
present Treaty:

(a) to revise in a spirit of equity and broadmindedness the question
of the options for citizenship resulting from the 1939 Hitler-Mussolini
agreements;

(b) to find an agreement for the mutual recognition of the validity of
certain degrees and University diplomas;

(c) to draw up a convention for the free passengers and goods transit
between northern and eastern Tyrol both by rail and, to the greatest possible
extent, by road;

(d) to reach special agreements aimed at facilitating enlarged frontier
traffic and local exchanges of certain quantities of characteristic products
and goods between Austria and Italy.

ANNEX V
Water Supply for Gorizia and Vicinity

(See Article 13)
1. Yugoslavia, as the owner, shall maintain and operate the springs

and water supply installations at Fonte Fredda and Moncorona and shall
maintain the supply of water to that part of the Commune of Gorizia, which,
under the terms of the present Treaty, remains in Italy. Italy shall continue
to maintain and operate the reservoir and water distribution system within
Italian territory which is supplied by the above-mentioned springs and shall
maintain the supply of water to those areas in Yugoslavia which, under the
terms of the present Treaty, will be transferred to that State and which are
supplied from Italian territory.

2. The water so supplied shall be in the amounts which have been
customarily supplied to the region in the past. Should consumers in either
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State require additional supplies of water, the two Governments shall ex-
amine the matter jointly with a view to reaching agreement on such measures
as may reasonably be required to satisfy these needs. Should there be a
temporary reduction in the amount of water available due to natural causes,
distribution of water from the above-named sources to the consumers in
Yugoslavia and Italy shall be reduced in proportion to their respective pre-
vious consumption.

3. The charges to be paid by the Commune of Gorizia to Yugoslavia
for the water supplied to it, and the charges to be paid by consumers in
Yugoslav territory to the Commune of Gorizia, shall be based solely on the
cost of operation and maintenance of the water supply system as well as
new capital expenditures which may be required to give effect to these
provisions.

4. Yugoslavia and Italy shall, within one month from the coming into
force of the present Treaty, enter into an agreement to determine their re-
spective responsibilities under the foregoing provisions and to establish the
charges to be paid under these provisions. The two Governments shall estab-
lish a joint commission to supervise the execution of the said agreement.

5. Upon the expiration of a ten-year period from the coming into
force of the present Treaty, Yugoslavia and Italy shall reexamine the fore-
going provisions in the light of conditions at that time in order to determine
whether any adjustments should be made in those provisions, and shall
make such alterations and additions as they may agree. Any disputes which
may arise as a result of this reexamination shall be submitted for settlement
under the procedure outlined in Article 87 of the present Treaty.

ANNEX VI
Permanent Statute of the Free Territory of Trieste

(See Article 21)

Article 1. Area of Free Territory

The area of the Free Territory of Trieste shall be the territory within
the frontiers described in Articles 4 and 22 of the present Treaty as delimited
in accordance with Article 5 of the Treaty.
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Article 2. Integrity and Independence

The integrity and independence of the Free Territory shall be assured
by the Security Council of the United Nations Organization. This respon-
sibility implies that the Council shall:

(a) ensure the observance of the present Statute and in particular
the protection of the basic human rights of the inhabitants.

(b) ensure the maintenance of public order and security in the Free
Territory.

Article 3. Demilitarisation and Neutrality

1. The Free Territory shall be demilitarised and declared neutral.

2. No armed forces, except upon direction of the Security Council,
shall be allowed in the Free Territory.

3. No para-military formations, exercises or activities shall be per-
mitted within the Free Territory.

4. The Government of the Free Territory shall not make or discuss
any military arrangements or undertakings with any State.

Article 4. Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

The Constitution of the Free Territory shall ensure to all persons
under the jurisdiction of the Free Territory, without distinction as to ethnic
origin, sex, language or religion, the enjoyment of human rights and of the
fundamental freedoms, including freedom of religious worship, language,
speech and publication, education, assembly and association. Citizens of
the Free Territory shall be assured of equality of eligibility for public office.

Article 5. Civil and Political Rights

No person who has acquired the citizenship of the Free Territory shall
be deprived of his civil or political rights except as judicial punishment for
the infraction of the penal laws of the Free Territory.

Article 6. Citizenship

1. Italian citizens who were domiciled on June 10, 1940, in the area
comprised within the boundaries of the Free Territory, and their children
born after that date, shall become original citizens of the Free Territory with
full civil and political rights. Upon becoming citizens of the Free Territory
they shall lose their Italian citizenship.
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2. The Government of the Free Territory shall, however, provide that
the persons referred to in paragraph 1 over the age of eighteen years (or
married persons whether under or over that age) whose customary language
is Italian shall be entitled to opt for Italian citizenship within six months
from the coming into force of the Constitution under conditions to be laid
down therein. Any person so opting shall be considered to have re-acquired
Italian citizenship. The option of the husband shall not constitute an option
on the part of the wife. Option on the part of the father, or if the father is
not alive, on the part of the mother, shall, however, automatically include
all unmarried children under the age of eighteen years.

3. The Free Territory may require those who take advantage of the
option to move to Italy within a year from the date on which the option
was exercised.

4. The conditions for the acquisition of citizenship by persons not
qualifying for original citizenship shall be determined by the Constituent
Assembly of the Free Territory and embodied in the Constitution. Such con-
ditions shall, however, exclude the acquisition of citizenship by members
of the former Italian Fascist Police (O.V.R.A.) who have not been exon-
erated by the competent authorities, including the Allied Military Authorities
who were responsible for the administration of the area.

Article 7. Oficial Languages
The official languages of the Free Territory shall be Italian and Slovene.

The Constitution shall determine in what circumstances Croat may be used
as a third official language.

Article 8. Flag and Coat-of-Arms
The Free Territory shall have its own flag and coat-of-arms. The flag

shall be the traditional flag of the City of Trieste and the arms shall be its
historic coat-of-arms.

Article 9. Organs of Government
For the government of the Free Territory there shall be a Governor,

a Council of Government, a popular Assembly elected by the people of the
Free Territory and a Judiciary, whose respective powers shall be exercised
in accordance with the provisions of the present Statute and of the Consti-
tution of the Free Territory.
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Article 10. Constitution
1. The Constitution of the Free Territory shall be established in ac-

cordance with democratic principles and adopted by a Constituent Assembly
with a two-thirds majority of the votes cast. The Constitution shall be made
to conform to the provisions of the present Statute and shall not enter into
force prior to the coming into force of the Statute.

2. If in the opinion of the Governor any provisions of the Constitution
proposed by the Constituent Assembly or any subsequent amendments thereto
are in contradiction to the Statute he may prevent their entry into force,
subject to reference to the Security Council if the Assembly does not accept
his views and recommendations.

Article 11. Appointment of the Governor
1. The Governor shall be appointed by the Security Council after

consultation with the Governments of Yugoslavia and Italy. He shall not be
a citizen of Yugoslavia or Italy or of the Free Territory. He shall be ap-
pointed for five years and may be reappointed. His salary and allowances
shall be borne by the United Nations.

2. The Governor may authorize a person selected by him to act for him
in the event of his temporary absence or temporary inability to perform
his duties.

3. The Security Council, if it considers that the Governor has failed
to carry out his duties, may suspend him and, under appropriate safeguards
of investigation and hearing, dismiss him from his office. In the event of his
suspension or dismissal or in the event of his death or disability the Security
Council may designate or appoint another person to act as Provisional
Governor until the Governor recovers from his disability or a new Governor
is appointed.

Article 12. Legislative Authority
The legislative authority shall be exercised by a popular Assembly

consisting of a single chamber elected on the basis of proportional representa-
tion, by the citizens of both sexes of the Free Territory. The elections for
the Assembly shall be conducted on the basis of universal, equal, direct and
secret suffrage.

Article 13. Council of Government
1. Subject to the responsibilities vested in the Governor under the

present Statute, executive authority in the Free Territory shall be exercised
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by a Council of Government which will be formed by the popular Assembly
and will be responsible to the Assembly.

2. The Governor shall have the right to be present at all meetings of
the Council of Government. He may express his views on all questions affect-
ing his responsibilities.

3. When matters affecting their responsibilities are discussed by the
Council of Government, the Director of Public Security and the Director of
the Free Port shall be invited to attend meetings of the Council and to express
their views.

Article 14. Exercise of Judicial Authority
The judicial authority in the Free Territory shall be exercised by

tribunals established pursuant to the Constitution and laws of the Free
Territory.

Article 15. Freedom and Independence of Judiciary
The Constitution of the Free Territory shall guarantee the complete

freedom and independence of the Judiciary and shall provide for appellate
jurisdiction.

Article 16. Appointment of Judiciary

1. The Governor shall appoint the Judiciary from among candidates
proposed by the Council of Government or from among other persons, after
consultation with the Council of Government, unless the Constitution provides
for a different manner for filling judicial posts; and, subject to safeguards
to be established by the Constitution, may remove members of the Judiciary
for conduct incompatible with their judicial office.

2. The popular Assembly, by a two-thirds majority of votes cast, may
request the Governor to investigate any charge brought against a member of
the Judiciary which, if proved, would warrant his suspension or removal.

Article 17. Responsibility of the Governor to the Security Council

1. The Governor, as the representative of the Security Council, shall
be responsible for supervising the observance of the present Statute including
the protection of the basic human rights of the inhabitants and for ensuring
that public order and security are maintained by the Government of the
Free Territory in accordance with the present Statute, the Constitution and
laws of the Free Territory.
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2. The Governor shall present to the Security Council annual reports
concerning the operation of the Statute and the performance of his duties.

Article 18. Rights of the Assembly
The popular Assembly shall have the right to consider and discuss

any matters affecting the interests of the Free Territory.

Article 19. Enactment of Legislation
1. Legislation may be initiated by members of the popular Assembly

and by the Council of Government as well as by the Governor in matters
which in his view affect the responsibilities of the Security Council as defined
in Article 2 of the present Statute.

2. No law shall enter into force until it shall have been promulgated.
The promulgation of laws shall take place in accordance with the provisions
of the Constitution of the Free Territory.

3. Before being promulgated legislation enacted by the Assembly
shall be presented to the Governor.

4. If the Governor considers that such legislation is in contradiction
to the present Statute, he may, within ten days following presentation of
such legislation to him, return it to the Assembly with his comments and
recommendations. If the Governor does not return the legislation within
such ten days or if he advises the Assembly within such period that it calls
for no comments or recommendation on his part, the legislation shall be
promulgated forthwith.

5. If the Assembly makes manifest its refusal to withdraw legislation
returned to the Assembly by the Governor or to amend it in conformity with
his comments or recommendations, the Governor shall, unless he is prepared
to withdraw his comments or recommendations, in which case the law shall
be promulgated forthwith, immediately report the matter to the Security
Council. The Governor shall likewise transmit without delay to the Security
Council any communication which the Assembly may wish to make to the
Council on the matter.

6. Legislation which forms the subject of a report to the Security
Council under the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall only be
promulgated by the direction of the Security Council.
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Article 20. Rights of the Governor with Respect to Administrative Measures

1. The Governor may require the Council of Government to suspend
administrative measures which in his view conflict with his responsibilities
as defined in the present Statute (observance of the Statute; maintenance of
public order and security; respect for human rights). Should the Council
of Government object, the Governor may suspend these administrative
measures and the Governor or the Council of Government may refer the
whole question to the Security Council for decision.

2. In matters affecting his responsibilities as defined in the Statute the
Governor may propose to the Council of Government the adoption of any
administrative measures. Should the Council of Government not accept
such proposals the Governor may, without prejudice to Article 22 of the
present Statute, refer the matter to the Security Council for decision.

Article 21. Budget

1. The Council of Government shall be responsible for the preparation
of the budget of the Free Territory, including both revenue and expenditure,
and for its submission to the popular Assembly.

2. If the Assembly should fail to vote the budget within the proper
time limit, the provisions of the budget for the preceding period shall be
applied to the new budgetary period until such time as the new budget
shall have been voted.

Article 22. Special Powers of the Governor

1. In order that he may carry out his responsibilities to the Security
Council under the present Statute, the Governor may, in cases which in his
opinion permit of no delay, threatening the independence or integrity of
the Free Territory, public order or respect of human rights, directly order
and require the execution of appropriate measures subject to an immediate
report thereon being made by him to the Security Council. In such circum-
stances the Governor may himself assume, if he deems it necessary, control
of the security services.

2. The popular Assembly may petition the Security Council concern-
ing any exercise by the Governor of his powers under paragraph 1 of this
Article.
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Article 23. Power of Pardon and Reprieve
The power of pardon and reprieve shall be vested in the Governor and

shall be exercised by him in accordance with provisions to be laid down
in the Constitution.

Article 24. Foreign Relations
1. The Governor shall ensure that the foreign relations of the Free

Territory shall be conducted in conformity with the Statute, Constitution, and
laws of the Free Territory. To this end the Governor shall have authority
to prevent the entry into force of treaties or agreements affecting foreign
relations which, in his judgment, conflict with the Statute, Constitution or
laws of the Free Territory.

2. Treaties and agreements, as well as exequaturs and consular com-
missions, shall be signed jointly by the Governor and a representative of
the Council of Government.

3. The Free Territory may be or become a party to international con-
ventions or become a member of international organizations provided the
aim of such conventions or organizations is to settle economic, technical,
cultural, social or health questions.

4. Economic union or associations of an exclusive character with any
State are incompatible with the status of the Free Territory.

5. The Free Territory of Trieste shall recognize the full force of the
Treaty of Peace with Italy, and shall give effect to the applicable provisions
of that Treaty. The Free Territory shall also recognize the full force of the
other agreements or arrangements which have been or will be reached by
the Allied and Associated Powers for the restoration of peace.

Article 25. Independence of the Governor and Staff
In the performance of their duties, the Governor and his staff shall

not seek or receive instructions from any Government or from any other
authority except the Security Council. They shall refrain from any act
which might reflect on their position as international officials responsible
only to the Security Council.

Article 26. Appointment and Removal of Administrative Officials
1. Appointments to public office in the Free Territory shall be made

exclusively on the ground of ability, competence and integrity.
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2. Administrative officials shall not be removed from office except
for incompetence or misconduct and such removal shall be subject to appro-
priate safeguards of investigation and hearing to be established by law.

Article 27. Director of Public Security

1. The Council of Government shall submit to the Governor a list of
candidates for the post of Director of Public Security. The Governor shall
appoint the Director from among the candidates presented to him, or from
among other persons, after consultation with the Council of Government.
He may also dismiss the Director of Public Security after consultation with
the Council of Government.

2. The Director of Public Security shall not be a citizen of Yugoslavia

or Italy.

3. The Director of Public Security shall normally be under the im-
mediate authority of the Council of Government from which he will receive

instructions on matters within his competence.

4. The Governor shall:
(a) receive regular reports from the Director of Public Security,

and consult with him on any matters coming within the compe-
tence of the Director.

(b) be informed by the Council of Government of its instructions
to the Director of Public Security and may express his opinion
thereon.

Article 28. Police Force

1. In order to preserve public order and security in accordance with

the Statute, the Constitution and the laws of the Free Territory, the Govern-

ment of the Free Territory shall be empowered to maintain a police force

and security services.
2. Members of the police force and security services shall be recruited

by the Director of Public Security and shall be subject to dismissal by him.

Article 29. Local Government

The Constitution of the Free Territory shall provide for the establish-

ment on the basis of proportional representation of organs of local govern-

ment on democratic principles, including universal, equal, direct and

secret suffrage.
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Article 30. Monetary System
The Free Territory shall have its own monetary system.

Article 31. Railways
Without prejudice to its proprietary rights over the railways within its

boundaries and its control of the railway administration, the Free Territory
may negotiate with Yugoslavia and Italy agreements for the purpose of
ensuring the efficient and economical operation of its railways. Such agree-
ments would determine where responsibility lies for the operation of the
railways in the direction of Yugoslavia or Italy respectively and also for
the operation of the railway terminal of Trieste and of that part of the line
which is common to all. In the latter case such operation may be effected
by a special commission comprised of representatives of the Free Territory,
Yugoslavia and Italy under the chairmanship of the representative of the
Free Territory.

Article 32. Commercial Aviation
1. Commercial aircraft registered in the territory of any one of the

United Nations which grants on its territory the same rights to commercial
aircraft registered in the Free Territory, shall be granted international
commercial aviation rights, including the right to land for refueling and
repairs, to fly over the Free Territory without landing and to use for traffic
purposes such airports as may be designated by the competent authorities
of the Free Territory.

2. These rights shall not be subject to any restrictions other than those
imposed on a basis of non-discrimination by the laws and regulations in
force in the Free Territory and in the countries concerned or resulting from
the special character of the Free Territory as neutral and demilitarized.

Article 33. Registration of Vessels
1. The Free Territory is entitled to open registers for the registration

of ships and vessels owned by the Government of the Free Territory or by
persons or organisations domiciled within the Free Territory.

2. The Free Territory shall open special maritime registers for Czecho-
slovak and Swiss ships and vessels upon request of these Governments, as
well as for Hungarian and Austrian ships and vessels upon the request of
these Governments after the conclusion of the Treaty of Peace with Hungary
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and the treaty for the reestablishment of the independence of Austria
respectively. Ships and vessels entered in these registers shall fly the flags
of their respective countries.

3. In giving effect to the foregoing provisions, and subject to any
international convention which may be entered into concerning these ques-
tions, with the participation of the Government of the Free Territory, the
latter shall be entitled to impose such conditions governing the registration,
retention on and removal from the registers as shall prevent any abuses
arising from the facilities thus granted. In particular as regards ships and
vessels registered under paragraph 1 above, registration shall be limited to
ships and vessels controlled from the Free Territory and regularly serving
the needs or the interests of the Free Territory. In the case of ships and vessels
registered under paragraph 2 above, registration shall be limited to ships
and vessels based on the Port of Trieste and regularly and permanently
serving the needs of their respective countries through the Port of Trieste.

Article 34. Free Port
A free port shall be established in the Free Territory and shall be

administered on the basis of the provisions of an international instrument
drawn up by the Council of Foreign Ministers, approved by the Security
Council, and annexed to the present Treaty (Annex VIII). The Government
of the Free Territory shall enact all necessary legislation and take all neces-
sary steps to give effect to the provisions of such instrument.

Article 35. Freedom of Transit

Freedom of transit shall, in accordance with customary international
agreements, be assured by the Free Territory and the States whose territories
are traversed to goods transported by railroad between the Free Port and
the States which it serves, without any discrimination and without customs
duties or charges other than those levied for services rendered.

Article 36. Interpretation of Statute

Except where another procedure is specifically provided under any
Article of the present Statute, any dispute relating to the interpretation or
execution of the Statute, not resolved by direct negotiations, shall, unless
the parties mutually agree upon another means of settlement, be referred at
the request of either party to the dispute to a Commission composed of one
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representative of each party and a third member selected by mutual agree-
ment of the two parties from nationals of a third country. Should the two
parties fail to agree within a period of one month upon the appointment
of the third member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be
requested by either party to make the appointment. The decision of the
majority of the members of the Commission shall be the decision of the.
Commission, and shall be accepted by the parties as definitive and binding.

Article 37. Amendment of Statute
This Statute shall constitute the permanent Statute of the Free Territory,

subject to any amendment which may hereafter be made by the Security
Council. Petitions for the amendment of the Statute may be presented to
the Security Council by the popular Assembly upon a vote taken by a two-
thirds majority of the votes cast.

Article 38. Coming into Force of Statute
The present Statute shall come into force on a date which shall be

determined by the Security Council of the United Nations Organisation.

ANNEX VII
Instrument for the Provisional Regime

of the Free Territory of Trieste

(See Article 21)

The present provisions shall apply to the administration of the Free
Territory of Trieste pending the coming into force of the Permanent Statute.

Article 1
The Governor shall assume office in the Free Territory at the earliest

possible moment after the coming into force of the present Treaty. Pending
assumption of office by the Governor, the Free Territory shall continue to be
administered by the Allied military commands within their respective zones.

Article 2
On assuming office in the Free Territory of Trieste the Governor shall

be empowered to select from among persons domiciled in the Free Territory
and after consultation with the Governments of Yugoslavia and Italy a
Provisional Council of Government. The Governor shall have the right to
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make changes in the composition of the Provisional Council of Government
whenever he deems it necessary. The Governor and the Provisional Council
of Government shall exercise their functions in the manner laid down in
the provisions of the Permanent Statute as and when these provisions prove
to be applicable and in so far as they are not superseded by the present
Instrument. Likewise all other provisions of the Permanent Statute shall be
applicable during the period of the Provisional Regime as and when these
provisions prove to be applicable and in so far as they are not superseded
by the present Instrument. The Governor's actions will be guided mainly by
the needs of the population and its well being.

Article 3
The seat of Government will be established in Trieste. The Governor

will address his reports directly to the Chairman of the Security Council
and will, through that channel, supply the Security Council with all necessary
information on the administration of the Free Territory.

Article 4
The first concern of the Governor shall be to ensure the maintenance of

public order and security. He shall appoint on a provisional basis a Director
of Public Security, who will reorganize and administer the police force and
security services.rticle 5

Article 5

(a) From the coming into force of the present Treaty, troops stationed
in the Free Territory shall not exceed 5,000 men for the United Kingdom,
5,000 men for the United States of America and 5,000 men for Yugoslavia.

(b) These troops shall be placed at the disposal of the Governor for
a period of 90 days after his assumption of office in the Free Territory. As
from the end of that period, they will cease to be at the disposal of the
Governor and will be withdrawn from the Territory within a further period
of 45 days, unless the Governor advises the Security Council that, in the
interests of the Territory, some or all of them should not, in his view, be
withdrawn. In the latter event, the troops required by the Governor shall
remain until not later than 45 days after the Governor has advised the
Security Council that the security services can maintain internal order in
the Territory without the assistance of foreign troops.

(c) The withdrawal prescribed in paragraph (b) shall be carried
out so as to maintain, in so far as possible, the ratio prescribed in paragraph
(a) between the troops of the three Powers concerned.

95347-49--PT. II 31
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Article 6

The Governor shall have the right at any time to call upon the Com-
manders of such contingents for support and such support shall be given
promptly. The Governor shall, whenever possible, consult with the Com-
manders concerned before issuing his instructions but shall not interfere
with the military handling of the forces in the discharge of his instructions.
Each Commander has the right to report to his Government the instructions
which he has received from the Governor, informing the Governor of the
contents of such reports. The Government concerned shall have the right
to refuse the participation of its forces in the operation in question, inform-
ing the Security Council accordingly.

Article 7

The necessary arrangements relating to the stationing, administration
and supply of the military contingents made available by the United King-
dom, the United States of America, and Yugoslavia shall be settled by agree-
ment between the Governor and the Commanders of those contingents.

Article 8

The Governor, in consultation with the Provisional Council of Govern-
ment, shall be responsible for organizing the elections of Members of the
Constituent Assembly in accordance with the conditions provided for in the
Statute for elections to the popular Assembly.

The elections shall be held not later than four months after the Gov-
ernor's assumption of office. In case this is technically impossible the Gov-
ernor shall report to the Security Council.

Article 9
The Governor will, in consultation with the Provisional Council of

Government, prepare the provisional budget and the provisional export and
import programmes and will satisfy himself that appropriate arrangements
are made by the Provisional Council of Government for the administration
of the finances of the Free Territory.

Article 10
Existing laws and regulations shall remain valid unless and until

revoked or suspended by the Governor. The Governor shall have the right
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to amend existing laws and regulations and to introduce new laws and regu-
lations in agreement with the majority of the Provisional Council of Gov-
ernment. Such amended and new laws and regulations, as well as the acts
of the Governor in regard to the revocation or suspension of laws and regu-
lations, shall be valid unless and until they are amended, revoked or super-
seded by acts of the popular Assembly or the Council of Government within
their respective spheres after the entry into force of the Constitution.

Article 11

Pending the establishment of a separate currency regime for the Free
Territory the Italian lira shall continue to be the legal tender within the
Free Territory. The Italian Government shall supply the foreign exchange
and currency needs of the Free Territory under conditions no less favorable
than those applying in Italy.

Italy and the Free Territory shall enter into an agreement to give effect
to the above provisions as well as to provide for any settlement between the
two Governments which may be required.

ANNEX VIII
Instrument for the Free Port of Trieste

Article 1

1. In order to ensure that the port and transit facilities of Trieste will
be available for use on equal terms by all international trade and by Yugo-
slavia, Italy and the States of Central Europe, in such manner as is customary
in other free ports of the world:

(a) There shall be a customs free port in the Free Territory of
Trieste within the limits provided for by or established in
accordance with Article 3 of the present Instrument.

(b) Goods passing through the Free Port of Trieste shall enjoy
freedom of transit as stipulated in Article 16 of the present
Instrument.

2. The international regime of the Free Port shall be governed by
the provisions of the present Instrument.
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Article 2

1. The Free Port shall be established and administered as a State
corporation of the Free Territory, having all the attributes of a juridical
person and functioning in accordance with the provisions of this Instrument.

2. All Italian state and para-statal property within the limits of the
Free Port which, according to the provisions of the present Treaty, shall
pass to the Free Territory shall be transferred, without payment, to the
Free Port.

Article 3

1. The area of the Free Port shall include the territory and installations
of the free zones of the port of Trieste within the limits of the 1939
boundaries.

2. The establishment of special zones in the Free Port under the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of any State is incompatible with the status of the Free
Territory and of the Free Port.

3. In order, however, to meet the special needs of Yugoslav and
Italian shipping in the Adriatic, the Director of the Free Port, on the request
of the Yugoslav or Italian Government and with the concurring advice of
the International Commission provided for in Article 21 below, may reserve
to merchant vessels flying the flags of either of these two States the exclusive
use of berthing spaces within certain parts of the area of the Free Port.

4. In case it shall be necessary to increase the area of the Free Port
such increase may be made upon the proposal of the Director of the Free
Port by decision of the Council of Government with the approval of the
popular Assembly.

Article 4
Unless otherwise provided for by the present Instrument the laws and

regulations in force in the Free Territory shall be applicable to persons
and property within the boundaries of the Free Port and the authorities
responsible for their application in the Free Territory shall exercise their
functions within the limits of the Free Port.

Article 5
1. Merchant vessels and goods of all countries shall be allowed unre-

stricted access to the Free Port for loading and discharge both for goods in
transit and goods destined for or proceeding from the Free Territory.
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Territory and of the Free Port. 

3. In order, however, to meet the special needs of Yugoslav and 

Italian shipping in the Adriatic, the Director of the Free Port, on the request 

of the Yugoslav or Italian Government and with the concurring advice of 
the International Commission provided for in Article 21 below, may reserve 

to merchant vessels flying the flags of either of these two States the exclusive 

use of berthing spaces within certain parts of the area of the Free Port. 

4. In case it shall be necessary to increase the area of the Free Port 

such increase may be made upon the proposal of the Director of the Free 

Port by decision of the Council of Government with the approval of the 
popular Assembly. 

Article 4 

Unless otherwise provided for by the present Instrument the laws and 

regulations in force in the Free Territory shall be applicable to persons 

and property within the boundaries of the Free Port and the authorities 

responsible for their application in the Free Territory shall exercise their 
functions within the limits of the Free Port. 
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1. Merchant vessels and goods of all countries shall be allowed unre-

stricted access to the Free Port for loading and discharge both for goods in 

transit and goods destined for or proceeding from the Free Territory. 
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2. In connection with importation into or exportation from or transit
through the Free Port, the authorities of the Free Territory shall not levy
on such goods customs duties or charges other than those levied for services
rendered.

3. However, in respect of goods, imported through the Free Port for
consumption within the Free Territory or exported from this Territory
through the Free Port, appropriate legislation and regulations in force in
the Free Territory shall be applied.

Article 6

Warehousing, storing, examining, sorting, packing and repacking
and similar activities which have customarily been carried on in the free
zones of the port of Trieste shall be permitted in the Free Port under the
general regulations established by the Director of the Free Port.

Article 7

1. The Director of the Free Port may also permit the processing of
goods in the Free Port.

2. Manufacturing activities in the Free Port shall be permitted to
those enterprises which existed in the free zones of the port of Trieste before
the coming into force of the present Instrument. Upon the proposal of the
Director of the Free Port, the Council of Government may permit the estab-
lishment of new manufacturing enterprises within the limits of the Free Port.

Article 8

Inspection by the authorities of the Free Territory shall be permitted
within the Free Port to the extent necessary to enforce the customs or other
regulations of the Free Territory for the prevention of smuggling.

Article 9

1. The authorities of the Free Territory will be entitled to fix and levy
harbour dues in the Free Port.

2. The Director of the Free Port shall fix all charges for the use of
the facilities and services of the Free Port. Such charges shall be reasonable
and be related to the cost of operation, administration, maintenance and
development of the Free Port.

Article 10

In the fixing and levying in the Free Port of harbour dues and other
charges under Article 9 above, as well as in the provision of the services and
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facilities of the Free Port, there shall be no discrimination in respect of the
nationality of the vessels, the ownership of the goods or on any other grounds.

Article 11
The passage of all persons into and out of the Free Port area shall be

subject to such regulations as the authorities of the Free Territory shall
establish. These regulations, however, shall be established in such a manner
as not unduly to impede the passage into and out of the Free Port of na-
tionals of any State who are engaged in any legitimate pursuit in the Free
Port area.

Article 12
The rules and bye-laws operative in the Free Port and likewise the

schedules of charges levied in the Free Port must be made public.

Article 13
Coastwise shipping and coastwise trade within the Free Territory shall

be carried on in accordance with regulations issued by the authorities of the
Free Territory, the provisions of the present Instrument not being deemed
to impose upon such authorities any restrictions in this respect.

Article 14
Within the boundaries of the Free Port, measures for the protection

of health and measures for combating animal and plant diseases in respect
of vessels and cargoes shall be applied by the authorities of the Free
Territory.

Article 15
It shall be the duty of the authorities of the Free Territory to provide

the Free Port with water supplies, gas, electric light and power, communi-
cations, drainage facilities and other public services and also to ensure
police and fire protection.

Article 16
1. Freedom of transit shall, in accordance with customary international

agreements, be assured by the Free Territory and the States whose terri-
tories are traversed to goods transported by railroad between the Free
Port and the States which it serves, without any discrimination and without
customs duties or charges other than those levied for services rendered.

2. The Free Territory and the States assuming the obligations of the
present Instrument through whose territory such traffic passes in transit in
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either direction shall do all in their power to provide the best possible
facilities in all respects for the speedy and efficient movement of such traffic
at a reasonable cost, and shall not apply with respect to the movement of
goods to and from the Free Port any discriminatory measures with respect
to rates, services, customs, sanitary, police or any other regulations.

3. The States assuming the obligations of the present Instrument shall
take no measures regarding regulations or rates which would artificially
divert traffic from the Free Port for the benefit of other seaports. Measures
taken by the Government of Yugoslavia to provide for traffic to ports in
southern Yugoslavia shall not be considered as measures designed to divert
traffic artificially.

Article 17

The Free Territory and the States assuming the obligations of the pres-
ent Instrument shall, within their respective territories and on non-discrim-
inatory terms, grant in accordance with customary international agreements
freedom of postal, telegraphic, and telephonic communications between the
Free Port area and any country for such communications as originate in or
are destined for the Free Port area.

Article 18

1. The administration of the Free Port shall be carried on by the
Director of the Free Port who will represent it as a juridical person. The
Council of Government shall submit to the Governor a list of qualified candi-
dates for the post of Director of the Free Port. The Governor shall appoint
the Director from among the candidates presented to him after consultation
with the Council of Government. In case of disagreement the matter shall
be referred to the Security Council. The Governor may also dismiss the
Director upon the recommendation of the International Commission or the
Council of Government.

2. The Director shall not be a citizen of Yugoslavia or Italy.

3. All other employees of the Free Port will be appointed by the
Director. In all appointments of employees preference shall be given to
citizens of the Free Territory.

Article 19

Subject to the provisions of the present Instrument, the Director of the
Free Port shall take all reasonable and necessary measures for the admin-
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istration, operation, maintenance and development of the Free Port as an
efficient port adequate for the prompt handling of all the traffic of that port.
In particular, the Director shall be responsible for the execution of all kinds
of port works in the Free Port, shall direct the operation of port installations
and other port equipment, shall establish, in accordance with legislation of
the Free Territory, conditions of labour in the Free Port, and shall also
supervise the execution in the Free Port of orders and regulations of the
authorities of the Free Territory in respect to navigation.

Article 20
1. The Director of the Free Port shall issue such rules and bye-laws

as he considers necessary in the exercise of his functions as prescribed in
the preceding Article.

2. The autonomous budget of the Free Port will be prepared by the
Director, and will be approved and applied in accordance with legislation
to be established by the popular Assembly of the Free Territory.

3. The Director of the Free Port shall submit an annual report on the
operations of the Free Port to the Governor and the Council of Government
of the Free Territory. A copy of the report shall be transmitted to the Inter-
national Commission.

Article 21
1. There shall be established an International Commission of the Free

Port, hereinafter called "the International Commission", consisting of one
representative from the Free Territory and from each of the following States:
France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United States of America, the
People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Switzerland, Austria and Hungary, provided that such State has assumed
the obligations of the present Instrument.

2. The representative of the Free Territory shall be the permanent
Chairman of the International Commission. In the event of a tie in voting, the
vote cast by the Chairman shall be decisive.

Article 22
The International Commission shall have its seat in the Free Port. Its

offices and activities shall be exempt from local jurisdiction. The members
and officials of the International Commission shall enjoy in the Free Territory
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such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise
of their functions. The International Commission shall decide upon its own
secretariat, procedure and budget. The common expenses of the International
Commission shall be shared by member States in an equitable manner as
agreed by them through the International Commission.

Article 23
The International Commission shall have the right to investigate and

consider all matters relating to the operation, use, and administration of the
Free Port or to the technical aspects of transit between the Free Port and the
States which it serves, including unification of handling procedures. The
International Commission shall act either on its own initiative or when such
matters have been brought to its attention by any State or by the Free Terri-
tory or by the Director of the Free Port. The International Commission shall
communicate its views or recommendations on such matters to the State or
States concerned, or to the Free Territory, or to the Director of the Free
Port. Such recommendations shall be considered and the necessary measures
shall be taken. Should the Free Territory or the State or States concerned
deem, however, that such measures would be inconsistent with the provisions
of the present Instrument, the matter may at the request of the Free Territory
or any interested State be dealt with as provided in Article 24 below.

Article 24
Any dispute relating to the interpretation or execution of the present

Instrument, not resolved by direct negotiations, shall, unless the parties
mutually agree upon another means of settlement, be referred at the request
of either party to the dispute to a Commission composed of one representative
of each party and a third member selected by mutual agreement of the two
parties from nationals of a third country. Should the two parties fail to agree
within a period of one month upon the appointment of the third member,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be requested by either party
to make the appointment. The decision of the majority of the members of
the Commission shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be ac-
cepted by the parties as definitive and binding.

Article 25
Proposals for amendments to the present Instrument may be submitted

to the Security Council by the Council of Government of the Free Territory
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or by three or more States represented on the International Commission. An
amendment approved by the Security Council shall enter into force on the
date determined by the Security Council.

Article 26

For the purposes of the present Instrument a State shall be considered
as having assumed the obligations of this Instrument if it is a party to the
Treaty of Peace with Italy or has notified the Government of the French
Republic of its assumption of such obligations.

ANNEX IX
Technical Dispositions Regarding the Free Territory of Trieste

(See Article 21)

A. Water Supply to Northwestern Istria

Yugoslavia shall continue to supply water to the region of northwestern
Istria within the Free Territory of Trieste from the spring of San Giovanni
de Pinguente through the Quieto water supply system and from the spring
of Santa Maria del Risano through the Risano system. The water so supplied
shall be in such amounts, not substantially exceeding those amounts which
have been customarily supplied to the region, and at such rates of flow, as
the Free Territory may request, but within limits imposed by natural condi-
tions. Yugoslavia shall maintain the water conduits, reservoirs, pumps,
purifying systems and such other works within Yugoslav territory as may be
required to fulfill this obligation. Temporary allowance must be made in
respect of the foregoing obligations on Yugoslavia for necessary repair of
war damage to water supply installations. The Free Territory shall pay a
reasonable price for the water thus supplied, which price should represent
a proportionate share, based on the quantity of water consumed within the
Free Territory, of the total cost of operation and maintenance of the Quieto
and the Risano water supply systems. Should, in the future, additional sup-
plies of water be required by the Free Territory, Yugoslavia undertakes to
examine the matter jointly with the authorities of the Free Territory and by
agreement to take such measures as are reasonable to meet these re-
quirements.
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B. Electricity Supplies
1. Yugoslavia and Italy shall maintain the existing supply of electricity

to the Free Territory of Trieste, furnishing to the Free Territory such quanti-
ties of electricity at such rates of output as the latter may require. The
quantities furnished need not at first substantially exceed those which have
been customarily supplied to the area comprised in the Free Territory, but
Italy and Yugoslavia shall, on request of the Free Territory, furnish in-
creasing amounts as the requirements of the Free Territory grow, provided
that any increase of more than 20% over the amount normally furnished
to the Free Territory from the respective sources shall be the subject of
an agreement between the interested Governments.

2. The price to be charged by Yugoslavia or by Italy and to be paid
by the Free Territory for the electricity furnished to it shall be no higher
than the price charged in Yugoslavia or in Italy for the supply of similar
quantities of hydro-electricity from the same sources in Yugoslav or Italian
territory.

3. Yugoslavia, Italy and the Free Territory shall exchange information
continuously concerning the flow and storage of water and the output of
electricity in respect of stations supplying the former Italian compartimento
of Venezia Giulia, so that each of the three parties will be in a position to
determine its requirements.

4. Yugoslavia, Italy and the Free Territory shall maintain in good
and substantial condition all of the electrical plants, transmission lines,
substations and other installations which are required for the continued
supply of electricity to the former Italian compartimento of Venezia Giulia.

5. Yugoslavia shall ensure that the existing and any future power
installations on the Isonzo (Soca) are operated so as to provide that such
supplies of water as Italy may from time to time request may be diverted
from the Isonzo (Soca) for irrigation in the region from Gorizia southwest-
ward to the Adriatic. Italy may not claim the right to the use of water from
the Isonzo (Soca) in greater volume or under more favorable conditions
than has been customary in the past.

6. Yugoslavia, Italy and the Free Territory shall, through joint nego-
tiations, adopt a mutually agreeable convention in conformity with the fore-
going provisions for the continuing operation of the electricity system which
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serves the former Italian compartimento of Venezia Giulia. A mixed com-
mission with equal representation of the three Governments shall be estab-
lished for supervising the execution of the obligations arising under para-
graphs 1 to 5 above.

7. Upon the expiration of a ten-year period from the coming into force
of the present Treaty, Yugoslavia, Italy and the Free Territory shall re-
examine the foregoing provisions in the light of conditions at that time in
order to determine which, if any, of the foregoing obligations are no longer
required, and shall make such alterations, deletions and additions as may be
agreed upon by the parties concerned. Any disputes which may arise as a
result of this re-examination shall be submitted for settlement under the
procedure outlined in Article 87 of the present Treaty.

C. Facilities for Local Frontier Trade

Yugoslavia and the Free Territory of Trieste, and Italy and the Free
Territory of Trieste, shall, within one month of the coming into force of the
present Treaty, undertake negotiations to provide arrangements which shall
facilitate the movement across the frontiers between the Free Territory and
the adjacent areas of Yugoslavia and Italy of foodstuffs and other cate-
gories of commodities which have customarily moved between those areas
in local trade, provided these commodities are grown, produced or manu-
factured in the respective territories. This movement may be facilitated by
appropriate measures, including the exemption of such commodities, up to
agreed quantities or values, from tariffs, customs charges, and export or
import taxes of any kind when such commodities are moving in local trade.

ANNEX X
Economic and Financial Provisions Relating

to the Free Territory of Trieste

1. The Free Territory of Trieste shall receive, without payment, Italian
State and para-statal property within the Free Territory.

The following are considered as State or para-statal property for the
purposes of this Annex: movable and immovable property of the Italian
State, of local authorities and of public institutions and publicly owned com-
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the adjacent areas of Yugoslavia and Italy of foodstuffs and other cate-

gories of commodities which have customarily moved between those areas 

in local trade, provided these commodities are grown, produced or manu-

factured in the respective territories. This movement may be facilitated by 

appropriate measures, including the exemption of such commodities, up to 

agreed quantities or values, from tariffs, customs charges, and export or 

import taxes of any kind when such commodities are moving in local trade. 

ANNEX X 
Economic and Financial Provisions Relating 

to the Free Territory of Trieste 

1. The Free Territory of Trieste shall receive, without payment, Italian 
State and para-statal property within the Free Territory. 

The following are considered as State or para-statal property for the 
purposes of this Annex: movable and immovable property of the Italian 
State, of local authorities and of public institutions and publicly owned corn-
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panies and associations, as well as movable and immovable property for-
merly belonging to the Fascist Party or its auxiliary organizations.

2. All transfers effected after September 3, 1943, of Italian State and
para-statal property as defined in paragraph 1 above shall be deemed null
and void. This provision shall not, however, extend to lawful acts relating
to current operations of State and para-statal agencies in so far as they
concern the sale, within normal limits, of goods ordinarily produced by them
or sold in the execution of normal commercial arrangements or in the normal
course of governmental administrative activities.

3. Submarine cables owned by the Italian State or by Italian para-
statal organizations shall fall within the provisions of paragraph 1 so far
as concerns terminal facilities and the lengths of cables lying within terri-
torial waters of the Free Territory.

4. Italy shall hand over to the Free Territory all relevant archives and
documents of an administrative character or historical value concerning the
Free Territory or relating to property transferred under paragraph 1 of this
Annex. The Free Territory shall hand over to Yugoslavia all documents of
the same character relating to territory ceded to Yugoslavia under the
present Treaty, and to Italy all documents of the same character which
may be in the Free Territory and which relate to Italian territory.

Yugoslavia declares herself ready to hand over to the Free Territory
all archives and documents of an administrative character concerning and
required exclusively for the administration of the Free Territory, which are
of a kind which were usually held before September 3, 1943, by the local
authorities having jurisdiction over what now forms part of the Free Ter-
ritory.

5. The Free Territory shall be exempt from the payment of the Italian
public debt, but shall assume the obligations of the Italian State towards
holders who continue to reside in the Free Territory, or who, being juridical
persons, retain their siege social or principal place of business there, in so
far as these obligations correspond to that portion of this debt which has
been issued prior to June 10, 1940, and is attributable to public works and
civil administrative services of benefit to the said Territory but not at-
tributable directly or indirectly to military purposes.

Full proof of the source of such holdings may be required from the
holders.
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Italy and the Free Territory shall conclude arrangements to determine
the portion of the Italian public debt referred to in this paragraph and the
methods for giving effect to these provisions.

6. The future status of external obligations secured by charges upon
the property or revenues of the Free Territory shall be governed by further
agreements between the parties concerned.

7. Special arrangements shall be concluded between Italy and the Free
Territory to govern the conditions under which the obligations of Italian
public or private social insurance organizations towards the inhabitants of
the Free Territory, and a proportionate part of the reserves accumulated
by the said organizations, shall be transferred to similar organizations in
the Free Territory.

Similar arrangements shall also be concluded between the Free Terri-
tory and Italy, and between the Free Territory and Yugoslavia, to govern
the obligations of public and private social insurance organizations whose
siege social is in the Free Territory, with regard to policy holders or sub-
scribers residing respectively in Italy or in territory ceded to Yugoslavia
under the present Treaty.

Similar arrangements shall also be concluded between the Free Terri-
tory and Yugoslavia to govern the obligations of public and private social
insurance organizations whose siege social is in territory ceded to Yugo-
slavia under the present Treaty, with regard to policy holders or subscribers
residing in the Free Territory.

8. Italy shall continue to be liable for the payment of civil or military
pensions earned, as of the coming into force of the present Treaty, for
service under the Italian State, municipal or other local government authori-
ties, by persons who under the Treaty acquire the nationality of the Free
Territory, including pension rights not yet matured. Arrangements shall be
concluded between Italy and the Free Territory providing for the method
by which this liability shall be discharged.

9. The property, rights and interests of Italian nationals who became
domiciled in the Free Territory after June 10, 1940, and of persons who
opt for Italian citizenship pursuant to the Statute of the Free Territory of
Trieste shall, provided they have been lawfully acquired, be respected in
the same measure as the property, rights and interests of nationals of the
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Free Territory generally, for a period of three years from the coming into
force of the Treaty.

The property, rights and interests within the Free Territory of other
Italian nationals and also of Italian juridical persons, provided they have
been lawfully acquired, shall be subject only to such legislation as may
be enacted from time to time regarding the property of foreign nationals
and juridical persons generally.

10. Persons who opt for Italian nationality and move to Italy shall
be permitted, after the settlement of any debts or taxes due from them in
the Free Territory, to take with them their movable property and transfer
their funds, provided such property and funds were lawfully acquired. No
export or import duties shall be imposed in connection with the moving of
such property. Further, they shall be permitted to sell their movable and
immovable property under the same conditions as nationals of the Free
Territory.

The removal of property to Italy will be effected under conditions
which will not be in contradiction to the Constitution of the Free Territory
and in a manner which will be agreed upon between Italy and the Free
Territory. The conditions and the time periods of the transfer of the funds,
including the proceeds of sales, shall be determined in the same manner.

11. The property, rights and interests of former Italian nationals,
resident in the Free Territory, who become nationals of the Free Territory
under the present Treaty, existing in Italy at the coming into force of the
Treaty, shall be respected by Italy in the same measure as the property,
rights and interests of Italian nationals generally, for a period of three years
from the coming into force of the Treaty.

Such persons are authorized to effect the transfer and the liquidation
of their property, rights and interests under the same conditions as are
provided for under paragraph 10 above.

12. Companies incorporated under Italian law and having siege social
in the Free Territory, which wish to remove siege social to Italy or Yugo-
slavia, shall likewise be dealt with under the provisions of paragraph 10
above, provided that more than fifty per cent. of the capital of the company
is owned by persons usually resident outside the Free Territory, or by
persons who move to Italy or Yugoslavia.
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13. Debts owed by persons in Italy, or in territory ceded to Yugoslavia,
to persons in the Free Territory, or by persons in the Free Territory to
persons in Italy or in territory ceded to Yugoslavia, shall not be affected
by the cession. Italy, Yugoslavia and the Free Territory undertake to facili-
tate the settlement of such obligations. As used in this paragraph, the term
"persons" includes juridical persons.

14. The property in the Free Territory of any of the United Nations
and its nationals, if not already freed from Italian measures of sequestra-
tion or control and returned to its owner, shall be returned in the condition
in which it now exists.

15. Italy shall return property unlawfully removed after September
3, 1943, from the Free Territory to Italy. Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of
Article 75 shall govern the application of this obligation except as regards
property provided for elsewhere in this Annex.

The provisions of paragraphs 1, 2, 5 and 6 of Article 75 shall apply
to the restitution by the Free Territory of property removed from the terri-
tory of any of the United Nations during the war.

16. Italy shall return to the Free Territory in the shortest possible
time any ships in Italian possession which were owned on September 3, 1943,
by natural persons resident in the Free Territory who acquire the nationality
of the Free Territory under the present Treaty, or by Italian juridical persons
having and retaining siege social in the Free Territory, except any ships
which have been the subject of a bona fide sale.

17. Italy and the Free Territory, and Yugoslavia and the Free Terri-
tory, shall conclude agreements providing for a just and equitable appor-
tionment of the property of any existing local authority whose area is divided
by any frontier settlement under the present Treaty, and for a continuance
to the inhabitants of necessary communal services not specifically covered
in other parts of the Treaty.

Similar agreements shall be concluded for a just and equitable alloca-
tion of rolling stock and railway equipment and of dock and harbour craft
and equipment, as well as for any other outstanding economic matters not
covered by this Annex.

18. Citizens of the Free Territory shall, notwithstanding the transfer of
sovereignty and any change of nationality consequent thereon, continue to
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enjoy in Italy all the rights in industrial, literary and artistic property to
which they were entitled under the legislation in force in Italy at the time
of the transfer.

The Free Territory shall recognize and give effect to rights of industrial,
literary and artistic property existing in the Free Territory under Italian
laws in force at the time of transfer, or to be re-established or restored in
accordance with Annex XV, part A of the present Treaty. These rights
shall remain in force in the Free Territory for the same period as that for
which they would have remained in force under the laws of Italy.

19. Any dispute which may arise in giving effect to this Annex shall
be dealt with in the same manner as provided in Article 83 of the present
Treaty.

20. Paragraphs 1, 3 and 5 of Article 76; Article 77; paragraph 3 of
Article 78; Article 81; Annex XV, part A; Annex XVI and Annex XVII,

part B, shall apply to the Free Territory in like manner as to Italy.

ANNEX XI
Joint Declaration by the Governments of the Soviet Union, of the

United Kingdom, of the United States of America and of France
concerning Italian Territorial Possessions in Africa

(See Article 23)

1. The Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, of the United

States of America, and of France agree that they will, within one year from

the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace with Italy bearing the date of

February 10, 1947, jointly determine the final disposal of Italy's territorial

possessions in Africa, to which, in accordance with Article 23 of the Treaty,

Italy renounces all right and title.

2. The final disposal of the territories concerned and the appropriate

adjustment of their boundaries shall be made by the Four Powers in the

light of the wishes and welfare of the inhabitants and the interests of peace

and security, taking into consideration the views of other interested Gov-

ernments.
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3. If with respect to any of these territories the Four Powers are unable
to agree upon their disposal within one year from the coming into force
of the Treaty of Peace with Italy, the matter shall be referred to the General
Assembly of the United Nations for a recommendation, and the Four Powers
agree to accept the recommendation and to take appropriate measures for
giving effect to it.

4. The Deputies of the Foreign Ministers shall continue the considera-
tion of the question of the disposal of the former Italian Colonies with a view
to submitting to the Council of Foreign Ministers their recommendations on
this matter. They shall also send out commissions of investigation to any
of the former Italian Colonies in order to supply the Deputies with the
necessary data on this question and to ascertain the views of the local
population.

ANNEX XII
(See Article 56)

The names in this Annex are those which were used in the Italian Navy
on June 1, 1946.

A. List of Naval Vessels to be Retained by Italy

MAJOR WAR VESSELS

Battleships ... Andrea Doria

Caio Duilio

Cruisers ..... Luigi di Savoia Duca
degli Abruzzi

Giuseppe Garibaldi
Raimondo Montecucc
Luigi Cadorna

Destroyers .. .Carabiniere

Granatiere

Grecale

Nicoloso da Recco

Torpedo Boats Giuseppe Cesare Abba
Aretusa
Calliope
Giacinto Carini
Cassiopea
Clio
Nicola Fabrizi
Emresto Giovannini
Libra
Monzambano
Antonio Mosto
Orione
Orsa
Rosalino Pilo
Sagittario
Sirio
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The names in this Annex are those which were used in the Italian Navy 
on June 1, 1946. 

A. List of Naval Vessels to be Retained by Italy 

MAJOR WAR VESSELS 

Battleships ...Andrea Doria Torpedo Boats 
Caio Duilio 

Cruisers  Luigi di Savoia Duca 

degli Abruzzi 

Giuseppe Garibaldi 

Raimondo Montecuccoli 

Luigi Cadoma 

Destroyers ...Carabiniere 

Granatiere 

Grecale 

Nicoloso da Recco 

Giuseppe Cesare Abba 
Aretusa 
Calliope 
Giacinto Carini 
Cassiopea 
Clio 
Nicola Fabrizi 
Ernesto Giovannini 
Libra 
Monzambano 
Antonio Mosto 
Orione 
Orsa 
Rosalino Pilo 
Sagittario 
Sirio 
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Corvettes... Ape
Baionetta
Chimera
Cormorano
Danaide
Driade
Fenice
Flora
Folaga
Gabbiano

Gru
Ibis
Minerva
Pellicano
Pomona
Scimittara
Sfinge
Sibilla
Urania

Together with one corvette to be salvaged, completed or constructed.

MINOR WAR VESSELS

Minesweepers R. D. Nos. 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 104, 105, 113,
114, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 148, 149, together with 16 YMS type
acquired from the United States of America.

Vedettes VAS Nos. 201,204,211, 218, 222,224,233,235

AUXILIARY NAVAL VESSELS

Fleet Tankers ... Nettuno
Lete

Water Carriers .. Arno
Frigido
Mincio
Ofanto
Oristano
Pescara
Po
Sesia
Simeto

Water Carriers.. Stura
(continued) Tronto

Vipacco

Tugs (large) ... Abbazia
Asinara
Atlante
Capraia
Chioggia
Emilio
Gagliardo
Gorgona
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Vipacco 

Water Carriers . . Arno 
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Tugs (large)...
(continued)

Tugs (small) .

Licosa
Lilibeo
Linosa
Mestre
Piombino
Porto Empedocle
Porto Fossone
Porto Pisano
Porto Rose
Porto Recanati
San Pietro
San Vito
Ventimiglia

Argentario
Astico
Cordevole
Generale Pozzi
Irene
Passero
Porto Rosso
Porto Vecchio

Tugs (small)... San Bartolomeo
(continued) San Benedetto

Tagliamento

N 1

N4

N5

N9

N 22

N 26

N 27

N 32

N 47

N 52

N 53

N 78

N 96

N 104

RLN 1

RLN 3

RLN 9

RLN 10

Training Ship ................ Amerigo Vespucci
Transports ................... Amalia Messina

Montegrappa

Tarantola

Supply Ship ................. Giuseppe Miraglia

Repair Ship .................. Antonio Pacinotti (after conversion from
S/M Depot Ship)

Surveying Ships ............... Azio (after conversion from minelayer)
Cherso

Lighthouse-Service Vessel ....... Buffoluto

Cable Ship ................... Rampino
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Training Ship  Amerigo Vespucci 

Transports  Amalia Messina 

Montegrappa 

Tarantola 

Supply Ship  Giuseppe Miraglia 

Repair Ship  Antonio Pacinotti (after conversion from 

S/M Depot Ship) 

Surveying Ships Azio (after conversion from minelayer) 

Gherso 

Lighthouse-Service Vessel  Buffoluto 

Cable Ship Rampino 
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B. List of Naval Vessels to be placed at the Disposal of the Govern-
ments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United
States of America, and of France

MAJOR WAR VESSELS

Battleships.... .Giulio Cesare
Italia
Vittorio Veneto

Cruisers...... .Emanuele Filiberto Duca
d'Aosta

Pompeo Magno
Attilio Regolo
Eugenio di Savoia
Scipione Africano

Torpedo Boats..

Submarines ...

Sloop ........ Eritrea

Destroyers ..... Artigliere
Fuciliere
Legionario
Mitragliere
Alfredo Oriani
Augusto Riboty
Velite

Aliseo
Animoso
Ardimentoso
Ariete
Fortunale
Indomito

Alagi
Atropo
Dandolo
Giada
Marea
Nichelio
Platino
Vortice

MINOR WAR VESSELS

M.T.Bs .......... MS Nos. 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65, 72, 73,
74, 75.

MAS Nos. 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520, 521,
523, 538, 540,543, 545,547,562.

ME Nos. 38,40,41.

Minesweepers ..... RD Nos. 6, 16,21,25,27, 28,29.

Gunboat ......... Illyria
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B. List of Naval Vessels to be placed at the Disposal of the Govern-
ments of the Soviet Union, of the United Kingdom, of the United 
States of America, and of France 

MAJOR WAR VESSELS 

Battleships Giulio Cesare Torpedo Boats.. Aliseo 

Italia Animoso 

Vittorio Veneto Ardimentoso 

Ariete 
Cruisers Emanuele Filiberto Duca Fortunale 

d'Aosta Indomito 
Pompeo Magno 

Attilio Regolo Submarines .. Alagi 
Eugenio di Savoia Atropo 

Scipione Africano Dandolo 

Giada 
Sloop Eritrea 

Marea 

Destroyers Artigliere Nichelio 

Fuciliere Platino 

Legionario Vortice 

Mitragliere 

Alfredo Oriani 

Augusto Riboty 

Velite 

M.T.Bs 

MINOR WAR VESSELS 

  MS Nos. 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65, 72, 73, 

74, 75. 

MAS Nos. 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520, 521, 

523, 538, 540, 543, 545, 547, 562. 

ME Nos. 38, 40, 41. 

Minesweepers  RD Nos. 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29. 

Gunboat   Illyria 



Vedettes ......... VAS Nos. 237,240, 241, 245, 246, 248.

Landing Craft..... MZ Nos. 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744, 758,

776, 778, 780, 781, 784,800,831.

AUXILIARY NAVAL VESSELS

Tankers ....... Prometeo

Stige

Tarvisio

Urano

Water Carriers .

Tugs (Large)..

Tugs (Large)

(continued)

.Anapo
Aterno
Basento
Bisagno
Dalmazia
Idria
Isarco
Istria
Liri

Metauro
Polcevera
Sprugola
Timavo
Tirso

.Arsachena
Basiluzzo
Capo d'Istria
Carbonara
Cefalu
Ercole
Gaeta
Lampedusa

... Lipari

Liscanera

Marechiaro

Mesco

Molara

Nereo

Porto Adriano

Porto Conte

Porto Quieto

Porto Torres

Porto Tricase

Procida

Promontore

Rapallo

Salvore

San Angelo

San Antioco

San Remo

Talamone

Taormina

Teulada

Tifeo

Vado

Vigoroso
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Vedettes   VAS Nos. 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248. 

Landing Craft MZ Nos. 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744, 758, 

776, 778, 780, 781, 784, 800, 831. 

AUXILIARY NAVAL VESSELS 

Tankers  Prometeo Tugs (Large) . .. Lipari 

Stige (continued) Liscanera 

Tarvisio Marechiaro 

Urano Mesco 

Molara 
Water Carriers . . Anapo Nereo 

Aterno Porto Adriano 

Basento Porto Conte 

Bisagno Porto Quieto 

Dalmazia Porto Torres 

Idria Porto Tricase 

Isarco Procida 

Istria Promontore 

Liri Rapallo 

Metauro Salvore 

Polcevera San Angelo 

Sprugola San Antioco 

Timavo San Remo 

Tirso Talamone 

Taormina 
Tugs (Large) Arsachena Teulada 

Basiluzzo Tifeo 

Capo d'Istria Vado 

Carbonara Vigoroso 
Cefalu 

Ercole 

Gaeta 

Lampedusa 
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Tugs (Small)... Generale Valfre

Licata

Noli

Volosca

N2

N3

N 23

N 24

N 28

N 35

N 36

N 37

N 80

N94

Depot Ship ..... Anteo

Training Ship... Cristoforo Colombo

Auxiliary Mine-
Layer ....... Fasana

Transports ..... Giuseppe Messina
Montecucco
Panigaglia

ANNEX XIII
Definitions

A. NAVAL

(See Article 59)

Standard Displacement

The standard displacement of a surface vessel is the displacement of
the vessel, complete, fully manned, engined and equipped ready for sea,
including all armament and ammunition, equipment, outfit, provisions and
fresh water for crew, miscellaneous stores and implements of every descrip-
tion that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel or reserve feed
water on board.

The standard displacement is expressed in tons of 2,240 lbs. (1,016
Kgs).

War Vessel

A war vessel, whatever its displacement, is:

1. A vessel specifically built or adapted as a fighting unit for naval,
amphibious or naval air warfare; or
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Noli 

Volosca 

N 2 

N 3 

N 23 

N 24 

N 28 

N 35 

N 36 

N 37 

N 80 

N 94 

Depot Ship Anteo 

Training Ship... Cristoforo Colombo 

Auxiliary Mine-

Layer   

Transports   

ANNEX XIII 

Definitions 

A. NAVAL 

(See Article 59) 

Fasana 

Giuseppe Messina 

Montecucco 

Panigaglia 

Standard Displacement 

The standard displacement of a surface vessel is the displacement of 

the vessel, complete, fully manned, engined and equipped ready for sea, 

including all armament and ammunition, equipment, outfit, provisions and 

fresh water for crew, miscellaneous stores and implements of every descrip-

tion that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel or reserve feed 

water on board. 

The standard displacement is expressed in tons of 2,240 lbs. (1,016 

Kgs). 

War Vessel 

A war vessel, whatever its displacement, is: 

1. A vessel specifically built or adapted as a fighting unit for naval, 

amphibious or naval air warfare; or 



2. A vessel which has one of the following characteristics:
(a) mounts a gun with a calibre exceeding 4.7 inches (120 mm.);
(b) mounts more than four guns with a calibre exceeding 3 inches

(76 mm.);

(c) is designed or fitted to launch torpedoes or to lay mines;
(d) is designed or fitted to launch self-propelled or guided missiles;
(e) is designed for protection by armour plating exceeding 1 inch

(25 mm.) in thickness;

(f) is designed or adapted primarily for operating aircraft at sea;
(g) mounts more than two aircraft launching apparatus;
(h) is designed for a speed greater than twenty knots if fitted with a

gun of calibre exceeding 3 inches (76 mm.).

A war vessel belonging to sub-category 1 is no longer to be considered
as such after the twentieth year since completion if all weapons are removed.

Battleship
A battleship is a war vessel, other than an aircraft carrier, the standard

displacement of which exceeds 10,000 tons or which carries a gun with a
calibre exceeding 8 inches (203 mm.).

Aircraft Carrier
An aircraft carrier is a war vessel, whatever her displacement, designed

or adapted primarily for the purpose of carrying and operating aircraft.

Submarine

A submarine is a vessel designed to operate below the surface of the sea.

Specialised Types of Assault Craft
1. All types of craft specially designed or adapted for amphibious

operations.

2. All types of small craft specially designed or adapted to carry an
explosive or incendiary charge for attacks on ships or harbours.

Motor Torpedo Boat
A vessel of a displacement less than 200 tons, capable of a speed of

over 25 knots and of operating torpedoes.
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2. A vessel which has one of the following characteristics: 
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A battleship is a war vessel, other than an aircraft carrier, the standard 

displacement of which exceeds 10,000 tons or which carries a gun with a 
calibre exceeding 8 inches (203 mm.). 

Aircraft Carrier 

An aircraft carrier is a war vessel, whatever her displacement, designed 

or adapted primarily for the purpose of carrying and operating aircraft. 

Submarine 

A submarine is a vessel designed to operate below the surface of the sea. 

Specialised Types of Assault Craft 

1. All types of craft specially designed or adapted for amphibious 
operations. 

2. All types of small craft specially designed or adapted to carry an 
explosive or incendiary charge for attacks on ships or harbours. 

Motor Torpedo Boat 

A vessel of a displacement less than 200 tons, capable of a speed of 
over 25 knots and of operating torpedoes. 
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B. MILITARY, MILITARY AIR AND NAVAL TRAINING

(See Articles 60, 63 and 65)

1. Military training is defined as: the study of and practice in the use
of war material specially designed or adapted for army purposes, and
training devices relative thereto; the study and carrying out of all drill or
movements which teach or practice evolutions performed by fighting forces
in battle; and the organised study of tactics, strategy and staff work.

2. Military air training is defined as: the study of and practice in the
use of war material specially designed or adapted for air force purposes, and
training devices relative thereto; the study and practice of all specialised
evolutions, including formation flying, performed by aircraft in the accom-
plishment of an air force mission; and the organised study of air tactics,
strategy and staff work.

3. Naval training is defined as: the study, administration or practice in
the use of warships or naval establishments as well as the study or employ-
ment of all apparatus and training devices relative thereto, which are used
in the prosecution of naval warfare, except for those which are also normally
used for civilian purposes; also the teaching, practice or organised study
of naval tactics, strategy and staff work including the execution of all opera-
tions and manoeuvres not required in the peaceful employment of ships.

C. DEFINITION AND LIST OF WAR MATERIAL

(See Article 67)

The term "war material" as used in the present Treaty shall include
all arms, ammunition and implements specially designed or adapted for
use in war as listed below.

The Allied and Associated Powers reserve the right to amend the list
periodically by modification or addition in the light of subsequent scientific
development.

Category I.

1. Military rifles, carbines, revolvers and pistols; barrels for these
weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable for civilian use.

2. Machine guns, military automatic or autoloading rifles, and machine
pistols; barrels for these weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable
for civilian use; machine gun mounts.
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of naval tactics, strategy and staff work including the execution of all opera-

tions and manoeuvres not required in the peaceful employment of ships. 

C. DEFINITION AND LIST OF WAR MATERIAL 

(See Article 67) 

The term "war material" as used in the present Treaty shall include 

all arms, ammunition and implements specially designed or adapted for 

use in war as listed below. 

The Allied and Associated Powers reserve the right to amend the list 

periodically by modification or addition in the light of subsequent scientific 
development. 

Category I. 

1. Military rifles, carbines, revolvers and pistols; barrels for these 

weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable for civilian use. 

2. Machine guns, military automatic or autoloading rifles, and machine 

pistols; barrels for these weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable 
for civilian use; machine gun mounts. 



3. Guns, howitzers, mortars, cannon special to aircraft, breechless
or recoil-less guns and flamethrowers; barrels and other spare parts not
readily adaptable for civilian use; carriages and mountings for the fore-
going.

4. Rocket projectors; launching and control mechanisms for self-
propelling and guided missiles; mountings for same.

5. Self-propelling and guided missiles, projectiles, rockets, fixed
ammunition and cartridges, filled or unfilled, for the arms listed in sub-
paragraphs 1-4 above and fuses, tubes or contrivances to explode or operate
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

6. Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines, depth charges and incendiary
materials or charges, filled or unfilled; all means for exploding or operating
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

7. Bayonets.
Category II.

1. Armoured fighting vehicles; armoured trains, not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.

2. Mechanical and self-propelled carriages for any of the weapons
listed in Category I; special type military chassis or bodies other than
those enumerated in sub-paragraph 1 above.

3. Armour plate, greater than three inches in thickness, used for pro-
tective purposes in warfare.

Category III.
1. Aiming and computing devices, including predictors and plotting

apparatus, for fire control; direction of fire instruments; gun sights; bomb
sights; fuse setters; equipment for the calibration of guns and fire control
instruments.

2. Assault bridging, assault boats and storm boats.
3. Deceptive warfare, dazzle and decoy devices.
4. Personal war equipment of a specialised nature not readily adaptable

to civilian use.
Category IV.

1. Warships of all kinds, including converted vessels and craft de-
signed or intended for their attendance or support, which cannot be techni-
cally reconverted to civilian use, as well as weapons, armour, ammunition,
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3. Guns, howitzers, mortars, cannon special to aircraft, breechless 

or recoil-less guns and flamethrowers; barrels and other spare parts not 

readily adaptable for civilian use; carriages and mountings for the fore-

going. 

4. Rocket projectors; launching and control mechanisms for self-

propelling and guided missiles; mountings for same. 

5. Self-propelling and guided missiles, projectiles, rockets, fixed 

ammunition and cartridges, filled or unfilled, for the arms listed in sub-

paragraphs 1-4 above and fuses, tubes or contrivances to explode or operate 

them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included. 

6. Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines, depth charges and incendiary 

materials or charges, filled or unfilled; all means for exploding or operating 

them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included. 

7. Bayonets. 
Category II. 

1. Armoured fighting vehicles; armoured trains, not technically con-
vertible to civilian use. 

2. Mechanical and self-propelled carriages for any of the weapons 
listed in Category I; special type military chassis or bodies other than 

those enumerated in sub-paragraph 1 above. 

3. Armour plate, greater than three inches in thickness, used for pro-
tective purposes in warfare. 

Category III. 

1. Aiming and computing devices, including predictors and plotting 

apparatus, for fire control; direction of fire instruments; gun sights; bomb 

sights; fuse setters; equipment for the calibration of guns and fire control 
instruments. 

2. Assault bridging, assault boats and storm boats. 

3. Deceptive warfare, dazzle and decoy devices. 

4. Personal war equipment of a specialised nature not readily adaptable 
to civilian use. 

Category IV. 

1. Warships of all kinds, including converted vessels and craft de-

signed or intended for their attendance or support, which cannot be techni-

cally reconverted to civilian use, as well as weapons, armour, ammunition, 
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aircraft and all other equipment, material, machines and installations not
used in peace time on ships other than warships.

2. Landing craft and amphibious vehicles or equipment of any kind;
assault boats or devices of any type as well as catapults or other apparatus
for launching or throwing aircraft, rockets, propelled weapons or any other
missile, instrument or device whether manned or unmanned, guided or
uncontrolled.

3. Submersible or semi-submersible ships, craft, weapons, devices, or
apparatus of any kind, including specially designed harbour defence booms,
except as required by salvage, rescue or other civilian uses, as well as all
equipment, accessories, spare parts, experimental or training aids, instru-
ments or installations as may be specially designed for the construction,
testing, maintenance or housing of the same.

Category V.
1. Aircraft, assembled or unassembled, both heavier and lighter than

air, which are designed or adapted for aerial combat by the use of machine
guns, rocket projectors or artillery, or for the carrying and dropping of
bombs, or which are equipped with, or which by reason of their design or
construction are prepared for, any of the appliances referred to in sub-
paragraph 2 below.

2. Aerial gun mounts and frames, bomb racks, torpedo carriers and
bomb release or torpedo release mechanisms; gun turrets and blisters.

3. Equipment specially designed for and used solely by airborne troops.
4. Catapults or launching apparatus for ship-borne, land- or sea-based

aircraft; apparatus for launching aircraft weapons.
5. Barrage balloons.

Category VI.

Asphyxiating, lethal, toxic or incapacitating substances intended for
war purposes, or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VII.

Propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics or liquefied gases destined for
the propulsion, explosion, charging or filling of, or for use in connection
with, the war material in the present categories, not capable of civilian use
or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.
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Category VIII.

Factory and tool equipment specially designed for the production
and maintenance of the material enumerated above and not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.

D. DEFINITION OF THE TERMS "DEMILITARISATION"

AND "DEMILITARISED"

(See Articles 11, 14,49 and Article 3 of Annex VI)

For the purpose of the present Treaty the terms "demilitarisation" and
"demilitarised" shall be deemed to prohibit, in the territory and territorial
waters concerned, all naval, military and military air installations, fortifica-
tions and their armaments; artificial military, naval and air obstacles; the
basing or the permanent or temporary stationing of military, naval and
military air units; military training in any form; and the production of
war material. This does not prohibit internal security personnel restricted
in number to meeting tasks of an internal character and equipped with
weapons which can be carried and operated by one person, and the necessary
military training of such personnel.

ANNEX XIV
Economic and Financial Provisions Relating to Ceded Territories

1. The Successor State shall receive, without payment, Italian State
and para-statal property within territory ceded to it under the present Treaty,
as well as all relevant archives and documents of an administrative character
or historical value concerning the territory in question, or relating to prop-
erty transferred under this paragraph.

The following are considered as State or para-statal property for the
purposes of this Annex: movable and immovable property of the Italian
State, of local authorities and of public institutions and publicly owned
companies and associations, as well as movable and immovable property
formerly belonging to the Fascist Party or its auxiliary organizations.

2. All transfers effected after September 3, 1943, of Italian State and
para-statal property as defined in paragraph 1 above shall be deemed null
and void. This provision shall not, however, extend to lawful acts relating
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to current operations of State and para-statal agencies in so far as they

concern the sale, within normal limits, of goods ordinarily produced or sold

by them in the execution of normal commercial arrangements or in the

normal course of governmental administrative activities.

3. Italian submarine cables connecting points in ceded territory, or

connecting a point in ceded territory with a point in other territory of the

Successor State, shall be deemed to be Italian property in the ceded terri-

tory, despite the fact that lengths of these cables may lie outside territorial

waters. Italian submarine cables connecting a point in ceded territory with

a point outside the jurisdiction of the Successor State shall be deemed to be

Italian property in ceded territory so far as concerns the terminal facilities

and the lengths of cables lying within territorial waters of the ceded territory.

4. The Italian Government shall transfer to the Successor State all

objects of artistic, historical or archaeological value belonging to the cultural

heritage of the ceded territory, which, while that territory was under Italian

control, were removed therefrom without payment and are held by the

Italian Government or by Italian public institutions.

5. The Successor State shall make arrangements for the conversion

into its own currency of Italian currency held within the ceded territory by

persons continuing to reside in the said territory or by juridical persons

continuing to carry on business there. Full proof of the source of the funds

to be converted may be required from their holders.

6. The Government of the Successor State shall be exempt from the

payment of the Italian public debt, but will assume the obligations of the

Italian State towards holders who continue to reside in the ceded territory,

or who, being juridical persons, retain their siege social or principal place

of business there, in so far as these obligations correspond to that portion

of this debt which has been issued prior to June 10, 1940, and is attributable

to public works and civil administrative services of benefit to the said

territory but not attributable directly or indirectly to military purposes.

Full proof of the source of such holdings may be required from the

holders.

The Successor State and Italy shall conclude arrangements to determine

the portion of the Italian public debt referred to in this paragraph and the

methods for giving effect to these provisions.
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7. Special arrangements shall be concluded between the Successor
State and Italy to govern the conditions under which the obligations of Italian
public or private social insurance organizations towards the inhabitants of
the ceded territory, and a proportionate part of the reserves accumulated by
the said organizations, shall be transferred to similar organizations in the
Successor State.

Similar arrangements shall also be concluded between the Successor
State and Italy to govern the obligations of public and private social insur-
ance organizations whose siege social is in the ceded territory, with regard
to policy holders or subscribers residing in Italy.

8. Italy shall continue to be liable for the payment of civil or military
pensions earned, as of the coming into force of the present Treaty, for
service under the Italian State, municipal or other local government author-
ities, by persons who under the Treaty acquire the nationality of the Suc-
cessor State, including pension rights not yet matured. Arrangements shall
be concluded between the Successor State and Italy providing for the method
by which this liability shall be discharged.

9. The property, rights and interests of Italian nationals permanently
resident in the ceded territories at the coming into force of the present Treaty
shall, provided they have been lawfully acquired, be respected on a basis
of equality with the rights of nationals of the Successor State.

The property, rights and interests within the ceded territories of other
Italian nationals and also of Italian juridical persons, provided they have
been lawfully acquired, shall be subject only to such legislation as may be
enacted from time to time regarding the property of foreign nationals and
juridical persons generally.

Such property, rights and interests shall not be subject to retention or
liquidation under the provisions of Article 79 of the present Treaty, but
shall be restored to their owners freed from any measures of this kind and
from any other measure of transfer, compulsory administration or sequestra-
tion taken between September 3, 1943, and the coming into force of the
present Treaty.

10. Persons who opt for Italian nationality and move to Italy shall
be permitted, after the settlement of any debts or taxes due from them in
ceded territory, to take with them their movable property and transfer their
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funds, provided such property and funds were lawfully acquired. No export
or import duties will be imposed in connection with the moving of such
property. Further, they shall be permitted to sell their movable and im-
movable property under the same conditions as nationals of the Successor
State.

The removal of property to Italy will be effected under conditions and
within the limits agreed upon between the Successor State and Italy. The
conditions and the time periods of the transfer of the funds, including the
proceeds of sales, shall likewise be agreed.

11. The property, rights and interests of former Italian nationals,
resident in the ceded territories, who become nationals of another State under
the present Treaty, existing in Italy at the coming into force of the Treaty,
shall be respected by Italy in the same measure as the property, rights and
interests of United Nations nationals generally.

Such persons are authorized to effect the transfer and the liquidation
of their property, rights and interests under the same conditions as may be
established under paragraph 10 above.

12. Companies incorporated under Italian law and having siege social
in the ceded territory, which wish to remove siege social to Italy, shall like-
wise be dealt with under the provisions of paragraph 10 above, provided
that more than fifty per cent. of the capital of the company is owned by
persons usually resident outside the ceded territory, or by persons who opt
for Italian nationality under the present Treaty and who move to Italy, and
provided also that the greater part of the activity of the company is carried
on outside the ceded territory.

13. Debts owed by persons in Italy to persons in the ceded territory or
by persons in the ceded territory to persons in Italy shall not be affected by
the cession. Italy and the Successor State undertake to facilitate the settle-
ment of such obligations. As used in this paragraph, the term "persons"
includes juridical persons.

14. The property in ceded territory of any of the United Nations and
its nationals, if not already freed from Italian measures of sequestration or
control and returned to its owner, shall be returned in the condition in which
it now exists.
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15. The Italian Government recognizes that the Brioni Agreement of
August 10, 1942, is null and void. It undertakes to participate with the other
signatories of the Rome Agreement of May 29, 1923,[1] in any negotiations
having the purpose of introducing into its provisions the modifications neces-
sary to ensure the equitable settlement of the annuities which it provides.

16. Italy shall return property unlawfully removed after September
3, 1943, from ceded territory to Italy. Paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of
Article 75 shall govern the application of this obligation except as regards
property provided for elsewhere in this Annex.

17. Italy shall return to the Successor State in the shortest possible
time any ships in Italian possession which were owned on September 3, 1943,
by natural persons resident in ceded territory who acquire the nationality of
the Successor State under the present Treaty, or by Italian juridical persons
having and retaining siege social in ceded territory, except any ships which
have been the subject of a bona fide sale.

18. Italy and the Successor States shall conclude agreements providing
for a just and equitable apportionment of the property of any existing local
authority whose area is divided by any frontier settlement under the present
Treaty, and for a continuance to the inhabitants of necessary communal
services not specifically covered in other parts of the Treaty.

Similar agreements shall be concluded for a just and equitable alloca-
tion of rolling stock and railway equipment and of dock and harbour craft
and equipment, as well as for any other outstanding economic matters not
covered by this Annex.

19. The provisions of this Annex shall not apply to the former Italian
Colonies. The economic and financial provisions to be applied therein will
form part of the arrangements for the final disposal of these territories pur-
suant to Article 23 of the present Treaty.

ANNEX XV
Special Provisions Relating to Certain Kinds of Property

A. INDUSTRIAL, LITERARY AND ARTISTIC PROPERTY

1. (a) A period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty shall be accorded to the Allied and Associated Powers and their

1 [The correct date of the Rome Agreement is Mar. 29, 1923.]
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nationals without extension fees or other penalty of any sort in order to
enable them to accomplish all necessary acts for the obtaining or preserving
in Italy of rights in industrial, literary and artistic property which were not
capable of accomplishment owing to the existence of a state of war.

(b) Allied and Associated Powers or their nationals who had
duly applied in the territory of any Allied or Associated Power for a patent
or registration of a utility model not earlier than twelve months before the
outbreak of the war with Italy or during the war, or for the registration of an
industrial design or model or trade mark not earlier than six months before
the outbreak of the war with Italy or during the war, shall be entitled within
twelve months after the coming into force of the present Treaty to apply for
corresponding rights in Italy, with a right of priority based upon the previous
filing of the application in the territory of that Allied or Associated Power.

(c) Each of the Allied and Associated Powers and its nationals
shall be accorded a period of one year from the coming into force of the
present Treaty during which they may institute proceedings in Italy against
those natural or juridical persons who are alleged illegally to have infringed
their rights in industrial, literary or artistic property between the date of the
outbreak of the war and the coming into force of the present Treaty.

2. A period from the outbreak of the war until a date eighteen months
after the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be excluded in de-
termining the time within which a patent must be worked or a design or
trade mark used.

3. The period from the outbreak of the war until the coming into
force of the present Treaty shall be excluded from the normal term of
rights in industrial, literary and artistic property which were in force in
Italy at the outbreak of the war or which are recognised or established under
part A of this Annex, and belong to any of the Allied and Associated Powers
or their nationals. Consequently, the normal duration of such rights shall be
deemed to be automatically extended in Italy for a further term correspond-
ing to the period so excluded.

4. The foregoing provisions concerning the rights in Italy of the Allied
and Associated Powers and their nationals shall apply equally to the rights
in the territories of the Allied and Associated Powers of Italy and its na-
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tionals. Nothing, however, in these provisions shall entitle Italy or its
nationals to more favourable treatment in the territory of any of the Allied
and Associated Powers than is accorded by such Power in like cases to
other United Nations or their nationals, nor shall Italy be required thereby
to accord to any of the Allied and Associated Powers or its nationals more
favourable treatment than Italy or its nationals receive in the territory of
such Power in regard to the matters dealt with in the foregoing provisions.

5. Third parties in the territories of any of the Allied and Associated
Powers or Italy who, before the coming into force of the present Treaty,
had bona fide acquired industrial, literary or artistic property rights con-
flicting with rights restored under part A of this Annex or with rights obtained
with the priority provided thereunder, or had bona fide manufactured, pub-
lished, reproduced, used or sold the subject matter of such rights, shall be
permitted, without any liability for infringement, to continue to exercise such
rights and to continue or to resume such manufacture, publication, reproduc-
tion, use or sale which had been bona fide acquired or commenced. In Italy,
such permission shall take the form of a non-exclusive license granted on
terms and conditions to be mutually agreed by the parties thereto or, in de-
fault of agreement, to be fixed by the Conciliation Commission established
under Article 83 of the present Treaty. In the territories of each of the Allied
and Associated Powers, however, bona fide third parties shall receive such
protection as is accorded under similar circumstances to bona fide third
parties whose rights are in conflict with those of the nationals of other Allied
and Associated Powers.

6. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be construed to entitle Italy or
its nationals to any patent or utility model rights in the territory of any of the
Allied and Associated Powers with respect to inventions, relating to any
article listed by name in the definition of war material contained in Annex
XIII of the present Treaty, made, or upon which applications were filed,
by Italy, or any of its nationals, in Italy or in the territory of any other of
the Axis Powers, or in any territory occupied by the Axis forces, during the
time when such territory was under the control of the forces or authorities
of the Axis Powers.

7. Italy shall likewise extend the benefits of the foregoing provisions
of this Annex to United Nations, other than Allied or Associated Powers,
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whose diplomatic relations with Italy have been broken off during the war
and which undertake to extend to Italy the benefits accorded to Italy under
the said provisions.

8. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be understood to conflict with
Articles 78, 79 and 81 of the present Treaty.

B. INSURANCE

1. No obstacles, other than any applicable to insurers generally, shall
be placed in the way of the resumption by insurers who are United Nations
nationals of their former portfolios of business.

2. Should an insurer, who is a national of any of the United Nations,
wish to resume his professional activities in Italy, and should the value of
the guarantee deposits or reserves required to be held as a condition of
carrying on business in Italy be found to have decreased as a result of the
loss or depreciation of the securities which constituted such deposits or
reserves, the Italian Government undertakes to accept, for a period of eight-
een months, such securities as still remain as fulfilling any legal requirements
in respect of deposits and reserves.

ANNEX XVI
Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments

A. CONTRACTS

1. Any contract which required for its execution intercourse between
any of the parties thereto having become enemies as defined in part D of
this Annex, shall, subject to the exceptions set out in paragraphs 2 and 3
below, be deemed to have been dissolved as from the time when any of the
parties thereto became enemies. Such dissolution, however, is without preju-
dice to the provisions of Article 81 of the present Treaty, nor shall it relieve
any party to the contract from the obligation to repay amounts received as
advances or as payments on account and in respect of which such party has
not rendered performance in return.
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2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 above, there shall
be excepted from dissolution and, without prejudice to the rights contained
in Article 79 of the present Treaty, there shall remain in force such parts
of any contract as are severable and did not require for their execution inter-
course between any of the parties thereto, having become enemies as defined
in part D of this Annex. Where the provisions of any contract are not so
severable, the contract shall be deemed to have been dissolved in its entirety.
The foregoing shall be subject to the application of domestic laws, orders
or regulations made by any of the Allied and Associated Powers having
jurisdiction over the contract or over any of the parties thereto and shall be
subject to the terms of the contract.

3. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be deemed to invalidate
transactions lawfully carried out in accordance with a contract between
enemies if they have been carried out with the authorization of the Govern-
ment of one of the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, contracts of insurance
and re-insurance shall be subject to separate agreements between the Gov-
ernment of the Allied or Associated Power concerned and the Government
of Italy.

B. PERIODS OF PRESCRIPTION

1. All periods of prescription or limitation of right of action or of
the right to take conservatory measures in respect of relations affecting
persons or property, involving United Nations nationals and Italian nationals
who, by reason of the state of war, were unable to take judicial action or
to comply with the formalities necessary to safeguard their rights, irrespec-
tive of whether these periods commenced before or after the outbreak of war,
shall be regarded as having been suspended, for the duration of the war, in
Italian territory on the one hand, and on the other hand in the territory of
those United Nations which grant to Italy, on a reciprocal basis, the benefit
of the provisions of this paragraph. These periods shall begin to run again
on the coming into force of the present Treaty. The provisions of this para-
graph shall be applicable in regard to the periods fixed for the presentation
of interest or dividend coupons or for the presentation for payment of
securities drawn for repayment or repayable on any other ground.
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2. Where, on account of failure to perform any act or to comply with
any formality during the war, measures of execution have been taken in
Italian territory to the prejudice of a national of one of the United Nations,
the Italian Government shall restore the rights which have been detrimentally
affected. If such restoration is impossible or would be inequitable, the
Italian Government shall provide that the United Nations national shall
be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the circumstances.

C. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

1. As between enemies, no negotiable instrument made before the war
shall be deemed to have become invalid by reason only of failure within
the required time to present the instrument for acceptance or payment, or
to give notice of non-acceptance or non-payment to drawers or endorsers,
or to protest the instrument, nor by reason of failure to complete any for-
mality during the war.

2. Where the period within which a negotiable instrument should
have been presented for acceptance or for payment, or within which notice
of non-acceptance or non-payment should have been given to the drawer or
endorser, or within which the instrument should have been protested, has
elapsed during the war, and the party who should have presented or pro-
tested the instrument or have given notice of non-acceptance or non-payment
has failed to do so during the war, a period of not less than three months
from the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be allowed within
which presentation, notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, or protest
may be made.

3. If a person has, either before or during the war, incurred obligations
under a negotiable instrument in consequence of an undertaking given to him
by a person who has subsequently become an enemy, the latter shall remain
liable to indemnify the former in respect of these obligations, notwithstanding
the outbreak of war.

D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. For the purposes of this Annex, natural or juridical persons shall
be regarded as enemies from the date when trading between them shall have
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under a negotiable instrument in consequence of an undertaking given to him 

by a person who has subsequently become an enemy, the latter shall remain 

liable to indemnify the former in respect of these obligations, notwithstanding 

the outbreak of war. 

D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

1. For the purposes of this Annex, natural or juridical persons shall 

be regarded as enemies from the date when trading between them shall have 



become unlawful under laws, orders or regulations to which such persons
or the contracts were subject.

2. Having regard to the legal system of the United States of America,
the provisions of this Annex shall not apply as between the United States
of America and Italy.

ANNEX XVII
Prize Courts and Judgments

A. PRIZE COURTS

Each of the Allied and Associated Powers reserves the right to examine,
according to a procedure to be established by it, all decisions and orders
of the Italian Prize Courts in cases involving ownership rights of its nation-
als, and to recommend to the Italian Government that revision shall be
undertaken of such of those decisions or orders as may not be in conformity
with international law.

The Italian Government undertakes to supply copies of all documents
comprising the records of these cases, including the decisions taken and
orders issued, and to accept all recommendations made as a result of the
examination of the said cases, and to give effect to such recommendations.

B. JUDGMENTS

The Italian Government shall take the necessary measures to enable
nationals of any of the United Nations at any time within one year from
the coming into force of the present Treaty to submit to the appropriate
Italian authorities for review any judgment given by an Italian court between
June 10, 1940, and the coming into force of the present Treaty in any pro-
ceeding in which the United Nations national was unable to make adequate
presentation of his case either as plaintiff or defendant. The Italian Govern-
ment shall provide that, where the United Nations national has suffered
injury by reason of any such judgment, he shall be restored in the position
in which he was before the judgment was given or shall be afforded such
relief as may be just and equitable in the circumstances. The term "United
Nations nationals" includes corporations or associations organised or con-
stituted under the laws of any of the United Nations.
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MHPHbIH AOFrOBOP

C HTAJHEH

1947 r:
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MHPITTIII A0110BOP 

C 14TAJHEll 

1947 r. 



CoIo3 COBeTCEHX CoIHajmcTHqecIx Pecny6Hmm, CoegmHeHEoe
ROpojeBCTBO BeJIHmo6pHTaHHH H CeBepHOii HpjiaHnHH, CoeAnHeHHbI
mITaT AMepHn, KuTafi, (DpaHnnga, ABcTpaJma, BejbrHa, BejopyccKaa
CoBeTcKiaa ConHa.icTHecKaa Pecuy6mj a, Bpa3nHa, RaaHgaa, 'lexo-
cJIoBaKIl, 9¢nHOIr, rpenaI, HHa, lHlHepjaaHu, HoBasf 3e.IaHanHa,
IIoJma, YRpaBHcIaa CoBeTcKaa CornaaamcTneecKaa Pecny6jiHa,
1K)aHo-APpp HaHECKHH CoIo3 H ODeepaTHBHaa HapoAHaq Pecny6ziHa
IOroCJiaBIm, HMeHyeMBaIe B ;AajiHefieM <<CoIo3Hbe H Coe;aHenHHie
AepaaBM>>, c OAHOH CTOpOEH,

I HTaJa, c apyrofi CTOpOHH,
IIpHmmH aa BO BHHIaHe, qTO HTaJIHSI noA $anmICTCKHE pe;IHMOM

eTaJIa yqaCTHmmOM TpoficTBeHHoro naRTa c repMaaHefi H fIoHHemfi,
npeanprHHaa arpeccHBHryo BooHHy H TeM caMM BbsaBasaa cocToaHHe

BOAiH CO BCeMH COIO3HIIM CoeAHHeHHMe AepasaBaMH H C ApyrTH!M

066e.memHHHMm HanllaM, H HeceT CBOIO 0n OTBTCTBeTBHHOCTH 3a

pTy Boiy; H

lpHHmmaa BO BsaHMae, QT0 B pe3yjnLTaTe no6e6o BsoopyZaeHHbI
CniA COIO3HBHOB H C 0OMOIIOlIO O eMOEpaTnqeeCHx 3JIeMeHTOB HTaJIbIH-
cRoro HapoAa 4amulHCTCKH peaZM B HTa.flmT 6bJI 25 HIOJIm 1943 roAa
CBeprHyT, H HTajm, 6e3oroBopoqHEO RanHITyJ poBaB, 3 H 29 ceHTri6pS
To e ro ae roa noajicaja ycJIOBHH IIepeMEpna; H

Ilpmmmaa BO BHHMaHHe, qTO nocJIe yKa3aHHoro HepeMlHpHus HTaJnb-
alHCKHe BoopyaceHHbme CHJn, EaK nIpaBHTeJIaCTBeHHbIe, TaK H ABHSeHMII
coipoTHeBJeHms , npHHam aETHBHOe yqaCTHe B B0i B e npOTHB repMailH,
H 13 orra6pa 1943 roAa HTajma 06'LBHJIa BO0iHy repMaHIm H TeM
caMbiM CTaja COBO)IOOnefi InpOTHB repMaHHH; H

IIpHHIMaa B B BHHaHHe, ITO CoIo3Hle H COejHHeHHUe AIepaaBbI
1 HITajma maeaaIOT 3aaKlnoqHTh MHpHbii aorop OTO, ROTOI, COOTBeTCTByS

npHmHniaM cHpaBeaJemBocTH, yperyJapyeT BonpocH, ocTaIomnHecs eime
HepemeHHiuM B pe3yjnTaTe nepeucajeHlmx BUmie C06UTHi, H aBBHTC
OCHOBOH APpyeecTBeHHe x oTHomeHil MeamAy HmIm, TeM caMhM AaBaa
COIO3HIM H CoejnleHmiIM IepmaaBaM BO3MOamHOCTb noAeepaaTL o6pa-
ineHHe EITaanm o npuHaiTH ee B WqewH OpramH3aaH 06e-bememmx
Hanfi, a Tarse o Hnpoea:HeeHIeH ra a E i0o6o0iH RoHBeImm, 3aKaro-

eeHHoii no InoqHy OpraHi3anyg 0 6%eA!HeeHHx Hanfii;
B COOTBeTCTBHH C 3TM pemmH o6 ainBH 0 IIpeKpa1ineHEH COCTO-
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C0103 COBeTCRI1X ConnamacmgecKnx Peony6Junc, CoeAnnennoo 

ROp0.71eBCTBO BemucoopriTannEc H CeBepH0f1 FINIallg1111, Coexanernme 

MTaTIA Ameinacn, Kraal, Opannna, AncTpazna, Beam's', Be.11opyccKaa 

CoPeTcKaa ConnaancrutiecKaa Pecny6.nnica, Bpaanzaa, lianaTka, Ilexo-

caoBaKna, Ddi)1101[11,f1, Ppeuna,Arm, 11-HikepaaTurp, Honaa 3e.aanAna, 

floabrna, YKpanacKaa COBCTCRafi Col:maxim:11,1e°Kaa Pocnyo.anKa, 

10aKno-AcppmcancKnit C0103 H OelkepaTKBHaff Haponaa Pecuy6Junca 

10roc.aancw, TFIVI-011yOME10 B AaJEbHerillIOM <<C010311:618 n C0e)WHOHRIA0 

Aepacamo>, c 0,1kH011 CT0p011:61, 

14TaJIEUI, C ,11pyrOff CTOpOHLI, 

Ilpinnwan B0 B1111MaBlie, 11TO FITa311151 110A (DaIUTICTCHITM peacnmorit 

cTa.aa piacTioncom Tpoitemennoro llama c repmannercii Ruonneil, 

npegapnrczaa arpeccnanylo BART H Te31 CaMLIM mil3Ba.aa COCTORIBIO 

BORK& CO ncemn C010311611111 11 COMIIHellIffinfil Aepacasamn H C AMTEEM11 

061)eigEICHHEMIE Harmamn, H 'MOT CB010 A0.310 OTBeTCTBeHHOCIT1 3a 

pry poliny; H 

lIpliELEThlaSi BO BHHMa11110, 11TO B peaprbTaTe no6e,a. Boopymennbix 

cza C0103HBROBH c nomonkmo AemoicpanyiecEllx azemarro3 rrraahan-

mcoro HapoAa cPainncTcHnii peacnm B 14Ta.mun ohm 25 HI0J151 1943 rojka 
cPeprnyT, H liTaJIELFI, 6e30r0B0p011H0 KannTyanponas, 3 n 29 cenTa6pa 

Toro ace roika noinnicaaa ye.710Bllit Ilepemapria; 11 

Ilpinnimaa BO mnimanne, TO HOCJIO ymaannoro Ilepemnpna 'Haab-

ancKne Boopyzennue CHJIbI, Karc nparaaTe.ammennue, TaK H ABHXCHTIR 

col:Tor/mural; ITN/UM aRTEIBH00 yilacTne B notine npoTnn repmannn, 

11 13 ona6pa 1943 roAa FITa.11151 061.apmaa Bormy Pepmannn n TM 

camum cTa.na cosi:1101mgal trpono regsfannn; ii 

Ilpnnamaa BO mramanne, 11TO C0103HbIe a COMF111011HbIe Aepatanbc 

II 14TaJ11111aceamor 3a1WHOIIRTb 1111p1ILIII oroPop, RoTophift, COOTBeTCTByll 

npaananam cnpanemnnocua, ypery.infpyeT Bonpocu, ocTaannaeca eine 

neperaennuma B peaymaaTe nepegncaennux Bb1lHe CO6LITHri, H SIBHTCR 

ocrunioil p(pyzecmeHmax ornoraeronli 21e2RAy ITRAM, Tem cambim Aanan 
C0103Hb131 11 Coemneinum AepataBam BO3MORCHOCTb nomepzari) oopa-

nkenne 1113.111111 0 npinianni ee B 11,71e11131 Opramagrat 06T)eAnnerraux 

Haugh, a TaKze o npncoexenennn FIT&ICH R .111060i1 KonnennnEt, 3amino-

liennoct 110 notinny Oprann3anan 067.eAnnennux Haugh', 

B COOTBeTCTBE01 C DTHM pemnam 06SHBHTL 0 npeKpankenrrn COCTO-
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HHnaH BOflHbI HI JI I 3TOfi nesJIH 3aKIJHTb HaCTOIni MAHPHbImi AOrOBOp

II Ha3HaqtnJII Al 3TOro HHmIIenoAHcaBmIHXCar B KaqeCTBe CBOHX IIOJIHO-
MOtIHbX IIpeAcTaBHrejeeI, IOTopbIe 1o IrpeleCTaBJneHB CBOHX no.aHo-

MouniH, HaiAeHHbIX B nopafAe H HaAjesmamge1 4opMe, corjiacHjmcb o
cjieAyioinIx IIOCTaHOBJIeHHx:

HACTb I.

TEPPiTOPMAJIbHblE nOCTAHOBIIEHMFH.

Pa3aen I. rpaHHUbu.

CTaTBS 1.

rpaHmaaMu HTamjrIHH gOJ1IEHI 6bITb rpaHHInmh, CyfleCTBOBaBIIIHe Ha
1 amBapa 1938 roAa, c H3MeHeHiff MH, YCTaHOBjAeHmIMH B CTaTbIX 2, 3,
4, 11 H 22. STH rpaHHnum noRa3aHu Ha KapTax, ilpaaaraeMbIx I HacTos-

meMay AoroBopy (IIpajioemer I). B cjry-ae pacxomAeHna MeamAy
oimcamelM rpaHHI B TeKCTe H RapTaMH, IIPaBHAjIHbIM 6yAeT cqHTraTbc

OImcaHHe.

CTaTba 2.

rpaHHiaa Meamsy H;TajmeiH H (DpaHiHaefi, cyniecTBOBaBmaa Ha
1 maHapa 1938 roAa, AoJiHma 6uITb HMeHeHa cjieAyionHM o6pa30o:

1. IIepesaaj MaJbfi CeR BepHap.
rpaHHua cjIeAyeT no Bo;opa3Aejy, OTXOAS OT HEHHemleiH rpamiHbl

B TO4Ke OgOJIO 2 KHJIOMeTpoB K ceBepo-3anaIry OT OCnmC, nepeceKas

Aopory npH6j:m3HTeJbIO B 1 KInIOMeTpe K ceBepo-BOCTOKy OT OcT IC

H npnbiaaI K HMHemHeH rpaiHuIe InpH6JI3HTejIHO B 2 KatoMeTpax

K ioro-BocTOKy OT caIC.

2. IIzlaTo MOH CeHH.
PpaHEma ocTaBJI5eT HnHemHIO)I rpaily npPH6JH3HTeJHo B 3

EKJIoMeTpax K ceBepo-3aanary OT BepnmHH PomIMejoH, nepeceKaeT

Aopory nIpH6JI3HETejIHO B 4 KHjioMeTpax K IorO-BOCTOKy OT OCIIC H

InpmMbIaeT K HbIHemHeA rpaHEnie fnpH6jaH3HTeJIHO B 4 KHaoMeTpax
K CeBepo-BOCTOEy OT MOH A'A6aDH.

3. MOH Ta6op-IHa6epTOH.

a) B paHoHe MOH Ta6op rpamHHa ocTaBjaeT HAuHenmHio) rpaHnIy
npH6mIH3HTeJiaHO B 5 mHjiOMeTpax K BOCTORK oT MOH Ta6op H HaInpa-
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51H1151 BOtillbI 11 A.1151 WWI M IK 8a1i.71.10'1HT13 HacToHigat AircpmArt Aorosop 
II HaaHamirm gaa BTOTO nuatenoximeamiuxcH B itaxieurse CBOHX TIOJIHO-
310IIHMX IlpeAcTaHme.aefi, ItoTopme Ho HpeAcTaHaeHml CB011X HOJIHO-
moquil, HatiAeHma B 110pHAlte 11 Haxaeacargeft cPopme, cormeHanch o 
cae,gponwx HOCTaHOBJICHHHX: 

LIACTb I. 

TEPPI,ITOPPIAIlbHblE 110CTAHOINIEH1411. 

Pamen I. rpaHmuabi. 

CTaTba 1. 

PpaHmAamm FITa.ana JOPItHhI 6131T1) rpaHHHH, cyw,eemosamme Ha 
1 itHHapa 1938 roAa, C 11321elleHHHM11, yffaHOB.110F1H1313111 B CTaTbaX 2, 3, 
4, 11 H 22. DTH rpainuua HoKaaa-irm Ha Rapiax, Hprmaraembix It Hama-
Hkemy AoroHopy (11pHAoatemie I). B e.dygae pacxoatAeHHH meatAy 
onucannem rpaHHH B TeHae H KapramH, HpaB11.111311b1M 6yAeT CIII3TaTLCH 
onHeaHue. 

CTarba 2. 

11paHrma memAy 171Ta.alleit H clkpaHHHeff, cylliteemosaHmaa Ha 
1 Haeapsi 1938 ro,la, ,Tkomma 6bITE. nameHerm eAemrio-firm o6paaom: 

1. Ilepesaa MamilCen BepHap. 
PpaHrma c.aejkyeT 110 Hmopameay, OTX0M1 OT HNHernHeil rpaxEmbi 

B TO1t6 01C0.310 2 itimomeTpoH IC ceBepo-aanajky OT OCHIIC, nepeeeKasi 
Aopory HpH6zuanTe.abHo B 1 Kmomerpe It cempo-HoeToity OT Ocmic 
II .UpHMEJEaff It Htmenmeti rpamme HpH6.71H3HTe.ablio B 2 itmomeipax 
It 10r0-BOCTOKy OT OCBEC. 

2. 11.aaTo MOH Ce 
l'paHHHa OCTaB.71HeT HbIlleIHH1010 rparnmly IlpH6J1H3HTeJ1bH0 B 3 

HmomeTpax it cesepo-aanajAy OT Hepramila POIIIMeJI0H, nepeceicaeT 
itopory IHNI6J111311TWILHO B 4 itmomeTpax it ioro-Hocroity OT H 

uprimbncaeT It Huileameri rpaHnHe 11016J1H3IITOJIbH0 B 4 KruomeTpax 
IC cesepo-HoeToRy OT MOH A'AmoaH. 

3. MOH Ta6op-Ina6epTon. 
a) B paraoHe MOH Ta,6op rpaRaqa ocTaphaaeTIlle=1010 rpaHagy 

Hp116414311TeJlbH0 B 5 RcoomeTpax It BOCTOKy OT MOH Ta6op H Hanpa-



BJIReTrc K lorO-BOCTOKy AO coenHneHea c HbIeHemHe rpaHHiel nIpH6.JH-
3HTeJI>HO B 3 EEKJOMeTpaX R 3anaAy OT IIyaHT Ae mappa.

b) B patione IlIa6epToHa rpaHni a OTXOHT OTo HbIHemHef rpaHH-
n1i IpH6JIEm3HTejIbHO B 3 KrzOMeTpax K ceBepo-ceBepo-3anaAy OT HIa-
6epToHa, KOTOpIH oHa orH6aeT c BOCTOKa, iepeceKaer Aopory npHn6H-
3HTeJimHO B 1 KHiaoMeTpe OT HIIHeinHe e rpaHHAII H coeAHHfeTcs c

nocAIeHeH nIpH6jiH3nTeJbHO B 2 m0OMeTpax EK OrO-BOCTORy OT iocejma
MoHMeHeBp.

4. BepxoBB lAojmJH peK THHe, Be3y6ma H Poia.

rpamHEa OTXOAHT OT HIHemneli rpaHbui y Rojua JoHra, ciefeyeT
BaOJb BoAopa3Aeja qepe3 ropy Kiaime, nepeBaa TeHAa, ropy Mapra-
peic, AaJIee HAeT Ha ior qepea ropy CaicEapejmo, ropy Barie, ropy

slbeTpaBeKErm, ropy Jlera H AOCTHraeT TOqErH HipH6JiH3HTeJIbHO B 100
MeTpax OT HbmHemeHi rpaHnmU 6jm3 nepesaaia IIeraipojie, OKOJI 5
EHJOMeTpOB K CeBepO-BOCTOKy OT BpeiiJ; rpaHHqna 3aTeM ,reT B ioro-

3aIIaIHOM HaIpaBjieHHH H IrpIH KaeT K HHHemHefi rpaHmue IpH6aE3H-
TeCIHO B 100 MeTpax K Hiro-3anaAy OT ropu Mepro.

5. HIoApo6Hoe oincaH e ypacTROB rpaman, coOTBeTcTByIomnee
H3MeHeHarM, yCTaHOBJIeHaNm B ILnHKTaX 1, 2, 3 H 4 Bbm/e, coAepacHTca
B IIpuIoaoemHH II K HacTosM;ely oroBOpy, IpHqeM ICapTI, Ha ROTOpbIe
AejaeTra ccbiKua B 3TOM omCamHH, aBJiaiTCa ac)io IIpHaoeIHose I.

CTaTLa 3.

rpaHHia Meavy HITaj efi H KIrocnaBHef 6yAeT onpeAeHnea cjie-
,yiomim o6pa3oM:

(i) HOBaI rpaHmna HlaeT no .MIHH, HCXOfaiel3e1 H3 TOqRE coeAa-

HeHHa rpaHHI ABCTpHH, HTamlH H lOrOCJaBHH, Rxa OH CyieeCTBOBaJBm

Ha 1 aisapa 1938 roaa, H caeAyeT Ha ior no rpaHnme 1938 roaa meaiy
OroczaBaHefi H HeTaiHefi Ao TOKEH coe.HHeHHm TOfi rpaiHEI C aAmaim-

cTpaTHBHOH rpaHme!i, pa3AeJ.moinei HTaJ'aHCKe IInpOBIH H 4pHyJ.a
(YJHHe) H ropHna;

(ii) OT 9TOf TOIH .1MSa rpaHmuI COBHaAaeT c yKaaaHHof
a.MHHHCTpaTHBHOfi rpaHHmefi ao TOMMH, pacnoJoezeHHOi npH6jIH3H-
TeJLHO B 0,5 KM. K ceBepy or AepeBHH MepHHao B AOaHe Hy)jpHo;
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BJIReTCH it 101'0-BOCTORy jio cowneHna C Huneninert rpaHugeil nprban-
3HTNILHO B 3 KruomeTpax K aanam OT Ily9HT e Mappa. 

b) B partone 1.11a6epTona rpannga oTxoART OT mamma rparm-
rirL B 3 KruomeTpax R cenepo-cenepo-aanmy OT ifia-

óepTolla, KoTophiii oHa orn6aeT C BOCTORa, nepeceKaeT Aopory 'vaunt-
311TeJILHO B 1 KnaomeTpe OT BEIHOBTheri rpaHnnbi H C0e,TOMSeTCH C 
HOCJIeAtleffIlpH6.1113HTeJlbH0 B 2 KnaomeTpax KION-BOCTORy OT noce.ma 
MoHateHeHp. 

4. Bepxosbn AOJICER peK Time, Beay6nsi H 

Ppaffena OIXOAHT OT Hunan:ma rpangrv,T y Roma Jlonra, caegyeT 
mom, BoAopame.aa epea ropy Raanbe, nepenaa Teruka, ropy Mapra-
perm, ika.mee PACT Ha Tor epea ropy CaKKapemo, ropy BaJace, ropy 
IlbeTpaHeKKHK, ropy Jlera H AOCTRIZIBT TWITCH HpH6J1R3HTe.1113H0 B 100 
meTpax OT HbniernHera rparmrp 6.uta nepeHaza lleraipwie, OROJIO 5 
RH.110MeTp0B IC cesepo-nocToKy OT Bperurb; rparunla aaTem meT B 101"0-
eanaiknom HanpaHaennn H upnRuKaeT it mamma rparame HpH6JR3H-
TOJII0H0 B 100 MeTpax K loro-aanaAy OT ropm Mepro. 

5. lloApo6Hoe oilman:Ere pacTuon rpanarp, coomeTanylonTee 
113lifeHeHHIIM, yeTaHOBJ1eHM.TM B nyHETax 1, 2, 3 H 4 BbIHEe, co,gepacnTc3 
B lipruioacenun II K HacTosnikemy Aoronopy, npmem KapTIA, Ha ROTOpbIC 

AeaaeTca ccbuma B aTOM 011/1CaH11111 51BJLEOTCAI 110,01110 npnaomemia I. 

CTaTba 3. 

Ppannna maw FiTaaneti it 10roc.aaHneft 6y,geT onpeAe.neHa cae-
Ay-ion:km o6pa3om: 

(i) Honan rpannga "[Am ncxminnert 113 roma coeAn-
Henna rparnuA ABCTplilf, 14Tamn H 10rocaaHnn, KaK con cynAecTsoBa.ini 
Ha 1 anHapa 1938 roAa, n cae,AyeT Ha Tor no Tpamme 1938 roAa Imam 
10roc.Karateil HI4TaximitO T011dH coexnHenna aToil rpan-Firkm c aruriu-
CTTHBHOI pamemiorReil HTa.1Ib.SHICRHO uponifinnin OpHyon 
(YgaHe) H Popnna; 

(ii) OT DTA TOIIICH rparainm coHnaAaeT c yEa3anHoit 

aximincTpanntHoff rpanunefi Aco TWITCH, pacnomzenuoil lIpH6J1113H-

TCALHO B 0,5 ICM. IC cesepy oT Aepennu MepunKo B A0.111118 Ilyivlio; 
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(iii) ocTanBJI5r B 9TOil TOqKe aAmnHHCTpaTnBHyIo rpamy, pa3-

AejaIoInyIO ITaJIbaiHCKHe npOBHHiulEH (DpnyJm H ropHna, JIZHHH rpaHHimm

HAeT Ha BOCTOK AO TOMEIq, pacHOJIOeHHOHi npPH6IH3ETejnHO B 0,5 IM.

K 3anIaAy OT AepeBHH BepRojaBa an Koc6aHa, I orryga HaipaBiaeTca

Ha Ior, MeCeAy AojmHaMH KyapHHima H goc6aHa, AO TOIKH, paclnoioaen-

HOE IipH6JIm3HTeJIbHO B 1 KHmOMeTpe K Ioro-3anaAy OT AepeBHH

(DaeaHa, Aenaa InplH TOM H3ar6 H IepeceRaa peKy PeKKa B TroKe, pac-

nIIOJIo;eeHHoi lpH6jm3HTeJILHo B 1,5 EM. K BOCTOCy OT HyapHO, H

ocTaBjIas Ha BocToKe Aopory, BeAyAyio H3 Kaoc6aHa qepe3 He6oza

B KacTeJIb Do6pa;
(iv) OTcioAa jmHHa rpaHEmbI npoiAOJAEmaeT CjeCOBaTh Ha ioro-

BOCTOK, IupOxoa HnenoCpeACTBeHHO Ha IOr OT AOpOIr MeRA y BblCOTam

111 H 172, 3aTeM 4epe3 BeCOTbI 57 H 122 loamnee AoporH H3 BHnylbjilaHo

B YkjraHmm, oOTOPyIO OHa nepeceEaeTr IpH6.J3HeTeJBHo B 100 M. BO-

CTOuHee BbICOTHI 122, H OTaJIOaeTrc Ha ceBep B HarpaBJieHH TroIKH,

pacnoJoIaeeHHo B 350 M. E loro-BOCTOEy OT BICOTmI 266;

(v) npoxosa nIpHMepHO B 0,5 HM. celepHee AepeBHH CaH (iio-

pHaHO, jmHHH rpaHEHlb HAeT Ha BOCTOIC A ropm Ca6oTm0o (610),

ocTaBJisa ceBepHee AepeBHIo IIojAo CaH BaJIeTHHo;

(vi) OT ropbi Ca60THo JImO H rpaHHHmb HAeT Ha ior, nepeceKaeT

pesy Coqa (H30HaoH ) y ropoAa CaJIbaaHo, oOTOpbIR OCTaeTCn Ha Teppn-

TOpHH 1OrOCJIaBEI , I H HeT BAOJIaB JIHHH meiIea3HoE AoporH H3 KaHaie

A'Ha30HIO B MOHTeCIHHO HeIO0CPeACTBeHHO K 3anIaAy OT Hee AO TOqKH

IpHn6JI3mTeJIbHO B 750 M. E Iory OT AOpor ropHga-Aiao30BnH a;

(vii) OTXOAI1 3aTe M OT EeJIe3Hofi AOPOra, IIIHHH rpaHHmIn OTKIO-

HIeTCH B ioro3aaiaAHOM HanpaBJIeHHH, OCTaBJiS Ha TeppHTOPHH IOro-
cJiaBHn ropoa CaH IlbeTpo H Ha TeppHTopHH HTaiHH--Ocimc H

npoxouanlyjo OKOJI Hero Aopory, nepeceiaeT npH6jIi3HTejbHo B 700 M.

OT CTaHwIn roprHa CaH MapKo BeTKy, orTopaaI CBIa3IBaeT ynoMlHyryo

Bblme aeejIe3Hylo aopory c HaeJe3HOR Aoporoi 3arpaao - KoponHc,

orn6aeT iiaa:i6mue ropHun, ocTaioineeca Ha TeppHTOpHHl HTaJImH,

npoxoJHT MemAy mocce N2 55 n3 rPopHnb B TpnecT, OCTaIOImmcI Ha

TeppHTopHH HITaJm, I nepeKpecTRoM :opor y BaCOTh 54, ocraBaa na

TeppHTopim lOrocjaBEH ropoAa BepTofi6a H MepHa, H AOCTaraeT ToIH,

pacnoJiaoeeHHOH npHpMepHo y BUCOTm 49;
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(iii) ocTaBam B T011K6 aArtrranicTpaTHBHylo rpaHagy, paa-

Ae.asHorgyro IITa.maitcltne irpoBHHHHH OpHyau 11 roprma, Anima rpaHHHBI 

HleT Ha BOCTOK O TOIIt11, pacncooacenHoil nprI6JIII3IITeJILHO B 0,5 KM. 
K 3aHaAy OT Aepemin Beprto.ma n Roc6aHa, II oTTyAa HallpapaaeTca 

Ha 'or, meatly Awrimalm RyapHrama ii Roc6aHa, o Tontn, pacHuoinen-

HOFI np116.11F1314TeJILHO B 1 KIIJI0MeTpe It loro-aanmy OT Aepemm 

0.aeaHa, Aeaaa °pH BTOM HarH6 H nepeceKaa peity PeKKa B Toaxe, pac-

HomateHHOil 11016.1113PETeJIMIO B 1,5 KM. IC BOCTOKy OT 14yXplIO, H 
OCTaBjffill Ha BOCTOKe Aopory, Be,gyukylo II3 KOC6ana epea He6o.aa 

B RaeTear o6pa; 

(iv) oTeloAa J111111151 rpaHHABI HpoAo.maeT c.aoBam Ha loro-

BOCTOK, Hpoxma HenocpeAcTBeHno Ha 10P OT Aopona meacAy BbICOTaM31 

111 n 172, aaTem epea BLICOTTA 57 n 122 ioatHee A0pOITI113 Bilny.amAaHo 

B YKJIaH1I11, KoToppo °Ha nepeceKaeT np116./14314Teab110 B 100 M. BO-

CTOIIHee BLICOTbI 122, H OTILTIORffeTC11 Ha ceBep B Ilanpameman TOUCH, 

pacHaaoaKeHHoil B 350 M. K 10FO-BOCTOKY OT BbICOTLI 266; 

(v) Hpoxog,a uprusgtepHo B 0,5 KM. ceBepHee xcepeBHH Can OM-
pnaHo, rpaHHABI 11,/eT Ha BOCTOK io rola.' Ca6oTHHo (610), 

OCTKBJD151 ceBepHee Aepesmo HoAmo CaH BaJ1e1ITHF10*, 

(Vi) OT ropm Ca6orlino arfErnfl rpaHHABI mei' Ha [Or, HepecexaeT 

peKy Coaa (143oHHo) y ropojka Camatano, ICOTOphIrl ocTaeTca Ha TeppH-

TOpEfFI 10roc.aaB°B., 11 mei' BAOJIL JIHHIffl acem3Holl ,lIoporH 113 Raman 

A'143orno B MOIlTeCnIIII0 HenocpeAcTBeHHo K aaua,gy OT nee Ao TO111{.11 

EpHOJIT1311Te.Thb110 B 750 M. K lory OT A0p017if PopHga-AA3oBHuga; 

(vii) oTxwka 3aTem OT ;Kemal-1°A ,A0p0111, jifflinii rpallIntbI OTKJIO-

MleTC11 B loroaanaAHom HanpameHHH, OCTaBJUIR Ha TeppliTopm 10ro-

CJIaBIIII ropoA CaH TheTpo H Ha Teppyrroprm 14TaJI1TH — OCIDIC H 
upoxo,largyfo °KOJI° Hero Aopory, nepeceKaeT Ilpn6J111311TeJIbn0 B 700 M. 
OT CTaHWIII l'OpHIW Can MapKo BeTKy, KoTopa,a C13113h1BaeT ynommarylo 
smile ateaempo Aopory c ate.aemoit Aopormq 3arpago — RopmoHc, 

or116aeT K.AaA6HrHe Popratu, ocTalorHeeca Ha TeppHroprm itramm, 

HpoxoAHT meatAy 'Bocce Ar.2` 55 113 Poprava B TprtecT, ocTaionwmca Ha 

TepplaToprin 14TaJLIBI, 11 nepeitpecTitom Aopor y BbICOMI 54, OCTaBJIKH Ha 
Tepprfropun 10rocaaBrm ropojka BepToti6a n MepHa, H AocTuraeT 

pacuagoasemoti nprimeplio y RIACOTIA 49; 
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(viii) OTCIOma JIHHm rpanHEbIu HIeT B IOShHOM HanpaBJeHHm,
nepeceKaa iaTro Rapco IIpH6jI3Hnre.sbHO B 1 KM. BOCTOqHee mocce
N 55 H ocTaBsJi BOCToqHee AepeBHio OIInaKI aceJma H 3ainaAHee
,CepeBHIo HaMHano;

(ix) OT TOMrH, pacnoJoazeHHOfi npHMepHO B 1 M. R BocTOKy
OT HaMHaHo, JIHmEI rpaHmnu cJaeAyeT Ino ammHHHcTpaTHBHo0 rpamnTe,
pa3AeJaaBmee i nPOBHHIHH ropm;a H TpHecT, AO TOmKH, pacnoiosmeHHOf
inpHepHo B 2 KM. K ceBepo-BOCTOty OT aepeBHH CaH AeOBaHHH H
IIpH6JI3HTeJIbHO B 0,5 KM. K ceBepo-3aaaAgy OT BICOTbI 208 H asBjao-
reiica TOqKOH COoeCHHeHHE rpamn IOroCiaBHm, HTa.ml H CBo6oHOH
TeppHTopHH TpHecT.

KapTa, r K;OTOpO OTHOCHTCa DTO oirCaHHe, aBJLaeTca qacnio
IIpHozeHHa L

CTaTIa 4.

Ppaimua Mea;y HTaImef H CBo6o0HofI TeppmropHefi TpHecT
6 yAeT orpeaejieHa cjieayiomM o6paao0:

(i) JiHHm rpaHmmHbI HaqaHaeTca OT TOmEK, pacnojiomeHHofi Ha aA-
MHmHCTpaTHBHof rpaEHne, pa3AeJMBmeH IIpOBHHimmH roptga H TpHecT
npH6JmIH:3TeJIHO B 2 KM. K CeBepO-BOCTORy OT AepeBHH CaH AMOBaHHH
H npH6ji3HrTeJbHo B 0,5 EM. K ceBepo-3anaAy OT BbICOThI 208 H aBjIao-

ineHic T0OTIOi coeAHHeHH rpaim KIOrocJIaBmH, HTaJmI H CBo6oAHofi
TeppHTopmi TpHecT, HAeT B HanpaBAjeHEH Ha Ioro-aanaA AO TO'KH y
llIocceHaoHi Aoporn J 14 InpHMepHO B 1 KM. K ceBepo-3anaay OT CTHKa
mIoccefiibIx Aopor JNMJ 55 H 14, HAyngHX COOTBeTCTBeHHO Ia3 ropgmI

H MoH4aAbKiOHe Ha TpHecT;

(ii) Aajee jmHHH rpaHmnu BIAeT B IMJHOM HanpaBJieHHH Ao TIoqH
B 3ajmBe naHqaHo, pacnozoleHHOnf Ha paBHOM paccToaIm OT IIyHTa
CAo66a, y ycTm perK Coqa (H30Hao ), H KacTeJuI BeEKrH, y ]yaHO,
IIpH6JI3HTeJIbHO B 3,3 KM. K iory OT TOl TOqrK, rJe JffHH rpaHBIHm
OTXOAiT OT aTnnn li o6epeffua npHMepHo B 2 KM. K CeBepo-3ainaly OT
ropoAa ,ymHo;

(iii) :aazee rpaiHma BbX0oHT K OTKEpTOMy MopIO, ciesya .Hmm,
paBHoOTCTOHIeA OT qepTbI TaibamHCKoro 6epera H qepTbI 6epera
CB06o:woB TeppHTopnH TpHeCT.
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(rill) oTcloAa JBMILSI rpaHTHHA HgeT B 10;RHOM HanpameHHH, 

nepecaNaa HaaTo Rape() llpH6J1[4311TejibH0 B 1 RM. BOCTOIIHee Emcee 
Xo 55 If OCTaBJHUI BOCT011Hee Aepemno Ortammacemta H 3artaitHee 
Aepertrno Harman(); 

(ix) OT TWITCH, pacnommenHort npuffepHo B 1 RM. I BOCTORy 
OT Haimano, mama rpayrrulm czegyeT Ho amnameTpaTHHHoft rpaHnHe, 
pm/was-mat Hp013Iffilnin PopHHa H TpHecT, o Tatum, pacno.aomeHHorr 
HpHmepHo B 2 RM. R ceHepo-HocTorty OT Aepemm CaH AMOBaHHI1 n 
Hp116JIH3HTeJILHO B 0,5 RM. R ceHepo-3anajky OT BbICOTIA 208 n nalIZTO-

InetiCH TOIIROff coeweim rpaHHH 101"OCJIaBITH, 14Ta.THH1 H CB060AHOff 
TeppriTOpFfil TpHeeT. 

KapTa, K HoTopoft OTHOCHTCH 310 ouHeanae, HBASIeTCH HacTmo 
Ilpruozemia L 

CTaTbn 4. 

PpaHrtita meatAy 1lTamert H CHo6o,rtnoti TepprrropHeil TpneeT 
6y,rteT ortpexte.aerta eAegyiom-vani o6paaom: 

(i) rparartHI HalninaeTCH OT TOtIKH, pactioaoacermat Ha ajk-
mHtmeTpaTruntort rpaHHHe, paw.kedraBrueft HpoHHHHHH PopHuta H TpHeeT 
Hp116.11131ITC.1113110 B 2 RM. R ceHepo-HocToKy OT jtepemni CaH AZOBaHrIn 

H HpH6.1131311TeJILHO B 0,5 RM. R cersepo-aanaiky OT BbICOTIA 208 n HB.115110-
nkeilai Tomcat coemmeHHH rpaHHH TOPOCJIaBITH, FITaJIBH 11 CHo6o,port 

Teppuropm TprteeT, iHteT B HatipatmeHan Ha ioro-aarta,4 jko TOTIRH y 
inocceilHoit Aoporn N2 14 upralepno B 1 RM. R cersepo-aana,Lty OT CTbIRa 

1110CCernIbIX Aopor N2X2 55 H 14, myucrix COOTBeTCTBCHHO 113 110pHALI 
111 MOIRDaJIbROHe Ha TpnecT; 

(ii) ;wee .11111HISI rpanuu,E4 mker B PancHom Harupamennu 0 TOTIRTI 
B 3aJIHEC IlaHHano, pacHomzeHHort Ha paBHOM paccToaHull OT Ilyma 
CAo66a, y yeTba pent Co-qa (1/13ongo), 11 RacTema° Bertimo, y Aykato, 
Hp116J1H3HTeJibli0 B 3,3 RM. R It:fry OT TO TOEIRII, me MAIM rpaHmul 
orrxoxix OT AHEM Hooepeacha HpHmepHo B 2 RM. Id cesepo-3aHaxty OT 
ropo,Aa Aymo; 

(iii) /wee rpaHHHa 13bIXOPAT K oncpbuomy mom, e.liejtya 

pasHooTcTonReft OT 116pm1 nTaabsmeKoro 6epera ii epmi 6epera 
CH436ommil Teppirropm TpHeez. 
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RapTa, K EOTOpOi OTHOCHTCHa TO oimcaHHe, a5BJI.eTCSa acTbio

IIpnHroameHHa I.

CTaTba 5.

1. TonHaIa JimIHH HOBbIX rpaHHI, ycTaHOB.a7eHHIX B CTaTbax 2, 3,
4 H 22 HacToansero ,oroBopa, AojasHa 6uITm onpeleJieHa Ha MeCTHOCTH
IIOrpaHHIHbIMH EOMHCCHRMI, COCTOIrnMH H3 IpeaCTaBHTeJIeH tByX

3anHTepecoBaHHbIX IIpaBlreJIbCTB.

2. KICoCCmH npHCTynaT R pa6oTe HeMeeaIeHHO no BCTyIInJIeHO

B CHJIy HacTOrmIero ,oroBopa H 3aKoHqaT ee KaE MoacHo cKopee H, BO
BCsKOM cjiyqae, B TeqeHue mIIIeCecsiHeaoro cpoa.

3. JhLo6ie BOIIpocb, In KOTOpbiM KOMHUCCHH He cMOryT aOCTHrHyTb

corjiamerHa, 6ylyTr nepefaBaTmca IloczaaM CoBerccoro CoIosa, CoeEa-
HeHHorO JopoJIeBCTBa, CoeHaHeHHbix IHTaTOB AMepHmH H (IDpaH4T B

PHue, AeicTByImTHM, KaK TTO HpeAycMoTpeHO B CTaTEe 86, asi OKOH-

qaTeJIbHoro yperyJIposaHHa TarIHMrH MeTroaaMH, KaEEe OHH MoryT

onpeeejaTb, BK1Joqaa, B cJayae Heo6xoHMocTH, HamHaqeHm e 6ecnipH-

CTpaCTHorO TpeTmero qieHa EKOMCCHH.

4. PacxoAH norpaHHqHbIX ICOMHCCHia 6yAyT InKpbIBaTBa B paB-

HbIX O:OJIX ByM1 3aaIHTepecoBaHHimHml IIpaBHremiCTBcam.

5. B gejrix onIpeeJieHna Ha MCTecTHO TOtHHbIX rpaHH1, ycTa-

HOBJIeHHbIX B CTaTbIX 3, 4 H 22, ynojiHOMo0eHHbIM 6yAeT pa3pemIeHO

OTJIOHaITbCSt Ha 0,5 KHjIoMeTpa OT ycTaHOBJIeHHOii B HaCTOamIeM ,Aoro-

Bope .JHIIHI c TeM, qTO6bI InpHCIOCO6HTb rpaHHYuy I MeCTHEM reorpa-

MHqeCKIIM II 3KOHOMHqeCKHM yCJIOBHBIM, HMeS B BHAY, qT0O6bI HH OaIHa

AepeBHs HIn ropoa c HaceJIeHHeM 6ojiee 500 aTenefi, HRH ofHa

BaxalHaSI meJie3nHa HiII mocceHSaa Aopora, HH OAHa BaaHiaa yCTaHOBKa

3HeprocHa6aceHII LJI BOOCHa6aceHMH He 6bIJ II 0ocTaBJieHbI uOA

cyBepeHiTeT, HHO1 qeM TOT, KOTOpbii cJeAeT E3 pa3rpaHmHEEH i,

yCTaHOBJIeHHbIX B HacTOsIeM AoroBOpe.

Pa3Aen II. $paH4MHs (cnemuHanbHie nocTaHoeaeHHF).

CTaTa 6.

HTaJIma HaCTORIsn M HepeAaeT (IpamIHH Ha ipaBax oIjHoro

cyBepeHHTeTa rpeMEHHe HnTajbaHCKHe TeppHTopHH, pacIIJoazeHHba e Ha
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IapTa, It RoTopoii OTHOCHTCH no omacanae, HBJIBOTCH qacTmo 
IlpHaoacemm I. 

CTama 5. 

1. Tolima AHEM 110BbIX PpalIBIT,, yeTaHOBJIOHHbIX B eTaTIAIX 2, 3, 
4 H 22 HacTomkero ,IIoroHopa, AOJDICHa 6bITI) 0.11pe,V.Thella Ha MeeTHOCTH 
Horparnpmbum KOMHCCHSIMH, COCTOBIEVIMR 113 HpencTaHuremil nHyx 
aarniTepecosamnax 11parone.abcm. 

2. ROMIICCHR 11pHCIFLIIT It pa6oTe HemenaeHHo HO BeryHJIOHH14 

B may HacToamero rTIOPOB0pa H 3aKomaT ee Halt monmo citopee H, BO 
BCZKOM czyriae, B Tar-lei:me ruecTELMCCIIIIHOPO Cp0Ka. 

3. dro6me Balp0CbI, HO KOTOplIM KORTICCHII He own yi ,likOCTBTIlyrb 
coraamemm, 6ynyT HepenaHamca IIoc.aam CoHeTcKoro Colosa, CoenH-
IleHHOPO Ropo.riescTsa, COO,11,11HOHHbIX II[TaTOB AMOplIKH H OpaHHTTF1 B 

Prime, neticutylorvm, NaK 9TO upenycmoTpeHo B came 86, ma OKOH-
liaTe.ahnoro ypery.nlipoHairaa TaKITMH meTonama, Kamm 01111 moiyi 

offpene.arrm, Brt.lnoqaa, B czy-qae Heo6xonnmocTri, Hama-genHe 6ecupH-
cTpacTHoro Tpemero ieria KOMHCCHH. 

4. Paexonbi Horpaaa=mbix It0MHCCH 6pp' 1.10KpbIBaTbell B pas-
MAX )110.11BX nByaffl aararrepecosammmll 11paHure.mcnamH. 

5. B Ae.aax onpene.aeHaa Ha MeeTHOCTII TO1111b1X rpaHunl, yeTa-
HOBJ1e1-1111AX B eTaTbaX 3, 4 it 22, yHOJIHOMOIleHHbUSI 6yneT pa3pemeHo 
OTK.1101151Tbefi Ha 0,5 KH.nomeTpa OT yeTallORTIeHHOil B HacTosugem ,TIoro-

Hope C Tem, IIT0613I HpHCH000611Tb rpammy it MeCTHbIli reorpa-
4)111.1eCKIIM II 3KOHOMIPIOCKHM yCJIOBIRIM, Hmeff B many, gToom RH onHa 

.Tkepesnri nm ropon c Hace.ffeHHem 6o.aee 500 affireAeii, Hit °Ana 
Ba?ItnaiI ace.ae3Haa nJnl moccefillaa Aopora, nil onHa Ham= yeraHomca 
aHeprocHa6asemm 11.11X1 HonocHa6acenua HO 6bIJ.UI HOCTaBJIeHb1 

cyHepeHHTeT, HHoii qem TOT, ItoTopmft c.uenyeT 113 paupaHagenart, 

yeTaHOBJ1e1111bIX B HacToanAem Aar°Hope. 

Pamen II. 43paHuma (oneumanbHbie nociaHoHneHHH). 

CTama 6. 

14Taami HacToargum Hepenan OpaTTATETT Ha Hpartax HOJIHOF0 

cyHepanneTa Hpeamme HTaJIREMCKHO TeppuropHH, pacno.nozeHme Ha 



bpaHay3CROH CTopoHe 4paHKO-HTaxI>IHCKOi rpaHmbI, onpeAejeHHo H
B CTaTbe 2.

CTaTIa 7.

IIpaBHlreJzcTBO H1Taamu o6a3yeTca nepeAaTb IpaBnreJ.ICTBy

IpamnHH Bce HCTopwiecirHe H aMIA HHCTpaTHBHbIe apxHBbi nepInoa ;o

1860 roAa, racaiomriece TeppHTopHH, nepemefmefi K IpaHimHH no
AoroOBpy OT 24 MapTa 1860 roAa H Ho KOHBemum OT 23 asrycTa 1860
roAa.

CTa>Tba 8.

1. IIpaBlrel co HTa o T o e paBHejCTB Ea OaeT ceCT paBTe TBy

(paHIHH B OTHOmeIHHH B03MO10Horo yCTaHOBjieHnH aeJIe3HO;HOpoaEHH0

CBm3H Mezay BpHancoH H MOAaHa qepe3 BapAoHem.

2. IIpaBHTeJICTBO HTaJIHm o6a3yeTCS pa3pemrm 6e3 B3maHiiH
IonumJH H 6e3 TaMoa0eHHoro ;ocMoTpa, 6e3 inacIIopTHmix H apyrix

nIOAo6HRX bopMaJIbHOCTefi naccawnpcRHe H rpy30BbIe m eJIe3RHOAoopoE-
mie irepeBo3aH, ocymIecTB.mjeM e no nocTpoeHHiof TaKu o6pa30M
BeTRe qepe3 nTajba HCRyIO TeppHTopmo MeMEsy AByMS nIyHETaMH, pac-
IOJ103eHHbIMH BO ()pamHgHH, B o6oHx HaIapaBje HHax, H InpmHM aTb BCe

Meps, Heo6xo0Muhe Aim o6ecnleeqeHm Toro, QT06bI 4paHuIy3cEI

noe3aaM pa3pemaijiocs npiOXOAHTh no yEa3aHHOHi BeTEe Ha TeX 3e
yciosBax, 6ecnIomaui o H 6e3 Heo6ocHOBaHHbI 3aAepaceK.

3. Heo6xoamMuEe corjameHHa 6y^yT B HaAJIea3aiuee BpeMa
3arnoqeHI Meacay jAByMS IIpaBHreJr cTBaMH.

CTaTm 9.

1. ILiaTo MOH CeHH.

B reiaax o6ecneqeHm 3a HITajmeA Tex Mae B03MOaHOCTefi, KOTO-
pMH oHa o6jiaJana B oTHomeHHH rHapo3jieKTp09HeprmH H BOAOCHa 6-
seHma H3 o3epa MOH CeHH AO nepexoAa 3Toro pafioHa RI (IpaHmn,
1nocneaHa, nyTeM ABycTopoHHero coriamenuH c HTaJmeB, npeAocTaBHT
HTaJmBH TexHHnecRHe rapanTmH, yRa3aHmIe B IIpHAIIoeHH III.

2. PafioH TeHga-Bpmra.

Iji5 TorO, Tro6u HnKomi o6pa30M He yMemnmauoci cHa6aeeHHe
Hraj D3aeRTpo3HeprHei, EOTopo0i OHa IIOJI30BajiaCb H3 HCTOIHHKOB,
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cppanHy3citoit cTopone (Dpar.ato-nTaabancRoft rpainanA, onpmeaeHnoift 

B eTaTbe 2. 

CTaTIAI 7. 

IIpasaTeommo FITaJDIEL o6aayeTca nepeAaTb IIpaBriTe.abcny 

dipamma Bee ncToprigecitHe n apunTacTpaTumude apxasm nepHoAa 
1860 rojka, rtacaionkneca Teppyrroprpa, uepemejime Ic dopaHABH no 
Aorosopy OT 24 mapTa 1860 rojka H HO KoHseHHHH OT 23 aBrycTa 1860 

roAa. 

CTaTbff 8. 

1. llpaBHTe.IbeTBO ElTaJDTH oitaateT coiketicume IIpaHnTe.abcTsy. 
dopaHHHH B OTHOMeITHR B0331021010110 yeTanoszenna ate.aeanojkopoatHort 
CB41311 mezgy BpHaHcoH H MoikaHa epea BapAoHera. 

2. 11pauffeabcTso flTaJmn o6HayeTca pa3pennTrb 6e3 B3HISICHEER 
nonunm H 6e3 Tamoatennoro AocmoTpa, 6e3 nacnopmmx H Apyrnx 
noAo6Hux tpopmaabHocTeil naccaamputHe H rpy3osme ate.ae3Ho;:kopoat-
MAO nepesoarcH, ocyinecTs.maembieno nocTpoeHHoft Talcum o6pa3om 
BeThe LIepe3 ITTa.ifbaHeRy10 Tepprfropmo loamy ,IkByl&FI llyBET3343/, pac-
noaozennumm BO Oparitrum, B 060111 Hanpas.aennax, n HplunniaTI, Bee 
mepbi, Heo6xoxamme o6ecnegenHa Toro, liTo6m cDpaugy3citum 

noemam paaperamoch upoxop,HT}, no yitaaaHHort Bence Ha Tex ace 
yCJI0BHSIX, 68CHOHIJIHHHO H 6e3 He060CHOBaHHLIX 3arkepzeit. 

3. Heo6xo,roamme coraameHHa 6yAyT B Haxaezatgee Hpema 
3aitaiogeHil meatRy ;ppm IIpaHrcreabcTsamH. 

Grams 9. 

1. ILIaTO MOH COM. 

B Heaax o6ecnegeHna 3a limo:Heft Tex ate Ho3mozHocTeil, COTO-
pbalE °Ha o6aaAa.aa B oTHomeHHH rimpomeitTpoaaeprEa H BojkocHa6-

memo' H3 o3epa MOH Cum o nepexo,Aa 3Toro patioRa It Opaini,lm, 
nyTem AByeropormero comarnema c llTaJme , npeAocTaHHT 

GETRJIHH TeXITHileCKHe rapanTim, yita3aHable B IIpHaoateffaa 

2. PartoH Tewka-BpHra. 

,itaa Toro, irroota MEM:6f o6pa3om He ymen:bnuaoch cHa6acerme 
FITamern oxerrpoaneprfteft, xoTopoil ona noomoBa.aach 113 Hen:AHHEOB, 
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cyIIecTByIonHx I B paHone TeHna-BpHra, ,o nepexoka ero i (IpaHEI,
nociaeAHma, nyTreM AByCTOpoiHero coriamemief c HTajmei, npeAOCTaBHT
HTaJIm TexHrnecKHe rapaHTIH, yKa3aHHieie B pIIP ozeiJehnI III.

Pa3Aen III. ABCTPHH (cneLuanbHbie nocTaHOBJeHHH).

CTaTba 10.

1. HTaJhI 3ainmoqT HJ IIoTBepAHT corjameema c ABCTpHei,
MqTo6b rapaHTpoBaTb 6ecnpenrrcTBeHHoe iaccaapHpcloe H rpy30Boe
frBunseHHe MeMay CeBepbIhM H BOCTOmHbM THpoaeM.

2. COIO3HbIe H CoemaHeHHm e ,epmaaBbI lrpHHHajH CBeAeHno Te

HocTaHOBjieHmf (TeRCT lOTOpLIX CO,;epHaHTca B IIpHn.IoeHEm IV), no
KOTOPbIM IIpaBnTejmCTBa ABCTP HH HITamTH OCTHTJm corJameiHH
5 ceHTa6pa 1946 roAa.

Pa3Aen IV. cPeAepaTHBHas HapoAHaa Pecny6niKa )IrocnasBH

(cneqHanlbHue nocTaHosneHMa).

CTaTBa 11.

1. HTajiH HaCTOaIMHM IepegaeT IOrociiaBH Ha nipaBax iiojmoro
cyBepeHHTeTa TeppHTopmo, pacInojioZeHHyI MleacMy HOBhLM rpaHIiuam
IOrocJiaBHn, onpeAeJAeHHbIMH B CTaTbsX 3 H 22, H HTaiJo-IorocJiaBcKOH
rpaaHHuIe, cymecTBOBaBmeiH Ha 1 saHBaps 1938 roaa, a Tarie eKOMyny

3apa H Bee OCTpOBa H npuIeraiogne OCTPOBKH, pacnoomeHHIues B

cjieryIormnx 3oHax:

a) B 30He, OrpaHHIeHHOA:

c ceBepa-nlapaJnaejiIo 42050C ceBepHof nMmpOTM,

c Iora-napajiJenaio 42"42' ceBepHofi mnpoTu,

C BoCToKa--MepnHuaHOM 17°10' BOCTO'HO0i AOJITOTI,

c 3anaAa-MepHnHaHOM 16025' BOCTOqHOA goAroTm;

b) B 30He, orpaHmeHHofi:

c ceBepa--JIamefi, npoxoamAefi qepea IIopTo Aem IBHeTO
Ha paBHOM paCCToamH OT qepTbI no6epemaJ CBo6oAHof Tep-
pHTOpHH TpHecT H IOrocJaBIH, a saTeM K TonICe c Koopama-

TaMa 45015' ceBepHofi mIpoTm H 13024' BOCTOMHOfi AOJrOTH,

c Iora-napaJLaejibi 44°23' cesepHoi nmnpoTu,
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cymemporrcurx B patione TenAa-Bpnra, jio nepexojka ero it elpannun, 
noc.aeAnan, TOM ABycToponnero cor.aamenna c HTa.1Ikie , upe,ikocTaBnT 
ilTa.ann TemintlecKne rapamum, yrcaaannue B IIpnaoaceurru III. 

Pa34en HI. ABOTPIN (cneu,maribtme IlOCTaH01111eHHH). 

CTaTba 10. 

1. 14Taana 3a10101111T ran noATBepAnT comanienun c ABcTpneii, 
iiToom rapanmpoBan, oecupenaTmennoe naccaampcHoe it rppoBoe 
,inmacenne meatiky CeBepubni oaem. 

2. C0103/1bIe II Coegrnienn.bie AepataBbillpHHHJAI it cBeAenuro Te 
HOCTallOBJIOHRH (TOECT KoTopmx coAepacnTca B lIproomenna Iir), ito 

EOTOpbUSI IIpaBrue.aberBa ABcTprin H 14TaJDZEH Aocnavui comaraenna 
5 cerrra6pn 1946 roAa. 

Pamen IV. crlempanieHaa Hapo4Haa Peony6,ntin Mrocnasith 

(cnegmanbnie 1110CTaH01311e1M11). 

1. 
CTaTba 11. 

FITaann nacTonnTraf nepejkaeT 10rocaaBral na rrpaBax noanoro 
cyBepennTeTa Teppnroprno, pacnomatennyro meatAy HOW-1PM rparingamn 
IOroc.damin, oupeAe.aernnain B CTaTbaX 3 n 22, it nTa.ao-lorocaaBcKoil 
rpannneri, cyinecTBoBaBuiefi na 1 snmapa 1938 roAa, a Taicace Kommyny 
3apa II Bce OCTOB II npnaeraroinne OCTpOBKII, pacno.aoatennue B 
caexpouwx 3onax: 

a) B aone, orpanwiennott: 

c cesepa—napa.imeamo 42°50' ceBepnoA nmponi, 
c lora—napazae.amo 42°42' ceBepnoil 
C BOCTOKa—mepwrsaHom 17°10' BocTonnoil AOJITOTbl, 
c 3anaika—meprurnanom 16°25' BOCTOLIHOit Auroral; 

B aone, orparnmennort: 
c cempa—rattilleit, npoxmanke epe IIOpTO e.in RBIleTO 
na paBHOM paCCTORHITH OT ilepTra nooepema CB()6ognoil Tep-
prrroprrn Tpneerit 10rocaaBun, a aaTem K Toqlte c KoopAnna-
TaMH 45°15' ceBepnoil flIllOThI H 13°24' BOCTOIIHOri Aoarona, 
c rora—napammeamo 44°23' ceBepnorf mnpoTbz, 



c 3anaAa--mHmeH, coeaHHuanonme cIeAyIomnIe TOqKH:

1) 45 15' ceBepHOH inHPOTI, 13o24' BOCTOqHOHi a OarOTbI,

2) 44 51' ceBepHoI TmHPOTbI, 13 37' BOCTOqHOH AOJIrOTbI,

3) 44 23' ceBepHOH mIPOTIi, 14 18'30" BOCTOqHO AOJIrOTU,
c BoCTOKa-3a1IaAHbIMI no6epemaBeM HITpHH, OCTPOBaMH H
MaTepnHOBbIM 6eperoM IOrocJaBHH.

IapTa BbIImeynIOMlHTTbIX 30H aBJMeTC1a qacTLio IIpHaIOmCeHilI I.

2. IITaJMH HaCTO5IIHM nepeAaeT IOrOCJIaBHH Ha npaBax noJHoro
cyBepeHHTeTa OCTPOB IIeJiaro3a I npHjeraiomie OCTPOBKH.

OCTpOB IIejaro3a AOJMeH OCTaBaTbca AeMHjImTapH3oBaHHbIM.

HTajibEHcmHe pI6arBH 0OJanHI noJIb30BaThcS Ha IIeIarose H B
OEpymaIlOmnx BoAax TaHmH ace npaBaMH, IKaCHMH TaM IIOJb30BaJIHCB

IorocjiaBcMEe pbI6aIH iAo 6 anpeja 1941 roAa.

CTaTba 12.
1. HTaJMa BepHeT lOrocJIaBHH BCe npeMeTbI XyAOMecTBeHHorO,

HCTOpH:ecKoro, Hay'Horo, negaroraqecEoro HJi pejmHoH03Horo xapal-
Tepa (BKJmIIaa Bce aKTI, pyEonncH, gOIyMeHTbI H 6H6JIHorpaBCqiecKne
MaTeplajbI), a TaKre apxrBbI aAMHmHcTpaTlBHoro xapa;Tepa (Aocbe,
perncTpbi, nIJIaH H AoIyMleHTH Jlio6oro poma), KOTOpTIe 6Ijrn BbIBe3eHbI
MecAy 4 HIoa 6pa 1918 roga H 2 MapTa 1924 roAa, B CBSa3 C nTaJaiBH-
CKofi oIcKynagIefi, c TeppTrropnii, nepemeAmx E I OrocjIaBnII a OCHO-
BaHnnn AoroBOpOB, inomrIcIlaHIbix B PanIajio 12 Hoa6pa 1920 ro;a H B
Prhn 27 5IIiBap5 1924 ro;a. HTain paIBHb o6paoa3M BepIIT Bce npeA-
MeTbI, OTIOCBIIIHeC5 K DTIIM TeppITOPIIIM H BXOASIIIie B yKa3aiHHbI e
BbImIe KaTeropiil, KoTopbIe 6bIJII BbIBe3eHbI iITaJibIHCKOii MIlCCHei IIO
nepeMlHplo, npe6bIBaBmen B BeHe nocjae nepBOii MHpOBOfi BOiiHbI.

2. HTaJAI nepetacT KOrocjiaBsH Bce npeAMeTmi ny6JmqHo-
npaBOBoro xapaiTepa, OTHOCSmLEeca IC KaTeropIm, npeAycMOTpeHHbIM
B nymHTe 1 HacToaMiiei CTaTbI, H BbBe3euHHWe, HaqIHaI c 4 Hooa6pa
1918 roAa, c TeppnHopniH, epexojarmx K IOrocnaBMn Ha ocHOBanm
HacTosmaero ,oroBopa, a TaKI;e IipeaMeTb, oTHocMnHaeca K yIInoMHyTbIM
TeppHTopHaM, IoTopuIe HITaajm nojIyir a OT ABCTPm H BeHrpnm Ha
OCHOBaRH MlpHbux AOrOBOpOB, inoAicaHMux B CeH-E epMeHe 10 ceH-
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c 3ana,Aa—dikamerl, coexmalorgeil caexponcHe 

1) 45°15' cesepHoil lallpOTII, 13°24' BOCTOIIHOil A0.11TOITI, 

2) 44°51' cesepHoil muporbr, 13°37' BOCTOIIHOFI AOJIPOTbI, 

3) 44°23' ceBepHoil IIMpOTLI, 14°18'30" BOCTOIIHOil AOJIrOTIA, 
C BOCTOICa-3ana,gmal no6epembem lleTprra, ocTpoBamri 
MaTeplIKOBEJAI 6eperom 10roc.aaBHH. 

Kayla BIAIneyROMS1HyThI2C SOH aBdileTC11 IlaCTLIO IIpmaomeHrm I. 

2. ilTaaaaToanvam nepeAaeT 10roc.aaBHH Ha upaBax Homioro 
cyBepeHHTeTa ocTpoB ne.aaro3a H .u.pymeraiompe OCTpOBICH. 

OCTp0B 110.11ar03a AOJIACOH OCTaBaTI,C11 A03111JIHTapE130BaHHIDIM. 

liTaJ11311HCICHO pra6aKH ,40.71,21CHM HOJIL30BaTLCH Ha IIedaroae H B 
oKpymalorrcrix BoAax Tamma ace HpaBamH, EaKTIMH TM H0.711a30BaJlliCh 
loroc.aaBeKne pm6aKu Ao 6 aupem 1941 roAa. 

CTaTT351 12. 

1. FITaJ11151 BepHeT 10roc.aaBrm Bee HpepieTra xy,AomecTBeHHoro, 
HcTopHilecKoro, Hamoro, HeAarorwieeKoro Mil peaurrioaHoro xapaK-
Tepa (BE.11101Iaa Bee aKITA, pyKomicH, cm pie Erna H 6H6oHorpacTilneeme 
maTepHam), a Tarcace apxriBm aAMIIIIIICTpaTIEB1101"0 xapaKTepa (goebe, 
perHeTpu, HAMM H AOKyllieHTLI mo6oro poAa), KoTopme BbIBe3eHbI 
Meaciu 4 HoH6psi 1918 ro,tka H 2 3/apTa 1924 roAa, B CBSI3H C IlTaJI1331H-
cKoA oluqualmett, c Teppffropnii, neperuemrinx It 10roc.aaBrm Ha OCHO-
Balm oroBopoB, nomnicamimx B Panna.ao 12 HoH6pH 1920 rma H H 
Prime 275mBapsi 1924 roAa. FJTa.lmslpaBHIAM o6paaom BepHeT Bee ripeA-
MCTbI, oTnocimweca K DTIIM TeppriTopnam ii Bxominkue B yria3aimme 
1313Mle KaTeropHH, KoTopme 6man BbIBO3OHN HTaJ11311HCEOri 3/Heerlen HO 
nepemnpmo, upe6mBaBrueit B BeHe 110C.40 HepBoil Mitp0BOA 

2. kha.111151 HepeAacT 10rocaaman Bce HpeAmena Hy6.4.11imo-
npaBoBoro xapaKTepa, °THOU:14110CH K KaTeropHini, HpeAyemoTpernimm 
B HyRKTe 1 HaeTosinkeil CTaTLII, II BuBe3ernime, Haim:Has' c 4 HoH6pa 
1918 roAa, c Teppuroprrii, Hepexo,lauipx K 10roe.laBmi Ha ocHoBanmi 
HacTosngero ,,TkoroBopa, a Taxace HpeAmeTbi, OTHOCBIL[HeCII K yIIONISIHrbIli 
TeppuropH2m, KoTopme FITaJEWI no.nym.la OT ABeipma H &IMAM Ha 
OCTIOBaHBII 31.11pHbIX orosopoB, H0,4112CaRTILIX B Cell-11ZepmeHe 10 cell-
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Ta6pa 1919 ro;a H B TpnaHoHe 4 mOHa 1920 rola, H EOHBeHqHH Me2KAy

ABCTpneH H ITaimefi, InorIcaHHOH B BeHe 4 Mas 1920 roa.

3. EC.m B OTAeJIbHbIX cjiyaax HTaJma He CMomeT BepHyTb HJI
nepeAaTB K)rociiaBHIH peaMeTbI, npeAycMOTpeHHbIe B nyHKTax 1 H 2
HacToamlefi CTaTbH, TO OHa o6a3yeTca nepeAaTb OKrocJiaBHH npeAMeThI

Toro }ae poAa II npH6jIH3HTeJtbHO paBHoemHHbIe BbIBe3eHHbM npeAMeTaM,

IOCKOJIbIy TaKie inpeAmeTm MoryT 6bITb IOAyteHbI B HTaJrmH.

CTaTba 13.

Bo¢ocHa6;eHnHe PopHIaI H ee oKpecTHocTefi 6yAeT yperyjrpoBaHo

B CooTBeTCTBHH c IIOJOeHHi l IIpHJIoaeHma V.

Pa3Aen V. rpeunia (cnelumanbHble nocTaHoSleHHH).

CTaTbs 14.

1. HTaJIH HaCTOS0HtlM nepeAaeT FpeirH Ha IpaBax nojuoro

cyBepeHHTeTa HmaenepeuqHcjeHHbIe ,ioAeEaHe3C0ee ocTpoBa, a HMeHHO:

CTaMnIIaJma (AcTponaJal), Poooc, Kajmin (XapKE), CapIiaHTo,

Kaccoc (Iacco), IlieonInH (THJIOC), MCnupo (HiCHupoC), KamjM-

HOC, J-epoc, IIaTMoc, Jmlmcoc (JInnco), CuiN, Roc, RacTeJiioplimo H

OCTpOBKH, npHJeraiom;we KO BceM THMi OCTpoBaim.

2. DTH OCTpOBa AOJlxKHbI 6bITb H ocTaHyTca aeMHJLnTapH3oBaH-

HbIMH.

3. IIopaSoEK E TexHimqecEe yCjnOBHa nepeaam B3THX OCTPOBOB

rpeuim 6yAyT yCTaHOBjieHI corjIameHneM Measiy IIpaBHTejAcTBaMH

CoeAnHelIoro KopoJIeBCTBa H rpeInIm, InpHuqe 6yAeT npeAyCMOTpeII

BbIBOA HHOCTpaHHbIX BOHCK B TeIeIIHe cpoKa He 6ojiee 90 AHei co ,AHI

BCTyLnaeHHa B CHny HacTO0aIero AoroBopa.

qACTb II.

nOnIMTM1ECKM E nOCTAHOBJIEHMR.

Pa3Aen I. 06utHm.

CTaTBa 15.

HTajII o6a3yeTca npnHaSIT BCe Mepeb, Heo6xoHMbIe Aisi o6ec-

IneqeHHa Toro, qTO6bI Bce jrma, Haxo:aiHrSeca anoA nTaJIBHCeOH opaC-

AHiiLHeA:, 6e3 pa3JMN a pacm, IInoJa, a3aia Wim peJuirm, IIojb30BaJBCb
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6pa 1919 roga H B TpHaHoHe 4 MOHR 1920 roAa, H KoHBemArai JSINICAy 
ABcTpriettII 14Taatieti, HmAmicamiori [3 BeHe 4 maa 1920 rma. 

3. EC.JIH B OT,geJILHLIX CJITgaFIX FITaana He cmoa[BT BepHyTh HJLLI 
HepeAaTb TOPOCJIaBITH upeIeTM, HpeAycmoTpeimme B nyinuax 1 H 2 
HacToaawit CTaTrall, TO OM o6a3yeTca nepe,[kaTh 10rocaaBrra .upe,THVIeTbI 
TOM ace poi[a II HpH6.11H3HTeJIE.H0 paBHOIAMILIe BbIBe3eHHbIll upea,meTam, 
HOCKOJIbKy Taime HpepieTbI Meryl! 611Tb [may lieHEJ B 14TaJoili. 

CTaTba 13. 

Bmi[ocHa6acealie l'opHAbi H ee mpecTHocTeil 6yAeT yperyampoBaHo 
B COOTBeTeTBEIR C no.aomeHrtamil IlpHaomeaaa 

Pamen V. ipeuma (cneuHaribtibie 110CTaH01311eHY111). 

CTana 14. 

1. FITaaaa HacToanum nepeAaeT PpmHIH Ha irpaBax Hoa}lora 
cyBepeHrifeTa HHater[epeuncammme ,L1meKalle3cKHe ocTpoBa, allMeHHO: 
CTarmaJtha (AcTponamaa), Pmwc, Kamm (XapKH), CKapilaHTo, 
Raccoc (Racco), 11HcKomac (THaoc), MucHpoc (HHcapoc), Raaasi-
Hoc, Jlepoc, IlaTmoc, Mu:woe (JIHuco), CHMH, Roc, RacTeaaopmwo H 
OCTpOBKH, HpHaeralothwe KO Bee1St DITIM ocTpoBam. 

2. Dili ocTpoBa AOJIM1111 6bITI3 H ocTaHyTca AemmarrrapnaoBaH-

HbIMIL 

3. llOpHAOK II TexHrmecKrie yeZOBIDI nepe,L[aim DITIX OeTpOBOB 

Fpewni 6yAyT ycTaHoB.aeHm coraammulem meatAy lipaBHTe.abeTBaMH 

Coed,[meHHoro Ropoaescma H Upewm, Hp[nem 6yAer HpeAycmoTpeii 
BIABOA IIHOCTpaHHbIX BOCK B Teiierme cpoKa He 6o.me 90 Arlen co Alla 
ucTyrouraa B may HacTosHr[ero ,T1oroBopa. 

tIACTb II. 

11011111.14LIECKI4E clOCTAHOIIIIEHI4F1. 

Paulen I. 06utiol. 

CTama 15. 

ilTaJIHH 06H3yeTCH HplaHHTb Bee mephi, Heo6xox[rame Aaa o6ec-
netieHaa Toro, gToom Bee .71:11Eka, Haxojkaniumea [NA FITaJIMIICKOrl lopHc-
Amaigeti, 6e3 pa3allilaa pacm, nom, a3buta MTH peaurna, II0Ib30BaJIHeb 
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IpaBaMH qeJIOBeKa H OCHOBHbIMH CBo6o0aMB, BEJIIqaS CBo60Ay CAOBa,
IneqaTH i H3,aaHHi, peJHmaHOoro IKyJITa, IInoJmHTecKmx y6eamemfHf
H ny6.JIMHix co6paNH.

OraTba 16.

HTajI.a He 6yqeT npeCJIejOBaTB, mH npHTecHaTlb iTajiBsC cKIX
rpaaCaH, B qaCTHOCTH, BoeHHOcjfyaxaIiWX, HCKeJIOIHTeaBIHO Ha TOM
OCHOBaBHH, qTO B HepHOA c 10 mHIO 1940 roAa go AaThi BCTyIIeHHm

B CHjIy HaCToasmero JoroBopa OHH BbIpamaam COqyBCTBHe Aejiy Co-
mO3HIX H CoeamineHlIx [lepcaB HJa npeanpHHa IH ,JleficTBHH AJIf

nIIoepErH 3Toro Aesa.

CTaTm 17.

HITaam, KOTopaas B cooTBeTcTBHH co CTaTmeal 30 CorjamemHH o
IIepeMapHm npenIpHuaaa Mep6I no pocnyciy ~amHcTCKHx opraHnua-
1Hm: B HTaJ.HH, He AOJXlHa pa3pemaTi Bo3poaKHeHa Ha Ha HajmmHCKOH
TeppHTopHH TaBHX opraHH3aaHa, 6yib TO IIOJHTMeCKHX, BOelHHBIX JI
BoeHH3HpoBaHHBux, neJiBIo ROTOpbX aBSaeTCS JIHlmeHHe HapoAa ero
aeMaOKpaTHqecKlx npaB.

CTaTb, 18.

HTaJIaS o6a3yeTca npH3HaTB noIHmyo CHAy MHPHbIx AoroBOpOB

c PyIHHmefi, BoJrapHefi, BemrpnHei H (HHjIIHAHeH H pyrVx corJIa-
lmeiHHi as yperyJinpOBaHJa, KOTOpue 6uxi mIH 6ygyT 0OCTHrHyThI

COIO3HBIuM H CeAmHHeHH/MH AepZasBaMH OTHOCHTeJbHO ABCTpHH,
FepMaHII H I SIOHHH MAJI BOCCTaHOBAeHIl MHmpa.

Pas3Aen II. rpamAaHCTBo. rpamHAaHCHe H nOlHTUqecHHe npaBa.

CTaTam 19.

1. HTajmaHcKHe rpaEaiaHe, KoTopIe InocTOaHHO npoaHBajm K
10 HmoHI 1940 roAa Ha TeppHTopEH, nepexoamIefA OT HTaIIJ R Apyromy
rocygapcTBy Ha ocHOBaHma HacToaimero AoroBopa, H HX AeTH,
poAHBmrHeca nocae aTOfi AaTm, CTaHyT, 3a HacKnoqeHHeM cayiaeB,
npeAycMOTpeHHux B HHanecneAyroMneM nynMre, rpaeAaHaMH, o6JiaAa-
JomluRM nojHmMH rpaacIaHcKHmw l H nojimHiecKma nIpaBaMH, rocy-
aapcTBa, K KOTOpomy nepexoAHT TeppHTopHa, B COOTBeTCTBHH C 3aEOHa-
MH, ROTOpIe AoarmHi 6uTI BBeAeeHI C 3TOfi reamJ o 3THM rOCyAapCTBOM
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upasaran tie.aoseKa H OCHOMMIMH CB060Ikal&H, BKJ1TOU1 CB060,04 CJI0Ba, 

Hetlam II na,garmii, pezonto3Horo Ry.uTa, HOillITIPIOCHELX yoezAeanii 

IT ify6.urgHbix co6pandi. 

CTaTLII 16. 

klTa.IIHR HO 6vikeT npeczeipaBam rum nwrecHyrm HTaJ11)31HCICHH 

rpazikaH, B tiacmocui, BoeHHourpicamilx, IICIC.71101111T0.11bH0 Ha TOM 

ocHosanBit, IITO B neprtojA c 10 H101151 1940 roga jko Amu scuruienna 

B croy HacTosirgero Aorosopa ORB Bbipancam coilyBcTime Ae.dy   Co-
IO3HLIX H COO,11110011HBIX ,T,keptaB Him npeArrpintamaan AeficTBrui Aa}:1 

nomepacKH OTOPO eaa. 

Orana 17. 

14TRAILII, RoTopaa B COOTBOTCTB1111 CO cTameil 30 COETIailleHILa 0 

Ilepourprat opeAuprmalla mepu Ho pocuycity crparancTeKux opram3a-

ronl B 14TaJIBIE, He oxima pa3pernaTT, Bo3poacAema Ha BTa.11:631HCICOR 

Teppwropum 'mum Opraunaarw, 6y,Ab TO 110./.0TYPIOCICHX, BOOHHIAX liJifi 

BoeffgaopoBannmx, geamo KoTopmx RBASIOTCY1 Jraraerme Hapojka ero 

AemoicpaTmecKnx _vas. 

CTaTE41 18. 

ilTaimli o6,a3yeTc,a uprianarb no.anylo crury MITHIAX AoroBopos 

C Pyrsmirmeff, BomapEteil, Baorpneff H 4:4111.11RHAEfeii H Apyrnx coma-

roeHrtil HJ/121 yperyzapoBanat, KoTopme oruni HOE 637,4re Aomori:mu 

C0103HbIMII H COOAHHOHHEIMEI AepzaBanni OTHOCHTWILHO ABCTpHH, 

repmanrai H RHOHBil AAR BoccTaHomeHliff iatpa. 

Pa34en II. rpammicreo. rpaatAaHme H nonsmeme npan. 

Gnaw{ 19. 

1. 171Ta.11baRCHHO rpaavkatie, KoTopme HOCTOSIHHO upoznaa.ull 

10 13101151 1940 roAa aa Teppirropm, nepexopirkeil OT EiTa..11BH KAp)rromy 

rocy,gapcmy Ha OCHOBallIal HacToinikero AoroBopa, 11 ItH ern, 

poABBromeca llocale aTort AanA, craffyT, 3a rtcx.inoileHnem c.driaeB, 

upeAycmoTpemibuc B innicecaeAromem irymre, rpazAaHamil, o0aajka-

101101Poill HOJIELBIMH rpazikaHcERrat H HthanTWIOCICIDDI lipaBarall, rocy-

Aapcma, K rcuropomy nepexma Teppffropmt, B COOTBOTCTBffil c 3aKoHa-

KoTopme ,40321{1311 BBeAemai c wro Ae.amo aT1131 rocpapcmom 
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B TeqeiHe Tpex MecCaeB co AHM BCTYIJIeHHI B cHrjy HacTios ero

AoroBopa. IIo Ipno6peTeHIH rpamIAapcTBa rocylapcTBa, o KOTOpOM
IHeT peqb, OHn noTePHIOT HTaji[bHCI0e rpamfLaHCTBO.

2. IIpaBHTeJIbcTBO rOCyAapCTBa, EK oropOMY HepexoOT TeppH-

TOpHI, nyreM COOTBeTCTByIOmHX 3aKOHOB o6eleneHT B TeqeHHe Tpex

MecHaeB co ,cH5 BCTyILIeHThI B CHJIy HacToa]rero ,oroBopa, 'qT06bI BCe

jIHUa, ynoMnIHyTbIe B InyHTe 1, cTapme 18 JIeT (Wm cocTosame B 6paKe

Jni.a, ArocTnrme H e J AOe IocTrmHle 9Toro Bo3pacTa) i o6HxoAHIIM
S3blKOM IOTOpbIX SHBJeITCH HTaJIBHHCIKH, HMeJIH paBO OIITHOBaTb

HTaJIbsaHCKOe rpa;ataHCTBO B TeqeHme OAHOrO roa co HsI BCTynTJIReH

B cujiy HacTosimero ,;oorBpa. J[o6oe amooo, oirmpyiomnee TaEuM

o6pa3oM, coxpaHT HrTajIbaHCKoe rpacAaHcTBo H He 6yAeT cqHTaTbcs

Inpo6peTmnIM rpamacaHCTBO rocyaapCTBa, I EOTOpOMay epem.Ia Tep-

plTOpIHa. OInTawHI Myca He BJIaeTr 3a co6oE oirTamu co CTOPOHbI

MeHbI. OnranTaI co CTOpOHbI OTTaa SIH, eCJI OTiaa HeT B SHBbIX, CO

CTOPOHbI MaTepH 6YreST, OAIHaKO, aBTOMaTHIeCKH BKI.IOmtaTB BCeX He-

CocToa5HlUX B 6paKe aeTeH MOnoace 18 IerT.

3. rocy:apCTBO, K KOTOpOMy nepexoaiT TeppHTopHs, MoaeT 11o-

Tpe6oBaTb, qITO6bI JImHta, KOTOpbl BOCIIOjmb3oBajICb IpaBOM oInraIH,

IepeceemJcib B ETaJlmO B TeqeHme roaa co AHaS coBepmeHmn onTaiaHH.

4. rocyaapcTBo, K KOTOpOMy IIepexo;HT TeppHTOpna, o6ecneqlHT

B COOTBeTCTBHH C ero OCHOBHbIMH 3aKOHaMl BCeM JIlmaM Hna TOH

TeppIITopHH, 6e3 pa3JEqHsl pacb, inoaa, sI3bIa HAIH peJmrn, InoJb30-

BaHIle paBaMH MeJIoBeKa H OCHOBHIMH CBo6oAaMH, BKJioqas cBo 6 oAy

CJIOBa, Ineqanm IH n3aHli, pejiHrHo3HOrO KyJaTa, noJrHTHecKmx

y6eaneHmI H ny6mauHn bix co6paHHi .

CTaTb 20.

1. B TeMeHne oaHoro roga co aHm BCTyIIJeHMI B CHAy HaCTOaiuerO

AoroBopa HTaJIbaHCKHe rpaasAaHe cTapme 18 aeT (WEH cocTOamHe B

6paKe j.ima, 0ocTHennH He I ocTrmnie Troro Bo3pacTa), o6nxoA-

HblM SI3blKOM KOTOpbIX xBJImeTca O0HM H3 IOrOCIaaBCKX a3HKOB (cep6-

crEni, XOpBaTcImH HJIH CJIOBeHCEHH) H KOTOpue HOCTOIHHO npomEHlBai

Ha HTaJIBamHCeK TeppHTOpHH, MOryT, o6paTHBmnmcB K AHnJIOMaTHqe-
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B Tegerme Tpex mecaHeB co ,IkHa BCTyHJIOFIR51 B CHJIy HacTosnHero 

AoroBopa. Ilo HpHoopeTeRvm rpaKTAaxicTBa rocyAapcTsa, o RoTopom 
OHM HoTepsuoT HTD,JITAIHCROO rpawkaHcTso. 

2. IlpaBHTNII3CTBO rocyjkapcTsa, It RoTopomy Hepexoggr TeppH-

Topaa, HyTem coomeTcTsporTwx 8aR0110B o6ecnetHar B Teufel-me Tpex 

mecHges CO AHH BCTV:MOH:Ha B crury HacTozakero AoroBopa, LITO6BI BCC 

arma, ynomAllyTme B Hynne 1, cTapme 18 JIOT (HAH cocTozawe B opaRe 
JmhIa, Aoclurnme Wm He A0C121411Wie 9Toro Bo3pacTa) H 0611X0,A,11bIM 

R3bIlant ROTOpLIX ,a13.1111eTCH RiaJIbITHCKHil, maeAll IvaBo ORTRp0BaTb 

HT3.711351HCROO rpaKTAaHcTso B Te-qame ojkHoro roAa CO Miff BeTyllaeHLIR 

B curly HacToargero AoroBopa. .31.1o6oe Jingo, ormappoukee TaRnm 

o6pa3om, coxpaHHT RTWILIIIICHOO rpaRtjkaHcmo H He opeT CABITaTbC51 

HpHoOpeTamm rpawkaHurBo rocy,gapcma, It noTopon Heperma Tep-

puropHa. OHTaIalff MylRa HO BAneT 3a co6ort 011TaIWITif CO CT0p0HbI 

1114. OILT0HEIR CO CTOpOHLI oTrka aim, eoiia orga HOT B HIIBMX, CO 
CT0p0H11 MaTepll 63ukeT, o,likHaRo, aBTOMaTINeCE11 BRJH011aTb Bcex He-

COCTORIIVIX B opaRe zieTe moAoRte 18 JOT. 

3. PocyAapcTBo, K RoTopomy Hepexop,ka Teppalopuff, momeT HO-

Tpe6oBaTb, iiToom Juiga, RoTopme BOCH0.71b30Ba.1114Cb HpaBom ouraucHH, 

nepeceAkmuch B I/haze:10 B Te-geHue roAa co Aim cosepmerraa oirrawm. 

4. l'ocyjkapeTBo, it RoTopomy nepexoAHT Tepprrropm, 06eCHOIIHT 

B COOTBOTCTBIBI C ero OCHOBHIAMII 3aRoHama Bcem JIHHaM Ha DTOit 

TeppuToplin, 603 pa3Anium pacm, Hama, a3bIlta11.1111 peAllran, HOJII330-

Batme IvaBawd ximoBeRa H OCHOBHIAMH cBo6o,tkamH, BRJHOtlail cBo6oAy 

cAoBa, Heiman H H3AaHmil, peAHrHo3Horo RyaL.Ta, HOJIIITIVIOCEHX 

yoeKiteirdi H Hy6Juaimhtx co6paHH11. 

CTarfall 20. 

1. B TetieHne o,LtHoro roAa CO AHH BCTV:LAURIE{ B may }mummer° 
,TAOPOBOpa 11TaJIMHCKHO rpaacikaHe cTapnie 18 JOT (rum cocTosiroxe B 

6parce Arma, A0C1111111140 HMI HO AocTurrome nor° Bo3pacTa), o6uxo,4-
HUM SI3bIKOM ROTOpbIX 11B.TI5IOTCH oxem 113 TorocaaBcRilx H3bIROB (cepo-

cRnil, X0pBaTCRIlid 1MM caosencRuil) H RoTopme HOCTORHHO HpommaloT 

Ha IrraaLaHcRoft Tepprfropral, 3101'yT, o6panommici, R AroialomaTme-



CKOMy HJIH KOHCyAbCIOMy npeACTaBHTeJIo IOrOCAaBHH B HTaiHH C
cooTBeTCTByIOneli InpocE,6o0, IIOJyqHTh iorocJiaBcKoe rpaa1a1HCTBO,
ecJmH orocJiaBCKHe BaacTE yAOBJIeTBOPSIT aTy npocb6y.

2. B TaKHx cjiyqaIx IpaBHTeJmbCTBO IOrocJIaBHH 6 yAeT nepe-
gaBanTb IpaBHTeJICTBy HTaJInEhH AHOMaTETqecEM nyTe6M ciHcEH

.ar,, KOTOpbIe lIOJAyaIOT TatKM o6pa30M iorOCJiaBCKoe rpa;AaHCTBO.
JuI]a, 3aHeceHmIe B 3TH CIImKH, TepMIOT HTajiaIHCEOe rpaamiaHCTBO

c MOMeHTa TaKoro oHniHuaJmHOrO coo6nieHma.

3. IIpaBHTeJIbCTBO HTajiH MOIeWT noTpe60BaTb OT DTHX JIm,
qTo6bI OHH nepeCeJJCflbC B 0OrOCJaBmHO B roAHqHmI c pOK, cqHTaS CO

HSa ynIOMqHyToro oQwHiWajmnoro coo6ienHH.

4. IIpaBHjaa, Kacaioi[Heca IOCJZeACTBE onrTanmH asa aseH H
AeTea, yCTaHOBJIeHHbIO B nymHTe 2 cTaTbH 19, npHMelHaeOTC AJII Auejefie
HacTosrnei CTaTBiH.

5. IIoizomeHm IyHKTa 10 IIpiao0EeHIL XIVi K HaCT0o5ieMy 0o-
roBopy, OTHocHW1Ieeca K nepeliaqe HMy;IecTBa, inpHnAJieaaiero JaH-
qaM, onTHpyloIHM HTaJIbaHCIoe rpazEAaHCTBO, 6yayr paBHIM o6pa30M
npHMeHIaTmca I nepeAaqe HMyimeCTBa, npHHaAJie1Kai;ero JliHaM, InTH-
pyro nM lorocjaBcKoe rpaa:aHCTBO corjacHo HacTo0HmeH CTaTLe.

PasAen III. CBo60AHaf TeppHTOPHa TpHecT.

CTaTba 21.

1. HacToamIIM co3aaeTc5a CBo6oHa5a TeppnTopna TpHecT, co-
CToaIMaa 1 3 paioHa, Jiemamlero MeaE;y AApnaTHueckM MopeM H rpaHl-
gaMH, onpeAejneHMMbI B CTaTLbX 4 H 22 HacToalnero AoroBopa. CBO-
6ogHaa TeppnToplm TpHecT lpH3HaeTca CO)03HbMH E CoeAHHeHHEILM

;ep;KaBaM 11I H1TamIefi, KOTOpbIe corIamaIII TCa, qTO ee leJIiocTHOCTB H
He3aBHCHMOCTh AOJIERHbI o6ecneHeBaTbca CoBeTOM Be3onacHocTM 06i-
eAHHeHHbx HaqHfi.

2. HTaJIbmaHCKHi CyBepenHTeT Haa pafiOHOM, COCTaBjiaOTiHM CBO-
6o0iHyI TeppHTopmo TpneCT, KaK 3TOT pafiOH oupeaeJeH Bume, npe-
KpaTnrrca no BCT BeH CHry HaCToamlero ,oroBopa.

3. IIo npeEpaneHmim uTaJIbaHcEoro cyBepeCHTeTa CBo6oAHaa
TeppxTopHa TpHecT 6yAeT yupamaaBeca B COOTBeTCTBHa c IIoJioaEeHHe
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cRomy   KOHCyJILCICOMy npeAcTaBnTeJno 10rocJiaBun B UTaJIHII a 

COOTBeTCTBy101Ikeil npoch6oli, no.urnan lorocJiaBcicoe rpaacAanciBo, 

ecJaf lorocJiaBcicne B.RaCTId Vomenopsrr Ty npocb6y. 

2. B TaKHX CJIrlaSIX IlpaBHTWILCTBO 10rocJiaBnn 6yikeT nepe-

AaBan, IlpamiTeabcmy IIT&71II1L IIMIOMaTIFIeCKHM nyTem cnncim 

Junk, ItoTopme no.driamT Talcum o6pa3om lorocJiancnoe rpazAancTBo. 

J]Inna, 3anecennme B DITI CHHCICH, TepaioT liTaJII331HCK00 rpaatikancno 

c momenra Tutor° ocipkw,naJmnoro coo6nkernan. 

3. Ilpasnreabcno FITaJ11121 MOHCCT noTpe6oBan OT DITIX 

IITO6II 01111 nepeceJmancb B TOTOC.71aBHK) B ro,d,litnnall cport, curran co 

Ana yuomanyroro od"piTrIvrazhnoro coo6inenna. 

4. Ilpasma, Racaxonneca HOCJICACTBEEFI 011TaTVITI JIII wen H 

yeTanomennme B nynne 2 CTaTLII 19, 11pIEMeHREOTCH i.aa weft 

EacToarne CTaTI311. 

5. Ilo.Romenna ruyinua 10 Ilpruomenna xrvi it nacToynnemy Ao-
roBopy, OTHOCHMIfeC,11 IC nepeAme nmylii,ecma, nplillaxientainero Jut-

gam, onnapporrknm IlTajlbaHCK0e rpaatikancno, 6pyr paumm o6pa3om 

11p1IMelISITECH It nepe,gatie nivryinecma, upnnaipeatancero Juinam, 011T11-

proingm iorocJiaBcRoe rpaacAanemo COPJIaCHO nacTomneff cTaTbe. 

Pa3Aen III. CB°6omaa Teppwropm Tpmect 

CTaTIZ 21. 

1. liaCTOSHITAM comaeTcsi CBo6oinian TeppnTopnn TpnecT, co-

cToninan II3 pafiona, Jleatainero meauky AApnaTmecimm mopem 11 rpann-

gam', oupeAeJlennbimn B CTaT1,51X 4 H 22 nacTosunero AoroBopa. CB0-

6wasi Teppffropna TpnecT npnumeTca C0103HIAMTI 11 Coe,inniennmmn 

AepataBamn II 14Tameizi, KoTopme comanialoica, TITO ee lIe.TIOCTHOCTI3 11 
Ile3aBHCILMOCTI, AOJIZHIA o6ecnegneanca COMM Be3onacnocTn 06b-
exanennba Hannft. 

2. 14Ta.71b11HCKFIFI cyBepernrreT naiA pallOHOM, COCTaBJI51101T[14151 CB0-

6o,zurpo Teppnroprao TplICCT, Raz 9TOT palion onpeAe.aen BLJme, npe-

EpaTniTen 110 BCTTIIJIOBI111 B C11J nacToffinero AoroBopa. 

3. lb npenpankenna nra.mancEoro cyBepennTeTa CBo6o,rmaa 

Teppnropna TpnecT 6yiker yupaBanisca B COOTBCTCTBIIII C Ilcoontennem 
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o BpeMeHHOM pesHMe, COCTaBJIeHHlIM COBeToM MHHHCTpOB HHOCTpaH-

IX bIx ieI H yTBepSmeHHmbM COBeTOM Be3onacHocTH. 3To IIojioaeHHe 6y-

AeT ocTaBaTbcLc B cHJIe Ao AaTbI, KOTopyIO COBeT Be3onacHocTH onpeae-

JIT JII BCTynhieHSIM B CaMy yTBepmeHHoro HM IIocCTOSHHoro CTaTyTa.

CBo6oAHas TeppHTopHS c STOH AaTm 6yAeT ynpasBJiBcs cornacHo no-
CTaHoBJIeHHSMt TaKoro IIocTOaHHoro CTaTyTa. TeRCTbi ITocToaMoro

CTaTyTa H lIojioeHmr o BpeMeHHOM pexaue coAepamaTca B IIHpnaHoe-

Hnsx VI H VII.

4. CBo6oAuHa TeppHTopmS TpHecT He oamosHa paccMaTpHBaTbLc

saK nepexojanI;aa TeppHTopHS B 3HaqeRHH CTaTLH 19 H IIplHjioeHmH

XIV HacToam;ero joroBopa.

5. HITajmEa H OroCzaBBH o6Sa3yITca npeAocTaBHTb CBO6o;HOH

TeppHTopHH TpHecT rapaHTm, yCTaHOBn3IeHIAe B IIpHJIoaEerE IX.

CTaTm 22.

rpaHama MemsAy K)rocaaBHeH H CBo6o0Hofi TeppHrTopHei TpHecT

6yAeT onpeAejeHa cjeAy-IonviM o6paaoM:

(i) rpaHiima HaqHHaeTs OT TOqXH, paCeOJIOZeHHOi Ha aAmHm-

CTpaTHBHOH rpaHnhe, pa3aejMBmefi IIpOBHmRHHu ropHia H TpHeCT, IpH-

6JIH3HTeJnHO B 2 EM. K ceBepo-BOCTORy OT AepeBHH CaH ASMOBaHHH HI

InpH6JM3HTejiBHo 0,5 EM. K ceBepo-3anaaAy OT BbICOThI 208 H saBjmiomefica
TOMEOi coeJHHeHim rpaHnH4 IOrocJIaBHn, HTaJiH n CBO6oAHOf TeppH-

TopnH TpuecT, H cJIeeyeT no 3TOI aiMHHICTpaTIBHOII rpaHnie ao ropu

JIaHapo (546); oTcioga oHa aeT B IoroBocToTHoM HanpaBaeIIIIm o ro-

pH KoRKycco (672) qepe3 BbICOTy 461, MeAyqa (475), ropy AeIr HH-
HH (476) BbiCOTy 407, nepeceKaa mrocceHiHyiO .;opory A 58 H3

TpHecTa B CecaHaa, unpH6jn3HTeabHo B 3,3 KM. ioro3anakHee aToro ropo-

Aa, H ocTaBJiaS Ha BOCTOKe AepeBHII BoJIbaHO H Opje H IipH6J63HTejbHO

B 0,4 KM. Ha 3aIIae AepeBHxo IIojma;

(ii) OT ropbi KoIYCCo .JIHHS rpaHEnbIn, npOAOJIama nmT Ha ioro-

BOCTOK, AocTHraeT ropbI FoJm (621), ocTaBJara ;epeBHmo rPpouaHa Ha

3aaIIae, a 3aTeM, HaInpaBJiIHCb Ha Ioro-3ana;, nepeceKaeT Aopory TpH-

ecT-Ko3HHa y BbICOTbI 455 H aseje3Hyio aopory y BbCOTbI 485, npoxo-

;HT qepe3 BICOTHI 416 H 326, ocTaB.ja ,epeiBH BeKa H IacTeJlb Ha

TeppHTopHH OKrocaaBIm, nepeceKaeT Aopory Ocno-ra6poBnma Al'HcT-
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o Bpemermom peautme, COCTaBJIOHIMIM COBeTOM MIIIrnCTp0B 14Hoc'pan-

BMX ,TjeJI H yrBepacAeHHEam COBOTOM Be30HaCHOCTII. 5TO 110JINKOHile 6y-

AeT OCTaBaTbCa B cH.Tie ,go Amu, ItoToppo COBeT Be30HaCHOCTH oupeAe-

JIIIT JI51 BCTylLAOHIBI B crizy rBepmAeHHoro EM 110CTORHHOF0 CTaTyTa. 

CBoOommE TepprrropHE c aTort Aana 6yAeT yupaBasincH coraacHo II0-

CTaHOB.TIOHFBIM TaIcor° 110CTOREHOPO CTaTyTa. TORCTIA 110CTORHHOPO 

CTaTyra H 110JIMKOHlia 0 BpemenHom peatEme co,ucepacaTcH B IIpHaome-

HMIX VI H VII. 

4. CB060)1,Ha51 TeppyrropEa TpEecT HO )I0JKKHa paccmaTpmaThca 

Bale nepexoAarEaa TeppkuropHa B 3HatieneH CTaTLH 19 H IIpmozeHHE 

XIV HacToargero joroBopa. 

5. I4TaJIIISI 11 TOPOCJIaBlifl 06S13y1OTCSI npeAocTaBHTB Cso6ognoti 

TeppriTopEE TpHecT rapaETEE, yeTaHOBJIeHIILIe B llpHaoaceTETE IX. 

CTaTLE 22. 

PpaHHEa memgy 10roc.aaBileit H CHo6oxaoil TeppEropHeit TpHecT 

6y,IteT oupeAe.mena caeAylorgrim o6pa3om: 

(i) rpaHHEa HatEmaeTca OT T0T11 II, pacnoaomeHHoil Ha aPIRETEI-

CTpaTEMHOR rparaake, pamemBraeit HpOBIEBIAHH rOpITIka H TpeCT, HpH-

6J1113Effe.1113H0 B 2 KM. K ceBepo-BocToRy OT AepesHia Call MEOBaHHII 11 

HpH6J1B3HTOJIIIII0 0,5 KM. K ceBepo-3aumy OT BEACOM 208 H SIBJI5110IIkefICH 

TOIIKOR coemmeEHE rpaHrax 10rocaaBHE, llTaJI1111 11 CB060A11031 TeppIt-

Topm TpHecT, H c.ne,iryeT Ho 3Tori ag,mumEcTpaTHBnori rpaHnEe ,go ropm 

Jlallapo (546); oTcFga oHI HAeT B 10POBOCTOIIHOM Hanpamemm jio ro-

pbl (672) epea BbicoTy 461, MeAria (475), ropy ikeii II--

HE (476) II BmcoTy 407, nepecercaa mocceriHylo Aopory Np. 58 H3 

TpHecTa B CecaHa, 110216J111311TeJlbH0 B 3,3 KM. ToroaaHaAHee 3Toro ropo-
ika, 11 OCTaB115111 Ha BOCTOKe ,lIepeBIHI BOJILIIHO H OpJ1e H Ilp116.71H3HTeJILHO 

B 0,4 KM. Ha 3ar[aAe AepeBEEo Itozaa; 

(ii) OT ropm Itoxycco mama rparamm, npoAmacaa 141111 Ha ioro-

BOCTON, AocTEraeT ropm FOJIH (621), ocTamaa AepeBErEo rpormana Ha 

oarmAe, a 3aTem, HaupaBaHHcb Ha Toro-3aHaA, nepeceBaeT opory TpH-

ecT-Itomma y BLICOTEI 455 H azeae3Hylo opory y BbICOTLI 485, Epoxo-

AHT Eepe3 BEICOTbI 416 H 326, ocTaBaBH gep emu BeKa H ItacTeab Ha 

Teppwropwa 10rocAaBEH, HepeceRaeT Aopory Ocno-ra6poBrala 
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pHa IIpH6jH3HTeJILHo B 100 M. Ha loro-BOCTOK OT Ocno; 3aTeM nepece-
KaeT peRy PH3aHa H ;opory BHJIa lieKaHn-PH3aHo B TOuKe, pacnIoao-
meeHHOH npI:PH63HTeJbaHO B 350 M. na 3anaIa OT 3TOH IInocIeAHefi AepeB-
Hr, IpnHqeM AepeBHa Po3apHo H Eopora PH3aHo-CaH Cepatco ocTaIoTca
Ha TeppHTOPHH IOrociaBHH; OT 3TOi TOIKCH JIHHSH rpaHmbI Hanpa-
BaseTca E nepeRpecTiy Aopor, pacnojroaeHniolMy InpH6jmJ3HTeJLHo B
OAHOM rIHJOMeTpe Ha ceBepo-BOCTOK OT BLICOTrb 362, Ipoxosai qepea
BbICOTbI 285 H 354;

(iii) OTCIOma jmHa: rpamHHbi HanpaBJIeTca R TO'Ie, pacIIojio-
aeHHof npi6i6JIH3TeJlbHO B 0,5 RM. Ha BOCTOK OT AepeBHH 'IepHOBa,
nepeceraaq pery AparoHia npH6JIH3HTeJIHO B OARHOM IKHJOMeTpe
ceBepHee 9TOEfi epeBHH H OCTaBjaI 3a anaHee :epeBrH Byqauai H
TpycKoaJo H BOCTOIHee - epeBHio Tepcermo, aaTeM HAeT B ioro-
aanaaAHo HaipaBJIeHHH E loro-BOCTOCy OT AOporH, coemHH5romqe&
AepeBHH qepHOBa H RepBBOf, OTXOar OT 9TOHi 0OPOrM npH6JH3HTeJIbHo
B 0,8 EM. BOCTOIHee AepeBHir ICyqaHH, H saTeM HAeT B o6mg;eM oro-
ioro3anaaHoMr HanparBeHmH, npoxoAa InpHa6J3HTeJlbHO B 0,4 IM. Ha
BOCTOK OT ropE BpanHo EH ipH6Jai3HTeJIaHo B 0,4 KM. Ha 3aIna
OT AepeBHH CTepHa Ha@apHa, ocTaBjraa BocTOqHee AOopory, Koropaa
Be:eT H3 3TOi AepesBH B ropo: IlbeMoHTe, npoxoIa IIpH6JIH3TeJImHo
B 0,4 KM. 3anaIaHee 3Toro ropoAa H npH6Jm3nTeeJIbHO B 0,5 KM. BOCTOqHee
ropoAa RacTaHua, H AocTHraeT peKH KBHeTO B TO'Ke, paCOJIOaOeHHOfi
npH6 jIr3HreTJHO B 1,6 KM. Ioro-3anaaHee ropoaa KacTaHLa;

(iv) OTcioAa rpaHnna CJieAyeT no riaBHoMy yjiyqmieHHoMy pycay
ICBReTO Ao CTbJ 3TTOA perH H, npoxo0Aa qepea IIopTo Aejir CBHeTO, Ao-
cTHraeT OTKpbToro Mopa, cjieyay no JmHHH, paBHOOTCToanefie OT qepTb
6epera CBo 6 oIHoi Teppwroprn TpHecT H OT qepTmx 6epera IOrocaaBHH.

KapTa, K KOTOPOi OTHOCHTC 9DTO orecaHHe, aBJIeTca qacTbHo
IIplnoaEeHHa I.

PaAeen IV. MTanbHHCKMe HOJOHHH.

CTaTha 23.

1. IaTajm OTKa3aBaeTa OT BCeX inpaB H IIpaBOocHOBamH Ha
BTaJahrHCKHe TeppHTopHajBne BnaaeEEm B A4pmce, a HMeHHO, Ha JI-
RBno, SPHTpe oH E TatIBHCKoe CoMaJI.
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pm' Hp116.1m3HTOJILHO B 100 M. Ha 10r0-BOCTOIC OT OCHO; aaTem nepece-

itaeT peicy Prioana it Aopory Mama Aexadin-Pnaano H Totnze, paermao-

menHoil HpitoaR3F1Tedb110 B 350 M. Ha oanag OT TO nocaeAHeil epeB-

1111, Aepemill Poaapno II Aopora PnaaHo-CaH Cemato oeTalarea 

Ha TeppoTopnn 10rocaanna; OT 3TOrt TOIIKEE .1EHHIEH rpanning Hanpa-

HmeTea it nepeKpeeny Aopor, paenoaoaceiniomy lipH6.71H3liTeJIEHO B 

OAROM miomewe Ha cenepo-HoeToa OT BbICOTbI 362, npoxow epea 

BbICOTbI 285 it 354; 

(iii) oTeicga JfflRflI rpararina HanpaRmeTea it Tomce, paenom-

acermoti RplI6JIH3HTO.71bEIO B 0,5 KM. Ha BOCTOK OT ,i_kepemm ilepHoHa, 

nepeceican petty AparoHLa npn6.amaorreabno B Qiniom larliomeipc 

certepHee TO AepeBaa H OCTaBJIHH cananiee Aepemm Bytraaff H 

TpycKozo H BocTotmee — Aepeinno Tepeeimo, oaText iaAeT B 10P0-

aana,AHom Hanpamerren IC 10PO-BOCTOKy OT Aoporpf, coextuisuorgert 

Aepemili gepnosa H RepBOR, OTX0Aa OT )TO rt yko_porn Ltp116.1unktTeabH0 

B 0,8 KM. BOCT01111e8 Aepeinra Itrraann, it BaTem imer B oftem EOPO-

loroaana)wom Ha.upaBffemur, .u_p0/COAH RplI6.71B3HTeablIO B 0,4 KM. Ha 

BOCTOK or Topa,' Bpanaco it npn6.7inaktre.iano B 0,4 Km. Ha oanaA 

OT itepeBna CTepria Onaapna, OCTaBalla HoeTotmee Aopory, itoTopan 

nevi' 113 TO Aepesica B rOp0A libeMOHTO, npoxom HpH6JI11311TOJILHO 

B 0,4 KM. aanagHee °Toro ropoika H HpH6JIH3IITNIEHO B 0,5 KM. BoeToiniee 

ropma ItacTaHLH, H ocntraeT penn RBEIeTO B TOK6, paenommeHHoit 

npn6ananre.mHo B 1,6 KM. loro-oanaAHee ropoAa Racruma; 

(iv) oTeloAa rpaHnna ezeAyer 110 martHomy pryameHHomy pyczy 

RBHOTO 110 yeT141 3T014 pean H, npoxom gepea IlopTo Aem. Kamm, AO-

CTITraCT omphiToro mopn, ezemin HO AHHHH, paHHourcTonniketi OT liegru 

6epera CHo6oik-Hoil Teppyrropna Tpneer it OT wpm ôepera 10rocaainin. 

Rapza, IC aoTopoil OTHOCHTCH OTO oramarcae, as.iineTea tiaemo 

Ilpaimmenna I. 

PH3Aefi IV. MTallbfRICHHO KOHOHHH. 

CTaTEZ 23. 

1. riTaJlEtH omaninaerea or Heex Ivan it npaHoocHoHanall Ha 

BramaacKne Tepinfropnaabrule mamma H Aflynne, a miens°, Ha JIH-

MHO, Dpurpeio it IfTaabEncRoe Comam. 
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2. Bnpeaib o OKOHwiaTeabHoro peInieHa nx cyAgb6bi 03HnaeHHbIe

BAaAeHns 6 yAyT OCTaBaTbca eHo, CBOHM HbIHemHn M yapaBIeHmeM.
3. OEKoHaTeJbHaa cyAb6a 3THX BJIaaeHHi 6 yaeT oupeAe.eHa COB-

MecTHo IIpaBHITeJibCTBaMI COBeTCKoro CoIoaa, CoeAnHeHHoro Ropo-
jieBCTBa, COeAHHeHHBIx IIlTaTOB AMepmH H 4)paHiHH B TeqeHHe OAHOro
ro;a co AHri BCTyHJIeHHf B CHyjr HacTosmrero AoroBopa iyTeM, yKasaH-
HBI. B COBMeCTHOE ' AeriapainH OT 10 eeBpaaji 1947 roAa, HpHHaTOi
yKaaaHHnlMH BbIme IIpaBHTeJrBCTBaM H npHBeAeHHoA B IIpHJiomeHm
XI.

Pa3aen V. Oco6ue HHTepebl KIaa.

CTaTba 24.
HTaJmr OTa3blBaeTca B IIOJib3y IRTaa OT Bcex BbiroA H pHBHJIe-

rEI, BbITeKcaoi)mx 1 3 nojioaeHHi 3aKjUoIHTeEJbHoro IIpoTOKOjia, nof-
ilcaHHoro B IIenmEe 7 cenTs6pa 1901 roaa, a TaKEe 13 Bcex npIHjoaKe-
MI, HOT H ;IOKyMeHTOB, AonoJHmtIoIBx ero, H cornjamaeTc a a OTMeny
ynOMaHyTbIX IIpoTOKOjia, PHJIoa1effieH, HOT H 0AOEKyMeHTOB B OTHOme-
mHHH TaiHH. H /Tajms paBHbM o6pa30M OTKa3bIBaeTca OT BCex npeTeH-
3Ii Ha BO3MeineHIHe no 93TM AOKyM1eHTaM.

CTaThII 25.

HTaJniH corjamaeTca Ha aHHyJmpoBaHne ,goroBopa o6 apeHAe y
RiKHrancoro IIpaBHTea bcTBa, Io EOTopOMy 6mjia npeAIocTaBJIeHa nTaJIb-
anHCKa5a OHIeCCIn[ B TIHbI3HHe, a TaBIce Ha inepeJaqy IKTaiicKOMy
IIpaBITeJlbCTBy BCeU Co6CTBeHHOCTH H apxHBOB, npHHaAiAezaIIwx My-
HmHImHnazTeTy ynOMsHyTrofi oIIHeCCHH.

CTaTan 26.
HITajia1 OTKa3MBiaeTCa B iH0io3y KCHTaa OT ipaBs, npeaocTaBJIeHHMx

I/TaJIH B OTHOmeHHH MeatAYHapOAHxX CeTJIbIeHTOB B IIlaHxae H AMoe,
H corJamaeTca Ha B03BpamenH e yIIOMsHyTI CeTJIbMeHTOB n0o
ynpaBJseHHe H IEOHTpOaJb taraficoro lpaBHreJmmCTBa.

PasAen VI. An6aHNa.

CTaTm 27.
HTaJIi npHH3aeT H o6a3yeTca yBaaaTb cyBepeHHTeT H He3aBacH-

MocT Aji6aiHCioro rocyAapcmBa.
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2. &Tem,. mcomaTeabHoro pemeBna nx Cy,7Ib6I1 oanageHme 

Rila,bIeHELH 6yAyT OCTaBalICH H0,11( CB0113,1 HbIHeIHHILII yllpaBaelluelf. 

3. OKoHgaTeabHaa cymp6a 9ITIX BaaAemiti 6y4eT oupe,TkeaeHa cos-

MCCTHO IIpaBHTeabcTBalim CoBeTcKoro C0103a, Commennor° Ropo-

aeBCTBa, COeXHIeHHLIX TITTaTOB AmeprHal 11 Opal-mull. Blopme oAHoro 

roim co ima BeTyHJIeHEIH B CHJiy HacTomgero eTtoroBopa llyTe31, yHaaaH-

IIBIM B COBIleCTHOR Aerraaparwri OT 10 clieBpaaa 1947 roxka, Hpmurroil 

yicaaammarn BbILHe IIpamireabcTBarka H llprmeAeHHoft B IIpHaoatemm 

Pa34en V. Oco6bie Hirrepecu Haan. 

eTaTba 24. 

FITaJIMI OTICa3LIBaeTCH B HOJIb3y Emma OT Bcex BMPOLI 11 ilpHBIL7Ie-

BLITeleal0IITX 113 HoaomerTml 3alulloarureabHoro IipoToicoaa, ROA-

TIRCa11110P0 B IIentHe 7 COHT516pa 1901 rma, a Taitace 113 Bcex HpHaoace-

Hal, HOT H AOHyMeHTOB, AOHOJIRSHOTRux ero, H coraamaeTca Ha onfeHy 

yllomanyTmx IlpoToRoaa, llpHaoateHnit, HOT H ikoicymeHroB B oTHome-

HRH 171TaX[H. ilTam451 paBHIIIM o6paaom oncaamBaeTca OT BCOX rrpeTen-

au* Ha BoamencenHe no anim AoHymenTam. 

CTaTbSI 25. 

FITaAlla coraanmeTca Ha armyanpoBaHne AoroBopa o6 apeme y 

RHTaticKoro IIpamTreabcma, Ho KoTopomy &ma HpeAocTaBaeHa IITaJ113-

aHcKaa Ho'mecum B THHLI1311He, a Tame Ha Hepe,ikagy IinTalicHomy 

IIpamTreaBcTBy Bcert CO6CTBeHHOCTH 11 apxHBoB, nomaxiezarHua my-

iililpilia.3111Tery yuomallyroll KonHeccroa. 

CTaTI)31 26. 

TITaJECIa OTKa3bIBaeTCH B HOJII33y ItHTa11 OT Hpas, HpeAocTaBaemmix 

HTaJIY111 B OTHOLLIeHHH MeaVIyHapOJAHLIX CeTJHAteHTOB B IlIaHxae H Amoe, 

H coraamaeTca Ha BoaBpameHHe yuomaHyrux CeTJHANIITOB llO 

yllpaBaeme H ITOHTpOJIb RuTaficitoro IlpaBHreabcma. 

Pa34en VI. A/16aHNL 

CTaTIZ 27. 

FITaaaa HpHallam' H o6a3yeTca yBaataTb cyBepenirreT H HeaaBHcH-

31OCTL Aa6aHcRoro rocyAapcma. 
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CTaTbM 28.

HTaJrm II pH3HaeT, qTO OCTpOB CaceHo iBJIseTCsI qaCTBIO TeppHTO-

PHH A.j6aHHH, H OTKa3BiBaeTCI OT BCRKHX InPeTeH3Hin Ha TOT OCTpOB.

CTaTba 29.

HlTajma c4opMaajibo OTKa3bIBaeTC B no0JI3y Ai6aHHH OT BCefi Co6-

CTBeHHOCTH (KpoMe 3AannHH, o6bIHO 3aHHMaeMbIX AHumIOaTHqecE1MH

H EOHCYJIbCKHM II peACTaBHTeJIbCTBaMH), OT BCeX IIPaB, KOHIgeCCHH,

HHTepecoB H npeHMayiecTB BCeaoro poAa B Ai6aHHH, npHipeHaJanJiema

HTaj.BaHCKOMy rocyAapcTBy HJI HTaJabHCKHiM napacTaTaibHbIM yqpes-

;eATeHi. H1TaJHm paBHbIM o6pas30 OTKa3bIBaeTca OT BCeX IIPeTeH3HHE Ha

oco6bIe HHTepecbi HTH BJIflHHe B Aji6aHHH, EOTOPbIMH oHa nIOIb3OBa-

jacb B pe3ayjITaTe arpeccHH 7 anpeia 1939 roAa HiH B CHay ;oroBOpOB

HJH corjameIHRi, 3aRKJomqeHBix Ao DTOH jsaTbI.

B OTHOmenmH Apyro ErTaJnmCKoii co6CTBemHHOCTm H pyrnx
B3OHOMHqeC-KX oTHomerHHHI eay; AjL6aHHee H HITaJImefi ;efiCTByIOT

aKOHOMWHIecKHO CTaTLH HaCTOaJimero AoroBopa, nojIeacamnHe IlpHIMeHe-
HHIO K COIO3HbIM H CoejmmHeHHBIM AepEmaBaM.

CTaTbH 30.

HTaIbaIHCKHe rpazaaHe B AJa6aHHn 6 yAyT noJIb30BaTbca TeM Se
IopHAHqecKHM CTaTycoM, KEa H ApyrHe HHOCTpaHHbIe rpamgaHe, HO

HTa.msI npH3HaeT 3aKOHHOCTb Bcex aji6aHCKHX MepoipHaTrHi, aHHyJm-

pyromlHx KOHaeCCHH HnnH H3MeHsIOMH X EX yCJIOBHm, HJIl aHHyJIapyIOILoH

JII H3MeHaIIOIrEX OCo6bie npaBa, npeflocTaBJIeHHbIe HTaJIbIHCKIIM

rpal;ainaM, IIPH yCJIOBII, ' TO TaKme MeponpHaTna 6 yAyT IIpOBeAeHbI

B TeqeHHe OAHoro rora co ,Ha BCTynIJeHHa B CHJy HaCTOIImero

,oroBopa.
CTaTba 31.

HTaimIa npH3HaeT, rTO BCe corJIameHmS H yperyjmpoBaHa M eatmy
H]TajiHefi i BjiacTMI, ycTaHOBJIeHHbIMMH HTaJimei B B AI6aHH epB eHO

xealsy 7 anpejm 1939 ro;a H 3 ceHTr6pa 1943 ro;a, cqITaioTca He-
CymneCTByIOHnIMH.

CraT a 32.
HlTaJm nppH3HaeT 3aKOHHOCTb JIm0 6 bx MeponpHarfi, KOTOpbie AI-

6ania MoaeT cqecTb Heo 6xofMnruM npeWanpHHaTb c reAnIo noATBepMAle-
mIB HAJ npOBeAeeHn B MH3HI BaimeH3J oaEeHmIux lOJioaemHi.
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CTaTbH 28. 

FITarival upHaHaeT, 11TO OCTp0B CaceHo HBAHOTCH ilaCTI310 Teppwro-

pHH AJI6a1101f, H omanthaeTcH OT BCHEFIX HpeTeH3Hit Ha 9TOT OCTp0B. 

CTaTbH 29. 

171TaJHEI (Popmammo oma3BiBaeTea B 110J1b3y A.116anaa OT Beal co6-

eTBeHHOeTH (Kpome mania, o6Brmo 3arnamaemBix )IIIII.110MaTHTIOCKIIME 

KOHCyJIMICHMEI upeAeTaBffre.11benamH), OT Bcex upaB, KoHHeeenii, 

HHTepecos H npenmyrgeem BeaKoro poAa B 1.46aHHH, .uplamaxiemarrknx 

Hra.ammeHomy roepapemy Mtn ElaJf1351HCKEM HapacTaTa.ammim yqpenc-

Aermam. 14Ta.711111paBHLIM oopa3om onta3BiBaeTea OT Beex npeTeH3Hil Ha 

ocoome HHrepeem rum BJIEHHHO B AJI6aHHH, KOTOpIIME olla 110.71b30Ba-

Jiacb B pe3y.KBTaTe arpecerm 7 aupem 1939 roAa 11.411 B may gOTOB0p0B 

11.7111 commeffell, 3aKmotieB.Hmx oaToil 

B OTHOHIOIDIE Apyroil HTaJIMECKOR CO6CTBOHHOCTE H Apyr.H.2C 

3E011°ml-weKra omomeHdi meacAy A.K6aHHeil H 14Taznert AeilcmpoT 

DROHOMELIOCKE0 eTaTBH HacTozakero AoroBopa, no,rpeacankHe npllmeHe-

HMO K C0103HbIMii Coe,41111elitibni epmaBam. 

CTaTba 30. 

FITaJIMIIICKHO rpazAaHe B A.a6aHHH opyr HOJIT330BaTbCH TOM ;KO 

loprtitwieeKum cTaTycom, KaK H pyrne HHourpaimme rpaKgane, no 

14Tama HpH3HaeT 3aROHHOCT13 Beex a.a6aHcKnx mepoupwrra, aHHFra-

prolwax KOHHOCCHH EMI H3MOHHIODAEX EX yc.aomm, RAH amiyaupponwx 

11.7111 113MeHH101411X ocoome HpaBa, HpeAocTamename ETaJ1balICKIIM 

rpamAaHam, Hp! yCJI0B11H, IITO Tame meponpnaTHH 6yAyT HpoBeAeHbi 

B TetieHHe oAHoro roAa CO AHH BeTy11.71e1111H B may HacTongero 

AoroBopa. 
CTaTb51 31. 

llTaJLEH HpH3HaeT, To Bee cor.aamenna n ypery.imposama meacxy 

ilraJmeti 11 BJIaCTHMEI, yeTaHOBJ1e1IHMMil FITameil B Azoaffau B HepHoA 

memAy 7 anpe.aH 1939 roAa H 3 earrHopa 1943 roAa, eguramea He-

e yakeeTByTODAHMH. 

CTaTE41 32. 

14TaAHH HpH3HaeT 3aKOHHOCTI3 JI106bIX mepoupHaTHil, KoTopme A.11-

6anaa momeT cqecm Heo6xomnium Hp011p111111113 C HOJIMO nowBepmike-, 
MS ium HpoBe,KeHaa B 31113Hb Bb1111e113J10HteHEIMX nommen:ail. 
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Pasaen VII. 3tbHonns.

CTaTba 33.

HTajma inpH3HaeT H o6ai3yeTca yBamaTB cyBepeTmreT H HeaaBHCH-
MOCTb Dq(bHoIncoro rOCyfapcTBa.

CTaTba 34.

HITaJHEa $opMaJImHo OTKa3baBaeTca B loam3y D9HOnHH OT Befi Co6-
CTBeHHOCTH (EpoMe 3AamI, o6 bIqHO 3aHHMaeMbIx AHLmOMaTH1meCKHMH
H EOHcyaJbCEKmH peACTaBHTejICcTBaMH), npaB, IHTepecoB H npeHmy-
m;ecTB BCamoro pola, InpHo6peTeHHbIx IOr;a-Jm6o TraJIbaeCEHM rocy-
AapCTBOM B DHOIHIm, a TaEame OT BCee napacTaTaJBHOi co6cTeHHocTH,
RaK oHa onpeAejieHa B lnyIKTe 1 IIpMIoaEeHEa XIVY I HacToMAeeMy Ao-
roBopy.

HTaJIaI TaErce OTKa3bIBaeTca OT Bcex IpeTeHaH3i Ha oco6ue HrTe-
pecEb HJIH BJIMfHHe B D3HOIolHH.

CraTLa 35.

IiTaJHa npH3HaeT 3aiKOHHOCTL BCex MepoipHrTHfi, IeOTOpIe IIpa-
BIeTejrICTBO D(PHOIIHH IpeAIpMHSmJIO JIHM B 6yAymeM Moa;eT npeIpaH-
HarT c geJIBOM aHnyrmpOBaHHa HTaxa3qHCKHX MeeponprTlH fi B OTHomeImm
Dnonmn, IMemBIIX MeCTO nocae 3 oeTa 6 pa 1935 roAa, a Tawre nocJieA-
CTBHi 3TUX MepOIInpHffH.

CraTaa 36.

HITajnbaHCKc e rpaa;AaIae B n4EHOuIm 6yAyrT IIOJ30BaTbca TeM ace
IOpaHhIeCIEHM CTaTYCOM, EaK II ApyrIe HHocTpaHHbIe rpaacaaHe, HO HTa-
JIH nIpH3HaeT 3aKOHHOCTh BCeX MeponpHaTHfi 3 oHoncKoro IIpaBHTeJa-
CTBa, aHHyJapyomIInlX KOHIeCCHH jm HII 3eHRaIOInx HX yCJIOBsH, HAH

aHHyJIpyIoEHux HJm H3BMeHIornMx oco66e npaBa, IpeAocTaBjeHHbIe
HTaJiBaHcKHM rpaKJaaHaM, npH yCJIOBIM, iTO TaKHe MeponpmarHa 6yAyT
npOBoeaeHbr B TeqeHHe ogHoro roAa co .Aa BCTynieHaH B CHAn Ha-
CTosmanero AoroBopa.

CGaTma 37.

B TeqeHHe 18 Mec4aeB co ;AH BCTyenieHH B Cmay HacToamiero
AoroBopa HTazma B03BpaTHT BCe ipnHaiajieaeaieHe D3HOnHH Him ee
rpaIacaHaaM InpO3BeIe3Ha HCRyCCTBa, inpeaem perarH03Horo xapax-
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Pamen VII. Naomi% 

CTaTLH 33. 

FITaJIHST apH3HaeT ii o6HayeTca yHaacaTb cyHepeaareT 11 He3aBaca-

MOCTI, Dcpaoucicor° rocyjkapcna. 

CTaTLYI 34. 

IfTaJifia (POpMaJI13110 oTHanameTca B rummy D(PHOuna OT Bee CO6-

eTBeiniocru (Epome manati, °arm° aaHamaemmx )11,101JI0MaTutieCIMMH 

II ROFICy.MCKMdli apeAcTaHaTeabcTHama), apart, anTepecoH H apeamy-

EReCTB BCHKOPO poAa, npao6peTermbix HorAa-Jra6o HMJILHIICKIIM rocy-

AapCTBOM B BIIIHOHHH, a Tame OT Hoeft napacTaTam,Hort CO6CTBOHHOCTH, 

'talc °Ha oapege.aella B ayratTe 1 llpHJIOnteHHH XIV K HacToancemy 

roHopy. 

FITam431 Tartace oTHaamHaeTcH OT Hcex lipeTeH3ral Ha oco6bie BR're-

peal H.IIH Honaffire B WpflOana. 

Grama 35. 

FITadua HpH3HaeT 3aHonaocTh Hcex meponpaaTaii, KOTOpIDIO lIpa-

BEETeJaaCTBO OcDHOHELH apex:mama) HJIH B 6yAyukem 31021COT apeAnpa-

Ham c ge.mo aaay.daposaffaa rfraJITAIHCICIIX meponpaaTral H oTHoraeHaa 

nmeHmax mecTo Houle 3 oRTa6pa 1935 ro,Tka, a Tame nocaeA-
CTBall 3T1IX meponpairrail. 

Oran's' 36. 

14Ta.711.11HCKHO rpaacAaHe B acfaanum 6y,zkyr HOJIT330BaTLCSI TOM ate 
lopgramecRam cTaTycom, HaK a Apyrne anocTparande rpaacikalle, Ho 121Ta-

Alla npa3HaeT 3aKOHHOCTS Hcex meporgnamul Ocillioncitoro Ilparaffe.m-

eTBa, araryaappouazix KOHI.jeCCHIT Hale115110HHIX H1C yOJIOBIla, IIJIH 

amiyaapyioaalx rum 13331e1111101TWX oco6bie npaHa, ape,LkocTamemame 

HTWITD51HCKTIM rpaac,ncaHam, upH ycaoHau, Irro Tame mepoapairma 6YAYT 

irposeAeHm B TelmaIre orialoro roAa co Ana Huy-means' B CHJPI Ha-

cTosarkero AoroHopa. 

CTaTLIE 37. 

B Tetiernie 18 mecHaeH co Ana HcTymeHan B ca.ay Hams:mem 
AoroHopa FITaaaH BO3BpaluT Hee npaHameacamge Dstoomm Ham ee 

rpancAaHam aponaHeAeuria acuccisa, lipegmem pezmrao3Horo xapax-



TREATIES

Tepa, apxuBL, a TaEKae npeAMeTi HcTopMqecRoro 3HauenlIa, BBIBe3en-
Hbie H3 3HnonnI B HTaamIo H ocJIe 3 OKTS6pa 1935 roAa.

CTaTBqI 38.
AaTOi, C NOTOpoi noJooaoeH a HacToaeqero AoroBopa 6 yayr npiHe-

HaITbC B OTHomeHHH BCeX Mep H AeicTBHRi Jno6oro poAa, BseKyIrHx
3a co6oH OTBeTCTBeiHOCTb HTajmm HJIT HnTaJiaHCeHX rpaalaHr B OTHO-
menmHHH D3 o , 6yfeT cqHTaTbca 3 OrTIT6pa 1935 roAa.

PaaAen VIII. MeHAyHapoAHbue corJnaweHHs.

CTaTm 39.
HTaJia] o6a3yeTca npHaTb, mno6de coraameHm, ROTopie 6sIm

mIH MOryT 6HTB saifomeHbI e aa JaIHBHgaIHH JH HaiAw, HOCTO-
moHHO Illajiai MemAyHapoAHoro IlpaBocyga, a Taure MezAyHapoA-

HOi (DaHHaHCOBOE RKOMHCCHI B PperIH.

CTaTba 40.
ITajME HaCTOaHIRM OTKaa3BaeTCa OT BCex IpB, aBo, oaBoocHBaH

H InpHTSr3aMH, BMTreaIomnx 3 WMaHaTHaoi CHCTebI nm Hs amo6BIX o6a-
saTeJaCTB, B03HHIImHX B CBa3H c Heie, H OT BCeX Oco6mIx npaB iTrajb-
a5lCEOro rocygapcTBa B OTHomemEH Jno6oi nomWaiaTEoi TeppHTopmH.

CTaTma 41.
HTajm nIpH3HaeT nocTaHoBjieHHa 3aroqHTejiaoro AKTa OT 31

aBrycTa 1945 roAa H 4paHEo-6pHTancRoro CorjameHae OT Toro ace
Hncjia 0 CTaTyTe Taiamepa Tar are, RaN Bce IIocTaHOBjeeHHa, ROTopme MO-

ryT 6ml npHiTimHi a npoBeAemia B Za3HB 3TX AOKYMeHTOB InogrIcaB-
mmE Hnx ,IepeaBaMH.

CTaTa 42.
HTaja o06a3yeTca napHmaR H npH3UaTmb mo6ue coraameInn, E O-

Topye MoryT 6uT 3aamioqeHE 3aHHTepecoBamHH m COH3ioImm H Co-
eAHHermnmmm AepaaBaMH o6 n3reneHHmm AorOBOpoB o 6 accedue KoHro
C AeajBLo npHBeaemea nx B cooTBeTCTBHe C yCTaBOM OpraHu3anum 06i-
enaHeHix Hallamk.

CTraTa 43.
HTaMia HacToam OTma3sBaeTca OT Jno6ux ipaB H HHlrepecoB,

1498
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Tepa, apxrfflm, a Tamte npegmem ncTopmecrzoro anauenna, Bbmeaen-
nue na aq)TIOU1414 B FITamao Home 3 onTa6pa 1935 roga. 

CTaTin 38. 

„T(aTorr, c RoTopoii IIOJIORMIER nacToankero AoroBopa 6ygyT npnme-
HaTbC51 B OTHOmeRHu Bcex 3161) 11 iferICTBIA J11060i0 poga, BAeltylIDIX 
3a co6oli OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI3 11TaaMR MILL riTaJLEMICEFLX rpancgan B OTRO-
menian Dcp110111311, 6ygeT cinrramcn 3 OICTR6pg 1935 ro,ga. 

Pamen VIII. MemityHapoxibie cornaweHma. 

CTann 39. 

ilTaJIMI o6n3yeTea 11161FLifTb JLE06bIe COTJIaMeRELfl, ROTOpEJO 6bLitkl 
HJIEL moryT 6rATb 3a1CJIIOTIeFILI JIJIH JIHEBRIfaLfinif Haw* llocTo-
SEEEHOR Hamm' 1VleawynapoAnoro lIpaBocyAnn, a Tame Mez,gynapog-

011HaIICOBOR ROMICCIIR B Ppenen. 

CTann 40. 

nTaA1131 HaCTOSITITM omaabmaeTca OT Bcex npaB, npaBoocnoBannii 
n npuTn3andi, BuTeicalomAx 113 mangaTnoil CIICT0311I 11.7111113 JII06bIX 0631-
3aTeJILCTB, BO3FIREDMIX B CB11311 C Heft, if OT Bcex oco6mx kpaB TITaJM-
5mcKoro rocyAapcma B °TROD:MIMI J1106011 no,gmangarnoit TeppnTopna. 

CTaTIAI 41. 

liTazna npn3naeT LIOCTall0B.71811Ra 3a1c.aiourre.abnoro ARTa OT 31 
aBrycTa 1945 roAa iicDpainto-6prrranercoro Comaraenun or Toro ace 

%rem o eTaTre Tanzepa Tan ace, Rarc Bee nocTanomenan, KoTopue mo-
ur 6brrb nprinsrrbi AAR npoBe,genna B HCII3I113 DITIX AoRymenToB nom-Incas-
LEMMA lax ,itepacaBama. 

CTagsa 42. 

14Taana o6a3yerea upuarm, n npnanaTE. Jno6me comarnenna, ICO-
Topme moryT 6brm aaicanogenbi samrrepecoBannum C0103HbINEI If Co-
emngennhant ri(epzaBamn o6 namenennn Aorosopos o 6accefine Konro 
c ne.gbio npnBegennn IIX B COOTBeTCTBEfe c YcTaBom Oprann3ainin 061.-
egnnennbix Flannft. 

CTaTiz 43. 

14Taaan RaCTORIRIIM OTEa3b1BaeTC/1 OT JL10616IX npaB 11 naTepecoB, 
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ROTopbIe oHa MoJEeT HMeTb B CEAyJ CTaTb 16 JI03aHHcKoro AoroBopa,
noAnucaHHoro 24 moJs 1923 ro;a.

PasAen IX. ,AsycTopoHHHe AoroBOpbl.

CTaTba 44.
1. KaACaa Coio3Haa HJEm CoeTMHeHHaa AepEaBa HOTniuHilpyeT

HTanm B TeqeHme mecTH MeCCiieB Co AHR BCTyIMeHHm B CHay HaCTOa-

Iero ,oorBopa o CBOIIX 0OBOeHHbIX :ByCTOpOHHumX AoroBopax c ITa-
JIme&, EOTOpbIe aTa AepmaBa ceJiaeT coxpaHHTB B cuHie 1EH AeHCTBHe

KOTOpbLI oHa aejiaeT B0306HOBHTb. JIIo6bIe lnoJiosmCeIm, He HaxoAI-

miIeca B COOTBeTCTBMH C HaCTOaIIqHM AOrOBOpoM, 6 yAyT, OAHaKO,
IHCKrIOqeHbI H3 BbImeylo OMHyTTbIX ArOBOpOB.

2. Bce BBImeyiioMiHyTbe AOrOBOpbI, o HOTOpbIX 6yAeT HOTH()HIUH-

pOBaHo TaKHM o6pa30M, 6 yyT 3aperHcTpHpOBaHbI B CeRpeTapuaTe

06eanaeHHbix HanMi B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTbeH 102 YCTaBa
OpraHu3aauL 06eamiHenHix Haifi..

3. Bce BBimeyInoMHsyTIe IArOBOprI, o IOTOpLIX He 6yAeT HOTHnQH-

IHpOBaHO TaICKH o6pa3oM, 6yayT cqTaTLca OTMeHeHneHMH.

qACTb Ill.

BOEHHblE nPECTYInHMKM.
CTaTm 45.

1. HTaJaI o6a3yeTa nIpHHaHTb BCe Heo6xoAiimue Mepmu, nTO6bI
o6ecneqm Tb 3aAepEaHHe H Bugaqy AgZa cyAa Ha; HHMH:

a) JmgI, 06BHHSeMbIX B TOM, ITO OIIH COBepmHJHI BoeHHube pe-

CTynJreiHI H npecTynjIeHEna npOTHB MHpa HJH 1npOTHB leJIOBeqHOCTH,

Aajm npmHa3 o coBepmemHn TaK1mX npecTyiniemeHmi cJIH CoaeicTBOBajI

nx COBepmeHHo ;

b) rpaacan HaKoii-Jm6o H3 Colo3HbIx H CoeAHHeHHmix jepsaB,
KOTOpBIe O6BHHaHIOTC B HapymeHuH 3aEOHOB HX CTpaH H3MeHOii HIr

COTpyamHHeCTBOM C BparOM BO BpeMa BORHLI.

2. HTaJma, Ino Tpe6oBaHmo llpaBHTejmcTBa 3aBmrepecoBaHHOH
06beAHnneHHIoH Hlanm, Tair-e o6ecnequT SBKy B KaqecTBe CBHeeTe.ref

HaxoAHIueixcs noA ee IopiCJiaUHeH jm.H, noKa3aaHa KOTOpbIX IoTpe6y-
IoTca AAmq cyAa HaA jamaMH, yKa3aHHbIMH B 1IyHKTe 1 HaToaInie CTaThH.
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BoTopme oHa momeT HMeTb B cmay CTaTI311 16 J1o3amicKoro oroBopa, 
HOJELIleammro 24 B10.7111 1923 roAa. 

Pa3Aen IX. ABycropoimme itoroBopm. 

CTama 44. 
1. RaKrkaa Coio3Haa Han Coemeimaa AepazaBa HoTrtc4mHpyeT 

liTa.7111H B Tetieme mecn mecageB CO ,11,1151 BeTy11.71e111151 B emu HaCT011-
Biker° joroBopa o CBOILX A0B0e11111AX AByeTopoHrfax ikoroBopax C 14Ta-

Auer', RoTopme 3T AepacaBa ace.meT cospaHHTB B CHAO n.m AeficTBne 

BoTopmx oHa acemeT B0306HORLITb. .T1106bIe no.goatemm, He HaxoTka-

Bikneca B COOTBeTeTBITH C HaCTOBIEWM AoroBopom, oymiT, OAHaRO, 

IICIL7110gellbI 113 BroneyHomffirymix ,TkOr0B0p0B. 

2. Bee Burneynomsnirme Aorosopm, 0 ICOTOplIX oygeT H0114111.114-
poBaHo TaKIIM oopa3om, 6y,AyT aaperHcrpnpoBaHm B CertpeTapHaTe 

06rBeiameHmx HUM* B COOTBeTeTBITH CO eTaTbeti 102 YeTaBa 
Opramnannn 06%egnnennux 

3. Bce BbImeynomanynn ;ToroBopm, o RoTopmx ne 6-ygeT nompn-
urnpoBano TaltHM o6paaom, 6.3rgyT elIFITaTbC11 OTMelleHEIbINCH. 

1. 

LI ACT b III. 

BOEHHblE IlPECTIMHYIKVI. 

Carama 45. 

FITaJIMI 06513yeTeS1 ITHHSITI, Bee neo6xognmhte mepu, IITO6b1 

o6ecHegHTB 3aAeplizaHHe H Bhmaily Ma cy,qa Hag MIME: 
a) AM, 06BIIHReMbIX B TOM, IITO onn coBepninan BOelifible npe-

eTynaennn 11 HpecTymaemm HpOTHB mnpa IL7ffl HpOTHB 110.7I0B011110CITI, 
Amu npmca3 o cosepuleHHH Tamx HpecTymilemati 11.7111 COAerleTBOBaJ111 

11X coBepmeHmo; 
b) rpaacAaH RaR0f1-JD160 I13 C0103HbIX 11 C0e,EVIIINHIbIX Aepata,B, 

KoTopme 06BIIIIRIOTCH B HapyllleHBH 3aROHOB HX cTpaH113MHO 11.1111 

COTpyAHHITeCTBOM C Bparom BO Bpem,a BOREILI. 

2. 171Taann, no Tpe6oBannio IlpaByrreabena aannTepecoBannort 
06%ed,unennoil Han,nn, TaKze o6ecnetarr amty B Eagecne cBrukeTeaell 
Haxo-iumwxca nog ee lopneAuranreil ABA, noKaaaBna noTopmx nove6y-
10TCH IIJBI cyga nag Annarm, yKaaannumn B Irsanue 1 nacToinnefi eTaTbH. 



3. BcaiCoe pa3HorjIacEe OTHocHTejIbHO InpHeeHeHHn IIOCTaHOBJe-
HHI lyHKCTOB 1 H 2 HaCTOamiefi CTaTBH AOJI0JHO 6bITb EepegaHo .Io6BiM
3aHHTepecoBaHHbIM IpaBlTejabcTBOM IIociaM COBeTCKoro Coroaa, Co-
eJffeHHnoro KopOJeBCTBa, CoeAHHelHbIx IlTaTOB AMepimE u DpaHinm
B Pnme, EOTopbIe AOCTHrHyT coraameHna nO IIOBOAY 3TOro 3naTpyRHeiHa.

IACTb IV.

BOEHHblE, BOEHHO-MOPCHK E 1
BOEHHO-BO3YLLIHblE lnOCTAHOBJIEHIHl.

Pa3Aei I. CpoK ,eHACTBHa orpaHHYeHM..

CTaTa 46.
ICaEJaa E3 BoeHHmX, BOeHHO-MOpCKHX H BOeiHHO-B03aymHbIX cTa-

TelA HacToaJnero ,orOBopa 6yAei ocTaBaTbCI B CHJle AO Tex Hop, noKa
OHa He 6yAeT H3MeeHea nojiHOCTbiO HJa q1 acTmHro no corJamceHmo Mem-
Ay Cooam3HImi H CoeAnneIHHIMH epaecaBaMH H HTaieiH EH me, -
IIOCJie Toro EaC HITaJmia cTaHeT qjieiio OpraiH3aanHH 06eAnHueHbHx
Haia, -- Io corjlameHmo MeMay COBeTOM Be3onacHocT H HTajmel.

Pa3Aen II. 06uHne orpaHiieHal.

CTaTmB 47.
1. a) CICTeMa AOJroBpeMeHHbIx HTaJIBSHncEHx yrpenJIeHnIl

BOeHHIlX coopyWaeHfHi B:JOJIb bpaHKO-HTazbaHcKoEI rpanHErb H lnx BO-
opyzeHmec 6yAyT yHlnqToMeHbI J mi yaseHII.

b) DTa CHCTeMa crlHTaeTcq COCTosaueij TOAbKEO H3 apTIHJepIii-
CKIX H nIexoTHbIx yKpeIIJleHrI, KaE rpynnoBblx, TaK H H30JIlpoBaHHbIx,
6 eTOHHIbIX orHeBbX TOqeK BCeX TiHOB, 3amnmeHHbIX coopymIeHmf ,ArJ
mrNHoro COCTaBa, IIPOAOBOJIbCTBHI, MaTepHaJOB H 6 oepHIIacOB, Ha-
6 mnoJaTeabHbix IIyHETOB H BOemHHbIX IIOBecHBX Aopor, KaKOBbI 6bI HH
6bIzm HX 3HaleHne EH AeficTBHTeJeHoe cocTOSHHe 3KcmLoaTamLIm III
CTpoHTejcTBa, H ROTOpbLe nIocTpoeHBI a3 MeTaLa, KaM Hinam 1 e: eao-
6eToHa nM IH BaceqeHM B cCKaJe.

2. YnoMImyUTe B HnyHITe 1 BBIm yHqToe yoeHHe e yaajieHie
orpaHHirBarOTCa npeAejaMH 2 0-RE--OMeTpoBoia nCTaHmIHH OT T.16OA
TOLEH rpamHEZ, RaR Ona onpeAeJeHa HaCToamnM AorOBopOM, H 6yyrT

1500 TREATIES [61 STAT.
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3. Beane pa3noraaene OTHOCHTOJILHO npnwenernm noeTanonae-
ITHICTOB 1 H 2 nacTonakeil CTaTbIl gOJDICHO 613ITE. nepe,hkano al-06mm 

3ainnepeeonaninal lipacnTeabeTnor," noun' ConeTeKoro Coio3a, Co-
emmennoro ItopoaeneTna, COOAFIHOHHbIX IIITaTOB Ameprim n (Dpanninz 
B N AM, ROTOpMe AOCTBTHyT el:naafi:tenni' no nonoAy OTOPO aaTpy,Lnienna. 

4ACT b IV. 

BOEHH blE, BOEHHO-MOPCHWE 14 
BOEHHO-B03AYWH blE 110CTAHOBIIEHI4B. 

Pamen I. Cpou itericremfl orpamviemik. 

CTana 46. 

Ka/RAM lid BOCIIIMIX, BOOHHO-MOPCIZELX H BOOFIHO-B03,7jULURLIX eTa-
Teri nacTonn'ero Aoronopa 6-yAeT OCTaBaTbell B cniie ,go Tex nop, noica 

°Ha HO oyiteT nntenena 110.11110CTMO FIJIH ilaC1141IFIO no comarneinno mem-
00103HMIII H CoeAnnennroni Aepacanamn ii liTamieti 11311 ace, — 

Houle Toro icaic FITaam eTaneT %mum" Oprann3annn 061.eAnneninax 

llairr, —no COMIRCHHIO MORWty COBOTOM Be3onaenoeTn H 14Taanefi. 

Pamen II. 06wme orpaHmmeHma. 

CTaTL51 47. 

1. a) CncTema AOJITOBpeMeHIMIX HTaJILSHICKHX menaeingi 11 

BOOITHbIX cooppiceingt BAOJII3 4)painco-rrram.snielcoti rpannnm H FIX BO-
opyacenne 6yyr yIIIPITOJKOHbI TIM pa.aemi. 

b) DTa eneTema CIIHTaeTCSI COCTOFFIgeil TOJII,E0 113 apTimaepa-

CRUX H IIOXOTHbIX pipet-mend'', Halt rpynnonmx, Talc H H3OJIIIp0BaHlIbIX, 
6e1.011HbIX OFHeBbIX Toneic Beex Tlill0B, aaraynneinnax cooppicennia A.7151 

coeTana, Hp0A0BOJIBCTBEISI, maTepna.aon ii 6oelippnacon, Ha-
6.inoTtaTe.minax HyHICTOB H BOOFIHIDIX HOABOCHbIX xtopor, HaKOBbI 61)I HIT 

&UM FIX 3nanenne H AefiCTBHTOJIT3HOO COCTOSIHIle aicemoaTanun     rIJrn 

eTpoirreabeTna, 11 KoTopme noeTpoenbi 113 meTama, Hamm win ace.aeao-
6eTona rum nweenertm B eicam. 

2. YHOMAHTFIle B nyincTe 1 Mlle ylikILITOaieffae RIM Tta.aenne 
orpanntinnaloTea npeAeaamn 20-ramomeTponort AlieraHrmit OT zro6oti 
TOIBUI rpainnig, itaic ona onpe,rteaena nacTomnitm Aoronopom, 11 6y,Lkyr 
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saKOHmeHbI B TeleHle OAHOrO roaa co AHaS BCTyLJIleHHa B CHJIy HaCTOa-

Mnero JioroBopa.

3. BcasIaa peIoncTpyirHsa BbsimeyKa3anHbix yKpenjiemri H co-
opymeHnii 3aIpemaeTca.

4. a) K BOCTOKy OT 4paHKO-HTaJIbRIaHCEcO rpaHHEuI 3anpemiaeTca

cJIe,ayIomeee CTpoRTeJIlbTBO: aoJ.roBpeMeHHbIX yKpeaeHHul, re MoseT
6 bITb yCTaHOBJIeHO opytHae, cnoco6Hoe BecTH oroHLb nO (paHiy3-

CEOHi TeppHTOpHH Hj TeppHTOpHaIbHbIM BOaM; OJTroBpeMeHHbIX BO-

eHHbIx coopyaceHHi, ROTOPMie MoryT 6biT HcIIOJ.Ib3BaHbI AIJr yirpaBMJe-

HII OrHeM 1no (paHuIy3CKOie TeppHTOpHH 1aJI TeppHTOpHaJLbHbIM BOgaM

HJuH AJi1 ero EOOpa2HHpoBaHHs; a TarIe AoarIOBpeMeHHbIX cpeACTB cHa6-

i;eHn5l H CKJIalIPOBaHHm, yCTaHOBJIeHHbIX HCEJIIO'HTeJIbHO AJM HCIIOJIb-

30BaHHa BbmeylnoMaHyTbIX yKpemLaeHi a H coopyaOeHHH.

b) 3TO 3aapem;eHne He pacnpoCTpaHaeTcH Ha A pyrHe TmIni He-

A;OJroBpeMeHHbIx yKpeIImeHHH, HaA3eMHbIx nIoMemeHiiH H coopyaernRH ,

ROTOpbIe npeAHa3HaqaloTC HCKJHnoMHTeJIbHO AJIS 3aitaqg BHyTpeHHerO

xapaRTepa H MecTHoH o6opoHbI rpaHim.

5. B npa6pe3HOM paioHe riy6HHOif B 15 HJIOMeTPOB, IIpoCTm-

paIomiecasI OT paHKo-HTaJIbalHCKoa rpairHHIbI ,AO MepHA.aHa 9030'

BOCTOIHOEH AOJirOTbI, HTaJmH He 6yAeT pa3pemeHo HH co3AaimHe IaRIx-

mI6o HOBbIX, HH pacmIIpeHHe IaKHx-jm60o CYMieCTByIOIIriEH BOeHHO-MOp-

CIux 6a3 HJImH OJIrOBPeMeHHbIX BOeHHO-MOPCcHX COOpyEeHmeH. T1HM He

3aupemnaIoTca noIgepsmaHHe cyHeecTBYIOMnIx BoeHHo-MOpCerIx coopy-

aeHHA B HccnpaBHOM COCTOHHEH H He3HaqHTejnbHbe H3MHeHemHI B HMX,

HO C yCIOBHeM, qTO HX o6mnaa MOmHOCTb UpH 3TOM He 6yAeT yBej.uleHa.

CTaTb 48.

1. a) JIio6ue AOarOBpeMeHHbIe HTajbHanCKHe yKpemieHHsa H oeH-

ibie coopyaeHHa BAOJIb HTaJio-IOrOCAaBCKOH rpaHnIbI H nx BOOpyMeHIne

6yAyT yHIHqTOEeHbl Ena yAaJIeHmI.

b) DTH yKpeiieHHa H coopyseHea cmTraIOrca cocToOaEMHnM

TOJIbKO H3 apTHaIepHHCKax H neXOTHbia yxpelaeHni , KaE rpynosBIX,

TaK H H3OJlHpOBaHHbIx, 6eTOHHbIX OrHeBbIX TOqeR jo6oro Tma, 3amnH-

IerfHHbix coopyMEeHH X AJM JiNHOrO COCTaBa, 1HPOLOBOJIbCTBHI, MaTepHa-

IOB H 6oerpHnacoB, Ha6moJf aTeJnHbIIx HSHKTOB H BOeHnuX noABeCHbIX
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2aKOHIleHbI B Teuemie OJHOPO ro,la CO KIM BeTy11.71e1111.11 B curly HaCT011-
nwro joroRopa. 

3. BeaIrma peKoHeTpyKuga RhuHeyKa3aHHmx yRpen.ileHnii H Co-

opymeHrdi 3anpemaeTea. 

4. a) I BOCTOKy OT tbpaRK0-141aab5HICK011 rpaHrmm 3auperHaeTca 

e.aeApomee CTp0HTeJ1bCTBO: AOJITOBpeMeHHbIX yKpellaeHral, rjie momeT 
6bITb yeTaHOBJleHO opyatHe, enoco6Hoe BeCTII oronb HO 4:13,pamAy3-

cKort TeppnToprm ILIU4 TeppilTopHa.abHmm Roam; AoaroRpemenHmx BO-

el111131.X coopymeHnii, KOTOpbIe moryT 6bIrb HC110.111330BallbI ,7]./L5I ynpame-

H1151 orHem 110 cppamly3eKoil TeppliTopHH HJITI TepprrropHaabHmm Roam 

Han xia ero RooprkrampoBaHHH; a Talmo Aoarospemeimmx epeAcTR ena6-

;KeHHH 11 CK.71amposamita, yeTaHOBJleHHbIX HCK.71101114Te./bH0 HCHOJIb-

30BaHH51 BbIllley110MallyTbIX yKpenaemil H coopymeHa. 

b) DTO aanperHeime He pacupoeTpanaeTea Ha ppy-rHe THUM He-

AOJITOBpeMeHHbIX yKpeuaeHnil, HaJ13eMHbIX HomerHemet H coopyatennti, 
RoTopme upeAHa3HatialoTea IICKJIEGEDITOJII3H0 Ada 3a,Aax Birrpermero 

xapaKTepa H meemoti o6opoHm rpaHHH. 

5. B upHopeamom patioHe ray6HHoit B 15 ICHJI0MeTp0B, llpOCT11-

paionkemeff OT cDpaHRo-rcra.abaHeKort rpaHnqm no epHituana 9°30' 

BOCTOTIHOR JOJIPOTH, 14Taa-fal He 6yAeT paaperneHo Em co3,4aHme Ram/x-

.311160 HOBbIX, H11 paemnpeHrie Kamx-AH6o ey.w,eemylonwx Hoenao-mop-

CHEM 5a3 Ao.arospememmx HoeHHo-mopeRnx cooppReHnii. DTHM He 
3aupenkadoTea Hojkir,epammie cymeeTspownx RoeHHo-mopcmx coopy-
HieHrel B HenpaRHom COCT0511111F1 H He3Hal111TeJIbHbIe HameHeHHH B HHX, 
HO C yeaomem, irro 11X o6maa MOIAHOCTb HpH 9TOM He 6y,tkeT yBearrieHa. 

CTaTbil 48. 

1. a) Jho6me AomospemeHHme HrazbaHeme yKpen.aenna H BoeH-

Hme coopyacenHa Ago.ab Hram-ioroczaReKoft rpaHaum H MX Boopyzenne 

6yyr ymmoaterim HMI ma.aeHm. 

b) DTH memmeHHH H coopymeHm emmaloTal coeToHnuma 

TOJILKO 113 apmmeputieRrix H IleXOTHbIX KaK rpynnosmx, 

TaK 11 1130J111p0BaHHbIX, 6eTOHHIAX 0171eBbIX TOTIeK .1110601‘0 inua, aaTHH-

1HeITHMX coopyazeHmil xt.aH 03111110r0 coeTaRa, Hp0A0BOJIBCT131111, maTepHa-

JOB 11 6oeupHaaeoH, Hao.no,4aTe.ithima 11yHISTOB H BoenEux HogReemax 
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.lopor, KaKOBbI 6bI Hi 6bIIHa HX natqemee H .eHcTBHTeJIBHo e coCToqHIe
KcnIJIoaTaInH H H.1H cCTPOHTeJmcTBa, H ROTOPMe IIOCTPOeHbI H3 MeTaJIa,

KammHI HJ.m eJe3o6eToHa FmU BbIceiqenH B cKaje.

2. YsnoMrHymie B nyHKTe 1 Brime yHrITOaeHHe nim yAaiaenme
orpaHHEHBaioTca npeejiaaMH 2 0-mrJIMeTpoBoHI ,HCTaHmm 1 OT Jio6o0f
TOIqH rpaHmaI, RaK OHa oupeeienea HaCTozm ,oroM pOBOPOM, H 6yAyT
aaRoHqeHbi B TeqeHHe OAHoro rofa co AWH BCTyImeIHH B cliy HaCTOa-

m;ero AoroBopa.

3. Bcaaas peEOHCTpyKRIH BbImeyEa3aHHbix yEpenireHHfi H co-
opysEeHmH 3anpem;aeTca.

4. a) K saanay OT HTaWo-iorocjiaCBCEoA rpaEmiI SanpenaeTcI
caeAyoingee CTpOHTeJrCTBo: AoJroBpeMeHHmux yepeInemH, rge MoaeT
6irrm ycTaHOBoeHo opyzme, cuoco6Hoe BecTH orom IIo orocjiaBcEofi
TeppHTOpHH lmH TeppHTopHajIH0M BoAlaM; AoJIroBpeMeHHlIX BOeHHxIX
coopymeHHm, ROTOpBIe MoryT 6ITn HCIInoJIbBaiHiI liI yInpaBJIeCH or-
HeM no lorocjiaBcEofi TeppHTOpRH HJIH TeppHTopHaaJI nHIMB BOAlaM A Im Jsla
ero KOOp.FHpoBanHm;a a TaKfie AoJjroBpeMeHiHbx cpe;cTB cHa6meHna H
CErlaWHpOBaHH5, ycTaHOBJleHHbix HCjr1oqHTeJMHO AJ1 HCHOJIb30BaHH a
BbImeyi1oMHryTbix yKpenieHHmEi H coopyaemin.

b) DTO 3anperneHHe He pacnpocTpaHaeTcH Ha Apyrne THnIb
HefojiroBpeMenHHbI yRpeneHmhi, Ha;3eMHblx noMengeHHE H coopyze-
HEm, ROTOpue npeAHa3HaqaioTrca HCIroqmrTeJaiH AmJ 3aaa BHyTpeH-
Hero xapaETepa H MecTHoA o6opoHi rpanHq.

5. B npH6peaZHoM paiioHe rjy6HHoi B 15 HJroMeTpoB, npOCTHpa-
lomueca OT HTajio-IorocjaBCKoA rpaHH rpaHHbI MeamAy HITajIHe H
CBo6o0HO i TepprTopHei TpHecT Ao Iapaijeji 44o50 ceBeepHofi mIpo-
TbI, H Ha npHeraIomHx K aTOMy no6epeabo ocTpoBax, HTaJH He 6yAeT
pa3pemeHO HH C03oaaHe KaIHx-Jm6o HOBbIX, HH pacnmpeHHe KEaHx-
Jm60 cymecTByboMnHx BoeHHo-MopcKix 6a3 aei foaroBpeMeHHbix BoeH-
Ho-MopcrHx coopyziemii. 3Hm sHe 3anpemamTca no:Jep2amHe cyIme-
CTByWomHX BoeHHo-MopcEcx coopyaeHi&m H 6a3 B HcnpiaBHOM COCTOmIHH
H He3HaqnTemiLJ e H3m8eHem B HHX, HO C YCjIOBHeM, qTO nX o60maa

0moHOCT npnH DTOM He 6 yAeT yBejiqeae a.

1502 'vI5TJT! A rmmTim1502 
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gopor, KaROBIA 6131 Tm 6bIJIH lix uHatiepme H geticTerue.mHoe COCTOSIHHO 
eKcimoaTarm ELTIH CTp0121TOJIbCTBa, H KoTown HocTpoeHm I13 meTazaa, 

Kamm HMI acemao6eToHa FIJIH emcetieHm B cKa.ae. 

2. YHornuryTme H uykiKTe 1 Hume yitiVITOaCeillle HJJR ygaaeHrie 
orpaimffealoTca Hpeg.e.aamil 20-KroomeTpoHoti AncTamArm OT J1106011 

TO111tH rparruHLT, Kart oHa onpege.gena HacTozaram AOPOB0p0M, H 6ygyr 

3aR0114ellbI B Tarmime OitH0110 roga co gma BcTymIeHrLH B cHay HacToa-
rgero ,TIoroHopa. 

3. Burma peKoHcTpyKima emmeyKaaaHHmx yKpenaeHral H CO-
opyaceimit aanpergaeTcff. 

4. a) It Hanagy OT Hra.go-Toroc.aaBcKoti rpaHrtup aarrpeigaeTca 

czegroakee CTp0HTCJII,CTBO: iTOJICOBpeAfeH1111X yEcperuIemI , rge moaceT 

6bITb yeTaHortaeHo opyame, cnocoorme BeCTI1 °POHL, HO loroc.aaecKort 

TeppriToprm 'UM TeppriTopHa.abrimm Hogam; AoaroBpemennux BOCHHbIX 

coopyatenati, KoTopme moryT 6bIrb EICHOJIb80BaHM XIS1 ynpas.fferma ()P-

ilaf mo ToroczascRoil TeppmTopmn 11.7111 TeppyrropHaambusi Hogam WM M il 

ero rcooppAimposanma; a Tame Ao.aroBpemeHmbix cpeAcTB cHa6atemma Et 

CEJIaititp0BaHHYI, yeTamos.aemmux HCIWIRKEITNILHO MEI HCHOJIb30BallEta 
BbIlHeyHOILIFFIyTbIX yKpewiellma H coopyzerinti. 

b) DT° aaripergeHHe He pacHpocTpaHaeTca Ha A-pv.110 THUM 
neiwarospemerma mem.nemati, mapemmix Holden:win& H coopyze-

KoTopme HpegHa3HagaioTca HcKaKrurre.mHo gaa aagall Hllyrpen-
Hero xapaKTepa H mecTHoit o6opoHm rpaHHH. 

5. B upH6peamom pailoHe ray6HHoil B 15 KrmomeTpori, HpocTripa-

lomemca OT Yrra.ao-iorocaaecKoR rpaHeum H rpaHH[HA memgyHTaJ111e H 

03060,1t11011 TeppirropHeii TpHecT go Hapame.im 44°50' cesepHoil Immo-

TTA, H Ha nproeralommx R 3TOMy nooepezmo ocTposax, FITaJIIHI He 6ygeT 
paeperaeHo FBI coagaHrie KaKHx-J11160 HOBbIX, Hit pacnmperrae Karma-

.7m6o cylikecnyloroxx HoeFrao-mopcimx 6a3 HER goaroepememimx HoeH-
HO-M0pCK112C coopymeHa. arum HO HanpergaancH Hoggepammie cylike-

CTBy10111XX BOCITHO-M0pCREIX coopyzeml 71 6a3 B HcHparnaoht COCTOREIBH 

H He3HattlITCJIbIlbIe H3MOHOMItt B HEX, HO C yc.aortHem, tiTO EX oonkaz 
110111,HOCTb HpH TOM He 6ygeT yHempaeHa. 
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6. Ha AnymficrOM noaIyocTpOBe K BOCTOKy OT MepHnnaHa 17o45'
BOCTOTHOFH AOJIrOTbI HITaEm He 6yAeT pa3pemeno mH CTpOHrTeAjCTBO
KasKx-jm60 HOBBIX OJATOBpeMeHHbX, BOeeHHIX, BOeHHO-MOpCnHX HJM
BoeHHo-B03AymnLBxx coopyMHeiHf, Ha pacnmpeHHe cymIecTByionix co-
opyaeHeni. DTHM He 3anpeinaiTca noNiepmaime cyUnIecTByIonHx coopy-
zKeIIH B HCIIpaBHOM COCTOSEHH H He3HaiHTeJIBHBe H3MeHeHIm B mHx,

HO C yCJIOBneM, WTO HX o6maa MOIHOCTB HnpH 9TOM He 6yAeT yBejIqeEHa.
O0HaKo, 6yxyT pa3pemeHM TaEHe HOMemIeHM paJ BOECK BHTypeHHeH
6e3olacHocTH, KaIce moryT IOTpe6OBaTbCSa AJ 3aaaq BnyrpeiHero
xapaKTepa H MecTHOi O6 OpoHMI rpaHHI.

CTaTm 49.
1. IIaHTeJiepmH, IIeJiarceKe ocTpoBa (JIamie:y3a, JIammoHe H

JmH0o3a) H IIaHo3a (B A7iopHaTEiecKOM Mope) ;OJUHMi 6uTb H OCTa-
HyTCa geeMHjAHTapH30BaHHbIMH.

2. TaEaa ,aemT apH3al H A oJIaa 6O a ITb aaEOneHa B TeqeHHB

OAHoro rofa co laMH BCTYIaeeHHaI B CJy HacTOnlI;ero ,orOBopa.

COaTBa 50.

1. B CapqIHHH Bce AoJIroBpeMeHHbIe apTHJLIepIHHcre rIjomianm
6eperoBoH o6opoHBi H HX BoopycEeHue, a TaEae BCe BoemHo-MopcIHe
coopyas;eHm, EOTOPbIe HaxojiTCa B nipe;ejax 30 KHAoMeTpoB OT paH-
ryscEiH TeppHTOpHaJIbHHix BOA, AOJIEHbM 6bITb nepeHeceHbI Ha MaTe-
pRK IlTaJmnH H.I yHHqTOCeHbI B TeqeHHe O;HOrO roAa CO AHSI BCTyHjie-
HIM B Cemy HaCToaSiero AoroBopa.

2. B CHmoJrH HE CaPAHHM BCe iOJirOBpeMeHHbHe COOPYaeHHma H
o60pyAoBaHue Jia peMOHTa H cFmaAnpOBaHmHH TopneA, MOpcKHX MHH H

6oM6 H iAjI yxoAa 3a HHMH AOJIZHbI 6blTb yHHqTOmKeHbI HJIm nepeHeceHi

Ha MaTepHK HTaIHH B TeqeHHe OAHOrO roAa CO AHs BCTyHAeHr B CHAy

HacTosmgero ,oroBOpa.

3. B CEawmHa H CapmiHHH He 6yayT paapemeHbu yJIlymerHe,
peKOHCTpyREMI HJIH pacmHpeHHe cymIecTByIOIHx COopyMeHmi HMT
AoJiroBpeMeHbrIx y~pemIieHH, oHaKo, 3a HncrJioqeHHeM omHcaHHIx B

nyHKTe 1 Bbime paiOHOB ceBepHofi Capj.a.nm , HOpMaJIbHOe coAepaaHHe

TaKHC coopyaceHm ri JIH .ojroBpeMeHHBIx yMpeiHeHi H yEe yCTaHOB-
jieHHoro B mx BOOpyaleHHaI MOZe;T HMeih MeCTO.
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6. Ha Arry.anticKom no.ayocipose I BOCTORy OT mepwr,HaHa 17 °45' 

BOCTOIIHOR ,TIOJIrOTbI nTaratu He opeT paapemeHo RH eTpOnTeJILCTBO 

KaN,Hx-anoo HOBTAX AOATOBpeMenHhix, BOeHMIX, soermo-mopcKnx Han 

BOeHHO-B03,RyinfibIX coopyaceHrdi, HIT pacirmpenue cy.w,ecTi3porugx co-

opyateHnii. Dual He 3aupenkaioTca Homepataime cyw,eempornxx coopy-

;Hemel B HcHpaHHom COCTOITHMI H He3Hatme.mHble H3MeHeHMI B MIX, 

HO C ycaoHnem, TO EX oorgasi MOIHHOCTI, HpH 9TOM He 6y,geT yHemmena. 

0,1kHaito, opyr pa3peraeHm Tante nomenkema ;psi HoficE HHyTpeHHerr 

6e3onacHoorn, Kamm morre HoipeoosaThca aagati HH-FrpeHHero 

xapaRTepa H MeCTHOR o6opoma rpaHug. 

CTanz 49. 

1. Haate.a.aepHa, 113.71arcKHe ociposa (JlamHeAy3a, JlammoHe H 

JITH103a) II HHaHo3a AApHaTHIlecKom mope) 0.7121CHIA 6LITTa H ocTa-

"Tyres' AeMTIJMTap1130BaHHIAMII. 

2. Tama AammaTapH3aqvur mama 6bITb 3aKomeHa B Tel:len:Re 

oxioro roAa co Ansi BcTywienHa B cruy HacTosugero AoroHopa. 

Orama 50. 

1. B Capp,HHHH Hee Atharospemenme apmmepHicHne HJI0Ma,TERH 
6eperoHoii o6opoHm H IIX Hoopyacemue, a TEE e Bee Boenno-mopcitHe 

coopyazemaff, HoTopme HaXOXITCH B HpeAe.aax 30 RHJI0MeTp0B OT (1)paH-

Hy3CIZHX TeppnTopHa.mHmx BOA, 0.71X1114 obITT) nepeHeceHm Ha maTe-

prfic Hza.mili 11.1111 yHWITORCeTHA B TegeHHe woro rozka co AIISI BeTyiLlIe-

MIR B cruly Hacroamero Aorortopa. 

2. B Cminjuii ii CapgrIRMI Bee o.nrospememme COOppitellrla 11 

o6opyAosamEte AAR pemoura H cicalaarposanna Topue,4, mopcmx mi H 

6oM6 IIA.TJA yxma 3a MIMI AOJIatHbI 6biTb yHHTOHeHbI aim nepenecem 

Ha maTepruc 14Tamta B TegeHHe oAHoro roAa co Am Hcrymaeffma B cmay 
HacTomkero ,TtoroHopa. 

3. B Cmiaimu H CapAHHHH He 6yAyi pa3pemeHm yarn:flume, 
peKoHcipyinwa HAH pacrallpeme cyakecTHromxx coopymeHHit rum 

Aoarospemenamx ypeiuIennM, wary), aa HeRJHOtleHHelf ozHcammix B 

Hyrnue 1 mane pationos ceHepHoil Cap,rom3H, HopmaahHoe coAepzame 

TaldIX coopyacenaitElm Aurospemelli)Ix yRpewieHml H yam yeTaHos-

neHuoro B MIX Boopyacama moaceT Mien, /ifeCTO. 
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4. HITajmH 3anIpemIaeTcH CTPOHTeJIbCTBO B CIHJIHH H CapHnnH
aKHix 6hi TO iH 6bIJIO BOeHHO-MOpCIHX, BOeHHbIX HJIH BOeHHO-BO03ym-

HIX coopyMenHHi HJI yKpeInIeHH, 3a HcKnomieHneMe TaKHx IInoMeineHH
AfJia BOCKE BHYTpeHHeH 6e3o0acHocTH, CaKHe MoryT IIoTpe 6 oBaTbca AJIa
3agaq BHsHypeHHero xapaKTepa.

CTaTblI 51.
HTam He AoJLH a HMeTb, InpoH3BOAHTh HJIH 3aKcnepHMeHTHpoBaTh:

(i) jIo6rie BHi abTOMHorO BOOpymeHHSa; (ii) KaKHe-JIm60 caMiOABHIy-
inSHeca Hm yIIpaB.aeMbIe CHapSIbI HJI annapaTbi, CBH3aHHbIe C HX BbI-
6pacIBaHHme (3a HCKJIoqCHHeM TOpneA H TopneaHbIx ainapaToB, co-
CTaBAIoiomp HopMaJiEHoe BoopyEeHHe BOeHHO-MopCIHx Hopa6jiei, pa3-
pemeHHLix HaCTOaiM AoroBopoM); (iii) RamHe-jm6o opyasI, cno-
co6HmIe BecTH orOHB Ha HCTaHEno CBbIme 30 KHIOMeTpoB; (iv) Mop-
CEHe MHHb HJ1 TOpHejbI HeKOHTaKTHOrO THna, AeHCTByIOiMHe OT qyB-
CTBHTejBHbix MexaHH3MoB; (r) KBalEe-jm6o TopIneAb, I OTOpHe MOryT
6ubITB yKOMneIeTOBaiHI J.IOllbMH.

CTaTHa 52.
HTajH 3ainpem;aeTca npao6peTeHHe BoenHHIx MaTepHaJIOB H Tex-

mHHE repMaHncorO HJIm mIOHcKoro IpOHcxoaC0ieHH HJIH ROHCTpyKIfHH
HaK B ITaJI m, TaR H BHe npeAejoB ee TeppHTopHH, HJI HX np 0-
H3BOACTBO.

CTaTba 53.
HTaJM He o0JLKHa HMeTB HJm npO0H3BO0HTL KBK B rOCyAapCTBeH-

HOM, TaB H B 'aCTHOM nopS;Ae KEaIe-jm6o BoeHHMe MaTepHajib H TeX-
HHKy, IHO KOJMqeCTBy HJH H0 THuaM BbIXOAfane 3a HpeAeAbI Toro, qTO
Tpe6yeTcs AJI BOeHHbIX CUI, pa3pemenHHx pa3ejaM III, IV H T
HHiae.

CraTa 54.
06inee qsucjo cpe ,x H Tesmex Te aHrEOB B HTaJIbuHCH x BOOpy-

meHHx cwiax He O.JXIHO InpeBumaTb 200.

CTaTr 55.
1H B RoeM cjyqiae HH OAHR obnmep HJ yHTep-oq4nep 6iBImeH

qamxCTCeofi MjmmH J. 6 MBmeE 4)amHCTCCEOi pecny6mIHaHCROl
apmHH ne Ao;jnaeH 6rr AonymneH K caya:y6e B 'EHe oHnrepa Hn yTrep-
o45Hepa B HTraJiaICcEO apMH, BOeHHo-MopcKOM cAJOTe, BoeHHO-B03-
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4. 14Tama aa.upeakaeTca ciporrre.mcmo B CHumanza H Capin= 

KaKrix 6m TO EH 6m.710 BoeHrio-mopcmx, BOOHHLIX HJIH BoenHo-Bo3,1qui-

MAX coopyatemth rum -mermen:ail, 3a HcKaTo-gen:Hem Tana HomageBHA 

A.7IFI BORON BHyTpeHHeft 6e3oHacHocTH, Hanle moryT HoTpe6oBanca Aza 

3aikag myrpelmero xapaKTepa. 

CTaTml 51. 

FiTaJIM He OJDICHa umeTB, Hp0H3B0,71EHTb UJifi DEcnepratermaposam: 

(i) aro6me BRAM aTomHoro Boopyzeima; (ii) Kamm-A.146o car/cox-Amy-

mxeca rum yirpaRmemme cHapaAm rum aullapaTm, ciwaHnbie c HX BM-

opachmuntem (3a nclunotierraem TopneAii TopHemimx armapaToB, co-

CTaBASTIOTTPC Hopmaamoe BOOpynteHne Boehno-mopcniax Kopa6aeff, paa-

pememuix HacToaraxm AoroBopom); (iii) Kamm-J.1146o opyxusi, CHO-

coonbie BeCTI1 (ROHL Ha ,THECTailLIHIO CHM:HO 30 KFLTIOMeTp0B; (ir) mop-

CICHO HEIM HAVI Topnew HeEOHTaETHOPO Tina, Aeilcmylorque OT uyB-

CTBIITeJIMITAX mexarimmoB; (v) name-mi6o TopHeAm, ICOTOpMe MOM 

obITI) yKommeKToBarma JLEPT:13111. 

CTama 52. 

llTaJlE01 aalipenkaeTcH HpHoopeTenue BOOTIMIX maTepHaaos H Tex-

MICH repmancKoro rum aumicKoro uponcxox,TkeHrisi rum KOHCTpylaWfll 

Kaa B 14TaJlEnt, Talc H BHe upeuaoB ee TeppHTopHH, rum FLX upo-

113BOACTBO. 

CTaTLH 53. 

liTaJI1151 He Aux= HMeTI) IIJlfl Hp0113B0,11HTb KaK B rocy,tkapcTBen-

HOM, TIC H B ilacTHom Hopswce Karam-a:go BoeHHme maTepHaam H TeX-

HRICy, HO KozageerBy H.1111 110 THHam BbIXOAHHHIe aa Hpe,ge.am Toro, WO 

Tpe6yeTca ikaa BOCHIILIX CFLTI, paaperlleHHmx pamaaamH III, IV H V' 

mime. 
CTaTE•R 54. 

061:gee IHICJI0 cpexaux H TantOJIMX TaBIZOB B HTaJILZHCICHX Boopy-

mama cmax He Ao.K1KHo if-penman. 200. 

CTama 55. 

Tin B ROM criyqae rut °gm o(fallgep rum yffiep-o4)Bgep 6mBineti 

()annicTcHort MILTHEUXII 11.7111 &amen (pammTcHofi pecny6mataHcKoli 

apmua He OJIlteH ÔIAm Amu-igen K cayat6e B gime oclumepa FOIL yffrep-

oclimgepa B EtTaJILIIIICICOR apmaa, BOeB110-110pCROM CPaoTe, B0e11110-B03-
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AymHbIx cwIax aHIH B BOHCKaX EapaO6HepOB, 3a HCKJnoqeHneM TeX m.,

KOTOpbIe 6bIJIi pea6HjmIUHpOBaHbI HafJIeam;BnHM opraHOM B COOTBeT-
CTBHH C HTajIAbaHCKI 3aKOHOM.

Pa3Ae.n III.
OrpaHHMeHHa, Hanaraemue Ha HTanbHHCHMi BoeHHO-MOpCHKOi noT.

CTaTBa 56.

1. CyulecTByIom;H1 HTaaJIbHacEI BOeHHO-MOPCROH (DJIOT AolJleH
6bITL yMeHLmeH A o eABH , HoHMeHOBaHHIn B IIpHiomeHH XII A.

2. AOIIJIHHlTeAbHIe e zHHHIbIM, He IIOHMeHOBaHHbIe B IIpHJioe-
mHH XII H HcnoJU3yeMble TOJIoRO JISI cneIJHanbHbIX lneiefi TpajieHmI,

MOryr 6 bITh H aazee ncInoJI30BaHbI Ao oKonHqanHm nepnoAa TpajIena,
ycTaHOBJIeHHOrO MemryHaporHoai IleHTpaajbHOi KojuLerine no TpaJIe-
HHImO MH B eBpoIneicKIHx BoAax.

3. B TeqenIe gBsX MecasLeB nocJIe OKOHmaHnH Ha3BaHHoro ne-
pHoAa Te 13 yIOMSHyrTIX BbEUe cyAOB, KOTOpMe 6bJH 3anMoo6pa3HO
nepeAanbI HTajI5IHCROMy BoeHHmo-MopCoMy aJIOTy ApyIrMH AepmsasaMH,
AOJIH 6bI T B0I3BpamieHBI 9TM AepEaaBaM, a Bce ocTaJIbwHe Aonoi-o-
HHTreJbHbIe eumH AOm jHU 6urm pa30pyZeHH H HnpHcIOco6JeHu AJIS
rpazTlaHcKoro HCHOJIb30BaHE l.

CTaTMa 57.

1. HTaams AOJiZHa BblOJIHHTb ceyeAioniee pacuopsmeHHe B OT-
HomeHu KEopa6JIeHi ITaJIbHHCKOro BoeIHo-Mopcsoro )JIoTa, norMeHO-
BaIlHbIX B IIpnIjioeHHn XII B:

a) BbImeyKaaaHHbIe Kopa6iIH AOJIaKHbi 6bITb IIepeCaHbI B pacuo-
paseHne IIpaBnTeJIbCTB CoseTCKoro Co CoaCoeAHmeHHoro IopoJeB-
CTBa, CoeAHHeHHbIX mlTaTOB AMepmnKH H pamHHH;

b) Eopa6jmH, noaleauHe nepeAaqe B COOeTTBeT H c noCIIymIR-
TOM <a> BbIIe, AOJIZHbI 6brrb UOJHOCThiO 060pyAOBaHOi bI H B Inp1rTOHOM

iaJ Jso6uX AencTBnH COCTOiFmH, BroOqaqa nojfmi Romim.elT 3auacOB
BOOpyMeHII5, H CHa63eHE EKopa6eJIbHbMI 3aInacummH qaCTlH H BCeH

Heo6xoaHMoHi TexHeecCoT i oH oyMeHTangHe;

c) nepeAaqa Eopa6Jiei, yKasaHanx Bbsme, AojimHa 6uMT BMIOJI-
HeHa B TeqeHHe Tpex MecmaeB Co jHH BCTyMeCHuH HaCTomaero AoroBOpa
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Aynumax cmax man B BolicRax Kapa6nnepon, 3a FICEJHOTIeHlleM Tex ann, 

KoTopme obian pea6n.iffiniportarna naxaeacanknm opranom B COOTBeT-

CTBITH C Ina.THAIHCICHM 3aKOHOM. 

Pamen III. 

OrpaHwieHHH, Hanaraembie Ha iffallbflHellia HoeHHo-mopcHoti 4)noT. 

Clung 56. 

1. CynkecTsponcaft FfraJIb5IHCICHfl BOCHHO-M0pCROff 4).TIOT AOJDEell 

6bITb ymennruen O e11,11111W,, HOIllitellOBRHHbIX B 11proomernan XII A. 

2. A0110.1111FITeJlbHbIe eX1111411bI, He HOHMellOBREHIbIe B 11pruioace-
unn XII H ncno.n3yerame TOJIbRO J1Jffl CHeItHRJHAIMX nemil Tpa.aenn3, 

moryT 6ram 11 ,T(a.gee HCHOJIWOBRHM O OROHLIRHELff nepnoika Tpa.ffenna, 

ycTanomennoro MeapkynapoAnoil I:ken-Tama:loft Roiernei no Tpaze-

HMO 3E1311 B esponericKnx noikax. 

3. B Teileime Anyx mecagen 'Louie oiconlianna na3Bannoro ne-
pnojka Te 113 ylIOXIIHyTbIX BbIBle cyjkon, KoTopme obLim 3anmoo6pa3no 

nepeAanm Erraansancicomy noenno-mopcRomy (pacrry Apyrnma gepacanamn, 

6bITb no3npancemil DITIM iskepzanam, a Bee OCTaJIMille AOII0J1-

11111TeJ113HbIe CAHHHAbI AOJDICHIA 6Errh paaopyacenm H npncnocoo.aenht AJlif 
rpazgancHoro HCHOJI1330BRHIM. 

CTRT141 57. 

1. liTaJIHS1 itomicna BM:EOM-MTh c.memiionkee pacnopnacenne B OT-

Holmium Kopa6.neil nTa.absnicKoro noenno-mopcicoro (11AoTa, HOHMe110-

BRIIHMX B 11p11JRNICeHHH XII B: 

a) BmineyKa3ammie Kopa6.an AOMICHM 6bITIa nepeAanbi B pacno-
pnacenne IlpaBlITeJIbCTB Conercrtoro C0103a, CoeAnnennoro Ropmen-

CTBa, Coexunennbuc 111TaTon AmepnEn H Opainam; 

b) Kopa6.7m, noxaezankne nepeAaxie B COOTBOTCTBITH c noAnynic-

TOM <<a>> BbIffle, A0.7nElibI 6bITI3 HOJIHOCTMO o6opposanm 11 B npuroiTHom 
.ino6rAx Aericmnft COCTORIMH, BEJIIOaI nommrti KommeKT 3anacoB 

Boopyacefffiff, n cHa6menbi Ropa6e.numnat aallacimumli IlaCTSIMEI H Beal 
neo6xoArrmoil TextunecEoil AoRymenrangert, 

c) nepeilana Hopa6.71eil, pica3anEux mine, Aomoia Sum BbIlIOJI-
Helm B Telierme Tpex meesukeB co ga BeTyILIICHHR Ham°lager° AoroBopa 
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B CHaIy, 3a HCEHoqeeHHeM TEaKH cJayqaeB, Korea iopa6JH He MOryT
6m OT peMOHTHpoBaHbI B Teqelme Tpex MecHaeB; B aTHX crylIaax cpo-
KH iepeaaqn MoryT 6mbTb IIpoImeHm qeTImpbMa IIpaBHTeJiCTBaMi;

d) 6a30oBe 3anacHre qacmT H aanacI BOOpyZeHna SIa yKa3aH-
HUX BI me Hopa6jeiH AOJLEHH, HacKICOJiO 3TO B03M0H0HO, nepeAaBaTLca
BMecTe c Iopa6mJlm.

HelocTaIomnHe 6aa30Be 3anacHme aacTH H 3aaacM BOOpyaeHiM
AOJiMH 6Tr nHocTaBneHM B pa3Mepax H B cpoim, nOTopue 6yAyT yCTa-
HOBJIeHBI qeTMpBMaII paBHTejBcTBaHm, H, BO BcaIoM cAjyqae, B TeEeHHe
He 6oaee ieM oAHoro ro a Co Ja. BCTyILreMaM B CHay HacToai;ero
ADoroBopa.

2. IIoPpo6HoCTH, OTHocHnIHeCa K BumeyEa3aHHOk nepeAane, 6y-
jyr yCTaHOBjieH KOMI o eHCefi eTepex AepaaB, IKoTopaqa AoSZHa 6nTb

co3AaHa B COOTBeTCTBHH C OTZeJIBHIIM npOTOKOJIOM.

3. B eayqae noTepnH a.II noBpeav;eHHu, RaROBa 6M HE 6uaa HX
npHIHa, mio6oro H3 Ropa6jrei, IoHMeHOBaHHBI B IIpaJoenHHmm XI B
H npeAHa3HaqeHnHx Jiai nepeAatH, ecji noTepa mA noBpeaeHHe He
MoryT 6biT B03MenieHeI Hm HcnIpaBIeHuI KR aTe, yCTaHOBjIeHHOi t A0
nepeAaH cooTBeTCTByyioiero Ropa6JL Im Ropa6Aek, HTaami o6a3y-
eTca 3aMeHHTB TaROH sopa6jmb im Kopa6jm 3rBBHBaJIeHTHbIM ToHHaEeM
H3 qHcaIa Kopa6Jefie, noHMeHOBaHHiX B IIpaHoaeHH XII A, npHneM
Ropa6Jm am Kopa6Jm As 3aMenHu 6yAyT BbI6HpaTie c IIociaMH Co-
BeTCKoro Coio3a, CoenMHeHHoro IopoJeBCTBa, CoeHiHeHmIx IIITaTOB
AMeprm H n pamHni B PHMe.

CTaTma 58.
1. HTaJIHma ojBHa BMIIOJHTb cJeAyoiqnee pacnopaSeHHe B y-

HomeHHH lnoABo:Hux JOAOK H He HaXOfnHWHxc B CTpOIO BOeRHO-M0p-
CKHX Ropa6Jeii. CPORH, yKa3aHHie HBm e, OJamssu CqrHaTbca Co AHS
BCTymnieHH HacToam.ero loroBopa B IaT y.

a) BoeHHmo-opcmHe HaABoAHHe Ropa6jm Ha ILnaBy, He noHEeHo-
BaeHIe B IpmHo2MeHHE XII, BRMoqaa BoeHHo-MopcrHe EOpa6Sm, Haxo-

aigrmHec B IIOCTpofie Ha iuaBy, B TeqeHHe AeBa=T MecmeB AoJonHm
6mTb ymHHTOzaeHa Em pa3o6pamu Ha MeTaJui.

b) BoeHHo-MopcEHe Eopa6m, HaxoaniHHeca B nOCTpofie a -.Ta
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B may, aa ncicjrroqenhleM TaKILX expaes, Korga Ropa6.an He moil! 
6bITb orpemotimpoHanu B Tequele Tpex mecageH; B 31132C carmax cpo-
RH trepeaaaa mOryT 6bIrb Hpog.aema Ilemplaca lIpaHHTe.abcmamm; 

d) 6a3oHme aanacHme gam n aanacm Hoopyzema yHaaaH-
IMIX Hume Kopa6.aeti AOJDICHIA, HaCKOJIMCO DTO B03310aCH01 HepeaaHaTLca 
sameTe c Hopa6.amm. 

HeaocTaloilwe 6a3oHme aanacmae IlaCTH H aauacra Hoopyzema 
A U/EMI 6bITb HOCTaBjleHbI B paamepax NB cpom, KoTopme 6yAyT yeTa-
HOBJ1e11131 tIenapbmH IIpaHHTe.uicTHamH, n, BO BCBROM co.y B TetienHe 
He 6o.uee Jim opxoro roaa co Ana Hcaymiema B may HacTosngero 
Aorosopa. 

2. thapo6HocTH, oTHocamHeca IC HbuneyHaaarrHoil nepeaae, 6y-
 rTaITOBJleHbl ROMHCCHeR IleTupex eTtepzas, HoTopaa /t0.17.HCHR 61,m, 
coaAaHa B COOTBeTCTBHH C OTANIT3Hbat HpOTOKOJI0M. 

3. B cayaae rump HIER Hospez,aeHHH, HaHorta 6b1 Tiff &ma FIX 
Hpaqfflia, mo6oro Ha Hopa6aell, HommeHoHammix B IIpmonceHHH XII B 
H HpeaHaaHauemaux Aala nepeaaaH, ecom HoTepa nm HoHpemleHHe He 
moryT 6131Tb BO3MeHkeHbI RAH HcHpart.aeHbi IC AaTe, YeTaHOBJIeHHOrt ,1411FI 

Hepeaaim coomeTcmporgero Hopa6.1ff nan HopaMeli, FITa.allsi o6Hay-
eTca eaMellETb TaKoft Hopa6.16 H.1111 Hopa6.all OKBIlea.leHTHIal Tomazem 
He micaa Hopa6.aen, HoHmeHoHammix B IIpmaoacemill XII A, Hpmem 
Ropa6m, Hon Kopa6.un ;Am aamenht 6y,ayr Hm6Hpanca nocaamH Co-
HeTcrcoro Colon, CoemmenHoro RopoaeHcma, CoeigaeHHEax IIITaToB 
Ameprram n OpaHumm B PIllife. 

Grano 58. 

1. IlTa.ung Ao.aacHa BHIIO.71B11Th caeaporHee pacHopazenHe B 1)16 
HUMMEL II0,71BOXHIDIX .TIOAOR H He Haxownwaxca B caporo Boa:Ho-mop-
clam Kopa6.ml. Cpom, yicaaamie maze, AOJIHMI cauramea co gm 
BCTVIJIeHELH HacToankero ,lloroHopa B may. 

a) Boenno-mopcxne HaAHomme Hopa6.aH Ha may, no HOHNeHO-
Banuble B lipzaomeHHH XTT, BEJLI011aa HoenHo-mopcme Ropa6m, Haxo-
A,HacHeca H Hocapoihte Ha H.lasy, B Tegeme AeBSITH mecageH 
611Tb yHYPITOZeabl BAH paao6pama Ha meTam. 

b) Boemio-mopme Ropa6m, Haxomm;Heca B Hocapoitice Ha era-. 
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ineJIx, B TeITeHme CeBeTIH MecleB ,AOJI0AHbI 6BITm yilm TO aeHe HJIH pa-
3o6paHbi Ha MeTajLt.

c) IIOBOAfHbIe jiolKH Ha MiaBy, He IIOMeHOBaHHbie B IIpHJIOEe-
mH XII B, OJiatHBi 6bIT, B Te-qeme Tpex MecIAeB IOT0oHJeHMI B OTKpbI-
TOM Mope na rry6HHe csBume 100 camen.

d) BoenHo-MopcrHe Kopa6ai, nIIOTOIMeHHmIe B HiTajiaIHCHx raBa-
Hix H BXOAHlIX EaHaJiax, MemalomgHe HOPMaJIbHOMy CYAOXOACTBy, 0OJl.l-
IIHI 6bIT B TeQeHee ,ByX eJIT am yHHITOaIeHbI Ha MecTe JIH IHOKHRTBI
H BIocJIeACTBHH yHHqTOaeHi MaH a e pa3o6paHm Ha MeTaJI.

e) BoeHHo-Mopcrme Ropa6jm, IoTOiLieHHm e Ha Maiixx rjiy6HHax
B 1HTanJMbmRHX BORax, He Memaioinge .HopMaJibHOMy cyoxoATBy,
0AoJKHtm 6b TI npHBeleHI B TeqeHiHe O!Horo roAa B TaROe COCTOIHe,

npH ROTOpoM OHH He MOryT 6blT O noIHaMI.
f) BoeHHo-MopcHme copa6.J, rOTopHe MoryT 6bIr nepeo6opy-

AoBaHbI H He nIIOXOAT Ho10 onpeAejeeHHe BOeHHBix MaTepHasjoB H ROTO-
pIe He nIepeImeCAeHlb B JIpOeH]o:em X/I, MoryT 6BmT B TeqeHHe AByx
JieT Iepeo6opyoOBaHbI iasI rpaEaancKRoro HcnoOJI3oBaHa Bm ,lIOJUBHMi
6mI pa3pymeHbi.

2. HTaj.m o6ia3yeTca nepeA noTonILeHHeM HAs yHmTOKeHmleM
BOeHHO-MopcRHX Eopa6jefi H niOBBOHuxX JOOEn, Ea nIpeAycMOTpeHo
B IpeIMAieM InymHTe, CHaTR TaHEe o6 opyAoBaHHe H 3aiiacmH e qacTH,
ROTopue MoryT 6UTb HCIIOJA3BaHiis t nonoJIeHmI Kopa6eJnHUx H
6 a30BIx 3anaceHx qaCTeHi H o6opyAOBaHma, KOTOpbe AOJnHUM 6uTb
HocTaBjieHu, B CooTBeTcTBHH C IyHKTOM 1 CTaTbH 57, ia Bcex Eopa6-
jef, noHMeHoBaHHUX B IIpHjioaeHHH XII B.

HIIo Ha6JoiAeHHeM IIOCJOB CoBeTcKoro Coioaa, CoeaHreHHoro
KoponeBTsBa, CoeaHHeHHbix iTTaTOB AMepmHm H 0pamnHm B PeMe
HTaanmt MOazeT TaiaEe CHiTb 060pyAOBaHBie H 3aIacHne qacTH HeBoeH-
HOrO xapaETepa, ROTOopMe MOryT 6bmTb erro IIpHcnoco6jeHu gI HIC-
IInoib30BaHHI B ee rpaaiAaHCIofi aROHOMHe.

CTaTia 59.
1. HTajaH He ~oJumHa CTPOHT, InpHo6peTaTb HBm 3aaMeHTb jm-

HefiHue Iopa6ia.

2. IlTaJaal He AoJEHa CTpOHmT, npHo6peTaTi am HCoJIba30BaTh
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masa, B ikeBSITH meames jI0JIRCHbI 6bITh yrunTomeml HMI pa-

ao6paHm Ha meTaza. 

c) Ilo,ABoxime JIOXICH Ha H.aaBy, He HonmeHoBaHHEae B Rpm-mace-

Him XII B, OJIaHLI 61.4Th B Tegerme Tpex mew:us HOTOHJIeHlal B 
TOM mope Ha r.irsT6BHe cBrAme 100 emelt 

d) Boermo-mopcwrie Hopa6.1114, HoTomei:mile B mraaBaHewrrx raBa-
HX H BX0,1IHIAX BaHmax, memalomme Hopma.mHomy evrommemy, g0.71,111-
TIM oHm B TeileHrie ,1:1;Byx JIeT Hill ylingTomeHm Ha Wen mm HOMIRTIA 

BrroczegeTBrm yakviTomerm rum me pa3o6paHm Ha MeMIL 

e) Boemm-mopertme Kopa6.7m, HoTondreimme Ha maabix myormax 
B Irraarancuix BoAax, He memaromme .Hopma.arzomy epoxoAcmy, 

.40-1121CHIA 6IITI3 uprise,Amu B TeiMine moro roAa B Taxoe commune, 
"rpm ROTOpOM 01111 He moryT 611ITI) HOXIBITbI. 

Boermo-moperme Kopa6.7m, RoTopme moryr 6Brm nepeo6opy-

OBHU He HOJI,X0MIT HoA onpeAeaenme BOeHHBIX maTepmaaos H ROM-

prAe He riepeime.aem B Ilprumatemm XII, moryT 6Erm B mireImo AByx 
ACT nepeo6oppoBaHm irJia rpaacAaHeworo HCHOJI1130BaHna mm AOJIRCHLI 

Oum paappuem. 

2. liTaJHUI o6B3yeTea nepeA nommen-mem rum ymagToatermem 

Boermo-mopcBmx Bopa6.ffell H HOABOAHLIX Hart HpeiryemoTpeno 

B irpeAsNyw,em Rpm, CHRTI) Tame o6oppoBarme H 3anaeme gam!, 

woTopme moryr 6I1Tb HCHOJIL30BaHhI AJIR 110110JIHellHa Bopa6e.aBH:Extx II 

6a30BMIC 3anaemilx ilacre ct H 000py,tkoBarma, woTopme ,TIOJDICHLI 611TED 

B COOTBeTCTBKH C ByrneTom 1 CTaT141 57,. m BUM 

HowmeHoBammix B 1-1prmozeHmi XII B. 

110,7k Hao.mtkermem 110CJI0B COBeTCROPO C0103a, CommeHnoro 

RopmescrBa, Coewmermux IIITaToB Ameprom H OpaHu,Eur B PIIMO 
FITaAma moater TaNace CHRTI, o6opyAosamie H aanaemae gam HeBowl-

Horo xapawrepa, HoTopme moryT 6r)rm aerwo Hpacnoco6dzenbz AJLEI He-

non-baosamasi B ee rpaavkaHeBoft awortordmte. 

CTaTbR 59. 

1. FITa.ima He Ao.aasHa eTpoirm, Hpmo6peTaTB ium mammal, .7m-

Heitme reopa6am 

2. FETamsr He Ao.azHa CTp0HTII, lipmoopeTam rum HCHOJIE•30BaTI) 
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aBHaHOcIu, InoBOAH0ble JIH OBu ArpyrHe THIIM IHOABOAHbIX Cy0OB,
TopineAHe carepbI HiJ cnegaJIH3HpoBaHnHe TH ni mTypMOBbIX CyAOB
a IUpOH3BOEHTB C HTM 3RKCHepHMeHTbI.

3. 06nOee CTaHnapTHOe BOAOH3MeameHHe BOeHHbIX Icopa6iiei
HraJlbaHCeoro BOeHHO-MopcKOrO JIOTa, KpOMe JIHHeiHbIX Kopa6isei,

BKrnolaa CTpoamHeeca Eopa6jS nocje x cilycKca He AOJEHO IpeBb-
maTn 67.500 TOHH.

4. Jlo6aa 3aMeHa BoeHHbIX Kopa6Jiefi AoJIRHa npOH3BOAHTCSH

HTajmefi B npeAeeaax TOHHaaa, yKa3aHHoro B InyHTe 3. He HajIaraeTcs

orpaHHnqeHH- Ha saMeHy BcnOMOraTeJlHbIx CyAOB.

5. HTaJmm o6a3yeTca He npHo6peTaTb H He 3aKjaAIbIBaTb Rarx

6M TO H 6bJIO BOeHHbIX Eopa6JIei paHbme 1 aHBapa 1950 roAa, 3a
ECKrEoqeHueM Tex, KOTOpbIe Heo6xoMBi AbIAa 3aMeHbI Jo6oro Kopa6Ji,
EpoMe JmHefiHbIx Kopa6Jefi, IIOTepamHorO B pe3ySjTiaTe HecqacTHoro
caiIaa, IrpHqeM B DTOM cjiyae BoAoH3MeDIeHHe HOBOFO Kopa6jia He
,OJIEHO npeBbImaTb 6oAee qeM Ha 10% BoAoH3MeneHiHe IoTepaHHoro
ropa6&a.

6. TepnaHbI, IpHMeHqeMbIe B 3TOE CTaTbe, AgJa ejiefeH HacTosmiero
AoroBOpa onpeAejeHu B IIHpwHoaseH XIII A.

CTaTba 60.

1. 06maa qHCJieHHOCTb JnmHoro cocTaBa ramTazraHCoro BoeHHO-
mopcKoro jnoTa, 3a HCrKJIOqeHHeM JMnHoro COCTaBa MOpCKOf aBHaLuH,
ne OJIrHa npeBbsmaTB 25.000 o eHIEepOB H paAOBbIX.

2. Ha nepnoA TpaJIeHHa MHH, ycTaHOBJIeHHbIH MecAyHapOHofi
IleHTpaJbHofi KoJIereefi no TpaIeHHmo MHH B eBpoineiCKHx BoAax,
ITajnm 6yyeT pa3pemeHo Hcnonb3oaTB gia aTOEi aeJ AOnouJHHTeIb-

Hoe EOjMIecTBO oHnaepoB H PA0OBMX He CBume 2.500 qejoBei.

3. IIOCTOHHMH JEWqHMI COCTaB BOeHHO-MOpCeOrO 4JIOTa, npeBbt-

maiomiIpA TO, ITO pa3pemeHo B nyHETe 1, AOAZEeH 6bITb nocTeieHHO
yMeHbmeH, KEa yKa3aHo Hae, B CpOKH, EOTOPbe cqT TaIOTc co CaO

BCTyL7IeHHa IAorOBOpa B CHEy:

a) ,o 30.000 B TeqeHEe mecTi MecaueB;

b) Ao 25.000 B TeqeHHe AeBaTH MecaieB.
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aBnaHocnbi, 110,1IBOAHLIO JIMICH MTH ;Lpyikte THEM n000mmix cyiroB, 

TopnexibreTepta run cnermaananpoBannue lflflbl IIITypSIOBLIX cyjkoB 

Hp0H3BOAHTL C mmmORCHOplIMOHTEI. 

3. 06ncee cTawkapTHoe Boiron3mernenne BOOHHBIX Hopa6.1reil 

nTazbancrcoro BoenHo-mopcHoro cp.iroTa, 'Tome JIHHOIIHMX Hopa6.7reil, 

Brunotran cTponmHeca Kopa6.an noc.rie HX cnycita, He AOJDICHO trpeBbi-

man, 67.500 TOHH. 

4. Jiro6an 3amena BOOHIITIX Kopa6.7reff AwincHa Hp0H3BOAHTLCSI 

14Taanert B upeAe.aax Tornmata, yrca3annoro B nyincTe 3. He HazaraeTca 

orparnigenati Ha nanny BCHOMOraTe.11IHIDIX cygoB. 

5. 14TR.IIIIH o6n3yeTcn ne npno6peTaTb H He 3arcambiBaTb MEM 

6ra TO IIH 6bmo BOOHHI)IX rcopa6mil parnme 1 armapa 1950 roAa, aa 

ncrunagennem Tex, HoTopme Heo6xopmbi AJ1513amem Jno6oro rcopa6.an, 

Icpoare Jiiandiumx Hopa6.7reff, noTepanHoro B pe3y.abTaTe HecqacTHoro 

cririan, npngem B OTOM C.I1rIaO BoAonamenkenne HOB010 Kopa6aa HO 

AOTIMHO npeBbnnarb 6o.iree 'rem Ha 10% BoAon3meinenne noTeprinnoro 

rcopa6m. 

6. Tel:MIMI, nprimennembie B OTOIICTaTbe, jjia nemift HacToargero 

AoroBopa onpe)reaenbr B 11pI1J102EOHHH XIII A. 

CTallya 60. 

1. 06nlan IHIC.11eHTIOCTI) J11111HOPO cocTaBa HTaJIbHHCROIr0 Boeuno-

mopcKoro 43.moTa, 3a HCICJI1011OHHOM J11111H0r0 cocTaBa mopeKoki aBnauxn, 

He Awiacria nperibunam 25.000 ocfpnnepoB II psmoBbix. 

2. Ha nepnojr Tpa.IICHHII ABM, yoTanomembnli Memrynapownol 

IlenTpa.abnort ito.mernertno Tpa.nerullo RIM B eBponeficKnx BoAax, 

14Tazan 6yAer pa3peuieno HCIEWIII30BaTI3 ma TO nun AOILOJIMITeJlb-

Hoe Koznirecno ogninepoB H psIA0BbIX He csbnue 2.500 ire.aoserc. 

3. ITOCTOHHHIA cocTaB BOOH110-310pCICOPO GD.JIOTa, npeBbr-

maronwii TO, IITO paaperneno B IlytIETO 1, AOJDEOH 61,1Tb nocTeneEllo 

pleHbrnen, Raiz yita3ano Haze, B cporcn, HoTopme cinTraroTea co AHa 

BeTv:men:an AoroBopa B CHJIy: 

a) Ao 30.000 B TeireHne raecur mecageB, 

b) Ao 25.000 B TeireHne ACBSITH mecanes. 
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qepe.3 ABa MecasIa nocne oEOHuqaHm TpaaeHia MHH HTaJILHCKHM
BOeHHO-MopCKHM .JOTOM ,on o0JIIOtHTeJibHbIr JImqHbIH cocTaB, pa3pemeH-
HbIff B nnymTe 2, AojiaeeH 6ITi pacnyneH HJH BKJIO1qeH B 'qHCJIeHHOCTL,
yKa3aHHnyI Bblme.

4. HIiKaKoi JIHqHbIfi COCTaB CBmbIe IOJmIqecTBa, paapemeHHoro
Ha OCHOBaHIH IyHKETOB 1 H 2, H HHlIKaKOH JlIHHbI COCTaB BOeHHO-MOp-

cIco aBHaEHH CBbIme pa3pemeHHoro Ha OCHOBaHE CTaTiH 65, He ,oi-
MeH HpOxoAnHT BoeHHO-MopCKoro o6yiqeHmi B Raao0f-Jm6o opMe, KaE
OHO onIpeejleHo B IIpHnoaceHHH XIII B.

PasAen IV. OrpaHHqeHHs, HanaraeMbie

Ha HTanbHHCKyH) apMHo).

CTaTbaH 61.

HTaLbsHncKas apMum, BKs oiaa norpaHnqHyio oxpany, 6yg;eT orpa-
nHqeHa KOHTIIHreHTOM B 185.000 crpoeBoro, HecTpoeBoro cocTaBa H
mTa6Horo IepcoHaJia H B 65.000 Kapa6nHepOB, oAHaiO, Jno6aa H3 BI-
meyKa3aHHbIx IHr p MOEeT 6S ITI yMeHBmeHa HB yBeJmqeHa Ha aHCJIO
B HpeAeIax 10.000 ueJIroBeR, npH yCJIOBHH, ITO o6mn5aa qHCjIeHHOCTb He
6yAeT IpeBbImaTb 250.000 qeaioBeK. Oprann3aaAH H BoopyaXeHIe HTaJiB-
aSHCHIX CYXOHYTHIMX CJI, a TaKRce HX AHcJIOEainH no BceA HTajin 6 yAyr
IrpoBegeHbI TaKEII o6pa30M, qTo6bI OTBeqaTb JImnU 3aIaqaM BHyTpeH-

Hero xapalTepa, MecTHfi o6opOHu IITaJILSHCKHX rpaHIL II np0OTIBO-
Bo3AymHOH o6opOHbI.

CTaTbM 62.

HTaJIbsHCcKaH apMna, lnpeBbImaIIOmua TO, qTO pa3peimeHo CTaTrbe

61 BblIme, 6yAeT pacnye4eHa B TeqeHue mecmT Meca=eB co aM BcTyn-
JIeHH5I B CIJIY HaCTOam1,erO ,OrOBOpa.

CTaTba 63.

JHqHbIH COCTaB, KpOMe Toro, oOTOpbIH HBJIeTCS qaciTio HTaj:b-

SHCEOfi apArm ni Kapa6nHepoB, He a0ojLeH Hpoxo0nrT BoeHHoro
o6yMeHna B EaIzoi-mj6o bopMe, RaE OHO onpeAeieHo B lIpHoaenmm
xI B.
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tlepe3 ,Twa mecana noc.iie olconganna Tpaaenna win laTaJIMIHCEHM 
BOeHHO-M0pCRLIM (PJIOTOM AOHOJIHEITeJILHbIll JIHTIHMA COCTaB, pa3pemeH-
HbI HymTe 2, AoameH obITI3pacnyinen UM manager' B TIHCJIeHHOCTLy 
ptaaaHHy10 BLit!le. 

4. Ilmaitoti COCTaB cHhune Hoortgeema, pa3peraeHHoro 
Ha OCHOBaHHH HyHIZTOB 1 IT 2, H Hmauort JfflTI11bL COCTaB BOeHHO-M0p-

CROff aBrIaIIITH CBLOIIe paaperaeHHoro Ha OCHOBaHHH CTaTLH 65, He AOJI-
men npoxoAnTb HoenHo-mopercoro ooygerma B Haxoft-An6o cliopme, Kan 
OHO onpemeHo B Ilprmonternan xm B. 

Paa4en IV. OrpaHmtieHma, Hanaraembie 

Ha wranbaHcHym apnono. 

CTaTba 61. 

FITaabaHcHaa aping, managaa norpaiingrrylo oxpany, 6yAeT orpa-
mgeHa ROHTLIBITHTOM B 185.000 cTpoeHoro, Hecipoesoro cocTaHa H 
inra6Horo nepconam H B 65.000 Kapa6nHepos, oAHalco, ano6aa 113 BM-
meyica3aHmax nuliv mozeT 6r,rm ymeHbineHa 11.7111 yHeangeHa Ha THECJI0 
B Hpej'ealax 10.000 gealoBeH, HpH yCJI0BHH, TITO o6maggileJleHHOCTI) He 
6pTeT HpesbnnaTb 250.000 ge.aoHm. Oprann3aHHHH Boom/Keane "'Tax.-
ancHux cyxonyTHLuc CHJI, a Tame 14.,X ArIC.1101Caillig no Burt FITaann 6y,,gyr 
nporicgenm Talinm o6paaom, nToom oTHegan. 3aAagam HHyTpeH-
Hero xapaHTepa, mecTHort o6opom reraamHcinix rpaman n npornHo-
B03,EkylIIHOrl 060p011bI. 

CTaTb,}1 62. 

TITaalbaHcKaa apmna, uperthunalon'aa TO, TO pa3pemeno cTaTbefi 
61 BbIIIIe, pacnymena B TegeHne mean' meca4ert co Aga BCT3TH-
JIeHII51 B may HacTosnnero AoroHopa. 

CTaTLYI 63. 

JIHTIHbIrl COCTaB, Hpome Toro, ROTOphIti aBalleTC51 gacTmo mam-
HHCEOfi apv'm Hon Hapaormepos, He AoameH Hpoxop-Jrm Hoermoro 
06rIeHila B HaHoii-an6o ()opme, EalZ ono oupeAealeHo B IlprooacenEnt 

Xi[II B. 
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Pa3Aen V. OrpaHHqeHml, HanaraeMue Ha HTaJnbRHcHe

BoeHHo-Bo3ayylWHbe CJnu.

CTaTmb 64.

1. HTaajibsCEi e BoeHHO-BO3AyRnIHIie CHJIbI, BIJMoqaHSI BO3~AYHlIe
CHib BoeHHO-MopcIOro JIroTa, 6ylyT orpaHHIIeHI KOJnqecTBOM B
200 caMOJieToB HCTpe6HTreJHHbix H pa3BeHIBaTeJIbHIx H 150 camo-
J.eTOB TpaHcnipTHbIX, MOPCEHX CIacaTeJIHbIX, TpeHHpOBOqHblX (yqe6-
HOrO THna) H cBaIgHIX. TH o6nIHe tHlpBI BKJIIoaIoT H pe3epIBHIe
caMOJIeTbI. Bee caMoJneTI, 3a joleHHeeM HcTpe6HTejabHx H pa3seAbI-
BaTeJbHuIx caMOJIeTOB, 6 yAyT HeBOOpyZeHHiMH. OpraHHlanHa H BOOpy-
raeHHe HTaABMHcKEH BOeHHO-BO3AYmHbIX CHBI, a TaKae x HCX AJIOKaH
HO Bceei HTaJlIH 6yAyT I[poBeAeHb TaRHM o6pa30M, qT0o6b OTBeqaT
Jimb S3aaqaM BHyTpeierer xapaETepa, MecTHoHi o6 opoHbI HiTajibHCEX
rpaHHm H 060opOHb npoTHB HanaaAeHma c Bo3Ayxa.

2. LTaImI He 0oJEaHa hmreT HmI npH06peTaTb EaKEHx-m60
CaMOJIeTOB, CIIpOeKTHpOBaHHX B OCHOBHOM EBa 6 0M6 apAHpOBImRMH C
npHcnoco6jeHHaME J gJ BHyTpe6eHHei noAecm r 6oM6.

CTaTBa 65.

1. JflqHUHi COCTaB HTaJIBHHCKHX BOeHHO-B03YIIHbl1X CHJI, BIJIHO-
qas Jnio6o0 JIHlbIi COCTaB MOpCKEfi aBHaIagm, 6yAeT orpaHHleH o6mIeH
qHCJIeHHOCTbIO B 25.000 qeaoBer, Brjnoqaa CTpoeBof, HecTpOeBfi
cocTaB H mTa6HOti IepcoHaji.

2. JIJqH'Ri COCTaB, He BXOaJID B COCTaB HTaJIbaHCKtX BOeHHO-
B03AymIIHb CHJI, He AOJIaeH npoxofHTh BoeHHO-B0o3ymnHoro o6yqeHia
B Karo0-Jm6o0 4opMe, EaE OHO onpeAeAeHo B IIpEroa0eHHm XII B.

OraTm 66.

HTajCiam iee BoeHHO-B03oAyjmmIe CHJII, IpeBlImaIoine TO, TO
paapemeuo cTaTeii 65 Bmnne, 6 yayT pacnyneHn 1 B TeqeHHe necTH
MeC5aneB co ,Ra BCTyimeHHa B caTy HaCToanero AoroBopa,
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Pawn V. OrpaHHHeHHH, Hanaraembie Ha Ifiant1HCHHe 

BOeHHO-1303/WWHble MU. 

GraTb,F1 64. 

1. liTaJILSHICE118 BOOHHO-B03,IWELTIMO CEJE)I, BIC.1llagag Bo3Aymnme 
MILT Boenno-mopenoro ().ROTa, 637Are orpalorienu KOJIEtleCTBOM B 

200 ca]sio.aeToB ECTpe6FITOJEJILIX Hpa3BOAbIBaTOJILHE.IX If 150 camo-
JerroB TpaHcoopmmx, mopeiarx enacaTe.unmx, Tp0HIfflOBOIIHTIX (rie6-
110r0 Tuna) ii CRSI3HLIX. Dm o6llme rvalivbr BK.Jnoiaio n peaepsnme 
camo.aeTm. Bee eamomm, 3a nemaio,iertilem nerpeorrreamma II paasema-
BaTeJLE,HMX eamo.3eToB, 6yityr neeoopyacemmusm. Opramaima II Boopy-
acenne ETWILIIHCICEX BOOPEE10-BOMMIHMX 011.71, a Tame EX Alicaortagna 
HO Bea 14Ta.um 6y,luT npoBeAem Tam& oopa3orit, tiTo6br OTBegaTI3 
AHEM 3aAatiam Bilyrpermero xapainepa, meemoil asopollm ETaJI115111CICEX 
rparmgH o6opoimurpoms nanagemm c Boagpca. 

2. 14Taaaa HO Aomma Ewen, ME nplloopeTam Kama-0316o 
eammeToB, enpoeEmpoBartaux B OCHOBHOM ICU 60316apAllp0B1g1HZE 
EpECHOCO6J1OHRSIME A.7111 BHyrpeimert HOABOCRE 601116. 

CTaTr-a 65. 

1. JIWIHI)Iti COCTaB ETa.1113,11110EEX BOOHHO-B03m1111IbIX CEA, BIVIIO-

qai aro6oti .7112PIHLIFI COCTaB mopeKoll aenagrm, 63Tiker orpanmen alma 
IIIICJIOHHOCT1310 B 25.000 quortex, BRJEOgall eTpoeBoil, HeeTpoeBoil 
COCTaB H una6aoll nepeoHail. 

2. JJnqri COCTaB, HO BX0,41HAER B COCTaB ETaJILSIFICICEX BOOHHO-

B03,UHIMIX CEA, HO AOJIatell upoxo,allm BOOHHO-B03,14111H0r0 o6ymerma 
B (Popme, Km OHO oirpeAe.3eHo B 11prmozemoi XTTI B. 

Gram" 66. 

FITaJII3SIFICEEe BOOHHO-B03,41fIEHbIe npesbnualoroxe TO, xITO 

paapemeno came rf 65 flume, opur pacuy akar& B Telienue mecm 
memos co Ana BeTywieKaa B CEJly nacToiaRero AoroBopat 
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Pa3Sen VI. PacnopafleHHe BOeHHblMH MaTepmanaMH H TeXHHHOI

(KHa OHM onpeAeneHi B ripHnomJeHM XIIl C).

CTaTba 67.

1. Bce HTajsIucrHe BoeHHbIe MaTepHajibI H TexHmEa, IpeBbima-
onMEne TO, ITO pa3pemeHo AAn BOOpyaeHHbIX CHB, npe0ZycMoTpenHix

paAejsaaH HII, IV H V, 6 yyrT nepeoaHm B pacuopameHHe IIpaBHTreicTB
CoBeTccoro CoIo3a, CoemHHeHHoro RopoJeBCTBa, CoeAHHeHHHMlmTaTOB
AMepHKH H DpamTum coriacHo yEa3aHsM, 0OTOpbe MoryT 6mTb Aanu
nMm HTaJIHH.

2. Bce coio3Hble BoemHHe MaTepHaJiH H TexHaKa, pesBimaionHe
TO, qTO pa3pemeHo *iaI BoopyaeHHIMX CHJ, IpeAycMOTpeHHBlx pa3Ae-
jaam III, IV H V, 6 yyT nepeAaHmi B pacnopaseHIe COOTBerTTByioinef
COIo3HOR HiH CoelAHHeHHoH AepmaBbI coraacHo yEasamHla, OTOpHbI
6yyT ,aHn I HTaJH coTBeTcTBsymoeii COItoii H CoeHHeHiHoi

AepmaaBoA.

3. Bce repMaHcRHe H HmOHCMHe BoeHHIe MaTepHaJII H TexHf a,
npeBbImaIOnHe TO, qTO pa3pemeHo Jia BOOPyzeHHuIX CH7I, npeAycMOT-
peHHInu pa3AejiaaM III, V H V, H Bee repmaHcHe HIH SaoHcEHe
qepTe;aH, BIjmaOaS cyIwecTBymIoHe <CHLEE>H, InpTOTHIIH, 3KCHepHMeH-
TaJHbIe MoAeJm H I IaaHbI, 6yyyT InepeaHs B pacIopsaaeHHe 'eTipex
IIpaBHTeJLcCTB corjaacH yRa3aHHM, ROTObIpe MOryT 6MITb AaH HnMH
HTaJIEH.

4. ITaJmI OTKaa3BaeTCr OT Bcex npaB Ha BumeIIynoMiHyTre
BOeHHm e MlaTepHaJM H TeXHHKy H B ObIIIOJHT IIOJIOaeHHE 9TOfi CTaThH
B TeqeHme OAHoro roAa co AHI BCTyIIleHMH B CHJIy HacToamrero AOrOBOpa
C TeMH HCJIIOqeHHaMH, OTOp OTOPIe IIpeycoTpeeH CTaTaaMH 56-58
Bime.

5. HTaima AojEHa npeicTaBBHT IeTiIpeM IIpaBHTrejTBaM cmH-
CKH BCeX H3JIHImIOB BOeHHIX MaTepHajlOB H TeXHIEH B TeqeHHe meCTH

MecagSeB CO AHa BcTyHeOHEa B CHaI HaCTOSaiero AoroBopa.
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Pawn VI. PacnopHmeHme BOOHHIAMM maTepHanamm H TeXHHHOli 

(HaH OHM onpeAarieHbi B ripMBOH(OHMM Xi C). 

Grama 67. 

1. Bee IffaJ11)51HCKHO Boennme maTepnama H Texnnica, npennna-
loam TO, IITO pa3penieno j1.ila Boopyacemmix CIIJI, npeAyemoipernnax 
pa3Ae.aamn III, IV II er, 6y4yr nepe,tkania B pacnopnacenne HpaurreabeTB 
COBeTOKOPO C0103a, 00°)IIER°11H0r0 ROpOJIeBOTBa, Coewnernmix111TaToB 
Ameprntn H OparTMITT cowmen° ynaaannam, noTopme morry órim ,71a111)1 

IIMH 14TaJIIIH. 

2. Bee C0103HbI0 BOCHIE610 maTepnazu II Texrinna, npennnaloinne 
TO, IITO pa3perneno AAR Boopyateffaux cmi, npeAyemolpennbix pa3Ae-
aamn III, IV n 6y,Lkyr nepejkanm B pacnopnacenne COOTBOTCT'By1011:1°11 
C0103HOJI Hall Coe,arnennort AepataBbi comacno yEa3annam, ItOTOINIO 
6y,Ayr AaHlit llTa.imu coomeTcmponketiioanoil rtim Cowmen-HA 
AepacaBoii. 

3. Bce repbfancnne H HI:WHOM° Boennme maTepnam H Texmca, 
npemarraionme TO, IITO paapemeno AAR Boopyzeinnax CHJI, npeAyemoT-
penmax pameJlamn ifi, rr H II Bee repmancHne n.irn MIOHCKHO 
tiepTemn, BICJII011a51 eyinecTnylonwe <<CHEMICID>, HpOTOTHB11, Duenepnmen-
TWIT:at:tie mmean H HJIaHLI, 6yAyT Hepepimi B pacnopmenne ger:apex 
rIpaBruezbeTB comacno ynaaannam, KoTown 11011/T 6131T1> Awn,' HMI 
FIraann. 

4. Mama omanmaeTen OT BMX npaB na BbIlInHOMAHyTBI6 
Boemun IlaTepnam H TOXITELEy H BM:110.111M HOJI0HtelliDI 9TOtt CTaTBH 

B Tegerale oAnoro roAa CO ,11,H11 BCTVIJICHEH B may nacTosukero AoroBopa 
C Tom nemnogennamn, ROT0p1)10 npextycmoipenu cTan.ama 56-58 
BLIMe, 

5. Mama Ao.azria npeAcTammilertapem Hpaarre.imemarif 
CICH Beex H3JIHUTHOB BOOMBIX maTepnazoB H TeXIIHRH B Texiume IneCTH 
mecaneB co Asa BeTymenua B cmiy nacTonakero ,TkoroBopa. 



Pa3Aen VII. npeAoTBpaiueHHe BOspoHAeHms

BoopyHeHmH repmaHHH H flnoHHm.

CTTam 68.
HTa.Jma o6a3yeTca IIOJIOCTMIO COTpYHqaTIT C COIa3HnIMN H

CoeHeuHHebHMH ,epEiaBaEM c eJIbIO o6eneqlleHM Toro, qTO6bI repMa-
HnaM H SnoH He CMOrJIH npeAUnpHHnSTb Kax-jm60 Mep 3a npeejiamH
repMaHcEofi H HanIIoncHO TeppHTOpHi B HaIIpaBJeHHH B03POaCAeHHa
cBoero BoopyaeHHa.

CTaTLa 69.

HTaJmL 06a3yeTCa He AonycEaTB nafia Ha pa6oTy Hia o6yqemHa
B lHTaJmm KaKEx-JII60 TeXHqIeCRKHx CnIeeITaBICTOB, BEjImIOIa5 BOeHHBIH
Har rpaa;caHcKEHi aBHarHOHHbIii epcoHaJ, H3 qiHCa JIH, KOTOpbIe
HBJIiOTCa HJm SBimbCL rpaaaHaMH reaH repmaHH m IoH.

CraTba 70.

HTaJma o6a3yeTca He npHo6peTaTb H e npOH3BOAHTb rpamaancKmx
caMOJIeTOB repMaHciof HA aOIOHCEOI H EOHCTpyEK HIH J caMOJIeTOB,
BEKJOqaIomix KpynHbI e y3Ji repMaHCeoro EMH 5oHcHoro HpOH3BOACTBa
HJH KOHCTpyIMH.

Pa3Aen VIII. BoeHHonneHHbie.

CTaTari 71.
1. HTaJIbHHCKHe BoeHHOHJeHHbIe AOJIKHbI 6bTb peaHpaTnpoBaHb

KaK MO0iHO cKopee B COOTBeTCTBHH C COrjaIieHHEMH Me2KAy OTAeJIb-
HbIMlH AepaRaBaMH, coAepaRamnHm 3THX BOeHHO0 LeHHOIX, H HTajHei.

2. Bce H3AepcrKH Ha IepeBo3Ky HTajbIHCKHX BoeHHIIJIeHHbIx,
BEJHOilaa HM coAepcaHIe, OT c6OpHbIX nyHETOB, yCTaHOBAJIHHbIX
lpaBnrejbCTBOM COOTBeTCTByIOlefi C0OI 3HOi HJI COegHHeHHofi Aep-

acaBbI, Ao nyHcTa BCTynjMeHMa Ha HTajIbsaHCKyl TeppHTopmo, 6yAeT
HeCTH IIpaBHTeJbCTBO HTaJIH.

Pa3paen IX. TpaneHHe MHH.

CTaTmHI 72.
Co .AH BCTynJAeHma HacTomaero AoroBopa B CHJiy HTajma 6yAeT

npnraiameHa BCTyaim B KRojermo 30Ho CpeAH3eMHoro MOpa Meay-

1512 TREATIES [61 STAT.1512 TREATIES 

Pa34e11 VII. lipta,ompawieHme Bo3poiNona 

Boopmetima repmaioni 

[61. STAT. 

CTaTila 68. 

EtTama o6a3yeTea HOJIHOCT1310 coTpyAmplaTh C C0103111313131 31 

Coe,411Hemiumn AepzaHamH c geabio o6ecHeileHrLa Toro, xiTo6hr repma-

HH3 HRoma He unroll Hpexrprmsrm RalCHX-JII160 mep 3a It-poi/wawa:a 

repmancRoil H 21110HCROA Teppirropdi B Hanpamema Ho3poawkeHria 

cHoero Boopyacenuff. 

CTaTba 69. 

14Ta.ma o6sT3yeTc3 He Aonycican Harem Ha pa6ory rum o6pieHma 

B ilTaJirm KaltHX-JIH60 TeXHIPIOCIC.HX CHOHHaalICTOB, BIC./1011all BOeHrrua 

rum rpaacAancimii ama4Hormbill nepeoHa.a, 113 1111C.Ila .111113, HOTOpIAO 

HBJHHOTC51 HMI HBJIHJIHCL. rpaaciAaHamll repbtaHHH Hall RHOMBI. 

CTaTba 70. 

171TaJTHH 06113yeTCH He HpHo6peTaTb H He Hp0133BOWITb rpantAaHemx 

camo.aeTort repmancRoft Ham HHOHCROrt ROHCTpyinHITI MIT camo.geTos, 

BEJ11011a1OTHI1X .ftpyoHhie y3JrtalrepmaHeicoro rum smoHercoro 11p0H3BOACTBa 

Will KOHCTpyligHH. 

Pamen VIII. Bomonneimbie. 

°Tang 71. 

1. 1/1TaJ11351HCRIle BOeHHOHJleiffible ,a0.11NCHE4 6bITh perfaTpimpoHama 

Karc MOZHO eicopee B COOTBOTCTBHH C coraameHnsimn meacAy OTAN11)-

IibI3111 AepacaBamH, coitepacanwmH DITIX BOOHHOTEJleHHbIX, n 14Ta.anell. 

2. Bee ria,rkepatm Ha nepeHowcy IlTaJlbaHCICIIX BOOHHOHJICHHbIX, 

BICJI1011aa HX co,nkeplicaHne, OT CoOpHLIX HylIKTOB, yeTaHOBJleHMAX 

11paRtne.113CTBOM COOTBOTCTBy10111erl C0103HORrum COOAHHOHHOVI jtep-

NtaBbl, HylHEM BC711.1e111151 na ITTa.113fillexylo Teppruropmo, 6yAeT 

Hear' IlpasTrreabemo 

Pa34en IX. TIM!leHite 

CTaTba 72. 

Co Ang Huy-means' HaeToagero Aorompa B cnry 14Ta.Irla 6MOT 

ITHIVIarileHa BeTy.w4Th B R0.71.11OITHO 3011b1 CpeAmemHoro mops' Mez,v-
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HapoAHofi OpraHH3ai4HH no TpaieHHmo MLH B eBpoIneicKCH BORaa H
gojixHa coxpaHHTb B pacnopamenlH IlAeHTpaAbHOAi KoajernH no Tpa-
JIeHHEO MIH BCe CBOH MHHHOTpaJlbHbIe CHJIn 0 EOH14a YCTaHOBAeHHOrQ

IeHTpaJIbHo Kofi ojierHne nepHoIa IocCJeBoeHHoro TpajieHma.

qACTb V.

BblBOA C0103HblX BOCK.

CTaTmcI 73.

1. Bce BoopyaEeHHbIe ci COIoiHMX H COeAHHeHHbIu ex epmaaB
6 yAyT BbIBeaeHbI H3 HTaJHH B BOSMOmEHO EOPOTKHi CPOKE H, BO
BCSEOM cJlyqae, He 6ojee qeM B 90 nHefi Co AHg BCTyneLTHHSI B CHJIY

HacToami;ero oroBopa.

2. Bce HTrajIbaHcKoe Haym;ecTBo, 3a KoTopoe He 6biJia npeao-
CTaBaeHa RoMneeHcalUaR H KOTOPOe 6ygeT HaXOAUHTrbc B pacnopaameHHH
BoopyaceHHbIX CHJI COO3HbIX H Coe;AHHeHHbIx AepaEaB B HTaJH- Ha

AeHb BCTyJIeHHsa HacToairero AoroBOpa B caiy, 6yAeT Bo3Bpa-

mneHo IIpaBHTeJnbCTBy ITaJIMH B npekaejax Toro ae cpoRa 90 aHeH
HIH 3a Hero 6yAeT HpeAocTaBjeHa HaaJieamamiaRa KOMueHcaiHat.

3. Bce OCTaTEH no 6aHEOBCEIC CqeTaM H ocTaTEu HaajIqHIx

cpe;cTB, HaxoiarmJxca B pacnopaseeHHH BOOpyEeHHMX CHJI COIO3HIX

H COeAHHeHHbix AepaaB Ha AeHb BCTynJIeHHa B CaJy HacToam;ero

,oroBopa, IpeAOCTaBjeHHbix 6e3B03Me3AHo IlpaBHTreJbCTBOM HTajmH,

6yiyT TaEHM ace o6pa30M B03BpamLieHbI, HJIH cooTBeTCTByIomHUe EpeAHTb

6yayT OTCRpblTbI IpaBHTeJbCTBy HTajiHH.

qACTb VI.

nPETEH31H, BbITEKAIO)LLU E M3 BORHbl,

Pa3Aen 1. PenapaHH.

CTaTma 74.

A. PEILAPAIITH B IOJAb3Y COK)3A COBETCKHXI
CO0IIAJIHCTIHECKIX PECIIYBJEIK.

1. HTaJaEa S ,oJirmHa BBmnIaTEH CoBeTcKo1y Coioay penapanrm HEg
cyMMy B 100.000.000 0OAapOB CIIIA B TeqeHHe ceMmzjeTHero cpora,
HaqmHHaa Co AHF BCTYrIJIeHHaI B CHny HacToam.ero AoroBopa. llocTaBIH
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Hapommil OpraHmagrua Ho Tpa.aeHmo AcHH B eBponefieBrix BoAax H 

Aomma coxpanam B pacuopmeHHH Ikempa.abHoil ROJLTIOPHH no Tpa-

.T1e111110 MIIH Bee CBOH MIIHHOTpaJaabIe CHAN Ao BoHga yeTaHomenHoro 
AeHapa.abHoil Ro.mernefi nepHojka Hoc.aeBoeHHoro Tpaaenna. 

IIACTb V. 

BbIBOA C0103HbIX BOLICK. 

CTaTba 73. 

1. Bee BoopyaceHme CHJIbI C01031110IX H C00)1,1M011Hba rTkepacaB 
6yAyi BbIBeAellbI 113 liTaJIHH B BO3MMEHO BopomBli Cp0K H, BO 

BCYIKOM c.apae, He 6o.iiee TICM B 90 AHeit co AIM sup:men:all B may 
HatToargero AoroBopa. 

2. Bee HTaJIblIFICK00 MiyIlikeCTBO, 3a BoTopoe He 6bma npeAo-
eTameHa Komi°Houma H BoTopoe 6y,AeT HaX011Tbell B paellopmeHall 
BoopymeHmx CHJI C01031113IX 11 COOMIFIeHHIAX epacas B FITaJIITH Ha 
Aeim BeTy11J1e111111 Ha cTozakero ,ItoroBopa B CH.Try, 6yAeT Bo3Bpa-
igen° IlpaBHT0.7llaCTBy 14TaJ11111 B Hpee.11ax Toro me milts, 90 He 
HJIH 3a Hero 6y,Aer HpeAocTaB.11ena Ha,imeatankaa BormeHearmr. 

3. Bee OCTaTICH 110 6aHROBCKMITaM 11 OCTaTICH Ha.augHba 
epeAcTB, HaxogBaraxesi B pacHopmeHHH Boopyacemba CHJI C0103HbIX 

H COCAHHeHHbIX ,TtepacaB Ha ,IIeHb BCTylIJI0BER B may BacToankero 
orosopa, HpejkocTameHHba 6e3B033403,IIHO IlpaBure.mcnom FITaJIBH, 

6DAyr TaKHM 2IC0 06pa3OM Bo3BpargeHm, aim COOTBeTCTBylOHT0 KpeArrrbi 
6yAyT OTKpbITbI lIpamaTeAbciBy 14TaJIHIL 

LIACTb VI. 

IIPETEH31414, BbITEKA101.11,14E 143 BOAH1)1• 

Pa3Aen I. Penapaus. 

Orama 74. 

A. PEIIAPAHHH B II0J1b3Y C0103A COBETCKHX 
COIRIAJIHCTIVECIMX PECHYBJIHK. 

1. FITaxisi AOJDEFla BbIHJIalLITb COBeTCKOMy Coio3y penapangH UL 
eymmy B 100.000.000 go.imapoB CHIA B Tegelme cerna.aeTHero epona, 

Hatualasi co AIM BCTSTHJIMEIR B may HaCTORIger0 Aorosopa. IlocTaBut 



H3 TeRyliefi npOAyKE H n)pOMbuLTeHHOCTH He 6yAyT IpOH3BOCHTcZ B
TreOeHHe IepBbIX ABByX jeT.

2. PenapaiHm 6yaTyr nIIoEpBaTbica H3 CJIeAYIOIImx HCTOqHHEOB:

a) qacTb HTajnaHCuoro 3aBoAcEoro H HHCTpyMeHTajiaHOro o6opy-
AoBaHHH, ipeAHaHa3HaeHHoro IrI pOH3BOHCTBa BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB H
TeXHHCEI, KOTOPOe He Tpe6yeTca AIm pa3pemeHHbIX BOeHHbIX 4opMHpo-
BamHf, He MOSeT 6 uTb jierIKO upHcoco6iIeHo AdI rpamsancKHx ieiiefi
H EOTOpOe 6yAeT H3¶TO Ha3 HTaJZHm B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTbeH 67
HacToJero AoroBopa;

b) HTajmsHcEHe arMBEr B PyMbiHHH, BoirapHE H BeHrpHH, 3a
HCKIoqeHHeM yIEa3aHHMX B IyHKrTe 6 CTaTIH 79;

c) TeIEyiaa nipoAgyInIa HTajmsarHCEo IrpOMbIIeHHOCTH, BlUoMqa
npOApyEIHio Ao6MBaiomnefi npOumLIeHHocTH.

3. KICoMecTBO H BHRA TOBapOB, IInoaJIeamnx HOCTaBEe, AOJMAHM
aBETLca npepMeTOM corjameHifn Meary IIpaBHTeJ cTBOM0 CoBeTCEoro
Cooa3a H IIpaBiTeJmCTBmoM TamnH, H STH TOBapBI OJ.RHItB BI6HpaTBCa,
a IocTaBKH pacnpeeAffjqBca BO BpeMeHH TarHm nyreM, sITo6 He Ho-
MemaTB EOHOhMCmecEKo pelOHcTpyKmH TaJmH H He C03AaBaTB , O-
noimreTeJiHx o6a3aTeJIcTB Ama pyrax Co0o3HMX Em CoeAHHeIMHMix
AepPaB. 3 aEjnoIeHHBe corjacHo 3TOMy UyHKETy corJameHn ff AOJHb
coo6mnaTbca IocjIaM CoBeTcIoro Coio3a, CoeniHeHHoro IopoaeBCTBa,
CoeAHHHHmHx IITaTOB AMepmHu H (DpaHnM B PHiMe.

4. COBeTCKH Como3 6yAeT nocTaBsTb IHTaHH Ha ROMMepqecKIx
yCjIOBHaX MaTepnajiA, KOTopEe O6ulHO H0MlopTnpyroTrc B HTaJIIH H
ROTOpIe Heo6xoAH0MubI iJ IpOH3BOqCTBa STHX TOBapOB. OnAaTa 3THX
MaTepHajnOB 6yAeT nPOH3BOrXbCi nyTeM BbI'eTa CTOIOCTH IIOCTaBJieH-
lix MaTepnajIOB H3 CTOHMOCTH 0OCTaBjeHHMX B COBeTCKHi COIo3

TOBapOB.

5. IleTMpe IIocaa AOJmHm onpeAejmm ceymy HTajaHCIE Hx aE-
THBOB, IoAJIeanam IBx nepeAaqe COBeTCROMy Coo03y.

6. B OCHOBy pacqeTOB no nuaTemaM, npegycMoTpeHHaM B HaCTo-
ameSi cTaTre, InoaoaeH AOLjaap CILIA no ero 30a0TOMy napnTeTy Ha
1 Hmoj 1946 roAa, T. e. 35 AojmapoB 3a oAHy ymuHo 30io0Ta.
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113 TeRyilkert Hpo,r(yRAHH Hp0MblIHJIeHHOCTH He opyT Hp0H3B011113C11 B 
Teierme nepwax AByx JIeT. 

2. PenapaugH 6yAyT HORpLIBaTbC51 113 wiexpormix HCTOTIHHROB: 

a) 'MGM FITaJMIHICROF0 3aBoAcRoro H HHcipymeHTa.7thHoro o6opy-
Aortal:ma, HpeNia3Hailemoro Aza Hp0H3BOACTBa BOeIHMIX maTepHa.aos ii 
TeXHIERH, RoTopoe He TpeoyeTca AJISI paapernenumax BOeHHbLX GPopmEtpo-
Ballnit, re mozeT ouTb AerRo HpHenocoo.aeHo jk.aa rpazikaHeRrix ieie 
H RoTopoe 5yAeT HDWITO 113 ftraaaH B COOTBeTCTBHH CO cTaTbeil 67 
HacTolarkero,itoroHopa; 

b) IIMJIbIlHCKHe atalumi B PyMbIIIIIII) BoorapHa H Bunn; 3a 
HcEmogemem yEa3aHmax B .uyffirre 6 CTaTbil 79; 

c) TeRynkaH Hpo,vRAHH frramaneRoft npombnmemocrn, mamma 
npoxylataro Ao6uHalorgeli HpomumeHHoeTH. 

3. ICOJIMIOCTBO H BH1JU Toriapos, HomeatamHx HOCTaBRO, AOJDEFIT,T 
3B111bCH HpeAmeTom coraameranl meagAy llpaHHTezbeTHom CoHeTeRoro 
Colon H lipaHnTe.abeTHom 14TaJIHII, 11 9Th ToHaphi AOJIZI113.1 HuonpaTbca, 
a HOCTDBICH paellpege.a3mca BO 'patella TaRIIM HyTem, liToom He HO-
Inman DROHOMfigemoit peRoncTpyRugH EtTazum H He comaHaTE. 
II0.111BffeJILHELX 0533aTe.glaCTB A.313 Apyrnx C0103HbIX Mil CoeiviHeimmx 

,Lkepalas. 3aRanoileHHEae cor.lacHo non .uyintry coraamenn3 ,40.11,71CHIA 
cooOrRarbea Itocaam CoHeTcRoro Colon, CommeHHoro Kopo.ffeHema, 
Coe,AHHernma BITaT0H Ameprism 11 Opanqua B Mime. 

4. COBeTCRIIII C0103 6y1AeT HOCTaBJJATI, FITaJIHFI Ha RommeptiecRnx 
yCJI0BafiX maTepHama, RoToprae o6EnHo HmHopruppoTcH B 14TDJI1110 11 

ROTOpbIe 11006X0AEUSIbI AJIH upormo,qema DTHX ToHapos. OmaTa DIFIX 
maTepHa.aoH 6yAeT Hp0H3B0,411Tbell uyTem impleTa CTOHMOCTFI IIOCTaB.JIeH-
flux 113 CTOHMOCTH AOCTaBaellIMIX B COBeTCRHA C0103 

TortapoH. 

5. IleTbzpe lloe.ija ANIZI1131 onpeAe.inTm eprmy IlTaJILHHCICHX ax, 
THBOB, Hoik.aezanwx nepeAaile COBeTCRomy Coloay. 

6. B OCHOBy paegeTOB HO maTeacam, npeAyemoTperanam B HaCTO-
awit eTarbe, no.aozell Acaaap CDR no ero 30JIOTOMy naprrreTy Ha 
1 MAD 1946 roika, T. e. 35 AoximpoH 3a oxt-Hy yHHEno ao.aoTa. 
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B. PEIIAPAIHH B HOJIb3Y AJIBAHHH, 3D)IOIIIH,
rPEIIJIH IH OrOCJIABHH.

1. HTajsa Aooj1mHa nImaHTm penapaqwH caeAyIornr rocyAap-
CTBaM:

AJ6aHHH - Ha cymMy 5.000.000 ;AojmapOB CIIIA,
3)qbownu - Ha cyMMy 25.000.000 AojzapOB CITIA,
rpenUH - Ha cyMMy 105.000.000 AoJaiapOB CIIIA,
IOrocjiaBH - Ha cyMmy 125.000.000 AoajapOB CIIA.

DTH iLaaTeMaH AOjIHm 6 Tb H poH3BeAeHi B TeeHHe 7 AeT, HaiHHaa
co AHa BCTynIeHHa B cnHy HacToamero AoroBOpa. IOCTaBEH H3 TeKy-
ieneI nnpoyIm pMbmIeHHOCTHTH He 6yAyr IIpOH3BOAHTbCS B TeqeHae

HepBblIx ByX JIeT.

2. PenapawHm 6yAyT noIpHBaThba H3 CJeAyYIOnyim HCTOqHHIOB:

a) qacTb HRTajIbHCEoro 3aBoAcEoro H HHCTpymeHTaJIbH0rO o6opy-
IosBaHna, nrpeaHaaHaqeHHoro AJx npOH3BoACTBa BOeHHbLX MaTepHajlOB H

TexHHmH, KOTOpOe He Tpe6yeTca Aia pa3pemeHHnix BoeHHIIx oppMHpO-

BaHHfi, He MOmeT 6brT JIerEo npHcnoco6JIeHo JIa rpawaaancnHx eJefie
H KOTOpOe 6yAeT 1H3TaTO H3 HTaIHH B COOTBeTCTBEHe CO CTaTLei 67 Ha-

CToamrero ,oroBopa;

b) TeIyiaa npoaylKAy r HTaJIaSHCROH i OMbpo IIIeHHOCTH, BrKjoqaa

ipoAyiEeiT o Ao6bsBaIomnef npoMEimaIeHHocTH;

c) Bce ,pyrae BHEbI KanlmraabHmiX geHHOCTefi Ham ycjIyr, 3a

HCEmIOIqeHHeM HTaJlbqHCKHX aKTHBOB, Ha ROTOPbI B CHAy CTaThH 79

HacToRnwero IoroBopa pacnpocTpaHSeTca IopHCAHKEIam rocyAapcTB,

lnepeucJeHHbIx B HpeAIAymneM LyHETe 1. HIOCTaBEK, npOH3BOAHMle

corJracHo HacToasn eMy nyHITy, 6yAyT BrnroqaTl IIaccaaCpcIcHe cya
<CaTypHm> H <<ByjnmaHua>>, aum mo6oe 13 HHX, eciM, nocAe oeeHKn

HX CTOHMOCTH 'eThlpbM1 IIlociiaMH, B TeqeHHe 90 AHef Ha HHX 6yAyT

3aaBJIeHb nHpeTeH3HH co CTOpOHH OAHOrO H3 rocyAapCTB, yEa3aHHmX

B npe;AbAyImeM nyHKTe 1. TaiHe IOCTaBEK MOryT BtEIIOiaTh TaEKme

ceMeHa.

3. KoJHnecTBO H BHAbI TOBapOB, InozJIeaaIHgx nocTaBRe, a TaRse

ycJ1yr, IEOTopbe OJmaHbi 6mTb oia3amHb , SaBTCa npeAMeTOM corJame-
HEi Me~Ay lHpaBHTreJ cTBaMH, EOTOpIe HMeIoT IpaBO Ha peuapaunH,
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B. PETIAP.AB,1414 B II0J1b3Y AJBAH1414, 00140111414, 
PPE11,14.14 14 10FOCIABH.14. 

1. 14Taana AOJI;Ella IIJIalkITJa penapaipmi cae,gyionKam rocylkap-
CTBam: 

Aa6aHrin 

rpeurfa 
10POCJIaBFfll — 

— Ha cymmy 5.000.000 xkozaapoB CIIIA, 
— Ha cymmy 25.000.000 ikozaapoB 
— Ha cymmy 105.000.000 Aozaapos CHIA, 

Ha cymmy 125.000.000 AozaapoB CHU. 

DTI" miaTeatH,T(OJIMIII 6bITb HponaBegema B Tagenue 7 JIeT, HatmHaa 
CO Alla BeryIMe111111 B may HacToankero AoroBopa. lIOCTaBKH 113 Teny-
mat HpojkyKrArna Hp0MbILIIJIMHOCTll He 6yAyT Hp0H8BOAHTbea B Tnerme 
HepBmx- Asyx JIeT. 

2. Penapagnif 6y,Ar HoKpbmamea n c.aegrollwx lleT0111111ROB: 

a) -gams 14TaJIMHCKOPO aaBoAcKoro H rfflapymeuraamoro 000py-
A0Balillif, upexiaanageHHoro xlla HponaBoAcma Boeffnix maTepnados H 
TexHincH, NoTopoe He ipeoyeTca ;pa paapemenHba BOeHHIAX 4)opmnpo-
mind", He momeT 6b1113 Aerie° npHcHoco6.4eHo ika,a rpaas,gaHcEEtx ge.ileft 
H ItOTOp00 6y)iceT H3ThaTO 113 14TaJIHH B COOTBeTCTBUTI CO cameil 67 Ha-
CTO,FIELker0 AoroBopa; 

b) Teicywsaa HpoAyKurna IrraJIMIHCKOrl upommilmeHHocm, munotiasi 
Hpog,pargio Ao6bmaioniketi HP0MbIHIJIeHHOCTH; 

C) Bee Pyllie BllEkbI KaIIIITaJ113HbIX gemocTeil mint ycJiyr, aa 
Hatincluenuem llTaJITAIHCKHX aKTHBOB, Ha KOTOpbIe B CHEJU CTaTbll 79 
HacTeamere jorosopa pacupocTpaHaeTca lopHcgratmuf rocpapers, 
HepetmcsaeHHhix B Hpea.myrrAem HymeTe 1. ITOCTaBKII, IIp0H3BOAHMLIO 
comacHo HacToammy Hymay, 6yikyr BICJI1011aTb HaccaampeRHe cy,Aa 
«CaTypinia» H «By.marma», Mill mo6oe 113 MX, emu, Houle ogeHicH 
IIX CTOHMOCITI IleTbIpbM,11 110CJIaMll, B Tetieffae 90 He Ha HIDI 6y11,yr 
30.3113.4eHbI HpereHaHH CO CTOp011b1 oAHoro 113 rocpapcm, ylea3aHHIpa 
B lipeAbI,L1,31:ReM Hymae 1. Tame HOCTaBKH MOUT BKJEE011aTb TaRate 
cemeHa. 

3. ROJIHIleeTBO H B11LI Tempos, Howleacallwx Ileum:me, a Tame 
ycayrn, Kemple A0.71.71a1bI 6bITb oKaaanbr, am-Ira HpexmeTom commie-

meacAy lipaBffreaborsamn, noTopme nmeRn HpaBo Ha penapaiwg, 



H IIpaBHTeJIbCTBOM HITaJmIH , H 3TH TOBapI H yCJiyIH AOJISKH BbI6 H-
paTbca, a nOCTaBKlH pacnIpeAejLca o BOpeMleH TaKHM nyrTeM, ITO6 ,I
He noMemaT 39KOHOMERIecIKo3 peIOHCTpyCRmHH HTaJI=i H He co3AiaBaTi
AonomIOITeMJHblIX o6a3aTeJibTB iJLa Apyrnx CI0o3HbIX HaJI COePHHeHHbIx
AepmaaB.

4. rocyAapcTBa, Hneioinwe npaBo Ha penapaiwH 3a CqeT TeIy-
im;elI nIpOMbmieHHOf l poAyElEnm 6yyT IIocTaBJIaTb HTaJIRl Ha KOM-
MepqecKHx ycjIOBHax MaTepHajia , KOTOpbIe o6bIMHO HM OPTHpyIOTCSI B
HTaJmIo H KOTOpbIe HeO6X01ofM AJL IIpOH3BOCTBa 3THX TOBapOB.
OIlaTa DTHX MaTepHajtOB 6yAeT npOH3BOffHTbC nyrTeM BIqreTa CTOH-
MOCTH IIOCTaBJIeHHIX MaTepHalIOB H3 CTOHMOCTH AOCTaBJIeHHbIX TO-
BapoB.

5. B ocHOBy pacqeTOB In nIraTeaaM, IIpeAycMOTpeHHuIM B Ha-
cToaJmefi CTaTne, inojoazeH :ojmap CILA no ero 3oJIOTOMy napHTeTy Ha
1 Emoji 1946 roAa, T. e. 35 AojuapoB 3a 1 ymHIo 3O0JOTa.

6. Tpe6oBamHa rocyAapcTB, PepeqHCJIeHHIx B nyIHlTe 1 qacTH B
HacTOamefi CTaTHI, B pa3Mepe, npeBumaioiqeM cyMMI peniapanHi,
onpeAejeHeHbe B ya3aHHOM nyHKTe 1, 6yAyT yAOBJIeTBOpeHEl 3a CqeT
HTaJabHcKHx aRTHBOB, nOCTaBieHHbIX no: IOpHCAHuEImo COOTBeTCTBeH-
HIx rocyAapCTB Ha OCHOBaHHi CTaThH 79 HacTOamIero AorOBopa.

7. a) 'eTbpe IIocaa 6ygJyT 0OOpHE pOBaTL pa H Ha6jIoaT6 3a
BbIIOJIHeHHeM noanoseHHA qaacTH B HacTom;eii CTaTLH. OHH 6yAyT KOH-
cyJbTHpOBaTbcs C rFjaBaMH AmIAOMaTTHqecKHx MHCCHi B PHMe, npeA-
CTaBJi1io1nIMH rOCyAapCTBa, IIOHMeHOBaHHUe B IyHKTe 1 qacTH B,
H, Koraa noTpe6yroT o6cToaTejncCTBa, -c IIpaBHTejabCTBOM HlTamn, a
TaiKe 6yAyT AaBaT IHM COBeTM. ,IsI rneaefi HacToMaeH CTaTBH IqeTupe
Hocna 6yayr npoAojiaT AefiCTBOBaTb Ao HcTeienHma nepiaoAa penapa-

IHOHHbI1X ITOCTaBOE, npeAycMOTpeHHOro B nIyHETe 1 qaCTH B.

b) Aa Toro, roT06ib H36eaaThb OHI$mTOB WMH B3aHMHO HCKIIO-
qaiomHx coBsnaiemaHi npu pacnpeaejieHmm Tazm>aHCKfi npOAyRKnH H
pecypcoB emeay paaa3jEmHm rocyAapcTBaMH, HMeIompmH npaBo Ha
penapanyH cornacHo qacTH B HacTomiefi cTaTEh, lqeTmpe IIocaa 6y-

MyT HHDOpMHpOBaTlca . bIo6bM H3 HlpaBHrTeJBCTB, 1MeIoinr x npaBO Ha
penapanm cornacdHo qacTm B HacTomiefi cTaTbH, H llpaBHTeJiLcTBOM
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If IlpaBlITNII3CTB011 14TaJIIIII, 11 DWI ToHaw H ycxyrn AOJEICHRI BbI6H-
panca, a HOCTaBKH pacnpeANIHTE.ca BO Hpemenn TaKTEM nyTem, tiTo6m 
He nomernam 3KonomingecKoil peRoHeTpyiuum 14Taanu n He, co3AaHam 
AOHOJIRLITNIMIbIX 06513aTOJIbCTB A.ma Apyrnx C0103Hba 11.111 COCAIIHeHlIbIX 
Aepatan. 

4. rocpapcTna, rimming° rrpano Ha penapannu 3a cgeT TeRy-
mai npomban.aennoti npoxywun, 63/jAyT 110C1313JIHTE. 14Tazna Ha KOM-
meptiecimx ye.110BMIX maTepna.nibi, ICOTOpbIO 0613PIHO nmnopmppoTca B 
14Ta.1111I0 H RoTopme neo6xoutmu Iva IIOII3BO)CTB 8TIIX ToHapos. 
OnAaTa 3THX maTepHazort 6yikeT 11p0H3BOARTECH nyTem HEageTa CT011-
MOCTH HOCTaBJ1e1111bIX maTepHaaoH H3 CTOHMOCTH ikocTamernnax TO-
Bapos. 

5. B OCHOBy pactieTon HO EgaTeasam, upeAycmoTpeHmilm B Ha-
cTosn_neli °Tame, nomaten ikozaap GBIA no ero 30.710TOAry napHTeTy Ha 
1 mom 1946 roika, T. C. 35 Aomapos 3a 1 yurtino 30JI0Ta. 

6. Tpe6oHanua rocpapcm, nepetincaeffaux B nyratTe 1 liacrn B 
HacToHawff CTaTbH, B pa3mepe, npemunalonlem cyambI penapannii, 
onpeAmennue B reaaannom nynnTe 1, 6yAr yAomeTHopeina 3a ciieT 
IlTaJILHIICKHX aRTHBOB, HOCTallTheHMIX HOA lOpllegffEU,1110 COOTBOTCTB8H-

flUX Ha OCHOBaHHE CTaTbH 79 HacToamero AoroHopa. 

7. a) tlermpe llocaa 6ygyr Noopaumponam H HaodnoAaTr, 3a 
HunarmeHnem uoJIoIcenrn macTn B HacTosugefi CTaTbII. OHn 6yAyT Hon-
cyaburpoHaTben c l'Aanamn AmmomaTwiecHruc MHCCH B Pnme, npeA-
CTaBJ15110111,11MII rocpapcma, nonmeHoHaHHble B 111/HETO 1 tiacTH B, 
H, Kor,ga noTpe6par o6cToaTe.mcma, c IlpaHHTe.merHolsi 11Taann, a 
Tame 6y,Ayr AaHaTT, KM coHeTu. JIirn Hama HacTuakeft cTaTbn tlenape 
flocia 6yAyT npoAwnEaTi, AericnoBarb ncTegennH nepnma penapa-
11,11011111,IX HOCTaBOE, npeAycmorpenHoro B nynme 1 liacTH B. 

b) ,11,1a Toro, wool.' H36ezaTi, Romp.inncTon mak H3ammo nciuno-
Raioniknx cosuaAeuHii npn pacupeAeminni ffra.mancHoii npomiciinat 11 
pecypcos meatAy paa.innnumn rocylkapcnama, nmeloncHmH upaHo Ha 
penapangH cowmen° xiacTn B HacToluneii CTaTbH, TN-1)e Mem 6y-
Ayr mcDopmHpoHarbca mo6bim 113 Ilpararreabcm, IIMCIODABX upaHo Ha 
penapannu comacno iacm B HaCTOHIReil CTaTbH, H lipaHnTe.ncmox 
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HTaJIIa o Haqajse neperoBOpOB no 3aKJiOqeHIHO corJIameHHa, corjIacHo
nyHKTy 3 sBIme, I o xoae TaKHx nieperoBopoB. B cIyiae zaKnx-jm6o
pa3HorriacHH, Bo3HnHKaIonin B xoze neperoBopoB, 'eTbIpe IIocna 6 y-

JyT npaBOMOqHbI paapemaTb jno6oH BonpOC, IepeAaHHbfi HM TeM HJIH
ApyyrriM 3n IIpaBnTeLbCTB, BepyuInx neperoBopLI, HrnH jo6biM apyrnm
IIpaBrrTeJbCTBOM, IMeiomHM IrpaBo Ha penapan:HH corjacHo -acTH B
HaCTOaIIeH CTaTbH.

c) 3 aKtIIoqeHHbIe COraJmeHHi AOJIimHb coo006caTC a 'eTbIpeM
IIociaaM. leTrpe IIocaia 0oryT peEoMeHAOBaTb BHeCTH cOOTBeTCTByIo-
n He H3MeHeHHn B corJamreHHe, KOTOpOe He COOTBeTCTByeT r IJm nIepe-
CTaJ1i COOTBeTCTBOBaTb AeAaM, H3JioaeHHbIM B IlyHTTe 3 HJIH B HnA-
nlyHKETe <<b HacToIgero nyHETa.

C. CIIEIIHAJIbHOE IOCTAHOBIEIHE
0 AOCPOqHLIX IIOCTABKAX.

qTO KacaeTcI nocTaBOR 3a CYeT TeKyieiie HpOMbIbimieHHOE npoAyK-
rHH, aK OHH IpeAyCMOTpeHbI B nyiHTe 2 <<c>> qacT A H nyHKTe

2 <<b>> acTa B, TO HEHrTO B qacTax A H B HaCTOamefi CTaTbH He OJiamHO
paccMaTpHBaTbCa KaK npeAoTBpanaIoieee IOCTaBKH B TeqeHHe HepBIX
~AByx JIeT, ecAI TaKmCe IOCTaBKH 1pOH3BOArTCa B COOTBeTCTBHH C coraa-
meHuaMH Meatry IIpaBHTeJlbCTBOM, HMeIoUiM uIpaBO Ha penapaLHH,
H ITpaBHITeJIbTBOM HTajIH.

D. PEIIAPAIHIHI B IIOJI3Yb3 APYrIX rOCY1APCTB.
1. IIpeTeH3nai Apyrix Cooai3hIx H CoegaieHnbx Aepean 6yAyT

yAJOBJIeTBOpCIIbI 3a CMeT IITajiSbaHCKHx aLKTHBOB, HaxogAHamHxca COOTBeT-
CTBeHHO B nIpeaeJax nH ItopH1CAIHIKHH corjiacHO CTaTbe 79 HacTosniero
AoroBOpa.

2. IIpeTeH3aH jio6oro rocyAapCTBa, YK KOTOpOMy nepexoAJT Tep-
pHTOpHH corJIaCHO HacToageMy or opyorO H KOTOpoe He yoMRIHyTO B
liacTH B HacToisneefi CTaThH, 6yAyT TarEe yAOBJIeTBOpeHbI nyTeM 6e3-
B03Me3AHOH IIepejaqa yKa3aHHoMy rocyAapcTBy npOMuIr emjHHx npeA-
npHamrni n o6opyAoBann1a, Haxoff1I XC1I Ha nepexo~aHnWx TeppHTopH-
ax n IIncIOjII3yeMbIX AJ!iI BOAOCHa6a;eHai H JaI nHpoH3BOJCTBa JH pacnpe-
AeJreHrm ra3a lH aIeEiTpOH9eprnM H ipLHaIelzcailnx KaKcoH-,m6o HrTaJ-
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FITa.inua o Haqa.ae neperonoponno 3aKanoueHnIo cormineHng, coraacno 

nymiTy 3 Mille, II 0 xo):ke TaKnx neperonopon. B e.arme Kartnx-.7m60 
pa3Homacnii, B0311IIIMIOIHFIX B xo,Tke neperonopon, liempe Ilowia 6y-

Ayr npanomoinnA pa3pernaTh JI106011 B011p0C, nepeAanHbul nm TM HMI 

Apyrnm 113 lIpannTeabeTn, neAy.w,nx neperonopm, ILIII Apyrnm 

flpanrrreabeTsom, nmelonwm npano Ha penapainin comacHo iiacTn B 
Haeronnikeit GMBH. 

c) 3alt.inogeHme comainenna ,A0J121tHM COO6MaTLCH Ilempem 

Houma% IleTbrpe Iloc.aa morn' pertomernkoHaTb BileCTIJ COOTBeTCTBy10-

nwe 11331eHellrfil B comamenne, KoTopoe He COOTBeTCTByeT BAH nepe-

eTaJ10 COOTBOTCTBOBaTb 1Je.IaM, 113JIORCe111113IM B nyintTe 3 HMt B no,I-

nynKTe «b» HacTosilnero nyintTa. 

C. ClIEIWA.TIbHOE 110CTAHOBAEHHE 

0 AOCPOIIHTIX IIOCTABRAX. 

11TO KacaeTea HOCTaBOE 3a cliff Teityw,eil Hp0MbIHIJICHHOrI npoiuK-

Iniff, Kale onm upeAyemoTpernil B nynKTe 2 «c» nacTri A H HylIKTe 

2 «b» iacn B, TO HINT° B IlacTax A n B Hamm:gat CTaTLIE He AOJIMHO 
pacemaTprmaTbea KaK npeikompankaiorgee HOCTaBICH B TelleHne nepnux 

Anyx ACT, min TaKne HOCTaBKH Hp0H3B0HTCH B COOTBOTCTBHEI C coma-

ineHnamn mently IlpannTe.mcmom, nmeionkam upano Ha penapannn, 

Ti lIpaBHTC.TILCTBOM FITaJIHEL 

D. PETIAPAIWY1 B II0J1133Y APYITIX POCY,11(APCTB. 

1. IlpeTeH3m4 Apyritx C0103IIbIX H COOLHHICHIMIX AepataH 6yAyr 
yA0BACTBOpenbI 31 Cliff IITaJILMICKIIX aRTHBOB, Haxowavaca COOTBOT-

CTBeHHO B npeAmax HE lopricantunn COPJIaCHO came 79 HacTomigero 
Aoronopa. 

2. IlpeTeHann m000ro rocyAapcTna, It KoTopomy nepexoAnT Tep-

pnTopral comacHo HacToankemy Aoronopy n KoTopoe He yuomnHyro B 

nacTri B HacTosimert CTaTbEf, 6yrkyr amace yon.aernopeHm nyiem 6ea-

no3me3AHora nepeAami yKa3anHomy rocyAapcmy Trpommumennix npeA-

npnaTnii 11 o6opylonannll, Haxojgroxxca Ha nepexo,gancnx TeppnTopn-

ax n neno.,m3yembix BoAocHa6menna H AJLII Hp0113BOJCTBa 11 paenpe-

AeAenna raaa n aampoaneprnalt nilftnnameatanwx KaKoii-moo IfraJth-



HHCKeo KOMnIIaHaHH, rJIaBHa KOHTOpa KOTOpOHi HaXOAHTCq B IHTaJIHH HH

IIepeBeAeHa B HTajmIo, a TaKeae nyTeM nepeAaTlI Bcex pyrnH aETHBOB

TaKix EOMI0aHi Ha n epexoaam:HX TeppnTopHaX.

3. llpaBHTeBCcTBo HTaim nipHHnmMaeT Ha ce6a OTBeTCTBeHHOcTB

no HiHaHlCOBbIM 06a3aTeJIbCTBaM, 06ecIIeqeHHbIM aaKjaIAHbIMH, 3aajo-

rOBLIMH H ApyrIHM o6peMeHeHHn H TaK0o Co6CTBeHHoCTH.

E. KOMIIEHCAIIIUSI 3A COBCTBEHHOCTb, IH3aITYIO
IJIm 1]EJiEf PEIIAPAAI[H .

IIpaBHTeAbCTBO HTa.Imm o6a3yeTs IEOMIeHCHpOBaTB BCeX )H3H-

ecKEHX HJIH 1OpHAHqeCKHX J.mU, C06CTBeHHOCTB KOTOpLIX iH3BaTTa AJI

penapanHoHHm x lnejie B cOOTBeTCTBHH C HacToanreC cTaTbeH.

Pa3Ae.n II. PecTHTYLUH, ocyu.ecTBJnHembe tMTanHeM.

CTaTB, 75.

1. EITaJaH nIpHHHMaeT IIPHHITnIIbI AIaeiapaIUHH 06eiHeHHeHIx
Hanni OT 5 aHBapa 1943 roaa H BepHeT B B03MOKHO KpaTqamIHmi CpOK

HuyiecTBo, bIBe3eHHoe c TeppuHTOHH Jo6o0 H3 06ej3 O aeHHeHHbI Ha-

2. 06a3aTejbcTB O npoH3BOAnHTb peCTHyn HH OTHOCHTCa EO BCeH
ono3HaBaeMoH co6cTBeHIIocTH, HaxoaainMeHcsl B HaCToairiee BpeM5a B

HTajmII, KOTOpaa 6bua BblBe3eHa HacHJIbCTBeHHO HIHN1 no HIIpHyHAeHMHH
KaKoi-Jm6o i3 AepaCaB OCH c TeppnTopHH mio6oi H3 06aeA2HHeHHUX Ha-
niH, He3aBHCHMO OT raKHx-jm6o nocjiepyiomiix cejiao, nyreM KOTOpbIX

HmHemlHHH BJiaLeaeieq TaKofi Co6 cTBeHHOCTH BCTyimjI BO BjiaaeHHe elo.

3. IlpaBHTejbCTBO HTaminH AOJIHO BepHyTb yKa3aHHOe B HaCTO-
sin;ei cTaTe HMynecTB oxpaH H H H e6 B xpa3 H p a ce6a B TOM OT-

HomeHHH Bce pacxoou B HTaJnH, OTHocainneca E pa6oiei cime, MaTe-
pHajiaM H TpaHCnopTy.

4. IIlpaBrTeABCTBO HITajm 6yjseT OKa3aBaTb coAeicTBHe 06b-
eXHeIHHuMM HaiHraM pe0ocTaBHT 3a CBOi CCeT BCe Heo6xOAHMue

B03Ma0EHOCTHI PJIA p03aCKa H pecTHTnryH HymyiecTBa, noAJiea;aniero
pecTHTygm corJiacHo HacaToan ef cTaTe.
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HHeRoti Komaamni, raaBHasi Earropa KoTopoil Haxolkirrea B 14Tamm njrn 

TrepeBeikella B 14Taamo, a Tame ayTem nepeAaim Bcex Apyrax aRTHBOB 

TaKTIX KomnaH1111 Ha Hepexommi114x TeppuropHax. 

3. IlpaBlITC.71bCTBO FITa.THIH uprummaeT Ha ce6H OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI) 

HO 4)FIHRIICOBbIM o6H3aTe.nemam, ooecneuemillm 3aK.716,1111143.111, aaao-

rOBEVAH 11 Apyrumn o6pemeHerramAH Tarcoil CO6CTBOHHOCTII. 

E. KOMIIEHCAAHS1 3A COBCTBEHHOCTb, 143141TY10 
A.1151 IJEI1 PEHAPAAH11. 

IlpaBFITeJ113CTBO FITam114 o6H3yeTcH KOMTICHC.Rp0BaTb Beex 04)11314-

IICCKFLX Hall TopHwieermx JIMA, CO6CTBellHOCTb KOTOpbIX 113TAITa A.THI 

penaparwommx wadi B COOTBeTCTBH11 C IlaCTOSIBReit CTaTbeil. 

Pamen II. PecniTygmi, ocyw,ecTemiembie 

CTaTba 75. 

1. 14Ta.THH HonnufaeT ay-41111pm Aemaapawm 06T,ei114HeHmAx 
Harp& OT 5 anBapa 1943 roika H BepHeT B B033101E110 epoic 

Hm-yukeemo,Beni:1110C C Teppwroppa mo6oft 113 06T,emmemmix 

2. 06/13aTeJ1bCTBO Hp0113B0,144Tb peeTHTFHTH OTHOCHTCH HO Bea 

ono3HaBaemora CO6CTBeHHOCTII, Haxomakericff B Hacrosugee Bpema B 

14TaJIIIH, KoTopaa 6buia imBe3eHa HaCIIJIbCTBeHHO 11.7111 no Hpimync,geHmo 

KaKoil-AH6o 113 Aepacas OCH C Teppirropm.uo6oft H3 061emmemmx 

11e3aBHCHMO OT KaKHX-JIH60 HowleApouirgx eAe.moK, Hyrem KOTOpbIX 

Himenmilit B.aaiikeze11 mKoii CO6CTBeHHOCTH BCTyTHIJI BO BaaAeHHe 610. 

3. lIpaBHTe.1113CTBO 14T6J11111 AOJIIICHO BepHyrb pa3aHHoe B llCT0-

rnie nmymeemo B coxpaHHoeTH 11 HpHIBITI, Ha ce6H B OTOM OT-

1101HeFIHTI Bee paexow BTama, oTHocaumeca a pa6oxiellcn.iie, maTe-

pnaaam H iparicnopTy. 

4. IlpaBrrreabcmo Mama 6y,AeT oKaabmam coAeftemne 06s-
0Am:fermi:am Hag-rum H npegocraBur aa csoil cileT Bee Heo6xowimme 
BO3M02EHOCTH A.7151 pomeRa H peeTHrygull Kmyrocma, noxiemankero 
pecnaywni commies nacroargeti came. 
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5. IIpaBHTeJIBCTBO HTa.LHI npHMeT Heo6xobHMbIe MepbI, lTo6r
jo 61iTLCa B03BpammeHn a HMymgecTBa, yKaaaHHoro B HaCToaHeii CTaTbe,
ROTOPbIM BJIaAeIOT B jo6o0 TpeTbefi cTpaHe JiHaa, HaxoAsimpeca noA
mTaJIBaHCEoi IopHCAHERIIHeH.

6. Tpe6oBaHma pecTHryrIT HMIyIecTBa AOjazHbI 6uITb npeA'BB-
AIeHb I paBHTelbCTBy HTaJIm HIpaBHTeJIbCTBOM TOL CTpaHbI, C TeppH-
TOpH111 OTOpOfi 6 bIIO BbIBe3eHO 3TO HMy1iAeCTBO; InpH TOM IIOHMaeTCa,

qTO meee3HoAOpo;EHbI I HOBBH2EHOH COCTaB 6yAeT paccMaTpHBaTbca RKa
BbIBe3eHHbIH: H3 CTpaHbI, EOTOpOfi OH HepBOHaqajBHHO npHHalJIAemaJ.

TaKIe Tpe6oBaHna MoryT IpegaebBJaSTbca B TeReHHe imecTH MecHueB co
AHn BCTynJIeHRn B CHAy HaCTOaHIerO AOrOBOpa.

7. BpemLa AoKa3aTeJItCTBa B OTHOmeHHH OIIa3HaBaHHM IMylge-

cTBa H AoKa3aTeJIcTBa npaBa Co6cTBeHHOCTH Bo3AIaraeTcC Ha IIpaBH-
TeJIbCTBO, lIpea7tHBJiJioiimee lpeTeH3HIo, a 6peMa aoKas3aTejAbTBa Toro,
qTO HMyIeCCTBO He 6 bIJI0 BbIBe3eHO HacHnIbCTBeHHo HJIH Ho nIpHHysEe-

HHlO, B03oaraeTCS Ha IipaBHTeJlbCTBO HTamH.

8. IIpaBHTejbCTBO HITaJTIHH 0 OJKHO BepHyTL IIpaBHTeJIbCTBy CO-

oTBeTCTByIomieH 06meAHHeHHofi HaRHH Bce MOHeTHoe 30JIOTO, Harpa6-
.eHeHHOe JIH He3auOHHO BbIBe3eHHOe B HTajiEO, Him nepeAaTB IIpaBH-

TeAbCTBy COoTBeTCTByIOieHi 06IejaHHeHHof HanHH KROJIHeCTBO 30JIOTa,

paBHoe no Becy H npo6e TOMy ROJMI'eCTBy, KOTOPOe 6BIJiO Harpa6iieHO

HJIH He3aiOHHO BbIBe3eHO. DTO 06a3aTCeAJCTBo n pIH3HaeTCS IlpaBHTreJb-

CTBOM HTajiiH cyecTByionHIM He3aBHCHMO 01 KaKHX 6bI TO HH 6bIAO

inepeai HJIHn BbIB03a 30JOTa H3 ITraJIr B jnI6yIO gpyryio ;epcaBy ocII

HJIH B HeiTpaAbHyIO CTpaHy.

9. ECJIH B OTaejlbHbIX cayqaiax A HTaAinH aBJIaeTCa HeB03-

MOIEHbIM IpoH3BeCTH peCTHTylEo npeaMeTOB, upeACTaBiasionLnx XyAO-

MeCTBeHHyIO, HCTOpIIqeCKyiO IH apxeojiornqecKyio LeHHOCTb, KOTOpIe

COCTaBASIOT iqaTb KyJAbTypHrO AOCTOaHEa 06ieeAIeHHlOHi HaiHm, c

TeppplHTOpHIH KOTOpOH 3aT npealeT 6uzJ BuBe3eHb HnTaJaHcKnHm

apMHRMH, BAaCTThMH JIH rpaalAaHaMH HaacHAJCTBeHHO HAH n1 nIHHya;-

aeHH), HTajmIH o6a3yeTca IepegaTm 3aaHrepecoBaHHOiI 06'ieameHHofi

Hanul npeMeTbI Toro ae poaa H npH6JmH3HreJanIh paBHoueenie
BbIBe3eHHbIM lnpeAMeTaM, lnoc;OALey TaRHe npeaMeTm MoryT 6Mrr IInoay-
qeHn B HTaJmH.
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5. IlparinTeabcTso fflaJ11111 npnmeT neo6xognmbie mepm, tiToobt 

,TIO611TbC51 Boasparnenna nmynAecma, yKaaanHoro B nacToauketi cTaTbe, 

noTopmm BaaAeToT B J11060i1 TpeTbeil cTpaHe anga, naxomunneca no 

irraabancKort lopncinnenneil. 

6. Tpe6oBaHna peculrynrol nmyakecTsa A0.111REIbI 6bITb npe)114IB-

./IeHbI IlpaBriTeabcrBy flTaJfflJI HpaBHTeJIbCTBOM TOI cTpanbi, c Teppn-

Toprm KoTopa obiao BbIBe3eHO OTO 11.MyHkeCTBO; upn non nommaeTca, 

xITO ateaeallo,aopoambnli 110,103111RHOR COCTaB oyikeT pacemaTpnBaTben Kale 

BbIBe3eHHIA 113 cTpaRbi, KoTopoil OH HepBonanaabno upnBaxaeaca.a. 

Talmo Tpe6oBanna moryT ilpeXESIBJINTLCH B TeneHne raecin mecaneB CO 

,111H BeTyHJICH1411 B Critry nacTosninero Aorosopa. 

7. Bpema AoKaaaTeabena B OTHOBleHiffl onoanaBaHna nmyrne-

CTBa 11 AoKaaaTeabema npaBa CO6CTBeHHOCTH BoaaaraeTca na IlpaBn-

Te.7113CTBO, upexbaBasnornee npeTenanio, a opena AoKaaaTeabcma Toro, 

TITO nmyrnecmo He 6bIJI0 BbIBe3e110 HaCILII3CTBeatiO 11.7111 II0 11pliHy11e-

111110, na HpaBrITeJ113CTBO HTaJIHH. 

8. HpaBHTeJ113CTBO HTaj1011 AOJDR110 BepHyTb lipaBnreabcmy co-

oTBeTcTspoineri 06rbe,annennort Hannn Bce MOHeTHOO 30J10TO, Harpa6-

.TICHHOe II.71H neaaKonno Bbmeaennoe B HTaJIHEO, nm nepeAaTb lIpaBn-

TejlbCTBy cooTBeTcTsponketi 06'beArniennort HaII,HEE ICOJIHIleeTBO 30J10Ta, 

pamme Ho Becy 11 npo6e TOMy ROJIHTIeCTBy, KoTopoe 611.710 narpa6aeHo 

11,1111 He3aROHHO BbIBe3e110. )TO 06113aTeJILCTBO npnanaeTca IlpaBnTeab-

CTBOM HTaJIIIH cyni,ecTBylornina neaaBncnno 01 KaKnx obi TO HR 6brao 

nepe,aan 11.7111 BbIBO3a 30JI0Ta 113 Ifra.ann B ino6y10 Apyryio AepacaBy OCII 

11.7111 B HeftTpaabnylo cTpany. 

9. ECJIII B OT,LkeJIbHbIX caygaax Aa31 HTaJIHH HBJ151eTCH HeB03-

3(011CHbIM Hp0143BeCTI1 peCTIITynni0 Hpe,a,meToB, npe,acTaBasnornnx xylko-

acecTBeHnyio, ncTopmecKylo nan apxeoaornnecKylo HeHHOCTb, ROTOpb10 

COCTaBJIHIOT nacTb KyabTypHoro AOCT0111111a 06be,anneHnotillarm, C 

TepppnToprm KoTopoii aTn npepteTbi 511.7111 BuBeaenbi rrraabancKmat 

apmnamn, BaacTamn 11.7111 rpalmanamn HaCILALCTBeHHO HJIII LEO HpEtHym-

Aenrno, HTaJD111 o6aayeTca nepeAaTb aannTepecoBannoil 061,e,annennoil 

Haulm upeAmeTbi Toro ace poAa 11 npnoanaffreabno paBnonennbie 

BbIBe3eHHbIM npeAmeTam, IIOCROJIbIty Tame npeAmeTbi moryT SUM Harry-

num' B FITaann. 
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Pa3Aen III. OTKas MTanHH OT npeTeH3Hii.

CTaThbI 76.

1. HITajma oTRa3IBaeTCI OT Bcex npeTeH3Hai jno6oro xapaRTepa,
OT HMCHH IIpaBHTeJIbCTBa HITaJIH HJIH H Taji&bHCKH rpalAcaH, K Coio3-

HUIM H COe3HHeHHbIM AepaCaBaM, CB3aHHbIX HeHIocpeACTBeHHO C BOH-

HOE HJIH BbITeCRaIOmEX 13 MeponpHIaTai, nIpeA1pHHarTbIX B cJmay cyme-
CTBOBaHHIa COCTOiHHS BOIHbI B EBpole nIocje 1 ceHTr6pa 1939 roAa,

He3aBHCHMO OT Toro, HaxoAHmacb s. B TO BpeMH COOTBeTCTByIoiIaa Co-

o13Ha.I UmI CoeAHHeHaa AepmaaBa B COCTO5HHH BOIHbi c HTaJmHeB 1.m
HeT. TOT OTKa3 OT I6PeTeH3HHi BKCI)oiaeT HHluMecJeyioi0ee:

a) InpeTeH3HH B CBM3H c IIOTePtMH ymHep6oM, IIoHeeHHbIMH1

BCJIeACTBHe AeficTBHir BOOpyaleHHuIX CJI HJIH BJiaCTei COIO3HbX IrIH

CoeaHHeHHbIx AepmaB;

b) IlpeTeH3HH, BbITeKaiomnHe H3 IIpHCyTCTBHmI, onepaimH IHu

AeiCTBHA BOOpyaceHHbIX cm H1 BAaCTeH CIo3HUX .IH7 CoeAHHeHHbX

AepaEaB Ha nTaJIbaHCIOi TeppHTopHp;

c) npeTeH3HH B OTHomeHHH pemeHHi HJIH paCIIopSaeHHMI npH30-
BblX CyAOB COIO3HBIX HJIH CoeAHHeHHbIX epEaB, u1ipHeM HTaJIaH iPH3-

HaeT AeiTBHTeJlbHbIMH H o6S3aTejmbHblMH BCe pemenEi H pacIopsace-

HH TaiaCX InpH30BbX CyAOB, BblHeCeHHbIe 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 roaa HJi

1no3aHee, OTHOCHTejbHO HTTaZIbHCEHX cyAOB HJIn HTaJIbHHCKHX rpy30B

HEi oiLIaTbI H3A:epaeK;

d) npeTeH3HH, BblTeKaioIuHe H3 OCyLIeCTBjeHHI npaB BoIoiomOefi

CTOpOHbI HJIH 113 Mep, IHpHHSTbIX C IeAbjo ocyIneCTBJIeHHa 3TnX lpaB.

2. IIojoIEeHiHs HacTo0aMei CTaTbH AOJIKcHbI H1CKEjIOaTT, H1JIHO-

CTbO HI OKOHqaTeJIbHO BCe npeTeH3HH yKa3aHHoro BbIie xapaKTepa, KO-
Topbie OTHbHe 6yAyT npeKpaIneHbI, KTO 6bl HH aBjSiJICS 3anHTe-

peCOBaHHOH CTOpOHOi. IlpaBHTeAbCTBO HTajmH corjiaiiaeTcs BbIiiIa-

THTb CupaBe:MnByIO KOMIeHcaiTEIo B Jpax JimHaM, KoTopbIe npeAocTa-

BHAH BOOpyIKeHHbIM CniaM Coo03Hblx HJIH CoeliHeHHbIX jepmaaB Ha

nTrajlrHCKOIH TeppHTOpHH CHa6meHHne HJI yc.ayrH nI peKBH3iIHH , a

TaKEe AJi; yA0BJeTBOpeHHa B03HHKmx Ha HTa.JIIbHCEOti TeppHTopHH

npeTeH3Ha 3a HeBoeHHbIu yimep6, IpeaiBaeHHnuX BOOpyZeHHbM CH-

JIaM CK0m3HbX wra CoekHeHHEmIx jAepazaB.
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Pa3Aell III. OTRO3 MTOOHN OT nperemmi. 

CTaTbR 76. 

1. ilTaJIIIR ontaammeTcH OT Hcex HpeTen3Hil mo6oro xapaKTepa, 
OT rIMernT lipaHHTe.]IbcTHa ilTaJIHR HMI FITaJIMIHCKIIX rpaavTaH, i C0103-
1113IM 11 COWIlleHH11134 AepataHam, CB5133I111131X HenocpeAcTHeHHo c BOA-
11011 HMI BbITeRaIOTRIIX 113 meponprourdi, HpeAupHHHThix B crury cynce-
CTBOBaliall COCTORRELa BOR.HbI B EHpone IIOWle 1 ceHT,Hopa 1939 rojka, 
He3aHHcHmo OT Toro, Haxowmacb .71I1 B 3TO BPe3131 cooTHeTcTHylorgaa Co-
ls:211m n.rn CoeiTHHermaa AepacaBa B COCTORR1111 BOB11131 c 14Ta.dmell EMI 
HeT. DTOT OTEa3 OT HpeTemat BICJII0113eT BILMecaeAporrkee: 

a) upeTeH3ITH B CR51311 C HoTeparm yuipp6om, II011eCeHillaffl 

BCJIOACTBIle ikericTHYrti Hoopymermmx CF1J1 macTeit C01031ibIX RJR 
COWAffile1111bIX raepacars; 

b) 11PeTeH3/311, BmTeKaionvie 113 HpncyTcTsua, onepauxii 

AdICTBEE171Hoopy;KeHmax CllJ1 HMI macTerT C0103HTAX ILJ111 COW[1111eHHbIX 
epazaH Ha Irra.amtHcKoii Teppifroprea; 

c) HpeTenum B oTHoraernia pemenaki 11/11pacHopHateHHil HpH3o-

BMX cyikoH C0103HbIX HMI CON[1111eHHbIX Aepatas, Hp'nem HT3.7111Y1HpH3-
HaeT AefiCTBIneJlbillaill 11 061133Te.71131113131:11 Bee peraeHHH H pacHopHme-
111151 Tana R131130BbIX cy,goH, HmHecemme 1 ceHTH6pH 1939 ro,rka 
HowTHee, OTHOCHTe.11bH0 11T3.4141HCICELX cyAoH IlTa.T11311HCICRX rpyaos 

11J111 011.713TbI H3,gepzeK; 

d) ripeTeHaHH, BbITelCalOJE,116 113 ocymecTH.aeHHH Hpart HoHnonTeii 

cToponm HJIII 113 mep, TEPIIHRTbIX C Ite.71b10 °CYR:WM/WHIM 3TRX HpaH. 

2. 110J1021CM1131 HacToar_Hefi CTaTbll AOJDICH131 HM11101131% 110JIHO-

CTb10 11 OKOIPIaTeJ113H0 Hee HpeTeH31111 yKa3aHHoro BbIllle xapaKTepa, Ko-
Topme OTHIAlle 6Y,114T HpeKpargeHm, KTo 6b1 1111 SIBTRIJICR 3aHHTe-

pecoHaHHoil CTOPOHOrl. lipaBffreJ1bCTBO ilTaJ11111 cor.aamaeTca BbIII./13-

THU, crupaHexTramo KomneHcallyno H .71Hpax anHam, KoTopme Hpe)TocTa-

MULE!' Hoopymernimm cmani C0103HbIX CoeiHmenumx jepzaH Ha 

HT3.71b.HHCICOrl TeppIrropHH cHaomeme Hall ycayrn no pelommlugH, a 

Tame AAR yAosaemopeHm BO3HHEEMHX Ha HTWILRHCR011 TepprrropHH 

upeTeH3H14' 3a HerioeHmii yiu,ep6, RpeichlIBJICHHUX HoopymeHHusi CH-

Aam C0103HIKUI IME1 COeAR1IeRRIJX AepzaB. 
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8. HrTajHm paBHbI o6pa30M OTKa3bIBaeTCS OT BCeX HpeTeH3HH

TaKoro xapaKTepa, KOTOPBII yEa3aH B nIyHKTe 1 HacToTALek cTaTbH,

OT HMeHH IIpaBHTeJILCTBa HTajaH H EaaB HTaJIHCKIHX rpa;AaH, HK Juo6o0

H3 06enIHeHHbIx HairHii, nopBaBsnmei nAHmno aTiecne oTHomeHHu1

c HTaJImei II npeIHHpnHSBmei AeiCTBH5 B COTPYAHHeeCTBe C CI0o3HBI-

MH H CoeAHHeHHbImH AepaaBaMH.

4. llpaBHTeIbCTBO HTaJIHH AOJimHO npmHHST Ha ce6a noHmyio

OTBeTCTBBeHHOCT 3a BCIO BOeHHyIO BamJOTy co013HHROB, BbinylneHHyIO B

HTaJIHH CI0O3HbIMH BOeHHbIMH BJiaCTIMH, BKIqIOQa BCIK TaRyIO Ba:IIOTy,

ROTopas 6yAe HaxoA0HTbCa B o6paineHniu Ha AeHb BCTynIeHHL B CHiy

HacTosiero ,2oroBopa.

5. OTma3 HTaJrI H OT npeTeH3H corjiacHo InyHmTy 1 HacTOa11efi

CTaThH BRaIoqaeT JIo6bIe IpeTeH3HH, BbrreKailome 13 Mep, npHHaTsIx
mo6o0H H3 COI)3HoIX H CoeIHHeHHbIHX epaaB B OTHOmeHHH HTaIb-

IHCKHX cyaoB MeaMy 1 ceHTs6pa 1939 roAa H AHeM BCTynaemJl B CH-

jiy HacToasrero AoroBopa, a Tar, e jno6me ipeTeH3HH H OJIaIo, BbITeKa-
IOniHe H3 HbIHe Aei!CTByIOLnHX EOHBeHIiHi O BOeHHOIIIeHHbIX.

6. IIojroaoeHmE HacToSnIeil CTaTbH He AOJICHbI paccMaTpHBaTbca

KEa 3aTparllBaiorU4e npaBO co6cTBeHHOCTH Ha IInoBOA;HbIe Ka6ejIm,

KOTOpbie K Haqajay BOiHbI npHHaAineEaJI IIpaBHTeA.bCTBy IiTaJHlH HJII

HTajabsHCKcHM rpaaEaHaM. 9TOT InyHET He IHcimIoqaeT InpHeHeHHua K

IIOABOAHbIM Ka6ejiuM CTaTbH 79 n HpIInoaceHiu XIV.

CTaTba 77.

1. Co LHaM BCTYIIneHIIR B cnIIy nlaCToSrero ,oroBopa co6cTBeI-
HOCTb HITaJUIIIIH IITaJibaiHCEIIX rpaiALaH, HaxoAailaScS B repMaHIIH, He

6yaeT 6oJIbme paccMaTpHBaTbC5a KaK Bpaa;ecKaa co6CTBeHHOCTb, I Bce

orpaHHYeHHSI, CBH3aHHbIe C TaKHM peaEHMOM, AOJIEHbi 6bTb OTMeeHeH.

2. Ono3HaBaeMaa co6CTBeHHoCTb HTajmII H HTajIbsHCEHX rpaE-

AaH, BbIBe3eHHaSI HacnJIbCTBeHHo HJH 10 IInpHyaK;leHHIO C TeppHTopHH

HTaJIHH B repMaHno repMaHCKHMH BOOpya;eHHniMH CI caMII IIJ

BjacTBMH noc:je 3 ceHTa6pa 1943 roaa, no:ieaMn'r B03BpaTy.

3. PecTxIryIWH H BOCCTaHOBBjene HTanihmHCOii co6cTBeHHOCTH
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3. 14TaJIHR paBHEIM o6pa3oxi oma3mBaeTcsi OT Bcex HpeTeH3aft 

TaRoro xapaKTepa, ROTOplAII yKa3aH B nyinue 1 HacToargert CTaTb11, 

OT HmeHH lIpaBFITOJILCTBa FITaZELH HJIH HTa.71114111CRELX rpaawkaH, K .111060r1 

113 061,03,0HOHEIbIX Hai , HopBaBnieti AmmomaTHilecKHe °THOU:WHIM 
C 14Ta.mert H uped,upHHaBraeil AdicTBrisi B coTpyAHmeerse C C0103HLI-

MIL 11 Coe,Amemibusm AepaKaBareli. 

4. IlpaBHTOJILCTBO 14TaJIHFI AOJDICHO IlpHHSITb Ha ce55-1 HOJIHy10 

OTBOTCTBOHHOCTI, 3a Bel° Boeumpo Baal°Ty C0103HHICOB, Bbinyw,eHHylo B 

14Taarill C010311bIMII BO011Hb1MH RTIaCTSIMIE, BK.uoilaa Bel° Talmo BaJnoTy, 

KoTopaa 6rkeT HaXOAHTI,CH B oopankeHHH Ha ,ikellb BCTIT1.71e1112151 B cHay 

HacTozolero joroBopa. 

5. OTRa3 14TaJ11111 OT ripeTerm& comacHo Hymny 1 HacToankert 

CTaTbIl BRJ11011aCT J110613I0 upeTeHam, BbITeRa1010X0 113 mep, HpHFISITIAX 

.1110601I H3 C0103HI,IX H CoexkuReHnbix AepzaB B OTHOMOITIBI Ef 
51HCRTIX cylkoB mem,ity 1 ceHTH6pg 1939 ro,ga H Allem BCITHJIOFIHFI B CH-

IlaCTOSIIHer0 AoroBopa, a TaKace moobie HpeTeHum H ;warn, BuTeKa-
loakHe 113 HbIlle ,geticmyloapix ROHBOHL1011 0 BOOF11101U1OHHbIX. 

6. Hommel= HacTosinkeit CTaTb11 He A0J121M1)1 paccmaTpuBanca 

Ras 3aTparrthalorupe npaBo CO6CTBOHHOCTII Ha HOABOAHbIe KaOmit, 

Koropme KHaqaay BOFIH131 Hpimaxpeatamit lIpaBuTe.merBy i1Ta.711111 11.1111 

11TaJIMIHCICHM rpaKTaHam. OTOT Hymn' He IICKJ110x1aUT HpHmeHemia 

I10)1BOAHbIM Ka6e.11am cTaTI,H 79 II lipmoncermsi 

CTaTba 77. 

1. Co AIM BCTy11J1e11I111 B may nacTomgero joroBopa CO6CTBOII-

HOOT') I4TaJIIIII H IITaJILRHCKIIX rpam,aaH, Haxoxn4aaca B repmamm, HO 

6y,rkeT 6o.abrue paccmaTpnBaTbca KaK BpaxecKaa CO6CTBOHHOCTb, II BOO 

orpaHmeHrm, CBR3aIIHNO C Tam{ pe;KHmom, 0.1121CHbI 611ITb OTMelleHbI. 

2. Ono3HaBaemaa CO6CTBOHROCTb 14TaJIHEI 11 IlTaJlbaHCRIIX rpaz-

Aar', BbiBe3eHHasi HaCHJILCTBOI1110 MTH' HO HprmyKitermio c TeppErroprol 

FITaJ11111 B repmainno repmaHcKitmll Boopymemmnra cHaamia 11.7111 

B.11aCTSIMII Hoc.ae 3 cauTa6pa 1943 roAa, HoAaeaurr Bo3BpaTy. 

3. Pecurryuga 171 BOCCTaHOBJIOHHe HTaabatICR011 CO6CTBOHHOCTH 
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B repMamiH 6yAyr ocyecCTBJiTBca B COOTBeTCTBHH C MeponpHarTHrMH,

COTOpbIe 6yAT oupeAeieHbm AepwsasaMHi, oIRymipyioiiHM repMaHHIo.

4. Be3 yMuep6a Jam BblImeH3JIo;:eHHbIx H la obIx H pyrIx IIo-
CTaHOBJIeHHI, InpH1MrTIX B nojLb3y HTajIH H ee rpamAaaH AepaaBaam,

iKKyIIpyIOomiHm repMaHmIo, HTaJm, OT cBoero HMeHH H OT HMeHH
HTraJIbaHCKHX rpamfaH OTEa3bIBaeTcI OT BCex OCTaBnImXCJI Heypery-
JMipOBaHHbIMH Ha 8 Maa 1945 roaa IpeTeH3Hi B OTHomeHHH repMaHHH
H repMaHcKHx rpaa[aH, sa HCjIIro eHHeM IlpeTeH3Hi, BbITeKaIOinHx H3
KOHTpaKTOB H ApyrHX o6a3aTejIcTB, 3aiumoqeHHHbIx Io 1 CeHTa6pa 1939
roAa, H nIpaB, IIpHo6peTeHHbIx 0o 3TOi AaTmi. 3T OT oKa 6yAeT paccMaT-
pBBaTca EaK BI EJnoqaIoI Ior0 OJIrH, BCe MemnpaBHTeJlbcTBeHHbIe npe-
TeH3HH, CBa3aHHIJe C COrJIameHmMH, 3a iuOMeHHbIlMH BO BpeM BOEHbI,
H BCe npeTeH3HH Ha B03MemIeHHe 3a IIOTepEH Em ynep6, B03HInEmIe
BO BpeMaJ BOiiHI.

5. HETamH corjamaeTca npHHRn Bce Heo6xonHMbe MepbI jim
of6ierqeHnm TaKrO nepeAaqm repMaHcKEx aETHBOB, HaxonaiUHxca B I4Ta-
JIH, EaKaa MO0eT 6bTb onpeAeaeHa TeMH H3 OEEymEpyIomHx repMaHHo
AepEaB, EOTopie iMeoT nipaBo pacnopaaTbca yKa3aHibIMH aiTHBaMi.

qACTb VII.

CO6CTBEHHOCTb, lPABA 1M HTEPECbl.

Pa3Aen 1. Co6cTBeHHocTb 06beAHHeHHbix Ha4Hi B MTaIHH.

CTaTas 78.

1. HTa.jma, HnoKCRObKy eIE 3TO eIne He cAenaHo, BoCCTaHOBHT BCe
aaKOHHn e nrpaBa H ErepecH 06%eAHmeimuix HauxH H HX rpaa;AaH B
HTajni , KaK OHH CYInecTBoBajm Ha 10 HmoHB 1940 roAa, H BepHeT BCEO
co6cTBeHHOCT 06eAIHeHmix Haumi HE x rpasAaH B HTajm B TOM
COCTOSaHH, B KOTOpOM oHa HaxoHHTca B HaCTOmgee BpeMa.

2. IpaBHIrejCTBo HTaJIM o6a3yeTca BOCCTaHOBHTh BCIO co6-
CTBeiHHocT, nIpaBa H HHTepeck, noAnaAaraomie nog AeeCTBIHe HaCTOa-
ineii CTaThH, 6e3 BCSRKH o6peMeHemHE H o6jIOaeHEmi jo6oro BHAa, rO-
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B repmanim 6pAyr OCym,OCTBJIHTLCH B COOTBOTCTBIM C mepoupHaTHamn, 

KoTopme 6y,gyT oupeAeaefna itepataBamn, oicitynnpponnuan repmaxmo. 

4. Be 3 yinep6a AJla BbIlHell3JIMEOHHbLX H .4106bIX Apyrnx 
oTanoBaeanri, upnaarmx B 110.111)3y 14Ta.ann Ii ee rpamAan Aepaca,Bamn, 

oincynapponnam repmannio, 14TaJIHH, OT eBoero HAMM 11 OT nmeHH 

rpaatikan oncaabiBaema OT Beex OCTaBLEHIXCH neypery-
J1Hp0BaHlibIMil Ha 8 Mu' 1945 rma HpeTermurd B OTHOHLOHHII repmaHriff 
ii repmaHeRnx rpazAaH, 3a HCE.111011eHileM HpeTeHaa, Bbneicaloamx 113 

KOHIpaKTOB H Apyrux 06H3aTNITDCTB, 3a1L,THOTIOHIMIX ,IkO 1 cem6pa 1939 

roAa, H Hpas, HpHo6peTermax ,40 DTOffjiami. TOT ontaa 6yikeT pacemaT-

pllBaTbC51 Kan Bismotiammgrt A0J1134, Bee meacupameabeTBeimme npe-
Tell3P111, CBH3aH111310 C coraamennamn, 3a1C.711011OHFILINCH BO Bpema 

H BCO HpeTenum Ha Bo3memeHne aa norrepu 11.1111 ylikep6, BO3HHEIHIle 
BO Bpemic 

5. liTaJHOI coraarnaeTea Roman BCC neo6xognmme raepu AJISI 

o6aemenna Tamil nepeAagn repmancEnx aRTHBOB, naxoAanwxca B ETTa-
JIMI, KaRaa xfoateT 6BITB onpmeaena Temn lid oracyaapponnix Pepmainno 

Aepata,B, HoTophie nmettrr lipase paenopamanca yica3annumn aETHBaMII. 

LIACTb VII. 

CO6CTBEHHOCTb, I1PABA II HHTEPECbl. 

Pa34en I. CO6CTBeHHOCTb 061e/AHHeHHbiX HaltHri B 14TaltHH. 

CTaTI,H 78. 

1. FITaJM51, HO'CROJII3Ey ere DTO eine ne cAe.aano, BOCCTaHOBHT Bce 
3allomble H-paBa II wrrepechl 06LewtHennix Haw& H nx rpazman B 

FITaJIBH,KR Olin cynkeemoBam Ha 10 MOHR 1940 rojJka, it BepneT BC10 

cooerBennoem 06BexineHmAx Haw& It nix rpazAaH B FITamin B TOM 

COCTOHHHH, B KoTepom °Ha naxogresi B nacTosucee Bpema. 

2. IlpaBHTe.mcno EfTamin o6a3yeTea BOCCTaHOBRIb BCIO CO6-

CTBOHHOCTb, npaBa H wrrepecbt, noAna,rkaionnie no Aertenne HaCTOH-
'Reit cTann, 6e3 Mil= o6pemeneumii it o6.awsendi mo6oro BHAa, 
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TOpbIM OHH MOFJIH 1rOABeprHyTbCH BCJle6CTBHe BOHHEM, H 6e3 B3anmHH

IIpaBnTeJmbCTBOM HTaJmnH aKHx-Jm6o c6 opOB B CBRaH C HX B03BpaEme-

HineM IlpaBHTreJBCTBO IlTamjH aHHyJmpyeT BCe MeponpHaTHa, BKniMaa

OTo6paHHe, ceEBeCTp Hum EOHTPOJIB, HpoBeAeHHie HM B oTHomeHHm

co6CTBeHHocTH 0 6 emHenAHHxix Haul Meas;Ay 10 moHa 1940 roa H
AJHeM BcTynjIeHHS B CHeAy HacToamero AorOBopa. B cJiysaax HeBo3pa-

naeHHS co6cTBeHHocTH B TeaeHHe 6 MecanIeB Co IHa BCTyIjleHmH B CHJy

HacToaD;ero AoroBopa, 3aaBJIeHHe o B03BpameHHH co6cTBeHHOCTH

AOJiMHO 6bITb HnoaHO HTaJIbaHCKHM BjiaCTaM He Ho3flAee 'eM B TeWeHHe

12 MecsageB co ,Ha BCTyM17eHm B CHJIy HacToaImero ,IoroBopa, 3a

HcKJIIomeHneM cJIyuaeB, KIora 3aaBHTejIb MOmeT AIKa3aTb, IqTO OH He

MOr IIOAaTL CBoero 3aaBJIeHHa B TeCeHHe 3Toro CpOIa.

3. IIpaBHTeJcbCTBO IH Ta OJIHO Tal A O aHHyJlpOBaTb epeJaqH, OT-

HocentHec Ic co6CTBeHHOCTH, npaBaM H HHTepecaM BCRICOr poja, npH-

HaJAemicaiau rpaacAaHaM 06%eajHHeHnblX HIaini, B Tex cjayqaax, RorAa
TaKHe Iepe;aqn 6 bJm pe3yjibTaTOM HacHjIa HT npHuyiepHHa co CTO-
POHbI HpaBHTeJlbCTB AepmaB OCH HJIH x OpraHOB BO BpeOM BOHBI.

4. a) IIpaBiTeJIbCTBO HTamJHH HeceT OTBeTCTBeHHOCTL 3a npHBe-

AeHHe BO BHIOIHe HCnpaBHoe COCTOHHTe Co6 CTBeHHOCTH, B03BpaiqaeMOH

rpaacaHa 06 O6BeAHHeHHbx HaIia ' corjracH nyHmTy 1 HacToTamefi
CTaTbH. B Tex cAyqaax, KorAa co6CTBeHHOCTb He MOMeT 6bIT B03Bpa-

MieHa, HJIH Horia B pe3yaJITaTe BOHHbI rpaitfaHHH 06LeAHHeHHbIX Ha-

AIH noTepneji y6IbTOK BCJeACTBHe noBpeAceHHm Him nopqu Co6CTBeH-

HOCTH B HTajmH, OH AOA2KeH HOJIyIHTb OT IIpaBHTejlbCTBa HTaJmH EOM-

lneHcaamIo B jmpax B npeAejax AByx TpeTefi CyMMM, Heo6xoaHmofi B

jeHb BbIlniaTbI AJIr TOrO, MTO6bI KyITbi aHajiorwqHyIO co6CTBeHHOCTb

HJn; Bo3MecTHTb IIHeceHHbIH y6bITOK. rpasAaHe 06ieHHeHHIn x Ha-
IHH HH B COeM cjiyqae He OOJIKHb CTaBHTbCS B MeHee 6iarOnpuHaOe

HOjiomceHHe B OTHomeHHH ICOMleeHcaIu, qeM HTaJatSHCEHe rpa;aaHe.

b) rpaa;AaHe 06 beaRmemix Hanim, nMeiomH e IpaMioH nHLm
CocBeHHebI co6cTBeHHIImHqecKH HHTepec B KopnopaHax aH accona-

aiHlIx, HaIIHOHaAbHOCTb KOTOPMX He HBJIHeTCs HaWiOHajibHOCThIO 06b-

eAHHeHHbIx Hauil B 3HaMeHHH InySTa 9 <<a HacTosmiieH CTaTbH, HO

ROTOpbIe noTepneBji y6bnTOR BCJIeacTBHe IIoBpeaAenHB HnI nopPH co 6-
CTBeHHOCTH B HTaJiHH, OJHbIH nOJIyqb roT OmeOHCaHI H B COOTBeTCTBHH
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Topmm 01111 MOMIE no,peprnymca BCJIWACTBIle DA M , H 6e3 B311111aBH11 

IlpaBlITe.11bCTB031 14TaJITHI ItaKHX-J11160 c6opos B C1311311 C FIX Bo3Bparrce-

'mem. lIpaBHTe.mcTso ETTaarm amryanpyeT BC e meponpHaTHH, muiroTiaa 

oTo6panne, CeltBeen) 11.I.W. KOHTp0J113, HpoBeAeHme UM B OTHODIeHIM 

CO6CTBeHHOCTH 061,e,41111eHHbIX Hawed mesicAy 10 111011F1 1940 roga H 

AHem BCTyllJleHMI B awry HacToankero AoroBopa. B cAriaax HeBo3Bpa-

'Hernia CO6CTBeHHOCTF1 B Tetieme 6 mecaHeB CO JAI BcTyruierma B may 

HacToancero AoroBopa, 3armaerme 0 Bo3BpargeHrra CO6CTBeHHOCTH 

AOJDEHO 6bITb IrmaHo iffaJ1131111CRIIK BJlaCTRINI He Ho3p,Hee eM B TetieHHe 

12 mecaueB CO ,T1H11 BcTymerina B cHay HacToraHero AoroBopa, 3a 

IICKJ11011e1114e/si cap-13,es, KorAa 3a1113liTedb 310/HOT AoKa3aTB, TITO OH He 

31011 HoAwls cBoero BMW-MIMI B Temetilie 9TOPO °porta. 

3. IlpaBFITNIBCTBO 14Ta.111111 AOJIRCHO aHHyrwpoBaTb HopeAaim, OT-

Hocznkneca E co6cTBermocTH, HpaBam H Hrrrepecam Bcarcoro pojka, HpH-

Ha,ve3carrcum rpancAaHam 06BeiHmemmix Hamra, B Tex cap:max, Rorjka 

THEM riepeAaim 6bIJIH pe3yABTaTom HaCHJIHY1 MTH nrpHuyatAeHHH co CTO-

ponbi RpaBEETeabCTB AepataB ocH Mut 11% opraHoB BO BpemH Bortua. 

4. a) 11paBHTeJ113CTBO FITaJD1H HeceT OTBeTCTBellHOCTb aa Hpme-

AeHHe BO BHOJIHe Hcupamme cocToarme CO6CTBeHHOCTH, BonparHaemoli 

rpawAaHam 06'be,T1HFIeHHIAX HaAR* cor.aacHo HyrucTy 1 HacToargeil 

CTaTbH. B Tex carmax, Ror,ga CO6CTBeHHOCTb He MOHteT 6raTB Bo3Bpa-

igeHa, HMI Roma B pe3yabTaTe BOilHbl rpaawkaHHH 06ie,TH3Hermix Ha-

WI y6bITOK 13C.71eACTBIle HoBpeaukeHHH HJIH 110p1111 CO6CTBeII-

HOCTI1 B TITa.i.w.11, OH ,110.21J1CeH 110.71VIIITb OT IlpaBHTe.mcTBa flTa.11HH ROM-

nencawno B zapax B upeAeAax AByx TpeTeri cymmm, Heo6xwtHmoti B 

Aem, BbIHJIaTbI Jia TOP°, IT06MKyllkrrb aHaaorrmyro CO6CTBeHHOCTb 

HAM BO3MeCTFITb HOHeCeHHIel y6bITOK. lipazgaHe 06semmemmix Ha-

llo HIT B nem czygae He AOJIM1114 CTaBFfibea B enee 6.aaronpu3THoe 

HoAoatenne B OTHOIlleHREI Homnencauga, gem HTRJIbRIICKHe rpamAane. 

b) PpawkaHe 06sewnemmx HaArai, rtmerortwe npamoil HJIH 

ROCBeHlIbIri co6cTBeHREpiecKati HHTepec B HopHopagnsix TIM accoga-

ammx, HaIMOHaJ1bHOCTb itoTopmx He armeTcH HaL1110HaabHOCTLIO 0613-

eJAHHeHHbIX Haw& B 3HaTier= Hpma 9 <<a>> HaCT051111eit CTaTbH, HO 

rzoTopme HoTepue.ku4 y6bITOIC Bc.lie,AcTBHe HoBpeacAeHrta MTH Hopm co6-

cTBeHHOCTH B HTaJIJIR,AOJDICHLI 110J1y11.11Tb somileacanxo B COOTBeTCTBIM 
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c nOnIIyHKTOM <<a>> sbIme. 9Ta KOMIeHcalna OJIMaHa HCnIIICjiTBCi Ha
ocHOBe o6mnx y6bITKOB HJ yi;ep6a, noHeceHHmbx Kopnopaunei Hna
acconHanHeiif, H oj0a Ha coCTaBsaTB 11o OTHOTmelHHIO TaKHM y6bITKaM
Hnm ymiep6y Ty mte uponopaio, raKyiCo coCTaBJsMIOT HplHHocHsHIe AoxoA
lHTepecbI TaKHx rpamaaH no OTHOmeHHIIIO E o6meMy KarITajiy EopIno-
painH HmJ accowHaiiu.

c) KOMneHcaana AorouacHa sbIJauaHBaTLc 6e3 HaKHx-ja6o o6jio-
aeenHi, HajoroB HA ,pyrHx c6opOB. OHa MOMeTr CBo6OAHO HCInoJIao-
BaTBhC B HTajnH, HO AojIsEHa 1noAiemaTb npaTaI iaM KOHTpO Iam Ha HHO-
cTpaHHbMMH AeBH3aEMH, KOTOpbe MOryT BpeM OT BpeMeeHH BBOAHTLBCI B
HITaJIH.

d) IIpaBHTeJbCTBO I3Tajmm Irpe,0OCTaBHT rpaa;aHam 06'eeAmHeH-
HUX HaiHA B03oMeweimHe B mSpax B TOM ace caMOM paamepe, EOTOpbli

IpeaycMOTpeH B InoAnyHTe <<a> Bbime, qTo6bI rOMIIeHCHpoBaTb IIOTepH
nJi ymep6, Bo3HHKmHe B pe3yjTaTe oco6bIx Mep, iEOTopbe nIpMena-
JIHCb E H co6cTBeHHOCTH BO BpeMl BOfibI, HO KOTOpbIe ne IpHMeHa-
JIHCe r HTaABsHCEofi co6cTBeHmoCTm. TOT IIOIyHKT He pacnpocTpa-
HMeTCs Ha ynyIaeHHbie BbIrOAbI.

5. Bee npoH3BeAeHHbIe B HTaIHH pa3yMHble pacxoIBI no IIpeA-
aBieHno II peTeH3HR, BrAiromqa pacxoalb Ha noEIcqeT noTepb HJI ynmep-
6a, AOJJIaHO HeCTE IIpaBHTeJBCTBo HITaJH.

6. rpamsane 06TeAmHeHHux Ha i i H Hx co6cTBeHHOCT Aoji-
MHhb 6bITb OCBo6omAeHbI OT BCHEHX HCKAIOqHTeJbHbIX HaJiOrOB, c60pOB
IIIH no;aTefi, HaaaraBnmxca Ha nX OCHOBHube 0OHHbI B IITaAHH IIpa-
BHTeIbCTBOM IHTaAmHH HJI JImo60o TajIbHHCKOI BJIaCTBIO B nepHno
Meamcy 3 ceHTa6pa 1943 roALa H AHeM BCTyneJIeHMI B cHAy HacToaliero
AorOBopa co cnetruanAbHoi iejbIo nIRpblTHa pacxo00B, CBI3aHHbIX C
BOfiHOi, H no KpHOipi H3AepaseK Ha OrEynarToHHnie CmJII HJIm Ha pe-
IaparmH B nnojm3y mo6ofi U3 6OeeAnHeHHbIX HaHa. Jho6be cyMMbi,
BbIHIaaIqeHHble TaKHu o6 pa30M, AOJIRHbI 6 bIT6 B03BpaMIeHbI.

7. HecMoTpa Ha nepexoA TeppMTopHH, npeAycMOTpeHHEIiH B Ha-
CTOamieM AoroBope, ITajn npoaojimaaeT HecTH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a
y6bTm Han ymep6, noHeceHHue BO Bpema BOiiHb Ha nepexogaineii
TeppITOPHU HIa Ha CBO60OZHOi TeppHTOpEH TpHeeT C066cTBeiHoco,
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C HOgnyHICTOM <<a>> BbILLIO. 3m iconneHeanna tgoancHa IICIIIINDITbCH Ha 
oeHose o6mxx yolATKOB n.im yinep6a, noneeemmix ItopHopaqueli 11.3111 

acconnanneft, 11 Ao.aatna COCTaBJISITb HO OTHOMOHI110 It Talcum yObITItaM 

HMI ylikep6y Ty ace nponopmno, ICICJO coeTaHaaloT npnHocHinne 
Enfrepeem Taacnx rpanc,aaH110 OTHOMOHE110 IC o&nemy Hannmay Hopno-

panyna MTH aCCOHHaltTan• 

e) RomneHeanian Bbi11.71aimBaTI.C31 6e3 Italtux-JIH60 06.710-

:Rena, HaJI0r0B 11.3111 Apyrnx c6opon. 0Ha JsioaceT CB060,4H0 HCHOJI1330-

Ballefl B liTa.ann, HO AOJIMEta noiventam upaHnaam ICOHTp02111 Hajk RHO-
CTpaHHIA76111 ,aesnaamn, HoTopme morr Hpema OT Hpemenn BBOXIMCSI B 
nTaJIHIL 

d) lipaBFITOJII,CTBO nTaJIHH upe,i(OCTaBHT rpamanam 06T,einnieH-
MAX Hau,nra Bomar-rime B Anpax B TOM ace camom paamepe, ItoTopmil 

upeArmoTpen B HONHyllItTe qa>> BbiLne, IITO6bI nomneHenpoBam noTepn 
Half ylikep6, B031THEIELHO B pe3y.abTaTe oco6mx mep, noTopme npnmeHn-
.Ineb It 11X CO6CTBORHOCTH BO "Tenn BOAIBI, HO HoTopme HO upnmeHH-

JIlleb It HTa.7113311ICK0171 CO6CTBOHHOCTH. aTOT HOJAITyHET HO pacivocapa-
HaeTen Ha yuyw,emame BbIrO)Tbi. 

5. Bee npon3HeAennme B 14Taann pa3yAname paexo,am no npeitb-
SIBJlenEHO npeTeHanti, BitairOtlaSI pacxow Ha nowileT noTepb man yllkep-
6a, AOJDICHO HOCTII ripaBHTOJIbCTBO 

6. rpanc,aane Oftemmeimmx liana n 11X CO6CTBBIMOCTL ,A0J1-
21tHIA 6bITI3 ocHo6oacaeHm OT BCSIKIIX HCEJ1101111TOJIbHhIX Ha.aoron, c6opon 

no,aaTert, Ha.aarainnaxcH Ha FLX OCHOBHbIe G110441 B ilTaJIIITI lipa-
BriTe.abeTB011{ HTaJIHII 11.7111 JI106011 IlTaJHATHCK01.1 B.ThaCTb10 B nepno,a 

menwly 3 ceura6pa 1943 roAa 11Allem imp:mem:1H B emay HacToninero 
,r(oroBopa co eneunaabHort ueJlb10 HORI3bITHSI paexoAoH, CBJ13aHHbIX C 
BOLHOCI, man 1101tpLITIM na,aepaceR Ha oincynannoHmae CHJILI Flan Ha pe-

Hapanan B II0J113y JIE060171n 06rbe,anneHHmx Hauai. .Tho6me cymmm, 

smmaatieHHme TalCUM o6pa3om, ,a0J171CHM 6131T1) BO3BpaEROHM. 

7. HeemoTpa Ha nepexo,a Teppffropm, upeAyemolpenumil B Ha-

cTonakeisi AoroHope, ilTaJ11111 npo,awnicaer MOTH OTBOTCTBOHHOCTb 3a 
yob= man yukep6, Hoileum-me BO sperm BOAHbI Ha nepexo,aaakeit 
TepprtTopm MTH Ha CH000mmil Teppnroprat TpileCT CO6CTBOHHOCTLIO, 
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npHHagjieacamneR rpaxaaHaM 0 6 eaeHHeHHebIx HaTiiu. 06a3aTeJcTsa,
coAepaauIHeca B nyHiTax 3, 4, 5 H 6 HacToamI;el CTaTbH, TaIae JIemaaT
Ha IIpaBTrejibcTBe HTaJmn B OTHOmeHEI HaxOaMin;eicH Ha eepexofa-

;efi TeppHTopn H H a CBo6orHof TeppHTopim TpHecT CO6 CTBeHHOCTH
rpa;acaH 0 6 ',eeHueHHbIx Hauilr, 3a HcKjmoqemHeM cJIyqaeB, Horaa 1TO
npoTHBopeqIT IiojiomaeHHM nyIHKTa 14 IIpHJoaseHH X nymHiTa 14
IIpuHioceHiua XIV E HaCToaUI;eMy AoroBopy.

8. 3 aHHTepeco BaHHbiiA C06CTBCHHHu H IIpaBnTeJICTBO HITaTmI
MoryT 3aKjoqaT, corjiamenHS B3aMeH IoojiomEeHm HacToaniefi CTaTmH.

9. IIpHiMeHreMbie B HaCToanmei CTaTbe:
a) BbIpameHmue <rpaaiaHe 06eameeHHbIX Haaiji>> o3HaIqaeT

pH313H1eCKIHX AIT, akBJLIIoimXCa K MOMeITry BCTyIIaeHLa B CiAy HaCTo0-

mgero AoroBopa rpaAaiiamH Jmo6o nH3 06,eAmHeHHiix Hagii, am,
KOpnopauwH J1H accoiiHaim, opraHm30BaHHIbe K 9TOMy MOMeHTy Io
3aKOHaM : mjo6oH H3 06;e OfeIHeHHiix Hlaiw, npH yCJIOBHH, TO yira3aH-
mie Jimaa, IopnopamHH Har accowHanHHI HMeJI TaKofi CTaTyC TaKre H
B MOMeHT 3arinomeHmH IIepemapnH c HTajmei 3 ceiaTs6pa 1943 roaa.

BbIpaaceme <<rpaat;,aHe 06beAHHeHHbix HanH>> TarKae sBKroqaeT
Bcex na3HnqecEux jnnu, ;opnopaAHE HmIn accoIHaLuiH, KOTop0Ie Ha OCHO-
BamHII 3aKOHOB, AelICTBOBaBHIIX B HTaJMno BO BpeMS BOIHbI, paCCMaT-
pHBarmHCb RaE BpaxEecIne.

b) BbIpaaiieHe <<co6CTBeHHeK>> 03HaqaeT rpamagaHHHa 06eeAH-
HeHHbIX Haituni, EaI onpeAejieHo B IOnHyHKTe <<a BbbIme, HMeIomiero
nIpaBO Ha AaHHylO CO6CTBeHHOCTb, H BmiioqaeT npeeMHHE a TaKOro co6-
CTBeHIIIIKa, IIp yCAOBII, pITO pIeeMHHK TaKCe aB JMIeTCS rpaa/CaHHHOM
oAHOH H3 06ieAIHeHHbix Haimu, KaK onpeAejeHo B HOnyHITe <<a>>
Ec.JI npeeMHEI npHo6peji co 6cTBeHHOCTb B noBpeagceHHOM BHAe, TO
JIrmno nepetaaIomnee coxpaHaeT CBOH IpaBa Ha Bo3MenleHHe Ha OCHOBa-

mHHn HacToaIei CTaTbH 6e3 ymep6a Ajia o6a3aTe.abcTB, cy;eCTByIOim H
Me;RAy JnIuo0M nepeaoTaIo M B OM ipHo6peTa OTBeCTBHH
c BHyTpeHIIEIIH 3aKOHaMH.

c) BbipaaCeHe <<co6cTBeHHOTb>> 03HaqaeT BCIO ABHiaHMyO nIH
HeAiBHEIMyIo Co6CTBeHHOCTb, MaTepHaJfiHyIo HAH HeMaTepHaJIbHylo,

BIWIJoqaa npoMbmljuIleHHyIen, jepaTypHyo II syAomecTBeHHyio co6-
CTBeHHocTB, a TaKrme BCe npaBa ma HrHepeceb Bceaoro poga B co6 -
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nomaxieacameti rpaacAaHam 061.0,1Iffile1111E,IX llawt& 06a3aTe.nema, 

coAepacarnneea B nymc,Tax 3, 4, 5 ii 6 HaeTomnefi CTaTIAI, Tame aeataT 
Ha IlpaBliTe/bCTBC 14TaJDHI B °THOLE:WHIM Haxommerfea Ha nepexwm-

meti TeppnToprm If Ha CB000p;Hoft Tepprcroprm TpnecT CO6CTBeHHOCTI1 

rpanclan Ofte,AnHennmic HaTITHI, aa neminotiennem eariaes, IcorAa no 

uponmopegnT HOJI0ZeHHSIM nymna 14 lipmoacemm X H nymaa 14 
IlpHJIMKeHlia XIV iHacTomgemy AoroBopy. 

8. 3aHHTepecoBamnal CO6CTBOHHIIK H IlpaBnTe.nemo FITaJIHIE 

MOM' 3a1L11011aTb comarnenna Baamell no.macemill nacToarneff CTaTIAL 

9. Ilpnmemiembie B HacTomneit erame: 

a) Bmpamenne «rpaacjkane 06%emmemimic Hann» oanaimeT 

CP113111.1eCRTLX jmj, H.B.715110ITIFXCII H momenry BeTymemm B enay HaCTOH-

mero AoroBopa rpaawkaHanm m000lin 061)ejtmleiiHba Hawrii, mm 
Ropriopagrm run acconnamm, oprannaoBamme K aTomy momeny 110 

oaKonam .ino6oftn 06T3e,41411e11HRIX Hang, upn yCJIOBECHI 11TO yitaaan-

!me alma, KopnopaTwrf rum accormamm nmeall TaKoli cTaTyc Tame H 

B MOMeHT aaminagenna flepemnplla c nTaamert 3 eenTa6pa 1943 rojka. 
Bmpamatme «rpaacAaHe 06T3eAnHermbix Hannii» Taxace mcmotiaeT 

Beex cliM31111eCIMX JfflT,Ropnopagurt mill aceormamm, RoTopme Ha cello-

Baffin' 3aKOHOB, ,lIefiCTBOBaBBIFIX B IITaurn BO Bpom Balm, pacemaT-

pnBa.Meb RaK BpaateeRne. 

b) Bbipaxemle «cooeTBeHHHK» omagan rpaacgamma 06%eAn-

liellHIAX Raga, HaK onpe,ge.aeHo B 110,IIHyHICTO qa>> Bblme, nmeiomero 

upaBo Ha Aaimpo CO6CTIMIIHOCTb, 11 BK.inotmeT npeemmuca TaKoro co6-

ememmna, npn yCJIOBIIII, 11TO npeennunc Tame SIBJISIeTC31 rpaactkammom 

(WWI 113 061.e,rnmeHHba Haw , Rafe onpe,leaeHo B noAnymue «a>> 
EC.IIII upeommt npnoope.4 CO6CTBeHHOCTb B noBpeKLkeHHom Bruke, TO 
Jmno nepcIalomee coxpaHaeT CBOH npaBa Ha Boamenkemie Ha ocHoBa-

MM Hacromnert CTaTbIl 6e3 ymepoa mil 06513aTeJILCTB, cylikeeTBylomax 

meauky annom nepeAnonnm H .131IIOM npnoopeTalomam B COOTBeTCTBIGI 

C BHyTpemhIIMH aaRoHarm. 

c) Bmpaxemle «cooemenHoem» oanagaeT BCIO ABIEZIIMy10 HJB1 

HeAmmumpo CO6CTBeHHOCTL, maTepna.nHylo M iff HemaTepnaampo, 

BK.111011aa npommumeimpo, anTeparypHyio n xyAoaceemennylo coo-

cmefiTioeTh, a Taicate Bee upaBa Han nnTepeem Bemcoro poAa B coo-
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cTBeHHocT. Bea ymnep6a Aim o6m;ero xapartepa lrpeAbiaymqHx
InocTaHoBJIefl sBipazeime <<co 6 cTreHHocTb 06BseAHHesIHHbI HaiTi
H HX rpaangaH» BIKjoqaeT BCe MopcKHe H peqHMIe cyaa BMecTe c HX
HHBeHTapeM H o6 opyAoBanIeM, oTopbIe JIm6o upHHajiemamn 06Le;B-
HenHsiuM Hau JIH HXa rpazEcaHaM, im6o 6IJm 3aperHcTpHpoBanHi na
TeppHTOpHH OAHOfi H3 06%enmesHHux HaiHuA, 0m6o nJiaBa.m IIoA jia-
rOM OAHHOfi H3 06eeAHHemix Harfi, H EoropIe nocjie 10 moHs 1940
ro;a, BO Bpemaf HaxocAeHMnHX B HTaJIbHHCKHX BoAax HJTH nocJie nx
HacHJimCTBeRHoro npHBoAa B HTraJIbHCre BOAI, JA6o 6uIm IocTaBjie-
HE noA: EOHTpoJI HTaJIIcHCrHX B.IaCTef, RaE BpamecEaa CO6CTBeH-
HOCTM, iH60 nlepecTaji HaxoHTncaS B HTaJm B CBo60AHOM pacdiopa-
zeHHH 06ietemmHHemH x Haiai HH Hx rpaacaH BCJe.ICTBHe nIpoBere-
Hi= HTaJIbHCKEHMi BJIaCTSMH MepOIpHaTHi HO EOHTpOJIO B CBa3H C
cyMlecTBOBaHHeM COCTO0MHM BOfiHb Meemy 06ire;HHeHHuMH HaqHnmM
H repannefi.

Pas3en IL. HTanbsHcKas Co6 CTBeHHOCTb Ha
TeppHTopMH Coo01Hbux H CoeAHHeHHUX AepmaB.

CTaiT 79.
1 Raataz H3 COIO3HUIX H CoemHIHeHHIX AepmaB 6yeT HMCeTB

npaBo B3nTb, yepalaTB, JIRBH poBaT H nIpeinpnIHarIT jo6oe Apy-
roe AeAicTBHe B OTHOmeHHI BCeAi co 6cTBeHHOCTH, npaB H HHTepeCOB,
EOTopme Ha ,eHb BCTyII:eHHm B CHary HacToyizero ,orOBopa 6yyrT Ha-
xorTuca Ha ee TeppHTOpHH H npHHaAJiezaTb IITamIHm mH HTraJIbH-
CKHM rpazgaHaM, a TaKace HCoIIOS30BaTb TaKypo Co6CTBeHHOCTb HJI
Bblpy1Ky OT Hee IaI TRaEHx neiefi, KaKHe aTa AepmaBa coqTeT aIEea-
TeJlHbIMH B npeAejIax npeTeH3Hni MTOiH :epmaBu H ee rpaKAaH E IHTa-
JIm mHI K HTa.J HCIKH rpazaaHaM, - BImrsoqaa s oiTH, - KOTopIe He
6Jm IIOJIHOCTBho yAOBJieTBopeHu B CARy Apyrx CTaTefi HacToaiero
AoroBopa. Bca HrTajnm CKa co6 cTBeHHocT HJ. B BbIpyqIa OT ee AIHBH-
AaLH, npeBsmaroibn oe cyMMy TaKHx npeTeH3Hi, oJIHam 6brrb B03-
BpangeHI.

2. JIrBiHimam lra jTa HCKofi co6 cTBeHHocTH H pacnopaeHHme
eIo 6 yAyT nIpOBOIHTLCa B COOTBeTCTBHH C 3aKOHOM 3aHHTepecoBaHHOH
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CTBOIRIOCTH. Be3 yth,epoa ia o6inero xapaKTepa Hpeggiisyin,nx 

HOCTaFIORTIORTER Bbipaaterme <<CO6CTBOHHOCTII 06'BOAHHOHMAX Hain& 

11 ELX rpaacikan» BKZE011aeT BCO MopeRne n peinme cyrka nmecTe C TIX 

nmerrrapem ii 000pygonaEalem, KOTO1H,I0 JIH60 11priHaAJIMaJIII. Oftega-

Hannilm Hangar WM 11X rpazikaHam, .anoo 614.411 aaperHcipnponanm Ha 

Tepprrroprea wok 113 06rbeAnnemmix Haiu ,.046o wianamt no (p.m-
RAI °Alla 113 06'neinmeHnnix llait, H 'compile Home 10 mom 1940 
roAa, BO npema Haxca,Ienaa DX B nra.nzacEnx BoAax Home HX 

HaCHAIXTBOHHOPO mamma B Maar:MCKIM BOW, JILI60 6bIJIJ4 nocTame-

II0,1( ROHTpOJIL HTaa141HCIMX naacTert, icalt npaacecHan CO6CTBOH-

HOC173, .7M60 nepecTaan HaXOADTbC41 B llTa.71211 B CB060AHOM pacHopn-

Zerfall 06TATIREWIDMIX Hannft n.int RX rpaanAan BCJIOACTBIle nponeAe-

HEM mraaIMCIMMR BaaCTSIMH MepOIIDMITRII HO ICOHTp0a10 B CB51311 C 

cytu,ecinonannem COCTORHILII BOrtribl meacm 061e,11RHOHHbIMH IlarrIDIREf 

11 Pepmannefi. 

Pa3Aell II. 14TalIbilHCHHH CO6CTBCHHOCTb Ha 

reppuTopith COLO3H131X H COejAHHeHHbIX itepHlaa. 

CTana 79. 

1 Raziman na C0103M,IX n COOIDIFIOHMAX ,i(OVICaB 63cli[eT IDIOM 

"mane Haan), pepzam, ABEBRIRfp0Barb Han ripeAnpnnan .ino6oe Apy-

roe AeAcinne B °TROD:WHIM nceR CO6CTBOHHOCTH, pan 11 nmepecon, 

KoTopme Ha Am" BeTymenga B emu HacTonakero Aoronopa 6yAyT Ha-

X0AFITLea na ee TeppnToprm H npnHaxileacaTh 14TaaHH njm IlTaJILDH-

CKRVI rpazAanam, a Tame EICHOJIL30BaTII TaKyle CO6CTIWITHOCTb MEE 

supyincy OT nee AJISI TaRnx wadi, Hanle 9M AepacaBa coginT mem.-

TeJ11)111313111 B n-peAe.aax npeTeH3nii 3T011 ,gepacaBm 11 ee rpaanAaH Ic 14Ta-

onn RAH lc nra.abaHcHrtm rpaKikanam, — Bital ,40J1111, — HoTopme HO 

6111.1111 HOJIHOCTI,10 ponzeinopeHN n may Apyrlix craTell HacTonmero 

Aoronopa. Bea Frra.mancxan CO6CTBOHHOCTI) Hall nmpyinta OT ee JIHKBH-

AaugH, Hpenbmialonnie cymmy TaKHX npeTeHanii, AWIRCHLI obrn, B03-

BpanmErm. 

2. AnitnniAannsi Jarra.abancRoll CO6CTBOHHOCTH H pacnopnanenge 

ex) ft/UT Hp0BOXITIICR B COOTBOTCTBIED C automat aanmepeconammii 
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CoIo3HofH mm CoermeHHofi jAepasaBb. HTaaaBHCKHr co6cTBemHHi He
6yAeT HMeTb iipaB B OTHOmeHnI TaKROf Co 6 CTBeHHOCTH, 3a HCiOmqeHHeM
Tex, KOTOpbIe MOryT 6bITb IpeAOCTaBJeHbI eMy B CHJy 3Toro 3aaOHa.

3. IIpauBTeabJCTBO HTaJIa o6S3yeTca ROMIIeHcIpoBaTb HTajib-
5IHCKHX rpa;IaaH, CO6 CTBeHHOCTB EOTOPbIX 1H3%Ta B CHjIy HaCTOa5iefl
CTaTbH H He B03BpaineHa Hm.

4. aaHHaa CTaTTLB He Bo3aaraeT Ha Ty HWm nHyIo H3 COIO3HbIX HIH
CoeAHHeHHbIx AepmaB HiHaREoro o6aaaTeabcTBa B03BpaTHTb IIpaBH-
TeJIbCTBy ITaJmH i IHIl HTaJIbsHCIEHM rpaaEaHaM nIpOMbImaeHHyIo co6-
CTBeHHOCTB HJIH BKJIIOqHTh TaKyIO CO6 CTBeHHOCTb 1IpH onpeAejieHHH
cyMMLI, IOTOpaS Moa;eT 6mITb yAepa;aHa corjIacHo nyHmTy 1 HacToaimefi
CTaTBH. IIpaBHTejIbCTBO EaaEoH i13 COO3HmIX H CoeAHHeHImIX ,I;ep-
iasB 6yIeT EMeTb npaBo yCTaHOBHTB TaKHe orpaHnHHeHHa H yCJIOBHa B
OTHOmeHHH nIpaB HJEI HHTepeCOB, cacaiomxca nipomimajeHHori co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, npHo6peTeHHOr Ao AHSI BCTYIn7IeHM5 B CHJIY HacToainero
,oroBopa Ha TePP1TOPM a9TOfi COO3HOH HJffl CoeAHHeHHOHi ;Lepa;aBbI

IIpaBHTejlbCTBOM 1HJ rpamAaHamH IlTamHn, aKnme IIpaBHTeAbCTBO aHn-
HOI COIO3HOii aI.m CoeHmHenHHO AepmaBU COqTeT Heo6xOTaHMbIM

B CBOHX HaiHOHajibHbIX HHTepecax.

5. a) HTaJraISHCE e noABOAHblIe Ka6eJm, coejmmaiEome nynHTi,
pacIIojiomeHHbIe Ha IorocJIaBCKOi TeppHTopHH, 6yAyr paccMaTpHBaTbca
EaK HTaJIbHHCKat Co6CTBeHHOCTL B lOrOCjaBHH, Aaace H B TOM cjyqae,
ecJi He0oTopasa qacTb aTmx ra6eaefi Haxoa1ITca 3a npeAeniaMH ioro-
CAaBCKHX TeppHTOpHaJbHblX BOA.

b) HTaajibaHcHe 1noABoaHHie Ra6eJH, coeA;HHaioiH e nyHET,
pacnoaom1eHHbiii Ha TeppHTOpHI O0AHOfi H3 COTo3HbIX HJa COeAHHeHHbIx
lepKaB, c IyHnTOM Ha RTajbaIHCKOH TeppHTOpHH, 6yAyT ,mia IeneeH

HacToSaeneH CTaTbH paccMaTpHBaTbCaI IaK HTaaIbIHcKaa co6cTBeHHocTm,

IOCeKOJIAKy 3TO EacaeTca KOHeqHbIX coopyaeii a H Tex qacTefi Ea6eaieE,

KOTOpble HaXo;AlTCS B TeppHTOPHaJIbHIX BOaX oTOH CIO3HOfi B11

CoeAHHeHHOHf AepEaaBbI.

6. Co6cTBeHHocTb, nIpeAycMoTpeHHaa nyHITOM 1 HacTosmeHi
CTaTbH, ojia;KHa paccMaTpHBaTbCsa RaK BKrnoqaiomiaa HTaJaRHCKyIo co6-

CTBeHHOCTb, EOTOpa5I noAjIeeazaja ROHTpoJJn B CHA COCTOaHHa BOiHfT,
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C0103HOff MTH COeXEIReHROil AepaCaBbI. FITaJHAIRCREffI CO6CTBDRIME He 

6yrkeT IIMeTb "[pas B OTHOHleHHEI TaHoft CO6CTBeHROCTEI, aa EICRJEf011eHReM 

Tex, HoTopme moryT 6bITb HpeAocTaaneHm emy B dnJly DTOPO 3aHoHa. 

3. IlpaBlITeJlbCTBO 14TRJIEEFI o6B3yeTca ROMIlelleHp0BaTb EITRab-

SIRCRIIX rpaacgaH, CO6CTBeHHOCT13 HoTopmx H3T351Ta B eau HacTomgeft 

CTaTbIT If He Bo3BpargeHa Hm. 

4. jaHHaH CTaTbll He BomaraeT Ha Ty 11./Ill flllylO 113 C0103Hba ELM 

Coe,AmHemmix AepataB mitaicor° o6B3aTe.ncTBa BO3BpaT.RTb ilpaBH-

Te.mcTBy 14Taraw.   IlTaJ1141HCREIM rpaackaHam .upombnuaemppo coo-

CTBeITHOCTb   BIL71101-111Tb Talmo CO6CTBeHHOCTb apH onpeAe.rieHHH 

Cy313113L HoTopaa moateT 61AM y,gepacaHa comacHo oyHHTy 1 HacToffm,eft 

CTRT1311 IlpaBEITNIE.CTBO Haawil 113 C0103FILIX 11 COOARRetifibIX jep-

;Has 6peT Mien, 'Tart° YeTaHOBEfTb Tame orpanugenna H yCJIOBTIR B 

orHomeHrm HpaB Hifi HHTepecoB, HacalooKurxca HpomB imenHort co6-

CTBeHHOCTIT, npno6peTermoil jo Via BCT3TEL7INE151 B CEEJIy HacToHmero 

Aorosopa Ha TeppriTopmi 91`014 C0103H0r1 MEI CoeArtHeHHoit AepacaBBI 
llpaBrrrem.cmom Hall rpaasAaHamH 14Taa3H, Harm IlpaBureaBcTBo Aan-

Holt Colo3Hoil n.irn Coewielmoti ,TtepataBBI coliTeT Heo6xowimmmEt 

B CBOBX HaRHOHDZEJMIX HHTepecax. 

5. a) 14TaabancitHe no,gBokume Ha6e./H, coma:mom-He Hymcm, 

pacnomacernme Ha lorouraBeHoil TepprrropHH, opyr paccmaTpHBamca 

Hart IlTaabilHCICa31 CO6CTBeHHOCTI3 B TOPOC,TIaB11H, AaateII B TOM c.aytiae, 

ecru'. HertoTopaa ilacm 9TRX Ha6e.mell HaxoAHTca 3a HpeAeAamH 10PO-

CJIaBCICHX TeppriTopHaabHmx BOA. 

b) 14TaJ11311HCEHe II0,1030,7MbIe Ha6e.mH, C0e,THIRSHOIHIP3 RyHET, 

pacno.aoacemnaii Ha TeppHioprm 0,1110f1 113 C0103HbIX ELM C0eIIIIDHRbIX 

AepataB, c RyHRTOM Ha ITTaJIMIRCROft TeppriTopHH, 6y,gyT AAR gezeii 

HacToamefi CTaTblf paccmaTpnBaTBca Halt HTaaBaHcHaa CO6CTBeHROCTb, 

HocHoamty DTO HacaeTcH ROMIIRMX coopyatendi H Tex gacTeti Ha6e.aeff, 

HoTopme HaXOXITC11 B TeppriTopHaammix BoAax aToft C0103HOff 

CoenneHHo Aepacam. 

6. CO6CTBeRROCTb, HpexycmoTpermasi Hy/11MM 1 HacToanAeff 

CTaTbEf, gomiclla paccmaTpHBaTbea Halt BKologalomasi HTRJEWIRCEy10 coo-
CTBeHHOCM, HoTopas uoxneataaa KOHTp0.71E0 B may COCTOREIHR Boffnu, 



cylmecTBoBaBmero Mezmy ITa iajme H COIO3HOiH IH CoenAHeHHoii Aep-
KaBOHf, mIeioie IOe opHICHKEIH HaJ 3TOI CO6CTBeHHOCTbIO, HO 1H

,OJIKZHa BIJIIOqaTb:

a) co6 CTBeHHOCTb IIpaBHTeJIbcTBa HITajan, ncHnoib3yeMyio AJa
KOHCyJIaCKHX HIm ,AHIIJIOMaTHqecKEHx LeJiefi;

b) co 6 cTBeHHocTh, IIpHHaia;Jieamyio peJamIHo3HobIM OpraHH3aaI-
SM HIZ qaCTHbIM 6 JIarOTBOpHTeJBIHbIM yqpeMaeHHaM H Hcnojlb3yeMylo
HCKJiO'nqrenbHo AJI a peJnrIH03HoI HJIm 6 jiarOTBOpHTeAlbHbIX lgeief;

c) co6cTBeHHocTb 4H3HqeCHXec JHx ll, ROTOpbIe HBJIaHITCa HTaAb-
aHcKHMH rpaKEaHaMI , IIOJIyqnHBIHiMH pa3pemeHHe IpomcHBaTb B npeAe-
jax TeppHTopHH TOR CTpaHM, B EOTOpOfi HaxogETca 3Ta co 6 cTBeHHOCTb,
HJIH IIppoHBaTb B Jo06 0oM jpyroM MecTe Ha TeppHTOpHH CTpaH 06eeAH-
HeHHbix Haulia , 3a HCKrIoqeHHeM HTajilaHcKoi co6CTBeHHOCTH, KOTO-
paa orAa-.ml6oo B BOpeMIa BOfiHEH aBJaJac o60IeKTOM Mep, He InpHie-
H1aBmHXCa EaE iK paBHIO K co6CTBeHHocTH HTalJbHCKIHX rpaaEaH, Inpo-
aHBaeIoIHx Ha TOH Me TeppHTOpHH;

d) HMymecTBeHHbIe npaBa, B03HHKEnme IIOCJle BO3o6HOBJIeHHn
ToproBbIx H JlaHaHcoBaIX OTHOmei H eay CoMO3HbIMH CoerAHHeH-
HbIn i, ep3KaBaM E HmITajmefi na1 Bo3HHrmHne 1n3 CejIOK MeeAy IIpa-
BHTesbcTBoM io6oii Conoi CO3HoeCAHHeHHoifi epmaBI H H TaJineH
nocne 3 ceHTa6pa 1943 rola;

e) papaa na JHlTepaTypHyIo H xyAoxecTBeHHylo co6CTBeHHOCTb;

f) CO6cTBeHHOCTI, rrTaJIbaHCKnx rpaAaH, HaXOaIy0oCS Ha na e-
pexoArnjIix TeppIITopIax, EK OTOpofi OJIjfHbl npHMeHnTbCSa OCTa-
HOBsneHni H IIpHao eHHa XIV;

g) 3a ICKjr1o'IeHaeM aKTHBOB, yKa3aHHblX B HyHKTe 2 <<b>> qacTH A
1 nIIyHTe 1 qacTH D cTaTmn 74, co 6cTBeHHOcTb (nH3anecKEx .a11, Ipo-

aHBaIonua nx Ha nepexoimHUx TeppHTOpnax HJr Ha CBo6oAHofl TeppH-
TOprm TpnecT, KOTOpble e OenTpylOT HTajnLaHCZoro rpaxjaHcTBa B
cnajy HacToamnero ,oroBopa, n co 6 cTBeHHOcTb Hopnopainl HJIH acco-
Iiaainff, nmeioonmx rjiaBHyio OHrTOpy Ha nepexoffnx TeppHTOpaax
Jmm1 Ha CBO6oAHOfi TeppHTopni TpHecT, npn yCjOBHH, qITO TaKEe Kopio-

parniH Em accoairaam He npHHaAJieeaaT amnaM, IIpoaBaIoIamHM B lTa-
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cyntecTBoBaBniero meacAy HTaJmei ii CO103110171 n.7rn CoemmeHHorf Aep-

acaBort, rafelomfert fopricwaufmo Ha A aTOI1 e06CTBeHHOCTLIO, HO Ile 

AOJKICHR BE.71101.1aTb: 

a) CO6CTBeHHOCTI) 11paBaTeabcTBa llTa.ann, acuo.n3yempo AJDI 
KOHeyJILCKIIX IIJI11 ,iffumomaTmecicax Ifeaert, 

b) e06eTBeHHOCTI3, upallaxteacanwo pearlITIO3HIAM opraHn3aIff-

HM ifacTmcam 6JIaPOTB0p11TeJI131113IM ripeKLteriffam ii Hcno.m3yemylo 
11e10101.114TeJIblIO ,TIJ111 pe.imaTtoatibtx 11JIII 6JIRFOTB0p11TOJIMILIX guar; 

c) e06CTBeHHOCTI, 41113114eeKIFIX Jifig, itoTopme 1113J11110TCY1 ITTWIL-

11FICIC113111 rpaactanamH, Hoartammum pa3pefileHHe BpoamBaTB B ape,Lte-
.7fax TeppuTopan TO cTpaHm, B KoToportnaxonTca 3Ta CO6CTBeHHOCTI), 

MIR BpoacnBaTB B ./Ho6om ApyrOlf mecTe Ha TeppllTopm cTpaH 061)0A11-

Hel1HbIX Hatturf, 3a HcfunoifeHaem EfTa.T1141HeK011 CO6CTBeHHOCT11, KOTO-

pas' icor,ga-Jia6o BO Bpema BORHIkl 11B.1111JIReb 0611eKTOM mep, He uprtme-
HaBrunxca Kari upaBB.ao K CO6CTBellHOeT11 uraabancizax rpaactall, Hpo-
acnBafortfux Ha TO ace Tepprfroprra; 

cl) TillymecTEeFllime BpaBa, Bo3HBacrane Houle B0306HOBJIell1151 

Topromx H GPIIHRHeOBIAX °THOU:fella MeacAy C0103HMAITI IT CoemHen-
mamrf AepacaBamn H 14Taamert rum B031111KIIIIIe 113 cAe.ifoic ment,zty Ilpa-
BilTeJlECTBOM J1106011 C0103HOrt ELM COMIIHeHHOff rlepataBbi H 14Tamterf 
'locate 3 cemaopa 1943 roga; 

e) npaBa Ha anTepaTypayfo H xyztoacecTBeHHylo CO6eTBeHHOCTI); 

f) e06CTBefillOCTb IITLIJIhRIICK11X rpaat,RaH, Haxo,itargyfoca Ha He-

pexo,rtautxx TeppitTopitax, K KOTOO JOJBK11LI 11p11MellaTbe11 HocTa-
HOBJ1e111111 Ilpfutoacemfa XW; 

g) 3a HcfcalogeHnem REMBOB, yica3aHHux B llyHKTe 2 <<b>> uacTrt A 

11 nyinue 1 uacTri D eTaTIall 74, e06eTBeHHOCTI3 (1)1131111eeKFIX   Hpo-
atillBaIOLRITX Ha HepexoAsugax TeppaTopaax Mil Ha CBo6oxfort Teppa-

Toppi' TprtecT, HoTopme He orrrappoT ITTRJ11.11HCKOTO rpaa'cAancTBa B 

curly HacToafftero AoroBopa, H CO6CTBeHHOCTII icopHopaffa WIPE acco-
AaagnA, nmexagax naamyto KoHTopy Ha nepexomiqux TeppnTopaax 

MTH Ha CB000mforf TeppllTopma TpaecT, Hpa ye.7I0BITEI, '4TO Tame Hopno-

pall,IBI JiL7ffl accogrtaana He lipmeaxmeacaT 033:gam, npommealonkum B IiTa-
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.11, Hm1 He KOHTPOJIHpyIOTc HMH. qTO EKaaeTca cjIyqaeB, HpeAycMOT-

peHHbIX B IyHRTe 2 <<b> qaCTH A CTaThH 74 H B HyHIcTe 1 qaCTH D TOi

ace CTaTbH, TO BOIIpOC O IoMneHcainBn 6yAeT pa3pemen B COOTBeTCTBHI

c qacTbIO E CTaTbH 74.

Pa3Aen III. 3afsneHHe COH)3HbX m CoeAHHeHHblX AepHiaB

OTHOCMTeJIbHO MX npeTeH31H.

CTaTLa 80.
Coio3HBIe H CoeaHHeHHbie AepIaaBbI 3aaBJIioT, mTO HpaBa, ROTO-

pbie HM npe;AocTaBjieHbi CTaTsaMH 74 H 79 HacToslaiero ,ioroBopa, ox-
BaTbIBaIOT BCe HX npeTeH3HH H nIpeTeH3HH HX rpaaxcaH 3a IOTepH H

ymep6 B pe3yJITaTe BOHbI, BRJnoMqa cio:a H MepoiipHmiaa, IpHHIHTbe

B YCJIOBHHLX ORKynaiaH HX TeppHTOpHH, OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a ROTOpbIe

6yieT InaaTr Ha HTajmio H OTOpbIe Hmejm MecTo 3a npeAejiaMH TeppH-
TOpH I HTaJmH. 3a HncKiIIeHHeM, oAHaaKO, npeTeH311H, OCHOBaitbIX Ha

CTaTbaiX 75 i 78.

Pa3Aeen IV. LAonrt.

CTaTblS 81.
1. CymeCTBoBaHne COCTOHa1R BOHiBI caMo no ce6e He 6yaeT CqH-

TaTbca qbaKTOpOM, B.J1ioniM Ha o6aI3aTe.ibCTBO BBIIIAalB BaTB AeHeM-

HbIe O.IroI, BbITeIaioiHm e H3 06a3aTejbCTB H EOHTpaKTOB, CyMIeCTBOBaB-

IImHX A B03HHEHOBeHHIII COCTOSHHS BOHHbI, - a TaKaSe H3 npaB, npuo6-

peTeHHbIX AO 3TOrO BpeMeHH, - cpOR ynJaTbI KOTOpbIX HacTynnJI AO AIHB

BCTynjHeHlI B CHjIY HaCTOHaMeroO AoroBopa lH KOTOpbIe npHt HTaIOTCa c

HpaBIITeJlbCTBa EIan rpaaKAaH HTaJiiHi IIpaBHTeJIbCTBy HJIH rpamAaHaM

OAHOH 113 CIOH3HblX H COeAlIHeHHblX iepriaB, 1H.11H OTOpbIe nIpHqITalOTCs

c ITpaBHTeabcTTBa H1im rpaacaH OAHOH H3 CoaR3HbIX H CoeHRHeHHblX
ep;aaB ITpaBIITelCTBYy B.1H rpaa;.laHaM HTaJim.

2. 3a nHcemeneHHeM cJIyqaeB, cneajiabHo IIpeAycMOTpeHHbIX B

iiacTOSIameM ,oroBope, HHmTO B HeCM He AOXHHO TOJ.MOBaTbca EaK HaHO-
cilCee ymep6 oTHomeHnrM Mem;Ky e6nHTopamIi In peAIrropaMH, BbITeLa-

KIIIInM H3 OBOeHHbIX KOHTpaKTOB, 3aKlEJOqeHHbIX IIpaBHTejIbCTBOM HJI

rpaaanaMlH HTaJ.7H.
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HJIH He HompoznproTca MM. 1IITO RacaeTcH cJIyaeB, npejkycmoT-
pernnilx B nymae 2 <<b>> ilacTH A CTaTbEf 74 H B nymae 1 tiacTH D Toit 
ate CTaTbH, TO Honpoc 0 KOMIEOHCaIEHEI 6y71(eT pa3pernen B COOTBOTCTBIELI 
C ilacTbio E CTaTbIl 74. 

Pa3Aen III. 3aaaneavie C0103HbIX ii CoeAmembix &pain 

OTHOCHTellbH0 lix npeTen3sii. 

CTaTTAI 80. 
Co'owl-me II COOMIIICHHE,Ie AepacaHm 3aHBJ11110T, 11TO npaHa, KOTO-

pme HM upe,locTameinA CTaTbalill 74 H 79 HacTomnero AoroHopa, OX-
BaTbIBalOT Bee ELXTelI3BIE H npeTeH3HH riX rpaacAaH aa noTepH 11 

ynkepo B pe3yabTaTe B01111131, BIL711011aa cioAa 11 Mep011pHLITHH,TbI0 
B yCJIOBELFLX OICKyllaIFEH lix TeppnTopHH, OTBeTCTBelIFIOCTb 3a KOTOpbIe 
6peT naAaTL Ha 1/1Ta.inno H NoTopme Imiem mecTo aa npe,ge.imsca Teppn-
TOp1111 14TaJ11114, 3a FICKJ11011OHHelif, ommico, npeTeHauft, OCHOBaHHIAX Ha 
CTaTbILX 751178. 

Pa3Aen IV. Aunt. 

CTaTENSI 81. 

1. CymecmoBaHne COCTOLIHEILI B01111bI camo no ceoe He oyikeT C1111-
TaTbCH cpauxopom, WILISHOLIIIIM Ha 06H3aTe.ibCTBO BbEELIatIllBaTb AeHeac-
Mile oarn, BbITelta1011111C 113 06H3aTe.1bCTB B KOHTpaKTOB, cylgecTsoBaH-
1111fX O BO3HHICHOBeHIN COCTOHH11/1 BOHbI, — a TaKate 113 npaH, npHoo-
peTeHHE,Ix O 31•01'0 Hpemerni, — cpou, yn.aaTbi KOTOpbIX HaCTy1111J1 

B may HacTomnero AoroBopa n KoTopme ninpurraioTcH c 
lIpamyreabersa 11.7111 rpaackall fiTaJIIIII IlpamffeaberHy 11.111 rpazikanam 
omioff In C0103HbIX 11 COCAHIlellHbIX AepaiaB, BAH Rump:4e npnunTalarca 

c lIpaHHTe.abcTHa 11.7tH rpaaukaH OAHOrt 113 C0103HbIX 11 C0e)IFIBeHHIAX 

AepataH lIpaHHTe.abeTHy Emu rpaawkaHam 14TaallIf. 

2. 3a nciunogeHnem cariaes, cnenna.abno nped,ycmoTpenamx B 
HacToinnem AoroHope, 11111ITO B Hem He Ao.aamo TOJLKOBaTbCH RAH HaH0-
cHnkee yinep6 urnomennam ArmAy AeOnTopamn 11 hpeAwropamn, BEaTeRa-
M AIM 143 OBOeffilblX 1COHTpaKTOB, aammoilemmix IlpaBffreabcTHom Han 

rpaawkaHamn EITaJIHII. 
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IACTb VIII.

OBlUlE 3KOHOMMIIECKME OTHOWIEHHfl.

CTaTM 82.
1. ,o 3aaKmnoqea ToproBsx goroBopo0 B HAp corJameHnii eacmy

OTAeJIbHbMH 06eHmHeHmmmH HaiasMm H 1HTajIHe, IIpaBHTeJIbCTBO
HTajmhT 6ylYeT'11peaocTaBAJLTB B TeqeiHe 18 MecanLeB co HaH BCTymIeHiH
B cmIy HacToam;ero ,oroBopa HHmeyra3amHHiH peman KEamcAoR H3 06ie-

HaeHmHbix Haii, T Han, Hpa a aqaaax B3aHMHOCTH 4aIETHecEH ipe-
AOCTaBHT HTajmHH aHajiorHrHHbei pemHM B rl B nO6H pocax:

a) Bo BceM, qTO KacaeTca nOEnLH H C c6OB Hpo HMnomopTy H
3KcnopTy, BHyrpeHiero o6jioeneau HMnopTHpyeMbIX TOBapoB, a TaKEe
Bcex npaBHJ, OTHOCCamH XCa E 3TOMy, 06eAeTHeHHebi HaiaM 6yAeT
npeaocTaejeH 6 e3ycJIOBHAi peHa HaH66oJlbmero 6 aaronpTHrCTBO-
BaHHa.

b) Bo Bcex pyrnx OTHomeinaIx HTTaJIma He AOJaEHa InpOBOAHT
nIpOH3BOJbHOi AHCKpHMHHaIHH, HanpaBJIeHHOH HpOTHB TOBapOB, npO-
H3BOXAHMIX Ha Io6ofi TeppHTOpHH Jao6oH H3 06teHHeHsHIX HaiHii
MIH npeAHa3HaaeHHbx 1iam 3TOi TeppHTOpHH, no cpaBHeHHIo c noAo6-
HbIMH TOBapaMH, HpOH3BOaHMbIMH Ha TeppHTopH JIo6o0H Apyroi H3
06beLaHeHHbIX HaHAii Ima Ha TeppHTOpmIH jI6o0i apyrof l TocTpaHHOiH
AepacaBi HzIH npeAHa3HaqeHHBMH ia r THX TeppHTopHf.

c) PpaAgaHaM 06eAHHeHHxix Hauii, B TOM H quJe IOPHAHe-
CEKM 7IHaM, OJaIKeH 6bTb npeAocTaBjeH HaiWoHajlbHMfi peaHM H pe-
;ErM Han6ojmero 6 rIarouparTCTBOBaHM BO Bcex Bonpocax, Racamo-
ImnxcH TOproBjm, npOMbIIIIeHHOCTH , MopemIaBaHma H Apyrnx BHAOB
TOproBofi AesreAbHOCTH B HTaa. H HOBaeji He AOaHI npH-
MeHHrTbs REOMMepqecKoi aBnanHH.

d) HTajma He 6 yaeT npeAocTasBAT HHRaKoro HciuaRomrejiHoro
BmH WHcKpHMHHanHomoro npasa KaKofi 6br TO HH 6zJIo cTpaHe B OTHO-
meHHH HCIIno.30BamHa EOMMepqecKHx CaMOJIeTOB B Mema yHapoaHOM CO-
o6menm; oHa npegocTaBHT BceM 06TepmHeHHbnIM HaLumi paBHbIe BO3-
MoamHOCTH B InpH 6 peTeHEml Ha HTabSHCecofi TeppITOPHH ipaB B o6JiacTH
MemSynapoAHofi KoMMepqecKofi aBHaiwa, BKitmOaa npaBo nocain mt
3anpaBKH ropioIHM R peM0HTa; qTo KacaeTcI HCIIHOs30BaHma Ro0MMepqe-
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LIACTb VIII. 

°M AE 3110 HOMPILIECKPIE OTHOWEI-11411. 

[61 STAt. 

CTaTI41 82. 

1. AO eartarotienma Topromix AoroBopos E3 coraamennti meaucy 

OT)TeJLEMLIM11 06SeATEHOBBLIMH HaHms.H H FITaarmil, IlpaBFITOJII3CT]3O 

14TaJD111 6yAernpe,TkocTaBasrm B TeleHme 18 mecBges CO ,I1Hi BCITILlleHrLa 
B may Hammer° AoroBopa rameylcaoammil peacHm KamAO Ha 061e-
miermux Hamel, RoTopaa Ha Hamaax BaalIMHOCTH cFaanuieemn Hpe-
iTecTaBur FITaJD1H anaaorimmil pexcrevr B Hoike6Hiax Bonpocax: 

a) BO BCOM, TITO Eacanca 110111.11611 H c6opoB 110 mmuopTy 11.7111 
excHopTy, BB-yr.-vernier° o6aomeHma mmHopTHpyembix Tempos, a are 

Bcex HpaBHJI, OTHOC1HITHXCIE H nomy, 0613eAHHOHHLIM Hagnam 6y,AeT 
HpeAecTaBaeH 6eaycaosnurt peacem HaH6eabmere 6Jlar011111151TCTB0-

swum. 

b) BO Bcex ,opyrfix OTHOIHOHICIX 171TaJIHR He Awnicria Hp0B0,7AFITb 
Hp0H3B0J11)114 AliCITIIMMalT,1111, HanpaBaemmil HpoTHB ToBapos, npo-

H3BOAEIMBIX Ha afe6orl Tepprcroprim amoorl 113 061)OAHHOHIMIX Halve' 

11.111 Hpe/THaoHailemax A.11,11 TO Tepprrropmm, HO cpamiemo c Ho,p6-

Hb1M11 Temporal, 111)0113B0,TE1MbIM11 Ha Tepprfroprin alo6off Apyrofi Ha 

061temniemmix Hula HMI Ha Teppriropffia alo6oil ;Tyra HHOCTIMIIHOCI 
i'epacartm Ham upeAnaoHagemimmm AJISI 3THX Teppuropier. 

c) rpazAaHam 06seArmemmx HaIw., B TOM 1111CJIO 10p11,1(Hge-

CICHM armam, ,i'eameH 61,1Th Jape/wemaul' HarmHaambill peatum H pe-

aCHM Hamoommere 6.7iaroupuncisoBaim BO Bcex Boupocax, 'memo-

ToproBan, Hp0MbILIIJIOHHOCTIf, mopeuaaBaHrei 11 Apyria 161,110B 

ToproBat ,1[651TOJILHOCTI1 B FITaJ1011. 3m HOCTaHOBJleFIlla He mumHu HpH-

mean-1.cl' K RommeptiecKeti aBHaurat. 

d) 14Tami He OmeT HpeAecTaBant. mummy° HcrunerarreabHore 

"cucHpuratHallMOHHOPO HpaBa icalcofi 61,1 TO 1111 614J10 cipane B OTHO-
mem" ncHeaboommi KommepqecHux camoaeToB B meawHapoiwom co-

°Oakum; oHa HperkocTaBur Bcem 061>CII;EtHeHHbIM Ha  1111M paBH:bie B03-
MOZHOCTJIB npHoopeTeHme Ha HMJI131111C1C0ii TeppuTopm" °pas B 06J1aCTH 

meacAympognoti KommemecKort amtaim, mamas" HpaBo Hocamm 'rixa 

oanpamm rewrap,' 11 pemoura; Tro nacanca HC110.11b30BaHail Rommeoe-
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CCHX caMOAeTOB B MemAyHapoAHO M coo6ingemH, ona inpeocTaBHT BCeM
06LeAHHeuHHItM HainiM Ha OCHOBe B3aHMHOCTH H 6e3 AHCepTHMHanHI
upaBo 6ecnocaaoqHoro lnoJeTa HaA HrTaJIbHcRKO TeppHTopHue. DTH

IIOCTaHOBJIeHI He AOJnRHbI 3aTpamHBaT HHTnepecoB HaIWoHaJIbHo0 o6o-
pOHNI HTamn.

2. BbImeyInoMaHyme o63aTejLCTBa HTa.mH oji.zHbI IOHImMaTB-
ca B TOM CMbICee, ITO Ha Imx pacnpocTpaHmOTca H3aHITm, O06InqH
BEJmoqaBImIeca B TOprOBbIe AOrOBOpbI, s3aItEJLUeHHbIe HTaJHefi AO BO-
HbI, a HOCTaHOBJeHHIf, OTHOCHaImHeCS K B3anMHOCTH CO CTOpOHbI EamEoC
H3 06OLeAHHeHHmix HanHT, ojamHMi nOHHMaThbC B TOM CMLICJIe, qTO Ha
HiX pac[poCTpaHmiOTca H3amTII, o6HiHo BKjZHOaeMie B TOprOBhe
;orOBOpbI itaHHoro rocypapcTsa.

'ACTb IX.

PA3PEWUEHME CnOPOB.

CTaT. 83.

1. Cnopbi, Morymree B03HHEHynT npH OcymiecTBjeHHH CTaTefi 75
H 78 H IIJpJIoaemHi XIV, XV, XVI H qacT B IIpiaomeHnH XVII Ha-
CTosm5ero AoroBOpa, AOJ.KHbI nepeaaBaTbCH CorJacHTreJHOHE KOMHCCHH,

COCTaBAieHHOi Ha napnTeTHbIX Haqaiax H3 oAHoro npeAcTaBHTeja Ipa-
BHTejcTBa 3aHHTepecoBaHHofi 06beHHeHneofi Ha4HH H oAHoro npeAcTa-
BHTeja IIpaBHTejniCTBa HTaJHH. ECJI B TeqeHHe Tpex MecaIeB Inocie
nepeAaIH cnopa CorAacreABHOofi KOMHccEH He 6yeT ,ocTHmHyro co-
rnameHHe, HaaAoe H3 IIpaBHTeJLCTB MOZerT InTpe6oBamT BrJIoqeHHm B
KOMHCCmHH TpeTberO qIJeHa, HE36HpaeMoro 10 B3alMHOMy corJiameHEm
Meaey o6oHmH IIpaBHTreJmCTBaMH H3 qHcaa rpatAaH TpeTnHX CTpaH.

Ecm ABa IIpaBHTreoCTBa B TeeHHOe AByx MecSIeB He CMOryTr OCTHr-
HyTr cOrJIameHHa OTHOCHreJTIHO H36paHH TpeTero qjeHa KOMHCCHH,
OHH o6pamaioTca K IIocJIaM CoBeTCKoro Coio3a, CoeFHHeHHoro
KopoIeBcTBa, CoeAHHeHHbIx IUTaTOB AMepHKH H (DpamIHI B PH-
Me, KOTOpbIe Ha3HaqaT TpeThero qieHa IKomCCim. ECJI lIocJm He CMO-
ryT B TeqeHHe OlHOrO MecasIa corjracHTnca Ha3HalqeHH 9TOr0 qie-
Ha, TO jo6aa H3 CTOPOH MOMeT o6paTmTca x FPeHepani HOMy CexpeTapio
06ieaHeHHemMx HamMi c npocIb6oH npoH3BeTH 3TO Ha3HaqeHme.
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CRUX camouTon B mentAynapoffrom coo6lnenm, °Ha ripeAocTanur BCOM 
06-LeArrHeHm131 Mama& Ha 0C110130 B30.11MHOCIT1 H 6e3 AncitpumnmaiAlln 
Hpano 6ecnocaAogHoro noaeTa Ha A ilTaabalICROR TeppilTopneA. OTH 
LIOCTallOBJ1e111111 He A0.11E11131 3aTparnnam HHTepecon nauxonaabHoff o6o-
porn,' 14TaJIFfil 

2. BbaneynomnHyibie o6n3aTe.ncTna FITaJDITI AO.IRICHLI 1I01111MaT13-
CH B TOM CMTICJIe, TITO Ha HTIX pacnpocipanalarca T13141T13512 061:01110 

mulloilannimecn B Topronbie goronopm, ommoileHrible llTa.7lllefi,iwo BOA-
HbI, a HocTanomernm, OTHOCHILIXeCS1 K B331131FIOCTII CO CT0p011bI nantAoti 
113 06T3eXIlleHMIX HalT,1111, A0.112CIIBI nonamamen B TOM CMbIC.110, 11TO Ha 
flUX pacupocTpanalurca 1131,31TMI, 06b111110 BRA10113eMbIe B TOprOBbIe 

Aoronopm AaHnoro rocpapcma. 

LIACTb IX. 

PA3PEWEHVIE CTIOPOB. 

Gramn 83. 

1. Cnopm, moryraHe B031111RIlyTb HpH OCyth,eCTBJ10111111 CTaTerl 75 
II 78 11 IIpluoacennft XIV, XV, XVI H ilacTH B IIpluiozeinan XVII Ha-
cTonakero Aoronopa, AOJIRCHM nepeikanamen ComacHTeALHofi 
cocTaaaeanoit Ha Haparembix Hanamx 113 °Amor° HpeAcTanare.an IIpa-
BrITeJ11)CTBa 3aHHTepeconaHHoli 0610,1Iffile11110fi Halm H oAnoro HpeAcTa-
BrITeJlit IIpanare.mcna liTaJMIL EC.1111 B Texieffge Tpex mecagen 110CJI0 
nepeAarm cnopa ComacrrreabHoil ROMFICCIM He 6yAeT AocparHyro co-
mamerma, Raat,Lkoe 113 IIpannTeancrn mozeT noTpe6onam nx.inolienan B 
ROMTICC1110 Tpemero m.neHa, H36Hpaemoro no maimHomy communal° 
mencior 060113111 IIpanffrezbanamn 113 imc.na rpazAaH Tpenfix cTpaH. 
ECJILI ,n;Ba IIpannTeabcma B Tetiame Anyx memos He cmoryT AOCTkir-
aym comarneFaul OTHOCUTeJ11,110 rapanun TpeTier° quHa KOMTICCI1B, 
01111 o6paraalarca lc Houma( ConeTenor° Colon, Coeipmennoro 
Ropoaencma, Coe,LamenHmx ifiTaTOB Amepam H CopaIMAM B P14-
me, noTopme na3HanaT Tpemero 'Luna Itoimccnii. Ecm ITOCJIb1 He cmo-, 
ITT B TeneHne °micro mecnaa comacaTbca o Ha3Hageram nor° wie-
Ha, TO .ino6an 113 cTopon MO}ReT o6pammen K FeHepaabnomy Cexperapio 
061.wanieHarlx Hawaii c Hpoch6oti npownecTH 3TO Haanagenme. 
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2. KorTa Ta mam nnaa CoriacTrejiHaia KoMIccna 6ysGeT yqpear-
aeHa coriacHo nyHETy 1, B ee K0MoMeTeHIIo 6yfeT BXO0iiTb pa3peme-
HHe BCex CIOpOB, KOTOpbIe MoryT BIIOCJIeACTBHH B03HHRHyIT MemAy 3a-
mHTepecoBaHHof CTpaHO: 06ieaenHHebixI HaEjH H 1ITajmeIe npi
npHMeeHeH HJIn TOJIEOBaHHm cTaTefi 75 H 78 E IIpJpHoomeHni XIV, XV,
XVI Hi acTm B lIpHjaomeHmH XVII HacToaiero ,3oroBopa, H OHa 6y-
AeT BIIIOJIZHITb 4byHKIHm, BO3JIaeHHlbe Ha Hee 9THMH nOCTaHOBJIeHHIaH.

3. KaacAaa CorjacHTejLnHa RomMccen onpeAeJAT CBOIO co6-
CTBeHHyIO npogeAypy, ycTaHaaBjmBaa paBHjia, cooTBeTcTByioirHe
npHHIJHlal cnrpaBeJIHBocTH H npaBOCyAma.

4. Kamaoe IIpaBBTejLCTBO 6ygeT ILmaTHTm EajiOBaMHe TOMY qi-e-
ny CorJacHTeuJbHOH IROMCCmH, OTOporo OHO Han3HaHT, a TaiKe JIo6o-
My HpeaCTaBHTeJno, KOTopoMy OHO MOeT HOrpyqHTb peCTaBJISTbM ero
B KOMICCHH. ZKajiBaHHe TpeTbero qJeHaa 6yAeT yCTaHOBJeHo no cne-
EaHasbHoMy corjameHHo MeiiAy 3aHHTepecoBaHbSiMH IIpaBHTeJ.iCTBa-
MH, H 3TO acajioBaHme, BMecTe C o6rnmii pacxolaaMH RIcaofi KOMIHCCiH,
6 yAeT BbILaaqlHBaTca 060HnMH ITpaBHTelbCTBaMH B paBHbIX AOJiax.

5. CTOpOHbI npEnMamoT Ha ce6a o6 i3aTeAbCTBO, QTO HX BJiaCTa
6yAyT oKa3bIBaTB CoraIacHTejbHofi KOMHCCHH HenocpeeACTBeHHO BcsIoe
coAe0fTBHe B npeAeiax CBOHX 1OjiHOMO0Mq'.

6. PemeHme 6 0jbmMHCTBa qineHoB KOMHCCHnI 6yHoeT SBJflTbCa
pemHeHneM KOMHCCHH M Aoja0KHO npaHMmaTbCa CTOpOHaHn KEa oKollqa-
TeJibnOC 1 o6a13aTeAJbHoe.

MACTb X.

PA3HblE 3HOHOMMIECKME lOCTAHOBJlEHMR.

CTaTba 84.
CTaTbH 75, 78 H 82 1 llpmaoazeme XVII HacTolIrero joroBopa

6 yyT IIpHMeHMaTbca K COIO3HaM H CoemameHHEImM ,epaBsaaM H K TeM H3
06ieAHHeHHbix lHaHii, rOTOpble IIopBaJi ATHn:IoMaTHqecKMe OTHome-
ram c IETaJmefi BI C ROTOpbIIMH HTaJI op IBaJia AIHnInIoaTniecKie

oTHomeHHm. [TH CTaTLh 1 IIpHJIaomeHIe 6 yAyT Taitare npHMeIrHTbca B
oHmoimemH Aa6aHHHn HopBeraH.
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2. Roma Ta HJIH imasi CoraaerrreabHaa ROMHCCHII 6y,nceT meat-

;vita COPJIaCHO Hyrum/ 1, B ee NOMTTeTCHIIHIO 6y,lIeT BX0,11,11TI3 pavane-
Hite seex ellopoH, HoTopue moryT BHOCJICACTB1111 BO3HHICHyTb MeaciAy Ha-

wirepecosaimort ciparbari 06bexaHeHHba Hariit H 14Tadfieft .upH 

HpHmeneHHH rum TOJIKOBaHILEI craTefr 75 H 78 121 IIpH.Hozemul XIV, XV, 

XVI 11 IlaCTH B lipnaoacenna XVII HacToankero ,LIoroHopa, H °Ha 6y-
,geT BLIII0.1111,11Th yHKI1HH, BO3J103CCHIlbIe Ha Hee DTHMH HOCT3HOBJICHIDIMII. 

3. Raatikaa CorHacHre.abHaH Rommel's' onpeAeHHT cHolo co6-

cmeHHylo upogeAypy, yeTaHammaa upaHma, COOTBeTCTR571011Ole 

HpHiKr/Ham CrIpaBeAJIIIBOCTFf H mpaHocyAHH. 

4. Ramp° IIpamaTeHbeTso 6yAeT ILTIaITITb maHonarme TOMy 

H-y Comacrrreabnoii ROMIICCITH, KoToporo OHO Ha3HaIIHT, a Tame Jno6o-

HpeAcTaHnTemo, RoTopomy OHO 310aCCT Hoppmb HpeAcTaHasrm ero 

B 1Comitccrai. IltaHoBanHe TpeTbero llama 6y,Dker yeraHowleHo no one-

rma.abHomy cor.aamemo meaqy 3auffrepecosarmumn IIpaBrureabeTHa-

Mil, H 3TO Hca.aoHanHe, HmecTeC othilynaT pacxmamil Kaacgoil KOMHCCHH, 

6y)AeT BEIHJIallHBaTbC51 050111111 IIpaHHTeabcTsamil B paBlIbIX AOJI,RX. 

5. CToponm HpnyarmaIoT Ha ce6H 06113aTe./113CTBO, IITO IIX BaaCTIT 

6yyT Olta3bIBaTb COPJIaCHTeJ113110c1 ROMHCCITH HeHoepeAcTBeHHo BC511C00 

corketicnne B Hpewax CBOILX IIOJIHOM011111 

6. PenWHIM 60.41,DIFIIICTBa 1.1.11eHOB KOMHCCIIII 6y,TeTSIBJUITI3C11 

pememem KOMHCCFill H AOJDICHO IPpHIIIIMaTI)C11 eTopoHamn Haft, OKOI1113-

TeJIMIOC ii o6HaaTezbHoe. 

4ACTb X. 

PA3HblE 3KOHOM144ECHME 110CTAHOBIIEHMI. 

CTaTba 84. 

OraTut 75, 78 H 82 H IlpH.Hozeime XVII Haeroamero joroHopa 

6y,ayT HpHmeHaTbca 11 C0103Hb131 H CoemienimIM ,ZIepacaHam 11 IC Tem 113 

Othae,111111eHHIAX Hawk ItoTopme HopHaan AHHHomaTmeeme oTHome-

ima 14TamteilE.LH c KoTopumH 11'mA:um Hopbaaa ima.uomaTrrgecHne 

OTHOMeHH51. T11 cTaTut If lipruloacenne 6yikr Ta'cage HpHmewrrbca B 

f.,THonienau A.a6aHHH ii llopBerm. 
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CTaTba 85.
IIocTaHoBAjeHHa IIpHnaoReHaM VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI H XVII, Kal

H IOCTaHOBJieHHa Apyrnx lIpHJioeHHii, 6yAyT HMeTb ciay KaK HeoTr-
eMJIeMbIe TaCTH HacToasnero ,IIoroBopa.

qACTb XI.

3AKnJ1iOIMTEJlbHblE nOCTAHOBJIEHIHI.

CTaTbS 86.
1. B TeqeHIe nsepnoa, He npesbImaiomnero 18 MecMneB co AHa

BCTyJIeHInH B CHJIy HacToaumero AoroBopa, IIocjCi CoBeTCEoro CoIo3a,

CoeAHHeHHoro KopoaeBCTBa, CoeaIHenHHux IIITaTOB AMepHrH H (paH-
UTi B PHMe, AeficTBya no corjacoBaHmo, 6y:yT npeAcTaBasTB Coio3Hlie

H CoegHmeHHbie AepmaaBbI B CHomeHHMx c IIpaBHTeJibCTBOM HTamJI no

BCee BonpOCaM, IaCailOiHMCS BbmOJIHeHHm H TOJIKOBaHma HaaToanero

,oroBopa.

2. leTipe IIocJa 6yayT IIpeAocTaBJsaTb IIpaBHTeJmbCTy HTaJmI
TaEHe pyKOBOTlCTBO, TexnHMqecKHe COBeTbI H pa3IacHeHH, eaKHe MoryT

6urrb Heo6xoAHMiI JSia o6ecnIeqeHHn 6ICTporo H 3()MbeITHBHOrO BmOJI-
HeHIHI HaCTO0Ilero AorOBopa B COOTBeTCTBHH C ero Ayxo0 H TeKCTOM.

3. IIpaBHTeabCTBO HTaJnnH o6a3yeTCSa npeAocTaBJMTb ylIOMSay-
TbIM 'IeTBIpeM IIlocaaM BCIO HeO6xOAIHMyI) uHH4OpMaiHHi H Oa3bIBaTb

JIIo6oe coJefICTBHe, IOTOpbIe OHHI MOIrT IOTpe6oBaTb upH BbIUOJIHeIIHH

3aAat,I B03J10aCeHHblX Ha HHX HaCTOaIUIHM jorOBOPOM.

CTaTbI 87.

1. 3a HncEJAIoeHHeM Tex cJIyqaeB, KorAa HHOfi nop0OK cnenHajIb-

HO npeAYCMOTpeH KaKofi-Jm60 o3 CTaTefi HacToamIerO AoroBopa, Mno6of
CIop OTHOCHTeJAbHO TOJKOBaHmH HJB BbIHOJHeHDH 3TOr0 oroBopa, He

yperyjIpOBaHHb H nyreM npaHMb x AmiaOMaTEaecKHx iIeperoBopoB, Ao0J-

meH nepeAaBaTbCca qeTbIpeM IIocjaaM, AefiCTByIoylHM Ha OCHOBaHEH
cTaTbh 86 c TeM nCHcrE OqeHHeM, MTO B 3TOM cJryae IIocAnI He 6yAyT or-

paHHueHb CpoEOM, npeeryCMoTpeHHmM 3TOfi CTaTbei. Jho6o0H TaOfil

chop, He pa3pemeHn Ii- IIocAaMH B TeqeHHe AByX MeCageB, goJEZeH,

ecJI cnopaI.He CTOpOHM He npHATy K B3a0HMHOM coriameHmo o6 HmIx
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CTaTba 85. 
IIOCTallOR71e111111 IIpmomearifi VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI 11 XVII, KaK 

ROCTaHOBJICHlla Apyrnx 11pH.TiomeHmil, 6yAyT HMeTb may Halt 1100M -

emaembie nacTm HaeToynAero ritorosopa. 

LI ACT b XI. 

3AKIIIOLIVITEJIbHblE 110CTAHOBJIEHI1F1. 

CTaTba 86. 
1. B Tege1111e Hepimma, He upeBbaHaiorgero 18 mecmeB co Awl 

BCTyrille111111 B may HacToagero AoroBopa, IIocabr CoBeTcKoro Coioaa, 

C0e,111311eHHOPO ItopwieBeTBa, CoeAHHambix InTaToK Amepum npan-

iim P1131C, AelicTBya 110 comacosamo, 6y,ttyT upeACTaBJ111Tb COMMIE) 
H CoeailleHmile ,iiepacam B CHOHICHMIX C IIpaBrfre.71bCTBOM FITaJ11111 110 
mem Bonpocam, KacaTommmcm Bbin0Jfflel11111 H TOJIROBall1111 HacToyugero 

Aorosopa. 

2. ileTbrpe llocaa 6yityr IIpC,LtOCTaBASITb IIpaprrre.mcTBy liTaJlaff 

TaKne pyKoBoAcTBo, TexHrrieeKme COBOTb1 U pamiclieHlla, KaKne MOUT 

6blTb Ile06X0,TAHMbi ia o6ecHeiTenma 6bIcTporo 11 adimpeKTHsHoro BblII0J1-

11e111111HacTomgero elkorosopa B COOTBeTCTB1111 C ero Ayxom U TeKCTOM. 

3. IIpaBHTeabeTBo flTaJmH o6513yeTea IIKT(OCTaBJIRTI, ynomfury-

TbIM !Tempo( 11oczam BCIO Heo6xo,pmpo rm4)opmarlmo 11 OKa3b1BaTb 

mo6oe coAelicTsne, KOTOpbie CHU MOIIT 110Tp860BaTI, upm BblII0Jille111111 

3a/Aaq, BO3J102Ke111113IX Ha HilX HacTosmAmm Aorosopom. 

CTaTha 87. 

1. 3a HcKanoilenmem Tex cariaeB, KorAa rmo HopwkoK 

HO HpeAycmoTpen KaKoil-m6o 113 cTaTeti HacTozolero joroBopa, 

amp OTHOCHTeJlb110 TOJIKOBaH1111 112111 Bb1110.1111BB1151 nor° Aorosopa, no 

yperyzmposammil HyTem RpambIX ImJIoMaTkNec1tHx neperoBopos, w a-

men nepeilaBaTbca eThIpeM IIOCJ1aM, AericTByloamm Ha OCHOBaBl111 

CTaTb11 86 c TM IICKJ11011e1111eM, B aTOM carme I100.7m He 65cayT or-

pain-nem cpoKom, HpeitycmoTpeimum aTort cTameti. .311o6ort Tamil 

cHop, He pa3pememulki lloc.ilamm B Texienme AKyx meesigeB, Athinfien, 

cum enopmnrue CTOpOHEJ He Hpm,niTT K B3ammHomy coraamemelo o6 H111,1X 



cnoco6ax yperyaUpoBaHia cIIopa, nepeaBaTbLCa, no Tpe6oBaHImo Jao-
6ofi H3 CIIopamIX CTOPOH, B KOMHCCHIO B COCTaBe OOAHHoro pelCTaBHTe-
JLa OT KaaxrAo H3 CTOPO H TpeTbero qjeHa, BbI6paHHoro 11 B3aHMHOMy
corjameHHmiO ByX CTOPOH H3 rpaa;iaH TpeTbHX cTpaH. ECJm AByM CTO-
poHaM He yAacTca B MecSaWHbfi cpoK npIHTTH corJiamIieHnHH OTHOCH-
TeJIbHO Ha3HaieHHIa TpeTero 'iqeHa, TO J&o6aS H3 HHX MoaCeT o6pa-
THTmCa i reHepaJabHoMy CeEpeTapro 06,beAHHeHHbIX HaInHH c npocb6o0i
IpOH3BeCTH 3TO Ha3HaqeHnae.

2. PemenHe 6objamHHcTBa 'IaeHOB KoMHccHH 6yeT aBMJaTbLC
pemeHHeM KOMHCCHH H lOJaIHO InpHHiaThca CT0POHaMH KEa OKOHRa-
TeJIbHOe H 06a13aTejbHoe.

CTaTa 88.
1. JIio6oii qaeH OpraHH3aZamn 06iejaieHHbsix HaI l, He

OIBJrIoIiiC CTOpOHfi, nomeHcaBmefi HaCTOaLH? A0oroBOp, H Ha-
xoa5mRHicaH B COCTOaHHH BOMBI C HTaJiefi, a TamIre A.6aiaa, MoMeT
npHcoeAHHaHTLb c R 3TOMy AorOBOpy H nocJe npHcoenHeHnm 6yaeT ;ja
nejefi AoroBopa cqnTaTca OAHOfi H3 CoeAlteHHMx AepmaB.

2. ATEI o nIpHCoeffHeHm 6yAyT CaaHb IIpaBHTeJIbCTBy (ipaH-
iy3cKofi Pecny6jmcm H BCTynaIT B CHAy CO AHSI CaqH.

CTaTb 89.
IIocTaHOBAeHna HacTosnqero , oroBopa He 6 yAyT npeAOCTaBAJTb

RaKIX-Im6o npaB HJa npeHMyiecTB KaRoMy-jm6o rocyAapcTBy, noHMe-
HOBaHHOMy B npeaM6yjie AoroBopa B RaqecTBe oHofl H3 COIO3HuX H
CoeatnHeHHUx ,epacaB, m ero rpaaRaHaM ao Tex nop, noKa TaKoe
rocyAapcTBo He CTaHeT yqaCTHHROM AoroBopa nyTeM c:aqH Ha xpaHe-
Hue ero paTHnHKaIuoHHHx rpaMoT.

CTaTaa 90.
HacToamni AoroBop, pyccmafi, anrmicimfi H q4pamHy3CKHi TeE-

CTW ROToporo aBrriaioM ayreHTHqrMl , 6yAeT paTHuIHLHpoBaH COIo3-
nHMi H CoemHHeHmHMr epaaBaMH. AoroBop Ao7rneH 6bm, TaKaie pa-
THqmHpoBaH HTaJIHef. AoroBop BCTymIT B caty HeMeAJieHHo nocie
caaqH paTHmHKraHwomH x rpaMoT Cooo30M COBeTCKHx CoirajiHcTHe-
cKHX Pecny6jmn, CoeAflHeHHMi KOJpIeBCTBO BejMI o6pnrTaHE H

1534 TREATIES [61 STAT.1534 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

cnoco6ax yperyaliponaHnn cnopa, nepeAanaTLca, no Tpe6onaHmo .1110-

óo 113 CHOpHIRITX CT0p0H, B 11031HCCI110 B COCTaBO orworo upeAcTannTe-

.7111 OT KaKikort 113 cTopoH n TpeTbero imeHa, nbi6paHHoro no BaaHmHomy 

cor.aamanno Anyx cTopoH 113 rpawkaH TpeTbnx cTpaH. ECJIH ikBp1 GTO-

poHam He yAacTen B mecaundl cpoK _uparni K corsaaraemno OTHOCH-

TOJILHO Ha3HalleHnn Tpemero imeHa, TO Jno6an 133 HEX momeT o6pa-

ailTbC31 It reHepa.abHomy CeKpeTapio 061eAHHernmx Haw& c npocb6oft 

Hp0H3BeCTH DTO HaaHagenge. 

2. POI-ROHM 60JILIIIHHCTBa 11.4e110B KoMEECCIES1 6yikeT 51BJIHTLCSI 

pemennem ROMFICCHH 121 0J1Z110 npHHHmaTben cTopoHamn Kan OKOIDIa-

Taamoe H 05H3aTOJIbH00. 

CTama 88. 
1. .Iiooi uien Oprannaannn 067)egmeHHux Harmit, Ed 

IEBJIIHODT,HIICH cTopoHort, noxincannieR HaCTORTIVItif Aoronop, 11 Ha-

X0)1earoxfiCa B COCTOaLIIIII BOBN C 14Taaneft, a Tante AJI5aHEUI, moateT 

npncoexenimcbca K aTomy Aoronopy H Houle npncoemenna 6peT mai 
ne.aeit Aoronopa CIIHTaTLCII OAHOil 113 COOXIIHOHHbIX ,I(OFICaB. 

2. AKTbi o npncoexuaemin 6yurr CaHhI IlpannTe.mcmy Opan-

nyacKoft Pecny6.7num ii BCTy1DIT B mry co Alla cxkaint. 

CTamn 89. 
110CTaHOBJIMIHSI HacTonakero Aoronopa He opyT Hpe,i(OCTaBJIHTID 

RaKHX-JIH60 npan nm upenmynkecTn KaKomy-ago rocpapcmy, nonme-

HonaHHomy B npeam6y.ae Aoronopa B KatiecTne 0,11,H0A 113 C0103H101 H 

CoextmeHHux Aepman, RAH ero rpawkaHam Ao Tex Hop, noKa TaKoe 

rocygapcno He cTaHeT yqacTnaKom Aoronopa uyrem cAaxin Ha xpane-

nne ero par411Rall,HOHIMIX rpamoT. 

CTaTha 90. 
HacTomnnil Aoronop, pyccionl, anronficKnii H 43sparrny3cne TeK-

CTLI KoToporo /113J11110TCH ayTenTnIumain, 6yAeT parmininaponaH CO103-
E10E11 ii Coe nemnmm epzaBartm. elkoronop Ao.Infieu 6brrE. Talmo pa-

TwfmnnponaH T4Ta.1me.Aorosop BCTy1114T B may Hemeikaenno HOCJI0 
cagn paTncjannannonnux rpamoT Coloaom COBOTCICHK Connamicinge-
CRILX Pecny6mx, Cowmen:num Itopo.aencTnom Be.anno6pnTaHan 
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CeBepHoE HpjianmT , CoeHnnHeHHbi mIITaTaMH AMepHiri n (DpaHlIefi.
PaTHHaIOjHoHHbIe rpaMOTbi 6yAyr B HpaTqaiimlf cpoI caHhI Ha xpa-
HeCHe IIpaBHreJ.LCTBy (pamiy3CKoi Pecny6JmIH.

B OTHomermH KaEAoilo H3 Coioa3mx HJH CoeHHeHHrn x AepmaKB,
paaTHBUoKaiOHHaa rpaMOTa ROTOPOi 6yyeT cAaHa IocAie aToro, Aoro-
BOP BCTYIHT B cHjiy CO Off CAaqH Ha xpaHeHHe. HacTosami AoroBop
6yAeT CraH BapXHBbI IlpaBlTeJlLCTBa Dpaiay3cKoEi Pecny6jmH, OTO-
poe pa3omJIeT 3aBepelHHe IO un KaaAOMy H3 noAHCaBmHx 3TOT AO-
roBOp rocyAapcTB.
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CesepHori lipaatiffm, CoemmemnamHBITaTama &wpm.'" ii OpaHIHRN1. 

PaT14.111RaT310HHbIe rpamoTm 6yAyr B Eparmfmmil cpoic c,ttaHm Ha xpa-
Heinle lIpaBliTe.ithemy eipainuacicori Pecrryoannt. 

B oTHomenaa icaacAort H3 C01031MIX HJIU Coemmemmuc ,T(epacart, 
paT4HicaArtoffaaa rpamoTa 'comport opeT cjtaHa Houle aToro, Aoro-
B0p BeTy.WIT B may CO ATIH cjAatm Ha xpaHeHne. IlacTompirt AoroHop 
oper cAaH B apxHHEI lIpaHrife.mcma OpaHrtyacicoil Peaty6.3nucH, 'COTO-

poe paaormeT 3aBepewime ROHM icazAomy H3 Hoggrtcarmax 3TOT 
roHop rocyAapcm. 



nEPEqEHb nPHn O HEHMR.

I. IapTbI (CM. OTeAeJIHbIH TOM).

II. tpaHIo-HTaj.JIcKEa rpauma. IIoapo6Hoe onacaHHe yqacTKOB
rpaHlubi, E KOTOPbIM OTHOCHTCR H3MeHeHH, yKa3aHHbIe B

craTe 2.

III. apaHTrH , OTHOcamHeca K MOH CeHm H K paao0Hy TeHAa-
BpHra.

IV. IIojoameHmms, o KOTOpbIX IlpaBHTejbCTBa ABCTPHH H IITajmH
AOCTHrTJ corJameHHIs 5 ceHTa6pa 1946 roAa.

V. BoAocHa6zaeHHe KOMyHbI ropzma H ee OKpecrTocTei.

VI. IIOCTOaHHbm CTaTyT CBo6oHofi TeppHTopH TpHecT.

VII. IIoOmSeHHe o BpeMeHHOM peraMe CBo6oroiEO TeppHTOpHH
TpHeCT.

VIII. IIloioaoeHHe o CBO60oHOM IIopTe TpHecT.

IX. Texymqecime nocTaHOBjieHaH, oTHOCHmIHecs K CBO6OAHOH Tep-
pHTOpHH TpHeCT.

X. 3KOHOMHecKHe H 4HHaHCOBue nocTaHOBjeHHa , OTHOCamiHeCa
K CBo6oHOi TeppHTopHH TpHeCT.

XI. CosBMecTnaas ,leapana IIpaBHTrejmTB COBeTCKOrO CoIo3a,
CoeameHHmoro KopoIeBcTsa, CoeAHmeHemlx IIITaTOB AmepmHH
H (paHmnr OTHocHTejnHO HTrajmI CKH TeppHTOpHaabHuX
BxaaeHmi B ADpmHe.

1536 TREATIES [61 STAT.1536 

I. 

TREATIES 

FlEPPIEHb 11Pil1101HEHMPI. 

KapTbI (CM. OTACJILHIcail TOM). 

[61 STAT. 

II. Opaillto-Bra.ammenan rparifula. IIoApo6Boe onmeame riacTRoB 

rpanTaw, K RoTopmm OTHOCSITCSI BateHernia, yRaaammie B 

came 2. 

Ill. rapamm, OTHOCSI4HeCH R MOH Cum H R palm:1y Tewka-
BpBra. 

Ilimoncerraa, o KOTOphIX IIpasureaBeTBa ABeTpriff a FITaaart 

Aocnavni coraarnema 5 eurra6pa 1946 rojka. 

Y. Boomia6zeBBe ROMM511113I l'OpElHa a ee oxpeemoeTeit. 

W. IkeToaamet CTaTyr CB()6o,n;ffoil TeppuToplla TpBeeT. 

Itomateme o Bpemengom peamme CBo6o,lBofr Tepprrroprat 

TpBeeT. 

VIII. Ilo.aomeme o Cso6o,Lrgom Howe TimeeT. 

IX. TeXEMOCRHe IIOCTallOBJIORHS1, °TUN S:114MM CBo6ouloit Tep-

mroproiHeel% 

X. DROHOMElleCICHe 11 GPHMHCOBb10 HOCTaHOBJIOHIDI, OTHOCHIRMCSI 
CB060,1WOR TeppHTOpIla TpHOCT. 

COBMOCTHall ,iteRaapaum IIpaBffre.iscis CoBeTeRoro Cum, 

CoexaReimoro RopoaeBena, Cowl:fel:ma IIITaToB Amepram 

(1)parow omocrfreabuo BTa.irbRaciox TeppriTopBammux 

B.amendi B MintRe. 
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XII. CIICMK BOeHHo-MopcKHx Kopa6iefi:

A. CImcoRK Kopa6jiel, ocTaB.aeMbix HTaJm.

B. CimcoKi Kopa6aei, nepelaBaeMmx HTaJmeH.

XIII. OnpeAesieHnH:

A. BoeHHo-MopCEHe onpeaejieHa.

B. OinpeejieHHe BOeHHOrO, BOeHHO-BO3IymHorO H BOeHHO-
MopcKoro o6yleHHM.

C. OnpeaejieiHe H nepeqenm Boeimbix MaTepHajIOB H TexHHEH.

D. OerpeAe.eHHe TepMHHOB <<eMuHnTapH3aiH»>> H <<,leMnH-
TapH3oBaHHbi>>.

XIV. hKOHOMinIecKne H HiHanHcoBme nOCTaHOBJeHmH, OTHOcaiieca
K uepexoAsanW TeppHTOpHaM.

XV. CIneiHajiLHme IIocTaHOBjeHHm, ooTHOcsmeca K HeKOTObIM
BHaM Co6cTBeHHOCTH:

A. IIpoMBinueHiaa, AHTepaTypHaa H xyooamecTBeHmaa co6-
CTBeHHOCTb.

B. CTpaxoBoe AeAo.

XVI. KOHTpaKTm, CpOKH aaBHOCTH H neHHme 6yMara.

XVII. IIpH30BbIe cyA H cyme6Hie pemeHma.

95347°-49-PT. II--- 37
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XII. CILEICKH Boetmo-mopcnix Kopa6.4eff: 

A. Cmicox Ropao.aeff, ocTaBmemmx 14Tamol. 

B. CILHCOK Kopa6.4eii, nepeitaoaemux 

XIII. OrrpeAe.aemui: 

A. BoeHno-mopcnie oupemaeow. 

B. Onporke.aenne Boamoro, BOOHHO-B03,VILLELOF0 H BOOHILO-

mopcicoro o6rieHriff. 

C. Offpe,ILO.71e11110 H Hope-germ Boenrimx MaTepnaaoB H TOXIIHEIL 

D. Oopeite.aeone Tel:mums «,itemiumapnaarkusT» H «AeMELIIH-
TapinoBaimmil». 

XIV'. 5KonompiecKne H cproialicoBbie nocTaHorzeoita, omociarkneca 
IC nepexo)kaawm TeppiaTopllam. 

XV'. Cum-Framable nocTanomeom, OTHOCBIRHeCH IC neRoToprAm 
BliAam CO6CTBeHHOCITI: 

A. IIpombinmeoliasi, maepaiypnasi H xpozecTseutiaa coo-
CTBeHHOCTI3. 

B. Cipaxosoe Awl°. 

XVI. Itourparam, cpoicli AaBlIOCTII a gel:cum 6ymani. 

XVII. lipllooBble emu H cyAe6Hue peraemia. 

95347°-49—P2. II 37 



nPHJIOHEHME I.

KapTm H MUpHoMy AoroBOpy c MTanHeR.

(CM. OTAeJrbHbri TOM)

A. PpaHimR i HTamJIH (CTaTma 1).

B. rpamnma MeacAy HTa.jefi H DpamHwefi (cTaTm 2).

C. FpaHmina emeay HTaJmeii H IOrocaaBHEIa (cTaTa 3).

D. rpaHHubI CBo6o0HOil TeppHTopHH TpHeCT (CTaTbH 4 H 22).

E. MopcKHe 3OHbI, onpefeJIeHHbIe B CTaTme 11 HacToanrero Aoronopa.

nPHMn OHEHHE I1.

ctpaHKO-HTaibSHCKaS rpaHHua.

IIoApo6noe oincaiHe yQaCTROB rpaHmbli, E EOTOpBIM OTHOCrTCa
H3MeHeHHa , yKaaanHHe B CTaTLe 2.

Ilepesan Manui CeH BepHap.

CM. IapTy 1:20.000, CeHT (ya TapaHTea . 1-2.
HoBaa rpaHHia 6yAeT cjeAOBaTh no .mmI, KOTOpaa HaqiHaeTCH

Ha CeaJIHCTOM rpe6He JlaHce6paHJeT, 3aTeM, citycEaacB K BOCTORy,
cJeAgyeT no JIHHH BOgOpa3Aejia Ao BICOTbI 2.180, OTKyAa OHa HAeT K
IKoIoHHa My (2.188). OTcio(a, npoAoJzaaag CJIeAOBaTL no JIHHHH
BoAopa3aejia, OHa norIHnMaeTca Ha ropy KocTa AeJLr BeArBeAep,
npoxowHT no ee CKajMcTbIM OTporaM, noAHHMaeTca Ha ropy BeJbBeAep,
BepmHny KOTOpOi oHa ora6aeT, ocTaBjiaa ee Ha #paHny3CKoii TeppH-
TOpan B 120 M. OT rpaHIubI m, npoxoAxa qepe3 BbICOTbI 2.570, 2.703,
ropy Bejia BaaeTTa H BbICOTy 2.746, COeAHHaeTca c InpeeHeHi rpaaHgef
y ropbI Bajie3aH.

nniaTo MOH CeHN.

CM. KapTy 1:20.000, JlaHcjAe6ypr 5-6 H 7-8 H MOH rAM:6aH 1-2.
HOBaa rpaHma 6yAeT CJieAoBaTb n11o Jmi , KOTopaS OTXOrHT OT

npeamHel rpaHrgbI y ropbI Typ, nAeT K 3anaaAy no affMmR cTpaTHBHOH

1538 TREATIES [61 STAT.1538 TREATIES 

TIP1/1110/KEHHE I. 

[61 STAT. 

Kam! H MmpHomy itor000py c lotranmell. 

(CM. OTANII3HbIll TOM) 

A. 11paminm FITaJIBM (CTaTI3S1 1). 

B. lipamina meacAy 14Tameil H Opannmeft (CTaTE41 2). 

C. rpm-ulna mezy 1/1Tamad" H 10rocaammil (CTaTE.51 3). 

D. rpallmw Cs000mmii Tepprcropmm TpnecT (CTaTIAI 4 H 22). 

E. MopeHue 3OHLI, onpeAmeame B came 11 HacTom:ger° AoroBopa. 

11P14110/KEHHE 11. 

OpaHmo-mmobRICKall rpaHmga. 

Iloikpo6Hoe onmcaume riacTicos rparankm, R RoToprcam OTHOCSITCH 
nameHenna, yicaaarnme B cTame 2. 

Ilepesan Mandl Con SepHap. 

Cm. apry 1:20.000, CeHT Oya Taparre3 X2 1-2. 

HoBali rpaHnna 6y,zkeT c.nexcoHaTi, no mum, KoTopag HatumaeTcm 
Ha cRamicTom rpe6He JlaHce6paH.neT, aaTem, cnycKaach I BOCTORy, 
cae,LkyeT HO JIIIHJIFI BoAopame.aa go BbICOTBI 2.180, oncy,Eca °Ha FI,TkeT IC 
Ito.aoHHa /Ny (2.188). OTciojAa, Hpo,Tkomicaff cae,gosaTr3 II0 JIIIHHH 
BoAopaaAesaa, oHa HommmaeTca Ha ropy Rom Awn, Be.nBe,gep, 

Hp0X0,413T no ee CRaJIHCIIIM oTporam, HommmaeTca Ha ropy Be.mseAeP, 
Bepranny HoTopoil oHa orn6aeT, OCTaBJUla ee Ha cliSpaHny3cnoit TeppH-
Topma B 120 M. OT rpawanbi, II, Hpoxoga gepe3 BLICOTIA 2.570, 2.703, 
ropy Bemaa Baaerra H shicory 2.746, C00,11011HeTCH c npeameil rpaanneri 
y wpm Ba.aeaaH. 

11AHTO MOH CORK. 

CM. Ram 1:20.000, .ffaHc.ae6ypr 5-6 11 7-8 H MOH A'Am6BH 1-2. 
HoBail rpaHmga 6y,geT caegosam no amnmn, lc°Topag OTX0,THIT OT 

npeacHeil rpaHnnbi y ropm Typ, nAOT R 3anaxy no amiallfficTpaTuBHoil 
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rpaHuiee, KETopaH o6o3HaqeHa Ha IapTe, H BHH3 nO Te1eHeo ropHoro
IIOTOKa BHTyH, HaHHaaS C Toro MecTa, rAe oHa BcTpeqaeTca o ero
ceBepHbIM pyraBaoM, Ao PoIra gejma ToppeTTa (cRaJIa ToppeTra).

Aa.jiee, cjIeyay BAOj CIKaIHjCTMX oTporoB, JHHH rpaHHIbI lAOXOHT
Ao ropHoro HOTOIa, TeIKyiero c AI7n JlaMeT, H HAeT BHH3 no ero
TeqeHEm o lo A H;oaLSci CEajiCTrO CRIIOHa, BOJlb ICOTOporo oHa Inpo-
XOAHT no TaJILBery Ha HpoTSMeHIHH IpHepHO 800 MeTpoB AO nymCTa,
pacinoaoseHHoro IInpH 6J3HTeJLHO B 200 MeTpax iC ceBepy OT BbuCOTh
1.805.

3aTeM jIH HHeT K BepmHIIe rpSib olIoa3Hefi, EOTOpaaI BO3BbI-
maeTca Han (Ieppepa IqeHI3iH, InpH6JI3HTeJrnHO B 300 Merpax OT Hero,
H, InpOAOjICa CJIeAOBaTI B 3aInaAoM HanpaBneHHH, AocTHraeT AoporH,
roTopas orn6aeT c BOCTOKa PelaEoHe IIapa3Aao, B TOqKe B 400 MeTpaX
Ha aanaf OT ee 0B0opOTa (1.854), 3aTeM cpaay OTXogHT Or STOH AoporH
H cIIycaeTCa B mKHOM HaIIpaB7eHmH.

JmHHma rpaHnIm nepeceeaeT 3aTeM iopory, BeAyinyro B Bap 'leHH-
3Ha, IIpH6jiH3nTeJIbHO B 100 MeTpax Ha ioro-BOCTOK OT y6exmmna 5,
nepeceEaeT TamsEe TaJIBner, HAI B HanpaBJIeHmn o3epa CaH AcopAKO,
cJIeAyeT npHMepHo no ropH3oHTaJI 1.900 Ao BMCOTI 1.907, o6xoa
o3epo ApnoH C M0IHOi CTOpOHbi, H AOCTHraeT cKaJHCToro rpe6HS, no
IOTOpOMy oHa HAeT B Ioro3anagHOM HanpaBjiemH Ao cjHimaai ropHnx
HOTOKOB, 6epymmnx HaqaJo y jieAHuna BapA (Iarqafio H BapA), B

yHKTe npn6jm3HTeJIbHO B 1.400 MeTpax RI loro-3ainay OT oaepa ApIIOH.
Orroama, OTKjoHaasc K Iory, JmHHa rpaHHI b cjeOyeT npHMepHO

no ropH30HTaJm 2.500, AocTHraeT BbCOTH 2.579, HAeT 3aTeM BAOJI
ropH30HTaaH 2.600, AocTnraeT oaepa BeRKa H CcoeBHaHeTca y aim-
HHCTpaTHBHOH rpaHIu, o6o3HaqeHHOHi Ha RapTe, npHMepHO B 700 M. .
loro-BOCTOKy OT o3epa, c Tponof, BeAyMneA nepeBaaiy 'ABaHna, no
KT0pOHi OHa vHjeT BOJAb cRaJMcToro o6pbma xo nlpeanefi rpanHHu,
coeHHmaCb c HeHf B TO'qRe, pacnoJIzoeHHofi Ha noJuyri Meay nepe-
saAoM Beiecan H nepeBajioM Jiamne.

MOH Ta6op.

Cm. rapTy 1:20.000, HeBam 1-2, 5-6 H 7-8.
OT Bepnmu ILrHaaHeTr Ao Pome ,e IPon (Bepmmla Cioep).
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rpainine, RoTopan o6o3Hagena Ha RapTe, H BHH3 HO TellOHHIO ropHoro 

noToRa BrrryH, narnmaa c Toro mecTa, re oHa ncTpegaeTca c ero 

cenepHum pyicanom, ;To PoRRa Aeaaa Topperra (cRa.aa ToppeTTa). 

„game, c.ae,a,ya BAOJII) CRaJIIICTIAX OTpOPOB, AHEM rpannum goxogHT 

Ao ropHoro HOTORB, TeKmero c ALTIma JameT, H ugeT BHH3 HO ero 
Tegemuo Ao HOIAIRMELH cKaaptToro cKaoHa, BAOJIL RoToporo oHa npo-
MAW HO Taamery Ha npoTamenma nprosiepHo 800 meTport go nymTa, 
pacnoaozennoro HpH6JIH3HTeJILHO B 200 meTpax H cenepy OT BMCOTIA 
1.805. 

3aTem ARUM TrgeT R Beppliarte rpsighl onoamet KoTopaa BO3BM:-

maeTca Hag Oeppepa lieHH3H0, Hp116JIH3HTWILHO B 300 meTpax OT Hero, 

npogoancan caegonam B 3anamom nanparmennn, gocTuraeT AoporH, 

ROTOpall orn6aeT c BOCTORa Peik2ROHO Ilapa,TH30, B Twin B 400 meTpax 
Ha 3anag or ee nonopoTa (1.854), 3aTem cpaay OTXOX IT OT 3Toti goporn 

H crrycRaeTen B 102RHOM Hanpanzenan. 

JIHHH51rparranu nepeceRaeT 3aTem gopory, negynwro 13 Bap 1510HH-

ana, HpH6.11113HTeJthHO B 100 meTpax Ha roro-nocToR OT y6e2Rnma 5, 
uepeceRaeT Tame Tan-brier, Hga B Harrpamenrift o3epa Can ,11,;Ropgaco, 
cmgyeT HpHmepHo HO ropinonTaall 1.91)0 A o BLICOMI D)07, 06xoga 
oaepo Apnori C RMRHOA CT0p0111,4 H AocTmraeT CRWIHCTOPO rpe6Ha, no 
RoTopomy oHa HAeT B loroaanagmm HanpameHnu JO CABOT= ropmEc 

HOTOROB, 6epyrcoax Ha y aegunica Bapg (11Latriai Bapg), B 

irynKre npn6.1narre.mHo B 1.400 meTpax IC roro-aanagy or o3epa Apnon. 

OTcroga, OTIvIorrn IcI IC Tory, Ming rpaHnnu caegyeT npnmepHo 

no ropn3oHTaan 2.500, AocraraeT nbicom 2.579, HgeT 3aTem ngoar. 
roptmorrrami 2.600, AocTaraeT oaepa Bemewl H coegnnneT0a y agmH-
nucTpaTHBHoti rpanenw, o6o3Ha=ieHHoff Ha Rape, rrpumepHo B 700 M. 
roro-nocToRy OT 03epa, c Tponoli, neiquAell IC nepenaay A'ABarma, no 
KoTopoil oHa HAeT HAUB CEBABCTOMI oopuma Ao npeamell rpaHm04 
coegunanch c ne B Toince, pacno.aozenHofi Ha no.anyTn mezgy nepe-

namm Bemom H nepenazom Kaan-ibe. 

Moo Ta6op. 

CM. Rara7 1:20.000, Henan' 1-2, 5-6 ii 7-8. 

Or nepmnau ILifaHerr go Porno ge N OR (Bepmmia Cmep). 



HoBaa rpamna 6yAeT caeaOBaTb no JIUHHH, KOTOpag OTXOIHT OT
npeaRHei rpaHmbI y BepbIIIH ILIaHeTT, H, HanpaBJiLacb K l ory, po-
xoAiTr no xpe6Ty qepe3 BICOTBI 2.980, 3.178, PorKa BepHayAe (cKaaa
BepHayAe) (3.228), BbICOThI 2.842, 2.780, 2.877, nepeBaj rajLHma
(2.671), BBICOTbI 2.720, 2.806 H nmi KsaTTpo CopeAje (2.700).

CnycKaacb no BOCTOTIHOMy CKIOny 3Toro InKai, JiHHSI rpanHHbI

ocTaBJaeT Ha Q)paHnMy3cKR TeppHTopHH BbIcoTy 2.420, oTRyza Aaaee
oHa BBXOArT K TpoIe H CJneyeT BAOJIb Hee c BOCTOqUHOf CTOpOHLI no

HanpaBJeHHio IC nocTpofKaM, pacHOJIOmeHHHbiM npnH6j3nrTeJbHo B 200
meTpax OT BbICOTbI 2.253, ocTaBJMi aTy TpOny H 3TU nHOCTpoEEH Ha

ppaHnya3CIof TeppHTopHH. 3aTeM oHa BbIXOflHT K TaABBery, ipoxoaW
no Hemy pIIp6JIH3HTeJIbHo B 300 MeTpax K ceBepo-BOCTOKy OT BbICOThI

1.915, oTsyAa ona aocTHraeT ceBepo3anaAHoro Rpaa Bo:oxpaHHjimEa
B; Bajie CTpeTTa (Ya3aa Aojmma), KOTopoe niTaeT rRapoaJ3ieTpH-
qecRHe coopymemmH CeTre DOHTaHe, oCTaBJias 3TO BO:oxpaHuHImEHIe H

TH coopym;eH a Ha EITaJIBmHCEK TeppHTOpHH. OrIn6aa BOOxpamHnimIie
c iora, oHa AocTHraeT nepeKpecTca lopor y BbICOTIa 1.499.

3aTeM oHa BIXOAHT R Tpone, Hygnyefi no onyinme Jeca BAOJA,

ropH3oHTaJH 1.500, H cIeAyeT no e o H n KoM6a Aejia rPopAa

(npH6jmH3HTejmHO y ropH30oTaJm 1.580) AaJee oHa HAeT BBepx no
Ta.iBery K BbICOTe 1.974, BbIXOAHT i rpe6HIO CICaJICTbIX OTpOrOB Ceep

qepe3 BbCOTI 2.272, 2.268, 2.239, 2.266, 2.267 n HAeT B:AOJI 3THX

oTporoB BIaOTL Ao npeasefi rpaHHmbu; npHqeM rpe6eHb oTporoB H

Tpona, KOTOpaRa meT BAOJIa Hero, OCTaiOTCH Ha 4paHay3CKOfi Tep-

pHTOpHH.

W a6epTOH.

CM. KapTy 1:20.000, BpHancoH 3-4.

HoBaa rpamHEa 6yAeT cJIeAjoBaT no JMm, KOTOpaa, OTXO.A OT

npepiHei rpaHmEnb y BbiCOTbI 3.042 (E ceBepy OT BbICOThI 3.070 H K
ceBepy OT nuca Tpya CH), HeT no c.aJmceToMy rpe6m Ao o poqe Aeji

BaJLoHeTTo.

OTr poqe ,ejn BajiAoHeTTo Jmt a rpamHEnu HanIpaBJIeTcs r lory
BAoAn cIEaJimToro rpe6Hs H AOCTHnraeT :oporH, BeI:yn;eH IIIa6epTOH
B TOM nyHe, rAe KTa Aopora BXA0HT B KOTaOBIHy Kjlo e Mop.
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lloBan rpannna 6meT caeTkoBan HO .111311THI, KoTopan OTX0,70arT OT 

npezneii rpaTinnm y Bepntnum ILTaHerr, ii, HanpaimancB K Tory, npo-

xour no xpe6Ty :(Tepea BMCOTM 2.980, 3.178, PoKm BepHayAe (cKa.Ka 

BepHayAe) (3.228), BMCOTM 2.842, 2.780, 2.877, nepeBaa Paimia 

(2.671), HMCOTbI 2.720, 2.806 TT MIK KBRITIJO Copeme (2.700). 

CnycKaacB HO BOCTO1IFIOAry CKJI0FIy aToro nem, JIHRIESI rpaILIIHM 

OCTaalIROT Ha 43spannyacKoil TeppnTopErn BbICOTy 2.420, omya a.Kee 

°Ha BMX0,11HT K Tpone 11 C.T10,11,yeT WIOJIII nee C BOCTOIIHOR CTOpOHM HO 
HaupaRaeamo K nocTporntam, pacno.11omeliatam upn6ananTeABHo B 200 

Merpax OT BbICOTM 2.253, OCTaBASIII Tpolly H 9TH HOCTpORKH Ha 
tppaHrtyacKoil TeppnTopnn. 3aTem oHa BMICOAHT K Tax,,Bery, Bpoxow 

1E0 Hemy IlpH6J1H3HTOJEbH0 B 300 meTpax K cesepo-BocToKy OT BbICOTM 
1.915, oneyiTa ona ItocruraeT ceBepoaanaTtHoro Kpan Bogoxpamumn-Aa 
33, Ba.a.ae CTperra (YaKau Aoarnum), KoTopoe mrraer rnapoa.aempn-
necKne coopymeHrtH Cerro Oatrrane, OCTaBAHR 3TO B0,1E0XpaffILIHEHO H 
prit coopyaKeTrusT Ha nTazbaacKofT TeppnTopTut. Orn6aH Bogoxpannanuke 

bra, °Ha AocilumeT nepeKpecma Aopor y BbICOTIJ 1.499. 

3aTem °Ha BEIXTHIT IC Tpone, mynTeil no ()Hyrum .aeca BAo.irb 

ropnaoffraan 1.500, u cae,ttyer no Heft AO Rom6a Aux' PopAza 

(1113H6JIH3HTOJILHO y ropnaoHTam 1.580) Amee oHa TrAeT BBepX 110 
Tam:awry K BbICOTe 1.974, BIDLICOAHT K rpe6mo CKRZEICTIAX OTpOPOB Cloep 

ilepea BMCOTIA 2.272, 2.268, 2.239, 2.266, 2.267 TT Hiker WIOJIT3 
oTporoB BLEJIOTb npezHeft rpaHunm; rrpmem rpe6eHT-.) oTporoB H 
Tpona, KoTopaa tukeT BA0.15. Hero, ocraToTca Ha cf)paTakyacKofT Tep-

paropun. 

Wa6epron. 

CM. Kapry 1:20.000, BpnaHcoH 3-4. 

HoBaH rpamma 6yikeT czerkoBarb no Amin; KoTopag, OTX011 OT 
upeamell rpatnuTht y Bmcom 3.042 (K cesepy OT BbICOTEI 3.070 H Ic 
CeBepy OT "Huta Tpya Cu), meT HO mu:T[0mq rpe6mo o lipoge 
BamoHerro. 

OT Rpotte en Bamorterro MUM rpaHnup HanpaBanerca R Tory 

13A0.413 cKazacToro rpe6Ha H AocTnraer oporn, Begyrneff R IIIa6epTorT 
B TOM nynKre, FAO aTa Aopora Bxoxtrr B ROTJOBHIly RAO AO Mop. 
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]TepeceRaa 3Ty Aopory H TaJmBer, BOJI } KOTOpOrO 3Ta Aopora
HAeT, jnInLn rpaHHmub cjieayeT Ha npoTameHHH 1.250 M. rpn6JIm3H-
TeJbuH no ropn30oTajm 2.300, KOTopas Ha MecTHocTHC npoxoAHT IK oro-
BOCTOKy no palyy cEKajcTbix oTporoB H ocblneii, 3aTeM oHa nepece;aeT
no RnpsMOi BOCTOtqHi CIUIOH ropb IIIa6epTOH H 0AXO0AT AO TOqKH,
pacInojomeHHoiH npIHepHO B 400 MeTpax K 3anaay OT BbICOThI 2.160,
OCTaBJIaa Ha (paIHay3CKOi TeppHTopHH npoMe;ayronHyIo onopy Ka-
HaTHOH ,oporH, Haxo0anyOCS B DTOM MecTe.

OTcroAa jimna rpaHnbi HAeT Tarme no nIpaMoii, nepeceRaeT psa;
cKaJHCTbIX rpaI; H EpytTbix CKaTOB, H, HanpaBJIAcI, K nIO3HnU
(DOHTeH ,e IlaMya, He o6o3HaqeHHo0A Ha RapTe, y BbHCOTI 2.228
(npH6ia3nHTeJbHo B 1.400 MeTpax K ceBepo-BOCTOKy OT KJIaBbepa),
EOTOpylo OHa orn6aeT C BOCTORa, H;eT no BTOpO IHeTJIe FoporI, CBI3bI-

Baion1mei 3Ty no03mnO C yKpeIneHHnoH KaapMoii Ila6epToHa (na Aopore
OT Ce3aHH (tIe3aHa) B IKaBbep), OCTaBJLIH yCpenILeHBa B (IonrTe

,e IIaMya Ha 4paHILy3CKOfi TeppHTopHH.

3aTeM jmIH rpaHnnWI, cJieya CHaqaJa B IOMHOM HanpaBjeHiH
no noa3aaHHof H a aapTe an MHHcTpaTHBHOi rpaHine KOmMyBmI H no
CKaJHCTOi rpSpIe InpHn6JH3HTeJILHO B 400 MeTpax Ha ceBep OT goporR
KIasbep-Ce3aHH (qe3aHa), OTJIOHaeTca 3aTeM na Ioro-3sauai, upo-
xoaRa y IIOgRHObRB CKaJI Ha TaKOM paCCTOSHHH, tTO6bI HMejiC OCb ocTa-

TOIHO MeCTa jSH nOCTpOiiK AoporH C AByCTOpOHHHM ABnHaeHueM.

OrB6aa TaKaH o6pa3oM c ceBepa AepeBHIo JiaBbep, ocTaiomyioca
Ha HTaJIbaHCKOfi TeppHTopHH, OHa BEXOAHT K pete CeEKo, npHfMepHo B
200 MeTpax BbIme MocTa KaaBbep, H 3aTeM cnycKaeTca no TeqeHnuo
aTOH peKH H aajiee no TeqeHnmo peKH Ayap Pnnep (Aopna Panapna)
Ao loporI H3 IaIaBbepa B OJHflHy M KHMOH, KOTOpaa oCTaeTCS 3a 1ITa-

Hefi, H 1,eT no DTOA Aopore Ao MocTa qepe3 peKy KHMOH.

CJeaya BBepx no TeqeHMEmi TOR peKH, npMPepno Ha npoTaEseRgH
300 M., Jnmma 3aTeM OTXOaT T O Hee, cjeaya BraoJ ropnoii AoporH,

AOXOAHT n o BepxHele onopBi KanaTHOHi AoporH KaaBbep (y lepeBaJia
MoH-(Dop Am) Beq(), KOTOpyIO ona OCTaBJIeT Ha bpaHrIy3CROfi TeppH-
TOPHH, H 3aTeM, npoxoJa no Kpaamy, aocTnraeT nbmemHen rparnni y
ropbi J ILziaH, y norpannqHoro 3anaa 251. Aopora B gojOane peiH

nHMOH OCTaeTCS Ha HTaJmaEHCKOHi TeppHTopHH.
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IlepeceKan wry Aopory H Taamer, BAOIL ROTOpOr0 eTa Aopora 

rum, ABIBISI rparrinnA c.ded,yeT Ha npoTamenun 1.250 M. apn6.7m3n-
TeJlbH0 no ropnaonTam 2.300, KoTopaa Ha MeCTHOCTH upoxoga H loro-

BOCTOKy HO pgly CRa.anCTLIX moroB H ochmeti, aaTem ona nepeceKaeT 

no rIpaM0i B0CT0qHbI CR.4011 ropm TTTa6epToH n AOXO,VIT 0 TOLIRH, 

pacno.aomenHofi npumepno B 400 mmax R aanap,y OT BbIcOMI 2.160, 
°maims' Ha cDpannyacKoil TepprrropHia npomezrotniro onopy Ka-

HaTHoff Aoporn, HaxoAsnnyroca B )TOM mecTe. 

OTcloAa .11HITH51 rparinnbi nikeT Tame no .upamoff, nepecexaeT pn,A 
CRaJIHCMIX rpniA H Kpyrux CRaTOB, H, HanpaBarnacr, Ii II03ligiTH 

Oorrrell Ae Blimp, He o6oanailenHoii Ha KapTe, y Bmcomi 2.228 

(npn6anarrremao B 1.400 MeTpax K cesepo-BocToKy OT Raaabepa), 
KoTopyro °Ha orn6aeT C BOCTORa, njr,eT no import HeTJIe ,T(OpoTH, cBa3u-

Baronkeft wry noannnio c yKpermerrnorf Kaaapmofi ITIa6epTolla (Ha opore 

OT Ceaann (tleaana) B ItaaBLep), OCTaBIng yKpenaeHna e IsonTen 

Illamya Ha cliiparnlyacKort Tepprrropnn. 

3aTem mama rpannug, c.aejtya cHaqa.aa B IORCHOM Hanpamenna 

110 noKaaannoil Ha KapTe amanaucTpaninnoil rpanrme Koratynu n riO 
cKaancToti rpyqe up116.THI3HTe.abH0 B 400 meTpax Ha ceBep OT Aoporn 
lizaBbep-CeaaHH (neaana), OTRJOHIMTCSI aaTem Ha Toro-aanaA, irpo-

X0,1f,31 y II0AB.02R7311 cKa.a Ha TaROM paccToannu, tiToom nme.aocL ;wen-

Tarim mecTa gaff nocTpoinin Aoporn C AByCTOpOHHHM Artnacenffem. 

Orn6an TaRral o6paaom c ceBepa Aeperano lizanep, ocTaionryroca 

Ha irra.absfficKoft Teppirropnn, olla nbaoArrr KpeKe Cemo, npnmepHo B 

200 meTpax Burnie mocTa ILuaBbep, n aaTem cnycKaeTca rio Tetiennio 

wro peKn n Aa.ilee no TetieHmo perm Ayap Pnnep (Aopna Pnrrapna) 
Aoporn H3 KJIaBbepa B OJfflB atTIMOFI, Nampa ocTaeTcg aa 

MICA, IlTa-
H nAeT HO anti ikopore 0 mocTa tiepea peKy MEIMOH. 

C.Tie,Ayn BBepx HO TelleF11310 )TO ri peRn, npnmepno Ha lipOTIDICeIHO1 

300 M., .7HIBER aaTem oncoAnT OT nee, C./leap Blk0.71E ropHoil Aoponi, 
Aoxoarr ,go BepxHeil onopm Kanamoil Aoporn R.aaBbep (y nepeBaaa 

Mon-lop mo Beg)), KoTopylo oHa OCTaBalleT Ha cppannyacKon Teppn-
Topnn, H aaTem, npoxow HO Rp312Ry, Aocruraer Hunan:Heil 'Tenant.' y 
row xi Man, y norpaHntmoro anaKa 251. Aopora B Aoaruie pesn 
Z.B31011 omens' Ha HTa.7113,EHICROR Teppuropnn. 
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BepxoBbs AOIHH THHe, Be3y6Hs H PoSR.

1. OT BepmnMM KoJi.a JIoHra A0o BepIHHbI MepRanryp.
CM. EapTy 1:20.000, CeHTr-TbeH e TiHe 3-4 H 7-8, Tpya

HOH 5-6.
HoBaa rpaHnra 6yAeT cjeAosBaT no AHHn, Koropaa OTXOAHT OT

nperHei rpaiEnbi y BeprmHII Koj.a Jonra H, HanpaBAJRcb E BOCTOKY
no BoAopa3;ejiy, HAeT BAOJIb ceajmcToro rpe6Ha, npoxoA uepe3 BbICO-
Tm 2.719, 2.562, nepeBaa Ceqqa, AocTHraeT y BbICOTb 2.760 TecTa
AevmI AyrapeT, npoxoPgTr qepe3 BbCOTy 2.672 E nepeBaajy repqa
(2.456) H qepe3 BLICOTb 2.640, 2.693, 2.689 AocTHraeT PORre mA
Ca6oyAe H HIeT B0OJb ceBepHoro rpe6Ha aTOH ropbi.

Cjaeagy no aTOMy rpe6Hno, jaHma rpamnEI AoxonRHT, qepe3 BbICOTbI
2.537, 2.513, nepeBajr JIaycbep (2.461) H BbICOTy 2.573, Ao BICOTHI
TecTa Ayra Aejb JIaycqep (2.587), oTKyaa oHa oTRaoHaeTca 1 ory
Ao TecTa CKoJa Ayra, upoxoAsa epea BepmnrHy JIaycep (2.544) H
ocTaBjaa ee aa HTaJTefi. OTcio oHa o Ha T eqepea BbcoTy 2.484 BAOI0
TponmI, Hnymei no rpe6HIO ropbi, ocTaBJiaa yTy TPOn Ha bpaHnya3CRof
TeppHTopHH, qepea BIICOTb 2.240 H 2.356, nepeceTaeT nepeBsaJ CaHTa-
AHHa H focTHuraeT, npoxoaIa qepea BbCOTbI 2.420 H 2.407, TOKI,
pacnojioemHHofi B 80 MeTpax E Iory OT BbCOTbI 2.378 (BepmHl a
MopaBalwepa).

CJIeAa no ocTaiorgefica Ha 4ipanyaCKofi TeppaTopHH Tpole, npo-
xoAmieHi no xpe6ry, inuHa rpaHnmu npoxoAHT qepea TecTa ra aeji
KaBaAb H qepe3 BucoTy 2.331, ROTopbe ocTamorca Ha 4paHnay3CRof
TeppHTOpHH, 3aTeM, OTXOaS OT Aopora, ona HReT no rpe6HIo TecTa AejLn
Ajpen (2.475) H, qepe3 nepeBaa JIoM6apaa H BBICOTy 2.556, AocTaraeT
BepmHmH JIoM6api a (2.801).

OTroHaacl K Ioro-BOCTOKy, imms rpaHmwb Aajiee npoxoHTr no
craJiHcToMy rpe6Io H, qepea npoxoA IIeanHa, BepnmHy BepMefiJb,
BbiCOTy 2.720, RoTopaa ocTaeTc a a pan4y3scof TeppHTopHn, TecTa
EoM6a rpocca (2.792), nepeBaji JIyno (2.730) H sbcoTy 2.936, AoCTH-
raeT ropu MamHBepH.

Aajiee, Hva B IO HOM0 HanpaBjeHHH qepea BuCOTH 2.701, 2.612 H
BepiHmy TaBeJic (2.804) H oTryqa B BOCTOqHOM1 HanpaBJreHnn, epe3
BrcoTy 2.823, ammra rpaHHm i AocTmraeT TecTa Aexb IKayc (2.889).
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BepxoBba A0.11116 TH6e, Be3y61111 H Pain. 

1. OT Bepinnam Roma .TIonra ):(o Beprnaina Mepicanryp. 

Cm. RapTy 1:20.000, CeErr-Dmen e Time 3-4 II 7-8, Tpya 
110H 5-6. 

iloBaR rpaHrtna 6peT C.7Ie,TIOBaTb II0 KoTopan OTX0,IIRr OT 
npezHeR rpannnm y nein:num Roma JoHra ri, HarrpamaacE, IC Hoff°Ky 
no Ho,r(opame.ay, nrkeT B,40.7113 crtaancToro rpe6na, Hpoxo)EIE qepea BbICO-
TM 2.719, 2.562, nepenaA Ceqqa, AoakiraeT y BbICOTLI 2.760 TecTa 
Aemi, AyrapeT, npoxod,kre qepea rime°Ty 2.672 IC nepena.iry Pepqa 
(2.456) H epea BbICOTM 2.640, 2.693, 2.689 AOCIIll'aeT POKE° Ali 
Ca60yJI0 H 14,TteT B,11c0JIb cenepHoro rpe6Ha aToil ropm. 

CJICAyll HO aTomy rpeano, ARUM rparninm goXO,AHT, Ilepe3 BbICOTbI 
2.537, 2.513, nepena.a JlayccPep (2.461) n BbICOTy 2.573, no BMCOTBI 
TecTa AyTa Ae.n. Jlayc(Pep (2.587), oncyAa ona orloonneTcn IC Eory 
o TecTa Roma Ara, upoxom qepea nepEnEray dayc(4)ep (2.544) H 

OCTaBJDUI ee aa 14Taanert. OTcloAa ona up-seT qepea nmcoTy 2.484 swum 
Tponm, Aumeit no rpe6Eno ropm, OCTaB.711151 aTy Tpony Ha 4aHnyacicorr 
TeppnTopHn, qepea BbICOTH 2.240 H 2.356, nepecercaeT nepena.a Calm-
Anna H AOCTEtraeT, npoxma epea BbICOTBI 2.420 H 2.407, TOIIICH, 
pacHmozermoil B 80 meTpax K 10Ity or BbICOTIA 2.378 (Bepranna 
Mopanairgepa). 

C.amysino ocTaionlefica Ha cDpannyacica TeppErropnn Tpone, npo-
xoxrAtima no xpe67, MEIER rpanniul HpoxoAnT epea TecTa Pa gem. 
RanaAh H qepea Hmcory 2.331, KoTopme ocTaloTen Ha ctipannyacicort 
TeppEtTopErn, aaTem, OTX0All OT Aoporn, (ma WM HO rpeano TecTa Aeas 
AAperc (2.475) H, mepea nepenaa Jlom6apAa H BbICOTy 2.556, AocTHraeT 
Bepramm Jlom6apAa (2.801). 

OTICJIMISIFICI, K loro-nocToKy, JIHHHSI rpaHnnm ga.iiee npoxoAnT no 
cicaancTohry rpeomo H, "Liepea npoxo,/ Manila, Hepmnay Bepmeitn, 

BbICOTy 2.720, EoTopaa ocTaeTca Ha (f)parinyacicok TeppErropm, TecTa 
Romoa Ppocca (2.792), nepenaa Jlyno (2.730) II nmcoTy 2.936, AocTEE-
raeT ropm MaannnepH. 

Amee, WI B loacnom HanpamernEn qepea BbICOTbI 2.701, 2.612 H 
nepranny TaBe.mc (2.804) n arryga B BOCT0qH01/1 HanpameHnn, epea 
weary 2.823, JIMMIE rpanngm AocTnraeT Teem Aezb Kaayc (2.889). 
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,ajiee, OTKTrOHnICh B o6weM ioroBOOTO0HOM HanpaBJIeHnH, MJIHH

rpaHm lbi nepeceKaeT nepeBaa IIopTer, eTe, ei epe3 BbCOTY 2.814,
TecTa xeuia IIopTeTTe, BuCOTY 2.868, Tecra Mapaojm (2.831),
CKaipe AH IIpeqoyHc (2.840), nepeBaj IIpeqPoyHc (2.620), TecTa A
Ta6jaccec (2.851), nepeBai Bpeccec (2.794), TecTa AH Bpeccec
(2.820), BeprrMHy (DpeMaMopra (2.731), nepeBaai DpeMaMopTa,
BbICOThI 2.625, 2.675 H 2.539, BeprnmHY IIarapH (2.686), BepmHny
HayqeTac (2.706), BLICOTbI 2.660 H 2.673, nepeBaji qapHeAma (2.581)
H ;OCTHnraeT BepmHHBI MePICamHyp (2.775).

2. OT BepbnrIH MepKaHTyp Ao ropI ltaambe.

CM. KapTy 1:20.000, Tpya IIOH 5-6 H HTaibi.IHCKy1o KapTy 1:20.000,
MaAoiHa Aejme IHHecTpe.

JIHmH rpaiuHHii HleT OT BepnHHI MepaInryp 9qepe3 BHCOTY

2.705, nepeBaj MepKaHTyp (2.611), BeplHHly rB'Me (2.998), bICOTbI

2.939 H 2.955, TecTa AeLfma PoBHHa (2.981), BbICOTI 2.844 H 2.862,
nepeBaji PoBHHa, Kafpe A;ejm AHbeJi (2.935, 2.867, 2.784), BepmHHy
Kafipe Aejib AHbeji (2.830), BepmMHy MaJIaapHBa (2.860), Bepmymw
Kafipac (2.831), Bepmnny Kyrypa (2.881, 2.921), BepCmHy raHccec
(2.896), BbICOTM 2.766, 2.824, Bepmmy JIoM6apAa (2.842), bICOTbI

2.831, 2.717, 2.591, 2.600 H 2.582, Boqqa (IopHo, BeplmMry OmHHecTpe
(2.657), nepeBaai (IHHecTpe, BbICOTI 2.634, 2.686, 2.917 H aOCTHraeT
BepmHbI ,zIeIac (3.143); aaTeM HeeT qepe3 BMCOTy 3.070 H Bep-

nmnHy MaJieUla (3.061), cineAyeT BAOJIL TponHb, Beayngefi K nepeBaay
IlarapH (2.819), 3aTeM, no IIOKa3aHHofi Ha RapTe a1MHHHCTpaTHBHOfi
rpanHHe ROMMyHbI, AoxogHT Ao nepeBana ropu KIranbe (2.827) H orH-
6aeT ropy KIanbe (3.045) c ceBepHofi H BOCTOqHOfi CTOpoHbI, npoxoff
no aAMHHHCTpaTHBHOH rpaHmne, HaHeceHHofi Ha KapTe.

3. OT ropI KlaIIbe Ao nepeBaja TeHaa.

CM. HraJbaHCKIcyo apTy 1:20.000, MaAoHHa AeHue (ImHecTpe
H Koiae AH TeHAa.

OT ropbI Raamne jmia rpaHHn b, cAieya no amcHHH TpaTHBHOH

rpamH e, noKa3aHHmoi Ha EapTe, H qepea BICOTbI 2.915, 2.887, 2.562,
nepeBan AlBeji H BbCOTY 2.679, AocTHraer BepIIHHU AmHBejb (2.775).

EIH B BOCTOqTOM HanpaBjeHHH H iporojizaaa CJeeOBaIT Ho inora-
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,T(a.aee, ono011aSICI) B oonAem 10POBOCTOIIHOM Hanpamennn, JIHHHH 

rpainulbi nepeceKaeT nepesaa llopTerre, HOT wpea HbicoTy 2.814, 
TecTa gems' llopTerre, macory 2.868, TecTa Map;Rom (2.831), 
Itaripe n Ilpecpoync (2.840), nepeHa.a IlpecDoyHc (2.620), Teem An 
Ta6.aaccec (2.851), nepesa.4 Bpeccee (2.794), Teem Bpeccee 

(2.820), HepmnHy OpemamopTa (2.731), nepesaa OpemamopTa, 

BbICOTM 2.625, 2.675 H 2.539, BepumEry llarapn (2.686), Hepranny 
FlaygeTac (2.706), BbICOTIA 2.660 H 2.673, impel:ma 11.0pnemKa (2.581) 

AOCTIVaeT Bepimnim MepKaarryp (2.775). 

2. OT Hepnrnam MepKanTyp o ropm Rzanhe. 

Cm. KapTy 1:20.000, Tpya 110H 5-6 II nram,yrHcKylo RapTy 1:20.000, 
MaAopnia Aexie chniecipe. 

rpaininu Hjr,eT OT Bepmmira MepKaHTyp tiepeo Hue°Ty 

2.705, nepeHaz MepKairryp (2.611), Bepruary PHJIbe (2.998), BbICOThl 
2.939 H 2.955, TecTa Aezasi Pomina (2.981), BbICOTH 2.844 if 2.862, 
impel:ma PoHnHa, Rape e.im AHLem. (2.935, 2.867, 2.784), Hepumoy 
Rape Awn, AHLe3n, (2.830), Hepouilly Mazaapnoa (2.860), Heprnnay 
ftafipac (2.831), HepronHy Ityryma (2.881, 2.921), Heprmilly ranccec 
(2.896), BbICOTbI 2.766, 2.824, Bepunmy Jlom6ama (2.842), BbICOTIA 
2.831, 2.717, 2.591, 2.600 112.582, Boa OopHo, BepEuftury einnecTpe 
(2.657), nepeHaa OnnecTpe, BbICOMI 2.634, 2.686, 2.917 H ,goenuseT 
Bepinumm Aze.aac (3.143); 3aTeM nuT impe3 BbICOTy 3.070 rt Hep-

molly Ma.aemia (3.061), c.ffegyeT HAo.irb Tporn,r, HeAynAell IC nepemay 
Harapn (2.819), aaTem, no noKaoaHHoft Ha Kape ammHnurpaTnsHoPi 
rpannne KommyHm, AoxoAnT go nepermaa ropht it.aanbe (2.827) H orn-
6aeT ropy Raanbe (3.045) c cesepHoit n BOCTOIIHOti CT0p0HbI, 111302COXI 
HO amanHncrpannmoil rpaHnne, HaHeceHHoA Ha KapTe. 

3. Or ropm It.aanbe go neperta.aa Teruo,. 

Cm. HTaJIbRIICRy10 RapTy 1:20.000, MaAolnia Aexie OnnecTpe 
ia Kamm yin Telma. 

OT ropm Raanhe zinnia rpannw, caeya no axmaancTpaTnEnoil 
rpainnle, noKaaaHHoli Ha KapTe, ii ilepea BLICOTH 2.915, 2.887, 2.562, 

nepesa.a AnbeaLIi BbICOTy 2.679, AocTuraeT Hepnmam Aniezb (2.775). 

TIM B BOCTO1THOM Hanpamerum H npmozataa caopitarb HO HORa-
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3amHHoH Ha KapTe agmHHCTpaTHBHOii rpaHHEe H qepe3 BBICOTLI 2.845 H
2.843 Epaasa AmeamB, jzHnm rpaHHnE i AoxoHTr Ao BepmmmHH CKaH-
Aefiepa (2.706), nepeceEaeT nepeBaJ Ca66HoHe (2.332), nrpoxoATr
'epe3 BMCOTSI 2.373, 2.226, 2.303 H 2.313, BepmHHy Ca66noHe
(2.610), BbICOTy 2.636, nmm IIepaHSma, BbICOTrI 2.609, 2.585, 2.572
H 2.550 aH AocTHraeT Poima eAjja A6Hcco (cKaja A6Hcco) (2.755).

IIpogojimaa cjieAOBaTb no noa3amHHoi Ha KapTe aimHHHCTpaTHB-
HOH rpaiEme Ao BOCTOTHOrO CKJIOHa BBICOTbI 2.360, a 3aTeM, caeAya
B0ojb CKaJIHCTbIX OTporoB Ha ceBep OT PeRaOHe IIbaH MHCCOH, JIHHH
rpaHHiB>1 Brxoffr Ha Tpony, HAgyny4 o K rope BeEKo Pocco, E cJiefyeT
no Hel KI ceBepy O COT B T 2.181, 2.116, 1.915, aaTeM oHa HgeT BrAOJ,
mocce Ha inpoTSaeHHH OKEOio 1 EM. B ceBepHOM HaIIpaBJeHHH, a 3aTeM
OIMHr Bo3BpainaeTci E yrau3aiHmo TponIe H cJeAyeT no Hefi Ao nepeBajia
TeHna, InpeeM Rta Tpona, TBK H y0oMIHyTrBf oTpe3oK mocce ocTaiorca
Ha q4paHny3cIEo TeppHTopHH.

4. Or nepeBaaa TeiHa Ao BepnmHHL MnccyH.
CM. rTamisHcK yo EO apTy 1:20.000, TeHga H 'epToaa fH IIe3ao.
OT iepeBaJia TeniHA HOBaa mnim rpaHEgb, OCTaBrmm Tpony Ha

4paHlyacKofi TeppHTOpHH, HAeT qepea BBICOTH 1.887 H 2.206, OTXOIHr
OT aTOH TponBH H cjeAyeT BAOJI ciKajCToro rpe6Ha, Ho noEKaaHHoi
Ha EapTe aAMHHHCTpaTHBHOH rpaHHie, A0 BepmHHb BeRKo (2.300),
npoxoga qepe3 BUCOTy 2.262.

HAI E ceBepy BAOJIB nKaaaHHofi Ha aapTe aAMHHHCTpaTHBHOf
rpaHHlMb, IHHHa rpaHagSb npoxoFrT qepe3 nepesaaJI epja (2.086),
cJaeAyeT no Tpone, OTropasa HeT BrAOA cEaaJcToro c6poca Ha BepnrMHe
KyHH Ao HepeBaIa Boafipa, rge oHa OTXOAHT OT aTof TpoIIB H EHeT
no Kpaary B ceBepHOM HanpaBJeHHH, ocTaBjaaj ynoMamYTyry Tpony Ha
qbpaHnyacKoA TeppHTOpHH.

lpoxoAa 3aTeM no CEKaicroMy c6pocy, Ammia rpaHmubi HieT K
BbICOTe 2.275, :oxOaTr AO TecTa qayAoH (2.386), gneT BAOZb
CraIncTrx cKaTOB, nepeceraeT nepeBaia lIsbaa (2.219) H goxoiTrr
0o BMCOTh 2.355 ropH KapceHe, ocTamoefica 3a PapaHmuef, npoxoAH
no ee ceBepHoMy cKaAHcToMy rpe6Hmo, qepe3 IIH CTpajmAH (2.375) H
BMCOTBI 2.321 n 2.305 Ao nepeBaaa CKapaaoH, 3aTeM pe3Ko HOBopa-
tHBaer IK ceBepy AO BLscOTM 2.352, rge oHa cxoATrca c o6 o3HaqeHHoE
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aaHHoii Ha HapTe mmuTincTpanwHoll rpm:Hake 11 repea BLICOTM 2.845 n 
2.843 icpnaca Anbe.aL, minim rpananTA Aoxop-gr 0 Hepnunna CHan-
Aefiepa (2.706), nepecexaeT nepeHa.a Ca66none (2.332), npoxoArrr 
tiepea HEacoTrA 2.373, 2.226, 2.303 H 2.313, Hepiumry Ca66noHe 
(2.610), BLICOTy 2.636, mut Ilelipacfnma, BLICOTH 2.609, 2.585, 2.572 
11 2.550 H AociuraeT PoicHa AeJLTIL A6ncco (cHaza A6ncco) (2.755). 

IlpoAo.aatan c.aelkoBarb no noxaaanHofi Ha HapTe axsallincTpaTne-
Hori rpaHaRe o HocTotmoro cx.aoHa BLICOTLI 2.360, a 3aTem, wieuya 
nzkom, CHRJIHCTLIX °VW-1)B Ha ceHep OT PeMIC011e llrm MHCCOH, JfflHiia 
rpaHnup BLIX011,14T Ha Tpony, AlplyTo lc rope Beim) Pocco, u CJI0,yeT 
HO Heil IC ceHepy OT BLICOT 2.181, 2.116, 1.915, 3aTem oHa HAeT BAOJIB 
'Emcee Ha npoTamennn °ROJO 1 RM. B COBepHOIAI Hanpapaenza, a 3aTeDI 
OILSITL HonpankaeTcH IC yEa3aHHoft Tpone H cae,a,yeT no Heti Ao nepeHaaa 
TeH,lka, upwiem Haft Tpona, Tax H ynomanymti oTpe3oK mocce ocTaloTca 
Ha cppannyacHoil Teppuropnn. 

4. Or Trepesam Tern Ao Bepuramm Mnceyn. 

Cm. nTaabancEpo HapTy 1:20.000, Tewka H llepTo3a zin Remo. 

Or nepeHma Pena Hosaa rparanw, ocTaRana Tporry na 
(f)paHnyacicoil TeppnToprai, ngeT ilepea BLICOTEI 1.887 H 2.206, OTX0MIT 
OT aT011 Tponhi H c.ae,1-yeT WIOJIL CHWIRCTOPO rpe6Ha, no HoKa3aHHocr 
Ha Rape axsnmeTparnsHoff rpaHune, jo Hepunam Beim° (2.300), 
npoxma epea Bucory 2.262. 

Hsi IC ceriepy B,ZIOJIb noKaaaHnoff Ha Nape aMHHHCTpaTTIBH0f1 
rpaHnnu, JIHHHR rpaHnnbi npoxowr epea nepepa.4 llep.aa (2.086), 
cAe,zkyeT no Tone, KoTopan noT WM) cRa.ancToro c6poca Ha Bepumue 
Rpm jAsa nepeHa.aa Boatipa, re oHa OTX0XEIT OT aToil Tponm H rukeT 
HO Kpazy B certepHom HanpameHan, OCTaBAMI ynosurHyryio Tpony Ha 
ifJpaHnyacRofi TeppnTopmn. 

Ilpoxom aaTem no citaxacTomy c6pocy, JIITHHFI rpaImLj IkeT X 

BLICOTe 2.275, AoxoxErr ,tto Teem %poll (2.386), nikeT BAWL 
cr:a.ancTux cgaTos, TrepecemeT nepeHa.a IEsma (2.219) H Aoxowr 

AO BEACOM! 2.355 ropu Rapcene, ocTaTorgefica aa Opamtneii, rrpoxom 
no ee cenepHomy crcaoncTomy rpe6mo, epea MIK Cipa.in,gn (2.375) ii 
BLICOTLI 2.321 n 2.305 iTo nepeHa.aa CRapaaoH, aaTem pen() HoHopa-

lineaeT E cenepy o BLICOTLI 2.352, re olla exogrca c o6o3HagenHati 
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Ha KapTe affuMHcTpaTHBHo0 rpanHefi, no KOTOpoi OHa cJeAyeT AO
nmKa Maprapeic (2.651) qepe3 BbICOTI 2.510 H 2.532.

OTnumOHaCb 3aTeM r Iory, JIHnnm rpaHm.bi HMaeT no Kpamsy, npo-
XOrHT qepe3 BbICoTy 2.585 I, cniycRaacb BAO0b crasicToro rpe6na,
lOxoAHT AO nepeBaza Jlaro Aes CmmopH.

CAieAya 3aTeM no ocTaommgeIca Ha (pamHy3cRoH TeppHTopHH Tpoue,
upoxoaIqefi no CKJIOHy ropbi, H, upoxoqa gajee no rpe6HIo ropHI
IIepTera, JmHHH rpaimi ,i AOXOAHT AO ee BepnIHbI (2.402), cnycKascb

BAOJ0M cKaJMcToro c6poca Ao nIepeBajia BeiKne (2.106) H cNeAyeT
oTTrya no Tpone, ocTaIonieica Ha Qapanmy3cEOi TeppHTOpHM, AO ropi

BepTpaH, npoxoaq sqepea BbICOTh 2.190, 2.162, BepnmHy BecEoBo

(2.257) H BepmmHy Bejiera (2.366).
OT ropbI BepTpalH (2.481) Jumna rpaRHubiE HeT no aAMmHHcTpa-

THBHOH rpaimgne, IIoa3aHHofi Ha RapTe, Ao IepeBaia Pocca, r;e ona

CHoBa CxoAHTca C TpoioHi, mHyieH: 0 no RparEy, HAeT BAOJlb Hee 1epes

BbICOTI 2.179 H 2.252 Ao Bepmrmub MnccyH (2.356), orm6aa ee c
BOCTORa, H nrpoAoJIaeT cJIeAoBaTb n0 TOR ace TponIe, ocTaBaaa ee Ha

4PpaHmy3CKEO TeppHTOpHH.

5. OT BePmmmHI MnccyH Ao nepeBaja llerafipoe.

CM. KapTy 1:20.000, IIyaHT Ae Jhoro 1-2 H 5-6.
CJIeAya BAOJLb DTOi TpOnbI no Kpaay, IHHma rpaimHH i npoxoAHT

MiMfO epeBaJia KpaBapopa H BOCToqHee BbICOTbI 2.265 It rmuy (Iapenra.
3aTeM OHa OTXOAHT OT TpOIbI, o6xoAa C BOCTOKa BepmHy BeHTo3a,

BbIXOJHT Ha Tpory, HAjymyio qeepe3 HepeBaai TaHapeAio, OCTaBjIEI 3a

(paHnHefi pacnoJoeKeHnue y TponH cTpoeHHia, H HAeT Aajiee MHMO
ropbi TaHapejuro. Ona nepeceeaeT 3aTeM nepeBan Ba3epa (2.038),
orn6aeT ropy CaKapejuio, ocTaBmam ee npHMepHo B 300 MeTpax K

3aunagy, H, cJieya cnHaqana 1no CKajHCTOMy rpe6HIo, a 3aTeM BBepx no

Tpone go nepeBaja KojuiapAeHTe, ocTHaraeT rpe6Ha, no rOTOpoMy oHa
HJeT K rope KojiapaeHTe, ocTaBiaa (Ipamn bi BICOTy 1.762. C 3Toro
MecTa oHa cIeAyeT BAOJb TpOIIb, ROTOpyIO oCTaBJIaeT Ha nTaJIHnHCEO

TeppHTopHH, ,ocTHraeT ropbI KCojapaeHTe, ocTaBj 3a (4paHmHeii

Tpony, KOTOpaa nepeceIaeT 3Ty ropy, H 3aTeM cjeayeT no 1TOH Tpone
qepe3 Bacca JHi CaHCOH, orH6aa c BOCTOKa H C iora BUCOTy 1.769, Ao

CTpoeHHH, Haxo0amlixca IipMepHO B 500 M. Ha BOCTOK or TecTa Aem
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Ha Rape apolancTparnmoil rparmilleil, no RoTopoit oHa czeikyeT 
Irma Maprapefic (2.651) epea BlaICOMI 2.510 H 2.532. 

OTRZOMUICb aasem R iory, MEM rpaHnikm 1[AeT HO Rpamy, npo-
xoxaT epea IMICOTy 2.585 n, cnycRanch BAOJII) CEa.TIECTOPO rpeonn, 
AOXOAHT jo nepenam Jar° en CIEHLopn. 

C.ae,a,yn 3aTem no ocTaionkerloa Ha eppann,y3cRofi TeppuTopnri Tpone, 
iipoxoganketino cmaoHy ropm, H, npoxoxka Aame HO Ppe6H10 ropm 
IIepTera, JIHHH51 rpaHnup ,g0X0AHT jko ee nepurnum (2.402), cnyeRanch 
nAo.irb cRaancToro copoca o nepena.11a BeRRne (2.106) 11 caeiver 
orryAa no pone, ocTaloindica Ha cf)pannyacRofi TeppirropEra, o ropm 
BepTpaH, npoxom (Iepe3 BLICOMI 2.190, 2.162, Bepimury Becnoeo 
(2.257) H nepumay Beaera (2.366). 

OT ropm BepTpark (2.481) JJMHHI PpaHHHIII yokel.no apolancTpa-
THB11011 rparnme, noRaaannoil Ha RapTe, o nepenaaa Pocca, re ona 
CHOBa CX0,1IIITC11 C Tponork, rukyakeil HO Rpazy, nzleT BAOJIL Hee 1101)03 
BIACOMI 2.179 H 2.252 Ao Bepnamm Mnecyn (2.356), orn6an ee C 
BOCTORa, H III)01(0.71.ZaeT CJW0BaTI3 HO TOR ze T1)OHO, OCTaBAREE ee Ha 
cppallnyacRoil Teppnropnn. 

5. OT eepoulem Mitcoyn o nepeea.im 

Cm. Ram 1:20.000, Ilyaur ,zke JIToro 1-2 H 5-6. 
C.aeikya BAOJII) nal Tp0HIII HO 'gamy, JIHHIBI rpunnkm rkpoxoAnT 

MEMO nepenaaa Rpaenpopa H BOCTOIlHee BLICOMI 2.265 K [nifty cilapenra. 
3aTem oHa OTX0,1AHT OT TpOULI, 06X0,1(51 C BOCTORa Bepanmy BeHTo3a, 
BEIXO,IIIIT Ha Tpony, nATInylo -gepe3 nepena.4 TaHapeam, OCTaBJIBR aa 
dopaHnneti pacnommemme y Tponm erpoeHna, H HIkeT ,gazee MEMO 
ropm TaHapezao. Ona nepeceRaeT 3aTOM nepeRaz Baaepa (2.038), 
orn6aeT ropy CaRape.a.uo, OCTaBJI1151 ee upnmepHo B 300 meTpax it 

aana,u,y, H, caeikya cHatia.aa 110 cRaancTomy rpe6mo, a aaTem nnepx no 
Tpone o nepeeaaa lioxiapAeHTe, ,IkocincraeT rpe6na, no RoTopomy °Ha 

R rope Rozaawkenre, OCTaBJUla Opanunn mem 1.762. C DToro 
mecTa °Ha c.aeAyeT B,1(0.7113 Tponm, Romp-y-10 ocTan.aneT Ha nraamurcRoft 
Teppuropun, ikocTliraer ropm Ito.a.4ameme, OCTaBJIMI aa (13pannneil 
Tpony, RoTopan nepeceRaeT aTy ropy, H aaTem c.ffeAyeT II0 TO Tp0He 
nepea Bacca j1H Cancon, orn6an c BocToRa II c lora BbicoTy 1.769, lko 
cwoemiurt, maxmawmxca npmmepme B 500 ra. Ha BOCTOR or TecTa Au= 
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HaBa (BbCOTa 1.934) H ocTaIroIH ca Ha qapaHly3CEOiH TeppHTopHH.
OTxoA0a OT TponbI y BTHX CTpOeHBH, JiHHH rpaHHAbI npoxo:mHT no

rpe6mo ropi TecTa AejIa HaBa, cxoaIrca c TPOIIOh, Hyneiie1 no 3TOMy
rpe6Ho H ocTaionmefica Ha 4DpaHAy3cRoH TeppHTopHH, H cJreAyeT BAOJI
nee Ao CTpoeImi IoroBOCTOqHee BepmmmI ropb MapTa (Barie), MHMO
eOTOpoHI oHa IpOXOInHT C BOCTOKa.

OrryAa BAOJ; TpomII, I aymei no rpe6mo H ocTamIoInefcs Ha 4cpaH-
LAY3CKOH TeppHTopnH, JimHHB rpaimgH I IpPOXOjHT MIMO ropbi 1IepHaHa,
OTXOWHT OT TpO IbI H AocTHraeT rop rIpaH (2.014), H BHOBB BBIXOHT
F Tpone y nepeBaja (1.875). IIo 3T0i Tpone oHa HAeT, orH6aa BepImnly
BajieTTa H ropy IIeTpaseKEHa, Ao cKaJncToro rpe6rma ocjeiHefi ropu.

JimHaJr rpaHnIi nepeceKaeT 3aTeM geqfnie lHeii3a, HAeT BAO.I
rpe6Ha, qepe3 BIUCOT 1.759, go ropI TopagAo (1.972), 3aaTeM o
BepnmHI JIoraM6oH H AebHAie RopBO, aeT MHMO ropBI Bay3o H ropm
JIera (1.552, 1.563 H 1.556) H cnycEaeTca no rpe6mo nocae;AHeAi ropu
Aio nepeBaaa MypaToHe.

EHa BAoJb rpe6ra no Tpone, ocTaIoiefica Ha H paHycrEofi Tep-
PHTOPHH, JnmHHH rpaHHmi BbXOAHT r rope CrapaccaH, HEa ajree K
rory OT ropH BaTTOmHHO H ioEHee BmCOTH 1.358 Ao nepesazia
lerafipoe.

6. OT nepeBaaa IIerafipoje Ao ropm Mepro.
CM. EapTy 1:20.000, HyaHT Ae JI oro 5-6, CaH-PeMO 1-2,

MeHToHa 3-4.
OT nepeBaJia nerafpoje mHma rpaHHMb cJIeAyeT no aAMHHm-

cTpaTHBHoft rpaHme, oTMeqeHHofi Ha iapTe, ocTaBjiaa ICTepHe aa
OpamHeit, noHHHMaeTca Ha ropy CmioHacco, cnycRaeTcs Ao nepeBajia
H HAeT BAOJI TpOUb Ha Maprepna CyaH, oCTaBEJI ary TpO0Iy Ha DpaH-
Iy3cKoE TeppHTopHH, a maie - Ha HTaJnfaHCKoE TeppHTopHH.

IIpofo.IaEaa cJIeAOBaTb BAojm a9Tof TpOInI, ocTaIoIgeicaI Ha ipaH-
ay3cKoE TeppHTopHH, JInBa rpaHEim HAeT BocTOqHee ropb TecTa
A'AjInne qepe3 IoHTaHa AeH a parH E HCTOTHKaM y BBICOTbI 1.406.
OTryaa qepea BbICOTy 1.297 oHa npoxomT KR BOCTOEy OT Kojaua Cropa,
KMHyeT BHCOTM 1.088, 1.016, H 1.026, nepecelaeT cKEajCTIHi RpaS2
ropI KRIOOM6H H H AeT o aJMEHncTpaTnBHofi rpamHne KaHTOHa,
nosa3aHmHo Ha rapTe. aaee oHa AerT no BepnuiHe ropu Peate (846
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Hasa (BE.ICOTa 1.934) H ocTaiomxxca Ha cppanny3cRoii TeppnTopnn. 
OTX0W1 OT TpOIMI y 3TELX cwoeing, .7M111111 rpannnm npoxo,a,liT no 

rpeomo ropm TecTa Ae.aza Hasa, exoxiTca c TponoR, ngmeil no aTomy 
rpe6mo n ocTasmnerica Ha (1)paHrkyacRoli TeppnTopsin, H caed,yer BAOJIL 
nee Ao cTpoennti lorosocToiniee seprmlum ropm MapTa (BareRe), mom 
xoTopoii °Ha npoxopmT C BOCT0Ea. 

OTrya BAOJIL Tponm, wind(no rpeomo H OCTa101gelICSI Ha pan-
ry3cIco Teppwropsn, umna rpannnbi npoxoAnT MTMO ropm Ilepnana, 
OTX0MIT OT TpOTTLT H AocimraeT ropm Ppan (2.014), H BROM) BLIX0,11,14T 

Tpone y nepesam (1.875). 110 TO Tpone oHa PACT, °moan sepnrany 
Baaerra H ropy IlLeTpasemna, o cRazacToro rpeona nocao-,Heil ropm. 

JInmaa rpannw nepeceRaeT 3aTem Awinue Fineriaa, njAeT BAO.Thb 
rpe6na, -qepe3 smcoTy 1.759, Ao ropm Topaxgo (1.972), 3aTem ,go 
sepninum Jloram6oH H Aecpme 'Cops°, wkeT 3111310 ropm Bayao H mph' 
Jlera (1.552, 1.563 H 1.556) H cnycxaeTca no rpe6Hio nocae,zwert ropm 
go nepesa.4a MypaTone. 

BA0.111. rpeona HO 1110He, ocTaionkefica Ha cDpannyacRoit Tep-
pErropnn, JIHRH51 rpaHnrw BBIXOXIT E rope CxapaccaH, n,ziikaaee 
lory OT ropm BaTToanao H lozHee smcom 1.358 ,go nepesa.aa 
Heratipme. 

6. OT nepesaza Heratipom wpm Mepro. 

Cm. RapTy 1:20.000, Ilyanr e Jhoro 5-6, Can-Pemo 1-2, 
MarroHa 3-4. 

Or nepesam Heratipue .7mann rpaHnnm camel' no amnign-
cTpaTnsHoti rpaHnne, oTmetieHHok Ha RapTe, ocTaszna lIncTepHe 3a 
Opannneti, nomnimaeTcsi Ha ropy CnmoHacco, cnycRaeTca o nepesaaa 
n nrkeT BAOJIb Tp0IIIJ Ha Maprepna Cyan, OCTaBJIFIR Dry Tpoiry Ha 4pan-
I3CKO Teppmropnn, a maze — Ha urazbancRoft Teppirropun. 

Hpoo.aataa c.awkosaTs BA0.1Th aTort Tponm, °onion-viten Ha 45paH-
Hy3cRoll Teppnropsn, AHEM rpalBEI,E1 HikeT BOCT011He0 rophr TecTa 
A'Aabne tiepe3 (130HTana Aeu Aparri K HCTOqmj a y BbIC0TM 1.406. 
OnyAa impe3 smcoTy 1.297 oHa Hp02COAHT ic socToxy OT Roam Cropa, 
mnnyeT BLICOTIA 1.088, 1.016, n 1.026, nepeceRaeT CEMEICTIal xpsiat 
ropm Rommonn H imer no aximinicTpaTnsHoil rpaHsge Ramona, 
noxaaanaort Ha EapTe. ,Tame oHa Aim no Bepluitue ropm Peabe (846 
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H 858), Ha Ioro-3anaae OT KOTOpofi oHa OTXOHT OT aAMCHHcpaTHBHOH
rpaHHEbI, cjieAyeT B ioro3anaH0M HanipaBjieln, cnycKascb no IKpaSy
Ceppa Aeab ApneTra (543, 474 H 416) AO Ta.JBera peru Pois, H
nepeceKaeT 9Ty peRy npH6JIm3HTejbHO B 200 MeTpax K ceBepo-3aHaAy
OT MOCTa IDaHreTTO.

JIlmia rpauHHHb noIFHMaeTca 3aTeM no ArpyroMy 6epery Pofia
Ao nTyHra, pacnojoaSeHHoro InpH6jH3HTeJiHO B 350 MeTpax oT yoMaHy-
Toro MOCTa, H OTTyAa OTXOHT T peIH B Ioro3anaaHoM HanpaBJeHfH
Ao BuCOTI 566. OT 3Toro nymTa OHa o HAeT B 3aIIaAHa M HanpaBJeHHH
Ao oBpara, KOTOpHIi ciycKaeTCSa i OjmBeTTa, 3aTeM HAeT no HeMy AO
Iocceoi o ,oporH, OCTaBJIS Ha HTaJSIRHCKCOi TeppHTopHH aEHJm AOMa
BAOJIl 9TOMi AoporH, H IoAHnhaeTca no oJrname TpOHo IipH6JIH3HTejnHO
Ha 200 MeTpoB. ,Aamee oHa HanpaBaeTcsa K BsicoTe 410 go nepeceeeima
c ropHoil Aoporofi OseTTa - CaH lamEpojiaMo. OTCIOga, npoWia no
9TOfi Mopore npH6jIa3HTejbHo Ha 100 MeTpoB B IOrOBOCTOMOM Hanpa-
BAeIHn, OHa CHOBa HAeT B o6ineM HanipaBaiemf Ha ioro-3aInaA Ao BbCO-
Ti 403, iaa npH6jmn3HTeaIHO B 20 MeTpax R lory BiAOJm AOpor, OTMe-
ieHHofi a RapTe. OT BbICOTH 403 oHa HMeT no rpe6HIO mina BerRe Ao
OTmeTRH 379, 3aTeM, CHOBa HanpaBiaacb Ha ioro-3alnaA, nepecexeaeT no-
TOK BeBepa, HAI no TaJILBery B HanipaBJeHHm ropmi Mepro, BepinHy KO-
TOpoH0 (BUCOTa 686) oHa orn6aeT ipH6jm3HTeJIHO B 50 MeTpax K tory,
ocTaBJaa ee Ha q)paHiy3cKofi TeppHTopHH, H coeHHmSeTca C irpesHefi
rpaImmeH B TOqRe, pacnoaioeHHofi 1npH6Jma3HTeAbHO B 100 MeTpax K
ioro3anaAy OT yUoMMHyrTOfi BepnmIHI.

nP HJI0EHHE III.
rapaHTHH, OTHOCRHUHeCI H MOH CeHH

. paioHy TeHAa-BpHra.

(cM. CTaTno 9)
A. rAPAHTHH, KOTOPbIE AOJIltHbI BbITb IIPEAOCTAB-

JIEHIBI IPAHIITJIEH HTA I B CB313H C IIEPEX0OM
IIJIATO MOH CEHII:
1. B OTHOUOeHmH BOAHOi 3HeprMH, nocTynaioiuei HaU oaepa MOH

CeHH A/n rnHApo3neHTptqIecKHx Lenei:
a) (4pamHni 6yaeT EOHTrpoBpoBaTL nocTyllnenne BOAb Hs o3epa

MOH CeHH B InoJ3ebMHi Tpy6onpoBoA, CHa6aaioamni rApocTamHI
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H 858), Ha loro-3anaAe OT Koropofi oHa OTX0,4111 OT apinnncrparnBHoit 
rpanngm, c.aeAyer B loroaanaHom Hai:Tamen:nil, cnycHaxch noxpaaty 
Ceppa Aeah Apnerra (543, 474 H 416) Ao Taabsera pexn Pam, n 
nepecexaer pry pexy 11pH6J1H3HT0J1/3110 B 200 merpax IC cesepo-aanaxy 
OT mom OaHrerro. 

..TInHna rpaHnum nomnimaercx aarem no Apyromy 6epery Pala 
jo nyHrra, pacnomaceHHoro Hp116J1H3HT0JILHO B 350 merpax OT ynomaHy-
TOM MOCTa, H arryAa OTX0,11,13T OT pexn B lormanaHom HanpameHnn 

BhICOTIA 566. Or aroro nyintra °Ha nAer B 3anwom HanpaB.aennn 
O oBpara, Horopmti cnycHaerca IC 0.7mBerra, aarem mei' no HeMy 

mocceilHort Aoporn, OCTaBJETH Ha IITa.71LEFICEOFI Tepprrropum = JIM Aoma 
BX10.313 aroR Aoporn, n,noaramaerca no A0J11111e Tp0H0 11pH6JIH3HTWILHO 
Ha 200 merpoB. Aa.rfee oHa Hanpataxerca K BbICOTO 410 Ao nepeceileHnsi 
c ropHo oporoll Omit:Berra CaH ,ItzHpozamo. Orcio,Aa, irporixr no 
OTOr opore ITIMI6JIH311TeJI13110 Ha 100 MeTp0B B 101.0BOCTOIIHOM Hanpa-
HAMM, oHa cHoBa HAer B oftem Hanpamerraa Ha Toro-3allaik go HMCO-
Tb1 403, RAH IIPH6.7133iffeEbH0 B 20 MeTpax IC 10I'y B0JIh AoporH, came-
irenHoil Ha mine. OT BLICOTIA 403 oHa Ager HO rpeomo mum Beim° ,iko 
OTMeTEH 379, 3arem, cHoBa Hanpamafich Ha loro-aanaiA, nepecexaer no-
TOR BeBepa, ILEX HO Ta.usery B Hanpamenlin ropm Mepro, Bepamy KO-
Toport (BbICOTa 686) oHa orn6aer 11pH6J111311TeJILHO B 50 MeTpax K lOry, 
OCTaBJ1H11 ee Ha cppaHrcy3cRoti reppnropErn, H coeAmmerca c npezHeil 
rpaHnneli B ratme, pacnomzeHnoil npn6.anurre.mno B 100 merpax x 
loroaanmy OT 3rnomanyroA BeprmaHm. 

IIPPIII 0H{EHHE II I. 

lapaoram, OTHOCHW,NeCH H MOH CeHN 
m pallooy Teon-Spara. 

(CM. crarmo 9) 
A. PAPAHT1414, ROTOPLIF. AOJIIKHEI MTh I1PErl0CTAB-

JLEHLI OPAHHHER HTAJIHH B CB/13H C 11141PFX0,110M 
EITIATO MOH CEHH: 

1. B OTHOWeHNN BOAHOR 3oeprow, nocrynalow,ell 113 o3epa MOH 
CeHN jna ritapoanearpagecamx Rena: 

a) Opaminisi 6yAer Hourpo.inipoBan nocTywienne Bow 113 oaepa 
MOH Cella B nomemmii rpy6onpoBo,rt, cria6zaionwii rggpocTamixt 
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B PpaH CKaJia, BeHayc H MOMIaHTepo C TaKHM pacqeTOM, Tio6bI
InoaaBaTb 3THM ieKTpOCTTaHInTiM TaeOe EKoJqeCTBO BOAI H inpH TaKOM

peafHMe, KaK DTO MO0eT lIoTpe6oBaTbCSa Jia HTaJIH;
b)' (pamiHa AOJLIHa peMOHTHpOBaTb H COIfepmaTb B xopoIeM H

BIIOHe HCIpaBHOHM COCTOsHHH H, Ino epe HaAo6HOCTH, o6HOBJIaTb Bce
Heo6xoaHiMIe I, i ea peryJMpoBaHrHa n oAaq BOJbI COOpyKeHHna, RaE
3TO npeAyCMOTpeHO B 1. a>>, nOCKOJIbKy 3TH COopyEeHna HaxOArTCH
Ha (DpaHuiy3cKoH TeppHTopHH;

c) OpaHIra oJIaZHa HHopMRpOBaTL HTajmio, nocEKOJiby H
xora ITaJia nioTpe6yeT 3Toro, O KOJiqeCTBe 3aIIaCOB BObI B o3epe
MOH CeHH, a Taiace AaBaTa eI BcrryIo 0pyryio nHHqopMamHIo, OTHOCS-
lmyiocs K 3TOMy BonpOcy, c TeM, ITO06bI AsaTb TaJIHH B03MOaEHOCTh
onpegAejar 0OJmiqecTBO InoJieamareI noAaqe qepe3 yEa3aHHbiH og-I
3ewMHfi Tpy6o0ipoBO; BOAb H ee peacm;

d) (DpaHuma 6yAeT BmoJrIOAHT BbImeyRCaHH3bIe IIocTaHOBAJeHHl

c co6jnoAeHHeM A0JiaEHOi BDOHOMHH H OTHOCHTh 3a CeT HITaJIHH

4ImaETHqeCIKe pacxojbI, noHeceHHbIe npn 3TOM.

2. B OTHOleHHH 3neHTpo3HeprHH, Bbpa6aTbuaeMou Ha rHapo-
3neHTpOCTaHUHH rpaH CHana:

a) (4paHiHa Os Ao HHa 3aCInOIaTHpOBaTb rHIpoaJleKTpocTaHixHIo
PpaH CKajia TaKHM o6pa3om, qT06bI BbIpa6aTbIBaTb (npI yCJIOBHH
KOHTpoas BOAOCHa6aEeHHa, KEa 3TTO npeAycMoTpeHo B pa3sejie 1 Ha-
cTosm;ero IIpiEmoMeHHas) TaKoe EOJiqeCTBO ajieKTpoaHeprnH H Irp
TaKoM pesEMe, KOTOpbie MOryT IIoTpe6oBaTBca HTaJmm, nocje Toro
caK 6yAyT yAOBjseTBOpeHbI MecTHmIe HyayEb. (EOTOpbie He 6yryT cymue-

CTBeHHO InpeBbimaTi TenepemHne IIoTpe6HOCTH) B pafione rpaH CKaia
Ha PpaHqy3CKof TeppHTOpHH;

b) (pamHna 6yAeT 3KEciuoaTnpOBaTh BOAOHacocHyio CTanHrno
y 9JIeKTpocTaHrlH rpaH CKaja c TeM, WT06bIu OAaBaTh BO0y B oaepo
MOH CeHH, inOCKOJixy H xorAa 3TO 6yReT HyEHO 1[TaJImH;

c) (DpaHSaIa AOJaHa peMOHTHPOBaTb H coAep2aTb B xopomeM H
BnorHe HCrnpaBHOM COCTOHHHu H, no Mepe Heo6xonHMocTH, o6 HOBarTh
Bee coopyaeCHma, CocTaBJiLIoniHe rEnpo3JieTpocTaHmHHo rpaH CKaiza
H BOAOHacoCHyo CTaHLEoH , BMecTe c o6opyAOBaHaeM H JInmRMlH nepe-
jan OT CTaHuHH rpaH CKa.ia Ao 4qpaiHO-HTaJtmIHCKoiI rpaHBHI .
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B Ppm' CKa.aa, BeHayc ii Momn-anTepo c TaKHM pacueTom, uToorA 
HoAaHaTb 3THM DJIeKTpOCTaHITHSIM TaKoe KOJIHileCTBO HpH TaKom 

peamme, KaK DTO MOHteT HoTpe6oHaThca AJTH FITaJEFEB; 

elpaHuga A0.712tHa peMOHTHp0BaTI3 11 compacaTb B xopomem H 
BHOJIFIe HcHpaHHom COCTOSHILill II, HO Mepe FlaA06HOCTII, 06HOBJIHM Bee 

Heooxognmue A.113 perympoBaHrui H nuaurt BO,LIbI coopymerma, Kan 
TO HpeAycmoTpeno B 11. <<a>>, HOCKOJIbIty DTH coopymeHHH HaX0MITCH 

Ha 43,parmyscKoil TeppirropHH; 

c) Opal-mum oJiatna HEHI)OpMap0BaTE FITaJIHIO, HOCKOJIbKy H 

nor nTaJEELff HoTpe6yeT T0r0, 0 KOJLIITIOCTBe aanacoH BO)IbI B o3epe 
MOH CeHH, a Tame ,TkaHaTT, e BCTOApyrylo rnH4)opmauxo, OTHOCa-

IIT IOCH K aTomy Horrpocy, C TOM, IITO6bI AaTh FITaJIHEI BO3MORCHOCTI. 

onpeAeanTL KOAFITIOCTBO Hoxleacamek' HoAarie uepea yKa3aHnbiti Hon-
3eMHbIrl Tpy6oupoBoik BOMA H ee peaufm; 

d) Opal:HAM 6yAeT BEI11OJfflHTh HEnneyKa3aHmae HOCTaHOBJIeHila 

c co6.nwenHem AOJIMHOR DROHOMHE H OTHOCRTb aa cueT liTaJIMI 
cpanmuecnue pacxoaa, HOHOCeHIThIe HpH DTOM. 

2. B OTHOWellith anearpoaHeputh, Hbipa6arbwaemoil Ha moo-
anewrpocraHu,HH IpaH CHana: 

a) OpaHHHH gOJDICHa DICCHJI0aTlip0BaTb rrtwoaaeKTpocTamHno 

PpaH CKa.na TaKHM o8pa3om, tiTo6bi Hbipa6aThmaTh (Hpn yCJIOHHH 

KOHTpOJIH BoAocHaozeHHH, Kan DTO HpeAycmoTpeHo B pameae 1 Ha-
CTOHIger0 11pHJIOSKOHHH) TaKoe KOJIHIleCTBO DaeKTpoaHeprun H HpH 

TaKom peznme, KoTopme morre HoTpe6oHaThca nTarim4, Hoc.me Toro 

KaK 6yAyr yAORTIeTBOpeHbI mecTHbie Hyz,tHA (KoTopme HO 6y1IyT eyIIIe-
CTBeHHO IrpertbnHaTT, Teuepeallme HoTpeoHocTH) H patioHe PpaH 
Ha cDparmacKoil TeppffroprrH; 

b) Opamma oveT aKciumaTHpoHaTb HoAoHacocHylo eTaHI1010 

y merrpocTaHuga Ppm,' CKa.na c Tem, To6b1 HoikaHaTB BO XST B o3epo 
MOH COBH, HOCKOJIbIty H Koma DTO 6yAeT Hymn() FITaJI031; 

c) OpaHHHH Aommia pemolimposam n cwitepacaTE. B xoponiem 

BHOJIHe HcupaHHom COCTOSHIHEI H, HO Mepe Heo6xowtmocTH, 06HOBJIRTb 
Bee coopymerma, cocTaHmonwe rimpomeKTpocTammo Ppari CKam 

H BoikoHacocHyrto eTaH1(1110, HmecTe c o6opy4oHaHHem H JIEEHIIHMH Hepe-

OT cTaHHHH Ppm OKaaa jko cppanno-HranzacKoil rpaHrighr. 
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d) O(paHnia Aomiiaa nepeAaBaTb qepea3 jina IIepeAaqa, Hay-
inyio OT PpaH CKaJia Ao 40panHo-HTaJImacEoi rpaHInAbI, 9aeETpo3Hep-
rmo, Heo6xoaHMyio HTaJmaH, EaK yKa3aHO BbHIe, H AOJrICHa nogaBaTm
aTy aJlekTpo3Heprmo HTajmH B TOM nyimTe, r,ae yKaasaaHHaaa
Iepetaqn nepeceKaeT 4paHxo-HTajnmHcKyIo rpaHiny H IepexoaHT Ha
HTaJImlHCEyIO TeppHTOpm);

e) (paHmiHa fAOJiHa nomAepaeBaTh HanpaaEeHHe H MacTOTy no-
CTaBJIHeMoro B COOTBeTCTBHH C BLrmeya3aaHHMbiH nocTaHOBJIeHIMaMH
ajeIeTpOTOEa Ha TaOM ypOBHe, EaRK 9Toro HTaJlm MOaeT o06CHOBaiHH
nloTpe6oBaTB;

f) IpaHn-m Aoja.'a yCJOBHTMCa c HTa.me' 06 YCTaHOB.ieHHH
TeJeBoiEmoi CBIa3H MeEay rpan Ckaa a iH HTai eii e H AojaiHa noAIep-
aHBaTb CBa3b C ELTajIHeE B iejlax o6ecneleBEaL TOrO, qTo6BI 3ECciioa-
TalHa rnpOa3JIeKTpOCTaHnHH rpaH Ciajia, BoAoHacocHoi cTaEmH H
JIHHHH nepeAaqa ocymnecTBjiac B COOTBeTCTBHH C BbnnIeyIa3aHHTIMH
rapaHTHaMH;

g) IIeHa, ycTaHaBjmBaeMaq qppainHei B: yiaqiBaeMaa HETa-
JiHel 3a 3JIeiTpoOaHeprnH o, IocTaBjiaeMyIo HTaJmH c rHpoa3JIeTpo-
cTaHHqH rpaH CEKajia (iocAe yAOBjieTBOpemH MeeCTHbix Hya%, Ral
yEasaHO Bbime), 6ygeT paBHa neHe, ycTaHOBJIeHHOi BO (Ipamln
3a TaKoe a e KOJIteCTBO rHApo3jIeiTpO3HeprnH Ha apaHLy3ciofi Tep-
PHTOPHH B coceEuHx c MOH CelH paioHax Hai ApyrHX TaKux paiioHax,
rAe yCJIOBH5M 5BJMIOTCSI IpHMepHO TraiMH aee.

3. CpoHH rapairHm:
ECJIz He 6yAeT AOCTHrHyTO mioro COrJaIIaeHH MeaCy (DpaHulHefi

H HTajiHef, 3Ta rapaHTHn OCTaHyTCI B caHJe Ha BeqHbre speMeHa.
4. Ha6nMoAaTenbHaf TexHH'eHan KOMHcciHR:
Co3,aaeTca qpaHEO-HTaJIbaHcEaa Ha6JnoAaTejnbHa TexHiriecKaa

ICOMHCCH, cocTaBJaeMaa H3 paBHoro qHcjia ~paHny3crHx H HTraIJiH-
CKEX lpegcTaBHTejief, c geJaIo Ha6JEogAemEa a BbmoJmHeHHeM BIMe-
yxa3aHHbix rapaHTui, EOTOpble HanpaBJreiH na o6ecneqeime Taimx ae
B03MOaHOCTeil, EOTOPbIMH HTajnHa nOJIb30BajIac B OTHomeHne rHApo-
ajieCTpH ecIHx H BO0HIlX pecypcoB H3 oaepa MOH CeHHm lo nepexoga

3Toro pa0oHa IK panjmi, a TaKaEe Aji coAeiicTBHa BbnojinemHHMo aTx
rapaHTEi. PaBHbIM o6paaoM B KOMIeTemInm Ha6noII aTeJAobO Texnm-
qecuoH iomHccmi 6yAeT BXOmHH COTpyAHmeCnCBO c COOTBeTCTBySI-
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d) Opainum ,goaama nepezkanam ilepea JIHHHIO nepe,gaxm, 
o T rpaH CKaaa LocflpaHKo-HTaabaucKoil rparnmm, oaempoanep-

Heo6xognmylo ITTaaHH, KaK yKa3aHo mule, H Aoaama no,ganaTry 
nTy eaeKTpoeHeprato FITaJIHH B TOM n-yRKTe, r,Tke yKa3annaa ima 
nepeAann nepecemeT cDpanKo-HTaanaricKylo rpaHmly H nepexo,unT Ha 
HTaabaHcRya) TeppaTopmo; 

e) Opal:num Aoaama nomepatmaTE. HanpaateHne H .nacToTy no-
cTamaemoro B COOTBOTCTBHH C nbuneyKaaanammH HOCTaHOBJIOIEHIMH 
naeKTpoToKa Ha TaKom yponne, RaR aTOPO FITaJIM moaceT 060CHOBaHHO 
noTpe6onaTn; 

f) Oparruga A0.112101a yCJIOBR1bCa C FITaJIHerl 06 yeTaHonaennil 
TeaeopoHnoti CBH3H meatAy Ppan C-Kaaa n ITTa.THell H Aoamia nomep-

=Barb CBH31) C FiTarmert B HOMER o6ecne-iienna Toro, tiTo6m aKcnaoa-
Tarum rimpoaaeKTpocTannma PpaH CKaaa, BoAoHacocHort CTallIT,Ha H 

Junilin nepeAatm OCy111,OCTBAH.7MCII B COOTBOTCTBIHI c BEnneyKa3annbutm 
rapanTrunm; 

g) Ikena, yeTaHanimBaemaa Opaniuteil H ynaammaemaa FITa-

anal 3a aaerrpoeneprmo, nocTanaaempo FITaJIBEH c rilikpoaaempo-
cTaHrkma lipaH CKaaa (Houle ylkonaeTnoperma MOCTHIDIX HyacA, Kaz 
yKa3ano MOHO), 6-ylkeT panHa gene, yeTaHonaenHoil BO OpaTTHITH 

3a TaKoe 2Ke ROJIBileCTBO rEnkpoaaeKTpoeHeprim Ha cDpainly3cKoil Tep-
pHTopau B cocemmx c MOH CeHn pailoHax HMI ApyrHx Tantx pailonax, 
re yCJIOBIDI RBJIHIOTCH nprimepHo TaICHMH ace. 

3. Cpoith rapaitnik 

ECJITI HO 6y,IOT AOCTIll'HyTO moro COIVIaHIOHHH meaply OpaHnHeit 
H FITaJIFfeli, 3TH rapaHTHH ocTaHyTca B cane Ha BOIIIIIDIe HpemeHa. 

4. Ha6moAaTenbHafl TextuviecHaa Kommccma: 

Co3,gaeTca cDpaHKo-HTaahaHcKaa fla6mo,gaTe.unaa TexHnnecKau 
ROMIICCHH, cocTanaaemaa 113 pannoro -tmcaa cpparcayacKrix H Hraamra-
CICIIX rupeAcTaHrrreaeli, c Heamo Ha6.7Hominaa 3a nbmoonenHem sham-

yKa3ainimx rapaurnii, KoTopme HanpanaeHm na o6ecnetienne Tana ate 
noamoacHocTeti, ROTOphIMH FITaJBMI HOJII,30BaJIaCh B OTHOIlleHHH I'Hitp0-

9.71empinecraix 11 B0,11,1113IX pecypcon 113 o3epa MOH Caw ,nko nepexoAa 

aToro partoHa R Opannym, a aRace Ml coAdicTnlla BIACIOJIHOBH10 3THX 
rapaHTHR. Panrimm o6pa3om B NommeTernpao Ha6amaTembnoti Texag-
necicort liomuccruf opeT mogul, carpmagecno c coomerrempo-
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mIm TeXHHecKHMH cjrym6aMh OIpamamH AiI o6ecIIqeHmn Toro,
TOo6u 6e3onacHOCTb HHnEeeseainHx DOJI He 6bLua nocTaBJieHa nog

yrpoay.

B. rAPAHTHH, ROTOPBIE IOJIEZHI BbITb JI;AHII 4IPAH-
1HEHIE HTAJIII B CBS3H C IIEPEXOAOM PAMOHA TEHlA-

BPHrA K OPAIHU1MI:
1. rapaHTHH, o6ecneHBaiom;iHe cHa6maeHIe HTaJIHH 3jeKTpO-

sHeprHeH, Bbrpa6aTIBaeMofi Ha AByX 162/3--epHoHaIIX reHepaTopax

apo0ieTpo B CaH Aacaaio, H DHeprHei B 50 nlepHOAOB,

BIpa6aTHBaeMofl Ha rHapO3jieRTpOCTaHnHx B JIe Meme, CaH AaI-
Maiwo IH KoHmHHe cBepx TOi, KOTopaa MOaeT nIoTpe60BaThcs O(pamHuH

AaH cHa6maeHna paHoHoB CociIeji, MeHTOHIu H HiunmI o oI OOHaTeji-
HOrO 3aBepmeHOHH peKoOHCTpyEIMH noBpeaAeHHHX a3JIeTpocTaHmw B

Bpefie H (oHTaHe; npH qeM npeaLnojiaraeTrc, wTO 9T0 ROJIEmeCTBO

Hsepr1u 6yAeT coKpamnaTcaI no Mepe peEOHCTpyKIH BTHX ajselcTpo-
CTaHmiH, H OHO He 6yAeT inpeBunIaTL 5.000 KBT. H 3.000.000 RB. B
Mecsa, H qTO ecJm He BCTpeTHITC HRmaiHx oco6BX TpyAHOCTeH B pe-

EOHCTpyrnHm 3THX 9JIeIETpocTaHnui, TO pa60TH no HX BOCCTaHOBJIeHHO

AOJmIHS 6bmw 3aKRoHeHM He nosA3ee KOHma 1947 roAa:
a) OpaEmi A oJEHa 31CIIoaTHpOBaTi ynomIHymIe CTaHIIH

TaKH o6pa30M, qTo06 (B COOTBeTCTBHH C orpaHHeHHMam, KOTOpeb
MoryT HaIaaraTmcs B 3aBaHCMOCTH OT EOjaIeCTBa HMeIoeHicS B Ha-
AjIHq BOJN, H npHHHMa B B BHHaHHe, HacEOmbKO 3TO npaKTHqecrH
B03MOaRH0, HyAb!I 8JIeKTpocTaHui HHmHerOO TeqeHHH peEH ) npOH3BO-

AJTn TaKoe KOjAIecTBO 9HeprHH H npH TaKoM peaHMe, Kari e Mory
noTpe6oBaTBca sAm I4TamHH: BO-nepBuX, aHeprEa B 16'/a nepnoga

in HTaZIJbHCEHX aeJe3HbIx Aopor B JIirypHH H KIOHOM IIbeMOHTe,
H, BO-BTOpLIx, aHeprHH B 50 iepHo0oB ,ia o6nux noTpe6HocTeA nocae
yaOBJeTBOpe HHa : Hys, pan4HH A:IV cHa6zeHms paiOHOB CocnueJb,
MeHTOHbI H IHmm, Ear yKa3aHo Bmbe, a TaaEze Hocje yaoBaeTsope-
HHI MecTHUX HyazA pafioHa CaH ,aj.manno;

b) opamHna Aosama peMOHTHpOBaTB H coAepaaTL B xopomem
COCTOSIHHH , nO Mepe Heo 6xoLsocTH, o6HOBana Bce coopyaeHma,
oTHocamn eca K cHicTeMe azemKpocTamHnH Je Meme, CaH [ajmaamo
H KOHmHHe, a Talme o6opyAoBaHOe Z JIHHm nepezaqm, CBaa3uBaIoIHe
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W EI TOXHIPleCICHMII uryatoaisfn Opanunn AJIR o6eenexiennn Toro, 
Irroom 6e3onaelloem nnzezezannu go.= ne obufa noeTamena uo 
yfpoey. 

B. PAPAHT1414, ROTOPETE ,A0.7111tHbI Bbl'fb ylIAHTDI OPAH-
TVERVI MAIM B CB513121 C IIEPEX0,1kOM PA.140HA EH,11,A-
BPFIT'A It OPAREIFIFI: 

1. rapaHms, o6eeneimnafolune ena6zenne flTa.lnm aelapo-

pllepriteit, shipa6aTramemoff na Aux 162/3-nepnwraux renepaTopax 
131)Ip0a.710KTpOCTa11111131 B Can AaJIMa11110, n 0Hepriaell B 50 nepno,gon, 
mapa6aTunaemoff na nmpomenTpoeTarnInax B Jle Merne, Can ,Ikaz-
mango n Itowinfne csepx Toff, noTopaa mozeT noTpeoonamea Opangnif 
JI,.1111 cHaoacenna patiOHOB COC110.711a, MeHT0H13111 1111R11131 
HOP° 3aBepHICEEHR pelconcTpynnEtn noppezmeninvix mempoeTanual 
Bperixe H Oorrralle; npn -gem npeinmaaraeTez, Tro 3TO 1C0.1111110CTBO 

oneprnn 6yAeT emtparnamen no mepe peRonewynnga DT1IX menTpo-
cTanna, n 0110 110 6y,geT nperunian. 5.000 1CBT. II 3.000.000 ItB1. B 
mean, H lITO °can He BerpelnTes nagarznx oco6Brx TpyAHoeTefi B pe-
EoncTpyitgan DTHS 9.7101C1TOCTaHE1,1111, TO pa6oTta HO MX BOCCTaHORTICIIHK) 
ANDERE)! 6131T13 3aE0111101161 He nowee HoHna 1947 roAa: 

a) elpaintna AwiatHa menaoampoBan ynomanyme eTantnin 

Taanm o6paaom, gTo6m (B COOTB0TCTBH11 C orparragennamn, KoTopme 
moryr Ha.maramen B aaBnenmocin OT Komageema 1131elorgerica B Ha-
.111P11131 BOXb1, H upnanman BO BBIIMaIDIC, HaCROILICO DTO npaicurgeent 
BO3M011CHO, Hywna aampoeTaHugh HIDICHer0 Tegelnlif peEn) Hp0H3B0-

ARIL TaKoe ICOMILIeCTBO aHeprnn n npn Tarcom pezume, !came moryr 
noTpe6oBamea AAR 14TaJI1331: Bo-nepBbm, DHeprim B 162/8 nepnoAa 

HTa.11313HCICIIX 2E0.110311131X Aopor B Jhryprin ii TORCHOM 11130MOHTe, 

11, BO-BT0p1)11C, sHeprag B 50 nepHoAoB ;Ina oonigx norpe6Hoenift HOMO 

popzemopeEma rrizA Opangim A.1111 cHa6zennff pailoHos Come.n, 
IVICHT0HbI If IlTunim, 'tax yrca3ano mane, a Talmo Houle yAomenope-
HEW meernmx Hyaq pariona CaH Aaabianxko; 

b) OparnAna Aomma pemoErnipoBaTE. ii cmepzals B xoponiem 
COCTOSIHIBI II, no Mepe 11006XOXIMOCTH, 06HORMITI) Bee coopyzenna, 

ornocHmxeca n encTeme a.gerrpocrannwl .1Ie Mune, Can rita.amanno 

H KoHclinare, a Tame 000ppoBaime H JIH111111 nepeAagn, eBanthaionkne 
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CTaHTHH JIe Meme H KOH5HHM Co CTaH4HeHi CaH ,ZajiMaLaRo H, KpoMe
Toro, o6opyaoBaHHe H rJIaBHe JIiHH nepeAaqH, nymrne O CTTaH4nI
CaH Aajmaaiao E (bpaHnO-HTajiIHCnofi rpamHHe;

c) (paIHaIm AoJEHa HHmopMHpOBaT HITajmio, nocnOJiEy H
rorga HTammH 6yLeT aToro Tpe6oBaTB, CEOPOCTH TeqeHaa BOMbI y
9JeKTpocTaHiiqH JIe Meme H KOH4HHOe H o EOJIMeCTBe BOAMb B CaH-
,aJIMawuo, a Tarie ,aBaTL eCi BcanyJO :pyryio HH4OpMaIHio nO aTOMy
BoIIpocy C TeM, T0O 6bI AaTB B03MOEHOCTB HTajiHH onpeAej=T CBOH
nioTpe6HOCTH B 3JIeETp03HeprHH, EaK yYa3aHo BIme B InoIIAyHRTe <a>;

d) 4DpaHmna aoa0aHa nepeAaBaTb qepe3 rjiaBHne JIHHHH epe-
gaHm, HATylmue OT CaH ,AaMaago K bpaHEo-HTaJXBnHCKof rpaHnme,
3AJeETpoaHeprm0, Heo6xoaMyio HITamJIH, Ear yna3aHO BUbIe, H aOIaHa

nepeaaBaTB aTy aZeETpoa3Heprno HTaJIHH B IyHITaX, rge yuamaimHe
rJiaBHbIe JmHHH uepeAaqH nepeceRaIoT qpaHno-HTaja aHCKyIo rpamiHy,

H nepexo:ar na HTanJnl>aHCRyio TeppHTOPmo;

e) tDpaHuTra AoCnHa iioemepmHBaTh Haqpa)EeHoe H IracTOTy

IOCTaBJiaeM0rO B COOTBeTCTBHH C BbHmeyRa3aHHbMaI IIOCTaHOBJieHUIMH

aieKTpoToRa Ha TaROM ypOBHe, EaE 3TO MOmeT AeicTBHTeJmHO noTpe60-
BaiTCI HTaHH;

f) OpamnGa 0ojznHa yCJIoBHMTc c HTaJmef o6 ycTaHOBjieHH
TeJIeQOHHofi CB1a3H Heasay CanH AaniMaIo H EHTajmefi H AojmHa noA-
lepzHBaTB CBSI3b C HTajmei ,aJII TOrO, mTO06u o6ecneqnT pa6oTy
YIOMynMHYTbIx rnHpoa0JeKTpocTaHuHf H jnmfI i epeaqH B cCOTBeTCTBHH

c BbumeyKa3aHHbImH rapaHTHaMH.

2. rapaHTnR, Kacaioinaaca geHr, ycTaHOBjneHHolf OpamHHefi Aa
4TaJIm 3a a3eKTpo3Heprmo, npeAocTaBjaeMyio B pacnopazeHnIe HTa-

JHH cornacHo nyHKTy 1 BIme, AO HCTeqeHMH cpOxa AefiCTBma gaTo
rapaHTH B CooTBeTCTBHH C InyHlTO 3 HHe:

IIeHa, KOTopaI AoaJiHa 6fM ycTaHOBaeHa qIpaHnefi H AojIna
ymiaqHBaTbca HMTajmefi 3a aneMTpoaHeprHIo, peaocTaBanaeMyo HTa-

cJI rHIpoa3neITpocTaHIHH JIe Meme, Can ,ajiaMaimo H KoHHnnHe
nocne yAoaBeTBopeHHa noTpe6HocTefi OpamH Aiai CHa6SeHz a pani-
OHOB CocHeJM, MeHTOHbI H HIMLI H IIocJe yAoBjaeTBOpeHn m MecTHLx

HyaA B pafioHe CaH Aa.rmiago, Ra nUpeAycMoTpeHo B nyHKTe 1 <a>,
6yAeT paBHa enie, yCTaHOBJIeHHofi BO fpampnm Ia TaKoro ae ROIH-
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craim1111 Jle Merne H Roi111)1111e co cTairgueli Can Awataiwo H, xpome 

Toro, o6oppoBaHne n maamble JIM= nepeAagn, nyue OT CTaHH,BII 

Can Aaama11110 n cDpaHno-HTaabBHcHoil rpaHH11e; 

c) OpaH111111 Ao.lazna ifillpopmnpoBals I/hag-Jim, nocnoabny H 

norAa 14TaJBBI 6yAeT aToro Tpe6oBaTb, o CICOpOCTH TegeHria Bo,gbi y 

aaenrpocTaHnnir .31e Meine n ROHOHIe H 0 ICOJIIIIIeCTBe BOAT,' B Can-

,Aaamaugo, a Talcate aBam eff Bcanyio gpyryio Hiapopmaluno noaTomy 

Bonpocy C Tem, iiTo6bi AaTb BO3MORCHOC173 FITaJIHH onpeikerarri. CBOH 

noTpe6HocTH B menTpourepriin, Kan pa3ano BLIffl B HOXIIIIKTO qa>>; 

d) Opal:muff 0JUKIla nepejiaBaTb qepe3 mailable JIMMIE 11epe-

Aatm, HAyracile OT Can ,1(a.uma11110 n (Ppainco-Hmawmcicoft rpaHHae, 

menTpo3nepriao, neo6xowmpo 14TaJIHH, Kan yna3ano Hume, n OJIJElia 

nepeAaBam aTy menTpo3Heprino FITaJIHH B 11y11xTax, re ynazaHnbie 

maBilme JIHILHEI nepeAagn nepecenaloT cjapaano-HTaabaHcnro rpanegy 

H nepexojkaT Ha HTa.abancnyio TeppnTopino; 

e) Oparnw Aona nowpaman HanpazenHe H liacToTy 

HocTamaemoro B COOTBeTCTBHH C Bbaneynaaannum11 HOCTaHOBJIeffailMH 

azenTpoTona Ha Tanom yposne, Han DT° MOZOT ;wileTHHTeabHo noTpe6o-

BaTheir 14Taaria; 

f) cl:Taiwa ,Tkozzlia yCJIOBHTLCH C FITa.nneA o6 yeTaHOBJIOHHIE 

TeAecDomawil CBH3H meaRy CaH ,Itaamaialo H FITameti n Awaxna noA-

AepatimaTb CW1313 c flTa.Tmei Aza Toro, liTo6bi o6ecneinaTb pa6oTy 

ynomailymx rnApomexTpocTarwiii H JIHHH11 nepe,gatm B COOTBeTCTBIHI 

C Bianeyna3aHHbum rapaHTHamn. 

2. rapaHnig, nacaionaaca 11eHia, maHomeHnoil .1)panimeti AJI51 

14Taanii 3a mempo3Heprino, lipeAocTamaempo B pacnopazeHlle FITa-

cor.nacno nynnTy 1 Hume, jo IICTelleHaff cpoxa gelicTBHa To 

rapaHnin B COOTBeTCTBBH C IITHRTOM 3 mime: 

noTopaa ,go.711xHa 614TI) ycTanomeHa Opaiwell H oazHa 

y11.4a4HBaTbea 1/1Taaneif 3a agenTpoaneprino, npeAocTapainempo ILTa-

mii ricgpoa.aenTpocTainanI Jle Mean, Can ,TAa.amango HHe 

nocae poB.aemopeHna noTpe6HocTert Opaanfin )i.ma cHa6zeima pail--

0110B COCHOJIL, MeFf1011b1 H Ffiumm ii nocae pomemoperata meciablx 

HyavA B pailone CaHJima1111o, Kan npeArmoTpeHo B "[pane 1 «a», 
6y,geT paBHa iene, yffaHOBJICH11011 BO (1)pan111111 PAH Taxoro Ze HOAR-
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lecTBa raoipoa3eKTpo3HeprH Ha 4pamHay3Clofi TeppHTOpHH B coceHHmx
C AoJHofiOH BepxHei Pofi pafionax aIH A yrnx pafioax, rg e yc0aoBH
aBJLiaTCs IrpHMepHO TaIaKM ae.

3. rapaHTHsf oTHocHreJbHO nocTaBKH DpaHLefi aj9zeKpoaHeprnH
HTaaji B TeqeHne paa3yqporo nepHoaa BpeMeHH:

rapaHTHm 1 2 ocTaHyrTa B cmie Ao 31 eESa6pa 1961 roAa, ecia
no corjamenHK Meamyy ODpaHniHei H lTajmei: He 6 yAeT pemeHo mHHae,
H cpOK x AeficTBma npeKpaTHTca c Toro BpeMeiHH ma c 31 Aera6pa
EaRoro-JI6o nocJeAyiroinero roa, ecjH oAna H3 CTOpOH He MeHbme
lIeM 3a ABa rola H3BecTHT B IIHCLMeHHOif opMe Apyryio CTOpOHy 0
cBoeM HaMepeHmH npeapaTi AeeicTBHe THX rapaHTHO.

4. rapaHTNH nojmoro H cnpaBeAmBoro HCIOJIb30BaHHJm paH-
lHel H HTajmefi BOA peEH Poia H ee npHTOrOB AJ nH pO3BOCTBa
raApoa3jeETposHeprnH:

a) (IpamBE a 6ygeT ncnoj3aoBaTn JaieKmpocTaHnym Ha pece Pofia,
uaxoAMi ieca Ha ppaHmyy3cofi TepprTopHH, yITblBaa, HacKOJIbKO DTO
nparaTHecKH B03MOaHO, noTpe6HOCTH cTaHHO, HaxoAmHnxca B HH-
30BLaX aTOfi peEH. OpamlH a 6ygeT HH4opiMpoBaTh I TajiHo 3apanee
o ROJIwqeCTBe BOAb, KOTOpOe B03MoaMHO HMeTb EaAbliB AeHb, a TaR.Ie

6yAeT jaBaTLb io6yio Apyryio BHmopManmo, HMeiomnyIo K R TOMy OT-
HomerHe;

b) opaHHa E H ITaJam BIpa6oTaIoT nocpeAcTBOM ABycTopOHHUx
neperoBopOB o6oioIHO npHeMjeMufi Roop.HmqpoBaIHmii iiuaH j^ia
HCnobI30BaHam rHApopecypcoB peKH Poia.

5. JIi Ha6JnoaeHHa 3a suInoAHeHHeM nzmaHa, ynommHyoro B
nymHTe 4 <<b, H ZnI o6ecneqeHna ocynLecTBneHmm rapaHTHmi, H3JIOEeH-
HuX B nyHrrax 1-4, 6yAeT co3AaHa ROMHCCHa HJH Apyrof noAo 6Hufi
opran, B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT Toro, RaE o6 3TOM aoroBopaTca.

nPMHIOIEHHE IV.

nlonomeHHs, o0 OTOpUX llpaBeTenbCTBa ABCTpNH I H Tanjn
AOCTrnIm cornauIeHrn 5 ceHTr6pa 1946 roAa.

(CM. cTaTbI 10)
1. roBopan M na HeMeIroM a3Kre amTreniaM npoBHHmUH Boam-

gaHo H cocemHHx ABya3aLri ux KommyH n pOBBhEHa TpenTo 6yAeT o6ec-
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necma rHApoaaeKTpoeHeprHH Ha (ppangyecKoil Teppirropm H coceAmax 

0 AOJIBEHOFI Bepxlleti Pofta pailorfax HJJIH Apyrnx paiioHax, re ycaosna 

ILBJISIOTCH upffelepHo TaicHam ace. 

3. 1apaHTMa OTHOCHTeX6110 HOCTaBICH Opammeil mempoeHeprma 
liTaJ11111 B Texienze paaymHoro nepHolta HpemeHH: 

rapanTHit 1 H 2 ocTanyrcs )3 clue go 31 Aexaopa 1961 roAa, ecan 

no comaniensio memAy Opals:weft H EtTao:Heft He 6yAeT perneHo Imams, 

ii cpoic HX AOACTBILSI npespaurrca c Toro Bpemerm RAH c 31 ikeRa6pa 
sarcoro-Jin6o nocaeAromero roAa, ecan ma n cTopoH He Jsiensme 

eM sa Asa roAa H3BeCTUT B mlcLMellnO fopne Apyrsao cTopoHy o 

csoem Hamepennn npercpaTnTh AeticTsne MIX rapannul. 

4. lapaanto manor° n cHpasexinutoro HCHOJIT330BaHHH OpaH-
Allaii FITaometi soA pem Por H ee IlpHT0E0B w "[poneBoAcma 

rnAposseiciposneprun: 

a) (hasAna 6yAeT HCHOJII)30Ban ammrpocTanwin Ha pee Pas, 

naxoAsuRneca Ha (1)pannyscicoit Teppwropms, rIHTIABa51, HaCICOJIbItO DTO 

nparrwiecsn B033/02KHO, HOTpe6HOCTH crawkllit, HaxoxerrEacH B HU-

3OBBOX anti pent. Oparurkssr 6yAeT nacipopmrposam 14Tama° sapaHee 

o icoanxiecTse sow, KoTopoe B03350XCHO rimers Razmitt Aerrs, a Tame 

6yAeT Aasam aro6yro Apyryro ruRPopmartnro, nmeronkyro K sTomy OT-

Homesue; 

b) OpaHmaii II liTa.ana Hupa6oTaaoT nocpeAcmom AsycTopoinnix 

neperosopos o6oloAHo npnemaemfail KoopAHHEposaLundi Haan Aas 

HCHOJII330BaHHH rnApopecypcos pesn 

5. Nis Ha6.7uoAenna sa BLIIIOJIHeHlleht n.aaHa, ynomsHyroro B 

nyHme 4 «by>, n xis o6ecnegeHns ocyncecTssenna rapannnI, 

B nyHRTax 1-4, 6yAeT cosAaHa ICOMEICCHH uim llyroii noAo6Huil 

opran, B 3aBHCHMOCTE OT Toro, RaE o6 sTom AoroHopirreg. 

11P11110/11EHI4E IV. 

llonomens, o amino: Ilpaoarenbonta ABCTPNN N WINANS 

AOCTNIAN cornaweama 5 cetrra6pa 1946 roAa. 

(cm. cram° 10) 

1. rosopsinnm Ha HelitelAR031 113111E0 2111TeJIHM lIpOBBEHITH B0.116-

nano 14 cocemlux x3yassmaux smogs( npontunwn Tpenro 6yAeT o6ec-
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HeqeHO IIOJIHoe paBeHCTBO rlpaB c aErTeJaIMH, rOBOpEIIIMH Ha HTaJm-
SHCKOM 1a3blKe, B paMIax cneIaJInHbHbI IIOCTaHOBJeHHH, IpeaHa3Ha-

qeMHbX :AJi oxpaHi 9aTHHqecKoro xaparTepa H iyAbTypHoro H 3KOHO-

MWiecKoro pa3sBHTn roBopamSefi Ha HeMeIgoM 3amice qaCTH HaceJIeHna .
B COOTBeTCTBHH C yase BBejeHHbIM HJH noJIeseacaHM BBeAeHHio

3aKOHoAaTeJibCTBOM bImIIeynOMIHyTHIM rpamAaHaM, roBopsImHM Ha He-

MeIEOM sa3bie, 6yAeT IpeAOCTaBjeHO, B maCTHOCTH, cJIeAyIOIuee:

a) o6yqeHHe B HaqaJMlHOHf H cpeAHeii niojie Ha poAHOM a3biKe;
b) HIoJIb30BaHHe Ha paBHbIX OCHOBaHHix HeMeIHHM H HTaJIbiH-

CKIM SbI3KIaM B rOCypapCTBeHHbix yqpeacAeHHax H oHguHaJaBHbix Ao-
KyimenTax, a TaKEe B TOM, qITO EacaeTCSa ByaI3bUiHOio TIonorpaHbmecEofi
HoMeHnraTypbI;

c) inpaBO BOCCTaHOBJIeHHI HeMeIacHx 4aMjumi, HajBTaIH3Hpo-
BaHHbIX 3a nocaem;HHe robi;

d) paBeHCTBO IIpaB B OTHOmeHIHH OCTyIa E rocylapcTBeHHBnM
AOJIMHOCTHM I._JI, Toro, 'qTO6 0I o6ecneqmTb 6oree IIpaBHIbHoe COOTHO-

meHHe Haxos nxcs Ha rocygapcTBeHHo o ciyam6e JimU, npHHaAJaeaa-
max 9THM AByM aTHH'qecKHM rpyimIaM.

2. HaceJeHHe BbImeyIOMaHyTBIx 30H 6yAeT nI0Ib30BaTIBC MecT-

HOi 3a0KHOAaTeJIbHOi H aHmHHCTpaTHBHOH aBTOHOMefli. IIpeAeAIs, B

KOTOPIX 9Ta aBTOHOMm 6yAeT OCygeCTBJiTbCH, yCTaHaBJIBaIOTCf TaK-

MKe B nopsAKe KOHcySJITaiHH C MeCTHbIMH ajieMeHTaMH, npeACTaBJIao-
tnHM1 roBopSIIIyio Ha HeMeA0OM S3biKe qaCTb HaceJieHna.

3. IIpaBHrTeJCTBO HITajInn B nejiSIX yCTaHOBJieHIHfa o6pococe;-
CKHX OTHOmeHHii Meeaiy ABCTpHefi H HTaJInei o6a3yeTca, ROHCyJILTH-
pyscb C IIpaBTreJiCTBOM ABCTpEI, B TeMeHHe oAHoro roAa co AHs
IIOAimCaHnH HacToSiLero corJIamenna:

a) IIepecMoTpepT B Ayxe cnpaBeAJIHBOCTH H TepnuMOCTH BOIpoc
o6 onTauim rpaiAaHcTBa, CBS3aHHLi C corjameHmnL OT 21 OKTS6pa
1939 roAa;

b) npmHTH cormamemoHH o B3aHMHOM InpH3HaHHH AeiiCTBHTejn-
HOCTH HeKOTOPbIX yqeHbIX CTeHeHeH H yHHBepcHTeTCKHX JIHIIOMOB;

c) IIoATOTOBHTB KOHBeHIrWO _JI CBo6o0Horo TpaH3HTa naccaaH-
POB H Ipy30B MeaMAy CeBepHMm H BOCToqnHM TnpojieM KaE no eieAe3-
HO0 Aopore, TaK H, B npeAeJiax B03MOIH0ro0, no moCCefiHM AoporaM;
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noun° noanoe paBelICTBO upaH C MITOJESIMH, POBONTIVIMH Ha IlTaJ1b-
SHICROISI Hance, B pannax cueTwaammix HocTaHomeHnii, upema3Ha-
tieHHLix A.7111 oxpairm aTHwiecKoro xapaitrepa n icyabTypHoro n 31COHO-
mmecitoro pa3BHITEH roHopargeil Ha IleMeHROM H3LIKO llama HacezeHna. 

B COOTBeTCTBIHE C yam BB0,401111hIM H.lffl Hoxleacanimm HBeAerono 

3aROHO,l(aTeJILCTBOM Hurneynomsnaymm rpaaqaHam, roHopHwow Ha HO-

M011,ROM Hamm, 637AeT HpejkocTas.aeHo, B ElaCTHOCTIL, c.ae,vionkee: 

a) 06r1011110 B Ha,IMITATOR H cpeA,Heil mom Ha poxilom 513bIRe; 
H0J1b3OBaHHO Ha paBEITAX ocHoHanaax Hemel",Kra& H H13.111)51H-

CRUM 1131,IIMMI1 B rocmapcTBeHribuc ripeacAennax H OCIMIIIMJIEHLIX Ao-
KymenTax, a Talmo B TOM, 1:1TO HacaeTca AHya3humoil TonorpacfmilecRoft 
HomengzaTypm; 

c) upaHo BOCCTaH0B-710H1111 nememoix (paanuati, Hra.abaHH3Hpo-

Hanaba 3a Hocaemige ro,gra; 

d) pasencmo npas B OTHOIHOHIEH AocTyua H rocyAapcTBeinnAm 
AOJI2RHOCTSIM A.71,3 Toro, qT06BI o6ecneinm, 6oiee Hpainumwe COOTHO-
merlin Haxoxianixca Ha rocyAapcTHenuort cryac6e Jinn, npnHaxieza-

m -gx K ITIM ABM annitiecHnm rpymlam. 

2. Haceaerme BEnneynomanyTmx 3011 6yAeT HOJI1330BaTLCH mecT-

3aKOHOAaTeJILHOil n axsonmorpaTromort aBToHomHeft. llpee.iir, B 

ROT0p12,IX 9Ta aBTOHOMMI 6y,likeT OCyLLI,eCTBJEITLCH, ycTaHasansaloTcH Talt-

ace B Hops:mice KOHCyJUDTaIHM C MeCTHIIMH ammeHTamn, upeAcTaamno-

IB,IIMIE r000parnpo Ha HeMeHROM $1313IRe nacis Hace.aeHHH. 

3. IlpaBHTeJIIICTBO liTaJIIIII B Hemx yeTaHOBJI0HHH Ao6pococeA-

CKBX OTHOHI0111111 meacxy ABcTpneil n FITaaneit o6HayeTca, ROHCyJIL,TH-

pyach c lipaHnTe.ncrHom ABCTp1M, B eqene oxioro roAa co Alig 

noantcaHror HacToanero connamencia: 

nepecmovem B Ayxe cHpasexamocTri iiTeplusioun Bonpoc 
o6 orcranna rpaatjkaHcma, CHH3aHHEA c cor.aarnekunnan OT 21 oRTa6pa 
1939 roAa; 

b) Hpuita R comarnerono o Baanernom npn3nannin AeficTBIrreab-
HOCITI neRoTopha ymeHmx cTenelleti ñ yHaHepcHTeTcEnx XHILTIOMOB; 

C) 110,3TOTOBRIb KOHBeHg1110 JiJi11 CB060AHOF0 Tpan3HTa HaccaacH-

poH H rpy3ort mez,u,y CeHepHum H BOCTOMBIM Tlipoaem Raz no ;Roma-
Ho opore, Tax n, B Hpe,ge.ilax BO3MOIRHOPO, no moccermilm AoPoram; 

95347° --49--PT.II ----38 
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d) 3arKJomHT cnenHaJHmme coraameHHm c nejiio o6aerqm
6o0ee mmporoe norpaHErnoe coo6mneHHe Meay ABCTpnei H HITaJmefi,
a Tarae MecTHbIH o6MeH HeKOTOPbIM KOJIqeCTBOM xapaicTepHmX Aja
AaHHOn o6iacnT HpOAyKTOB H TOBapOB.

nPMHnOI EHHE V.

BoAocHa6meHMe KOMMyHU ropHna H ee oKpecTHOCTeg.

(CM. CTaTbIO 13)

1. IOrocJIaBHa B rKaecTBe co6cTBeHmma 6yAeT coAepcaTE H 39C-
IUoaTHpOBaTB HCTOHHIKH H yCTaHOBRH BOAOCHa6aeHfa, Haxo ainHeca
B (DoHTe opezaa H MoHEOpoHa, H 6yAeT ocyinecTuBiaM BoAoCHa6zemHe
TOfi acTH EOMmyHU rPopHia, ROTOpaa CorJIaCHO yCAOBHSM HacTomIrero
AoroBopa ocTaeTca B HTajm. HTaJI 6yAeT ipoAojEaTm coAeppaTi H
8RKcIoaTmpOBaTb peaepByap H BoAopacnpeAejiHTeJiHyIo CHCTeMy Ha
HTaJbHCKRO TeppHTOpHH, ROTOpIe IIOHOUJ0 OTCa H3 BUmIeynOMHBTyX
HCTOqHHEOB, H 6y6eT ocyinecTBjm BOAOCHa6SeHHem Tex pafOHOB B
lOrocnaBHH, OTOpbIe corJiacHo yCJOBaSM HacTosmaero ,oroBopa ne-
peAyTr E 8TOMy rocyAapCTBy H EOTOpe CHa6EaIKTCa C HbTajibJHCRO
TeppHTOpHH.

2. IIocTaBjaeMaa TaRHM o6pao3M BoAa oJIEHa 6uITb B TaKHX EO-
:mqecTBax, B ROTOP HI OHa o6biqHo nocTaBxiacb 3TiOMy paiOHy B
inpomnoO. Ecum noTpe6mTeJm B mAo6oM H3 BTHX rOCyAapCTB 6yAyT Hya-
aaThca B AOnOJIHmTeamHOM KOHjqeCTBe BO0U, o6a IIpaBHTeJfCTBa pac-
CMOTpMr BOnpOC COBMeCTHO C 1ejIo foCTHZeHHe corzameHBH o TamHX
MeponpHasTIx, ROTOpbIe MoryT pa3yMHO inoTpe 60BaTBC AJ i yAOBae-
TBopemaH 9ax HyEA. Ecjm npolH3ofieT BpeMeeHoe coupaineHne ROJ:-
-ecTBa Bmeronmefica BOu B cnay eCTeCTBeHHmx npnHH, TO noAaxa
BO3U H3 BLmeyIIOIOMyTrX HCTTOHROB norpe6HTeJiM B H)roczaBHH H
JHTazm 6yAeT cooTBeTTBeHro coRpaineHa irponopnHOHajnaHo Hx npe-

wAynemiy lnoTpe6aeBnmo.

3. IliaTa, Koropasa AoHsa upOmBOxB hCq KOMMHOfi ropmHa
)IrocjIaBHH 3a nocTaBJaeMylO eA BO:y, a Tarsze laTa, KoTopaa aojiaHa

npOH3BoWnLCa noTpe6ETeiam na iorocAaBrcEoA TeppHTopm rOMMiyHe
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(1) 3avrtoimTh cHeimanatue cor.gamerroa c gum° o6.gerikrib 

6o.gee mopoKoe Horpartatmoe coo6rgemte mezgy ABcTpHeft H 14Tameit, 

a Talmo MeeTHE.Iii often HeicoTopmit HOJIIIIIOCTBOM xapaaTepmax AAA 

Ammo 06JIOCTH HpOJATETOB II TOBap0B. 

11 P11.110 HIEHNE VE 

BOAOCHa6ifieilife HOMMyHbl rOpHlta H ee mecum-refl. 

(cm. cTaTmo 13) 

1. 10roc.gamui B xagecTBe co6cmenmata 6ygeT co,gepzais H DEC-
xuloampoBan) IICTOIIHRZE H yuaHoBBH BoAocrta6memm, Haxogsmmeca 

B °Dome dopea H Monxopona, H 6yAeT ocymecTwitrrh BogocHa6zeume 

To Niacin xoxritynu ropmga, ROTOR commit' yc.nomurett 'mummer° 

AoroBopa ocTaerca B IITaJIIILI. FITamat 6y,geT Hp0):(0.11ZaTb cogepzam H 

Diccrumamposam pe3epriyap BoAopacripexke.mTe.Tbrtylo cHcTemy Ha 
irranumcitoit TeppuTopHH, BoTopue nonmitmoTca H3 Biameyrromsrayrux 

liCTOTIHHEOBI 6yAOT OCYMOCTBJEITI, BoAocHafterate Tex partoHoB B 

10FOCJIOBTIE1) HOTON O corgacHo yallOBHIESI HacTmmero ,l1ororsopa He-
peitkyr Iz proxy rocyAapcmy H noTopme cHa6zaloTatt c Bra.nsmcnoft 
TeppnToprm. 

2. llocTaRgaemast TaEHM o6pa3ox BoAa Ao.42Ella 614Tb B TaRHX KO-

.7111116CTBaX, B xoTopux oHa o6L,txmo HocTaBdomacE. aTomy parmay B 

Hportmom. Ec.im HoTpe6HTeza B JII060MH3 TBX rocygapcm 6yvr Hyz-

;tames B A01[0.11HEMILHOM HOJIIPleCTBO Boma, o6a 11pm:urea-Lam pac-

cmoTpHT Bonpoc comecTHo C gum° Aocizzemut cor.gameima o Tama 
meportpHaTmay xoTopme mom pa3pmo HoTpe6oBanca A.11,11 

TBopema EITKI Hyz,g. ECM npon3oftgeT BpemeHHoe coxpangeme EOM-

'gee= molortkeks BOW B duly ecTecTsemmx HpHqHH, To Hogaga 

BOAZ H3 Butneynomanymix IICTOITHHICOB noTpe6HTemm B TOPOCJIOBIBI H 

ilTamat 6yAeT coomermeHao cmpangeHa nponopuHoHaarbuo HX ripe-
Agymemy Hove6.7tenmo. 

3. 11.gaTa, xoropast ,TA oiva Hp0113BOAHTbea Rox&ryHoft ropm'a 

10roc.gaBrm 3a HocTamaemyto eft Bogy, a Taxze Ewa, HoTopaa ,goaaffla 

HpoHaBoAmbea noTpe6HTemat Ha Torocaartcsoil Tepptfropim Rommyne 
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ropHIa, IOJIEaHbI YCTaHaBJIBaThBC5 HCEK.IOTeJIEObHO Ha OCHOBaHHH

CTOHMOCTH 3EcCILoaTaIiH H co0epKaraHa CHCTeMLI Bo0oCHa6KeHEmt, a

TaKRe Ha OCHOBaHHH HOBlIX RaIIHTaJIbHbIX paCXOAOB, ROTOPLIO MoryT

noTpe6osaTLca Aj. ocyirecTBJIeieml H3JIoaeHHbix BUBIe nOCTaHOB-

jeHmfi.

4. )IrocaaBHs i H TamJI B TeIeHHe oAHoro Mecsaa co AH BCTyII-

JeHmH B caly HacTosiiuero ,lioroBOpa 3aoaKJI T coriIameHHe, onpere-
jisonqee HX COOTBeTCTByIOImIe o6s3aTeJrbcTBa corjiacHO BLimeyKa3aH-

HBM InojioZeHBaM H ycTaHaBJIHBaioee ILaTy, KOTOOpaa ojEHa Ipo-

H3BOAHTbCS coriacHo 3THuM lIOjioeHHa. 06a IIpaBHTeaJcTBa co3AayrT

COBMeCTHyIo ROMHCCHIO IJm Ha6AioeHHa 3a BUIOJIHeHHeM ylIOMHHyTOrO
corJameHH.

5. IIo mcTeqeHHm ecerHjieTero neprona co larm BCTylmeHmHa B
CHjiy HacToauero ,oroBopa IOrociaBHa H HTajiU nepecMTpaT Bume-
npHBeeeHHbIe noaoaoeHHa B CBeTe YCJiOBHi, TOTOpbIe 6 ylyT cym;ecTBO-
BaTb B TO BpeMH, MJIs Toro, qT0o6u oInpeAejTbm, AgoJi JIH 6iTbi npoH3-
BeOeHM KarHe-Jm6o H3MeHeHHa B 3THX InojoaZeHnia, H IPOH3BOeyT Ta-
REe H3MeHeHMa H BHecyr TalHe 0IonojHeHma, KoTopube MoryT 6rm HMu
corJiacoBaHbI. Bc5Hee cnopu, ROTOPbIe 1 MryT B03HHKHyTbi B pe3YJlbTaTe

rTOro IepecMoTpa, AojsflH2 nepelaBaTbcs Ha pemeHHe cormacHo npo-
gefype, H3IoaeHHOlI B CTanTe 87 HacToauiero AoroBopa.

nPHJnOHEHHE VI.

inOCTONHHUA CTaTYT CBo6oAHoA TeppHTopIw TpHecT.

(CM. CTaTbm 21)

OraTsa 1. PafiOH CBo6oA0HoA TeppHropHm TpiecT.

PaiOHOM CBo6ojloii TeppHTOpiH TpHecT 6yAeT TeppHTopaa B
rpaHH1ax, OIIHcaHHIX B CTaThax 4 H 22 HacTosm;ero jAoroBpa, B TOM
BHie, KaK OHH 6ylyT onpeleJIeHM Ha MeCTHOCTH B COOTBeTCTBHH CO

cTaTmeH 5 ,oroBopa.

CTaTma 2. IeJocTHOCT H HenaaBHCH ocTm.
IIeJIOCTHOCTB H He3aBHCHMOCT CBo6o0AHO TeppHTopm o6ecnIo
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roprma, AOMICHE.1 yeTaHamillmaTbeH Hcminoturre.ahHo Ha OCHOBaHEM 

CTORMOC'TH aKelmoaTamm H coAepacamm merembi BojkocHa6acemm, a 

Talmo Ha ocHortamm HOBbIX Rairffra.nrimx pacxoAoH, Emma moryr 

Howe6oHancH x(.71,11 ocyth,ecTs.aerraa 113.4021CeHHLIX Hume HOCTall0B-

zermii. 

4. 10rouramm H 1-4Taxim B Tetierme oxHoro mecaga co Ana Heiy.11-

zeinia 13 may Hamemero AoroHopa 3aRmatiaT corzamemae, onpeAe-

J15110Igee FLX coomeTemyronme o6H3aTearberBa comacHo Humeyicaaan-

HUM Homatermam H ycTaHaRarthalomee maaTy, NoTopaa Aomma Hpo-

E3B0,11,14Tbell comacHo 3THM HOJIOMITHatti. 06a Ilpaurre.abona comanT 

COBMOCTHy10 HOTHICCHIO X1151 Ha6.7HoAeuna 3a Hbmozuenaem ynommyroro 

cor.aameHm. 

5. Ho TieTeliemm gemmeTHero nepHoAa co ArrA BCITIVICHHH B 

may HacToluckero AoroBopa 10roczamm H ilTa.rma nepecmoTpar mime-
HprmeAeHHbie Homaterma B eBeT0 yemiarri, ROTOpide 6yAyT CYIHOCTBO-

BaTh B TO Hpema, )1,351 Toro, gTO6b1 onpeAe.timb, AOJDEHLI All 6LITI3 Hp0H3-

BOX(e111:11 ICaltHe-JIH60 113MelleBila B DTHX HOJIOZOHILLIX, H HpoH3Heityi Ta-

RHO H3MeHeITHEIii sneer TaRHO A0110.11H0111151, ICOTOpbIe moryT 6E.ITb IIMH 

COMaCOBalIbI. BeffElle CHOW, ICOTOpMe moryT BO3FIHRHyll B peayabTaTe 

uToro HepeemoTpa, ANDICHN nepeikaHaTEtz Ha pen:mime comacHo Hpo-

geikype, Hammel:moil B cTame 87 HacToHmero AoroHopa. 

CIPIAIIOMEHHE VI. 

flocToaHHM Craryr Cao6oAtion Teppwrom TplfeCT. 

(cm. cTaTmo 21) 

CTaTE,H 1. PatioH CHo6o)moil Teppffropmf TpHecT. 

PailoHom CHo6o7mori Tepprroprm TpHecT 6yAeT TeppliToprm B 

Tpammax, OILHCaHlIbLX B CTaTbiLX 4 H 22 HacTosmero AoroBopa, B TOM 

mme, icaR OHH 6y,43/T onpege.aema Ha meeTHocTH B COOTBeTCTBIEH co 

eTaThefi 5 AoroHopa. 

CTaTLA 2. 1(e.ilocTimen II H03aBHCHMOCTL. 

ACJIOCTHOCTI3 H He3aBHCHMOCTIa CB060,110ii Teppwropm o6ecne-



nIBamiTca CoBeToM Be3onacHocTH Opram3aaniH 06TeaeHeHHbmx IHa-
nHi. 9Ta OTBeTCTBeHHOCTB noApa3yMeBaeT, qTO COBeT A0oJieH:

a) o6ecneqHTb co6JnoeHle HacToamn;ero CTaTyTa H, B qacTHocTH,
3ainlTy OCHOBHbIX IipaB qeJIoBeKa;

b) o6ecneqmTb nolgepmaHme o6mnecTBeHHoro IopaaCa H 6e3o-
nacHocTH Ha CBo6ogAHOi TeppHTOpHm.

CTaTma 3. AemmalarEapHsaHaa H HeiiTpaAbHOCTL.
1. CBo6oAHaH TeppHTopia 6y.gieT AeMHmnTapH3oBaHa H o6 basaie-

Ha HeiiTpajaHOi.

2. HRncaRIe BoopygeeHHme caLIb, RpoMe Ra:K no pacnopaamenmo
CoBeTa Be3onacHocTH, He AOJamH, HaaxoiEmlTca Ha CBo6oAHOii TeppH-
TopIH.

3. HIEaIHe BoeHHIm porBamHHe 0opMnponBaHma, MaHeBpI MHas
AereasHocTb B IpeAeaax CBo6o0HO.i TeppHTopHH He 6yAyT pa3pe-
meHbI.

4. IpaBHTeJCTBO CBo6oAHofi TeppHTopI He 6yAeT aaEunoqaT
wm o6CyaAaTB KaEie-iH6o BoeHHbIe corjamema HJm o6a3aTeZbcTBa
c KaKM-jZ6o rocyAapCTBOM.

CTaTbmI 4. ilpaBa qeJroBeKa H oCHOBHbIe CBo06o0r.
ROHCTITryTIJ CBo6oAHOH TeppnTopml OaJIMoHa o6ecneqrHT BceM

JaneaM, HaxoAamulMca HnoA IopHcawHKmefi CB06OAHOii TeppHTOpIm, 6e3
pa3JiHMqa I THHecKoro npoIncxoacgeHma, Inoa, a3biKa naJ peamrHH,
nOJIb30BaHHe OCHOBHUMI npaBaMH qejoBeEa H OCHOBHIMH cCBo6oAaMH,
BKrioqaac CBo6O0y peomrH03Horo KyAbTa, I3bIKa, CAOBa H H3AaHHii, o6-
pa30BamHa, co6pamH H C00O30B. PpaazaHaM CBo 60AHOfi TeppiTopHH
6ygyTr o6ecneqeHu paBHtle ycjiOBa 3aHaTia rocyAapcTBeHHbIx Aoaw-
HOCTei.

CTaTaa 5. Ppaa:sancKHe H IIOJmiTH cHe npaBa.
HH oZHo .r1Io , KOTOpoe npno6pejio rpaaaHCTBo CBo6oAHofi Tep-

PHTOPHH, He 6yAeT jmMeHo rpaamaHcmI x war noJmmecmKx npaB, Epo-
Me RaK no cyyJy B HaRa3aaie 3a HapymeHle yroJIoBHWX 3aKOHOB CBO-
6oauoi TeppHTopm.
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unBaloTca COBeTOM Be3onacHocTn Oprann3aunit 0610,ataleHMIX M-

HO. OTa OTBeTCTBO11110CM nop,pa3ymeBaeT, qTo COBeT Aomen: 

a) o6ecueunTb co6.1no,AeHne HacTounkero CTaTyTa ii, B tlaCTHOCTILI, 

aanurry OCHOBHIAX upaB ue.aoBeica; 

b) o6ecneunm nomepatabme o6ruecTBeHHoro nopagica H 6e30-
11aCHOCTII Ha CB000moil TeppnToprm. 

CTaTb3I 3. AemmanTapnaannu ii HeitTpaabnocm. 

1. Cso6o,7THau Teppuropna 6FgeT AemnanTapn3oBaHa H o6T2esnme-

Ha HefiTpaabHoil. 

2. linicaKne Boopyzennue CH.71II,Epome rtax no pacuopuatanno 

CoBeTa Be3onacHocTn, He ,EcOMEHLI HaX0,11XTbC51 Ha 03060)41A Teppn-

TOpPill. 

3. 1-InHaute BoeinTanpoBannme citopmnpoBaHnsi, manertpm nm 

AelffeabHOCTI3 B upeAmax CB000luoit TemonTopnn He 6yAyT pa3pe-

4. IlpannTemeno CB060Noti Teppwropnn He opeT 3aRJHOTIaTb 

o6cyaqaTbKne-an6o BOCHHLIe coraameinui MTH o6u3aTe.abcma 

C Karumf-.7m6o rocpapcnom. 

CTaTI151 4. Ilpana ne.imBeica H ocHombre CB060,1(1)I. 

ROHCTHITIT,H11 CB060,11,HOR TeppuTopun AOJIMHa o6ecneunTb Bee34 

anuam, Haxomuumica no lopnc,zunumeil CBo6oAHoii Teppuropnn, 6e3 

plaintiff aTnnuecicoro uponcxoatAeRna, nom, a3bHca n.im pe.unrnn, 

HOJIL30BaHlle OCTIOBHbIMII npaBamn uezoBeica H OCHOBHIDIDIH CB060,qaMH, 

BEJ1101Ia51 cso6omi peonrHo3Horo icy.abTa, 113bIKa, CJI0Ba II 113,aaHH11, o6-

pa3oBaHrui, co6paHnif H C01030B. PpaacAanam Cso6o/AHoff TeppnTopnn 

6pyr o6ecneueHbr paBlible yCJIOBFISI 3aHaTna rocvTapcnieHmax AOJI7E-

llocTeff. 

Grams{ 5. PpazAancrene H norunktu2cEne npaBa. 
flu ono .iinio, HoTopoe npno6peao iTaz,iikaHcrBo CB°60noff Tep-

puropna, He 6yAeT annieno rpazAaHcitnxnjm HOJIRTIPieCKHX npaB, Rpo-

me Halt no cmy B HaImam% 3a Hapymenne yro.RoBErbix 3a1COHOB CB0-

6wori TepplEropm. 
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CTaTmH 6, rpaasaHcTBo.

1. HTajisHcRne rpaaRanHe, AOMHHjMTpoBaHHe K 10 Hmoi 1940
roga B IpeAeAJax rpaHHI CBo6o0AHof TeppHTopHH, H X JeTH, pomHB-
nmEeci rIocJae DTOi AaTbI, CTaHyT KopeeHHMH rpazsaHaaH CBo6OAHOA

TeppHTopiH c nIIOJmHMM rpazKaHcKEMH H IIOJITHqeCKHMB IIpaBaMH. IHo

npHo6peTeHHH rpa;AaHCTBa CBo6oAHOAi TeppHTopmH OHH 0 nTepSOT
HTaaIbsjCKoe rpamKAaHcTBO.

2. IIpaBrTeJIBCTBO CBo6oAHGc TeppaTopHH o6eCnenHHT, oAHaRo,
qTo6bI jmIia, ylIOM1SHyrTle B ntYHTe 1, rTapme 18 JeT (iHa cocToasmae
B 6paKe jIinma, AocTmIme i HO AOCTHI e 9 Toro BoapacTa), H o6H-
XOAHbIM s53bIROM R OTOpbIX aBJeTC8 HTajinSHCEHei, HMejEH IpaBo O0TH-
poBaTm HTajraHCKioe rpaaAaHcTBO B TeqeRHe mecTH MecSeeB IocJIe

BCTymIeH7Ie B CHy KCOHCTHTyIIHH a yCJIOBHsX, rOTOpHe 66ygyT npeAy-

CMOTPeHBI 9TOfi KOHCTHTyIneH. Jho6oe Imno,O orrTpyioinee TaKHM o6pa-
30M, 6yAeT cqUiaTBca npHo 6 peTIHmM BHOBb HiramJIIHCEoe rpaa;aHCTBO.
OinanHia yzaa He BJIeqeT 3a co6oH oiITama co CTOPOHbI Meembi.
OinTaiwn CO CTOPOHI OTna JuH, eCJm OTI;a HeT B ZHBLIX, CO CTOPOHbI
,MaTepn 6yAeT, OAHaKO, aBTOMaTHE1eCKH BjImOqaTb BCeX He COCTOigHX
B 6paKe AeTei MoJzoime 18 AeT.

3. CBo6oaHaa TeppmTopHa MomEeT noTpe6oBaTB, qTO6I Te, ETO
,BOCnOJIb30BaJIiCb IpaBOM oITaLWI, lnepeceJmTHChb B ITaJIHIO B TeqeHHn
roga co iHIa coBepmeHHI5 onTarnH.

4. YCaJOBHa npHo6peTeHmm rpacgaHCTBa ajuHnaM, KOTopube He
HMerOT OCHOBaHmfi AIAI npIo6peTeHmI KopeHHoro rpaazgaHcTBa, 6yAyr
onpeaeIJeHbI YqpeArTeJaIbHUM Co6paHHeM CBo60oHOA TeppHTOpHH H
BKlJIoqeHbI B KOHCTHTylCHIO. Taire ycjOBmH, oaiaKo, 6yayT HCRKIoqaTb
npHo6peTeHHe rpaasaHCTBa qjeaaMH 6MuBmeI HrTaJnaHCRKOH aamncT-
CKOi noHmIuiH (O.B.P.A.), ROTopue He 6wm pea6auiHTpOsBam KOM-
IeTeHTHbIMH BJIaCTMIH, B TOM qHCJIe COI03HbIMH BOeHHblMH BJIaCTBfM,

KOTOpbIe HCCJIH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTh 3a ynpaBJeHHe 3THM paHOHOno.

CTaTm 7. 0HmmHaAbjime a3bImH.

OmHaJbHnbImmH Sa3MKaMH CBo60AHOi TeppHTOpHH 6yAyT HraJn-
SnHCKHII HE cJIOBeHCKIIi. KoHCTHTyrm npeaycMOTpHT ycjOBHa ncHnoia-

30BaHaI xOpBaTCKoro Ia3nKa KaK TpeTbero oHnHadmnHoro a3ana.
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CTama 6, PpaacAaHcmo. 

1. FITa.usnicHne rpazikane, ommvumposamatme it 10 THOM 1940 
roi'a B HpeAmax rpaHm" CHo6o,u,llort Teppffropm, if 11X em, popym-
mama Houle DTOil ami, CTany'r ROpe111114M11 rpaawkaHamil CHo6o7kHoit 
Teppffropra c no.iimm rpaacAaricicHHH H llo.kutrwiecnrent HpaHamil. 110 
HpHoopeTentm rpaatAaHema CHo6000ti Teppuropm OB31 HoTepaloT 
TITaJIMIICROO rpaac,gancmo. 

2. lIpaHrifeabcmo CHo6uncill TeppriTopra o6ecHegHT, oxlaKo, 
-LiTo6m ynomanyme B Ry1EICTO 1, cTapne 18 JIOT (11J114 COCTOBILKEIe 
B 6paKe maga, AOCTIIIIRRO WM HO ik OCT BIT II e aToro BoapacTa), H 06H-
%WAIMEA B3IDIROM ROTOpbIX SIBJIHOTCH nTaJIbmcItu , HMOJIR RpaBO 0111H-

poBam liTaJILBHCROe rpaKrkaHcmo B Tegerme 'mem mecsigeH HOCJI0 
HeTyrrzenHa B emu ItORCTIITy1MH Ha yCJIOBBSIX, HoTopile 637,4yr Hpe,gy-
CMOTpeFIM DTA KOHCTRTy11,11e11. Jhoóoe JM110, onauppcilHee Talcum o6pa-
30M, 611,4eT ClIEITaTLCH HpHo6peTmiust BBOBI) 11T0.11135111CROO rpazAaHcmo. 
OIITaII,HB mynta HO BJletIOT aa coodi °maga"' CO CTOpOHEJ mem. 
iOnTarkyra CO CT0p011b1 on'a Thlffl, ecom onla HOT B RCHIMLX, CO CTOpOlIbI 
maTepH 63T,AeT, °Armco, aBTomaTutiecHH ituoam BCOX He COCTOSEHBX 
B 6paice eTe4 mo.mome 18 JOT. 

3. Crio6mHaH Teppwropm Homer HoTpe6oHaTb, iiTo6b" Te, RTO 
tBOCH0J11)30BWIHC13 'warm)," 011TaBB11, Hepecemmict. B 14Ta.111110 B TelleH110 
roAa co Ana cosepmeHHH OITTaBHH. 

4. YCJI0BHII HpHO6p0Te111151 rpaacj'aacma JIH110101, ICOTOpbI0 He 
'mem. ocHoHaHa HpHo6peTeHHH IcopeHHoro rpaac,RaucTHa, 6yAyT 

oripciteaeHm YIIPOAHT0.711,BbIM Co6pannem CB060,11,110ii Tepperropall H 
BKJI1011eHbI B ROBCITITylBlIO. Tame YCJI0B1151, WHIM°, 6yyr HCIL111011aTb 
HpHoopeTeme rpaziAaHcma ieuam &muck HTaJEWMC11011 

HoarrusH (0.B.P.A.), 'compile He 6biza pea6HarnipoHanril Rom-
HeTelITHIAMII BJIaCT51MH, B TOM iHacze CO103E1001 B0e11:111001 BJIaCTEM11, 

'compile HeCJIE1 OTBeTCTBOBBOCTI) 3a yupamemle 313111 paitonom.. 

CTaTha 7. 04Higua.abmile 313bIRIL 

0011BlaJlbHEMH H3mHamia CHo6o"wori Tepprropyll 6yarr nTaju-
5fflCKIIhI II CJI0BeHCRI111. ROBCTIITy1B151 HpeAychroTprcr yczoHHH Henan-
3oHama xopHaTcHoro amica 'can TpeTbero ogaincHaabHoro SWIM 
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CTaTb 8. (jiar H rep6.
CBo6orHaa TeppHropHa 6yAeT aMen CBOfi 4jar H CBOI rep6. Ee

qjiar 6yeT Tpa.AmHOHHEmM 4iiaroM ropoAa TpHecT, a ee rep6 - ero
HcTopHneceKm rep6oM.

CTama 9. OpraHmi npaBJieHla.
pas ynpaBIemH CBO6oHofi TeppHTopHei 6ygyT ry6epHaTop,

IHpaBHTeJcTBeHHIl COBeT, Hapo0AHoe Co6parme, H36paHHoe HapoaoM
CBo6o0HO.o TeppHTopmE, H cyAe6Hoe BeAOMCTBO. FIX CooTBeTCTByIOmnHe
inojmoHMOIH 6yyrT ocymecmTrnca B cooTBeTCTBHH c noaioeHHmH

HacToIsmero CTaTyTa H KOHCTHTyH CBO6o0HOi TeppmTopiH.

CraTba 10. KoHCTHTynH.

1. KOHCTTyaa CBo6oAHoAi TeppHTopnH 6 yzeT cocTaraeHa B
COOTBeTCTBHH Ce AeMOKpaTHreceKm pHnmiamaMH H 6yAeT npHHuTa
YQpeAHrejMHUM Co6pamHHe 6 o0mHCTBOM AByx TpeTei noAaHHux
roJocoB. RKHCTHTynW AoJamHa 6ubI corjacoBaHa c IIOoaoeH)aMH Ha-
CTosnero CTaTyTa. OHa He Aoamma BoIHx B Clny J0O BCTyIIeHHa B caHy
OraTyTa.

2. ECJm, no mHemno Py6epHaTopa, EKaRe-la6o IIOjIOzenmH IKOH-
CTHTuym, npeAioaeHHofi YqpewrejBHM CO6paHHeM, HJH EaEe-Jm-
60 nocJIeAyIOIH e H3MeHeHeH B HeA, HaxoAarca B npoTHBopeqIH Co CTa-
TyTOM, OH MOeT unpeAoTBpaTiTH BBeAeHHe Ex B CHay, npH yCJIOBHH 06-
paneHHma K COBeTy Be3onacHOCTH B TOM CJIyae, ecam Co6paHHe He
npHMeT ero B3rJiHiOB H peioMe.HAauH.

TOaTa 11. Ha3HaqeHHe ry6epHaTopa.
1. ry6epHaTop 6yAeT Ha3HaqeH COBeTOM Be3aoacHOcTH nocje

sOHcyJnuTaa m C IIpaBHTeIbCTBaMH IOrocJIaBHH H HTaIHH. OH He Ao0I-
ZeH 6ITL rpaaHHmEnoM I0rociaBiBH m HTaJmH MM CBo6o0Hotf Tep-
PHTOPHM. OH 6yAeT Ha3HaqeH Ha cpOR B naS JeT H MO0eT 6uTL Ha3Ha-
qeH Ha HOBUi CpOR. Ero aIanoBaHe H cpeCTBa a a coepsaHHe 6yAyr
Bumia'mBaTnca OpraHH3aanHe 0 6 e.HeHHnmIx fHaiui.

2. ry6epHaTop MoaeT ynoamOMOTm H36paHHoe Hmo J.imio 3aae-
nmaTb ero B CAyqae BpeMemHoro OTcyTcTBHa mr BpeMeHRofi Hecnoco6-
HOCTH BInOma.mr. CBOi o6a3aHHocTe.

TREATIES [61 STAT.1558 TREATIES 

OraThn 8. clo.mar II rep6. 

[61 STAT. 

CHo6oAnaa Teppnropm 6yikeT HMeTik CBOrf Cf)aar if CB011 rep6. Ee 
cD.Tiar 6TkeT waiknrknonnum cD.ffarom ropoika TpnecT, a ee rep6 ero 
ECTOpHTIOCKBX repoom. 

OraTha 9. Opranm npamerraff. 

y.upaRaenna Cso60;Hoit Teppnropneil 6y,u,yr Py6epHaTop, 
IIpaHnre.merHeranait Corte; Hapomme Coopaline, n36pannoe Hapowsi 
CHo6oAHoll Teppnropnn, If cyike6Hoe BOAOMCTRO. llx COOTBOTCTBrOlikHO 
II0.11110M0111B1 6yikyr ocyrgemmamcn B COOTBOTCTBIlif c nomatenrigun 
HacTosmAero OraTyra n ItoncTimitna CBo6op,Hoil TeppErropnn. 

Orana 10. ROHCTIITRIIR. 

1. RoncTsTynna CHo6op;Hon TeppnTopEn 6per cocrameHa B 
COOTBOTCTRBH c AemoEparnqemnin npinuAnnamm H 6yAeT rrpamaTa 
YlipegHTeAmmat Co6paHnem 60026MHEICTBOM iksyx TpeTeft noAaHnux 
roaocon. KoHCTIITYDAff Ao.nzna 6r)rm cor.aacoBana c nomatercamin Ha-
ma:mem CTaTra. 011a HO Ao.azza BOTH B cagy Ao BaymaeHHH B may 
ca. 

2. ECM; no memo ry6epHaTopa, Kaitne-m6o no.nozerma ROH-
eTniyugir, npexaoacemmit YtipeAruremarbat Co6pannem, Half EaRne-m-
6o noc.aegyionwe H3MeHellitlf B Hen, Haxo)T,Hren B HpoTHBopexum co Gra-
ITT", OH Kozel' npeAompanin BROAOHHO BIC B cloy, npn YCJIOBICH o6-
panTeHHH IC CoBeTy BeeonacHocTH B TOM carme, ecan Co6paHne HO 
npnmeT ero HaranAoH H peBomeHAaHHil. 

CTaTbil 11. HaaHatierme ry6epHaTopa. 

1. ry6epHarop 6y4eT Hanaties COMM BO30HaCHOCTH HOCJI0 
ICOHcyJIBTaIBn C 11pamrre.ncrBamH 10roczaBan H EtTamal. OH He joji-
en 6um rpaac,gammom 10IOCJIaBBH H.TH EITaJIHIf IDifi CB06011,HOff Tep-

puroprin. On 6rker Ha3HaTiell Ha cpoR B HEM .ReT n mozeT 6hrm Hama-
en Ha HOBLiii cpoit. Ero za.noHanne H cpeAcrBa Ha coAepmarine 6yug 

BLIEL1IRAMBaTLeff Opraffiraagneit 061,egmeninax 

2. Py6epHaTop mozeT ylloaHomomrn, H36paHHoe MM .anHo awn-
man, ero B carom Hpertenaoro oTcyrcTEna Half Hpemennon Hecnoco6-
HOCTR BBmozams CBOH o6aaaHnocin. 
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3. EcJm COBeT BeaonacHocTi cqHTaeT, qTO ry6epHaTop He Bb-
HIIOJHm CBOHX 06a3aHHOCTeA, OH MOaEeT BpeMeHHO OTCTpaHHTh ero H,
c co6mnoeHmeM HaJaemaesanx rapaHTmH B OTHomemnH paccCeAoBaHna
H 3acJIymuBaHHI Aeea, yBOJmTO ero c AOJEHOCTH. B cjiyqae ero Bpe-
MeHHoro OTCTpaHeHHF H.JH yBOJIbHeHla HIH B cAyqae ero cMepTH HsI
HeCIoco6HocTH, CoBeT BeaonacHocTH MoseT BIeJTb A EH w Ha3HamHTb
Apyroe JIrmn B RaqecTBe BpeMeHHoro ry6epHaTopa, KoTopoe 6yAeT Aei-
CTBOBaTb AO Tex Hop, noKa ry6epHaTop He CTaHeT cnOCo6HbIM BIIIOJI-
HrrT CBOH o6a3aHHocTm w nora He 6yAeT Ha3HaqeH HOBbIi ry6ep-
HaTOp.

CTaTha 12. 3 aeoHoAaTeajHaa BAacTB.
3aKouHogaTe.tmHaS BiacTh 6ygeT ocymecTimaTBc Hapo,0HMi Co6-

paHHeM, COCTOSIMHM H3 OAHO fI aaaTm, H36paHHUM Ha OCHOBe inpOIop-
AHOHajilHoro nlpeACTaBH'TejicTBa rpazaaHaMH o6oero IIoia CBo6ofPHOfi
TeppHTOpHH. Bm6opu B Hapo:iHOe C06paHHe 6 yayT npOBOAHTica Ha
ocHOBe Bceo6mlero, paBHoro, npaMoro H TafHoro roAocoBaHHm.

CTaTba 13. IIpaBHTrreJcTBeni COBeT.
1. IlpH coxpaHeHH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH, B03oM0aeHHofi Ha ry6ep-

HaTopa corJiacHo HaCTOsmIeMy CTaTyry, HcnoJmHHTeJLmHaI BAaCT Ha
CBo60AHOA TeppHTopHH 6yAeT ocyMrecmraTBmca IIpaBHTrejiCTBeHHM
COBeTOM, KOTOpfIi 06pa3yeTca HapoAHlM Co6paHneM H HeceT OTBeTCT-
BeHHocTb nepeA HIM.

2. ry6epHaTop HMeeT npaao npHcyTCTBOBaTb Ha Bcex 3aceAaHnsx
IIpaBHTrejCTBeHHoro COBeTa. OH MO0eT H3JaraTb CBOH B3rAab B OT-
HOIeHHH BCeX BOInpOCOB, EacaionmIxcs CBOeft OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH.

3. ,HpeKTOp o6imecTBeHHoA 6e3onacHocTM H ,HpeKrop CBo6oA-
Horo IIopTa 6yAyT npHriamaTbc Ha 3aceAaHna CoBeTa H MoryT H3na-
raTm CBOH B3rJnIb, rorga IIpaBHTeAbCTBeHHAE CoBeT o6cyzAaeT BO-
IpocM, 3aTparHBaioiHe Hx OTBeTCTBeHHOCTL.

CTaTSH 14. OcynecTBmenH e cyqe6HoH miiacTH.
CySae6Has BJaCTB Ha CBo6o0Hoi TeppHTopHH 6yAeT ocyEie-

cTBjarTca cygaMH, yqpemajeHHmm B cOOTBeTCTBHH KoHCTHTyrHef H
3aKoHaMH CB060oHOH TeppHTOpHH.

CTaTmh 15. CBo6oAa H He3aBHCHMOCTBT cyAe6Hoi BjiacTH.
KoHCTHrypHa CBO60AHOH TeppHTOpHH AOJEHa rapaHTnpoBas
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3. ECJIH COBeT Be30HaCHOCTH ciinTaeT, TITO ry6epHaTop He BbI-

HOJIHIEJI CBOILLX o6naHHoeTert, OH mozeT spawnHo OTCTpaRYITb ero H, 

c co6.7floAeintem Haxaemaraxx rapaHmil B omornemut pacumAoBanna 

ii 3acAyin.w3aHH51 Aeaa, yBo.urrh ero c gOJIMHOCTll. B urriae ero Bpe-
3feHHOPO oTcTpallemill HJIH yBOJII3HeHHH ELUL B CJiyae ero emepTH IIJIH 

HeCHOCO6HOCTH, COBeT Be30HaCHOCTH mozeT BEIIlkeallTb Hall Ha3HaTIHTI3 

uPYroe JIEHO B Ratieme BpemeHHoro ry6epHaTopa, KoTopoe 6yixeT Aerl-

CTBOBaTb ,LV1) Tex Hop, Holm Py6epHaTop He eTaHeT CHOCO6HbIM BbIHOJI-

Hal% CBOH 06513aHHOCTFI Elffl Hon, He 6y,tkeT Hamagen HOBLITI ry6ep-

HaTop. 

CTaTha 12. 3aEoHoAaTem,Haa B.ThaCTIa. 

3aKoHogaTeamail imam 6yrkeT OCyIHOCTBJIHISCH Flapoxibim Co6-

pamem, COCTOHL4KM 113 OAHOitnaiamz, 1136paHnum Ha ocHoBe Hponop-

11110HaJILHOPO HpeAcTaBrrre.mcma rpazAaHamll o6oero nom, CBo6op;Hoil 

Teppwroprm. Bm6ophi B HapoAHoe Coopaline 63/),,yr Hpommirisca Ha 

OCHOBe Bceo6mero, parmoro, Hpamoro H TailHoro IOJIOCOBaHHH. 

CTanz 13. IIpaBure.ncTBeruniff CoBeT. 

1. Ifprt coxpaHemra OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH, BomozeHHoll Ha ry6ep-

HaTopa comacHo HacTolurkemy CTanTy, neHomurrearmaa B.ilacTE. Ha 

CBo6oAHort TeppHTopnu 6yeT ocyw,ecTBARTLea IlpaBrrremiemeirHEam 

COBeTOM, leoTopuil o6pa3yerea Hapoirumm Co6paHmem 11 HeceT OTBeTCT-

BeHHOCTI, nepeA HIM. 

2. ry6epHaTop HMeeT HpaBo HpHerCTBOBaTb Ha Bee% aaceixamax 

Illpaurre.ahmeHHoro CoBeTa. OH MOZeT H3JIBraTb CBOH B3IJIHAbl B Ur-

HOHIeHHH Beex BOH1340C0B, Hacarommesi CBOeI OTBeTCTBeHHOCTIL 

3. AnpeKTop o6ukeemeHHoil 6e30HaCHOCTH H ,Uperrop CBo60A-

}lora llopm 6y,Lkyr Hpurzaraarbesi Ha aaceAaHau CoBeTa H moryr nma-

ram CHM B3r.ww, Korga lIpaBirre.n.memblit CoBeT o6cyasAaeT Bo-

Hpocm, amparnBalomxe HX OTBeTCTBeHMOCTI). 

CTaT131114. OcynlecTmenne cpe6Holl B.TiacTn. 

CyAe6Haa Bann, Ha Cso6Q1Holl Teppirropm 6y4keT ocyme-

CTBASTMCSI cygamm, ripeameffammll B COOTBeTCTBEGI C KOHCTliTy1tHert H 

3aKoHamit CBo6op,Hoff Teppuropllm. 

Crramg 15. CBo6oAa H He3aBHCHMOCTI, ey,tke6Hoil macTH. 

1C0HcTinputa 03060Andi TeppliTopm Aoaaina rapaHniposan; 



]IOJIHyIO CBo6o0y E He3aBHCHMOCTb cyae6Hofi BjaCTH H npeAycMaTpH-
BaTb anlejijauUoHHylo IopHCcHErHio .

CTaTbIq 16. Ha3HaqeHHe IHHOB cyAe6Horo BneoMcTBa.
1. Fy6epHaTop Ha3HaqaeT MHHOB cyAe6HorO Be:OMCTBa 13 qncna

EaHJHAaTOB, npeACTaBJImeMbIx IIpaBHTeJibCTBeHHbIM COBeTOM, WiJH 13

nncjia Apyrix JIHml, nocJe KOHcyJIbTaLHH c IIpaBHTejlbcTBeHHbIM CoBe-
TOM, ecim lKoHncTyiwia He nIpeAycMaTp1BaeT HHoro IopagKa 3aolOJIHe-
HHms cyae6HuIx AOJi.MHOcTe H, , pH yCJIOBHH Co6jiIOAeHHa rapaHTHi, HO-
TOpbIe ojiOmHbI 6bITb yCTaHOBJeHbI KOHCTHTyiUHeii, MOKeT yBOJIbHSaTb
MHHOB cyA;e6Horo BeaoMcTBa 3a lOBeeeHHe, HecoBMecTHMoe c X Cy-
ae6HbimH (byHiuSnMH.

2. HapoAHoe Co6paHHe pemeHneM B ABe TpeTH lnogaHHblx rOAo-
COB MoeeT IIpocHTb ry6epHaTopa paccjeAosBaTr mo6oe o6BHneHne,
BbIABHHyTOe lpoTHB qHHOB cyAe6Horo BeAOMCTBa, KOTOpoe, B caiyae,
ecjm OHO 6 yT ,oEaaH, T AOK o, acT ocHOBaHHe aA HX BpeMeHHorO OTCTpa-
HeH1 H OT AOJIKHOCTH Hrl yBOJIbHeHHa.

CTaTba 17. OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb ry6epHaTopa nepea
COBeToM Be3onacHocTi.

1. ry6epHaTop B KEaecTBe npeACTaBHTrej CoBeTa BeaonacHocTH
HeceT OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb B OTHOmeiMf Ha60ioAeHHa 3a co6JIioAeHneM
HacTosIiero CTaTyTa, BKIIOMlaS 3aIHTy OCHOBHbIX InpaB sejioBeKa, a
TaKace B OTHOomeHIH o6ecneqemHi Toro, MT06bI o6uecTBeCIHHbA nOpa-
Aoi H 6e30nacHOCTb noiepzEHBajmcb IIpaBHTeJbCTBOM CBo6oAHOHi
TeppHTopHn B COOTBeTCTBHH C HacTOanIHM CTaTyTOM, CKHCTHTyIuHei H
3aKOHaMH CBo6OAHOfi TeppHropHH.

2. Fy6epHaTop AonaeH npeecTaaBjia COBeTy Be3onacHocTH
eKeroAHo OTqeTbI OTHOCHTeAbHO npHMeHeHaa CTaTyTa H BblnIOJmeHHI
CBOHX o6 S3aHHcTefi.

CTaTma 18. IIpaBa Co6paHm.
HaponHoe Co6paHae HMeeT npaBo paccMaTpHBaTb H o6cyzaaTb

.ao6ue BoupobI, 3aTparHBaroine e mrTepecul CBO6OAHOf TeppnTopHH.

CTaTaS 19. II3aHHe 3aaOHOB.
1. 3 aKoHoAaTegnaHaas HmumaTHma MOaeT ocyIneCTBJiTbCs qJie-

naMH HapoAuoro Co6pamHas IIpaBHrejacTBeHHmM CoBeToM, a Tasze
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110J1Hy10 CB060,I1y 11 He3aBlIelIMOCTb ey,ge6noti BJ1aCTI1 11 npeTtyemaTpn-

BaTb anexhihnonnylo 

CTaTba 16. Ha3nagenne 1111110B eyAe6noro BeAomena. 

1. ry6epnaTop na3nanaeT ,111110B cyAgnoro BeAomena 113 MICJIa 

KaH,TITIAaTOB, npeAcTaBanemba IlpaBHTeJIbeTBeHHIIM COBeTOM, Win 113 

=pima Apyrnx JI1111, nocze KOHCyJIbTa111111 C 11paBHTeJ1bCTB01111bIM COBe-

TOM, ecan RolmTi4Tyhna ne irpe,oyemaTpnBaeT hnoro nopamea 3anoilHe-

111111 Awnimocreti, 11, uprt yCJIOBFIll CO6J11011eHHA rapanTnii, KO-

Tophie AOJIIEFILI obITb yeTanoB.Tienbi lioneTnTynneil, momeT yBOJII3HRTI, 

IIHEIOB eyoeonoro Bertomema 3a noBegenne, HeCOBMeeTHMOO C IIX ey-

,ge6numn (PyHE1111512111. 

2. Hapomme Coopanne pemennem B ABein 110AaHHLIX 1"0.40-
COB MOT upoeftrb ry6epnaTopa pacemikoBan aio6oe 06B1111e1111e, 

BbI,TIBRHyT0e 11pOTHB 1111110B cy,Tkeonoro BeA0MCTBa, noTopoe, B carom, 

eCall 0110 OyAeT AoHa3ano, AacT ocnoBanne IH HX Bpememoro oTeTpa-

HeH1111 OT )10.7HEHOCTII HJIH yBOJIblIeHHH. 

CTaTba 17. OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb ry6epnaTopa nepeA 

COBeTOM Be30HaCHOCTII. 

1. ry6epnaTop B nmecTBe npeAcTaBffrean CoBeTa Beaonacnoern 

neeeT OTBeTeTBeHHOCTI3 B OTHOHIeHIBI Ha6J110,4eHHH 3a co6.7noAennem 

nacTonakero CTaTra, BK.11.1011a51 3anwry OCHOBIlbIX npas gemBena, a 

Tame B OTHOILICH1111 o6ecneilenna TOM, 11T06bI 0611(eCTBeHHIlii Lova-

AMC H 6e3011aCHOCTb nomepmnBazacE. Ilpameabcnom Crio6opholl 

Teppuropnn B COOTBeTeTBKH C nacTonunim CTaTyTOM, ROHCITITy110eil H 

aaKonamn CB°6o,Tworif Tepprrropnn. 

2. ry6epnaTop Awiaceri npeAcTaBann CoBeTy Beaonaenocm 

exeromm OneTbI omocure.nno upnmenenha CTaTyTa H BbILIOJilleHlIff 

CBORX o6n3annocTeii. 

CTamo 18. lIgaBa Coopanna. 

Hapoinioe Coopanne nmeeT npaBo pacemaTpnBaTh n o6eyzAaTs 

.ino6ble Boupoem, 3aTparnBannhne hraTepecu CB000iknoft Tepphropm. 

°Tama 19. 1713itanne 3aROHOB. 

1. 3anonoAaTeaman innignaTnBa moater oeyinecTimffmen =me-

namn Hapmnoro Coopanna 11 rIpalarre.abcTBennum COBeTOM, a Tame 
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ry6epHaTopOM B Tre BOHpocax, KOTopbIe, no ero MHeHIio, 3arparamaior
OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb CoBeTa Be3onacHoCTn, REi OHa onpeejieHa B CTaTbe 2
HacToamfero CTaTyTa.

2. H OHa 3IaKOH He AOJIeH BCTYIIaTT B CHIy AO TeX nOp, noKa
OH He 6yrAeT ony6JmeOBaH. 0ny6JmI OBaime 3aaOHOB 6ygeT RnpH3BO-
;HrTbCc B COOTBeTCTBHI C nIOCTaHOBAJIeHmamm OHCTHTyITH CB06o0HO0
TeppHTopmH.

3. ,Ao ony6jmEoBamT 3asaOH, ipHuIaT Co6palHeM, orojaeH
6bmi npeACTaSBeH ry6epnaTopy.

4. Ecjm ry6epHaTop cqHTaeT, qTO TaIoi 3aKOH IIPOTHBOPeqHT
HaCTOII[ReMy CTaTyry, OH MOEeT, B TeqeHne 10 AHeR nocae npeAcTaBJie-
HHm eMy 3Toro 3aiOHa, BepHyTb ero Co6paHimo coCBOMH 3aaMeqIaHHJTmS
H peEKOMeHaHaIMH. ECJl IPy6epHaTop He BepHeT BTOrO 3aKOHa B TeOe-
HHel 10 iHeii HnJ ecJm OH yBeOLmHT Co6paHRe B TeqeHHe Toro me
IepHoAa o TOM, 'TO 3aKOH He BbI3blBaeT 3aMeqail H.iH peKOMeHAaiH
c ero CTOpOHbI, TO 3aKOH 6yAeT ony6JiKEOBaH HeMeAJ.eHHO.

5. EcJm Co6paHHe 3aaIBHT o CBoeM OTna3e B3aRT Ha3aa 3aROH,
B03BpaireHHBIfi Co6paHHo ry6epHaTopoM, HJI H3MeMHIT ero CooTBeT-
CTBeHHO 3aMeqaHSIM Ha peEoMeHJaaHHM Py6epHaTopa, TO nocjzeAHHr
AOAIeeH,-3a HCEKoJOeHHeM cIyqaa, KorAa OH COrJaCHTCS CHSITB CBOH
3aMeqaHia Ham peOMeHAainHH, H B 3TOM cjyxae 3aKOH AOJIKceH 6bITb

ony6jmIKOBaH HeMeAjieHHO, - 6e3 npoMeAieHHI AOJIoaEHTb 10 3TOMy
Bornpocy CoBeTy Be3onacHocTH. ry6epHaTop paBHUM o6pa30M nepe-
AacT CoBeTy BeaonacHocTH 6e3 npoMejieHHans no6oe coo6ineHHe, KOTO-
poe Co6paHHe MOmKeT inoEeniaTh nepekaTb CoBeTy no aToMy BOInpocy.

6. 3aKOH, KOTOPbIfi coriacHO nojioameHHIM npegbilymero nycHTa
cocTaaBJieT npeAMeT AoriaAa CoBeTy Be3onacHocTH, 6yAeT ony6JH-
KOBaH JMinr no yEa3anni o CoBeTa Be3onacHocTH.

CTaTas 20. IIpaBa Py6epHaTopa B oTHomeHm
azMIHHCTpaTHBHbIX Mep.

1. ry6epHaTop MOaeT iOTpe6oBaTm OT IIpaBHTreJ CTBeHHoro Co-
BeTa IIpHocTaHOBJIenHH anaMHHCTpaTHBHnx Mep, KOTopue, HO ero MHe-
HHI), HaXOlaTCa B DpOTHBOpeRHH C ero OTBeTCTBeHHOCTbIO, ERa OHa
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Py6epHaTopom B Tex nonpocax, noTopme, no ero mllell1110, 3aTparnnaioT 
OTBeTCTBeHHOCTL COBeTa Be30HaCHOCTII, Kale oHa onpeike.aeHa B CTaTbe 2 
HacTonnwro CTaTyTa. 

2. Rn OAHH 3a1COH He Ao.anten BeTynaTh B emu ,Lko TeX Hop, Holm 
OH He 6y,ikeT ony6aniconaH. Ony6JunconaHne 3aKOHOB 6yrkeT npon3no-
AllTbCa B COOTBeTCTBILII C HOCTaHORTIeHIIRMII ROHCITITy1H111 Cno6ojmoft 
TeppnTopun. 

3. Ao ony6.arnconanan aamoH, HpECHRTIAll Co6pannem, Ammar 
6brrE. npeAcTan.aell Py6epHaTopy. 

4. ECJIH Py6epHaTop cEnfraeT, qTO Tana 3aROH HpOTHBOpelIHT 
}lacTosnnemy CTaTyry, OH moaceT, B TegeHne 10 Ana Houle npeAcTame-

emy 3Toro 3anoHa, Bepilym ero Co6painuo co CBOHMH aameTiaHnnmn 
H peKomermannamn. ECJIH Py6epHaTop He impHeT 3TOPO 3aKoHa B Teqe-
m 10 Audi MR ec.an on ynepomnT Coopaline B Tetienne TOPO ate 
nepnoAa o TOM, TITO 3aKOH He nuahmaeT aamegamail IIJIH peKomeH,gannit 

o ero CTOpOHM, TO aalcon 6yAeT ony6.7nuconaH Hememenno. 

5. ECJIH Co6panne 3annyrr o amen' onca3e Man) HaaaA 3aHoH, 
noanparnernnati Co6pannio Py6epHaTopom, HMI 113MenETh ero COOTBOT-

erBenno 3amegaHnnm n.m peRomengannam Py6epHaTopa, TO nocae,zurnii 
ncuanoileHnem carian, Roma OH CORTIaCHTCH CHM, CBOH 

aametiamin HJIH peicomenikanna, H B 3TOM cayilae 3aKOH Ao.iniceH 61.31TI, 

011y6JIHROBaH Hemememo, 6e3 upomexaeHnn AOJIOHCIITE, HO 3TOMy 
nonpocy ConeTy Be3onacHoern. Py6epHaTop pa131-113131 o6paaom nepe-
AacT ConeTy Be3onacHocrn 6e3 npomexaeHnn mo6oe coo6noHne, KOTO-
poe Co6paHne monceT nonce.aaTh nepeAaTh ConeTy no 3Tomy norrpocy. 

6. 3arcoH, lc°Toputi coraacHo noaoaceHnam nparkumin,ero nyincTa 
cocTanmeT npeAmeT Aommajka ConeTy Be3onacHocTn, 6yAeT orry6.1n-
nonaH .unra,no rca3amilo ConeTa Beam:mamma. 

CTann 20. Ilpana Py6epHaTopa B OTHOHIeHICH 
apannicTpaTnnmAx mep. 

1. ry6epHaTop momeT noTpe6onarb OT lipaBFITedbCTBeHHOPO Co-
neTa npnocTaHonmennn MIIBHCTTHBHNX mep, Rumple, no era mile-
HMO, HaXOXITCH B upountopetnin c ero OTBeTCTBeHHOCTLIO, EaE orta 



onpeeajeHa B HaCTOSIeM CTaTyTe (co6JnoaeHHe CTaTyra, nogiepma-
nHe o6rnecTseHHoro nopKica H 6e3onacHocTH, ysBameHe IpaB IeJIoBe-
Ea). Ecji IlpaBHTeJmcTBeHHMiH COBeT 6yAeT B03pamaTb, TO ry6epHa-
TOp MocerT npHOCTaHOBHTB 3mT aMyHrHcTpaTHBHlIe Mepbl, H ry6epHa-
TOp w. IIpaBHTrejiCTBeHHbi COBeT MOryT nepeAaTB BecB Bonpoc Ha
pemeHHe CoBeTa BesonacHoCTH.

2. B Bonpocax, 3aTparHBaIoirHx ero OTBeTCTBeHHoCTb, EaR ona
onpegeJieHa B CTaTyTe, ry6epHaTOp MoMeT IrpeJroJIOaHTL IIpaBiTeJnb-
CTBeHHOMy CoBeTy pIIpsHlB o6be amHHHCTpaTBHbIe MepbI. EcJ
IIpaBHTejimCTBeHHni COBeT He npHMeT TaHex npeAJiomermiH, ry6epHa-
TOp MoeeT, 6e3 yinep6a A;m nIionoeHmni CTaTHu 22 HacToarIero CTa-
TyTa, nepeaaTB Bonpoc Ha pemeHHe CoBeTa Be3oIacHocTH.

CTaTIa 21. BmIoaseT.
1. IIpaBnTejlmcTBeHbIHm CoBeT HeceT OTBeTcTBeHHOCTB 3a co-

CTaBjeHHe 6IoAeTa CBo6o0HOF TeppHTopHH, BrKnoqaIa oxoSIO H pac-
XObI, H 3a ero npeAcTaBaeHie HapoWnoMy Co6paHmo.

2. EcmI Co6paHme He npHMeT 6IoaaeTa B TeqeHHe HaJeaeamero
cpoRa, TO CTaTLH 6IomeTa npegblyyigaero nepHoAa 6yAyT npHueHaTcrr
B HOBOM 6IoaeeTHOM nepHoAe Ao Tex nop, ioRa He 6yAeT npHHnr HOBMH
6iomL eT.

CTaTsa 22. Oco6ue nojnIOMoqmon ry6epHaTopa.

1. ,i TOrO, qTo6B HMeTh B03MOEHOCTB HeCTH OTBeTCTBeHHoCTb
nepe, COBeToM Beo3nacHocTH corjiacHo HaCTooaseMy CTaTyTy, ry6ep-
HaTOP MO1eT,-B cAyqaax, He TepnInHx, no ero MHemno, OTJIaraTeJib-
cTBa, yrpoEaIorInaH He3aBHCHMOCTH wIH ejiocTHocTH CBo6oAiHoS Tep-
pHTOpmH, o6 inecTBeHioMy lIopSaty HJA yBaenHnio iIpaB qejioBeita, -
HenocpegcTBeHHo npmHa3aT HI noTpe6oBaTh ocyMnecTBjaeHm Hanieaa-
nwx MeponpHaTH i npH ycjoBHH, qTO OH HeMeJienHo coo6mirT o6 3TOM
CoBeTy BeaonacHocTH. IIps 3THX 06CToa0TejbCTBax Py6epHaTOp MO6eT
B3awr Ha ce6s, eCJIa OH 3TO CT rTaeT Heo6xoIMIu, pyROBOACTBO cJIya-
6aMH 6e3onacHocT.

2. HapoAHoe Co6pamHe MOZeT xo:aTaCfTBOBaTh nepeA CoBeToM
Be3onacHocTH B CBH3H C AO)6,IM OcymeCTBJIeHieM Py6epHaTopOM
CBOHX IIOJHOEMO0IO corJacuH nyHTy 1 HacTon;efi CTaTLH.
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ortpextezena B HacToaulem CTaTyTe (coomo,Lterate CTaiyia, nomepaca-
rale oagecTBermoro Hopamca rt 6e3orracHocm, yBaacemie rrpaB iejione-

rca). ECJII1 IlparmancTBeHrrat COBeT 6yAeT BoapaataTL, TO Py6epHa-
TOP moaceT ]IpHOCTaHOBBITb ant a,aritHRacTpaTitantle )stephi, a Ily6epHa-
TOp IIJIH lipaBHTeJILCTBeHHhIfl COBeT MOUT nepejtaTb Beef) BOHp0C Ha 
peraeHHe CoBeTa Be3onacHocTrt. 

2. B sortpocax, 3aTparnaaromiax ero OTBeTCTBeHHOCT1,1 Kart °Ha 
onpeireaeHa B CTaTyTe, Py6epHaTop moateT itpextozum lIpasman-
CTBeHH011y COBeTy HpiMan JI106bIe artioTruacTpaTrisime mepht. ECHE! 

IlpaBlITOJIBCTBeHEIRlit COBeT He HprtmeT Tamx 'vex-lomat:A, Py6epHa-
Top mozeT, 6e3 yutep6a no.aozeHrrii CTaTI3H 22 HacToatgero CTa-
Tyra, nepeAam Boirpoc Ha peraerme CoseTa BeaonacHocul. 

CTana 21. BroAmeT. 

1. IlpasrrreabcTseHmat COBOT HeceT OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI) aa co-
cTas.aerme 6roxtceTa Cso6ogEtort TepprrropuH, BE.inotiaa ,itoxoaa IL pac-
xoAbt, 11 3a ero HpeAcTameHrte Hapwomy Co6paHrtio. 

2. ECJIII Co6parate He IrpHmeT 6RgzeTa 12 TetteHae Haxiezamero 
cpoaa, TO CTaTBH 610MEeTa HpextmAy.w,ero neprtwita 6yAyT lTpHMeHHTE,CH 
B HOBOM 610,11[21COTHOM neprtolre ,ito Tex Hop, Hon He 6peT 11p111151T HOB131171 
6roimeT. 

CTaTIAI 22. Oco6ble 110JIHOM01111/111y6epHaTopa. 

1. AIM TODD, IITO6b1 11Merb BO3MOIEHOCTb HeCTH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI• 
trepeA CoBeTom BeaortacHocTa comacHo HacToaIrtemy CTaTyry, Py6ep-

HaTop mozeT,—B CarlaSIXI He Tepnionwx, no ero Mfle111110, omaraTe.m-
cTBa, yipozaiorrtnx He3aBHCHMOCTH rum 4e.ilocrHocTH Cso6oArtoil Tep-

prrroprra, othalecTseHHomy Hopirpty rum ysazeutio Hpaa xle.TioBeica, — 
HenocpeAcTBeHHo Hpracaaam H HoTpe6oBarb ocylu,ecTRaerma Haxaeza-

nrax meponpnamil Hprt ymoBrazt, no OH HextemertHo coo6mcHT o6 nom 
CoseTy Be3onacHocTri. IlpH 3THX 06CTORTeJITaCTBaX Py6epHaTop mozeT 
B3HTI• Ha ce6a, ecart on aTO csrrraeT Heo6xoltrimmy, prceBoAcTso cayz-
6ama 6e3orracHocTH. 

2. Hapomme Co6parme mozeT xwtaTartcTsoBan rtepeA CoaeTom 
BeaortacHocnt B C1211311 C J11061131 ocyirtecTs.amtem Py6epHaTopom 
CBOHX 110.11HOMOIDIfl cor.aacuo nyincry 1 HacToafftert ClaTLH. 
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CTaTba 23. IIpaBo noMJioBaHHa H cMarueHIa UpHr'oBopa.
IIpaBo nIoM oBaHHm H crarqeHma npHrBopa uplHaaJeminT Fy-

6epHaTopy H ocymecTBJIaeTC HM B COOTBeTCTBEtH C H IIOJIOeHMeIMH, RO-

TOpbIe 6yAyT npeAycMOTpeHbI B KOHCTHTY4UHH.

CTaTba 24. BHenHele oTHomemHa.
1. ry6epHaTop AOJaEeH o6ecne'iTb, qTo6bI BHemIHe OTHOmeMHi

CBo6oAHOHi TeppHTOpmH BeJIHCb B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTyTOM, KOHCTH-

TyxaHee H 3aEOHaIMH CBO6oAHof TeppHTOpmH. C 3TOi IejCbIO ry6epHa-
TOp 6yAeT HMeTh npaBo rpeeAoTBpamaTb BCTynIjeHe B cHJy AorOBOpOB

ImH corjameifflH, KacaIomIHxca BHemHx OTHomeH: H, no ero mHe-
HHI, InpOTHBOpeqanix CTaTyTy, COHCTHTyITrH H aaROHaM CBO6OHOf
TeppnTopiH.

2. IOrOBOpbI H COrJIameHmm, TKaR Ee ERa H 3R3eRBaTypIb H KOH-

cyjIbCKHe iIaTeHTbI, AOJIZHm IIOICblBaTbCS COBMeCTHO ry6epHaTOPOM
H 1npeCiTaBHTeJIeM IlpaBHTeJibCTBeHHoro CoBeTa.

3. CBo6oAHas TeppHTopSn MVOEeT IaBJaSbCa HIIH CTaTh CTOPOHOi
B MeMEYyHaPOOAHbX KOHBeHIHaIX HBH MOceT CTaTb qZJeHOM MeaEKyHapOA-
Hix opraHH3aauLi, IIp YCJIOBHH, qTO AeJabIO TaIaHx KOHBeHmi. HJ op-
raHH3ai H aBameTca yperyjmpoBaHHe aEHoMHIIec=Hx, TexHmiecicEx,
RyjbTypHbIX H COAHaJIbHuIX BonpOCOB H BOIPOCOB 3,apaBooxpaHeHHa.

4. )KOHOMH1ecKaa yHH Bum o6beeHHeHMr a HCrIOMHTenbHorO

xapaKTepa c KaKHM-jIH6o rocyAapcTBOM HeCOBMeCTHMI CO CTaTyC0M
CBO60oHOf TeppHTOpHI.

5. CBo60oHaa TeppHTopi npH3HaeT noJmyIO cHAy MHPHoro ,o-
roBopa c HTaJmeH AH ojiEHa IPOBO1HTb B EH3Hb Te IIOCTaHOBAeHmH
3Toro AoroBopa, EOTOPbe K Hei nIpHMeHHMM. CBo6o0Haa TeppHTopna
TaKace rpH3HaeT lnoJHyio CHay Apyrax corJiamemni nmB yperyJHpOBa-
HHi, IOTOpble 6IJm HJin 6yAyT ocrmym CooHmOT H H CH oe AHeHHU-
am IepaaBaMH Azlas BOccTaHOBjeHma MHpa.

CTaTba 25. He3aBHCHMoCTI ry6epHaTOpa H ero nrTaTa.
IIpH HcCIojnIeHHe CBOHX 06a3aHHOCTeie ry6epHaTOp H ero mnaT

He 0OnAHbI 3anpaInBaTb Im HnoiyaTb yKa3aHmA OT raKoro 6u TO HH
6 jiO InpaBHrejibCTBa EHm BiaCTH, 1poMe COBeTa Be3oIacHOCTm OHn
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CTaTba 23. IlpaBo nordmoBanna H cmartienna apnroBopa. 
llparto nommoBaHaff H cmargenna npuroBopa upnHameacrur ry-

6epHaropy H OCYM,BCTBJIHeTCH UM B COOTBereTBIGH C HOJIOMBEHMH, RO-
Topme 6yAyr uperurcmorpeHm B ROHCTHTFAHH. 

CTaT1351 24. BIleILIFEHe OTHOMBHHH. 

1. ry6epHarop AOJIIRBH o6ecneimm, -groom imename OTHOIHeffila 
CHo6oirHoti Teppnropmn MICE. B COOTBeTeTBM1 CO Craryrom, ItoHcm-

H 3aroHalm CH000maoft TeppnropHit. C TO neamo ry6epHa-
Top 6yAer HUM> npaBo npexkomparnam BcrynaenHe B miry A0110B0p0B 
Ham col-wan-len* racarorrcaxca snennmx OTHOLH6111111 H, no ero mire-

npornHopetiamgx Crarry, ItOHCTIITy1IIIH H aaroHam CHo6oAnoil 
Tepprrroprai 

2. AOPOBOPEJ H comarnearra, ran ate ran H DR3eRBaTyphI H ROH-
CyJIBCRHe narenrm, AOJIMITTal IIOAHHCEJBaThCH COBMeCTHO Py6epHaropom 
H npeAcrararrealem IlpainrrezficrseHHoro COBeTa. 

3. CHo6oAHan Tepprrropna mazer zB.iramcsi RAH cram cropoHoff 
B memAynapoinnax ROHBellIHMX aim MOMeT cram -qaerfoist 3102RAyHaP0A-
MAX oprana3annit, llpH YCJIOBBM, 1TO HNIMO TaKTIX ROHBeHHHcl HMI op-
ranmannti zaanerca ypery.aapoBaHne 9E01103111116CM%, rexHnuecrnx, 
ryabrypHbix H COUHaJIMMIX BOHPOCOB H BOHPOCOB agpaHooxpanerma. 

4. DICOHOMTPleCKaSI ylIFISI aim 06TATHIHeH1151 HeRJHOTIHTBJILHOr0 

xaparrepa c RaKIIM-JIH60 rocyAapcnom Hecomecrumm co crarycom 
CH000mmA Teppriroprrn. 

5. CHo6a4Han Tepprrropna nprraHaer no.anyro may MHpHoro Ao-
roHopa c liraaneti H Acoacna IIPOBWIHM B 21013Hb re HOCTaHOBJIBHIIII 
DTOPO AOPOB0Pa, roropme R Heil npnmexamm. CHo6orkHaa TeppHropHa 
rarze npH3Haer nwray-fo cagy jqJyrux coraamenmit Hall yperyJnapoBa-

roropme &UM HMI 6y4yr AocTurnym COlOannal H C06,411HeM11:4-
NH AepacaBabm AJISI Boccranomerma Impa. 

Crama 25. ile3aBlICHMOCTB ry6epHaropa H era imam. 

lipn ncnornienen CBOIIX o6H3anHocreft ry6epHarop H ero ITITaT 
He iro.7nrmil 3anparansam nm no.driam yra3ainnl or Karam 61,1 TO BH 
6buio npaHrrre.mcma aIR Baacnr, 'Tome CoHera BeaonacHocru. Ohm 



AOAM-mHI B03AepaHBaTLca OT BCSKHX AeiCTBHH, KOTOpIe Morjm 6I OT-
pa3HTbca5 Ha HX nIAo10eHHH KaB MeJAyHapOAHbIX qHHOBHHKOB, OTBeT-
CTBeHHnIx mJHIIII epeC COBeTOM Be3onaCHocTH.

CTaTba 26. HaaHaqeHHe H yBOJIHeHHe
aLMHHHCTpaTHBHbIX HHOBHHKOB.

1. a3HaHaennHe Ha rocyAapcTBeHHbIe OJIKHOCTH Ha CBo6o:Hoia
TeppHTopHH 6 yAeT InpoH3BO0HTBLC HCIUrOqHTeJlbHO Ha OCHOBe CIOCO6-
HOCTeff, rOMHeTeHTHOCTH H MOpajIBHIX KaqeCTB.

2. AImHmHCTpaTBHbie nHIIOBHIHH He 6ySyT yBOJIbHHSTbCI C
:OSEHOCTH, IpoMe BaK B caiyae HeEOMeIeTeHmTHocTH H HeIo1Io6aion0e-
ro noBeaeHHa, npweeM Taloe yBojLHeHne A;OJIsHO npOH3BOMHTC5a nIpH
yCIOBHH co6jmoAeHma HaajezEamHx rapaHTHr B OTHomeHHH paccjieAo-
BaHHm H 3acJIynmHBaHHa eeJia, ROTOpHe IAOJIHbI 6ITb yCTaHOBjieHb
8aaoHOM.

CTaTm 27. ,J2peKTop o6 mecTBeHnoi 6 e3onacHocTH.
1. IIpaBHTeJiCTBenHHib COBeT HpeACTaBAMeT ry6epHaTopy cnH-

CO KRaHAHJURaTOB Ha IIOCT HpeKTopa o06iecTBeHHeo 6e3o0IacHocTH.
ry6epHaTop Ha3HaqaeT AZpecTopa H3 qHcjia BaHtAHATOB, IIpeACTaB-
JreHHbix eMy, wI H3 qHcja ApyrHx j.mI, Iocje KOHCyJIBTaWHH C lpaBH-
TeJIBCTBeHHbM COBeTOM. OH MOSKeT TaICe yBOJIHT HpeRTopa o6mecT-
BeHHOH 6 e3o0acHocTH Uocje KOHCYJIATagHH C IIpaBHTeIbCTBeHHIUM
COBeTOM.

2. A2*peKTop o6IneoTBeHHofi 6e3onacHocTn He ojizeH 6bITb
rpaacAaHngoM IOrocjaBHH HAJH HTaam.

3. ,AfpeTrop 0o6neCTBeHHOHi 6 e3oIIaCHOCTH o6uqHO HaxojHTrci
uno HenocpeAcTBeHHbm HanajaLCTBOM IpaBHTeAlcTBeHHoro CoBeTa, OT
KOTOporo OH HnoyjaeT HHCTpyKHR 11o BonpocaM, HaxoEAmniMc B ero
KOMnIeTeiHH..

4. ry6epHaTop ojiaeH:
a) perymapHo nloyqaT Ao0naAw OT AHpeTropa o6mecTBeHHofi

6ea30oaCHOTm H KOHCYJIbTlpoBaTbca C HHM 110 O6bSIM BOnpOCaM, BXO-
AmRHIHIM B KoMleTeHnimo AHpeKTopa;
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AOMEHM Bomepzrommen OT EWEN= AeficTinrd, KaTopme moraa 6131 OT-
paslinca Ha RX HOJIMEeHHH Kart meznilapoinnAx IIHHOBRHICOB, OTBeT-
CTBeHHLIX MOM nepeA COBeTOM Be30HaCHOCTII. 

CTaTIa 26. Hama-gel:Hie n yBOJILHeHHe 

apilIHHCTpaTHBHMX TIHHOBHHICOB. 

1. Ha3HalleHHe Ha rocy,gapcineHHme AOJDICHOCTIll Ha CB°6azknoti 
TeppnToprin 6peT Hp0113BOXITTLCH HCEJIKILIHTeJIbH0 Ha ocHoHe cnoco6-
HocTert, ROMHeTeHITEOCTH H MOpaJIEHLIX lealleCTB. 

2. AlkmmacTpaTrisnbre xlktHOBHHEM He 6yAyT yBOJIbHHTLCH C 

AOJI2KHOCTII, npome Kan H carpae HeICOMHeTeHTHOCTH HJIH Hemaiko6annge-
PO Hose,gerran, Hprrqem TaKoe yBoamenge AOJDICTIO Hp0H3B0,11,11T6CH Hpn 
yCJI0B1111 co6.7na4enan Hamezammx rapannalB omonteirHa pacc.ae,zko-
Banan H mc.dramBanna iieia, noTopme A0.71E11.111 6brn yeTaHomeHIA 
8a1COHOM. 

CTaTINSI 27. Anperrop oorgemeHnoil 6e3onacHocTn. 

1. Ilpasnreabcmenumil COBOT HpeAcTaHaneT Py6epHaTopy cnn-
con nammaTort na HOCT jimpeicTopa othgeemeHnoil 6eaonacHocm. 
Py6epHaTop Hammel' ,Thapernopa Ha nicaa RaHAH,LkaTOB, upeAcTaH-
JeHmix emy, HJIH Ha MHCJIaApyrnx ang, Houle noncy.abTaircm c Ilpasn-

Te.11bCTBeHlitat COBeTOM. On mazer Talon yB0.11kab ,T(HpeETOpa 06IIkeCT-
Kennoti 6e3onaenocTn Houle KoHcyJn,Tagrai C IlpaBlITeJIT,CTBeHHEat 
COBeTOM. 

2. Anpenop o6inecineHHoti 6e30HaCHOCTH He Ao.azen 6bITE. 
rpazikamigom 10rocaaBffil lull FITazut. 

3. Anpeirrop o6HkeeTneHHoff 6e3onacnocrn o6blimo Haxwurrca 
noA HerrocpeAcTsefinum Hatia.meTnom IlpaHrrreabcmeHnoro CaseTa, OT 

KaToporo OH no.driaeT HHCTpylatHIE no Honpocam, Haxawnnmca B era 
KomneTeHrain. 

4. Py6epHaTop 

a) perympno nozygaTh Aortaaw OT ,f1Hpeirropa o6rgecimennoil 

6e3011aCHOCTH H KOHCyJILTIVOBaTI)CH C NUM HO JII06bIM Honpocam, BX0-
AMAMI B nohmeTennmo Anperropa; 
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b) nIOJIyaTb HH4opMaIwIo OT IIpaBHTeJmbCTBeHHoro CoBeTa OT-
HoCHTeJibHo ero HHCTpyIECHA, MaBaeMux ,ZIHpexTopy o6mIecTBeHHOHi
6e3onacHOCTH, H MOaceT BbICa3MBaTb CBOe MHeime Io0 IIOBOAy THX
HHCTpyEIui.

CTaTbS 28. IIoJmleICKHe cM1hI.

1. B iejIsx coxpaneHan o6imecTBeHHoro nopspca H 6e3onacHo-
CTH B COOTBeTCTBHH CO OTaTyTOM, KOHCTHTygHei H SaEOHaMH CBo6oA-
HOH TeppHTOpHH IIpaBHTejmCTBO CB60oAHOU TeppHTOpHH 6 yaeT 1MOeTL

IpaBo coAepsaTa noJnnHro H cjrym6y 6e3oiacHocTM.

2. Cjiyasamne normini H cjiyz6Si 6e3onacHoCTe Ha6HpairTC5
,;HpeETOpOM o6miecTBeHHmoH 6e3onacHOCTH H MoryT HM yBOJInHSrITCS.

CTaTba 29. MecTHoe ynpaBienHe.

ROHCTHTynH CBo60oAHo TeppnrHTOpmH AOJHa npefycMaTpHBaTb
y"peaeHHne Ha OCHOBe ipoIopHwOHnaJbHoro npelcTaBHTeJmcTBa opra-
HOB MeCTHoro yIfpaBJIeHma, IOCTpoeHHoro Ha JeMoRpaTHqecHx npHH-
nmax, BrjInoqa Bceo6m;ee, paBHoe, npamoe H TafHoe rojocoBaHHe.

CTaTa 30. AeHeirnaa CHcTeMa.
CBo6oAIaa TeppniTopEa 6yAeT HMMeT CBOIO Co6CTBeHHyio AeHeae-

HyIO CHCTeMy.

CTaTBa 31. ejiee3HIue AoporI.

CBo6oAHaa TeppHTopHa, 6e3 ym;ep6a Ams CBOHX npaB co6cTBeH-
HOCTH B OTHOmeHHH aceJe3Hulx Aopor B npeAejax CBOHX rpaHHI H
KOHTrpOJI5 HaA aAmHicTpaiaHef aejie3HbIx aopor, Mo0reT 3aaJiioqHT c
IOrocjiaBHefi H HTajmefi corjameHHa c ienjiio o6ecineqeHas a3peK-
THBHOE H l KOHOMHEHOi 3KcnjioaTamHH CBOHX aenJIe3HbTX Mopor. TaKme
corJameHHa 6yAyT npegycMaTpHBaTB, Ha ROM jeHT oTBeTCTBeHHOCTB
3a 3KcmuioaTaiiEo aeeAe3Hlix Aopor, Hly1nRHx B HanpaBJeHmH KIrocaa-
BHH HiJH HTazIHH COOTBeTCTBeHHO, a TalEae 3aCILROaTapHO aeJ.e3HOAo-
poaHoro y3jia TpIecT H Toi qacTH JIm, KOTOpas aBsJaeTCa o6meii

MUL Bcex. B nocAieAHeM cjyqaae Taiaa sKcImroaTan~a 6yjeT ocyMIecT-
BaJinca oco6o0f IKOMHccEe, COCTOIeEii H3 npeACTaBHTeJlei CBo6oA-
HOE TeppHTopmH, IOrocJIaBHH H HTaJI HO no npeAceaaTejIcTBOM npel-
CTaBHTeJL CB060ouHOh TeppHTOpHH.
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b) noariaTE, runflopmawno OT Ilpainffe.nemenHoro CoBeTa OT-

HOCHTCALHO ero ncTpyK1w, aBaembuc ellupercTopy . oanecTBeHHai 

6e30HaCHOCTI; H MOaCeT BRICRa3MBaTb cBoe 3/filen:Ile no noBoAy DTHR 

micTpyinuuli. 

CTaTba 28. IIOJIIIIIOACICHe CRAM. 

1. B gemix coxpanenna o6inecTBeHnoro nopainca H 6e3onacno-
CTH B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTyTOM, KOHCTIITyIIHeff H 3a1C0Hamin CB060A-

HOff TeppriTopm IlpaBuralthemo CBo6onal TeppuropHH 6yAeT HMOTIQ 

npaBo coAepacan HOAHHIHO H czy,m6y 6e3onacHocTH. 

2. Cayacankne flOJ1wIIMI4 H c.ilyz6N 6e3onacHocTH Ha6HpaioTca 

,11,Hpemopom oftneemennorr 6e3onacHocin H MOryT HM yBo.u.rornoca. 

Gramm 29. Mecinoe ynpaB.Name. 

ROHCTHTTLHIa CBo60ABoil Teppnropini /INDIUM npexkycmaTpnBam 

ripeziAenne Ha OCHOBe nponopnuonazbnoro npeAcTaByrre.mbcma opra-

HOB MeCTHOr0 ynpamerain, nocTpoenHoro Ha AommtpaTagecinuc HpHFI-

Lomax, itnoaa Bceothuee, paBHoe, npame H Tatinoe ro.ffocoBanHe. 

Grarba 30. Aeneznaa cncTema. 
Ci3o6onaa TeppriTopma 63,-AeT HMOTI, CB010 co6cmeHifro enez-

npo cncTemy. 

CTaTha 31. Zeae3Hble Aoporrt. 

CBo6oAnaa Tepprfropm, 6e3 ynkep6a AJIR CBOTIX npaB CO6CTBeH-

HOCTH B OTHOHIeHHH ace.ae3Hux Aopor B npeAe.rfax CBOFIX rpamin 

KOHTpOJIH HaA am[HHHerpanneil ate.ire3Hbuc Aopor, mozeT aaminoinrn. C 

10rOCJIaBHefi H FITa.aneil cor.aameHnn c ne.mo o6ecnerfernam acpcpeic-

THBHOFI H DICOHOMINHOff 31ccmoaTanEtH csonx acemallux Aopor. Tame 

comanrenna 6yAyr npejtycmarpman, Ha ROM Amon OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI) 

DICcriaoaTaHmo ace.4e3Hux Aopor, HA-yrnax B Hanpaaaeuna 10roc.aa-

Brffr EtTazan COOTBOTCTBeHHO, a TaRace 3Kcn.ffoaTainuo ze.4e3Hoiko-

pomoro yam TpHeCT H TO tiacTH JIEHHH, HoTopan aBAReTCH ofteft 

AAR BMX. B nocAounem c.iiriae Taxan DiccumaTarma 6yileT ocynkecT-
EXIMOR 00060f1 ROMBCCHeff, communal 113 npeAcTaBHTe.aal CBo6o-

noi 10rOCJIaBHH 11 14TaJIHH ROA npeAceAaTeaLerBom npeA-

CTaBHTean CBo6ognori Teppnropma. 



CTaTBa 32. Komiepqecraa aBHaIHa.
1. RKoMepqecIHM caMojaeTaM, 3aperCTpHpOBaHHbIM Ha TeppH-

TOPHH Jno6oi H3 06&eoAHeHeHHIX Hl , Tpa pecTaBMe Ha paa npe Ta e a
CBoeA TeppHTopHH Te me caMbie nipaBa KOMMepqecKHM caMOJIeTaM,
3aperHCTpHpoBaHHnIM Ha CBo6o0IHOi TeppHTopHH, 6yAyT lpeAocTaB-
IeHbl npaBa MemsyHapo;uioS KOMMepqecKoi aBHanHHn, BEruoqaIIa paBO

ITocaFKH Aia 3anpasll ropimM H peMoRTa, 6ecnocaOroqHoro TojieTa Ha;
CBo6oAHof TeppaTopHeiH H noJIS3BaHma Am EOMMepqecKHx nieiie:
TeMH aaponopTaMz, XOTopbie MOryT 6rmb yEa3aHI KEoMneTeimH HlMm
BJaCTUM CB06o0RHO TeppHTOpiH.

2. OD npaBa He 6yyT noaTOBepraTbca HHmaKR M pyrm orpaHnqee
HHS1, EpOMe KaK TeM, cOTOpbe yCTaHOBJIeHL, Ha OCHOBe HenlpHMeHeHm

HcEcpHMHHauim, 3aKOHaMH H npaBEmaMH, ,AelCTByxIOHnMH Ha CBo6o0-
HOE TeppHTOpHH H B 3aHHTepec.oBaHHIX CTpaHax, HJH BblTeEKaionMH
H3 oco6oro xapaTrepa CBo6o0HOH TeppHTOpHH KEa TeppHTOpHH Hen-
TpaJIbHO H H AeImHTapH30BaHHOE.

CTaTBa 33. PerHcTpaiam cyo0B.
1. CBo6oAHaa TeppmHopa HMfeeT IpaBO 3aBeCTH peeCTrpH Ja

perncTpainH cyaoB, npHHaJiemaeanxp IIpaBHTejIbcTBy CBo6 oA0Hoi Tep-
PHTOPHH EJIH .InaM am opraHHa3iH aM, f0OMHiunIppBaHHbIM B npe-

eniax CBo6o0iHH TeppHTopHH.

2. CBo6orHas TeppHTopna 6yAeT OT pIBaTb cneEHajambe cyo-
Bbe peecTpbl Arn qexocJIoBairHx H mBeEiapcrEx cyAOB, II nlpocb6e
CooTBeTcTByIOimIX IIpaBHTeJLbTB, a TaREe AI BeHrepcIux H aBCTpHi-
CKHX cyAOB, no npocb6e COOTBeTCTByroinx rIpaBHTeLbcTB, nocaie 3ag-
joimeHHa MnpHoro AoroBOpa C BeHrpHeH H AoroBopa o BOCCTaHOBJeHHH
He3aBiCHMocTH ABCTPnH, cooTBeTCTBeHHO. Cya, BHeCeHHbie B 9TH pe-
ecTpbl, 6yAyT nmaBaTb noA 4iaroM cooTBeTCTByIomnero rocyfapcTBa.

3. OcyInecTBjaS BMmenp1lBeaeme e nojoa;eHaa H npH ycaIOBHH
co6jnoJeHma jno6oi MeacAyHapoHofi ROHBeHIHH, KOTopas Mo0aeT 6Ur
aaKJrnoeHa O anM BoInpocaM c yqacTreM IIpaBHTreAmTBa CBO 6 oAHOf
TeppHTopHH, nociewHee 6yAeT EHeTL npaBo yCTaHaBJiaaTh Taire ycjO-
BHr peracTparm, coxpaneHa 3anmcefi B peecTpe HA HCKRMoqeHmr Hx
H3 Hero, KOTOpbIe npefATBpaTaT Bcaroe 3AoyroTpe6jieHEe IpeAocTaBJeH-
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CTaTba 32. RommeptiecRaa amanna. 
1. RommepqecRnm camo.aeTam, 3apernapnpoBaHHbna Ha Teppn-

Topnn Jno6ort Ha 061)0AEHeHIII,IX HaI1rTi, Itowpm npeAocTaHmeT Ha 
cHoeft Teppnropnn Te ace mime npaHa RommepilecRnm cammeTam, 
3aperncTpnposammm Ha CH000knioit TeppnTopna, oyAre npeAocTaH-
.71eHm npaHa meacgyHapoHoit RommepqecRoff aHnannu, HR.inogan rrpaso 
nocaARn R,J1513anpamcm roplagnm H pemonTa, 6ecnocaAotmoro no.aeTa Hai( 
CHo6o,Twoil Teppuropneft H no.woHaffan JLff RommepiiecKnx ne.aeit 
TemH apponopTamn, RoTopme morr 6brm yRa3aHm RomneTeirnamt 
BJIaCTECAIH CH000iknort TeppnTown. 

2. DM upaHa He 6pyr nopepramenneRaRnm ApyrBm orpanagez 
AIME, Rpome RaR Tem, RoTopme yeTaHomenbi, Ha OCHOBe Henpnmenerran 
AncRpnmanarnin, 3aRonamm H npaan.aama, AdicTsponnimn Ha CHo6oA-
Hoff TeppnTopHn H B 3annrepec.oHanamx cwarfax, H.TH HIATeRaiomgma 
113 oc000ro Raparrepa CHo6oiknorr Teppffroprm ICalC Teppffroprfll Heit-
Tpa.in,Hoti H AemiunTrapinosanmoft. 

CTana 33. Pernorpannn cyAoH. 
1. CHo6mHaa Teppnropna nmeeT npaHo aasecTn peecTpm Aza 

pernmanna cyikoH, nprillameaRargurx IlpaanTeabcmy CHo6o,aHort Tep-
pHTOpHH IMlI annam LTH OpraHH3aIWITM, AOMHIIHJ1111)0BaHHIDI B npe-
ge.aax CHo6oAnoil TeppnToprm. 

2. CHo6o,gHan Teppnropna 6per OTICpbIBaTI3 cnennaablime apo-
'we peecrpm A.1151 Ilexoulosagnix H inHefrnapcxnx cpoH, no npocL6e 

coomenTsponwx IlpaHrrre.ucTH, a Tame Am BeHrepcRux H aBerpnii-
CEDX epos, 110 npocLoe cooTHeTcmporgHx llpaHrrre.ithcm, HOCJI0 3aR-
Jnotiefina Mnpnoro Aorortopa c Benrpneit H ,40110B0pa 0 BOCCTaHOBJIMIEH 
He3aBlICHMOCTH ABCTpHrf, COOTBeTCTBeHHO. CyAa, HHecermme B 9TH pe-
ecTpm, 6yure nzaHan noA 45.ffarom coomeTerHyRnnero rocpapcma. 

3. OCYMeCTBAS51 BI,ImenprrBe,gerrame no.aoarennn H npn yCJIOBNEE 
co6.inoAeHan mo6ort meKrynapoinloil ICOHBeHUHR, RoTopan mozeT 6bITI3 
aaR.InoxieHa no num Honpocam c pacTHem IlpaHnTe.ncTsa Cso6o,rk 

Ho 

Teppuropnn, noc.iiegnee 6yAeT HAM% n-paHo yeTaHaHanaTh Tame ycJio-
BIM perncTpannH, coxpariernin 3annceii B peecTpe HJIH HCR.71I011eHH51 HX 
113 Hero, Roropme HpexwmpaTaT BCHICOe 3.RoynoTpe6.ReHne npe,AocTaRaen-
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HbMH TaEEM o6pa30M JIbrOTaMH. B qaCTHOCTH, B TOM, 'TO KacaeTcR Cy-

ROB, 3aperECTpHpOBaHHbIX B COOTBeTCTBHBI C IyHKTOM 1 BMIIe, IpaBO
perncTpawmH 6yeT pacnpocTpaHsTBCa TOJILbO Ha Te cyAa, ROTOpbe
KOHTpOJ.npyMorcS CO CBo6oAHofi TeppHTopHH H peryJiapHO o6 cj.yacH-
BaOTr Hya:bI nBa mrrepecbi CBo 6 oAHofi TeppHTopiH. B TOM, qTO Ha-
caeTca CyAOB, 3aperHCTpnpOBaHHbIX B COOTBeTCTBHH C nyIHTOM 2
BBIme, paBo pernCTpamnn 6yAeT pacnpocTpaHSTbcas TOJIbRO Ha Te cyAa,

EOTOpbIe 6a3apyImTCa Ha IopT TpHecT H peryjapHo HnOCTOcHHO

o6cJayamHBaIOT HyEbI CBOHX COOTBeTCTByIOIIHX CTpaH uepe3 nopT
TpHeCT.

CTaTma 34. CBo6oAHbI IIopT.

Ha CBO60AHOf TeppHTOpHH 6yAeT C03AaH CBo6o0AHit IIopT,
ynpaBjiaeMifi Ha OCHOBe nocTaHOBiemHH MeIygHapoAHoro IIojoeeHam,
COCTaBJseHHoro CoBeTOM/ MHHCTpOB IHocTpaHHbI ,IAeAJ, yTBepaj:eH-
HOro COBeTOM Be3onaCHOCTH H npmaoaeHHoro I HacToaJIUeMy AO-
roBOpy (IIpimoameHt e VIII). IIpaBHTeJbCTBO CBo60oHoE TeppHTOpim
H3AaCT BCe HeO6xOjaMbIe 3aKOHbI H npHMeT BeO Heo 6 xoHMaIe Mepbu .aS

OCyIl;ecTBJIeHsH nocTaHOBJieHHi Traoro IIoaoaeHra.

CTaTbI 35. CBo6oAa TpaH3iTa.
B COOTBeTCTBBH C o6bIqHBIMI MmeaMyHapOAHJ iaMH corJiameimLm

CBo6oaHaa TeppHTopna H rocyAapCTBa, qepe3 TeppHTOpRHO KOTOPbIX
IEpOH3BOHaTCS TpaH3HT, o6ecneI IaT CBo60zy TpaH3HTa TOBapaM, nepeBo-
3HMbIM no aene3aHoi gopore Mereay CBO6OAHBM IopToM H rocy;ap-
CTBaMH, EOTOpbIe OH o6cJIyMiBaeT, 6e3 BCSKOfi AHCKpHMHMHHatI H B3H-
MaHEI TaMOaCeHHbIX HAIH 4(HCEaAIbHbIX HnomjHH, KpoMe OIIaTIb oKa-
3aHHbIX yciyr.

CTaTas 36. TojiEoBaHne CTaTyTa.
3a HcErMnoeHHeM Tex cayqaeB, RorAa nHOe I opaS1oO cnemHannHno

npeIAycMOTpe H iaEOi-Jfm6o H3 CTaTefi HacToasmero CTaTyra, BICHaR

cnop OTHOCHTeJirHO TOJIKOBaHmL Ha BbmOJHmeHH CTaTyTa, OCTaBniBica

Hepa3pemeHHIM nyTreM nrpaMix neperoBopoB, :oJireH, ecJr cuopsmiHe
CTOPOHbI He npHAYT K B3aHMHOMy corJIameHHmo OTHOCHTreJbHO HOro

cnIoco6a yperyJMpoBamaa cIopa, 6UITm nepeAaH, no Tpe6oBaHHio Jm)ofi
H3 CIIHopHHX CTOPOH, B IOMICCEIO B COCTaBe oqHoro npecrTaBTHTeJi
OT RaEAofii CTOPOHu H TpeTbero qIIeHa, H36paHHoro no B3aHMHOMy
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HUMFt TaEHM o6pa3om JIbrOMMH. B qaCTITOCTFI, B TOM, xITO KaeaeTem cy-
AOB, 3aperHeTpmpoBaHmx B COOTBeTCTBFEET C HyHKTOM 1 mime, HpaBo 
permeTparurri 6y,AeT paeupoeTpaHamcm TOJIIIRO Ha Te cyrka, KoTopme 
KoHTpoompyroTem co CBo6o,gHoil Tepprrroprm H peryampHo o6caym-
BaroT HyacjAH nJm rurrepeem CBo6ojtHoti Teppuropmm. B TOM, IITO Ra-
caec cyoB, 3apermeTpmposamax B COOTBeTCTBHH C RyRKTOM 2 
BEane, upaBo permeTpaHma 6yAeT pacupocTpanamem TOJILE0 Ha Te cyga, 
KoTopme 6a3mpyroTem Ha HopT TplIeCT 11 peryampHo H HOCTOHHHO 
06CJIyatliBalOT Hymm CBOFLX COOTBeTCTBylOMITX eTpaH gepe3 HopT 
TpmeeT. 

CTaTba 34. CB000mmiti 

Ha CBo6oxHoii Tepprrroprrm 63TxteT coman CBo6ommil HopT, 
ympaBasemmil Ha ocHoBe HocTaHomeHmil memyHapoAHoro HoaozeHma, 
COCTaBJIeHHOFO COBeTOM MIIIIHCTp0B 14HOCTpaHHILX AeJI, yiBep21,1A0H-

HOP° COBeTOM Be30HaCHOCTH H HprIJI0ZeHHOPO It HaeTommemy ,T(o-
roBopy (HprummeHme VIII). HpaBmTeabcTso CBo6oitHoil Teppuropmm 
113,likaCT Bee Heo6xogemble 3aEOHLI ii HpmhieT Bee Heo6x0mmbre mephi 
ocymeeTaKemma HoeTaHoBaemml TaKoro MameHmm. 

CTaTba 35. CBooma TpaHarrra. 
B COOTBeTCTBFIlf C O5bIHbIM11 memAyHapommimm coraamemammm 

CH060)1,11341 TepprrropHm m rocyjkapeTBa, ilepe3 TeppriTopillo KOTOpba 
ITp0H3B0,7201TCH TpaH3HT, o6ecnetiaT cBo6oxy TpaHamTa ToBapam, nepeBo-
311MbI31 110 ze.meanoit Aopore mezAy CBo6oAHbim IlopTom H rocyjkap-
CTBaMil, KoTopme OH o6c.ayVEriBaeT, 6e3 BCHICOil AlICKNIMIIIM11,1111 11 B3H-
mama Tamoatembix H.illl (PlICKaabHbIX 11O11IJIfflJ, Kpome OHJIaTbI oKa-
mama yeayr. 

CTamm 36. ToaKoBaHme CTaTyra. 

3a mmuotiemmem Tex caygaeB, KorAa uHoil Hopm,AoK mei:waxbill) 
upeAyemoTpeH ICaltOti-JIII60 H3 cTaTeri HacTommero CTaTyra, Hama 
enop OTHOCHTeabH0 TWIECOBaHHH FOB BbmOjmemlfi CTalyTa, ocTaBradiem 
Hepaaperaemulm myrem Hparmx neperoBopos, itozzerf, ec.am CHOpanne 
CT0p0HbI He HpwAr K B3a1131110My coraamertmo OTHOCHTeJILHO mHoro 
enoco6a yperyampoBammm enopa, 6Mm HepeikaH, Ho Tpe6oBammo mo6oil 
113 cHoparoxx eTopoll, B KOMIICCHEO B cocTaBe woro HpeAcTaBllTe.am 
OT Kamok eTopoHLI II pemero imena, m36parmoro 110 Baamemomy 



corJameHHmO AByX CTOPOH H3 rpamagaH TpeTmnX CTpaH. ECJm Ase
CTopoHM B MeC1qIHbr CPOR He CMOryT IIpHTTH K COrameHIm OTHOCH-
TejbHO Ha3HaqeIHl TxpeTbero qieHaa, TO Jno6aa H3 HHX MOEeT 06paTHTb-
cs K reHepajbiHoMy CeepeTapio 06'bGeAHeHHux HaiTwi c npocb6oii npo-
H3BeCTH DTO Ha3HaqeHIe. PemeHie 60oJimHHCTBa qJIeHOB KOMHCCHH
6yAeT sBJarTca pemeHHeM BTOH KOMnCCHH H 0OJIEHO 6 brrb npHmUTO
CTopOHaMB KBa ORonqaTeJIbHoe H o6 a3aTeJIbHOe.

CTaTaa 37. H3MeHeeHHe CTaTyTa.
HacToSminH CTaTyr aBJeTrc IIocTOJaHHIM CTaTyroM CBo6o0AHOE

TeppHTopHH npH ycjioBHH, qTO Te H HHbie H3MeHeHHI MoryT 6bITB BIRO-
CieATBn BHeceHb COBeTOM Be3aoiacHocTH. XoAaTafiCTBa 06 H3MeHe-
HHH CTaTyTa moryr 6umb nipeACTaBjemHI COBeTy BeaolacHocTH HapoA-
HbrM Co6paHneM B pe3yJlbTaTe pemeHHm, npHHmroro 6 oj0IHEHCTBOM B
zBe TpeTH noHamHHx rojIOCOB.

CraTBa 38. BcTyILreHre CTaTyTa B CHry.
HacTo5miHi CTaTYT BCTyIIT B CHAy B ,AeHb, EOTOP;H 6ygeT YCTa-

HOBJeH CoBeTOM BeaonacHocm 065e:meiHmrx HaiIa.

nPMJrOHIEHM E VII.
lonomeHme o0 peeeHHOM pemMme CBO60AHOi TeppHTOpHH TpHeCT.

(CM. CTaTbIO 21)
BnpeAb Ao BCTYUAeHHm B CHJIy IIocToaHHoro CTaTyTa m: yrnpaB-

AeHHi CBO60AfHOA TeppHTopHefi TpHecT 6 yAyT lnpHeHaiTbC cjeAe o-
Igne noJioaceHII:

CTaTaI 1.
ry 6epHaTop IIPHCTynIT K HcuoHeHnH CBOHX o6 a3aHHocTei Ha

CBo60oAHO1 TeppITopmH cpa3y, RaK a9T 6yReT BO3MOEHO, nIocae
BcTyUnAeHr B Cmy HaCTosaero MnpHoro AoroBopa. ,o BCTywIeHl
ry6epHaTopa B HcIOJHmene ero o6a3aHHOCTefi CBo6oAHas TeppITopna
6yAeT upOAOzaaTb ynpaBrasIca CoIo3HHH OMaHAoBamaMH, Aefi-
CTByIOnHMH Kai Koe B CBoef cooTBeTcTByionjef 30He.

CTaTbI 2.
BcTYnnB B ncIIOJIeHHme CBOHX o6 a3aiHHoTei Ha CBo6oHfiio

TeppHTopim TpHecT, ry6epHaTop 6 yAeT ynIojmoMOqeH H36paTI cpe,
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comarneHruo xsyx cTopoH 113 rpa;KAaH Tpermx cyan. ECJIR ,71Be 

CT0p0Hbl B lifeCHtillbdi cpoK He cmoryT upinTH K comarneHrao °THOM--
M.1113HO Ha3Hagenna TpeTbero imena, TO .ino6all 113 1111X MO3CCT oopaTkin-
Ca IC reHepaabHomy CeKpeTapro 061eximeHnbix Harwit c Hpocb6oil npo-
IT3B6CT11 DTO HamageTule. PerneHHe 60J1131WHICTBa I1.11e110B ROMFICCH11 

6y,TIeT SB.11HTLCH pummel& OTOR KOMHCCIBI 11 AOJIZTIO 6bITE. HpRILFITO 
cToportamH KaK oKoHgareamme H o6a3aTe.abHoe. 

CTaTur 37. flameHeme CTaTyra. 

CTaTyr SIBMICTCH ITOCTOSIIIHIAM CTaTyTOM CHo6op,Hoft 
TepprrropHH upll yCJIOBEIR, 11TO Te 11.1133 I1HbIe 1133feHeIRESI MOryT 

CJIe,11CTBRR bHecema COBeT031 Be3011aCHOCTH. XOADTalICTBa 06 11331e110-
MIR CTaTyTa moryr 6bni HpeAcTarzem CoseTy BeaonacHocTH HapoiA-

HUM CO6paHlleM B peayabTaTe penTeHHH, "mmHgToro 60.11131111111CTBOM B 
Arte TpeTH HoiraHribix POJIOCOB. 

Gram' 38. BcTymeme CTalyra B 

llaCTompti CTaTyT BCTy.wiT B cruy B IkeHb, KoToper 6yAeT ycTa-
HOB.aell COBeTOM Be3011aCHOCTI1 061.egInleHHILX ilaHati. 

11P1411011IEHHE VII. 

ilonomose o apemeHoom peioNme Coo6oirtHoll ToppiTopmis Timm. 

(CM. CTaTb10 21) 
Bripegi go BCTVIJICHFIR B may 110CTOHHHOTO CTaTyTa gJIa ynpart-

.71eHHIT CB060AHOil TeppnTopHeA TpnecT 6yAyr TimmHaTbcH cae,Lkyro-
uwe Hommemm: 

Oranz 1. 

Fy6epHaTop ripnclyum R HcHoanenlao CBCRIX o6HaanHocTerl Ha 
CHo6oAnoil TeppRropaa cpau, ICE DTO 6y,tker B033107E110, Houle 
BCTyiLlieHRI1 B CH.71y HacToRakero Mripnor° ,71oroBopa. ,T10 scTynaernia 
Ily6epHaTopa B HcHomenHe ero o6a3anHocTeil CHo6o,RHau Teppirropm 

6yAeT HpommataTb ylipaparwrbm C010311131MH KomarutosamamH, Aert-
cmyromrrmn KazAoe B cBoeft coomeTerHyroakeil 3011e. 

CTaThal 2. 

BCT)unB B HcHoamealle CBORX o6sraaHnocTeizi Ha CB060,11110ii 

Tepprrropm TpHecT, Py6epHaTop 6y,leT yllomomoilen rra6paTb cpeArt 
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JIHw, IIOCTOIHHO npoHmBaOm;Hx Ha CBO6OAHOf TeppHTopiH, IocJae
KOHcyJIbTanHH c JOrocaaBCKHM H HTaabsjacHnM HpaBHTejAbCTBaMH,
BpeMeHHnii IIpaBHTejcTBeHHbnif Coser. ry6epraTop 6yAeT HMeTb
InpaBo IPOH3BOATHTL H3MeHeeHH B COCTaBe BpeMeHHoro IIparnBTeJb-
CTBeHIoro CoBeTa, Eora OH COMTeT 3TO HeO6xoAHIMbIM. ry6epHaTop H
BpeMeHHii l IIpaBHTereJiTBemeifliC COBeT 6yyryT OCyiecTBJnMITb CBOH
4yHKHAm C corjiacHO nopaHy, npeAycMOTpemHOMy nIIOOSEeHrMH IIo-
CTO5HHOrO CTaTYTa, IIOCEOJbIKy H iKora 3T noJIom0eHmH OK0aa;TC nIIpH-
MeHHMbIMH H HOCKCOJIbRy OHH He 3aMeHeHbI HaCTOSn[; IIOJIOoEeHHeM.

PaBHIMM o6pao30, BCe :mpyrHe IocTaHOBJIeHJI IIocToaHHoro
CTaTyra 6yIyr InpTHMpeHprba B TeqeHe nepnofa BpeMeHHoro pensHma,
IIOCKOJILy IH Rorla M3T IIOCTaHOBJIeHHH OEKaaCyTca InpHMIeHHMBI H H
IIOCEOJIbKyc OH1 He 3aMeHeHbi HaCTOSTIHIIoM IoA eHHeM.

B CBOHX AecICTBHsx ry6epHaTop 6 yeT pycOBOAcTBOBaTCSa,
rSaBHEUM o6pa30M, HyaKaMH HacejieHma H ero 6jarococToaHHeM.

CTaTm 3.

MecTonpe6siBaHHeM IBpaBHTejTCTBa aBJaeTcaq TpHecT. Py6epHa-
TOP HanpaBrJaeT CBOH AorJAaeI HeIOcpeACTBeHHO npejcealaTeJIo Co-
BeTa Be3ouacHocTH H 6yAieT THM nyrTe HaeM 6aTa COaBeT Be30HaCHOCTH
Bcei Heo6xo0AHofi HHiOpMauWeH OTHocHTeJiHo ynpaBaeHml CBo6oA-
Hno TeppnTopHei.

CTaTs 4.

IIepBoAi o6a3aHHOCTmIo Py6epHaTopa sBJIeTCS o6ecneqeinne noa-
AepaaHHsI o6mecTBeHHoro nopaKia H 6e3oIacHocTH. OH Ha3HaqaeT Ha
BpeMeHHoI ocHOBCe AHperTopa o6nmecTBeHHoA 6e30oaCHOCTH, EOTopuiA
peopraHH3yeT inoJI0Iio H cjyaz6y 6e3onacHocTm H yiipaBsaeT IMH.

CTaTm 5.

a) C AaTi BCTyJIeHH B CHJIa HaCTOaInero AorOBOpa KOJimqeCTBO
BOfiCK, HiaxOAmiHxca Ha CBO60AHOfi TeppHTopHH, He AOJIZtHO npeBI-
maTi 5.000 qeJIOBeK CoeiHHeHHnoro KopoAeBcTBa, 5.000 qeJo0Bel
CoeAmHeHnHbx mTaTOB AMepHIe H 5.000 qejOBae KOrocciaBHH;

b) H BOHicRa 6yAyT nepeganm B pacnIopaseHHe Fy6epHaTopa
Ha nepHofl B 90 AMHei, HaqnHaa CO BCTyImeHma ero B IcnuojmHeHe
CBOHX o6a3alHHOCTei Ha CBo6ogFHOH TeppHTOpHH. IIo OKOHqaHn 3TOro
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JIHn, HOCTOSHIRO BpomnBaronAnx na CBo6o,rrnoti Teppuropnn, Howie 
KoHeyanannH C 101`0C.71aBCEHM TI IITWILanCEIIM IlpaBlITeJ1bCTBaMIL 

BpemeHHbni lIpaBneaBeTBeHmil COBeT. ry6epHarop 6yAeT HMeTb 

npaBo 11p0113BOAHTL 113MeHelinn B comae BpemeHnoro IlpaBriTem-
eTBeHHOTO CoBeTa, Nor;Ika OH cotiTeT no Heo6xognmum. ry6epHaTop H 
Bpemenindi IlpaBHTeJ11)CTBeEETIA COBeT 6y,lkyr ocmeemanm cBoil 
cli)ymanni cordacno nopAinty, upeiucmoTpeRHomy 110.71021tenlIaM11 Ho--
enamor° CTaTyTa, nocBoabuy n Boma DM noaoateHna ortaacyTca Hpn-
MelinAlbillg H HOCKOJILEy 01111 He 3ameHeHm Haman:vim llommeHnem. 

PaBHLIM oopa3om, BCe   HOCTaHOBJ1enHa 110CT021HHOr0 

CTaTyra Ôy,LI,yT npumeforrbca B Tetiame nepnoAa BpemenHoro peamma, 
noemmBy 11 Korqa T11 HOCTaHOBJ1enna oliazyTon npnmenamBnan H 
noeicomay 01111 He 3ameHeHm Hamm:cam llomaceHnem. 

B CBOHX AerICTBEDIX ry6epHaTop 6y,TkeT pyKOBOACTBOBaTbea, 

raaBnum oopa3om, Hymikamn HaCeJ1eHH11 H ero 6.aarococTominem. 

CTaT141 3. 

MecTonpeohmannem lIpaBnTeaLema HB.InleTCH TpneeT. ry6epHa-
TOp HanpaBaaeT CBOH ikOralaw Henoeperkemenno npeAcogaTeJno Co-
BeTa Be3onacHoczn 11 6y,ikeT °TIM IITM cHa6atam COBeT BeaonacHocm 
Bea Heo6xoirnmori nmrpopmagneit oTHocnreasHo yupamenna CBo6o,it-
Boit TeppnTopneit. 

°rang 4. 

llepBok 06313annOCT1310 Py6epHaTopa HBJISIeTCH o6eenegenne nojA-
AepataHna oonwerrieHHoro nopginca n 6e3onacHocin. OH HaaHatiaeT Ha 
BpemeHHoti OCHOBe AnpeKTopa o6rHecTBeHnoR 6e3onacHocm, KoTopml 
peopraHn3yeT HOJIMH110 H cAyat6y 6e3onacHoun H ynpaBaHeT am. 

°rang 5. 

a) C gaTh1 BeTymerum B may Haeroingero AoroBopa EOJnEttleCTBO 
MACE, Haxoxannixell Ha CB000Hoit TeppnTopun, He ;W./12En° npeBbz-

mai% 5.000 qe.aoBeic Coemmennoro Itopoaescma, 5.000 ileaoBeic 
COeglilleHHbIX I I ITaToB Amepinm H 5.000 tle.110BeE TOPOCJIaBIBT; 

b) Dui BaleKa 6yAyr neper(anbr B pacnopaatefine ry6epHaTopa 
Ha nepno,I B 90 Audi, Hagman CO BCTy-HAM:Ma ero B HCHOJIHenHe 
CBOHX o6HaannocTeil Ha CBooKHoil TeppnTopm. 110 OEOffilanifil nor° 
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nepHoAa 3TH BoficKa He 6yayrT 6oaee HaXOAHTLCa B pacuopSEeHin
ry6epHaTopa H 6 yyT BIBeAeHbI c TeppnTopHH B ouIIoJInJTeJIBHII
cpoI 45 AHei, ecmJ ry6epHaTOp He H3BeCTHT COBeT Be3onacHocTH, qTO
OH cqtTaeT Heo 6 xoAHuMIM B mHTepecax TeppHTopHH coxpaHimT 3TH
BOfICKa IHOJHOCTBIO BIH qacTHqHO. B cJyiae 9TOf nocJIeAHei B03M0OM-

HOCTH BOfiCKa, Tpe6yeMbIe ry6epHaTOpoM, 6ygyT OCTaBaThCs B TeqeHHe
nepHoAa He 6ojee 45 AHeii, nocje Toro laK ry6epHaTop H3BecTHT
COBeT Be3oIacHOCTH, qIT BHyTpeHHHmR HOPaOKE Ha TeppHTOpHm M0meT
6biiT o6eceIeqen czaJma cJIYy6bi o6niecTBeHHmo 6e3onacHoCTH 6e3
IOMOmH HOTpaHHXOCPaR BOfCK.

c) OnepawHH no BbIBOAy BOiCK, npeAycMoTpemHHe B nyHreTe b>>,
OJiam Hpo pOBOAHTbCS TaEHM o6pa30M, IT0o6I no B03OMaHOCTH coxpa-

H5aacb nponoprna, npeAycMOTpeHHaa B nyHETe <<a>, MeaZy BOfiICEaM
Tpex aaHIHepecoBaHmIx AepaaB.

CTaTa 6.
ry6epHaTop HMeeT npaBO B mIo6oe BpeMa o6paniaTmcs 3a noA-

pepmEEofl i EoMaHaoyIomnm ynoMaHyrmm BOiCEaMH, H Taiaaa noIoAeppmEa
AoJaHa 6bCTpo OKa3bIBaTbca. ry6epHaTop pnH BCIKOH B03MOa;HOCTH
EOHcyJIaTHpyeTCa c COOTBeTCTByIOnHM EoMaHayoinHM HepeJ oTfaqefi
CBOHX yKa3aHai, OAHaKO, OH He BMemIIBaeTca B BOeHHyIO cTOpOHy
HCHnoIb3OBaHHHI BOiCKE, HIcnIIOamInwx ero yRa3aHaI. Ras;AbmIi KoaH-
AYIOInHi& HMeeT npaBO :AoRKaAbIBaTb cBoeMy IIpaBHTeajLcTBy yRaaaHHa,
inoaiyeHHbe OT ry6epHaTopa, HHQOpMpysa ry6epHaTopa o cokepasaiHi
TaRKHx gOKiaOB. CooTBeTCTByionee nIpaBHTeAbCTBO HMeeT npaBO OT-
Ea3aTBCaI OT yqacTHS CBOHMH BoficKaMH B AaHHOfi onepanmI H B
COOTBeTCTBHH C aTHM HHQOpMHlpyeT COBeT Be3onacHocTH.

CTaTa 7.
Heo6xoxamre corjameHnn o pa3MeImeHHm, ynpaBjieHHH H CHa6-

aeHlH BOeHHIX ICOHTHHreHTOB CoeHmeHHmoro RopojeBCTBa, CoenxHeH-
HIX IITaTOB AMepmHB H J)roCzaBHI 6 yyT 3aaKroqeHu MeawAy
ry6epHaTOPOM H olaOaHnaOaxoM 3THMH EOHTIreHTaMH.

CTaTm 8.
ry6epHaTop, ROHCYILTHpyacB c BpeMeHuhM IIpaBHTeJMCTBemHH

COBeTOM, 6 yAeT ynoJmoMOqen OpraHH30BaTb Bm6opi qeJeHOB Ynpeai-
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Heprma 9TH soffeRa He 6yAyi 6o.uee Ha2COAITTLCII B pacHopazeHHH 

Py6epHaTopa H 6yAr BE.IBeAeHbI C TeppErropm B AOHOJIIIIITeJILHbIH 

CpOR 45 ;wet ec.u. Py6epHaTop He H3BeCTHT COBeT Be30HaCHOCTH, TITO 

OH etuTraeT 11006X0,771MBIM B HHTepecax TeppilToprm coxpaHrub 9Til 

BoricRa HOJIHOCTb10 n.im TlaCTIPIHO. B cariae nal nowleAHert B03110M-
HOCTFI BoricKa, Tpe6yemble Fy6epHaTopom, 6y,gyT OCTaBaTbC51 B TegeHrie 

nepHoAa He 6o.xee 45 Hei, HOCJe Toro ICaR Py6epHaTop H3BeCTHT 

COBOT Be30HaCHOCTII, TITO BIlyTpellEafi Hopmort Ha Teppifroprm mozeT 

6bru) o6ecHeilen CHJIaMII uryac6TA o6HkeeTBeHHoil 6e3onacHooTH 6e3 

Homorox HHoeTpaktHE.rx BOCK. 

C) 011epaLT,FLII HO BbIBOAy BOAC; upeAyemoTpemnile B HymeTe <<b>>, 

MEM Hp0BOAHTbC51 TaRind o6pa3om, tiTo6h1 Ho B033110;RHOCTH coxpa-

1111J1aCI) Hporroprma, HpeAyemoTpermaa B mine «a», mezgy HoffeRamli 
Tpex 3aHHTepecoBaHmix Elkepzas. 

°Tama 6. 

Py6epHaTop HmeeT HpaHo B Juo6oe spew o6pamanca 3a HoA-

gepzKoftIC RomaRviargcfm pow:Hymnal BOACRaKEI, H TaKaa no,Trjr,epacKa 

OJIatlia 6meTpo OICa3bIBaThCa. Py6epHaTop HpH BCSIROft B033,10aCHOCTFI 

KoHey.irbzupyeTai C COOTBeTCTBylOIDAM ROMalIAT101102ER nepeg oTgatiefi 

CBORX lamming, oxkHaRo, OH He Bmenumerca B HoenHylo cTopony 

Henom.3oHanHa Bate; HCHOMS110111,H.X ero yKaaaHna. Rambift nomaH-

gyloakffil ameeT HpaHo AorczaAbinam cHoemy lipaHHTe.menty yKaaaHrm, 

no.artemule OT Py6epHaTopa, HHcDopmnpya Py6epHaropa o coAepacancim 

TaRHX AommaxkoH. CooTHeTempolgee IlpaHwreabeno rimeeT Hpaso OT-

Ka3anca OT ytiacTria CBOMIFI BOACRaMH B AaHHoft onepaHvirr H B 

COOTBeTCTBITH C DTHM HH(Popm.upyeT COBeT Be30HaCHOCTFI. 

C'TaTINff 7. 
Heo6xoxime comaraema o paamenvHan, yupameHHH n cHa6-

acenaa BOelIMIX ROHTFIHreHTOB CoexamenHoro Ropo.aeHcTBa, CoemmeH-

IIBIX IIITaTOB AmepyricH H 10roc.aaHHH 6yyT 3aRZIOTIeHbI Meacxy 

Py6epHaToposf H Komawionwein 9113301 KoHTHHreuramH. 

OraTha 8. 

ry6epHaTop, Koncy.ILTHpyach c Bpemennum IlpaBHTeaboTHembrm 

COBeTOM, 6y,lker yno.imomovieH oprammoBaTb Bb160p1.1 11.11eHOB YtIpeXH-
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TeJIbHoro Co6paHa B COOTBeTCTBHH C lOJIoaeHHM CTaTyra, yCTa-

HOBJIeHHbIMH AJII BbI60pOB HapoAHoro Co6paia.

Bbi6opbI 0AOJIII HIMeTB MeCTO He ino03e qeM qepe3 qeTape

Mecaga nocje BCTYIymeHH ry6epHaTopa B ero 06a3aHHOCTH. B cayIae

TeXHHqeCKRO HeB03MOaEHOCTH npOBe.eHHa BH60pOB B yCTaHOBBeHHLui

cpoK ry6epHaTOp AOJIomT COBeTy Be3onacHCTm.

CTaTBa 9.

ry6epHaTop npH EOHClyjibTTaH C BpeMenHHM IIpaBHTeJamTBeH-

HmI COBeTOM IIOHrOTOBHT BpeMeHHudt 6IOJAeT H BpeMeHHyI) uporpaiwy

aKcnopTa H HMnopTa. OH 0OJIe0eH y6eaHfca B TOM, Tro BpeMeHHIm
IIpaBHTejaiCTBeHmHe COBeTOM iHPHHMTuI HaaeamamHa.e Mepw aa

ynpaBaeHmHa HHaHcaIH Ha CBo6o0Hofi TeppHTopHH.

CaTba 10.

CyniecTByIo w e 3aKOHEu H nocTaHOBAeHHa OCTaHYTCH B cIAe,

ecjH H noSa eficTBHe HX He 6yOTe OTMeHeHO HH npHocTaHOBJeHO

ry6epHaTopOM.
ry6epHaTop 6y}reT HieTn npaBo, no corjacosBaHo c 6o0mJnm-

CTBOM BpeMeHHoro IIpaBHTeJCTBeHHoro COBeTa, BHOCHTb H3MeHeHH

B efiiCTByIoiHe 3aROHm H nOCTaHOBjIeHma H H3AaBaTn HOBBe. Taime

H3MeHeHHIe H HOBJIe 3aReH H iOCTaHOBHiemH, paBHO RaE H AerpeTL

ry6epHaTopa 06 OTMeHe H npHHOCTaHOBIenHH 3aROHOB Rm nICTa-
HoBanemi, 6yryT HMeTh CHjY, ecm H nora OHH He 6yyAT H3MeHeHl,
OTMeHeHeI HJl 3aMeHeHU aKTaiM HapoAHoro Co6parH a am IIpaBH-

TeJIbCTBeHHOro CoBeTa B HX COOTBeTCTByI m 0o6zacTax IIOCJae BCTy-

IIeHHH B CHAy KOHCTHTYIHH.

CTaTma 11.

BnpeAb> o ycTaHoBieHEa oTAeJlbHoro Bsamn oro peauma a
CBo6o0AHoi TeppHTopHH HTaJimHCEaa anpa 6yAeT npoAoJnaaTm oCTa-

BaTBca 3aroHmlM mIIaTeeHuM cpeACTBOM Ha CBo6o00HOA TeppHTopHH.

IIpaBHTe.J CTBO HITaJmH 6yAeT yaoBaeTBoparb Hyzau CBo6oo0it
TeppHTopHH B HHOCTpaiHHIH AeBH3ax H B BaJIOTe Ha yCaJOBHX, He

MeHee 6JIaroIpHHTHIx, HeM Te, IoTopMe npHMeHaoTca B HTazmn.
HTaJma H CBo6oAHaa TeppHTopua 3aEuIoqaT cornamerHe c nenmio

ocyecTBjeHHa BmeInpHBe~eHHx onojioeHm a Tarae c TOi IeabMIo,
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Teahnoro Co6paHna B COOTBeTe'IBIFFI C HOHOZeHMIMH OraTyra, yen-

HOBJ1e111111Mit AJ1,11 B13160p0B Hap0/1H0110 Co6pannsi. 

BE,I6ophi AOJIZIMI Mien mem He Home gem Ilepea tieThipe 

Mecsnla, Houle BcTyll.neHna ry6epHaTopa B ero 06/13aHHOCTH. B cape° 

TexHiplecKoft HeB03MOMHOCTH npoBeAenna Bb160p0B B ycTaHomenisiA 

cpoK ry6epHaTop A0.110aCHT ConeTy Be3onacHocin. 

CiTann 9. 

1-1y6epHaTop Hp' KoHcy.mannn c Bpemennim lIpanwrancTseH-

Hum COBeTOM HOWOTOBHT BpemeHinarE 610)1,711eT H npemenHylo uporpammy 

Mel:wpm H HmnopTa. On go.ameH y6Kunica B TOM, TO Bpememnam 

lIpanTrreabcmeHHum COBeTOM HpHEISIT131 nagdiezam;He mew,' ma 

yupamenna (1)nnaHcamn Ha CB°60:Hoit TeppwropHH. 

Gramsi 10. 

Crikemponwe aaKomi H nocTaHomenna ocTaHyTca B Cale, 
ecall H nom AeAcTme nx He 6peT OTMe110110 HAM npnocTaHomeHo 
Ty6epHaTopom. 

ry6epHaTop 6yKeTleTb imam, 110 comacosamno c 60.11131M311-

CTBOM BpemeHHoro Ilpainrre.ncTneHHoro CoseTa, BHOCHT13 M ECHernia 

B AertemporEcHe 3a1COIMI H nocTanomemin H H3AasaTh HoBue. Tame 

113MeHe1111ble H HOBb1e 3a1COHIA H IIOCTaHOBJ1eHHHI palm KaK H AexpeTur 

ry6epHaTopa 05 oTmeHe HJIH npnocTaHosaeHnu 3a1COHOB 11.11H nocTa-

Homencl, 6yikyr mien may, ecan H noKa OM He 6yityr nameHem, 

oTmeHerm HJIH 3ameHeum aKTaint Hapognoro Co6paHHA 11.11H Ilpann-

TeabeTBelillOr0 COBeTa B EX COOTBeTCTI3y101EHX o6zacTax HOCJ1e BCTY-

HAeHELE1 B CHAT KOHCTHT3TUEB. 

Grum 11. 

Bupe O manomeHna OVINE:MOM BaJHOTHOM peznma Jia 

Cno6oAnoil TeppuropHH lamsHcKaa anpa 6y,geT npeikoman oura-

nano' 3aKOHIIIHM nzaTeatHram cpeAcTnom Ha CBo6op(HoA Teppuropmn. 

lIpannreabcmo EETHJECH 6pkeT yAos.aersopsub HyAghi Ono6oimoi 

Tepprrroprrn B nHocTpanHmx Aeinmax H B namme Ha yczonHax, He 

meHee 6.aaronpnaTublx, nem Te, Iturophle upHmeatnoTesi B ITTaanH. 

IITama H Cno6oAHan TeppuropHa aaminonaT comaineHHe c W HIM 

ocynkeernaeHas BbffElenpitheAesiliax noaoxemnl, a Tante c TO Hullo, 



'To6bI IIpeAyCMOTpeTb BcaIEHe pacqeTbI Meeagly o6oHn IIpaBHTeJAb-
CTBaMH, IOTOpbIe O0KaayTCB Heo6XOAiuMIMH.

nPM4JnO0HEHM E VIII.

lnonoeHMe o CBO6OAHOM nopTe TpMecT.

CTaTba 1.
1. ,Djimi o6ecnueeHnM Toro, qTo6I nHOpT H TpaH3HTHbIe jIrOTbI

TpnecTa MorJIH 6b1rrb OCTynHBbI AJI IInob30BaHHI Ha paBHbIX yCJIOBHSX
A Jr Bcefi MCMayHapoaHOiH TOprOBJIH H Oirm 10rocJIaBsI, HTajan H
rocyAapcTB IieHTpajiiHoH EBponbI, EaK 3TO pHHmTO B ,pyrnx CBo6,A-
HbIX hopTax MHpa:

a) B npeAejiax CBo6o01Hof TeppHTopHH TpneCT 6yAeT HOPT B
rpaHHaax, yKa3ambIx HJH yCTaHOBJIeHHbIX B COOTBeTCTBHm
co CTaTbel 3 HacTosmeiero IIojoameHna, rAe He 6yAeT TaMo-
MeHHoro o6JoaoseHm;

b) rpy3bi, npoxoASIne 'epe3 CBo60oHBI IIopT TpHecT, 6yAyT
HOJMb3BaTbCg CBo6o0oE0 TpaaH3Ta, KaE 3TO yKa3aHo B CTaTbe
16 HacTOamiero IIoiomeHam.

2. Mea;yHaponHmi peasmM CBo6offHoro IIopTa 6yeT peryjmpo-
BaTCSI IIOCTaHOBJIeHHMH HaacTosamero IIojioaEeHyH.

CTaTm 2.
1. CBO60AHUi IIHOpT 6yAeT yqpeaZeH H 6yAeT ynpaBjiasCS B

KaqecTBe rocyAapcTBeHHofi opraHH3aaim CBo6oAHiofi TeppHTopHm
TpnecT, HaeeneHHoA npasaMH IOpHnaqecKoro Jnaia H yyHKIaHOHHpyIo-
iefi B COOTBeTCTBHH C IOCTaHOBJleHHIMH HacToawmero IIojoa;eHa.

2. Bcs HTaJImHCEaSI rocyAapCTBeHHaS H npHpaBHeHHasi K Hefi
co6cTBeHHOCTm B npeeejiax CBo6o;Horo IIopTa, oTopaa cornaclo
noJomaeHHaIM HacToaieero MnpHoro AoroBopa Aojiama nepefrn K
CBo6o0aHO TeppTropHH, 6 yAeT lnepeaaHa 6ecnuaTHo CBo60oHoMy
IOpTy.

CTaTm 3.
1. PafiiH CBo6oAHoro IlopTa 6yAeT BKJIOmaTL TeppHTopHmo H

coopyMEeHma CBo6o0lHX 30H llopTa TpHecT B npeeniax rpaiml 1939
roga.
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itToom HpeyemoTpen, BCHElle paegerm measay 0601131H IlpaBFITOJII)-

CTB3MH, HoTopme cazaatyTea Heo6xoxammmu. 

npm,110}HEHNE VIII. 
flonooteome o Coo6oitoom Flom Two'''. 

CTaTIZI 1. 

1. ,I(.7m ooecueuerma TOM, LTo6bI How H TpaH311THLIO J1131'0TbI 

TpHecTa 3101'.1111 6bITb 110J11330BaF1H11 Ha paBHbIX yCHOBMIX 
)1J111 Heeft meacAyHapoAHoil TOprOBJH1 H )1JUI 10POCJIaBH11, FITU1111 

rocpapem 11empaabHoft EBp011131, EHOTO 11pHHATO B Apyritx CB060,11-
rtopTax mHpa: 
a) B upeite.Ttax Cso6oArroft TeppirropHrapHecT 6y0T How B 

rpanintax, yua3auxmx 11.11F1 yeTaHOBJ1e11HhIX B COOTBOTCTB1111 

CO eTaTbeft 3 HacTonHtero likoometnast, rite He 6yiteT Tamo-
ateHHoro o6.7tomeHmt; 

b) rpy3m, npoxiwnitHe gepe3 CH000ltumft IIopT TpHeeT, 6y,a,y-e 
110.111.30BaTI1CH CB060i1Oft TpaH3HTa, ICU no paaano B cTame 
16 HaeTomitero 11mozeatta. 

2. MemityHapomibift peaunt CHo6oitHoro HopTa 6yAeT pery.impo-
BaTbCH HOCTaHOBJIOH11113111 HacTostiftero II0J10HCOHHH. 

CTamst 2. 

1. CBo60AnEer IlopT 6y,tteT ripeapten H 6yAeT yupaHatrmcst B 
KageeTse roeygapenteHHoil oprammauxt CH000xHoll Teppirroprm 
TpHeeT, HaAe.aeHHoil Hpariamst iopwratteettoro .11111Aa H 41-ymalgoimppo-

uvii B COOTBeTCTBHH C HOCTaHOBJ1e11H23111 HaeToankero 110JIGHCCH1151. 

2. Ben IiTaJILHHC/CaS1 roepaperBeHHaa H HpHpameHHaa IC Heft 
CO6CTI1e11110CTI, B Hpeltaitax CHo6owtoro HopTa, ICoTopaa cowmen° 

Ho.itozeHrunt HacToawro MITHOPO AoroHopa Awiar.Ha Hepefrut IC 

03°60,110R Teppffropma, opeT itepeAana 6ecrutamo CH000momy 
IIopTy. 

Grams' 3. 

1. PatioH CB000mioro IIopTa 6yrteT BEJH011aTI) Tem:ramp-Ho H 

coopymeHaa CB060AIMIX 30H Hopra TpHecT B upeAezax rpamat 1939 
roAa. 
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2. 06pa3oBamne oco06bx 30H B npeaejax CBo060Horo InopTa UoA
HCIK.OIHTeJIbHOf IOpHCAHKcqHei Raoro 6bI TO HH 6bJAo rocyAapCTBa
HecoBMeCTHMO CO CTaTycOM CBo6o0AHo TeppHTopHH H CBo6o0Horo
IIopTa.

3. OfHaKio, c neA1bO yAoBJITBopeHI oco 6 bIX HyzgA cyAOxoAcTBa
IrOCJIaBH H HI TaJIHH B AApHaTHmecROM Mope ,HpeKTop CBo60oHoro
IIopTa, no Inpocb6e IIpaBHTeJbcTBa IKrocjaBHm R m HTTamI H npH
HajmI IIH nOIo;KHTeJIbHOro COBeTa CO CTOpOHbI MezayHapoAHof I-o-
MHCCHH, ipeAycMoTpeHHOH B CTaThe 21, MOceT 11pe0ocTaiBHT TOprOBbiM
cyAaM, miasaIOinIi no:A jiaroM jno6oro H3 8THX AByX rocyAapCTB,
HcEJcIIOqHTejiHoe npaBO IOJIb30OBaHHa IpniHajiaMH B HeROTOpIX qaCTSX
pafioHa CBo6oAHnoro IIopTa.

4. B cAyQae B03RHHHOBeHHa Heo 6xonHMOCTH B pacampeHHH
TeppHTOpnH CBo6oAHoro IIopTa TaEoe pacmEpeHHe no npeAcTaBjieHHo
JHpeTTopa CBo6oAHoro IIopTa MoseT 6irm IIpoH3BeAeHo peHmeineM
IIpaBHTejimcTBeHHoro CoBeTa C coriacam HIapoAHoro Co6pamna.

CTaTM 4.
IIOCEOjiby OHHe He iipeAycMoTpeHo HaCTOSIMHM IIHOJIOeHe eM,

3aKOHbI H ElpaBHJa, AeficTByIOIW e Ha CBO60oAOH TeppHTopHH, HofJIe-
;aT npHneHeHRn K J amIaM H HMJym;eTBy B npegejiax rpaHHn CBO60:-
Horo IIopTa, a BjacTH, OTBeTCTBeHHue 3a x npHpMeHHeHHe Ha CBo6o0AHOf
TeppHTopHH, 6yAyT ocynAecTBjITb CBOH 4byHKAIm B npeAejax rpaHnH
CBo6oAHoro IIopTa.

CTaTsa 5.
1. ToproBble cyAa H rpy3H Bcex CTpaH 6yAyT 6ecnperTrcTBeHHo

AonycKaTBca B CBo60oHHfi r opT AJIS nHpOH3BOACTBa norpya3H H
Bburpy3KH TOBapOB, RKK TpaH3nHTHX, TaK H IpeAHa3HatxaeMbx Jia
CBo6orAHIo TeppHTopHH TpHecT HJIH BBIB03BHMIX C 3TO0 TeppHTopiH.

2. BjiacTH CBo6o0HOi TeppHTopHH He 6 yayr B3HMaTb C 9THX
ToBapOB TaMOCenHHnX noImJHH R. ApyrnH HaJioroB, KpoMe oILaaTm

OKa3aHHbIX yCJyr, B CBS3H C HX BBO30M, BbIBO30M HJIH ]POB030M TpaH-

3HTOM qepe3 CBo6o0AHE IIopT.

3. OuHaio, B oTHomeHHH TOBapOB, BB03HMX 'epe3 CBo6oHIIiB

IIOpT Ja o noTpe6JieH B upegejax CBO6oqHofi TeppHTopnm Hu BM-
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2. 06paeoBaHue ocoomx 3011 B Hpepaax CBo6o,Tworo IlopTa HoA 
IICKJ1101111TeJILHOI1 lopHcAuximeti Eaxoro 6131 TO EH 6131.710 rocpapcma 

HecoBmecnimo co cTaTycom CB000,AHofE TeppuToprm H CB060)1M0r0 
IlopTa. 

3. OxiaHo, c Hum° yAoBaemopemaa oco6bix Hyac4 cylkoxoAcTBa 
10roc.aamm H llTaJoni B AApHanviecKom mope ellmexTop Cso6o,gHoro 
HopTa, no 'pooh6e IIpaBHTe.nicTBa TOTOCJIaBH11 n.lm liTaJHEII H Hpll 
Haantam HOJI0aEHTe.711)H0r0 coBeTa CO CTOpOHLI MeacAyHapoAHoil Ro-
MHCCHH, uperkycmoTpermoti B cTame 21, mozeT HpeAocTaaryb TOIROBbIM 
cyAam, miaBaiouvim HoA 4).aarom mo6oro H3 DIM AByx rocpapcTB, 

HCEJIKPIFITe.abH00 npaBo HOJIL30BaH1111 HprmaaamH B HeICOTOpMX tiacmx 
paiiona Cso6o)AHoro 

4. B c.dy ',Jae BO3HHEHOBeliall 11006X0AHMOCTH B pacnmpeHHH_ 

TeppriToprm Cso6oxmoro IIopTa TaEoe pacrimpeme Ho npeAcTamemao 
,/.HpexTopa CB060,4[0r0 IIopTa momeT 6LITI3 upolleBeAeHo pemermem 
IlpaBriTedbcTBeHHoro CoBeTa c comacHa Hapounoro Co6pamm. 

CTaTI41 4. 
IlocKoamty HHoe He HperkycmoTpeHo HacTolunjim nomaxemem, 

3a1COHLI 11 HpaBH.aa, Aellempauwe Ha Cso60,Hort Teppinopm, Hoxie-

71CaT HpHmeHeffaio K .7migam H 11Myth,eCTBy B HpeAe.aax rpaHim Crio6oA-
HON) HopTa, a BJIaCTH, OTBeTCTBeHlIbIe ea fix HpHmeHeme Ha CBo6oAHoff 
TeppriToprifi, 6yAyT OCylgeCTBJIHTb CBOH cpyHRLWII B Hpe,Re.aax rpaHrilt 
CB060AH0r0 IlopTa. 

CTansi 5. 

1. Toprome cy,ga H rpyem Bcex cTpaH 6yrkyT 6ecuperarcTBeHno 
AollycEaTbcsi B CB0o0AFIbIA IlopT jira Hp0H3BOACTBa Horpyam H 

BbIrpy3RH ToBapos, xax TpaH3HTIMIX, Tax H HpeAHaeHaliaemmx ia 

CBo6o,LtBoil Tepprfropruf TpneeT if-TH BLIB03133114X C aToil TeppHTopm. 

2. RaacTH CBo6oiceoli Teppffropm He 6y,IUT B3IIMaTE. C arux 

ToBapoB Tamonceifaux Hamm' 11,11:11 Apyrnx na.aoroB, xpome owiaTIA 
oxaeammix yCJIyi', B CBSI311 C UX BB030M, BLIB030M 11.1111 HpoBoeom TpaH-
311TOM nepee CB000,rtmal IlopT. 

3. OM:IMO, B OTHOIlleHHH ToBapoB, BBOWDELlx epea Cso6o,Anwil 
IlopT HoTpe6.4emia B upe,Tkealax Cso6o,a,Hort TeppuTopnit Ium Bid-



B03HMIX H3 npeAeJioB 3TOM TeppHTopHH qepe3 CBo6o0AHbI IIopT, 6yAyT
npHMeHmrO cC cooTBeTcTBybonH e 3aaoHoinojoxemHHm H npaBmaa, SeH-
CTByIomVHe Ha CBo6o00Ho0 TeppHTopmH.

CTaTsB 6.
B CB60oAHOM IIopTy TpHecT B COOTBeTCTBHH C O6mlHTu npaBH-

iaMH, yCTaHOBJIeHHbHTT H ,peETopoM CBo6oHoro IIopTa, 6ygeT paape-
maTeca xpaHeHHe TOBapOB Ha crjragax, OCMOTP, COPTHnOBHa, YIaKiOBra
H ieepeynIaoBKa H Apyrne onepanm noloao6Horo poma, EOTOpbe o 06IqHo
AonycEaJmcB B CBO6OAHmIX 30Hax nopTa TpHecT.

CTaTBa 7.
1. rIupeTopoM CBo6oAHoro IIopTa MOaeT 6ITb Taiae pa3pe-

meHa nepepa6oTKa TOBapOB B CBo6oAHOM IIopTy.
2. IIpoH3BoAcTBeHHa eeasrreABHOCT B CBo60oHOM IIopTy 6yeTr

pa3pemeHa TeM nlpeAnpHpmTHM, IEOTOpMe HaxoOAIL chB B CBo6o0HIX
3oHax nopTa TpHecT Ao BCTynjeHIH B Cjiy HacTosMnero IIojioieHia.
Io inpeACTaBaeHHo AHperETOpa CBo6o0Horo HopTa IpaBHTeajCTBeH-
HhM COBeT MOMeT pa3pemuTm co3AaHHe HOBIX IIPOH3BOCTBeHHbIX
npenpHup mTHi B npeAejiax rpaHIu CBo6oAHoro IIopTa.

CTaTmI 8.
HHcneKRTpoBaHie BjiacTaMH CBO6oAHOi TeppHTopmH 6y7eT Ao-

nycKaTBCH B CB060A0oM IIOPTy B npeAejiax, Heo 6xoHmJmx Ji
ocyERecTm7eHM TaMozeHHhIX H Apyrnx npaBMH CBO60WoAH TeppETopHH
no 6opi6e c KOHrpa6aHAiO.

CTaTHs 9.
1. BjacTHM CBO6o0HOi TeppHTropHH npeaocTaBameTic npaBo

ycTaHaBJnBaTB H B3HMaTb Ropa6eJbHue c6opM B CB060AHOM IopTy.
2. AHipeRTOp CBo 6oAHoro lopTa ycTaHOBHT pa3Mep Bcex o6jo-

aeHHi 3a lnoa30OBaHne cpeACTBamH H ycayraMlH CBo6oAHoro I[opTa.
TaEHe o6jio:eHm 6 ypyT paayMImca H cooTBeTcTByromn M CTOHMOCTH
sECmoaTanwH, ynpaBreHma, coAepEaIm B nopapse H pa3BHTma CBO-
6o0,Horo IIopTa.

CTaTba 10.
fipH ycTaHOBaeHHH H B3HMamHm B CBO60HOM HopTy Ropa6eJnBHwx

c6opOB H JpyrHX o6Soaeim&, yra3aHH X B CTaTLe 9, a Taraee npH
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B0311111bIX 113 npexke.aos aTort TeppnTopun ilepeo CH000mmililOpT, 61,1kyT 
npnmeHaThca cooTHeTcmponwe oaKoHono.aoacenroi n npaHn.11a, geil-
culionkne Ha CB000gHoil TeppnTopm 

CTaTbff 6. 
B Cs000iknom IlopTy TpnecT B COOTBeTCTBH11 C 061IIHMH npaHn-

JIMITI, yeTaHOB.11eHlIbIMII AnpeKTopom CB060,RHOPO IlopTa, 637-geT pave-
nianca xpaHenHe ToHapoH Ha cmaikax, ocmoTp, copTlipoima, ynaHoHica 

nepeynarcomca H Apyrne onepaun noAo6Horo poika, EoTopme o6mimo 
;kw/mm.7114cl. B CB060)11MIX eonax nopTa TpHeCT. 

CTaTb51 7. 

1. ,lljapeltT0p0M CB060,1#1.01'0 IlopTa MOZeT 614173 Tame paope-
mena nepepa6ona ToHapoH B CHo6ogHom IlopTy. 

2. 11p0113BOACTBeHHaa AeSITeJr13110CTE, B CB060AHOM lEopTy 6yAeT 
paopeinena Tem npexrpnanuni, HoTopme Haxoxazach B CB060AHIAX 

3onax nopTa TpnecT HcTymenna B may HacTosngero lIozoncemm. 
no npeAcTamennio )1,npeRTopa CBo6oHoro IlopTa IlpaurramcmeH-
HhL COBeT MOZeT paopeullArb comanHe HOBbIX Hp0H3BOACTBeHHbIX 
npexapnamil H npeAe.aax rpanng CHo6omoro 

CTana 8. 
FrucnercluposaHne BJIaCTSIMH CB060,4HOR TeppnTopnn 6y,geT iko-

nycicancH B CB060,1110M IlopTy B npe,Lke.aax, Heo6xogumbix 

ocymecTmenna TaAfozernma H ApyrIIX npaHma CHo6oAnoil PoppTown 
no 6opL6e c KoHTpa6anAoll. 

CTarba 9. 

1. BJIaCTEM CB060,11110f1 TeppnToprol npeAocTaHmeTcH npaHo 
ycraHaarozmaTb ii B3BMaTb Ropa6eabllue c6opu B CB060AHOM IlopTy. 

2. ,11,npeKTop CHo6oAnoro 1IopTa yeTallOBHT paomep Hcex o6jio-
a noabooHaHne cpeAcTHamn n yc.dyramn CH000moro TiopTa. 

Tame o6zoacenna 6yRyT paapnatamn H COOTIleTCTBylOIDAMH CTOHMOCTH 
oRcuaoaTa4oH, co,rkepzaHna B nopaiuce n pa3BITITUI CB0-
6opxforo 

Grams 10. 
11.pn yeTanomeHinn H B3HlelaHHII B CB060PHOM 1101717 Hopa6eabmax 

c6opos H Apyrnx o6.71ozennil, yr.aoabacux H cTaThe 9, a Talmo npn 
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oCa3aHIH ycjAyr H npH npeAocTaBIeimH cpeAcTB CBo6oAHoro IIopTa
He 6yAeT AoinycKaTsca aHcEpHMHanHa B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT bjiara cyAHa,
HpHHaaJeKRHOCTH TOBapOB HJH n0 RaEHM-.JIH60 Apyrnt OCHOBaHHM.

CTaTm 11.

OIIonycK BCeX J B CBo6o0AHbi: IlopT, a paBHO H BbIXO H3 JIopTa,
6yAyr peryJmpoBaTbcs TeMH nIpaBHaaMH, rOTOpmIe MoryT 6Irrr ycTa-
HOBaJeHbI BiaCTsM CBo6o0HOH TeppHTOpH. O0AHaK, a3T nIpaBJIa
6 yyyT yCTaHOBJIeHb TaEHM o6pa30M, 1T06bI He C03AaBaTm HeHyMHbIX
3aTpyiHeHHi B AonlycKe B CBo6oAHIm II OpT BbIXOAe H3 IIopTa JI
rpamAaH n jo6oro rocygapcTBa, RoTopHe nMeioT raKoe-jm6o 3aKOHHoe
3aHarHe B CBo60oHOM IlopTy.

CTaTa 12.

AeCTBnyIonMre B CBo6oAHOM IIopTy inpaBHaa H o6a3aTe.mnJI e
IIocTaHoBJeHHZ, a paBHO TapH4bI B3HMaeaMIx B IIopTy C60pOB, AOJIaHI
6uITb ony6JnEOBaHM.

CTaTLa 13.

Ka6oTaazHOe CyAOXoACTBO H npH6pezHas TOPrOBJML B peAeJIax
CBo6oAHOi TeppnTopHH 6 y.yrT ocynecCTBjacTC B COOTBeTCTBHH C pa-
BHjaMH, H3AaBaeMsMH BjiaCTTM CBo6oAHOi TeppnTOpHH, inpqeM
IIocTaHOBaeHIa HacTosmiero IIojoaemHm He 6 yAyT paccMaTppBaTa ca
RaE ycTaHaBJHmBaIOmie AJIA STHX BJAaCTefi Kare-jm6o orpaHHmeHHa
B 3TOM OTHOmeHHH.

CTaTLa 14.

B npeAegax CBo6o0Horo IIopTa B OTHomeHmH CyO0B H rpy30B
Meponpar IIno 3ApaBooxpaHeHH , a Tarmse meponpHar no 60op6e
c 6OJe3HfaMH paCTeHMi H EHBOTHBIX, 6ygyT ocynRecrTBJaTca BAaCTsra
CB06oAHOi TeppnTOpHH.

rCaTa 15.

06ecnIeneHHe CBo6o0Horo IIopTa BoAocHa6aeHHeM, ra30o, SaeR-

TpoaHepreeB, cpeAcTBaMH CBS3H, EaHaJHaaInefi H ApyrHm KOMMy-
HaJIbnLIMH ycAyraMH, a paBHO unpMHaMe Mep no0m!eficKoH H npOTHBO-
noa:apHoR oxpaHu, 6yAyT JIeaEaTb Ha o6a3aHHocTH BjiacTeHi CBo6o0uo
TeppHTopmH.
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oKaaamm   a Bpn HpeitoeTamenrol epeAcTit CB000rworo IlopTa 

HO oper Aolrycnamea AHCICINIMHBaHVia B 3aBHCHMOCTil OT .)Tara cyjma, 

nprmaxmeamocTH ToBapoB Hall 110 HaEHM-JIH60 Apyrum OCHOBaHIMM. 

CTaMH 11. 

elonyeR Beex JIBH B CB060HbIrl 110pT, a paBBo H BIIXO„Tk 113 110pTa, 

opyr peryonpoBarbea TOME llpammica,Topme MOryT oHm yora-

HOBAOH131 mammal CBo6oxfort Tepprxropmf. Ommico, oTH Hpamma 

6pyr yeTaHOBJleHbl TalCHM o6pasom, tiT0611 He comaBam Hellyanmix 

aawy,u,tremil B Aonyuce B OB060,4131'11 IlOpT H BbIXO,Ike H3 110pTa AJUI 

rpaatikan aro6oro roepapeTBa, HOTOphle molarKoe-ao6o oaRonHoe 

oaffprme B CBo6oxknom Rom. 

CTaisa 12. 

AdlerByfornge B CB000tkHom IlopTy BpaBB.aa H o6a3aTe.immae 

HOCTaHOBJIOHHH, a paBHO Tapinpm B311MaeMLIX B llopTy coopos, ,40.11}Ellb1 

6B1TB ony6.7nucoBanbz. 

Claim 13. 

lia60TalliHOO CyA0X0ACTBO H npnopeznaff Toproma B upewax 

CBo6oAHort Teppuropun 6p,yT OCylikeCT'BJIHTbCH B COOTBOTCTBITH C npa-

MIAMI; HmaBaemumn BJIaCTSIME CH060,1.110171 Teppuropm, Hpmem 

HOCTaHOBAOHHH Hamm-ger° ILlumeHm He opyT pacemaTpHBameg 

Rare yeTaHaBaBBaRgqBe AAR 3THX BaaeTeA Ramie-moo orpammeHHH 

B OTOM OTHOHIOHHIL 

CTaTbil 14. 

B upeAemax CB0607r,floro 110pTa B OTHOLHOHIM eyAos H rpy3oB 
meponprorrua Ho mpaBooxpaBeHmo, a Talon meponpHermi Ho 6ophoe 

C 60JIO31111M11 pacTeHuil H 2KHBOTHbIX, 6yityr OCy111,OCTBJUITICE1 BJIaCTLIMEI 

CB060KHOCI TeppuTopm. 

Gram' 15. 

06eerretleime CB000jtuoro Ilogra BoAocHaozeullem, ra3om, oaeic-

ipooneprBeff, epeAcTBamH CI3H3H, Kana.aktaaHneft H Apyrifini Kommy-

HaJIBTHAMH ye.dyraam, a paBno npuBitime imp nommeilercoit H HpomBo-

nomapHoil oxpamm, 6yAy'r matan Ha 06,83aHHOCTH mama CBo6o,gHoff 

Toppffropm. 



CTaTLb 16.

1. B COOTBeTCTBHH C 06 biqHbIMH MeSAyHapoAHblMH corJIameHHn-
MH CBo6oAHaa TeppHropms H rocyAapcTBa, qepe3 TeppHTOpHIo KOTOPMIX
HpoH3BoAnHTCH TpaH3HT, o6ecneqaT CBo6ogAy TpaH3HTa ToBapaM, nepe-
B03H1MIM no aeJIe3Hoi Aopore Meacy CBo6o0AHb IIopTOM H rocyAap-
CTBarH, EOTOpbIe OH o6cayMHBaeT, 6e3 BCaEOH HCEKpHMHHaIHH H
B3HMaHHa TaMoaeHuIhx haH #HCrajIbHMx omJmH, ipoMe onjaTm
OKa3aHHbx ycjlyr.

2. CBo6oAHaa TeppnTopHa H rocygapcTBa, 1pHHaBmHe Ha ce6a
o6a3aTejabCTBa, coAepmaampeca B HacTOamAeM IIOJIoaZoennff, epe3 Tep-
pHTopHIO KOTOpblX OcyI]ecTBJaIaIOTCS TaIe TpaH3HTHbIe 1epeB03KH B
jzo6oM HanpaBJieHnH, cgejiaoT Bce, qTO B HX CHJIaX, AJI TOrO, r'T06bI
Oma3aTb no B03MOSHOCTH jyqmee coAeHicTBHe BO BCex OTHomeHHnx
B geJax 6mICTpOro E 3)eIiTHBHoro ocyIgecTBJieHE TRaKmX nepeBo30K
no pa3yMHof CTOHMOCTH, H He 6 yAyr InpHHm aTb no OTHOmenHmo K ne-
peBo3KaM TOBapOB B CB060oAHbi II OPT H3 Hero EaIrx-jm6o AHCcEpH-
MHHaI oHHaBx Mep B OTHOmeHHH TapHEOB, ycayr, TaMoaeHHbxx,
CaHHTapHLIX, nOIimmeficEKx H JOm6IX pyrax npaBia.

3. rocyapcTBa, InpHHaanme Ha ce6a o6 a3aTeJILCTBa, cogep;aa-
nieca B HacToHneeM IOJIOeeHHH, He 6 yATy npHHHMaTm HIKaKHX Mep
B OTHomeHHE npaBjr HJIH TapHnOB, KOTOpuEe HCRyCCTBeHHBM o6pa30M
oTBJefKaJm 6ui nepeB03oH OT CBo6 oAHoro HopTa TpHecT B nojlbay
ApyrHx MOpCKHX nOpTOB. Mepu, npeeaipnHHmaeMIe IlpaBHTeJbcTBOM
IOrocIaBHH w4LI TOrO, 'T06bi o6 ecneeqHn nepeBo3KH qepe3 nOpTbI B
IOHHOfi IOrOCjaBHH, He OJAmHbI paCCMaTpHBaTbca Ra Mepbi, npeAHa3-
HaqeHHbIe AJu HCEyccTBeHHoro OTBAeeqeHm nepeBo30R.

CTaTmI 17.
CBo6o:Haa TeppHTopHa H rocyAapcTBa, npnmMaiomIIe Ha ce6a

o6a3aTemcTBa, co0epaamH eca B HacToameM IIoozeHHem, npefocTa-
BIT, B COOTBeTCTBHH c o06GESim MesFayHapoHIimH E corJiameimnM B
npeAeJIax CBOHX COOTBeTCTByOIOH TeppHTopHn, 6e3 EaRKOH-Jm6o
IacIKpHmumamm, CBo 6 ojy 0IO'TOBOH, TeJerpa$Hofi H TeJe4OHHofi CB3aa

meagy TeppHTopHei CBo6o0Horo nIopTa H no60oi CTpaHOi M IIa epepaqa
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CTaTba 16. 

1. B COOTBeTCTBHH C 061411HbildE meKuHapojkHbmin corzaineHrm-
Mil CB060,1[Haa TeppnTopna ii rocyjAapcma, ilepe3 TeppnTopino KoTopmx 

Up0113BOARTCR TpaH3HT, o6ecnetiaT cBo6o,rky TpaHanTa ToBapam, nepe-

B031BILIM no meze3Hoft Aopore meatity CB°6opramm 110pTOM H rocyjkap-

CTBarill KoTopme OH o6exyaKnBaeT, 6e3 BCRICOff AncKpnmnnaunn n 
B3111S1aHnil TaMOMeHlibIX ILTH GPHCRa.71bH1312C HOLUJIHH, Kpome °imam 
oKa3aHmAx   

2. CBo6o,gHan TeppnTopna n rocy,qapena, nprumBinne Ha egin 
o6a3aTeaBeTBa, cogepaKamxeca B HacTonrnem lloaoatenen, epea Tep-

pnTopino ROTOpE.IX OCyll[eCTR7IYHOTC11 Tame TpaHaultible nepeBo3Kn B 

.111060M HanpameHErn, cIe.aaloT Bee, 11TO B RR cmax, A.7Ia TOPO, To6bi 

oKa3am HO BO3MONCHOC1B. Jirimee coAefteTBne BO Beex OTHOBleHRSIX 

B ne.max 6BICTpOr0 H ageKTrilmoro ocy.wieemaenaa TaKnx nepeBo3oK 

no pa3ymnoil CTOHMOCITE, n He 6pyr Hp-Human no OTHOIlleBBIO R ne-

peBo3Kam TOBapOB B Cso6w_undt lIopT n 113 Hero RaRHX-.71.1160 AncKpn-

MELHan110HHEIX MC p B °THOU:WHIM Tap4oB,   TamoatenHba, 
canuTapnix, nommeiteKnx H J1106BIX Apy-rnx upaBna. 

3. rocpapcTsa, npnunBrane Ha coon o6a3aTeamema, coAepaca-

amen B HaCTOBIReM Ilommenan, He 6ymiT npinnumarb HEIRaRFLX Ittep 
B OTHODIeHHH npaBna HAll Taprnpos, KoTophie HCRyCCTBeHHBIM o6paaom 

OTBJleRaJIH 6at nepeBoun OT CB060,V101'0 llopTa TpnecT B HOJIB3y 

APYria 110pCRHX HOpTOB. Mepr,i, npeAnpnnumaembie IlpaBHTe.11bCTB031 
10rocAaran A.1151 Toro, liTo6u o6ecneturrt, neperomn mepe3 110pTbI B 

IONCHOrl 10rocaama, He AOJDRHIA pacemaTpnBanca KaK mepm, npeiniaa-
HageHHbie AJlit ncKyeemeHHoro oTamegenaa nepeBo3oK. 

Orariz 17. 

CB000mian Tepprfropna H rocpapena, npinntmaronvie Ha ce6a 

o6FraaTe.ncuta, coopzancneen B HacTonakem 110.11ORCeHHH, npexkocTa-

Bwr, B COOTBeTCTBHR C o6ritrammn memAyHapoxnumn coraameHnnma, B 
npeAe.aax CBOILK COOTBeTCTBylOIMIX Teppyrropnii, 6e3 KaKoti-An6o 

AncKprunanannn, eBokity IRPITOBOff, Te.nerpacimoii H Teale(Ponnocr CB$1311 

meatAy Tepprfropnefi CBo6opnoro llopTa H J11064 cTpaHoff xra nepeAatin 
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coo6MieHH, OTnpaBHbIM IIYHETOM KOTOPbIX IH MeCTOM HX Ha3HaqeHHa
sBAjeTCsr TeppHTOpHa CBo6oA;Horo IIopTa.

CTaTBi 18.

1. YIpaBaJeHHe CBo6oAHmIM IIOpTOM 6y;eT ocylgecTBaT ea
.AHpeKTopOM CBo6o0AHOro IIopTa, EOTOpbIii 6yeT inpeACTaBjaITb IopT

KaK iopHAnwecKoe jramo. IIpaBHTeJMCTBeHHbIM COBeT HpeACTaBJIaeT

Py6epHaTopy CIHHCOK KBaJLaHIHp pOBanHHbix ICaHAAaTOB Ha IICT ,]H-
peKTopa CBo6o0Horo IIopTa. Py6epHaTOP Ha3HaiaeT ,AHpeCTOpa H3
sqHCJa RaHaAHaaTOB, nipeAcTaBJIeHHbX eMy, nocjIe IOHcyJlBTaITHH c IIpa-
BHTeJbCTBeHHbIM COBeTOM. B cJiyqae pa3HorJacmH BOIpOC 6yAeT
nepeaH CoBeTy Be3onacHOCTH. ry6epHaTop MOaeT TaKse yBOJmH

,npeKTopa no peEoMenHarniH MemayHapoaHofi KOMHCCHH, npeAy-
CMOTpeHHoH B CTaTBe 21, mH IIpaBHrTejcTsenHoro CoBeTa.

2. ,uHpe E Top He AOAZEeH 6bIT rpama:aHmoM IOrocJIaBHH HM

HTajIH.

3. Ha3HaqemHe Bcex OCTaiJiLHb cjryamanH x CBo6o0Horo IIopTa

6yAeT IIOH3BOXHTLCSr AHpeKTOpOM. IIpH Bcex HaaHaqeHHnx CJIyaamaHX

CBo6oAHoro IIopTa npeAnoqTeHHe AojiaHO 6bITh oKa3aHo rpaa:caHaM

CBO6ORHOfi TeppTOopHH.

CTaTba 19.

jIHpeITop CBo6oAHoro IIopTa, C co6 jno,;enHeM nocTaHoBJleHIH

HacTosmnero IIojioeHmr, 6y:eT ocyHiecTBJInITb BCe pa3yMIIbie nI Heo6-

xoTHMble MeponpHSITH no yupaBieHHio, 3KCInIOaTauaH , coAepsaHoHH
B nopauRe E pa3BHTHlo CBo6o0Horo IIopTa B laqecTBe 3qeKTTIIBHO

,eHicTByIoriero nopTa, AOCTaTOqHoro Ajiqa 6bicTporo o6 cJyarBaHHna Bcero

rpy30o6opoTa aToro nopTa. B macTHocT, jlpeRTop 6yAeT HeCTH
oTBeTCTBeHHOCTB 3a IpOH3BOACTBO BcaEoro poAa IOpTOBbIX pa6oT B

CBo6oiHOM IIopTy, pacnopamaTmca aKcnioaTaWHefi HopTOBLiX coopyMe-
T1H1 H lApyroro HOpTOBOrO o6opyAoBaHms, ycTaHaB.lBaTb B COOT-

BeTCTBHH C 3aKOHoaaTejACTBOM CBo60AHOfi TeppHTOpmH yCJIOBHa TpyAa
B CBo60AHOM IIopTy, a TaEre 6yAeT Ha6jnoaaTb 3a BBlnoJHeHHeM B
CBO6ORHOM IIopTy HocTaHOBJIeHMiH H pacnopaMeHHn BJiacTeii CBo6o0AHOE

TeppHTOpHH B OTHomeHHH HaBHraIHHI.
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coothgennii, olupambim HytuCTOM EOTON.I.X RAH mecTom HS liamageHma 
1113.1111eTCa Teppuropnn CBoesopporo IIopTa. 

CTaTI351 18. 

1. Ynpamenne CB06001,ESI 110pTOM 6yAeT OCy.w,eCTBASITLCSI 

,ItnpeKTopom CB000moro IIopTa, Komph& 6yAeT npeAcTaB.inrm IIopT 
KaK lopnArrtiecKoe maw. lipaBBTeJtheTBeHlIbIll COBeT npeAcTaBnneT 
Py6epHaTopy CHHCOlt ItBaJIMPII11,11p0BaBlIbIX Ita11,11(WkaTOB Ha HOOT )1H-
peETopa Cso6oxioro IIopTa. Py6epHaTop HaaHauaeT ,T(HpeKTopa II3 

KaitiomaToB, npeikeramenilmx emy, Houle ICOHCyJIT3TaITH c 11pa-
BirreJlEZTBeHHIAM COBeTOM. B caytme pa3Hor.ffacnn Bon.poc 6yrkeT 
nepeikan COBeTy Be3onacHocin. Py6epHaTop monteT Tame yBomris 
AnpenTopa no peKomernkannn MeMikyllapO,AHOFI KOMHCCHH, upegy-
CMOTpeHHOri B CTa1730 21, nm IlpaBilTe.IIJaCTBeHHOPO CoBeTa. 

2. ,ItnpeKTop He Ao.anten 6BITB rpanzAannHom 10roc.aaBrin Ball 

FITaJain. 

3. Hama-game BeeX ocTa.ammx uryananwx CBo6omoro IIopTa 
6yAeT up0II3BOAHTbOYI ,ItlipeKTopom. 1Ipn Bcex Ha3HarieHnax c.ayntaranx 
CB060,7HIOr0 IIopTa upeirnotrreHne AOJIRCHO 6bITI) ona3aHo rpantAaHam 
CB°6oAHoft Tepprrropm. 

Orann 19. 

AnpeKTop CBo6oirHoro IIopTa, C CO6JII0AellHeM HOCTaHOBJIe111111 

HacTonakero 110JIONCEHMI, 6yAeT OCyIgeCTBJIATb Bce pa3yamble n Heo6-
xompfme Mepoupilsrrna no yirpaB.nennio, DEcruioaTau,HH, co,rtepatadnuo 
B nopsane II pa3BWIT110 CB060)HIOr0 110pTa B KailecTse acpcpenTnBno 
Aeficnyloakero nopTa, ,gocTaTogHoro A.an 6fAcT-poro o6cnymnBanna Bcero 
r-ppoo6opoTa aToro nopTa. B xIaCTHOCTH, AnpeKTop 6y,tteT BOOTH 

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI3 3a up0H3BOACTBO Ben:nor° po,ga HOpTOBbIX pa6oT B 
CBo6oAHom IIopTy, pacnopazaThea ancrumaTauxeii nopToBbix coopyze-

n gpyroro HOpTOBOPO o6opyikoBanna, yeTanaB.pnBam B COOT-
BeTCTBau C 3aEOHOAaTe.TILCTBOM CB060)H1011 Teppuropna yc.aosna Tpy,ga 
B CB0604HOM IIopTy, a TaKate 6yAeT Ha6mogam 3a BrIno.mennem B 
CB060,1110M llOpTy HOCTallOBJIMMIa pacnopanteHnti B.aacTeii CBo6op,Hori 
Tepprrropnn B °mon:Leman HaBitrannia. 



CTaTbI 20.
1. ApeRTOp CBo60oHoro IIopTa 6yAeT H3AaBaTB TaKEHe HpaBmHa

i 06aS3aTeJIbHble IOCTaHOBJIeHHa, KaEme OH coqTeT He06XOHaMbiMH npH
ocymecTBmAeHmm CBOHX byHKmi, yIeaaaHHux B npeblAyiMeHe CTaTbe.

2. ABTOHOMHIBif 6 0IAaeT CBo6oAHoro IIpTa 6yAeT noAroToBJITBca
,HpeKTOpOM CBo6oIHoro IIopTa H 6yAeT yTBepmAaTBCa H ocymue-

CTBJiaTbCe corJiaCHO 3aEOHOgaTeJBCTBey, KOTOpOe B 3TOM OTHOmeHHH
6 yAeT ycTaHOBJeHo HapofAHbi Co6paHneM CBO6oAHOi TeppHTopnH.

3. AHpeKTOp CBo6oAHoro IlopTa 6yAeT npelACTaBsiTr emeroAIHbif
OKrzaa o aerreaMbHOCTH CBo6oAHoro HopTa ry 6epHaTopy H lpaBHTejI-

CTBeHHOMy CoBeTy CBo6oAHofi TeppHTopHH. RoIma AomaIAa 6yAeT
npeOcTaBjrMrbca MearyHapoHofi KoIHCCmH, IIperycMOTpeHHOiH B
CTaTne 21.

CTaTba 21.
1. BygeT yqpefa:eHa MeasyHapoHnaa Roamccna no CBO60AHOMy

IIopTy, B ;aAnHeumeM HMeieyeMaa <<MezayHapoHWaaa KOMHCCa»>, B
COCTaB KOTOPOfi BOiyT rnpeacTaBHTeJIb CBo60HOii TeppETopHH H no
OAHOMuo nperCTaBHTeJno OT RaaSoro H3 cAeeAyiomHx rocyAapcTB: Coio3a
CoseTrcax CoiHajmcTmecmKx Pecny6jmi , CoegHHeHHBIx IITaTOB
AMepmeH, CoeHeHHoro RopoieBcTBa BemIo6pETaHHn H CeBepHoH
HpjiaHnHm, (DpaHmmi, eA:epaTHBHOi Hapowoii Pecny6jmi IOrocaa-
BHH, TaJnH, lTa ojnm, O lexocjOBarmH, IlmBefiaapm, ABCTPImH BeH-
rpHH, npn yCJIOBHH, qTO AaHHoe rocyAapcTBO npHMeT Ha ce6s o6a3a-
TeJibcTBa, coAepamaIeca B HaCToaqIeM l oioaBemHH.

2. IIpeACTaBHTejB CBo60oAHo TepprTopmH 6yAeT HIOCTOaSHbIM
npegceAaTeneM Mea:yHapoAHofI KICoccmH. B cAyiae paBHoro Ae.eHma
rorocoB npH rojiocoBaHH, roJoc npeAceaaTeJIa 6yeeT pemalonHM.

CTaTa 22.
MeayiHapoa:aa KoMHccna 6yAeT HaxogMrca B CBo6o0HOM Iop-

Ty. Ee yqpeaeHaee H AReaTesHocTL 6 yAyT CB060oHEi OT MeCTHOE IopHc-
.n:cnHH. %ieHu H AOaHOCTHu6e naI MezayHapo;WoH KOMnCCHi
6 ygyT no^3oBaTBca Ha CBo60oHOE TeppnTopHH TaKHMH npHBmiperma-
mH H MyHHTeTOM,, KOTOpMe He0 6 xOAHMLI ABI He3aBHCHMOrO OCy-
ngecTBeHnmr HX 4ynHori. MeagyHapomnaa KomccHas caMa 6ygeT
pemaTi Bonpoc o CBoeM ceEpeTapHaTe, npogeAype H 6Io0aeTe. 06nme
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CTaTIDSI 20. 
1. ,TInperrop CB060}10P0 Hopra 6y,geT HaAasan Tame npanma 

H 065133T0.1113HbIe HOCT3HOBJ1011101, Hamm OH colneT 11006X0,411311:011H npn 

ocyakecutaeHm CBOEIX (flymmyrii, yEaaaHHEax B npeALHAyin,ert mane. 

2. ABTOHOMHIDICI tho,lkateT Cno6oikHoro IIopTa 6y,geT HOAPOTOBJIIITbell 
,2I,HpeKTopom Cnoomnoro HopTa H oyikeT ymepacAanca H 0C31110-

CTBJI3Tbal COP.113CHO 3aKoHoAaTeaLeTny, RoTopoe B DTOM OTHOMeHHH 

opeT yeTanomileno HapoAmat Co6pamem Cno6oAnoil Teppwropm. 

3. AnpeicTop Cno6o,Anoro llopTa 6-yikeT HpeACT3B.1111Tb ezero,roudi 
AorzaA 0 AeRTNILHOCTII Cno6oxioro HopTa ry6epHaTopy H IIpasramb-

CTBeli11031y ConeTy Cno6o,anotl Teppwropm. Romig Aomaa,la 6meT 

npe,leTaBaarbez Meawcynapo,urnofi ICONHCCHH, npeAyofolpernioil B 

cTame 21. 
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Clang 21. 
1. BytkeT ripeapkena 11/eacxynapoimaa ROMHCCTIFI HO CBoNAHomy 

nom, B AaJaHeilraem Hmerryemaa qMeaciuktapomaa ICOMEICCHSf>>, B 

cocTas noTopoil noltrm npeAcTanuTeab CB()Ownioff Tepprrropm H 110 
ognomy npeAcTanirremo OT HazAoro 113 e.aegyfonkRx rocyAapeTB: Coloaa 
COBeTCICHX CORHaJITICTivieCKTIX Peeny6.71HK, CoonneHnmx IIITaTon 

AmepHm, Comnemoro Ropo.aencma Bearuco6pHranaa H CenepHoil 

I/Ip.ffaHAHR, Opannuri, ele,gepammoti Hapomml Pecnyozom 10roc.aa-

Bm, 171Tamnr, HOJIMILH, Ilexoe.aoHaHHH, JThiehapinr, ABCTpHH H Ben-

rpm, npu 370.7I0BEH, tITO Aar'Hoe rocmapeTno nproaeT Ha ce6H o6Haa-

TeJli)CTBa, compzargHeca B HaCTOZEROM 110J10ffieHRIL 

2. IIpeAcTaHuremi CHo6oAHoll TeppHropm 6y,geT HOCTORHIMIlit 

npeAceAaTe.aem Me m ynapomion ROBMCCHH. B czyNae paBHoro AezeHaa 
rOJIOCOB npH roaocoBaHHH, roaoc upeAceiAa'reaa 6yAeT pentalorrmm. 

Orama 22. 
MeaRyHapogaall ICOMHCCHil 6y,r(eT HaxoTraisca B CBOOOJAHOM Hop-

Ty. Ee ygpez,Tkeme H Aurrear)Hocm 6ygy'r CB060,1VIII OT meeTHoil lopne-

xnalm. "1-1.4eHE4 H AomicHocTrun Jinga MeavkyHapoxgoil Romecinf 

6y,Lkyr II0.1630BaTbell Ha CB°60;Hoil Teppuropm TaICHMH HpriBruerna-

KEt H mamyrarreTom, ItoTopme neo6xo,n,Lom )1,.X11 HeaaBHcHmoro Oey-

likeCTB.710ILEIYI fix cPyrucHma. MezAyHapoxaaa KOMECCHR eama orkeT 

pernan, Honpoc 0 CB00111 cexpeTapHaTe, Hpogeuype H 6logmeTe. 06nkne 
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pacxobi MemASynapo;HOfi RoMHColc 6 yyrT cnpaBejIHBbIM o6pa30M
onJIaqHBaTbca rocyAapcTBaMH-qjienaMH, KaBK TO 6yAeT corJiacoBaHo
Memay HTMU qepe3 nocpecTBo aTOf KOMHCCHH.

CTaTH 23.

MemyHapoiAHaa KOMHCCiH 6yAeT HMeT, npaBo paCCJIeAOBaTb H
paccMaTpHBaTb Bce BOHpOCI, RacaIIomHec5 D3KCHEIoaTaIHH, HCHOAJH30-
BaHaI H ynpaBBjeHaI CB06oAHoro IIOpTa HmI TeXHHqecKHx BOHpOCOB
TpaH3HTa Meazy CBo6oAHI IIMOpTOM H rOcyAapCTBaMH, EOTOplIe OH
o6cjaymHsaeT, BKIOaIf Bog poc B Mnp yHHH4lxaIHH onepaiAHi no o6pa6oT-
Re rpy30B. MemCaynapoAnaa IKOMnCCm 6yAeT AeiCTBOBaTb RaB no
CBOei C06CTBeHHiol HHuIHaTHBe, TaK H TOrAa, RorAa TaRHe BOnpOCH
6 yayT osBeaeHmI ao ee cBe:eHHma KaKHm-JI6o rocyAapCTBOM HJIH CBO-
6oAHOH TeppHTOpHeii HaiH AHpeKTopOM CB060oHoro IIOPTa. Meamy-
HapoAnaa KoMHCCHm 6 yAeT coo6iraTm cBoe eMHerme Ham peKoMeeHTaaim
no TaKHM BonpocaM 3aHiTepecoBaHHmmy rocyAapcTBy Ham rocyapcTsBa

:m CBo6oHOri TeppHTOpIHH mmIH HpeETOpy CBo6oAHOro IIopTa. TarHe
peKOMeHaanum 6yAyr paccMOTpeHiH, H 6yAyT npHHarm Heo6xoaHMie
MepBi. EczJ CBo6o:aaa TeppHTopHi nim 3aHmTepecoBaHHoe rocyaap-
CTBO HJm rocyAapCTBa COqTyT, OHaKEO, TaKHe Mepb HeCOBMeCTHMIMH
C HOCTaHOBJeHHBIMH HacTOSmIero 1IoAomeHHmi, TO 3TOT BOIpOC MOmeT,
no npoch6e CBO6OiioE TeppHTopmHH Hm jo60oro 3aHmTepecoBaHHoro
rocyAapcTBa, pemaTbcs, rKa 3TO npeAycMOTpeHO B CTaTme 24.

CTaTba 24.

Bcsmfi crnop OTHOCHTrejHO TOAjnOBaHHna HH BbIHOjHeHHa HacTOS-
m;ero IIoJoseHHn, ocTaBnmuIcs HepaapemeHHulM nyreM npaMux nepe-
roBopoB, AoazeH, ecji cuopasmHe CTOPOHb He nPHAyT K B3aHMHOMy
corJiameHnIO OTHOCHTeILHO mHoro cIoco6a yperyjmpOBaHHm cnopa,
6biTI nepeeaH, no Tpe6oBaHmo mo6oiH n3 cnopaRnU? CTOPOH, B KOMHC-
CHIO B COCTaBe O0HorO npeACTaBHTezj OT rKazAoi CTOPOHb H TpeTBero
MjieHa, H36paHHOrO IO B3aHIHOMy corJIameHmio AByX CTOPOH H3 rpaavaH
TpeTbHX cTpaH. ECJm ABe CTOPOHU B MecaqHbHI CPOK He CMOryT InpHA

corJiameHHIm OTHOCHTejIBHO 3aaHaqeInmH TpeTero 1qieHa, TO mo6aa
H3 HHX MoweT o6paTHTBCa E reHepajasHOMy CeKpeTapio 06%eamHemHHi
Hagii c npoc6oii npOH3BeCT 3TO aTHa3HaqeHre. PemeHHe 60om-
mmHHCTBa qZeHOB KOMHCCHH 6ygeT aBJIarbCs pemeHieM TOi KOMHccHH
H AOJHUHo 6bITb inpmHHO CTopOHaMH EaK OEOHqaTeJ.HOe H o6a3aTeJn]Hoe.
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paexw'm Meao,yHapogaoil ROMHCCHH 6yityl errpasemnsmm o6pa3om 
ormaimaTben rocpapeTBamn-xmenamn, Balt TO 6yAeT comaeosaHo 
meKly TIMM epea nocpeAcTBo aToR ROMHCCHH. 

CTaTLH 23. 

MemAynapoirma ROMHCCHH 6yAeT nmen "[pas° paceJeAoBan n 
pacemaTpuBaTs Bee Bonpoem, 'memos:wen mcn.11oaTannn, HCHOJIL30-
BaHHH H yupaRaelliiii CB060,ItH01'0 llOpTa HMI TeXHIPleCKFIX so.upocoB 
Tpan3nTa mezAy CBo6oxindm nOpTOM 11 rocyAapeTsamn, HoTopme OH 
o6e.aymnsaeT, Bx.inotian Burpoem ylunixaxannn onepaHnit no o6pa6oT-
He rpy3oB. MeatAynapoman ROMHCCITH 6y,AeT AeilmoBan, 'tax no 
eBoefi co6eTBenHoil HHHHHaTilBe, Tax 11 Toma, KorAa Taxne salvoes' 
6yAyT A0BeACHIA o ee CBMITEIFI ItaKTIM-J11160 rocyAapeTBom 113111 CB0-

60,lion Teppwropneti 1ru AnpexTopom CBo6o,Tmoro llopTa. Memmr-
HapwrHan Kora-mem OyAeT c000rmm csoe mHermeujifi peltomeHAannn 
110 TalCHM sonpocam 3anHTepecoBanHomy rocyjkapeTBy RJR roemapeTBam 
um CBo6uknofi Teppffropm Han AnpexTopy CBo6oAnoro llopTa. Taxne 
peRomerkIarkun 6yAyr paccmoTpemi, a 6yAyT 11pHHH11,1 Heo6xowname 
mepm. Ecan CBo6oAssz TeppriTopm Hall 3aLurrepecosaHHoe rocpap-
erBo nm rocy,qapcTBa colayr, owlaxo, Tante mew,' HeCOBMeCTIIMEMI 
C HOCTaHOBJIMITHMH HacToargero 110.310HieHHH, TO 3TOT Bonpoc mozeT, 
no rrpocs6e CBo6o,AHoti TeppnToprra HJIH aro6oro 3artmepeconamoro 
rocpapeTBa, pummel', xax 91.0 npexycmoTpeHo B eTame 24. 

eTaT141 24. 

BCHICH11 cnop OTHOCHTeJibil0 TOJIKOBaHHH 113111 BIAHOJIHeHELFI HaCT011-
THero 110J10HteH1151, OCTaBBLUDICH HepaapuneHmim nyTem npammx nepe-
rosopoB, ,A0J121CeH, eCJIII CHOpffigEle CT0p0Hb1 He HpriAyT K BaumHomy 
cor.gamemo OTHOCHTNILHO nHoro enoco6a ypery.urpoBaHrin cnopa, 
6mTs nepeAaH, no Tpe6oBaHnio JI1060171 113 enopannix eTopoH, B Romne-
CHIO B coeTase °mom npe,geTaBHTem OT xan'oft CT0p0Hb1 H Tpenero 
u.aeHa, n36paHHoro HO HaulmHomy comantanno AByx CT0p0H 113 rpawkau 
TpeTbnx cTpaH. EcmABe eToponm B memoir:A cpox He emoryT Hp11,11TH 
K corzameHato OTHOCHTNILHO Hamagenna Tpenero =meHa, TO mobas 
113 HHIC mozeT o6pannben K renepaabsomy CexpeTapio 06%exerHeraimx 
Hanel c 'vocal() up0H3BeCTH DTO Ha3Hagenne. Pernenne 

xiJieHOB ROMIICCHH 6yAeT SIBAHTLCII pemeHnem 3TOri ROMMCC1111 
H OJIZEO 6bITb HpinIHTO cTopoHama Kai; oxoHliarezbnoe H 06a3aTeabnoe. 



CTaTbI 25.
IIpeAoaoeHa, BHOCHSrICe nonpaBKH B HacToma;ee HoJIoeaeHne,

MoryT 6iTrb IIpe;cTaBJieHi CoBeTy BeaonacHocTH IIpaBHTeJIbCTBeHHbIM
CoBeTOM CBo6ogIHOHi TeppHTOpmHH mH Tpemia HJ 6oAee rocyrapcTBamH,
nIpelAcTaBJieHHbIMH B Mea2iYHapoaHOi KOMeHCCm. IIonpaBKa, oAo6peH-
Haa COBeTOM Be3oIacHocTH, BCTYmHT B CHaa B CPOK, OIpeeAejeHHbIE
COBeTOM Be3onacHocTH.

CTaTLa 26.
iasi geefie HaCToamero IIoaoaieHma rocyapcTBo 6 yAeT cqrHTaThca

npHHamBnM Ha ce6a o6a3aTeabCTBa HacTomJIero IIosoEeISI, ecJm OHO
5aBJaerCTC CTOpOHOf B MEpHOM AoroBope c IITajmefi HJH eCJa OHO
HOTIimHIpoBaao IlpaBiTeJaCTBcy )paH yac3Kofi Pecny6JnIHR o npH-
HHTHH Ha ce6a TaItHX 06H3aTeIbCTB.

n P Mn o EH E IX.
LTexHHqecKHe nocTaHOBneHHs, OTHOCSliHeca

H CBOO6AHOi TeppIHTopH TpMecT.
(CM. CTaTIO 21)

A. BoaocHa6aeHHe ceBepo3aHaaHoiI HcTpnH.
rOrocjiaBsn 6ygeT npoAOJxaTL cHa6meHHe BOAOiH paaioHa ceBepo-

sanaaHofi HcTpmH, pacnojiomeHHoro B upeAejax CBo6oaHOi Teppn-
TOpHH TpEeCT, H3 HCTOqHHKa CaH ,lAosaHHHn ,e lniHryeHTe qepe3
CHCTeMy BoAocHa6aeHnnm KICeTo H n13 HCTO'qHmca CaHTa Mapna Aejan
Pu3aHo qepe3 ccTeCMy PIaaHo. IIoaBaeMoe TaKiHM o6pa30M KOaH-
qeCTBO BOA;U He OJamHO 3HaqITeJILHO npeBimaTB Toro EOJmqecTBa,
EROTOpOe O6bIlHO inoaBaaocb 3TOMy pafiOHY; BOAHnbIH peeuXM upH 3TOM6 yAeT COOTBeTCTBOBaTB TeM Tpe6oBaEimm, RaRKe MoryT 6bITb npeaL-
IBJLeHbI co CTopOHBI CBo060aHOH TeppHTopHm, HO Hmb B B peAejax,
AonycKaeMax ecTecTBeHHsbMH ycJaoBHHMI. IOrocJaaBHa o6ecnequT (YHK-
EWOHipoBaHHe BaoBopoBoAoB, pe3epByapoB, BooRKaqeK, CHCTeMbI

azHJITpoB H APpyrHx ioro 6HmIX coopymenHfi B npeeJaax IorocjaBarcKo
TeppHTopHH, nocKoJILKy 3TO MoeT nOTpe6oBaTBmca AJ BbImoJmeHH
HacToamIero HOCTaHOBJAeHme. B OTHomeHim BblmeynlOMwHyTBiX o6a3a-
TeJLCTB JOrocJaBam 6yAyTr onyMneHI BpeMeHHble OTCTynIjeHH AJa
nIpOH3BOACTBa Heo6xoAMroro peMoHTa, cBa3aHHoro C TeMH noBpea-
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CTaTha 25. 

llpe,Tkaoacenna, BHOCHIHHe non.paRRn B nacToamee lloamenne, 

moryT 6EaTL, npeAcTaRaem CoReTy Be3011aCHOCTF1 lIpaBFITNIBCTBeHHHM 

COBeTOM CB060,11H0r1 TeppnTopnn win Tpema mm 6oaee roevapenamn, 

npeAcTarzeHnumn B MeacAynapunoit ROMIECCHH. Houma, oAo6pen-

'ma COBOTOM Be30HaCHOCTH, BCTyW4T B enay B epoR, onpemaeHmiti 

COBeTOM BeaonacHoeTn. 

CTana 26. 

,Iftaa wadi nacTosnikero IloaomeHna rocyikapeno 6y,geT CEIFITaTbCH 

HpHHHBIHEIM Ha ce6a o6a3aTeabena nacToarnero lloaomeHna, ecan OHO 

31B.1111eTCH eToponoil B MHpHOM ,T(01`0B0pe C 14TaJEHert Wm emu OHO 

HOTHOHHIp0BaJ10 IlpaRnreabemy Opanny3cRoil Peerry6amul o Hpn-

ILFITHH Ha ce6H Tama 06./13aTeabOTB. 

11P14.110tHEHVIE IX. 
Teximectime nocTaHosnem, °THOM' wmeca 

CBo6o4Holi Teppwroptim Tpmect 
(cm. eTando 21) 

A. BoAocna6aReHne eeRepoaanaAnoil FleTpun. 

TOrocaaRna 6yAeT npowozam ena6menne pafiona ceRepo-

nanammii HeTpnn, pacnommenHoro B npeAeaax CRo6oAndi Teppn-

TOpHri TpHeCT, 113 IICTOTIHH.Ra CaH A/E0BaHHH ie lInnryenTe Ilepe3 

cneTemy BoAocna6zenna KBIleTO 11 113 neToinnma CanTa Mapna Aeab 

Pn3ano itiepe3 eneTemy PHaano. IlmaRaemoe TalCHM o6pa3o]s{ 1C0J111-

gem's° Roikbr He ,110JDR110 3FIalIFITeJILHO npeRbmiaTb TOM Roanueema, 

RoTopoe o6brmo noAaRa.aocE, aTOMy pailoFry; Rommel peamm npn nom 

6yAeT COOTBeTCTBOBaTb Tem Tpe6oRaHnam, RaRne MOryT 6uas Hpegl, 
MBJ1eHbI CO CT0p0HbI CRo6oAnoft TeppuToprin, no MAIM B npe,geaax, 

AollYelcaemux ecreemerrnbran yCJIOBILTSIE 10rocaaRna o6eenetniT cpyHR-
nnonnpoRarcne B0,1:1011p0B0)110B, peaepRyapoR, RoAoRatieR, enCTe]snA 

CP11.11bTp0B 11 Apyrnx novi6HrAx coopymeadiB upeAeaax TorocaaRcRoti 

TeppriToprra, HOCEOJIbIty BTO mozeT noTpe6oRaTbca XVIII BbIHOJIFIeFf1151 

nacToarnero nocTanomenna. B OTHOMeHrHI BurneynomanyTux o6a3a-
TCJILCTB rOrocaaRtra 6yAyr AolitymeHbi Rpemennue OTCTyILTIeHH51 Am( 

nponaBoAcTRa Heo6xognmoro pemonTa, cHaaannoro c TOMB HoRpez-
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HeHHEMH, KOTOpbIe 6IJIH HaHeceHH coopyaCeHHSM BOocHa6meHH
BOiiHOH. CBo6o0Haa TeppHTopH LOJEa AOJ Ia ymIaBaTi 3a InoaaaeMyIo
B 3THX yCJIOBHSX BOAy pa3yMHyIO AeHy, npeACTaBJinoimyIo npoHopUHo-
HaJIHyIo o0AIO, HncHcJraeMyio Ha OCHOBe RKoJImecTBa BOAbI, noTpe6Jae-
MOHi B npeAesjax CBo6o0HoH TeppHTopHH, OT o6igeH CTOHMOCTH

EKcmHoaTamIHH H COepEaHHnn CHCTeM BOAOCHa6meHma KIBHeTO H PH3aHO.
ECJH B 6yAyn;eM AJaS CBO60oaH0 TeppHTropH noTpe6yeTCa AonoIIJH-
TejLHOe cHa6EeHHe BOAOi, IOroCIaBMH paCCMOTpHT DTOT BOnIpO
COBMecTHO C BJIaCTam CBO60oAHOi TeppHTOpmH H ipeAnpHMeT no
corJiameHio Te Mepub, aErHe oIcazyTca pa3yMHumH FJIL yAOBareT
BOpemHH 3THX Tpe60BaHHi.

B. CHa6aceHEe 3ajeTpoaHeprHei.

1. IOrocAjaBMal H TaJma COXpaHnT cymiecTBymogee cHa6aeHHe
3JieETpo3HeprHeR CBo6oAHno TeppHTopHH TpHecT, IoCTaBaia CBO-
6owHoiH TeppHTopHH Tahoe 0ojmqecTBo 3JiempoaHeprHH H o TaRMy
rpaqHmy, EaE 3TO MOCeT eO noTpe6oBaTca. IIocTaBiaeMoe rOJmqeCTBO
3JieKTp03HeprH He AOJiEHO BHaiqae 3HaqHTejrHo InpeBblmaTmh OJI-
qeCTBa, B KOTOpbIX OHa 06brHo IIocTaBJiaiac paHoHy, BXOIaieMy B
CBo6oxfHyi TeppHTopHo,O O )rocjiaBnEI H ITama. 6yAyT, no npocb6e
CBo6o0:oRi TeppnTopi, IIOCTaBJIraT yBeJH BaioInHecS EKoJIeCTBa nO
Mepe pocTa IIOTpe6HOCTeH CBo6oAHOHi TeppnTopmH, IpH CJIOBHH, TIT
jio6oe Tacoe yBejmeHHe 6onee, qeM Ha 20% IKOmqecTBa, o6biqHO'
nocTaBJsaBmeroca CBo6oaHoni TeppnTopHn H3 cooTBeTCTByimonHX
HcTo0qHHKOB, oJIFaHo aIBHTBca IlpeAMeTOM corjiameRHHa eatvy 3anHTe-
peCOBaHHIMH IIpalnBTeJmCTBami.

2. I;eHa, KoTopar 6yAeT B3HMaTBcaI IOrocianBHeI HJIH HTa.jeHi H
yliIaqHBaTbSc CBo6oAHoi TeppHTopnefi aa nocTaBameieyio eii 3aeKTpo-
3HeprHI, He AOJI;KHa npeBbimaTl AeHy, B3nMaeMyI B IOrocJIaBHH mH
HiTajm 3a IOCTaBKy TaKHx aEe EO0moHeCTB aJeiETpOHepIrH H3 Tex ze
riAjpo3aeEmTpHmecKix yCTaHOBOE Ha IOrOC.aBCKO0 HJHI HTaJ itHHCKEO

TeppHTOpHH.

8. 1OrocjiaBM, HTajI H CBo60oHas TeppHTopin 6 yayT HOCTO-
mHHO o6eHHBaTbca TOi HHfqopMaHnei o BOAHOM peuaOMe, 3anacax

BObI H Bipa6OTKe 3JeECTPO3HOepMH, KOTOpaa OTHOCHTCa 3IaeRTpOCTaH-
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AeHrunar, RoTopue 6bIati HaneceHrA coopymeHHam BoxocHa6zeHHH 

BoHOiL CBo6oxiaa Teppuropna Ao.inxHa yndiautBaTb 3a nuaBaempo 

B DTHX yCJI0B1151X Boxy pa3pnrylo gerry, HpexcTamaromy-fo Hponopiwo-

FlaJIMIy10 A0.1110, Hcimcaffempo Ha ocHoBe KOJIHileCTBa BOhI, noTpeôJlae-

Moi Hpexe.aax CBo6oxHoift TeppHToprra, OT A ga CTOHMOCTH 

DKCHJI0aTatigH H compacanna CHCTOM BoxocHa6aceHHH liBHOTO H PH3aHO. 

ECM B 6yxytti,em AJIYI CB060)THOil TeppnTopaa HoTpeoyeTca ono.irmi-

TeJrbnoe cHaoaceme BO0, 10rOCJIaB1151 paccmoTpHT DTOT Bonpoc 

COBMOCTHO C B.71aCIFINEE CBoocogoil TeppraopHH H upemipumeT 110 

corzamernmo TO mepu, Haim oKazyTcH pa3pill10111 JIa y,rkorzeT-

Bopeffa,a DITIX Tpe6oBaHnii. 

B. CHaomenHe meRTpooneprHeit. 

1. 10roc.aaBHa H FITa.una coxpaHHT cyw,ecTsylorgee cHaozeinfe 
0.11e1C1p0DHOprHell CB060AHOrt TeppriTopHH TpHecT, HOCTaBJLELS1 CB0-

60goil Tepprcroprra Taicoe ROJHTileCTBO 3aerrpomeprEit H Ho Talcomy 

rpacfoxy, ica TO MOZOT eft HoTpe6oBanca. HocTaBagemoe KOJIHileCTBO 
agempopHeprTra He A0.71E110 BHaga.ge 3HatIHTO.11bH0 I-Tenn:Ham EOM-
neema, B ROTOIMAX oHa 06bP1H0 HOCTaB.71.11.71aCh pailoHy, Bxo7r,augemy 

CB060,7THTIO TeppHTOpHIO, HO 10rOCJIaBH11 H FITaIBI51 6y,/,,yr, no Hpocb6e 

Cso6oxHoti Teppuropma, HOCTaBJI51Tb yBeatrnaBalonweca Komplecma HO 

Mepe pocTa HorpeoHocTeil CBo6o,AHoti TeppriTopHH, HpH ycJiomm, 11TO 

mo6oe Tarcoe yBeaumeHne 6o.aee, gem Ha 20% KOJMIIOCTBal 06b111H6 . 

HocTaBAsmueroca Cso6oxHoil TeppuTopHH 113 COOTBOTCTBy1011AHIC 

TICTCPIHFIKOB, ,10.112KHO SIBH11451 HpeAmeTom cor.aanienua mezxy- 3aHHTO-

peconammata IlpaBurem.cmamm. 

2. IkeHa, RoTopaa opeT B3llMamca TOPOCJIaBlieti HJIH FITa.THeil II 
ymaimBaTbca CBotioxioil TeppuTopHeil aa HocTamaempo eli a.aeicTpo-

aHeprnio, He Acomia HpeBbaHaTh HeHy, B3Hmaempo B 10r0C.11aBIBI 

liTa.711111 3a HocTaBEy TaKHX ate KO.THLIOCTB ameRTpomeprffa H3 Tex ace 
ruxpo3.4exTpHulecKHK yeTaHoBox Ha iorocaaBcRoil nm HTa./ILMICKOR 

TeppuTopiffi. 

3. 10rOCJIaBHFI, 11TaHaff H CB060,1Haff TeppuropHH 6yuyr HOCTO-

1111110 o6meHHBaThca Toli HmpopmaHHert o Boarom peznme, 3anacax 

BOW H Brapa6oTice mempoalieprHH, RoTopas OTHOCHTCH 1 aerrpocTaH-



HmaM, cHa6mcaioiriM 6blBiii HH arabaJIHCHiA paion BeHeIa IAMcyjaa,
,;JI TOrO, qTo6bI Kamasia H3 Tpex CTOPOH HMeaIa B03MOIEHOCTB onpe;e-
JITb CBOH HOTpe 6 HOCTH.

4. K)rocjiaBHrn, HTaJiaI H CBo6oaiHaa TeppHTopna 6yyyT coAep-
maTb B xopomeM H HCnpaiBHOM COCTOSHHH BCe 3JIeKTpOCTaHHH, IHHHH
lrepeAraun, [nocTaHmnHH H Arpyrae ycTaHoBRE, Heo6xo;HMbIe JiaI He-
npepbIBHoro CHa6meneHm aJieKTposHeprHei 6BiBmero HTajanHCEKoro
pafloHa BeHeH Am JlyJma.

5. IOrocjiaBHH o6eciueqH, ITO6uI mmH e cyiqecTByiomnH e Hn jo6Ie
6y:yneHe CniOBbIe yCTaHOBKH Ha Coqa (30H0ao ) 3ERCIoaTHpOBajmHCb
TaEKH o6pa3oM, ITO6bI aanacbu BO;bI, KRaIe HTajHas MoMeT BpeMa OT
BpeMeHrm ipoCHTB, Morjm 6brrb oTBeAeHbi c Coqa (H30HoIo) AJIa opo-
memH B patioHe OT ropHUBi Ha Ioro-3aiaIIa K AApHaTmHe. HTaJEmI He
MoseT IpeTeHAoBaTB Ha IpaBo InoJIyqeHHE BOAbI H3 Coqa (Iao30mo) B
6o0IbmeM ieojmHeeCTBe H Ha 6ojee 6JiaroIIpmaTHix ycaoBnax, qeM rTO
o6brqHo HlMejio MeCTo B rpomJolOM.

6. IOrocjiaBME, HTaJ H H CBo6oaHaa TeppHTopma nyreM coBMe-
CTHbX IIeperoBopOB, B COOTBeTCTBHH C BbUeH3IeHHMJIoeH H nIIOCTaHOB-
JIeHiEiMH, IpHAyT R B3aHMHo IInpHeMieMOy corjiameHHo o ipo:IoJIzeHHH
DEcmIoaTaIHH 3aeEKTpo3HepreTniecKoH CHCTeMb, EOTOpaa o6cJIyamBaeT
6bBmHfi HTaAJIHCKHR pafioH BeHegqm A cymH. ByAeT co3AaHa COBMe-
CTHaI KOMHCCHS C paBHbIM npe;CTaBHTejlbCTBOM Tpex IIpaBiHTeJbCTB AJIS
Ha6JIlojeHHa 3a Bbinl nHeHmeM o6a3aTejJbCTB, BITeRaioMHX X H3 nyHRTOB
1-5 Bslme.

7. IIo HCTeleHHH ,;ecCanjeTHero nepHoga co rna BCTyMIIeHiHa B
Ciay HacTosImero AoroBopa IOrocniaBa, HTamJEH H CBo6ouHaa Tep-
pHTOpna nepecMOTpaT BbImenpHBeAeHHue noJoaSeHna B CBeTe YCJIOBHi,
xoTOpbie 6 yayT cyInecTBoBaTB B TO BpeMa, Ai Toro, T0o6bI B noJIie-
zaineM cayrae oLpe:ejminT, EaE e H3 BbImenpHBeAeeHmbIx o6a3a-
TeJnbCTB 6oJnbme He Tpe6yioTca, H npPO3BeAyT TalHe H3MeHeHHH, HCRKJEO-

ieHHS H BHecrT TaREe AOHOjAHeHm, gOTOpUe Moryr 6UiT H corJiaco-
BaHr. Bcaine cniop, ROTopue Moryr B03HHnHyTb B pe3yJbTaTe 3Toro
nepecMoTpa, AOJIamHu nepeAaBaTLca Ha pemeine coraacuo npogeAype,
RaioaOeHHOHi B CTaTBe 87 HaCToanrero AorOBopa.
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11HH31, cHaoetaloaarm 6banimil rrra.mancrairt patioH BeHewlyi jacyzaa, 

,,71.1151 TO , TITO6b1 KaavAasi n3 Tpex cTopoH Emma B03310ZHOCTI, orEpeAe-

Jinn CB011 HOTpC6HOCTH. 

4. 10roczaBria, Mama II CB000Hasi TepprrropHa 6yAyT coAep-

HCaTT3 B xoporaem H IICHpaBH031 COCTORIIIIH Bee aaeKTpocTaHHHH, JIHHI111 

HepeAaurt, HOACTaH111111 11 gpyrrie yeTaHOBEH, Heo6xoxambie A.11Y1 He-

npepLIBHOTO CHa6lECRILII alIeETpopHeprHeil &Harter° riTa.amiacKoro 

patioHa BeneufflI AMy.a.RH. 

5. TOPOCJIaB1111 o6ecrieurr, TITO6bI 11131He cyrRecrByloarge 11 mow 

6yAyrage CHJIOBbIe yeTaHOBIGI Ha Coga (14ammo) 3ECIITIOaTlip0BaJIHOL 

Tams oopasom, tITO6b1 aanacm BoAm, Ramie FITadita moateT Bpema OT 

Bpemerna upOCETb, 3,10PJ111 obiTh ormem c Cow, (143anlo) rn opo-

mama B paCIOHO OT Popai'm Ha loro-eanaA E A,IpHaTnice. 14Tama He 

moiKeT .upeTeHAoBaTb Ha npaBo Ho./utter:am BOAbI 113 Co (Hemp) B 

6o.mrriem ItOrmlieCTBe H Ha 6oHee 6.1aronpHaTimix ycaommx, -gem DTO 

o6brmo Hmeao mecTo B "[pornHom. 

6. 10rocaaBHH, FITaJ11151 11 CBoomHaa TeppRropHil "lynx COMO-

CTHbIX neperoBopos, B COOTBeTCTBRI1 C Bblifiell3J10ZeHHI0111 HOCTaH0B-

J1e1111313/11, lipwAyT K ma'am° irpnemHemomy coraaraemo o irpoAsedeceHHH 

eitcrooaTaHHH exerrpomepreimecKort CHCTeMb1, KoTopaH o6c.lryamBaeT 

6mararri FiTa.311351HCRIIrl parlor" BeHam BpeT comaHa comae-

CTHaa KOMHCCIISI C paiimm npeAcTarasTe.mcniom Tpex lipaBuTe.ncTB AAR 

Ha6."HoAemisi ea BMHO.IIHOHHeM 06513aTeMaCTB, BIATelta101101X 113 11yHETOB 

1-5 MA111(3. 

7. Ho HcTelieHHH AecHnmeTHero impHop CO )11131 BCTy11.11eaTIa B 

May HacToargero AoroBopa 10rocaarani, FITaJIEDI H CB000miaa Tep-

priTopHyl nepecmoTpEr BburienpuBeAeHHue HoHamm" B cBeTe ycHoBnii, 

ItoTopme OyuyT CyakeCTBOBaTb B TO "Tema, gag Toro, TITO6bI B 110AJ1e-

;same& copme orrpeAernab,Elle 113 Burrienpueacemmix o6Hea-

TeJlbCTB 60J1b1He He TpeopoTcH, H HponeBeuyT Tame HaleHarm, RCM:10-

ileum H imecyT TaKHe )10110.11HeM151, KOTOpLIO moryT 613ITE. HM11 cameo-

Banii. BeyHare CHOph1, KoTopme moryr BO3HBEHyTh B peeyaBTaTe nor° 

HepecmoTpa, Athammi nepeikaBanca Ha pername coraacHo rrpogemPex 

traHomermoil B came 87 HacToyagero AoroBopa. 
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C. CoeficcTBHe MeCTHOAH iorpaHHniHOi ToproBse.

B TeqeHle oaHoro Mecsaa co aHS BCTymIIIeHi B CHnjy HaCTOm;ero

AoroBopa JOrorocaBH H CBo6oAHiaa TeppHTopmE TpHecT, a Taize
HTaJIIr a H CBo6oAHuaa TeppHTopHa TpHecT, HaqHyT neperoBopbI c rneJIbI

3arwIoqeHHm corjiameHHn, EOTOPbIe 6yAyT cIIoco6CTBOBaTb ABHREeHHO

qepe3 rpamHnbI mesAy CBo6ogIofi TeppHTopHei a np1ieraiomua
pafioHaMH )OrocjiaBM HH HTaj npoIABOJIbCTBHm H Apyrnx BHAOB

ToBapoB, EoTopbIe o6bIqHO o6pam;aJHcb MezRay 3TEM parfoHaMH B

nopase MeCTHOi TOprOBJIH, HpH yCJIOBHH, ITO qTH TOBapbI BbIpan]H-

BaiOTCI, HpOH3BOIaITCIs HaIH BbIpa6aTHBaIOTCH Ha aTHX TeppHTopJqa

COOTBeTCTBeHHo. DTO o6paineHie TOBapOB B nopgaEe MeCTHOH TOprOBJH

6yAeT Hoornlprbca COOTBeTCTByIOHnMH MepaMH, BrEIoaIaa OCBo60mE-

AeHme TaERH TOBapOB, B npeAejiax CorJaCoBaHHbIx ROJrecmTB HJIH

CTOHMOCTH, OT IIOmJHH, TaMOaeHHmbI C60pOB H BCA0OrO poAa HajioroB

Ha aKECOpT Ha HMIopT.

nPMIInO EHME X.
3KOHOMHqecHHe H 1)HHaHCOBble nOCTaHOBJeHHf, OTHOCRIlHeCs

H CBo60AHOH TeppHTOPHH TPHecT.

1. CBo6oIHas TeppHTOpm TpHecT OAJIEHa 6e3B03Me3RHo InoJy-

qTb HTaAbHClKyio rOCy;apCTBeHHyIO H napacTaTaIbHyIo (npHpaBHeH-

Hyio C rOCyaapCTBeHHof) CO6CTBeHHOCTB B npeAemax CBO6oAHoii Tep-

pHTOHHI.

AJia reieef HacTosmRero IIpHioaeHa rocygapCTBeHHEoi H napa-

CTaTaJIbHoi co6cTBeHHOCThIO CqHTaeTca cAepiyiorgee: ABHzaHMaI H He-

ABHiaHMaa co6cTBeHHOCTB HTaja-HcKoro rocyAapcTBa, MeCTHbx BJa-

CTeR H ny6iJaqHbIx yqpeaAeHuHi, a Taire KOMnaHmI H accouHaiot ,

IipHHaAJIe:aaaHx Iy6JawHO-iIpaBOBbIM opraHH3aIIaM, PBBHO KaiK ABH-

aemMas H HeABHsEHMaq co6CTBeHHOCTh, paHee npHHajieasaBmaa 4a-

mHCTCKEOi napTHH Hja. ee BCIIOMOraTebHbIM opraHH3aImHM.

2. Bce nepeaamH HTajnaISHCKof rocyaapcTBeHHofi H napacTaTaJb-

HOfi Co6CTBeHHOCTH, KaK 3TO onpeaeJieHo B nyiRTe 1 Bhtme, COBepmeH-

HbIe nocjie 3 ceHTa 6 pa 1943 roaa, 6 yAyT cqrHTaTbCqI HeaefiCTBHTejn-

HbMH H HecyeIeCTBYIOInMi. TO HICTaHOBJIeHIe He paCIupoCTpaHJIeTCa,

oaHaEo, Ha saKOHHbIe AeHiCTBH, oTHOcaunneca R TeKymeH yi earrejbIHOCTH
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C. COAdiCTBIle MOCTHOA HorpaHrrimoil Toprome. 

B Tegenne oimoro mecaga co Ana BcrymeHruf B may Hamm:ger° 
,21oroHopa 10rocaaHHH H CHo6o,u,llaa Tepprcropna TpHecT, a Tame 

FITamm H CH000KHaa TeppriTopHa TpHecT, HaimyT neperoHopm C Ammo 
3ammogemall coraamerrati, HoTopme 6yAyT CROCO6CTBOBRM ABHaterD110 

xlepe3 rpaHmbi mezjky CH000pHoil TeppnTopHeil H HpHzeraion-HtmH 

pal-1°1mm 10rOCJIRBEIH H IITRJHBI Hp0,1(0BOJIbCTBH51 ii Apyrnx Hmos 

ToHapoH, HoTopme o6brino oopankazuch meacAy OTHMH pafloHamn B 
HopH,DcHe memoti Topromm, upH yCJIOBHH, TITO DIU ToHaw HbrpancH-
BalOTCH, Hp0113BOASITCR 14.7111 BrIpa6ammaloTea Ha 9THX Teppyrropnax 
COOTBeTCTBeRHO. DTO oopankeHrie Tompos B Hopswe MOCTH011 TOprOBJH 
6y7AeT HOORNITbC31 COOTBOTCTBylOHTMH meparm, Hmino-ciaa ocH000nt-

germ Tama ToImport, B Hpeike.aax comacommax ROJAPIOCTB 11.7111 

CTOHMOCTH, OT HOHL/HH, TamoateHHbuc coopoH H BCBROPO poa Hazoros 

Ha DEcnopT mum InaHopi% 

111)101110tHEHNE X. 

3HoHormitiecHme H 491HaHCOBble nocraiwanusg, omocaw,Hecn 
H CB060AHOrl TeppHTOpHH TpHeCT. 

1. CB0601(HaH TepprITOplIll TpnecT Aozacna 683B0333e3,1AHO Limy-

4.141b HTRJHATHCRy10 rocyjkapcmemipo H HapacTaTaammo (Hpupamen-

Hp° IC rocyikapemermoti) CO6CTBBHBOCTb B HpeAemx CHo6oitHoil Tep-

puTopm. 

ram Heaell HacToargero lipmaoacenHa rocpapcmeHHoil H Hapa-

cTaTaathHoff CO6CTBeHHOCTI310 exmaeTcH caeAporgee: ABIZUBHMa51 H He-
ABEDICHMaa CO6CTBCHHOCTI) liTaJMBHCEOr0 rocpapena, MBCTALIX BAR-

HyozatmEax ripemermii, a Tame KOMfla1u1 H accousa4a, 

Hprmaxaemaffoix Hyo.innHo-H-paHoBbni opramaagnam, paBHO icarc ABH-

;mama H HemllnicHafaa coocntenHoeTb, paHee HpHHaxileataanas (I)a-

HmeTcHoll Hapnat HJITI ee HcHomoraTemfflum opraHH3aHnam. 

2. Bee HepeAatm EfIRJ11,51BCROA rocyAapeneHHort H HapacTaTam, 

Hai CO6CTBeHHOCTH, Haic TO oupeAeaeHo B upirre 1 MOHO, coHepniell-
Hue Houle 3 ceHTH6pa 1943 rop, 6yAye eiHrranca HeAetieTHHTe.im-
HLIMH H Hecyui,ecmpon-cumn. TO HocTwomenHe He pacHpocTpaHaeTes, 

oimaico, Ha =commie Aeficnila, oTHocluglieesi IC Teriateft Aezre.mbnoem 



rocyAapcTBeHHix H napacTaTaJaHmix upeuIIpHJTHH, nocEKOJIbEy OHH
RacaIoTcs npooaacn B HopMajbHbIX npeAeJax TOBapoB, o6bqIYHO HpoH3-
BOHMbIX H IH npoaaBaeMbix HM H npH ocymnecTBJieHHHI HopMaJniHbIx
TOprOBbIX CAezoR Jmr B xoAe HopMaJibHOH npaBHTeJlcTBemHHOH agMnm-
CTpaTHBHOi ACeTeJibHocTH.

3. IIOABOrHRie Ka6eJaH, npEmHaAaeanai e rHTajaRHCKH rocyzap-
CTBeHHmbM ljHm napacTaTajibHbIM opraHn3aalSrM, noiuaaioT loA Aei-
CTBHe nojI0oseHemi nyHRTa 1, nocKOJIbRy 3TO EacaeTcH ROHeqHBix
ycTpoicTB H yqacTROB Ka6ejieii, HaxoaHiraxcH B npeAejax TeppHTo-
pHanJIibix BO CBo6oAHoi TeppHTopHH.

4. HTama niepezacT CBo6oaHO:o TeppnfopHH Bce CooTBeTCTBy-
IoIDrHe apxIHB H AOICyMeHTI aMncHHHTpaTHBHoro xapaRTepa wm npeA-
CTaBJmiompe HcTopMecrKH HanTepec, racaionmIecs CBo60AHofi TeppH-
TOPHH HJH OTHOCaiwHeCs K co6cTBeHHOCTH, nepexoanmei corJiacHo
nyHKTy 1 HacToaIqero IIpHIoReHnm. CBo6oAHaa TeppHTopma nepeAacT
0KrocnaBIH Bce AoKyMeHTi Toro me xapaKTepa, OTHOcamIecaH TeppH-

TOPHI, nepexoam;ei K IOrOCciiaBHH coraracH HaCTOSameeMy AorOBopy,
a HTaJIHH - Bee AoKyMeHTh TorO we xapaKTepa, Kacaioniaeca HTajm-
1HCEOi TeppHTopHH, KOTOpLe M0ryT OKa3aTScS Ha CBo60AHOHf TeppH-

TOpHEI.

lKrocjraBsH 3aaaBjeT 0o cBoe rOTOBHocTII nepeAaTb CBo6OAHOii
TeppHTOpEIH Bce apXHBEl H AOKyMeHTI aAMHHHCTpaTHBHoro xapaKTepa,
lacalornec a H Tpe6yeMbIe cCKJIoqMHTeabHO Asa alMHnm cTpamIJH CBO-
60AHoi TeppHTopHm, BBsIaionuHecaR fKyMeHTaMH TaKoro poAa, KOTOpeI
Ao 3 ceHTa6pa 1943 roAa 0 6buqH xpaHHJmcb MeCTHbLMH BiaCTJnH,
HMeBIIHMH IOpHCHARmHH Har paioHaMH, KOTOpue ceiqac cocTaBAMIOT
qaacT CBO6OAHOH TeppHTopHH.

5. CBo6o0AHaa TeppnTopLI 6yAeT ocBo 6 oaeHa OT yniaTmi HTajrb-
mncKoro rocyAapcTBeHHoro oJira; owaKo, ona npHMeT Ha ce6a o6a3a-
TeAJbCTBa HTaJbsacKoro rocyAapcTBa nepeA TeMH AepmaTeJamMH o6Jm-
ranHi, KOTOpbae npoonaroErT IlpoHmBaTB Ha CBo60oaHo TeppHTOpmH
Iam KOTOpbIe, SaBJISCb IopHAqYecRKmH jnaMi, coxpaHSIOT TaM CBOH
rJiaBHbIe KOHTopbI HJH OCHOBHOe MecTo cBoeii aeaTrebHocTH, nocIKOJiEy
TaRHe o6a3aTeJInJTBa cooTBeTCTByIOT T0H qaCTIH 3TOro0 AoIra, Ro0Tpaa
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rocy,lapeTBeHnmx H HapacTaTaabHmx HpegmHaTHil, HocKwrbny OHM 
KazuoTca HpoAaam B Hopma.inamx HpeAemx ToBapoB, 0613IIIHO 
BOAHMIX MIR npoAaBaemmx HMH HpH OCy.w,eCTBJleHHH Hopma.ammx 
Topromx C,TIeJIOIC Jura B XO,Ike HOpMaI6H0f1 HpaBrifeJIICTBeHHOEI aAMIIHH-
CTpaTIMHOil AesrreaLHoeTH. 

3. lloABoimme Kaoem, Hprmaxiemanwe ITTaJIMIHCKHM romap-
CTBeHHMM n.lm HapacTaTaammm oprarmeagnam, no,AnaitaloT HoA Aefi-

CTBHe HOJIOHCeaffri ityfutTa 1, HOCKOJII)Ky 9TO KacaeTcH ROHeilHbIX 

yeTpolicTB H riacTKoB Ka6e.aeil, HaxmaigHxca B HpeAe.aax Tepprrro-
pHa.ammx BOA CBoomHoft TeppilTopHa. 

4. llTaarra nepepeT CB000Hoti TeppriToprm BCC COOTBeTCTBy-
roroxo apmum H ,1I0ItyMeHTBI apnumeTpaTHBHoro xapaaTepa nm HpeA-
cTammorgHe HCTOpTITIeCICHil Hrrrepee, Kacalow,Heca Cso6oAHoll Teppn-

TopHa HJIH ornocanweea K CO6CTBeHHOCTII, nepexopmeti comacHo 
nymay 1 HacTozakero llpnioateaua. CB°6oasi TeppriToprel HepeAacT 
101.0C.ThaBlIH BCC AortymellTa Toro ace KapaKTepa, OTHONIEHIleC51 IC TeppH-

TOprffl, nepexo,gaLgetiK 10r0C.11aBH11 cor.ffacHo HacTaagemy AoroBopy, 

a 14TaJIBH — Bee AoKymerrrm Toro ace Kaparrepa, Kacalomxteca Irra.ab-
smeKoil Teppyrropm, KoTopme MOryT OICa3aMCH Ha CBo6oAHoff TeppH-
TopuH. 

10roc.aama eammaeT o eBoeff rOTOBHOCTIE nepeqaTh CB000mioil 
Teppuropm Bee apxrom H AoKymarrm amamerpaTHBHoro xapaKTepa, 
Kacalonweca H Tpe6yerame IICICJI1011HTWILHO Aaa aAHHHHeTpaium CB0-

60,1(11011 TeppHT0p1III, HBASHOLHIleal AoKymeirramrt TaKoro po,qa, IZOTOpLIO 
Ao 3 ceHTB6pH 1943 Top oomimo xpamateb MeCTHbIMII 

llMeBnmMn 10prICIIHKIIIII0 Ha parioHamH, ICOTOpIde Cei!Mae COCTaBASHOT 
liaeTh CBo6oAHoft TepprrropHH. 

5. CB000lHasi Tepprrropruf 6yAeT ocB000mena OT yroaTm Fawn.-
aficKoro rocpapeTBeHHoro Aoara; ocHaKo, oHa HpHmeT Ha ce6a ooma-
TeJtheTBa FITaabffeeKoro rocyppeTBa nepe,4 Team AepataTeaamn oo.an-
raHrrii, KoTopme Hpo,lo.inKaloT KpozHBam Ha CB000mioti TeppHroprat 
11.1111 KoTopme, HBJIHHCI3 lopHwieeKHHH JIIIHaM11, coxpaninoT MM CBOH 

IMBHIAC ICOHTOpla HMI OCHOBH0e4. mecTo cBoe esITCJIMIOCTH, HOCICOJIbley 

TaKHe oomaTemeTBa cooTBeTeTByer TO gacTH oToro Aoara, KoTopaa 
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6biaa caeAaHa jo 10 HIOHS 1940 roAa H EOTopas oTHocHTCa K o6nieno-

ie3mHIM coopyaceHHaM H rpazganHcKH a;aMHHHCTpaTHBHbiM cJiyE6aM,

InpHOCSInHmM H0OJIb3y IIOMSHyTOH TeppHTOpHH, HO He HmeeT npaMoro
HJLH OCBeHHoro OTHomeHHm K BOeHHbIM AeJSLM.

OT A;epaaTeJee MooaceT 6bITb noTpe6oBaHo noJmoe 0OEa3aTeJIbCTBO
B OTHOImIeHHH HCTOqHHKa IpHO6peTeHH TaKHX o6JIraHH.

HTaJna H CBo6oAHaa TeppHTopSn 3aarJioaT corJiameiHa, KOTO-

pHe olpeelejrT qacTb HTaJIbaHcKoro rocyAapCTBeHHoro AoJra, ynoMa-

HyTylO B DTOM IyHKTe, H cIoco6bI OCyIgeCTB.JIeHHSf THX IIocTaHOBJIeHHi.

6. Bygynii, CTaTyC BHeIIIHHx o6a3aTeJ.bcTB, o6ecueqenHHux
o6peMeHeHmmH Co6CTBeiHHOCTH HJIm :OXOAOB CBO6OAHO' TeppETOpHH,

6yAeT peryJmpoBaTbca a:aJIbHeinIHMH corjameHiHMH Mesmy 3aHHTepe-

COBamHHIMH CTOpOHaMH.

7. Memar y HTaimeii H CBO6O0HOfi TeppHTopHe-A 6 yAyT 38arInoqeHI
cHneiuHaJbHbIe corjiameHEHa AJi opeAeeneHHa yCjOBHii, Ha KOTOPbIX
o6a3aTe.jcTBa HTajiaHCKHmX rOCyxapCTBeHHuIX H nJ qaCTHbX opraHH3a-
nHi coulHaniHoro cTpaxoBaHHa B OTHOmeHmH aHTejrree CBo6oAHROH Tep-
PHTOPHH H COTBeTCTBYIOmIaa qaCTb peaepBoB, HaomIaeHHnIX yEa3aH-
HniMH opraHHm3aqHSH H, 6yAyr nepe;aHab noAo6HiM opraHH3aaunaj Ha

CB060O:HOH TeppHTopHH.

MeaeAy CBo6Og;Hofi TeppHTopHefi H HiTaJHefi, a TarKe Mearey CBO-
6oaHofi TeppuTopnefi II OrocjiaBHefi, 6yAyT 3aKjIIoqeHE noAo6Hbie
corJiameHHa, HMeIonITe TrejbIo perynJposBaTb o6a3aTejmcTBa rocyAap-
CTBeHHbIX II qaCTHbIX OpraHH3aIUHI COIHaJIIbHOrO CTpaXOBaHHE, riAaB-

HbIe KOHTOpbI KOTOpblX HaXOABTCI Ha CBo6oHOI TeppHTOpHI, B OTHO-

meHHH noAncogepasaTejleie HAH 3acTpaxoBaHHbIX JIHl, nIpOaCnBalOIAHX

COOTBeTCTBeHHO B HITaAiHH HAJ Ha TeppHTopHH, nepexoAanmeii IO ro-

CJiaBHH B COOTBeTCTBHH C HaCTOHIHXM ,IOrOBOPOM.

Men;Ay CBo6oaHOA TeppHTopHee H IOrocaaBHeRi 6yayr Tamre

3arjnoqeHbi noioo6HbIe corJameHHn, HMeIoniHe neJan>H peryjnpoBaTb

o6sI3aTejbCTBa rocyAapCTBeHHbIX H qacTHbix opraHHaaiui conHajnxHoro

CTpaXOBaHHa, rAaBHbIe KOHTOpbI KOTOpbIX HaXOgATrci Ha TeppHTOpHH,

nepexoameiiH iK rocrCnaBHH B COOTBeTCTBHH c HaCTOaInnAM orOBOpoM,

B OTHomeHmH InoIHcoAepEaTeJieH HjI 3acTpaxoBaHHnix JiHI., npomH-
BaIOImX Ha CBO6O0RIHOH TeppHTOpHH.

95347°-49--PTr. II---40
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6bma eAeAaHa Ao 10 HIOHH 1940 roAa H KoTopasi OTHOCHTCH K oageno-

Ae3Hbim coopyaceiumm H rpanc,,qaHemim apHIIIHCTpaTHBHIAM eayac6am, 

upymocaumm 1E0.Th3y yHOMIIHyTOJI TeppnTopHH, HO He HmeeT Hpamoro 

YOH KOCBeHHOPO OTHOITIeHFIH K BOeHHbIM He.aam. 

OT AepacaTe.aell momeT 613ITb HoTpe6oballo HOJIHOe AOKaHaTeibCTBO 

B OTHOHleHHH EICT011101Ka HpHoopeTeniaa mum 06JIIILMATIa. 

14TaJIHH H CB°6o,AHaa TeppuropHif HaNzioilaT comarnemaa, KOTO-

pme onpeAeAHT -gam TITaJIMIHCKOPO roemapeTbeHHoro jkoara, plow-

HyTyfo B aTOM Hylucre, H enoco6bi ocyakeeTimeHria DTHX Homan°imermii. 

6. Byrkym;Hil eTaTyc 1311eIHIBIX 06513aTeJIbCTB, o6ecHetieHmax 

o6pemeHemumut CO6CTBeHHOCTH HMI AoxoAos CHo6oAHofE TeppriTopm, 

63/AeT peryanpoBaTbesi AmbHeih-nTimit cor.aameHHamH memAy aaHHTepe-

COBaHHbIMH eropoHamH. 

7. MemAy 14Tamiert H Cbo6oAHort TeppuropHert 6myr eammogeHbr 

CllegRaJII3HbIe COPJI0IIICHHA AJIH onpeAedefina yeAoHrrii, Ha KOTOINIX 

o6a3aTeabena Erra.ammeitmx rocyAapeTbeHribix MPH ilaCTHIAX opraHHaa-

Wrii C0101aJILHOPO cipaxoBaHHa B OTHOBleITHII annual CHo6oAHoil Tep-

pwropHll H comeTempomaa tfacTb pe3epbob, IlaKOHJICHHIAX ylcaaan-

MAME opraHrmaivramH, 6yAyr nepejkanbi no,Ao6Hbim opraHH3ausHam Ha 

CB°6o,4Hoti TeppwropHH. 

MeatAy Cbo6oAHora TeppuTopHerf H 14Taalleri, a Tame meaciky CB0-

60,111011 TeppnTopHeti H 10roc.aameii, 6yyr 30KJII0lIeHbI HoAo6Hme 

COI-Wall:WHIM, HmeRonge ge.amo peryomposan, 06H3aTe.JIbCTBa rocpap-

CTISCHITIAX II ilaCTIMIX opranHaaHnil COHHaJILHOPO cTpaxoBaHHH, P.4013-

HbIe KOHT0pbI KOTOpbIX HaXOXITCH Ha Cm6oHoil TeppirropHH, B OTHO-

menmat HozacompacaTeadi HJIH 3acTpaxobaxHba HpoacHbarommx 

COOTBeTCTBeHHO B I4TaJIHH maki Ha TeppriToprai, HepexoAffirkeil K 10ro-

CJIal3Hrl B COOTBeTCTBIIII C HaCTOHJYTM AoroHopom. 

Meaviky CB060,:(110fl TeppnTopHeti H 10roe.aabHert 6yAyT Tame 

3amaxyleHm Ho,go6Hme coraamerm, Hmeionwe Ammo peryampobam 

o6maTe.mema roey,gapemeimba H 1IaCTHbIX opraimarimil eamaa-bHoro 

eTpaxobaHma, maeme KOHT0p11 KOTOpbIX HaxoxiTea Ha Teppuroprat, 

Hepexoxbakeil K 10POCJIaBHH B COOTBeTCTBITH C HacToHromm Aorosopom, 

B OTHOIHelITHI no.mcoAepacaTe.aell Hart 3acTpaxosamba 'Tura-

Halompfx Ha CHo60,Hoil TepprfropHH. 

95347° --49--PT. II----40 
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8. HTajIm ,a;oJIHa npoaoJEaaTb HeCTH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb sa
BbIIJIaTy rpacAIaHCKHX HJ BOeHHlbIX eHCHI, upHTHTaIOnHXCH Ha geHb
BCTyHIIeHHa B cmay HacToiamlero AoroBopa 3a cJys6y B HTajInaBHCKHX
rocyaapcTBeHHbIx, MyHEnHI ajiHbIX H a B Apyrnx MeCTHbIX rocyAap-
cTBeHHbIx yqpemaeHHXx jm;aM, irpHio6peTmw rpaAEaHCTBO CBo6oA-
HO0 TeppTropnH corJacHo DTOMy AoroBopy, BrIoaff inpaB a Ha neHCHH,
cpoK peazi3agnmH EOTOPLIX enie He HacTymLj. MerAy HTajmei n CBO-
60:HOH TeppHTopneE AojIHHM 6b Th 3aIUoqeHbI corJiameHHa, npeAy-
CMaTpHBaIoime MeTOA, nocpeACTBoM ROTOporo 3T0 06i3aTeIABCTBo 6y-
AeT bIHnoHeHo.

9. Co6CTBeHHOCTB, ipaBa H mHTepecM HTaABxHCmI x rpaaaH,
IIOCTOSHHO npomfEBaionHx Ha CBO6oAHofi TeppHTOpHE nOCae 10 EHOHi
1940 roaa, H z.nn, ROTopLbe OrnTHpyIT HTajiaHCEoe rpaIaCaHCTBO
corjacHo CTaTyTy CBo6o0AHof TeppHTopHE TpHecT, AOJZLHb, eCHM OHH
npHo6peTeHM 3aKoHHO, yBamaTbca B TOi Me Mepe, WT0 H Boo6ine co6-
CTBeHHOCTe, npaBa H HHTepecH rpaamaH CBO6oAHOfi TeppHTOpnH, B
Te'eHne TpexJreTHero nepHoAa co AHs BCTynaieHS B CHay HacToaniero
loroBopa.

Co6cTBeHHOCTB, npaBa H EHTepecu Ha CBo6oAHOfi TeppHTopmH,
npHHaAiesaamiHe Apyrm HTajlaHCKHM rpaIAaHaM, a Taire HTaibabH-
CEKM ropHAnqecKEHM JmnaM, AOJKHl, ecj OHH npHo6peTeHbI 3aKOHHO,
InoiJreaaTh JmMb TaKOMy 3aKOHogaTeAbCTBy, KOTOPOe MOieT BpeMa OT
BpeMeHH BBOAHTTCJ B OTHOmHeHHH B0o60ie CO6 CTBeHHOCTH HHOCTpaH-
HIX rpaamaH H iopgHAHecRHx JHA.

10. JlEmaaM, onTHpyionIM HTabJIbHCREe rpaaaHCTBO H nepee3-
aaromraM B HTaJnmo, AOMHO 6bITb pa3pemeHo, Hocje ynllaTb BCBKHX
AonroB iMu HajoroB, npHEqTaIoinHxc C Hmx Ha CBO6OUHOfi Teppnio-
PHH, 6paTb c co60o CBOIO ABHzHMyIo C06CTBeHHocTb H IlepeBOAHm CBOH
AeHeaZHbe cpeACTa, npH yCJIOBHH, YTO TKafa C06CTBeHHOCTI H AeHes-
HbIe cpeAcTBa 6wm InpHO6peTeHbI 3aEomHo. HmEamHe 3KCOpTHbIe EAb
M0opTHUe noIIImH ne HO LAEI HaAaraTbca B CBI3H C nepeMenmeHmeM
TaKOk Co6cTBeHHoCTm. IpoMe Toro, yKa3aEHHM Jznga AOj0EHO 6MTb
pa3pemeHo upOaaBaTB CBOIO iABHIWyMIO HefBHEBiyio CO6CTBeHHOCTb
Ha Tex Ie ycioBsax, ITO H rpaafaHaM CBO60OHOA TeppHTopm.
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8. FITaJ11151 A0.7DICHa npo,gomaTB HeeTH OTBOTCTBBIIHOCTI3 aa 

BramTy rpaacAaHcEnx 11.7111 Boemuilx neHerni, upHinTralorRnxen Ha AeHh 

Beryll.aerma B emiry RaeToarHero AoroBopa 3a caymoy B .14Ta.71b11HCKFLX 

roey,qapeTBeinma, mynrannia.uHmx Mil B Apyrra MOCT1113IX roey,gap-

CTBeHHbIX pipeackennax JHuHam, npHo6peTrnHm rpaacAaneTBo CB°6o,I-

Hort TeppnToprifi comacHo non AoroBopy, Bic.inogaa HpaHa Ha Hel1C11111 

epoK peaarmauga HoTopmx erge He HacTylara. Meamy 1/ITamect11 CB0-

64mnoti TeppliTopneft Awnium 6hITI) 3aitmoileHm corxamemm, upeAy-

emaTpnBamune meToA, noepeAeTBom BoToporo TO 06313aTe.711XTBO 6y-
AeT Bb1110.7111OHO. 

9. CO6CTBOHHOCTT3, npaBa 11 HHTepeem Hra.TEHHemx rpaaRaH, 

110CT01111110 npommadouvrx ira CBo6o4Hort TepprtTopHH HOCJI0 10 mom 

1940 roAa, H .4HH, leoTowle o.uTlippoT FrraabaHeRoe rpazAaneTBo 

cora-lam:10 CTaTyTy CB000mort Teppinoprort TpnecT, 710.7DIC1113I, ecao. win 

BpHo6peTeHm RaROHR°, pm:Banat' B TO 11te Mepe, 11TO 11 B000me coo-

CTBeHHOCTE., HpaBa H HiTrepecht rpaz,tkan CB000mott Tepprrroprat, B 

Telex:He Tpex.11eTHero nepHoa co Alla Baymiterma B emay HacTomrkero 
„itoroBopa. 

COOCTBOHHOCT13, npaBa H HaTepeem Ha Cno6o,AHort Tepwropm, 

npnHaviezaHme Apyrnm maxi:4111mm rpaatAaHam, a Taitace rrra.mas-

CH1431 lopnwieciarm annam, A0J171Clibl, emu °HIE HpHo6peTeHm 3a1COHHO, 

110,71.71e31Ca173 .711111113 TaKomy 3aEoHoAaTe.abemy, KoTopoe momeT }Tem OT 

BpemeHH BBOMIT13C31 B OTHOHIBIIH11 B006ERO CO6CTBeHHOCTFI HHocTpaH-
HbIX ipazAaH H toprwritectenx JIM. 

10. Agars, onnipporrom Hra.inzHerzoe rpaavTaHeTBo H nepeea-

maronpref B FITaJacto, ,110.7111tHO 6bIT13 pa3perrieHo, noe.ne yroaThi BCHICIIX 

,710JITOB 11.7111 Ha.aoroB, ITYP1HTalOID;EXCH C HI1X Ha CBo6cg,Hoti Tepprao-

prim, 6pam c C060ii CB010 ;11311101n10 CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 11 nepeBoAHTb eBon 

AeHezfible cpe,geTBa, npH yCJIOBEIH, TO TaRan CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 11 ;teHez-,1 

rime cpektcma 6bIJ1H HpHoopeTem aarconHo. ITHIMICHO 3EcnopTHme 11.7111 

Hattioputue 110111.711111731 He AOJDEITIA HaaaraTbea B CR113H c nepemenkenHem 

Tattort CO6CTBOHHOCT11. Kpome Toro, yica3amadm zonam AOJBEHO 61>in 

pa3peraeHo rupoAaBaTE CBOIO ABHatumpo 31 Hemmatintyto co6cmenHocm 

Ha Tex ace ycaomax, xtTo H rpazAaHam CBo6oxaort TeppHropHH. 
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BbOB03 C06CTBeHHOCTH B HTaJIIO 6yAeT ocyieCTBJIaTbCs Ha ycjio-
BHHX, He lpoTHBopeqanix KOHCTHTyIHH CBo60oHOH TeppETopHH, H B
nopaAKe, corJIacoBaHHmolM Meay HTaj:mef H CBo6olHofi TeppHTopHei.
YCJIOBnM H cpOKIH IepeBOAa AeHeaHHIX cpeACTB, BKJIOqasI BsbpyRIy OT

lpogaam, JOZJEHbI 6IbTb yCTaHOBJIeHb TaEHM me o6pa30M.

11. CO6 CTBeHHOCTb, npaBa H iTrepecH 6bIBmHX HTaaJIBSHCEHX
rpaamaH, aBJiIOImxca MEHTeJZiMH CBO60AHOH TeppTOpHH H COrJIacHO

HacTosIreMy ,oroBopy CTaBmIHX rpaAaHRaMHa CBo6AHOIH TeppHTOpiH,
EOTOpbIe 6 yyT cyi;ecTBOBaTB B HTaJmiH O 7HIO BCTyeJIHiaI B cnIy
HacToan1,ero ,oroBopa, AOJIZEH yBaaaTbCa HTaJIHei B TOS ace Mepe,
wTO H BOo6Tie CO6 CTBeHHOCTB, npaBa H HHTepecbI HTaJIbIHHCEHX rpazAaH,
B TeqemHe TpexieTHero nepHoAa co AHSI BCTYIeHHM B CHJiy HaCToaImero
AoroBopa.

TaKHM .JanaM paapemaeTcs ocymiecTBJiTb nepeBoA H JIH.BHlanao)

X co6CTBeHHOCTH, ipaB H HHTepeCOB Ha ycJIOBHX, KOTOPbIe MOryT
6ub yCTaHOBJIeHB Ha OCHOBaHHH nIyHTTa 10 BMme.

12. C oMIIaHHr MH, HOTOpbe yqpeaHeHu no HTam'aHcROMy aaKo-
Hy H HMeoTr rjiaBHyI ROHTOPy Ha CBo6oA0HOf TeppHTopmH H KOTOPMB
nomeeJIaioT nepeBecTH rJiaBHyIo ROHTOPY B HTaSJIHo HHm K)rOCJaBHO,

ZOJiRHO 6mTb paBHbI o6pa30oM noCTYIeHO corJiacHo HOJioameHHaI
IyHICTa 10 bInme, npH yCJIOBHH, qTO 6ojiee 50% KaIHTaja Eo0MaHHH

npiHHaAjneeT jmHaM, o6IqHo poaZEBaioinHMM BHe nipegeoB CBo6o0HOHi

TeppHTOpHH, HJaB JiaM, KOTopue nepee.yT B HTaoJIH HJIH O)ro-

CJIaBmO.

13. AJo , unpEITaimOneca C JIH B HTaJmH HnH Ha TepprTo-
PHH, IepexoAarLe I K)rocJiaBa, JImaMl Ha CBo6oAHo0 TeppHTOpHH
HJIH C JIHm Ha CB06OAHOH TeppHTopHH mJIHaM B HTajIH HJIH Ha TeppH-

TOpEI, Iepexoaiel K IKOrocJiaBHH, He OJioHbI 3aTparuBaTBca Iepexo-

AOM TeppHTOpHH. HTajB, lOrocJIaBMH H CBo05oas TeppnTopHa o6a3y-
iTrca CIoco6cTBOBaTm BbIHOJleHHIO TaKHx O6 a3aTeJibCTB. IIpHMeHaeMoe

B HacToaIIIeM nyHTre BbrpaaceHme <<mia>> BKJnolaeT lopHAHqecKHe jima.

14. Haxoaigasacs Ha CBo6oAHoE TeppHTopH co6c6TBeHHoCT

jn6oHI H3 06seaHeHme ix HanHH H ee rpasaaH, ecji oHa ere He OCBO-

6oameHa OT HTaJIbHHCKHX MeponpHSTHEi H ceKBecTpy Hao KoHTpoO H
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BMB03 CO6CTBOHHOCTH B HTR.71E10 6y1OT OCyiR,OCTBJDITLCH Ha ye.ao-
BMX, He upornsopeuarrolx ROHCTHTy41111 CB060AHOR TeppHTOpITEL H B 

Hopamce, comaconannom mezAy FITaoneti H Cso6oAnoll Teppnropneil. 
YCJI0BH11 H cpoRn nepesorka AeHeaCTIMX cpeAcTs, BRJHOTIa51 smpyunty OT 
npoAaat, ,1k0.71;RHIA 614Tb yeTallOBJleHbl TaRHAI ace oopa3om. 

11. CO6CTBOHHOCT1), upaBa n nniepechi obIBIlTrix ITTamancRux 

rpaKTan, ilBJIRIONHIxeff acnreallmn Cs000AHoift Tepprfropnn H cowmen° 

HacTonrgemy AoroBopy CTaBIBTEX rpazAanamn Cno6o)THort Teppnropna, 
RoTopme 6yAyT cylo,ecrnonam B nTaJtall HO ,u,R10 BCTyILTIOBH51 B crury 

HacToErgero ,Itoronopa, AOJDICHEI paacaTben llTaaneft B TO ace mepe, 
:11TO II noo6nke CO6CTBOHHOCT13, Hpana H nnTepechi Hra.111331HCRHX rpam,gan, 
B Tegenne TpexoeTHero nepnoika co AHH scrymennaB may nacTosnikero 
AoroBopa. 

Talcum oRnam pavenmeTen ocyakecTmanTb nepenm H JIHRBH,11a11,H10 
11X CO6CTBOHHOC'TH, Hpan ii nurrepecon Ha yCJI0BHFIX, noTophie MOlyi 
6131Tb -37CTRHOBJ101111 Ha OCHOBRIBM nynicTa 10 imam. 

12. C Eomuallnama, HoTopme ripez,Aenm 110 EL1I14111CROMy mito-

Hy H MrielOT roannylo Ronropy Ha 03064:gnat TeppnTopun H ROT0p1,10 
noace.moT nepenecTri manrryio 'wimpy B FITRJIHIO HJIH 10POCJIaBH10, 

0-112KHO 61,171, paBHum oopazom nommen° comacHo H0.1102ROHHaff 

nyincTa 10 BbIllle, npn yCJI0BHH, 11TO owlee 50% Kainfra.aa ROMIIRHHH 
nprmaxaeacHT onnam, o5bitnio Hpoznnaionknm 'me npejikezon Cno6oAHoil 

Tepprfropnn, Ran onnam, KoTopme nepeejAyr B 14Tammo HJITI 10ro-

CJIaMILO. 

13. Ao.din, npryinraioncneca c J11111 B liTaann non Ha Teppnro-
pnn, Hepexomakeil R 10rOCJIRBFBI, onnam Ha Crto60,4Hoil Teppnropnn 
M il C JH111 Ha CHo6oAHoft TeppnTopini onnam B FITaJIHH ELM Ha Teppn-

TOMEI, nepexojkankeil R 10rouanna, HO Ao.a2Enu 3aTpanniaTbea nepexo-

Aom Teppuropnn. 14Taona, 10rocaanna H CBo5oir,Han Teppnropna o6n3y-
10TCH CHOCO6CTBOBRTI) BbIHOJIHOH010 TaRMX 06R3RTOJILCTB. lipM1OH5103100 

B Hamm:Hem Hy-Him BrApaaterme <<onna» BRJ11011ROT lopnikngecHne mina. 

14. Haxoxfinanca Ha Cno6oArroft TeppnTopma coomeHnocm 
.111060fi 113 061,eikuneinulx llawi H ee rpazAan, mat °Ha erne He OCB0-
6oat,AeHa OT HIRJIBREICRHIC MeponpHRTHil 110 ceKnecTpy IUffl ROHTpOJIR) H 



He B03BpameHa ee co6CTBeHHiKy, AOJEHa 6bITb B03BpareHa B COCTOS-
HHH, B KOTOPOM OHa cyIIecTByeT B HaCTo5Elee BpeMa.

15. HITaJMaH BepHeT co6CTBeHHOCTb, He3aKOHHO BIBe3eHHy1o
nocie 3 ceiTa6pa 1943 roa co CBo6o50HOf TeppHTopHH B HTaJIHO.
IIyHKTbI 2, 3, 4, 5 H 6 CTaTLH 75 6yyr peryjapoBaTB IpHMeHeHHe 3aTOr
06S3aTeAJICTBa, 3a HCrnoqeHHeM CJiyaeB, KorAa B OTHOmeHHH co6-
CTBeHHOCTH npeAYCMOTpeHo HHOe B HaCTOmneM IIpHjiomemmH.

IIoIOaeHEnM HyHKTOB 1, 2, 5 H 6 CTaTbH 75 6yayTr npHEMeHiaTbca
B OTHOmeiH pecTHTyITm CBo6ogHOH TeppnTropHei Co6CTBeHHOCI,
BsBe3eHHofi c TeppHTOpHii 065eAiHemHIX HatHai BO BpeMf BOiHbI.

16. IHTaJmaI Aozma B BOSMOMEHO RpaTqafimHH CpOI B03BpaTHTb
CBo60oHOfi TeppHophTOpHH .i6e HaxoAsmhIeCs B HTaJIBaHCKoM Bjiaaemn
cyAa, nipHHaJieaEaBnme na 3 ceHTa6ps 1943 roAa IpoziHBaIomMI Ha
CBo60oHOH TeppHTOpnm bH3HQecEMM znsaM, npHo6peTmHM rpaasaH-
CTBO CBo6o0Hoi TeppITopHH corjiacHO HacTosnIeMy AoroBOpy, HTB
HnpHaJieaaBmEe HTajlmaCEKHM IOpHAmHecKHM jIaM, HMeCoImHM H
coxpaHsIominH rjaBHbIe EOHRTOpI Ha CBo6Hioii TeppHrTOpmH, aa
HcrJUioqeiHeM cyAOB, orTopsie 6BrIjH o6poCOBeCTHO npoAaHBi.

17. HTajam H CBo6o0AHaa TeppHTopni, a TamIe )OrocjaBHa H
CBo6oHuaas TeppHTopma, 3arI.ioaT corjamenHa, npeAycMaTpHBaioinHe
3aKOHHoe H cnpaBeAJIHBe pacnpeeAeieHee co6cTBeHHocTH, npHHaAJie-

ameafi :Jo6oMy cymecTByIOraeMy MeCTHOMy opraHy, pafioH KoToporo
pa3AejaeTa .no6biM yperyJmpoBaHneM rpaHHIn B cooTBeTCTBmH c Ha-
CTOHI1HM ,oroBopoM, a TaIce npegycMaTpHBaioirHe coxpaHeHme iAH
BEHTeJIei Heo6xoHMBIx KOMMyHaJibHbIX ycJiyr, KoTopble clleniHaJIbHO
He oxBaqeHbI ApyrmH qaCTaMH HacToaimnero AJoroBopa.

By:ryT 3amoqeHibI aHaJIorqHbie corJIameHna o 3aKoHHOM H cnpa-
BeAHBOM pacnpeAeJemHHM.noABHarHro COCTaBa H ejice3HolopoEHoro
o6opyAoBamHa, a TarEe oIOEOBMX H nOpTOBbIX JIOByqHx CpeACTB H o60-
py:AoBaimH, paBHo KaK H o BCHKnx ApyrHx Hepa3pemeHHMIx 3EOHOMH-
qeCKHX Bonppocax, He oxBaqeHHlix HacTosmHM llpHjioaImeHeM.

18. Ppaa:aHe CBO6oAHOH TepprTopHH, HecMOTpa Ha nepexoA
cyBepeHHTeTa H Ha TO HJm Hnoe H3MeHeHme rpa:acaHCTBa, nocjieAoBaB-
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He Bomparaena ee co6cmerannty, OJIMEla 6bITI) Bo3BpankeHa B COCTO5I-
HRH, B ROT0p031 ona cyinecTByeT B HacToffinee Bpema. 

15. 14TaJIHH BepHeT CO6CTBeHHOCTID, He3aEOHHO BmBe3eHHyro 
Howie 3 carra6pa 1943 roira co CB000moit Teppnroprra B Firaarno. 
IlynKTra 2, 3, 4, 5 11 6 CTaT1,11 75 6yAyT peryonpoBam nprimeHenne aT0r0 
06a3aTe.aBcTBa, 3a Hmoimeralem cariaeB, BorAa B oTHoraeHaa coo-
0TBeHHOCTH rrpexsicmoTpeno moo B HacTannem Ilpmoacenall. 

110J1021W111111 nyHRTOB 1, 2, 5 11 6 cTaTBH 75 6y,t,,yr npReieHanca 
B OTHOLHe1111H pecTriTynna CB06oAnoil IleppHTOpHeil CO6CTBeHHOCI11, 
BuBe3eHHoft C TeppTopHri 061egmennbix Hagar BO Bpema BOAHLI. 

16. liTaJHUI AOJDEIla B B0331011CHO 'Tana:met cpat BO3BpaThib 

CB060A-Hoff Tepprrroprra Jno6Ble Haxo,Iannleca B HTWILHHCROM BaaAeHrra 
cpa, nprmameacaBmne Ha 3 cenTa6pa 1943 Dm, npoznBaromcma Ha 
CBo6oAnoti Tepprrroprra 491131fileatrilit onnam, upHo6peTraam rpaawkan-
OTBO CB060,4Hoti TeppnTopna coraacno HacTonigenry AoroBopy, 
npniaamezaBrame HTaJILHEICKHK ropwkatieciansf onaam, rosielorgrim H 
coxpanarounnr raaBHme Korrropm Ha CB000mpail Tepprrroprm, 3a 
HcBanmenaem epos, KoTopme 6m.m. AoopocoBecTno npoAanbi. 

17. FITaarra H CB060,aRaH TeppriTopna, a TaHate 10rocaamni H 
CB06wraaa Tepprrropm, 3aBanmaT corJraraemni, HpeAycmaTpHBaaarkne 
3aEoHHoe H cupaBexTraBoe pacnpeAmenae CO6CTBeHHOCTH, nprmaxne-

zarueift JII060My cyw,ecTBylonkemy mecTnomy °pram-, paraoH KoToporo 
pa3AeameTca aloomm yperyomposamem rpaHnn B COOTBeTCTRail C Ha-
CTOBERHIsi AoroBopom, a Tame rrpwAycmaTproaionnie coxpaHerme IJIa 

zureoeti He06X0A143113IX KOMMyHaJIMIIIX year', RoTopme cnenna.mno 
He OXBatIeHbI ;klayTHRH qacTamn HacToffinero Aoratopa. 

By 3mo:imam anaaornqHme coraaraenaa o 3aKOHHOM n cnpa-
B01111BOM pacrupeAeminni.nommacHoro cocTaBa n meoe3HoiAopoamoro 
06opy,IoBanaa, a Tame AOROBIAX H HOpTOBbIX 11.110BrIFIX CpeACTB 11 050-
py,IoBarma, paBHo Balt H o BC61MX Apyrnx Hepa3pernemmx 8E0HOM11-

Bonpocax, He oxBailemmx HacToannut lipmaoatennem. 

18. rpawkaHe CB060110i1 Tepprrroprrn, HecmoTpa Ha nepexoxt 
cyBepennTeTa H Ha TO H./11 Jarmo H3MeHeHHO rpaavraHcTBa, nocae,TkoBas-
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mee 3a 3THM nepexoAoM, aoJniiHbI poAoj;mIaTb Hno030BaTbCq B HTaJiHH

BCeMH InpaBaMH B OTHOmeHIH npOMbImJIeHiHOfi, jrTepaTypHOi H1 XyAO-

ZecTBeHHOH Co 6cTBeHHOCTH, Ha ROTOpyIo OHH HMejI InpaBo corJIacHo
3aKoHaM, AeHCTBOBaBnHM B HTaBJIE E MOMeHTy nepexoAa cyBepeHH-
TeTa.

CBo6onHas TeppTropHa osfOJzHa p1H3HaTh H IIpe;OCTaBHTI B03-
MO2EHOCTb ocyIecTBiHTB npaBa Ha npoMbimjIeHHyIo, JnTepaTypHyiO a
XyAo0eeCTBeH o TBeHHeICy, cOTO6e CTBHOCT pe yeTBOBaiH corjacHo

HTaJMIaHcEHM 3aKOHaM, HMeBmHfM CIAy Ha CBo6oARHOH TeppHTopmH K

MOMeHTy yKa3aHHoro nepexoAa, HM KeOTOpbie OJIaHbI 6bITb BOCCTaHOB-

JeHbI B COOTBeTCTBHH C tacTBio A IIpmomIieHua XV K HaCT05ameMy

AOroBopy. 9TH npaBa 6 yAyT OCTaBaTbCS B cane Ha CBo6oAIHOH TeppH-

TOpHH B TeqeHHe TOrO Ee HepHoAa, B TeqeHHe oOTOporo OHH OCTaBa.jHCb

6bI B ciie corJacHo HTaaLstHC;HM 3aaKOHaM.

19. BcsnHfi cnop, KOTOpbIm MOMeT B03HHyHTH npIH ocyIecTBJIe-

HH HH acToamero IIpBmoaeHBa, AojiAeH pa3pemaTcS B TOM -e nopaRKe,

KaEK TO npeAyCMOTpeHO B CTaTBe 83 HacToainero AoroBopa.

20. IIyHmTbi 1, 3 H 5 CTaTLH 76, CTaTM 77, nyHmT 3 cTaTbH 78,
CTaTba 81, qacTb A IIpmiomeHmi XV, lIpamomeHHe XVI H qacTb B
IIpHjIoseHnus XVII nIpHMeHsIOTCI K CBO60OHOH TeppHTOpHH TpHeCT B

TOM aKe InopSae, IqTO H K HTaaHm.

nPMJlOMEHHE XI.

COBMECTHAf AEHKAPAUMf,

npaBHTejbCTB CoBeTCHoro Co0o3a, CoeAHHeHHoro KoponeBCTBa,

CoeAHHeHHblX WLTaTOB AMepHKH H <t(paHLHH OTHOCHTeJIbHO

HTaJIbHHCHHX TeppHTOpHalJbHblX BJiaAeHH# B A(pHHe.

(CM. CTaTBiH 23).

1. IlpaBHTrej cTBa CoIo3a CoBeTCrHX CowHaJHCTEqeceux Pec-

ny6Jii, CoeaHHeHHoro KopoaeBCTBa BeJnmo6pnTraHI H CeBepHofi

HpJiaHiHH, CoeXRHeHHnnX IITaTOB AMepmHH nH paBnm corJiamaioTca

InyTeM coBMeCTHO IipHHaToro pemeina onpeAeJmTb B TeqeHMe ouHoro
roAa c MOMeHTa BCTyxLeHHa B CHjrY MHpHoro AoroBopa c HTajmei OT
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mee 3a 3111M rcepexo,Tkom, A0.713E111)1 Iwo/Awl:Ram 110J1b30BaThell B ffiaJJHH 

BCOMH upasam11 B OTHOMOHHH upombnnaeHHort, JurrepaTypHoil H xmo-

acecTBeHHort CO6CTBOHHOCT11, Ha RoTopyfo 01111 11MOJIH npaso coraacHo 

3aRoHam, AeficTsoBaramm B momeliTy nepexua cyBepeH11-

TeTa. 

03060,141m Tepprrropm Ao.macHa HpH3FlaTh H HpegocTasilib 1303-

MOZEHOCTI3 OCyW,CCTRoTh HpaBa Ha HpommmaenHylo, akrreparypHylo 11 

xyAoacecTsemryio co6cTBeHHocTr3, RoTopme cru,ecnoBaarc coraacHo 

HT3J11351HCICHM 3aRoHam, mmesmlim CHJIy Ha CBo6oa:Hoff Tepp11Topum ic 

momeHTy yRaaaHHoro nepexoAa, rum RoTopme OJIMTIM arrb BOCCT3H0B-

zeHEa B COOTBOTCTBIBI C TlaCT1,10 A IIp11.ffoaceinca XV E HacTom:Remy 

Aorosopy. 9TFI upaBa 6yLkyr OCTaBaTI3CH B cHae Ha CBo6oa:Hori Teppll-

TOpHTI B TeTierme TON) ate neprma, B Tel:len-11e RoToporo 011ll OCTaBaJIHC1) 

6m B croe coraacHo HMJILHIICEHM 3aRoHam. 

19. BcaRriff mop, RoTopmit moaceT B0311HICHyib Hp11 0CyJJi,eCTBJIe-

nJm IIp11.aoacerraa, OJIIKeH pa3peruaTbca B TOM 2E0 Hopaxce, 

RaR no HpezkycmoTpeno B came 83 HacToaakero AoroBopa. 

20. IIyHRTm 1, 3 11 5 CTaTbIl 76, cTaTha 77, HylucT 3 CTaTT3H 78, 

CT0T1351 81, -qacTh A IIpaaoateHna XV', IIpnaozeime XVI H MàCTh B 

IIpHaoaceHHa XVII HplIMC111110TC11 IC CB060AHOR TepprITOpHH Tp11ecT B 

TOM ace Hopamte, TITO H IC 14TaJIHH. 

11P11110}REHME 

COBMECTHAII AEHRAPALIMA 

flpaoaTenbora Coaercaoro Cow3a, Coemamoro KOp011eBCTBa, 

COOAHHOHHbIX WTaTOB Artleplthif H 4Vaillt1111 OTHOCHTellbH0 

wraithaactiax reppaTopaanbauxBJ1J0HI4 B 

(cm. cTaTmo 23). 

1. IIpaBureabcma Coma CoBeTcRax Co1111aaucTipiecRux Pec-

my6amc, CoexmeHHoro Itopoaescma Beamcoopirrafraa 11 CeBepHoil 

FlpaaHA1111, CoemmeHHmx IIITaTOB AMe1302LEH H dwpannyta corJlamaloTea 

HyTem COBMOCTHO upzunoro pemenna onpeAerum, B TeileHne omloro 

roAa c momeHTa BeTynae111111 B CHJPy 11/111pHoro AoroBopa c EtTaaaerc OT 



10 4eBpasa 1947 roaa OKOHqaTeJIbHyRO cya6y TeppHTOpHaJbHbIX BsaaAe-
HHm HTaJIHH B A4p)pHe, B OTHomIeHHH KOTpbIX HITaJIma OTa3bLBaeTca
OT BCeX CBOHX IpaB H IBpaBOOCHOBaHHE B CHJry CTaTBr 23 AoroBopa.

2. qeTbipe AepaaBEb oipeAejlmr KOiEHaT.ejiHyIO cyAB6y Teppl-
TOpHi, 0 IEOTOpbIX HeT peqs, H IIPOIHBeAyT HaA;JIeKma1ee yToqHeHHe HX
rpaHIq , nIpHmMaa BO B BHaH1He meJiaHHa H 6JIarococToaHHe EniTeJIef,
paBHO KaK H HHTepecbI mipa H 6e3onacHOCTH, H yrHTbIBaa TOqKH 3pe-
mHn ApyHX 3aHHTepecoBaHHIX npaBHTeJICTB.

3. EcJm leThipe AepmaBs He CMoryT AoroBopHTCca o cyAb6e Ea-
ofk-JIH6o H3 DTRX TeppHTOpH B TeqeHHe oAHorO roAa co HIa BCTyaJe-

MHH B CHAy MapHorO AoroBOpa c HTajHefi, Bonpoc 6 yAeT nepeAan
reHepaJmHofi AccaM6Jiee 06BemameHHmbix Hanirr AJ f Toro, qTo6bI noc-
aeAHsia cAeGanaa peRoMeHnaaiHo o no TOMIy BOIpOC, H qeTlipe AepmaBM
corJramaIoTca rnpmHHa peoimeHiiaaumo H upenpnramr HawaeaearnHe
Mepu Mia ee BsIInoJeHMH.

4. 3aMecmTejEm MHHHCTPOB EHOCTpaHHbx Ae.i 6 yAyT np0oOJi-
zaTb paccMoTpeHne Bonpoca o cyAb6e 6UBnmx nrajiauHcrIx rEOAiOmL
C IeJAIO0 IpeACTaBHTB CoBeTy MHHHCTPOB HHOCTpaHHbix AeJl CBOH
pexoMeHaaTHH nIo 3TOMy Bolpocy. KpoiMe Toro, OHH HanpaB1B T ROMHCCHH
no o6cjreioBaHHo B jn6yio H3 6uBnmX HTaB:iaHCKHx KOJIOHHi C TeM,

T0o6bI nIIpeATaBHT 3aMecTHTejfml Heo6xoAMIe AaHHEue n0o 3TOMy
BOnpOCy H onpeAeJILHT B3rJMAbI MeCTHOrO HaCeJeHHa.

nPMJ1n O EHHE Xii.
(CMi. CTamTI 56)

Ha3BaHnm CyAOB, yrEaaHHue B HacTOamieM IIpioaeHRH, 6imJI
B ynOTpe6aeHmB B HTaJItHCKOM BOeHHO-MOpCRKM 4)AOTe Ha 1 HOHa
1946 roAa.

WACTb A.
CnncoN BoeHHo-MopCKHx CyAOB, ocTaBjieMIx HTamflH.

onbjibu e BOeHHbe Hopa6nK.

JhHeiime ropa6m ....... AHApea ,opHa
Kafo ,JIysmo
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10 cif)espaaa 1947 ro,la oicomiaTeammo cyrkb6y TeppuTopHa.unba H.aa,qe-
HIII1 14TaJIMI B Acppyme, B OTHOHIellITH ROTOpbIX 14Ta.ana oricaammeTca 
OT Hcex CBOYIX "[pas H HpaHoocHoHaHnil B CHJIy CTaTbIl 23 AoroHopa. 

2. llempe AepzaHm onpeAe.ffaT OROMIaTOJII311y10 cyArAy Teppn-
Tope', co KOTOphIX wkeT pegb, H nponaHeAyT HaA.aeacankee yToimeHrie HX 
rpaHml, npmfamaH Ho Bintmaime ate.aaHHH H 6.aarococToHHHe mrcre.aeit, 
paHHo Hale n HnTepecm Kiva H 6e3onacHocTH, H plEribIBaa T011Ell ape-
111151 Apyrnx aaHHTepecoHanntax HpaBITTNIRCTB. 

3. ECJIH Temipe AepzaBbi He cmoryT Aorosopmcbca o cym6e Ha-
ROff-X160 14.3 DITEX TeppHTOpHil B TegenHe unoro rojka co Ana BCTyII.?Ie-
HMH CHJP/ 1VInpHoro AoroHopa c liTazHeit, BOI1p0C 6y,AeT nepejkan 
Penepa.nHort Accamome 06eatneinupa Hand ma Toro, liTo6bi Hoc-
.11eixasa cike.aa.aa peHomemainuo no aTomy Houpocy, u lleThipe AepacaHEa 
coraaramoTell npHEHTL peHomertganato H npeirnpunam HaxpeacankHe 
mewl AJIS ee BLIHOJIMATE51. 

4. 3amecTurean 1VIHTracTpos FlHocTpaHmax „Ikea óy,LIyT npo,Ao.4-

acaTb paccmoTpenne Honpoca o cyThoe 6Enumix FriaJILIIHCKIIX ROJIOHHit 
c roam° npeAcTaHnTh CoHeTy 3/1111111CTp0B FIHOCTpaHHIAX CBOH 

peicomeHgannu 110 aTomy Honpocy. Rpome Toro, win HanpaBaT KOMIICCHII 
HO 06CJIe,A0BaHMO B .inoOyfo H3 obIBIIIHX liTaJIMIHCEHX ROJI0Hat C 

tiTo6u n-peAcTaHHTE. 3amecTHTemm He06X0ABMble ,11,armbie 110 Tomy 
Houpocy H OlTpelAeJIHTb BUJI11,1kbI MeCTHOr0 Hace.rieHHH. 

11 P1#1110 MEHI#IE XII. 
(cm. cTaTmo 56) 

M amma cyAoH, reaaamnae B HaCTOSIHAMII Ilpn.ffoaceHan, 511AII 

B ynoTpeo.iieHHH B irrazhEncicom HoeHno-mopcRom 45.aoTe Ha 1 moss 
1946 roAa. 

IIACTI) A. 
CIDICOE BOelin0-310pCKHX cyAoH, ocTaragemmx 14TanaH. 

Bonbunte Hoemie Hopa6nH. 

JIHHerffible Kopa6.7m AHApea Aopna 

Ratio AyHJI110 



61 STAT.]

MHHOHOCIbI ..,acyemne qe3ape A66a

ApeTy3a
KaJLmHone
,aTHailHHTO KapiuH

KaccHonea

HHrKoJa fia6pH3H
3pHeCTO 7AHOBaHHHHH

JIa6pa
MoH3aM6aHo
AHTOHHO MOCTO
OpHoHe
Opca
Po3aiHno IIHo
CaaiarrapHo
CHpHO

KopBeT .... Aue
BafioHerra
IHMepa

KopMopaHo
AaHaHAe
,lJpHaAe
4Deniqe
(jiopa
(Dojiara
ra66HaHo

rpy
11 6Hc
MHHepBa
IIeajmIaHo
lHOMOHa

CHumTrrapa

CH6aHa
YpaHqa

BMeCTe C OHlM IOpBeTOM, lOTOpUfi
6yAeT InoiHaT A OCTPOeH HaH
nocTpoeH.
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Rpeficepu .............. JIyHAEH A CaBofa ,yKa
AeJIbH A6pyuHi

,iaEy3eimIe rapH6ajiJaH
PaIHMOHAo MoHieKyKKO.J
JImyaAEH RKaopna

DcKaApeHHbIe MEHOHOCibI.. K.apa6mHnepH
rpanaTHepH
rpeiKaie
HHOJ1030 o a Peiro
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Rperacepu  Jlynikatn n Can()lin mita 
ANITA' A6pynnn 

Azyaemie rapn6a.nina 
Pa'Imam° MOHNItyHROJEU 
JIymatu liaxkopna 

DeKaupername mnnomenbi. liapaonnnepn 
PpanaTnepn 
PpeKa.le 
IIHNOJI030 ja PeKKo 

MHHOHOCHM. .A;Kyaemie Ileaape AO& Ane 
ApeTyaa Bartonerra 
liamnone linmepa 
,411aIHIHTO Raprinn Itopmopano 
Racenonea ,lkanarge 
Rano Apnaile 
Hinco.aa Oaopnan (Demme 
DpHeCTO ,I(31110BaHHHHEI 0.4opa 
An6pa 0o.aara 
Monaamoano ra66nano 
AFITOHHO MOCTO rPY 
Opnone Hone 
Opea Mnnepna 
PO3aJIHHO 1111.40 IlemanKano 
CamKnrrapno Homona 
Cupno Cummurrapa 

CcfaRgze 
Crionma 
Ypanna 

BmeeTe C own& ',cop:3mm, KoTophill 
opeT HOJHEIHT njffl ourpoeH MEI 

noeTpoen. 



TREATIES

Manue BoeHHue Hopa6nH.

20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103,
104, 105, 113, 114, 129, 131,
132, 133, 134, 148, 149, BMecTe
c 16 MnHHHbIMH TpajnmamH
THma ,,YMS", IIpHo 6 peTeHHmMH y
CoemHHeHHux IIITaTOB AMepHH.

CTopoa;eBue KaTepu ..... VAS N°J2 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224,
233, 235.

BcnomoraTenbHue BoeHHO-MopcHne cyAa.

TaHKepi.. .HeTTyHo

JIeTe

BoAojleH.. .ApHO

OpHCTaHO

IIecKapa
Ho
Ceciia
CIIMeTO
CTypa
TpOHTO

Bnnaqqo

ByKcupuw. .A66a3na
(6o.ajnme) AcnHapa

AT.aHTre
Kanpafia
'nIorrna
aMHJmo
rPauapgo
roproHa

ByKcCHpI ...... JIHo3a
(6o0bnHe) JlH.m6eo

JlHHO3a

MecTpe
IIHOM6HHO
IIopTo 9meAoKJie

IIopTo ooccoHe
IIopTO IH3aHO
IIopTo Po3e
IopTo PeKarlaTI

Caii IlTeTpo
Cani BIITO
BetHTrMHJIba

ByEirCHp ...... ApAMeHTapno
(Maame) ACTmo

KopaeBsone
,lIeHepaaje IIogu
HpeHe
Ilaccepo
IIopro Pocco
llopTO BeKRHO
CaH BapToJIoMeo

1592 [61 STAT.

Tpajmnu. ..... .......... RD N°
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Manbie ace mime aopa6na. 

Tpa.ninconn ...... ........ RD MAI 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 
104, 105, 113, 114, 129, 131, 
132, 133, 134, 148, 149, mem 
c 16 millIMAMII Tpa.unniKarrn 
Troia „YMS", npnoopeTenrmin y 
Coonnennux IIITaTon Ameinntn. 

CTopozeBble Kamp& VAS MY2 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224, 
233, 235. 

Bcnomorarenbabie acemio-mopme cyAa. 

TanKephi . ..Herryiro ByKcnpu  Jlincoaa 

JIeTe (6o.umne) ananoeo 
./Innoaa Bowmen.. Apno 
MecTpe cl)pniAaanko 

Mimno I111031611H0 
TIOpTO D3,1HOAORJI0 Niairro 

OpncTano HopTo (I)occone 
HopTo IIII3aHO llecKapa 

Ho llopTo P03e 
Cecna HopTo PeKanaTn 
CnmeTo Can 'blew° 
CTYPa Can BHT() 
trpOHTO BeHTIIMIL/I141 

Banatpro 
ByReaphi  Aplacearapno 

ByRcapbr. A66aaila (ramble) Acing° 
(6oabaffie) Acampa Ropeeoae 

ATaaare Aateaepaae Iloaux 
Raapatia lipelle 
%forma rfaccepo 
0101,1110 HopTo Pocco 
ra.m.apAo Rolm BeREHO 
roprona Can BapTommeo 
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Can BeHeeTrro N 47
TajAsMeHTo N 52
N1 N53
N 4 N78
N5 N96
N9 N 104
N 22 RLN 1
N26 RLN 3
N 27 RLN 9
N 32 RLN 10

Yqe6HbIi KRopa6jib.............Amepnro Becnyqqn

TpaHcnopTb ................ AMaJHa MeccHHa
MonTerpamma
TapaHTonia

CyaHO cHa6seHrn ........... . mysene Mnpaima

PeMOHTHas MacTepcKas ....... AHTOHHO IIaqmHoTHr (iocJe iepe-
AejiEH H3 nILOByqeH 6a3 I nOABOAHbX

IOAOR)

HFnIporpa(IHqecKie cyAa ....... A3aH (nocJe nepeeejemn H3 MnHHoro
3arpajHTeJa)

qepco

CyAHo o6cJyanHBaHni MaaKOB... By ojiAYTro

Ka6e:jenporIaLqHnI ........... PaMInmo

qACTb B.

CIIcoK BoeHHO-MOpCIHX CyAOB, nepeaaBaeMbIX B pacnopaaeHHe
IIpaBHTejbCTB COBeTCKoro CoIo3a, CoeAHHeHHoro KopoAeBcTBa,

CoeAMneHHnX ImTaTOB AMepHEm H (IpaHmm.

SonbuWie BoeHHbe Kopa6ni.

JilHefiHmbe opa6jm ........... I-yjmno 1qe3ape
HTanIHs
BHTTopHO BeHeTo
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Can Beimikerro N 47 

Ta.abllmellro N 52 

N 1 N 53 

N 4 N 78 

N 5 N 96 

N 9 N 104 

N 22 RLN 1 

N 26 RLN 3 
N 27 RLN 9 

N 32 IILN 10 

Yileoln.di Kopa6.7n. Amepllro Been-pm 

Tpallenopm Amaalla Mecelllla 

Mollrerpallua 

Tapallroam 

CyAno ella6acenlla Amperme Mllpazlla 

PeMOHTHaa MacrepcKaa .Allrollllo M ARRO= (HOMO llepe-

Aeosll 113 11.710Brieri 6a3b1 110ABOAHIJX 

.110,40K) 

Plliworpadimuecitlle ema A3H0 °Towle llepetke.ucll 113 Ammon, 

3arpaarreall) 

Ilepeo 

CyAllo ooczyzlleaHrm mallKoB...By440.nro 

Ita6e.aerrpommaxillli Pamllllllo 

ITACTI) B. 

CIIIICOIC Boemo-mopcitux ey,Aos, nepeAaBaembix B pacllopllzelllle 
IlpaBlITe.7113CTB COBOTCKOPO C0103a, C0e):0111e11110r0 ROpOJIBBCTBa, 

COOKBEellIMIX IIITaTOB AMep131£11 II OpaBB,B11. 

Ballblillie BOeHHbie Ropa6nm. 

Jlimetillbie Ropaoza ,11,zyallo lle3ape 

11Ta.7111,11 

13141T0p110 BeHeTO 



I MrA
Ot TREATIES [61

Kpeficepm . ......... ..... aHyie OsDIm6epTo ryira 'AocTa
IIoMneo Mario
ArrTmo Peroio
9yreHHo aI CaBofa
CEnHoHe ApmHKaHO

mILnor ................. 9p ppea

cRKafpeHnHe MHHOHOCIn. . ApTMbepH

(DycHJIepH
JIeHaoHoapno

MrHpajaepH
AjmnpeAo OpHaHH
AyrycTO PH6oTH
Beamre

MHHOHOCIIar. .Ameo
AHHMO3o
AplwMeHToao
ApHeTe
qopTyHaie
HIHOMHTO

IIoABOjHu e JIOXH.

Manue BoeHHMe xopa6fn.
Topnerrame RaTepu ...... MS m .o 11, 24, 31, 35,

61, 65, 72, 73,
MAS AJ X 433, 434, 510,

520, 521, 523,
545, 547, 562.

ME JNXo 38, 40, 41.

52, 53, 54, 55,
74, 75.
514, 516, 519,
538, 540, 543,

TpaMHn H. ........... RD NJ%2 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29.
KaHoHepcKaa jioxa...... HuiapHa

CTopoaeBue KaTep ..... VAS MM 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248.

STAT.

. AiiaH
ATrpoo

aHAojio
2,KaHa;a

Mapea

nqejmo
IiBaTo O
BoprTqe

---

TpazmuncH  

1594 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

ICpefteepm BramaHyme OHJIH6epTo gysa yeAocla 
rlomneo MarHo 
ATIMIE10 Perom 
ayrenao Am CaBo& 
CIARIEHOHO AcppifizaHo 

ILLinou Dpurpea 

5eKa4leanue ILEIROHOCIALI .  ApTH.mepH 

OyenutepH 
.1eAzHoHapHo 
IVIHTpa.asepH 
Aahttpexto OpHaim 
AyryeTo PRoOTH 
Beaure 

..A.AR300 
AH3311030 
Amexerrroao 
ApneTe 
(DopTyHaae 
ITHAomuro 

IloAHomme JI0)7.11.. A.amacH 
ATpono 
Aan,goao 
atuaga 

Mapea 

lIzaTHHo 
Bopme 

MI3JIble BOOHlible xopa6nm. 

Topnemnie RaTepra  MS MAI 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 
61, 65, 72, 73, 74, 75. 

MAS Msa 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 
520, 521, 523, 538, 540, 543, 
545, 547, 562. 

ME MX., 38, 40, 41. 

RD MX2 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29. 

RaHoHepotaa Jima  Flampna 

Oropozemle Kanpur VAS NT& 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248. 
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AecaHHbl e 6apmu ....... MZ 2N2° 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729,
737, 744, 758, 776, 778, 780,
781, 784, 800, 831.

BcnoMoraTenbHbie BoeHHo-MopcHMe cyAa.

TamHepbi..

Boaoaeu..

ByIcHpu..
(6o0jnmHe)

.. IIpoMeTeo
CTEWQe

TapBH3HO

Ypano

.. AHano
ATepHO
BaceHTo
BHCaHbO
AajiaTwaa
Hapna
HcapKo
HcTPMn
JIlnp
MeTaypo
IIojaeBepa
Cnpyroia
THMaBo
Tupco

ApcaqeHa
Ba3maiyno
Kano A'HcTpHa
Kap6oHapa
'qeqajiy
ap;oae
raeTa
JIaMnery3a
JIlmapH
JlncKaHepa
Mapeqmapo

ByeCHnpbi...
(6ojibmne)

ByKECHpbI...
(M[a.e)

. MecKo
Monapa
Hepeo
HopTo KoHTe
IIopTo AApHaHo
IopTO KRBIeTO

IIopTO Toppec
IIopTO TpnHace
IIpowHa
IIpoMOHTropa
Panajmo
Caj.LBope
CaH AHAmejio
Can AHTHOcK
CaH PeMo
Tajiaone
TaopMmHa
TeyjIaAo
TH~eo
BaAo
Bnropo3o

, laeHepajre
Bajn.qpe

Jl'imaTa
Hom
BoioccKa
N2
N3
N 23
N 24
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TanKepu....11pomeTeo 
Cnt,gate 
TapBnano 
Ypano 

BoAoaen....Anano 
ATepno 
BacenTo 
Bncanbo 
Aa.amanvisr 
Hikproi 
Fleapit° 
14CTIM 

.11lipit 

MeTaypo 
110J1lieBepa 
Cupyrom 
TramBo 
Tnpco 

ByHemp&. 
(6o.nnine) 

Apcagena 
Baanaynno 
Rano ,ralcrpna 
Rap6onapa 
FletPairy 
DpEo.ao 
Pam 
Jlamnegyaa 
Armpit 
Ancicanepa 
Mapeimapo 

,Ikecanrnme 6apaRn MZ X2N2 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 
737, 744, 758, 776, 778, 780, 
781, 784, 800, 831. 

BcnomoraTenbnie Bomo-mopcinie cyita. 

Bylecnpm. MeeK0 
(6oaminne) Mosaapa 

Hepeo 
HopTo ROHTe 
HopTo Amman() 
HopTo RIfileTO 
HopTo Toppec 
HopTo Tpnacace 
Hpotiffir,a 
HpomonTopa 
Panama) 
Ca.mBope 
Can Angate.ao 
Can AH'THOKO 
Can Pemo 
Taaamone 
Taopmnita 
Tey.aaAo 
TncDeo 
BaAo 
Bnropoao 

ByEcnpu. • • • Azenepoze 
(mama) Baabcppe 

JIllicaTa 
HOJIH 

Bo•RocEa 
N 2 
N 3 
N 23 
N 24 
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ByIECHIpb....N 28 N 37
(MaJbie) N 35 N 80

N 36 N 94

ILMoByqas 6a3a ..................... ATeo

Yqe6HbIfi Eopa6im . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... pHCTOqOPO ROJIOM6o
BcHoMoraTeAJbHbl MMfHIfi 3arpauATeJb. . (.a3aRa

TpaHcnIpTbI .................... ay3enlne MecciHa

MoHTeRyIiKO

IIaHilraJIba

1nPMJIO HEH E XllI.
qACTh A. BOEHHO-MOPCKIE OIIPEEJIEHHI.

(CM. CTaTLio 59)

CTaHAapTHoe BOAOn3MeLUeHHe.
CTaHAapTHoe BOAOH3M6eienHH HaABOAHoro Ropa6ji eCTm BoAoH3Me-

iieHHe 3aroHqeHHmoro nocTpofimo xopa6Ja c IIOJbIM CBOHM nmInazeM,
c yCTaHOBJIeII m ManmaMHH H K OTJiaMH, rOTOBoro K BBIXO B Mope,
co BceM BoopyZeHheM i 6oenpHnacaMH, o60pyAoBaHmeM, yCTaHOBRKamH,
3aIacaMH IIpOAOBOLCTBmHa H npeCHOH BOwI Im 3Kmnaaza, pa3JmqHbimH

anarcaMH H o6opyAOBaHHeM BcaEoro poga, KoTopuIe Kopa6.b AoJIoeH
HMeTB BO BpeMS BOZHbI, HO 6e3 TOIHmBa BIH 3aaacoB KOTeAJHofi BOAI.

CTaHAapTHoe Boos3MeieeHHe BbpaacaeTca B TOHHax. IIoA CJABOM
<(TOHHa» AOJIaHa IIOHHMaTbCI TOHHa - 2.240 (yHTOB (1016 cr.).

BOeHHsi Hopa6Jib.
BoeHHmi Kopa6Jim Io6oro BOAOH3MemIeHlH eCTm:

1. Eopa6Jch, cneEHanbHo nocTpoemHiHo nwa npHcloco6jieHHEIni Ra
6oeBaa eA:nmaa .La BeAeHma MopCRKo, 3eMHOBOrHO .BM BO3AyIHo0
BOHIN Ha Mope;

2. HJI Kopa6.l, ROTOpuHi meeT oWRy H3 c nleAeyoIng xapaR-
TepHCTHE:

a) ycTaHoBJIeHo opyAe KaJm6poM CBbime 4,7 Aioima (120 ma.);

1596 

ByEerrpm. . N 28 
(maame) N 35 

N 36 

TREATIES [61 STAT. 

N 37 
Ns° 
N 94 

11.ffoHytiaa 6a3a .AHTeo 

Yge6Hmil Hopa6.711. RpocTocDopo Ito.Tiom6o 

BcHomoraTemandl AnaHridi aarpa,ronem). .0a3ana 

TpancrEopm Azy3enne MeccHHa 
MoHTeizymzo 
IlaHnrama 

11P11.110}11EHME XIII. 

TIACTb A. BOEHTIO-MOPCIME 011PEARIEHFI,H. 
(CM. CTaTb10 59) 

Cratimpnwe Boliosniew,eHme. 

CTaHlkapTHoe BoAoHameirkeHlle HaABoAHoro Hopa6.aa ecTi, B0,40113316-
rqume 3aRormeHHoro Hocipoihtoia Kopa6AH C HOJIIMI311 CBOHM picHaaacem, 
c rTaHOBJIMIBLbIMII maranHama H HOTJIaMit, FOTOBOPO H maxoy B mope, 
co Heel& Hoopyzefillem H 6oenpmacamH, o6oppoBaHHem, yeTaHomtam11, 
aanacamH Hp0A0BOJII)CTBHSI H HpecHort BOW JAM amnaza, paa.anummu 
3aHacamn H o6opposamem Humor() poAa, RoTopme Hopa6.7u) Ao.aacen 

HMen BO 'Tema BORHIA, HO 663 TOILTEHBa aim 3anacos EOTeJILHOA B0)1,13.1. 
CTallAapTH06 BOAOH3MelgeHrfe HupaacaeTcH B TOHIMX. 110,1I CJIOBOM 

(<TOHHa>> Ao.azila HOHHMaTI3C51 TOHHa — 2.240 cpyHTOB (1016 Kr.). 

BOeHMIN Hopa6nb. 

BoeHHat Hopa6.ab m000ro BOJI011331611(01111H eel%: 

1. Hopa6.7m, cHenga.Tmo HocipoeHHbuI EJIE HpIECII0006J1eHIMICI xarc 
6oesaa exannka AJL/1 HeAenHa mopcRoff, aemBoHogHoli rum Ho3,4ylimoil 
BAHIA Ha mope; 

2. H.7m Hopa6.7th, RoTopuil HmeeT ogHy H3 caemorum xapart-
TepHeTHE: 

a) yeTaHomeno opyikHe KazH6pom cHbune 4,7 gaima (120 mm.); 
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b) ycTaHOBJIeHo 6ojee, ieM 4 opyAHa Kaaj6poM cBbime 3 AIOHMOB
(76 MM.);

c) cupoeKTHpoBaH Hanl o6OpyAOBaH AIa cTpejnB6bI TopneAaMn um
.JTI lOCTaHOBII MHH;

d) cnIpoeKETpoBaH HJIn o6opyAoBaH a:j BbIIycEa caMOABHZEy-
mCixcs HAIH yupaBajIeMbIx cHapaAoB;

e) CIpoeeKTHpOBaH AJm. 3ainHTbI 6pOHeBbIMH nmHraMH TOJIIHHOIH
CBbime 1 IlOiaMa (25 MM.);

f) ciipoeKTIpoBaH HIrH ipHciioco6jieH cneimHajlbHo AJIa HCnOJB-
30BaHHS CaMOJIeTOB B Mope;

g) ycTaHOBjeHo 6oj0bme, qeM ABa npHcnoco6JIeHHma AI BbllycRa
caMoJIeToB;

h) cnpoeeKTHpoBaH Ai.s cKOPOCTH xoAa 6oABme, aeM 20 y3aoB,
ecJm Ha HeM ycTaHOBJeHo opyaHe Ecajm6poM cBbime 3 IOfOMOB (76 MM.).

BoeHHbif Kopa6JIL, IpHHaJaleEamnifl l noxEaTeropHH 1, He

paccMaTpHBaeTcI 6ojibme taK TaROBOi nIocJe 20 JeT MOMenTa ero

IOCTpOiHKH, ecJa c nero CHITro Bee BOOpyaEeHHe.

JnHHeiHblH Hopa6nb.

JIHHeHubIfi Eopa6.J eCTb BOeHHbII i Opa6Jb, He aBJaiommfica

aBHaHocIeM, CTaHAapTHoe BoAoHaMemieHe e KOTOporo npeBbumaeT

10.000 TOHH HIH Ha EOTOPOM ycTaHOBJIeHo opyAHe EKaj6pOM CBbime 8
;oiiMOB (203 MM.).

ABHaHOceu.
ABHaHocen ecTm BoeHHbIfi Kopa6JIb Ijo6oro BOAOH3MeWmeHHH,

CIpoeETHapoBaHHbfi a npuHcnoco6JIeHHbIiH cIneuHaibHo Ajia uIeaeH

HeceHia H HCIIob30BaHHa caMOAeToB B Mope.

nooABOAHaa noJOAa.
IIoABorHaa AOJIo a sIBJaeTa Eopa6JIeM, clpoeeKHpoBaHHbIM ilam

AeHicTBma Ino noBepxHocTbIO MOPa.

CneuHanHaHposaHHue THMnu rTypMOBbX CyAOB.
1. Bce THbII CyAOB, cneIHaJIHO CHpoeCITHOBaHHbIX HJI nupH-

cnoco6jieHHblx AJIa 3eMHOBOrHIbIx onepawn.
2. Bce THnb ne6o.Jbmux cyAOB, cIenHnaJIH cp CPOeKTHpOBaHHbix

aHJH ipHCIIoco6jieHHblx Aja neceHHa B3pbIBqaTiX HaIH 3azHraTeJlbHbIX

3apagoB iam aTaR Kopa6Jefi HaH raBaHeii.
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b) yeTaHomeHo omee, nem 4 opyAga KasHopom eBbirae 3 AlOriMOB 
(76 mm.); 

c) enpoehaspoBan Hall 000pyAoBan AJD1 crpesb6m TopneAamH 
)I.31f1 HOCTaHOBEII mini; 

d) cupoeBTBposaH   o6opyAoBan II BrAuyeRa camoAmscy-
ak11Xes Han ynpaBssemmx cHaparrtoB; 

e) elipoeKTlipoBaH AJIH 3aIHEITLI 6polleBmms n.7mTaMu TOJIHIHH010 
CBLEIle 1 JA-1017131a (25 mm.); 

f) enpoeliTHpoBaH H.TIH _upsenocaoes eneuHashno JI51 IICHOJI13-

30BaFfIBI camoacros B mope; 

g) yeTSHOBSeHO 60.7113111e, nem ABa npsenoco6sessa AJIH Bbniyerca 
camoseToB; 

h) enpoexTspoBas JIJJ5I CEOpOCTH xma 6osbrue, nem 20 yaTheB, 
ems Ha Hem yeTaHORTIeHO OpVIHO RaJta6pom CBLIBle 3 Alamos (76 mm.). 

Boemimil sopa6.11B, upnHaMeatauJn K soAlcaTeropun 1, He 

pacemaTpuBaeTes owthrue Bale TaBoBoli Home 20 .7IeT C momarra ero 
HocTpoiiicH, ecan c Hero elm° Bee Boopyzense. 

flinierthbul impa6,nb. 

.71Bsersual Kopaosh ecm Boembiii sopa6sB, se aBasuorgsties 
aBsaHocHem, cTaHAapTHoe BoAoHameakenHe HoToporo Hperthanaer 
10.000 TOHH rum Ha soTopom yeTSHOBJleHO opyAne sasHopom CBMIlle 8 

AlOr1MOB (203 Mt.). 

iVallaBoceg. 

Amulsocell eels BoeHHEalt Kopaosh Jno6oro BOAOH3MeUReHHH, 

cupoemspoBaHHBul 13.1111 HplICH0006.1IeHHIA eneusasbno jiui Heseil 

Hecenss H HCHOJIb30BaHHH CaMedIeTOB B mope. 

nowAtiafl nom. 
lloABoAHaa swum HBAHeTCH sopa6sem, enpoelaspoBaHHEam Asa 

AerieTimis noA HoBepxHoemio mops. 

CtlegNallif311[10BaHHble TIMM wTypmoBbix 
1. Bee THUM cyAos, enerrsashso enpoemspoBasamx HJIH ups-

CHOCO6SeHHbIX AJIH 3eMHOBOAHMX oneparksii. 

2. Bee THB.BI He60.1MIIIHX cyAoB, cHerksamoo enpoexTsposansba 

RUE uplICH0006.4eHHIAX AJUI HeeeBus B3plaBlIaTbLX Him aaatsraTeammx 
sapsAos AJLIT aTaB Kopaosert Rim raBaHeii. 
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TopneAHbiM KaTep.

TopnexabiSf KaTep ecTb Eopa6JIb, BOOHa3MPeneHHe e RoToporo
MeHbme 200 TOHH, cnoco6mHia paaBHBaTB CEOpOCTb xoga CBbime 25
y3AOB H HCIIOJlb30BaTb TopnIeAI.

IACTb B. O1PEJEIEHHE BOEHHOrO, BOEHHO-
B3OAYMPOr HI BOEHIHO-MOPCKOFO OBYqEHIWi.

(CM. CTaTbH 60, 63, 65)

1. TepMn <<«BoeHnoe o6yqeHHe>> osHaqaeT H3yqemHe H ynpaMEHeHm
B o6AJacTH nlpHeHeHlH BOeHHI MxaTepHaJlOB H TexffMKH, cneIuHajibHO
npelHa3HaqemTnx jini npHcIIoco6JieHHIx JIa BoenBInx Aneefi, H
yqe6HBux npHcnoco6zeHm, BMeioiiix OTHaomeHHe E STOMy; H3yqeHHe
H bmIIOJHeHHe BCex CTX peBiux ynpaMHeiHHi EI nepeiBHneHHi, npe;-
Ha3HaqeHHMX in o6y-qemH MaHeBpHpOBaHHIo HAJ AiH BbmHOAHeHH
MaHeBpHpoBaHm, InpHIeHaemoro AefiCTByIompum qacTaMH .B 6o0o; a
TaErae opraHH30BaHHoe H3yqeHHe TaKTHEH, CTpaTerHH H I Ta6Hofi
pa6oTm.

2. TepHH <<BoeHHo-Bo3ayimnoe o6yqeHe>> oa0aqaeT H3yeHHne H
yUpaZAHeHnI B o6JiacTH InpHMeHeHla BOeHHIX MaTepHaJIOB H TexHm ,
cneigaJInHo npeHa3Ha3HaqeHb HJa npHCnOCo6jBeHHibX jai BoeHHO-
B03AYmhlix eJAefi, H yqe6nux npHcnoco6JIeem&, Hmeion;Hx oTHomerHe
K 3TOMy; H3yqeHne H BuIIOJIHeHHe BCex CIIneIlHa3HpoBaHmIx 3BO-
JOIHi, BmJIoqaa HnojeTM Coe0HHeHHeM, ROTopue npHMeHSroTCa
aBHsaaef npH BbrunoHeHHH 6 oeBbix 3aaaHEEi; a TarEme opraHa3oBaHHoe
Ha3yeHHe BoeHHO-BO3AynmHof TaRTHKH, cTpaTerm H mTa6Hof pa60Ti.

3. TepMHH <BoeHHo-MOpcKoe o6yqeHHe>> 03HaqaeT H3yqeHHe, pyro-
BOACTBO HimH npaETHRy B HCIIOJI30BaHHH BoeHHbIX Kopa6Jiei, BOeHHO-

OpcKHx coopyaemfi HJr yqpeaeHmi, a Taare HayteHie wAm
IpHMeHeHHe Bcex OTHOCJCinxc K 3TOMy InpH6 opOB H yIe6HIx npHcno-
co6jiemi, ROTopUe Hcnoab3yoyTca s BeBeHMS MopCRKo BofIH, Kpoue
Tex, rOTOpHe 06wHo Taree HC6Eo TIe3yoTCa la rpaataHCIKHX gezefi;
a TazEe npenoAaBaHHe, npa lTHEy Ma oprana3oBaHHoe H3yIeine
MopCEKo TaKTHHR, cTpaTer H H mTa6HOH pa6o0T, Br.zo'qal BbMIIOHeHMe
Beex onepamnii H ManeBpoB, ROTOpme He Tpe6yIorca ,I. mMpHoro
HcInoJn30BaHa Kropa6jei.
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Topnembui HaTep. 

Topnexqual RaTep eel% Ropao.n, Boxkommencenne noToporo 

menmne 200 TOHH, eIt0e06HbIri pa3BEtBaTb eR0p0eTb xotka eBbIlHe 25 

y3JI0B H HeHOJIb30BaTb TOpHeAbI. 

11ACTb B. 011PEAEJLEHFIE BOEIHIOPO, BOEHM-
B03)1Y111110P0 H BOETIHO-MOPC110110 OBPIEHH51. 

(c31. eTaTbH 60, 63, 65) 

1. Tepxon «Boemme o6rienne» omagaeT naygenne II ynpaamenna 
B 06jIaCTEE npnmenenna BOeHHIAX maTepnamB a TeXHIIKH, enenna.mno 

npeAnamaiienamx HJM npnenocoo.aennux wit Boennux 

rie6Trux HpEtert0e06JIelinit, HM01011¢3% OTHOHICHHe R oTomy; H3rIeHrte 

H Bmnoanenne Beex eTpoeBux pipaznenoft HJIH nepeABnasennii, upeA-

naanaiiennux xvin oopenna maneBpnpoBanino 11.1111 AJIII BEILIOJIHell11S1 

maneBpnpoBanan, upumennemoro Adiemporujimn imeTamn 6olo; a 

Tame oprann3oBannoe 113rIeHae TaRTIERH, eTpaTerna Et una6noft 

paoonz. 

2. Tep3EHH «BOeHHO-B03Ay.unlOe oorienne» o3nagaeT narienne n 

yupaZIleITHH B 06JIaeTFI npnmenenan BOeBilbIR maTepna.aoB H TeXHIERH, 

ellellytaJILHO npeAna3nagernmix HJIH upnenoco6.aenEux Ia Boenno-

B03ATIMIX nedieff, n pe6nux npnenoco6.aena, nmelorgnx olnonienne 

R aTomy; naymenne H BEJHOJIHellIte Bee% elleEtHaJIH3Hp0BaHlIbIX 3130-

.110Wall, BRJHOtIa51 no.ffena coexanennem, Koropme npnmenaloTea 

aBnanneft upn BbIHOJIHeHHH 6oeBbix aaAanait; a Tame oprannaoBannoe 

narienne Boenno-Bo3Aynmoit TaKTIIKH, eTpaTerae H nTraonott pa6omr. 

3. 'Aram «Boenno-mopexoe 'Arlen-fie» omaqaeT narienne, pyito-
BOACTBO HJIH npaituncy B HeHOJII,30BaHHEI BOeHlIbI% Ropa6.4e11, BOeHHO-

mopeRmx coopyzennil HJIEt ripez,genrol, a Tante narienne HJIH 

npomeneffue Beex OTHOMB;Hieff K 3TOMy npnoopoB H ytie6max npncno-

coo.nenet, KoTopme HeHOJIb3yI0Telt gJIa BeAeHHH mopercoftBOBLI, Rpome 

Tex, KoTopme o6hrrno Tame Hell0J1b3y10Tell ii rpazAaneinfx- ne.ffect; 

a aRice npenmaBanne, npammity lUffi opranmoBannoe n3penne 

mopeRoil TaRTHRH, eTpaTernn H nrra6noR paoomr, manotian By.moameffne 

Beex onepanmil n maneBpoB, Eoropme 110 Tpe6roTea mnpnoro 

HCH0J1130BalEHH Ropa6.4a. 
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qACTb C. OIIPEIIEJIEHHE H IIEPEIEHb BOEHHbIX
MATEPHAJOB H TEXHHII HI.

(CM. CTaTsIO 67)

TeprHH <<BoeHHile MaTepHaajbl H TexHHKa>, npHMeHaeMbiHi B Ha-

cToaismeM joroBope, AojsaceH BKJIIoqaTb Bce opyzsne, 6oeinpmnacb H
cpeACTBa, cneHuaHJIbH0 CKOHCTpynpOBaHHbIe rnIH npHCIoco6jienne Aia

HcIIOb30BaHma B B BOiHe, KK a 3TO epenHCBJaeTca Hnnme.

CoI03HHe H CoeAHmeHHue AepmaBb COXpaHaEOT 3a co6oH npaBO
H3MeHSETb nIepHoHecKCH laiuHHrf nepeqen iiyTeM BHeCeHmH noupaBOR
Ham go6aBsaeHi, B CBeTe AaJibHerimero pa3BHTHa HayrH.

KaTeropHl I.
1. BoeHHmie BHHTOBKH, Kapa6HHbI, peBOJABepbI H IIHCTOJeTH;

CTBOJIn H ApyrHe 3anacHbie qaCTH KE TOMy opyaMHo, EOTopue He MoryT

6brIm aJerKo n[pHcnoco6jeHM am rpazaaHcHX rejiefi.
2. IIyjeMeTm, BoeHmnie aBTOMaTHqecrKe amm caMoaapasiAie

BHHTOBKEH, nHCToJeThI-nyyJeMeTi; CTBOJIH H :pyrme 3aIacHbie qacTH K

3TOMy opyaEmo, iOTOpue He MoryT 6uBTm jerKo nIpHCIEoco6JeHbI AmJ

rpazaaHcIEx IAejie; nyjieMeTHBe yCTaHOBRH.

3. IIynmH, ray6HJmI, MOPTHIpb, p llneUHajaHbIe InymIH am caMO-

reTOB, 6e33aTBOpHbe mJU 6e3omaTHie opy;Ha H orHeMeTu; CTBOJIn H

;pyre 3aaacHbe aa acTH K 3TOMy opyaMHo, KOTOpbe He MOryT 6blTB

jerao npHcnoco6SieHbI ;Ja rpazAaHCKHx nesefi; iaqbeTu H yCTaHOBKH

AJM BMbmelepeqHCJeHHoro opyacna.

4. YCTaHOBKH AJS 3aSaycKa paReT; 3anycKHie H rOHTpOJIbHbie

npH6opbI 0Ja CaMOB:BHalymlYXCf H ynpaBJIaeMXx CHapagOB; yCTaHOBKH

JiatJ HHX.

5. HaqnHeHHmme Hea HeHaqHHReHie caMsBHEyymiHeca yHpaB-

jiaeMIe cHapagbu, paeeTmI, yHMTapHIe naTp0OHI H IaTpOHbI, irpelHa3Ha-

ueHHbIe XM opyalHA, nepeHcjieHHoro B nyHRTax 1-4 BIHme, npHcnO-

co6iIeHHmIa AI o6panCeHHa c HMJH M IIpOH3BOACTBa B3piBa, a

TaRace B3pLIBaTeJH H Tpy6EH, 3a HCiRJIIOeHHeM B3plBaTeiee, Heo6xo-

.HMbiX jr rpaacaaHCKHX HyaHc.

6. HaqIneHHbm e HAM HeHaxHHeHHne rpaHaTi, 6oM6u, Topneu,
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IIACTb C. 011YEAMEHHE H 11EPEITE1113. BOEHMIX 

MATEPHAJOB H TEXHH1t14. 

(CM. CTaT1310 67) 

Tema:EIJI «Boeimme maTepria.am H Texamca», riprimensiembiti B Ha-

cTosuqem jorosope, Acumen BILTH011arb nee opyante, 6oenprmacm H 

cpeAcma, cneuga.abHo citonapylipoBannin H.71H npnenoco6.4eHme ia 

IICII0J11130BaHlla B Bane, itaa OTO nepeimemeTen mote. 

Comanue H Cee,1111fIeHHIle Aepacashi coxpanmoT aa co6oil npaBo 

H3MeH5111. nepnowlecEn Amnia' nepeqem .uyTeM BIleCeIlHff nonpasoic 

FEJI31 Ao6aBaenEurt, B CBeTe Aaameitraero pa3BHTH51 Harm. 

Hareropmfl I. 
1. BeeHHIle BEIBTOBICH, Kapa6nabr, peBoaBBopm H IDICTOJIeTBI; 

CTBOJI61 H AMTHO aanacnbie IlaCTH It non opyamo, ICOTOpLle He MO1 3f51 

ohm Jam° npnenoco6aenu xan rpazAaHcmix Audi. 

2. Ily.uemem, Boemme amomalageciate HJIH camoaapnatme 

BHHTOBICH, nncTozerm-npiemena; CTBOJIM H )1pyrne 3anacnbie IlaCTI1 IC 

3Ton opyzmo, HoTopEse HO MeryT 6131Tb ammo npnenoco6.4enbi AJlif 

rpazjkancizax ge.aefi; nyzemenime yffaHOBICH. 

3. Hyrum, rayamm, mopnipm, cllerkna.name trymEn camo-

J10TOB, 6033aTB0p11bIe BLIIH 6eaoncamme oppna H ornemeni; CTB0J111 H 

ApyiI4e 3arfacnbie -gam it 3TOMy °ppm), KoTowle He morp 6bITE. 

zenzo upnenocoMemil AAR rpawkaHcfmx ge.neA; .aacpem H yeTaHOBK11 

JJJ Bumenepexmcaennoro opyzna. 

4. YeTaHOBICH X IS1 aarrycica parceT; aarrycKme H KOHTp0J11)1111Ie 

npn6opm )1J151 CaM0,7113HISTIVIXC51 H yupaBasiemba cnapgloB; yeTaHOBICH 

AJDI HHX. 

5. Elagmennme IL1ffl Hownmennue camoxillizymneca H ylipaB-

membie cnamna, paRem, yakaapnble naiponu H navollEa, npe,rwama-

igembie JIJ opyacym, nepetinc.aermoro B nymcrrax 1-4 BLUM, npucno-

co6.4eHnsi AAR oopargema c H313111 E7ffl ,71,411 riporiaBoAersa Baphma, a 

Tame B3plaIBaTeAll H Tpy6RH, 3a HC11.11011eHlieM B3pbmare.aeit, HOO6X0-

,IMMBIX XI51 rpawkancutx 

6, Hammen:me IIJIEt neriatllmenume rpauarm, 6om6m, Topnexa, 



MHiH, raIy6mHHme 60M6 I H 3aanHraTejmHbIe BeniecTI a mE 3apaAI, a
TaKRe Bce cpeACTBa ias o6panMeHmL c HHIH HJin JI nPOH3BOgCTBa
B3pbMBa, 3a HCrJolIeHHeMI B3pbEBaTeJei, Heo6xoAHibix Aima rpazaaHCrIH
HYMEA.

7. IIITbKH.

KaTeropHa II.
1. BpoMHpoBaEHbe 6oeBre MamnHi; 6poHeIoe3aa, EOTOpbIO

TexnlqecRH He MoryT 6ETb nepeAeJaHbI baia rpaacEaHcRHx eaeei.

2. MexaHrqecrl e H caMoABHnZ1y eca jiaaeTmI jan BcaKoro opy-
aHI, IIepeT ICJIeHHoro B RaTeropHH 1, IIneIHajimoro Tma BOeHRIe
maccH miH Ey3oB, KpoMe nepemcJIeHHEux B IyHETe 1 BbIme.

3. BponeBlme mIHTbI TOJHHOIO CBBmIe 3 X1OHMOB, HcnojIlbyemeIe
iaa nejefie 3anHrrTM Ha BO0He.

KaTeropHw III.
1. llpHnejIm e H BHm cjIHTej b IPe npl6op Wi ynpaBsaeia

orHeM, BEjnoqasa eHHeiiru 3emroro mIaHIneTa H nocTporTeam; nIpH6opbI
Ama npHcTpeauH; opyA.Ame upHneja, npmneeu ia 6oM6 oMeTaHIm;
Tpy6oqHUEle HOMepoycTaHOBnH; HHCTpyMeETI H npH6 op yia KajiH6po-
BaHHa opyAi H wiaM BbIBepRH unpH60poB ynpaBJIenIff oreM.

2. IIETypMOBe MOCTK H TnrrypMoBuie aIOxiKH.

3. CpeAcTBa I BeaeHHm 3aMacHrpoBaiHux BoeHHubx AefcTBi ,
a TarIze ocJieu muoune cpeAcTBa H cpeAcTBa aJAi o6MaHa.

4. JIHqHoe BoeHHoe cHapaceHHe cneimaJbHoro xapaKTepa, rO-
TOpoe TpyAHo IIpHCIIoco6HnTb ViS HCIOJIB30BamH B rpaaiAaHCRK x Irealx.

Hareropms IV.
1. Boemne cyAa .mo6oro THna, BIIoaIa rnepeAejaHHEue cyAa H

IIMoBByre cpeAcTBa, cnpoeMKHpoBaHHue E npewa3HaaHeHHee AIm Hx
o6 cjAyanuBaHm m Ho epmuuH, orTopue Texmqecur Heo moryr 6lhTb
nepeajieaHm ,a rpa2Bancroro HcIoA3oBanm, a TaKse Boopyaienie,
6poHa, 6oenpmnacH, caMoneTm H BcaEoe Apyroe o6 opyAoBaHHe,
MaTepHaJ., Manml HI yCTaHOBEI, KOTOpue He IIpHMeHaIOyCa B MlpHoe
BpeMa Ha cyaax, RpoMe BoeHEHx cyAOB.
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r.aythanme 6omom H 3azuraTemame Bergeema HJm 3apami, a 

Tame Bce cpeAcTBa LJ.IIa o6pankenHa C HERE HMI A.11a upoH3BoAcTsa 

B3pbIBa, 3a IICILAIOLICHHOM B3pboaTezert, 11e06X0,TVEMMX AJIYI rpaacAaHcitux 

nYac/A• 

7. 111ThutH. 

HaTeropia II. 
1. BpompoBammie 6oesme Amu-Hutu; 6porteHoe3Aa, BoTowle 

TOXIIIIIIOCKH He moryT 61Am nepe,ge.ffaHbi jkaa rpazAaHcimx wadi. 

2. MexammecKHe H camopHzymHecz .714ella A,Jui Besmoro opy-

am, Hepeimediemoro B HaTeropHE 1, cneHHasc6Horo ima BOOTIFIL 

mum HJIH Ry3OBLI, 'Tome Hepetmc.aeFRTRIX B llyllItTO 1 B111110. 

3. BpoHeBble HARM TOJI1g1111010 CBMITIe 3 moilmoB, HCHOJIB3yOMMO 

Aa Huai 3aERHT/31 Ha BoliHe. 

KaTeroptin III. 
1. IlpHgeamme H Bb11111CJIHTO.71bHb10 HpH6opm ia yupamenaa 

()mem, Bitmoliaa mulefficH 3OBIETHOF0 manmeTaHnocipoHream; rrpH6opm 

jrdra upHcipeaKH; opmErnime Hpmem, Trpratema g.1111 6omoomeTaffaa; 

Tpy604}Ible HomepoyeTaHoBKH; HHerpymercru H HpH6opm A.a.a ica.m6po-

Hamm opyirdi 11 ,11,JLa BunewtH HpH6opoB yupaB.ffenna orHem. 

2. BITypmoBme mocTEH H urrypmome .aogEH. 

3. CpegerBa BOACHH51 aamacimpoBammix BOO111111X Aellemnit, 

a Tame OCJIOHJI51101II,HO cpeAcTBa H cpeAcma AJIlloomaHa. 

4. Irmo BoeHHoe cHapazeHne cHeuxaamoro xapanepa, Ko-

Topoe 'ppm HpucHoco6HTL AAR HCHOJIB30BaH1151 B rpazAaHcmx "max. 

Kareropma IV. 

1. Boemme cyAa mo6oro num, BE.111011a11 riepeAe.aannue cy,Ika H 

moBytme cpeAcTBa, cupoeicmpoBanume iwin HpexciamageHaue JI,JIR EX 

06CJIVICRBaH11.11 HJ/H no,mepzKH, RoTopue TeximecKH HO moryT 6BrTB 

nepeAe.aanu JIM rpamancicoro HCH0.111330BaHH51, a Talmo Boopyzenme, 

6poua, 6oerpmacu, camagem H BcaRoe Apyroe o6opyAoHame, 

maTepHaahr, manumbi H praHomm, EoTophie He HpHmenooTcH B mnpHoe 

zpema Ha cyAax, 'Tome BOCHIMIX CM OB. 
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2. AecaHTHee cyAa H aeMHOBOgHbIe lnepeBsoo3HbIe cpeacTsa nHm
IpHcnioco6JneHH BcaKoro poa; mTypMOBbIe aolKH HAJ pHnoco6JIeHH
BcaKoro poma, a TaraZe KaTainyJmTbI H Apyrne ainapaTHi m BbInycEa
caMOJIeTOB, paieT, ABnsIHa X 6oeBbIx cpeACTB HH BCSKHX Apyrnx
CHapJl0OB, amiapaToB Hir npHcnoco6jiieHi, yEOMMleKETOBaHHIx tBr
HeyKOMLaeETOBaHHbIX JHo bMH, ynpaBjRaeMBix HIH HeynpaBJLaeMLx.

3. IIo0sBOHbie HJrH nojynoBoO:mHbI cyAa, IosByqne cpeAcTEa,
6oeBIe cpeqcTBa, npHcIIoco6JIeHn HJIHr arnapaTM Bcaeoro poma,
BKJIOmqaa CneIHaJlbHO CEOHCTpyIpOBanHBIe 3aairTHie 60HbI aj raBaHH,
3a HCIJIIOqeHHeM Tex CJiyaeB, RorAa 3TO MoEeT 6ubi HOTpe60BaHO JIA
gejefie cnaceinm HJm JIAm :pyrnx rpazagaHcrHx geefe, a TaEiEe BCe
o6opyAoBamne, npHHaJieazHocTH, 3aInacHbe qacmH, 3RCIIepHMeHTajbHie
mJrI yqe6Hrme cpeAcTBa, npH6op TIHn yCTaHOBEH, ROTOpHe MoryT 6TIu
cneIHuaJnHO npepna3HaqeHbI j~m cTpoHTejICTBa, HcInITaHXa , coAepaa-
mHH HJI xparueinm BbimenepeqHcjieinoro.

KaTeropHs V.

1. Co6paHime H Heco6paHHbe JieTaTeJbiHue amnapaTm Teaejee H
Jerqe Bo3Ayxa, KOToppbe npeAHa3HaqeH IH m npHcnoco6jieHru AJ
Bo3AyiHnmH 6oeBUX e eHiCTBHH IOCpeACTBOM npHMeHeHHs nyjIeMeTOB,

apTHUIepHH, yCTaHOBOR gJM Bir6pacbiBaHHa pareT, mIH npe:Ha3naqeHw
nmr npHacoco6neHsil wa nepeBo3mm H c6pacbrsaHIn 6oM6, aur
o6opyaoBaHb Halm e no CBoeMy Tnny HAI ROHCTpyKrIH MOryT 6ubm
o6opyAoBaHlI KareHMa-ja6o n3 npncnoco6JieHHi, lnepeMqucJeHHIx B
unyKHTe 2 HHmIe.

2. ABHauHOHHbe opyjiHihmie ycTaHOBRH H paMbL, 6oM6oAepzaTeAH,
TOple;goAepEaTea M, a TaRace MexawHH3M Jia c6pacbIBaHmo 6 oM6 Tu
Topnea; opy.aEume 6arnrnH H 6orOBue nyJeMeTHEe 6amnH.

3. OcHanEeHHe, cneiHaniHo npeHa3uHaqennoe H HicuoJin3y)oeeca
HcmjIoqHTejbHo B aBHaaecarTeCaxI BOfiCaX.

4. RaTanyjiTm bI 3anyce ameapaTM A 3anycira caMo0jeToB
o cyMOB, cyImH H Mop; KaTainyabTuI a 3aaiyca caMoieToB-cBapaAB.

5. 3arpaArTejma ie a3pocTaTn.
96347°--49--PT. II---41
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2. Aecaninme cyAa H aenaonoirnme nepenoaotnime epe,Ltema run 
npnenoco6.11enna BeBROM pojka, raTypnonme JIOAKIIHJIHilpnenoco6.aemia 

BestKoro po,Aa, a Talmo KaTanya:um n ,pyre anaapana xast nmnycKa 

canoaeTon, paKeT, ABIDEHISILIX 6oenbrx epeAcTs HJLU BeRICIIX Apyrnx 

cnapn,iton, armaparoi 11.1111 npnenoco6.4erneti, 371COMIEJIeETOBOBRIAX 

neyKomnitemortainnax Arownit, yupananemmx 112111 ney.upanattemmx. 

3. 110)1,BOAHLIe IIJIH HOJiy.O0ABOAHTIO cpa, monyinte epeAenta, 

6oeme epeAcma, HINICH0e06.10IBISI rum annapaTm wafter() poga, 

inunottan enettna.abno eKoneTpyliponalrame santurnme 6onbr 11,2111 ranann, 

aa netunottennem Tex carmen, Korika DTO nomeT 6bIrb noTpeoonano gixa 

ge.gert enacennst HJITI XIII Apy.1.142( rpaatitancKnx twat, a Taicate Bee 

o6opy,imanne, npunaxtezneeTn, aartaenme -qacTn, aKenepintenra.name 

IIJIH ytte6nme epeAerna, npnoopm runit yeTanomtn, KoTopme moryr 6BIT13 

met:Tamale npeataanatterna A.Tia eTponrezbeTna, HeIMITaBEH, coAepza-

nun IIJIH xpanenna nmnienepetnte.gennoro. 

Kareropma V. 

1. Co6pannme n necoopannme AeTaTe.n.nme armapaTm =game H 
aerie Boagyxa, KoTopme npeArtaanattenbtn.im npncnoco6Aenm ia 

nositymTtmx 6oenmx AefierBBA noepeAersom npnmenenna rry.getteTon, 

apnumeprnt, yeTanortoK nm6paemnanna paKeT, npeAnannattenm 

aim rrpnerroco6Aenm AJI51 HepeB03E11 H c6pachn3anna &nth, man 

o6opyAonanm BAH ate no et:teeny luny IIJIH KOHelpyKII,HH xteryT 6BITT3 

060py,g0BallbI EDEHMII-JIH60 113 npnenoco6.4ennii, HepenfieJIeHIIbIX B 

.U3/frigTe 2 mime. 

2. Annannonnme opyatcrnme yeTaITOBAH 11 palm, 6on6wkepzare.an, 
TopneActepzareArt, a Tame nexannamm Arta copachntanna 6016 tura 

Topne,rt; opyAntr' ame Oatnnn H 6oKonme nyzememme 6aronn. 

3. Ocnargenne, cnerwantbno npmaanagennee 11 neneabayrotneeen 
HCILII0t1HTe.X6H0 B asnaAecananux noAmax. 

4. ItaTarry.nam mm aanyernime annapaTm aanycHa cammeTon 

c mon, cynnt 11 mopit; KaTanyabna A,.na aanycKa cammeTen-cnapmes. 

5. 3arpaggreabnme aapecTaTm. 
95347°-49—PT. 11-41 
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HaTeropma VI.

Yiymaiome, CMePTOHO e, opTOHe, TpaBJiMInome H BbBOAIhlOe H3
CTpoa BeinecTBa, npeHaHaqenHHaie JRM BoeHHIx nIeJefi HA IpOH3BO-
AMbIe CBepx Toro, qTO Tpe6yeTca a rpamaanciHx Aesefi.

KaTeropHs VII.

MeTaTejnHe cpeacTBa, B3pbIBqaTIe BeinecTBa, impoTexHriecme
cpeAcTBa H azaKHe raa3, npeAHa3HaqeHHbIe wia MeTaHnH, B3pblBa,
3apaEaiH Ha HanOJieHHmia nepelcJeHHfbiX B HaCTOaimAx iaTeropH5x
BOeHHbIX MaTepnajIoB HJM Aa HCIIOJIb30BaHmT B CBBJ3H C enOCJieHymm,
EOTOpble e Mory 6brr HCIIOJZI30BaHbI ria rpamrancRHx naeiseI HIH
npOH3BOACTBO KOTOpuX RpeBTmIaeT TO, qTO Tpe6yeTca Aa rpaaAaHCr

KaTeropHs VIII.

Da6pqmwoe H HHcTpyMeHTajiLooe o6opy;AosBaHe, ROTopoe cne-
HHajlbHO CcOHCTpyHpoBano IJ nIpOH3BOACTBa H coAepacaHll Bbime-
nepenHcajeHmIx MaTepHaaoB H TeXHIUH H KROTOpOe TeXHRqeCrK He
MoMeT 6bIThI npHcIoco66eHo Aia rpaalaHcrEx reaefi.

qACTb D. OIIPEWEJIEHHE TEPMHHOB <olIEMHJIHTAPH3AjHa>>
H <<,EMHJIITAPH30BAHHb >>.

(CM. CT. CT. 11, 14, 49 H CT. 3 IlpHjoaeeHaa VI)

,jls eRzejeia HacTlnero ,;oroBopa TepMHHBI <<AeMRHTapn3aI>Ha»
H <<AeMHHTapH30BaHHbMl> 6 yArY o3HaqaTb 3anpenleHHe B npeAeAax
AaHHOfi TepplTOpHH H TeppHTopHaJbHbIx BOA Bce BOemIO-MOpCKHX,
BOeHHbIX H BOeHHO-B03IymHbLx CoopyBemerH, yKpeIneHHi H EX
BoopyaleHIM; HCKyCCTBeHHIIX BOeHHbx, BOeHHO-MOpCRIX H BOeHHO-
B03naynmx aarpaaAeeHm; 6 a3apoBaHa Eum npe6b&BaHma, Eax nOCTO-
asHoro, TaR H BpeMeHHoro, raiHx-rm6o qacTef cyxonybrrix, BoeHHo-
MOPCIHX H BOeHHo-B03ayjEmIx CaI; BOeHHOro o6yqeHHm B RaROH-jm6o
4OpMe; H IlpOH3BOaCTBa BOeMHHIX MaTepHaJOB H TeXmHHH.

9Tm He 3anpeImaeTca nepcoHaji ByrTpeHHeE oxpaHbi orpann-
qeHoii eqHCJIeHOCTeH, oTBeqaionieR 3aAaqaM BHyTpeHHero xaparTepa,
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RaTeropma VI. 

Yikyinaionwe, emepTonocame, oTpaBaaronme H Bursommxe na 

cTpoa BeigecTsa, npexiamageame w  Boenmax Amer' n.aa nponaxo-

xamhze csepx TOM, lTO Tpe6yeTca AM' rpaawkaacurx 

Hareropma VII. 

MeTaTextme cpeAcTBa, B3pIallanle BeilkeeTBa, impoTexnailecxue 

cpeAcTsa H aowme rant, iipeRiTaaaagemmie meTaxma, Bapraxa, 

3apazaumi H aano.imenna nepesamemax B HaCTORIARX xaTeropEtax 

BOOMILLX maTepaaaos HJII1 A.11,51 FICHOJI1,30BaHEISI B CB31311 C HOCJIO,1[1114M14, 

xoTopme HO moryT 6I>ITh HCHOJIWOBaHbI JIa rpaackaricxux wadi HMI 
Hp0H3BOACTBO EOTOpba apesrarraeT TO, IITO TpeoyeTca AJISI rpazjkancxnx 

KaTeropma VIII. 

0a6putmoe H nacTpymeaTannoe o6opmoBasile, HoTopoe cue-
MaJILHO cHoacTpympoBano AJDI Hp0H3BOACTBa H coAepatanaa BIABle-
liepeimcaefftrux maTepnaxos H TOXIIHKH II xoTopoe Tema-wean HO 
moateT 6um npficuoco6.aeao m rpazAaacnix wadi. 

TIAGIb D. 0.11PEARdEHRE TEPM14110B «,./EMILW.TAPEE3A11,1451» 

II «,/k 14,MI/LITITAP1130BABEN1/». 

(CM. CT. CT. 11, 14, 49 H CT. 3 llpH.1031COH1111 

,71,71a genii HacToargero eloroBopa TepMHHEJ <cxemn.imrapriaarma» 

H «AemllaktrapHaoBambab 6yAyT oaaaxian. aaopergeime B upeAeaax 

Aarnioti TeppaToprna H TeppaTopoa.mxbix BOA scex Boexao-mopcxnx, 

BOeHmax II BOORHO-B03,4y11MbLX coopyatemuli, yxpermefroll H FLY 

Boopyacema; IICEyCCTBOIIIIMX BOOFIMIX, BOOTIHO-M0pCKHX II BOOHHO-

Bomymnux aarpazAellati; 6aanposaaaa Elm npe6E.maana, xax HOCTO-

3111110F0, Tax II Bpemermoro, Rana-J.13160 Raceti cyxouymmx, BOOHHO-

mopcna H BOCHHO-B03A3THERbIX CHJI; Boemoro oorienna B Haxofp-Jm6o 
epopme; H Hp0H3BOACTBa BOOHIMIX maTepea.aos H TeX:1MM 

9THM He aanpeigaeTca nepcoaaa Bappermert oxpaam orpanll-

onetiaxageil 3maxiam Bnyipennero xaparrepa, 
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Boopy;aeCHbIH TaKHM opyaeneM, KOTOPOe Mc EeT 6 bIT, HOCHMO H HcIIoaL-
3yeMo OaHHM qeIaoBeEOM, H Heo6xoA0Moe HasJI 3TOrO IepcoHaaa BoemHoe
o6yqeHre.

nPMJiO HEHME XIV.

3HOHOMHMecKHe H (HHaHCOBbIe nOCTaHOBneHMH,

OTHOGRUJHecs H nepexoARuLHM TeppHTopHsM.

1. rocyapcTBo-IIpeeMHMHI AOJDaHO 6e3B03Me3Al;O II HOAJIHT
HTai.TJ HCRyIo rocyapCTBeHHyio H napaCTaTajJIbHHy (npHpaBHeHHyio E
rocyaapcTBeHHoE') co6cTBeHHoCTB B irpeAeAax TeppHTopmH, nepexoAa-
neii K HeMy B CHay HacTohim;ero AoroBopa, a TaRce Bce cooTBeTCTByIo-
mae apxuHBl H OICyleHTnT amuenpHHcTpaTHBHoro xapaKTepa IH IpeA-
CTaBJflIomHe HCTOpwqecKHi HHTepec, EacaiomIeca gaHHofi TeppHTopnH
HJIH OTHOCIIIHec5I I co6cTBeHHOCTH, nepexoam0IeH B COOTBeTCTBHH C

HaCTOSrIMM IyHITOM.

AJim eienefi HacTosImero IIpHmjoaeHIE rocyAapcTBeHHOi H iapa-
CTaTaJibHoB co6CTBeHHOCTbIO CqHiTaeTcS caeCyIom;ee: ABHmacaa H He-
BjiBna;cHaa co6cTBeHHocTB HTaibaHCIoro rocyapcTBa, MeCTHbIX BJa-

cTei H ny6nJIHbix yipeaAeHHni , a TaRae RomnamHH H accogrlnHau, npH-
HaAreaaniHx i ny6jHiqHO--paBOBiiM opraHHaan3am , paBHO KaK jABIBIH-
Mas H HeABnBKHMaa co6CTBeHHocTb, paHee npHHaAjeacaBmau aamHCT-
CKOH napTHIH HJz ee BCHoMoraTeJibHbIM opraHH3aiafSM.

2. Bce nepeaaqH HMTaJIaHCeOfi rocyAapcTBeHHO n II apacTaTaAif,-
HOH Co6CTBeHHOCTH, KaK 3TO onpeAeAeHo B HyHKTe 1 BBme, coBepmHIe-
Hbe nocne 3 ceHTs6pa 1943 roAa, 6yAyT cqrHTaTbcI HeJeficTBHTeIL-
HIM1II H HecyiiecTByIomHMIH. DTO IIocTaHOBJIeH]e He pacnpocTpaHaIeTca,
oTHaKO, Ha 3aKOHHble AeIicTBHI, OTHOCaIIHecaI R TeKylneHi eaTeJIbHOCTH
rocykapCTBeHHbx II napacTaTaJIbHbni npeAmpHarHfi, IOCROJibKy OHH
KacalOTca npoAacH B HopMaJlbHbIX IpeAiesax TOBapoB, o6bIqHO npOH3-
BOHM;IHMb H1Jm ipoAaBaeMbix M InpH ocymecTBjiemHH HOpMajHbHLX TOp-
roBbIX caeJOK H1H1 B xoje HOpMaJIbHOH npaBHTeJbcTBeHHOii aAMHmH-
CTpaTHBHOH JeSaTelbHOCTH.

3. ITajiBHacKye noasBO,;HbIe sa6ejiH, coe:manomue nymHETH Ha
nepexoarieiir TePPHTOPHH HJBI COe 1HHIOiHe KaKofi-Jm6o InyHKT Ha
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Hoopyaceimmil Taimm opyamem, HoTopoe momeT 6MTh HOCHMO H IICHOJI13-

3yemo 0,7HIHM ileaoHeicom, H Heo6xmamoe AAR aToro Fiepconam HOCH-1'100 

°oriel:me. 

npi4110}1iEHI4E XIV. 

3HOHOMWINCHNe H 441HaHCOBble nocramenemin, 

omocatumecfl H nepexomuom reppliTomm. 

1. PoeyAapeTHo-upeemilmt ,TiOJIHCHO 6earioameutto no.arillfb 

HTWILITHCICy10 roemapeTHeimpo II HapacTaTaabHylo (HpHparmemmo IC 

roeyAapeTHeHHort) CO6CTBellHOCTb B Hpe,zke.aax Teppyrropma, llepexoi-

i Hemy B CHJPy HacTonmero AoroHopa, a Tame Bee COOTBeTCTBy10-

luxe apxriBbi H AoHymeHTTA a,ikAmmieTpanumoro xapaHTepa n.lm HpeA-

cTaminaHrie HeToprmeendi miTepee, meals:NJ:knees' gaimort TeppriTopim 

Han OTHOCHIIHIeCH i CO6CTBeHHOCTH, nepexoximeitt B COOTBeTCTBEISH C 

HacToam-Hm IlyHECTOM. 

,E(.1IH 'wadi HacToamero Ilpiumzeima rocyjiapeTHemiori H Hapa-

cTaTammoti CO6CTBeHHOCTI)10 egriTaeTea emu-ion:we: AHHammaa H He-

ABMICIIMaa CO6CTBeHHOCTb HTWILHHCKOPO roepaperHa, MOCTHbIX BJIa-

CTei11 Fry6.7mtmbix ripeacAemei, a Taxace Homnalimri H accogriailml, upri-

HaxaeacamFix nyodwiHo-upaHoHum opramiaamiam, paimo Halt gffillEll-

maa H Hegimammaa CO6CTBeHHOCTI3, paHee HprmaA.aezaHinaH (ParimeT-

CICOR naprnii 11.1111 ee HcHomoraTeamthim opraHmaimam. 

2. Bee Fiepe,gaim FrraabaHeicoPi roeyAapeTHeimoit H uapacTaTaJH)-

HO CO6CTBelIFIOCTFL Halt 3TO onpeaeaeHo B IIHKT 1 BbIIIIe, coriepmeri-
HbIe HOCJIC 3 CCHTSI6pa 1943 roAa, 6y,LkyT CHI/TaTBCH negeitemrrear)-

IIMMII H HeeymeeTHyommm. DT() HoeTaHomemte Fie pacupocTparmeTca, 
oximito, Ha 361C011HbIe iierICTB1151, OTHOCHIHIRCH IC Telty14eil iteaTeJIMIOCTil 
roeygapeTHeimmx ri HapacTaTaahHhix ripefinpmrrai, HOCROJIMCy Mil 

Kamorea ripoAaam B HopmaabHbix ripeiie.aax ToHapoH, o6bilmo 

130,11MNX rum HpoaHaembix Ham Him oeymeemaemm HOpMaJILHBIX Top-

roBbix eAe.aoit rum H xo,ge Hopmammoti Frpamrreabemelmora ammnia-

mammal AeyrreabHoCTII. 

3. 1/1TaabaHeime 110,1130,1I1bIe Ha6e.an, coeTammonme riymabi Ha 
nepexoagmeil TeppnTopriff rum coeammnom,He 'mica-moo nyarr Ha 



nepexopasmei TeppHTOpHH c HyHKTOM Ha ApyroH TeppHTopHH rocyAap-
cTBa-upeeMHnma, 6yAyT cqnaTbTca HTaJaSHCEKo co6cTBeHHoCTbi Ha
IepexomalefE TeppHTopHH, HeCMoTpa Ha TO, qTO iaCTn STHX Ka6ejiee
MOIrYT IIPOXOHTh BHe TeppHTopHaJUHbIX BORA. HrTaJlbSHCKHe oIIOBO.HbIe

Ra6eJm, coeHnmomlie KaKIOH-a-H6o nyHiT Ha HepexoAaiefl TeppHTOpHI
C nyHETOM, HaxoaJmaHMca BHe IOpHCXEnIHH rocyAapcTBa-npeeMHHRa,
6yAyT CqHTaTnca mHramiaHCeOi oC06CTBeHHOCTbIO Ha nepexoAMniefi Tep-
pHTOPHH, nOCKOJibRy 3TO EacaeTca EOHeqIbIX yrTpoHCTB H TeX aacTeH
ra6eaefi, ROTopbIe HaxoHrTCsa B TeppHTOpHaajBHIX BORax lnepexoAsiaref
TeppHTOpHH.

4. IIpaBHTejmcTBO HTajmU nepexacT rocyapCTBy-npeeMHmy
BCO IpexAMeTHI, IMeroimnHe xyAOKeCTBeHyIO, HCTOpeHecRyIo HJH apxeo-
jormqecgEyo IneHHOCTm, inpHHamIeammne R RYJIbTypHOMy AOCTORBIO
nepexoamfI;ei TeppHTOpHH H ROTOpHe BO BpeaMM HUTamnHCEoro ROHTpojI
HaA 3TOi TeppHTopnei 6uxm BUBeSeHm orTrya 6e3 omiaTm H Haxo:saTca
B pacnopazceHUH IpaBnirebmCTBa HTaim IH HrajrbamHCEHX Iy6jaqHUX
yqpe;BemAi.

5. rocygapcTBo-npeemmH AOJEHo yperyJMpoBaT KROHBepTHpO-
BaHHe B CBOIO BaJiLOTy HTaJlBSIHCROf BajoTm, HaxoaIeefic{ Ha nIepexo-
janefi TeppHTOpHH y aiH3raeCKEx JmI, ipOOJEBaiomnix npoamHaTn Ha
YHnOMrHYTOi TeppHTopHH, HIH y IopwH;aeecKx JMEo, IpoAOJIaaIomnrrx
TaM BecTH AeJa. OT AepaEaTeiieA Mo0aeT 6UITb nIOTe6oBaHO noimoe AOKa-
3aTeJnCTBO B OTHOlmeHHH HCT0qHmHa npHo6peTeHsa 0 OHlOB, unoJIeaea-
IHHX EOHBepTHpOBaHHIo.

6. IIpaBHTenBCTBo rocygapcTBa-npeeMnmma 6yAeT ocBo6o0aeHo
OT ymIaTu BHTaJIBHC oro rocyAapCTBeHHOro Aojra; oAHaRo, OHO npH-
MeT Ha' ce6a o6a3aTejncTBa BTajmaIHCoro rocyAapcTBa nepeA TeMr
Aep;aTeajia o6jmrami , KoTopue ipoAOJIaaIoT npoatHBaTh Ha nepexo-
armnefi TeppHTOPHHH Km OTOpHe, aBIaacb IopHafIecKEMH JmiaMa,
COxpaHaIOT TaM CBOH riaBHUe EOHTOpW HIM OCHOBHOe MeCTO CBOefl Aea-
TeOJhHOCTH, nOCREOJbKy TaERe o6 a3aTeJMCTBa COOTBeTCTByIOT TOUi qaCTE
9Toro Aomra, KoTopaa 6Bua CAeJ.aHa Ao 10 moIHa 1940 roaa H KoTopaa
oTHocHTca E o6neonojie3M [ coopyzaeHHHM H rpazaaHcmKH aamiHm-
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nepexoprgeti TeppriToprea c nyanrom Ha ,Tkpyrort TeppriToprm rocyAap-

cma-upeemmita, 6yAyr curramca HTaJHAIHCKOrt co6crHeHHocrmo Ha 

nepexojrgEReil Tepprrroprm, HecmoTpa Ha TO, TO Imam DTHX Ea6eaell 

MOT ]Ip0X0AJITb BHe Teppuropulabuc BOA. FITaJILSHICElle HOABOWILIO 

Rakaa, cow:Ha:Forum KaKoft-AH6o Hymn' Ha nepexomngeft TeppliToprm 

C Hyromm, Haxog,scrukmaca BHO ropHcimicHna rocyAaperea-Hpeamma, 

6yAyr CIIHTarbC31 HTaJIMECEOft CO6CTBOBTIOCTI310 Ha nepexoAankeit Tep-

pwropHH, HOCROJIbIty DTO EacaeTca E0HeIHMIX yerporicTs H Tex tlacreff 

ua6eaeri,Topme HaxoiraTca B repprrropHaammx Bojkax nepexojkanker[ 

TeppreropHH. 

4. LEpanrrreatcrso ilTaJLOTi HepeAacT rocyAapcmy-HpeemHHxy 

Bee npepiemi, Kaelomge xpozecrBermylo, HcToprriecxylo HJIH apxeo-

aorkviecRyro HerrHocm, Hprma,LrAezanwe E ityaRrypHo3ry gOCTOMIE0 

HepeXOXIIRell Teppraoprm H ROTOpble BO Hpea HTa.TILHHCEOPO ICOHTp0.7151 

Ha aTorl TeppliTopneff 6131.1111 BIABe3e1111 oTrma 6e3 onaaiu H HaXOARTCH 

B pacHopaaterom 11paBareabcisa HTaJmm HJIH 11TaJILIHICREIX Hy6JIHTIMIX 

ripezAeHoit. 

5. rocyAaperno-HpeemeHE AOJEEHO yperyanposam Roffeeperlipo-

BaHme H CB010 swum rrraabaHcRoit Bamorrm, Haxo, argerica Ha Hepexo-

gmkeit Teppirroprza y (prfarftleCKIIX JIMA, HpoAoaataiom?ix HpoacHeari. Ha 

yrroxamyroll Tepprrroprca, HJIH y ropuznecitHx Jam, HpoAoaacaloirvax 

Tabi BeCITI Aeaa. OT AepzaTemml mozeT 6hin Horpe6oBaHo HOJIHOe AoKa-
3aTe.111)CTBO B OTHOMeHHH HCTOIIHHICa HpHo6pereHna (DoRikoH, Hog,aeza-

uwx Komegniportamo. 

6. IIparorrezbciso rocpapcma-Hpeeismasa 6pin' ocHo6oaqeHo 

OT Fulani BrazhaRcicoro rocyAaperBeHHoro Aoara; orkHaRo, OHO Hp-

meT Ha ce6a o6a3areaLcma wrazbancitoro rocpapcma nepeA Tema 

AepEaTeashm o6amiarwii, itaropue npoivazalor HpoatnBam Ha Hepexo-

maga Teppwropun Jum Earopme, 1113.111MCI, 10pHAHLICCEIGMH JIMAD,MH, 

coxparollor Tast CBOH tumble ROHTOplar RAH OCHOBH0e MeCTO cBoeft Aea-

TeJMHOCTH, ITOCICOJIMCy Tame o6a3areaLcma COOTBeTCTBylOT TO tiacril 

wroro Ao.nra, Karopaa 6ima ciikezaHa Ao 10 MOHR 1940 roAa H Koropaa 

OTHOCHTCa K o6menomaroat coopyzenaam H rpaziAaHcrcHm amarmi-
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CTpaTIBHbM cJIay6aM, IIpHHOCmHIM nOJlb3y yIOMS1HyTOi TeppHTOpHH,

HO He HMeeT npaMoro HJI KocBeHHoro OTHOmeHHa I BoeHHbIM I1eJIaM.

OT AepmaTejiei MomeT 6mITb InoTpe6oBaHO IInoHOe AOKa3aTeJIbCTBO

B OTHomeHHH HCTOQHHea npHo6peTeHHa TaEKH o6JmraAIHi.

rocyAapcTBO-HpeeMmlH H TTajm 3ajmnoqaT coriameHHm, ROTO-

pbIe onpeaejiT qacTb rTa:IbaHCEoro rocyAapcTBeHHoro AoJAra, yoIMa-

HyTyIO B 3TOM nyHcTTe, II OcCO6bH OCyiDeCTBJIeHMa 9TX IIOCTaHOBJIe-

HEA.

7. Mez~Ay rocyapcTBoMI-peeMHHEooM HTaxmeH 6yayT 3aaImo-

qeHbl CIIeIHajibHbIe coriIameHma Aimia oIpeAejieHHFI yCjIOBHI, Ha KOTO-

pbX 06a3aTejIBCTBa HTaJIbqHCKHx rocyAapCTBeHHihx IX qmaCTHbIX opra-

HH3aIAHH colHlaJlbHOro CTpaXOBaHHf B OTHOImeIHH aHTejIeH nepexoAa-
r;eH TeppHTopHH H cooTBeTCTBeHHa.a acCT pe3epBoB, HaoiuieuHHbix

yRa3aHHbIMH opraHHiulaMH, 6yAyT iepeAaHbI 1ooAo6HIM opraHa3a-

Iasm rocy:apCTBa-IrpeeMHHKa.

MemaAy rocyAapcTBOM-ipeeMHECKOM H HTainmeH 6yAyT Tamce

3aaKJHoqeHbI noAo6HbIe corjIameHHn, Hmeiomr e geaJBo peryjapoBaTB

o6a3aTeJIbcTBa rocyAapcTBeHHIx H qaCTHbIX opraHH3aai0 CcogHabJHO-

ro cTpaxoBaHHl, rjiaBHbIe KOHTOPbI ROTOpblX Haxo1fTrcH Ha nepexoAa-

m;eH TeppHTOpEH, B OTHomeHIIH InoJmCOAepmaTeei m 3aCTpaxoBaH-

HiIX JIHt, IpOaHBaIOMI2HX B HTaalII.

8. HTarmmI AOJI.aHa npOAOJoKaTb HeCTH OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a

BbuIjaTy rpaaKAaHcKHx HAH1 BOeHHbX UeHCHIl, IpHqHTraioUHXCH Ha iAeHb

BCTymIeH1H B cmia HacTosmWero AoroBopa 3a ciyaS6y B HTaJIIbHCKHX

rocyAapcTBeHHbIX, MyHHmaiunajbHbIx HJr B ApyrHa MecTHtIX rocyaap-

CTBeHHbIX yqpeaceHHHSX jmlaM, lpHao6peTHMn rpaatAaHCTB rocyAap-

cTBa-upeeMHIKa cornacHo aTOMy AoroBopy, BKJIOIas npaBa Ha neHcEH,

cpOK peajm3aauHm OTOpbIX em;e He HacTymal. Meamly rocyAapcTBOM-

npeeMHEOM l H ETaimeli 6yAyT 3aaRJloqeHm coriameHHa, IpeAycMaTpH-

BaIonmue MeTo0, HocpeAcTBoM ROTOpOro 3TO 06i3aTeJIbCTBO 6yAeT

BbImOJIHeHO.

9. Co6cTBeHHocT, npaBa H HHTepecm HTamJbanCKHX rpaaBauH,
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CTpaTHBHbIM eayac6am, 11p1MONICHILM HOJI133y yllomaHroil Teppffropma, 

HO He HmeeT upamoro TEM KOeBeHHOF0 OTHOMORTIVI K BOCHHbIM 11e.7151M. 

OT AepataTeadi moateT obni) Horpe6oHaHo HoaHoe AoKa3aTeabeno 

B OTHOMOIMH Hen:141111Ka npHoopeTenna TaKFIX o6auraHHA. 

rocygapcmo-lipeemnHE H FITaana 3aKaloaaT coraaraerma, ICOTO-

pme onpe,leaHr aaeTb 11TaJIballeKOTO rocyAaperBeHHoro jkozra, pima-

Hyrylo B OTOM Hymae, II cnocoola oey.w,eemaeHlla OTTLX HOOTaHOBJ1e-

7. Meao,y roepapenom-Hpeemrontom H liTaaHeil 6y,gyr 3aKzio-

gam cnewaaamibie coraameHlla oupevaeHaa yeaomail, Ha 1COTO-

pmx o6a3aTeabcma wraahaHeKnx roevicapemeHma RIM 4aeTHIAX opra-

HmaHaii coHyraabHoro eTpaxosarma B OTHOMOHME acHTeaect nepexolka-

melt Teppuroproi II COOTBOTeTBeHHail .qacTb pe3epHoH, HaKOHJICHMIX 

yEa3a1111113111 opramnaugamH, 6yAyr nepeAam 110,406MAM opraHH3a-

imam roeyAapeTHa-iipeemmaKa. 

MeKgy roeyAaperHom-upeemmutom H FITaAneti opyr mime 

3aKaloaeHm HoAo6Hme coraameHHH, HmeHause Heamo peryanportam 

06,g3aTe.71beTBa roeyikapememulx H IaCTHhIXopraHH3auxii COHHaJ1b110-

ro cipaxoBaHrm, PJIaBHbIe KOHT0pbr ROTOpEkIX HaxoxrATea Ha nepexoga-

nkeit TeppuropHH, B OTH0111e111111 HoaacoAepacaTeadiH.Jm 3acTpaxoBaH-

HbIX Mg, npoacmadouvri B ilTa.41414. 

8. 14TaJ1121H A0J121CHa Hp0A0JIIKalla Hem OTBOTCTBOHHOCTb 3a 

manaaTy rpaxikaHcfmx Hari BOOHMAX neHeHil, HpHariTalow,nxea Ha AeHb 

Bely11J1e1MY1 B cHay HacTozwro AoroHopa 3a cay2K6y B HTaJIMIHelaiX 

rocygapciseHHba, MyM111111MJIbHbIX HMI B Apyrrix MOCTHb1X roepap-

CTBellliblX yapeacAeHHax alcHam, HpHoopezmum rpaaRaHcmo rocpap-

erHa-Hpeemmata coraacHo aTonly AoroHopy, BILIE04a31 HpaHa Ha neHcHa, 

epoK peaaa3aHHH Koropmx erge He Haerynaa. Meaty roeyAapeTHom-

u-peemmaKom ii FITameii 63cayr 3aKanotienu coraameHaa, npemicmaTpH-

Haloame meTog, HocpeAerHom KoToporo TO 06H3aTOJIbeTBO 6yACT 

BM-ROA:HMO. 

9. Co6emennoem, H-paHa H Hicrepecu HTalIbMICKEIX rpamaH, 
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a51BIOlHxC B f B AeHY BCTUJIeH B cHay HacTosI;ero oroBopa nIocTo-
SHMiMH BacTel IIepexoHX TePepe aTO pnH, AOJzIHHE, ecJlI OHH
nipHo6peTeHU 3acOHHo, yBaaaaTbca HapaBne c npaBaMH rpaaszaH
rocyaapcTma-npeemHHa.

Co6cTBeHHoCTb, ipaBa H nHTepecI Ha nepexosIuaHx TeppHTopHax,
rnpHaajieaEaimne AlpyrUM HTa.JSmCKIH rpaaRaHaM, a Tamae HTaajibH-
CKHM iopHnpqecKrHm J.i;aM, AOJaJEHbI, ecJH OHH InpHo6peTeHI 3aKaOHmo,
inoAJI.esaT .Immi rTaRoMy 3aKOHoaaTeJibCTBy, IOTOpoe M0omeT BpeMa OT
BpeMeHH BBOIHTBC B OTHOmeHHI BOO6Ine Co6cTBeHHOCTH HHOCTpaHHIx

rpaaw;aH H iopHAraecmHx AIq.

TaIre co6cTBeHHOCT, npaBa H HHTmepeCI e 0 ojXHEI InogBepramT-
ca yAepzaHnHo nEi .rmnBHAgaiM corJiacno IIOjIoaeHaI1 CTaThH 79
HacTosm ero ,IoroBopa, a ojmaHm 6r IT Bo3Bpai;eHm HX co6cTBeHHH-
EaM OCBO 6 oaJeHHubnMB OT BCaKnx Mep TaEOro poma H OT Jno6oi0 Apyrofi
Mepu no nepeaaqe, npHHyATrejHooMy ynpaBrienmo Hae ceEBecTpy,
npUHHaUX B IepHOA Mea;Ay 3 ceHTa6pa 1943 r. H AHeM BCTyiAeHH B
CHay HacToMarero ,oroBopa.

10. JIHaaM, onmTpyiomnM HraIHabC Koep rpazaaHCTBo H nepee3-
:aiomiIH B HTaJIHo, AOJEHO 6ETb pa3pemeHo, nocjie yLIuaTM BCaKHX

gOJfrOB Him HaAOB, IIpWqTaIomxxca C HHX Ha, npHepexoIaefii TeppH-
TOpHM, 6paT c co6o0i CBOIO ABIyHa MyO C06CTBeHHOCTb H nepeBO0HTb
CBOH peHeEmHe cpeAcTBa, npH yCJOBHH, qTO TaRKe co6CTBeHHOCTb H
JeHeaCHue cpeacTBa 6mJi npHo6peTeHn 3aEOHHO. HnEarcHe a3CIIOPTHbI
HA HMHIopTHMe IIOmJmHH He AOJIMHb HaiaraTbca B CBI3H C nepeMe-
neHmeM TaRoAf Co6cTBeHHOCTH. KIpoMe Toro, Hm AOJAEH 6bmT pa3peme-
HO npogaBaTb CBOOK ABHZEHMMO H HeABH2 MyIO C06CTBeHHOCTb Ha TeX
me yCAOBaax, iTO H rpavaaHaM rocyAapCTBa-upeemmHa.

BIBO3 CO6CTBeHHOCTH B HTaJIn Aom0ceH ocyHiecTBaTnCa Ha
yCJIOBHs H B IIpeAejax, corjacoBaHHix Meaery rocyAapcTBoM-npeeMHH-
ROM H HITajMeH. YCAOBHa H cpOKH nepeBOAa AeHeamHbx cpegcTB,
BKj1IOqaa BItpyqy OT nPOAaa, AOJIHm 6lmT paBHmM 06pa30M
corJacOBaHI.L
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BBJ11011],11XCH B item, Beryl:DIMES" B may HacTonmero Aorosopa HOCTO--
SHIHAMH ACHTeJThillit nepexo,ikanwx TeppnTopma, oRmj, ecan oni 

npnoopeTeHm 3aKOHHO, ynazamen Hapanne c HpaHaisna rpaawkan 

rocpapcma-npeesinnica. 

CO6CTBeHHOCTI3, npana H nfiTepechl Ha nepexommgx TeppriTopnax, 

npnriaAaeatainne Apyrnm nraammucrim rpaacAaHam, a Taicate Frraamm-

CREW lopnxEmecrcnm annam, AOJIEHIA, min OITH npnoopeTenbr 3asonmo, 

nomeacaTb .71111Hb Talcomy aasono,gaTeammy, Hoopoe moaceT Hpema OT 

Hpemema BB0,11,14Tbea B OTHOTHeITHH B0061He CO6CTBeHHOCTI4 HHOCTpaHHbIX 

rpaacitan n lopninnecicnx ann. 

Taxne COOCTBeHHOCTb, nparta H Hinepecu He womb' Hopepram-

ca pepatamno am JIHRBYVIAHHEL coraacno 110.1I0ZeHHILM CTaTbli 79 

BacTwiner° AoroHopa, a AOJIMHbl 6bITb Boarpankemil ax CO6CTBeHHH-

EaM ocno6oacitennumn OT BCHKIEC Mep Taicoro poAa H OT .111060FI Apyroft 

mew no nepeAage, npimpnrreabnomy piparzeinno rum cercnecTpy, 

npimaTbix B nepno,4 meaciky 3 cenTa6pa 1943 r. H AHem BeTyHJIeHHH B 

emu- HacToankero ,Tkorompa. 

10. Jingam, onmppoingm IfraJIMIHCKOO rpazAaacno H nepee3-

zaionnim B 11TaJIREO, AOJI2KHO 6E4II, pa3pemeno, nocie ynaaTta BCHIMX 

A0.11TOB ILAH HaaoroH, npnqnTaaornnxca C HEM Ha nepexogunert Teppn-

TOpTiff, 6paTI, C C060it CB010 pmacnimpo CO6CTBeHHOCTb H nepeBoxam 

CBOH AeHeznie cpeAcTsa, npn yCJIOBILH, tiTO TaitHe CO6CTBeHHOCTB H 

AelleacHble cpeAcrea óbIJIll npno6peTeHN 3aKOHHO. RHEUM) 9KCHOpTHbIe 

HJIH HMHOpTIMIe HOILIJIIIHbI He AOJDICHLI HaaaraThca B CB11313 C nepeme-

Ilkeffilebf Taxon CO6CTBeHHOCTIf. Rpome Toro, nm AOJDISHO 613ITb pa3peme-

HO npogasam CB010 ABHZI3My10 H HeAnuat-ampo CO6CTBeHHOCTb Ha Tex 

ace ycammax, trro H rpaacAana.m rocyAapcma-npeemunica. 

131•IB03 CO6CT13011110CTIf B EtTaJIHTO Aoazen ocynlecTnaanca Ha 

ycaonnax H B npmaax, coraaconammx 'maw rocpapcmom-npeemnn-

KOM if 11TaAlfa. YCJI0B1131 II cpoicn nepesoAa AeHezmAx cpeAcm, 

Haamaa Hupycnty OT npoAaz, A0.11331:61 6b111 paBHbliti o6paaom 

coraacoHanu. 
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11. Co6CTBeHHOCTb, npaBa H HHTepeCbI Ob(BImIHX HTaJIbaHCKHX

rpaamEaH, aIBJaioHTLxcia rETeJiIMH niepexoaarIHX TeppHTopnH H,
cor.iacio HacToauIeMy ,oroBopy, CTaBuIIx rpaa;aaHaMH ,lpyroro rocy-
AapCTBa, KOTpEMe 6yayrT cynecTBOBaTb B IITaamr KoO AHIO BCTyJIeHHM

B Cany HacTosmqero IoroBOpa, AOJIaIHbI yBaxaTTbCa HTaJmeim B TOH Me

Mepe, ITO H Boo06me co6cTBeHHOCTb, rpaa H HHTepeCb rpaMAaH 06e-

pHHeHHbIX Hagifi.

TaKIM aninaM pa3pemaeTca ocyniecTBjaTrb IepeBO; H aJHLBH;aImo
HX co6cTBeHHocTH, IpaB 1 nHTepecoB Ha Tex ae yCJIoBHmX, KOTOpble

MOryT 6bITb ycTaHOBJleHbI Ha OCHOBaHHH nyHiTa 10 BbIme.

12. C yqpea1ReHHbIMH Io HjTajinmCKM 8aaHaM KIOMaHHmMH,

KOTopble IMeloT rJIaBHyIO KOHTOpy Ha nepexoaIZmeH TeppaTOpna H lOTO-

pbie IIomeJiaIOT IepeBecTi rjiaBHyIo KOHTOpy B ITaJiHo, OJImEHO 6 ibTb

paBHblM o6pa30M IocTyIJneHO corijacHo nyHKTy 10 Bblme, rpH ycJlo-

BHH, qTO 6o0iee 50% KEaHTaj.a KOMIiaHH npHiHaAjeaRHT j.uIaM, O6biqtHO
npoM;HBsaIoim M BHe npegeJIOB nepexoamiIei TeppHTOPHH, HTm JEH1naM,
KoTopble, coriacHo HacTosmieMy AOrOBOpy, onTHpylOT HTajiIaHCEoe

rpazaiaHCTBO H nepeeAyr B HTajiamo, a Tarae npH yCJIOBHH, qTO KoMna-

HM HPOBOAIT 60ojbmyIO qaCTb cBoeH AesTejnbHOCTH BHe npeAeJOOB nepe-

xoaasmei TeppTopiHm.

13. AoaIrn, nIpHqllHTaioneca C JIH, B HTaJmHI jmEaM Ha nepexo-

mrfnslel TeppHTopHH HJnH C JIHI Ha nepexoans;eAi TeppHTopHH Jm1iaM B

HTaJrEH, He AOJIuKHbI 3aTparlnBaTbcS nepexoAOM Teppuopim. IlTazmsi Hi

rocyAapcTBO-npeeMHHK 0o63yIOTCs CHOCo6CTBOBaTb BbinOJIHeHHIO TaKHX

o6S3aTejibCTB. HIpnMeHaeMoe B HaCTOsIJeM HnHKTe BbupaEeHHee <<ama>>

BKjIIoqaeT IopHUrnecKe jinAa.

14. Haxoamnaaca Ha nepexoinmgeAi TeppMropHH Co6CTBeHHOCTb
.io6o0i H3 06TeaHHeHHbn x Hairii H ee rpasaaH, ecjiH oHa emae He OCBO-

6oaxAeHa OT HTaJIbIHCKHX MeponpHaTHH no CeKBeCTpy HTIH KOHTpoMo H

He Bo3BpaimeHa ee co6CTBemHHKy, AOJIHa 6bITb BoaBpaineHa B TOM

COCTOSHHH, B KOTOpOM OHa cyHmeCTByeT B HaCTOIamee BpeMa.

15. IIpaBHTeJIbCTBO HTajIH npH3HaeT, qTO corramenHe B BpH-

OHH OT 10 aBrycTa 1942 roAa aBIaeTca HecyI1ecTByoLMrHM.. OHO o6a-
3yeTcR yqacTBOBaTb c rpyrnMH CTOpoHaMX, nofficaBrmauf PaHMCKoe

corAameHHe OT 29 Man 1923 roAa, B jo06bIx neperoBopax, HMeIomiH
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11. CO6CTBeHHOeTb, upasa H HuTepecm ObIBIMIX FITaJIbliHeltHX 

rpaac,lan, asamonwxca acHTeJlamH nepexoAanwx Teppraop 

coniacno HacToffigemy AoroHopy, minima rpaacAaHamn Apyroro rocy-

Aapcma,Towle 6-pyr cynwTHoHals B 14TaJLITH KO AH10 BeTyIIJIeHIISI 

B may HacTosugero AoroHopa, AO.TIEHIA yHaacaTbca 1/1TaJilleff B TO ate 

mepe, H Hoothge CO6eTBeHHOCTb, upaHa H HHTepecm rpaacikan 06'be-

XHHel1HbIX HaWel. 

Talcum augam paapemaeTca ocymecTalurrb nepesoA H aIIKBITAaItRIO 

IIX CO6CTBeHHOCTII, Hpas11 HHTepecoB Ha Tex ace yea0BERX, KOTOpMe 

MOITT 613ITb yeTaHoBaeHhi Ha OCHOBaHH11 HymcTa 10 BbIDle. 

12. C yupeacAemnamH Ho rfTaJILSIHCKIIM amconam KomnaHHamH, 

HoTophie rimeIoT TwasHpo 'canopy Ha nepexoxameli TeppErropilli H KOTO-

pme HoaceamoT nepeHectu raampo KoHTopy B 1/1TWIEHO, AOMEHO 613ITb 

paimium oopa3om HocTymaeHo COFJIaCHO Hymay 10 Hbaue, HpH ycao-

BEM, IITO 6o.me 50% KanuTaaa KomiTainua uprmaxieacHT .THHam, 06bPIHO 
ITp0atllBa10111,11M BHe 11peACJI0B nepexow[kert Teppuroprra, n.im aHHam, 

KoTopme, conaacHo HacTomrkemy AOFOBOpy, onamppoT IlTaabilHCICOO 

rpaacAaHcTso 11 Hepeerkr H 14Taamo, a Tame HpH ye.a0B1131, (ITO Rom:Ea-

Hp0BOAFIT 60JIbIlly10 acm csoeft AOSITeJIMIOCT31 HHe Hpee.aos nepe-

xojAamii TeppliTopHH. 

13. A0.11111, IWITIHT0,1011AlleCa C JIRIA B 14TaJ11111 amilam Ha nepexo-
irgmeil TeppliToprm man c MIA Ha Hepexommeil Teppirropm amam B 
I4Taarm, He AOJIatHIII aaTparnHaTbcH nepexoAom Teppirropnu. 

rocy,lapcTso-upeemmiu 06513y1OTCSI elIOCO6CTBOBaTb BbIROJIHeflin° TaKHX 

06113aTeabCTB. IlpHmeHaemoe B HacToaukem HyRKTe supaacenHe q.inma» 

Hic.inotmeT lopHAniiecKne alma. 

14. Haxo,Lungaaca Ha Hepexo,Eourkell Teppuroprm CO6CTBeHHOCTb 
mood" II3 061,extmeHmAx Haw H ee rpaacAaH, mut oHa env He ocHo-

6oacAeHa OT FITaJIbaHCKYIX mepoupHaTHri Ho ceicHeerpy 11.2111 KOHTp0.7110 II 

He Houtpankeria ee co6cmeHHHIcy, ActaacHa 6bITb BoupameHa B TOM 

COCTOSIIIH11, B KoTopom oHa cyukecmyeT B HacTofflHee "sperm. 

15. IlparmTeabcno FITa.THEI HpHallam., 1:ITO coraamenHe B Bpn-

OH!! OT 10 aHrycTa 1942 roAa SIBJISIeTCH HecyakecTimom,Hm. OHO 0611-

3yeTca riacTsoHaTb C Ap)THMH cropollamH, HOXIDICaBIIIHMEL PIIMCK0e 

coraameHne OT 29 mall 1923 roAa, B moOtax neperosopax, mateionknx 
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eJinBo Bijnoq10eHHe B ero IocTaHOBaeHmH HeO6xOHMbIX 3HMeHemHI ima
o6ecneqema cnpaBe.gjHBoro yperyjpOBaHa HpeAyCMOTpeHHbIX B HeM
iauaTeaEek.

16. HTaJEH BepHeT co6cTBeHHOCTb, He3aKOHHo BbIBe3eHHylO
nocne 3 ceiHTa6pa 1943 roAa c nepexoA:sffef TeppHTopHH B HTaIaHio.
IIyHEmT 2, 3, 4, 5 H 6 CTaTBH 75 6y:yT perymnpoBaTb npHMeHeHHe
3Toro o6f3aTejibTBa, 3a HCRKIj eHHeMl cjiyqaeB, KorAa B OTHOIIeHHH
co6cTBeHHocTH erpegycMoTpeHo HHoe B HaCToaI;eM IIpHJoacemHH.

17. HTaJIHSI 0onjHa B B03MORcHO EpaTrqaIIHr CpOK B03BpaTHTb
rocyAapcTBy-IpeeMHncy jno6ie HaxoAgmReca B HTaJnasHCKo Bjiaae-
Hnm cy:a, npmHHaRJezaBImHe Ha 3 ceHTs6pa 1943 roa nposmBaiomrnM
Ha nepexoAaMiefi TeppHTopHH 4H3meciem JIHaM, IrpHo6peTrnHM
rpaaz:aHcTBo rocyAapcTa-upeeMmEma coriacHo HacToaseMy ,Ioro-
Bopy, Han IpHnHaJieaBmHI e HTajn iaHCRe M aiopEHHgecEKHM jiaM, HMe-
IomiHM H coxpaHmiouBmmr rJaBmHe KOHTOpm Ha nepexonnaIee TeppHTo-
PHH, 3a HCRJIoeHieM CYAOB, rOTopIe 6bm Ao6 pOCOBeCTHO npoAaHmI.

18. HTajmua rocyaapcTBa-npeeMHHI AOJiBI 3aRIHIIOMqHT cor-
aamneHHa, IIpe:ycMaTpHBaioinHe 3aKOHHoe H cupaBeAjHBoe pacnpeAejie-
iHe co 6cTBeHHOCTH, unpHHaJi[eaMamei m0o60My cymiecCTByIonIeeMy MecT-
HOMy opraHy, pafioH KOToporo pa3AeJMaeTca jIO6bIM yperyJmpoBamHHe
rpaHHI; B COOTBeTCTBHH C HaCTosmIIPM oroBopoM, a TaiRe npeAycMaT-
pnHBaiomn e coxpaHeHHe AJLa mTeiefi Heo 6xoEHMuX rKOMyHaSBaHMx
ycJtyr, EOTOpIe cneEnHajrmo He oxBaqeHI MpynrMH qaCTaM HaCTOS-
rnero AoroBopa.

Byayr 3alKnIOeHb& aHaiJornIqHe corJIameHm o 3aaOHHOM H
cnpaBeAJIHBOM pacnpeAejeHHnH lnoABHHoro COCTaBa H ceje3aHoopo0a-
Horo o60pyAOBaHHa, a TarKe AOKOBEX IH IOpTOBMX nIJOBY'qX CpeACTB
H o6 opyaoBama, paBHO BaE H O BCJKHX Apyrax Hepa3pemeHHmx
9KOHOMMeCEHX BOIpoCax, He oxBaqeHHIX HaCTO0anIm IIpHaOEeHHeM.

19. IIocTaHoBJieHm HacTosmero pIIpHoameHHa He AojmaHI pac-
npocTpaHaTrca Ha 6 BlIBme HTaJmsHcIe oCJIOHHH. 1OHOMHrnecrne H
HBHaHCOBbie nocTaHoBaeHna, rOTOpme 6yAyT npHMeHmanca K 6rBnnm

HTaJILJMCKHM ROJAOHM, COCTaBaT qaCTm COramemHI OTHOCHTeeJIIH
OKOHlaTe~LHoro pememHa cyAj6u aTm BjaAemdH B COOTTTBTTBH CO
cTaThefi 23 HacToanmero AoroBopa.
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ite.abro HKaKriemie B ero nomHameln's' Heo6xoiatmux H3meHendi ia 

o6ecnegeHrm cHpasexamoro ypery.artposamm HpeAycmoTpeHHba s Hem 

maaTeacerf. 

16. FITaJIMI BepHeT CO6CTBOHHOCTB, 1103a1COHHO BbIBe3eimpo 

Houle 3 cerrraopa 1943 rwica c nepexo,immeil TeppriTopHa B 14TaJ11110. 

llymabi 2, 3, 4, 5 H 6 CTaTlia 75 6y4yT pery.imposaTb HprimeHemte 

aToro o6K3aTeabcTBa, 3a Hcrurfogermem caygaes, Roma B OTHOITHOHMI 

CO6CTBOHHOCTH HpexkycmoTpeHo HMO B HacToarcem Ilproozernm. 

17. flTaJIH51 AOJIZECHa B B031SIOZHO KparrailmM1eport BO3BpatHlb 

rocygapcmy-npeemmaKy aroome Haxoxiameca B HTaJITAIHCKOM B.aajke-

Hrm cyAa, Hprmameatamme Ha 3 carmopyr 1943 roAa nvommarouvim 

Ha nepexommect TeppiTroprta cim3wiecimm Jrugam, upHoopeTramm 

rpazAaHcmo rocyAapcma-Trpeemmuca comacHo HacToargemy Aoro-

Bopy, H.111 Hprmaxreatammie Irraimmuurm rommecratm armam, Hme-

rorqHm H coxpaHmomem mamma° Korrropm Ha Hepexopmeti Tepprrro-

pmi, 3a HCIC.111011eHrlelf cyAoH, EoToprae 6ra.im oopocosecTim upo,Tkama. 

18. 14Ta.ami H rocpapcma-Hpeemmum Ao.natraa 3a1C.1110111111> cor-

aamermsr, Hped,yemaTpramorrme aasomme H cupasemmioe pacHpe,ge.ae-

nue CO6CTBOHHOCTH, HpHHameatameit ar000my cynocTeyromemy MOCT-

Homy opraHy, patioH KoToporo pameasreTca mo6ram ypery.mposamiem 

rpaHHII B COOTBOTCTIMH C EfaCT051110131 Aorosopom, a Tamace npeAycmaT-

pasalom,He coxpaHeime AJIR aurrameil Heo6KoAmitha ROMMyHaJ113HIAX 

yulyr, ICOTOpIle ClIellHaJILHO HO OXBatIOHLI Apyrnma tiacTmem HacTog-

rgero joroHopa. 

Byyr amunatieHm aHa.aoripmme cor.aamema 0 3aICOHHOM 11 

cHpaHeximHom pacHpeAeaemm 110,LIBMICHOF0 COCTaBa 11 aceze3HoAopoz-

Horo o6oppoBarma, a Tame OROBIAX II 110pTOBBIX IIJI0BrIHX cpeAcTH 

H o6opy,AoHaHHH, palm KaK H o Barna Apyrnx Hepaapemenmax 

91COHOMIPIOCICHX Hoirpocax, He °xi:miler:mix HacTosim;Hm Ilphnozermem. 

19. 110CTaHOBJICH101 HacTosmero Ilprurozemm HO AOJIRCIIM pac-

HpocTpaHHTLea Ha ohumme nTa.ammome HOJIOHBH. DICOHOMINOCICHO H 

clommacoHme HOCTaHOBJ1e1B111,Town oyikyr HpHmemmar IC 6131BIIIHM 

HTaJIINSDICKHN IC0.101311,101, cocramrr gam cor.lameHmil OTHOCHTOJILHO 

oKorrtraTezmoro pemerma cym,61.1 al= B.KaAeHmil B COOTBOTCTBBH CO 

mama 23 HacToamero AoroBopa. 
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nPMJnO1 EHME XV.

CneLHanbHbie nOCTaHOB.eHHH, OTHOCRUIHeeC
H HeHOTOpbIM BHAaM C06CTBeHHOCTH.

A. llpoMI nmeHHaa, jimTepaTypHaH H xy0oazecTmeHHa
C06CTBeHHOCTb.

1. a) CI003H1MM H CoeAmHeHmM )AepRaBaM H HX rpaEaa;aM
AoeJDH 6bum nIpeAocTaBjeH cpOK B OAHH roA co .. a BCTyuJieHma B CHny

HaCToarmero AoroBopa i3a Toro, qT0o6u AaTm Hm B03MOHOCTb, 6e3
B3HMaHma c H1X Aono0IrmTeJlbHbIX c6 0pOB HZIH pyrix mTpa0OB
ino6oro poma, COBepnmHT BCe Heo6XoaHMHe aHiTbI ima npHo6peTe-

HHm HE coxpaHeHeI B HTaiJHH npaB I[poMbnuIeHHoi, maHTepaTypHOA H
xypoecTBeHHoi co6cTmenHocT, EOTopIM e me Mori 6mIb coBepmieHM
BcjeACTBHe cyniecTBOBaHHa COCTOiHaa B0OHI.

b) Como3mHe H CoemHHeiEmme epmEaBb HIm HX rpaam;aHe, KOTO-
pme Hape;zama M o6pa30M cejiaezaH aaaBRy Ha TeppHTopmH Jno6of
CoIo3Hoi Wn CoemHeHHofi AepEaaBu o InaTeTe IH o peIrcrpanHH
o6paa3ga He palee, qeM 3a 12 MecnJeOB zo B03HHHOBeHHa BOH C c HTa-
JImei Hi B TeleHIe BOiHbI, HTi o permCTpagnH IIpoMBTrmeHHoro pH-
cyHKa, Him MogeJiH, RJrH ToBapHoro 3aHaKa He paHee, seM aa 6 mecaIeB
,0 B03EHHHOBeHam BOHHbI C HITaJImeH HE BO BpemB BOHE, 6 ya5yT HMeTh
HpaBO B Teqenne 12 MecaseB co ,RHa BCTyILAeHHa B cHary HacTosmero
AoroBopa cAeaaTb 3aaBEy O COTBeTCTBeTCTByiom npaBax B I/TaJH
BMeCTe C npaBOM npHopHTeTa, OCHOBaHHHIM Ha 6oAee paHHef perHcTpa-
mHm 3asBEH Ha TeppHTOpHH aTOfi COIO3HOi HBIH CoeHmeIIHHOI ,epzaBr.

c) IKaazoi H3 COIO3HbIX H CoemHemHHMx AepzaB H ee rpamaa-
HaM gojeHe 6mITb HpeAOCTaBAeH CPOK B O0H roA co AH BCTYILmeHmH B
ciry HacToamIero AoroBopa, B TeeHHne rOTOporo OHH MoryT B036ya-
AaTh AeJIo B HTamjl npoTHB Tex (H3erecKHx HmB iopHyAecEHx Jmn, B
OTHomemm OT OTOpx yTBepa;EaeTCs, TTO OHH He3aOHHH o Hapym Ean HX
npaBa npOMbmIuieHHOH, aarTepaTypHOi mHi xyAo0ecTBeHHEiO C06CTBeH-
HOCTH MeJE;A AaTO0i B03HHIEHOBeHM BOHMH II H AaT0Of BCTyjICeRHHa B CHJA

HacToamuero ,3oroBopa.

2. IIepHo, c MOMeHTa B03HHKHOBeHHlI BOHmI AO HCTeqeHmH 18

MecmieB nocAie BCTynieHHa B CIHIy HacTosIero A,;oroBOpa AojcmeH 6mb
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17131/1110MEHME XV. 

CneRmanbnie nograHomeHmg, omocawmeca 

H HeHoTopum BHJAHM CO6CTBHHHOCTH. 

A. 1-IpowanuieHHaa, AllTepaTypHaa H xpozecTBeEmaa 

CO6CTBOHHOCTb. 

1. a) CO10311E431 H CONIEIlleHEIMM AepacaHam n HX rpamanam 

AOJDICell 6bITb npe,ztocTaBaeH cpoic B OAHH ro,4 co xvia BCTITIJIOHH11 B cruly 

rfacToalikero AoroBopa A.113 Toro, iiTo6hi ;pa% HM B033101RHOCM, 5e3 

C HEX A0110.iitutreJIMITIX CoOpOB H.7111 Al)yr.11x nupacpos 

Juo6oro pojta, coBepulaTh Bee Heo6xogamme aRTbI AM{ npno6peTe-

ma rum coxpanenna B 14Tamig "[pan HpommameHHoii, JurrepaTypHort n 

xyqoatecineHHort co6cmennocin, ItoTopme He norm arm cortepramm 

BC.71eACTBile cynkecimosanaa COCTORHIL3 BOREILL 

b) C010311bIe H COMITHCHIMIe ,AepataHhi rim HX rpaane, ROTO-

pme Haxaeatargint o6paao3a cAmaza aaamcy Ha TeppnropHa J11060A 

C0103HOR rum CoexmenHoff Aepsama o Hamm RUH 0 pernciparont 

o6paaHa ne 'mace, gem aa 12 MeCHHOB o 1303HRKHOBeHHH BORTIM C llra-
.ime ILIrt Bwane B01'411134 HJIH 0 perricTpartga npomuffuermoro pn-

cyruca, HJJJ1 mo,4e.ma, MTH ToHapHoro aHaRa He paHee, aa 6 mecages 

O BO3HBRHOBeHIIHBOIIHN CTaxneil mall BO sperm DORM , 63rAyr HMeTb 

npaao B TeHeime 12 MecaRes CO ,D,111I BeTylL1e1ina B may nacToargero 

Aoroaopa cxteaaTb aaamcy o COOTBeTCTBy1011WX rupaBax B ilTaJnEll 

mem c npaHom HpHopmreTa, ocHoHamsna Ha 6o.inie paHHeil perncipa-

Ann 3323311.11 Ha Tepprrropum TO CoIoaHo Hart COCAIIIICHHOrl Aepzam 

c) Rawkoft 113 C01031111X II COW11111e11HbIX AepzaH n ee rpazAa-

Ham Aoazell 6bITb HpeAociameH cpoic B OHH roA co ,rom BCTy-IL/UM B 

cHay Hamm:Hero AoroHopa, B Tegeme NoToporo OHH mom noa6yz-

Aam ,geao B 171Tamm uponiE Tex CDF131111eCKEIX aim lopHAHtlecsux JIM() B 

OTHOHIMITI ROTOpbIX yulepasAaeTca, ITO 0101 H03aKOHHO Rapp:faun DX 

npaHa Hpombnmemmii, JurreparypHoii 'um xyAozecutemioft co6cTHen-

HOCTH meacxty BO3HERHOBellna BOrGIII 11 AaToil 13CTyHJI0H1131 B may 

nacToingero Aoronopa. 

2. IlepHoiA C MomeHTa B031111KHOBenaff BOAH131 o 11CT010133111 18 

mecagett Howie Eery-H.4mm B croy nacToargero AoroBopa Ammer( 6bITb 



HcUoqeHeH IpH HCqHCJIeHH cpoKa, B TeqenMe KOTOporo JIaTeHT AAJIAeH
6MIJ 6UlT OcyleCTBJIeH HA pHCyHOK MM TOBaPHIH 3IHaE-HCIIOJIb-
30BaH.

3. IIepHoA c MOMeHTa B03HHKHOBeMHI BOHIiH AO AHa BCTynjIIJeH
B CHai HacTOam;ero AoroBopa ojiaOeH 6uTb HCKJcIneH H3 HOpMajibHOro
cpoKa npaB IpoMnIIMJreHHoi, JImTepaTypHOI H xyAo20ecTBeHHOH co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, KOTopue HMJejH CHTI B IITaJIH K MOMeHTy B03HHIIHOBeHHI
BOiiHbI, 1Ta OTOPEbe DPH3HaHbI HT ycTaHOBJieHm Ha OCHOBaHRI qaCTH
A HacTotmgero IIpMoaemeHa H IOTOPIIe nPHalmaieaaT mIo6ofi H3 COIo3-
HbIX H CoeaHeHHbI x AepaB HaJ ee rpamaHaM. HII0TOMy HOpMajitHaa
IpOAOJIIHTeJbHOCTB TaKHEX npaB aOJIaHa CIHTlaTbCSa aBTOMaTHqecKH

IpOJlWeHIHO B HlTaAHH Ha AaabIHeiiHn CpOr, COOTBeTCTByIOi.m i HCKMJO-
· IeHHOMy TaErHM o6pa30M IIepHoay.

4. IpeamecTsByom;He nomoacenHa, EacaIromn eca IrpaB B ITaiBH
Coio3Hmx H CoeaHHemmH x ,epmaaB H Ix rpaazPaH, ojmDKHbi paBHIM
o6 pa30M npaMesHaTcS B OTHomeHmH rpaB HTajRHi H ee rpazEJaH Ha
TeppHTOpHmx COom3HXi H CoemHHeHHEmx AepmaB. OuiHaKO, HMTO B
aTHX InoJoaeimax He aeT HTaJHH HA ee rpazsanam IrpaBa Ha-6ojee
6aaropnaTHRm fi peaHM Ha TeppHTopmH KaEKoi-m6o H3 COI3HWIX H Co-
eWiHemHHbx AepaaB, 'qeM TOT, KOTOpbdIi npeAOCTaBJJIeTca B IInoo 6HbIX
cJayqaax DTOHi ,epaaBsoi KaKoii-.jn6o Apyrofi H3 06Le¶aEHHeHHbn x Haini
Ha: ee rpamanaMa. HTamJa He 6yAeT Tarme o6s3aaa Ha ocHOBaHBHH
3THX noJioZeiHei Inpe0OCTaBjIarb JIO6oi H3 COO3HbIX H CoefHHeHHBIX
,epmaB Haa ee rpaasaHaM 6oaee 6iaroInpmarrii peaHm, qeM TOT, EO-
TOpbIM noJIb3yOTrca Ha TeppaTopHH arTOi iepaaBb HTama wm ee rpaa-
AaHe B Bonpocax, IpeAYCMOTpeHHUX B npeAmecTByIronx noljoaenHax.

5. TpeTbHm jminaM Ha TeppHTopHax jmo6of H3 COIO3HUX H
CoewmeHHmbx AepmEaB JMH ITaJImH, KOTOpue AO ;HH BCTyIIJeHHI B
CmIy HacTosnero ,loroBopa Ao6 pocoBecTHo npHo6pejH rpaBa Ha npo-
MbULeHnyKo, JmTepaTypnyio Hm xyxoaoecTBeHRHyE co6cTBeHHoCTb, Ha-
xosmlieca B npoTHBopeqH c InpaBaMH, BOccTaHOBjieHmnIu Ha OCHOBa-
IHH qacT A HacTOaImero llpanoaceHIa, mI B InpOTHBpeIHH c upaBa-
MH, npHo6peTemHn MH Ha ocHOBaHEm ripHopHTeTa B cHay 3TOrO zRe Ipa--
Joateima, UI1 EOTOple 0o6 pcoBeCTH0o H3rOTOBH , ony6 jmKoBaJm,
BOcnpoIpBeJa, Hcnom3oBaJiH H npoAaaiH upeAMeT, K xOTOpOMy
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HCK.711011ell npn gcqncjieimn cpoKa, B TegeHae Kopoporo naTeHT Ao.inKeH 
&Ea obiTh ocymecnoeu 11.1111 pncynox H.TH ToBapnbni 3HaK—HCHOJIL-
30BaH. 

3. Ile")no,4 c momenTa BO3HBEHOBOIMI BOrIllb1 BeTyHJIeH1111 

B CRT/ HacToamero AoroBopa ,40J12KeH 6LITE HCICJEE011eH 113 Hopmammoro 
cpoKa npas npombnn.ffeHHoti, ARTepaTypHoll H xpoatecTBeHHoit co6-
CTBeHHOCT11, KoTopme mtean CH.11y B llTaJIZEI K momenTy BO3HEIKHOBeHT151 

HJIH KoTopme npnanama 11.1111 yeTaHOBJleHbl Ha OCHOBaHHII ilacm 

A HacTonalero Ifpnaoaceima H KoTopme nponameacaT Jno6oti 113 C0103-
HE.IX H CoexemeHmax AepzaB nan ee rpaatAanam. IloaTomy Hopmaahnan 
Hp0A0JI2KITTe..7MHOCTI3 mum upaB Ao.inKHa mamma asTomaTmecKn 
npo,iviennoli B FITaJIHH Ha Aa.uneimmit cpoK, COOTBeTCTlly1OKFIVI 
tiennomy Tampa oopanom nepnoAy. 

4. IlpeAmecmylonme nomatemm, Kacalornxeca npaB B 14TaJBEI 
C0103HIDIX H Coewaemaix rikepacas n FIX rpaatAaH, AOJKSHIa pamrEm 

oopasom npErmensrmaa B OTHOLIMBRH npaB 11Tazan ii ee rpaawkan Ha 
TeppErropnax C01031113IX H 000,4BHeHMIX ,ItepataB. 0,quaKo, ITHATTO B 

OTHX HOJI02KOKEIKK He ;mei' HTaJBM HMI ee rpazAanam upaBa Ha 6o.aee 
6.aaroupnammil pezEm Ha TeppErropna KaKort,m6o 113 00103HMX H Co-

emmemmrx AepataB, tiem TOT, KoTopuil npeAocTaaaneTca B HOAO6HbIX 
9TOri AepanaBoci xaKoti-an6o Apyroil Eta 06TATEEmermux Harudi 

HJIH ee rpaaglaHam. 171Tama He 6yAeT Tame o6a3aHa Ha OCHOBaHHH 

311LX no.aomemul npe,ttocTanaam JLE060rI 313 C0103HbIX H CoexuBeHmax 

Aepacas aim ee rpazAaHam 6oaee 6.aaronparimmti peamm, xleM TOT, ICO-
TOphIM HOJIL3y1OTCSI Ha TeppnTopnn WWI AelNiCaBIA 14TaJIHS1 H.TH ee rpaac-
AaHe B Bonpocax, npeAycmoTpeHHmx B npegmecrByionknx nomatemitax 

5. Tpemmt .nkfgam Ha TeppErropnax .irlo6oil H3 C0103HIAX H 

CoemmeHHEJK AepzaB HJTH FITaama, KoTopme BeryuJleHH51 B 

may HacTomnero AoroBopa Ao6pocoBecino npno6pean npaBa Ha npo-

MbinlaeMly10, anrepaTypHylo aim xy,lkomecnennylo CO6CTBeHHOCTL, Ha-
xoganmecn B npontBopeinm c npaBama BOCCTaHOBJIeHHUMH Ha ocHoBa-
mm gam A HacTonmero 11pnaoacerma, HJIH B nponmopeimrf c npaBa-

npno6peTemmmEt na OCHOBaBitH npnopnreTa B may aToro ate Ilpn-
J102KCHMI, lum KoTopme Ao6pocosecnio H3POTOBHJIJI, Offy6JIHKOBaJIH, 

BOCHp0H3BeJIH, HCHOJ11330BaJIH 11.1111 npo,iman npegmeT, K Kgropomy 
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OTHOCarca 3TH npasa, 6 yAeT pa3pemeHo, 6e3 BCc0oi OTBeTCTBeHHoCTH
3a HapymeHne, I10i0poaojiaTb ocymecrTBaTb TaKEe nIpaBa H IpoAojnaTb
waH Bo3o6HOBHTh TaKoe B3roTOBjeHHe, ny6JIHaiiumo, penpoAyEIuIo,
HcnIIOJ30BaHHe e HIE npoAazy, rEOTopTme 6bLmE o6pocoBecTHo npHo6pe-
TeHbI mHJ HaqaTI. B HTaiMH TaKoe pa3pemeHHe 6 yeeT HOCHTb 0opMy
HeHCRKJIOHTeJIBHOH JmIeH3Hr, npeAOCTaB meMoE Ha yCJOBHX 10
B3aHMH y cori ameieHHfo CTOpOH, a npH OTCyTCTBHI corJameHa--
Ha ycjoBHx, ycTaHaBJmEaeMLix CorjacHTeJbHo KomHccHef, ylpe-
zaeHHO0 Ha OCHOBaHHH CTaTBH 83 HaCTOSaIero ,oroBopa. O01acKO, Ha
TeppHTopnHH aamAofi H3 COI03HbX H CoeAHHeibmix Lepa;aB 0o6poco-
BecTHbIe TpeiTbH jmra 6 ygyT HIOJI30BaTbCa TaEo0 3aanTroH, RaKaa
lnpeaocTaBJieTca npH aHajiorHmHx O6CTOaTeJiCTBaX A06pOCOBeCTHbIM
TpeTbnM JImIaM, IIpaBa ROTOPbIX HaxoAaITC B npOTHBOpeqEHH C npaBaM
rpaacaH Apyrax Co3Hmix E CoeaHeHHmix AepmaB.

6. HarTO B qaCTH A HaCToaimero IIpHjiOCeHSUI He AOJIaHO TOJIKO-
BaTBcs EKaE aIom;ee HTaIarH HEm ee rpaaranaH npaBo Ha laKiofi-ji6o

naTerrHT HJ o6pa3eq Ha TeppHTOpHH IRaKo-Ji6o0 H3 COIO3HIX H CoeAH-
HeHHbIx A3epEaB B OTHOmemH H306peTeHmH, OTHOcaigHxca i jno6oMy
npelmeTy, HIoHMeHHOBaHHOMy B onpeAeJeHm H H epenqe BOeHHmX MaTe-
pHaJIOB H TexHHKH, AaHHlIX B IIpmaoameHH XIII K HacToameMy AoroBO-
py, ROTOpbIe c.CJeaHI HJEH B OTHOmemHHH OTOpEtX 3aaBKH 6 uJm 3apera-
CTpHpOBaHbI HTaJmeG HAl JIo6 iM H3 ee rpaaaHn B HTaJmH HJI Ha
TeppHTOpHH JEo60i H3 epep3;aB OCH HEa Ha TeppHTOpHH, KoTopas 6hJia
oRKKEypOBaHa B00pyJaeHHbIMH cHiaMH AepacaB OCH, B TeqeHie nepnoAa
BpeMeHH, Kora faHHaa TeppEHTopa HaxoamHacb noA EOHTpoIeM Boopy-
2aeHHbix CHaI BIH BJacTei AepmaB OCH.

7. HTaJm paBHbIM o6pa30M pacnpocTpaHHT AefcTBHe npeiA-
Ayx iinojioaeHm HacToaiero IIpHoaseHIa Ha HemaBnmomneca
CoI3mHBMH HJIm CoeHmeHHnMH AeparaBaMH 06e.iBHeHmH e HanmH,
.HImioMaTlBrecMKe oTHomeHea KOTOpbX c HTajmei 6 JI lOpBaHU BO

BpeMa BOHbI H EIOTpMe o6a3ywrca npeAocTaB3nT HTamnI upeHmy-
imecTBa, npelocTaBJiaemEe ITaJIH BTHMH e IInoJIOeHaMsT.

8. HwETO B qaCTH A HacToamIero IIpHJoaema He 6yJeT IOHH-
MaTca t aR npoTHBOpeqanee caTTam 78. 79 H 81 HacTomaero
LoroBopa.
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OTHOCPITCIE DUI Hpana, 657keT pa3perlleno, 6e3 BC131t0I1 OTBeTCTBOHHOCTH 
aa HapymeHme, HpojnlimaTK OCyakeCTBJIIITI) Tame Hpana 11 HpoAo.inKam 
EJifi B0306HOBHM TaKoe H3roTomenme, HY6.1/31ICaIT,ELIO, penpouytakmo, 
IICHOJIL30BaHHO nJm Hpoi3kazy, KoTopme & UHT Ao6poconecTno HpHo6pe-
TeHIA wm HaimTbr. B 14Taarm TaKoe paapernenme 6yAeT HOCLITb Cpopmy 
HemcK.1101111TeJlbH0r1 HpeikocTan.amemoit Ha yCJI0BrISIX /10 

n3anmnomy col-wan:team cTopon, a Hpm OTCyrCTBIBI cor.aamemaa — 
Ha yczonmax, ycTaHamannaemmx ComacmreabHoii RommccHefi, ripe-
mAennoil Ha OCHOBaHl111 CTallal 83 HacTosnmero Aoronopa. 0,timaKo, Ha 
TeppErropraf Kaaukoil Ha C01031MIX ii Coemmennbix Aepacan Ao6poco-
BeCTIMIO TpeThm amp 6ymiT HOJE630BaTIIC51 Tamil aammToil, Karam 
npegocTammeTca up{ anaAornaHnix o6cToaTear,.cmax Ao6pocoBecnibur 
apenam Ammam, upana KoTopmx Haxo,qaTcm B npoTHnopeimm c npanamm 
rpamaH Apyrmx C0103HM2C II Cociumemmx rgepatan. 

6. IRMO B llaCTH A HacTonukero IlpmanKeHma BO A0J121010 TOXICO-
BaThell KaK Aannmee 11TaJIHEI Ham ee rpamAanam Hpano Ha Rani-I-J/1160 
Hamra H.Tm o6paaem Ha TeppErropmm KaKoil-Am6o 113 C0103HIAX 
HeHmx Aep2Kan B OTHOHICHHH H3o6peTennii, OTHOCIIIBXXCII K mo6omy 
HpeAmeTy, HommennonaHHomy B onpeAe.Tferam m Hepeinie BOOITHLIX man-
pmaJlon H TeXHHICH, Aarmroix B flpn.moaemm XIII IC HaCTOSHReMy AOPOBO-
py, KoTopme crke.aanKi m.irm B OTFIOHICHHH ICOTOpIALX 3aSIBICH 6MJm 3aperm-
cTpmponaHm 14Ta.amert HJUI JilOfibiM 113 ee rpaman B FITaJDDI MTH Ha 
TeppnTopym mo6off 113 Aepacan OCH HJTEI Ha Teppuropmm, ICOTOpaSI 6Kula 
oKKymaponaHa noopyzemmimm CHJIaMH Aep2Kan OCH) B TegeHrie trepmoika 
npemeHm, Korga Aamaam Tepprrroplia HaxwmaxacK HoA Romp:mem Boopy-
acemmx cria aim B.aacTeA Aepacan OCH. 

7. 11TaAmm paBIIMM o6pa3om pacupocipammT AelicTnme Hpew-
itylivor Homacenma HacTolagero Hproomenna Ha Hennamornmeem 
C0103BILKH n.iru Coemmemmumm Aepmanama 06seAnHerazie Hanmm, 
AmmomaTnuecKme oTHoinemam KoTopmx c flTa.1mei &um Hopnanur BO 
npemm BOBEHBI H ICOTOpble o6m3poTca npeAocTanmrb EITaJIMI npemmy-
nwczna, HpexkocTammemble 1lTaJIHH 9THINEH ace nomzenmamm. 

8. IhigTO B =lam A Hacroankero Hprurozenma He 6y,l(eT HOHH-
manes' KaK HpoTmnopegaimee mamma 78. 79 i 81 HacTofflmero 
Aoronopa. 



B. CTpaxoBoe Aeno.

1. ThamrHe npensTcTBH Te, RpoTOe e, oop Boo6mne ycTaHaB-
JmHBaIOTCa B OTHOmeHHH CTpaXOBIHMOB, He AOEHbI CTaBHTBCSa 1 B03-

o6HoBjieHno cTpaxoBmiHKaMH, aBmiaOrrw ca rpaza;aHaMH 06eeAnH-

He:HHX HaliiH, HX 6IBmHX AeIAOBbIX IlopT4ejieH.

2. EcJ cTpaxoBIWm H3 fmcJa rpaasaaH Jno6o0 H3 0 f6ieEHeHHmix

Hangi a eaaeT B03o6HOBHMT CBOIHO poeccHoHaJbHyIO AeaeSeJHOCT

B HTaJmH H ecH 6yAeT ycTaHOBjieHo, qTO CTOHMOCTh rapaHTHHiImx

Aeno3HTOB JPI pe3epBHLx 0OHAOB, Tpe6yongixca B EaqecTBe yCIOBHa
jiea BeAemHff Aejia B IITajB, yMeHinmaacb BCJIeACTBHe noTepH HrI

o6ecAeHeHHa rqeHHIx 6yMar, H3 ROTOPbX COCTORJIH 3TH Ieno3HTI HJIH

pe3epBHae OHipi, IIpaBHTeJmeCTBmo HTamj o6a3yeTca CmnaTh B

TeqeHHe 18 MecasieB TaKre nenHme 6yMarH, EoTopue coxpaHmjrcb,

yaoBaeTBopaiomnWHM ipenrAecanuaM 3aKoHa B oTHomeHHH AenHo3TOB

H peaepBHux 0OHaOB.

nPHJnIO EHHE XVI.
KOHTpaKTbl, CPOHH AaBHOCTH H 4eHHUe 6yMarH.

A. RoHTpaRTu.

1. BcaHi ROHIpaET, rOTOPIHi aM CBoero BbInOJIHenHH Tpe6OBajZ
ycTaHOBajeHHa CHomeHfi eeH a ZAy Jo6SMH H3 ero CTOPOH, CTaBmaBM

BparaMH, EaR aTO onpeAeaeHO B 'aCTH D HacToainero IIpuioaezHa,

0oJseH, npH YCJIOBHH Co6JoAemI Ha iCrmoemI , H3a0oaeHHIX B nymK-
Tax 2 H 3 HHEe, CqHTaTbca pacTOprEyTrM C Toro BpeMeHH, Hor:~a
jmo6be H3 ero CTOPOH CTaJB BparaMH. Tawoe paCTopMeeHHe, oaHao, He
BaTparHsaeT lnoAeoamem CTaTIH 81 HacTomanero AoroBopa, H OHO He

AOJaHO ocBo6ozaEaa Ty T m H1IH CTOPOHy ROHrTpaTra OT 0o653aTejBCTBa
BepHyTr cyIMM, noaIyeHHuIe B RaqecTBe aBaHCOB nHJI qacTHmx nIa-
Tesef, B OTHOImeIIHB OTOPUX TaKaa cTOpoHa HMHero He CAeJIaia B3aMeH.

2. HecloTpa na nojoazeHm nyntnra 1 Bumne, He IoiezaaT

pacTopZeBHio H, 6e3 ynep6a p Ma n paB, HnaJoBeHHux B CTaTme 79
HacroTAnero AoroBopa, ocTarmOTa B CaIe TamKe qacn jno6oro KOHTptaTa,
KOTOpLe OTeAejiin H H e Tpe6oBam AJa Csoero HcnojHeHIm yCTaHOB-
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B. Crpaxoeoe eno. 

1. Raicaute HpeELUCTBUSI, Rp0110 Tex, ROTOpbIe B000rrke yeTaHat--
J1113BalOTC2 B OTHOIlleHHH CTpaROBIRTIROB, He AOJIZIIIA CTOBHTI3CR R B03-
06HOBJleHMO erpaxoBrmixamia, amsnonvoimea rpazAaHaxiat 06sexa-

HellHbIX EWA, FIX 611BEIBIX Ae110BIZIC HOpT()ejlefl. 

2. ECM eTpaxoBropc113 timeza rpazAan .111060ii H3 061eAroleimmx 
Harka ze.xaeT B0306HOBHM CB010 npocDeeenoria.11mmo AUL-Teal:MOMS 
B 14TOJEDH H eeza opeT yeTanomeno, 4TO CTOHMOCTI) rapaurmlaux 
Ae1103HTOB MTH pe3eprolux ()orvoB, Tpe6pormixca B K'lCTB CJOBFLif 
AAR BeAUDIS Aeia B 14TOJIBIL, yhtenbuffoacL BCJIOACTBIle noTepn rf.Tra 
o6eer(enema AeFTST-inr 6yMary 113 ROTOWIX COCTOSIJM DTH Ael10311TbI 11.7111 

peaepHume cf)oww, lIpasnTe.itheTBo IITOJIHR o6113yeTea Chinan, B 

TegeHRe 18 mecageB Tame geinable opiarn, RoTopme coxpairozucL, 

pormeTBopsnornxim upeximeamon& aarcona B OTHOMeHHH C110311TOB 

H peaepHaux cf3onAoB. 
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11 P11 110}HEHIIE XVI. 

HOHTpaRTbl, cpotui itaBHOOTH 11 tkeHHbie 6ymarm. 

A. 1-tokupaicru. 

I. & AKA Homparr, Koroprol xrdni esoero BTAHOJIHeIDET Tpe6oBaz 
yeTaHOBJDHERH cnomeHei Melly ZE06111411 113 ero CT0p0H, CTOBLIMMH 
Hparaim, Haa DT0 onpeAeneHo B tiacrrt D Hacroargero Ilproontenna, 

AOMIteHy HpH yCJI0131tH CO6JII0OBEH EICKJII0T1811111, H3JI02E8HEMIX B nykt1C-
Tax 2 H 3 Haze, curranca pacroprturum c TWO Hpemem, KorAa 
moome Ha ero cropoH cram Hparalex. Tame pacropzeHae, was°, He 
aarparmaer HonozeHart CTaTIZ 81 Hacrosigero AoroBopa, H ono He 
ACIJIENHO ocHo6ozAars ry BJIEI Immo cropoHy Horerparra or o6HaarezbcrHa 
Hepuyis cpana, Hempen-Hue B Hayecrne aBaHcos BAH 
rezert, B OTHOMBHBH Koropia raxaa cropona lamer° He cAe.n.la HaameH. 

2. Hecmorpa Ha Honzerraa "Irma 1 Hume, He HoA.4ezar 
pacropacemo II, 603 yatep6a fl JI11 npaH, 113.71ozenHEax B crane 79 
HacroatHero Aorosopa, oeuvres B CHM Tame Ixacrit mo6oro HoirrpaHra, 
Noropue &MAUMEE H He rpe6oHant J111 cHoero HcHomeHaz yeraHos-
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JneHHI CHOIeHmHi MeEay jno6bWMH H3 ero CTOPOH, CTaBMIIHB BparaMH,

KEa 3TO onpeAeJieHo B taCTH D HacToinero IIpHJioseHiLa. ECJIH

nojioKeHHm Toro HEn HOrO RoHTpaKTa He MOryT 6brb TaKHM o6pa30M

OTaejieHbi, ROHTpaKT AOJIEeH CmHTaTbc IIOJIHOCTbIO pacTOprHyTIM.

BbimeH3JoaceHHoe HMeeT cHay npH yCJIOBHH npHMeHeia BHyTPeHHHX

3aKOHOB, pacnopeaaemo nm npaBHa, H3aIamTix mo6oE H3 Coa3HmIx

H CoeTaHHeHHEix epmaB, HMPeioiHx IOPHCAHInmTO B OTHOImeMH

KOHTpaKTa EJa B OTHOmeHvH Jno6ofi H3 ero CTOpOH, a TaIKe 6yeT

HOAqHHSfTbCC yCJIOBHIM EOHTpaKTa.

3. HHfTO B qacTH A HacToam;Iero IIpHJI0ozeHlS He OJlsHO

paccMaTpHBaTBca KaK amiymnpyionmee cAeJIE, 3aKOHHO ocyinecTBAeH-
HbIe B COOTBeTCTBHH C EOHTpaRTOM MJeIAy BparaMm, ecJH OHH ocy-

mIecTBajeHI C pa3pemeRmaf IIpaBHTeJiBTBa jno6oH H3 COIO3HuX H

CoeHIHeHHebX L eppaB.

4. HecMoTpa Ha BsIImenpHBeaeHHbIne IInoJoeHHa, EOHTpaoThI HI

cTpaxoBaHBno H IIepecTpaxoBamoHH 6yAyT uaoism-amTa OTAesmLH
corjameTTHaTM MemAy IIpaBHTeJILCTBOM 3aHfTepecoBaHHofi Coi03HOi

Hna CoeHHe eHHOH AepzaBb H UlpaBiTej.nCTBOM HTaSH.

B. CpoEEH aBHOCTH.

1. Bce CpOKH [aBHOCTH rsTH CpOEK orpaHqeHHa nIpaBa a HCK H IH

npasa InpHHHIaTB oxpaHHTejiBHMe Mepu B OTHomeHHaX, RacaIomlHxca

jHI EJIm Co6cTBeHHOCTH H 3aTparHBaiomHx rpasaH 06TeeAHeHHeux

Hanur&: H HTaJAnsHCKH rpaacaaH, ROTOpEbe B CHJy COCTOaHHa BOAHMI He

MoriJm HpeffmaBHTb HaCa Ma BbIHOJIHTO bOpMaJIbHOCTefi, Heo6xoaHMUx

ajim o6ecneqeHam CBOHX nlpaB, He3aBHCHMO OT Toro, HaqajiOCb Am Teqe-

HHe 3THX CpOKOB AO J HOCJIe B03HHKHOBeHIE BOiHBI, 6 yryT CqHTaTca

npHOCTaHOBJieHHbIMH Ha BpeMS BOHIMI Ha TeppHTOpHH HTazIHH, C OAHOi

CTOpOHbI, H Ha TeppHTOpHH TeX H3 06LeAjHeHHEImX Hanim, ioTopue

upeAocTaBsT HITajmH Ha Haiajax B3anmIHOCTH IIpeHMy necTBa, npe-

laycMaTpHBaeMbIe nooaoeHamemm HacTosnmero InyHKTa, - c Apyrofi.
TeqeHHe npHOCTaHOBAeHHbIX cpOKOB AaBHOCTH B0306HOBHTCa CO PHm

BcTynJieHHM B CHay HaCTOSimero AoroBOpa. lloaoazeHma HacToasnero

nyHKTa 6yfyT npHMeCHMM B OTHOmeHH CPOROB, yCTaHOBJIeHHX JLaM

npeffBrmBeHaH npo[eHTHmx KyHOHOB mJIH ynOHOB Ha jHBMeHI wKaM
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JWIIHR enoraeHnil JnentAy .110613IMH H3 ero CT0p0H, CTaBIIIHM11 Bparamn, 

Raiz 310 oupeAeaeHo B nacTH D HaeTonakero llpHJIORW111151. ECJIH 

nommen-Ha Toro runi Hnoro KoHTpanTa He moryr 513ITb TaKEEK oopanom 

OT,t(eReEIBI, KOHTpaKT Aoaaten GLIHTaTACR HOJIHOCTLIO pacToprnymm. 

BbnnennaoncenHoe HmeeT may npn yeaonnn npumenenan nnyipennmx 

3aKOHOB, paenopnacennii Han npanna, H3AaITHAIX JI1060ft H3 C0103Timx 

11 C0eATEEleHHIAX Aepatan, witeionknx 10pHORKITHEO B OTHOIEWHAR 

nonTpanTa HRH B OTHOTHeHITH J1106011 113 ero CT0p0H, a Tame opeT 

110,1VIIIIIRTLCR yea0BHAM noinvanTa. 

3. Mira° B llaCTH A HacTolunero IlpnaonteHnn He Ao.macno 

pacemaTpunamen Han an:Hp:Hp-poi:nee eikeam, 3aKOHHO oeynkeeTmen-

Hme B COOTBeTCTBETH C nonipanTom ez,Ay nparamn, eean OITH ocy-

rneeTnaem c panpemenHa IlpannTeaberna Jno6ofi Ha C010311ba H 

Coexanennux ii(epatan. 

4. HeemoTpa Ha BranenprineAennme noaomenan, nompaitTm no 

crpaxonamno u nepecTpaxonarnno 6yAre II0AqIIHRTLCR OT,VJII3HbIM 

coraamennsn& mentAy IlpannTear,cmom 3aHErrepecoRannort ColonHoll 

HJTH CoemmeHHoil Aepzaina H lipaincreatemom llTaJIHH. 

B. Cp0KH AaBHOCTIL 

1. Bee eponn AaBHOeTH nm cponn orpararnenna It-palm Ha HCIt HJIR 
upana upwanmaTh oxpanareamme mew B OTHOIEWARR; 'mewl:gram 

JIMA HRH CO6C'TBeIHIOCTII 11 aTparnBaionwx rpazAaH 061eAnnennux 

Harii n FITaJILZHCKITX rpaacAaH, KOTOphle B CH.7Iy COCTORIIHR BAHIA He 

moran upeAunarrE. Hem 11.7111 BLIIIOJIHIITh cpopmaamlocTeit, Heo6xoximmx 

o6eeneneHnn CBOHX Ivan, He3aBHCHMO OT Toro, Haqa.aocr, an Tene-

Hite 3TFIX epolcon )co 11.7L11 HOUR) BOUTHRHOBeItail BOA:FM, opyT ClIHTaThCil 

IlpHOCTaHOBJIeHHbIlat Ha nperan Boffins Ha TeppnTopna 1TTaann, c 0,411011 

eTopom, H Ha TeppuTopum Tex 113 06130,1H3HeARTIX Hamad, noTopue 

npeAoeTannT 14Taann Ha Hanaaax B3aHMHOCTII npernimeerna, npe-

AyemaTpnnaemme noaoacemumna HaeTosanero iryincTa, c Apyroit. 

Tegenne IlpHOCTaHOBJIMHbIX eponon AaBHOeTH B0306HOBHTCH CO MIR 

BCTyilRellEIR B may HacToInnero ,Tkoronopa. Iloaomenan HacTonakero 

'Irma 6y,u,yr HpHEMCHHISIII B OTHOHWITITH eponon, rTaHOBACHHIAIX 

upexhamenan nponeHTHLrx KyHOHOB 11.7111 KyHoHos Ha AHHH,AeHA 
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,ma nipesaBJieHim oInjaTe geHHmbI 6yMar, BIEmeAJIImX B THpamE HJIH
IoAJieacamnHx omiaTe Ha taRoM-j[6o Apyrom OCHOBaHmH.

2. B Tex cJIyqaiaX, EKora, BCJeAeCTBHe HeBbInoiHeHHM KaKoro-Am6o
aKTa HJIm Kaofi-jm6o (bopMaJrbHOCTH BO BpeMa BOHEbI, 6bIm npmHHaTb

HcnomJHHTejabmIe mepu Ha HTaJIaSHCKof TeppHTOpHH B ym;ep6 TOMy
HRm HHOMy rpam;gaHmiy jno6oH H3 06OenimeHHmIx Hanii, IIpaBHTejrb-

CTBO HTaJIMH BOCCTaHOBHT InpaBa, KOTOpbM 6bia HaHeceH ynmep6. ECJI
TaKoe BOCCTaHOBJieHHe aBJLReTca HecipaBeHB HE HeB03MOaEHIM,

IIpaBHTreJbCTBo HTaJIH npnMeT Mepu K ToMy, qTo6U rpaacAanmHy
06eniHeHHnux Hanlag 6hJIo npeaocTaBaeHo Ta0oe IIoco6He, KOTopoe
Moa;eT oEa3aTBCSI cIpaBeHaHBbr i npH 3THX o6CTSaTeJlUCTBax.

C. IJenmIe 6yMarn.

1. B OTHomeiHHx Meazey BparaMH HH oAHa aieHHaa 6yMara,

coCTaBjieHHaa ,o BORMbI, He 6 yAeT paccMaTpHaTbTcaE Ka yrpaTHBmraa
CILry TOJI0KO IOTOMy, qTO 3Ta 6yMara He 6:iua B yCTaHOBJIeHHBie CpoKH
npefCaJrL eHa ,a arKeenra Hnai omnaTni, aHR He 6wio cAeJiaHo yBeAOM-
JeHHe COCTaBHTeJMO 1I .Jmy y, ypuHnBmeMy nepeAaToqHyIo HaAnriCb,
06 OTmaae B aKlenTe IH mIaTeae, HJI OHa He 6Ima onpoTecTOBaHa,

aH ate HOTOMy, 'iTO He 6mia BnIOJJMeHa KaKaS-jmi6o 0opMaaJIHOCTI BO
BpeMa BOHHMI.

2. B Tex cJiyasax, Korea cpoK, yCTaHOBJleHHAfi A M TOrO, qT06B

geHHasa 6yMara 6jia npes)iaBjeHa HJm aaKenrra Eai ounIaTia, alH cpoP,
B ROTOPliI yBeAOMJeHHe o6 oTKa3e OT aKIeIIa BaJ nilaTeara AOJIalHO

6jio 6uITa cAea aHo COCTaBnHTJIIH J iny, yIHHHBmelMynepegaTO'HyIo

Hailmcb, JmI B TeqeHHe KOToporo 0OKyMeHT oj RaieH 6biu 6IBrr onpo-
TeCTOBaH, HCTeRK BOpe BpeM BOI, a CTOpoHa, KOTopaa AOJafMHa 6Jia
npeAalBHnT BH onpoTecTOBaTb AoKyMeHT R m yBeOMi>L o6 oTKa3e OT

aKeienra im naTema, He caejajia 3TrO B BpeMH BOiHHB , efi 6yeT
npeAOCTaBAeH cpoK He MeHee Tpex MecaseB, cnmTaa co AHm BCTynjIeHLa

B cmaiy HacTomgIero ,oroBopa, B TeieHHe ROTOporo MoneT 6uTb c ejiaHo
npeaUaBseHHe, yBeOMaieHHne 06 oTRa3e OT aKienra Jan iaTesa HJF
onpoTecToBaHHe.

3. EcJ_ RaKoe-jm60o JImO HJID BO BpeMl BOHbU BCTyIHJiO B
o6a3aTeeJ CTBO no EaKofl-jr6o eHHofi 6yMare B CBm3H c o6a3aTeJm-
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;um HpoiwomeHaa K onaaTe HeHIHIX 6psiar, BbIELleATMTX B Topaac RAH 

Howeacauvix ormaTe Ha KaKom-aH6o Apyrom ocHoHaHHH. 

2. B Tex cariaax, Karp, BCJIOACTBIle HeBbIHOJIHeHHA KaKoro-AH6o 
aKTa rum KaKoil-artho cIL:lopmaamocTH BO spew' B01111bI, 6E.M.0 Hinman)! 

HCHOMMTNIblIfle /wpm Ha HTaJILHFICItat TeppnToprol B yukep6 TOMy 

rum HHolry rpaacAaHHEry .ino6oft H3 06mAHHenmax Harprii, IlpaHHTe.ab-

CTBO HTaJIHEI BOOCTaHOBHT npasa, KOTOINAM 611.4 HaHecen ylikep6. EMU 
TaKoe BOCCTaHOB.11eHlle 2B.11HeTCH HecnpaHelunumm RIM HeB03M02KHLIM, 
IlpaHHTe.abento llTaJIBH HpumeT Mepla IC TOMy, "Elmo& rpaamanHay 

06BeAnnennux llaiiu 6Erao ripeikocTas.ireno TaKoe Hoco6He, KoTopoe 
mozeT oxa3aTbea enparieminuat up"! DTITX 06CTOHTeJILCTBaX. 

C. Ilennme 6ymarn. 

1. B orHomermx MeacAy Bparamn im oxna german 6ymara, 
coeTaHaermaa O Halm, He 6yAeT paccmaTprwaTbca KaK yTpamounaa 
oury TO.116E0 noroxy, irO 3Ta 6ymara HO 6101a B yeTaHOBJ1e1IHMO cporm 
Hpeirras.aella m aKrkerrra rum omaaTN, rum He 6mao cAe.aaHo yHeAom-

Aurae cocTaHHTemo MTH Milky, rum:amen nepeAaTotniro Hagumcb, 
o6 OTKa3e B amerrre rum minute, run{ ona He 6hma onpoTecToBaHa, 

WM ace Hammy, IITO He 6ma Hunomena KaKaa-Jra6o (DopmaaLHocTI) BO 
Hpema 

2. B TeX cririam, rcorAa cporc, yeTaHOBJleFTFEMA XIS{ TOPO, tITO6bI 
Hernias{ 6ymara 6bLaa HpexhaHaeHa Ana ameura rum °Imam, rum cpoK, 

B RoTopbal yneAomaenne o6 orica3e OT alumna HAM maTeam AOJI2E110 
61)00 61)ab cAwrano cocramrrearo H.JIH Army, runninniemynepeAaToimyro 
naAnncL, rum B TownRe HoToporo AcaymeHT ;rumen 6bur 6rm, onpo-
TecTonan, ileitis BO "Tema Hokum, a eTopoHa, KoTopaa AcoacHa 6m.aa 

npeAsannu, win onparecronam AoKymeur rum yneAomari, o6 mune OT 
aRneffra n.inr naaTeza, He coaa.na aToro BO Hpema BOitHbl, e 6yAeT 

npelkocTarzeH epoK He menet) Tpex mecanen, curraa co Ann Belli:mum 
B Cagy HacToargero AoroHopa, B Terenne NoToporo moateT ohlTb cAoaaHo 

upexLaRaeHne, yHegomaeme 06 omme OT aKHercra rum maaTeata rum 

onpoTecToBanne. 

3. ECJiff EaK0e-J1H60 JIHHO 0 HMI BO spew( BOi11J31 BCTM L110 B 
o6a3aTear)cmo no Earcoit-.nn6o gonna 6prare B CBH3H C ormaaTe.irb-
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CTBOM, BuIAaHHBIM eMy JiTROM, CTaBmHM B AaJiHe meM BparoM, TO

nocjiegHee ocTaeTca o6a3aHHbIM nIpeocTaBTb T lepBOMy Bo3MerneHne
B OTHImeHHH 3TOro o6a3aTeJIBCTBa, He3aBHCHMO OT BO3H iHHOBeHHt
BOHUBI.

D. Oco06Ie IIocTaHOBIeHiM.

1. ,aM einee HacTosffero IIpHjroMeHna H3H1qecKHe HJ IopIaI-
lecKHe jm--a 6yAyT paccMaTpHBaTEca REaK pari c Toro Ham, RorAa

ToproBjsi MMeay HHMH CTaaJa He3aaOHHoi Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB,
pacnopaseHiAi Eim npaBHA, AefICTBmO RETOPbIX TaEHe Jma.a mJIH
KOHTpaKTbI noAIeamajmH.

2. IIpHHMaa BO BHaHme oco6eHmOCTH npaBOBOB CHCTeMh CoeAH-
HenHHaX mTaTOB AMepHEH, IIOCTaHOBJeHH HacToim;ero IlpmoamemH
He 6yayr npHMeHarLcS B OTHomeHUMx MeMsOy CoemAenHHMH I LITaTaMH
AMepmmR HI HTaimei.

n P H OH EHME XVII.
npH30oBbe cyAbi H cyAe6Hb e peweHHl.

A. llpHaoBe cyA,.

Raamaa H3 COiom3SIX H CoeaHHemnIx AepsaaB ocTaBJieT 3a co6oH
IpaBO paccMoTpeTB B cooTBeTCTBHH c nppoeaypoH, IoTopaa AoJIsHa
6BmT eio ycTaHOBjieHa, Bce pemeHna H pacniopaseHHIa HrTaji KHmcx
lpH30BbIX cyAOB no AeajaM OTHOCHTeJbHO IpaB co6cTBeHHOCTH ee

rpamiaaH peKOMeHa0OBaTb IIpaBHTeJLCTBy HTajiiH, qTo6bi 6bIJi npeA-
npmHHa nepecMOTp Tex pemeiAi mnmI pacnopsaeHHi, KOTOpIe MOIryT
oKa3aTbca HecooTBeTCTByyIOIHMH MemyHapoAHOMy IpaBy.

IlpaBrrejiBCTBO HTaJmn o6a3yeTca IIpeaocTaBHT RonHm Bcex
IOKyMeHTOB, COCTaBJaIOmIHI X oocbe 3THx IeJI, BEJno'Ia BblHeceHHHe
pemeilm H pacIopaaceHHS , H npHHsaT BCe peKoMeHaailHH, cAeiaHmIe
B pe3yJIbTaTe paccMOTpeHna yhnMaHyrmX eJI, H ocymecTBHM TaHae
peKoMeHaanHH.

B. CyAe6HbMe pemeHnaE.

IIpaBMTejmCTBO HTajmn npew;JpHMeT Heo6xogIMe Mepu ,ia
Toro, qT06bI :aT rpaaEaHaM Jmo6oi H3 06be :memiHH ux Ha. H B03-

MOH0HOCTb B no6oe BpeMa B TeqeHHe oaHoro roaa co JHS BCTymeHHa

B Cay nacTOaigerO oroBopa nepeaaTb CooTeTCTBeTCTByI HTammH-
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CTBOM, BblAaHlIbIM emy arawm, eTaBraum B AaabHeitmem Bparom, TO 
Hoc.ae,rwee oeTaeTea ooaaamnam rupeAocTaBuTh HepBomy Boamenkenae 
B OTHOIlleHH11 oToro o6aaaTeaBeTBa, HemsHalm° OT BO3HBEHOBeHH51 
BOrIlIbI. 

D. OCO6bIO HOCTaHOBJ1e111151. 

1. ,./.7131 wadi HacToamero LIpmoaceima (DHamieeicHe HATI lopHAH-
:cleeme zega oyikyr pacemaTpmaTT,ca HaR Bparra c TOM Hor,qa 

ToproBaa liteRCity HHMH cTaza HeaaHoHHoil Ha OCHOBaHEH 3a1t0HOB, 

paenopamenmil MTH HpaBH.a, AeficTmo HoTopmx Tame zega BAH 
1COHTpaICTIA Hoa.neaca.m. 

2. IlpHHEIMait BO BH:HmaHae OCO6eHHOCTH HpaBoBoit CHCTel&bI Coexa-

Heneux IIITaToB AMepHICH, HOCTaHOBJIOHEDI HacTemkero 11pH.710ZeBH,fl 
He 6yAyT HpHmeHamm B oTHomenaax Meat,gy CoemraeHmilmH IIITaTama 
AmepHan H 

11P101.110114EHME XVII. 
npH3OBble cyAbi N cyite6Hme peweHmn. 

A. IIpHaome cyzku. 

Kam)Aaa 113 C0103HbIX H CoeximeHHE.Ix ,lIepacaB ocTaBaaeT aa co6oil 
IvaBo paeeMOTpeTb B COOTBeTCTBITH C Bpoge,gypoil, HoTopaa AOJDICHa 
6bITb el() yeTaHormena, Bee peraemaa H pacHopazeHna Frra.imsracHnx 
up1130BbIX CyikOB HO Amax( OTHOCHTe.1113H0 HpaB CO6CTBeHHOCTH ee 
ipamAaH11 peaomerukoBaTh IIpaBHTeaLeTBy FITaJI1111, 6131./1 HpeA-

upifaar nepeemoTp Tex penieffalrLim pacHopameHHII, HoTopme moryr 
OKa3aTE,C51 IleCOOTBeTCTBy101411MH meacAyHapogHomy HpaBy. 

IIpaByrrezbenio 171TaJITHI 06113yeTell Hpe,AocTaBlan HOLM Bcex 

AOKyMeHTOB, COCTaBAY11013:(HX Aoche Dna Bamotiaa BbIlleCellHEJO 
pememaa H pacHopaacemm, H HpHIISITb Bee peicomeggaugH, cAe.aaHrllae 
B peay.abTaTe pacemoTpenna FIOMEIHyMIX H OCyllkeCTRum Tame 

peaomewkaiwn. 
B. CyAe6Hme peniema. 

IIpaffirreabeTBo FITaana HpexapHmeT Heo6x0yEmble epia jJE 

'Toro, tiTo6bi Aarb rpazAaHam m000ft Ha 061,eximeHaux Haw B03-

MOZHOCTI, B m000e Bpema B Teaeme owtoro roiAa co pHa BeTylUellita 
B cmy HacTomikero AoroBopa nepegam COOTBeTCTBy10111;BM Hra.nall-
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CKHMn BjIaCTS IIa epecMOTpa jno6oe cyAe6Hoe pemeEHe, BbIHeeHHoe

HTaj&1aHCKHM cyAoM meaZy 10 Bona 1940 roAa H AHeM BCTynIeHHa

B CIay HacTOamero AoroBopa UpH jIo6oM cyAe6HOM pa36HpaTejaCmTBe,l

B ROTOpOM rpaAaHHH 06iejHeHnHix Han0 Hne CMor B AOCTaTOTHOfi

Mepe H3oaMOTh CBOe neJo B Ra'eCTBe HcTga aHm OTBeOTqHa. IpaBH-j

TeJiCTBO I[TaJIH AO.JiHO npeAycMOTpeTm, qT0o 6 m B Tex ciysaax, oor:a
rpa2sAaBH 06eHmHeHHuim x Ha Hfi nIoTepne. ymiep6 B GHy mo6oro,

TaRoro cyAe6Horo pemeHnu, OH 6 UIi 6II BOCCTaHOBJIeH B TOM nHOIOZe-
MH, B KOTOpOM OH HaXOFl.HC O BbIHeCeHa 9TOrO cyAe6Horo pemeHa,

HaH lITo6,I eMy 6wbIo npeAocTaBjaeHo Taxoe noco6He, ROTopoe MOOeT

oxa3aTbmc cIpaBeIjaHBEMI npH P THx o6cTosreJmcTBax. BIpaaeeHe
zrpaapaHe 06ieAnHemHx HauHI>> BEIIOqiaeT KopnopawjnE HJaL acco-

WHaagifnl, opraHa30BamHMe HJI yqpeazeHHme Ha ocHOBaHH 3aKOHOB

iso6of H3 06ieememeHix Hamui.
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CHEM H.nacTsm gellanepeemoTpa m000e cyAe6Hoe pen:mime, HuHecenHoe 

HTSJILECHCEHM cmom IsiemAy 10 MOHR 1940 roAa H AHem BeTyHJIOHH51 

B clay HacTogukero AoroHopa upit JII060M cyAe6Hom paa6HpaTeabeTHey' 

B ICOTOpOM rpazAanma 06T3examanbuc Ilauga He emor B ikoeTaTotmoft 

Mepe H3.1102EHTE, ewe Am) BTeam HeTHa Will OTBOTIMEa. IlpaHH-; 

TOJILCTBOTaJIBH AWDEHO npe,ucmoTpeTb, 4T06b1 B Tex expacrx, Horiica 

rpaacAaHHH 06semmemmx MBA HoTepue.x yui,epo B miry Jll000ro, 

Tama) cyike6Horo pemema, OH óbIJ1 ôii BOCCTaHOBJIeH B TOM HOJI0Ze-

B KoTopom OH HaX0AWICS1 AO BbIHBeeBlia aT0110 eme6Horo pemeHHH, 

mm liTo6m emy 6Eamo HpeAoeTaHaeHo Taicoe Hoco6He, Hoopoe MOMT 

oHaaamea cupaseximmat npn 06CTOHNJILCTBaX. BmpaacenHe 

<crpazAame 061,eAmeHmax llainb mcmogaeT Hop:wpm:Him mm acco-

Haaawa, opramaaoHanme mm ripezAeHHme Ha ocHoHaHHH 3aEOHOB 

aH060A Ha Oftegmenabnc 
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L'Unione delle Repubbliche Sovietiche Socialiste, il Regno Unito di
Gran Bretagna ed Irlanda del Nord, gli Stati Uniti d'America, la Cina, la
Francia, l'Australia, il Belgio, la Repubblica Sovietica Socialista di Bielo-
russia, il Brasile, il Canada, la Cecoslovacchia, 1'Etiopia, la Grecia, l'India,
i Paesi Bassi, la Nuova Zelanda, la Polonia, la Repubblica Sovietica Socia-
lista d'Ucraina, l'Unione del Sud Africa, la Repubblica Federale Popolare
di Jugoslavia, in appresso designate "Le Potenze Alleate ed Associate" da
una parte

e 'Italia dall'altra parte

Premesso che l'Italia sotto il regime fascista ha partecipato al Patto
tripartito con la Germania ed il Giappone, ha intrapreso una guerra di
aggressione ed ha in tal modo provocato uno stato di guerra con tutte le
Potenze Alleate ed Associate e con altre fra le Nazioni Unite e che ad essa
spetta la sua parte di responsabilith della guerra; e

Premesso che a seguito delle vittorie delle Forze alleate e con l'aiuto
degli elementi democratici del popolo italiano, il regime fascista venne
rovesciato il 25 luglio 1943 e l'Italia, essendosi arresa senza condizioni,
firmo i patti d'armistizio del 3 e del 29 settembre del medesimo anno; e

Premesso che dopo l'armistizio suddetto Forze Armate italiane, sia
quelle governative che quelle appartenenti al Movimento della Resistenza,
presero parte attiva alla guerra contro la Germania, l'Italia dichiarb guerra
alla Germania alla data del 13 ottobre 1943 e cosi divenne cobelligerante
nella guerra contro la Germania stessa; e

Premesso che le Potenze Alleate ed Associate e l'Italia desiderano con-
cludere un trattato di pace che, conformandosi ai principi di giustizia, regoli
le quistioni che ancora sono pendenti a seguito degli awenimenti di cui
nelle premesse che precedono, e che costituisca la base di amichevoli rela-
zioni fra di esse, permettendo cosi alle Potenze Alleate ed Associate di
appoggiare le domande che l'Italia presentera per entrare a far parte delle
Nazioni Unite ed anche per aderire a qualsiasi convenzione stipulata sotto
gli auspici delle predette Nazioni Unite;

hanno pertanto convenuto di dichiarare la cessazione dello stato di
guerra e di concludere a tal fine il presente Trattato di Pace ed hanno di
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L'Unione delle Repubbliche Sovietiche Socialiste, ii Regno Unito di 

Gran Bretagna ed Irlanda del Nord, gli Stati Uniti d'America, la Cina, la 

Francia, l'Australia, ii Belgic), la Repubblica Sovietica Socialista di Bielo-

russia, il Brasile, il Canada, la Cecoslovacchia, l'Etiopia, la Grecia, l'India, 

i Paesi Bassi, la Nuova Zelanda, la PoIonia, la Repubblica Sovietica Socia-

lista d'Ucraina, l'Unione del Sud Africa, la Repubblica Federale Popolare 

di Jugoslavia, in appresso designate "Le Potenze Alleate ed Associate" da 

una parte 

e l'Italia dall'altra parte 

Premesso che l'Italia sotto il regime fascista ha partecipato al Patto 

tripartito con la Germania ed ii Giappone, ha intrapreso una guerra di 

aggressione ed ha in tal modo provocato uno stato di guerra con tutte le 

Potenze Alleate ed Associate e con altre fra le Nazioni Unite e che ad essa 

spetta la sua parte di responsabilita della guerra; e 

Premesso che a seguito delle vittorie delle Forze alleate e con l'aiuto 

degli elementi democratici del popolo italiano, il regime fascista venne 

rovesciato il 25 luglio 1943 e l'Italia, essendosi arresa senza condizioni, 

firmO i patti d'armistizio del 3 e del 29 settembre del medesimo armo; e 

Premesso che dopo l'armistizio suddetto Forze Armate italiane, sia 

quelle governative che quelle appartenenti al Movimento della Resistenza, 

presero parte attiva alla guerra contro la Germania, l'Italia dichiare guerra 

alla Germania alla data del 13 ottobre 1943 e cosi divenne cobelligerante 
nella guerra contro la Germania stessa; e 

Premesso che le Potenze Alleate ed Associate e desiderano con-

cludere un trattato di pace che, conformandosi ai principi di giustizia, regoli 

le quistioni che ancora sono pendenti a seguito degli avvenimenti di cui 

nelle premesse che precedono, e che costituisca la base di amichevoli rela-

zioni Ira di esse, permettendo cosi alle Potenze Alleate ed Associate di 

appoggiare le domande che l'Italia presentera per entrare a far parte delle 
Nazioni Unite ed anche per aderire a qualsiasi convenzione stipulata sotto 

gli auspici delle predette Nazioni Unite; 

hanno pertanto convenuto di dichiarare la cessazione dello stato di 

guerra e di concludere a tal fine il presente Trattato di Pace ed hanno di 
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conseguenza nominato i plenipotenziari sottoscritti, i quali dopo aver pre-

sentato i loro pieni poteri, che vennero trovati in buona e debita forma,

hanno concordato le condizioni seguenti:

PARTE I

CLAUSOLE TERRITORIALI

SEZIONE I-FRONTIERE

Articolo 1

I confini dell'Italia, salvo le modifiche indicate agli Articoli 2, 3, 4,

11 e 22, rimarranno quelli in esistenza il 1° gennaio 1938. Tali confini sono

tracciati nelle carte allegate al presente trattato (Allegato I). In caso di

discrepanza fra la descrizione dei confini fatta nel testo e le carte, sara il

testo che fara fede.

Articolo 2

Le frontiere fra la Francia e l'Italia, quali erano segnate al 1° gennaio

1938, saranno modificate nel modo seguente:

1. Passo del Piccolo San Bernardo

II confine seguira lo spartiacque, lasciando il confine attuale ad un

punto a circa 2 chilometri a nord-ovest dell'Ospizio, intersecando la strada a

circa un chilometro a nord-est dell'Ospizio stesso e raggiungendo il confine

attuale a circa 2 chilometri a sud-est dell'Ospizio.

2. Ripiano del Moncenisio

I1 confine lascera il confine attuale a circa 3 chilometri a nord-ovest

dalla cima del Rocciamelone, intersechera la strada a circa 4 chilometri a

sud-est dell'Ospizio e si ricongiungera al confine attuale a circa 4 chilo-

metri a nord-est del Monte di Ambin.

3. Monte Tabor-Chaberton

(a) Nella zona del Monte Tabor, il confine abbandonerh il tracciato

attuale a circa 5 chilometri ad est del Monte Tabor e precedera verso sud-est

per ricongiungersi al confine attuale a circa 3 chilometri ad ovest dalla

Punta di Charra.
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conseguenza nominato i plenipotenziari sottoscritti, i quali dopo aver pre-

sentato i loro pieni poteri, che vennero trovati in buona e debita forma, 

hanno concordato le condizioni seguenti: 

PARTE I 

CLAUSOLE TERRITORIALI 

SEZIONE I —FRONTIERE 

Articolo 1 

I confini dell'Italia, salvo le modifiche indicate agli Articoli 2, 3, 4, 

11 e 22, rimarrarmo quelli in esistenza ii 10 gennaio 1938. Tali confini sono 

tracciati nelle carte allegate al presente trattato (Allegato I). In caso di 

discrepanza Ira la descrizione dei confini fatta nel testo e le carte, sara il 

testo che fara fede. 

Articolo 2 

Le frontiere fra la Francia e l'Italia, quail erano segnate al 1° gennaio 

1938, saranno modificate nel modo seguente: 

1. Passo del Piccolo San Bernardo 
Ii confine seguira lo spartiacque, lasciando il confine attuale ad un 

punto a circa 2 chilometri a nord-ovest dell'Ospizio, intersecando la strada a 

circa un chilometro a nord-est dell'Ospizio stesso e raggiungendo il confine 

attuale a circa 2 chilometri a sud-est dell'Ospizio. 

2. Ripiano del Moncenisio 
Ii confine lascera il confine attuale a circa 3 chilometri a nord-ovest 

dalla cima del Rocciamelone, intersecherit la strada a circa 4 chilometri a 

sud-est dell'Ospizio e si ricongiungera al confine attuale a circa 4 chilo-

metri a nord-est del Monte di Ambin. 

3. Monte Tabor —Chaberton 
(a) Nella zona del Monte Tabor, il confine abbandonerit ii tracciato 

attuale a circa 5 chilometri ad est del Monte Tabor e precedera verso sud-est 

per ricongiungersi al confine attuale a circa 3 chilometri ad ovest dalla 

Punta di Charra. 



(b) Nella zona dello Chaberton, il confine abbandonera il tracciato
attuale a circa 3 chilometri a nord-nord-ovest dello Chaberton, che contornera
verso oriente, tagliera poi la strada a circa un chilometro dal confine attuale,
al quale si ricongiungera a circa due chilometri a sud-est del villaggio di
Montgenevre.

4. Valli Superiori della Tinea, della Vesubie e della Roja
II confine lascera il tracciato attuale a Colla Longa, seguira lo spar-

tiacque passando per il Monte Clapier, il Colle di Tenda, il Monte Margua-
reis, da cui discendera verso mezzogiorno passando dal Monte Saccarello,
Monte Vacchi, Monte Pietravecchia, Monte Lega, per raggiungere un punto
a circa 100 metri dal confine attuale, presso la Colla Pegairolle, a circa 5
chilometri a nord-est di Breil; di li proseguira in direzione di sud-ovest
e si ricongiungera con il confine ora esistente a circa 100 metri a sud-ovest
dal Monte Mergo.

5. La descrizione dettagliata di questi tratti di confine ai quali si
applicano le modifiche indicate nei precedenti paragrafi 1, 2, 3, e 4 e
contenuta nell'Allegato II del presente trattato e le carte alle quali tale
descrizione si riferisce fanno parte dell'Allegato I.

Articolo 3
Le frontiere fra l'Italia e la Jugoslavia saranno determinate nel modo

seguente:

(i) I1 nuovo confine seguira una linea che parte dal punto di congiun-
zione delle frontiere dell'Austria, Italia e Jugoslavia, quali esistevano al
1° gennaio 1938 e procedera verso sud, seguendo il confine del 1938 fra
la Jugoslavia e l'Italia fino alla congiunzione di detto confine con la linea
di demarcazione amministrativa fra le province italiane del Friuli (Udine)
e di Gorizia;

(ii) da questo punto la linea di confine coincide con la predetta linea
di demarcazione fino ad un punto che trovasi approssimativamente a mezzo
chilometro a nord del villaggio di Mernico nella Valle dell'Iudrio;

(iii) abbandonando a questo punto la linea di demarcazione fra le
province italiane del Friuli e di Gorizia, la frontiera si prolunga verso
oriente fino ad un punto situato approssimativamente a mezzo chilometro
ad ovest del villaggio di Vercoglia di Cosbana e quindi verso sud fra le
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(b) Nella zona dello Chaberton, il confine abbandonera II tracciato 

attuale a circa 3 chilometri a nord-nord-ovest dello Chaberton, che contornera 

verso oriente, tagliera poi la strada a circa un chilometro dal confine attuale, 

al quale si ricongiungeth a circa due chilometri a sud-est del villaggio di 

Montgenevre. 

4. Valli Superiori della Tinea, della Vesubie e della Roja 

Ii confine lascera ii tracciato attuale a CoIla Longa, seguira lo spar-

tiacque passando per il Monte Clapier, il CoIle di Tenda, il Monte Margua-

reis, da cui discendera verso mezzogiorno passando dal Monte Saccarello, 

Monte Vacchi, Monte Pietravecchia, Monte Lega, per raggiungere un punto 

a circa 100 metri dal confine attuale, presso la CoIla Pegairolle, a circa 5 

chilometri a nord-est di Breil; dill proseguirit in direzione di sud-ovest 

e si ricongiungerit con il confine ora esistente a circa 100 metri a sud-ovest 

dal Monte Mergo. 

5. La descrizione dettagliata di questi tratti di confine ai quali Si 

applicano le modifiche indicate nei precedenti paragrafi 1, 2, 3, e 4 6 
contenuta nell'Allegato II del presente trattato e le carte alle quali tale 

descrizione si riferisce fanno parte dell'Allegato I. 

Articolo 3 

Le frontiere fra l'Italia e la Jugoslavia saranno determinate nel modo 
seguente: 

(i) II nuovo confine seguira una linea che parte dal punto di congiun-

zione delle frontiere dell'Austria, Italia e Jugoslavia, quail esistevano al 

1° gennaio 1938 e procederit verso sud, seguendo il confine del 1938 fra 

la Jugoslavia e l'Italia fino alla congitmzione di detto confine con la linea 

di demarcazione amministrativa fra le province italiane del Friuli (Udine) 
e di Gorizia; 

(ii) da questo punto la linea di confine coincide con la predetta linea 
di demarcazione fino ad un punto che trovasi approssimativamente a mezzo 

chilometro a nord del villaggio di Mernico nella Valle dell'Iudrio; 

(iii) abbandonando a questo punto la linea di demarcazione fra le 

province italiane del Friuli e di Gorizia, la frontiera si prolunga verso 

oriente lino ad un punto situato approssimativamente a mezzo chilometro 
ad ovest del villaggio di Vercoglia di Cosbana e quindi verso sud fra le 
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valli del Quarnizzo e della Cosbana fino ad un punto a circa 1 chilometro
a sud-ovest del villaggio di Fleana, piegandosi in modo da intersecare il
fiume Recca ad un punto a circa un chilometro e mezzo ad est del Iudrio,
lasciando ad est la strada che allaccia Cosbana a Castel Dobra, per via di
Nebola;

(iv) la linea quindi continua verso sud-est, passando immediatamente
a sud della strada fra le quote 111 e 172, poi a sud della strada da Vipul-
zano ad Uclanzi, passando per le quote 57 e 122, quindi intersecando
quest'ultima strada a circa 100 metri ad est della quota 122, e piegando
verso nord in direzione di un punto situato a 350 metri a sud-est della
quota 266;

(v) passando a circa mezzo chilometro a nord del villaggio di San
Floriano, la linea si estende verso oriente al Monte Sabotino (quota 610)
lasciando a nord il villaggio di Poggio San Valentino;

(vi) dal Monte Sabotino la linea si prolunga verso sud, taglia il fiume
Isonzo (Soca) all'altezza della citta di Salcano, che rimane in Jugoslavia e
corre immediatamente ad ovest della linea ferroviaria da Canale d'Isonzo a
Montespino fino ad un punto a circa 750 metri a sud della strada Gorizia-
Aisovizza;

(vii) allontanandosi dalla ferrovia, la linea quindi piega a sud-ovest,
lasciando alla Jugoslavia la citta di San Pietro ed all'Italia l'Ospizio e la
strada che lo costeggia ed a circa 700 metri dalla stazione di Gorizia-S.
Marco, taglia il raccordo ferroviario fra la ferrovia predetta e la ferrovia
Sagrado-Cormons, costeggia il Cimitero di Gorzia, che rimane all'Italia,
passa fra la Strada Nazionale N.° 55 fra Gorizia e Trieste, che resta in
Italia, ed il crocevia alla quota 54, lasciando alla Jugoslavia le citta di
Vertoiba e Merna, e raggiunge un punto situato approssimativamente alla
quota 49;

(viii) di la, la linea continua in direzione di mezzogiorno attraverso
l'altipiano del Carso, a circa 1 chilometro ad est della Strada Nazionale
N." 55, lasciando ad est il villaggio di Opacchiasella ed a ovest il villaggio
di Iamiano;

(ix) partendo da un punto a circa 1 chilometro ad est di Iamiano, il
confine segue la linea di demarcazione amministrativa fra le province di
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Nebola; 
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verso nord in direzione di un punto situato a 350 metri a sud-est della 
quota 266; 

(v) passando a circa mezzo chilometro a nord del villaggio di San 

Florian°, la linea si estende verso oriente al Monte Sabotino (quota 610) 

lasciando a nord ii villaggio di Poggio San Valentino; • 

(vi) dal Monte Sabotino la linea si prolunga verso sud, taglia ii flume 

Isonzo (Soca) all'altezza della citta di Salcano, che rimane in Jugoslavia e 

corre immediatamente ad ovest della linea ferroviaria da Canale d'Isonzo a 

Montespino lino ad tm punto a circa 750 metri a sud della strada Gorizia-

Aisovizza; 

(vii) allontanandosi dalla ferrovia, la linea quindi piega a sud-ovest, 

lasciando alla Jugoslavia la citta di San Pietro ed all'Italia l'Ospizio e la 

strada che lo costeggia ed a circa 700 metri dalla stazione di Gorizia-S. 

Marco, taglia ii raccordo ferroviario fra la ferrovia predetta e la ferrovia 

Sagrado-Cormons, costeggia ii Cimitero di Gorzia, che rimane all'Italia, 

passa fra la Strada Nazionale N.° 55 fra Gorizia e Trieste, che resta in 

Italia, ed ii crocevia alla quota 54, lasciando alla Jugoslavia le citta di 

Vertoiba e Menu', e raggiunge un punto situato approssimativamente alla 

quota 49; 

(viii) di là, la linea continua in direzione di mezzogiomo attraverso 

l'altipiano del Carso, a circa 1 chilometro ad est della Strada Nazionale 

N.° 55, lasciando ad est il villaggio di Opacchiasella ed a ovest ii villaggio 

di Iamiano; 

(ix) partendo da tm punto a circa 1 chilometro ad est di Iamiano, ii 

confine segue la linea di demarcazione amministrativa fra le province di 



Gorizia e di Trieste fino ad un punto a circa 2 chilometri a nord-est del
villaggio di San Giovanni ed a circa mezzo chilometro a nord-ovest di
quota 208, che segna il punto di incontro fra le frontiere della Jugoslavia,
dell'Italia e del Territorio Libero di Trieste.

La carta, alla quale la presente descrizione si riferisce, fa parte
dell'Allegato I.

Articolo 4
I confini fra l'Italia ed il Territorio Libero di Trieste saranno fissati

come segue:

(i) La linea di confine parte da un punto situato sulla linea di demar-
cazione amministrativa fra le provincie di Gorizia e di Trieste, a circa 2
chilometri a nord-est del villaggio di San Giovanni ed a circa mezzo chilo-
metro a nord-ovest della quota 208, che segna il punto d'incontro delle
frontiere della Jugoslavia, dell'Italia e del Territorio Libero di Trieste e
corre in direzione di sud-ovest fino ad un punto adiacente alla Strada
Nazionale N.0 14 ed a circa 1 chilometro a nord-ovest della congiunzione
fra le strade Nazionali N.0 55 e 14, che conducono rispettivamente da Gorizia
e da Monfalcone a Trieste;

(ii) la linea si prolunga quindi in direzione di mezzogiorno fino ad
un punto nel golfo di Panzano, che e equidistante dalla Punta Sdobba, alla
foce del fiume Isonzo (Soca) e da Castel Vecchio a Duino, a circa chilometri
3,3 a sud dal punto dove si allontana dalla linea costiera, che e ad approssi-
mativamente 2 chilometri a nord-ovest dalla citta di Duino;

(iii) il tracciato quindi raggiunge il mare aperto, seguendo una linea
situata ad eguale distanza dalla costa d'Italia e da quella del Territorio
Libero di Trieste.

La carta alla quale la descrizione presente si riferisce, fa parte
dell'Allegato I.

Articolo 5
1. I1 preciso tracciato di confine delle nuove frontiere fissate negli

Articoli 2, 3, 4 e 22 del presente Trattato sara stabilito sul posto dalle
Commissioni confinarie composte dei rappresentanti dei due Governi interes-
sati.

2. Le Commissioni inizieranno i loro lavori immediatamente dopo
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rentrata in vigore del presente Trattato e li porteranno a termine al pii
presto possibile e comunque entro un termine di sei mesi.

3. Qualsiasi questione sulla quale le Commissioni siano incapaci di
raggiungere un accordo sara sottoposta ai quattro Ambasciatori a Roma
della Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della
Francia, i quali, procedendo nel modo previsto all'Articolo 86, la risolve-
ranno in modo definitivo, seguendo i metodi che piacera loro di determinare,
ivi compreso, occorrendo, quello della nomina di un terzo Commissario
imparziale.

4. Le spese della Commissione confinaria saranno sopportate in parti
eguali dai due Governi interessati.

5. Al fine di determinare sul posto le esatte frontiere fissate dagli
Articoli 3, 4 e 22, i Commissari avranno facolta di allontanarsi di mezzo
chilometro dalla linea di confine fissata nel presente Trattato per adeguare
la frontiera alle condizioni geografiche ed economiche locali, ma ci6 alla
condizione che nessun villaggio o citta di piu di 500 abitanti, nessuna ferro-
via o strada importante, e nessuna importante sorgente di energia elettrica
o d'acqua venga ad essere sottoposta in tal modo ad una sovranita che non
sia quella risultante dalle delimitazioni stabilite dal presente Trattato.

SEZIONE II--FRANCIA (Clausole Speciali)

Articolo 6

L'Italia cede, mediante il presente Trattato, in piena sovranita alla
Francia, il territorio gia italiano situato sul versante francese del confine
franco-italiano, quale e stato definito all'Articolo 2.

Articolo 7

II Governo italiano consegnera al Govemo francese tutti gli archivi,
storici ed amministrativi, precedenti al 1860 che riguardano il territorio
ceduto alla Francia in base al Trattato del 24 marzo 1860 ed alla Con-
venzione del 23 agosto 1860.

Articolo 8

1. I Governo italiano collaborera col Governo francese per l'eventuale
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creazione di un collegamento ferroviario fra Briangon e Modane, per via
di Bardonecchia.

2. II Governo italiano permetter& che il traffico ferroviario di pas-
seggeri e di merci che si varrh di tale collegamento, in una direzione come
nell'altra, per recarsi da un punto all'altro del territorio francese, passando
attraverso il territorio italiano, awenga in franchigia doganale, sia quanto
a dazi, che quanto a visita, senza verifica di passaporti ed altre simili for-
malita; e prendera tutte le misure del caso per assicurare che i treni fran-
cesi che useranno del suddetto collegamento abbiano facolta di passare,
in condizioni analoghe, in franchigia doganale e senza ingiustificati ritardi.

3. Gli accordi necessari verranno conclusi fra i due Governi al
momento opportuno.

Articolo 9
1. Ripiano del Moncenisio

Al fine di garantire all'Italia lo stesso godimento dell'energia idro-
elettrica e delle acque provenienti dal Lago del Cenisio, come prima della
cessione del relativo territorio alla Francia, quest'ultima concedera
all'Italia, in forza di un accordo bilaterale, le garanzie tecniche stabilite
nell'Allegato I.

2. Territorio di Tenda-Briga

Affinche l'Italia non debba soffrire alcuna diminuzione nelle forni-
ture di energia elettrica che essa traeva da sorgenti esistenti nel territorio di
Tenda-Briga prima della cessione di tale territorio alla Francia, quest'ul-
tima dark all'Italia, in forza di un accordo bilaterale, le garanzie tecniche
stabilite all'Allegato III.

SEZIONE III-AUSTRIA (Clausole Speciali)

Articolo 10

1. L'Italia concluderh con lAustria, owero confermera gli accordi
esistenti intesi a garantire il libero traffico di passeggeri e merci fra il
Tirolo settentrionale ed il Tirolo orientale.
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2. Le Potenze Alleate ed Associate hanno preso atto delle intese (il

cui testo e riportato nell'Allegato IV) prese di comune accordo fra il
Governo austriaco ed il Governo italiano il 5 settembre 1946.

SEZIONE IV-REPUBLICA FEDERALE POPOLARE DI JUGOSLAVIA

(Clausole Speciali)

Articolo 11

1. L'Italia cede, mediante il presente Trattato, in piena sovranita alla
Jugoslavia il territorio situato fra i nuovi confini della Jugoslavia, come
sono definiti dagli Articoli 3 e 22 ed i confini italo-jugoslavi, quali esi-
stevano il 1° gennaio 1938, come pure il commune di Zara e tutte le isole e
isolette adiacenti, che sono comprese nelle zone seghenti:

(a) La zona delimitata:

-al nord dal parallelo 42° 50' N;
-al sud dal parallelo 42° 42' N;
-al'est dal meridiano 17° 10' E;
-all'ovest dal meridiano 16° 25' E;

(b) La zona delimitata:

-al nord da una linea che passa attraverso il Porto del Quieto,
equidistante dalla costa del Territorio Libero di Trieste e
da quella della Jugoslavia, e di la raggiunge il punto 45°
15'N-13° 24' E.

-al sud dal parallelo 44° 23' N;
-all'ovest da una linea che congiunge i punti seguenti:

1) 45° 15'N-13° 24'E
2) 44° 51'N-13° 37'E
3) 44° 23' N-14° 18' 30" E

-ad oriente dalla costa occidentale dell'Istria, le isole ed il terri-
toria continentale della Jugoslavia.

Una carta di queste zone figura nell'Allegato I.
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2. L'Italia cede alla Jugoslavia in piena sovranita 1'Isola di Pelagosa
e le isolette adiacenti.

L'Isola di Pelagosa rimarra smilitarizzata.

I pescatori italiani godranno a Pelagosa e nelle acque circostanti degli
stessi diritti di cui godevano i pescatori jugoslavi prima del 6 aprile 1941.

Articolo 12

1. L'Italia restituira alla Jugoslavia tutti gli oggetti di carattere arti-
stico, storico, scientifico, educativo o religioso (compresi tutti gli atti, mano-
scritti, documenti e materiale bibliografico) come pure gli archivi ammini-
strativi (pratiche, registri, piani e documenti di qualunque specie) che, per
effetto dell'occupazione italiana, vennero rimossi fra il 4 novembre 1918 ed
il 2 marzo 1924 dai territori ceduti alla Jugoslavia in base ai Trattati firmati
a Rapallo il 12 Novemnhle 1920 ed a Roma il 27 Gennaio 1924. L'Italia
restituira pure tutti gli oggetti appartenenti ai detti territori e facenti parte
delle categorie di cui sopra, rimossi dalla Missione italiana di armistizio
che sedette a Vienna dopo la prima guerra mondiale.

2. L'Italia consegnera alla Jugoslavia tutti gli oggetti aventi giuridica-
mente carattere di beni pubblici e facenti parte delle categorie di cui al
paragrafo 1 dell'articolo presente, rimossi a partire dal 4 novembre 1918
dal territorio che, in base al presente Trattato, viene ceduto alla Jugoslavia
e quelli, relativi al detto territorio, che l'Italia ricevette dall'Austria e
dall'Ungheria per effetto dei Trattati di pace firmati a St. Germain il
10 settembre 1919 ed al Trianon il 4 giugno 1920 ed in base alla Conven-
zione fra 1'Austria e l'Italia firmata a Vienna il 4 maggio 1920.

3. Se, in determinati casi, l'Italia si trovasse nell'impossibilita di resti-
tuire o consegnare alla Jugoslavia gli oggetti di cui ai paragrafi 1 e 2 del
presente Articolo, 1'Italia consegnera alla Jugoslavia oggetti dello stesso
genere e di valore approssimativamente equivalente a quello degli oggetti
rimossi, in quanto siffatti oggetti possano trovarsi in Italia.

Articolo 13
L'approvvigionamento dell'acqua per Gorizia ed i suoi dintorni sara

regolato a norma delle disposizioni dell'Allegato V.
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SEZIONE V-GRECIA (Clausole Speciali)

Articolo 14

1. L'Italia cede alla Grecia in sovranita piena le Isole del Dodecaneso
in appresso indicate e precisamente: Stampalia (Astropalia), Rodi (Rho-
dos), Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso), Piscopis (Tilos), Misiros
(Nisyros), Calimnos (Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso), Simi
(Symi), Cos (Kos) e Castellorizo, come pure le isolette adiacenti.

2. Le predette isole saranno e rimarranno smilitarizzate.

3. La procedura e le condizioni tecniche che regoleranno il trapasso di
tali isole alla Grecia saranno stabilite d'accordo fra i Governi del Regno
Unito e di Grecia ed accordi verranno presi per il ritiro delle truppe straniere
non oltre 90 giorni dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

PARTE II
CLAUSOLE POLITICHE

SEZIONE I-CLAUSOLE GENERALI

Articolo 15

L'Italia prendera tutte le misure necessarie per assicurare a tutte le
persone soggette alla sua giurisdizione, senza distinzione di razza, sesso,
lingua o religione, il godimento dei diritti dell'uomo e delle liberta fonda-
mentali, ivi compresa la liberta d'espressione, di stampa e di diffusione,
di culto, di opinione politica e di pubblica riunione.

Articolo 16

L'Italia non incriminera, ne altrimenti perseguitera alcun cittadino
italiano, compresi gli appartenenti alle forze armate, pel solo fatto di
avere, durante il periodo di tempo corrente dal 10 giugno 1940 all'entrata
in vigore del presente Trattato, espressa simpatia od avere agito in favore
della causa delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate.
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(Symi), Cos (Kos) e Castellorizo, come pure le isolette adiacenti. 

2. Le predette isole saranno e rimarranno smilitarizzate. 

3. La procedura e le condizioni tecniche che regoleranno ii trapasso di 

tali isole alla Grecia saranno stabilite d'accordo Ira i Covemi del Regno 

Unit° e di Grecia ed accordi verranno presi per il ritiro delle truppe straniere 

non oltre 90 giomi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

PARTE II 

CLAUSOLE POLITICHE 

SEZIONE I — CLAUSOLE GENERALI 

Articolo 15 

L'Italia prendera tutte le misure necessarie per assicurare a tutte le 

persone soggette alla sua giurisdizione, senza distinzione di razza, sesso, 

lingua o religione, ii godimento dei diritti dell'uomo e delle liberta fonda-

mentali, ivi compresa la liberta d'espressione, di stampa e di diffusione, 
di culto, di opinione politica e di pubblica riunione. 

Articolo 16 

L'Italia non incriminera, ne altrimenti perseguitera alcun cittadino 
italiano, compresi gli appartenenti alle forze armate, pel solo fatto di 

avere, durante il periodo di tempo corrente dal 10 giugno 1940 all'entrata 

in vigore del presente Trattato, espressa simpatia od avere agito in favore 

della causa delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate. 



Articolo 17
L'Italia, la quale, in conformita dell'articolo 30 della Convenzione di

Armistizio, ha preso misure per sciogliere le organizzazioni fasciste in Italia,
non permetterh, in territorio italiano, la rinascita di simili organizzazioni,
siano esse politiche, militari o militarizzate, che abbiano per oggetto di
privare il popolo dei suoi diritti democratici.

Articolo 18

L'Italia si impegna a riconoscere piena forza ai Trattati di Pace con
la Romania, Bulgaria, Ungheria e Finlandia ed a quelle altre convenzioni
od accordi che siano stati o siano per essere raggiunti dalle Potenze Alleate
ed Associate rispetto all'Austria, alla Germania ed al Giappone, al fine di
ristabilire la pace.

SEZIONE II-NAZIONALITA-DIRITTI CIVILI E POLITICI

Articolo 19

1. I cittadini italiani che, al 10 giugno 1940, erano domiciliati in
territorio ceduto dall'Italia ad un altro Stato per effetto del presente Trattato,
ed i loro figli nati dopo quella data diverranno, sotto riserva di quanto
dispone il paragrafo seguente, cittadini godenti di pieni diritti civili e
politici dello Stato al quale il territorio viene ceduto, secondo le leggi che
a tale fine dovranno essere emanate dallo Stato medesimo entro tre mesi
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Essi perderanno la loro cittadi-
nanza italiana al momento in cui diverranno cittadini dello Stato suben-
trante.

2. n Governo dello Stato al quale il territorio e trasferito, dovra
disporre, mediante appropriata legislazione entro tre mesi dall'entrata in
vigore del presente Trattato, perche tutte le persone di cui al paragrafo 1,
di eta superiore ai diciotto anni (e tutte le persone coniugate, siano esse al
disotto od al disopra di tale eta) la cui lingua usuale e l'italiano, abbiano
facolta di optare per la cittadinanza italiana entro il termine di un anno
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Qualunque persona che opti
in tal senso conservera la cittadinanza italiana e non si considerera avere
acquistato la cittadinanza dello Stato al quale il territorio viene trasferito.
L'opzione esercitata dal marito non verra considerata opzione da parte della
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Articolo 17 
L'Italia, la quale, in conformita dell'articolo 30 della Convenzione di 

Armistizio, ha preso misure per sciogliere le organizzazioni fasciste in Italia, 

non permettera, in territorio italiano, la rinascita di simili organizzazioni, 

siano esse politiche, milita.ri o militarizzate, che abbiano per oggetto di 

privare ii popolo dei suoi diritti democratici. 

Articolo 18 

L'Italia si impegna a riconoscere piena forza ai Trattati di Pace con 

la Romania, Bulgaria, Ungheria e Finlandia ed a quelle altre convenzioni 

od accordi che siano stati o siano per essere raggiunti dalle Potenze Alleate 

ed Associate rispetto all'Austria, alla Germania ed al Giappone, al fine di 

ristabilire la pace. 

SEZIONE II — NAZIONALITA —DIRITTI CWILI E POLITICI 

Articolo 19 

1. I cittadini italiani die, al 10 giugno 1940, erano domiciliati in 
territorio ceduto dall'Italia ad un altro Stato per effetto del presente Trattato, 

ed i loro ugh nati dopo quella data diverranno, sotto riserva di quanto 

dispone ii paragrafo seguente, cittadini godenti di pieni diritti civili e 

politici dello Stato al quale 11 territorio viene ceduto, secondo le leggi che 

a tale fine dovranno essere emanate dallo Stato medesimo entro tre mesi 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Essi perderarmo la loro cittadi-

nanza italiana al moment° in cui diverranno cittadini dello Stato suben-
trante. 

2. II Govern° dello Stato al quale ii territorio 6 trasferito, dovra 

disporre, mediante appropriata legislazione entro tre mesi dall'entrata in 

vigore del presente Trattato, perche tutte le persona di cui al paragrafo 1, 

di eta superiore ai diciotto anni (e tutte le persone coniugate, siano esse al 

disotto od al disopra di tale eta) la cui lingua usuale è l'italiano, abbiano 

facoltit di optare per la cittadinanza italiana entro II termine di tm anno 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Qualunque persona che opti 

in tal senso conserver* la cittadinamm italiana e non si considerera avere 

acquistato la cittadinanza dello Stato al quale ii territorio viene trasferito. 

L'opsione esercitata dal marito non verri considerata opzione da parte della 
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moglie. L'opzione esercitata dal padre, o se il padre non e vivente, dalla
madre, si estendera tuttavia automaticamente a tutti i figli non coniugati,
di eta inferiore ai diciotto anni.

3. Lo Stato al quale il territorio e ceduto potra esigere che coloro che
si avalgono dell'opzione, si trasferiscano in Italia entro un anno dalla data
in cui l'opzione venne esercitata.

4. Lo Stato al quale il territorio e ceduto dovra assicurare, conforme-
mente alle sue leggi fondamentali, a tutte le persone che si trovano nel terri-
torio stesso, senza distinzione di razza, sesso, lingua o religione, il godimento
dei diritti dell'uomo e delle liberta fondamentali, ivi comprese la liberta di
espressione, di stampa e di diffusione, di culto, di opinione politica, e di
pubblica riunione.

Articolo 20
1. Entro il termine di un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente

Trattato, i cittadini italiani di oltre 18 anni di eta (e quelli coniugati, siano
essi al disotto od al disopra di tale eta), la cui lingua usuale e una delle
lingue jugoslave (serbo, croato o sloveno) e che sono domiciliati in terri-
torio italiano, potranno, facendone domanda ad un rappresentante diplo-
matico o consolare jugoslavo in Italia, acquistare la nazionalita jugoslava,
se le autorita jugoslave accetteranno la loro istanza.

2. In siffatti casi il Governo jugoslavo comunichera al Governo italiano,
per via diplomatica, gli elenchi delle persone che avranno cosi acquistato la
nazionalita jugoslava. Le persone indicate in tali elenchi perderanno la
loro nazionalita italiana alla data della suddetta comunicazione ufficiale.

3. I1 Governo italiano potra esigere che tali persone trasferiscano la
loro residenza in Jugoslavia entro il termine di un anno dalla data della
suddetta comunicazione ufficiale.

4. Ai fini del presente Articolo varranno le medesime norme, relative
all'effetto delle opzioni rispetto alle mogli ed ai figli, contenute nell'articolo
19, paragrafo 2.

5. Le disposizioni dell'Allegato XIV, paragrafo 10 del presente Trat-
tato, che si applicano al trasferimento dei beni appartenenti alle persone che
optano per la nazionalita italiana, si applicheranno egualmente al trasferi-
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moglie. L'opzione esercitata dal padre, o se il padre non è vivente, dalla 

madre, si estendera tuttavia automaticamente a tutti i ugh non coniugati, 
di eta inferiore ai diciotto anni. 

3. Lo Stato al quale ii territorio e ceduto potra esigere che coloro che 

si avvalgono dell'opzione, si trasferiscano in Italia entro un anno dalla data 
in cui l'opzione venne esercitata. 

4. Lo Stato al quale il territorio è ceduto dovra assicurare, conforme-

mente alle sue leggi fondamentali, a tutte le persone che si trovano nel terri-

torio stesso, senza distinzione di razza, sesso, lingua o religione, II godimento 

dei diritti dell'uomo e delle liberta fondamentali, ivi comprese la liberta di 

espressione, di stampa e di diffusione, di culto, di opinione politica, e di 

pubblica riunione. 

Articolo 20 

1. Entro ii termine di un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente 

Trattato, i cittadini italiani di oltre 18 anni di eta (e quelli coniugati, siano 

essi al disotto od al disopra di tale eta), la cui lingua usuale è una delle 

lingue jugoslave (serbo, croato o sloveno) e che sono domiciliati in terri-

torio italiano, potranno, facendone domanda ad un rappresentante diplo-

matic° o consolare jugoslavo in Italia, acquistare la nazionalita jugoslava, 

se le autorita jugoslave accetteranno la loro istanza. 

2. In siffatti casi ii Governo jugoslavo comunichera al Govern° italiano, 

per via diplomatica, gli elenchi delle persone che avranno cosi acquistato la 

nazionalita jugoslava. Le persone indicate in tali elenchi perderanno la 

loro nazionalita italiana alla data della suddetta comunicazione ufficiale. 

3. Ii Govern° italiano potra esigere che tali persone trasferiscano la 

loro residenza in Jugoslavia entro ii termine di un anno dalla data della 

suddetta comunicazione ufficiale. 

4. Ai fini del presente Articolo varranno le medesime norme, relative 

all'effetto delle opzioni zispetto alle mogli ed ai figli, contenute nell'articolo 

19, paragrafo 2. 

5. Le disposizioni dell'Allegato XIV, paragrafo 10 del presente Trat-

tato, che si applicano al trasferimento dei beni appartenenti alle persone che 

optano per la nazionalita italiana, si applicheranno egualmente al trasferi-



mento dei beni appartenenti alle persone che optano per la nazionalita
jugoslava, in base al presente Articolo.

SEZIONE III-TERRITORIO LIBERO DI TRIESTE

Articolo 21

1. k costituito in forza del presente Trattato il Territorio Libero di
Trieste, consistente dell'area che giace fra il mare Adriatico ed i confini
definiti negli Articoli 4 e 22 del presente Trattato. I1 Territorio Libero di
Trieste e riconosciuto dalle Potenze Alleate ed Associate e dall'Italia, le
quali convengono che la sua integrita e indipendenza saranno assicurate dal
Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite.

2. La sovranita italiana sulla zona costituente il Territorio Libero di
Trieste, cosi come esso e sopra definito, cessera con l'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato.

3. Dal momento in cui la sovranita italiana sulla predetta zona avra
cessato d'esistere il Territorio Libero di Trieste sara governato in con-
formita di uno Strumento per il regime prowisorio, redatto dal Consiglio
dei Ministri degli Esteri e approvato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza. Detto
Strumento resterA in vigore fino alla data che il Consiglio di Sicurezza deter-
minera per l'entrata in vigore dello Statuto Permanente, che dovrA essere
stato da esso Consiglio approvato. A decorrere da tale data, il Territorio
Libero sara governato secondo le disposizioni dello Statuto Permanente.
I testi dello Statuto permanente e dello Strumento per il regime prowisorio
sono contenuti negli Allegati VI e VII.

4. II Territorio Libero di Trieste non sara considerato come territorio
ceduto, ai sensi dell'Articolo 19 e dell'Allegato XIV del presente Trattato.

5. L'Italia e la Jugoslavia s'impegnano a dare al Territorio Libero di
Trieste le garanzie di cui all'Allegato IX.

Articolo 22

La frontiera fra la Jugoslavia ed il Territorio Libero di Trieste sara
fissata come segue:
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mento dei beni appartenenti alle persone che optano per la nazionalita 

jugoslava, in base al presente Articolo. 

SEZIONE III — TERRITORIO LIBERO DI TRIESTE 

Articolo 21 

1. E costituito in forza del presente Trattato ii Territorio Libero di 

Trieste, consistente delrarea che giace Ira il mare Adriatico ed i confini 

definiti neg,li Articoli 4 e 22 del presente Trattato. II Territorio Libero di 

Trieste e riconosciuto dalle Poterue Alleate ed Associate e dall'Italia, le 

quali convengono che la sua integrita e indipendenza saranno assicurate dal 

Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite. 

2. La sovranita italiana sulla zona costituente II Territorio Libero di 

Trieste, cosi come esso e sopra definito, cessera con l'entrata in vigore del 
presente Trattato. 

3. Dal momento in cui la sovranita italiana sulla predetta zona avra 
cessato d'esistere ii Territorio Libero di Trieste sari governato in con-

formitit di uno Strumento per il regime provvisorio, redatto dal Consiglio 

dei Ministri degli Esteri e approvato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza. Detto 
Strumento restera in vigore fino alla data che il Consiglio di Sicurezza deter-

minera per l'entrata in vigore dello Statuto Permanente, che dovra essere 

stato da esso Consiglio approvato. A decorrere da tale data, il Territorio 
Libero sarit govemato secondo le disposizioni dello Statuto Permanente. 

I testi dello Statuto permanente e dello Strumento per il regime provvisorio 
sono contenuti negli Allegati VI e VII. 

4. II Territorio Libero di Trieste non sari considerato come territorio 

ceduto, ai sensi dell'Articolo 19 e dell'Allegato XIV del presente Trattato. 

5. L'Italia e la Jugoslavia s'impegnano a dare al Territorio Libero di 
Trieste le garanzie di cui all'Allegato IX. 

Articolo 22 

La frontiera Ira la Jugoslavia ed ii Territorio Libero di Trieste sari'', 
fissata come segue: 
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(i) I1 confine parte da un punto situato sulla linea di demarcazione

amministrativa che separa le province di Gorizia e di Trieste, a circa 2
chilometri a nord-est del villaggio di S. Giovanni e a circa mezzo chilometro
a nord-ovest di quota 208, che costituisce il punto d'incontro delle frontiere
della Jugoslavia, dell'Italia e del Territorio Libero di Trieste; segue la detta
linea di demarcazione fino a Monte Lanaro (quota 546); continua a sud-est
fino a Monte Cocusso (quota 672) passando per le quote 461, Meducia
(quota 475), Monte dei Pini (quota 476) e quota 407, che taglia la Strada
Nazionale N° 58, che va da Trieste a Sesana, a circa 3,3 chilometri a sud-
ovest di detta citta e lasciando ad est i villaggi di Vogliano e di Orle e a
circa 0,4 chilometri ad ovest, il villaggio di Zolla.

(ii) Da Monte Cocusso, la linea, continuando in direzione sud-est
lascia ad ovest il villaggio di Grozzana, raggiunge il Monte Goli (quota
621), poi, proseguendo verso sud-ovest, taglia la strada tra Trieste e Cosina
alla quota 455 e la linea ferroviaria alia quota 485; passa per le quote 416
e 326, lasciando i villaggi di Beca e Castel in territorio jugoslavo, taglia la
strada tra Ospo e Gabrovizza d'Istria a circa 100 metri a sud-est di Ospo;
taglia poi il fiume Risana e la strada fra Villa Decani e Risano ad un punto
a circa 350 metri ad ovest di Risano, lasciando in territorio jugoslavo il
villaggio di Rosario e la strada tra Risano e San Sergio. Da questo punto
la linea procede fino al crocevia situato a circa 1 chilometro a nord-est
della quota 362, passando per le quote 285 e 354.

(iii) Di qui, la linea prosegue fino ad un punto a circa mezzo chilo-
metro ad est del villaggio di Cernova, tagliando il fiume Dragogna a circa 1
chilometro a nord di detto villaggio, lasciando ad ovest i villaggi di Bucciai
e Truscolo e ad est il villaggio di Tersecco; di qui, procede in direzione di
sud-ovest a sud-est della strada che congiunge i villaggi di Cernova e
Chervoi, lasciando questa strada a 0,8 chilometri ad est del villaggio di
Cucciani; prosegue poi in direzione generale di sud, sud-ovest, passando
a circa 0,4 chilometri ad est del monte Braico e a circa 0,4 chilometri ad
ovest del villaggio di Sterna Filaria, lasciando ad oriente la strada che va
da detto villagio a Piemonte, passando a circa 0,4 chilometri ad ovest della
citta di Piemonte e a circa mezzo chilometro ad est della citta di Castagna
e raggiungendo il fiume Quieto ad un punto a 1,6 chilometri circa, a sud-
ovest della citta di Castagna.
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(i) Ii confine parte da un punto situato sulla linea di demarcazione 

amministrativa che separa le province di Gorizia e di Trieste, a circa 2 

chilometri a nord-est del villaggio di S. Giovanni e a circa mezzo chilometro 
a nord-ovest di quota 208, che costituisce ii punto d'incontro delle frontiere 

della Jugoslavia, dell'Italia e del Territorio Libero di Trieste; segue la detta 

linea di demarcazione fino a Monte Lanaro (quota 546) ; continua a sud-est 

fino a Monte Cocusso (quota 672) passando per le quote 461, Meducia 

(quota 475), Monte dei Pini (quota 476) e quota 407, che taglia la Strada 

Nazionale N° 58, che va da Trieste a Sesana, a circa 3,3 chilometri a sud-

ovest di detta cita e lasciando ad est i villaggi di Vogliano e di One e a 
circa 0,4 chilometri ad ovest, ii villaggio di Zolla. 

(ii) Da Monte Cocusso, la linea, continuando in direzione sud-est 
lascia ad ovest II villaggio di Grozzana, raggiunge il Monte Goli (quota 

621), poi, proseguendo verso sud-ovest, taglia la strada tra Trieste e Cosina 

alla quota 455 e la linea ferroviaria alla quota 485; passa per le quote 416 

e 326, lasciando i villaggi di Beca e Castel in territorio jugoslavo, taglia la 

strada tra Ospo e Gabrovizza d'Istria a circa 100 metri a sud-est di Ospo; 

taglia poi il flume Risana e la strada Ira Villa Decani e Risano ad un punto 

a circa 350 metri ad ovest di Risano, lasciando in territorio jugoslavo ii 

villaggio di Rosario e la strada tra Risano e San Sergio. Da questo punto 

la linea procede fino al crocevia situato a circa 1 chilometro a nord-est 
della quota 362, passando per le quote 285 e 354. 

(iii) Di qui, la linea prosegue fino ad un punto a circa mezzo chilo-

metro ad est del villaggio di Cernova, tagliando ii fiume Dragogna a circa 1 

chilometro a nord di detto villaggio, lasciando ad ovest i villaggi di Bucciai 

e Truscolo e ad est il villaggio di Tersecco; di qui, procede in direzione di 

sud-ovest a sud-est della strada che congiunge i villaggi di Cernova e 

Chervoi, lasciando questa strada a 0,8 chilometri ad est del villaggio di 

Cucciani; prosegue poi in direzione generale di sud, sud-ovest, passando 

a circa 0,4 chilometri ad est del monte Braico e a circa 0,4 chilometri ad 

ovest del villaggio di Sterna Filaria, lasciando ad oriente la strada che va 

da detto -villagio a Piemonte, passando a circa 0,4 chilometri ad ovest della 

citta di Piemonte e a circa mezzo chilometro ad est della citta di Castagna 

e raggiungendo ii flume Quieto ad un punto a 1,6 chilometri circa, a sud-

ovest della citta di Castagna. 
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(iv) Di qui il tracciato segue il canale principale rettificato del Quieto

fino alla foce, e, passando attraverso Porto del Quieto, raggiunge il mare
aperto, seguendo una linea ad eguale distanza dalla costa del Territorio
Libero di Trieste e da quella della Jugoslavia.

La carta alla quale la descrizione presente si riferisce, fa parte

dell'Allegato I.

SEZIONE IV-COLONIE ITALIANE

.Articolo 23

1. L'Italia rinuncia a ogni diritto e titolo sui possedimenti territoriali

italiani in Africa e cioe la Libia, 1'Eritrea e la Somalia italiana.

2. I detti possedimenti resteranno sotto l'attuale loro amministrazione,

finche non sara decisa la loro sorte definitiva.

3. La sorte definitiva di detti possedimenti sara decisa di comune

accordo dai Governi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati

Uniti d'America e della Francia entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del

presente Trattato e secondo i termini della dichiarazione comune fatta dai

detti Governi il 10 febbraio 1947, il cui testo e riprodotto nell'Allegato XI.

SEZIONE V-SPECIALI INTERESSI DELLA CINA

Articolo 24

L'Italia rinuncia a favore della Cina a tutti i benefici e privilegi risul-

tanti dalle disposizioni del Protocollo finale, firmato a Pechino il 7 settem-

bre 1901 e dei relativi allegati, note e documenti complementari ed accetta

rabrogazione, per quanto la riguarda, del detto Protocollo, allegati, note e

documenti. L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a far valere qualsiasi domanda

d'indennita al riguardo.

Articolo 25

L'Italia accetta l'annullamento del contratto d'affitto concessole dal

Governo cinese in base al quale era stabilita la Concessione italiana a

Tientsin ed accetta inoltre di trasmettere al Governo cinese tutti i beni e gli

archivi appartenenti al Municipio di detta Concessione.

Articolo 26

L'Italia rinuncia a favore della Cina ai diritti accordatile rispetto alle
Concessioni internazionali di Shanghai e di Amoy ed accetta che l'ammini-
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(iv) Di qui II trac,ciato segue il canale principale rettificato del Quieto 

lino alla foce, e, passando attraverso Porto del Quieto, raggiunge il mare 

aperto, seguendo una linea ad eguale distanza dalla costa del Territorio 

Libero di Trieste e da quella della Jugoslavia. 
La carta alla quale la descrizione presente si riferisce, fa parte 

dell'Allegato I. 

SEZIONE IV - COLONIE ITALIANE 

. Articolo 23 

1. L'Italia rinuncia a ogni diritto e titolo sui possedimenti territoriali 

italiani in Africa e cioe la Libia, l'Eritrea e la Somalia italiana. 

2. I detti possedimenti resteranno sotto l'attuale loro amministrazione, 

finche non sara decisa la loro sorte definitiva. 

3. La sorte definitiva di detti possedimenti sara decisa di comune 

accordo dai Govemi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati 

Uniti d'America e della Francia entro un anno dalrentrata in vigore del 

presente Trattato e secondo i termini della dichiarazione comune fatta dai 

detti Govemi il 10 febbraio 1947, il cui testo è riprodotto nell'Allegato XI. 

SEZIONE V - SPECIAL! INTERESSI DELLA CINA 

Articolo 24 

L'Italia rinuncia a favore della Cina a tutti i benefici e privilegi risul-

tanti dalle disposizioni del Protocollo finale, firmato a Pechino II 7 settem-

bre 1901 e dei relativi allegati, note e documenti complementari ed accetta 

rabrogazione, per quanto la riguarda, del detto Protocollo, allegati, note e 

documenti. L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a far valere qualsiasi domanda 
d'indennitit al riguardo. 

Articolo 25 

L'Italia accetta rannullamento del contratto d'affitto concessole dal 

Govemo cinese in base al quale era stabilita la Concessione italiana a 

Tientsin ed accetta inoltre di trasmettere al Govemo cinese tutti i beni e gli 

archivi appartenenti al Municipio di data Concessione. 

Articolo 26 

L'Italia rinuncia a favore della Cina ai diritti accordatile rispetto alle 

Concessioni intemazionali di Shanghai e di Amoy ed accetta che rammini-
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strazione e il controllo di dette Concessioni siano ritrasferite al Governo
cinese.

SEZIONE VI-ALBANIA

Articolo 27
L'Italia riconosce e s'impegna a rispettare la sovranita e l'indipendenza

dello Stato di Albania.

Articolo 28

L'Italia riconosce che l'isola di Saseno fa parte del territorio albanese
e rinuncia a qualsiasi rivendicazione a suo riguardo.

Articolo 29

1. L'Italia rinuncia formalmente in favore dell'Albania a tutti i beni

(eccettuati gli immobili normalmente occupati dalle Rappresentanze diplo-
matiche e consolari) a tutti i diritti, concessioni, interessi e vantaggi di ogni

genere spettanti allo Stato italiano o ad enti parastatali italiani in Albania.
L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a rivendicare ogni speciale interesse o influenza
in Albania, acquisita a seguito dell'aggressione del 7 aprile 1939 o in

virtii di trattati od accordi conclusi prima di detta data.

2. Le clausole economiche del presente Trattato, applicabili alle

Potenze Alleate ed Associate, si applicheranno agli altri beni italiani ed agli

altri rapporti economici tra l'Italia e l'Albania.

Articolo 30

I cittadini italiani in Albania godranno dello stesso statuto giuridico

dei cittadini degli altri paesi stranieri; l'Italia tuttavia riconosce la validita

di tutti i prowedimenti che potranno essere presi dall'Albania per l'annulla-

mento o la modificazione delle concessioni o dei speciali diritti accordati a

cittadini italiani, a condizione che tali prowedimenti siano attuati entro un

anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

Articolo 31

L'Italia riconosce che tutte le convenzioni ed intese intervenute tra

l'Italia e le autorita insediate dall'Italia in Albania tra il 7 aprile 1939 ed il

3 settembre 1943 siano considerate nulle e non awenute.
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strazione e ii controllo di dette Concessioni siano ritrasferite al Govern.° 
cinese. 

SEZIONE VI - ALBANIA 

Articolo 27 

L'Italia riconosce e s'impegna a rispettare la sovranita e l'indipendenza 
dello Stato di Albania. 

Articolo 28 

L'Italia riconosce che l'isola di Saseno fa parte del territorio albanese 

e rinuncia a qualsiasi rivendicazione a suo riguardo. 

Articolo 29 

1. L'Italia rinuncia formalmente in favore dell'Albania a tutti i beni 

(eccettuati gli imraobili normalmente occupati dalle Rappresentanze diplo-

matiche e consolari) a tutti i diritti, concessioni, interessi e vantaggi di ogni 

genere spettanti allo Stato italiano o ad enti parastatali italiani in Albania. 

L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a rivendicare ogni speciale interesse o influenza 

in Albania, acquisita a seguito dell'aggressione del 7 aprile 1939 o in 

virta di trattati od accordi conclusi prima di detta data. 

2. Le clausole economiche del presente Trattato, applicabili alle 

Potenze Alleate ed Associate, si applicheranno agli altri beni italiani ed agli 

altri rapporti economici tra l'Italia e l'Albania. 

Articolo 30 

I cittadini italiani in Albania godranno dello stesso statuto giuridico 

dei cittadini degli altri paesi stranieri; l'Italia tuttavia riconosce la validita 

di tutti i provvedimenti che potranno essere presi dall'Albania per l'annulla-

mento o la modificazione delle concessioni o dei speciali diritti accordati a 

cittadini italiani, a condizione che tali provvedimenti siano attuati entro un 

anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

Articolo 31 

L'Italia riconosce che tulle le convenzioni ed intese intervenute tra 

l'Italia e le autorita insediate dall'Italia in Albania tra il 7 aprile 1939 ed ii 

3 settembre 1943 siano considerate nulle e non avvenute. 
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Articolo 32

L'Italia riconosce la validita di ogni prowedimento che 1'Albania potra
ritenere necessario di adottare in applicazione od esecuzione delle disposi-
zioni di cui sopra.

SEZIONE VII-ETIOPIA

Articolo 33

L'Italia riconosce e s'impegna a rispettare la sovranit& e l'indipendenza
dello Stato etiopico.

Articolo 34

1. L'Italia rinuncia formalmente a favore dell'Etiopia a tutti i beni
(eccettuati gli immobili normalmente occupati dalle Rappresentanze diplo-
matiche o consolari), a tutti i diritti, interessi e vantaggi di qualsiasi natura,
acquisiti in qualsiasi momento in Etiopia da parte dello Stato italiano e a
tutti i beni parastatali, quali sono definiti dal 1° paragrafo dell'Allegato
XIV del presente Trattato.

2. L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a rivendicare qualsiasi interesse spe-
ciale od influenza particolare in Etiopia.

Articolo 35

L'Italia riconosce la validita di tutti i prowedimenti adottati o che
potra adottare lo Stato etiopico, allo scopo di annullare le misure prese
dalrItalia nei riguardi dell'Etiopia, dopo il 3 ottobre 1935, e gli effetti
relativi.

Articolo 36

I cittadini italiani in Etiopia godranno dello stesso statuto giuridico
degli altri cittadini stranieri; 1'Italia tuttavia riconosce la validita di tutfi
i prowedimenti che potranno essere presi dal Governo etiopico per annul-
lare o modificare le concessioni o gli speciali diritti accordati a cittadini
italiani, a condizione che tali prowedimenti siano attuati entro un anno
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

Articolo 37
Entro diciotto mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, 1'Italia
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Articolo 32 

L'Italia riconosce la validitit di ogni provvedimento che l'Albania potra 

ritenere necessario di adottare in applicazione od esecuzione delle disposi-

zioni di cui sopra. 

SEZIONE VI—ETIOPIA 

Articolo 33 

L'Italia riconosce e s'impegna a rispettare la sovranitit e l'indipendenza 
dello Stato etiopico. 

Articolo 34 

1. L'Italia rinuncia formalmente a favore dell'Etiopia a tutti i beni 

(eccettuati gli immobili normalmente occupati da,lle Rappresentanze diplo-

matiche o consolari), a tutti i diritti, interessi e vantaggi di qualsiasi natura, 

acquisiti in qualsiasi moment() in Etiopia da parte dello Stato italiano e a 

tutti i herd parastatali, quail sono definiti dal 1° paragrafo dell'Allegato 
XIV del presente Trattato. 

2. L'Italia rinuncia egualmente a rivendicare qualsiasi interesse spe-
ciale od influenza particolare in Etiopia. 

Articolo 35 

L'Italia riconosce la validitit di tutti i provvedimenti adottati o die 

potra adottare lo Stato etiopico, allo scopo di annullare le misure prese 
dalrItalia nei riguardi dell'Etiopia, dopo il 3 ottobre 1935, e gli effetti 
relativi. 

Articolo 36 

I cittadini italiani in Etiopia godranno dello stesso statuto giuridico 
degli altri cittadini stranieri; l'Italia tuttavia riconosce la validifit di tutri 

i provvedimenti che potranno essere presi dal Govern° etiopico per annul-

lare o modificare le concessioni o gli speciali diritti accordati a cittadini 

italiani, a condirione che tali provvedimenti siano attuati entro tut anno 
dalrentrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

Articolo 37 

Entro diciotto mesi tiall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, 
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restituira tutte le opere d'arte, gli archivi e oggetti di valore religioso o
storico appartenenti all'Etiopia od ai cittadini etiopici e portati dall'Etiopia
in Italia dopo il 3 ottobre 1935.

Articolo 38

La data, a decorrere dalla quale le disposizioni del presente Trattato
diverranno applicabili, per quanto riguarda le misure e gli atti di qualsiasi
natura che comportino responsabilita per l'Italia o per i cittadini italiani nei
riguardi della Etiopia, s'intendera fissata al 3 ottobre 1935.

SEZIONE VIII-ACCORDI INTERNAZIONALI

Articolo 39

L'Italia s'impegna ad accettare ogni intesa che sia gia stata o sia per
essere conclusa per la liquidazione della Societa delle Nazioni, della Corte
Permanente di giustizia internazionale e della Commissione finanziaria
internazionale in Grecia.

Articolo 40

L'Italia rinuncia a ogni diritto, titolo e rivendicazione risultanti dal
regime dei Mandati o da impegni di qualsiasi natura risultanti da detto
regime, e ad ogni diritto speciale dello Stato italiano nei riguardi di qual-
siasi territorio sotto mandato.

Articolo 41

L'Italia riconosce le disposizioni dell'Atto finale del 31 agosto 1945
e dell'Accordo franco-britannico dello stesso giorno sullo statuto di Tangeri,
come pure ogni disposizione che le Potenze firmatarie potranno adottare,
allo scopo di dare esecuzione ai detti strumenti.

Articolo 42

L'Italia accettera e riconoscera ogni accordo che possa essere concluso
dalle Potenze Alleate ed Associate, per modificare i trattati relativi al bacino
del Congo, ai fini di farli conformare alle disposizioni dello Statuto delle
Nazioni Unite.

Articolo 43

L'Italia rinuncia ad ogni diritto od interesse che possa avere, in virti
dell'Articolo 16 del Trattato di Losanna, firmato il 24 luglio 1923.
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restituira tutte le opere d'arte, gli archivi e oggetti di valore religioso o 

storico appartenenti all'Etiopia od ai cittadini etiopici e portati dall'Etiopia 
in Italia dopo il 3 ottobre 1935. 

Articolo 38 

La data, a decorrere dalla quale le disposizioni del presente Trattato 

diverranno applicabili, per quanto riguarda le misure e gli atti di qualsiasi 

natura che comportino responsabilita per l'Italia o per i cittadini italiani nei 

riguardi della Etiopia, s'intendera fissata al 3 oftobre 1935. 

SEZIONE VIII - AC CORDI INTERNAZIONALI 

Articolo 39 

L'Italia s'impegna ad accettare ogni intesa che sia gih stata o sia per 

essere conclusa per la liquidazione della Societa delle Nazioni, della Corte 

Permanente di giustizia internazionale e della Commissione finanziaria 
internazionale in Grecia. 

Articolo 40 

L'Italia rinuncia a ogni diritto, titolo e rivendicazione risultanti dal 

regime dei Mandati o da impegni di qualsiasi natura risultanti da detto 

regime, e ad ogni diritto speciale dello Stato italiano nei riguardi di qual-
siasi territorio sotto mandato. 

Articolo 41 

L'Italia riconosce le disposizioni dell'Atto finale del 31 agosto 1945 

e dell'Accordo franco-britannico dello stesso giorno sullo statuto di Tangeri, 

come pure ogni disposizione che le Potenze firmatarie potranno adottare, 

alio scopo di dare esecuzione ai detti strumehti. 

Articolo 42 

L'Italia accettera e riconoscera ogni accordo che possa essere concluso 

(lane Potenze Alleate ed Associate, per modificare i trattati relativi al bacino 

del Congo, ai fini di farli conformare alle disposizioni dello Statuto delle 

Nazioni Unite. 
Articolo 43 

L'Italia rinuncia ad ogni diritto od interesse che possa avere, in virtu 

dell'Articolo 16 del Trattato di Losanna, firmato il 24 luglio 1923. 



SEZIONE IX-TRATTATI BILATERALI

Articolo 44
1. Ciascuna delle Potenze Alleate o Associate notifichera all'Italia,

entro sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, i trattati bilate-

rali conclusi con l'Italia anteriormente alla guerra, di cui desideri il man-

tenimento o la rimessa in vigore. Tutte le disposizioni dei trattati di cui

sopra, che non siano compatibili con il presente Trattato, saranno tuttavia

abrogate.

2. Tutti i trattati che formeranno oggetto di tale notificazione saranno

registrati presso il Segretariato delle Nazioni Unite, in conformita dell'Arti-

colo 102 dello Statuto delle Nazioni Unite.

3. Tutti i trattati che non formeranno oggetto di tale notifica, si avranno

per abrogati.

PARTE III

CRIMINALI DI GUERRA

Articolo 45

1. L'Italia prendera tutte le misure necessarie per assicurare l'arresto

e la consegna ai fini di un successivo giudizio:

(a) delle persone accusate di aver commesso od ordinato crimini di

guerra e crimini contro la pace o l'umanita, o di complicith in siffatti

crimini;

(b) dei sudditi delle Potenze Alleate od Associate, accusati di aver

violato le leggi del proprio paese, per aver commesso atti di tradimento o

di collaborazione con il nemico, durante la guerra.

2. A richiesta del Governo della Nazione Unita interessata, l'Italia

dovra assicurare inoltre la comparizione come testimoni delle persone sotto-

poste alla sua giurisdizione, le cui deposizioni siano necessarie per poter

giudicare le persone di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo.

3. Ogni divergenza concerente l'applicazione delle disposizioni dei
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SEZIONE IX— TRATTATI BILATERAL! 

Articolo 44 

1. Ciascuna delle Potenze Alleate o Associate notifichera all'Italia, 

entro sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, i trattati bilate-

rali conclusi con l'Italia anteriormente alla guerra, di cui desideri il man-

tenimento o la rimessa in vigore. Tutte le disposizioni dei trattati di cui 

sopra, che non siano compatibili con il presente Trattato, saranno tuttavia 

abrogate. 

2. Tutti i trattati che formeranno oggetto di tale notificazione saranno 

registrati presso ii Segretariato delle Nazioni Unite, in conformita dell'Arti-

colo 102 dello Statuto delle Nazioni Unite. 

3. Tutti i trattati che non formeranno oggetto di tale notifica, si avranno 

per abrogati. 

PARTE III 

CRIMINALI DI GUERRA 

Articolo 45 

1. L'Italia prendera tutte le misure necessarie per assicurare l'arresto 

e la consegna ai fini di un successivo giudizio: 

(a) delle persone accusate di aver commesso od ordinato crimini di 

guerra e crimini contro la pace o rumanita, o di complicita in siffatti 

crimini; 

(b) dei sudditi delle Potenze Alleate od Associate, accusati di aver 

violato be leggi del proprio paese, per aver commesso atti di tradimento o 

di collaborazione con il nemico, durante la guerra. 

2. A richiesta del Govern° della Nazione Unita interessata, l'Italia 

dovrit assicurare inoltre la comparizione come testimoni delle persone sotto-

poste alla sun giurisdiZione, le cui deposizioni siano necessarie per poter 

gindicare le persone di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo. 

3. Ogni divergenza concemente l'applicazione delle disposizioni dei 
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paragrafi 1 e 2 del presente Articolo sara sottoposta da uno qualsiasi dei
Governi interessati agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica, del
Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, i quali dovranno
reggiungere un accordo sulla questione oggetto della divergenza.

PARTE IV
CLAUSOLE MILITARI, NAVALI ED AEREE

SEZIONE I-DURATA DI APPLICAZIONE

Articolo 46
Ognuna delle clausole militari, navali ed aeree del presente Trattato

restera in vigore, finche non sara stata modificata in tutto o in parte, me-
diante accordo tra le Potenze Alleate ed Associate e l'Italia, o, dopo che
l'Italia sia divenuta membro delle Nazioni Unite, mediante accordo tra il
Consiglio di Sicurezza e l'Italia.

SEZIONE II-RESTRIZIONI GENERALI

Articolo 47

1. (a) Il sistema di fortificazioni ed installazioni militari permanenti
italiane lungo la frontiera franco-italiana e i relativi armamenti saranno
distrutti o rimossi.

(b) Dovranno intendersi comprese in tale sistema soltanto le opere
d'artiglieria e di fanteria, sia in gruppo che isolate, le casematte di qualsiasi
tipo, i ricoveri protetti per il personale, le prowiste e le munizioni, gli os-
servatori e le teleferiche militari, le quali opere od impianti siano costruiti
in metallo, in muratura o in cemento, oppure scavati nella roccia, qualunque
sia la loro importanza e l'effettivo loro stato di conservazione o di costru-
zione.

2. La distruzione o la rimozione, prevista dal paragrafo 1, di cui sopra,
dovra effettuarsi soltanto nel limite di 20 chilometri da qualsiasi punto della
frontiera, quale e determinata dal presente Trattato e dovra essere comple-
tata entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato.
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paragrafi 1 e 2 del presente Articolo sara sottoposta da uno qualsiasi dei 

Governi interessati agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica, del 

Regno Unit°, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, i quali dovranno 

reggiungere un accordo suila questione oggetto della divergenza. 

PARTE IV 

CLAUSOLE MILITARI, NAVALI ED AEREE 

SEZIONE I—DURATA DI APPLICAZIONE 

Articolo 46 

Ognuna delle dausole militari, navali ed aeree del presente Trattato 
restera in vigore, finche non sara stata modificata in tutto o in parte, me-

diante accordo tra le Potenze Alleate ed Associate e l'Italia, o, dopo the 

l'Italia sia divenuta membro delle Nazdoni Unite, mediante accordo tra ii 

Consiglio di Sicurezza e l'Italia. 

SEZIONE II—RESTRIZIONI GENERALI 

Articolo 47 

1. (a) Ii sistema di fartificazioni ed installazioni militari permanenti 

italiane lungo la frontiera franco-italiana e i relativi armamenti saranno 

distrutti o rimossi. 

(b) Dovratmo intendersi comprese in tale sistema soltanto le opere 

d'artiglieria e di fanteria, sia in gruppo che isolate, le casematte di qualsiasi 

tipo, i ricoveri protetti per il personale, le provviste e le munizioni, gli os-

servatori e le teleferiche militari, le quali opere od impianti siano costruiti 

in metallo, in muratura o in cemento, opplue scavati nella roccia, qualunque 

sia la loro importanza e l'effettivo loro stato di conservazione o di costru-

zione. 

2. La distruzione o la rimozione, prevista dal paragrafo 1, di cui sopra, 

dovra effettuarsi soltanto nel limite di 20 chilometri da qualsiasi pinto della 

frontiera, quale è determinata dal presente Trattato e dovra essere comple-

tata entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato. 



3. Ogni ricostruzione delle predette fortificazioni ed installazioni e
vietata.

4. (a) Ad est della frontiera franco-italiana e vietata la costruzione

delle opere seguenti: fortificazioni permanenti, in cui possano essere instal-
late armi capaci di sparare sul territorio francese o sulle acque territoriali
francesi; installazioni militari permanenti, che possano essere usate per

condurre o dirigere il tiro sul territorio francese o sulle acque territoriali
francesi; locali permanenti di rifornimento e di magazzinaggio, edificati

unicamente per l'uso delle fortificazioni ed installazioni di cui sopra.
(b) Tale proibizione non riguarda altri tipi di fortificazioni non perma-

nenti, ne le sistemazioni ed i locali di superficie, che siano destinati unica-

mente a soddisfare esigenze di ordine interno e di difesa locale delle fron-
tiere.

5. In una zona costiera della profondita di 15 chilometri, compresa
tra la frontiera franco-italiana e il meridiano 9°30'E., l'Italia non dovrh

stabilire nuove basi o installazioni navali permanenti, ne estendere quelle
gia esistenti. Tale divieto non involge le modifiche di minore importanza,
ne lavori per la buona conservazione delle installazioni navali esistenti,

purche la capacita di tali installazioni, considerate nel loro insieme, non

sia in tal modo accresciuta.

Articolo 48
1. (a) Ogni fortificazione e installazione militare permanente italiana

lungo la frontiera italo-jugoslava e i relativi armamenti dovranno essere
distrutti o rimossi.

(b) Si intende che tali fortificazioni e installazioni comprendono sol-
tanto le opere di artiglieria e di fanteria, sia in gruppo che isolate, le case-
matte di qualsiasi tipo, i ricoveri protetti per il personale, le proviste e le
munizioni, gli osservatori e le teleferiche militari, le quali opere od impianti
siano, costruiti in metallo, in muratura o in cemento, oppure scavati nella
roccia, qualunque possa essere la loro importanza e l'effettivo loro stato di
conservazione o di costruzione.

2. La distruzione o la rimozione, prevista dal paragrafo 1 di cui sopra,
dovra effettuarsi soltanto nel limite di 20 chilometri da qualsiasi punto della
frontiera, quale e determinata dal presente Trattato e dovra essere completa-
ta entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato.
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3. Ogni ricostruzione delle predette fortificazioni ed installazioni 

vietata. 

4. (a) Ad est della frontiera franco-italiana è vietata la costruzione 

delle opere seguenti: fortificazioni permanenti, in cui possano essere instal-

late armi capaci di sparare sul territorio francese o sulle acque territoriali 

francesi; installazioni militari permanenti, che possano essere usate per 

condurre o dirigere il tiro sul territorio francese o sulle acque territoriali 

francesi; locali permanenti di rifomimento e di magazzinaggio, edificati 

unicamente per l'uso Odle fortificazioni ed installazioni di cui sopra. 

(b) Tale proibizione non riguarda altri tipi di fortificazioni non perma-

nenti, ne le sistemazioni ed i locali. di superficie, che siano destinati unica-

mente a soddisfare esigenze di ordine intern° e di difesa locale delle Iron-

tiere. 

5. In mia zona costiera della profondita di 15 chilometri, compresa 

tra la frontiera franco-italiana e ii meridian° 9°30'E., l'Italia non dovra 

stabilire nuove basi o installazioni navali permanenti, ne estendere quell° 

gia esistenti. Tale divieto non involge le modifiche di minore importanza, 

no lavori per la buona conservazione delle installazioni navali esistenti, 

purche la capacita di tali installazioni, considerate nel loro insieme, non 

sia in tal modo ac,cresciuta. 

Articolo 48 

1. (a) Ogni fortificazione e installazione militare permanente italiana 

lungo la frontiera italo-jugoslava e i relativi armamenti dovranno essere 

distrutti o rimossi. 

(b) Si intende che tali fortificazioni e installazioni comprendono sol-

tanto le opere di artiglieria e di fanteria, sia in gruppo che isolate, le case-

matte di qualsiasi tipo, i ricoveri protetti per il personale, le provviste e le 

munizioni, gli osservatori e le teleferiche militari, le quail opere od impianti 

siano, costruiti in metallo, in muratura o in cemento, oppure scavati nella 

roccia, qualunque possa essere la loro importanza e l'effettivo loro stato di 

conservazione o di costruzione. 

2. La distruzione o la rimozione, prevista dal paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, 

dovrit effettuarsi soltanto nel limite di 20 chilometri da qualsiasi punto della 

frontiera, qu.ale è determinata dal presente Trattato e dovra essere completa-

ta entro tin arm dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato. 
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3. Ogni ricostruzione delle predette fortificazioni e installazioni e
vietata.

4. (a) Ad ovest della frontiera italo-jugoslava, e proibita la costruzione
delle opere seguenti: fortificazioni permanenti in cui possano essere instal-

late armi capaci di sparare sul territorio jugoslavo o sulle acque territoriali
jugoslave; installazioni militari permanenti che possano essere usate per

condurre o dirigere il tiro sul territorio jugoslavo o sulle acque territoriali

jugoslave; locali permanenti di rifornimento e di magazzinaggio, edificati

unicamente per l'uso delle fortificazioni e installazioni di cui sopra.

(b) Tale proibizione non riguarda altri tipi di fortificazioni non per-
manenti o le sistemazioni ed i locali di superficie, che siano destinati unica-

mente a soddisfare esigenze di ordine interno o di difesa locale delle
frontiere.

5. In una zona costiera della profondita di 15 chilometri, compresa

tra la frontiera fra l'Italia e la Jugoslavia e fra l'Italia e il Territorio Libero

di Trieste e il parallelo 44°50'N. e nelle isole situate lungo tale zona

costiera, l'Italia non dovra stabilire nuove basi o installazioni navali perma-

nenti, ne sviluppare le basi o installazioni gia esistenti. Tale divieto non

involge le modifiche di minore importanza, ne i lavori per la buona conser-

vazione delle installazioni navali esistenti, purche la capacita di tali instaI-

lazioni, considerate nel loro insieme, non sia in tal modo accresciuta.

6. Nella penisola delle Puglie ad est del meridiano 17°45'E., l'Italia

non dovra costruire alcuna nuova installazione permanente militare, navale

o aeronautica, ne sviluppare le installazioni esistenti. Tale divieto non involge

le modifiche di minore importanza ne i lavori per la buona conservazione

delle installazioni esistenti, purche la capacita di tali installazioni, conside-

rate nel loro insieme, non sia in tal modo accresciuta. Tuttavia, sara auto-

rizzata la costruzione di opere per prowedere gli alloggiamenti di quelle

forze di sicurezza, che fossero necessarie per compiti d'ordine interno o per

la difesa locale delle frontiere.

Articolo 49

1. Pantelleria, le Isole Pelagie (Lampedusa, Lampione e Linosa) e

Pianosa (nell'Adriatico) saranno e rimarranno smilitarizzate.
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2. Tale smilitarizzazione dovra essere completata entro un anno a
decorrere dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

Articolo 50

1. In Sardegna, tutte le postazioni permanenti d'artiglieria per la
difesa costiera e i relativi armamenti e tutte le installazioni navali situate
a meno di 30 chilometri dalle acque territoriali francesi, saranno o trasferite
nell'Italia continentale o demolite entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato.

2. In Sicilia e Sardegna, tutte le installazioni permanenti e il materiale
per la manutenzione e il magazzinaggio delle torpedini, delle mine marine
e delle bombe saranno o demolite o trasferite nell'Italia continentale entro
un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

3. Non sara permesso alcun miglioramento o alcuna ricostruzione o
estensione delle installazioni esistenti o delle fortificazioni permanenti della
Sicilia e della Sardegna; tuttavia, fatta eccezione per le zone della Sardegna
settentrionale di cui al paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, potra procedersi alla
normale conservazione in efficienza di quelle installazioni o fortificazioni
permanenti e delle armi che vi siano gia installate.

4. In Sicilia e Sardegna e vietato all'Italia di costruire alcuna installa-
zione o fortificazione navale, militare o per l'aeronautica militare, fatta
eccezione per quelle opere destinate agli alloggiamenti di quelle forze di
sicurezza, che fossero necessarie per compiti d'ordine interno.

Articolo 51

L'Italia non dovra possedere, costruire o sperimentare: (i) alcuna
arma atomica, (ii) alcun proiettile ad auto-propulsione o guidato, o alcun
dispositivo impiegato per il lancio di tali proiettili (salvo le torpedini o
dispositivi di lancio di torpedini facenti parte dell'armamento normale del
naviglio autorizzato dal presente Trattato), (iii) alcun cannone di una
portata superiore ai 30 chilometri, (iv) mine marine o torpedini di tipo
non a percussione azionate mediante meccanismo ad influenza, (v) alcuna
torpedine umana.
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Articolo 52

t vietato all'Italia l'acquisto, sia all'interno che all'estero, o la fabbri-
cazione di materiale bellico di origine o disegno germanico o giapponese.

Articolo 53

L'Italia non dovra fabbricare o possedere, a titolo pubblico o privato,
alcun materiale bellico in eccedenza o di tipo diverse da quello necessario
per le forze autorizzate dalle seguenti Sezioni III, IV, e V.

Articolo 54

I1 numero totale dei carri armati pesanti e medi delle Forze armate
italiane non dovra superare 200.

Articolo 55

In nessun caso, un ufficiale o sottufficiale dell'ex-milizia fascista o
dell'ex-esercito repubblicano fascista potra essere ammesso, con il grado di

ufficiale o di sottufficiale, nella Marina, nell'Esercito, nell'Aeronautica
italiana, o nell'Arma dei Carabinieri, fatta eccezione per coloro che siano

stati riabilitati dalle autorita competenti, in conformita della legge italiana.

SEZIONE III-RESTRIZIONI IMPOSTE ALLA MARINA ITALIANA

Articolo 56

1. La flotta italiana attuale sara ridotta alle unita enumerate nell'Al-

legato XII A.

2. Unita supplementari, non enumerate nell'Allegato XII e utilizzate

soltanto per il fine esclusivo della rimozione delle mine, potranno continuare

ad essere utilizzate fino alla fine del periodo della rimozione delle mine, nel

modo che verra fissato dalla Commissione Centrale Internazionale per la

rimozione delle mine dalle acque europee.

3. Entro due mesi dalla fine di detto periodo, quelle unita che siano

state prestate alla Marina italiana da altre Potenze, saranno restituite a tali

Potenze e tutte le altre unita supplementari saranno disarmate e trasformate

per usi civili.
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Articolo 57
1. L'Italia disporra come segue delle unita della Marina italiana enu-

merate nell'Allegato XII B:

(a) Dette unita dovranno essere messe a disposizione dei Governi
dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della
Francia.

(b) Le navi da guerra che devono essere trasferite in conformit&
dell'alinea (a) di cui sopra, dovranno essere interamente equipaggiate, in
condizioni di poter operare con armamento completo, pezzi di ricambio di
bordo e tutta la documentazione tecnica necessaria.

(c) I1 trasferimento delle navi da guerra sopra indicate sara effettuato
entro tre mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Tuttavia, nel caso
di unitA che non possano essere riparate entro tre mesi, il termine per il
trasferimento potra essere prorogato dai Quattro Governi.

(d) Una riserva di pezzi di ricambio e d'armamento di scorta per le
unita sopra indicate dovra essere fornita, per quanto possibile, insieme con
le unita stesse.

II saldo dei pezzi di ricambio di riserva e delle scorte d'armamento
dovra essere fornito nella misura ed alle date che saranno fissate dai Quat-
tro Governi, ma comunque entro il termine massimo di un anno dall'entrata
in vigore del presente Trattato.

2. Le modalita pel trasferimento di cui sopra saranno stabilite da una
Commissione delle Quattro Potenze, che sara istituita con protocollo a parte.

3. In caso di perdita od avaria, dovuta a qualsiasi causa, di qualunque
delle unita enumerate nell'Allegato XII B e destinate ad esser trasferite, che
non possa essere riparata entro la data fissata per il trasferimento, l'Italia
s'impegna a sostituire detta o dette unita con tonnellaggio equivalente, tratto
dalle unita di cui all'Allegato XII A. Detta o dette unita in sostituzione
dovranno essere scelte dagli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica,
del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia.

Articolo 58
1. L'Italia dovra prendere le seguenti misure, per quanto riguarda i

sommergibili e le navi da guerra in disarmo. I termini di tempo sotto
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indicati dovranno intendersi decorrere dall'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato.

(a) I1 naviglio da guerra di superficie, galleggiante, non compresso nella
lista di cui all'Allegato XII, compreso il naviglio in costruzione ma galleg-
giante, dovra essere distrutto o demolito per trarne rottame entro nove mesi.

(b) II naviglio da guerra in costruzione, non ancora varato, dovra
essere distrutto o demolito per trarne rottame entro nove mesi.

(c) I sommergibili galleggianti, non compresi nella lista di cui all'Al-
legato XII B, dovranno essere affondati in mare aperto, ad una profondita
di oltre 100 braccia entro tre mesi.

(d) II naviglio da guerra affondato nei porti italiani e nei canali d'en-
trata di detti porti, che ostacoli la navigazione normale, dovri essere, entro
due anni, o distrutto sul posto o recuperato e successivamente distrutto o
demolito per trarne rottame.

(e) I1 naviglio da guerra affondato in acque italiane poco profonde
e che non ostacoli la navigazione normale, dovra, entro un anno, essere messo
in condizione di non poter essere recuperato.

(f) I1 naviglio da guerra, che si trovi in condizioni di essere riconver-
tito, e non rientri nella definizione di materiale bellico e non sia compreso
nella lista di cui all'Allegato XII, potra essere riconvertito per usi civili,
oppure dovra essere demolito entro due anni.

2. L'Italia s'impegna, prima di procedere all'affondamento o alla di-
struzione del naviglio da guerra e dei sommergibili, ai sensi del paragrafo
precedente, a recuperare il materiale ed i pezzi di ricambio che potessero
servire a completare le riserve di bordo e le scorte di pezzi di ricambio e di
materiale, che dovranno essere forniti, in base all'Articolo 57, paragrafo 1,
per tutte le navi comprese nella lista di cui all'Allegato XII B.

3. L'Italia potra inoltre, sotto il controllo degli Ambasciatori a Roma
dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della
Francia, prowedere al recupero di quel materiale e pezzi di ricambio di
carattere non bellico, che siano facilmente utilizzabili nell'economia italiana,
per usi civili.
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Articolo 59

1. Nessuna nave da battaglia potra essere costruita, acquistata o sosti-
tuita dall'Italia.

2. Nessuna nave portaerei, nessun sottomarino o altro naviglio som-
mergibile, nessuna moto-silurante o tipo specializzato di naviglio d'as-
salto potra essere costruito, acquistato, utilizzato o sperimentato dall'Italia.

3. La stazza totale media del naviglio da guerra, escluse le navi da
battaglia, della Marina italiana, comprese le navi in costruzione, dopo la
data del loro varo, non potra superare 67.500 tonnellate.

4. Ogni sostituzione di naviglio da guerra da parte dell'Italia dovra
essere effettuata entro i limiti del tonnellaggio di cui al paragrafo 3. La
sostituzione del naviglio ausiliario non sara sottoposta ad alcuna restrizione.

5. L'Italia s'impegna a non acquistare od impostare in cantiere navi
da guerra prima del 1° gennaio 1950, salvo che sia necessario sostituire
uunnita, che non sia una nave da battaglia, accidentalmente perduta. In
tal caso il tonnellaggio della nuova unita non dovra superare di piu del
dieci per cento il tonnellaggio dell'unita perduta.

6. I termini usati nel presente Articolo sono definiti, ai fini del
presente Trattato, nell'Allegato XIII A.

Articolo 60

1. Gli effettivi totali della Marina italiana, non compreso il personale
dell'Aviazione per la Marina, non potranno superare i 25 mila uomini, fra
ufficiali e marinai.

2. Durante il periodo del dragaggio delle mine, che sara fissato dalla
Commissione Internazionale Centrale per la rimozione delle mine dalle
acque europee, l'Italia sara autorizzata ad impiegare a questo scopo un
numero supplementare di ufficiali e di marinai che non dovra superare
2500.

3. I1 personale della Marina in servizio permanente, che risultera in
eccedenza agli effettivi autorizzati dal paragrafo 1, sara gradualmente ri-
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presente Trattato, nell'Allegato XIII A. 

Articolo 60 

1. Gli effettivi totali della Marina italiana, non compreso il personale 
dell'Aviazione per la Marina, non potranno superare i 25 mila uomini, fra 
ufficiali e marinai. 

2. Durante ii period° del dragaggio delle mine, che sara fissato dalla 

Commissione Internazionale Centrale per la rimozione delle mine dalle 

acque europee, l'Italia sara autmizzata ad impiegare a questa scopo un 

numero supplementare di ufficiali e di marinai che non dovra superare 
2500. 

3. 11 personale della Marina in servizio permanente, che risultera in 
eccedenza agli effettivi autorizzati dal paragrafo 1, sara gradualmente 
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dotto come segue, considerandosi i limiti di tempo come decorrenti dall'en-
trata in vigore del presente Trattato:

(a) a 30.000 entro sei mesi;

(b) a 25.000 entro nove mesi.

Due mesi dopo la conclusione delle operazioni di dragaggio delle mine
da parte della Marina italiana, il personale in sopranumero, autorizzato dal
paragrafo 2 dovra essere smobilitato o assorbito negli effettivi sopra indicati.

4. All'infuori degli effettivi autorizzati ai sensi dei paragrafi 1 e 2 e
del personale dell'Aviazione per la Marina autorizzato ai sensi dell'Articolo
65, nessun altro personale potra ricevere qualsiasi forma di istruzione
navale, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B.

SEZIONE IV-RESTRIZIONI IMPOSTE ALL'ESERCITO ITALIANO

Articolo 61

Gli effettivi dell'Esercito italiano, compresa la guardia di frontiera,
saranno limitati a 185.000 uomini, comprendenti le unita combattenti, i
servizi ed il personale di comando e a 65.000 carabinieri. Ciascuno dei due
elementi potra tuttavia variare di 10.000 uomini, purche gli effettivi totali
non superino i 250.000 uomini. L'organizzazione e l'armamento delle forze
italiane di terra, e la loro dislocazione nel territorio italiano dovranno
essere concepiti in modo da soddisfare unicamente compiti di carattere
interno, di difesa locale delle frontiere italiane e di difesa antiaerea.

Articolo 62

Il personale dell'Esercito italiano in eccedenza agli effettivi autorizzati
dall'Articolo 61 di cui sopra, dovra essere smobilitato entro sei mesi dal-
l'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

Articolo 63

Nessun personale che non sia quello incorporato nell'Esercito italiano
o nell'Arma dei Carabinieri potra ricevere alcuna forma di istruzione mili-
tare, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B.
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dotto come segue, considerandosi i limiti di tempo come decorrenti dall'en-
trata in vigore del presente Trattato: 

(a) a 30.000 entro sei mesi; 

(b) a 25.000 entro nove mesi. 

Due mesi dopo la conclusione delle operazioni di dragaggio delle mine 

da parte della Marina italiana, il personale in sopranumero, autorizzato dal 

paragrafo 2 dovra essere smobilitato o assorbito negli effettivi sopra indicati. 

4. All'infuori degli effettivi autorizzati ai sensi dei paragrafi 1 e 2 e 

del personale dell'Aviazione per la Marina autorizzato ai sensi dell'Articolo 

65, nessun altro personale potra ricevere qualsiasi forma di istruzione 

navale, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B. 

SEZIONE W-RESTRIZIONI IMPOSTE ALL'ESERCITO ITALIANO 

Articolo 61 

Gil effettivi dell'Esercito italiano, compresa la guardia di frontiera, 

saranno limitati a 185.000 uomini, comprendenti le unite combattenti, 

servizi ed il personale di comando e a 65.000 carabinieri. Ciascuno dei due 

elementi potra tuttavia variare di 10.000 uomini, purche gli effettivi totali 
non superino i 250.000 uomini. L'organizzazione e l'armamento delle forze 

italiane di terra, e la loro dislocazione nel territorio italiano dovrarmo 

essere concepiti in modo da soddisfare unicamente compiti di carattere 

interno, di difesa locale delle frontiere italiane e di difesa antiaerea. 

Articolo 62 

II personale dell'Esercito italiano in eccedenza agli effettivi autorizzati 

dall'Articolo 61 di cui sopra, dovra essere smobilitato entro sei mesi dal-

l'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

Articolo 63 

Nessun personale che non sia quell° incorporato nell'Esercito italiano 

o nell'Arma dei Carabinieri potra ricevere alcuna forma di istruzione miii-

tare, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B. 



SEZIONE V-RESTRIZIONI IMPOSTE ALL'AERONAUTICA

MILITARE ITALIANA

Articolo 64

1. L'Aeronautica militare italiana, compresa tutta l'Aviazione per la

Marina, dovra essere limitata ad una forza di 200 apparecchi da caccia e da

ricognizione e di 150 apparecchi da trasporto, da salvataggio in mare, da

allenamento (apparecchi-scuola) e da collegamento. Nelle cifre predette

sono compresi gli apparecchi di riserva. Tutti gli apparecchi, fatta eccezione

per quelli da caccia e da ricognizione, dovranno essere privi di armamento.

L'organizzazione e l'armamento dell'Aeronautica italiana e la relativa dislo-

cazione sul territorio italiano dovranno essere concepite in modo da sod-

disfare soltanto esigenze di carattere interno, di difesa locale delle frontiere

italiane e di difesa contro attacchi aerei.

2. L'Italia non potra possedere o acquistare apparecchi concepiti essen-

zialmente come bombardieri e muniti dei dispositivi interni per il trasporto

delle bombe.
Articolo 65

1. Il personale dell'Aeronautica militare italiana, compreso quello del-

1'Aviazione per la Marina, dovra essere limitato ad un effettivo totale di

25.000 uomini, comprendente il personale combattente, i comandi ed i servizi.

2. Nessun altro personale, che non sia quello incorporato nell'Aeronau-

tica militare italiana, potra ricevere qualsiasi forma di istruzione aeronautica

militare, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B.

Articolo 66

I1 personale dell'Aeronautica militare italiana in eccedenza agli effet-

tivi autorizzati dall'Articolo 65 di cui sopra, dovra essere smobilitato entro

sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

SEZIONE VI-DESTINAZIONE DEL MATERIALE BELLICO

(come definito dall'Allegato XIII, C)

Articolo 67

1. Tutto il materiale bellico italiano, in eccedenza a quello consentito

per le Forze armate di cui alle Sezioni III, IV e V, dovra essere messo a
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SEZIONE V— RESTRIZIONI IMPOSTE ALL'AERONAUTICA 

MILITARE ITALIANA 

Articolo 64 

1. L'Aeronautica militare italiana, compresa tutta l'Aviazione per la 

Marina, dovra essere limitata ad una forza di 200 apparecchi da caccia e da 

ricognizione e di 150 apparecchi da trasporto, da salvataggio in mare, da 

allenamento (apparecchi-scuola) e da collegamento. Nelle cifre predette 

sono compresi gli apparecchi di riserva. Tutti gli apparecchi, fatta eccezione 

per quelli da cac,cia e da ricognizione, dovrarmo essere privi di armamento. 

L'organizzazione e l'armamento dell'Aeronautica italiana e la relativa dislo-

cazione sul territorio italiano dovranno essere concepite in modo da sod-

disfare soltanto esigenze di carattere interno, di difesa locale delle frontiere 

italiane e di difesa contro attacchi aerei. 

• 2. L'Italia non potra possedere o acquistare apparecchi concepiti essen-

zialmente come bombardieri e muniti dei dispositivi intemi per il trasporto 

delle bombe. 
Articolo 65 

1. Ii personale dell'Aeronautica militare italiana, compreso quello del-

l'Aviazione per la Marina, dovra essere limitato ad un effettivo totale di 

25.000 uomini, comprendente il personale combattente, i comandi ed i servizi. 

2. Nessun altro personale, che non sia quello incorporato nell'Aeronau-

tica militare italiana, potra ricevere qualsiasi forma di istruzione aeronautica 

militare, secondo la definizione datane nell'Allegato XIII B. 

Articolo 66 

II personale dell'Aeronautica militare italiana in eccedenza agli effet-

tivi autorizzati dall'Articolo 65 di cui sopra, dovra essere smobilitato entro 

sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

SEZIONE VI—DESTINAZIONE DEL MATERIALE BELLICO 
(come definito dall'Allegato XIII, C) 

• Articolo 67 

• 1. Tutto ii materiale bellico italiano, in eccedenza a quello consentito 

per le Forze armate di cui alle Sezioni III, IV e V, dovra essere messo a 
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disposizione dei Governi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli
Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, in conformita alle istruzioni ch'essi
potranno dare all'Italia.

2. Tutto il materiale bellico di provenienza alleata, in eccedenza a
quello consentito per le Forze armate, di cui alle Sezioni III, IV e V, dovra
essere messo a disposizione della Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata,
in conformita delle istruzioni che la stessa Potenza Alleata o Associata
potrh dare all'Italia.

3. Tutto il materiale bellico di provenienza tedesca o giapponese in
eccedenza a quello consentito per le Forze armate di cui alle Sezioni III, IV,
e V, e tutti i disegni di provenienza tedesca o giapponese, comprese ciano-
tipie, prototipi, modelli e piani sperimentali esistenti, dovranno essere messi
a disposizione dei Quattro Governi, in conformita delle istruzioni ch'essi
potranno dare all'Italia.

4. L'Italia rinuncia a tutti i suoi diritti sul materiale di guerra sopra
citato e si conformera alle disposizioni del presente Articolo entro un anno
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, salvo per quanto e disposto negli
Articoli 56-58 di cui sopra.

5. L'Italia fornirh ai Quattro Governi, entro sei mesi dall'entrata in
vigore del presente Trattato, gli elenchi di tutto il materiale bellico in ecce-
denza.

SEZIONE VII-AZIONE PREVENTIVA CONTRO IL RIARMO DELLA
GERMANIA E DEL GIAPPONE

Articolo 68
L'Italia s'impegna a prestare alle Potenze Alleate e Associate tutta la

sua collaborazione, allo scopo di mettere la Germania e il Giappone in
condizione di non poter adottare, fuori dei territori della Germania e del
Giappone, misure tendenti al proprio riarmo.

Articolo 69.
L'Italia s'impegna a non permettere l'impiego o l'allenamento in Italia

di tecnici, compreso il personale dell'aviazione militare o civile, che siano
o siano stati sudditi della Germania o del Giappone.
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disposizione dei Govemi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli 

Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, in conformita alle istruzioni ch'essi 
potranno dare all'Italia. 

2. Tutto ii materiale bellico di provenienza aReata, in eccedenza a 

quell° consentito per le Forze armate, di cui alle Sezioni III, IV e V. dovra 

essere messo a disposizione della Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata, 

in conformita dale istruzioni che la stessa Potenza Alleata o Associata 
potra dare all'Italia. 

3. Tutto ii materiale bellico di provenienza tedesca o giapponese in 

eccedenza a quello consentito per le Forze armate di cui alle Sezioni III, IV, 

e V, e tutti i disegni di provenienza tedesca o giapponese, comprese ciano-

prototipi, modelli e piani sperimentali esistenti, dovranno essere messi 

a disposizione dei Quattro Govemi, in conformita delle istruzioni ch'essi 
potranno dare all'Italia. 

4. L'Italia rinuncia a tutti i suoi diritti sul materiale di guerra sopra 

citato e si conformera alle disposizioni del presente Articolo entro un anno 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, salvo per quanto è disposto negli 

Artie°li 56-58 di cui sopra. 

5. L'Italia fornira ai Quattro Governi, entro sei mesi dall'entrata in 

vigore del presente Trattato, gli elenchi di tutto ii materiale bellico in ecce-

denza. 

SEZIONE PREVENTIVA CONTRO IL RIARMO DELLA 
GERMANIA E DEL GIAPPONE 

Articolo 68 

L'Italia s'impegna a prestare alle Potenze Alleate e Associate tutta la 

sua collaborazione, allo scopo di mettere la Germania e Il Giappone in 

condizione di non poter adottare, fumi del territori della Germania e del 
Giappone, misure tendenti al proprio riarmo. 

Articolo 69 • 

L'Italia s'impegna a non permettere l'impiego o l'allenamento in Italia 

di tecnici, compreso il personale dell'aviazione militare o civile, die siano 

o siano stati sudditi della Germania o del Giappone. 



Articolo 70

L'Italia s'impegna a non acquistare e a non fabbricare alcun apparec-
chio civile che sia di disegno tedesco o giapponese o che comporti importanti
elementi di fabbricazione o di disegno tedesco o giapponese.

SEZIONE VIII-PRIGIONIERI DI GUERRA

Articolo 71

1. I prigionieri di guerra italiani saranno rimpatriati al piu presto

possibile, in conformita degli accordi conclusi tra ciascuna delle Potenze

che detengono tali prigionieri e l'Italia.

2. Tutte le spese, comprese le spese per il loro mantenimento, incorse

per il trasferimento dei prigionieri di guerra italiani, dai rispettivi centri

di rimpatrio, scelti dal Governo della Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata,

al luogo del loro arrivo in territorio italiano, saranno a carico del Governo

italiano.

SEZIONE IX-RIMOZIONE DELLE MINE

Articolo 72

A decorrere dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, rItalia sara

invitata a diventare membro delle Commissione per la Zona Mediterranea

dell'Organizzazione Internazionale per la rimozione delle mine dalle acque

europee e manterra a disposizione della Commissione Centrale per la rimo-

zione delle mine tutte le sue forze dragamine, fino alla fine del periodo

postbellico di dragaggio delle mine, quale verra determinato dalla Com-

missione Centrale suddetta.

PARTE V

RITIRO DELLE FORZE ALLEATE

Articolo 73

1. Tutte le forze armate delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate saranno

ritirate dall'Italia al pii presto possibile e comunque non oltre 90 giorni
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.
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Articolo 70 

L'Italia s'impegma a non acquistare e a non fabbricare alcun apparec-

chio civile che sia di disegno tedesco o giapponese o che comporti importanti 

elementi di fabbricazione o di disegno tedesco o giapponese. 

SEZIONE VIII — PRIGIONIERI DI GUERRA 

Articolo 71 

1. I prigionieri di guerra italiani sararmo rimpatriati al pia presto 

possibile, in conformita degli accordi conclusi tra ciascuna delle Potenze 

che detengono tali prigionieri e l'Italia. 

2. Tulle le spese, comprese le spese per il loro mantenimento, incorse 

per il trasferimento dei prigionieri di guerra italiani, dai rispettivi centri 

di rimpatrio, scelti dal Governo della Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata, 

al luogo del loro arrivo in territorio italiano, saranno a carico del Governo 

italiano. 

SEZIONE RIMOZIONE DELLE MINE 

Articolo 72 

A decorrere dalrentrata in vigore del presente Trattato, rItalia sara 

invitata a diventare membro delle Commissione per la Zona Mediterranea 

dell'Organizzazione Internazionale per la rimozione delle mine dalle acque 

europee e manterrit a disposizione. della Commissione Centrale per la rimo-

zione delle mine tutte le sue forze dragamine, fino alla fine del periodo 

postbellico di dragaggio delle mine, quale verra determinato dalla Com-

missione Centrale suddetta. 

PARTE V 

RITIRO DELLE FORZE ALLEA.TE 

Articolo 73 

1. Tulle le forze armate delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate saranno 

ritirate dall'Italia al pia presto possibile e comunque non oltre 90 giorni 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 
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2. Tutti i beni italiani che non abbiano formato oggetto di indennita

e che si trovino in possesso delle Forze Armate delle Potenze Alleate e Asso-

ciate in Italia, all'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, dovranno essere

restituiti al Govero italiano, entro lo stesso periodo di 90 giorni o daranno

luogo al pagamento di una adeguata indennita.

3. Tutte le somme in banca ed in contanti che saranno in possesso delle

Forze Armate delle Potenze Alleate e Associate all'entrata in vigore del pre-

sente Trattato, e che siano state prowedute gratuitamente dal Governo italia-

no, dovranno essere restituite egualmente, ovvero un ammontare corrispon-

dente dovrh essere accreditato a favore del Governo italiano.

PARTE VI

INDENNITA IN CONSEGUENZA DELLA GUERRA

SEZIONE I--RIPARAZIONI

Articolo 74

A. Riparazioni a Favore dell'Unione delle Repubbliche Sovietiche Socialiste

1. L'Italia paghera all'Unione Sovietica riparazioni per un ammontare

di 100 milioni di dollari degli Stati Uniti nello spazio di 7 anni, decorrenti

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Durante i primi due anni non

si farh luogo a prestazioni tratte dalla produzione industriale corrente.

2. Le riparazioni saranno tratte dalle seguenti fonti:

(a) una parte di quel macchinario ed attrezzatura utensile italiana,

destinata alla fabbricazione di materiale bellico, non necessaria agli

effettivi militari autorizzati, ne immediatamente adattabile ad usi civili,

che sara rimossa dall'Italia ai termini dell'Articolo 67 del presente Trattato;

(b) beni italiani in Romania, Bulgaria e Ungheria, salve le eccezioni

di cui al paragrafo 6 dell'Articolo 79;

(c) produzione industriale italiana corrente, compresa la produzione

delle industrie estrattive.
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2. Tutti i beni italiani che non abbiano formato oggetto di indennita 

e che si trovino in possesso delle Forze Armate delle Potenze Alleate e Asso-

ciate in Italia, all'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, dovranno essere 

restituiti al Govern° italiano, entro lo stesso periodo di 90 giorni o daranno 

luogo al pagamento di una adeguata indennita. 

3. Tutte le somme in banca ed in contanti che saranno in possesso delle 

Forze Armate delle Potenze Alleate e Associate all'entrata in vigore del pre-

sente Trattato, e che siano state provvedute gratuitamente dal Govern° italia-

no, dovranno essere restituite egualmente, ovvero un ammontare corrispon-

dente dovra essere a ccreditato a favore del Govern° italiano. 

PARTE VI 

INDENNITA IN CONSEGUENZA DELLA GUERRA 

SEZIONE I — RIPARAZIONI 

Articolo 74 

A. Riparazioni a Favore dell'Unione delle Repubbliche Sovietiche Socialiste 

1. L'Italia paghera all'Unione Sovietica riparazioni per un ammontare 

di 100 milioni di dollari degli Stati Uniti nello spazio di 7 anni, decorrenti 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Durante i primi due anni non 

Si fara luogo a prestazioni tratte dalla produzione industriale corrente. 

2. Le riparazioni saranno tratte dalle seguenti fonti: 

(a) una parte di quel macchinario ed attrezzatura utensile italiana, 

destinata alla fabbricazione di materiale bellico, non necessaria agli 

effettivi militari autorizzati, ne immediatamente adattabile ad usi civili, 

che sara rimossa dall'Italia ai termini dell'Articolo 67 del presente Trattato; 

.(b) beni italiani in Romania, Bulgaria e Ungheria, salve le eccezioni 

di cui al paragrafo 6 dell'Articolo 79; 

(c) produzione industriale italiana corrente, compresa la produzione 

delle industrie estrattive. 
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3. I quantitativi ed i tipi delle merci da consegnare saranno oggetto di
accordi tra il Governo dell'Unione Sovietica e il Governo italiano; la scelta
sarh effettuata e le consegne saranno distribuite nel tempo in modo da non
creare interferenze con la ricostruzione economica dell'Italia e da evitare
l'imposizione di ulteriori oneri a carico di altre Potenze Alleate od Asso-
ciate. Gli accordi conclusi in base a questo paragrafo saranno comunicati
agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli
Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia.

4. L'Unione Sovietica fornira all'Italia, a condizioni commerciali, le
materie prime ed i prodotti che l'Italia importa normalmente e che sono
necessari alla produzione di dette merci. I1 pagamento di tali materie prime
e di tali prodotti sara effettuato, deducendo il relativo valore da quello
delle merci consegnate all'Unione Sovietica.

5. I Quattro Ambasciatori determineranno il valore dei beni italiani
che dovranno essere trasferiti all'Unione Sovietica.

6. La base del calcolo per il regolamento previsto dal presente Articolo
sara il dollaro degli Stati Uniti, secondo la sua parita-oro alla data del 1°
luglio 1946 e cioe 35 dollari per un'oncia d'oro.

B. Riparazioni a Favore dell'Albania, dell'Etiopia, della Grecia e della
Jugoslavia

1. L'Italia paghera riparazioni a favore dei seguenti Stati:
Albania, per un ammontare di.... 5.000.000 di dollari
Etiopia, per un ammontare di.... 25.000.000 di dollari
Grecia, per un ammontare di ..... 105.000.000 di dollari
Jugoslavia, per un ammontare di.. 125.000.000 di dollari

Tali pagamenti saranno effettuati nello spazio di 7 anni, a decorrere
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Durante i primi due anni non
si fara luogo a prestazioni tratte dalla produzione italiana corrente.

2. Le riparazioni saranno tratte dalle seguenti fonti:

(a) una parte di quel macchinario ed attrezzatura utensile italiana,
destinata alla fabbricazione di materiale bellico, non necessaria agli effettivi
militari autorizzati, ne immediatamente adattabile ad usi civili, che sari
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3. I quantitativi ed i tipi delle merci da consegnare saranno oggetto di 
accordi tra ii Govemo dell'Unione Sovietica e il Governo italiano; la scelta 

sari effettuata e le consegne saranno distribuite nel tempo in modo da non 

creare interferenze con la ricostruzione economica dell'Italia e da evitare 

l'imposizione di ulteriori oneri a carico di altre Potenze Alleate od Asso-

ciate. Gli accordi conclusi in base a questo paragrafo saranno comunicati 

agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli 

Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia. 

4. L'Unione Sovietica fornira all'Italia, a condizioni commerciali, le 

materie prime ed i prodotti che PItalia importa normalmente e che sono 

necessari alla produzione di dette merci. Ii pagamento di tali materie prime 
e di tali prodotti sara effettuato, deducendo ii relativo valore da quell° 
delle merci consegnate all'Unione Sovietica. 

5. I Quattro Ambasciatori determinerarmo ii valor° del beni italiani 

the dovranno essere trasferiti all'Unione Sovietica. 

6. La base del calcolo per il regolamento previsto dal presente Articolo 
sara ii dollaro degli Stati Uniti, second° la sua parita-oro alla data del 1° 

luglio 1946 c cioe 35 dollari per un'oncia d'oro. 

B. Riparazioni a Favore delrEtiopia, della Grecia e della 
Jugoslavia 

1. L'Italia paglaera riparazioni a favore dei seguenti Stati: 

Albania, per un ammontare di 5.000.000 di dollari 

Etiopia, per un ammontare di 25.000.000 di dollari 
Grecia, per un ammontare di 105.000.000 di dollari 

Jugoslavia, per un ammontare di  125.000.000 di dollari 

Tali pagamenti saranno effettuati nello spazio di 7 anni, a decorrere 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Durante i primi due anni non 
si fara luogo a prestazioni tratte dalla produzione italiana corrente. 

2. Le riparazioni saranno tratte dalle seguenti fonti: 

(a) una parte di quel macchinario ed attrezzatura utensile italiana, 

destinata alla fabbricazione di materiale bellico, non necessaria agli effettivi 

militari autorizzati, ne immediatamente adattabile ad usi civili, the sari 
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rimossa dall'Italia ai termini dell'Articolo 67 del presente Trattato;

(b) produzione industriale italiana corrente, compresa la produzione

delle industrie estrattive;

(c) tutte quelle altre categorie di beni e di servizi, esclusi gli averi

italiani che, in base all'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato, sono sottoposti

alla giurisdizione degli Stati enumerati al paragrafo 1, di cui sopra. Le

prestazioni da corrispondersi ai sensi del presente paragrafo, comprende-

ranno anche entrambe le motonavi Saturnia e Vulcania o una soltanto di

esse, se, dopo che il loro valore sia stato determinato dai Quattro Ambascia-

tori, esse saranno richieste, entro 90 giorni, da uno degli Stati enumerati al

paragrafo 1. Le prestazioni da farsi ai sensi del presente paragrafo potranno

anche comprendere semi.

3. I quantitativi ed i tipi delle merci e dei servizi che dovranno essere

forniti, formeranno oggetto di accordi tra i Governi aventi diritto alle ripa-

razioni e il Governo italiano; la scelta sara effettuata e le consegne saranno

distribuite nel tempo in modo da non creare interferenze con la ricostruzione

economica dell'Italia e da evitare l'imposizione di ulteriori oneri a carico

di altre Potenze Alleate od Associate.

4. Gli Stati aventi diritto alle riparazioni da trarsi dalla produzione

industriale corrente, forniranno all'Italia, a condizioni commerciali, le

materie prime ed i prodotti che l'Italia importa normalmente e che saranno

necessari per la produzione di dette merci. II pagamento di tali materie

prime e di tali prodotti sara effettuato, deducendo il relativo valore da

quello delle merci consegnate.

5. La base del calcolo per il regolamento previsto dal presente Articolo

sara il dollaro degli Stati Uniti, secondo la sua parita-oro alla data del 1°

luglio 1946 e cioe 35 dollari per un'oncia d'oro.

6. Le pretese degli Stati enumerati nel paragrafo 1, capo B del presente

Articolo, eccedenti l'ammontare delle riparazioni specificate in detto para-

grafo, saranno soddisfatte sugli averi italiani soggetti alia loro rispettiva

giurisdizione, ai sensi dell'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato.

7. (a) I Quattro Ambasciatori coordineranno e controlleranno 1'esecu-
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rimossa dall'Italia ai termini delrArticolo 67 del presente Trattato; 

(b) produzione industriale italiana corrente, compresa la produzione 

delle industrie estrattive; 

(c) tutte quelle altre categoric di beni e di servizi, esclusi gli averi 

italiani che, in base all'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato, sono sottoposti 

alla giurisdizione degli Stati enumerati al paragrafo 1, di cui sopra. Le 

prestazioni da corrispondersi ai sensi del presente paragrafo, comprende-

ranno anche entrambe le motonavi Saturnia e Vulcania o una soltnnto di 

esse, se, dopo che il loro valore sia stato determinato dai Quattro Ambascia-

tori, esse saranno richieste, entro 90 giorni, da uno degli Stati enumerati al 

paragrafo 1. Le prestazioni da farsi ai sensi del presente paragrafo potranno 

anche comprendere semi. 

3. I quantitativi ed i tipi delle merci e dei servizi che dovranno essere 

forniti, formeranno oggetto di accordi txa i Govemi aventi diritto alle ripa-

razioni e il Govern° italiano; la scelta sara effettuata e le consegne saranno 

distribuite nel tempo in modo da non creare interferenze con la ricostruzione 

economica dell'Italia e da evitare rimposizione di ulteriori oneri a carico 

di altre Potenze Alleate od Associate. 

4. Gil Stati aventi diritto alle riparazioni da trarsi dalla produzione 

industriale corrente, forniranno all'Italia, a condizioni commerciali, le 

materie prime ed i prodotti che l'Italia importa normalmente e che saranno 
necessari per la produzione di dette merci. Ii pagamento di tali materie 

prime e di tali prodotti sara effettuato, deducendo ii relativo valore da 

quello delle merci consegnate. 

5. La base del calcolo per il regolamento previsto dal presente AMcolo 

sara il dollar° degli Stati Uniti, secondo la sua parita-oro alla data del 1° 

luglio 1946 e cioe 35 dollari per un'oncia d'oro. 

6. Le pretese degli Stati enumerati nel paragrafo 1, capo B del presente 

Articolo, eccedenti l'ammontare delle riparazioni specificate in detto para-

grafo, saranno soddisfatte sugli averi italiani soggetti alla loro rispettiva 

giurisdizione, ai sensi dell'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato. 

7. (a) I Quattro Ambasciatori coordineranno e controlleranno resecu-



zione delle disposizioni di cui al capo B del presente Articolo. Essi si
consulteranno con i Capi delle Missioni diplomatiche in Roma degli Stati
enumerati al paragrafo 1 del capo B e, quando le circostanze lo richiede-
ranno, con il Governo italiano, e daranno il loro consiglio. Ai fini del
presente Articolo, i Quattro Ambasciatori continueranno ad esplicare le
loro predette funzioni fino allo spirare del termine previsto al paragrafo 1
del capo B per le consegne a titolo di riparazioni.

(b) Allo scopo di evitare controversie o conflitti d'attribuzione nella
ripartizione della produzione italiana e delle risorse italiane tra i diversi
Stati, aventi diritto alle riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo,
i Quattro Ambasciatori saranno informati da ognuno dei Governi aventi
diritto alle riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo e dal
Governo italiano, dell'inizio di negoziati per un accordo, in conformita delle
disposizioni del paragrafo 3 di cui sopra, e dello sviluppo di tali negoziati.
In caso di controversia sorgente nel corso dei negoziati, i Quattro Amba-
sciatori saranno competenti a decidere di ogni questione che sia ad essi sotto-
posta da uno qualsiasi di detti Governi o da qualsiasi altro Governo avente
diritto a riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo.

(c) Appena conclusi, gli accordi saranno resi noti ai Quattro Amba-
sciatori. Questi potranno raccomandare che un accordo che non fosse o che
avesse cessato di essere conforme agli obiettivi enunciati al paragrafo 3 o
all'alinea (b) di cui sopra, sia opportunamente modificato.

C. Disposizioni Speciali per Prestazioni Anticipate

Per quanto concerne le prestazioni provenienti dalla produzione corrente,
ai sensi del capo A, paragrafo 2 (c) e del capo B, paragrafo 2 (b), nessuna
disposizione del capo A e del capo B del presente Articolo dovra essere
interpretata nel senso di escludere siffatte prestazioni, durante i primi due
anni, a condizione che siano fatte in conformita di accordi tra il Governo
avente diritto alle riparazioni e il Governo italiano.

D. Riparazioni a Favore di Altri Stati

1. Le ragioni delle altre Potenze Alleate e Associate saranno soddi-
sfatte a valere sui beni italiani sottoposti alla loro rispettiva giurisdizione, in
base all'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato.
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zione delle disposizioni di cui al capo B del presente Articolo. Essi si 

consulteranno con i Capi delle Missioni diplomatiche in Roma degli Stati 

enumerati al paragrafo 1 del capo B e, quando le circostanze lo richiede-

ranno, con il Governo italiano, e daranno ii loro consiglio. Ai fini del 

presente Articolo, i Quattro Ambasciatori continueranno ad esplicare le 

loro predette funzioni fino allo spirare del termine previsto al paragrafo 1 

del capo B per le consegne a titolo di riparazioni. 

(b) Allo scopo di evitare controversie o conflitti d'attribuzione nella 

ripartizione della produzione italiana e delle risorse italiane tra i diversi 

Stati, aventi diritto alle riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo, 

i Quattro Ambasciatori saranno informali da ognuno dei Governi aventi 

diritto alle riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo e dal 

Governo italiano, dell'inizio di negoziati per un accordo, in conformita delle 

disposizioni del paragrafo 3 di cui sopra, e dello sviluppo di tali negoziati. 

In caso di controversia sorgente nel corso del negoziati, I Quattro Amba-

sciatori saranno competenti a decidere di ogni questione che sia ad essi sotto-
posta da uno qualsiasi di detti Govemi o da qualsiasi altro Govern° avente 

diritto a riparazioni ai sensi del capo B del presente Articolo. 

(c) Appena conclusi, gli accordi saranno resi noti ai Quattro Aruba-

sciatori. Questi potranno raccomandare che un accordo che non fosse o che 

avesse cessato di essere conforme agli obiettivi enunciati al paragrafo 3 o 
alralinea (b) di cui sopra, sia opportunamente modificato. 

C. Disposizioni Speciali per Prestazioni Anticipate 

Per quanto conceme le prestazioni provenienti dalla produzione corrente, 

ai sensi del capo A, paragrafo 2 (c) e del capo B, paragrafo 2 (b), nessuna 

disposizione del capo A e del capo B del presente Articolo dovra essere 

interpretata nel senso di escludere siffatte prestazioni, durante i primi due 

anni, a condizione che siano fate in conformita di accordi tra ii Govern° 
avente diritto alle riparazioni e ii Govern° italiano. 

D. Riparazioni a Favore di Altri Stati 

1. Le ragioni delle altre Potenze Alleate e Associate saranno soddi-

sfatte a valere sui beni italiani sottoposti alla loro rispettiva giurisdizione, in 
base all'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato. 
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2. Le ragioni di ogni Stato al quale siano fatte cessioni territoriali in
applicazione del presente Trattato e che non sia menzionato nella parte B
del presente Articolo, saranno ugualmente soddisfatte, attraverso il trasferi-
mento a suo favore, senza pagamento, delle installazioni e dell'attrezzatura
industriale esistenti nei territori ceduti, destinati sia alla distribuzione del-
l'acqua che alla produzione e alla distribuzione del gas e dell'elettricita e
che appartengano a qualsiasi societh italiana, la cui sede sociale sia in
Italia o sia trasferita in Italia. Le ragioni di detti Stati potranno essere
soddisfatte anche mediante il trasferimento di tutti gli altri beni di societa
di tale natura, che si trovino nei territori ceduti.

II Governo italiano assumera l'onere risultante dalle obbligazioni
finanziarie garantite da ipoteche, da privilegi e da altri vincoli gravanti su
tali beni.

E. Indennita per Beni Presi a Titolo di Riparazioni

Il Governo italiano s'impegna ad indennizzare le persone fisiche o
giuridiche, dei cui beni ci si sia appropriati, in base alle disposizioni del
presente Articolo, a titolo di riparazioni.

SEZIONE II-RESTITUZIONI DA PARTE DELL'ITALIA

Articolo 75

1. L'Italia accetta i principi della Dichiarazione delle Nazioni Unite
del 5 gennaio 1943 e restituira, nel piiu breve tempo possibile, i beni sottratti
dal territorio di una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite.

2. L'obbligo di restituire si applica a tutti i beni identificabili, che si
trovino attualmente in Italia e che siano stati sottratti, con la violenza o la
costrizione, dal territorio di una delle Nazioni Unite, da qualunque delle
Potenze dell'Asse, qualunque siano stati i successivi negozi, mediante i quali
l'attuale detentore di tali beni se ne sia assicurato il possesso.

3. Il Governo italiano restituirh i beni di cui al presente Articolo in
buone condizioni e prendera a suo carico tutte le spese di mano d'opera,
di materiali e di trasporto che siano state, a tale effetto, sostenute in Italia.

4. I Goveno italiano collaborera con le Nazioni Unite e prowedera
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2. Le ragioni di ogni Stato al quale siano fatte cessioni territoriali in 

applicazione del presente Trattato e che non sia menzionato nella parte B 

del presente Articolo, saramao ugualmente soddisfatte, attraverso ii trasferi-

mento a suo favore, senza pagamento, delle installazioni e delrattrezzatura 

industriale esistenti nei territori ceduti, destinati sia alla distribuzione del-

l'acqua che alla produzione e alla distribuzione del gas e dell'elettricita e 

che appartengano a qualsiasi società italiana, la cui sede sociale sia in 

Italia o sia trasferita in Italia. Le ragioni di detti Stati potranno essere 

soddisfatte anche mediante ii trasferimento di tutti gli altri beni di societa 
di tale natura, che si trovino nei territori ceduti. 

Ii Govemo italiano assumera l'onere risultante dalle obbligazioni 

finanziarie garantite da ipoteche, da privilegi e da altri vincoli gravanti su 
tali beni. 

E. Indennita per Beni Presi a Titolo di Riparazioni 

Ii Govern° italiano s'impegna ad indennizzare le persone fisiche o 

giuridiche, dei cui beni ci si sia appropriati, in base alle disposizioni del 
presente Articolo, a titolo di riparazioni. 

SEZIONE II — RESTITUZIONI DA PARTE DELL'ITALIA 

Articolo 75 

1. L'Italia accetta i principi della Dichiarazione delle Nazioni Unite 

del 5 gennaio 1943 e restituira, nel pia breve tempo possibile, i beni sottratti 

dal territorio di una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite. 

2. L'obbligo di restituire si applica a tutti i beni identificabili, che si 

trovino attualmente in Italia e che siano stati sottratti, con la violenza o la 

costrizione, dal territorio di una delle Nazioni Unite, da qualunque delle 

Potenze dell'Asse, qualunque siano stati i successivi negozi, mediante i quali 

l'attuale detentore di tali beni se ne sia assicurato ii possesso. 

3. Ii Govern° italiano restituira i beni di cui al presente Articolo in 
buone condizioni e prendera a suo carico tutte le spese di mano d'opera, 

di materiali e di trasporto che siano state, a tale effetto, sostenute in Italia. 

4. II Govern° italiano collaborera con le Nazioni Unite e provvedera 



a sue spese tutti i mezzi necessari per la ricerca e la restituzione dei beni
da restituirsi ai sensi del presente Articolo.

5. I1 Governo italiano prendera le misure necessarie per far luogo alla
restituzione dei beni previsti dal presente Articolo, che siano detenuti in
qualunque terzo Paese da persone soggette alla giurisdizione italiana.

6. Le richieste di restituzione di beni saranno presentate al Governo
italiano dal Governo del paese, dal territorio del quale i beni furono sot-
tratti, essendo inteso che il materiale rotabile dovra considerarsi come
sottratto dal territorio al quale esso apparteneva in origine. Le domande
dovranno essere presentate entro sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato.

7. Spetterh al Governo richiedente d'identificare i beni e di fornire la
prova della proprieta, mentre al Governo italiano incombera l'onere della
prova che il bene non fu sottratto con la violenza o la costrizione.

8. I1 Governo italiano restituira al Governo della Nazione Unita
interessata tutto l'oro coniato, sottratto o indebitamente trasferito in Italia,
oppure consegnera al Governo della Nazione Unita interessata una quantita
d'oro uguale in peso e titolo a quella sottratta o indebitamente trasferita.
I1 Governo italiano riconosce che tale obbligo sussiste, indipendentemente da
qualsiasi trasferimento o rimozione di oro che abbia potuto essere effettuata
dal territorio italiano ad altre Potenze dell'Asse o ad un paese neutro.

9. Se, in casi specifici, fosse impossibile per l'Italia di effettuare la
restituzione di oggetti aventi un valore artistico, storico od archeologico e
appartenenti al patrimonio culturale della Nazione Unita, dal territorio della
quale tali oggetti vennero sottratti, con la violenza o la costrizione, da parte
delle Forze Armate, delle autorita o di cittadini italiani, l'Italia s'impegna a
consegnare alla Nazione Unita interessata oggetti della stessa natura e di
valore approssimativamente equivalente a quello degli oggetti sottratti, in
quanto siffatti oggetti possano procurarsi in Italia.

SEZIONE III-RINUNCIA A RAGIONI DA PARTE DELL'ITALIA

Articolo 76
1. L'Italia rinuncia a far valere contro le Potenze Alleate ed Associate,

ogni ragione di qualsiasi natura, da parte del Governo o di cittadini italiani,
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a sue spese tutti i mezzi necessari per la ricerca e la restituzione dei beni 

da restituirsi ai sensi del presente Articolo. 
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restituzione dei beni previsti dal presente Articolo, che siano detenuti in 

qualunque terzo Paese da persone soggette alla giurisdizione italiana. 

6. Le richieste di restituzione di beni saranno presentate al Goverrto 

italiano dal Governo del paese, dal territorio del quale i beni furono sot-

tratti, essendo inteso che ii materiale rotabile dovra considerarsi come 

sottratto dal territorio al quale esso apparteneva in origine. Le domande 

dovranno essere presentate entro sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente 

Trattato. 

7. Spettera al Governo richiedente d'identificare i beni e di fornire la 

prova della proprieta, mentre al Governo italiano incombera l'onere della 

prova che ii bene non fu sottratto con la violenza o la costrizione. 

8. Ii Governo italiano restituira al Governo della Nazione Unita 

interessata tutto Poro coniato, sottratto o indebitamente trasferito in Italia, 

oppure consegnera al Governo della Nazione Unita interessata una quantita, 

d'oro uguale in peso e titolo a quella sottratta o indebitamente trasferita. 

II Governo italiano riconosce che tale obbligo sussiste, indipendentemente da 

qualsiasi trasferimento o rimozione di oro che abbia potuto essere effettuata 
dal territorio italiano ad altre Potenze dell'Asse o ad un paese neutro. 

9. Se, in casi specifici, fosse impossibile per l'Italia di effettuare la 

restituzione di oggetti aventi un valore artistico, storico od archeologico e 

appartenenti al patrimonio culturale della Nazione Unita, dal territorio della 

quale tali oggetti vennero sottratti, con la violenza o la costrizione, da parte 
delle Forze Armate, delle autoritit o di cittadini italiani, l'Italia s'impegna a 

consegnare alla Nazione Unita interessata oggetti della stessa natura e di 

valore approssimativamente equivalente a quello degli oggetti sottratti, in 
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SEZIONE III -RINUNCIA A RAGIONI DA PARTE DELL'ITALIA 
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1. L'Italia rinuncia a far valere contro le Potenze Alleate ed Associate, 

ogni ragione di qualsiasi natura, da parte del Governo o di cittadini italiani, 
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che possa sorgere direttamente dal fatto della guerra o dai provedimenti
adottati a seguito dell'esistenza di uno stato di guerra in Europa, dopo il
1° settembre 1939, indipendentemente dal fatto che la Potenza Alleata
o Associata interessata fosse o non fosse in guerra con l'Italia a quella data.
Sono comprese in tale rinuncia:

(a) le domande pel risarcimento di perdite o danni subiti in conse-
guenza di atti delle Forze Armate o delle autorita di Potenze Alleate o Asso-
ciate;

(b) le ragioni risultanti dalla presenza, dalle operazioni o dalle azioni
delle Forze Armate od autorita di Potenze Alleate o Associate in territorio
italiano;

(c) le doglianze rispetto a decreti ed ordinanze dei tribunali delle
Prede di Potenze Alleate o Associate, impegnandosi l'Italia a riconoscere
come validi e aventi forza esecutiva tutti i decreti e le ordinanze di detti
tribunali emessi alla data del 1° settembre 1939 o successivamente e concer-
nenti navi italiane, merci italiane o il pagamento delle spese;

(d) le ragioni risultanti dall'esercizio o dall'asserto esercizio di diritti
di belligeranza.

2. Le disposizioni del presente Articolo precluderanno, completamente
e definitivamente, ogni domanda della specie di quelle a cui questo Articolo
si riferisce, che rimarra da questo momento estinta, quali che siano le parti
interessate. II Governo italiano accetta di corrispondere equa indennita in
lire alle persone che abbiano fornito, a seguito di requisizione, merci o
servizi a favore delle Forze Armate di Potenze Alleate o Associate in terri-
torio italiano e per soddisfare le domande avanzate contro le Forze Armate
di Potenze Alleate o Associate relative a danni causati in territorio italiano
e non provenienti da fatti di guerra.

3. L'Italia rinuncia ugualmente a fare valere domande della specie
di quele previste dal paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo, da parte del
Governo od cittadini italiani contro una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite, che
abbia rotto le relazioni diplomatiche con l'Italia e che abbia adottato prov-
vedimenti in collaborazione con le Potenze Alleate ed Associate.

4. Il Governo italiano assumera piena responsabilita della valuta mill-
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che possa sorgere direttamente dal fatto della guerra o dai provvedimenti 

adottati a seguito dell'esistenza di uno stato di guerra in Europa, dopo ii 

1° settembre 1939, indipendentemente dal fatto che la Potenza All.eata. 

o Associata interessata fosse o non fosse in guerra con l'Italia a quella data. 
Sono comprese in tale rinuncia: 

(a) le domande pel risarcimento di perdite o danni subiti in conse-

guenza di atti delle Forze Armate o delle autoritit di Potenze Alleate o Asso-

ciate; 

(b) le ragioni risultanti dalla presenza, dalle operazioni o dalle azioni 

delle Forze Armate od autoria di Potenze Alleate o Associate in territorio 

italiano; 

(c) le doglianze rispetto a decreti ed ordinanze dei tribunali delle 

Prede di Potenze Alleate o Associate, impegnandosi l'Italia a riconoscere 

come validi e aventi forza esecutiva tutti i decreti e le ordinanze di detti 

tribunali emessi alla data del 1° settembre 1939 o successivamente e concer-

nenti navi italiane, merci italiane o ii pagamento delle spese; 

(d) le ragioni risultanti dall'esercizio o dall'asserto esercizio di diritti 

di belligeranza. 

2. Le disposizioni del presente Artie°lo precluderanno, completamente 

e definitivamente, ogni domanda della specie di quelle a cui questo Articolo 

Si riferisce, che rimarra da questo moment° estinta, quali che siano le parti 

interessate. Ii Govemo italiano accetta di corrispondere equa indennitit in 

lire alle persone che abbiano fornito, a seguito di requisizione, merci o 

servizi a favore delle Forze Armate di Potenze Alleate o Associate in terri-

torio italiano e per soddisfare le domande avanzate contro le Forze Armate 

di Potenze Alleate o Associate relative a danni causati in territorio italiano 

e non provenienti da fatti di guerra. 

3. L'Italia rinuncia ugualnaente a fare valere domande della specie 

di quelle previste dal paragrafo 1 del presente Artie°lo, da parte del 
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tare alleata emessa in Italia dalle autorita militari alleate, compresa tutta

la valuta in circolazione alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

5. La rinuncia da parte dell'Italia, ai sensi del paragrafo 1 del presente

Articolo, si estende ad ogni domanda nascente dai prowedimenti adottati

da qualunque delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate nei confronti delle navi

italiane, tra il 1° settembre 1939 e la data di entrata in vigore del presente

Trattato e ad ogni domanda o debito risultante dalle Convenzioni sui prigio-

nieri di guerra, attualmente in vigore.

6. Le disposizioni del presente Articolo non dovranno essere interpre-

tate nel senso di recare pregiudizio ai diritti di proprieta sui cavi sottomarini,

che, allo scoppio delle ostilita, appartenevano al Governo italiano od a citta-

dini italiani. Il presente paragrafo non precludera l'applicazione, nei ri-

guardi dei cavi sottomarini, dell'Articolo 79 e dell'Allegato XIV.

Articolo 77

1. A decorrere dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, i beni

esistenti in Germania ed appartenenti allo Stato italiano ed a cittadini

italiani, non saranno piu considerati come beni nemici e tutte le restrizioni

fondate su tale qualifica saranno abrogate.

2. I beni identificabili appartenenti allo Stato italiano ed a cittadini

italiani, che le Forze Armate germaniche o le autorita germaniche abbiano

trasferito con la violenza o la costrizione, dal territorio italiano in Germania,

dopo il 3 settembre 1943, daranno luogo a restituzione.

3. La restituzione e la rimessa in pristino dei beni italiani saranno
effettuate in conformita delle misure che saranno adottate dalle Potenze
che occupano la Germania.

4. Senza pregiudizio di tali disposizioni e di quelle altre disposizioni
che fossero adottate in favore dell'Italia e dei cittadini italiani dalle Potenze

che occupano la Germania, 'Italia rinuncia, a suo nome e a nome dei
cittadini italiani, a qualsiasi domanda contro la Germania e i cittadini germa-
nici pendente alla data dell' 8 maggio 1945, salvo quelle risultanti da
contratti o da altre obbligazioni che fossero in forza, ed ai diritti che fossero
stati acquisiti, prima del 1° settembre 1939. Questa rinuncia sara conside-
rata applicarsi ai debiti, a tutte le ragioni di carattere interstatale relative
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tare alleata emessa in Italia dalle autorita militari alleate, compresa tutta 

la valuta in circolazione alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

5. La rinuncia da parte dell'Italia, ai sensi del paragrafo 1 del presente 

Articolo, si estende ad ogni domanda nascente dai provvedimenti adottati 

da qualunque delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate nei confronti delle navi 

italiane, tra il 1° settembre 1939 e la data di entrata in vigore del presente 

Trattato e ad ogni domanda o debito risultante dalle Convenzioni sui prigio-

nieri di guerra, attualmente in vigore. 

6. Le disposizioni del presente Articolo non dovranno essere interpre-

tate nel senso di recare pregiudizio ai diritti di proprieta sui cavi sottomarini, 

che, allo scoppio delle ostilita, appartenevano al Govemo italiano od a citta-

dini italiani. Ii presente paragrafo non precludera l'applicazione, nei ri-

guardi dei cavi sottomarini, dell'Articolo 79 e dell'Allegato XIV. 

Articolo 77 

1. A decorrere dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, i beni 

esistenti in Germania ed appartenenti allo Stato italiano ed a cittadini 

italiani, non saranno pia considerati come beni nemici e tulle le restrizioni 

fondate su tale qualifica saranno abrogate. 

2. I beni identificabili appartenenti allo Stato italiano ed a cittadini 

italiani, che le Forze Armate germaniche o le autorità germaniche abbiano 

trasferito con la violenza o la costrizione, dal territorio italiano in Germania, 

dopo il 3 settembre 1943, daranno luogo a restituzione. 

3. La restituzione e la rimessa in pristino dei beni italiani saranno 

effettuate in conformita delle misure che saranno adottate dalle Potenze 

che occupano la Germania. 

4. Senza pregiudizio di tali disposizioni e di quelle altre disposizioni 

che fossero adottate in favore delrItalia e dei cittadini italiani dalle Potenze 

che occupano la Germania, rItalia rinuncia, a suo nome e a nome dei 

cittadini italiani, a qualsiasi domanda contro la Germania e i cittadini germa-

nici pendente alla data dell' 8 maggio 1945, salvo quelle risultanti da 

contratti o da altre obbligazioni che fossero in forza, ed ai diritti che fossero 

stati acquisiti, prima del 1° settembre 1939. Questa rinuncia sara conside-

rata applicarsi ai debiti, a tune le ragioni di carattere interstatale relative 
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ad accordi conclusi nel corso della guerra e a tutte le domande di risarci-
mento di perdite o di danni occorsi durante la guerra.

5. L'Italia si impegna a prendere tutti i provvedimenti necessari per
facilitare quei trasferimenti dei beni germanici in Italia, che verranno sta-
biliti da quelle fra le Potenze occupanti la Germania che abbiano facolta
di disporre di detti beni.

PARTE VII
BENI, DIRITTI ED INTERESSI

SEZIONE I-BENI DELLE NAZIONI UNITE IN ITALIA

Articolo 78

1. In quanto non l'abbia gia fatto, l'Italia ristabilira tutti i legittimi
diritti ed interessi delle Nazioni Unite e dei loro cittadini in Italia, quali
esistevano alla data del 10 giugno 1940 e restituira ad esse e ai loro citta-
dini, tutti i beni ad essi appartenenti, nello stato in cui attualmente si trovano.

2. II Governo italiano restituira tutti i beni, diritti ed interessi di cui
al presente Articolo, liberi da ogni vincolo o gravame di qualsiasi natura,
a cui possano essere stati assoggettati per effetto della guerra e senza che la
restituzione dia luogo alla percezione di qualsiasi somma da parte del
Governo italiano. I Governo italiano annullera tutti i prowedimenti, com-
presi quelli di requisizione, di sequestro o di controllo, che siano stati
adottati nei riguardi dei beni delle Nazioni Unite tra il 10 giugno 1940 e la
data di entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Nel caso in cui i beni non
siano restituiti entro 6 mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato,
dovra essere presentata istanza alle autorita italiane nel termine di 12 mesi
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, salvo il caso in cui il richiedente
sia in grado di dimostrare che gli era impossibile di presentare la propria
istanza entro il termine suddetto.

3. II Governo italiano annullera i trasferimenti riguardanti beni,
diritti e interessi di qualsiasi natura appartenenti a cittadini delle Nazioni
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ad accordi conclusi nel corso della guerra e a tulle le domande di risarci-
mento di perdite o di danni occorsi durante la guerra. 

5. L'Italia si impegna a prendere tutti i provvedimenti necessari per 
facilitare quei trasferimenti dei beni germanici in Italia, che verranno sta-

biliti da quelle fra le Potenze occupanti la Germania che abbiano facolta 
di disporre di detti beni. 

PARTE VII 

BENT, DIRITTI ED INTERESSI 

SEZIONE I — BENI DELLE NAZIONI UNITE IN ITALIA 

Articolo 78 

1. In quanto non l'abbia gia fatto, l'Italia ristabilira tutti i legittimi 

diritti ed interessi delle Nazioni Unite e dei loro cittadini in Italia, quail 

esistevano alla data del 10 giugno 1940 e restituira ad esse e ai loro citta-

dini, tutti i beni ad essi appartenenti, nello stato in cui attualmente Si trovano. 

2. II Governo italiano restituira tutti i beni, diritti ed interessi di cui 

al presente Articolo, liberi da ogni vincolo o gravame di qualsiasi natura, 

a cui possano essere stati assoggettati per effetto della guerra e senza che la 

restituzione dia luogo alla percezione di qualsiasi somma da parte del 

Governo italiano. Ii Governo italiano annullera tutti i provvedimenti, com-

presi quelli di requisizione, di sequestro o di controllo, che siano stati 

adottati nei riguardi dei beni delle Nazioni Unite tra il 10 giugno 1940 e la 

data di entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Nel caso in cui i beni non 

siano restituiti entro 6 mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, 

dovra essere presentata istanza alle autorita italiane nel termine di 12 mesi 

dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, salvo il caso in cui il richiedente 

sia in grado di dimostrare che gli era impossibile di presentare la propria 

istanza entro ii termine suddetto. 

3. Ii Governo italiano annullera i trasferixnenti riguardanti beni, 

diritti e interessi di qualsiasi natura appartenenti a cittadini delle Nazioni 



Unite, quando tali trasferimenti siano stati effettuati con violenza o costri-
zione da parte di Governi dell'Asse o di loro organi, durante la guerra.

4. (a) II Governo italiano sara responsabile della rimessa in ottimo
stato dei beni restituiti a cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, ai sensi del paragrafo
1 del presente Articolo. Nei casi in cui i beni non possano essere restituiti
o in cui, per effetto della guerra, un cittadino delle Nazioni Unite abbia
subito una perdita, a seguito di lesione o danno arrecato ad un bene in
Italia, egli ricevera dal Governo italiano, a titolo d'indennita, una somma in
lire, fino alla concorrenza di due terzi della somma necessaria, alla data del
pagamento, per l'acquisto di un bene equivalente o per compensare la per-
dita subita. In nessun caso i cittadini delle Nazioni Unite potranno avere,
in materia d'indennita, un trattamento meno favorevole di quello accordato
ai cittadini italiani.

(b) I cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, che posseggono direttamente o
indirettamente partecipazioni in societa o associazioni che non abbiano la
nazionalita di una delle Nazioni Unite, secondo la definizione datane dal
paragrafo 9 (a) del presente Articolo, ma che abbiano subito una perdita,
a seguito di lesione o danno arrecato a beni in Italia, saranno indennizzati
ai sensi dell'alinea (a) di cui sopra. Tale indennita sara calcolata in fun-
zione della perdita totale o del danno subito dalla societa o associazione e
il suo ammontare, rispetto alla perdita o al danno subito, sara nella mede-
sima proporzione intercorrente tra la quota di partecipazione posseduta da
detti cittadini nella societa o associazione in parola, ed il capitale comples-
sivo della societa od associazione stessa.

(c) L'indennita sara versata, al netto da ogni imposta, tassa o altra
forma d'imposizione fiscale. Tale indennita potra essere liberamente spesa
in Italia, ma sara sottoposta alle disposizioni, che siano via via in vigore in
Italia in materia di controllo dei cambi.

(d) I1 Governo italiano accordera ai cittadini delle Nazioni Unite
un'indennita in lire, nella stessa misura prevista all'alinea (a), per com-
pensare le perdite o i danni risultanti dall'applicazione di speciali prowe-
dimenti, adottati durante la guerra nei confronti dei loro beni, che non si
applicavano invece ai beni italiani. II presente alinea non si applica ai casi
di lucro cessante.
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Unite, quando tali trasferimenti siano stati effettuati con violenza o costri-

zione da parte di Governi dell'Asse o di loro organi, durante la guerra. 

4. (a) Ii Govern° italiano sari responsabile della rimessa in ottimo 

stato dei beni restituiti a cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, ai sensi del paragrafo 

1 del presente Articolo. Nei casi in cui i beni non possano essere restituiti 

o in cui, per effetto della guerra, un cittadino delle Nazioni Unite abbia 

subito una perdita, a seguito di lesione o danno arrecato ad un bene in 

Italia, egli ricevera dal Governs) italiano, a titolo d'indennita, una somma in 

lire, fino alla concorrenza di due terzi della somma necessaria, alla data del 

pagamento, per l'acquisto di un bene equivalente o per compensare la per-

dita subita. In nessun caso i cittadini delle Nazioni Unite potranno avere, 

in materia d'indennita, un trattamento meno favorevole di quello accordato 

ai cittadini italiani. 

(b) I cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, che posseggono direttamente o 

indirettamente partecipazioni in societi o associazioni che non abbiano la 

nazionalita di una delle Nazioni Unite, secondo la definizione datane dal 

paragrafo 9 (a) del presente Articolo, ma che abbiano subito una perdita, 

a seguito di lesione o danno arrecato a beni in Italia, saranno indermizzati 

ai sensi dell'alinea (a) di cui sopra. Tale indennità sari calcolata in fun-

zione della perdita totale o del danno subito dalla societa o associazione e 

ii suo ammontare, rispetto alla perdita o al danno subito, sari nella mede-

sima proporzione intercorrente tra la quota di partecipazione posseduta da 

detti cittadini nella societa o associazione in parola, ed ii capitale comples-

sivo della societa od associazione stessa. 

(c) L'indennita sarit versata, al netto da ogni imposta, tassa o altra 

forma d'imposizione fiscale. Tale indennia potra essere liberamente spesa 

in Italia, ma sari sottoposta alle disposizioni, che siano via via in vigore in 

Italia in materia di controllo dei cambi. 

(d) Ii Govern° italiano accorderl ai cittadini delle Nazioni Unite 

un'indennita in lire, nella stessa misura prevista all'alinea (a), per corn-

pensare le perdite o i damn risultanti dall'applicazione di speciali provve-

dimenti, adottati durante la guerra nei confronti dei loro beni, che non si 

applicavano invece ai beni italiani. 11 presente alinea non si applica ai casi 
di lucro cessante. 
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5. Tutte le spese ragionevoli a cui darh luogo in Italia la procedura di

esame delle domande, compresa la determinazione dell'ammontare delle

perdite e dei danni, saranno a carico del Governo italiano.

6. I cittadini delle Nazioni Unite ed i loro beni saranno esentati da

ogni imposta, tassa o contributo di carattere straordinario a cui il Governo

italiano o altra autorita italiana abbia sottoposto i loro capitali in Italia nel

periodo compreso tra il 3 settembre 1943 e la data di entrata in vigore del

presente Trattato, allo scopo specifico di coprire spese risultanti dalla guerra

o per far fronte al costo delle forze di occupazione o delle riparazioni da

pagarsi ad una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite. Tutte le somme, che siano state
a detto titolo percepite, dovranno essere restituite.

7. Nonostante i trasferimenti territoriali, a cui si prowede con il

presente Trattato, l'Italia continuera ad essere responsabile per le perdite o

i danni subiti durante la guerra dai beni appartenenti a cittadini delle

Nazioni Unite nei territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste. Gli

obblighi contenuti nei paragrafi 3, 4, 5 e 6 del presente Articolo saranno

egualmente a carico del Governo italiano, rispetto ai beni appartenenti a

cittadini delle Nazioni Unite nei territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di

Trieste, ma soltanto nella misura in cui cio non sia in contrasto con le

disposizioni del paragrafo 14 dell'Allegato X e del paragrafo 14 dell'Alle-

gato XIV del presente Trattato.

8. Il proprietario dei beni di cui trattasi e il Governo italiano potranno

concludere tra loro accordi in sostituzione delle disposizioni del presente

Articolo.

9. Ai fini del presente Articolo:

(a) L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" si applica alle per-

sone fisiche, che siano cittadini di una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite ed alle

societa o associazioni costituite secondo le leggi di una delle Nazioni Unite

alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, a condizione ch'esse gia

possedessero tale qualith il 3 settembre 1943, alla data cioe dell'Armistizio

con l'Italia.

L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" s'applica anche a tutte le
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5. Tutte le spese ragionevoli a cui darh luogo in Italia la procedura di 

esame delle domande, compresa la determinazione dell'ammontare delle 

perdite e dei danni, saranno a carico del Governo italiano. 

6. I cittadini delle Nazioni Unite ed i loro beni saranno esentati da 

ogni imposta, tassa o contributo di carattere straordinario a cui ii Governo 

italiano o altra autorita italiana abbia sottoposto i loro capitali in Italia nel 

periodo compreso tra il 3 settembre 1943 e la data di entrata in vigore del 

presente Trattato, allo scopo specifico di coprire spese risultanti dalla guerra 

o per far fronte al costo delle forze di occupazione o delle riparazioni da 

pagarsi ad tuna qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite. Tulle le somme, che siano state 

a detto titolo percepite, dovrarmo essere restituite. 

7. Nonostante i trasferimenti territoriali, a cui Si provvede con il 

presente Trattato, l'Italia continue/is ad essere responsabile per le perdite o 

i danni subiti durante la guerra dai beni appartenenti a cittadini delle 

Nazioni Unite nei territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste. Gli 

obblighi contenuti nei paragrafi 3, 4, 5 e 6 del presente Articolo saranno 

egualmente a carico del Governo italiano, rispetto ai beni appartenenti a 

cittadini delle Nazioni Unite nei territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di 

Trieste, ma soltanto nella misura in cui cis() non sia in contrasto con le 

disposizioni del paragrafo 14 dell'Allegato X e del paragrafo 14 dell'Alle-

gato XIV del presente Trattato. 

8. II proprietario dei beni di cui trattasi e il Governo italiano potranno 

concludere tra loro accordi in sostituzione delle disposizioni del presente 

Articolo. 

9. Ai fini del presente Articolo: 

(a) L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" si applica alle per-

sone fisiche, che siano cittadini di ma qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite ed alle 

societa o associazioni costituite secondo le leggi di ma delle Nazioni Unite 

alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, a condizione ch'esse già 

possedessero tale qualith il 3 settembre 1943, alla data cioe dell'Armistizio 

con l'Italia. 

L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" s'applica anche a tulle le 



persone fisiche e alle societh o associazioni, che, ai sensi della legislazione
in vigore in Italia durante la guerra, siano state considerate come nemiche.

(b) I1 termine "proprietario" serve a designare il cittadino di una
delle Nazioni Unite, secondo la definizione datane all'alinea (a) di cui
sopra, che abbia un titolo legittimo di proprieta sul bene di cui trattasi e si
applica anche al successore del proprietario, a condizione che tale successore
sia anch'egli cittadino delle Nazioni Unite, ai sensi dell'alinea (a). Se il
successore ha acquistato il bene, quando questo era gia danneggiato, il
venditore conservera i suoi diritti all'indennith prevista dal presente Arti-
colo, senza pregiudizio delle obbligazioni esistenti tra il venditore e l'acqui-
rente, ai sensi della legislazione locale.

(c) II termine "beni" serve a designare tutti i beni mobili e immobili,
materiali ed incorporei, compresi i diritti di proprieta industriale, let-
teraria e artistica e tutti i diritti od interessi in beni di qualsiasi natura.
Senza pregiudizio delle disposizioni generali precedenti, l'espressione "beni
delle Nazioni Unite e dei loro cittadini" comprende tutti i bastimenti desti-
nati alla navigazione marittima e fluviale, compresi gli strumenti e l'arma-
mento di bordo, che hanno appartenuto alle Nazioni Unite o ai loro cittadini
o che sono stati iscritti nel territorio di una delle Nazioni Unite o hanno
navigato battendo la bandiera di una delle Nazioni Unite e che, posterior-
mente al 10 giugno 1940, sia che si trovassero in acque italiane o che vi
fossero state portate a forza, sono state poste sotto il controllo delle autorita
italiane come beni nemici o hanno cessato di essere a libera disposizione
in Italia delle Nazioni Unite o dei loro cittadini, a seguito delle misure di
controllo adottate dalle autorita italiane in relazione all'esistenza di uno
stato di guerra tra membri delle Nazioni Unite e la Germania.

SEZIONE II-BENI ITALIANI SITUATI NEL TERRITORIO DELLE

POTENZE ALLEATE E ASSOCIATE

Articolo 79

1. Ciascuna delle Potenze Alleate e Associate avra il diritto di requi-
sire, detenere, liquidare o prendere ogni altra azione nei confronti di tutti
i beni, diritti e interessi, che, alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente
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persone fisiche e alle societa o associazioni, che, ai sensi della legislazione 

in vigore in Italia durante la guerra, siano state considerate come nemiche. 

(b) Ii termine "proprietario" serve a designare ii cittadino di una 

delle Nazioni Unite, secondo la definizione datane all'alinea (a) di cui 

sopra, che abbia un titolo legittimo di proprieta sul bene di cui trattasi e si 

applica anche al successore del proprietario, a condizione che tale successore 

sia anch'egli cittadino delle Nazioni Unite, ai sensi dell'alinea (a). Se il 

successore ha acquistato ii bene, quando questo era gia danneggiato, ii 
venditore conservera i suoi diritti all'indennita prevista dal presente Arti-

colo, senza pregiudizio delle obbligazioni esistenti tra ii venditore e l'acqui-
rente, ai sensi della legislazione locale. 

(c) Ii termine "beni" serve a designare tutti i beni mobili e immobili, 
materiali ed incorporei, compresi i diritti di proprieta industriale, let-

teraria e artistica e tutti i diritti od interessi in beni di qualsiasi natura. 

Senza pregiudizio delle disposizioni generali precedenti, l'espressione "beni 

delle Nazioni Unite e dei loro cittadini" comprende tutti i bastimenti desti-
nati alla navigazione marittima e fluviale, compresi gli strumenti e l'arma-

mento di bordo, che hanno appartenuto alle Nazioni Unite o ai loro cittadini 
o che sono stati iscritti nel territorio di una delle Nazioni Unite o hanno 

navigato battendo la bandiera di una delle Nazioni Unite e che, posterior-

mente al 10 giugno 1940, sia che si trovassero in acque italiane o che vi 
fossero state portate a forza, sono state poste sotto il controllo delle autorita 

italiane come beni nemici o hanno cessato di essere a libera disposizione 

in Italia delle Nazioni Unite o dei loro cittadini, a seguito delle misure di 

controllo adottate dalle autorita italiane in relazione all'esistenza di uno 

stato di guerra tra membri delle Nazioni Unite e la Germania. 

SEZIONE II—BENI ITALIAN! SITUATI NEL TERRITORIO DELLE 
POTENZE ALLEATE E ASSOCIATE 

Artie°lo 79 

1. Ciascuna delle Potenze Alleate e Associate avra ii diritto di requi-

sire, detenere, liquidare o prendere ogni altra azione nei confronti di tutti 

beni, diritti e interessi, che, alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente 
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Trattato si trovino entro il suo territorio e che appartengano all'Italia o a
cittadini italiani e avra inoltre il diritto di utilizzare tali beni o i proventi
della loro liquidazione per quei fini che riterra opportuni, entro il limite
dell'ammontare delle sue domande o di quelle dei suoi cittadini contro
l'Italia o i cittadini italiani, ivi compresi i crediti che non siano stati intera-
mente regolati in base ad altri Articoli del presente Trattato. Tutti i beni
italiani od i proventi della loro liquidazione, che eccedano l'ammontare di
dette domande, saranno restituiti.

2. La liquidazione dei beni italiani e le misure in base alle quali ne
verra disposto, dovranno essere attuate in conformita della legislazione delle
Potenze Alleate o Associate interessate. Per quanto riguarda detti beni, il
proprietario italiano non avra altri diritti che quelli che a lui possa conce-
dere la legislazione suddetta.

3. II Governo italiano s'impegna a indennizzare i cittadini italiani, i
cui beni saranno confiscati ai sensi del presente Articolo e non saranno loro
restituiti.

4. II presente Articolo non pone l'obbligo per alcuna delle Potenze
Alleate o Associate, di restituire al Governo italiano od ai cittadini italiani,
diritti di proprieta industriale, ne di contare tali diritti nel calcolo delle
somme, che potranno essere trattenute, ai sensi del paragrafo 1 del presente
Articolo. I1 Governo di ognuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate avra il
diritto di imporre sui diritti e interessi afferenti alla proprieta industriale
sul territorio di detta Potenza Alleata o Associata, acquisiti dal Governo
italiano o da cittadini italiani prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato, quelle limitazioni, condizioni e restrizioni che il Governo della
Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata potra considerare necessarie nell'in-
teresse nazionale.

5. (a) I cavi sottomarini italiani colleganti punti situati in territorio
jugoslavo saranno considerati come beni italiani in Jugoslavia, anche se
una parte di tali cavi si trovi a giacere al di fuori delle acque territoriali

jugoslave.

(b) I cavi sottomarini italiani, colleganti un punto situato sul terri-
torio di una Potenza Alleata o Associata e un punto situato in territorio
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Trattato si trovino entro ii suo territorio e che appartengano all'Italia o a 

cittadini italiani e avra inoltre ii diritto di utilizzare tali beni o i proventi 

della loro liquidazione per quei fini che riterra opportuni, entro ii limite 

delrammontare delle sue domande o di quelle dei suoi cittadini contro 

l'Italia o i cittadini italiani, ivi compresi i crediti che non siano stati intera-

mente regolati in base ad altri Articoli del presente Trattato. Tutti i beni 

italiani od i proventi della loro liquidazione, che eccedano l'ammontare di 
dette domande, saranno restituiti. 

2. La liquidazione dei beni italiani e le misure in base alle quali ne 

verra disposto, dovranno essere attuate in conformita della legislazione delle 

Potenze Alleate o Associate interessate. Per quanto riguarda detti beni, ii 

proprietario italiano non avra altri diritti che quelli che a lui .possa conce-
dere la legislazione suddetta. 

3. II Governo italiano s'impegna a indennizzare i cittadini italiani, i 

cui beni saranno confiscati ai sensi del presente Articolo e non saranno loro 
restituiti. 

4. Ii presente Articolo non pone l'obbligo per alcuna delle Potenze 

Alleate o Associate, di restituire al Governo italiano od ai cittadini italiani, 

diritti di proprieta industriale, ne di contare tali diritti nel calcolo delle 

somme, che potranno essere trattenute, ai sensi del paragrafo 1 del presente 

Articolo. Ii Governo di ognuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate avra ii 

diritto di imporre sui diritti e interessi afferenti alla proprieta industriale 

sul territorio di detta Potenza Alleata o Associata, acquisiti dal Governo 

italiano o da cittadini italiani prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente 

Trattato, quelle limitazioni, condizioni e restrizioni che il Governo della 

Potenza Alleata o Associata interessata potra considerare necessarie nell'in-

teresse nazionale. 

5. (a) I cavi sottomarini italiani colleganti punti situati in territorio 

jugoslavo saranno considerati come beni italiani in Jugoslavia, anche se 

una parte di tali cavi si trovi a giacere al di fuori delle acque territoriali 

jugoslave. 

(b) I cavi sottomarini italiani, colleganti un punto situato sul terri-

torio di una Potenza Alleata o Associata e un punto situato in territorio 



italiano, saranno considerati beni italiani, ai sensi del presente Articolo, per
quanto concerne gli impianti terminali e quella parte dei cavi che giace
entro le acque territoriali di detta Potenza Alleata o Associata.

6. I beni di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo saranno considerati
come comprendenti anche i beni italiani che abbiano formato oggetto di
misure di controllo, a causa dello stato di guerra esistente tra l'Italia e la
Potenza Alleata o Associata, avente giurisdizione sui beni stessi, ma non
comprenderanno:

(a) i beni del Governo italiano utilizzati per le esigenze delle Rappre-
sentanze diplomatiche o consolari;

(b) i beni appartenenti ad istituzioni religiose o ad enti privati di
assistenza e beneficienza ed usati esclusivamente a fini religiosi o filantro-
pici;

(c) i beni delle persone fisiche, che siano cittadini italiani, autorizzati
a risiedere sia sul territorio del paese, dove sono situati i beni, che sul terri-
torio di una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite, esclusi i beni, che in qualsiasi mo-
mento, nel corso della guerra, siano stati sottoposti a provedimenti non
applicabili in linea generale ai beni dei cittadini italiani residenti nello
stesso territorio;

(d) i diritti di proprieta sorti dopo la ripresa dei rapporti commerciali
e finanziari tra le Potenze Alleate e Associate e l'Italia o sorti da operazioni
e negozi tra il Governo di una delle Potenze Alleate o Associate e l'Italia,
dopo il 3 settembre 1943;

(e) i diritti di proprieta letteraria e artistica;

(f) i beni dei cittadini italiani, situati nei territori ceduti, a cui si
applicheranno le disposizioni dell'Allegato XIV;

(g) fatta eccezione per i beni indicati all'Articolo 74, capo A, para-
grafo 2 (b) e capo D paragrafo 1, i beni delle persone fisiche, residenti nei
territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste, che non eserciteranno il
diritto d'opzione per la nazionalitA italiana previsto dal presente Trattato, e
i beni delle societa o associazioni, la cui sede sociale sia situata nei territori
ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste, a condizione che tali societa o asso-
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italiano, saranno considerati beni italiani, ai sensi del presente Artie°lo, per 

quanta concerne gli impianti terminali e quella parte dei cavi che giace 

entro le acque territoriali di detta Potenza Alleata o Associata. 

6. I beni di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo saranno considerati 

come comprendenti anche i beni italiani die abbiano formato oggetto di 

misure di controllo, a causa dello stato di guerra esistente tra l'Italia e la 

Potenza Alleata o Associata, avente giurisdizione sui beni stessi, ma non 

comprenderanno: 

(a) i beni del Govemo italiano utilizzati per le esigenze delle Rappre-
sentanze diplomatiche o consolari; 

(b) i beni appartenenti ad istituzioni religiose o ad enti privati di 

assistenza e beneficienza ed usati esclusivamente a fini religiosi o filantro-
pici; 

(c) I beni delle persone fisiche, che siano cittadini italiani, autorizzati 

a risiedere sia sul territorio del paese, dove sono situati i beni, che sul terri-

torio di una qualsiasi delle Nazioni Unite, esclusi i beni, che in qualsiasi mo-

ment°, nel corso della guerra, sian.o stati sottoposti a provvedimenti non 

applicabili in linea generale ai beni dei cittadini italiani residenti nello 
stesso territorio; 

(d) i diritti di proprieth sorti dopo la ripresa dei rapporti commerciali 

e finanziari tra le Potenze Alleate e Associate e l'Italia o sorti da operazioni 

e negozi tra 11 Govern° di una delle Potenze Alleate o Associate e l'Italia, 
dopo il 3 settembre 1943; 

(e) i diritti di proprietit letteraria e artistica; 

(f) i beni dei cittadini italiani, situati nei territori ceduti, a cui si 
applicheranno le disposizioni dell'Allegato XIV; 

(g) fault eccezione per i beni indicati all'Articolo 74, capo A, para-

grafo 2 (b) e capo D paragrafo 1, i beni delle persone fisiche, residenti nei 

territori ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste, che non eserciterarmo ii 

diritto d'opzione per la nazionalitit italiana previsto dal presente Trattato, e 

i beni delle societa o associazioni, la cui sede sociale sia situata nei territori 

ceduti o nel Territorio Libero di Trieste, a condiZione die tali societa o asso-
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ciazioni non appartengano o siano controllate da persone residenti in Italia.
Nei casi previsti dall'Articolo 74, capo A, paragrafo 2 (b) e capo D, para-
grafo 1, la questione dell'indennita sara regolata in conformita delle dispo-
sizioni di cui all'Articolo 74, capo E.

SEZIONE III-DICHIARAZIONE DELLE POTENZE

ALLEATE E ASSOCIATE IN ORDINE ALLE LORO DOMANDE

Articolo 80

Le Potenze Alleate e Associate dichiarano che i diritti ad esse attribuiti
in base agli Articoli 74 e 79 del presente Trattato esauriscono tutte le loro
domande e le domande dei loro cittadini per perdite o danni risultanti da
fatti di guerra, ivi compresi i prowedimenti adottati durante l'occupazione
dei loro territori, che siano imputabili all'Italia e che si svolsero fuori del
territorio italiano, eccezione fatta delle domande fondate sugli Articoli
75 e 78.

SEZIONE IV--DEBITI

Articolo 81

1. L'esistenza dello stato di guerra non deve, di per se, essere conside-
rata come precludente l'obbligo di pagare i debiti pecuniari risultanti da
obbligazioni e da contratti che erano in vigore, e da diritti, che erano stati
acquisiti prima dell'esistenza dello stato di guerra e che erano divenuti
esigibili prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato e che sono dovuti
dal Governo italiano o da cittadini italiani al Governo o ai cittadini di una
delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate o sono dovute dal Governo o da cittadini
di una delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate al Governo italiano od a cittadini
italiani.

2. Salvo disposizioni espressamente contrarie contenute nel presente
Trattato, nessuna sua clausola dovra essere interpretata nel senso di preclu-
dere o colpire i rapporti di debito e credito, risultanti da contratti conclusi
prima della guerra, sia dal Governo, che da cittadini italiani.
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ciazioni non appartengano o siano controllate da persone residenti in Italia. 

Nei casi previsti dall'Articolo 74, capo A, paragrafo 2 (b) e capo D, para-

grafo 1, la questione dell'indennita sara regolata in conformita delle dispo-
sizioni di cui all'Articolo 74, capo E. 

SEZIONE III - DICHIARAZIONE DELLE POTENZE 

ALLEATE E ASSOCIATE IN ORDINE ALLE LORO DOMANDE 

Articolo 80 

Le Potenze Alleate e Associate dichiarano che i diritti ad esse attribuiti 
in base agli Articoli 74 e 79 del presente Trattato esauriscono tutte le loro 

domande e le domande dei loro cittadini per perdite o danni risultanti da 

fatti di guerra, ivi compresi i provvedimenti adottati durante l'occupazione 

dei loro territori, che siano imputabili all'Italia e che si svolsero fuori del 
territorio italiano, eccezione fatta delle domande fondate sugli Articoli 

75 e 78. 

SEZIONE IV -DEBITI 

Articolo 81 

1. L'esistenza dello stato di guerra non deve, di per se, essere conside-

rata come precludente l'obbligo di pagare i debiti pecuniari risultanti da 

obbligazioni e da contratti che erano in vigore, e da diritti, che erano stati 

acquisiti prima dell'esistenza dello stato di guerra e che erano divenuti 

esigibili prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato e che sono dovuti 

dal Govern° italiano o da cittadini italiani al Govern° o ai cittadini di una 

delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate o sono dovute dal Govern() o da cittadini 

di una delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate al Govern° italiano od a cittadini 

italiani. 

2. Salvo disposizioni espressamente contrarie contenute nel presente 

Trattato, nessuna sua clausola dovra essere interpretata nel senso di preclu-

dere o colpire i rapporti di debito e credito, risultanti da contratti conclusi 

prima della guerra, sia dal Govern°, che da cittadini italiani. 



PARTE VIII

RELAZIONI ECONOMICHE GENERALI

Articolo 82

1. In attesa della conclusione di trattati o accordi commerciali tra le
singole Nazioni Unite e l'Italia, il Governo italiano dovra, durante i 18
mesi che seguiranno l'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, accordare a
ciascuna delle Nazioni Unite, che gia accordano a titolo di reciprocita un
trattamento analogo all'Italia in tale materia, il trattamento seguente:

(a) Per tutto quanto si riferisce a dazi ed a tasse sull'importazione e
l'esportazione, alla tassazione interna delle merci importate e a tutti i rego-
lamenti in materia, le Nazioni Unite godranno incondizionatamente della
clausola della nazione piu favorita;

(b) sotto ogni altro riguardo, 'Italia non adottera alcuna discrimina-
zione arbitraria contro merci provenienti dal territorio o destinate al terri-
torio di alcuna delle Nazioni Unite, rispetto a merci analoghe proveniente
dal territorio o destinate al territorio di alcun'altra Nazione Unita, o di
qualunque altro paese straniero;

(c) i cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, comprese le persone giuridiche,
godranno dello stesso trattamento dei cittadini e di quello della nazione pii
favorita, in ogni questione che si riferisca al commercio, all'industria, alla
navigazione ed alle altre forme di attivita commerciale in Italia. Tali dispo-
sizioni non si applicheranno all'aviazione civile.

(d) L'Italia non accordera ad alcun paese diritti esclusivi o preferen-
ziali, per quanto riguarda le operazioni dell'aviazione civile nel campo dei
traffici interazionali e offrira a tutte le Nazioni Unite condizioni di parita
nell'acquisizione dei diritti in materia di trasporti aerei commerciali inter-
nazionali in territorio italiano, compreso il diritto di atterraggio per riforni-
mento e riparazioni ed accordera, per gli apparecchi civili operanti nel
campo dei traffici interazionali, a tutte le Nazioni Unite, su una base di
reciprocita e di non-discriminazione, il diritto di sorvolo sul territorio
italiano senza atterraggio. Queste disposizioni non dovranno recare pregiu-
dizio agli interessi della difesa nazionale dell'Italia.
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PARTE VIII 

RELAZIONI ECONOMICHE GENERALI 

Articolo 82 

1. In attesa della conclusione di trattati o accordi commerciali tra le 

singole Nazioni Unite e l'Italia, il Governo italiano dovra, durante i 18 

mesi che seguiranno l'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, accordare a 

ciascuna delle Nazioni Unite, che gia accordano a titolo di reciprocita un 

trattamento analogo all'Italia in tale materia, il trattamento seguente: 

(a) Per tutto quanto si riferisce a dazi ed a tasse sull'importazione e 

l'esportazione, alla tassazione lute= delle merci importate e a tutti i rego-

lamenti in materia, le Nazioni Unite godranno incondizionatamente della 

clausola della nazione pia favorita; 

(b) sotto ogni altro riguardo, l'Italia non adottera alcuna discrimina-

zione arbitraria contro merci provenienti dal territorio o destinate al terri-

torio di alcuna delle Nazioni Unite, rispetto a merci analoghe proveniente 

dal territorio o destinate al territorio di alcun'altra Nazione Unita, o di 
qualunque altro paese straniero; 

(c) i cittadini delle Nazioni Unite, comprese le persone giuridiche, 
godranno dello stesso trattamento dei cittadini e di quello della nazione pia 

favorita, in ogni questione che si riferisca al commercio, all'industria, alla 

navigazione ed alle altre forme di attivita commerciale in Italia. Tali dispo-

sizioni non si applicheranno all'aviazione civile. 

(d) L'Italia non accorderit ad alcun paese diritti esclusivi o preferen-
ziali, per quanto riguarda le operazioni dell'aviazione civile nel campo del 

traffici intemazionali e offriri a tutte le Nazioni Unite condizioni di parita 

nell'acquisizione dei diritti in materia di trasporti aerei commerciali inter-

nazionali in territorio italiano, compreso il diritto di atterraggio per rifomi-

mento e riparazioni ed accorderk per gli apparecchi civili operanti nel 

campo dei traffici intemazionali, a tutte le Nazioni Unite, su una base di 

reciprocitk e di non-discriminazione, il diritto di sorvolo sul territorio 

italiano senza atterraggio. Queste disposizioni non dovrann.o recare pregiu-

dizio agli interessi della difesa nazionale dell'Italia. 
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2. Gli impegni come sopra assunti dall'Italia, debbono intendersi sog-
getti alle eccezioni normalmente incluse nei trattati di commercio conclusi
dall'Italia prima della guerra; e le disposizioni in materia di reciprocita
accordate da ciascuna delle Nazioni Unite debbono intendersi soggette alle
eccezioni normalmente incluse nei trattati di commercio da ciascuna di dette
Nazioni.

PARTE IX

REGOLAMENTO DELLE CONTROVERSIE

Articolo 83

1. Ogni controversia che possa sorgere a proposito dell'applicazione
degli Articoli 75 e 78 e degli Allegati XIV, XV, XVI e XVII, parte B, del
presente Trattato, dovra essere sottoposta ad una Commissione di Concilia-
zione, composta di un rappresentante del Governo della Nazione Unita
interessata e di un rappresentante del Governo italiano, esercitanti le loro
funzioni su una base di parita. Se entro tre mesi dal giorno in cui la con-
troversia e stata sottoposta alla Commissione di Conciliazione, nessun ac-
cordo e intervenuto, ciascuno dei due Governi potra chiedere che sia
aggiunto alla Commissione un terzo membro, scelto di comune accordo tra
i due Governi, tra i cittadini di un terzo paese. Qualora entro due mesi, i
due Governi non riescano ad accordarsi sulla scelta di un terzo membro, i
Governi si rivolgeranno agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica,
del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, i quali prowe-
deranno a designare il terzo membro della Commissione. Se gli Ambascia-
tori non riescono a mettersi d'accordo entro un mese sulla designazione del
terzo membro, l'una o l'altra parte interessata potra chiedere al Segretario
Generale delle Nazioni Unite di procedere alla relativa designazione.

2. Quando una Commissione di Conciliazione sia stata costituita ai
sensi del paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, essa avra giurisdizione su tutte le contro-
versie che, in seguito, possano sorgere tra la Nazione Unita interessata e
l'Italia, in sede di applicazione o di interpretazione degli Articoli 75 e 78
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2. Gli impegni come sopra assunti dall'Italia, debbono intendersi sog-

getti alle eccezioni normalmente incluse nei trattati di commercio conclusi 

dall'Italia prima della guerra; e le disposizioni in materia di reciprocita 

accordate da ciascuna delle Nazioni Unite debbono intendersi soggette alle 

eccezioni normalmente incluse nei trattati di commercio da ciascuna di dette 
Nazioni. 

PARTE IX 

REGOLAMENTO DEUX CONTROVERSIE 

Articolo 83 

1. Ogni controversia che possa sorgere a proposito dell'applicazione 

degli Articoli 75 e 78 e degli Allegati XIV, XV, XVI e XVII, parte B, del 

presente Trattato, dovra essere sottoposta ad una Commissione di Concilia-

zione, composta di un rappresentante del Govern° della Nazione Unita 

interessata e di un rappresentante del Govern° italiano, esercitanti le loro 

funzioni su una base di paria. Se entro tre mesi dal giorno in cui la con-

troversia è stata sottoposta alla Commissione di Conciliazione, nessun ac-

cordo è intervenuto, ciascuno dei due Governi potrà chiedere che sia 

aggiunto alla Commissione un terzo membro, scelto di comune accordo tra 

i due Governi, tra i cittadini di un terzo paese. Qualora entro due mesi, i 

due Governi non riescano ad accordarsi sulla scelta di un terzo membro, i 

Governi si rivolgeranno agli Ambasciatori a Roma dell'Unione Sovietica, 

del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, i quali provve-

deranno a designare ii terzo membro della Commissione. Se gli Ambascia-

tori non riescono a mettersi d'accordo entro un mese sulla designazione del 

terzo membro, l'una o l'altra parte interessata potra chiedere al Segretario 

Generale delle Nazioni Unite di procedere alla relativa designazione. 

2. Quando una Commissione di Conciliazione sia stata costituita ai 

sensi del paragrafo I di cui sopra, essa avra giurisdizione su tutte le contro-

versie che, in seguito, possano sorgere tra la Nazione Unita interessata e 

l'Italia, in sede di applicazione o di interpretazione degli Articoli 75 e 78 
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e degli Allegati XIV, XV, XVI, e XVII, Parte B, del presente Trattato ed
esercitera le funzioni ad essa devolute dalle dette disposizioni.

3. Ciascuna Commissione di Conciliazione determinera la propria
procedura, adottando norme conformi alla giustizia e all'equita.

4. Ciascun Governo pagherh gli onorari del membro della Commissione
di Conciliazione ch'esso abbia nominato e di ogni agente ch'esso Governo
possa designare per rappresentarlo davanti alla Commissione. Gli onorari
del terzo membro saranno fissati mediante accordo speciale tra i Governi
interessati e tali onorari, cosi come le spese comuni di ogni Commissione,
saranno pagati per meta da ciascuno dei due Governi.

5. Le parti si impegnano a far in modo che le loro autorita forniscano
direttamente alla Commissione di Conciliazione tutta l'assistenza che sara
in loro potere di fornire.

6. La decisione presa dalla maggioranza dei membri della Commis-
sione costituira la decisione della Commissione e sara accettata dalle parti
come definitiva e obbligatoria.

PARTE X

CLAUSOLE ECONOMICHE VARIE

Articolo 84

Gli Articoli 75, 78, 82 e l'Allegato XVII del presente Trattato si appli-
cheranno alle Potenze Alleate e Associate e a quelle Nazioni Unite, che
abbiano rotto le relazioni diplomatiche con l'Italia o con cui l'Italia abbia
rotto le relazioni diplomatiche. Questi Articoli e l'Allegato suddetto, si
applicheranno anche all'Albania e alla Norvegia.

Articolo 85

Le disposizioni degli Allegati VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI e XVII, come
pure quelle degli altri Allegati, saranno considerate come parte integrante
del presente Trattato e ne avranno lo stesso valore ed effetto.
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e degli Allegati XIV, XV, XVI, e XVII, Parte B, del presente Trattato ed 

esercitera le funzioni ad essa devolute dalle dette disposizioni. 

3. Ciascuna Commissione di Conciliazione determinera la propria 

procedura, adottando norme conformi alla giustizia e all'equita. 

4. Ciascun Govern° paghera gli onorari del membro della Commissione 

di Conciliazione ch'esso abbia nominato e di ogni agente ch'esso Govern° 

possa designare per rappresentarlo davanti alla Commissione. Gli onorari 

del terzo membro saranno fissati mediante accordo speciale tra I Governi 

interessati e tali onorari, cosi come le spese comuni di ogni Commissione, 

saranno pagati per meta da ciascuno dei due Govemi. 

5. Le parti si impegnano a far in modo che le loro autorita forniscano 

direttamente alla Commissione di Conciliazione tutta l'assistenza che safa 
in loro potere di fomire. 

6. La decisione presa dalla maggioranza dei membri della Commis-

sione costituira la decisione della Commissione e sara accettata dalle parti 

come definitiva e obbligatoria. 

PARTE X 

CLAUSOLE ECONOMICHE VARIE 

A rticolo 84 

Gli Articoli 75, 78, 82 e l'Allegato XVII del presente Trattato si appli-

cheranno alle Potenze Alleate e Associate e a quelle Nazioni Unite, che 

abbiano rotto le relazioni diplomatiche con Mafia o con cui l'Italia abbia 

rotto le relazioni diplomatiche. Questi Articoli e l'Allegato suddetto, si 
applicheranno anche all'Albania e alla Norvegia. 

Articolo 85 

Le disposizioni degli Allegati VIII, X, XIV, XV, XVI e XVII, come 

pure quelle degli altri Allegati, saranno considerate come parte integrante 
del presente Trattato e ne avranno lo stesso valore ed effetto. 
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PARTE XI

CLAUSOLE FINALI

Articolo 86

1. Durante un periodo che non superera i diciotto mesi, a decorrere
dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, gli Ambasciatori a Roma
dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della
Francia, agendo di comune accordo, rappresenteranno le Potenze Alleate
ed Associate, per trattare con il Governo italiano ogni questione relativa
all'esecuzione e all'interpretazione del presente Trattato.

2. I Quattro Ambasciatori daranno al Governo italiano i consigli, i
pareri tecnici ed i chiarimenti che potranno essere necessari per assicurare
l'esecuzione rapida ed efficace del presente Trattato, sia nella lettera che
nello spirito.

3. II Governo italiano fornira ai Quattro Ambasciatori tutte le informa-
zioni necessarie e tutta l'assistenza di cui essi potranno aver bisogno nel-
l'esercizio delle funzioni ad essi conferite dal presente Trattato.

Articolo 87

1. Salvo i casi per i quali una diversa procedura sia prevista da un
Articolo del presente Trattato, ogni controversia relativa all'interpretazione
od all'esecuzione del presente Trattato, che non sia stata regolata per via
di negoziati diplomatici diretti, sara sottoposta ai Quattro Ambasciatori, che
procederanno ai sensi dell'Articolo 86. In tal caso perZ gli Ambasciatori
non saranno tenuti ad osservare i termini di tempo fissati in detto Articolo.
Ogni controversia di tale natura, ch'essi non abbiano regolato entro un
periodo di due mesi, salvo che le parti interessate si mettano d'accordo su
un altro mezzo per dirimere la controversia stessa, sara sottoposta, a richiesta
di una o dell'altra delle parti, ad una Commissione composta di un rappre-
sentante di ciascuna delle parti e di un terzo membro scelto di comune
accordo tra le due parti tra i cittadini di un terzo paese. In mancanza di
accordo tra le due parti entro un mese sulla questione della designazione di
detto terzo membro, l'una o l'altra delle parti potra chiedere al Segretario
Generale delle Nazioni Unite di procedere alla relativa designazione.
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2. La decisione presa dalla maggioranza dei membri della Commis-
sione costituira la decisione della Commissione e sarh accettata dalle parti
come definitiva e obbligatoria.

Articolo 88

1. Ogni altro membro delle Nazioni Unite che sia in guerra con l'Italia
e che non sia firmatario del presente Trattato, e l'Albania, potranno aderire
al Trattato e, dal momento dell'adesione, saranno considerati come Potenze
Associate ai fini del presente Trattato.

2. Gli strumenti d'adesione saranno depositati presso il Governo della
Repubblica francese e avranno valore dal momento del loro deposito.

Articolo 89

Le disposizioni del presente Trattato non conferiranno alcun diritto o
beneficio ad alcuno Stato designato nelle Premesse come una delle Potenze
Alleate e Associate o ai rispettivi cittadini, finche detto Stato non sia divenuto
parte contraente del Trattato, attraverso il deposito del proprio strumento
di ratifica.

Articolo 90

I1 presente Trattato, di cui il testo francese, inglese e russo fanno fede,
dovrh essere ratificato dalle Potenze Alleate e Associate. Esso dovra anche
essere ratificato dall'Italia. Esso entrerh in vigore immediatamente dopo il
deposito delle ratifiche da parte dell'Unione delle Repubbliche Socialiste
Sovietiche, del Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e dell'Irlanda del Nord, degli
Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia. Gli strumenti di ratifica saranno, nel
piu breve tempo possibile, depositati presso il Governo della Repubblica
francese.

Per quanto concerne ciascuna delle Potenze Alleate o Associate, i cui
strumenti di ratifica saranno depositati in epoca successiva, il Trattato en-
trera in vigore alla data del deposito. II presente Trattato sara depositato
negli archivi del Governo della Repubblica francese, che rimetterh copie
autentiche a ciascuno degli Stati firmatari.
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ELENCO DEGLI ALLEGATI

I. Carte (vedi raccolta a parte)
II. Descrizione dettagliata dei tratti di frontiera a cui si applicano

le modificazioni di cui all'Articolo 2
III. Garanzie relative al Moncenisio e alla regione di Tenda e di Briga
IV. Accordo tra il Governo Italiano e il Governo Austriaco in data

5 settembre 1946

V. Approwigionamento dell'acqua per il comune di Gorizia e dintorni
VI. Statuto Permanente del Territorio Libero di Trieste

VII. Strumento relativo al regime prowisorio del Territorio Libero di
Trieste

VIII. Strumento relativo al Porto Franco di Trieste
IX. Disposizioni tecniche relative al Territorio Libero di Trieste
X. Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative al Territorio Libero

di Trieste

XI. Dichiarazione comune dei Governi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno
Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, concernente
i possedim'enti territoriali italiani in Africa

XII. Elenco delle navi da guerra:
A. che l'Italia pub conservare
B. che l'Italia deve consegnare

XIII. Definizioni:
A. Termini navali
B. Istruzione militare, navale ed aerea
C. Definizione ed elenco del materiale bellico
D. Definizione dei termini "Smilitarizzazione" e

"Smilitarizzato"

XIV. Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative ai territori ceduti
XV. Disposizioni speciali concernenti certe categorie di beni:

A. Proprieta industriale, letteraria ed artistica
B. Assicurazioni

XVI. Contratti, prescrizione, titoli all'ordine

XVII. Tribunali delle prede e giudizi
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ALLEGATO I
Carte Allegate al Trattato di Pace con l'Italia

(vedi raccolta a parte)

A. Frontiere dell'Italia (Articolo 1)
B. Frontiera franco-italiana (Articolo 2)
C. Frontiera italo-jugoslava (Articolo 3)
D. Frontiera del Territorio Libero di Trieste (Articoli 4 e 22)
E. Zone maritime definite all'Articolo 11 del presente Trattato

ALLEGATO II

Frontiera Franco-Italiana

Descrizione dettagliata dei tratti di frontiera a cui si
applicano le modificazioni di cui all'Articolo 2

Passo del Piccolo San Bernardo

Riferimento: carta 1:20.000: Ste Foy Tarentaise N. 1 e 2
I1 nuovo confine segue un tracciato che parte dalla cresta rocciosa di

Lancebranlette, poi, discendendo verso oriente, segue la linea dello spar-
tiacque al livello di 2180 metri donde passa alla colonna Joux (2188). Di
qui, seguendo ancora la linea dello spartiacque, risale alla Costa del Belve-
dere di cui segue gli affioramenti rocciosi, risale il Monte Belvedere, di
cui contorna la cima, lasciando quest'ultimo in territorio francese a 120
metri dalla frontiera e passando per le quote 2570, 2703, la Bella Valletta
e la quota 2746, si ricongiunge all'antico confine al Monte Valaisan.

Ripiano del Moncenisio

Riferimento: carte 1:20.000 di Lanslebourg N. 5-6 e 7-8 e di Monte
D'Ambin, N. 1-2

I1 nuovo confine segue un tracciato che abbandona l'antica frontiera
a Monte Tour, segue verso occidente la linea di demarcazione amministra-
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tiva, che figura nella carta, segue poi il Vitoun dal punto in cui incontra il
suo braccio settentrionale e ne discende il corso fino alla Rocca della
Torretta.

Continuando poi a seguire la linea degli affioramenti rocciosi, rag-
giunge il torrente che viene dall'Alpe Lamet e discende con esso fino alla
base della scarpata rocciosa lungo la quale esso corre per circa 800 metri
fino alla linea del thalweg, ad un punto situato a circa 200 metri al nord
della quota 1805.

Prosegue quindi fino alla sommith del tratto di terreno franoso che
domina Ferrera Cenisio a circa 300 metri da questa e continuando verso
occidente, raggiunge la strada che circonda ad est il Rne. Paradiso, a 400
metri ad ovest dello spiazzo terminale (1854), per lasciarla subito e piegare
a sud.

Taglia la strada di Bar Cenisia in un punto a circa 100 metri a sudest
del Rifugio No. 5, traversa il thalweg in direzione del lago S. Giorgio, segue
all'incirca la costa 1900 fino alla quota 1907, costeggia poi la riva
meridionale del Lago d'Arpon e raggiunge la cima rocciosa che continua
a seguire in direzione sudovest fino alla confluenza dei torrenti che scen-
dono dal Ghiacciaio di Bard ad un punto a circa 1400 metri a sudovest del
lago d'Arpon.

Di qui, piegando verso sud, segue all'incirca la costa 2500, passa per
quota 2579 e poi correndo lungo la costa 2600 raggiunge il Lago della
Vecchia e si ricongiunge, alla linea di demarcazione amministrativa segnata
sulla carta a 700 metri circa a sud est del lago, al sentiero di Passo d'Avanza
che segue lungo le scarpate rocciose fino all'antica frontiera, a meta strada
tra il Col della Vecchia e il Colle del Clapier.

Monte Tabor

Riferimento: carte 1:20.000 di Nevache, N. 1-2, 5-6 e 7-8
Dalla Cima de la Planette al Rocher de Guion (Cima del Sueur)

Il nuovo confine segue un tracciato che lascia l'attuale frontiera a
Cima de La Planette e, procedendo verso mezzogiorno, segue la cresta attra-
verso le quote 2980, 3178, la Rca. Bernaude (3228), le quote 2842, 2780,
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2877, il Passo della Gallina (2671), le quote 2720, 2806 e la Punta Quattro

Sorelle (2700).

Discendendo il pendio ad oriente di questa cima, il tracciato lascia

in territorio francese la quota 2420, di dove raggiunge e segue ad est il

sentiero che conduce agli edifici situati a circa 200 metri da quota 2253,

restando detto sentiero e detti edifici in territorio francese. Entra poi in un

thalweg che passa a circa 300 metri a nordest di quota 1915, donde rag-
giunge l'estremita nord-occidentale del bacino che, nella Vallee Etroite (Valle

Stretta) alimenta le centrali idroelettriche di Sette Fontane, lasciando detto
bacino e dette centrali in territorio italiano. Contornando il bacino a sud,

raggiunge il crocevia a quota 1499.

Segue poi il sentiero che affianca strettamente la costa 1500 lungo

I'estremita dei boschi e che conduce a Comba della Gorgia, vicino a costa
1580; risale poi il thalweg verso quota 1974 e raggiunge l'estremita delle
scarpate rocciose di La Sueur, segnate dalle quote 2272, 2268, 2239, 2266,
2267, mantenendosi su detta estremita sinche non incontra l'antica frontiera.
La cresta delle roccie ad il sentiero che corre lungo di essa resta in terri-
torio francese.

Chaberton

Riferimento: Carte 1:20.000 di Briancon N. 3-4

II nuovo confine segue un tracciato che abbandona l'antica frontiera
a quota 3042 (a nord della quota 3070 e della Pointe des Trois Scies) e
segue la cresta rocciosa fino alla Croce del Vallonetto.

Dalla Croce del Vallonetto piega verso sud lungo la cresta rocciosa e
raggiunge la strada del Chaberton nel punto in cui quest'ultima entra nel-
l'awallamento circolare del Clot des Morts.

Traversata detta strada e il thalweg che la delimita, il tracciato segue
all'incirca per 1250 metri la costa 2300, che, sul terreno, segue verso sud-est
una serie di affioramenti rocciosi e di detriti, poi taglia direttamente il
versante orientale del Monte Chaberton, raggiunge un punto a circa 400
metri ad ovest della quota 2160, lasciando in territorio francese il pilone
intermedio della teleferica che vi si trova.

Di la si dirige direttamente, attraverso una serie di sbarramenti roc-
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ciosi e di dirupi, verso la posizione (non segnata sulla carta) di La Fontaine
des Chamois, vicino alla quota 2228 (circa 1400 metri a nordest di Cla-
vieres), che fiancheggia verso est, seguendo la seconda curva della strada
che unisce questo punto alla caserma fortificata del Chaberton, sulla strada
da Cezanne (Cesana) a Clavieres, lasciando le opere fortificate di La
Fontaine des Chamois in territorio francese.

Di qui, seguendo in un primo momento in direzione sud la linea di
demarcazione comunale segnata sulla carta e poi lo sbarramento roccioso a
circa 400 metri a nord della strada Clavieres-Cezanne (Cesana), piega verso
sud-ovest passando ai piedi della parete rocciosa, a una distanza da quest'ul-
tima, sufficiente per consentire la costruzione di una strada a doppia circo-
lazione.

Contornando cosi a nord il villaggio di Clavieres, che resta in territorio
italiano, il tracciato raggiunge il Rio Secco a circa 200 metri a monte del
ponte di Clavieres, ne discende il corso, segue poi il corso della Doire
Ripaire (Dora Riparia) fino alla strada da Clavieres a Val Gimont, che e
lasciata all'Italia e segue quindi detta strada fino al ponte sul Gimont.

Risalendo il corso di quest'ultimo per circa 300 metri, il tracciato
l'abbandona poi per seguire la mulattiera che lo porta fino al pilone supe-
riore della teleferica di Clavieres (Col du Mont Fort du Boeuf) che e las-

ciato in territorio francese. Poi, attraverso la cresta, si ricongiunge all'at-
tuale frontiera a Mont La Plane, posto di frontiera 251. La strada della

Valle del Gimont e lasciata in territorio italiano.

Valli superiori della Tinea, della Vesubie e della Roya

1. Dalla Cima di Colla Longa alla Cima di Mercantour

Riferimenti: carte 1:20.000 di St. Etienne de Tinee, N. 3-4 e 7-8 e di Les
Trois Ponts, N. 5-6

I1 nuovo confine segue un tracciato che abbandona la vecchia frontiera

alla Cima di Colla Longa e, procedendo verso oriente e seguendo la linea
dello spartiacque, va lungo le creste rocciose passando per le quote 2719,

2562, il Colle di Seccia, raggiunge a quota 2760 la Testa dell'Autaret, passa

per quota 2672 al Colle della Guercia (2456) e per le quote 2640, 2693 e

2689, raggiunge le Rocche di Saboul6 e ne segue la cresta nord.
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Seguendo la cresta, il tracciato passa per le quote 2537, 2513, Passo
del Lausfer (2461) e quota 2573 fino alla Testa Auta del Lausfer (2587),
donde piega verso sud fino a Testa Colla Auta, passando Cima del Laus-
fer (2554) e lasciando detta quota in Italia.

Di qui, attraverso quota 2484 e seguendo il sentiero di cresta, cne
rimane in territorio francese, attraverso quote 2240 e 2356 ed il Passo di
S. Anna e quote 2420 e 2407, raggiunge un punto a circa 80 metri a sud di
quota 2378 (Cima Moravacciera).

Seguendo il sentiero di cresta, lasciato in territorio francese, passa per
la Testa Ga del Caval e quota 2331, lasciate entrambe in territorio francese
e poi, abbandonando il sentiero, continua sulla cresta di Testa dell'Adreck
(2475) e, attraverso il Colle della Lombarda e quota 2556, raggiunge Cima
della Lombarda (2801).

Ripiegando verso sud-est, segue quindi la cresta rocciosa e passando
per Passo di Peania, Cima di Vermeil, quota 2720, lasciata in territorio
francese, Testa Cba. Grossa (2792), Passo del Lupo, (2730) e quota 2936,
raggiunge Monte Malinvern.

Di qui, in direzione sud, attraverso quote 2701, 2612 e Cima di Tavels
(2804) e poi in direzione est attraverso quota 2823, raggiunge Testa del
Claus (2889).

Poi, piegando in direzione generale sud-est, traversa il Passo delle
Portette, passa per quota 2814 e Testa delle Portette, quota 2868, Testa
Margiola (2831), Caire di Prefouns (2840), Passo del Prefouns (2620),
Testa di Tablasses (2851), Passo di Bresses (2794) e Testa di Bresses
(2820) e passando per Cima di Fremamorta (2731), Colle Fremamorta,
quote 2625,2675 e 2539, Cima di Pagari (2686), Cima di Naucetas (2706),
quote 2660, 2673, e Colle di Ciriegia (2581), raggiunge Cima di Mercan-
tour (2775).

2. Da Cima di Mercantour a Monte Clapier

Riferimento: Carta 1:20.000: Les Trois Ponts, N. 5-6 e carta italiana
1:20.000: Madonna delle Finestre

Dalla Cima di Mercantour procede per quota 2705, Colle Mercantour
(2611), Cima Ghilie (2998), le quote 2939 e 2955, Testa della Rovina
(2981), quote 2844 e 2862, Passo della Rovina, Caire dell'Agnel (2935,
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2867, 2784), Cima del Caire Agnel (2830), Cima Mallariva (2860), Cima
Cairas (2831), Cima Cougourda (2881, 2921), Cima dei Gaisses (2896),
quote 2766, 2824, Cima del Lombard (2842), quote 2831, 2717, 2591,
2600 e 2582, Boccia Forno, Cima delle Finestre (2657), Col delle Finestre,
quote 2634, 2686 e 2917, e raggiunge Cima dei Gelas (3143) e, attraverso
quote 3070, Cima della Maledia (3061), donde segue poi il sentiero di
Passo del Pagari (2819); quindi, seguendo la linea di demarcazione comu-
nale, segnata sulla carta, raggiunge il Passo di Monte Clapier (2827) e
contorna il Monte Clapier (3045) a nord e ad est, seguendo la linea di
demarcazione amministrativa segnata sulla carta.

3. Dal Monte Clapier al Colle di Tenda

Riferimento: Carta italiana 1:20.000: Madonna delle Finestre e Colle di
Tenda

Dal Monte Clapier, il tracciato segue la linea di demarcazione ammi-
nistrativa rappresentata sulla carta da quote 2915, 2887 e 2562, dal Passo
dell'Agnel e da quota 2679, fino a Cima dell'Agnel (2775).

Si dirige poi verso oriente, seguendo sempre la linea di demarcazione
amministrativa rappresentata sulla carta da quota 2845 e 2843 delle Roccie
dell'Agnel; raggiunge poi Cima della Scandeiera (2706), attraverso il Colle
del Sabbione (2332), prosegue per quote 2373, 2226, 2303 e 2313 fino
a Cima del Sabbione (2610), quota 2636, Punta Peirafica, quote 2609,
2585, 2572, 2550 e raggiunge la Rocca dell'Abisso (2755).

I1 tracciato si mantiene ancora sulla linea di demarcazione amministra.
tiva segnata sulla carta fino ad est della quota 2360, poi corre lungo gli af-
fioramenti rocciosi a nord di Rne. Pian Misson, da cui raggiunge il sentiero
di Monte Becco Rosso e lo segue a nord delle quote 2181, 2116 e 1915;
costeggia quindi per circa un chilometro la strada in direzione nord prima
di riprendere il sentiero surricordato fino al Colle di Tenda. I1 sentiero e la
parte di strada nazionale sopramenzionata rimangono in territorio francese.

4. Dal Colle di Tenda alla Cima Missun

Riferimento: carta italiana 1:20.000: Tenda e Certosa di Pesio
Dal Colle di Tenda il tracciato, lasciando il sentiero in territorio fran-

cese, prosegue fino a quote 1887 e 2206, poi abbandona il sentiero per
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seguire sulla cresta la linea di demarcazione amministrativa segnata sulla
carta; quindi passando per quota 2262 raggiunge Cima del Becco (2300).

Dirigendosi verso nord e lungo la linea di demarcazione amministrativa
segnata sulla carta, raggiunge il Col della Perla (2086), segue il sentiero
che corre lungo gli affioramenti rocciosi di Cima del Cuni fino al Col della
Boaira, dove l'abbandona per seguire la cresta in direzione nord. II sentiero
sopramenzionato rimane in territorio francese.

Costeggiando l'affioramento roccioso, prosegue fino a quota 2275,
raggiunge Testa Ciaudon (2386), corre lungo le scarpate rocciose, attra-
versa Colla Piana (2219) e raggiunge quota 2355 del Monte delle Carsene,
che e lasciato in territorio francese; segue poi la cresta nord di detto monte
per Punta Straldi (2375), quote 2321 e 2305, fino a Passo Scarason, poi
piega a nord fino alla quota 2352, dove incontra la linea di demarcazione
amministrativa segnata sulla carta e segue detta linea attraverso quote 2510
e 2532, fino a Punta Marguareis (2651).

Deviando verso mezzogiorno, segue poi la cresta, passa quota 2585 e
discendendo lungo lo spigolo roccioso, raggiunge Colle del Lago dei Signori.

Seguendo il sentiero di cresta, che rimane in territorio francese e
seguendo quindi la cresta stessa, raggiunge Cima di Pertega (2402), scende
lungo la cresta rocciosa fino al Colle delle Vecchie (2106); di qui segue
il sentiero di cresta, che lascia in territorio francese, attraverso quote 2190,
2162, Cima del Vescovo (2257) e Cima di Velega (2366), fino a Monte
Bertrand.

Da Monte Bertrand (2481) il tracciato segue la linea di demarcazione
amministrativa segnata sulla carta fino a Colla Rossa, dove riprende il sen-
tiero di cresta che poi costeggia passando attraverso quote 2179 e 2252 fino
a Cima Missun (2356); contornando quindi questa cima verso est, continua
a seguire il sentiero sopramenzionato, che rimane in territorio francese.

5. Da Cima Missun a Col de Pegairole

Riferimento: carta 1:20.000 Pointe de Lugo, N. 1-2 e 5-6

Seguendo lo stesso sentiero di cresta il tracciato attraversa Colla Cra-
virora e passa ad est della quota 2265 fino a Punta Farenga. Abbandona
poi il sentiero per contomare ad est la Cima Ventosa, dopodiche raggiunge
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il sentiero del Passo di Tanarello, lasciando in Francia le costruzioni dall'al-
tra parte del sentiero. I1 tracciato passa poi lungo il Monte Tanarello, attra-
versa Passo Basera (2038), contorna il Monte Saccarello, che e lasciato a
circa 300 metri in direzione di occidente, poi, seguendo prima la cresta roc-
ciosa e quindi il sentiero fino al Passo di Collardente, raggiunge la cresta
che conduce al Monte Collardente, lasciando quota 1762 in territorio fran-
cese. A questo punto costeggia un sentiero che e lasciato in territorio italiano
e raggiunge il Monte Collardente, lasciando in territorio francese il sentiero
che lo attraversa. II tracciato segue poi questo sentiero attraverso la Bassa
di Sanson ad est ed a sud di quota 1769, fino alle costruzioni situate a circa
500 metri ad est di Testa della Nava (1934), che sono lasciate in territorio
francese.

Abbandonando la strada all'altezza di dette fabbriche, raggiunge in
cresta la strada lungo la cresta di Testa di Nava, che rimane in territorio
francese e la segue fino alle fabbriche a sud-est della Cima di Marta o Monte
Vacche, contornandolo dall'est.

Di qui, lungo la strada di cresta, lasciata in territorio francese, con-
torna il Monte Ceriana, abbandona la strada per raggiungere il Monte Grai
(2014), la riprende di nuovo al Col (1875), la segue per contornare Cima
della Valletta e Monte Pietravecchia, fino alla cresta rocciosa.

Attraversa poi la Gola dell'Incisa, raggiunge per via della cresta
e quota 1759 il Monte Toraggio (1972), e poi Cima di Logambon e la Gola
del Corvo, contorna il Monte Bauso e Monte Lega (1552, 1563 e 1556) e
segue la cresta giui fino al Passo di Muratone.

Lungo la strada di cresta, lasciata in territorio francese, arriva fino
a Monte Scarassan, al sud di Monte Battolino e di quota 1358, raggiungendo
Colla Pegairole.

6. Da Colla Pegairole a Monte Mergo

Riferimento: carta 1:20.000 di Pointe de Lugo N. 5-6, San Remo N. 1-2 e
Menton N. 3-4

Da Colla Pegairole il tracciato segue la linea di demarcazione ammi-
nistrativa segnata sulla carta, lasciando Cisterne alla Francia, risale Monte
Simonasso, discende fino al Col e segue la strada fino a Margheria Suan, che
lascia in territorio francese, mentre i chalets rimangono in territorio italiano.
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a Monte Scarassan, al sud di Monte Battolino e di quota 1358, raggiungendo 

Colla Pegairole. 

6. Da Colla Pegairole a Monte Mergo 

Riferimento: carta 1:20.000 di Pointe de Lugo N. 5-6, San Remo N. 1-2 e 

Menton N. 3-4 

Da Colla Pegairole ii tracciato segue la linea di demarcazione ammi-

nistrativa segnata sulla carta, lasciando Cisteme alla Francia, risale Monte 

Simonasso, discende fino al Col e segue la strada fino a Margheria Suan, che 

lascia in territorio francese, mentre i chalets rimangono in territorio italiano. 



Continuando a seguire la strada, lasciata in territorio francese, passa
ad est di Testa d'Alpe, per Fontana dei Draghi, per le sorgenti di quota
1406, per quota 1297, contorna Colla Sgora ad est, passa per quote 1088,
1016 e 1026, attraversa la cresta rocciosa di Monte Colombin, segue la
linea di demarcazione amministrativa segnata sulla carta lungo Cima di
Reglie (846 e 858), abbandona detta linea in direzione sudovest per seguire
la cresta di Serra dell'Arpetta (543, 474 e 416) fino al thalweg della Roya,
che attraversa a circa 200 metri a nordovest del ponte di Fanghetto.

Il tracciato risale poi il thalweg della Roya fino ad un punto situato a
circa 350 metri dal ponte sopramenzionato. Abbandona la Roya a detto punto
e si dirige a sudovest verso quota 566. Da questo punto precede verso ovest
fino ad incontrare il burrone che discende verso Olivetta; lo segue fino alla
strada, lasciando in territorio italiano le abitazioni situate sulla strada stessa,
risale la Val di Trono per circa 200 metri e poi si dirige verso quota 410,
fino alla strada tra Olivetta e S. Girolamo. Di qui, dopo aver seguito la
strada per cento metri circa verso sudest, riprende la direzione generale di
sudovest fino a quota 403, proseguendo per circa 20 metri lungo ed a sud
della strada segnata sulla carta. Da quota 403 segue la cresta di Punta
Becche fino a quota 379, poi, dirigendosi di nuovo verso sudovest, attra-
versa il Bevera, seguendo il thalweg verso Monte Mergo, che contorna a sud
a circa 50 metri dalla cima (686) lasciata in territorio francese, e raggiunge
l'attuale frontiera ad un punto situato a circa 100 metri a sudovest di detta
cima.

ALLEGATO III

Garanzie relative al Moncenisio e alla regione di Tenda-Briga

(vedi Articolo 9)

A-GARANZIE CHE LA FRANCIA DOVRA FORNIRE ALL'ITALIA IN RELAZIONE

ALLA CESSIONE DEL RIPIANO DEL MONCENISIO

I. Garanzie relative alla fornitura dacqua del Lago del Moncenisio per la
produzione d'energia idroelettrica

(a) La Francia controllera il rifornimento dell'acqua dal Lago del
Moncenisio alle condotte sotterranee che alimentano le centrali idroelet-
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Continuando a seguire la strada, lasciata in territorio francege, passa 

ad est di Testa d'Alpe, per Fontana dei Draghi, per le sorgenti di quota 

1406, per quota 1297, contorna CoIla Sgora ad est, passa per quote 1088, 

1016 e 1026, attraversa la cresta rocciosa di Monte Colombin, segue la 

linea di demarcazione amministrativa segnata sulla carta lungo Cima di 

Reglie (846 e 858), abbandona detta linea in direzione sudovest per seguire 

la cresta di Serra dell'Arpetta (543, 474 e 416) fino al thalweg della Roya, 

che attraversa a circa 200 metri a nordovest del ponte di Fanghetto. 

Ii tracciato risale poi il thalweg della Roya fino ad un punto situato a 

circa 350 metri dal ponte sopramenzionato. Abbandona la Roya a detto punto 

e Si dirige a sudovest verso quota 566. Da questo punto procede verso ovest 

fino ad incontrare ii burrone che discende verso Olivetta; lo segue fino alla 

strada, lasciando in territorio italiano le abitazioni situate sulla strada stessa, 

risale la Val di Trono per circa 200 metri e poi si dirige verso quota 410, 

fino alla strada tra Olivetta e S. Girolamo. Di qui, dopo aver seguito la 

strada per cento metri circa verso sudest, riprende la direzione generale di 

sudovest fino a quota 403, proseguendo per circa 20 metri lungo ed a sud 

della strada segnata sulla carta. Da quota 403 segue la cresta di Punta 

Becche fino a quota 379, poi, dirigendosi di nuovo verso sudovest, attra-

versa il Bevera, seguendo il thalweg verso Monte Mergo, che contorna a sud 

a circa 50 metri dalla cima (686) lasciata in territorio francese, e raggiunge 

l'attuale frontiera ad un punto situato a circa 100 metri a sudovest di detta 

cima. 

ALLEGATO III 

Garanzie relative al Moncenisio e alla regione di Tenda-Briga 

(vedi Articolo 9) 

A — GARANZIE CUE LA FRANCIA DOVRA FORNIRE ALL'ITALIA IN RELAZIONE 
ALLA CESSIONE DEL RIPIANO DEL MONCENISIO 

I. Garanzie relative alla fornitura d'acqua del Lago del Moncenisio per la 

produzione d'energia idroelettrica 

(a) La Francia controllera ii rifornimento dell'acqua dal Lago del 

Moncenisio alle condotte sotterranee the alimentano le centrali idroelet-
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triche di Gran Scala, di Venaus e di Mompantero, in modo da assicurare a
dette centrali quei quantitativi d'acqua a quel ritmo di flusso di cui l'Italia
potra aver bisogno.

(b) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento
e rinnovera quando sia necessario, tutti gli impianti occorrenti per il con-
trollo e la fornitura dell'acqua, in conformita dell'alinea (a), in quanto
detti impianti si trovino in territorio francese.

(c) La Francia informerS l'Italia a richiesta di quest'ultima, del volume
d'acqua esistente nel lago del Moncenisio e dara al riguardo ogni altra in-
formazione, per consentire all'Italia di determinare i quantitativi d'acqua
e il ritmo di flusso, con cui dovranno essere alimentate le dette condotte
sotterranee.

(d) La Francia dara esecuzione alle disposizioni che precedono, con
il dovuto riguardo all'economia e fara pagare all'Italia le relative spese
effettivamente sostenute.

II. Garanzie relative all'energia elettrica prodotta dalla centrale idro-
elettrica di Gran Scala

(a) La Francia fara funzionare l'impianto idroelettrico di Gran Scala,
in modo da produrre (sotto riserva del controllo della fornitura d'acqua,
come disposto dalla Garanzia I), i quantitativi di energia elettrica di cui
I'Italia potra aver bisogno, al ritmo da essa richiesto, dopo aver coperto il
fabbisogno locale (che non dovra superare sensibilmente il fabbisogno at-
tuale) della regione vicina a Gran Scala, situata in territorio francese.

(b) La Francia fara funzionare l'impianto di pompe adiacente alla
centrale di Gran Scala, in modo da far affluire l'acqua al lago del Mon-
cenisio, nella misura e nel momento in cui l'Italia possa averne bisogno.

(c) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento
e rinnovera, quando sia necessario, tutti gli impianti costituenti la centrale
idroelettrica di Gran Scala, compreso l'impianto di pompe e la linea di
trasmissione, con relativa attrezzatura, congiungente la centrale di Gran
Scala con la frontiera franco-italiana.

(d) La Francia assicurera, attraverso la linea congiungente Gran Scala
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triche di Gran Scala, di Venaus e di Mompantero, in modo da assicurare a 

dette centrali quei quantitativi d'acqua a quel ritmo di flusso di cui l'Italia 
potrà aver bisogno. 

(b) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento 

e rinnovera quando sia necessario, tutti gli impianti occorrenti per il con-

trollo e la fornitura dell'acqua, in conformita dell'alinea (a), in quanto 

detti impianti si trovino in territorio francese. 

(c) La Francia informera l'Italia a richiesta di quest'ultima, del volume 

d'acqua esistente nel lago del Moncenisio e dara al riguardo ogni altra in-

formazione, per consentire all'Italia di determinare i quantitativi d'acqua 

e ii ritmo di. flusso, con cui dovranno essere alimentate le dette condotte 

sotterranee. 

(d) La Francia dara esecuzione alle disposizioni che precedono, con 

ii dovuto riguardo all'economia e fara pagare all'Italia le relative spese 

effettivamente sostenute. 

II. Garanzie relative all'energia elettrica prodotta dalla centrale idro-

elettrica di Gran Scala 

(a) La Francia fara funzionare l'impianto idroelettrico di Gran Scala, 

in modo da produrre (sotto riserva del controllo della fornitura d'acqua, 

come disposto dalla Garanzia I), i quantitativi di energia elettrica di cui 

l'Italia potra aver bisogno, al ritmo da essa richiesto, dopo aver coperto ii 

fabbisogno locale (che non dovra superare sensibilmente il fabbisogno at-

tuale) della regione vicina a Gran Scala, situata in territorio francese. 

(b) La Francia fara funzionare l'impianto di pompe adiacente alla 

centrale di Gran Scala, in modo da far affluire l'acqua al lago del Mon-

cenisio, nella misura e nel momento in cui l'Italia possa averne bisogno. 

(c) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento 

e rinnovera, quando sia nece.ssario, tutti gli impianti costituenti la centrale 

idroelettrica di Gran Scala, compreso l'impianto di pompe e la linea di 

trasmissione, con relativa attrezzatura, congiungente la centrale di Gran 

Scala con la frontiera franco-italiana. 

(d) La Francia assicurera, attraverso la linea congiungente Gran Scala 



con la frontiera franco-italiana, il trasporto dell'energia elettrica, come sopra
occorrente all'Italia e consegnera tale energia all'Italia nel punto in cui la
linea di trasmissione taglia la frontiera franco-italiana per entrare in terri-
torio italiano.

(e) La Francia manterra il voltaggio e la frequenza dell'energia for-
nita in conformita delle disposizioni di cui sopra, a quel livello che l'Italia
potra ragionevolmente richiedere.

(f) La Francia prendera accordi con l'Italia per quanto riguarda il
collegamento telefonico tra Gran Scala e l'Italia e restera in contatto con
l'Italia al fine di assicurare che la centrale di Gran Scala, l'impianto delle
pompe e la linea di trasmissione siano fatte funzionare in modo conforme
alle garanzie sopraenunciate.

(g) II prezzo che la Francia dovra fissare e l'Italia dovra pagare per
l'energia elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia e prodotta dalla centrale
elettrica di Gran Scala (dopo che siano soddisfatte le necessita locali sopra-
dette) dovra essere eguale al prezzo fissato in Francia per la fornitura di
analoghi quantitativi di elettricita d'origine idroelettrica in territorio fran-
cese, nelle vicinanze del Moncenisio o in altre regioni in cui si abbiano
condizioni analoghe.

III. Durata delle garanzie

Salvo che non sia altrimenti convenuto tra la Francia e l'Italia, le
garanzie di cui trattasi resteranno perpetuamente in vigore.

IV. Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza

Una Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza, franco-italiana, comprendente
un egual numero di membri francesi ed italiani, sara creata per sorvegliare e
facilitare l'esecuzione delle clausole di garanzia di cui sopra, che hanno per
oggetto di assicurare all'Italia i mezzi identici a quelli di cui essa disponeva
quanto ad energia idroelettrica ed al rifornimento idrico proveniente dal
Lago del Moncenisio, prima della cessione di questa regione alla Francia.
Rientrera anche tra le funzioni della Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza
quella di cooperare con i competenti servizi tecnici francesi per accertarsi
che la sicurezza delle valli sottostanti non sia compromessa.
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con la frontiera franco-italiana, ii trasporto dell'energia elettrica, come sopra 

occorrente all'Italia e consegnera tale energia all'Italia nel punto in cui la 

linea di trasmissione taglia la frontiera franco-italiana per entrare in terri-

torio italiano. 

(e) La Francia manterra ii voltaggio e la frequenza dell'energia for-

nita in conformita delle disposizioni di cui sopra, a quel livello che l'Italia 

potra ragionevolmente richiedere. 

(f) La Francia prendera accordi con l'Italia per quanto riguarda ii 

collegamento telefonico tra Gran Scala e e restera in contatto con 

l'Italia al fine di assicurare che la centrale di Gran Scala, l'impianto delle 

pompe e la linea di trasmissione siano fatte funzionare in modo conforme 

alle garanzie sopraenunciate. 

(g) Ii prezzo che la Francia dovra fissare e l'Italia dovra pagare per 

l'energia elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia e prodotta dalla centrale 

elettrica di Gran Scala (dopo che siano soddisfatte le necessita locali sopra-

dette) dovra essere eguale al prezzo fissato in Francia per la fomitura di 

analoghi quantitativi di elettricita d'origine idroelettrica in territorio fran-

cese, nelle vicinanze del Moncenisio o in altre regioni in cui si abbiano 

condizioni analoghe. 

III. Durata delle garanzie 

Salvo che non sia altrimenti convenuto tra la Francia e 'Italia, le 

garanzie di cui trattasi resteranno perpetuamente in vigore. 

IV. Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza 

Una Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza, franco-italiana, comprendente 

un egual numero di membri francesi ed italiani, sara creata per sorvegliare e 

facilitare resecuzione delle clausole di garanzia di cui sopra, che hanno per 

oggetto di assicurare all'Italia i mezzi identici a quell di cui essa disponeva 

quanto ad energia idroelettrica ed al rifornimento idrico proveniente dal 

Lago del Moncenisio, prima della cessione di questa regione alla Francia. 

Rientrera anche tra le funzioni della Commissione tecnica di sorveglianza 

quella di cooperare con i competenti servizi tecnici francesi per accertarsi 

che la sicurezza delle valli sottostanti non sia compromessa. 
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B--GARANZIE CHE LA FRANCIA DOVRI FORNIRE ALL'ITALIA IN RELAZIONE

ALLA CESSIONE DELLA REGIONE DI TENDA-BRIGA ALLA FRANCIA

1. Garanzie per assicurare all'Italia l'energia elettrica prodotta dai

due generatori a frequenza 162/3 della centrale idroelettrica di S. Dalmazzo
e l'energia elettrica prodotta alla frequenza di 50 dalle centrali idroelet-
triche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine, in eccedenza al quantitativo
proveniente da dette centrali, che sia necessario alla Francia per alimentare
le zone di Sospel, Mentone e Nizza, finche non siano ricostruite le centrali
idroelettriche distrutte a Breil e Fontan, rimanendo inteso che dette forni-
ture andranno diminuendo, man mano che le centrali di cui trattasi saranno
ricostruite e non dovranno comunque superare 5000 Kilowatts di potenza e
3.000.000 di Kilowatt-ore al mese e che, se la ricostruzione delle centrali
non incontrera speciali difficolta, i lavori saranno completati non oltre la
fine del 1947:

(a) La Francia fara funzionare i detti impianti in modo da produrre
(salve le limitazioni che possano essere imposte dal volume di
acqua disponibile e tenendo conto, per quanto ragionevolmente
possibile, delle necessita delle centrali situate a valle) i quanti-
tativi di energia elettrica di cui l'Italia possa aver bisogno, al
ritmo richiesto, in primo luogo, in corrente della frequenza 162/3,
per le ferrovie italiane della Liguria e del Piemonte meridionale

e in secondo luogo, in corrente della frequenza 50, per usi gene-
rali, dopo che siano stati coperti il fabbisogno della Francia per
Sospel, Mentone e Nizza, come e detto piu sopra, e le necessit&
locali dei dintorni di San Dalmazzo;

(b) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento e
rinnovera, quando sia necessario, tutti gli impianti costituenti
le centrali idroelettriche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine,
comprese le linee di trasmissione con relative attrezzature con-
giungenti le centrali di Le Mesce e di Confine con la centrale di
San Dalmazzo e le linee di trasmissione principali con relative
attrezzature, che vanno dalla centrale di San Dalmazzo alla
frontiera franco-italiana;
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B— GARANZIE CHE LA FRANCIA DOVRA. FORNIRE ALLITALIA IN RELAZIONE 

ALLA CESSIONE DELLA REGIONE DI TENDA-BRIGA ALLA FRANCIA. 

1. Garanzie per assicurare all'Italia Penergia elettrica prodotta dal 

due generatori a frequenza 162/3 della centrale idroelettrica di S. Dalmazzo 

e l'energia elettrica prodotta alla frequenza di 50 dalle centrali idroelet-

triche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine, in eccedenza al quantitativo 

proveniente da dette centrali, che sia necessario alla Francia per alimentare 

le zone di Sospel, Mentone e Nizza, finche non siano ricostruite le centrali 

idroelettriche distrutte a Breil e Fontan, rimanendo inteso che dette forth-

ture andranno diminuendo, man mano che le centrali di cui trattasi sararmo 

ricostruite e non dovrarmo comunque superare 5000 Kilowatts di potenza e 

3.000.000 di Kilowatt-ore al mese e che, se la ricostruzione delle centrali 

non incontrera speciali difficolta, i lavori sararmo completati non oltre la 

fine del 1947: 

(a) La Francia fara funzionare i detti impianti in modo da produrre 

(salve le limitazioni che possano essere imposte dal volume di 

acqua disponibile e tenendo conto, per quanto ragionevolmente 

possibile, delle necessita delle centrali situate a valle) i quanti-

tativi di energia elettrica di cui l'Italia possa aver bisogno, al 

ritmo richiesto, in primo luogo, in corrente della frequenza 162/3, 

per le ferrovie italiane della Liguria e del Piemonte meridionale 

e in secondo luogo, in corrente della frequenza 50, per usi gene-

rali, dopo che siano stati coperti ii fabbisogno della Francia per 

Sospel, Mentone e Nizza, come e detto pia sopra, e le necessita 

locali dei dintorni di San Dalmazzo; 

(b) La Francia riparera, conservera in buono stato di funzionamento e 

rinnovera, quando sia necessario, tutti gli impianti costituenti 

le centrali idroelettriche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine, 

comprese le linee di trasmissione con relative attrezzature con-

giungenti le centrali di Le Mesce e di Confine con la centrale di 

San Dalmazzo e le linee di trasmissione principali con relative 
attrezzature, che vanno dalla centrale di San Dalmazzo alla 

frontiera franco-italiana; 



(c) La Francia informera l'Italia, a richiesta di quest'ultima, del flusso

dell'acqua a Le Mesce e a Confine e del volume d'acqua in

riserva a San Dalmazzo e dara al riguardo ogni altra informa-

zione, per consentire all'Italia di determinare il suo fabbisogno

di energia elettrica in conformita alle disposizioni dell'alinea

(a);

(d) La Francia assicurera, attraverso le linee principali congiungenti

San Dalmazzo con la frontiera franco-italiana, il trasporto del-

'energia elettrica richiesta dall'Italia in base alle necessita

sopradette e consegnera tale energia all'Italia, nei punti in cui

le linee di trasmissione principali tagliano la frontiera franco-

italiana per entrare in territorio italiano;

(e) La Francia manterra il voltaggio e la frequenza dell'energia for-

nita in conformita alle disposizioni di cui sopra, a quel livello
che all'Italia potra effettivamente abbisognare;

(f) La Francia prendera delle intese con l'Italia per quanto riguarda il

collegamento telefonico tra San Dalmazzo e l'Italia e restera in

contatto con l'Italia per assicurare che le dette centrali idroelet-

triche e le linee di trasmissione siano fatte funzionare in modo
conforme alle garanzie sopraenunciate.

2. Garanzia relativa al prezzo che la Francia fara pagare all'Italia per
l'energia elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia ai sensi del paragrafo 1
di cui sopra, fino alla cessazione della fornitura, in conformita al del para-
grafo 3 di cui in appresso:

il prezzo che la Francia fissera e l'Italia dovra pagare per l'energia

elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia e prodotta dalle centrali idro-
elettriche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine, dopo che siano soddisfatti

il fabbisogno della Francia per Sospel, Mentone e Nizza e le necessita locali

dei dintorni di San Dalmazzo, in conformita alle disposizioni dell'alinea

(a) della Garanzia 1, dovra essere eguale al prezzo fissato in Francia per

le forniture di analoghi quantitativi di elettricita d'origine idroelettrica in
territorio francese, nelle vicinanze dell'Alta Valle della Roya o in altre

regioni in cui si verifichino analoghe condizioni.
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(c) La Francia informera Mafia, a richiesta di quest'ultima, del flusso 

dell'acqua a Le Mesce e a Confine e del volume d'acqua in 

riserva a San Dalmazzo e (larà al riguardo ogni altra informa-

zione, per consentire all'Italia di determinare ii suo fabbisogno 

di energia elettrica in conformitit alle disposizioni dell'alinea 

(a); 

(d) La Francia assicurerit, attraverso le linee principali congitmgenti 

San Dalmazzo con la frontiera franco-italiana, ii trasporto del-

renergia elettrica richiesta dall'Italia in base alle necessita 

sopradette e consegnera tale energia all'Italia, nei punti in cal 

le linee di trasmissione principali tagliano la frontiera franco-

italiana per entrare in territorio italiano; 

(e) La Francia manterra ii voltaggio e la frequenza delPenergia for-

nita in conformita alle disposizioni di cui sopra, a quel liven° 

che all'Italia potra effettivamente abbisognare; 

(I) La Francia prendera delle intese con Thalia per quanto riguarda ii 
collegamento telefonico tra San Dalmazzo e rItalia e restera in 

contatto con Mafia per assicurare the le dette centrali idroelet-

triche e le linee di trasmissione siano fatte funzionare in modo 

conforme alle garanzie sopraenunciate. 

2. Garanzia relativa al prezzo che la Francia fara pagare all'Italia per 

renergia elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia ai sensi del paragrafo 1 

di cui sopra, fino alla cessazione della fomitura, in conformitit al del para-
grafo 3 di cui in appresso: 

ii prezzo che la Francia fisserit e dovrit pagare per l'energia 

elettrica messa a disposizione dell'Italia e prodotta dalle centrali idro-

elettriche di Le Mesce, San Dalmazzo e Confine, dopo che siano soddisfatti 

ii fabbisogno della Francia per Sospel, Mentone e Nizza e le necessita locali 

dei dintorni di San Dalmazzo, in conformita alle disposizioni dell'alinea 

(a) della Garanzia 1, dovra essere eguale al prezzo fissato in Francia per 

le fomiture di analoghi quantitativi di elettricita d'origine idroelettrica in 

territorio francese, nelle vicinanze dell'Alta Valle della Roya o in &hi.° 
regioni in cui si verifichino analoghe condizioni. 
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3. Garanzia, per cui la Francia dovrh fornire energia elettrica all'Italia
per un ragionevole periodo di tempo:

salvo che non sia stato altrimenti convenuto tra la Francia e l'Italia,
le Granzie 1 e 2 resteranno in vigore fino al 31 dicembre 1961. Esse ces-
seranno di essere applicabili a tale data owero al 31 dicembre di qualunque
anno successivo, a condizione che uno dei due paesi abbia notificato per
iscritto all'altro, con almeno due anni di anticipo, l'intenzione di porvi
termine.

4. Garanzia relative alla piena ed equa utilizzazione da parte della
Francia e dell'Italia delle acque della Roya e dei suoi affluenti per la pro-
duzione di energia idroelettrica:

(a) la Francia fara funzionare le centrali idroelettriche della vallata
della Roya, situate in territorio francese, tenendo conto, per
quanto ragionevolmente possibile, delle necessita delle centrali
situate a valle. La Francia informer l'Italia del volume di
acqua, che, secondo le previsioni, sara disponibile ogni giorno e
fornira ogni altra informazione al riguardo;

(b) la Francia e l'Italia elaboreranno, medianti negoziati bilaterali,
un piano coordinato per l'utilizzazione delle risorse idriche della
Roya, che sia accettabile da entrambe le parti.

5. Una Commissione, o quell'altro analogo organo che si convenga di
creare, sarh istituito per controllare l'esecuzione del piano di cui all'alinea
(b) della Garanzia 4 e facilitare l'osservanza delle Garanzie 1-4.

ALLEGATO IV

Accordi intervenuti tra il Governo italiano ed il Governo austriaco il
5 settembre 1946

(Testo originale inglese quale venne firmato dalle due Parti e comunicato
alla Conferenza di Parigi il 6 settembre 1946)

(vedi Articolo 10)
1. Gli abitanti di lingua tedesca della provincia di Bolzano e quelli

dei vicini comuni bilingui della provincia di Trento, godranno di completa
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eguaglianza di diritti rispetto agli abitanti di lingua italiana, nel quadro
delle disposizioni speciali destinate a salvaguardare il carattere etnico e lo
sviluppo culturale ed economico del gruppo di lingua tedesca.

In conformita dei provedimenti legislativi gia emanati od emanandi,
ai cittadini di lingua tedesca sara specialmente concesso:

(a) l'insegnamento primario e secondario nella loro lingua materna;

(b) l'uso, su di una base di parita, della lingua tedesca e della lingua
italiana nelle pubbliche amministrazioni, nei documenti ufficiali, come pure
nella nomenclatura topografica bilingue;

(c) il diritto di ristabilire i nomi di famiglia tedeschi, che siano stati
italianizzati nel corso degli ultimi anni;

(d) l'eguaglianza di diritti per l'ammissione ai pubblici uffici, allo
scopo di attuare una piu soddisfacente distribuzione degli impieghi tra i due
gruppi etnici.

2. Alle popolazioni delle zone sopradette sara concesso l'esercizio di
un potere legislativo ed esecutivo autonomo, nell'ambito delle zone stesse. Il
quadro nel quale detta autonomia sara applicata sara determinato, consul-
tando anche elementi locali rappresentanti la popolazione di lingua tedesca.

3. II Governo italiano, allo scopo di stabilire relazioni di buon vici-
nato tra l'Austria e l'Italia, s'impegna, dopo essersi consultato con il Governo
austriaco, ed entro un anno dalla firma del presente Trattato:

(a) a rivedere, in uno spirito di equita e di comprensione, il regime
delle opzioni di cittadinanza, quale risulta dagli accordi Hitler-Mussolini
del 1939;

(b) a concludere un accordo per il reciproco riconoscimento della
validita di alcuni titoli di studio e diplomi universitari;

(c) ad approntare una convenzione per il libero transito dei passeggeri
e delle merci tra il Tirolo settentrionale e il Tirolo orientale, sia per ferrovia
che, nella misura piui larga possibile, per strada;

(d) a concludere accordi speciali tendenti a facilitare un piui esteso
traffico di frontiera e scambi locali di determinati quantitativi di prodotti
e di merci tipiche tra l'Austria e 'Italia.
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ALLEGATO V
Approvvigionamento idrico del Comune di Gorizia e dintorni

(vedi Articolo 13)

1. La Jugoslavia, nella sua qualita di proprietaria delle sorgenti e
degli impianti idrici di Fonte Fredda e di Moncorona, ne curera la manu-
tenzione e l'utilizzazione ed assicurera l'approwigionamento idrico di quella
parte del Comune di Gorizia, che, ai sensi del presente Trattato, restera in
territorio italiano. L'Italia continuera ad assicurare la manutenzione e
l'utilizzazione del bacino e del sistema di distribuzione dell'acqua, che si
trovano in territorio italiano e sono alimentati dalle sorgenti sopradette e
continuera ugualmente a fornire l'acqua a quelle zone situate in territorio
jugoslavo, che siano state trasferite alla Jugoslavia ai sensi del presente
Trattato e che siano rifornite d'acqua dal territorio italiano.

2. I quantitativi d'acqua da fornirsi come sopra dovranno corrispon-
dere a quelli che sono stati abitualmente forniti nel passato alla regione.
Qualora consumatori di uno o dell'altro Stato abbiano bisogno di forniture
ulteriori d'acqua, i due Governi esamineranno d'intesa la questione, allo
scopo di raggiungere un accordo sui prowedimenti che potranno ragione-
volmente essere adottati per soddisfare detti bisogni. Nel caso in cui il quan-
titativo d'acqua disponibile sia temporaneamente ridotto per cause naturali,
i quantitativi d'acqua, provenienti dalle sorgenti di approvigionamento so-
pradette, distribuiti ai consumatori trovantisi in Jugoslavia e in Italia, saran-

no ridotti in proporzione al rispettivo consumo precedente.

3. II prezzo che il Comune di Gorizia dovra pagare alla Jugoslavia per
l'acqua provedutale e il prezzo che i consumatori residenti in territorio
jugoslavo dovranno pagare al Comune di Gorizia saranno calcolati unica-
mente sulla base del costo di funzionamento e di manutenzione del sistema

di approwigionamento idrico ed altresi dell'ammontare delle nuove spese
che possano essere necessarie per l'attuazione delle presenti disposizioni.

4. La Jugoslavia e l'Italia, entro un mese dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato, concluderanno un accordo per la determinazione dei

rispettivi oneri, risultanti dalle disposizioni che precedono e la fissazione
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delle somme da pagarsi ai sensi delle disposizioni stesse. I due Governi
creeranno una commissione mista incaricata di presiedere all'esecuzione di
detto accordo.

5. Allo scadere di un termine di dieci anni dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato, la Jugoslavia e l'Italia riesamineranno le disposizioni che
precedono, alla luce della situazione esistente a quell'epoca, allo scopo di
determinare se si debba procedere ad una loro revisione e vi apporteranno
quelle modifiche ed aggiunte che converranno di adottare. Ogni controversia
che possa sorgere in sede di detto riesame, dovra essere regolata secondo
la procedura prevista all'Articolo 87 del presente Trattato.

ALLEGATO VI
Statuto Permanente del Territorio Libero di Trieste

(vedi Articolo 21)

Articolo 1. Estensione del Territorio Libero

Il Territorio Libero di Trieste sara delimitato dai confini descritti agli
Articoli 4 e 22 del presente Trattato, il cui tracciato sara stabilito in con-
formita dell'Articolo 5 del Trattato stesso.

Articolo 2. Integrita e indipendenza

L'integrita e l'indipendenza del Territorio Libero di Trieste sara garan-
tita dal Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite. Tale responsabilita com-
porta l'obbligo da parte del Consiglio:

(a) di assicurare l'osservanza del presente Statuto e in particolare la
protezione dei fondamentali diritti umani della popolazione.

(b) di assicurare il mantenimento dell'ordine pubblico e la sicurezza
nel Territorio Libero.

Articolo 3. Smilitarizzazione e neutralita

1. II Territorio Libero sara smilitarizzato e dichiarato neutro.

2. Nessuna forza armata sara permessa nel Territorio Libero, salvo
che per ordine del Consiglio di Sicurezza.
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3. Non saranno permesse, entro i confini del Territorio Libero, forma-
zioni, esercitazioni e attivita paramilitari.

4. Ii Governo del Territorio Libero non concludera, ne trattera accordi
o convenzioni militari con alcuno Stato.

Articolo 4. Diritti dell'uomo e liberta fondamentali

La Costituzione del Territorio Libero assicurera a ogni persona sotto-
posta alla giurisdizione del Territorio Libero, senza distinzione di origine
etnica, di sesso, di lingua o di religione, il godimento dei diritti dell'uomo
e delle liberta fondamentali, ivi comprese la liberta di culto, di lingua, di
espressione e di stampa, di insegnamento, di riunione e di associazione.
Ai cittadini del Territorio Libero sara assicurata l'eguaglianza rispetto alle
condizioni di ammissione ai pubblici uffici.

Articolo 5. Diritti civili e politici

Nessuna persona che abbia acquistato la cittadinanza del Territorio
Libero di Trieste potra essere privata dei suoi diritti civili o politici, se non
come condanna penale inflitta dalla autorita giudiziaria, per infrazione
delle leggi penali del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 6. Cittadinanza

1. I cittadini italiani che, alla data del 10 giugno 1940, erano domi.
ciliati entro i confini del Territorio Libero ed i loro figli nati dopo detta
data, diverranno cittadini originari del Territorio ed avranno pieno godi-
mento dei diritti civili e politici. Diventando cittadini del Territorio Libero,
essi perderanno la cittadinanza italiana.

2. Tuttavia il Governo del Territorio Libero disporra che le persone
di cui al paragrafo 1, che abbiano superato i 18 anni (e le persone coniu-
gate, abbiano o non abbiano superato detta eta), la cui lingua abituale sia
quella italiana, abbiano il diritto di optare per la cittadinanza italiana,
entro sei mesi dall'entrata in vigore della Costituzione, sotto determinate
condizioni che la Costituzione stessa fissera. L'esercizio del diritto di opzione
sara considerato come un riacquisto della cittadinanza italiana. L'opzione
del marito non verra considerata opzione da parte della moglie. L'opzione
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del padre, o, se il padre e deceduto, quella della madre, importera peraltro
automaticamente l'opzione di tutti i figli minori di 18 anni e non sposati.

3. Il Territorio Libero potra esigere che le persone che abbiano eserci-
tato il loro diritto di opzione si trasferiscano in Italia, entro un anno dalla
data in cui tale diritto d'opzione sara stato esercitato.

4. Le condizioni per l'acquisto della cittadinanza da parte di persone
non aventi i requisiti per ottenere la cittadinanza originaria, saranno stabi-
lite dall'Assemblea Costituente del Territorio Libero e inserite nella Costi-
tuzione. Tuttavia tali condizioni vieteranno l'acquisto della cittadinanza da
parte di coloro che abbiano appartenuto alla disciolta polizia fascista
(O.V.R.A.) e che non siano stati prosciolti da parte delle Autorita compe-
tenti, comprese le Autorita militari alleate, cui era affidata l'amministra-
zione della zona in questione.

Articolo 7. Lingue ufficiali

Le lingue ufficiali del Territorio Libero saranno l'italiano e lo sloveno.
La Costituzione determinera le circostanze nelle quali il croato potra

essere usato come terza lingua ufficiale.

Articolo 8. Bandiera e stemma

Il Territorio Libero avra la sua bandiera ed il suo stemma. La bandiera
sara quella tradizionale della citta di Trieste; stemma sara lo storico
stemma della citta stessa.

Articolo 9. Organi di Governo

Il governo del Territorio Libero sara affidato ad un Governatore, un
Consiglio di Governo, un'Assemblea popolare eletta dai cittadini del Terri-
torio Libero ed agli organi giudiziari. I rispettivi poteri saranno esercitati,
in conformita alle disposizioni del presente Statuto e della Costituzione
del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 10. Costituzione

1. La Costituzione del Territorio Libero sara stabilita in conformita
dei principi democratici e adottata da una Assemblea Costituente, a mag-
gioranza di due terzi dei voti espressi. La Costituzione dovra conformarsi
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1. La Costituzione del Territorio Libero sari stabilita in conformiti 

dei principi democratici e adottata da una Assemblea Costituente, a mag-

gioranza di due terzi dei voti espressi. La Costituzione dovri conformarsi 
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alle disposizioni del presente ,Statuto e non entrerh in vigore prima dell'en-
trata in vigore dello Statuto stesso.

2. Qualora il Governatore ritenesse che una qualunque clausola della
Costituzione proposta dall'Assemblea Costituente o qualsiasi successivo
emendamento fosse in contraddizione con lo Statuto, egli avra facolth di
impedirne l'entrata in vigore, salvo riferire la questione al Consiglio di
Sicurezza, se l'Assemblea non accettasse le sue vedute e le sue raccoman-
dazioni.

Articolo 11. Nomina del Governatore

1. I1 Governatore sara nominato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza, dopo che
siano stati consultati i Governi della Jugoslavia e dell'Italia. Egli non dovra
essere ne cittadino italiano, ne cittadino jugoslavo, ne cittadino del Territorio
Libero. Egli sara nominato per un periodo di cinque anni e potra essere
riconfermato in carica. II suo stipendio e le sue indennita saranno a carico
delle Nazioni Unite.

2. Il Governatore potra delegare una persona di sua scelta ad eserci-
tare le sue funzioni, in caso di sua assenza temporanea o di temporaneo
impedimento.

3. Il Consiglio di Sicurezza, se riterra che il Governatore sia venuto
meno ai doveri della sua carica, potra disporne la sospensione e, con le

opportune garanzie di inchiesta e di difesa da parte del Governatore stesso,

revocarlo dalla carica. In caso di sospensione o di revoca dalla carica o

in caso di morte o di incapacity, il Consiglio di Sicurezza potra designare

o nominare altra persona, con l'incarico di agire come Governatore prowi-

sorio, fino a che il Governatore sia nuovamente in condizione di poter

esercitare le sue funzioni, ovvero un nuovo Governatore sia stato nominato.

Articolo 12. Potere legislativo

II potere legislativo sara esercitato da un'Assemblea popolare composta
di una sola Camera, eletta sulla base della rappresentanza proporzionale,

dai cittadini del Territorio Libero di entrambi i sessi. Le elezioni per

l'Assemblea saranno effettuate con il sistema del suffragio universale,

eguale, diretto e segreto.
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alle disposizioni del presente ,Statuto e non entrerà in vigore prima dell'en-
trata in vigore dello Statuto stesso. 
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Costituzione proposta dall'Assemblea Costituente o qualsiasi successivo 
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impedirne l'entrata in vigore, salvo riferire la questione al Consiglio di 

Sicurezza, se l'Assemblea non accettasse le sue vedute e le sue raccoman-

dazioni. 

Artie°lo 11. Nomina del Governatore 

1. Ii Governatore sara nominato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza, dopo che 

siano stati consultati i Governi della Jugoslavia e dell'Italia. Egli non dovra 

essere ne cittadino italiano, ne cittadino jugoslavo, ne cittadino del Territorio 

Libero. Egli sara nominato per un periodo di cinque anni e potra essere 

riconfermato in carica. Ii suo stipendio e le sue indennita saranno a carico 

delle Nazioni Unite. 

2. Ii Governatore potra delegare una persona di sua scelta ad eserci-

tare le sue funzioni, in caso di sua assenza temporanea o di temporaneo 

impedimento. 

3. Ii Consiglio di Sicurezza, se riterra che ii Governatore sia venuto 

meno ai doveri della sua carica, potra disporne la sospensione e, con le 

opportune garanzie di inchiesta e di difesa da parte del Governatore stesso, 

revocarlo dalla carica. In caso di sospensione o di revoca dalla carica o 

in caso di morte o di incapacita, il Consiglio di Sicurezza potra designare 

o nominare altra persona, con l'incarico di agire come Governatore provvi-

sorio, fino a che ii Governatore sia nuovamente in condizione di poter 

esercitare le sue funzioni, ovvero un nuovo Governatore sia stato nominato. 

Articolo 12. Potere legislativo 

II potere legislativo sara esercitato da un'Assemblea popolare composta 

di una sola Camera, eletta sulla base della rappresentanza proporzionale, 

dai cittadini del Territorio Libero di entrambi i sessi. Le elezioni per 

l'Assemblea saranno effettuate con il sistema del suffragio universale, 

eguale, diretto e segreto. 



Articolo 13. Consiglio di Governo

1. Subordinatamente alle responsabilita assegnate al Governatore dal
presente Statuto, il potere esecutivo nel Territorio Libero sara esercitato da
un Consiglio di Governo, che sara designato dall'Assemblea popolare e sara
di fronte ad essa responsabile.

2. I1 Governatore avra il diritto di assistere alle sedute del Consiglio
di Governo e potra esprimere il suo parere su tutte le questioni di sua
competenza.

3. I1 Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza e il Direttore del Porto Franco
saranno invitati ad assistere alle sedute del Consiglio di Governo e ad esporre
il loro parere nei casi in cui siano in discussione questioni di loro com-
petenza.

Articolo 14. Esercizio del potere giudiziario

I1 potere giudiziario nel Territorio Libero sara esercitato da tribunali
istituiti in conformita della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 15. Liberta e indipendenza del potere giudiziario

La Costituzione del Territorio Libero dovra garantire al potere giudi-
ziario liberta ed indipendenza e disporre la creazione di una giurisdizione
d'appello.

Articolo 16. Nomina dei magistrati

1. I1 Governatore nominera i magistrati, scegliendoli tra i candidati
proposti dal Consiglio di Governo o tra altre persone, dopo essersi consul-
tato con il Consiglio di Governo, a meno che la Costituzione non preveda
un altro sistema per la nomina dei magistrati. I1 Governatore potra, sotto
determinate garanzie fissate dalla Costituzione, rimuoverli dalla carica, nei
casi in cui la loro condotta sia incompatibile con l'esercizio delle funzioni
giudiziarie.

2. L'Assemblea popolare potra, a maggioranza di due terzi dei voti
espressi, invitare il Governatore a promuovere inchiesta su ogni accusa
avanzata contro un funzionario dell'ordine giudiziario, che possa impor-
tare, se provata, la sospensione o la rimozione dalla carica del funzionario
medesimo.
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Articolo 13. Consiglio di Govern() 

1. Subordinatamente alle responsabilita assegnate al Governatore dal 
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istituiti in conformita della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero. 

Articolo 15. Liberta e indipendenza del potere giudiziario 

La Costituzione del Territorio Libero dovra garantire al potere giudi-

ziario liberta ed indipendenza e disporre la creazione di una giurisdizione 

d'appello. 

Articolo 16. Nomina dei magistrati 

1. I1 Governatore nominerit i magistrati, scegliendoli tra i candidati 

proposti dal Consiglio di Govern° o tra altre persone, dopo essersi consul-

tato con il Consiglio di Govern°, a meno che la Costituzione non preveda 

un altro sistema per la nomina dei magistrati. Ii Governatore potra, sotto 

determinate garanzie fissate dalla Costituzione, rimuoverli dalla carica, nei 

casi in cui la loro condotta sia incompatibile con l'esercizio delle funzioni 

giudiziarie. 

2. L'Assemblea popolare potra, a maggioranza di due terzi dei voti 

espressi, invitare ii Governatore a promuovere inchiesta su ogni accusa 

avanzata contro un funzionario dell'ordine giudiziario, che possa impor-

tare, se provata, la sospensione o la rimozione dalla carica del funzionario 
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Articolo 17. Responsabiliti del Governatore verso il Consiglio di Sicurezza

1. Il Governatore, nella sua qualita di rappresentante del Consiglio
di Sicurezza, avra il compito di controllare l'applicazione del presente
Statuto, compresa la protezione dei diritti fondamentali dell'uomo spettanti
alla popolazione e di assicurare il mantenimento dell'ordine pubblico e della
sicurezza da parte del Governo del Territorio Libero, in conformita del
presente Statuto, della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero.

2. I1 Governatore presentera al Consiglio di Sicurezza rapporti annuali
sull'applicazione dello Statuto e sull'adempimento dei doveri della sua
carica.

Articolo 18. Diritti dell'Assemblea

L'Assemblea popolare avra il diritto di procedere all'esame ed alla
discussione di qualsiasi questione, che concerna gli interessi del Territorio
Libero.

Articolo 19. Legislazione

1. L'iniziativa in materia legislativa spetta ai membri dell'Assemblea
popolare ed al Consiglio di Governo, come pure al Governatore, qualora si
tratti di questioni che, a suo parere, ricadano nella competenza del Consiglio
di Sicurezza, quale e determinata dall'Articolo 2 del presente Statuto.

2. Nessuna legge potra entrare in vigore fino a che non sia stata
promulgata. La promulgazione delle leggi avra luogo in conformita delle
disposizioni della Costituzione del Territorio Libero.

3. Ogni legge proposta dall'Assemblea deve essere sottoposta al
Governatore, prima di essere promulgata.

4. Se il Governatore ritiene che detta legge sia contraria al presente
Statuto, egli puo, entro dieci giorni dalla data in cui la legge stessa e stata
a lui sottoposta, rinviarla all'Assemblea con le sue osservazioni e racco-
mandazioni. Se il Governatore non rinvia detta legge entro i dieci giorni
previsti od informa l'Assemblea entro lo stesso periodo di tempo, che la
legge non da luogo da parte sua ad alcuna osservazione o raccomanda-
zione, si procedera immediatamente alla promulgazione.

5. Se l'Assemblea manifesta il suo rifiuto di ritirare la legge che ad
essa e stata rinviata dal Governatore, o di emendarla in conformita delle
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Articolo 17. Responsabilita del Governatore verso il Consiglio di Sicurezza 

1. Ii Governatore, nella sua qualita di rappresentante del Consiglio 

di Sicurezza, avra il compito di controllare l'applicazione del presente 

Statuto, compresa la protezione dei diritti fondamentali dell'uomo spettanti 

alla popolazione e di assicurare 11 mantenimento dell'ordine pubblico e della 

sicurezza da parte del Govern° del Territorio Libero, in conformita del 

presente Statuto, della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero. 

2. Ii Governatore presentera al Consiglio di Sicurezza rapporti annuali 

sull'applicazione dello Statuto e sull'adempimento dei doveri della sua 

carica. 

Articolo 18. Diritti dell'Assemblea 

L'Assemblea popolare avra ii diritto di procedere all'esame ed alla 

discussione di qualsiasi questione, che concerna gli interessi del Territorio 

Libero. 

Articolo 19. Legislazione 

1. L'iniziativa in materia legislativa spetta ai membri dell'Assemblea 

popolare ed al Consiglio di Govern°, come pure al Governatore, qualora si 

tratti di questioni che, a suo parere, ricadano nella competenza del Consiglio 

di Sicurezza, quale è determinata dall'Articolo 2 del presente Statuto. 

2. Nessuna legge potra entrare in vigore fino a che non sia stata 

promulgata. La promulgazione delle leggi avra luogo in conformita delle 

disposizioni della Costituzione del Territorio Libero. 

3. Ogni legge proposta dall'Assemblea deve essere sottoposta al 

Governatore, prima di essere promulgata. 

4. Se il Governatore ritiene che detta legge sia contraria al presente 

Statuto, egli pub, entro dieci giomi dalla data in cui la legge stessa e stata 

a lui sottoposta, rinviarla all'Assemblea con le sue osservazioni e racco-

mandazioni. Se il Governatore non rinvia detta legge entro i dieci giorni 

previsti od informa l'Assemblea entro lo stesso periodo di tempo, che la 

legge non da luogo da parte sua ad alcuna osservazione o raccomanda-

zione, si procedera immediatamente alla promulgazione. 

5. Se l'Assemblea manifesta ii suo rifiuto di ritirare la legge che ad 

essa e stata rinviata dal Governatore, o di emendarla in conformita delle 



osservazioni o raccomandazioni del Governatore medesimo, questi, a meno
che non sia disposto a ritirare le sue osservazioni o raccomandazioni - nel
qual caso la legge sara immediatamente promulgata - dovrh subito sotto-
porre la questione al Consiglio di Sicurezza. I1 Governatore trasmettera
ugualmente senza ritardo al Consiglio di Sicurezza, ogni comunicazione
che l'Assemblea ritenesse di far pervenire al Consiglio sulla questione.

6. Le leggi che formeranno oggetto di una relazione al Consiglio di
Sicurezza in virti delle disposizioni del paragrafo precedente, non saranno
promulgate che per ordine del Consiglio di Sicurezza.

Articolo 20. Diritti del Governatore in materia di provvedimenti

amministrativi

1. Il Governatore pub richiedere al Consiglio di Governo di sospen-
dere l'applicazione di provvedimenti amministrativi, che, a suo parere,
siano incompatibili con i principi della cui tutela egli e responsabile ai
sensi del presente Statuto (osservanza dello Statuto; mantenimento dell'ordi-
ne pubblico e della sicurezza; rispetto dei diritti dell'uomo). Nel caso in
cui il Consiglio di Governo non sia d'accordo, il Governatore pub sospen-
dere l'applicazione di detti provedimenti amministrativi e il Governatore
o il Consiglio di Governo possono rinviare l'intera questione al Consiglio
di Sicurezza perche questo prenda una decisione al riguardo.

2. In materia di competenza del Governatore, secondo la definizione
datane dallo Statuto, egli pub proporre al Consiglio di Governo l'adozione
di qualsiasi prowedimento amministrativo. Qualora il Consiglio di Governo
non accolga le proposte, il Governatore puo, senza pregiudizio delle dispo-
sizioni dell'Articolo 22 del presente Statuto, riferire la questione al Consi-
glio di Sicurezza, perche sia adottata una decisione al riguardo.

Articolo 21. Bilancio preventivo

1. Al Consiglio di Governo spettera la formulazione del bilancio pre-
ventivo del Territorio Libero, comprendente sia le entrate che le spese e la
sua presentazione all'Assemblea popolare.

2. Nel caso in cui l'Assemblea non dia il suo voto sul bilancio preven-
tivo entro il termine previsto, le disposizioni di bilancio dell'esercizio
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osservazioni o raccomandazioni del Governatore medesimo, questi, a meno 
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porre la questione al Consiglio di Sicurezza. Ii Governatore trasmettera 

ugualmente senza ritardo al Consiglio di Sicurezza, ogni comunicazione 

che l'Assemblea ritenesse di far pervenire al Consiglio sulla questione. 

6. Le leggi che formeranno oggetto di una relazione al Consiglio di 

Sicurezzn in virta delle disposizioni del paragrafo precedente, non saranno 

promulgate che per ordine del Consiglio di Sicurezza. 
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amministrativi 
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dere l'applicazione di provvedimenti amministrativi, che, a suo parere, 

siano incompatibili con i principi della cui tutela egli b responsabile ai 

sensi del presente Statuto (osservanza dello Statuto; mantenimento dell'ordi-

ne pubblico e della sicurezza; rispetto dei diritti dell'uomo). Nel caso in 

cui il Consiglio di Governo non sia d'accordo, ii Governatore pub sospen-

dere l'applicazione di detti provvedimenti amministrativi e ii Governatore 

o ii Consiglio di Governo possono rinviare l'intera questione al Consiglio 

di Sicurezza perche questo prenda una decisione al riguardo. 

2. In materia di competenza del Governatore, secondo la definizione 

datane dab o Statuto, egli pub proporre al Consiglio di Governo l'adozione 

di qualsiasi provvedimento amministrativo. Qualora il Consiglio di Governo 

non accolga le proposte, ii Governatore pub, senza pregiudizio delle dispo-

sizioni dell'Articolo 22 del presente Statuto, riferire la questione al Consi-

glio di Sicurezza, perche sia adottata una decisione al riguardo. 

Articolo 21. Bilancio preventivo 

1. Al Consiglio di Governo spetterà la formulazione del bilancio pre-

ventivo del Territorio Libero, comprendente sia le entrate che le spese e la 
sua presentazione all'Assemblea popolare. 

2. Nel caso in cui l'Assemblea non dia ii suo voto sul bilancio preven-

tivo entro ii termine previsto, le disposizioni di bilancio dell'esercizio 
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precedente saranno applicate al nuovo esercizio, finche non sia stato votato

il nuovo bilancio.

Articolo 22. Poteri speciali del Governatore

1. Per non venir meno alle responsabilita assunte verso il Consiglio
di Sicurezza ai sensi del presente Statuto, il Governatore pub, in casi che,
a suo parere, non ammettano ritardo e che costituiscano una minaccia
all'indipendenza o all'integrita del Territorio Libero, all'ordine pubblico
o al rispetto dei diritti dell'uomo, direttamente disporre od esigere l'appli-
cazione di opportune misure, riferendone immediatamente al Consiglio di
Sicurezza. In dette circostanze, il Governatore pub, se lo ritiene necessario,
assumere personalmente il controllo dei servizi di pubblica sicurezza.

2. L'Assemblea popolare pub presentare al Consiglio di Sicurezza le
proprie doglianze in ordine all'esercizio da parte del Governatore dei poteri
di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo.

Articolo 23. Diritto di grazia e di indulto

Il diritto di grazia e di indulto apparterra al Governatore e sara da
lui esercitato, in conformita delle disposizioni che al riguardo saranno
inserite nella Costituzione.

Articolo 24. Relazioni con lestero

1. I1 Governatore dovra assicurare che la condotta delle relazioni con
l'estero del Territorio Libero sia conforme alle disposizioni dello Statuto,
della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero. A tal fine, il Gover-
natore avra il potere di impedire l'entrata in vigore di trattati od accordi
concernenti le relazioni con l'estero, che, a suo parere, si trovino in con-
trasto con lo Statuto, la Costituzione o le leggi del Territorio Libero.

2. I trattati ed accordi, cosi come le concessioni di exequature le patenti
consolari, dovranno essere firmati sia dal Governatore, che da un rappre-
sentante del Consiglio di Governo.

3. II Territorio Libero pub essere o divenire firmatario di conven-
zioni internazionali, o far parte di organizzazioni internazionali, a condi-
zione che lo scopo di dette convenzioni od organizzazioni sia quello di rego-
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precedente saranno applicate al nuovo esercizio, finche non sia stato votato 
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proprie doglianze in ordine all'esercizio da parte del Govematore dei poteri 

di cui al paragrafo 1 del presente Articolo. 

Articolo 23. Diritto di grazia e di indulto 

Ii diritto di grazia e di indulto apparterra al Governatore e sara da 

lui esercitato, in conformita delle disposizioni che al riguardo saranno 
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Articolo 24. Relazioni con rester° 
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rester° del Territorio Libero sia conforme alle disposizioni dello Statuto, 

della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero. A tal fine, il Gover-
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concementi le relazioni con l'estero, che, a suo parere, si trovino in con-

trast° con lo Statuto, la Costituzione o le leggi del Territorio Libero. 

2. I trattati ed accordi, cosi come le concessioni di exequature le patenti 

consolari, dovranno essere firmati sia dal Governatore, che da un rappre-

sentante del Consiglio di Govern°. 

3. II Territorio Libero pub essere o divenire firmatario di conven-
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zione che lo scopo di dette convenzioni od organizzazioni sia quello di rego-



lare questioni di carattere economico, tecnico, culturale o sociale, o ques-
tioni d'igiene.

4. L'unione economica o vincoli di carattere esclusivo con qualsiasi
Stato sono incompatibili con lo Statuto del Territorio Libero.

5. I1 Territorio Libero di Trieste riconoscer& pieno vigore al Trattato
di Pace con l'Italia e dara esecuzione a quelle disposizioni del Trattato stesso,
che si applicano al Territorio Libero. II Territorio Libero riconoscera ugual-
mente il pieno vigore degli altri accordi ed intese che siano state o saranno
concluse dalle Potenze Alleate e Associate per il ristabilimento della Pace.

Articolo 25. Indipendenza del Governatore e del personale dipendente

Nel compimento dei suoi doveri, il Governatore ed il personale alle
sue dipendenze non dovranno sollecitare, ne ricevere istruzioni da alcun
Governo o da alcuna autorita che non sia il Consiglio di sicurezza. Essi si
asterranno dal compiere qualsiasi atto che sia incompatibile con la loro
veste di funzionari internazionali, responsabili soltanto verso il Consiglio
di Sicurezza.

Articolo 26. Nomina e revoca dei funzionari amministrativi

1. Le nomine ai pubblici uffici nel Territorio Libero saranno effettuate,
tenendo conto esclusivamente della capacita, della competenza e dell'inte-
grita dei candidati.

2. I funzionari amministrativi non potranno essere rimossi dal loro
ufficio, se non per incompetenza o cattiva condotta e la revoca sara sotto-
posta ad opportune garanzie in materia d'inchiesta e di diritto de difesa,
che saranno stabilite per legge.

Articolo 27. Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza

1. II Consiglio di Governo sottoporra al Governatore un elenco di
candidati al posto di Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza. I1 Governatore
scegliera il Direttore tra i candidati a lui segnalati o tra altre persone,
dopo essersi consultato con il Consiglio di Governo. Egli puo anche revo-
care dalle sue funzioni il Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza, dopo essersi
consultato con il Consiglio di Governo.
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lare questioni di carattere economic°, teethe°, culturale o sociale, o ques-
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mente ii pieno vigore degli altri accordi ed intese che siano state o saranno 

concluse dalle Potenze Alleate e Associate per il ristabilimento della Pace. 

Articolo 25. Indipendenza del Governatore e del personale dipendente 

Nel compimento dei suoi doveri, ii Governatore ed il personale alle 

sue dipendenze non dovranno sollecitare, ne ricevere istruzioni da alcun 

Govern° o da alcuna autorita che non sia il Consiglio di sicurezza. Essi si 

asterranno dal compiere qualsiasi atto che sia incompatibile con la loro 

veste di funzionari intemazionali, responsabili soltanto verso il Consiglio 
di Sicurezza. 

Articolo 26. Nomina e revoca dei funzionari amministrativi 

1. Le nomine ai pubblici uffici nel Territorio Libero saranno effettuate, 

tenendo conto esclusivamente della capacita, della competenza e dell'inte-
grid' dei candidati. 

2. I funzionari amministrativi non potranno essere rimossi dal loro 

ufficio, se non per incompetenza o cattiva condotta e la revoca sara sotto-

posta ad opportune garanzie in materia d'inchiesta e di diritto de difesa, 
che saranno stabilite per legge. 

Articolo 27. Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza 

1. Ii Consiglio di Govemo sottoporra al Governatore un elenco di 

candidati al posto di Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza. Ii Governatore 

scegliera ii Direttore tra i candidati a lui segnalati o tra altre persone, 

dopo essersi consultato con il Consiglio di Govern°. Egli pub anche revo-

care dalle sue funzioni ii Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza, dopo essersi 
consultato con il Consiglio di Govern°. 
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2. Il Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza non potra essere ne un citta-
dino jugoslavo, ne un cittadino italiano.

3. Il Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza sara normalmente sotto l'im-
mediata autorita del Consiglio di Governo, da cui ricevera istruzioni nelle

materie di sua competenza.

4. I1 Governatore dovra

(a) ricevere regolari rapporti dal Direttore della Publica Sicurezza

e consultarsi con lui su ogni questione che rientri nella compe-
tenza del Direttore predetto.

(b) essere informato dal Consiglio di Governo circa le istruzioni da

questo impartite al Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza e potra

esprimere il suo parere al riguardo.

Articolo 28. Forze di polizia

1. Per assicurare l'ordine pubblico e la sicurezza publica, in confor-

mita dello Statuto, della Costituzione e delle leggi del Territorio Libero, il

Governo del Territorio Libero avra diritto di mantenere una forza di polizia

e dei servizi di pubblica sicurezza.

2. I membri delle forze di polizia e dei servizi di pubblica sicurezza

dovranno essere reclutati dal Direttore della Pubblica Sicurezza e potranno

essere da lui licenziati.

Articolo 29. Governo locale

La Costituzione del Territorio Libero dovra prevedere la istituzione,

sulla base della rappresentanza proporzionale, di organi di governo locale,

secondo i principi democratici, compreso il suffragio universale, eguale,

diretto e segreto.

Articolo 30. Sistema monetario

Il Territorio Libero avra un proprio sistema monetario.

Articolo 31. Ferrovie

Senza pregiudizio dei suoi diritti di proprieta sulle ferrovie correnti

entro i suoi confini e del suo controllo sulla amministrazione delle ferrovie
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stesse, il Territorio Libero potra negoziare con la Jugoslavia e l'Italia

accordi per assicurare un esercizio efficiente ed economico delle ferro-
vie. Detti accordi determineranno a chi rispettivamente spetti di assicurare
il funzionamento delle ferrovie in direzione della Jugoslavia e dell'Italia,

come pure l'utilizzazione del capolinea di Trieste e di quei tratti di linea
comuni a tutti. In quest'ultimo caso, l'esercizio potra essere condotto
da una Commissione speciale, composta di rappresentanti del Territorio

Libero, della Jugoslavia e dell'Italia, sotto la presidenza del rappresentante

del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 32. Aviazione commerciale

1. Gli apparecchi dell'aviazione commerciale immatricolati sul Terri-
torio di qualunque delle Nazioni Unite, la quale accordi sul proprio terri-
torio gli stessi diritti agli apparecchi dell'aviazione commerciale immatri-
colati nel Territorio Libero, godranno dei diritti accordati all'aviazione
commerciale nei traffici internazionali, compreso il diritto di atterraggio
per rifomimento di carburante e per riparazioni, il diritto di sorvolo del
Territorio Libero senza atterraggio e il diritto di uso, ai fini del traffico
di quegli aeroporti che potranno essere designati dalle autorith competenti
del Territorio Libero.

2. Questi diritti non saranno sottoposti ad altre restrizioni, che non
siano quelle imposte, su una base di non-discriminazione, dalle leggi e dai
regolamenti in vigore nel Territorio Libero e nei paesi interessati o che
risultino dallo speciale carattere del Territorio Libero, in quanto territorio
neutro e smilitarizzato.

Articolo 33. Immatricolazione delle navi

1. Ii Territorio Libero ha il diritto di aprire registri per l'immatri-
colazione delle navi di proprieta del Governo del Territorio Libero o di
persone od organizzazioni aventi il loro domicilio nel Territorio Libero.

2. II Territorio Libero aprirh speciali registri marittimi per le navi
cecoslovacche e svizzere su richiesta dei rispettivi Governi. Altrettanto farh
per le navi ungheresi ed austriache, su richiesta dei Governi interessati,
dopo la conclusione del Trattato di Pace con l'Ungheria e del Trattato per
il ristabilimento dell'indipendenza dell'Austria. Le navi immatricolate in
detti registri potranno battere bandiera dei rispettivi paesi.
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3. Nel dare esecuzione alle disposizioni di cui sopra, e salvo quanto
possa essere stabilito in qualunque convenzione internazionale, che concerna
tale materia ed a cui participi il Governo del Territorio Libero, il Governo
stesso potra stabilire, riguardo all'immatricolazione, alla permanenza od
alla cancellazione dalle matricole, norme atte ad impedire ogni abuso, cui
potesse dar luogo la concessione delle suddette facilitazioni. Per quanto
riguarda in particolare le navi immatricolate in conformita del paragrafo
1 di cui sopra, l'immatricolazione sara limitata alle navi, la cui gestione
sia condotta nel Territorio Libero e siano fatte navigare regolarmente per
soddisfare i bisogni o servire gli interessi del Territorio Libero. Nel caso di
navi immatricolate ai sensi del paragrafo 2 di cui sopra, l'immatricolazione
sara limitata alle navi che abbiano come porto d'armamento il porto di
Trieste e che servano a soddisfare in maniera regolare e permanente i
bisogni dei rispettivi paesi, attraverso il porto stesso.

Articolo 34. Porto franco

Verra creato, nel Territorio Libero, un Porto franco, che sara ammi-
nistrato, in conformita delle disposizioni contenute nello Strumento inter-
nazionale redatto dal Consiglio dei Ministri degli Esteri, approvato dal
Consiglio di Sicurezza ed allegato al presente Trattato (Allegato VIII). Il
Governo del Territorio Libero dovra adottare i provedimenti legislativi
necessari e prendere tutte le necessarie misure per dare esecuzione alle
disposizioni di detto Strumento.

Articolo 35. Libertd di transito

II Territorio Libero e gli Stati, i cui territori siano attraversati da
merci trasportate per ferrovie tra il Porto franco e gli Stati che esso serve,
assicureranno alle merci stesse liberta di transito, in conformita delle con-
suete convenzioni internazionali, senza alcuna discriminazione e senza per-
cezione di dazi doganali o gravami, che non siano quelli applicati in rela-
zione a servizi prestati.

Articolo 36. Interpretazione dello Statuto

Fatta eccezione per i casi, rispetto ai quali una diversa procedura sia
espressamente prevista da un Articolo del presente Statuto, ogni contro-
versia riguardante l'interpretazione o l'esecuzione dello Statuto non risolta
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mediante negoziati diretti, dovra, a meno che le parti non convengano di
ricorrere ad altro mezzo per il regolamento della controversia stessa, essere
sottoposta a richiesta di una delle parti, ad una Commissione composta di
un rappresentante di ciascuna delle parti e di un terzo membro, scelto di
comune accordo dalle due parti stesse, tra i cittadini di un terzo Paese.
Qualora le parti non si mettano d'accordo entro un mese sulla nomina del
terzo membro, il Segretario Generale delle Nazioni Unite sara invitato a
procedere alla designazione. La decisione della maggioranza dei membri
della Commissione costituira la decisione della Commissione, e dovra essere
accettata dalle parti come definitiva e obbligatoria.

Articolo 37. Emendamento allo Statuto

11 presente Statuto costituira lo Statuto permanente del Territorio
Libero, salvo ogni emendamento che possa esservi successivamente appor-
tato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza. L'assemblea popolare, a seguito di delibe-
razione presa alla maggioranza di due terzi dei voti espressi, potra presen-
tare petizione al Consiglio di Sicurezza, diretta ad ottenere l'adozione di
emendamenti.

Articolo 38. Entrata in vigore dello Statuto

Ii presente Statuto entrera in vigore alla data che sara stabilita dal
Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite.

ALLEGATO VII
Strumento per il regime provvisorio del Territorio Libero di Trieste

(vedi Articolo 21)

Le disposizioni seguenti si applicheranno all'amministrazione del Terri-
torio Libero di Trieste, fino all'entrata in vigore dello Statuto permanente.

Articolo 1

II Governatore assumera le sue funzioni nel Territorio Libero, al piiu
presto possibile dopo l'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato di Pace. Fino
all'assunzione dei poteri da parte del Governatore, il Territorio Libero
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Artie°lo 38. Entrata in vigore dello Statuto 
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ALLEGATO VII 

Strumento per il regime provvisorio del Territorio Libero di Trieste 
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continuera ad essere amministrato dai Comandi militari alleati, entro le
rispettive zone di competenza.

Articolo 2

Appena assunte le sue funzioni nel Territorio Libero di Trieste, il
Governatore avra il potere di costituire un Consiglio Prowisorio di Governo,
di cui scegliera i componenti, dopo essersi consultato con i Governi della
Jugoslavia e dell'Italia, tra le persone domiciliate nel Territorio Libero.
II Governatore avra diritto di modificare la composizione del Consiglio
Provvisorio di Governo, ogni qualvolta lo ritenga necessario. I1 Governatore
e il Consiglio Provvisorio di Governo eserciteranno le loro funzioni in base
alle norme contenute nelle disposizioni dello Statuto permanente, quando
ed in quanto tali disposizioni siano applicabili e non siano sostituite da
quelle contenute nel presente Strumento. Tutte le altre disposizioni dello
Statuto permanente saranno parimenti applicabili per la durata del regime
provvisorio, quando ed in quanto tali disposizioni siano applicabili e non
siano sostituite da quelle contenute nel presente Strumento. I1 Governatore
sara guidato nella sua linea di condotta sopratutto dalla preoccupazione di
far fronte ai bisogni materiali della popolazione e di assicurarne il
benessere.

Articolo 3

La sede del Governo sara stabilita in Trieste. II Governatore inviera i
suoi rapporti direttamente al Presidente del Consiglio di Sicurezza e, attra-
verso di lui, fornira al Consiglio di Sicurezza, tutte le informazioni neces-
sarie sull'amministrazione del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 4

II primo dovere del Governatore sara quello di assicurare il manteni-
mento dell'ordine pubblico e della sicurezza. Egli nominera a titolo provvi-
sorio un Direttore di Pubblica Sicurezza, che riorganizzera e amministrera
le forze di polizia e i servizi di pubblica sicurezza.

Articolo 5

(a) Dalla data di entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, le truppe
stazionanti nel Territorio Libero non dovranno superare gli effettivi seguenti:
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Regno Unito, 5000 uomini; Stati Uniti d'America, 5000 uomini; Jugoslavia,
5000 uomini.

(b) Queste truppe dovranno essere poste a disposizione del Gover-
natore per un periodo di 90 giorni dalla data in cui il Governatore stesso
avra assunto i suoi poteri nel Territorio Libero. Alla fine di detto periodo,
le truppe cesseranno di essere a disposizione del Governatore e saranno
ritirate dal Territorio entro un ulteriore termine di 45 giorni, a meno che
il Governatore informi il Consiglio di Sicurezza che, nell'interesse del
Territorio, una parte delle truppe o l'intero contingente non dovrebbe, a
suo parere, essere ritirato. In tal caso le truppe richieste dal Governatore
rimarranno non oltre 45 giorni dalla data in cui il Governatore avra infor-
mato il Consiglio di Sicurezza, che i servizi di pubblica sicurezza possono
assicurare il mantenimento dell'ordine interno nel Territorio, senza l'assi-
stenza di truppe straniere.

(c) Le operazioni di ritiro delle truppe, di cui al paragrafo (b)
dovranno svolgersi in modo da mantenere, per quanto possibile, il rapporto
previsto al paragrafo (a) tra le truppe delle tre Potenze interessate.

Articolo 6

II Governatore avra il diritto, in ogni momento, di richiedere assistenza
ai Comandanti di detti contingenti, e tale assistenza dovra essere immedia-
tamente fornita. II Governatore, ogni volta che sia possibile, si consultera
con i Comandanti militari interessati prima di emanare le sue istruzioni,
ma non dovra intervenire nelle misure di carattere militare prese per dare
esecuzione alle sue istruzioni. Ogni Comandante avra il diritto di riferire
al proprio Governo le istruzioni ricevute dal Governatore, informando il
Governatore stesso del contenuto di tali suoi rapporti. II Governo inte-
ressato avra il diritto di rifiutare che le sue truppe partecipino all'opera-
zione in oggetto, informandone debitamente il Consiglio di Sicurezza.

Articolo 7

Le misure necessarie relative alla dislocazione, all'amministrazione e
approvvigionamento per i contingenti militari forniti dal Regno Unito, dagli
Stati Uniti d'America e dalla Jugoslavia, saranno prese d'accordo tra il
Governatore e i Comandanti di detti contingenti.
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Regno Unito, 5000 uomini; Stati Uniti d'America, 5000 uomini; Jugoslavia, 

5000 uomini. 

(b) Queste truppe dovranno essere poste a disposizione del Gover-

natore per un periodo di 90 giorni dalla data in cui ii Governatore stesso 

avrà assimto i suoi poteri nel Territorio Libero. Alla fine di detto periodo, 

le truppe cesseranno di essere a disposizione del Governatore e saranno 

ritirate dal Territorio entro un ulteriore termine di 45 giorni, a meno che 

ii Governatore informi il Consiglio di Sicurezza che, nell'interesse del 

Territorio, una parte delle truppe o l'intero contingente non dovrebbe, a 

suo parere, essere ritirato. In tal caso le truppe richieste dal Governatore 

rimarranno non oltre 45 giorni dalla data in cui ii Governatore avra infor-

mato il Consiglio di Sicurezza, che i servizi di pubblica sicurezza possono 

assicurare ii mantenimento dell'ordine interno nel Territorio, senza l'assi-

stenza di truppe straniere. 

(c) Le operazioni di ritiro delle truppe, di cui al paragrafo (b) 

dovranno svolgersi in modo da mantenere, per quanto possibile, il rapporto 

previsto al paragrafo (a) tra le truppe delle tre Potenze interessate. 

Articolo 6 

Ii Governatore avra ii diritto, in ogni momento, di richiedere assistenza 

ai Comandanti di detti contingenti, e tale assistenza dovra essere immedia-

tamente fornita. Ii Governatore, ogni volta che sia possibile, si consultera 

'con i Comandanti militari interessati prima di emanare le sue istruzioni, 

ma non dovra intervenire nelle misure di carattere militare prese per dare 

esecuzione alle sue istruzioni. Ogni Comandante avra ii diritto di riferire 

al proprio Govern° le istruzioni ricevute dal Governatore, informando ii 

Governatore stesso del contenuto di tali suoi rapporti. Ii Governo inte-

ressato avra ii diritto di rifiutare che le sue truppe partecipino all'opera-

zione in oggetto, informandone debitamente il Consiglio di Sicurezza. 

Articolo 7 

Le misure necessarie relative alla dislocazione, all'amministrazione e 

approvvigionamento per i contingenti militari fomiti dal Regno Unito, dagli 

Stati Uniti d'America e dalla Jugoslavia, saranno prese d'accordo tra ii 
Governatore e i Comandanti di detti contingenti. 
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Articolo 8

I1 Governatore sara incaricato di organizzare, consultandosi con il
Consiglio Prowisorio di Governo, l'elezione dei membri dell'Assemblea
Costituente, nelle condizioni previste dallo Statuto per le elezioni dell'Assem-
blea popolare.

Le elezioni dovranno aver luogo non pii tardi di quattro mesi, dal
giorno in cui il Governatore avra assunto le proprie funzioni. Nel caso in
cui sia tecnicamente impossibile procedere alle elezioni entro il periodo
predetto, il Governatore dovra riferire al Consiglio di Sicurezza.

Articolo 9

I1 Governatore, d'intesa con il Consiglio Prowisorio di Governo,
dovra preparare il bilancio preventivo provvisorio e i programmi prowisori
per le importazioni e le esportazioni e dovra assicurarsi che siano adottate
dal Consiglio Provvisorio di Governo misure opportune per la gestione
finanziaria del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 10

Le leggi ed i regolamenti esistenti resteranno in vigore, salvo e fino
a che non siano abrogati o sospesi dal Governatore. II Governatore avra
il diritto di emendare le leggi e i regolamenti esistenti e di emanare nuove
leggi e nuovi regolamenti, d'accordo con la maggioranza del Consiglio
Prowisorio di Governo. Le leggi e i regolamenti emendati e le leggi e i
regolamenti di nuova emanazione, cosi come gli atti del Governatore, com-
portanti la abrogazione o la sospensione di leggi e regolamenti, rimarranno
in vigore, salvo e fino a che non siano emendati, abrogati o sospesi da atti
dell'Assemblea popolare o del Consiglio di Governo, agenti entro la rispet-
tiva loro sfera di competenza, dopo l'entrata in vigore della Costituzione.

Articolo 11

Finche non sia stabilito un regime monetario autonomo per il Terri-
torio Libero, la lira italiana continuera ad avere corso legale entro il Terri-
torio Libero. I1 Governo italiano dovra fornire al Territorio Libero la valuta

estera e i mezzi monetari che siano ad esso necessari, a condizioni non meno

favorevoli di quelle vigenti in Italia.
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Articolo 8 

Ii Governatore sara incaricato di organizzare, consultandosi con il 

Consiglio Pro vvisorio di Govern°, relezione del membri dell'Assemblea 

Costituente, nelle condizioni previste dallo Statuto per le elezioni dell'Assem-
blea popolare. 

Le elezioni dovranno aver luogo non pia tardi di quattro mesi, dal 

giorno in cui ii Governatore avra assunto le proprie funzioni. Nel caso in 

cui sia tecnicamente impossibile procedere alle elezioni entro ii periodo 

predetto, ii Governatore dovra riferime al Consiglio di Sicurezza. 

Articolo 9 

II Governatore, d'intesa con il Consiglio Provvisorio di Govern°, 

dovra preparare ii bilancio preventivo provvisorio e i programmi provvisori 

per le importazioni e le esportazioni e dovth assicurarsi che siano adottate 

dal Consiglio Provvisorio di Govern° misure opportune per la gestione 
finanziaria del Territorio Libero. 

Articolo 10 

Le leggi ed i regolamenti esistenti resteranno in vigore, salvo e fino 

a che non siano abrogati o sospesi dal Governatore. II Govematore avrà 

ii diritto di emendare le leggi e i regolamenti esistenti e di emanare nuove 

leggi e nuovi regolamenti, d'accordo con la maggioranza del Consiglio 

Provvisorio di Govern°. Le leggi e i regolamenti emendati e le leggi e i 

regolamenti di nuova emanazione, cosi come gli atti del Governatore, com-

portanti la abrogazione o la sospensione di leggi e regolamenti, rimarranno 

in vigore, salvo e fino a che non siano emendati, abrogati o sospesi da atti 

dell'Assemblea popolare o del Consiglio di Governo, agenti entro la rispet-

tiva loro sfera di competenza, dopo l'entrata in vigore della Costituzione. 

A rticoio 11 

Finch& non sia stabilito un regime monetario autonomo per il Terri-

torio Libero, la lira italiana continuera ad avere corso legale entro il Terri-

torio Libero. Ii Govern° italiano dovra fornire al Territorio Libero la valuta 

estera e i mezzi monetari che siano ad esso necessari, a condizioni non meno 

favorevoli di quelle vigenti in Italia. 
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L'Italia e il Territorio Libero concluderanno un accordo per dare

esecuzione alle disposizioni di cui sopra, e per provvedere alla sistemazione

di quele questioni, che sia necessario di regolare fra i due Governi.

ALLEGATO VIII
Strumento relativo al Porto Franco di Trieste

Articolo 1

1. Per assicurare che il porto ed i mezzi di transito di Trieste possano

essere utilizzati in condizioni di eguaglianza da tutto il commercio interna-

zionale e dalla Jugoslavia, l'Italia e gli Stati dell'Europa Centrale, secondo

le consuetudini vigenti negli altri porti franchi del mondo:

(a) sara creato nel Territorio Libero di Trieste un porto franco doga-

nale, entro i limiti fissati o previsti dall'Articolo 3 del presente Strumento;

(b) le merci in transito per il Porto Franco di Trieste godranno

liberta di transito, ai sensi dell'Articolo 16 del presente Strumento.

2. I1 regime internazionale del Porto Franco sara regolato dalle dispo-

sizioni del presente Strumento.

Articolo 2

1. Il Porto Franco sara costituito e amministrato come un Ente pub-

blico del Territorio Libero, avente tutti gli attributi di una persona giuridica

ed operante in conformita delle disposizioni del presente Strumento.
2. Tutti i beni italiani statali e parastatali entro i limiti del Porto

Franco, che, ai sensi delle disposizioni del presente Trattato, passeranno
in proprieta al Territorio Libero, saranno trasferiti senza pagamento, al
Porto Franco.

Articolo 3
1. La zona del Porto Franco comprendera il territorio e gli impianti

delle zone franche del Porto di Trieste, entro i loro confini del 1939.

2. La creazione di zone speciali nel Porto Franco sotto la giurisdizione
esclusiva di uno Stato qualunque B incompatible con la figura del Terri-
torio Libero e del Porto Franco.
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L'Italia e ii Territorio Libero concluderanno un accordo per dare 

esecuzione alle disposizioni di cui sopra, e per provvedere alla sistemazione 

di (futile questioni, che sia necessario di regolare fra i due Governi. 

ALLEGATO VIII 

Strumento relativo al Porto Franco di Trieste 

Articolo 1 

1. Per assicurare che ii porto ed i mezzi di transito di Trieste possano 

essere utilizzati in condizioni di eguaglianza da tutto ii commercio interna-

zionale e dalla Jugoslavia, l'Italia e gli Stati dell'Europa Centrale, secondo 

le consuetudini vigenti negli altri porti franchi del mondo: 

(a) sara creato nel Territorio Libero di Trieste un porto franco doga-

nale, entro i limiti fissati o previsti dall'Articolo 3 del presente Strumento; 

(b) le merci in transito per il Porto Franco di Trieste godranno 

liberta di transito, ai sensi dell'Articolo 16 del presente Strumento. 

2. Ii regime internazionale del Porto Franco sara regolato dalle dispo-

sizioni del presente Strumento. 

Articolo 2 

1. Ii Porto Franco sara costituito e amministrato come un Ente pub-

blico del Territorio Libero, avente tutti gli attributi di una persona giuridica 

ed operante in conformita delle disposizioni del presente Strumento. 

2. Tutti i beni italiani statali e parastatali entro i limiti del Porto 

Franco, che, ai sensi delle disposizioni del presente Trattato, passeranno 

in proprieta al Territorio Libero, saranno trasferiti senza pagamento, al 

Porto Franco. 

Articolo 3 

1. La zona del Porto Franco comprendera ii territorio e gli impianti 

delle zone franche del Porto di Trieste, entro i loro confini del 1939. 

2. La creazione di zone speciali nel Porto Franco sotto la giurisdizione 

esclusiva di uno Stato qualunque 6' incompatible con la figura del Terri-

torio Libero e del Porto Franco. 
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3. Allo scopo tuttavia di soddisfare le speciali esigenze della navi-
gazione jugoslava e italiana nel mare Adriatico, il Direttore del Porto
Franco, a richiesta del Governo jugoslavo o di quello italiano, e su conforme
parere della Commissione Internazionale prevista al successivo Articolo 21,
potra riservare a favore delle navi mercantili battenti bandiera di uno o
dell'altro dei due Stati, l'uso esclusivo di punti d'ormeggio in determinate
parti della zona del Porto Franco.

4. Nel caso in cui sia necessario di allargare l'area del Porto Franco,
ci6 potra farsi su proposta del Direttore del Porto Franco, con decisione del
Consiglio di Governo e con l'approvazione dell'Assemblea popolare.

Articolo 4

Salvo che non sia diversamente stabilito dal presente Strumento, le
leggi ed i regolamenti in vigore nel Territorio Libero si applicheranno alle

persone e ai beni entro i confini del Porto Franco e le autorita incaricate

di assicurare la loro osservanza nel Territorio Libero, eserciteranno le

proprie funzioni entro i confini del Porto Franco.

Articolo 5

1. Le navi mercantili e le merci di tutti i paesi godranno senza restri-
zione del diritto di accesso al Porto Franco per il carico e la discarica sia

di merci in transito, che di merci destinate al Territorio Libero o da esso

provenienti.

2. Le autorita del Territorio Libero non percepiranno sulle merci in
importazione, in esportazione od in transito attraverso il Porto Franco ne

dazi doganali, ne altri gravami, che non siano in corrispettivo di servizi

prestati.

3. Per quanto si riferisce tuttavia alle merci importate attraverso il

Porto Franco, per essere consumate entro il Territorio Libero od alle merci

esportate dal Territorio Libero attraverso il Porto Franco, saranno applicate

le relative leggi e regolamenti in vigore nel Territorio Libero.

Articolo 6

I1 deposito, il magazzinaggio, la verifica, la cernita delle merci, l'im-

ballaggio ed il riimballaggio e le operazioni consimili, che era costume
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3. Allo scopo tuttavia di soddisfare le speciali esigenze della navi-

gazione jugoslava e italiana nel mare Adriatico, ii Direttore del Porto 

Franco, a richiesta del Govern° jugoslavo o di quello italiano, e su conforme 

parere della Commissione Internazionale prevista al successivo Articolo 21, 

potra riservare a favore delle navi mercantili battenti bandiera di uno o 

dell'altro dei due Stati, l'uso esdusivo di punti d'ormeggio in determinate 

parti della zona del Porto Franco. 

4. Nel caso in cui sia necessario di allargare l'area del Porto Franco, 

cie potra farsi su proposta del Direttore del Porto Franco, con decisione del 

Consiglio di Govern° e con l'approvazione dell'Assemblea popolare. 

Articolo 4 

Salvo che non sia diversamente stabilito dal presente Strumento, le 

leggi ed i regolamenti in vigore nel Territorio Libero si applicheranno alle 

persone e ai beni entro i confini del Porto Franco e le autoria incaricate 

di assicurare la loro osservanza nel Territorio Libero, eserciteranno le 

proprie funzioni entro i confini del Porto Franco. 

Articolo 5 

I. Le navi mercantili e le merci di tutti i paesi godranno senza restri-

zione del diritto di accesso al Porto Franco per il carico e la discarica sia 

di merci in transito, che di merci destinate al Territorio Libero o da esso 

provenienti. 

2. Le autorita, del Territorio Libero non percepiranno sulle merci in 

importazione, in esportazione od in transito attraverso il Porto Franco ne 

dazi doganali, ne altri gravami, che non siano in corrispettivo di servizi 

prestati. 

3. Per quanto si riferisce tuttavia alle merci importate attraverso ii 

Porto Franco, per essere consumate entro il Territorio Libero od alle merci 

esportate dal Territorio Libero attraverso il Porto Franco, saramio applicate 

le relative leggi e regolamenti in vigore nel Territorio Libero. 

Articolo 6 

Ii deposito, ii magazzinaggio, la verifica, la cernita delle merci, l'im-
ballaggio ed il riimballaggio e le operazioni consimili, che era costume 



per il passato di svolgere nelle zone franche del Porto di Trieste, saranno
autorizzate nel Porto Franco, in conformita dei regolamenti generali ema-
nati dal Direttore del Porto Franco.

Articolo 7

1. II Direttore del Porto Franco potra anche autorizzare in Porto
Franco la lavorazione delle merci.

2. L'esercizio di attivita industriali sara consentito in Porto Franco
soltanto a quelle imprese che esistevano nelle zone franche del porto di
Trieste prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente Strumento. Su proposta
del Direttore del Porto Franco, il Consiglio di Governo puo consentire che
vengano stabilite nuove imprese industriali entro i confini del Porto Franco.

Articolo 8

Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno autorizzate a procedere ad
ispezioni in Porto Franco nella misura che sara necessaria per far rispettare
i regolamenti doganali o gli altri regolamenti del Territorio Libero, per la
prevenzione del contrabbando.

Articolo 9

1. Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno autorizzate a determinare
ed a percepire i diritti portuali nel Porto Franco.

2. Il Direttore del Porto Franco determinera la tariffa per l'uso delle
installazioni e dei servizi del Porto Franco. Tale tariffa dovra essere mante-
nuta ad un livello ragionevole ed essere in funzione del costo di funziona-
mento, di amministrazione, di manutenzione e di sviluppo del Porto Franco.

Articolo 10

Nel determinare e percepire nel Porto Franco i diritti portuali e le
altre tasse di cui al precedente Articolo 9, come nel disporre dei mezzi e
dei servizi del Porto Franco, non sara ammessa alcuna discriminazione,
basata sulla bandiera delle navi, oppure sulla proprieta delle merci o su
qualsiasi altro motivo.
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per il passato di svolgere nelle zone franche del Porto di Trieste, saranno 

autorizzate nel Porto Franco, in conformita del regolamenti generali ema-

nati dal Direttore del Porto Franco. 

Articolo 

1. II Direttore del Porto Franco potra anche autorizzare in Porto 

Franco la lavorazione delle merci. 

2. L'esercizio di attivita industriali sara consentito in Porto Franco 

soltanto a quelle imprese che esistevano nelle zone franche del porto di 

Trieste prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente Strumento. Su proposta 

del Direttore del Porto Franco, il Consiglio di Governo pub consentire che 

vengano stabilite nuove imprese industriali entro i confini del Porto Franco. 

Articolo 8 

Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno autorizzate a procedere ad 

ispezioni in Porto Franco nella misura che sara necessaria per far rispettare 

i regolamenti cloganali o gli altri regolamenti del Territorio Libero, per la 

prevenzione del contrabbando. 

Articolo 9 

1. Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno autorizzate a determinare 

ed a percepire i diritti portuali nel Porto Franco. 

2. Il Direttore del Porto Franco determinera la tariffa per l'uso delle 

installazioni e del servizi del Porto Franco. Tale tariffa dovra essere mante-

nuta ad un livello ragionevole ed essere in funzione del costo di funziona-

mento, di amministrazione, di manutenzione e di sviluppo del Porto Franco. 

Articolo .10 

Nel determinare e percepire nel Porto Franco i diritti portuali e le 

altre tasse di cui al precedente Articolo 9, come nel disporre dei mezzi e 

del servizi del Porto Franco, non sara ammessa alcuna discriminazione, 
basata sulla bandiera delle navi, oppure sulla proprieta delle merci o 

qualsiasi altro motivo. 
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Articolo 11

L'entrata e l'uscita di tutte le persone in e dal Porto Franco sara
sottoposta a quelle norme che verranno stabilite dalle autorita del Terri-
torio Libero. Tali norme tuttavia saranno formulate in modo da non
intralciare eccessivamente l'entrata e l'uscita dal Porto Franco dei cittadini
di qualunque Stato, i quali esercitino un'attivita legittima nella zona del
Porto Franco.

Articolo 12

Le norme e regolamenti in vigore nel Porto Franco e le tariffe dei
diritti e delle tasse percepite nel Porto Franco devono essere rese pubbliche.

Articolo 13

I1 cabotaggio ed il traffico costiero entro il Territorio Libero saranno
esercitati in conformita delle norme emanate dalle autorita del Territorio
Libero, le disposizioni del presente Strumento non dovendo considerarsi
come implicanti alcuna restrizione al riguardo per le predette autorita.

Articolo 14

Nell'ambito del Porto Franco i provedimenti sanitari e le disposizioni
relative alla lotta contro le malattie degli animali e delle piante, per quanto
concerne le navi da passeggieri e da carico, saranno applicate dalle autorita
del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 15

Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno tenute a fornire al Porto
Franco l'acqua, il gas, la luce e l'energia elettrica, i mezzi di comunica-
zione, i mezzi per il drenaggio ed altri servizi pubblici ed a assicurare i
servizi di polizia e la protezione contro gli incendi.

Articolo 16

1. II Territorio Libero e gli Stati, i cui territori sono attraversati da
merci trasportate per ferrovia tra il Porto Franco e gli Stati che esso serve,
assicureranno alle merci stesse liberta di transito, in conformita delle con-
suete convenzioni doganali, senza alcuna discriminazione e senza percezione
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Articolo 11 

L'entrata e l'uscita di tutte le persone in e dal Porto Franco sara 

sottoposta a quelle norme che verranno stabilite dalle autorita del Terri-

torio Libero. Tali norme tuttavia saranno formulate in modo da non 

intralciare eccessivamente l'entrata e l'uscita dal Porto Franco dei cittadini 

di qualunque Stato, i quali esercitino un'attivita legittima nella zona del 

Porto Franco. 

Articolo 12 

Le norme e regolamenti in vigore nel Porto Franco e le tariffe dei 

diritti e delle tasse percepite nel Porto Franco devono essere rese pubbliche. 

Articolo 13 

Ii cabotaggio ed ii traffic° costiero entro ii Territorio Libero saranno 

esercitati in conformita delle norme emanate dalle autorita del Territorio 

Libero, le disposizioni del presente Strumento non dovendo considerarsi 

come implicanti alcuna restrizione al riguardo per le predette autorita,. 

Articolo 14 

Nell'ambito del Porto Franco i provvedimenti sanitari e le disposizioni 

relative alla lotta contro le malattie degli animali e delle piante, per quanto 

concerne le navi da passeggieri e da carico, saranno applicate dalle autorita 

del Territorio Libero. 

Articolo 15 

Le autorita del Territorio Libero saranno tenute a fornire al Porto 

Franco l'acqua, il gas, la luce e l'energia elettrica, i mezzi di comunica-

zione, i mezzi per il drenaggio ed altri servizi pubblici ed a assicurare i 

servizi di polizia e la protezione contro gli incendi. 

Articolo 16 

1. Ii Territorio Libero e gli Stati, i cui territori sono attraversati da 

merci trasportate per ferrovia tra il Porto Franco e gli Stati che esso serve, 

assicureranno alle merci stesse liberta di transito, in conformita delle con-

suete convenzioni doganali, senza alcuna discriminazione e senza percezione 



di dazi doganali o gravami, che non siano quelli applicati in corrispettivo
di servizi prestati.

2. Il Territorio Libero e gli Stati che assumono le obbligazioni nascenti
dal presente Strumento, sul territorio dei quali detto traffico transitera in
una direzione o nell'altra, faranno tutto quanto sara in loro potere per
prowedere i mezzi piu adeguati che sia possibile, sotto ogni rispetto, per
assicurare la rapidita ed il buon andamento di detto traffico ad un costo
ragionevole. Essi inoltre non applicheranno, per quanto concerne il movi-
mento delle merci a destinazione od in provenienza dal Porto Franco, alcuna
misura discriminatoria in materia di tariffe, servizi, dogane, regolamenti
sanitari, di polizia o di ogni altra natura.

3. Gli Stati che si assumono le obbligazioni nascenti dal presente
Strumento, non adotteranno alcuna misura in materia di regolamenti o di
tariffe che possa deviare artificialmente il traffico del Porto Franco a
favore di altri porti marittimi. I prowedimenti adottati dal Governo jugo-
slavo per provvedere al traffico diretto ai porti della Jugoslavia meridio-
nale, non saranno considerati come misure miranti a deviare artificialmente
il traffico.

Articolo 17

Il Territorio Libero e gli Stati che assumono le obbligazioni nascenti
dal presente Strumento, concederanno, nei loro rispettivi territori ed in
modo tale da escludere qualsiasi discriminazione, liberta di comunicazioni
postali, telegrafiche e telefoniche, in conformita delle consuete conven-
zioni internazionali, tra la zona del Porto Franco e qualsiasi altro paese, e
ci6 per ogni comunicazione che provenga dalla zona del Porto Franco o sia
ad essa destinata.

Articolo 18

1. Il Porto Franco sara amministrato da un Direttore del Porto
Franco, che ne avra la legale rappresentanza, in quanto persona giuridica.
Il Consiglio di Governo sottoporra al Governatore un elenco di candidati
idonei per il posto di Direttore del Porto Franco. II Governatore nominerh
il Direttore, scegliendolo tra i candidati a lui segnalati, dopo essersi con-
sultato con il Consiglio di Governo. In caso di disaccordo, la questione
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di dazi doganali o gravami, che non siano quelli applicati in corrispettivo 

di servizi prestati. 

2. Ii Territorio Libero e gli Stati che assumono le obbligazioni nascenti 

dal presente Strumento, sul territorio dei quali detto traffico transitera in 

una direzione o nell'altra, faranno tutto quanto sara in loro potere per 

provvedere i mezzi pià adeguati che sia possibile, sotto ogni rispetto, per 

assicurare la rapidita ed ii buon andamento di detto traffico ad un costo 

ragionevole. Essi inoltre non applicheranno, per quanto conceme ii movi-

mento delle merci a destinazione od in provenienza dal Porto Franco, alcuna 

misura discriminatoria in materia di tariffe, servizi, dogane, regolamenti 

sanitari, di polizia o di ogni altra natura. 

3. Gli Stati che si assumono le obbligazioni nascenti dal presente 

Strumento, non adotteranno alcuna misura in materia di regolamenti o di 

tariffe che possa deviare artificialmente ii traffico del Porto Franco a 

favore di altri porti marittimi. I provvedimenti adottati dal Govern° jugo-

slavo per provvedere al traffico diretto ai porti della Jugoslavia meridio-

nale, non saranno considerati come misure miranti a deviare artificialmente 

ii traffico. 

Articolo 17 

Ii Territorio Libero e gli Stati che assumono le obbligazioni nascenti 

dal presente Strumento, concederanno, nei loro rispettivi territori ed in 

modo tale da escludere qualsiasi discriminazione, libertit di comunicazioni 

postali, telegrafiche e telefoniche, in conformita delle consuete conven-

zioni internazionali, tra la zona del Porto Franco e qualsiasi altro paese, e 

cio per ogni comunicazione che provenga dalla zona del Porto Franco o sia 

ad essa destinata. 

Articolo 18 

I. Ii Porto Franco sara amministrato da un Direttore del Porto 

Franco, che ne avra la legale rappresentanza, in quanta persona giuridica. 

Ii Consiglio di Govern° sottoporra al Govematore un elenco di candidati 

idonei per il posto di Direttore del Porto Franco. Ii Govematore nominera 

ii Direttore, scegliendolo tra i candidati a lui segnalati, dopo essersi con-

sultato con il Consiglio di Govern°. In caso di disaccordo, la questione 
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sara riferita al Consiglio di Sicurezza. 11 Governatore puo anche licenziare

il Direttore, dietro raccomandazione della Commissione Internazionale o
del Consiglio di Governo.

2. II Direttore non sara ne un cittadino jugoslavo, ne un cittadino

italiano.

3. Tutti gli altri impiegati del Porto Franco saranno nominati dal

Direttore. Nella nomina degli impiegati, dovra essere data preferenza ai

cittadini del Territorio Libero.

Articolo 19

I1 Direttore del Porto Libero, compatibilmente con le disposizioni del

presente Strumento, adottera tutte le misure ragionevoli e necessarie per

l'amministrazione, il funzionamento, la manutenzione e lo sviluppo del Porto

Franco, come un porto efficiente ed idoneo a far prontamente fronte a tutto

il traffico relativo. In particolare, egli sara responsabile dell'esecuzione

dei lavori portuali di ogni tipo nel Porto Franco, dirigera il funzionamento

delle installazioni e degli altri impianti portuali, determinera, conforme-

mente alle leggi del Territorio Libero, le condizioni di lavoro nel Porto

Franco e sopravedra alla osservanza inoltre nel Porto Franco, delle ordi-

nanze e dei regolamenti emanati dalle autorita del Territorio Libero in

materia di navigazione.

Articolo 20

1. II Direttore del Porto Franco emanera quelle norme e quei regola-

menti che riterra necessari nell'esercizio delle sue funzioni, quali sono

stabilite dall'Articolo che precede.

2. II bilancio preventivo autonomo del Porto Franco verra approntato

dal Direttore e sara approvato e amministrato in conformita delle leggi che

saranno stabilite dall'Assemblea popolare del Territorio Libero.

3. II Direttore del Porto Franco sottoporra un rapporto annuale sul

funzionamento del Porto Franco al Governatore e al Consiglio di Governo

del Territorio Libero. Una copia del rapporto dovra essere inviata alla

Commissione Internazionale.
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sara riferita al Consiglio di Sicurezza. 11 Governatore pub anche licenziare 

ii Direttore, dietro raccomandazione della Commissione Internazionale o 

del Consiglio di Governo. 

2. Ii Direttore non sara ne un cittadino jugoslavo, ne un cittadino 

italiano. 

3. Tutti gli altri impiegati del Porto Franco saranno nominati dal 

Direttore. Nella nomina degli impiegati, dovrà essere data preferenza ai 

cittadini del Territorio Libero. 

Articolo 19 

Ii Direttore del Porto Libero, compatibilmente con le disposizioni del 

presente Strumento, adottera tutte le misure ragionevoli e necessarie per 

l'amministrazione, ii funzionamento, la manutenzione e lo sviluppo del Porto 

Franco, come mi porto efficiente ed idoneo a far prontamente fronte a tutto 

ii traffico relativo. In particolare, egli sara responsabile dell'esecuzione 

dei lavori portuali di ogmi tipo nel Porto Franco, dirigerà il funzionamento 

delle installazioni e degli altri impianti portuali, determinera, conforme-

mente alle leggi del Territorio Libero, le condizioni di lavoro nel Porto 

Franco e sopravedra alla osservanza inoltre nel Porto Franco, delle ordi-

nanze e dei regolamenti emanati dalle autorita del Territorio Libero in 

materia di navigazione. 

Articolo 20 

I. Il Direttore del Porto Franco emanera quelle norme e quei regola-

menti the riterra necessari nell'esercizio delle sue funzioni, quali sono 

stabilite dall'Articolo che precede. 

2. II bilancio preventivo autonomo del Porto Franco verra approntato 

dal Direttore e sara approvato e amministrato in conformita delle leggi che 

saranno stabilite dall'Assemblea popolare del Territorio Libero. 

3. Il Direttore del Porto Franco sottoporra un rapporto annuale sul 

funzionamento del Porto Franco al Governatore e al Consiglio di Govern° 

del Territorio Libero. Una copia del rapporto dovra essere inviata alla 

Commissione Intemazionale. 



Articolo 21

1. Sara creata una Commissione Internazionale del Porto Franco, in
appresso designata "La Commissione Internazionale", composta di un rap-
presentante del Territorio Libero e di un rappresentante di ognuno dei
seguenti Stati: Francia, Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Irlanda del Nord,
Unione delle Repubbliche Socialiste Sovietiche, Stati Uniti d'America,
Repubblica Federale Popolare di Jugoslavia, Italia, Cecoslovacchia, Polo-
nia, Svizzera, Austria e Ungheria, a condizione che ognuno di detti Stati
abbia assunto le obbligazioni di cui al presente Strumento.

2. Il rappresentante del Territorio Libero sara Presidente permanente
della Commissione Internazionale. In caso di parita di voti, prevarra il voto
espresso dal Presidente.

Articolo 22

La Commissione Internazionale avra la sua sede in Porto Franco.
I suoi uffici e le sue attivita saranno sottratte alla giurisdizione locale.
I membri e i funzionari della Commissione Internazionale godranno nel
Territorio Libero di quei privilegi ed immunita che saranno necessarie per
il libero esercizio delle loro funzioni. La Commissione Internazionale
organizzera il proprio Segretariato, stabilira la procedura di funziona-
mento e determinera il proprio bilancio. Le spese comuni della Commis-
sione Internazionale saranno ripartite tra gli Stati membri, in una maniera
equa, secondo le proporzioni da essi accettate in seno alla Commissione
Internazionale stessa.

Articolo 23

La Commissione Internazionale avra il diritto di procedere ad in-
chieste ed a studi su tutte le questioni concernenti il funzionamento, l'utiliz-
zazione e l'amministrazione del Porto Franco o gli aspetti tecnici del
transito tra il Porto Franco e gli Stati ch'esso serve, compresa l'unificazione
dei metodi seguiti per lo smistamento del traffico. La Commissione Inter-
nazionale agira, sia di propria iniziativa, sia quando siffatte questioni siano
portate alla sua attenzione da qualunque Stato, o dal Territorio Libero,
o dal Direttore del Porto Franco. La Commissione Internazionale comuni-
chera le sue vedute o raccomandazioni al riguardo allo Stato od agli Stati
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Articolo 21 

J. Sara creata una Commissione Internazionale del Porto Franco, in 

appresso designata "La Commissione Internazionale", composta di un rap-

presentante del Territorio Libero e di un rappresentante di ognuno dei 

seguenti Stati: Francia, Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Irlanda del Nord, 

Unione delle Repubbliche Socialiste Sovietiche, Stati Uniti d'America, 

Repubblica Federale Popolare di Jugoslavia, Italia, Cecoslovacchia, Polo-, 

nia, Svizzera, Austria e Ungheria, a condizione che ognuno di detti Stati 

abbia assunto le obbligazioni di cui al presente Strumento. 

2. II rappresentante del Territorio Libero sara Presidente permanente 

della Commissione Internazionale. In caso di parita di voti, prevarra ii voto 
espresso dal Presidente. 

Articolo 22 

La Commissione Internazionale avra la sua sede in Porto Franco. 

I suoi uffici e le sue attivita saranno sottratte alla giurisdizione locale. 

I membri e i funzionari della Commissione Internazionale godranno nel 

Territorio Libero di quei privilegi ed immunita che saranno necessarie per 

ii libero esercizio delle loro funzioni. La Commissione Internazionale 

organizzera ii proprio Segretariato, stabilira la procedura di funziona-

mento e determinera ii proprio bilancio. Le spese comuni della Commis-

sione Internazionale saranno ripartite tra gli Stati membri, in una maniera 

equa, secondo le proporzioni da essi accettate in seno alla Commissione 
Internazionale stessa. 

Articolo 23 

La Commissione Internazionale avra ii diritto di procedere ad in-

chieste ed a studi su tulle le questioni concernenti ii funzionarnento, l'utiliz-

zazione e l'amministrazione del Porto Franco o gli aspetti tecnici del 

transit° tra il Porto Franco e gli Stati ch'esso serve, compresa l'unificazione 

dei metodi seguiti per lo smistamento del traffic°. La Commissione Inter-

nazionale agira, sia di propria iniziativa, sia quando siffatte questioni siano 

portate alla sua attenzione da qualunque Stato, o dal Territorio Libero, 

o dal Direttore del Porto Franco. La Commissione Internazionale comuni-

chera le sue vedute o raccomandazioni al riguardo allo Stato od agli Stati 
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interessati, od al Territorio Libero, od al Direttore del Porto Franco. Tall
raccomandazioni saranno prese in considerazione e saranno adottati gli
opportuni prowedimenti. Nel caso in cui tuttavia il Territorio Libero, o lo
Stato, o gli Stati interessati ritengano che detti prowedimenti siano incom-
patibili con le disposizioni del presente Strumento, la questione potra essere
regolata, a richiesta del Territorio Libero, o di uno qualunque degli Stati
interessati, secondo la procedura prevista all'Articolo 24.

Articolo 24

Ogni controversia relativa all'interpretazione o all'esecuzione del pre-
sente Strumento, che non sia regolata mediante negoziati diretti, dovra, a
meno che le parti non convengano di adottare un altro sistema per il rego-
lamento della controversia stessa, essere sottoposta a richiesta di una o
dell'altra parte, a una Commissione composta di un rappresentante di
ciascuna delle parti e di un terzo membro, scelto di comune accordo tra
le parti, fra cittadini di un terzo paese. Se nello spazio di un mese le due
parti non riescano a mettersi d'accordo sulla designazione del terzo membro,
il Segretario Generale delle Nazioni Unite sara invitato a procedere alla
designazione. Le decisione della maggioranza dei membri della Commis-
sione costituira la decisione della Commissione e dovra essere accettata
dalle parti come definitiva e obbligatoria.

Articolo 25

Potranno presentarsi al Consiglio di Sicurezza da parte del Consiglio
di Governo del Territorio Libero, o da tre o piu Stati rappresentati nella
Commissione Internazionale, proposte di emendamenti al presente Stru-
mento. Ogni emendamento approvato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza entreri in
vigore alla data stabilita dal Consiglio stesso.

Articolo 26

Ai fini del presente Strumento, uno Stato sara considerato aver assunto
le obbligazioni nascenti dallo Strumento stesso, se esso sia parte contraente
del Trattato di Pace con l'Italia o se esso abbia notificato al Governo della
Repubblica francese l'assunzione da parte sua di dette obbligazioni.
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interessati, od al Territorio Libero, od al Direttore del Porto Franco. Tali 

raccomandazioni saranno prese in considerazione e sararmo adottati gji 

opportuni provvedimenti. Nel caso in cui tuttavia ii Territorio Libero, o lo 

Stato, o gli Stati interessati ritengano che detti provvedimenti siano incom-

patibili con le disposizioni del presente Strumento, la questione potra essere 

regolata, a richiesta del Territorio Libero, o di uno qualtmque degli Stati 

interessati, secondo la procedura prevista all'Articolo 24. 

Articolo 24 

Ogni controversia relativa all'interpretazione o alresecuzione del pre-

sente Strumento, che non sia regolata mediante negoziati diretti, dovra, a 

meno che le parti non convengano di adottare un altro sistema per il rego-

lamento della controversia stessa, essere sottoposta a richiesta di tma o 

delraltra parte, a una Commissione composta di un rappresentante di 

ciascuna delle parti e di un terzo membro, scelto di comune accordo tra 

le parti, fra cittadini di un terzo paese. Sc nello spazio di un mese le due 

parti non riescano a mettersi d'accordo sulla designazione del terzo membro, 

ii Segretario Generale delle Nazioni Unite sara invitato a procedere alla 

designazione. Le decisione della maggioranza dei membri della Commis-

sione costituira la decisione della Commissione e (Iowa essere accettata 
dalle parti come definitiva e obbligatoria. 

Articolo 25 

Potranno presentarsi al Consiglio di Sicurezza da parte del Consiglio 

di Govern° del Territorio Libero, o da tre o pià Stati rappresentati nella 

Commissione Internazionale, proposte di emendamenti al presente Stru-

mento. Ogni emendamento approvato dal Consiglio di Sicurezza entrerit in 

vigore alla data stabilita dal Consiglio stesso. 

Articolo 26 

Ai fini del presente Strumento, uno Stato sara considerato aver assunto 

le obbligazioni nascenti dab o Strumento stesso, se esso sia parte contraente 

del Trattato di Pace con l'Italia o se esso abbia notificato al Govern° della 

Repubblica francese l'assunzione da parte sua di dette obbligazioni. 



ALLEGATO IX

Disposizioni techniche relative al Territorio Libero di Trieste

(vedi Articolo 21)

A. Approvvigionamento idrico dell'Istria nord-occidentale

La Jugoslavia continuera ad approvigionare la regione dell'Istria
nord-occidentale, entro il Territorio Libero di Trieste, con acqua prove-
niente dalla sorgente di San Giovanni de Pinguente, attraverso il sistema di
approwigionamento idrico del Quieto e dalla sorgente di S. Maria del
Risano, attraverso il sistema di approvvigionamento idrico del Risano.
L'acqua da fornirsi cosi, sara in quantita- che non superi sensibilmente
quella abitualmente proweduta alla regione - ed al ritmo di flusso, che il
Territorio Libero sarh per richiedere, sempre peraltro entro i limiti imposti
dalle condizioni naturali. La Jugoslavia assicurerh la manutenzione delle
condutture, dei bacini, delle pompe, dei dispositivi di purificazione delle
acque e degli altri impianti in territorio jugoslavo, che possano essere neces-
sari per assolvere le suddette obbligazioni. Una temporanea tolleranza
rispetto a tali obbligazioni dovrh essere consentita alla Jugoslavia, per le
necessarie riparazioni dei danni di guerra sofferti dalle installazioni per
1'approvvigionamento idrico. II Territorio Libero pagherh, per l'acqua cosi
fornita, un prezzo ragionevole, che rappresenti il suo contributo proporzio-
nale, basato sul quantitativo d'acqua consumato entro il Territorio Libero,
rispetto al costo totale di funzionamento e di manutenzione dei sistemi di
approvvigionamento idrico del Quieto e del Risano. Nel caso in cui il Terri-
torio Libero abbia bisogno in futuro di forniture supplementari d'acqua, la
Jugoslavia s'impegna ad esaminare la questione assieme alle autorith del
Territorio Libero e ad adottare di comune accordo quelle ragionevoli misure
che siano necessarie per soddisfare detti bisogni.

B. Forniture di energia elettrica

1. La Jugoslavia e l'Italia manterranno le attuali forniture di energia
elettrica a favore del Territorio Libero di Trieste, fornendo ad esso quei
quantitativi e quel ritmo di fonitura che il Territorio Libero sara per
richiedere. I quantitativi d'energia forniti non dovranno superare sensibil-
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ALLEGATO IX 

[61 STAT. 

Disposizioni techniche relative al Territorio Libero di Trieste 

(vedi Articolo 21) 

A. Approvvigionamento idrico nord-occidentale 

La Jugoslavia continuera ad approvvigionare la regione denstria 

nord-occidentale, entro ii Territorio Libero di Trieste, con acqua prove-

niente dalla sorgente di San Giovanni de Pinguente, attraverso ii sistema di 

approvvigionamento idrico del Quieto e dalla sorgente di S. Maria del 

Risano, attraverso ii sistema di approvvigionamento idrico del Risano. 

L'acqua da fornirsi cosi, sara in quantita — che non superi sensibilmente 

quella abitualmente provveduta alla regione — ed al ritmo di flusso, che ii 

Territorio Libero sara per richiedere, sempre peraltro entro i limiti imposti 

dalle condizioni natal-all La Jugoslavia assicurera la manutenzione delle 

condutture, dei bacini, delle pompe, dei dispositivi di purificazione delle 

acque e degli altri impianti in territorio jugoslavo, che possano essere neces-

sari per assolvere le suddette obbligazioni. Una temporanea tolleranza 

rispetto a tali obbligazioni dovra essere consentita alla Jugoslavia, per le 

necessarie riparazioni dei danni di guerra sofferti dalle installazioni per 

l'approvvigionamento idrico. Ii Territorio Libero paghera, per l'acqua cosi 

fornita, un prezzo ragionevole, che rappresenti ii suo contributo proporzio-

nale, basato sul quantitativo d'acqua consumato entro ii Territorio Libero, 

rispetto al costo totale di funzionamento e di manutenzione dei sistemi di 

approvvigionamento idrico del Quieto e del Risano. Nel caso in cui ii Terri-

torio Libero abbia bisogno in futuro di forniture supplementari d'acqua, la 

Jugoslavia s'impegna ad esaminare la questione assieme alle autorita del 

Territorio Libero e ad adottare di comune accordo quelle ragionevoli misure 

che siano necessarie per soddisfare detti bisogni. 

B. Forniture di energia elettrica 

1. La Jugoslavia e l'Italia manterranno le attuali fomiture di energia 

elettrica a favore del Territorio Libero di Trieste, fornendo ad esso quei 
quantitativi e quel ritmo di fornitura che ii Territorio Libero sara per 

richiedere. I quantitativi d'energia fomiti non dovranno superare sensibil-
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mente, all'inizio, i quantitativi normalmente messi a disposizione della
zona compresa nei confini del Territorio Libero, ma l'Italia e la Jugoslavia,
a richiesta del Territorio Libero, dovranno fornire crescenti quantitativi
in relazione alle crescenti esigenze del Territorio Libero, a condizione

peraltro che ogni aumento di piui del 20% rispetto al quantitativo normal-
mente fornito al Territorio Libero dalle diverse fonti, formi l'oggetto di un

accordo tra i Governi interessati.

2. I1 prezzo che sara fissato dalla Jugoslavia o dall'Italia e che sara

pagato dal Territorio Libero per l'energia elettrica ad esso fornita, non

potra essere superiore al prezzo fissato in Jugoslavia o in Italia, per la
fornitura di uguali quantitativi di energia idroelettrica prodotta dalle stesse

fonti in territorio jugoslavo od italiano.

3. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e il Territorio Libero, si scambieranno con-
tinuamente informazioni concernenti il flusso, le riserve di acqua e la

produzione di energia delle centrali che alimentano l'antico compartimento

italiano della Venezia Giulia, in modo che ognuna delle tre parti possa

essere in condizione di determinare il rispettivo fabbisogno.

4. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e il Territorio Libero manterranno in buono

stato di funzionamento tutte le centrali elettriche, le linee di trasmissione,

le sottostazioni e le altre installazioni necessarie per assicurare l'approvvi-

gionamento continuato di energia all'antico compartimento italiano della

Venezia Giulia.

5. La Jugoslavia prowedera a che gli impianti esistenti o che possano

venire in futuro costruiti nella zona dell'Isonzo (Soca) per la produzione

di energia elettrica siano utilizzati in modo che i quantitativi d'acqua di

cui l'Italia abbia bisogno periodicamente per irrigare la regione compresa

tra Gorizia e la costa adriatica a sudovest di detta citta, possano essere

prelevati dall'Isonzo (Soca). L'Italia non potra rivendicare il diritto di

utilizzare l'acqua dell'Isonzo (Soca) in quantitativi maggiori o in condizioni

pii favorevoli di quelle abituali per il passato.

6. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e il Territorio Libero dovranno negoziare

fra loro ed adottare una convenzione che sia accettabile da tutte le parti e

sia conforme alle disposizioni di cui sopra, per assicurare che il sistema

elettrico che serve l'antico compartimento italiano della Venezia Giulia
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mente, a ll'inizio, i quantitativi normalmente messi a disposizione della 

zona compresa nei confini del Territorio Libero, ma l'Italia e la Jugoslavia, 

a richiesta del Territorio Libero, dovranno fomire crescenti quantitativi 

in relazione alle crescenti esigenze del Territorio Libero, a condizione 

peraltro che ogni aumento di pia del 20% rispetto al quantitativo normal-

mente fornito al Territorio Libero dalle diverse fonti, formi l'oggetto di un 

accordo tra i Govemi interessati. 

2. Ii prezzo che sara fissato dalla Jugoslavia o dall'Italia e che sara 

pagato dal Territorio Libero per renergia elettrica ad esso fornita, non 

potra essere superiore al prezzo fissato in Jugoslavia o in Italia, per la 

fornitura di uguali quantitativi di energia idroelettrica prodotta dalle stesse 

fonti in territorio jugoslavo od italiano. 

3. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e ii Territorio Libero, si scambieranno con-

tinuamente informazioni concernenti ii flusso, le riserve di acqua e la 

produzione di energia delle centrali che alimentano l'antico compartimento 

italiano della Venezia Giulia, in modo che ognima delle tre parti possa 

essere in condizione di deterrninare ii rispettivo fabbisogno. 

4. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e ii Territorio Libero manterranno in buono 

stato di funzionamento tutte le centrali elettriche, le linee di trasmissione, 

le sottostazioni e le altre installazioni necessarie per assicurare rapprovvi-

gionamento continuato di energia all'antico compartimento italiano della 

Venezia Giulia. 

5. La Jugoslavia provvedera a che gli impianti esistenti o che possano 

venire in futuro costruiti nella zona delrIsonzo (Soca) per la produzione 

di energia elettrica siano utilizzati in modo che i quantitativi d'acqua di 

cui l'Italia abbia bisogno periodicamente per irrigare la regione compresa 

tra Gorizia e la costa adriatica a sudovest di detta citta, possano essere 

prelevati dall'Isonzo (Soca). L'Italia non potra rivendicare ii diritto di 

utilizzare l'acqua dell'Isonzo (Soca) in quantitativi maggiori o in condizioni 

piü favorevoli di quelle abituali per il passato. 

6. La Jugoslavia, l'Italia e ii Territorio Libero dovrazmo negoziare 

fra loro ed adottare una convenzione che sia accettabile da tulle le parti e 

sia conforme alle disposizioni di cui sopra, per assicurare che II sistema 

elettrico che serve rantico compartimento italiano della Venezia Giulia 



possa continuare a funzionare. Una Commissione mista, nella quale i tre
Governi saranno rappresentati su una base di parita, sarh istituita per pre-
siedere all'esecuzione delle obbligazioni risultanti dai paragrafi da 1 a 5,
di cui sopra.

7. Allo scadere di un periodo di dieci anni dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato, la Jugoslavia, l'Italia e il Territorio Libero riesamine-
ranno le disposizioni che precedono alla luce delle condizioni in allora
esistenti, allo scopo di determinare quali delle obbligazioni di cui sopra
siano eventualmente non piu necessarie e vi apporteranno quelle modifiche,
soppressioni od aggiunte, che le parti interessate fra loro convenissero. Ogni
controversia che possa sorgere in sede di detto riesame, dovra essere rego-
lata secondo la procedura prevista dall'Articolo 87 del presente Trattato.

C. Disposizioni per facilitare il traffico locale di frontiera

La Jugoslavia ed il Territorio Libero di Trieste, e l'Italia e il Terri-
torio Libero di Trieste, dovranno entro un mese dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato, intraprendere negoziati, in vista di concludere intese allo
scopo di facilitare il passaggio attraverso la frontiera tra il Territorio
Libero e le zone adiacenti di Jugoslavia e d'Italia, di generi alimentari e
di altre categorie di merci che hanno formato abitualmente oggetto di
scambi locali tra dette regioni, a condizione che si tratti di derrate o merci
prodotte o fabbricate nei territori rispettivi. Detti scambi potranno essere
facilitati da opportuni provvedimenti, compresa l'esenzione entro deter-
minati limiti di quantita o valore, da diritti, dazi doganali e tasse di qual-
siasi genere sull'importazione e sulla esportazione, quando i prodotti sopra-
detti rimangano nel commercio locale.

ALLEGATO X

Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative

al Territorio Libero di Trieste
1. Il Territorio Libero di Trieste acquistera, senza pagamento, i beni

italiani statali e parastatali che si trovano entro i confini del Territorio
Libero,
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possa continuare a funzionare. Una Commissione mista, nella quaIe i tre 

Governi saranno rappresentati su una base di paria, sara istituita per pre-

siedere alresecuzione delle obbligazioni risultanti dai paragrafi da 1 a 5, 

di cui sopra. 

7. Allo scadere di un periodo di dieci anni dalrentrata in vigore del 

presente Trattato, la Jugoslavia, l'Italia e ii Territorio Libero riesamine-

ranno le disposizioni che precedono alla luce delle condizioni in allora 

esistenti, allo scopo di determinare quali delle obbligazioni di cui sopra 

siano eventualmente non pia necessarie e vi apporteranno quelle modifiche, 

soppressioni od aggiunte, che le parti interessate fra loro conyenissero. Ogni 

controversia che possa sorgere in sede di detto riesame, dovrà essere rego-

lata secondo la procedura prevista dall'Articolo 87 del presente Trattato. 

C. Disposizioni per facilitare ii traffico locale di frontiera 

La Jugoslavia ed ii Territorio Libero di Trieste, e l'Italia e il Terri-

torio Libero di Trieste, dovranno entro un mese dall'entrata in vigore del 

presente Trattato, intraprendere negoziati, in vista di concludere intese alio 

scopo di facilitare ii passaggio attraverso la frontiera tra ii Territorio 

Libero e le zone adiacenti di Jugoslavia e d'Italia, di generi alimentari e 

di altre categoric di merci che hanno formato abitualmente oggetto di 

scambi locali tra dette regioni, a condizione che si tratti di derrate o merci 

prodotte o fabbricate nei territori rispettivi. Detti scambi potranno essere 

facilitati da opportuni provvedimenti, compresa l'esenzione entro deter-

minati limiti di quantita o valore, da diritti, dazi doganali e tasse di qual-

siasi genere sull'importazione e sulla esportazione, quando i prodotti sopra-

detti rimangano nel commercio locale. 

ALLEGATO X 

Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative 

al Territorio Libero di Trieste 

1. II Territorio Libero di Trieste acquistera, senza pagamento, i beni 

italiani statali e parastatali che si trovan.o entro I confini del Territorio 
Libero, 
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Ai sensi del presente Allegato, saranno considerati come beni statali
o parastatali: i beni mobili ed immobili dello Stato italiano, degli Enti
locali e degli Enti pubblici e delle societa o associazioni di proprieta statale,
cosi come i beni mobili e immobili gia appartenenti al Partito Fascista od
alle sue organizzazioni ausiliarie.

2. Tutti i trasferimenti di beni italiani statali e parastatali, secondo
la definizione datane al paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, effettuati dopo il 3
settembre 1943, saranno considerati come nulli e non avvenuti. Tuttavia
tale disposizione non si applichera agli atti legittimi relativi ad operazioni
correnti di Enti statali e parastatali, in quanto detti atti concernano la
vendita, in condizioni normali, di merci da essi prodotte o vendute, in

esecuzione di normali intese commerciali o nel corso normale di attivita
amministrative del Governo.

3. I cavi sottomarini appartenenti allo Stato italiano o ad Enti para-

statali italiani, cadranno sotto la disciplina delle disposizioni del para-

grafo 1, per quanto si riferisce agli impianti terminali ed ai tratti di cavi

giacenti nelle acque territoriali del Territorio Libero.

4. L'Italia trasferira al Territorio Libero tutti gli archivi e i docu-

menti di carattere amministrativo o di valore storico riferentisi al Terri-

torio Libero o a beni trasferiti in esecuzione del paragrafo 1 del presente

Allegato. Il Territorio Libero consegnera alla Jugoslavia tutti i documenti

dello stesso carattere riferentisi ai territori ceduti alla Jugoslavia ai sensi

del presente Trattato, e all'Italia tutti i documenti dello stesso carattere, che

possano trovarsi nel Territorio Libero e che si riferiscano al territorio

italiano.

La Jugoslavia si dichiara pronta a trasferire al Territorio Libero tutti

gli archivi e documenti di carattere amministrativo riguardanti l'ammini-

strazione del Territorio Libero e necessari soltanto per l'amministrazione

del territorio stesso, che siano del tipo di quelli che venivano normalmente

conservati, prima del 3 settembre 1943, dalle autorita locali, aventi giu-

risdizione sulla zona che fa ora parte del Territorio Libero.

5. II Territorio Libero sara esente dal pagamento del Debito Pubblico

italiano, ma dovra assumere le obbligazioni dello Stato italiano nei con-
95347--49-PT. II---8
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Al sensi del presente Allegato, saranno considerati come beni statali 

o parastatali: i beni mobili ed immobili dello Stato italiano, degli Enti 

locali e degli Enti pubblici e delle sodetà o associazioni di proprieta statale, 

cosi come i beni mobili e immobili gia appartenenti al Partito Fascista od 

alle sue organizzazioni ausiliarie. 

2. Tutti i trasferimenti di beni italiani statali e parastatali, secondo 

la definizione datane al paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, effettuati dopo il 3 

settembre 1943, saranno considerati come nulli e non avvenuti. Tuttavia 

tale disposizione non si applichera agli atti legittimi relativi ad operazioni 

correnti di Enti statali e parastatali, in quanto detti atti concernano la 

vendita, in condizioni normali, di merci da essi prodotte o vendute, in 

esecuzione di normali intese commerciali o nel corso normale di attivita 

amministrative del Governo. 

3. I cavi sottomarini appartenenti allo Stato italiano o ad Enti para-

statali italiani, cadranno sotto la disciplina delle disposizioni del para-

grafo 1, per quanto si riferisce agli impianti terminali ed ai tratti di cavi 

giacenti nelle acque territoriali del Territorio Libero. 

4. L'Italia trasferira al Territorio Libero tutti gli archivi e i docu-

menti di carattere amministrativo o di valore storico riferentisi al Terri-

torio Libero o a beni trasferiti in esecuzione del paragrafo 1 del presente 

Allegato. II Territorio Libero consegnera alla Jugoslavia tutti i documenti 

dello stesso carattere riferentisi ai territori ceduti alla Jugoslavia ai sensi 

del presente Trattato, e all'Italia tutti i documenti dello stesso carattere, che 

possano trovarsi nel Territorio Libero e che si riferiscano al territorio 

italiano. 

La Jugoslavia si dichiara pronta a trasferire al Territorio Libero tutti 

gli archivi e documenti di carattere amministrativo riguardanti l'ammini-

strazione del Territorio Libero e necessari soltanto per l'amministrazione 

del territorio stesso, che siano del tipo di quelli che venivano normalmente 

conservati, prima del 3 settembre 1943, dalle autorita locali, aventi giu-

risdizione sulla zona che fa ora parte del Territorio Libero. 

5. II Territorio Libero sara esente dal pagamento del Debito Pubblico 

italiano, ma dovra assumere le obbligazioni dello Stato italiano nei con-
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fronti dei detentori di titoli, i quali siano persone fisiche che continuino a
risiedere nel Territorio Libero, o persone giuridiche che vi conservino la
loro sede sociale od il centro principale dei loro affari, nella misura in cui
dette obbligazioni corrispondano alla parte di tale Debito, emessa prima
del 10 giugno 1940, che sia attribuibile ad opere pubbliche od a servizi
amministrativi civili di cui detto Territorio abbia beneficiato e non attri-
buibile direttamente od indirettamente a scopi militari.

Potra richiedersi ai detentori dei titoli di fornire piena prova del-
lorigine dei titoli stessi.

L'Italia e il Territorio Libero concluderanno un accordo per deter-
minare la parte del Debito Pubblico italiano, a cui si riferisce il presente
paragrafo e i metodi da applicare per l'esecuzione delle disposizioni relative.

6. II regime futuro dei debiti esteri garantiti da privilegi gravanti
sui beni o sulle entrate del Territorio Libero, sara regolato da ulteriori
accordi, che saranno conclusi tra le parti interessate.

7. L'Italia e il Territorio Libero regoleranno con speciali accordi
le condizioni in cui saranno trasferite ad organizzazioni consimili del Terri-
torio Libero, le obbligazioni verso gli abitanti del Territorio Libero, delle
organizzazioni italiane pubbliche, come private, per le assicurazioni sociali,
come pure una parte proporzionale delle riserve accumulate dalle dette
organizzazioni.

Accordi analoghi saranno anche conclusi tra il Territorio Libero e
l'Italia e tra il Territorio Libero e la Jugoslavia, per regolare le obbliga-
zioni di organizzazioni per le assicurazioni sociali, pubbliche e private,
la cui sede sociale sia nel Territorio Libero, nei confronti dei detentori di
polizze e dei sottoscrittori residenti rispettivamente in Italia o in territorio
ceduto alla Jugoslavia in base al presente Trattato.

11 Territorio Libero e la Jugoslavia regoleranno con accordi analoghi,
le obbligazioni delle organizzazioni per le assicurazioni sociali, pubbliche
e private, la cui sede sociale sia nel territorio ceduto alla Jugoslavia ai
sensi del presente Trattato, nei confronti di detentori di polizze o di sotto-
scrittori che risiedano nel Territorio Libero.

8. L'Italia continuera ad essere responsabile del pagamento delle
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fronti dei detentori di titoli, i quail siano persone fisiche che continuino a 

risiedere nel Territorio Libero, o persone giuridiche che vi conservino la 

loro sede sociale od ii centro principale dei loro affari, nella misura in cui 

dette obbligazioni corrispondano alla parte di tale Debito, emessa prima 

del 10 giugno 1940, che sia attribuibile ad opere pubbliche od a servizi 

amministrativi civili di cui detto Territorio abbia beneficiato e non attri-

buibile direttamente od indirettamente a scopi militari. 

Potra richiedersi ai detentori dei titoli di fornire piena prova 

dei titoli stessi. 

e ii Territorio Libero concluderanno un accordo per deter-
minare la parte del Debito Pubblico italiano, a cui si riferisce ii presente 

paragrafo e i metodi da applicare per l'esecuzione delle disposizioni relative. 

6. Il regime futuro dei debiti esteri garantiti da privilegi gravanti 

sui beni o sulle entrate del Territorio Libero, sara regolato da ulteriori 

accordi, che saranno conclusi tra le parti interessate. 

7. L'Italia e II Territorio Libero regoleranno con speciali accordi 

le condizioni in cui saranno trasferite ad organizzazioni consimili del Terri-
torio Libero, le obbligazioni verso gli abitanti del Territorio Libero, delle 

organizzazioni italiane pubbliche, come private, per le assicurazioni sociali, 

come pure una parte proporzionale delle riserve accumulate dalle dette 
organi77A zioni. 

Accordi analoghi saranno anche conclusi tra ii Territorio Libero e 

l'Italia e tra ii Territorio Libero e la Jugoslavia, per regolare le obbliga-

zioni di organizzazioni per le assicurazioni sociali, pubbliche e private, 

la cui sede sociale sia nel Territorio Libero, nei confronti dei detentori di 

polizze e dei sottoscrittori residenti rispettivamente in Italia o in territorio 

ceduto alla Jugoslavia in base al presente Trattato. 

11 Territorio Libero e la Jugoslavia regolerarmo con accordi analoghi, 

le obbligazioni delle organizzazioni per le assicurazioni sociali, pubbliche 

e private, la cui sede sociale sia nel territorio ceduto alla Jugoslavia al 

sensi del presente Trattato, nei confronti di detentori di polizze o di sotto-
scrittori che risiedano nel Territorio Libero. 

8. L'Italia continuera ad essere responsabile del pagamento delle 
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pensioni civili o militari acquisite alla data dell'entrata in vigore del pre-
sente Trattato, al servizio dello Stato italiano o di municipi od altri Enti
pubblici locali, da persone che acquistino la cittadinanza del Territorio
Libero, in virtu del presente Trattato. Tale obbligazione riguarda anche il
diritto a pensioni non ancora maturate. Accordi saranno conclusi tra l'Italia
e il Territorio Libero, per determinare le condizioni, in cui detta obbliga-
zione sara soddisfatta.

9. I beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini italiani, che hanno stabilito
il loro domicilio nel Territorio Libero dopo il 10 giugno 1940 e delle
persone che opteranno per la cittadinanza italiana, in virtu delle disposi-
zioni dello Statuto del Territorio Libero di Trieste, saranno rispettati, a
condizione ch'essi siano stati legittimamente acquisiti, per un periodo di
tre anni dalla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, nella stessa
misura che i beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini del Territorio Libero in
generale.

I beni, diritti e interessi degli altri cittadini italiani ed anche quelli
delle persone giuridiche di nazionalita italiana, che siano situati nel Terri-
torio Libero, purche siano stati legittimamente acquisiti, saranno sottoposti
soltanto a quei provvedimenti che potranno essere via via adottati in linea
generale rispetto ai beni di cittadini stranieri e di persone giuridiche di
nazionalita straniera.

10. Le persone che opteranno per la cittadinanza italiana e che stabi-
liranno la loro residenza in Italia, saranno autorizzate, dopo ch'esse abbiano

pagato ogni debito o imposta dovuta nel Territorio Libero, a portare con
se i loro beni mobili e a trasferire i loro fondi, purche detti beni e fondi

siano stati legittimamente acquisiti. Nessun diritto d'importazione o di

esportazione sara imposto in relazione al trasferimento di tali beni. Dette
persone saranno autorizzate inoltre a vendere i loro beni mobili e immobili
nelle stesse condizioni dei cittadini del Territorio Libero.

Il trasferimento dei beni in Italia sara effettuato a condizioni che non
dovranno essere in contrasto con la Costituzione del Territorio Libero e nel

modo che sarh determinato d'accordo tra l'Italia e il Territorio Libero. Le

condizioni e i termini di tempo per il trasferimento dei fondi, compresi i

proventi delle vendite, saranno fissati nella medesima maniera.
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pensioni civili o militari acquisite alla data dell'entrata in vigore del pre-

sente Trattato, al servizio dello Stato italiano o di municipi od altri Enti 

pubblici locali, da persone che acquistino la cittadinanza del Territorio 

Libero, in virtit del presente Trattato. Tale obbligazione riguarda anche ii 

diritto a pensioni non ancora maturate. Accordi saranno conclusi tra l'Italia 

e ii Territorio Libero, per determinare le condizioni, in cui detta obbliga-

zione sara soddisfatta. 

9. I beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini italiani, che hanno stabilito 

ii loro domicilio nel Territorio Libero dopo il 10 giugno 1940 e delle 

persone che opterarmo per la cittadinanza italiana, in virtit delle disposi-

zioni dello Statuto del Territorio Libero di Trieste, saranno rispettati, a 

condizione ch'essi siano stati legittimamente acquisiti, per un periodo di 

tre anni dalla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, nella stessa 

misura che i beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini del Territorio Libero in 

generale. 

I beni, diritti e interessi degli altri cittadini italiani ed anche quelli 

delle persone giuridiche di nazionalita italiana, che siano situati nel Terri-

torio Libero, purche siano stati legittimamente acquisiti, saranno sottoposti 

soltanto a quei provvedimenti che potranno essere via via adottati in linea 

generale rispetto ai beni di cittadini stranieri e di persone giuridiche di 

nazionalita straniera. 

10. Le persone che opteranno per la cittadinanza italiana e che stabi-

liranno la loro residenza in Italia, saranno autorizzate, dopo ch'esse abbiano 

pagato ogni debito o imposta dovuta nel Territorio Libero, a portare con 

se i loro beni mobili e a trasferire i loro fondi, purche detti beni e fondi 

siano stati legittimamente acquisiti. Nessun diritto d'importazione o di 

esportazione sara imposto in relazione al trasferimento di tali beni. Dette 

persone saranno autorizzate inoltre a vendere i loro beni mobili e immobili 

nelle stesse condizioni dei cittadini del Territorio Libero. 

Ii trasferimento dei beni in Italia sara effettuato a condizioni che non 

dovranno essere in contrasto con la Costituzione del Territorio Libero e nel 

modo che sara determinato d'accordo tra l'Italia e ii Territorio Libero. Le 

condizioni e i termini di tempo per il trasferimento dei fondi, compresi 

proventi delle vendite, saranno fissati nella medesima maniera. 



11. I beni, diritti e interessi esistenti in Italia alla data dell'entrata
in vigore del presente Trattato e che appartengano a ex-cittadini italiani,
residenti nel Territorio Libero, che divengono cittadini del Territorio
Libero stesso ai sensi del presente Trattato, saranno rispettati dall'Italia,
nella stessa misura dei beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini italiani in genere,
per un periodo di tre anni dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato.

Dette persone sono autorizzate ad effettuare il trasferimento e la liqui-
dazione dei loro beni, diritti, ed interessi, nelle stesse condizioni previste
al paragrafo 10 di cui sopra.

12. Le societa costituite a norma delle leggi italiane e aventi la loro
sede sociale nel Territorio Libero, che desiderino spostare detta sede sociale
in Italia, od in Jugoslavia, dovranno egualmente essere trattate in confor-
mita del paragrafo 10 di cui sopra, a condizione che piiu del cinquanta per
cento del loro capitale appartenga a persone residenti normalmente fuori
del Territorio Libero o che trasferiscano il loro domicilio in Italia o in
Jugoslavia.

13. I debiti dovuti da persone residenti in Italia o in territorio
ceduto alla Jugoslavia, a persone residenti nel Territorio Libero e i debiti
dovuti da persone residenti nel Territorio Libero a persone residenti in
Italia o in territorio ceduto alla Jugoslavia, non saranno rimessi o lesi
per effetto della cessione. L'Italia, la Jugoslavia e il Territorio Libero
s'impegnano a facilitare il regolamento di dette obbligazioni. Ai fini del
presente paragrafo, il termine "persone" si riferisce anche alle persone
giuridiche.

14. I beni situati nel Territorio Libero, appartenenti a qualunque delle
Nazioni Unite e ai suoi cittadini, riguardo a cui non fossero state ancora
revocate le misure di sequestro o di controllo adottate dall'Italia e che non
fossero stati restituiti ai rispettivi proprietari, verranno restituiti nello stato
in cui si trovano attualmente.

15. L'Italia restituira i beni illegalmente asportati dopo il 3 settembre
1943, dal Territorio Libero e portati in Italia. L'esecuzione di tale obbli-
gazione sara regolata dai paragrafi 2, 3, 4, 5 e 6 dell'Articolo 75, salvo
per quanto si riferisce ai beni formanti oggetto di altre disposizioni del
presente Allegato.
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11. I beni, diritti e interessi esistenti in Italia alla data dell'entrata 

in vigore del presente Trattato e che appartengano a ex-cittadini italiani, 

residenti nel Territorio Libero, the divengono cittadini del Territorio 

Libero stesso ai sensi del presente Trattato, saranno rispettati dall'Italia, 

nella stessa misura dei beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini italiani in genere, 

per un periodo di tre anni dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. 

Dette persone sono autorizzate ad effettuare ii trasferimento e la liqui-

dazione dei loro beni, diritti, ed interessi, nelle stesse condizioni previste 
al paragrafo 10 di cui sopra. 

12. Le societa costituite a norma delle leggi italiane e aventi la loro 
sede sociale nel Territorio Libero, che desiderino spostare detta sede sociale 

in Italia, od in Jugoslavia, dovranno egualmente essere trattate in confor-

mita del paragrafo 10 di cui sopra, a condizione che pia del cinquanta per 

cento del loro capitale appartenga a persone residenti normalmente fuori 

del Territorio Libero o che trasferiscano il loro domicilio in Italia o in 
Jugoslavia. 

13. I debiti dovuti da persone residenti in Italia o in territorio 
ceduto alla Jugoslavia, a persone residenti nel Territorio Libero e i debiti 

dovuti da persone residenti nel Territorio Libero a persone residenti in 

Italia o in territorio ceduto alla Jugoslavia, non saranno rimessi o lesi 

per effetto della cessione. L'Italia, la Jugoslavia e ii Territorio Libero 

s'impegnano a facilitare ii regolamento di dette obbligazioni. Ai fini del 

presente paragrafo, ii termine "persone" si riferisce anche alle persone 
giuridiche. 

14. I beni situati nel Territorio Libero, appartenenti a qualunque delle 

Nazioni Unite e ai suoi cittadini, riguardo a cui non fossero state ancora 

revocate le misure di sequestro o di controllo adottate dall'Italia e che non 

fossero stati restituiti ai rispettivi proprietari, verranno restituiti nello stato 
in cui si trovano attualmente. 

15. L'Italia restituira i beni illegalmente asportati dopo il 3 settembre 

1943, dal Territorio Libero e portati in Italia. L'esecuzione di tale obbli-

gazione sara regolata dai paragrafi 2, 3, 4, 5 e 6 dell'Articolo 75, salvo 

per quanto si riferisce ai beni formanti oggetto di altre disposizioni del 
presente Allegato. 
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Le disposizioni dei paragrafi 1, 2, 5 e 6 dell'Articolo 75 si appliche-

ranno alla restituzione, da parte del Territorio Libero, dei beni che siano
stati asportati durante la guerra dai territori delle Nazioni Unite.

16. L'Italia restituira al Territorio Libero, nel piui breve tempo pos-
sibile, tutte le navi detenute dallo Stato italiano o da cittadini italiani che,
alla data del 3 settembre 1943 appartenevano sia a persone fisiche residenti
nel Territorio Libero e che acquistino la cittadinanza del Territorio Libero
ai sensi del presente Trattato, sia a persone giuridiche di nazionalita italiana,
che abbiano e conservino la loro sede sociale nel Territorio Libero, fatta
eccezione delle navi che siano state oggetto di vendita effettuata in buona
fede.

17. L'Italia e il Territorio Libero, e la Jugoslavia e il Territorio
Libero, concluderanno degli accordi fra loro per procedere alla riparti-
zione, su basi di giustizia e di equith, dei beni appartenenti agli enti locali,
il territorio della cui giurisdizione venga a trovarsi diviso per effetto della
nuova delimitazione di confini recata dal presente Trattato e per assicurare
la continuazione a favore degli abitanti, di quei servizi comunali, a cui non
si riferiscano espressamente altre disposizioni del presente Trattato.

Accordi analoghi saranno conclusi per una ripartizione giusta ed equa
del materiale rotabile e dell'altro materiale ferroviario e dei galleggianti
ed impianti dei bacini e del porto; accordi saranno egualmente presi per
regolare qualsiasi altra questione economica pendente, che non sia regolata
dal presente Allegato.

18. I cittadini del Territorio Libero continueranno, nonostante il tra-
sferimento di sovranita e ogni mutamento di cittadinanza che ne risulti, a
godere in Italia di tutti i diritti di proprieta industriale, letteraria e artistica,
previsti dalla legislazione ivi vigente, al momento del trasferimento.

Il Territorio Libero riconoscera e dara effetto ai diritti di proprieta
industriale, letteraria e artistica, esistenti nel Territorio Libero a sensi
della legislazione italiana vigente al momento del trasferimento ed a
quelli che dovessero essere ristabiliti o restituiti ai legittimi titolari, ai sensi
dell'Allegato XV capo A del presente Trattato. Detti diritti rimarranno in
vigore nel Territorio Libero, per lo stesso periodo di tempo durante il quale
sarebbero rimasti in vigore, ai sensi della legislazione italiana.
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Le disposizioni dei paragrafi 1, 2, 5 e 6 dell'Articolo 75 Si appliche-

ranno alla restituzione, da parte del Territorio Libero, dei beni che siano 

stati asportati durante la guerra dai territori delle Nazioni Unite. 

16. L'Italia restituira al Territorio Libero, nel pill breve tempo pos-

sibile, tulle le navi detenute dallo Stato italiano o da cittadini italiani che, 

alla data del 3 settembre 1943 appartenevano sia a persone fisiche residenti 

nel Territorio Libero e che acquistino la cittadinanza del Territorio Libero 

ai sensi del presente Trattato, sia a persone giuridiche di nazionalita italiana, 

che abbiano e conservino la loro sede sociale nel Territorio Libero, fatta 

eccezione delle navi che siano state oggetto di vendita effettuata in buona 
fede. 

17. L'Italia e il Territorio Libero, e la Jugoslavia e ii Territorio 

Libero, concluderanno degli accordi fra loro per procedere alla riparti-

zione, su basi di giustizia e di equita., dei beni appartenenti agli enti locali, 

ii territorio della cui giurisdizione venga a trovarsi diviso per effetto della 
nuova delimitazione di confini recata dal presente Trattato e per assicurare 

la continuazione a favore degli abitanti, di quei servizi comunali, a cui non 

si riferiscano espressamente altre disposizioni del presente Trattato. 

Accordi analoghi saranno conclusi per una ripartizione giusta ed equa 

del materiale rotabile e dell'altro materiale ferroviario e dei galleggianti 

ed impianti dei bacini e del porto; accordi saranno egualmente presi per 

regolare qualsiasi altra questione economica pendente, che non sia regolata 

dal presente Allegato. 

18. I cittadini del Territorio Libero continueranno, nonostante ii tra-

sferimento di sovranita e ogni mutamento di cittadinanza che ne risulti, a 

godere in Italia di tutti i diritti di proprieta industriale, letteraria e artistica, 

previsti dalla legislazione ivi vigente, al momento del trasferimento. 

Ii Territorio Libero riconoscera e dara effetto ai diritti di proprieta 

industriale, letteraria e artistica, esistenti nel Territorio Libero a sensi 

della legislazione italiana vigente al momento del trasferimento ed a 

quelli che dovessero essere ristabiliti o restituiti ai legittimi titolari, ai sensi 

dell'Allegato XV capo A del presente Trattato. Detti diritti rimarranno in 

vigore nel Territorio Libero, per lo stesso periodo di tempo durante 11 quale 

sarebbero rimasti in vigore, ai sensi della legislazione italiana. 



19. Ogni controversia che possa sorgere in merito alla attuazione delle
disposizioni del presente Allegato, sarh regolata nel modo previsto dall'Arti-
colo 83 del presente Trattato.

20. I paragrafi 1, 3 e 5 dell'Articolo 76, l'Articolo 77, il paragrafo 3
dell'Articolo 78, l'Articolo 81, l'Allegato XV capo A, l'Allegato XVI e
l'Allegato XVII capo B, si applicheranno al Territorio Libero nello stesso
modo in cui si applicheranno all'Italia.

ALLEGATO XI

Dichiarazione comune dei Governi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno
Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, concernente i

possedimenti territoriali italiani in Africa

(vedi Articolo 23)

1. I Governi dell'Unione delle Repubbliche Socialiste Sovietiche, del
Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e dell'Irlanda del Nord, degli Stati Uniti
d'America e della Francia, convengono di decidere di comune accordo, entro
un anno dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato con l'Italia, che porta la data del
10 febbraio 1947, della sorte definitiva dei possedimenti territoriali italiani
in Africa, sui quali 1'Italia, in base all'Articolo 23 del Trattato, rinuncia ad
ogni diritto e titolo.

2. Le Quattro Potenze decideranno della sorte definitiva dei territori
in questione e procederanno alle opportune modifiche dei confini dei terri-
tori stessi, tenendo conto delle aspirazioni e del benessere degli abitanti, oltre
che delle esigenze della pace e della sicurezza, prendendo in considerazione
i pareri degli altri Governi interessati.

3. Se le Quattro Potenze non possono mettersi d'accordo sulla sorte
di uno qualunque dei detti territori, entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato, la questione sara sottoposta all'ssemblea Generale delle
Nazioni Unite per una raccomandazione e le Quattro Potenze convengono di
accettare la raccomandazione stessa e di prendere le misure del caso, per
darvi esecuzione.
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19. Ogni controversia che possa sorgere in merito alla attuazione delle 

disposizioni del presente Allegato, sara regolata nel modo previsto dall'Arti-

colo 83 del presente Trattato. 

20. I paragrafi 1, 3 e 5 dell'Articolo 76, l'Articolo 77, il paragrafo 3 

dell'Articolo 78, l'Articolo 81, l'Allegato XV capo A, l'Allegato XVI e 

l'Allegato XVII capo B, si applicheranno al Territorio Libero nello stesso 

modo in cui si applicheranno all'Italia. 

ALLEGATO XI 

Dichiarazione comune dei Governi dell'Unione Sovietica, del Regno 
Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America e della Francia, concernente i 

possedimenti territoriali italiani in Africa 

(vedi Articolo 23) 

1. I Govemi delPUnione delle Repubbliche Socialiste Sovietiche, del 

Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e dell'Irlanda del Nord, degli Stati Uniti 

d'America e della Francia, convengono di decidere di comune accordo, entro 

un anno dall'entrata in vigore del Trattato con l'Italia, che porta la data del 

10 febbraio 1947, della sorte definitiva dei possedimenti territoriali italiani 

in Africa, sui quali l'Italia, in base alPArticolo 23 del Trattato, rinuncia ad 

ogni diritto e titolo. 

2. Le Quattro Potenze decideranno della sorte definitiva dei territori 

in questione e procederanno alle opportune modifiche dei confini dei tern-

ton stessi, tenendo conto delle aspirazioni e del benessere degli abitanti, oltre 

che delle esigenze della pace e della sicurezza, prendendo in considerazione 
i pareri degli altri Govemi interessati. 

3. Se le Quattro Potenze non possono mettersi d'accordo sulla sorte 
di uno qualm-Nue dei detti territori, entro un anno dall'entrata in vigore del 

presente Trattato, la questione sara sottoposta all'ssemblea Generale delle 

Nazioni Unite per una raccomandazione e le Quattro Potenze convengono di 

accettare Ia raccomandazione stessa e di prendere le misure del caso, per 

darvi esecuzione. 
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4. I sostituti dei Ministri degli Esteri continueranno l'esame della que-
stione della sorte dell'ex-colonie italiane, allo scopo di sottoporre al Consiglio
dei Ministri degli Esteri le loro raccomandazioni al riguardo. Essi invie-
ranno inoltre commissioni d'inchiesta in qualsiasi delle ex-colonie italiane,
perche raccolgano e sottopongano ai sostituti stessi le necessarie informa-
zioni sull'argomento ed accertino le vedute delle popolazioni locali.

ALLEGATO XII

(vedi Articolo 56)

I nomi delle navi elencate nel presente allegato sono quelli usati dalla
Marina italiana alla data del 1° giugno 1946.

A. Elenco delle navi che 1'Italia potra conservare

PRINCIPALI UNITA DA GUERRA

Navi da battaglia. Andrea Doria

Caio Duilio

Incrociatori.Luigi di Savoia Duca

degli Abruzzi

Giuseppe Garibaldi

Raimondo Montecuccoli

Luigi Cadorna

Cacciatorpediniere. Carabiniere
Granatiere

Grecale

Nicoloso da Recco

Torpediniere. .Giuseppe Cesare Abba
Aretusa

Calliope

Giacinto Carini

Cassiopea

Clio

Nicola Fabrizi
Ernesto Giovannini

Libra

Monzambano

Antonio Mosto

Orione

Orsa

Rosalino Pilo

Sagittario

Sirio
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4. I sostituti dei Ministri degli Esteri continueranno l'esame della que-

stione della sorte dell'ex-colonie italiane, alio scopo di sottoporre al Consiglio 

dei Ministri degli Esteri le loro raccomandazioni al riguardo. Essi invie-

ranno inoltre commissioni d'inchiesta in qualsiasi delle ex-colonie italiane, 

perche raccolgano e sottopongano ai sostituti stessi le necessarie informa-

zioni sull'argomento ed accertino le vedute delle popolazioni Ioca 

ALLEGATO XII 

(vedi Articolo 56) 

I nomi delle navi elencate nel presente allegato sono quelli usati dalla 

Marina italiana alla data del 1° giugno 1946. 

A. Elenco delle navi che l'Italia potra conservare 

PRINCIPAL' UNITA DA GUERRA 

Navi da battaglia. . Andrea Doria 

Cab o Duilio 

lncrociatori. Luigi di Savoia Duca 

degli Abruzzi 

Giuseppe Garibaldi 

Raimondo Montecuccoli 

Luigi Cadorna 

Cacciatorpediniere. Carabiniere 

Granatiere 

Grecale 

Nicoloso da Remo 

Torpediniere.. Giuseppe Cesare Abba 

Aretusa 

Calliope 

Giacinto Carini 

Co ssiopea 

Clio 

Nicola Fabrizi 

Ernesto Giovannini 

Libra 

Monzambano 

Antonio Mosto 

Orione 

Orsa 

Rosalino Pilo 

Sagittario 

Sirio 



TREATIES

Corvette... Ape
Baionetta
Chimera
Cormorano
Danaide
Driade
Fenice
Flora
Folaga
Gabbiano

Corvette... Gru
Ibis
Minerva
Pellicano
Pomona
Scimitarra
Sfinge
Sibilla
Urania

Si aggiunga una corvetta da recuperare, completare o costruire.

MINORI UNITA DA GUERRA

Dragamine R. D. N0 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 104, 105, 113, 114,
129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 148, 149, assieme a 16 unita del tipo YMS
fornite dagli Stati Uniti d'America.

Vedette VAS N° 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224, 233, 235.

NAVIGLIO AUSILIARIO

Navi-cisterna
petroliere.... Nettuno

Lete

Navi-cisterna
da acqua .... Arno

Frigido
Mincio
Ofanto
Oristano
Pescara
Po
Sesia
Simeto
Stura
Tronto
Vipaccio

Rimorchiatori
(grandi) .... Abbazia

Asinara
Atlante
Capraia
Chioggia
Emilio
Gagliardo
Gorgona
Licosa
Lilibeo
Linosa
Mestre
Piombino
Porto Empedocle
Porto Fossone
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Corvette... Ape Corvette... Gru 
Baionetta Ibis 
Chimera Minerva 
Cormorano Pellicano 
Danaide Pomona 
Driade Scimitarra 
Fenice Sfinge 
Flora Sibilla 
Folaga Urania 
Gabbiano 

Si aggiunga una corvetta da recuperare, completare o costruire. 

MINORI UNITA. DA GUERRA 
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Dragamine R. D. N° 20, 32, 34, 38, 40, 41, 102, 103, 104, 105, 113, 114, 

129, 131, 132, 133, 134, 148, 149, assieme a 16 unita del tipo YMS 

fornite dagli Stati Uniti d'America. 

Vedette VAS N° 201, 204, 211, 218, 222, 224, 233, 235. 

NAVIGLIO AUSILIARIO 

Navi-eisterna Rimorchiatori 
petroliere.... Nettuno (grandi) Abbazia 

Lete Asinara 
Atlante 

Navi-cisterna Capraia 
da acqua .Arno Chioggia 

Frigido Emilio 
Mincio Gagliardo 
Ofanto Gorgona 
Oristano Licosa 
Pescara Lilibeo 
Po Linosa 
Sesia Mestre 
Simeto Piombino 
Stura Porto Empedocle 
Tronto Porto Fossone 
Vipaccio 
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Rimorchiatori
(grandi) .. ,

Rimorchiatori
(piccoli) ...

Porto Pisano

.Porto Rose

Porto Recanati

San Pietro

San Vito

Ventimiglia

. Argentario

Astico

Cordevole

Generale Pozzi
Irene

Passero

Porto Rosso

Porto Vecchio
San Bartolomeo

San Benedetto

Tagliamento

Rimorchiatori
(piccoli) .....

Nave-scuola ................

Navi-trasporto ...............

.Amerigo Vespucci

.Amalia Messina

Montegrappa

Tarantola

Nave-appoggio ............... Giuseppe Miraglia

Nave-officina ................. Antonio Pacinotti (navi-appoggio som-
mergibili, da trasformare in nave-of-
ficina)

Navi-idrografiche ............. Azio (nave posa-mine da trasformare in
nave idrografica)

Cherso

Battello per il servizio dei fari.... Buffoluto

Nave posa-cavi ............... Rampino

N1
N4
N5
N9
N22
N26
N27
N32
N47
N 52
N53
N78
N96
N 104
RLN 1
RLN 3
RLN 9
RLN 10
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Rimorchiatori Porto Pisano Rimorchiatori 

(grandi)  Porto Rose (piccoli)   N 1. 

Porto Recanati N 4 

San Pietro N 5 

San Vito N 9 

Ventimiglia N 22 

N 26 
Rimorchiatori N 27 

(piccoli) Argentario N 32 

Astico N 47 

Cord evole N 52 

Generale Pozzi N 53 

Irene N 78 

Passero N 96 

Porto Rosso N 104 

Porto Vecchio RLN 1 

San Bartolomeo RLN 3 

San Benedetto RLN 9 

Tagliamento RLN 10 

Nave-scuola  Amerigo Vespucci 

Navi-trasporto  Amalia Messina 

Montegrappa 

Tarantola 

Nave-appoggio  Giuseppe Miraglia 

Nave-off icina  Antonio Pacinotti (navi-appoggio som-

rnergibili, da trasformare in nave-of-

ficina) 

Navi-idrograf iche  Azio (nave posa-mine da trasforrnare in 

nave idrografica) 

Cherso 

Battello per il servizio dei fan.  Buffoluto 

Nave posa-cavi  Rampino 



B. Elenco delle Navi che l'Italia dovra mettere a disposizione del-
l'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America
e della Francia

PRINCIPALI UNITi DA GUERRA

Navi da battaglia. .Giulio Cesare

Italia
Vittorio Veneto

Incrociatori...... Emanuele Filiberto
Duca d'Aosta

Pompeo Magno
Attilio Regolo
Eugenio di Savoia
Scipione Africano

Torpediniere ..... Aliseo
Animoso
Ardimentoso
Ariete
Fortunale
Indomito

Sommergibili ...

Artigliere
Fuciliere
Legionario
Mitragliere
Alfredo Oriani
Augusto Riboty
Velite

. Alagi
Atropo
Dandolo
Giada
Marea
Nichelio
Platino
Vortice

PICCOLE UNITA DA GUERRA

Motosiluranti ... .M.S. N° 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65, 72, 73,
74, 75;

MAS N- 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520, 521, 523,
538, 540, 543, 545, 547, 562;

M.E. N° 38,40,41.

Dragamine ..... RD N° 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29;

Esploratore ...... Eritrea

Cacciatorpediniere.
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B. Elenco delle Navi che l'Italia dovra mettere a disposizione del-
l'Unione Sovietica, del Regno Unito, degli Stati Uniti d'America 
e della Francia 

PRINCIPAL' UNITA DA GUERRA 

Navi da battaglia..Giulio Cesare Torpediniere Aliseo 

Italia Animoso 

Vittorio Veneto Ardimentoso 

Ariete 

Incrociatori Emanuele Filiberto Fortunale 

Duca d'Aosta Indomito 

Pompeo Magno 

Attilio Regolo Sommergibili Alagi 

Eugenio di Savoia Atropo 

Scipione Africano Dandolo 

Giada 
Esploratore Eritrea Marea 

Nichelio 

Cacciatorpecliniere. Artigliere Platino 

Fuciliere Vortice 

Legionario 

Mitragliere 

Alfredo Oriani 

Augusto Riboty 

Velite 

PICCOLE UNITA. DA GUERRA 

Motasiluranti ....M.S. N° 11, 24, 31, 35, 52, 53, 54, 55, 61, 65, 72, 73, 

74, 75; 

MAS N° 433, 434, 510, 514, 516, 519, 520, 521, 523, 

538, 540, 543, 545, 547, 562; 

M.E. N° 38, 40, 41. 

Dragamine  RD N° 6, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 29; 
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Cannoniera ...... Illyria;

Vedette ........ VAS N- 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248;

Unita da sbarco. .MZ N° 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744, 758, 776,

778, 780, 781, 784, 800, 831.

NAVIGLIO AUSILIARIO

Petroliere ........ Prometeo

Stige

Tarvisio

Urano

Navi-cisterna .....

Rimorchiatori
(grandi) ......

.Anapo
Aterno
Basento
Bisagna
Dalmazia
Idria
Isarco
Istria
Liri
Metauro
Polcevera
Sprugola
Timavo
Tirso

.Arsachena
Basiluzzo
Capo d'Istria
Carbonara
Cefalu
Ercole

Gaeta
Lampedusa
Lipari
Liscanera

Marechiaro
Mesco
Molara
Nereo
Porto Adriano
Porto Conte
Porto Quieto
Porto Torres
Porto Tricase
Procida
Proniontore

Rapallo

Salvore
San Angelo
San Antioco
San Remo
Talamone
Taormina

Teulada
Tifeo
Vado
Vigoroso

__
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Cannoniera  Illyria; 

Vedette  VAS N° 237, 240, 241, 245, 246, 248; 

Unita da sbarco..MZ N° 713, 717, 722, 726, 728, 729, 737, 744, 758, 776, 

778, 780, 781, 784, 800, 831. 

NAYIGLIO AUSILIABIO 

Petroliere , Prometeo Gaeta 

Stige Lampedusa 

Tarvisio Lipari 

Urano Liscanera 

Marechiaro 
Navi-cisterna Anapo 

Mesco 
Aterno 

Molara 
Basento 

Nereo 
Bisagna 

Porto Adriano 
Dalmazia 

Porto Conte 
Idria 

Porto Quieto 
Isarco 

Porto Torres 
Istria 

Porto Tricase 
Liri 

Procida 
Metauro 

Promontore 
Polcevera 

Rapallo 
Sprugola 

Salvore 
Timavo 

San Angelo 
Tirso 

San Antioco 

Rimorchiatori San Remo 

(grandi)  Arsachena Talamone 

Basiluzzo Taormina 

Capo d'Istria Teulada 

Carbonara Tifeo 

Cefalu Vado 

Ercole Vigoroso 



TREATIES

Rimorchiatori
(piccoli) ... Generale Valfre

Licata
Noli
Volosca
N2
N3
N23
N24
N28
N35
N36
N37
N80
N94

Nave-appoggio. . Anteo

Nave-scuola ..... Cristoforo Colombo

Nave-posamine
ausiliaria .... Fasana

Navi-trasporto. .. Giuseppe Messina
Montecucco
Panigaglia

ALLEGATO XIII
Definizioni

A. TERMINI NAVALI

(vedi Articolo 59)

Stazza media
La stazza media di un'unita di superficie e la stazza dell'unita con

l'equipaggio al completo, le sue macchine e le sue caldaie, pronta a pren-
dere il mare, con tutto il suo armamento e le sue munizioni, le sue installa-
zioni ed attrezzature di bordo, i viveri, I'acqua dolce per l'equipaggio, prov-
viste diverse e utensili di ogni tipo necessari in tempo di guerra, ma senza
combustibile o riserve di acqua per l'alimentazione delle macchine e delle
caldaie.

La stazza media e espressa in tonnellate di 2.240 libbre (1.016 chilo-
grammi).

Navi da Guerra

Una nave da guerra, qualunque sia la sua stazza, e:
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Rimorchiatori 
(piccoli)  Generale Valfre 

Licata 
Noli 
Volosca 
N 2 
N 3 
N 23 
N 24 
N 28 
N 35 
N 36 
N 37 
N 80 
N 94 

TREATIES 

Nave-appoggio. 

Nave-scuola  

Nave-posamine 
ausiliaria... 

Navi-trasporto.. 

ALLEGATO XIII 

Definizioni 

A. TERMINI NAVAL! 

(vedi Articolo 59) 
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. Anteo 

Cristoforo Colombo 

. Fasana 

.Giuseppe Messina 
Montecucco 
Panigaglia 

Stazza media 

La stazza media di un'unitit di superficie 6 la stazza dell'unita con 

l'equipaggio al completo, le sue macchine e le sue caldaie, pronta a pren-

dere il mare, con tutto il suo armamento e le sue munizioni, le sue installa-

zioni ed attrezzature di bordo, i viveri, l'acqua dolce per l'equipaggio, prov-

viste diverse e utensili di ogni tipo necessari in tempo di guerra, ma senza 

combustibile o riserve di acqua per l'alimentazione delle macchine e delle 
caldaie. 

La stazza media 6 espressa in tonnellate di 2.240 libbre (1.016 chilo-
grammi). 

Navi da Guerra 

Una nave da guerra, qualunque sia la sua stazza, 6: 
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1. un'unith specialmente costruita o adattata per essere un'unita com-

battente in operazioni navali, anfibie o aeronavali; oppure

2. un'unita che ha una delle seguenti caratteristiche:

(a) e armata con un cannone di calibro superiore a 4,7 pollici (120
millimetri);

(b) e armata con piu di 4 cannoni di calibro superiore a 3 pollici (76
millimetri);

(c) e progettata o allestita per il lancio di siluri o la posa di mine;
(d) e progettata o allestita per il lancio di proiettili ad auto-propul-

sione od auto-guidati;
(e) e progettata per essere protetta da piastre di corazza di piiu di 1

pollice (25 millimetri) di spessore;
(f) e progettata o adattata principalmente per mettere in azione aerei

in mare;

(g) e armata con piu di due dispositivi per il lancio di aerei;
(h) e progettata per raggiungere una velocita superiore ai venti nodi,

se armata con cannone di calibro superiore a 3 pollici (76 milli-
metri).

Una nave da guerra, rientrante nella sottocategoria 1 non e piu con-
siderata tale, dopo venti anni di servizio, se tutte le armi sono state rimosse.

Nave da battaglia

Una nave da battaglia e una nave da guerra, che non sia una nave por-
taaerei, la cui stazza media e superiore alle 10 mila tonnellate o che porta
un cannone di calibro superiore a 8 pollici (203 millimetri).

Nave-portaaerei

Una nave portaaerei e una nave da guerra, di qualunque stazza, con-
cepita o adattata principalmente per trasportare e mettere in azione aerei.

Sommergibile

Un sommergibile e una nave progettata per navigare sotto la superficie
del mare.
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1. un'unita specialmente costruita o adattata per essere com-

battente in operazioni navali, anfibie o aeronavali; oppure 

2. un'unita che ha una delle seguenti caratteristiche: 

(a) è armata con un cannone di calibro superiore a 4,7 pollici (120 
millimetri) ; 

(b) è armata con pia di 4 cannoni di calibro superiore a 3 pollici (76 
millimetri) ; 

(c) è progettata o allestita per il lancio di siluri o la posa di mine; 

(d) è progettata o allestita per il lancio di proiettili ad auto-propul-
sione od auto-guidati; 

(e) ê progettata per essere protetta da piastre di corazza di piii di 1 

pollice (25 millimetri) di spessore; 

(f) è progettata o adattata principalmente per mettere in azione aerei 
in mare; 

(g) è armata con pia di due dispositivi per il lancio di aerei; 

(h) e progettata per raggiungere una velocita superiore ai venti nodi, 

se armata con cannone di calibro superiore a 3 pollici (76 milli-
metri). 

Una nave da guerra, rientrante nella sottocategoria 1 non 6 puut con-

siderata tale, dopo venti anni di servizio, se tutte le armi sono state rimosse. 

Nave da battaglia 

Una nave da battaglia ê una nave da guerra, che non sia una nave por-

taaerei, la cui stazza media 6 superiore alle 10 Truk tonnellate o che porta 

un cannone di calibro superiore a 8 pollici (203 millimetri). 

Nave-porta,aerei 

Una nave portaaerei è una nave da guerra, di qualunque stazza, con-

cepita o adattata principalmente per trasportare e mettere in azione aerei. 

Sommergibile 

Un sommergibile è una nave progettata per navigare sotto la superficie 

del mare. 



TREATIES

Tipi speciali di naviglio d'assalto

1. Tutti i tipi di imbarcazioni specialmente progettate od adattate per
operazioni anfibie;

2. tutti i tipi di piccole imbarcazioni specialmente progettate o adattate
per portare una carica esplosiva o incendiaria nell'attacco contro navi o
porti.

Motosilurante

Unita di stazza inferiore a 200 tonnellate, capace di una velocita supe-
riore a 25 nodi e attrezzata per il lancio dei siluri.

B. ISTRUZIONE MILITARE, AERONAUTICA E NAVALE

(vedi Articoli 60, 63 e 65)

1. L'istruzione militare e definita come segue: lo studio e la pratica del-
l'impiego di armamenti specialmente destinati o adattati a fini militari e
dei mezzi di allenamento relativi; lo studio e l'esecuzione di esercitazioni o
di movimenti diretti ad insegnare o praticare le manovre eseguite dalle forze
combattenti sul campo di battaglia; e lo studio organico della tattica, della
strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore.

2. L'istruzione militare aeronautica e definita come segue: lo studio e
la pratica dell'impiego di armamenti specialmente destinati o adattati ai fini
dell'aviazione militare e dei mezzi d'allenamento relativi; lo studio e la
pratica di ogni speciale manovra, compreso il volo in formazione, eseguita
da aerei nel compimento di una missione militare aerea; e lo studio organico
della tattica aerea, della strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore.

3. L'istruzione navale e definita come segue: lo studio, l'organizzazione
o la pratica dell'impiego di unita da guerra o di installazioni navali e lo
studio o l'impiego di ogni apparecchio o mezzo di allenamento relativo,
usato per la condotta della guerra navale, che non sia anche normalmente
usato per fini civili; inoltre l'insegnamento, la pratica o lo studio organico
della tattica navale, della strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore, compresa
l'esecuzione di qualunque operazione e manovra non necessaria nell'impiego
pacifico delle navi.
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Tipi speciali di naviglio d'assalto 

1. Tutti i tipi di imbarcazioni specialmente progettate od adattate per 

operazioni anfibie; 

2. tutti i tipi di piccole imbarcazioni specialmente progettate o adattate 

per portare una carica esplosiva o incendiaria nelrattacco contro navi o 

porti. 

Motosilurante 
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Unita di stazza inferiore a 200 tonnellate, capace di una velocita supe-
rior° a 25 nodi e attrezzata per il lancio dei siluri. 

B. ISTRUZIONE MILITARE, AERONAUTICA E NAVALE 

(vedi Articoli 60, 63 e 65) 

1. L'istruzione militare è definita come segue: lo studio e la pratica del-
l'impiego di armamenti specialmente destinati o adattati a fini militari e 

dei mezzi di allenamento relativi; lo studio e resecuzione di esercitazioni o 
di movimenti diretti ad insegnare o praticare le manovre eseguite dalle forze 

combattenti sul campo di battaglia; e lo studio organico della tattica, della 
strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore. 

2. L'istruzione militare aeronautica è definita come segue: lo studio e 

la pratica dell'impiego di armamenti specialmente destinati o adattati ai fini 

dell'aviazione militare e dei mezzi d'allenamento relativi; lo studio e la 

pratica di ogni speciale manovra, compreso ii volo in formazione, eseguita 

da aerei nel compimento di una missione militare aerea; e lo studio organico 

della tattica aerea, della strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore. 

3. L'istruzione navale è definita come segue: lo studio, l'organizzazione 

o la pratica delrimpiego di unita da guerra o di installazioni navali e lo 

studio o rimpiego di ogni apparecchio o mezzo di allenamento relativo, 

usato per la condotta della guerra navale, che non sia anche normalmente 

usato per fini civili; inoltre l'insegnamento, la pratica o lo studio organico 

della tattica navale, della strategia e dei servizi di stato maggiore, compresa 

l'esecuzione di qualunque operazione e manovra non necessaria nell'impiego 
pacifico delle navi. 
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C. DEFINIZIONE ED ELENCO DEL MATERIALE BELLICO

(vedi Articolo 67)

Il termine "materiale bellico", quale e usato nel presente Trattato, com-
prendera tutte le armi, le munizioni e i materiali specialmente concepiti o
adattati per gli usi bellici, di cui all'elenco che segue. Le Potenze Alleate ed
Associate si riservano il diritto di emendare periodicamente l'elenco, modi-
ficandolo o completandolo, alla luce degli sviluppi scientifici futuri.

Categoria I.

1. Fucili, carabine, rivoltelle e pistole di tipo militare; canne per tali
armi ed altri pezzi di ricambio non immediatamente adattabili per usi civili.

2. Mitragliatrici, fucili da guerra automatici o a ripetizione e pistole
mitragliatrici; canne per tali armi e altri pezzi di ricambio non immediata-
mente adattabili per usi civili; affusti di mitragliatrici.

3. Cannoni, obici, mortal, cannoni speciali per 1'aviazione, cannoni
senza culatta o senza rinculo e lanciafiamme; canne e altri pezzi di ricambio
non immediatamente adattabili per usi civili; affusti mobili e supporti fissi
per dette armi.

4. Lancia razzi; apparecchi di lancio e di controllo per proiettili ad
auto-propulsione e auto-guidati; supporti per detti apparecchi.

5. Proiettili ad auto-propulsione ed auto-guidati, proiettili, razzi, muni-
zioni e cartucce, cariche o scariche, per le armi elencate agli alinea 1-4
di cui sopra, e inoltre fusi, tubi o apparecchi destinati a farle esplodere o
funzionare. Non sono compresi i fusi richiesti per usi civili.

6. Granate, bombe, siluri, mine, cariche subacquee e materiali o cari-
che incendiarie, cariche o scariche; ogni dispositivo per farle esplodere o
funzionare. Non sono compresi i fusi richiesti per usi civili.

7. Baionette.

Categoria II.

1. Veicoli da combattimento blindati; treni blindati, che non possano,
per ragioni tecniche, essere trasformati per usi civili.
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C. DEFINIZIONE ED ELENCO DEL MATERIALE BELLICO 

(vedi Articolo 67) 

Ii termine "materiale bellico", quale e usato nel presente Trattato, com-
prendera tutte le armi, le munizioni e i materiali specialrnente concepiti o 

adattati per gli usi bellici, di cui all'elenco che segue. Le Potenze Alleate ed 

Associate Si riservano ii diritto di emendare periodicamente Pelenco, modi-

ficandolo o completandolo, alla luce degli sviluppi scientifici futuri. 

Categoria I. 

1. Fucili, carabine, rivoltelle e pistole di tipo militare; canne per tali 

armi ed altri pezzi di ricambio non immediatamente adattabili per usi civili. 

2. Mitragliatrici, fucili da guerra automatici o a ripetizione e pistole 

mitragliatrici; canne per tali armi e altri pezzi di ricambio non immediata-

mente adattabili per usi civili; affusti di mitragliatrici. 

3. Carmoni, obici, mortal, cannoni speciali per l'aviazione, cannoni 

senza culatta o senza rinculo e lanciafiamme; canne e altri pezzi di ricambio 

non immediatamente adattabili per usi civili; affusti mobili e supporti fissi 

per dette armi. 

4. Lancia razzi; apparecchi di lancio e di controllo per proiettili ad 

auto-propulsione e auto-guidati; supporti per detti apparecchi. 

5. Proiettili ad auto-propulsione ed auto-guidati, proiettili, razzi, muni-

zioni e cartucce, cariche o scariche, per le armi elencate agli alinea 1-4 

di cui sopra, e inoltre fusi, tubi o apparecchi destinati a farle esplodere o 

funzionare. Non sono compresi i fusi richiesti per usi civili. 

6. Granate, bombe, shun, mine, cariche subacquee e materiali o cari-

che incendiarie, cariche o scariche; ogni dispositivo per farle esplodere o 

funzionare. Non sono compresi i fusi richiesti per usi civili. 

7. Baionette. 

Categoria 

1. Veicoli da combattimento blindati; treni blindati, che non possano, 

per ragioni tecniche, essere trasformati per usi civili. 



2. Veicoli meccanici e ad auto-propulsione per tutte le armi elencate
nella Categoria I; telai o carrozzerie militari di tipi speciali, diversi da
quelli elencati all'alinea 1 di cui sopra.

3. Piastre di corazza, dello spessore di piu di 3 pollici, usate per fini
di protezione in guerra.

Categoria III.

1. Dispositivi di puntamento e di calcolo per il controllo del tiro, com-
presi gli apparecchi per la registrazione del tiro; istrumenti per la direzione
del tiro; alzi per cannoni; dispositivi di mira per il lancio di bombe; rego-
latori per fusi; apparecchi per la calibrazione dei cannoni e degli istrumenti
per il controllo del tiro.

2. Materiale per la posa di ponti di assalto, battelli da assalto e da
attacco.

3. Dispositivi per stratagemmi di guerra e apparecchi per abbagliare
e ingannare il nemico.

4. Equipaggiamento di tipo speciale per il personale delle forze
armate, non immediatamente adattabile per usi civili.

Categoria IV.

1. Navi da guerra di ogni tipo, comprese le navi trasformate e le
imbarcazioni concepite o assegnate pel loro servizio od appoggio, che non
possano per ragioni tecniche essere trasformate per usi civili, cosi come le
armi, le armature blindate, le munizioni, gli aerei ed ogni altro impianto,
materiale, macchinario e installazione, che non sia usato in tempo di pace
su navi che non siano quelle da guerra.

2. Imbarcazioni da sbarco e veicoli o materiale anfibio di ogni tipo;
battelli da assalto o materiale da assalto di ogni tipo; cosi come catapulte
od altri apparecchi per varare o lanciare aerei, razzi, armi a propulsione o
ogni altro proiettile, strumento o dispositivo, con equipaggio o senza, guidato
o non controllato.

3. Battelli, imbarcazioni, armi, dispositivi od apparecchi sommer-
gibili o semi sommergibili, comprese le palizzate specialmente concepite per
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2. Veicoli meccanici e ad auto-propulsione per tutte le armi elencate 

nella Categoria I; telai o carrozzerie militari di tipi speciali, diversi da 

quelli elencati all'alinea 1 di cui sopra. 

3. Piastre di corazza, dello spessore di pia di 3 pollici, usate per fini 

di protezione in guerra. 

Categoria III. 

1. Dispositivi di puntamento e di calcolo per il controllo del tiro, corn-

presi gli apparecchi per la registrazione del tiro; istrumenti per la direzione 

del tiro; alzi per cannoni; dispositivi di mira per il lancio di bombe; rego-

latori per fusi; apparecchi per la calibrazione dei cannoni e degli istrumenti 

per il controllo del tiro. 

2. Materiale per la posa di ponti di assalto, battelli da assalto e da 

attacco. 

3. Dispositivi per stratagemmi di guerra e apparecchi per abbagliare 

e ingannare ii nemico. 

4. Equipaggiamento di tipo speciale per il personale delle forze 

armate, non immediatamente adattabile per usi civili. 

Categoria IV. 

I. Navi da guerra di ogni tipo, comprese le navi trasformate e le 

imbarcazioni concepite o assegnate pel loro servizio od appoggio, che non 

possano per ragioni tecniche essere trasformate per usi civili, cosi come le 

armi, le armature blindate, le munizioni, gli aerei ed ogni altro impianto, 

materiale, macchinario e installazione, che non sia usato in tempo di pace 

su navi che non siano quelle da guerra. 

2. Imbarcazioni da sbarco e veicoli o materiale anfibio di ogni tipo; 

battelli da assalto o materiale da assalto di ogni tipo; cosi come catapulte 

od altri apparecchi per varare o lanciare aerei, razzi, armi a propulsione o 

ogni altro proiettile, strumento o dispositivo, con equipaggio o senza, guidato 
o non controllato. 

3. Battelli, imbarcazioni, armi, dispositivi od apparecchi sommer-

gibili o semi sommergibili, comprese le palizzate specialmente concepite per 
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la difesa dei porti, eccettuato il materiale necessario per recuperi, salvataggi
od altri usi civili, cosi come le attrezzature, gli accessori, i pezzi di ricambio,
i dispositivi di sperimentazione e di allenamento, gli strumenti o Ie installa-
zioni specialmente concepite per la costruzione, il controllo, la manutenzione
o il ricovero di detti battelli, imbarcazioni, armi, dispositivi od apparecchi.

Categoria V.

1. Aerei, montati o smontati, piui pesanti o pif leggeri dell'aria, con-
cepiti o adattati per il combattimento aereo attraverso l'impiego di mitra-
gliatrici, di lanciarazzio di pezzi d'artiglieria, o per il trasporto e il lancio
di bombe o che siano prowisti di uno qualunque dei dispositivi di cui
all'alinea 2 di cui in appresso o che, a ragione del loro disegno o della loro
costruzione, siano atti a ricevere uno dei suddetti dispositivi.

2. Supporti o sostegni di cannoni aerei, lanciabombe, portasiluri, tor-
rette e soprastrutture per cannoni.

3. Equipaggiamento specialmente concepito ed usato solo per le truppe
aeroportate.

4. Catapulte o sistemi di lancio per aerei imbarcati, apparecchi ter-
restri o idrovolanti, apparecchi per il lancio di proiettili volanti.

5. Palloni di sbarramento.

Categoria VI.

Tutti i prodotti asfissianti, mortali, tossici o capaci di mettere fuori
combattimento, destinati a fini di guerra o fabbricati in quantitativi, che
eccedano i bisogni civili.

Categoria VII.

Propulsori, esplosivi, materiale pirotecnico, gas liquidi destinati alla
propulsione, all'esplosione, alla carica del materiale bellico previsto dalle
presenti categorie o destinati ad essere usati in relazione al materiale bellico
stesso, e che non siano suscettibili di utilizzazione a fini civili o siano
fabbricati in quantitativi che eccedano i bisogni civili.
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la difesa del porti, eccettuato ii materiale necessario per recuperi, salvataggi 

od altri usi civili, cosi come le attrezzature, gli accessori, i pezzi di ricambio, 

dispositivi di sperimentazione e di allenamento, gli strumenti o le installa-

zioni specialmente concepite per la costruzione, ii controllo, la manutenzione 

o ii ricovero di detti battelli, imbarcazioni, armi, dispositivi od apparecchi. 

Categoria V. 

1. Aerei, montati o smontati, pia pesanti o pià leggeri dell'aria, con-
cepiti o adattati per il combattimento aereo attraverso l'impiego di mitra-

gliatrici, di lanciarazzio di pezzi d'artiglieria, o per II trasporto e ii lancio 

di bombe o che siano provvisti di uno qualunque del dispositivi di cui 

all'alinea 2 di cui in appresso o che, a ragione del loro disegno o della loro 

costruzione, siano atti a ricevere uno dei suddetti dispositivi. 

2. Supporti o sostegni di cannoni aerei, lanciabombe, portasiluri, tor-
rette e soprastrutture per cannoni. 

3. Equipaggiamento specialmente concepito ed usato solo per le truppe 
aeroportate. 

4. Catapulte o sistemi di lancio per aerei imbarcati, apparecchi ter-
restri o idrovolanti, apparecchi per il lancio di proiettili volanti. 

5. Palloni di sbarramento. 

Categoria VI. 

Tutti i prodotti asfissianti, mortali, tossici o capaci di mettere fuori 

combattimento, destinati a fini di guerra o fabbricati in quantitativi, che 
eccedano i bisogni civili. 

Categoria VII. 

Propulsori, esplosivi, materiale pirotecnico, gas liquidi destinati alla 

propulsione, all'esplosione, alla carica del materiale bellico previsto dalle 

presenti categorie o destinati ad essere usati in relazione al materiale bellico 

stesso, e che non siano suscettibili di utilizzazione a fini civili o siano 
fabbricati in quantitativi che eccedano i bisogni civili. 
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Categoria VIII.

Macchinario e utensili industriali, specialmente concepiti ai fini della
produzione e manutenzione del materiale sopra enunciato e, per ragioni tec-
niche, non trasformabili per usi civili.

D. DEFINIZIONE DEI TERMINI "SMILITARIZZAZIONE" E "SMILITARIZZATO"

(vedi Articoli 11, 14, 49 e Articolo 3 dell'Allegato VI)

Ai fini del presente Trattato, i termini "smilitarizzazione" e "smilitariz-
zato" debbono intendersi come comportanti la proibizione, nel territorio e
nelle acque territoriali di cui trattasi, di tutte le installazioni e fortificazioni
navali, militari ed aeronautiche militari, cosi come degli armamenti rela-
tivi; degli sbarramenti artificiali militari, navali ed aerei; dell'utilizzazione
di basi da parte di unita militari, navali e aeree od il loro stazionamento
temporaneo o permanente; dell'istruzione militare in tutte le forme e della
fabbricazione di materiale bellico. Detta proibizione non riguarda il per-
sonale per la sicurezza interna, limitato al numero necessario per l'esecu-
zione di compiti di carattere interno e armato con armi che possano essere
trasportate e servite da una sola persona, cosi come non riguarda l'istruzione
militare necessaria per il personale predetto.

ALLEGATO XIV
Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative ai territori ceduti

1. Lo Stato successore ricevera, senza pagamento, i beni statali e para-
statali situati nel territorio ceduto, in forza del presente Trattato, e tutti gli
archivi e documenti di carattere amministrativo o di valore storico, relativi
al territorio di cui trattasi o ai beni trasferiti ai sensi del presente paragrafo.

Ai fini del presente allegato saranno considerati come beni statali o
parastatali: i beni mobili ed immobili dello Stato italiano, degli Enti pub-
blici e degli Enti locali e delle societa o associazioni di proprieta pubblica,
cosi come i beni mobili e immobili gia appartenenti al Partito Fascista o
alle sue organizzazioni ausiliarie.
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Categoria VIII. 

Macchinario e utensili industriali, specialmente concepiti ai fini della 

produzione e manutenzione del materiale sopra enunciato e, per ragioni tec-

niche, non trasformabili per usi civili. 
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D. DEFINIZIONE DEI TERMINI "SMILITARIZZAZIONE" E "SMILITARIZZATO" 

(vedi Aiticoli 11, 14, 49 e Articolo 3 dell'Allegato VI) 

Ai fini del presente Trattato, i termini "smilitarizzazione" e "smilitariz-

zato" debbono intendersi come comportanti la proibizione, nel territorio e 

nelle acque territoriali di cui trattasi, di tune le installazioni e fortificazioni 

navali, militari ed aeronautiche militari, cosi come degli armamenti rela-

tivi; degli sbarramenti artificiali militari, navali ed aerei; dell'utilizzazione 

di basi da parte di unita militari, navali e aeree od il loro stazionamento 

temporaneo o permanente; dell'istruzione militare in tulle le forme e della 

fabbricazione di materiale bellico. Detta proibizione non riguarda il per-

sonale per la sicurezza intema, limitato al numero necessario per l'esecu-

zione di compiti di carattere intern° e armato con armi che possano essere 

trasportate e servite da una sola persona, cosi come non rigu.arda Pistruzione 
militare necessaria per il personale predetto. 

ALLEGATO XIV 

Disposizioni economiche e finanziarie relative ai territori ceduti 

1. Lo Stato successore ricevera., senza pagamento, i beni statali e para-
statali situati nel territorio ceduto, in forza del presente Trattato, e tutti gli 

archivi e documenti di carattere araministrativo o di valore storico, relativi 

al territorio di cui trattasi o ai beni trasferiti ai sensi del presente paragrafo. 
Ai fini del presente allegato saranno considerati come beni statali o 

parastatali: i beni mobili ed immobili dello Stato italiano, degli Enti pub-

blici e degli Enti locali e delle societa o associazioni di proprieta pubblica, 

cosi come i beni mobili e immobili già appartenenti al Partito Fascista o 

alle sue organizzazioni ausiliarie. 
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2. Tutti i trasferimenti di beni italiani, statali e parastatali, secondo
la definizione datane al paragrafo 1 di cui sopra, effettuati dopo il 3 set-
tembre 1943, saranno considerati nulli e non awenuti. Tuttavia tale disposi-
zione non si applichera agli atti legittimi relativi ad operazioni correnti di
Enti statali e parastatali, in quanto detti atti concernano la vendita, in condi-
zioni normali, di merci da essi regolarmente prodotte o vendute in esecu-
zione di normali accordi commerciali o nel corso normale di attivita am-
ministrative di carattere pubblico.

3. I cavi sottomarini italiani, colleganti punti del territorio ceduto o
un punto del territorio ceduto con un punto in un altro territorio dello Stato
successore, dovranno essere considerati beni italiani in territorio ceduto,
nonostante che parti di detti cavi possano trovarsi a giacere fuori delle acque
territoriali. I cavi sottomarini italiani colleganti un punto del territorio
ceduto con un punto al di fuori della giurisdizione dello Stato successore,
dovranno essere considerati beni italiani nel territorio ceduto, per quanto
si riferisce agli impianti terminali e alla parte dei cavi giacente nelle acque
territoriali del territorio ceduto.

4. II Governo italiano trasferirh allo Stato successore tutti gli oggetti
di valore artistico, storico o archeologico, appartenenti al patrimonio cul-
turale del territorio ceduto, che siano stati rimossi, senza pagamento, mentre
detto territorio si trovava sotto controllo italiano, e che siano trattenuti dal
Governo italiano o da istituzioni pubbliche italiane.

5. Lo Stato successore procedera alla conversione nella propria valuta
della valuta italiana detenuta entro il territorio ceduto, da persone fisiche
che continuino a risiedere in detto territorio o da persone giuridiche che
continuino a esercitare in esso la loro attivita. Si potra esigere che i deten-
tori forniscano piena prova dell'origine dei fondi presentati alla conver-
sione.

6. Il Governo dello Stato successore sara esente dal pagamento del
Debito Pubblico italiano, ma dovra assumere le obbligazioni dello Stato
italiano, nei confronti dei detentori di titoli del Debito Pubblico che siano,
o persone fisiche che continuino a risiedere nel territorio ceduto, o persone
giuridiche che vi conservino la loro sede sociale o il centro principale dei
loro affari, nella misura in cui dette obbligazioni corrispondano alla parte
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del Debito, i cui titoli siano stati emessi prima del 10 giugno 1940, e che sia

attribuibile ad opere pubbliche ed a servizi amministrativi civili, di cui il

territorio ceduto abbia beneficiato, ma non direttamente od indirettamente a

scopi militari.

Si potra esigere che i detentori dei titoli forniscano piena prova sul-

l'origine dei titoli stessi.

Lo Stato successore e 1'Italia concluderanno un accordo per determinare

la parte del Debito Pubblico italiano a cui si dovra riferre il presente

paragrafo e i metodi per dare esecuzione alle disposizioni relative.

7. Lo Stato successore e l'Italia regoleranno con speciali accordi le

condizioni in base alle quali saranno trasferite ad organizzazioni analoghe

esistenti nel territorio ceduto le obbligazioni verso gli abitanti del territorio

ceduto di organizzazioni italiane per le assicurazioni sociali, sia pubbliche

che private, come pure una parte proporzionale delle riserve accumulate da

dette organizzazioni.

Accordi analoghi saranno anche conclusi tra lo Stato successore e

l'Italia per regolare le obbligazioni di organizzazioni per le assicurazioni

sociali, pubbliche e private, la cui sede sociale sia nel territorio ceduto,

verso detentori di polizze o sottoscrittori, residenti in Italia.

8. L'Italia continuera a rispondere del pagamento delle pensioni civili

o militari, acquisite, alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, al

servizio dello Stato italiano o di Enti pubblici locali da persone che, in

virtu del presente Trattato, acquistino la cittadinanza dello Stato successore.

Tale obbligazione riguarda anche il diritto a pensioni non ancora maturate.

Accordi saranno conclusi tra lo Stato successore e l'Italia per determinare

il modo con cui la suddetta obbligazione sara soddisfatta.

9. I beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini italiani, che siano residenti

permanenti nei territori ceduti alla data dell'entrata in vigore del presente

Trattato, saranno rispettati, su una base di parita rispetto ai diritti dei citta-

dini dello Stato successore, purche siano stati legittimamente acquisiti.

I beni, diritti e interessi entro i territori ceduti degli altri cittadini

italiani e quelli delle persone giuridiche di nazionalita italiana, purche

legittimamente acquisiti, saranno sottoposti soltanto a quei provvedimenti

che potranno essere via via adottati in linea generale rispetto ai beni di citta-

dini stranieri e di persone giuridiche di nazionalita straniera.
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Detti beni, diritti e interessi non potranno essere trattenuti o liquidati
ai sensi dell'articolo 79 del presente Trattato, ma dovranno essere restituiti
ai rispettivi proprietari, liberi da vincoli di qualsiasi natura o da ogni altra
misura di alienazione, di amministrazione forzosa o di sequestro presa nel
periodo compreso tra il 3 settembre 1943 e 1'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato.

10. Le persone che opteranno per la cittadinanza italiana e si trasferi-
ranno in Italia, saranno autorizzate, dopo ch'esse abbiano pagato ogni debito
o imposta dovuta nel territorio ceduto, a portare con se i loro beni mobili e
a trasferire i loro fondi, purche detti beni e fondi siano stati legittimamente
acquisiti. Nessun diritto d'importazione o d'esportazione sara imposto in
relazione al trasferimento dei beni stessi. Dette persone saranno inoltre
autorizzate a vendere i loro beni mobili e immobili alle stesse condizioni dei
cittadini dello Stato successore.

Ii trasferimento dei beni in Italia sara effettuato a condizioni ed entro
i limiti, che verranno concordati tra lo Stato successore e l'Italia. Le condi-
zioni ed i termini di tempo per il trasferimento dei fondi suddetti, compresi
i proventi delle vendite, saranno egualmente fissati d'accordo.

11. I beni, diritti e interessi esistenti in Italia alla data dell'entrata in
vigore del presente Trattato e che appartengano a cittadini italiani, residenti
nei territori ceduti, che siano divenuti cittadini di un altro Stato ai sensi
del presente Trattato, saranno rispettati dall'Italia nella stessa misura dei
beni, diritti e interessi dei cittadini delle Nazione Unite in genere.

Dette persone sono autorizzate ad effettuare il trasferimento e la liqui-
dazione dei loro beni, diritti e interessi alle stesse condizioni di quelle
previste al paragrafo 10 di cui sopra.

12. Le societa costituite ai sensi della legislazione italiana e aventi la
loro sede sociale nel territorio ceduto, che desiderino spostare detta sede
sociale in Italia, dovranno egualmente essere trattate in conformita del
paragrafo 10 di cui sopra, a condizione che piu del cinquanta per cento del
capitale della societa appartenga a persone residenti normalmente fuori del
territorio ceduto o a persone che optino per la cittadinanza italiana, ai sensi
del presente Trattato e trasferiscano il loro domicilio in Italia e a condizione
altresi che la massima parte dell'attivita della societa si svolga fuori del
territorio ceduto.
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13. I debiti dovuti da persone residenti in Italia verso persone residenti
nel territorio ceduto e i debiti dovuti da persone residenti in territorio ceduto
verso persone residenti in Italia non saranno rimessi o lesi per effetto della
cessione. L'Italia e lo Stato successore s'impegnano a facilitare il regola-
mento di dette obbligazioni. Ai sensi del presente paragrafo, il termine
"persone" si riferisce anche alle persone giuridiche.

14. I beni situati nel territorio ceduto, appartenenti a una qualunque
delle Nazioni Unite e ai suoi cittadini, riguardo a cui non fossero state
ancora revocate le misure di sequestro o di controllo adottate dall'Italia,
o che non fossero stati restituiti ai rispettivi proprietari, saranno restituiti
nello stato in cui attualmente si trovano.

15. Il Governo italiano riconosce che l'Accordo di Brioni del 10
agosto 1942 e nullo e non awenuto e s'impegna a partecipare, insieme con
gli altri firmatari dell'Accordo di Roma del 29 maggio 1923, a qualsiasi
negoziato mirante ad apportare a detto accordo le modificazioni necessarie
per assicurare un equo regolamento delle annualita in esso previste.

16. L'Italia restituira i beni illegalmente asportati, dopo il 3 settembre
1943, dai territori ceduti e trasferiti in Italia. I paragrafi 2, 3, 4, 5 e 6
dell'Articolo 75 regoleranno l'adempimento di detta obbligazione, salvo che
per quanto si riferisce a beni, che formino oggetto di altre disposizioni del
presente Allegato.

17. L'Italia restituira allo Stato successore, nel pii breve tempo possi-
bile, tutte le navi, detenute dallo Stato italiano o da cittadini italiani, che,
alla data del 3 settembre 1943, appartenevano sia a persone fisiche resi-
denti nel territorio ceduto e che acquistino la cittadinanza dello Stato suc-
cessore ai sensi del presente Trattato, sia a persone giuridiche di nazio-
nalita italiana, che abbiano e conservino la loro sede sociale in territorio
ceduto, fatta eccezione delle navi che siano state oggetto di vendita effet-
tuata in buona fede.

18. L'Italia e lo Stato successore concluderanno degli accordi per
procedere alla ripartizione, su basi di giustizia e di equita, dei beni apparte-
nenti agli enti locali esistenti, il territorio della cui giurisdizione venga a
trovarsi diviso dai nuovi confini previsti dal presente Trattato, e per assi-
curare la continuazione, a favore degli abitanti, di quei necessari servizi
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comunali, a cui non si riferiscano espressamente altre disposizioni del
presente Trattato.

Accordi analoghi saranno conclusi per una ripartizione giusta ed equa
del materiale rotabile e dell'altro materiale ferroviario, e dei galleggianti
e dell'attrezzatura dei bacini e dei porti, ed altresi per regolare qualsiasi
altra importante questione economica, che non sia presa in considerazione
dal presente Allegato.

19. Le disposizioni del presente Allegato non si applicheranno alle
ex-colonie italiane. Le disposizioni economiche e finanziarie ad esse appli-
cabili dovranno formare oggetto degli accordi per la sorte definitiva di
detti territori, ai sensi dell'Articolo 23 del presente Trattato.

ALLEGATO XV

Disposizioni speciali relative a certi tipi di beni

A. PROPRIETA INDUSTRIALE, LETTERARIA ED ARTISTICA

1. (a) Sara concesso alle Potenze Alleate ed Associate ed ai loro citta-
dini un termine di un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato per
permettere loro di adempiere, senza dover pagare diritti di proroga od
altre sanzioni di qualunque genere, tutti quegli atti, necessari per conseguire
o conservare in Italia i diritti di proprieta industriale, letteraria ed artistica,
che non poterono compiersi a causa dell'esistenza dello stato di guerra.

(b) Le Potenze Alleate ed Associate od i loro cittadini, che abbiano
fatto regolare domanda nel territorio di qualunque Potenza Alleata od
Associata diretta ad ottenere un brevetto o la registrazione di un modello
d'utilita entro i dodici mesi precedenti allo scoppio della guerra, o durante
la stessa, owero abbiano fatto domanda diretta ad ottenere la registrazione
di un disegno o modello industriale o di un marchio di fabbrica entro i sei
mesi precedenti allo scoppio della guerra o durante la guerra, avranno
diritto, nel termine di dodici mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato,
di presentare domanda, al fine di ottenere i corrispondenti diriti in Italia,
con una priorita basata sulla data della presentazione della domanda nel
territorio di quella Potenza Alleata od Associata.
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(c) Sara concesso ad ognuna delle Potenze Alleate od Associate ed ai
loro cittadini un termine di un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato, durante il quale potranno istituire giudizio in Italia contro quelle
persone fisiche o giuridiche, alle quali si attribuisca di aver illegittimamente
violato i loro diritti di proprieta industriale, letteraria od artistica, durante
il periodo corrente dallo scoppio della guerra all'entrata in vigore del pre-
sente Trattato.

2. Nel determinare il tempo entro il quale un brevetto deve essere
attuato od un disegno od un marchio deve essere messo in uso, non si
terra conto di un periodo di tempo estendentesi dallo scoppio della guerra,
fino alla fine del diciottesimo mese dall'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato.

3. Nel calcolo dei termini normali di validita dei diritti di proprieta
industriale, letteraria ed artistica, che erano in vigore in Italia alo scoppio
della guerra o che saranno riconosciuti o stabiliti in forza della Parte A del
presente Allegato, appartenenti a qualunque delle Potenze Alleate ed
Associate od ai loro cittadini, non si terra conto del periodo intercorso dallo
scoppio della guerra, fino all'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato. Per
conseguenza, la durata normale di tali diritti si considerera automaticamente
estesa in Italia per un termine ulteriore, corrispondente al periodo di
sospensione di cui sopra.

4. Le disposizioni che precedono, concernenti i diritti delle Potenze
Alleate ed Associate e dei loro cittadini in Italia, si applicheranno egual-
mente ai diritti dell'Italia e dei suoi cittadini, nei territori delle Potenze
Alleate ed Associate. Nessuna delle disposizioni che precedono dara peraltro
diritto all'Italia od ai suoi cittadini di conseguire nel territorio di alcuna
delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate un trattamento piu favorevole di quello
accordato da tale Potenza in casi analoghi ad altre Nazioni Unite ed ai loro
cittadini, ne imporra all'Italia di accordare ad alcuna delle Potenze Alleate
ed Associate od ai loro cittadini un trattamento pii favorevole di quello che
l'Italia od i suoi cittadini riceveranno nel territorio di tale Potenza, rispetto
alle materie formanti oggetto delle disposizioni di cui sopra.

5. I terzi che, nel territorio di qualunque delle Potenze Alleate ed
Associate od in teritorio italiano, prima dell'entrata in vigore del presente
Trattato, abbiano in buona fede acquistato diritti di proprieta industriale,
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letteraria od artistica, in contrasto con i diritti ristabiliti in forza della parte
A del presente Allegato, o con diritti ottenuti grazie alla priorita consentita
in forza dell'Allegato medesimo, owero che abbiano, in buona fede, fab-
bricato, pubblicato, riprodotto, usato o venduto quanto forma oggetto di tali
diritti, avranno facolta di continuare ad esercitare i diritti stessi ed a con-
tinuare od a riprendere tale fabbricazione, pubblicazione, riproduzione, uso
o vendita, da essi in buona fede intrapresa, senza esporsi a conseguenze per
la relativa violazione. In Italia tale concessione prendera la forma di licenza
nonesclusiva concessa ai termini ed alle condizioni che le parti di comune
accordo concorderanno, owero, in difetto di accordo, che verranno determi-
nate dalla Commissione stabilita in base all'Articolo 83 del presente Trat-
tato. Tuttavia nei territori di ognuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate, terzi
di buona fede, riceveranno quella protezione, che si accorda in circostanze
analoghe ai terzi in buona fede, i cui diritti siano in conflitto con quelli di
cittadini di altre Potenze Alleate ed Associate.

6. Nessuna disposizione contenuta nella parte A de presente Alle-
gato potra interpretarsi nel senso di accordare all'Italia od ai suoi cittadini
nel territorio di alcuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate, diritti a brevetti
od a modelli d'utilita relativi ad invenzioni concernenti qualsiasi articolo
elencato nominativamente nella definizione di materiale bellico, contenuta
nell'Allegato XIII del presente Trattato, le quali invenzioni siano state fatte
o per cui domanda di registrazione sia stata presentata dall'Italia, o da un
suo cittadino, in Italia o nel territorio di qualunque altra Potenza dell'Asse,
owero in territorio occupato dalle forze dell'Asse, durante il tempo in cui
il territorio stesso si trovava sotto il controllo delle forze o delle autorita
delle Potenze dell'Asse.

7. L'Italia estendera egualmente i vantaggi nascenti dalle disposizioni
che precedono a quelle Nazioni Unite, che non siano fra le Potenze Alleate
od Associate, le quali abbiano rotto le relazioni diplomatiche con l'Italia
durante la guerra, e che si obblighino ad estendere all'Italia gli stessi van-
taggi accordatile in forza delle disposizioni suddette.

8. Nessuna delle disposizioni contenute nella parte A del presente
Allegato dovra intendersi in contrasto con gli Articoli 78, 79 ed 81 del
presente Trattato.
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B. ASSICURAZIONI

1. Salvo le restrizioni che si applicano in genere a tutti gli assicuratori,
non verra frapposto alcun ostacolo alla riassunzione dei loro antichi porta-
fogli da parte degli assicuratori che sono cittadini delle Nazioni Unite.

2. Qualora un assicuratore, cittadino di una delle Nazioni Unite,
desideri riprendere la sua attivita professionale in Italia, ma si trovi che
il valore dei depositi di garanzia o delle riserve prescritte per essere auto-
rizzato a trattare affari in Italia, sia diminuito per effetto di perdite o
deprezzamento dei valori che costituivano tali depositi o riserve, il Governo
italiano si obbliga ad accettare per un periodo di 18 mesi i valori che
rimangono, come se fossero adeguati depositi o riserve, ai sensi di legge.

ALLEGATO XVI
Contratti, prescrizione e titoli all'ordine

A. CONTRATTI

1. Salve le eccezioni di cui agli infrascritti paragrafi 2 e 3, ogni
contratto che implicasse, ai fini della sua esecuzione, la necessita di contatti
fra le parti contraenti, le quali fossero divenute nemiche, secondo la defi-
nizione datane nella parte D del presente Allegato, si avra per risolto a
far tempo dal momento in cui una delle parti contraenti sia divenuta nemica.
Tale risoluzione peraltro non influira su quanto dispone l'Articolo 81
del presente Trattato, ne liberera alcuna delle parti contraenti dall'obbliga-
zione di rimborsare le somme che avessero ricevuto come anticipi, o paga-
menti in conto, e rispetto alle quali la parte medesima non abbia fornito
la relativa controprestazione.

2. Malgrado quanto dispone il paragrafo 1 che precede, quelle parti
di un contratto che potessero rimanere avulse e che non esigessero, per la
loro esecuzione, la necessita di contatti fra le parti contraenti, divenute
nemiche secondo la definizione datane nella parte D del presente Allegato,
saranno escluse dalla risoluzione contrattuale e rimarranno in vigore, senza
pregiudizio dei diritti contemplati dall'Articolo 79 del presente Trattato.
Nei casi in cui il contenuto del contratto non fosse suscettibile di divisione,
il contratto stesso si avra per interamente risolto. Quanto precede rimane
subordinato all'osservanza delle leggi, ordinanze e regolamenti interni ema-
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nati da qualsiasi delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate che abbiano giurisdi-
zione e riassicurazione formeranno oggetto di separati accordi fra il Governo
nato ai termini del contratto stesso.

3. Nulla di quanto stabilito nella parte A del presente Allegato sara
considerato come comportante l'annullamento delle operazioni e negozi
intervenuti in dipendenza di un contratto fra nemici, allorquando siffatte
operazioni e negozi abbiano avuto corso con l'autorizzazione del Governo
di una delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate.

4. Nonostante le disposizioni che precedono, i contratti di assicura-
zione e riassicurazione formeranno oggetto di separati accordi fra il Governo
della Potenza Alleata od Associata interessata ed il Governo italiano.

B. TERMINI DI PRESCRIZIONE

1. Tutti i termini di prescrizione o di decadenza del diritto di agire o
di prendere prowedimenti conservativi rispetto a rapporti di natura per-
sonale o patrimoniale in cui si trovino coinvolti cittadini delle Nazioni Unite
e cittadini italiani, che, a seguito dello stato di guerra, si siano trovati nella
impossibilith di instaurare giudizio o di compiere le formalita necessarie
per la salvaguardia dei loro diritti, e sia che detti termini abbiano cominciato
a decorrere prima o dopo lo scoppio della guerra, si avranno per sospesi
per la durata della guerra da un canto in territorio italiano e d'altro
canto, nel territorio di quelle Nazioni Unite che concedono all'Italia, in
via di reciprocita, il beneficio delle prowidenze di cui al presente paragrafo.
I predetti termini ricominceranno a decorrere con l'entrata in vigore del
presente Trattato. Le disposizioni di cui al presente paragrafo, si appliche-
ranno ai termini previsti per la presentazione di cedole di interessi o divi-
dendi o per la presentazione di titoli sorteggiati o per altro motivo redimibili.

2. Quando misure d'esecuzione siano state prese in territorio italiano
a carico di un cittadino di una delle Nazioni Unite, a seguito dell'omissione
di qualche atto o della mancata osservanza di qualche formalita durante
la guerra, il Governo italiano ristabilira i diritti che siano stati in tal modo
lesi. Qualora tale reintegrazione fosse impossibile o risultasse iniqua, il
Governo italiano disporra perche il cittadino della Nazione Unita riceva
quel compenso che potra essere giusto ed equo, nel caso in oggetto.
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C. TITOLI ALL'ORDINE

1. Nei rapporti fra nemici, non si avra per invalido alcun titolo all'or-
dine fatto prima della guerra, soltanto per il fatto della mancata sua pre-
sentazione nel termine prescritto per l'accettazione o per il pagamento o pel
fatto dell'omissione dell'avviso di mancata accettazione o di mancato paga-
mento ai traenti o ai giranti, owero per l'omissione del protesto, owero per
la mancata osservanza di qualsiasi formalita, durante la guerra.

2. Allorquando il termine entro cui un titolo all'ordine avrebbe dovuto
essere presentato per l'accettazione o per il pagamento, owero entro cui
avrebbe dovuto darsi awiso della mancata accettazione o del mancato
pagamento al traente od al girante, owero entro cui avrebbe dovuto levarsi
protesto, sia scaduto durante la guerra e la parte che avrebbe dovuto pre-
sentare o far protestare il titolo o dare awiso della sua mancata accettazione
o pagamento, non lo abbia fatto durante la guerra, sara concesso un termine
di non meno di tre mesi dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, durante
il quale potra farsi luogo alla presentazione, all'avviso di mancata accet-
tazione o di mancato pagamento od al protesto.

3. Se una persona, prima o durante la guerra, sia divenuta obbligata
in base ad un titolo all'ordine a seguito di un impegno verso di lei assunto
da una persona che sia poi divenuta nemica, quest'ultima persona restera
obbligata a tenere indenne la prima per l'obbligazione da essa assunta, mal-
grado l'intervenuto scoppio della guerra.

D. DISPOSIZIONI SPECIALI

1. Ai fini del presente allegato, le persone fisiche o giuridiche saranno
considerate come nemiche, dalla data in cui i rapporti commerciali fra di
esse sono divenuti illeciti, in base alle leggi, ordinanze e regolamenti ai
quali erano soggette le predette persone od i contratti.

2. In vista del sistema giuridico degli Stati Uniti d'America, le dispo-
sizioni del presente Allegato non si applicheranno nei rapporti fra gli Stati
Uniti d'America e l'Italia.
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ALLEGATO XVII
Tribunali delle Prede e giudizi

A. TRIBUNALI DELLE PREDE

Ognuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate si riserva il diritto di esami-
nare, in conformita di una procedura da stabilire con propria decisione,
tutte le sentenze e ordinanze emesse dai Tribunali italiani delle Prede,
concernenti i diritti di proprieta dei propri cittadini e di raccomandare al
Governo italiano di procedere alla revisione di quelle sentenze o ordinanze
che non siano conformi al diritto internazionale.

II Governo italiano s'impegna a fornire copie di tutti i documenti fa-
centi parte degli atti dei singoli giudizi, comprese le sentenze e le ordinanze
emesse e di accettare tutte le raccomandazioni formulate, a seguito del
riesame di detti giudizi, e di dare esecuzione alle raccomandazioni stesse.

B. GIUDIZI

I1 Governo italiano prendera le misure necessarie per permettere ai
cittadini di qualunque delle Nazioni Unite, in qualsiasi momento, entro
un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, di sottoporre al riesame
delle competenti autorita italiane ogni sentenza emessa da una autorita
giudiziaria italiana tra il 10 giugno 1940 e la data dell'entrata in vigore
del presente Trattato, in qualsiasi giudizio, in cui il cittadino di una delle
Nazioni Unite non abbia potuto fare adeguatamente valere le proprie ra-
gioni, sia come attore, che come convenuto. II Governo italiano disporra
perche, nel caso che il cittadino di una delle Nazioni Unite abbia sofferto
danno a causa di siffatta sentenza, egli possa essere restituito nella condi-
zione in cui si trovava prima della pronuncia della sentenza stessa, o venga
ammesso a godere di quelle prowvidenze che appaiano giuste ed eque, nel
caso specifico. L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" comprende
anche le societa o associazioni organizzate o costituite in conformita delle
leggi di qualunque delle Nazioni Unite.
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Tribunali delle Prede e giudizi  

A. TRIBUNALI DELLE PREDE 

Ognuna delle Potenze Alleate ed Associate si riserva ii diritto di esami-
nare, in conformita di una procedura da stabilire con propria decisione, 

tutte le sentenze e ordinanze emesse dai Tribunali italiani delle Prede, 

concernenti i diritti di proprieta del propri cittadini e di raccomandare al 

Governo italiano di procedere alla revisione di quelle sentenze o ordinonze 
che non siano conforini al diritto internazionale. 

Ii Governo italiano s'impegna a fornire copie di tutti i documenti fa-

centi parte degli atti dei singoli giudizi, comprese le sentenze e le ordinanze 

emesse e di accettare tutte le raccomandazioni formulate, a seguito del 
riesame di detti giudizi, e di dare esecuzione alle raccomandazioni stesse. 

B. GIUDIZI 

II Governo italiano prendera le misure necessarie per permettere al 

cittadini di qualunque delle Nazioni Unite, in qualsiasi moment°, entro 
un anno dall'entrata in vigore del presente Trattato, di sottoporre al riesame 

delle competenti autorità italiane ogni sentenza emessa da una autorita 
giudiziaria italiana tra il 10 giugno 1940 e la data dell'entrata in vigore 

del presente Trattato, in qualsiasi giudizio, in cui ii cittadino di una delle 

Nazioni Unite non abbia potuto fare adeguatamente valere le proprie ra-

gioni, sia come attore, che come convenuto. Ii Governo italiano disporra 

perche, nel caso che ii cittadino di una delle Nazioni Unite abbia sofferto 

danno a causa di siffatta sentenza, egli possa essere restituito nella condi-

zione in cui Si trovava prima della pronuncia della sentenza stessa, o venga 

ammesso a godere di quelle provvidenze che appaiano giuste ed eque, nel 

caso specifico. L'espressione "cittadini delle Nazioni Unite" comprende 

anche le societa o associazioni organizzate o costituite in conformita delle 

leggi di qualunque delle Nazioni Unite. 



TREATIES

En foi de quoi, lea Pleni-
potentiaires soussignes ont
appose leurs signatures et
leurs cachets au I-as du
present Traite.

Fait a Paris, le dix fevrier
mil neuf cent quarante-sept,
en langues franqaise, an-
glaise, russe et italienne.

In faith whereof the un-
dersigned Plenipotentiaries
have signed the present
Treaty and have affixed
thereto their seals. [']

Done in the city of Paris
in the French, English. Rus-
sian and Italian languages,
this tenth day of February,
One Thousand Nine Hun-
dred Forty-Seven.

B yAOCTOBepeltnC qero
Iuni;elIo.llctic;iun11Iec. Io.1-
eoMoqtile llpe¢crannTre.
ttoAiiHca.In nacrofTnr0n1

Aoronop n npnao;Kstan t
neCy trlon Ite'lTn.

Col0eplucno It IIapnI;e ua
pyccrom, anr.mincrom,
4lpanuty.acoM n nraiulbril-
CKom naalgiax, tielpaia
lecTroro .In Trlnt'ia Ae-
MBITLCOT copoK CCAbYMrO
roa.

[61 STAT.

In fededi che i sottoscritti
Plenipotenziari hanno ap-
posto le loro firie e i loro
sigilli al presente Trattato.

Fatto a Parigi in lingua
francese, illglese, russa e
italiana, il dieci febbraio
millenovecentoquaranta-
settc.

POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIETIQUES SOCIALISTES:

FOR TIlE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

3a CoIo3 COBeTCKHX CounaimncTmqecKnx Pecny6jnx:
PER L'UNIONE DELLE REPUBBLICHE SOVIETICHE SOCIALISTE:

Vsi]/. ̂ <<i^

1 [For romnnization of the lacsimir signatures. see p. 1755.]

1742

a; .6c
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En foi de quoi, les Mini-
potentiaires soussignes ont 
appose lents signatures et 
tours cachets au Las du 
present Traite. 
* Fait a Paris, le dix fivrier 
mil neuf cent quarante.sept, 
en langues franoise, an. 

russe et italienne. 

TREATIES 

In faith whereof the un-
dersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present 
Treaty and have affixed 
thereto their seals. Ell 

Done in the city of Paris 
in the French, English. Rus-
sian and Italian languages, 
this tenth day of February, 
One Thousand Nine Hun. 
dred Forty-Seven. 

13 yAocroaepenne ger° 
ttaxeuo:onicattunieca Hol-
oomoanue IlpeAcranarean 
noAttacaan nacroaurna 
Aoroaop n npnaotanalt Ii 
nosy ma Henna. 

Cotteptueno it Hapnwe us 
pyccaom, anr.tattraom, 
41panayaraom It itram.att-
CKOhl stataxatc, tl.tettpaaa 
AOCATOCO aug narwta se-

IWITLCOT copoa reAbtauro 
roAa. 

POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIETIQUES SOCIALISTES: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
:la C0/03 COBeTCRI1X Courra.qacTuvecunx Pecuy6.aux: 

PER L'UNIONE DELLE REPUBBLICHE SOVIETICHE SOCIALISTE: 

[am] 

[61 STAT. 

In fede di che i sottoscritti 
Plenipotenziari hanno ap-
posto le loro finite e i loro 
sigilli al presente Trattato. 

Fatto a Parigi in lingua 
francese, inglese, russa e 
italiana, ii dieci febbraio 
millenovecentoquaranta• 
sate. 

[For romaniaation of the facsimile signatures. see p. 1755.] 
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POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GRAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

3a CoenmemHoe EopoaescTao BeBmo6puammm H CeBepHoi HpaHJsa:
PER IL RECNO UNITO DI Gul BRrTACNA ED IBLANDA DEL NOD;.

POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMEBrQUE:

FoR THIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
3a CocamuierHHe mITaTr Axepnm:
PER cL: STATI UNITI D'AMERICA:

[szLJ
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tezall 

jowl 

POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET DIRLANDE DU NORD: 

FOR TIIE UNITED KINGDOM or GILSAT BRITALN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
33 Coeuauemoe Itopmeacrao Bezaxo6pErmium u Ceaepuoli flpzauxus: 
PER IL REGNO UNITO DI GRAN BEETAGNA ED IRLANDA DEL NORD; 

21.# C.0744. 

POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE: 
.FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

33 Coemmeumble fflm Amepffica: 
PER GL: STATI UNM D'AMERICA: 



TREATIES

POUR LA CHINE?
FOR CHINA:

3a EKrai:
PER LA CINA;

-C -.--

11,

POUR LA FRIANE:
FOR FRANCE:
3a CopaIHIo:
PER LA FRANCIA:

[SEAL]

1744 [61 STAT.

cl· *IS

1744 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

POUR LA CHINE: 
FOR CHINA: 
3a KntaA: 
PER LA CINA: 

1:3Ettl 

Poun LA FRANCE: 
FOR FRANCE: 
3a Opanuxuo: 
PER LA FRANCIA: 

[ LIZ AL] 

• 
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PoUtU LAUSTRALIE:

FoR A.UTRALIA:

3a AncTpaJIHIO:

PEl 1.'AUSTRALIA:

POUR LA BELGIQUE:

FOR BELGIUM:

3a LUeqLrHio:

PER IL BELCIO:

(8E-AL) /P 71

1"1'~L ·· <>*-

95347°-49-PT. II- 50
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POUR L'A USTRALIE: 
Fait AusTRAL.A.: 
3a IncTpannio: 
PEft USTRALIA: 

Emma 

(SEAL] 

do4A- =1'— 1 

POUR LA BELGIQUE: 
FOR BELGIUM: 
3a Benbrmo: 
PER II. BELGIO: 

istAL) 

95347°-49—PT. II  50 



1746

[SEAL]

POUR LE BRESIL:

FOR BRAnZL:

3a Bpa3n.ino:
PER IL BRIASILE: .

[I*Atl. \-60" W(v"--

TREATIES

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE BIELORUSSIE:

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

3a BenopyccKylo ConeTcKyio CoiZHaancTniectvio Pccny6SHKy:

PER LA REPUBBLICA SOVIETICA SOCIALISTA DI BIELORUSSIA:

[61 STAT.1746 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE BIELORUSSIE: 
FOR VIE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
3a Bezopyceapo Coaerearo Corwa.nRenviecavio Pecrryomucy: 

PER LA REPUBBLICA SOVIETICA SOCIALISTA DI BIELORUSSIA: 

[SEAL] 

PoUR LE BRESIL: 

FOR BRAZIL: 
3a Bpammto: 
PER IL BRASILE: 

[SEAL] 
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POR t: (. CANAOlA

FOR CANADA:

·la liana.y:
PER IL CANAI)A:

POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIE:

Fon CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

3a tICXo.oOBaraito:

PER LA CECOSLOVACCHUA:

[SvAl.l

(8.A1.1

C3Ab

I.\ ClQ as :
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rOUR LE CANADA: 

FOR CANADA: 

3a I:3.1May: 
PIM IL CANADA: 

[emu] 

POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIE: 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 

aa IlexnexmaKino: 

PER LA CECOSLOVACCRIA: 

fsr:At.j 



TREATIES

PouR LETrHOPIE:
FOR ETHIOPIA:
3a 43nounio:
PER L'ETIOPIA:

[RAL]

Potm LA tGRCB
FOR GREECE:
3a rpeuimo:
PER LA GRECIA:

[ORAL]

A?>. A - -:

1748 [61 STAT.

> A n S

1748 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

POUR LtETMOPIE: 

FOR &mom,: 
3a 34mamilo: 

PER L'ETIOPIA: 

PotIII LA CR£C131 
FOR GREECE: 

3a rpeaBio: 
PER LA GRECIA: 

[sAiL) 

roas,1 

6 
111010............•••••*•.••••••••;',...."" 

A --/-' -----?' 
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Pi un L'INIe:
FOR INI)A:
3a HIIAHO:
PER L'NnDA:

(sEAL)

PoUIR tES PAYS-BAS:

FOR THE NETHERLANDSt

3a Himeln;arItRu:
PER I PAESI BASSI:

[3 ~k,-S,-y- -
(1,. 1/- ,- 4

1749

d l L j X WA
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PoUR LINDE: 

FOR INDIA: 

34 Hum: 

PER L'INnut: 

POUR LES PAYS AS 
FOR THE NETHERLANDS/ 
3a HHACIVIIIIM I: 
PER I PAESI BASSI: 

1stAi3 



1750

(StAL]

POUR LA POLOCNI:
FOR POLAND:

3a nonbile:
PER LA POLONItM

[IlAL]

TREATIES

POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE:
FOR NEW ZEALAND:

3a HonBKo 3eiaHAHmo:

PER LA NUOVA ZELANDA:

[61 STAT.

gje-14-4-r

"d^-
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POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE: 
FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

3a HoRyio 3exampoo: 
PER LA NUOVA ZELANDA: 

tem) 

POUR t PotocNE: 
FOR POLAND: 
3a rioninf: 
PER LA POLONIN 

IszAL] 

oddde-a-

2,4-4d~.4 



61 STAT.]

[SEAL]

POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINE:

FOR TIlE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

:a IO;aIIo-Alh)pn;aIIcRifl CoxoW:

PER LLUNIONE DEL SUD AFRICA:

[SEAL]

MULTILATERAL-PEACE WITH ITALY-FEB. 10, 1947

POUR LA REI'UBLIQUE SOVIi.TIQE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE:

FOR Tiin UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

;I: Ylq;l':iiiiiyl ConeTCKVlI Couna.ucTin'ecKylo Pecny6.'mHy:

P'ER 1.\ IREPLUBI.ICA SOVIETICA SOCIALISTA D'UCHAINA:

1751

C. Haol

6aoB~,~,
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POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE: 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
:la COIleTeKy10 COUSIUMICTIPICCE)10 Peary6amty: 

PER Lt REPLIIBLICA SOVIETIC.A SOCIALISTA D'UCRAINA: 

[SEAL] 

POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINE: 

FOR TIIE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 
3a I0aino-A(ppnuancicrul C0103: 

PER L'UNIONE DEL Sun AFRICA: 

[HEAL] 

J, aid 



TREATIES

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULAIRE DE YOUGOSLAVIt:

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA:

3a Oe;cepaTrinyio HapoxHyio Pecny6n.ay IOroc.iannn:
PER LA REPUBBLICA FEDERALE POPOLARE DI JUGOSLAVIA:

POUR L'ITALUI:

FOR ITALY:

3a HTajmio:
PER L'ITALIA:

[('Al ,/- m

1752 [61 STAT.1752 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULAIRE DE YOUCOSLAVIS: 
FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
3a rivAepaTunimo Hapopxylo Peen),6mray 10rocaana: 
PER LA REpUBBLICA FEDERALE POPOLARE DI JUGOSLAVIA: 

lat:ALI 

PEAL] 

sput.) 

POUR L'ITALER: 
FOR ITALY: 
3a ITTRJEHIO: 
PER L'ITALIA: 

( *EA L 

etre4-45( 



MULTILATERAL-PEACE WITH ITALY-FEB. 10, 1947

La presente copie est certifiee conforme
a 1'exemplaire unique du Traite de Paix
avec l'Italie, redige en langues francaise,
anglaise, russe et italienne, signe a Paris, le
dix Fevrier mil neuf-cent-quarante-sept et
depose dans les Archives de la Republique

Francaise.

LE MINISTRE PLINIPOTENTIAIRB
CHEF DU SERVICE DU PROTOCOLE:
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La presente copie est certifiee conforme 
a l'exemplaire unique du Trait e de Paix 
avec Mahe, redige en langues francaise, 
anglaise, russe et italienne, sign e A Paris, le 
dix Fevrier mu neuf-cent-quarante-sept et 
depose dans les Archives de la Republique 

Francaise. 

LE MINISTRE PLFHIPOTENTIAIRE 
CHEF DU SERVICE DU PROTOCOLE 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of
June 5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise
and consent to the ratification of the said Treaty;

WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United
States of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and
consent of the Senate;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 90 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall
come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the French
Republic of ratifications by the United States of America, by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and by France;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government
of the French Republic on September 15, 1947 by the United States of America,
by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and by France;

AND WHEREAS instruments of ratification were also deposited with the Govern-
ment of the French Republic on September 4, 1947 by the People's Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia and on September 15, 1947 by Canada, by India, and by Italy;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace
with Italy to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall be
observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further
proclaim that the state of war between the United States of America and Italy
terminated on September 15, 1947.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America
to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of
[SEAL] our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independ-

ence of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
ROBERT A. LOVETT.

Acting Secretary of State
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of 
June 5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise 
and consent to the ratification of the said Treaty; 
WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United 

States of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and 
consent of the Senate; 

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 90 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall 
come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the French 
Republic of ratifications by the United States of America, by the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, by the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, and by France; 

WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government 
of the French Republic on September 15, 1947 by the United States of America, 
by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, by the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland, and by France; 
AND WHEREAS instruments of ratification were also deposited with the Govern-

ment of the French Republic on September 4, 1947 by the People's Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia and on September 15, 1947 by Canada, by India, and by Italy; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United 

States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace 
with Italy to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall be 
observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the 
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America 
and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further 
proclaim that the state of war between the United States of America and Italy 
terminated on September 15, 1947. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America 
to be hereunto affixed. 

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of 
[SEAL] our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independ-

ence of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
By the President: 

ROBERT A. LOVETT. 
Acting Secretary of State 
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Note by the Department of State

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures:
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

V. MOLOTOV.
A. BOGOMOLOV.

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:
ERNEST BEVIN
DUFF COOPER

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
JAMES F BYRNES
JEFFERSON CAFFERY

FOR CHINA:
T. TAI

FOR FRANCE:
G BIDAULT
F. BILLOUX
MARIUS MOUTET

FOR AUSTRALIA:
JOHN. A. BEASLEY

FOR BELGIUM:
P. N. SPAAK
J GUILLAUME

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
K. KISSELEV

FOR BRAZIL:
F. DE CASTELLO-BRANCO CLARK

FOR CANADA:
GEORGE P. VANIER

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:
JAN MASARYK.
V. CLEMENTIS

FOR ETHIOPIA:
EPHREM T. MEDHEN
TESFAE TEGUEGNE
A Z HEYWOT

FOR GREECE:
LEON V. MELAS
R. RAPHAEL

FOR INDIA:
S. E. RUNGANADHAN

FOR THE NETHERLANDS:
A W L TJARDA VAN STARKENBORGH

FOR NEW ZEALAND:
W. J. JORDAN

FOR POLAND:
Z MODSELEWSKI

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
I. SENIN

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:
W. G. PARMINTER.

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA:
STANOJE S. SIMIC

RODOLJUB COLAKOVIC
DR. PAVLE GREGORIC

FOR ITALY:
ANTONIO MELI LUPI DI SORAGNA
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Note by the Department of State 

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
V. M OLOTOV. 
A. BOGOMOLOV. 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
ERNEST BEVIN 
DUFF COOPER 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
JAMES F BYRNES 
JEFFERSON CAFFERY 

FOR CHINA: 
T. TAI 

FOR FRANCE: 
G BIDAULT 
F. BILLoux 
M ARIUS MOUTET 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 
RHIN. A. BEASLEY 

FOR BELGIUM: 
P. N. SPAAK 
J. GUILLAUME 

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
K. KISSELEV 

FOR BRAZIL: 
F. DE CASTELLO-BRANCO CLARK 

FOR CANADA: 
GEORGE P. VANIER 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 
JAN MASARYK. 
V. CLEMENTIS 

FOR ETHIOPIA: 
EPHREM T. MEDHEN 
TESFAE TEGUEGNE 
A Z HEYWOT 

FOR GREECE: 
LEON V. M ELAS 
R. RAPHAEL 

FOR INDIA: 
S. E. RUNGANADHAN 

FOR THE NETHERLANDS: 
A W L TJARDA VAN STARKENBORGH 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
W. J. JORDAN 

FOR POLAND: 
Z MODSELEWSKI 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
I. SENIN 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 
W . G. PARMINTER. 

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 
STANOJE S. ,SIMIC 
RODOLJUB COLAKOVIC 
DR. PAVLE GREGORIC 

FOR ITALY: 
ANTONIO M ELI LUPI DI SORAGNA 



MULTILATERAL-PEACE WITH ROUMANIA-FEB. 10, 1947

Treaty of peace with Roumania. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; February 10, 1947

ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of
America June 14,1947; ratification of the United States of America
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Moscow
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United
States of America September 15,1947; entered into force September
15,1947.
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Treaty of peace with Roumania. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of 
America Ante 14,1947 ; ratification of the United States of America 
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Moscow 
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United 
States of America September 15,1947; entered into force September 
15 , 1947. 

February 10, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1640] 
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Roumania, dated at Paris February 10,
1947, was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the
Union of South Africa, and Roumania;

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and
Roumanian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows:

TREATIES1758 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

BT THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Roumania, dated at Paris February 10, 
1947, was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, 
Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the 
Union of South Africa, and Roumania; 

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and 
Roumanian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows: 
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MHPHbIH 9OrOBOP

C PYMBIHHEH

1947 r.
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MHPHI)In ,A0110BOP 
C PYMbIHHEla 

1947 r. 
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CoI03 COBeTCKHE COIIHamacTH4ecKHx Pecny6miH , CoeAmHeHHoe
KopoieBcTBo BeJnmo6pHTaHmn H CeBepHOi HpjIaHIpaHm, CoenHHeHHbIe
UiTaTbI AMepHmH, ABcTpajImS, BeIopyccaa COBeTCKaa CoInaJIHCTH.-
qecKaI PecnyOJma, Kanaa, Iaaa exocJIOBaEHm EHnaI m, H OBas, 3ejiaHHar ,
YKpamHciaa COBeTCKaa CouajIacmTqecKaa Pecny6jmmKia H Ia;HO-A4-
picaHcKHHi CoI)3, Kca rocyAapCTBa, HaxoHInuHecs B COCTOHHHI BOIIHb
c PyMBHHnei H aETmBHo yqacTBOBaBmHe B BOHHe HpOTHB BpazaecEHX
rocyAapCTB B EBpone cylrecTBeHHblMH BOeHHbIMH IOHTHnrreHTaMHn HMe-
HyeMbIe B gaaJIHefineM «<<Co3HbIe H CoelaIHeHHbe AepazaBb>>, c OAHOH
CTOPOHLI,

H PYMbIHHE, C Apyroif CTOpOHbI,

IIpHHMaa BO BH MaHHe, qTO, CTaB COIo3HHEOM rHTJepPOBCROi rep-
MamHH H yqacTBya Ha ee CTOpOHe B BBOHHe po0TB CoIosa COBeTCRHX
CoiwHamcTfqecHx PecnIy6jm, CoeimeHnioro KopoaeBTa, CoeAH-
HeHinm IIITaToB AMepmEH H ApyrHx 06eawHeiHHux Hanhfi, PyMbBnH
HeeT CBOOH AOJlio OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 3a sTy BOHHy;

lIpHHn aa, , Oa BO BO maHHe, qTO 24 aBrycTa 1944 roAa
PyMbIHHm noamocTbo npeEpaTmala BoemMe eAeHcTBaa upoTHB CoIoaa
CoBeTcKmx CoiwajmcTHqeciiax Pecny6jma, BbLIma H3 BORHbI HpoTHB
06ieAEnHeiHuix HaIHim, nopsajia oTHomeHla c repManime H ee ca-
TeJrjaTaMH H, 3aKjiuOqHB 12 ceHTa6pa 1944 roa IIepemapne c IIpa-
BnITeJbcTBaMH Coioaa CoBeTcHmx ConHajHmcTHmecrmx Pecny6jm, Co-
eeHHeHHoro RopojeBcTBa H CoeJHIeHHbXi mITaTOB AMepmHI, eficTBO-
BaBImaMH B Hmrepecax Bcex 0 6eaeffHHeHHbIx Hani, npHHajia aKETBHoe
ynacTHe B BOiHHe InpTHB PepMaHHH; H

npHnHHaaar BOBHMaHme, qTO CooH3Hie H CoejjHmeH Iie AepaaBu
H PyM1iHm ameiiamr BaaRILOqIHb MiHpHbIi AoroBop, ROTOPbMi , coOTBeT-
CTBys npHmnrmaM CIIaBeBAHBOCTH, yperymHpyeT BOInpobi, ocTaiomne-
ca erne HepemeHHmub B pe3yJbTaTe IepeqIHC IeHHbIx Bbme co6bITHi,
H SIBHTCS OCHOBO AfpyEeCTBeHHbX OTHomeHHH MeaAy HiMn, TeM
CaMbIM aBBaa Como3Hmr H CoejHneHHbIM jepaaBraM B03MOEHOCTh nlaO-
aepmaT o6pameHHe PyMbrmHH o npHHHITa ee B qaIenb OpraHHaaHnn
06emeAHHeHmbix Hawuf, a TaKae o ipHcoewHemHH PyMiumHH K jno6oH
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C0103 COBeTCHRX Cartna.alicTmecKnx Pecay6JIHR, C0eArtHen1100 

Itopoaencino Bezamoopmamm H CenepHoft HpMAI:WE, COCAHHCEIHMe 
IIITam Amepmcn, AncipamtH, Beaopyccicaa ConeTcRaa CognaancTn-
itecRaa Pecnyomma, lianaAa, IlexocaonautH, 14HArta, Honaa 3e.aamma, 
YrzpanHcHaa Conemicaa ColmazacnnecHaH Pecnyomma n 10amo-A-
przancitail C0103, Ralt rocyAapcma, Haxoltsmkneca B COCTOHHHE 

C PyMb'BIWA H aNTHBHO riacTnonannute B name HpOTHB Bpaatecua 
rocpapcm B Enpone cyth,ecTneHm,ant BOCHHbIMH KOHTFEHITHTann, FLAW-
Hyembie B ,gaznHetinTem <<C0103HbIe n Cowl.Hemule Aepacant», c 0,11,110r1 
CTOpOHTI, 

C gpyroii CTOpOHBI, 

IlpHmtmaa BO nimmamte, CTaB C0103MITCOM rmaeponcnoft rep-
mamm H piacTnya Ha ee cTopoHe B BOrtHe 11pOTHB Colo3a COBCTCEUX 
COInlaAnC1114RCICHX Pecnyomm, CoewHeHnoro RopoaencTna, Cow-
HUHU% IIITaTon AmepHEH H Apyrnx 06`beAHHOHnbIX Hann*, PyIsIbIHELF1 
HeceT CB010 OJllO OTBCTCTBeHHOCTH 3a ary 

liplffinblaa, maw, BO matmanne, 4TO 24 anrycTa 1944 rojta 
Pymfama Horatocnao HpeEpaTHaa Boamme AeticTHHH Hponin Colo3a 
COBeTCICEIX COLInaJIHCITPTOCREIX Pecny6mat, BrAHLTIa H3 B01411bI HpOTHB 

06%ejumennbtx Hair*, Hopi:m.11a OTHOMennil C repmannert H ee Ca-

3alt.1110I1HB 12 ceirra6pa 1941 roAa Ilepemnpne c Ilpa-

nmeabcmamn Coloaa CqeTcEmc CoitHadmcmgecimx Peary6muc, Co-
exit:tem:tor° Ropo.gencTna H COCJI;HrleHHbIX BITaTOB Amepmat, ,IteAcTno-

BaBEIIHMll B miTepecax Hcex 06T)emmemmx Hamel, Hpurnuta aKTHBH0e 
yilacTne B Baffle 11pOTHB reptiamm, H 

Ilprummaa BO Hunmanne, WO CO/03MM H Coemmemme jepatama 
H PyMblling acemayr 3a1C.InOtifill, MllHbI oroBop, ICOTOphIfIl COOTBeT-

CTBySI npmmimam cnpanemmocni, yperplupyeT not:Epoch', ocralomEte-
CSI env Hepememmism B pe3yamare nepeimeaeHmIx MAIM CO6TITHR, 

H SIBHTCH OCHOBOti ,iwymeernemmx onion:tem& meauty =RH, Tem 
corm( AaBasi C0103HLIM H CoemmenHum je pat aBam B03330}1{HOCTIa noA-
Itepacan, o6panterme Ppibinkui o npniturrHH ee B 11.7fellbI Oprammagmt 

06T)einniemihnc Hamill, a Tame 0 nprtcoewHenaa Pymbnum IC ato6oil 
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KOHBeHIHH, 3amaroqeIHHof no nioqHHy OpraHi3aaiHn O6eTaimeHHbi

HaiHii;
B cooTBeTCTBHH c a3TM pemwmH o6aIBHIT o irpeCpanIeHnE co-

CTOaHHaI BOiHHbI H IIa 3TOI eiJ 8saKI3aJOm HacmToHiTR h MnHPHbI

PoroBop HI Ha3HarmimH Hx 9Ta ro HaEeno0AImcaBmHxca B gaqeCTBe

CBOHX IIOJIHM0o0HbIIX IpeecTaBHrTeefi, EOTopbIe Ho nfpeACTaBjieHmH
CBOHX IIOJHOMOIqHf, HaefiieHHIux B IIopaHKe H naaemeanei opMe,
corJIacLaHCb o c(ieAyioIMX IIocTaHOBJIeeHR x:

qACT b I.

rPAHM1 Ibl.

CTaTBS 1.

rpaHimiI PyMbImH, noKa3aHHbIe Ha npHIaraeMofi K HacTosa;eMy

AoroBopy RapTe (IIpimoaeiHme I), 6yAyr TaKHMH, EaK OHH CyiqeCTBO-
Baji Ha 1 aHBapa 1941 roaa, 3a HCrKoqeHHeM pyMbIHO-BeHrepcKOH

rpaHHmbI, KoTopaa onpeAeJMeTca cTaTheHi 2 HacToaMero ,oroBopa.

CoBeTcEo-pyMbmcRaa rpaHHna YCTaHaBJImBaeTcU npH STOM B co-

OTBeTCTBHH C COBeTCKo-PyMbIHCKHM CorJameHHeM OT 28 momI
1940 roAa H CoBeTCKO-'exoCJIoBaAIcHM CorJameHHeM OT 29 mOHB

1945 roAa.
CTanTa 2.

PememH BeHcEoro Ap6iTpaaa OT 30 asrycTa 1940 roAa o6HiB-

jaIOTrca HecyEIeCTByrOHIHMHI. rpaHIuIa MeaAy PyMbIHHe i H BeHrpIeii,

cylmecTBoBaBmaa Ha 1 aHBapa 1938 roAa, HaCTOIRMHM BOCCTaHaBjiH-
BaeTSa.

A CTb II.

nOJIMTM4ECKME nOCTAHOBJIEHMfI.

Pa3Aen I.

CTaTha 3.

1. PyMbIHMH o6a3yeTcH npHHnam Bce Mepbu, Heo6xoalmme wIa

o6ecnIeeHIa Toro, qTo6bI BCe nm ca, Haxoa ineca Ino pyMbIHHCKoi
IopuHcAHcmHeHl, 6e3 pa3,mjaH pacbI, nojia, a3bmra IHm pejmrHH, OJlb-

30BaICnb npaBaMiH qeJIoBerKa H OCHOBHIMH CBo60o1aMH, BJIIOqaa CBO-
95347 -49-PT. II---51
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KOHBe1111112, 3aHmogeldnoll no 'wings' Opramiaannn 06Lexanennblic 
Hanel; 

B COOTBeTCTB1TH C DITIM pennum 06141B14Tb 0 npexpam,emin co-
GT05111E31 BOiiHbI H ,ff,J1H 0T017I num 36,1c.61011111% Hamm:gill METEILIA 

AoroHop H Ha3HaTIMITE X7111 0T0r0 HIDItellOAHHCaBTHvocCa B Haileme 

CBOHX llonnomoinmix IIpeAcTaHnTeJleil, KOTOphIe HO npeAcTaHnemin 
CHUM 110J1H0310111A, HakkeHribix B nopngice H Haxiezainefi cDopme, 
COLIlaCHJHICIa 0 enexmounix HOCMHOBJICHHECX: 

LIACTb I. 

IPAH141.1,131. 

CTaT1)51 1. 

rpallHAM PyMbIHRH, nona3amime Ha npnaaraemoil K Hamnigemy 
,ItoroHopy Hape (11pnaonteHne I), 6yA3,12 TaHnima, Kan OHM eyakeeno-

Hann Ha 1 mmapa 1941 ro,tka, 3a nenamilennem pymmno-Henrepeicort 
rpanunm, HoTopan onpeAenneTea °Tama 2 HacToonkero rikoroHopa. 

CoHeTeKo-pymuneHaa rpamina yennaiimicamen npn OTOM B CO-

OTBeTCTBBH C COBeTCHO-PyMbIHC10131 Cornamemiem OT 28 13101111 

1940 roa H COBeTCHO-IleXOCJI0BallICHAI Cornanieffnem OT 29 MOHR 
1945 roiia. 

Gram( 2. 

Peniemm BeHcHoro Apourpanca OT 30 aHryeTa 1940 roAa 06141B-
.1LARYICSI Heeynieemyminnmn. rpm-ulna mency Pymmuneil u BeHrpneA, 

eyinemocainuan Ha 1 am:tap 1938 roAa, HaCTOHIAHM BOCCTIIMBAII-

BaeTca. 

LIACTb II. 

nanNTVILIECKVIE 110CTAHOBJIEHMI. 
Pamen I. 

Grams' 3. 

1. PyMLIHHH o6n3yeTen 111111Th Hee mepm, He06X0):1111kble 71,2111 

o6eenegeHrur TOPO, (ITO6b1 Hee mina, Haxogainueen no mbnienori 
lopnejimcnneri, 6e3 pamatina 'mem, trona, nabrica rum penricnn, MAE-
30BaJIHCII npaHamil -genoHeica H OCHOBIMIMI1 eno6oAamn, BlcJn0laa eHo-

95347°-49--PT. H 51 



6oay cjiOBa, neqaTa H H3aHHnH, peuoaIH 03Horo KEyJTa, _noJmTrnqecrHx
y6eaeHHm H nyy6JmeuqHix co6pauHn.

2. PyMblHHa TraCEie IpupHMaeT 06a3aTeJmiCTBO, rITO AeHCTByioinHe
B PyMBiHH 3 aOHbI, KaB B OTHOmeInH cBoerO coAepmaHH, TaK H npH-
MeeHea, He 6yyTj yCTaHaBJIIBaTb mIcKpHMHHaJiH HJIa Bjieqb 3a
co6oi XaHCRpHMMHHLanHo xI JIm pyIMbIHCCOrO rpamtauHCTBa Ha OCHO-
BaHHH HX pacbi, IIOia, I3bIKa HJLH peJImrm KEK B TOM, 'TO IacaeTCa
HX JIHIHOCTH, HMymqecTBa, 3aHaTHi, npoeCCCHOHaJlbHbIX HJIH HaH-

COBBIX HHTepeCOB, CTaTyca, noLmTHmecCHx HaH rpaataHncHx IlpaB, TaK

H aoi6bIX ApyrHX BOIpOCOB.

CTaTba 4.
PyMbIHHm, IOTOpaa B cooTeTTBeTHH c CorjameHneM o IIepemapHH

inpoBeJa MeponpRHTHa no OCBo6oaaeHHIO, He3aBHCH0M OT rpaajEaHCTBa

H HaIHOHajbHOii irpHHaAIeaEHOCTH, BCeeX jimn, COAeptaBInIXC B 3a-
EJlIIOeHHH B CBI3H C HX AeSTeJIHOCTbIO B H0OJA3y 06LeAHHerimIX HaiHi,

3mH 3a HX coqyBCTBie 06eAHHeHnuIm HaTiwHaM, HJm BBHJy HX pacoBoro
npoHCxoaaeHHza, H MepoInpHTH no OTMene jHCKpICHHHaiOBHHoro 3a-
ROHOAaTeJIbCTBa H BbITeKEaomix H3 Hero orpaHReifefi, 06a3yeTCa 3a-

KOHWnHTm poBeAeHHe aTHX MepOIIPHTHiH H BIpefAb He InpHHmHaT
KaKHx-Jm6o Mep HJIH 3aOHOB, EOTOpble 6;JIH 6b HeCOBMeCTHMbI C

rteJnHiM, npeAycMoTpeHHbIMH B DTOH CTaTbe.

CTaTLJI 5.

PYMbIHmI, ECOTOpa8 B COOTBeTCTBHH c CoriameHHeM o IIepeMlpHHa
npoBeia MeponpIIaTHa Ho pocnycKy Bcex HaXOaHBnmHXC Ha pyMbIRHCeO
TeppHTOpHH opraHH3aiuHH bamIHcTCKoro THna: nojTahqecKHx, BOeHHbIX,
BOeHH3HpOBaHHbIX, a TaxKe [pyrnx opraaHnHaati, BeaUymHx BpaaRe6-

HyIO COBeTCKOMy CoI03y I Im Jio6oi na 3pyrHx 06eeAHHeHHbix HaimnfI
npoIaran[y, - o6a3yeTcsa BnpeAb He TAonycRaTb cymecTBOBaHHa H
AeaTejaHOCTH opraHH3anHAfi TaKoro po:a, InpecaejyioumHx nrgeb Jm-
meima Hapoga ero jeMoKpaTHmecEHx inpaB.

CTaTma 6.

1. PyMLIHH o6a3yeTCa UnpHH BCe Heo6xojiHhbmie MepHI, qTo6u
o6ecneHTmm 3aaeparaHne H BsImaq ry Ja cyaa na arMH:
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6o,Ky e.KoBa, EtegaTEI n nmauvris, peaurnomoro xpaTa, HOJIHTERICCKEIX 
y6eaen1L ii ny6.7mtmmx coopasinii. 

2. PptIbIHIla Tame 111:61HEIMaOT 06113aTe.71bCTBO, IITO Aeticnyiagne 

B PyMbIHEIH 3aKOHM, Kax B OTHOMOHHIE eBoero coAepacanna, Tax H npn-
MeHeFLTHI, He 6yAr yeTaHaBATIBaTb ,11,14CITHMHHaT[HLT 11.7111 BJI01111 aa 
c000ll AnexpnrruHaumo J,./111 AMA pyMbilielt010 rpangaHeTBa Ha OCHO-
BallItH FIX pacm, noaa, H3bIlta BAH pOJILLIIIR Kax B TOM, TO KaeaeTea 

1LX JIHIIHOCTEI, nmyrirkeeTBa, aanurnii, Hp0()eCCHOHaJILHIAX 11.7111 itormaH-
COMAX LEHTepecoB, eTaTyca, HOJIHTHIleCKHX run rpamanexnx npas, TaK 
11 .71106bLX pyrix BOHPOCOB. 

("rams' 4. 

Pyramus', KoTapas' B COOTBCTCTBBE C COIVIaBICHH031 0 Ileperinpun 
nposeaa mepaupuuTna no OCB06WICACHILEO, He3aBEICHMO OT rpazAaHeTBa 
11 HamsonaJaHora npnnaweamocus, Beex xnu, coAepataBrauxeu B aa-
ICJDOITDMIli B CBH3EI C HX AeliTe.TLE3HOCTE.K) B no.may 06T30,11T1HCHHbIX MARRA, 
ILIH 3a FIX cotlyBcTBne 061301114110Hilbnet Hangar', ELM BBFLAy FIX pacoBaro 

uponcxoutAerma, n meponpuuTna no OTMeHO AnexpnrinnauLsonHoro aa-
R0110AaTeJlICTBa Et BbsTeKaromax 113 Hero orpaHrplennii, ooslayeTca aa-
ROIPMTb npoBeoHne OTHX Meponpnsindi11 B11130Ab He HprilIFIMaTb 

KaKHX-JIH60 MC 11.7111 3aKOHOB, KOTOpbIe obIJIH ohl HeCOBMCCTIIMM C 

LINDDSH, upeAyemoTpernallan B 9T0f1 CTaTb0. 

Oran's' 5. 

PyMbIHF1H, KoTapas" B COOTBeTCTBHH C COLlIaIIICHHOM 0 llepemnpun 
npoBeza meponpusrrna HO pocnyeKy max HaX0AFIBIIIFIXCH Ha pyrameKoit 
TeppuTopuu oprammaunti cpanmeTeKoro Tuna: HOTHITHIleCKHX, BOCIIHMX, 

B001111311p0BaHHIAX, a Taxace gpyrux oprannaalunl, BeAyllatx BpaucKe6-
Imo CoBeTeKomy Coroay Hall JLI06011 113 Apyrnx 06730DXFICHHIAX HaHEIR 
uponarawry, o6uayeTea 11 BrrpeAL He Aonycnan. cymeeTBoBaHnu 11 

AenaTeabnoem opranuaannii Tartar° paAa, upecaegylomnx ue.ith 
mem' Hama era AemoxpantgecKnx npaB. 

CTarba 6. 

1. PYMbIH1111 o6slayeTca npunam Bee Heo6xowase mew, trTo6br 
o6eeneutTr) 3aAepzarme H BlAgally m epa rim MIME: 
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a) J.Om, o6 BmHHeMubIX B TOM, 'TO OHH COBepmjIHm BOeHHbIe npe-

cTymJeHaI H IpeCTynJIeHHa rpOTHB MHpa HnJ nipoTHB eJIOBeqHOCTH,

jaim IIrpma3 o coBepmeHH TaKHx lIpecTy-ieHHi HJII coAeIicTBOBaJII
HX coBepmeHHo;

b) rpamaH KaKoll-joI-6o 13 CoIo03bIx H CoeAmeHHblX AepmaB, EO-
TopbIe o6 B11HHIOTCH B HapymeHm 3aKOHOB HX CTpaH H3MeHOi HJIH

COTpyAHqIeCTBOM C BparOM BO BpeMS BOiHBI.

2. PYMbiHH, no Tpe6oBaHuo IIpaBHeCTBa 3aTebCTBpecoBaHHofi
06ieAHjeHHoBi HainH, o6ecne'uIlT Tarcee qBKy B raqecTBe cBHAeTejie
HaxoAn;sm uxca noA ee IopHcaHKqnaneA jIma, IoKaaaHnHa KEOT x OOPX Tpe-
6yIOTCHa A cyAa Haa JmniaM, yRa3aHHbIMH B HEnyKTe 1 HaCTOamAei
CTaTbH.

3. Bcaoe pa3HorjIache OTHOCnrTeJIBHO HpHMeHneHHa IOCTaHOBJe-
HH IIyHITOB 1 H 2 HacTOfiefi CTaTMb AgOJIH:HO 6bITb nepexaHo JIH6bIM
3aHHTepecoBaHHbIM IIpaBHTeJIbCTBOM rJiaBaM AHnjioMaTH ecEHx MHC-
CH1 COBeTCKoro Coo03a, Coe;meeHHoro KopoAeBcTBa I COeAHHeHHbUX
IIITaTOB AMepHIIH B ByxapecTe, KOTOpbIe AocTMI'Hyr corJiameiH a no
IOBOay 3TOro 3aTpygHeHHa.

Pas3en II.

CraTba 7.
PyMbiHHm o6a3yeTC c nPHl3HaTb Ino:HY1O cHny MPpHUX ,1oroBOPOB

c HTaJmHef, BoarapHefi, BeHrpieii H (DIHHJIUHaHei II pyrux corialme-
HHIi HIn yperyjiHpoBaHHfi, KOTopbIe 6 bIAjH EHJI 6yayT AOCTEHrHyTb Co-
O03HbIMH H CoeLAHeHHbIMI1 ep;CKaBaMHI OTHOCHTeOAIHO ABCTpIH, rep-

MaHHIH HI JIIOHHEH AJI BOCCTaHOBJIeHHII MHpa.

CTaTmS 8.

CocToaHme BOHiHbI MeacAy PyMbiHmefi H BemHpHefi nIpeRpaTHrTca
Co AHa BCTYILneHHSI B CHEJy KEa HacTOgaierO MnpHOrO roOrOBOpa, TaK
I MlrpHoro AoroBopa Meajiy COIO3oM CoBeTrcKI CormHamiHCTHecKmx

Pecny6njH, CoemaHeHHnbiM RopojIeBcTBO BeJmmo6pnTaHlH H CeBepHOfi
HpJIaHHHm, CoeAHHeHHBIMH 1IlTaTaila AMepeHH, ABCTpaJmei, BeaJo-
pyccKofi CoBeTceKof CognajiaTHmemecoi PecIIy6jE ofi, KaHaaofi, Iexo-
cjaoBaRHef, HEAeHni, HOBOH 3ejiaHaHefi, YKpaHHClKo COBeTcRoi C o-
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a) 0613141131eMbIX B TOM, IITO OB11 coBepromm Boemme npe-

cTymerum H upecTyroemia upoTHB mrtpa 11.7111 HpOTHB .(10.110BellHOCTH, 

;man trprutaa o cosepruermrt TaKFIX .upeczyn.amtil nm co,tketicTBoBa.am 

ux coBepraeHruo; 

b) rpaan rzattoti-arroo 113 C0103HbIX rt CoeArmeimmx jepaiaB, KO-

TOpbIe 06BIIHHIOTCH B Rapp:lien:Bill 3aKOHOB HX mart rusleHoil 11.7111 

coipprrattecmom c Bparom BO spew' 

2. PyMbIIIHH, HO Tpe6oBarmo IlpaBBTeabcma BarruTepecoBaBrioti 

06BeArtrie'ma HaHRH, o6ecrteinrr Talon aBuy B Kailecne cmikeTemit 

BaxoAankraccff nog ee ropmcaumBeil noKumasi KOTOpMX Bove-

6yroTesi Aasi cy,tka na,g zoilamm, yicaaammmn B nyfflue 1 BacTorimeil 

CTaTblI. 

3. Bcfficoe pamoraacrte OTHOCHTBJILHO nprimetierma nocTaBome-

1-11111 HyB1CTOB 1 H 2 BacTosnikect CTaTIgH A0.7121C110 6bITb nepeAano .7tro6mm 

3ammepecoBammtm IlpaBBTe.nerBom P.aaBam AIIIIJI0MaTillleCKHX Mue-

cni COBBTCKOPO Coma, Coemittermoro RopcoeBcTBa H COBX1111e11HbIX 

IlITaToB Ameprim B ByXapeCTO, KoTopme A0C111111)112 coraarrtermt no 

noBoAy 3TOPO 3aipv_meinta. 

Pawn II. 

Grams' 7. 

PyMbIHIIR o6a3yeTca Hp113HaTb HOJIHyI0 crmy MHpHbIX ,I0r0B0p0B 

c 14Taameil, BozrapBell, BeHrpnefi H OHHJIHHAIleil II Apyrnx comame-

Hurt BAH ypery.imposaimil, 'comma 6bIJIH 11.1111 6yyT ,ROCTIIrHyTH CO-
103HbIMI1 11 COB,THIleHHIAMII jtepacaBamit OTHOCHTCJI13110 ABCTp1111, rep-

MaH1111 11 RHOHILI1 A.7131 BOCCTaHOBJMH1151 milpa. 

CTama 8. 

COCTORHIle B0f1HbI MeacAy Pymbnmeif ii Bertrpneti npetcparmitit 

CO ;Ma ocTyruierma B crury icaK rtacToargero Mmprioro AoroBopa, Talc 
ii Mopooro Aorosopa meacxy C01030M COBeTCICHX COHHaJIIICTIVICCICHX 
PeCHy6J111K, COC)1,1411eHHbIM liop0J1eBCTBOM Be.amicoopmarrtut ii CeBepHort 

Flp.mallaut, COB,THIICHHIDIMI1 IIITaTamm AmepocH, ABerpa.meil, BOJI0-
pyccRofi CoBeTcHoti CogrtamtcurtecKoil PecnyomKoft, Rallao, •Elexo-

caoBalcueri, FIrtufert, 110B0r3 3e.116HAllerl, YKpaimcico CoseTcHoii Co-



HajimcTHqecEofl Pecny6jmofI, IOamHo-AqpHmaHCKIH ComIo0 M H (e-
AepaTmBHo i HapolHofI PecIIy6jmiHo IDrocAaBnn, c O;HOi CTOpOHbI,
H BeHrpHef, c Apyroi CTOPOHBH.

CTaTIs 9.

PyMbmHSH o6a3yeTcaI npHHIIT HTbI e co6bme, KOTpe oriameH K 6bIum

HJm MOryT 6biuT 3aamUIeHo HbI a jimHBHiaAiH JIHrH HawHi H IIocoaH-

HOHi IIaaaTbI MeziyHapogHoro IIpaBocyMaa.

CTaTM 10.

1. KaaAaa Coio3Haa wa CoeaomeiHaa AepasaBa HoT0HmHIpyeT

PyMbIHHM B TeqeHHe mecTH MecleB co ArHa BCTymIeHHa B CHAJy Ha-

cToaImero AoroBOpa o CBOHX j0oenHux IABYCTOpOHHHX orOBOpax C

PyMbIHHefi, KOTOpbIe Ta ,zepasaBa aKejaeT coxpaHHTl B CBme HJI

efiHCTBHe KOTOpbX oHa aeJiaeT B0306HOBHTb. Jlo6bIe IHOaJEeHHa, He

HaxoaIImHea B COOTBeTCTBIH C HaCT01mIHM 0OrOBOpOM, 6 yJyT, O]HaEO,

HCrJIIoqeHB H3 BbIIeyIoMMIyTb X AoroBOpOB.

2. Bee BbIIIIeyoOMMTBe AOrOBOpbI, 0 KOTOpbIX 6yAeT HOTHi H-

IHpoBaHO TaKHum o6pa3oM, 6yAyTr aperacTpHpoBaHb B CeEpeTapHaTe
06LeAHneHHix HaAuHi B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTbeii 102 YCTaBa Opra-
Hn3anan 06ieaHmeHibx HaInI.

3. Bce BbImeyIoMaHyTbIe AoroBOpb, 0 EOTOPMX He 6yAeT HOTH-

4H1Wpo BaHO TaKuH o6pa30M, 6yAyT CsiTaTLca OTMeHeHHUMH.

qACTb III.

BOEHHblE, BOEHHO-MOPCKME 1 BOEHHO-BO3AYWHblE
nOCTAHOBJIEHHR.

PasAen I.

CraTa 11.

CoAepaEaHHe cyxoInyrIx, MOpcRK x H BoeHHO-B03AfymHbIX BOOpy-

ameHHm H yppeIIeimfi 6yAeT CTpOrO orpaHEieHo TaR, qro 6 bI oTBeqaTh

8ajaaqaM BHyrpeHHero xapaiTepa H MecTHo' o6opoHmI rpaHRira. B co-

OTBeTCTBHH C BbImeyKa3aHmmi PyMHHEH pa3pemaeTca HMeTB BOOpy-

EeHH6bie CELHbI, HO CBnIIe ieOM:
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nnaaneTwieeroil Peony6anitoti, 10asno-AcDpnnanernm C0103011 11 (De-

irepammoil Hapomoil Pecuy6.3untoil 10rocaaBBra, c oAnofi CT0p011bI, 

H Benrpne, c Apyroii CTOOHM. 

°rang 9. 

PyMbIH1151 06513yeTCH RprIHRTI3 .ino6Bie COTJ1aMeHHSI5 roTopme 

rum moryT obiTb 3aranotienm jun .7111KBvirkagmi .11nrn Hannit ii HOCT03111-

Herd Ila.11aTm Meziu.napo,Anoro IlpaBoman. 

CTama 10. 

1. KamAan Coio3nan Jun Coegnnennan Aepatana noTriffnumpyeT 

PyMEIHHH B Tenenne IlleCTFI mecaneB co Ana BCTV:LAMM B emay Ha-

eTonnkero AoroBopa 0 CBOFIX A0B0eHHTIX gnyeTopolinnx AoroBopax c 
Pymburneti, xoTopme oTa AepzaBa atemeT co/wan:am B clue run 

AetieTBne ROTOpMX ona ace.imeT B0306HOBFITb. .J1ro6me no.Tiomenno, He 

naxog,Brinieen B COOTBeTCTBillt C 'men:mak:am joroBopom, 6y,RyT, wax°, 
13CRJ11011eHLI 113 BbIIHeyROMMTbIX 1101`0B0p0B. 

2. Bee BbnneynomanyThie AoroBopm, 0 ROTOpMx 4,11eT HOTIRDH-
gmpoBaHo TaK1131 o6pa3om, 6yyr aaperneTpupoBanm B CerpeTapnaTe 

06seAnnennmx Hal11111 B COOTBeTCTBH11 CO cTaTbefi 102 YeTaBa Opra-
nmarinn Othpejinnennbix Hanna. 

3. Bee BBuneynomanymie AoroBopm, 0 roTopmx He 6yAeT HOTH-
cianwpoBaHo TaRHM o6pa3om, 6y,Ayr CilliTanC51 oTmenennumn. 

4ACTb 

BOEHHblE, BOEHHO-MOPCHHE H BOEHHO-B03,11,YWHblE 
ilOCTAHOMEHHH. 

Pa3pien I. 

CTana 11. 

Cor(epzarme CrEORyilibIX, mopernx H BOeHHO-BOaayiuMIX Boopy-

acennii H yxpen.aennti 6peT cTporo orpannneno Tax, nTo6bi omenarb 

oaAanam BnyTpennero xaparrepa 11meeTnoil o6oponai rpanan. B CO-

OTBeTCTBHEI C marneyra3annum PyMbIHHH paaperaaeTen Mien, Boopy-

zerarbie CH,JILI, He CBIIHIO 
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a) cyxornyTHaa apmHa, BRjnoqaH norpaHiHnie BofcIEa, c o6neie

qHcJIeHHOCTBtO JIIHOrO COCTaBa B 120.000 qejoBeK;

b) 3eHHTHaa apTmjiepH c TqHCjeHHoCTbio J.nqHoro COcTaBa B

5.000 qejioBeK;
c) BOeHHO-MOpCKOi 4AJIOT C THCJieHHOCmiO JIHqHOro COCTaBa B

5.000 qeiOjBeK H o6n iHM TOHHaCeM B 15.000 TOHH;

d) BOeHHO-B03ASymHbIe CHJbI, B TOM qHCJIe BoeHHO-BO3AiynIHu

CHJII BOeHHO-MOpCEOrO qPIOTa, qHCJIeHHOCTBIO B 150 CaMOJleTOB, BEJO-

maaH peaepBHbIe, H3 rOTOpbIX He 6ojee 100 caMO.JeTOB 6oeBbIx THIOB,

c o6ieHi qeHCJIeHHOCTBI o JIcIHOrO COCTaBa B 8.000 IeJIOBeK. PyMbIHm

He OaoJEHa HMeTb HJIH pHo6peTaTB CaMOJleTOB, CKOHCTpyHPOBaHHbIX B

OCHOBHOM KEat 6oM6apWapOBmHKH C cpHCIcoco6jieHaMH AsHa BnyrpeHHefi

noABecKH 6oM6.
3Ta qcHJIeHHOCTB B KCEamoM cjryqae 6yaeT BInoqaTb cTpoeBOi,

HecTpoeBoA COCTaB H mTa6nHOH epcOHaJI.

CTaTbha 12.
Jl[IHbIi COCTaB pyMbIHCKOi apMHH, BOeHHO-MOpCEOrO 4JIOTa m

BOeHHO-BO3AYIyHbIX CHJI, IIpeBbIImaIoloHq COOTBeTCTBeHHO pa3pemeH-

HyIO CTaTbeil 11 qHCJIeHHOCTb, 6yeT pacryIqeH B TeqeiHe mecTH Me-

caIeB co JHSI BCTyLmeHHna B CHmy HacToam;ero ,oroaopa.

CTaTba 13.

JIOACniCe KOHTHHreHTbI, He BXOaIIhHe B COCTaB pyMbIHCEOfi apMHH,

BOeHHO-MOpcKorO (JIOTa HJH BoeHHO-B03oym HuX CHI, He 6yAyT npo-

XOAHTb B KaKOH-JIm6 o )OpMe BOeHHOrO, BOeHHO-MOpCKOrO HJI BOeHHO-

B03AfymIHro o6yqeHma, KaK OHO onpeAejeHo B IIpHwioaeHHH II.

CaTam 14.
PyMbIHI He AOJKHa HMeTB, unpOH3BOaHTb HJH 3KCIepHMeHTHpO-

BaTb: jno6be BHI aTOMLHOrO BOOpyaeHHSI; KaRHe-JIm6o caoaMiBHy-

niHec5 Ham yipaBAsjeMbIe cHapabI im annapaTm, CBa3anHHme c H

BbI6pacblBaHHeM (3a HCKJoqIeHHneM Toplnea H Topnew mtX annapaToB,

cocTaBjasomUxRI HopMaJIuoe BoopymenHe sBeHHO-MopCKHx Kopa6aefi,

pa3pemeHHblx HacToSanHIM AorBopOM); MopcEne MBmI HIHW TopnIIe

HeEKOHTaETHoro TIna, aeHCTByIIOHe OT qyBCTBHTeJnHbIX MexamHH3OB;

TOpllefab, aoToppe MOryT 6brTh yKOMiexToBaHM jmoIHH ; HnOABOAHMe
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a) eyxonyitiaa apmna, BIL1110i1a51 Horpalumbie Balm, c o6rgeft 
THICJICHHOCT1310 J11111HOPO coeTaBa B 120.000 tiejl0BeK; 

b) 3ennmaa apTrumepria c inICJICHHOC11310 J111111101'0 cocTaBa B 

5.000 iie.aoseR; 
c) BoeHHo-mopcRoti CTIJIOT C IIIICJICHHOCTI310 JiligH0110 cocTaBa B 

5.000 ge.aoseR H o6rHam Tormazem B 15.000 TOHH; 
d) BoeHao-BoaAyamble CHAN, B TOM tIlICJIe BOCIIHO-B03XyD1Hb10 

CHJIM BoeHno-mopcRoro 41.110Ta, 1113CJICHHOCT1310 B 150 camoaeToB, BICJI10-

-gas peaepBHme, 113 HOTOphIX He 6o.aee 100 camo.aeToB 6oeBbix THROB, 
C oorukeil 11HCJICHHOCT1310 J11111HOM cocTaBa B 8.000 ile.aoseR. PyMbIHHH 
He Aoaatria, HmeTb 11.7111 apHoopeTaTb camo.aeToB, cRoHurpympoBamibix B 
OCHOBHOM RaR 6omoawcaposHrHRH C IlpHCHOCO6J1e111111MH JIS1 BiryTpeHHefi 

uo,peeRH 50m6. 
Ta ime.11ermoeTb B Ram,aom carme 6y,TkeT BK.111011aT13 cTpoeBoil, 

HecTpoeBoil COCTaB H raTaolloil HepeoHa.u. 

CTaTba 12. 
COCTaB pymbmcRoll apmfm, Boeirao-mopcRoro cimoTa 

BOCHHO-B03,3,y1HHLIX CEA, "mem:,Hummel COOTBeTCTBeHHO paaperaen-
Hpo cTaTbeil 11 qHCJIeHHOCTI), 6y,ReT pacuy w,eH B TexiellizieleCTH m-
em:Hes co Alla BeTy11J1e11H51 B may HacToaraero orosopa. 

CTaTTDH 13. 

.TIRKGRHe HOHT1111TellTbI, He Bxoxrawe B COCTaB pyMbIHCHOit 
BoeHao-mopeRoro (f)J10Ta 11.7111 BOCHHO-B03,1y111111)1X CHJI, He 6TUT 

xoiunb B KaK0r1-.111160 CDOpMC BoeHHoro, BOOHHO-M0pC1COPO HJIH BOCHHO-
Bomynmoro ooyaemia, Raft 0110 onpeo.aeHo B llp11.7IOIteH11H II. 

Grams 14. 

PfliblEH11 He A0.71.7KHa 1lMeTb, Hp0113B0A111b 11.7111 aRcuepumeHTHpo-

BaTb: Jua6bie BIWA aTomnoro BooppReHaa; Rame-.7m6o camoxaBczy-
Hweea H.Pia yupaBaaembie cHapiatbi HAM anaapaTbi, CBSI3a11111310 C 13X 

Bm6pacbmannem (aa HCIC.711011e1THeM TopneA H Topnexarbut anaapaToB, 
cocTammorafrx HopmaabHoe BooppReHne BoeHno-mopcmx Ropa6aert, 

paaperaernaba HacTesramm AoroBopom), mopeRne MAHN 11.111 Topnew 
HeRoreraRTHoro Trim, xteilcmponme OT tryBemyrreabubm mexararamoB, 
TopHeAbi, RoTopme Meryl' 6bITI) yRommerroBanbi .11101(61411; HOXBOAlible 



JOWnCH HJIH Apyrne nIoABOHCble cy;a, TopnIe.HIbIe aTepuI H cIenHajm-

3HpOBaHHIIe THImb mTypMOBbIX Cy:OB.

CTaTLI 15.

PyMbIHHI He ayioJaa COxpaTHTb, 1IpOH3BOfbT HJTIH npHo6peTaTb

ApyrMH nyrTMH BoeHlbIe MaTepHajiBi H TeXHHKy HTH coAepmaTm npoH3-

BOACTBeHm0te MOIIHOCTH 3IIJia HX HSrOTOBJIeIHI, CBepX TOrO, qTO Tp6-

6 yeTCa ia coAepzEaHmi BOOpyZeHHbIX CHI, pa3pemeHHrix CTaTbei

11 HacToamiero ,oroBopa.

CTaTHL 16.

1. H[3JIUHII BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB H TexHHEEH COIo3HOrO npOHC-

xo:menmH 6y yT nepeAaHbI B pacnopaameHie CooTBeTCTByIoIeHi Coi03-

HOH HJH CoeiHoeHHOH AepaaBbI, corJIacHO yiKa3aHHmI, ROTOpbIe 6y:yT

aaHbI 3TOiH iepBKaBOH. H3JIm I H pyMbIHCIHX BOeHHbIX MaTepEajHoB

H TeXHEHE 6yyTr IepeAaHbI B pacnopa;eHrue IIpaBHTeJbCTB COBeT-

CEoro Coioma, CoeHmHeHHoro KopOJeBCTBa H CoemHHeHHIbx IUTaTOB

AMepHEH. PyMbIHHm OTRaMceTca OT Beex IipaB na aTH MaTepHaabmI H

TeXHHEy.

2. BoeHHbIe MaTepuajbI H TexHma repMaHncoro IpoHCXomafeHmE

HJm EOHCTpyKEHH, lpeBbIimaIOinHe TO, ITO Tpe6yeTca AIFa BoopymeHHbIX

CHn, pa3pemeHHbix HacToamlHWM ,oroBopOM, 6yAyT nepeaHIbl B pacnIo-

paIeHne Tpex IIpaBHTeJIbCTB. PyMMbHHu He 6yfeT npHo6peTaTB HJI

rpoH3BOAHTB KaKEHX-JIH60 BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB H TeXHNH repMaHncoro

iipOHcxoKAeHHf HAJI KOHCTpyKI}ILI, HAI HaHIIMaTb Ha pa60Ty HJI 06 y-

qaTb KaKiHX-jiH60 TeXHHmeCHXx clegHaJiHCTOB, BrKoqaS BOeHHRbI H

rpaaKgaHCKHH aBHaqHOHHbiH nepconaJi, H3 qrnca JIHm, KOTOpbIe SB-

JLIIOTra HJIH HBJSIJHC rpaasaHaMH PepMaruH.

3. E3HmJE H BOeHHbX MaTepH8ajOB H TexHHH, ynOM5HyTIe B

nyHEax 1 H 2 HacToSaeii CTaTbH, 6yAjyT nepeAaHmi HJm yHnHqTOeHlI

B TeqeHHe oHoro roAa co La BCTyIneHMH B CHaJ HacToaiSero Ao-

roBopa.

4. OnpeAeJieHe TepMHHa <<BoeHHbIe MaTepHaJIi H TexHHa>> H

nepeqeHb BOeHHmJX MaTepnaaOB H TeXHHEH XJ ngeieAe HacToaiero

AoroBopa AaHM B IIpHjaoaMeHH mI.
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.KoAKH H.aH Apyrae HoAHomme cpa, Topnemme HaTephi H CHOITaJIH-

atpoBammie THEM DITyp110BbIX CyA0B. 

CTaTIJI 15. 

Pymbuma HO Ao.aacHa coxpanaTb, Hp0113BOAktib 11311 HpHoopeTan, 

Apyrnmil n-yTamil Hoemme maTepHa.am H Teximity MTH compatam HpoH3-
BOACTBeliable 31010,HOCTH ,11(J111 FIX H3POTOBJ1e11.HH, cHepx Toro, "(ITO Tpe-

6yeTca AJLH co,Kepzarma BoopyzeHnmx CHJI, pa3pememmix cTaTheri 

11 HaCTOSIEWO AoroHopa. 

CiTaT1351 16. 

1. F13.711011KEI B00111111X maTepHaaoH H TOXHIHt11 coloaHoro Hponc-

X021CACHESI 6y,11yT nepeAaffm B pacHopamenue COOTBOTCTBylOILkeit C0103-
Hoil n.lm CoewarHort ,TkepzaHia, comacHo yKa3aHHam, KOTOpfle 657tyT 

AaHbI wroci rikepalaBoit 143JIHMICH pyMbIHCICHX BOOI1HbIX maTepHaaos 

11 TeXIBIKH 6yAyT IlepeAaina B pacHopazenne IlpaHHTe.ithcm COBOT-

exoro Colo3a, CoexaHermoro RopomBcma H Coemmelmmx 111TaToB 
AmepHKH. P3TMMHHII omaaKeTca OT Hcex "'pas Ha 9TH maTepHaam H 

TexHuKy. 

2. Boemnae maTepmaam ii Texmata repmaHcKoro Hponexoz,Aeuma 

11.7111 KOHCTpyKIJAH, Hpemmalom,He TO, IITO Tpe6yeTca Aza Hoopymennix 

CHJI, pa3pernemmx HaCTOHHH1M Aorosopoist, 6yAyT nepeAaHm B pacno-

pamenue Tpex lipaBlITOJIbCTB. PyMbIHHH HO 6yAeT HpHo6peTaTE. 11.7111 

11p0113BOXIM KaKHX-JIH60 BOO11HbIX maTepHa.nori 11 TeXHIEKEt repmaHcKoro 

HponcxwKgeHHH 11.1111 KOHCTpyKIWII, 11.411 HammaTb Ha pa6oTy HJIH o6y-

garb KaKHX-J1I160 TexHutiecKnx cneuHamacToH, BKJ11011aa BOOHHBIA H 

rpazAaHcmil al:mai:womb& nepcona.a, 113 gricaa, .4m, xoTopme 

JIHIOTCH HAH aEJm.lmcb rpazmaHan repmamm. 

3. H3JIHMICH BOOFIHMX maTepHaaos H TOXIIHRH, yHOMHEIrbIe B 

.upinfax 1 H 2 HacToargeti CTaT1311, 6yAyT nepexkaHm n.im yHIPITO2KOHLI 

B Teufel,'He od,Horo roika CO AIM BeTyruieffaa B CllJly nacroankero Ao-
roBopa. 

4. OupeAe.aeme Tepm-maa «Hoembie maTepHazu H Texama» 

liepegenb BOOHHE.IX maTepnamB 11 TeXHORH IV111 geaeil nacTozakero 

AoroBopa AaHld B llpruioaiemm ILI. 
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CTraTh 17.
PYMIHM O6S3yeTa IIOJIHOCTBIO coTpymniaTm c CIo3HBIiM H

CoeiHHeHHbIMH ,iepmKaBaMH B gejx o6ecneqaeHm Toro, qTo6bI rep-
MaHsl He cMorJIa Ipef;rpHHsrib aKicHx-Jim6o Mep 3a upeAeJIaMH repMaH-

CEOi TePPHTOpHH B HanpaBJIeHHH Bo3poZaeHHa CBoero BOOpyaeeHHa.

CTaTBa 18.
PyMumHH o6a3yeTcS He nplo6peTaTB H He IIpOH3BOJiTb rpamacaH-

CEHX CaMOJIeTOB repMaHcKEOi fJH mO1 HCKCOi KOHCTpyKELHH HiJ caMOJIe-
TOB, BEJuoqaoIPimx pyiImlie y3abI repMaHcKoro J IHm OHCIoro Irpo-

H3BOACTBa 11H EOHCTpyKIHH.

CTaTSH 19.
KaaAaa H3 BoeHHbIX, BOeHHO-MoPCCHX H B0eHHO-BO3ymHlbIX CTa-

Teii HacTosmIero ,oroBopa 6yAeT OCTaBaThCs B caIe ;AO Tex Iop, noKa
OHa He 6yeT H3MeHeHa InoJHOCTbH) .ouM qaCTHiHO Ino corJiameHrmo Memafy

Coio3HbIMH H CoejHeHHbMiM ,PepEaBaMH H PylmbIHHei: 1H., nocJie

Toro aBE PyMIiHH CTaHeT qjieHOM OpraHH3aamTH 06bOeAHeHHe ix Ha-

RHH, - no corJameHnHo MeaAy COBeTOM Be3onacHocTm H PyMbIHHefi.

Pa3Aen II.

CTaTbra 20.
1. PyMbIHCIKe BoeHHoIIneHHbIe Aoji.aHbi 6bITb penaTpHHpoBaHb

KaE MOEKHO CKopee B COOTBeTCTBHH C COrJIameeHnMH MeezEy OTf;ejbHbHMH

)IepaaBaMH, co:epaEamHM S9THX BOeHHojIIeHHbIX, 1 PyMIHHefi.

2. Bce H3XAepEEH Ha IepeBo3y pyMbIHCKHX BoeHHonjieHHblX,

BKEiroqa5 HX coAepmaHme, OT c60opHux HyHKTOB, yCTaHOBjIeHHbX IIpa-

BnTeJIbCTBOM cooTBeTCTByiomerH COI03HOHi HJII Coe;EHHenHHOHi JepmaBbl,

Ao nyHKTa BcTynIeeHM Ha pyMbUHCEKyI TeppHTOpEoH 6yAeT HeCTH IIpa-

BHTeAbcCTBO PyMbIHH.

q ACTb IV.

BblBO, COOH3HblX BOrCK.
CTaTbh 21.

1. IIocJe BCTyTnieHHM B CL7yI HaCTomi0ero AoroBopa BCe co003HMe

Bo0iCa AojizB.ia 6brm B TeqeHHe 90 AHeHf BbsBeleHbI H3 PyMLIH,
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CTama 17. 
Pymbmna o6a3yeTca HOJIHOCTMO coTppliwiam C COTO3Hb13411 H 

COOAHHOHHIAMH Aepacasamn B neaax o6ecuetienna TOr0, xiTo6BI Pep-

MaHHH He cmoraa 'meat-01mm HaHHX-311160 Mep 3a Hpeikezamn replan-

eKOil TeppirropHa B HallpaBJ1eHrtH Bo3powkeuna eBoero Boopyacenna. 

°Tama 18. 
PrIHAHHH o6a3yeTea He ilpHoopeTam H ne Hp0H3BOAkub rpaaoaH-

CMX eamo.aeToB repmaneKoR HJIH RHOHCIC011 KOHCTpyrtHilif 11.71E comae-

TOB, BICJHOtial0T1Tx Kpyullme yaribi repmaneKoro Hall RHOHCICOr0 Hpo-

n3BOACTBa 13.1111 ROTICipyitHHH. 

CTama 19. 
Razmaa 113 BOCHHIAX, BOOHHO-M0pCHHX H BOOHBO-B03,3,y1IIIII3I% cTa-

Teri HacToankero egorosopa 6y,geT oeTasanca B cruie Ao Tex Hop, noKa 
oHa HO 6yAeT n3menena H0.11100TMO HJJM TiaCTntiHO no col-maim-no meacAY 
C0103HTAMH H CoeAnneHHbima AepacaBamn H Pramual WM, noe.ae 
Toro KaK Pymbnina eTaneT qaenom Oprann3arm-rr 067)eAnnernimx Ha-

- HO coraamennio meaos ComTom Be3onacHoeTn n Pymbnineil. 

Pa3Aen II. 

CTaTbH 20. 
1. PylIbIHCKHO BOOHHOHJIOHHbIe A0J121Clibi obrrfa penaTpunpoBaHm 

KaK MOMHO eKopee B COOTBOTCTBHH C coraamennamn meamy OTANIT3HbIMII 
AepataHamn, cojtepatanknmn 9TH% HoeHnonaeHHEax, n Pymbi 

2. Bee nmepzEn Ha nepeBony pyMbilleKnX BOOHHOHAOHMAX, 

MCJHOtiall 11.1i coAeparaHne, OT COOpHIAX HyRICTOB, yeTaHOBJICHHbI% lIpa-

BnTeJibeTBOM cooTBeTeTsporgeil CoIo3Hoi nm CoewtHenHoil ,Ttepataabi, 
UO HyHKTa scryn.aenna Ha pymbHicKylo Tepprrropmo 6yAeT BOOTH 11pa-

BHTeabeTBO PyMBIFBM. 

LIACT b IV . 

BbIBOA C0103HIDIX BOACK. 

Drama 21. 

1. Houle Horynaenna B enay HacTonw,ero jorompa Bee coloanbie 
BoAcKa AOJIHUBA 6hrrb B TeTieHne 90 we inasejkenu 113 P3OMIHHH, 



npH coxpaHeHHH 3a COBeTCRMM COI030M inpaBa AepzaTL Ha TePPHTOPHH
PyMMIHEM TaIme BopyaeHHrbe CHaIB, rEaHe 6yzyT eMy Heo6xoHMi
Ka noTepzaHa RomMyHHaanrlHOHTh JIHHM CoBeTCEOHi ApMHH c
COBeTCrOH 30HOH OrKICRyIIa B ABCTpHH.

2. Bca HeHcnIojb30BaHHaa pymbiHCKaa BaJoTra H Bee HelHCIIoJL-
30BaHHbIe pyMbIHCKHe 3aIacbI, Haxo0,aiHeCa B pacnopaseHnH C0003-
HEX BOfiCK B PyMxIHHH H HOJIyqeHHbIe B COOTBeTCTBHH CO cTaTbeH 10
CornameIme o llepenHpHH, 6yyT B03BpanieHbI IIpaBHTeJmCTBy Py-
MIHHH B TeqeHHe Toro ze cpora B 90 AHeH.

3. PyMbIHEm, OAHaKo, AOJaHa npeocTaBHTb TaRHe CHa6aeHHe H
ycjlryr, KOTOpbIe MOryT 6 rrbm cnel aiJHO nIIoTpe6oBaHbI Ji notmIep-
aEaHmHS ROMMyHHKaI0OHrmx JHx C M coBeTCKo0i 30HOi oEKKyaIIaH B

ABCTPHH H 3a KOTopbie IIpaBHTeJIbCTBy PyMInrm 6yAeT BImaIqeHa
cooTBeTCTByIomaaa KoMneHcarHa.

qACTb V.

PEnAPALMM44 M PECTiTYL4MM.

CTaTm 22.

1. Y6mITEm, IpHqHHeHHIe COBeTCEOMy COIo3y BOeHHrMmH Aefi-
CTBHMH OIK ynanHef PyMiuHnefi COBeTCKRO TeppHTOpHl, 6 yAyT PyMN-
Hmeri BO3MeimeHH COBeTCKOMy Cooa3Y, IpHmeM, lnpHHMMa BO BHHMaHHe,
'TO PyMMHH He npOCTO BsLnmIa H3 BOAHIJ npOTHB 06LeAHHeHHem

HarHw, a o6wsBaBa BOfiHy H Beia ee Ha enjie npOTHB repMaHIm, CTo-
pOHrI ycJaBJmIBaiOTCa 0 TOM, qTO B03MeMeHIHe yKa3aaHHu y6brmOB
6yAeT HpoH3BeAeHO PyMBHHef He HOAHOJCThO, a TOJL0RO 'aCTHBHO, a
HMeHHO, B cylMe 300.000.000 ojmiapoB CIIIA, c norameHneM B Teqe-
HIe 8 JieT, nanlaa c 12 ceUTa6pa 1944 roAa, TOBapaMH (HeDTenpo-
AyffjIKT, epHo, jiecHie MaTepHa.nI, MopCrne H pegHme cyAa, pa3nmqHoe
MaIrlBoe o6opyAosBaBe H ApyrHe TOBapi).

2. B OCHOBy pacueTOB no HacTosmnef cTaTbe nojioaeeH :ojmap
CIIIA no ero 3aojiTOaMy IIapHTeTy Ha AeHl noimicarHa CoriamemHa o
IIepeMHpM, T. e. 35 AonjapoB 3a oZHy yHmmH 3oioTa.
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upn coxpanemen aa COBeTeltEM C01030M upaBa Aepzam ua TeppHropuH 

PpibIHHH Tante Boopyzennme CRIB!, Ramie 6yAyT emy neo6xopylmmi 
,gan noxikepacanna ROMMyHHICaHHommx annuli CoBeTcHoil ApMEH 
COBeTeEOR 30HOR OREyHaHvm B ABeTprill. 

2. Bea nencnoabaosannau pymbincicau BamoTa H Bee Helle110.1b-
30BaHEILIe pymbnicitne aanacm, naxo,Aanuleca B pacnopaacenua e0103-
HRIx BOACE B PyMbIHHH H HOJIrieHlIbIe B COOTBOTCTBHH CO cTaTBeii 10 
Comm:Henna o Ilepemnpma, OyAyT BO3BparlkOHM IlpaBnTembemy Py-
MEUMH B Tegenne Toro ace cpoica B 90 Aneit. 

3. Pymbnum, oxialto, AwnEna, npeAocTaBurb Tante cnaoateune n 
ycayrn, ROTOphIe moryT 6LITB cnennaarmo noTpe6oBanat noxikep-
mum ROMMymutaHHORTrbIx AMU& c coBeTcRoli aonoft oRnynagun B 
ABeTpHif H aa ROTOphIe 11paBureabcmy Pymbnnut 6NteT Bhumatiena 
cooTBeTeruporgan Komuencannn. 

LIACTb V. 

PERAPA1.1,1414 14 PECTVITYU,VIN. 

Gram' 22. 

1. YONTICH, upniumenume COBOTCKOMy Comay BOeHHBIMH Aerl-
eTBMIMH H olucynau,neft Pymbinneft coBeTcHoll TeppnToprin, 6yAyT Ppm-

nnell )3c:sawn:kern,' CoBeTcKomy emu, npmem, up:unman BO Bnumanze, 
tiTO Pylumnn He npocTo BbIlflaa H3 BOAHU nporm 06sexanennbur 
Haunt a oosimana BoAny H Beaa ee RaAme nponta repmannn, CTo-
ponm ycJiaBzumaxeca o TOM, Arro Boamemenne yEaaannEax y6BrritoB 

6yAeT uponaBeAeno PyMBIHIla HO HOJIHOCTLIO, a TOJILKO tIaetilLIHO, a 
nmenno, B cymate 300.000.000 AomapoB CLEW c noramennem B Teire-
nne 8 aeT, naluman 0 12 cenTa6pa 1944 roAa, ToBapamn (nectoTeupo-
Arum, aepno, Jimmie maTepna.m, mopcHne H peinule cyAa, paaangnoe 
mauninnoe o6opyikoBanne H pyrtte ToBaprA). 

2. B ocnoBy pactieToB no nacTosineli crane nommen Aozaap 
CILIA no ero 30J10TOMy napwrery na Aenb nocancanuff Cor.aamenna o 
Ilepemnpnn, T. e. 35 AoanapoB a (guy yinvuo amon. 
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CTaTBa 23.
1. PyMbiHHIl pHHHmaeT IIPTTHTTITU ,erJiapagnm 06bejHHeHHmUX

Haiiw OT 5 aHBapa 1943 roAa H BepHeT mHMyiecTB, BIBe3eHHoe c
TeppHTopHH Jo6of H3 06LegeHH miHHUeix Han-i.

2. 06H3aTeeJCcTBO npOH3BOlHTb pecTHTYuHoI OTHOCHTCS EO Bcei
HaxoAmgeflcan B HacToamGee BpeMa B PyMbIHHH oIIO3HaBaeMofi co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, EOTOpaa 6bIuia BbIBe3eHa HaCMIBCTBeHHo HAi HO npHHymoe-
HHio EaROH-.J6o H3 AepmaB OCH c TeppHTOPHH J.io6of H3 06,elneH-

HBIX HauaHi, He3aBHCHMO OT KaKHx-Jm6o nocAeAyIomux caejioE, n yTe
KOTOPLIX HbIHeIEHHI BAaJi;eAIeg TaKEO CO6CTBeHHOCTH BCTYnHJI BO BAa-
AenHe eio.

3. IIpaBHTeAbCTBO CTpaHbI, KOTOpaI HMeeT npaBO Ha pecTHTyuno,
H IlpaBnHTejcTBO PyMbHnn MoryT aarIIoqaTB corJiamenHi B3aMeH
nocTaHOBJieHEI HaCT0oa5ine CTaTBH.

4. IIpaBHTeJIcTBo PyMbnHHH AOJIaHO BepHyTb yIa3aHHoe B Ha-
CToaefi CTaTbe HMymIeCTBO B COXpaHHOCTH H InpHLTb Ha ce6a B DTOM
OTHomeHHH Bee pacxojiI B PyMIHHH, OTHOCSiieca I pa6oqei cime,
MaTepHaaiaM H TpaHCIIOPTY.

5. IIpaBHnreJbCTBO PybIHHIH 6y;eT OiKa3bIBaTB cOaeHCTBHe 06B-
eAneHnHiM HaIaMm H H nPeoOCTaBHT 3a CBOi CeT 3BCe Heo6x0oalHMue
BO3MOa1HOCTH JI pO3bICKa H pecTMHTy H nMyigeTBa, lnoAeaeamnero
pecTHTnyaH corjacHo HacTogsnei cTaTbe.

6. IIpaBHTeJIbCTBO PyMIHIII IIPHMeT HeO6xOAHMue Mepu, 'qTo6u
0o6nTbc B03BpaI;eHHnu HMyimecTBa, yKa3aHHoro B HacTosam;el cTaThe,
OTOpBIM BjiaAeIOT B juo6of TpeTeA cTpaHe jmga, HaxoAaHeca noa

pyMbIHCKOH IOpHCAHmKHei.

7. Tpe6oBamHa pecTT'ryHH HMym;ecTBa SomaZuE 6Hm npeffaB-
.ieHbi IIpaBHrejicCTBy PyMbi[HH IIpaBHTeJTCTBOM TOi CTpaHIh, C Tep-
pHTOpHH KOTOpOE 6mIo BbIBe3eHO 3TO HMyImeCTBO; InpH DTOM HOHH-

MaeTca, tTO aeJie3HOAopOEaHbrM IIoaBHaHOii COCTaB 6yAeT paccMaTpH-
BaTBcsI KaK BBBe3eHHUiH 3 CTpaHm, KOTOpofi OH nepBOHaqajaHo npH-
HaaAezasi. TaKme Tpe6oBaHHa MOryT npea&aBasr ca B TeIqeHHe 6 Me-
CsaneB CO nuHS BCTyieHBHa B cany HacToa;mero ,AoroBopa.
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CTaTba 23. 
1. PymbnatH IIPTAHMaeT llprITTIWTIM Aemapanxt 06T)emmemmix 

Hata OT 5 anbapst 1943 roita H HepHeT nmyntecno, HbabeaeHHoe c 

Tepprrropm .7II060r1 H3 061.e,11,1111eHHLIX HartHit 

2. 06H3aTedbCTBO Hp0H3B0,1414Th peCTEITyltifE0 OTHOCHTCH KO Iva 

Haxtaturtertest B HacToautee bpemst B PyMbIllliff ouomaHaemort CO6-

CTBOHROCT11, HoTopaH obLita BbtHeaeHa IlaCILTILCTBeH110 MTH HO .uptHlyatiAe-

Imo ItaKOci-JIH60 113 AepRaH OCH C Tepprrropyra at000rt H3 0673eAHHOH-

MAX HartHrt, He3aHrtcHmo OT KaKFIX-J11460 rtoc.mytomHx citemic, HyTem 

KoTopmx mammal 13.71a,0.7tett MIC011 CO6CTBeHHOCTII BCTylliIK BO BJIa-

Aerate ex). 

3. IlpaBlifeJILCTBO cTpaHm, Kompaa HmeeT Hpabo Ha pecTurywo, 

H Ilpabrcre.abcTbo PyMBIBIEH moryT 3aK.THOTIam comantellaa H3ameH 

HocTaHoRmennft HaCTOBIReff CTaTbEl. 

4. LEpaBHTOJIbCTBO PpihIHEDI 0JI11tH0 HepHym rtaaannoe B Ha-

cToaliteil cTaTbe Hmyiu,ecTso B cospaHHocTH H llpHatris Ha ce6H B DTOM 

O'THOIIIeHHEI Bee paexo,w B Pymbmint, ontocantHeca IC pa6ottert mite, 

maTepHaaam H TpancrtopTy. 

5. IlpaBrITeJILCTBO PyMbHIEHI opeT oKaambaTb coAeficTbne 06%-

egtateHmm Haromm ii HpejtocTaHHT 3a mil citeT Bee Heo6x0Hmue 

BO3M021CHOCTH LJJLI poaucKa H pecTurynym uMymeeTBa, Hoivezatgero 

pecutTytHra comacHo }lacToarctell cTaTbe. 

6. IIpaBHTe.KbCTBO PyMbIIIIIII HpHmeT Heo6x0Hmbre mepbt, nTo6b1 

A0614Tbelf Ho3bpantemia nmyukecma, yttaaaHHoro B HacTostaten cTame, 

BoTopbrm Hamm B JI1060I1 Tperbeil cTpaHe mita, rtaxowmHtecit HoA 

pymbutcHort topHcAHERHert. 

7. Tpe6oHaHatt pecnnywnt metyrgecna A0J121111:61 6brrb HpeAssim-

.TreHbt 11pabureabcmy PyMMHHEI IIpaarrre.irbcTHom Tort maim', c Tep-

puToprim HoToport 6buto BLIBe3eHO DTO HatynitecTHo, Hpit DTOM HOBH-

mama, tITO ate.itealloAopozubrrt HOMMICHOR COCTaB 637teT paccmarpH-

BaTbefl Kate BblBe3eHIMIFI 113 eTpaHm, HoToport OH nepHortaitaabHo ITH-

nairdieataa. Tame Tpe6obaHHH morp: Trpeiturambea B Teitemite 6 me-
calkeB co Ana BeTyILKellita B cHay HacTosnRero AoroHopa. 



8. BpeM a oIKa3aTeJIcTBa B OTHOmemHHH OIIo3HaBaHHm HMyne-
CTBa H AOIa3aTeJIbCTBa npaBa C06CTBeHHOCTH B03JaaraeTcS Ha IIpaBH-
TeJIbCTBO, IIpe,'LaBJIsOMee IIpeTeH3Ho, a 6peMI gOKa3aTeJICTBa Toro,
'TO HMy-IHeCTBO He 6 blJIO BbIBe3eHO HacHjibCTBeHIo HJH IO IipHHyace-

nHHo, B03JIaraeTca a l HpaBnTeJlbCTBO PyMbHrI .

A CT b VI.

3KOHOMMHECKME n1OCTAHOBJIEHHR.

CTaTbS 24.
1. PyMSHmI, IIOCKOJIbKy eIo 3TO ene He cAeJiano, BOCCTaHOBHT

Bce 3aKOIHHbe InpaBa H nHTepecI 06seaHHeHHeiX Hanii H HX rpazaaH
B PYmbIHH, EaER OHH cym;ecTBOBaJiH Ha 1 CeHTa6pa 1939 rofa,H B epHeT
BCIO C06cTBeHHocTb 06ejAHHeHHbix HanwH H Hx rpamaAaH B PyMbiHiH,
BrIUIoaa cyya, B TOM COCTOSHHH, B EOTOPOM OHa HaxOAHTCc B HaCTOI-
miee BpeMa.

ECJIH HeO6xO[HMO, IIpaBHTeJIlCTBO PyMhImHH OTMeHHT 3aIOHO-
AaTeJbCTBO, BBeReHHOe B CHAy lnocJe 1 ceHra6pa 1939 roa, B TOH
Mepe, B RKaKOH OHO ycTaHaBJmBaeT BHCpHMHaIHIO B THOImeHHlT paB
rpasAaH 06aeinHeHHBix HanHl.

2. IIpaBsTejbcTBO PyMfbIHnH o6 a3yeTCS BOCCTaHOBHTb BCH) co6-
CTBeHHOCTb, upaBa HHRTepecbi, inonaAaroioHe noA AefiCTBHe HacToa-
meai cTaTbH, 6e3 BCzKHX o6peMeHeHrni n o6jiomermii mo6oro BnAa,
KOTOPbIM OHH MorJIH HIOABeprHyTbCS BCJIeACTBHe BOfiHb, H 6e3 B3nMaHua
IIpaBHTreJbCTBOM PyMbInHHH EaHX-JI6o c6opOB B CBaa3H C HX BO3Bpa-
neHIHeM. IIpaBHTrejbcTBo PyMbIHLn aHHyjZmpyeT BCe MeponpnsaTI,
BKcioqaia OTO6paHHe, ceKBecTp lIJ EKOHTpoJI, npoBeAeHHEre r B OTHO-
meniH co6cTBeHHocTH 06eAiHeHHbix HaHai Meeary 1 ceHra6pa
1939 roaa I AHeM BCTynIIeHHa B CIMy HacToSm;ero AoroBopa. B cjyqaax
HeBo3BpaneHm co6cTBeHHocTH B TeqeHHe 6 MecMIeB co r AH BCTyIie-
HM B Cmaiy HacTosnero ,lorOBopa, 3aaBJIeHHe o BO3Bpam;eHHH CO6 CTBeH-
HOCTH 0OJUEHO 6uTb IIO0aHO pyMiHCKHM BJIaCTM He 1103AHee, qeM B
TeqeHHe 12 MecameB co Hjms BCTyMr1eHla B Cjry HacTomnrero ,oroBopa,
3a HCKJIoqeHHeM cJryiaeB, Eoraa 3aSBHTeJbL Mom3eT AoRa3aTh, qTO OH
He Mor 0IIOJaTb CBoero 3aaBIeHHa B TeqeHIe STOro cpOKa.
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8. Bpema Asna3aTe.abcTsa B OTHOIlleHHH ono3HaBaHa3 rary.w,e-
CTBa AolcaaaTeabona HpaBa CO6CTBeHHOCTH BoamaraeTca Ha HpaBH-

TeJlbCTBO, .opexBaBamoncee upeTeHmo, a opema Amta3aTe.irbena Toro, 

tITO HmyrEkeeTBo He 613i.ao BbIBe3eHO HaCHJIE.CTBeHHO MR HO upHaymice-
Irmo, BomaraeTea Ha lipaIWITeJIbeTBO Pp/EMI:RH. 

LIACTb VI. 

31i0HOIVIVILIECHWE FlOCTAHOBIIEHMR. 

CTaTba 24. 

1. PymbHuta, HOCIZOJIbEy eio DTO ence He cAeaaHo, BoceTaHoBro 

Bee 3aKOHHbIe upaBa H rarrepeem 06BeArtHermix Haugh' H HX rpazall 
B PyMbIHIEH, Harz OHH cyrrkeeTBoBam Ha 1 eeHm6pa 1939 ro,qa, H BepHeT 
BCIO CO6CTBCHHOCTb 06'beAHHeHHbIX Haigh Et HX rpancAaH B PyMbIBBH, 

BILTHOtlaa ema, B TOM COCTOHHITH, B EOTOpOlf ono, HaX0AHTCH B HaeToa-
rive Bpat51. 

ECJIkt Heo6xowato, IlpaBFITOJIbCTBO Pymbnina OTMOHHT 3a1COHO-

AaTedbCTBO, BBeAenHoe B may Howie 1 eeHT36pa 1939 roga, B TOI1 

Mepe, B 'taxa OHO yeTaHaBAHBaeT AliCERGEMPITIaII,1110 B OTHOHICERIE upas 
rpanukaH 061,eivitHeHmAx Harmit. 

2. lIpaBHTeabeTBo PyMbIHITH 06H3yeTCH BOCCTaHOBHTb BCIO coo-
CTBellHOCTI), HpaBa II HHTepechi, HolwaAaiorque HoA AeliciTne HaCTOR-

Merl CTaTbII, 6e3 BCHKHX oopemeHeHrul Ii o6.ffoatemil m000ro BH,ga, 

ROTOpbIM 01111 MOFJIHHoikBeprHyTheff BCJIeACTBlIe BOrlHbI, 11 6e3 B311MaHlla 

lIpaBlITNIbCTBOM PyMbIHIIH RaICHX-JIII60 e6opoB B CRH3H C HX Bo3Bpa-

igeHHem. IlpaBHTeAbeTBo PyMbIHIIII aHHy.TurpyeT Bee meponpmmisi, 
BIL7I1011aa oTo6pame, ceKBeeTp nrn EOHTpOJIb, HpoBeAembie rust B OTHO-

rueHrm CO6CTBeHHOCTH 061egimeHHba HaHrlizi meaury 1 ceHTa6pa 

1939 roAa H Anent BCTYMIeBila B awry HacToankero AoroBopa. B cay qaax 

HeBo3BpargeHna CO6CTBOHHOCTI1 B Tegellne 6 meeffileB co na BeTyme-
HIM B emay HacToargero AoroBopa, 3aHBJIelille 0 Bo3Bpameffen CO6CTBCH-

HOCTH AOJIJKHO 6bITb HoikaHo pylon-m=4 B.ThaCTHM He no3,1Hee, -gem B 

Tetienne 12 meesutes co Ansi BeTyruema B may HacTozgero ,itoroBopa, 

3a HeminogeHmem caygaes, KorAa 3asmirreab moaceT AoRa3aTB, IITO on 

He mor HOLkaTb cBoero 3ammenait B Tegenne DToro cpoRa. 
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3. IIpaBETeJIBCTBo PyMbiHHH AOJ2EHO aHHYJmpOBaTb nepeaaqH,
OTHocaUImecH K C06 cTBeHHoCTH, IpaBaM H nHTepecaM BCHKoro poAa,
npHHaAnesmairHM rpaaEaHaM 06beEeHHiBx HlaiiA, B Tex cJryqaax,
Kor;a TaKHe nepeAauM 6bIni pe3yAbTaToM HacHjam Has npHHymer eHma
co CTopOHbI npaBHTeJIbcTB AepmEaB ocH HIH Hx opraHOB BO BpeMs BOfHbI.

4. a) IpaBHTeJIbCTBO PyMbIHHM HeCeT OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a
npHBe:eHRe BO BnojHe HcipaBHoe c HHe T He co 6cTBeHHocTa, Bo3Bpa-
iraeMofi rpaEaHaam 06eOeaHHeiHrnx llHanfi corJIacHo nyHKTy 1 Ha-
cToam;ei CTaTbH. B Tex cayqaax, Kora co6cTBeHHoCTb He YMOeT 6 bITb

aB03paigeHa Hwn KEorLa B pe3yJTBTaTe BOiHbI rpaiRaHHa 06ieaeHHeH-
HbIX laiwI noTepneJl y6 brrTO BCJIeACTBHe IoBpeaEeHMI HJJH IlnopaH
co6cTBeHHOCTH B PyMBIHmH, OH aOJDEeH HOJIyqHTb OT IIpaBHTeJICTBa Py-
MbIHlnI KoMHleHcaAnHo B Jiex B npeAeJiax AByx TpeTeH CYMMbI, neo6-
XOAHMOi n B AeHb BbIUiaTbI aJIo TOro, 6ITO6 bI KylHTR aHaJIOIwHHyIo C06-
CTBeHHOCTb HAH BO3MeCTiHT noHeCeHHbIi y6bITOK. rpaamaHe 06seAHi-
HeHHbIx HaIufi HE B KoeM cJIyqae He 0OJImaHbI cTaBHTbCa B MeHee 6Jia-
ronpHaTHoe 1no:oaEeHae B OTHOmeHHH IOM oIeHCai, qeM pyMbIHCKHe
rpaaIcaHe.

b) rpaaiiane 06Te;aeHeHHbIx HagHli, HMeonl]HEe UnpMaof HJTm
KocBeHHbIf co6cTBemHHecKH HiHTepec B EopHopalpHax HJHm accoaua-
iSsIX, HaLHOHaJIbHOCTb KOTOpbIX He BBJIMeTCH HaiIIOHaJIbHOCTbIO 06Ti-

eAHHeHHbIx HaUldH B 3HaqleHmnH HyHRTa 9 <<a>> HacToasmeii CTaTbH, HO
KOTOpbIe HOTepHeJI y6bITOK BCaIeACTBHe HoBpeeaJeHSH HmI HIopqM CO6-
CTBeHHOCTH B PyMbIHmH, AOJIaKHbI HIIOyqIHTb KOMneHcaIHH)O B COOTBeT-
CTBHH C lnOAHYHLTOM <<a> BbIme. DTa KoMleHcauiS AOJIIHa HCqmHCZaTrbC
Ha ocHOBe o6mrnx 7y6bITOB HaJ yigep6a, HoHeCeHHbIX KopopaiHefi wHm
accowuaHefi, HE AOjIHa cocTaBjaTb no OTHomeHHIo K TaraHM y6bITIaM
HIJ ynuep6y Ty ae nponopuiIo, KaKyi COCTaBJiaIOT IIpHHOC5iH;e Aoxojl;
HlHTepecbI TamHx rpaacAaH Io OTHomIeHHeo r o6rn;emy KEanirajy Kopnopa-

iUI Hinm accoiHaaIHI.

c) RoMIeHcaWua AojimaHa BubmAaqHBaTBc 6e3 EaKHx-jm6o o6jio-
aceHmi, HajioroB HJIH pyrnx C60pOB. OHa MoZerT CBo 60HOo HCnXojb30-
BaThca B PyMMBHH, HO ;oaEaHa noJieEaTb unpaBaaM KOHTPpoJI HaA
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3. IlpaBIlTeAbCTBO PyMb1111111 AOJI/C110 anayauponaTh nepeatm, 

oTHoeamneca a CO6CTBOHHOCTIE, Hpanam H Hirrepecam BeaKorn po,ga, 

ripHHaAaezarrnim rpaatAaHam 067)einmeHmax Haru , B TX earanx, 

Roma Tante Hepe,gaim 6bian pe3yabTaTom HaCHJ111S1 Hari upauyacjwmia 

CO CTOpOHE.I HpanureaLeTH ,Ekepatan OCH 11.7111 HX opranon BO spe]aa BORTIbI. 

4. a) Ilpaamearpcmo PyMbH1H11 HeeeT OTBOTCTBOHHOCTIa 3a, 

niamegeHae BO BHOJ1He HenpaHnoe coeToarme CO6CTBOHHOCTH, Ho3npa-

akaemoit rpaatAaHam 06T,e)THHeHmax Hagnii coraaeno HyHuy 1 Ha-

CTORIEkell CTaTb11. B TeX CJly gala, TcorAa CO6CTBOHHOCTb He momeT 511Th 

Ho3HpanwHa 11.7111 KorAa B pe3yabTaTe BOFIHM rpaacaaHHH 061,einmeH-

MAX Raga' HoTepnea y6brroic BCJIOACTB136 HonpeacAenua 13.1111 Hopm 

CO6CTBeHHOCTH B Py3.1131H1111, OH AOMICeH HOJIy‘131Tb OT IlpannTeabeTna Py-

MbIHITH KomneHeannio B aeax B npeAeaax xnyx TpeTeit CyMMbI, Heo6-

XOATEMOit B Aellb BbILEJIaTbI ,I(./111 TOr0, LITO6bI KyIB4Tb anaaortturpo CO6-

CTBOHHOCTb 11.7TH BO3MOCTIITI3 HOHOCOMIE,H1 y6bITOK. rpaacgane 06T,ega-

llelinba Ha11,Hrl 1111 B Hoer& earme He A0.11;ICHbI CTaBIETbCH B 151eHee 6aa-

ronprarrHoe uctaoateffne B OTHOIHOTHHI Hoismeneawia, gem pymbulexue 

rpazAaHe. 

b) PpaatAaHe 06Lemmennbix HaAuk', Hmeionme npamoti MTH 

KOCBOHIThIll co6emenHmeerznit Hurepee B RopHopaquax 13.7111 accousa-

TITMX, HaL1110HaJIMIOCTI3Toimax He HBJIROTCH HaHHOHajIblIOCTMO 06rb-

e,g1111e11HbIX HaHHC1 B 3HaiWHIM nyincra 9 <<a>> Haeroanwit CTaT1314, HO 

KoTopme HoTepnean y6bITOK BC.IleACTB110 HospeacAeHria 11.1111 Hopim coo-

CTBeHROeTri B PyMbIHI1H, A0.717K1IbI 110J1r111Tb KonineHeanmo B COOTBOT-

CTB1114 C 110,111yHKTOM <<a>> BbIL110. aTa KomneHeausaxkoaacHa HC‘IHC.IIHTbCH 

Ha OCHOBe 0611H1X y6bITKOB W ill ynwp6a, HoneceHHbui KopHopaunaeil 11.1111 

accounagneil, 11 AOJI;Elia COCTaBAHTb HO OTHOMOID110 K TaKIIM y6bITKaM 

11.1111 yligep6y Ty ace Hponopusio, amyl° COCTaBAHIOT upnHocancae Aoxim 

unTepeem Tama rpaacAaH 110 OTHOH18111110 a o6akemy Kanmaay 'cop'Topa-

H.7111 aCCOIHIa41111. 

c) itomeHeagna ;TOJDICIla HbaraatranaTbea 6e3 Kaimx-an6o o6.ao-

aceHnii, Ha.710r0B 11.1111. Jtpyrnx coopon. 0Ha MOT CB060,11110 110110.711330-

Banesl B Pymbnain, HO A0.1HICHa 110)4TheataTb IlpaBH.11aM Romp:ma HaA 



iHOCTpaHHbIMH AeBH3aMH, KOTOpbIe MOryT BPeOM OT BpeMeHH BBOHTBCH

B PyMbHHH.

d) IIpaBnTejCTBO PyMINHHH peIAOCTaBHT rpaSmaHaaM 06¶ex;a-
HeHHbX HanI , TaKxOHa e peamcm inp pacnpeejieHHH maTepHajoOB AJI
peMoHTa HJI BoCCTaHOBJIeeHna H co6cTBeHHOCTE B PyMbHHH, a TaKCe
upH paciipeAeJIeHHH HHocTpaHnHIx SeBS3 BI HMoprpTa TaKrH MaTepna-
JOB, ROTOPMi IpHMeHneTCca B OTHOimeHHH pySMbHCIHx rpaataH.

e) IIpaBHreJbCTBO PyMIIHH npeUOCTaBHT rpam;aHaMR 06ejH-
HeHHix HaIiin BO3Men;eHHe B jeax B TOM a1e caMOM pa3Mepe, EOTOpbii
IIpeCycMoTpeH B lnonyHKTe <<a>> Bsime, 1ITO6bI KOmeHHCHPOBaTT IIOTepH
HJI yirep6, B03HHECInm B pe3yJIbTaTe oco6 bix Mep, rOTOpbIe npHMeHa-
JIHCb HX C06CTBeHHOCTE BO BpCMa BOH HI, HO KOTOpbI He pPHnMeMf-

jicb K pyMbHCOHi Co6CTBeHHOCTm. DTOT lOj0nyImT He pacnpoCTpaHaeTca
Ha yirynieM ie BbIroAI.

5. IIocTaHoBieHEna nyHfra 4 HacToainnef CTaTbH He 6yAyT npH-
MeHrTbca K PyMbiHHH, nOCKOJMIKby AeiiCTBna, KOTOpbIe MOryT BbI3BaTb
llpeTeH3HH B CBa3H C yi;ep6oM co6cTBeHHoCTH, HaxoAamiefica B CeBep-
noi TpaHCHJABanHH H npHHaaIeaane 06,OeHHeHmIM HaiHrM HJIH
HX rpaaAaHaM, nHMejim MecTo, Rorfa 9Ta Teppnropna He HaxoAHIacb
noA BJiaCThlO PyMlIHEH.

6. Bce npoH3BeAeHHne B PyMIHH pa3yMHiiue pacxogbI no IIpef-
aBsieHo ipeTeH3Hi, BKSroqaa pacxoAu Ha no0CqeT HOTepb nma ymgep-
6a, AOjaHo HecTH UpaBHTeJ cTBo PyMUHH.

7. rpazaiaHe 06eaHHeHHn x Haa i nEx co6cTBeHHocTb AOJISHEI

6umT ocBo6oa0eHH OT BCSMKX HCKJInoqHTeJbHuX HaJIOrOB, c6 0pOB HJIH
nogaTef, HaiaraBnmxca Ha HX OCHOBHue 0OHWb B PyMbHHH IlpaBH-
TeJIaCTBOM PyM E JIH Jino6oi pyMHHCROA BAaCTbIO B nepHOA MeMany
AHeM 3aranoqenH IIepemHpna H 6aeM BCTygieIHHe B cnliy HacTonmgero
AoroBopa co cnewajmHO IH eJniOH) noqpMTmn pacxoAOB, CBm3aHHbIX C
BOAHOi, HnH HORKpuT H3InepeEK Ha ORKKynaanwHO e CHEI naJE Ha pena-
painm B iiOJb3y jno6of H3 06eAyHHemeHux Hainii. JiJo6Ee cyMMU, BR-

iaqeHHnme TaKHM o6pa3oM, AOJnEm 6Erb BO3BpaineHm.

8. 3aunTepecoBaHmum Co6CTBeHHmn H IIpaBHTejICTBO PymmIHHH
MOryT 3aRmnoaTb corJiamenEH B3aMeH IIOjZO;eEHH HaCTOam1,eE CTaTLH.
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HHOCTpaiMbimR Aenn3amn, ROTOpme MOI yr spew OT Bpemem BBOARibC51 

B PyMbIHEM. 

d) Ilpannreabcmo Pymminnt npe,TkocTaBffr rpamAaHam 061,exu-

HeHMIX Rana Tartoilae peartam npn pacnpexce.aennn maTepnazoH AJI51 

pemonra HMI BOCCTaHOB.lieHMI UX CO6CTBOHHOCTH B Pymbninn, a Tame 

npn pacnpeAe.derran HHOCTpaHMAX esin ,iran nmnopTa TaIMX maTepna-

JOB, ItoTopmil npnmenneTca B OTHOMOMM pyMBIHCRIA rpawraH. 

e) IlparurreabcTno Pymmann upejkocTasnT rpamikanam 067Degn-

HeHHEax Hanna no3merneme B max B TOM ace camom pamepe, HoTopmft 

npexcycmoTpeH B HOXI3THECTO <<a>> mine, irT06bi ROMHOTICHp0BaTb HoTepn 
Hall y.w,Op6, B031THICHMe B peayabTaTe ocoomx mep, ROTOpbie npnmeHn-

arach R HIE CO6CTBOHHOOTH BO npemon Baum, HO ROTOphle HO nprtmeHa-
MICI,R pysibracKoll CO6CTBOHHOCTII. OTOT 110,411yRICT He pacnpocTpanneTca 
Ha ylly.w,eillibie shiroAm. 

5. 110CTaHOBJleffail JayRRia 4 HacTonnreii CTaTbH HO opyr npn-

MOMITI3C11 IC PyMbIBILH, llocito.amcy ,IretiCTBFin, KoTopme moryT BbiaBarg 

npeTerfurn B CB11311 C yurepoom COOCTBOITHOCTH, Hamm:indica B CeBep-

nO H Hprinaxremanreft 06TATWOHMIM Barnum win 

HX rpamykanars, interim. mecTo, Itorika aTa Teppffropna He Haxogruraci) 

HOA BJIaCThIO Pymmann. 

6. Bce npon3nwremae B PyMbIBMI paaymnme pacxoirm no npe,71-

213J1eHMO npeTenaml, munotrag pacxow Ha HOACtleT HOTepb HOB yru,ep-

6a, AOJDEHO HOCTH lIpasnre.ncTno PyMbIBM. 

7. rpaasAaHe 061eAnnemmx Haina 11X CO6CTBOHHOCTb Ao..aatHm 

ourb ocno6oapreHm OT BCHICHX HCRJHOIIHTOJIBMIX HaJI0r0B, cOopoH 11.7111 

noiraTeft, HaaaraHnnixez Ha MK OCHOBHble CP0H,L(b1 B PyMbIBIM IlpaBH-

TOJECTBOM PyMblIMH HMI JII060ii pymmHcicoil RaaCTLIO B nepnoA Mez,gy 

Allem 3alunollemin Repeal:win aAHem Hcrynaeffna B may HacTonmero 

Aoronopa co cnerretaxbHort loam noxpraTnn pacxoAoH, CRIT3aHMAX C 

BOrMOit, aim norcpbrrna nmepmeic Ha oracynannoHnue CHAN WM Ha pena-

pawn )3 nomay Jno6oilHa 0614101110HifbiX Hugh. Jim6me cymbal, BEA-

Haagen:able Taxnm o6pa3om, AOJDICHM 6b1Tb Ho3HpaureHm. 

8. 3annTepecoHanma coocutemunt a 11parmeashcmo PyMbIHIM 

moryT aalunotram comaraenna mama' 110.110ZOHHA HacTonnreil CTaTbil. 
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9. IIpuMemleMBie B HacToauiefi cTaTbe:
a) Bbipaaeime <<rpamEOaHe 06eHHeHeImuix HaiL0 o3Ha aeT

UH3WrecKHX JiR, aIBJIOIInXCaI MOMeHTy BCTyllMeHHMa B CaJIy HaCTOq-
mrero ;oroBopa rpaasaHamHi jno6o0 H3 06eamHHeHHux Haiui, nmm
KopnopaiHH HmIH accoinaumn, opraHH30BaHHbIe a 3TOMM MOMenry H10
3aKoHaan mo6oH H3 06Te ameuHix tHai, n ip yCioBHH, pTO yaaaO , Ye
mIHna, oplnopalnT mm accoinHanm HHm eJ TaeOi CTaTy TaaR e H B
MOMeHT 3aKJIH)qeHma IIepemapHm c PyMmHHeE.

BupaaeeHHe <rpaa;RaHe 06ieAnHeHHnIx Hai0a>> Taiate BJunoMaeT
BCex 4H3HqecEKHx Jrm,, KEOpnopanHH HJH acconianmH, 0OTopIe Ha ocHo-
BaHHI 3aEOHOB, AeiCTBOBaBnmx B PyMHHTH BO BPeMa BOHHM, paccMa-
TpHBaJimcb EaK BpaEecKHe.

b) BpaaeHHme <co6cTBeHHH >> o3HaqaeT rpaaSaaHmHa 06,ea-
HeHHIX HawiH, RaEK oIIpeAeJIeHo B no0ff KTe <a>> BIume, HMe6iomero
npaBo Ha aaHHyio co6cTBeHHmocT, H BrKOqaeT npeemHHa TaKoro co6-
CTBeIHHma, npIH yCJIOBHH, ITO npeemmH TamEae aBiaeTca rpaasaaHHHOM
oAHofi H3 06&,eBHeHHIX HaB ani, Kca onpeAejIeHo B noJiryHETe <<a>>.
EcJI npeeMHmH nIpHoe o6pe 6TBeHmiocT B noBpeaEI;eHHOM BHAEe, TO
.rmoI nepeAaioiIee coxpamaeT CBOH npaBa Ha Bo3MemneHHe Ha OCHOBa-
Him HacT mieH CeTaTbH 6e3 yigep6a Aji o6a3aTeJrbcTB, cymiecTsBymoHX
MemEy J.RHloM nepeFaion,;aM H JIHIOM npHo6peTaiommHMl B COOTBeTCTBHH
C BHyTpeHHHMH 3aaOHaMH.

c) BmpazeHHne <co6cTBeHHocT>> 03HaqaeT BCIO ABHaEMYIO HJIH
HeABHEsHMyH Co6CTBeHHOCTI, MaTepHajtHyIo HIH HeMaTepHajibHyo,
BKIjOqaa npOMMbleeHHyIO, JHHTepaTypHyO H xyAOazeCTBeHHyIO co6-
CTBeHHOCTh, a TaKIe Bce InpaBa HI HHTepecLI Bscmoro poAa B co6-
cTBeHHocTH. Be3 yimep6a Ai o6n;ero xapaKTepa npexgyinHx IIocTa-
HOBJIemHI BmIpaaeHHe <<C06CTBeHHOCTi 0 6TeHHeHHux HaHi H Hx
rpazaaH>> BsKJoqaeT Bce MOpCKHe H peqHue cyAa BMecTe c HX HHBeH-
TapeM H o6opyDOBaHHneM, :KOTOpue m60 npHHaIfeaaj 06OeZa eHHmin
HawsuM aEm HX rpagEaHaM, Jm6o 6bIH 3aperHCTpHpoBaHb Ha TeppH-
TOPHH OAHOE H3 06TeeHHeHHBix HanHi, JmH6o 1iaBaEJ IIOA njiaroM

OAHOH H3 06setHHeHHUX Hanruii H H 0Tope noooe 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 ro-
aa, BO BpeMa HaxoEAelHHm HX B pyMMEHCKH BOrax HIH nocJie Hx HaCHIb-
CTBeHHoro ipHBoAa B pyumHCKHe BOA.l, ji6o 6 IH nOCTaBJeHI nOA
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9. Ilpnmennembie H HacTosnneft mane: 

a) Bmpaateime <<rpax;AaHe OfteinmennEax Hamer» o3HallaeT 

CP113111IeCKIIX .71111k, aBJIBIOTIBIxCH It momenTy Buyn.menna B may Hama-

nkero AoroBopa rpawkanamm Jno6ort H3 06seAnneinnAx Handl, ERB 

RopHopagna n.7m acconnau,nn, oprann3oBaHHme K aTomy momenTy 110 

3aKonam JI1060ti 113 06T)exinHenHux Haw* npn ycaomm, T0 yKa3amble 

anna, Kopnopainin nJm accoiraannli HAMM TaKort cTaTyc Tame H B 

momeHT 3axmogemin llepemnprin c PymEmneti. 

BEspamenne «rpalKAane 06sexaHeanix HaipA» mime BK.InogaeT 

Bcex 4B1311ileCRIIX Jill; Kopnoparom HJIH acconnannn, 'mown Ha 00110-

BaHITH 3aROHOB, effemosamirax B PyMBIHIBI BO sperm BO RU , pacema-

TpErBaJIHCI, Kale BpaatecKne. 

b) &TameHne «co6cTneHarnm oaHatmeT rpazAaHHHa 06sepn-

HeHumx- Haiw , KIC onpeAe.aeHo B HO,Auyittue <<a» BLUM, Hmexonero 

Imam Ha AwlHp() CO6CTBeHHOCTIa, 11 BK.inotiaeT .upeemIIHKa TaKoro co6-

CTBeHHHKa, 11H yCJIOBEH, 11TO .upeemBEK mune HBJBleTCH rpawkaHnHom 

OMR&113 06semmemmix Hawk', KaK onpege.aeHo B II0AuytatTe qa». 

ECJIH npeemnax npno6pea CO6CTBeHHOCTI, B noBpeaucenHom BHA°, TO 

nepelkaiorgee coxpanneT CBOH npaBa Ha no3mergeHne Ha oduoBa-

Him CTarfall 6e3 y.w,ep6a AJI5I o6a3aTemers, cy.w,ecmylonnix 

meaRy J1111103i nepeAaionnot H znHom npno6peTaiomam B COOTBeTeTB1111 

C BuyTpernuum 3aKoHamm. 

c) BEapazenne «CO6CTBOHHOCTI)>> o3HaRaeT Bcio Bnainmpo iLIUI 

HeAnnammylo co6cmeHHocTE., maTepna.mrpo HMI HemaTepHa.mHylo, 

BRJHOgaa npomunmeHHylo, mrrepaTypHym H xpozecTBeHHylo co6-

CTBeHHOCTB, a Tame Bee npaBa win nffrepecu Bcxxoro poAa B co6-
CTBeHHOCTH. Be3 yrrkep6a J151 o6rgero xapaKTepa TrpewAynnix nocTa-

Homennit BrApazemie «CO6CTBOHHOCTI) 061e,nnHemnAK Hawk' H HX 

rpazAam> BKJnotiaeT Bee litopcme H pegnme cykAa mem c "ix HIlBeH-

Tapem H o6oppoBaHnem, Koropme An6o npnHamezaaa 06seamenalsam 

Haulm' Ham EIX rpaKaanam, .71H60 611.1H 3aperricTpHponam Ha Toppi-

TOplin 0,114-0fi 113 06seamenEffax Hama, .1116o ruaBaza no cP.aarom 

OAHOf1 113 06mAnHeHnux Hanna H KoTopue Howie 1 ceirra6pa 1939 ro-
Aa, Bo Bpea HaxorK,Ienna ux B pymbincrox BoAax n.int Houle EX HaCHJIly-

cmemoro HpBBOAa B prtbmerze Bojw, .71116o 6i.Lim nommen:6i H0JA 



KOHTP0JIb pyMblHCKHX BJIaCTef, Ka BpamSecKaa co6CTBeHHOCTb, jm60
nepecTajiH HaxoArbcsI B CBo6o0HOM pacnopaaCeHHH 06TeAiHHeHHUbX
IaniH HJIHm nx rpamraaH B PyMbIHHH, BcaeiLCTBHe InPOBeAeHMa pyMbIH-

CKrEm BJiaCTUaT MepoInpHaTEI nIO EOHTP Ko B CBS3H C cymecTBOBaHHeM
COCTOSIHna BOfUbI Me:Cy 06eIeAHeHHbmHM HaaaMH Ha rPepMaaHHei.

CTaTbhI 25.

1. PyMuHmx o6a3yeTCS, qTO BO BCex cJyqaax, Roraa co6cTBeH-
HOCTB, 3aKOHHble inpaBa 7 IH HTepecbi B PyMbIHEH H axoAinxCS HOA

pyMlIHmcKH fi pHCAHKIHeH MJI noaBeprajlCb Inocae 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 ro-

Aa ceKBecTpy, EoH(ncCKaT HJ1TIH KOHTPOJIO BCjeacTBHe pacOBoro uponC-
xoMaenm HJI peJiMnrm Tramx JImIT, aTa co6cTBeHHOCTb, 3aKoHHbie ipa-
Ba H HHTepech 6 yrT BOCCTaHOBJIeHMb BMecTe C inpHBxo O[aHMH IlpaBa-

1H, a eCJiH BOCCTaHOBJIeHHe HeB03M0aMoH , 3a Hmx 6yeT BbilaeHa

cnpaBseAJiHBa xOMneHcanr.

2. Bca co6cTBeHHOCTb, ipaBa H HHTepeCbI B PyMMHHH, IpHHaA-

jreSaniHe jmaM, opraHH3atan mM I. o6nWecTBaM, KOTOpUe mHHiHBHny-

ajiHo HJIH B gaqecTBe qjieHOB rpyIm sBjamJC o6BeITOM inpHmeHemHH
pacoBbIx, peAErHa03Hx HJIH pyrix (LamHCTCKHx Mep npejreAoBanma,
H OCTaBmHecsI B TeIeHHe 6 MeCRaeB co AM BCTyiarreHMa B CHay HaCTO-

amiero AoroBopa 6e3 HacJIeAeHa JenI HeBoCTpe6oBaHHImMH, ojizAfEH

6bEIb nepeigaHn IlpaBHIreJmCTBOM PYMIHHH OpraHH3aaa5M B PyMHMH,
npeACTaBJarIOaHIM TaiEX jmH, opraHHaarimH wIH o6 nmecTBa. IIepeXaH-

Has Co6cTBeHHOCTc AOJIaHa HCHOJIb3oBaTbC TKaRHMH opramHaaiaMn

aa iefieii OKa3aHa noM0om ocTaBCTBIIIHMc eHaM TaKHX rpyum, opraHH-

3aanH H o6nmecTB B PyMMHiHH H laJIa HX BOCCTaHOBJIeIH. TaRaS nepe-
aana ojizaHa 6mT npoH3BseeHa B TeqeHHe 12 MecIeB Co jrHS BCTyn-
JIeHHM B cCHjy HacToasero ,oroBopa H oxJIEHa BEjHOqaTh CO6CTBeH-
HOCTB, inpaBa H HHTepeCI, BOccTaHOBjieHHe KOTOPHX Tpe6yeTca corJiacno
nyHKTy 1 HacToarmIef CTaLTH.

CTaThb 26.

PyMbHHI npH3HaeT, ITO COBeTCKIH Coio3 HMeeT npaBo Ha BCe
repMaHcKHre amTHB B PyM1HHlH, HepeAaHHUe COBeTCKOMy CoIo3y
IOHTPO0LHbIM COBeTOM B repMaHHH, H o6a3yeTca npHma BCe HeO6-
xo HMe Mepm Im o6ieraeHma nepeAaqM TaEHX aKTHBOB.
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KOBTp0.111) pyMbIHCKHX RaacTeti, Kan BpantecKaa CO6CTBOHHOCTb, JR460 

nepecTaan HaX0,101Tbea B CB060)I,HOM pacnopmsemm 06SeAllHOHIIbIX 

llawdi rum FIX rpaltaaH B PyMbIffilil, BCJIOACTBIle 'Tone;mum pymbm-

CHIME BJIaCralin AleponinisiTa no KOBTpOJIKI B C1351311 C Cyth,BCTBOBallfleDI 

COCTORMISI W HIM mencAy 067:30-,HHOHHUMITHaHABBI ii Pepmanneff. 

Oran& 25. 

1. PpllaIHH51 o6n3yeTca, TITO BO BCC% c.ariaax, RorAa CO6CTBell-

HOCTb, 3aKOHHbIe llpana 1UIII unTepechi B PyliMIBBZE Haxoxamaxca nojk 

pymbmcKori 10pHCABEITBerl Alag now3epraJnicn noc.ae 1 cewn6pa 1939 PO-

ceimecipy, KOHOICItaLI,HIE rum ICOHTpOJHO nc.aeAcTnne paconoro nponc-

xonuterma rum peaffirma mum mug, am CO6CTBOHHOCTI3, 3anamme npa-

na H linTepechi 6yAyT BOCCTallOBJIORLI BMOCTO C npraixoNnwow npana-

NM, a ecan BOCCTaHOBJIOHIle HCB033107KHO, 3a max 6yikeT BbaufatieHa 

crEpaHeiumnan nomnencarnm. 

2. Ben CO6CTBOHHOCTb, "Tana H maTepecia B PylaMBH, immiaA-

Aencardne Jumam, opramBannaff rum o6mecanam, noTopme 1111AHBHAry-

a.1110110 11.11If B KalleCTBO 11.1IOHOB rpyrm sIBJIAJIHCb o6nenTom nputenenaa 

pacomax, perm:1103BM rumApyriax cDaIIDICTCKHIC mop npecae,Tkonamm, 

H ocTanranecn B To-gen:Ere 6 mecanen co aHn BeTynaeima B may HaCTO-

antero Aoronopa 6e3 Hac.aeunnita rum Henocape6onammnem, AOJIRMbI 

6brrb nepejkanbi IIpanrrre.mcmom PyisibIBEH opraHH3aduzei B PyMBIBHH, 

npeAcTanznonnam TUE% Ann, oprawmawm rum oOmecTna. IlepeAan-

Han CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 Ao.azHa HCHOJIL30BaTI3Ca Tama' oprammunamn 

nezeii oica3amm HOMOIBX ocTannanaca q.aeHam TaKHX rpyma, opraHH-

3armitHo6nocarnnPym.mma H A.1La HX BOCCTaHOBABHH31. TaRan nepe-

Aatia AOJIZHa 61.rn, nponaneaeHa B Tegenne 12 mecaden co am BCTy11-

.7IeFIFIR B CHay HacToancero Aorosopa H Ao.inKsa BKJLIGulaTI) CO6CTBOH-

H-OCT13, [Tana H Hurrepecm, BOCCTaHOBJIOHHO Karol:ohm Tpe6yeTca cor.aacHo 

nymzry 1 HacTonakeri CTaThH. 

CTaTha 26. 

PpfbIHHII npH3HaeT, qTO COBOTCKHrt C0103 Haien 'man° Ha me 

repsiancnne arrmem B Pymbnum, nepegamme CoHeTcnomy Colo3y 

ROHTpOJIIDBIESt COBOTOM B Pepmamm, H o6a3yeTen Hp1BELSITI) Bee Heo6-

xwrnmue Mewl AJI51 oCaerrienHa nepeaatm TaKHX aKTHBOB. 
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CTaTba 27.
1. Raamaa H3 CoI3HBIx H CoeaHeHHabx lepmaaB 6 yAeT HMeTi,

npaBo B3STb, yAepmaTb, JMIBHAHpOBaTBTb IH npeHirpmmb jno6oe jpyroe
aeficTBHe B OTHOmeHnn Bcei Co6CTBeHHOCTH, npaB H HHTepeCOB, KOTOpbIe
Ha AeHlb BCTynrJeHHI B caHy HaCToaigero AoroBopa 6yayT HaxoaHTca
Ha ee TeppnTopHn: H HiiHajieaeaTb PyMbimMH E H pyMbHCKnL rpaaAa-
HaM, a TafEe HCIIOJb30BaTh TaKyIo co6cTBeHHOCTb H BbpyICly OT Hee

ajM TaKHx ejieki, KaHKe 3Ta TepaaBa colTeT aejiaTeJlbHbMH B Ipee-
Jiax npeTeH3Hi 3TO i AepmaBbI H ee rpaamaH E PyMbIm H i pyMBIH-
CrIam rpaaCAaHaM, - BIJOMqaH AOJr, - ROTOPbIe He 6bIIm HOJIHOCTbHO
yAOBJIeTBOPeHbI B CHAy qAyrHa CTaTel HacToawnero ,oroBopa. Bca py-

MbIHcKas co6cTBeHHocTb HJ BbIpyIKa OT ee JIHBlBHaa1 n, npeBbImaIO-
HuHe cyMMr TaaHx nIpeTeH3Hi, AOJIamHM 6rTb B03Bpam;eHbI.

2. JIHIKBHETAaIa pyMbIHCIOi Co6CTBeHHOCTE H pacnopaxeHme eio
6yLyT IIpOBOAHTbCa B COOTBeTCTBHH C 3aKOHOM 3anHTepeCOBaHHo.i
COIoaHOE HJIH CoemmHleHHO , l AepaEaBi. PyMbIHCMnH Co6 CTBeHHHn He
6 yAeT imeTTb npaB B OTHomeiHH TaRofi C06CTBeHHocTH, 3a HCemjoqeHHeM
Tex, iTopbIe MOryT 6bITb InpeAOCTaBJIeHbI eMy B CHrIy 3TOro 3aKOHa.

3. IIpaBHTeJTiCTBO PyMbHHHI o6a3yeTCa KOMnIeHCHPOBaTb pyMbIH-
CKHX rpawganH co6cTBeHHocTb IOTOPblX Ha3maTa B CHJiy HacToamsei
CTaTbH H He BO3BpaHWeHa HM.

4. JaHHaa CTaTbR He HazaaraeT Ha Ty HAmH HHYO) 13 COO3HbIX HaII
CoeAHHeHHbIX ALJepaaB IIHEIaKoro o6a3aTejlbCTBa B03B paTHTr, IIprBTejmh-
CTBy PyMbnHHHE EJI pyMbIHCKIM rIpamAaHaM IpoMbl IeHHyIo co6cTBeH-
HOCTb HJIT BKJ.IIOMHTb TaKyIO Co6 CTBOHHOCTb HpH oHpeAeJTeHHI CyMMb,
RoTopaas MoMeT 6blTb yAepmaHa corJIacHo nyHmTy 1 HacToasnefi cTaTbH.
IIpaBHrTeJbcTBo Kaa;aof H3 COIO3HmX H COemHHeHHmx ,epacaB 6yAeT
HIeTB IpaBO yCTaHOBHTb TarKHe OrpaHImeHIa H ycJIOBHa B OTHOmeHE
IpaB HJIH HHTepecoB, iacaionuxca npombrrHmeHHoiT co6cTBeHHocTH,
npHo6peTeHHol ,o AHI a BCTyMrieHHa B CHniy HacToanI;ero AoroBopa Ha
TeppHTOpMH 3TOf COI3HO HJIn CoeAHHeHHofi Aepa;aBM IIpaBITre.b-
CTBOM iHJ rpamsaHamH PyMbiHHH, EarEe IpaBrTeJrbcTBo AaHHOf Co-
IO3HO HJIH CoeAHHeHHOf AepaIaBU COqTeT Heo6xOfaHMHmH B CBOHX Ha-
IWoHajbHbix HHTepecax.
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CTaTbSI 27. 
1. liaaV1a51 113 C0103MIX 11 COeXIHeHHTIX AepacaB 6yAeT IIMeTb 

npaBo Ba11T13, -pepaiaTb, JIHRBHATIp0BaTb IIJIH HpeAnpriaaTb mo6oe ppyroe 

eficnute B oTHomeimu Bea CO6CTBeHHOCTH, npaB H miTepecoB, ItoTopme 

Ha Aein. BCTy11.710HHY1 B miry HacToairkero AoroBopa 6-pyT HaX0,I111Tbeff 

Ha ee Teppirropim 11 HpunumelicaTb Pymbirran u.impyMIIIHCICHM rpaaciAa-

Ham, a Tame HCII0J11330BaTb Talmo CO6CTBeHHOCTb MTH Bisprmy OT Hee 

;Ida Taitra ue.aeff, Hamm 3Ta ,TkepaRaBa C011TeT acediaTeabHbum B Hpege-
Jrax upeTeH3Hit 3T0 AepataBbi n ee rpaacimH It Premium rum It premll-
claw rpam,ganam, — BICJIMilaa A0.1.1114, — KOTOpM0 HO &GM HOJIHOCTI310 
ylomeTHopenbi B ciury ApyrBx cTaTeil HacToaruero ,TkoroBopa. Beit py-

MIAIICKaa co6cTBeHHocTb Han Bbiprma OT ee JBIRmvauxtil, irpeBbiramo-

crimy Tammx llpeTen3n,AOJDICHIA 6bITb BO3BpalgeHb1. 

2. .4maBivauna preimcicoil CO6CTBellHOCTH H pacHopaaceBne 010 

6yAyT Hp0BOXITISCSI B COOTBCTCTBIM C 3aKOHOM aankfrepecoBarmoil 

C0103HOR H.1114 C0e,T1HHeIlHOil epacashr. Pprirnciru CO6CTBeHBITK He 

6y,DkeT TIMOTb npas B oTHornemm Tarcoil CO6CTBeITHOCTH, 3a IICKJ11011eHEleM 

Tex, HoTopme moryT 6b1T13 HpeAocTameirm emy B CHJIy aToro 3aRoHa. 

3. IlpaBHTedbcTso Pymbuniu o6BayeTeu HomneHcitpoBam pymbne-

CRIIX rpaatAaH CO6CTBellHOCTI3 KOTOphIX IlabaTa B cmiry HacToinneil 

CTaTLII H He Bo3Bpargena JIM. 

4. ,,Tt alum CTaTb11 He Ha.aaraeT Ha 7 MTh 13113710 Ha C010311bIX 
C0e,IIIIHCHHIAX Aepaecas mmaKoro o6n3aTeobcTBa BO3BpaTIITh IIpannTe.ab-

CTBy PyMbIHHH pyMbIHCKIIM rpaKlIaHaM Hp0MbIHIJI011HYI0 CO6CT11011-

HOCM Hall BK.4101IHTb Taxpo CO6CTBCHHOCTb Hpif onpemmemar crumb', 

NoTopau momeT 613ITb yimpataHa comacHo nrucTy 1 HacToameri CTaTbII. 

lIpaBieTeabcTso Kazikoff 113 C0103HbIX H CoemmeHmax AepacaB 6yAeT 

IlMeTb HpaBo yoTaHoBrun mime orpammemm 11yCJI0B1151 B 01110HICHEM 

npaB MTH mffepecoB, Bacaionruxca Hpombmaaemmile CO6CTBelltIOCTII, 

11p11o5peTeuIHo 0 ,LicHH BCTylIJICHIIH B cloy HacTonmero AoroBopa Ha 

Teppuropim aTO ColoaHoci rum CoemHeffuoil epataBm IlpaBrrreab-

CTBOM HJ114 rpaniAaHamil Premium, Kamm IlpaBrrreaborso Aamoil Co-

103HOit HAM CoeAnHennore AepacaBbt couTeT Heo6xoximmma B CB011X Ha-
IWOHaJIbliblX HHTepecax. 



5. Co6cTBeHloCTB, npeAyclMTpeHHaHa nymTOM 1 HacToaSn;ei

CTaThH, ,OJlEHa paccMaTpHBaTbcaa BREL noIqaiomali py~MbIHCEKyI co6-
cTBeHHocTb, ROTOpaa nojIeaajia KOHTpOJO B CHaty COCTO0IHS BOiHI,

cynmecTBoBaBmero Mea;ey PyMbIHmeH H COIOaHO io H T CoeXeHeHHOHi Aep-
zEaBOH, mieionIeE IOpHcAJrlasuo Ha, 9TOi co6cTBeHHOCTbiH, HO He AOJI;-

Ha BIJIIOqaTb:

a) co6CTBeHHRCTb lpaBenTeJ.CTBa PyMHHMi, HCliOJI3yeMyio
jia rOHcyjicEKHx JrH HIIOMaTHqecEHx Lnejefi;

b) co6cTBmeHHOC, npHHaAJiea;anylo peJmrao3HbIM opraHH3aau-
a m aJI qacTHHmM 6aroTBopITeIbHiuM yqpeaeMeHuaM HC cnojm3yeMyIo

W peJerMH03HHx BIH 6jaroTBopHTeJmibHx rejeAi;

c) CO6CTBeHHOCTB 45H3nqeCEHX JIH],, KOTOpHIe aBJMiaTCa pyMbIH-

CKIMf rpaaRaHamlH, IIOJyqIHBiEnM pa3pemeHHe npoEHBaTL B npeAejiax

TeppHTOpHH TOE CTpaHR, B EOTOpOH HaxorTca DTa co6CTBeHHOCTb, HJIH

npoHamBaTB B jo60oM ApyroM MeCTe Ha TeppHTopHH CTpaH 06eHHmeHHIIx

HaliA?, 3a HCKJrioQeHHeM pyMIHCKEfi co6 cTBeHHOCTE, ROTOpaS Kora-
jm6o BO BpeMa BO fi aBm B acB o6beKToM MOep, He npHMeHmmBinxca KaE
npaBHAO I co6cCTBeHHOCTm py1mHCImx rpamaH, nIpozEHBaioIx Ha TOfi
Me TepprTOpHH;

d) nMym ecTBemIe IlpaBa, BO3HMHKIe IocJie B03o6HOBJIeHHI

TOprOBMX H IHHaHCOBbIX OTHOmeHHH MeMaky CIOI3HIMH H CoeMHeH-

1IiMmH AepEaBaMH H PyMMIHefi HJIH B03HHmfH e H3 CAejiOK MeaAy

IIpaBHTejIbCTBOM JlIE60 COI03HOi HJH Coe:HHemHHO I AepaaBI H PyMM-
HHeiI nocae 12 ceHTa6pa 1944 roAa;

e) npaBa a a jmTepaTypHyIO H xy:AoeeCTBeHHyO Co 6cTBeHHOCT.

CTaTmJ 28.

1. Co RHa BCTyMnAeHHa B CH.ay HacTomAero AoroBopa Co6 CTBeH-
HOCTL PyMUHH H pyMIHCRHX rpaaAaH, HaxoAgas acs B repMaTre, He

6yeT 6ojinme paccMaTpHBaTbca Kar BpaacecKaa co6cTBeHHocTb, H Bce
orpaHineH a, CBB3aaHne C TaRHM pemHMOM, ;OJHnb 6mTb OTMeHeHI.

2. Onio3aaBaeMas co6cTBeHHocTb PyMIHH H pybIHCIHX rpa-
a;aH, BbBe3eHHaa HacHJbCTBeHHo HJIH n11o IpHHyaneHHH)C TeppHTOpHR

PyMLIIHH B repManmoH repMaHCRMm BOOpyzEeHHuMH CmJTamH HJIH Blia-
CTIM HOCae 12 ceHTa6pa 1944 roja, noIeanTr B03BpaTy.
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5. CO6CTBeHHOCTLI npememoTpermaa HylIETOM 1 HaematReft 
eTaTbIll AOJIIICHa pacemaTpHBamea KaK BEalogalomaa pymbnicKpo co6-

CTBeRHOCTI), KoTopaa nomezaaa KOHTp0J1.10 B CHJIy COCTOSIIIHST 

cyw,ecTBoBarartero meacAy Pymbinneri H C0103HORaim COOXIIHOBBOR Aep-
maser!, Hmeiornetimpnomanno Hait TO CO6CTBOHHOCTI3101 HO He Aoax-

Ha BILTLE011aTb: 

a) co6eTBemnocrb IIpaBHTeaLeTBa Pymbaren, nenomayempo 

AJla R011CyJILCE131 aim icanaomaTivieemax wadi; 

b) CO6CTBOHHOCTI), .upimaxaezanrgo pe.m.lioamm opraHn3aiin-

aM aaeTnum 6.3aroTHopnreabnum ripeatAennam H neno.n3yempo 

Aaa pea:11131°31111x non 6.3aromopureabmax Heaert; 

C) CO6CTBOHHOCTb 4/11311TIOCKHX J111:q, EOTOphI0 SIBJIZEOTCH pym1H-

CICHMEL rpaapmHamit, HOJ1y paapemenne npoat113am B npejteaax 

TeppnToprat TO ovum', B KoToport HaXOPITeil Dm CO6OTBORROCTI3, HAM 

npoaamam B J110601& Apyrom meeTe Ha Teppriopma eTpall 061,e)nmeHHEax 

Ha  aa HCKJ11011CHHOM pymuHeKorE co6eTBeHnocul, KoTopaa Korita-

.3316o BO Bpea BOAHLI SIBJ151.71aCb 0613ORT031 310p, HO HpInfeHlIBITM X-CSI Kart 

upaBnao H CO6CTBOIDIOCTH pymmacKnx rpazAaH, upommalom,ux Ha TO 

ace TeppriToprm, 

d) 11MyR1eCTBOHHIJO npaBa, BO3BRELEIHO HOMO B0306HORTIOBEI151 

TOprOBIAX H CDHHaHCOBBIX OTHOffl Iffl Meatjiy C0103HbIDITI H COOAHHell-

Hlarg rIkepHtaBamn n Pymbnmeri 11.1111 Boum:Km-me H3 eAeaolt Meauky 

IlpamiTeabeTBom ato6oti ColoaHoil H.un COOAHHOHHOA AOREaBbI ii Ppm-

}ma nocae 12 ceHTa6pa 1944 roAa; 

e) npaBa Ha affrepaTypHylo H moaceeTBeHHylo CO6CTBOHHOCTL. 

CTanz 28. 

1. Co Ana BCTTIIJIellHif B may HacTomnero AoroBopa co6cTBeH-

Pymune11 H pymbmcKnx rpar„LtaH, Haxoxfinaaca B Peplum:a, He 

6peT 6oabrae pacemaTpmaThea Kaz BpaatecRall CO6CTBOHHOCTb, H Bee 

orparragemta, cHaaannue c Tampa peammom, AOJIZHEd 6UTh OTMOHOBEI. 

2. OnoanaBaemaa coocTBenHocrb Pymbnnut H pymunemix rpa-

aqaH, BuBeaeHHaa HaCHJEfaCTBOHHO HJITH HO npullyasitermio C TeppnToplla 

PyMbllflm B Pepmantno repmartemm Boopyaternnant cnamm HJIH 

CTIEM11 HOCJIO 12 cenTa6pa 1944 roTta, noipeaurr BonpaTy. 
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3. PecTnnTy I H BOCCTaHOBjieHie PYMHHCKO C06cTBeHHOCTH B
repMaHne 6yAyT OcyrIeCTBJIMaTbhC B COOTBeTCTBHH C MepOIIpHaTHaH,

KOTOpble 6yAyT onpeaeJIeHbi epmasBaMH, OKKym pyIOmnm repMaHmo.

4. Be3 ymep6a Ws BbImeH3JoameHHbIx H i ajia Jo6ix jpymx no-

cTaHOBJIeHHA, IIpHIHbTIX B n0JIb3y PyMSI H ee rpaangaH AepmaBaMH,

oKKyrIpyiomHmr repMaHBm, PyMbrlH OT CBOero HMeHH H OT imeiiH

pyMbIHCKHX rpaaEzaH OTKa3blBaeTCS OT BCex OCTaBnHXCSI HeyperyJm-

poBaHHbIMH Ha 8 Maa 1945 roga rrpeTeH3HA B oTHomemHH repMaHHH H

repMaHcKHX rpaalsaH, 3a HcKImomqe0HHeM npeTeH3HH, BbITeKaioirn H3

EOHTpaKTOB H ApyrHX o6a3aTeJxcTB, 3araIoqeHHRIx AO 1 ceHTa6pa

1939 roaa, H npaB, nIpHo6peTeHHRbx go 3TOi AaTm. DTOT OTKa3 6yAeT

paccMaTpHBaTbca KaK BJnomqaIoaImH AOJIrH, BCe MearrpaBHTejbCTBeHHne

InpeTeH3HH, CB5I3aHHbIe C COrJameIIHHI, 3aKJIIqeHHbIMHi BO BpeOM

BOIbI, H BCe npeTeH3HH Ha B03MeLemeHe 3a H0TepH HJH ym;ep6, B03BHE-

nne BO BpeMS BOHI.

CTaTBa 29.
1. CyrnecTBOBaHHe COCTOmHHH BOiHI camo IIO ce6e He 6y(eT

CtraTTca 4IaKTOpoM, BJIamoniHM na o6a3aaTeJmCTBO BbinalmBaTb Ae-
HetHBIe AOJIMI, BbTeKaomni e H3 06a3aTeJfLCTB H iOHTpaKTOB, cymIeCTBO-

BaBMIIX Ao BO3HHIHOBeHElt COCTOHS11 BOHHI, - a TaKEe H3 InpaB, npH-

o6peTeHHbIx Ao DToro BpeMenH, - cpOE yIIiaTi EROTOPblX HaCTymji Jso
AHM BCTyIMIeHMI B CHJIY HacToamiero ,LioroBopa H KOTOpMe IIpHqTTaIoTCa

C IIpaBHTeJI.CTBa HJm rpanaHan PyMHHHH II paBHTeJIbcTBy HII rpaamta-

HaM OAHOH H3 COIO3HEMX H CoeAHeInHHMx IepmaaB, HaH 0OTOpIe npHIH-

TaIoTca c IIpaBHrTejbcTBa HJ rpazaxaH oAHoii m3 COIO3HBIX H CoeH-

HeHHIX AepacaB IIpaBHTeXibcTBy HmI rpaamanaM PyM1HmH.

2. 3a ncrEjioqeHHeM cJyqaeB, cnerHaJIbHo peAycMOTpeHHUX B

HacTosIMeM JoroBpe, HIqTO B HeM He AOJEKHO TOJIKOBaTLcSI Ka HaHO-

csaiee yMIep6 oTHomeHaM Meaay Ae6nTopaMl H EpeAHropaMH, BMTe-

EKatronM H3 AOBOeHHbIX ROHTpaKTOB, 3aKJIM)eHHIX IpaBHTeJ0iCTBOM

Hma rpaacmaHaMH PyMbHHm.

CTaTba 30.

1. PyMmRma oTKa3MBaeTCa OT Bcex npeTeH3HI jno6oro xapamrepa,

bT HMeHH IlpaBHTeJICTBa PyMmHHH rm pyMHCKHX rpaa E.aH, K Coio~-
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3. Pecnrrygna H BoceTaHorzeaffe pymimercort e06eTBeHHOCITE B 

repmarnm 6yAyr OeyffkeeTBJIHTbeil B COOTBeTeTBIB1 C mepoupHaTHamH, 

RoTophie 6yrkyr oupeAe.aeilla eltepmaBamH, oluty.umpronkram PepmaHmo. 

4. Be 3 yakep6a g.iii BEarnertalioatermix H A.7151 Juo6mx Apyrux Ho-
eTaHomendi, ITHIfflThIX B no.im3y Pymunim H ee rpaaaH epatasamn, 

OICKyHilpylOITHIA111 PyMBIHH5I OT eBoero HmeBH H OT Imam 

pymbniermx rpazAan OTICR3bIBReTeff OT Beex OeTRW-I-I-TENCH Heyperpm-

p0BaHHbIMH Ha 8 maa 1945 roAa upeTeH3HIA B OTHOMeHRH Peplum' H 

repmalleKrix rpaayAaH, 3a Hexmotimmem .upeTeHault, BbITeICRIOIHHX 113 

KOHTparCTOB H ;Tyrlix 06R3aTeJILeTB, 3a1CJITOTIOHMIX AO 1 earra6pa 

1939 roAa, H HpaB, HpHoopereHabix JO 8TO ami. TOT OTICa3 6yeT 

pacemaipmaThea Haic ratanotialoroxii A0J1111, Bee meampaBxreabeTBennue 

IL-perm:13BH, el3513aHlIbIe C eoriamemismm, 3a1C.THOtleHHbIMIE BO Bpea 

BOtiBbI, H Bee HpeTeH3rol Ha Bo3menceme 3a noTepH HJffl ylikep6, BOMAR-

ame BO Bpema Botim. 

CTaT1311 29. 

1. CyMeeTBOBaEtHe COCTOSIHEUT BAHL' camo Ho ce6e He 6peT 

etIrlTaTbell (Dah-ropom, wrasHorrkfum Ha 06,a3aTe.neTBO BLIHJIRIMBaTb Ae-

Heaffirle   BuTeKaaarcHe 113 o6a3aTe.ncTB H ICOHTpaICTOB, cynkeemo-

BaBLIBIX 0 BOKIRRHOBeFIHR COCTOSIRWI BOCHIbI, — a mime H3 npas, HpH-

*my:max Ao 3T0F0 BpemeHH, — epoR yniamr ROTOplIX HaeryILWI Jk0 

AH.11 BeTylMeffail B CHI HacToamero AoroBopa H HoTopme HpIPIHTalOTeil 

IlpaBrue.mema nm rpaacgan PyMblimlu IlpaBureabemy HMI rpama-

HaM (WIC& 113 C0103HbIX H C0eHrieHHbIX 2i(epataB, HJ HOTOpbIe twin-

Talons" c IlpaBwre.mema H.m rpaaukaHOHOfi 113 C0103HMX H Coexpit-

HeHmax epataB ilpaBffre.ithemy rum rpaacAaHam Pymhuma. 

2. 3a HeicauoiaeHnem exygaeB, euegna.mHo npeAyemozpeHHux B 

Hacroamem AoroBope, HITEITO B Hem He AWIRCHO TOJIKOBaTbe41 KK HaH0-. 

came yukep6 orrHomeHHam mezgy Ae6rcropasm H KpexaTopamH, Bbrre-

icaromam H3 ,g0B0eITEMIX ICOHTpaKTOB, 3amfoilemmix IlpaBrue.memom 

HJIH rpaacAaHamn Pymbnura. 

°Tama 30. 

1. PyMbIlB151 onca3mBaeTea OT Beex HpeTeHarrii mo6oro xaparrepa, 

OT Hmenn IlpaBureabema Pyammen rum pymuncsmx rpaacrkaH, C0103" 
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HnbM H CoegaHHeHHmM AepEaBaM, CBsaaHHbIX HeHocpeACTBeHHO C BOH-

HOi BMIH BbITetKaiornx H3 MepolpHaTHHi, IpeanpmHHIax B cnrAy cymIe-
CTBOBaHa COCTOIHHIa BOHbI B EBpone Iocje 1 ceHa6p5a 1939 roa,
He3aBHCHMO OT Toro, Haxoa:iacb JM B 3TO BpeMa cooTBeTcTByiom;aa
Como3Haa Eza CoeaeHHeaiaa epEaBa B COCTOJMHH BOiHbI C PyMuIHHef
HJM HeT. DTOT o OTa OlTeTeH3Hl BKJIaOMaeT HmEIecJMeAyHI;ee:

a) nIpeTeH3Hn B CBa3H c IOTepSMH HJI. ym;ep6oM, InoHeceHHblMH
BCJIeCTTBHe AeCTBi BOOpyEeHHIX CHJI HJ BJsaCTeH COIO3HUIX nBM

Coe.iaemmiH x lepmaB;
b) npeTeH3HH, BbITeIaIomiee H3 npHCyrTTBSa, onepaiWn HJmH ,eH-

CTBEm BOOpyYMeHHMLX CHi HBm BiacTef COIo3HrX HJIH CoemHHeHHubI

AepamaB Ha pyMbIHCKOH TeppHTopHH;

c) npeTeH3HH B OTHomeHHH pememHHi E paciopaSeHHi npH-
3OBIX CYaOB COIo3HmIXx H CoemAHeHuMx JIepa;aB, rpaHeM PyMbIHHa
npiH3HaeT ;eHCTBHTejLHebm H o6a3aTejsHMMH BCe pemeHra H pacIo-
paaseHHm TaKHx 1rPH30BBIX CyAOB, BbHeceHHMie 1 ceiHT6pa 1939 roAa

am nIo3lHee, OTHOCHTeJbHO pyMmHCEKHX CYAOB rIH pyMbIHCEHX rpy30B
HIH oiniaTMi H3aepzEeE;

d) npeTeH3HH, BuTeREaionm e H3 ocyMnecTBJIeHnE npaB BOI0KOmn;e
CTOPOHB HJIH H3 Mep, IpmHHTmTX C eJIIoH ocyiTeCTBJeHna aTHX HpaB.

2. IIojiozeHma HaCToanHei CTaTbH AOJIRHbI CKJiioqaTb IOAHO-
CTTO -H OKOHqaTeJhHO BCe IpeTeH3HH yKa3aHHoro Bbme xapauTepa,
ROTOpUe OTHbiHe 6 yyT rnpeRpamneHm, KTO 6u HH SIBJiJca 3aHHTepeco-
BaHHoR CTopOHo0. IIpaBHTeaCJCTBo PyMMIHEE COrJiamaeTCS BunIJaTnT .
cnpaBeaJIHBYIO KOMeHcaIHrO B JleaX jniaM, ROTopIe IIpeAocTaBHJm
BOopy0aeHHbIM cHa.aM COIO3HBIX HIH Coe,;HmeHmHIx IepaaB Ha pyMbH-
CKOHi TeppHTOpHH cHa6aseHBe HJH ycaiyr no perBH3HmmH, a Tameme ,ia
yAOBJaeTBopeHM BO3HHKEnm Ha pMuHCREOf TePPHTOPEH IIpeTeH3nfi 3a
HeBoeHHHi ynMep6, upeffLaBeHHmI Bo00opyeHHLM cwJiaM COIo3EIx
IHm CoelnemmHH ix I epa;aB.

3. PyMImH a 6paBH 6pa3M OTRa3MBaeTca OT BCeX 1npeTeH3HI

TaKoro xapaETepa, EOTOPLh ysa3aH B nyHKTe 1 HaCTOHneE CTaTHE, OT
MeHmH IIpaBHTeJibcTBa PyMmmHHH pymmHCiHx rpaA aH K jno6o0 H3

06be.Lamemmz HaHiX, .nHimaoMaTIuecmce omomemI EoropTOi o Py-
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HMI if COO,T111110111111151 AepataBam, CB513aHHbIX nenocpegeTBeHno c BOfi-

HO Will BbneKaiomax 1213 meponpRaTma, npe,drupungTmx B C11.71y Cy.w,O-
CTBOBallita COCTOHHELH B0111111 B Espone HOCJIe 1 ceHm6pff 1939 roga, 
ne3aBnenmo OT Toro, Haxogn.aach .7111 B 9TO Bperm coomeTurBylomati 
C0103HaS1 HJIH Coegnmemma epacaBa B COCTOHBBH BORHbi C Ppm'Imert 
11.1111 HeT. DTOT OTKa3 OT npeTeH3B* munoimeT HmitecaeAroakee: 

a) npeTeHarn B C1311311 C noTepom n.im yutep6om, HOHeCCHH111011 
BCJIeJACTB110 AdICTBITil Boopymermmx CHJ1 11,1111 B.aaeTert C0103HbIX ItaH 
Coegnneimbtx jepacaB; 

b) npeTeHum, maTeicalonme 113 HIHICYTOTB1151, onepannti 

Boopyatemax CHJI Mil mama COMMIX MTH COOXIFIeHIMIX 
AepzaB Ha pymbmeKort TeppnTopm; 

c) npeTeHmn B °THOU:WHIM Pen1011011 MTH pacnopamenuil Hpn-

30BLIX cygoB C0103HBIX aim COWifieHIMIX erkepataB, npnclext PyMb1HHH 

npkt3HaeT AdiCTBErreaTaTiMMIT H 06H3aTe.ThHb13111 Bee pememta n paeno-

pitatemm TaRnx up1130BbIX cygoB, BBIlleCeffilble 1 carm6pa 1939 roga 
317111 no3gEtee, omocyfreabito pymbmenHx epos Ham ppffillicHHX rpy3oB 
WM °imam n3gepzex; 

d) upereHum, maTexammge H9 oeyateeTmerom npaB Bomar:keit 

CrOp011bl 11.7IH 113 Merl, HpHIMTBIX C num° oeyikkeeTB.aeHmi 3THX npaB. 

2. llo.11oatemm HaeTomnert eTann AWDEHIal IICHJI1OilaTb HOJIHO-

CTE.10 H OH01111a1VM10 Bee npeTen3nn yEa3aHnoro Bum° xapaxTepa, 
xoTopme OTHMHO 6ygyr npercpamema, ICTO 611 11H HBJIHJ1CH 3aktaTepeco-
BaHHoft CTOpOHOrl. IlpaliTYTOJILCTBO PyM111111-11 coraamaeTesi 
cnpaBeganitylo KomneHeau,mo B .71011X =lam, noTopme npegoeTamma 

Boopyzemthim en.aam C010311bIX Mil COHAHHHHHIAX Aepatas Ha pymbm-
Mai Tepprrroprm cHaftenne aim yeayrn no peKBH3mAnn, a Tame xim 

ygomenopemm B031MICIMIX Ha pymbmexoti TeppyrropHH npeTeH3nit 3a 
IleB0e11HIA yut,ep6, npegmBaelmEax Boopyzemmam mum C010311bIX 

YLKH Coegnnemmx „TAepzaB. 

3. Pymonm paBubm o6pa3om ontanmaeTea OT Beex npeTen3nit 

Tanoro xapaxTepa, HoToputi yRa3an B .uyaKTO 1 Haman:keit eTarmt, OT 
emi Ilpamuremena Pymumm rum pymimeux rpazgall ic mo6ort H3 

061)exifiemibu flaiai,ARI1J1031aTHINCEIle OTHODICHHH NoTopoi c Py-
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MbIHHef 6bIeJH IInpBaH BO BpeMa BOiHI H KOTopas npewmpmajia :Aei-

CTBHI B COTpyJHHneCTBe C COHI3HIoamI H CoeuAHeHHbIhMH Aep3aBaMH.

4. IIpaBHITeji CTBO PyMbIHiHH AOXaHO HPHHITb Ha ce6a nojIHyO

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a BC)1 BOeHHyIO BaJIITy COI03HIKOB, BbIylIeHHyIO

B PyMbIHHI COIO3HbHMH BOeHHbIMH BJiaCTMH, BKJIIOIaa BCIO TaKyIO Ba-

JIoTy, KOTOpas 6yiAeT HaxoaHTbca B 06pamei Ha AeHb BCTymIeHHH

B CHgJI HacToalIero AoroBopa.

5. OTeaa PymiHmu OT UpeTeH3EHH corjacHo EyHITy 1 HacToamefi

CTaTbH BKIJOqaeT JIIo6be HpeTeH3HH, BbITeRaIomxe H3 Mep, HpmIHiTIX

JIoH60oH C b H3 Ce3H ConeHHbIbix AepmEaB B OTHOIIeHHH pyMbIHCKHX

CYAOB MeWHAY 1 ceHTr6pa 1939 roAa H AHeM BCTYIIyeHMH B ciry HaCTOt-

miero ,DoroBopa, a TaK3re JIO6 bIe npIeTeH3HH H EAOAH, BbITeKaIonie H3

HbIHe AeficTByIOuiX KOHBeHIIHH 0 BOeHHOINIeHHbIX.

CTaTba 31.

1. A1o 3arJiioeHmI TOprOBbIx AoroBopoB HJIH corJiameHei Meajiy

OTAeJIbHLMH 06eAH0HeaeHbnmim HaBaMUM H PyMbImHejf, IIpaBHTreJbCTBO

PyMbIHHm 6yAeT IpeAOCTaBJISTb B TeqeHHe 18 MeC5leB Co aHSa BCTyILe-

HMn B CHnJI HacToam;ero AoroBopa HHneyKa3aHHrbI pezaHM RaacAoii
H3 06%beimmHHeHHbiHai, xOTopaa Ha naHqajax B3aWnMHOCTH o aiTE-

qecEK IIpeAocTaBHT PyMbIHnI aHaJIOrIInIHbIII Pe3IIM B nOAo 6 HbIX BO-

npocax:
a) Bo BCeM, MTO KacaeTC5I nomJIIII H c6opOB Ho IIMIIOPTY llJ

aKCCopTy, BHyrpeHHero o6 jioaeHna1 IIMIIOpTHpyeMbIX TOBap0B, a Taize

Beex InpaBlJ, OTHOC=aHXCaI K ITOMy, 06-eAIIHeHHbIM HauamIM 6y;eT

npeAocTaBJeH 6e3ycJIoBHblfl peacHM Hani6oJlbmero 6iaronpaTCTBo-

BaHHIi.

b) Bo Bcex aLpyrHX oTHomemax PyMHHH He AOJIRHa IIpOBOinTb

IpOH3BOJbHOI AEHCEKpHMHHaBHH, HaiapaBJIeHHOi npoOTHB TOBapOB, npo-

113B0;JIMbIX Ha JIIo6 0o TeppHTOpHH Jau6oii H3 O'beAHHeHHbX Hanii

HJImH peJHa3HaiaeHHbIn aM 3TOi TeppHTOpHH, no cpaBHeHno c noAo6-

HbIMI TOBapaMH, ]IpO13BOIUMbIHm Ha TeppHTOpnn Juo60oi ApyrOH H3 06l-

elrnHeHHbIX HaHif HAim Ha TeppHTopMnn .no6ofi pyrofi HmocTpamori

aepmaBbI HJI npeAHa3HaqMeHIbIMHHM Aa a3T TeppHEopEH.
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muHEeft 6bIall Hopswim BO Hpema sortam 11 noTopan npeAnpnHn.aa ei-

CTBHH B cowyjkawiecTHe C C0103HbIMH H CoeJrHennMMnAepatasamn. 

4. IlpaHnTedbcTHo PyMbIHNH ,g0.7DIt110 11pEIHHTb Ha ce63 II0.7111y10 

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a BM Hoemmo Ha.inoTy C0103HHICOB, HhinymeHnyio 

B PyMbIHIM CO103111311E1 BOeHHbIMI1 B.11aCTSIMH, BK.71101Iaa BCIO TKI0 Ha-
.11.10Ty, noTopan 6y,AeT IlaX01111Tbeff B o6pankeHnn Ha ;with Hcryn.aeHna 

B cmay HacTozakero AoroHopa. 

5. OTIca3 Pymbnilin OT npeTemnii comacno llytutTy 1 ErneToainell 

CTaTbrf BIZJH011aeT ..11I06bIe npeTeH3nn, BLITeRaionkne 113 mep, 11p1IMITbIX 

JI106014 113 C0103HbIX It C0e,71X1e111113IX AepacaH B OTHOHleBTLEI pyMbIFICK1LX 

cy,LtoH MelitAy 1 cenrgpa 1939 roAa H Allem Hc711.7-Lenin' B crury HaCT0,11-

nicer° )1oroHopa, a Tairate mashie npeTen3un n OJirH, maTeRaionkne 113 
HbIHe Aefturnylomnx KOHBer1111111 0 BOeHHOHJIeH1161X. 

CTaTba 31. 

1. AO 3aRZEOTIeHELSI TopromAx xkoronopon 11.7111 comamennft memy 
OT,IeJ113HBIM11 O6ieimeHimmm HaHILIIME H PyillIrme , IlpaBrITe.11bCTBO 
PyMbIlIFIE 6y)ikeT llpeikOCTaBanTb B Tegemie 18 mecnnen co A1151 Hcryme-

Him Et awry HacTosilnero Aoronopa runKeyna3annmil peznm Kam;toff 
113 061,eAnHeimmx 1Iaiiuii, noTopan Ha Haqa.aax B3aMIHOCT11 CDaKTH-

tiecim HpeAocTaHHT PyMbIHIIII aHa.aormumiii peatnm B 110A06HbIX BO-

npocax: 
a) Bo Hcem, TITO RacaeTcH 110111.111111 ii c6opors no nmnopTy 11.7111 

aKcnopTy, HHyTpeHHero o6.aoacemin nmnogrupyemmx Toimport, a Tame 
ncex npaHn.a, OTHOCHIWIXCH K 3Tomy, O5ieIIHenHbIM HaglIFIM 6yAeT 

npeAocTaH.aeH 6e3yc.aoHHNil peamm Han6o.abinero 6.4aronpnaTcp3o-

BaHH51. 
b) Bo Hcex Apyrnx OTHOMellEtRX PyMbIBBil He AOJLIEHa Hp0BOAIITE. 

Hp0113B0J1bH0r1 AlleltplIMBHall,1111, HanpanzeHHoil HpOTHB ToHapoH, npo-

113B0,11,11MbIX Ha JII05011 TeppiaTopun .111060ii 113 06'beAHHe1111bLX HaT(IA 

man upeAna3HaiieHHbix 3Toil Tepprcropym, no cpasHeHmo c noAo6-
HbIMII ToHapamn, np0113B07WMh1MTT Ha Teppuroplln Jno6ofi Apyroft113 05%-

e,L1,11HeillITAX Hamel n.an Ha Teppnropnn mo6ofi ;Tyra unompannoil 

AepataBbi n.an Hpepna3HatieHummn A.1111 3T11X Teppnropnii. 



c) rpaat2raHaM 06eaHHIHeHHbIx HaTrii, B TOM qicaJe IopIAHqe-
CKHM .nna M, AOJzEeH 6 bITb nIpeoOCTaBJeH HaanOHajibHbi peSaEM H
peamHM Han6oJIbmero 6jaroInpaTTCTBBaiHH BO BCeX Bonpocax, Kacaio-
MIHxcH TOprOBJm, poMbIIMIJeHHOCTH, MOpeimiaBaHHS H Apyrnx BHAOB
ToprOBOH easrTeJIbHOcTH B PyMbIHn. DTH IIOCTaHOBBJeHHI He AOJaEHb

npHMeHmTC E, RoMMepqecxEo- aBHaiHH.
d) PyMbIHml He 6yeT Inpep0oTaBja HH mEaioro HCeIUOqHTeAB-

Horo BaH AHCRpHMaHHaIHOm rO r npaBa EaRoi 6 bI TO HH 6 bIJiO CTpaHe
B OTHOmeHHH HCIIOJIb30BaHHa ROMMepteCRHX CaMOJIeTOB B MezaEyHa-
poAHno coo6im;eHH; OHa npef0ocTaBHE BceM 06BejieHHneHMll Haiiam
paBHBIe B03MOaHOCTH B IIpHo6peTeHHH Ha pyMbIHCEOH TeppHTOpHH IpaB
B oi6acTE MeT apyHapoHOH EOMMepqeecKoi aBHannui BEaIoqaa npaBO
nocaglEH Ji 3anapaBKH ropIo'Hm H peMOHTa; 'TO EacaeTCS HCHIOJI-
3OBaHHa EoMMepqecKux caMojIeTOB B MoeAyHapO0lHOM coo6gieHIE, OHa
npeAocTaBHT BceM 06bemHHeHHIuM Hau.aM Ha OCHOBe BaaEMHOCTH H
6e3 AHcrpHimHawm npaBo 6 ecHocaAoqooro nojieTa Haa pyMbIHCKOH
TeppHTOpHei. 3TH HOCTaHOBJIeH]m He ;oJzIHLI 3aTparmBaTL nHTepecoB
HalHOHajIbHOoi 060pOHBI PyMbIH.

2. BbmeynoMmaHyrmIe o6 a3aTeJILcTBa PyMH H AOJIHbI IIOHH-
MaTLca B TOM CMbICJIe, qTO Ha HHX pacIpoCTpaHnoTca H3BaTHa, 06BqHmo
BsJnoIaBmeca B ToproBMe AoroBOpuL, 3aroIeHHnmIe PyMImneH Ao
BofiHb; a IocTaHOBjieHHr , OTHOCaIHeCsI K B3aHMocTH co CTOpOHbI
KaaA0of H3 O6emHeHHiix Hafw, AojiKHa nIOHnMaTLCS B TOM CMbICJe,
WTO Ha HHX pacupocTpaHSHOTCS H3iSTH, o06BHO BrImIaeMbie B TOP-
roBie AOroBOpu AaHHoro rocyAapcTsa.

CTaTbI8 32.

1. Cnopu, Moryn? e BO3HHKHyTb IPH OCymIecTBJeHHH CTaTei 23
H 24 H IIpmnolKeHi IV, V H qaCTH B IIpHJoazeHHa VI HacToamero
loroBopa, AOJIzcHbI nepeaBaTBca CorAacrTeja HOi KOMHCCHm, COCTOa-

nIei H3 paBHoro qmca npeAcTaBrrejIeei lIpaBHrTejmTBa 3aHmrepeco-
BaHHOE O6e 05reHemHHO HaW i IlpaB1Te.mCTBa PyMpmH. EcJm
B TeqeHHe Tpex MecaeB nocie nepejaxm cnopa CorjiacnHrejmnoi
IOMHCCHH He 6yAeT AOCTMHyTO corjiameHm, EKaxoe H3 IIpaBH-
TejICTB MOZeT IioTpe6oBaTb BKjmI eHu B RomHCCHmo TpeTero uenHa
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c) Ppaacganam 06iegrmeHHmx Flagnit, B TOM xmc.ae lopruatie-
CHEM AHHalf, go.aacen 613ITb HpegocTaRaell IDAHOMAMMA peamm H 
peamm Han6o.umero 6.aaronpnaTcmoBaHna BO Bcex Bonpocax, Racalo-

MHXCa ToproBan, EpOMLIDIJIMHOCTE, mopercaaBanna H ApyritX HAW 
ToproBoil geaTeALHOCTFI B Pp/MIRE:H. DTH HOCTaHOBJIMES1 He AOAZHbI 
"'ppmmama R RommepRemoil aBnarmn. 

d) PpLIABER He 6-ygeT HpegocTaBaam nuitaKoro HCRJEORETNM-
Horo man gincRpzenmannormoro HpaBa Nasal 6131 TO EH &MO cTpaHe 
B OTHOEIMM HCROJE630BeHEH Homier:Immix caistoaeToB B meacAyaa-
pognom coo6menan; oHa HpegocTaBzr Bcem 06T,egnHammm Harmam 
paBHme BO3MOZHOCTH B Eyno6peTellan Ha pyMbIFICHOff TepplfropRE Hpas 
B o6.aacTm mezgynapogHoit Eommeptiecrcort aBnannn, Bmgiotiaa HpaBo 
Hocagxn gaa 3arrpamen roplognm H pe]stoffra; RacaeTca HCHWM-

30BaH1111 (coraleptiecnnx camoaeToB B meacwapognom coothgeum, oHa 
upegocTaBnT Bcem 0613eXEMBETDIM Harmam Ha OCHOBe B3aHMFIOCTE H 

6e3 AxeRpRisnmaEHE npaBo 6ecnocagolmoro HosaeTa Hag pymbmcitoil 
TeppnTopneti. DTH EOCTaHORAMEH He g0.1121MM 3aTparmBam nnrepecoB 
HaHHOHaabH011 060p0H11 Pp/MEM. 

2. BmmeynomaHrme o6a3aTeaLcma Pymbarim g0JiatHm Herm-
man.ca B TOM emblem, 4TO Ha mix pacHpocTpamoTca mamma, 061314HO 

BRAEO4aBEIHeCH B ToproBme goroBopm, 3a1LIE04eHEMIe PyMLIHHeil 
BOMMI; a HocTaHomeHna, OTHOCRIE,HOC11 R B3aHMHOCTH co cTopoHm 
Razitoll H3 OftegimeHHmx Huta, g0,71anill HOHHMSTLCH B TOM CMBICAel 

4TO Ha HHX pacirpocTpainnoTca H3SITIEHI 061b14H0 Bicamaemme B Top-
rOBble goroBopm gaHHoro rocygapcma. 

CTaTba 32. 

t CHOpbI, MOryinge BOMERHyTh rirpn OCy1IkeCTRACHB31 cTaTeil 23 
n 24 H nproozennii W, V H gam( B npnaoatenna VI HacTosrmero 

ylloroBopa, AOJIZIMI nepegaBanca CoraacnTeammil ROMHCCHH, COCTOR-
11:keit H3 paBnoro mc.ua HpeguaBirre.aeti IIpaBnreaLcma 3alluTepeco-
Hanuoti Oftegnnermoil Hamm H lIpaBlyreaLema PyMEIHM. ECAM 

B Towline Tpex mecaneB Houle Hepegalm crropa Coraaarrealmort 
ROMHCCHH He 63rgeT AOCTiiimyTO COPMEHCHHH, itazgoe n IIpaBH-

TearaCTB MOZeT HOTpe6013aTb BRA:104eREH B Rommccmo Tpemero mizeua 
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H, B cjayqae HecorJacmH Meamy AByMH IIpaBHTeAjiCTBaMH OTHOCHTeaJHO
H36paHna 3T0or0 qIeHa, jlo6aa n3 CTOPOH MoMeT o6paTHTca re reHe-
paJbHOMy CeKpeTapio 06eAHHeeHHBix Hagui c npocb6o0 npOH3BecTH
aTO Ha3HaqeHHe.

2. Pemenne 6oJnmIBucTBa qjieHOB KOMHCCHH 6yAeTi asBMTca pe-
meHHeM ROMHCCHH H ,OJIZAHO IlpHHMaTbCH CTOpOHamH EaK OKOH-
qaTejibHoe H o6H3aTeJnbHoe.

CTaTBa 33.
CIIopbI, MoryIune B03HfKHyTb B CBS3H C aeHaMH, yIramHBaeMbIMH

IIpaBHTeJICTBOM PymbIHHH 3a TOBapbI, HOCTaBJBaeMbIe aTHn IIpaBH-
TeIbCTBOM B CqeT penaparuia H npHo6peTaeMIe y rpamsaH CoIo3HOi
HJm CoelmHHeHHoil AepSaBb y rEOmlaHHiA, npHHaJieaauinX HM,
6yayr pa3pemnaTca, 6e3 yimep6a BbmOJIHeHHiO 06a3aTeJmCTB PymnHHH
no penapanumM, nryTeM amTjoMaTHIqecrHx neperoBopOB MeAsy IIpaBH-
TeJIeCTBOM 3aHnTepeoBaHHOA CTpaHI H IIPaBHTeJICCTBOM PyM.HH.
Ec.m npaHMbe nmaiToMaTeHecKHe neperoBopBI 3anHHepecoBaHHm CTO-
POH He npHBeAYT B TeqeHHe AFByX MecaeeB E pa3pemeHHmo cHopa, TO
TaEKof cnop iepeAaeTca Ha pemeHHe rJIaB HiUIoMaTHqecEHx MHCCnH
CoBeTceoro CoIo3a, CoeHHreHHoro KopojieBcTBa H CoeanHeHHmix IITa-

TOB AMepmKE B ByxapecTe. B cAyqae, eCJH rjaBM MHCCHi HOe jO-
cTEriHTy corJrameHhI B Te'eHne A;Byx MecaqeB, jno6aa H3 CTOPOH

MOaeT o6paTHTca E reHepajbHOMy CeRpeTapio 06eHHeHHieIx HaHfi

c npocb6oii Ha3HaqHTb ap6nTpa, KOTOpbI nIlHMeT pemeHme, o6a3a-
TejliHoe ,JI cnopamH X CTOPOH.

CTaTIa 34.

CTaTbn 23, 24 H 31 H HpmnoateHee VI HacToam;ero ,oroBopa

6yyTr upHnMeHImmaT KI COIO3BI H CoenFeHHebIM JIepzaBaM H EDpaH-

HHn, a TaKaze K TeM H3 06LeAEmHeHHux Hamwi, j.nuOMaTHqec1re OTHO-
meEHa KOTOpIX C PyMbIHHe 6W JIH HOpBaHI BO BpeMI BOiHb.

CTaTa 35.

IIocTaHoBJieHa IIpHjioaeHEnH IV, V H VI, KEa H IocTaHOBjeHHa

pyrInx llpHioaeImii, 6y~yT HMeTb CnHjy EaK HeoTLeMAeMUe qacTH

HacToamgero ,oroBopa.
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H, B expae HecoraacHa meatgy AHTEH IIpasHTeJmerHaam OTHOCHMI13110 
H36paHHH DTOPO q.aeHa, .7no6an 113 CT0p0H moateT 06paTliTbell It FeHe-
pa.abHomy CexpeTapro 06T)emmeHamx Haw c Hpocr)6oil HpoccasecTH 
DTO Ha3HaHeHrie. 

2. Pemenale 60.41,1111111CTBa 11.1ICHOB KOMHCCIffl 6yxteT amrmea pe-
meHHem KOMIICCHFI u A0.71/R110 Hp111111MaTE.CH eTopoHamil Kau OR011-
liana-m.110e 11 o6H3aTe.iname. 

CTama 33. 

CHOphI, morynkHe B0311BRIlyTh B CBH311 C Heriamll, ymatimmembimn 
IIpasnTe.ummom PyMbIlITI11 3a ToHapm, HoeTaBaHembie MEM IIpasH-
TeJlbeTBOM B ctieT penapartnitn HpHo6peTaemme y rpanc,gall Co103114 

CoextHeHHoti ,T(epataBbi n.im y ROM-11a1TITtit, HpHaajk.aeacanknx 11M, 

6yAyr paapernamea, 6e3 y.w,ep6a BbLUOJIHDHHIO 06313aTe.716CTB PyMbIB1111 
no penapaugam, llyTeM AHH.110MaTWIDCRELX neperoHopos memy IIpasH-

TOJIECTBOM aanaTepecosamaoll mama 11 IIpasureabenom Ppil1H1111. 
ECJ1H Hpmule gmulomaTkviecKHe neperosopm 3aHHTepecoBanriblx CTO-
pon He npmeityr B Telles:me AByx mecageH K pa3pernemllo cuopa, TO 
TKO t enop nepeaeTea Ha peraeHme P.uaH AHH.aomaalma= Mica& 
CoBeTeKoro Colo3a, CoeiturieHHoro Ropo.mescma n Coemmemmix ifiTa-
TOB AmepHRH H ByxapeeTe. B cayHae, eema PaaHia MEICCHR He AO-
CT1111:1yT coraarnema B Tetiemie ggyx meeageri, mo6aa H3 CT0p0H 
moaceT o6paTkiThea R reHepaahHomy Ce}Temple 06seAHHeHmax Hain& 

Hpoer.60 11D311a1111Tb ap6HTpa, mph& HpHmeT peraellue, o6a3a-
Tearamoe ;ff,./a cHopamxx CT0p0H. 

CTarfaa 34. 

CTarbH 23, 24 11 31 n IIpHoloacerme VI HacTozolero ,ZkoroHopa 
6yAyr upHmerermesi K C01031%131 11 CoexaneHHEam rttepzaHam H cl3pall-
Hun, a Ta!me IC TM 113 06seAHHermix llagu ,pgammaTivieeme OTHO-• 
raeHnH ROT0p131% C Pyiffimueil 6131JIH Hopi:lama BO 'Tema Hormu. 

°Tama 35. 

110CTaHOBJID111111 IlpH.RozeHHA IV, V H VI, mit n HOCTaHOBJleHHO 
Apyrnx IIpmaoacemiti, 6y,LkyT Mien) miry 'tax Heorbem.aexue llaCTH 

HaeTosawro AoroBoga. 



TREATIES

qACTb VII.

nOCTAHOBnEHMR, OTHOCHl14MECH K ,AYHAKO.

CTaTaa 36.
HaBHranIa Ha pete ynHaiH AoAInHa 6blTb CB060AHOH H OTKpbITOfi

Ajia rpaa;aH, TOproBbIX Cy0OB H TOBapOB BCex rocyAapCTB Ha OCHOBe
paBencTBa B OTHOmemm 1HOTOBbIX H HaBHraIiHOHHbIX c6opOB H yCJIO-
BHH TOprOBOrO CyAoxOACTBa. BbImeH3JiomeHHmoe He pacnpocTpaHneTca
na IrepeBo3KH Merealy nopTaMH onAoro H TOrO me rocyAapcTBa.

qACTb VIII.

3AIKnJIOqTEJnbHblE nOCTAHOBJIEHRH.

CTaTba 37.
1. B Teqenne lnepHo;a, He npesbimaiomero 18 MecaeB co :ara

BCTyMIIIeHH B CHAry HacToamero ,orOBopa, rjiaBSI mHnjIOMaTHqec.HX
MIHCCHi COBeTCKoro Coioaa, CoemHHeHHoro KopoJeBcTBa H CoenmHeH-
HIX IIITaTOB AMepHKm B ByxapecTe, AeHicTBya no corIacoBaHnmo, 6yAyT
npercTaBjTLi CooH3HLie H CoermiHeHHie Jep3aaB B CHOImeHHx c
IIpaBITe.nBCTBOM PyMbIIlHH 1O BCeM BO1IPOCaM, EacaIOriHMca BblIIOJI-
HeHEa H TOJIKOBaHHm HacToamiero LoroBopa.

2. TpH PjaBsb MiiHenH 6yaryT npe0ocTaBjIamT IIpaBHrejCTBy
PyMbIHHH TaKHe pyKOBOACTBO, TeXHH'qeCKHe COBOTHI H pa3scbHeHH,
iaKIae MoryT 6blTb Heo6xo0ImMM Aia o6ecneqeHHa 6bicTporo H 93QeK-
THBHOrO BbMIIJIHeHHa HaCToanmero AorOBopa B COOTBeTCTBHH C ero

ayXOM H TeECTOM.

3. IIpaBETeJbCTBO PyMBiHHH 6yAeT 1npeAocTaBJIiTr y1noMIfYTM

TpeM rjiaBaM MHccHe BCIO Heo6xoiIyIo HHmopMamuiO H OKa3MBIaTI
BcaKoe coelIEcTBHe, KOTOpMIe OHH MOryT IoTpe60BaTm npl BbmoJmeHHH
3aAaaq, B03JIOaeHHIX Ha HnH naHToSnIrM AoroBOpoM.

CTaTba 38.

1. 3a HcKjnoqeHHeM Tex cAyyaeB, EorAa HHOi nIopaS1A cnernI-
abmno rrpeaycMoTpen RaEKo-JH6o0 H3 CTaTeCA HacTomIero AoroBopa,
Jmio6oH cnop oTHocHTeJIBH TOJMOBaHua Hsm BbmoJmeHHam 3Toro ,O-
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LIACTb VII. 

FIOCTAHOBJIEHIIFI, OTHOCHW,101ECH 

CTaT13.3 36. 

Hasuranna Ha pone ,IIyHai OJIXtHa CB060AHOrl H OTIC,pbITOrl 

A.7151 rpaniAan, TOprOBLIX cyAon H ToHapoH Beex rocvapeTH Ha OCHOBe 

paHencTna B OTHOMeHAH HOpTOBLIX II HaBBTaHHOHHMX coopos II ye.ao-

BHA Toprosoro cyAoxoAcTsa. BbIBleH3JIWICeRROe He pacupocTpanneTca 
Ha nepesoann meacAy nopTamn OAHOPO H TOO ace roc-papcma. 

[61 STAT. 

LIACTb VIII. 

3AKJIIOLIPITETIbHblE ilOCTAF101311EHMI. 

Orarba 37. 

1. B Tetienue nepnoAa, He upeminnaiorgero 18 mecsmen co ATM 

BeTyThaeHHil B miry HacToarnero AoroHopa, niaBbI Ang.11omaTmecnnx 

Aincenii COBeTCHOPO C0103a, C0eAHHOHHOr0 Ropo.uescma II Coemen-

HhIX Amepmcn B ByxapecTe, AefteTnya no comacosamno, 4,4-yr 

upeACTaBJIHTra C0103HbIe H COMBeHHLIO Aepatam B cnomennax C 

lipaBHTeJIIICTBOM PribIHHH HO Hcem Honpocam, 'meals:KR:amen BbIHOJI-

HeHna 11 Toaxosanna HacTonnkero Aoronopa. 

2. FrpH EMMA Muccull opyr HpeAOCTaBJDITT) lipaBnre.ncTny 

PyMbIKEH Tame ppconoAcno, TeXHHileCKHe COBeThi H pa3sHcHeHno, 

Ramie moryr obITI) neo6xo,Inimbi j.irn o6ecnexiennn 6Bicrporo n 944ex-

THBH0r0 Bb1110.11BeHHH HacToamero Aorosopa B COOTBeTCTBHH C ero 

Ayxom Ii TeXCTOM. 

3. Ilpanrcre.mcmo PySHAHHH 6yAeT npeocraszns ynomanyrum 

Tpem raaHam MIICCHitBCIO neo6x0wrylo ffn(Dopmainno II Olta,Milan) 

Home comiimne, RoTopme min MOryT noTpe6oHaTE. npn BbILIOJIReHRH 

3aAag, BO3JI0211eHIMIX Ha MIX nacTonmgm ,T(oroBopom. 

CTaTBH 38. 

1. 3a HCXJHOileHHOM Tex corriaes, xorr(a HMO nopnAon cnegn-

&MHO npexycmoTpell Balta-JIH60 H3 =Teri HacTonigero AoroBopa, 

Jno6oi CHOp OTHOCHTO.MHO TOJHCOBaHHH HJD1 BIJHOJTHeHHH aToro 
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roBopa, He yperyJmpOBaHHbIi nyTeM npaMbIx AHmIoMaTHqecKHx nepe-
roBOpOB, ao:ImeH InepeasBaTbca TpeM FiaaM HBa AH OMaTHqBecKHx MIIC-
CHR, AefiCTBylonMHM na OCHOBaHHH CTaTBH 37, c TeM HCKrxoqeien eM,

ITO B 3TOM cJIYyae rFjaBbi MuCCeH He 6yayT orpaHHneHbI cpo-
ROM, IpeOAycMOTpeHHbIM 3TOA CTaTbeEl. JIlo6oi TaKCOil CIOP, He
pa3pemenHHbii rjiaBasm MHCCHR B TeieHne AByx MeCTHeB, AojDReH,
ec.JH cIopaigHe CTOPOHbI He nlpyT C K B3aIMHoMy corJiameHmo o6
IIHbIX cnoco6ax yperyJIapoBaHSi ciopa, nepeAaBaTCbca, H Tpe6oBaHnHI
Jio6ofi H3 CIOpaIAxHx CTOpOH, B ROMHICCMI B COCTaBO OAHorO npeACTa-
BHTeJia OT KasAoii H13 CTOPOHH TpeTberO qJleHa, BbI6paHHOrO Ho
B3aIMHOMy coraJameHHIo AByx CTOpOH H3 rpaaaaE TpeTbHX CTpaH.
EcmJIH ByM cTopOHaM He yAacTca B MecaqHbIfi CpOr npHTTH Et co-
rJameHHmo OTHOCHTeJIbHO Ha3HamqeHn TpeTbero qieHa, TO mno6aa H3
HHX MO;KeT o6panTHTca KH eHepajLHOMy CeKpeTapio 06iejHHeHHbix

HagHai c npoce6oii nIpon3secTH 3TO Ha3HaqeHHe.

2. Pemeime 6ojbmmHCTBa 'IAeHOB KOMHCCeH 6 yAeT aBsasrrca

pemeHneaM ROMHCCHH H AOJUKHO HpHHHMaTbCS CTOpOHaMH EaK OKOHia-

TeaJbHOe H o6a3aTejlnHoe.

CTaTBa 39.
1. JIio6oH qJIeH OpraHII3amUIi 06beAHHeHHbix HauHai, He aBJIHaO-

InHi!Cs CTOpOHoEi, noAnmcaBmeH HaCTOanEIHI AorOBop, n HaxoAmngHics

B COCTOSHUII BOfiHbI C PyMbIHHeii, MOmeT npHCOeAnlHnThlC C 3TOMy

AoroBOpy H nocjre unpcoeiHHeiiIa 6 yAeT ;s ii eiejie Aoronopa cqlHTaTL-

ca OAHOii H3 CoeAHiuemHllx ,leplKaBn.

2. AKTbI npIIPcoeaHliHeHHa 6ylYT calaHbI Ha xpaIeHme IIpannITeAb-

CTBy Coi03a CoBeTcCHx CoInIajiacTIIIecKix Peclnyo6.jIK 6yiyT iiMeTb

CIHjy CO gHH C.aqIH.

CTaTbIa 40.

HaCTOsIMn]H AOrOBop, pyCCcKHi H aHTJrmCEH TeKCTbI KOTOpOrO

aBJSiaOTCa ayTeHTHYHbILII, 6yAeT paTHnnupIpOBaH CoTo3HbImH H Coean-
HeHHbIMiH ,epmfaBaMH. ,orOBop ;ojI:eH 6bIT TamKe paTEInqmpoBaH

PyMblHHeii. [oroBop BCTyU'r B CHjy HeMeAjeHHo Hocje cAaqMH paTH-

(HImKaUHOHHbIX rpaMOT Coao30M CoBeTCKHu Con;HajITmHc ecXux Pecny6-

JIHK, COeaHHeHHbIM KopOJieBCTBOM BeJnmo6piHramT H CeBepHoi Hp-
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roHopa, He ypery.unponannmil flyTem npammx xamomailigecRnx nepe-
POB0p0B, AOJKICell nepe,ganamca Tpem Faanam ArnummannecKnx 
  ikeficTnyionkam Ha OCHOBaHHEI CTaT7311 37, c TM ncRanotiennem, 

TO B DTOM caynae 11.11aBbI MIICCIICI He 637,71-yT orpannilenbi cpo-
NOM, npeAycmoTpeffilbIM DMA cTaTbefi. TaitO cnop, He 
pa3penlenHbdi 11.11anamm MIICCHN B TeueHne Anyx mecanen, Aomell, 

ecan CHOpHIHHe CT0p0M3I He npww it Baarussnomy comarnanno 06 
HHIAX cnocooax yperyaliponaHnn cnopa, nepeAanaTbca, no Tpe6onamno 

mood's113 crEopaignx CT0p0H, B ROMEICC1110 B cocTane omoro upeAcTa-
MITeJla OT Ra;Rzkoil 113 CT0p0H II TpeTbero 1LIeHa, Hbi6paHnoro HO 

B3a11MHOMy comaniemno itnyx CT0p0H 133 rpawican Tpeninx cTpan. 

Ecm BM cToponam He macron B mecaumbnli cpon Hp111111 It CO-

raamenmo OTHOCHTeJ113110 Ha3Hatieman TpeTbero imena, TO J1106aH 113 

mix momeT °Opal:14E3CH K FeHepa.abHomy CeRpeTapio 0673e,11,11HeFIFIbIX 

Hannii c npocbooti Up0113BeCTH DTO Ha3Hatienne. 

2. PeDICHHe 60JIIIHIIIHCTBa 11.71e110B ROMIICCHTI 63TA°T HBJIIITI3C51 

perneHnem ROMHCCFIH H AOME110 llpHHHAlaTbell cToponamn Ras wconlia-
TWILHOe 11 o6H3aTeabnoe. 

CTaTba 39. 

1. Jhoodi OprammaHnn 06begmeHnmx Haw* He HBJIH10-

inntica cTopoHoil, nommcainneti HaCTOSIEHrlii AOPOBOp, H Haxoxinunica 
B COCTOHHI111 BOIIHM C Pymbnineti, mozeT npricoeAnHnTbcH K aTomy 

oroBopy H Houle npncoeiumenna 6yAcT A.7131 Huai joronopa CqHTaTL-
CII 0,12(H011 113 COeIHHeHIIb1X jeplKaB. 

2. AKTbI npncoeameHnn 6yAyT C,TIaHbI Ha xpallenne IlpaBIITCJI13-
CTBy C0103a COBeTCKIIX COIIIIa.T1HCTIPIeCKILX PeCIIy6.1IIK II 6yayT IlMeTb 

cHay co AIISI C,L(a1111. 

CTaTbil 40. 

HacTonnwii Aoronop, pyceRnit II anuraficuul TeKCTI31 RoToporo 

HB.111110TCH ayTeHTnimbimn, 6yAeT parialninwponaH C0103HIAMH H C0eAll-
HeHHbIMII erkepmanamn. orosop AoameH 6bITb Tame panntauluponan 

Pymbnineti. joronop ncTymiT B crury HemeA.ienHo Houle claim paTn-

cfmmannomimx rpamoT C01030M CoHeTcHnx CognaancTmecKnx Pecny6-
aux, CoexnHeHHmm Kopo.aencTnom BemutoopnTanna H CenepHoft Hp-
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JiaHiiH H CoeAHmHeHHrLMH IIITaTaM AMepHKH. PaTmHmKaiHOHHmie rpa-

MOTbI 6yAyT B KpaTqafmxT cpoi CG:aHbI Ha xpaneHHe llpaBHTeJLCTBy

CoIo3a CoBeTCEHX Coria.jmcTHqecimx Pecny6jmi.

B OTHOmeffH raI2;oH H3 COJO3HIX JIHm CoemaHeHHbix ,ep;aB,
paTbHKaaugOHHaas rpaMOTa KOTOpoH 6yzeT cClaHa IIocAe 9Toro, ,oroBOp
BCTYIIT B CHry Co Hffff cAaTLH Ha xpaHeHHe. HacToasmi oroBop

6yeT cAaH B apxHBI IIpaBHTreJcTBa CoIoT a COBeTcEHX CaOBeinaCTH-

qecKHx PecnIy6Jm, KoTopoe pa3omAIeT 3aBepeHHbe EOHH RaaI0OMy

H3 nIIOIIHaBnHx 3TOT ,IorOBOp rOCyAapCTB.

1784 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

aaimal ii CoemTenubrm Taxa AmepHEH. PaTrulinmarmormbie rpa-
MOTh B EpaTgaramil cpoE cxcanbi Ha xpaHeHHe IlpaHrrreaLcuy 
Coma CoHowl= COB,HaJUICTIPleCKFIX Pecnyomm. 

B OTHOIlleIBIll RazAdi H3 C0103HbIX n.im CoemineHmax epacas, 
paTTEDHEaugaRriaa rpamoTa HoTopa 6vTeT cAaHa Houle 3Toro, oroBop 
BcTynkrr B May CO Ana CAallEf Ha xpaHeffae. HacTomIIn oroBop 
6yACT CAM B apxoBbi IlpaHruancTsa Colon, COBeTCRIDL COLVIaJifiCTEt-

gecEux Pecnyormic, EoTopoe pa3oHmeT 3aBepennme EOUHMItamAomy 
113 HognucaHniax OTOT Aorosop roupapcm. 
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nEPElEHb nPMJ1nOHEHMR.

IIpuoaMennHe I.

IIpHjoazene II.

IIpnioxeHHe III.

IIpaioa:eHne IV.

IIpHjioazeme V.

IIpM.ioCeniHe VI.

KapTa rpaHmn PyMbIHH.

OIpeAejeHHe BoeHHoro, BOeHHO-B03Aymoro H BO-

eHHO-MopCeoro o6yqeHma.

OnpeAeeJieHHe H nepeqemb BoeHHbIx MaTepHaJlOB H
TeXHHKH.

CneiHajibHbIe nocTaHOBJIeHHI, OTHOCaimaeca R He-
EOTOpbIM BHlaM C06CTBeHHOCTH:

A. IIpoMumbenHHaa, jmTepaTypHaa H xyAoaze-
CTBeHHaa Co6CTBeHHOCTb.

B. CTpaxoBoe ,ejio.

omHTpaITbI, CpOaK AaBHOCTH H LeHHbIe 6yMarB.

HIpH30Bbe cyAbI H cyAe6HbIe pemreHa.
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11EPELIEHb 111114110111EHMR. 

IIpagoaceBne I. 

lIpnaoaceBlie II. 

ItapTa rpanng 

Onpeweaue BOeHHOr0, BOeHHO-B03nuiliOr0 H BO-
ermo-mopeRoro oOrierrag. 

IIpri.aomerme Ill. OnpeAezerate H nepetieBB Boemmix maTepuazoB 11 

lIpmaoateime W. 

IIpmaoaceme 

Ilprumacernie 

TeXHHICH. 

Cliewia.amme HOCTaHOBJIOHIM, OTHOCSIH,HeCii IC He-
ROTOpbIll Butgam CO6CTBOHHOCTH: 

A. IIponnamemiaa, anTepaTypBasi H xygoate-

eTBeHHall CO6CTBeHHOCTb. 

B. CTpaxoBoe  mo. 

KOHTpaitTbI, epoKB AaBHOCTH H ueimbie 6ymarB. 

llpH3OBble cyAbi H ey,4e6Hme peniema. 
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nPMnOH EHME I.

(CM. CTaTbo 1).

KapTa rpanHH PyMIHMH.

nPHJIOEHHE II.

(CM. CTaTBIO 13).

OnpeAeneHHe BOeHHoro, BoeHHO-BO3AyiHoro
H BoeHHO-MOpCKorO 06yqeHia.

1. TepMIH <<BoeHHoe o6yieHe>> o03naqaeT H3yelIH e i ynpamHe-
HT B o6JacTH IpHMeHneHM BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB H TeXHIKH1, cneIH-
aJClHo npeAHa3HaeeHbHLx HJm ipHlCIoco6JIeHHbIX AJISI BOeHHbIX Tesef,.
I yte6Hbix npHcnoco6jieHHm, uMetIoIIHx oTomeiiHe K aToMy; H3yqelHe
I BbilnoJHeHHe Bcex cTpoeBbIx yupaamuetHeHa m I epeiBmeAseH n, xnpeA-
Ha3HaqeHHbIx AJns o6yqeHm MaHeBpHpOBanHIo HJm Ai BbIIHOJHeHIuI

MaHeBpHpoBaHHa, IInpHmeHaeoro AeiiCTBYIOTHMXMH qaCTSMH B 60IO; a
TaIEe opraHHa30aHHoe HayqeHHne TaiTHmH, CTpaTeraa I mTa6HOi pa-
60T1I.6o™m.

2. TepMH <<BoeHHo-B03AyIIIHoe o6yqene>> o03HaliaeT nHyqeHne
SI ynpaa;HeHnI B 06JAaCTIH InpiMeHeHM BOeHHbIX MaTepnaJIOB H Tex-

HHEH, cnenlHaJIbHO nrpeHa3HaqeHHbIX 1JIH ia npHcnoco6.eHHIbX JLI BOeH-

HO-BO3y IIIHbIX Aejaeii, H yie6HbIx npHcnoco6JeHiHi, mMeIoimnx OTHO-
IneHHe K 3TOMy; H3yqeHEe 11 BbsnolJIHeHIe Bcex cIeIHaJmH3HpoBaHHbXx
9BOJIIOIIHI, BKJIOqalS noIeTbI coeAlHeHHeM, KOTOpbIe HIpHMeHaSIOTCS
aBHalHefi npE BbinOJiHeHIII 6oeBbIx 3aaaHnfi; a Taiuse opraHn30BaHHoe
Ha3yeHHe BoeHHO-Bo03ymnHOH TaKiTnKEI, CTpaTeraI H rTa6HOi pa60TbI.

3 TepmuH <<BoeHHo-MopcKoe oyee o6yeHe 3aqaeT Hn3yqeHe, py-
KOBOACTBO HH npaKETmH B HIICOJb30BaHHHI BOeHHbIX Kopa6JIeii, BOeH-
HO-MOPCKHIX coopyZeHHif nJI yqpemEAeHH, a Tamae nayqenne nJm
npHMeHeHHe Bcex OTHocamixca K 3TOMy npH6 poPOB H ypie6RHIx npH-
cnoco6JIeHHI, KOTopbie ncInojIbayioTca a a BegeHmI MOopcKOH BOEiHbI,
KpoMe Tex, KOTOpble o6briqo Tarzae Hecnojab3yrca iar rpaaaHcRKH
geJIei; a TaKEe nrpeInoAaBaHe, npaKETHy aJH opraHH30BaHHoe H3y-

1786 TREATIES 

11131,1J10tHEHHE I. 

(CA1. CTaTb10 1). 

Napa rpaiant PyMbIHNN. 

[61 STAT. 

I113101110}REHHE II. 

(CM. CTaTE.10 13). 

OnpeiteneHme BonHoro, Boamo-aomywHoro 
Boamo-mopcHoro o6rieHma. 

1. TepmnH «Boemioe oorienne» oanaTiaeT naygeBne ii yffpaaH6-

HIUI 06AaeTH npmmeHelima BOeHHbIX maTepnamB n TeXHFIRII, 

npemiamagennnix RAH upHeHOe06JIeHlIbIX 'VTR BOeHlIbIX 

H rie6max mpncnoco6.7lennti, mmelomnx oTHomermeIt aTomy; Harlan:He 
11 BbIHOAHeITHe Bcex eTpOeBbIX ympaRtnefruil HATI nepeAmptennii, npeji-

Haanaileminix AAR oorieHma maHesplipoBannio HJui AAH BbITIOJIHOHHR 
maHeBpripoBanna, iipmmenaemoro jieRCTByKinnTMH ilacTsnut B 6010; a 
TaRze oprannaoBaHnoe Harienne TaRTHEH, cTpaTernii n inTa6Hoil pa-

6oTbi. 

2. Tepmini «Bomnio-Boaiiyranoe oorienne» oaHatmeT 'Primula 

n yupaRCHeHITH B 06JIaeTH HpnmeHennsi BOeHELMX AiaTepnazoB n TeX-

HERH, cnemnammo mpeimaanagemnix BAR npncnoco6.aernimx MR BOeH-
HO-B03AyIBMIX Audi, H ytie6Hbix npncnoco6.71eHnit, nmelollinx OTHO-
Hienne K Tomy; naylieHne Ii BbIHOJIHeHile Bcex cnennaananpoBarnmix 
aBoaiounii, BRATO1Iaa HOJIeTbI comminenmem, HoTopme upmmemoTca 

amiamneli npn BbIHOJIIIeHIIII 60eBbIX aaiiannil; a TaRze oprannaoBaHHoe 

HarieHme BOeHHO-B03A)THH0f1 TaRTYIRH, cTpaTerun n miTa6Hoil pa6oTni. 

3 TepmEtH «Bommo-mopcxoe ooriemne» oaHaqaeT maytieHne, py-

ICOBOACTBO MTH ripaHnixy B HellOJIb30BaHHH BOeHHIDIX Kopao.aell, BOeH-

Ho-mopeRrix coopyateHnil RAH yilpemuRI, a Tame 'Primula HJIN 

npnmeHerine Bcex OTHOGROWAeR R aTomy HpH60p0B H rieofibix npn-

cnoco6aenedi, HoTopme HeII0Ab3pOrTeR MR BeAeHHR mopcxoll BOilHb4 

Rome Tex, HoTopme 06bITIHO aRate ncno.mayloTca Ma rpazAaHmatx 

'wadi, a Tame npenm'aBanite, npaHTHxy HAIL opraintaoBannoe Hay-
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iqeHae MopCKOfi TaKTHKHI , CTpaTerHH H mTa6Hoii pa60TbI, BmEHaoa BM-

inojHeHle Bcex onepauHi H MaHeBpoB, IC0Topbe He Tpe6yioTcaS P
MlIpHoro Hcnoj030BaHmI Kopa6Jiei.

nPMJnOO EHME III.

(CM. CTaTLH 16).

OnpeAeneHHe H nepeqeHb BOeHHblX MaTepnanlB H TexHHHH.

TepmEH <<BOeHHbIe MaTeplHajbI H TexHKa>>, IIpIeHMIeMbIi B Ha-

CToaHUeM ,oroBope, gojmceH BKJIoqaTL Bee opysae, 6oenpHnacbi H

cpe;,CTBa, cne1iHamIbHo CKOHCTpyIpOBaHHbIe HJ1 nIpHcnoco6jieHHbIe Ja

Hcno.b3aoBaHHua B BoriHe, KRaK TO IepeqHCjIzeTca HHae.

CoIl3HUbe H CoemHHeHHbIe AepmaBbI coxpaHasnT aa co6o i npaBo

H13MeHHrIT nepEoHrqecCKH AaHHbiI nepeqeHLb IyTeM BHeceHaI IIonpaBOR

Hm Ao6aBaieHnii, B CBeTe ~ajIbHeiimero pa3BHTHa HayEf.

HaTeropHs 1.

1. BoeHHMIe BHHTOBKI, Kapa6HHbI, peBoAIBepbI H IIHCTOJeTbI;

CTBO.IbI II apyrHe 3aaIaCHbIe laCTaH K 3TOMy OpyHIMC , KOTOpbIe He MOrYT

6brrb aerKO nrpHacoco6JeHebI aa.I rpaacaaEcEHx LejieH.

2. IIyJeMeTb, BoeHHbIe aBToMaTHqecKHee ia caMoaapa5iHbie BHH-

TOBEL, ImcToJeTbi--nyjeMeTbI; CTBOJIbI H Apyrne 3aIacHbie qacTeH K

3TOMy opyMKlI, KOTOpbIe He MoryT 6bITb JIerIO IpHCaOco 6 ajeHbI AIaI

rpaxaancaHcX e rlefi; InyjeMeTHbie ycTaHoBEH.

3. IIymIK, ray6nHbi, MOpTIPbl, cIIeiaJHIHbIe nymKH Ana ca-

MoJIeTOB, 6e33aTBOpHbIe HAIn Oe3oTKaTHbIe OpylAHa H orHeMeTbI; CTBOJIbI

H Apyrne 3anacHbIe qaCTH K 3TOMy opyHIO, KOTOpbIe He MoryT 6bIT

JierKo npHcnIoco6.eHbI Aii rpamaancHnx eienefi; JaiaqeTbI 1 ycTaHOBKa

Aaa BbImenepequcJIeHHoro opyaMa.

4. YCTaHOBKH XAm aanycEa paKeT; 3aaIycKHbe H KOHTPOJbHmeO

pnH6opbi IJia caMOABmnHyiImxca H yIIpaBJMeMbIX CHapaIOB; yCTaHOBKH

Ji 5. HHX.

5. HaQtHeuHHe mm HeHalHHeHHBIe caMoiBiHzynweca H yupaB-
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tieHHe mopeKori TaltDINH, cTpaTeruH H Huaonoil pa6oTbi, BILIIOLIaa Bbl-
noaHemie Beex ouepawaii H manespoB, 'compile He Tpe6yloTeR JLff 

mnpHoro HCLIOJIL30Ballifil Ropa6.Aeti. 

flP111110}HEHHE III. 

(Cm. CTaTT310 16). 

OripeAelleHHe 111 nepegetib BOeHHbIX marepHanoe H TeXHHI111. 

Tepmull <<BOCHHMe maTepHaam H Texmaim», HpameHaeMbIA B Ha-

CTOH1HeM ,joroBope, ,TIOJIRCeH BILTHOtIaTb Bee opyame, 6oeRprolacm H 

epeAeTBa, eneHHaabHo cKoHeTpyllpoBaHnue H.7IH RpriCHOCOOJIOHHMO 

HCHO.Th30BaHlla B Baffle, KaK TO HepeimemeTeR maze. 
C0103HMe II CoeAnHemibie AepacaBbi coxpaimoT 3a co6off HpaBo 

113MeIBITL nepHowieeKH AaHHbIll nepetieHB nyTem meeeHRH HoppaBoit 

Him Ao6aBaeHHil, B eBeTe Aadmiefumero pa3BIETHH Rapti". 

HaTeroptin 1. 

1. Boemme BIIHTOBKII, Kapa6HHBI, peBoabBepm H MICTOJI0TbI; 

CTB0-1M H Apyrne aanacHme tiaeTH K non opyamo, ItOTOpMe He moryT 

obrm .aerKo HpHenoco6aeHm rpazAaHemx 

2. fly.11emeThr, B0e111113Ie asTomaTmeeme Han eamoRapamme 

HacTo.meTm-Hy.liemeThi; CTBOJIbI H Apyrne RanacHme tiaeTH 

3TOMy opyamo, KOTOpMe He mom 6IITh aierKo HpHenocoo.ieHm AAR 

rpaRcAaHeKrix Hezeil; rry.aemeimme yeTaHomm. 

3. flyraKH, rayongm, mopTupm, enewiaambie HyraKH ;:(AR ea-

MOTteTOB, 6e33aTHopmile Hill! 6e3oTKaTHbie opyAHR H orHemeTm; CTBOJIM 

Apyrne 3anacume -gaeTH K aTomy opymmo, KoTopme He morre 6bm, 

zerKo trpHcHoco6.neHm AJIR rpamaneKra HeAeii; zacPeTbi II ycTaHoBKH 

AAR BbnuenepegHeAeHHoro oppauf. 

4. YeTaHOBItIl AAR RanycKa paKeT; Ranyemble H KoHrpo.nnue 

HpHoopm ;IASI eamoABHazynkruica H ynpamaRemba cHapRAos; yeTaBOBILTI 

X III mix. 

5. Haumemzue mum nenagnnemmie ca]sioppaisymxecaii yupaB-



JieMeible CHapazbi, paKeTbI, yHiTapHbie naTpoHbI H lnaTpoHbI, npea-
Ha3HaqeHmHe AJm opyaa, nepeuHncueHHoro B HyHKTaX 1-4 BbIme,
npHcnoo6jeHAea Aia o6paneirmE c Hmm H JI wm IIPOHS3BOACTBa B3pbI-
Ba, a TaREe B3pbIBaTeMIH H Tpy6KH, 3a HClloQeHineM B3pbIBaTejieH,
Heo 6xoAHMbIX Ata rpaZaAacIKx HyaA.

6. HaqHHeHHbIe H HeHaqHHeHHbIe rpaHaTbi, 6oM6bI, TOpnIIebI,
MHHI, rJIy6mRHbie 6 oM6m H 3aalraTeJILHbIe BemecTBa HJn 3apHab i,
a TaREe Bce cpeACTBa Aia o6pameHmm c tMimH wu m np IIOH3BOfCTBa
B3pbIBa, 3a iHcrEioeHHne B3pblBaTeaieH, Heo6xoaHMbx Jia rpaa;EaH-
CRHX HyaA.

7. UIIITbmH.

HaTeropuH II.

1. BpoHHpoaoBaHm e 6oeBbe ManrmHm; 6poHenoe3aa, ROTOopbe Tex-
imneciK He MOryT 6mITb nepeAeianIhI ja rpamEaHcmx g iefei.

2. MexaHmnecrEe H caMoBHyTIymHeca jia4eTmi isi Bcasoro opy-
KHaI, nepeqHcjieHHoro B KaTeropMH I, cneIiHajbHoro THIa BoeHHbIe

maccH HJa H KY30BbI, KpOMe Inepe1qCJIeHHIix B nyRMTe 1 BLime.

3. BpoHeBmIe ILlmiT TOJIIIHIHOi CBBImIe 3 AIIOVMOB, HcIOJI3.ye-
Mbe ,Ha gejefi 3aanmiT Ha Bo0He.

KaTeropHs III.
1. IIpHlejabHe H BbIqsCAJTeOAiHbie npa6opi AJa ynpaaiemHa

orHeM, BIOtqasa .AHHeifKH 3eHHTHoro ImaHmeTa H IOCTpOHTreJ; npH-
6opb A, nIpHCTpeJIEH; opyafiHbIe InpHImeAi, npHmeJIbI mI 60M60-
MeTaHma; Tpy6oqHbe HOMepoycTaHoBEK; HHCTpyMeHTb H upiH6opb AJI
RKaJm6poBaHIm opyAI H Ja BblBepKH lIpH60pOB ynIpaBJeHHa OrHeM.

2. ihTnypMOBIe MOCTKH H rMTypMOBbOI JIOJLEH.

3. CpeAcTBa uma BeAezn 3aMacrHpoBaHHbix BOeHHmx AeiICTBi,
a TaRcae ocjemjaomIHe cpeAcTsa H cpercma Aia o6Mara.

4. JHrmoe BoeHUoe cuapEeHHmre cnewHamJHoro xapaKTepa, ROTO-
poe TpyHo npIIHcOCO6mb pFaJ HcnohnO3oBamH B rpaa2aHncx nejrax.
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memBie cHapagm, paHeThi, yunTapHme HaTpollm H HavoHbi, HpeA-

HaaHatienume AJIR oppicria, Hepeinaczermoro B Hymax 1-4 BLIMO, 

HpHeuoco6.71eHaa ii.ia o6pargeHaa c rmiri  HJIII m I1p0H3BOACTBa B3p1A-

Ba, a TaRIEO B3pLIBaTeJ111 H Tpy6EH, aa HeRmagemem BapmBaTe.aerT, 

He06X0,141MbIX AJISI rpazAaHcHux HyzA. 

6. 'TwinHerilame HMI HeIlaiIHHOHHbIe rpaHaTm, 6omom, Topnew,i, 

MHHIDI, EllyoramBie 6omom H aaa-BraTeabHme Beigeema HJIH aapagm, 

a TaRate Bee cpeAema M R o6paigenHa c mum Hall ii.ija irponaBoAcma 

Bapbma, aa HCRJ11011011HOM B3pmBaTemil, Heo6xolurmhrx- A.11,11 rpaatAaH-

CE.11X HyM,g. 

7. IIITHICH. 

HaTeropma 

1. BpoffHpoBarnmie 6oeBble MaTTIVIRLI; oportenoema, RoTopme Tex-

MilleCICH HO 3101'yT 6Brm nepeAe.iiam A.4a rpawkaHeitux Heaeri. 

2. MexarmecHne H eamoABHatynkHeca .aakemi )I,J111 Humor() opy-

21CHH, nepeimulefraoro B RaTeropmi I, cuerraa.ablloro Tuna BoeHEN° 

maccH 'UM Ry3OBIII, 'Tome Hepetme.iiemmix B Hyrnue 1 Bume. 

3. Bp011eBbIe wmmi TOXII,1111011 eBb11110 3 XE011110B, HCII0J1133ye-

mme MR ge.aeA 3afform Ha BORHO. 

HaTeropmn III. 

1. IlpHge.ambie H BI3PIHCJIHTOJILHble upH6opm xr,aa ynparoeHaa 

orHem, BRJ1.10t1a51 Jumefign 301IHTHOPO maaHmeTa H Hompoureart; Irpu-

6ophl A.Rif Hpncipemz; opyiwilHme ITpitHOJITA, nrorkearA a 6om6o-

meTaHaa; wyooimbie HomepoyeTaHoBEH; HacipymeHTH H Hpgsopm jI,J131 

Kaza6poBanma opmet H MR Busepasi npHooport yupaB.ifeHma orHem. 

2. 111Typmonme ItIOCTICH H Hrrypmome .710X{H. 

3. CpeAema ji.im BOACHHII aamaempoBaramx noemmix AefiCTB114, 

a Tame oe.memaxauge epeitema H epeAema /pia oomaHa. 

4. JIHimoe BoeHiroo ertapazenHe enermanHoro xapanepa, ROTO-

poe ipyikHo HpHenocoomm PAR HCH0.111)30BaHliii B rpaxpaHemx Hula. 
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KaTeropHa IV.

1. BoeHHbie cya jao6oro TIua, BrIoqaH nIepeAezjaHmbie cypa
EH Ll0ByqHe CpeACTBa, CPOeICTHpoBaHHbIe HJIm npeAHa3HaqeHHbI e JIa

Sn o6cjiyamBaHma HJIoAepCKH, ROTopMB TexHmecKH He MOryT
6 mITh nepe ejiaHi nam rpaacSaHcKoro HCIIOJB30BaHHa, a Tarme BO-

opyzeIHe, 6poio, 6oearpnacbl, caMOoeTb e p Byroe o6opypo-

BaHHe, MaTepHnajbi, ManTIiHI H yCTaHOBIH, KOTOpbIe He nIpHMeHIOTCa
B MHpHoe BpeMa Ha cyaax, KpoMe BoeHHbIX CyAB.

2. AJecaHTHbIe cya H 3eMHOBOAHbIe nepeBO30oHbie cpeACTBa n11a
nipHcnoco6jiemH Bscaoro poma; mITYPMOBbIe JOiaH HJIm npHcnuoco6ie-

ma BscaIoro pOAa, a Taiae EaTanyJlbTui H apyre amnapaThi aM BbIirycKa

CaMOJIeTOB, paReT, lmBHUInmIX 60eBIX CpeACTB HaIH BC5MHX ApyrHx

CHapaoB, amnapaTOB HJIH pHcinoco61jeHHA, yKOMiIeRKToBaHHbIx HJH
HeyKOMIJIeKTOBaHHbIX JOfOAlb , yIIpaBJIeMbIX HJH HeynpaBJIeMbIx.

3. IIooBoAHe aIHm InoJIyIo0BOAHnme cyAa, IMoByque cpeacTBa,
6oeBbIe cpegcTBa, rrpHcoco6jieHna HJI amiapaTb BcaKoro poma, BKrO-

qaa cneEHajabHO CKOHCTpyHPOBaHHBIe 3amraTHbIe 6oHmI AJa raBaHH, 3a

HCrJHIoqeHHeM TeX cjyIaeB, uoraa 9TO M0O1eT 6bTB HnoTpe60BaHo AJS

uejieH cIIaceHmas HIH jiE z Apyrnx rpaaAaHciHx ngeiefi, a Tamae BCO
o60pyAosBaHIe, npHHaAJletHOCTH, 3anaacHbIe qaCTH, aKcplepHMeHTaJIb-

HbIe Ham ye6HbIe cpeAcTBa, npH6 opbI m yCTaHOBrK, EOTOpBIe MoryT

6bITb cnetHaJilHO npeAHa3HaqHeHbi zAm CTpOHTejbCTBa, HCHITaIHa

coAepmaaHHa HJH xpaHeHHH BbIImeIepeqHCJIeHHoro.

KaTeropHf V.

1. Co6paHuBie H Heco6paHHbIe JeTaTejiHbTe annapaTbi Tamejee

H jerqe Bo3Ayxa, KOTOpbIe npeHia3HaqeHbi HLIm IIpHCIoco6jieHbI Ji

Bo3AymHbIX 60eBbIX aecTBHA IIOCpeACTBOM IpHMeHeHHma lryjeMeTOB,

apTHjaiepHH, ycTaHOBOK BJra BbI6pacbIBaHHa paKeT, HJa nIpeHa3Haqe-

HbI ar II pHccoco6jIeHbI ,ia nepeBO3EH H c6pacbIBaHna 6oM6 , HJI

o6opy:osBaHbI HJI me nO CBoeMy THiry HJH EHCTPTpyrHH MoryT 6 brTb

o6opyIJOBaHbI EaEHMH-jJ 60o H3 InpHcnIoco6jimeH, nepeqncJieHHMx B

nyHmTe 2 Hnime.

2. ArHanHOHnue opyHiible oCTaHOBiH H paMi, 6oM6o0epaa-
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HaTeropma IV. 

1. Boemme epa m000ro THila, BICJI1Oilaa nepeAezambie cyga 
u maoHylme cpeAcTea, cupoemmpoeanume Han HpeHaaHatieHmile XTIf1 

ux o6cayazuHaHria uJm Hoirjr,epzHH, HOTOphIO Texpmeem HO molyi 
Cimm uepeeiai a rpazAaHcHoro Heno.abaoHanaa, a Tame Ho-
opyacenne, 6porm, 6oenprmacm, camoaend H BeaHoe ;q:yyroe 000ppo-
Hamm, maTepHaabi, MaHUHN H yeTaHOBIZE, HoTopme He HplutemnoTcH 
B nolpHoe spots' Ha eyAax, Rome BOOSHLIX cyAoH. 

2. AecaHTHme cy,ga H 3ersHoHmHbie neperio3oinme cpeAcTHa IIJIH 
HpHeHOCO6JIOBBH BCHICOPO poika; LaTypmoebie JIOXECTI Hall npnciiocoó.iie-
nml poika, a Tame HaTarrymail H Apylue anaapam HbuTycHa 

eamodeTos, paHeT, AHITMTIMLIX 608BLIX epe,gere HJLII Bea-J[0U Apyrux 
cHapa,loe, armapaToB HJITI 11plICH0e06JIelifirl, yfe031ILTIONTOBaBELIX FLAB 

HeyicommemortanHbix yupaHmemmx HJIII HeyllpaBJIHeMbIX. 

3. llogHoimbie HJIH no.ayno,poimble cyAa, HaoByrom cpeAcma, 
6oeeble cpeAcma, upucHoco6.71eHHH mil affnapaTm HcaHoro poAa, BICJI10-

tlaa cHertHaahHo exoneTpy.uposamme 3aw,kinibie 6oHbi A.1131 raBaHH, Ha 
HcrzioileHnext Tex eariaes, Hor,ga 9TO mozeT 6bITI3 HoTpe6oHaHo xrm 
Hank' cnacemia 11.7ff Aaa Apyrnx rpaatikancHux Heaeil, a Talon me 

o6opyivearme, IrpicaaxientHoeTH, 3anacHme IacT11, nenepHafeHram)-
ElbIO ILTH rieonme epeAcrea, upHoopm yeTaHOBICH, KoTowle MOU T 

arm enerma.irbHo npemlaanameHhi xlla cwonTe.merea, HeranalIBH, 

coAepataHHH Mit xpalleulla ebuneHepeune.memoro. 

HaTeropHa V. 

1. CoopaHme H HecoopaHHme aeTaTemabie amiaparm TameAee 

H aerige Boa,ayxa, NoTopme Hpemm3HatieHm HJIH upHcHoco6.71em IJIM 

60eBbIX eHcTB11M Hocpexcemom HpinieHernia IIVIOBIOTOB, 

apTaa.aepHH, yeTaHoHoK A.aa milopacbmanaa parteT, 11.1ff HpexHaaHaile-
IIM rum rrpHolocooaeHm mil HepeHo3KH H c6pachmarma 60316, HMI 

o6opyAoHaHm 11.111 ace HO CHOODly 'limy MTH HoHeTpyrcrigH moryT 613ITb 
o6opyrkoHaHm HaHrusm-au6o 113 npnenoco6.71mHii, nepetmeaeHmx H 

uyllizie 2 HIDEO. 

2. Anvia oppgrinue yeTaHomm H paMbl, 603160Aepata-. 



Tejm, ToplneAoepMaTeJM, a TaIce MexaHH3Mri AmL c6pacBiBaHm 6oM6
HMJ TOpne,; opyfHiHbIe 6amHH H 6oKOBble lyJleMeTHbIe 6aLHH.

3. OcHamieHHe, cIIenHaJIaHo peAHa3HaqeHHOe H HCIIOJIb3yIO-

mneeca HCE1H qHTeJIbHO B aBHaAecaHTHbIX BoicKax.

4. KaTaIryjrTB HJmI 3anyICKHeb anmapaTbi AJia 3anycKa caMOJIeTOB

c cyloB, cynm H Mops; IcaTairyJbTHI wi 3aniycKa caMOJeTOB-cHapsaOB.

5. 3arparaTemHiue aapocTaTm.

KaTeropnH VI.

yjymaioiRme CeMepTOHOCHbIe, OTpaBJISaimHe H BbIBO0AII e H3

CTpo0 BemeecTBa, ipeHHaaqeHHbIe AJ10 BOeHHbIX nejieH Hm npo-

H3BOaHMbIe CBepx Toro, aTO Tpe6yeTca Asa rpaasAancEHx aeeiH.

KaTeropHa VII.

MeTaTeAbHbIe cpepCTBa, B3pHbqaTbIe BeneCTBa, iMpOTexHmiecKHe

cpeAcTBa H EHIKHe ra3m, upeHa3HaqeHHbe Mi MeTaH], B3pbIBa,
3apHSEaHI H HanojmHeHmIa epeqICIeHHIX B HaCToam0H EaTeropHax
BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB HJ1H AJa HCIIOJib30BaHHS B CB83H C HnOCJei-

HUMH, lKOTOpbIe He MoryT 6 bIrr HCIIOJL30BaHbi AJI rpaza;aHCKHX geJeft

HJIH npOH3BOACTBO EOTOpMX npeBbeiaeT TO, qTO Tpe6yeTca AjIa rpa-

acaRccInx ieneji.

KaTeropHn VIII.

Da6pHqHoe H HHcTpyMeHTaibHoe o6OpyAoBaHHe, KoTopoe cne-
xHaJIbHO CKOHCTpyapOBaHO CJia UpoH3BOACTBa H COAepaaHHH BbIme-

nepeqiHCJeHHIX MaTepHajiOB H TeXHHEH H KOTOPOe TexHqecKR He
MoaceT 6umB npHcnoco6jeHo ff~i rpaa:aaHcRHx geneei.

InPHMIOMEHME IV.

CneuHanbHube nocTaHOBJneHHR, OTHOCfILHeeC HR HeKOTOpbli
BHAaM Co6CTBeHHOCTH.

A. IIpOMnIIIeHHaa, e amTepaTypHaa H xy1oaecTBeHHaa co6cTBeHHoCT.

1. a) Coio3HuI H Coeji.mHeHnuM AepmaBaM H HX rpaa:aHam
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TOME, TopHeAogepacaTexu, a Tame mexaHH3mbr gm copaemBaHHH 603/6 

HMI TopHeA; opygamme 6alliam 11 60E0BIDIe Hy.aemeTHme 

3. OcHamemue, enertuammo rupema3HatieHHoe 11 HCHOJIb3y10-

mecca TICILTHOIIHTCJI13110 B aHHaAecaHTHba Hoileicax. 

4. liaTanyambi HJII1 aanyeitHme aiiiiapami gJIa 3allyeiza camo.aeTos 

C eyAort, eyrna H mop; KaTanyabTbi itza 3anyoca, camo.aeTos-cHapHAoH. 

5. 3arpagare.uHue avoeTaTEa. 

HaTerow VI. 

YAyrnalomoie, CMepTOHOCHLIO, oTpaRasuonwe H BTABOARITAIle H3 

eTpoa Hergeema, HpeAHaallageffame,iIJia BOeFIHLIX Hemil H.TH Hpo-

113BOXIMbIe cHepx Toro, liTo TpeoyeTes ir.iia rpaltsAaHeicax wadi. 

Karen:gnu VII. 

MeTaTeJIbHbIO epeikena, B3pLIBTIaThIe Hergeema, ruipoTexnageeRHe 

epeAcma H ziwtHe ram, HpeikHa3Hatieffable ji.im meTaram, H3pbma, 

3apeataima ii Hano.imema nepecine.11enHba B HacToanpx HaTeropnax 

BOeHrIbIX MarepnaaoB H.Tat AJLII HCHOJII030BallKa B CBY1311 C Hoe.11eik-

KoTopme He moryT obrrb HCHOJI1330BaRM JI31 rpamaHcErix Heaert 

RAH Hp0113BOACTBO KOTOphIX ripefianaeT TO, TITO Tpe6yeTea AJISI rpa-

acAaHcKnx Head!. 

HaTeropmn VIII. 

0a6pHimoe H 1111CTpyMOHTaJIMI0e o6opyAoHame, KoTopoe CU-

11HaJIMIO eKoHeTpyupoHano lJI51 Hp0113BOACTBa H coAepaiamaa Bb1111e-

nepeimcaemmix aepnaio ii TOXHLIKII H oropoe TOXHIPIOCRII HO 

mozeT obTrb upHerroco6.aeHo )1.,.1Lif rpaatitaHertaK Hexeit 

rIP14.110HiEHNE V. 

Cneumantible nocramosneuma, OTHOCHW,HOCH H HeurrophiM 
mum CO6CTBOHHOCTH. 

A. Ilpoisnamennaa, mrreparypHaa H xpozecTHeHuaa COOCTBOHHOCTI). 

1. a) C01031161X 11 Coemmennum AepzaHam H HX rpaaAaHam 
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ojiEeH 6 LITL IIpeAocTaBjIeH cpOE B oAH ro, co AHS BCTyTIemia B cmay

HacToamIero ,oroBopa A, J Toro, 'qTO6bI ,aTB HM B03Moa;HOCTB, 6e3
B3HMaHIIHa C HHX lonlOlHHTejibHbix c60poB HJm ;Apyrax mTpa(OB JIO-
6oro po;,a, coBepmnTb BCe Heo6xoIaMbie aiTmI Im I pHo6peTeHma
coxpaHeHEm B PyMblIHH ipaB IIpoMbImJIeHHofi, jmTepaTypHOli H xy;o-
aecTBeHHofi co 6 cTBeHHocTH, KOTOpbIe He e orJI 6BITb coBepmeHMi Bcie:-
CTBHe CyIreCTBOBatHMI COCTOSHHM BOiHbI.

b) Coo)3HbIe H CoeAHeHHHbIe ,epmaBblI wal rpam;aHe, ROTO-
pbre HaAJieaamin o6pa3oM cAejraja 3aaBKy Ha TeppHTOpIn juo6oii Co-
im3HOi HJm CoeA;HenHHoofi lepmaaBH o nIaTeHTe HAr o perucTpaumH
o6pa3ra He paHee, qem aa 12 Mec5meB Ao BO3HHCHOBeiHma BOiHHb c
PyMiHmefi EJIH B TeemHHe BOAHbI, HJ1 o perHcTpaTwHH npoMIImieHHoro
pHcyHma HA MooAeJm, H"aH ToBapHoro 3HaKa He paHee, qel 3a 6 MecsaeB
Ao B03HHRHOBeHHia BOiHbI C PylMMIHei WMH BO BpeM1 BOHIbI, 6yAyT
HMeTB npaBo B TeqeHne 12 MecamleB co As BCTyrLieHm B cmHy HaCTo-
sirmero AoroBopa cejiaTr 3aaBKy o cooTBeTCTByIoiniH nipaBax B PyMbI-
HHH BMecTe c npaBOM InpHopTreTa, oCHOBaHHbIM Ha 6ojiee paHHeni pern-
CTpawHm 3aBSIB H Ha TeppHTOpHH T TOP i Co3TOH HM COIeHHeHHO AIHCep-
;RaBBI.

c) RKaaRoH3 CI3 COO3HHbIX 13 CoeHmeHmbIx Aep3aB H ee rpaacAa-
HaM AojiceH 6 bITb npeAocTaBAeH cpOK B OAHH ro co AHs BcTynJIeHHm B
CHiy HacToasmero AoroBopa, B TeqeHHe COTopOrO OHH MOryT B036ymAcaTh
AeJIo B PyMbIHmHH pOTHB TeX QH3HaeCIIIX HJMn IOppHAHecRCx H Ii j, B
OTHtOmeHilH KOTOPMX yTBepmgaeTca, ITO OHH He3aKOHHo HapyimmJI HX
npaBa npoMmbImJeHHOH, jiTepaTypHofi H1IH XyAoCeCTBeIHHofi C06CTBeH-
HOCTH Meamy AaTOH B03HHKHOBeHHH BOHHbI H JaTOH BCTyHIIeHIIa n cIiy
HacToanIrero ,IoroBopa.

2. IIepHno c MOMeHTa B03HHKHOBeHMI BO0IHbI AO HCTeqeHma
18 MecsaeB iocAe BCTynJIeHHM B CHJly HaCTOmJUero AoroBopa AoJIaEeH
6 bIT HCIIcIOqeH HpH HCqHCJieHHH CpoKa, B TeqeHHe KoToporo rnaTeHT

aOJIoeH 6bJI 6bITb OcyUiecTBIeH HIAM pHCyHOK HIH TOBapHbIfi 3HaK -

HCIIOJb30BaH.

3. IIepHoA c MOMeHTa B03HHn HOBeHHHa BOiM AO AM BCTyrJIeHH
B CJAy HaCToaSIero AoroBopa AojaeH 6qTb HCJnoqueH m3 HopMajiHoro
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Awmceri 6bITI) HpeAocTaBaen cport B 0,11,11H rojk co Ana BeTylIJIeHTIR B may 

HacToamero sjorosopa A.ma TOPO, rro6br AaTI) BM BO3M0aCHOCTI), 603 

B311MaIIIIR C MIX A0110.71H14TedblibIX coopoB HJIH Apyrnx unpacj[mB J110-

6oro pO,a, coBepumb Bee Heo6xognmbie aRT131 )11.11.11 upHo6peTema HJIH 

coxpaHeHrm B PyMbIHTIFf upaB HpombIrmeHHoii, AnTepaTypHoil11 xy)To-

mecTBeHnort CO6CTBeHFIOCTH, HoTopme He MOM:1161/Tb cosepmeHm BCJIe,T-
CTBHe cyakecTBosanTisf COCTOSIHMI BORHIA. 

b) C01031113I0 H C0e,11,11110HHLIe Aepacam HJHE HX rpaacAaHe, ICOTO-
pbre HameacarrvRE oopaaom ciTeaa.m. aasmicy Ha Teppwropmi J11060ti CO-

103H0iff mut Coe,zumeHHoff Aepacamil o HaTeure MTH o perricTparum 

oopaaga He paHee, IeM aa 12 mecalles o B03111HCHOBOHTISI BOCIHI•I C 
PyMbIlilletiaim B Tegeme BOAHLI, W M 0 perricipan,un upombnmermoro 

pncymta MTH moAe.ffH, aim TosapHoro 3Hama He paHee, iei aa 6 mecsmeB 

,TkO BO3HHICHOBeHIDI BOREIBI C Pymbnmeti HJIH BO sperm BOHM, 6y,TyT 

HMerb npaso B TexleHHO 12 mecarkes co gm BcTywieffaa B cHay HaCTO-
ankero AoroBopa ciTe.aarb aaaBKy o cooTBeTcTByloaknx Trpasax B Pymm-
HRH smecTe c .upasom HpHoperreTa, OCHOBaHHE•IM Ha 6o.aee puma pern-
cTpausrf 3aHBKEI Ha TeppnToprof aTort C0103H0ii 11.7111 C0e,IIHIleHHOrt ,Ttep-
MUNI. 

C) Ram,RoA 113 C0103HbIX 11 CoeAnmeHHmx Aepacas11 ee rpaaqa-

Ham Aoaateri obim Hpe,lkocTamen cporc B 0,1111H roA CO AFEI BeTyHJIell1111 B 

cHay HacToargero AoroBopa, B TegeHne KoToporo 01111 moryT Boa6y2KAaTT) 

B PyMbIHITH upoTHB Tex 4111311t1eCMIX aim lopHAHtlecurx B 

OTHOffielITM KOTOphIX yTBepaqaeTca, irro 01111 11e3aEOHHO Hapymman HX 

HpaBa HpombnmeHHoii, anTepaTypHofi HJIH xypacecTBeHHoA co6cTBeH-

HOCT11 memAygao BO3HHKHOBellail BOI1b1 121 AaToti BeTy11J1e1IIIll B cn.iy 
HacToamero joroBopa. 

2. IlepHoA c momeHTa BO3HIHRHOBe1111.11 BOillIbI o licregeHrm 

18 mecaueB Hoc.ae BCTyILTIeHH.F1 B ca.iry HacTosugero Aorosopa ,goaacen 
óblm HcrullotieH Hpn ncmC.ienuH cpoKa, B Tegeffae KoToporo HaTeHT 

Ao.riazeH 61,,La 6bITI3 ocyw,ecTs.aell man pncy.doK nza ToBapHuil 3HRE — 

HCH0J11,30BRH. 

3. llepno c momenTa B0311HICHOBeHM1 B0111b1 oXELS Beryl:U.10MM 

B czay HacToamero ,TkoroBopa ikomen 6131Tb HCEJTE011ell 113 llopmaztaoro 



cpoKa npaB IpOMLbImJeHHOi, .mTepaTypHOE H xyAoateTBemOim co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, KOTOpbIe HMeJm CHJIy B PyMm IHHH MOMeHTy B03HHKHOBeHmI
BOiHIbI, HJH OTOpbIe UpH3HaHbI HJH yCTaHOBJIeHbI Ha OCHOBaHtHH a-
CTH A HacTomaiero IIpHnioaeHm Ia H OTObIe InpHHaAjieaaT JIo6o0 i H3 Co-
O13HbIX H CoeAHHeHiHbIx ,epmaaB aE ee rpawaaHaM. IIoaToMy HopMaJib-

Hasa IIpoAOJlHTejILHOCTb TaKHX IpaB AOJiEHa CIHTaTbCi aBTOMaTEMeCEH
npoAJeHHOfi B PymIHH Ha ;aJsHe i fIrm CpOE, COOTBeTCTByIOmri
HCKJrIoqeHHOMy TaKHM o6pa30oM epHoAy.

4. IIpeAmecTByIoiiHe nIOJIoMeHHa, iacaiomeecIa npaB B PyMbuiE
CoiH3Hmix H CoemHHemTX AepmHaB H HE rpaaraH, ojaSEHmb paBHbM o6-
pa30o npIIMeHaTCfca B OTHomeIHH paB PyMIHHH H ee rpaaaHa Ha Tep-

pHTOpmHx CoiH)3oHx H CoeTmHeHHumx 1epaSaB. OHaEO, HnIPTO B 9THX
inoJIoazeHmx He AaeT PyMHbHHH H ee rpaAEaHnaM npasa Ha 6oaee
6aiaronpaTiuH i peamM Ha TeppHTOpHH EaKOii-JI6o H3 COio3Hm X H Co-
eA.HeHH Ix lepaaB, qeM TOT, KOTOpMb npeAOCTaBJaeTCS B inoO6HbIX
cjIyqaax TOE AepaaBOH RaaEOi-Jn6o ApyrooH H3 06TejeAHeimix Haui
HJH ee rpasraEaHaM. PyMLTma He 6yeT TaKIe o6a3aHa Ha OCHOBaHHH
3THX InOJIO;eHIHf IHpeAOCTaBmaTb JiO6o H3 COI6o HOI H CoeIAHHeHHnH
AepmaB tmJH ee rpaazanam 6ojiee 6.jaroInpHIrmuT peam , 'qeM TOT, KO-
TopHIM noIm>3y)oTca Ha TePPHTOPHH 3TOi A1epmaaBbI PyM1mHna HJff ee
rpaaRaHe Bonpocax, IpeAycMOTpeHHMix B npeamecTByiomnx IOJIO-

EeHnMx.

5. TpeTnHm JfmaM Ha TeppHTopHax mno60o H3 COEO3HuIX H CoexH-
ReHrax ,epataB HJM PYMsHHH, EoTopne Ao AmH BCTyMIeHMH B CHJIy
HacToaHrero AoroBopa Ao6pocoBecTH upHoo6peim upaBa Ha upomnm-
JieHHyio, jlmTepaTypHyIo aJ xyAomecTBeHHyio co6cTBeHHocT, HaxoaI-
nmeca B npoTHBOpeqHH C npaBaMH, BOCCTaHOBJAeHHMMH Ha OCHOBaHHH
nacTH A HacToamero IIpHniomemHH , HJB B IIPOTHBOpeOmH c paBaMH,
HpHo6peTeHHnMH Ha OCHOBaHmI HpHopETeTa B CmHy 3TOro ae IIpHio-

eHIHm, HJfI EOTOpEIe 06pOCOBeCTHO H3rOTOBHJMl, OIry 6 IEIROBaIH, BOC-

npOH3BeJH, HCIIOJnB30BaJI HjAl npoAaJIH napeaMeT, RE OTOpOMy OTHOCSTCH

3TH npaBa, 6yAeT pa3pemeHo, 6e3 BCaKEO OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 3a Hapyme-
HHe, inpoAOJIaTB ocynieCTBAflm TamHe npaBa H InpoAJ0EaTB HJBH B0306-
HOBHTb TaxOe H3rOTOBJIeHHe, Iy6Jmano, pel6pono, pHCIOJII30Ba-
HHe HuI npo'aacy, KOTOpre 6 iLDM Ao6pocoBeCTHo npHo6 peTeHH HJuH
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cpoxa upaH Hpomr.nmeHHoil, JimiepaTypHort 11 xpozecneHHort COG-
CTBeHHOCT11, KoTopme Hme.dli cHxy B Pp111111111 H momemy B0311111CHOBeHELll 
BOiT'FfbI, RTIII ROTOpbIe 11p11311aHLI flJikt yeTaHOB.71eHLI Ha OCHOBaH11-11 qa-
CTII A HacToaakero IIpH.gomeHna H ICOTOpbIO HprmaxpeacaT mo6off 113 CO-
10311bIX n CoexaHemmix AepacaB win ee rpaacAaHam. IIonomy Hopma.m-
Han Hpo,goaatHrem)Hocm Taltra HpaH Aomma Cll11Tanen asTomaTmecim 
rupoxieHnoft B Pp1131111111 Ha Aa.11-bliermail cpox, COOTBeTeTBy101:11101 
Hcx.inogeHHomy mum o6paaom HepHouY. 

4. l[peAmeemylornHe 110.710MH1111, EacaionwecH ]TpaH B PymbHm 
C0103MX H CoeiwHerfaux ,IkepataH H 11X rpaatikaH, ,110.711EM pamimm o6-
paaom upHmeHaThca B oTHomeHHH Hpas Pymminta H ee rpaagaH Ha Tep-

wropHax C010311:61X H CoemmeHmax erIepatas. OAHaso, RHINO B 3TRX 
no.aomeHaax HO jkaeT Pymburem Eum ee rpaagaHam HpaHa Ha 6o.11ee 

6.aarollpHaTHEA pemffm Ha TeppliTopym EaEOR-JU460 113 C01031114X 11 CO-
CA-Allen11131X AepacaB, -gem TOT, KOTOIMA Hpe)TocTartimeTca B II0A06FIbIX 
WIrlanX DTOrl AepzaHoit HaRoil-mt6o Apyroil 113 06T,eiumemulx llarui 
HMI ee rpam)_kaHam. PyMbIliTur HO 6y,geT Talcze o6H3alla Ha 0e110Ba111111 
MAX Hmoatermil Hpe,gocTamaTT) mo6off H3 C010311bIX H CoexTrTemaax 
el(epzaH 11JT11 ee rpaacAanam 6o.aee 6.aaronpHaTubirt peamm, -gem TOT, HO-
TOphnif 110.71:63y10Tell Ha TepplaTopHH 9TO AepacaHm Pp11311111fl 11J111 ee 

rpazAaHe B Houpocax, HpeiKycmoTpeffaux B HpeAmecTH-pommx no.ao-
zeHHax 

5. PpeThInd =lam Ha TepprfropHax .ino6oA 113 C0103}1bIX 11 COWHI-
11011FIbIX ,11(epzaH MUM PyMb1111331, KoTopue OAHH BcTymeHHH B cH.ffy 

HacTomgero AoroHopa Ao6pocoBecmo HpHo6peom HpaHa Ha Hpoitbua-
AeHHylo, AnTepaTypHylo aim xyAoacecTHemrpso co6crBeHHocTb, Haxow-

nacHecs B HpoTHHopegza c HpaHamH, BeeeTaHOBJ1e1111LIMII Ha OCHOBalnIll 
'tlaeT11 A HacToankero HproomeHail, wiz B rpoTHHopeirm c HpaHama, 
upHoopeTenauma Ha Oe110Banall HpHopHreTa B CHJi 9TOPO Ze IIpHa0-7 
acenna, 11.1111 xgropme Ao6pocoseczno 113POTOBIL1111, 0176J1111COBaJIH, BOC-
Hp0113BeJ111, 11010J1:630BaEH aim Hpoipoimpen-rmeT, IC HoTopomy OTHOOSITC11 
3T11 Hpasa, 6yAeT pa3pemeHo, 6e3 Beam& OTBeTeTBeHHOCT11 3a immune-
Rile, HpoAomEaTi. ocyw,ecTaaaTh Tame Hpasa u Hpo,goazaTb RIM B0306-

HOBETb Taxoe H3roTomenne, Hy6.03xanyllo, penpoilymuno, 11e1I0J11330Ba-
Rae wiEt npog,aacy, soTopa 6butt Ao6pocoHeerHo upHo6peTen:bi HMI 
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HaqaTm. B PymHEH TaiEoe pa3pememHe 6 yAeT HOCHTB 4OpMy HeHCrjIo-
qHTeJIbHOH JenneH3HH, npeAocTaBjaeMOii Ha ycJIOBHHX no B3afHH0My
corjiameHmo CTOPOH, a npH OTCyTCTBHH corJameHe, - Ha ycJIOBSIX,
ycTaHaBmIaemx CoriacmTerJubHo KoMHccHef, yqpePHzReHHoH Ha
OCHOBaiHuH CTaTbH 32 HacToaigero ,oroBopa. OAlHaEo, Ha TeppHTopHH
cam1Aofi H3 COIOSH3X H CoeHHeHHM x Aep:EaB Ao06OCOBeCTHMe TpeTmH

jiHga 6yAyT inojm30BaTbCa TaKofi 3amToi, KaKaa npeocTaBjiaeTca npn
aHasormnqmx CTreJmmax 06c6pocoBeCTHbma TpeTbHM mHI aM, npasa

KOTOPIX HaxoArTCS B TipoTHBOpeGH C nipaBaMH rpaaAaH ,pqyrHx Coio3-
HmX H CoeAHHeHmHx Aep2KaB.

6. IIHETO I qaCTn A HacTom5iero IIpnioazeHma He AOJIZHO TOJZO-
BaTbca KEaE aioomee PyMInHHH HJI ee rpaazaHaM npaBo Ha KaEoi-Jm6o
naTeHT IH o6pa3eI Ha TeppHTOpHH KaKiE-jm6o0 H3 COIO3HIX H CoeAH-

HeHHbIX Aepa B B OTHOmeHIH H306peTeHmii, OTHOCJHXCC a K Jo6oMy

npeaMeTy, IIOHMeHOBaHHOMy B IIpn.oazeHHu III K HaCTOanIeMy joro-
Bopy, KOTOpBIe 6sII CAeJiaHbI HH B OTHOmeHHH KOTOpbIX 3aSBKH 6JIH

3aperHcTpHpoBaHBi PyMHmefi JIH IO6M 3 ee rpaaaaH B PyMbIHHH,

HJI Ha TeppHTOPHmH ji60oi H3 AepaCaB ocH, Ha TeppHTopHH, KOTOpaa

6bija OKymlHpoBaHa BOOpyeHHIMH CHJIaMH AepEaB OCH, B TeqeHHe

iepHoAa BpeMeHH, rorAa AaHHaa TeppHTOpmH HaxoAJmacb ino KOHTpo-

JneM BOOpyZeHHumx CI HJIH BJIacTeii aepcaB ocn.

7. PyMHHi paBHMIM o6pa30M pacupocTpaHHT AefcTBHe npeiu-
jynrHx IIOaOzEeHHm HaCTomIero IIpHioaeHmn Ha (IpaHHi)IO H Apyrle
HesBJiIOIIHeec i COI3HEWMH IH COeAHHeHHblMH AepzaBa1MH 6OeAH-
HeHHbIe HaWHH, AHmUIOMaTHqecKEe OTHomeHns KOTopLx c PyMUHHefA
6bjm nopBaHbI BO BpeMsa BORHI H KOTOpUe o6a3yIOTca npefOCTaBHTb
PyMbHHH npeHMyimecTBa, npeAocTaBJseMue PyMHHM 3THMH Ee noJio-

8. HwqTO B acTH A HacToaIIero IIpnIoZeHma He 6yAeT HOHH-
MaTmca xa" npoTHBopeqaniee cTaThaM 24, 27 H 29 HacToamnero jlo-
roBopa.

B. CTpaxoBoe Aejio.
1. HmEaKHe upenrrcTcBHs KpoMe Tex, KOTopMe BOo6nIe ycTaHaB-

jHBaioTC B OTHomeHHm cTpaxoBmIKOB, He jOJflH CTaBTaBH K B03-
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Hagan:a. B PysIraHHH Taxoe paaperaeHne 6yAeT HOCHTb (1,opAty HeHCKJI10-t 
JIHIWH31111, upeAocTasamsloil Ha yCJI0BMIX HO B3aHMHOMy 

coraamennio cToporl, a HpH OTCyTCTBMI coraaniema — Ha yCJIOBIL71X, 

yeTaHammaelmx Col:mama:L.110ft RomHccHert, ripeackelluoil Ha 

OCHOBaHHIE cTaTbH 32 HacTozolero AoroHopa. OAHaxo, Ha TeppHTopmt 
'mayor' 113 C0103MIX H Commemmix )Iepatas Ao6pocoBecTuble TpeTLH 

Alum 63rAyT HOJII330BarbeR Tana aam;EIToid, xaxaanpeAocTaxageTca Hpu 

anaaormumix o6cToscreal.cmax Ao6pocoBecTmam TpeThint Hpasa 

KoTopux HaxoAyr= B upon'Bopeinnt c Hpasama rpaacAaH Apyrnx C0103-

HI.IX H Coepguenumx ,TIepzaH. 

6. HIPITO if ilacTH A HacTosakero lIpHaoacerma He AINDICHO TOJIKO-
'mama xax Amorgee PyMIrnim lum ee rpaaRaHam upaBo Ha nanOri-JI1160 

HaTem 11.1111 oopaaelk Ha TeppuTopHa Halo 113 C0103HbIX H Coen-

ueimIx B OTHOIHOIMH riao6peTeHati, OTHOCIIIAIDICH n mo6omy 

HpemseTy, HOHEWHOBaHHMety B lIpmaomeHan III n HacToanTemy Aoro-
Bopy, HoTopme 6bIJI11 ciAe.aaHm nom B °THOU:WHIM KOTOpbIX 3a1IBICH 611m 

aaperucTpHpoHaHm Pymbrimeri 11.1111 JIH)6131151 713 ee rpaayAan B Pp 

rum Ha TeppllToprra mo6ort 113 Aepzas 0011, HMI Ha TeppuToprai, xoTopaa 

&Lila oxxylmpoHana soopyacemmsta cu.nalim ikepzaB ocH, B Tegenne 

nepHoAa Bpemerm, Korim Aumaa TeppirropHa HaxoAH.lacb no ICOHTp0-

aem Boopyzermux CHJI 11.1111 macTeit AepacaB OCH. 

7. Ppnom pammal o6paaom pacnpocTpaHHT AeAcTsHe 'vow-
ATI'Tux HOJIORWHIIII Hums:I:ger° lIpHaoatema Ha Opammo H ;Tynie 

Hesnamouweca C0103HbUIDI 11.1111 C0e,0,11HeHHIAMII jtepataBamu Oftext-

Heimme Hamm, Ammomannecarie oTHomemEta xoTopmx c Prommeit 

6BLTH HopBalm' BO Hpema Hamm H HoTowle o6aayloTca IlpeAOCTaBETI, 
HpermymecTsa, HpeikocTasane]sime Pymbumn 31.113111 ace nom-

acemtom. 

8. HIPTIO B qaCTII A HacToankero IIpriaoatema He 63/JACT II011/1— 

maims xax uponoopetiankee CTaTINSIM 24, 27 It 29 HacToargero )10-

roHopa. 

B. CTpaxosoe joao. 
1. HmaxHe upeusacTBila Rome Tex, KoTopme Boofte pcTaHax-

ABBalOTCH B OTHODIeHIM cTpaxosuceson, He A0.112M bl CTaBBTLCZ Ic B03•• 
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o6HOBnieHHo cTpaxoBnm;mHKa, aBaanomnH MHca rpamaanaamH O06'eaHeH-
HbIX IHaHnf, lH 6lBMIIx BJIOBbIX nopT&eje1i.

2. ECIH CTpaXOBmInHE H3 weJaa rpaacaa mno6of H3 06e6AHHeHHbIX
Hami m amejaeT B3036HOBHTb CBO00 npobecCHOHajnbHyio eaTejibHOCTL

B PYMUHHH H ecJn 6yAeT ycTaHOBaeHo, qTo CTOHMOCTB rapaHTfiHbix

;eno03HTOB HJIH pe3epBHIuX 4OI;OB, Tpe6ymIOmWxc5 B KaIeCTBe yCJIOBHa

sa BeeaeHEH :eja B PyMbHHH, yMeHbmnlacb BCieACTBHe noTep HJE

o6ecgeHemma geHnux 6yMar, H3 EOTOpux CoCToaIH 3TH eno03HTbI H
pe3epBHIme b OHwjI, IIpaBHTeaBCTBO PyMbH1 o6a30yeTC e CTaT B B

TeqeHHe 18 MecsmeB TamIe lenHI e 6yMarH, EOTopue coXpaHumJcb,
yaOBJseTBOpaolnoIm npejiHcaHaM saaoHIa B oTHomeUIHH leo03HTOB 1B
pe3epBHsmX OHxiOB.

nPM OH{EHME V.

KOHTpaKTbl, CpOHH AaBHOCTH N 1eHHMe 6ymarH.

A. KonTpa.K .
1. BcaMKi EorrTpaKT, OTOp Ai A;n CBOero BbmOJIHeHna Tpe6osaJr

yCTaHOBaJeHm CHomeHin Mmeajry JHo6IMH H3 ero CTOpoH, CTaBimITMH
BparaMl, KEaK TO onpegejeHo B qacTH D HacTomiero IIpHrioaemma,
AojaeH, inpH ycjiOBHH co6B AeHnem HCelmoqeHHfi, HJ3oaoeH1mx B nIyHK-

Tax 2 H 3 HBne, cHTaTbca pacToprHyrTa c Toro BpeMeHm, Koraa jno6me
03 ero CTOpOH cTaim BparaMH. Tarloe pacTopeaaHe, oAHaKo, He 3aTparm-
BaeT nojoateHHi CTaTHn 29 HaCTOsnuero AoroBopa, H OHO He ;o0JaHo
oCBo60oaaTB Ty Jmm HHyiO CTOPOHy KOHTparTa OT o6a3aTeanCTBa Bep-
HyT CyMMbI, IIOJiyeHHue B KaqecTBe aBaHCOB HJ IqaCTHRqHuX ILIaTe-
acel, B OTHOOeHHH EOTOPbIX Taaa CTopoHa HBHero He c^ejiaaia B3aMeH.

2. HeCMOTpa Ha ino0ioeHHa nyTKra 1 BWIme, He noaji.eaaT
pacTopaeHmEi H, 6e3 yimep6a :am lnpaB, H3JIO0eHHbIX B CTaThe 27 na-
CToaiero AoroBopa, ocTarorcs B cme TaHme qacTH mo6oro oHTmpamTa,
ioropue OTIAeaMB H He Tpe6oBaiH rma CBoero cHHeoImeJHH ycTaHOBJIe-
mHn cHomemHi Me ry jno6uMH H3 ero CTOpOH, CTaBiMlI BparaMH, Eai

9TO onpeAejeHo B qaCT D HacTToimero llpHEioenmH . ECJm nojiomema
Toro HmI mHOro ROHTparTa He MOryT 6umr Tarai o6pa30M OTAeCeHM,
KOHTpaKT AOJAe8H Cqe TaTCB noaiHOCTbi paCToprHyTu. BumeRH3oazeH-
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o6HomeHmo cTpaxoBmgfcancH, SBJISHOIRILMHCSI rpaatgaHalin O5'begfflIeH-

imix H/1 obIBMIX ACJOBLIX nopT4)e.aert. 

2. Ee.71H cTpaxoBnix, H3 Timm rpazgaH J11064 H3 061)01111HeHMIX 

Raga ateaaer B0306110BITIS eB010 HpooDeccHoHaabHylo ikeilTedbHOCTI) 

B PYMBIBILH H OUR oygeT yeraHomeno, 11TO eT011310en rapaHTH.Nba 

Ae110311TOB HMI pe3epsHba (POH,A0B, TpeOpommxca B Kai:memo yCJOBIIII 

gaff Begema gem B PywaHHH, pieHhmuliam BcaegcTute HoTepH H.131 

o6ecHeHeHHH WHIM% 6paar, 113 NoTopux e0eTOSIJIH 3TH genoaHTE,1 11.7111 

pe3ertmule cposgu, IlpaBEIT0.111,CTBO PrILIM111 o6a3yeTcH cutTaTh B 

Tegeme 18 mecaHeB Tame Hermue oymarn, NoTopme coxpamuntcL, 

ygoB.Tremopinomxim HpeABHeaHUM Basona B OTHOHleHHH A011031ITOB 11 

peBepHllux cpongon. 

11PVIROHIEHHE V. 

HOHTParrbl, wont AaBHOCTII m Retinae 6ymarm. 

A. 1ConTparru. 

1. Bum& RourpaKT, EOTOpblii ,ii.7ra cHoero BIZIOXIeHH51 Tpe6oBa.71 

yeTaHomeHavi cHoraenet mezgy .ino6Bara 113 ero eT0p0H, eTaBLEHIMH 

BparamH, HaN 3TO oupege.aeHo B =mem D HacTosigero IlpH.Roxema, 
AOJnitell, upH yeJIOBITH coomoxtenHa Haulmenet H3J10ZeHHLIX B Hymc-

Tax 2 H 3 Naze, e1111TaTbeg pacToprHymnit c Toro BpemeHH, Korga zio6E.ie 

03 ero cTopoH eTaJ1H Bparamm. Tarcoe pacTopateme, ogHaEo, He 3aTparri-
BaCT HOJI0ZeHlid eTaTrall 29 HacTozalero ,I1oroBopa, H OHO He gOJDEHO 

ocBo6oacgam Ty 11.11H HET° cTopoHy Komparra OT o6H3aTear)cma Bep-

Bps cymmbi, no.arieHHue B RallecTBe aBalICOB HJIH 11aeT1111H1)1X maTe-

meit,B oTHomeaut KoTopux TaRaff cTopolla Hagero He cge.la.aa Lenten. 

2. ThomTNT Ha HomateHHH nyEaTa 1 Immo, Be nomeataT 

pacTopmeHmo H, 6e3 ymp6a 1J Hpas, H3J1021CeHHbIX B cTaThe 27 Ha-

cToalikero AoroBapa, ocTaioTc,a B CIVIC Tante IlacTn mo6oro Hourparra, 

ico'ropie OTADMIBILI H He Tpe6oBam ma cHoero HelIOJIHeHEIH yeTaHome-

nna cHomandi mezgy J11061‘1101 H3 era cTopon, cTaBraarall Bparama, Kaic 

DTO onpege.xerm B 11aeTHD HacTom:Hero lIpmffozenHa. ECJIH 'nameHim 

Toro H.im Hnoro Rourparra He mom 6Brrh TaR1131 o6pa3om oTge.aenN, 

ICOHTPaET JAO.AZOR elliTaTbell 110J1110e11,10 pacToprHyTbus. BLIMeH3.10,71i0H-
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Hoe mieeT ca y nup yCJIOBHp PMeH emHH BHyTpeHHHX aEOHOB, pacno-
paameHIm: I rinpaBaHj, H3i,;aamx JoI6oi HI3 COIO1HIX H CoeCHHeHHbIX

AepaaB, HMeIornHx IopHCAgIHEHo B OTHOeIII H ROHTpaKTa HIH B OTHO-
menH jo6oi Ha 3 ero cTopoH, a Tamae 6 y;eT unoumamsca yCosBHmm
EOHTpaKTa.

3. :[HITO B qacTH A HacTomanero HIplmozenH He fOJIIaHO pac-
cMaTpHBaTbca Kai aHHyJmpyiomIee cAeRHa, 3aKOHHo ocymecTBJieHHe
B COOTBeTCTBHIH C EOHTpaEKTOM Meay BparaMH, ecjH OHH OCyI6eCTBJI[eI

c pa3pemenuH IIpaBHTeJzcTBa mno6o0 H3 COI3Huix H Coe0.weHH Hx

,3eplaB.

4. HecMOTpa Ha BbumenpHBeAeHEHoe InojioeHma, EoHTpamK no
CTpaxoBaHHI H nepecCTpaexoBamHH) 6ymyT noAqHHaIbrc OTAeJ1HbM

corJIameHHSn Meaiy IIpanBTeJlbCTBoM 3aepecoBaHHoi COOB3HOi

uI. CoeffEHeHHOf ,AepmaBu IpaB H aBHTejImCTBOM PyMm

B. CpoEEH iaBHOCT.

1. Bce cpOEOH aBHOCTnH H7H cPOIH orpaeHHeHHu paaB a Ha HC
HJm nipaBa npHHHMaTh oxpaHTeJIbHue MepM B oTHomemHax, Kacaio-
mIxca Jmi smm co6cTBeHHocT H 3aTparHBaioimix rpaaiaH 06a ieDHeH-

HuX HaMiI H pyH YiHCKHx rpazafH, KOTOpbIe B CHJIY COCTOBIHH BOi1HF

He mrorJi IpeIsEbIBHTb HCEa HA BumOJIHHTh qopManbHOCTefi, Heo6xo0H-

MrX ZaI o6eCIIeeHHeS CBOHX IlpaB, He3aBHCHMO OT TOrO, Haqajocb JI

TeqeHHe 9THX CPOKOB A0O HJIH IIOCJle BO3HIEHOBeHHH BOimI, 6yayT CqH-

TaTbCS ILpHOCTaHOBJIeHHRMH Ha BpeMI BO0iH Ha TeppHTOpHH PyMUHHH,

C OrIHOf CTOPOHbl, H Ha TeppHTOpHH TeX H3 06ebeAHeHHm X HaHlA,

KOTOpme npeCocTaBJiaso PyMMHHH Ha Haqanax B3aHMHOCTH npenMy-

nmecTBa, IpegycMaTpHBaeMblIe IInojiO2eHH HacTomero nyHITa, - c

:pyrof. TeqeHHe npHOCTaHOBJeHHmI CPOKOB AaBHOCTH B03O6HOBHTCa CO

AWa BCTyIJIeHHS B CHJry HacTosiero AoroBopa. IIojosemHH HacToaJiero

nHKiTa 6yAyT npHMeHHMB B OTHOIeHHH CpOKOB, ycTaHOBJIeHHIX AiM

npeasbBjieHEi InponIeHTHLX EyIOHOB RHH YIOHOB Ha JIABHFI e HA

X;jIa upeffb5BJeHmaI R omnaTe neHHIux 6yMar, BIImenHII B THpaa BIEH

noAJIeaCamHui owIaTe Ha EaEoM-Jb6 0o ApyroM OCHOBanHH.

2. B Tex ciryIaax, EorAa BCJeACTBHe HeBmInomeHHHa raroro-Ja6o

aETa uHm Iaoir-im60o iopMajBHOCTH BO BpeMa BOfHu 65um unpiamr
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Hoe 11111NT army Hpu ye.110B11li ITHM011CH1151 BHyTpemmx 3aKOHOB, pacno-

pBaceneii Ham Hparmal, 1131kaHHbIX JII060C1 113 C0103111•IX H CowHeimmx 

,T(epataB, Hmexmcmx lopHexaKmno B OTHOLHOHElll KouTpaitTa Hall B OTHO-

memnl mo6otna ero CT0p011) a Talon 6yAeT LIONDIMITLCM y0.7101311331 
Kourparra. 

3. HWITO B liacTH A HacTosakero 111311110ZCHHH HO AOJI2KHO pae-
emaTprmaTbea iaic amiyampylomee wkearm, BaKormo oeymeeTrzeHmae 

B COOTBeTCTB1111 C KoHTpaRTom Arez,Ay Bparama, ecam 01111 oey w,ecTBaieHm 

c paapemerma IIparmTearbema an000ri 113 C0103HbIX n COMEMOHIMIX 

AepzaB. 

4. HearnTps Ha B1311HellpHBOACHHBIO Hommerms, BOHTpalabl HO 

eTpaxoBaumo H HepecTpaxoBanmo 6yAyr HOKLIBILaTlata °TACO:BRUM 

coraiameffaarit meatiky IlpaBHTearbeTBom BamrrepecoBarmoit C0103H0ii 

ELM Commama' AepzaBBI H lIpamrreaberBom Preamm. 

B. CpoKH AaBHOCTIL 

1. Bee epoim AaBHOCTII JUNI cpoim orpauxqema upaBa Ha HOE 

Ham imam nprammarb oxpauaTe.nrue MepH B oTHomermax, 'memo-

mHxca mirk Ham CO6CTBeHHOCTI1 H BaTparmaionmx rpaman OfteiHmen-

FIbIX llanui H MbIHCHHX rpazikaH, KoTopme B CrLay COCTOHHEUI Borram 

He moram IlpeATAERHTI) nem 11.110 B1,1110JIHILTI3 cDopmammoeTeri, Heo6xwm-

max A.usi ooeenegenHa CBOHS HpaB, Ile3aBHCHMO OT Toro, Hagazoeb JLH 

TegeHne BMX eporcoB Ao Ham nocie B03/101CHOBeHrta Boihlu, 631,EUT C1111-. 

TaTBCH IlpHOCTaHOBJleHHIME1 Ha Bpema BON& Ha TeppHTopHH PyMbIHBH, 

C OAHOri CT0p0Hbl, H Ha TeppwropHH Tex 113 06%e,n;Ememmax Halm*, 

HoTopic upex(oeTaromoT Pyinaman Ha Hatimax B3aHMHOCTF1 HpeHmy-

wenn, irpeAyemaTmaembre no.noziermaam HacToamero Bytuvra, 

APYroil. Teverme ITHOCTaHOBJleHHIIX epolcoB AaBHOCTH B0306HOBHTC51 CO 

AFIR 11.aell1151 B cHary HacTozmero oroBopa. 110J10Z021H31 HacToargero 

Hymn 6yAyT Hpumeamirl B OTHOHICHHH epoxoB, yeraHOBJ1eHRIAX N IL{ 

upexhamelma upor(eHTHux KyllOHOB EIIH itynonos Ha ArrEmikertg Ham 

HpeAsamenza IC ouzaTe WHIM% 6yMar, BlilMeJLIHHX B topaz mm 

HoAalezarrvor omaTe Ha BaKom-amOo irpyrom OCHOBaHE01. 

2. B Tex cairiaax, KorAa BCJICACTBEfe HOBTAHOJIHOH1411 Rasoro-Jm6o 
arra Fum Kazoil-am6o cf)opmax&HoeTH BO Bpeata Baum 6131.11H upnnami 
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HCIIoJIHHTeJaHbIe MepbI Ha pyMbIUHCEO TePPHTOPHH B yimep6 TOMy
HJH HHOMy rpazaaHuHy Io6oil H3 06,eLAHHeHHi ix Hanfi, IIpaBu-

TeJICTBO PyMbTIHH BOCCTaHOBHT InpaBa, EOTOpbIM 6bIt HaHeceH ygiep6.
ECJ TaKEOe BOCCTaHOBJiemIe aBJLMeTCS HecinpaBeCJmBbIM HJm HeBO3-
MOEHMbIM, IlpaBHrTeJLTBo PyMbuHH InpHMeT MepUI TOMy, qTo6bi rpam,-
aamHny 06,emHHemHuix HaAHi 6,IJIo npeAocTaBJIeHo Tahoe IIoco6ne,

HOTOpoe MOrEeT OEaaaTca cIInaBeanJIHBM npH 3THX o6CTOSTejAbCTBax.

C. eHHbue 6yMarn.

1. B oTHomeHHmx MeaAy BparaMH Hiu oAHa nleHHaa 6yMara, co-
CTaBeIHHaaH Ao BOiHMI, He 6 yAeT paccaaTpHBaTBca EaE yTpaTHBmaa
CEJy TOJMbEO HOTOMy, WTO 3Ta 6yMara He 6uiia B, yCTaHOBJIeHHbIe cpOKH
upeeaaBjieHa gaI aIKenTa nIH olaaTmI. am He 6bjio ceJIaaHO yBe-

AomAeHHe cocTaBHTeJI0 o HnH JmiHy, yHHEmineMy nepeAaToqrHyIO Haa-
IHCb, o6 OTa3e OT aKneIITa iiHJIaTe;Ea, Hjm OHa He 6bIAa OnpOTeCTO-

BaHa, HH mEe IOTOIMy, qTO He 6bIJa BbIIIojIHeHa aKaa-j-i60 fo OpMaib-

HOCTB BO BpeMB BOMtI.

2. 'B Tex cjiyqaax, KorAa cpoK, ycTaHOBJIeHHbI Au T roro, 'qT6bI
reiasiaa 6yMara 6biJaa npeasB:jiena JLr aiAenTa Hnm ouJaTbI, JIH

cpOE, B EOTOpbI yBeoMJIenHHe o6 oTa3e OT aKreuTa HJH niaTema

AOJmIEHO 6 maJ 6U ITbCeaHO COCTaBHTeJtO Hm mJliy, yIqmmmBeMy
nepeaaTo'qHyIo HaInyHCb, LHIH B TeqeHHe KOTOporo AOKyMeHT lOJAaIeH

6UbI 6 bITb OIpOTeCTOBaH, HCTeE BO BpeMS BOIiHbI, a CTOpOHa, EOTOpas

IOJIHa 6bIaa npeffabBHTb HJIH onpOTeCTOBaTb IOKyMeHT HJIH yBeAOMHTb
06 OTaae OT arKeIITa HJIIl IiaTeaa, He cAejaaja aroro BO BpeMH BOHHbI,
eHi 6yAeT npeAocTaBjieH CpOK He MeHeee TpeX MecaIeB, cqHrTas co HS
BCTYIIIeHHE B CHJIy HacTOSn;ero ,orOBOpa, B TeqeUHe KOTOporo MOaeT

6UiTi caejaHo nipeaimBjieHHe, yBeoMjieHnme 06 OTEa3e OT aaIenTa
wHI iaTesa WHJ oIpoTeCTOBaHHe.

3. ECJH RaKoe-jm6o JI0 o wHnM BO BpeMS BOifHM BCTyiJIO B
o6a3aTeamcTBO 0no EaKO0-jm6o ieHmiHHO 6yMare B CBa3H c o06aaTeJm-

CTBOM, BbIaHHtbM eMy JimnoM, CTaBIUNM B gaJbHeimeM BparOM, TO
nocjieaeee ocTaeTca o063aHbImM npeAocTaBHTb nepBOMy Bo3MemleHmHe

B OTHOmeHHH 9TOrO 06 a3aTeimCTBa, He3aBHCHmO OT B03HRKHOBe1HB
BOimH.
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mepm Ha pymbincKoil TeppriTopza B yukep6 Telly 

RAH rummy rpaawkannHy JII06011 113 06Self,HHeHHbIX Han* IlpaBH-

TearaCTBO PpIbIHHEI BOeeTaHOBRT npaBa, KOTOpMISI 6ma HaHeceH ywiep6. 

EeJ111 TaHoe BOeCTaHOBJIelille .11BASIeTeR HempaBeibrambim H.TIH HeB03-
MINICHTIM, IlpaBliTeJIbCTBO PylibIHHEI npnmeT mepm K Tomy, tiTo6m rpaat-

Aammy 061,emmemimx Hauvrii 6mao npejkocTaBaeHo TaKoe noco6ne, 
KoTopoe 3,tozeT oKaaarbca ellpaBWITIBIAM npn OTEIX 06eTOSITNIbeTBaX. 

C. Ikeimme 6ymarn. 

1. B omomermax meacAy Bparamn nu ojnia HeHaan 6ymara, co-

cTaBaenHan o BORHII, He 6yAeT paccmaTpnBanca ER yrpanunaan 

cHay TOJIbE0 HOTOISly, 'LIT() Ta 6ymara He 6bIJIa B. yeTaHOBJIeHHbIe cpoKH 

npeAlmaella AJISI aKneffra HJIH ormaTm, HJIll HO 6mao cAeaaHo yBe-
Aomaenne cocTainfremo Ham only, yunnunnemy nepetkaTornryfo naA-

uncb, o6 omaae OT aKHenTa 11.1111 naaTeaca, HJIH oHa He 6maa onpoTecTo-
Balla, MR ace noTomy, tITO He 6maa BmnoaHena KaKaa-ago 4)opmaab-

HOCTb BO Bpemn Bottum. 

2. B TeX caytianx, KorAa cpoK, yeTallOBJleHIIMil AJIYI TOP°, IITO6bI 

Heiman 6ymara 6bma npeAT.aBaella ;via amenTa Hall onaaTm, M il 

cpon, B KoTopmil yBegomaanne o6 oTKaae OT aKnenTa Han naaTema 
AWIRCHO ObIJI0 6bITI) cge.aaHo cocrainTrearo Ham Junky, ymanunemy 

nepeiTaToimpo HaAuncb, 11.7111 B Towline KoToporo AOKylitellT AOJIZell 

6bIJI 6bITb onpoTecToBaH, ncTeK BO spots' BOrIHN, a cTopoHa, KoTopaa 

Ao.axim 6bma HpeASSIBFITb 11.7111 onpoTecToBaTb ORpleHT 11.7111 yBeA0MHTI) 

o6 oTKaae OT aKnertra rum naaTeza, He cAeaaaa aTor° BO Bpema BONN, 

6y,geT npeAocTaBaen cpoK He meHee Tpex mecaneB, ctnrraa co gm 
BerynaeHna B amp HacToamero AoroBopa, B TetleFffle KoToporo mozeT 

6mTb cAeaano rEpexmaaeHne, yBeAomaeHne 05 man OT amercra 
aim rmaTeaca aim onpoTecToBanne. 

3. Eeall KaKoe-an6o JOHIO JA0 11.1111 BO 'Tema BOrtHla BeTVIHJI0 B 

o6anaTeaberso no KaKoti-.7m6o nenuoil 6ymare B cnitan c o6n3aTe.irb-
CT130311, Bbnkannmm emy JIMOM, eTaBB1031 B gamma:mem Bparom, TO 
noc.ile,wee OCTaeleS1 06113aMMIM lIpeA0eTallkub nepBomy Bowel:gem-le 

B OTHOMOHall noro oextraaTezbena He3aBlieilli0 OT BO3HHICHOBellB51 

ROAM . 
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D. Oco6be IocTaHOBJeHHM.
1. AJi nejieii HacToam;ero HIIpHJoaeHmHa bH3m ecKHe mH RopH-

aqEecKHe :mna 6yAyT paccMaTpHBaTLca KEaR parH C Toro Hna, RorAa
TOprOB.a15 MeMay HHan cTajla HeaaKonHHoi a ocHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB, pac-
nopaaCmemi HJIH paBHJI, AecTBHIo ROTOPbIX TaRHe jna HJ REOH-
TpaRTM noAJIeaEaJa.

2. IIpHHHMaa BO BrHMaHIle OCo6eEHHOCTH paBOBOfi CHCTeCMb CO-
eAHHeHHbIX IIITaTOB AmaepHm, nocTaHoBseHHa nacToamgero IIpiuoace-
HHS He 6 yAyT npHMeHRTbca B OTHOmeHHax Meaey CoewuHeiHbiM

IIlTaTaMH AMepmHKI H PyMIHHeHi .

nP1nJ10EHME VI.

npHs3Bbe CYAN H cyAe6Hbe peueHHa.

A. IIPH30BbIe cyA>I.
IazEaa s H3 COI3Hfix H CoeAieHHmbIx AepEaB OCTaBJIeT aa

co6oi nlpaBO paccMoTpeTb B COOTBeTCTBHH c IpoleAypoii, OTOpaa oJIasm-
Ha 6bITb eio yCTaHOBJeHa, Bce pemerHfa H pacnopHeHHra pyMbIHcKHX
InpH3OBblX CyAOB nIO AeJAaM OTHOCHTrejIbHO npaB co6cTBeHHocTH ee

rpaanAa H HpeKOMHenOBaTb IlpaBHTreJCTBy PyMRHHH, iTo6bI 6bIM peA-

npHHaT nepecMOTp Tex pemeHHfi HJI pacnopameHfi, KOTOpLIe MoryT

OKa3aTbCsl HeooTBeTCTByIOIHMHII Me;naEyHapOAHOMy npasy.

IIpaBHTeibCTBO PyMbMHHH o6a3yeTca npejocTaBHTb i onrn Bcex

AOKyMeHTOB, COCTaBJI511OIHI1X AOCLe 3THX AeJI, BICIIOlIal BUHCCCIHHbI(

pemeaHHi pacnopaSeeHHa, H IIPHHITb Bce peKOMeHAauH, cAeJlaHHbIe

B pe3yJlbTaTe paccMoTpeHHa ynOMHayTbIX aeaj, n1 ocyInecTBnTb TaKne
peKOMeHganiHH.

B. Cyae6Hbue pemeHa.
IIpaBHTrejCTBo PyMbIH npeJUmpePHeT Heoo6xoAHMe Mepbi u

TOro, qT06bI AaTb rpamiAaHaM jIo6oi H3 06beaHeHHmbIx HaMMlri B03-
M03HHOCTB B JIIo6oe BpeMi B TeqeHHe oAHoro roAa co Ia BCTyIMeHHs a
B CaJIy HacTOSaero AorOBOpa nepeAaTB cooTBeTCTByIomrM pyMbIHCKHM
BAaCTaM a im nepecMOTpa jio6oe cya;e6Hoe pemenue, BBmeceHHoe py-
MbIHCCHM CyAOM MemaAy 22 HIOHH 1941 roAa iH AHeM BCTSyLAeHHa B cayHJ
HacTosanero AoroBoopa npH J.o6oM cyAe6HoM pa36HpaTejilCTBe, B to-
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D. Ocoome HOCTaHOBJWIDISI. 

1. ,TAJIH wadi HacTosHgero IlpHaoacema c.103Hileeme n.im lopH-

gatieeKHe ama 6yAyT pacemaTpuBamea KaK Bparn e Toro ma, KorAa 
ToproBaff meao,y HHMH eTa.aa He3aKormoi na ocHoBalum 3aKOHOB, pae-

HopHatemii Mut upaBH.a, ,gek'emmo ROTOplAX Tame aHrka llJffl ICOH-

Tpaium Homentaan. 

2. Ilprimmall BO Bffamame OCO6eHHOCTEI HpaBoBort CHCMIT3I Co-
emHemmx II[TaToB Amepum, HOCTaHOBJIeITHR HacTamikero IlpHaome-

H1151 He ovyT llprimeHaTLea B OTHOHleFIFISIX MNIC,Lky COeXIHeHnbIMII 

11[TaTama AmepHKH H PyMbIHHerl. 

11P14.110tHEHME VI. 

ilimoBbie cmt ii cyp,e6Hue peweim. 

A. IlpH3oBbie cyjr,m. 

Itaaukaa H3 C0103HMX H CoeAnnemmx AepacaB ocTaBaHeT 3a 

co6oll HpaBo pacemoTpeTh B COOTBeTCTBITH C nporkegypoil, KoTopaa AOJIat-
Ha 613ITb ex) yeTaHomeHa, Bee peraema H pacuopamema pyMMHCKHX 
Hp113OBTAX eyoB HO Ae.aam OTHOCHTNILHO HpaB CO6CTBeHHOCTH ee 
rpaavAaH H peKomermoBaTb 11paBrrre.abeTBy PyMETHHH, 11T0613I 6m.a upeA-

HpHHHT nepeemoTp Tex pm:Heil:di HJITI paenopHatemil, KoTopme moryT 
oKa3aTbeH HeCOOTBeTCTBylOIRHMII meaukyHapomomy IvaBy. 

IlpaBHTeJILCTBO PyMbIHT111 o6H3yeTea HpeAocTaBHTh ICOHTHI Bcex 

AOltyMeHTOB, COCTaBJIHIOHUIX AOChe 3THX NT, mailman BIIIHeCe1111bIe 

pemema 11pacHopaacema, H HpIIH3ITII Bee peKomeggausHH, eAe.aaHume 

B pe3yAbTaTe pacemoTperffla ynommyTmx jei, H OCyLHOCTBIITb Tame 
peKomeHAaHHH. 

B. CyAe6Hme pemema. 

IlpaBFITCJII3CTBO PpINITEITI HpeArrpHmeT Heo6x0Amme Biephi xvia 
Toro, xiTo6bi AaTb rpaatAaHam JI1060ii H3 06sewernmix Hawaii B03-

MOZHOCTI, B ..ino6oe Bpema B eqeme oxioro roAa co Am BeTyHjleFIHR 
B miry HacToingero Aorosopa nepeAam COOTBeTCTBylOIEUSI pymmHemm 
BJIaCTHM AJIH nepeemoTpa mo6oe epeorioe pememe, Bmneeemoe py-
MbIlICICHM cyAom meao,y 22 HIOH51 1941 roAa 11 miem Berythaemisi B cruly 
HacTosinkero ,Ijorosopa npn HEo6om cymonom pa36ripaTe.meTBe, B AO-
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The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America, Australia, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, India,
New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, and the Union of
South Africa, as the States which are at war with Roumania and actively
waged war against the European enemy states with substantial military
forces, hereinafter referred to as "the Allied and Associated Powers", of
the one part,
and Roumania, of the other part;

Whereas Roumania, having become an ally of Hitlerite Germany and
having participated on her side in the war against the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United States of America,
and other United Nations, bears her share of responsibility for this war;

Whereas, however, Roumania, on August 24, 1944, entirely ceased
military operations against the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, with-
drew from the war against the United Nations, broke off relations with
Germany and her satellites and having concluded on September 12, 1944,
an Armistice with the Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States of America, acting
in the interests of all the United Nations, took an active part in the war
against Germany; and

Whereas the Allied and Associated Powers and Roumania are desirous
of concluding a treaty of peace, which, conforming to the principles of
justice, will settle questions still outstanding as a result of the events
hereinbefore recited and form the basis of friendly relations between them,
thereby enabling the Allied and Associated Powers to support Roumania's
application to become a member of the United Nations and also to adhere
to any Convention concluded under the auspices of the United Nations;

Have therefore agreed to declare the cessation of the state of war and
for this purpose to conclude the present Treaty of Peace, and have accord-
ingly appointed the undersigned Plenipotentiaries who, after presentation
of their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the fol-
lowing provisions:
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PART I

FRONTIERS

Article 1
The frontiers of Roumania, shown on the map annexed to the present

Treaty (Annex I), [1] shall be those which existed on January 1, 1941, with

the exception of the Roumanian-Hungarian frontier, which is defined in
Article 2 of the present Treaty.

The Soviet-Roumanian frontier is thus fixed in accordance with the
Soviet-Roumanian Agreement of June 28, 1940, and the Soviet-Czechoslovak
Agreement of June 29, 1945.

Article 2

The decisions of the Vienna Award of August 30, 1940, are declared

null and void. The frontier between Roumania and Hungary as it existed

on January 1, 1938, is hereby restored.

PART II
POLITICAL CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 3

1. Roumania shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons

under Roumanian jurisdiction, without distinction as to race, sex, language

or religion, the enjoyment of human rights and of the fundamental free-

doms, including freedom of expression, of press and publication, of religious

worship, of political opinion and of public meeting.

2. Roumania further undertakes that the laws in force in Roumania

shall not, either in their content or in their application, discriminate or

entail any discrimination between persons of Roumanian nationality on

the ground of their race, sex, language or religion, whether in reference

to their persons, property, business, professional or financial interests,

status, political or civil rights or any other matter.

1 [This Annex is a large-scale map. A copy of the map as received with the certified copy of the Treaty, from the

Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is deposited with the Treaty in the archives of the Department
of State where it is available for reference.]
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Article 4
Roumania, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has

taken measures to set free, irrespective of citizenship and nationality, all
persons held in confinement on account of their activities in favour of, or
because of their sympathies with, the United Nations or because of their
racial origin, and to repeal discriminatory legislation and restrictions im-
posed thereunder, shall complete these measures and shall in future not
take any measures or enact any laws which would be incompatible with
the purposes set forth in this Article.

Article 5
Roumania, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has

taken measures for dissolving all organizations of a Fascist type on
Roumanian territory, whether political, military or para-military, as well
as other organizations conducting propaganda hostile to the Soviet Union
or to any of the other United Nations, shall not permit in future the
existence and activities of organizations of that nature which have as their
aim denial to the people of their democratic rights.

Article 6
1. Roumania shall take all necessary steps to ensure the apprehension

and surrender for trial of:

(a) Persons accused of having committed, ordered or abetted war
crimes and crimes against peace or humanity;

(b) Nationals of any Allied or Associated Power accused of having
violated their national law by treason or collaboration with the enemy
during the war.

2. At the request of the United Nations Government concerned,
Roumania shall likewise make available as witnesses persons within its
jurisdiction, whose evidence is required for the trial of the persons referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. Any disagreement concerning the application of the provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be referred by any of the Govern-
ments concerned to the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Bucharest of
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of America,
who will reach agreement with regard to the difficulty.
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SECTION II

Article 7

Roumania undertakes to recognize the full force of the Treaties of

Peace with Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary and Finland and other agreements

or arrangements which have been or will be reached by the Allied and

Associated Powers in respect of Austria, Germany and Japan for the

restoration of peace.

Article 8

The state of war between Roumania and Hungary shall terminate upon

the coming into force both of the present Treaty of Peace and the Treaty

of Peace between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of

America, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada,

Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re-

public, the Union of South Africa and the People's Federal Republic of

Yugoslavia, of the one part, and Hungary of the other part.

Article 9

Roumania undertakes to accept any arrangements which have been

or may be agreed for the liquidation of the League of Nations and the

Permanent Court of International Justice.

Article 10

1. Each Allied or Associated Power will notify Roumania, within a

period of six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty,

which of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Roumania it desires to keep in

force or revive. Any provisions not in conformity with the present Treaty

shall, however, be deleted from the above-mentioned treaties.

2. All such treaties so notified shall be registered with the Secretariat

of the United. Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the

United Nations.

3. All such treaties not so notified shall be regarded as abrogated.
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TREATIES

PART III
MILITARY, NAVAL AND AIR CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 11
The maintenance of land, sea and air armaments and fortifications

shall be closely restricted to meeting tasks of an internal character and local
defense of frontiers. In accordance with the foregoing, Roumania is
authorised to have armed forces consisting of not more than:

(a) A land army, including frontier troops, with a total strength of
120,000 personnel;

(b) Anti-aircraft artillery with a strength of 5,000 personnel;
(c) A navy with a personnel strength of 5,000 and a total tonnage

of 15,000 tons;
(d) An air force, including any naval air arm, of 150 aircraft, in-

cluding reserves, of which not more than 100 may be combat types of
aircraft, with a total personnel strength of 8,000. Roumania shall not
possess or acquire any aircraft designed primarily as bombers with internal
bomb-carrying facilities.

These strengths shall in each case include combat, service and overhead
personnel.

Article 12
The personnel of the Roumanian Army, Navy and Air Force in excess

of the respective strengths permitted under Article 11 shall be disbanded
within six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

Article 13
Personnel not included in the Roumanian Army, Navy or Air Force

shall not receive any form of military training, naval training or military
air training as defined in Annex II.

Article 14
Roumania shall not possess, construct or experiment with any atomic

weapon, any self-propelled or guided missiles or apparatus connected with
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their discharge (other than torpedoes and torpedo-launching gear com-
prising the normal armament of naval vessels permitted by the present
Treaty), sea mines or torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence
mechanisms, torpedoes capable of being manned, submarines or other
submersible craft, motor torpedo boats, or specialised types of assault craft.

Article 15

Roumania shall not retain, produce or otherwise acquire, or maintain
facilities for the manufacture of, war material in excess of that required
for the maintenance of the armed forces permitted under Article 11 of the
present Treaty.

Article 16

1. Excess war material of Allied origin shall be placed at the disposal
of the Allied or Associated Power concerned according to the instructions
given by that Power. Excess Roumanian war material shall be placed at
the disposal of the Governments of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom
and the United States of America. Roumania shall renounce all rights to
this material.

2. War material of German origin or design in excess of that required
for the armed forces permitted under the present Treaty shall be placed
at the disposal of the Three Governments. Roumania shall not acquire or
manufacture any war material of German origin or design, or employ or
train any technicians, including military and civil aviation personnel, who
are or have been nationals of Germany.

3. Excess war material mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
Article shall be handed over or destroyed within one year from the coming
into force of the present Treaty.

4. A definition and list of war material for the purposes of the present
Treaty are contained in Annex III.

Article 17

Roumania shall co-operate fully with the Allied and Associated Powers
with a view to ensuring that Germany may not be able to take steps outside
German territory towards rearmament.
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Article 18

Roumania shall not acquire or manufacture civil aircraft which are

of German or Japanese design or which embody major assemblies of

German or Japanese manufacture or design.

Article 19

Each of the military, naval and air clauses of the present Treaty shall

remain in force until modified in whole or in part by agreement between

the Allied and Associated Powers and Roumania or, after Roumania

becomes a member of the United Nations, by agreement between the

Security Council and Roumania.

SECTION II

Article 20

1. Roumanian prisoners of war shall be repatriated as soon as pos-

sible, in accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the individual

Powers detaining them and Roumania.

2. All costs, including maintenance costs, incurred in moving Rou-

manian prisoners of war from their respective assembly points, as chosen

by the Government of the Allied or Associated Power concerned, to the

point of their entry into Roumanian territory, shall be borne by the Rou-

manian Government.

PART IV

WITHDRAWAL OF ALLIED FORCES

Article 21

1. Upon the coming into force of the present Treaty, all Allied Forces

shall, within a period of 90 days, be withdrawn from Roumania, subject

to the right of the Soviet Union to keep on Roumanian territory such armed

forces as it may need for the maintenance of the lines of communication

of the Soviet Army with the Soviet zone of occupation in Austria.
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2. All unused Roumanian currency and all Roumanian goods in

possession of the Allied forces in Roumania, acquired pursuant to Article

10 of the Armistice Agreement, shall be returned to the Roumanian Gov-

ernment within the same period of 90 days.

3. Roumania shall, however, make available such maintenance and

facilities as may specifically be required for the maintenance of the lines

of communication with the Soviet zone of occupation in Austria, for which
due compensation will be made to the Roumanian Government.

PART V

REPARATION AND RESTITUTION

Article 22

1. Losses caused to the Soviet Union by military operations and by
the occupation by Roumania of Soviet territory shall be made good by

Roumania to the Soviet Union, but, taking into consideration that Roumania

has not only withdrawn from the war against the United Nations, but has

declared and, in fact, waged war against Germany, it is agreed that com-

pensation for the above losses will be made by Roumania not in full but

only in part, namely in the amount of $300,000,000 payable over eight

years from September 12, 1944, in commodities (oil products, grain, tim-

ber, seagoing and river craft, sundry machinery and other commodities).

2. The basis of calculation for the settlement provided in this Article

will be the United States dollar at its gold parity on the day of the signing

of the Armistice Agreement, i.e. $35 for one ounce of gold.

Article 23

1. Roumania accepts the principles of the United Nations Declaration
of January 5, 1943, and shall return property removed from the territory

of any of the United Nations.

2. The obligation to make restitution applies to all identifiable

property at present in Roumania which was removed by force or duress
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by any of the Axis Powers from the territory of any of the United Nations,
irrespective of any subsequent transactions by which the present holder
of any such property has secured possession.

3. The Government entitled to restitution and the Roumanian Govern-
ment may conclude agreements which will replace the provisions of the
present Article.

4. The Roumanian Government shall return the property referred to
in this Article in good order and, in this connection, shall bear all costs in
Roumania relating to labour, materials and transport.

5. The Roumanian Government shall co-operate with the United
Nations in, and shall provide at its own expense all necessary facilities for,
the search for and restitution of property liable to restitution under this
Article.

6. The Roumanian Government shall take the necessary measures to
effect the return of property covered by this Article held in any third country
by persons subject to Roumanian jurisdiction.

7. Claims for the restitution of property shall be presented to the
Roumanian Government by the Government of the country from whose
territory the property was removed, it being understood that rolling stock
shall be regarded as having been removed from the territory to which it
originally belonged. The period during which such claims may be presented
shall be six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

8. The burden of identifying the property and of proving ownership
shall rest on the claimant Government, and the burden of proving that the
property was not removed by force or duress shall rest on the Roumanian
Government.

PART VI

ECONOMIC CLAUSES

Article 24
1. In so far as Roumania has not already done so, Roumania shall

restore all legal rights and interests in Roumania of the United Nations
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and their nationals as they existed on September 1, 1939, and shall return

all property in Roumania, including ships, of the United Nations and their

nationals as it now exists.

If necessary, the Roumanian Government shall revoke legislation

enacted since September 1, 1939, in so far as it discriminates against the

rights of United Nations nationals.

2. The Roumanian Government undertakes that all property, rights

and interests passing under this Article shall be restored free of all en-

cumbrances and charges of any kind to which they may have become

subject as a result of the war and without the imposition of any charges

by the Roumanian Government in connection with their return. The

Roumanian Government shall nullify all measures, including seizures,

sequestration or control, taken by it against United Nations property be-

tween September 1, 1939, and the coming into force of the present Treaty.

In cases where the property has not been returned within six months from

the coming into force of the present Treaty, application shall be made to

the Roumanian authorities not later than twelve months from the coming

into force of the Treaty, except in cases in which the claimant is able to

show that he could not file his application within this period.

3. The Roumanian Government shall invalidate transfers involving

property, rights and interests of any description belonging to United Nations

nationals, where such transfers resulted from force or duress exerted by

Axis Governments or their agencies during the war.

4. (a) The Roumanian Government shall be responsible for the re-

storation to complete good order of the property returned to United

Nations nationals under paragraph 1 of this Article. In cases where

property cannot be returned or where, as a result of the war, a United

Nations national has suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to

property in Roumania, he shall receive from the Roumanian Government

compensation in lei to the extent of two-thirds of the sum necessary, at the

date of payment, to purchase similar property or to make good the loss

suffered. In no event shall United Nations nationals receive less favourable

treatment with respect to compensation than that accorded to Roumanian

nationals.
95347°-49-iT. II---54
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(b) United Nations nationals who hold, directly or indirectly, owner-
ship interests in corporations or associations which are not United Nations
nationals within the meaning of paragraph 9(a) of this Article, but which
have suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in
Roumania, shall receive compensation in accordance with sub-paragraph
(a) above. This compensation shall be calculated on the basis of the total
loss or damage suffered by the corporation or association and shall bear
the same proportion to such loss or damage as the beneficial interests of
such nationals in the corporation or association bear to the total capital
thereof.

(c) Compensation shall be paid free of any levies, taxes or other
charges. It shall be freely usable in Roumania but shall be subject to the
foreign exchange control regulations which may be in force in Roumania
from time to time.

(d) The Roumanian Government shall accord to United Nations
nationals the same treatment in the allocation of materials for the repair
or rehabilitation of their property in Roumania and in the allocation of
foreign exchange for the importation of such materials as applies to
Roumanian nationals.

(e) The Roumanian Government shall grant United Nations nationals
an indemnity in lei at the same rate as provided in sub-paragraph (a) above
to compensate them for the loss or damage due to special measures applied
to their property during the war, and which were not applicable to
Roumanian property. This sub-paragraph does not apply to a loss of profit.

5. The provisions of paragraph 4 of this Article shall not apply to
Roumania in so far as the action which may give rise to a claim for damage
to property in Northern Transylvania belonging to the United Nations or
their nationals took place during the period when this territory was not
subject to Roumanian authority.

6. All reasonable expenses incurred in Roumania in establishing
claims, including the assessment of loss or damage, shall be borne by the
Roumanian Government.

7. United Nations nationals and their property shall be exempted
from any exceptional taxes, levies or imposts imposed on their capital
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assets in Roumania by the Roumanian Government or any Roumanian
authority between the date of the Armistice and the coming into force of the
present Treaty for the specific purpose of meeting charges arising out of the
war or of meeting the costs of occupying forces or of reparation payable to
any of the United Nations. Any sums which have been so paid shall be
refunded.

8. The owner of the property concerned and the Roumanian Govern-
ment may agree upon arrangements in lieu of the provisions of this Article.

9. As used in this Article:

(a) "United Nations nationals" means individuals who are nationals
of any of the United Nations, or corporations or associations organised
under the laws of any of the United Nations, at the coming into force of
the present Treaty, provided that the said individuals, corporations or
associations also had this status at the date of the Armistice with Roumania.

The term "United Nations nationals" also includes all individuals,
corporations or associations which, under the laws in force in Roumania
during the war, have been treated as enemy;

(b) "Owner" means the United Nations national, as defined in sub-
paragraph (a) above, who is entitled to the property in question, and in-
cludes a successor of the owner, provided that the successor is also a United
Nations national as defined in sub-paragraph (a). If the successor has pur-
chased the property in its damaged state, the transferor shall retain his
rights to compensation under this Article, without prejudice to obligations
between the transferor and the purchaser under domestic law;

(c) "Property" means all movable or immovable property, whether
tangible or intangible, including industrial, literary and artistic property,
as well as all rights or interests of any kind in property. Without prejudice
to the generality of the foregoing provisions, the property of the United
Nations and their nationals includes all seagoing and river vessels, to-
gether with their gear and equipment, which were either owned by United
Nations or their nationals, or registered in the territory of one of the United
Nations, or sailed under the flag of one of the United Nations and which,
after September 1, 1939, while in Roumanian waters, or after they had
been forcibly brought into Roumanian waters, either were placed under the
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control of the Roumanian authorities as enemy property or ceased to be at
the free disposal in Roumania of the United Nations or their nationals, as
a result of measures of control taken by the Roumanian authorities in rela-
tion to the existence of a state of war between members of the United
Nations and Germany.

Article 25

1. Roumania undertakes that in all cases where the property, legal
rights or interests in Roumania of persons under Roumanian jurisdiction
have, since September 1, 1939, been the subject of measures of sequestra-
tion, confiscation or control on account of the racial origin or religion of
such persons, the said property, legal rights and interests shall be restored
together with their accessories or, if restoration is impossible, that fair
compensation shall be made therefor.

2. All property, rights and interests in Roumania of persons, organi-
sations or communities which, individually or as members of groups, were
the object of racial, religious or other Fascist measures of persecution, and
remaining heirless or unclaimed for six months after the coming into force
of the present Treaty, shall be transferred by the Roumanian Government
to organisations in Roumania representative of such persons, organisations
or communities. The property transferred shall be used by such organisa-
tions for purposes of relief and rehabilitation of surviving members of such
groups, organisations and communities in Roumania. Such transfer shall
be effected within twelve months from the coming into force of the Treaty,
and shall include property, rights and interests required to be restored under
paragraph 1 of this Article.

Article 26
Roumania recognizes that the Soviet Union is entitled to all German

assets in Roumania transferred to the Soviet Union by the Control Council
for Germany and undertakes to take all necessary measures to facilitate
such transfers.

Article 27
1. Each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to

seize, retain, liquidate or take any other action with respect to all property,
rights and interests which at the coming into force of the present Treaty are
within its territory and belong to Roumania or to Roumanian nationals, and
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to apply such property or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it may
desire, within the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against
Roumania or Roumanian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully
satisfied under other Articles of the present Treaty. All Roumanian property,
or the proceeds thereof, in excess of the amount of such claims, shall be
returned.

2. The liquidation and disposition of Roumanian property shall be
carried out in accordance with the law of the Allied or Associated Power
concerned. The Roumanian owner shall have no rights with respect to such
property except those which may be given him by that law.

3. The Roumanian Government undertakes to compensate Roumanian
nationals whose property is taken under this Article and not returned to them.

4. No obligation is created by this Article on any Allied or Associated
Power to return industrial property to the Roumanian Government or
Roumanian nationals, or to include such property in determining the
amounts which may be retained under paragraph 1 of this Article. The
Government of each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the
right to impose such limitations, conditions and restrictions on rights or
interests with respect to industrial property in the territory of that Allied
or Associated Power, acquired prior to the coming into force of the present
Treaty by the Government or nationals of Roumania, as may be deemed
by the Government of the Allied or Associated Power to be necessary in the
national interest.

5. The property covered by paragraph 1 of this Article shall be
deemed to include Roumanian property which has been subject to control
by reason of a state of war existing between Roumania and the Allied or
Associated Power having jurisdiction over the property, but shall not
include:

(a) Property of the Roumanian Government used for consular or
diplomatic purposes;

(b) Property belonging to religious bodies or private charitable insti-
tutions and used for religious or charitable purposes;

(c) Property of natural persons who are Roumanian nationals per-
mitted to reside within the territory of the country in which the property
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is located or to reside elsewhere in United Nations territory, other than
Roumanian property which at any time during the war was subjected to
measures not generally applicable to the property of Roumanian nationals
resident in the same territory;

(d) Property rights arising since the resumption of trade and financial
relations between the Allied and Associated Powers and Roumania, or
arising out of transactions between the Government of any Allied or
Associated Power and Roumania since September 12, 1944;

(e) Literary and artistic property rights.

Article 28
1. From the coming into force of the present Treaty, property in

Germany of Roumania and of Roumanian nationals shall no longer be
treated as enemy property and all restrictions based on such treatment shall
be removed.

2. Identifiable property of Roumania and of Roumanian nationals
removed by force or duress from Roumanian territory to Germany by
German forces or authorities after September 12, 1944, shall be eligible
for restitution.

3. The restoration and restitution of Roumanian property in Germany
shall be effected in accordance with measures which will be determined by
the Powers in occupation of Germany.

4. Without prejudice to these and to any other dispositions in favour
of Roumania and Roumanian nationals by the Powers occupying Germany,
Roumania waives on its own behalf and on behalf of Roumanian nationals
all claims against Germany and German nationals outstanding on May 8,
1945, except those arising out of contracts and other obligations entered
into, and rights acquired, before September 1, 1939. This waiver shall be
deemed to include debts, all inter-governmental claims in respect of arrange-
ments entered into in the course of the war and all claims for loss or
damage arising during the war.

Article 29

1. The existence of the state of war shall not, in itself, be regarded
as affecting the obligation to pay pecuniary debts arising out of obligations
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and contracts which existed, and rights which were acquired, before the
existence of the state of war, which became payable prior to the coming
into force of the present Treaty, and which are due by the Government or
nationals of Roumania to the Government or nationals of one of the Allied
and Associated Powers or are due by the Government or nationals of one
of the Allied and Associated Powers to the Government or nationals of
Roumania.

2. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the present Treaty,

nothing therein shall be construed as impairing debtor-creditor relation-

ships arising out of pre-war contracts concluded either by the Government
or nationals of Roumania.

Article 30

1. Roumania waives all claims of any description against the Allied

and Associated Powers on behalf of the Roumanian Government or

Roumanian nationals arising directly out of the war or out of actions

taken because of the existence of a state of war in Europe after September

1, 1939, whether or not the Allied or Associated Power was at war with

Roumania at the time, including the following:

(a) Claims for losses or damages sustained as a consequence of acts

of forces or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers;

(b) Claims arising from the presence, operations or actions of forces

or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers in Roumanian territory;

(c) Claims with respect to the decrees or orders of Prize Courts of

Allied or Associated Powers, Roumania agreeing to accept as valid and

binding all decrees and orders of such Prize Courts on or after September

1, 1939, concerning Roumanian ships or Roumanian goods or the payment

of costs;

(d) Claims arising out of the exercise or purported exercise of

belligerent rights.

2. The provisions of this Article shall bar, completely and finally,

all claims of the nature referred to herein, which will be henceforward

extinguished, whoever may be the parties in interest. The Roumanian Gov-

ernment agrees to make equitable compensation in lei to persons who
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furnished supplies or services on requisition to the forces of Allied or
Associated Powers in Roumanian territory and in satisfaction of non-
combat damage claims against the forces of Allied or Associated Powers
arising in Roumanian territory.

3. Roumania likewise waives all claims of the nature covered by
paragraph 1 of this Article on behalf of the Roumanian Government or
Roumanian nationals against any of the United Nations whose diplomatic
relations with Roumania were broken off during the war and which took
action in co-operation with the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. The Roumanian Government shall assume full responsibility for
all Allied military currency issued in Roumania by the Allied military
authorities, including all such currency in circulation at the coming into
force of the present Treaty.

5. The waiver of claims by Roumania under paragraph 1 of this
Article includes any claims arising out of actions taken by any of the
Allied and Associated Powers with respect to Roumanian ships between
September 1, 1939, and the coming into force of the present Treaty, as
well as any claims and debts arising out of the Conventions on prisoners
of war now in force.

Article 31

1. Pending the conclusion of commercial treaties or agreements be-
tween individual United Nations and Roumania, the Roumanian Govern-
ment shall, during a period of eighteen months from the coming into force
of the present Treaty, grant the following treatment to each of the United
Nations which, in fact, reciprocally grants similar treatment in like mat-
ters to Roumania:

(a) In all that concerns duties and charges on importation or exporta-
tion, the internal taxation of imported goods and all regulations pertaining
thereto, the United Nations shall be granted unconditional most-favoured-
nation treatment;

(b) In all other respects, Roumania shall make no arbitrary discrimi-
nation against goods originating in or destined for any territory of any of
the United Nations as compared with like goods originating in or destined
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for territory of any other of the United Nations or of any other foreign

country;

(c) United Nations nationals, including juridical persons, shall be

granted national and most-favoured-nation treatment in all matters per-

taining to commerce, industry, shipping and other forms of business activity

within Roumania. These provisions shall not apply to commercial aviation;

(d) Roumania shall grant no exclusive or discriminatory right to any

country with regard to the operation of commercial aircraft in international

traffic, shall afford all the United Nations equality of opportunity in ob-

taining international commercial aviation rights in Roumanian territory,

including the right to land for refueling and repair, and, with regard to the

operation of commercial aircraft in international traffic, shall grant on a

reciprocal and non-discriminatory basis to all United Nations the right to

fly over Roumanian territory without landing. These provisions shall not

affect the interests of the national defence of Roumania.

2. The foregoing undertakings by Roumania shall be understood to

be subject to the exceptions customarily included in commercial treaties

concluded by Roumania before the war, and the provisions with respect to

reciprocity granted by each of the United Nations shall be understood to

be subject to the exceptions customarily included in the commercial treaties

concluded by that State.
Article 32

1. Any disputes which may arise in connection with Articles 23 and

24 and Annexes IV, V and VI, part B of the present Treaty shall be re-

ferred to a Conciliation Commission composed of an equal number of

representatives of the United Nations Government concerned and of the

Roumanian Government. If agreement has not been reached within three

months of the dispute having been referred to the Conciliation Commission,

either Government may require the addition of a third member to the

Commission, and failing agreement between the two Governments on the

selection of this member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may

be requested by either party to make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission

shall be the decision of the Commission and shall be accepted by the parties

as definitive and binding.
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Article 33

Any disputes which may arise in connection with the prices paid by
the Roumanian Government for goods delivered by this Government on
account of reparation and acquired from nationals of an Allied or Asso-
ciated Power or companies owned by them shall be settled, without prej-
udice to the execution of the obligations of Roumania with regard to
reparation, by means of diplomatic negotiations between the Government
of the country concerned and the Roumanian Government. Should the
direct diplomatic negotiations between the parties concerned not result in
a solution of the dispute within two months, such dispute shall be referred
to the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Bucharest of the Soviet Union,
the United Kingdom and the United States of America for settlement. In
case the Heads of Mission fail to reach agreement within two months, either
party may request the Secretary-General of the United Nations to appoint
an arbitrator whose decision shall be binding on the parties to the dispute.

Article 34

Articles 23, 24, 31 and Annex VI of the present Treaty shall apply
to the Allied and Associated Powers and France and to those of the United
Nations whose diplomatic relations with Roumania have been broken off
during the war.

Article 35

The provisions of Annexes IV, V and VI shall, as in the case of the
other Annexes, have force and effect as integral parts of the present Treaty.

PART VII
CLAUSE RELATING TO THE DANUBE

Article 36

Navigation on the Danube shall be free and open for the nationals,
vessels of commerce, and goods of all States, on a footing of equality in
regard to port and navigation charges and conditions for merchant ship-
ping. The foregoing shall not apply to traffic between ports of the same State.
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PART VIII

FINAL CLAUSES

Article 37

1. For a period not to exceed eighteen months from the coming into
force of the present Treaty, the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in
Bucharest of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States
of America, acting in concert, will represent the Allied and Associated
Powers in dealing with the Roumanian Government in all matters concern-
ing the execution and interpretation of the present Treaty.

2. The Three Heads of Mission will give the Roumanian Government
such guidance, technical advice and clarification as may be necessary to
ensure the rapid and efficient execution of the present Treaty both in letter
and in spirit.

3. The Roumanian Government shall afford the said Three Heads of
Mission all necessary information and any assistance which they may re-
quire in the fulfilment of the tasks devolving on them under the present
Treaty.

Article 38

1. Except where another procedure is specifically provided under any
Article of the present Treaty, any dispute concerning the interpretation
or execution of the Treaty, which is not settled by direct diplomatic nego-
tiations, shall be referred to the Three Heads of Mission acting under
Article 37, except that in this case the Heads of Mission will not be re-
stricted by the time limit provided in that Article. Any such dispute not
resolved by them within a period of two months shall, unless the parties
to the dispute mutually agree upon another means of settlement, be referred
at the request of either party to the dispute to a Commission composed of
one representative of each party and a third member selected by mutual
agreement of the two parties from nationals of a third country. Should the
two parties fail to agree within a period of one month upon the appointment
of the third member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be
requested by either party to make the appointment.
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2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be accepted by the
parties as definitive and binding.

Article 39

1. Any member of the United Nations, not a signatory to the present
Treaty, which is at war with Roumania, may accede to the Treaty and
upon accession shall be deemed to be an Associated Power for the purposes
of the Treaty.

2. Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and shall take effect upon deposit.

Article 40
The present Treaty, of which the Russian and English texts are authen-

tic, shall be ratified by the Allied and Associated Powers. It shall also be
ratified by Roumania. It shall come into force immediately upon the deposit
of ratifications by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of
America. The instruments of ratification shall, in the shortest time possible,
be deposited with the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

With respect to each Allied or Associated Power whose instrument of
ratification is thereafter deposited, the Treaty shall come into force upon
the date of deposit. The present Treaty shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which shall
furnish certified copies to each of the signatory States.
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ANNEX I

(See Article 1)

Map of the Roumanian Frontiers

ANNEX II
(See Article 13)

Definition of Military, Military Air and Naval Training

1. Military training is defined as: the study of and practice in the use
of war material specially designed or adapted for army purposes, and
training devices relative thereto; the study and carrying out of all drill
or movements which teach or practice evolutions performed by fighting
forces in battle; and the organised study of tactics, strategy and staff work.

2. Military air training is defined as: the study of and practice in the
use of war material specially designed or adapted for air force purposes,
and training devices relative thereto; the study and practice of all spe-
cialised evolutions, including formation flying, performed by aircraft in
the accomplishment of an air force mission; and the organised study of
air tactics, strategy and staff work.

3. Naval training is defined as: the study, administration or practice in
the use of warships or naval establishments as well as the study or employ-
ment of all apparatus and training devices relative thereto, which are used
in the prosecution of naval warfare, except for those which are also nor-
mally used for civilian purposes; also the teaching, practice or organised
study of naval tactics, strategy and staff work including the execution of
all operations and manoeuvres not required in the peaceful employment
of ships.
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ANNEX III
(See Article 16)

Definition and List of War Material

The term "war material" as used in the present Treaty shall include
all arms, ammunition and implements specially designed or adapted for
use in war as listed below.

The Allied and Associated Powers reserve the right to amend the list
periodically by modification or addition in the light of subsequent scientific
development.

Category I.

1. Military rifles, carbines, revolvers and pistols; barrels for these
weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable for civilian use.

2. Machine guns, military automatic or autoloading rifles, and ma-
chine pistols; barrels for these weapons and other spare parts not readily
adaptable for civilian use; machine gun mounts.

3. Guns, howitzers, mortars, cannon special to aircraft; breechless
or recoil-less guns and flamethrowers; barrels and other spare parts not
readily adaptable for civilian use; carriages and mountings for the fore-
going.

4. Rocket projectors; launching and control mechanisms for self-
propelling and guided missiles; mountings for same.

5. Self-propelling and guided missiles, projectiles, rockets, fixed am-
munition and cartridges, filled or unfilled, for the arms listed in sub-
paragraphs 1-4 above and fuses, tubes or contrivances to explode or operate
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

6. Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines, depth charges and incendiary
materials or charges, filled or unfilled; all means for exploding or operat-
ing them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

7. Bayonets.
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Category II.
1. Armoured fighting vehicles; armoured trains, not technically con-

vertible to civilian use.

2. Mechanical and self-propelled carriages for any of the weapons
listed in Category I; special type military chassis or bodies other than those
enumerated in sub-paragraph 1 above.

3. Armour plate, greater than three inches in thickness, used for pro-
tective purposes in warfare.

Category III.
1. Aiming and computing devices, including predictors and plotting

apparatus, for fire control; direction of fire instruments; gun sights; bomb
sights; fuse setters; equipment for the calibration of guns and fire control
instruments.

2. Assault bridging, assault boats and storm boats.

3. Deceptive warfare, dazzle and decoy devices.

4. Personal war equipment of a specialised nature not readily adapt-
'able to civilian use.

Category IV.
1. Warships of all kinds, including converted vessels and craft de-

signed or intended for their attendance or support, which cannot be tech-
nically reconverted to civilian use, as well as weapons, armour, ammunition,
aircraft and all other equipment, material, machines and installations not
used in peace time on ships other than warships.

2. Landing craft and amphibious vehicles or equipment of any kind;
assault boats or devices of any type as well as catapults or other apparatus
for launching or throwing aircraft, rockets, propelled weapons or any other
missile, instrument or device whether manned or unmanned, guided or
uncontrolled.

3. Submersible or semi-submersible ships, craft, weapons, devices or
apparatus of any kind, including specially designed harbour defence booms,
except as required by salvage, rescue or other civilian uses, as well as all
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equipment, accessories, spare parts, experimental or training aids, instru-
ments or installations as may be specially designed for the construction,
testing, maintenance or housing of the same.

Category V.

1. Aircraft, assembled or unassembled, both heavier and lighter than
air, which are designed or adapted for aerial combat by the use of machine
guns, rocket projectors or artillery or for the carrying and dropping of
bombs, or which are equipped with, or which by reason of their design or
construction are prepared for, any of the appliances referred to in sub-
paragraph 2 below.

2. Aerial gun mounts and frames, bomb racks, torpedo carriers and
bomb release or torpedo release mechanisms; gun turrets and blisters.

3. Equipment specially designed for and used solely by airborne
troops.

4. Catapults or launching apparatus for ship-borne, land- or sea-based
aircraft; apparatus for launching aircraft weapons.

5. Barrage balloons.

Category VI.

Asphyxiating, lethal, toxic or incapacitating substances intended for
war purposes, or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VII.

Propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics or liquefied gases destined for
the propulsion, explosion, charging or filling of, or for use in connection
with, the war material in the present categories, not capable of civilian
use or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VIII.

Factory and tool equipment specially designed for the production and
maintenance of the material enumerated above and not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.
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ANNEX IV

Special Provisions Relating to Certain Kinds of Property

A. INDUSTRIAL, LITERARY AND ARTISTIC PROPERTY

1. (a) A period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty shall be accorded to the Allied and Associated Powers and their
nationals without extension fees or other penalty of any sort in order to
enable them to accomplish all necessary acts for the obtaining or preserving
in Roumania of rights in industrial, literary and artistic property which
were not capable of accomplishment owing to the existence of a state of war.

(b) Allied and Associated Powers or their nationals who had duly
applied in the territory of any Allied or Associated Power for a patent or
registration of a utility model not earlier than twelve months before the out-
break of the war with Roumania or during the war, or for the registration
of an industrial design or model or trade mark not earlier than six months
before the outbreak of the war with Roumania or during the war, shall be
entitled within twelve months after the coming into force of the present
Treaty to apply for corresponding rights in Roumania, with a right of
priority based upon the previous filing of the application in the territory
of that Allied or Associated Power.

(c) Each of the Allied and Associated Powers and its nationals shall
be accorded a period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty during which they may institute proceedings in Roumania against
those natural or juridical persons who are alleged illegally to have infringed
their rights in industrial, literary or artistic property between the date of
the outbreak of the war and the coming into force of the Treaty.

2. A period from the outbreak of the war. until a date eighteen months
after the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be excluded in
determining the time within which a patent must be worked or a design or
trade mark used.

3. The period from the outbreak of the war until the coming into force
of the present Treaty shall be excluded from the normal term of rights in
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industrial, literary and artistic property which were in force in Roumania
at the outbreak of the war or which are recognized or established under
part A of this Annex and belong to any of the Allied and Associated Powers
or their nationals. Consequently, the normal duration of such rights shall
be deemed to be automatically extended in Roumania for a further term
corresponding to the period so excluded.

4. The foregoing provisions concerning the rights in Roumania of the
Allied and Associated Powers and their nationals shall apply equally to
the rights in the territories of the Allied and Associated Powers of Roumania
and its nationals. Nothing, however, in these provisions shall entitle Rou-
mania or its nationals to more favourable treatment in the territory of any
of the Allied and Associated Powers than is accorded by such Power in
like cases to other United Nations or their nationals, nor shall Roumania
be thereby required to accord to any of the Allied and Associated Powers
or its nationals more favourable treatment than Roumania or its nationals
receive in the territory of such Power in regard to the matters dealt with in
the foregoing provisions.

5. Third parties in the territories of any of the Allied and Associated
Powers or Roumania who, before the coming into force of the present
Treaty, had bona fide acquired industrial, literary or artistic property
rights conflicting with rights restored under part A of this Annex or with
rights obtained with the priority provided thereunder, or had bona fide
manufactured, published, reproduced, used or sold the subject matter of
such rights, shall be permitted, without any liability for infringement, to
continue to exercise such rights and to continue or to resume such manu-
facture, publication, reproduction, use or sale which had been bona fide
acquired or commenced. In Roumania, such permission shall take the form
of a non-exclusive licence granted on terms and conditions to be mutually
agreed by the parties thereto or, in default of agreement, to be fixed by the
Conciliation Commission established under Article 32 of the present Treaty.
In the territories of each of the Allied and Associated Powers, however,
bona fide third parties shall receive such protection as is accorded under
similar circumstances to bona fide third parties whose rights are in conflict
with those of the nationals of other Allied and Associated Powers.
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6. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be construed to entitle

Roumania ior its nationals to any patent or utility model rights in the

territory of any of the Allied and Associated Powers with respect to inven-

tions, relating to any article listed by name in Annex III of the present

Treaty, made, or upon which applications were filed, by Roumania, or any

of its nationals, in Roumania or in the territory of any other of the Axis

Powers, or in any territory occupied by the Axis forces, during the time

when such territory was under the control of the forces or authorities of

the Axis Powers.

7. Roumania shall likewise extend the benefits of the foregoing pro-

visions of this Annex to France, and to other United Nations which are not

Allied or Associated Powers, whose diplomatic relations with Roumania

have been broken off during the war and which undertake to extend to

Roumania the benefits accorded to Roumania under the said provisions.

8. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be understood to conflict

with Articles 24, 27 and 29 of the present Treaty.

B. INSURANCE

1. No obstacles, other than any applicable to insurers generally, shall

be placed in the way of the resumption by insurers who are United Nations

nationals of their former portfolios of business.

2. Should an insurer, who is a national of any of the United Nations,

wish to resume his professional activities in Roumania, and should the

value of the guarantee deposits or reserves required to be held as a con-

dition of carrying on business in Roumania be found to have decreased as

a result of the loss or depreciation of the securities which constituted such

deposits or reserves, the Roumanian Government undertakes to accept, for

a period of eighteen months, such securities as still remain as fulfilling

any legal requirements in respect of deposits and reserves.
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ANNEX V

Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments

A. CONTRACTS

1. Any contract which required for its execution intercourse between

any of the parties thereto having become enemies as defined in part D of

this Annex, shall, subject to the exceptions set out in paragraphs 2 and 3

below, be deemed to have been dissolved as from the time when any of

the parties thereto became enemies. Such dissolution, however, is without

prejudice to the provisions of Article 29 of the present Treaty, nor shall it

relieve any party to the contract from the obligation to repay amounts

received as advances or as payments on account and in respect of which

such party has not rendered performance in return.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 above, there shall

be excepted from dissolution and, without prejudice to the rights contained

in Article 27 of the present Treaty, there shall remain in force such parts

of any contract as are severable and did not require for their execution

intercourse between any of the parties thereto, having become enemies as

defined in part D of this Annex. Where the provisions of any contract are

not so severable, the contract shall be deemed to have been dissolved in

its entirety. The foregoing shall be subject to the application of domestic

laws, orders or regulations made by any of the Allied and Associated

Powers having jurisdiction over the contract or over any of the parties

thereto and shall be subject to the terms of the contract.

3. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be deemed to invalidate

transactions lawfully carried out in accordance with a contract between

enemies if they have been carried out with the authorization of the Govern-

ment of one of the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, contracts of insurance

and re-insurance shall be subject to separate agreements between the Gov-

ernment of the Allied or Associated Power concerned and the Government

of Roumania.
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B. PERIODS OF PRESCRIPTION

1. All periods of prescription or limitation of right of action or of
the right to take conservatory measures in respect of relations affecting
persons or property, involving United Nations nationals and Roumanian
nationals who, by reason of the state of war, were unable to take judicial
action or to comply with the formalities necessary to safeguard their rights,
irrespective of whether these periods commenced before or after the out-
break of war, shall be regarded as having been suspended, for the duration
of the war, in Roumanian territory on the one hand, and on the other hand
in the territory of those United Nations which grant to Roumania, on a
reciprocal basis, the benefit of the provisions of this paragraph. These
periods shall begin to run again on the coming into force of the present
Treaty. The provisions of this paragraph shall be applicable in regard to
the periods fixed for the presentation of interest or dividend coupons or
for the presentation for payment of securities drawn for repayment or
repayable on any other ground.

2. Where, on account of failure to perform any act or to comply with
any formality during the war, measures of execution have been taken in
Roumanian territory to the prejudice of a national of one of the United
Nations, the Roumanian Government shall restore the rights which have
been detrimentally affected. If such restoration is impossible or would be
inequitable, the Roumanian Government shall provide that the United
Nations national shall be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable
in the circumstances.

C. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

1. As between enemies, no negotiable instrument made before the war
shall be deemed to have become invalid by reason only of failure within
the required time to present the instrument for acceptance or payment, or
to give notice of non-acceptance or non-payment to drawers or endorsers,
or to protest the instrument, nor by reason of failure to complete any
formality during the war.

2. Where the period within which a negotiable instrument should
have been presented for acceptance or for payment, or within which notice
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of non-acceptance or non-payment should have been given to the drawer

or endorser, or within which the instrument should have been protested,

has elapsed during the war, and the party who should have presented or

protested the instrument or have given notice of non-acceptance or non-

payment has failed to do so during the war, a period of not less than three

months from the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be allowed

within which presentation, notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, or

protest may be made.

3. If a person has, either before or during the war, incurred obliga-

tions under a negotiable instrument in consequence of an undertaking given

to him by a person who has subsequently become an enemy, the latter shall

remain liable to indemnify the former in respect of these obligations, not-

withstanding the outbreak of war.

D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. For the purposes of this Annex, natural or juridical persons shall

be regarded as enemies from the date when trading between them shall

have become unlawful under laws, orders or regulations to which such

persons or the contracts were subject.

2. Having regard to the legal system of the United States of America,

the provisions of this Annex shall not apply as between the United States

of America and Roumania.

ANNEX VI

Prize Courts and Judgments

A. PRIZE COURTS

Each of the Allied and Associated Powers reserves the right to

examine, according to a procedure to be established by it, all decisions and

orders of the Roumanian Prize Courts in cases involving ownership rights

of its nationals, and to recommend to the Roumanian Government that

revision shall be undertaken of such of those decisions or orders as may

not be in conformity with international law.
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The Roumanian Government undertakes to supply copies of all
documents comprising the records of these cases, including the decisions
taken and orders issued, and to accept all recommendations made as a
result of the examination of the said cases, and to give effect to such
recommendations.

B. JUDGMENTS

The Roumanian Government shall take the necessary measures to
enable nationals of any of the United Nations at any time within one year
from the coming into force of the present Treaty to submit to the appropriate
Roumanian authorities for review any judgment given by a Roumanian
court between June 22, 1941, and the coming into force of the present
Treaty in any proceeding in which the United Nations national was unable
to make adequate presentation of his case either as plaintiff or defendant.
The Roumanian Government shall provide that, where the United Nations
national has suffered injury by reason of any such judgment, he shall be
restored in the position in which he was before the judgment was given or
shall be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the circum-
stances. The term "United Nations nationals" includes corporations or
associations organised or constituted under the laws of any of the United
Nations.
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TRAITE DE PAIX
AVEC LA

ROUMANIE

1947
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TRAITE DE PAIX 

AVEC LA 

ROU_VIA 

1947 

IE 



Les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord, l'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques Socialistes, l'Aus-
tralie, la Republique Sovi6tique Socialiste de Bi6lorussie, le Canada, 1'Inde,
la Nouvelle-Zelande, la Tchecoslovaquie, la Republique Sovi6tique So-
cialiste d'Ukraine, et 1'Union Sud-Africaine, en tant qu'Etats en guerre avec
la Roumanie et qui ont particip6 activement a la lutte contre les Etats
europeens ennemis avec des forces militaires importantes, design6s ci-apres
sous le nom de "Puissances Alliees et Associ6es", d'une part;

et la Roumanie d'autre part;

Considerant que la Roumanie, qui a conclu une alliance avec l'Alle-
magne hitlrienne et a particip6e ses cot6s a la guerre contre les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni, l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques So-
cialistes et d'autres Nations Unies, porte sa part de responsabilit6 dans
cette guerre;

Considerant toutefois que le 24 aofit 1944 la Roumanie a cess6
toutes operations militaires contre l'Union Sovietique, qu'elle s'est retiree
de la guerre contre les Nations Unies et qu'elle a rompu ses relations avec
l'Allemagne et ses satellites et qu'apres avoir conclu, le 12 septembre
1944, un armistice avec les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes,
agissant dans l'int6ret de toutes les Nations Unies, elle a pris une part active
a la guerre contre l'Allemagne;

Considerant que les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la Roumanie
sont desireuses de conclure un trait6 de paix qui regle, en conformit6 avec
les principes de justice, les questions demeurant en suspens a la suite des
evenements ci-dessus rappel6s et qui forme la base de relations amicales
entre elles, permettant ainsi aux Puissances Alliees et Associ6es d'appuyer
les demandes que la Roumanie presentera pour devenir membre de l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies et pour adherer a toute convention conclue sous
les auspices des Nations Unies;

Pour ces motifs, ont decide de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de
guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Trait6 de Paix et ont, a ces fins,
d6sign6 les Plenipotentiaires soussignes, lesquels, apres presentation de
leurs pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des
articles suivants:
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PARTIE I

FRONTIERES

Article 1

Les frontieres de la Roumanie, telles qu'elles sont indiqu6es sur la
carte jointe au present Trait6 (annexe I) demeureront telles qu'elles etaient
au 1"r janvier 1941, a l'exception de la frontiere roumano-hongroise qui
est definie a l'article 2 du present Traite.

La frontiere sovieto-roumaine est ainsi fixee conform6ment aux dispo-
sitions de l'accord sovi6to-roumain du 28 juin 1940 et a celles de l'accord
sovieto-tchecoslovaque du 29 juin 1945.

Article 2

Les decisions de la Sentence de Vienne du 30 aoft 1940 sont declarees
nulles et non avenues. La frontiere entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie est
retablie par le present article telle qu'elle 6tait au ler janvier 1938.

PARTIE II

CLAUSES POLITIQUES

SECTION I

Article 3

1. La Roumanie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer
a toutes les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de

sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des

libertes fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la

liberte de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la libert6 d'opinion
et de reunion.

2. La Roumanie s'engage en outre a ce que les lois en vigueur en Rou-
manie ne comportent, soit dans leur texte, soit dans les modalit6s de leur

application, aucune discrimination directe ou indirecte entre les ressortis-
sants roumains en raison de leur race, de leur sexe, de leur langue, de
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PARTIE I 

FRONTIERES 

Article 1 

Les frontieres de la Roumanie, telles qu'elles sont indiquees sur la 

carte jointe au present Traite (annexe I) demeureront telles qu'elles etaient 

au ler janvier 1941, a l'exception de la frontiere roumano-hongroise qui 

est definie a l'article 2 du present Traite. 

La frontiere sovieto-roumaine est ainsi fixee conformement aux dispo-

sitions de l'accord sovieto-roumain du 28 juin 1940 et a celles de l'accord 

sovieto-tchecoslovaque du 29 juin 1945. 

Article 2 

Les decisions de la Sentence de Vienne du 30 mit 1940 sont declarees 

nulles et non avenues. La frontiere entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie est 

retablie par le present article telle qu'elle etait an P r janvier 1938. 

PARTIE II 

CLAUSES POLITIQUES 

SECTION I 

Article 3 

1. La Roumanie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer 

toutes les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de 

sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des 

libertes fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la 
liberte de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la liberte d'opinion 

et de reunion. 

2. La Roumanie s'engage en outre a ce que les lois en vigueur en Rou-

manie ne comportent, soit dans leur texte, soit dans les modalites de leur 
application, aucune discrimination directe ou indirecte entre les ressortis-

sants roumains en raison de leur race, de leur sexe, de leur langue, de 



leur religion, tant en ce qui concerne leur personne, leurs biens, leurs inte-
rets commerciaux, professionnels ou financiers, leur statut, leurs droits
politiques et civils qu'en toute autre matiere.

Article 4

La Roumanie qui, conform6ment a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris
des mesures pour mettre en libert6, sans distinction de citoyennet6 ou de
nationalitY, toutes les personnes detenues en raison de leurs activites en
faveur des Nations Unies ou de leur sympathie pour celles-ci, ou en
raison de leur origine raciale, et pour abroger la legislation ayant un
caractere discriminatoire et rapporter les restrictions imposees en vertu
de celle-ci, s'engage a completer ces mesures et a ne prendre a l'avenir
aucune mesure ou a n'edicter aucune loi qui serait incompatible avec les
fins enonc6es dans le present article.

Article 5

La Roumanie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris
des mesures en vue de dissoudre toutes les organisations politiques, mili-
taires ou paramilitaires de caractere fasciste existant sur le territoire rou-
main, ainsi que toutes autres organisations faisant une propagande hostile
a l'Union Sovi6tique ou a toute autre Nation Unie, s'engage a ne pas
tolerer a l'avenir l'existence et l'activit6 d'organisations de cette nature
qui ont pour but de priver le peuple de ses droits d6mocratiques.

Article 6

1. La Roumanie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer
l'arrestation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement:

(a) des personnes accus6es d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de
guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanite, ou d'en avoir 6et com-
plices;

(b) des ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees accuses d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant des
actes de trahison ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre.

2. A la demande du Gouvernement de l'une des Nations Unies inte-
ressees, la Roumanie devra assurer en outre la comparution, comme temoins,
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leur religion, tant en cc qui conceme leur personne, leurs biens, leurs inte-

rats commerciaux, professionnels ou financiers, leur statut, leurs droits 

politiques et civils qu'en toute autre matiere. 

Article 4 

La Roumanie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris 
des mesures pour mettre en liberte, sans distinction de citoyennete ou de 

nationalite, toutes les personnes detenues en raison de leurs activites en 

faveur des Nations Unies ou de leur sympathie pour cell es-ci, ou en 

raison de leur origine raciale, et pour abroger la legislation ayant un 

caractere discriminatoire et rapporter les restrictions imposees en vertu 

de celle-ci, s'engage a completer ces mesures et a ne prendre a l'avenir 

aucune mesure ou a n'edicter aucune loi qui serait incompatible avec les 

fins enoncees dans le present article. 

Article 5 

La Roumanie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris 

des mesures en vue de dissoudre toutes les organisations politiques, mili-
taires ou paramilitaires de caractere fasciste existant sur le territoire rou-

main, ainsi que toutes autres organisations faisant une propagande hostile 

l'Union Sovietique ou a toute autre Nation Unie, s'engage a ne pas 

tolerer a l'avenir l'existence et l'activite d'organisations de cette nature 

qui ont pour but de priver le peuple de ses droits democratiques. 

Article 6 

1. La Roumanie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer 
l'arrestation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement: 

(a) des person.nes accusees d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de 

guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanite, ou d'en avoir ete com-
plices; 

(b) des ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou 

Associees accuses d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant des 
actes de trabison ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre. 

2. A la demande du Gouvemement de l'une des Nations Unies inte-

ressees, la Roumanie devra assurer en outre la comparution, comme temoins, 
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des personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est n6cessaire
pour le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article.

3. Tout desaccord concernant l'application des dispositions des para-
graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis par tout Gouvernement inte-
resse aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques a Bucarest des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovi6tique, qui se mettront
d'accord sur le point souleve.

SECTION II

Article 7

La Roumanie s'engage a reconnaitre la pleine valeur des Traites de
Paix avec l'Italie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande ainsi que des
autres accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus
par les Puissances Alliees et Associees, en ce qui concerne l'Autriche, l'Alle-
magne et le Japon, en vue du retablissement de la paix.

Article 8

L'etat de guerre entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie prendra fin a la
date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 de Paix et du Traite de Paix
entre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord, FUnion des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, 1'Aus-
tralie, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste de Bielorussie, le Canada, 1'Inde,
la Nouvelle-Zeande, la Tchecoslovaquie, la Republique Sovietique So-
cialiste d'Ukraine, l'Union Sud-Africaine, et la R6publique Federative

Populaire de Yougoslavie d'une part, et la Hongrie d'autre part.

Article 9

La Roumanie s'engage a accepter tous les arrangements qui ont ete
conclus ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des
Nations et de la Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale.

Article 10

1. Chacune des Puissances Alli6es et Associees notifiera a la Rouma-
nie, dans un delai de six mois i partir de l'entree en vigueur du present
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des personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est necessaire 

pour le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article. 

3. Tout desaccord concernant l'application des dispositions des para-

graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis par tout Gouvernement inte-

resse aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques a Bucarest des Etats-Unis 
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Article 7 
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autres accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus 

par les Puissances Alliees et Associees, en ce qui concerne l'Autriche, l'Alle-

magne et le Japon, en vue du retablissement de la paix. 
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L'etat de guerre entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie prendra fin a la 

date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite de Paix et du Traite de Paix 

entre les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et 

d'Irlande du Nord, l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, l'Aus-

tralie, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste de Bielorussie, le Canada, l'Inde, 

la Nouvelle-Zelande, la Tchecoslovaquie, la Republique Sovietique So-

cialiste d'Ukraine, l'Union Sud-Africaine, et la Republique Federative 

Populaire de Yougoslavie d'une part, et la Hongrie d'autre part. 

Article 9 

La Roumanie s'engage a accepter tous les arrangements qui ont ete 

conclus ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des 

Nations et de la Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale. 

Article 10 

I. Chacune des Puissances Alliees et Associees notifiera a la Rouma-

nie, dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present 



Traite, les traites bilat6raux qu'elle a conclus avec la Roumanie, ante-

rieurement a la guerre, et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en

vigueur. Toutes dispositions des traites dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas

en conformit6 avec le present Trait6 seront toutefois supprim6es.

2. Tous les traites de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette noti-

fication seront enregistr6s au Secretariat de l'Organisation des Nations

Unies, conformement a l'article 102 de la Charte des Nations Unies.

3. Tous les traites de cette nature qui n'auront pas fait l'objet d'une

telle notification seront tenus pour abrog6s.

PARTIE III
CLAUSES MILITAIRES, NAVALES ET AERIENNES

SECTION I

Article 11

Les armements terrestres, maritimes et aeriens et les fortifications

seront strictement limit6s de maniere a repondre aux taches d'ordre int6rieur

et a la defense locale des frontieres. Conformement aux dispositions ci-

dessus, la Roumanie est autorisee a conserver des forces arm6es ne de-
passant pas:

(a) Pour l'armee de terre, y compris les gardes-frontieres, un effectif
total de 120.000 hommes;

(b) Pour l'artillerie de defense anti-aerienne, un effectif de 5.000
hommes;

(c) Pour la marine, un effectif de 5.000 hommes et un tonnage total
de 15.000 tonnes;

(d) Pour l'aviation militaire, y compris l'aeronautique navale et
les avions de reserve, 150 avions dont 100 au maximum pourront etre
des avions de combat et un effectif total de 8.000 hommes. La Roumanie
ne devra ni posseder, ni acquerir d'avions concus essentiellement conme
bombardiers et comportant des dispositifs interieurs pour le transport des
bombes.
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Traite, les traites bilateraux qu'elle a conclus avec la Roumanie, ante-

rieurement a la guerre, et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en 

vigueur. Toutes dispositions des traites dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas 

en conformite avec le present Traite seront toutefois supprimees. 

2. Tous les traites de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette noti-

fication seront enregistres au Secretariat de l'Organisation des Nations 

Unies, conformement a Particle 102 de la Charte des Nations Unies. 

3. Tous les traites de cette nature qui n'auront pas fait l'objet d'une 

telle notification seront tenus pour abroges. 

PARTIE III 
CLAUSES MILITAIRES, NAVALES ET AERIENNES 

SECTION I 

Article 11 

Les armements terrestres, maritimes et aeriens et les fortifications 

seront strictement limites de maniere a repondre aux taches d'ordre interieur 

et a la defense locale des frontieres. Conformement aux dispositions ci-

dessus, la Roumanie est autorisee a conserver des forces armees ne de-

passant pas: 

(a) Pour l'armee de terre, y compris les gardes-frontieres, un effectif 
total de 120.000 hommes; 

(b) Pour Partillerie de defense anti-aerienne, un effectif de 5.000 
hommes; 

(c) Pour la marine, un effectif de 5.000 hommes et un tonnage total 
de 15.000 tonnes; 

(d) Pour Paviation militaire, y compris l'aeronautique navale et 

les avions de reserve, 150 avions dont 100 au maximum pourront etre 

des avions de combat et un effectif total de 8.000 hommes. La Roumanie 

ne devra ni posseder, ni acquerir d'avions concus essentiellement comme 

bombardiers et comportant des dispositifs interieurs pour le transport des 
bombes. 
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Ces effectifs comprendront, dans chaque cas, le personnel de coln-
mandement, les unites combattantes et les services.

Article 12

Le personnel de l'armee, de la marine et de l'aviation roumaines en
excedent des effectifs autorises dans chaque cas aux termes de l'article 11,

sera licencie dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du
present Traite.

Article 13

Aucune forme d'instruction militaire, navale ou a6rienne, au sens

de l'annexe II, ne sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de
l'armee, de la marine ou de l'aviation roumaines.

Article 14

La Roumanie ne possedera, ne fabriquera ni n'exp6rimentera aucune

arme atomique, aucun projectile automoteur ou dirige, ni aucun dispositif

employe pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que les torpilles ou

dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal

des navires autorises par le present Trait6), aucune mine marine ou torpille

fonctionnant par un mecanisme a influence, aucune torpille humaine, au-

cun sous-marin ou autre batiment submersible, aucune vedette lance-tor-

pilles, ni aucun type specialis6 de batiment d'assaut.

Article 15

La Roumanie ne devra pas conserver, fabriquer ou acqu6rir par tout

autre moyen, de materiel de guerre en exctdent de ce qui est necessaire au

maintien des forces armees autorisees par l'article 11 du present Traite,

ni laisser subsister de facilites pour la production de ce materiel de guerre.

Article 16

1. Le materiel de guerre de provenance alliee en exc6dent sera mis

a la disposition de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee conformement

aux instructions qui seront donnees par celle-ci; le materiel de guerre rou-

main en excedent sera mis a la disposition des Gouvernements des Etats-

Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovi6tique. La Roumanie

renoncera a tous droits sur ce materiel.
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Ces effectifs comprendront, dans chaque cas, le personnel de com-

mandement, les unites combattantes et les services. 

Article 12 

Le personnel de l'armee, de la marine et de l'aviation roumaines en 

excedent des effectifs autorises dans chaque cas aux termes de Particle 11, 

sera licencie dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite. 

Article 13 

Aucune forme d'instruction militaire, navale on aerienne, au sens 

de l'annexe II, ne sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de 

Parmee, de la marine ou de l'aviation roumaines. 

Article 14 

La Roumanie ne possedera, ne fabriquera ni n'experimentera aucune 

arme atomique, aucun projectile automoteur ou dirige, ni aucun dispositif 

employe pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que les torpilles ou 

dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal 

des navires autorises par le present Traite), aucune mine marine ou torpille 

fonctiormant par un mecanisme a influence, aucune torpille humaine, au-

cun sous-marin ou autre bailment submersible, aucune vedette lance-tor-

pilles, ni aucun type specialise de bailment d'assaut. 

Article 15 

La Roumanie ne devra pas conserver, fabriquer ou acquerir par tout 

autre moyen, de materiel de guerre en excedent de cc qui est necessaire au 

maintien des forces annees autorisees par Particle 11 du present Traite, 

ni laisser subsister de facilites pour la production de cc materiel de guerre. 

Article 16 

1. Le materiel de guerre de provenance alliee en excedent sera mis 

a la disposition de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee conformement 

aux instructions qui seront donnees par celle-ci; le materiel de guerre rou-
main en excedent sera mis a la disposition des Gouvernements des Etats-

Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique. La Roumanie 

renoncera a tous droits sur cc materiel. 



2. Le materiel de guerre de provenance allemande, ou construit sur
des plans allemands, en excedent de ce qui est necessaire aux forces armees
autoris6es par le present Trait6, sera mis a la disposition des trois Gou-
vernements. La Roumanie n'acquerra, ni ne fabriquera aucun materiel
de guerre de provenance allemande ou construit sur des plans allemands;
elle n'emploiera, ni n'instruira aucun technicien, y compris le personnel
de l'aviation militaire ou civile, qui soit ou ait ete ressortissant allemand.

3. Le materiel de guerre en excedent mentionn6 aux paragraphes 1
et 2 du present article sera livre ou detruit dans un delai d'un an a partir
de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite.

4. La definition et la liste du materiel de guerre aux fins du present
Trait6 figurent a l'annexe III.

Article 17

La Roumanie apportera son entiere collaboration aux Puissances
Alliees et Associees en vue de mettre l'Allemagne dans l'impossibilite de
prendre hors du territoire allemand des mesures tendant a son rearmement.

Article 18

La Roumanie n'acquerra ni ne fabriquera aucun avion civil de modele
allemand ou japonais ou comportant des 1eements importants de fabrica-
tion ou de conception allemande ou japonaise.

Article 19

Chacune des clauses militaires, navales et a6riennes du present Traite
restera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas 6t6 modifiee, entiere-
ment ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alli6es et Associees
et la Roumanie, ou, apres que la Roumanie sera devenue membre de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securite
et la Roumanie.

SECTION II

Article 20
1. Les prisonniers de guerre roumains seront rapatri6s aussit6t que

possible conformement aux arrangements conclus entre chacune des Puis
sances qui d6tiennent ces prisonniers et la Roumanie.
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2. Le materiel de guerre de provenance allemande, ou construit sur 

des plans allemands, en excedent de ce qui est necessaire aux forces armees 

autorisees par le present Traite, sera mis a la disposition des trois Gou-

vernements. La Roumanie n'acquerra, ni ne fabriquera aucun materiel 

de guerre de provenance allemande ou construit sur des plans allemands; 

elle n'emploiera, ni n'instruira aucun technicien, y compris le personnel 

de l'aviation militaire ou civile, qui soit ou ait ete ressortissant allemand. 

3. Le materiel de guerre en excedent mentionne aux paragraphes 1 

et 2 du present article sera livre on detruit dans un delai d'un an a partir 

de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. 

4. La definition et la liste du materiel de guerre aux fins du present 

Traite figurent a l'annexe III. 

Article 17 

La Roumanie apportera son entiere collaboration aux Puissances 

Alliees et Associees en vue de mettre l'Allemagne dans l'impossibilite de 

prendre hors du territoire allemand des mesures tendant a son rearmement. 

Article 18 

La Roumanie n'acquerra ni ne fabriquera aucun avion civil de modele 

allemand ou japonais on comportant des elements importants de fabrica-
tion ou de conception allemande ou japonaise. 

Article 19 

Chacune des clauses militaires, navales et aeriennes du present Traits 

restera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas ete modifiee, entiere-

ment ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees 

et la Roumanie, ou, apres que la Roumanie sera devenue membre de 

l'Organisation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securite 
et la Roumanie. 

SECTION II 

Article 20 

1. Les prisonniers de guerre roumains seront rapatries aussitot clue 

possible conformement aux arrangements conclus entre chacune des Pills-

sances qui detiennent ces wisonniers et la Roumanie. 
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2. Tous les frais, y compris les frais de subsistance, entrainms par le

transfert des prisonniers de guerre roumains, depuis leurs centres de

rapatriement respectifs, choisis par le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alli6e

ou Associee interessee, jusqu'au lieu d'entr6e sur le territoire roumain,

seront a la charge du Gouvernement roumain.

PARTIE IV
RETRAIT DES FORCES ALLIEES

Article 21

1. Toutes les forces armees alliees seront retirees de Roumanie dans

un delai de quatre-vingt-dix jours a compter de l'entree en vigueur du

present Trait6, l'Union Sovietique se r6servant le droit de conserver en

territoire roumain les forces armees qui pourront lui etre necessaires pour

le maintien des lignes de communication de l'Armee Sovi6tique avec la

zone sovietique d'occupation en Autriche.

2. Toutes les devises roumaines non employees et tous les biens rou-

mains qui sont en la possession des arm6es alliees sur le territoire roumain

et qui ont ete acquis en application de l'article 10 de la Convention d'Armis-

tice seront restitues au Gouvemement roumain dans le meme delai de

quatre-vingt-dix jours.

3. Toutefois, la Roumanie fournira tous les approvisionnements et

facilites qui pourront etre particulierement necessaires au maintien des

lignes de communication avec la zone sovietique d'occupation en Autriche,

prestations pour lesquelles le Gouvernement roumain sera dument in-

demnise.

PARTIE V
REPARATIONS ET RESTITUTIONS

Article 22

1. La Roumanie indemnisera l'Union Sovietique des pertes causees

du fait des operations militaires et de l'occupation par la Roumanie de

territoires sovietiques; toutefois, tenant compte du fait que la Roumanie,
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2. Tous les frais, y compris les frais de subsistance, entraines par le 

transfert des prisonniers de guerre roumains, depuis leurs centres de 

rapatriement respectifs, choisis par le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alliee 

ou Associee interessee, jusqu'au lieu d'entree sur le territoire roumain, 

seront a la charge du Gouvernement roumain. 

PARTIE IV 
RETRAIT DES FORCES ALLIEES 

Article 21 

1. Toutes les forces armees alliees seront retirees de Roumanie dans 

un delai de quatre-vingt-dix jours a compter de l'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite, l'Union Sovietique se reservant le droit de conserver en 

territoire roumain les forces armees qui pourront lui etre necessaires pour 

le maintien des lignes de communication de l'Armee Sovietique avec la 

zone sovietique d'occupation en Autriche. 

2. Toutes les devises roumaines non employees et taus les biens rou-

mains qui sont en la possession des armees alliees sur le territoire roumain 

et qui ont ete acquis en application de Particle 10 de la Convention d'Armis-

tice seront restitues au Gouvernement roumain dans le memo delai de 

quatre-vingt-dix jours. 

3. Toutefois, la Roumanie fournira tous les approvisionnements et 

facilites qui pourront etre particulierement necessaires au maintien des 

lignes de communication avec la zone sovietique d'occupation en Autriche, 

prestations pour lesquelles le Gouvernement roumain sera diiment in-

demnise. 

PARTIE V 
REPARATIONS ET RESTITUTIONS 

Article 22 

1. La Roumanie indemnisera l'Union Sovietique des pertes causees 

du fait des operations militaires et de l'occupation par la Roumanie de 

territoires sovietiques; toutefois, tenant compte du fait pie la Roumanie, 
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non seulement s'est retiree de la guerre contre les Nations Unies, mais
encore a declare la guerre a l'Allemagne et a effectivement mene la guerre
contre celle-ci, les Parties Contractantes conviennent que les reparations pour
les pertes indiqu6es ci-dessus seront effectuees par la Roumanie non en
totalite, mais seulement en partie, a savoir pour une valeur de 300.000.000
de dollars des Etats-Unis payables en huit ann6es a partir du 12 septembre
1944 en nature (produits p6troliers, c6reales, bois, navires de mer et navires
fluviaux, outillage divers, et autres marchandises).

2. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu au present article sera le
dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parite or a la date de la signature de la Conven-
tion d'Armistice, c'est-a-dire 35 dollars pour une once d'or.

Article 23

1. La Roumanie accepte les principes de la Declaration des Nations
Unies du 5 janvier 1943 et restituera les biens enleves du territoire de
l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.

2. L'obligation de restituer s'applique h tous les biens identifiables
se trouvant actuellement en Roumanie et qui ont ete enleves, par force ou
par contrainte, du territoire de l'une des Nations Unies, par l'une des
Puissances de l'Axe, quelles qu'aient ete les transactions ulterieures par
lesquelles le d6tenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession.

3. Le Gouvernement ayant droit a la restitution et le Gouvernement
roumain pourront conclure des accords qui se subsistueront aux disposi-
tions du present article.

4. Le Gouvernement roumain restituera en bon etat les biens vises
dans le present article et prendra a sa charge tous les frais de main d'oeuvre,
de mat6riaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Roumanie.

5. Le Gouvernement roumain cooperera avec les Nations Unies a la
recherche et a la restitution des biens soumis a restitution aux termes du
present article et il fournira a ses frais toutes les facilites necessaires.

6. Le Gouvernement roumain prendra les mesures necessaires pour
restituer les biens vis6s dans le present article, qui sont detenus dans un
tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction roumaine.
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tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction roumaine. 
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7. La demande de restitution d'un bien sera presentee au Gouverne-
ment roumain par le Gouvernement du pays du territoire duquel le bien
a ete enlev6, etant entendu que le materiel roulant sera considere comme
ayant 6et enleve du territoire auquel il appartenait a l'origine. Les demandes
devront etre present6es dans un d6lai de six mois a partir de l'entree en
vigueur du present Traite.

8. I1 incombera au Gouvernement requerant d'identifier le bien et d'en
prouver la propriete et au Gouvernement roumain d'apporter la preuve que
le bien n'a pas et6 enlev6 par force ou par contrainte.

PARTIE VI
CLAUSES ECONOMIQUES

Article 24

1. Pour autant qu'elle ne l'a pas deja fait, la Roumanie retablira tous
les droits et interets legaux en Roumanie des Nations Unies et de leurs
ressortissants tels qu'ils existaient au le1 septembre 1939 et restituera a ces
Nations Unies et a leurs ressortissants tous les biens leur appartenant en

Roumanie, y compris les navires, dans l'etat oi ils se trouvent actuellement.

S'il y a lieu le Gouvernement roumain abolira la legislation edictee
depuis le 1er septembre 1939 dans la mesure oh elle presente un caractere

de discrimination a l'encontre des droits des ressortissants des Nations Unies.

2. Le Gouvernement roumain restituera tous les biens, droits et
interets vises au present article, libres de toutes hypotheques et charges

quelconques dont ils auraient pu etre grev6s du fait de la guerre, et sans

que cette restitution donne lieu a la perception d'aucune somme de la part

du Gouvernement roumain. Le Gouvernement roumain annulera toutes me-

sures, y compris les mesures de saisie, de sequestre ou de controle, prises

par lui a l'egard des biens des Nations Unies entre le 1"' septembre 1939

et l'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Dans le cas ou le bien n'aura

pas ete restitue dans les six mois a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur

du present Trait6, la demande devra etre present6e aux autorites roumaines

dans un delai maximum de douze mois a compter de cette meme date, sauf
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dans les cas ouf le demandeur sera en mesure d'6tablir qu'il lui a te6 impos-
sible de presenter sa demande dans ce delai.

3. Le Gouvernement roumain annulera les transferts portant sur des
biens, droits et interets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants
des Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts r6sultent de mesures de force ou
de contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par les Gouvernements des
Puissances de l'Axe ou par leurs organes.

4 (a) Le Gouvernement roumain sera responsable de la remise en
parfait etat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en
vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Lorsqu'un bien ne pourra etre
restitue ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie
aura subi une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d'un dommage caus6e
un bien en Roumanie, le Gouvernement roumain indemnisera le proprie-
taire en versant une somme en lei jusqu'a concurrence des deux tiers de
la somme necessaire, a la date du paiement, pour permettre au ben6ficiaire,
soit d'acheter un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la perte ou le dommage
subi. En aucun cas, les ressortissants des Nations Unies ne devront etre
l'objet d'un traitement moins favorable en matiere d'indemnit6 que le
traitement accord6 aux ressortissants roumains.

(b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui detiennent directement
ou indirectement des parts d'inter&ts dans des societes ou associations qui
ne possedent pas la nationalite des Nations Unies au sens du paragraphe
9 (a) du present article, mais qui ont subi une perte par suite d'atteintes ou
de dommages causes a leurs biens en Roumanie, recevront une indemnit6
conform6ment a 1'alinea (a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnit6 sera calculee en
fonction de la perte ou du dommage total subi par la socite6 ou rassociation,
et son montant par rapport au total de la perte ou du dommage subi aura
la m8me proportion que la part d'inter8ts detenue par lesdits ressortissants
par rapport au capital global de la societe ou association en question.

(c) L'indemnit6 sera versee, nette de tons prelevements, impots ou
autres charges. Elle pourra 8tre librement employee en Roumanie, mais
sera soumise aux riglements relatifs au controle des changes qui pourront,
a un moment donn6, etre en vigueur en Roumanie.

(d) Le Gouvernement roumain accordera aux ressortissants des Na-
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tions Unies le meme traitement qu'aux ressortissants roumains, en ce qui
concerne l'attribution des mat6riaux pour la reparation ou la remise en
etat de leurs biens en Roumanie, ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne l'attribution
de devises etrangeres en vue de l'importation de tels materiaux.

(e) Le Gouvernement roumain accordera aux ressortissants des Na-
tions Unies une indemnite en lei dans la meme proportion que celle qui
est pr6vue a l'alinea (a) ci-dessus, pour compenser la perte ou les dom-
mages qui resultent des mesures sp6ciales prises pendant la guerre a 1'en-
contre de leurs biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens roumains. Cet alinea
ne s'applique pas a un manque a gagner.

5. Les dispositions du paragraphe 4 du present article ne s'applique-
ront pas a la Roumanie dans les cas oh les mesures, qui peuvent donner
lieu a une demande de compensation pour les dommages causes a des
biens situes en Transylvanie du Nord et appartenant aux Nations Unies
ou a leurs ressortissants, auront ete prises durant la periode oiu ce territoire
n'etait pas soumis a l'autorite de la Roumanie.

6. Tous les frais raisonnables auxquels donnera lieu, en Roumanie,
l'etablissement des demandes, y compris l'evaluation des pertes et des
dommages, seront a la charge du Gouvernement roumain.

7. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront
exempt6s de tous impots, contributions ou taxes exceptionnels, auxquels le
Gouvernement roumain ou une autorit6 roumaine quelconque auraient
soumis leurs avoirs en capital en Roumanie entre la date de l'Armistice
et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, en vue de couvrir les
depenses resultant de la guerre ou celles qui ont ete entrainees par l'en-
tretien des forces d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une
des Nations Unies. Toutes les sommes qui auraient ete ainsi perques
seront remboursees.

8. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvernement roumain
pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions du
present article.

9. Aux fins du present article:
(a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Na-
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tions Unies, ainsi qu'aux societes ou associations constituees sous le regime

des lois de l'une des Nations Unies lors de l'entree en vigueur du present

Trait6, a condition que lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations

aient deja possede ce statut a la date de l'Armistice avec la Roumanie.

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend egalement
toutes les personnes physiques et les societ6s ou associations qui, aux termes
de la legislation en vigueur en Roumanie pendant la guerre, ont ete traitees
comme ennemis.

(b) Le terme "proprietaire" d6signe le ressortissant d'une des Nations
Unies, tel qu'il est defini a l'alinea (a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre 16gitime

au bien en question, et s'applique au successeur du proprietaire, a con-
dition que ce successeur soit aussi ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies
au sens de l'alinea (a). Si le successeur a achet6 le bien lorsque celui-ci
6tait deja endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a l'indemnisation
resultant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre le ven-
deur et l'acquereur en vertu de la legislation interne en soient affectees.

(c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers ou immobiliers,
corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propriete industrielle,
litt6raire et artistique ainsi que tous droits ou interets de nature quelcon-
que dans des biens. Sans prejudice des dispositions generales qui precedent,
les biens des Nations Unies et de leurs ressortissants comprennent tons
les bAtiments de mer et de navigation interieure avec leur gr6ment et
leurs &quipements, qui appartenaient aux Nations Unies ou a leurs ressortis-
sants ou etaient enregistres sur le territoire de l'une des Nations Unies
ou naviguaient sous le pavillon de l'une des Nations Unies et qui, poste-
rieurement au 1" septembre 1939, qu'ils se soient trouves dans les eaux
roumaines ou qu'ils y aient ete amenes de force, furent soumis au contr8le
des autorites roumaines en tant que biens ennemis ou cesserent d'etre, en
Roumanie, a la libre disposition des Nations Unies ou de leurs ressortis-
sants, du fait de mesures de controle prises par les autorites roumaines, en
rapport avec l'existence d'un etat de guerre entre certaines des Nations
Unies et l'Allemagne.

Article 25

1. La Roumanie prend l'engagement, dans tous les cas oi les biens,
droits ou interets legaux en Roumanie des personnes se trouvant sous
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la juridiction roumaine depuis le 1er septembre 1939, ont fait l'objet de
mesures de sequestre, de saisie ou d'administration forcee en raison de
l'origine raciale ou de la religion de ces personnes, de restituer lesdits
biens et de r6tablir lesdits droits et interets legaux, ainsi que les droits
qui s'y rattachent ou, si cette restitution ou ce retablissement sont impos-
sibles, de fournir a cet egard une compensation equitable.

2. Tous les biens, droits et interets en Roumanie de personnes, d'orga-
nisations ou de communautes qui, individuellement ou collectivement, ont
6et l'objet de mesures de persecution, pour un motif racial ou religieux
ou pour tout autre motif d'inspiration fasciste, et qui, pendant une p6riode
de six mois a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, sont
restes en desherence ou n'ont fait l'objet d'aucune revendication, seront
transferes par le Gouvernement roumain aux organisations qui representent
en Roumanie lesdites personnes, organisations ou communautes. Les biens
transferes seront employes par ces organisations a l'assistance et au releve-
ment des membres survivants de ces groupes, organisations et communautes
en Roumanie. Ces transferts seront effectues dans un delai de douze mois
a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du Trait6 et porteront egalement
sur les biens qui doivent etre restitues et sur les droits et interets qui doivent
etre retablis aux termes du paragraphe 1 du present article.

Article 26

La Roumanie reconnait que l'Union Sovietique a droit a tous les
avoirs allemands en Roumanie qui ont 6et transferes a 1'Union Sovi6tique
par le Conseil de Controle en Allemagne et elle s'engage a prendre toutes
les mesures necessaires pour faciliter ces transferts.

Article 27

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit de saisir,
retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et int6erts qui, a la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Trait6, se trouvent sur son territoire, et appartiennent
a la Roumanie ou a des ressortissants roumains, et de prendre toute autre
disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura egale-
ment le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles
fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations
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la juridiction roumaine depuis le ler septembre 1939, ont fait robjet de 

mesures de sequestre, de saisie ou d'administration forcee en raison de 

l'origine raciale ou de la religion de ces personnes, de restituer lesdits 

biens et de retablir lesdits droits et interets legaux, ainsi que les droits 

qui s'y rattachent ou, si cette restitution ou ce retablissement sont impos-

sibles, de fournir a cet egard une compensation equitable. 

2. Tous les biens, droits et interets en Roumanie de personnes, d'orga-

nisations ou de communautes qui, individuellement ou collectivement, ont 

ete l'objet de mesures de persecution, pour un motif racial ou religieux 

ou pour tout autre motif d'inspiration fasciste, et qui, pendant une periode 

de six mois a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, sont 

restes en desherence ou n'ont fait l'objet d'aucune revendication, seront 

transferes par le Gou.vernement roumain aux organisations qui representent 

en Roumanie lesdites personnes, organisations ou communautes. Les biens 

transferes seront employes par ces organisations a. l'assistance et au releve-

ment des membres survivants de ces groupes, organisations et communautes 

en Roumanie. Ces transferts seront effectues dans un delai de douze mois 

partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du Traite et porteront egalement 

sur les biens qui doivent etre restitues et sur les droits et interets qui doivent 

etre retablis aux termes du paragraphe 1 du present article. 

Article 26 

La Roumanie recormait que l'Union Sovietique a droit a tous les 

avoirs allemands en Roumanie qui ont ete transferes a l'Union Sovietique 

par le Conseil de Control° en Allemagne et elk s'engage a prendre toutes 

les mesures necessaires pour faciliter ces transferts. 

Article 27 

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit de saisir, 

retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire, et appartiennent 

a la Roumanie ou a des ressortissants roumains, et de prendre toute autre 

disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura egale-

ment le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles 

fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations 



et de celles de ses ressortissants contre la Roumanie ou les ressortissants
roumains (y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas 6te entierement reglees
en vertu d'autres articles du present Traite. Tous les biens roumains ou le
produit de leur liquidation, en excedent du montant desdites reclamations,
seront restitues.

2. La liquidation des biens roumains et les mesures de disposition
dont ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement a la legislation de
la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee. En ce qui concerne lesdits biens
le proprietaire roumain n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux que peut lui
conferer la legislation en question.

3. Le Gouvernement roumain s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants
roumains dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et ne leur
seront pas restitues.

4. Il ne resulte du present article aucune obligation pour l'une quel-
conque des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees de restituer au Gouvernement
ou aux ressortissants roumains des droits de propriete industrielle ni de
faire entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront etre retenues
en vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvernement de chacune
des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits
ou interets afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette
Puissance Alliee ou Associ6e, acquis par le Gouvernement roumain ou
ses ressortissants avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, telles limi-
tations, conditions ou restrictions que le Gouvernement de la Puissance
Alliee ou Associee interessee pourra considerer comme necessaires dans
l'interet national.

5. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consideres
comme comprenant les biens roumains qui ont fait l'objet de mesures de
controle en raison de l'etat de guerre existant entre la Roumanie et la
Puissance Alliee ou Associee dans la juridiction de laquelle les biens sont
situes mais ne comprendront pas:

(a) Les biens du Gouvernement roumain utilis6s pour les besoins des
missions diplomatiques ou consulaires;

(b) Les biens appartenant a des institutions religieuses ou a des insti-
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et de celles de ses ressortissants contre la Roumanie ou les ressortissants 

roumains (y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement reglees 

en vertu d'autres articles du present Trait& Tous les biens roumains ou le 

produit de leur liquidation, en excedent du rnontant desdites reclamations, 

seront restitues. 

2. La liquidation des biens roumains et les mesures de disposition 

dont ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement a la legislation de 

la Puissance Alliee on Associee interessee. En ce qui concerne lesdits biens 

le proprietaire roumain n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux que pent lui 

conferer la legislation en question. 

3. Le Gouvernement roumain s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants 

roumains dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et ne leur 
seront pas restitues. 

4. Ii ne resulte du present article aucune obligation pour Pune quel-

conque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees de restituer au Gouvernement 

ou aux ressortissants roumains des droits de propriete industrielle ni de 

faire entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront etre retenues 

en vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvernement de chactme 

des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits 

ou interets afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette 

Puissance Alliee ou Associee, acquis par le Gouvernement roumain ou 

ses ressortissants avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, tales limi-

tations, conditions ou restrictions que le Gouvernement de la Puissance 

Alliee ou Associee interessee pourra considerer comme necessaires dans 
l'interet national. 

5. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consideres 

comme comprenant les biens roumains qui ont fait l'objet de mesures de 

contrale en raison de l'etat de guerre existant entre la Roumanie et la 

Puissance AlHee ou Associee dans la juridiction de laqu.elle les biens sont 

situes mais ne comprendront pas: 

(a) Les biens du Gouvernement roumain utilises pour les besoins des 
missions diplomatiques ou consulaires; 

(b) Les biens appurtenant a des institutions religieuses ou a des insti-
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tutions philanthropiques privees et servant a des fins religieuses ou phi-
lanthropiques;

(c) Les biens des personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants roumains
et sont autorisees a resider, soit sur le territoire du pays ou sont situ6s ces
biens, soit sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, autres
que les biens roumains qui, a un moment quelconque, au cours de la guerre,
ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere g6enrale
aux biens des ressortissants roumains r6sidant sur le territoire en question;

(d) Les droits de propriete n6s depuis la reprise des relations com-
merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associ6es et la Rou-
manie, ou n6s de transactions entre le Gouvernement d'une Puissance Alliee
ou Associee et la Roumanie depuis le 12 septembre 1944;

(e) Les droits de propriet6 litteraire et artistique.

Article 28

1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, les biens, en
Allemagne, de 1'Etat et des ressortissants roumains ne seront plus consi-
deres comme biens ennemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur
caractere ennemi seront lev6es.

2. Les biens identifiables de 1'Etat et des ressortissants roumains que
les forces arm6es ou les autorites allemandes ont enleves, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire roumain et emportes en Allemagne apres le 12
septembre 1944 donneront lieu a restitution.

3. Le retablissement des droits de propri6t6 ainsi que la restitution
des biens roumains en Allemagne seront effectues conformnment aux

mesures qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne.

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient
prises en faveur de la Roumanie et des ressortissants roumains par les
Puissances occupant l'Allemagne, la Roumanie renonce, en son nom et au
nom des ressortissants roumains, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne

et les ressortissants allemands qui n'etaient pas reglees au 8 mai 1945, a
l'exception de celles qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui

6taient en vigueur ainsi que de droits qui etaient acquis avant le 1"e
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tutions philanthropiques privees et servant a des fins religieuses ou phi-
lanthropiques; 

(c) Les biens des personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants roumains 

et sont autorisees a resider, soit sur le territoire du pays oii sont situes ces 

biens, soit sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, autres 

que les biens roumains qui, a un moment quelconque, au cours de la guerre, 

ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere generale 

aux biens des ressortissants roumains residant sur le territoire en question; 

(d) Les droits de propriete nes depuis la reprise des relations corn-

merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la Rou-

manie, ou nes de transactions entre le Gouvemement d'une Puissance Alliee 

ou Associee et la Roumanie depuis le 12 septembre 1944; 

(e) Les droits de propriete litteraire et artistique. 

Article 28 

1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les biens, en 

Allemagne, de l'Etat et des ressortissants roumains ne seront plus consi-

deres comme biens ermemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur 

caractere ennemi seront levees. 

2. Les biens identifiables de l'Etat et des ressortissants roumains que 

les forces armees ou les autorites allemandes ont enkves, par force ou par 

contrainte, du territoire roumain et emportes en Allemagne apres le 12 

septembre 1944 donneront lieu a restitution. 

3. Le retablissement des droits de propriete ainsi que la restitution 

des biens roumains en Allemagne seront effectues conformement muc 

mesures qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne. 

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient 

prises en faveur de la Roumanie et des ressortissants roumains par les 

Puissances occupant l'Allemagne, la Roumanie renonce, en son nom et au 

nom des ressortissants rouma ins, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne 

et les ressortissants allemands qui n'etaient pas reglees au 8 mai 1945, a 

l'exception de celles qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui 

etaient en vigueur ainsi que de droits qui etaient acquis avant le 1" 



septembre 1939. Cette renonciation sera consideree comme s'appliquant
aux cr6ances, a toutes les reclamations de caractere intergouvernemental
relatives a des accords conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les reclama-
tions portant sur des pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre.

Article 29

1. L'existence de l'etat de guerre ne doit pas etre consideree en soi
comme affectant l'obligation d'acquitter les dettes pecuniaires resultant
d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur, et de droits qui etaient
acquis, avant l'existence de l'6tat de guerre, dettes qui etaient devenues
exigibles avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite et qui sont dues, soit
par le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants roumains au Gouvernement ou
aux ressortissants de l'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, soit par
le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alliees ou Asso-
ciees au Gouvernement ou aux ressortissants roumains.

2. Sauf dispositions expressement contraires du present Traite, au-
cune clause de ce Traite ne devra etre interpretee comme affectant les
rapports de debiteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la
guerre, soit par le Gouvernement, soit par les ressortissants roumains.

Article 30

1. La Roumanie renonce, au nom du Gouverement roumain et des
ressortissants roumains, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alliees et
Associees, toute reclamation de quelque nature que ce soit resultant directe-
ment de la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de l'existence d'un etat
de guerre en Europe apres le 1" septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee
ou Associ6e interessee ait ete ou non en guerre avec la Roumanie a l'epoque.

Sont incluses dans cette renonciation:

(a) les r6clamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par
suite de l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees
ou Associ6es;

(b) les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations ou de
l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alli6es ou Asso-
ciees sur le territoire roumain;
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septembre 1939. Cette renonciation sera consideree comme s'appliquant 

aux creances, a toutes les reclamations de caractere intergouvernemental 

relatives a des accords conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les reclama-

tions portant sur des pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre. 

Article 29 

1. L'existence de l'etat de guerre ne doit pas etre consideree en soi 

comme affectant robligation d'acquitter les dettes pecuniaires resultant 

d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur, et de droits qui etaient 

acquis, avant l'existence de retat de guerre, dettes qui etaient devenues 

exigibles avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite et qui sont dues, soit 

par le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants roumains au Gouvernement on 

aux ressortissants de rune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, soit par 

le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alliees ou Asso-

ciees au Gouvernement ou aux ressortissants roumains. 

2. Sauf dispositions expressement contraires du present Traite, au-
cune clause de cc Traite ne devra etre interpretee comme affectant les 

rapports de debiteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la 

guerre, soit par le Gouvernement, soit par les ressortissants roumains. 

Article 30 

1. La Roumanie renonce, au nom du Gouvernement roumain et des 

ressortissants roumains, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alliees et 

Associees, toute reclamation de quelque nature que cc soit resultant directe-

ment de la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de l'existence d'un etat 

de guerre en Europe apres le 1" septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee 

ou Associee interessee ait ete on non en guerre avec la Roumanie a l'epoque. 

Sont incluses dans cette renonciation: 

(a) les reclamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par 

suite de l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees 
ou Associees; 

(b) les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations ou de 

raction des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees on Ass°. 
ciees sur le territoire roumain; 
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(c) les reclamations portant sur les decisions ou les ordonnances des

tribunaux de prises de Puissances Allies ou Associ6es, la Roumanie

acceptant de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire

toutes les decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues

au 1" septembre 1939 ou posterieurement a cette date et concernant les

navires roumains, les marchandises roumaines ou le paiement des frais;

(d) les reclamations resultant de l'exercice des droits de belligerance

ou de mesures prises en vue de l'exercice de ces droits.

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et de-

finitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees,

qui seront des lors eteintes, quelles que soient les parties interess6es. Le

Gouverement roumain accepte de verser, en lei, une indemnite equitable

pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui ont fourni, sur requisition,

des marchandises ou des services aux forces armees de Puissances Alliees

ou Associ6es sur le territoire roumain, ainsi que les reclamations portees

contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees ou Associees, relatives a des

dommages causes sur le territoire roumain et ne resultant pas de faits de

guerre.

3. La Roumanie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouvernement roumain

et des ressortissants roumains, a faire valoir des reclamations de la nature

de celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre toute

Nation Unie dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Roumanie ont ete

rompues pendant la guerre, et qui a pris des mesures en cooperation avec

les Puissances Alliees et Associees.

4. Le Gouverement roumain assumera la pleine responsabilite de

toute la monnaie militaire alli6e emise en Roumanie par les autorites mili-

taires alliees, y compris toute la monnaie de cette nature en circulation a

la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

5. La renonciation a laquelle la Roumanie souscrit aux termes du

paragraphe 1 du present article s'tend a toutes les reclamations portant

sur les mesures prises par l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou

Associees a l'egard des navires roumains, entre le 1"' septembre 1939 et

la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ainsi que toutes les r6clama-
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(c) les reclamations portant sur les decisions ou les ordonnances des 

tribunaux de prises de Puissances Allies ou Associees, la Roumanie 

acceptant de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire 

toutes les decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues 

au ler septembre 1939 on posterieurement a cette date et concemant les 

navires roumains, les marchandises roumaines ou le paiement des frais; 

(d) les reclamations resultant de l'exercice des droits de belligerance 

ou de mesures prises en vue de rexercice de ces droits. 

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et de-

finitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees, 

qui seront des lors eteintes, quelles que soient les parties interessees. Le 

Gouvemement roumain accepte de verse; en lei, une indenanite equitable 

pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui out founai, sur requisition, 

des marchandises on des services aux forces armees de Puissances Alliees 

ou Associees sur le territoire roumain, aiivd que les reclamations portees 

contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees on Associees, relatives it des 

dommages causes sur le territoire roumain et ne resultant pas de faits de 

guerre. 

3. La Roumanie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouvemement roumain 

et des ressortissants roumains, a faire valoir des reclamations de la nature 

de celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre toute 

Nation Unie dont les relations diplomatiques avec in Roumanie ont ete 

rompues pendant la guerre, et qui a pris des mesures en cooperation avec 

les Puissances Alliees et Associees. 

4. Le Gouvemement roumain assumera la pleine responsabilite de 

toute la monnaie militaire alliee emise en Roumanie par les autorites mili-

taires alliees, y compris toute la monnaie de cette nature en circulation it 

la date &entree en vigueur du present Trait& 

5. La renonciation a laquelle la Roumanie souscrit aux termes du 

paragraphe 1 du present article s'etend a toutes les reclamations portant 

sur les mesures prises par rime quelconque des Puissances Alliees on 

Associees a l'egard des navires roumains, entre le ler septembre 1939 et 

La date &entree en vigueur du present Traite, ainsi que toutes les reclama-



tions et cr6ances r6sultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre
actuellement en vigueur.

Article 31

1. En attendant la conclusion de traites ou d'accords commerciaux
entre l'une quelconque des Nations Unies et la Roumanie, le Gouvernement
roumain devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront l'entree en vigueur
du pr6sent Trait6, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait,
accordent par voie de reciprocit6 un traitement analogue a la Roumanie
dans ces domaines, le traitement suivant:

(a) Pour toute ce qui concerne les droits et redevances a l'importation
ou a l'exportation, l'imposition a l'interieur du pays des marchandises
import6es, et tous les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies
beneficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favoris6e;

(b) La Roumanie ne pratiquera, a tous autres egards, aucune discri-
mination arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou a
destination du territoire d'une Nation Unie par rapport aux marchandises
analogues en provenance ou a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation
Unie ou de tout autre pays etranger;

(c) Les ressortissants des Natioin Unies, y compris les personnes
morales, b6n6ficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la
plus favorisee pour tout de qui a trait au commerce, a l'industrie, a la
navigation et aux autres formes d'activit6 commerciale en Roumanie. Ces
dispositions ne s'appliqueront pas a l'aviation commerciale;

(d) La Roumanie n'accordera a aucun pays de, droit exclusif ou
preferentiel en ce qui concerne l'exploitation des services aeriens commer-
ciaux potr les transports internationaux, elle offrira des conditions d'ega-
lite a toutes les Nations Unies pour l'obtention de droits en matiere de
transports aeriens commerciaux internationaux sur le territoire roumain,
y compris le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation,
et, en ce qui concerne 'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux pour
les transports internationaux, elle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies,
suivant le principe de la reciprocite et de la non-discrimination, le droit
de survoler le territoire roumain sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront
pas les int6erts de la d6fense nationale de la Roumanie.
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tions et creances resultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre 

actuellement en vigueur. 

Article 31 

1. En attendant la conclusion de traites on d'accords commerciaux 

entre rune quelconque des Nations Unies et la Roumanie, le Gouvernement 

roumain devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront rentree en vigueur 

du present Traite, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait, 

accordent par voie de reciprocite un traitement analogue a la Roumanie 

dans ces domaines, le traitement suivant: 

(a) Pour toute ce qui concerne les droits et redevances a rimportation 

on a rexportation, rimposition a rinterieur du pays des marchandises 

importees, et tous les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies 

beneficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favorisee; 

(b) La Roumanie ne pratiquera, a taus autres egards, aucune discri-

mination arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou 

destination du territoire d'une Nation Unie par rapport aux marchandises 

analogues en provenance on a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation 

Unie ou de tout autre pays etranger; 

(c) Les ressortissants des Natiott Unies, y compris les personnes 
morales, beneficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la 

plus favorisee pour tout de qui a trait au commerce, a rindustrie, a la 

navigation et aux autres formes d'activite commerciale en Roumanie. Ces 
dispositions ne s'appliqueront pas a raviation commerciale; 

(d) La Roumanie n'accordera a aucun pays de, droit exclusif on 

preferentiel en ce qui concerne rexploitation des services aeriens commer-

ciaux pqr les transports intemationaux, elle offrira des conditions d'ega-, 
lite it tonics les Nations Unies pour robtention de droits en matiere de 

transports aeriens commerciaux internationaux sur le territoire roumain, 

y compris le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation, 

et, en ce qui conceme l'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux pour 

les transports intemationaux, elle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies, 

suivant le principe de la reciprocite et de la non-discrimination, le droit 

de survoler le territoire roumain sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront 

pas les interests de la defense national° de la Roumanie. 
• 
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2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par la Roumanie doivent s'entendre
sous reserve des exceptions usuelles des trait6s de commerce conclus par
la Roumanie avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocit6
accord6e par chacune des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve
des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par celle-ci.

Article 32

1. Tous les diff6rends qui pourront s'elever a propos de l'applica-
tion des articles 23 et 24, ainsi que des annexes IV, V et VI B du present
Traite, seront soumis a une commission de conciliation, compos6e en
nombre egal de representants du Gouvernement de la Nation Unie inte-
ress6e et de representants du Gouvernement roumain. Si un reglement n'est
pas intervenu dans les trois mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le differend
a 6te soumis a la commission de conciliation, l'un ou l'autre Gouvernement
pourra demander l'adjonction a la Commission d'un tiers membre; a defaut
d'accord entre les deux Gouvernements sur le choix de ce membre, l'un
ou l'autre d'entre eux pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations
Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision de la majorite des membres de la commission sera
consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 33

Tous differends qui pourront s'elever au sujet des prix payes par le
Gouvernement roumain pour les marchandises livrees par ce Gouvernment
au titre des reparations et achet6es a des ressortissants d'une Puissance
Alliee ou Associ6e, ou a des societes appartenant a des ressortissants de
ces Puissances, seront regles, sans prejudice de l'execution des obligations
de la Roumanie relatives aux reparations, par voie de n6gociations diplo-
matiques entre le Gouvernement du pays int6ress6 et le Gouvernement
roumain. Si les n6gociations diplomatiques directes entre les parties inte-
ressees n'aboutissent pas a un reglement du differend dans un d6lai de
deux mois, ce differend sera soumis aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques
a Bucarest des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union
Sovietique pour qu'ils le reglent. Dans le cas of les Chefs de Mission ne
se mettraient pas d'accord dans un delai de deux mois, l'une ou l'autre des
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2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par la Roumanie doivent s'entendre 

sous reserve des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par 

la Roumanie avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocite 

accordee par chactme des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve 

des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par celle-ci. 

Article 32 

I. Tous les differends qui pourront s'elever a propos de l'applica-

tion des articles 23 et 24, ainsi que des annexes IV, V et VI B du present 

Traite, seront soumis a une commission de conciliation, composee en 

nombre egal de representants du Gouvernement de la Nation Unie inte-

ressee et de representants du Gouvernement roumain. Si un reglement n'est 

pas intervenu dans les trois mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le differend 

a ete soumis a la commission de conciliation, run ou l'autre Gouvernement 

pourra demander l'adjonction a la Commission d'un tiers membre; a defaut 

d'accord entre les deux Gouvernements sur le choix de ce membre, 

ou l'autre d'entre eux pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations 

Unies de proceder a cette designation. 

2. La decision de la majorite des membres de la commission sera 

consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties 

comme definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 33 

Tons differends qui pourront s'elever au sujet des prix payes par le 

Gouvernement roumain pour les marchandises livrees par ce Gouvernment 

au titre des reparations et achetees a des ressortissants d'une Puissance 

Alliee ou Associee, ou a des societes appartenant a des ressortissants de 

ces Puissances, seront regles, sans prejudice de l'execution des obligations 

de la Roumanie relatives aux reparations, par voie de negociations diplo-

matiques entre le Gouvernement du pays interesse et le Gouvernement 

roumain. Si les negociations diplomatiques directes entre les parties inte-

ressees n'aboutissent pas a un reglement du differend dans un delai de 

deux mois, ce differend sera soumis aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques 

Bucarest des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union 

Sovietique pour qu'ils le reglent. Dans le cas oa les Chefs de Mission no 

se mettraient pas d'accord dans un délai de deux mois, rune ou l'autre des 



parties pourra demander au Secr6taire G6neral des Nations Unies de
nommer un arbitre dont la decision sera obligatoire pour les parties.

Article 34

Les articles 23, 24, 31 et l'annexe VI du pr6sent Trait6 s'applique-
ront aux Puissances Alli6es et Associees et a la France ainsi qu'a celles
des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Roumanie ont
ete rompues pendant la guerre.

Article 35

Les dispositions des annexes IV, V et VI, ainsi que celles des autres
annexes seront consid6eres comme faisant partie int6grante du pr6sent
Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets.

PARTIE VII
CLAUSES RELATIVES AU DANUBE

Article 36

La navigation sur le Danube sera libre et ouverte aux ressortissants,
aux bateaux marchands et aux marchandises de tous les Etats sur un pied
d'egalit6 en ce qui concerne les droits de port et les taxes sur la navigation,
ainsi que les conditions auxquelles est soumise la navigation commerciale.
Les dispositions ci-dessus ne seront pas applicables au trafic entre les ports
d'un meme Etat

PARTIE VIII
CLAUSES FINALES

Article 37

1. Pendant une periode qui n'excidera pas dix-huit mois a partir de
rentree en vigueur du present Traite, les Chefs des missions diplomatiques
it Bucarest des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union
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parties pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations Unies de 
nommer un arbitre dont la decision sera obligatoire pour les parties. 

Article 34 

Les articles 23, 24, 31 et Pannexe VI du present Traite s'applique-

ront aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a la France ainsi qu'a celles 

des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Roumanie ont 

ete rompues pendant la guerre. 

Article 35 

Les dispositions des annexes W, V et VI, ainsi que celles des autres 

annexes seront • considerees comme faignnt partie integrante du present 

Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets. 

PARTIE VII 

CLAUSES RELATIVES AU DANUBE 

Article 36 

La navigation sur le Danube sera libre et ouverte aux ressortissants, 
aux bateaux marchands et aux marchandises de tous les Etats sur un pied 

d'egalite en ce qui concerne les droits de port et les taxes sur la navigation, 
ainsi que les conditions auxquelles est soumise la navigation commerciale. 
Les dispositions ci-dessus ne seront pas applicables au trafic entre les ports 
d'un meme Etat. 

PARTIE VIII 

CLAUSES FINALES 

Article 37 

I. Pendant une periode qui n'excedera pas dix-hnit mois a partir de 
Pentree en vigueur du present Traite, les Chefs des missions diplomatiques 

Bucarest des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de rUnion 
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Sovietique agissant de concert, repr6senteront les Puissances Alliees et
Associees pour traiter avec le Gouvernement roumain de toutes questions
relatives a l'execution et a l'interpretation du present Traite.

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront au Gouvernement roumain les
conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires

pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Trait6, aussi bien
dans sa lettre que dans son esprit.

3. Le Gouvernement roumain fournira a ces trois Chefs de Mission
toutes les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont ils pourront avoir

besoin dans l'accomplissement des taches qui leur sont devolues par le
present Traite.

Article 38

1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est

expressement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif

a l'interpretation ou a l'execution de ce Traite, qui n'a pas ete regle par

voie de negociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux trois Chefs de

Mission, agissant comme il est prevu a 1'article 37 mais, en pareil cas,

les Chefs de Mission ne seront pas tenus par les delais fixes dans ledit

article. Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle

dans un delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les Parties au differend convien-

nent l'une et l'autre d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis a la requete de

l'une ou l'autre des parties a une commission composee d'un representant

de chaque partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre

les deux parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord

dans un delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la d6signation

de ce tiers membre, l'une ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire

General des Nations Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission

sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties

comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 39

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, en guerre

avec la Roumanie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite, peut acce-
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Sovietique agissant de concert, representeront les Puissances Alliees et 

Associees pour traiter avec le Gouvernement roumain de toutes questions 

relatives a l'execution et a l'interpretation du present Traite. 

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront au Gouvernement roumain les 

conseils, avis techniques et edaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires 

pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien 

dans sa lettre que dans son esprit. 

3. Le Gouvernement roumain four/lira a ces trois Chefs de Mission 

toutes les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont ils pourront avoir 

besoin dans l'accomplissement des 'Caches qui leur sont devolues par le 

present Traite. 

Article 38 

1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est 

expressement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif 

l'interpretation ou a l'execution de ce Traite, qui n'a pas ete regle par 

voie de negociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux trois Chefs de 

Mission, agissant comme il est prevu a l'article 37 mais, en pareil cas, 

les Chefs de Mission ne seront pas tenus par les delais fixes dans ledit 

article. Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle 

dans un delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les Parties au differend convien-

nent l'une et l'autre d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis a la requete de 

l'une ou l'autre des parties a une commission composee d'un representant 

de chaque partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre 

les deux parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord 

dans un delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation 

de ce tiers membre, l'une ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire 

General des Nations Unies de proceder a cette designation. 

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission 

sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties 

comme definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 39 

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, en guerre 

avec la Roumanie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite, peut acce-



der au present Traite et sera consid6r6, des son accession, comme Puissance

Associee pour l'application du Traite.

2. Les instruments d'accession seront d6pos6s pros le Gouvernement

de l'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques Socialistes et prendront effet des

leur d6p6t.

Article 40

Le present Traite, dont les textes russe et anglais feront foi, devra

etre ratifi6 par les Puissances Alli6es et Associees. I1 devra 6galement etre

ratifi6 par la Roumanie. I1 entrera en vigueur immediatement apres le

d6pot des ratifications par les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, le Royaume-Uni de

Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et l'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques

Socialistes. Les instruments de ratification seront, dans le plus bref d6lai

possible, d6pos6s pres le Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovi-

tiques Socialistes.

En ce qui concerne chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees dont

les instruments de ratification seront d6poses ulterieurement, le Trait6

entrera en vigueur a la date du d6ept. Le present Trait6 sera depos6 dans

les archives du Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques

Socialistes, qui en remettra a chacun des Etats signataires une copie certi-
fiee conforme.
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der au present Traite et sera considere, des son accession, comme Puissance 

Associee pour l'application du Traite. 

2. Les instruments d'accession seront deposes pres le Gouvernement 

de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes et prendront effet des 

leur depOt. 

Article 40 

Le present Traite, dont les textes russe et anglais feront foi, devra 

etre ratifie par les Puissances AlHoes et Associees. II devra egalement e'tre 

ratifie par la Roumanie. Ii entrera en vigueur immediatement apres le 

depot des ratifications par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de 

Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques 

Socialistes. Les instruments de ratification seront, dans le plus bref delai 

possible, deposes pres le Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovie-

tiques Socialistes. 

En ce qui concerne chacune des Puissances Alliees on Associees dont 

les instruments de ratification seront deposes ulterieurement, le Traite 

entrera en vigueur a la date du depot. Le present Traite sera depose dans 

les archives du Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques 

Socialistes, qui en remettra a chacun des Etats signataires une copie certi-

fiee conforme. 
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ANNEXE I
(voir article 1)

Carte des frontieres roumaines

ANNEXE II
(voir article 13)

Definition de l'instruction militaire, aeienne et navale

1. L'instruction militaire est d6finie comme suit: l'6tude et la pratique
de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a des fins
militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'ex6cu-
tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans 1'enseignement ou la
pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et 1'etude
methodique de la tactique, de la strat6gie et du travail d'etat-major.

2. L'instruction militaire a6rienne est d6finie comme suit: l'etude et la
pratique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes
aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rap-
portant; l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres sp6ciales, y compris
le vol en formation, ex6cutees par des avions dans l'accomplissement d'une
mission aerienne militaire, et l'etude methodique de la tactique aerienne,
de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major.

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres sui-
vantes: l'organisation generale, 1'etude et la pratique de l'emploi des bati-
ments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que l'etude ou l'utilisa-
tion de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entrainement qui s'y rapportent et qui
sont en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de ceux
qui sont normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, l'enseignement,
la pratique et l'tude m6thodique de la tactique navale, de la strategie et
du travail d'etat-major, y compris l'execution de toutes les operations et
manoeuvres qui ne sont pas necessaires a l'emploi pacifique des navires.
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ANNEXE I 

(voir article 1) 

Carte des frontieres roumaines 

ANNEXE II 

(voir article 13) 

Definition de l'instruction militaire, aerienne et navale 

1. L'instruction militaire est definie comme suit: l'etude et la pratique 

de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a des fins 

militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'execu-

tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans renseignement on la 

pratique des evolutions executees par les forces an combat, et retude 

methodique de la tactique, de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

2. L'instruction militaire aerierme est definie comme suit: l'etude et la 

pratique de remploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes 

aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rap-

portant; l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris 

le vol en formation, executees par des avions dans raccomplissement d'une 

mission aerienne militaire, et l'etude methodique de la tactique aerienne, 
de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres sui-

vantes: l'organisation generale, l'etude et la pratique de remploi des bati-

ments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que retude on l'utilisa-

tion de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entrainement qui s'y rapportent et qui 

sont en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de ceux 

qui sont normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, renseignement, 

la pratique et retude methodique de la tactique navale, de la strategic et 

du travail d'etat-major, y compris l'execution de toutes les operations et 
manoeuvres qui ne sont pas necessaires a remploi pacifique des navires. 
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ANNEXE III
(voir article 16)

Definition et liste du materiel de guerre

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Trait6 s'applique
a toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le mat6riel specialement concus
et adaptes a des fins de guerre, qui sont 6numer6s ci-dessous.

Les Puissances Alli6es et Associees se r6servent le droit d'amender
periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir
compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de
la science.

Categorie I

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons
de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement
adaptables a un usage civil.

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a repetition et
pistolets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces
detachees non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil; affiits de mitrailleuse.

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons speciaux pour l'aviation; canons
sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes; canons de rechange pour ces

armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement adaptables a un usage civil;

afffits mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes.

4. Lance-fusees; mecanismes de lancement et de controle pour pro-

jectiles auto-moteurs et diriges; supports pour ces appareils.

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et diriges, projectiles, fusees, munitions

et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes 6numerees aux alin6as 1 a

4 ci-dessus, ainsi que fusees, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire

exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les amorcages n6cessaires pour les

besoins civils.

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges

de profondeur), mat6riel et charges incendiaires charges ou vides; tous
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Categorie I 

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons 
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4 ci-dessus, ainsi quo fusees, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire 
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besoins civils. 
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de profondeur), materiel et charges incendiaires charges ou vides; tons 



dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris
les amorgages n6cessaires pour les besoins civils.

7. Baionnettes.
Categorie II

1. Vehicules de combat blind6s; trains blind6s qui techniquement ne
peuvent etre transformes en vue d'usages civils.

2. Vehicules mecaniques ou auto-moteurs pour toutes les armes
enum6eres dans la cat6gorie I; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types
speciaux, autres que ceux qui sont enumeres a l'alinea 1 ci-dessus.

3. Blindages de plus de 3 pouces d'6paisseur, employ6s dans la guerre
a des usages de protection.

Cat6gorie III
1. Systeme de pointage et de calcul pour le controle du tir, compre,

nant les appareils r6gleurs de tir et les appareils d'enregistrement; instru-
ments de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement;
regleurs de fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-
ments de controle du tir.

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, batiments d'assaut et d'attaque.

3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et
pieges.

4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces armees de caractere
specialise qui n'est pas aisement adaptable a des usages civils.

Cat6gorie IV
1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires trans-

formes et les embarcations conques ou prtvues pour leur service et leur
appui, qui techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usage civils,
ainsi que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions ou tout autre equipement,
materiel, machines et installations, qui ne sont pas utilises en temps de paix
sur d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre.

2. Batiments de debarquement et vhicules on materiel amphibies
de toute nature; bitiments d'assaut o mat6riel d'assaut de tout type, aini
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dispositifs permettant de lea faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris 

les amorgages necessaires pour lea besoins civils. 

7. Bdionnettes. 

Categoric II 

1. Vehicules de combat blindes; trains blimdes qui techniquement no 

peuvent etre transformes en vue d'usages civils. 

2. Vehicules mecaniques ou auto-moteurs pour toutes lea arrnes 

enumerees dans la categoric I; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types 

speciaux, autres que ceux qui sont enumeres a l'alinea 1 ci-dessus. 

3. Blindages de plus de 3 pouces d'epaisseur, employes dans la guerre 

a des usages de protection. 

Categorie III 

1. Systeme de pointage et de calcul pour le contrele du tir, compre, 

nant lea appareils regieurs de fir et lea apparel's d'enregistrement; instru-

ments de direction du fir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement; 

regleurs de fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-

ments de contrele du fir. 

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, bafiments d'assaut et d'attaque. 

3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et 
pieges. 

4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces armees de caractere 

specialise qui /fest pas aisement adaptable it des usages civils. 

Categoric IV 

1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris lea navires trans-

formes et lea embarcations coupes ou prevues pour leur service et leur 

appui, qui techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usage civils, 

ainsi que lea armes, blindages, munitions, avions on tout autre equipement, 

materiel, machines et installations, qui ne sont pas utilises en temps de paix 

stir d'autres bateaux que lea navires de guerre. 

2. Batiments de debarquement et vehieules on materiel amphibies 

de toute nature; batiments d'assaut ou materiel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi 
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que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions,

fusees, armes propuls6es, ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme,

avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non.

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils

soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades sp6ciale-

ment concues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du mat6riel neces-

saire pour la recuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que

tout l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces d6tachees, les dispositifs

d'experimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui

peuvent etre sp6cialement concus en vue de la construction, du controle, de

1'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou ap-

pareils.

Cat6gorie V

1. Aeronefs mont6s ou demontes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air,

concus ou adaptes en vue du combat aerien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses,

de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport ou du lancement de

bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de l'un quelconque des dispositifs figurant

a l'alinea 2 ci-dessous ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur

construction, peuvent etre aisement munis de l'un de ces dispositifs.

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles

et dispositifs de largage de bombes ou de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles

pour canons.

3. Equipement specialement concu pour troupes aeroportees et utilise

seulement par ces troupes.

4. Catapultes ou systemes de lancement pour avions embarqu6s,

avions terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles

volants.

5. Ballons de barrage.

Categorie VI

Tous produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de mettre

hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre ou fabriques en quantites qui

excedent les besoins civils.
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que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions, 

fusees, armes propulsees, ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme, 

avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non. 

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils 

soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades speciale-

ment congues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du materiel neces-

saire pour la recuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que 

tout l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces detachees, les dispositifs 

d'experimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui 

peuvent etre specialement congus en vue de la construction, du controle, de 

l'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou ap-

pareils. 

Categorie V 

1. Aeronefs montes ou demontes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air, 

congus ou adaptes en vue du combat aerien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses, 

de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport on du lancement de 

bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de l'un quelconque des dispositifs figurant 

a l'alinea 2 ci-dessous ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur 

construction, peuvent etre aisement munis de l'un de ces dispositifs. 

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles 

et dispositifs de largage de bombes ou de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles 

pour canons. 

3. Equipement specialement congu pour troupes aeroportees et utilise 

seulement par ces troupes. 

4. Catapultes ou systemes de lancement pour avions embarques, 

avions terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles 

volants. 

5. Ballons de barrage. 

Categoric VI 

Tous produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de mettre 

hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre ou fabriques en quantites qui 

excedent les besoins civiLs. 



Categorie VII

Propulseurs, explosifs, mat6riel pyrotechnique, ou gaz liqu6fies, des-
tin6s a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du mat6riel de
guerre decrit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec
ce mat6riel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabri-
ques en quantites qui excedent les besoins civils.

Cat6gorie VIII

Installations et outillages industriels specialement congus en vue de
la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel enumeres
dans les categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas etre techniquement
transform6s a des fins civiles.

ANNEXE IV

Dispositions spedales concernant certaines categories de biens

A. Propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique

1. (a) Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du
present Traite sera accorde aux Puissances Alli6es et Associees et a leurs
ressortissants, sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanctions
quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes neces-
saires pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Roumanie des droits de
propriete industrielle, litt6raire et artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis
par suite de l'existence de l'etat de guerre.

(b) Les Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es ou leurs ressortissants, qui
auront fait, sur le territoire de 'une quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou
Associees, une demande, soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistre-
ment d'un modele d'utilit6 au plus tot douze mois avant l'ouverture des
hostilit6s avec la Roumanie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour l'enregistre-
ment d'un dessin industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique,
au plus t6t six mois avant l'ouverture des hostilit6s avec la Roumanie ou
au cours de celles-ci, auront le droit, pendant une periode de douze mois a
compter de la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite, de demander
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Categoric VII 

Propulseurs, explosifs, materiel pyrotechnique, ou gaz liquefies, des-

tines a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel de 

guerre decrit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec 

ce materiel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabri-

ques en quantites qui excedent les besoins civils. 

Categoric VIII 

Installations et outillages industriels specialement congus en vue de 

la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel enumeres 

dans les categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas etre techniquement 

transformes a des fins civiles. 

ANNEXE IV 

Dispositions spMiales concemant certaines categories de biens 

A. Propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique 

I. (a) Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite sera accorde aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a leurs 

ressortissants, sans paiement de droits de prorogation on autres sanctions 

quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tons les actes neces-

saires pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Roumanie des droits de 

propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis 

par suite de l'existence de l'etat de guerre. 

(b) Les Puissances Alliees et Associees on leurs ressortissants, qui 

auront fait, sur le territoire de rune quelconque des Puissances Alliees on 

Associees, une demande, soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistre-

ment d'un modele d'utilite au plus tot douze mois avant l'ouverture des 

hostilites avec la Roumanie on an cours de celles-ci, soit pour l'enregistre-

ment d'un dessin industriel, d'un modele on d'une marque de fabrique, 

au plus tat six mois avant l'ouverture des hostilites avec la Roumanie on 

au cours de celles-ci, auront le droit, pendant une periode de douze mois 

compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, de demander 
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des droits correspondants en Roumanie, avec un droit de priorite fonde
sur le depot ant6rieur de leur demande sur le territoire de cette Puissance
Alli6e ou Associee.

(c) I1 sera accorde a chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es et
a ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
un delai d'un an pendant lequel ils pourront engager des poursuites en
Roumanie contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles serait
impute un empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propri6t6 industrielle,
litt6raire ou artistique entre la date de l'ouverture des hostilites et celle
de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

2. Il ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la p6riode pendant

laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploitS, ou pendant laquelle un

modele ou une marque de fabrique doit etre utilise.

3. Il ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture

des hostilit6s et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 dans le calcul

de la duree normale de validit6 des droits de propriete industrielle, litt-

raire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Roumanie a l'ouverture des

hostilites ou qui seront reconnus ou 6tablis dans les conditions prevues a la

partie A de la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances

Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite

de ces droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement

prolongee en Roumanie, d'une nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui

aura ete ainsi exclue du decompte.

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Roumanie

des Puissances Alli6es et Associees et de leurs ressortissants devront egale-

ment s'appliquer aux droits de la Roumanie et de ses ressortissants dans

les territoires des Puissances Alli6es et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces

dispositions ne donnera a la Roumanie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un

traitement plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puis-

sances Alliees ou Associees que celui qui est accords dans les memes cas

par cette Puissance a l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses

ressortissants. La Roumanie ne sera pas non plus tenue en vertu de ces

dispositions d'accorder a l'une quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou Asso-
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des droits correspondants en Roumanie, avec un droit de priorite fonde 

sur le depot anterieur de leur demande sur le territoire de cette Puissance 

Alliee ou Associee. 

(c) Ii sera accorde a chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees et 

ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, 

un delai d'un an pendant lequel us pourront engager des poursuites en 

Roumanie contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles serait 

impute un empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propriete industrielle, 

litteraire ou artistique entre la date de rouverture des hostilites et celle 

de rentree en vigueur du present Traite. 

2. Ii ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la periode pendant 

laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploite, ou pendant laquelle un 

modele ou une marque de fabrique doit etre utilise. 

3. Ii ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul 

de la duree normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle, litte-

raire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Roumanie a rouverture des 

hostilites ou qui seront reconnus ou etablis dans les conditions prevues a la 

partie A de la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances 

Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite 

de ces droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement 

prolongee en Roumanie, d'une nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui 

aura ete ainsi exclue du decompte. 

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Roumanie 

des Puissances Alliees et Associees et de leurs ressortissants devront egale-

ment s'appliquer aux droits de la Roumanie et de ses ressortissants dans 

les territoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces 

dispositions ne donnera a la Roumanie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un 

traitement plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puis-

sances Alliees ou Associees clue celui qui est accorde dans les memes cas 

par cette Puissance a l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses 

ressortissants. La Roumanie ne sera pas non plus tenue en vertu de ces 

dispositions d'accorder a rune quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Asso-



ciees ou a ses ressortissants un traitement plus favorable que celui dont la
Roumanie ou ses ressortissants beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puis-
sance relativement aux matieres auxquelles s'appliquent les precedentes
dispositions.

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puis-
sances Alliees ou Associ6es ou sur le territoire roumain, qui, avant la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits
de propriete industrielle, litteraire ou artistique se trouvant en opposition
avec des droits retablis en vertu de la partie A de la pr6sente annexe ou
avec des droits obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu
des presentes dispositions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabriqu6, publi6,
reproduit, utilise ou vendu l'objet de ces droits, seront autorises a con-
tinuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils avaient acquis de bonne foi et a pour-
suivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la publication, la reproduction, l'utilisa-
tion ou la vente qu'ils avaient entreprises de bonne foi, sans s'exposer a des
poursuites pour empietement.

L'autorisation sera donn6e en Roumanie, sous la forme d'une licence
sans exclusivite qui sera accordee a des conditions a fixer par entente entre
les parties interessees ou, a defaut d'entente, par la commission de concilia-
tion constituee en vertu de l'article 32 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans
les territoires de chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees, les tiers de
bonne foi b6enficieront de la protection qui est accord6e, dans les cas ana-
logues, aux tiers de bonne foi dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux
des ressortissants des autres Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es.

6. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne devra
8tre interpretee comme donnant a la Roumanie ou a ses ressortissants sur
le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es, des
droits a des brevets ou a des modeles d'utilite pour des inventions relatives
a un article quelconque expressement designe a l'annexe III du present
Traite, inventions qui ont et faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes
d'enregistrement ont ete deposees, par la Roumanie ou par run de ses res-
sortissants, en Roumanie ou sur le territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe
ou sur un territoire occupe par les forces de 1'Axe, pendant le temps ou le
territoire en question se trouvait sous le contr6le des forces ou des autorites
des Puissances de l'Axe.
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ciees ou a ses ressortissants un traitement plus favorable que celui dont la 

Roumanie ou ses ressortissants beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puis-

sance relativement aux matieres auxquelles s'appliquent les precedentes 

dispositions. 

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de rune quelconque des Puis-

sances Alliees ou Associees ou sur le territoire roumain, qui, avant la date 

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits 

de propriete industrielle, litteraire ou artistique se trouvant en opposition 

avec des droits retablis en vertu de la partie A de la presente annexe ou 

avec des droits obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu 

des presentes dispositions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique, publie, 

reproduit, utilise on vendu l'objet de ces droits, seront autorises a con-

tinuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils avaient acquis de bonne foi et a pour-

suivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la publication, la reproduction, l'utilisa-

tion ou la vente gulls avaient entreprises de bonne foi, sans s'exposer a des 

poursuites pour empietement. 

L'autorisation sera donnee en Roumanie, sous la forme d'ime licence 

sans exclusivite qui sera accord& a des conditions a fixer par entente entre 

les parties interessees on, a defaut d'entente, par la commission de concilia-

tion constituee en vertu de rarticle 32 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans 

les territoires de chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, les tiers de 

bonne foi beneficieront de la protection qui est accordee, dans les cas ana-

logues, aux tiers de bonne foi dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux 

des ressortissants des autres Puissances Alliees et Associees. 

6. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne devra 

etre interpretee comme donnant a la Roumanie ou a ses ressortissants sur 

le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, des 

droits a des brevets on it des modeles d'utilite pour des inventions relatives 

un article quelconque expressement designe a raimexe III du present 

Traite, inventions qui ont ete faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes 

d'enregistrement ont ete deposees, par la Roumanie ou par run de ses res-

sortissants, en Roumanie ou sur le territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe 

ou sur un territoire occupe par les forces de l'Axe, pendant le temps oa le 

territoire en question se txouvait sous le contrele des forces on des autorites 
des Puissances de l'Axe. 
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7. La Roumanie accordera egalement le benefice des dispositions
precedentes de la presente annexe a la France et aux autres Nations Unies
qui ne sont pas des Puissances Alli6es et Associees, dont les relations diplo-
matiques avec la Roumanie ont ete rompues pendant la guerre et qui
s'engageront a accorder a la Roumanie les avantages conferes a ce pays
en vertu desdites dispositions.

8. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne doit
s'entendre comme etant en contradiction avec les articles 24, 27 et 29 du
present Traite.

B. Assurances

1. Exception faite des restrictions s'appliquant aux assureurs en
general, il ne sera fait aucun obstacle a la reprise par les assureurs qui
sont ressortissants des Nations Unies de leurs anciens portefeuilles.

2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, desire
reprendre son activit6 professionnelle en Roumanie et si la valeur des

dep6ts de garantie ou des reserves exigees en Roumanie des entreprises

d'assurances pour l'exercice de leur activit6 a diminue du fait de la perte

ou de la depreciation des titres qui les constituaient, le Gouvernement rou-

main s'engage a accepter, pendant une periode de dix-huit mois, ce qu'il

reste de ces titres comme satisfaisant entierement aux prescription legales

concernant les depots et les reserves.

ANNEXE V

Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce

A. Contrats

1. Sauf exception's 6noncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous,
tout contrat ayant necessite pour son execution des rapports entre des

parties qui sont devenues ennemies au sens de la partie D de la presente

annexe, sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment ou l'une quelconque des

parties est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette resiliation s'entendra sans

prejudice des dispositions de l'article 29 du present Traite; elle ne relerera
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7. La Roumanie accordera egalement le benefice des dispositions 

precedentes de la presente annexe a la France et aux autres Nations Unies 

qui ne sont pas des Puissances Alliees et Associees, dont les relations diplo-

matiques avec la Roumanie ont ete rompues pendant la guerre et qui 

s'engageront a accorder a la Roumanie les avantages conferes a ce pays 

en vertu desdites dispositions. 

8. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne doit 

s'entendre comme etant en contradiction avec les articles 24, 27 et 29 du 

present Traite. 

B. Assurances 

1. Exception faite des restrictions s'appliquant aux assureurs en 

general, il ne sera fait auctm obstacle a la reprise par les assureurs qui 

sont ressortissants des Nations Unies de leurs widens portefeuilles. 

2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, desire 

reprendre son activite professionnelle en Roumanie et si la valeur des 

depots de garantie ou des reserves exigees en Roumanie des entreprises 

d'assurances pour l'exercice de leur activite a diminue du fait de la perte 

ou de la depreciation des titres qui les constituaient, le Gouvernement rou-

main s'engage a accepter, pendant une periode de dix-huit mois, ce qu'il 

reste de ces titres comme satisfaisant entierement aux prescription legales 

concernant les depats et les reserves. 

ANNEXE V 

Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce 

A. Contrats 

1. Sad exception % enoncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous, 

tout contrat ayant necessite pour son execution des rapports entre des 

parties qui sont devenues ennemies au sens de la partie D de la presente 

annexe, sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment oil l'une quelconq-ue des 

parties est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette resiliation s'entendra sans 

prejudice des dispositions de l'article 29 du present Traite; elle ne relerera 



pas non plus l'une quelconque des parties au contrat de robligation de
reverser les sommes percues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour
lesquelles la partie interess6e n'a pas fourni de contre-partie.

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-
tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont l'ex6cution ne
necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues ennemies
au sens de la partie D de la pr6sente annexe, ne seront pas resiliees et
demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces a rarticle 27
du present Traite. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent pas atre ainsi
dissociees, le contrat sera tenu comme 6tant integralement resilie. Les
dispositions qui precedent s'entendent sous reserve de l'application des lois,
ordonnances et reglements nationaux edictes par telle ou telle des Puissances
Alli6es ou Associ6es de la juridiction de laquelle releve le contrat ou l'une
quelconque des parties au contrat, et sous reserve des stipulations du contrat.

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera
consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees con-
formement a un contrat passe entre ennemis, si ces transactions ont 6te
executees avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees
ou Associees.

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance
et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-
ment de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee int6ressee et le Gouvernement
roumain.

B. Prescription

1. Tons les d6lais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager
ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures
conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou des
biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des ressortis-
sants roumains qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager ou
poursuivre une action judiciaire, ou accomplir les formalites necessaires
pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commence a courir avant
ou apres louverture des hostilites, seront consideres comme ayant ete
suspendus pendant la duree de la guerre sur le territoire roumain d'une
part, et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, conformement au
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pas non plus rune quelconque des parties au contrat de robligation de 

reverser les sommes percues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour 

lesquelles la partie interessee n'a pas fourth de contre-partie. 

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-

tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont l'execution ne 

necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues ennemies 

an sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, ne seront pas resiliees et 

demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces a radicle 27 

du present Traite. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent pas etre ainsi 

dissociees, le contrat sera tenu comme etant integralement resilie. Les 

dispositions qui precedent s'entendent sous reserve de l'application des lois, 

ordonnances et reglements nationaux edictes par telle on telle des Puissances 

Alliees ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve le contrat ou rune 

quelconque des parties an contrat, et sous reserve des stipulations du contrat. 

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera 

consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees con-

formement a un contrat passe entre ermemis, si ces transactions ont ete 

executees avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees 
ou Associees. 

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance 

et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-

ment de la Puissance Alliee on Associee interessee et le Gouvemement 

roumain. 

B. Prescription 

1. Tous les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager 

ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire on du droit de prendre des mesures 

conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des persormes ou des 

biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des ressortis-

sants roumains qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager ou 

poursuivre une action judiciaire, ou accomplir les formalites necessaires 

pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commence a comir avant 

ou apres rouverture des hostilites, seront consideres comme ayant ete 

suspendus pendant la duree de la guerre sur le territoire roumain d'une 

part, et sur le territoire de miles des Nations Unies qui, conformement an 
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principe de la r6ciprocite, accordent a la Roumanie le b6n6fice des disposi-
tions du pr6sent paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces delais commenceront a
courir des la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispositions
du present paragraphe s'appliqueront aux delais fixes pour le depot des
coupons d'int6rets ou de dividendes ou pour le d6pot, en vue du rembourse-
ment, des valeurs sorties au tirage ou remboursables pour tout autre motif.

2. Lorsqu'en raison de l'inex6cution d'un acte ou de l'omission
d'une formalit6 quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'ex6cution ont
ete prises sur le territoire roumain au pr6judice d'un ressortissant d'une
Nation Unie, le Gouvernement roumain r6tablira les droits les6s. Si le
retablissement de ces droits est impossible ou devait etre inequitable, le
Gouvernement roumain fera le n6cessaire pour que l'int6ress6 recoive telle
compensation qui en l'occurrence paraitra juste et 6quitable.

C. Effets de commerce

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce sou-
scrit avant la guerre ne sera consid6r6 comme n'6tant plus valable pour la
seule raison qu'il n'a pas 6t6 pr6sent6 a 1'acceptation ou a 1'encaissement
dans les delais prescrits, ou que le tireur ou l'endosseur n'a pas 6t6 avis6
dans ces delais que 1'effet en question n'a pas 6t6 accepte ou pay6, ou qu'il
n'a pas 6t6 protest6 dans lesdits delais ou qu'une formalit6 quelconque a ete
omise pendant la guerre.

2. Si le delai au cours duquel un effet de commerce aurait di etre
present6 a l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement, ou dans lequel un avis de
non-acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait du etre donne au tireur ou a
l'endosseur, ou durant lequel 1'effet aurait diu tre proteste, est arrive a
expiration pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait di presenter ou pro-
tester 1'effet ou aviser du d6faut d'acceptation ou du d6faut de paiement a
omis de le faire pendant la guerre, il sera accord6 un delai de trois mois
au moins, a partir de la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, pendant
lequel il sera possible de pr6senter ou de protester ledit effet ou de donner
avis de son d6faut d'acceptation ou de son d6faut de paiement.

3. Si une personne s'est obligee, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre,
au paiement d'un effet de commerce, a la suite d'un engagement pris
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principe de la reciprocite, accordent a la Roumanie le benefice des disposi-

tions du present paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces delais commenceront 

courir des la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispositions 

du present paragraphe s'appliqueront aux delais fixes pour le depot des 

coupons d'interets ou de dividendes ou pour le depot, en vue du rembourse-

ment, des valeurs sorties an tirage ou remboursables pour tout autre motif. 

2. Lorsqu'en raison de rinexecution d'un acte ou de "omission 

d'une formalite quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'execution ont 

ete prises sur le territoire roumain au prejudice d'un ressortissant d'une 

Nation Unie, le Gouvernement roumain retablira les droits leses. Si le 

retablissement de ces droits est impossible on devait etre inequitable, le 

Gouvernement roumain fera le necessaire pour que rinteresse regoive telle 

compensation qui en l'occurrence paraitra juste et equitable. 

C. Effets de commerce 

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce sou-

writ avant la guerre ne sera considere comme n'etant plus valable pour la 

seule raison qu'il n'a pas ete presente a l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement 

dans les delais prescrits, ou que le tireur ou l'endosseur n'a pas ete avise 

dans ces delais que l'effet en question n'a pas ete accepte ou paye, ou qu'il 

n'a pas ete proteste dans lesdits delais ou qu'une formalite quelconque a ete 

omise pendant la guerre. 

2. Si le delai au cours duquel un effet de commerce aurait dii etre 

presente a l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement, ou dans lequel un avis de 

non-acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait da etre donne au tireur ou 

l'endosseur, ou durant lequel l'effet aurait dii etre proteste, est arrive a 

expiration pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait dii presenter ou pro-

tester l'effet ou aviser du defaut d'acceptation ou du defaut de paiement a 

omis de le faire pendant la guerre, il sera accorde un delai de trois mois 

au moms, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, pendant 

lequel il sera possible de presenter ou de protester ledit effet ou de donner 

avis de son defaut d'acceptation ou de son defaut de paiement. 

3. Si une personne s'est obligee, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre, 

au paiement d'un effet de commerce, a la suite d'un engagement pris 



envers elle par une autre personne devenue ulterieurement ennemie, celle-ci
reste tenue, malgre l'ouverture des hostilites, de garantir la premiere des
consequences de son obligation.

D. Dispositions sp6ciales

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques ou mo-
rales seront consid6eres comme etant devenues ennemies a partir de la
date oiu tout commerce entre elles est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois,
ordonnances ou reglements auxquels ces personnes ou le contrat etaient
soumis.

2. Etant donn6 le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, les
dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations entre les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et la Roumanie.

ANNEXE VI

Tribunaux de prises et jugements

A. Tribunaux de prises
1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es se reserve le droit

d'examiner, conformement a une procedure qu'elle fixera, toutes decisions
et ordonnances des tribunaux de prises roumains, rendues a la suite de
proces, mettant en cause les droits de propri6te de ses ressortissants et de
recommander au Gouvernement roumain de faire proceder a la revision
de celles de ces decisions ou ordonnances qui pourraient n'etre pas con-
formes au droit international.

2. Le Gouvernement roumain s'engage a communiquer copie de tous
les documents et pieces de ces proces, y compris les decisions prises et les
ordonnances rendues, a accepter toutes recommandations formulees a la
suite de l'examen de ces proces et a donner effet i ces recommendations.

B. Jugements

Le Gouvernement roumain prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour per-
mettre aux ressortissants de 'une quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout
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envers elle par une autre personne devenue ulterieurement ennemie, celle-ci 

reste tenue, malgre l'ouverture des hostilites, de garantir la premiere des 

consequences de son obligation. 

D. Dispositions speciales 

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques on mo-

rales seront considerees comme etant devenues ennemies a partir de la 

date oil tout commerce entre elles est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois, 

ordonnances ou reglements auxquels ces personnes on le contrat etaient 

soumis. 

2. Etant donne le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, les 

dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations entre les 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique et la Roumanie. 

ANNEXE VI 

Tribunaux de prises et jugements 

A. Tribunaux de prises 

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees se reserve le droit 

d'examiner, conformement a une procedure qu'elle fixera, toutes decisions 

et ordonnances des tribunaux de prises roumains, rendues a la suite de 

proces, mettant en cause les droits de propriete de ses ressortissants et de 

recommander an Gouvemement roumain de faire proceder it la revision 

de celles de ces decisions ou ordonnances qui pourraient n'etre pas con-
formes au droit international. 

2. Le Gouvemement roumain s'engage a communiquer copie de taus 

les documents et pieces de ces proces, y compris les decisions prises et les 

ordonnances rendues, it accepter toutes recommandations formidees a la 

suite de l'examen de ces proces et a dormer effet a ces recommandations. 

B. Jugements 

Le Gouvemement roumain prendra les mesures necessaires pour per-

inettre aux ressortissants de rune quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout 
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moment dans un deIai d'un an a compter de la date d'entr6e en vigueur
du present Traite, d'intenter devant les autorites roumaines competentes
une action en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal roumain

entre le 22 juin 1941 et la date de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite
dans tout proces dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a

pas &ete meme d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en

qualit6 de demandeur, soit en qualit6 de d6fendeur. Le Gouvernement rou-

main prendra les mesures necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant

d'une des Nations Unies a subi un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de

cette nature, ce ressortissant soit retabli dans la situation oiu il se trouvait

avant le prononce du jugement ou recoive telle compensation qui pourra,

en la circonstance, etre juste et equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des

Nations Unies" comprend les societes ou associations organisees ou consti-

tuees conformement a la legislation de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.
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moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur 

du present Traite, d'intenter devant les autorites roumaines competentes 

une action en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal roumain 

entre le 22 juin 1941 et la date de rentree en vigueur du present Traite 

dans tout proces dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a 

pas ete a meme d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en 

qualite de demandeur, soit en qualite de defendeur. Le Gouvernement rou-

main prendra les mesures necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant 

d'une des Nations Unies a subi un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de 

cette nature, ce ressortissant soit retabli dans la situation oil il se trouvait 

avant le prononce du jugement ou recoive telle compensation qui pourra, 

en lit circonstance, etre juste et equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des 

Nations Unies" comprend les societes ou associations organisees ou consti-

tuees conformement a la legislation de rune quelconque des Nations Unies. 
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Uniunea Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice, Regatul Unit al Marei
Britanii si Irlandei de Nord, Statele Unite ale Americei, Australia, Repu-
blica Socialista Sovietica Bielorusia, Canada, Cehoslovacia, India, Noua
Zelanda, Republica Socialista Sovietica Ucraina si Uniunea Sudafricana
ca state aflate in razboi cu Romania si care au participat activ la lupta contra
statelor europene inamice cu forte militare importante, desemnate in cele
ce urmeaza sub numele de Puterile Aliate si Asociate, de o parte,

si Romania de alta parte;
Avand in vedere ca Romania, care a incheiat o alianta cu Germania

hitlerista si a participat la razboi alaturi de ea impotriva U.R.S.S., Regatul
Unit, Statele Unite ale Americei si a celorlalte Natiuni Unite, are partea
sa de raspundere in acest razboi;

Tinand seama, pe de alta parte, de faptul ca, la 24 August 1944
Romania a incetat toate operatiunile militare impotriva U.R.S.S., ca s'a
retras din razboi contra Natiunilor Unite si ca a rupt relatiile sale cu Germa-
nia si satelitii sai si, dupa ce a incheiat la 12 Septembrie 1944 un Armistitiu
cu guvernele U. R. S. S., Regatul Unit si Statele Unite ale Americei, actionand
in interesul tuturor Natiunilor Unite, a participat activ la razboi contra
Germaniei;

Avand in vedere ca Puterile Aliate si Asociate si Romania doresc sa
incheie un tratat de pace care, in conformitate cu principiile de justitie,
va rezolva chestiunile inca in suspensie ca rezultat al evenimentelor mai
sus mentionate si va constitui baza unor relatiuni amicale intre ele, per-
mitand astfel Puterilor Aliate si Asociate sa sprijine cererea Romaniei
de a deveni membra a Natiunilor Unite si de a adera deasemenea la orice
alta Conventie incheiata sub auspiciile Natiunilor Unite;

Pentru aceste motive au hotarat sa declare incetarea starei de razboi
si sa incheie in acest scop prezentul Tratat de Pace si in consecinta au numit
pe mai jos semnatii plenipotentiari cari, dupa ce au schimbat intre ei
deplinele lor puteri, gasite in buna si cuvenita forma, au cazut de acord
asupra urmatoarelor dispozitiuni:
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Uniunea Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice, Regatul Unit al Marei 

Britanii si Irlandei de Nord, Statele Unite ale Americei, Australia, Repu-

blica Socialista Sovietica Bielorusia, Canada, Cehoslovacia, India, Noua 

Zelanda, Republica Socialista Sovietica Ucraina si Uniunea Sudafricana 

ca state aflate in razboi cu Romania si care au participat activ la lupta contra 

statelor europene inamice cu forte militare importante, desemnate in cele 

ce urmeaza sub numele de Puterile Aliate si Asociate, de o parte, 

si Romania de alta parte; 

Avand in vedere ca Romania, care a incheiat o alianta cu Germania 

hitlerista si a participat la razboi alaturi de ea impotriva U.R.S.S., Regatul 

Unit, Statele Unite ale Americei si a celorlalte Natiuni Unite, are partea 

sa de raspundere in acest razboi; 

Tinand seama, pe de alta parte, de faptul ca, la 24 August 1944 

Romania a incetat toate operatiunile militare impotriva U. R. S. S., ca s'a 

retras din razboi contra Natiunilor Unite si ca a rupt relatiile sale cu Germa-

nia si satelitii sai si, dupa ce a incheiat la 12 Septembrie 1944 un Armistitiu 

cu guvernele U. R. S. S., Regatul Unit si Statele Unite ale Americei, actionand 
in interesul tuturor Natiunilor Unite, a participat activ la razboi contra 

Germaniei; 

Avand in vedere ca Puterile Aliate si Asociate si Romania doresc sa 

incheie un tratat de pace care, in conformitate cu principiile de justitie, 

va rezolva chestiunile inca in suspensie ca rezultat al evenimentelor mai 

sus mentionate si va constitui baza unor relatiuni amicale intre ele, per-

mitand astfel Puterilor Aliate si Asociate sa sprijine cererea Romaniei 
de a deveni membra a Natiunilor Unite si de a adera deasemenea la once 

alta Conventie incheiata sub auspiciile Natiunilor Unite; 

Pentru aceste motive au hotarat sa declare incetarea starei de razboi 
si sa incheie in acest scop prezentul Tratat de Pace si in consecinta au numit 

pe mai jos semnatii plenipotentiari can, dupa ce au schimbat intre ei 

deplinele 'or puteri, gasite in buna si cuvenita forma, au cazut de acord 
asupra urmatoarelor dispozitiuni: 
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PARTEA I

FRONTIERE

Articolul 1
Frontierele Romaniei, astfel cum sunt indicate pe harta anexata Trata-

tului de fata (Anexa I) vor fi cele existente la 1 Ianuarie 1941, cu exceptia
frontierei romano-ungare care este definita in art. 2 din prezentul Tratat.

Frontiera sovieto-romana este astfel fixata in conformitate cu dispozi-
tiunile acordului sovieto-roman din 28 Iunie 1940 si cu ale acordului
sovieto-cehoslovac din 29 Iunie 1945.

Articolul 2
Hotararile sentintei dela Viena din 30 August 1940 sunt declarate nule

si neavenite. Frontiera dintre Romania si Ungaria este restabilita prin pre-
zentul articol, astfel cum exista la 1 Ianuarie 1938.

PARTEA II

CLAUZE POLITICE

SECTIUNEA I

Articolul 3

1. Romania va lua toate masurile necesare pentru a asigura tuturor
persoanelor de sub jurisdictia romana, fara deosebire de rasa, de sex, de
limba sau de religie, folosirea dreptului omului si a libertatilor funda-
mentale inclusiv libertatea de exprimare a gandirii, a presei si de publicare,
libertatea de serviciu divin, de opinie politica si de intrunire.

2. Romania isi ia in plus angajamentul ca legile in vigoare in Romania
sa nu faca nici o discriminare sau sa rezulte in vreo discriminare, fie in
continutul fie in aplicarea lor, intre persoanele de nationalitate romana
pe temeiul rasei, sexului, limbei sau religiei lor, atat in ceace priveste
persoana lor, bunurile lor, interesele lor comerciale, profesionale sau finan-
ciare statutul lor, drepturile lor politice sau civile cat si in orice alta privinta.
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PARTEA I 

FRONTIERE 

Articolul 1 

Frontierele Romaniei, astfel cum stint indicate pe hada anexata Trata-

tului de fata (Anexa I) vor fi cele existente la 1 Ianuarie 1941, cu exceptia 

frontierei romano-ungare care este definita in art. 2 din prezentul Tratat. 

Frontiera sovieto-romana este astfel fixata in conformitate cu dispozi-

tiunile acordului sovieto-roman din 28 Iunie 1940 si cu ale acordului 

sovieto-cehoslovac din 29 Iunie 1945. 

Articolul 2 

Hotararile sentintei dela Viena din 30 August 1940 aunt declarate nule 

si neavenite. Frontiera dintre Romania si Ungaria este restabilita prin pre-

zentul articol, astfel cum exista la 1 Ianuarie 1938. 

PARTEA II 

CLAUZE POLITICE 

SECTIUNEA I 

Articolul 3 

1. Romania va lua toate masurile necesare pentru a asigura tuturor 

persoanelor de sub jurisdictia romana, fara deosebire de rasa, de sex, de 

limba sau de religie, folosirea dreptului omului si a libertatilor funda-

mentale inclusiv libertatea de exprimare a gandirii, a presei si de publicare, 

libertatea de serviciu divin, de opinie politica si de intrunire. 

2. Romania isi ia in plus angajamentul ca legile in vigoare in Romania 

sa nu faca nici o discriminare sau sa rezulte in vreo discriminare, fie in 

continutul fie in aplicarea lor, intre persoanele de nationalitate romana 

pe temeiul rasei, sexului, limbei sau religiei lor, atat in ceace priveste 

persoana lor, bunurile lor, interesele lor comerciale, profesionale sau finan-
ciare statutul lor, drepturile lor politice sau civile cat si in once alta privinta. 
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Articolul 4
Romania care in conformitate cu Conventia de Armistitiu a luat masuri

pentru eliberarea, fara deosebire de cetatenie sau de nationalitate, a tuturor
persoanelor detinute pentru activitatea lor in favoarea Natiunilor Unite
sau pentru simpatiile lor fata de acestea sau din cauza originei lor rasiale
si care a luat masuri pentru abrogarea legislatiei discriminatorii si anularea
restrictiunilor impuse prin aceasta, va complecta aceste masuri si nu va
lua in viitor nici o masura si nici nu va promulga vreo lege care ar fi
incompatibila cu scopurile si telurile mentionate in prezentul articol.

Articolul 5

Romania care, in conformitate cu Conventia de Armistitiu a luat masuri
pentru disolvarea tuturor organizatiilor politice, militare si paramilitare
cu caracter fascist in fiinta pe teritorul roman, precum si a oricaror alte
organizatii carefac o propaganda ostila Uniunei Sovietice sau oricarei alte
Natiuni Unite, nu va tolera pe viitor existenta si activitatea vreunor organi-
zatii de asemenea natura, care au drept tel sa priveze poporul de drepturile
sale democratice.

Articolul 6
1. Romania va lua toate masurile necesare pentru a asigura arestarea

si predarea in vederea judecarii lor a:

(a) Persoanelor acuzate ca au comis, au ordonat crime de razboi si
crime contra pacii sau umanitatii sau de a fi fost complici la comiterea lor:

(b) Supusilor Puterilor Aliate si Asociate acuzati ca au violat legile
tarii lor facand acte de tradare sau colaborand cu inamicul in timpul
razboiului;

2. La cererea guvernelor Natiunilor Unite interesate, Romania va
facilita deasemeni si prezentarea ca martori a persoanelor de sub jurisdictia
sa a caror marturie este necesara pentru judecarea persoanelor mentionate
in paragraful 1 din articolul de fata.

3. Orice dezacord cu privire la aplicarea stipulatiilor din paragrafele
1 si 2 din articolul de fata va fi supus de orice guvern interesat sefilor mi-
siunilor diplomatice din Bucuresti ale Statelor Unite ale Americei, Regatul
Unit si U.R.S.S., cari se vor pune de acord asupra chestiunei ridicate.
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Articolul 4 

Romania care in conformitate Cu Conventia de Armistitiu a luat masuri 

pentru eliberarea, fara deosebire de cetatenie sau de nationalitate, a tuturor 

persoanelor detinute pentru activitatea lor in favoarea Natiunilor Unite 

sau pentru simpatiile lor fata de acestea sau din cauza originei lor rasiale 

Si care a luat masuri pentru abrogarea legislatiei discriminatorii Si anularea 

restrictiunilor impuse prin aceasta, va complecta aceste masuri Si nu va 

lua in viitor nici o masura Si nici nu va promulga vreo lege care ar fi 
incompatibila cu scopurile si telurile mentionate in prezentul articol. 

Articolul 5 

Romania care, in conformitate cu Conventia de Armistitiu a luat masuri 
pentru disolvarea tuturor organizatiilor politice, militare si paramilitare 
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SECTIUNEA II

Articolul 7

Romania se obliga sa recunoasca deplina valoare a tratatelor de pace
cu Italia, Ungaria, Bulgaria si Finlanda precum si a acordurilor sau anga-
jamentelor care au fost sau vor fi incheiate de Puterile Aliate si Asociate

in ce priveste Austria, Germania si Japonia pentru restaurarea pacel.

Articolul 8

Starea de razboi intre Romania si Ungaria va inceta la intrarea in

vigoare a prezentului Tratat de Pace si a Tratatului de Pace dintre Uniunea

Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice, Regatul Unit al Marei Britanii si Irlandei

de Nord, Statele Unite ale Americei, Australia, Republica Socialista So-
vietica Bielorusia, Canada, Cehoslovacia, India, Noua Zelanda, Republica

Socialista Sovietica Ucraina, Uniunea Sudafricana si Republica Federala

Populara Jugoslaviei de o parte si Ungaria de alta parte.

Articolul 9

Romania se obliga sa accepte orice aranjamente cari au fost sau vor

putea fi incheiate pentru lichidarea Societatei Natiunilor si a Curtii perma-

nente de Justitie internationala.

Articolul 10

1. Fiecare dintre Puterile Aliate si Asociate va notifica Romaniei in

termen de sase luni dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat de Pace,

tratatele bilaterale dinainte de razboi cu Romania pe cari doreste sa le

mentina sau sa le repuna in vigoare. Orice dispozitiuni ale Tratatelor in

chestiune, care nu ar fi conforme cu Tratatul de fata vor fi insa suprimate.

2. Toate tratatele care vor fi facut obiectul acestei notificari vor fi

inregistrate la Secretariatul Organizatiei Natiunilor Unite, in conformitate

cu articolul 102 din Charta Natiunilor Unite.

3. Toate tratatele cari nu vor fi facut obiectul unui astfel de notificari,

vor fi considerate drept abrogate.
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PARTEA III

CLAUZE MILITARE, NAVALE SI AERIENE

SECTIUNEA I

Articolul 11

Mentinerea armatelor terestre, maritine si aeriene si a fortificatiilor
va fi strict limitata in asa fel incat sa corespunda exclusiv sarcmilor de
ordin intern si ale apararii locale a frontierelor. Conform celor de mai sus,
Romania este autorizata sa pastreze forte armate carl nu vor depasi:

(a) pentru Armata de uscat, inclusiv granicerii, un efectiv total de
120.000 oameni.

(b) pentru artilerie anti-aeriana, un efectiv de 5.000 oameni.
(c) pentru Marina un efectiv de 5.000 oameni si un tonaj total de

15.000 tone.

(d) pentru aviatia militara, inclusiv intreaga aeronautica navala si
avioanele de rezerva 150 avioane, dintre carl eel mult 100 vor putea fi
avioane de lupta si un efectiv total de 8.000 oameni. Romania nu va putea
poseda nici achizitiona avioane concepute esential ca bombardiere si pose-
dand dispozitive interioare pentru transportul bombelor.

Efectivele vor cuprinde, in fiecare caz, personalul de comandament,
unitatile combatante si serviciile.

Articolul 12

Personalul Armatei, Marinei si Aviatiei romane care depaseste efecti-
vele autorizate in fiecare caz prin Articolul 11 va fi licentiat intr'un termen
de sase luni dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

Articolul 13

Personalul ce nu face parte din armata, Marina sau Aviatia romana
nu va primi nici un fel de instructie militara, navala sau aeriana, asa cum
sunt definite in anexa II.
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Articolul 14
Romania nu va poseda, construi sau experimenta nici un fel de arma

atomica nici un fel de proectile automotoare ori dirijate, sau dispozitive
intrebuintate pentru lansarea lor (altele decat torpile si dispozitivele de
lansare a torpilelor facand parte din armamentul normal al vaselor autori-
zate prin prezentul Tratat), nici un fel de mine marine sau torpile de tipurile
fara contact puse in miscare printr'un mecanism prin influenta, nici o torpila
umana, nici un submarin sau alt bastiment submersibil, nici o vedeta arunca-
toare de torpile si niciun alt tip specializat de vas de asalt.

Articolul 15

Romania nu va putea conserva, fabrica sau achizitiona prin orice alte
mijloace, materiale de razboi depasind ceace este necesar pentru mentinerea
fortelor armate autorizate prin articolul 11 al prezentului Tratat, nici nu
va pastra instalatiuni pentru fabricarea acestui material.

Articolul 16

1. Materialul de razboi de provenienta aliata, in excedent, va fi pus
la dispozitia Puterii Aliate sau Asociate interesate, potrivit instructiunilor
ce vor fi date de aceasta. Materialul de razboi roman, in excedent, va fi
pus la dispozitia Guvernelor Uniunii Sovietice, Regatului Unit si Statelor
Unite ale Americei. Romania va renunta la toate drepturile asupra acestui
material.

2. Materialul de razboi de provenienta germana, sau construit dupa
plaquri germane, in excedent fata de ceace este necesar fortelor armate
autorizate prin prezentul Tratat, va fi pus la dispozitia celor trei guverne.
Romania nu va achizitiona si nu va fabrica nici un material de razboi de
provenienta germana, sau construit dupa planuri germane; ea nu va intre-
buinta si nu va instrui nici un tehnician inclusiv personalul aviatiei mili-
tare si civile, care sa fie sau sa fi fost supus german.

3. Materialul de razboi, in excedent, mentionat in paragrafele 1 si 2
din articolul de fata va fi predat sau distrus in termen de un an dela intrarea
in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

4. 0 definitie si o lista a materialului de razboi pentru scopurile
acestui tratat sunt cuprinse in Anexa III.
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Articolul 17
Romania va da intreaga ei colaborare Puterilor Aliate si Asociate in

scop dea pune Germania in imposibilitate de a lua in afara de teritoriul
german, masuri tinzand la reinarmarea ei.

Articolul 18
Romania nu va dobandi si nu va fabrica nici un avion civil de model

german sau japonez, sau cuprinzand elemente importante de conceptie sau
de constructie germana sau japoneza.

Articolul 19
Fiecare din clauzele militare, navale si aeriene ale prezentului Tratat

va ramane in vigoare atata timp cat nu va fi fost modificat, in intregime sau
in parte, prin acord intre Puterile Aliate si Asociate si Romania, sau, dupa
ce Romania va fi devenit membra a Organizatiei Natiunilor Unite, prin
acord intre Consiliul de Securitate si Romania.

SECTIUNEA II

Articolul 20
1. Prizionerii de razboi romani vor fi repatriati cat mai curand cu

putinta, conform angajamentelor stabilite intre fiecare din Puterile care
detin pe acesti prizoniei si Romania.

2. Toate cheltuelile, inclusiv cele de subzistenta, cauzate de transferul
prizonierilor de razboi dela centrele de repatriere respective, care vor fi
alese de Guvernul Puterii Aliate sau Asociate interesgte, pana la locul de
intrare pe teritorul roman, vor fi in sarcina Guvernului Roman.

PARTEA IV
RETRAGEREA FORTELOR ALIATE

Articolul 21
1. Toate fortele armate aliate vor fi retrase din Romania intr'un ter-

men de 90 de zile cu incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat,
Uniunea Sovietica rezervandu-si dreptul de a pastra pe teritoriul roman,
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forte armate care i-ar putea fi necesare pentru mentinerea liniilor de comu-
nicatii ale Armatei Rosii cu zona sovietica de ocupatie din Austria.

2. Toate devizele romanesti neintrebuintate si toate bunurile romanesti
cari se afla in posesia armatelor aliate pe teritorul romanesc si care au fost
dobandite pe baza articolului 10 al Armistitiului, vor fi restituite guvernului
roman in acelasi termen de 90 zile.

3. Totusi, Romania va procura toate aprovizionarile si inlesnirile care
pot sa fie in mod special necesare la mentinerea liniilor de comunicatie cu
zona sovietica de ocupatie din Austria, pentru care Guvernul Roman va
primi o indemnizatie potrivita.

PARTEA V
REPARATII SI RESTITUIRI

Articolul 22
1. Romania va despagubi Uniunea Sovietica pentru pagubile pricinuite

prin faptul operatiunilor militare si ocupatiunii de catre Romania a teri-
toriilor sovietice, dar tinand seama de faptul ca Romania, nu numai ca s'a
retras din razboi contra Natiunilor Unite, dar a declarat razboi Germaniei
si a dus efectiv razboi contra acesteia, partile convin ca reparatiunile pentru
pagubile mai sus indicate, vor fi efectuate de catre Romania, nu in totaliatea
lor, dar numai in parte anume pentru o valoare de 300.000.000 dolari
U.S.A. platibili in 8 ani incepand dela 12 Septembrie 1944 in natura (pro-
duse petrolifere, cereale, lemn, vase maritime si vase fluviale, utilaj divers
si alte marfuri).

2. Baza de calcul pentru reglementarea prevazuta la prezentul articol,
va fi dolarul U.S.A. la paritatea lui aur la data semnarii Conventiei de
Armistitiu, adica 35 dolari pentru o uncie aur.

Articolul 23
1. Romania accepta principiile din Declaratia Natiunilor Unite din

5 Tanuarie 1943 si va restitui bunurile ridicate de pe teritoriul orcareia
dintre Natiunile Unite.
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2. Obligatiunea de restituire se aplica la toate bunurile identificabile
ce se gasesc actualmente in Romania, si cari au fost ridicate, cu forta sau
prin constrangere de pe teritoriul uneia din Natiunile Unite de catre una
din Puterile Axei, oricare ar fi fost tranzactiunile ulterioare prin care
detinatorul actual al acestor bunuri si-ar fi asigurat posesiunea lor.

3. Guvernul indreptatit la restituire si Guvernul Roman vor putea
incheia acorduri care se vor substitui dispozitiunilor prezentului articol.

4. Guvernul Roman se obliga sa restitue in buna stare bunurile vizate
de acest articol si sa asume toate cheltuelile de manopera, de materiale si
de transport angajate in acest scop in Romania.

5. Guvernul Roman va coopera cu Natiunile Unite la cautarea si la
restituirea bunurilor supuse restuirii conform acestui articol si va procura
pe cheltuiala sa toate inlesnirile necesare.

6. Guvernul Roman va lua masurile necesare pentru restituirea bu-
nurilor vizate de acest articol care sunt detinute intr'o tara terta de catre
persoane supuse jurisdictiunei romane.

7. Cererea de restituire a bunului va fi prezentata Guvernului Roman
de catre Guvernul tarii de pe teritoriul careia bunul a fost ridicat, ramanand
inteles ca materialul rulant va fi considerat a fi fost ridicat de pe teritoriul
caruia ii apartinea la origina. Cererile vor trebui sa fie prezentate intr'un
termen de sase luni dela data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

8. Guvernul reclamant va avea ca sarcina de a identifica bunul si de
a dovedi propietatea lui, ira Guvernul Roman de a dovedi ca bunul nu a
fost ridicat cu forta sau prin constrangere.

PARTEA VI

CLAUZE ECONOMICE

Articolul 24
1. In masura in care Romania nu o va fi facut pana acum, Romania

va restitui toate drepturile si interesele legale ale Natiunilor Unite si ale
supusilor acestora in Romania astfel cum existau la 1 Septembrie 1939 si
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1. In masura in care Romania nu o va Ii facut pana scum, Romania 

va restitui toate drepturile si interesele legale ale Natiunilor Unite si ale 

supusilor acestora in Romania astfel cum existau la 1 Septembrie 1939 si 
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va restitui acestor Natiuni si supusilor acestora toate bunurile ce le aparti-
neau in Romania, inclusiv vasele, in starea in care se gasesc in prezent.

Daca ya fi necesar, Guvernul Roman va abroga legislatia promulgata
dela 1 Septembrie 1939 in masura in care ea prezinta un caracter de discri-
minare cu privire la drepturile supusilor Natiunilor Unite.

2. Guvernul Roman se obliga sa restitue toate bunurile, drepturile
si interesele mentionate in acest articol libere de orice ipoteci sau sarcini
cu care au putut sa fie grevate din cauza razboiului, si fara ca restituirea
lor sa dea loc la perceperea vreunei sume din partea Guvernului roman.
Guvernul Roman va anula orice masuri, inclusiv masurile de confiscare, de
sechestru sau de control, luate de el cu privire la bunurile Natiunilor Unite
intre 1 Septembrie 1939 si data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

In cazul cand bunul nu va fi fost restituit in termen de sase luni cu
incepere dela data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, cererea va trebui
sa fie adresata autoritatilor romane intr'un termen de maximum 12 luni cu
incepere dela data intrarii in vigoare a acestui Tratat, afara de cazul in care
reclamantul va fi in masura sa stabileasca ca i-a fost imposibil sa prezinte
cererea sa inauntru acestui termen.

3. Guvernul Roman va anula transferurile privind bunurile, drepturile
si interesele de orice natura, apartinand supusilor Natiunilor Unite, atunci
cand aceste transferuri sunt consecinta unor masuri de forta sau de con-
strangere luate in cursul razboiului de catre Guvernele Puterilor Axei sau
de organele acestora.

4. (a) Guvernul Roman va fi responsabil pentru restituirea in perfecta
stare a bunurilor inapoiate supusilor Natiunilor Unite in virtutea paragra-
fului 1 al prezentului articol. In cazul cand un bun nu va putea fi restituit
sau cand, din pricina razboiului, un supus al Natiunilor Unite va fi suferit
vreo paguba ca urmare a unei daune sau stricaciuni cauzate unui bun din
Romania, el va primi din partea Guvernului Roman o compensatie in lei
pana la concurenta a doua treimi din suma necesara, la data platii, ca sa
cumpere un bun similar sau ca sa compenseze paguba suferita. In nici un
caz supusii Natiunilor Unite nu vor primi un tratament mai putin favorabil
in privinta compensatiei decat cel acordat supusilor romani.
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(b) Supusii Natiunilor Unite cari detin, direct sau indirect, parti de
interes in societati sau asociatii ce nu poseda nationalitatea Natiunilor Unite
in sensul paragrafului 9 (a) din prezentul articol, dar cari au suferit o
paguba ca urmare a unei daune sau stricaciuni cauzate bunurilor lor din
Romania, vor primi o compensatie in conformitate cu aliniatul (a) de mai
sus. Aceasta compensatie va fi calculata in raport cu pierderea sau paguba
totala suferita de societate sau asociatie si quantumul ei, in raport cu totalul
pierderii sau pagubei suferite, va avea aceiasi proportie ca si partea de
interes detinuta de acesti supusi raportata la capitalul global al societatii
sau asociatiei in chestiune.

(c) Compensatia va fi platita scutita de orice fel de retineri, impozite
sau alte sarcini. Ea va putea fi folosita in mod liber in Romania, dar va fi
supusa regulamentelor cu privire la controlul schimburilor cu strainatatea
care pot fi in vigoare in Romania la un moment dat.

(d) Guvernul Roman va acorda supusilor Natiunilor Unite acelas
tratament ca si supusilor romani in privinta alocarii de materiale pentru
repararea si refacerea bunurilor lor din Romania siia privinta alocarii de
devize straine in vederea importarii unor asemenea materiale.

(e) Guvernul Roman va acorda supusilor Natiunilor Unite o com-
pensatie in lei in proportie prevazuta in alineatul (a) de mai sus, pentru
a-i compensa pentru pierderea san paguba suferita din pricina masurilor
speciale aplicate bunurilor lor in timpul razboiului, masuri cari nu erau
aplicabile bunurilor romanesti.

Acest alineat nu se aplica unei pierderi de castig.

5. Prevederile paragrafului 4 ale acestui articol nu se vor aplica
Romaniei in cazurile in care masurile ce pot prilejui o cerere de compen-
satie pentru pagubele suferite de bunurile din Transilvania de Nord apar-
tinand Natiunilor Unite sau supusilor lor in perioada in care acest teritoriu
nu era supus autoritatii romanesti.

6. Toate cheltuelile rezonabile facute in Romania de stabilirea cereri-
lor, inclusiv evaluarea pierderilor si pagubelor, vor cadea in sarcina Guver-
nului Roman.

7. Supusii Natiunilor Unite si bunurile lor vor fi scutiti de orice fel
de taxe, retineri si impozite exceptionale impuse pe activul lor din Romania
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de catre Guvernul Roman sau orice autoritate romaneasca intre data Armi-
stitiului si data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, in vederea scopului
specific de a acoperi cheltuelile rezultate din razboi sau de a acoperi costul
de intretinere a fortelor de ocupatie sau de reparatii platibile uneia din
Natiunile Unite. Toate sumele cari vor fi fost astfel percepute vor fi
rambursate.

8. Propietarul bunurilor in chestiune si Guvernul Roman pot incheia
aranjamente cari sa se substitue prevederilor acestui articol.

9. In intelesul prezentului articol:

(a) Expresiunea "supusi ai Natiunilor Unite" se aplica persoanelor
fizice cari sunt supusi ai vreuneia din Natiunele Unite, precum si societatilor
sau asociatiunilor constituite sub regiumul legilor uneia din Natiunele
Unite, la data intratii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, cu conditia ca ele sa
fi posedat acest statut la data Armistitiului cu Romania.

Expresiunea "supusi ai Natiunelor Unite" cuprinde de esemenea
toate persoanele fizice si societatile care, in conformitate cu legislatiunea
in vigoare in Romania in timpul razboiului, au fost tratate ca inamice.

(b) Termenul "proprietar" indica pe supusiul uneia din Natiunile
Unite asfel cum este definit la alineatul (a) de mai sus, care are un titlu
legitim la bunul in chestiune, si se aplica succesorului proprietarului cu
conditia ca acest succesor sa fie deasemenea supus al uneia din Natiunile
Unite, in sensul alineatului (a). Daca succesorul a cumparat bunul cand era
deja avariat vanzatorul va conserva dreptul la compensatie rezultata din
prezentul articol, fara ca obligatiunile existente intre vanzator si achizitor,
in virtutea legislatiunii interne, sa fie afectate.

(c) Termenul "bunuri" indica toate bunurile mobile si imobile, cor-
porale sau necorporale, inclusiv drepturile de propietate industriala, lite-
rara si artistica, precum si toate drepturile, patrimoniile sau interesele in
bunuri de orice natura.

Fara a prejudicia dispozitiunile generale precedente, bunurile Natiuni-
lor Unite si ale supusilor lor cuprind toate vasele maritime si fluviale,
impreuna cu aparatura si echipamentul lor, care apartineau Natiunilor
Unite sau supusilor lor, sau cari erau inregistrate pe teritoriul vreuneia din
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Natiunile Unite, sau navigau sub steagul uneia din Natiunele Unite si care,
dupa 1 Septembrie 1939, in timp ce se gaseau in apele romanesti sau dupa
ce fusesera aduse cu forta in apele romanesti, au fost fie sub controlul
autoritatilor romanesti ca bunuri inamice ori au incetat de a mai fi, in
Romania, la libera dispozitie a Natiunilor Unite sau a supusilor lor, ca
rezultat al masurilor de control luate de autoritatile romanesti in legatura
cu existenta unei stari de razboi intre membrii ai Natiunilor Unite si Ger-
mania.

Articolul 25

1. Romania isi ia obligatia ca in toate cazurile in care bunurile, dreptu-
rile sau interesele legale din Romania ale persoanelor de sub jurisdictiune
romana au fost, dela 1 Septembrie 1939, obiectul unor masuri de sechestre,
confiscare sau control din pricina originei rasiale sau a religiei acelor
persoane, sa restitue zisele bunuri, drepturi si interese legale impreuna cu
drepturile lor accesorii sau, daca restituirea este imposibila, sa acorde pentru
ele o compensatie echitabila.

2. Toate bunurile, drepturile si interesele din Romania a persoanelor,
organizatiilor si comunitatiilor cari, individual sau ca membrii ai unor
grupari, au fost obiectul unor masuri de persecutie, dintr'un motiv rasial
sau religios sau din oricare motiv de natura fascista, si carl vor fi ramas
fara mostenitori sau nu vor fi facut obiectul vreunei revendicari timp de
sase luni dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, vor fi transferate
de catre Guvernul Roman Organizatiilor din Romania, care reprezinta acele
persoane, organizatii sau comunitati. Bunurile transferate vor fi folosite de
asemenea organizatii in scopuri de asistenta si redresare a membrilor su-
pravetuitori din acele grupe, organizatii sau comunitati din Romania. Aceste
Transferuri vor fi efectuate in curs de douasprezece luni dela intrarea in
vigoare a Tratatului si vor include bunurile, drepturile si interesele cari
trebuesc restituite in termenii paragrafului 1 al prezentului articol.

Articolul 26
Romania recunoaste ca Uniunea Sovietica are dreptul la toate bunurile

germane situate in Romania si care au fost transferate Uniunii Sovietice
de catre Consiliul de Control in Germania si se obliga sa ia toate masurile
necesare pentru a usura aceste transferuri.
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Articolul 27

1. Fiecare din puterile Aliate si Asociate va aveadreptul sa sechestreze,
sa retina sau sa lichideze toate bunurile, drepturile si interesele situate pe
teritoriul ei si care la intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, vor apartine
Romaniei sau unor supusi romani sau sa ia orice dispozitiune in ceace
priveste aceste bunuri, drepturi si interese. Ea va avea deasemeni dreptul
de a utiliza aceste bunuri sau produsul rezultat din lichidarea lor in orice
scop dorit de ea, pana la concurenta totalului reclamatiunilor ei si ale
supusilor ei in contra Romaniei san a supusilor romani inclusiv creantele,
altele decat acelea cari nu vor fi fost reglementate in intregime in virtutea
altor articole ale prezentului Tratat. Toate bunurile romanesti san produsul
lichidarii lor depasind totalul ziselor reclamatiuni, vor fi restituite.

2. Lichidarea bunurilor romanesti si masurile de dispozitie la care
vor fi supuse vor fi facute in conformitate cu Legislatiunea Puterii Aliate
sau Asociate interesate. Propietarul roman nu va avea alte drepturi, in
ceace priveste bunurile in chestiune, decat acelea pe care poate sa i le
confere aceasta legislatiune.

3. Guvernul Roman se obliga sa indemnizeze pe supusii romani ale
caror bunuri vor fi sechestrate in virtutea prezentului articol si care nu
le vor fi restituite.

4. Nu rezulta din prezentul articol nici-o obligatiune pentru vre una
din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate de a restitui guvernului sau supusilor
romani dreturile de propietate industriala, nici de a include aceste drepturi
in calculul sumelor ce vor putea fi retinute in baza primului alineat al
prezentului articol. Guvernul fiecareia dintre Puterile Aliate si Asociate
va avea dreptul de a impune drepturilor sau intereselor aferente propie-
tatii industriale achizitionate inaintea intrarii in vigoare a prezentului
Tratat, pe teritoriul acelei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate de catre guvernul sau
supusii romani, orice limitari, conditiuni san restrictiuni pe care guvernul
Puterii Aliate sau Asociate interesate le va putea considera ca necesare in
interesul national.

5. Bunurile prevazute la paragraful (1) al prezentului articol vor
fi considerate ca cuprind bunurile romane care au facut obiectul unor ma-
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va avea dreptul de a impale drepturilor sau intereselor aferente propie-

tatii industriale achizitionate inaintea intrarii in vigoare a prezentului 

Tratat, pe teritoriul acelei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate de catre guvemul sau 

supusii romani, once limitari, conditiuni sau restrictiuni pe care guvemul 

Puterii Aliate sau Asociate interesate le va putea considera ca necesare in 

interesul national. 

5. Bunurile prevazute la paragraful (1) al prezentului articol vor 

fi considerate ca cuprind bunurile romane care au facut obiectul unor ma-



suri de control din cauza starii de razboi existente intre Romania si Puterea
Aliata si Asociata, in jurisdictiunea careia sunt situate bunurile, dar nu
vor cuprinde:

(a) bunurile guvernului roman utilizate pentru necesitatile misiunilor
diplomatice sau consulare.

(b) bunurile apartinand institutiunilor religioase sau institutiunilor
filantropice private si sevind scopuri religioase sau filantropice.

(c) bunurile persoanelor fizice care sunt supusi romani si sunt autori-
zate sa rezideze fie pe teritoriul tarii unde sunt situate aceste bunuri, fie pe
teritoriul oricareia dintre Natiunile Unite, altele decat bunurile romanesti
care, la un moment oarecare in cursul razboiului au facut obiectul unor
masuri ce nu se aplicau in mod general bunurilor supusilor romani re-
zidand in teritoriile in chestiune.

(d) drepturile de propietate nascute dupa reluarea relatiunilor comer-
ciale si financiare intre Puterile Aliate si Asociate si Romania, sau nascute
din tranzactiuni intre Guvernul unei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate si Romania
dupa 12 Septembrie 1944.

(e) drepturile de propietate literara si artistica.

Articolul 28
1. Dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, bunurile din Germania

ale Romaniei si ale supusilor romani nu vor mai fi considerate drept pro-
pietate inamica si toate restrictiunele ce rezulta din caracterul lor inamic
vor fi ridicare.

2. Bunurile identificabile ale Romaniei si ale supusilor romani duse
prin forta sau constrangere in Germania de catre fortele militare sau auto-
ritatile germane dupa 12 Septembrie 1944 vor da lor larestituire.

3. Restituirea si refacerea bunurilor romanesti din Germania va fi
efectuata in conformitate cu masurile ce vor fi luate de Puterile ocupante
din Germania.

4. Fara a prejudicia acestor dispozitii si orcaror alete dispozitii luate
in favoarea Romaniei si a supusilor romani de catre Puterile care ocupa
Germania, Romania renunta in numele ei si in numele supusilor romani
la toate reclamatiile contra Germaniei si a supusilor Germani cari n'au
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sun i de control din cauza starii de razboi existente intre Romania si Puterea 

Aliata si Asociata, in jurisdictiunea careia sunt situate bunurile, dar nu 
vor cuprinde: 

(a) bunurile guvernului roman utilizate pentru necesitatile misiunilor 
diplomatice sau consulare. 

(b) bunurile apartinand institutiunilor religioase sau institutiunilor 
filantropice private si sevind scopuri religioase sau folantropice. 

(c) bunurile persoanelor fizice care sunt supusi romani si sunt autori-
zate sa rezideze fie pe teritoriul tarii unde sunt situate aceste bunuri, fie pe 

teritoriul oricareia dintre Natiunile Unite, altele decat bunurile romanesti 

care, la un moment oarecare in cursul razboiului au facut obiectul unor 

masuri ce nu se aplicau in mod general bunurilor supusilor romani re-
zidand in teritoriile in chestiune. 

(el) drepturile de propietate nascute dupa reluarea relatiunilor comer-

ciale si financiare intre Puterile Aliate si Asociate si Romania, sau nascute 

din tranzactiuni intre Guvemul unei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate si Romania 
dupa 12 Septembrie 1944. 

(e) drepturile de propietate literara si artistica. 

Articolul 28 

1. Dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, bunurile din Germania 
ale Romaniei si ale supusilor romani nu vor mai fi considerate drept pro-

pietate inamica si toate restrictiunele ce rezalta din caracterul lor inamic 
vor fi ridicare. 

2. Bunurile identificabile ale Romaniei si ale supusilor romani duse 

prin forta sau constrangere in Germania de catre fortele militare sau auto-
ritatile germane dupa 12 Septembrie 1944 vor da Ion larestituire. 

3. Restituirea si refacerea bunurilor romanesti din Germania va fi 
efectuata in conformitate Cu masurile ce vor fi luate de Puterile ocupante 
din Germania. 

4. Fara a prejudicia acestor dispozitii si orcaror alete dispozitii luate 

in favoarea Romaniei si a supusilor romani de catre Puterile care ocupa 

Germania, Romania renunta in numele ei si in numele supusilor romani 

la toate reclamatiile contra Germaniei si a supusilor Germani cari n'au 
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fost reglementate pana la 8 Mai 1945, cu exceptia acelora cari rezulta

din contracte si din alte obligatii care au fost incheiate, precum si din

drepturi care au fost dobandite inainte de 1 Septembrie. Acesta renuntare

se va socoti ca cuprinde creantele, toate reclamatiile cu caracter intergu-

vernamental cu privire la acordurile incheiate in timpul razboiului si toate

reclamatiile asupra pierderilor si pagubelor survenite in timpul razboiului.

Articolul 29

1. Existenta starii de razboi nu trebue sa fie considerata in sine ca

afectand obligatiunea de a se achita datoriile pecuniare ce rezulta din obli-

gatiuni si contracte care erau in vigoare si din drepturi care erau dobandite

inaintea de existenta starii de razboi, datorii cari devenisera exigibile inainte

de intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat si care sunt datorate, fie de catre

guvernul roman sau supusii romani guvernului sau supusilor uneia sin

Puterile Aliate si Asociate, fie de catre guvernul sau supusii uneia din

Puterile Aliate si Asociate guvernului sau supusilor romani.

2. Afara de dispozitii in mod expres contrare din prezentul Tratat,

nici o clauza a acestui Tratat nu va putea sa fie interpretata ca afectand

raporturile de la debitori la creditori rezultand din contracte incheiate

inainte de razboi, fie de catre guvernul, fie de catre supusii romani.

Articolul 30

1. Romania renunta in numele Guvernului Roman sau al supusilor

romani, de a ridica, contra Puterilor Aliate si Asociate, vreo reclamatie

de orice natura ar fi, rezultand direct din razboi sau din masuri luate in

urma existentei unei stari de razboi in Europa dupa 1 Septembrie 1939, fie

ca Puterea Aliata sau Asociata interesata a fost sau nu in razboi cu Ro-

mania in acel timp sunt cuprinse in aceasta renuntare:

(a) reclamatiunile relative la pierderi sau daune suferite din cauza

actiunii fortelor armate sau a autoritatilor Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate.

(b) reclamatiunile rezultand din prezenta, din operatiunile sau din

actiunea fortelor armate sau autoritatilor Puterilor Aliate san Asociate pe

teritoriul roman.

(c) reclamatiunile referitoare la deciziunile si ordonantele tribunalelor

de prize ale Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate, Romania acceptand sa recunoasca
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lost reg,lementate pana la 8 Mai 1945, cii exceptia acelora can rezulta 

din contracte si din alte obligatii care au lost incheiate, precum si din 

drepturi care au lost dobandite inainte de 1 Septembrie. Acesta renuntare 

se va socoti ca cuprinde creantele, toate reclamatiile cu caracter intergu-

vernamental cu privire la acordurile incheiate in timpul razboiului si toate 

reclamatiile asupra pierderilor si pagubelor survenite in timpul razboiului. 

Articolul 29 

1. Existenta starii de razboi nu trebue sa fie considerata in sine ca 

afectand obligatiunea de a se achita datoriile pecuniare ce rezulta din obli-

gatiuni si contracte care erau in vigoare si din drepturi care erau dobandite 

inaintea de existenta starii de razboi, datorii can devenisera exigibile inainte 

de intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat si care sunt datorate, fie de catre 

gavemul roman sau supusii romani g-uvernului sau supusilor tmeia sin 

Puterile Aliate si Asociate, fie de catre guvemul sau supusii uneia din 

Puterile Aliate si Asociate guvernului sau supusilor romani. 

2. Afara de dispozitii in mod expres contrare din prezentul Tratat, 

nici o clauza a acestui Tratat nu va putea sa fie interpretata ca afe,ctand 

raporturile de la debitori la . creditori rezultand din contracte incheiate 

inainte de razboi, fie de catre guvemul, fie de catre supusii romani. 

Artieolul 30 

1. Romania renunta in numele Guvernului Roman sau al supusilor 

romani, de a ridica, contra Puterilor Aliate si Asociate, vreo reclamatie 

de once natura an fi, rezultand direct din razboi sau din masuri luate in 

urma existentei unei star de razboi in Europa dupa 1 Septembrie 1939, fie 

ca Puterea Aliata sau Asociata interesata a fast sau nu in razboi cu Ro-

mania in acel timp sunt cuprinse in aceasta renuntare: 

(a) reclamatiunile relative la piercleri sau daune suferite din eauza 

actiunii fortelor armate sau a autoritatilor Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate. 

(b) reclamatiunile rezultand din prezenta, din operatiunile sau din 

actiunea fortelor armate sau autoritatilor Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate pe 

teritoriul roman. 

(e) reclamatiunile referitoare la deciziunile Si ordonantele tribunalelor 

de prize ale Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate, Romania aceeptand sa recunoasca 



ca valabile si ca avand forta executorie toate deciziunile sau ordonantele
ziselor tribunale de prize pronuntate la 1 Septembrie 1939 sau dupa aceasta
data si privind vasele romanesti, marfurile romanesti sau plata cheltuelilor;

(d) reclamatiunile rezultand din exercitarea drepturilor de belige-
ranta sau a masurilor luate in vederea exercitarii acelor drepturi.

2. Dispozitiunile prezentului articol vor exclude complect si definitiv
toate reclamatiunile de natura acelora care sunt prevazute in el si care se
vor stinge din acel moment, oricare ar fi partile interesate. Guvernul Ronman
accepta sa verse in lei, o compensatie echitabila persoanelor care au furni-
zat, pe cale de rechizitie, marfuri sau servicii fortelor armate ale Puterilor
Aliate sau Asociate pe teritoriul romanesc, precum si sa satisfaca reclama-
tiunile impotriva fortelor armate ale Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate, relative
la pagube pricinuite pe teritoriul romanesc si care nu rezulta din fapte
de razboi.

3. Romania renunta deasemenea, in numele Guvernului Roman sau
al supusilor romani sa ridice reclamatiuni de natura celor prevazute in
paragraful (1) al prezentului articol, impotriva orcarei Natiuni Unite care
a rupt relatiile diplomatice cu Romania si care a luat masuri de cooperare
cu Puterile Aliate sau Asociate.

4. Guvernul Roman va asuma raspunderea deplina pentru intreaga
cantitate de moneda militara aliata emisa in Romania de catre autoritatile
militare aliate, inclusiv toata cantitatea de moneda de aceasta natura
aflata in circulatie la intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

5. Renuntarea la care subscrie Romania in conformitate cu dispozi-
tiunile paragrafului (1) al prezentului articol, se aplica tuturor reclama-
tiunilor ce privesc masurile luate de vreuna din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate
cu privire la vasele romane intre 1 Septembrie 1939 si data intrarii in
viguare a prezentului Tratat, precum si tuturor reclamatiunilor si creantelor
ce rezulta din conventiunile actualmente in vigoare, privitoare la prizo-
nierii de razboi.

Articolul 31
1. In asteptarea incheierii unor tratate sau acorduri comerciale indi-

viduale intre Romania si Natiunile Unite, guvernul roman va trebui, in
cursul celor 18 luni dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentlui Tratat, sa acorde
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ca valabile si ca avand forta executorie bate deciziunile sau ordonantele 

ziselor tribunale de prize pronuntate la 1 Septembrie 1939 sau dupa aceasta 

data si privind vasele romanesti, marfurile romanesti sau plata cheltuelilor; 

(d) reclamatiunile rezultand din exercitarea drepturilor de belige-

ranta sau a masurilor luate in vederea exercitarii acelor drepturi. 

2. Dispozitiunile prezentului articol vor exclude cornplect si definitiv 

toate reclamatiunile de natura acelora care sunt prevazute in el si care se 

vor stinge din acel moment, oricare ar fi partile interesate. Guvemul Rom,an 

accepta sa verse in lei, o compensatie echitabila persoanelor care au furni-

zat, pe caIe de rechizitie, marfuri sau servicii fortelor armate ale Puterilor 

Aliate sau Asociate pe teritoriul romanesc, precum si sa satisfaca reclama-

tiunile impotriva fortelor armate ale Puterilor Aliate sau Asociate, relative 

la pagube pricinuite pe teritoriul romanesc si care nu rezulta din fapte 
de razboi. 

3. Romania renunta deaseme.nea, in numele Guvemului Roman sau 

al supusilor romani sa ridice reclamatiuni de natura celor prevazute in 

paragraful (1) al prezentului articol, impotriva orcarei Natiuni Unite care 

a rupt relatiile diplomatice cu Romania si care a luat masuri de cooperare 
cu Puterile Aliate sau Asociate. 

4. Guvemul Roman va asuma raspunderea deplina pentru intreaga 

cantitate de moneda militara aliata emisa in Romania de catre autoritatile 

militare aliate, inclusiv toata cantitatea de moneda de aceasta natura 

aflata in circulatie la intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat. 

5. Renuntarea la care subscrie Romania in conformitate cu dispozi-

tiunile paragrafului (1) al prezentului articol, se aplica tuturor reclama-

tiunilor ce privesc masurile mate de vretma din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate 

cu privire la vasele romane intre 1 Septembrie 1939 si data intrarii in 

viguare a prezentului Tratat, precum si tuturor reclamatiunilor si creantelor 

cc rezulta din conventiunile actualmente in vigoare, privitoare la prizo-
nierii de razboi. 

Articolul 31 

1. In asteptarea incheierii unor tratate sau acorduri comerciale indi-

viduale intre Romania si Natiunile Unite, guvernul roman va trebui, in 

amid celor 18 luni dela intrarea incvigoare a prezentului Tratat, sa aeorde 
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fiecareia din Natiunil Unite care, in fapt, acorda ele insile Romaniei, pe
baza de reciprocitate, un tratament analog in aceste domenii urmatorul
tratament:

(a) In tot ceace priveste drepturile si redeventele la import sau la
export, impunerea in interitoriul tarii a marfurilor importate, si toate
reglementarile in legatura cu ele, Natiunile Unite vor beneficia de clauza
neconditionata a natiunii celei mai favorizate.

(b) Romania nu va aplica, in orice alta privinta, nici o discriminare
arbitrara in detrimentul marfurilor provenite din, sau destinate teritorului
vre-uneia din Natiunele Unite, in raport cu marfurile analoage provenite
din san destinate teritorului oricarei alte i Tari straine.

(c) Supusii Natiunilor Unite, inclusiv persoanele juridice, vor bene-
ficia de tratamentul national si de acela al natiunii celei mai favorizate
in tot ceace priveste comertul, industria, navigatia, sau orice alta forma de
activitate comerciala in Romania.

Aceste dispozitii nu se vor aplica aviatiei comerciala.

(d) Romania nu va acorda niciunei tari drept exclusiv sau preferen-
tial in ceace priveste exploatarea serviciilor aeriene comerciale pentru
transporturile internationale, ea va oferi tuturor Natiunelor Unite conditii
de egalitate pentru obtinerea drepturilor in materie de transporturi aeriene
comerciale internationale pe teritoriul roman, inclusiv dreptul de aterizare
pentru aprovizionare si reparatie si, in ceace priveste exploatarea serviciilor
aeriene comerciale pentru transporturi internationale, ea va acorda tuturor
Natiunilor Unite, pe baza de reciprocitate si nediscriminare, dreptul de
a zbura peste teritoriul romanesc fara escala. Aceste dispozitiuni nu vor
afecta interesele de aparare nationala a Romaniei.

2. Angajamentele de mai sus luate de Romania trebuesc intelese sub
rezerva exceptiunilor obisnuite in tratatele de comert incheiate de catre
Romania inainte de razboi, iar dispozitiunile relative la reciprocitatea acor-
data de catre oricare din Natiunile Unite trebuesc intelese sub rezerva
exceptiunilor obisnuite in tratatele de comert, incheiate de acest Stat.

Articolul 32

1. Toate diferendele care se vor putea ridica cu privire la articolele
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fiecareia din Natiunil Unite care, in fapt, acorda ele insile Romaniei, pe 

baza de reciprocitate, un tratament analog in aceste domenii urmatorul 
tratament: 

(a) In tot ceace priveste drepturile si redeventele la import sau la 

export, impunerea in interitoriul tarii a marfurilor importate, si toate 

reglementarile in legatura cu ele, Natiunile Unite vor beneficia de clauza 
neconditionata a natiunii celei mai favorizate. 

(b) Romania nu va aplica, in once alta privinta, nici o discriminare 

arbitrara in detrimental marfurilor provenite din, sau destinate teritorului 

vre-uneia din Natiunele Unite, in raport cu marfurile analoage provenite 
din sau destinate teritorului oricarei alte i Taxi straine. 

(c) Supusii Natiunilor Unite, inclusiv persoanele juridice, vor bene-

ficia de tratamentul national si de acela al natiunii celei mai favorizate 

in tot ceace priveste comertul, industria, navigatia, sau once alta forma de 
activitate comerciala in Romania. 

Aceste dispozitii nu se vor aplica aviatiei comerciala. 

(d) Romania nu va acorda niciunei tan i drept exclusiv sau preferen-

tial in ceace priveste exploatarea serviciilor aeriene comerciale pentru 

transporturile Internationale, ea va oferi tuturor Natiunelor Unite conditii 

de egalitate pentru obtinerea drepturilor in materie de transporturi aeriene 
comerciale internationale pe teritoriul roman, inclusiv dreptul de aterizare 

pentru aprovizionare Si reparatie si, in ceace priveste exploatarea serviciilor 

aeriene comerciale pentru transporturi internationale, ea va acorda tuturor 
Natitmilor Unite, pe baza de reciprocitate si nediscriminare, dreptul de 

a zbura peste teritoriul romanesc fara escala. Aceste dispozithmi nu vor 
afecta interesele de aparare nationala a Romaniei. 

2. Angajamentele de mai sus luate de Romania trebuesc intelese sub 
rezerva exceptiunilor obisnuite in tratatele de comert incheiate de catre 

Romania inainte de razboi, iar dispozitiunile relative la reciprocitatea acor-

data de catre oricare din Natiunile Unite trebuesc intelese sub rezerva 

exceptiunilor obisnuite in tratatele de comert, incheiate de acest Stat. 

Articolul 32 

1. Toate diferendele care se vor putea ridica cu privire la articolele 
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23 si 24 si Anexele IV, V, si VI B ale prezentului Tratat, vor fi supuse
unei Comisiuni de Conciliatiune compusa dintr'un numar egal de repre-
zentanti ai Guvernului Natiunilor Unite interesate si ai Guvernului Roman.
Daca un acord nu a fost stabilit in decursul a trei luni dela data la care
diferendul a fost supus Comisiunii de Conciliatiune, unul sau cellalt dintre
Guverne poate cere adaugarea unui al treilea membru in Comisiune si, in
lipsa unei intelegeri intre cele doua Guverne cu privire la alegerea acestui
membru, oricare din cele doua parti poate cere Secretariatului General al
Natiunilor Unite sa faca aceasta numire.

2. Decizia majoritatii membrilor Comisiunii va fi decizia Comisiunii
si va fi acceptata de parti ca definitiva si obligatorie.

Articolul 33

1. Orice diferende care se vor putea ivi in legatura cu preturile pla-
tite de Guvernul roman pentru bunurile livrate de acest Guvern cu titlu
de reparatii si dobandite de supusii unei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate sau de
Societati apartinand acestora vor fi reglementate, fara prejudiciul executarii
obligatiilor Romaniei cu privire la reparatii, prin tratative diplomatice intre
Guvernul tarii interesate si Guvernul roman. Daca tratativele diplomatice
directe dintre partile interesate nu vor duce la o reglementare a diferen-
dului in termen de doua luni, diferendul va fi supus spre reglementare
sefilor Misiunilor diplomatice din Bucuresti ale Uniunii Sovietice, Rega-
tului Unit si Statelor Unite ale Americei. In cazul in care Sefii Misiunilor
nu isbutesc sa ajunga la o intelegere in curs de doua luni, fiecare parte
poate cere Secretariatului General al Natiunilor Unite sa numeasca un
arbitru a carui hotarare va fi obligatorie pentru parti.

Articolul 34

Articolele 23, 24 si 31 si Anexa VI ale prezentului Tratat se vor
aplica Puterilor Aliate si Asociate si Frantei precum si acelora dintre Na-
tiunele Unite ale caror relatii diplomatice cu Romania au fost rupte in
timpul razboiului.

Articolul 35

Dispozitiunile Anexelor IV, V si VI, ca si ale celorlalte anexe, vor fi
considerate ca facand parte din prezentul Tratat si vor avea aceeasi valoare
si acelas efect.
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23 Si 24 Si Anexele IV, V, si VI B ale prezentului Tratat, vor fi supuse 

unei Comisiuni de Conciliatiune compusa dintr'un numar egal de repre-

zentanti ai Guvemului Natiunilor Unite interesate si ai Guvernului Roman. 

Daca un acord nu a fost stabilit in decursul a trei luni dela data la care 

diferendul a lost supus Comisiunii de Conciliatiune, unul sau cellalt dintre 

Guveme poate cere adaugarea utnui al treilea membru in Comisiune si, in 

lipsa unei intelegeri intre cele doua Guverne cu privire la alegerea acestui 

membru, oricare din cele doua parti poate cere Secretariatului General al 

Natiunilor Unite sa faca aceasta numire. 

2. Decizia majoritatii membrilor Comisiunii va fi decizia Comisiunii 

si va fi acceptata de parti ca defmitiva si obligatorie. 

Articolul 33 

1. Once diferende care se vor putea ivi in legatura Cu preturile pla-

tite de Guvernul roman pentru bunurile livrate de acest Guvem cu titlu 

de reparatii Si dobandite de supusii unei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate sau de 

Societati apartinand acestora vor fi reglementate, fara prejudiciul executarii 

obligatiilor Romaniei cu privire la reparatii, prin tratative diplomatice intre 

Guvemul tarii interesate Si Guvemul roman. Daca tratativele diplomatice 

directe dintre partile interesate nu vor duce la o reglementare a diferen-

dului in termen de doua luni, diferendul va fi supus spre reglementare 

sefilor Misiunilor diplomatice din Bucuresti ale Uniunii Sovietice, Rega-

tului Unit si Statelor Unite ale Americei. In cazul in care Sefii Misiunilor 

nu isbutesc sa ajunga. la o intelegere in curs de doua luni, fiecare pane 

poate cere Secretariatului General al Natiunilor Unite sa numeasca un 
arbitru a carui hotarare va fi obligatorie pentru parti. 

Articolul 34 

Articolele 23, 24 Si 31 Si Anexa VI ale prezentuhu Tratat se vor 

aplica Puterilor Aliate si Asociate si Frantei precum si acelora dintre Na-

tiunele Unite ale caror relatii diplomatice Cu Romania au lost rupte in 
timpul razboiului. 

Articolul 35 

Dispozitiunile Anexelor IV, V si VI, ca si ale celorlalte anexe, vor fi 

considerate ca facand parte din prezentul Tratat si vor avea aceeasi valoare 

Si acelas elect. 
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PARTEA VII
CLAUZ A RELATIVA LA DUNARE

Articolul 36
Navigatia pe Dunare va fi libera si deschisa pentru supusii, vasele de

comert si marfurile tuturor Statelor, pe picior de egalitate in privinta
taxelor de port si navigatie si in privinta conditiunilor de navigatie comer-
ciala. Dispozitiile de mai sus nu se vor aplica traficului intre porturile
aceluias Stat.

PARTEA VIII
CLAUZE FINALE

Articolul 37
1. In timpul unei perioade ce nu va depasi 18 luni cu incepere dela

intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, Sefii Misiunilor Diplomatice din
Bucuresti, ai U.R.S.S.-ului, Regatului. Unit si Statelor Unite, lucrand de
comun acord, vor reprezenta Puterile Aliate si Asociate pentru a trata cu
Guvernul Roman toate chestiunile relative la executarea si la interpretarea
prezentului Tratat.

2. Cei trei Sefi de Misiune vor da Guvernului Roman sfaturile, avizele
tehnice si lamuririle care ar putea fi necesare, pentru a asigura executarea
grabnica si eficace, atat in litera cat si in spirit a prezentului Tratat.

3. Guvernul Roman va procura celor trei Sefi de Misiune toate infor-
matiile necesare si tot ajutorul de care ei ar putea avea nevoe in implinirea
sarcinelor ce le sunt conferite prin prezentul Tratat.

Articolul 38

1. Cu exceptia cazurilor in care o alta. procedura este prevazuta in
mod expres prin oricare Articol al prezentului Tratat, orice diferend cu
privire la interpretarea sau executarea Tratatului care nu este reglementat
prin tratative diplomatice directe va fi supus celor trei Sefi de Misiune
care actioneaza asa cum este prevazut in Articolul 37, cu exceptia faptului
ca, in acest caz, Sefii Misiunilor nu vor fi restranmi de termenele fixate de
acel Articol. Orice diferend de aceasta natura pe care ei nu il vor fi rezolvat
in decurs de doua luni vi fi, in afara de cazul in care partile in diferend
convin atat una cat si cealalta asupra unei alte modalitati de reglementare,
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PARTEA VII 

CLAUZA RELATIVA LA DUNARE 

Articolul 36 

Navigatia pe Dunare va fi libera Si deschisa pentru supusii, vasele de 

comert si marfurile tuturor Statelor, pe picior de egalitate in privinta 

taxelor de port si navigatie si in privinta conditiunilor de navigatie corner-

ciala. Dispozitiile de mai sus nu se vor aplica traficului intre porturile 
aceluias Stat. 

PARTEA VIII 
CLAUZE FINALE 

Articolul 37 

1. In timpul unei perioade ce nu va depasi 18 luni cu incepere dela 

intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, Sefii Misiunilor Diplomatice din 

Bucuresti, ai U.R.S.S.-ului, Regatului, Unit si Statelor Unite, lucrand de 

comun acord, vor reprezenta Puterile Aliate si Asociate pentru a trata cu 

Guvernul Roman toate chestiunile relative la executarea si la interpretarea 

prezentului Tratat. 

2. Cei trei Sefi de Misiune vor da Guvernului Roman sfaturile, avizele 

tehnice si lamuririle care ar putea ft necesare, pentru a asigura executarea 

grabnica si eficace, atat in litera cat si in spirit a prezentului Tratat. 

3. Guvernul Roman va procura celor trei Sefi de Misiune toate infor-
matiile necesare si tot ajutorul de care ei ar putea avea nevoe in implinirea 

sarcinelor ce le sunt conferite prin prezentul Tratat. 

Articolul 38 

1. Cu exceptia cazurilor in care o alta. procedura este prevazuta in 

mod expres prin oricare Articol al prezentului Tratat, once diferend cu 

privire la interpretarea sau executarea Tratatului care nu este reglementat 

prin tratative diplomatice directe va ft supus celor trei Sefi de Misiune 

care actioneaza asa cum este prevazut in Articolul 37, cu exceptia faptului 

ca, in acest caz, Sefii Misiunilor nu vor ft restrami de termenele fixate de 

acel Articol. Once diferend de aceasta natura pe care ei nu il vor ft rezolvat 

in decurs de doua luni vi fi, in afara de cazul in care partile in diferend 

convin atat una cat si cealalta asupra unei alte modalitati de reglementare, 



supus la cererea uneia sau celeilalte dintre parti, unei Comisiuni alcatuite
din cate un reprezentant al fiecarei parti si dintr'un al treilea membru

ales de comun acord intre cele doua parti, dintre supusii unei a treia tari.
Daca cele doua parti nu izbutesc sa se inteleaga in decurs de o luna asupra
desemnarii celui de al treilea membru, fiecare din cele doua parti va putea

cere Secretarului General al Natiunilor Unite sa procedeze la numire.

2. Decizia majoritatii membrilor Comisiunii va fi decizia Comisiunii

si va fi acceptata de parti ca definitiva si obligatorie.

Articolul 39

1. Orice alt membru al Natiunilor Unite, in razboi cu Romania, si
care nu este semnatar al prezentului Tratat, poate sa adere la Tratat si va
fi considerat din momentul adeziunei ca Putere Asociata pentru aplicarea
Tratatului.

2. Instrumentele de adeziune vor fi depuse in mainile Guvernului
Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice si vor produce efect din momentul
depunerii.

Articolul 40
Prezentul Tratat, ale carui texte-rus si englez- sunt autentice, va fi

ratificat de Puterile Aliate si Asociate. El va fi, deasemenea, ratificat de
Romania. El va intra in vigoare imediat dupa depunerea ratificarilor de
catre Uniunea Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice, Regatul Unit al Marei
Britanii si Irlandei de Nord si Statele Unite ale Americei. Instrumentele
de ratificare vor fi depuse in eel mai scurt timp posibil in mainile Guver-
nului Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice.

In ceeace priveste fiecare din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate ale caror
instrumente de ratificare vor fi depuse ulterior, Tratatul va intra in vigoare
la data depunerii. Prezentul Tratat va fi depus in arhivele Guvernului
Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice care va remite fiecaruia din Statele
semnatare o copie certificata pentru conformitate.
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supus la cererea uneia sau celeilalte dintre parti, unei Comisiuni alcatuite 

din cate un reprezentant al fiecarei parti si dintr'un al treilea membru 

ales de comun acord intre cele doua parti, dintre supusii unei a treia tan. 

Daca cele doua parti nu izbutesc sa se inteleaga in decurs de o luna asupra 

desenmarii celui de al treilea membru, fiecare din cele doua parti va putea 

cere Secretarului General al Natiunilor Unite sa procedeze la numire. 

2. Decizia majoritatii membrilor Comisiunii va fi decizia Comisiunii 

si va ft acceptata de parti ca definitiva si obligatorie. 

Articolul 39 

1. Once alt membru al Natiunilor Unite, in razboi cu Romania, si 

care nu este semnatar al prezentului Tratat, poate sa adere la Tratat si va 

fi considerat din momentul adeziunei ca Putere Asociata pentru aplicarea 

Tratatului. 

2. Instrumentele de adeziune vor fi depuse in mainile Guvernului 

Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice si vor produce efect din momentul 

depunerii. 

Articolul 40 

Prezentul Tratat, ale carui texte-rus si englez- sunt autentice, va fi 

ratificat de Puterile Aliate si Asociate. El va fi, deasemenea, ratificat de 

Romania. El va intra in vigoare imediat dupa depunerea ratificarilor de 

catre Uniunea Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice, Regatul Unit al Marei 

Britanii si Irlandei de Nord si Statele Unite ale Americei. Instrumentele 

de ratificare vor fi depuse in cel mai seurt timp posibil in mainile Guver-

nului Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice. 

In ceeace priveste fiecare din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate ale caror 

instrumente de ratificare vor fi depuse ulterior, Tratatul va intra in vigoare 

la data depunerii. Prezentul Tratat va ft depus in arhivele Guvernului 

Uniunii Republicelor Socialiste Sovietice care va remite fiee,aruia din Statele 

semnatare o copie certificata pentru conformitate. 
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LISTA ANEXELOR 

Anexa I. Harta frontierelor romanesti 

Anexa II. Definitia instructiunii militare, militare aeriene si navale 

Anexa III. Definitia Si lista materialului de razboi 

Anexa IV. Dispozitiuni speciale privind anumite categorii de bunuri 

A. Proprietatea industriala, literara si artistica 

B. Asigurari 

Anexa V. Contracte, prescriptii si efecte negociabile 

Anexa VI. Tribunale de prize si sentinte 



ANEXA I
(A se vedea articolul 1)

Harta Frontierelor Romanesti

ANEXA II
(A se vedea articolul 13)

Definitia Instructiunii Militare, Militare Aeriene si Navale

1. Instructiunea militara este definita dupa cum urmeaza: studiul si
practica intrebuintarii tuturor armamentelor in mod special destinate sau
adaptate unor scopuri militare si a dispozitivelor de instructie cu privire
la acestea; studiul si executia tuturor exercitiilor sau miscarilor folosite in
invatamantul sau in practica evolutiunilor executate de catre fortele in
lupta si studiul metodic al tacticei, strategiei si lucrarilor de Stat Major.

2. Instructiunea militara aeriana este definita dupe cum urmeaza:
studiul si practica intrebuintarii tuturor armamentelor destinate in mod
special sau adaptate scopurilor unei aviatii militare si a dispozitivelor de
instructie cu privire la acestea; studiul si practica tuturor manevrelor
speciale, printre care si zborul in formatie, executate de avioane in indepli-
nirea unei misiuni aeriene militare si studiul metodic al tacticei aeriene, al
strategiei si al lucrarilor de Stat Major.

3. Instructiunea navala este definita dupa cum urmeaza: studiul, teoria,
si practica intrebuintarii bastimentelor de razboi sau a instalatiilor navale,
precum si studiul sau intrebuintarea tuturor aparatelor si dispozitivelor de
exercitiu care se refera la acestea si care sunt folosite pentru purtarea raz-
boiului naval, cu exceptia acelora care sunt intrebuintate in mod normal in
scopuri civile; deasemenea invatamantul, practica sau studiul metodic al
tacticei navale, al strategiei si al lucrarilor de Stat Major, inclusiv execu-
tarea operatiunilor si manevrelor care nu sunt necesare intrebuintarii paci-
fice a navelor.
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ANEXA I 

(A se vedea articolul 1) 

Harta Frontierelor Romanesti 

ANEXA II 

(A se vedea articolul 13) 

Definitia Instructiunli Militare, Militare Aeriene si Navale 

1. Instructiunea militara este definita dupa cum urmeaza: studiul si 

practica intrebuintarii tuturor armamentelor in mod special destinate sau 

adaptate unor scopuri militare si a dispozitivelor de instructie cu privire 

la acestea; studiul si executia tuturor exercitiilor sau miscarilor folosite in 

invatamantul sau in practica evolutiunilor executate de catre fortele in 

lupta si studiul metodic al tacticei, strategiei si lucrarilor de Stat Major. 

2. Instructiunea militara aeriana este definita dupe cum urmeaza: 

studiul si practica intrebuintarii tuturor armamentelor destinate in mod 

special sau adaptate scopurilor unei aviatii militare si a dispozitivelor de 

instructie cu privire la acestea; studiul si practica tuturor manevrelor 

speciale, printre care si zborul in formatie, executate de avioane in indepli-

nirea unei misiuni aeriene militare si studiul metodic al tacticei aeriene, al 
strategiei si al lucrarilor de Stat Major. 

3. Instructiunea navala este definita dupa cum urmeaza: studiul, teoria, 

si practica intrebuintarii bastimentelor de razboi sau a instalatiilor navale, 

precum si studiul sau intrebuintarea tuturor aparatelor si dispozitivelor de 

exercitiu care se refera la acestea si care sunt folosite pentru purtarea raz-

boiului naval, cu exceptia acelora care sunt intrebuintate in mod normal in 
scopuri civile; deasemenea invatamantul, practica sau studiul metodic al 

tacticei navale, al strategiei si al lucrarilor de Stat Major, inclusiv execu-

tarea operatiunilor si manevrelor care nu stint necesare intrebuintarii paci-
fice a navelor. 
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ANEXA III
(A se vedea articolul 16)

Definitia si Lista Materialului de Razboi

Termenul "material de razboi" in sensul prezentului Tratat se va aplica
tuturor armelor si munitiunilor si oricarui material concepute in mod special
si adaptate scopurilor de razboi, enumerate mai jos.

Puterile Aliate si Asociate isi rezerva dreptul sa amendeze in mod
periodic lista, modificand-o sau completand-o, pentru a tine seama de
faptele noi care se vor putea produce in domeniul stiintei.

Categoria I.

1. Pusti, carabine, revolvere si pistoale de tip militar; tevi de schimb
si alte piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu sunt imediat adaptabile
unei intrebuintari civile.

2. Mitraliere, pusti de razboi automate sau cu repetitie si pistoale

mitraliere, tevi de schimb si alte piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu

sunt imediat adaptabile unei intrebuintari civile; afete de mitraliera.

3. Tunuri, obuziere, mortiere, tunuri speciale pentru aviatie; tunuri

fara culasa sau fara recul si aruncatoare de flacari, tevi de schimb si alte
piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu sunt imediat adaptabile unei intre-

buintari civile; afete mobile si suporturi fixe pentru aceste arme.

4. Aruncatoare de rachete, mecanisme de lansare si de control pentru

proectilele auto-motoare si dirijate; suporturi pentru aceste aparate.

5. Proectile auto-motoare si dirijate, proectile, rachete si munitiuni

si cartuse, incarcate sau goale pentru armele enumerate in alineatele 1-4

inclusiv de mai sus, precum si rachete, stupile sau aparate servind sa le

faca sa explodeze sau sa functioneze, cu exceptia amorsajelor necesare pen-

tru trebuintele civile.

6. Grenade, bombe, torpile, mine, grenade submarine (incarcaturi

de adancime) si material si incarcaturi incendiare, incarcate sau goale;

orice fel de dispozitive permitand sa le faca sa explodeze sau sa functioneze

cu exceptia amorsajelor necesare pentru trebuintele civile.

7. Baionete.
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ANEXA HI 

(A se vedea articolul 16) 

Definitia Si Lista Materialului de Razboi 

Termenul "material de razboi" in sensul prezentului Tratat se va aplica 

tuturor armelor si munitiunilor si oricarui material concepute in mod special 

si adaptate scopurilor de razboi, enumerate mai jos. 

Puterile Aliate si Asociate isi rezerva dreptul sa amendeze in mod 

periodic lista, modificand-o sau completand-o, pentru a tine seama de 

faptele noi care se vor putea produce in domeniul stiintei. 

Categoria I. 

I. Pusti, carabine, revolvere si pistoale de tip militar; tevi de schimb 

Si alte piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu sunt imediat adaptabile 

unei intrebuintari civile. 

2. Mitraliere, pusti de razboi automate sau cu repetitie si pistoale 

mitraliere, tevi de schimb si alte piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu 

sunt imediat adaptabile unei intrebuintari civile; afete de mitraliera. 

3. Tunuri, obuziere, mortiere, tunuri speciale pentru aviatie; tunuri 
fara culasa sau fara recul si aruncatoare de flacari, tevi de schimb si alte 

piese detasate pentru aceste arme care nu sunt imediat adaptabile unei intre-

buintari civile; a fete mobile si suporturi fixe pentru aceste arme. 

4. Aruncatoare de rachete, mecanisme de lansare si de control pentru 

proectilele auto-motoare si dirijate; suporturi pentru aceste aparate. 

5. Proectile auto-motoare si dirijate, proectile, rachete si munitiuni 

si cartuse, incarcate sau goale pentru armele enumerate in alineatele 1-4 
inclusiv de mai sus, precum si rachete, stupile sau aparate servind sa le 

faca sa explodeze sau sa functioneze, cu exceptia amorsajelor necesare pen-

tru trebuintele civile. 

6. Grenade, bombe, torpile, mine, grenade submarine (incarcaturi 
de adancime) si material si incarcaturi incendiare, incarcate sau goale; 

once fel de dispozitive permitand sa le faca sa explodeze sau sa functioneze 

cu exceptia amorsajelor necesare pentru trebuintele 

7. Baionete. 



Categoria II.
1. Vehicule de lupta blindate, trenuri blindate, care in mod tehnic nu

pot fi transformate in vederea intrebuintarii civile.

2. Vehicule mecanice sau automotoare pentru toate armele enumerate
in categoria I; sasiuri sau caroserii militare de tipuri speciale, altele decat
cele ce sunt mentionate la alineatul 1 de mai sus.

3. Blindaje de mai mult de trei degete grosime intrebuintate in razboi
in scopuri de protectiune.

Categoria III.
1. Sisteme de ochire si de calcul pentru controlul tragerii cuprinzand

aparatele regulatoare de tragere si aparate de inregistrare; instrumente de
dirijare a tragerii, inaltatoare de tun; vizoare de bombardament; regulatoare
de focoase; calibre pentru calibrajul tunurilor si instrumente de control al
tragerii.

2. Material de pontoane de asalt, bastimente de asalt si de atac.

3. Dispozitive pentru viclesuguri de razboi, dispozitive de orbire si de
capcane.

4. Echipajul militar al personalului fortelor armate de tip specializat
care nu este imediat adaptabil intrebuintarilor civile.

Categoria IV.
1. Vase de razboi de orice clasa, inclusiv vasele transformate si im-

barcatiunile create sau prevazute pentru serviciul si sprijinul lor, care in
mod tehnic nu se pot transforma in vederea intrebuintarilor civile, precum
si armele, blindajele, munitiunile, avioanele sau orice alt echipament, ma-
terial, masini si instalatiuni, care nu sunt intrebuintate in timp de pace, pe
alte vase decat vasele de razboi.

2. Bastimentele de debarcare si vehicule sau materiale amfibii de
orice fel; bastimente de asalt sau material deasalt de orice tip, precum si
catapulte sau alte aparate de punere in aerul sau de lansat avioane, rachete,
arme propulsate, sau orice alt proectil, instrument sau sistem cu sau fara
echipaj si fie ca sunt dirijate sau nedirijate.
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Categoria II. 

1. Vehicule de lupta blindate, trenuri blindate, care in mod tehnic nu 

pot fi transformate in vederea intrebuintarii civile. 

2. Vehicule mecanice sau automotoare pentru toate armele enumerate 

in categoria I; sasiuri sau caroserii militare de tipuri speciale, altele decat 

cele ce sunt mentionate la alineatul 1 de mai sus. 

3. Blindaje de mai malt de trei degete grosime intrebuintate in razboi 

in scopuri de protectiune. 

Categoria III. 

1. Sisteme de ochire si de calcul pentru controlul tragerii cuprinzand 
aparatele regulatoare de tragere si aparate de inregistrare; instrumente de 

dirijare a tragerii, inaltatoare de tun; vizoare de bombardament; regulatoare 

de focoase; calibre pentru calibrajul tunurilor si instrumente de control al 
tragerii. 

2. Material de pontoane de asalt, bastimente de asalt si de atac. 

3. Dispozitive pentru viclesuguri de razboi, dispozitive de orbire si de 
capcane. 

4. Echipajul militar al personalului fortelor armate de tip specializat 
care nu este imediat adaptabil intrebuintarilor civile. 

Categoria IV. 

1. Vase de razboi de once clasa, inclusiv vasele transformate si im-

barcatiunile create sau prevazute pentru serviciul si sprijinul lor, care in 

mod tehnic nu se pot transforma in vederea intrebuintarilor civile, precum 

si armele, blindajele, mimitiunile, avioanele sau once alt echipament, ma-

terial, masini si instalatiuni, care nu sunt intrebuintate in timp de pace, pe 
alte vase decat vasele de razboi. 

2. Bastimentele de debarcare si vehicule sau materiale amfibii de 

once fel; bastimente de asalt sau material deasalt de once tip, precum si 

catapulte sau alte aparate de punere in acrid sau de lansat avioane, rachete, 

arme propulsate, sau once alt proeetil, instrument sau sistem cu sau fara 

echipaj si fie ca sunt dirijate sau nedirijate. 
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3. Vase, barchi, arme, sisteme sau aparate de tot felul, fie ca sunt
submersibile sau semi-submersibile inclusiv estacadele destinate in mod
special pentru apararea porturilor, cu exceptiunea materialelor necesare
pentru recuperare, salvare si alte intrebuintari civile, precum si tot echipa-
mentul, toate accesoriile, piesele detasate dispozitivele de experimentare sau
de instructie, instrumentele sau instalatiunile care pot sa fie concepute in
mod special in vederea constructiei, controlului, intretinerii sau adapostirei
acestor vase, masini, arme, sisteme san aparate.

Categoria V.
1. Aeronave, montate sau demontate, mai grele sau mai usoare ca

aerul, concepute san adaptate in vederea luptelor aeriene prin intrebuintarea
de mitraliere, de aruncatoare de rachete, de artilerie, sau in vederea trans-
portului sau a lansarii de bombe, sau care sunt prevazute cu vreunul din
dispozitivele figurand la paragraful 2 de mai jos, sau care prin concep-
tiunea sau constructia lor, sunt fabricate in vederea intrebuintarii vreunuia
din aceste dispozitive.

2. Suporturi si amplasamente pentru tunuri aeriene, aruncatoare de
bombe, port-torpile si dispozitive de lansat bombe san torpile, turele si
cupole pentru tunuri.

3. Echipament conceput in mod special pentru trupe aeropurtate si
utilizate numai de aceste trupe.

4. Catapulte sau sisteme de lansare pentru avioane imbarcate, avioane
terestre sau hidroavioane; aparate de lansare de proectile sburatoare.

5. Baloane de baraj.

Categoria VI.

Toate produsele asfixiante, mortale, toxice sau susceptibile a scoate
din lupta, destinate in scopuri de razboi, sau fabricate in cantitati care de-
pasesc nevoile civile.

Categoria VII.

Propulsoare, explozibile, material pirotehnic, gaze lichefiate, desti-
nate propulsiunii, exploziei, incarcaturii, umplerii materialului de razboi
din prezentele categorii, sau la orice folosinta in legatura cu acest material,
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3. Vase, barchi, arme, sisteme sau aparate de tot felul, fie ca sunt 
submersibile sau semi-submersibile inclusiv estacadele destinate in mod 

special pentru apararea porturilor, cu exceptiunea materialelor necesare 

pentru recuperare, salvare si alto intrebuintari civile, precum si tot echipa-

mentul, toate accesoriile, piesele detasate dispozitivele de experimentare sau 

de instructie, instrumentele sau instalatiunile care pot sa fie concepute in 

mod special in vederea constructiei, controlului, intretinerii sau adapostirei 
acestor vase, masini, arme, sisteme sau aparate. 

Categoria V. 

1. Aeronave, montate sau demontate, mai grele sau mai usoare ca 

aerul, concepute sau adaptate in vederea luptelor aeriene prin intrebuintarea 

de mitraliere, de aruncatoare de rachete, de artilerie, sau in vederea trans-

portului sau a lansarii de bombe, sau care sunt prevazute cu vreunul din 

dispozitivele figurand la paragraful 2 de mai jos, sau care prin concep-
titmea sau constructia lor, sunt fabricate in vederea intrebuintarii vreunuia 
din aceste dispozitive. 

2. Suporturi si amplasamente pentru tunuri aeriene, aruncatoare de 

bombe, port-torpile si dispozitive de lansat bombe sau torpile, turele si 
cupole pentru tunuri. 

3. Echipament conceput in mod special pentru trupe aeropurtate 

utilizate numai de aceste trupe. 

4. Catapulte sau sisteme de lansare pentru avioane imbarcate, a vioane 

terestre sau hidroavioane; aparate de lansare de proectile sburatoare. 

5. Baloane de baraj. 

si 

Categoria VI. 

Toate produsele asfixiante, mortale, toxice sau susceptibile a scoate 

din lupta, destinate in scopuri de razboi, sau fabricate in cantitati care de-

pasesc nevoile civile. 
Categoria VII. 

Propulsoare, explozibile, material pirotehnic, gaze lichefiate, desti-

nate propulsiunii, exploziei, incarcaturii, umplerii materialului de razboi 

din prezentele categorii, sau la once folosinta in legatura cu acest material, 



care nu pot fi utilizate in scopuri civile, sau care sunt fabricate in cantitati
care depasesc nevoile civile.

Categoria VIII.

Instalatiuni si utilaj industrial concepute in mod special in vederea
fabricarii si conservarii produselor si materialelor enumerate in categoriile
de mai sus si care nu pot fi in mod tehnic transformate din nou in scopuri
civile.

ANEXA IV
Dispozitiuni Speciale Privitoare la Unele Categorii de Bunuri

A. PROPRIETATE INDUSTRIALA, LITERARA SI ARTISTICA

1. (a) Un termen de un an cu incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a
prezentului tratat va fi a cordat Puterilor Aliate si Asociate sau supusilor
acestora fara plata taxelor de prorogare sau alte sanctiuni de acest fel,
spre a le permite sa indeplineasca toate actele necesare pentru obtinerea
sau conservarea in Romania a drepturilor de proprietate industriala, lite-
rara si artistica, ce nu au putut fi indeplinite din cauza existentii starii de
razboi.

(b) Puterile Aliate san Asociate san supusii lor care vor fi facut pe
teritoriul uneia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate o cerere fie pentru obtinerea
unui brevet san pentru inregistrarea unui model de utilitate cel mult 12
luni inainte de inceperea razboiului cu Romania sau in cursul acestui
razboi, fie pentru inregistrarea unui desen industrial, unui model sau marci
de fabrica, cel mult 6 luni inain te de inceperea razboiului cu Romania
sau in cursul acestuia, vor avea dreptul in timpul unei perioade de 12 luni,
socotite dela data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului tratat, de a cere drepturile
corespunzatoare in Romania cu un drept de prioritate bazat pe depunerea
anterioara a cererii lor pe teritoriul acestei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate.

(c) Se va acorda fiecareia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate si supusilor
acesteia cu incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a prezen tului Tratat, un ter-
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care nu pot fi utilizate in scopuri civile, sau care stmt fabricate in cantitati 

care depasesc nevoile civile. 

Categoria VIII. 

Instalatiuni si utilaj industrial concepute in mod special in vederea 

fabricarii si conservarii produselor si materialelor enumerate in categoriile 

de mai sus si care nu pot fi in mod tehnic transformate din nou in scopuri 

civile. 

ANEXA IV 

Dispozitiuni Speciale Privitoare la Unele Categorii de Bunuri 

A. PROPRIETATE INDUSTRIALA, LITERARA SI ARTISTICA 

1. (a) Un termen de un an cu incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a 

prezentului tratat va fi a cordat Puterilor Aliate si Asociate sau supusilor 

acestora fara plata taxelor de prorogare sau alte sanctiuni de acest fel, 

spre a le permite sa indeplineasca toate actele necesare pentru obtinerea 

sau conservarea in Romania a drepturilor de proprietate industriala, lite-

rara si artistica, ce nu au putut fi indeplinite din cauza existentii starii de 
razboi. 

(b) Puterile Aliate sau Asociate sau supusii lor care vor fi facut pe 

teritoriul uneia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate o cerere fie pentru obtinerea 

unui brevet sau pentru inregistrarea unui model de utilitate cel mult 12 

luni inainte de inceperea razboiului cu Romania sau in cursul acestui 
razboi, fie pentru inregistrarea unui desen industrial, unui model sau marci 

de fabrica, cel mult 6 luni main te de inceperea razboiului cu Romania 
sau in cursul acestuia, vor avea dreptul in timpul unei perioade de 12 luni, 

socotite dela data intrarii in vigoare a prezentului tratat, de a cere drepturile 

corespunzatoare in Romania cu un drept de prioritate bazat pe depunerea 

anterioara a cererii lor pe teritoriul acestei Puteri Aliate sau Asociate. 

(c) Se va acorda fiecareia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate si supusilor 

acesteia cu incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a prezen tului Tratat, un ter-
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men de un an in timpul caruia ei vor putea incepe urmariri contra persoane-
lor, fizice sau juridice, carora li s'ar imputa o incalcare ilegala asupra

drepturilor lor de proprietate industriala, literara si artistica, intre data

inceperii ostilitatilor si intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

2. Nu se va tine seama, in determinarea perioadei in timpul careia

un brevet de inventiune ar trebui sa fie exploatat san in tim pul careia un

model sau o marca de fabrica ar trebui sa fie folosite, de perioada cuprinsa

intre inceperea ostilitatilor si expirarea celei de a optsprezecea luna care

va urma intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat.

3. Nu se va tine seama de perioada cuprinsa intre inceperea ostilitatilor
si intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, in calculul duratei normale de

valabilitate a drepturilor de proprietate industriala, literara si artistica,

care erau in vigoare in Romania la inceperea ostilitatilor san care vor fi

recunoscute sau stabilite in conditiunile prevazute in prezenta Anexa si

care apartin uneia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate san supusilor acesteia.

Durata normala a valabilitatii acestor drepturi va fi, prin urmare, conside-

rata ca prelungita in mod automat, in Romania, cu o noua perioada core-

spunzand aceleia care va fi fost astfel exclusa din decont.

4. Dispozitiunile care preced, privind drepturile in Romania a Pute-

rilor Aliate si Asociate san ale supusilor acestora vor trebui sa se aplice

deasemenea drepturilor pe teritoriul a Puterilor Aliate si Asociate Romaniei

si supusilor ei. Totusi, niciuna din aceste dispozitiuni nu va trebui sa aiba

ca efect de a da Romaniei sau supusilor ei dreptul la un tratament mai

favorabil pe teritoriul vreuneia din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate decat acela

pe care aceasta Putere acorda in aceleasi cazuri altor Natiuni Unite sau

supusilor lor, si nici Romania nu va fi tinuta sa acorde vreuneia din Puterile

Aliate sau Asociate sau supusilor ei un tratament mai favorabil decat acela

de care beneficiaza Romania san supusii ei pe teritoriul acelei Puteri cu

privire la chestiunile tratate in dispozitiunile anterioare.

5. Tertii rezidand pe teritoriul vreuneia din Puterile Aliate sau Aso-

ciate sau pe teritoriul roman, care inainte de intrarea in vigoare a prezen-

tului Tratat au dobandit de buna credinta drepturi de proprietate industriala,

literara sau artistica, in opozitie cu drepturile restabilite pe baza parti A pre-

zentei Anexe, sau cu drepturile dobandite datorita unei prioritati, revendi-
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men de un an in timpul caruia ei vor putea incepe urmariri contra persoane-

lor, fizice sau juridice, carora ii s'ar imputa o incalcare ilegala asupra 

drepturilor lor de proprietate industriala, literara Si artistica, intre data 

inceperii ostilitatilor si intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat. 

2. Nu se va tine seama, in determinarea perioadei in timpul careia 

un brevet de inventiune ar trebui sa fie exploatat sau in tim pul careia un 

model sau o marca de fabrica ar trebui sa fie folosite, de perioada cuprinsa 

intre inceperea ostilitatilor si expirarea celei de a optsprezecea luna care 

va urma intrarii in vigoare a prezentului Tratat. 

3. Nu se va tine seama de perioada cuprinsa intre inceperea ostilitatilor 

Si intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, in calculul duratei normale de 

valabilitate a drepturilor de proprietate industriala, literara si artistica, 

care erau in vigoare in Romania la inceperea ostilitatilor sau care vor fi 

recunoscute sau stabilite in conditiunile prevazute in prezenta Anexa si 

care apartin uneia din Puterile Aliate si Asociate sau supusilor acesteia. 

Durata normala a valabilitatii acestor drepturi va Ii, prin urmare, conside-

rata ca prelungita in mod automat, in Romania, cu o noua perioada core-

spunzand aceleia care va fi fost astfel exclusa din decont. 

4. Dispozitiunile care preced, privind drepturile in Romania a Pute-

rilor Aliate si Asociate sau ale supusilor acestora vor trebui sa se aplice 

deasemenea drepturilor pe teritoriul a Puterilor Aliate si Asociate Romaniei 

si supusilor ei. Totusi, niciuna din aceste dispozitiuni nu va trebui sa aiba 

ca efect de a da Romaniei sau supusilor ei dreptul la un tratament mai 

favorabil pe teritoriul vreuneia din Puterile Aliate sau Asociate decat acela 

pe care aceasta Putere acorda in aceleasi cazuri altor Natiuni Unite sau 

supusilor lor, si nici Romania nu va ft tinuta sa acorde vreuneia din Puterile 

Aliate sau Asociate sau supusilor ei un tratament mai favorabil decat acela 

de care beneficiaza Romania sau supusii ei pe teritoriul acelei Puteri cu 

privire la chestiunile tratate in dispozitiunile anterioare. 

5. Tertii rezidand pe teritoriul vreuneia din Puterile Aliate sau Aso-

ciate sau pe teritoriul roman, care inainte de intrarea in vigoare a prezen-

tului Tratat au dobandit de buna credinta drepturi de proprietate industriala, 

literara sau artistica, in opozitie cu drepturile restabilite pe baza parti A pre-

zentei Anexe, sau cu drepturile dobandite datorita unei prioritati, revendi-



cata in virtutea prezentelor dispozitiuni sau cari, de buna credinta au fabri-

cat, utilizat sau vandut obiectul acestor drepturi, vor fi autorizati sa continue

a exercita drepturile pe care le dobandisera de buna credinta si sa continue

sau sa reia fabricarea, utilizarea sau vanzarea pe care ei le intreprinsesera

de buna credinta, fara a se expune la urmariri pentru incalcare. Autorizatia

va fi data in Romania sub forma unei licente fara exclusivitate care va fi

acordata in conditiuni ce urmeaza sa fie fixate prin intelegere intre partile

interesate, sau in lipsa unei intelegeri, de catre Comisiunea de Conciliatiune,

constituita in virtutea articolului 32 al prezentului Tratat. Totusi, in teri-

toriile Puterilor Aliate si Asociate tertii de buna credinta vor beneficia de

protectia care este acordata in aceleasi cazuri tertilor de buna credinta ale

caror drepturi sunt in opozitie cu acelea ale supusilor altor Puteri Aliate si

Asociate.

6. Nicio dispozitie a prezentei Anexe nu va trebui sa fie interpretata

in sensul ca acorda Romaniei sau supusilor ei, pe teritoriul oricareia din

Puterile Aliate si Asociate drepturi la brevete sau la modele de folosire

pentru inventiile relative la un articol oarecare care a fost indicat in mod

expres la Anexa III a prezentului Tratat, inventii care au fost facute sau

in legatura cu care sau depus cereri de inregistrare de catre Romania sau

de unul din supusii ei, in Romania sau pe teritoriul vreunei alte Puteri a

Axei sau pe teritoriul ocupat de catre fortele Axei, in timpul cand localitatea

in chestiune se gasea sub controlul fortelor sau autoritatilor puterilor Axei.

7. Romania va acorda deasemenea beneficiul dispozitiunilor prezentei

Anexe Frantei, si altor Natiuni Unite care nu sunt Puteri Aliate sau Asociate,

ale caror relatii diplomatice cu Romania au fost rupte in timpul Razboiului

si care se vor angaja sa acorde Romaniei beneficiile acordate acestei tari in

virtutea ziselor dispozitiuni.

8. Nicio dispozitiune a prezentei Anexe nu trebue sa se inteleaga ca

fiind in contradictie cu Articolele 24, 27 si 29 ale prezentului Tratat.

B. AsIGURAmI

1. Cu exceptia restrictiilor ce se aplica asiguratorilor in general, nu

se va pune nici o piedica in calea reluarii de catre asiguratori care sunt

supusi ai Natiunilor Unite a fostelor lor portofolii.
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cata in virtutea prezentelor dispozitiuni sau cari, de buna credinta au fabri-

cat, utilizat sau vandut obiectul acestor drepturi, vor fi autorizati sa continue 

a exercita drepturile pe care le dobandisera de buna credinta si sa continue 

sau sa reia fabricarea, utilizarea sau vanzarea pe care ei le intreprinsesera 

de buna credinta, fara a se expune la urmariri pentru incalcare. Autorizatia 

va ft data in Romania sub forma unei licente fara exclusivitate care va fi 

acordata in conditiuni ce urmeaza sa fie fixate prin intelegere intro partile 

interesate, sau in lipsa unei intelegeri, de catre Comisiunea de Conciliatiune, 

constituita in virtutea articolului 32 al prezentului Tratat. Totusi, in teri-

toriile Puterilor Aliate si Asociate tertii de buna credinta vor beneficia de 

protectia care este acordata in aceleasi cazuri tertilor de buna credinta ale 

caror drepturi sunt in opozitie cu acelea ale supusilor altor Puteri Aliate si 

Asociate. 

6. Nicio dispozitie a prezentei Anexe nu va trebui sa fie interpretata 

in sensul ca acorda Romaniei sau supusilor ei, pe teritoriul oricareia din 

Puterile Aliate si Asociate drepturi la brevete sau la modele de folosire 

pentru inventiile relative la un articol oarecare care a fost indicat in mod 

expres la Anexa III a prezentului Tratat, inventii care au lost facute sau 

in legatura cu care sau depus cereri de inregistrare de catre Romania sau 

de unul din supusii ei, in Romania sau pe teritoriul vreunei alto Puteri a 

Axei sau pe teritoriul ocupat de catre fortele Axei, in timpul cand localitatea 

in chestiune se gasea sub controlul fortelor sau autoritatilor puterilor Axei. 

7. Romania va acorda deasemenea beneficiul dispozitiunilor prezentei 

Anexe Frantei, si altor Natiuni Unite care nu sunt Puteri Aliate sau Asociate, 

ale caror relatii diplomatice cu Romania au lost rupte in timpul Razboiului 

Si care se vor angaja sa acorde Romaniei beneficiile acordate acestei tan i in 

virtutea ziselor dispozitiuni. 

8. Nicio dispozitiune a prezentei Anexe nu trebue sa se inteleaga ca 

find in contradictie cu Articolele 24, 27 si 29 ale prezentului Tratat. 

B. ASIGURARI 

1. Cu exceptia restrictiilor ce se aplica asiguratorilor in general, nu 

se va pune nici o piedica in calea reluarii de catre asiguratori care sunt 
supusi ai Natiunilor Unite a fostelor lor portofolii. 
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2. Daca un asigurator, supus al vreuneia din Natiunile Unite, doreste
sa-si reia activitatea profesionala in Romania si daca valoarea depozitelor
de garantie sau de rezerve cerute in Romania de intreprinderile de asigu-
rare in vederea exercitarii activitatii lor, s'a micsorat din pricina pierderii
sau deprecierii titlurilor care le constituiau, Guvernul Roman se angajeaza
sa accepte pentru o perioada de 18 luni ceeace ramane din aceste titluri
drept indeplinind toate prescriptiile legale cu privire la depozite sau rezerve.

ANEXA V

Contracte, Prescriptii, si Efecte Negociabile

A. CONTRACTE

1. In afara exceptiilor enuntate in paragrafele 2 si 3 de mai jos,
orice contract ce a necesitat pentru executarea sa relatii intre parti ce au
devenit inamice in sensul definit in Partea D a prezentei Anexe, va fi socotit
reziliat din momentul in care oricare din parti au devenit inamice. Totusi,
aceasta reziliere se intelege fara prejudiciul dispozitiilor Articolului 29
al prezentului Tratat si nici nu va scuti vreuna din partile Contractului de
obligatia de a rambursa sumele primite ca avansuri sau ca aconturi fata
de care partea interesata nu a furnizat contra partida in schimb.

2. Cu toate dispozitiunile paragrafului 1 de mai sus, vor fi exceptate
de reziliere si, fara a prejudicia drepturile continute in Articolul 27 al
prezentului Tratat, vor ramane in vigoare acele parti din orice contract
care vor putea fi disociate si care pentru a fi executate nu au necesitat le-
gaturi intre partile devenite inamice in sensul Partii D a prezentei Anexe.
Atunci cand stipulatiile oricarui Contract nu pot fi astfel disociate, con-
tractul va fi socotit ca reziliat in intregimea lui. Dispozitiile de mai sus se
inteleg sub rezerva aplicarii legilor, ordonantelor si regulamentelor interne
promulgate de oricare din Puterile Aliate si Asociate de jurisdictia carora
apartine contractul sau oricare parte din contract si sub rezerva stipulatiilor
contractului.

3. Niciuna din dispozitiile Partii A a prezentei Anexe nu va fi socotita

ca anuleaza tranzactiile legal executate conform unui contract incheiat intre
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2. Daca un asigurator, supus al vreuneia din Natiunile Unite, doreste 

sa-si reia activitatea profesionala in Romania si daca valoarea depozitelor 

de garantie sau de rezerve cerute in Romania de intreprinderile de asigu-

rare in vederea exercitarii activitatii lor, s'a micsorat din pricina pierderii 

sau deprecierii titlurilor care be constituiau, Guvernul Roman se angajeaza 

sa accepte pentru o perioada de 18 luni ceeace ramane din aceste titluri 

drept indeplinind toate prescriptiile legale cu privire la depozite sau rezerve. 

ANEXA V 

Contracte, Prescriptii, si Efecte Negociabile 

A. CONTRACTE 

1. In afara exceptiilor enuntate in paragrafele 2 si 3 de mai jos, 

once contract cc a necesitat pentru executarea sa relatii intre parti cc au 

devenit inamice in sensul definit in Partea D a prezentei Anexe, va fi socotit 

reziliat din momentul in care oricare din parti au devenit inamice. Totusi, 

aceasta reziliere se intelege fara prejudiciul dispozitiilor Articolului 29 

al prezentului Tratat si nici nu va scuti vreuna din partile Contractului de 

obligatia de a rambursa sumele primite ca avansuri sau ea aconturi fata 

de care partea interesata nu a furnizat contra partida in schimb. 

2. Cu toate dispozitiunile paragrafului 1 de mai sus, vor fi exceptate 

de reziliere si, fara a prejudicia drepturile continute in Articolul 27 al 

prezentului Tratat, vor ramane in vigoare acele parti din once contract 

care vor putea fi disociate si care pentru a fi executate nu au necesitat le-

gaturi intre partile devenite inamice in sensul Partii D a prezentei Anexe. 

Atunci cand stipulatiile oricarui Contract nu pot fi astfel disociate, con-

tractul va fi socotit ca reziliat in intregimea lui. Dispozitiile de mai sus se 

inteleg sub rezerva aplicarii legilor, ordonantelor si regulamentelor interne 

promulgate de oricare din Puterile Aliate si Asociate de jurisdictia carora 

apartine contractul sau oricare parte din contract si sub rezerva stipulatiilor 

contractului. 

3. Niciuna din dispozitiile Partii A a prezentei Anexe nu va fi socotita 

ea anuleaza tranzactiile legal executate conform unui contract incheiat intre 



inamici daca au fost executate cu permisiunea Guvernului uneia din Puterile
Aliate sau Asociate.

4. Cu toate dispozitiunile de mai sus, contractele de asigurare si reasi-
gurare vor face obiectul unor intelegeri separate intre Guvernul Puterii
Aliate sau Asociate interesate si Guvernul Roman.

B. TERMENE DE PRESCRIPTIE

1. Toate termenele de prescriptie sau de limitare a dreptului de a
introduce sau de a urmari o actiune juridica sau de a lua masuri conserva-
torii in raporturile juridice ce intereseaza persoane sau bunuri, care pun in
cauza pe supusii Natiunilor Unite, si pe supusii Romani cari, din pricina
starii de razboi nu au putut sa introduca sau sa urmareasca o actiune
judiciara, sau sa indeplineasca formalitatile necesare salvgardarii dreptilor
lor, fie ca aceste termene au inceput sa curga inainte sau dupa izbuc-
nirea razboiului, ele vor fi considerate ca fiind suspendate pe timpul duratei
razboiului, pe teritoriul roman, pe de o parte, si pe teritoriul acelor dintre
Natiunile Unite care, conform principiilor de reciprocitate, acorda Romaniei
beneficiul dispozitiilor prezentului paragraf, pe de alta parte. Aceste ter-
mene vor incepe sa curga iar dela intrarea in vigoare a' prezentului Tratat.
Dispozitiile prezentului paragraf se vor aplica termenelor fixate pentru
depunerea cupoanelor de interese sau de dividende sau pentru depunerea
in vederea rambursarii a valorilor iesite la tragere, sau rambursabile pen-
tru orice alt motiv.

2. Cand, din cauza neexecutarii unui act sau omisiunii unei forma-
litati oarecare, in timp de razboi, au fost luate masuri de executare pe teri-
toriul romanesc in prejudiciul unui supus al vreuneia din Natiunile Unite,
Guvernul Roman va restabili drepturile ce au fost lezate. Daca restabilirea
acestor drepturi este imposibila sau ar fi inechitabila, Guvernul Roman va
face cele necesare pentruca supusul Natiunilor Unite sa capete o compen-
satie care sa fie, in imprejurarile date, justa si echitabila.

C. EFECTE NEGOCIABILE

1. In relatiunile dintre inamici niciun efect negociabil subscris inainte
de razboi nu va fi considerat a-si fi pierdut valoarea pentru simplul motiv
ca nu a fost prezentat spre acceptare sau spre incasare in termenii prescrisi,
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inamici daca au fost executate cu permisiunea Guvernului uneia din Puterile 

Aliate sau Asociate. 

4. Cu toate dispozititmile de mai sus, contractele de asigurare si reasi-

gurare vor face obiectul unor intelegeri separate intre Guvernul Puterii 

Aliate sau Asociate interesate si Guvernul Roman. 

B. TERMENE DE PRESCRIPTIE 

1. Toate termenele de prescriptie sau de limitare a dreptului de a 

introduce sau de a urmari o actiune juridica sau de a lua masuri conserva-

torii in raporturile juridice ce intereseaza persoane sau bunuri, care pun in 

cauza pe supusii Natiunilor Unite, si pe supusii Romani earl., din pricina 

starii de razboi nu au putut sa introduca sau sa urmareasca o actiune 

judiciara, sau sa indeplineasca formalitatile necesare salvgardarii dreptilor 

lor, fie ca aceste termene au inceput sa curga inainte sau dupa izbuc-

nirea razboiului, ele vor fi considerate ca fiind suspendate pe timpul duratei 

razboiului, pe teritoriul roman, pe de o parte, si pe teritoriul acelor dintre 

Natiunile Unite care, conform principiilor de reciprocitate, acorda Romaniei 

beneficiul dispozitiilor prezentului paragraf, pe de alta parte. Aceste ter-

mene vor incepe sa curga iar dela intrarea in vigoare a" prezentului Tratat. 

Dispozitiile prezentului paragraf se vor aplica termenelor fixate pentru 

depunerea cupoanelor de interese sau de dividende sau pentru depunerea 

in vederea rambursarii a valorilor iesite la tragere, sau rambursabile pen-
tru once alt motiv. 

2. Cand, din cauza neexecutarii unui act sau omisiunii unei forma-

litati oarecare, in timp de razboi, au fost luate masuri de executare pe teri-

toriul romanesc in prejudiciul unui supus al vreuneia din Natiunile Unite, 

Guvernul Roman va restabili drepturile cc an fost lezate. Daca restabilirea 

acestor drepturi este imposibila sau ar fi inechitabila, Guvernul Roman va 

face cele necesare pentruca supusul Natiunilor Unite sa capete o compen-
satie care sa fie, in imprejurarile date, justa si echitabila. 

C. EFECTE NEGOCIABILE 

1. In relatiunile dintre inamici niciun efect negociabil subscris inainte 

de razboi nu va fi considerat a-si fi pierdut valoarea pentru simplul motiv 
ca nu a lost prezentat spre acceptare sau spre incasare in termenii prescrisi, 
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sau ca tragatorul sau girantul nu au fost anuntati in aceste termene ca

efectul in chestiune nu a fost acceptat sau platit sau ca nu a fost protestat

in zisele termene sau ca vreo formalitate oarecare a fost omisa in timpul

razboiului.

2. Daca termenul inauntrul caruia un efect negociabil ar fi trebuit sa

fie prezentat spre acceptare sau incasare sau inlauntrul caruia un aviz de

neacceptare sau de neplata ar fi trebuit dat tragatorului sau girantului, sau

in timpul caruia efectul ar fi trebuit protestat, a expirat in timpul razboiului

si daca partea care ar fi trebuit sa se prezinte sau sa protesteze efectul sau

sa dea aviz de neacceptare sau de neplata, a omis a le face in timpul

razboiului, se va acorda, dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, un

termen de cel putin trei luni, in care va fi posibil sa se prezinte sau sa

protesteze zisul efect sau sa se dea avizul de neacceptare sau de neplata.

3. Daca o persoana a devenit, inaintea sau in timpul razboiului, debi-

toare in virtutea unui efect negociabil in urma unei obligatiuni, luate fata

de ea, de catre o persoana care a devenit ulterior inamica, aceasta din

urma va ramane tinuta sa despagubeasca pe cea dintai pentru aceasta da-

torie fara a se tine seama de inceperea ostilitatilor.

D. DISPOZITIUNI SPECIALE

1. Pentru scopurile acestei Anexe, persoanele fizice si juridice vor fi

socotite ca inamice dela data la care comertul dintre ele a devenit ilegal

sub legile, ordinele sau regulamentele carora le erau supuse aceste persoane

sau contractele.

2. Avand in vedere sistemul juridic al Statelor Unite ale Americei,

dispozitiunile acestei Anexe nu se vor aplica intre Statele Unite ale Ame-

ricei si Romania.

ANEXA VI

Tribunalele de Priza si Sentinte

A. TRIBUNALE DE PRIZA

Fiecare din Puterile Aliate si Asociate isi rezerva dreptul de a exa-

mina, in conformitate cu procedura pe care o va fixa toate deciziunile si
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sau ca tragatorul sau girantul nu au lost anuntati in aceste termene ca 

efectul in chestiune nu a lost acceptat sau platit sau ca nu a lost protestat 

in zisele termene sau ca vreo formalitate oarecare a lost omisa in timpul 
razboiului. 

2. Daca termenul inauntrul caruia un efect negociabil ar fi trebuit sa 

fie prezentat spre acceptare sau incasare sau inlauntrul caruia un aviz de 

neacceptare sau de neplata ar fi trebuit dat tragatorului sau girantului, sau 

in timpul caruia efectul ar fi trebuit protestat, a expirat in timpul razboiului 

Si daca partea care ar fi trebuit sa se prezinte sau sa protesteze efectul sau 

sa dea aviz de neacceptare sau de neplata, a omis a le face in timpul 

razboiului, se va acorda, dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, un 

termen de eel putin trei luni, in care va fi posibil sa se prezinte sau sa 

protesteze zisul efect sau sa se dea avizul de neacceptare sau de neplata. 

3. Daca o persoana a devenit, inaintea sau in timpul razboiului, debi-

toare in virtutea mmi efect negociabil in urma unei obligatiuni, luate fata 

de ea, de catre o persoana care a devenit ulterior inamica, aceasta din 

urma va ramane tinuta sa despagubeasca pe cea dintai pentru aceasta da-

tonic fara a se tine seama de inceperea ostilitatilor. 

D. DISPOZITIUNI SPECIALE 

1. Pentru scopurile acestei Anexe, persoanele fizice si juridice vor fi 

socotite ca inamice dela data la care comertul dintre ele a devenit ilegal 

sub legile, ordinele sau regulamentele carora le erau supuse aceste persoane 

sau contractele. 

2. Avand in vedere sistemul juridic al Statelor Unite ale Americei, 

dispozitiunile acestei Anexe nu se vor aplica intre Statele Unite ale Ame-

ricei si Romania. 

ANEXA VI 

Tribunalele de Priza si Sentinte 

A. TRIBUNALE DE PRIZA 

Fiecare din Puterile Aliate si Asociate isi rezerva dreptul de a exa-

mina, in conformitate cu procedura pe care o va fixa toate deciziunile Si 



ordonantele Tribunalelor de Priza romane in procesele care pun in discu-
tiune drepturile de proprietate ale supusilor ei, si de a recomanda Guvernu-
lui Roman sa faca sa se procedeze la revizuirea acelor deciziuni sau ordo-
nante care ar putea sa nu fie conforme cu Dreptul International.

Guvernul Roman se obliga sa comunice copii dupa toate documentale,
inclusiv actele acestor procese, deciziunile luate si ordonantele date, si sa
accepte orice recomandatiuni formulate dupa examinarea ziselor afaceri
si sa dea urmare acestor recomandatiuni.

B. SENTINTE

Guvernul Roman va lua masurile necesare pentru a permite supusilor
oricareia din Natiunile Unite, in orice moment, in termen de un an, cu
incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, sa introduca in fata
autoritatilor romanesti competente o actiune in revizuire a oricaror ho-
tarari date de un Tribunal roman intre 22 Iunie 1941 si data intrarii in
vigoare a prezentului Tratat, in orice proces in care supusul uneia din
Natiunile Unite nu a ost in masura de a-si expune cauza in chip satisfaca-
tor, fie in calitate de reclamant, fie in calitate de parat. Guvernul Roman
va lua masurile necesare pentruca atunci cand un supus al uneia din Na-
tiunile Unite a suferit un prejudiciu dinc cauza oricarei hotarari de aseme-
nea natura, acest supus sa fie repus in situatia in care se gasea inainte de
pronuntarea sentintei sau sa primeasca o compensatiune care sa fie in acel
caz, justa si echitabila. Expresiunea "supusi ai Natiunilor Unite" cuprinde
Societatile sau Asociatiunile organizate sau constituite conform cu legisla-
tiunea oricareia din Natiunile Unite.
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ordonantele Tribunalelor de Priza romane in procesele care pun in discu-

thine drepturile de proprietate ale supusilor ei, si de a recomanda Guvemu-

lui Roman sa faca sa se procedeze la revizuirea acelor deciziuni sau ordo-

nante care ar putea sa nu fie conforme cu Dreptul International. 

Guvemul Roman se obliga sa comimice copii dupa toate documentale, 

inclusiv actele acestor procese, deciziunile luate si ordonantele date, si sa 

accepte once recomandatiuni formulate dupa examinarea ziselor afaceri 

si sa dea urmare acestor recomandatiuni. 

B. SENTINTE 

Guvemul Roman va lua masurile necesare pentru a permite supusilor 

oricareia din Natiunile Unite, in once moment, in termen de un an, cu 

incepere dela intrarea in vigoare a prezentului Tratat, sa introduca in fata 

autoritatilor romanesti competente o actiune in revizuire a oricaror ho-

tarari date de un Tribunal roman intre 22 Iunie 1941 si data intrarii in 
vigoare a prezentului Tratat, in once proces in care supusul uneia din 

Natiunile Unite nu a ost in masura de a-si expune cauza in chip satisfaca-

tor, fie in calitate de reclamant, fie in calitate de parat. Guverrml Roman 

va ha masurile necesare pentruca atunci cand un supus al uneia din Na-

tiimile Unite a sgerit un prejudiciu dine cauza oricarei hotarari de aseme-

nea natura, acest supus sa fie repus in situatia in care se gasea inainte de 
pronuntarea sentintei sau sa primeasca o compensatiune care sa fie in acel 

caz, justa si echitabila. Expresiunea "supusi ai Natiunilor Unite" cuprinde 

Societatile sau Asociatiunile organizate sau constituite conform Cu legisla-
tiunea oricareia din Natiunile Unite. 
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B yAOCTOBepcHec lero
mtucuoAnacaBuanecA Uoz-
uOO'tHUle nppCACTaBMTe%.
noAnnca.31 HUcTonl9nd
;oronop -nptn.oxn.La i

emy CBon IlesaTH.
Conepmcllo iu llape Ha

pyrcsom, aur.inficl;ox,
4,panuIpCKOM I pyMiuHCEOt
sa3lax, 4t epai .lecraoro
Ala Tlcx'ta ACBaTrbOT
fo ceMewrO ro iOA

In faith whereof the un-
derigned Plenipotentiaries
have signed the present
Treaty and have affixed
thereto their seals. []

Done in the city of Pari
in the Russian, English,
French and Roumanian lan-
guages this tenth day of
February, One Thousand
Nine Hundred Forty.Sevn.

En foi de quoi, les Plini
potentiaires souaigns ont
appoe leuis signatres it
leurs cachets au bas du
present Traite.

Fait i Paris, le dix fvrier
mil neuf cent quarante-sept,
el langue russe, anglaise,
franCaise et rounmine.

1905

Drept care, Plenipoten.
tiarii mai jos semnati, si-au
depus sennmalurile si sigiliile
in josul preentului Tratat.

Facut in orasul Paris, in
limnlile rusa. engleza, fran
cea Si ronamtm. ai 10 Fe-
bruarie. una mie noua sute
patruzeri si saple.

8a CoMo COBeeTMx Comu cT'iecmxr Pecty6m
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOMIIIEUES SOCIALISTEr:

PKNTRU UNIUNEA REPUBLICELOR SOCIALISTE SOVIETICE:

[ISAL] $f dS °y-_

1 
[For romanization of the facsimile signatures, see p. 1913.]
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B yAocToaepenie ger° 
umacuoanscaamaeca tios-
110110,111140 ilpeavraaaTem 
Homu:ma:in Havrosinmil 
Aoronop a npw.mainaig 
Homy coon iregam. 

Coacpmelio u !Inmate an 
pyrcHow, auranlicHom, 
tpanusamung n pymbiactom 
=UM, ikapani xeraroro 
Ma riicsua acaamvor 
gyre commoro roAa. 

In faith whereof the un-
dersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present 
Treaty and have affixed 
thereto their seals. 

Done in the city of Paris 
in the Russian, English, 
French and Roumanian lan-
guage. this tenth day of 
February, One Thousand 
Nine Hundred Forty-Seven. 

En foi de quoi, lea Plenb 
potentiaires soussigas oat 
appose lent. si'gnature* et 
leurs cachets au boa du 
present Traite. 

Fait i Paris, le dix fevrier 
mil neuf cent quarantempt, 
en langues rum, anglaise, 
fransaise at fountain!. 

8a COTO3 Comm Coanatacrainem Pecay6.mor: 
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIETIQUES SOCIALISM: 
PRNTRU UNIUNEA REPUBLICELOR SOCIALISM SOVIETICE: 

[BEAL] 

ronexj 

Drept care, Plenipotett-
tiarii mu i jos semnati, si-au 
depus senmaturile Si sigiliile 
in josul prctentuki Trate. 

Facut in orasul Paris, in 
limb& rusa. enema, frau-
(-ma si somata. ass 10 Fe 
bruarie. una mie news sale 
patruzeei Si same. 

a.6 e-f-47 4'‘)  

[For romanisation of the facsimile signatures, see p. 1913.] 
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3a CoeAmnIIeIIlo KOIpO. IeIICT I(I .l;IliOpiIT;aIIIUI n CCBepifoii HpjaIiAW:
F<)R TIE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTIERN IRELAND:

PIOUK LE {OYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-JIRETAGNE ET I'IRLANDIE DU NORD:

PFNTRU RECATUL UNIT AL MAREI UIlITANII Sl IRLANDA DFi NORD:

3a CoeanHHeHue IITaTu AmepHint:
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:

PEN STATELE UNITE ALE A

[SEAL][ (h / --

["* G^^€!> y 'S^ -s e

t'

.O
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3a Coemmettjam Kopo.leitertto BP:micoGpirramitt it Comport HpARHAHU: 
FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTIIERN IRELAND: 

POUR LE libYAUME-UNI bE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD: 
PENTRU BEGATUL UNIT AL MARE! BRITANII SI IRIANDA Di NORD: 

AV/ azys.e.-• 
(tra..t) 

3a Caeametmue Iltraiu Iowan 
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE: 
PEN STATELE UNITE ALE Am mu: 
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:ta AncTp;ntuMo:

FOR AUSTRALIA:

POUR L'AUSTRALIE:

PENTRU AUSTRALIA:

(&ALJ oLA.

3a BeiopyccyKlo CoBTcEKylo Coumll:.ianICT ecKlo Pecly6inHKy:

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REIIIBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE BIELOIUSSIE:

PENTRU REPUBI.ICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA BlELORUSt:

[SEA.l

1907

-,, l { A5

l"

t -e- -
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AFICTpailHICI: 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 

POUR CAUSTRALIE: 

PENTRU AUSTRALU: 

(sr-41.1 

3a Bezopycomo CoaenKpo Cotufamentveocro Pecilyomucy: 
FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REM/RUC: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE RIELORUSSIE: 

PENTRU REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIF:TICA RIELoRUSk: 

[ARAL] 



1908

3a KaHaAy:
FoR CANADA:
POUR LE CANADA:
PENTRU CANADA:

-1]1

3a IexoceonamfIo:

FoR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUI:

PEnrRU CEHO-SLOVACU:

(GaU

fWAL]

4

1.o vct&$

TREATIES [61 STAT.

$I-L k-

1908 

3a !Camay: 
FOR CANADA: 
POUR LE CANADA: 
PENTRU CANADA: 

taw.) 

3a gexocsonaanno: 
Fon CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 
POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIR: 
PENTRU CEHOSLOVACIA: 

TREATIES [61 STAT. 
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.3a Iflunmo:
FOR INDIA:

POUR L'INDE:

I'ENTRt INDIA:

,[-SAL]

3a HOByO 3enanio:
FOR NEW ZEALAND:

POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE:

PENTRU NOUA ZELANDA:

([aL)

1909

< / " s - - e l

ZdI^D l_-4_
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33 Him*: 
FOR INDIA: 
POUR LINDE: 
PENTRU INDIA: 

p[SAAL] 

33 }Immo 3eAatamo: 
FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
POUR LA NOUVELLEIELANDE: 

PENTRU NOUA ZELANDA: 

(NIA] 



TREATIES

3a YEpaHHCKyIo CoBercxylo ConawjcTwqeciylo Pecnymsy:
FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE:

PENTRU REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETIC* UCRAINIANA:

[IL]

3a IOxHo-A mpHcaRfI Coma:
FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFICA:

POUR L'UNION SuD-AnCIuz:
P'NTRU UNIUNEA SuD AnucnA:

[SzAL]

1910 [61 STAT.

DJ ongt4^

I A
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3a Yispaimucylo Coaerexpo Counguoicnolecapo Pecorluny: 
FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE: 

PENTRU REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETIC* UCRAINIANA: 

3a 10amo-A4Taxaacaall Coma: 
FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFMCA: 
POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICJUNE: 

PENTRU UNRINEA SUB AFRICA:4A: 

[sm.] 

4-524/vvvt-un.b., • 
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3a Pyimm o:
FOR RoumAmu:
Poui LA RouMArnm:
PENTRU ROMuAA:

[sEAL] 7
[AL] /

A

[(sAL] 1I7

(SEAL] fX5 7 O c'r 'I y

AMuucmepncmao H1ocmnpaHHNu. LeA Coroja Cooenmctu. Cotfua.4uemuiee;ux Pecny4diuc ydocmo.
epA.-m c npumnaentuem metanet,, dtino nactcm.afutt yedo'ymAenm ...sqellnc.o sepHoi Konwue MupNozw

Aooeoopa c. Py.ptiHuca, tl1,ot ucamHOou a Ilapu.'e 10 6esepaa.n.-.l!47 enda Ra pycc=ao, aneAuAJcKxK,
1>pauHI{.1ICKO U pt/.ycUMrKo.It .tIU)C gt. Wo JkaioC Vte pe, Iot(O.IUMuC xomopozo H.Ottaoumt

Ha IpaneHuu s apIXUdaX 11 i)aIeufe.tcinsa Coio Cosemcwux CnijuaMaurmuvecKu.u Il',en.dnurst
no paiC.oil'ptjlt'efHu f '

tIeH T oei.eauu u t t /t(oeioiwio-lilpaeosoeo Ynpae-
m.tmn IuHwUitnIpcmfI^'let CCCP.
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3a Pptbanno: 
FOR ROUMANIA: 

Patra /A ROuslANIE: 

PENTRU ROMANIA: 

[sr.AL] 

[erAL] 

[se.m.1 

TA 0•44A411 

6-Thr! Ocut-ao-t-um.1 

Muuucmepcnteo liteocmpasomc .1.(6.4CoeunCoeemcuicr Colfumuonuvecomx PecnyeLtute yeocmo-
eep.ucin c npu.w.Neenue.0 nevamu, •uno fusento.Fuquil aoreptemni xe.1.qeisics eepsou tconue4 Mupnom 
Aczneopa e.prostolueu, utiOnuctuatozo e Hapuace 10 Ocepa.4a..1947 coda ,fa pycciro.u, ane.eualcumu, 
Opumfy.3cpcom u py.uunevau JIJIACitr 6 0460.44 agle.uns.upe, 110(1.110MLOC Komopozo Ii4=011UNICR 
ea .rpaNertuu e apreear 11 ineume.mcnuta Ccuoaa CO6CMCICUX CONUa,surmuvecicux PocnYeAux, 

Ho paelinpaMPH74 '.4V1.1:1".. Thum lio.e.eezuu u iforoenpuo-Hpaeceozo Ynpae-
.11•MUJi ..ifuntulnepcm led: CCCP. 

• 44 ' / . , 0,448. 7.: C. rally/1mill. 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of June
5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise and
consent to the ratification of the said Treaty;

WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United
States of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent
of the Senate;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 40 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall
come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics of ratifications by the United States of America, by
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by the United States of
America, by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

AND WHEREAS an instrument of ratification was also deposited with the Govern-
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by Rou-
mania;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace
with Roumania to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall
be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America and
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further proclaim
that the state of war between the United States of America and Roumania termi-
nated on September 15, 1947.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America
to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of
[SEAL] our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independ-

ence of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
ROBERT A LovETT

Acting Secretary of State

1912 TREATIDS [61 STAT.1912 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of June 
5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise and 
consent to the ratification of the said Treaty; 
WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United 

States of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent 
of the Senate; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article 40 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall 

come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics of ratifications by the United States of America, by 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland; 
WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government of the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by the United States of 
America, by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 
AND WHEREAS an instrument of ratification was also deposited with the Govern-

ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by Rou-
mania; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United 

States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace 
with Roumania to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall 
be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the 
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America and 
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further proclaim 
that the state of war between the United States of America and Roumania termi-
nated on September 15, 1947. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America 
to be hereunto affixed. 

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of 

NEAL.' , our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 
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Note by the Department of State

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures:

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

V. MOLOTOV.
A BOGOMOLOV.

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

ERNEST BEVIN
DUFF COOPER

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

JAMES F BYRNES
JEFFERSON CAFFERY

FOR AUSTRALIA:

JOHN. A. BEASLEY.

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

K KISSELEV

FOR CANADA:

GEORGE P. VANIER

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

JAN MASARYK.
V. CLEMENTIS.

FOR INDIA:

S. E. RUNGANADHAN.

FOR NEW ZEALAND:

W. J JORDAN

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

I. SENIN

FOR TIE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

W. G PARMINTER.

FOR ROUMANIA:

GH. TATARESCO
L. PATRASCANO
S. VOITEC
GEN. D. DAMACEANO
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Note by the Department of State 

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 

V. MoLorrov. 
A BOGOMOLOV. 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 

ERNEST BEVIN 
Dui F COOPER 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

JAMES F BYRNES 
JEFFERSON CAFFERY 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 

JOHN. A. BEASLEY. 

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

K KISSELEV 

FOR CANADA: 

GEORGE P. VANIER 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 

JAN MASARYK. 
V. CLEMENTIS. 

FOR INDIA: 

S. E. RIJNGANADHAN. 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

W. J JORDAN 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

I. SENIN 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 

W. G PARMINTER. 

FOR ROUMANIA: 

Ga. TATARESCO 
L. PATRASCANO 
S. VOITEC 
GEN. D. DAMACEANO 
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The certification on page 1911 reads, in translation, as follows:

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics cer-

tifies by the seal affixed hereto that the present document is a true copy of the

Treaty of Peace with Roumania signed at Paris on February 10,1947, in the Russian,

English, French and Roumanian languages in a single copy, the original of which

is preserved in the archives of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics.
By order of the Minister, Member of the Collegium and Chief of the Treaty-Law

Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R,

February 26, 1947.

[SEAL] S. GOLUNSKI.

1914 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

The certification on page 1911 reads, in translation, as follows: 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics cer-
tifies by the seal affixed hereto that the present document is a true copy of the 
Treaty of Peace with Roumania signed at Paris on February 10, 1947, in the Russian, 
English, French and Roumanian languages in a single copy, the original of which 
is preserved in the archives of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics. 
By order of the Minister, Member of the Collegium and Chief of the Treaty-Law 

Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. 

February 26, 1947. 

[sEAL] S. GOLUNSKI. 



MULTILATERAL-PEACE WITH BULGARIA-FEB. 10, 1947

Treaty of peace with Bulgaria. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; February 10, 1947

ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of
America June 14,1947; ratification of the United States of America
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Moscow
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United
States of America September 15, 1947; entered into force September
15,1947.
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Treaty of peace with Bulgaria. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of 
America June 14,1947 ; ratification of the United States of America 
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at MO8C010 
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United 
States of America September 15, 1947; entered into force September 
15,1947. 

February 10, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1650] 



TREATIES

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria, dated at Paris February 10, 1947,
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czecho-
slovakia, Greece, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the
Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria;

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and
Bulgarian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows:

1916 [61 STAT.1916 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria, dated at Paris February 10, 1947, 
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czecho-
slovakia, Greece, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the 
Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria; 
WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and 

Bulgarian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows: 
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MIPHbIH AOrOBOP

C BOJJIAPHEH

1947 r.
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MHPH13111 A0110BOP 

C BWIPAPHEn 

1947 F. 



Cor03 COBeTCKHX CoiaeTcIa C HTHecKHx Pecny6jHu, CoeAH;HeHHoe

IopojeBCTBO BeajHo6pHTaHHH H CeBepHOH lHpjiaH H, CoeuHHeHHbIe

IITaTbI AMepHmH, ABCTpa.JIa, BeAopyccKaa COBeTCEaa CowHajmcITH-

'iecKaa Pecny6miHa, qexocjoBaia rPe, HIpeaHi, IuHAu, HoBas 3eiaHHSa,

YipanHcma COBeTceaq ComaoB a acTHecKaa Pecny6Ijma, IOa)Ho-AqPH-

EaHcEHf COO3 H 'eAeepaTHBHaa HapOAHaa Pecny6iHmIa IOrociaBHH,

KaK rocyAapcTBa, Haxomin:Hea B COCTOaHHE BOHHbbI c BoinrapHei H

amTHBHO yIacTBOBaBmHe B BOiHe IIpOTHB BpazecrHX rocyAapCTB

B EBpone cyIgeCTBeHHbIMHE BOeHHbIMIH KOHTHeHTTaMH, HMeHyeMbIe B

AajlbHefimeM <<CoIo3Hbe H CoeaHeHHbie AIepaaBbI>>, C OaHOHi CTOPOHbI,

H Bojrapma, c ApyroH CTOPOHbI,
IIpmnnMaa BO BHHMaime, TTO, CTaB COO3HHmEOM rHTJIepOBCEO rePp-

maHHH H yqacTBya Ha ee CTOpoHe B BOHe IIpOTHB Com3aa COBeTCMX

CoHajiHacTHqecKix Pecny6jijK, CoeanHemHoro CopojIeBcTBa, CoeAH-

HeHHBIX IITaTOB AMepmHmn H ;pyr=x 06eaHernHHbux HanH, Borrapia

HeceT CBOTO AOJleO OTBeTCTBeHHOCTI 3a 3Ty BoHiy;

IIpmmiMaa, OHaaO, BO BOHMaHne, UTO BoarapHa, npeKpaTHB BoeH-

Hue AeiicTBHa nOTHB 06BemiHeHHbIx Haiifi, nopBaza oTHomeHma c

PepMaHHeii H, 3arLoqmB 28 oiET6pa 1944 roAa IIepeMBpne c Hpa-
BHTejbCTBaMH CoI03a COBeTCrHX CorIaaHCTHqecKHx Peciry6mm, Co-

eAHHeHHoro CopoJIeBcTBa H CoeiauHeHbux mUTaTOB AMepHKH, AeH-
CTBOBaBIIHMH OT HMeHH BCeX 06eeAmHeHHmI x HaaHui, HaxoAHBimTinXC

B COCToamSH BOHHbI C BojirapHeE, ipHHSJIa aIKTBHoe yIaCTHe B BOIHO

inpOTHB repmaHHH; H

IIpmHHIaa BO BHHMaHHe, ITO CO0o3Hbae H CoeaHmeHHbIe jepmaaBsb

H BoJIapHRa IeJiaiOT 3aKBJIoqHT MHpHbTI AOrOBOp, KOTOpbIl, COOTBeT-

CTBY1I npHHlHuaaM cnpaBeAJiHBOCTH, yperyjiepyeT BOnpOCbI, ocTamioIreCa

enle HepemenHbIMH B pe3yJnTaTe IepeIHCJIeHHbIX BbmIe co6bmTHi, H

HBHTCS OCHOBOH opyEeCTBeHHbIX OTHomeHHi MeaAy HHMH, TeM CaMbIM

AaBaa Coo3HUbM H CoeinuHeHHrM AepmaBaM B03MOEHOCTb noIAep-

aaTo o6pameHme BoJirapnH o PHlHaTHH ee B nJIenHb OpraHH3aami

06'eeAeHHbix Haimi, a Taiase o npacoenmneuH BonrapHi iK Jio6o0

RoHBeHnIam , 3aaKmoqeHHofi HO HOqHHy OpraHH3aanH 06Te.mHHeHHbux

BHa coi;

B COOTBeTCTBHH C 31TH pemnHjiH o6saBHn o npecpam eHHH co-

1918 [61 STAT.TREATIES1918 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

C0103 COBeTCHFIX COHHaJIHCTHileCEIIX PecHy6a3H, CoemnieHHoe 

ROpOJIeBCTBO BOJI1HCO6p1ITaHH11 11 CeBepHori Firoawaa, C00)111HeHHbIe 

111Ta AmepHHH, Asurpaana, Beaopyccitaa COBeTCHaa Cormaxicm-

necHaa Pecuy6.0Hca, ilexocaoHaEHH, PpeHHH, FIHAna, HoHas' 3eaaHAH3, 

YitpaHHcitaa COBeTCHall C01114aJIHCTligeCKa51 Pecuyomnta, 103cHo-A4H-

HancHnii C0103 H €10eAepaTHHHaa HapojkHaa Pecny6.ma 10roc.11aHHH, 

Halt rocyAapcma, Haxo,g3uHieca B COCTORHBIL BOiHhI C Bo.iirapne H 

altTHBITO yilacmoBaHnime B same upOTHB Bpamecimx rocpapers 

B EHpone cymecTseHnumn BOeffilbI101 KOHTHETellTaMH, HmeHyembie B 

Aam,Hetimem qC0103HbIe 11 Coewraename Aepatama», C 0):(H011 CTOpOHIA, 

H Boairapaa, c Apyroit cTopoma, 

IlpHrozostaa BO HHHmanme, IITO, CTaB C01031101tOM rirraepoHcHort Pep-

maHHH 11 pacmyH Ha ee cTopoHe B Bane HpOTHB Colo3a COBeTC1C1LX 

COI:(HaJIHCIalleCEla Pecny6.3m, Com:Humor° Itopo.11eHma, Coewt-

HeRHbIX IIiTaToB AMepHICH H gpyrnx 06begyuleHHbIX Boarapria 

HeceT (3B010 AOJHO OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 3a all Barfly; 

11pHfuntaa, wan, Ho Hmustange, TITO BoarapHH, HpeHpaTHH BoeH-

Hue AeFICTBHH HpoTHH 06'13eAHHCHHIAX HauHil, HopHaaa OTHOMeHria c 

PepmanHeila, 3a1C-111011HB 28 orra6pa 1944 roika llepemHpHe c 11pa-
HHTeaborsamli Colo3a CoHeTcHux COMMJIIICTkvieCHEIX Pecny6.7m, Co-

emmermoro ROpOJIeBCTBa H C0e,TcHlieHHEIX IIITaTOB AmepracH, Aell-

CTBOBaBLUHMH OT 113,1eHH Hcex 06seAHHermix Hula, Haxod,llsranxcH 

B COCTOSIHHH BOr1HbI C Boo:rap-Heil, HpHHHaa altTLIBH0e rIaCTHe B name 

11pOTHB PepmaHHH; 

IlpHHHMaYI BO 131111MaHIle, tlTO C0103Hb10 a COMIlelaibIe tlepataBbr 
BoarrapHH 21CeJIalOT 3altJ11011HT13 3111pHbI oroBop, KOTOpbefi, COOTBeT-

CTBysl HpHHHHHam cHpasexmocTH, yperyaupyeT Honpocm, ocralomHeca 

env HepemenHiAmm B pe3y.TH,TaTe Hepeimeaemmx Bblffl6 CO6bITHA, H 

SIBHTC51 OCHOBOil ApyatecTseHHba OTHOHIellal mez,us BINE, TM calsnal 

AaHaa C0103FILIM H Cowrie}mum ,Ttepatasam BO3MOZHOCTB Hoivep-

acaTb oopankenoe BoarapHH o "[pm:or= ee B 11.11e1IbI OpraHH3aunll 

06rbeAnneHnba Huta, a Tame o HpHcoewleHum Boorapum It no 

Hoimemum, 3a1CJI1OrleHHOR HO Hom4Hy Opramnawra 06beAuHeHHba 

HaHHA; 

B COOTBeTCTB1111 c aTHM penman clossumus 0 HpexpankeHau co-
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CTOaHEH BOHiHbI H aHaa 3TOHi neJiH 3aamEJoqHTb HaCTOamHf MapHbIi

,oroBop H Ha3Ha 1Im 3TOro HHoei0IInHcaBmHxCa B EaqecTBe
CBOHX IIOJIHOMOTHIlx lpe[CTaeBTeaeiH, KROTOPbIe nO peACTaBJIeHHH

CBOHX IOJIHOMo0HE, HaHfAeHHbIX B nopaKEe H HaAjieEanIefAi 4opMe,

corJIacHJicb o CJAelHLymHx IIOCTaHOBJeHHaX:

4ACTb I.

rPAHMLbl BOJnrAPMM.

CTaTa 1.
rpamnHbI BoirapH, InoIaaaHHbne Ha ipHmaaraeMofi K HacToaSmemy

,OoroBopy KapTe (IIpaaoaeHHne I), 6yyTr TaHIMH, KaE OHH cymTecTBO-
BaJI Ha 1 aHBapa 1941 roAa.

A CTb I I.

1nOJIMTMHECK ME nOCTAHOBJIEHMII.

PaaAen I.

CTaTbaI 2.
Boairapa o6aa3yeTCa IrpHHiTb BCe MepbE, Heo6xoOHaMbie JiJ o6ec-

neqeHHa Toro, qTo6bI BCe jlna, HaXOAmauHeCa no, 6oarapcKoi iopne-

HKMuneHi, 6e3 pa3JEmqH pacbl, inoja, s3bIEa HJIH peJMrHH, HnoA30oBaJiHC

inpaBaMH qeJIoBeKa H OCHOBHMIMH CBo6o0aMlH, BmEIIoqaaI CBO6 0oy CAOBa,

neuaTH H H3,aHHH, peJinrH03Horo KyJibTa, IOJiHTHTqecHX y6eaeneHui

H ny6jmqHIix co6panHHi.

CTaTha 3.

BoJIrapla, KOTOpa5 B COOTBeTCTBHII CorjiamireHHeM o IIepeMmpHH

npoBseja MeponpsnaTn no o0Bo60oiAjeHHUI, He3aBHCHMO rT rpaaaaHcTBa

H HalUHOHaJbHOlH unpHaAJIeaEH0CTH, BCeX JnmM, coAepaaBmTIxca B

3aKjiioqeHIHm B CBSI3H C HX fea5TeJLbHOCTbIO B IIOJIb3y 06eLaeHHnix

HaHaii, IIm 3-a IX COqyBCTBHe 06ieJnHeHHIM HaHuaM, .iM BBHay HX

pacoBoro Lpo0cxowa;eHTmh, H MeeponpHuaTa no OTMeHe AHICKplMH-

HaIunoHHoro 3aEOHOAaTeCIbCTBa 1 BbITeKaiomX n13 Hero orpamaeHEii,

o6a3yeTca 3aKOHqHT r npoBe;leHne sTHX MeponpITHR n1 BI npelb He

npHimraT iKaRHX-Jm6o mep HJI 3aEOHOB, ROT0pbIe 6ijm 6hi Heco-

BMecTHMbI c ue-is.aMH, nlpeAycMooipeah1bMH B TOMI CTaTbe.
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CTOHHHH BOFIHIA IIAJIH 3TOil Heart 3a1CJIIOTIHT13 HacToannart Mnpmaii 

A0r0B0p n Ha3HalIFIJIH AJIH oToro Hrotenommeamaruxen B ItalleCTBe 

CBOHX 110JIHOMOIIHbIXTaBnTeaeii, ICOTOp110 HO npeAcTamenan 

CBOHX HOJIHOMOIHICI, HatiAeHmAx B Hopaxce ii Haxpezargeii cpopme, 

C01.71aCFIJIBC13 0 cae,a,pomnx HOCTaHOBJIMILIIX: 

LIACTb I. 

ITAHH1.1,b1 60111-APPIN. 

Grum 1. 

Ppannnm Boarapnn, noKaaamme Ha upn.aaraemoRIt Braemammy 

Aorosopy KapTe (IIpmrioacenne I), 6pyr TaltHMII, Halt MEE emeemo-
swim Ha 1 mmapa 1941 roAa. 

LIACTb II. 

110IIIITIVIECKHE 

Pa3,gen I. 

OTaTIA1 2. 

Boarapna o6a3yeTen1113HHHTE, Bee mew, neo6xoximme Ram o6ee-

'le-wilful TOM, lITO6b1 Bee Anna, Haxoxunneen Ho,Lk 6tharapeKoil lopne-

Amaweil, 6e3 pumping pam, nom, 513bIltanim pe.aurma, 110J11)30BaJIIICI. 

HpaBamn ile.aoBeKa II OCHOBMIMIleBo6oAamn, munotian CB060gy CJI0Ba, 

netiaTn n Ei3J1aHEIrl, pearrrno3Horo Ky.TmTa, no.anTmeeRnx y6eKrkennA 

IT ny6.1m4nmix co6paHnii. 

CTaTba 3. 
Boarapna, KoTopan B COOTBeTCTBIIII C CO1J1a111e11110M o llepeisinpnn 

HpoBeaa bleponprunuff 110 OCB06011WHI110, ne3ammumo OT rpaacAaHeTBa 

H HaHHOHaJILH0f1 Hpnnawieamoern, Beex JI1111, coAepacamnuxell B 

oarimouennn B CB$1311 C 11X AezreabHoeTmo B II0J1133y 06Begmiennux 

Hannii, oa lix cogyBeTBne 061.ejimeimbni Hawitam, JUL11 BBE111,y BX 

paeoBoro llponexoxAenna, n meponpnaTna Ho 01110110 xneRprorn-

naulloHnoro 3a1COHOAaTeabCTBa Et BLITelZalOTTITIX 113 Hero orpamplennii, 

o6lloyeTen 3a1£0111111Tb HpoBeAenne TIIX mepollpmrrnil n BlIpeAb He 

llpnimman ItalCHX-J11160 mop HJ1H 3a1Z0110B, KoTopme &um 6B1 neco-

BMeCTIIMIA C Ae.allmll, llpeAye.movell_abisill B 0I0/1 CTaTb0,, 



CTaTII 4.

BoJirapHm, KTopa5a B COOTBeTCTBHH c CorjramerHeM o IIepeMupnH
nppoBeja MeponrpHarH no pocnycy Bcex HaxoHBnmzxcs Ha 6oJirap-
CKOE TeppHTopHH opraHB3aia baTaIImCTCKOrO THa: IIOJMTHrtIccKX,

BoeHHbIX, BoeHH3HpoBaHHbIx, a Tare Apyrux opraHH3amufi, BeITymHXII
BpamAe6Hyio 06BemaeHHInIM Hauiam nponaraHAy,-o6aa3yeTca H

BnpeAb He ,onIycKaTm CyliDeCTBOBaHHm Ael rejIbHOCTH opraHn3arHnf
TaKoro poaa, rrpecjIeAyiom;Hx IneJIb JameHHa napoaa ero AeMOKpaTH-

,secEHx nrpaB.
CTaTba 5.

1. BoJirapHs o6a3yeTca IpHHSrIT BCe Heo6xoAHMHe Mepbi, IqT0 6bI
o6ecneHTBm 3a;epmaHHe H Bbbi;aqY riIa cy,;a Hag HTMr:

a) J.m, o6BIH-aeMbIX B TOM, TTO OHH COBePpmUJIH BOeHHlbIe
npecTy jIefHH. H HpecTyIeHea nipoTaB pa aHJ.H HpTHB HeJIO-
BeH0OCTH, gajm npnca3 o coBepmeHHH TarEx irpecTymireHHni HJ

coeECTBOBaJm HX coBepmeHHio;

b) rpamAaH raKcoH-jm6o H3 COIO3HnIX H CoeAHHeHHix jep-
ZaB, ROTOpbIe O6BIHHIOTCI B HapymeHHH 3aaKOHOB nX cTpaH H3M1e-
HOEH HJE COTpyaHIqeoCTBOM C BparOM BO Bpe0M BOiHbI.

2. Bojirapna, no Tpe6oBaHmo IIpaBHTejlLcTBa 3aaHTepecoBaHHlo
06tem;HeHmHO HaIIaH, o6ecneqnHT TaIcsKe aBKy B KaqecTBe CBHReTeAere
Haxoxauinxca nog ee OpHCuAHKIAHnei JiE, noiaaaHm KOTOpbIX ITO-
Tpe6yIoTcsa AJI cyga Haa ll JInaMH, yKa3aHHBIMH B nyHETe 1 HacToMnleii
CTaThH.

3. Bcaioe pa3HorJIacHe OTHOCHTeJIbHo InpHMeHeHna IIoTaHOBJIe-
HHi HyHKTOB 1 H 2 HacToamIef CTaTbH AOJIaHO 6bITh nepe;aHao JIo6bM
3aHHTepecoBaHHbIM IpaBHRTejicTBoM rPjaBaM AHmL oMaTmecEHx MHC-
CHE CoBeTCKoro CoIoaa, CoemIHeHnoro KopoJIeBcTBa H CoejHHeHHbIX
IlTaTOB AMepEKH B CO4xHH, iOTopbe ,AOCTHIyT coraameHna no
IOBOAY 3TOrO 3aTpyjlHeHm.

Pa3Aen II.

CraTa 6.
BoJIrapna o6a3yeTca npEH3Har nojnyio cAry MapHnx joro0BOpOB

c HTaJmefi, PyMlnmei, BenrpHef n HI maHpyeei H Aipyrax corja-
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CTalla 4. 

Boarapaff, KoTopan B COOTBOTCTBHH C Comantermem o llepemnprm 

uposeaa meponpasrrnll no pocnycKy ncex Haxonnranxca Ha 6wirap-

CKOR Tepprfroprin opramnagni1 e:parnucTcHoro THEM : HOJIHTFITICCRIIX, 

BOCHHMX, BOeHlIalip0BaHHbiX, a Tamace Apyrnx opraHn3aunfi, BeAyinnx 

npamAeonylo 06seAnneHHEat Hamm& nponarago, — 06,a3yeTca n 

nnpeAb He AonycKam cynkecimoBaana 11 AeaTeAhnocrn opraHrmannA 

Talcoro poAa, npecAeAylorgra nem) Junnennff HapoAa ero AemoKpaTn-

Recrtnx npan. 

Orama 5. 

1. Boarapna ooklayerca upHILSITI, nee Heo6xoAnmme mephi, irro6bi 

ooecneskan 3a,IkeplEaHme n nbukatly Aaa cyAa HaAmmrw 

a) 06BIEHFIeMbIX B TOM, TITO 011E1 conepuumn noeHnbie 

npecrynaenaa H npecTyn.11emia HpOTHB MlIpa Hall HpOTHB -gem-

neinWein, Awn,' upniKa3 o conepineann TaKnx upeciymennil Han 

COANICTBOBaaa FIX coney:Immo; 

b) rpamAaH Kasoti-JrHoo 113 C0103HE.IX 11 COOJAHHOHHIlx ep-

was, KOTOpbIO 06BIIHRIOTCH B Hapymenna 8aKOHOB FLX man HMO-

HOF( FIJIB cowymnigecTsom c Bparom BO Bp03151 BOAHM. 

2. Boarapna, no ipeoonamno IlpannTear3cyna 3annTepeconaHHoti 

06mAnneHnoii Hamm, o6ecnegnT TamEe 11BIt B KailecTne cnnAeTemil 

Haxo,pinnxcH no ee lopncAnKnneil noKa3anna ItOTOphIX no-

ipe6yloTca cyAa Ha A annamn, yKa3aHHbilkin B nyHme 1 HacTosnneil 
CraTE.H. 

3. BelIKOe paaHoraacne OTHOCIITOJIMIO npnmeHeHrni HOCTaHOBJIe-

HyHETOB 1 H 2 HaeToIInei CTaThn ,110J111tHO 6bITI3 nepeAaHo moomm 

3anHTepeconammnsi lipaBFITeJIIXTBOM P.aanalsi 71,13HAOMalatieCEFIX Mlle-

cnii Cosemicoro C0103a, COMEFIeHHOF0 Ropmertcma H COe,ILHHeHHbIX 

111TaTOB AMepIIKII B COCIUTH, RoTopme AOCT.w.'firr col-walnut:1m ILO 

HOBO,Lty nor° aawyAnania. 

Pamen II. 

()rule 6. 

Boarapm oomyeTea npnallam 110J111y10 miry Mripmx AoroBopoB 
c limallert, Pymibilmeii, Beminterr II OREWLIMAllefl u pyrpx corm-
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memIi HnJ yperyJPOBanHi, COTOPIe 6imu HJm 6yYTyr AocTHlruym
COIo3HbIIH H CoeZHHenHHBIMH AepwaBaMH OTHOCHTeJLHO ABCTpHI,

FepMaHHn H HlnoHHH as BOCCTaHOBjaeHHa mpa.

CTaTa 7.
Boarapai o61a3yeTca IrpHaMTb Jio6hie corJIameHa, IOTOpbie 6bJm

HJIH MOryT 6bmiT 3aaJo'IeHbI iJLT :ImIBHBaImHH JIHaH HtauiE H IIo-
CToaIHHof IIajaaTbI Mea;AyHapoAHoro IIpaBocyIIHa.

CTaTba 8.
1. KasAaa CoIo3Haa nJm CoeHHeHmHaa AepmaBa HOTH0HWpyeT

BojirapmH B TeqeiHe mecTH MecJTeB Co AHn BCTyIIJIeHMI B CHJA

HacTosnRero AoroBopa o CBOHX AOBoeHHbIx AByCTOpOHHHx AoroBopax

c BojirapHeH, ROTOPbIe 3Ta AepmaBa meiiaeT coxpaifflTb B CHae HJi
jAeAcTBHe OTOpbIX oHa aeJiaeT B03o6HOBHTb. .J0o6bie hrojioteHm, He
HaxOJfalreca B COOTBeTCTBHH C HC aCTOsaHM AOrOBOpO, 6yAyT, oAHaEo,

HCrllOqeHbI H3 BbIIeynIOMHyrTIX OArOBOpOB.

2. Bce BbImeyIInoMsHyTIe IAOrOBOPb, o 0OTOpbix 6yGeT HOTH4H-

aHpoBaHO TaKhM o6pa30M, 6yyrT 3aperHCTpHpoBaHb B CeEpeTapHaTe

06qEemHeHHuIx HanrHa B COOTeTcTBHHc CO cTaTefi 102 YCTaBa Opra-
H3aniHH 06emtHeR miix HariHi.

3. Bce BbImeynoMlBHyTbIe AoroBopLb, o EOTOpIX e 6yLgeT HOTH-

DnIHHpoBaHo TaKHM o6pa30M, 6yayT cqnraTbca OTMeHeHHbIMH.

qACTb III.

BOEHHblE, BOEHHO-MOPCH1ME HI BOEHHO-BO3AYLlHblE
nOCTAHOBJIEHHfl.

Pa3Aen I.

CTaTba 9.

CogepmaHme cyxonyrbIx, MOPCKHX H BoeHHo-B03AIyIMx BOOpy-
menHHi H yKpenjIeHi 6yAeT crporo orpaHEaeHo TaK, q0o6u oTBeqaTm

3aAaqaM BHyTpeHHero xapaKTepa H MecTHoi o60poHb rpaHHq. B co-
OTBeTCTBHH c BbImeyEa3animHb BoajrapHH pa3pemaeTca HMeTb Boopy-

IeHibIe CHJbI, He CBbIIe 'eM:
a) cyxonyTHaa apMHa, Blruoqaa norpaH'bHbie BoiicEa, c

o6igeH rcenoieHHOTeKo JIqHOro cocTaBa B 55.000 ejioaea;
95347°-49-PT. II-- 1
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raeHnii HJIH ypery.mpoeamti, KoTopme 6m.TH HJIH 6yAyr 

C0103HbIMH H C0e,u,HIMIHIAMH AeonHorn OTHOCHTOJI0H0 ABCTpkal, 

repmaHrin 11 RHOH1111 X7H1 BOCCTRHOBJICHHH mirpa. 

CTaTb51 7. 

BoarapHa o6HayeTcH HpITHRTI) mo6me coraameHna, !compile obiza 

ILJni MOryT obITE. 3REJH011ellbI AJIY1 JIHEBH70,IIHH .411TH HaAnti H 110-

CTOSIHHOrl Hamm' MeatAyHapon,tioro Ilpanocynga. 

CTaTha 8. 

1. Itaamaa C0103Haa HJIH CoeAHHeHHaa ,ikepzaHa HoTricii)HRHpyer 

BOJITapHH B Tetiagne inecTH meenges CO AHH BC`iyit.TheHMI B may 

HacTomikero joroBopa 0 CBOHX AOBOCHHbIX ABycTopoliam.x. Aoronopax 

c BoarapHeti, KoTopme 3T epataBa nte.aaeT COXpaamb B cum HMI 

AdicTsHe KOTOIMIX oHa ace.11aeT B0306HOBH1b. .TITo6bie Homaceaaa, HO 

HaxoAnnor,Heca B COOTBeTCTBHH C HaCTOBIGHIM AOPOB0p0311 63rAyT, op,HaKo, 

IICE.711011eHM 113 maneynommirba AoroBopoB. 

2. Bce BbITHey1I0MallyTbIe ,T(OF0B0pLI, 0 ICOTOpT3LX 6yAeT HoT4H-

gaposano TREHM oopa3om, 6-yAyr 3aperncTpHpoBanbi B CeKpeTapHaTe 

06mAHHeHnbix Hamer B COOTBOTCTBIIH'CO mama 102 YeTerm Opra-

ii,43awm 06T3e,u,liaellFIBIX Hula. 

3. Bee HbuneynomsrHyTme AoroBopm, 0 KOTOplAX He 6yAeT ROTH-

44nritupoBaHo TREHM oopa3om, 6yAyT CIIHTaTbCH 

LIACTb III. 

BOEHHblE, BOEHHO-MOPCKIAE 11 BOEHHO-B03AYWHblE 
flOCTAHOBIlEHMB. 

Pa3Aen I. 

CTalla 9. 

CoAepacaffae cyxonyTHba, mopemix H BOOHHO-BOMIUHLIX Hoopy-

ateHnii H pipermemil oper erporo orpaHmeHo TaK, irroom onetiaTI, 

3aAaqam HHyrpeHHero xapaKTepa H meemoti o6opoHm rpaHHH. B co-

OTHeTeTBIBI C BbnneyKa3amimm BoorapHa pa3penmeTea IndeTb Hoopy-

.ateHHIle CHJILI, He CBbIllie -gem: 

a) cyxonyniaa apanta, munatiaa Horpanirnme Boitema, 

comet" IIHWIeHHOCTb10 nligHoro coeTana B 55.000 iie.KoHeit, 
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b) 3eiHTHaa apTHTJIepHH c THcJIeHHOCTbIO JIHqHOro COCTaBa

B 1.800 qeJIOBeE;

c) BOeHHO-MOpCEOH 4OJIOT C qHCJIeHHOCTb) JIHOHOrO COCTaBa

B 3.500 qejzoBeI H o6InIM TOiHaZEeM B 7.250 TOHH;

d) BOeHHO-B03wyluHbIe Crmbl, B TOM 1HCJIe BOeHHO-B03AYm-

HbIe CHJbI BOeHHOm-MOpCKOrO JIOTa, qIHCJIeHHOCTlIO B 90 caMO-

JreTOB, BKIOJaa pe3epBHble, H3 KOTOpbIX He 6ojAee 70 caMOJieTOB

6oeBbIX THIOB, C o6niefi qHCjieHHOCThIO JmHOrO COCTaBa B 5.200

qeJIOBe. Bojirapma He AojiAHa HMeTb HIAH npHo6peTaTb caMoJeToB,

CKOHCTpyQpOBaHHbIX B OCHOBHOM KaK 6oM6apxBHpoBiMnH C HnpH-

cnIoco6jaeHHflMH iam BHyTpeHHefi noii ecrmi 6oM6.

9Ta tmcjieHHoCTb B EaaEoM cjiyqae 6ygeT BrJIOqaTb CTpoeBOi,

HeCTpoeBof COCTaB H mTa6HOH iiepcoHaa.

CTaTma 10.

JIaHHbIif COCTaB 6oJrapcEoi apMHH, BoeHHO-MopCRoro 4SOTa H

BOeHHO-B03AyHybmi CHJI, UpeBbimailonH COOTBeTCTBeHHO pa3pemeH-

Eyio cTaTeHi 9 qiCJieHHOCTm, 6yAeT pacnymeeH B Teqeime mecTH

MecaIeB co HRa BCTyJeLHHUa B cay HacToIamero AoroBopa.

CTaTma 11.

JIIOAcRKe KOHTHnreHTb, He BXomffnIe B COCTaB 6ojraPCKOH apMHH,

BoeHHo-MopCeoro 4jioTa aJI BoeHHO-B03IymHbix CAI, He 6ygyT upo-
XOJHTb B KaKEO-JIH6o OpMe BOeHHOrO, BOeHHO-MOpCKOrO HJIH BOeHHO-

B03Aymioro o6yMeHmHI, Kax OHO onpeAeJeHo B IIpiaOSeHHH II.

CTaTBa 12.

1. R ceBepy OT rpero-6ojrapcrofi rpaHEmIb 3aapeinaeTca cJe-

Ayioigee cTpoHTejnCTBO: AojiroBpeMeHHbix ypejeIeHlH, rre MoseT

PbITr ycTaHnoBeHo opyame, cnoco6Hoe BecTH oroHi no rpeqecico

TeppHTOpMH ; AOJroBpeMeHHmX BoeHHMx coopyzeHHiM, KOTOpble MoryT

6brn HnCIOJIL30BaHuI Ji ynpaBjieHna OrHeM no rpeqecKoi TeppH-
TOPEHH HAJIH W ero ROOpXHRHpoBaHEa, a TamEe AojroBpeMeHHUbI

cpeACTB cna6menHa H CrKaAJIpOBaHHm, YCTaHOBAeHHtix HCRJIoqITeJIHO

Aji HCITOJn30BaHIa BbIIeynoMnybmr x yrpelIeIfHIH H coopyaEeHm.

2. 3TO 3anpeMieHHe He pacIpoCTpamaeTCI na apyrme THIIu He-

aojroBpeMeHHMX yKpeneeHEH, naA3eMHMx noMeiReH1E H coopyPaeHHH,
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b) 3eRkuilaa apTrompHH C 11HCJIeHHOCTI310 JIIPIHOF0 coeTaBa 

B 1.800 qe.aoBeK; 
c) BOCHHO-M0pCKOR C 1111C.IIeHHOCTMO cocTaBa 

B 3.500 tie.aoseit H O5IrHM Tormazem B 7.250 TOHH; 

d) BOeHEIO-B03AyifinbIe CHJIbl, B TOM =mule BoenHo-Bomym-
Hme CHJILI Boemio-mopcicoro 4).11oTa, 11HCJIenROCTLIO B 90 camo-
JleTOB, Bicanogaa pe3epHithie, 113 EOTOpba He owlee 70 camoaeToB 
6oemax TH1[OB, C Ofteri 11HCJIeFIHOCTb10 JLEFIHOPO cocTaBa B 5.200 
qemBeic. BoarapHa He Acomia FIMeTb Hall upHoopeTam CaMOJICTOB, 
cRoHcTpyupoBaHnba B OCHOBHOM 'talc oom6apAmpommitrit C HpH-

cnocoo.aexrunin ia Bnyipenneti HOABOCKII 60316. 

OTa IIHC.11eHHOCTE. BAom cariae 6-per BRJHOtIaTb cipoeBoll, 
HecTpoeBoil comas H mTaóHo HepcoHaa. 

CTaTha 10. 

JIHqHmil cocTaB 6o.ffrapcicori apralla, Boenno-mopcitoro 41.aoTa H 
BOeHHO-B03ApHRMX cHJI, upeinanaloroxii COOTBeTCTBeHHO pa3pemen-
Hp) cTameil 9 tHICJIeHHOCTL, 6yAOT pacnyiHen B TetieRge DleCTH 

mecarkeB co XEIII BCITIVIeHEIR B oury HacToaakero elIoroBopa. 

CTaTMI 11. 
JI.ToAcime ItOatuRfeHTbIl He BX0XELEcHe B COCTaB 6oarapcRoll apmBH, 

Boeuno-mopcKoro cfmoTa HJIH BOeHHO-B03ATIMMIX C11.111 He Opre Hpo-
X0AHTB B icaKoil-Jui6o cDopme Boemoro, BoeHHo-mopcicoro 11.7111 BOeHHO-

Bomyamoro ooymeHHH, Kaic 0110 onpeAe.aeHo B rIpH.110ZellYin II. 

Gram' 12. 
1. It ceBepy OT rpexo-6ozrapcKon rpammu 3anpeigaercH cae-

Aponkee erpoirreabcmo: AoaroBpoleimba pcpenaeHail, re 1.1021teT 

pb171, ycTaHomeHo opyame, cuoco6Hoe BeCTH +Nom, Ho rpetiecKoil 

Teppyrroprra; Acorospemeams BOCHHI.IX coopyzeHeli, IZOTOpbIe moryT 
61.rm HCHOJII330BaHEI itJia ynpameErna orHem Ho rpegecitoil TeppH-
TOpitH HJIH A.JIR ero RoopmilinpoBaHaa, a Tame RoaroBpemenmaa 
cpeAcTB cHaomeHaa H citaawoBaHHH, ycTallorzemma HCKIII011HTeAbH0 

HCHOJIb30BalnISI Burneynomanyibul yEpen.uerraii H coopyzemul. 

2. am 3ampenorme He pacnpocTpaulleTca na Apyrne TIMM He-
AOMOBpeMeHHIAX pcpenaiermil, Hameammx Homergemil H coopyacenai, 
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KOTOpbIe npeAHa3HaqaloTcca HncKIOIHTeJIbHO Aa 3aaaq BHHyTpenHero
xapaKTepa H MecTHoi o6 opoHbI rpaHHI.

CTaTma 13.
BoJirapra He Aonja;Ha MieTb, IIpoHI3BOAJM HJIH EKcIepHMeHTpo-

BaTh: Jlo6bie BsnHX aTOMHOrO BOOpyMeHHI; KarHe-jm6o caMOBHasy-
igHecga HaJ ynpaBjiaeMbIe cHaparI HJH amnapaTi, csBa3amHie c Hx
BbI6 pacbiBaIsne (aa HCKjIoIqeHHeM TopnIe; H TopneHblx ainapaToB,
cocTaBjmIromn HopMa:aHooe noopyMeie BoeHHo-MOPCKHX iopa6jeiH,
pa3pemeHHbIx HaCTOolUM AHoroBopoM); MopcKHe MHHbI mr TopneALr
HeKoHTaKTHoro Tuma, aeficTByioiiHe OT qYBCTBHTeJIbHbIX MexaHH3aMB;
TopIlejbI, ROTOpbIe MOryT 6 bITh yKOMIaeEToBaHbi JIMObLMH; IIfOBOAHbie
JioAKI HJm Apyrne noABoHmuie cya, Topneam e KaTepbl H crneLuaiH-
3HpOBaHHIie THmbI mTypMOBbIX CySOB.

CTaTaa 14.
Bojrrapam He AOJdHa coxpaHaTb, UpoH3BOXMHTr HaJH npHo6peTaTb

apyrYMaH HnyTaSM BoeHHbIe MaTepHajbI H TexHHKy HJIH coAepEaTI npIOH3-
BOACTBeHHble MOiqHOCTIH J i HX 3rOTOBJIeHiIH, cBepx Toro, ITO Tpe-
6yeTca ,Ja coepmlaHMa BoopyMleHHIMI CJI, pa3pemeHHbIx cTaTeHi 9
HacTosamero IoroBopa.

CTaThIa 15.

1. HII3ammH BOeHHIIX MaTeplaiOB H TeximKH COTo3HOrO IpoHc-
xoVlKieHmi 6 yayT IlepeAtaHlb B pacnopaaenieHe cooTBeTCTBYsyiome COIo3-
HOi HJIH CoeflHHeHHofi AepEcaBbI, corJIacHo yKEaaHHaaM, KOToplm 6yAyT
AaHbI 3TOiH jepEaBofi. HajImmIB 6 ojrapCKHx BoeHHrLI MaTeprHajoB H
TexHHIEH 6 yayT IepeaaHIl B pacnopameume IIpaBHTeJIlcTB CoBeTCKoro
Co3oaa, CoecluHeHHoro KopoJIeBCTBa n Coe2laHeHHbIx IITaToB AMepmH.
Bojrrapna OTKaaTeTcs OT BCex IIpaB Ha DTH MaTepHaJIbi H TexHHKy.

2. BoeHHuie MaTepHuajiH H TexHEa repMancKoro InpOHcxoaCeHim
HJnI KOHCTpyKImHH, npeII H T, nIT TpeByeTca ITaa BOOpySaeHHIx

ceJI, pa3pemeHHrlx HacToaIHM AoroBopoM, 6yyr nepegaHbI B pac-
nopsaceHHe Tpex lIpaBHTeJbcTB. BojirapnS He 6 yAeT nIpHo6peTaTi,
lAH IIpOH3BOATIh RaKEHX-Jm160o BoenHHli MaTepIHaJIOB H TexHHKH rep-

MaRncoro nponcxoaeeHHa HJIH EOHCTpySmul, JIH HaHHHaTb Ha pa6oTy
HTI o6yqaTh KaEHx-Jm6o TeX decrHX cIIenrmacTOB, BKEJoqas BoeH-
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KOTOpbIe upeAHa3HatialoTca HCK.7110IIHTeJILHO AJ111 HHyTpeHHero 
xapaKTepa H mecTHoti o6oponbi rpaHHu. 

CTaTia 13. 

BoarapHa He Awiatria lawn, Hp0113B0,414T1, 11.7111 annepHmealapo-
Ban: J110611e Hngm 070311101`0 HoopyaceHna; Kamm-alio° camoAHroKy-
ffmeca Hari yllpaHaaembie cHapaw Han ailitapam, csaaannue c nx 

Hm6pacbmaimem (3a HcKalutierruem TopHex( 11 TOpIleAHLIX arompaTos, 
COCTaBJ1111011VIX HopmaaLHoe Hoopyateakte BOeHHO-1110pCniX Kopa6aell, 

pa3pemembix HacTaaucum AoroBopom), mopcme 3.111HLI 11.7111 Topnexku 

HeICOHTaRTHOPO Tuhla,Adicmpoupie OT IlyBCTBHTeJ11311131X mexaHa3mow, 
TopHema, KoTopme MOUT 6bITh ylCOMILTleICTOBaHbI .71.10)11,133111; HOABOALINe 

ao,IKH 11.7111 Apynie no,po4Hbie cma, TopHexime KaTepm H cneugaza-
aapoHarunde TIMM 111TypM0B131X cy,goH. 

CTaT1311 14. 

Boarapua He Aozacna coxpaHaTb, llp0113B0,1411b n.im apHoopeTam 
App. kthill HyTSIMH B0e111111e maTepuaam H Texmuzy 11.7111 coepmaTE. 11p0113-

BOACTBeHHLIe 310111110CTH ,11,J1.11 11X H3POTOBJ1eHH,11, cHepx Toro, -Eno Tpe-
6yeTca Aaa coAepacama Hoopyacemmix CHJ1, pa3peraemmx cTameti 9 
HacToargero Aorosopa. 

CTaTba 15. 

1. 143.1111MICH BOeHH13IX maTepriaaos H TeX:11111CH C0103HOPO Hponc-
xoacgeHria 6y,LuT nepeAaHm B pacHopameHue cooTHeTcTHyalluefi C0103-

Hal HMI C0e)IIEFIeHHOR Aepacasm, coraacHo yKa3aHuam, NOTOpMe 6y,11,yi 
;tarn,' aToil jepacaBoil. 143JIHDIE11 60JIT'apCIMX BOOHHIAX maTepHaaort ii 

TeX1111101 6yAyT nepeAaHm B pacHopaaceHrie IlpaHHTeabcTH CorieTcKoro 
Colo3a, CoemnieHHoro li,opoaeHcTHa JI COell,EtHeHHbIX 1.11TaTOB AMep1TRII. 

Boarapria oTKaaceTca OT Hcex HpaH Ha 3TH maTepHaam 11 TemaKy. 

2. Boamme maTepHaabi 11 TexHuKa repmaHcKoro Hpoucxuaixtenua 

11.7111 KoHcipyKLum, Hpeimmialomue TO, t1TO Tpe6yeTca ,11,J131 Hoopyazeuabix 
CHJI, pa3peruemmix HaCT05111114M A0F0B0p0M, 6ylyT nepe,ganta H pac-
Hopaxerme Tpex IlpaszreabcTs. Boarapna He 6y,geT Hpuo6peTam 
11.1111 Hp0113B0,11,11Tb HaICELX-JIH60 BOeHHMX maTepHaaoH H TeXIIHRI1 rep-

mancKoro HponcxoacAeHua 11.iffl KoHcipyKHHH, HJEll Hangman, Ha pa6oTy 
HMI o6riam HaltriX-.711160 TexHutiecKux CHeFT,HaJDICTOB, Jumotiaa BOeH-
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Hbmii H rpaazRaHCICHi aBHaiwHOHHbIi nepcoHa.J, H3 qHCnja JHu, KOTOpbIe

5IBJI5IITCs : H.M IBJISJIHCb rpazaaHaMnH epMaHmH.

3. HIM3JIIUH BOeHtHbIX MaTepHaJIOB H TeXHHKH, yn1OMHyYTbIe B
nyHicTax 1 H 2 HacToamefi CTaTbH, 6ygyT nepeaib HJIH 1 YH HqITOMeHbI B
TeqeHHe onuoro ro;a co ,AH BCTymIeHuM B canya HaCToasqero ,oroBopa.

4. OIpeeAeHHume TepMHa <<BoeHHbIe MaTepua.bi H TexHHKa>> H
nepeqenm BoeHHbIX maTepHajloB H TeXHHKH A IeJefril HacToainero
,AoroBopa AaHbI B IIpmo0meHHmn III.

CTaTBa 16.
BoajrapHn o6a3yeTca nOjmHOCTBIO COTpyHHiqaTh c COIOabHIMH H

'CoelHHeHHbImH AepzaBaMH B AeJix o6ecneqenHM Toro, qT06 bI Fep-
aMuaa He CMorJa uIpeupnHHar Katux-Jm6o Mep 3a npeAejiaMH repMaH-

cKOII TeppnTOpHH B HanpaBJIeHHI B03OpoAeHnM cBOero BoopyZeHHa.

CTaTm 17.
BojirapHa o6a3yeTca He nIpHo6peTaTh i He IIPOH3BOHT, rpamgaaH-

CKHX CaMoJIeTOB repMaHCKOfiI S01HCKO0 EOHCTpyKWI•H HJE CaMO-
JIeToB, BllotaIoqHx RpymbIe yambI repMaHcroro Hum anOHCROrO inpo-
mI3BOACTBa H.rH ROHCTpyKIH.

CTaThaH 18.

Kaaaa H3 BoeHHbIX, BOeHHO-MOpCKIH H BOeHHO-B03AyIIIbIX CTa-

Tefi HacToamiero AoroBopa 6yAeT OCTaBaThCs B CHCIe AO TeX nop, nora
OHa He 6yAeT H3MeHeHa noJIHOCTLIO MH qaCTHqHO no coranameHH)o
Meaay COIO3HBIMH H CoeAHHeHIHbIMi ,epaaBaMH H BojirapHeii mm,
nIocne Toro iEaK Bojrapns CTaHeT qjieHOM OpraHH3aamH 06eAueHHUIx
Hania, - no corjiameHmo Meal;y COBeTOM Be3onacHocT H Bon-
rapHei.

Pa3Aen II.

CTaTm 19.
1. Bonrapcme BoeHHomienHbie AojIHlm 6mT penaTpmHpoBaHb

RaR MOZHO cRopee B CooTBeTCTBHH C corameH Ma ezsy oT;ejnHNMm

AepaasaMH, coAepzamma m 3THX BOeHHOIIeHMnIn, H BojrapHefi.

2. Bce E3AepSm Ha nlepeBo3my 6ojrapcHnx BoeHHoImeHnHX,
Brsnoqas HX cojepamiHe, OT c6opHux nyHETOB, ycTaHOBieHHbux Ilpa-
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HhI H rpaamaHeRreri aBrialWOHH1341 HepeoHaA, 113 MICAH KoTopme 
HBJIRIOTCH Mall RBJIHJIHCb rpazAaHamil repmaHnn. 

3. HaJIHHIEH BOeHRbIX maTepHaAoH H TeXIIHRH, yllomaHrme B 

ityligTaX 1 Ff 2 HaCTOSBIkerl CTHTI3H1 6yayT Hepe,gaHbi IIJIH yliHilT0HteHLI B 
TellenHe omoro roAa CO Aria HeTymilerraa B ours, HacToankero AoroHopa. 

4. OnpeAmeane Tepmnua «HoeHHbie maTepnaam 11 TexmnKa» H 
nepegelm BOOHMIX maTepnallos H TeXHHEH AJIH ne.11eri nacTonakero 
AoroHopa jkanbi B 11pruioacemmi III. 

CTaTba 16. 
BoArapna 06RayeTCH ROJIHOCTI310 coTpyxcalltiaTh C C01031IbIKH H 

C0eATMelIHMIEH Aep2EaBa3113 B gemix o6eenetieHna Toro, inoom rep-

liaHHR He cisfor.aa upexipmaaTb EaRHX-JI1160 Mep 3a HpeAeAamH repmall-

cicoil TeppllTopEca B HallpameHHH Bo3pomennH cHoero Hoopyzenaa. 

CTaTha 17. 
Boarapna o6a3yeTea He npnoopeTaTh n He Hp0H3BOAHrb rpaatAaH-

CUM camo.aeTort repmaHcRoil RHOHCEOR ROHCTpylilIHR RIM camo-

JleTOB, BK.111011a1011111x Rprifibie yam repmaHmoro 11.1111 EIII0HCROPO npo-
113BOACTBa 11.7111 iconeTpymmu. 

CTama 18. 

KHZAHR113 BOellHbIX, HoenHo-mopeKnx H BOOHHO-B03,4yuiRbIX cTa-
TeA HacTonmero AoroHopa 6per OCTaBarbefl B 011.710 AO Tex Hop, Holm 

OH a He 6peT H3meHeHa HOJIHOCTLIO 11.7111 tIaCTHIIHO 110 cor.aameHmo 

'maw C0103HbIMII H CON1,1311e11HbIbill el:topical:tams" H BoArapneit HJIH, 
Houle Toro KaK Bonrapna eTaHeT 11.113110M OpraHnaaumn 06sexameHmAx 
Handl, — no comainemno mezAy CoHeTom BeaonacHoeTn n Boa-
rapnell. 

Pa3Aen II. 

°Tama 19. 

1. BoArapeKne Hoemondiemibie A0.112KM4 6brrb penaTpnnposanba 
RaK MOHCHO eKopee B COOTBeTCTBHH C comanteunamn memAy OTAeJLI3HIAMH 
AepacaHamn, coAepzarommn 3ThX Hoeffummenralx, H Bo.xrapHeit. 

2. Bee mAepaxn Ha nepeHo3Ky 6oarapeKnx BOeHHOILICHHIJX, 

BRJHOtIall fix coopzame, OT e6opnbix nynicroH, yeTaHoH.4eneux IIpa-
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BITebJICTBOM COOTBeTCTByionMei COIH3Hoi HJIH COeAHHeHHOi AepmaBEI,
0o nyHKTa BCTyrJIemaH Ha 6ojirapcEyIo TeppHTopmO 6 yAeT HeCTH Ipa-

BHTeAJJCTBo BoIarapHH.

IACTb IV.

BbIBOA COI)3HblX BORCK.

CTaTba 20.
1. Bce BOOpymaeHHbIe CHIbI COIo3HbIX H CoeAmUeHHHix JIepzaB

6yyrT BbIBeteHHI H3 BorapHH B B03M03HmO EOPOT0Hi CpOK H, BO BCaOM
caIyqae, He 6oaee qeM B 90 AHefi CO AHSI BCTyIIIeHHn B CHay HaCTOSHiMero
1AoroBopa.

2. Bca HeHcnoj.b30BaHHa 6 oJrrapcKaa BaaJoTa H Bce HeacnIOJ-
30BaHHbIe 6oarapcEHe 3anacI, HaxoJMliHeca B pacHopaseeHHH COIO3-
HbIX BOOpyaeHHbIX CHI B BoJirapm H oJIY'eHHIe B COOTBeTCTBHH CO
cTaTmeH 15 Coriameiuma o IIepemipHH, 6ySyT Bo3BpanienH IIpaBH-
TejAbCTBy BojrapHH B TeqeHHe Toro ame cpoKa B 90 iefii.

3. Boirapma, oAHaRo, Aoj1cHaa IpefocTaBnTH B nepHno MeaMAy
XHeM BCTYILeCHHI B cayH HacTosmlero ,oroBopa H OKCOHIaTeJbHbIM
BbIBOAOM COIO3HbIX BOHCK BCe TaKIE yCJiyrL H CHa6a;eHlHe, EOTOPIe
MOryT cnIIeHaIbHo IIoTpe6oBaTLca BBIBOAHIMbIM BOopyaeHHbIM cHaia
CoI03HbIXx COeAHHeHHbIX AepzaB, H HaJiemaiawaa KoMueHcaana 6yAeT
BsbiuaqeHa IIpaBHTeAbcTBy Bojiraprm 3a TaiKe ycJIyrn H cHa6aceHHe.

YACTb V.

PEnAPAILIM M1 PECTMTYLHM.

CTaTha 21.

1. Y6ITKH, IIpHqHHeHHbIe IOrOCJaBHH H rpeeHH BOeHlHMIla efi-
CTBHnaMH I OKKYIIarneii BojirapHeii TeppHTopi 3THX rocyAapcTB, 6 yAyT
BoJirapHeii Bo3MenmeHbi K)rociaBHH H rpeunl, npweeM, InpHRuaa BO
BHHMaHHe, 'TO iBoJrapma He npOCTO BBImJIa H3 BOHmbI IpOTHB 06bejH-
HeHHbIX HamHi, a o6BiaBmia BOHHy H BeJa ee Ha eie ipoTHB rPep-
MaHHH, CTOPOHBI yCJIaBJIHBaHTCa 0 TOM, 'TO BO3MeigeHne yia3aHHmb
y6biTKOB 6yi;eT IpoH3BeaeHo BoirapHefi He InoJHOCTbIO, a TOJnEO
'qacTHqHO, a HMeHHO, B cyMMe 70.000.000 lAoj.apOB CIIA, c nora-
meHHeM B Te'eHHn 8 IeT, HnanHa CO aa BcTyIOeHrH B CHJy Ha-
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BEITCJIbCTBOM COOTBOTCTBylonkeil C0103110i1 HJIH C0eHIlellHOrl ,TliepazaBbi, 

O HynicTa BeTyrueima Ha 6o.TrapeRylo Tepprrropmo omeT H0C111 Ilpa-

BEfreJILCTBO BOJIrapITH. 

LIACTb IV. 

BbIBOJ C0/03HbIX BOCK. 

CTaT1351 20. 

1. Bee BoopyaceHHme CHJIbI C0103HbIX H COOMEHOFIHNX ,TiepzaB 

6y,ATT BbIBeAeLIbI H3 BoarapHH B B03110Z110 Koponadi epoic H, BO BCHICON 

cariae, He 6o.Tiee eM B 90 AHeil co moi BeTymaerma B crLay HacRamer° 

AoroBopa. 

2. Bea Herteno.naoBaHHaa 6oarapcKaa Bamyra H Bee HelICHOJIL-

30BaHHbIO 6oarapeme 3anacm, HaxomnITHeca B pacHopaacenHH coioa-

HMX CHJI B Boaraprm H Hoaygermr, e B COOTBeTCTBHH CO 

cTaTBefi 15 Cor.ffamegna o IlepemapHH, 6y4yr BoaspargeHm ripaBH-

TeabCTBy BOJIraprEH B Tememe Toro ate epoica B 90 ;well. 

3. BoarapHa, oxHalco, AwnicHa Hpe,goeTaBkin, B nepHoA memy 

HeM BCTDITICH1151 B CHJPy HacToankero AoroBopa n OKOFIllaTeabHbilt/ 
BIABOAOM C0103HbIX BOACK BCC Tante yCJI1TH 11 cHaoacenne, KoTopme 

moryr enermaar.Ho HoTpe6oBanca BbIBOHMbIM Boopyzemmm °Imam 

C0103MIX n Coe,LomeHHEdx AepicaB, H Haxiemankaa KomneHeagna 6y,r(eT 

Burcuagena IlpaBureabcTBy Boarappm 3a Tame ye.ayrn H cHa6meHne. 

4-IACTb V. 

PEEMPAU,1414 14 PECT14TYLI,V114. 

CTanyi 21. 

1. YobITKII, Hpaumerrime 10roe.aaBHH H l'perwu BOOMIIIMME /(eit-

CTBHSIMH 11 OKKyriagnell Boarapnen TeppriTopna 3TFLX rocyAapcTB, 6yAyT 

Boarapnefi Bo3menTeHm 10roc.uaBHH H PpeHHH, Hpyrqem, HpHHifelaa BO 

BHHmaHne, ITO BoArapna He HpocTo BbIfflJI 113 Bain' HpOTHB 06TAIH-

neimbrx Harmil, a oftaBH.aa Baku nBeza ee Ha Aeze HpoTHB Pep-

maxim, CT0p0HbI ye.aaBarmaloTekt 0 TOM, tITO BO3MeIrkeHEIO paaaHnux 

yObITKOB 6y,iTeT oporme,lerio BoAmpler( He HOJIHOCTLIO, a TOJIbK0 

mem-gm, a IIMeHHO, B eymme 70.000.000 Ao.a.aapoBCILIA, c Bora-
nieHHem B Tegeffue 8 M T, Haskmaa co Aus MTV:LIMBS B CHJIy Ha-• 
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cToamero AoroBopa, TOBapamH, rIpoH3BO,;HMbIMH 6oJIrapcHoi aO6bI-
BaIoImeI: H o6pa6aTblBaiome;eH pOMIIIIJIeHHOCTLIO H CeJIBCKHIM X031iI-

CTBOM. CyMMa Bo3MeImeHMe PpenHH COCTaBHT 45.000.000 AoJIiapOB
CILIA, a cyMMa Bo3MemeHIHa IOrocJIa aBHH COCTaBT 25.000.000 Ao.a-
JapOB CIIA.

2. KoJmqeCTBO H BHAb TOBapOB, iioJieamianwx noCTaBRe, 6yAyT
o.peAeJieHbI corJIameHmaMH, 3aaiJioeHHbiH IllpaBUTeJMbCTBaMH rpeInH
H IOrocJiaBHH c IIpaBiHTreJmCTBOM BoJrapmH. DTH coriameHna 6yAYT
coo6mneHn rjiaBaM ;LAmJIoMaTmecux MHeCC R COBeTCRoro Coioaa,
CoeanHHeHHoro IopojeBcTBa H CoeiuHeHHbix mTaTOB AMepMH B

CO$BH.Cogsa.

3. B ocHOBy pacqeToB no HacTomrnqe cTaTbe HojoaOneH AojImaap

CILIA no ero 30aJOTOMy IrapHTeTy Ha 1 moJa 1946 roAa, T.e. 35 Aoji-
JaapoB 3a OAHy yamWO 30J0Ta.

4. B OCHOBy o0eeHRH TOBapoB, 1OCTaBJMIeMlIX corJiaCHO HaCTO-

am;ei CTaThe, 6yJyr ojioaseHni Mea;pyHapoAHie pbImouHbIe ireHbI
1938 roAa B Momaapax CIIIA c InoBbneHaeM Ha 15% Ha npooMbimnIeH-
Hue InpoyEmi H Ha 10% Ha Apyrne npoJyKTm. Pacxowal no AocTaBCe

,o rpeqecRo aH lorocjIascABo rpammiN 6yAyT oTHeceni 3a CqeT
IIpaBHTejr CTBa BoarapHm.

CTaTa 22.

1. Bojirapwa npiHHH aeT unpHnHminu AeiiapaniH O6feaeuHHeIx
Halli OT 5 Imapa 1943 roJa H BepHeT B B03MO0HO EpaTaTimHIii

cpoR HMynmeCTBo, BMBe3eHHOe C TeppHT0pHH J0o6oi Ha3 06epmIeHHBix
HaHHi.

2. 06a3aTej.CTBo HnpO3BOAHTI> pecTaTyimo OTHOCHTCSa O BCeII
HaxoameiHcs B HacToamee BpeMa B BoirapH oIno3HaBaeMOH co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, ROTopaS 6bija BblBe3eHa HacwmibCTBeHHO HI no npnHyEAe-
ImHH Earoii-Jm6o H3 Aepa;aB OCa c TePPHTOPHH JIno6oH 3 06,e~MHHeHHbIX

HanHEi, He3aBHCHMO OT RaRHX-Jim6o nocJieAyioimnx cAejioi, iyTeM

ROTOpbLX IHbIeiIHnf BJIaAejiea TaROiI CO6CTBeHHOCTH BCTYIIM BO BJIa-
;eHHe elo.

3. ECJM B OTAejibHbix CcJlyqax jtAin BoIrapaiHH BJISeTC5a HeBO3-
MOmHbIM IIPOH3BeCTH pecTHTyHIAo npeAMeToB, npeAcTaBAJonMHX xy0o-
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CTOR ii 1,ero AoroBopa, ToBapamn, upoH3B0,11Xibibill 6o.arapcitoti go6m-
Baionvii H o6pa6aTbinalonkeil np0MbIBIJIMIHOCTLIO H C6.IIJCHIIM X03aii-
CTBOM. Cymma Bo3meinenna Ppennia COCTaBHT 45.000.000 AwmapoB 
CHIA, a cymma Bo3meineHria lOrmiaBrra COCTaBHT 25.000.000 Awl-

zapos CIIIA. 
2. ROJIHIleCTBO ii BHIthi ToBapoB, noikaemannix HocTaince, 6yAyr 

ollpe,ge.aeHm comaraeHnorn, 3armogeHHumnlIpainiTe.immaxa Ppennn 
H 10roczaBrai c IlpainTrezhcmom BoArapwa. DTH comaraenna 6ylkyT 
c000rgeHm ]I1.11aBam ArrammaTniiecienx Mricca CoBeTcRoro Colon, 
Coeinmennoro ItOpOJIeBCTBa H COMMeHlibIX IIITaTOB AliepriEH B 
CocininT. 

3. B OCHOBy paciieToB HO HacTolurceci mane nomicen Aozaap 
CILIA no ero 30.1IOTOMy napHrery Ha 1 HI0J151 1946 roa, T.e. 35 A0.11-
zapon 3a °Any paw) 

4. B OCHOBy 0HeHRH ToBapoB, HOCTaBalleMbIX COMCHO HaCTO-
amit crane, 6yityr 110J10/Kellbi meiRAyHapoii-Hhie pl3M011HbIe geHbi 
1938 roAa B Aoloapax CHIA c HOBLIHIeHHeM Ha 15% Ha Hp0MbilliJICH-
HMO HpOityHrbi H Ha 10% Ha Apyrkte npoAyHTBI. PacxownoAocTamte 
) rpegecRoffnjm TorocAascRoft rpanenbi 6pyr mecum 3a cileT 

Ilpainrre.imma BoArapHH. 

CTana 22. 

1. BoArapna ripnimmaeT npluiromu eviapagim 061wHemnax 
Hatrr OT 5 HaBarka 1943 roAa H BepHeT B BO3MOZHO Rpargarunnil 

cporc Hxyrgemo, BralBe3eHHOe c TeppiatTopm J1106011 H3 06seximeinmix 
Hawk'. 

2. 06113mm:hem° npoH3Boagib pecTHTygruo OTHOCHTCSI HO Beal 
naxowakeileff B Hams:ogee Bpema B BoArapnn ono3HaBaemoil co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, KoTopaa 6Ema BbiBe3eHa Hacrummelmo HMI HO npnaymo-
HMO MICA-MI6° H3 AepzaB OCH C TepprnopHH .ino6ori H3 06'beAHHeHHbIX 
Haugh', He3aBncHmo OT RaHHX-JIH60 nocaexpom;Etx cAe.nole, nyTem 
HoTopux minenainti mapkeaerk mica CO6CTBeHHOCTH BeryB2HJI BO B.aa-
Hume ex). 

3. Econ B OT,IkeJIMMIX cariaax ii BoAraprin andlileTC51 HeB03-
MOBCHIAM Hp0H3BeCTIL pecurryinno npeAmeron, npeAcTaminornnx xpo-
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zeCTBeHHyrI, HCTOpHuecKyIo LBa apxeojiorHnecKylO eHHOCTb, KOTOpbIe
cocTaBJIaioT qaCTb EKyJITypHOrO AOCTOSmHH 06eaeaHeHHoHi Hagmi, c
TeppnTopnHH OTOppoiN TH npeemeTbi 6usiJ BblBe3eHbI 6ojrapcKHMH
apMsaMH, BJIacTsam HJ rpamsaHaaM HacaIBCTBeHHo HaH no npH-
iyayeeHilio, BoJrapna o6a3yeTca nepeaTh 3amHTepecoBalHHo 06eeAn-
HeRHOiH Hagai nipeAmeTBi Toro me poma H npnH6JI3HTejLHo paBHo0eH-
HbIe BbiBe3eHHbIM inpegMeTaM, IocKOJNIby TaKHe HpeAM6eTb MOryr 6bMiT
noj[yqeHbI B BoarapHH.

4. IIpaBnTe.aibCTB BojirapHH oJIaMHO BPepHyR yEa3aaie B Ha-
CTOmHIeH CTaThe HMYIueCTBO B coxpaHHocTH HIIpHSmTb Ha ce6a B 3TOM
OTHomemHH Bee pacxoAbI B BBojrapmH, oTHocaImHeca B pa6oqei ciae,
MaTepHua.aa H TpaHCInopTy.

5. IIpaBHTeJbCTBmo BoarapmT 6yAeT ora3bIBaTh coAeuiicTBHe 06,-
eHHeHHbIMl HalsaaM H IpeAocTasBHT 3a CBOH CeeT BCe Heo6xoAH1Mie
BO3MOaCHOCTH JA po3liCKa H PeCTHTrynH HMyinecTBa, noJIeaemaiero
peCTHTyliHH corjacHO HacTosmIei CTaTLe.

6. IIpaBHTeAbcTBO BoArapHH npIMeT Heo6xoAiHMbe MepH, Trro6b
A;o6HTbc B03Bpainemm HhMyL;ecTBa, yKa3aHHoro B HacTOaIefii CTaTbe,
ICOTopbIM BiaaeIoT B Jno6oH1 Tperefi cipaHe JEma, Haxo man1aecs noa

6o.rapcKoi IOpHCJImCHaHei.

7. Tpe6osaHMH pecTmHrynH myl eca TBa ojasCH 6brrb npefaB-
jieHbI IpaBHTreabcTBy BojrapuH IlpaBHTeJzcCTBOM TOi CTpaHbI, C Tep-
pHTOpIHR KOTOPOI 6bJ BbIBe3eHOO To HMym ecCTBo; InpH 3TOM IIOHH-

MaeTCS, ITO aceJe3HOAo0po0Hbfi nOABHSnERfi COCTaB 6yAeT paccMaTpH-
BaTCSI K1aK BbIBe3eHHbll I13 CTpaHbi, KOTOPI0T OH nepBOHalqajiHo npn-
HaiiJaieKaJI. TaKne Tpe6oBaHHn MoryT IpeaMIBJirTbrbc B TeieHHe

6 Mec uMeB co AHs BCTynjIeHmI B CHJiy HacToamIero ,oroBopa.

8. BpeMl AOKa3aTejibCTBa B OTHOmeHHH OII03HaBaHHI HuMymecTBa

H ,oKa3aTeJIcTBa InpaBa co6cTBeHHoCTH Bo3JiaraeTcs Ha llpaBHTeJIb-

CTBO, npeffXbaBjSIOIee npeTeH3mo, a 6pemia AoKa3aTejlbcTBa Toro,

ITO MMyIJleCTBO He 6biJio BblBe3eHO HacHJeCTBeHHo JIH no npHHnnyaEe-

HH10, B03JiaraeTca Ha lpaBHTrejCTBo BojirapHH.
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zecTHernrylo, HeToprrHeeKylo BAH apxeo.aormeeKpo HeHHOCTb, KoTopme 
COCTaBJI5110T tiacTb KyabTypHoro ,IIOCTORHHa 06T3e,IIHHeHHOFI Haium, C 
TeppriToplin KoTopoil DTH Iwo:mem 6MJIIL BbIBe3eHbI 6oarapeKrusm 
apmHamH, B.JaCTSIMII UJifi rpaacikaHamH HaCHJIbCTBeRHO Wm HO upH-
Hyat,geHruo, BwirapHa o6H3yeTcH Hepe,IaTE, 3aaaTepecoBamoil 06seiH4-
Hemoil Hamm HpeAmeTbi Toro me po,qa it HpH6.1H3rTreALHo paHHogeH-
rime BIABe3eHHIAM HpegmeTam, HocKoaray Tame upeAmeTm MOryT 61AM 
ILOJIpleHM B Bo.arapHH. 

4. IlpaHHTeabemo BoArapmg0J121C110 BepHyTh yKa3aHHoe 13 Ha-

cTomkeil came HMy1U,eCTBO B coxpaHHoeTH H HpIIH51Tb Ha ce6H B 3TOM 

OTHOIHeITHII Bee paexoikm H Bozrapm, oTHocaroxeca K pa6ogeil 
maTepHa.11am a TpaHenopTy. 

5. Ilpasure.abaso BoarapHH 6peT 01Ca3bIBaTb coiketicTsHe 06s-
emHemum Hausam H HpepkoeTaHHT 3a esoil ciieT Hee Heo6xommbie 
BO3M011{HOCTH Jvia p031)ICICa H pecTuTyma Hmyirkeema, HogAemargero 
peCTI4Ty1IFEH comacHo HacTosmeil cTame. 

6. IlpaHHTe.ithemo Boarapm HpHmeT Heo6x0;Hmme Mepril, 4T0614 
AO6HTI3CH Ho3Bpankerma ruktynkeeTBa, yKaaaHHoro B HacToarrkeil eTarbe, 

ICOTOpEIM H.maAeloT B JII06011 Tperbeil eTpaHe zuga, Haxoxangeca no 
6wirapeKoil lopHcAumHeii. 

7. Tpe6oHaHHH pecTurymn maynkecuta AOJIZHEJ 6hrm HpeAsHH-
.ffeHbI IlpaBHTeJIbCTBy BOJIT'apila lIparinTe.neTHom TOI1 CTpaHbI, C Tep-
prrropm KoTopa' 6m.Tio BbIBe3eHO 3TO HIVIIkeCTBO; ripH 3TOM HOHH-

maeTca, nTo me.iie3HoAopozHbiA HOIWIDEHOit COCTaB 6y,geT paccmaTpH-
BaTbell KaK BbIBe3eHHIel 1I3 eTparna, ICOTOpOil OH nepHoHaqammo Hpn-
Haxaeza.a. TaKHe Tpe6oBaHHH moryT upeAsHanamca B TeneHHe 

6 meesnleH CO Alla BeTylrIeHHH B cHay HacToaakero AoroHopa. 

8. Bpema AoKa3aTe.imcma B oTHornenum ollo3Hasama Hmyakecisa 

a AoKa3aTeabema upaHa co6eTBeinneTH BoaaaraeTea Ha lipaBHTe.m-
CTBO, Hpeirwmasnomee .upeTeHuno, a 6pema AoKa3aTeaLcma Toro, 
HTo rimy-110cm° He 6m.ao BbIBe3eHO HaCHJIT3CTBeHHO Wm HO HpHayaKAe-

Hmo, Ho3.aaraeTea Ha lipaBffrezbeTso Burapm. 
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MACTb VI.

3KOHOMM4ECKME rlOCTAHOBJIEHMHl.
CTaTm 23.

1. BonrapmH, IOCKOJby C10 eO aT eie He cieJiaHo, BOCCTaHOBHT

Bce 3aKOHHbIe IpaBa H Hmrepecbi O06,eHHeHueIx Han ii H Hx rpam;AaH
B Bojirapim, rca OHH CymIeCTBOBaZJH Ha 24 anpeim 1941 ro:a, H BeperT

BCI co6cCTBeHiOCTb 06BemaeHHIux HaunH H Hx rpaagaH B BojzrapHH

B TOM COCTOS HHH, B OTOPOM OHa HaXOHUTCaI B HaCTO5Iiee BpeMI.

2. IlpaBsreimCTBo B:oIrapiH o6a3yeTCs BOCCTaHOBUTB BCIO co6-
CTBeHHOCTh, npaBa H HHEepecm, 0nonajaoue IoH noA aeecCTBHe HaCTOa-

Inei CTaThH, 6e3 BCSIHX o6peMeHemIH H o6jioaeHHi Jiio6oro BHja,

KOTOpbIM OHH MOrJI IIOA)BeprHyTBCSB BCJIe;CTBHe BOHiEI, H 6e3 B3HMaHHI

IIpaBHTejbmcTBOM BojirapmH KaImx-JlI6o c6opoB B CBI3H c HX Bo3Bpa-

i;eHHeM. IIpaBnrTeJmCTB BoJirapiH aHHyjmpyeT Bce MeponpHmTm,

BEJ7IIIaa OTo6paHee, ceKBeCTp HaIE KOHTPOJi), nipoBeeHHbie HM B
oTiomeHmm co6cTBenHHCTo 06LeamHeHnbIx HaiuW MeatAy 24 an[pejia
1941 roa H fAHeM BCTYLLJeHlE B caHJI HacTosmnero ,oroBopa. B cjiyiaax

HeBO3BpaimeHHa co6cTBeHHOCTH B TeqeUHe 6 MeCKaIeB CO IJH5 BCTyIIeHHa5

B Cemy HaCToaigero ,oroBOpa, 3aaBaieHHe o B03BpaMneHHH co6cTBeH-
HOCTH AOJIAHO 6bITb IIOAaHO 6o0rapcXHM BjIaCTaM He uo3AHee, TeM B
TeieHue 12 MecMaleB co Ais BCTynIleHTHS B CHiy HacTosmiero IoroBOpa,
3a HCKjuoIeHuHeM CJMaeB, Eorea 3aaBHTeJIb MoaCeT flOra3aTb, ITO OH

He Mor noIaTL cBoero aaaBZeHHa B TeqIeHe STOro cpOta.

3. IIpaBHTreAbCTBO BojirapHH omjaHO ayHHyjZPOBaTh nepeaqaH,

OTHOcHIIHeCI KE Co6cTBeHHOCTHI, npaBaM H mHTepecaM BCSKoro pofa,

npHHaAJieaeanr I rpala HaM 065,eAHieHHsx HanHi, B Tex ciayqax,
xorAa TarHe nepeaaqn 6Jm pe3yJimTaTOM Hac~Hja I JEH rpHiHyzaeHmm

CO CTOPOHU npaBHTereiCTB AepaaB OCH HJH HX OPraHOB BO BpeMS BOEHI.

4. a) IIpaBHTejMCTBo BojirapHH HeCeT OTBeTCTBeHHoCTh 3a

HpHBeAeHHe B'O BIJHe HCcpaBHoe COCTOaHHe co6CTBeHHOCTH, BO3Bpa-
nmaeMOH rpamaaHaM 06 ejIuInenmux Hla corJacao nymHTy 1 HaCTO-
anie CTaTbH. B Tex cayiaax, EorAa co6cTBeHnHCTB He MOsReT 6Tb
BO3Bpainena HJAH orara B pe3yjLTaTe BOHlIm rpazaaHmm 065memeHHeIx
Haniw noTepHne y6 rITOr BCJeAfCTBHe noBpezAeHenA HM nopqM co6-
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4ACTb VI. 

3KOHOMPHECIRIE flOCTAHOMEHI111. 

Orama 23. 

1. Bomapna, HOCROJIbIty CIO 3TO en-ke He CACJIaHO, BOCCTaHOBHT 

Bce 3aKOHHbIe npaBa H nErrepechi 06%eirallemmax Haw& H EX rpaacikaH 

B Boaraprrn, Bait OHH cym,ecTBoBazn Ha 24 anpem 1941 roTka, H BepHeT 

BC10 co6cTBeHnocTB 06seAnnemmix Haw& H EX rpantAaH B Boarapnll 

B TOM COCTOBEHH, B KOTOpOM ono, HaXOWITCE B HaCTOSHEee Bpemn. 

2. lipaBlITOJIBCTBO Boaraprrn o6a3yeTca BOCCTaHOBLITI3 BC10 co6-

CTIMEMOCTI), npaBa n ifirrepecu, nonmaionwe no AericTBne HacTaa-

l:11a CTaTbif, 6e3 BCHRSIX o6pemeHeBnii H 06TIOZeHilfl .711060P0 BnAa, 

EOTOpbElt 01B1 MOETH noABeprHyTbca BCJIeJACTBHO BORFELI, H 6e3 B311MaHEISI 

IlpaBrue.ilbcTBom Boarapnn IMMIX-0E60 cOopos B CB51311 C HX Bo3Bpa-

mennem. LIpaBrcreabcTBo BozrapHn auHy.tutpyeT BCC mepoupnaTHH, 

munagan oTo6paHne, ceitBecTp 1111H EOHTpOJIb, npoBe,rkernnae riM B 

onion:1mm CO6CTBOHROCITE 061ewielnimx llainimemiky 24 aupeaa 

1941 roAa ii Anem BcTymenna B CHJIy HacToargero AoroBopa. B caranx 
HeBo3BpargeHrm CO6CTBeillIOCTH B Tegeune 6 mecageB CO AHSI BcTy-men-Ha 

B may HacTomnero AoroBopa, aaarzenne o BO3BpallikeHHH CO6CTBeH-

HOCTEI AOJDRHO 6bITb noAano 6o.nrapcxnm BJIaCTSIM He 1103Hee, nem B 

TetieHne 12 mecHneB co inm BCITHJIelififl B May HacTonnwro AoroBopa, 

3a nciranomeHnem carmes, EorAa aanBurem mozeTKann, To OH 

He or noAan cBoero 3asBaeHlla B Telleme aToro cpoHa. 

3. IlpaBHTe.abcTBo Boarapnn A0.112EHO aHHyampoBan) nepeAaqn, 

oTHocainneca K co6cTBennocTn, npaBam H nurepecam Boa:icor° poAa, 

uprmaxaezarquat rpaackkaHam 06BeArmen:nix liana*, B Tex carianx, 

oma Tame nepeAatin 6m.an pe3yaiTaTom HaCHJIME HMI upnHyzAenan 

CO CT0p0Hb1 HpaBHTeJII3CTB ,lkepzaB OCH 11.11ERX opraHoB BO Bpema BOAHLI. 

4. a) IlpaBiTrembcno Boarapna HeceT OTBeTCTBeITHOCTI) 3a 

npnBeAenne Be BHOJIHe ncnpaBnoe COCTOSIHHe CO6CTBeHHOCITI, Boaspa-

rekaemoii rpaatAaHam 06ieweranax liana comacno nyintry 1 HatTo-
aneft CTaTbll. B Tex c.tty (max, Roma CO6CTBeHHOCTb He MOZOT 

Bo3Bpargenarum KorAa B pe3pthTaTe Bofunl rpawkamen 06T)eiraHeramx 

Hannii noTepnea yarroR Bc.aeAcTBHe noBpezAenna rum nopqH co6-

[61 STAT. 
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CTBeHHOCTH B BojirapmI, OH AOJiaeH UHOJynHTb OT UpaBHTejibCTBa BoI-

rapHH KOMneHcaoHtO B JIeBax B npegejaax Bsyx TpeTei cyMMbI, Heo6xo-
lUHMOH B AeHb BbIIaiTbL AJISI TOrO, OI T6bI KyImTb aiHajornHymo Co6CTBeH-

HOCTb HJIH B03MeCTHTb HOHeCeHHbHii y6bITOK. rpaa;aHe 06beAHeHHbIX

HauHH HH B KOeM cJiyqae He AOJIatH CTaBHTbCS B MeHee 6JiaronpHsaLoe
noJoakeHHe B OTHomeHH KOMneHca1,rH, qeM 6ojirapcKHe rpaa;aHae.

b) rpaactaHe 06,beAHHeHHbix HaHHi, HMelomuHe lipaMof HJIH
KOCBeHHbfI co6cTBeHHHqeIcKHu HiHTepec B ropnopaniax HJIH accouHa-

IHHax, HaiHOHaJIbHOCTb KOTOPbIX He aBJIeTCS HaOHHajAbHOCTblO 06L-

eAnHeHHbix HagaH B 3HaqaeHiI HyHRTa 8 <<a> HacToaJmeHI CTaTbH, HO

cOTOpbIe noTepnIeJ y6bITOE BCieACTBHe IIoBpea;eHmH HIm IIopIH co6-

CTBeHHOCTH B Boxirapni, ;OJaEHb IIOJyMHTb OMIEeHCaTO B COOTBeT-

CTBHH C HOIIOyHKTOM <<a> BbIme. 3Ta EKOMmeHcaIHam ojmaHa HCHCJIeTarCH

Ha ocHOBe o6mInx y6mITEKOB aJ yep6a, noHeceHHbIx HopnopaiuHeH
m1 accomaanHefi, H aoJEKHa COCTaBJaTb IIO OTHom0eHmHH TaRKH y6mT-

KaM wan yinep6 y y e IIponopnmo, Kaiyio COCTaBJmaOT IIpHHOCJaIHe

AoxOA HHTepecu TraEK rpam:AaH no OTHomeHHm K o6rgeMy KaHTraay
KopnopaqnHH HIH accongaaHH.

c) Romenocamm AoJIasHa sbbrrmaanIaThca 6e3 KaKHnx-jm6o 06-
JiomeHmH, HajoroB 1JAH PpyrHX c6opoB. Ona MomeT cBo6oHo HCHOJIb-
30BaTbCI B BoarapHH, HO AOJIEHa InogJieaCaT IIpaBHIaM KOHTpOJa Ha;

HHOCTpaHHbIMH AeBH3aMH, KOTOpbIe MOryT BpeMa OT BpeMeHH BBOIHTLCSH

B BojirapHH.

d) IIpaBHTeAbCTBo BojirapHH npeAocTaBHT rpazataHaM 06eAnH-
HeHHbIx HaguHi TaKoIf ae peacHM nrpH pacnpeeieaeHHn MaTepna.aoB gJnia

peMoHTa HJIH BOCCTaHOBJeHm HX co6cTBeHH0CTH B Bojirapim, a TarIce

IpH pacnpeaeJieHIn HHOCTpaHHbIX AeBH3 Az;I HMnpTa TaKHx MaTe-

pHaJIoB, KOTOpbIE npHMeHaeTC5a B oTHomemH 60oaiapCKHx rpazAaH.

e) IIpaBHTeJbCTBO BojirapHHn peaocTaBHT rpagTzaHaM 06beAH-
HeHHbIX HauiiH Bo3MenijeHHe B jeBax B TOM ate caMroM pa3Mepe, ROTO-

pbIfi IIpe[ycMOTpeH B HnoIyHKTe <<a> Bbime, 'T06 bI Ko0MmeHCHpOBaTb

noTepH HJH1 yEqep6, B03HKmHe B pe3yjMTaTe oco6bix Mep, KOTOpbI

npHMeHaSJHCb K Hx C06CTBeHHOCTH BO BpeMa BOHIHbI, HO KOTOpble He

npnaMeHMamcb K 6ooIrapcoii co6cCTBeHOCTH. DTOT nOJAyHKBT He pac-

ipocCTpaHaeTca Ha ynyIeHHbIe BbIrOJaI.
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CTBeHHOCTIT B Bwirapnn, OH cancel' HO.ArD41b OT IlpaffineaLema BOJI-

TaprIFI Komnencagrao B .geBax B npeAe.11ax Byx Tpee il eymmbi, Heo6xo-

Wilda B AeHL AJ151 TOTO, 11T06bI KyRIITb aHaaorrignylo CO6CTBen-

Been) FLUE BO3MeCTHTb noHeeennbill yobITOK. rpaacAaHe 06BeArmeHHbix 

Hairaft Hn B Koem eaygae He OJUKHbI CTaBEITbC51 B meHee 6J1ar0HpHaTHOO 

noameme B OTHOHleHHEI KomneHeamin, gem 6oarapeKne rpaacgane. 

b) PpaaciikaHe 06'be,101HeIllIbIX Hann*, nmexanne upaMOrl 11.11121 

KOCBeHHE•Irl co6enemingeeKnii mrrepee B Kopnopagnax nm aceartua-

M IRK, HaHHOHaJIT3HOCTE, KOTOpbIX He 51B.113eTCF1 HaHHOHaJILHOCTI310 061-

emmemnax Haim* B 3H0ffiIll HynKTa 8 <<a>> Hama:Eger' CTaTI311, HO 

KOTOpMe noTepnean yobiToK BC.11eACTBHe noBpeacAeHna11.lm nopgn coo-

CTBellHOCTri B BoAraprua, ,110JUKTIM HOXylIHTb Komneneagnio B COOTBeT-

CTBILH C HOWITIIKTOM <<a>> BlAme. Dm KomneHeansa ,TkoaacHa 

Ha OCHOBe oorrkprx- y6bITKOB nail ynkep6a, noHeeeHmx Kopnopauneil 

run acconnarmeil, H °MUM coeTamsrrb 110 OTHOHICHHIO K TaKnm yobiT-

Ram HJIH yilkepoy Ty ace nponopwno, Tempo COCTaIIIIHOT ITHHOCHIHHO 

goxoA nuTepeera TaKnx rpamAan no oTHornemno K o6nlemy Kamnaay 

Kopnopanun Turn aceognannn. 

c) Rordneneanna mama 1113111719,1114BaTE.C1I 6e3 KaKalc-an6o o6-

zomeHati, HazoroB RAH pyrnx e6opoB. 0Ha mozeT CB060,3X0 FIC110.1b-

3osamea B Boarapna, HO ,goaama nomeacam npaBruam ILORTp0J111 HaA 

rtHoewaHnumn ,gemiaamn, KoTopme moryT Bpema or Bpemema EBOAHTLCII 

B BoAraprm. 

d) IlpaBFITe.11bCTBO &I./wawa npe,gocTaBirr rpaacAaHam 06seAn-

HeircitAX Handl Tani/ ace peacnm npn pacupeAmeHrin maTepnaaos ;Lim 

pemonTa BAH BOCCTaHOBJ1e111111 FIX CO6CTBeHHOCTII B Boarapnn, a TaK2K0 

npn paenpeAexemin nnoeTpaHHba Anna JI51 nmnopra TaKHX maTe-

pnaaos, KoToprat npameHaem B oTHoraeman 6o.arapeKax rpaasgaH. 

e) IlpaBHTeabCTBO Boarapnn npemeTaBra rpaacjAanam 06BeArt-

HelinbIX Hanel Bo3memenne B .aeBax B TOM ZO CaMOM pa3mepe, KOTO-

pbal npeAyemoTpeH B nomplicTe <<a>> BlAme, TO6bI KOMEeHCHp0Barb 

noTepn FLIIH yukep6, B031111KIffile B peavrbTaTe oco6mx mep, ICOTOpbIe 

BriMeHSLAHCb K HX CO6CTBEHHOCTII BO Bpema BOrIllbI, HO KoTopme He 

11priMeMIJIFECb K 600rapeKoil CO6CTBeHHOCTH. &TOT 1[0,4upliCT He pae-

upoeTpaHaeTea Ha yuywieHnbie BbIPDXEL. 



5. Bce npOM3BeAemmie B Boairapm paaymHmie pacxogAI no
lpeLffaBJieHmlo peTeHHiHH, Brmniaa pacxoAb Ha HIIo0CeT nOTepb HJIH

yinep6a, AoOJUfHO HecTH IIpaBHTeJICTBO Boarapmi.

6. rpaasaHe O6%e.AHeHBmix HaunTi H ux co6cTBeHHOCTL AOJIraHi
6 bITb OCBo6oameHbI OT BCSKHX HCKJIIOHTeJIHLIX HaJIOrOB, C6OpOB HJH

InoaaTei, HaiaraBIICS Ha HX OCHOBHbIe 0OHLbI B BojrapHH IpaBn-
TeJbCTBOM BoairapiHm ziH o6oi 6oarapcKOHi BJIaCTBIO B nepHO;
Meaziy AHeM saarnomeHia IIepeMBpHa H AHeM BCTYInieHHS B CHJry
HacTomsnero ,oroBopa co cneIAHajiLBHOH 1eJilio IioKpITTmH pacxOAOB,
CBa3aHmmix C BOfIHOH, HBIH nOKpbITH H3%3epKEe Ha OKKyHaIIHOHHBIe
CHamI Ha Ha penapaInn B nHOJb3y j.io60o H3 061eOEuHeHHbix HaIHa.
Jlio6ie cyMMl, BbmuraeHHIe TaKEHM o6pa30o, OJjiatIrI 6bITb BO3-

BpamneHu.

7. 3aHHTepecoBaHHimm co6cTBeHHe K H IlpaBHTejCTBo BoarapHH
MoryT 3aKarojiaTh corjamenma B3aMeH noioosenHH HacTosaeie cTaTLH.

8. lpHnMeuaeMie B HacToam;eH CTaTme:
a) BbIpameeHHe <rpamaaHe 06te.nHHemmix HamiiHi» o3HaqaeT

H3HIecRHX JIHA4, RBJIMORIoxCa K MOMelHT BCTynILetHa B CHMy HacToI-

niero loroBopa rpaazaHamra ino6oi H3 061teaiHeHHBix Haaui, Iu
KopnopanrHH HI accogHanI, opraHH3OBaHH>Ie E 3TOMy MOMerTy IIo
3aKoHaMr no6oiH 3 06TeAHmeHmix HaIHu fi, npH yCIOBH TO yKa-
3aHEmIe jH6aa, KopnopaimHH HI accorHaneim HMejm TaKo CTaTyC TaaRse
H B MOMeHT 3aarUoqemma IIepemnpaa c BojrapHei.

BbpaaceHme <rpaagaHe 06eAiHelHHbix HaHia>> TaKte
BrjnoqaeT Bcex #MH3HecKax JIHI, KopnopanHH HIH accoItHaim, KOTO-
pbIe Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aEOHOB, AeHCTBOBaBmII B BoJirapHH BO BpeMS
BOiHI, paccMaTpHBaJHCb RaK Bpaacecrne.

b) BupaaeHHe <<o6CTBeHnE >> o3HaqaeT rpaaAaHmHa 06;-
eHHenn1birx Hanmi, RaK onpeeAeeHo B noXnyHmTe a>> BbIme, HMeRIonero
IpaBo Ha AaHaHuIo CO6CTBeHHOCTB, H BKrIOqaeT npeeimKa TaKoro
co6cTBemnma, npH YCjoBHH, iTO npeeMEHH TaKae aBjieTca rpasAa-

mHHOM ogoHi H3 06LeapemeHbIx Hanrfi, KKa oupeaeaeHo B noa-
nyHmTe a>>. EcIm npeemnim npHo6pej co6cTBeiocTHH B noBpeAeHnHOM
BHae, TO JImAO nepeeaIoIiee coxpaHseT CBoR npaBa Ea Bo3MeieHHme Ha
OCHOBaHHH HaCTosgeiie CTaThH 6e3 yrep6a am o6a3aTeabCTB, ceynecTBy-
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5. Bee Hpon3BegeTrume B Bo.nrapmm pa3ymnme paexow Ito 

upegsmaeHmo ripeTelma, BEJLIOtlaH paexow Ha IIOACTIOT HoTeph HMI 

yukep6a, AOMEHO MOTH IlpaBure.nemo Boarapmm. 

6. PpaaukaHe 061eweffabix HaHA n FIX co6aBeHHoem AOJIMIThl 

órim OCB0607EVIeHT3I OT BCHICHX HCIL7HOLIFITOJILHbIX HaaoroB, c6opos Han 

HoAaTeil, HaaaraBmmxca Ha FIX OCHOBIlbIe cliOHAbI B BoarapHm IlpaBm-

TeabeTBOM Boarapum nm no5oi 6o.arapexoii BJIaCTIo10 B nepHoA 

memAy Allem aaminotiefrau Ilepemmpm n ,II;EfeM Buy-fueling B cmyy 

HaeTaamero AoroBopa co cHermazbHoii ge.amo noxpbrina paexo,AoB, 

cBsnanumx c Bokuoff, nJm Honpmnia inAepateu Ha oxxy.uailmoHHme 

CHAU HMI Ha penaparkma B Ho.nay Jno6oil n 06seicaHeimmx flaiL 

Jhoome epimu, BEamaiienHble TalCHM o6pa3om, ANDISIMI 6brm B03-
BparRenm. 

7. 3ammepecoBaHnurt CO6CTBeHHHIC n IIpaBorezbemo Bo.Nrapmm 

moryT 8axarman, comamenau B3amen ncaomemdi HacTonga CTaTIAL 

8. IlpHmeHaemble B BacToonceii eTame: 

a) &TanteHue «rpaatAaHe 06iewmembrx MITA» oallatiaeT 

(11H3HtleCKFIX .7111H, ilBJIITIOIRIIXCH IC MOMeHTy BCTyliJIOBEHH B cBary HaCT051-

mero AoroBopa rpazgariama ato6ortn 06%exaHeEmbix Hamel, man 

Roptroparkum mau accou,maAmm, oprammoBaHrule It non 31031enTy 1E0 

aaxorram JII060f1 113 06SeAHHellIMIX Hairi , Hpm ye.710B1111, tITO yam-

3aEmme maga, HopHopagnm rum aceogmagmm 'mem TaxofT eTaTyc Tame 

H B momew 3ax.inotieHma IlepemBpna C BoArapBeii. 

BrApaaxemle qrpazgaHe 0673eAmeHmAx Haquit» Tante 

BitalogaeT Bcex CrpH3WW I= JIHH, Hopuoparwmaim accognagrol, HOTO-

phie Ha OCII0Ballnif 3a1C0110111 AdICTBOBaBIIIIIX B BOJTrapHH BO Bpema 
Balm, pacemarpma.mcB re= Bpameexme. 

b) BrApazeme «co6erBefflunt» omaxiaeT rpazAaHaaa 061)-
CH116111114X Haw* Itax onpeAeaeHo B Hog,llylixre qa>> IIIIe, Bmelorgero 

HpaBo Ha Aartnyio co6eTBeHHoem, n BxxameT npeemmuca Tazoro 

to6cmemnixa, Irpn yCJI0BHIi, vro Hpeemamx Tame HBJDICTCH rpaaqa-

IBMOM 0)I;110C1 113 061,eameHmAx Haugh, xax onpepaeHo B no,g-

llyume <<a». EC.1131 Hpeemum Hpmo6pe.a co6emenHoem B noBpemennom 

Bnge, TO JIHRO nepeAmorEkee coxpameT CBOH upaBa Ha Boamememe Ha 

OCHOBaBRII Hamm-gal CTaTI:a 6e3 yiu,ep6a Aau 06113aTeJILCTB, eyrckeemy-
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Iounx MeaxEjy JIrmOM nepegaIomunI H JmaOM nipHo6peTaoKnMHM B COOT-
BeTCTBHH C BHyTpeHHHMH 3aKOHaMH.

c) BbipaMaeHne <<co6cTBeHmocT>> os3aqaeT BCIO ;anaBHIIyio HJH
HeBHaHmy) co6CTBeHHOCTB, MaTepHajibHyIm IIH HeMaTepHaJIbHyI,
BKJm aa nipOMbImreHHyIm, jHepaTypHym H xyAozecTBeHRy o co6-
CTBeHHOCTb, a TaIae Bce rrpaBa HIH HHTepecbI BCsaoro poga B co6cTBeH-
HOCTH.

CTaTBa 24.

BoJirapna npHaHaeT, rTO COBeTCHHuf COI3 HMeeT iTpaBO Ha BeC
repMaHncKie aETHBEI B BoJiapmi, nepeganHHIe COBeTCKOMy CoIoay
KOHTpoJILHbIM COBeTOM B repManHE , HH o6a3eTca npIHIM c BCe He-
o6xoAMbie Mepbi xaJ o6aerIqeHa nepefaq' TaEnx aKTHBOB.

CTaTba 25.

1. KIaa;aaI H3 COI3HBIX H COeAHHeHHIm x AepazaB 6yAeT nmeTB
InpaBo B3aTb , yAepaaTB, JmMEBHHpoBaTh HBT npexpimamP JLmo6oe

Apyroe AeicTBHe B OTHOmeHHH BCeH Co6cTBeHHOCTH, IIPaB H HHTepecoB,
KOTOpbIe Ha aeHr BCTymiLemHH B cHMy HaTomiIgero AorOBopa 6yAyr
HaxoHThbca a ee TeppHTopHH H IpHna IeEaTm BoarapHn HJI 6oJI-
rapcKHM rpazaaHaM, a Taite HCIIOJIb30BaTb TaRylo co6CTBeHHOCT HJIH
BbpyqIy OT Hee mJI TaKX rlenefi, EaKHe 3Ta AepaEaBa COqTeT a;cea-
TeJIbHbIMH B npeAejiax npeTeH3HiH TOiH epmCaBbI H ee rpasacaH I
Bo.arapHH HJEi 6ojrapceIK rpaallanaM, - BrIUIOqaS A J=sI, -
KOTOpbIe He 6bIJI HnoJICTBTO YAOBJIeTBPeHebI B cany Apyrx CTaTeil
HacToasmero ,IoroBopa. Bca 6oJlrapcRaa co6cTBeHHOCTb HJIH BbpytKa
OT ee JImsKBaaaHH, nipeBsimaimnie cyMMy TaKnx npeTeH3aHi, 0IaOJIaEHI
6brIT B03BpaiqeHmI.

2. JIHKBHnaiHa 6oJirapCeoi co6cTBeHHmCTH H pacnopaSeHHe ero

6yyT HnOBOaHTrbCa B COOTBeTCTBH C 3aOHOM 3aHnHTepeCOBaHHoHi Co-

I03HOE0 HJIH CoemHeHHOi LepmaaBbI. BojirapciHmi co6CTBe6HH He 6yAeT
HMeTb npaB B OTHOmeH H TaKOfi C06CTBeHHOCTm, 3a HCRIOllqeHMeMT TeX,
KOTOpbIe MOryT 6mITt npeaOCTaBJaeHm eMy B CHjy 3Toro 3aKOHa.

3. IIpasTrejmcTBo BoJrapnn o6a3yeTcsa EOMneHCHpoBaTh 6oj-
rapcKHx rpaaEaaH, co6cTBeHmHCT KOTopux EHaa ia B CmHy HaCTOamIei
CTaTbH H He oB03BapaeHa HM
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low:a reay immom nepegalormim H JIHAOM rrpHooperalouwm B COOT-
BeTCTBHH C BHyTpeHHIEJLH 3a1C0H33411. 

C) Bmpaatemie «CO6C'TBOHHOCTL» ouratiaeT BCIO ABEVEH31y10 11.7111 

,HegsmicHmyro co6emermoem, maTepHaJmnpo H.TH HemaTepHammpo, 
BK.ffiatiaff Hpombiamenupo, JurrepaTypHyro H xygoaceemempo co6-

CTBeilliOCM, a Tame Bee HpaBa M il mrrepeem Besmoro poga B cooemeH-
110CTFI. 

C'TaTbll 24. 

Boaraplla HpH3HaeT, COBOTCETH1 C0103 HMOOT HpaBo Ha BCO 
repmaHeme altITO3bI B Booraprrri, HepegaHHme CoBeTeRomy Comy 
KOHTpOJILHIAM COBOTOM B Peplum, H oosnyeTesi HpHRSITB Bee He-
o6xognfmme mephi AM! oo.mergenna nepegatm TaltHX aRTHBOB. 

Orama 25. 

1. Raat,P51 H3 C0103MIX H COOVIHOHHbIX ,r(OpataB 6TkeT HMOTT3 

npaBo B3SITL, ygepacam, JIHRBILAHp0BaTT3 mar upenx[pHHarrb mo6oe 

Apyroe gefiCTBIle B °THOU:MIMI Bee CO6CTBOHHOCTH, upaB H Hirrepecos, 
ItoTowle Ha gem, HeTymenrisr B miry Hamm:ger° AoroBopa Oyityr 
Haxoximbea Ha ee Teppruoprra H HpuHamezam Bwirapira mm 6o.a-
rapeRam rpancganam, a Tame HCH0.111330BaTII Talmo CO6CTBOHHOCTL ILTBI 
Bmpywcy OT Hee ;(.7m aKra Amen, 'came 3T Aepacana cower mem-
TeabHLIDEEI B lipege.aax ripeTema' 3TO i AepacaBbi H ee rpaacgan E 
Boaraprm mm E 6oarapeRam rpazganam, Blurrogail AWITH, — 

leoTowle- He 511.7111 HOJIHOCTb10 ygomenopeHm B CHJIy gpyrnx cTareA 

HacTosugero ,A0r0B0pa. Bea 6oarapeicasi CO6CTBOHHOCTb Han Bmpruca 

OT ee JIHRBHAaligEt, Hpennualonme eymmy Tarcrix upeTeHanii, AO.TDICIMI 
Shim Bo3Bparckerna. 

2. JIHEBrman,llsi 6o.grapcicoll CO6CTBeHHOCTH H paertopmerme ex) 

  Hp0B0,11,11TbC51 B COOTBOTCTBIGI C 3aICOHOM 3aHHTepecoBaHHori Co-
lomat rum CoexifleHHofi jepacaBbi. Boarapendi CO6C'TBOHHHIC He 63TgeT 

Emu, Hpas B OTHOHICHHH TaKoit CO6CTBOHHOCTH, 3a HCRJHOtleHHOM TO; 
KOTOpf,I0 moryT 6surt, npeAoeTamerma emy B may DToro 3asona. 

3. llpaBrfreammo Boarapun o6a3yeTca itomnencHposam 6o.a-
rapeutx rpazgaH, CO6CTBeHHOCTI3 ICOTOpMX H3TATIa B may HacTolaReii 

CTaTbH H He Bo3BpargeHa 



4. ,aHHaa CTaTbS He HaJiaraeT Ha Ty HJIH HHyIO H3 C0103HbIX
HJ[I Coe.nHeHHbIX ,;eppaaB HnaIKoro o6a3aTejmcTBa B03BpaTHTb IIpa-
BHrTeJcCTBy BoJirapnHH I 6oJrapCIEM rpa;aaHaM IpOMlbImjieHHyIO
co6cTBeHHocTb HI BK.LoqHTb TaKyIO Co6CTBeHHOCTb npH onpeAeJ) eHHH
cyMMI, EOTOpaa MoaeT 6bITb yAepamaHa coriacHo nymHETy 1 HacToamqei
CTaThH. IIpaBHTejIbCTBO Iaa;Oi H3 CO)I3HbIX H COe;HHeHHbIX AepzaB
6 yAeT HMeTb npaBO yCTaHOBHTb TaEHe orpamHHeHma H yCJIOBHI B OTHO-
meHHH npaB wai HnTepecoB, Kacaioinxca nHpoMbImIIeHHOH co6cTBeH-
HOCTH, inpHo6peTeHHOli Ao AH1 BCTCyjIeHM B Ceay nacToaSmero Aoro-
Bop a Ha TeppHTopHp 3TO CoiO3HOi HIH CoeiEHHeHHoil AepzaBb II paBH-
TeJiCTBOM wma rpaaEaHnami BoJirapHH, EaEKe IIpaBnHTeJlbCTBO PanHHO
CO003HOHi HJI CoeiHHeHHmno ,epRaBbS COqTeT Heo 6 xOHMbIMHl B CBOHX
Hal(RoHaJujnmbix HHTepecax.

5. Co6cTBeHHocTB, IpefycMOTpeHHaa nyHKTOM 1 HaCToamei
CTaThH, OJIZAHa paccMaTpHBaTbca RaR BIJoqaIomi;aa 6ojirapcEyio co6-
CTBeHHOCTb, ROTOpaa IoAJieaEajia KOHTPpoo B CHmIy COCTOSHH BOMHbI,
cyriecTBoBaBmero MezlEy BojrapHeii H COI3OHOfi nzi CoeEmHeHHnoii
AepazaBoi, HMeIomnei IpE opC nHiRDo Hag 3TOi co6cTBeHHOCTmo, HO He
oJiHttHa BJUOqaTb:

a) C06CTBeHHnoCT IIpaBHTeJIbCTBa BoIorapHm, HCLnojb3yeMyo
AI KEOHCySICEHX EmH HIuIOMaT eCEHX i;eJiei;

b) co6cTBeHHocTb, npHam;Jeamany1o peJrHO3HbIM opraHm3a-
EHaM HIH qaCTHIM 6jiarOTBOpHTeJILHbIM yqpegAeHHaM n HCnojib3yeMyio

am pejma o3Hmx Hri 6 iaroTBopHTejnHMx ne.jeti;

c) co6cTBeHHOCTb qeH3HqecKHX JIH, ROTOpbIe laBJAOTCS 6oairap-
CKHMH rpa;PaHamaM, nIOJIqHBmHIMH pa3pemeHne IIPOoHBaTh B npeee-
Jiax TeppHropHH TOi cTpaHB, B ROTOPOfi HaxoETCa aTa CO6CTBeHHOCTb,
I H npoZaBaTb B jIIn60M ApyroM MecTe Ha TeppHTopHm cTpaH 06LegH-

HeHHbl x HanH, 3a HEcrJnoeHHeM 6ojrapcoi0 co6cTBeHHOocT, ROTOpaa
KorAa-jm6o BO BpeMa BOAHI aBnaacb o6ferTOM Mep, He IrpMeHaB-
mlxca a II npaBaao K CO6 CTBenHHCTH 6oJIrapcKRH rparAaH, npoamBaio-
InHX Ha TOfi Se TeppHTopHH;

d) HyEecTBeHHme ipaBa, B03Kmnme Hocjie B03o 6HoBieORam
ToproBMx lI 4iHHaHCOBux OTHOmeMHi MeaAy COIOD3HMH CoenmeH-
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4. AaHHaa CTaTb51 He HaaaraeT Ha 7 ma imp) 113 C0103HbIX 
Miff Commemmix AepsitaH =Halter° 0613aTe..71bCTBa BO3BPaTklib 

Boarapull rum 6wIrapcitHm rpasivaHam Hpombinmeimpo 

CO6CTBOHHOCTb HMI BIL71.101114Tb Taitylo CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 zrpH onpeAe.aeHrm 
cyriarm, Kompaa DloateT ôblm pepataHa comacHo Hymt7 1 Hacronmeil 

CTarbit. ripaBHTNITDCTBO HasHpiln C0103HbIX 11 COOTIHHOHIMIX Aepzas 

oyikeT 'mem IvaHo yeTaHOBETI, Tame orpammemui 11yCJI010151 B OT110-
men-cm HpaH Ham miTepecos, locum-Runs" HpOlkdbIIIIJIOHHOR CO6CTBell-
HOCTH, .upHoopeTemioti AO Alla Bc7ruieHusi B may HacTomHero Aoro-
B0pa Ha TeppriToprm 3Toil ColoaHoilrum CoemmeHHoll AepsitamallpaHH-
Te.111)CTBOM rum rpazAaHasm Boaraprm, Rolm Ilpasure.imemo Aarmoil 
Colo3Hoil win Coeicimelmoil ,T(epzaBbi COIITOT He06X0AHMIIMI1 B CBOHX 
HaHHOHa.1131111X Hin'epecax. 

5. CO6CTBOHHOCTb, HpegymoTpenHaa "[Finer& 1 HacToameil 
CTaTbIll Awninta paccmaTpmanca Halt BEJI:Eogaiorgasi 6oarapcitylo co6-
CTBeHROCTI,, Romps( Howeataaa Hourpoalo B may COCTOSIIIII51 BOrMbI, 

cmecmonamero meatAy BoarapHeii H C0103HOrt rum CoemmeHHoci 
AepzaHoil, Hmeiomeil lopHcAmtimio Ha)' DTOR CO6CTBOHHOCTI310, HO HO 
Ao.rotHa BE.7110tIarb: 

a) CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 lIpaHHTe.mcma Booraprm, Henamayerspo 
KOHCYJIMEHX rum mulomaTiviecHnx He.aell; 

b) CO6CTBORHOCTb, Hplmamezampo POJURRO3HUM opramna-
r(FIRM HJIH TlaCTHUM 6JIarOTBOPIITOJIbM3131 ripezAemlam H Hcno.mayempo 

pe.imnio3mAx HJIH 6.1arorsopirremmax gexel; 

c) CO6CTBOEHOCTI, Cj11131111OCKHX Horopme HBJULIOTCSI 6oarap-
CAIIMI1 rpaatAaHalm, 110.113"111BIIIIIMH paapememe Hp:imam H upeo-

diax TeppHroput TO ciparm, B HoTopoil Haxoxima 3Ta CO6CTBOHHOCTI3, 
rum Hpowatan B 31106w( Apyrom mem Ha TeppHropma cTpaH 06%eivi-

'lemma Hail* 3a HcHmolienHem 6o.urapcicort CO6CTBOHHOCTH, Hompaa 
itorAa-mt6o BO "Tema BOrlHEJ BBJ111.71aCb 06SORTOM mop, He IIPTIMOELHB-

MUCH Halt upaHHao it coomemiocm 6ozrapcHnx rpazAaH, npoatimalo-
III,E1X Ha TO He Tepprimprat; 

d) mitymecmemnae HpaHa, B0311HICHIHe Houle B030611013.11OHH11 
Topromx H CIJIIHMICOBbIX oTHomeauli meamy C010311141111 II COOMIHOH-
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HblhMH epmaBaMH H BojirapHei EIH B03HMHKmue H3 CAeaoK Mearfy IIpa-
BHTeJacTs BOM Jmo6o0 COI03Ho HJI CoeUHHeleHHO AepaEaBI H Boara-
pHe HOCAe 28 oKTa6pa 1944 ro0a;

e) npaBa Ha IHTepaTypHyio H xyAoZecTBeHHyio co6cTBeHHmocm.

CTaTra 26.
1. Co ARaK BCTyIeOH B CHaJy HaCTOamIero AoroBopa co6cTBeH-

HOCTb BojrapmH H 6o0rrapcrHx rpaEaaH, Haxoramaaca B repMaHm,
He 6yeT 6oame paccMaTpmBaTbca arB BpaZeceaa co6cTseHOcmT, H
Bee orpaHwieHma, craaamsH e c TaIm peazMoM, AOJrHHI 6um Or-
MeHeHeI.

2. OoaH3naaeMaa co6cTBmeHOcn Boarmapm 6o0rapcoHX rpar-
AaH, BuEBe3eHHaa HaCH jHCTBeHHO HBm IIO npHeHyI eHIO) c TeppHTOPH
BojarapHH B PepMaimo repMaHcHMu Boopyemace cHaxam HJa
BaacTaMm nocie 28 oEra6pa 1944 ro;a, nojIeaHzr BOaBpaTy.

3. PeCTIrMTa H BOCCTaHOBJIOHHe 6oJTrapRCoi C06CTBeHeOCI B

PepMamH 6yAyr ocymneCTBjIaMGc B COOTBeTCTBEHH MeponpHaraT H,

K0Topble 6yayT onpeaeAeH AIeparBsaMB, oRKyimpyomipm repwamro.

4. Be3 ym;ep6a sAJ BbImelHla0aJe eHHa x H am Jmo6bmX apyrnx
ocTaHOBJIeHHI, InpME1H X B 1OJIb.3y BojirapmH H ee rpazacaH ,Iep-
saaBaMH, oIyKRypyioMTiH repMaHio, BojrapHa OT CBoero HMeHH H

OT HMeHi 6oJrapcHx rpaa;aH OTa3MBaaeTCH OT BCee ocTaBmexca
HeyperynpOBaHHbiMH Ha 8 Maa 1945 roaa npeTeHa3Hi B OTHOmeaHH
repMaHHH a repMaHcKHX rpaaHAaH, 3a HncEroqeeHHeM npeTeH3am,
BBITeKaionHx H3 KOHTpaKTOB H ApyrHx o6a3aTecmTB, sarinoqeux
go 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 roAa, H npaB, npHo6peTeHHiUx o A TOA AaTm.
3TOT OTRa3 6yAeT paccMaTpHBaTmca iaE Bcoma no maioi AOJrH, BCe
MeznIpaBHTeJrbcTBeHHBe npeTeH3HH, CBs3aHbeO c oraiameHIm n,
3aKroqeeHMnao BO Bpe3M BOfthI, m Bce npeTeH3iH Ha BOaMemneHMe 3a

HOTepepH Ha yMep 6 , BO3HBEIB He BO e BeMA BOHI.

CTamTa 27.

1. CynecTBOBaHHe COCTOaHHa BOHM cairO no ce6e HO 6yAeT
emHTamca arrTOpoM, Bjnaom WN Ha O6a3aTOeCTBOO Bmuia TB Ae-

HeNHIe OsJra, BlrTeKaxoiHe m3 o063aTOLbcTB B lEoLTpaKmoB, cYIe-
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MIME( Aepmasaant H BoarapHertHJIR BO3HHEIIITIO 113 cAe.aoK meatiky Ilpa-

mrre.ncmom .ino6off ColoaHort Han CO8A3HeHHOli ,Tkepatanu H Boma-

plieti noe.ge 28 orra6pa 1944 roika; 

e) npana Ha .iniTepalypHylo H xylkomememrpo e06eTBeEHOGrb. 

°Tama 26. 

1. Co Ana BeTyILHOHHH B may nacTonmero AoroBopa co6eTnen-
HOCTI, Bwirapmi H 6o.nrapciam rpaawaH, Haxoir,smaaca B PepmaHHH, 

He 6y,AeT 6o.irbine paccmaTpHeamca Han npazecKaa e06eTBeRHOCTL, H 

nee orpanmgenna, enaaanuNe 0 TaltiThi pexHmom, Awmata 6bru, oT-

menenm. 

2. Onoananaemaa e06eTB8HHOCTS B0.6.1ctpH3 H 6o.Trapcmx rpaz-

inin3eaeraian HaeHJILeTBeHHO WM no npnnyzAemno c TeppEropHa 

BoarapHH H Pepmarano repmanemma noopyucenmom cH.aamu 11.1111 

mamma( II0C.118 28 orra6ps 1941. roAa, nowezHT noanpaTy. 

3. Peen-117w H BoecTanomenHe 6o.Trapcmoi CO6CTBOHHOCTH B 

PepmaHHH 6p-yr OCy1B4OeTBJIHMCSI B COOTBOTCTBITH C mepolipmmuumH, 

KoTopme 63rgyr onpeezemir ,Ikepacanama, olacymapponnimm Pepmarono. 

4. Bea y.w,ep6a A.Tin BLIHICH3.710ffieHlibl% H JI1E Jllo6mx Apylitx 

IIOCTaHOBJelliffl, nomirmix B no.abay B0.71TapH3 H 88 rpaackaH Aep-
atanaan, oracynmproupum Peplum°, BozrapHE OT ewer° KlifeHH H 
OT HMeBB 6ozrapcKux rpazAaH ommaargmeTca OT Bee% OeTaBIECH%C.3 

HeyperyampoBaHmani Ha 8 man 1945 roAa npeTeHanit B OTHODLICHHH 

Pepmarnm H repmaHcEnx rpazgaH, 3a HcminogeHnem HpeT8H3H11, 

nrreKaloacax H3 Komparros H Apyrni 065i3aTeJILeTB, aavnotzemnax 

/Jo 1 ceurn6pa 1939 roAa, H JIB, npno6peTemmix O 9TO/t Amu. 

3ToT ontaa 6y,ikeT pacemarpmanca nalc inunogaionnall Awn-H, Bee 

meznpurfreabcneHHEse npeTeHamEt, cimarnme c comanieffamme, 
aammotiernuama BO Bpella BO1ThI, H Bee npeTerrami Ha BoamenkenHe 3a 

noTepHnm yinep6, noamminHe BO "Tema noitau. 

°ram( 27. 

1. CynTeemonamme COCTOSIEMSI BOREN CaMO no ee6e He 6y-AeT 

ourramcm if)arropom, BJIHSEODAHM Ha o633aTmerno Humatninam ite-

Hezeme oarm, HuTemaTom;He 113 0633aTeXbCTB H Rompacron, ergo-
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CTBOBaBITmX A0 B03HHKHOBeHIHI COCTOS5HHI BOHIHm, - a TaIhEe H3 ipaB,

IpHo6peTeHHbIX ;O0 aTOrO BpeMeHH, -- CpoK ymILaTbI KOTOpbIX HaCTymu

,00 JHSI BCTyIaeHSI B cHJAy HacTosmero ,oroBopa H KOTopbIe HpHIH-
TaIOTCs C IIpaBHTejmcTBa HJ: rpaz;AaH BojrapHH IIpaBlTrejcTBy

JIH rpaaSaHaM O;HOij H3 COIo3HIX H CoeaJHeiHHbIx ,epamaB, HJIH O-
TOpbIe npHMHTaioTcI c IIpaBHTeACBTBa Im rpaavjaH OAHOH H3 Co-
O3HMbx H CoefmHeHHmiX A eppSaB IIpaBHTrecCTBy HJ1 rpamAaHaM BOJI-
rapim.

2. 3a Hc oqeHHneM cjiyqaeB, cIIenIHajHO IIpe;ycMOTpeHHLIX B

HacToalneM~ ,oroBope, HqTO B HeM He 0OJIEHO TOJiOBaTbca, Rax
HaHocasmee ymep6 oTHomenmmM MeeAy Ae6HTopamH H KpemropaMH,
:BbITeEaIonHw1 Ha ;OBOeHHUbX KOHTpaKTOB, 3aIOH)qeHHbIX IIpaBHTe.Ih-

CTBOM mIH rpaagaHama Boirapm.

CTaTbaI 28.
1. Boirapna oTKa3IBaeTca OT BCeX IIpTeH3Ha jro6oro xapat-

Tepa, OT nHeHm IlpaBHTemCTBa BojrapmH HmJ 6oarapcIHX rpazlanH,
X COIo3HUM H Co3HHeHHIim 1mM epmEaBaM, CBa3aHHbix HeIIOCpeCCTBeHHO
c BOiiHOH HJH BITexaioinHx H3 MeponpHaTHi, npe1ipHHafTIX B CHJy
CY1IeCTBOBaHa COCTOaBHa BOiHi B EBpoHe nocJIe 1 ceHTa6pa 1939
roAa, He3aBHCHMO OT TOrO, HaXOuIJacb 1 m B 9TO BpeMa COOTBeTCTByI)-

Imas CoIo3Haa HJIH CoeAIHHHmeHaa ,epsaBa B COCTOHHHH BOiHbI C

BonrapHeii HAH HeT. 3TOT OTxa3 OT npeTeH3H BKIR.oqaeT HHEEecJe-

AyIomnee:

a) HpeTeH3II1H B CBS3H C IOTepaMH HJ H yIep6oM, noHeceHHUMH
BcjeA;CTBHe AeifcTBHfi BOOpy2aeHHuX CE Baaclef C OIOC3HLMX HI
CoemliieHHbux AepcaaB;

b) npeTeH3ai, BbITeKEaloe H3 uIpHcyTCTBmH, onepaw uH HIH
AeiCTBHH BOOPYeHHLHbIX CHJ Ha BaaCTeH COIO3HbIX HIH CoeAHHeHHbIX

AepaaB Ha 6ojrapcKofi TeppHropHH;

c) npereH3H1 B OTHOmeHmi pemeHHn iL a pacnopaSieHm npn-
30BbIX CyAOB COIO3Hbx HJIH Coe.leuHHIHmx AepzaB, ipweqeM BojrapHa
npH3HaeT AeicTBHrTejbHbIm M H o6H3aTejiHbIMH BCe pemeEHa H pacIo-
paImeHna TaIKHX IIpln30BbX CyAOB, BbIHeCeHHbIe 1 CeHTS6pa 1939 roAa
HIn Ho3aHee, OTHOCHTejiHO 60JIrapceKHx CYAOB Hn 6ojrapcrEx rpy3oB
uIH oIIaTU H3naeplseE;
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CTBOBaBMITg ;1(0 B0311HRHOBDIIIIH COCTOHTLFBI BOAHM,— a Tame 113 'Tart, 
HproopeTertHmx OTOPO Hpemeng, — cpoic YHJIHTIA ICOTOpMX HaCTyBIEJI 
)1(0 ,/THSI ricTymermsi B CHJIY HatTom:Fiero AoroBopa 11 KOTOpbie mum-
Tatoica c lipaHrrie.abcisa HJIlf rpaatiiaH Boaraprin lipaBirreabcmy 
iuin rpam)ianali OfflI0f1 113 CO10311101 II COC,IVIllelifibIX ,IlepacaB, 11.7TH 110-
Tope HprpurraioTca c IlpaHrureArzna HMI Taman OHO ft in Co-
10311MX H COeXIIHeHHTIX ,ljepzaH Ilpartureabcmy Hart rpanutaHam Boa-
rapm. 

2. 3a HCICHIOileBlield cariaeH, cnegnamato HpeirycmoTpemmix B 
Ham5nHeri AoroHope, REMO B Hem He ANDICHO TOJITCOBaTECH, Katt 
HaHocsmiee yw,epo OTHOHICHRTIM memAy Aeoffropamin H itpemiropoirt, 
Hbrreicaionwm 113 gosoertimix icomparroH, 3aicalogeHrimx IlpaHrrie.ith-
tTBOM HJIII rpaaviartarm &wapiti. 

CTaTba 28. 
1. Boarapta OTICa3b1BaCTCH OT Hcex itpeTeHeHil ato6oro xapaic-

Tepa, OT MICAH IIpaHrifeabcma Boorapra H.TH 6o.ffrapcurx rpaan, 
ic C01031113B1 11 COCX0HOHHIrDel AepzaBam, CBST3aIIIMIX HenocpeitcreenHo 
C Bormofi MTH BraTel:calm-v[1x 113 meportpitirrik, Hpeatpambix B CHJPI 
,cylikecnoBaHint COCTOHHEIH BOFIECEJ B &pone HOCHe 1 cenTaopsi 1939 
roxta, He3aBHCITSIO OT TOP()) Hamm:mach All B DTO Hpeisia (3OOTBeTCTBy10-
masi C0103Hall 11Jffl CoegaHeHHasi AepmaBa B COCTOHHHH BOTIllbI C 
Bwirapnei 11.7111 HOT. DTOT anca3 OT HpeTeHarul HismotiaeT inizecze-
Ayioniee: 

a) JapeTeitaim B CRY13H C HoTepimit Hari yirkep6ori, 11011eCeHHIAKH 
BCJICACTBHC AefiCTBIlk BOOPPEOHMIX CHJI 11.7111 13.11aCTOA C0103111)IX HJIH 
COOATIOCHHIAX eltepzaH; 

b) HpeTeH3Fill,Teitaiouvie 113 HplICYTCTB1151, ortepatirdi 11.1111 
;leficirtHil Hooppitemax CFO 11X11 IsaacTell COlOalifiX HAM CoemineHribtx 
Aepzart Ha 6oarapcicoit TeppHroptit; 

c) HpeTeH3HH B omorueitem petneHati ILT111 pact:tops:mei:rat HpH-
30BbLX COB C0103}MIX 11.7TH COOXHHOHIIIIX ,lkepzaB, Hprigem BoArapiti 
rrpH3HaeT AeileThriTe1113HbIKII rt 06513aTOJILabThill Bee peruenEta H pacno-
platefuls" TaKFIX 11p1130BbIX epos, HbilleceHHhie 1 ceursiopsi 1939 roika 
11.7111 H03,1tHee, OTHOCHTMHO owicapcicmx cyAort rum 6oarapcicitx rpy3oH 
Bali °roam umepzeK; 
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d) npeTeH3HH, BbITeEaIoiHue H3 ocyaiecTBjieHHia npaB Boioioinei{
CTOPOHbI HJIH H3 Mep, IInpimix c rneAjH, ocyqIecTBJiemHH 9THx npaB.

2. IIojiomeHHn HacToar0iei CTaTbH AoOJIHbI nICFHOIaTB IIOJI-
HOCTI1O H OEKOHqaTejibHO BCe InpeTeH3HH yKa3aHHoro BbIme xapaRTepa,
KOTOpbLe OTHbIHe 6yyTr rpeRpaMeHIn, irT 6m HH arBSJIca 3aHnTepe-
coBaHHoi CTOPOHOH. IIpaBHTeJI CTBO BojirapHH corJiamaeTCa BbmIIa-
THTb cInpaBeJIJIByM KOMneHcaHIO B JeBax IHnaM, KOTOpbe rrpeeo-
CTaBH BOOpyM3eHTlM cn IaM Coio3HBIX HJ Coe.fmenHHebix AepaaB
-a 6oirapciEo TeppHTopHH CHa6mEeHme HM ycJiyrM no peRBHa3mMn,
a TaiKEe Jia ylAOBJeTBopeHEL BO3HmHKIIim Ha 6ojirapcKEo TeppHTOpHH
npeTeH3Hi 3a HeBoeHHmbI ynmep6, npeaIaBeHHbIx BoopyenHHbIM
cmaaM COIO3HbIX nHJ CoeaHHeRHmIx epmsaB.

3. Boirapmn paBHbIM o6pa30M OTmaamBaeTca OT BCex IIpeTeH3H
TaKoro xapaKTepa, KOTOpbAii yKa3aH B InymTe 1 HacToaT eii CTaTLH,
OT HMeH IIPmaBMTeJCTBa BojirapiH wm 6ourapcKax rpaaDaH IE Jno6ofi
H3 06',eHHeHHBIx Haanfi, aHIooMaTmecEHe OTHomeMHa KOTopo0I.c
BoJrapHeii 6JIm IIopBaHbI BO BpeM BOi Hb H KOTopaa nperpHnajia
AerICTBHa B COTPYHmqeCTBe C COo0aMImm H CoeAHHeHHMMaH Aep-
maBaMiH.

4. Oria Boxrapnn OT npeTeH3Hf corJiacHo nyHETY 1 HacToamIefi
CTaThH BlIUoqIaeT no6bie InpeTeH3HH, BbITeEalonIe H3 Mep, 1npHHTrbIX
JImoI06o n3 CO)3HbIX H Co0eAlHeHHbIX AepKaB B OTHomeHHH 6 oj0'apcrEX
CYoOB Meay 1 ceHTr6pa 1939 rofa H jHeM BCTyjrIeHnH B CHJy
HacToamiero joroBopa, a Tarate JI06bIe nIeTeH3HH H 0OJIrH, BUbTe-
iCaioigne H3 HbIHe ffeHCTByIOIoLnx KOHBeHLHii 0 BOeHHOILneHHbIX.

CTaTba 29.

1. Ao 3aKajnoeHEaM ToproBbI OOOOB I oroBo B orameHm Mea;ay
OTAeJIbHbIMH 06eaHmeHHbbiH HaHaMiaH H BomrapHei, IIpaBHTeJILCTBo
BojirapnH 6yAeT npeAocTaBjART B TeqeHne 18 MecsaeB co Oaa BCTyMje-
HHI B CHJIy HaCTOanierO AoroBOpa miHHeyEa3aHHbii peamm Eaaeofi E3
06,aeaHeHHbIx HagifH, ROTopaH Ha Hanqajlax B3aEHmoCTH DaETqecKH
npeAocTaBnT BoJrapHH aHaJ.oruIHbIfi peEiMM B no0o 6 HbIX Bonlpbcax:

a) Bo BceM, lTO cacaeTCa InoumJ H c6OpoB Hn nmmopTy mHn
O3CIIOpTy, BHyrpeHHero o6aioemIa HIMopTHpyeMbx TOBapoB, a Tarame
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d) npeTeHann, BB'Tatum:me 113 ocyLuecTBaeHna upaB Bormonkert 

CTOp011bI 11.1111113 mep, Hp1111,f1111X C neamo Oeyth,OCTB.71e111151 OTIIX npaB. 

2. 110J10;Re111151 HaCTORILketi CTaT1311 AOJIatlibI TICR.111011aTI, 110.11-

110CTLIO H OROIPIaTe.7113110 Bee upeTeHann yRaaaHHoro BbIllle xapaRTepa, 

noTopme OTHbIlle 6yityr upeRpargeHm, RTO 6b1 im 11B.715L7ICH aanaTepe-

(3oBaHHon cTopoHoti. IlpaBEETeabcno Boaraprra coraarnaacsi BM:Ma-

1.111b cnpasexampo KomneHcannio B aeBax aunam, ROTOpbIO npeo-

CTaBILTH )3°0pp/ern/um crow& C010311bIX Han Coeamennmx AepzaB 

Ha 6oarapercoil TeppnToprrn cHa6atenne u.7m ycayrn no peRB11311111111, 

a Tarrace Aaa yrkoBaemoperm B031111RDEIX Ha 6oarapcKorr TeppnTopint 

npeTenaarl aa HeBoanna ylikep6, 11110)1141.13J1e11111,IX BoopymenHmm 

croam C010311bIX um Coepr,nnernmix AepzaB. 

3. Boarapna paBilbThi oopaaom omaamBaeTca OT BCOX npeTenanii 

TaKoro xapaRTepa, RoTopbrit yKaaall B nyliare 1 HacTosnoil CTRTLII, 

OT Imam IlpaBrife.mcma Boarapnn HMI 6oarapeRnx rpaavAan R .7no6oil 

  061,exrunenumx Hawk AnnaomamgecKne OT11011101111S1 KoToporloc 

Boarapneti &um nopBanm BO Bpafa BORE& H RoTopaa npejrapnHHaa 

efiCTBELS1 B colpymiwiecTBe c C0103111313111 H COO1111011111)13111 ,r(ep-

;mamma. 

4. OTRa3 Booraprin OT npeTeHanil coraacno nyHRTy 1 HacTolima 

eTaTLII BrunotraeT JI106bIe npeTeHarra, BiaTeKaronkne 113 316p, 11p111111TbIX 

.11106011 113 C010311b1X 11 Coe,ToTHeHHBrx Aepatas B °THOU:WHIM 6oarapcKnx 
COB Me3R,Ty 1 ceHTH6pa 1939 roAa 11 MIMI BC1711.11e111111 B CUJIy 

HacTow°,ero riloroBopa, a Tarcze aro6Bre npeTenann H corn, MATO-

Raioigne 113 111411e Aeilempouwx KOHBO11111111 0 BOO1111011,11e1111bIX. 

Orama 29. 

1. Ao aaRaroireana ToproBux Aorosopos 11.7111 coraaruanuli Meatiky 

OTIO.711.41bIM11 0613e111111e1111b9111 Hannon/ n Boarapnefr, IlparinTeabcno 

Boarapnn 637eT npeAocramaTh B Tetrenne 18 meonreB co Alla BeTynae-

B cnay Hamm-ger° AoroBopa nnawyKaaaHHbui pemum- Ralmort 113 

Ofteiumemnax Handl, RoTopaa Ha Hairaaax B3a1111110C111 CPalativ.ecim 

npeAocTaBur Boaraprrn aHaaornimmit peaufm B 110A0611bIX Boniocax: 

a) Bo Bcem, qT0 RacaeTca 110111.JHUI H c6oport 110 1111110pTy 1L111 
aRcnopTy, Br/mei/Hero o6aomenua rumnopTnpyemmx ToBapos, a aRace 
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Bcex lpaBHjI, oTHOCaIUn XCa K aTOMy, 06ieiameHHebI HIaupam 6yaeT

upeAocTaBJeH 6e3ycJoBumrm peamm uauH6ojbmero 6aaronpuaTCTBo-

BalmS.

b) Bo B ce pyx ompyr oemmix oTBojirapma He aOJmHa InpOBOimTb

IIpOH3BOJIbHOH ajHCEKpHHaH, , HanpaBAeHiHOf npoTHB TOBapOB, npO-

H3BOAHMMIX Ha aI06o0i TeppHTOpIHH Jo6oi H3 06eeAHmHeHHbIx HaHHA

HwH IIpeAHa3HaqeHHuX :im 3TTOE TeppETOpHH, 1n cpaBHeHIO C n0ojo6-

HbIMH TOBapaMH, npO03BOIllIMH Ha TeppHTOpHH JIH6oHfi pyror0 H3

06eueAHHIembIx Haiia H.I Ha TeppnTopn J.Io6o0f Apyroi HHOCTpaHHOH

AepmaaBbI HaIH npeWIHa3HaqeHHbIMH WJI 3THX TeppHTOpHH.

c) rpaaAaaHaM 06meaHe HHeimr x Hannii, B TOM THeCJe IOPHAHqe-

cRHM jamaM, oojraseH 6uTb IpekOCTaBaJeH HarIHOHairbHbiH peSHM H pe-

3HM HaH6ojlbmero 6jiaronpHaTcTBOBaHEa BO BCeX BOHpocax, Eacaio-

Tmxcea TOprOBJIH, [ pOMbImAeHHOCTH, MOpemaiaBaHaa H pyraHX BHAOB

ToprOBOfi AeSTeeiHOCTH B B BOJrapHH. DTH IIOCTaHOBjieHma He AOJIZEHI

nIHM[eH5aTca x Eo MMepqecKfi aBHaaHI.

d) BojrapHa He 6yAeT rrpeAocTaBiarm HHKEaoro HCmIIOImqTeb-

Horo EHmH aDHCCpmmmIaiIHOHHa ro IpaBa RaKoi 6h TO HH 6 bIJIO CTpaHe B

OTHOmeIHHH HCIHIOJ30BaHHa EOMMepqeCKHX CaMOJIeTOB B Mea;AyHapOA-

HOM coo6meHmH ; OHa nIpeAOCTaBHT BCeM 06;eaJHemHHbIM HaaTaM

paBHbIe B03MoZHOCTH B InpHo6peTeHHH Ha 6ojIrapcxof TeppHTOpHH IpaB

B o06iaCTm Mea;yHapoAHoHi EoMMepqecioEi aBHaIHH, BrJnoqaa ilpaBo

nocaaEKH JII 3aEipaBEH ropIOmHM H peMOHTa; qTO KacaeTCa HCHnOOJ30-

BaHmaI ROMMepqecKHx CaMOJIeTOB B M]eAHapOHIOM coo6ImeHHH, Hna

npegocTaBHT BCeM 06'eAHHeHHMIM HaHaM Ha OCHOBe B3aHMHOCTH H

6e3 7IHCKpHMHHaTHH IIpaBO 6ecnocaAoqHoro HnoJeTa HaA 6oarapcKoi

TeppHTOpHei . BTH IOCTaHOBJIeHHI He ,OJlEH I 3aTparIBaTbh HHTepecoB

HaAHOHajbHof 060poHH BoJrapmH.

2. BumeynomaHyTme o6a3aTeabcTBa BojirapHH AoJsuHb noIHH-

MaTh.ca B TOM CMbICJIe, iTO Ha HHX pacnpocTPaHaioTCa H3aITHa, o06bIHO

BKrJOqaBmIeCA B TOprOBbie AOrOBOpu, 3aRjoqeHHme BoJrapHeRi Ao

BOihI; a nIocTaHoBJIeHm, OTHOCanMOeCa E B3aHMOCTH Co CTOPOHm

Eaaxofi H3 06%'bewmEeHHmx tHali, JOIaHS noHMaTbCa B TOM CMICJIe,

ITO Ha HmX pacIrpocTpaHnoTca H3narH , o6IwH Bmjoa aeMle B TOp-

rOBbIe AroBopI AaHHzoro rocyAapcTBa.
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Bcex Hparna, OTHOCHMHXCH It army, 06T,eAraiermbim Haqnsim 63TAeT 

upelocTameH 6e3yeaosHbril peamm Han6o.immero 6Jiar0HplISITCTBO-

Banna. 

b) Bo Bcex Apyrax oTHomerraifx Boaraprifi He go.rnrcHa Hp0B0AHTh 

Hp0H3BOJILHOR micKpHeraHaHHH, HanpamenHofr HpOTHB ToBapos, Hpo-
HaBoA-Hmrax Ha Juo6off Teppraoprua aro6oti 113 061eAHHeHIIIIX Harmii  

HJ1H npeArta3Hairembix u.7ThJ 3Toti TeppriToprm, HO cpaBHerHEEo c HOA06-
Mona ToBapamn, Hp0H3Bolkyrmulm Ha TeppilTopBH aro6oil Apyroit 113 

06semmeaumx Hamer Hau Ha TeppEtToma ar000i1 Apyrofi HHocTpaHnott 

ikepzaBbi Hall IrpeAHa3HatreHrimmu A.11.3 Dna TepprrropHil. 
c) Ppaat,gaHam 06T)exuHemibiX 11ai, B TOM Inic.ire 'opium-Ere-

CHEM Aomen 6mTh upeAocTaBaerr HarkHoHaammail pezam n pe-

aCHM Hart6o.abrHero 6.1aronpHaTemoBanaa BO Bcex Bo.upocax, itacaiO-
THXCa Hp0MbiraJieHHOeTHI 3tiopermaBarrall H Apyrrix B-HAOB 

ToproBoil AeaTeJILHOCTEE B Boarapim. DTH HOeTaHOBJleHHH He AO.TIZHLI 
liafferIsiTLefi IC Rommeptiecitora amaHHH. 

d) Boarapria He 6yAeT upeA0eTaBJLaTb HaftaK0r0 HeitJHOTHITen-
Horo lUll AlleitplimilHaHHOHHOr0 HpaBa KaRoil 614 TO RH 6bmo cTpaHe B 

OTHOrneinni HeHOJII330BaHHH Kommeptiecmx camo.ireToB B meatAyHapojk-
HOm e0061Hemia; oHa HpegocTaBHT Bcem 061.eAllileHHbIM Ha4mM 

paBHbie BO3MORCHOeTH B upHo6peTeram Ha 6o.arapcHort TeppriTOpHri Hpart 
B o6.11acTH meacmliapoHoff KommepirecHoil amauga, BitalOtlaH HpaBo 
Hocamen JI51 3anpaBEH roprotmm H pemorrra; lTO KacaeTcH HelIOJIT330-

Bum rcommepliecEnx camoaeToB B mezgyHapoik-Hom c000rgercem, ofia 
HpeAocTaBHT Bcem 061)eAHHeHHbIM HaIIHHM Ha OeHOBe B3aHMHOeTH 11 

6e3 AncrcpummauHH HpaBo 6ecnocaAotmoro no.aeTa HaA 6o.irrapcnit 
Teppuropnefi. DTH HocTanomerma He AOJIRCHLI 3aTparHBaTi. HHTepecoB 

HarkHoHaamiorl o6opoHbr Bozraprat. 

2. Buraeynomanyme o6a3aTeabcTBa BoarapHH AOJIMITA 1101111-

marbca B TOM eikhICJIel IITO Ha BM pacHpocTpaHaroTcH H3TarHif, 06131"11HO 

BKJrlo'laBllmeca B ToproBbre AM-VH(1phi, 3aitJH011eHHLIO BoxrapHeA AO 
BOAHLI; a HocTaHomerma, oTHoczaTuecH It B3arrAmocm CO CTOpOlIbi 

Kaamort 113 06-bewerrabix llaia,A0.71ZEHIA HOHEOLaThea B TOM eMbieJle, 

wro Ha mix pacnpocTpallsioTcH ir3TAITHH, o6rerno Bx.niatraemue B Top-
man AoroBopu Aamnoro rocyAapcTBa. 
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CTaTcaI 30.

BoJirapHa oRKaMeT coAeUcTBlHe B iepeeeJIa BO-3MOHOr B EAI3-

HOAOPOpHbIX TpalH3HTHbIX nepeB03Eax Ha CBoefi TeppHTOpHH, C pa3yM-
HIIMH TapHC4aMH, H 6yjeT roTOBa C 3TOi neJIbIO aaraJoqHTb c coce.HaHu

rocygapcTBsaM B3alHMHbIe corJameiHa.

CTaTNI 31.
1. CHopbI, MorylmHe Bo3HHKnHyTB npH ocyI;ecTBJieHH cTaTeHi 22

H 23 H IIpHaJomeImf IV, V H VI HacToasnero AoroBopa, OJflJREHS nepe-
AaBaTbca CorjiacHTeJiHOHI KIOHCCHHe, CoCToaIefi H3 paBHOrO uaeCia
npe;cTaBHTreje e IIpaBHTreJicTBa 3aaHmepecoBaHHo:i 0O6eaeHHeHHoi
Hagttm H IpaBHTeJbcTBa BoJirapn. ECJI B TeqeHHe Tpex Meca1feB
Iocie nepeaqaH cIIopa CorJacHTeJibHofi KOMHCCHH He 6 yaeT :ocTHmyro
corJameH a, KawRoe H3 IIpaBHrTeJbCTB MOaZeT IIoTpe6oBaTs BrJioqeHHM

B KOMHCCmoH TpeTero qjieHa H, B cjiayae HecoriacHa MemEy ABsyM
IlpaBHTejibeTBamH OTHOCHTeJIbHo H36paHna aTOro0 'eHa, Jno6aa H3
CTOPOH MoaCeT o6paTHTSca reHepaJbHolMy CecpeTapio 06,eHHeHHuix
HanHii c rpocB6oH nRpoH3BeTH TO HaaHaqenme.

2. PemeHHe 6o0JInmIMTBa qaeHOB KOMHCHHc 6 yAeT sBmiasca
pemeHHeM KOMHCCHI H AOJiamHO IPHHHMaTBcaS CTOPOHaMH KaB OKOHqa-
TeJnHOe H o6a3aTeJnHoe.

CTaTha 32.
CTaThH 22, 23 n 29 H IIpuooceHHe VI HacToamqero JoroBopa 6y-

yT InpHMeHalTCca K COIO3HbIM H COeJIHeHHUM jepmaBaM H (DpaHgHr ,
a TariEe K TeM H3 06LeaHHeHHbiX Hainm, AnJIO MaTHmecKHe oTHomeHNm
KOTOpblX c BojirapHeH 6biJH IHOBaHM BOB BpeMS BOiHbI.

CTaTba 33.
IIocTaHOBJleHmla IpHjaOemr HH r, V H VI, V RK H aOCTaHOBjeHHa

Apyrnx Ilplnoaoemami, 6y[yT HMeTh cHary Kia HeoTrbeMeMeMe qacTH Ha-
CToameero ,oroBopa.

qACTb VII.
nOCTAHOBJ1EHMI, OTHOCfUlMHECF K AYHAIO.

CTaTao 34.
HaBHraia Ha pete [yHaHi aoJIaHa 6mnm CBo6oAHOH H oTRpurofi

Fa rpaaEAaH, TOprOBbMX cyOB H TOBapOB BCeX rocyAapcTB Ha OCHOBe
95347-4--PT. II---62
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CTaTbil 30. 

Boarapna oicazeT coAeficume B opeAe.aax B03310atil0r0 B Ifte.ae3-
HOA0p0atHbIX TpaH3EITHbIX nepeBoalcax Ha csoeff TeppinopHH, c pa3pl-
Hbnill Tapia(Damn, H 6y,LkeT rOTOBa C 9T011 Ammo 3aKJ110111432b C coceitmum 
rocy,AapcnamiHmHme comaraelnia. 

CTaT1)11 31. 
1. CHopm, MOPyinge B0311HKByTb HpH ocyllocraaemaa cTaTeft 22 

H 23 H IINJ103teffliff W, V H VI HacToBBTero Aor oB op a , AWIRCHbl nepe-
AaBanca ComacHTeabHoil ROMIECCHH, comma:Reit n 3 paBHoro mem 
HpeAcTaBHTe.ileff 11paBffreabcma 3aHHTepecoBaHHoil 06seameHRoft 
Hamm H lipaBffre.nciTia Boarapira. ECJIH B TetieHHe Tpex mecageB 
Hoc.me Hepeikaim cuopa ComacHre.miloff ROMHCCHH He 6-peT AOCTHEtiye0 
cor.aamenaa, Haacjkoe 113 IIpaBrITeJ113CTB mozeT HoTpe6oBan BK.Hogenuff 
B ROMECCHIO Tpenero gJena H, B mime Hecor.aacm meacu 
11pasHrencmamn OTHOCHTNIMIO 1136paHHH OTOr0 =-LaeHa, mooaa H3 
cTopoH moateT 06pm:1J:rhea IC reHepa.mHomy CeRpeTapio 06T3eAtiEeHmax 
HaArra C Hpochooft IIp0H3BeCTH OTO Hama-gen:Re. 

2. Pei:Hell:He 60JibriliffiCTBa 11.716110B ROMHCCHR 6y,AeT RBXIMCSI 

pen:Eel-mem ROMECCHH H Amatno Hpraramanca cToponamH Raiz oKoHqa-
TexhHoe H o6n3aTe.mHoe. 

CTaTI351 32. • 
CTaTblf 22, 23 H 29 H IIpH.aoateHue VI Hammer° jorompa 6y-

AyT HpHMeHRTI3CR K C0103HIAM H COC)WHOHMAM jepzaBam H OpaHHHH, 

a are It IBM 143 06TA,rumeHHBIx Haunt ;H:HulomaTmecrcHe oTHomenna 
KOTOpbIX C BoarapHeil 611.7m HopBaum BO Bpema 

CTall),F1 33. 
IIOCTaHOBJlellna IlpHaoateHail W, V H VI, Karc H HOCTaHOB,NeHEL51 

Apyrnx 11pmoacenaii, 6yAyr HMeTb cairy Halt Heomexaeisme qacTH Ha-
cTosnHero Jor oB op a. 

LIACTb VII. 

110CTAHOBIIEHHH, OTHOCHLU,NECH K AYHAIO. 

Grana 34. 
HaBnrau,na Ha pene ,TtyHal Amatua, 6Erm cB000mmit H on-pm-roil 

gaa rpalejkaH, TOprOBMX cyLkort H ToBapoB Bcex rocpapcm Ha °CHOW 
95347 °_49-PT. 11-62 
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paBeHCTBa B OTHOmeMHHH IIOTOBbIX H HaBHuragHOHHbIX c6 0pOB H YCJIOBHH
ToproBoro Cy0oxoACTBa. BbImeHa3jia0eHHOe He pacnpocTpaHseTCa Ha
IepeoB03KH MeMeay IIpTaMH oH0oro0 H Toro SEe rocyfapcTsa.

'qACTb VIII.

3AKnJl iq4TEJnbHblE n1OCTAHOBJIEHHI.

CTaTbJa 35.
1. B TeqenHe nepHoga, He npesBimaioinero 18 MecalneB co aHSI

BCTyjIeHHaS B CHJly HacToanIiero AoroBOpa, PrjaBb ,HIjiOMaTHqeCKHx
MHCCHH CoBeTCHoro CoIoaa, CoeHmeHHioro RoporeBcTBa H CoeAHHeH-
HInX TlTaTOB AMepEH1 B COuIHH, AeficTBya Io corJIacOBaHlo, 6yAyT
npe[CTaBjLaTb CoomH3e H CoeuHmmeHHme ,epsaBbI B CHomeHHax c
IIpaBBHTeJLCTBOM BoArapnH no BCeM BIIpocaM, RacaIoITMcas BIImoJ-
HIeHHa H TOJIKOBaHHm HacToamnero AoroBOpa.

2. TpH rJaBLI MHCCH: 6yAyrT IpeAocTaBJam IIpaBHTeJbCTBy
BoirapH TEaEHe pyEOBO0CTBo, TexHmecKEe coBeTbI H p a3McHeHHa,
RaKne MoryT 6bITh HeO6xoHMbm Ai o 06eCIIeqeHna 6UiCTpOro H 3$eEK-
THBHoro BbmoJIHeIHM HaCToaSMero ,oroBopa B cooTBeTCTBHH c ero

yXOM H TeRCTOM.

3. IpaBHTejmcTBo BojirapmH 6yAeT rnpeAOCTaBjWrT ynoMauHyS r
TpeM rPaBam MHCCHi BC)O He06x0oAMyio HHmopMaInHo H OKa3bBaTb
BCeROe coAeHcTBHe, KOTOpbue OHH MoryT IIOTpe60BaTb npn BbIIOJIHeHHH
3aaaq, B030JIOeHHUX Ha HHX HaCTOHIInM OrOBOPOM.

CTaTba 36.
1. 3a HcrunoqeHneM Tex cjiyqaeB, KorAa HHOfi nopaOE cIe-

rHaJLHO npeAycMoTpeH EaroH-jm6o H3 CTaTeHi HacToam ero AoroBopa,
JIIo6o0 CIOp OTHOCHTeAJHO TOJIEOBaHI lIH BbInojaHeHH aToro ,O oro-
Bopa, He yperymjpoBaHHn I IIyreM npLaMBix AIUIoMaTniecKHx nepero-
BOpOB, AojImeH IepeaBaThca TpeM PraBaM ,IniuiloMaTnqecKx MHC-
cl, Ae iCTByIomI[n Ha ocHOBaHmH cTaTbH 35, c TeM HCRJnoqeHHeM,
ITO B 9TOM cJryae rjPaBbI MHCCH He 6 yAyT orpaHneHbI CpOKOM,
npeAycMOTpeHHIM aTOii CTaTbeii. JIo6ofi TaaEO0 Cnop, He pa3pemeHHmiH
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pasencTua B OTHOTHOHBE HOpTOBbIX H HaBHCMHOHMIX cOopoH II ymoHnii 

TOIWOBOPO Cy,1(0/COACTBa. 13MHOH3.10HCOHHOO He pacnpocTpallueTca Ha 
nepeBo3En meao,y nopTamn ognoro H TOPO ate rocy,Lkapcma. 

1. 

LIACTb VIII. 

3AKJI/011101TEllbHblE flOCTAHOBIIEHI48. 

CTaTba 35. 

B Te-tienne nepnoAa, He upeubninaloruero 18 mecaneH co A-Ha 
BCTIIJICfflI B may nacTounlero AoroBopa, PdaBbI effm.710MaTHI1OCKHX 
MIICCHrl COBOTCROF0 C0103a, CM:MEN:MOW Ropo.ileBcma H COOAHHOH-

MAX IllITaTOB Amepum B COCPITH, ,liketicmyyl HO COLlIaCOBaBBIO, 6-pyT 

Hp0ACTaBJIHTb C0103HbIO H COMIIMHble epataBbi B CHOTROMFLX C 
lipaunTeda.cTuom Boarapnn 110 mem sonpocam, Eacaionwmca BJ)fflOJI-

H TOJIROBaHltH HacTomuero Aorosopa. 

2. Tpn PaaBbI Mnccat 6yikr upejkocTaHauTb lipaBriTeaberBy 
Boorapun Tame pyicosogcno, Texramecime COBeTbI H pa3sucHenna, 

Ramo moryr obru) Heo6xogfuni A.ma ooecnegenna 6meTporo H acpcpert-
THBHOr0 BM:W.1E1MM HacTogauero AoroHopa B COOTBOTCTBRM C ero 
Ayxom H TORCTOM. 

3. IlparinTezbeno Burapyrn opeT npeAocTaitum yno* manymm 
Tpem naaHam Mum& BC10 Heo6xonmpo ImcDopmanyuo H Olta3bIBaTb 
Bea-Awe co,geficnine, RoTopme OHH MOT noTpe6onam npn BbIEWAHOHHH 

BO3JIMOHHIAX Ha HEX HacToanunt Aorouopom. 

CTaTbH 36. 

1. 3a nounogeHnem Tex cariaeB, KorAa mio nopu,gore cue-

IlllaJMHO upeikycmoTpen Ealcort-Jnioo H3 cTaTeti HacToffluero Aorosopa, 
Jno6oti cnop OTHOCHTNIIHO TOHKOBaHM n.m BbIHOJIHOHM DTOPO )Ioro-

Bopa, He ypersiznpoBaHmea uyTem npsimbrx ABILII0MaTMOCEI1X nepero-
uopoB, Ao.ncen nepeAauaThca Tpem P.aasam AHHHOMaTIVIOCKHX Mlle-
CHI1, Aelleruporunm Ha OCHOBaITHII CTaTbll 35, c TOM ncicameHnem, 

nTo B 3TOM c.arme Nam Mum& He oyforT orpanntierna cpolcom, 
npe,lycmoTpennum 3TOil cTameil../h000ti TaROil cuop, HO pa3pemenHmil 
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rPaBamH MHCCHi B TeqeHiie aByX MenAeB, AoJia1eH, ecm l clopsiune
CTOPOHbI He npIHAyT K B3aaMHOMy corJIameHmo o6 HHXbIX cIoco6ax
yperyJIHpoBanHH cnopa, rnepeAaBaTLca, no Tpe6oBaHllo jno6ofi H3
cnopsmanx CTopoH, B IOMHCCHIO B COCTaBe OkHioro npeACTaBHTeJia OT
Ramaofi H3 CTOPOH 1 TpeTero qjieHa, BbI6paHnHoro IO B3aHMHOMy
corJIameHHIo IByX CTOpoH H3 rpaas.aH TpeTmHx cTpaH. Ecjm AByM
CTOPOHaM He y[aCTCH B MecaLHbIii CpoK RpIHTTH E corJIameHHro OTHO-
CHTeJIbHO Ha3HaqeHtH TpeTbero qJIeHa, TO JIoO6aa II3 HHX MoaceT o6pa-
TITbca K reHepajIHoMy CeCpeTapIo 06emtHHeHHbix Haaii c npocb6oH
IpOH3BecTHl 3TO Ha3HaqeHHe.

2. PemeHHe 6 ojilnmHCTBa qjoeHoB KOMHCcHH 6yeT saBjraIca
pemeHimeM IOMHCCHH H ojiacHO IIpHHHMaTBc CTOpoHaMlH La OEOH-
qaTejbHnoe H o6a3aTejnrHoe.

CTaTma 37.

1. JIIo6oHi qiJeH OpraHmH3aaH 06TeauHeHnux HaiHfi, He aB-
jsIominHica CTOPOHofi, 1oimiHcaBmeH HaCTosnii OorOBop, H Haxo-
AImflNcar B COCTOHHH BO'iHbI c BoJirapHeHi, MoMeT IapHCOeXaHHThca

3TOMIy joroBopy H nocJie ffpHcoeaHHeHHn 6yAeT IIaa leJeHi AoroBopa
cqHTaTBCeI oaHOi H3 CoeAHHeHHbIx [ep=aB.

2. ArETI HPHCoeAHHeHmI 6YAYT caaHbI Ha xpaHeHHe IIpaBHTejm-
CTBy Comi3a CoBeTCKIx CoIHaJnHcTHqecKHX Pecny6jinm H 6yyT HMCeTb
cHny co ,HHa caaqH.

CTaTBa 38.

HacTosnH I AIoroBop, pyCCKHi H a HrjmicKHfi TeKCTbh KOTOporo
aBJISOTCr I ayTeHTHiHbIuMH, 6yAeT paTHHqnmpoBaH CoaI3HbIMH H Coe,-

eHHbMH Im epaEaBaMH. AorOBop AOJI:aeH 6uITh TaKie paTHmbIWHPOBaH
BoarapHeHi. AoroBOp BCTyIHT B caHy HeMeJieHHo nocie cAaqH paTH)qH-

arUHOHHbIX rpaMOT COIo30M COBeTCKHx CouHa.ImeCTnecHnx Pecny6jm,
COeAHHeHHbIM KOPOJIeBCTBOM BeKmmo6pHTammH CeBepHOii Hp.nIaHL
H CoeAHHeHHbm IMu ITaTaMi AMepiEn. PaTmqHmainmoHHme rpaMOTm
6yAyT B TpaTqainmfl cpoK cgaHbI Ha xpaHeHHe IIpaBHTrej TBy Coio3a
CoBeTCeHx COHaJIaimcTiecCax PecIy6jmi.
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11.71aBamn MHccnii B Tetienne AByx mecanes, AOJIHCell, ec.an cnopainne 

CTOpOHEJ He npngir It B3aHmHomy coraamennio o6 HIIBIX cnoco6ax 

yperyanpoBaHnn cnopa, nepeAaBamcn, no Tpe6oBaHmo J11060f1 113 

cnoparnax cTopoH, B ROMFICCHIO B cocTaBe 0A1101"0 lipeAcTaBErreasi OT 

icancgoti 113 CTOp011 11 pemero maeHa, Bm6paHnoro no B3aHmHomy 

COIMITICHT110 AByx CT0p0H 113 rpancgall TpeTbrix cTpaH. ECJIH ABM 

cTopoHam He pcaCTCR B mecnimmil cpoic npurin it con/lamer-Hilo OTHO-

CHTeJ1bH0 Ha3Haileman Tpemero saeHa, TO moan II3 MIX MOHCOT 06pa-

THTbefl IC rellepaamomy CeicpeTaino 0610AIIHelllibIX llaini c Hp0C1360f1 

11p0113BCCTFI DTO Ha3Hagenne. 

2. %Heinle 60J113HIHHCTBa 11.71CHOB ROMEICCF111 6y,geT IIBJ151MCH 

perneHnem ROMHCCHF1 11 AOJIHCHO upErHamaybeff cTopoHamll icaic OKOH-

7qaTeaume H o6n3aTe.nHoe. 

CTaTbIl 37. 

1. Jho60i1IJJOH Oprarnmarnm OftegnHetnibix Handl, HO HB-

.715110FLIFHICH cToporfoft, nom:I:mama HacTonacati Aorosop, H Haxo-
A111141171C31 B COCTOHHIGI B0111113I C BoarapHeil, muter Irpne0eAHHEFMCF1 
it 3Tomy joroBopy n nocae upncoemmeHria 6.3ukeT ma Audi AoroBopa 
CIIFITarbCH °Ana 113 COMIleHIMIX jepacaB. 

2. AKTI1 npncoefoniemin 6yikyr cAanbi Ha xpaHeHHe lIpaBHTem,-
cmy Coma COBeTCICIIX COInlaJIIICTIPIeCEFIX PeCHy6J1111C H 6yAyT FIMCM 
cruly co Atm cAagn. 

CTaTbH 38. 

HacTonanni AoroBop, pyccionl H aHFHEICICICHit TeECTIA KoToporo 

11BASHOTCH ayTeHTYPIHRIMH, 6peT panKfautpoBan C0103HbIMH n COeX11-

HeHinamn AepacaBamH. ,LtoroBop AwniceH 6bITb TaKze pannfanwpoBall 

BoarapHeil. AoroBop BeTy1114T B may HemexieHno nocAe can pannPH-

Rag11011HbIX rpamoT C01030M COBeTCHFIX COHIIMHCTIElleCICHX Peony6.7rnig, 

COCIFIHeHHEDI El0p0.71eBCTBOM Be:111E06pHTama n CeBepHOrl Hpianmi 

H Coejmemmimn IIIraTamm Amepincn. Panninnzannombie rpamom 

6yp,yr B 'TapiaAnnul cpoic cAaHm Ha xpaHeHne IlpaBffreabcmy Colo3a 
CoBeTcnnx ConHaancTirgecimx Pecny6.inuc. 



1940 TREATIES [61 STAT.

B OTHomemHH Eaawoi M3 COIO3HbIX aHI CoeHmHeHHbIX ,IepcaB,
paTHmHmaiHoHHaa rpaMoTa EOTOpOH 6yAeT cfraHa niocje aToro, ,o-
roBop BCTyImT B CHTy CO Am cganH Ha xpaHeHHe. HacTomiH 20oro-
Bop 6yAeT craH B apxHBb i lpaBHTreJCTBa CoIo3a COBeTCHX ConiHa-
IHCTHqecKHx Pecny6Jm, EOTOpoe pa3aouLeT 3aBepeHHble Eoma Ea;K-
oMy H3 InoIguHaBmHx STOT AOroBop rocyAapCTB.

1940 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

B °THOU:EMIR KaaR011 113 C0103HbIX ujm CoormeHmAx Aepacas, 
paimPHEau,nonnaa rpamoTa noToport 6y,geT cAana II0C.710 nor°, Ao-
roHop BCTy.l.W.T B mg CO ,D;ELEI cAaira Ha xpaHeme. rhomanual' Aoro-
Bop omeT can B apxam IlpaBirrezbena Coma COBeTCREEX Comm-
AFICTMleCICELX PeonyOAHE, Hoopoe paanwieT 3asepemnae IC011BB Haat-
Aomy 113 HogaHcammx HOT Aorosop rocyAapcm. 
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nEPELEHb nPHMnO1KEHMH

IIpHIoamele

IipaaozeHne

I.

II.

IIpHuiomenle III.

IIpHaomenmIe IV.

HIpnJIomenne

IIpHJIoaeHHe

V.

VI.

KapTa rpaHHn BojrapHH.

OInpeleAJIeHe BoeHHoro, BoeHHO-BO3JaymHoro H
BoenHo-Mopcxoro o6 yqenma.

OnpeAeJieHne H nepeqeHb BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJIOB
H TeXHHEH.

IIpOMbimjIeeHHa, JmrepaTypHasa H xyAoRecTBeHHaH
co6CTBmenocT.

KoHTpaKETb, CpORH AaBHocTH H RerHHbie 6yMarH.

CyAe6Hbue pemensa.
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TIpmaoaceHne I. 

flprumaicame II. 

IIpmlloacerme III. 

IIpimoacatiffe Iv. 

IIpmaoaceinae 

IlpHJIGHteHIle 

IlEPELIEHb 11N4l10}HEHMA 

RapTa rparlffq Boaraplla. 

Otipe,ge.menrie BOCHHOPO, BOeFIHO-B03XyTITHOr0 

Bourno-mopeitoro oorieFrim. 

OnpeAe.meHne H nepetlein. BOeHHbIX maTepna.aos 
H TeXHHECH. 

IIpommnuentiaff, akriepaTypHasi H XyA031CeCTBeHH051 
Cooemennocm. 

RoHipamm, cportn AaBHOC1111 IT Tommie oymani. 

CyAeonme peramta. 
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nPMJnOOHEHHE I.

(CM. cTaTBIo 1).

KapTa rpaHHQ BGonrapiH.

nPIMIOHIEHE II.

(CM. CTaTbro 11).

OnpeJeneHHe BOeHHoro, BOeHHO-B03AyWHOro

H BOeHHO-MOpCHOrO o6yieHfl.

1. Tepm <<«BoeHHoe o6yqeme>> o3naqaeT H3yenHHe H IynpaaiHe-
1HR B 06JiacTH pIlHMeHeHls BOeHHBb MaTepnaJIOB H TexHHKH, cue-
KIHaJILHo IpeJfHa3aaqeHHIix HrH pHcnIoco6eieHHbIx ial BOeHIHLX lejiei,
H yqe6Hmbx InpHcoco6jieHm , emeionIIH oTHmomeHHe i 3TOMy; H3y-
leTHe H BblIOJIHeme Bcex cTpoeBbIX ylpaTHeHHu HJI nIepeXBHJeImeHi,
inpejHa3HaqeHHim x Iai o6yeeHMa MaHeBpHpo BaHHHo HEAJ Wi BbmoJ-
HeHaa MaHeBpHpoBaHHa, npHmeiaemoro ;AeiCTByyiouiMH qaCTmmf B
60o1; a Tarme opranHBoBaHHoe Hay'eHHe TaKTHEH, TpaTerHH H i Ta6-
HOi pa6oTH.

2. TepmHH <<BoeHHo-Bo03anHoe o6yIeHie>> o3HaqaeT H3yWeHHe
H yIrpaaHeHIa B o6JiacTH npIHeHemHH BoeHHbIX MaTepHaaJoB H TeX-
HEEH, cnenajiBHo npeAlHa3HaqeHHmx Hm npHcnoco66ieHHEIX AJI BOeH-

HO-B03xyfmHIX nejefi, H yqe6Hux npacnoco6jeHmi, Hneiornx oTHo-
meHUe K 9TOMy; nHsyeHHe H bIoHe BB BCeX cneHaajiH3HpoBaHHbix
aBOJOAIHLi, BKjOlqaa InoJeTbM COeAHHeHHeM, ROTOPLIe npHMeHHIOTC5
aBnaaefie npH BHnojmeHHH 6oeBux 3aafaHi; a Tarie opraHH3oBaHHoe
H3y'eHHe BOeHHm-B03oaymHoi TaKTHnH, CTpaTermH H mnra6HoI pa60Ti.

3. TepMH <<BoeHHo-MopcKoe o6yqenHHe> o3HaqaeT HaypeHHe, py-
EOBOATCTBO HaIH npayKTHy B HcHIOJl3OBaRHI BoeHHEIX Eopa6JIeH, BoeH-
HO-MOPCMKH coopyaemifi m yqpeaeHHro, a Tam e uayeHHue Him
npMeHeHuee Bcex OTHOcaieHxca K 3TOMy InpH 6 opOB H yPe6uHmx npH-
cnIoco6JeeHH, IOTopue HcnoIIO3yKYrca AJ BeAeeHua MopcKoii BOBiiH,
XpoMe Tex, Roropue o6mmo TaIe 6HCIInoJL3ayrTca jpam rpaaEauacKHx
TeJaef; a Tartze npenojaBaBHe, npaKrTHmy H opramo30BamHoe H3y-
'qeHe MOpCofi TaTHKH, CTpaTerH H mTa6HOfi pa6o0T, BrmIqaa

1942 TRIGA.TIES 

111311110}IIEHHE I. 

(Cm. cTaTmo 1). 

Napa rpaillig Swami. 

(61 STAT. 

IIPINIORIEHHE IL 

(Cm. maTmo 11). 

011peAelleHMe BOEHH01-01 BOeHHO-B03,11,YWHOr0 

H Bomo-momoro o6yqem. 

1. Tepmun «Bounioe o6rienue» omaimer It3reFine ii ynpaitne-

111*1 06J1aCTH .upitmeHeugg BOHIIMIX MaTepitaaos 14 TeXHHICH, cue-

laJLE)H0 llpoymanatieuniax11111111p1ICH0006.11HHHbIX ia BOeHMIX 

H rIe6TINX .upHCH0006.1101114 BlielOID;11X OTHOITEHHHe IC HT03/y; nay-

xieTate H shmoonenlle Bcex apoemix ynpaacHemail 11.7111 nepOJI;BHIKeBlirl, 

upeAnamagermux- ;via o6reima malleBpliposanitio 11.1111 Bb1110J1-

Hama malieBpilpoBaHrta, irpumememoro Aeficmporqffun tIaCTMEEI B 

6010; a Tame oprammoBalmoe Esyquime TaRTHICH, maTerum II nrfa6-
pa6oTu. 

2. Tepain «Boemm-Boanialloo o6ygerme» o3nagaeT napellrie 

H yupaatHeirna B oo.aacra HpIEHOHOHELH BOHHHIAX maTepRa.aoB 11 Tex-

crterma.abrio iipexia3HatieRnix 31.71131 upuctrocooalernma g.713I Bowl-

Ho-BoagyinHmx iJejie, H yqe6mx upncliocoommul, Hmelorrvix OTHO-

ineme K 8T031y; Harlem% H nrawmeme Bcex cuegnazonpoBammx 

asomognii, BICJI1011aa HOJIHMI coexamemiem, RoTopme HprildeHHIOTCH 

amaatrxefi rrpll Bis1110.1/Re11211 6oemx 3ajkalmit; a Tante oprammoBaHHoe 

myquale Boeimo-Boupuktoil TarntEn, elpaTerffa H inia6Ho4 paourm. 

3. TepmER «Bourno-mopene o6peulle» oanariam rearierme, py-

ROBOACTBO IL7IIf npatunity B HCH0.111330BallB31 Boemmx Ropa6.ffeii, Bowl-

110-M0pCICIEK coopyatenzil n.irn ripeacAena, a mime kturienne Hala 

ilpirmenemie Bcex OTHOCHELHIXCH R 9TOMy npH6opoB H rie6mAx llpn-

cllocoo.uelloii, ItoTopme IICHOJE63y10TCH inBeAeffEta mopmcoil Barna, 

'Tome Tex, Earopue o6higno mime HCH0.7163y1OTCH Jr.1Ia rpawkaricKfix 

Aezeti, a mime upelloAaBalme, uparnitty HAM opramnoBanmoe n3y-

liewite mopcmal Tarrram, evaTems H nErraonoit pa6oTta, BRJ110118.31 
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BBImoRHeHne Bcex onepaqHi H MaHeBpOB, KOTopbIe e Hepe6yIoTca ,J
MHpHoro HCIIOAJ30oBaHnHI Opa6JeIi.

nPMHIOMHEHME III.

(CM. CTaTm) 15).

OnpeAenJeHe H nepeqeHb BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJnoB H TeXHHHH.

TepMHH <<BOeHHBIe MaTepHajEbI H TexHHKa>>, HpHMeHSIeMbIIi B HaCTO-
smeM AoroBope, joaJReH BEJIoqaTh Bce opyaHe, 6 oeupHmacei H cpeA-
CTBa, cnerHaJimHO CKOHCTpyHpoBaHHbIe HIH H pHCIcoco6Jembie om
HCIOJLo30BanHH B BofiHe, EaKE TO nepe'HcJIseTca HIame.

Coio3HIMe i CoeHHeHHme nepaaBub coxpamrlHOT 3a co6oil IpaBo
H3MeHaTrb IepHompmecEm AaHHbIii nrepeqem nTyreM BHeceHim noipaBO0
Hm. Ao6aBJieHml, B CBeTe AajbnHeinero pa3BHTHa HayEH.

KaTeropHs 1.

I. BoeHHbie BHHTOBEK, Eapa6HHbI, peBoJbBepI H I mCTOJIeTbI,
CTBOJIbI H JpyrHe sanacHbie TaCTH K 3TOMy opyEHIo, KOTOpbIe He MOryT
6brr aerco npHcnoco6JienbIm rpaasaHcKc x neaefii.

2. IIyJieMeTbI, BoeHHie anBTOaTwecrHe HmI caMoaapaHUie BHH-
TOBEH, IIHCTOJleTbI-niyJeMeTbI; CTBOJIb H E]pyrHe maaacHbIe qacTH K
3TOMy OpyaoM, KOTopbe He e MoryT 6IrrT JerIo IIpHcnoco6JieHnm :i
rpaaaHncKHx AeJiez; nyJIeMeTHfUe ycTaHOBKH.

3. IIynmH, ray6mlbI, MopTHpM, CeLHaJIbHbIe nyi m lH JI caMo-
JIeTOB, 6e33aTBopHie HJI 6e30TaTHbe opyaa H orHeMeTbI; CTBOJIM
H Apyrne 3anacHbie qacTl K 3TOMy opyZnHo, KOTpl He He Moryr 6b1i
jiero npHcnoco6jieHbI A;m rpaamaHcKHx genefi; jiapeTi H yCTaHOBsH

JFI BbImeiepeqHcJieHHoro opyaRna.

4. YCTaHOBICH JiaS 3anyca paKeT; 3anycKHble H KOHTpoJIbHbIe
npH6opUi A:J caMoABHamyInI xca H ynpaB.aeMbix CHapHAOB; yCTaHOBKH
lfJII HINx.

5. HaqameHHbie JIHa HeHaqnHeHHbie caMoABEalynLiHeca H ynpa-
BJiaeMbIe cHapAbI, paReTbI, yHiTapmHe narpoHb H naTpoHmI, npeHa3-
HaqeHHbIe JI: opyamca, epemTc.zeHmoro B HyHrTax 1-4 BLiUme, npncHo-
co6ieHmsm ia o6paigeHna c HHMH HJIH AJm npOH3BO:CTBa B3pmBa, a
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BI,MOJIHOI1110 scex onepawil n maHeBpos, RoTopme He TpeopoTat Aaa 
MII131101'0 HOHOJIb30BaHrill Ropaoaleff. 

f11311110}1{EHHE III. 

(CM. CTa11.10 15). 

Oripmenem H nepegeHb BOOHMAX marepmanoa H TeXHHHH. 

Teprom <<BOOMI140 maTepHaxm H Texmum», HpHmensiemmil B HaCTO-
Hawm oroBope, ,T(0.71,71Cell BK.111011a113 BOO opyzEte, 6oenpmacm H cpeA-

cma, cHeTwaabHo cicoHcipyllposamme Ham upitcHocooaemme JJR 

HCHOJEE.30BaM151 B BORHO, KaIt. TO nepetmcageTesi Rime. 

C0103HBIO 11 COOAHROHHLIO Aepmasm coxpaHmoT 3a co6oil HpaBo 
11331eHan. nepHowilecKH AaHlibIrt nepageHL llyTem BHOCOHRil HonpaBon 
Hon Ao6aBaerra, B cseTe Aam3Hefmitero pa3Bransi 

Hann:TIM 1. 

I. Boemtme BEEFfrOBKH, Hapa6Hum, penommepm H MICTOJIOTM, 
CTB0.1113I 11 Apyre 3anacHme riacut B 9T03fy opyamo, HoTopme He morr 
obrrE, aerico HpHcHocoo.aeHm jvig rpamAancimx Heaeit 

2. IlyJIOMOTM, Boumme aBTomamgecicHe Hall camo3apaAHme BHH-
TOBIm, MICTOJIeTb1-.RVIOMOTbI; CTB0.3111 11 gpylHO 3allacHme 'mem K 
TOM opyamo, KoTopme He MOryT 6mm iern HpHcHoco6.7leam A.ast 
rpazAaHcKnx Huai; HyJIOMOTHLIO yeTaHomen. 

3. IlyraKH, ray6Hgm, mopnipm, cHemiaabHme HytincH A.ag camo-
JleTOH, 6e33aTB0p1113M 11.1111 6e3OTItaTHbfe opy= 11 OrHOMOT1,1; CTBO.T11)1 

H Apyrkte 3anacHme ilacTH ft 3TOM y °ppm°, ICOTOpf.10 HO MOryT 
aerie() iipHcHocoo.meHm Aayi rpaacAancmx aacPeTbi n yeTaHOBICH 
,ff,J111 BbunertepetnicAeHHoro opyacm. 

4. YOTaHOBKII151 3anycKa paKeT; aaitycKHme H KOHTp0JibHbie 
npHoopm J1J1R CaM0A13111KyaufXCR H ynpanantemmx cnapaAon; yeTaHOBICH 
AAR MIX. 

5. HaimHemme 11.71121 HeRainsmenHme camoxonacynt,kteca H ynpa-
13.7MOMMe cnapsnkm, paKeTm, yrnTrapnme naTporna 11 naTporrm, npexnaa-

nagennme opyacnn, nepennurennoro B ilynizTax 1-4 smile, HpHcrto-
coozemui ,gaa o6pargemta c MUM 11111 AAR npoH3HoAcma B3pmBa, a 



TamIae B3pbIBaTeJi H Tpy6re, 3a HCjImqeHHeM B3pbIBaTejeii, Heo6xo-
.IHaMix AJgi rpazSaHCRHX HySa.

6. HaTnHemHHBe HJm aHeanHHen bIe rpaHaTbI, 60M6bI, TopIeAbI,
MhMI, rJIy6IHHmie 6oM6bI H 3aEHraTeJIbHIe BeimecTBa HJIH aapai,
a TaIKe BCe cpegCTBa AIa o6paingeHHm c HJHH JIff IrpOH3BOACTBa
B3pbIBa, 3a HCIJIIOeHeM B3pbIBaTeJei, HeO6XOI ix fa rpazaH-
CeHX HySA.

7. IITbIEH.
KaTeropH II.

1. BpoHHpoBaEHmie 60eBIe MamHHi; 6 poHenoe3;a, KOTOpbIe Tex-
mHIecrE ne Moryr 6biTI nepeAeiaHbI Ama rpaSaaHcrHx AejieHi.

2. MexamHeceie H CaMOguBHzaympieca JIaeeThi aI BCKROrO opy-
lHa, lnepeqTHCjeHHOrO B HaTeropHH I, cnegHaJmHoro THaa BoeOHLIO

maccH HJIH Ky30BI, EpOMe nepeqmcJieHHmx B nyHKre 1 BBime.
3. BpoIeBbsIe IJJTbI TOJHHOH CBUJme 3 UOEIMOB, HCnoJL3ye-

Mue ,a neiaefi 3am uTi Ha BO0iHe.

KaTeropHn IlI.
1. IIpHgejmimie H BbIflCmTejiHbIe npH6opbI aja yinpaBjeHua

orHeM, BEKIoqaa ZmHefEH 3eHHTHEOrO nLaHeTia H IOCTpoHTeJi; Ipi-
6opui iaL npeCTpeJai; opyiHiHBue rnpmHeJiL, npHlejim JIa 6o06o-
MeTaHHm; Tpy6omqHe HOMepoycTaHoBKH; HHCTpyMeHT H np6oppiu aia
xaJm6poBaHHS opyAWfi H lla BMBeprH npH6 opOB ynpaBJIeHHa orHeM.

2. IIITypMOBie MOCTeK H MITypMoBIe JIOFH.

3. CpeAcTBa AJ1 Beaema 3aMacEHpoBaHHUX BoeHHb X AeeficTBHi,
a TaRe ocJIenimaomn e cpecCTBa H cpemCTBa A 0o6MaHa.

4. JIHqHoe BoeHHoe CHapaaeeHne cIIeIHaJLHoro xaparTepa, KOTO-
poe TpyAHO npHncoco6Hn Ai HcncIoaJb3BaHma B rpaSaHCRHx geJix.

KaTeropHa IV.
1. BoeHmIe cyja ro6oro Tna, BriMoqaa nepeeaaHHmie cya

H HIOBY'qe cpeAcTBa, cnpoeemTpoBamHHie mIH n peAHa3HaaeHHe e Iflma
HX o6cJ1yamHBamH HJIH IIIoepaEH, EOTOpIe TeXBIecKH He MOryT
6srr nepexejiaami ja rpaacancKoro HCIIJ30IBamHa, a Taise Boopy-
aeHHe, 6poma, 6oenpmnacm, caMojieTi H BcaKoe Apyroe o60pyAoBaHHe,
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Tame B3phIBaTeJTH H Tpy6un, 3a HCICZE011eHHeM BapmBaTemil, Heo6xo-

Am:6a ii.ira rpaz,ganeunx Hym. 

6. Haim:Helium njm Henagunenume rpaHaTm, 6om6m, Topnew, 

KOMI, ray6HHHbIe 60316b1 H BaalHraTe.111311bIe Beineema nm 3apagm, 

a Tame Bee epe,lema A.JR o6pankenaa C MUM 11.1111 AAR lip0H3BOACTBa 

B3pmBa, 3a ucumagennem B3pmBaTe.gert, Heo6xoikummx ireim rpazgaH-

CRUX B. yam. 

7. 111Tmun. 

RaTeropla 

1. BpoRepoBaHrme 6oeBme mamunm; 6ponenoema, uoTopme Tex-
Hutment He MOryr 6mTB nepeAmanm JIH rpazganeunx 

2. Mexanageertue H camoiwuzynkueen .31a(PeTBI Bearcoro opy-

nepeque.uennoro B RaTeropHH I, ClieRlia.UHOPO Tuna BOCHRTIO 

meal Ry3OBLI, 'Tome nepeinmaennmx B uykuvre 1 BbH:Ile. 

3. Bp0HeBbIe LLIMTLI TOJMAHHOIO CBLIMO 3 pjoilmoB, neno.maye-

mme iia ne.ueA aankum Ha Borme. 

HaTeropmn III. 

1. Ilpuneamme H BITIRCABTWIEMble npu6opm i.iiii ynpaBaeffau 

orHem, Bminogau .11RHeRICH aenuTHoro n.11aumeTa H IIOCTpORre.1111; _upu-

6opm gan IITHCTpOJRCH; opyikutr'urge npune.um, npunexm ii 6om6o-

meTanua, Tpy6otiume HomepoyeTaHoBuu, HHCTprifeHTIA H npu6opm 

Ka.ini6poBaHuu Opy,I[HA H ia Bmsepia' npu6opoB yupaBaeHuu orHem. 

2. IIITypmoHme ROC= H mTypmoBrae AOARH. 

3. CpeAema HAH HeAeHHH aamaempoHammix BowlHmx ,gefleTButi, 
a Tame ocHermarom;He epeAema n epeAcTsa o6maHa. 

4. JIHtmoe HoeHHoe cHapameHHe enegnambHoro xaparrepa, !taro-
poe Tpyxao npuenoco6um A.Tla HCH0.111.30Ba133111 B rpazAaHeuux ne.Aux. 

KaTeropma V. 

1. Boename eyika mo6oro Tuna, BIZJIXPLIaa HepegeHamme eyAa 
H 11.110Brille cpeAema, enpoemumpoHarnme HJIR rupegaa3Hagennue xia 
RX o6cayacifearata H.11H noxtepaacH, KOTOph10 TexHageem He moryT 

6hrm nepeAeHam MSI rpamixamitoro HCHOJLED3OBBHHR, a Tauxe Boopy-
acenue, 6poHH, 6oenpunacta, camoaem H BORKOB Apyroe o6opyptoBanne, 
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MaTepHaJ.bI, Ma nIHbi H yCTaHOBKH, ROTOPbIe He pIIHMeHHIOTC: B MHpHOe

speMS1 Ha cyaax, KpoMe BoeHHbIX CYAOB.

2. ,AecaHTHbIe cy:a H 3eeMHOBoAHbIe nepeBO30oIqHbI cpeCTBa Hmm
npncIoco6jIeHHfl BcsKoro poma; mTypMOBsbIe JIOAKH HJI npHcnIoco6JIe-
HHS BCEKoro poia, a TamSe raTalnyjTITbI H Apyrne amnapaTbi AJa BbI-
nycEa caMoaJeToB, pareT, ABHnHMbhIX 6OeBbIX cpeAcTB HJIH BCKEIHX :py-
rnx cHapa;oB, armaparoB nInH npHcnoco6jieHHH, yKOMIIJIeKTOBaHHbIX
1AI HeYKOM1eTOlBoBaiH .IIOAb1M, ynpaBIleMbIX 1I1 HeyIOpaBsaele-
MbIX.

3. IIoaBoaMbIe iHJH InoynoJIBoHbe cyga, IIaoByIHe cpercTBa,
6oeBbIe cpeAcTBa, InpHcIoco6jIeHHa HJIH amnapaTbi BcaIoro po;a, BKJIIO-

qaa cineuajIBHO CKOHCTpyHpOBaHHbIe 3am iie 6HbI AimaI raBaHH, 8a
HCEcJIIqeHHeM Tex cJiyqaeB, Koraa DTO MO0KeT 6ITB nIOTpe6oBaHO 71J;i

uejei cinaceHm HJIH Jim pyrHx rpazaa-HCHx gneiefi, a TaKse Bce
o6opyaOBaHHie, npHHnaJIeaeHOCTH, 3anacHbIe qacTH, aKDEcepMeHiTaihHBie
HJIn yqe6HIe cpe:;cTBa, npH6opbI HJ17 ycTaHOBKH, IOTOpbIe MoryT 6uIT
cneimajibHo IrpeaHa3HaqeHbI ajis CTpOHTejiacTBa, HIicbITaHHI, coaep-

aaHLg HJ1IH xpaHeHHS BblmenepeIqncJeHHoro.

HaTeropiH V.

1. Co6pamHHbe H Heco6paHHbIe IaeTaTe.JIHbIe anmapaTBi TsSCeJee
H jierqe Bo3syxa, EOTOpbIe IIpe1Ha3HaqeHbI HJIl npHcIIco6jieHbI Aja
Bo03AynHbI 6oeBMbx AelICTBHfiH ocpeACTBOM npHMeHeHHI neyAeMeToB,
apTHjIuepHH, yCTaHOBOE AfJI BbI6paCbIBaHHm pageT, HajH IpeAHa3HaqeHb
nmI npIHcnIoco6JieHbI pm nepeBo3IIH H c6pacblmaHua 6oM6, HJIH o6 opyAO-
BaHbI HJIHn e 0no cBOeMy THIny HJIHn OIICCTpyKCHH MoryT 6bITb o60pyAo-
BaHbi KaIIHMH-JEIa6o H3 LnpIHcoco6jieHIHH, HepefqHcieHHbIX B IIyHKTe 2
HHKae.

2. ABHlanHOHHBie OpyAHiabe yCTaHOBKEH H paMbi, 6oM6oAep:a-

Tejm , TopneAoAepmaTezm , a Taieae MexainH3bi JI c6paciBaHna 6oM6
HI1 TopnIea; Opy;iHHHfbe 6amHn H 6oKOBbIe nyJeMeTHbe 6amim.

3. OcHam;eHHe, cnegHajLbHo npeuHa3HaieHHo e H HCnoJwi3yIoniee-
C5I HCRJIOqHeTeJlHO B aBHageCaHTHIbIX BOHCKaX.

4. RaTanyjTBi HJ7I 3anyceKHbie amnapaTi asir 3auyciKa caMoJieTOB
c cyAoB, cymHn H opa; KaTalnyJIabTi vi 3anycKa CaMOJeTOB-CHapHAOB.

5. 3arpauHnTejmTHIe aapocTaTI.
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maTepnaam, Ma/1111HbI H yeTanomm, KoTopme He npmmernmoTem B mmpHoe 
Bpemm Ha eyAax, Kpome BOeHIILIX eyikos. 

2. ,TjecaHTHme eyAa 11 3eMHOBOAHLIe nepeBonimme epeiteTBa 11.7111 

npmenoco6.21eHma BCHROPO poAa; maypmoBrae J10)1X11 31.7111 upmenoco6.4e-
HMI BCRICOPO pima, a Talcum KaTany.mm H Apyrne annapaTm AJISI BLI-
nyerza eamoaeToB, paKeT, ABIDEJIMMX 60eBbIX CpeACTB 11.7111 BC5IETIN 

emapsmoB, armapaToB ram HplICHOCO6JICHTfil, yKommieKToBammix 
11.7111 HeyKommerroBannmx .7110,1ALMIT, yfipaBJIReMbIX 11.7111 HeympaBame-
MbIX. 

3. 11c1Boxame RJR I10.11y110KBOXEILIO cyrta, 11.710ByT1E0 epeAcTBa, 
6oesme epe,gema, npmenoco6.aeumm man amitapaTm BCREOPO pop, BE.1110-
gaff enenuaarao eKomeTpympoBanume 3annrrume 6omm xvin raBamm, 8a 
HCE.1110110HYleM Tex cariaes, KorAa no momeT 6bITE. noTpe6oBano im 

ieiei enacemma 117111 g.Tra Apyrmx rpamcAaHeraix ne.11efi, a Tame Bee 
o6opyAoBamme, npunaweamoeTrr, 3amaemme imam, 3nneprimeirraamme 
rum rie6mme epe,rteTBa, npm6opm MTH yeTallOBEH, ROTOphIe moryT 6mTB 
ClIeLT,113JILHO upcima3malieHm A.71a CTp011TeJ11,CTBa, HCHBITaHILII, coAep-
manna m.am xpanemma Bmatenepegme.rienHoro. 

HaTeropma V. 

1. Co6pannme m meco6paHnme .4eTaTemmme annapaTra Tante.aeo 
H aerie Bo3xyxa, KoTopme rtpeAmanagenm 11.7IH Hpmenoco6.aenm 
B03,7:kyLICE113IX 6oesmx AelleTBmii HoepeAcmom IrpmmeHelium rry.nemeToB, 
apTrmeprra, yeTamoBox A.am Bm6paemBaHma paKeT, matm rrpeutaanagern. 
mam Hpmenoco6.7temm ;vim nepeBoaKm 11 e6paemBamma 6omo, 11.7111 o6opTto-
BaHbI RAH ace Ho eBoemy Tmny 11.1111 Koncrpytamm moryr 6MTL 060pV10-
BaHbI ERICHMH-J11160 113 HplICHOCO6J1eHlIii, nepettme.menmmx B nyHme 2 
runKe. 

2. ABriammommme °pp-Aim' me yeTaHOBRII H pamm, 6om6oAepata-
Te.1111, TopmemmepacaTeam, a Tame mexamm3mm A.7111 c6paemBaHrtm 6om6 
IL7111 TopmeA; opymetHme 6aranm H 6oKoBble ny.mememme 6aramm. 

3. Oemarnemme, enenmaJnao npexna3mairenHoe H menanayrontee-
HCRJHOTIFITeJIBHO B aBmaAeentrtimx BoricKax. 

4. RaTallyJILTBI lum 3anyeKnme annapaTm J1.7151 3arrycica eammeToB 
c cy,goB, eyntit rt mow, KaTanyJnam JIJIII 3anycKa camo.aeToB-enaproB. 

5. 3arpa,Turre.nume aapoeTaTia. 
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HaTeropHs VI.

Yyymaioini, e, CMepTOHocHbIe, oTpaBJaIoInHe a BIBOlagIHe H3 CTPOI
Bem;ecTsa, npelHa3HaeeHHbIe wio BoeHHbiX geneii HJH nIIPOH3BO0HMbIe
CBepx Toro, ITO Tpe6yeTca ,sA rpamsaaHcicx neaefH.

HaTeropHs VII.

MeTaTejAbHie Cpe.CTBa, B3pblBqaTbie BemecTBa, mnpOTexHnHe-
CHKe cpemcTBa H aEcHKHe ra3I, IpeaHa3HaqeHHmbe iJa MeTaHHa, B3pbIBa,
3apEaHma iH HaIIanoHeHIH nepeqHCJIeHHEIx B HaCTOmnJIHx EaTerOpnax
BOeHHbix MaTepHaJIOB HAH A.a HCnIOJI30BaHHI B CBS3H C HnocjeA-
HHMH, KOTOpbIO He MoryT 6m HcnoJL30BaHbi Aim rpazancRHx ngeiefi
HJ1I npoH3BOACTBO EOTOPX lpeBbImaeT TO, qTO Tpe6yeTcs AJi rpas-

anHCKHx gejei.

HaTeropmH VIII.

(Da6pirnoe H HHCTpyMeHrTaJbHoe o6 opyAOBaiHe, ROTOpoe cne-
IHaJIbHO CROHCTpyHpOBaHO Jia HpOH3BOACTBa H coAepsamiH a Blrenle-
peqHncjieHmix MaTepHaaoB H TexHrEH H KOTOpoe TexHHqeCrE He MoMOeT
6bITh npHCcoco6jeHo Aa rpamsanclKx geJIefi.

InPMJIOHEHME IV.
npoMublneHHaf, nHTepaTypHas H xyAOmIecTBeHHas C06CTBeHHOCTb.

1. a) COI3HIM H CoeAnHeHHbIM MAepaEaBal H HX rpaaT;aHaM
AoJiseH 6bTTb npeAOCTaBJIeH cpOK B OEHH ro; co AsHs BCTyMIeHaM B cnHy
HacToanIero JoroBopa Ia Toro, UTo6b AaTb HM B03MOEHOCTb, 6e3 B3I-
MaHIa C HHX AOnIOJIITejbIHIX C60pOB HJIH Apynx mITpa4OB o60oro
poAa, COBepnmThb Bce Heo6xopHMnue aKTI ,a nIpHo6peTeHmla mM coxpa-
HeHma B BonrapHH npaB InpoMbImJIeHHOH, JHTepaTypHOA H xyAoaoe-
CTBeHHOH co6CTBeHHocTn, KOTOpIe He MorJn 6mTb coBeppmeH>i BCieA-
CTBHe cyinecTBOBaHHa cocToaiHa BOiiH.

b) Coio3mbIe H CoeamHeHHube ,epBaBbI nan Hx rpaagaHe,
EOTopbIe HalJeaaiHM o6pa30o cRAeJaam 3asaBy Ha TeppHTopnH Jo6o0H
COoI3HOH Im Coew imeHHofi epEaBM o naTeHTe wMn o perHCTpani
o6pa3Ia He paHee, qe 3a 12 MecameB Ao Bo3HHKHOBeHHo BOHIHI c
BoarapHefi wM B TeqeHie BONBI, nHm o perecTpanmH npOMbImaeHHoro
pHcyrKa, nH MoAe.Im, 1HA TOBapHoro 3HaKa He paHee, qeM 3a 6 MeciAeB
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HaTeropm VI. 

Ygymaionkile, cmepToHocHme, oTpammorrkHe IL BhTBOffuJne II3 cTpoa 
BenkecTBa, ]IpegHamanermae VJIL BOCHHbIX Hemil HAR Hp0113B0,11,1131bIe 
cBepx Toro, -nTo Tpe6yeTca ;via rpamaHcxrrx 

Hareropmn VII. 

AleTaTe.ume cpeAcTBa, B3pmBname BergecTBa, mpoTexHrine-

exile cpe,gcTBa HatHAItHe ram, HpeitHa3Hanerame IEIL meTaHna, Baphma, 

aapaacama II Hammer= HepenHcxermax B HacToaakrix EaTeropHax 

BOeHHbIX maTepnamm MTH M EI liCHNIb30BaHELYI B CB313H C Hocae,4-
MIME, ICOTOpMe He moryT 613.11% ItCH0Ab30BaHLI Ma rpaatAancHnx 

MTH Hp0113BOACTBO ICOTOpLLX HpennuaeT TO, IITO Tpe6yeTca ,21,..T1f1 Ppa2E-
Aancimx gezeff. 

HaTeropmn VIII. 

0a6pHnHoe H rfficTpymenTaamme o6opyAoBaune, xoTopoe cue-

grfaJlb110 CICOHCTpylip0BalIO Ma HponaBoAcTBa H coAepatanna Kaman-

penHczemmx maTepHaaos H TeXHIIKH H ROTOpOe TeXHWIeCICH He MOHCCT 
613ITI3 HpHcHoco6..neHo aia rpamaucmx ge.aeft. 

111)11.110}I{EHHE IV. 

npombiumenaff, JunreparypHan H xmontecTBeHHan CO6CTBeHHOCTb. 

1. a) C0103HE•IM H Commennum AepacaBam H HX I'paRRaHa31 
AOJIECFI 6bITb Hpe,AocTaBaeH cpox B op;HH roA co xcaa BerylLaellIDI B may 

HacToanAero AoroBopa ma Toro, nTo6bi AaTE. IIM BO3MOZHOCTL, 5e3 B311-
MaHHFI C HHX AOHOJIHHTeAblIbIX c6opoB HAIL Apyrrix nripaci3oB mo6oro 

poila, col:wpm:11Th Bce Heo6xoximme altTEJ M11 HpHo6peTenna HAH coxpa-

He111151 B Bomprua Hpas IrpO/sIbIHIJIeHHOR, .J.u4TepaTypHori H xpoate-
CTBeill1011 CO6CTBeHFIOCTII, HoTopme He MOLTH 6bITb coBepmem BCJIe,II-
CTBIte cyni,ecTBoBanna COCTOHIMI 

b) C0103HbIe IL ComHemme iLkepataBbi Tura rix rpazgaHe, 

HoTopme Hamezarwm o6pa3om cike.ffaxa 3asoxy Ha Teppirropna .71106011 

C0103HORrum COCAIIIICHHOrl Aepaialna o HaTeHTe H.Bm o permczparkm 
o6pauka He paHee, nem 3a 12 mecarkes o B0311HICHOBeHHH BA HIA C 

BoarapHeii FUR B TeneHne RAH 0 perricTparkm Hp0MbIIHJIeHHOPO 
pmcyrma, Hall moge..m, HACH ToBapHoro alma HO Name, nem 3a 6 mecageB 
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:0 B03HIKHOBeHIH BOHibI C BoarapHefi HI B BOpeM BOp M BO , 6yAyT

IIMeTb IpaBO B TeMeHie 12 Mec=leB co IrHS BCTYIMeHiHm B Caiy HacToa-

mero AoroBopa c;aeaaT 38aaSBy o COOTBeTCTByIImOHX paBaxB BorrapHn
BMecTe c nIpaBOM npHopHTeTa, ocHOBaHHIa I Ha 6ojiee paHHeH percrTpa-
inmHI 3aaBKH Ha TeppHTOpIH 3TOi C0oeIHO HeI COeeHHH H epaaBbI.

c) KaacAoH H3 CIOa3HbIX H CoeameHHEIbx AepaaB H ee rpaasma-

HaM AOji;eH 6 bITb npeAoCTaBJleH cpOIC B oALHH roA co 1tHSa BCTyHAieIH

B cnaiy HacTOaiero AoroBOpa, B TexeHne EOTOporo OHH MOryT Bo36ym-

aaTb Jeo B B BoJrapHH npOTHB Tex Q(H3HIeCKHX HJH IOPHalqeCrHa

JraIT, B OTHOmenHH I OTOPBIX yTBepmAaeTCSa, qTO OHH He3aKOHHO Hapy-

m117.g HX ipaBa nlpoMbIIIImeHHno, JIHTepaTypHOI HAmJ xyfomeTBeHHoi

Co6cTBeHHOCTH MemfEy AaTOH B03HHEHOBeHIa BOiHbI H AaTOH BCTyLJIe-

HHM B CHay HacToaIiero AoroBopa.

2. IIepHoA c MMeHTa B03HEKHOBeHHu BO0HthI O HcTe'eHHa
18 MecsieB HocJIe BCTymaeHMa B CHrmy HacToamiero AoroBopa AoJaeH

6Brr HCKrIoqeH IIpH HCHHCJeHHIi CPOECa, B TeleHUe KOToporo IHaTeHT

ojiaceH 6biJI 6bITm OCyecTBJAeH norH pHCyHOR HaH TOBapHbiI 3Haa--

HCIIOJIb30BaH.

3. IIepHogC c MOMeHTa B03HIIIHOBeHHI BOiHilI O0 AHS1 BCTYIneHHaf

B CHmty HacToamIero ,oroBopa AoJaeH 6 brrn HICEKJOmeH H3 HOpMaJiLHOro

cpoEa npaB npOMbIIILaeHHo H, jnTepaTypHOi H xyAoaecTBeeHHO co6-
CTBeHHocTH, EOTopbie HMejiH cHg.y B BoarapHH K MOMeHT B03HHIKHOBe-

HmI BOIIHH, IHm EOTOpbIe HpH3HaHb HIna yCTaHOBJeHI Ha OCHOBaHHH

HacToaiero IIpmnoaoeHHa H EOTOpbpe npnHaaJieaaT aIn6oHi H3 Co003HbLX

H CoeAnHeHHbix ,epaaB HJH ee rpazaaHaM. IIoaTOMy HopMaajiHa
npoAojaEHTeJiHOCTh TaKHX npaB gOJiaKHa CriTaTnca aBTOMaTWaeCKH

inpo;aieHHOH B BojarapHH Ha AaJMsHemfiim CpOK, cooTBeTcTByOsyim

HcEJnouIeHHOMy TTaCK o6pa30M HnepHoay.

4. IlpeumecTByIomnie :oJIosMeHla, Kacalorneeca npaB B BoaIra-

pml COI3HMbIX H CoeAHHeHHimx AepSaB H H rpaKaaaH, jOAmJEH paBHbIM

o6pa30M npHMeHaTbCaS B OTHonmeHH npaB BojrapmH H ee rpaazFaH na
TeppuTopnax CoI03HbIx H CoeanmeHHbmx ;epmEaB. OAHaIo, HHqTO B DTHX

InojoateHa5xs He aaeT Boj0rapLm inm ee rpam2aHaM npaBa Ha 6ojee 6jia-
ronpplTHbiH pesria Ha TeppHTopHn KaIEOH-jm6o n3 COIO3HX H CoeAH-
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J10 B0311111CHOB0H1151 BOiiHbI C BOJIrapHer1 HJIII BO Bpema BOilHbI, 63rAyT 

IIIICTb HpaBo B TetieHne 12 mecHAeB co Awl BCTy11.71011Fla B cHay HaCT051-

111er0 oroBopa cAeaam 3aHmty o COOTBOTCTBy101411X lipaBaX B Boaraprin 

BIleCTe C upaBom HpHopmeTa, OCHOBaHHIDIM Ha 6oaee paHHeil per-neva-

3051BRII Ha TeppinopHa 3Toil Coio3Hoil mil CoeAHHeHHoff Aepwasbi. 
c) RantAoci H3 C010311bIX 11 CommeHHbix ,TkepacaB H ee rpaasAa-

Ham AOJI2teli 613ITb n-peAocTaBaeH cpoit B °ABB roA CO Ana BCTylIJICHEDI 

B CHJIy HacToargero AoroBopa, B Tex-len:He BoToporo 011H moryT Boa6yac-

AaTh Aeao B EkUTapHH Hpolum Tax 411MH110CRHX HJIH lopHAmecRux 

.THI1, B onion:maim ROTOpbLX yntepazAaeTcH, IITO onn 1103aROHHO HaPY--

HX HpaBa HpombumeHHoil, auTepaTypHoil HJ/H XV1oacecneimoil 

CO6CTBellHOCTII memAy AaTort B0311HRHOBeHHH BOREIM H AaTort BeTynae-

HEIR B cuay HacToamero ,TkoroBopa. 

2. RepHoA c momeuTa BO3HERHOBOHELH BOMB! AO HCT01101111H 

18 310051110B HOCJI0 BeTyllzema B may Hamm:Eger° AoroBopa Aoaaterr 
6bris HcBalotieH upH HCTIHC.71e11HII cpoica, B Tatieime KoToporo HaTeHT 

AoameH 6Na 6t.in ocyawcTB.Aeu pucyHoR HJIH ToBapmfi man — 

HCH0.111330BaH. 

3. IlepHoA C MOIS1CHTa BO3HHEFIOBOITHH BOtinbI ,1k0 ,111151 BeTyHaeHHH 

B M P/ HacToankero AoroBopa Acumen 6b1T13 HcrtaloileH H3 Hopmaamoro 

epoRa upaB upommmaeHHort, JarrepaTypHon II mozecTBeHHoil coo-

CTBeHHOCITI, ROTOpbIe Inman cHay B BOJITapILH R momeHTy BO3HITECHOBC-

HRH BOFIHM, icoTopme HpH3HaHm HJIH yCTaHOBJleHbI Ha OCHOBaHHH 

HacToankero lIpHJI0/ReH1111 H HoTopme HpHHaAaezaT JI1060r1 H3 C0103HbLX 

H CoeAnHeHHEax Aepacas Ent ee rpamAaHam. IloaTomy Hopmaamaa 

111)0,10.71WITCJIbHOCTI3 TaRFIX HpaB AwnicHa CIIIITarfaCH asTomarmecicH 

11p0,1t-TeHHOFI B BOarap1111 Ha AmbHefirmer cpoB, coorBeTcTBForrkar 

HCE.11IOneHHOMY TaRTINI o6pa3om nepHoAy. 

4. IlpeAraecTimonme Hoaomenaa, Bacarom;HecH HpaB B Boma-

CoioaHmx H CoemmeHnbix AepacaB Hnx rpaimart, AOJLINITIA paBHEAm 

o6pa3om HpitmeHaThca B OTHODIellIM HpaB BoarapHH H ee rpazAan Ha 

TeppnTopHax C0103HbIX 11 COCATIFICITHbIX ,/:(01:GRaB. 0,7111aRO, HEITITO B DTHX 

Hoaoaceumx He AaeT Boa:rap:a Han ee rpaKAaHam upaBa Ha 6o.aee 6aa-

ronpHaTubdi peatum Ha Teppuropm BaBoii-aH6o 113 C010311111X H CoeAH-



HeHHbIX ,epaaB, lqe TOT, KOTOPbIi I peAOCTaBJI1eTCa B nIIO6HbIX CJIy-
qaax aTOE A ep;aaBOH CaKnoi-Jm6o ApyroHi H3 06ea1HHeHHbIx HaTHi nm
ee rpaagEaHaM. Borrapma He 6yeT Tarie o6a3aHa Ha OCHOBamHHH THX
IIojoeHeH nIIpe1ocTaBJrsTh jnoofi H3 COIO3HbIX H CoelZHHeHHiIx lepaaB
wms ee rpaaAaHanM 6oaee 6IaroiIpmaTmini peruHM, qeM TOT, ROTOpbIM
ojIL3ylroTca Ha TeppHTOpHH aTOHl AepmaBbI BojirapHa HJIH ee rpasAaHe
B Bonpocax, IIpeAYCMOTpeHHMIX B npeAImecTByiomnx InoJIOmeHHnx.

5. TpeTBHM jginaM Ha TeppHTOpEax jLo6o0 H3 Coio3HbIX H Co-
eAHHemHbx , epaaB Ha BojirapHH, orTop e Ao MBH BCTyJIeMIHH B CHJIy
HacToam;ero AoroBopa Ao6pocoBecTHo npHo6peJmH IpaBa Ha ipoMbIm-
JIeHHyIO, nmTepaTypHyro HJIH xyAOEecTBenHyo CO6CTBeHHoCTB, HaxoAa-
ImHeca B npOTmBOpeqHm c nplaBaiH, BOCCTaHOBJIeHHiIMH Ha OCHOBaTmH
HacToamqero IIpMOaIeHHa, HMM B npomTHBpemH c iipaBamH, nipHo6pe-
TeHHmMH Ha OCHOBaHHH InpHOpHTeTa B CHAJIy Toro ae IIpnH7IO eHiaS,
HIH EKOTOpbe Ao6pocoBeCTHo0 3rOTOBHJH, ony6JzIOBaJm, BOCIpoH3BeJIH,
Hcnosji3oBaJm IH nIpoaJImH pegaieT, KE KoopOMy OTHOcsTca 3THa HpaBa,
6yAeT pa3pemeHo, 6e3 BCaIO1 OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH aa HapylmHHe, npo-
AoJaLaTB ocynMeTBjiaT TraKre IpaBa H npOpOIojLaTb HJI B030 6HOBHTb
TaKoe HaroTOBjieHHe, uy6jmannwo, penpogyKTio , Hcnojim30BaHHe 1j1
Ipogaay, KOTOpbe 6wmnH po6pocoBecTHO npHo6peTeHL IM HaaqaTM. B
BojirapHm Tahoe pa3pememne 6yAeT HOCHMT, 4opy HeHcKJroqHTejibHoi
JIHmeH3HH, HpegocTaBjaeeMo Ha YCIOBHaX Hn B3aHMHOMy coriameHHio
CTopoH, a npH OTCYTCTBHH corjameHHa - Ha yCJOBHaX, yCTaHaBJH-
BaeMIx CorjracHTrej HOi Komnccnef, yppeaeeHHof Ha OCHOBaHHH CTa-
TbH 31 HacTosaiero AoroBopa. OWIaro, Ha TeppHTopHH Kazofi H3 Com)3-
HX H CoeHm eHHix AepeaaB Ao6 pocoBecTHIe TpeThH jmTa 6yAyT
nojnM30BaTohCs TaKo 3anWmTof, Kaaa II npe0ocTaB.aeTca npH aHajiorq-
RHiX o6CToaremCTBax A06 pOcoBeCTHUM TpeTbHn Ja1naM, npaBa KOTOPMX
HaxoArTCa B npoTHBOpeqHH c IIpaBaaH rpaaaH ApyrHx CoH)3HIX H
CoeHRHeHHnix AepaaaB.

6. H-qTO B HacToesIeM IIpao2EeHniH He iAOAJHO ToJIEOBaTBca rag
Aaiomgee Bojarapn HJH ee rpaaAanama npaBo Ha aEofi-jm6o HaTeRHT HJIH
o6pa3eg Ha TeppnTopMHH EaRfi-jm6o H3 COIo3HMx H CoeffHemux
,epaBaB B OTHomeHIm H3o6peTeeHi, OTHocairnx e .1o06oMy npeAMeTy,
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}IMMIX AepaCaB, gem TOT, 'compel IlpeAOCTaBajleTCH B Hoo6Hmx c.ay-
anx M it Aepzanoil icallori-an6o Apyroii 113 06se,guneHHba Haunii 

ee rpaacAanam. Boarapun He 6ygeT Tame o6naana Ha OCHOBaHLEH 3T11X 
Humeri-al 11p0AOCTaBMITI3 MO6011113 C0103IMIX II COCAYIHellIMIX Aepzas 
M il ee rpaacAanam 6o.ffee 6.71aronpuunmil peacum, -gem TOT, ROTOphI] 
IIOJIB3y1OTC11 Ha Tepprrroprin 3TOIl epacam Boarapun MIR ee rpancikane 
B nonpocax, HpejkycmoTpennsix B HpeinnecTuporunx 110JIOJE0111151.X. 

5. TpeThum annam na Teppifropunx JII06Off n3 CO10311131% n CO-
exunennbrx epataB MTH Boarapnu, uoTophie iv) gm BCTyR.TIeB1111 B cmay 
HacTosnuero Aorouopa gO6p0C013eCTHO npuo6peza Hpaua Ha npommtn-
aennylo, aurrepaTypHylo 11311 xyAomecTneRupo CO6CTBeHHOCTb, Haxogn-
rrweca B npoTunopeingu c Hpanamu, BOCCTaHOBJIWIELI1111 Ha OCHOBaH031 
HacToargero lipamozeinur, HMI B upomBopeuu e Hpanama, Hpuo6pe-
Teunsum ua OCHOBaHHH npuopuTeTa B clay aToro ate Ilpruoacemm, 

ROTOpIn AO6p0C0BeCTHOH3110TOBH.711, ony6.7nutouaaa, BOCITO118Bej111, 
11C110.711330BaJni WM "Toga.= npe,p1OT, R ROTOpOlty OTHOCHTCH DTH Hpaua, 

6peT paapeineno, 6e3 BCBROit OTBOTCTECHHOCTH aa napyruenne, irpo-
gozatals OCMCCTBJUITh Tame Hpana u upoikozzam nm noao6nonmrb 

TaRoe H3rOTOB.HIEHO, nyozartagino, penpoyitutno, HCHWIT)30BanHO MTH 
npogaacy, KoTopme 6111.411 Ao6pocoueerno npuo6peTenu B 

Bwirapuu TaKoe paapemeHne 63rikeT HOCRT13 (Popmy HeLICRJ110111FICJILHOff 
.71111W1131131, npeAocTananemoil Ha ycaourtax no B3aHMHOMy coraamemo 

cTopoH, a npu OTCyTCTBHH comarnenag — Ha yCJIOBRHX, yeTananau-
'mama ComacuTemmoA Komuccuell, yilpez,rkeHHori Ha OCHOBaHHE m-
um 31 HacToingero Aoronopa. OituaRo, Ha TeppuTopun Haawkoil 113 C0103-

MAX H Coemmennba Aepzan Ao6poconeciume Tpeisu map, 6Y,EUT 
HOJIB30BaTI3CH TaR0f1 aankraoti, EaRan n-peilkocTananeTcn npu aHaaouva-
HrAx o6cToure.mcmax ixo6poconecTuum velum& Anuam, upaa ROTOpba 

Haxoggrca B HpoTunopetma c npanalut rpazAaH Apyrux C010311101 H 
Coemmennba jepacan. 

6. ITHEITO B nacToiffuem IfpumateurtH He AOJIMHO TWIROBanCH Han 
waive BoArapull Him ee rpazAanam ups° Ha itaxoti-an6o naTenT rou 

o6paaeu Ha Teppwropuu RaRA-JHE60 Ea Commix H Coeinmennbix 
Aepzan B OTHOHleBBH Hao6peTemul, 01110CHOP XCH n Juo6omy npemaeTy, 
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IIOHMeHOBaHHOMy B IIpioaeHimf III KE HaToamieMy ,OroBopy, KOTOpIB
6bIJI cAejiamHI EJ B OTHOmeHHH KOTOPbIX 3aaamB 6ubum 3apercITpHpo-
BaHbI BoJrapHei nan JII O6 bIM H3 ee rpamaan BBoirapnH, H Ha Teppn-
TOPHH JIo6oi H3 gepmaaB OCn, nI Ha TePPHnTopH, ROTOpaS 6I1ia oiEy-
nl1poBaHa BOOpyMEeHHbIMH CHjiaMNH epraB OCH, B TeqeHle nepnora
BpeMeHH, Korja AaHHas TeppHTopHa HaxoAmaacb noj KEOHTpojieM Boopy-
aeHHbIx CH HJIH BAjacTeH AepmaB OCH.

7. Bojirapim paBHbIM o6pa3oM pacnpocTpaHHT AencTBHe npeAbu-
jmyinrx inojiosaeH HacTroamero IIpimiomenm Ha (DpaHmqH i Apyrne
HeSBnjaIOrmueca COioaH)bM HJIm CoemjmeHHmiMH AIepmaBam 6 06;LeiH-
HeHHIe Ha rn, ,m.olaMOaTmaecmIe OTHomeHna EOTopUx c BojrapHeH
6 bIJ1H IOPBaHbI BO B OpeM BOrHI H KOTOPbIe o6aI3yiTCa IpeAOCTaBHTb
BonirapmH npeHMyInecTa, npejocTaBBjieMbIe Bomrapim 3TmmH ae no-
JIOC(eHHmIMH.

8. HHqTo B HaCTOmIneM IIPHjiomeHmHH He 6yAIeT InoHHMaTbca raE
npoTHBopeqainee cTaTasI 23, 25 H 27 HacToamsero Aoro Bopa.

nPHJ1n OHEHHE V.

KOHTpaHTl, cPOHH AaBHOCTH UH ,eHHbe 6yMarH.

A. RoHTpaRTu.

1. BcarHfi KOHTpaKT, KOTOprIfi AJsf CBoero BMsIOAHeHHa Tpe6oBaA
ycTaHOBJIeHIfa CHOmeHfi MeaeRly jlO6bIMtI 1H3 ero CTOpOH, CTaBmIuMH
BparaMH, KaK 3TO onpeaeJeeHo B TacTH D HacToasmero IIpuioceHma,
;oJIaceH, npH ycIOBHm co6jnoaeHHa HCrICIAqeHMfi, H3JIoaeHHLe X B IIyHE-
Tax 2 H 3 Hiace, cqrTaTbca pacToprHyTIM c Toro BpeMeHH, Eora mo6ue
H3 ero CTOpOH cTajni BparaMH. Tahoe pacTopaReHHe, oHaao, He 3aTpa-
rHBaeT InoJIOHeHnf CTaTbUH 27 HacToamero joroBopa, H OHO He aoj0AHO
ocBo6o0a;aTh Ty HJIH RHYO CTOpOHy KOHTpaKTa OT o6 a3aTe.bcTBa Bep-
HyTB cyMMbI, IIOAyieHHbIe B KaqecTBe aBaHcoB HJH qaCTHqHbIX IIaTe-
EaeY, B OTHOmeHHH KOTOpbIX TaEaa CTOpOHa Hinero He cAenaiaa B3aMeH.

2. HecMOTpfs Ha tnojioemmHn nyHETa 1 BLie, He nogjieasaT pa-
CTopSeHHm) H, 6e3 yn;ep6a wri npaB, H3JIOeeHHbx B cTaTbe 25 HacToa-
mrero AoroBopa, OCTaOTrca B cBe Tarme qacTH mo6oro KOHTpaSra,
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HoHmeHoBaHHomy B IIpHJ1021teHHH III IC HaCTORukeMy AoroBopy, KoTopme 
& UM ce.aaHm rum B OTHOIHOHHII KoTopmx 3aHB1CH & UM aapertacTpapo-
BaHm BoarapHeil rum mo6mm 113 ee rpaziAaH B Boaraprm, H.im Ha Teppn-
Toprm mo6oft rt3 Aepacas oat, "Lim Ha Teppffroprm, KoTopaa 6huta oKKy-
tmpoBaHa BoopyaKeHHhum cmama AepacaB ocH, B Tegetme nepHoo. 
BpemeHrt, Kor,ga Aarmaa TeppEropEta Haxoimaach Hog KoHTpo.aem Boopy-
ZeHHMX CHJI rum BaacTeit AepacaB OCH. 

7. Boaraprta paimmm o6pa3om pacHpocTpaHHT Aeficmne TrpeArk-
Ay.w,lix no.jioaemi HacToamero HpImo:Kenna Ha OpaHrtmo H pyrite 
Heammonmeca C0103HLIMH HJIH COOKIHICHHLIMIL AepataBaran 06heitH-
HeHHhte Hamm, immomaTkluectme OTHOIHOMBI ROTONIX c BoarapHeil 

6hum HopBaHm BO Bpema HAIM H KoTow° 06H3y1OTCR HICIOAOCTaBHTb 
BoarapHa npertmymecTBa, HpeocTammemme BOOTapHri DITIMH e Ho-
aomenmum. 

8. HHITTO B HacToamem IIIMIOMOHEM He 6y,tteT HOHHMaTLCH Rare 
HpoTHBopettamee CTaTbSIM 23, 25 H 27 HacTomgero joroBopa. 

ElP101.110}HEI-114E V. 

Bomanu, cpoHH AHEIHOCTH H IJAHHble 6yMarH. 

A. KOHIpaKTbl. 

I. BCMiff KOHipaKT, KoTopmft JAJIH °Boer() BIJHOJIHOHHH Tpe6oBaz 
yeTaHoBaelma CHOHIeHHil meKtty .711061am 1/3 ero cTopott, CTaBHIHMH 

BparamH, KaK DTO ortpeAe.neHo B gacTH D HacToamero Hprutoatemta, 
jto.inKeH, TrpH ye.a0B1411 C06.1110,4eHail HCRJH011eHrdi, H3JIOJEOHHUX B Hyrut-
Tax 2 H 3 mate, cquraThca pacToprHyThim c Toro Bpememt, KorAa Jno6me 
Hs ero cTopon cTa.nrt Bparama. Pane pacTopmemie, wtHatco, HO 3aTpa-
nniaeT HomaceHad cTaThEr 27 HacTaamero Aorosopa, H oHo He A0.112KHO 

OCB060Z,TtaTb Ty BM intro cTopolly HOttapaKTa OT o6a3aTeahcTBa Bep-
Hylb cymmht, buy (femme B 'mimeTBe aBaHcoB HMI qaCTHETHIlix rutaTe-

B OTHODNITHH ICOTOphIX TaKaa cTopona Hiner° He c,tte.itaza B3amen. 

2. HecmoTpa Ha 110.110ZOHILH.uplitTa 1 Bhmie, HO HomezaT pa-
cTopacemno n, 6e3 yutep6a Am HpaB, 113JIOMBHHbIX B mane 25 HacTost-
'Hero AoroBopa, ocTatoTca B CH.110 Tame itacTH ato6oro KompaKTa, 
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EOTOpbIe oTAejBBI H He Tpe6oBaJHm ja CBoero HCIIOJeHHa yCTaHOBJIe-
HHM CHomemH i Measry jno6SiH H3 ero CTOpOH, CTaBmIMH BparaMH,
EaE 9TO onpeeJleHo B qacTH D HacToamero IIHpmoaSemH . ECJi nojio-
aIeHIHs Toro HJH HHOro KoHTpaETa He MryT 6bITb TaKHM o6pa30M OTAe-
JIeHbL, KOHTpaKT AOJimeH cqHTaTbC IIoj0HOCTbIO pacTOprHyTbIM. BbIme-
Ha3joaeHHOe HMeeT cMriy npH yCJOBHH lnpHMeHelnn BHyTpeHHHX 3aKO-
HOB, paCIopmaenHH HJEH ipanBH, H3AaHHbIX jXO6Oi H3 COIo3HbIX H Co-
ejHHeHHUIX AepEaB, HnMeIormHx IopHCAHoKIHIO B OTHomeHHH KOHTpaKTa

HJIH B OTHOmeI HHH J60of H3 ero CTOpOH, a TamrKe 6yAeT IIOAHHFI TbC
ycJIOBHEM KOHTpaETa.

3. IHqTTO B qaCTH A HaCToan;ero IIpHoaMeHm He ,OJAEHO pac-
cMaTpHBaTbca Ear anHHyJpyioMee cAejcH, 3aKoHHO ocymecTBJIeHHbIe
B COOTBeTCTBHH C EOHTpaKTOM Mea;aey BparaMH, ecJIH OHH OCyMTeCTBJIeHbl
c pa3pemeHna IIpaBHTeaicTBa jno6ooH H3 CIO3HbIX H CoeAHHeHHe IX
AepaaB.

4. HecnMOTps Ha BbIIIeIIpHBea;eHHbIe InoHJoeHmH, KOHTpaRTBI IIo
cTpaxoBaHmI H nepecTpaxoiBaHImo 6 y;yr ToAII HHRITbCI OTAeJbHbIM CO-
rjameH MC eaty IIpaBnTeJacTBOM 3aHHTePeC0BaHHO0i COI03HO HJmH
CoeAHHeHHoHi AepEaaBS H IIpaBnHTejCTBoM BojirapH.

B. CpoRH raBHOCTH.

1. Bce cporKH aBHOCTH HJH CpOKH orpaHHmeHna npasa Ha HC
Hm irnpaBa npnHHHMaTh oxpaHHTeJbHbIe Mepb B OTHOmeHHHx, Eacaio-
inIxcS jirm nHjn co6cTBeHHoCTH H 3aTparnBaIom;Hx rpacaaH 06TeAMHHeH-
HbX Hannii H 6oArapcKHx rpaaeaH, KOTOpbIe B CHnA COCTOSHHHi BOHHbI
He MOrAH npe7BaBHTb HnCa HJIH BHmOJmHTb 0opMaJbHocTefl, Heo6xo0H-
MIX AJim o6ecneqeima CBOHX npaB, He3aBHCHMO OT TOrO, Haqajiocb JIn
TeeeHHe 9THX CPOROB AO BHAH IocJie B03HHKHOBeHIHS B0fHbM, 6ygyT CtH-
TaThbC npHOCTaHOBJIeHUMH E Ha BpeMa Bo0iHf Ha TeppHTopiH BoJrapHm,
C OAHOH CTOPOHbI, H Ha TeppHTOpHH TeX H3 06rermaHeHHmix Haiin,
KOTopIe npeJocTaBarOT BonrapHi a Haqajax B3a MHOCTH IpeCMy-
gecTBa, npeAycMaTpHBaeMme InoJoaeeHHamm HacTosaiero HyHRTa, --

ApyroH. TeqeHHe lnpHocTaHOBJieHmux CpOEOB AaBHOCTH B030 6 HOBHTCI
co lMHS BCTynIIeHmH B CHJly HacTosimero AoroBopa. IIojoameHi HaCToa-
miero nyHKTa 6yAyT npHMe HM B OTHOmemHH CpOOB, ycTaHoBJIeHHI
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ROTOpIle oT,Lkezumbr it ne Tpe6oBaan A.11.11 csoero HCHOJIHOH1111 ycTaHoBae-
HEW cHomenat meaqy J11061313111 H3 ero CT0p0H, CTaBIBILM11 Bparama, 

'tax 910 onpeike.11eHo B ICTfl D HacTosmHeromamma. ECJIII HMO-
acenna Toro HJ1H micro KauTpaRTa HO MOT 6bITb TaRrim o6pa3om oT;Ae-
J10111A, Kampala A0.11aCell CIIHTaTbeff 110JIFIOCTb10 pacToprHymm. Bbnae-

113J10aCeHHOe HmeeT CHAT HpH yCJIOBECH rippleHernia BnyTpelunix 3aKo-
HOB, padnopllKemui njm HpaBHA, 113)A311HbIX J1106011 H3 C010311bIX H Co-
emmemmix AepacaB, imaelomHx lopmciumumo B oTHomemim IcompaRTa 

HJHI B OTHOHIell1111 J11060f1 113 CPO cTopon, a Tame 6ygeT 110,411111111TbC11 
yCJI0131151M KOHTpaRTa. 

3. T-TWITO B liaCTI1 A HacTosmgero Ilproomenna He g0.11,1{HO pac-
cmaTpnBanca Kale annyanpylomkee CACAR11, 831COHHO ocyrukecTaaembie 
B COOTBOTCTBIIII C icouTpanom meapry BparamH, eCJISLI OHIL ocyrRecTBaema 
c pupal:lemma IlpaBHTe.ithcma Jim6oti H3 C010311bIX It OKI:WHOM-1NX 

AepzaB. 

4. HecmoTpsi Ha BumenpuBeAemmie HOJIMOID151, itoruparna Ho 

cTpaxoBarraro H HepecTpaxoBammo 6myT HOALIHMITT3C51 OTAO.711311bIlt CO-
manaermam meacgy 11pamrreaBcTBoy 3anmTepecoBaHHofi C0103H0r1 njm 

CoemmerrHort Aepacam 11 IlpaBHMIbCTBOM BoarapHm. 

B. CpORH AaBHOCT11. 

1. Bce cporcH AaBHOCTH um epoxy' orpammernm upaBa Ha HCR 
HJIH HpaBa Himumman oxpaHrifeamme mepm B oTHomemmx, Racam-
IgHXCH JIMA 11.1111 CO6CTBOHHOCTFI H 3aTparrmaionmx rpaaukaH 

Hama II 6o.arapcKrix rpaaciAaH, KoTopme B may COCTO11111111 Ba11161 
He MOPJ111 Hpe,1KIJIBHTb mica 11.111 BbI110.6HitTb (DopmaJmocTeri, Heo6xopH-

MbIX isi o6ecHeilerma CB011X 'vas, ITO3aBEICHMO OT Toro, HaxlaJIOCb J111 
TelieHne 9THX cpoicoB O MAR moue BO3HERHOBOH1151 BOrifibI, 6yAyT 

11pHOCTaHOBJ1e111110131 Ha "Tema BAH& Ha Tepprrropm Boarapma, 
c OAHOCI CT0p0HbI, H Ha TeppriTopum Tex 113 061,e,Annemmx Haunt 

KoTopue HpeAocTaminoT Boarapm Ha Hatiaaax B3a1111HOCT11 Hpermy-

rilecma, HpexycmaTpnBaemme Homacemaamll HacToffirkero irgutTa, — e 
Apyroil. Tegeme HpHocTallopzenmax cpoKoB AaBHOCTFE B0306110MITCSI 

CO AIM BCTyHJIOHILSI B oury HacTosnmero AoroBopa. 110.1102Re111111 HaCT011-
mero HyrucTa   HprimeHumta B OTHODICHBH cpoRoB, ycTaHoB.aenabnc 
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Angs npeamaBjeHUHa HpO0eHTHbIX KnIIOHOB HJIH IynIOHOB Ha AUHBHeHA
mHjm AI nipeaaBJiIeHlH K onLImaTe neHHbIX 6yMar, BbImeieAHX B THpam
HJIH IIoJa;iiemanx omnaTe Ha RKaKM-Jm6o 0pyroM oCHOBamnm.

2. B TeX cjiyqaax, Eoraa BCJIeAcTBHe HeBbIIIoIHeHHa IRaoro-Jm6o
aETa nJIH EaRo-II-Jm6o 4opMaJILHOCTH BO BpeMa BOIHsbI 6si II IHITTbI
HCIIOJIHHTeAbHbIe MepbI Ha 6 oarapceofi TeppHTOpHH B ymep6 TOMy

LAIH HHIoMy rpaa;aHiHy zjo6ofi 13 06eieAlHeHHbIx HaginHH, IIpaBHTreib-
CTBO Boarapll BOCCTaHOBHIT ilpaBa, KOTOPbIM 6Siji HaHeceH ymnep6.
EcJIH TaEOe BOCCTaHOBJIeHIe SBJIaeTcag HecnpaBeAJLI3bIM UJI1 HeBO3-
MoaHbIM, IIpaBHTej.CTBo BonrapHH npHMeT MepbI I TOMy, qTo6bI apac-
.AaHnHy 06beanHHeHHnbx HatHfi 6ijio rpe:ocTaBjIeHo TaEoe noco6ie,
KOTOpoe MOmeT oKa3aTbce cnpaBeAJInBEbIM nIplH THX 06CTOSTermCTBax.

C. IieHHbIe 6yMarH
1. B oTHomeHHax M1emay sparaMH HH okHa neHHaa 6yMara, co-

CTaBJIeHHaig A BOMHbI, He 6 ygeT paccMaTpHBaTbcc EKa yrpaTHBmas
CilJy TOJIbIO HOTOMy, ITO 3Ta 6yMara He 6ijia B ycTaHOBJIreHHbe cpoEH
npeabisBJieHa AjIa aIgeInTa HJA OnImaTbI, 1M He 6bIIo caeJIaHo yse-
AoMneHHe cocTaBHTejIIo H JIHany, yqtHHIBmeMy iepegaToqHyIO HaA-
IHCb, O6 OTKa3e OT aRIgenITa HJIH IIIaTemEa, HJIH OHia He 6biJia onpo-
TeCTOBaHa, 1IH ae HOTOMy, TITO He 6,Ijia BbIIIOIoeHa EaEaaa-jm6o
~opMaaIlHOCTB BO BpeMSi BOfHbI.

2. B Tex cjiyTaax, KorAa cpOK, yCTaHOBJIeHHbIi AJSi Toro, qTo6bI

nHeHHaS 6yMara 6InJa npea'saBJieHa Ajis aKIeHTa HnIm onIaTbT, HJIH cpoK,
B KOTOpbIH yBegoMjieHHe 06 OTa3e OT aEgeHITa HJIH naTeza AojieHO
6bIJio 6b1Tb cAejiaHO COCTaBIITeAIO IIJIH JInAy, yqIHHHBMeMy nepeAaToI-

ItyIO HajLICb, HJIH B TeTenHe KOTOporo AOKyMeHT nojiaeH 6bJI 6bITb

onpoTecTOBaH, HCTeg BO BpeMaS BOiHbI, a cTopoHa, KoTopaia AonjIHa

6b1ija nIpeas BHTnu HJ1 onpoTecTsaTb AOKyMeHT HJIH yBseAMHTB 06
OTEa3e OT aKlIenITa HIJ IIJImaTeata, He CAejiajIa 3Toro BO BpeMa BOiHbI,
eii 6yAeT rpetocTaBjieH cpoK He MeHee Tpex MecaMeeB, cqirTa co C aO
BCTynJIeHIIH5 B CIIIy HaCTOHmiero ,OrOBopa, B TeIeHIe IEOTOpOrO MOSeT
6 blTb caejIaHo Ipe;BaBjieHHe, yBe;oM.ienHe 06 oTKase OT aEIenIa IHJ

nJaTeoa 1nHI onpOTeCTOBaHne.

3. EcJH EaEoe-jmI6o Jmmo Ao HJ1H BO BpeMa BOHEHI BCTySHJIO B
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AFL Hpegunmenna HpOlIeHTHbIE KyllOHOB llJffl EyHOHOB Ha ,LIIIBRAeHi1 
A.31H upeATARBJ1eHlla E OHJIaTO HeHHbIX 6ymar, BLIIHeAmTix B Tlipaz 

11.7111 no,tmeacamxx ormaTe Ha RaRom-za6o Apyrom ocHoHaram. 

2. B Tex carmax, Kora BCJIWTB110 HeBbIHOJIHeHH51 EaK0r0-.1u60 
aNTa Hall KaRoff-J11160 43.opma.abHocTH BO "Tema BOC1HbI 6birm RVIIHNTbI 
HCH0,711111TeJ113HbIe mepbi Ha 6oarapcKoil TeppriTopan B y Hkep6 Tomy 
11.7111 HHomy rpaKgammy J11060f1 113 06%emmeHHbix llaunfi, lIpaBfrreab-

CTBO Boaraprin BOCCTaHOBHT HpaBa, KOTOpLIM 6b1.71 HaneceH yth,ep6. 
Ecau Talwe BoccTaHos.aeHne SIBJ1ReTCH Hecnpasewisbim Han HeB03-
310AZHEIM, Ilpasrue.wbcTBo Boarapm HpHmeT mepu H Tomy, 11T06b1 rpaz-
Aammy 06Tpe,TIRHeHHbIX Hawril 6bmo HpeAocTammeHo Taitoe Hoco6He, 
NoTopoe moaceT Olta3aTbC5I cHpaHexinfindm HpH oTHX o6cTosrreabcTsax. 

C. EceHHme 6ymarH 

1. B OTHOMeIHISIX memAy BparamEt BH °Ana Hamm 6ymara, co-
cTas.aeHHaa ,tko BORHIII, He 6yAeT paccmaTpm3aTbca Ran yipaTHBraaa 
may TOJILE0 HoTomy, 11TO 9T 6ymara He &ma B ycTaHoB.aeHHbie cpoRn 
HpeNballaeHa gaa aitHeuTa 11.7111 ormaTbi, Han He 6bmo cAe.aaHo yBe-
AOMJIeHlle COCTaBHTe.7110 11.7111 my, ylIHHHBIIIeMy nepeAaToqHylo Hag-
arra., o6 OTEa3e OT augenTa 11.7111 rmaTexa, rum ona He 6bma oupo-

TecToHaHa, 11.7111 ate HoTomy, ino He 6bma Ebino.imeHa Kartaa-AH6o 
cpopmammocrb BO Bpemg 

2. B Tex carmax, Roma cporz, yeTaHOBJ1eHHbIrl A.7151 Toro, tiTo6bi 
HenHaa 6ymara 6bma HpeNbsis.aeHa I1Jrn aNgenTa n.J1n OHJ1aTbI, turn cpoic, 
B NoTopbdi yseAom.neHHe 06 oTica3e OT aNgenTa 11.7111 maTerita OJIZHO 

obIJI0 6bITb cAe.aaHo COCTaBlITeJ110 HAI! Jumy, yinnummemy nepeilaTog-
Hyio Hap4111C13, 11.7111 B TeilenHe HoToporo AoKymenT TkomiceH 6bm obin 

onpoTecTosaH, HeTeK BO sperm B011HbI, a cTopoHa, KoTopaa jAcozna 
&ma lipeNIJIBRTb 11.7111 onpoTecTosalb oKymeffr Han yBeA0MHTb o6 
oTEa3e OT aKgeHTa 14.7111 maTexa, He cikesdaza 3T0r0 BO spemff BORBLI, 

ei 6y,geT upeAocTas.nen cpoic He menee Tpex mecsmeB, Ciarfaa CO )1X1 
BcTyrimema B CHay HacToRmero Aorosopa, B TatieHne RoToporo mositeT 
6bab cAe.aaHo HpexbaRaerme, yBe,lomaenue o6 OTEa30 OT almercra Ham 
maTenta 13,7111 onpoTecToBanne. 

3. ECJIH Raicoe-AH6o Jingo Ao Hall BO Hpemsi BOrIFILI BCTyBEHJI0 B 



06a3aTesbCTBO no 0aRKofi-jom6o nenHoi 6yMare B CBS3H C 06c3aTejn-
CTBOM, BblaHHLIM eMy jTIOM, CTaBiHT B AajiLHeHmeM BparoM, TO
nocjienee ocTaeTrc 06o3aHHbiM npeAOCTaBHTb HepBOMy B03MemneHHe
B OTHOmeHHH 3TOrO o6a3aTeJbCTBa, He3aBHCHMO OT BO3HHKHOBeHHS
BOEHBI.

D. Oco6bIe nocTaHoBsieHHa.
1. ,1L rj neien HacToam;ero IIpnioaeHaffa 4H3wHeceHe EE IopPH-

,HmecKne .m ya 6yayT paccMaTpnaTmca ia Bparn c Toro AH, RorAa
ToprosBJI Me;Acy HHIH CTaJia He3aEOHHOI Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB,
pacnopaeaseHi Ha HIpaBlHI, AeiCTBHIO KOTOpblX TaRHe jmIHa Em EOH-
TpaRTbI no;JiemEaiH.

2. LpHmHHmaa BO BHHMaHHe OCo6eHHOCTH IpaBOBOH CHCTeMb
CoeAHHeHHbIX IITaTOB AMepHKH, IIOCTaHOBJAeHHB HacToanero IIpn-
ao1aeHmi He 6 yayT npHMeHsTsca B OTHomenHax MeaAy CoeanHeHHbIM
IlTaTaMH AmepHmE H BoJrapHea.

nPMn1OH EHHE VI.

CyAe6Hue peweHHs.

IIpaBHTeJeCTBO Bojirapim npeapHareT Heo6xoAHMLie Mepb Asai
TOro, qTo6bI AaTL rpaaxfaHaM jiH6o0 H3 06%LeAyHHeHHbix Hauili B03-
MOCHOCTh B no6oe BpelM B TeqeHHe oAHoro roAa co Ana BCTynJIeHHn
B cnAy HacToasIero AoroBopa nepeAaTb cooTBeTCTByimoHM 6o.jrap-
CKHM BjacTaM Aa nepecMOTpa jno6oe cyAe6Hoe pemeHae, BbaIeceHHoe
6oJrapcKEHM CYAOM Meacay 24 anpeia 1941 roa H WHeM BcTynIeHHa
B cHJIy HaCToaIero AoroBopa npH Jno6oM cyge6HoM pa36HpaTeJmCTBe,
B KOTOpOM rpamceaHaH 06'LeAHHeHHbIX Hauni He cmor B AOCTaTOqHOf
Mepe H3JIosRHTb cBOe Aeso B KaqecTBe nHcTa HI OTBeTHanKa. IIpaBH-
TejbcTo Bo orapHm AOJMiHO npeAyCMOTpeTb, IT6ObI B Tex cjiyqaax,
Rorga rpazaaHmm 06beameHiHbix HawHi noTepnej yngep6 B r CHy J0-
6oro TaRoro cyAe6Horo pemeHSa, OH 6bisi 6b BOCCTaHOBAeH B TOM 1O-
J.oaseHnH, B ROTOPOM OH Haxo.HaJoa 0[o BbiHeceHHa 3TOro cyfe6Horo pe-
meHHI, HaEH Tio6ub eMy 6Ojio npeAocTaBjeHo Tahoe noco6He, EOTopoe
MOEeT oga3amTma cInpaBeJuMlmM HIpH 9THX 06CTOaSTeJICTBax. BBrpaae-
ime <<rpazaaHe 066seeuneHmmix HanH>> BmlOwaeT Kopnopanmm EI
accoHaniHH, opraHH30BaHHnbe am yepealeHmie e Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aao-
HOB ino60oi n3 06beTameHmH x Haqi
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o6n3aTeamemo 110 Kan nennoit 6ymare B CBR3H c o6sinaTeam-

CTB0111, BhI,flaHHTAM emy anntom, CTaBTEITTM B Am-mai-mem Bparom, TO 

nocateAllee oeTaeTen 06513aHlIbTAI rupottocTaBnTh nepsomy Bo3merttenne 

13 OTHOIHOHEIH OTOPO 06H3aTeJ113CTBa, neaaBnenmo OT BO3HFIEHOBOHIMI 

BORHE.I. 

D. OCO6bIe HOCTaH013.11OHELf1. 

1. AJIII neateft nacTonigero Ifpnatomennn (P1131fileCIC110 aim topn-

AkmeeKne zrata óyypacemaTpuBamen Halt Bparn c Toro Ann, Kor 

TOprOB.7151 31e3C,11,y H111111 cTaaa neaaKonnoti na OCHOBaHHE 3aKOHOB, 

pacnopanceBniti man upaBnar, geftennto ROTOpLIX Tante Anna H.71H ROH-

Tpami notrAemaant. 

2. Ilpramman BO Bnamanne OCO6OHHOCTH npaBoBott CHCTOMb1 

COO,6,1111OHBIIX HiTaTOBreplIKEEI HOCTaHOBJIOITHR HacTonntero Ilpn-

J10MeliliFf He 6y,ityT 11p1131OHRTbeff B °THOU:IMMIX meacAy Coeipmernthimn 

IIITaTamn AmepnErt rt Boarapnect. 

npii,110}HEHHE VI. 

Cy4e6nbie pewemin. 

Ilpasicreathento Boarapaa npeAnpnmeT neooxotmtme mepta 

Toro, Irro61,1 Am% rpawtanam J11060r1 113 061eganemmax Handl 1303-

3103CHOCT13 B .7110600 Bpemn B Telerate oatoro roAa co Am Bel:platen:an 

B Cray nacToalgero AoroBopa nepeAaTb cooTBeTeTBytoncam 6oarrap-

CHUM aaacTam trAn nepecmoTpa ano6oe cy,tke6noe penteHne, BIAHOCOHHOO 

6oarrapeRnm cyttom maw 24 anpean 1941 roAa H Allem BeTynatemin 
B cmy HacTosinkero AoroBopa Hp' zto6om cytte6nom pan6npaTememe, 

B KoTopom rpaz,ztaHnn OfteameHmax Hamill He CHOI' B AOCTaT011H011 

mepe 113J103RIIM CBOO ;tem B RageeTBe Boma Liam oTBeTinnta. 11paBa-

TeJlbeTBO BOJH'ap1111 AOJDRHO npeAycmoTpeTB, mTo6m B Tex eartaax, 

icortta rpaaqauan 061eArntennbtx Hannii noTepneat yukepo B miry alio-

6oro TaKoro eNte6noro pentenna, OH 613IJI 6b1 BOCCTaHOBJI0H B TOM 110-

zoacemm, B ROT0p031 OH naxwouten jio BbIHOCOFLIIII 3TOPO eyite6Horo pe-

p:Emma, 11J111 11Toom &sty obrato trpeAocTameno TaROO nocoone, ROTOpOB 

monteT oKaaamen CHpaBOXIDIB13131 Hp' aim o6cToffreameTBax. &Tame-

nue <crpawtane Oftettratennux Han:al> BRJ110x1a0T Hopnopanna war 

accortnamm, opraratnoBannwe Ham :me:men:am na OCHOBallEal aaKo-

HOB JIE06Ort 113 DfteAratentrux Haigh. 
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The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America, Australia, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Greece, India, New
Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Union of South Africa
and the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as the States which are at
war with Bulgaria and actively waged war against the European enemy states
with substantial military forces, hereinafter referred to as "the Allied and
Associated Powers", of the one part,
and Bulgaria, of the other part;

Whereas Bulgaria, having become an ally of Hitlerite Germany and
having participated on her side in the war against the Union of Soviet So-
cialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United States of America and
other United Nations, bears her share of responsibility for this war;

Whereas, however, Bulgaria, having ceased military operations against
the United Nations, broke off relations with Germany, and, having concluded
on October 28, 1944, an Armistice with the Governments of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States of
America, acting on behalf of all the United Nations at war with Bulgaria,
took an active part in the war against Germany; and

Whereas the Allied and Associated Powers and Bulgaria are desirous
of concluding a treaty of peace, which, conforming to the principles of
justice, will settle questions still outstanding as a result of the events herein-
before recited and form the basis of friendly relations between them, thereby
enabling the Allied and Associated Powers to support Bulgaria's application
to become a member of the United Nations and also to adhere to any Con-
vention concluded under the auspices of the United Nations;

Have therefore agreed to declare the cessation of the state of war and
for this purpose to conclude the present Treaty of Peace, and have accord-
ingly appointed the undersigned Plenipotentiaries who, after presentation
of their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the fol-
lowing provisions:
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PART I
FRONTIERS OF BULGARIA

Article 1
The frontiers of Bulgaria, as shown on the map annexed to the present

Treaty (Annex I), ['] shall be those which existed on January 1, 1941.

PART II
POLITICAL CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 2
Bulgaria shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons under

Bulgarian jurisdiction, without distinction as to race, sex, language or reli-
gion, the enjoyment of human rights and of the fundamental freedoms,
including freedom of expression, of press and publication, of religious wor-
ship, of political opinion and of public meeting.

Article 3
Bulgaria, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has taken

measures to set free, irrespective of citizenship and nationality, all persons
held in confinement on account of their activities in favour of, or because
of their sympathies with, the United Nations or because of their racial origin,
and to repeal discriminatory legislation and restrictions imposed thereunder,
shall complete these measures and shall in future not take any measures or
enact any laws which would be incompatible with the purposes set forth in
this Article.

Article 4
Bulgaria, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has taken

measures for dissolving all organisations of a Fascist type on Bulgarian
territory, whether political, military or para-military, as well as other organ-
isations conducting propaganda hostile to the United Nations, shall not
permit in future the existence and activities of organisations of that nature
which have as their aim denial to the people of their democratic rights.

1 
[This Annex is a large-scale map. A copy of the map as received with the certified copy of the Treaty, from theGovernment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is deposited with the Treaty in the archives of the Department

of State where it is available for reference.]
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Article 5

1. Bulgaria shall take all necessary steps to ensure the apprehension
and surrender for trial of:

(a) Persons accused of having committed, ordered or abetted war
crimes and crimes against peace or humanity;

(b) Nationals of any Allied or Associated Power accused of having
violated their national law by treason or collaboration with the enemy dur-
ing the war.

2. At the request of the United Nations Government concerned, Bulgaria
shall likewise make available as witnesses persons within its jurisdiction,
whose evidence is required for the trial of the persons referred to in para-
graph 1 of this Article.

3. Any disagreement concerning the application of the provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be referred by any of the Govern-
ments concerned to the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Sofia of the
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of America, who
will reach agreement with regard to the difficulty.

SECTION II

Article 6
Bulgaria undertakes to recognize the full force of the Treaties of

Peace with Italy, Roumania, Hungary and Finland and other agreements
or arrangements which have been or will be reached by the Allied and
Associated Powers in respect of Austria, Germany and Japan for the restora-
tion of peace. Article 7

Bulgaria undertakes to accept any arrangements which have been or
may be agreed for the liquidation of the League of Nations and the Perma-
nent Court of International Justice.

Article 8
1. Each Allied or Associated Power will notify Bulgaria, within a

period of six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty, which
of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Bulgaria it desires to keep in force or
revive. Any provisions not in conformity with the present Treaty shall,
however, be deleted from the above-mentioned treaties.
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2. All such treaties so notified shall be registered with the Secretariat
of the United Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the
United Nations.

3. All such treaties not so notified shall be regarded as abrogated.

PART III

MILITARY, NAVAL AND AIR CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 9

The maintenance of land, sea and air armaments and fortifications shall
be closely restricted to meeting tasks of an internal character and local de-
fence of frontiers. In accordance with the foregoing, Bulgaria is authorised
to have armed forces consisting of not more than:

(a) A land army, including frontier troops, with a total strength of
55,000 personnel;

(b) Anti-aircraft artillery with a strength of 1,800 personnel;

(c) A navy with a personnel strength of 3,500 and a total tonnage
of 7,250 tons;

(d) An air force, including any naval air arm, of 90 aircraft, includ-
ing reserves, of which not more than 70 may be combat types of aircraft,
with a total personnel strength of 5,200. Bulgaria shall not possess or
acquire any aircraft designed primarily as bombers with internal bomb-
carrying facilities.

These strengths shall in each case include combat, service and overhead
personnel.

Article 10

The personnel of the Bulgarian Army, Navy and Air Force in excess
of the respective strengths permitted under Article 9 shall be disbanded
within six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

Article 11

Personnel not included in the Bulgarian Army, Navy or Air Force
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shall not receive any form of military training, naval training or military
air training as defined in Annex II.

Article 12
1. The following construction to the north of the Greco-Bulgarian

frontier is prohibited: permanent fortifications where weapons capable of
firing into Greek territory can be emplaced; permanent military installa-
tions capable of being used to conduct or direct fire into Greek territory;
and permanent supply and storage facilities emplaced solely for the use
of the said fortifications and installations.

2. This prohibition does not include other types of non-permanent
fortifications or surface accommodations and installations which are de-
signed to meet only requirements of an internal character and of local
defence of the frontiers.

Article 13
Bulgaria shall not possess, construct or experiment with any atomic

weapon, any self-propelled or guided missiles or apparatus connected with
their discharge (other than torpedoes and torpedo-launching gear compris-
ing the normal armament of naval vessels permitted by the present Treaty),
sea mines or torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence mechan-
isms, torpedoes capable of being manned, submarines or other submersible
craft, motor torpedo boats, or specialised types of assault craft.

Article 14
Bulgaria shall not retain, produce or otherwise acquire, or maintain

facilities for the manufacture of, war material in excess of that required
for the maintenance of the armed forces permitted under Article 9 of the
present Treaty.

Article 15
1. Excess war material of Allied origin shall be placed at the disposal

of the Allied or Associated Power concerned according to the instructions
given by that Power. Excess Bulgarian war material shall be placed at the
disposal of the Governments of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America. Bulgaria shall renounce all rights to this
material.

2. War material of German origin or design in excess of that required
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for the armed forces permitted under the present Treaty shall be placed at
the disposal of the Three Governments. Bulgaria shall not acquire or manu-
facture any war material of German origin or design, or employ or train
any technicians, including military and civil aviation personnel, who are or
have been nationals of Germany.

3. Excess war material mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article
shall be handed over or destroyed within one year from the coming into
force of the present Treaty.

4. A definition and list of war material for the purposes of the present
Treaty are contained in Annex III.

Article 16
Bulgaria shall co-operate fully with the Allied and Associated Powers

with a view to ensuring that Germany may not be able to take steps outside
German territory towards rearmament.

Article 17
Bulgaria shall not acquire or manufacture civil aircraft which are of

German or Japanese design or which embody major assemblies of German
or Japanese manufacture or design.

Article 18
Each of the military, naval and air clauses of the present Treaty shall

remain in force until modified in whole or in part by agreement between
the Allied and Associated Powers and Bulgaria or, after Bulgaria becomes
a member of the United Nations, by agreement between the Security Council
and Bulgaria.

SECTION II

Article 19
1. Bulgarian prisoners of war shall be repatriated as soon as possible,

in accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the individual Powers
detaining them and Bulgaria.

2. All costs, including maintenance costs, incurred in moving Bul-
garian prisoners of war from their respective assembly points, as chosen by
the Government of the Allied or Associated Power concerned, to the point of
their entry into Bulgarian territory, shall be borne by the Bulgarian Gov-
ernment.
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PART IV
WITHDRAWAL OF ALLIED FORCES

Article 20

1. All armed forces of the Allied and Associated Powers shall be
withdrawn from Bulgaria as soon as possible and in any case not later than
90 days from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

2. All unused Bulgarian currency and all Bulgarian goods in pos-
session of the Allied forces in Bulgaria, acquired pursuant to Article 15
of the Armistice Agreement, shall be returned to the Bulgarian Government
within the same period of 90 days.

3. Bulgaria shall, however, provide, during the period between the
coming into force of the present Treaty and the final withdrawal of Allied
forces, all such supplies and facilities as may be specifically required for
the forces of the Allied and Associated Powers which are being withdrawn,
and due compensation shall be paid to the Bulgarian Government for such
supplies and facilities.

PART V
REPARATION AND RESTITUTION

Article 21

1. Losses caused to Yugoslavia and Greece by military operations and
by the occupation by Bulgaria of the territory of those States shall be
made good by Bulgaria to Yugoslavia and Greece, but, taking into con-
sideration that Bulgaria has not only withdrawn from the war against the
United Nations, but has declared and, in fact, waged war against Germany,
the Parties agree that compensation for the above losses will be made by
Bulgaria not in full but only in part, namely in the amount of $70,000,000
payable in kind from the products of manufacturing and extractive indus-
tries and agriculture over eight years beginning from the coming into force of
the present Treaty. The sum to be paid to Greece shall amount to $45,000,-
000 and the sum to be paid to Yugoslavia shall amount to $25,000,000.

2. The quantities and categories of goods to be delivered shall be deter-
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mined by agreements to be concluded by the Governments of Greece and
Yugoslavia with the Government of Bulgaria. These agreements shall be
communicated to the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Sofia of the Soviet
Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

3. The basis of calculation for the settlement provided in this Article
will be the United States dollar at its gold parity on July 1, 1946, i.e.
$35 for one ounce of gold.

4. The basis of valuation of goods delivered under this Article shall
be the 1938 international market prices in United States dollars, with an
increase of fifteen per cent. for industrial products and ten per cent, for other
products. The cost of transport to the Greek or Yugoslav frontier shall be
chargeable to the Bulgarian Government.

Article 22
1. Bulgaria accepts the principles of the United Nations Declaration

of January 5, 1943, and shall return, in the shortest possible time, property
removed from the territory of any of the United Nations.

2. The obligation to make restitution applies to all identifiable property
at present in Bulgaria which was removed by force or duress by any of the
Axis Powers from the territory of any of the United Nations, irrespective
of any subsequent transactions by which the present holder of any such
property has secured possession.

3. If, in particular cases, it is impossible for Bulgaria to make restitu-
tion of objects of artistic, historic or archaeological value, belonging to the
cultural heritage of the United Nation from whose territory such objects were
removed by force or duress by Bulgarian forces, authorities or nationals,
Bulgaria shall transfer to the United Nation concerned objects of the same
kind as, and of approximately equivalent value to, the objects removed,
in so far as such objects are obtainable in Bulgaria.

4. The Bulgarian Government shall return the property referred to in
this Article in good order and, in this connection, shall bear all costs in
Bulgaria relating to labour, materials and transport.

5. The Bulgarian Government shall co-operate with the United Nations
in, and shall provide at its own expense all necessary facilities for, the
search for and restitution of property liable to restitution under this Article.

6. The Bulgarian Government shall take the necessary measures to
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effect the return of property covered by this Article held in any third country
by persons subject to Bulgarian jurisdiction.

7. Claims for the restitution of property shall be presented to the
Bulgarian Government by the Government of the country from whose ter-
ritory the property was removed, it being understood that rolling stock shall
be regarded as having been removed from the territory to which it originally
belonged. The period during which such claims may be presented shall be
six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

8. The burden of identifying the property and of proving ownership
shall rest on the claimant Government, and the burden of proving that the
property was not removed by force or duress shall rest on the Bulgarian
Government.

PART VI

ECONOMIC CLAUSES

Article 23

1. In so far as Bulgaria has not already done so, Bulgaria shall restore
all legal rights and interests in Bulgaria of the United Nations and their
nationals as they existed on April 24, 1941, and shall return all property
in Bulgaria of the United Nations and their nationals as it now exists.

2. The Bulgarian Government undertakes that all property, rights and
interests passing under this Article shall be restored free of all encum-
brances and charges of any kind to which they may have become subject
as a result of the war and without the imposition of any charges by the
Bulgarian Government in connection with their return. The Bulgarian Gov-
ernment shall nullify all measures, including seizures, sequestration or con-
trol, taken by it against United Nations property between April 24, 1941,
and the coming into force of the present Treaty. In cases where the property
has not been returned within six months from the coming into force of the
present Treaty, application shall be made to the Bulgarian authorities not
later than twelve months from the coming into force of the Treaty, except in
cases in which the claimant is able to show that he could not file his
application within this period.
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3. The Bulgarian Government shall invalidate transfers involving
property, rights and interests of any description belonging to United Nations
nationals, where such transfers resulted from force or duress exerted by
Axis Governments or their agencies during the war.

4. (a) The Bulgarian Government shall be responsible for the restora-
tion to complete good order of the property returned to United Nations
nationals under paragraph 1 of this Article. In cases where property cannot
be returned or where, as a result of the war, a United Nations national has
suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Bulgaria, he
shall receive from the Bulgarian Government compensation in levas to the
extent of two-thirds of the sum necessary, at the date of payment, to pur-
chase similar property or to make good the loss suffered. In no event shall
United Nations nationals receive less favourable treatment with respect to
compensation than that accorded to Bulgarian nationals.

(b) United Nations nationals who hold, directly or indirectly, owner-
ship interests in corporations or associations which are not United Nations
nationals within the meaning of paragraph 8(a) of this Article, but which
have suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Bulgaria,
shall receive compensation in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) above.
This compensation shall be calculated on the basis of the total loss or damage
suffered by the corporation or association and shall bear the same propor-
tion to such loss or damage as the beneficial interests of such nationals in the
corporation or association bear to the total capital thereof.

(c) Compensation shall be paid free of any levies, taxes or other
charges. It shall be freely usable in Bulgaria but shall be subject to the
foreign exchange control regulations which may be in force in Bulgaria
from time to time.

(d) The Bulgarian Government shall accord to United Nations nation-
als the same treatment in the allocation of materials for the repair or
rehabilitation of their property in Bulgaria and in the allocation of foreign
exchange for the importation of such materials as applies to Bulgarian
nationals.

(e) The Bulgarian Government shall grant United Nations nationals
an indemnity in levas at the same rate as provided in sub-paragraph (a)
above to compensate them for the loss or damage due to special measures
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applied to their property during the war, and which were not applicable to
Bulgarian property. This sub-paragraph does not apply to a loss of profit.

5. All reasonable expenses incurred in Bulgaria in establishing claims,

including the assessment of loss or damage, shall be borne by the Bulgarian

Government.
6. United Nations nationals and their property shall be exempted

from any exceptional taxes, levies or imposts imposed on their capital assets
in Bulgaria by the Bulgarian Government or any Bulgarian authority be-

tween the date of the Armistice and the coming into force of the present
Treaty for the specific purpose of meeting charges arising out of the war

or of meeting the costs of occupying forces or of reparation payable to any
of the United Nations. Any sums which have been so paid shall be refunded.

7. The owner of the property concerned and the Bulgarian Government
may agree upon arrangements in lieu of the provisions of this Article.

8. As used in this Article:
(a) "United Nations nationals" means individuals who are nationals

of any of the United Nations, or corporations or associations organised
under the laws of any of the United Nations, at the coming into force of
the present Treaty, provided that the said individuals, corporations or asso-
ciations also had this status at the date of the Armistice with Bulgaria.

The term "United Nations nationals" also includes all individuals,
corporations or associations which, under the laws in force in Bulgaria
during the war, have been treated as enemy;

(b) "Owner" means the United Nations national, as defined in sub-
paragraph (a) above, who is entitled to the property in question, and in-
cludes a successor of the owner, provided that the successor is also a United
Nations national as defined in sub-paragraph (a). If the successor has
purchased the property in its damaged state, the transferor shall retain
his rights to compensation under this Article, without prejudice to obliga-
tions between the transferor and the purchaser under domestic law;

(c) "Property" means all movable or immovable property, whether
tangible or intangible, including industrial, literary and artistic property,
as well as all rights or interests of any kind in property.

Article 24
Bulgaria recognizes that the Soviet Union is entitled to all German
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assets in Bulgaria transferred to the Soviet Union by the Control Council
for Germany and undertakes to take all necessary measures to facilitate
such transfers.

Article 25
1. Each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to

seize, retain, liquidate or take any other action with respect to all property,
rights and interests which at the coming into force of the present Treaty
are within its territory and belong to Bulgaria or to Bulgarian nationals,
and to apply such property or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it
may desire, within the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against
Bulgaria or Bulgarian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully
satisfied under other Articles of the present Treaty. All Bulgarian property,
or the proceeds thereof, in excess of the amount of such claims, shall be
returned.

2. The liquidation and disposition of Bulgarian property shall be car-
ried out in accordance with the law of the Allied or Associated Power con-
cerned. The Bulgarian owner shall have no rights with respect to such
property except those which may be given him by that law.

3. The Bulgarian Government undertakes to compensate Bulgarian
nationals whose property is taken under this Article and not returned to them.

4. No obligation is created by this Article on any Allied or Associated
Power to return industrial property to the Bulgarian Government or Bul-
garian nationals, or to include such property in determining the amounts
which may be retained under paragraph 1 of this Article. The Government
of each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to impose
such limitations, conditions and restrictions on rights or interests with
respect to industrial property in the territory of that Allied or Associated
Power, acquired prior to the coming into force of the present Treaty by
the Government or nationals of Bulgaria, as may be deemed by the Gov-
ernment of the Allied or Associated Power to be necessary in the national
interest.

5. The property covered by paragraph 1 of this Article shall be
deemed to include Bulgarian property which has been subject to control
by reason of a state of war existing between Bulgaria and the Allied or
Associated Power having jurisdiction over the property, but shall not
include:
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(a) Property of the Bulgarian Government used for consular or
diplomatic purposes;

(b) Property belonging to religious bodies or private charitable
institutions and used for religious or charitable purposes;

(c) Property of natural persons who are Bulgarian nationals permitted
to reside within the territory of the country in which the property is located
or to reside elsewhere in United Nations territory, other than Bulgarian
property which at any time during the war was subjected to measures not
generally applicable to the property of Bulgarian nationals resident in the
same territory;

(d) Property rights arising since the resumption of trade and financial
relations between the Allied and Associated Powers and Bulgaria, or arising
out of transactions between the Government of any Allied or Associated
Power and Bulgaria since October 28, 1944;

(e) Literary and artistic property rights.

Article 26
1. From the coming into force of the present Treaty, property in

Germany of Bulgaria and of Bulgarian nationals shall no longer be treated
as enemy property and all restrictions based on such treatment shall be
removed.

2. Identifiable property of Bulgaria and of Bulgarian nationals removed
by force or duress from Bulgarian territory to Germany by German forces
or authorities after October 28, 1944, shall be eligible for restitution.

3. The restoration and restitution of Bulgarian property in Germany
shall be effected in accordance with measures which will be determined by
the Powers in occupation of Germany.

4. Without prejudice to these and to any other dispositions in favour of
Bulgaria and Bulgarian nationals by the Powers occupying Germany, Bul-
garia waives on its own behalf and on behalf of Bulgarian nationals all
claims against Germany and German nationals outstanding on May 8, 1945,
except those arising out of contracts and other obligations entered into,
and rights acquired, before September 1, 1939. This waiver shall be
deemed to include debts, all inter-governmental claims in respect of arrange-
ments entered into in the course of the war and all claims for loss or
damage arising during the war.
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Article 27
1. The existence of the state of war shall not, in itself, be regarded

as affecting the obligation to pay pecuniary debts arising out of obligations
and contracts which existed, and rights which were acquired, before the
existence of the state of war, which became payable prior to the coming
into force of the present Treaty, and which are due by the Government or
nationals of Bulgaria to the Government or nationals of one of the Allied
and Associated Powers or are due by the Government or nationals of one
of the Allied and Associated Powers to the Government or nationals of
Bulgaria.

2. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the present Treaty,
nothing therein shall be construed as impairing debtor-creditor relationships
arising out of pre-war contracts concluded either by the Government or
nationals of Bulgaria.

Article 28
1. Bulgaria waives all claims of any description against the Allied and

Associated Powers on behalf of the Bulgarian Government or Bulgarian
nationals arising directly out of the war or out of actions taken because
of the existence of a state of war in Europe after September 1, 1939, whether
or not the Allied or Associated Power was at war with Bulgaria at the
time, including the following:

(a) Claims for losses or damages sustained as a consequence of acts
of forces or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers;

(b) Claims arising from the presence, operations or actions of forces
or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers in Bulgarian territory;

(c) Claims with respect to the decrees or orders of Prize Courts of
Allied or Associated Powers, Bulgaria agreeing to accept as valid and
binding all decrees and orders of such Prize Courts on or after September 1,
1939, concerning Bulgarian ships or Bulgarian goods or the payment
of costs;

(d) Claims arising out of the exercise or purported exercise of bel-
ligerent rights.

2. The provisions of this Article shall bar, completely and finally, all
claims of the nature referred to herein, which will be henceforward extin-
guished, whoever may be the parties in interest. The Bulgarian Government
agrees to make equitable compensation in levas to persons who furnished
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supplies or services on requisition to the forces of Allied or Associated
Powers in Bulgarian territory and in satisfaction of non-combat damage
claims against the forces of Allied or Associated Powers arising in Bul-
garian territory.

3. Bulgaria likewise waives all claims of the nature covered by para-
graph 1 of this Article on behalf of the Bulgarian Government or Bulgarian
nationals against any of the United Nations whose diplomatic relations
with Bulgaria were broken off during the war and which took action in
cooperation with the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. The waiver of claims by Bulgaria under paragraph 1 of this Article
includes any claims arising out of actions taken by any of the Allied and
Associated Powers with respect to Bulgarian ships between September 1,
1939, and the coming into force of the present Treaty, as well as any claims
and debts arising out of the Conventions on prisoners of war now in force.

Article 29

1. Pending the conclusion of commercial treaties or agreements between
individual United Nations and Bulgaria, the Bulgarian Government shall,
during a period of eighteen months from the coming into force of the present
Treaty, grant the following treatment to each of the United Nations which,
in fact, reciprocally grants similar treatment in like matters to Bulgaria:

(a) In all that concerns duties and charges on importation or exporta-
tion, the internal taxation of imported goods and all regulations pertaining
thereto, the United Nations shall be granted unconditional most-favoured-
nation treatment;

(b) In all other respects, Bulgaria shall make no arbitrary discrimina-
tion against goods originating in or destined for any territory of any of the
United Nations as compared with like goods originating in or destined for
territory of any other of the United Nations or of any other foreign country;

'(c) United Nations nationals, including juridical persons, shall be
granted national and most-favoured-nation treatment in all matters pertain-
ing to commerce, industry, shipping and other forms of business activity
within Bulgaria. These provisions shall not apply to commercial aviation;

(d) Bulgaria shall grant no exclusive or discriminatory right to any
country with regard to the operation of commercial aircraft in international
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traffic, shall afford all the United Nations equality of opportunity in obtain-
ing international commercial aviation rights in Bulgarian territory, includ-
ing the right to land for refueling and repair, and, with regard to the
operation of commercial aircraft in international traffic, shall grant on a
reciprocal and non-discriminatory basis to all United Nations the right to
fly over Bulgarian territory without landing. These provisions shall not
affect the interests of the national defence of Bulgaria.

2. The foregoing undertakings by Bulgaria shall be understood to be
subject to the exceptions customarily included in commercial treaties con-
cluded by Bulgaria before the war, and the provisions with respect to
reciprocity granted by each of the United Nations shall be understood to
be subject to the exceptions customarily included in the commercial
treaties concluded by that State.

Article 30

Bulgaria shall facilitate as far as possible railway traffic in transit
through its territory at reasonable rates and shall negotiate with neighbor-
ing States all reciprocal agreements necessary for this purpose.

Article 31

1. Any disputes which may arise in connection with Articles 22 and
23 and Annexes IV, V and VI of the present Treaty shall be referred to a
Conciliation Commission composed of an equal number of representatives
of the United Nations Government concerned and of the Bulgarian Govern-
ment. If agreement has not been reached within three months of the dispute
having been referred to the Conciliation Commission, either Government
may require the addition of a third member to the Commission, and failing
agreement between the two Governments on the selection of this member,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be requested by either
party to make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission and shall be accepted by the parties
as definitive and binding.

Article 32
Articles 22, 23, 29 and Annex VI of the present Treaty shall apply to

the Allied and Associated Powers and France and to those of the United
95347-49--PT. II 64
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Nations whose diplomatic relations with Bulgaria have been broken off
during the war.

Article 33

The provisions of Annexes IV, V and VI shall, as in the case of the other
Annexes, have force and effect as integral parts of the present Treaty.

PART VII
CLAUSE RELATING TO THE DANUBE

Article 34

Navigation on the Danube shall be free and open for the nationals,
vessels of commerce, and goods of all States, on a footing of equality in
regard to port and navigation charges and conditions for merchant ship-
ping. The foregoing shall not apply to traffic between ports of the same State.

PART VIII

FINAL CLAUSES

Article 35

1. For a period not to exceed eighteen months from the coming into
force of the present Treaty, the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Sofia
of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of America,
acting in concert, will represent the Allied and Associated Powers in dealing
with the Bulgarian Government in all matters concerning the execution
and interpretation of the present Treaty.

2. The Three Heads of Mission will give the Bulgarian Government
such guidance, technical advice and clarification as may be necessary to
ensure the rapid and efficient execution of the present Treaty both in letter
and in spirit.

3. The Bulgarian Government shall afford the said Three Heads of
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Mission all necessary information and any assistance which they may
require in the fulfilment of the tasks devolving on them under the present
Treaty.

Article 36

1. Except where another procedure is specifically provided under any
Article of the present Treaty, any dispute concerning the interpretation or
execution of the Treaty, which is not settled by direct diplomatic negotia-
tions, shall be referred to the Three Heads of Mission acting under Article
35, except that in this case the Heads of Mission will not be restricted by
the time limit provided in that Article. Any such dispute not resolved by
them within a period of two months shall, unless the parties to the dispute
mutually agree upon another means of settlement, be referred at the request
of either party to the dispute to a Commission composed of one represen-
tative of each party and a third member selected by mutual agreement of
the two parties from nationals of a third country. Should the two parties
fail to agree within a period of one month upon the appointment of the
third member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be re-
quested by either party to make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be accepted by the
parties as definitive and binding.

Article 37

1. Any member of the United Nations, not a signatory to the present
Treaty, which is at war with Bulgaria, may accede to the Treaty and upon
accession shall be deemed to be an Associated Power for the purposes of
the Treaty.

2. Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and shall take effect upon deposit.

Article 38

The present Treaty, of which the Russian and English texts are authen-

tic, shall be ratified by the Allied and Associated Powers. It shall also be
ratified by Bulgaria. It shall come into force immediately upon the deposit
of ratifications by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of Amer-
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ica. The instruments of ratification shall, in the shortest time possible, be
deposited with the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

With respect to each Allied or Associated Power whose instrument of
ratification is thereafter deposited, the Treaty shall come into force upon the
date of deposit. The present Treaty shall be deposited in the archives of
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which shall
furnish certified copies to each of the signatory States.
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ANNEX I
(See Article 1)

Map of the Bulgarian Frontiers

ANNEX II
(See Article 11)

Definition of Military, Military Air and Naval Training

1. Military training is defined as: the study of and practice in the use
of war material specially designed or adapted for army purposes, and
training devices relative thereto; the study and carrying out of all drill
or movements which teach or practice evolutions performed by fighting
forces in battle; and the organised study of tactics, strategy and staff work.

2. Military air training is defined as: the study of and practice in the
use of war material specially designed or adapted for air force purposes,
and training devices relative thereto; the study and practice of all special-
ised evolutions, including formation flying, performed by aircraft in the
accomplishment of an air force mission; and the organised study of air
tactics, strategy and staff work.

3. Naval training is defined as: the study, administration or practice in
the use of warships or naval establishments as well as the study or employ-
ment of all apparatus and training devices relative thereto, which are used
in the prosecution of naval warfare, except for those which are also normally
used for civilian purposes; also the teaching, practice or organised study
of naval tactics, strategy and staff work including the execution of all
operations and manoeuvres not required in the peaceful employment of
ships.

ANNEX III
(See Article 15)

Definition and List of War Material

The term "war material" as used in the present Treaty shall include
all arms, ammunition and implements specially designed or adapted for
use in war as listed below.
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The Allied and Associated Powers reserve the right to amend the list
periodically by modification or addition in the light of subsequent scien-
tific development.

Category I.

1. Military rifles, carbines, revolvers and pistols; barrels for these
weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable for civilian use.

2. Machine guns, military automatic or autoloading rifles, and machine
pistols; barrels for these weapons and other spare parts not readily adapt-
able for civilian use; machine gun mounts.

3. Guns, howitzers, mortars, cannon special to aircraft; breechless or
recoil-less guns and flamethrowers; barrels and other spare parts not readily
adaptable for civilian use; carriages and mountings for the foregoing.

4. Rocket projectors; launching and control mechanisms for self-
propelling and guided missiles; mountings for same.

5. Self-propelling and guided missiles, projectiles, rockets, fixed am-
munition and cartridges, filled or unfilled, for the arms listed in sub-para-
graphs 1-4 above and fuses, tubes or contrivances to explode or operate
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

6. Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines, depth charges and incendiary
material or charges, filled or unfilled; all means for exploding or operating
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

7. Bayonets.

Category II.

1. Armoured fighting vehicles; armoured trains, not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.

2. Mechanical and self propelled carriages for any of the weapons
listed in Category I; special type military chassis or bodies other than
those enumerated in sub-paragraph 1 above.

3. Armour plate, greater than three inches in thickness, used for pro-
tective purposes in warfare.
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Category III.

1. Aiming and computing devices, including predictors and plotting
apparatus, for fire control; direction of fire instruments; gun sights; bomb
sights; fuse setters; equipment for the calibration of guns and fire control
instruments.

2. Assault bridging, assault boats and storm boats.

3. Deceptive warfare, dazzle and decoy devices.

4. Personal war equipment of a specialised nature not readily adapt-
able to civilian use.

Category IV.

1. Warships of all kinds, including converted vessels and craft de-
signed or intended for their attendance or support, which cannot be tech-
nically reconverted to civilian use, as well as weapons, armour, ammunition,
aircraft and all other equipment, material, machines and installations not
used in peace time on ships other than warships.

2. Landing craft and amphibious vehicles or equipment of any kind;
assault boats or devices of any type as well as catapults or other apparatus
for launching or throwing aircraft, rockets, propelled weapons or any other
missile, instrument or device whether manned or unmanned, guided or
uncontrolled.

3. Submersible or semi-submersible ships, craft, weapons, devices or
apparatus of any kind, including specially designed harbour defence booms,
except as required by salvage, rescue or other civilian uses, as well as all
equipment, accessories, spare parts, experimental or training aids, instru-
ments or installations as may be specially designed for the construction,
testing, maintenance or housing of the same.

Category V.

1. Aircraft, assembled or unassembled, both heavier and lighter than
air, which are designed or adapted for aerial combat by the use of machine
guns, rocket projectors or artillery or for the carrying and dropping of
bombs, or which are equipped with, or which by reason of their design or con-
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struction are prepared for, any of the appliances referred to in sub-para-
graph 2 below.

2. Aerial gun mounts and frames, bomb racks, torpedo carriers and
bomb release or torpedo release mechanisms; gun turrets and blisters.

3. Equipment specially designed for and used solely by airborne
troops.

4. Catapults or launching apparatus for ship-borne, land- or sea-based
aircraft; apparatus for launching aircraft weapons.

5. Barrage balloons.

Category VI.

Asphyxiating, lethal, toxic or incapacitating substances intended for
war purposes, or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VII.

Propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics or liquefied gases destined for the
propulsion, explosion, charging or filling of, or for use in connection with,
the war material in the present categories, not capable of civilian use or
manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VIII.

Factory and tool equipment specially designed for the production and
maintenance of the material enumerated above and not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.

ANNEX IV
Industrial, Literary and Artistic Property

1. (a) A period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty shall be accorded to the Allied and Associated Powers and their
nationals without extension fees or other penalty of any sort in order to
enable them to accomplish all necessary acts for the obtaining or preserving
in Bulgaria of rights in industrial, literary and artistic property which
were not capable of accomplishment owing to the existence of a state of war.
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(b) Allied and Associated Powers or their nationals who had duly
applied in the territory of any Allied or Associated Power for a patent or
registration of a utility model not earlier than twelve months before the out-
break of the war with Bulgaria or during the war, or for the registration
of an industrial design or model or trade mark not earlier than six months
before the outbreak of the war with Bulgaria or during the war, shall be
entitled within twelve months after the coming into force of the present Treaty
to apply for corresponding rights in Bulgaria, with a right of priority
based upon the previous filing of the application in the territory of that
Allied or Associated Power.

(c) Each of the Allied and Associated Powers and its nationals shall
be accorded a period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty during which they may institute proceedings in Bulgaria against
those natural or juridical persons who are alleged illegally to have infringed
their rights in industrial, literary or artistic property between the date of
the outbreak of the war and the coming into force of the Treaty.

2. A period from the outbreak of the war until a date eighteen months
after the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be excluded in de-
termining the time within which a patent must be worked or a design or trade
mark used.

3. The period from the outbreak of the war until the coming into force
of the present Treaty shall be excluded from the normal term of rights in
industrial, literary and artistic property which were in force in Bulgaria
at the outbreak of the war or which are recognized or established under
this Annex and belong to any of the Allied and Associated Powers or their
nationals. Consequently, the normal duration of such rights shall be deemed
to be automatically extended in Bulgaria for a further term corresponding
to the period so excluded.

4. The foregoing provisions concerning the rights in Bulgaria of the
Allied and Associated Powers and their nationals shall apply equally to
the rights in the territories of the Allied and Associated Powers of Bulgaria
and its nationals. Nothing, however, in these provisions shall entitle Bulgaria
or its nationals to more favorable treatment in the territory of any of the
Allied and Associated Powers than is accorded by such Power in like cases
to other United Nations or their nationals, nor shall Bulgaria be thereby
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required to accord to any of the Allied and Associated Powers or its nation-
als more favorable treatment than Bulgaria or its nationals receive in the
territory of such Power in regard to the matters dealt with in the fore-
going provisions.

5. Third parties in the territories of any of the Allied and Associated
Powers or Bulgaria who, before the coming into force of the present Treaty,
had bona fide acquired industrial, literary or artistic property rights con-
flicting with rights restored under this Annex or with rights obtained with
the priority provided thereunder, or had bona fide manufactured, pub-
lished, reproduced, used or sold the subject matter of such rights, shall be
permitted, without any liability for infringement, to continue to exercise
such rights and to continue or to resume such manufacture, publication,
reproduction, use or sale which had been bona fide acquired or commenced.
In Bulgaria, such permission shall take the form of a non-exclusive
licence granted on terms and conditions to be mutually agreed by the
parties thereto or, in default of agreement, to be fixed by the Conciliation
Commission established under Article 31 of the present Treaty. In the,
territories of each of the Allied and Associated Powers, however, bona
fide third parties shall receive such protection as is accorded under similar
circumstances to bona fide third parties whose rights are in conflict with
those of the nationals of other Allied and Associated Powers.

6. Nothing in this Annex shall be construed to entitle Bulgaria or its
nationals to any patent or utility model rights in the territory of any of the
Allied and Associated Powers with respect to inventions, relating to any
article listed by name in Annex III of the present Treaty, made, or upon
which applications were filed, by Bulgaria, or any of its nationals, in
Bulgaria or in the territory of any other of the Axis Powers, or in any
territory occupied by the Axis forces, during the time when such territory
was under the control of the forces or authorities of the Axis Powers.

7. Bulgaria shall likewise extend the benefits of the foregoing provi-
sions of this Annex to France, and to other United Nations which are not
Allied or Associated Powers, whose diplomatic relations with Bulgaria have
been broken off during the war and which undertake to extend to Bulgaria
the benefits accorded to Bulgaria under the said provisions.
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8. Nothing in this Annex shall be understood to conflict with Articles
23, 25 and 27 of the present Treaty.

ANNEX V
Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments

A. CONTRACTS

1. Any contract which required for its execution intercourse between
any of the parties thereto having become enemies as defined in part D of
this Annex, shall, subject to the exceptions set out in paragraphs 2 and 3
below, be deemed to have been dissolved as from the time when any of the
parties thereto became enemies. Such dissolution, however, is without prej-
udice to the provisions of Article 27 of the present Treaty, nor shall it
relieve any party to the contract from the obligation to repay amounts
received as advances or as payments on account and in respect of which
such party has not rendered performance in return.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 above, there shall
be excepted from dissolution and, without prejudice to the rights contained
in Article 25 of the present Treaty, there shall remain in force such parts
of any contract as are severable and did not require for their execution in-
tercourse between any of the parties thereto, having become enemies as de-
fined in part D of this Annex. Where the provisions of any contract are not so
severable, the contract shall be deemed to have been dissolved in its entirety.
The foregoing shall be subject to the application of domestic laws, orders
or regulations made by any of the Allied and Associated Powers having
jurisdiction over the contract or over any of the parties thereto and shall
be subject to the terms of the contract.

3. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be deemed to invalidate
transactions lawfully carried out in accordance with a contract between
enemies if they have been carried out with the authorization of the Govern-
ment of one of the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, contracts of insurance
and re-insurance shall be subject to separate agreements between the Govern-
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ment of the Allied or Associated Power concerned and the Government
of Bulgaria.

B. PERIODS OF PRESCRIPTION

1. All periods of prescription or limitation of right of action or of the
right to take conservatory measures in respect of relations affecting persons
or property, involving United Nations nationals and Bulgarian nationals
who, by reason of the state of war, were unable to take judicial action or to
comply with the formalities necessary to safeguard their rights, irrespective
of whether these periods commenced before or after the outbreak of war,
shall be regarded as having been suspended, for the duration of the war,
in Bulgarian territory on the one hand, and on the other hand in the ter-
ritory of those United Nations which grant to Bulgaria, on a reciprocal
basis, the benefit of the provisions of this paragraph. These periods shall be-
gin to run again on the coming into force of the present Treaty. The provi-
sions of this paragraph shall be applicable in regard to the periods fixed
for the presentation of interest or dividend coupons or for the presentation
for payment of securities drawn for repayment or repayable on any
other ground.

2. Where, on account of failure to perform any act or to comply with
any formality during the war, measures of execution have been taken in
Bulgarian territory to the prejudice of a national of one of the United
Nations, the Bulgarian Government shall restore the rights which have been
detrimentally affected. If such restoration is impossible or would be inequi-
table, the Bulgarian Government shall provide that the United Nations
national shall be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the
circumstances.

C. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

1. As between enemies, no negotiable instrument made before the war
shall be deemed to have become invalid by reason only of failure within
the required time to present the instrument for acceptance or payment, or
to give notice of non-acceptance or non-payment to drawers or endorsers,
or to protest the instrument, nor by reason of failure to complete any
formality during the war.
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2. Where the period within which a negotiable instrument should have
been presented for acceptance or for payment, or within which notice of
non-acceptance or non-payment should have been given to the drawer or
endorser, or within which the instrument should have been protested, has
elapsed during the war, and the party who should have presented or pro-
tested the instrument or have given notice of non-acceptance or non-payment
has failed to do so during the war, a period of not less than three months
from the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be allowed within
which presentation, notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, or protest
may be made.

3. If a person has, either before or during the war, incurred obligations
under a negotiable instrument in consequence of an undertaking given to
him by a person who has subsequently become an enemy, the latter shall
remain liable to indemnify the former in respect of these obligations, not-
withstanding the outbreak of war.

D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. For the purposes of this Annex, natural or juridical persons shall
be regarded as enemies from the date when trading between them shall have
become unlawful under laws, orders or regulations to which such persons
or the contracts were subject.

2. Having regard to the legal system of the United States of America,
the provisions of this Annex shall not apply as between the United States
of America and Bulgaria.

ANNEX VI
Judgments

The Bulgarian Government shall take the necessary measures to enable
nationals of any of the United Nations at any time within one year from
the coming into force of the present Treaty to submit to the appropriate
Bulgarian authorities for review any judgment given by a Bulgarian court
between April 24, 1941, and the coming into force of the present Treaty
in any proceeding in which the United Nations national was unable to make
adequate presentation of his case either as plaintiff or defendant. The Bul-
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garian Government shall provide that, where the United Nations national
has suffered injury by reason of any such judgment, he shall be restored in
the position in which he was before the judgment was given or shall be
afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the circumstances. The
term "United Nations nationals" includes corporations or associations organ-
ised or constituted under the laws of any of the United Nations.
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Les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord, 1'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, 1'Aus-
tralie, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste de Bielorussie, la Grece, I'Inde,
la Nouvelle-Zelande, la Tchecoslovaquie, la Republique Sovietique Socia-
liste d'Ukraine, l'Union Sud-Africaine et la Republique Federative Popu-
laire de Yougoslavie, en tant qu'Etats en guerre avec la Bulgarie et ayant
particip6e la lutte contre les Etats europeens ennemis avec des forces
militaires importantes, design6s ci-apres sous le nom de "Puissances Alli6es
et Associees" d'une part,

et la Bulgarie d'autre part;

Considerant que la Bulgarie, qui a conclu une alliance avec l'Allemagne
hitldrienne et a particip6 a ses c6t6s a la guerre contre les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni, l'Union des R6publiques Sovietiques Socialistes
et d'autres Nations Unies, porte sa part de responsabilit6 dans cette guerre;

Considerant toutefois que la Bulgarie, apres avoir cesse les operations
militaires contre les Nations Unies, a rompu ses relations avec l'Allemagne
et, ayant conclu le 28 octobre 1944 un armistice avec les Gouvernements
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union des Republiques
Sovi6tiques Socialistes, agissant au nom de toutes les Nations Unies en
guerre avec la Bulgarie, a pris une part active dans la guerre contre
l'Allemagne;

Considerant que les Puissances Alli6es et Associees et la Bulgarie
sont desireuses de conclure un traite de paix qui regle, en conformite avec
les principes de justice, les questions demeurant en suspens a la suite des
evenements ci-dessus rappel6s et qui forme la base de relations amicales
entre elles, permettant ainsi aux Puissances Alliees et Associees d'appuyer
les demandes que la Bulgarie presentera pour devenir membre de l'Organi-
sation des Nations Unies et pour adherer a toute convention conclue sous
les auspices des Nations Unies;

Pour ces motifs, ont decide de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de
guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Traite de Paix et ont, a ces fins,
designe les Plenipotentiaires soussign6s, lesquels, apres presentation de leurs
pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des articles
suivants:
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les auspices des Nations Unies; 

Pour ces motifs, ont decide de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de 

guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Traite de Paix et ont, A ces fins, 

designe les Plenipotentiaires soussignes, lesquels, apres presentation de leurs 

pleins pouvoirs, recoimus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des articles 
suivants: 
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PARTIE I
FRONTIERES DE LA BULGARIE

Article 1

Les frontieres de la Bulgarie, telles qu'elles sont indiquees sur la carte
jointe au present Trait6 (annexe I), demeureront telles qu'elles etaient
au 1er janvier 1941.

PARTIE II
CLAUSES POLITIQUES

SECTION I

Article 2

La Bulgarie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer a
toutes les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de
sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des
libertes fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pens6e, la
liberte de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la libert6 d'opinion
et de r6union.

Article 3

La Bulgarie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris
des mesures pour mettre en liberte, sans distinction de citoyennete ou de
nationalite, toutes les personnes detenues en raison de leurs activites en
faveur des Nations Unies ou de leur sympathie pour celles-ci, ou en raison
de leur origine raciale, et pour abroger la legislation ayant un caractere
discriminatoire et rapporter les restrictions imposees en vertu de celle-ci,
s'engage a completer ces mesures et a ne prendre a l'avenir aucune mesure
ou a n'edicter aucune loi qui serait incompatible avec les fins enonc6es
dans le present article.

Article 4

La Bulgarie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris
des mesures en vue de dissoudre toutes les organisations politiques, mili-
taires ou paramilitaires de caractere fasciste existant sur le territoire
bulgare, ainsi que toutes autres organisations faisant une propagande hostile
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aux Nations Unies, s'engage A ne pas tolerer A l'avenir l'existence et l'acti-
vite d'organisations de cette nature qui ont pour but de priver le peuple
des ses droits democratiques.

Article 5

1. La Bulgarie prendra toutes les mesures n6cessaires pour assurer
larrestation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement:

a) des personnes accusees d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de
guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanite, ou d'en avoir ete com-
plices;

b) des ressortissants de 'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees accuses d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant des
actes de trahison ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre.

2. A la demande du Gouvernement de l'une des Nations Unies interes-
sees, la Bulgarie devra assurer en outre la comparution comme temoins
des personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est necessaire
pour le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article.

3. Tout d6saccord concernant l'application des dispositions des para-
graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis par tout Gouvernement inte-
ress6 aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques a Sofia des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique, qui se mettront d'accord
sur le point souleve.

SECTION II

Article 6
La Bulgarie s'engage A reconnaitre la pleine valeur des Traites de Paix

avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Hongrie et la Finlande, ainsi que des autres
accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus par les
Puissances Alli6es et Associees en ce qui concerne l'Autriche, l'Allemagne
et le Japon, en vue du retablissement de la paix.

Article 7
La Bulgarie s'engage a accepter tous les arrangements qui ont ete

conclus ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des
Nations et de la Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale.
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Article 8
1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es notifiera a la Bulgarie,

dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
les traites bilateraux qu'elle a conclus avec la Bulgarie ant6rieurement a la
guerre et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en vigueur. Toutes
dispositions des traites dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas en conformite
avec le present Trait6 seront toutefois supprimees.

2. Tous les trait6s de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette notifi-
cation seront enregistres au Secretariat de l'Organisation des Nations Unies,
conformement a l'article 102 de la Charte des Nations Unies.

3. Tous les traites de cette nature qui n'auront pas fait l'objet d'une
telle notification seront tenus pour abroges.

PARTIE III
CLAUSES MILITAIRES, NAVALES ET AERIENNES

SECTION I

Article 9
Les armements terrestres, maritimes et a6riens et les fortifications

seront strictement limites de maniere a repondre aux taches d'ordre interieur
et a la defense locale des frontieres. Conformement aux dispositions
ci-dessus, la Bulgarie est autorisee a conserver des forces armees ne
depassant pas:

a) pour l'armee de terre, y compris les gardes-frontieres, un effectif
total de 55.000 hommes;

b) pour l'artillerie de defense anti-aerienne, un effectif de 1.800
hommes;

c) pour la marine, un effectif de 3.500 hommes et un tonnage total
de 7.250 tonnes;

d) pour l'aviation militaire, y compris l'a6ronautique navale et les
avions de reserve, 90 avions, dont 70 au maximum pourront etre des
avions de combat, et un effectif total de 5.200 hommes. La Bulgarie ne
devra ni posseder ni acquerir d'avions concus essentiellement comme bom-
bardiers et comportant des dispositifs interieurs pour le transport des
bombes.
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Ces effectifs comprendront, dans chaque cas, le personnel de com-
mandement, les unit6s combattantes et les services.

Article 10
Le personnel de l'armee, de la marine et de l'aviation bulgares en

exc6dent des effectifs autorises dans chaque cas aux termes de l'article 9
sera licencie dans un d6lai de six mois a partir de la date d'entr6e en
vigueur du present Traite.

Article 11
Aucune forme d'instruction militaire, navale ou aerienne au sens de

l'annexe II, ne sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de l'armee,
de la marine ou de l'aviation bulgare.

Article 12

1. La construction des ouvrages suivants est interdite au nord de la
frontiere greco-bulgare: fortifications permanentes oiu peuvent etre installees
des armes capables de tirer en territoire hellenique, installations militaires
permanentes pouvant etre utilisees pour conduire ou diriger le tir en terri-
toire hellenique et moyens permanents de ravitaillement et de stockage
edifies uniquement pour l'usage des fortifications et installations ci-dessus.

2. Cette interdiction ne vise pas les autres types de fortifications non
permanentes ou les casemates, casernements et installations de surface qui
sont uniquement destines a repondre a des necessit6s d'ordre interieur
et de defense locale des frontieres.

Article 13
La Bulgarie ne poss6dera, ne fabriquera ni n'experimentera aucune

arme atomique, aucun projectile automoteur ou dirig6, ni aucun dispositif
employe pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que les torpilles ou
dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal
des navires autorises par le present Traite), aucune mine marine ou torpille
fonctionnant par un mecanisme a influence, aucune torpille humaine, aucun
sous-marin ou autre batiment submersible, aucune vedette lance-torpilles,
ni aucun type sp6cialise de batiment d'assaut.
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Article 14

La Bulgarie ne devra pas conserver, fabriquer ou acquerir par tout
autre moyen, de materiel de guerre en exc6dent de ce qui est n6cessaire au
maintien des forces arm6es autorisees par 1'article 9 du present Traite ni
laisser subsister de facilit6s pour la production de ce materiel de guerre.

Article 15

1. Le mat6riel de guerre de provenance alliee en excedent sera mis
a la disposition de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee conformement
aux instructions qui seront donnees par celle-ci; le materiel de guerre
bulgare en excedent sera mis a la disposition des Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique. La Bulgarie
renoncera a tous droits sur ce materiel.

2. Le mat6riel de guerre de provenance allemande ou construit sur des
plans allemands, en excedent de celui qui est necessaire aux forces armees
autorisees par le present Trait6, sera mis a la disposition des trois Gouverne-
ments. La Bulgarie n'acquerra, ni ne fabriquera aucun materiel de guerre
de provenance allemande ou construit sur des plans allemands; elle n'em-
ploiera ni n'instruira aucun technicien, y compris le personnel de l'aviation
militaire ou civile, qui soit ou ait ete ressortissant allemand.

3. Le mat6riel de guerre en exc6dent mentionn6 aux paragraphes 1 et
2 du present article sera livre ou detruit dans un delai d'un an a partir de
la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

4. La definition et la liste du materiel du guerre aux fins du present
Traite figurent a l'annexe III.

Article 16

La Bulgarie s'engage a apporter son entiere collaboration aux Puis-
sances Alliees et Associees, en vue de mettre l'Allemagne dans l'impossibilite
de prendre hors du territoire allemand des mesures tendant a son rearmement.

Article 17

La Bulgarie s'engage a n'acquerir ou fabriquer aucun avion civil de
modele allemand ou japonais ou comportant des elements importants de
fabrication ou de conception allemande ou japonaise.
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Article 18

Chacune des clauses militaires, navales et aeriennes du present Trait6
demeurera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas ete modifiee, en-
tierement ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alliees et
Associees et la Bulgarie, ou, apres que la Bulgarie sera devenue membre de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securite et
la Bulgarie.

SECTION II

Article 19

1. Les prisonniers de guerre bulgares seront rapatries aussit6t que
possible conformement aux arrangements conclus entre chacune des Puis-
sances qui detiennent ces prisonniers et la Bulgarie.

2. Tous les frais, y compris les frais de subsistance, entraines par le
transfert des prisonniers de guerre bulgares depuis leurs centres de rapa-
triement respectifs, choisis par le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alliee ou
Associee interessee, jusqu'au lieu d'entree sur le territoire bulgare, seront
a la charge du Gouvernement bulgare.

PARTIE IV
RETRAIT DES FORCES ALLIEES

Article 20

1. Toutes les forces armees des Puissances Alliees et Associees seront
retirees de Bulgarie aussit6t que possible et en tout cas dans un delai
maximum de quatre-vingt-dix jours a partir de l'entree en vigueur du
present Traite.

2. Toutes les devises bulgares non employees et tous les biens bulgares
qui sont en la possession des armees alliees sur le territoire bulgare et qui
ont ete acquis en application de l'article 15 de la Convention d'Armistice,
seront restitues au Gouvernement bulgare dans le meme delai de quatre-
vingt-dix jours.

3. Toutefois, la Bulgarie fournira pendant la periode comprise entre
rentr6e en vigueur du present Traite et le retrait definitif des forces armies
alliees, tous les approvisionnements et facilites qui pourront etre particu-
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lierement necessaires pour les forces armees des Puissances Alliees et

Associees pendant leur retrait, prestations pour lesquelles le Gouvernement

bulgare sera dfment indemnise.

PARTIE V

REPARATIONS ET RESTITUTIONS

Article 21

1. La Bulgarie indemnisera la Yougoslavie et la Grace des pertes

causees du fait des operations militaires et de l'occupation par la Bulgarie

du territoire de ces Etats; toutefois, tenant compte du fait que la Bulgarie,

non seulement s'est retiree de la guerre contre les Nations Unies, mais encore

a declare la guerre a l'Allemagne et a effectivement mene la guerre contre

celle-ci, les Parties Contractantes conviennent que la Bulgarie les indemni-

sera des pertes indiquees ci-dessus non en totalite, mais seulement en

partie, a savoir, jusqu'a concurrence d'un montant de 70.000.000 de dollars

des Etats-Unis, payables en marchandises provenant de la production des

industries de transformation et des industries extractives, ainsi que de celle

de l'agriculture, pendant une periode de huit annees, a partir de la date

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. La somme que la Bulgarie devra

payer a la Grece s'6elvera a 45.000.000 de dollars, et celle qu'elle devra

payer a la Yougoslavie, a 25.000.000 de dollars.

2. Les quantit6s et les categories de marchandises a livrer seront

determinees par accords entre les Gouvernements de Grece et de Yougoslavie

et le Gouvernement bulgare. Ces accords seront communiques aux Chefs des

missions diplomatiques a Sofia des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni

et de 'Union Sovietique.

3. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu dans le present article

sera le dollar des Etats-Unis, a sa parite or, a la date du 1" juillet 1946,

c'est-a-dire 35 dollars pour une once d'or.

4. La valeur des marchandises livrees en execution du present article

sera calculee sur la base des prix pratiqu6s en 1938 sur le marche interna-

tional, en dollars des Etats-Unis, avec un coefficient de majoration de quinze

pour cent pour les produits industriels et de dix pour cent pour les autres
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Associees pendant leur retrait, prestations pour lesquelles le Gouvernement 

bulgare sera (lament indemnise. 

PARTIE V 

REPARATIONS ET RESTITUTIONS 

Article 21 

1. La Bulgarie indemnisera la Yougoslavie et la Grece des pertes 

causees du fait des operations militaires et de l'occupation par la Bulgarie 

du territoire de ces Etats; toutefois, tenant compte du fait que la Bulgarie, 

non seulement s'est retiree de la guerre contre les Nations Unies, mais encore 

a declare la guerre a PAllemagne et a effectivement mene la guerre contre 

celle-ci, les Parties Contractantes conviennent que la Bulgarie les indemni-

sera des pertes indiquees ci-dessus non en totalite, mais seulement en 

partie, a savoir, jusqu'a concurrence d'un montant de 70.000.000 de dollars 

des Etats-Unis, payables en marchandises provenant de la production des 

industries de transformation et des industries extractives, ainsi que de celle 

de l'agriculture, pendant une periode de huit annees, a partir de la date 

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. La somme que la Bulgarie devra 

payer a la Grece s'elevera a 45.000.000 de dollars, et celle qu'elle devra 

payer a la Yougoslavie, a 25.000.000 de dollars. 

2. Les quantites et les categories de marchandises a livrer seront 

determinees par accords entre les Gouvernements de Grece et de Yougoslavie 

et le Gouvernement bulgare. Ces accords seront communiques aux Chefs des 

missions diplomatiques a Sofia des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni 

et de l'Union Sovietique. 

3. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu dans le present article 

sera le dollar des Etats-Unis, a sa parite or, a la date du ler juillet 1946, 

c'est-à-dire 35 dollars pour une once d'or. 

4. La valeur des marchandises livrees en execution du present article 

sera calculee sur la base des prix pratiques en 1938 sur le marche interna-

tional, en dollars des Etats-Unis, avec tin coefficient de majoration de quinze 

pour cent pour les produits industriels et de dix pour cent pour les autres 



produits. Les frais de transport jusqu'a la frontiere grecque ou yougoslave

seront a la charge du Gouvernement bulgare.

Article 22

1. La Bulgarie accepte les principes de la D6claration des Nations

Unies du 5 janvier 1943 et restituera dans le plus bref delai possible les

biens enlev6s du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.

2. L'obligation de restituer s'applique a tous les biens identifiables
se trouvant actuellement en Bulgarie et qui ont 6t6 enlev6s, par force ou par

contrainte, du territoire de l'une des Nations Unies par l'une des Puissances

de 1'Axe, quelles qu'aient 6et les transactions ulterieures par lesquelles le

detenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession.
3. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a la Bulgarie d'effec-

tuer la restitution d'objets pr6sentant un int6ret artistique, historique ou arche-
ologique, et qui font partie du patrimoine culturel de la Nation Unie du
territoire de laquelle ces objets ont te6 enlev6s par les arm6es, les autorites

ou les ressortissants bulgares, usant de la force ou de la contrainte, la
Bulgarie s'engage a remettre h la Nation Unie int6ress6e des objets de meme
nature et d'une valeur sensiblement &quivalente a celle des objets enlev6s,
dans la mesure ou il est possible de s'en procurer en Bulgarie.

4. Le Gouvernement bulgare restituera en bon 6tat les biens vis6s dans
le present article et prendra a sa charge tous les frais de main-d'oeuvre,
de mat6riaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Bulgarie.

5. Le Gouvernement bulgare coop6rera avec les Nations Unies a la
recherche et a la restitution des biens soumis a restitution aux termes du
present article et il fournira a ses frais toutes les facilit6s n6cessaires.

6. Le Gouvernement bulgare prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour
restituer les biens vises dans le pr6sent article, qui sont detenus dans un
tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction bulgare.

7. La demande de restitution d'un bien sera pr6sent6e au Gouverne-
ment bulgare par le Gouvernement du pays du territoire duquel le bien a
6t6 enlev6, etant entendu que le mat6riel roulant sera considr6e comme
ayant 6et enlev6 du territoire auquel il appartenait a l'origine. Les demandes
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produits. Les frais de transport jusqu'a la frontiere grecque ou yougoslave 

seront a la charge du Gouvemement bulgare. 

Article 22 

1. La Bulgarie accepte les principes de la Declaration des Nations 

Unies du 5 janvier 1943 et restituera dans le plus bref delai possible les 

biens enleves du territoire de rune quelconque des Nations Unies. 

2. L'obligation de restituer s'applique a tons les biens identifiables 
se trouvant actuellement en Bulgarie et qui ont ete enleves, par force ou par 

contrainte, du territoire de l'une des Nations Unies par l'une des Puissances 

de l'Axe, quelles qu'aient ete les transactions ulterieures par lesquelles le 

detenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession. 

3. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a la Bulgarie d'effec-

tuer la restitution d'objets presentant un interet artistique, historique ou arche-

ologique, et qui font pfirtie du patrimoine culturel de la Nation Unie du 

territoire de laquelle ces objets ont ete enleves par les armees, les autorites 

ou les ressortissants bulgares, usant de la force ou de la contrainte, la 

Bulgarie s'engage a remettre a la Nation Unie interessee des objets de meme 

nature et d'une valeur sensiblement equivalente a celle des objets enleves, 

dans la mesure oit il est possible de s'en procurer en Bulgarie. 

4. Le Gouvemement bulgare restituera en bon etat les biens vises dans 

le present article et prendra a sa charge tous les frais de main-d'oeuvre, 

de materiaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Bulgarie. 

5. Le Gouvemement bulgare cooperera avec les Nations Unies a la 

recherche et a la restitution des biens somnis a restitution aux termes du 

present article et il foumira a ses frais toutes les facilites necessaires. 

6. Le Gouvemement bulgare prendra les mesures necessaires pour 

restituer les biens vises dans le present article, qui sont detenus dans un 

tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction bulgare. 

7. La demande de restitution d'un bien sera presentee au Gouverne-

ment bulgare par le Gouvemement du pays du territoire duquel le hien a 

ete enleve, etant entendu que le materiel roulant sera considere comme 

ayant ete enleve du territoire auquel ii appartenait a rorigine. Les demandes 
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devront etre presentees dans un delai de six mois a partir de 1'entree en
vigueur du present Traite.

8. I incombera au Gouvernement requerant d'identifier le bien et d'en
prouver la propriete et au Gouvernement bulgare d'apporter la preuve que
le bien n'a pas ete enleve par force ou par contrainte.

PARTIE VI
CLAUSES ECONOMIQUES

Article 23

1. Pour autant qu'elle ne l'a pas deja fait, la Bulgarie retablira tous
les droits et int6erts legaux en Bulgarie des Nations Unies et de leurs
ressortissants, tels qu'ils existaient au 24 avril 1941 et restituera a ces
Nations Unies et a leurs ressortissants tous les biens leur appartenant en
Bulgarie, dans 1'etat ot ils se trouvent actuellement.

2. Le Gouvernement bulgare restituera tous les biens, droits et int6erts
vises au present article, libres de toutes hypotheques et charges quelconques
dont ils auraient pu etre grev6s du fait de la guerre, et sans que la restitu-
tion donne lieu a la perception d'aucune somme de la part du Gouvernement
bulgare. Le Gouvernement bulgare annulera toutes mesures, y compris les
mesures de saisie, de sequestre ou de controle, prises par lui a l'egard des
biens des Nations Unies entre le 24 avril 1941 et la date d'entree en vigueur
du present Traite. Dans le cas ofu le bien n'aurait pas ete restitue dans les
six mois a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, la
demande devra etre presentee aux autorites bulgares dans un delai maxi-
mum de douze mois a compter de cette meme date, sauf dans les cas oil
le demandeur serait en mesure d'etablir qu'il lui a ete impossible de pre-
senter sa demande dans ce delai.

3. Le Gouvernement bulgare annulera les transferts portant sur des
biens, droits et interets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants des
Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts r6sultent de mesures de force ou de
contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par les Gouvernements des Puissances
de l'Axe ou par leurs organes.
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devront etre presentees dans un delai de six mois a partir de rentree en 
vigueur du present Traite. 

8. Ii incombera au Gouvernement requerant d'identifier le bien et d'en 

prouver la propriete et au Gouvernement bulgare d'apporter la preuve que 

le bien n'a pas ete enleve par force ou par contrainte. 

PARTIE VI 

CLAUSES ECONOMIQUES 

Article 23 

1. Pour autant qu'elle ne ra pas déjà fait, la Bulgarie retablira tous 

les droits et interets legaux en Bulgarie des Nations Unies et de leurs 

ressortissants, tels gulls existaient au 24 avril 1941 et restituera a ces 

Nations Unies et a leurs ressortissants tous les biens leur appartenant en 
Bulgarie, dans retat ou us se trouvent actuellement. 

2. Le Gouvernement bulgare restituera tous les biens, droits et interets 

vises au present article, libres de toutes hypotheques et charges quelconques 

dont us auraient pu e'tre greves du fait de la guerre, et sans que la restitu-

tion donne lieu a la perception d'aucune somme de la part du Gouvernement 

bulgare. Le Gouvernement bulgare annulera toutes mesures, y compris les 

mesures de saisie, de sequestre ou de controle, prises par lui a l'egard des 

biens des Nations Unies entre le 24 avril 1941 et la date d'entree en vigueur 

du present Traite. Dans le cas oil le bien n'aurait pas ete restitue dans les 

six mois a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, la 

demande devra etre presentee aux autorites bulgares dans un delai maxi-

mum de douze mois a compter de cette meme date, sauf dans les cas oil 

le demandeur serait en mesure d'etablir gull lui a ete impossible de pre-

senter sa demande dans ce delai. 

3. Le Gouvernement bulgare annulera les transferts portant sur des 

biens, droits et interets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants des 

Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts resultent de mesures de force ou de 
contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par les Gouvernements des Puissances 

de l'Axe ou par leurs organes. 



4. a) Le Gouvernement bulgare sera responsable de la remise en par-
fait etat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en vertu
du paragraphe 1 du pr6sent article. Lorsqu'un bien ne pourra etre restitu6
ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie aura subi
une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d'un dommage cause a un bien en
Bulgarie, le Gouvernement bulgare indemnisera le proprietaire en versant
une somme en levas jusqu'a concurrence des deux tiers de la somme n6ces-
saire, a la date du paiement, pour permettre au beneficiaire, soit d'acheter
un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la perte ou le dommage subi. En
aucun cas, les ressortissants des Nations Unies ne devront etre l'objet d'un
traitement moins favorable en matiere d'indemnit6 que le traitement ac-
cord6 aux ressortissants bulgares.

b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui detiennent directement ou
indirectement des parts d'int6erts dans des soci6tes ou associations qui ne
possedent pas la nationalit6 des Nations Unies, au sens du paragraphe 8 (a)
du present article, mais qui ont subi une perte par suite d'atteintes ou de
dommages causes a leurs biens en Bulgarie recevront une indemnite con-
form6ment a l'alin6a a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnit6 sera calculee en fonc-
tion de la perte ou du dommage total subi par la societe ou 'association, et
son montant par rapport au total de la perte ou du dommage subi aura
la meme proportion que la part d'int6rets detenue par lesdits ressortissants
par rapport au capital global de la societe ou association en question.

c) L'indemnit6 sera vers6e, nette de tous prelevements, impots ou
autres charges. Elle pourra etre librement employee en Bulgarie mais sera
soumise aux reglements relatifs au contr6le des changes qui pourront, a
un moment donne, etre en vigueur en Bulgarie.

d) Le Gouvernement bulgare accordera aux ressortissants des Nations
Unies le meme traitement qu'aux ressortissants bulgares, en ce qui concerne
'attribution des materiaux pour la reparation ou la remise en etat de leurs

biens en Bulgarie, ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne l'attribution de devises
etrangeres en vue de l'importation de tels mat6riaux.

e) Le Gouvernement bulgare accordera aux ressortissants des Nations
Unies une indemnit6 en levas, dans la meme proportion que celle qui est
prevue a l'alin6a a) ci-dessus pour compenser la perte ou les dommages
qui r6sultent de mesures speciales prises pendant la guerre a l'encontre de
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4. a) Le Gouvernement bulgare sera responsable de la remise en par-

fait etat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en vertu 

du paragraphe 1 du present article. Lorsqu'un Men ne pourra etre restitue 

ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie aura subi 

une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d.'un dommage cause a un bien en 

Bulgarie, le Gouvernement bulgare indemnisera le proprietaire en versant 

une somme en levas jusqu'a concurrence des deux tiers de la somme neces-

saire, a la date du paiement, pour permettre au beneficiaire, soit d'acheter 

un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la perte ou le dommage subi. En 

auctm cas, les ressortissants des Nations Unies ne devront etre l'objet d'un 

traitement moms favorable en matiere d'indemnite que le traitement ac-

collie aux ressortissants bulgares. 

b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui detiennent directement ou 

indirectement des parts d'interets dans des societes ou associations qui ne 
possedent pas la nationalite des Nations Unies, au sens du paragraphe 8 (a) 

du present article, mais qui out subi une perte par suite d'atteintes ou de 

dommages causes a leurs biens en Bulgarie recevront une indemnite con-
formement a l'alinea a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnite sera calculee en fonc-

tion de la perte on du dommage total subi par la societe ou l'association, et 

son montant par rapport au total de la perte ou du dommage subi aura 

la meme proportion que la part d'interets detenue par lesdits ressortissants 

par rapport au capital global de la societe ou association en question. 

c) L'indemnite sera versee, nette de tous prelevements, impots ou 

autres charges. Elle pourra etre librement employee en Bulgarie mais sera 

soumise aux reglements relatifs au controle des changes qui pourront, 
un moment donne, etre en vigueur en Bulgarie. 

d) Le Gouvernement bulgare accordera aux ressortissants des Nations 

Unies le meme traitement qu'aux ressortissants bulgares, en ce qui conceme 

l'attribution des materiaux pour la reparation ou la remise en etat de leurs 

biens en Bulgarie, ainsi qu'en ce qui conceme l'attribution de devises 

etrangeres en vue de l'importation de tels materiaux. 

e) Le Gouvernement bulgare accordera aux ressortissants des Nations 

Unies une indemnite en levas, dans la meme proportion que celle qui est 

prevue a l'alinea a) ci-dessus pour compenser la perte ou les dommages 

qui resultent de mesures speciales prises pendant la guerre a l'encontre de 
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leurs biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens bulgares. Cet alin6a ne s'applique
pas a un manque a gagner.

5. Tous les frais raisonnables auxquels donnera lieu, en Bulgarie,
1'etablissement des demandes, y compris 1'evaluation des pertes et des dom-
mages, seront a la charge du Gouvernement bulgare.

6. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront
exemptes de tous imp6ts, contributions ou taxes exceptionnels, auxquels le
Gouvernement bulgare ou une autorite bulgare quelconque auraient soumis
leurs avoirs en capital en Bulgarie entre la date de l'Armistice et la date
d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, en vue de couvrir les d6penses resul-
tant de la guerre ou celles qui ont et6 entrainees par l'entretien des forces
d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une des Nations Unies.
Toutes les sommes qui auraient ete ainsi percues seront remboursees.

7. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvernement bulgare
pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions
du present article.

8. Aux fins du present article:
a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux societes ou associations constitutes sous le r6gime des
lois de 1'une des Nations Unies lors de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
a condition que lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations aient
deja possede ce statut a la date de 1'Armistice avec la Bulgarie.

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend egalement
toutes les personnes physiques et les societes ou associations qui, aux termes
de la legislation en vigueur en Bulgarie pendant la guerre, ont ete traitees
comme ennemis.

b) Le terme "proprietaire" designe le ressortissant d'une des Nations
Unies, tel qu'il est d6fini a l'alinea a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre legitime
au bien en question, et s'applique au successeur du propri6taire, a condi-
tion que ce successeur soit aussi ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies au
sens de l'alin6a a). Si le successeur a achete le bien lorsque celui-ci etait
deja endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a l'indemnisation resul-
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leurs biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens bulgares. Cet alinea ne s'applique 

pas a un manque a gagner. 

5. Tous les frais raisonnables auxquels donnera lieu, en Bulgarie, 

l'etablissement des demandes, y compris revaluation des pertes et des dom-

mages, seront a la charge du Gouvernement bulgare. 

6. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront 

exemptes de tous impots, contributions ou taxes exceptionnels, auxquels le 

Gouvernement bulgare ou une autorite bulgare quelconque auraient soumis 

leurs avoirs en capital en Bulgarie entre la date de l'Armistice et la date 

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, en vue de couvrir les depenses resul-

tant de la guerre ou celles qui out ete entrainees par rentretien des forces 

d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une des Nations Unies. 

Toutes les sommes qui auraient ete ainsi pergues seront remboursees. 

7. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvernement bulgare 

pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions 

du present article. 

8. Aux fins du present article: 

a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux 

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations 

Unies, ainsi qu'aux societes ou associations constituees sous le regime des 

lois de l'une des Nations Unies lors de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, 

condition que lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations aient 

&jà possede ce statut a la date de l'Armistice avec la Bulgarie. 

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend egalement 

toutes les personnes physiques et les societes ou associations qui, aux termes 

de la legislation en vigueur en Bulgarie pendant la guerre, ont ete traitees 

comme ennemis. 

b) Le terme "proprietaire" designe le ressortissant d'une des Nations 

Unies, tel qu.'il est defini a l'alinea a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre legitime 

au bien en question, et s'applique an successeur du proprietaire, a condi-

tion que ce successeur soit aussi ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies an. 

sens de l'alinea a). Si le successeur a achete le bien lorsque celui-ci etait 

dejà endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a rindemnisation resul-



tant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre le vendeur et
l'acquereur, en vertu de la legislation interne, en soient affectees.

c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers ou immobiliers,
corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propriete industrielle,
litteraire et artistique, ainsi que tous droits ou interets de nature quelconque
dans des biens.

Article 24

La Bulgarie reconnait que l'Union Sovietique a droit a tous les avoirs
allemands en Bulgarie transferes a l'Union Sovietique par le Conseil de
Controle en Allemagne et elle s'engage a prendre toutes les mesures n6ces-
saires pour faciliter ces transferts.

Article 25

1. Chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es aura le droit de saisir,
retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Trait6, se trouvent sur son territoire et appartiennent
a la Bulgarie ou a des ressortissants bulgares, et de prendre toute autre
disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura egale-
ment le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles
fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations
et de celles de ses ressortissants contre la Bulgarie ou les ressortissants
bulgares (y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas 6et entierement regl6es
en vertu d'autres articles du present Traite. Tous les biens bulgares ou le
produit de leur liquidation, en excedent du montant desdites r6clamations,
seront restitues.

2. La liquidation des biens bulgares et les mesures de disposition
dont ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement a la legislation de
la Puissance Alli6e ou Associ6e int6ressee. En ce qui concerne lesdits biens,
le proprietaire bulgare n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux que peut lui
conferer la legislation en question.

3. Le Gouvernement bulgare s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants
bulgares dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et auxquels
ces biens ne seront pas restitues.

4. I1 ne resulte du present article aucune obligation, pour l'une quel-
conque des Puissances Alliees on Associees, de restituer au Gouvernement
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tant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre le vendeur et 

l'acquereur, en vertu de la legislation interne, en soient affectees. 

c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers ou immobiliers, 

corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propriete industrielle, 

litteraire et artistique, ainsi que tous droits ou interets de nature quelconque 

dans des biens. 

Article 24 

La Bulgarie reconnait que PUnion Sovietique a droit a tous les avoirs 

allemands en Bulgarie transferes a l'Union Sovietique par le Conseil de 

Contrale en Allemagne et elle s'engage a prendre toutes les mesures neces-

saires pour faciliter ces transferts. 

Article 25 

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit de saisir, 

retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire et appartiennent 

la Bulgarie ou a des ressortissants bulgares, et de prendre toute autre 
disposition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura egale-

ment le droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles 

fins qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations 

et de celles de ses ressortissants contre la Bulgarie ou les ressortissants 

bulgares (y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement reglees 

en vertu d'autres articles du present Trait& Tous les biens bulgares ou le 

produit de leur liquidation, en excedent du montant desdites reclamations, 

seront restitues. 

2. La liquidation des biens bulgares et les mesures de disposition 

dont us feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement a la legislation de 

la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee. En ce qui conceme lesdits biens, 

le proprietaire bulgare n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux clue peut lui 
conferer la legislation en question. 

3. Le Gouvemement bulgare s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants 

bulgares dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et auxquels 
ces biens ne seront pas restitues. 

4. Ii ne resulte du present article aucune obligation, pour Pune quel-

conque des Puissances Alliees on Associees, de restituer an Gouvemement 
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ou aux ressortissants bulgares des droits de propriete industrielle, ni de
faire entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront 8tre retenues
en vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvernement de chacune
des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits ou
interets afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette
Puissance Alliee ou Associee, acquis par le Gouvernement bulgare ou ses
ressortissants avant 1'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, telles limitations,
conditions ou restrictions que le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alliee ou
Associ6e int6ressee pourra considerer comme n6cessaires dans l'int6rat
national.

5. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consideres
comme comprenant les biens bulgares qui ont fait l'objet de mesures de
controle en raison de l'etat de guerre existant entre la Bulgarie et la Puis-
sance Alliee ou Associ6e dans la juridiction de laquelle les biens sont situes,
mais ne comprendront pas:

a) les biens du Gouvernement bulgare utilis6s pour les besoins des
missions diplomatiques ou consulaires;

b) les biens appartenant a des institutions religieuses ou a des institu-
tions philanthropiques privees et servant a des fins religieuses ou philan-
thropiques;

c) les biens des personnes physiques qui sont des ressortissants bulgares
et sont autoris6es a resider, soit sur le territoire du pays oi sont situes
ces biens, soit sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, autres
que les biens bulgares qui, a un moment quelconque au cours de la guerre,
ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere generale
aux biens des ressortissants bulgares residant sur le territoire en question;

d) les droits de propriete nes depuis la reprise des relations com-
merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la
Bulgarie, ou n6s de transactions entre le Gouvernement d'une Puissance
Alliee ou Associee et la Bulgarie depuis le 28 octobre 1944;

e) les droits de propri6et litt6raire et artistique.

Article 26

1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les biens en Alle-
magne de l'Etat et des ressortissants bulgares ne seront plus consideres
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comme biens ennemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur caractere
ennemi seront lev6es.

2. Les biens identifiables de 1'Etat et des ressortissants bulgares que
les forces arm6es ou les autorites allemandes ont enleves, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire bulgare et emportes en Allemagne apres le 28
octobre 1944, donneront lieu a restitution.

3. Le retablissement des droits de propriete ainsi que la restitution
des biens bulgares en Allemagne seront effectu6s conform6ment aux
mesures qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne.

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient
prises en faveur de la Bulgarie et des ressortissants bulgares par les Puis-
sances occupant l'Allemagne, la Bulgarie renonce, en son nom et au nom
des ressortissants bulgares, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne et les
ressortissants allemands, qui n'etaient pas reglees au 8 mai 1945, a l'excep-
tion de celles qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui etaient
en vigueur ainsi que de droits qui etaient acquis avant le 1er septembre
1939. Cette renonciation sera consideree comme s'appliquant aux creances,
a toutes les reclamations de caractere intergouvernemental relatives a des
accords conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les reclamations portant
sur des pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre.

Article 27
1. L'existence de l'etat de guerre ne doit pas etre consideree en soi

comme affectant l'obligation d'acquitter les dettes pecuniaires r6sultant
d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur et de droits qui etaient
acquis avant l'existence de l'etat de guerre, dettes qui 6taient devenues
exigibles avant l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 et qui sont dues, soit
par le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants bulgares au Gouvernement ou
aux ressortissants de l'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es, soit par le
Gouvernement ou les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees
au Gouvernement ou aux ressortissants bulgares.

2. Sauf dispositions expressement contraires du present Traite, aucune
clause de ce Traite ne devra 8tre interpretee comme affectant les rapports
de d6biteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la guerre soit
par le Gouverement, soit par les ressortissants bulgares.
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Article 28

1. La Bulgarie renonce, au nom du Gouvernement bulgare et des
ressortissants bulgares, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alli6es et Asso-
ciees, toute reclamation de quelque nature que ce soit resultant directement
de la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de 1'existence d'un etat de guerre
en Europe apres le 1er septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee ou Associee
interessee ait ete ou non en guerre avec la Bulgarie a l'epoque.

Sont incluses dans cette renonciation:
a) les reclamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par

suite de l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alli6es ou
Associees;

b) les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations ou de
l'action des forces arm6es ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees ou Associ6es
sur le territoire bulgare;

c) les reclamations portant sur les decisions ou les ordonnances des
tribunaux de prises de Puissances Alliees ou Associees, la Bulgarie ac-
ceptant de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire toutes
les decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues au 1er
septembre 1939 on posterieurement a cette date et concernant les navires
bulgares, les marchandises bulgares ou le paiement des frais;

d) les reclamations resultant de l'exercice des droits de belligerance
ou de mesures prises en vue de l'exercice de ces droits.

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et defi-
nitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees,
qui seront des lors eteintes, quelles que soient les parties interessees. Le
Gouvernement bulgare accepte de verser, en levas, une indemnite equitable
pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui ont fourni, sur r6quisition,
des marchandises ou des services aux forces armees de Puissances Alliees
ou Associees sur le territoire bulgare, ainsi que les reclamations portees
contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees ou Associees, relatives a des
dommages causes sur le territoire bulgare et ne resultant pas de faits
de guerre.

3. La Bulgarie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouverement bulgare
et des ressortissants bulgares, a faire valoir des reclamations de la nature
de celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre l'une
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quelconque des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la
Bulgarie ont 6et rompues pendant la guerre et qui a pris des mesures en
cooperation avec les Puissances Alliees et Associees.

4. La renonciation a laquelle la Bulgarie souscrit aux termes du
paragraphe 1 du present article s'etend a toutes les reclamations portant
sur les mesures prises par l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees a l'egard des navires bulgares entre le 1er septembre 1939 et
la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ainsi qu'a toutes les reclama-
tions et creances resultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre
actuellement en vigueur.

Article 29
1. En attendant la conclusion de traites ou d'accords commerciaux

entre l'une quelconque des Nations Unies et la Bulgarie, le Gouvernement
bulgare devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront l'entree en vigueur
du present Trait6, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait, ac-
cordent par voie de reciprocit6 un traitement analogue a la Bulgarie dans
ces domaines, le traitement suivant:

a) Pour tout ce qui concerne les droits et redevances a l'importation
ou l' exportation, l'imposition a l'interieur du pays des marchandises im-
portees, et tous les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies bene-
ficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favorisee;

b) La Bulgarie ne pratiquera, a tous autres egards, aucune discrimina-
tion arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou a destina-
tion du territoire d'une Nation Unie par rapport aux marchandises analo-
gues en provenance ou a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation Unie
ou de tout autre pays etranger;

c) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies, y compris les personnes
morales, beneficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la
plus favorisee pour tout ce qui a trait au commerce, a l'industrie, a la
navigation et aux autres formes d'activite commerciale en Bulgarie. Ces
dispositions ne s'appliqueront pas a l'aviation commerciale;

d) La Bulgarie n'accordera a aucun pays de droit exclusif ou prefe-
rentiel en ce qui concerne l'exploitation des services a6riens commerciaux
pour les transports internationaux; elle offrira des conditions d'egalit6 a
toutes les Nations Unies pour l'obtention de droits en matiere de transports
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aeriens commerciaux internationaux sur le territoire bulgare, y compris le
droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation, et, en ce qui
concerne l'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux pour les transports
internationaux, elle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies, suivant le principe
de la reciprocite et de la non-discrimination, le droit de survoler le territoire
bulgare sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront pas les int6rets de la
defense nationale de la Bulgarie.

2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par la Bulgarie doivent s'entendre
sous reserve des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par
la Bulgarie avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocit6 ac-
cordee par chacune des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve des
exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par celle-ci.

Article 30

La Bulgarie facilitera, dans la mesure du possible, les transports
ferroviaires en transit par son territoire a des tarifs raisonnables, et se
pretera a la conclusion avec les Etats voisins, sur une base de r6ciprocite,
de tous accords necessaires a cet effet. ,

Article 31

1. Tous les differends qui pourront s'elever a propos de l'application
des articles 22 et 23, ainsi que des annexes IV, V et VI du present Traite,
seront soumis a une commission de conciliation composee en nombre 6gal
de representants du Gouvernement de la Nation Unie interessee et de repre-
sentants du Gouvernement bulgare. Si un reglement n'est pas intervenu dans
les trois mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le differend a ete soumis a la
commission de conciliation, l'un ou l'autre Gouvernement pourra demander
l'adjonction a la commission d'un tiers membre; a d6faut d'accord entre
les deux Gouvernements sur le choix de ce membre, l'un ou l'autre d'entre
eux pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations Unies de proc6der
a cette designation.

2. La decision de la majorit6 des membres de la commission sera
consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 32

Les articles 22, 23 et 29 et l'annexe VI du present Traite s'appli-
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queront aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a la France ainsi qu'a celles
des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Bulgarie ont
6et rompues pendant la guerre.

Article 33

Les dispositions des annexes IV, V et VI ainsi que celles des autres
annexes seront consid6eres comme faisant partie int6grante du present Trait6
et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets.

PARTIE VII

CLAUSES RELATIVES AU DANUBE

Article 34

La navigation sur le Danube sera libre et ouverte aux ressortissants,
aux bateaux marchands et aux marchandises de tous les Etats sur un pied
d'6galite, en ce qui conceme les droits de port et les taxes sur la navigation
ainsi que les conditions auxquelles est soumise la navigation commerciale.
Les dispositions ci-dessus ne seront pas applicables au trafic entre les
ports d'un meme Etat.

PARTIE VIII

CLAUSES FINALES

Article 35

1. Pendant une periode qui n'excedera pas dix-huit mois a partir de
l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite, les Chefs des missions diplomatiques a
Sofia des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique,
agissant de concert, representeront les Puissances Alliees et Associees pour
traiter avec le Gouvernement bulgare de toutes questions relatives a l'execu-
tion et a l'interpretation du present Traite.

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront au Gouvernement bulgare
les conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires
pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Trait6, aussi bien
dans sa lettre que dans son esprit.
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traiter avec le Gouvernement bulgare de toutes questions relatives a l'execu-
tion et a l'interpretation du present Traite. 

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront an Gouvernement bulgare 

les conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires 

pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien 

dans sa lettre que dims son esprit. 
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3. Le Gouvernement bulgare fournira a ces trois Chefs de Mission
toutes les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont ils pourront avoir
besoin dans l'accomplissement des taches qui leur sont d6volues par le
present Traite.

Article 36
1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est

expressement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif
a l'interpretation ou a l'execution de ce Trait6, qui n'a pas ete r6gl par
voie de negociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux trois Chefs
de Mission, agissant comme il est prevu a l'article 35, mais, en pareil cas,
ces Chefs de Mission ne seront pas tenus par les delais fixes dans ledit
article. Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle
dans un delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les parties au differend convien-
nent l'une et l'autre d'une autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la requete de
l'une ou l'autre des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant
de chaque partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre
les deux parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord
dans un delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation
de ce tiers membre, l'une ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire
Gen6ral des Nations Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission
sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 37

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies en guerre avec
la Bulgarie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Trait6 peut acceder
au Trait6 et sera consider6 des son accession comme Puissance Associee
pour l'application du Traite.

2. Les instruments d'accession seront deposes pres le Gouvernement
de 1'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes et prendront effet des
leur depot.

Article 38

Le present Traite, dont les textes russe et anglais feront foi, devra 6tre
ratifie par les Puissances Alliees et Associ6es. I1 devra egalement etre
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2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission 

sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties 

comme definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 37 

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies en guerre avec 

la Bulgarie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite peut acceder 

au Traite et sera considere des son accession comme Puissance Associee 

pour l'application du Traite. 

2. Les instruments d'accession seront deposes pres le Couvernement 

de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes et prendront effet des 

leur depot. 
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Le present Traite, dont les textes russe et anglais feront foi, devra etre 

ratifie par les Puissances Alliees et Associees. Ii devra egalement etre 
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ratifi6 par la Bulgarie. II entrera en vigueur imm6diatement apres le

depot des ratifications par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de

Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et l'Union des Republiques Sovi-

tiques Socialistes. Les instruments de ratification seront, dans le plus bref

delai possible, deposes pres le Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques

Sovietiques Socialistes.
En ce qui concerne chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es dont

l'instrument de ratification sera depose ulterieurement, le Traite entrera

en vigueur a la date du dep6t. Le present Trait6 sera depose dans les archives

du Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, qui

en remettra a chacun des Etats signataires une copie certifiee conforme.
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ANNEXE I
(voir article 1)

Carte des frontieres bulgares

ANNEXE II
(voir article 11)

Definition de l'instruction militaire, aerienne et navale

1. L'instruction militaire est d6finie comme suit: l'etude et la pratique
de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adapt6s a des fins
militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'ex6cu-
tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans 1enseignement ou la
pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et l'6tude
methodique de la tactique, de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major.

2. L'instruction militaire aerienne est d6finie comme suit: 1'etude et
la pratique de l'emploi de tous armements sp6cialement destines ou adaptes
aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rappor-
tant, l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le vol
en formation, ex6cutees par des avions dans l'accomplissement d'une mission
aerienne militaire, et l'etude methodique de la tactique a6rienne, de la
strategie et du travail d'etat-major.

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres
suivantes: l'organisation generale, l'etude et la pratique de l'emploi des
batiments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que l'6tude ou l'utilisa-
tion de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entrainement qui s'y rapportent et
qui sont en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de
ceux qui sont normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, l'enseigne-
ment, la pratique et l'etude m6thodique de la tactique navale, de la stra-
tegie et du travail d'etat-major, y compris 1'execution de toutes les opera-
tions et manoeuvres qui ne sont pas n6cessaires a l'emploi pacifique des
navires.
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ANNEXE I 

(voir article 1) 

Carte des frontieres bulgares 

ANNEXE II 

(voir article 11) 

Definition de l'instruction militaire, aerienne et navale 

1. L'instruction militaire est definie comme suit: retude et la pratique 

de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a des fins 

militaires et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et l'execu-

tion de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans renseignement ou la 

pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et l'etude 

methodique de la tactique, de la strategic et du travail d'etat-major. 

2. L'instruction militaire aerienne est definie comme suit: l'etude et 

la pratique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes 

aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rappor-

tant, l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le vol 

en formation, executees par des avions dans l'accomplissement (rune mission 

aerienne militaire, et l'etude methodique de la tactique aerierme, de la 
strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

3. L'instruction navale est definie comme comprenant les matieres 

suivantes: l'organisation generale, l'etude et la pratique de l'emploi des 

batiments de guerre ou des installations navales ainsi que l'etude ou l'utilisa-

tion de tous appareils et dispositifs d'entrainement qui s'y rapportent et 

qui sont en usage pour la conduite de la guerre navale, a l'exception de 

ceux qui sont normalement employes a des fins civiles; en outre, l'enseigne-

ment, la pratique et l'etude methodique de la tactique navale, de la stra-
tegie et du travail d'etat-major, y compris l'execution de toutes les opera-

tions et manoeuvres qui ne sont pas necessaires a l'emploi pacifique des 
navires. 
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ANNEXE III
(voir article 15)

Definition et liste du materiel de guerre

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'applique
a toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le materiel specialement concus
et adapt6s a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous.

Les Puissances Alli6es et Associees se r6servent le droit d'amender

periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir

compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de

la science.
Cat6gorie I

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons

de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces detach6es non ais6ment

adaptables a un usage civil.

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a r6eptition et pisto-

lets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces d6-

tachees non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil; afffits de mitrailleuses.

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons speciaux pour l'aviation; canons

sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes; canons de rechange pour ces
armes et autres pieces d6tachees non ais6ment adaptables a un usage

civil; afffts mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes.

4. Lance-fus6es; mecanismes de lancement et de controle pour pro-

jectiles auto-moteurs et diriges; supports pour ces appareils.

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et diriges, projectiles, fusses, munitions

et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes enumerees aux alineas 1 a

4 ci-dessus, ainsi que fuses, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire

exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les amorcages necessaires pour les

besoins civils.

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges

de profondeur), mat6riel et charges incendiaires, charges ou vides; tous

dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris

les amorcages necessaires pour les besoins civils.
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ANNEXE III 

(voir article 15) 

Definition et liste du materiel de guerre 

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'applique 

toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le materiel specialement congus 

et adaptes a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous. 

Les Puissances Alliees et Associees se reserv-ent le droit d'amender 

periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir 

compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de 

la science. 

Categoric I 

1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons 

de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement 

adaptables a un usage civil. 

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a repetition et pisto-

lets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces de-

tachees non aisement adaptables a un usage civil; affilts de mitrailleuses. 

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons speciaux pour l'aviation; canons 

sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes; canons de rechange pour ces 

armes et autres pieces detachees non aisement adaptables a un usage 

civil; affilts mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes. 

4. Lance-fusees; mecanismes de lancement et de contrOle pour pro-

jectiles auto-moteurs et diriges; supports pour ces appareils. 

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et diriges, projectiles, fusees, munitions 

et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes enumerees aux alineas 1 a 

4 ci-dessus, ainsi que fusees, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire 

exploser ou fonctionner, non compris les amorgages necessaires pour les 

besoins civils. 

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges 

de profondeur), materiel et charges incendiaires, charges ou vides; tous 

dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris 

les amorgages necessaires pour les besoins civils. 



7. Baionnettes.

Categorie II
1. Vehicules de combat blind6s; trains blindes qui techniquement ne

peuvent etre transformes en vue d'usages civils.
2. Vehicules mecaniques ou auto-moteurs pour toutes les armes enu-

merees dans la categorie 1; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types
sp6ciaux, autres que ceux qui sont 6num6ers a l'alinea 1 ci-dessus.

3. Blindages de plus de 3 pouces d'epaisseur, employ6s, dans la guerre,
a des usages de protection.

Categorie III
1. Systeme de pointage et de calcul pour le controle du tir, compre-

nant les appareils regleurs de tir et les appareils d'enregistrement; instru-
ments de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement;
regleurs de fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-
ments de controle du tir.

2. Mat6riel de pontage d'assaut, batiments d'assaut et d'attaque.
3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et

pieges.

4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces armees de caractere
specialise, qui n'est pas aisement adaptable a des usages civils.

Categorie IV
1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires transfor-

mes et les embarcations concus ou prevus pour leur service et leur appui, qui
techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usages civils, ainsi
que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions on tout autre equipement, ma-
teriel, machines et installatiors, qui ne sont pas utilis6s en temps de paix
sur d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre.

2. Batiments de debarquement et v6hicules ou mat6riel amphibies de
toute nature; batiments d'assaut ou materiel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi
que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions,
fusees, armes propulsees ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme,
avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non.

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils
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ments de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement; 

regleurs de fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instru-
ments de controle du tir. 

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, batiments d'assaut et d'attaque. 

3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et 
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Categorie IV 

1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires transfor-
mes et les embarcations coups on prevus pour leur service et leur appui, qui 

techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usages civils, ainsi 
que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions ou tout autre equipement, ma-

teriel, machines et installatiors, qui ne sont pas utilises en temps de paix 
sur d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre. 

2. Batiments de debarquement et vehicules on materiel amphibies de 

toute nature; batiments d'assaut on materiel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi 

que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions, 
fusees, armes propulsees ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme, 

avec on sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides on non. 
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soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades sp6ciale-
ment concues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du materiel n6cessaire
pour la recup6ration, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que tout
l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces detach6es, les dispositifs d'exp6-
rimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui peu-
vent etre sp6cialement concus en vue de la construction, du controle, de
l'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou ap-
pareils.

Categorie V

1. A6ronefs montes ou demontes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air,
concus ou adaptes en vue du combat a6rien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses,
de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport ou du lancement de
bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de l'un quelconque des dispositifs figurant
a l'alin6a 2 ci-dessous ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur con-
struction, peuvent etre Aisement munis de l'un de ces dispositifs.

2. Supports et batis pour canons a6riens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles
et dispositifs de largage de bombes ou de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles
pour canons.

3. Equipement specialement concu pour troupes a6roportees et utilise
seulement par ces troupes.

4. Catapultes ou systemes de lancement pour avions embarques, avions
terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles volants.

5. Ballons de barrage.

Categorie VI

Tous produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de mettre
hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre ou fabriques en quantit6s qui
excedent les besoins civils.

Cat6gorie VII

Propulseurs, explosifs, mat6riel pyrotechnique ou gaz liquefi6s, destines

a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel de guerre
decrit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec ce

mat6riel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabriques
en quantit6s qui excedent les besoins civils.
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soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades speciale-

ment congues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du materiel necessaire 

pour la recuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que tout 

l'equipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces detachees, les dispositifs d'expe-

rimentation on d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui peu-

vent etre specialement congus en vue de la construction, du controle, de 

l'entretien on du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou ap-

pareils. 

Categoric V 

1. Aeronefs montes on demontes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air, 

congus on adaptes en vue du combat aerien par l'emploi de mitrailleuses, 

de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, on en vue du transport ou du lancement de 

bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de run quelconque des dispositifs figurant 

l'alinea 2 ci-dessous ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur con-

struction, peuvent etre Aisement munis de run de ces dispositifs. 

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles 

et dispositifs de largage de bombes on de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles 

pour canons. 

3. Equipement specialement clngu pour troupes aeroportees et utilise 

seulement par ces troupes. 

4. Catapultes on systemes de lancement pour avions embarques, avions 

terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles volants. 

5. Ballons de barrage. 

Categoric VI 

Tons produits asphyxiants, models, toxiques on susceptibles de mettre 

hors de combat, destines a des fins de gueiire on fabriques en quantites qui 

excedent les besoins civils. 

Categorie VII 

Propulseurs, explosifs, materiel pyrotechnique ou gaz liquefies, destines 

a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel de guerre 

(Merit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec ce 

materiel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabriques 

en quantites qui excedent les besoins civils. 



Categorie VIII

Installations et outillages industriels specialement concus en vue de
la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel 6numeres
dans les categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas &tre techniquement
transformes a des fins civiles.

ANNEXE IV
Propriete industrielle, litt6raire et artistique

1. (a) Un d6lai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du
present Trait6 sera accord6 aux Puissances Alli6es et Associees et a leurs
ressortissants sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanctions
quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes n6cessaires
pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Bulgarie des droits de propriete
industrielle, litteraire ou artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis par suite
de l'existence de 1'6tat de guerre.

(b) Les Puissances Alliees et Associees ou leurs ressortissants qui
auront fait, sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees, une demande, soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistre-
ment d'un modele d'utilite au plus t6t douze mois avant l'ouverture des
hostilit6s avec la Bulgarie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour l'enregistrement
d'un dessin industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique au plus
tat six mois avant l'ouverture des hostilites avec la Bulgarie ou au cours de
celles-ci, auront le droit, pendant une p6riode de douze mois a compter de
la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, de demander des droits cor-
respondants en Bulgarie, avec un droit de priorite fonde sur le d6p8t ante-
rieur de leur demande sur le territoire de cette Puissance Alliee ou Associee.

(c) I1 sera accorde a chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees et
a ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
un delai d'un an pendant lequel ils pourront engager des poursuites en
Bulgarie contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles serait imput6
un empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire
ou artistique entre la date de l'ouverture des hostilites et celle de l'entree
en vigueur du present Traite.
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Categorie VIII 

Installations et outillages industriels specialement congu's en vue de 

la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel enumeres 

dans les categories ci-dessus et qui no peuvent pas etre techniquement 

transformes a des fins civiles. 

ANNEXE IV 

Propriete industrielle, litteraire et artistique 

1. (a) Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite sera accorde aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a leurs 

ressortissants sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanctions 

quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes necessaires 

pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Bulgarie des droits de propriete 

industrielle, litteraire ou artistique, qui n'ont pu e'tre accomplis par suite 

de l'existence de l'etat de guerre. 

(b) Les Puissances Alliees et Associees ou leurs ressortissants qui 

auront fait, sur le territoire de rune quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou 

Associees, une demande, soit pour robtention d'un brevet ou renregistre-

ment d'un modele d'utilite au plus tat douze mois avant l'ouverture des 

hostilites avec la Bulgarie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour renregistrement 

d'un dessin industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique au plus 

tat six mois avant rouverture des hostilites avec la Bulgarie ou au cours de 

celles-ci, auront le droit, pendant une periode de douze mois a compter de 

la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, de demander des droits cor-

respondants en Bulgarie, avec un droit de priorite fonde sur le depot ante-

rieur de leur demande sur le territoire de cette Puissance Alliee ou Associee. 

(c) Ii sera accorde a chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees et 

ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, 

un delai d'un an pendant lequel us pourront engager des poursuites en 

Bulgarie contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles serait impute 

un empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire 

ou artistique entre la date de rouverture des hostilites et celle de l'entree 
en vigueur du present Traite. 
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2. Il ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la periode pendant
laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploitS, ou pendant laquelle un
modele ou une marque de fabrique doit etre utilise.

3. II ne sera pas tenu compte de la p6riode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 dans le calcul
de la dur6e normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle,
litteraire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Bulgarie a l'ouverture des
hostilites ou qui seront reconnus ou etablis dans les conditions pr6vues a
la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances Alliees
ou Associ6es ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validit6 de ces
droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement prolongee,
en Bulgarie, d'une nouvelle p6riode correspondant a celle qui aura ete
ainsi exclue du decompte.

4. Les dispositions prec6dentes concernant les droits en Bulgarie
des Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es et de leurs ressortissants devront ega-
lement s'appliquer aux droits de la Bulgarie et de ses ressortissants dans les
territoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces
dispositions ne donnera a la Bulgarie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un
traitement plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une des Puissances Alliees
ou Associees que celui qui est accorde, dans les memes cas, par cette Puis-
sance A l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants; la
Bulgarie ne sera pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder
a l'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants un traite-
ment plus favorable que celui dont la Bulgarie ou ses ressortissants
beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres
auxquelles s'appliquent les precedentes dispositions.

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances
Alliees ou Associ6es ou sur le territoire bulgare, qui, avant la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Trait6, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits de pro-
priete industrielle, litt6raire ou artistique, se trouvant en opposition avec
des droits r6tablis en vertu de la presente annexe ou avec des droits obtenus
grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu des presentes dispositions,
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2. Il ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite dans la determination de la periode pendant 

laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploite, ou pendant laquelle un 

modele ou une marque de fabrique dolt etre utilise. 

3. Ii ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul 

de la duree normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle, 

litteraire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Bulgarie a l'ouverture des 

hostilites ou qui seront reconnus on etablis dans les conditions prevues a 

la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances Alliees 

ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite de ces 

droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement prolongee, 

en Bulgarie, d'une nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui aura ete 
ainsi exclue du decompte. 

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Bulgarie 

des Puissances Alliees et Associees et de leurs ressortissants devront ega-

lement s'appliquer aux droits de la Bulgarie et de ses ressortissants dans les 

territoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces 

dispositions ne donnera a la Bulgarie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un 

traitement plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une des Puissances Alliees 

ou Associees que celui qui est accorde, dans les memes cas, par cette Puis-

sance a l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants; la 

Bulgarie ne sera pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder 

a rune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees on a ses ressortissants un traite-

ment plus favorable que celui dont la Bulgarie ou ses ressortissants 

beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres 

auxquelles s'appliquent les precedentes dispositions. 

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances 

Alliees ou Associees ou sur le territoire bulgare, qui, avant la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des droits de pro-
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des droits retablis en vertu de la presente annexe ou avec des droits obtenus 

grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee en vertu des presentes dispositions, 



ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique, publiC, reproduit, utilise ou vendu
l'objet de ces droits, seront autoris6s a continuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils
avaient acquis de bonne foi et a poursuivre ou reprendre la fabrication,
la publication, la reproduction, l'utilisation ou la vente qu'ils avaient entre-
prises de bonne foi, sans s'exposer a des poursuites pour empietement. L'auto-
risation sera donn6e, en Bulgarie, sous forme d'une licence sans exclusivite
qui sera accordee a des conditions a fixer par entente entre les parties inte-
ressees ou, a d6faut d'entente, par la commission de conciliation constituee
en vertu de l'article 31 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans les territoires de
chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees, les tiers de bonne foi ben6-
ficieront de la protection qui est accordee, dans les cas analogues, aux tiers
de bonne foi dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux de ressortissants
des autres Puissances Alliees et Associ6es.

6. Aucune disposition de la presente annexe ne devra etre interpretee
comme donnant a la Bulgarie ou a ses ressortissants, sur le territoire de
l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, des droits a des
brevets ou a des modeles d'utilit6 pour des inventions relatives a un article
quelconque expressement design6e l'annexe III du present Traite, inven-
tions qui ont ete faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes d'enregistre-
ment ont 6t6 depos6es par la Bulgarie ou par l'un de ses ressortissants,
en Bulgarie ou sur le territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe ou sur un
territoire occup6 par les forces de 1'Axe, pendant le temps oui le territoire
en question se trouvait sous le controle des forces ou des autorit6s des
Puissances de 1'Axe.

7. La Bulgarie accordera 6galement le benefice des dispositions pre-
cedentes de la presente annexe a la France et aux autres Nations Unies
qui ne sont pas des Puissances Alliees et Associees, dont les relations diplo-
matiques avec la Bulgarie ont 6et rompues pendant la guerre et qui s'en-
gageront a accorder a la Bulgarie les avantages confer6s a ce pays en vertu
desdites dispositions.

8. Aucune disposition de la presente annexe ne doit s'entendre comme
etant en contradiction avec les articles 23, 25 et 27 du pr6sent Traite.
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en Bulgarie ou sur le territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe ou sur un 

territoire °coupe par les forces de l'Axe, pendant le temps oa le territoire 
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Puissances de l'Axe. 
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ANNEXE V
Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce

A. Contrats

1. Sauf exceptions enoncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous,
tout contrat ayant necessit6 pour son execution des rapports entre des
parties qui sont devenues ennemies au sens de la partie D de la pr6sente
annexe, sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment oi l'une quelconque des
parties est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette r6siliation s'entendra sans
prejudice des dispositions de l'article 27 du present Trait6; elle ne relevera
pas non plus l'une quelconque des parties au contrat de l'obligation de
reverser les sommes percues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour les-
quelles la partie int6ressee n'a pas fourni de contre-partie.

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-
tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont l'execution ne
necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues enne-
mies au sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, ne seront pas
r6siliees et demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces
a l'article 25 du present Trait. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent
pas etre ainsi dissociees, le contrat sera tenu comme etant integralement
resilie. Les dispositions qui precedent s'entendent sous reserve de l'applica-
tion des lois, ordonnances et reglements nationaux edictes par telle ou
telle des Puissances Alliees ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve
le contrat ou l'une quelconque des parties au contrat et sous reserve des
stipulations du contrat.

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera
consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees conforme-
ment a un contrat passe entre ennemis, si ces transactions ont ete executees
avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees.

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance
et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-
ment de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee et le Gouvernement
bulgare.
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ANNEXE V 

Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce 

A. Contrats 

1. Sauf exceptions enoncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous, 

tout contrat ayant necessite pour son execution des rapports entre des 

parties qui sont devenues ennemies au sens de la partie D de la presente 

annexe, sera tenu pour resilie depuis le moment oil l'une quelconque des 

parties est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette resiliation s'entendra sans 

prejudice des dispositions de l'article 27 du present Traite; elle ne relevera 

pas non plus l'une quelconque des parties au contrat de l'obligation de 

reverser les sommes percues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour les-

quelles la partie interessee n'a pas found de contre-partie. 

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipula-

tions de tout contrat qui pourront etre dissociees et dont l'execution no 

necessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues enne-

mies au sens de la partie D de la presente annexe, ne seront pas 

resiliees et demeureront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces 

l'article 25 du present Traite. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent 

pas etre ainsi dissociees, le contrat sera tenu comme etant integralement 

resilie. Les dispositions qui precedent s'entendent sous reserve de l'applica-

tion des lois, ordonnances et reglements nationaux edictes par telle ou 

telle des Puissances Alliees ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve 

le contrat ou l'une quelconque des parties au contrat et sous reserve des 

*stipulations du contrat. 

3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera 

consideree comme armulant les transactions legalement effectuees conforme-

ment a un contrat passe entre ennemis, Si ces transactions ont ete executees 

avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement cl'une des Puissances Alliees ou 

Associees. 

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance 

et de reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouveme-

ment de la Puissance Alliee on Associee interessee et le Couvernement 

bulgare. 



B. Prescription

1. Tous les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager
ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures
conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou
des biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des
ressortissants bulgares qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager
ou poursuivre une action judiciaire, ou accomplir les formalites necessaires
pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commenc6e courir avant
ou apres l'ouverture des hostilites, seront consideres comme ayant ete
suspendus, pendant la duree de la guerre, sur le territoire bulgare d'une
part, et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, conformement au
principe de la reciprocite, accordent a la Bulgarie le ben6fice des dispo-
sitions du present paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces delais commenceront a
courir des la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispositions
du present paragraphe s'appliqueront aux delais fixes pour le depot des
coupons d'interets ou de dividendes ou pour le depot, en vue du rembourse-
ment, des valeurs sorties au tirage ou remboursables pour tout autre motif.

2. Lorsqu'en raison de l'inexecution d'un acte ou de l'omission d'une
formalit6 quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'execution ont ete
prises sur le territoire bulgare au prejudice d'un ressortissant d'une Nation
Unie, le Gouvernement bulgare retablira les droits leses. Si le r6tablisse-
ment de ces droits est impossible ou devait etre inequitable, le Gouvernement
bulgare fera le necessaire pour que l'int6ress6 regoive telle compensation
qui, en l'occurence, paraitra juste et equitable.

C. Effets de commerce

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce souscrit
avant la guerre ne sera considere comme n'etant plus valable pour la
seule raison qu'il n'a pas et6 pr6sente A l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement
dans les delais prescrits, ou que le tireur ou l'endosseur n'a pas ete avise
dans ces delais que l'effet en question n'a pas ete accepte ou payS, ou qu'il
n'a pas et proteste dans lesdits d6lais, ou qu'une formalite quelconque a
ete omise pendant la guerre.

2. Si le delai au cours duquel un effet de commerce aurait di etre
presente a l'acceptation ou a l'encaissement, ou durant lequel un avis de
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B. Prescription 

1. Tous les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager 

ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures 

conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou 

des biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des 

ressortissants bulgares qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu engager 
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ment de ces droits est impossible on devait etre inequitable, le Gouvernement 

bulgare fera le necessaire pour que l'interesse revive telle compensation 

qui, en l'occurence, paraitra juste et equitable. 

C. Effets de commerce 

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce souscrit 

avant la guerre ne sera considere comme n'etant plus valable pour la 

seule raison qu'il n'a pas ete presente a racceptation OU a rencaissement 
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non-acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait du etre donn6 au tireur ou a
l'endosseur, ou durant lequel l'effet aurait du etre protest6, est arrive a
expiration pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait dfu presenter ou pro-
tester l'effet ou aviser du defaut d'acceptation ou du defaut de paiement a
omis de le faire pendant la guerre, il sera accorde un delai de trois mois au
moins, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, pendant
lequel il sera possible de presenter ou de protester ledit effet ou de donner
avis de son defaut d'acceptation ou de son d6faut de paiement.

3. Si une personne s'est obligee, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre,
au paiement d'un effet de commerce, a la suite d'un engagement pris envers
elle par une autre personne devenue ulterieurement ennemie, celle-ci reste
tenue, malgre l'ouverture des hostilites, de garantir la premiere des cons6-
quences de son obligation.

D. Dispositions speciales

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques ou morales
seront considerees comme 6tant devenues ennemies a partir de la date of
tout commerce entre elles est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois, ordon-
nances ou reglements auxquels ces personnes ou le contrat etaient soumis.

2. Etant donne le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, les
dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique avec la Bulgarie.

ANNEXE VI
Jugements

Le Gouvernement bulgare prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour per-
mettre aux ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout
moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du
present Trait6, d'intenter devant les autorit6s bulgares competentes une action
en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal bulgare entre le 24
avril 1941 et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans tout proces
dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a pas ete a meme
d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en qualite de demandeur,
soit en qualite de defendeur. Le Gouvernement bulgare prendra les mesures
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non-acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait dil etre donne au tireur on 

l'endosseur, ou durant lequel l'effet aurait dir etre proteste, est arrive a 

expiration pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait dir presenter ou pro-

tester reffet on aviser du defaut &acceptation on du defaut de paiement a 

omis de le faire pendant la guerre, il sera accorde un delai de trois mois au 

moms, a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, pendant 

lequel il sera possible de presenter on de protester ledit effet ou de donner 
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3. Si une personne s'est obligee, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre, 
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D. Dispositions speciales 

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques ou morales 

seront considerees comme etant devenues ennemies a partir de la date oil 

tout commerce entre elks est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois, ordon-

nances ou reglements auxquels ces personnes on le contrat etaient soumis. 

2. Etant donne le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, les 

dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations des 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique avec la Bulgarie. 

ANNEXE VI 
Jugements 

Le Gouvemement bulgare prendra les mesures necessaires pour per-

mettre aux ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout 

moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du 

present Traite, d'intenter devant les autorites bulgares competentes une action 

en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal bulgare entre le 24 

avril 1941 et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans tout proces 

dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a pas ete a meme 

d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en qualite de demandeur, 

soit en qualite de defendeur. Le Gouvemement bulgare prendra les mesures 

95347°-49-m. II-437 
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necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies a

subi un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de cette nature, ce ressortissant
soit r6tabli dans la situation ou il se trouvait avant le prononc6 du juge-

ment ou recoive telle compensation qui pourra, en la circonstance, etre

juste et equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend

les societes ou associations organisees ou constituees conform6ment a la
legislation de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.
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necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies a 

subi un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de cette nature, ce ressodissant 

soit retabli dans la situation oil il se trouvait avant le prononce du juge-

ment ou revive telle compensation qui pourra, en la circonstance, etre 

juste et equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend 

les societes ou associations organisees ou constituees conformement a la 

legislation de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies. 
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MHPEH IOrOBOP

C BT JIrAPHI

1947 r.

----
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WIPER AOPOBOP 

C BriallAP1451 

1947 r. 



CBIO3%T Ha C'BeTCIHTe COwHaJmCTEIeCKH Peny6nmEH, CBeAnHe-
HOTO KpaaICTBO Ha BeJmHo6pHTanHH H CeBepHa HlpAHAIna, CBenH-
HeEmHTe AMepmHaHcrKH IIaTm, ABCTpaJm, BeIo-PycraTa CsBeTcKa Co-
nHamcTnrqecia Penry6Jma, qexocaoBaEHm, rIpnHr, HEHa, HOBa-

3eJIaniHa, YEpaHIHcRaTa CsBercra ColHa.aHCTH ecKa Peiny6jIma, IOa-

Ho-AbpiECaHCKHa CGIo3 i H apoHraTa (IeAepaTHBHa Peny6jimma K)ro-
ciaBHa, KaTO xbpapaBH HauipaimH ce B CCTOSRHHe Ha BOfHHa c BTJIrapHm
H aITHBHO BOAHH BO0Haa cpeimy HenopHareJCEKHTe aLpmaBH B EBpona
c 3HaqHTeJIM BoeHH CHJ I, 03HaqeHH nIO-:ojiy KaTo <«<C'i3eHH H

CApygeHH CIm>>, OT eula CTpaHa,

H BJIrraplH, OT Apyra cTpaHa;

B3eMaiEH npej BHA, qe B:.jrapma, cTaHajia cImo3Hina Ha XHTAe-
pHCTEa repMama H yqacTByBaia Ha HeiiHa CTpaHa BB BOitUaTa cpemy
CGIo3a Ha CBeTCKHTe ConHajmHCTrieciH Peiny6SimH, CLeaHTeHOTO
KlpajcTBo, CemHHeHHrTe AMepmHaHncM UIaTH H ApyrH 06eAHHeHH Ha-

POAH, HOCH CBOSH JJI OT OTrOBOPHOCT B Ta3H BOHla;

BseMafim npeA BHA, o6atqe, qe Bji.rapia, cjeA IIpHEosqBaHe Ha
BOeHHHTe AeficTBma npOTHB 06ermmeHime Hapozff, ceIca Bpi3ruTe CH
c repMaHia H, CKJmIIBafIEH IlpUMHpHe Ha 28 OETOMBPH 1944 r. c
npaBHTeJTCTBaTa Ha CleAmHeHTne AMepmHaHcErH laTH, Ha CaeIme-
HOTO KpaJCTBo Ha BeJio6pHTaHna H Ha CIBo3a Ha CLBeTcEHre Co-
uaiaamCTmHecim Peny6jim, AeHCTByBaugH 3a BCHIEH 06eAHHeHH Ha-

POAH BB BoiHa c Bsirapma, B3e AefiHo yqacTHe BsB Bo0HiaTa cpemy
repMaima; H

B3eMaiEH npeA BHA, qe CbIo3eHmTe H CAjpyzEeHH Ca H BuuHrapmu
aeiaarT Aa CEjnolqaT MHpeH AoroBop, EOfTro, c.raacHo nrpHHM-m wre Ha
cnpaBejLiBocrra, rne pa3pemH onie BHCiITre KaTo nocjeMn Ha Ha
no-rope H3JioeHHre CT6HTHar BInpocH H EKOfTO ige i3rpaAn OCHoBa 3a
npHHaTejrH OTHomeHHXa noMeay HNM, AaBaHKH BB3MoaHOCT C TOBa Ha
C'io3eHHTe H CEpyzeHH Cam Aa no papaT HCHaHeT0 Ha BIrapHa
Aa CTaHe qjieH Ha 06e.j.meHiTe Hapo~a H cin;o TaKa Aa ce npHcCegmHH
K1bM BCHgKH KOHBeHrH CKnoIqeHH no HOIHH Ha 06eHnmemfre HapoaH;

Ha Te3H OCHOBaHHa peminHa joa O6BrIr HIpe'paTaBaHeTo Ha CTCToa-
HHeTO Ha BoAHa H 3a Ta3H eji Aa cMUIoqaT HacTomnia MHpeH AoroBop
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C1,103TaT Ha OLBOTCETITO COUHaJIECITILIOCICH PenyozarcH, GLeArme-

HOTO Kpa.acmo Ha BezaKoopmanaa H CeBepHa Hp.aawsi, OMAR' 
Hume AmeprecaHcKH TTTATH, ABcTpaarta, Bem-PycnaTa CseeTcHa Co-

HHaauctiviecHa PerryozErga, llexocaoBaum, PITH,H51, HH,Trym, Heim-
3e.aaTTATTR-, YitpailucKaTa OLeacita, CorkHamcnigecita Perryomata, 10z-
Ho-Apracancicna C 103 ii HapoAHaTa OegepaTHHHa Penyomma 10ro-
csaarma, Kan. irbpacam Hammpamia co B cLcToanne Ha BOliHa c Buirapria 
H aRTIEB110 B011Jffl Hama cpenky HCITHSITOJICKFITO ArLpsaBn B EBpona 
c 3naturrearm BOCHTH CHJHE, 03Ha(10IIII Ho-pay Ran «OL1030HEI H 
CApyzerel CHJIH», OT exHa cipana, 

H Biarapna, OT Apyra cipana; 

BM:MAIM Hpeik eruk, 1e Buirapna, cTana.aa cmo3Huga Ha Xrmae-
pncTica repmarnm H yr-gamy-m.71a Ha Herma maim FEB Borman cpenky 
Csio3a Ha ObBeTcurre CorkHazacrwiecKH PenyomucH, CrbeiHmeHoTo 
lipa.acno, CsegHHenue Amepincanclia Maui H /wpm. 05eAHHeHH Ha-
po,AH, HOCH CHM ASIA OT OTTOB0pHOCT B Tam Balla; 

B3emaliKH Hpeik Bwr,, o6age, ie BuirapHa, c.aeA Hprec.inatmane Ha 
BOOHIIHTO AermTBria IlpOTHB 06eAHHeTurre Hapomr, cizsca Bpionfre CH 
c PepmaHHA 11, CM111011BarlICH rupiampHe Ha 28 OICTOKBpH 1944 r. 
Hpararre.acTeaTa Ha ObemmeHue AMOpHIMICICH MaTII, Ha Csemme-
HOTO Itpa.acTso Ha Bezeicoopurama H Ha Omo3a Ha OLBOTCICHTO Co-

Peny6.imzcn,Aefiemparocri aa BCHITICH 06eAHHeHH Ha-
poim FEB Bahia C EISJII'apH51, B30 ,11(ePiHo pacTue FEB HofmaTa cpeaky 
repidaHHH; H 

133emaAKH HpeA BHA, ge Ciao3eHirre H Cpyzeaa CHJIH H BuirapHa 
zeiaa a cmicritiaT Kaput AoroBop, KOrITO, CTXJIaCHO HpBBIAHHHTO Ha 
cHpaBeximeocrra, Eke pa3peinu once Hucarogre Eno Hocaegaga Ha 
no-rope H3J102E0HRTO CI•611THR Ht.npocH H ROATO nie H3rpap,H °mom 3a 
llpHRTOJICICH OTHOITIOHHH Homeatu Het, AaBafilat B1,33102EHOCT C TOBa Ha 
013103011HTO H CApyzena Cum )J(a HoiHkipacaT HexaHeTo Ha BsarapHa 
Aa maim rlaen Ha 06exaneuHre HapoAH H clap Tara a ce HpHcseAHHH 

irrAt BCHITICH Koneenrum CEJITOLICHIE HO 11011BH Ha 06emmemrre Hapolm, 

Ha TO3H OCHOBaBlia 011IHX a 0611BHT HpeEpaTazaHero Ha ClaCTOR-
mew Ha Edina H aa Ta3H HedI a csmoilaT HaCTOMII,M1 Kaput AoroBop 
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H C'OTBeTHO Ha3HaqHxa AOIynoFAHcaHnTe IHJmOMOOiHHH, KOHTO CAie

IIpeACTaBlHe Ha nr.JIHOMoiMHsTa CH, HaMepeHH B H3IpaBHOCT H HalaeaE-

Ha 4opMa, ce cariacHxa Ha cjieAHe nIocTaHOBJseHHEa

4 A C T I.

rPAHMILlM HA GbJirAPIH.

%IeH 1.

PpaHHmHTe na B'&larapHm, noEaaaHm Ha nIpaoa2eHaTa ELM HaCTO-
siar ,AoroBop apTa (IIpimoaeime I) ocTaBaT Te3H, roHTO CTbmecTBy-
saxa na 1 asyapH 1941 r.

I ACT II.

nOnJIHTHECKH KnJAY3M.

OTAen 1.

TIeH 2.

B rapna ne B3ee 3eIe BCHIqKx Heo6xolMH MeprEH a a ocHrypH

Ha BCHIHq a im no 6JlarapcEa IopHcHEKLaa , 6e3 pa3JmI a Ha paca,

nojr, e3HmE a pe mrHa, Aa ce noJI3yBaT OT qOBemKH npaBa H OT
OCHOBHIHre CBo60AH, BKJioqHTeJlHO CBO60Aa Ha CJIOBO, Ha neqaT H

ny6.mIEcagn, Ha pemrrlo3Ho H3IIoBeAaHHe, Ha IIOJIHTHeCKO MHIeHHe

H Ha Iiy6JaHqHH ci6paHHa.

tIJIeH 3.

BmrmapH, KoITro C0o6pa3HO cc CCrji ameHHeTo 3a IIpHMHpe, e

B3eja MepEH Aa ocBo6o0IU, 6e3 pa3Jaia Ha HIOaHCTBO H HaIjHOHaIHOCT,

BCHuEH JIHma 3ajipaEaHH 3apaAH AefiHOCTra HM B nIIOJa Ha, am

3apaa c amTaT maTa HM KEiM 06emfmHernTe HapoAJH Hai 3apajH pacoBHa

nM npOH3XOA H fa OTMeHH AHCKEPHMHaaHOHHOTO 3aKOHOaTejCTBO H

InpOH3JIH3ai[HTe OT Hero orpaHnreeHmH, ce 3awTEIaBsa Aa 3aBslpnm npo-

BemaaHeTO Ha Te3H MepKH H ia He B3IMa B 6bAaine aRKBHTO H na 6Hio

MepEH, HHTO Aa H37aaBa KaEBHTO H a 6O 3a m, 6a 6I 3aO, OTO a 6

HeCIBMeCTHMH CO ejmre H3JioareHa B T03H JIeH.
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H CLOTBOTHO Ha3FlallHXa A0JyROAHHOaHHTO HT3JIHOMOIRFIFFIT, Rolm) c.4e,g 

HpeAcTaBaHe Ha numomom,HaTa CH, Hamepenn B HanpaBilocT H HaX 

Ha (Popma, ce cmaacHxa Ha caexurre HOCTaHOBJelinit: 

LIACT I. 

rPAHVIU,I4 HA 51411-A13101. 

ELIOH 1. 

Ppanaugre Ha BuirapHsT, noRaaaHH Ha HproozenaTa HIM HacTo-

SIL11,1151 AoroBop HapTa (lpmmozeHae 1) ocTaBaT Tem, HOM O ciagemy-

Baxa Ha 1 sulyapH 1941 r. 

LIACT 

110.1111THLIECHI1 KTIAY314. 

• Omen I. 

%ell 2. 

BTorapria me IMMO BOIFIKH Heo6xolmmH meprai 3a Aa ocinypH 

Ha Bel-VIER JEERa Hoik 6TarapcKa 10pHOMIEltHEI, 6e3 pa3muca Ha paca, 

nor, e3HE RAH pexam, j1a CO HOJI3yBaT OT noBem-KH HpaBa H OT 

OCHOBHHTO CB060)H1, BKJI101111TOJIHO cBo6oAa Ha CJIOBO, Ha Hexlax H 

Hy6moicampr, Ha peainrno3Ho H3HoBeAaHrie, Ha Hominnecico mHellue 

Ft Ha IIy6JIHqHE c7.6paHusr. 

11.aeH 3. 

B .B.arapHa, ROHM ci.o6pa3Ho CLe ClaaamenHeTo aa llpnMnpne, e 

B3e.aa mepicH ,zka ocBo6o,ng, 663 pawn= Ha HO,EkaHOTBO H HaIWOHaJIHOOT, 

BcipncH Jraga 3aikbpacatili 3apaat AelinocTra Hm B Irwin Ha, BAH 

3apas-0 cmsmantaTa um ICBM 060,1IXHOHFITO Hapopx HJIH 3apapx pacomi 

HAI Hp0113X0,1:k H jia OTMOHII ,IWORTHISTIMaltHOHFIOTO 3aKOHOAaTeJICTBO H 

npormunargHTe OT Hero orpaYmerraff, ce 3axbazaBa a aarmpuill upo-

BeatAaHeTo Ha TO314 mepEll H Aa HO B3FIMa B 61Aarge BaKBrrro H a 6H.ao 

em', HITTO Xta H3AaBa KaBBrrro H Ja 6Hao 39E0H11, ROHM 6Haa 6Hau 

HemBatecTHAIR C rke.nirre HEIJRNECIIH B TO3H 



len 4.

BBirapmH , reOTO cLraacHo CBrJameHmeTo 3a IIpHMHpne, e B3ejia
MepKH 3a pa3TypsHeTO Ha BCHqKH HamHpaImH ce Ha 6abjrapcKa TepH-
TOpHS opraHH3aTHi OT BanIICTRH THiE, 6HJIH Te IIoHoTHiecKH, BOeHHH

JIHn MHjHTapHCTHqHH, KaITO H Ha jpyr opraHn3aJHH, ROHTO B£pmaT
BpaaAe6Ha iEM 06enHHeHHre HapoIH nuponaraHna, ce 3aJiaBa Aa
HO AOHyCHe B 6LAaIge cLriecTByBaHeTO H JeiHOCTTa Ha opraHH3agan

OT TaEICB BHA, KOHTO HMaT 3a rieji a aJHmaT Hapoa OT AeMoEpaTnTe-
CRHTe My npaBa.

hIieH 5.

1. BIrapHa Ire B3eMe BCHqKH Heo6xoLHMH MepEK 3a a a ocrypH

aajiasaeTo H npeaBaHseTO 3a Aa a 6aT cBaeHH:
a) JmnaTa o6BHHeHH 'e ca H3BPpmIHJiH, 3anoBaaaja HJm

IpeiAH3BHKmJH M BOeHHH npeCTlleHH H I peCTlIIeHHM ITPOTHB

MHpa H qOBeqHOCTTa;

b) noi0annHi Ha CBio3eaHre H CApyaeHtm CHa o6BHHeHH
B TOBa, qe ca Hapymwmnu 3aKoHa Ha cTpaHaTa cH qpe3 npeaaTeOICTBO HAH
CTpynHnqeCTBO C HenpaTrejim npe3 BpeMe Ha BOiHaTa.

2. IIo HCKEaHe Ha npaBHTeJICTOT Ha HeyH OT 3aHHTepeCOBaHHTe
06eAmHeHH HapoH, BRaurapma cbmo Tpa6Ba Aa ocHrypH aBaBaHeTO
KaTO CBHBeTeJ1H, Ha JmnHa HaMHpaHu ce Ino, HeOiHa IOpHCHCKHa, iHHTO
noKa3amHH ca EHyAPH 3a caeHeTo Ha jmnaTa yKa3aHH B TOqKa 1 Ha
T03H qJIeH.

3. Bceio pa3Horjiac e OTHOCHO npmHOZeHHeTO Ha nOCTaHOBJIe-
HaHmr Ha TOIKH 1 H 2 Ha TO3H OEH Tpa6Ba Aa a 6Ae OTHeCeHO OT

BCSMO OT 3amnHepeCOBaHHTe InpaBHrTejCTBa AO meOBeTe Ha AimuIo-
maTrqecKrTe MHCHH B CO~H Ha CaBeTCERH C01o3, Ha OCeabHeHOTO
IpajicTBO H Ha CGeA.HeHHTe AMepHEaHCKH IaiaTx, rOHTO ine ce CI1O-
pa3yMeaT OTHOCHO 3aTpyAHeHHeTo.

OTAen I!.

heH 6.

BirapuH ce 3aa'AJi1aBa aja Inp3Hae nrHaTa CHAa Ha MHapHre
AOrOBOpH c HTajaM, Po^nIsHa, YHrapam H QHJniaHH H Jpyra cHrCaja-
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%en 4. 

BrzrapHa, Eosin ermacHo Csraamenmero a HpipmpHe, e Baum 
mepim aa paatypsmero Ha BCHSEII Hamapanm CO Ha osarapeica repH-
TOpria opranwarum OT +Imam= um, 611.11H TO HOJIHTHTIOCICH, Boemm 
HJTH 1111,11HTapHCTWIHH, Karr° H Ha Apyrit opramfaarma, Nom° Bspmar 
BpazAe6Ha Er,m 06eximenure Hapoim nponaraHAa, ce 3aArazaBa Aa 
He AoHycHe B &maw emkeerByBaHero H Admocrra Ha opranHaamm 
OT Tarim BHA, EOM° }mar aa LOJIAa =am Hapoita OT AemoicparHge-
CICHTO My IvaBa. 

11.aeH 6. 
1. BizrapHa s3eme BCRSKR Heo6xoAffem idepEri 3a Aa ocHrypn 

aaalammero H npeAaBaHero 3aga 674tar mAeHm: 
a) mmara o6Banemt qe ea rompimum, 3aHoBsiAaJm 11.1111 

HpeAH3BHBBJEH Boemm npecrumemm H Hpecrmaemm HpOTTIB 
mffpa H iloBetmocrra; 

b) HoAamm Ha CT,103e111310 H CApyzeHH -11.11H 06BHHeEH 

B roBa, ge ea HapymHAH aRolla Ha erpaHara CH qpe3 upeAaTeacno RAH 
clapyAmpleerBo e Henpuirrem Hpe3 Bpeme Ha Barran. 

2. Ho HeKaHe Ha HpaBFrre.aerBoro Ha exm or aamtrepecoBamrre 
06eAmiemi HapoAn, BrzrapHa CTARO rpa6Ba a ocktrypH smimanero 
icaTO eBHAeraim, Ha Amla HamBparux CO HoA Hernia lopHcAmuma, timitro 
Hoicaaayma ea HYZAHH 3a csAeHero Ha Junlasa yisaaaHR B Toluca 1 Ha 
TO3H %WM 

3. 13Ce1C0 pamor.aacHe OTHOCHO ITHJI0ZeHHeTO Ha HOCTELHOBJIe-
Mara Ha TOIIICH 1 H 2 Ha TO311 11.1I8H rpti6Ba a 614:ke orHeceno OT 
BUBO or aannrepecoBaHHre [Tam-mama Ao meirpoBere Ha AHHAO-
MalattleCKHTe MHCB11 B COffail Ha OLBOTCRES Orma, Ha CseAtmeHoro 
KpaAerBo H Ha Cr,eximemrre AmepaxaHent Marv, Immo U1O CO dUO-
3 MCHT orHocno aarpyAHeimero. 

Omen II. 

Their 6. 

Bsarapmsi cc aaAs.nzaBa Aa HpHaHae mall= mum Ha MHIMHTO 
AoroBopm c [Emma, POMBH1122 YHrapria H OmanaHAlla H Apyrm 
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meHaF HJI cnopa3yMenlm, ROHTO ca 6J.m HJIH me 6,aT crnoQeHH
OT CioaeoseHIe H CepyaZeimH C.iM OTHOCHO ABCTpma, repMaHam H 5Ino-
Hm3 3a BL3CTaHOBaBaHeTO Ha Mnpa.

TLeH 7.
BIjrapma ce aaajBaa a ra pHneMBe BCHEIH cnopa3yMeHHL, KOmTO

ca 6nJ HmI MoEe Aaa 6&aAaT cErLOqeH 3a JImBHnainTa Ha 06;ecTBo-
TO Ha HaporHTe H 3a IIOCTO05Hmm CZ 3a MeayHapoAHo IIpaBocLaHe.

%hea 8.

1. Bcsaa eHna OT Cioa3eHEITe Im CHpyeHH CHlm nIe yBeAOMH
Bwrrapim, B TeleHme Ha eAHH IIep0HO OT 6 MeceI OT BJiH3aHeTO
B Hja Ha HacToaIia AoroBop, KOH OT peABOeHHHTe CH AByCTpaHHH
AoroBOpH c Blirapam Tq zeaae ,a 3ana3H B cHaa a H a IIOHOBH.
BCSIaKBH HOCTaHOBJIeHIm, KOHTO He ca B CLOTBeTCTBHe C HaCTOAJIH
,3oroBop Ine 56aT, o6aqe, ipeMaxHaTH oT rOpeIOMeHaTHTe AOrOBOpH.

2. BewrIrH ,orOBopH IpeaMeT Ha TaKaBa HOTHmH4aIHa IIe ,IaaT
3aperHcTpHpaHH B CeKpeTapHaTa Ha 06e.mHHeHHTe HapoAH cBo6pa3HO
c qjeu 102 Ha YcTaBa Ha O6eunHHeHiTe HapoH.

3. BCHKH AorOBopH, 3a IKOHTO He ce HanpaBH TaKaBa HOTHZH-
Kaafa, ie ce cqHTaT OTMeeHH.

4ACT III.

BOEHHH, MOPCHK H B-b3AYUWH HIAAY3H.

OTAen I.

jleH 9.

IIoXTppaHeTO Ha CyXOIITHH, MOPCKH H BOeHHO-BM3AYfM Bbop7b-
aOeHHI H yEpelHnJeHma e 65Ae CTporo orpaHrieHo 3a Aa OTroBapa Ha

3aaaqm OT BTpemeH xapaiTep H aa MecTHaTa 3aamira Ha rpaHnmHe.
C(rjacHo c ropeH3JoZEeHOTO, Ha BrrapHa ce pa3pemaBa Aa HMa

BOp'aceHH CHJH HeHaaMHHaBamlH:

a) CyxoinTHa apMaui, BJiion'reiHO iiorpaHnqHa BoicKa, c o6Hi
6poi 55.000 ymIIH;
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tumuli Ham cHopaaymema, ROHTO ca 6H.TH HJIIL Tge 61),AaT crunogeHH 

OT CsioaeunTe H CApyzema Cuiui OTHOCHO ABcipm, repmauna H 5liio-
iimi BsacTaHoBaBaHeTo Ha mnpa. 

%elf 7. 

Esorapna ce awancaBa a ilpHeme BCHqKH cHopaaymenHa, Burro 

ca 611.7ra HMI mace 6sAaT C10101101111 aa amcBwr,amicrra Ha 061Hecno-

TO Ha Haps:mine H aa IlocToHHHHH Cs/k aa MeawHapo,n;Ho IlpaBomme. 

%es 8. 

1. Beam exua OT CsioaeHHTe nm CApyzena CHJU1 uie yBe,gomH 
Bsarapna, B TetienHe Ha wpm nepHoA OT 6 meceug OT BJIH3aHOTO 
B crua Ha HaCTORIBX51 AoroBop, ROH OT upejpoeHuHre CH ABycipaHHH 

AoroBopH c Buirapna TH Zezae ,tka aanam B cHaaH.m a 110,1WOBH. 

BellKaRBH HOCTaHOBJIOHH51, ROHM HO ca B C'LOTBOTCTBHO C HaCTOMARYI 
AoroBop nAe 6sAaT, o6ame, uperitaxHaTH OT ropenomeHantre orosopri. 

2. &NMI AoroBopH HpeAmeT Ha TaRaBa HOT/411Ra11,11}1 llJe 6T4aT 
aaperHcapnpana B CeRpeTapHaTa Ha 06eAHHemTre Hapoim cso6paaHo 
C tmeH 102 Ha YeTaBa Ha 06elatHeHarre Hapoxi. 

3. BOHIIICH AoroBopn, 3a KOUT() HO ce HanpaBH TaRaBa HOTHCPH-
Kaujia, 'He ce cquraT OTMOHOHH. 

IIACT 

BOEHHM, MOPCKII 11 B1)3AYWHM HilAY3M. 

Omen 1. 

Ilaieff 9. 

llomspacaHeTo Ha Cy/10111)TM, M0pCREI II BOOHHO-B7)3,1011111iilBsops-

acema H yBperyienua me &me cTporo orpamileHo aa )ka °Tromps Ha 

awkatm OT BsTpernes xaparrep H aa mecniaTa aamgra Ha rpallawErre. 

CsraacHo c ropermozeHoro, Ha BuirapHa ce paapenTaBa ja Ham 

Bsopszem OHM HeHapirmaBaukri: 

a) Cyxonsma apt:1Hr, BRJHOTIHTOJIHO Horpaminia Hama, c oft 

6poil 55.000 Arum.; 



b) IIpoTHBo-B3Aynma apTmlepIa c o6n 6pol 1.800 xynm;
c) BoeHHa )JIOTa c jHqeH C(YCTaB OT 3.500 AYImI H o6mI TOHaHC

ow 7.250 ToHa;
d) BOeHHH B%32ynmIHH CHOTeJI BEJIIONIH HO BCtKaKBH BOeHHO-

BB3pyjmyH C0LH Ha BoeHHaTa MopcKa JIaoTa c o6rm 6poi 90 caMo-
JeTa, BKIIOmnTeJIHO pe3epBHHTe, OT ROHTO He HOBeqe OT 70 MoraT
na 65BHaT Tn 6o0iHH caMoJIeTH, c o6mi 6poii Ha JIEHTIH CTCTaB OT

5.200 qoseKa. BInrapHa He Tps:6Ba ,a npmTexaBa Hn inpHao6HBa ca-
MOJieTH IocTpoe0H rjiaBHo RaTo 6oM6apmHpoBaqH c npHCI0oco6JleHtHS
3a BiTpemeH IpeB03 Ha 60M6i.

T03H CBCTaB I;e BKJIIOIBa 3a BCeBH CJyaaii CTpOeBHI, HeCTpoCeBH
H MIa6HHS IIepcoHaJi.

jleH 10.
JSHSBEI T c'CTaB Ha 6w&rapcEaTa apMna, BoeHHa JsioTa H BOeHHO

Bt3AyxoiL7aBaHe, EOHTO HpeBHnmaBa c'BTBeTHH pa3pemueH Ho qJIeH 9
6poi m;e 6,Ae pa3nycHaT B cpo0 OT 6 Mecega OT Bim3aHeTO B cmIa
Ha HaCToamIH AoroBOp.

'lJIeH 11.
Jilma HeaaqHc.JeHH COTBeTHo B 6'rapcIEaTa apMWa, BoeiHa

aJIOTa H BOeHHO Bs3A.yxomiaBaHe, He me IIoJ0yaBaT KaKEBTo H Aa
6HIO BoeHHO, BOeHIHO-MOPCEO HjC BoeHHO-B33fyIyxIJIaBaTeJHO o6y-
eHHe, KaKTo e onpeAeIeeHo B IIpHIoMeHIe II.

%LeH 12.
1. Ha ceBep OT rpEHIO-6tjrapcKaTa rpaHna ce aa6paHaBa

cjewHM cTpoee: IOCTOSHHH yxpenieIeHa wKLeT o More Aa 6aliaT o0-
CTaBeHH opsEHa, cIoco06HH Aa CTpejTa B rpHIqKa TepHTopHa; noCTroH-
HH BoeHHH copsaeHa roAmH a 6AlaT H3noJa3yBaHH 3a BoAeHe Bu
HacoqBaHe Ha OrLH H0 rptEa TepHTopaH; H ffiroBpeMeHHH cpeAcTBa
3a nlpO0ABOJICTBHe H CKjral paHe, yCTaHOBeHH efAFHCTBeHO 3a H3IIOI-
3yBaHe Ha ropeioMeHaTFre yrpeiLueHHa H cbopTbaseHza.

2. TOBa 3anpeieHeHe He BlsIIOqBa Apyra BHAoBe KpaTKOBpe-
MeHHm yKpeimeHHa nmIH HaA3eMHH nHMeeHHIM H cl0OpaeHMI, ROHTO
ca npejHa3HaqeHH Aa 3aa0BBoJar caMo H3HCRBaHBmaa OT BLTpemHO
ecTeCTBO H 3a MecTHaTa 3aarHTa Ha rpaHuEMare.
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b) IIp0111130-BMATHIlla apiTurepna c oorq opoit 1.800 ;ulna; 

c) Boemia 4).aoTa C J1111101I C'LCTaB OT 3.500 Ayaw. n oonk Timm 

ow 7.250 Tona; 

d) BOOHHII C/1.1111, BIC.11101111TOJIHO BCSIKaleB11 BOOREIO-

B13Ay.Ulthi M R Ha mem= mopcNa qt5.71oTa c oft opori 90 camo-

aeTa, BICZE01111TOJIHO pe3epsHaTe, OT ROUT° He HoHew OT 70 moraT 

6sAaT Till 60ibli camoaeTH, c o61A 6poii Ha J11111111111 CT,CTaB OT 

5.200 goBeRa. BurrapHa He TpH6Ba a HprifezaBa Hon Hpwko6rma Ca-

M0.71eTH Hompoem r.aaBHo KaTo oom6apAnpoBaqH c npucHoco6.aenHa 

3a BlapenieH HpeBoa Ha oom6H. 

TO311 CT3CTaB 1110 BIC.H011Ba 3a Boum carnal CTI)00131151, HecTpoeBna 

rgaorma nepcoHaa. 

ilaeH 10. 

CIpCTaB Ha 6TiarapcHaTa apmna, Boema cfmoTa H BOOHHO 

BT,3,4y2con.aaBalle, MA TO HpemmaBa CSOTBOTHEU1 paapemen Ho q.aeH 9 

6poli Hike 6T4e pawycHaT B cpox OT 6 31ecerka OT B.71113aHOTO B mum 

Ha HaCTOIllIiil AoroBop. 

%ea 11. 

TIBLga Heaaimc.aerni CTIOTBOTTIO B 673.arapcuaTa apmna, BoeHHa 

(Pm H Boer]Ho Bsa,uxorraaBaHe, HO ige HthariaBaT EaRBOTO nAa 

611.110 B0011110, BOCHHO-M0pCE0 HMI BOOHHO-BSBAyX0ILIaBaTe.11110 o6y-

'mime, Kazuo e oupeAe.11eHo B lipmaoacefine 

11.1eH 12. 

1. Ha ceBep OT rpluxo-tharapcKaTa rparrega ce aa6paHsrea 

camma cipoez: HOCTOSIIIRE pcperuielma RwteTo moze a 61,,gaT 

=Beim OpTZEtil, CHOCO6M1 a eTpezaT B rpwa TepHropnii; HOCTOS1H-

BOCHHII eLopszeHna roam a 6sAaT 113110J13yBaffil 3a BoAeHe rum 

HacogBaHe Ha 0173H ILO rplaga TepEropria; H ATall0BpelfiellB11 cpeAcTBa 

3a lIp0A0BOJICTBie H cma;rapane, ycTaHoBeBH 0,11,0HCT130110 3a Hama-

3yBaHe Ha ropenomeHantTe mermen:Ha n moyhaterma. 

2. ToBa 3anpenkenHe He BE.111011Ba ir:pyrit BH,goBe Kpancospe-

meHHH men.genlla ELM Hamerm Homo:Reim If CT,OpT4K0111151, Norm) 

ca upwa3Hagerm ita SMOBOJIIIT camo HaHmaHairra OT Hmpeurno 

ecTecTBo 11 3a mecTHaTa aaroxa Ha rparrawre. 
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eleH 13.

BRirapnm He IEe rpHTesaBa, nocTpoaBa HJIH IpaBH OIITH c RaE-
BHTO H Aa 6Hjmi aTOMHH opaCHr, C aKEBHTO H Aa 6aio caMoaBHsEerH

ce HJm HaupaBJIaeMH cHapagH HaJ anapaTH CBip3aHi c TSXHOTO

H33xBpJIaHe (c H3KJIoqeHHe Ha TOpnUIH H aHapaTH 3a H3XBBpmJRHe

Ha TOpnnHL, IOITO C'CTaBJaUBaT HOpMaaHOTO B%'Op1acEHHe Ha BOeHHO-

MOppcH CTAoBe, pa3pemeHH OT HaCTOsainT AoroBop), MOpcIH MnHH
HIH TOpIHJIH OT He-KOHTaKTHISm THI AeiCTByBarn? qpe3 qyBCTBHTeJMH

MexaiH3MH, TOpnIHJ, OHBTO MoraT aa HMaT eKHnaac, HOABOARHEH HIH

ApyrH HOABOARH C-a;OBe, MOTOpHH TOprHJIMuH JIOAWHLU cIIneHajIH3H-

paHH BHAOBe HalnaaTeJIIH caoBe.

qJeu 14.
Bwzrapia He Tpa6Ba ;ka 3aia3Ba, npoH3Beaja Him inipHao6HBa no

jqpyr HaqHm HH a la nopArpaIa npHcIoco6iieHm a a npOH3BOACTBO Ha

BoeHHu MaTepHamJu, ROHTO lnpeBHmaBaT HyZEHOTO 3a InoIpaA;aeHeTO Ha

B'op'jiEeHHTe CHa pa3pemeHH no H IAeH 9 OT HacToamH H AoroBOp.

1lIeH 15.

I. HaMapamua ce B H3JILmiK BOeHeH MaTepHaji OT CI0O3H1He-
CEH InpOH3XO0 nie 6,be n1ocTaBeH Ha pa3nHojioaeHHe Ha Co0TBeTHaTa

C'Bo3eHa HrzM CgpyaeHa CHnJa ciopejI yKa3aHm ageaAeHH OT Ta3H Cnsa.
HaMHpamlHa ce B H3jimm$r 6iajrapcRH BoeHeH MaTeprnaji nie 6ie
HOCTaBeH Ha pa3nooJIoEeHHe Ha IIpaBHTeJICTBaTa Ha CBOeTCKHSL CIo03,

Ha CberJiHeHoTo IpajiCTBO H Ha CBeAHHeHHTe AMepncaHcEI IWaTm.
Biarapa ine ce oTRKame OT BCHUMqH npaBa B'pxy T03H MaTepHaji.

2. BoeHeH MaTepHaJi OT HeMCRO npoH3xoaeeHHe AH ROHCTpyR-

UIa B IIOBeqe OT T03H HyaeH 3a B'opameHHTe CHAI pa3pemeHH OT

HacTOsmEHRa oroBOp ne 6i$De IIocTaBeH Ha pa3noJioaeHnHe Ha TpHre

IIpaBHTrejccTa. Bairapm Ha a a a npHAo6HBa H npoH3Beaa
HHKaEK'B BoeHeH MaTepHaj OT HeMCKH np0H3X0o, HJIH M0OAeJI, HHTO ga
HaeMa Ha pa6oTa HiH o6yqaBa EaKBHTO H a 6iuo TexHMuH, BrJno'H-
TeJIHO jmZHIEISn CCTaB Ha BoeHHOTO II rpaEAaHCKO Bs3JAyxo0ILaBaHe,

EKOTO ca HJIH ca 6m repMaHcKHE no0ammn.
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11./EeR 13. 

Blzrapna He Hike ErpnTeataBa, nocipoasa HJIH Hpasn MUTH c Halt-
Bra° H 611.3111 aTomEin ()puma, c Kau.sirro n ,Eka 511310 camommzewn 
ce man HanpaBanemn cHapagn 11.3111 anapaTn cs1p3ann c 1112CHOTO 
113XBIIINIRHO (C H3ICJI1011eHHO Ha Topmunt n anapaTn 3a 113XBIVISIHO 

Ha TOpM 1J111, KOHTO CT>CTaB.1151BaT HOpMaJMOTO BT3OpUlieHlle Ha BOeHHO-
mopcm ci,,Ekose, pa3pernann OT Hamm:Ewa Aoromp), mopcun MBBU 
Hall T0llIL7111 OT He-IZOHTaKTHHFI THU AeficTuBamx apea IlyBCTBIITeJIHH 
mexann3mn, Topmum, Homo moraT a rokraT emmaac, IIO,TBOAHHIVI 

KPYITI 110A.BOAHE c%oBe, moTopna TOpIEHJIHH J10)HCH u..lm cHerwa.iman-
palm BHA°Be Haiimanann umone. 

%en 14. 

Burrapna He Tpa6Ba a 3arraasa, npon3BezAa rum npaiw6Ema no 
upyr nami HJIH a rroxruza Hpncnoco6.aenna 3a 11110113BOACTBO Ha 
BOeHIM maTepnaan, Rom upeinanaBaT 'EpicHoTo 3a HoirAT,pacaHeTo Ha 
BT)opiatennTe dnJm pa3pememl HO 11.aeH 9 OT HacToanwa oromp. 

1:1.71en 15. 

T. Ilamnpanwa CO B 113JfflIJThK oeuen maTepnaa OT 01)103111111e-

CUL HportaxoAme 6i,Ae HocTaBen Ha pamo.uoacerrne Ha momemaTa 
CT,m3eHa n.im CApyatena Crum crtopeik pa3aHna ,gaAe1111 OT Ta3H Crum. 
Hamnparnna ce B 113JIHTITTAC 6Torapcm soeHeH maTepnaa we 614e 
HocTaBeH Ha pamo.aoacemie Ha IlpasnTemulaTa Ha ObBeTCKFISI 013103, 

Ha C'LextmenoTo RpaAcTso n Ha 05eArmennTe AmepnaaHcEn Maui. 
BT,arapna rrie ce °maze OT BCIFIEH HpaBa impxy T0311 maTepna.4. 

2. BoeHeH maTepnaa OT HeMCICO Hpon3xoageHne HJIH EcoucTpyx-

LTA Ff B HOBeI10 OT TO3H Hyacell 3a ripopEzennTe cum pa3pernenn oT 
HaCTOSIIgHYI oroBop irie 6e HocTanen Ha paw:Emmeline Ha Tpnre 
IlpamrreacTsa. BuErapna Hama Aa Hpair,o6nsa HJJH Erporraseaqa 

BoeHen MaTepnaz OT HeMCRTI Hporraxo,g, MTH moAea, Ham Aa 
Haema Ha pa6oTa iUffl o6yaaBa Eamnrro H Ia 511210 Texmmn, muno-an-
TeJIHO CrbeTaB Ha BOeHHOTO n rpaautancEo B'Lmyxon.aasane, 
KOHTO ca HJIH ca 6HJIH repmaHcan HoAaHnrw. 



3. lHaMipalaTr ce B H3JEIITHL BOeHeH MaTepHaji CHOMeHaT B

TOVHc 1 H 2 Ha To3H qjLeH rne 6'Be npeAaieH im yHHnoaEeH B TeIeHie
Ha elHa romiHa OT BJI3aHeTO B cra Ha HaCToaIa ,i AoroBop.

4. OnpefeJIeHHeTo Ha TepMHHa <<BOeHeH MaTepHaji> H CIIHC'EIT
Ha BoeHHHI MaTepHa 3a a lejlTe Ha HCTacTomH ,oroBop ce cBffpaaT
B IIpaoseeHHe m.

TjaeH 16.
B&nrapa mie CbTpyAIHqa HaiBJmH c'c Cmim3eHHTe H CppyameH

Cwm c n;eji Aa o6e3neqH 0OTO repMaHHn Aa He Mome ga B3eMe MepRH sa
npeB'op'aaaBaHe H3BBH repMaHcRa TepHTopHa.

uIeH 17.
Birapma He m;e npHAo6mHa Tm nIIpoHn3Beata rpaamiaHcrH ca-

MoJIeTH, KOHTO ca OT repMaHcn rH HnoIIHcRH MoAeJr nH cA:bpaman
cLnecTBeHH eaMeMeHTH OT repMaHCEO HImH IIanOHO HnOH3BOACTBO HJI
MOJleJ.

JeH 18.
BcaEa ejHa OT BOeHHHTe, MOPCEH H B'3AIm raya3H Ha HacTO-

saa AoroBop ine oCTaHe B CHaa AOToraBa, A0oRaTo Ta He 6se H3Me-
HeHa, H350Imo HH acTEmHo, no cnopa3yMeHHe MeacAy C'ro3eHrTe H
CMpyzeHe Cmm H Bamirapmw Bam, cjieA KaTo B.iurapHa cTaHe qjieH
Ha 06eHmeHHTe tHapoAH, no cnopaayMeHiie Meafy CsBeT a a Cryp-
HocnTa H BjirapHa.

OTARe II.

neH 19.
1. Bairapcne BoemnomjeHmmA Tpa6Ba Aa 6%AaT paliaTpipaHH

EOJmKOTO e B%3MOzHO no-CEOpO, CIriacHO cnopa3yMeHaa nocTraaTH
MCaay OTAej Te CEa KOETO rm 3aapa2aT i B&nrapHa

2. BCHuII pa3HoCEH, BKJIrorjmo Te3H 3a HpIaE3a, npoH3am-
8amiE oT npeBo3BaHeTo Ha 6&arapcKH BoeHHnnomeHmm OT COTBeTT
mi c6opmH nyHrTOBe, m36pami or IIpaBHTejr TBoTO Ha cLoTBeTHaTa
COi3eHa am ClepyaeHa CHia, AO BxomHHR nyTrr B 6&IrapCE a TepH-
TOpHa n e ce noHecaT oT Birapcoro IIpaBHTejCTBo.
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3. HamapaurgaT C3 B H3JIHMSE someH maTepriaa cuomeHaT B 
TOxIRH 1 H 2 Ha TO311 11J1e11 uie 6sAe upeAaAeH H.im yfirtakoateH B Tetierme 
na exia Aglaia OT BalmHeTo B cam Ha HacToya:qaa Aorosop. 

4. OupejtexemeTo Ha Tepsinaa qaoeHeH maTepna.a» H CILELCI.EIT 

Ha B0e11111111 MaTepnaa 3a qe.iitire Ha HacTozavia Aorosop ce el:Asp:Kam 
B 11prummenne 

11.11eH 16. 

Buirapna rrie ciappnnim Hainamo CbC Omoaernrre H CApyatema 
CHJIH c ge.a a o6e3nega 1110TO repmanna Aa He MOO Aa mote meptn 3a 
npeal)opiataBaHe HBTH repmaHcica TeprrropHa. 

then 17. 

Blorapria He ne IrmiKooKea nm itpaH3Beatm rpaatAancum Ca-

mo.meni, KOHTO ca OT repmancrell n. 5IIIOHCRH mo,gea Wifi csxhpacarqn 
ClIgeCTBOH11 CJIelleHTH OT repmancico 11.1111 SHOHCE0 11p0H3BOACTBO 

gam 18. 

Besna °Ana -oT noemare, 710pCEH H BTAVIU11161 mayart Ha HaCTO-
31H,HR Aoronop rge OCTaHe B mum ;comma, Ammo TH He 6sAe name-
HeHa, 1131I,SIJI0 RAH ilacIrivino, no cnopa3ymeHne mez,xy Omo3eHnre H 
CppyzeHH m H Buirapna Elm, cam RaTO BT:zrapHa cTaHe •q.aeH 

Ha 06exHileHure Ilapom, no cuopnymeHHe mezAT Omen Ha Cnryp-
HocTra H BlarapHs. 

Oman It. 

ilaeu 19. 

1. BlarapcEnTe BOeHHOILICHHHH,11 Tpa6Ba Ita ermaT panaTpHpaHH 
ROJINOTO e B113M02310 ]Io-cnopo, csraacHo cnopazymernoTa HOCTHTHaTH 
mew.gy oveznazre CHAR Rolm rH 3aApacaT H BT.nrapHa. 

2. & HI= pa3HOCE11) BEJLEOEIHTeJIHO Te3H aa ampsauta, Hp0H3J1E1-
33IIT OT 11pm:tonal:ter° Ha thorapcm noennomeinumn OT moTHennffe 
in& c6oprol nyraccone, Ha6pans oT IIpanifreacnoTo Ha moTHeTnaTa 
Cumena JUl11 CApyzena Caga, AO BX071;13H11 upuCT B 6T.xrapcna TepH-
Topa irie ce noHecaT OT Bi,./rapcicoTo IfpainneaerHo. 
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H ACT IV.

OTTErJIfHE HA CbG13HH CMIM.

UAeH 20.

1. BCHK1IH BsopbenHH cHJIH Ha CBIo3eHHTe H CApyaeni CHJIE
nie 6sraT oTTerieHH OT Birapma KOJIKOTO e Ba3MO1EHO IHO-CEOpO H

BTB BceKH CJiyyai He nO-KICCHO OT 90 AHH OT BJH3aHeTO B CHia Ha

HacTOmIIna AoroBop.

2. BcHiRaTa He0H3lojl3yBaHa 6JlrapcEa BayrTa H BCUqEH 6Birap-

CKH HMLymecTBa HaMHpamH ce B npHreacaHne Ha CISo3eHHee CHJfa B
Bajrrapmi, KOHTO ca 6rm npAIIPo6HTH cBrJacHo xleOH 15 Ha CaLrame-
HHeTo 3a IIpmnhpHe, mIe 6LAaT BTpHaTH Ha B]irapcKoTo IIpaHreai-

CTBO B TeOeHHe Ha C'bnLa 90 AHeBeH CpOK.

3. BirapHm, o6aqe, ipe3 nepHoAa MeMa~y BJIr3aHeTO B crIa

Ha HacTo0aRH AOroBOp H OKOHqaTeJiHOTO H3TerNmHe Ha Caio3HHre

BOHCKH, Ine AOCTaBH BCHKaKBH yjIeCHeHHlE H npOAOBOICTBHS, KaKBHTO

Moae Aa ca cnenlHaja o noTpe6HH Ha orTerzanHiTe ce BOACKH Ha
CHIo3eHHTe H C:pyaeHH Cwmn H Haj:esEHa Ko0MeHcaiaH rme ce 3a-

nmaTH Ha 6aJrapcEoTo IIpaBHTeJICTBO 3a TaKHBa IInPOOBOJICTBHB H

yJecHeHHa.

q ACT V.

PEnAPALUM MH PECTHTYLIH.

qjIeH 21.

1. BwLrapaa nme o6e3nmeTH KlrocJaaBRH H rpnma ra 3ary6H

InpHqHHeHH OT BOeHHH AeHiCTBHE H OT oKynauanira OT cTpana Ha Bjra-

pHI Ha TepHTOpaH Ha Te3H bpaCaBH; o6aqe, B3eMaIafH nog BHHMaHHe,

qe BiJlrapna He caMO ce e orTerjaa OT BoiHaTa cpemy 06eAHHeHHTe

HapoAH, HO e o6aSBH a H Ha 1aaO e BoaBma BoiHa cpemy repMaHma,

CTpanHTe ce cBrjiacaBaT, qe KOMneHcaunaTa 3a nocoqeHHTe rope 3ary6H

mie 6Te AaeAeHa OT BuirapHH He B niJeH pa3Mep, a camo qacTHqo,

a HMeHHO Ha CTOiHOCT OT 70.000.000 Aomapa mnaTHMH B CTOKH OT

npOH3BOACTBOTO Ha Ao6sBHHTe H npepa6oTsBaimH H CTpiH H Ha 3e-

MegeJAieTo B TeqeHHe Ha 8 roimmH, cIHTaHo OT BjIHaHeTO B CHAa Ha
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4ACT IV. 

OTTENIFIHE HA C1/03H101 MOM. 

then 20. 

1. BCIPHCH BmplzeHil CHAU Ha OmmeHilre 11 CApymeHrt CHJIH 
Eke 6'13AaT OTTeraellII OT BSJITapIta KOJIHOTO e B7333102EHO no-mcopo H 

BT3B BCeRH cape(' He HO-ICT,CHO OT 90 yilla OT BJIII3aHOTO B aria Ha 

HaCTORTTICT el(oroBop. 

2. BomaTa HeHanomyBaHa 6s.urapcita Baara H BeEPIRH 6Borap-

CEll waym,ecma Hamilpanw CO B npmeacurne Ha 013103e1IFITe CHJIII B 

Blorapila, HOKE) ea 6FIJIII HpHAo6Irril cirzacHo q.aeil 15 Ha Csmailte-

mem 3a Ilpumilpile, uke 6TAaT BT3pHaTH Ha tharapcHoTo lIpaBwrea-

B Tegemie Ha CHIAHS1 90 XIxesen cpox. 

3. BrizrapHil, o6atie, Hpe3 ilepHoika MeacAy BJIH3aHeTO B cam 

Ha HaCTOSIEREIR ,710P0B0p H OKOHliaTe.11HOTO HuermHe Ha C'El031111Te 
BOACKH, me AOCTaBli BeaRaRBEI -y.aecHermil H Hp0A0BWICTBIBI, KaRBHTO 
Home a ca cileilHamo Horpe6HH Ha orrermargre ce BOACKTI Ha 
Omo3marre H CApyatem CHJEll H Hamemna KomneRealms' 'Re ce 3a-

HJIaTII Ha 6mrapcHoTo ITpaBffre.acmo 3a Tamma IIP0A0BOJICTBRII H 
yaecHeilaa. 

4ACT V. 

PEFIAPAU,1114 1 PECTIITY0111. 

%ex 21. 

1. Burrapila iile o6emgeTH 10roc.4aBHil H l'ipuHil 3a 3ary6H 

HpilumeHil OT BoeHHHAeficiBila H OT oicynailawra OT erpaHa Ha thora-
pail Ha TepHropuil Ha Te3H A-spEaBH; o6ane, memarnm HO,Ik Bilumailile, 

qe RL.irrapHil He camo ce e arrermura OTTa openly 06milmeacfre 

Hapo,ln, HO e o6amma H Ha WIO e Hogan Barna cpemy repmailma, 

Orpailwre ce cw.lacilBar, (le Kohrilencaililsrra 3a Hocogenme rope 3ary6H 

ne 6me Aa,una OT Bm.xrapHil He B razes pa3Hep, a camo qacTHquo, 

a 113IeIIHO Ha CTORHOCT OT 70.000.000 Amapa mainsoi B CTOICH 
11p0H3BOACTBOTO Ha Ao6HBHirre H npepa6orBanuf LERATCTpifil H Ha 3e-
mem.aileTo B Tugela:He Ha 8 rownm, cimano OT BaktaaileTo B mum Ha 



HacToam0Al ,3OroBOp. CyMaTa, Ioasro B&irapIa mi e Tpa6Ba ,a 3aaaiTH
Ha IprpHa me BT3ae3e Ha 45.000.000 Aojaapa H cyMaTa, Ko5TO Tpa6Ba
,a ce miaTH Ha t0rocJiaBHIa e Ba3JIe3e Ha 25.000.000 goJIapa.

2. KoJmqecTBaTa H iaTeropHHre Ha CTOKH, IROITTO Tpa6Ba Aa
6i:aaT IocTaBeHH, mne 6aLaT oIIpe,;eJaeHH qpea cnopa3yMeHHn, IEOTO
me 6 iaaT cILjnoeHm OT IIpaBHMrejCTaTa Ha r'prwa H IOrocjIaBH c
lipaBHTeaeTBOTO Ha BIairapHa. Te3a crjaamemHa m;e 6;iaT c'o6-
meHH Ha 1IenoseOe Ha Hna LoMaTHqecEHRe MECHH B CoIHa Ha CBseT-
Cram CtI)3, Ha CeAHHeHOTO KpaaCTBo Ha CieiaHHeHeTe AMepmHan-
CKR I aTH.

3. OCHOBaTa Ha H3ancaeHmr a 3a aH3nrJIIeHneTo Ha T03O qaeH
m;e 6ioe ojiaapa Ha GCeHHeHHTe AMepHancHKH m]aTH no 3aaTHma my
IapHTeT Ha 1 iOJI 1946 r. T. e. 35 ;ojiapa aa eAHa ymasa 3saaTo.

4. OcHoBaTa 3a ogeHEaTa Ha CTOEHTe 0ocTaBeHiH I T03H qjieH
Me 6,iLaT qeHHTe Ha MeacyHapoAHa naaap B 1938 r. B mwaTcrH
aojapH, c 15 Ha CTO IIoBHmeHe 3a HHAyCTpPHajmH npOH3BeAeHa H 10
Ha CTO 3a ApyrH InpH3BeeHrms. Pa3xofnre no iIpeBo3a Ao rpibLaTa
H iorocJIaBiaHCa rpaHma mne 6,aT 3a cMeTEa Ha BTIarrapcEoTo IIpa-
BHTeJICTBO.

%eH 22.
1. Birapns npieMa InpHHnHiHTe Ha Aerapa0T a Ha 06eiia-

HeHHme HapoaH OT 5 sHyapH 1943 r. H ce 3aATJw.aBa Aa BipHe BB
BB3M0ZgHO Haf-KpaTrB CpOK HMy1ieCTBa H3HeCeHH OT TepHTOpHHT6

Ha IofiTO H aa e OT 06emHeHHTe HapomH.

2. 3axa e a pecTym 3a pecTinR ce omaca o BCHiqKH pa3no3Ha-
BaeMH BenmH noHacToamAeM B Bsarapma, ROHTO ca 6uIH H3HeceHH
Ha CH.a HaR no0 npMHyAa OT EKoaro H Aa e OT CHJre Ha OcTa H3
TepHTopmara Ha KOHTO ,a e oT 06ewmHeHHe Hapowo, He3aBHCHMO OT

aKBRHTO H Ea ca cAeJEH H3BbpmeHH B HOCJeeACTBHe, HocpeCCTBOM
ROHTO HaCTOHInHT Lr ipaTejl Ha TaKHBa HMyiecTBa e BCTUMAI B TWxHO
BjaAeHHe.

AKO B oTReJnH caIyqaH e HeBI3MoaHo 3a BljrapHm Aa HanpaBH
pecTHTysn? 3a IpeaMeTH, nIpeAcTaBmaBana xy0AoEecTBeHa, HCTopnqe-
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nacTonnum Aoronop. CpsaTa, RO/ITO thorapna irie Tpaosa a3anaam 
Ha rEpgna ne 131)3.1-1e30 Ha 45.000.000 Ao.aapa II cymaTa, mum TpRona 
Jo, ce 11.716,TH Ha 10roczanna Igo immeae Ha 25.000.000 Aozapa. 

2. RoarriecmaTa H HaTeropunTe Ha CTORH, ROHTO Tpsi6Ba 
&]ad' AocTaneHn, ine 6T,AaT onpeAmena pe3 cnopa3ymenna, ROHTO 
ruke 6T)AaT cminagerin OT IIpannTe.acT-BaTa Ha Norma n TOrocaanna c 
IlpaHrrreacTBoTo Ha Bsarapna. Tem ciraargeHnn rge 6TAaT 
nlenn Ha Die(4)oBeTe Ha AHEL1101italWieCRFITO Mncnn B Co(Dna Ha 01aBeT-
CICIta 01)103, Ha OLCAHHelIOTO Itpa.11CTBO H Ha GLeganennTe Aiepman-
cnn 

3. °unman Ha H31111C.11eHMITa 3a 143I113.111eIlHeTO Ha T0311 imen 
ne CiT,Ae Aoaapa Ha CT)MIEICHFITO AmeprmaHmen IgaTH no anima my 
naprcreT Ha 1 10J111 1946 r. T. e. 35 Aoaapa 3a ejnia ymursr 

4. OcHonaTa aa ogemcaTa Ha CTORIffe AocTaneHa 110 TO311 tmen 
nke 6TAaT nernrre Ha meawynapoAnna "[amp B 1938 r. B nkaTcHH 

WapH, c 15 Ha CTO Hommenne 3a nnacTpHa.ana npon3neAenna H 10 
Ha CTO 3a Apyru upon3neAerma. PaaxogaTe no npeno3a o rpwaTa 
n loroc.martaHcica rpanaga nke erLgaT 3a cmenta Ha BlarapcHoTo Ilpa-
nrcreAcmo. 

11.11eH 22. 

1. thorapna npnema npnHunmarre Ha Aexaapau,naTa Ha 06eAn-
Helium Hapun OT 5 aHyapn 1943 r. H ce 3axlazaHa a HEpHe BLB 
H1,31110)1CHO HA-Ran:At cpoE Hmynlecna HaHeceHR OT TepnToprurre 
Ha KoATo H Aa e OT 060-AlleHrure Hamm. 

2. 3a0..imeHneTo aa pecTnTynam ce omaca o BCINICH pa3no3Ha-
Haunt Henni noHacToHnlem B Bur:capful, 'tom() ca 6HJIH H311eCell11 
Ha cam HMI HOA npnnyita OT ROST() a ja e OT Came Ha OcTa 113 
Tepffropurra Ha Koko a e OT 06eximennTe Hapoa, HeMBHCHMO OT 
EaKinfro H JJa ca cio.incH 1131319111e11H B HOCJIOACTBIle, 110Cp0ACTBOM 
ROHTO HacToargnaT jripzaTea Ha TaHnHa nmynkecma e BCTI)1111.7I B DIX:HO 
H.aaAeHne. 

Mw H me.inut carriaH e Heimamozno 3a BizrapHa ia HanpaHn 
pecTmxpow 3a npefflaem, npeAcTan.azaamg xpozecTneHa, HcTopHile-
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CKa H.J apxeojiornIecKa IneHnocT, rOHTO ca iacT OT KYJITYPHOTO Ha-
cieAcTBo Ha O6eHHnena Hapo:, H3 qMHTO TepHTOpna TaKHBa npeA-
Mem ca 6wn H3HeceHH Ha cHJIa HJI noA: npHHyAa OT 6wirapccRTe
BOiCKH, BJiacTH HJIH noIaHIHn, Bijirapaa ce 3aBaiaB Aa a npeAaAe
Ha 3aHHrepecoBamHs 06euHHeH HapoA, npeAMeTH OT CTLmHa BH, EaKRTO

c IIpH6Jm3nTeJiHa paBHOCTOHa LeHHOCT Ha H3HeCeHHTe npeaMeTH,
fOKOJICOTO TaKHBa irpegMeTH MoraT Aa ce HaMepaT B Birapma.

3. B7IwrapcKoTo IIpaBHTejICTBo ce 3aTabJIaaBa Aa BspHe miy-
imeCTBOTO, CnoMeHaTO B TO3H qJIeH, B 0o6 po C'CToaHHe H I a IoeMe
B'B BP3KEa C TOBa BCHrIIH pa3HOCKH B Bl&rapmH, oTHacamgH ce Ao
pa6oTHa paKa, MaTepHaja H RpeBO3.

4. BiJirapcKoTo IIpaBHTeJCTBo TpJ6Ba Aa ocas:e cAeiecTBHe
na 0 6 eimHeHHTe HapoAH H aa 0OCTaBH 3a CBOS CMeTKa BCHIKH He-
o6 xolHMH yjiecHeHH 3a H3BlpBaHeTo H pecTTynHr Ha HmymIecTBa-
Ta, noIeaIca Hna pecTHTryHH no T03H qJleH.

5. B3rrapcKoTo IIpaBHTeJICTBO ce s3affBlaBa Aa B3eMe Heo6xo-
AHMHTe MepKH 3 a a BpHe o6paTHO HMyiecTBaTa, CHOMeHaTE B T03H
iJIeH, KOHTO ce ¶%papaT B KOSTO H ra e TpeTa cTpaHa OT jnwia HaMH-

pamn ce nog 6irapcEKa iopHcHKmHa.

6. HcKaHma aa pecTHTyqHSn Ha IHMymeCTBa Tpa6Ba Aa 6araT
npeAcTaBeHH Ha BnJirapcKTO IIpaBHTeJICTBO OT IIPaBHTeJICTBOTO Ha
cTpaHaTa OT 1S1TO Tep]HTopHS HMymIecTBOTo e 6Hao H3HeceHO; KaTO
ce IIropa36Hpa, qe aZene3on TmITar noIBHaBeH MaTepHanji e ce cwrra,
ie e 6HJI H3HeceH OT TepHTopHara Ha oarTo nIpBoHaqanjo e npH-
HaJreacai. BpeMeTo, npe3 KoeTo MoraT aa 6 saaT npeaBeHH TarKBa
HCKaHHs mwe 65Ae 6 Mecerla OT AeHn Ha aBj3aHeTo B cHna Ha HacToa-
iHa ,0oroBop.

7. H3aaHBBainoTo IpeTeHIEH 3a pecTHTyna IIpaBHuTeACTBO i;e
ce HaeMe c pa3no3HaBaHeTo Ha HMyigecTBoTo H B'pxy Hero na:a
TeaeTTa Ha oa OKa3BaHeTO Ha npaBOTO Ha co6cTBeiocT, a BLpxy
6inrapcKoTo IlpaBHTejcTBo naaa TeaecTra Ha eOKa3BaHeTo, qe mHy-
mTecTBOTO He e 6uio H3HeceHO Ha caHa HBA oA InprHya.
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cm RAH apxecaorimecKalime; Rom° ca liac T OT xpTypHoTo Ha-

e.aeAcTHo Ha 06emmenaa Hap0A1 H3 gnaw TepHTopHsi Tamma HpeA-

meTH ea 611JIH HaHecum Ha mum HJII1 IRA nplmy,qa OT 6Tarapcurre 

BaCKH, HaacTH ri.jm no,AaHHHH, BuIrapria ce aaxbaacaaa a upe,gaAe 

Ha aasurrepecoHamm 06e,AHHeH Hapox upepteTH OT Cbrrrn Krfir, Kam 

H c HpH6.manTe.ma paHHocTorma'Jou Ha HaHeeemne upeAmeTH, 

AOKOJHCOTO Tarawa HpegmeTH moraT a ce Hamerer B BlairapHK. 

3. BuirapeKoTo 11paHHTe.aemo ce akrmacama HTpHe lusty-

likeeTBOTO, enomeHaTo B TO3H -wren, B Ao6po CbCTOSIHHO H a Home 

BT3B BinaKa C TOBa BCWITCH pa3HOCICH B Burrapria, OTHaCHLIAH CC AO 

pa6oTHa pia, lidaTepnamt H Hpesoa. 

4. BuirapeKoTo IlpaHHTe.aemo Tpaosa ika °Rance cl,AefieTBHe 

Ha 06emmernyre HapOXEI H a AocTaBH 3a CBOH cmeTKa BCIFIICH He-

06X0,3,14MH peeHemm 3a Hailrupswim H peencrywurra Ha Hmylikecna-

Ta, no,g.aeacarux Ha peeTHTyKusi rio TO3H 11J1811. 

5. BTarapeKoTo IlpaHHTe.acTso ce aaxmacaHa a Haeme Heo6xo-

,11;HMHTe eput 3a xta HTTHe o6parao Huy-mecumTa, enomeHaTH B TO3H 

11.71ell, ICOHTO ce ArrpacaT B Kozro H a e pea eTpaHa OT Alma Harm-

pamx ce no 6%.grapeKa lopHemmipm. 

6. IICKaHHH aa pecrarylma Ha ummecTsa Tpa6Ha a 674aT 

HpeAcTaBeim Ha RharapeKoTo IlpaBHTOJICTBO OT IlpaBFITeJICTBOTO Ha 

cipaHaTa OT rEWITO TeptrropHa 1131yDleCTBOTO e 6FIJI0 H3HeCCHO; RaTO 

ce HoApaa6Hpa, tie ateaeaormramT Hop;snzeH maTepHaa ue ce cqura, 

e 611.4 HaHecen OT TeprfropuriTa Ha HORT° mpHoHalia.mo e ripH-

Haxama.a. BpemeTo, Hpea HoeTo moraT ja 674aT Hpemmenit Talcum 

HeKamm me 61e 6 meema OT Aura Ha RimaaHeTo B cima Ha Hama-
n-HMI ,ItoroHop. 

7. 143HBHBaEROTO 'Tem:mum 3a peenrrymui IlpararreAcTso ne 

ce Haeme c pa3no3HaBaHeTo Ha HIffyIikeCTBOTO H mpxy Hero lima 

TeatecTra Ha Aolca3naHeTo Ha HpaBOTO Ha CO6CTBeHHOCT, a Ripxy 

6TorapcKoTo ripamTreacmo HaAa TezecTra Ha Aorca3BaHeTo, qe mity-

IgeeTBOTO He e 611.710 H3HCCelIO Ha CHM H.11H no HpilloyAa. 
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4ACT VI.

EKOHOMY4ECKH KIIAY3M.

jIeH 23.

1. ,I;OOJIKOTO Ta e ro e B ee e cTopiaa, BBrapmHs nme Bs3cTa-

HOBH BCHKEH 3aEOHHm npaBa H mHTepecH B Bijrapm Ha 06enHHeHnTe

HapoAL H TexHHTe nojaaHnmH, Kairo Te csmecTByBaxa Ha 24 AnpHJi
1941 r. H ine BIpHe BCH1reH HayMecTBa B BIrapH Ha 06emHHeHHTe
HapoAH H Ha TexHHTe IInoaHnI B CSCTOCTHIeTO, B OeeTO ce HaMHpaT
cera.

2. BJIrapcTro IIpaBRHTeaCTBO noeMa 3aIAj eHHeTO Aa B'pHe

BCH1 IH nHMyiecTBa, iipaBa H HTrepecH, InomnaiamIH 1noa T03H HJIeH,

6e3 BcaEaEBH TmSeCTH H HaJo3H, REalBHTO MozEe ,a ca 6aH yCTaHOBeHf
B:Epxy Tax EaTO nocJeuia.a OT BOmiHaTa H 6e3 Aa 6fAaT o6iaraHm
OT TpaHa Ha 6aJIrapcKoTo IIpaBHTeJCTBO c EaBBHTO H Aa e HaJIo3H

BB BpTm3Ea C BpaBaHeTO HM. BJIrapcEOTO llpaBHTeJICTBO Ie OTMeHH

BCHqKH MeepKH, BEJIOTCeJH0 Ba36paHH, ceKBeCTpH HEH H OHTpOJH,

B3eTH OT Hero cpeny HMyMIecTBa Ha O6eameHHeme HapoAj Meafy
24 AnpHa 1941 r. H BjII3aHeTo B cHna Ha HacTomaia l0oroBop.

B cjAyaH EoraTo HMy6ecTBOTo He e 6Hio BTpHaT0 B TeqeHHe Ha
6 Meceia oT BaH3aHeTO B CHaa Ha HaCTomiqa ,0oroBop, Moji6aTa 3a

BpLJMaHe Ha HnMymecTBa Tpa6Ba a 65fe nogaAeHa Ha 6birapcirTe
BJIacTH He IIO-RLCHO OT 12 mecega OT BJm3aHeTO B cHIa Ha HCTOSaJ

,oroBop, OCBeH B CJIyaaH, oraTo MOiTAaT Ma moe aa foKaRae, Ie

He e MIorLI Aa noAawe MoA6aTa CH B TeqeHHe Ha T03H cpOK.

3. BxJprapccoTo IlpaBTecTB o e A HO aa y oHHEI u npe-
xBpjiaHHara Ha HMymrecTBa, unpaBa H HHTepeCH OT BCSmKlaEB BHA,
EOTrO IpHHaGIesaT Ha noAaHn Ha O6emiemHHTee HapolH, TaM EKbeTo
TaRHs a upexBipmaH ca cocAiesBajm OT caIa HJIm npHHiya ynpaE-
HeHH OT npaBHTeicTBa Ha OcTa wm OT TexmH opraHH upe3 BpeMe Ha

BOIHaTa.

4. a) BairapKooTo IIpaBnrTeacTo Ine ia Ae OTroBopHO 3a upH-
BezaaHeTO B ILm1HO nHnpaBHO CTCToaHHe Ha HMymecTBaTa, BapHaTH
Ha uoAaHH Ha 06ejHHeHHre HapoJwH cTGUlacHo TOqEa 1 Ha TO3H qleH.
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1. ,TIOROJIKOTO DI He ro e Beim cToproa, BUIrapHE rre BT330Ta-

HOBH BCHEICH 3aKOHHH npaBa H HaTepecH B Blzrapna Ha 060;m:warm° 

HapoAH H TeximTe noAamonr, Ramo re csulecnyBaxa Ha 24 Anpn.a 

1941 r. H ire Bspne BCHEICH nmymecisa B Bsorapna na 06eAmenrue 

HapoAH H Ha Te/au4Te noAanaut B B Homo ce HamnpaT 

cera. 

2. thorapcBoTo npaBurealcuo noema 3aAszatemeTo Aa BLpHO 

BCHTLICH nmymecTBa, npaBa H anrepecH, noiknaAaign IMA T0311 %Tien, 

6e3 BCRItaKBH TR2IteCTI1 H Ha.)103H, EaRMITO MOK a ca 6nall yeTanoBeim 

Bspxy DIX Ban nocaeArula OT Bain= H 6e3 a 6sAaT o6.aarann 

OT mans, Ha 6s.arapcBoTo IfpaBBTeJICTBO C RaEBILTO H Aa e HaJI03H 

BIM Bps3Ba c BpsakaneTo im. BUIrapCKOTO IIpaBHTe.ECTBO nike OTMeHH 

BCFPIEH mewin, BEJ1104HTeJIHO BT336paHH, COEBOCTpll 11.1111 ROHTp0.411, 

Ham OT Hero cpeth,y RHynkecnia Ha 06eximerane Hapowt meatAy 

24 AllpH.11 1941 r. H BJ1113aHeTO B emu Ha HaCTOREIrHa AoroBop. 
B carpal" KoraTo Mayll(eCTBOTO He e 6H.10 BspHaTo B TetieHme aa 

6 mecena or BanaHeTo B cam na HacTosEHHH ,TkoroBop, mo.a6aTa 3a 

BpsmaHe Ha Hxymemsa Tpa6Ba Aa 6sAe noAaAeHa Ha osorapcime 

REaCTH He 110-ESCHO OT 12 mecena OT BAH3aHeTO B cam Ha HaCT0511HHA 

AoroBop, ocBeH B cariaH, KoraTo MOJIHTe.lIKT rime Aa AoHante, xie 

He e MOTSJI Aa noAaAe mo.46aTa cH B TetieHHe Ha TO3H cpoic. 

3. BsarapcBoTo lipaBHTexciso e msasso Aa yilillikOZH npe-

X13141.11BEHaTa Ha abrinlecna, npaBa H HHTepecH OT BCHMELB BHA, 

Homo apHaaxr,aezaT Ha noAaranta Ha 06eAnnenme HapoAH, Tam icsAeTo 

Taxima apex:HT:puma ca nocaexoaan or cum HMI npHnyAa yupa2K-

IleHEI OT IIpaBureacma Ha Oen HJIH OT Texan opraHH npea spare Ha 

Borman. 

4. a) BTArapcBcrro IlpaBHTeacTso ue &me OITOB0pHO aa npH-

BezAaneTo B IMMO H311paBHO VECTOR:HMO Ha HRITROCTBaTa, BITHaTri 

Ha noAaBEHRH Ha 06ewenHre HapoAn csniacno Toxnca 1 Ha TO3H x1JICH. 
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B cjayqaH, npH KOHTO EHMyieCTBOTO He Mome ga 6LAe BEpHaTo HJI
RoraTo, HaTo nocjeamna OT BoimaTa, noAaHnH Ha 06eAlieHmre
HapoaH e npeTrpnrua 3ary6a no npnqHa Ha a noBpeAH Hla nemTH Ha
HMyinecTBO B B]&rapHs, TOi hie noAiyM OT Br&rapcKoTo IIpa-
BHTeJICTBO KOMneHcamrlr a B ieBa AO paa3ep Ha Be TpeTH OT cyMaTa
Heo6xolMa B AeHI Ha 3anHlaHeTo 3a RyanaBae Ha nyOoa6HO HMy-
n4ecTBo HJH 3a 3 OMneHcHpaHe Ha noHecenaTa 3ary6a. IIogaHnmArrTe
Ha 0 6 eAIHeHere HapoaH B HHmaEIBB ciyqai He Tpa6Ba Aa 6,IaT nO-
CTaBeHH B no-MaJRo 6JaroInpH THo InoJIoEenHe, OTHOCHO KomIenca-
IWaTa, OTROJIOTO 6airapCIHTe nofaHImu.

b) IIoai=ml Ha 06emHeHimTe HapoaH, EOHTO InpsEO HJI
KoCBeHO HMaT HHTepecH Ha co6cTBeHlni B ApyzecTBa Ha cApyzeHHa,
KOHTO He ca inoamHHni Ha 06eIaHeHnTe HapoAH B CMnHCBIa Ha To0Ka
8 (a) a Ha T03H qjieH, HO HOHTO ca npeTpnmaim 3ary6H BcJieATBHe
Ha noBpeH H ineTH Ha co6cTBeHOCT B B irapHa, nie noaryaT OMIenH-
caHsm crjiacHo ajinnea <a»> no-rope. Ta3H rOMneHcaniHa nie 6iAe
H3TqCJieHa B3 ocHoBa Hnao 6 nHTe 3ary6H HIH Bpe~aH npeTrpnHH OT
ApyZecTBOTo fHIH cApyzeHHeTo H nie HMaa cnIIoTo OTHomeHHe ETM
TaHEBa 3ary6H HJH ILeTH, aKBBOTO OTHomeHe HMaT IIPHXOAOHOCHHTe
HHTepecn Ha TaEEBa noAaHmHn B apyZeCTBOTO HJIH CapyZeHHeTO ETM
o6nHS KIaniTaaJ Ha pyZeCTBOTO HJIH cApyZeHHeTo.

c) KomneHcagarTra ie 6ie naaTeHa 6e3 BcsEaEBH o6Jiara-
HiS, Aangmi H Apyri c6opoBe. Ta Mo0e Aa 6%Le CBo6oAHO H3nIIO3y-
BaHa B BjirapHa, o6aqe e 6Ae 6Ae noaIHHeHa Ha pa3nopea6HTe 3a
KOHTPO0J Ha qyAa BajsyTa, KOHTO MoraT aa 6LAaaT B CHja B BirapHR
OT BpeMe Ha BpeMe.

d) BijrapcKRTO IIpaBHTejcTBO mne Aa:e Ha noAaAHHuTe Ha
06eHnHenHTe HapoAH C'EAOTO TpeTHpane B oTnyraHeTo Ha MaTepHamH
3a nonpaBKaTa HH B'T3CTaHoBaBaHeTo Ha TaxHaTa co6cTBeHHOCT B
BuIrapHA H B oTInIraHeTo Ha iqyaa BanyTa 3a BHOC Ha TamHBa Ma-
TepHaJm, KaKBOTO AaBa Ha 6 rapceH noAariani.

e) BirapCKoTO llpaBHreJCTBO nie OTnycHe Ha noAaHHmrTe
Ha 06eaEHeHHre HapoAH o6e3IneTeHHe B JieBa B carMaTa nponopnHa
npeaBHeeHa B amHHea <a>> no-rope, 3a Aa EOieHncHpa 3ary6aTa Har
iqeTaTa, JamH ma Ha CIcneIHaJIH epMH B3eTH cnpaMo TaxHaTa co6cTBe-
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B carian, npH nom° rorinkecTBoTo He moan Aa 61,e impHaTo M il 

Horn°, Haw noc.awwqa OT BofmaTa, noAaHHK Ha 06eAnnennTe 
Hapo,tw e npeTspnaa aary6a no nplisHHa Ha noBpww MTH IIkOTH Ha 
nmywecno B B73.1lrap1151, TOR IRO II0.11r111 OT BUIrapCKOTO Hpa-
BlffeACTBO nomnencanna B aeBa o pantep Ha ;Be TpeTH OT cymaTa 
Heo6xo,rwma B Aemit Ha 3anaawaueTo 3a KynyBaHe Ha no,go6Ho nmy-
riven° aim 3a KommeHcHpaHe Ha noneceHaTa aary6a. 110,LPHHHHTO 
Ha 06e/wHemfre Hapoiku B rancarbB ea-pail He Tpa6Ba Ika 614aT rio-
cTaBean B Ho-ma.inco 6aaronpnaTno noaomeHlle, OTHOCHO nomnenca-
Allan, OTROJIKOTO 6sarapcEnTe nwkainnw. 

b) Hojkanunn Ha 06wAHHermTe Hapon, Ram npinco HJIH 
nocBeHo nmaT HHTepecn Ha co6cmeminn B ApyzecTBa aim cApyzenna, 
Hono HO ca nwkaminn Ha 06exuaenaTe Hapww B officsaa Ha Toluca 
8 (a) a Ha TOM imeH, HO nom ca npeTipnaza 3ary6n BCJIOACTBIle 
Ha noBpww H mem Ha co6aBeHocT B BuirapHa, ue no.tiyqaT nomrreH-

canna mr.aacno &Timm «a» no-rope. Ta3n nomneHcanna nie the 
1131111CJIella Bla ocHoBa Ha o6nurre oary6n HJm Bpen Hpempnafin OT 

xwatecTBoTo nom cApyzermeTo H riie Jima clanoTo OTHOMOHHO RIM 
TaHnBa 3ary6H aim mem, KaKBOTO omomenHe nmaT npnxogoRocunre 
nurepecn Ha mumnoaimin B gpyZeCTBOTO HJIH cApyzeHHeTo ETM 

o6waa KarrErraa Ha ApyzecnoTo Han cApyateHHeTo. 
c) KomneHcannaTa ue 6rEjAe manna 6e3 BC5IKaKBH o6.aara-

nna, Aaimun H Tcpyrn coopose. Ta mom° Aa 674e cBo6o,gHo n3no.nay-
Balla B Blarapna, o6ame we 674e noxmHeHa Ha paanopeOffre aa 
nokupoa Ha tiyastka Baara, KoHTo moraT a 674aT B mum B BuirapHa 
OT Bpeme Ha Bpeme. 

d) BwirapcnoTo HpaBHTeacno rge Ame Ha nuanninTre Ha 
06emmeHnTe Hapo,In csinoTo TpeuipaHe B oTnyth,aHeTo Ha maTepnaan 
aa nonpafficaTa BAH BTOCTaHOBSIBaHOTO Ha TaxHam CO6CTBOHHOCT B 
RB./Trapna H B urnynkaHeTo Ha iiyasika Baayra 3a BHOC Ha TaRmia ma-
TepHaaH, KaKBOTO Aasa Ha 6wirapcnn II01(aHHHIL 

e) MorapcnoTo IlpaBffreacmo ne oTaycHe Ha umainnwre 
Ha 06e,iwneHure Hapww o6e3weTenne B .aeBa B cswaTa uponopiwa 

npeinurAeHa B ammea «a» no-rope, 3a yka nomneHcHpa 3ary6aTa Hall 
ineTaTa, xr).aznma Ha cnenHamm Mei= B3OTH cnpamo TaxHan co6cTBe-



HOCT npe3 BpeXe Ha BOiaaTa H KOnTO He ca ce inpaarajm cnpalo

6H.arapcea co6cTBeHocT. Ta3H aJumea He ce npmaara no OTHomeHHe
Ha InponycHaTH neqaaj6H.

5. BCH'EH yMepeHH pa3xoaH H3B'LpmeHH B B:&rapHa no npeAa-
BHBaHe Ha HCeaHHn, BEJIoq'TeJRHO H3qHCaJeHneTO Ha 3ary6HTe H mne-
THre, mie ce noHecaT OT BHJarapcIKTO IIpaBHTeJcTBO.

6. IIogaHigHnTe Ha 06ewenHeHHTe Hapo;nH H TaXHaTa co6cTBeHoCT
n;e 6HLraT ocBo6ojeHH OT BcEaKaRBH H3IriiOHiHTeJmm H aHam , c6opOBe

H TaKCH HazioCeHH Ha TeXHHTe KanITaJIHH BIorOBe B B1jarapna OT

BiaJrapcKOTO IIpaBnTeiCTBO HJm KEOTO EH Aa 6HJia 6sIrapcIa BJIacT
MeavIy aaTaTa Ha IIpMipHeTO H BJI3aHeTO B CHJIa Ha HaCTOaMrHa
AoroBop CBC cneIuiaJmaTa aeJi Aa ce noiEpmHr pa3xoAHTe IOiH3JIH3aiiH
OT BOHHaTa Him 3a nocpen;aHe pa3xoArTe Ha oEynaIHOHHHTe CHJH
HJI Ha peIapanIHTe B noJi3a Ha EROTO H Aa 6wio OT 06en-
HeHRTe HaporH. BcnqHr cyMH, iOHTO ca 6Jm Tara mIaTeHH Mne
6,L;aT BtpHaTH.

7. 3aHHTepecoBamHar co6cTBeHHm H B'LirapcIOTO IIpaBrTeJICTBO
MoraT aa CKYJIOMBaT cnopa3yMeHH, IOHTO nee 3aMecTar pa3HopeA6HTe

Ha HaCTo0nIIpJI 'JeH.

8. YnoTpe6eHHTe B TO3H qlIeH:

a) H3pa3 <<noaHHMaH Ha 06emaeHiHre HapaAH> HaqiH
(H3aIHecKHF JinHa, KOHTO ca nIOaHnHI Ha KOiTO H 0a e OT 06e;HHeHHTe

Hapo n, Hm apyaecTBa Ham capyaceHma CLCTaBeHH no 3aaonHTe Ha
IKOiTO H aa e OT 06e.aHeHHTe HapoAH no BpeMeTo Ha BjraaHeTO B cHia
Ha HacTo0nHIM A0oroBop, Hnp ycJIoBHe, Re Te C'Lmo ca HMaaj TO3H
cTaTye Ha AaTaTa Ha CJH1 BaHeT0 Ha IPHoqmepHeTO c BEBrapma.

H3pa3aT <<noa a 06eHTe Ha Opo>H» cinmdo BsInoIBa
nH3HqeciEH Amma, ApysecTBa H cfpyzeHma , KOHTO Ha OCHOBaHHe Ha

leicTByBam;HTe B Ba&rapH I no BpeMe Ha BoiHaTa 3aKOHH ca 6HJnm
TpeTHpaHH arTO HeInpHHTeJICEH.

b) H3pa3 (Co6CTBeHK>> 3HaqH nOAanHH Ha 06eAHHeHeTe
HapoMaH, KEarTO e onpe:AeJeH no-rope B aanea <a», EroTO HMa npa-
BO Ha BinpocHaTa co6 cTBeHHocT H BmIIOBa H npaBoInpHeMHIKa Ha
co6cTBemHEa ipH ycioBHe, ie npaBoInpeM aT e CEHBI0 noAaHaKm Ha
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HOOT npe3 spate Ha nofmaTa n ROHM He ca ce Hpnaaraan cnpamo 
61.71rapcKa co6cmenocT. Taut aannea He ce upnaara no mornenkte 

Ha nporrycHaTn netra.iron. 

5. BC1111101 ymepeHn paaxo,An H3BITIHOHII B Burrapnw no npem-
saBaHe Ha IICKallall, BK.arognre.uno HarfliCJIeHHOTO Ha 3ary6nre H 

ce nonecaT OT BUITapCICOTO IlpaBEETNICTBO. 

6. llogaHnurre Ha 06einmennTe Hapoirn nTax.HaTa CO6CTBeHOCT 

nie 6vraT OCB060,40H11 OT BCHIMEBH 113E.111011FITNIBE Aa1111111, c6opoBe 
H Tann Hazoacerm Ha Textulre EaffilTaJIIIH morose B BUIPapIlia OT 
BurrapercoTo Ilpasnremmo run ROHM H a onaa ourraperca BaaeT 
meac,Lky AaTaTa Ha uprompneTo n BJIH33HOTO B cum Ha HaCTOBIRIIII 

AoroBop ChC cnenviamaTa ne.71 a ce norcpnwr pa3xoxtrre npon3.1n3arqn 
OT Borman HMI 3a noepergaue pa3X0AIITO Ha oKynarroomnrre cnan 
MIR Ha penapannwre B Haan, Ha MATO n jJa 611.710 OT 06exn-

Hume Flapoirn. Bcmntn eprn, Korrro ea 6I1.7111 TaKa ill-Taman rge 
6'13)IaT BITHaTH. 

7. 3annTepecoBannwr CO6CTBellint H BurrapercoTo 11pasnTe.11emo 
moraT jia CRJ11011BaT enopa3ymenna, Korrro uie 3a3feCTHT pa3nopejkonTe 
Ha HaCTOHD1,1151 sJreH. 

8. YnoTpeoerme B TO311 

a) 113paa «noAaHnqn Ha 06eximeHnre HapaAn» 3HaxIH 

G1)1131neCKH anna, Korrro ca noAanonn Ha KOATO n a e OT 06erwerurre 
Hapogn, run pyzecTna man cApyacennw C'ItTaBeHll no 3aKonwre Ha 

Korrro H ga e OT 06exarreHnTe Hapoitnno BpemeTo Ha BJIH3aIleTO B cum 
Ha HacTomnnw Aoronop, npn yczorme, ie TO cup ca Inman TO3H 
=rye Ha AaTaTa Ha carogBaHeTo Ha npllmnpneTo c BUIrapHil. 

Flapa3T,T «noikaminn Ha 06exrunrre Hapoirn» cuno BRJII011Ba 
cfmarmecKn anna, ApyzecTBa H cApyzeHna, KOHTO Ha OCHOBalifie Ha 
oricTnyBargirre B Blarrapna no pee na noitHaTa aarconn ea &Lint 
Tpentpami KaTo HenpnaTeacKn. 

b) 113pa3 <<C06CTBeIDIR>> maul HOAaHHE Ha 06exaneHnTe 
Hapom, micro e onpeikezell no-rope B ammea «a», Hoiiro Hma npa-
BO Ha minpocHaTa CO6CTBeHHOCT H BIL7I1011Ba ii nparionpHemninta Ha 

co6ememnria IlpH yezome, nparionpHemannew e cup noAaffox Ha 
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06eiHHeHiTe Hapo;H B cMHcTaa Ha aJlHea <a>. AKo IIpaBonpHeM-

IEIIHKT e KyImEJI HMyueCTBOTO B IIOBpeAeH BHA, IpeXBpaPJMTeJIa me

3ana3H npaBaTa CH 3a KOMneHcaInwa 1n T03IH lJIeH, 6e3 TOBa ;a cTaBa

B yimp6 Ha 3aaJLjimeHHaaTa Memay npexBrpJrTeJam H KynyBaqa no

BTbpemrIHe 3aKoHH.

c) IH3pa3 <<«Myiec TBa>> 3HaqIH geiaTa ,aBHIHMa Ha He-

;BHIHaMa co6cTBeHHOCT, BenmH mJIH npaBa, BIJOQ1 IHTeIHO npaBaTa Ha

IIHaycTpHaJaa, Ja TepaTypHa H xyoMcecTBeHa co6cTBeHHOCT, EaRTO H

BCHIIKH IlpaBa, HM (ecTBa HH HHTiepec Ha co6cTBeHHOCT OT BCa-

KaEKIB BHA.

/enH 24.

BBrapHa IIpH3HaBa, qe CBeTCKHSIT C103 HM a IpaB0 Ha BCHqKH

repMaHcKH aBoapH B B BjrapHa npexBBpjeHm Ha C'BeTCrHE CIo.3

OT KoHTpoJImHa C'BeT 3a repMaHHa H ce 3a>IaEmaBa Aa B3eMe sBCHqIr

Heo6xof,.MH MepKH 3a yJIecHHBaHeTO Ha TaKIHBa IpeXBpIJIsHHa.

NeJIH 25.

1. BceEa OT CBIo3eHHTe H Ca;pyaeHH Ca.m nue HMa IpaBO ga

B3eMe, 3aapamH, JIHEBHEipa Hm a ini peAnpHiee iaKBrTo H Aa e Aefi-

CTBIR no oTHomeHHe Ha BCHIH MEIIyAeCTBa, npaBa H HHTepecH, KOnTO

npH BIH3aHeTo B CHJIa Ha HaCTOSRIH ,LorOBOp ca Ha HenHa TepHTropa H

npHHa:wemaT Ha BJIrapa HJIm Ha 6sJrapcKH nioaamnHH H Aa ynoTpe6n

TaKIHBa HMyiecTBa nIm peaiH3IIpaHHTe OT TaIxHaTa JIHeKBHIaiHH CyMHI 3a

TaKIBa Iejm, 3a KaKBHTO TI aeJIiae B rpaHHrtITe Ha CBOHTe peEIaaMaIlH

H Te3H Ha CBOITe noaHHIwH cpeimy Blajrapna HIHm 6ajrapcImH noJaHgHm,

BKIIOqIHTeJIHO aTbiroBe, OCBeH Te3H KOHTO ca 6HJIH HanIjImo yAOBJeTBO-

peHH nO cEmaTa Ha J;pyrH qjleHOBe Ha HacTosmIa ,loroBOp. BCHqRH

6TJrapcKH HMymrecTBa, HJIH peajiH3HpaHHTe OT TalxHaTa JMIBHaiaH

CyMH, HaLBHmaBsamH pa3Mepa Ha Te3H pemiaMainnIH re 6TaT BspHaTH.

2. JIHKBHmaarHTa H pa3nopemaaHeTO Ha 6BirapcKH HMyige-

CTBa Ime 6iAe 1npOBeAeH cbrJIacHo 3aRoHa Ha CmOTBeTHaTa Cioa3eHa H

CApyaeHa Cnia. BI;IrapcmarT co6cTBenH Eie EMa no OTHOImeHne Ha

TaKHBa HMygIeCTBa caMO Te3H IpaBa, ROHTO Moae ta My ce AaBaT OT

T03H 3aKOH.

3. BairapcKoTo IIpaBreaicTBo ce 3aaff aBa ,a KOmaencHpa
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06e,asHelurre Hapojra B CMIICTOla Ha aaHnea «a». AK0 HpaBollpHem-
IIIIICIA e Kyrrna WilyIlkeCTBOTO B Hospeften BHA, HpeximpruiTe.ila llIe 

aana3H HpaBan CH 3a it omneHcamta no TO3H .11.710111 6e3 ToBa a cTaBa 

B ynybp6 Ha 3axmacennaTa memAy Hpeximpaureaa H KyuyBaqa no 

B'bTpeanurre 3aKOHH. 

C) H3pa3 «incyakeerBa» 3Haim He.maTa ABEKKEtata HMI He-

Asmicinfa co6cTBeimocT, BeIHH mat HpaBa, Bicaloqure.rmo HpaBaTa Ha 

HHAycrpnamia, JIHTepaTypHa 11 xmoateemeHa e06CTBeHHOCT, MKT() H 

BCMIKH upaBa, 'imp:Ream 11Jffl HurepecH Ha CO6CTBeHHOCT OT Bea-

KaKLB B11,T(. 

ILICH 24. 

Blarapria HpH3HaBa, ie obBeTCRIBIT C'EpH/3 lima IvaBo Ha MIMI 

repmaneKH aBoapH B BurrapHH upexImp.meHH Ha OBBOTCK1151 C13103 

OT Itompwrarol CTaBeT 3a Pei:osmium ri CO 3axb.uzaBa a B3eMe BeHTIEH 

Heo6xoxamH mepKri 3a yaecirsmanero Ha Talama Hpeximpasnrasi. 

then 25. 

1. Bceica OT 01,103eHEtTe H CApyatem CHJHI uie mia 'yam Aa 

B3e]ste, 3axbpaKH, JraKBHAHpa HJJJ a upeAllpHeme KaKEHTO H jia e 

CTB1151 110 oroomeHrte Ha HOMMEL Hmyntecma, npaBa H HHTepeCH, KOHTO 

HpH B.71[13aHeTO B crula Ha HaCTOZ31,11H,A0r0B0p ca Ha Harma Tepuroprisi 11 

HprmaxleacaT Ha Blarapria WM Ha outrapcut no,gairrnw njka ynoTpe6H 
Talcum 1111'STIkeCTBa Han pea.ananpaHme OT TuxHam JIHRBH11a11101 cymn aa 

TaKHBa HeAH, aa KaTomo T51 :Remo B rpaHHHHTe Ha mune peKaiamagral 

H Te3H Ha cBorcre HoAaHnug cpenty ButrapHst 11.7111 61zrapcial rugaHHHH, 

BIL7HOTIFITeJIHO xbATOBe, ocHeH Te3H KOFITO ca 6HJIH HaffEJ1110 VIOBJIeTB0-

perm HO cruaTa Ha Apyrn 11J1eHOBe Ha HaCTORIII,MI ,a0P0B0p. BCIPIKH 

6TorapeKH nmylHecTsa, Han pea.m3Hpainue OT wall= AHKBHAaHHa 

cyam, HaAHHtnaHarag pa3mepa Ha Te3H pemamaitHit Igo ovtaT HITHaTH. 

2. JIHKBH,gaquirra H pa3nopeacAaHeTo Ha 61..grapcm mryuie-

crBa ERe 614e HpoBeAerio clx.aacHo 3aRoua Ha cunBerHaTa CT:donna 11 

CAppiteHa Crua. tharapcicHaT CO6CTBeffEEK like Hata no orHomentte Ha 

micron, Hatynkecma cam() Teat HpaBa, ROMEO MOIKe ,Ika MY ce AaBaT OT 

TO311 3aKoH. 

3. BT..nrapcKoTo IIpamrreacmo ce 3aNizzasa ika Komnenclipa 
95347__49-__-PT. II 68 



6iirapceRTe HnoaHmHIH, MHHTO HI HMyIIeTBa ca B3eTH HO T03H eJIOH H

He HM Ca BspHaTH.

4. IHHaEKBO 3aaIeifflHe He ce cT3aaBa no TO3H 'JIeH 3a IOSTO
H ga 6Lmo CiIo3eHa EmH CpyzeHa CmIa Aa BSpHe BHHyCTpHajHa
co6cTBeHocT Ha BIjrapcKOTO IpaBHTeICTBO HA Ha 6aJIrapcKH noIIa-
HHXIW a HAa BrIjnoH TaRaBa co6CTBeHocT IpH onpe}AeamH e Ha cymNe,
HEOTO Mose Aa 6%aaT 3affLpaHH HO CHJaTa Ha TOqEa 1 OT TO3H
sjieH. IIpaBFTejcTBOTO Ha BCaKa OT CGLos3eHHe H COpyaMeHHI CHJIH Ie

HMa upaBOTO Aa HaJI0H TaKUHBa orpaHeHnae H ycIOBMs Ha npaBaTa Hju
HHTepeceHe OTHaczanw ce 0o HHJycTpHazHla CO6 cTBeHOCT B TeprHTopmTa
Ha Ta3H CIo3eHa H7iJ CpyaeHa Caia, npiHo6HTa npeAHB BJI3aHeTO B
ciua Ha HaCToTmai A OrOBOp OT IIpaBHTeCTBOTO HJH noaHmHwTe Ha
BLnrapHa, aKEBHTo MoraT ja 6bAaT cqeTeHH 3a Heo6xoffiMH aa HeroBHa
HanHoHajieH HrTepec OT IIpaBHTejCTBOTO Ha CbIo3eHaTa aH CApyzeHa
CuIa.

5. lMyiecTBaTa BH3HpaHH OT TOma 1 Ha T03H E8ieH Je ce
cqUra, 'e BKjIIOaT 6,irapcmHTe minecTBa, EOHTO ca 6HIH noA
KOHTpOA Ha OCHOBaHHe Ha CCTOaHHeTO Ha BOfiHa crBiecTByBango MesAy
BJirapHa H CIo3eeHaTa mSE CpyzeHa Cma, IoaSrTO a IopHcH a
BspXy HMyieCTBOTO, HO He Hne BEB.OqBa:

a) HMymnecTBa Ha BB.rapcEoTo IIpaBHTeaCTBO H3nnoji3BaHH
3a KOHCyJICRH n AE jiHLoMaTHqecrH IejH;

b) HMynecTBaTa npHHaajeeaamn Ha peunrao3HH o6mecTBa
HJm qacTmI 6iaroTBopnTeJH opraHn3anHH H yuoTpe6aBaHH 3a peJmrH-
o3HH m 6AJaroTBOopHTeJn gaem;

c) HMyInecTBa Ha QH3HmecmH jmma, ROBTO ca 6LArapcmH
io~aHmHa noiyxa0 m pa3pemelle Aa npe 6HBaBaT Ha TeprpoparTa Ha
CTpaHaTa, B ROSTO ce HaaMBpaT mMygecTBaTa HJE Aa npe6RBaBaT ApyraAe
B TepHTopMH Ha O6eaHHeHnTe Hapoi, c H3rjnoqeHHe Ha 6ijrapcrETe
HMynecTBa, xOHTO B ROOTO H Aa e BpeMe npe3 BoiHaTa ca 6uMi nipeOMeT
Ha MepKH Hai[nparaHH no o io npaBsio cnpaMo HMyaecTsaTa Ha
6-rapclmTe noaHHEwi npe6HBaBasia Ha cLmraTa TepHTopna;

d) IlpaBa Ha co6 cTBeHOCT B'3mHBHajIH cJieA BI3CTaHOBaBa-
HeTO Ha TrprOBCIKTe H HHaHCOBH OTHOmeHEi Mezs C'o3eHHTe H
CApyaeeH Car H Bnirapaa wm BT3HHEKHaJI OT ceAJiH MeazAy IIpaBH-
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CakarapeEnTe noAaHmlyr, gnnTo Eny]JJecma ca Been' no TO311 11.71eH 11 

He ai ca HLpHaTH. 

4. HunanBo aaiwizeHne He ce cToAaBa no TOM ',inn 3a RORTO 
H a 6HJI0 OLloaena mil CAppleHa Cn.11a a nspHe nweTpna.rma 

co6cTseHocT Ha BTarapcRoTo IlpannTeam° RAH Ha 61.arapcnn Jima-
'FUME' H.lffl a BIL711011H TaRana co6eTnenocT npn onpeike.inme Ha cy-mnre, 

Rorrro mace Aa 6TAar aagbpaiann 110 enaaTa Ha Toinca 1 OT TO3H 
vl.TfeH. llpaBHTe.7ICTBOTO Ha Bum OT OL1030IHITO n CApyntenn CHM! Ilke 
nma npanoro jka HaJI0M1 mum orpanngenna 11yedOBELYI Ha HpanaTa Elm 

mrcepecnTe oTHaenom ce onnucTpna.ima co6cmenocT B TepErropEurra 

Ha Taal' Cmoaena ILiffl CApyzena Crua, Hpwr,o6nra Hpeim BJ1113aHOTO B 
cam Ha HacTomAna Aoronop OT IlpannTe.acTsoTo 11.7IH HoAammuTe Ha 
BT,Jirapnn, KaEmu° moraT ,ga ftgaT eileTenn a Heo6xownim aa Heronna 

HannoHa.aeH rarrepec OT ilpaBEITOJICTBOTO Ha Omo3eHaTa rum CApyzeHa 

5. MaymeemaTa Bn3npang OT TOtlita 1 Ha T0311 11JOH me CO 
mina, BR.711011BaT 67..71rapeRnTe nnymecTna, ROHM ca 6I1J111 noiA 

ROHTp0J1 Ha OCHOBallife Ha CTICTOZBIleTO Ha Balla cunecTsynamo meagy 
Blairapna H CT:ao3eHaTa rum CAppEena Cam, ROSITO imia Topneinnenna 
BT,pxy nnymecTnoro, HO He Ilke 

a) 14mymecTna Ha BT=orapcicoTo IlpaBEETOJICTBO H3HOJIayBaHlf 

aa ROHCVICICH rum AznalomantgecRu nexn; 

b) Flmyrnecimam npnHameacamn Ha pezarno3HR oftneeTna 
HJIH qacm NaroTnopnTemn opramraamm H ynoTpeoznann 3a pe.infrn-
0311H BM 6.aaroTnopmeann Hem; 

c) MaymecTna Ha 4)11131ITICCICII alma, Rolm ea &Lampe= 

HoAanngn HaRytIHJIII pa3peramme npeonnanaT Ha Tepuropnsrra Ha 

cTpaHaTa, B Homo ce HamnpaT nnyucecTnaTa mmAa npeonsanaT ;TyraAe 
B Tepnropnn Ha 06einmerarre Hapogn, c H3R-111011eIlife Ha thawaperarre 
HMYffkeCTBa, now° B nom n ya e Hpeme llpe3 whim ea 611M npeAmeT 
Ha mepEn Hanwaraun Ho o6mo 'Tama() cupamo maymecTnaTa Ha 

tharapcnnTe no,gamma npeommartamn Ha min= Tepuroplan; 

d) IIpaBa Ha co6cTneHoeT Bi3.311MEHaJIH e.xeA IrLaCTaHOBSIBa-

IleTO Ha TiproncEnTe H (DIEHallCOBH OTHOMeHlia life}RAy 01,103e1DITO H 
CApyacelln CHM if Bwrapna }um IIMBHICHaJlif OT cAemsn meaciti IIpann-
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TeJICTBOTO Ha KorTO H aa 6a3o CIo3eHa Hni CpyzaeHa CHJa H Bara-

pnH OT 28 OETOMBPH 1944 r.

e) IIpaBa Ha jraTepaTypHa H xyomeecTBeHa co6cTBeHOCT.

UIeH 26.
1. OT KeHs Ha BsJ3aHeTO B caa Ha Ha HacTosmnI ,oroBop HMyire-

CTBaTa HaMHpamH ce B repMa1ma H IIPHHaJiezam? Ha Bjarapna H Ha
6birapcEH inofaHHIW He Me 6AiaT CTTanuH noBeqe 3a HenpmrTeiacr

Myi;ecTBa H BcnqKH orpaHHqeHa oCHOBaHH Ha TaIoBa TpeTHpane me

67,aaT InpeMaxHaTH.

2. Pa3io3HaBaeMH HmyirecTBa npHHaiemarMH Ha BLjrapHa H

6'BirapcH noiiaHmmt H3HeceHH Ha cHna H noA npHHyAa OT 6'jirapcKa

TepHTOPHSI B repMaHm OT repMlaHcEnOTe B'operm CH H C HJm BAacT

caieA 28 OKTOMBpH 1944 r. Mne noaJIeaaT Ha B%3BpIITHaHe.

3. PecTmTyiuTra H B i3CTaHOBSBaHeTO Ha 6rbJIapCeH HMyMecTBa

B repManam nMe ce H3BBPIIH cirjiacHO c MepRETe, EOHTO im e ce onpe-

AeJzT OT CMITre OKyunpaum PrepMama.

4. Be3 TOB a a CTaBa B yIrIbp6 Ha Te3H H BCHqIRH ApyrH paano-

peA6H HanpaBeHH OT oKynHpaiHTe repMamHa CamIH B Hno0a Ha Bira-

pna H 6JrIrapcRHn noraHHIH, B.uirapHS ce OTEa3Ba OT CBOe HMe H OT

HMerT Ha 6BirapciErre noaaHHiim OT BCHEKH periaMaiHH cpemy rep-

MaHaI H repMaHcKH InoAaHnlH ocTaHazm HeypeAeHH Ha 8 MaA 1945 r. c
Ha3JnomeHHe Ha Te3H np0oH3THqaTnH OT AorOBOPH CRJIMIqeH HJIH f pyrn

3aji;JDeHHl noeTHI mI npaBa npHao6mHT npeH 1 cenITeMBpH 1939 r.

ToBa OTKa3BaHe m;e ce cirTa, ne BKRnoqBa abroBe, BCEIKH Mea Aynpa-

BHTeJICTBeHH B3eMaHna CBbp3aHH CTC CIIOpa3yMenHHm CRHiOMqeHH B Teqe-

HHe Ha BoiiHaTa H BCHEKH peEKaMau aa 3a 3ary6H HM nImeTH B%3HIHKHaJH

npe3 BofiHaTa.

IeeH 27.

1. CBi;ecTByBaHHeTo Ha C'CToHIHe Ha Boi0Ha He m;e ce cmmTa no

caMo ce6e cH KaTo 3acsaraio 3a'LJAjeHheTo 3a niamaHe Ha napHqHH

SJ:r0OBe npoH3TnHamIw OT 3abJI, eHIa fa H AoroBopH, KOHTO ca c'mbe-

CTByBaJm H npaBa, ROHTO ca 6nmH npao6mHT npeAH CneCTByBaHeTO Ha
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Te.acTsoTo Ha Kozro H ,Dca 6H.ao CT)10301Ia Will CApyasena Cum H Bizra-
prisi OT 28 ORTOMBp11 1944 P. 

e) L[paBa Ha auTepalypHa H xyikozecneua CO6CTBeHOCT. 

then 26. 

1. OT ,LkeThl Ha BAH3aHeTO B cnia Ha BacTogar,HR Aorosop HMyLre-

cTBaTa HamTpauni ce B PepritaHna n Hpunagxeacanw Ha BT,.Brapna H Ha 

6Taraperat noamigH He me oijAaT cutTarta HoBeim 3a Haul)TurreacEn 

intynkecma H BCIPIKEI orpaHmenlla OCHOBaHH Ha TaitoBa Tpewane me 

olvAaT upemaxHaTn. 

2. Pa3no3Hasaemn nMynecTBa npiraaweacanw Ha BTorapzu H 
6T)arapciat Irma-mm-1T H3Hecelin Ha mum RAH II0A npromka OT 6%.arapcna 
TepriTopna B repMaHHH OT repMaHCRILTO BI,OpUReFIH CHAR ILTIFI BJIaCTH 
c.ae/A 28 ORTOMBpH 1944 r. IRO HOMeataT Ha BT33Bp`LilkaHe. 

3. Pec=mina H HmeTanosasaneTo Ha oun'apcm Hettyakecna 
repmaamn ine ce 113BrITHIEf cT)r.aacHo c mepicHTe, ROHM Hike ce onpe-

Aural' OT CHAIM oKylimpanTH repmaHHH. 

4. Be3 TOBa JIa craBa B yuKbp6 Ha Te3H B BCHTIRH )Apyrkt pa3no-

peOH Hanpasem OT oKy.olipannue repmanon CHAR B nun Ha Mara-

puff H 6Tarapcm noAaHngn, BuirapHa ce onta3Ba OT eBoe nme H OT 

MIOTO Ha olorapcncre noikauann OT BCIPIRII pemaamaHma cpergy rep-

mama II repmancKH HoAaHHHH ocraHaJm HeypeAeHH Ha 8 malt 1945 r. 
II3RAIWICHHe Ha Te3H Hp0H3TIPIallI,H OT AoroHopH CRJH011eHH Hall Apyrn 

aaNizatenna nom HAFI npasa npnAo6nTH TrpeAn 1 cenTeimpH 1939 r. 
Tosa onca3BaHe Eke ce cturra, qe BICJI1011Ba ATN7IrOBOI BCINKH memAylipa-

BFITeJICTBeHll B3eMaHHH CB'Ep3aHH CT C CHOpa3pleHlla CRA1011e1111 B Teile-

tilie Ha BoilHaTa n BCH11KH pexaamarigH 3a aary6n RAH rEcern BlamucHaAn 

npea Hanna. 

then 27. 

1. CmgeurHyHaffEteTo Ha C'EZTORH110 Ha BORFla He iLe ce cinTra no 
camo ceoe CH HaTo 3acarargo 3aNI,JURCHIleTO 3a naaukaHe Ha HapHinm 

poroHe Hporiannalga OT 3aAUDECIIII5I H AoroHopH, ROHM ca cmge-

cmysami ii npaBa, ROHTO ca 6mint Hpwr,o6nTn upegEt CTAgecmyBaHero Ha 



C'CTORIHHeTO Ha BOilHa H KOHTO Ca CTaHaJIH m7iaTHMI IIpeaH BJIH3aHeTO

B cHJa Ha HaCTOSIIH AorOBOp H KOHTO ce a'LjiaT OT IIpaBHTejicTBoTo
aHm IIoAaFHHtmre Ha BIirapp Ha IIpaBHTejICTBOTo H 0im nozaHaimHTe Ha
eAHa OT Cio3aeIHTe H C:pyaeHH CHJI HJI ce aJIDaaT OT IIpaBHTeJi-
CTBOTO HJIH IOloaHHniTHTe Ha eaHa OT CTIO3eHHTe H ClpyaIeHH CHJIH Ha

]paBHTeJICTBOTO HIH Ilo0aHHlm Te Ha B.irapna.

2. OcBeH aio e ApyroSqe H3pHHO IIO TaHOBeHO B HaCTOa1iH[
lAroBop, HHm;O B Hero He Tpe6Ba ga ce TLi'yBa KaTo yBpe;tamo B3a-

HMOOTHomeHmHra Measy J.ajnMEHiHHH H RpeOffaopH nipO3THqani OT
npeBoeHHH ,loroBOpH cIunoqeHHm OT IIpaBHTeJICTBOTO HJI noaaHmI[HTe
Ha Bruirapia.

%IeH 28.

1. OT HMeTo Ha BTarapcROTo IIpaBHTejCcTBO H OT HMeTO Ha
6JirapcRmHe nIIoaHHIH BITrapH ce oTma3Ba OT BcrnHH peKraMaLna OT
RaKBOTO H :a 6Heo eCTecTBO cpemny CiomaemHne H CTpyazemH CwI, npo-
H3THqam;H AnpeKTHO OT BOfniaTa HJH OT MeprKre B3eTH nIopa0H cmIIe-
CTByBaHHeTO Ha cacToMHe Ha BOHiHa B EBpona cjieA 1 cenrTeBpH 1939 r.
He3aBHCHMO OT TOBa pajIm CloaeHaTa HJI C[pyzeeHa Cnia e 6Hna BbB
BOiHia c B3 lirapHa no TOBa BpeMe. ToBa OTEa3BaHe BIKJIOqBa cJieAHOTO:

a) PeIUIaMarar 3a 3ary6H HJI mieTH IIpeTpnIIeHH KaTO IO-
caieavHa OT AeHicTBTa Ha a BsopsaceHrTe cHmI HJIH B.iacTH Ha CBioae-
HnTe lHJ CipyaeHH CIH.

b) PeiraMaLm npo3THmIan OT IPHC'aTCTBHeTO, onepatn-
HTe HH AeHCTBarTa Ha BsopBaeHHTe CHJI Ham BJIaCTH Ha C'Io3eHHTe
HJIH CpyaCeHH CHIM Ha 6nirapcKa TepHTopHH.

c) PernaMagnH OTHacsaqH ce ao pemeHHa H pa3nopeama-
ma Ha CGAHjnunaT3a IIpH30Be Ha CIo3eHmTe m CAIpyzseeH CH,
EaTo BairapHa ce crasacaBa Aa npH3Hae aa BajmnqHf H o6BEp3BaIlH
BCHnR pemeHma H pa3nopeaaHnM Ha TamHBa Clgaiia a 3a IIp3oBe
Ha HJI cae, 1 ceirreMBpH 1939 r. oTHacamn ce Ao 6airapcKm opa6H
HJIH 6JirapcKH CTOKH H JH iaian ua Ha paa3ocE ;

d) PemiaManH nlpoH3THianI oT ynpaaHeHHeTo Ha npaBaTa
Ha BoX>BaIna rTpaHa Hna oTr epriwre B3eTn c Aej aa ynpaaHeHHe Ha Te3H
npaBa.
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CLCTORIIIIeTO Ha Boffila IL HOMO ca cTaHaza EMMET HpeAll 13.11113alleTO 

B arm Ha HaCTOMAILa Aorosop H ROHM CO AT).712RaT OT IlpaBHTOJICTBOTO 

Mil 110,1kaHHITATe Ha BLarapHsi Ha ilpaBirreJICTBOTO HJIJI no,AaHmatTe Ha 

exia OT 01,103eInffe II CApymena CHJIH HJffl ce iTT..aanaT OT lIpaBHTNI-

CTBOTO HMI HoiAaHHHErre Ha ema OT OLIO3OHHTe n CAppKeHrt CHJLU Ha 

IlpaBHTNICTBOTO Jim no,lafiramTe Ha BizrapRif. 

2. OCBeH aKo e Apyrosrie 113p1P1H0 HocTaHoseHo B HacToarrArm 

AoroBop, Hago B Hero He Tpe6Ba Ika CO TIORyBa KaTo yBpeatikaako B3a-

lIKOOTHOIlleffilaTa MeatAy rLrn4III4 H Rpm'TopH uponaratianAH OT 

HpeBoeHrat AoroBopu CICJII011eHH OT lIpaBHTOJICTBOTO HJIE HoAanmArcre 

Ha Bwrapna. 

limn 28. 

1. OT HMeTO Ha EsarapcitoTo 11paBureacimo H OT HMeTO Ha 
61..nrapcurre Hogan:rum Esaraprta ce mama OT BCIFIKH peKammagun OT 
RaEBOTO H a 6HJI0 OCTeCTBO °peaky CTI103eHHTe H CApyaKeint CHJIII, Hpo-
113TIVIalikEt Anpeicnio OT notiHaTa n.mrn OT MepEnTe MOTH nopagn cune-
cmyBaHneTo Ha c7,,cTozane Ha Berm B EBpona caeA 1 ceuremBpll 1939 r. 
He3amtcmito OT Tosa Aaza OmmenaTa rum CApyzeHa Onaa e on.aa HI3B 
Barna C Bsarapna 110 TOBa Bpeme. ToBa onca3Bane BEJ11011Ba CJIOAHOTO: 

a) Pemamanna 3a 3ary„An IHeTH nperBpnenn Kam HO-

caeiviga OT Aeficnnirra Ha Bsopsatenure CHAR /UM B.aacTH Ha Csioae-
Imre BAH CApyzeHn CH.1111. 

b) Peiczamamm nponanriama or IIpHCITCTBHeTO, °napalm-

TITO RAH Aeficnoisra Ha Bsopszemne CHM HJIII BJIaCTH Ha C'13103eHHTe 
HJIH CAppKeHH Calm Ha 6sarapcica TeprrropHa. 

c) Pemaamanim olnaciunn ce Ito pentemm n paanopezika-
ma Ha OBAgonmaTa 3a 141130B0 Ha Clataemrre aim CApyacenn Qum, 

Rawl tharapna ce mamma ,z(a npH3Hae 3a BaJnwin H ooimp3Bam;EI 
BCWIRH penTeHlia n pa3Hopeacikarma Ha TaKHBa Csmunana aa llpH30B0 

Ha H.im caleA 1 ceuremBpn 1939 r. oTHacama ce o karapcEn Ropaon 
Han tharapcitn CTOKH Kan margarma Ha pa3HocKn; 

I) PemamanAlli uporraTmangt OT yupaumenTieTo Ha HpaBaTa 

Ha BoloBanka cwaHa lurn OT mepintre MOTH c nez aa ynpaacHenne Ha Tema 
npaBa. 
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2. Pa3nopeh6nTe Ha T03H lJIeH ume Hn3oIIaT, HIanIHO H OEOH-

qaTenHO, BCHKH peRiiaMauAH OT onpeAejeHoTo no-rope ecTeCTBo, KOHT
Ine 6iaaT noraceHH oT cera HaTaTmR, KORTO H Aa 6'AhaT 3aHHTepecoBa-
HHTe cTpaHH. BaIrapcRoTo IIpaBHrejCTBo ce cmrjiacsaa Aa AaAe cnpa-
BeAJmHa KOMneHcauga B JeBa Ha JHnIaTa, ROHTO ca AOCTaBIHm npoAo-
BOJICTBHe mIH npaBm ycjyrH no peKBHSn3 Ha Caio3eHmre H
CrpyaeHH CHJIH Ha 6brapcKa TepHTopHa, H aa yaoBneTBopeHHe Ha
B%3HHHcaImH Ha 6ajirapcra TepHTopMa perEaMaRnH cpeMy BsopbzeHH
CHIH Ha CLoa3eHiH aIH CApyzem CHra 3a HeBoeHHmH reTH.

3. Bajirapna cTMLo ce OTKa3Ba OT BCHMKH peEJaMaUHH oT ecTe-
CTBO HOCOqeHO B TOqEa 1 Ha T03H qJleH OT HMeTO Ha BiarapcEoTo
IIpaBHrejicTBO aHS 6yMrapcEHnTe noAaHn p cpe ny IofTro H Aa 6nio OT
06emHHeHHme Hapoan, qmTrO .AmoMamTEecK H CHOmeHaM C Biirapna
ca 6HmI npeELcHaTH npe3 BofHaTa H ROHTO ca npeAnpHemH AefCTBHH B
cwTpyjmHqeCTBm cic CmaoeHTre H CApyaeHm CaIm.

4. OTKa3BaHeTo OT peEiaaMaiHm or CTpana Ha BuarapmH no canaTa
Ha TOEKa 1 OT T03H IIeH BEKJOqBa KaEBHTO H Aa 6HJno perKaaMaIH

npoH3THqaWri T MepEHTe B3eTH or KoaTo H a e o Co3ee Coe e H CApy-
zeHH CrHJ no oTHomeHHe Ha 6birapcH KRopa6H meaAy 1 cenrreMBpH
1939 r. H BJIH3aHeTO B cHma Ha HaCTOmEmil AoroBop, EaKTO H Ha KaKBH-
TO H ha 6mio perJaManmH H ~JIroBe npoH3THqarn OT KoHBeHnsara 3a
BoeHHonIeHHHnHTe cera B cHJIa.

q1IeH 29.
1. ,0o CKjnoqBaHeTO Ha TrprOBcErH AoroBOpH Hnm cnopaayMemmH

MeasAy OTAeJHH 06emHmeHH HapOAH H Bairapna, BEarapcEoTo IIpa-
BHTeJICTBO B TeqeHHe Ha cpOE OT 18 Meceia OT Bjn3aHeTo B cnia Ha
HacToairH a AoroBop, Ie AaAe cjeAHOTO TpeTHpaHe Ha BceKH eOaH OT

06eaHeHmre HapoAH, Eofro aRETrm ecEM, Ha 6aaaTa Ha B3aBHMOCT
AaBa aHajiorIqeH peaEn Ha BrirapHa 3a anoo6Hi Binpocn:

a) BiB BCHqKO, KoeTo ce orHaca Ho nHTa H c6opoBe, Bipxy
BHOC HJH H3HOC, BTpenmHO o6jaraHe Ha BHeCeHH CTOKH H BCHnKH
npaBHaia oTHacasm ce KTM Hero, Ha 06eiHHeHHTe HapoH H ine ce AaAe
6e3ycjnOBeH peHM Ha Ha i-o6saroheTejicTByBaHaTa Hanua;
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2. PaanopeOnTeHaT0311ILICHnikell3K.J11011aT,HallIJIII01101C0H-
gaTeaHo, BCINICH pemaxaunH OT onpeAeaenoTo no-rope ecTecTao, icoaro 
Eke 6sAaT noracem OT cera Huns; Homo H a 6sAaT aanmepecosa-
Hine maim. BlarapcaoTo IIpasaTeacTso ce csraacasa aAme cnpa-
aexrusa aomnencanHa B Ha .TagaTa, KOHTO ca AOCTaBHJIII npolko-
BOJICTBIle Han npaaHan ycayrn no peKB113111W,II Ha CsioaeunTe H 
CApymenn CHJIII Ha 6sarapcaa TeprrropHa, H 3 poaaeTsopeme Ha 
BT331IHNE3JIH Ha 6Torapcaa Tepffropna peaaamanHH cperay ssopszenn 
CHJII1 Ha 013103eHEI HJIH CApyzeHH CHAR aa Hesoeurm 

3. BsarapHa cup ce °masa OT BCHIIICH peaaamainim OT ecTe-
CTBO DOC011eHO B Togica 1 Ha TO3H gaeH OT HMOTO Ha tharapcxoTo 
IIpasureacTno K1ffl CsarapcanTe noAaHnwit cpergy KAT° H ,Eka 611.10 OT 
060,nnenErre HapoAn, gnu° AKaaomaTngecan cHomenna c BTArapna 
ca 611.7111 npeascHaTH npea Bolin= n KOHTO ca npeAnpnean AeficTimit B 
empyAHHgecTrio csc CsioaeHum n CApyacenn CHM. 

4. OncaaaaneTo or peaaamauga OT maim Ha Biarapna no cnaaTa 
Ha TOIIICa 1 OT TO3H TIJICH BICJ11011Ba 'calcium H a 6nao penaamaHHH 
nponmgargH OT mewarre B3eTH OT Kos'To H a e OT 0131038101T0 H CApy-
man CHJIH no omornenne Ha &wrap= aopa6n memy 1 cenTempH 
1939 F. H BanaaneTo H cnaa na nacTomnma Aoronop, nano n Ha Kamm-
TO H a 611.710 peaaamangn n As.groae nponaTnganTH OT KOHBeHRELEITa 
Boennonaemmurre cera B cnaa. 

%ea 29. 

1. Ao cicalognaHeTo Ha Tsproacan AoroBopli HJIH cuopaaymeHna 
meamy mealln 06eAHneffn Hapon H Bsarapna, Bszrapcicoro IIpa-
BHTNICTBO B TegeHne Ha cpox OT 18 mtcena OT BJIH3aHeTO B cnaa Ha 
HacToankna Aorortop, ueAme caeAnoTo Tpempane Ha BUM! eAHH OT 
06eAnneHnTe Hapop-,n, nitro cparrineCEll, Ha 6aaara Ha B3aIDAHOCT 
Aama anaaorngeH peznm Ha Bsarapna aa Ho;worm BIDupocn: 

a) 13.13B BCIFINO, Rom ce arnaca o mra n c6opose, Hspxy 
BHOC HJIH BMOC, ampenTao o6aarane na BHeCeHH CTONH H BCHITICH 
upaBnaa OTHaCHI1(11 ce NIX Hero, Ha 06eAnnenare Hapoira iie ce AaAe 
6eaycaosen peznm Ha naii-o6aaroAeTeacTayaanaTa Hanna; 



b) BBB BceKO Apyro oTHomeHHe, BTarapHm HSMa Aa napaBH
HHeKaBO IpOH3BOJIHO pa3rpaHHueHHe BbB BpeAa Ha CTORH, npOH3JaI3a-
nIH OT HJI npeea3Ha3 eHH 3a KoaTro H a e TepHTropI Ha RKIOTO
Aa e OT O6eAmHneire HapoaH B cpaBHeHHe c noAo6HH CTORH I1pOH3IH-
3aann OT HJL npeaHa3HaqeHH 3a ROSTO H Aa e Apyra TepHTopHa Ha
06eAHHeHmTe HapoH HJmI Ha ROBTO H la e Apyra qyzAa cTpaHa;

c) Ha noAamIHuH Ha 06eHHeHHmTe HapoAH, BmI'IOqHTemHO
IopH.nqecIH aHmia, nge ce AaAe HanHoaaJHmH peamM H petnMia Ha Hai-
o6 jaroAeTeAcTByBaHaTa HaHas BB BCHqKH BHIpOCH OTHaCaInH ce AO
TaproBHa, HHAycTpHa, opa6omIaBaHe H AepyrH (opOPM Ha TrproBCia
AeHBocT B BiIrapIn. Te3H pa3nopeA6n He nie ce inpjaraT 3a TBproBceo
B'I3AyxoInaBaHe;

d) BL.arapiH He ire aaAe HHaEKBH H3aIIoQHTeHH Han AEHC-
RpHMHHaHuoHHH npaBa Ha EoaTo H Aa e cTpaHa BTB Bp3EKa c H3IH0I3yBa-
HeTO Ha TvproBCRH caMOJeTH B MeaAyHapoAHHTe c£o6MreHmH H ine Aage
Ha BcnrKH 06e.AmHeHH HapojH efHarBH BM3MOsHOCTH 3a HnoryqaBaHe
Ha npaBa 3a MeKjiyHapoAHo TbproBCRo BB3:AyxoiiaBaHe Ha 6nirapcKa
TepHTOpHR, BRKIOWHTeJHO HpaBOTO Ha cJa3aHe 3a cHa6AaBaHe C ropHBO
H 3a peMOHT H nIo ce oTHaca o H3nIOJI3yBaHeTO Ha TrprOBCEO B%3Ayxo-
niaBaHe B MeaICyHapo0HHa c0o6MneHHa, BbIrapHa, Ha 6a3aTa Ha B3aHM-
HOCT H 6e3 pa3rpamHHaBaHe, n;e aaAe Ha BcnqEKH 06e:mHeHH HapoAH
npaBo 3a npejHfaHe HaA 6Lirapcra TepmTopHn 6e3 cJm3aHe. Te3H
pa3nopef6H He nie 3acerHaT HHTepecrHe Ha HapoaHaTa oT6paHa Ha
BLarapia.

2. IWe ce noapa36xpa, qe ropen36pbemHre 3agbja2eHma, IIeTH
OT BIarapma, nre noAiesraT Ha Haz3ioqeHmra, OTOro e o6qafiHo pa ce
BKarlOBaT B TlproBcRHTe AOroBOpH, CEJIoqBaHH OT Bjaiapaa npegH BOH-
HaT a H pa3opepr6HTe oTmacain ce o B3amaHOT AaAeHa OT BCeKH eAin
OT 0 6 emWHeHnTe HapoAH nie ce noJfpa36Hpaa anopieam Ha H3RIOna e-
Hmara, KOHTO o6Hwaftio ce BjIIIqBaT B TrproBCEHTe POrOBOpH, CEKJOI-
BaHH OT Ta3H rbpzaBa.

IeH 30.
BJnrapHa une yiecHH ROKO.noToO e BmL3MaozO zeje3I0niTHm TpaH-

3HreH neB pe3 e CBoara TeprTopHM npH yMepeHa Tap(PH H Ine CEKJ-
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b) BLB Bceico Apyro OTHOHIOHHel Blarapna Hama ,ika npaBn 
liKaKBO Hp0113BOJIHO paarparnmenne 1373B Bpoga Ha CTOKH, nponamaa-

OT YOH npeAnamagena 3a HOMO H e Teprrropna Ha Koko n 

e OT 06eATCHOHTITO Hap0AJI B cpaBnenne c HO,A06H11 CTOKH Hp0H3.111-

aaign OT nJm HpeAna3Hailena 3a Rozro H a e Apyra TepEtTopna Ha 

06eAnnenuTe ilap0AH MTH Ha KOSITO H a e Apyra iiyasTka cTpaHa; 

c) Ha noAanmur Ha 060AITHeIBTIe Hapoirg, int.inoiniTemo 

lopnwiecKn Anna, me co Aage Hannonaman peaMM H peaunia Ha Hai-

o6.maroAeTe.acmyBanaTa Hanna BIB BCHIIKH IMIPOCH OTHaCIBIIH ce )10 

ThprOBELill HY1,1IyeTp11512 nopa6on.aaBaHe H Apyrkt (Dopran Ha mproBcria 

iketinocT B Buirapna. Tem paanopeA6n He rge ce npluaraT 3a TiproBcHo 

BT,3,4yxon.aaBane, 

d) Blzrapna He irce Aaike =alum H3ICJII0IIHTeJIHR HMI Aim-

HpionwarknonH.n npaBa Ha Emu° H a e mama BT3B Bp1)3Ka c HanoanyBa-

116TO Ha mproBcHn cammein B litemynapoikuiTe cbo5ne1ma H llC AaAe 

Ha BCHIIKH 06eAHHeHH ilapOXI eikHanBn BTa3MORCHOCTH 3a no.dytiaBaHe 

Ha n'paBa aa meatAynapo,Ino rbproBcno BL3Ayxon.aaBane Ha 6LarapcKa 

Teprrropna, BIVIE011HTeJIHO npaBoTo Ha cza3aHe 3a cHa6AaBaHe c ropnBo 

H aa pemoHT H Igo ce onac O nanwrayBaneTo Ha mproBcKo BTa3,02CO-

naaBaHe B meziuHapomin moon:kern"; Bsarapna, Ha 6a3aTa Ha Baum-

HOCT H 6e3 pa3rpanniiaBaHe, neAme Ha BCHIIKH 06eAffleHrt Hap0AH 

npaBo 3a npeanraHe Ha A 61zraperca Tepirropna 6e3 CJIH3aHe. Tem 

paanopeA6n He Tge 3acerHaT nwepearre Ha HapowaTa oT6paHa Ha 

HT...limpHa. 

2. like ce nopaa6npa, tle roperapbeinTre 3axmaterran, nom 

OT Biorapna, Tne noipezaT Ha nmnotiennaTa, KonTo e o6ntiatino a ce 

BKEVIBaT B mproBcRure AoroBopn, OT BT:harapna rrpeAn Ba-
nn H pa3nopeA6nre omacanpa ce o B3aHMHOCT AaAeHa or BeeKH exan 

oT 06einmennre Hapoxa ne ce noApa36npa a II0A.11eZ11 Ha 113KJI1011e-

HEfaTa) KOHTO o6ntfailHo ce BEJ11011BaT B TEproscinaTe AoroBopn, CEJ11011-

Barra OT Ta3H wataBa. 

theH 30. 

BlaraPH/1 uie pecHn AOROJIROTO e 13113MOZHO 2KeJ1e3OHINTHHH wan-

allTeH npeBoa npea clloara Tepifropm Hp! ymepenn TapWI1 H IIC MHO-
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'1H cc c cemeHHTe Apa;EaBH BCOEKH Heo6XO7HMmH 3a Ta3H ileJI B3aHMHH

cnopa3yMeHHa.

qjieH 31.

1. CnopoBe, KOHTO MOraT ,fa Bb3HHKHaT B'B Bpb3Ka C qJIeHOBe 22
H 23 H IlpnjoaceHaTa IV, V H VI Ha HaacTosrrnI AoroBOp me e oTHe-
CaT npeA IIoMHpHTeJIaHaTa KoMHcna cbCTaBeHa OT paBHO 4uCJIO IpeA-
CTaBHTeJIH Ha 3aHHTepecoBaHOTO IIpaBHTeJCTBO Ha 06etHHenmTe Hapo-

A H Ha BlarapCKOTO IIpaBHTeJlCTBo. AKO He ce nocTHHre ciopa3yeHHne

B TeqeHHe Ha TpH Meceqa OT InpeaBaHeTO Ha cIopa Ha Ila MHpHTeJIHaTa

KoMHCHm, BCaKO eAHO OT ABeTe llpaBHTeACTBa Mo;e Aa noncKa a a ce

irnp6aBH eaHH TPeTH qjieH KLM IKoMNcHTa H B cjyaHi. e e Hece nocTHrHe

cnopa3yMeHHe MesMIy ABeTe IIpaBreicTBa OTHOCHO H36opa Ha T03H
qjieH, rjiaBiHH CeepeTap Ha 06eAHHnemre HapoAH Mooae Aa 6'aBe 3aMo-
JIeH Aa ro Ha3HaqH.

2. PemeHHeTo Ha MHO3HHCTBOTO OT 'JIeHOBeTe Ha IKoMHcmaa une
6aAe pemenHe Ha ICoMHCaTa H Dne ce npHeMe OT CTpaHHTe aTO OrKOH-
IqaTeJHO I 3aIbjmRCHTeJHO.

%ieH 32.

ILieHoBe 22, 23, 29 H IIpHunofeHHe VI OT HacTOsnIq A JOroBop nme
ce npmaaraT CHpaMO C'Mce3eHHTe H CApyaeHH HapoAH H (DpaHIRia H

ClIpsMO Te3H OT 06eHHeHHTe HapoAH, MUHTO AlJIMaqecOMa THe OTHome-

HEa c BaarapHa ca 6HJH npeRbCCHaTnH pe3 BofiHaTa.

TIJeH 33.

Pa3nopeA6rHTe Ha IIpHjoaeHHa IV, V H VI nRe HMaT, KaETO H apy-
rHTe npLHAoazeHaa, cHaa H AeiaCTBHe IaTO Hepa3AeJm qaCTH I OT AoroBopa.

IACT VII.

KnayaH OTHOCHO AyHaBa.

t eH 34.

Ropa6orinaBaHeTo 1oO ,ryaBa ime 6,Ae CBo6o0HO H oTEKpTO aa
noaaHHmmrTe, TrproBECHTe ropa6H H CTOKH Ha BCHqRH JilpCaBH Ha
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'HI Ube Crbee)THIITe irrapKaBH BCIPIRH Heo6xoimm-n- 3a Ta3H ne.ii B3a1IMHIL 
cHopa3ymemia. 

11.4eH 31. 

1. CHopoKe, ROHTO moraT a In3BURHaT FLB Bp",3Ka CllaumBe 22 
H 23 If IlpHaomennyrra IV, V If VI Ha HacTamp' oroBop uie ce oTHe-
caT HpeA IlomnpuTeanaTa KONOICHH cmTaBella OT paBHO '111CJI0 HpeA-
cTaKirreau Ha 3aHHTepecosaHoTo IlpamrreacTB° Ha 06eArmenrrre Hapo-
H Ha RbArapCROTO IIpaBI1TeJICTBO. ARO He ce noel:1mm cHopa3ymeme 

B Tegenne Ha TpH mece4a OT HpeAaKaHeTo Ha cHopa Ha llomnpureaHaTa 
KOMIICHH, BCHRO edsHo OT ,IkBeTe lipaBrfremma mome a fl0HCK a ce 
npn6aBH earn TpeTm wien KTact ItOMEICHRTa H B csay (Lail -qe He ce HOCTUTHe 
cHopa3pkteHHe MemAy Asere IIpaKurezeTHa OTHOCHO H36opa Ha TO311 
%Tien, PJIaBHIla CeKpeTap Ha 06exoneHmTe Hapoxix 3IO2Re a the 3aM0-

zeH a ro Ha3HaqH. 

2. PernemeTo Ha MH0311IICTBOTO OT qaeHoBeTe Ha ItOMHCHSITa IU,e 
6T4e penieHne Ha KOMHCHFITa It rge ce upneme OT mann° KaTo OROH-
qaTeJmo 11 3a,TB.IDICHTeJIHO. 

%ell 32. 

ILTeHoBe 22, 23, 29 H IIp11.110;teHlle VI OT HaCTOMIW51 AoroBop ne 
ce upmaraT cHpamo Ob103eHHTe 11 CAppKeHH Hapow ii OpaHLTH H 
ciipao Te3H OT 06e,aHlleHHTe Hap0A11, 1rnHTO AHUJI0MaTHIleCKH OTHOLUe-

HUH c BiorapHa ca 6H.dli ruperncHaTH Hpe3 BoilHam. 

11..neH 33. 

PaanopeA6H-Te Ha Ilpanomerma IV, V H Y1 me lim', Kam H 1q3y-
'lure HprooateHma, cm.ua H Aelionare Ram Hepamearm qacTH OT AoroBopa. 

4ACT VII 

KilaY3H OTHOCHO AyHaHa. 

%len at 

Ropa6onaaBaHeTo Ho rayHaBa Dike 61,7ke cso6oAno H =pun aa 
ItoAanmugre, TsproscKHTe Kopaoll H CTORH Ha BCIPIKH AIDFICaBH Ha 



2040

6a3aTa Ha paBeHCTBO Ho OTHOIIeHIe Ha IpHCTaHHRuIHH H HaBHraiIOHHH

TaKCH H Ha ycjiOBHlra 3a TTpr0BCKO KOpa6om0IaBaHe. ropHoTO He mne ce
ipHiara B'spXy IpeBo3a MeMay upucTaHHUaTa Ha cYnIaTa ApsEaBa.

qACT VIII.

3aKHnOtqTeJHH Hnay3M.

%ieH 35.

1. B cpOE HeHajitBHmaBagi 18 Mecega OT BJI3aHeTO Ha HaCT0oaiH

AoroBOp B ca, Ile$OBeTe Ha JmoLoMaTHecKCHTe MHCHH B Coqi Hua
CBeTCKeHI CSO3, C1eMnHeHOTO KpajcTBo H CLeaHHeHnTe AMepHnaH-
CKH IMiaTH, AeHCTByBaKH B cbrjacne, ine npeACTaBmBaT Cios3eHHme H

CApyseHI CiEH B OTHomeiHTrra c BrJapcEOTo IIpaBHTreJcTBO Ho BCOW-
rH BTIpOCH OTHaCaImH ce Ao H3InH eHHmeeTo E TbJHKyBaHeTo Ha HaCTOa-

IHIa AoroBop.

2. TpnMaTa meIeOBe Ha MHCEHH ie t aAaT Ha BlirapcKoTo IIpa-

BHTeJICTBO TaKOBa pIKOBOACTBO, TeXeeCrH CbBeT H pa3CcHeHHa,

KOHTO MoraT Aa 6bAaT Heo6xo0fKM 3a Aa ce ocHrypH 6¶Bp30T H eHrCac-
HO H3IHJHeHHe Ha HaCT0omIHa AOtOBOp C'OTBeTCTByBaio0 KaKOT Ha

TeeCTa, TaRa H Ha Ayxa My.

3. BLirapcroTo IIpaBnTrejcTBo ne 0AcTaBH Ha Ea3aHiTe TpHMa
IIIe$OBe Ha MHCHH BCHqEaTa Heo6xojHMa HHnopMaiSEH H HOMOIM, ROSTO

Te Moa3e a IIonc0laT IlpH H3IrniHeHHeTO Ha 3aaqHTe Bb3JioaReHH HM OT

HaCT0oanyHII 0rOBOp.

eHs 36.
C H3rnoqeHie Ha cJiyianTe, B EKOTO rpyra npogeA:ypa e H3PHqHO

npeBHAs Ha no cnaaTa Ha HoriT H na e JIeH OT HaCTOamrHa AOrOBOP,
BceEH CHOp OTHOCHO T7iKmyBaHHeTO MJIH H3lnmHeHHeTo Ha AOrOBOpa,

ROrTO He e ypeAeu qpe3 npeKH AHiuiOMaTm ecrH nperoBopH, ine 6 LAe
oTHeceH upea TpHMaTa lIe+OBe Ha MHCHH EAeJECTByBamg Ha OCHOBaHHe
Ha qJlen 35, c Hn3roqeHHe Ha TOBa qe B TO3H CayIafi I Bie4OBeTe Ha MH-
CHrTe He ine 6bjAaT orpaHHqemH or cpora npefBHAeH B T03H qIeH. Bce=

[61 STAT.TREATIES2040 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

6a3aTa Ha paBOHCTBO HO OTHOBleHlle Ha HplICTalIBIABH 11 HasHrall,Hoimu 

TaItCH H Ha yc.nomaTa 3a mproBcxo xopaoomilaBaHe. ropHoTo no me ce 
Hpmaara impxy upeBo3a meKiky HpneTanargaTa Ha clakaTa ArEpacaBa. 

LIACT VIII . 

3a1111/011HTOBBH imam. 

%ell 35. 

1. B cpox HellagrarnaBank 18 mecerka OT BATI3alleTO Ha Haman:km 
AoroBop B crma, TIT4oBeTe Ha AHHJI0MaTRIleCKFITe MFIC1114 B CO(THLYI Ha 

CT3BeTCHRil CT1103, OLWITeHOTO RpaJICTBO H OBewmennTe AmepHxan-
CUE MaTH, AertcmyBartxn B cmaacHe, llke HpeAcTaBaaBaT Ob10301114TO H 

CApyateHll CHJIH B oTHomermaTa c BuirapcxoTo lipaBwreacTso HO BUM-
BTAIpOCH omaciaga ce i10 HaIMIIICHHOTO ii maxyBaHeTo Ha HaCT0a-

MASI AoroBop. 

2. TpHmaTa IrleoBe Ha IITHerm nje AmaT Ha nBarapcxoTo lIpa-

BHTOJICTBO TaxoBa pLKOBOACTB01 TeXIE C'bBeTH H pa3acHeHmi, 
HOMO moraT jça 61.ikaT Heo6xwv-Eut aa ja ce octwypH 6T)p3oTo H e(pBxac-
HO 1131113.11Hatilie Ha HacToffluga eitoroBop C'130TBeTCTByBaIRO Kam Ha 
TexcTa, Taxa H Ha Ayxa my. 

3. BiarapcxoTo IlpaBBTeAcTBo rge AocTaina Ha Ka3aHure TpHata 
lilecDoBe Ha MHCHH BcHqxaTa Heo6xoxima HH(DopmagmH Howl; KosTr° 

TO moze ;:ka HoncHaT HpH H3HT,JIHeHH6TO Ha 3aAatme Fla3JI0MHEI HM OT 
HaCTOSIMILFI AoroBop. 

II.aeH 36. 

C H3xmotierrne Ha cariarrre, B Homo Apyra Hporteuypa e H3p1PIHO 
HpeABArkena Ho cm= Ha xotiTo H ja e q.iien OT HacTomu,Ha ,T(OrOBOPy 
BCOKII CHOp OTHOCHO manyBangeTo HJIH 1131MJIHerfaCTO Ha AoroBopa, 

Koko He e ypeAell ipea Hpex11 Aumaomalagem HperoBopH, niie 6--B,4e 
oTHecen Hpeik TpffmaTa IllecDoBe Ha MHCHH Aericmysarox Ha ocHoBanEte 

Ha ii.aeH 35, c Haxmotieinie Ha ToBa TIC B TO BH c.ay gait IllecDoBeTe Ha MH-
CMITO He me 614,aT orpamtgeHR OT cpoxa ripeAm/ken B TO3114.71eH. Bee= 
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TaKIB cnop Hepa3pemeH OT TaFX B cpOK OT ABa Mecega, mne G6%e, ocBeH
aKo CTpaHHTe Ho cHnpa B3aHfmo ce cHopa3yMeaT 3a Apyr HaqHH Ha
ypeICaHe, OTHeceH, no HCKaHeTO Ha eAHa OT ABeTe cnopemH CTpaHH
npeA eHa KOMuCHSI CLCTaBeHa OT eBaH npeAcTaBnTeJi Ha Bcsca cTpana
H elHH TpeTH lJIeH H36paH HI B3anMHo c(rsacHe Ha ABeTe CTpaHH H3-
Memsy noaaHHnrTe Ha eCHa TpeTa cTpaHa. AKo ABeTe CTpaHH He ycneSrr
Ha ce cTrnjacaT B eoH0MeceqeH cpOK OTHOCHO Ha3HaqaBaHeTO Ha TpeTHq
qjieH, rsiaBHH CerpeTap Ha 06eepome e H mosme Ho a 6iae 3aMo-

ICeH OT K05ITO H Ha e OT ABeTe CTpaHH Aa ro Ha3HaIH.

2. PemeHneTo Ha MH03HHCTBOTO OT JileHOBeTe Ha CKoMCHara mi e

6jie pememHe Ha KoMHcmrra H me ce IpHeMe OT CTpaHITe KaTO OKOH-
iaTeJIHO H 3aAbJmCTeAHo.

1eH 37.

1. BceKnH pyr qjieH Ha 06eWAHeHHTe HapoAH, IOHiTO He e noa-
nicaaj HacToa0nHs Ao0roBop H KOiTO ce HaMHpa B CLCTOSHHe Ha BOfiHa
c Biarapma, Mose Aa ce npHC'beAHHH iKM AoroBopa H cJeA n1pHCLeAuH-
HeHEe e ce cqnTa 3a agej1Te Ha AoroBopa 3a CjpyEeHa Cmaa.

2. AKTOBeTe 3a npHcLeaHHeHHe nme ce Aeno3HpaT y IIpaBHreI-
CTBOTO Ha CGIo3a Ha CTBeTKHTe CoIHuanHcTHecKH Peny6JmrK H wme
HMaT CHia OT AeHa Ha aenoO3HpaHeT0.

ZIeH 38.

HacTomZa AIoroBop, HHITO PYCKH H aHrJIilCKH TeKCTOBe ca
aBTeHTHqHH, Mie ce paTH4nBapa OT CLIo3eHHTe H CApyzeHn CHEH.
Toi Tps6Ba cnio Aa ce paTHaiHuHpa OT BEirapHa. Tol mne BJe3e B
cnHa BeAHara cAiel j;eno3HpaHeTo Ha paTHHEKaimHH e OT CIoH3a Ha
CqBeTCKHlTe CouaaJHCTHqecKH Peny6amKH, CieAHHeeHOTO IpaAcTBo
Ha BejiHKo6pnTanHm I CeBepna HpjiaHlHna H CamHeimre AMepH-
IKaHCKH IaTm. PaTHnHKauHOHHnTe HHCTpyMeHTH nwe 6i;aT AeIIo3H-
paHH y IIpaBHTreJcTBOTo Ha CT)3a Ha CIBeTCKHTe CowHajIHcTnHecRK
Peny6jnHK B Hafi-KpaTKOTO B'L3M0EMHO BpeMe.

IIo OTHomeHHe Ha BC5IKa OT Cioa3eHHTe HTmC Cpya3eHH CHm,
qTrro paTH4IHKaInOHeH HHCTpyMeHT e Aeeno3HpaH cAIe Tosa, AIo-
roBopa n;e BJe3e B caaa OT AeHi Ha Aeno3HpaHeTO. HacTosTMaMr
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TRET)B CHOP Hepa3peracH OT TBX B cpon OT ABa mecega, Igo &BAK, OCBeH 
aKo cTpainrre no cnopa B3RIBIHO ce cHopa3ymear 3a Apyr na,nut Ha 
ype,KgaHe, oTHeceH, no HCRRHOTO Ha ea OT ABeTe cuopentn cTpaHn 
Hpe,rt eHa ROMHCHR cmTaBeHa OT eiknn HpeAcTaBrrre.a Ha Bcsnca cTpaHa 
rt emu.' TpeTH qJlen 1136pan no B3aHMHO estimate Ha ABeTe mann 113-
meacjoi noannigrre Ha wtHa TpeTa cipana. AKo ABeTe cTpaHH He ycHeaT 
,7ta ce crizaacyrr B exiomeceileH cpon OTHOCHO Ha3HaqaBaHeTo Ha TpeTIISI 
lmeH, naming Ce'Temp Ha 06cAnnanne Hapo moate a 6T4te 3amo-
JIeH OT KORTO e OT ABeTe cTpaH a ro Ha3Haini. 

2. PernerrneTo Ha MII03HHCTBOTO OT imenoBeTe Ha KOMHCIDITa nie 
&BAK peraeHne Ha ItommcnaTa H me ce Hpnexte OT cTpannre Kan) OICOH-
.qaTezno H 3aASJDICHTeJIHO. 

11.713H 37. 
1. BceKH Apyr lJ16H Ha 06einmeHnTe Hapojtn, ICORTO He e HoA-

nuca.a HaCTOPILRIDI AOPOBOp 11 HORT° ce Hannpa B CT3CTOSIIIHe Ha Balla 
c Bharapna, Moace ,Lta ce Hpncrbeanin KIMAoroBopa H c.11eA npnmeat-
HeHrie ifte ce ciurra 3a ge.iinTe Ha AoroBopa 3a CAppKeHa Croa. 

2. AKToBeTe 3a rrpnc'Keinmenne rge ce AenompaT y 11paBFITNI-

CTBOTO Ha Cido3a Ha CT,BeTCRYITe COTIHRJIHCTHIleCKH Pelly6.7MICH H me 
HmaT cuJia OT Ae1131 Ha Aeno3HpaHeTo. 

%ea 38. 

HaCTOBIIIMI ,T(OPOB0p, IMMO pycKu H anrmilcKH TeRCTOBe ca 
anrenTnrnm, rge ce parrnpngnpa OT ClamHine 11 CApymewn CH.M. 
Tolt Tpa6Ba cum ,7ta ce paTTRPHIXIIpa OT Bwirapna. To ire B.ae3e B 
crma BeAHara cie enompaHeTo Ha paracifnmagnnre OT Gmo3a Ha 
ObBeTCKIITe CoJa.JrncTnqecKn Pelly6JHIKIT, GLeAHHellOTO Itpaacuto 
Ha BeanKo6prrraHH3 11 CeBepna Hpiawiria H CTAHHenirre AmepH-
KaHcKH Warn. PaTIRDHICRIWORIIIITe HHCTpyMeHTH uJe 6%jtaT AelloaH-

paHH y IlpaBrcreAcTBoTo Ha Omoaa Ha Omemune COH,HaJIHCTIPleCICH 
PeHy6.1IHICH B Hati-KpaTKoTo BT33MOMHO Bpeme. 

110 oinornenue Ha scam OT OBlo3eHffre MTH CApymeng CHM, 
qifirro paTHOncagnoHeH inicTpymerrr e ,genoartpan c.aeA ToBa, ,r(o-
rompa nke HAe3e B cam OT Aeng Ha Aeno3HpalleTo. FIRCTORIBPIT 



2042 TREATIES [61 STAT.

,oroBop nme ce AenosHpa B apxHB re Ha IIpaBHTeAcTBOTo Ha OBo3a
Ha CbBeTcEre Co.HajmcTw ecm Peny6.ImH, IOeTO i e pa3npazm
saBepeHH npenacH Ha Bcasa oT nojmcamcIe ABplaBH.

2042 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

AoroB0P ne ce Aermaspa B apxoBEre Ha Iipaszreacisaro Ha OLicea 
Ha CumTome CoHmanname= Perry6=1, ROOT° ue pa3nparn 
aampesa npenucH Ha Bona oT rawnicazEre Aspacam. 
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cnlMC'b HA nPHOMJ1EHfITA.

llparioaeHne

IIpaioaeime

IIpnoaieHHe

IIpmoszeHHe

IIplaoseHHe

I.

II.

m.

v.

V.

¥I.

KapTa Ha 6,nrapcimHTe rpamHnH.

OnpeAeJIeHIe Ha BOeHHO, BOeHHO-Ba3yMIIHO H

BOeHHO-MOpClO o6yqeHHe.

OnpeAeJeHHee H ciHCLK Ha BoeneH MaTepuaj.

HHgycTpHaaJHa, jraepaTypHa H xyAosecTBeHa

co6cTseHocT.

AoroBopH, aaBHOCTH H IaeHHH KHHa&.

CaiAe6HH pemeHHa.
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cum{ HA 17PIAIMIKEHMATA. 

llpHzoaceme I. RapTa Ha 6sarapcime rpaHrum. 

lIpmioateHne U. OnpeAeaenHe Ha Boemo, BOCITHO-NENWIIIHO 

Hoenno-mopmco o6rierme. 

IlprumeHHe ifi. OupeAeaeHHe H Minna Ha Hoeuen maTepHaa. 

IlpagoateHHe IV. FIHrtycipHama, AuTepaTypHa H xyAmeemeHa 

CO6CTBeITOCT. 

lipriii0,7NeFIlle V. ,A0r0B0pn, jAaBlIOCTH H HeHHH mum. 

IlpHaoaceHHe VI. CT),Re6HH pemeHHH. 
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nPHIOEEHME I.

(BRE q.JeH 1)

Kapra Ha 6unrapcKHTe rpaHMHH.

nPIMnOJ EHME II.

(Ba= qJIeOH 11)

OnpeAeneHme Ha BoeHHO, BOeHHO.-Bb3AYSl HO

H BOeHHO-MOpCKO o6yqeHHe.

BoeHHo o6yeieHue ce oipeAeja RarTo cjieBa:

H3yqaBaHe H ynpaaHeHHe B ynoTpe6aTa Ha BOeHeH MaTepnaJ
HapoQIIO npeAHa3HaqeH Hm n lpHroAeH a BOeHHHI eJm H yEe6HH nO-
co6a oTHacaInH ce Ao Hero; H3yqaBaHeTO H H3bJIHBaHeTO Ha BCHqKH
CTpoeBH yIpamEHeHH mu npeBH2BaHma npeAHa3HaqeHH 3a o6yqe-
HHeTo JIH Ha3BiPImBaHeTO Ha MaHeBpH, EOrTO ce H3BLpmBaT OT 6oiHH
CHJH B cpaaEeHie; opraHH3HpaHoTO H3yqaBaHe Ha TaKTHma, CTpaTerna
H ina6na pa6oTa.

BoeHHo-MopcRo o6yQeBHe ce onpeAejma KaRTo cjieBa:

3ay'qaBaHeTo, pKLOBOACTBOTO wm yupaHameHeTo B ynoTpe6a Ha
BOeHmm KOpa6H wm BeHHO-MopCrH c*opTeHIm mm. yqpeaeEHHq,
EaRTo H H3yqaBaHeTo EMR ynoTpe6aTa Ha BCHIrH OTHacim H ce xLM
TOBa npH6opH H yqe6Hn noco6as, ioHTO ce H3noJI3yBaT aa BoAeHe Ha
MopcEa BoihHa, OCBeH 3a Te3H, KOHTO O6 HEHOBeHO CTigo ce ynoTpe6aBaT
3a rpazaaHcKH Aejm; cimno npernofaBaHeTo, ynpamHeHHeTO HJII opra-
HH3HpaHOTO H3ywaBaHe Ha MOpCKa TaKTHma, CTpaTerMa H rna6Ha pa6oTa,
BKEimmoTeJmo 3HaTJHeHeTO Ha BCHErKH onepanHm H MaHeBpH, KOETO
He ca Hy3EHH lpH MlpHOBpeMeHHOTO H3IIOI3yBaHe Ha Eopa6H.

BoeHHo-BT3imymo o6yeHEI e ce onpeejra cawro cjeABa:

]l3yqaBaHeT0 H ypaEHaBaHeTo B ynoTpe6aTa na BoemHH Ma-
TepHaJm HapoqTo npeua3HaqeHH HiJ npHroAeHH 3a BOeHHO-Ba3,AyImH
ieim H OTHacaimH ce LM ToBa o6ypenme yqe6HH Ioco6Hm; H3ymaBa-
HeTO H ynpaZHeHHeTo Ha BCnH cuIneHaJmI3paHm MaHeBpH, BrIOIO-

2044 TREATIES 

11PIVIOHIEHME I. 

(Hymt 'lieu 1) 

Kam Ha 6.bnrapcHwre rpaHHH,H. 

I11314,110}HEHHE II. 

(BIDE TIJIeH 11) 

OnpeAeneHme Ha BOeHHO, BOeHHO:BI3AYWHO 

H HoeHHo-mopcHo o6rieHme. 

13oeHno o6rienne ce onpeAeza HaltTo c.aeABa: 

[61 STAT: 

113plaBane H yupaameme B ynoTpe6aTa Ha BoeneH maTepHaa 
Hapoimo Hpeimaanagen Han Hpnrojten aa BOOHHH wan H rie6HH Ho-
coOnsi OTHaCHIEVI ce Ao Hero; HvgaBanero H narmannBaHeTo Ha BCHTIEH 
cTpoeBH ynpazneuna Hall HpepAnzBaHHa npegRa3Hatlem 3a o6rie-
Ham HJIH H3BIPILIBaHOTO Ha maneBpn, ROHM ce II3BITIRBaT OT 60AHH 
CHJIH B cpazeime; oprammtpanoTo HarmBane Ha Tarrinca, maTerna 
n lika6Ha pa6oTa. 

BoeHHo-moperto o6peinte ce onpeAean Ramo c.aepa: 

143F4aBaHeTo, PTACOBOACTBOTO HJIH y.upaameHneTo B ynorpe6a Ha 
BoeHHH Ropa6H aim BoeHHo-mopercH Copicerm aim ytipewkeHna, 
Kawro n HariaBaHeToaim ynorpe6aTa Ha BOUM orsacmgn ce ELM 

TOBa HpH6opH H peona HOCO6HH, Remo CO 113HOJI3yBaT 3a BoAeHe Ha 
mopcBa BoilHa, OCBeH 3a Te3H, ICOHTO 06HICHOBeHO CHEW ce ynoTpe6aBaT 
3a rpaamaHcma neon; CTAIHO rrperroAaBaHeTo, ynpazHeffneTo aim opra-
HH3HPaHOTO nariaBaHe Ha mopcRa Taxnuca, maTerna H ma6Ha pa6oTa, 

BEJLEOTIIITeJIHO 1131MJIHellIleTO Ha BCHTIEH onepagars H maHeBpn, EOHTO 
He ca Hymn HpH mnpHoBpemenHoTo nanwrayBaHe Ha Kopa6H. 

Boenno-Bsuyiuno o6rieHrte ce ollpeiteaa HMO c.ileala: 

143riaBaneTo H yllpaacHaBaneTo B ynoTpe6aTa Ha BOeHHH ma-
TepHaAn Hapoimo HpeAllaanagenn aim upHro,ikenn 3a BOCHHO-B733,341111113 
nem H OTHaCHWX ce ELM ToBa o6-penne yqe6HH Hocoonn; n3piaBa-

neTo H ylipazHenneTo Ha BCHTIKH cuenvrazoinpang maneBpn, BEJLEOSH-. 
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TeJIHO jeTene B (opMawI, H3BpIIIBaHH OT CaMOaeTH nPH H3IITaIHHeHH
Ha BoeHHO-B3;aAymHa 6 oHHa 3aaaqa; H opraHH3HpaHOTo H3ypaBaHe Ha
BoeHHo-Bw3IAynmHa TaKTUca, cTpaTerma H Ma6Ha pa6oTa.

nPMIJHIO EHME III.

(B3EZ qJIeH 14)

OnpeAeneHHe H cnHCtbH Ha BoeHeH maTepHan.

TepMHI T <<BoeHeH laTepHai>> RKaTo e ynoTpe6eH B HaCTOiHVM

LoroBop ire BrKJIOMH BCHeqH opm za, 6omHH II npacIH H cpeAcTBa
HapoqHO nocTpoeHH an IpHcIInoco6eHH 3a H3IIoI3yyBaHe BbB BO0Ha,
rEaTo ca H36poeHH lno-ojay.

CLmo3eHiTe H CHpymeHH Ci OH e 3aiia3BaT npaBOTo lnepHOAqecICu

Aa H3MeHaIT cnicKa qpe3 nOIIpaBIH H A o6aBIH, XbpMEeHEH CMeTEa
3a HayqHH ,a am, KOHTO MooraT Aa ce IIoBaT.

KaTeropHa 1.

1. BoemHH iyImI, rapa6HHH, peBOJIBepH H IHCTOJIeTH; i;eBH 3a
Te3H op'nEH H ffpyrH 3anIacHH qacTH, KOHTO He Mo2Ee JiecHo ga ce
npHcnoco6ST 3a rpasARaHCKa ynoTpe6a.

2. KapTeqmTHHT, BOeHHH aBTOMaTHWHH HIH caMo3apuHH nymICK

H KapTeqHH IHCTOJIeTH; Ie6BH 3a Te3H OpMtHSI H EApyrH 3anacin qaCTH,

EOHTO He MoraT JeCHO Aa ce npHcioco6SiT 3a rpaaAaHcEa ynoTpe6a;
IapTeqHH CTOfiH.

3. OplaHa, ray6HHm, MOpTHpH, cneirnaHAH npOTHBO-CaMOieTHU
opiian; 6e33aTBOpHH HJIH 6e3oTmaTHH opJAHsI H orHeinp'craqKH; geBH

H pyrH 3aanacHH qacTH, KOBTO He MoraT JieCHO Aa ce npHcnoco6aT

3a rpaxraHCea ynoTpe6a; ziaPeTH H CTOiiK 3a ropeH36poeHHre opazHa.

4. YpeuH 3a nycraHe Ha paKeTH; MexaHH3MH 3a nycraHe H

KoHTpoiHpaHe Ha caaMOmBHmKemrH ce H HanpaBJieMH cHaparH; CTOfEH
3a ciunHTe.

5. CaMonBCHasemnH ce H HanpaBJISeMH CHapaan, cHapa^H, paKeTH,

yHrHapHH MyEmiu i nH aTpOHH, nlJIHH BH pa3Hu, 3a op a E36po-
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TOJIHO .geTeHe B cjaopmaHma, H3BIpILIBaliff OT camozeTm Hpm H3nwmeolle 

Ha Boemio-B1.3,Aymma 6oitHa 3a,Aaga; H oprainimpanoTo m3riaBaHe Ha 

BoeHHo-Blagyrrma TaitTram, mamma H rga6Ha pa6oTa. 

11P14110/EEHNE 111. 

(BUM 11.1Iell 14) 

OnpeiteneHme H CflHCbH Ha HoeHeH marepHan. 

Tepmmna <<B0011OH maTepmaa>> Ramo e ylloTpe6eri B HacTolurcaz 

AoroBop irie BILT11011H BCHTIICH °puma, 6olina nprolacu H cpeAcTBa 

Hapogno nocipoeH.0 HMI HpHcmoco6ema 3a Hanomysame BIB BoilHa, 

Ramo ca m36poeirm no-Ao.ny. 

01,103OHHTO H CApyateffa Crum CH 3aHa3BaT upaBoTo neprtowiecHa 
ga H3MeHiff CHEICIICa iipe3 nonpagrar 11 Ao6aBKm, xbpaceilicn cmenta 

aa Harm amm, HOHTO moraT Ja ce HORBIIT. 

Hareropma I. 

1. Boenma Hymen, Kapa6m.no, peso.asepm H HHCTOJIOTH; Hem 3a 

TOM ()puma II Appal aanacrim racTH, Rolm HO Moace zecHo a ce 

HpHCH00065IT 3a rpancAaHcica ylloTpe6a. 

2. RapTelinrow, BOOHIBI aBTOMaTHIIHII 11.1111 camo3apswo Hyauco 

It KapTex= IIHCTOZOTH; geBm aa TOM ()palmy' H ApyrH aanacoo qacTm, 

Elmo HO moraT aecHo xta ce n-pHerroco6irr aa rpaacikaHcica yuoTpe6a; 

Hamlin"! crok[cm. 

3. OplAng, ray6Hum, mopmpii, cllen,Hamm HpoTmoo-cammeTmo 

°puma; 6e33aTsopom 11.1111 6e3oncadmm opwa11 orHenpsercatiKu; HeBH 

H Apyrm 3aoacHH IaCTH, Komro He moraT xecrio a ce Hpmcnoco6Er 

3a rpazukamerta ynoTpe6a; .Thael)eTH H OTORECH aa roperapoemrre opszna. 

4. Ypem 3a uyeRame Ha paKeTm; mexaomaro aa uyenalle H 
Kourpo.impane ma camoxowiceow ce ii marEparmenut cHapivol; CTOrtICH 

3a CIEHHTe. 

5. Camop,Boacergm ce H manpaRiole]sim cmappx, cmappx, paReTm, 

yffarapim MylIHRHH H maTponm, HUME 11.)1H npamm, aa °puma= H36po-
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eHH norope B TOUKH 1-4 BrKHOmHTejHO H 3auaalLH, TpH6H mn npncno-
co6.leHHa 3a AeHicTBHe C TaX aaI 3a IpaCBaHeTO HM. BaiLmaMeHmTeJm
HymHH 3a rpasAaHcKa ynoTpe6a He ce BKAJIIOBaT.

6. PqmHH 6oM6H, 60o6H, TopIHJI, MHHH, IIIOABOIHH 60M6H H
noaJna.jHTeaHM BemAecTBa HJIH aapa al , ITLAnHH HH Hpa3HH; BCHqKII
cpeAcTBa aa AeHRiTBHe c TX Ha 3a InpcBaHeTO HM. BTa3iaMeHHTeAH
Heo6xoaHMH 3a rpasaaHCKH Hyam!H He ce BKnIoqBaT.

7. HoaoBe.

HaTeropsH II.

1. BpoHmpaHm 6ofii KOJIH; 6pOHipaHH BJaRaoBe, KOHTO TeXHH-
qecra He MoraT Aa 6bAaT npHcnoco6eHH 3a rpazancKH nAeJm.

2. MexaHmHecRK H caMoSBHtemiH ce jiaeTH 3a ROeTO H Aa e OT
opTzBrrTa H36 poeHl B RaTeropma I; cneeHauieH BHA BOeHHE macHTa
san EapyiepmH H3BBH Te3H H36poeHH no-rope B TOlKa 1.

3. BpoHeBn IMIO'H noC Bee OT TpH iHHa ,e6esmna, KOHTO ce
H3IIOJ3yBaT 3a 3amIHTRH reJIH B'B BoiHa.

KaTeropHaf III.

1. MepHn H B3HmcnaTeJHuH InpH60pH 3a ynpaBJIBaHe Ha cTpei-
6aTa, BlRjouHTeJno JnHHHiRH Ha 3eHHHm ImiaHmeT H HCTpHTejiH;
npa6opH 3a npecTpeJna; MepmHnH; 6 oM6oxBmpraqmHH MepHnMH; EJIO-
qose 3a 3anaJIR; npH6opH 3a IpoBepRa Ha Kajm6pHTe Ha opTiHrra
H 3a npoBepKa Ha HHCTpyMeHTHTe 3a ynpaBJIeHHe Ha cTpea6aTa.

2. I;ypMOBH MOCTOB6 H IJIpMOBH JIOEKH.

3. CpeAcTBa 3a MacaHpaH BOeHHH AeflCTBHm, RaKTO H ocJIenH-
TemHH cpeACTBa H cpeAcTBa 3a H3MaMa.

4. .JIHO BoeHHo CHapsaeHmHe OT HneWaaeH xapaETep, EoeTo
He mose AecHo Aa 6Xe nrpHcnoco6eHo 3a rpazAaHcKH nrejH.

KaTeropms IV.

1. BoenHHH opa6H OT BC.I9aIbB BIH, BIlCOqweJIHO H lpHCnIO-
co6eHH Ropa6F H cLAoBe npoewTmpaH n.w npeHEa3HaqeHH Aa rH
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elm HOPOpe B TO11101 1-4 BILIKIIIIITCJIHO II 3anaaRn, Tp13611 Hall npncno-

coonesna 3a ifericTsne C TIIX Hall 3a upTycsaseTo mr. BI3HaaMeHFITOJIH 

Hymns aa rpazAascRa ynoTpeoa HO CO BRa1011BaT. 

6. PTAHII 60315H, 60316; TOpIIHJIHI MHHHI HO,I(B0HE 60M6H H 

nognaanTemin semecTsa HaH 3aplIAH) HIJIHH Hall npulin; MINIM 

cpeAcTsa aa AeficTsne C T11X ll 3a nyscsaseTo raf. BlanaameHnTearf 

seo6xoyfmn 3a rpaatAascitn nyafAn He ce BRa1011BaT. 

7. Homose. 

Hareropma II. 

1. Bponnparm 6orm ROJIH; oposnpann BaaROBO, ROHTO Tempi-

ileum He moral, ja 6TAaT npncnocooesn oa rpaKoascRn 

2. MexampfecRn H camoAsnmenku CO .macpeuf aa RoeTo n ,Tfa e OT 

opsznaTa 1136poenn B RaTeropsa I; cnenna.aes BHA BOOHHH mum 
fora Rapynepraf 113BTAI TO3I1 n36poesn no-rope B Toluca 1. 

3. Bposess 111101111 C nosege OT Tpn mina Ae6e.anHa, HOMO ce 

113110a3yBaT 3a aanksTH11 Heall BIM Edam. 

KaTeropia HI. 

1. Mepau ii T131:111CJIHTeaffEl npn6opn 3a ynpasassase sa copea-
oara, BILI1011HTNI110 JIHILMA' ICIf sa aCHTITHEUI naanineT H nocTposrean; 

upsoopn 3a frpecipearca, isfepsnrm, 6o3f6oximpratnin mepnonn, 1010-

4oBe aa aanamcn; nprf6opn 3a nposepica sa KammOpine sa opsArtErra 

H aa nposepfca Ha InicTppfesurre oa yupasaerrne sa cTpe.46aTa. 

2. II:kyplfosn MOCTOBe H litypM0BH JIOXECH. 

3. CpeAcTsa aa nfacEnparni soenna&Twin, Rano H ocaenn-

Texen cpeAcTsa H cpeAcTsa aa Haltom. 

4. .11.11T1H0 BOOHHO amps-serum OT °newtons xapaRTep, RoeTo 

se moze .aecno Aa 674(e npnenoco6eso 3a rpaatAascRn nem. 

HaTerom IV. 

1. Bowfin Ropa6n oT scaffold's BHA, sx.inolfure.inio H npseno-

co6eum Ropa H clAose npommpannmm npegsa3sagess ya 
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o6 cjIyaBaT JH nojILpmaT, ROnTO He MoraT aa 6,aaT TexHnnecrH

InpHcnoco6eHH 3a rpaataHncKH IeaJ, KaRTO H BSopTaMeHmH, 6poHa,
6oiiHH npHlacH, caMoaieT H BCHeIIH Apyrn CHapSaeHSI, MaTepnaaH,
MauHHUH H HIHCTaJIaiHH, KOHTO He ce ynoTpe6sBaT B MHpHO BpeMe OT
Ropa6H OCBeH BoeHHH Eopa6H.

2. AecanTmH caoBe n 3eMuHOBOHH npBOB3H cpecpTBa HJI
CHapsaceiHOe OT BCacaK'B BHn; IIpMOBH JOKIH HJIH irpHcnoco6JeHmH

OT BCSIaK'EB BHA, KaETO H EaTaIyJITH HIH ApyrTH anapaTH aa nymaHe
HJa H3XB;BpJasHe camoJieTH, paKeTH, lBHSHMH 6oHH cpeACTBa Hne
BCIaKaKBH ApyrH cHapsIH, alIapaTH amIH npHcnoco6zeHma c am 6e3
erEnalC, YI[paBASBaHH mIH HeynpaBJmBaHH.

3. IIoBOALHH r HJ nIIOy-nIIOBOWfH CH'LOBe, ILEaBaTeJafH cpeA-
CTBa, 6 oiHiH pe:CTBa, npHcnoco6JleHna HH anapaTH OT BCIEaRKB BHA,

BKJIIOHTeJuH H CInelHaamHO KOHCTpyIpaHH npHCTauHHnIH 3aniHTHH
IIperpaAH, c H3sKjioIeHHe Ha Te3EH, EOHTO MraT Aa ce yIoTpe6aBaT aa
cnacHTeJIHH nejni HJIH ipyrH rpaa;aHCEH nejiH, KaKTO H BcsRaEBO

cHapaceeHHe, npnHHalJetHOCTH, aaIIacHH acTH, eacnIepHmeHTaZji H J
yqIe6HH cpeacTBa, HHCTpyMeHT HJIH HHCTaJanHm, KOHTo moraT Aa 6TAaT
cneneHaaHo npeaHa3HaqeHH 3a IIOCTpOSBaHeTOHeT, HnoTaHeTO Iopsaa-

HeTO Ha cxpaHeHHeTO Ha e'mHrTe.

KaTeropHs V.

1. Crjo6enH HJIH HecrJIo6eHH JeTaTeAHH anapaTH, no-TeazcH I n
no-JeKHr OT Bas3yxa, ICOHTO ca npeAHaaHaqeHH HwI npHcnoco6eHH 3a

Bsb3AyniHa 6op6a nocpegCTBoO ynoTpe6aTa Ha rcapTeqiHH, paReTo-
xB'LpraqIH HEan apTHjepH, HaiH 3a HoceHe H nyinaHe Ha 6oM6H, wm
KOHTO ca caHa 6 eHH c, HIL KOHTO nopaH THna HInH OHCTpyKinaTra
CH ca roAIHa 3a EOeTO H Aa e OT npHcnoco6jeHHaTa, CIIOMeHaTH B
TOYqa 2 no-;OJiy.

2. ABHaxHomm opAefifHH CTOMKH H pamH, 6oM6o0i>pzaTejH, Top-
Ineaoa'pmeaTeJiH, KaETo H MexaHm3Mn 3a nyiaHe Ha 6o0M6H wE TOp-
nmIH; op'Ae:e HH icEyuIOJ H apTeqIH rynoJH.

3. CHapmIeHre cneunaiao npelHa3HaqeHo 3a R H3IoOJ3yBano
H3KMJIOHTeJIHO OT BT%3AyiHO-HpeHOCHH BOAiCE.
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o6caymaT MTH HoggLp;RaT, Rolm He moraT ga 61,AaT TazinwiecRH 

npucHoco6eHH 3a rpaatjAaHcRH Item, Ramo H BT301ThaCellEta, 6polla, 

6ofum HpanacH, camoaeTH H Hammu Apyrn cHapameHHH, maTepHam, 

MaIIIHHH H rmcnaaHHH, ICOHTO BO CO ynorpe6HHaT B MITHO B9M0 OT 

Ropa6H ocHeH HoeHRH Ropa6H. 

2. AeCaliTHYI CTA0Be H BOMHOBOAHH llpeHo3Ha cpeAcma JIJIR 

cHapameHne OT BCIIKaltSB BHA; nup3i0Bil JOAKH RAH Hpnclloco6.aeHaa 

OT scaRaRT,H BHA, Rarro H Rani:warn 113111gpyrkt anapam 3a .uynkaHe 

113111 Haxinp.aaHe camoaeTH, paRem, XO3H2KHIBI 6oRHH cpeikena ium 

Hes':Kamm Apyrn cHapHATT, anapaTH IIJIH npnclloco6.aeHHH c 113111 6e3 

eRnHam, ynpanasmaHH 113111 HeynparonHaffa. 

3. Ilopoart HMI no.ay-Hog,HoAHH cwkose, maHaTeam cpeA-

CTBa, 5011211 cpeAcma, HpitcHoco6aeHHH 11.iffl anapaTH OT BCHICalCIIB Bwr,, 

BM/1101111MM H cHeitHamio Roucapynpaym HpHCTaHHHAHH MIEWTHH 

Hperpaxa, c kidICJITOTICHIle Ha Te3H, EMT° moraT ga ce ynolpe6HHaT aa 

CHaCHTOJIHH Hem 113111 Apyrll rpamancRH Helm, Ramo H BCBICaKBO 

cHapameHae, HprmaxaeatHocTH, 3anacHn -gam, eRcHepHmeirramm 

pie6HH cpeAcma, HEECTpplenTri 11.E1 m1CTajIaulln, KOHTO moraT a 6TAar 

cnegHaJno npeima3Hatiena 3a Hociposmanen, 113BETBaBOTOI Hozwpaca-

HeTo YOH criapaHeimeTo Ha CTAIVITO. 

KareropsH V. 

1. CrAo6eHH 11312 Hecrao6eHH JIeTaTOJIHH anapam, no-TeacRH 11.111 

OT 11133,43r2Ca, ICOFITO ca Hpeiwa3HatieHH 11.111 HpHcHoco6eHH aa 

HT33,4yraHa 6op6a HocpeAcno]si ynoipe6an Ha RapTexnullm, paRen-

mrEpraium 113111 apTHaepHa, 11.1111 3a HoceHe H HyakaHe Ha 6om6H, mint 

KOHTO ca cHa6AeHH c, mum RoHro HopagH num 11.112 RoucipyRHHan 

CH ca TOAHH aa RoeTo H jia e OT HpucHoco6.aemurra, cnomeHaTH B 

Toluca 2 no-0.4y. 

2. ABHaITHOHIM opLAeram CTORKIT H paMil, 601460ATTIKaTOJIH, Top-

HeAoAspzaTe.m, KaRTO H mexammma aa H-ymane Ha 60M6H 111111 Top-

MUTH; opTAeilim Ryno.im H Kapninm 

3. CHapazerme mak:Hamm HpegHaaHalleHo 3a H icanorayHaHo 

Walt1H011HTOJIHO OT 131,31.14111110-HpOHOCHMH BOACEIL 



4. ICaTaInyjr HJI H3xBrpraTeJ:HH anapaTH 3a caMojieTH OT IJa-
BaTeJIHH C'BOB, cyma H Mope; anapaTH 3a n3xBLpJIHe Ha caMojieTHH
CHapajiH.

5. BapaamHH 6aJIoHH.

KaTeropMs VI.

3aanynmTeAHn, CMbpTOHOCHH, OTpOBHH Hr Hn3Bea;aamaH OT CTpoI
BenmecTBa npegHa3HaqeHH 3a BOeHHH lueim Iam irpoH3BeaEaaHH B noBelIe
OT rpaa3anaHCImTe Hyaf!H.

BaTeropHa VII.

MeTaTemjH cpeAcTBa, B3pHBHH BeiLecTBa, napoTeXHHqecKC cpe,-
CTBa HIn TemHH ra30Be nIpejHa3Ha'qeHH 3a xB'pjaHe, Bs3maaMeHaBaHe,
3apeam3aHe H InmJHeHe Ian ynoTpe6a BTB BpT3Ka c BoeHHHTe MaTe-
pHajm B HaCTOaieHTe xaTeropHH, KOHTO He MoraT Aa ce H3nOJI3yBaT
3a rpaamaHcRH [neJa H7H IInpOH3BeAeHH B InBeqe OT rpaasaHCKrT e
HyaIH.

KaTeropsH VIII.

Qia6prwmo H HHCTpyMeHTrajo CHapaazeHHe cnewajmo KOHCTpyH-
paHo 3a IIpOH3BO0CTBOTO H uHOpzaHeTO Ha MaTepHamTn H36poeHH
no-rope H TexHHqecKH HeInpHC oco6tmo 3a rpaAFaHCKO ynoTpe6jeHne.

nPHJnOE EHHE IV.

WHAycTpwasiHa, nnTepaTypHa H xyAmecTBeHa CO6CTBeHOCT.

1. a) CpoE OT eOHa roAsHa OT BaaIaHeTO B cHia Ha HacTosinna
OoroBop 1ne 65Le aeaAeH Ha Cio3eHwre H CAPpyaeHH CIM H TeH Tre
noaHHnH, 6ea3 ka ce B3eMaT OT TaX OIrJImhTeJIHH H fm ApyrH rjo6H OT
EaE'LBTO H Aa e BH R, 3a ;a ce Aae ae Ba3MoaOCT pa H3BLpmaT BcHEH
Heo6xoffMH aRTOBe 3a nojyqaBaHeTo Ha 3ana3BaHeTo B BjirapHa
Ha upaBa Ha HHSycTpHaja, j mTepaTypHa ErA xyAoaecTBeHa co6cTBe-
HOCT, KOHTO He ca Morjm aa 6sJaT a3BspmIeHH uopaaaH cBieT ByBaHeOT
Ha CeCTOmaIHe Ha Bofiaa.
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4. RaTanyarn n.m miumpraTeaan anapaTH 3a camoaeTn OT nia-
BTJfflfl C'EA0Bil cynia n mope; anapaTn 3a naxinpaanc Ha camominn 
cHapa,an. 

5. Bapaattim 6a.4orrn. 

liareropmH VI. 

3amauniernim, CMITTOHOCHH, OTp0BH11 H.7113 H3HeacAanni OT upon 
neinecna npefulaanallenn aa Hoerinn nun ILTEH npon3Hez,Tkann B noneue 
OT rpazAancienre HyAnn. 

HaTeropma VII. 

MOTaTaTIHH cpeAcTsa, Henkecna, IIIVOTOXIIHtleCICH CpeA-
cum HAM mum ra3one npegHa3Hatienn aa ni33n.11amenanane, 

3apezAalle H ITLJIHelIC HJII1 ynove6a BrI313 Hpi,3na C B001:11111TO maTe-
pnaan B IlaCTOIPIWITO naTe_ropun, HOMO He MOT a ce H3HOJI3yBaT 

3a rpazAaucnn neon Eura Hp0H3BOACHH B nonctie OT rpazAancnure 
"[PAUL 

HaTerom VIII. 

Oaopmnio H nHcippleHrazno cHaplugeHne cuennamo KoneTpyri-

paHo aa Hp0H3BOACTBOTO II noirLpacaHeTo Ha maTepna.urre H36pOCHH 
no-rope H TexHmecrtn Henpncnocoornio aa rpaatAaHcno ynove6.aeHne. 

rIPM110ifiEHME IV. 

11HAycrimanHa, lorreparypHa H xy4oatecreeHa. CO6CTBOHOCT. 

1. a) CpoR OT ona rowna OT BAH3aHOTO B can Ha HacToninan 
fitoroHop nke &me AaAert Ha OLIONHHTO H CAMIROBH CHAR H Texture 

norkannnn, 6e3 Aa co H3emaT OT TMX AOHRIBBTOJIBH HMI Apyrn rao6n OT 
narrayro it a e BHA, aa ,ga Ear ce Aalke HLOMOZHOCT Xca H3BT)praaT BCIFISH 

Heo6xomnen awroHe 3a nortriaBaHeTo itm arEa3Banero B Burrapna 
Ha HpaHa Ha KniAycipHama, aurepaTypHa HJIH xylkozecTnena co6cme-

HOOT, KOHTO HO ca mom ita ComaT HOB'LpHIOHH Hopaat ciatecmy-BaHerro 
Ha MOTORED:10 Ha Bohm. 
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b) C'ta3eHnH n CpyMeHH CHJuH HJIH TexHH InoaHwmH, KOHTO
HaJe;IemHo ca HanpaBHjm ncEane Ha TepnTopnHTa a Ha oTo H ,a e
CLIomeHa inn CApyaeeHa Cmna aa naTeIrHT HJ peIrCTpaII;a Ha MOerea He
nro-paHO OT 12 Meceua npeH aaoanIOaHeTo Ha BoHiHaTa c BjarapHan H.a
1pe3 BpeMe Ha BoIrHaTa HJIH 3a perncTpHpaHeTo Ha HHAiycTpaaJeH qep-
Tea H mm MOAejr EHT TrBproBCKa MapKa He Ilo-paHo OT 6 Meceua lpeAx
3aaIoqBaHeTo Ha BOHaTa C BarapHa: HJm 1upe3 BpeMe Ha BofiaTa, m;e
HMaT ipaBO B TeqeHIHe Ha 12 Meceua cjre BJIH3aHeTO B CHuIa a HaCTOI-
nm;Ha JoroBOp Aa HanpaBaT HEcCaHe 3a cOTBeTHrre IrpaBa B
BlJIrapuH, c npaBo Ha IIpopHOTeT Ha ocHOBaHme Ha IO-a Hapa Hapae-
HOTO 3asiBJIeHne Ha TepHTOpnHTa Ha Ta3H CioaeHa HJIH CApyMeHa Cjiba.

c) Ha Bcraa eAHa OT CIloaeHHTe H CApyceHH CwIH H Hefi-
HHTe noaamnul rme 6,%Le ;aleH cpOK OT eHa roHHHa OT BJIH3aHeTO Ha
HaCTOa5n1IH ,IoroBop B cHaIa, upe3 BpeMe Ha IOHTO Te MoraT Aa 3aBeAaT
,eJIa B BRjirapna cpei;y Tes3 (3HHmecaKH HJHm opHAHraecKH .rma, 3a
KonTO ce InoAL;psma, ae Hes3aOHHO cT HaKgpHHJiH TexHHTie ipaBa Ha
HHaycTpHaJIHa, jmTepaTypHa HJIH xyoMecCTBeHa co6cTBeHOCT B nepHoTa
MeKAy AaTaTa Ha 3aIIoqBaHeTo Ha BOifHaTa H BJm3aHeTO B cHJIa Ha ao-
roBopa.

2. EAuH nepHoA OT 3aH0oqBaHeTo Ha BOoHaTa go 18 Meceia cjIe
B.am3aHeTO B CHJIa Ha HaCTOI1I ,o orOBOBp me 6,:e HE3KJIIOqeH IIpH
onlpeeJeIaHeTO Ha cpoKa, 1npe3 KOIITO iiaTeHTa, qepTeaa HJH TiprOBCKaTa
MapEa e Tpa6Bajio ga 6%haT I3InoJI3yBaHH.

3. IIepHoAa OT 3aaIoqBaHeTO Ha BOMHaTa Ao BjiI3aHeTO B CHJIa Ha
HacTosanHa IoroBop ile 6Te 3KjiioieII OT HopMajiHII CpOK Ha npaBa
Ha rIHmyCTpialHa, JIHTepaTypHa H xyAOcecTBeHa co6cTBeHocT, KoTro ca
6H1iI B CHIia B BJTrapHa npH 3anolBaHeTo Ha BOhHaTa HJIH EOHTO ca
iipH3niaT HJmH ycTaHOBeHH no caiaTa Ha TOBa IIpHioenHHe H npHHaa-
JIeaaT Ha KEOTO H ga e Cio3seHa H CpapymeHa Cmja jmm HeimHTe noAa-
Hm[n . CjieAoBaTeMHo, HpMaa.IHOTo BpeMeTpaeHe Ha TaKHBa rnpaBa mne
ce CH1ITa aBTOMaTITHO yfJacHeHO B B.irapna 3a e;HH IIo-HaTaTnmeH

cpOK CTbOTBeTCTByBaIm Ha TaKa H3KJnOqeHm nEepuoA.

4. IIpegxoAHHTe nocTaHOBsieHH0 OTHOCHO n)paBaTa B Buirapua Ha
C'Lo3eHHTe H CApyaEeHH CHJm TexHHTe InoaHmn ije m e e npmiaraT
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b) Crial03eHEI 11 Ciippiterm CHM Han TeXHH 110,1a11111111, EOHTO 
Haxiemio ea HaripaBilau HeEarle Ha Tepinopuffra Ha KOHTO H j1a e 
CriAo3eHa H.7111 CAppizena Crvia aa HaTeH'T HMI petucTpaHlia Ha moe.a He 

]I0-pano OT 12 mecelia upeira 3aHoTmaneTo Ha BormaTa c BuirapHH Mil 

upe3 Bpeme Ha Bahian 11.7111 3a perricTplipaHeTo Ha HiTii,yeTpHa.TieH Tiep-
Teat ILITI moe.a HMI mproscita mapEa no no-paHo OT 6 meceHa .upemi 
3arioTiBaHeTo Ha BoilHaTa c BlorapHii HAM upe3 Bpeme Ha BoilHaTa, me 
rimaT HpaBo B Tememie Ha 12 mecerp caw( B.11H3aHOTO B cHaa Ha HaCT051-

IHEYI LIOPOBO ga HaupaBirr HcEaHe 3a cl.oTBeTHrrre upaBa B 
Bwiraprta, c HpaBo Ha HpHopmeT Ha ocHoBanue Ha Ho-pano HanpaBe-

HOTO 3aynmeHrie Ha TepriTopHaTa Ha Tam CT3103eHa 11JB4 CAppEeHa Cam. 

c) Ha Bcsma e,iina OT CI,103eBEITe u CAppiteim CEL7111 H Heti-

Harm HOAaHFITO1 iiie 6T,ike a,zIeH cpoE OT ea ro,arau.a OT B.11113aHeTO Ha 
HaCTOSEIHELH AoroBop B cima, Hpe3 Bpeme Ha EMIT° TO 310raT )1a 3aBeAaT 

B BrBaraprisi eperHy Te3H tH3nMeCitH 11J111 lopita,wiecEri amia, 3a 
KOHTO ce rioxiT.pica, Tie He3aK0111/0 CT) HaETTIFIHAU. TexHilTe .upaBa Ha 
HiNycTpriadHa, JraTeparypHa MTH xviomecTBeHa CO6CTBeHOCT B HepHoica 

mexciiy AaTaTa Ha 3anotoaneTo Ha Boil:Ham11 Ri1113aHeTO B criaa Ha Jo-
roBopa. 

2. Emir' nepHoik OT 3atioimaHeTo Ha BofmaTa o 18 mecega c.aeA 

BAH3aHeTo B CHAa Ha HaCTONBAHH ,A0P0B0p Hie 6T4e H3K.7.11011ell HpH 
olipe,ae.unieTo Ha cpoRa, upe3 NO T° HaTeHTa, HepTema 11.7111 TIproBcEaTa 
mapica e Tpa6Bazo ga 6TAaT H3H0J13yBaHH. 

3. llep140,1ka OT aanoliBaHeTo Ha BormaTa JO 13.71113aHeTO B cima Ha 
HacTosininu joroBop me &Bite H3E.inoTien OT HopmaJmiiii cpoic Ha upaBa 
Ha illijiyeTpria.ma, JurrepaTypHa H xyikoxecTBeHa co6cTBeHocT, Homo ca 

61I.11H B cn.iia B BTarapria Hpri 3a110'1BaHOTO Ha BormaTa MTH KOHTO ca 

iipH3Harn 11.7111 yeTaHOBellif HO cruaTa Ha TOBa Hpriaoaceffue ii Hprillaii-
AexaT Ha EMIT° H ,ga e Obio3eria H CiippizeHa Crum 11.7111 HeruniTe Hoi(a-

mum. C.710,10BaTeaHO, HOMM.THOTO BpemeTpaeHe Ha Tamma HpaBa ne 
ce cuina a BTOMaTIP1110 y,TB.;DEeHo B BT3.71raplla 3a eABH no-HaTammeH 

cpoE C730TBeTCTByBaER Ha Tana H3E.irmenuariepHoik. 

4. IlpeAxoxinTe HOCTaHOBjle1111/1 OTHOCF10 HpaBaTa B Blarapna Ha 
Crmoaelline 11 CiippEeHEE CHJ/11 Et TeXHIffe HoikaHnux me ce irpruaraT 
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eAHaKBo 0 no oTHomeHne InpaBaTa Ha BarapHa H HeinHHTe noaaHHlUH B
TepHTopHnre Ha CIloaeHHTe H CpymeHH CHJI. HHino, o6awie, B HaCToa-
inTHe pa3nopeI6n He AaBa Ha Bairapm H Ha HeHHmTe noaHIniH
npaBa 3a no-6JaroipHaTHo TpeTlpaHe B TepHTopiTa Ha Ha Ioo H l a e
CImo3eHa H CmpyMeHa Cama OTKOJIKOTO ce AaBaT OT Ta3i CIia B ino0o6HH
cJiyqan Ha ApymH 06eAHHeHH HapoA HmE Ha TeXHH InoaHfHH, HHTO ITIC
m;e ce icica OT BairapHa c HaCToa;meTo Aa AaBa Ha osTro H Aa e CBio3e-
Ha H CRpyaeHa CHja HJM HeHHHTe noaaHnHiI no-6jiaronpmaTHo TpeTH-
paHe OTIOJImOTO BIrapHa HJIH HieHHe noan HaHoHI IoyqaBBaT Ha
TepnTopHHTa Ha TaKaBa CHJIa no OTHomeHne Ha BbIJpocTe pa3rjieaHEn
B IlpeeAxoAHHTe pai3opeA6H.

5. TpeTH juua B TePHTopnHTe Ha IOSITO H ;a e OT CIo3eHHTe 1H
CApymeHH CHrm Hir BETjirapHa, EO:TO npeAH BJE3aHeTO B cHAja Ha Ha-
CTOHmI .a ,orOBOp ca npHI 06oHJH Ao6pOC'BeCTHO npaBa Ha HHAyCTpH-
aJIma, JmTepaTypHa H xyAoZEeCTBeHa co6 CTBeHOCT, KOHTO ca B nIOTHBO-

peqne c npaBaTa B%3CTaHOBeHH 1n CHjLaTa Ha HacTo0areTO IIpHJIAoeHIe

HInm c npaBaTa npHiao6TH cIrJIacHo pHopHTeTa aaeH OT Hero, HJI
jo6pocuBecTHo ca ba6pHnyBajnm, ny6MjHyBajm, B'b3IIpoH3BejalaJiH,
ynioTpe6asBaiI HJIH npoaaBajm apTHIyji npeAMeT Ha noAo6iH IpaBa,
ime Em 6iAe no3BojIeHo, 6e3 oTroBopHocT 3a HapymeHme, ;a inpoAnjiCaT
,a yInpaaHsIBaT TaKHBa npaBa H Aa InpoAwT.JRaT HEr ,a BL306HOBaIT 4a6-
pHIyBaHe, iry6jiunaalm, BL3npOH3BesKAaHe, ynoTpe6slBaHe nJi npoAa1-
6a, KOHITO ca 6nIjI Ao6pocLBecTHo npHao6HEITH HI 3ainoiHaTIH. B BAira-
pHII TaKOBa pa3peIIlc ie e mie HMa opMaTa Ha HeH3KJIIOIHTeJIHo 103BOJIH-
TeJIHo, AaAeHo npI yCJIOBHII npIeTH no B3aHMHO cbrjiacne OT 3aHHTepeco-
BaHHTe cTpaHHI, HI, npH imnca HaH cirJlameHne, Aa 6ie onpeAeJieHo OT
IIomHpnrTejmaTa IKoMHEc yCTaHOBeHa cbriiacHo qieH 31 OT HaCTo0mHII
,oroBop. B TepHTopmITe Ha BcsEa OT CTIo3eiHfe H C;pyaeHH CEJm,
o6aqe, A0o6 pocEBeCTIHTe TpeTH jnia mie InoJryaT TaKaBa 3aIETa, xaE-
BaTo ce AaBa npH nojio6i H o6cToarecTB Ha a ;o6 pocbBecTHH TpeTH
jnga qIhTo I0paBa ca B npoTHBopeqe c Te3H Ha nofamlHnrHTe OT pyrH
CGio3eHH H CwpyWaeH CuRJ.

6. HmI[o B TOBa IIpHMoaeHHe He ige ce rTinyBa KaTO jaBago
Ha Buirapma rum Ha HefHiMTe IIOAairuH iipaBa B'pxy EaIEBTO H Ea e
naTeHrT Hn l MoAej, B TepHTopHHTe Ha EOSTO H aa e CXeoaeHa H CQpy-
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eHartso n no oTHomenne npaBaTa Ha Blorapna nmire noAaminn B 

Tepuroprfure Ha 013103eIIII]e II CAppReHH M AL 11111B0, o6aTre, B Hama-

  paanopclon He AaBa Ha Bsaraplirr rum Ha Hernurre noikaamm 

upaBa 3a no-6.aaronpnaTno Tparnpane B TeprrropnaTa Ha Rolm n a e 

Cado3ena n CApymena Crum OTROJIKOTO ce AaBaT OT Ta3H CHM, B HOA06111I 

cAy an Ha Apyrn 06eAnnema Hapogn MTH Ha Texan noikanurm, BHT° 
me ce mica OT Bsarapna c Hams:miceTo ika AaBa Ha ROHM 11 a e Omo3e-

Ha n CApymeHa Crum HMI Hailunre nojkannqn no-6.aarcupriamo TpeTn-
pane OTROJIROTO Burrapna Mil Hairline noltarnam noriplaBaT Ha 

Tepraopnyna Ha TaKaBa Crum no oTHomerme Ha BLIMOCITTO paardejkarm 
B npe,Axojuune pa3Hope,A6n. 

5. TpeTn .7nma B TepuropunTe Ha Bono 11 ga e OT 013103e1114Te If 
CApymenn CH.1111 rum Blorapna, KOHTO Hpejw B.11143aHeTO B crula Ha Ha-
CT0511g1111 AoroBop ca Hp11,4061IJIH Ao6pocrzecTHo nparia Ha rmikycipn-

mita, AnTepaTypHa n xylkozemena co6cTBeHocT, RORTO ca B HpOTHBO-

peime c npaBaTa Rb3CTaHOBeHll no crtuaTa Ha HacTorrmeTo Ilpn.11oateHne 
rum c upaBaTa upwkoonTri csmacno npnopirreTa ga,geH or Hero, rum 

Ao6pocT,BecrHo ca (PaopmcyliaJ131, nyoanityBaan, BlarIp0113BeatAaJIII, 

ynoTpe6aBaan 11.1111 npoikaBaJm apTrucyart upemieT Ha noiAo6Hrr upaBa, 

61.Ae II03BOJICHO, 6e3 OITOBOpHOCT 3a HapymeHne, )ra npoxr..11acaT 
ga yupaainsmaT TaBrma npaBa n ga npuTp.ilzaT RAH Aa H14306HOBST cfm6-

pmcyBaHe, nyommarrust, B1)311p0113BNICJAaHO, ynoTpe6BBaHe rum npoxkaz-
6a, KonTo ca 6n.an Ao6pocsBeerno nprtgo6nTn n.iiu 3anoimaTn. B BT..ara-

prm TaKona pa3pemenne ure nma cpopmaTa Ha HCH3KJI101IFfreJIHO 1103BOJIII-

TeJIHO, ,r(aAello nprt yCJI0B1151 IINICTH no B3a1131H0 clr.rracne OT 3annTepeco-

BaHrrre crpaHn, rum, npn mica Ha csmanienne, jia 6-be onpeAe.meHo OT 
llasmpureanaTa ROMTICHR yuraHoBerra mr.rracHo turell 31 OT HaCTOHIMIS 
oroBop. B Tepuropnure Ha BCHRa OT 01310301HITe n CApymenn 

o6aire, jtoopocimemurre wen! .Junta 11e no.arraT TaKaBa aarprra, Kart-

BaTo ce jraBa npn no,lo6nu o6cTosrre.acma Ha AoopoubsecrEm TpeTn 
onua qmrro npaBa Ca B npoTm3opeime c Tem Ha noikammuTe OT Apyrn 
C'b103e1111 11 CApymenn Crum. 

6. Rum° B ToBa lIpairomenne Ile rie ce TiorcyBa BaTo AaBargo 
Ha Blorapna RAH Ha Hamm noicaffirmit upaBa Bipxy RaRT3BTO H a e 
naTeur 11.7111 MOAN', B Teprrroprure Ha EOHTO H ga e Omo3eHa ii CApy-
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maeHa Cwma aa n3o6peTenmi, oTHacaui ce Ao RKaKEBTO H aa e npefaeT
ynoIeHaT InoHMeHHo B IIpMoaMeHne III OT HacTo0an5 a AIOOBOBp, H3o6-
peTeHnI HaIrpaBeHH HJuH 3a OHrTO 3aaaBJreHHI ca 16njrI 3aperncTpHpaHH
OT BTarapma, HJInH KOTO H a e OT HeH1rHTe InolaHniw, B BAJIrapmIa I
B TePHTopIaTa Ha ROuTO H Aa e Apyra OT EipmaBHTe Ha OCTa, m B KOITO
E Aa e TepHTOPHI OKyllHpaHa OT Bsbop'ateHnrTe CHJIH Ha AxlpmaBHTe OT
OCTa ipe3 BpeMeTo soraTo Ta3n TepMTopnla e 6Hjia no I OHTpojra Ha
BsopTKceHlTe CHJH HJIH BjiacTHTe Ha a PzaBHTe O OCT Ta.

7. B'larapna 1o cmani HaqiHH Ime pa3upocTpe pe pxoAirTe pa3-
nopeA6n Ha TOBa IIplAoaMeHHe Bspxy c(paHnam H Bspxy ,pyrn 06eAn-
HeHH HapoOAH H3BTH CTIOaeHHTe HJI. C:pyMeHH CWIH, mrniro AHIIOMa-
THIqecH OTHomeHma c BaBjrapma ca 6HJ nperTcaHaTH nIpe3 BpeMe Ha
BOiHaTa H EOHTO ce 3aAFJiaT a a ,aA aT Ha Bilarapma IpeumyiecTBaTa
:ga~eHH H c HOMeHaTHTe pa3nopeA6H.

8. HumIo B TOBa lIpIIJioAeHie ne me 6,Ae pa36paHo EaTo npo-
THBopeqam;o Ha IeHosBe 23, 25 n 27 OT HaCToamHaM AIoroBOp.

nPMnOH{EHME V.

AorOBopM, AaBHoCTH H LeHHH HHHma.

A. AoroBopH.

1. BceeK AorOBop 3a 'lneTo lH31au',Jimel e ca 6RnInl HeO6xo0HMHT
CHoImeHInr MeICKAy KOITO II a e OT CTpalHITC Ha AoroBOpa, CTaiIaJI IIC-

nIpHIITejII II on0IpeleJIeHIeTo B naCT <<D>> Ha TOBa IIpnHioaCIIeme, Tpsp6Ba,
c H3KjI10'IeHHe Ha yCJIOBHITa H3JIoaceHH B TOqH 2 H 3 no-AoJiy, ta ce
cqrTa, qe e 6Hji pa3BajieH OT BpeMeTo, KEraTO cTpaHnTe no
AoroBopa ca CTaHaJI HenpaIrTeJH. ToBa pa3Bamae, o6aqe, He e B
y.nTp6 Ha paa3iope6nTe Ha qJneH 27 Ha HacTosmnUgM AoroBop, HHTO
Tpa6Ba Ia oCBO6oAH KOBTo H Aa e cTpaHa no :foroBopa OT aaffiaeHHmeTo
ga BbpHe CyMH nojioyqeHn KRaTO aBaHcH HIm KaTO qaCTHnH imanigaHna,
3a HOHTO Ta3H CTpaHa He e Aajia Hacpen;Ho H3nsmimeHHe.

2. BnIpeiH pa3IIope6nTre na ToiKa 1 no-rope, m;e 6ibaT
H3KJIoqeHI OT pa3BaJIilHe H, 6e3 yiy p6 Ha inpaBaTa n36poeHm B qIeH 25
OT HaCT0HffIEH AO rOBOp, ine OCTaHaT B cHaa TarEsa MacTH Ha xOETO H
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;Rena Crum 3a H3o6peTeHrur, OTHaCHITI CC AO KaKLBTO H jta e HpeAmeT 

ynomeHaT HOHNEeHHO B IIpHJ10;KeHHO III OT HaCTOBBJAH AOPOBOM H306-

peTemia HaupaBeHH Hall aa HORT() 3aaBaermsT ca 611.7111 3aperricTpHpaHm 
OT Ea..arapna, Mil ioiiro a Ja e OT HerwuTe Hojkannun, B Buwapma HJIH 

B TepnTopHaTa Ha KOHTO H ,71(a, e Apyra OT AwzaBHTe Ha OcTa, Hall B KOHTO 

H La e TepHTopruf oKyrupaHa OT BrLoplatenurre CH.1111. Ha ArBpataBilTe OT 
OcTa npe3 BpemeTo KoraTo Ta3H TeprcropHa e 6H.11a nojk Bompo.aa Ha 
REop-BacemaTe CHAR HAM B.NacTure Ha AmpataBrae OT OCTa. 

7. tharapna no CLIWTH Ha111111 Trice pa3HpocTpe npeAxoiwure paa-
HopeA6m Ha TOBa IlpmoateHrte impxy eipaHrkna H impxy Apyru 06e,To-

Herm Ilap0AH 113BBH 033103e1IHTO 11.7111 CAppiCeBH CHHH, 1111E10 jormoma-

TnuecicH °moment's' c BloTapnyf ca onall nperbcHam. rupe3 Bpee Ha 

BoilHam H KOHTO ce 3axbaataT jiaIkaAaT Ha Biaraprm upeniwynikecTBan 
gageHH i c HomeHamm pa3nope,A6n. 

8. Mink° B ToBa IlpHaomeHme He no 6T,Ae pa36paHo IcaTo npo-

THBopetiaffko Ha ImeHoBe 23, 25 a 27 OT HacTosrakna AoroBop. 

111314.110}KEHHE V. 

itoroeopm, AaBHOCTH H 4eHHH HHHHia. 

A. )1oroBopn. 

1. BCOMI AoroBop 3a queTo HaIPLAHOHHO ea 611JIH 11006X0AHMH 
cHomerma meac,ly KOHTO ii a C OT cTpanHTe Ha ioroBopa, CTallaJni He-
upnnTeau HO onpeAmeHHeTo B ,racT «D» Ha ToBa lIpmoaceHne, Tpa6Ba, 

C 113KA1011eHlle Ha ycaosnaTa HaJoacenH B TOIIKH 2 Ef 3 no-Amy, a ce 
mina, tie e 611.71 pa3BaaeH or BpemeTo, KoraTo CTIMEHTC ITO 
AoroBopa ca craHamt Henpnarean. ToBa panamme, o6atie, He e B 

yw'bp6 Ha pa3nope,A6uTe Ha iimen 27 Eta HacTonigna AoroBop, HHTO 
Tpa5Ba ga ocB000AH RoaTo H )ka e ciparia no joroBopa OT 3a,LkungeEmero 

ga impHe cymn no.arieBn RaTo aBanen HAH BaTo qacTugHm maankanma, 

3a KOHTO M311 eTparia He e )ta.aa Hacpeuwo narmimeme. 

2. Rbruperm paanopeA6nTe Ha Toillta 1 Ho-rope, no CrbioT 

H3ILTHOileHll OT pa3Bamme H, 6e3 yiu,l3p6 Ha npaBaTa H35poeffri B ti.aeH 25 
OT HacTosuRna AoroBop, rge ocTaHaT B cuma TaKHBa tiacTH Ha Koko H 
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fa e 0oroBOp, IEOHTO ca OTGeAHMm H 3a qOTneo H3IILanHeHiIe He ce e 13H-
cKBa:0o CHOIIeHSI MeKeAy KORTO H a e OT CTpaHHTe HO Hero, cTaHajE
HenpHaeTeJIH, IEaTO e oIpeCAeJeHO B 4aCT <<D> Ha TOBa IlpHjInoaeHHte.

iRbgeTo nocTaHOBJeHHaTa Ha ra KOTO H Aa e AorOBop He ca OTAejm IIO Ho
TO3H HaMHH, AoroBopBOp Tpe6Ba Aa ce cqHTa, qe e 6Hj H313SJIO yHIIHmoCeH.
ropeHa3JIoeeHoTo Ie IIoAaraAHe no; pa3aRopeA6HTe Ha BbTpemnIHTe 3a-
KOHE, HapeA6H EH npaBHJiHHi , H3pa6oreHH OT KORTO H Aa e OT CIi03e-
HHTe H CgApyEeHH CHAU, KOHTO HMaT IOpHCIrnKuaIIHa Hag :oroBopa HJI HiaA
KOSITO H Ea e OT 3aHHTepecoBaHTe CTpaHH H mIe nIIOrI1aaHe IIno IJay3HTe

Ha AoroBopa.

3. HHlmo B qacT <<A>> Ha TOBa IlpHimoazeHHe He Tps6Ba Aa Ce CqH-
Ta, qe yHmIoacaBa CAeJcH nH31nia HeHH 3aEOHHO B C'OTBeTCTBHe C eAHH
AoroBop MeMaty HenpHaTeJm, ago Te ca 6m 3 H3IIBJIHeHH C pa3pemeeHle-
TO Ha IHpaBHTeJICTBOTO Ha eAHa OT CIoaeHUTe H CApyZemH CHJIH.

4. Bpneie ropHHTe pa3HOpeA6n, AoroBOpH 3a 3acTpaxoBsa H
nIpe3acTpaxoBKa mne Ino;naaHaaT no; OTAeajHH crJaameHHm Memasy IIpa-
BHTeJICTBOTO Ha 3aHHTepecoBaHaTa CTIo3eHa HJm COpymaeHa CHja H
IlpaBHTejICTBOTO Ha BanrapHa.

B. AaBHOCTHH CPOKOBe.

1. BcEIYKm aBHOCTHH cpOKOBe HAH orpaHHqeHHI Ha IlpaBOTO Ha
HCIK HA orpaHHqeHHH Ha npaBOTO Aa ce B3eMaT o6e31lemIlTeJIHH MepKH
xacaTejHo OTHomeHInaTa 3acaraim jRIma EIH HMYmIeCTBO, KOHTO 3acaraT
InogaHEn H ia 06eaHIeeHTre Haponi H 6BarapcKH noAalHHIa H KORTO
nopaAjm CToSIHneTo Ha BoiHa He ca Morjil Aa rrpeAsrBIaT cAe6HH HCKO-
Be HJI Aa mntu'bHaTr (OpMajHOCTHTe Heo6xoJiMH 3a 3ana3BaHeTo Ha
npaBaTa CH, He3aBHCHMO OT TOBa aJmIH Te3H cpO0OBe ca 3anouT Haam npefH
HBE cjie 3aoII'BaHeTO Ha BOHiHaTa, nMe ce CqHTaT HpeyCTaHOBeHH 3a
BpeMeTpaeleTo Ha BofiHaTa, Ha 6IajrapcRa TepHTropa OT eaHa cTpaHa a,
OT rpyra cTpaHa Ha TepHTopHrra Ha Te3H 06eAHHeHm HapoaH iOHTO,
Ha 6a3a Ha B3aUMHocT, AaBaT Ha BTbrapHa npenMymnecTBaTa Ha pa3-
nope6HnTe no Ta3H TOIEa. Te3H cpOKoBe me noqHaT Aa TeEaT OTHOBO C
BJA3aHeTO B CHaa Ha HaCToa0HlSI AOrOBOp. Pa3Hope6HrTe Ha Ta3H TOYRa
Me 6%>AaT npHJioHaMM OTHOCHO cpOKOBeTe onpeejieHe 3a npeAaBAeHHe
Ba mIHXBOHOCH BHRH A HBHAHTHH KyIIOHH HJIH 3a npeABajieHe 3a 3aaLa-
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e AoroBop, ROHM ca OTA0.3HIMH H 3a sumo 113LIThlIlleHlle He ce e H3H-

maao cHomeHnsi meaKiky e OT maxim Ho Hero, =Haan 

HeIVEERTeJIH, ICaltTO e oupeAmeno B liacT <<D>> Ha TOBa IlprmomeHne. 
ItT4ieTo HocTaHomeHrfaTa Ha KatTo H pa e AoroHop He Ca OTAe.THIMI3 HO 

TO3H HaTivm, AoroBogia Tpe6Ba CO eTrwra„ Tie e 611.71 H3HHJI0 yinatkoaten. 

PopenammeHoTo uie nojiiaçne no pa3HopeA6Bre Ha BlapeIIIHHTe 3a-

ROHR, HapeA6H H npaHHanra]n, HapaooTeHa OT ROYITO H fla e OT G13103e-
HTITe n Cuppitemi CHJIH,0.14TO HMaT lopneicaxgrffl HaA AOPOBOpa HJIH HaA 
ROHM H Ji[a e OT aanuTepecosaHHTe °vault H IR° HoiknaAHe no impure 
Ha AoroBopa. 

3. I-THBRO B TmeT «A» Ha ToBa lipmomeHHe He Tpa6Ba ;ka, CO CLIFI-
Ta, Tie yinarkozaBa Ci[eJLICH 11311.bJ1Rellli 3a1C011H0 B C'BOTBeTCTBIle C Num 

AeroBop meac,a,y HeapHamra', aico TO ea 611x:ri 1131113.71HeHH C pa3perueime-

TO Ha lIpaBHTNICTBOTO Ha exia oT 013103eHHTO H Qv-pi:exit CIIJIH. 

4. Ihpiremi ropHine pa3HopeA6n, AoroBopn aa aacTpaxoBita H 

Hpe3acTpaxoBica ue HoimaxiaT mg ()TAMAR erBraaraeunsi meatAy lipa-

1314TeaeTBOTO Ha 3amiTepecoBaHaTa OBio3eHa 11.114 CApyatena Crum H 

IlpamiTeacTBoTo Ha Bsarapm. 

B. AaBHOCTIM epoKoBe. 

1. BCHTIKII AaBHOCTI-111 epoKoHe nm orpallmema Ha upaHoTo Ha 

M E 11.7111 orpaiimeHmi Ha HpaBoTo ga ce B3eMaT 06e3I101IIITeJIHH 

icaeaTemio oTHoineHRBTa 3aezrargitzzga HJIH nmyrgeemo, Remo aaearaT 

HmaHHHH Ha 06emeHirre llapon H 6TzrapeKH Hogamign 11 IMMO 
Hopaikki C'bCTOSIHIleTO Ha B0fIHa He ea MOIVIH ripeABB,HT ClAe6H11 HUM-

Be Han Aa rranTzHirr ()opmaaHoeTuTe Heo6xo,4limii 3a aarm3BaHeTo Ha 

HpaBaTa CH, HeaamicHmo OT TOBa /am Tem epoKoBe ea 3a11011Ha.1114 HpexEt 

11.7111 caeik 3anoithaHeTo Ha BotiHaTa, ne ce CIII1TaT HpeyeTaHoBeim 3a 

BpemeTpaenero Ha BoilHam, Ha thorapeKa TepliTopriB OT ea capana H, 

OT ;Tyra eTpaHa Ha TepriTopuaTa Ha Te3izt 06eppleffEr Hapojoa Korrro, 

Ha 6a3a Ha B3aHMHOCT, ,gaBaT Ha BTarapiisi HperniymecTBaTa Ha pa3-

HopeA6Yrre HO M311 Toluca. T0311 epoKoBe uke HOtIllaT jka TeRaT OTHOBO C 

BJ1113aHeTO B dnia Ha Haeroamm AoroBop. PaanopeA6yrre Ha Ta311 TOIllta 

nike &mai. Hprmozzem mourn epoKoBeTe orrpeAe.aerni 3a Hpeg,amenite 

Eta JIIIXBOHOCHH HJ1H ALIBH,IkeHTHII EyHOHH wm aa Erpexumemie 3a 3allaa-
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MiaHe Ha IeHHI KHHIaCa, H3jie3jI B nTpaaE, HFLH noAJIeamiH Ha H3aiariaHe
Ha KEaBOTO H Aa 6nio ,pyro ocHoBaHHe.

2. B cjIyianTe, KoraTo nopalA HeH3naJIHeHxe Ha KaKiBTO H Aa e
aET HJI Ha IaKBHTO H Aa ca 4)opMaaHOCTH Hpe3 Bpe.Me Ha BOfHaTa, ca
6HJIH B3eTH IH3nIJIHHTejIHbI MepKH Ha 67JIrapcEa TepHrTOpHs BTB BpeAa
Ha HOIE noi IOaHHR Ha eAHHI OT 06eamHeHHTe HapoAH, BuirapcKoTo Ipa-
BHTeJICTBO irMe Ba3CTaHOBH HaKIpHeHHTe lpaBa. AKo IIO0o6HO Bb3CTaHO-
BaBaHe e HeB3aMOMHO HJI 6 H 6iH.o HecnpaBemIHBo, BzilrapcKOTo IIpa-
BHTeJICTBO Iie B3eMe MepKH MIoTo Ha noAaHHIa Ha 06eIHHeHHaI HapoA
Aa 6iae ,aAeHa TaKaBa noMoim, KarBaTo npH Ie3H o6 cToarTecTBa Moace

Aa ce cHnr a 3a cpaBejsHBa.

C. IeHHH HHmaa.

1. B oTHomeHHaTa MearAy HeInpmTeAH HHKIo HneHHa KHfra, H3-
jgaaeHa Ao BOHHaTa, He Me ce cqHTa, qe e CTaHaiia HeBajIJHa camo
nopaH HenpeAcTaBHHe B yCTaHOBeHmS 3a inpHeMaHe HJm I iarmaHe
cpOK e Tps6BaJIo Aa 6,abe yseaoMeH H3aaaTeJIau HJIH Am pai a 3a oTKa3
OTKa3 3a npHeMaHe HiaH HIIaJnaHe B COTBeTHHI cpOK HJII nopaAiH

HeHpOTeCTHpaHeTO ii, HHTO nopaal HeH3IITIHeHHeTO Ha KaKBHT0 H Aa

ca 4popMajHoCTH npe3 peeMe Ha BOiHaTa B onpeAejIeHHTe cpOKOBe.

2. B cJiyqanTe, roraTo cpOKbT, B KOiTO aeHHaTa KHura e Tpa6Ba-
jio Aa 6%se nipegcTaBeHa 3a IInpeMaHe Him 3aHiiaMnaHe HnI B KOITO
cpOK e TpsI6Bajio Aa 6iTe yBeAOMeiH H3aTejsl HIJlm AKHpaHTa 3a OTKa3
3a nrpneMaHe HJm njIarMaHe, HJH B RKOTO cpOK neHHaTa Kira e TpS6-

Bajio aa 6,Ae npoTecTHpaHa, e H3TeKxi npea speMe Ha BOHHaTa, H
cTpaHaTa, orroT e TpH6Bajio Aa npeaCTaBH HmJI npOTecTHpa leHHaTa

HHmra HJIH Aa yBeAoMH 3a OTKa3 Ha npHeMaHe HIH iuLanaHe, He ro e
HanpaBmia upe3 BpeMe Ha BOHHaTa, me ce AaAe cpoK OT He no-MajsKo OT

TpH Mecera OT BJIH3aHeTO B CHIaI Ha HaCTOma A orOBOp, ipe3 IOHfrT

Mome ,a 6,Ae HanpaBeHo npeACTaBaHeTO H yBeAOM.ieHHeTO 3a OTKa3 Ha

lpHeMaHe Him 3amIaniaHe HJImH pe3 KOkTO :a 6%ae TH nIpoTecTHpaHa.

3. AIO eHo jmune, 6Buo npeHu HimH npe3 BpeMe Ha BoAHaTa, e
noeJro 3a,>iAEeHHe no KaKBaTo H Aa 6Hjia geHHa KHHra BCJIeACTBHe Ha
eAHO 3ajbiRaeHHe noeTO cnpaMO Hero OT jei, KOeTO B noieAICTBHe e

CTaHaJlo HeinpHarTe, uoczjeAHoTo jme npoffAJaBa Aaa HOCH 3axEICe-
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waHe Ha gemm mum, 113.1163.1111 B T11paZ, 11J111 lloAaeacarqn Ha HamiamaHe 

Ha RaRBOTO 11 Aa 6Hao Apyro OCHOBa/1110. 

2. B czygarrre, KoraTo Hopalw Hen3Humenne Ha RaRIXTO H ;ca. e 
an rum Ha RaRBIETO 11 a ca cpopmaJmocTH upea Bpeme Ha Bahian, ca 

611.7131 B3eTH 1131113.71HEITe.71HLI mepim Ha 61.11rapcKa TeprrropHa Bpeika, 

Ha Hamar HoAaHrac Ha eArm OT 06e,Krmemcre Hapww, BlzrapeKoTo Ilpa-

BllTeJICTBO JJIe 131•3CTaHOBH HaKITHeBuTe .upaBa. ARO 130,406H0 B.B3CTaHO-

BaBaHe e HeBlamoamo Mil 611 611.710 HecripaBewBo, BuirapcKoTo ripa-

BriTeJICTBO uie Baeme 111CpREI IlkOTO Ha noamma Ha 06emmemm HapoA 

Ja AaAeHa TaKaBa Homom, KarkBaTo HpH Tem oocToaTeacma lame 

ce CIDITa aa enpaBegarma. 

C. WIIHIt Kmma. 

1. B oTHomeHrtaTa meaciky HenpliaTe.m HHROH rteHHa RITTIral 113-
gaAeHa o BormaTa, no rRe ce alma, e cTana..aa HeBaAmma camo 

Hopam HenpeAcTamme B yeTallOBOBILSI aa HpHemane rum Ham:Rana 

cpoK e Tpa6Ba.ao JIa 6T4e yBe,gomeH H3AaTem 111114 AzHpaffra oa oTKaa 

0TRa3 3a rrpHemane 117111 marRaHe B CIATBeTHHH cpox Ham Hopami 

HenpoTecmpaHeTo i, HMO Hopajw 1101131TEJIHeHHeTO Ha RaRMITO H 
ca cpopmaJmocTri Hpea Bpee Ha BocmaTa B onpeAe.aemaTe cpoKoBe. 

2. B capialue, KoraTo cporm, B ROATO uenaa Kmira e Tpa6Ba-
J10 Aa orme upeAcTaBeHa 3a Hpllemarie 11.7111 aanzamaHe rum B HORT° 

cpoK e Tpa6Baao fla 6T,Ie yBelkomeir Ha/km.7m Elm Aampama 3a OTRa3 

3a upnemaHe 11.111 maigalle, 11.7111 B MATO cpoK HeHHaTa Rimra e Tpao-

BaAo 'la 614e HpoTecTivana, e H3TeRI3.11 Hpea Bpeme Ha BorinaTa, H 

eTpaHaTa, ROHTO e TpH6ea.mo Aa HpeAcTaell RAH HpoTecimpa HermaTa 

RHroa 11.7111 ,Ka yBeAomn 3a OTKa3 Ha HpHemaHe rum maamaHe, He ro e 

HarrpaBrua Hpea Bpeme Ha BormaTa, rre ce AaAe cpoK OT He 110-31aHRO OT 

Tint meceRa OT B.71H3alleTO B CH.7I Ha HacToamma AoroBop, Hpea Kan 
mom Aa 6Tvw HanpaBeHo HpepkeTaBaHeTo H yBeAom.ammeTo aa oTKaa Ha 

HpHemalle rum aanaarRaHe n.all Hpe3 Kam Aa 614e TH irpoTempana. 

3. ARO eiwo Oroo Hpeim rum upe3 Bpee Ha Boiinam, e 
Hoexo aa,w2KeHne 110 KaKBaTo 11 jia 6n.ma Heim Knura BcaeAcTmle Ha 
emo 3ai.vb.azerate nom el:mini° Hero OT Jame, KoeTo B HOCHeACTB110 C 
mum° HenpliaTe.a, Hoc.aejwoTo .KaRe npoRhazaBa ja 110011 aamaze-



HHeTo Aa o6e3mieTH IapBOTO Jmne im;o ce oTHacs go HerosaTa oTrOBOp-

HOCT, HO3aBHCHMO OT H36yXBaHeTO Ha BOHaTa.

D. Oco6eHn pa3IopeA6H.

1. 3a gejHrre Ha TOBa npHjiozaeHiee, Hu3nqHecKH HEJH opHHqe-

CKH jHima Me ce CqHTaT 3a HelnpHeTeJIH OT LeHsn, aoraTo TmprOBHs

MeMaCDy TSX e craHajaa He3aKOHHa Ha ocHOBaHHe Ha 3aKoHH, pa3HopeA6n

JH InpaBHIHX!nH, IIoL KaKBHTO TaKiHBa Jnsaa Dim oroBopHTe ca IoA-

IHaJHaJIH.

2. HMafiaH IIpeABHa; IpaBHaTa CHcreMa Ha CeLemaeeimre AMe-
pmHauciCH laTm, pa3aope6nHre Ha TOBa npHjnoaeHHe He mre ce npH-
JIaraT B OTHOmeHHeTa meamtay CBeaHHeHHTe AMepHIancHRH IIaTH H
Bajrapaa.

nPMHnOHEHME VI.

C-be6HH peweHsa.

BbjirapcKOTo IIpaBTreAcTBo m;e B3eMe Heo6xoxmmrTe MepKH 3a
aa aae Bb3MOUHOCT Ha HoIaHmHuH Ha KOiTO IH ga e or 06egHHeHHTe

HapoAH, IoraTo H a a e, B TeqeHHe Ha eAHa romHa OT Bji3aHeTO
B Cia a Ha CToaIHm;HI ,oroBOp Aa npeAaAaT Ha C'OTBeTHHTe 6iJrapciK
BJIacTH 3a IOBTOpHO pa3rJeamaHe BCKaKBH c'bAe6HH penmeia, H3Aa-
,eHH1 OT 6'JirapcKo cifjIunae Mea3y 24 anpEI 1941 r. H BiH3aHeTo
B caIa Ha HaCTOaUIIHI AOrOBOp, B BCHEKaBH HpOH3BOJCTBa, B KOHTO
InoAaHHKiT Ha 06eAHHeHHTe HapoAH He e MorsB Aa H3JIOaEH 3afOBOJH-
TeSIHO CBoerTO Lso, 6io0 icarTO ngeIb, 6wio EaTO OTBeTmn. B;IrapCEOTO
IpaBHreJIcTBo rge pa3nopeAH I0OTO, B cayiaH1 KoraTo IIoAamH Ha

06emHHeHHre Hapo0H e IpeTLpnai eTa no n pHeqHa Ha OtaRBOTo

H Aa 6imo TaraOBa cBAe6HO pemeHHe, TOH Aa 6i,;e Bb3CTaHOBeH B TOBa
noJIoaeHHe, B KoeTO e 6nmI npeuH aa e 6aio Hn3AaeHo cTre6HOTo
pemeHHe HAH Aa My c e oaroe noMoM KaERBaT 6H ce cMMaJHaja 3a
cnpaBeBw a cio6pa3Ho o6 cToaTrecTBaTa. TepMHmuT <<IIO;aHInH E Ha
06eji.eHmre Hapoff> BI.KnoqBa ApyamecTBa Hi cApyzEeHHi, opra-
HH3HpaiH HJnH yQpeeeHH Ha OCHOBaHe Ha 3aKOHHTe Ha REOlTO H jAa e
OT 06e.apHeEHTe Hapox.a
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Ham "ka o6eaniem HTTBOTO ZHU riko ce OTHaC5I JJOHeroBaTa OTTOB0p-

HOCT, He3aBHCHMO OT H36yXBaHOTO Ha Bahian. 

D. Oco6eHri pa3nopedo. 

1. 3a Hume Ha ToBa npiinozenne, 0:p1131111eCRH IIJ1IJ. TOpHATIlle-

CICH .7EHh1 ue CO CTIHTaT 3a HellpHFITOJTH OT Ansi, Koran mpromin 

mentAy DIX e eTaHana He3aROHHa Ha OCHOBaffile Ha 3aKOHH, pa3nopeA6n 
run upaBionrign, rioA leaRBHTO TaKima Jingo, Hall AoroBopErre ca nog-

nwann. 

2. HmailKEE iipernmr, npaBilaTa encTema Ha GLeAnHeHnTe Ame-

pificalleicit 111,am, pa3nopeOure Ha ToBa 11pHJIOntellHe He ace CO npn-

aaraT B omorrienneTa mempky OLOAHHe1111Te AmepaKaHcKii 114TH H 

Blorapna. 

111311,110}HEHLIE VI. 

Cwte6HH peweHNH. 

BT)JIrapCKOTO ripaBnTe.gemo mo B3eMe HeoOm:Ammo mepKii 3a 

Aa,le BTg3MORCHOCT Ha nuaHnitu Ha Kam II a e OT 06eAnneHirre 

Hapo"An, Koran H a e, B Tegeune Ha wina romma OT RamaHen 

B ulna Ha HaCTOSIDAHH AoroBop ika npmalkaT Ha CTIOTBeTHHTe thorapcm 

BJIaCTH 3a HOBTOpHO paamemane BC,5IRaICBH ciAeoHn penierrini, n3Aa-

ikeirn OT 6s.arapcm cwmainge memxty 24 anima 1041 r. II B.T1H3aHeTO 

B ulna Ha HaCTOSIDAlla ,A0r0B0p, B BCSIKaRBH 11p0H3BOACTBal B KOHTO 

HOalIHKLT Ha 06eAnHennTe Hapoxa He 0 MOI'LlI a 113JIMISH 3MOBOJIII-

Tem° CBOeTO ASIJI01 513.710 KaTo ingelk, 511210 KaTo OTBeTIIIIR. BlarapCROTO 

IIpaBriTeacmo ue paariopeal IE(OTOI B carian KoraTo itoxcaHnK Ha 

06eAnnenirre Hapox e nperipnan mem -no rrpritnnia Ha HaRBOTO 

H a 611210 TaKoBa mike6Ho pen:tante, T01 a 611.7ke BTI3CTaHOBell B TOBa 

nonoateHne, B meTo e 61121 npeAn a e onno 11aAeno er3"ke6HoTo 

per:aerate ,Ita My CO Aage nomonk KaKBaTo on ce cranma.aa 3a 

cripaBemema ci,o6pa3no oocTonrwiemaTa. Tepmnirm «noAainnin Ha 

06eximenure HapoAn» BIL711011Ba Apymeema 112111 cApyzenrin, opra-

HI1311pallit 112111 ripeenn Ha ocHoBanne Ha 3aKorinre Ha Koko H ja e 
OT 06einniernrre Hapogn. 
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B yAocTOaepeiHe qero
nnaZetornjncanumHecx noi-
nOMOqale Ipe;cTannTeJn
nolnetcaa. naCTOSflmnn
,loroRop n nIpn.io:n.in R
necy cno IInI'q:Tn.

Conepneno i11t Ipnze Ina
pycerom, anr.innrfKot.
lIp;lllllylro u oo n.r;rp-riox
satiax, esapana ,ectroro
Ana TUrlcqr a .lenHrlcoT
copOK ce.IU.oro ro.Ia

In faith whereof the un-
dersigned Plenipotentiaries
have signed the present
Treaty and have affixed
thereto their seals. ['

Done in the city of Paris
in the Russian, English,
French and Bulgarian lan-
guages this tenth day of
February, One Thousand
Nine Hundred Forty-Seven.

En foi de quoi, les Pleni.
potentiaires soussigne ont
appost leurs signatures et
leurs cachets au bas du
present Traitl.

Fait i Paris, le dix fivrier
nmil neuf cent quarante-sept,
en langucs russe, anglaise,
francaise et bulgare.

B yocmOBepeHee Ha 0o-
CTO inollniannT'e nu.mo-

omnoimrn iounmHraxa Ha-
cTOiinn R Aoronop a nooo-
axa vtpxy Hero neqaTi-

re tn.
liainpmreno n Ilapnx Ha

pyceR, anr.1Hntcer, ppan-
itecKnn H 6.irapcin eaR-
ri na WecerTn iepyapa
XH.Ji,0o APneTCTOTHH qeTn-
pnAleceT cetMa roinaa.

3a Coma COBerOTCm CoglaajmcTmqecI x Pecnymaz:
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:
POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIETIQUES SOCIALISTES:

3a O'HIT na COBeiTC n CoeTcare CoH C ecm Peny6amH:

[SEAL] . ?C -.

[SEAL]
Wai o

1 [For romanization of the facsimile signatures, see p. 2063.]
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B mocrosepeaHe gem 
Hozeuoturicaniuliece 1103-
1103103KNO IIpexcraurreaa 
noanueaarr Hacreamidi 
Aoronop n npnaoariun 
Heny ODOR IIC,13TR. 
Conepmeno u liapuze us 

pyerHon, anranlienom. 
4pallnyu'KoM H ilrurapt•Hon 
rum; topmast Aecsnoro 
31IR TUrArla. 3eISHII.COT 

copon ceal.noro rota. 

In faith whereof the un-
dersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present 
Treaty and have affixed 
thereto their seals. VI 

Done in the city of Paris 
in the Russian, English, 
French and Bulgarian lan-
guages this tenth day of 
February, One Thousand 
Nine Hundred Forty-Seven. 

En foi de quoi, lea Pleni-
potentiaires soussignes ont 
appose leurs signatures et 
!curs cachets an has du 
present Traite. 

Fait a Paris, le dix fevrier 
mil neuf cent quarantesept, 
en langucs russe, anglaise, 
francaise et bulgare. 

3a C0103 CoBeTchlur CognamenviecaRx Pecrty&mx: 
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIEUQUES SOCIALISTES: 
3a Omonz Ha aBeTexgre Coipiaxerainecam Peny6Amun 

[SEAL] 

IsEAL] 

[For romanization of the facsimile signatures, see p. 2063.] 

B pecroaepeinre Ha no-
CIO ;foxier:Hume Irmo-
Herrmann imanneara Ha-
eTOMIHIR Aoronop n ROAR-
Room aspxy Hero ileum-
re en. 
liammeno It Hapax Ha 

pycari, aHranilecn, (Ivan-
Hyariut ii &Luapula eaa-
um RR ;twin guapyapH 
slum° AelleiCTOTRY1 quit-
pfixecer is reama manna. 



TREATIES

:*a (HfOCeHneH( c loPOi1eCTBhJBeljCKIIoo6paT3m H CeBepnof HpJIaHA:
FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:
POu1 L.E I4OYAUME-UNI I)E GRANIE-BRETACNF. ET FDIRLANDE DU NORD:
3a C,-eAHHHOTO I;paJ.Tc-r IKI BCJHxo6pirraIHa H CenepHa Hpiaiwia:

3. CouA"RHIcllllU IIITam AmeprHn:
FOM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

POUR LtS ETATS-UNIS DAMERIQUE:

lTlR:

2056 [61 STAT.
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[szeb) 

[szia. 

COORMICHHOO RopoaeBenwikainco6pErrannn H CeBepHOB Hp.IMHAHH: 
FN THE UHITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
PoUR LE BOYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETACNF: ET D.IRLANDE DU NORD: 

3a CleRHHCHOTO lipa.nrroo irn BOJIHEO6pItTaHRFI a Cenepna AranAssn 

331 COCARIIFIIIILIC M OTU AMepHEIT: 
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICI: 

PoUR LES ETATS-BNIR WA/Unit:41E: 

Aumnemire Auepx Mani: 
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3» ABcipajo:
Fot AusrIAru:
PoUR L'AuSTnL:

Ba Aacpama:

[(sAL]

3a Breopyccpo CoBeTrcKy) Cowusaulclmslccyo Pecumy6ng:
For THE BYELORUSSUN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE t e BIELORUSSIE:
3a Beuo-PycKaTa OCiBeri Cowwunctqocix Penoy&ma:

[srAL]

6'·b X . · k? 44A 4t
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3a Aserpaxam: 
Foa AusraArIA: 
POUR L'Ausruus: 
3a Aserpaxaa: 

[SEAL] 

• /3.14-4 44/ 
LI 

3a BeAopyccaro Cosercapo Coujimocrwiecuyio PecHy&may: 
FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOYIETIQUE SOCIALISTE nc BIELORUSSIE: 
3a Bexo-Pyczara Omen= COIIIMUCTMOCKS Peorimaa: 

(SEAL] 
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3a qIexOc.uoimHll o:
FoR CZECIIcSLOAIKIA:

I'OUR LA T(:IIEC(SLOVAQUIE:

3a qexoc.ioaaKim:

[ELAM

[SFAL]

3;1 Ipeimo:
Fon GREECE:

POUR LA GRECE:
3a I'lnlMi:

[S:AL]

[S.AL]

-r

2058

C( e.ci^ A -

^A /
Q

R·R /
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3a qtEOC:1011.1t1110: 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 

N UR LA TcHECoSLOVAot:IE: 

3a tlesocaosucnn: 

[sur..1 

[SEAL] 

3a rpewno: 
FOR GREECE: 

FOUR LA GRECt: 

33 notas: 

[SEAL] 

[SEAL] J. 

g Iceece7 
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33 Hmno:
FOR INDIA:

POUR L'INDE:

3a HiIAna:

[sr.L]

aAce

3a Honyro 3e.JIaIArlH:
FOB NEW ZEALAND:
POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE:

3a II(oB; 3cAaHaUl:

i[Ll]
ezll•)l-
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3a Hunio: 
FOR INDIA: 
POUR LINDE: 
3a Huns: 

[ar.A] 

3a Honro 3enatiAmo: 
FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
POUR LA NoUVELLE-ZELANDE: 
3a Man 3enaaama: 

[ARAL) 



2060

[SEAL]

(5/

3a IO)Ho-Aq)pmcKaHCct Corn:
FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICNE::

3a KhIHo-AjpHKaHCKr a CIom:

[SAL]

TREATIES

3a YKpaHHCKYIO COBeTrKyK) CoMHmajcrc'qecxyi PecnyksWy:
FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE:

3a YKpaihlCKraTa CBCTCKI Co0nHa.BCTHmeca Peny6mxa:

[61 STAT.

C-thl

c~h~tk,
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3a hcpaancaym Coaerexpo Cognaancmgeocpa Peony6.ulay: 
FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE: 

3a YapatineKara Claeroca Coullazacmeoca PeruUna: 

[SEAL] 

3a 10amo-A4pmcaxeauft Coma: 
FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 

POUR L'UNION SUD•AFRICAINZ: 

3a 1031(HO4SPHIC/MCKIla OLEO: 

[szAil 

v 0 24,A-it 

[61 STAT. 
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3a (eAepaTnHyo Hapoxwpo Pecuy&6ay IrocxaBm:
FOR TRE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUCOSLAVIA:
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULAIRE DE YOUCOSLAVIZ:
3a HapojnHaTa DeAepaTaBsa Peny&6na I0rocaBau:

[SEAL] / '

[SEAL]

[SEAL] - j r

Sa Bomirapmo:
FOR BULcAIA:
POUR LA BULCARIE:

3a Bsrapa:

[SFAL]

[SEAL]

[sr-,AL]

MuEnumepcmeo Hmocmpanwur .l'eA Omooaa COomecux Co'uaeucmuec PecnSyAus yooemo.aeDSem. c TDuLwtflti naamui tmn .,, 1 , ~ . ... 1 --..W f W
.Cozoeopa c.
Sponuycacco
Ia xpawuri

na pac
· fftu Huntu

....

.... · ,ntU uy-u-nm .msemcm tfepHoa xonueaU Mup#nozs llapu"ce 10 bepaMi 1947 eoda Ha pyccato, oauozma.c;r odaxo a83nAsfpe, noAuusmmr omoposo uaxoau,,c° sma Co01a Cosemcnsu CofuaJuecmuWenux Pecnyl6AU.
TAo KoAnezuu u Haa waAsu L omtom o- llpasom npa.,.ZeA CCCP. .. .-

~fvOc. rOI¥YHCKMt..
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1.a xpanesuu e a 
Ha pacnop 

ArNUJ; MUUUC 

3a (DeAepannurpo Hamm% Pecrry6may 10roc.xasain 
FOR TRE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC or YUGOSLAVIA: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERATIVE POPULA1RE DE YOUGOSLAVIR: 
3a !Lipman (Degepamana Perry6ainca 10rocaasna: 

[BEAL] 

[SEAL] 

[sr.m.] 

8a BoArapmo: 
FOR BULGARIA: 
POUR LA BULBAR'S: 
3a Bizrapsa: 

plitAL] 

[SEAL] 

••• thra-taLP 

Munuomperneo Hnocinpannux Hen Coma Cooemenux COtfUZSAUCMUKCCICUX PecnigAux ydocnto-
oepnern c npuJancemunm nevamu. NMo nacmosuiud dorymenm .46.4.1setncn 'Jepson tconuell Mupsozo 
2Cozo•opa c Banaapued, nodnucammozo e Hapuolice 10 gdeepaAn 1947 zoda pycaccut astz..sudeno.se 
p5panuipcscom u dor 

•-• 

A ' 
• .1",, . • • 

xa.v 6 °dna.* occzennaLsipe, no8Autosun nYnnopozo uaxodumen 
Coma Cooetnexux Coqua.6uensuyeacus Pecny6Auw. 

larrgen Kan.aezuu u Hava.4.nun Hoz000proo-Hpaoatozo Ynpae-
Jut; CCCP. 

C. POJTYHCHEIR, 



WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of June
5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise and consent
to the ratification of the said Treaty;

WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United States
of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the
Senate;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 38 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall
come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics of ratifications by the United States of America, by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by the United States of
America, by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

AND WHEREAS an instrument of ratification was also deposited with the Govern-
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by Bulgaria;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace
with Bulgaria to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall
be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America and
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further proclaim
that the state of war between the United States of America and Bulgaria terminated
on September 15, 1947.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America
to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of
[ EA] our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independence

of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second.
HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
ROBERT A LOVETT

Acting Secretary of State
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of June 
5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise and consent 
to the ratification of the said Treaty; 
WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United States 

of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the 
Senate; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article 38 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall 

come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government of the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics of ratifications by the United States of America, by the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland; 
WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government of the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by the United States of 
America, by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 
AND WHEREAS an instrument of ratification was also deposited with the Govern-

ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by Bulgaria; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United 

States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace 
with Bulgaria to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall 
be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the 
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America and 
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further proclaim 
that the state of war between the United States of America and Bulgaria terminated 
on September 15, 1947. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America 

to be hereunto affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of 
[SEALI our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independence 

of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
ROBERT A LOVETT 

Acting Secretary of State 
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Note by the Department of State

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures:
FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

V. MOLOTOV
A BOGOMOLOV.

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:
ERNEST BEVIN
DUFF COOPER

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
JAMES F BYRNES
JEFFERSON CAFFERY

FOR AUSTRALIA:

JOHN. A. BEASLEY

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
K KISSELEV

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

JAN MASARYK.
V CLEMENTIS

FOR GREECE:

LEON V. MELAS
R. RAPHAEL

FOR INDIA:

S. E. RUNGANADHAN.

FOR NEW ZEALAND:

W. J JORDAN

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
I. SENIN

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:
W. G. PARMINTER.

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA:

STANOJE S. SIMIC
RODOLJUB COLAKOVIC
Dr PAVLE GREGORIC

FOR BULGARIA:

K GEORGIEV
A OBBOV
T KOSTOV
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Note by the Department of State 

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 

V. M OLOTOV 
A BOGOMOLOV. 
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FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
ERNEST BEVIN 
DEFT COOPER 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

JAMES F BYRNES 
JEFFERSON CAFFERY 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 

JOHN. A. BEASLEY 

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

K KISSELEV 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 

JAN M ASARYK. 
V CLEMENT'S 

FOR GREECE: 

LEON V. MELAS 
R. RAPHAEL 

FOR INDIA: 

S. E. RUNGANADHAN. 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

W. J JORDAN 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

I. SENIN 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 

W. G. PARMINTER. 

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 

STANOJE S. SIMIC. 

RODOLJUB C'OLAKOVIC 
Dr PAVLE GREGORIC 

FOR BULGARIA: 

K GEORGIEV 
A OBBOV 
T KOSTOV 
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The certification on page 2061 reads, in translation, as follows:

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
certifies by the seal affixed hereto that the present document is a true copy of the
Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria, signed at Paris on February 10, 1947, in the
Russian, English, French and Bulgarian languages in a single copy, the original of
which is preserved in the archives of the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.

By order of the Minister, Member of the Collegium and Chief of the Treaty-
Law Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R.

February 26, 1947.

[SEAL] S. GOLUNSKI.
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The certification on page 2061 reads, in translation, as follows: 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
certifies by the seal affixed hereto that the present document is a true copy of the 
Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria, signed at Paris on February 10, 1947, in the 
Russian, English, French and Bulgarian languages in a single copy, the original of 
which is preserved in the archives of the Government of the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics. 
By order of the Minister, Member of the Collegium and Chief of the Treaty-

Law Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. 

February 26, 1947. 

[sEAL] S. GOLUNSKI. 
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Treaty of peace with Hungary. Dated at Paris February 10, 1947; February 10, 1947

ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America . . . 1651]

June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of
America June 14,1947; ratification of the United States of America
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Moscow
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United
States of America September 15, 1947; entered into force September
15,1947.

95347 -49-PT. II---70
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Treaty of peace with Hungary. Dated at Paris February 10, -1947; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
June 5, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of 
America June 14, 1947; ratification of the United States of America 
deposited with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at Moscow 
September 15, 1947; proclaimed by the President of the United 
States of America September 15,1947 ; entered into force September 
15 , 1947. 

February 10, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1651] 

95347 °-49--PT. II 70 
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Hungary, dated at Paris February 10, 1947,
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America,
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, the Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
and Hungary;

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and
Hungarian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows:
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS the Treaty of Peace with Hungary, dated at Paris February 10, 1947, 
was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America, 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, 
Canada, Czechoslovakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist 
Republic, the Union of South Africa, the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
and Hungary; 

WHEREAS the text of the said Treaty, in the Russian, English, French, and 
Hungarian languages, as certified by the Foreign Office of the Government of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is word for word as follows: 
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MHPHbIIH AOrOBOP

C BEHrPHEH

1947 r.
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MHPHbln ,./0110BOP 

C BEHFPHEn 

1947 r. 
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COiO3 COBCTCEHX CoICaXLaCTHqecKix PecnIy6mEm, CoeiHHeHHoe
ICopojeBcTBo BeJimo6pHiTaHua E CeBepHioii HpjiaHIHH, CoeImleHHIie
IITaTlI AMepmct, ABCTpajim, Bejiopyccraa CoBeTKaa CoAHaJmcTHIe-
CiKa PecnIy6Jmia, aHaa, a T exocJIOBaRKH, I/IHH Sa, HoBaa 3 eaaHuHa,
YrpalHCraa CoBeTceaa CogHaIamcIEQecKaa Pecny6mema, IOaHO-Aqpn-
KaHCKHEa CoIO3 i <(e,;epaTHBHaa HapoAHaa Pecny6njica IOrociIaBnI, Kic
rocyAapcTBa, HaxofaimHeca B COCTOamHH BOfOHB C BeHrpHef H aKTHBHO
yqacTBoBaBmHe THB BpaeK rcyapB B OTB paec rocap B EBpone
cyIMeCTBeHHbIMH BOeHHbIMH KOHTHHreHTaMH, HMeHyeMbIe B AaJibHeHmeM
<<CoIo3HIe E CoeiAHHeHHIe ,i;epacaBi>>, c oAHOH CTOpOHLI,

n BeHrpHa, c Apyroii CTOpOHbI,

IIplHHmaa B B BHHMaHHe, xtTO, CTaB COIO3HHKOM rnTJIepOBCKEO Pep-
MaHHH H yqaCTByS Ha ee CTOpoHe B BoAHe PB OTHB Coim3a CoBeTCmH
CoHajmcTmec ecHmx PecIy6jmm, CoeAHHeHHoro KopojeBCTBa, CoeAn-
neHHbix miTaTOB AMepHmm H Epyrax 06EegMHeHHnlx HaIAHHi, BeHrpna
HeceT CBOI 0O OJ OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 3a DTy BOHIHy;

IIpHHHaa, OAHaKo, BO BHHmaaH e, qTO 28 ,eKa6pa 1944 rona BeH-
rpa nHopBaja OTHomeHHa c PepMannea, o6sBnma BOHHy FepManIlH H
3arHjoqEza 20 aHBapa 1945 roaa IIepeMnpHe c IIpaBHreBcTBaMH Comi3a
CoBeTcKHx CognajmcTHqecKHx Pecny6mJHi, CoeHHeHHoro IKopojeB-
CTBa H CoeAnHeHHbIx IIRTaTOB AMepHnH, AeHCTBOBaBmIMH OT HMemH
Bcex 06LeAnHHeHHux HainH, HaxoHIBBmXCa B COCTO9HHH BOHn C
BeHrpHeA; H

IpHHnIMaa BO BHHMaHHe, ITO COIo3HbIe H CoeHHeHHme AepmKaBs
H BeHrpmH aeJiaioT 3aKIIoqHTb MHnpHbfi AorOBOp, KOTOPpbI, COOTBeTCTBys
InpHHmHnma cnpaBeAJmBocTm, yperyJmpyeT BOnpOCU, ocTaiomneca enme
HepemeHmMIH B pe3yJ[mTaTe lepeqIHcjeHHMX Bbfme co6BimI, H aBHTCS
OCHOBOH ApyeecTBeHHmx oTHomeHHH MeMy iHMH, TeM caMmm AIaBaa Co-
I03HIM H CoexmfBeeHHuM epazaBaM B03MOmEHOCTB noAepacaTB o6pa-
ueHHne BeHrpn o nIpnHaMTW ee B qjeHU OpraHH3aanu O6eAHHeHHbeux
Hamim, a TaKse o npHcoeJAmeHfnH BeHrpim K JIo6oi KOHBeCHIH, 3a-
rJiqeHHOR no noqHHy OpraHH3annn 0 6teAmHeHHux Hamii;

B cOOTBeTCTBHH C aTHM pemHjmi o06aBHTb o nPpepaineHmH COCTOS-
mHH BOHUHbI H aH 3a TO IeJIH 3aKjIIHTb HaCTOaIIHi MlPHHbI AOrOBOp
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C0103 COBeTCKI4X COAllaJITICTHIleCICHX PeCily6JIBIC, COOAERIeHHOe 

Ii0p0.7IeBCTBO BeauKooprrramin II CeBepHoil flpJIaHnn, COeWITIeHlibIe 

111Tana Aistepnitn, Ancapaana, Beaopycema ConeTelma CoHnameTme-

euaa Peen-yomm, KaHa1ja, 1Iexoc.aonauna, Flinkna, Honaa 3e.aaHAna, 

YlcpanHeitaa ConeTelma Cognamcimemaa Pecnyomm, lOacHo-AcPpn-

KaHertnil Coloa nOeAepamBHaa Hapogaaa Peeny6mma 10romaHml, Halt 

roemapena, naxownweca B COCTOSITIMI BO.JThI C Beffplleff aRTITBHO 

yqacmoBaHnine B BOiHe IVO= BpaacecKrix rocpapcm B Espone 
cynkeemeHmamn BOeHHLIMH rdonTunueHTaMn, nmenyembie B azmierTmem 

qC01031-1Me n COCAIIHeHHLIe Aepatam», c oAHoff CT0p01113I, 
n BeHrpna, c jtpyroti CT0p011bI, 

IlpnHnmaa BO BHTIMaHrle, ITO, CTaB C0103FIHNOM IRTJIepOBCKOff Pep-
al= H riacmya Ha ee cTopolle B mime lIpOTHB C0103a COMMIX 

Connamentgeemx Peciryomn, Coeinniennoro ItopoaeHema, Coeukt-

IleHHba IIITaTOB AMeprIltil 11 Apyrax 06sexnuieHmAx Hamel, BellIpla 

HOCeT CB010 ,g0J1.10 OTBeTCTBellHOCTII aa aTy Hamm 

IIpmnuma, oloTaxo, BO Hifemaune, 1ITO 28 xcem5pa 1944 roAa BeH-
rpna nopHaaa OTHOBIeHIIR c Pepmanaeli, 061)YIBHJIa softy PepmaHan H 

aaaJnoanza 20 anHapa 1945 rojka llepelimpne c IlpaHnTemernamn Colon 
Corwrcimx Cougamernaecanx Peary6.anK, CoemmeHHoro ItopoaeH-

CTBa H C0e,11,1IllellIBIX IIITaTOB AMepHICH, AerICTBOBaBIIIEtMil OT mmHg 

Heex 06semnieHnba Hain, Haxognannixca B COCTORHILTI BOATILI C 

BeHrpneti; n 

ilpirHuMasi BO HHnmanne, C010311bIe H COCAHHeHHbIe iikepacaBbi 

H BeHrpna aceamoT 3aKJII0I111Th MnpHblii oroBop, EOTOpLIIII COOTBeTCTByil 

nprunuuram enpanexanHoern, ypery.anpyeT Honpoem, ocTaionnateen ene 

nepernenmatu B peaprvraTe nepeimmenmax mane cool-brink II aHrrrea 

ocHoHort ApyzecnemErmx OTHOMOBliff meawy Bnm, TM camum AaHaa Co-

10311bIM 11 COegEMOMMIM ritepasaBam B0331021{HOCTI, noirjr,epatam o6pa-

ineHne BeHrprin o IrpimaTim ee B wienbi Oprannaamm 06TA1(1111e1IFFMX 

Hannii, a Taxace o npncoemnenan Benrpnn Id II060ft 110}113e1141M2 aa-

it.inotieHnoft no Hominy Oprannaarnm OfteAnHeniffax 

B COOTBeTCTBIIII C DMA pemmin o6sannm o npeapankenna COCT011-
HEM BOREN H JIH 3TOil iem 3a1CJIKRIBTb nacToanwftMripm ,II0r0B0p 
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I Ha3HaIHJIH jIam SToro HHzenoIInHcaBImIXCH B RaqecTBe CBOHX IIOJI-

HOMO'qHIX IIpeAcTaBITejieie, KOTOpIMe IO HpeACTaBJIeHHH CBOHX IIOJIO-

Moqtlfi, HafieHHBIx B nopaKe H Hagiiemaieeii e opMe, corjacuHmcb o
caeAyiomn.X nlocTaHOBJennifx:

4ACTb I.

rPAH 14bl BEHrPHM.

CTaTBa 1.

1. rpaimng BemrpmH c ABCTpHei H IOrocJIaBHefi ocTaHyTca Ta-
RHMH, KCa OHH cyi;eCTBOBaJZ Ha 1 aHBapS 1938 ro:a.

2. PemeHa BeHecoro Ap6Hrpama OT 30 aBrycTa 1940 roa
06 baBsJo Tcs HecyinecTByIonWm.. rpamHia Mesay BeHrpHei H PyMi-
mHefi, cyigecTBOBaBIma Ha 1 aHBaps 1938 rola, HacToamHM BoccTaHaB-
JIHBaeTCS.

3. rpaHmia Mea;y BeHrpHefi H COIO30M COBeTCKHX CouInain-
cTHqecIHx Pecny6jmK OT TOIKH, o6miefi Ia rpaHlmUi aTx AByx rocy-
SapcTB H rpaHHmin PyMbmH , jAO TOqKH, o6Mnei jiz rpaHHu 9STHX ByX
rocyAapCTB H rpaHHubi TIexocIOBacHH, yCTaHaBjZBaeTca BAOJIb npea-
neH rpamHHuri Mem:y BeHrpnefi H HexocJAOBaKHetf, Kar OHa cyniecTBo-
Baia Ha 1 sHBaps 1938 ro:a.

4. a) PemeHma BeHcCoro Ap6mrpaaa OT 2 Hoa6ps 1938 ro:a
6OiaBJaSKrTCs HecyJiecTByioJmm.

b) rpaHHIa MeaAy BeHrpHefi H IexocAoBaKHef OT TO'IH,
o6H1;eii ia rpaHEHmi BTHX AByX rocyapcTB H rpaimHqb ABCTpnH, Ao
TOIKH, o6me JIe Aia rpaiHHbi aTHX AByx rocyapcTB H rpamimI CoIoaa
CoBeTCEeH CogEHaimcTHqecEHx Pecny6mna, HaCTOsnHHM BOCCTaHaBaH-
BaeTCH, KaE OHa cyEnecTBOBaija Ha 1 aHBapa 1938 ro;ga, 3a ncrjcoqeHHne
H3MeHeHmns , BrlTeiaomnero H3 noJioeHif cjeayIomiero IInojInry a.

c) BeHrpHa lepeaacT qexocr0OBarHH epeBHH ropBaTsrapqa-
Jiy, OpomIap H AyHaiyH BMecTe c ncinaHefica 3a TnMTu nro raaacTpam
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HaaHatnuni 71,JJA aToro imaterrowcacammxca B itatiecTse CBOHX HOJI-

HOMOIMI)IX lipeACTaBHTe.lIerl, KOTOpI3I0 Ho HpeAcTaBaeHHH CBOHX HOJIHO-

HaiiikeHmax B Hopswte H Hameatamert (bowie, comacHdracE. o 

CJICATIOHOIX nomHoallermax: 

LIACT b I. 

rPAH lil(bi BEHrP1414. 

Oramn 1. 

1. rpaminbi BeHrpnn c Ancipna H 10rocAaBHeil ocTaHyTcH Ta-
MIMI, Hart oHn cynkemonaza Ha 1 zaaapH 1938 roita. 

2. Pemerm5l BeHcHoro Ap6livalga or 30 airy= 1940 raga 
0611MJISHOTC11 HecyinecTnylonnimn. rpanana MeacAy BeHrpHeii H Ppm-
Huai, cyth,ecisoBaHman Ha 1 ausapa 1938 roAa, HacToamnm noccTaHan-
mamma. 

3. rpaHnna mentAy BeHrpnert H ,,0103031 COBeTCICHX C04130211-
CTIFIeCICHX Pecny6Apac or TQIIffl, oonceftji.iin rpannnbi OTHX AByx rocy-
gape's H rpaHnum PyMbIHHH, JJo TO 1EH, ofteit A.usi rpaHnina 9THX ;Aux 
rocy/Aapcm ii rpamigm IlexocaoBamm, ycTaHaBanaeTea BAOJIL npeic-
Hei meatAy BeHrpnell H IlexocAoHartneA, Hare oHa cyrgecno-
naaa Ha 1 aHnapa 1938 roAa. 

4. a) Pelnerma BeHcRoro Apompaza OT 2 Hon6pH 1938 roAa 
06141BASHOTCSI Hecylikempouorm. 

b) PpaHHHa meacily BearpHell H tlexocxoBaKHeit OT 

ofteil AAR rpaHnum aTra AByx rocpapcmii rpaHnnm ABCTpHH, ,T(0 
TWITCH, othgeil ,gJIi rpaHngbr alTIX Iwyx rocyjAapcm H rpannum Coma 
COBeTCICHX COIWaJIHCTIllieCICHX Pecny6anK, Haciosograt BOCCTaHaRl1H-

Baena, Rare °Ha cy.t.gecnosaaa Ha 1 ansapH 1938 roAa, aa HCICJI1011eHlteM 
namenenna, nureHanffnero Ha Hoaoatermii caexpoigero HojAnyurra. 

c) BeHrpm nepeAacT Ilexoczosamm AepesucH l'opBanzpo:Da-

Ay, Oponmap 11 ,lkyHagyn mem c Imcmgefica aa HHMH no naAacipam 
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TeppHTOpHeH, KaK IIOKa3aHO Ha KapTe IA, IIPHJIOKeHHOH K HaCTOmITeMy
,loroBopy. B CooTBeTCTBHH C 3THM qexocJIOBaiRKaa rpanHHa B 9TOM
cemTOpe 6 yAeT ycTaHOBajeHa caieyionwIm o6pa3oM: OT TOqtH, o6igef

Ama rpaHim ABCTpEm, BeHrpHiH H exojoaBaKaa, aKK OMH CyIeeCTBOBaJI
Ha 1 aHBapa 1938 roAa, HbIHemHmla BeHrepo-aBcTpHiciKaa rpaHm]a cTa-
HeT rpaHnefie MeamAy ABCTpHei H l eXOCJIOBaKHei BIIJOTB AO IyHITa,
pacnoJroaeHHoro npHMepHo B 500 MeTpax K Iory OT BbICOTI 134 (3,5 KM.
ceBepo3anaAHee AepKBH B PaMia), HpHqeM 9TOT nyIKT CTaHeT 06mIHM
Irsa rpaHmE Tpex IIoHMeHOBaHHbix rocyaapCTB; OTCIOa HOBas rpaHnra
MeMCAy IexocjoBaKHen H BemrpHeHi InoAeT B BOCTO'HOM HanpaBJieHHH
BAOJM CeBepHOAi KaxacTpOBOH rpaHHbI AepeBHH Paiia K npaBomy 6epe-
ry ;ynas A Io IyHKTa, pacnIIOJoeHHoro inpHMepHO B 2 rM. X ceBepy OT
BEICOTbI 128 (3,5 KM. K BOCTOKy OT 4epXBH B PaHia), rAe HOBaa rpaHmia,
npoxosfa no rJIaBHOMy cyAoxoAHHoMy pycjy ,Ziaa, coeuHHnmTCa c qexo-
CJIOBaIKo-BeHrepcKoHi rpaHHmeri, cyI;ecCTBoBaBmeH Ha 1 aHBaps
1938 ro:a; IIJOTHHa H BOOCJIHB B rpaHniax :epeBHH PaHKxa ocTaHyTca
Ha BeHrepcKOHi TeppHTopHH.

d) ToqHaa anaHH HOBOie rpamHEI MeateAy BeHrpHnei H lexo-
cIOBaKaHei, ycTaHoBJIeHHaa B npeAb HIyn eM ioAnyHnTe, 6 yAeT onpeAeae-
Ha a aMeCTHOCTIH norpaHHIHOiH KOMHCCHe, COCTOaneii H3 rrpeACTaBHTe-
aef AByX aaHHTepeCoBaHHbIx IpaBHTeJiaCTB. RoMHeCeCna AOaj a aaKOH-
qINT CBOIO pa6oTy B TeqeHHe AByX MeCSIeB CO AHs BCTynJIeHHa B CHAy
inacToaIero ,oroBopa.

e) B cajyae HeaaimoqeHMa BsycTopoHHero corjameHHH
Meacmy BemrpHei H 'IexocCJIBaKIiei OTHOCHTeJIbHO iepeceaieHfl B BeH-
rpmo HaceAeHIHa nepexoamiero pafioHa, 'IexocjosBaKa rapaHTHpyeT
HaceJeeHo a3Tro paioHa nomHwIe npaBa qeJoseKa H rpazammaHHa. Bce
rapaHTHH H npeporaTrBBi, inpeAycMOTpeHHbIe B 'exocaoOBaaKo-BeHrep-
CKOM Corjamemm OT 27 4eBpaxa 1946 ro:)a OTHOCHTemJHO o6MeHa
HaceJIeHHeM, 6 ygyT npHMeHarca KIE araM, Ao 6 pOBOJbHO BBIexaBnmM
H3 paHona, nepexoAmaero lK 'exocjoBaKm.H

5. PpaHnmbi, OnmcaHibie BbIme, noaa3aHLI Ha KapTaX I H IA
B IIpaaomeHmeI I R HnaCToameMy AoroBopy.
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Tepprrropnell, Halt HoHmaHo Ha 'mine IA, HpruioateHHoltIt HacTon:wig 
AoroBopy. B COOTBeTCTBFIll C DIM! tlexocAoBawcaa rpainina B OTOM 

ceitTope 6yAeT yoTaHonaeHa caeityloraHm o6pa3om: OT TOLIKU, o6Hkert 
J15Irpannn ABcTprra, Benrprin H llexoc.aosainni, Kan OlnIcylgecTnosaan 

Ha 1 ansapa 1938 roAa, BeHrepo-aHcrprdicitaa rpamilla cm-
HOT rpannuert mentiky AncTpHeii H -11exocaoBaitHert BILIOTb ;Ice, nyinua, 

pacnomateHHoro Hprimepno B 500 meTpax it Tory or BbICOTIA 134 (3,5 KM. 

cesepo3anaAHee HepKBEE B PaitEa), Hputiem OTOT fryHKT CTalleT 06111cHM 

rpaHrin Tpex HonmeHoHaniffax rocy,Rapcm; oTclo,Tka HoHaa rpaHrina 
Meaty IlexocaoHalcHertn BeHrpHeil HofiAeT B BOCTOMIOM HanpaHaennu 

cenepHort ItaikacTpoBori rpaimgm Aepeimm Parma it HpaHomy 6epe-
ry yHan 0 HynitTa, pacnoawitennoro npnmepHo B 2 KM. It ceHepy OT 
BlICOTTA 128 (3,5 KM. It BOCTOKy OT HepuBH B Paika), re HOBaa rpm:Irma, 

HpoxoAn no maBHomy cy,r(oxoAnomy pywry AyHan, coeiuunrrea c ilexo-
cAosarnzo-nenrepcitori rparnmeti, cynoentoBanraeti Ha 1 HnHapa 
1938 roAa, WIOT1411a n BOA0e./1313 B rpaHalkax Aepennn Patin ocTaHyTcH 
Ha Beffrepcitoci Tepprrropm. 

d) TOMIan .7111111111 HOBO rpainaua Meaty BeHrpneri H tlexo-
cmHaitHeri, ycTanosaefinan B npeir,Emythiem HownitTe, 6yAeT onpeAeae-

Ha Ha MeeTHOCT11 Horpammori I-commend!, cocTonmeil 113 HpeAcTarme-

aeri Anyx 3arrffrepecosambix Ilpanurancm. ROM/Wenn AOJIntHa 3an0H-
MITE, CB010 pa6oTy B Tegenne Artyx mecagen co Ann BeTy11J1eHMI B cHay 
nacToarnero AoroHopa. 

e) B czyliae He3aEmoileHHH AByuropoHHero coraamemin 
meavky Benrpneri n Ilexoc.aonaltHeil OTHOCHTULHO nepeceaeHna B BeH-

rpm Hace.aeHna HepexomiHero pailoHa, IlexocaoHaitHa rapanTHpyer 
Hace.aeHmo aToro pailoHa maim HpaHa ,Te.lioHerta H rpazAarnma. Bce 

rapaHum H HpeporaTifem, upeitycmovemmie B ilexocaosarmo-BeHrep-
CROM Comm:Henan or 27 cleHpa.a,a 1946 roAa OTHOCHTNII)110 o6mena 

Hace.mennem, 63/Ayr HpilmeHamen IC arum, Ao6poBoaiHo Hmexamilm 
113 pa140na, nepexomakero it IlexocaoHaHHH. 

5. Tpannwl, onHcannme Hbnue, Hoica3ami Ha Hapax I II IA 
ilinuomeHHH I it HacTougemy AoroHopy. 
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qACTb II.

nOJIMHTMECKME nOCTAHOBJEHMR.

PasAen 1.

CTaTba 2.

1. BeHrpnr o6a3yeTcs npHHHsTb BCe Mepbl, Heo6xoAnHMIe AJi

o6ecneqeHHr TOrO, qTO6bI Bce a, HaxoAamnHeca noA BeHrepcKofl

iopnclnKiei, 6e3 pa3.MJIqM pacui, IIoia, I 3bIEKa HI pemrmHH, nIOJIb30-
BaJImcb upaBaMH qejiOBeKa H OCHOBHlIMH CBo60oaMH, BKIsOqaS CB060Ay

c.IoBa, neqaaTH H H3,aaHi, pejmrHo3Horo RyJIbTa, nIIOJTHIecEHx y6e-

ma;eHHi H ny6JaqHbix co6panHfi.

2. BeHrpHa Tamaice npHHHMaeT o6a3aTeJIBCTBo, TTO OeficTBYIOnHe

B BeHrpHH 3aKOHbI, EaK B OTHOmeHEIH CBoero coAepaECaHM, TaE H IpH-

MeHeHHmI He 6yAyT ycTaHaBJMBaTb AHcKpHMIiHaHH HI BJieE, 3a co6o

AfncKpMHHauIm0o JI JIH sBeHrepCKoro rpasmaHCTBa Ha OCHOBaHHH HX

pacbl, noJAa, sp3bIa HIH peJIrHI KEa B TOM, iTO KacaeTCG HX jnqHOCTH,

HnMyiecTBa, 3aHaITHi, onpO eCCHOHaJIbHbIX HJIH 1 HHaHCOBbIX HHTepecoB,

CTaTyca, IIOjnmTH-ecKHx HJm rpamEAancKHx npaB, TraK H JIo6biX ApyrHx

BOnpocoB.
CTaTbII 3.

BeHrpnI, KOTOpaS B COOTBeTCTBIlH C CorzameHHeM o HIepeMHnpm
npoBeJIa MeponpuHnTHI no OCBo60XcAeEHHIO, He3aBICIIMO OT rpaCAaHCTBa

II HaAHOHaJIbHOH npIHHaAJIeiCKICTII, Bcex J1 cII, coAepsKaBnInxcs B 3aKjro-

qeHIIII B CBSI31 C IIX AeTejIbHOCTbIO B nIOJb3y 06'LeAHeeHHEix Hanlfi,

nIIJ 3a HX coqyBCTBIIe 06,eAHHeHHIUM HanIsIM, IHJI BBHAy Hx pacoBoro

npOnCxo3AeHAEII, H MeponIpHsTHaI no OTMeHe AIICKpHMIIHaRHOHHOrO 3a-

KOHOraTeJIbCTBa II BbITeKEaomnx H3 Hero orpaHHqeHHii, o6a3yeTca 3a-

KoHnqHTb npoBeAeHHe 3TnX MepoIIpHmrT H BnpeAb, He npHHRMaTb KEaEHx-

jin6o Mep mmJH 3aKOHOB, KOTOPbIe 6bIZ i 6bi HeCOBMeCTHMb c AeiaMH,

npeAycMoTpeHHbIMH B DTOH cTaTbe.
CTaTms. 4.

BeHrpmn, KOTOpasa B cooTBeTCTBHH c CorjameHHeM o IIepemHpHH

npOBeJIa MeponpiaTna no pocIycEy Bcex HaxoAHBnmxca Ha BeHrep-

CIofi TeppHTopaH opraHH3aaiH )anmlcTCKoro THna: nojaHTEiecKHx,
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LIACTb II. 

1101114141LIECKHE IIOCTAHOBIIEHI4F1. 

Nue!! I. 

CTaTBH 2. 

BeHrpua o6H3yeTca Hp1111aTb BCC mepm, Heo6xoAHmme wur 

o6ecuegeHHH TOD), TITO6bI Bee allga, Haxo,AHHAlleca HO,TI BeHrepcKoft 

ropnc,rumumeft, 5e3 paaintima pacm, Jima, 513131Ea peJulimit, HOJI1330-

BaJmcb HpaBamH tie.aoBexa H OCHOBHbIMH cso6oAamH, BItJIIOLaI eBo6oiky 

caoBa, HetlaTH H H3,AaHal, permrHomoro xy.inaa, II0JulTutleCKHX y6e-

mAelnal H Hy6JIWIHIAX coopaHati. 

2. BeBrpHa Tame HpnHumaeT 06313aTeJibCTBO, TITO AelicTBporgEte 

B BeHrprm 3aKOHM, 'tax B °THOU:WHIM eBoero coAepaxaHHH, Tax H HpH-

meHeHHH, He 63/JAyr yeTaHaBAHBaTI, AlICKpbUHEHarcuu Mil Bileqr, aa c000rt 

Ancxpraumauyllo ji.ira .irm eHrepcKoro rpaacaHeTBa Ha OCHOBaHHEI lix 

pacm, noiia, 113biKa nim peaurria Hag B Tom, nTo xacaeTea HX JIHTIHOCTH, 

rim-mecum, 3aHRTHR, RpO(i)eCCHOHaJiblibIX Him 41111aTICOBbIX HHTepecoB, 

cTaTyca, Homnrieerafx IL1ffl rpaaukancicHx irpaB, Tax u moomx Apyinx 

BoupoCOB. 
CTaTbsi 3. 

BeHipm, KOTOpaR B COOTBeTCTBHII C ComarueHHem o llepemnprin 

Hposem meponpnaTHH HO OCB06WEAeHHIO, He3aBHCHISIO OT rpaacIaHerBa 
HaHrioHam)Hora HpllHameamocTn, BCCX co,tkepacamunxca B 31t.JHO-

CHIIII CW1311 C HX AeyrreammeTmo B HOJIb3y 06"beArilleHHIAX 

HMI 3a HX cagyBcTBne 06T,eiumemmisi flawmm, 11.014 BBH,y IIX pacoBoro 

Hponcxwmerma, H meponpifirrHa 110 oTmeHe AncEpcsnmagrimmoro 3a-

KoHo,gaTe.meTBa H BmTexalonknx 113 Hero orpaHmeHml, o6H3yeTca 3a-
KOHIIHTB HpoBeAeHHe 3TIIX meponpaaTet H BupeAL He HpLammaTb Kamm-

.7m50 mep RAH 3aKOHOB, KOTOplile 6bIJIH 611 HecosmecTlimm c HeaamH, 

npe,vemoTpeHHmmin B TO cTaTbe. 

CTaTbfi 4. 

Bern-pm, KoTopaa B COOTBeTCTBLIII c Cor.ffamemem o IlepemHpHa 

.upoBe.aa mepollpriaTna Ho pocuycny Bcex HaXOXIBIEHXCR Ha BeHrep-

cite Teppirroprea opramnaHai ()amoacTexoro ulna: no.diffiviecuri, 



BOeHHbIX, BOeHH3HpOBaHHbIx, a TamKce Apyrax opraHn3aaiu, setymnx
Bpas:e6Hyio 06eleAHHeHHBiM HauHsM InponaraHAy, BKmioqas peBH-
3HOHHCTCKyIO IponaraHly, - 06a3yeTca H BnpeA: He AOnycEaTB cy-
inecTBosaHms H ,eaTeJIbHOCTH opraHH3aiuHH TaKoro poa, IIpecAie7yIo-
In.H g nejib jmeHHa Hapoia ero AieMoKpaTHqecKHx npaB.

CTaTa 5.
1. BeHrpHn BCTyIIT B neperoBopi c qexocioBaRHeii c ngeJLo

pa3pemeiHm Borpoca o Te HTex Tem MalcKoro aTHnqeCEOrO IIpoHC-
xoCAeHHm, nipomaBaioiiHx B qexocJIOBamHH, KOTOpMIe He 6yayT Hoce-
jIeHI B BeHrpnH B COOTBeTCTBHH C yCTIOBHMH CorjiameHma OT 27 4eB-
paai 1946 roaa o6 o6Mene HaceJenneM.

2. B cAyqae, eCJi B TeMeHHe mecTH Meca;IeB Co AHa BCTyjieHHS
B Ceny HacTomgero roroBopa, corjameeHe He 6yieT ocTHIrHyTO, 'lexo-
CJIOBaiKHa 6yeT HMeTb npaBo IIOCTaBHT 3TOT BOHpOC nepeJ COBeTOM
MHHHCTpOB HHOCTpaHHbIX AeJ C IpOCb6oiH o COAedHCTBIH COBeTa B oO-
CTHneHHm OIEOHqaTejnHorO pemeHmH.

CTaTB. 6.
1. BeHrpHi o06a3yeTca IIPHHMT BCO Heo 6 xoHmhIe MepHI, ITo6bI

o6ecneqnHTb 3aAepsaHRe H BbIHiay AJI cyAa Ha, H"MuH:
a) JfIE, o6 BBHHeMbIX B TOM, 1 TO OHH COBepHIHJIH BOeHHbIe

IpecTynMeHHa H IIpecTynIIeHHa npOTHB mnpa HJH npOTHB qeJIOBeqHOCTH,
:ajHa npmKaa o coBepmelHHH TaKHx ipecTynjieHEi aHi co0eiicTBOBaJi
HX COBepmeHHio;

b) rpaacaH rKaEoHi-JI6o H3 COIO3HbIX I COeAHHeHHbIX Aep-
aaB, KOTOPBIe 06BHHEIOTCS B HapymeHim 3aKOHOB HIX cTpaH H3MeHOi
Wig COTpy¥HuqeCTBOM C BparOM BO BpeMs BOIHiM.

2. BeHrpmH , no Tpe6oBaHmo IIpaBHTejbCTBa 3aHHTepeCOBaHHOH
6Ôe.ImeHHoZH HaimH, o6ecneqHT TaKee aBKy B raqecTBe CBHAeTejeEI

Haxomanxc [a noA ee IOPHCjmHaIne JI1, noRa3aHam KOTOPIx IoTpe-
6ymrTCa iam cy:;a HajA miamH, ya3aaHHiMff B IyHKTre 1 HacTOameH
CTaTEH.

3. BcaKoe pa3HoraacHe OTHOCHre.ITbH npHMeHem m iocTaHOBie-
HEi IlnyHTOB 1 H 2 HaCTOm;eH CTaTLH :OJAmKHO 6ImTb nepeeaHo jo6SiM 3a-
HtrepecoBaHHiMMI IIpaaBHTeCTBO aM ?HIAoMaTHqecKHX MHCCHH
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BOeHlibIX, BOeFfnatip0BaHlIbIX, a Tame upyrux oprammann*, BeAymax 
Bpaume6nym 06seAnnemnam Hanmuf 11ponaraimy, BRJHOLIall peBn-
311011:11CTCHy10 nponarmmy, — o6aayeTca nBnpeAb HO Aonycicam cy-

mecmoBairau n AeRTeJ1bHOCTII oprananguit Tauoro pma, npeemuY10-
TTW X nem) onmemla HapoAa er° Aemoicparaueemx npaB. 

CTaTbfl 5. 
1. BeInpuu BC341114T B neperoBopm c llexocaoBauneff C neJIb10 

paapernemm Burpoca o TeX aurreaux maifbapcRoro annufecuoro 11ponc-
xoucgemm, 11poamBalomux B ilexoc.aosamm, uoTopme no 6ygyr noce-
.1.1011bI B Benrpnii B COOTBeTCTBFIn C yCJI0B11,931FI COMM:HUM OT 27 (150B-
pax( 1946 rma o6 o6mene naemenaem. 

2. B wirae, mill B TetleHlle mem mecageB co ima BeiImam 
B CHJIy nacTomnero eikoroBopa, Gomm:11mm pe 6y,ifeT gOCTRUllyTOI 1:10X0-
CJI0BaRna 6peT H3feTb 11paBo HOCTaBFITb DTOT Bonpoc nepeA COBOTOM 

MBRIICTpOB Fluompannmx Awl c llp0CE60i 0 cmeilemun COBeTa B 
CTIDReHHEI catolniaTe.urforo pemenna. 

CTaTI311 6. 
1. Benrpna obaayeTea Hp Bee neo6xoAumbie mephi, 

o6ecnemrrh 3aAepzanne II Bbmauy JJJIa cyAa Haji MIMIC 
a) JIMA, 06BHIZIeMbIX B TOM, IITO OFIEf COBepHIHJIII BOeHHbie 

upeeTymenua n frpecTymenna /TOMB mnpa HJffl ITPOTHB ne.moBetmocTrf, 

jam npuKaa o COMPHIellnif TalifiX npeeTymenuff rum cogeitenoBaan 
DX COBepHIeH1110; 

b) rpaacxfan RaROrl-M160 113 C0103HbIX ii C0e,41111e11HbIX Aep-

zaB, ROTOpIle 06B11113110TCH B napymemm 3aROHOB iix cyan 1133feHOff 
ujifi COINAHHTIOCTBOM C Bparom BO Bpema 

2. Beurpna, no Tpe6oBanmo llpaBureimema amurrepecoBannoti 
O6iemeimoi flauim, o6ecneinaT Tame 3"BRy B Katfecne eBnir,eTe.aeil 
nammanmxca noff ee lopawanamerf Jum, noicaamma KoToptax rime-

6ylarca ia cyika na matamEt, paaannrom B RyntiTe 1 nacTosianeff 
CTaTI311. 

3. Bea'toe paanormene OTHOCHTeabH0Henna 1IOCTaHOB.lre-
lrir   1112 Hamm:wit CTaTLI1 AOJRRHO 6b1Tb nepe,ffano moan& aa-
naTepeconannum IIpangreabemo]u P.ifaBam ,21,unaomannecKnx Mama 
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CoBeTCEoro CoIo3a, CoeAHHeHHmoro KopoJeBCTBa I CoeHleNHHbx IIITa-

TOB AMepHKH B ByAaiemTe, KOTopBIe ocTHrHyT corjrameHma no BOay
3TOro 3aTpyAHeHa.

PasAen II.

CTaTa 7.
BeHrpnaI o6a3yeTca HPH3HaTb nIOJHyIO CHJIy MEpHbIX jorOBOpOB c

HTaJAHeH, PyMbIHHeH, BoJrapHei H (InHJIMrHA;ne H a pyrH corjiameHrnf

njm yperyJInpoBaHinr, EOTOpbIe 6mH HJI 6 yE yAT AOCT=HHyTbI COIO3HBIMM

H CoeA2HeHHbIMn AepacaBaMH OTHOCHTejIrHo ABCTPHm, repMaHin H
JlnOHHH AJa BOCCTaHOBJIeHSH MHpa.

CTaTbE 8.

COCToIHHe BOHHbI MeaeAy BeHrpHe6 H PyMbIHrne npeepaTHTca co
AHS BCTynHIeHmIa B cHAy IaK HuacTOaiIero MnpHuoro AorBOpa, TaI H
MnpHoro AoroBopa MemAy COIO30M COBeTCKHX CogHlaJmcTHIeCKHX
Pecny6mH, CoeJIHeHHbIM KOOJIpeBCTBOM Bemmo6pTaHnlH H CeBepHoi

IHpjaHAHH, CoeAHHeHHbIMH IITaTaMH AMepEEc, ABCTpajmei, Bejiopyc-
CKOE COBeTCKOH CognHajicTHqectoi Pecny6jmKnoii, RaHa:ofi, Iexocjio-
BaameH, IHHAHef, HOBOH 3ejiaHAiuei , YEpamHCKofi COBeTCKeOi Cogna-
JHmcTIIeCKOH Pecny6jI ofi H K0EHo-ApermaHCEHM COIO30M, c OAHO

CTOpOHbI, H PyMbIHmne, C Apyrofi CTOpOHI.

CTaTbS 9.

BeHrpas o6a3yeTca IlplHHTb JIIo6ble corarIamemi, KOTOpblC 6bIJm
nHi MOryT 6Irrb 3acuIIoqeHbI JII a jiBiniaunn Jlnrn Hanfi H IIocToalH-
HOi IIaJIaTbI MeafyHapoAHoro IIpaBOcyAIa.

CTaTbS 10.

1. Kaacaa CoIo3Hasa HAm CoeAHHeHHaa AepEasa HOTHmnHpyeT
BeHrpHI B TeqeHae mecTn MecareB co AHI BCTyMeHIa B cBAry HacToa-

wIero ,oroBopa o CBOHX 0OBOeHHbIX ;ByCTOPOHHHX oroBOpax C BeH-
rpHeAi, KOTOpbIe aTa ,ZIepaaBa a;ejiaeT COxpaHHTb B CHAJe HJH AeficTBHe
EOTOPbIx oHa EejiaeT B0306HOBHTb. JIIo6bie nojioaeHHa, e Haxoja-
I4neCa B cooTBeTCTBHH C HacToaIMIM AoroBopOM, 6ygyT, oAmHao,
HcCKJIioeHbi H3 BbImIeyInoMaHyTbIX ,orOBOPOB.
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COBeTCHOPO Coloaa, CoemmeHnoro Kopo.aeBcma U COOAHHOHHbIX Iffia-

TOB Ameprim B ByAaneulTe, KoTopme AOCT11111y1 coraamemia no nOBOXy 

aToro aaTpy,wenrisr. 

Pamen II. 

°Tama 7. 

Be}wpm oosiayeTcs{ upnaHaTh moznyio cm.my 11111pHIAX AoroBopoB C 

14Taameti, Pymbnimeft, Boa:raper( H Onnautikmeil n Apyrnx corammeHmil 

HMI yperyamposaHrol, KOTOpMe 61)1JIn ELM 6yrkyr AOCILICHyISI C0103111.13111 

H Coegn1IenHhIMn AepacaBam-13 OTHOCITTOJIbH0 ABCTIMM, Pepmanmm H 
YIHOIMEI za BOCCTaHOBJIOH1111 mitpa. 

CTaTlaff 8. 

COCTOSIHne B011HbI meatAy BemrpmertII Pymbipmell npercpaikticsi co 

JHa BCTy11.11OH1151 B CIL/Iy Halt HacTomkero Mlipnoro Aorosopa, Talc H 

MmpHoro Aorosopa meatAy 001030M COBOTCKFIX CogmaxacTwiecKin 

Pecuy 6JIHR, COO,1111FICHHbIlVE ItOpOJICBCTBOM BOJIHROoplITaH1111 H CesepHoil 

lipJ1aH,11114, C0e1111HCHIILIKEt IIITaTamm Amepmcm, ABcTpaalleil, Be.aopyc-

CROfi COBeTCKOti CoAriaaucTm-gecKoil Pecnyo.amcori, ItaHaAoil, Ilexocao-

BaRmeti, 14HAmert, Hosoli 3e.11awweri, YEpamicKoil CoBeTcRoti Cogria-

J111CTffileCK0ii Pecny6amicortII 10mHo-Ac-Dprmamcraim Comaom, c OAHOR 

CTOpOHLI, 11 Pymbmimeti, C Apyroil CT0p011b1. 

CTaTI351 9. 

BeHlpHil o6a3yeTca Hp111111TI) JII0613I0 comarlleiffig, KOTOphIC 61171H 

HJIH moryT 6brrh 3aKJII0IICHbI AJISI JIII10311,113111111.11nrm Haulii HOCTOHH-

Hoff Ilaaarm MemAyHapomioro lipasocyffui. 

°Tama 10. 

1. ItamAaff Coloamag mai CoemmeHmasi AepEasa noracpilivipyeT 

BeHrprin B Teuemme mem ecaueB co Awl Beryl:1mm' B may Hama-

rAero ,TIoroBopa 0 CBOHX AOBOCHIMIX AsycTopolimix Aorosopax C BeH-

rpneul, KoTopme aTa Aepatasa ;Ream. coxpaminh B cmae HMI AeticTBne 

ICOTOphIX °Ha ;Hemel' B0306110BHM. .71roome HOJIMe111141, He HaxoAsi-

mimes{ B COOTBeTCTBITH C HacTougnm AoroBopom, 6yikyT, ognaEol 

HCICJI1011elib1 113 Bmmeynomallymix AoroBopoB. 
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2. Bce BbIIneyloMaHyTbIe AoroBopbI, o KOTOPbIX 6 y;eT HOTHIII-
aHpOBaHO TaKHM o6pa30M, 6yA YT 3aperHCTPIpoBaHbI B CeRpeTapHaTe
06BeeHHeHHbIx Haqiir B cooTBeTCTBHH co GTaTbei: 102 YcTaBa Opraun-
3auiHH 06TeeAnHeHHIux HaAlWH.

3. Bce BbImeynoMSHyTbIe AoroBopbi, o EOTopbIx He 6yaeT HOTH-
HImJIpoBaHo TaKRHM o6pa30M, 6 yArT cqt TaTbcH OTMeHeHHbIMH.

CTaTLa 11.
1. BeHrpna AOJIMHa B TeIqeHne nepuowa, He UpeBbImalIoi;ero 18

MecsIMeB co Hna BCTynJIeIIH B CHRay HaCToSIm;ero 3 OrOBOpa, InepeAaTb
t0rocJIaBnlH II exocCJoBarHH IrpegMeTbI yaa3aHHbIx HnaUe KaTeropi4h,
cocTaBJIsIomHee IyjIbTypHOe jOCTOaHHe aTHX CTpaH, npOHCxojmIuHe
C HX TeppETOpnHI H nocje 1848 roAa oca3aBmHecs BO BjiaaeHHH BeH-
repcRoro rocyAapcTBa HJIH BeHrepcKnx rocyAapCTBeHHbIx yqpeAteHHnH
BcjeAcTBHe BeHrepcKoro rocnoAcTa HaI a3TMH TeppHTopHaMH, IO-
Topoe nipoAojnsacaoc A:o 1919 roAa:

a) HCTOpaHecHHe apxHBbI, KOTOpue B03HnHIiH Ka elHIHOe neJioe
Ha IorociaBCEKOH IaH qexocjnoBan4Ko TeppHTopnax;

b) 6 n6mJHOTeKH, HCTOpHqeCKHe AOKyMeHTbI, npeaMeTbI CTapHHb
H ApyrHe npeAMeT KyJIbTyphl, KOTOpbIe UnpHaleieaai yqpe;ACeHEIM
Ha IOrOciaBcEKOi HnJH qexocJIoBaIKOii TeppITopHax mHan HCTOpHqecKHM
jimHOCTSM IorocniaBCKoro HJIH 1IexocjoiBaIKoro HapOAOB;

c) oprnIHajiHbei xyAoaeCTBeHHbIe, inITepaTypHble i H ayHbie
npoH3BeAeHiisa, KOTOpble C03aiibi IOroCJiaBCKHMH HAJI qeXOCjOBaIuHIMH
xykAO;KHmEaMH, nIncaTeJIIMH H yqeHbIMH.

2. IpeAMeTbi, RynIeHHbie nJIH InozTqeHHbue B saqecTBe aapa
Hui no HacjeAcTBy, a Tamse opnrHHaJbHnbe npoH3BeneHHM BeHrpOB He
ioAnaaioT rano AeficcTBHe RonoaeoaeHi inynHTa 1.

3. BemrpH Ta ase AojinHa nepeAaTb IOrocniaBHa apxHBI, OTHO-
camIHeca K ITumpnaiC Koi enyTranH , HlUaHPHHnicO H KomhCCHm H K
EijImpHniCKOil KaHnIeJIpHH XVIII BeEa.

4. HIo BCTYnLaeHmm B caJy HaCToamero IoroBopa IIpaBHsTeJLCTB
BeHrpHm AoJ;Ho ora3aTa yIojmoMoqeHHbIM IIpeAcTaBHJiTemLn Krocaa-
Bnn H qexoCJIOBaEiH BCK) Heo6xoA(Hfyo nOMOI om1b a poa3mcKa aTHX
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2. BCe BbIllIey110MallyThIC Aorosopm, 0 KOTOpEIX opeT HoTHcpu-

TuTposano Tamil 06pa3om, 6y,LuTT 3aperHeTpnposam B CeRpeTapHaTe 

061,e,11,1411eHHbIX Haini B COOTBeTCTBEM CO cTaTbeil 102 YeTaBa OpraHH-

3allilll OfteArmeHHmx HaunL 

3. Bee BmnieynomaHrbie AoroBophi, 0 IZOTOplAX He 6rkeT HOTEI-

cionugpoBaHo TaRIIM oopa30m, 6pkyr CUITaTI3CH OTMelleHHEIMH. 

CTaTIAI 11. 

1. BeHrpHsT Ao.rnima B TelleHrie nepHoAa, He upestanaloakero 18 

MeCELIeB CO JIHa BCT3T11.11eHMI B CHJIy HaeTosinkero AoroBopa, HepeAam. 

10rocaamm H ilexocaosaimn Ivo/weTbi yita3ammix mime EaTeropuil, 

COCTaBASII0Blyte itymaypHoe AocTomme DTFIX cTpaH, uponexoganwe 

c EIX TeppnTopHil H Howie 1848 roiTa oria3aBlaneeff BO RaaAeHrm BeH-

repeRoro roeyAapcma MIT BeHrepeRux roeNTapcmemmix ripeacAeHai 

BC.TINICTBITe BeHrepcicoro POCHOJTCTBa Haik TnMu TeppinopHamH, Ice-

opoe up0A0.7nizazoeb Ao 1919 roAa: 

a) HOTOpHileCICHe apxrmbr, KOTOpile BO3IIIIIcJIH IcIc eamoe Heme 

Ha 10I1OCJIaBCEOFI H.TH IleXOCJI0BaII,E011 TeppuTopmqx; 

b) 6E16J1kI0TeICH, HeTopnrieexue AoHymembi, upeAmem eTapuHm 

H gpyre HpeAmer,' xyzyryphr, itoTophie upTmaxlleaca.im ripelmemisim 

Ha 10POCJIaBCICOrI HMI IleXOCJI0BaLIKOR TeppriTopHsTx HJIH ncTopmecKm& 

roroc.aaBcKoro 11.7111 lexoczoBarkgoro Hapo,aort, 

c) opHrma.in,Hbie xyAoateemeHHme, zurepaTypHme ii Harmbie 

npoH3Be,Renna, KOTOphIe CO3,1(aHLI IOTOCJIaBCKIIMH 11.7111 t1exoc.7IoBaInMn 

xmoaanneamH, micaTeamm H yxzemom. 

2. Ilpe,rusfem, Rpmllemme u.,rn HO.ilytieHHbIe B Katieme Aapa 

HMI HO HaCJICACTBy, a Tame OpIHTIHaJ161113I0 HpoH3BeAeHlla BeHITIOB He 

HoAriaAaior no ,gefiCTBlle no.noacemil llyntaa 1. 

3. BeHrpna Tame Afp.amna HepeAaTb 10rocaasm apxasm, OTHO-

en:IA-men IC 14.7LIElpacRoft Aellyraglfli, FairapifticRoil ROTIMCCHH 11 IC 
Fampniicrtoti Rame.asipma XVIII Beim. 

4. ITO scTymaerum B crury HacToagero ,Tkormlopa 11paHHTeathcrso 
Be',wpm A0.112E110 mann y110./HomotieHnhat HpeAcTaBirremm 10rocaa-

BIM H IleXOCJI0BaRIBI BCIO Heo6x0AHrepo HOMOBEcb jiia poamciza 311IX 
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nrpeaMeTOB H rpegTaBaeHMa HX AMa ocMOTpa. IIocae aToro, HO He

no3,rHee o;Horo roAa co naHS BCTyIeJIeHH B CHJIY HaCTOaIHero r3O-
roBOpa, IIpaBnrTeJcCTBa IOrocJIaBHH H tIexOCJIOBaRm II ojI;KHi nepe-
AaTb IIpaBHTe.mJCTBy BenrpEI cincoKR peAMeTOB, Ha KOTOpbIe 6 yayT

IIpeaaIbBJIeHbI peTeH3HU corJIacHO 3TO1i CTaTBe. ECJI IIpaBHTreJcTBo

BeHrpHH B TeqeHHe Tpex MecsaeB CO AHHa iIOJyeHHH CIIHcKa 3aaBHTT

B03pawEeHHa npOTHB BRKjOqeHHI B DTOT CIIHCOK HeKOTOPbIX IpeAMeTOB

H ecjiH He 6yAeT OCTHTrHyTo COrJIameHia Meamxy 3amHHepeoBaHHbIMH
IIpaBHITeJbCTBaMH B TeqeHHe nOCjeAyIOmgero MecSaa, TO cnop AojaseH

6bITb yperyjiHpOBaH B COOTBeTCTBHH C HIOJIOZeHBMH CTaTLH 40 na-

cTosaero AoroBopa.

qACTb IIl.

nOCTAHOBJIEHMH no BOEHHblM BonPOCAM.

Pa3Aein i.

CTaTba 12.

CoAepsaHHe CyXOnyTHbIX H BOeHHO-B3OymEIHbIX BOOpyMSeHH H

yKpenjIeHHi 6yAeT CTporo orpaHmqeHo Tar, qT06bI OTBeqaTb 3aAaqaM

BHyTpemHero xapaKTepa H MeCTHOii o6opOHbI rpaHHI. B COOTBeTCTBHII

c BbImeyKa3aHHbIM BeHrpnH paapemaeTCa uHeTm BOOpyMeHHbIe CHJbI,

He CBbIme sqeM:

a) CyXOIIyTHaa apMHs, BKJIioqas HOrpaHIIHble BOficKa H jlnIqHbll

COCTaB 3eHHTHOii apTHJIIepIl H pelHOiI (JIOTnJIIH, C o6jiefi EiHCJeH-
HOCTBH) JImqHOrO COCTaBa B 65.000 qeJoBeK;

b) BOeHHO-B03AYymHbIe CHAbI quHCeHHOCTbIo B 90 CaMojeTOB,

BKJsIO'aa peaepBHbIe, H3 KOTOpIX He 6onee 70 caMojeTOB 6oeBbIX

THIOB, c 066meiiH HCIeHHOCTbIO JIRqHOrO COCTaBa B 5.000 qeaoBeK.

BeHrpHfI He AOJaZHa HEMeT H m npHo6peTaT caMOJIeTOB, CROHCTpyRpO-

BaHHbIX B OCHOBHOM Rai 6oM6apIHpOBIWlmH c npHCIIOCo6JIeRTHiaMH fi

BHyTpeHHei nIOABeCIeH 6oM6 .

DTa qHCJAeHHOCTB B KaREaOM cJAyqae 6yaeT BKUOR aTb CTpoeBOH, He-

CTpoeBo0 COCTaB H mTra6Hofi nepcoHai.
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upeAmeToB H HpeATAIBJIel11151 HX AAR ocmoTpa. ROUTH OTOPO, HO He 
Hoa,THee oArforo roAa co Alla BeTYHJICHRH B may HacToargero Ao-
roBopa, IlpaBHTeaBcTBa 10rocaaBHH ii TIOXOCJI0Baltrill AOJIMHbI nepe-
JaTb IlpaBHTe.mcTBy BeHrpna CIIRCOIC BpeAmeToB, Ha BoTophie 6-psT 
HpeirhameHbi HpeTeH3Hu COPJIaCHO non" cTame. Ec.irn 11paBRTOJIbCTBO 
Belupus' B TegeHHe Tpex mecaHeB co ARA Ho.drieRgyi clivicua 302B111 
BoapameHnsi RpOTHB BILIROTIRMISI B BTOT CRIICOlt IleltOTOpI)IX IIIMMeTOB 

H eCJIll He 6yikeT AOCTIII'HyTO conaamealla meacAy 3ararrepecoBaHmam 
lIpaBuTe.ncTBarm B TeTieHHe Homemriorckero mama, TO cHop 
6bITb ypery.mpoBan B COOTBeTCTBMI C IIOJIORtelIFIRDIll CTaTbR 40 Ha-
cTomrkero AOPOBopa. 

LIACTb III. 

FlOCTAHOBJIEHIlIFI 110 BOEHHbIM B011POCAM. 

Pa3,geB I. 

Grano" 12. 

CoAepzaHHe cyxonyttimx ii BORHHO-BOWIEMIX Boopymernei 
pcpermeHrtil 6piteT cTporo orpaHrmeno Ta; iiTo6Bi oTBegam 3a,gatiam 
Bnyipermero xapaaTepa H MeCTII0ii o6opoimi rpaHrig. B COOTBeTCTBHll 
c BurueyKaaamthim BempHH pa3peniaeTea Hamm BoopymeHnbie CHJIbI, 

He CBI3Inle Re3,1: 

a) cyxonyTHasi apMHH, BK.inonaa Horpamumme BoticKa 
COCTRB 3e11HTHOil apTEL71.71eplUI H peRHOil c o6nkeil 

.1.B.imoro cocTaBa B 65.000 ne.goBeB; 

b) BOHHHO-B03,gylIIHIAR CRAM IIRCJIMHOCTIJO B 90 camo.aeToB, 
pe3epsHme, 113 KOTOpMX HO 6o.11ee 70 caisto.meToB 6oeBbix 

THROB, C O6LRerl 1111CJIMHOCTIM JIHRHOPO cocTaBa B 5.000 liezoBeK. 
BeHrpm He Aoaama IlMerb lUll BpHoopeTam camo.aeToB, CICOHCTpylip0-
BallHbIX B OCHOBHOM icaic 6om6app,HpoBragicH c nipHcHoco6.aanumm A1151 

Bnyrpeimefi HOABeCER 6om6. 

ara quejienlioom B Kamom cariae 6yAOT BK,lnoqam crpoeBoil, He-
crpoeBori cocTaB H Hrra6Hoil nepcolla.x. 
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CTaTBS 13.
JIHTBII COCTaB BeHrepCeRo apMHH H BOeHHO-B03AymIHbIX CHJI

npeBbmnaiomHO cooTBeTcTBeHHo pa3pemeHHyIo CTaTLei' 12 HincJeH-
HOCTh, 6ya:eT pacnymneH B TeIemrHe mIIecTH Me=reB co ,w BCTyIIeHmie
B CHJry HaCTosmero AoroBopa.

CTaTLB 14.
JhoACcKEe KOHTHHreHTIi, He BXOUImnJHe B COCTaB BeHrepCRoi apMHH

HJl BoeHHO-Bo3AyymHbX CHJI, He 6 yAyT rnpoxo7MT B EaKOH-Jm6o 4opMe
BoeHHoro HJI BoeHHO-Bo3ayymHoro o6yqeHnI, EaK OHO onpeAeJIeHo B
IIpmIoameHHn II.

CTaTLS 15.
BeHrpmn He ~Ao aia mieTm, npoH3BOAJHT HAJIH KCHepHMeHTRpoBaT:

Aio6me BHbhI aTOMHoro BoopyeHmae; EaKHe-jm6o CaMOABHsyinHeC f mTI[
ynpasBAeMLIe cHapaiAbI HAH annapaTBi, CBa3aHIme C HX BbI6pacuIBa-
HieM (3a HCKrnoqeHHeM TopIeA H TopIIeAHbIx anmapaTOB, COCTaBiaIo-
IHX1 HopMaJiHOe BoopyaeHHe BOeHHLIx ropa6jeii, pa3pemeHHHL Ha-
CTOOnmM AoroBopoM); MopcIEe MHMI HaJI TopneibI HeEoHTaETHoro
THna, :AeECTBylonHe OT qyBCTBHTejBHBix MexaHH3MOB; TOpne:Ab, RO-
TOpbIe MoryT 6BITb yEOMnIIeKTOBaHbi JIOALMH; noABoHIue aojiOH HJI
ApyrHe noABOAmie cyaa, TopneHblIe KaTepI H cIneIHajA3HpoBaHHmie
THIIb mTypMOBbIX CyAOB.

CTaTBS 16.
BeMrpHn He AojiaHa coxpaHarm, np0n3BOAF0T HEu npHo6peTaTb

[pyrmM nyTRMH BoeHHbie MaTepHanji H TexHmEy HJI coaepaTn nppOH3-
BOACTBeHHbIe MOInHOCTH A i HX 3rOTOBJeHmi, CBepx Toro, WTO Tpe-
6yeTcs Jia CoAepaaHHS BOOpyEeHHbIX C.m1, pa3pemeHm1x cTaTBei
12 HacTomIero AoroBopa.

CTaTLa 17.
1. H3nmnKH BOeHHEIx MaTepHajiB H TexHKH COof3HOrO npo-

ncxosaemffe 6yryT nepe;lanm B pacuopazeHEe cooTBeTCTBylome*C Co-
103Ho HJIH CoeAHHeHHoi AepaaBLI, corjacHo yEa3amam, KOTOpIe
6yAyTr :aimi TOA AepzaBoE. H3jmi=EH BeBrepKax BoeHnnX MaTepua-
JIOB H TexHHnH 6 yAyT nepeAaHu B paCHopmaeHie IIpaBnTejmCTB Co-
BeTCKOrO CoTO3a, CoemleHeoro CopojieBCTBa H CoemHeHmix IIITaTOB
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CTaTba 13. 
drigHbIrl COCTHB BeHrepcicoli alma" H BOeHHO-B03,AylIffibLX CHJII 

ripesbnnalorrkrat COOTBeTCTBeHHO pa3pemeHuyio cTaTbeil 12 inaczeH-

HOCM, 6meT pacilylikeH B TeireHue BleCTH mecgReH co Awl BCTyHJIeHlifl 
B cruly HacTomgero AoroHopa. 

CTaTbH 14. 
.7hogcmie KoHTHHreHibr, He Hxownme B COCTaB BeHrepcRoti worn 

iLJffl BOeHHO-B03,4y.u1HbIX CHH, He 6y,u,ye Hpoxowni) B RHEOR-JII160 cip`opme 
Hoefmoro HJIH Hoeimo-BoaAyumoro o6ygemm, RE OHO onpeAe.11eHo B 
Ilprmozemm 

Grum 15. 
BeHrpHa He ,I(OJRICHH mien, Hp0113BOAFITb 11.1111 mccuepHmeti.illpoHam: 

Jno6Ne BIWA aTomHoro Hoopyacemm; Rame-.7m6o camoxmacynmeca mm 
ynparumembie cHapami HMI &Timpani, cHaaanume c HX BrApacbma-

HHeM (3a HCRJHOTIeHHeM Topneg H TopneTtmax amiapaToH, COCTHBJ11110-

Trmx Hopmaamme Hoopyzeemm BOOHIMIX icopa6.nefi, paapemeHmax Ha-
cTomircem AoroHopom); mopume MUM WM Top:tem' HeROHTHETHOPO 

ulna, ,geficTiTylom-He OT tlyBCTBUTOJIbHbIX 'Texan-133310H; Topnew, RO-

TopbIe map obITI, yEOMITMETOBUILI .7110X33111; HOABOAlible JIOXECH Hall 

gpyine noxBoxibie cvm, TopHearme KaTepla H crcermaandHpoHamdme 
MUM HirrypMOBbIX cy,AoH. 

CTaTT3H 16. 
Bewpm He ikomma coxparisrm, Hp0113BOARib mm HpHoopeTan 

gpyrram nyTamH Boemme maTepHa.abr ii Teximity Han coAepzarb HpoH3-
BOACTBeHHBIe MORWOCTII HX WarOTOBJIeHFIFI, cHepx Toro, TO Tpe-

6yeTca ,4.7m coxcepatamm HoogyatemBrx CHJI) paaperaemma cameA 
12 HacTonmero Aorompa. 

CTansi 17. 

1. 113JIMBEH 130eHMIX maTepHaaoH H Tent:HRH CORAOPO Hpo-
Hcxoamemm 6yAyT nepeAama B pacHopmenHe cooTHeTcmpomeil Co-

103HOR HMI Coo:mienHoff Aepacam,r, coraacHo yitaaarrnam, KoTopme 
6y4yr Am' T0 jepzaHort. 113.11HHIEH BeHrepcmx Boenniux maTepHa-

.710B H TeXIBIRH 6yAyT Hepeitaubi B pacHopamenue IlparmTanen Co-

HeTmcoro CORM, CoeumenHoro RopoaeHema H Commermux IIITaTos 
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AMepnKn. BeHrpmu oTEaaeTca OT BCex npaB Ha 3TH MaTepHaJbi H

TeXHEIiy.

2. BoeHHbIe MaTepnuajbI U TexmHma repMaucEoro npOHCXOameeH1a
LI1H KOHCTpyKIiIIIIm, nIPcBbimaionHe TO, TTO Tpe6yeTCXa ajMI BOOpyCeHHbIX

CinJ, pa3pemeHHbix HaCTOHoanM joroBOpoM, 6yAyrT nepeaaHbI B pac-

nopHa;eaHie Tpex IIpaBHITejICTB. BeHrpna He 6yAeT lnpHo6peTaTb HJIH.
npOH3BOAHTb KaHix-.jH60 BOeHHbIX MaTepHaaJOB H TeXHHKH repMaH-

cioro nponcxoa;AeHLaM HnJIH OHCTpyKIrnu, HaLU HaHMlMaTb Ha pa6oTy

Inji o6yqaTb KaKEIX-JII60 TeXHHIeCEHX cnelgHaJIHCTOB, BrmJOtiaf BOeH-

HblI II rpaaiKaHCInfi aBHaqHOHHbII nepCoHa.j, H3 qnHCaa JIm, KOTOpbIe
SBJZIIOTC HllJn RBJSIA.mCb rpamAaHaMH repMaHHm.

3. Hjl3mnau BoeHHbIX MaTepHajIOB H TeXHHIH, yHOM1HyTrbIe B

IIyHKTax 1 H 2 HacToslAeH CTaTIH, 6yAyr nepeAaHbI HJ1 yHH1TTOmeHbI

B TeqeHne oAHoro roAla CO gHu BCTyaIIeHHIa B CHAy HacToamgero Ao-
roBopa.

4. Onpeae.JeHne TepMHa <<BoeHHbIe MaTepHajbI Hl TexHmEa»>

nepeqeHb BOeHHbIX MaTepHa.IOB 1 TexHHKUH Lo iS gejieH HacToam;ero

AoroBopa AaHub B IIpHJoaSeHHH III.

CTaTLa 18.

BeHirpa o6a3yeTca IIOIHocTbIo COTpygHAHHaTh c COI03HubM rH

CoeCnHeHHbIMHn ep;aBaMH B ue.iax o6ecneqeuleH Toro, TITo6bi Fep-

MarfaT He cMorJia npeAInpHHlITb rKaEX-jH6o Mep 3a nrpe;eniaaMn rep-

MaHcEKoi TepprrTOPHH B HanpaBjseHHm Bo3poMseHun cBoero BoopysKeHu.

CTaTba 19.

BeHrpna o6a3yeTcs He npHo6peTaTb H He HpoH3BOAHTb rpasAaH-

CKIIX caMOIeTOB repMaHCEO 1 HaH HIOHCeKOH KOHCTpygIEHn HJmI caMO-

.TeTOB, BKsmIoqaioimx EpynIHble y3JIbi repMaHeKoro umI anoHCKoro npo-

II3BOACTBa HAI K OHCTpyHmHH.

CTaTba 20.

KIa;IEgaa H3 BOeHHblX IH BOeHHO-B03AymHbIX CTaTei HacTOamI;ero

JoroBopa 6yAeT OCTaBaTbCn B cHn e go Tex Hop, noKa oHa He 6yAeT 13-

MeiieHa HOJIHOCTBIO HIin IaCTHaHo IIO corJiameHmo Meaay COIo3HbiMn

CoeamHeHHbIMa ,IepxaBaMIm I Bemrpnelf Hm, nocJle Toro KaB BeHmrpH
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AmepHEH. BeHrpaa oTicameTca OT Bcex HpaB Ha in isiaTepHama II 

Texmffly. 

2. BoeHHE.Te maTepria.m it Texurma reprsaucKoro uponcxoncomaa 
Han ROIICTpyRIVIIL HpeBbnuaroHme TO, IITO TpeoyeTca AJIYI Boopyazemmix 
cna, paapemermmx HacToaargst jtoroBopom, ovryT HepeAaHm B pac-

HopinEeHne Tpex Ilparillre.mcm. Be1110151 He omeT llpHoopeTaTb 
Hp0H3BOXITI, Itialc,HX-.11160 BOeT-MbIX aepriaio II TOXITHItH replan-
CROW HponcxoaqeHna 11.1111 KoHcTpyKTAHH, ruin Hampitam Ha pa6oTp 
RAH ooriaTb Harafx-anoo TeX111111eCHHX. cHerwaaucToB, BRJ11011a5I BoeH-
Hbifi it rpaazAaHcimil aBriaurformati nepcoHa.11, 113 =mem arm, ICOTOpLIO 

SIB./5110TCSI Hall EBJ11JfflCb rpaaukaHamn PepmaHHH. 

3. H.inrnmn Boo:11411x MaTepHaJIOB H TeXHHICH, yllomanyTme B 
nyHRTax 1 H 2 HaCTOSIMefl CTaTIAI, 6y,RyT nepeAaHm rum yHEILITORZCHLI 
B Tegerme o,Irsoro rma co myr BCTYHJIOHILS1 B crilly HacTosurkero - 
r0Bopa. 

4. OnpeAe.aelme Tepmrma «BOCIIHMO maTepnam H Texlama» ri 
nepelieHb BOCIIHbIX maTepria.aoB H TeXHBRII TI,J1fI wadi HacToffirkero 
AoroBopa AaHril B 11pELTIOMHITH III. 

CTaTI)11 18. 
BeHrpm 06H3yeTCH 110.11110CTLIO coTpyigintiaTb C C010311bIll11 H 

COCAHHellHbIMH jepataBamH B Amax 06eCHelIC111111 TOM, IITO6II rep-
maim He cmor.11a HpexrprmaTB KaEux-.7m6o mep aa upeile.liamll rep-
maHcKoil TeppriToprm B HaripaimeHrm Boapoacilerma cBoero Boopymerma. 

CTaTb31 19. 

Benrprin o6113yerea He HpHoopeTaTb H He 11p0H3BOJIHTb rpamaH-
CRHX camoaeToB repmaHcitoR Hall IIHOHCHOil KOHCTpylt111111 Hall camo-
.TreToB, BICJII01131011MX KpyuHme y3.7114 repmancRoro fliffl anoHcHoro Hpo-

11:3130ACTBa 11.7111 KoHcTpyiami. 

CTaTI331 20. 
IZaKI3.51 H3 BOCHHIAX II B0e11110-B03X/MHBIX cTaTeri HacTofflgero 

JoroBopa 6y,i(eT ocTaBaTLca B crme Jo Tex Hop, Holm oHa He 6y,leT II3-
mellena 110.7IHOCTLIO HJIH nacTrpmo Ho corzameHrno memAy C010311bIMH H 
C0e41111e1111bIMH jepacaBamri H BeHrpHeii rum, Hocae Toro Halt BeHrpm 
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cTaHeT qjieHoM OpraHn3aani 06,eAHHeHHbxLI HagHii, - no corJia-
meIeHHio Mea/y COBeTOM Be3onacHoczTH i BeHrpuefi.

PaaAej II.

CTaTa 21.
1. BenrepcEHe BoeHHoLaeHIHbIe AojIaMHbI 6bITb peIaTpHHpoBaHbI

raK MORIHO CKopee B COOTBeTCTBHH C CorJIameHHIH MemieAy OTeAJbHbI-
MH AepataBaMH, co;epmairaM 3THX BOeHHOHAJeHHbIX, H BeHrpiiH.

2. Bce H3aepmKE na nepeBo3Ky BenrepcKHx BOeIHOIIJIeHHbIX,
BrJIOqaa HX coAepmaaHHe, OT c6OpHbIx nyHKTOB, yCTaHOBJIeHHbIX IIpa-
BUTeJILCTBOM COOTBeTCTByIOIeHi CoI3HOfi Zi CoeffIHeHHHi Aepma-
BbI, AO nyHiTa BCTynHIeHHS Ha BeHrepcnyIO TeppHTopHio 6yleT HecTH
IIpaBHTeJCTBO BenrpmH.

4ACTb IV.

BblBOA CO0)3HblX BORCK.

CraTa 22.
1. IIocae BCTymLeHHi B cwiy HacTOJimero AoroBopa BCe coIOHbIe

Boiica OJIRaHBI 6bITB B TeeeHle 90 AiHef BbIBeAeHbI H3 BeHrpim, inp
coxpaHemHH aa COBeTCKHM Coo30oM npaBa AepmcaTa Ha TeppHTopHH
BeHrpHi TaKIe BOOpyaEeHHrbe CHJIsI, aicRe 6y;yT eMy Heo6xoiHMbi
gWa1 noogepcaHHi KOMMHHyHHnaHOHHHUX nHHlii COBeTCKOEi ApMiH c
COBeTCICOH 30HOnii OIEynaui B ABCTpHH.

2. BCa HencIIoaaoi3BaHHaa BeHrepcKaa BanjOra H BCe HeHCIIoJL-
3oBaHHbIe BeHrepCKee 3aaacbI, HaxoAanHneca B pacnopaSeHHH C0103-
HbIX BOiICK B BeHrpHH H nIOJIyqeHHbe B COOTBeTCTBHH CO CTaTbef 11
CoraameHma o IIepemnpnm, 6 yAyT Bo3Bpan;eHE IIpaBHreTcCTBy Beu-
rpHH B TeqeHHe Toro ame cpona B 90 nReH.

3. BeHrpHn, oiHaEo, AaEEIHa HpeiOCTaBHT TaKEe CHa6zeHne H
ycayrH, ROTOpMIe moryT 6hrm cIneiHaJIMHo oTpe6oBamni wM norAep-
aiaHm KOlaMMyinnioHHbLx Jmiaii C COBeTCKOji 30HOII OrEynanmiH B
ABcTPmH H 3a KOTOpI0e nIpaBHTeAjcTBy BeHrpHH 6yAeT BbumIaqeHa
cooTBeTCTByioMIaa KOMneHcama.
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cTaHeT imeHom OpraHmairrm 061e,1411101111b1X Hann*, — HO coma-
meHmo meatAy Comm Bea()llaeHoeTH n BeHrpHeit 

Pamen IL 

CTaTIAI 21. 
1. BeHrepucHe soeHHondiemmie )10.1IntHbI 611Tb penarpanpoBanbi 

Halt b103E110 cicopee B COOTBeTCTBFIFI C corxameHaamu meaRy OVUM-W-

W1 epataBamil, cogepzankmat 3TH.X BOeHHOHJIOHMIX, H BeHrpHeii. 

2. Bee HaAepacrcH Ha nepesoarcy BeHrepeitra BOeHROHJIeHlIbIX, 

BILT11011an TEX coikepacame, OT coopHba HyLLIZTOB, yeTaHOBJ1e1111131X lipa-

BliTeabeTBOM cooTHeTemymkert C0103110it ium COOXHIleHH011 Aepata-

B11, AO Hymcm BeTyLIJICHEIH Ha BellrepeRpo TeppEtTopato oyikeT Heeni. 
IlpaHrrreaLemo BeHrpria. 

LIACTb IV. 

BbIBOA CORMI-1131X BOACK. 

Oraim 22. 
1. 110C.710 BCTylIJIeHILS B CFIJIy HaCTOHEWO AoroHopa Bee C010311bIe 

Boilcica A0J121CHbI 613ITb B Tegeme 90 Niel BbIBeAeHbI 113 Be}wpm, iipH 
coxpalleHrui 3a COBeTCKIIM C0103011 HpaHa Aepatan, Ha TeppffropEm 

BeHrprin TaKne Hoopyacemme CH11131, !tame 63TATT ey Heo6xoArrim 
,11,J111 HozzkepacaHHH ICOMMyHHIM111101111bIX J1111111r1 Cortemoil Aprain c 
coseTeicoil 30H0r1 OKICyHa1.11111 B ABCTIMIFI. 

2. Bca HelICHOJIb30BaHHan BeHrepercaa BamoTa H see HelICHOJIb-

30BaHHMe BeHrepeacHe aanacm, Hammack-Hew' B pacHopazeHHH C0103-
HbIX BOACK B BeHTHII ii Hoariernme B COOTBeTCTIUM CO eTaTbeil 11 

Coraaraema o ileparnpHH, 6yAyT Bowan:kern:a lipaBHTeabemy Ben-
rpm B Tetmane Toro ace cpoica B 90 AHeii. 

3. BeHrplla, oxHaKo, go.ffacHa HpeAocTaBrab Tame cHafterme H 

ye.wyru, ROTOpbIe MOryT arrr,. enermazum HoTpeoortam in Homep-
mama KOMMyHEtRaHR0111114X iininii C coBeTcicoil aoHori oRicynampa B 
ABCTprfil n aa EOTOpMe IlpaHrrreabenty BeHrpHH 6y,AeT Burma,luta 
COOTBeTcnyfoukaa HoimeHearma. 
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q ACTb V.

PErAPALIMM M PECT1MTYLHIM.

CTaTLa 23.

1. Y6biTE, pnlqnWeHHebie CoBeTCKOMy CI3oay, 'qexocJIOBaKH H
IOroc.iaBsH BoeHHbIMl AeiecTBmaMH H oeKKynagHei BemrpHei TeppHTo-
pEE aTiX rocyAapCTB, 6yA;yT BeHrpeie Bo3MemeHbIi CoBeTCKOMy CoIo3y,
IexocjIoBaKHE H IOrocAaaBHH, nupwHeM, InpHHMasI BO BHHMaHHe, iTO
BeHrpna He rpocTO Bbimjia ns BOiHbI npOTHB 06e~;aHeHHbIX Haiafi,
HO H o6iamBnia BOiiHy repMaHHH, CTopOHbI ycjiaBaiHBaIOTCS o TOM,
'TO B03MenIeHHe yKa3aHHbIX y6MITIOB 6yAeT HnpH3BeAeHO BeHrpnefi He
IIOjHOCTBIO, a TOJIBKO qaCTHTIHO, a HMeHHO, B cyMMe 300.000.000 AoJi-
JiapoB CIIA, c noraImeHeM B TeqeHHe 8 JieT, HaTHHaa c 20 sHBaap
1945 roaa, ToBapamn (ManmHmoe o6opyosBaHwHe, pewHbie cya, 3epHo
IIn pyrne TOBapbI), InpHeM cyMMa B03MeIIeHHea COBeTCOMy Co03y
COCTaBHT 200.000.000 AojIapOB CIHIA, a cyMMa B03oMenIeHHa lexo-
cJiOBaKm H 1 OrocaaBHa COCTaBHT 100.000.000 ao.JIapoB CLIA.

2. B ocHOBy pacaeTOB rno HaCTOameiH CTaTbe IInoiomeH Aojmap
CILA no ero 30JIOTOMy napnreTy Ha AeHb InomHcaHHm Corjamemm o
IIepeHapHI, T.e. 35 AojiAjapoB 3a oAHy YHUIio 3OjOTa.

CTaTba 24.

1. BeHrpHa npHHHMaeT npaIHAnllbl lAeRjaparlnH 06OieAHeHeibr x
HaiwHii OT 5 sHBapa 1943 roga H BepHeT B B03MoaIHO paTqafimHii
cpoE HMymlecTBO, BbIBe3einHe c TepprTopHH Jio6oHi n3 06LeAHHeHHbIx
HaaIH.

2. 065a3aTemJnCTBo nPOH3BOAmTh peeCTHTymo OTHOCHTCaI HO BCeef
Haxoxameiica B HacToanmee BpeMS B BemHrpm Ono3HaBaeMoi co6cTBeH-
HOCTH, IOTOpaa 6bIIa BbIBe3eHa HacHJIbCTBemHo HJIH o npnnyame-
Io aicoOH-I-m6o H3 AepaaB OCH c TeppnTopIHH ja6ofi E3 6OeaxHeHrHix

HaLunH, He3aBHCHMO OT KaKEx-.Jm60 nocCJmie:wymonX cjeJIao, nyTeM KO-
TOpbIX HbIHemHEHI Bs'aaeJer TaKOE co 6 cTBeHHocTH BCTynmH BO BAa-
AeHHe eIo.

3. ECJm B OTReJIbHBIX cJryqaax Ja BemHrpmH aRBeTcJI HeB03Mo0-
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tiACTb V. 

PErIAPAU,V114 14 PECTI4TYU,WVI. 

CTana 23. 

1. Y6bITICH, HprtimHeinibie COBeTCHOMy Coioay, IlexocJosaitHri H 
10rocaaHHH BOelIHMMII Aericmnaran 11 onicyriarmeil Beurpriell reppwro-

3TTIX rocylapcm, 6yrkyT BeHrpneit BO3MelAellbI CoHercRomy Colo3y, 
ffexocaoHaurii H 10rocaarinu, Hprmem, upwramaa BO Burman:He, IITO 
BeHrpuH He upocTo BMIHJIa 113 BOEHM HpOTHB 061e,11,1411011HbIX 

HO II 061.11BH.TIa Haug l'epmainua, CT0p0HbI yeaaHarmalorca 0 TOM, 
qTo Bo3menkeHne ylCa3a11HbIX y6bITICOB 6yAeT H-ponatexkeno BeHrpneri He 

HO.TEIOCT1310, a TOJIMCO HacTalmo, a riatenHo, B cymme 300.000.000 Awl-
aaport CIIIA, c HorameHnem B TelleHHe 8 JIeT, Hainmaa c 20 HHHapa 
1945 roAa, Tosapamn (maraHHHoe 000ppAoHaage, peimme crm, 3epHo 
II Apyrite ToHapm), cymim BO3MelikeHrla CoHercKomy Coio3y 
COCTaBlIT 200.000.000 Ao.a.aapoH GLITA, a cymma BoemenkeHrin llexo-
CA0Balafri H 10POCJIaBELH COCTaBHT 100.000.000 Awmapos CHIA. 

2. B ocHoHy pacileros no Hacroaukeil cmme HOJIOINCH Aozirap 
CM no ero 3o.aoromy impurely Ha IkeHr. HoArnicalma Coraamemisi o 
Ilepomprui, T.e. 35 ikomapori 3a o.ii-xy pilaw ao.11oTa. 

CTaTb51 24. 

1. BeHrpHa rrpnnnae npnHIkniiri Aertaaparum 06semmemibix 
Haini OT 5 HHHapa 1943 roika H HepHer B BO3MONCHO Hparrarrtunil 

cporc nmpuecno, BbIBe3e1IFI0e C reppuroprm JI1060f1 113 061811HeHHbIX 

2. 06113aTeJlICTBO Hp0H3BOAHlb peen:a-mix) OTHOCHTCSI HO Bea 
HaXOXIIIIeCICSI B HacTomgee Hpema B Benrpmi ono3HaHaemoil CO6CTBeH-
HOCTH, Koropaii obma Hbme3eHa Haciumemenno MTH Ho HpHayacke-
11F110 Karcoid-rat6o 113 ,gepataB OCH c reppuroprra ar000tt 113 061.exumeHribix 

He3aHricamo OT HalCHX-JIH60 nocaegyromxix cm.mon, wirer& ICO-

TOpbIX HbIHUEIHF111 HaaAe..aeg ralcoff CO6CTBeHHOCTH BC71-111JI BO BJIa-

Aeaue ex). 

3. EC.A.11 B OT,AeJILLIMX ea-Flux XIII BeRIVIIH IIBJilleTC./1 HeB03M02K-



HbIM nIpOH3BeCTH peCTHTyuHio npeAMeTOB, Ipe;ACTaBjflO)I4aX xyAoaCe-
CTBeHHyIO, HCTOpH'IeCKyIO HJIH apxeonjorilecKyio IueHHOCTB, KOTOpbIe CO-
CTaBjiaIoT MaCTb KyJIbTypHOro AOCTOIHHma 06ieAinHeiiHHoii HanuH, c
TeppIT0opHH ROTOPOl 3Ta IIpeMeTbI 6bIm BbIBe3eHbI BeHrepcKiaim ap-
MIItLMl, BAaCTHMH Hi rpa;ItaHaMH HIacHjICTBeHHO IIJH HO HpHHy;RAe-
HHio, BeHrpna o6 a3yeTcaI nepe;aTr 3aamHTepecoBaHHOHi 06LeuHHenHofl
HaunIH npeACMeTbI Toro m3e po;,a I npH6JIH3HTeJlbHO paBHT0eHHbIe BbIBe-
3eHHbiM npegMeTaM, IInOCEOJIKy TaKne IpeMeTHI MOryT 6 bITb nIojyie-
Hbl B BerpHH.

4. IIpaBHrTeJICTBO BeHrprHH ;OJziHO BepHyTb yra3aHHOe B HaCTO-

maigei CTaTBe 11MyImeCTBO B coxpaHHocTH H InpHHiT Ha ce6a B 9TOM

OTHOIeHHH Bce paCxoAbI B BeHrpHH, OTHOcauriecia I pa6oqIeH crie,
MaTepHajiaM H TpaHCIIOpTy.

5. IIpaBHTeJIbCTBO BeHmrpm 6yAeT OKa3SIBaTB CoAeHcTBHe 06a-
ejiHeHHMi HaralM H IIpe0OCTaBHT 3a CBOi CqeT BCe Heo6xoaHMbIe
B03MOEXHOCTH JI/IT p03bICEa H pecTHTy4iH HMyIgecTBa, noaeaiainero
pecTHTynHm corjiacHo HacToaiD;ef CTaTbe.

6. IIpaBHTeJIrCTBO BemrpHH IpMeTC Heo6xoniMLe Mepli, qT06O6
0o6HTbca B03BpagmeHmm nmayiecTBa, yKEa3aHHoro B HacTo0anqei CTaTe,

EOTOpblM BJIaAeMOT B jIo6oH TpeTBeH cTpaHe jmna, HaxomarnHseca noI
BeHrepCeo i IopHCAHLTgHeii.

7. Tpe6oBaHaa peCTETyHHH HMymiecTBa AojraEHbI 6 bITb npea'BaB-
JIeHbI IIpaBHTeJbCTBy BeHrpHH IpaBHTeJmCTBOM TOH CTpaHbI, C Tep-
pHTopHa KOTOpOi 6blJIO BbLBe3eHo 3TO IMynleCTBO; npH 3TOM 0OHH-
MaeTCIa, QTO MeeAe3HO0opoEHbuI II OBHHE;HOH COCTaB 6yAeT paccMaTpH-
BaTbCr KaN BbIBe3eHHbIiH H3 CTpaHbI, KOTOpOH OH IIepBoHaqajInHO npH-
Haaiieaai. TaEKe Tpe6oBaHHa MoryT npeBffBaBJIaTL B TeqeHHe 6
MesIeCB co rHa BCTynJIeHi B CnHJI HaCToamIero AoroBopa.

8. BpeM a joKa3aTeAbcTBa B OTHomenHHn ono3HaaBa Ha ym;iecTBa
II AoRa3aTeJbcTBa npaBa co6CTBeHHOCTH Bo3AaraeTca Ha IlpaBHTeJIb-
CTBO, npejraSBJafnnoinee npeTeH3Hio, a 6pema AoRa3aTeJ.cTBa Toro, iTO
HMymIecTBO He 6 IJIO BblBe3eHo HacnjlCTBeHHo HJI nO InpaHyaermHo,
BoaaaraeTca Ha IIpaBHTeJLCTBO BenrpmH .
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HMI HpoH3BecTH peCTIETNHK) HpejtmeToB, upeAcTaBasnonArtx xyrkoate-

CTBeilliy10, HcTopmecKylo Halt apxeoaormecKylo HeHHOCTII, ROTOpbIe CO-

CTaBASHOT liacTh KyabTypHoro AOCTORHELH OCYLCAHHeHHOil HaHHH, c 

TeppuTopvm KoTopa' 3111 Hpeikmena 611IJ.W. BIABe3CHII BeHrepcKnAm ap-

BjlaCIHMH M il rpaaukaHamn HaCHJILCTBeHHO RAH Ho HpHHyatAe-

111410, BeHrpna o6a3yeTcyf nepe,AaTb 3anuTepecosaHHoil 067,eAHHenHoil 

Hamm upeAmeTbi Toro ate poika II HpH6J1H3HTWILHO paBHOLWHHbIe BilBe-

3eHHIDIM upeAmeTam, HOCICOJILICy Tame HpeAmena moryT óblTh Hoarie-
nbi B BCHITHH. 

4. Ilpasme.abcTBo BeHrpma A0.1111C110 Bepnym yKa3aHHoe B HaCTO-

amok' emu:be riMpACCTBO B coxpaHHocTH 11 ilpHHHTE, Ha ceOta B 9TOM 

OTHOLLICHHH Bee pacxoaa B BeHrpum, omocaockHeca it pa6oiei croe, 
maTepHaaam n TpancHopry. 

5. lIpamiTe.abcTso BeHrprm 6yxceT Olta3bIBaTB coAdicTsHe 061.-

eganeHmilm Hagnam H upeAocTaBriT 3a csoil clieT BCC Heo6xownie 

B033102ICHOCTH J,Jia O3MC1t IT pecnnywa mmyrRecTsa, Hoxieataigero 
pecTrayugn coraacHo HacToankeil cTame. 

6. lIpamiTe.abcno BeHrprua HpumeT Heo6xo,Aussme mepEa, -11T06bI 

A0611TbCfl Boupargema ummecTsa, yKaoarmoro B HacTosnikeil cTame, 

HOTOpbIM B.aaAeloT B J11060171 Tpendi cTpaHe JimAa, Haxoaampaeca no 
seHrepcKoil Topnca,maweil. 

7. Tpe6oBaluasi peen/mum nmymecTsa AOJIZHbI 6bITE) HpeAsaB-

JleHbl IlparinTeauperBy BeHrprili IlparlliTemcnom Toil cTpaHrA, c Tep-

puTopan KoTopoil omao BLIBe3eHO no nmyrRecTso; Hpn DTOM HOHH-

mama, 11TO Mejle3HOX(OpONCHNii Hommatnoil COCTaB 6yAeT paccmaTpH-

BaTbell KaK BEABe3eHHEdil 113 cTpallbi, KoTopoii OH nepBoHatiaamo Hp"-

Haxpeaca.4. Paiute ipe6osaHna moryT HpeASHB.11.HTLCH B TetleHHO 6 
mecageB co Aim BcTyn.aeHna B CHJIy HacTosHAero ,Itorosopa. 

8. Bpema AoKa3aTe.abcTBa B OTHOIHeHHH ono3Hasama rthrymecTBa 

H AoKa3aTe.abcma npaBa CO6CTBCHHOCTEE BomaraeTca Ha IlpaBuTealy-

CTBO, upebasamomee HpeTeHamo, a 6pema AoRa3aTe.itherBa Toro, Irro 
nmyrgecTBo He 6bLao nbme3eHo HacrothemeHHo HJIH no HpanyatAeHmo, 
Bo3.aaraeTca Ha IlpamrreaLculo BeHrpum. 
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CraTb 25.
AHHyJnMPOBaHHe pemerHi BeHcEroro Ap6HTrpama OT 2 Hoa6pa

1938 roga, ipe:ycMOTpeHHoe B nyHRTe 4 CTaTbH 1 HacTOmAIero AOrOBO-
pa, B:ieqeT aa co6ofi aHHyJmpoBaHHe corJiameiHn, Tax ame EaR H nx npa-
BOBbIX nIIocjelCTBHfi, B OTHOIMIeHH )IHaHCOBbIX BOIpOCOB H rocy-

gapCTBeHHOrO H qaCTHOrO CTpaxoBaHHn, 3aaInoqeiHHbIX MeacBy gByma
3aHHTepec0BaHHblMH rocyaapCTBaMH HJH OT HX HMeHIH H Meamjy
qexocjoBaIKHEM H BenrepCRHMH IOpHAHqecIEMH JELaMH Ha OCHOBaHHH
pemenHi BeHncoro Ap6HTpaza, H B OTHomeHIn MaTepHaJIOB, nepe-
:IaHHbIX B COOTBeTCTBHH C IHpOTOKOJIoM OT 22 MaS 1940 roAa. 3To
aHHyjupOBaHHe, BO BCCHKOM cjriyae, He 6 yAeT npHMeHSTLSca K OTHOme-
HaMM meacay 4H3sHqecEHMH JfaaMn. ,IAeTaJM BbmeylnoMnHyoror ypery-
JIpoBaaHHa 6 yjyT ycTaHOBJieHLI AByCTOpOHHnH corjIameHsMH Meacy
3aHHTepecoBaHHbiMH IIpaBHTeJIbcTBaMH B TeleHle mecTHMecaqHorO
nepHoAa co AHa BCTyMIeHEI B CHAJy HaCToamero AoroBOpa.

4 ACTb VI.

3KOHOMIMECKMlE nOCTAHOBJIEHIII.

CTraT 26.
1. BeHrpma, nIOClOJIECy eio 9TO ei;e He cAejiaHO, BOCCTaHOBHT BCe

3aaOnHHie npaBa H HHTepeci 06LexHmeHHmex Haaiui HHX rpaaanH
B BeHrpnH, aKB OHm CymIecTBOBaJI Ha 1 CeHTS6ps 1939 roAa, H BepHeT
BCOH CO6CTBeHHOCTb 06~eHHeHHbix HatiiHi H Hx rpaacaH B BeHrpHH
B TOM COCT0HHIH, B KOTOpOM OHa HaxOAHTCS B HacToSnmee BpeMh.

2. IlpaBHTejiecTBO BeHrpm 06a3yeTCS BOCCTaHOBHTn BCRO C06-
cTBeHHoCTb, npaBa H HHTepecbI, nHoiuafaionmie no, AeHicTBHe HacTos-
neHi cTaTLH, 6e3 BCHKHX o6peMeHeHmi a o6JIoaceHH jno6oro BEBa,
KOTOpblM OHH MorJm nOABeprHyrThC BCJe:ACTBHe BOHLI, H 6e3 B3H-
ManHH IIpaBHTeJICTBOM BeHrpiH EaIrE-Jm6o C60pOB B CBSJ3H C HX

B03BpameeHHeM. IIpaBHTe.rbTBo BeHrpHH aHHyjmpyeT Bce Meponpna-
TIM, BKrIoqaa OTo6paHHe, cexBeCTp wm EOHTPOJI, IpOBeJeHHue Hm
B OTHOmeHIH Co6CTBemHoCTH 06beAHHemmix Hawni Meacy 1 ceHra6pa
1939 roAa H WHeM BCTySIMIeHHf B CEuy HaCTOMIero ,oroBopa. B cJiy-
saax HeB03BpamIeHeH co6cTBenHHoCT B TeleHHe 6 MecageB co ,na
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Grams 25. 

AmryampoBaHne penteHruI BeHexoro Aponipasca OT 2 Hos6pa 

1938 roAa, Hpo,yemoTpermoe B HyFIRTO 4 CTaTbil 1 Hamancero AoroBo-

pa, sae,Eel' 3a co6oti aHny.mpoBaHHe corsamemaii, Tax ace xax H rix npa-

BOBbIX HoesexEmnii, B OTHOTHOHBH 4619aHCOBbIX BOITOCOB H roey-

AapeTBeHHoro H qamoro eTpaxoBanga, 391CJIRAOHRTAX Mez,Ay Asyma 

aarmTepecoBaHmagi roeyAapemaym IIJIII OT FiX Hmerm FLUE MeaciAT 

gexocAoBaigagam H BeHrepemmg lopggimeemmg angamm Ha OCHOBaHHH 

peruennit BeHexoro Ap6grpaza, H B OTHOMOHHH isfaTepHaJoB, Hepe-
gamma B COOTBOTCTBBH C IIpOTOROJIOM OT 22 maa 1940 roika. DTO 
amiy.impoBaime, BO BCSIROM exygae, HO 6y,AeT ErpHmenames K oTHome-
HHIIM Meagy ()Hartiwelting' sligama. ,LkeTaza BbugeynomaHroro ypery-

.11sp0BaHELSI 6yEkyr yeTaHoBaeHLE Arlyciroponmzum comamerniamg meawy 

aannTepecoBarmbusm IlpaBHTesLemamH B TegeHHe Eneemteesimoro 

nepuma co Ana BCTy11.11OFFHH B may Hamm-gem AoroBopa. 

4ACTb VI. 

3140HOM114ECKHE FlOCTAHOINIEHMI. 

Grams' 26. 

1. Belimns, noexosmcy eio 9TO eace He eiEesario, BoecTanosHT Bee 

aaRomme HpaBa H HHTepeem 06Leggaemmix Haiui H HX rpascAaH 

B BeHrprra, xax OFITI eyrgeemoBasH Ha 1 cerra6pa 1939 roAa, a BepHeT 

BCIO CO6CTBOHHOCTI, 0611e,AHHOHHLIX Hamela HX rpazAaH B BeHrpm 

B TOM COCTOREHH, B Koropom oHa Haxortures B Haemauve Bpehts. 

2. IlpaBHTesbeno BeHrpgll o6sayeTea BOCCTaHOBH11 BCIO co6-

CTBOHHOCTb, upaBa 11 HHTepeem, HoArEaAaron:we HoA Aeitenne HaCTOR-

mei eTaTT,H, 6ea BCIIEHX o6peMeHeHK H o6sozeinal Jgo6oro Biqa, 

NOTOpTDIM OHH MOFJIH Hog,BeprnyTbes Hese)leTBHe BOftHII, H 6ea B3H-

manna lIpaBrETe.memom BeHrpHa ItaRHX-.111360 e6opoB B CR9311 e nx 

Boupargennem. Ilpamneabcmo BeHrpHH autlyagpyeT Bee meporipna-

THII, BEJI1011911 oTo6panHe, emBeeTp HJHI KOHTp0.711), upoBeAeHme HM 

B oTHonieHrm egerBeHHoeTH 06'beAHHCHIMIX Haw& mezgy 1 cema6ps 

1939 roAa H Allem Berynseffaa B may Hams:Eger° Jor °sopa B esy-
!max HeBowan:ken-Hs CO6CTBOHHOCTH B TOtIOHHC 6 meeffgeB co xis 
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BCTyIImJeHm B CHAry HacToamero AoroBOpa, saasBJeHHe o Bo3BpamieiHi
co6cTBeHHOCTH AOJIZEHO 6b>ITb IIOaHO BeHrepcKHM BJIaCTSM He no3AHee,
IeM B TeqeHHe 12 MecmaeB co H1a BCTI HH BCT eH CHaIY HacTorinero
,IoroBopa, 3a 3HCarjoqeimHe cAIyaeB, Koria 3alBHuTejnb MOseT roKa-

3aTb, ITO OH He Mor IInoaTh CBoero 3aaBJIeHHU B TeqeHHe 9TorO cpOKa.

3. IIpaBHTejibCTB BeHrpHH AOJIaHO aHHyJHTpBaT HnepepaHm, OT-
HocagHeca KE Co6CTBeHHoCTH, npaBaM H mHTepecaM BCKOrOO poma,
npHHajaiezaraEm rpaazaHaam 06%eAHHeHHuix HaiWi, B TeX cJryqaax,

rorra Tarme nepefia'm 6mIH pe3yJIbTaTOM HacHaIHI npXHYZa P EAeHHn
co CTOPOHbI IIPaBlreJbCTB TepazaB OCH HJA HX opraHoB BO BpeMa
BOIHHII.

B OTHomeHHH 'exoJIOBanHmx rpaa;BaH 9TOT IIHKT 6yOeT TarKe
BKIJWIaTb nepeAaqH, HMesnmHe MecTO Iocjie 2 Hos6ps 1938 rojia B
pe3yJTaTe InpHnMeHeHHm HacHma HJE npHHylfeHem HJIH M eponpHrHHI,
npeirpHlTbmix Ha OCHOBaHHH BHyTpenHHx IHCpHMmaHnHOHHbIX 3a-
KOHOB IIpaB1eJMcLTBOM BeHrpIH HuI ero opranaMH Ha qexocjosBanKoE
TeppHTOpHH, oOTOpaa 6ibaa amHHeceCpOBana BeHrpHefI.

4. a) nlpaBHTebcTBo BeHrpHH HeceT OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a npH-
BeAeHHe BO BIIOIHe HIInpaBHOe COCTOHHe co6CTBeHHOCTH, BO3BpaI;ae-
MoH rpaaanaM 06aeAmeHHXeHHx Haa ai coriacHO nIyHTy 1 HacToagIefl
CTaTmH. B TeX cIyqIaax, xorAa Co6cTBeHHOCTb He MO0eT 6ITb BO3-
BpaineHa HJIH orAa B pe3yjbTaTe BoihHM rpazamHH OLeAHHHemHHR
HaIau noTepnej y6MToR BCjeAcTBHe IIoBpeafeHHa mm nopqH co6-
CTBeHHOCTH B BeHpHHm, OH OJEeH nOJymTh OT IIpaBHTeImCTBa BeH-
rpHH CoMneHcago B B BeHrepcKOi BajOTr BB RpeAeax AByx TpeTeAt
CyMMn, Heo6xofHMo B AeHi BbmaiaTI TJia Toro, iTo60 SynHin aHa-
jiorrnHyMi co6cTBeHnc BHO3MeCTHTb IIOHeCeHHuiA y6ETro. rpaa-
AaHe 06Lef.HHeHmm Ha ni HE B RoeM cayiae He A;OJIBH CTaBBHTCc
B xeHee 6AiaronpmHa loe nojoaenHe B OTHOmeHHH KOMenHCaHH, lqeM

BenrepCKHe rpaamane.

b) rpaamane 6OelaHemHux Hanem, HeiounHe npamoi HJIH
KOCBeHHi co6cTBeHHm ecmlw HBrepec B BopIopaniax mIm acconHa-

HHax, HaIHOHaJIrHOCTb EOTopuIX He BJTC5 HaIOHajlmHOCTBlO 06L-
eiHmemHHx HaW&i B 3HaqeOHH lyHKMra 9 4a HacToaigef CTaTEH, HO
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BeTymeana B awry HaeToargero AoroBopa, 3aamenne o BoaspankeHan 

CO6CTBOHHOCTH AOJIEHO 6bITb HoAaHo BeHrepeKrust BJlaCTSIM He no3AHee, 

tiem B Tegeme 12 meeaneB CO AllS1 BCTyHJIOHMI B awry HacTosnaero 

AoroBopa, 3a Hemionettne2" cAriaes, Roma 3aaBrfrem) mozeT Aoaa-

3aTb, W O OH HO mor HoAaTh eBoero 3aRBJIOHHSIB Teilenne aToro cpoxa. 

3. Ilpasnre.riLeTBo BeHrpnn AOJI2KHO anayampoBaTh nepeAann, OT-

HociagHees i CO6CTBOHHOCTHI HpaBam H mittepecam Bantoro poAa, 

apnuaxilentarnam rpaamanar" 06sexuaeiramx Thank', B Tex wrynaax, 

HorAa TaEHO HepeAana ohm' peaymTaTom Hamm' aim apnaintAeHna 

CO CTOpOHRI HpaBHTOJIRCTB ikepataB OCR RAH FIX opranos BO Bpea 

B OTHOHICHHH gexoemBanaux rpaamaH OTOT IlyHET oykeT Tame 

BE:Hogan nepe,gann, HMOBIIIHO WU() HOCJIO 2 Hosiopa 1938 am, B 

peaprbTaTe "TameHerm Hamm' 112III ripkinyaReHrta Elm meponpnaTHII, 

apeimprinaTmx Ha OCHOBaHHH BkiyTpenaax Anexprottnaannommix aa-

EOHOB lipainfrezbeTBom Bertrpna win ero opranamn Ha nexoe.loBanaoci 

Teppnroprra, aoTopaa 6bma anHenertpoBana BeHrpnel 

4. a) 11paBHTOJILCTBO BeHrpan neeeT OTBOTCTBOHHOCTII 3a HpH-

BeAeline BO BHOJTHO neapaBHoe COCTORHHO CO6CTBOHHOCTHI Bo3BpaTrae-

MO 061,ematermux Haw& cormeHo nyffitTy 1 HacTosugeh' 

CTaTbil. B Tex expasx, !Coma CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 HO MOOT 6BIm B03-

BpanwHa aimxorAa B peey.uTaTe BOR.HBI rpaamaHna 06selumemmx 

Haw& noTeprtea y6brrox BezeAcTBne nospezming aim rtopqn coo-

eTBellHeeTri B BeHrram, on Ao.naterz HOArinTb OT lipaBliTe.imena Ben-

rpm RommeHeauxuo B BeHrepocoA swam B upewax Aeyx TpeTeli 

epuni, Heo6xopymoll B CEI BLI1IJITN XIII Toro, xIT0611 Epurrb ana-

aoriparpo coomBeanoen. 11.11H BoameerBas HoHeeernaol y6uTos.. Ppaz-

Auto 061)egirneroulx Hawk'BE B xoem mime ne Ao.nzirbi mamma 

B enee 6.aaronparrHoe Haimzemie B OTHOIHOHHH icomneucawill, =lex 

Benrepeme rpamane. 

b) rpazikaHe 06semtemaux llanxift, mmonwe npamoil miff 

ICOCBOHHIA coocTeellropieenol iteTepee n sopflopargax HMI aecoana-

minx, HarknonamHoem KoTopmx rte moszerca HaIWOHaJIMOCTLIO 06s-

egullenitux Harpl B gamma uplicrd 9 44:0 nacTosagert CTaTbH, HO 
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KOTOpbIe noTepnej y6bITOK BCAeACTBHe noBpecEAeHHa HJ nOpqH

C06CTBeHHOCTH B BeHrpHH, IOJIKHBI IIOJIyHHTb KOMIeHCaHHIO B CO-

OTBeTCTBHH C nOAIIyHKTOM «<a>> BbIme. DTa KOMneHcaIat AojJIEHa HC-

qICJaMTbSI Ha OCHOBe o6gHX y6mTOB inm ygep6a, noHeceHHbIx Kop-

nopairHefi HJ acconuHanHei, H AIEHna cocTaBJIfTh no OTHomeIHUo K
TaEHM y6abIKaM HJL yimep6y Ty me niponopnmo, KaCyio CocTaBJaIOT
npHHOcsaiHe AoxOA HHTepecbI TaIHX rpaa;AaH Ino OTHOmeIlHHI i 06-

m;eMy IKamTajiy Ropnopan4H HJm accoiHanHH.

c) IomneHcaHa AojicHa sBbILnaqmHBaTbca 6e3 KEaIx-Jm6o o6jo-
aeHHii, naJIorOB HJH pyrix c6opoB. OHa MOaceT CBO60oAHO ICIIOJL30-
BaTBcs B BeHrpHm, HO OJamHa IIno:IeacaT InpaBHaIM ICOHTPOJI Hal

HHOCTpaHHbIMIH AeBH3aMH, KOTOpbIe MOrYT BpeMa OT BpeMeHH BBOAHTb-
ca B BeHrpHH.

d) IIpaBHrTejbCTBO BeHrpHm peOCTaBHT rpaaiiaHaM 06%eH-
HeHHbIX HaniW Taioii ace peaHM upH pacnpeAejeHHnH MaTepHajoB AJ

peMOHTa 11mH BOCCTaHOBJIeHnII HX CO6CTBeHHOCTH B BeIrpHH, a TaKHe

npH pacnpeAeJenum HHOCTpaHHbIX AeBH3 AI HIIMOTa TarIHX Ma-

TepHajIOB, KOTOPbli 1PHMIeH5aeTCS B OTHOmeHHm BeHrepCIHx rpaicaH.

e) IIpaBIHTeJbCTBO BerpiH IIpeAOCTaBHT rpaacEaHam 06eAH-
HeHHBX Haiuai Bo3MIeneHHe B BeHrepCcofi BaJnOTre B TOM aEe caMOM

pa3Mepe, KOTOpbfI npeAycMOTpeH B HOyITHKTe <<a> Bsme, To60I

EOMIleHCHpoBaTb noTepn JIIH ymiep6, B03HmcmHe B pe3yJLTraTe oco60 x
Mep, KOTOpbIe 1pHMeHnImHCb K HX C06CTBeHHOCTH BO BpeMa BOfiHbI,

HO KOTOpbIe He npHMeHaIJHCb BeHrepCKOfi C06CTBeHHOCTH. 0TOT

InojiyHT He pacnpocTpaHaeTca Ha ynyiTeHHI e BurO:U.

5. IIocTaHOBniemHI nyiTa 4 HacToamieiA CTaTBH 6yAyTr InpHe-

HaRca IC BeHrpHI, nocKOJIhKy AefiCTBaa, EOTpbMe MOryT BmI3BaT, upe-
TeH3HH B CBa3H c yiSep60M Co6CTBeHHOCTH, Haxoaxefica B CeBepHHO

TpaHCHJILBaHH H npHHajiezanaefi 06ejaHHeHiuMe Haurax Ira HX
rpagaCaHaM, HMeXem MecTO, roraa aTa TeppHTopHa HaxoAHjacb uIo
BJIaCTbi BeHrpmH.

6. Bce npoH3Be:AeHme B BeHrpHH paaymHue pacxogw no npeff-
aBineHH npeTeH3HIf, BrKoqaa pacxol: Ha noacqeT HoTepB aw yrep-
6a, ;oJaoH HeCTH nlpaBrrejTaCTBo BerpHI.
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Koropme HoTepne.im y6bITOE BCJIRIACTBHe 1:m3pm:walla EUTH riowni 

CO6CTBCHHOCTH B BeHrpHH, AMEHT31 HOJIVIHM Komilenearono B CO-

OTBTCTBIIH C HOAIWILETOM «a>> BbI1770. 3Ta Komaemaims' ii0JDICHa 11C-

IIHCJIRTIXR Ha OCHOBe 0617Wx y6bITEOB RIM yurep6a, HOHeCeHHbIX Bop-

HopagneAii.im accognaimeil, n Aozzna COCTaBASITII 110 oTHomeamo IC 

Taimi yommam rum ymepoy Ty ze HpoHopumo, Haim° COCTaBJLIEEOT 

RpHHOCIIMHe OX0 imTepeem Taratx rpazikaH Ho oTHomemno it 05-

memy Barmmay BopHoparnm H.im mem:Hamm. 

c) ItomlleHeamui Ao.azHa BbIlEJMILBaTIDCH Sea Eamix-.7m6o o6.710-

ateimil, HazoroB rum ,rwyriza coopos. Orta moateT CB060AHO ROI:WA:630-

BaTheft B Beurpun, HO ikozaffla 110,1(.71eZaTb Irpaswiam KOHTp0J151 Haik 

HHOCTpaMHAMIL iieB113aMil, itoTophie moryr Bpema OT Bpemelm BB0HTL-
CR Bemrpmll. 

d) IlpaBHTe.ithemo Befirprua HpelkoeTaBHT rpaKAaHam 061,0H-

HenlibIX Ham& TaRoil ate pemim HpH pacupeAeaemin maTepHa.mos AJLa 
pemoHTa rum BOCCTaHOBAMMIE HX CO6CTBeHHOCTII B BeHrpma, a Tame 

paciipexiemmwa HHOCTpaHRE.IX AeBH3 ia mmuopra Taxmx ma-

Tepnwios, KOTOphill Hpmamma B OTHOMMIEM BeRrepelux rpaatjran. 
e) lIpadurre.nemo BeHrpim upeAocTaBHT rpaatAaHam 061,ejm-

HeH111121 HaRISI soameirkemme B BeHrepenit Eamon B TOM Ze eamom 
paamepe, KOTOpbIti iipe,gyemorpem B nowiymEcTe <<a>> Bblme, ilT06b1 
Romnememposan, norepn wim yakepo, BOMMERIFIe B pe3yabTaTe oco6bix 

mep, icoropme HINIMeHR.TMCI) E HX CO6CTBeHHOCTFI BO spew BONN, 

HO }compile He HpHMeHRJIIICE. K senrepcicoft CO6CTBeHHOCTH. DTOT 
HOWITHET He paenpocipanneTeH Ha ynymemille Burow. 

5. "hemHomeima Hp:Kra 4 HaeToameA eTaTBH 5yjyr Hpinie-

liaTbea K BeEirpmn, HOCKOJITaley AeticTim, RoTophie moryr BE.13BaTh ripe-

TeH311FI B CEM3H C yuWp6OM C060'fBeHHOCTII, HaxwmeAcH B CeBepHoA 

TpaHem:maw:1H H HprmaxieatameA 06%egoilemium Hawisrm rum irx 

rpazAaHam, MtieJIH riteeTo, Eor,Aa aTa TeppHropria HaxoaulaeB lioA 

B.4aemo Bengali. 

6. Bee Hp0H3BCAOHE11,10 B BeHrpHH paayamme paexowiio upeAT,-

amemiro HpeTeHaHA, Bminotiaa paexowa Ha lioAegeT HoTepB Han ymep-

6a, AWINCHO HCCTH IlpaBHTe.memo BeHrpm. 



7. rpaaraHe 06meAnHHeHhi l Haii H Hx co6cTBeHHOCTE OJIEKHb
6bIT OCBO62oaEeHbI OT BC5BHX HCEJIOmHTeJbHbIX HaJIOrOB, c6OpOB HJIH

noaaTeHI, HaJIaraBnmXCH Ha HX OCHOBHbIe q4OHbI B BeHrpHH IIpaBH-
TeJbCTBOM BeHrpHH HJIH jI060oi BeHrePCICOk BJIaCTLIO B lepHOA Meway
aHeM 3aKjnoqeHH IlepeMapma H AHeM BCTyIInIeHHI B CHJiy HacTomaero
,orOBopa co CIIegHaJIbHOI ieJiblo HOipbITHa pacxoJIOB, CBaI3aHHbix C

BOHHOI, HJIH noKpBITHHI H3fepmeK Ha orKynailuHHHbIe CHJbI, HJm Ha
penapannM B IInoJ.y .no6o0 H3 06eHffmeHHbIx Haina. JIio6bie cyM-
MbI, BbmUInaqeHHble TaIHL o6pa30M, AOJIaEHb 6I1mTb B03Bpam;eHI.

8. 3anHTepecoBaHHIi co6cTBeHHH H IIpaBHTeJbCTBO BeHrpHH
roryT 3aKjmIOaTb corJiameHHa B3aMeH IIozOeHEHt HaCToa0nei CTaTbH.

9. IlpHMeHleMbie B HacTomIeI cTaTbe:

a) BbpazteHHe <rpazaeaHe 06LeBmeHHeimix HaHu»>> o03aqaeT
iH3HmecEHx JIHI, aBAmHIIIDHXca K MOMeHTy BCTyMIeHH1 B CHJIy Ha-
cToaiero OoroBopa rpaaEaHaMH Jno60oH H3 06bemJHeHHbIX Ha.Hi,

umI KeopnopamH HIH accowHauHH, opraHH30BaHHbI e K 9TOMy MOMeHTy
IIo 3aKoHaM AIo6o0i H3 06eHHeHHmix HagnH, npH yCJIOBHH, TO yiKa-
3aHubIe Jmla, 0opIIopaimnH IH accoHaImH HRMeJI TaKOH CTaTyc TaK-
zae H B MOMeHT 3aKIjoqeHHm IIepeEpimp c BeHrpHefi.

BbIpazaeHHe <rpams;aHe 06,beAHHeHHBI HaHii>> TaIHae BrjioqaeT
BCeX 4R3HqMecKHx JIH, CopnopaaHm Him accogHanmHH, rOTOpIe Ha
OCHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB, Ae}CTBOBaBmfX B BeHrpHH BO BepeMP BOhO Bp
paccMaTpHBaJiHCb xaK BpaaecKHe.

b) BmipaaeHne <co6cTBeHHmH» o03aqaeT orffy H3 06Lesq aeHHBx
HaiiiW Ham rpaAaHHH a oHoAf H3 06eHrmeHHmeu Han Ai, KaK onpe-
,eJleHO B InoTyHETe <<a» BEmme, HMeioinero IpaBo Ha AaHHyIo co6-
CTBeHHoCT, H BKInoaeT npeeMHR a TaEoro co6cTBeHHHKa, npH ycIO-
BHH, wTO HpeeMHRK Talae sBiaeTca rpaz::aHmHoM 0ooiH0 H3 06eiH-
HeHHx Ha nyiw, RaE onpeeJeRHo B nolmyHrre <<a>, >m O106iemHeH-
HOfi Hanxefi. ECJI npeemt nupHo6pea co6cTBeHHocTb B HOBpeaeeH-
HOM BHAe, TO JmnHO nepeaaioniee coxpaHaeT CBO npaBa Ha Bo3Me-
mneHHe Ha ocHOBaHH HacTomnefi cTaThH 6e3 ynep6a mvs o6s3aTejCTB,
cyinecTByionx Meaezy JmOM nepejaiommm H jIn1ox npHo6peTaIOnIHM
B COOTBeTCTBHH C BHyTpeHHM 3aKOHaMH.
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7. PpaatAaHe 06-beiumenunix liana II FIX CO6CTBeHHOCTb A0.71;1{1114 

6brn, OCB06021;1(eHbl OT M IER% HGRJLIOTIFITOJIMINX HaJIOTOB, coopon 

noAaTecr, Ha.aaraurnaca Ha FIX °CHOKING 4)0HAN B BeHrprin l[pann-

TeabeTBOM BeRIVE111 HJIII moor{ BerirepcHoil BJIaCTbI0 B nepHoA memAy 

Allem 3m...1:Hyrum Ilepompna H Allem BCITHJIellIta B may HacTosnnero 

oroBopa CO cnennaanHoil ROJIT310 HORINATHSI pacxoAon, CBR3aHHbIX C 

BOilHOcIl UJifi HORIMATH51 nmepmerz Ha onnynau,nomme CHJIN, WM Ha 

penapannu B noabay aro6ofr Ha 06TleAHHeHEbIX Haiw. .ffroome cpr-

Mbl, nunzalrennbre MUM oopanom, AOJIRCHM 613ITI3 noanpanreHm. 

8. 3a1IFITepeCOBaHREdi CO6CTBGEMBR 11 lIpanriTeancno Bernprin 

moryr aan.inotram comaruenna B3a31°H noaozeHnil HacToarnert CTaTbII. 

9. IlpHmenHembre B HacToankeit mane: 

a) Bra-panteHire «rpanucane 06semmerrabix Hamra» onHalraeT 

Its1131111eCKFIX JUR, SIBJ11110IMIXCII R MOMGHTy BCTylIJICHFIR B may Ha-

mimicker° Aoronopa rpanganamn iro5oi 113 06T3eXEMOHHNX 

nan Hopnopagna iiJm acconnannn, oprann3onaHHHe R molly momenTy 

no aarconam J1106011 113 06T3eininermmx Hagar, rrpn yuronrun, 11To yKa-

aamlble mina, Ropnopagnli rum acconnannn Emma Tanoti cTaTyc Tan-

ate H B momeHT aan.inotrerara Repemnpna c Benrpnel 

BrdpanteHire «rpangraHe 0610AHHOEUMIX Hannii» Tame nnanotraeT 

ncex 4)H3IfileCICHX Kopnopanifa HMI acconnagm, noTopme Ha 

OCHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB, AdICTBOBaBIMIX B BeHrprm BO npemn BOARN, 

paccmaTpnna.anen Kan npazecnue. 

b) BupazeHne <<C06CTBeHHER» onHalraeT miry H3 06'nexeHernuoc 

Haugh' rum rpazAaHnna owroAHa 06seruarremmix Hama, Kan onpe-

Ae.ireno B noAuyincTe «a» Burn, Hmeromero npano Ha AarrHyro coo-

eTBeHHOCTI), H BRaxmaer npeemnnita Tanoro co6cmerouna, npri yc.zo-

B1111, Tr° upeemHza Tame =mem' rpaavrarnmom wHaorl Ha Ofteica-

11011EITAX llai , Kan oupelreaerro B nojwynirre «a», rum 06%eximeH-

110ii Hare*. ECJIH npeemmin npHo6pea CO6CTBGHHOC'Tb B nonpezAell-

Rom Imre, TO arm HepeAaronree coxpanneT CBOH 'Tana Ha B0314°-

menme Ha OCHOBaIDEI HacToarneit cTaTnu 6ea yth,epoa rim o6anaTe.irneTn, 

evnecTspowar bream Angora nepeiraromcam 11 Jarnom npHoopeTaronwm 

B COOTBeTCTBERI c Buyrpermarn nanoriamm. 
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c) BbIpaMaeHHe <<Co6cTBeHHOCT1>> 03HaqaeT BCIO BBHa;HMyIMI0

HeABHnHMyIo co6CTBeHHoCTB, MaTepHaaJHyIO HJE HeMaTepHaibHyio,

BKjroqas upoMbILuIeHHyIo, JIHTepaTypHyIo H xyA0oaeCTBeHHyIo co6-
CTBeHHOCTB, a TaEe Bce InpaBa HJH HHTepecub BcsIoro poa B co6-
CTBeHHOCTH.

10. IIpaBHTeeBcTBo BeHrpm IIpH3HaeT, qTO CorjameiHe B BpHo-
HH OT 10 aBrycTa 1942 roa aBjmeTca HecyimecTByiorHM. OHO o6a3y-

eTcHI yqacTBOBaTb c ApyrHMH CTOpoHaMH, IIOAIHCaBinmH PHIMCKOe

corjameHHe OT 29 Maa 1923 roaa, B JIo6biX ineperoBopax, EMeoiOmHX
neJJIbo BKIIOIqeHHe B ero nocTaHoBJIeHnM Heo6xoAHMbIx n3MeHeHHi AJI
o6ecIIeqeHim cnpaBe;JmHBoro yperyJmpoBaHHa npegycMOTPeHHbIX B HeM
mjiaTeaxer.

CTaTba 27.

1. BempHrp o6a3yeTca, TITO BO BCeX cIayqaax, Eorja co6CTBeH-

HOCTb, 3aKOHHbIe IpaBa IH mHTepecI B BenrpHH HaxoA0HIxcSI nop,

BeHrepCKoi IopHcAHKijHeH JII nooABepraJmch nocnie 1 ceHTa6pa
1939 roaa ceKBecTpy, EOHaHCKa-?HH HJIH OHTPOJM) BCJIeACTBHe paCOBoro

nponcxoaseHmH HJH peAJnrHH TaKH.x in, 3TH Co6CTBeHHOCTb, 3aKOH-

Hbie irpaBa H HHTepecbI 6yAyT BOCCTaHOBJeHbI BMeCTe C InpHBXO UITHMH

ipaBaMH, a eCJIH BOCCTaHOBJIeHHe HeB03MO0KHo, 3a HHX 6yAeT BbInlia-

qeHa cnpaBeAJIHBas KOMIIeHCaIHnS.

2. Bca co6CTBeHHOCTb, npaBa H HHTepeCI B BeHrpHu, nplHHaAie-

acaimHe jnam, opraHm3aL iaM HJIH o6mlecTBaM, KOTopbIe HfIIrBHAy-

aJIbHO HJIH B RaiecTBe qJIeHOB rpymnn SBJIaHCb o6teKTOM npHMeHeHmH

paCOBbIX, peJHIrH3HbIX HaJIm pyrx (amIIHCTCKHX Mep 1pecjeAOBaHHJ,

H OCTaBIIIHeCS B Te6eHeH 6 MecageB Co AHi BCTyHnIeHHH B CHJI Ha-

cTosinero ,oroBopa 6e3 HacAneHHma Ha HeBocTpe6oBaHHIMHa, Aoji-
azHBi 6b1iT nepefaHim IIpaBHTrejbCTBoM BeHrpmH opraHH3alaaM B BeH-

rpHH, 1IpeATaBjIorliMHM TaEKHX mI, opranH3anHi nI o6m;ecTBa. IIe-

peaaHHaS co6cTBeHHOCTb, AOJlHa HCIIOJn30BaTbcaS TaKHMH opraHH3a-

IHIMH Am Jieneie oKa3aHHM nIIOMOII OCTaBmIHMCs nJIeHaM TalHX rpylI,

opraHH3anHE H o6mrecTB B BeHrpHH H Jim HX BOCCTaHOBJIeHEn. TaKRa

nepe;aaa AojrHra 6bin InpOH3BeaeHa B TeqeHHe 12 MecsneB co Han

BCTAynIeHHa B CLHJI HaCToaoqero IoroBopa H oa H A Ha BjIIOaTi co6-
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c) Bmpamenne qC06CTBeHHOCTI3» o3naimer Belo ABMICHMy10 um 

nernmanampo CO6CTBeHHOCTb, maTepnaJmnyio MTH nemaTepnamaylo, 

BKJHOTIaa npombanaemmo, anTepaTypnylo II xmoaceemennylo co6-

CTBeHHOCTI), a asate Bce npaBa HJIII HHTepeCbI BeiIKOPO po,4a B CO6-

CTBeHHOCTH. 

10. 11paBnTe.mcmo Benrprui npn3naer, ITO Coraamerme B Bpno-
Hil OT 10 aBrycTa 1942 roika HBJIlleTCH necynteernyionmm. OHO o6n3y-
eTca riacTBoBals c Apyrnmn cToponamn, nowncammum PHMCIC00 
coraamenne OT 29 man 1923 roRa, B Jno6mx neperoBopax, nmelonurc 
ne.mo BIC.711011eHHe B ero nocTanonaemm neo6xoArtmbix namenemiti xI51 
o6ecneuemm cupasexamBoro ypery.mpoBanna npemcmoTpennbuc B HOM 

naaTeatefi. 

Cram 27. 

1. Benrpna o6n3yeTca, TITO 130 Bcex caylianx, Korika co6cmen-

HOCTI), 3aKomme npaBa W ill nErrepecu B Benrpnin naxo)kanknxca noA 

BenrepcKoil lopncikilialmeil ang noxeepraanch noc.11e 1 cenTa6pa 
1939 ro,ga ceKBecTpy, KorKfmcKamm HMI KOHTp0J110 BeaeAcTBne pacoBoro 

nponcxozAemin HJIH peJ1kumn TalCia .1111H, 3TH co6cmennocm, aarcon-
riMe 11 Earrepecm 6yikyT BOCCTaHOBJIellbI BmecTe C 11pFIBX0,1I,H111113,1H 
npaBamn, a ecan BoccTanomenne HeB0311031tHO, 3a HHX 6VIeT 

cirpaBeivirman Komnencanng. 

2. Ben CO6CTBeHHOCT13, upaBa Ii nnTepecbi B BellrpHH, npnnairm-

manme Jranam, oprammannKm HJIH o6mecTBam, KoTopme HIVIHB11,1Iy-

aJ1b110 HJIH B',femme J1eHOB rpymi HBJIHJIHCb 06beKTOM npnmenenna 

pacoBba, peJ11113103HbIX 11.111 Apyrux (TpaIIIIICTCKELX Mep npec.inmoBanna, 

H ocTaBnmeca B Tegenne 6 mecaRes CO HR BeTyLIJIeHHH B miry Ha-

cTaingero AoroBopa 6e3 nacaeimmica rum neBocTpe6oBannumm, 

MIN 614Tb nepeganm lipaBrrre.ahmom Benrpun oprann3anyfam B Ben-

rpnn, rrpeAcTawnnorimm Tana MBA, opramnanna rum oftnecTBa. Ile-

peAannaa CO6CTBeHHOCTb ,go.macHa HC110311.30BaTbCH TaltHMH opramiaa-

IUl5IMH wadi oKa3amm nomomn OCTaBIWIMCH mffenam Taxmc rpynn, 

oprarmaannii H 06111eCTB B BeHrprffl 11 A.1151 11X BOCCTaHOBJ1e111111. Taxan 

nepejmna Awrzna 6bru, npon3BeAena B Tegenne 12 mecaneB co Ann 
BCTyHJICITHH B cuay Hamm:ger° AoroBopa H AOJIEHa BIC.111011aTb CO6-



CTBeHHOCTb, npaBa H HHTepecbi, BoCCTaHOBJIeHie ROTOPbIX Tpe6yeTca
corjiacHo nymTy 1 HacToamIei CTaTmH.

CTaTbS 28.
Bermpm npH3Haer, qoT COBeTCKnfi C0103 HMeeT npaBO Ha BCe

repMaHcnC e aETHBBI B BeHrpHH, nepeaHnHbie COBeTCROMy COIo3y ROH-
TPOInHbIM CoBeToM B repMaHHH, o06a3yeTca IpHHrnT BCe Heo6xo;:H-
Mue Mepi jia o6nerqema nIepeanqH TaKHx aKTHBOB.

CTaTm 29.
1. KazEaa H3 COIO3HIX H CoeJnHeHHix AepmaB 6yAeT HMeTB

npaBo B3STh, yaepzaTb, JIHKBHI pOBaT HJIH npeanpmamTm jo6oe Apy-
roe efiecTBHe B OTHOmemHH Beei co6cTBeHHOCTE, npaB H EHTepecoB,
ROTOpbe Ha aemH BCTymenHHA B cany HacToamiero ,oroBopa 6yTyr
HaxoHThcsI Ha ee TeppHTOpHH H npHHaJIeaaB BempHH umHJ BeH-
repcKHM rpaEaJaHaM, a TaRaEe HcnoJIb30BaTb TaKyIo co6cTBeHHOCT Im
BMpyq1y OT Hee AJi51 TaKHx gejefie, Rae OTa ,IepazaBa COlqTeT aeia-
TeJIbHNMH B npeejiax npeTeH3Hi 3TOi AepaaBsi H 'ee rpasaaH H
BeHrpHH HJEH K BeHrepCKHM rpaaaaHaM, - BrEIoqaa AoiArH, - lO-
TOpbie He 6mJI nojmoCThio yAoOBjeTBOpeHU B Cmay ApyrHX CTaTeE
HacTosAiero ,oroBopa. Bca BeHrepcEaa co6cTBeHHOCT HMI BbIpygqKa
OT ee jiHBHanmH, npeBnmaXomine CyMMy TaKx nIpeTeH3HA, fOJIaCHb
6blTL B03BpanleHI.

2. JIHKBHIaaH BseHrepcioi co6cTseHRocmTH pacnopaseRme eio
6yJyT npOBOHITbCK B COOTBeTCTBHi C 3a&OHOM 3aHHTepeCOBaHHoi CO-
I03HOA AHI CoeAnHeHHOH A3epaaBU. BeHrepCeHfi C0o6TBeHHK He 6yfeT
HMeTh npaB B OTHOmeHH TamOfi Co6CTBeHHOCTH, 3a HCRIeHOIeHHeM T6,
EOTopme MoryT 6EriL peAOCTaBjeHm eMy B CHty 9Toro aaEoHa.

3. IIpaBETe.ncTBO Beirpm o6ayeTcs OMIleHCHpOBaTh Benrep-
CmHX rpaazraH, co6CTBeHHOCTh KOTOpbiX H3aTa B CHay HaCTOan.eA
CTaTLH H He BO3BpalneHa HM.

4. AaHHHaa CTaTm He HajaaraeT Ha Ty Ej w H CoI03HoX
mm CoemlHeHmmx AepasaB EmaEoro o6a3aTejnCTa B03BpaTmm pa-
BHrecTByeT BeHrpm mm BeHrepcKuM rpaazanam npomimueHHyo co6-
CTBeHHOCTe BJH B IOHm Tawyo co6cTBeHHOCTb npH onpeAeeHHe
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CTBOHHOCTI), HpaBa H Brarepecril, BoeeTaHomenne KoTophix Tpe6yeTca 
comacHo nyincry 1 HacToarqeft CTaTBH. 

Grama 28. 

BefflpHa HprfaHaeT, 11To CoBeTemit COI03 RmeeT HpaBo Ha BCC 
repmaHerme aRTIIBM B BeHrinia, Hepelrammie CoBeTexomy Coroay ItoH-
TpOJIMMIli COBOTOM B Peplum-11, H o6royeTea ITO IHRTb Bee Heo6x0AH-
lame mepm ir,ma o6.11ergerma nepelkarm TaRIIX aRTHBOB. 

Orama 29. 

1. ItaacAaa H3 C0103111)IX H Commeumax AepzaB 6yiKeT HMOTh 

HpaBo Ball%) yiKepzaTB, JraKBHAAposam HJIH irpogpraiam aro6oe Apy-
roe Aeliermie B oTHomerom Beef' CO6CTBOHHOCTIII upas H HicrepecoB, 
KoTopue Ha PHI, BCTYHJICHEUI B may Haman:ken) Aorosopa 6YAYT 
HaXOARTbell Ha ee Tepprrroprar H Hpimaiemarb BeBrom HJIH Ben-
repercum rpazAaHam, a mime HCHOJIL30BaTla Taxyro CO6CTBOHHOCTL lUffi 
Brirprncy OT HBO JIJIR Tana quer', RaRHO 9Ta epzarta conTeT mem-
TeJ113B1.13431 B upeAmax HpeTeHaml mill ,12(epzaBil H 'ee rpazAaH 
BeHrpHH rum R Benrepeanm rpaawaHam, — BE.711011all 0J1141, — RO-

Topme He &GM HOJIHOCTLIO yAomelsoperna B cloy xpyriix. cTaTeil 
HacToffigero AoroBopa. Bea BeHrepexaa CO6CTBOHHOCTIa HJIH Brapyinca 
OT ee JIMianmauxt, HpeBranarom;He ey3Bry Tana HpeTeHaml, Awiamm 
6IDITB BO3Bpall(OHLI. 

2. JIHRBH,IkaII,HH BeHrepcmil cooeTheHHOCTH H paerroproxeme ero 
6yjryT HpoBognor B COOTBOTCTBIM C 3aROHOM aarturepecoBaHHoit Co-
103110A HJM CoemmeHHoit ,Ltepzani. BeHrepcmit CO6CTBOHHHR HO 6yAer 
HMOTb HpaB B OTHOIHOHHH Tago CO6CTI3CHHOCTIII aa HCR.11101181311011 Tex, 
xoToprae moryr ourr, rrpeAoeTamemi emy B CHJIy aToro aartorta. 

3. IlpamTrezberBo BeHrpHH o6aayeTea KommeHeapoBam BeHrep-
CRUX rpaacrart, CO6CTBeHHOCTI, RoTopux H3TaSITa B awry HaeToarga 
CTaThil H He BoaBpanreHa MM. 

4. AaHHaa cTama He HazaraeT Ha Ty rum RHyro 113 C0103H6IX 
rum Commenumx ,I(epacaB Lamson) o6aaaTe.itheTBa BoaBpaTam lIpa-
Brere.neTBy BeHrproa rum BeHrepexHm rpaaraanam upoinumeHrrya) co6-
erBeHmem alra Bx.nolurrh Taxyro egeTBercaoem rum olipeAueninf 
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cyMMbl, KOTOpaa MOZeT OrrS yAepSaaHa corJIacHo nyHETy 1 HacTOSmefie
CTaThH. IIpaBHTeJbCTBO Iaajo0fi H3 Co03HbIX H CoeHIHenHHix AepmaaB
6yfeT IreTb npaBo yCTaHOBHTh TaEHe orpaHHqemHa H yCJIOBH B OT-
HomenHH npaB Hii HHepecoB, KacaIOmHxca upoMbImnrieHHOi co6-
CTBeHHOCTH, npHo6peTeHHOIH o0 A HI BCTyILeHEH B CHay HacToan1ero
AoroBopa Ha TeppHTOPHH STOi COIOaHOIi HI. CoenHeAeHHOHi ;epsaB
IIpaBnTejIICTBOM E rpaafaHaMH BeHrpHm, EKaKe IIpaBHTeJBCTBO
AaHHoiH Coi03Hoi HIH CoemHeHHoi A3epzaBsb CoTeT Heo 6xo.HMbiMH
B CBOHX HaHIOHaJLHbIx HHTepecax.

5. Co6cTBemHocmT, nITpAycMTpeHHaa nymHTOM 1 HaCTOsieH cTa-
TbH, 0ojSHa paccMaTpHBaTbca EKa BrIKmoaIonm;a BeHrepcKyio co6-
CTBeHHoCTb, KOTOpaa noAJieaaia EOHTpoJMo B CHy COCTOHHHI BOiHbI,

cym;ecTBOBaBmero Mezay BeHrpHeH H COIO3HOi HJBI CoeaeeHinofi ep-
EaBo[H, Hmeioigef IOPHcAHKIEmo HaA 3TOij CO6CTBeHHOCTIIO, HO HOe OJIU-

Ha BEIOIIaTb:

a) co 6cTBeHHOCTB IIpaBHTeAbcTBa BeHrpmH, HCeIIno3yeMyXo i
rOHcyJniCRHX HJH AHIoMaTTqecKHxE geieii;

b) co6cTBeHHocTb, npHHaAJieaamEyIo pejTm3HbiM opraHH3a-
.m1 ma qacTHmIM 6jaroTBopHTe.nHumM yqpeizeHHaM H HCHOA33yeMyiO

Aia pejHmrH3HmIx HI 6jiaroTBopHTeJIHEix iekefi;

c) co6cTBemHHOCTb PH3HqeCKHx JIH, KOTOpbe BAJSIOTCH BeHrep-
CKHMH rpazAaHaMH, nojIyqHBnIHMH paapemeHHe nepo0HBaT B npeAe-
aax TeppHTOpHH TOI cTpaHN, B OTOpOfi HaXOHTCa aTa co6CTBeHHoCTI,

JIH npoaHBaTL B .11o6o0 M pyro ece Ha TeppHTopHH CTpaH 06rie,-

HeHHbX HanpiA, 3a HCKEIInqeHIeM BeHrepCKofi Co6CTBeHHoCTH, ROTO-

paa rora-jm6o BO BpeXM BO0HI aBjaacb o6SeTioM Mep, He npH-

MeoHaBnmIHXCSa K npaBHAO K co6cTBeHHocTH BeHrepcmax rpaaEaH, npo-

KHBaIomJHXX Ha TOfi ae TeppHTOpHH;

d) MymiecTBeHHbIe npaBa, B03HHKmIe nocAe B0306HOBjienHa
TOprOBUX H HIHaHHCOBux OTHOmeHim MeaZIy COiH3M H Coe-HHeH-

RIMH, AIepKaBaMB H BeHrpHeli a BO3HHIKI e H3 cjieno Me mey Ilpa-

BHTeJsCTBOM .)o6o0 Coio3HO HJIH CoeHHeHHOfi AepzaBUE H BeHrpHei

nocne 20 Hanapa 1945 roAa;
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cyMMIJ, ROTOpall MOOT bum yAepacarra coraacHo Hymtry 1 HacToankeil 

cTaTbn. 11paeffrezhcmo Rawkotin COI03HLIX H Coexammibix Aepzaa 

6y,IeT IDIOM HpaHo YeTaHOBBT.b Tame orpamplenna H ye.710131DI B OT-• 

Holmium rrpa nm rarrepecos, Racalonvaca upombHmeHHoil coo-

CTBeHHOCTH, HpHoopeTenHort flO AHH BCTYILJIOHMI B croy Haman:tem 

AcreBopa Ha Teppyrropnn 3T011 C0103H0171 HM I COOMIHOHHOR Aepzashi 

IlpaBffreabcmom HJIH rpazikaHama BerfrpHH, RaRHO Ilpasure.iscno 

,lkaHHOr3 COIo3HOi nirn COOAHHO11110171 Aepzani OGLITOT He06X0X031EITIll 

B CBMIX HauxoHaammix raTrepecax. 

5. C060TBOHHOCTIII HpeikycmoTpenHasx .u.pitzTom 1 RaeToaakeit cra-
TLH, oamna paccmaTpmanca Raiz BILmmaionkaa BenrepeEpo coo-

CTBeHHOCTII, Europa Hoxieza.aa ROBTpOJII0 B awry COCTOHIBIH BO*1113I, 

cymecTBoBaHmero mezgy Bemimeli H C0103H0r1ii.im CoeamenHoR Aep-
ataBoll, llMOIOIflO TopHwuncuxo HajJk OTC& CO6CTBOHHOCTLIO, HO HO g0J1Z-
Ha BRJH011an: 

a) CO6CTBOHHOCTI3 IlpasHreaborHa BencpitH, HcHoabayempo 

ROHOYJILCRIDE HJIH ImJIoMamqocKnx Hmert; 

b) coomenHocm, HpRaagaexanTpo pO.11141H03HEal oprarmaa-

ARAM HM I gaCTIHAM 6.4aroTHopureammim yvemennam H Hemmayestrio 

AAR pernoimix H.nu 6.aaroTHopHre.mmix wadi; 

c) CO6OTBOITHOCTIa tf)H3111:1OCKBX JIHH, ROTOPIsIe HBJIHIOTCH BeHrep-

CHEM11 rpaz,gaHamH, Honytaumnamil paapenTeHne upoacHeaTT. B HpeAe-

.4ax TeppHropm Toii cTpaaw, B RoTopo2 Haxwearrea am CO6CTBOHHOCTI), 

HJIH upoacifaan H m000m Apyrom mecTe Ha Tepprrropm cTpan Oftem-
He11111)1X Hil, aa HCRJH011eITHOISE BeErepcicoli CO6CTBOMIOCTHI Rom-

pan RorAa-.1H6o Ho Tema Bei1Hra =mac". oth,eKTom mep, He nPB-

MellaBIIIBXCSI Halt npaBHAo R CO6CTBOHHOCTE Beitrepcpaix rpazAaH, npo-

am:salon:kin Ha TO ate TeppHropm; 

d) HmmecTeeninile HpaHa, BO3HBRIEIHO ILOCJI0 B0306HOBJIOHHII 

Topromx H CPHHaHCOBBIX OTHODIOIDA memy C0103HMEH H °KAMM-. 

MOIR AepzaHama H BeHrpHert Biffl BoarllueHum H3 cAemic meziTy 11pa-

HrcreabcTsom JII06011 C0103H01 112111 Commemoi Aepatani H BeurpHei 

Howie 20 smaps 1945 roAa, 
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e) npaBa Ha JiTepaTypHyIo H xyAo0ecTseHHymo co6cTBeHHOCT.b

CTaTba 30.
1. Co MBC BCTynjeHHI B cmay HaCTOaagero AIoroBopa Co6CTBeH-

HOCTh BeHirpH H BenrepcKHx rpaa¢aaH, Haxoamgaacas B FepMaHHH, He
6yAeT 6onbme paccMarTpHBaTbca KaK BpaaecEKaa co6cTBeHHoCTb, H BCe
orpaHHteHH, CBaI3aHHbIe C TaKHM peatMOM, AOJKHBI 6mTb OTMeHeHbI.

2. Ono3HaBaeMaa co6cTBeHHoCTb BeHmpi HrepciHx rpaam-
AaH, BbIBe3eHHal HacIILcTBeHHa HaCCe HH O 1Hi0 pHHyeAeHio C TeppHTOpHH
BeHrpHH B repMaHHio repmanciCHM B00pyMaeHHbIMH cimauMH WMI BIa-
CTaSMH nocie 20 SHBapa 1945 roAa, nIIOHJelHT B03BpaTy.

3. PecTHnTyIH H BOCCTaHOBJIeHHe BeHrepcKofi co6cTBeHHOCTH B
repMaHHH 6yyT ocyItceCTBjMTIbC B COoTBeTCTBHH C MeponpHarTHaM,
KOTopbIe 6yAyT onpeAeJeHnui epsaBaMH, oimyiHpyiomH repManmo.

4. Be3 ymep6a Jia BbIEmeH3JIOJZeHHbIX H AJM JIOb6biX pyrHX
IIOCTaHOBJIeHEm, IIpHHarTbIX B Inoj13y BeHrpiH He e rpaSaaH Aep-
araBaMH, oKKyimpyioinHMm repManH o, Benrpma OT CBoero HMeHI H OT
mMeHH BenrepciHx rpamEaH oTRa3blBaeTCS OT BCeX OCTaBMIXCq Heype-
rymJpoBaHHImMH Ha 8 Maa 1945 ropa IpeTeH3uHM B oTHOmeHHi repMa-
HH H repMaHCKHx rpazEjaH, 3a HCmKJioeHneM npeTeH3Hi, BBITe-
KaIOImHX H3 KOHTpaRTOB H ApyrHX o063aTeJIbcTB, 3aaJoqeHHnX AO
1 ceHTa6ps 1939 roaa, H IlpaB, npHo6peTeHHbix o 9TOfi aTm. DTOT
OTra3 6yteT paccMaTpHBaTCca KBa BrniOaioimi AIOJI0H, BCee Meepa-
BHTeJIbCTBeHHbIe IpeTeH3HH, CBa3aHHlbe C corJiameHnSIMH, 3aJUIIOqeH-
HbIMH BO BpeMa BOHHBI, H BCe npeTeH3HH Ha B03MeineBHHe 3a nOTepH
waHy ymep6, B03HHEnme BO BpeMal BOfHMI.

CTaTma 31.
1. CynMecTBOBanHe cocTOaSUH BOiHbI caMO no ce6e He 6yAeT cnH-

TaTBCca aKTopoM, BaoaaiongSM Ha o6a3aTejILCTBO Bumana muBaTb jeHea-
HMe loJArH, BuTeRaIonIHe H3 o6 a3aTeJILCTB H RoHTpaRTOB, cymeCTBOBaB-
mIHX AO B03HHKHOBemHHa COCTOHIHm BOIHMI,-a TaKae H3 ipaB, npHo6pe-
TeHHlIX 0o 3TOro BpeMeHH, - cpoR ymuaTn EOTOpuix nacTymlln Ao .Uam
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e) upaBa Ha aurepalypHylo H xygozecTBeHHpo CO6CTBOHHOCTL. 

Grama 30. 

1. Co gHa BCTy11JIOIIHSI B CHJIy HacTostawro ,TtoroBopa CO6CTBOH-
HOOTED &IIIplill nBeHrepcitnx rpasgan, Haxogaakaaca B repmaagg, He 

6ygeT 6o.amne paccmaipmanca Raiz Bpamecicaa co6crBeHHocm, II Bce 
orpaHmienua, CB113aHHEJO C TaltuM peacHmom, gOJIEBbI obITB °MeMIMI. 

2. Ono3HaBaemaa CO6CTBOT-ITTOCTB BeHrpHH n BeHrepcmx Talc-
gaH, BmBeaelmaa HaCHJII0CTBOHHO HJII4 HO ilpHayzgeHmo C Teppirroprm 

BeHrpgg B repmarano repmallacHma BoopymeHmimn °Hamm rum ma-
CTalifil Hocae 20 anBapa 1945 roga, HOAROJEBT BoaBpaTy. 

3. PecniTyll„Ha n BOCCTaHOBJI0IIHO BeHreputoil CO6CTBOHHOCTH B 

repmanua 6yAyx OCyllteCTBJIRMCII B COOTBOTCTBITEI C mepoupgamamH, 
EoTopme 63rAyr on-pegeaeHril ,TkepazaBamll, oicKyiu4pporgHmg repmaHmo. 

4. Boa yiu,epoa AJIR BBIJHOH3JIMEOHHEIX H III alo6bix gpyrnx 

HOCTaHOBJIOBIER, HpHERTbIX B Hogbay BeHrpug H ee rpagtgall ,rtep-
ataBamig, matymTpylomg repmaHmro, 13eapplla OT cBoero imam H OT 

HMO1114 BeHrepc= rpaacgaH ontaamBaeTca OT Bcex OCTaBITIAXCR neype-
ryanposammimn Ha 8 maa 1945 roga HpeTeHavrit B oTHorneHnii repma-
Mill II repmaHcitra rpagcgaH, aa HcirmogeHHem ripeTema', MATO-
Earoawx 113 KOHTpaKTOB H gpyrnx o6a3aTemcm, aaisanoilemmx go 
1 ceirra6pa 1939 roga, H HpaB, upHo6peTeHHE.Ix go mil gam. DTOT 

oncaa 6ygeT paccmalpffeanca Kim munolialom;aft   BC e meznpa-

Bgre.immemibie HpereHagg, cBgaaHnme c coraarneggamH, aalcaxPlen-
IIMMII BO Bpea BoitHu, H BCO ErpeTeHanst Ha Boamergerale aa HoTepg 
ugH yukep6, BO3HHICHIHO BO Bpemg 

Orang 31. 

1. Cy111,OCTBOBaHHO COCTORIIHR B01112 camo no ce6e He 6ygeT 
(Parropom, MERRIAM& Ha o6maaTemberBo BLIILTIalillBaTTI AeHeat-

Hue AOJII11, EweKaganxe 113 06ffaaTOJIMTB 11 E011TpaETOB, CyIROCTBOBaB-
BMX ,/V31 B0311HICHOBOHHR COCTORHHR BOI11)11—a Tatum 113 HpaB, HpHoope-

TeHHLIX AO DTOPO Bpemeng, — cpoic yalrami ICOTOpILX Haerjeffla 
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BCTyIJLeHHI B CJiay HacTos5nero ooroBopa H NOTopbIe npHrITaioTca
c IIpaBHTrejibTBa HJr rpazqaH BerpHH IIpaBHTeJBCTBy HIm rpaama-
HaM ORHOii H3 COK)3HbIX H Coe HneHHbIX epzatB, H KIoTOpbLe IIPH-

qHTaioTCa C IIpaBHTejCTBa mm rpaaiaH OiHofi Ha COIO3HbIX H Co-
efHHeHHIbx AepaaB IIpaBHnTeJI CTBy HJ rpazaHamM BeHrpHH.

2. 3a HcEroOqeHHne cAyqaeB, clIeiajH O npeJyHo peeyoTHHbIX B
HaCToa0IieM AoroBope, HHqTO B HeM He AJOAMHO ToJIKOBaTbCS KEaK Ha-
Hocam;ee ymiep6 oTHomeHmia Mesmy Ae6HTopaMH H KpeAHTopaH,
BbITeKaIOiHM H3 JOBOeHHbIX EOHTpaETOB, 3aEAOqeHHUbX lpaBHTeJiL-
CTBOM HaJ rpazAaHaMH BeHrpnH.

CTaTm 32.
1. BeHrpHm oTRa3SIBaeTca OT Bcex npeTeH3Hfi jno6oro xapaETepa,

OT HMeHH IIpaBHTeJIlCTBa BeHrpHH IHT BeHrepcKEH rpam;AaH, K Coio3-
HniM H CoemHHeHHmM AepzaBaM, CBa3aHHbu HeHOcpeAcTBeHHO C BOi-
HOfi Ha BbITeKaIOIIWHX H3 MepoInpHrTH, npepnupHHflix B CHjy cy-
IIecTBOBaHHa CocTTOHH BOI0HM B EBpoIIe nocJe 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 roAa,
He3aBHCHMO OT TOrO, Haxo.nHacB JIH B 3TO BpeMa COOTBeTCTByIoIgaq
CoIo3Haa Ir CoeHHeHrHasa AepKaBa B COCTOIHHH BOHHb c BeHrpHefi
HIM HeT. DTOT OTKaa OT IpeTeH3irau BErjoqaeT HHmecAieyIoImee:

a) npeTeH3HH B CBS3H C InOTepMH HIB ym;Iep6oM, noHeceHHHMH
BcJieATBHe AefiCTBHi BOOpySeHHNX CHJ HAE BaaCTefi COI03HbIX HI

CoelHHeHHbMx AepEaB;

b) npeTeH3HH, BmTreraIom.He H3 IpHCYTCTBHa, onepaiii H uH Aeli-
CTBHM BOOpyaeHHmI X CHI HJH BJiacTefi COI03HUbX HA CoeAHHeHHrX

jepaaB Ha BeHrepCKofi TeppHTopHH;

c) npeTeH3HH B OTHomeHHH pemen¶H Ear pacnopasemiHi npH-
30BBX cyAOB Co)O3Hirx JEH CoejIneeHHErx AepsaB, unpueM BeHrpHa

npH3HaeT AeiicTBHTejiHIMH H o6a3aTeJImHUBMH Bee pemeHia H pac-

uopaKeHM TaKHX lpH30BbIX CyAoB, BlmHeceHHIe 1 cenTra6p 1939 roAa

HAH no3,AHee, OTHOCHTeJIbHO BeHrepcKx3 CyAOB rHJH BeHrepcKRx rpy30B

Him oinaThI H3aepMeR;

d) IpeTeH3HH, BbTreKaIonme E3 ocyimeceTBAeHM HnpaB BOIOIOIeeH

CTOpOHI, H n3 Mep, InpmHHaTIT C ireAJm ocymecTBJeHHa 93TX paB.
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BCTYILIIeHlta B cmay HaCTOREker0 AOPOBOPa 11 soTopme Hprmyrralorca 

C lIpaBffreaLcma RAH rpaat,itan Be"'rpm{ IIpamirre.ncmy 11.7111 rpaatAa-

Ham OAHOR H3 C0103HTAX H Coemmembrx Aepzas, H.TH soTophie HpH-

imalarcH c Ilpasffreabcma HRH rpamaH moil H3 Commix H Co-

emmeinillx AepacaB lIpaBffre.mcmy HJIH rpaagaHam BeHrpHH. 

2. 3a Hcsmotiemem cariaes, cllemaa.ithno HpemcmoTpemniix B 

HacToanke3f AoroBope, HINT° B HØM He AORZHO TORICOBaTbCa Has Ha-

Hocargee yth,ep6 oTHomemiam memy Ae6ffropamn II spewropamH, 

Buresaionwm 113 Aosoemiux somparros, 3asmotieHmax IlpaBrcre.u-

ersom mum rpamanamH Berapm. 

GramH 32. 

1. BencpHa oTsa3humeTcH OT scex npeTeHanil Juo6oro xapasTepa, 

OT HMeRH lIpaBure.ncma BeHrpHH um BeBrepeRnx rpazAaH, K C0103-

RUM H Cowmen:Hum AepzaBam, cHwaanmix HeHocpeAcTsemo c BOi-
}IO HRH BbITelCalOIRBX 113 Ireponpusmdi, Hpe,THEpHaamix B may cy-

IgeCTBOBaM111 COCTORRHR BOrIHM B &pone Hoc.ae 1 ceHTH6pa 1939 roAa, 
HeaaBHCHMO OT Toro, Haxommacr, JIB B 3TO Bpema coomeTcmporHaa 

Colemma HRH CommenHaa ,IkepataBa B COCTOHHHH BOiillrI e BefflpHeii 

Hart HeT. OTOT onca3 OT HpeTeHuai ssanoTiaeT macec.aextylonkee: 

a) HpeTeHam B CBI3H C HoTepama HRH pgepoom, HOHeCeHHIJMH 
BC.ge,ACTBHe BoopyzeHabix CHJI HRH BRaCTeft C0103HbIX HJIH 

COeKEtHeHHbIX ,TteplgaB; 

b) HpereH3HH, BbITelialORIAle 113 ITHCYTCTBRil, onepaux# Wm Ad-
CTBIdi noopyzemba CM 11.1111 B.nacTeR COMMIX HJIH C08,IIIHeHTIBIX 
,r(epataH Ha BeHrepcsoil reppHropHH; 

c) HpeTeH3Hu B oTHomeHan peruenntlHim pacuopazemil npH-

30BbIX epos C0103RFAX H.TH COMEIHOHEITIX ,TkepEaB, Hpugem Beurpna 
HpH3'Taff AetierBirre.ammrsm H o6H3aTeahlaamm Bee pernemaa n pac-
Hopaucenaa TaRRX IIPH3OBTIX cyos, Bbruecerimile 1 ceHm6pn 1939 roAa 
HRH no3Hee, OTROCHTeALHO seHrepcmux cpori Him Berirepcuix rppos 

Him OLIJIaTbI Hmepaces; 

d) Hpereman, Hbrresamme Ha ocynAecraaeHHH Hpas Bomomert 

cToponm, 11JEH Ha mep, HpREIRMIX C ReJILKI OCYLEteCTB.ReREIR 3THIC Hpas. 
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2. IIooJIoaeHHI HaCTo0mTeH CTaTbIH 0OJMI HCEuncI aTi IIOJiOCTbIO
H OEOHqaTeJlHO BCe npeTeH3HH yKaaaHHOro BbIme xapaKTepa, KOTOPMbI

OTHLIHe 6yAyr npeRpam;eHM, RTO 6u HH aBJIBJICS 3aHHTepeCOBaHHO
CTOpOHOH. IIpaBHTeJLCTBO BeHrpHH coriamaeTca BbImiaTTb cnpa-
BeJMHByIO KOMneHcaIHWo B BeHrepCRofi BaJioTe jInaM, KOTOpIe npe-
AocTaBHIH BoopyMenHHbIM cunaM Cobo3HblX ILm COeiHeHHbiX ,epaaB
Ha BeHrepeKoAf TeppHTopHH CHa6aeHne HJI ycIyrm no peRBHu31HHH, a

TaEae AJ yAOBJeTBOpeHHM B03HHKInm Ha BeHrepCrKOH TeppHTOpHH

npeTeH3HH 3a HeBoeHHmii yi;ep6, npenaBJIeHHbIX BoopyeHHbIM CH-

JlaM Comi3HbIX HJI CoemHHeHmHbx AepsaB.

3. BeHrpam paBHbIM o6pa30M oTKa3bIBaeTca OT Bcex HpeTeH3H
TaRoro xapaKTepa, ROTOpbii yKa3aH B nyHKTe 1 HacTosageR CTaTbH,
OT HMeHH IIpaBHTeJCTBa BeHrpHH HnoA BeHrepCEHX rpaaEaH KE jO6OA

H3 06LejiAHHeHbix Hauim, AimoMaTHqecrue OTHOmeuHHa OTOpOii C
BeHrpHei 6Bim iiH BanH BO BpeMa BOHHbI H KOTOpaa npenpHmiaa
AeHCTBHa B coTpyaHqeCTBe c C CO3HEaH HJBm CoelHHeHHbIMI ,Aep-

KeaBaMH.

4. IIpaBHTreiCTBO BeHrpHH Aoj0ZHo l pHHaS Ha ce6S IinoJHyHo

OTBeTcTsBeHocT 3a BCX) BOeHHyio BaJIOTy COIO3HHKOB, BbIymIeHHyMo B

BeHrpmI COH)3HMMH BoeHHUMH BJIaCTSM, BKJIIOqaI BCIO TaKyIO BaJIYry,

KOTopas 6yAeT HaxoAHThCr B o6paneHmH Ha AeHL BCTymneHHa B cany
HacTosmero ,IoroBopa.

5. OTKa3 BeHrpuH OT npeTeH3Hm corJacHo IHKTry 1 HaCTOSImef
CTaTH BsrJnoqaeT jno6ue npeTeH3Hm, BUTeRaioJiHe a3 Mep, npmarux
jno6oAf H Coo3aix H CoeHHemeH x AepzaaB B oTHomeHEM BeHrepciwx
cyAOB Meeay 1 ceHTa6pa 1939 rora H AHeXl BCTynjLeH B CHay Ha-
cTomaiero AoroBopa, a Tasxe mo6re npeTeHan H JoarrH, BwTeEKalm He
H3 IHue efiCTByIO InHX KOHBeHnIm BOeHHOInReHnX.

OraTa 33.
1. 70o 3aslDKKneH TroproBLIX oroBopOB wm corzamemtn xeaiG

oTje.immam 6Oewmaeimmmum HaIInHmm H BenrpHei, IIpaBnrej cTBo

BearpHH 6yAeT npewocTaram B TeTeoHme 18 MecaneB co AIa BCTymIe-
HM B CHJM HacTo0ne ro oroopa HBeyKaaaHH peasHM asofi H3i
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2. 110J1031e1THII HaCTOSIRker1 CTaTbH A0.7121ClibI HCILTH011aTb HOJTHOCT1310 

H 0E01111aTCJIHIO BCC EL-pennant' yEa3aHHoro Bb11110 xaparrepa, EOTOpbI6 

OTHIMIC 6y,LkyT npeEpannHbi, ETO ou 1114 fIRTISIJICII 3annTepecosannori 

cTopoHolt. IlpaBliTeJIbCTBO Be1111111H coraanmena BbILIJIaTkr113 cn-pa-

Began:ape E03111CHCa11H10 B BeHrepeRoil Baziare anHam, EOTOp/A0 npe-

AOCTaBallE noopyacemna," CUJIM C010311bLX Mill COCX111011HbIX ,J2(epzaB 

Ha BeHrepcxeil TeppriTopral cHa6menne Han ycayrn no peRB113HLWIll a 

Tante AJTS1 ygonaenopenHa B031illEDIEIS Ha neurepcEoci Teppffroplln 

'Imam& 3a Heneerandi yiu,ep6, npegBanaemnax BOOppltellHbIM CH-

Jam C0103HbIX n.rn Commenabtx Aepacan. 

3. BeHrpna paBHbIll e6pa3om oiaaaunaena OT Bee% npeTeHanit 

Tarcoro xapamepa, 'temple yEa3an B iriHEre 1 HamarEketi CTaT1311, 

OT 1131e11H lIpantrreaLcna Berirpim run' BeHrepcEnx rpaatitaH R J11060f1 

H3 Ofte,IEHHeunbix Hagar', waomaTENecE.He moraenna EoToper' c 

BeHrpHer" &UM nopnam BO 'Tema B011HbI 11 Empasi npeAnpnHaaa 

AeticTBFul B corpyamilecne e ColourImmt" HJ1H C00)1,1111eHHblIfil 

manual. 

4. IlpannTeabcno Benrprm Aoaamo npnHan Ha ce6a neallyie 

OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb 3a BM Boemrpo naarcyry COKOHHEOB, nhinynkeHHylo B 

BeHrproi C0103HIAMH BOCHHEINH 33J1aCT511411, nicarrogaa BM Talmo namary, 

'coTapas' 6y,geT Haxoarmea B o6pargeHHH Ha Am) neTynaeHHa B cHay 

HacTosagero Aoronopa. 

5. Ontaa Be'wpm OT npenroall coraacHo nyakuy 1 Hacnameit 

craTLH munotuteT6ble npenHarta, nrxreEaromme Ha mep, npHHsrmix 

J1106011 H3 CO10311101 H Commeninix ,11,epEan B OTHOHISHHH BeHrepocnic 
cmon meamy 1 cenTa6pa 1939 roAa H ARM BCTUJIHHZ B may Ha-
cnargero itoroBopa, a maze ato6me npeTerram H AoarH, nureEtlionkne 
H3 nuae Aeficisporikllx Ronne mom0 BoenHon.aenHus. 

Oraisa 33. 

1. AO 3a1CII01181114a TOK OBEIS Aoronopon BJJR coraamertel xleziEy 
OTACJIMILINIt OrmemHentrumm Harounal H BenrpHei, lIpamireammo 
Benrpan 6yAeT npeAociranaan B regenne 18 Hemmen co Am BeTy1L110-
HRH BMW nacnamero Aoronopa IlliKeYRa3a1M1311 pomp' =awl Ha 
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06ieAnHeHHbIx HaIai, rKoTopaff Ha naqajax B3aHaMoTH ebaTaITHecKH

RpeAocTaBHT BeHrpHH aHajior0HIUbIi peaia B IIOA06HxII BOpOCax:
a) Bo BceM, ITO EacaeTc IIOmIIJH H C6 opOOB IO HMIOpTy H

EKcHnpTy, BHyTpeHHero o60josseHui HM10OpTHpyeMbIX TOBapOB, a Taicae
Bcex npaBHJI, OTHOCaILHxca K aTOMy, 065eAHHeHHbIM lHangaM 6yAeT
npeAocTaBseH 6e3ycjioBHbIn peaHm HaH6onmmero 65iaronpmaTcTBo-
BaHH{.

b) BO BCex ApyrHx OTHOmeHHax BeHrpaI He AOJaEHa nIpOBOAHTb
IIpOH3BOJIbHOH AHCKpTHMHaiHH, HaIIpaBIJeHHOfi IIpOTHB TOBapOB, npO-

H3BOAHMbIX Ha Juo60oH TeppHTOPHH Jno60i H3 06'elaHeHHeuHX Hawi;i

HJm npeIJaHa3HaqeHHbIx AIa 3TO TeppHTOpHH, HO CpaBHeHeio c inoAo6-
HbIMH TOBapaMH, nPOH3BOlHMblMH Ha TeppHTOpHH JIHmn60fi pyroi H3

06eameHHbIx Ha,&iil WH Ha TeppHTOpHH mo6ofi Apyrofi HHocTpamHHo
:epaaBs HJmH npeAHa3HaleHHIMH ga 3MTHX TeppHTOpHH.

c) PpazaaHaM 06bexmHeHmbIx Haluai, B TOM qHcJIe IopHAHue-

CKHM jmIaM, AOJIKeH 6uT nIIpeaocTaBJleH HaWHOHaJl HbIii peEHM H pe-
ma;m HaHa6oJbmero 6jiaronpamrcTBOBaHH 0 BO Bcex Bonrpocax, Kacalo-

I:Ixca ToproBJm, npoMbImneHHocTH, MopeniaaBaHma H AIpyrHX BHa;OB

ToproBofi AeSTreIAHOCTH B BeHrpmH. [TH HoCTaHOBJeIeHH He AOJIaEHb

npHMeHITrrbc K EOMMepQecCKOf aBHaimHe.
d) BeHrpaa He 6yteT npe1OCTaBATb HHEaKoro HCKJnrOqHTejlHoro

HJIH AHCKpHMHHaOHHoHHOro paBa EaKOi 6u TO HH 6mijio cTpaHe B OT-
HomeHHH HCIIOJlb30BaHHI KOMMepqecKHx CaMOJIeTOB B MeaYnapO0 IOM

coo6in;eH ; oHa npeAocTaBHT BCeM 065BeZnIeHHBiM HIIamHpaM paBHbe
B03M0oEHOCTH B IIpHo6peTeHHE Ha BeHrepCKOHi TeppHTOpHH npaB B o65a-
CTH MezRyHapOHOi KcOMMepqecEKfi aBHauHH, BoIIoqaS nipaBO nocaAKH

AJim 3aanpaBKH rOpIOqHM H peMOHTa; ITO KacaeTca HCIIOnb30BaHHa ROM-
Mepqecrnx caMojieTOB B MealyHapOAHOM coo6nleHHH, OHa npeAocTaBHT
BceM 06meaHeHHbIM HaRsM Ha OCHOBe B3aHMHOCT H 6e3 AIHCKpH-
MHHaHH npaBO 6ecuocaAowmoro HOJIeTa HaA BeHrepcoi TeppHTopHef.
3TH IIOCTaHOBJeHHs He 0OJIHbl 3aTparHBaTb HTrepecoB HaWHOHaJIbHOfi

o6opOHxi BeHrpHH.

2. BumeynomaHyriTE o6a3aTejmcTBa BeirpHEH omJI nHOHH-
MaTLca B TOM cMuCJie, TO Ha mHHX paCupocTpamHIOTCa E3Ha aTH, o6wl o
BiEnomaBmIeca B TOproBHe gOrOBOpu, 3aKiIoqeHHMe BeHrpHei AO
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06seAHHeHmAx Haunt KoTopaa Ha Hagazax B3aHMHOCTH 4ARTHgecEH 
HpeAocTaBHT BeHrprm allaaoratmbrA pearam B HoAo6Hbrx Boupocax: 

a) Bo Beam, qTO KacaeTat HODIJIHH H coopos 110 ramopTy RAH 
axcHopTy, BHyrpeHHero 06J102ICCHHH HmaopTupyembix ToBapos, a Tamice 
Bcex HpaBHJI, OTHOCaII111XC5I K KOMI, 061)egHlleHHbIli Ha11111131 6yAeT 
HpeAocTaBaeH 6eaycaosHmA pezam Ham6o.nmero 6J1aPOLIpHSITCTBO-
Bamm. 

b) BO Bcex Apyrnx OTHOffieHICIX BeHrpaa He Awrzaa Hp°Bourn 
111)0113B0J11,11011 jaacapracaHamm, HanpameHHA 11p0111B ToBapos, Hpo-

113BOAMITAX Ha mo6oft Teppirroppin .111060f1 113 061,00-{Heimbix Haii 
HJIII HpeAHa3HaileHmAx AJISI DT011 Tepparopaa, Ho cpameHmo c 110,1106-
Hb1MH ToBapamm, 111:10143BOAHMLIMR" Ha TepparopHH mo6oti ApyroA H3 
OfteAHHemmix Haar& mra Ha Tepprrroprm .ino6oA ApyroA HHocapaHHoA 
AepzaBbi HAM rrpeAllamaileHmara ,11.1111 wrnx TepprrropErk. 

c) PpazikaHam 06iejameHmAx Haan*, B TOM qi21c.ae lopawie-
CHEW angam, A0J/11{011 6bITI6 iipeAocTarzen HarkTfoHaambiA pexam 

HaHowthmero 6.aaronpurremoBamia BO Bcex Bonpocax, Kacalo-
irtaxca Topromm, 11p0MbIILLICHHOCTII, MopeuzaBanaa H Apyrax BlijikOB 

ToproBoA AeaTeJ113110CIM B Bemplla. am HOCTaHOBJIMIHR He AOJIZIMI 
Hp11Me1151MCR K aommeptiecaort aBHattall. 

d) BearpHa He 6pkeT HpeAocTawarm macaaoro IICKJ11011HTWILHOF0 

AlicKprimmialmoHHoro apaBa aaaoA 6rA TO 1111 6131J10 cipaHe B OT-
HOD:WHIM liCHOJIL30BaHHFI Rommel)immix camo.meToB B rittez,gyHapoxaom 

coo6memm; oHa HpeAocTaBar Bcem 06seamemana Haaaam pasHme 
BO3MOZHOCTH B HpHoopeTeHrm Ha BeHrepciwit Teppirropym HpaB B o6.4a-
CTH memyHapoAHA KommepgecKoA ammarm, Bx.moxiaa HpaBo Hocamca 
J151 3anpamm ropioqffm H pemoHTa; qT0 aacaeTca HCHOJI1)30BaHati ROM-
mepiecnix cams:mm.0B B memAyaapoxaom coo6meHrm, °Ha rrpeAocTaBHT 
Bcem 06wamemilAm Hamm Ha ocHoBe B3aHMHOCTH H 6e3 ;WITH-

mrmatim apaBo 6ecuocaAolmoro [roam HaA BeHrepcxott TeppirropHeA. 
DTH HocTamomema He AOJIEHE•I 3aTparnsam HErrepecoB Hauxorram.Hon 
o6oporna BeHrprm. 

2. BrAmeyHomaHrbie o633aTexEcma BeHrpma AOJISCHN HOER-

manza B TOM cmucae, TO Ha mix pacHpocipaualarca H3WITHH, 0611111110 
BKJEECRIaBLEIHeCa B ToproBble itoroBoru, 3aamotiertable BeHrpmeA Ito 



BOHHIH; a nOCTaHOBAeH11S, OTHOCIIIHeCal E B3aHMHOCTH CO CTOPOHbI
Kacaoii 13 06eleAHHeHHbix HarTiW, AOJAKHbI noHHMaTbcS B TOM CMbICJle,
ITO Ha HrII paCIpocTpaHSIiOTca HaTILTm, o06UiHO BimuoQaeMie B Top-

roBhIe qorOBOpbI AaHnoro rocyAapcTBa.

CTaTba 34.
BeHrpHa oicaeT COAeiCTBHe B npeeienax Bo3M:ocHoro B KeJle3HO-

iopoa0HbIX TpaH3HTHlbIX nepeBoa3ax Ha CBoei TeppHTOpHH, C pa3yM-
HbIM1 TapH4qaMH, n 6 YAeT rOTOBa c DTOHf IlejibIo 3ar0amoq c coceLHHMH
rocyAapcTBaM B3aHMHbIe corJiameHmi.

CTaTMa 35.
1. Cnoppb, MorymHe B03HHyrI T Ipnu OCyi;ecTBJieHHH CTaTefi 24,

25 H 26 H IlpiIoeHmi IV, V H VI HaCTOam;ero AoroBopa, AOJIxHm
nepeAaBaTmca CorjacHTrejbHOi KOMHCCHi, cocToaHmefi H3 paBHoro iHc-
ia npelcTaBHTejiei nlpasBmrejcTa 3aaHTepecoBaHHOH 06ieBaHenHofi
Haiu4 H IIpaBHTrejCTBa BeHrpHH. ECJn B TeqeHHe 3 MecneB nIocJie
nepefaqH cnopa CorjacHrTejiHofi KOMCCHH He 6y:,eT AOCTHrHyTO
coriameHna, Kaa;Aoe 3 IIpaBHTreJbCTB MOSeT noTpe6OBaTm BrIjOqeHHI
B KomwCCmo TpeTLero 'qjeHa H, B caiyae Hecorjacsa MemAy AByMa
IIpaBHTrejcTBaME OTHOCHTerbHO H36paHia 3Toro qieHa, Jiio6aa H3 CTO-
pOH MOleT o6paTHTLa K reeepaubHOMy CespeTapio 06e:mHeHHbIX
Hanji c npocC6oif npOH3BeCTH sTO Ha3HaqeHHe.

2. PemeHlae 6 onbimHHCTBa qIneHOB IOMHCCHH 6yAeT HaBjTbTCH
pemeHnem KOMHCCmH n ,ojsHOo npHHnHaTTcac CTOpoHaMH KKar OKOHHIa-
TenaLHoe H o6s3aTeJSHoe.

rCaTba 36.
CTaTSH 24, 26 H 33 H IIpnoazeHHe VI HacTomnero AoroBopa 6yAyT

npeHMbearsc K COIO3HIM H CoeameHHbM AepEaBaM H fpaHWH, a
Tamcae K TeM H3 06BefIeHeHHmux Hanii, ,nuiOMaaTfqecEHe OTmomema
ROTOpbIX C BeHmpHefi 6bJm nIOpBaHI BO BpelM BOHIm.

CTaTba 37.
IIocTaHoBaienaa IIpBoaeneH i IV, V H VI, Ram H HIOCTanOBAIenH

Apyrnx IIpioazemHa, 6 yjyT, HMeTh cary Ear HeoTesaeMieue 'acTH
HacToamnero ,oroBopa.
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BOIIHLI; a HOCTaHOBJIOH1111, oTHocHHAueca K B3aHMEIOCTIZI CO CTOpOHIA 

Kaaukori 113 061Alc1111eIHILLX HOHFIMaTbCAll B TOM CMbICJIO, 

IITO Ha THIN pacupocrpaHmoTcH 113TaT11111 06bITIHO munagaemble B TOp-
roBme AoroHopm AaHHoro rocyjkapcma. 

CTama 34. 

BeHrpnii mazer coAeficume B Hpme.aax B0311011CHOTO B ;macaw-
,I(OpOZIMIX TpaHarrHux nepeBoartax Ha cHoeti Tepprrroprm, c pa3y3{-
HbIMfl Tapmparim, H 637AeT roToBa C TOE HOJILIO 3aILTHOTIHTb C COMIIHM11 

rocyAapcnamu HaaHmHbre coraameHHH. 

CTaTTAI 35. 
1. CHopm, ALOUD:We BO3HHICHyTh 11H ocymecrwieHHH oraTeil 24, 

25 If 26 H IIpHJI03ICH1111 IV, V H VI HacToaakero ,TIoroHopa, AOJEICHLI 
HepeAaHaTE.ca ComacHrem,Holi ROMECCIlif, cocToameti 113 pasHoro 

HpeAcTaHHremit 11pamfre.imcma HaHorepecoHamort 06T3OXEIHOHHOr1 
HaHIEEt H lIpaHrrre.mcma BeHrpHH. ECJIlf B TOIMMO 3 mecageH Hoc.710 
nepwkalm cHopa ComaeBrum:mil KOMIICCHM HO 6yAeT AsacmrHyTo 

cor.aaraeHHH, Hazicoe 113 11pawrre.ncm mozeT Howe6oHam BKI11011OHILS 
B ROMHCC11.10 rpemero ti.acHa H, B caraae HecomacHa memAy Asyma 

IlpaHrrreabcnamH OTHOCITTOJLE.H0 HaopaHRH nom tizeHa, .ino6aH H3 CTO-
pox mozeT o6panunca E PeRepazBuomy CercpeTapio 06110)111HOHHI3IX 
Rawl c npocL6oA nponaHecTH 91.0 HaaHageHrie. 

2. N UMMI 60JILIIIIIHCTBa 11.1113110B KW/11MM' opOT HBJLSITbCH 
peineHnem KO?dECCIIII 11AOJIEHO rrpimnamcsi croponamn 'tax oicoHqa-
Teamoe H oon3aTeamoe. 

Orama 36. 
CTaTIall 24,26 H 33 H TIpamateHHe VI Hamm:gem AoroHopa 6yAyT 

ripHmenamea i C0103HI,IM If Com:inn:Hum AepacaBaH H OpaHHHH, a 
Tame R TOM 113 061.extmemulx HaHuii, imummaTatiecHne monies= 
KoTopmx c BeHrpHeil 6bum HopHaHm BO HpeltH 

°Tana 37. 

HocTaHomeana 11pHaozeHmli IT, V ii VI, Kam H HocTanort.nenHa 

Apyritx IlpHaozeudi, 6vg, MIMI, may Has Hem-Lex/lame ilacTH 
HIICTORIIker0 ,11(0r0B0pa. 
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qACTb VII.

nlOCTAHOBJIEHMH, OTHOCfLUMHECH K AYHAI).

CTraTL 38.
HaBnraqam na peIe ,IiyHaA Aojiza 6EITb CBo60oBHOH H oTwproi

Aj: rpamAaH, ToproBbIx cyAOB H ToBapOB Bcex rocyAapcTB Ha ocHose
paBeHcTBa B OTHIOmemH IIOpTOBbIX H HaBHraIHOHHIIX C6OpOB H yCjiOBmi
ToproBoro cyAoxoAcTBa. BhImeHajioaeoe He ie pacrpocTpaHaeTca Ha
IepeBO3sH MearAy IopTaMH olHoro H Toro aze rocyAapcTBa.

Y ACTb VIII.

3AHKJIOq) TEJIbHbIE nOCTAHOBJIEHHFI.

CTaTm 39.
1. B TeqeHie nepHOaa, He npesBimaiogero 18 MecsmeB co mrm

BCTyeIeHas B CHIjy HacTomaiero AoroBopa, rjaBbI L.miHoMaTHqecrHx
MHiCCEi CoBeTCKoro Coio3a, Coe..IHeHHoro KopoJeBCTBa H CoerH HeH-
HbIX IITaTOB AMepHKH B ByAaiemTe, AeHcTBys nHO corJiacoBaHr ,
6ygyT npeecTaBiaIIT CoIo3HbIe H CoeuHHeHH Ie AepEaaBbI B CHomerlax
c IIpaBHTreabCTBOM BeHrpHH no BCeM BOnpOCaM, RacaIOnHWMc BumOJI-
HeHHs H TOJIKOBaIHI HacTosmnero AoroBopa.

2. TpI rFIaBE MHCCHii 6y5yT IpeAocTaBJSTIh IIpaBHTreJbCTBy BeH-
rpHH TamHe pyKOBOACTBO, TexHHqecKHe COBeTM H pa3aIcHeHHI, xarme
MOryT 6mITb Heo6xo0HMubI Jia o6ecneqeHsi 65iCTporo H aoeETHBHOro
BbIIOJIHeHHSI HaCTOaimgero AoroBopa B cooTBeTCTBHH C ero AyXOM H
TeKCTOM.

3. IIpaBHTejmCTBO Bem'Hrp 6yAeT inpeOCTaBaarrb ynomauymrM
TpeM PjiaBaM MHCCEH BCIO Heo6xoA0HMyIO HH4)opMaonmo H ORlau3BaT
BCRKOe coAeficTBHe, 0OTOpbe OHH MoryT IIOTpe60BaT npH BHoJImeHHH
3aaaq, Bo03aoeHnux Haa HHx HaCT X HaoT AorOBopOM.

OraTm 40.

1. 3a HcrnioqeHBeM Tex cJynIaeB, rorza mHHi IIopSaox cnegxajt -
HO InpeaycMoTpeH Kaofii-1m5o6 H3 CTaTefi HaCTOIm.ero AoroBopa, nof6oi
cIop oTHOCRTeJibHO TjoROBamHa HJ: BEbmoJIeHHa a3oro AoroBopa,
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tiACTb VII. 

ilOCTAHOBIlEHI1fl, OTHOCRWMECI1 II AYHAIO. 

CTaTLII 38. 

HasnranHa Ha pen AyHal Ao.anina 6mTr) eso6oAHoilII orspbrroff 
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A-131 rpamjkaH, Toprossa cyAos II TOBapOB BCOX rocyAapeTs Ha OCHOBO 

paseHeTsa B OTHOILIOHHH nopToHux ii Hasnrannomax coopos H pawn& 

Toprosoro cyikoxoAcTsa. Bramenamzennoe He pacnpocTpaHneTcn Ha 

nepeso3En mez,Ay nopTamn oicnoro H Toro me rocpapersa. 

LIACTb VIII. 

3AKIIHANTEllbHblE flOCTAHOMEHIlli. 

OraHa 39. 

1. B Tetiallte nepnoAa, He npessnnalonkero 18 mecznes co Ana 
scTyn.aenna B may HacTomikero Aorosopa, Dian' ,ThumomaTmecnix 

MHCCHil CoseTcHoro Colo3a, Cow:Humor° It0p0.7IeliCTBa n Coenneu-

mix AMOpHICH B ByAaHenTre, AericTsys HO comacosainno, 

6y,u,yT HPOACTaBJIHTI) C0103HI,I0 11 COOKH-HellHbIe Aepacama B CHOIHOMISIX 

c IlpasilreaseTsom Benrpnn no seem sonpocam, RaCalOITTMCH 

nem! H TOJIMOBaHHH HaeTosnnero Aorosopa. 

2. Tpn Emma M_HCCIIII 6y,lkyr npeRocTasAnTs IlpaBFITOJIbCTBy Ben-
rpm Tame pyicosoAcTso, TeXHHIIOCEHO COMM H pa3INSICHOHHH, IMMO 
MOID 6mTh Heo6xo,itmnbi o6ecnetieHnn obleTporo 11 acpcperrnsHoro 

BbIHOJIHOITHH HacTosnnero Aorosopa B COOTBOTCTBHH C ero AS2COM ii 

TORCTOM. 

3. 11paBIlTOJILCTBO Bearpaa 6y.geT HPO,I(OCTaRMIT6 ynotsmymzr 
Tpem Raasam Mncenft HMO Heo6xoginkro ninDopmainno H Imam:Ban 

swum coAeficTsne, noTopue 01111 moryT noTpe6osaTs npn BbMOJIHOHIIII 

B03.710ZOBTINX Ha MIX BacTolunifm Aorosopom. 

°Tama 40. 

1. 3a HCR.711011OHHOM Tex c.Ltygaes, norika 1fflO normoic cum:km.41,-

HO npegyemoTpen nanori-Jrnoo 113 eTaTeil HacToalnero )1orosopa, .irro6oR 

mop OTHOCHTO,TILHO TOJIE0BaHHH 11.7111 Bb1110.7IHOIEHH nor° Aorosopa, 



He yperyJMpoBaIHbfTfi eM nyIe npaMMbIX AHuIaTHIqeciHx neperoBopoB,
,A;ojaeH iiepelaBaTbea TpeM rIAaBaM JHIrsoMa aTmecuHx MHnccH, Aefi-
CTByIOIEHM Ha OCHOBaHHH CTaThH 39, c TeM HCrOIoeHHeM, qTO B DTOM
cjiyqae rPaBbI MHCCHHi He 6yAyT orpaHHqeHbi CpoKOM, npe;AycMOTpeH-
HUbM a3TO CTaTheiH. Jh[o6oHi TaKOiif CIIOp, e paapemeHHui rJIaBaMH

[MHCCHH B TeQeHmHe ,IByX MecageB, 7OJfEeH, ecJIH cHopaiRne CTOPOHBI

He inpHiyr K B3aHMHOMy corJIameHmEO o6 HHuX cnIoco6ax yperyjm-
pOBaHH cInopa, lnepeasaTbcsa, no Tpe6oBaHHo jin6oH0 H3 CIOPHIEX

CTOpOH, B IOMHCCHIO B COCTaBe O0oHOrO IrpeACLTaBHTeJA OT IaZxiAOH H3
CTOPOH H TpeTBero qJIeHa, BbI6paHHorO Hn B3aHMHOMy corJameHmo
l;ByX CTOPOH H3 rpa:l¢aH TpeTeHX cTpaH. EcJi A!ByM CTOpoHaM He
yaaCTCs B MecalHbIiH CPOK npHTTH K corJiameHB) OTHOCHTejibHO Ha-
3HaeHas TpeTmero qjeHa, TO Jno6aa H3 H1x MOEeT o6paTHTmcaI
reHepaJnHoMy CexpeTapio 06iejuHeHHiux Hami& c npocB6oH nppo-
H3BeCTEH TO Ha3HaqeHHe.

2. PemeHHe 60onImUHHCTBa ieHOB KOMHeCCHi 6yAeT BJLaTrbCS
pemeeHHe IKOMHeCCE H OH ;OJHO IpmlUMaTCea CTOpOHaMH KaK OKOH-

qaTeibHoe H o6i3aaTejLHoe.

CTaTba 41.
1. Jio6ofi qjH e Opraim3amnm 6OaeAHHeHmHix HanHfi, He BJimio-

IH;CEcI CTOpOHOf, nOAximcaBmefi HaCTOZiDIH AOroBOp, H HaxoamHiCa
B COCTORSHH BOfH p C BeHrpHef, MOeTT UpHcoejHTCa K STOMy ,o0-
roBopy H nocie npzcoeHemffa 6y:eT Aa geieft ei oroBopa caqTaTbCS
O;AHOtt Ha CoePI.HemnHIX epaaB.

2. A mi npHcoeAHHeHmH 6yzyT cAaH Ha xpaHeHHe IIpaBnTejm-
CTmy CoI3a COBeTCKeX CoguajmcTHWecKH x Pecny6Jm H 6yAyT HMeTm

CHJy co FIa c:azH.
CTaTm 42.

HacTomruK ,3orOBop, pycCERHf H armcrmfK TeCTl KoroTporo
aiaOrTca ayTeTmHMnm, 6 yAeT paTHmIIHpoBaH CommmOIH H CoeIH-
HeHHlJMH epzaBaMH. PoroBOp AOJIKeH 6,rm TariKe paTH4IqHpOBaU
BemrpHefL IoroBop BCTYrHT B CHjry HeeAeHHo0 Iocje caPaH paTH-
4HnaHuOHHmx rpaMOT Como30M CoBeTCKEm COIwajmCTaqeciKx Pecny6-
mJI CoeAHHemmIM KopoieBCTBOM BemIH o6pnTamu H CeBepHoi Hi
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He yperyirapoHambH1 Hyrem Hpambrx AMAOMaTRHOCKIIX neperoHopoB, 

AWIEtell nepeAaHancsi Tpem RuaHaas! AHroomandgeciatx M.Hccral, 

cmpouvfm Ha OCHOBaHHH CTaTbIl 39, C TOM IICKAI011eMleMy rro B WWI 
cAriae Rama MHCCHR He 6yAyT orparameHm epoicom, HpejwcmoTpeH-
Hum 3T0171 cTameli. Jho6oti TaHort cHop, He paaperaeHmil raaHamn 

M.HCCHR B Tel/OH:He AByx mecucert, lkomeH, ecaH mops:awe CTOPOHIA 

He iipwr K Haaramomy coraarnemo o6 11H1IX cnoco6ax yperyrili-

porgaram cHopa, nepeAaHanca, 110 Tpe6oHaHmo A1060ft 113 cHopaluxx 

CTOPOH1_ B ROILIICCHIO B cocTaHe OAHU° HPOACTaBHTOJEI OT ItaZA011 113 

CTOPOH H TpeThero tiaeHa, Hm6pamoro 110 maHmHomy commerce:To 

AByx cropon 113 rpaacAaH Tpenrix cipan. ECAH XBPI cToponam He 

paCTCH B mecaimbdi cpoic HPHITH K comamemo OTHOCHTeabH0 m-

3113,110E1151 Tpemero -tuella, TO A106aH H3 HIIX moateT o6paTuThesi E 

reHepaz6Homy OmenImo 06T,extmenHux Hau c upocb6off Hpo-

R3BeCTII OTO Hammeme. 

2. PeIlleHHO 60AMIIHIICTBaleHOB ROM:Heel/If 6yAeT a:BAHTECH 

penieHHem KOMCCHM H AWIZHO upwaHmamca CTOPOHaMH icalc 
IlaTeALHOO H o6iraaTemHoe. 

OramH 41. 

1. 311050it SAM Opramtaautua 06mAanemmax Ilawfil, no Immo-

nwalcs cTopoHolt, Howracartrueil HacTosurvul AoroBop, H Haxownwites 
B COCTOSHMI BOAHM C BeHrPHell, MOOT IIPHCOMIMITLCH K 3TOMY ,110-

roHopy H Hocao lipHcommeHHH 6yAeT zJIa mule AoroBopa CIIHTaTbCH 
°Allot Ha Coemmemuc ,IkepzaH. 

2. Arrm HpHcoexaHemas 6yAF± cAaHLI Ha xpaReme IlpaHHTerh-

my Coma COBeTCHBX CormazonmecEnx Pecny6zmic H 6yAyr Hawn. 

CHAY CO AISI cAava. 

Ormuz 42. 

TheToaawk Aormackg, pyccHart H amvaulexHit TBECT161 Rumor° 
KBALII0Tea arenTHqnumm, 6pm paTraprampoHan C01030:611D1 H COOXH-
HOMMIKEE rliepzaBalm. AoroHop Acumen arm Tame pamlutaxportau 

BourpHeit. AoroBop BCTyffEtT B cmay HeHemel:filo Hocao eAatra palm-
dmmaiwoHnux rpamoT Coioao COMMIX CormaJmelapieemx Peen-0-

CoexaHernitam Ropo.aeHen3om Beamo6pHirama H Ca'lomat rfp-
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JaH .iHH H Coe.neHHmmiH mTaTaMH AMepmHH. PaTHmHqmauHomme
rpaMOTbI 6yryT B IpaTamnmHi cpoK c0iaHmi Ha xpaleHHe IIpaBHTeJm-

CTBy Coioa COBeTCKHX ConIIaJHCTHecRHx Pecniy6mH.
B OTHomeHH RaaroH H3 COIO3HUX HIH CoeHmHeHHR x AepamaB,

paTHqHnKaHoHHaH rpaMoTa EOTOPOA 6yAeT craaHa HIocJe 3Toro, ,oroBOp

BCTyIHT B CHar Co am cfaqtH Ha xpaHeHHe. HaCToaIE AOroBOp
6yeT cAaH B apxHBH IIpaBHTejiCTBa CoIo3a COBOTCEHX CoHaIHCTH-

qecKux Pecniy6jmH, RoTopoe pao30mjeT 3aBepeHHle KonIIH aaroxy

H3 nOAHCaBInMH 9TOT IOrOBOp rOcyAapCTB.
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JaHAHH H Coegunembnaz Ilharaxa AMOpHEH. PamlimEau,Hormue 
rparsona 6y,gyr H cpoE clrianu Ha xpaHeHHe Ilpamreab-
cmy Comaa CoHeTcEnx CouxamenviecicHE PecrryozHE. 

B °THUMB:GI ItazAoli 113 C01031113TX n.im Coemmemax AepzaH, 
paTwpmEartHoHnaH rpamura Europa 6yAeT cAaHa proem noro, AoroHop 
BeTyILLiT B may CO AI wkaini Ha xpaHenne. Haman:HA AoroBop 
6yAeT cAaH B ap211113b1 IlpaHuranerHa Coloaa COBOTCICHX HaJtHcm-
=welt= PecHy6.7mE, RoTopoe paaoraan HaHopenme KO= Eazukory 

113 HOAIDICaBLITHS MOT Aorosop rocptapm. 



TREATIES

nEPE4EHb nPMJnOlOEHAR.

IIpHJioameRme I.

IIpHoaeHHe II.

IIpImoazeHme Im.

IIpHjoseHHe IV.

IIpHaozreie V.

IpaRozeHEe VI.

EapTI rpamn BeHrpnH.

OnpeaejieHHe BOeHHoro H BoeHHo-B03AymHoro o6y-
qeHHa.

OrpeAeaenH e H nepeqeHL BOeHHIX MaTepnajlOB H
TeXHHMH.

CneIwaJibHMie InoJoaeHHI, OTHocWaHeCI E HeKOTO-

plIM BHlaM C06cTBeHHOCTH:

A. IIpoMuJIn eHHaa, JHTepaTypHaa H xyAoaecTBeH-
Haa CO6cTBeHHOCTb.

B. CTpaxoBoe AeMo.

CoHTpanT, cpORH AaBHocTH neHmie 6yMarH.

Cyee6HEle pemeHna.
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lIpmozerme I. 

Hpanozeime 

IIraumzerme 

IIpanozerate IV. 

IIpmozemie 

IINumzeHlie VI. 

ilEPELIEHb IlM4110}HEHYlki. 

Rap"'Ea rpanint BeHrprra. 

Onpewealie B0011110P0 H Boelluo-Bo3A-yrunoro 06y-
11(3111111. 

OnpeAmeHne H nepeqeffb BOWFIN% maTepHazoB H 
TeXHHICH. 

CIICHHaJIBM310 HOJI0ZeHEISII °THOU:HAMM J HeICOTO-
pmm BHAELM CO6CITIeHHOCTH: 

A. IIpombumemiaa, JurrepaiypHasIf xmozecTseH-
Hali CO6CTBeHHOCTI,. 

B. CipaxoBos Aeao. 

Komparru, cpoicH AaBROCTH B gelatin 6ymara. 

GYAe6Hue pemeima. 
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nPHnOIO EHHE I.

(CM. CTaThIO 1).

IapTm: I. PpamHm Beirpim.

IA. HcnpaBl3eHbe rpaimiHu Meaaey BenrpHeHi H Iexocjio-
BaKHeH.

nPHnOH{EHHE II.

(CM. CTaTBHO 14).

OnpeAeneHHe BOeHHOrO H BOeHHO-BOSAyWHOrO 06ymeHHa.

1. TepMHH <<BoeHHoe o6yqeeHHe» o3HaqaeT H3yqenne H yIpasHe-
HHa B o6JacTH IInpMeeHeaM BOeHHbIX MaTepHaJOB H TexHEH, cIeng-
aAjHo npeJ;Ha3HameHHbIx aIH npHcIioco6JIeHmlIx IaS BoeHHbIX nieefi,
H yqe6imIX IpHcnoco6jieHmI, Hmeionax OTHomeHHe r 3TOMy; 13y"IeHHe

H BbmoJIeHHe Bcex cTpOeBBiX yipazmHemiHi mI nepeIBHzeHHm, npeA-
Ha3HaqeHnux jaim o6yqeHmHm MaHeBpRPOBaHBmo HJIH Az BbmOIHeHMH
MaHeBpHpoBanHH, npmMeHReMoro eficTByionipMH qacTqMH B 60o; a

TaKRe opraHn30BaHHoe H3yqeHme TaKTHu, cTpaTerHH H mTa6Hof pa-

6o0TI.

2. TepMHH <<BOeHHO-B03ynmHOe o6yqenme>> o3HaqaeT H3yTeHHe

H ynpaziHeHB B o6JiacTH rnpHMeHemHa BoeHHMX MaTepHajiOB H TeX-

HmKH, CneIIHaJEEHO ipeWHa3aeHHaebX H p HJEHnpcoco6jeHHbiiX ia BOeH-
HO-B03IymIIIHIX Igejefi, H yqe6HBix npHcoco6jieHHfi, HMeiouHX OTHO-

meHHe R DTOMy; H3yIeHHe H BIMIIHeHeHHe BceX CIneIHaj3HpO0BaHHhIX

BBOJOIIa, BEmIIqaa IIOjieTU CoeAHeHiIeM, ROTOpbIe npMeHmioTCa

aBHagHefi npH BsInoJIHeHi 60eBUx aaaHHia ; a TaKce opramH30saHaoe
HayseHHe BoeHHO-B03Afym1Hoi TaKTHKH, cTpaTermaH H ima6HoA pa6o0T.

InPMJ1OH EHHE III.
(CM. CTaTbO 17).

OnpeAeneHme H nepeieHb BoeHHUX maTepHanoiB N TeXH"KN.

TepMHH <<BoeHHUe MaTepHaLIh] H TexHHKa>, npHpMeHaeMfbI B HaCTO-

aSIeM AoroBope, AOJOKeH BRIIoqaTh Bce opyroue, 6oeunpinaci H cpeA-

CTBa, cnenHajnIHO cROHCTpy"pOBaHHHme Ha ipHcnoco6jieHHmiI wIa

CHOJII30BaHHm B BO0He, aK arTO iepemcAaeTca nHHe.
95347°--49-PT. II 72
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111)1#11I0}1{EHHE I. 

(CM. MaT1310 1). 

Rap= I. Ppammbi Beurpuu. 

licupasamme rpalmum memAy Beurpuer" H tlexoc.ao-
Baxueil. 

111-11.110}REHME II. 

(Cm. clam° 14). 

OnpeAeneHme Homer° H BOeHHO-BOMYWHOr0 06ytleHHH. 

1. Tepmuu «sommoe o6riumeD °mime' inpienue H yiipane-
HH o6Jiacria ripumeriemm Boembix maTepuaaos U Teximicu, eneu,u-
a.abuo upe)waanatiemmix n.im upileriocoomuutax BOeRHI)IX ge.aera, 
H rie6HbIX Tipncnoco6aermil, HMeKUAIIX omomerme it nomy; uarieme 
H sbmwmeme BCC% eapoeBrax yupazuenuil HJIH irepexartzemel, npe-
na3HaIemmJx A.Tla °opium,' maueBpuposamuoUJifi ;I,.7111 BIJIHOJIHeHH51 

maue0pupoBaium, upumermemoro efiemponvilm aermm B 6010; a 
Tame opranuamamwe Baran:Re TaRTERH, capaTermi H nrraouoil pa-
6oThi. 

2. Tepralm <<BOOHHO-B03/.1,y111.13.0e °Orieme» oauatiaer 113FleffRe 
H yupaamenw B el6Jiaerru npumeriemaa BOeHHLIX maTepria.aos H Tex-

eneuria.nuo upeiwa0uatieumax RAH upnenoco6aemmix Boen-
110-BOWIIIMIX wait, u rie6mAx upueuoco6.aermil, maim:wax OTHO-
memie it nomy; Hapieime H Buno.imemae Beex eueuumn3uportaimmx 
9130.11401Wit, BRJHOtlaff HOJIOTTDI coepmiermem, leomina iipumemumea 
aimaguell upu BhIHOJIHeHHH 6oemix 3aAaimil; a Tani() opraun3oBatmoe 
H3yquale BOCHHO-BOWIIIHOrl TaKi11111, eapaTerma u urraorimit pa6oTra. 

11P11110HIEHHE III. 

(Cm. mum 17). 

OnpeAeneHme m nepeHeHb BOHHHIAX maTepmanoa m rexHmmm. 

Tepmum «Boeumae maTepuazu II Texnuga», iipumeimembirt B 'men-
sal:Rem Aorosope, Ao.lacen lax.inoilam Bee opyzne, 6oeupEcuacia M epeA-
calm, cuermaxbuo exonewyripoBammie HUff upucnoeo6.aumme A.1111 

HCHOJE630BaH1111 B Bane, Raz no nepeimemeTea HEM. 
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CoO3Hme H CoeAmHeHHme AepzaaBU CoxpaHmno 3a co6o0fi paBO
H3MeHamTb nepHOHqrnecKIH aHHUH I epeqenH nyreeM BHeceHa noupaBoiK
Hm ,o6aBJieHHi, B CBeTe aJbHefmero pa3BmHTa HayrH.

HaTeropHs I.

1. BoeHHbIe BHHTOBKH, Kapa6HHbI, peBOJIbBepbI IHCTOJIeTbI;
CTBOJIH H AppyrHe 3anucHMe qacTH K 3TOMy opySmo, KOTOpi He Me orvT
6mTb Jerco npHecoco06JleHI JIm rpa9aaHciux geiefi.

2. IIyJeMeTM, BoeHHe aBTOMaTIeCICHe HAH caoa3apgHtEIe BHH-
TOBKH, nIECTOJeTi-nyjieMeTH; CTBOJIbI H ApyrHe 3anacHbe qacTH K 3TOMy
opyamo, KOTOpue He MoryT 6urb JerKo nplHcnoco6JIeHni Aim rpamcaH-
CKHx nejefi; nyJIeMeTHMe yCTaHOBIH.

3. lTymmB, ray6mn, mpTp, CMOpTe, IWHaJibHe nIIymEH iai CaMO-
JeTOB, 6e33aTBopHue Hm 6e30TEaTHe opy:iIa H OrHeMeTM; CTBOJMI II
ApyrHe 3aHacHie uacTEH K TOMy opygamo, KOTOpbe He MoryT 6rTb JierEO
upHcnoco6jieH Aia rpaaSaHncRHX eeiie; AiaeeTm H yCTaHOBKH TaH
BHmenepeiqHcjeHHoro opyama.

4. YCTaHOBMKH Am 3anycca paKeT; 3anycRHe H KOHTpoJLHbIe
flpH6opHI sa caaMOBHZyInaxca H ynpalBJaeMmbx cHapg OB; ycTaHOBIH
MZa HHX.

5. HaqHHeHHMe Hai HeHaqHHHeHHbe caMOBHncymIHIeca H ynpaB-
jaeMBe cHapaSu, paieTm, yHHTapHe npo H aT pomI , napelHa3aa-
qeHHm e Aima opyatc, epeqHcaeHHoro B nyHRTax 1-4 Bnume, npHcno-
co6jieHma is o6panmeHHa c HHMH Hm J I[p OH3BOCTBa B3pmBa, a
TaKl e B3prHBaTejH H Tpy6mK, 3a HCrKnoqeHBeM B3pwBaTejeA, Heo6xo-
AHm X Iam rpaarancCKHx HyzA.

6. HamnHeHHne h HeHaqHHeHHe rpaHaTI, 6oM6I, TOpneJxU,
MHI, rjay6HH e 6o0x6 H 3aaHraTejmHe BenkecTBa Hw 3apaAm, a
Tarce Bee cpeAcTB Aa o6panieima c HEmH H ,ia npoH3BOACTBa
B3pMBa, 3a HcRKnomeHHeM B3pmBaTeaefi, Heo6xoAHMx ,n A rpaaXaH-
CKX HyjA.

7. LIIHTL

2098 TREATIES [61 STAT.2098 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

CO10311610 11 CoeAnHeHme Aepinaggi coxpaaio a co6ort "Tag° 

113MeMTh nepHommecHH Aamnaff uepe1eHb ilyTem guecemm ]Ionpagoic 
HJIH Ao6aBaemaii, g cgeTe ,ikaameitaiero pa3BITITUI Ham. 

HaTeropma 1. 

1. BeeABM BIIHTOBRII, gapaormbi, pegoabgepgi H IIIICTOJIeThI; 
CTBOJIBI nApyrne aanp,cnbie TmeTH R aTomy opymmo, ROTOPTIe He morvT 

óum JIONCO HrecHocooaem Aag rpaniAaucHux wadi. 

2. ily2IeMeTbIl BeellE610 agTomaTrmecHne Will camoaapgAnue BBB-

TOBRH) micToaemi-nyaemem; CTBOJIM H Apyrne aanacHme tiacTia Id MOLY 

opygano, ROTOPHO HO moryT 61.111. JIOPRO HpHcHoco6aem Aag rpantgall-
CRIIX wadi; HyaemeTme ycTarrognu. 

3. Hyrum', ray6Hm, mopmpht, cHelmaahmle nyunm Aag camo-

.1eTog, 6e3aaanopme HJIH 6eaoTHaTHE.re opmag n orHemenil; CTBOJIII 11 
ApylkEe aanacme -gam g )TOM y °ppm°, ROTOpb10 He MOT 613Irb aerie() 

HpHcHoco6aem JJJIil rpantAaHcimx midi; aa(PeThz H yCTallOBICH 
grarreHepeimcaenHoro opyzna. 

4. YeraHOBRII Jia aarrycna paneT; BarrycKnue H RelilpOJI1,111310 
IIpH6OPLI a camoAgnzymHxca H yupagagemmx cHapgAog, yeTaHoggn 
X1151 

5. HaIIHHOHMI0 HJIH HeHall1MeHHIlle camoAgnzymneca Hyr:Tag-
ageme cHapgAgi, pasem, ymTrapme TpomH nom, HpeAnama-

Renme AJD1 °ppm, nepexmcaeHHoro B ilyi#CTaX 1-4 Burn, Hpncito-

co6aerma ,t(ag oopamenmi c mum Han Aan TrponagoAcTga gapuga, a 
Tame gapugaTean n Tp3r6gH, aa nen.notiermem gapugaTeaell, Heo6xo-
Ammx Aag rpazAancngx HyatA. 

6. Hammenme ii.im Henammename rpanaTia, 6om6m, TOpI1e01) 

1111H1,1, ray6mume 6omom H aaamraTeagsbze Bentecma NMI sapam, a 
Tag.= BCO cpeAcTga Aag o6pamaaHa c iwm RJR! Aaa HponagoAcTga 
gapuga, aa HCRJ11011OHHeM gapragaTeaeft, Heo6xownetax rpasAan-
CP= 11YZA. 

7. liinnw. 
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HaTeropHl II.

1. BpoHEpoBaimHe 6oeBue Malmru; 6poHenoe3Aa, KoTopue
TexnHecKH He MoryT 6ub nepeqeaaHiu a rpazaaaHicKx gesei.

2. MexamnqecrHe H caMOlABHI3ynweca JIaaeTHI AM BcaKoro
opyYMa, nepeqmcjeHHoro B KaTeropmH I, cneig ajaHoro THna BoemHne
maccH BIJH Ky30BU, KpoMe nepeiHcaeHHTix B IyHETe 1 BIme.

3. BpOHeBsIe IIHTbI TOJIOHHOIO cBEne 3 UIOiMOB, Hcnuoiaye-

Mre isi gneiseA 3amn Ha BoffHe.

KaTeropHs 1I1.

1. nIpmHe.JniHe H BqlHCJMTejaHIe IpH6opm ma ynpaBjemHa
orHeM, BKjqaa I JIHefiH 3eHHTHoro niaumeTa H nITpOHTeJm; InpH-
6opMu AIJ npHCTpeJEH; opyTHiHMie npHIeJIge, npmneJM JMI 6oM6oMe-
TaHaa; Tpy6omHbie HOMepoycTaHOBKH; HHCTpyMeHTII H npH6opMH Aia

KaJm6pOBaHHU opyHi H As BMbeprE npH60pOB yapaBJeHma orHeM.

2. ILTypMOBae MOCTKH H mTypMoBPIe J0IAKH.

3. CpeacTBa AJR BeAeHaH 3aMacKHpoBaHHbIM BOeHHblX AefiTBHfi,

a TaKcme ocjnenisaone cpeAcTBa H cpeACTBa ia o6MaHa.

4. JHqHoe BoeHHoe cHapa2seHHe cneWHajibHoro xapasTepa, Ko-

Topoe TpyAHO IpHCInoco6HTh MJa HCHIIO30BaHHS B rpazAaHCKHx reJnx.

HaTeropHf IV.

1. BoemHze cy;a no6oro THna, BKrnoqaH nepeAejiaHHue cyAa
H moIIBYe cpeAcTBa, cnpOeKTHPOBaHH e ImH upeAHaaHaqeHmIe AIm
HX o6CJIyaHBaHna HmIH InoepaKEa, IoTOpLe TexHHecEH He MoryT
6rr nepeAeiaHI fnaA rpaa;aHCKoro Hcnojno30BaHHa, a TaSe Boopy-

aeHHe, 6poHa, 6oenpHnacn, caMOJeTu H BcaEOe Apyroe o60pyAoBaHae,
MaTepHajmi, ManlumH H yCTaHOBKH, EOTOpMe He InpHMeHimYrca B MHpHoe

BpeMr Ha cyAax, KpoMe BOeHHEX cyAOB.

2. ,ecaHTHn e cyAa H 3eMHOBOAo.e nepeBo30oHbue cpefcTBa Hai
npHcnoco6SeHH Bcaroro pOAa; ITrrypMOBse oI.AoH HEIH pHcIIoco6aeH
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HaTeropim IL 

1. BpoanpoBaHme 6oeBrae mai:num; 6portenoe3Aa, noTopue 
TeXHIPleCICH He M01:31T arm nepeAe.uallbi Aza rpazikancitHx 

2. MexammecicHe H eamoir,mazynkfieca zacDent mit wawa) 
()ppm, nepeximeaeHHoro B RaTeropma I, eneuga.mHoro TRi Boeimme 

mama H.11H Ky3OBE.1, Rpome irepelmexemulx B .11y1IICTe 1 mune. 

3. BpolleHme nmmi TOJHRE111010 CBT-Orfe 3 Alotimos, Heno.maye-
MEW ?PH iiejie am;Erna Ha soAxe. 

J{aTeropMi III. 

1. lIprake.abHme Ii BbITIHCJIHTeJ11311LIC HpHoop& yupamenaa 

enrol, Immo=ma .11HHCIIECH aeHHTHoro manineTa H Hompurrezu; HpH-

6opm A.1111 HpHelpearcH; oppifim' bre upiate.mbi, Hprige.am 6omoome-
TaH1131; Tpyoolinue HomepoyffaHoBEH; HHCTpyMeHTL1 if HpH6opta xasi 

Kaan6poBalms' opmprii H JIJI Hbtheput HpHoopoH ynpamenaR orHem. 

2. BlrypmoHme BLOC= H 1111ypHOBLIO .110,1111H. 

3. CpeerBa AAR Heikeana 3amacimposammx soemmix 

a TaKze oe.aeruisnorgHe epeikeTsa H epeAema )visi o6mana. 

4. JIHImoe BeenHoe cHapameHHe eneliga.mHoro xapawrepa, Ho-

Tepee Tppno IlpHCHOCO6HTEs AJ1H HCII0J11330BaMill B rpazAaHeicilx HeJIHX. 

Teropma IV. 

1. BoeHHE,ze eyAa Aio6oro THua, BIL1110tIall HepeAe.aaHme epa 
H rums-rum epeAcma, enpoerrHposamhze 11.7111 upeA,Hamalleame AASI 

HX oocayamanim ifJ111 HomepzicH, icuropue TeXHIPIeCX11 He moryr 

arm uepeAeaania A.na rpale,ganeKoro HeHozwoHamia, a mime Hoopy-
zeme, opens, 6oenpunacia, eamo.usiu H Hesxoe Apyroe o6oppoBarme, 
maTepHaw, mamma H yeTaHOBEFf, Earopme He HpHMCHHIOTCH B mapHoe 

speitsi Ha epax, Rpome BOeHHLIX cyjAoH. 

2. *comma cyAa If 3emHoHoAHNe nepeHowitimae epeAema EJI 

HpHenoeggienza Hemcoro p0Aa; urrypmostae .110AEH HMI HpHCH0006.11011HH 



Bscsoro poAa, a TaKae KaTanyJibrbI n ApyrHe amnapaTu AJLs BUrycKa
caMojieToB, paKeT, iJBmHamu 6oeBux CpeACTB wI BCHKHX APyrHX CHa-

apaOB, annapaTOB HJI npHcnoco6aieHui, yoK0MIJeKTBaBHHbIX HA He-
yKoMInIerTOBaHHbIX i0AIObMH, ynpaBjIaeMh X Hi HeynpaHBJieMX.

3. IIoEBOAHmJe HnH nojrynoABonAHie cyAa, IlOBsyqHe cpeAcTBa,
6oeBue cpeACTBa, IInplHcoco6aeHRsa im amiapaThi BCS0oro poAa, BrKLo-
'aa cnIeiuaJlnHO CROHCTpyHpOBaHH 3ime 63a THe 6o J raBaHH, aa
HCKEJorleHHeM Tex cjiyaeB, RorAa 3TO MOEeT 6mTb nOTpe60BaHo AiS
ieJieH cnaceina HAH AJLa apyrnx rpaacaaHCKnx aiefei, a TawKle Bce
o60pyAOBaHHe, npHHaJeHoETH, 3aaHOCTIe acTH, aaCIIcepHMeHTaIab-
HIOe IH yqe6nHe cpeAcTBa, npH6opbI HJa ycTaHOBKH, KOTOpMe MOryT
6uTm creiwajMHO nIpeHa3HaqeHb is cTpoHTejcTBa, HcmITaHna,
coAepanaH HmaH xpaHeHHl BsimelepeqHcaJeHHoro.

KaTeropHs V.

1. Co6pamHH e z Heco6paHnue JieTaTeaimbte amiapaTm TRmeaee
H Aerqe Bo3gyxa, EOTOpIe npeua3Hnaqeu HaJH IpHcnoco6aeHbII LJII
B03Aym IX 6oeBux AefeCTBH IIHoPeACTBOM nIpHeHeHHm nyjieMeTOB,
apTEIruepHH, yCTaHOBOKE ra BI6paCuBaHHa paeT, mIm npeHa3HaieHqeu
HJm n]pHcnoco6aeHI AiL HepeBO03H HI c6pacuBaHma 6oM6 , i 0o6opy-
aOBsaI HJaH e no0 CBOeMy THIy HJI KOHCTpyEUinm MOryT 6uIT o6opyAo-
BsaaH KaRMH-Jm6o H3 npHcnoco6aemHH, nepe'qHCJeHHbIx B nyHmET 2
HHme.

2. ABHaaIonHHe opyr0IHue ycTaHOBKH H paMu, 6oM6oAepza-
TeJm, TopIeAoAepaaTeJf, a TarKEe MexaHH3mmu ia c6pacBaima 6oM6
wm TopneA; opyudixue 6anmH H 6oOBsue nyaxemerT e 6ammy.

3. OcHamienHe, cInenHaj.Ho npeAHa3Haqerioe H nCnoayio-
ngeeca HCjrooqMreJnHO B aBHaAecaHTHeXn BOiGcKax.

4. KaTanyjimTu am 3anycKHme aimapaTuM 3anycra caMoJeToB
c CyAOB, CymH H MOpa; KaTanyjiLTa Ani 3anycKa caMOJieToB-cHapAooB.

5. 3arparTresHEne aapocTaTu.

2100 TREATIES [61 STAT.2100 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

nesncoro poika, a Tame naTaarymTu ii Apyrite annapam xinT marycna 

camo.zeTon, paneT, ABIDIEBAILIX 60eBLIX cpeAcTe JUl11 BCIIRTIX JApyrux cna-

pnAos, annapaTo3 HJIH npnenoco6.4ennti, yROMMIeKTOBalifIbIX HJIH He-

yROMILT1eXTOBaHMIX J110ThISIB, yupammemmx 112111 ney.upaimaemmx. 

3. Iloinmgaue man no.ilynoABoAnue cyAa, naosytine cpeAcT3a, 

6oeBble cpeAcT3a, npncnoco6.aengst mat annapaTra Buntoro poika, BEJI10-

-gas cnennazobno cxoncTpymposanable 3ainninue 6onht ;pa raBann, 3a 

HCEJH011eHHeM Tex c.ariaee, Huila 3To 310ZOT 6biTh noTpe6oBano 

weft cnacenna man njisi Apyrnx rgazAancnnx gezeii, a Talmo me 

o6oppoBanne, npnnameznocTn, aana'cuble =lam, mcneprnienTaab-

MAO aim yqe6nme cpextema, npn6opm mirn yeTaHOBEH, ROTOpble MOryT 

6brrb cnenna.uno irpeirga3nagema j.iia eTpoureaberm, mcnbrranna, 

coAepzannit 112111 xpanenna nunenepeimmennoro. 

HaTeropmn V. 

1. Co6pannue H neco6pannue AeTaTeammie annapam TameJlee 

H .merge 3.33,Luxa, EOTOplile pejwaanaiem aim npnenoco6aenu 

BOWITHILLX 60eBIDIXTudi HOCpeACTBOM npnmenenna nyaemeTo3, 

apTnaaeprun, yeTanoBox A.int Bra6paciananna paxeT, HJ111 upeAna3naiielna 

man npmcnoco6.4enu Aan nepenann II c6pacbmanita 6016, HJIH o6opy-

A0BaHbl Hag ate no ceoemy may HMI xoncTpyRumn moryr 611Th o6opygo-

Banta ESICHMH-JIH60 113 npmcnoco6.nexall, nepeRnc.lennux B Hymn° 2 

Haze. 

2. ABnannonnue opyAnfame yeTaHOBICH If pambz, 6om6o)repasa-

Tem, TopneAmepzaTem, a Tame MeXaBESBibl AJI51 copacunanan 6om6 

aim TopneA; 0P-Marinue 6aninn H 6oxonme ny.lemeTnue 6am:fn. 

3. Ocnankerme, cnermanno npenaanaRennoe 11 HCH0.41,3y10-

Hkeeca mcnanomrre.nno B ammecanTnux nolicEax. 

4. KaTany.inminzn aanycnnue amiapaTbz M SI 3anyuca cammeTo3 

c cpon, cymm H mow naTanyar.TrA 7J111 aanycna camo.aeron-cnamon. 

5. 3arpapreeztanate aapocTaTm. 
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KaTeropHa VI.

Ygymaiomnre, CMepTOHOCHbIe, oTpaBJaiorHOe H BIBO0aHDHe H3

CTpos BerMeCTBa, nlpeHa3HaateHHbie AJ BOeHHMX AIelef HJIH IpOH3BO-

laHMuMe CBepx Toro, TO Tpe6yeTca Aja rpazaHCnHx gejiefi.

HaTeropHs VII.

MeTaTeJMIHbIe cpeACTBa, B3pmB.iaTie BemueCTBa, napoTexHHqecrHe
cpeAcTBa H aHjIAme ra3i, iipe:AHa3Haqeimme Jis MeTaHaa, B3pIBa, 3a-

paaHHa II H HanoAeHHmma epeqHCjIeHHbIx B HaCToamiHx KaTeropnax

BOeHHBIX MaTepHaIIOB HEv JL t HCIIOJI30BaHna B CBH3H C nOCJieEaHmH,
rOTOpbe He MoryT 6bITb HcnoJb30BaHr AJa rpaazaHC HX nuejefi ium

HpOHM3BOACTBO KOTOpbIX rpeBbmaeT TO, 'TO Tpe6yeTca iSa rpaacaHCKmx

IneJiefi

HaTeropHs VIII.

(a6prnHoe H HHcTpyerHTaabHoe o60py:oBaHme , RHTopoe cu6egE-
aJIbHo CKOHCTpyHpOBaHO AJM IIPOH3BOACTBa H coAepmanna Bbmenepe-

qncJIeHHIX MaTepHajaOB H TexHIKH H KOTopoe TexHHqecKH He MoaceT

6mTm IpHcnoco6jeHOo wa rpaamiaHCmEx tieaef.

lnPHJIO EHME IV.

CneLHa;nbHble nOCTaHOBJieHHR, OTHOCRinHec
H HeHOTOpbIM BHAaM Co6CTBeHHOCTH.

A. IIppoMBImeHHaI, jrmepaTypHaa H xyAoaReCTBeHHaH co6cTBeHHoCTm.

1. a) COIO3HbIM H COeIteHHeHbIM epataBaa H HX rpaaAaHam
rOJIAHeH 6bITpO peocTaBeH cpK B OIIH ro: CO AHB BCTyAeHHm B CEay

HacToHniero AoroBopa A[i TOrO, qTo6uI aTb HM B03MO0EHOCTh,, 6e3 B3H-
MaHmI c mHx AOIIOJIHHTeJbHbIX c6opoB m Apy mpaoB Io6oro

poAa, coBepnmTb Bce Heo6xoJaiMmIe aETb jsm npno6peTeBma Eam coxpa-
HeHHS B BeHrpHH npaB ipoMbinLIeHHOH, jmTepaTypHoi H xyPAomeCTBeH-
HOi co6cTBeHHocTH, KOTOpbIe He MorJI 6mTb COBepmeHi BcieAcTBHe

cyIIecTBOBaHHm CoCTOSHBmj BOHHI.
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HaTerom VI. 

Yiryinaionwe, ersepToHoeme, oTpaBasnoraile H BLIBOA5DIVie Ha 

CTIJOH HerHecTsa, HpeppacHagembre JI,JDI TM:WHIMS liameriJUl11 HpoHno-

EUSibIe ersepx Toro, nTo Tpe6yeTca rpazAaHcimx 

KaierOpHR VII. 

MeTaTeabribie epe,TieTBa, B3131)1IfgaThIe seiriecna, ImpoTexuatiecKHe 

cpe,rkema H 3KHAICHe rani, upe,IiHacnagemibie ia meTairaa, Baphoa, ca-

psizal= H Hanwritenaa nepetrfiwieHIMIX B HaCTOSIIIVIX RaTeroprfax 

BOeHHIAX maTepHazoB 11.1111 AJISI HCHWIT330BaH11,11 B CR/I3H C Hoczemnima, 

KOTOplle He moryT 6bITI) HCHOJIL30BaHrl A.TIR rpazAaHemix Audi rum 

Hp0H3BOACTBO ROTOpTAX HpesurriaeT TO, xrro TpeoyeTcsi AJIEE rpazAaHmix 

ike.TieL 

HaTerom VIII. 

40a6pHimoe H inieTpymeina.abHoe 000ppioBainie, Kompoe mewl-
aJILHO exoHeTpymposaHo MSI nporicHoAeTBaII cmepHcaliiisi Bbimenepe-

1111C.71e1111131/1 maTepHa.aoH H TeXITHIM 11 HoTopoe TeXHHTleCICH He mozeT 

obiTh HpHenoco6aleHo r,.im rpazIkammx 

IIPPIJIMEHHE IV. 

Cnegmanblibie nocraHosneHmR, OTHOCRWAIKCH 
K Henoropmm BKAam COCTBKHHOCTM. 

A. Ilpommumemian, JunepaTypHaa II xyziositeemermasi CO6CTBeHHOCTb. 

1. a) C0103HI,IM H Cowmen]Tim Aepzasam H BX rpaimanam 

AOJDIZell 6bITI) upeAoeTamell cpoN B 0)3;11H PGA CO AlISI BCITILlIeBESI B cmay 

HaeTomer° oroBopa AJI,51 TOM, 11T0613I AaTi. BM BO3MOZHOCTb, 6e3 B311-

Manila C HEX AOHOJIHIITe.1.1bHbIX coopos HJIH Apyria impatIsoH mo6oro 

cosepumTB Bee Heo6xogisibie arum AJIll HpHo6peTernic rum coxpa-

lle111151 B Bewpm upa Hpormumeinioll, mrrepaTypHoit H xyjiozeemeir-

HOR CO6CTBeHHOCTILE, NOTOpble He MOMII t5j,jm cosepmeml scaeAcTsmie 

cym,ecTsosanrisi COCTOSIHHSI Barna. 
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b) Coo03Huie H CoeeMHeHHnee ,epIaBbl HJn Hx rpaaeiaHe, KOTO-
pie HaesamIaui o6pa30M csejramH 3aaBKy Ha TeppHTopHH Jofi6oi
COiH3Hofi mHI CoegvHeHHOHA AepEaBEi O naTeHTe HJH o perHCTpauIm
o6pa3ga He paHee, eeM 3a 12 MecsMeB ;o B03HHCHOBeHHm BORHM C BeH-
rpHeii HJI B TeqeHRe BOrHa , Hu o percTpaUmH npoMmIaeHHoro pa-
cyRma, Hrim MoAeJm, mr TOBapHoro 3HaRa He paHee, qeM 3a 6 MecsaeB
0O B03mH HOBeHHa BOfHLI C BerpHefi MIH BO BpeMS BOiHm, 6 yAyT HMOTe
npaBO B TeeHHme 12 MecsAeB Co jsM BCTymIeHIH B cmJIy HaCTOmaiero
AoroBopa cAejaTb 3aaaBy o Coo00TBIeTCOTB x npaBax B BeHrpnH BMe-
CTe c npaBOM npHopHTeTa, ocHOBaHHIlM Ha 6ojee painefi perHcTpamHH
3aaBrBK Ha TeppHTOpnH 3TO C01H3HO HJIH CoejiHeHHEoi AepmaaBM.

c) Ka;ofiS H COI H3 CoemHeHHmbIx AepaaB H ee rpaSanaH
aojaOeH 6brrT npegOCTaBjeH cpOR B C0E1j ro0 CO AHl BCTMIeHm B CHry
uacToamgero oroBopa, B TeqeHne ROTOpOrO OHH MOryT BO36yaE:aTI ;ejio
B BerpHH IIpOTRB Tex QH3HIecKHx Ji IopHAImecKHx JIO, B THOme-
HHH KOTOPMX yTBepmAaeTca, ITO OHlI He3aROHHO HapymlmuI HX npaBa
IIpoMBIuIreHHOH, JHTepaTypHOi HJa xyAomeCTBenHHfi Co6CTBeHHmOCT
MeaRy AaTfi B03HHEHOBeHm BO0HI H AaTOfi BCTyaeieHMH B CHAy HaCTO-
manero AoroBopa.

2. IIepHoA c MOMeHTa B03HHRHOBeHH BO0HbI 0 HCTeqemHE
18 MecHaeB nociae BCTynrIeHHa B CiLHy HacTosnlero AoroBopa AoJKeH
65Tb BCRAIO'qeH npH HCqHcaJemH cpoEa, B TeqeHHe KOTOpOrO naTeHT
ojiazeH 6Bl 6bir 6u ocyinecTBjreH Mna pcyHOK a B TOBapHut SHaR -

BcnOJIo 30BaH.

3. IIepHoP C MOMeHTa B03HHKHOBeHHa BO0HU fO 0 HS BCTyILeIHHI
B CHay HacTo0aero AoroBopa AojIZeH 6m HCKCUOqeeH H3 HOpMaJILHOrO
cpoRa npaB npOMmuAeHnao, JHTrepaTypHOal H xyAozecTBemHo co6-
cTBeHHOCTH, KOTopme nleam cnay B BerpHH E MOMenTy Bo3HHEHOBeMH
BOArm, JH iEOTOpme npH3HaHI ma yCTaHOBAJeH Ha OCHOBaHHB qaCTH
A HacToan.ero IIpHlioZemaa H RoTopT e npMHHayljeaaT ino060oi H Coo3-
mHx H CoeBlmeHHmux epaeB nm ee rpaaraHal. InIoTOy HOpMaaL-
Haa nppO0oJOaTeArbHOCTb TaKaX npaB AOJiaHa CqrHaThChc aBTOMaTme-
CKE npoaiemioi B BemrpHm na Aajmsnefimt cpo, COOTBeTCTBybonmim
HCImoemHoEMy TamHM o6pa30o nepHo.y.
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b) C0103Hbie H Coemmennbre AepataBra Han Hx rpaKAaHe, ROM-
pue Hag.ireatannw o6paaom cikeaaJni many Ha Teppuroprin .ino6on 
CO103E10171 HJ1H Coexmennon ,l(epacam o naTerure rum o perncTpaum 
06paarta He paHee, trot aa 12 mecsnles O BO3MIEHOBOH101 Bohm c Ben-
rpnefr Hall B Tegeme BOrffibl, HMI 0 pernmaugH Hp0MIMMOHHOPO pri-
er:1Ra, 1L1ffl moAearr, HJEF1 ToBapHoro 3HaRa HO paHee, qem 3a 6 mecnnes 
o BO3HBEHOBeHHH BO1urJ C Bem'pne um BO Bpema Bonrm, oya,re Hmem 
npaBo B TetieHHe 12 MOCALHOB CO gaff BeTynaema B may ImoToankero 
AoroBopa cAesaaTh aaroxy 0 cooTBeTcmponnix npaBax B Bewpm B310-
cTe c npaBom npHopmeTa, ocHoBambn& Ha omee panne ft pernmpangH 
30.51BEH Ha ToppiTopm aToft C0103HORrum Cm-grim-Hon ,ikepataBbr. 

c) Itaxoft H3 C0103H6IX H Commembrx ritepacaB n ee rpazAanam 
AOJEEOH 6bITI) upeAocTamen cpox B OAHH MA CO AM BCITH.11effafi B cloy 
nacTaingero AoroBopa, B Tevreme HoToper° ant moryT BoaoyacAan) Ae.iro 
B BeHrpm npoTHB Tex (1)H3HtleCRBX lOpligHtleCKHX B °THOLE:W-

M :EL HoToprax ymepatiraeTcH, TITO OHH He3aROHHO Hapruktaw. HX npaBa 
npombnuaremoil, .TaTepaTypHoftrum xpozecTBenfron COOCTBOHHOCTH 
memy JIaTO BO3HHICHOBCHItil BOABBI H Audi BcTynaerma B may HaCTO-
ankero AoroBopa. 

2. IlepHoA c materna BoaHHHHoBenua Balm O HcTetrenHa 
18 meonleB Howie BcTyruertaa B may HacToragero AoroBopa AwrateH 
612TE. HCRJHOT18H nor HCIIIICJIeHHH cpoxa, B TeReHne KoToporo HaTWIT 
ANDROS 61,IJI 6b117) OCy114eCTBJD3H Elm pHcyHox HJIH ToBapHuit 3HaE 
Hcno.maoBaH. 

3. IlepHolt c momenra BO3HHRHOBOHHB  HS1 BCTyHJIeHHR 

B cruy BacTomer° AoroBopa A0.11HCOH 671Tb Hcrunogert rra Hopmammoro 
cpoxa npaB nporannaeHnon, JraTepaTypnon H xyAoxecTBearroit co6-
CTBeHTIOCTE, RoTopue meant may B BeBrim x momenTy BO3HBRHOMBRIT 
BOillibil mm xoTopme npraHanu HaH yeTanoftnenbi Ha ocHoBartHH Amen! 
A HacTornikero IlpH.irozenrur H RoTopme nprinameisaT J1I06031 H3 C0103-
BMX H Cowmen:wax AepzaB HAH ee rpazikanam. Roo'romp Hopitaxr, 
Has npowaurre.inaocTr. TKR npaB Amania clierancH aBromaTme-
Crai npomermon B Belupin Ha ikaarmenundi CPO; COOTBOTCTBylOwA 
HammenHomy Tamar o6paaom nepHoAy. 
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4. IIpezmecTByIomTae nojio2EeHRI, KacaIonHeca IIpaB B BemrpmH
COI03HEX H CoeAmHeHHbIX IepaEaB H X rpazAEaH, AOJziHH paBHlM o6-
pa3oM InpHMeHaTeCS B OTHmomeHH npaB BeHrpHH H ee rpaamaH Ha Tep-

pHTOpiax CoI)3HIu H CoemeHHeH x ,JepaEaB. OAHaREo, HIPTO B THX

noxoaceHIxf He AaeT BeHrpH Ium ee rpazaaHaM npaBa Ha 6ojee 6Jia-

roIIpHarrHiL penHM Ha TeppHTOpHH ErKaOi-JIH6o H3 CoIo3Hbix Coe:H-

HeHHbIX lepmaaB, qeM TOT, IOTOpbIi IIPeAOCTaBJBIeTC B IIOAo6HbX cAy-
qaax 3TOi A,]epmaBOH EKaKofi-JH6o apyroH H3 06mbeemHHeImbix HaHii a
ee rpazAaaHaM. BeHrpHa He 6yjeT Taierze o6a3aHa Ha ocHOBaHHH THX

nojioeeHHHi npeAocTaBjsaTB .jm6oH H3 CoIo3Hbix H CoeAMHenHIX Aep-
masB mH ee rpaamanaM 6ojee 6jiaroipHrTmEii pezaH, 'eM TOT, ROTO,
pbIM InoJib3yOTca Ha TeppHTOpHH 3TOfi jepmaBJ BemrpHa Bum ee rpaI

AaHe B BOnpOcax, ipeAycMOTpeHHbix B IpeamecTByIonm iiX nooaoeHH

5. TpeTLHM .ini. aM Ha TeppnTopHSx JIo6oi H3 Coio3HUX H Coe-
AHHeHHMX ,epaEaB Hm BeHrpmI, EOTOPRbe AJO aHM BCTYI8eHHa B CeHJ
HacTosrgero AoroBopa :Ao6pocoBecTHo npHo6peJai npasa Ha npoMuIm-
jieHHyio, jmHTepaTypHyyio HJI xyAomecTBeHiHyo o6cTBeHHoCT, Haxo~a-

inueca B npOTHBope'mH C npaBaMIH, BOCCTaHOBJeHHMMH Ha OCHOBaHHH

qacTH A HacTominero IIpHJiosenHm, Bm B IrpoTHBOpemH c npaBaMH,
Inpo6peTeHHbMM Ha OCHOBaHHH InpHOpHTeTa B CHaJ 3Toro Ee IIp HAo-

EeHnH, mEAH OTOphe ,o6pOCOBeCTHO H3rOTOBHJIH, oTy6JIHEOBanH, BOC-

npoH3sBej., HCnoOJI30Bajm HEIH npo0aJIHA npeAMeT, K KOTOPOMY OTHOCaT-

ca aTH npaBa, 6ygeT pa3pemeHO, 6e3 BC5/ROA OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 3a Hapy-
meHHe, upoAoniaaTb ocymieCTBJMan TaKHe npaBa H npOlOJAEaTb Ham

B03o6HOBHTb TaKoe H3roTOBjeHHe, nIiy6njiHuaauo, penpoAyKrEHo,

Hclojn.30BaHHe Ha I npoAaay, ROTOpue 6BI a A0o6pocoBecTHo npHo6pe-

TeHU HIM HaIaTHI. B BeHrpHH Traloe pa3pemeHne 6yAeT HOCTE, (opMy
HeHcLK=oqHTejBHOi jmgeH3HH, npeAocTaBJaeMof Ha ycjoBHax HO Bsa-

HMHOMy corjiameHHio CTOpOH, a npH oTCyTCTBHH corJamenHHM - Ha

ycjioBaa, ycTaHanBHBaeMHX CorjiaceTejnHoA KoMccHef, yqpezaeH-
HOfi Ha OCHOBaHHH CTaTH 35 HacToamnero AOroBopa. O0iaKo, Ha Tep-

pHTOpHH Kaz:Fofi H3 Coio3HMX H Coe.e nnHeHHx tepsanB 0o6pocoBecTMie

TpeTmH jima 6yyT IOJib30BaThCH Taaoi 3aamnToi, aRKaa npeJfocTaB-

jiaeTa IIpH aHaJOrHHIX 06CTOrTeJbCTBaX Ao6pocoBeCTHux TpeTmm
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4. Ilpewnecnylonine no.mozeHnn, nacalomneca "wait B BeHrpan 

Coimmix H Coegarieffimix AepacaB HEX rpaacl'an, AOJDR11131 pamibmi o6-

puma npinieHanca B OTHODIeHHIE Hpan BeHrpan a ee rpaacAaH Ha Tep-

pnropnax C01031311X H Coeimmernmix ,TkepacaB. OAHalco, HINTO B DITIX 

nozoacemax He AaeT BeHrpna IUHI ee rpaawkaHam IrpaBa Ha 6wiee 6.71a-

r0HpHHTHMrif pezmi Ha TepprrropriFf nanoil-an6o 113 C0103HbIX H Coexi-

HelifibIX ,T(epRaB, 1101 TOT, Romphill 11pCJIOCTaBJIHOTCH B 110A061114X cay-

qanx nor,' Aepacanoii Handl-ono° Apyroil 113 06110,11,14110HRbIX llagll MTH 

ee rpam'anam. BeHrprin He Opel' Tame o633aHa Ha OCHOBaHHH DIM 

Hommel-BA HpeAocTairisrrb JI1060f1 H3 001031ILIX H COO)WHOBIITAX Aep— 

acaB Hall ee rpamianam 6o.Thee 6.7iaronpunTHmil peznm, gem TOT, ROTO, 
IHAM imahaporma Ha Teppuropun 3T011 ,Ikepaganu Beiwpna MTH ee rpaac, 

AaHe B Bonpocax, HpeAycmoipahribix B npeginecmponnix 110.71076011115DI 

5. Tpemaet xi:4am Ha Teppffropm mo6oil H3 00103H1,1X H Coe-
AHHeHHE•IX ACp2RaB HJIH BeHrpHH, 'compile Ao jina BeTy1111e1Htil B CHJIy 

HacToingero AoroBopa Ao6pocoBeemo n'pHoopezn npaBa Ha npombmi-

aennylo, JurrepaTypHylo n.lm xyAoacecmennylo co6cmenuocm, HaxoAa-

acne= B npomnopeqrm c upaBalni, BOCCTallOBJ1011HbIMII Ha OCHOBKIMII 

nacTH A HacToingero rIpmozeinni, n.im B npomBopeqrm c npaBalm, 

npno6pennabnin Ha OCHOBaBila npHopmem B may noro ate Ilprizo-

;WHIM, HJIH ROTOphIe Ao6pocoseemo 113FOTOBHJIII, orry6zonoBaon, BOO-

Hp0H3BeJLII, HCHO.Kb30BaJIH 113111 npoAa.an npexieT, K Kompomy OTHOCKT-

ea 3TH ripaBa, 6y0T paaperneHo, 6e3 BCH1COA OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH aa Hapy-

'Home, upoi'o.qacarb ocylo,ecnanm Tame npaBa H npoAo.inican Han 

B0306HOBbiTb Tanoe H3POTOBJIBHHO, ny6mucaunio, penpogysinno, 

FICH0J11,30BKHHe ETE1 npoi'azy, ROTOpb10 61LTH Ao6pocoBeciso npno6pe-

Team 11.1111 Hagan'. B BeHrpnn Tame pasperaenne 6yAeT HOCHTb 430pMy 

HWICILIE01111Te.711H01 JIMICH3HH) 11PeA0cTananemoil Ha ye.10BMIX HO B3a-

HMHOMy coraamennio cTopon, a upn OTCyTCTBBH commenna — Ha 

ycaoBrinx, ymanawninaemmx ComaciffembHoil Rommeneti, ppezAen-

Ha Ha ocHoBanan CTaTbri 35 Haenswero AoroBopa. OAHano, Ha Top-
pirropint Rama 113 C0103HbIX H Coe'oniemmix AepzaB Ao6pocosecima 
wenn JIHHa 6yuyr 110J11,30BaTbCH Tanoft 3a1EIXT014., Rama npeAocTaB-

JIHeTCH npn aHaaorninifax o6cmirrancmax Ao6pocoBeculiam Tpemsec 
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jsiam, npaBa KOT0IpMx HaxoaWrcT B IIPOTHBOpeqHH c npaBaMH rpaacaH
ApyrHx Coio)3mix H CoeHHeHHmix AepmaB.

6. HITTO B qaCTH A HaCToanero IIpuoa0eHHma HO AOJaICHO TOJIO-
BaTmca KaK ;aaioee BenrpHH JI ee rpaascaHaM npaBo Ha KaKoii-ji6o
naTemr ram o6paa3e Ha TePPnTOPHH raIOH-0ji-6o nC CO0omaHIX H CoeH-
Hembibx ,epa;aB B oBTHomemH H[3o6peTetmA, OTHocan;Hxca I Jmo6oMy
npejmeTy, nolMOeHoBaHHOMy B IIpmoameHHH III t HacToamseMy 0oroBo-
py, 0OTOpue 6UBm C:AeJaHbI bH B OTHOmeHCH IEOTOpbX 3aSBEK 6BIJI
3aperMCTpHpOBaHb BeHrpHei amm jano6M H3 ee rpaamaaH B BeHrpiH,
wImm a TeppHTopHH jmo6oH 3 B epmaB ocH, m Ha TeppHTOpHH, HOTOpas
6bIaa OKEyWipoBaHa BOOpyZeHHbLMH cHaaMH epmaB ocH, B TeqeHeH
IIepHoAa BpeMeHB, Kora AaHHaaf TeppIHTopH Haxoaracb no,; IOHTpo-
-geM BoopyazeHHmIx CHI HaJI BaiacTeR AxepEaB OCH.

7. BeHrpH paBHHbM o6pa30o pacnlpocTpaHmT AeicTBHe npebIuy-
Igx 1noJoAoKeHI HacTomnero IIpHaoaeHnm Ha (IpaHRmo H apyrHe He-

SaBionaeca COIO3Hn m I. CoeAeHHem mIH A;epaBaMH O06ieAH1eH-
Hme HamHH, muIoMaTHeecKHe OTHOmeHaM IKOTOPIX C BeHrpeHE 6Bij
nopBaHM BO BpeMa BOHMi H 1OTOPbIe o6aaymYOca Ipe:;ocTaBHTb BeHrpHi
npeHMyMecTBa, InpeaocTaBJaeMUe BernpmH aTrm Me InoJoaceHnaaH.

8. HHtTO B qaCTH A HacTosrnero IIpHjoaeHHm He 6yAeT nOHH-
MaTmca Kae nIpoTiBopeqaniee cTamanM 26, 29 H 31 HacTozaero
AoroBopa.

B. OrpaxoBoe Aejo.
1. - Hamm e rpeLnaTTBmH, KpoMe Tex, rroTopbe B0o6Ene yCTaHaB-

jnIBamTca B OTHOmeHHH CTpaxo0BInHOB, He OJlSMHbI CTaBHTLC51 K B0306-
HOBJleHHo CTpaxoBIImca1M, aBlaIOInmHC S rpazac zalM H 06IesmeH--
HMlx HauiW, nX 6MBInmX AIeJIOBux nopT4ieJefi.

2. Ecnm cTpaxoBin IH3 qotCa rpaaaaH mo6o0 HE3 O&6ieffeH-

HMIX Hawi zeIaeTr B0306HOBHIb CBOHIO nlpoeCCHOHajIbHyIO leaTeJIb-
HOcT, B BeHrmpm H ecji 6 yjeT ycTaHOBJIeHo, qo CTOHMOCTh rapaHThI-
HUX AeIIO3TOB HRJI pe3epBHRx 40OHAOB, Tpe6yIIonmxc B rKaeCTBe
ycJIOBHs n m ea seeiR aej a B BenHrpm, yMeHLmHaacL BCZJePCTBHe no-
TepH aHJ o6ecgeHenma remnux 6yMar, H3 ROTOPbIX COCTOmIH 9TH AenHo-
amHTJ Rn pe3epBmIe 4oHw, IpaBHTeALcTBo BemrpH o6 a3yeTca cqa-
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mom, upaHa ROT0p1,11( HaxoAgrca B apontBopeum c IvaHam rpamau 
Apyrxx CO1031311% H COOAHHOIHIEJX )1epaicaB. 

6. HINTO B iac A HacToarnero lIpalmacernia HO AWDETIO MATZO-
Emma 'tax Amornee Bempnn IWI11 ee rpamanam 'Tam Ha HaRoil-alio° 

Hamm HAH o6pa3eg Ha Temnfropmi icalcori-Jat6o 133 001031111X II Coeuli-
Hama AepacaB B OTHOBlelifill H3o6peTeHak OTHOCIIIHEIXCH ic mo6owy 
npeAmeTy, HoEtmermHam-1031y B IIFIXOYROHIEH III IC HaCTOH1ReMy AoroBo-
py, ROTOpbI0 &LIM cAe.marna RAH B OTHODICHHII ROTOplAX 3311BRH 6bIJ131 
3apenicipHposaHm BempHeil WM mo6Erm 133 ee rpaztAan H BeHrpfm, 

arm Ha Teppirropm4 arnooft H3 Aepacaa cm, rum Ha TeppFrropHH, HoTopaa 
614.71a wazynktpoHana BOOpplelifilafEl MIAMI Aepacas OCHI B 1.0110HHO 
nepHoAa HpemeHH, "corAa Aamma Toppifropm HaxoAnzacb no ROHTp0-

au( Nopyatemnax 811.11 H..im 'mama Aepacan OCH. 

7. BeHrpna paHnum oopa3om pacHpocrparna Adicime upewAy-

ram rtagomeHnif Hama:mem Ilpromenna HaOpaffamo H A-pyrite He-
murnourneca C01031110113 rum Coexamemmim Aepacasama 06T)OAHHOH-

nue Hagan, Ammomanrieciare onanuernal RoTopux c BeHrpHeli 6bIJLEI 

Holman' BO Bpe701 Ban& H ROTOpMe o6H3purca npeAocTamim Be}wpm 

Hperalyrnecma, HpeAocTaHmemme Bemprm 3THM11 ate HomacerntamH. 

8. FIWITO B aurn A Hamm-Igen) IIpH.aoacenaa HO 637AeT nom-

manes' Eax HpoTaBopegarnee cmisalt 26, 29 H 31 HacToarnero 
AoroHopa. 

B. Cipaxosoe Ae.110. 

1. limcaicHe Hpenzrcunz, 'Tome TO; wrropme Boo6rne yeTaHaH-
J11113aKYreS1 B oTHomeHHH CTpaXOBTRIIROBI He J0JflKH CTaBHTI•CH R B0306-

HOBJ1e111310 cipaxortmAxasm, HBJ111101QHMHCH rpamaHasta 061.eArmen-
aux Thank' , I3X 61.1BLIDIX Awn:aux HopTcPeaeli. 

2. ECJIH cipaxornamt Ha Ime.ria rpaacAaH Jno6oti 133 06Lemmeu-
MAX HaIHE01 limner B0306HOBIIM CB010 Hpo(teccHoumbirylo Aegrexi-

HOCTI, B Bernina' H ecza 6yAerr ycTaHomeHo, vro CTOHMOCTI) rapamrni-
MAX 011031ITOB 112111 pe3epsmax ()orno); Tpeopounixez B Kageeme 

ycaoHrra ;pH HeArnma Ae.aa H Bensprm, ymera,maRacr, HcaeAcTime 
Tema rum o6ecaenemm HOHHLIX 6plar, 113 xoTopr,rx COCTOHJ111 3T13 Ae110-

311Thl 11.1111 pe3eprnme cf)oHjaa, lipaincremicmo BeHrpHR oba3yeTcH 
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TaTh B TeqeHIe 18 MecsHeB TaKHe LAeHHHe 6yMarZ, KOTOpbe coXpaHH-

JiHC, YAOBAJeTBOpIonIHMl npeayIHcamH1M 3aaKOHa B OTHOImeIHHIH ,eIo3H-

TOB H pe3epBHbIX 4OHAOB.

nPHnOMEHME V.

KOHTpaHKTb, CPOH JAaBHOCTH H eHHue 6yMarH.

A. KoHTpaiTbI.
1. BCSaKHl KOHTpaET, KOTOpbMii ;lJa CBOero BbIIOJIeHSI Tpe6OBaji

ycTaHOBjieHHa cHomeHH1 M0eaAy jo106biM H3 ero CTOPOH, CTaBmHMH
BparaMH, KEa 3TO orpeAeJIeHO B qacTH D HacToam;ero IIpioaeHHmm,

AoJiEeH, npH yCJIOBHH co6JIOameHma HCKJIIoqeHHi, H3JIOMeHHbIX B HnyH-
Tax 2 H 3 nHHe, cqHTaTmca pacToprHyTrbM c Toro BpeMeHH, Rorza jano6Ie
H3 ero CTOpOH CTaJIH BparaMH. TaKoe pacTopEeHHe, oAHaIo, He 3a-

TparHBaeT noJIoMeHHH CTaTbH 31 HacToaqmero AorOBopa, H OHO He

AOjIEHO OCBo6o0E aTb Ty HJm HHyio CTOpOHy KOHTpaETa OT o6a3aTeJnb-

CTBa BepHyTm cyMMbI, noJIyqeHHbIe B KaqeCTBe aBaHCOB Ha qaCTHIHbHX

1anaTeacei, B OTHomenHH IOTOpblX TaRaa CTopOHa HHEero He cAejiaJIa

B3aMeH.

2. HecMoTps na noJaoeHmH nymHEa 1 BbIlme, He noAJIeCaT pac-

TopEeHmio H, 6e3 ynpep6a i;ja npaB, IH3Jio0eHHbIX B CTaTbe 29 Ha-

CTosmIero AoroBopa, ocTaIOTCs B caHe Tarme qacTH Jio6oro KOHTpaKTa,

ROTOpbIe OTejIJHIMI H He Tpe6oBajm ASI CBoero mCnOJIHeHHaI ycTaHOBje-

HHS CHOHeHHH MeEacy Jio6bIMH 113 ero CTOpoII, CTaBLIIHMH BparaMH, KaK
3TO onpejejieHO B iaCTH D HacToanuero IIpiHoaseHHs. EcJI noiiojioeHn

Toro IIIH HEHOrO KOHTpaKTa He MoryT 6blTb TaKIIM O6pa30M OTAejeHb,

ROHTpaKT AoJIZaeH CqHTaTbcr HOJIHOCTbIO paCTOprHyTbIM. BIImIeH3Jio-
aCeHHoe HMeeT CHay npH yCJOBLIli npHMeHeHaH BHyTpeHHHX 3aKOHOB,

paclopsaeeHHnI mH IIpaBHI, H3HaHHbIX ni o60o H3 COIO3HIX H CoeH-

HeHHblX IepmaB, HMeIOLiUX IOPpuCHEIMUo B OTHOmeHia KOHTpaKTa Him

B OTHomeHHiH jmn6oii 13 ero CTOpoH, a TamKe 6yAeT InoAmHaMc ycjno-

BHMM KOHTpaKTa.

3. HTqTO B qaCTH A HaCToainero lpHnioateHHm He IOJIIzHO pac-

cMaTpuBaTBca iaK aHHyJiHpyi0oree caeAKnH, 3aKOHHO ocymecTBajeHme

B COOTBeTCTBHH C ROHTpaKTOM MleaKy BparaMH, ecJH OHHm ocym;ecTB.e-
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Tam B TegeHile 18 mecageB Tam% Aeaame 6ymarm, RoTopme coxpaHH-
AWL, yivilmenopaionigmH Hpeikumcannam aaRoHa B OTH01110111111 Aeno3B-

TOB H pe3epBHbIX CDOHA0B. 

r11314,110}KEHHE V. 

KowpawriA, cponi 4aBHOCTil H Ltemibie 6ymarm. 

A. RompanTm. 

1. BeFIE1111 KOHTpaKT, RoTopmii ;pia cBoero B111103111011/111 Tpe6oBa.a 
yeTalIOBJleHifil cHomeffail meacRy 31106b1IIII 113 ero CT0p011, 

BparamH, RaR DTO onpeAe.aeHo B IlaCTH D HacToYmAero IlpH.aoaReHHH, 
;tomcat, Him yCJIOBITH C06.7110)ICHHII HCILIHOTIDHFIR, 113J1021CDHHIAX B nyHR-

Tax 2 n3 Frame, currraTbca pacToprHyrmm c Toro BpemeHH, Korjka .7Ho6me 
113 ero cTopoH email Bparam.H. TaRoe pacTopateHne, oHaRo, He aa-

TparmaeT no.uozeaall CTalTall 31 HacToingero ,TkoroBopa, H 0110 He 

AOJIIK110 ocBo6ox,rkaTh Ty 11.7111 Ham cTopolry RompaRTa OT 06513aTe.7113-
CTBa Bepnym cymmm, no.aygeHume B Ka-gem-Be aBaHcoB n.mtiaCTFILIFILIX 

maTemeil, B OTHODIeHH11 KOTOpb1X TaRaa cTopoHa BEagero He cAexaaa 
B3a11011. 

2. HecmoTpa Ha nommen-Ha Hyarra 1 Bmme, He HomeacaT pac-

TopaceHmo 11, 6ea yukepoa AAR HpaB, H3J102KeHHEJX B craTbe 29 Ha-
croankero ,TkoroBopa, ocTamTca B CHAO Taxne iacTn moor° RoHTpaRTa, 

RoTopme OT)T0J1113114 11 He Tpe6oBazu AAR cBoero IICII0J1110111151 yclalloBJle-

HThI meacjky .71106bIMH 113 ero cTopon, CTaB1111114111 BparamH, RaR 
DTO onpex(e.aeHo B qacTri D HacToaakero Ilprmomenua. ECM HOJIOMIIIIK 

TOM WM 11110170 Rourparaa 110 moryT oblTb Taunt oopaaom OTA0.11011bI, 

KOHTpaKT ;tomcex C1111TaTI3C51 HOJIHOCTLIO pacToprHyrbusf. BEM10113J10-

ateHHOe rower CHJ1y npri yCJIOBIIII HplIMeHCHPLFI BHyTpeHH11X 3aKOHOB, 

pacHopameHnil 11.7111 Hpamm, 113,11kaHHEIX .71106011 113 C0103HTAX H COW-

HDHHbIX AeparcaB, Hmeioruxx lopncipmutrao B omornemin RoHTpaRTa H.7111 
B OTH011101111H J1106011 113 ero CT0p0H, a TaRze 6yjkeT HOAIIHRSITE.C31 ycao-

BIISIM RoHTpaRTa. 

3. 1-11FITO B tiacTH A HaCTOSIITer0 IlpHimaceffaa He )10.112EHO pac-

cmaapnBaTbea RaR amiyanproakee cAe.arm, 3aKOHHO ocyakecTmerame 

B COOTBeTCTBIIH C RompaRTom memAy Bpara3m, ecall 01111 ocylikecTB.Ie-
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HbI C paapememHH IIpaBrTeibCTBa j06o0i H3 COIO3HbIX H CoeliHelHHIX
AepasaB.

4. HecMoTps Ha sBblmenpHBeeeHHbIe InojoaeHHa, ROHTpaKTbI II(
CTpaxoBaHmo H nepeCTpaxoBaHio 6 yAyT IIOnHiHaTBca OTeJIBHbIM CO-
rjiameHnisM melMAy HpanrBTeJLCTBoM 3amHTepecoBaHHoH COIO3HOH mJI
CoeymEeHHioi AepmaaBbI H IpaBrTeJLCTBOM BeHrpiH.

B. CpoRH [aBHOCTI.
1. Bce cpORH AaBHOCTW HJA CpoRH orpaHHqeH=a HpaBa Ha HCK

Hra nrpaBa ,IpHHHMaTb oxpaHHTeJIbHble MepM B OTHomeHHax, Raca-
1Iomxca JI.m HJH C06CTBeHHOCTi H 3aTparIaIBamnx rpaEAaH 06,eAH-
HeH3ux Hai fi H BeHrepcEHx rpaaTaH, KOTOpbie B CHiJy COCTOSHHI
BOfiHbI He MOriH npefffBITB Heca EHa BbIIOmJIH HTb pMaJbHoCTeIi,
Heo6xoflHM x Jia o6ecnHeeHma CBOHX ipaB, He3aBHCIMO OT TOrO,
HaaajIOCb JIH TeleHHe 9THX CPOROB O HAH nlocJe B03HHRHOBeHM BOHi-
HI, 6yjiyr cqnraTbca npHoCTaHOBJeHHMbIm Ha BpeMa BOHmI Ha Tep-
pHTOpmH BeHrpHa, c ofHOi CTOpOHbI, H Ha TeppHTOpmH TeX H3 06>-
eAlEHeHHbIX Hanfi, KOTOPbIe IIpe0OCTaBJHiOT BemHrpn Ha Hanajlax B3a-
HMHOCTH npeHMyn;ecTB, ilpejycMaTpHBaeMBie iinojoameHHMm HaCTOa-
miero nymHra, - c rpyroi. TeqeHHe npHoCTaHOBJneHHbIX CPOKOB AaB-
HOCTH Bo3o6HOBHTCS Co AHa BCTynieHaI B CHmy HacToaigero AoroBopa.
IIooajoeHma HacTosmiero nyHITa 6y4yT npHMeHmmH B OTHOIeIHHH Cpo-
ROB, yCTaHOBjeHHIx A IA peLaBareHH HpOIeH OTHbHX RynOHOB HJi
RynoHOB Ha lHBHFeHfA H Aim npeBABJeHHla onLiaTe geHHiX 6yMar,
Blmeianmx B THpaac HJIH HOAJeaanL x onLLaTe Ha RaroM--m6o j pyroM
OCHOBaHEH.

2. B Tex cjrysaax, rorxa BCJIAeCTBH ne HeBbMOIeHHeE Kaaoro-ja6o
arra Hnm raKon-mI6o 4 opMa.jHOCTH BO BpeMa BOHmI 6umi npHHmT
HCIOJHHTeJ He mH epu Ha BeHrepcKofi TeppHTOpHH B yiep6 TOMy
mmnr HHOMy rpaacammy oa60io H3 0O eaHHmemmx Hamnfl , IIpaBHreja-
CTBO BeHrpH BOCCTaHOBHT npaBa, ROTOPuM 6u HanHeceH ymep6.
ECJI TaEoe BOCCTaHOBjeHHe aTBaeTCH HeclpaBeoAJIsfl HJI HeB03-
MOalZmM, IIpaBHTejaCTBo BemrpH npHMeT mepB K TOMy, ro6u rpas-
,aHmmy 06sefHamemmx Hani 6Luo npeaocTaBaeno TaKoe noco6ie,
rOTOpoe MozeT Ora3aTba CnpaBeoaHBiam nplH TaX o6cToaTeI CTBax.
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HbI C pa3pemenun Ilpasme.nema m601 H3 C0103MAX Et CowHamm 
jepacan. 

4. HeektoTpa Ha BbI111011p1Mejkennme II0J10aSeIMII, KOHTpaETIA 116 

eTpaxosannio H nepecTpaxoBanaro 6y,aye 110,11,11111151Tba1 °TAME:al:0,1 co-

r.xamenHam mezio, lIpanramenoti 3aHHTepecoHanHoti C0103H014 11.1111 

C0eAHHeHHOil ,Ikepacasm H llpaBFITCJIbCTBOM BeHrpHa. 

B. Cponn 

1. Bee epout AaBHOCTII 11.1111 epom orpaHmeHaff Hpana Ha MR 

HpaBa irpHHHman, oxpaHrrreJmnbie mepTA B °THOU:IMMIX, xaca-
ion:nixes' min lum CO6CTBeHHOCTH H 3aTparmialonwx rpazAaH 06iemi-
HeHHI3LX lia10111 H Beurepcmx rpanzAaH, ROTOpbIe B emy COCTOSIMIll 

BOlumbI HO 11101`.7111 npeAsanuTt. Heim 11.1111 BbIIIOJIMITb Gpopsfammocrefi, 

Heo6xo,AHmbix Aaa ooecnecienna CBOHX HpaH, HeaaBneano OT Toro, 
Haqa.aoch art TeileHae 3T1IX epoicos AO WM uoc.me BO3HHICHOBeHMI BOti-

6yAyT CIIHTaTbea IlpHOCTaHOBJICHIMIMH Ha Hpea BohinA Ha Tep-

priTopira Benrprun, c ono CTOpOHLI, If Ha Tepprfroprm Tex 113 06%-
emineHHE.ix Hanel, EOTOpbI0 upeAocTan.anoT Benrprm na Haia.aax saa-
HMITOCTII npennyinecTsa, npeAyearaTpHnaemrae nommen:min }MOTOR-

mew) HynxTa, — c Apyroti. Terienfte IlpHOCTaHOB.11°11MAX epoxon Aan-
HOCTII B0306HOBFITCH CO AIM BCT3THJIBIEDI B crury HaCTOSIIIKO Aorosopa. 

Ilo.aozenna HacTolonero Emma 6yityle HpHmernmi B OTHOMMIM cpo-
ROB, yeTaHOBJIMMAX ,11.1111 npONLIEEIJIMMI nponemmix Ry110HOB Elifi 

xynoHoH Ha inanH,geHA HJIH ia upeAsHmeHnnK ()mare geHmix oymar, 

Bb111113,411114X B Tkipaz HJIH nomezammx on.aaTe Ha KaKom-AH60 p;pyrom 
OCHOBaHHH. 

2. B Tex czytianx, xorAa BCJIBACTBIle HeBLII10.11HOHMI xaxoro-an6o 
axm Elffl xaxoil-an6o ()opmamenoeTH BO "Tema Balm 6b1.71H npmurria 
HCHOJIRRTCJIMILIO meph na BefirepeRoft TeppliTopHa B yinep6 Tomy 
EJffl HHOMI rpazAaanny mo6oit H3 06%exeneromix MHO, Ilpainfrexh-

erno Beurpnn BOCCTaHOBHT npana, xoToinam 6bLa naHecell yrgep6. 
Ecni Taxoe noecTaHoitilenHe anmeTen neenpanexinumm H.1111 neno3-

310,7KMAM, IlpannTe.neTno BeHrplIEI npffneT mepw x Tony, wro61,1 rpaz-
Aallimy 061,einmenntax Haw& 6mio npeAocTanneHo TaKoe noco6ne, 

xoTopoe mozeT or.azamen clipanewinnam npn 9TR8 o6cTonTemernax. 
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C. IleHibIe 6yMaIH.

1. B oTHomeHHax MeaeAy parama HH oAHa reHHiaa 6yMara, co-
CTaBaIeHHaa aO BOHHbI, He 6yAeT paccMaTpHBaTbCs EEB yTpaTHBmaI
CHAy TOJICO HOTOMy, qTO ara 6yMara He 6bna B yCTaHOBJIeHHbIe CPOKH

IIpefasIBieH a aialea Hae oILaTbI, aHI He 6biji cAeaHo yse-

aoaMeLHHe cocTaBHTejo, im im, H nyl yqmHmeMy HlepeAaToqHyIO HaA-
mIHC, o6 oTIaae OT aKIceITra HJnm IIaTemea, HJH OHa He 6bIJa onIIpTeCTo-
BaHa, BH ae IOTOMy, qTO He 6bla BuIOJIHeHa KEaaa-jm6o bopMajnb-
HOCT BO BO BpeCM BOiiHI.

2. B Tex cjAyqaax, rorAa cpor, yCTaHOBJeHHHbI AJaM Toro, 'qTo6b
aeIHaa 6yMara 6BiLa npeBffaseHa ,aH arenTa HB oiLiaTH, HaB

CPOK, B KOTOPMiH yBeaoujIeH e o6 oTna3e oT arenaera HJIH UiaTeBa

0OJiHO 6bJio 6I 6B cejiaHo coCTaBHTeJiO HB JmIy, yqlnmHBeMy

IIepeaTronHyIo HamiHCb, HaH B TeqemHe KOToporo AoKyMeHT gOJIaeH

6biJI 6Brr OInpOTeCTOBaH, HCTeE B BOp Bpe O BOH, a CTOpoHa, ROTOpaa

Aoj0Ha 6biia npeAsBHnb AIH OInpOTeCTOBaTh AOKyMenrT Ha yBeAO-

M1Tb 06 oTKaae OT aienIra H IiaTemaa, He cAeiaia 9Toro BO BpeMa

BOiHbI, eHi 6yAeT inpeAocTaBJneH cpoK He MeHee Tpex MecBseB, cqmra
co AHBa BCTyjrLeHHm B CHIy HacTosm5ero ,oroBopa, B TeqeHHe KOTOporo

MOMeT 6BITh CAeJaHO npe Ab`BJIeHHe, yBeAoMJieHOe 06 OTIa3e OT aK-

genra JaH JiaTemaa IHm onpOTeCTOBaHHe.

3. EcJm KaKoe-jm 6 o RJI o HO BA BO BpeMs BOAHHU BCTryIJIo
B 065I3aTeJBCTBO no iKaKofi-m60 reHHoA 6yMare B CBH3H c o6a3aTeAn-
CTBOM, BbIAtaHHbIM eMy JIHOM, CTaBHM B :aj.bHeiimeM BparOM, TO

nocjiepHee ocTaeTca o6a3aHHbIM npe,0ocTaBHTL nepBOMy B03MeneHHme

B OTHOmeHRH aTOrO 06aI3aTe.JICTBa, He3aBHCHMO OT B03HRHOBeHIHa

BOiHHI.

D. Oco6mIe IocTaHoBaeHm.

1. AJI;a ejieefi HacToanero lIpaiosEeHma (H3awecee HaIR 1opH-

aHqecEHe J.ia 6yayT paccMaTpHBaTaca KKa Bparn c Toro msra, Eor0a

TOPrOBJIM MeZaly IHM CTaJia He3aEOHHO]i Ha OCHOBaHIH 3aROHOB,

pacnopsaenH i Ham npaBHAi, efiCTBHHO ROTOPblX TaMe JHRa EH
ROHTpaKTH HIOezajIH.
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C. Icemme 6ymarn. 

1. B OTHOIHOMIX meacAy Bparamrt im (Ana HeHHaa 6ymara, co-
cTaBaeHHaa 11O BOrmbI, He 6y,geT paccmaTprmaTE,ca Raiz ppamBmast 

may TOJIbItO HOTOMY, rro 3Ta 6ymara HO 6NJIa B yeTaHOBJIeHHbIe cpoicH 

Hpegbamena xiist atcHeirra lljm °Imam, WM He 6brao cAe.aaHo yBe-

;to/Glenne cocTaBrrreato, u.m Amu, runammemy HepeikaToimpo HaA-

rmcL, 06 (man OT amerrra mm maTeza, rum oHa He 6bma onpoTecTo-

Balla, H.ira ace noTomy, ino He 6bma BEHIOJIHeHa Rama-ago cpopmax, 

Men, BO 'Tema BOVITIT.T. 

2. B Tex cartasix, 'coma cpois, yeTaHOBJIOHIIIIrt ,71,JI£I Toro, TIT0613I 

genHart 6ymara 611.4a upeirramena j.aa amerrra rum onataTbi, rum 

go; B HoTopral yBeAomaerme o6 onca3e OT amerrra mm maTeata 

AoazHo &TAO 6bITb cAe.gaHo COCTaBrITeJ110 H.IIH Alitty, rimmattemy 

rtepeAaTaimpo Haxmcb, arm B TeiLielme RoToporo AotcymeHT Aylmer' 

6but 6bITE, onpoTecToBart, IICTelt BO Bpema BOitHbI, a cTopona, ItoTopaa 

,IIOJI7KHa 611.4a npegmumns rum oupoTecToBan jtotcymerur rum yBeo-

MUTh onca3e OT ankerrra aim maTeata, He cAe.aa.aa nom Bo Bpemst 

Ed:MI, eft 6y,geT upeAocTaBaeH cpoic He enee Tpex mecageB, crmTas 

CO M I BeTyLIJIeHila B croy HacTogakero AoroBopa, B Tegeime icoToporo 

momeT 6bITb cAeaaHo rtpeAmmeHrte, yBeirom.menae o6 onca3e OT arc-

HetTra Han maTeza mm ortpoTecToBarme. 

3. ECJIH Hatcoe-.7m6o HJIH BO Bperal BOI#HbI BCT5THIJI0 

B 06H3aTeabCTBO HO IcarcoA-Jm6o HeHHoR 63731are B C 06513aTen-

CTBOMI BlAilkaHHIAM emy B Aamteihnem Bparom, TO 

Homejmee °mem 06113aHEIBIlif HpeAocraBrin, nepBomy Bonfemenze 

B OTFIOMeHIM aToro o6H3aTeabcrBa, He3aBHcrtmo OT BO3HHICHOBeHRII 

BOrlHbI. 

D. Oco6me HocTaHowerma. 

1. an rteaell HacTosugero Ilpromacenaa 4)113HileCICHe HAM lopn-

amectcHe maga 63utyr paccmaTprthanca Hatt Bparr c Toro AHH, Roma 

Topromim MeavAy mmm CTEIJIa He3aKonHort Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aICOHOB, 

pacnopancermit MTH HpaBH.4, Aertarmao ICOTOpEsIX TaltHe Jinika mm 

ICOHTpaICTbI HONIelgaJIH. 
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2. IIpHHHMaa BO BHHMaHHe oco6eHHocTm IpaBOBOfi CHCTeOM
CoeQIHemHHx IITaTOB AMepHIn, IIOCTaHOBJeHMI HaCToaimero IPHR o-

eHHma He 6yyT upHMeHicaTe B OTHomemHax Memy CoeAHHeHIuJm
IITaTaMH AMepRHI H BeHirpHei.

nPMHJnO EHME VI.

CyAe6Hbue pewueHHs.
IpaBHTejCTBo BenrpHH npe;mnpHMeT Heo6xom Hie mepm mpMi

TOro, 'T06bI AaTb rpaaEaHaM jao6oi H3 06emLHe HHbIX Harllai B03-
MOEHOCTh B jo60oe BpeMa B TeqeHUe ojuHoro roAa co yMna BCTyiJIeHHs
B CHJy HacTomIero ,OrOBOpa nepeAaT] COOTBeTCTByiOmnHi BeIrepcIK
BjacTsM AF1JL nIepeCMoTpa no6oe cyAe6Hoe pemeHie, bIHeCeHHOO
BeHrepsHM cyffOM Mezay 10 anpeji 1941 ro:ia H eHCM BCTyiJeHHa
B cnJIy HacTomiero AoroBopa rpaH jo6oyM cy:;e6HoM pa36upaTe.mcTBe,
B KOTOPOM rpazaaHHH 06,e ieiHHebI HaII wi He CMor B AocTaTOqHOH
.Mepe H3JIOEHTB CBOe eNIOO B KaqecTBe HCTga HJIM OTBeTqHa. IIpaBH-
TeJALCTBo BemrpH A aojmHo npegyMoTpeT, qTo66 B Tex cJryqaax, Korza
rpaacaHnm 06LeaHHeHHirix Halnfi noTepnej ym;ep6 B caJy mo6oro
TaKoro cyAe6Horo pemeiHm, OH 6 bij 6LI BOCCTaHOBjieH B TOM HIIOJIe-
HHH, B KOTOPOM OH HaxoA0HICa ;o BmHeCeHHa aToro cyAe6Horo pemeHa,
BIH qT06bi eMy 6buio npe;1OCTaBJeHo TaKOe noco6ne, KOTOpOe MORCeT
oxa3aTbca cnpaBeAJiHBMbM npH 8THX o6CToaTeaJCTBaX. BupazeHHe
<<rpazaaaHe 06ieAHHeHHmx HaAHHi> BxKAnoaeT KopuopagmH H acco-
HwanxHH, opraHH3oBaHHble Hm yqlpezaeHHle Ha OCHOBaHHH 3aKOHOB

ji6o0Hi H3 06LeaHeHHmbx Hanafi.
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2 llpHaamasi BO Burrmanue 0C06°11HOCTH HpaBoBori cHeTemm 

COP,IIHeHRhix IllTaToB Ameprum, HOCTaHOBJIeHHH HacToaawro llpnio-

iceima He 6y,a,yT HprimeHanza B °THOU:IMMIX mezAy COMHHeHHI,IMH 

ILITaTarim AmepHRH H BaorpHeil. 

liPPMOIKEHHE VI. 

CyAe6Hbie peweHma. 

IlpaBHTeaBcTBo Be"wpm HpeAuplimeT Heo6xwoamme mepm 

Toro, qToom AaTh rpamAaHam JII060rI H3 06seamemmx Hagar' B03-

MOMHOCTb B Jno6oe Bpea B TegenHe op:Horo roAa co Arm Wiry-WWII/a 

B cwri HacToarwo AoroBopa nepeAaTT3 COOTBeTCTBylOnWm BeHrepcicum 

'macTam ;pa nepecmoTpa Jrr000e cme6Hoe pen:tame, BmHeceHHoe 

BeRrepcicHm cyxkom meatio 10 anpeza 1941 roga n gHem BcTy.u.11eHna 

B °May HacTomkero ,TtoroBopa HpH JIE06031 cyAe6Hom pao6HpaTem.cTBe, 

B ROTOpOM rpazAarrart 06%emmennmx Haw& He °MOP B ocTaTcomoil 

mepe MACOMB °BOO eao B Railecnte Huila Turn omermica. TIpaBH-

TeJlECTBO BeHrpHH OJIMHO upexcycmoTpen, iffoom B TeX c.ariaax, Roma 

rpaacIamm 06%egHHemmx Haugh HoTepllea yiu,epo B may moor° 

TaKoro cyge6Horo perneHno, OH 613IJI oh! BoccTaHomen B TOM Hozoate-

HRH, B ICOTOpOM OH HaX0AHJICH,Iw BmHecenall oToro cyAe6Horo peraeHno, 

Hall 111.0511 emy 6m.ao HpeocTaBaeHo TaKoe Hocoone, KoTopoe MOOT 

oicaoanca cHpaBegammm HpH OTTIX o6cTosrreaBcTBax. Bmpazeme 

qrpaacAaHe 061eaHernmx HaHrith> BRJHogaeT KopHopaHHH nan acco-

HHagrm, opraHriooBaHHme HJIH ripeatAerrHme Ha ocHoBamaz oaKoHoB 

mo6oft 113 067,e,AHHemmx Hamill. 
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The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America, Australia, the
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, India,
New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Union of South
Africa, and the People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as the States which
are at war with Hungary and actively waged war against the European
enemy States with substantial military forces, hereinafter referred to as
"the Allied and Associated Powers", of the one part,
and Hungary, of the other part;

Whereas Hungary, having become an ally of Hitlerite Germany and
having participated on her side in the war against the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom, the United States of America
and other United Nations, bears her share of responsibility for this war;

Whereas, however, Hungary on December 28, 1944, broke off rela-
tions with Germany, declared war on Germany and on January 20, 1945,
concluded an Armistice with the Governments of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States of America,
acting on behalf of all the United Nations which were at war with Hungary;
and

Whereas the Allied and Associated Powers and Hungary are desirous
of concluding a treaty of peace, which, conforming to the principles of
justice, will settle questions still outstanding as a result of the events
hereinbefore recited and form the basis of friendly relations between them,
thereby enabling the Allied and Associated Powers to support Hungary's
application to become a member of the United Nations and also to adhere
to any Convention concluded under the auspices of the United Nations;

Have therefore agreed to declare the cessation of the state of war and
for this purpose to conclude the present Treaty of Peace, and have according-
ly appointed the undersigned Plenipotentiaries who, after presentation of
their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the fol-
lowing provisions:
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PART I
FRONTIERS OF HUNGARY

Article 1

1. The frontiers of Hungary with Austria and with Yugoslavia shall

remain those which existed on January 1, 1938.

2. The decisions of the Vienna Award of August 30, 1940, are

declared null and void. The frontier between Hungary and Roumania

as it existed on January 1, 1938, is hereby restored.

3. The frontier between Hungary and the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, from the point common to the frontier of those two States and

Roumania to the point common to the frontier of those two States and

Czechoslovakia, is fixed along the former frontier between Hungary and

Czechoslovakia as it existed on January 1, 1938.

4. (a) The decisions of the Vienna Award of November 2, 1938,

are declared null and void.

(b) The frontier between Hungary and Czechoslovakia from the point

common to the frontier of those two States and Austria to the point

common to those two States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

is hereby restored as it existed on January 1, 1938, with the exception

of the change resulting from the stipulations of the following sub-paragraph.

(c) Hungary shall cede to Czechoslovakia the villages of Horvath-

jarfalu, Oroszvar and Dunacsun, together with their cadastral territory as

indicated on Map No. IA ['] annexed to the present Treaty. Accordingly,

the Czechoslovak frontier on this sector shall be fixed as follows: from

the point common to the frontiers of Austria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia,

as they existed on January 1, 1938, the present Hungarian-Austrian frontier

shall become the frontier between Austria and Czechoslovakia as far as a

point roughly 500 meters south of hill 134 (3.5 kilometers northwest of

the church of Rajka), this point now becoming common to the frontiers

of the three named States; thence the new frontier between Czecho-

slovakia and Hungary shall go eastwards along the northern cadastral

boundary of the village of Rajka to the right bank of the Danube at a point

approximately 2 kilometers north of hill 128 (3.5 kilometers east of the

1 [Thi. is one of two large-cale nap which comprie Annex I u indicated in note (1) on the following page.
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church of Rajka), where the new frontier will, in the principal channel
of navigation of the Danube, join the Czechoslovak-Hungarian frontier
as it existed on January 1, 1938; the dam and spillway within the village
limits of Rajka will remain on Hungarian territory.

(d) The exact line of the new frontier between Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia laid down in the preceding sub-paragraph shall be determined
on the spot by a boundary Commission composed of the representatives
of the two Governments concerned. The Commission shall complete its work
within two months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

(e) In the event of a bilateral agreement not being concluded between
Hungary and Czechoslovakia concerning the transfer to Hungary of the
population of the ceded area, Czechoslovakia guarantees them full human
and civic rights. All the guarantees and prerogatives stipulated in the
Czechoslovak-Hungarian Agreement of February 27, 1946, on the exchange
of populations will be applicable to those who voluntarily leave the area
ceded to Czechoslovakia.

5. The frontiers described above are shown on Maps I and IA in
Annex I ['] of the present Treaty.

PART II
POLITICAL CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 2

1. Hungary shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons
under Hungarian jurisdiction, without distinction as to race, sex, language
or religion, the enjoyment of human rights and of the fundamental freedoms,
including freedom of expression, of press and publication, of religious
worship, of political opinion and of public meeting.

2. Hungary further undertakes that the laws in force in Hungary shall
not, either in their content or in their application, discriminate or entail
any discrimination between persons of Hungarian nationality on the ground
of their race, sex, language or religion, whether in reference to their per-

' [This Annex comprises two separate lre-scale maps. The copie of the maps us received with the certified copy of
the Treaty, from the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic, are deposited with the Treaty in the archive
of the Department of State where they are available for reference.]
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sons, property, business, professional or financial interests, status, political

or civil rights or any other matter.

Article 3

Hungary, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has taken

measures to set free, irrespective of citizenship and nationality, all persons

held in confinement on account of their activities in favour of, or because of

their sympathies with, the United Nations or because of their racial origin,

and to repeal discriminatory legislation and restrictions imposed thereunder,

shall complete these measures and shall in future not take any measures or

enact any laws which would be incompatible with the purposes set forth in

this Article.
Article 4

Hungary, which in accordance with the Armistice Agreement has taken

measures for dissolving all organisations of a Fascist type on Hungarian

territory, whether political, military or para-military, as well as other or-

ganisations conducting propaganda, including revisionist propaganda, hostile

to the United Nations, shall not permit in future the existence and activities

of organisations of that nature which have as their aim denial to the people

of their democratic rights.

Article 5

1. Hungary shall enter into negotiations with Czechoslovakia in order

to solve the problem of those inhabitants of Magyar ethnic origin, residing

in Czechoslovakia, who will not be settled in Hungary in accordance with

the provisions of the Agreement of February 27, 1946, on exchange of

populations.

2. Should no agreement be reached within a period of six months from

the coming into force of the present Treaty, Czechoslovakia shall have the

right to bring this question before the Council of Foreign Ministers and to

request the assistance of the Council in effecting a final solution.

Article 6

1. Hungary shall take all necessary steps to ensure the apprehension

and surrender for trial of:

(a) Persons accused of having committed, ordered or abetted war

crimes and crimes against peace or humanity;
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(b) Nationals of any Allied or Associated Power accused of having
violated their national law by treason or collaboration with the enemy dur-
ing the war.

2. At the request of the United Nations Government concerned, Hun-
gary shall likewise make available as witnesses persons within its jurisdic-
tion, whose evidence is required for the trial of the persons referred to
in paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. Any disagreement concerning the application of the provisions of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be referred by any of the Govern-
ments concerned to the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Budapest of
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of America,
who will reach agreement with regard to the difficulty.

SECTION II

Article 7
Hungary undertakes to recognise the full force of the Treaties of Peace

with Italy, Roumania, Bulgaria and Finland and other agreements or
arrangements which have been or will be reached by the Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers in respect of Austria, Germany and Japan for the restoration
of peace.

Article 8
The state of war between Hungary and Roumania shall terminate upon

the coming into force both of the present Treaty of Peace and the Treaty of
Peace between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of America,
Australia, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslo-
vakia, India, New Zealand, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the
Union of South Africa, of the one part, and Roumania of the other part.

Article 9
Hungary undertakes to accept any arrangements which have been or

may be agreed for the liquidation of the League of Nations and the Perma-
nent Court of International Justice.
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Article 10
1. Each Allied or Associated Power will notify Hungary, within a

period of six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty, which
of its pre-war bilateral treaties with Hungary it desires to keep in force or
revive. Any provisions not in conformity with the present Treaty shall,
however, be deleted from the above-mentioned treaties.

2. All such treaties so notified shall be registered with the Secretariat
of the United Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the
United Nations.

3. All such treaties not so notified shall be regarded as abrogated.

Article 11

1. Hungary shall hand over to Yugoslavia and to Czechoslovakia,
within a period of not more than eighteen months from the coming into force
of the present Treaty, objects of the following categories constituting the cul-
tural heritage of Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia which originated in those
territories and which, after 1848, came into the possession of the Hungarian
State or of Hungarian public institutions as a consequence of Hungarian
domination over those territories prior to 1919:

(a) Historical archives which came into being as integral wholes in
Yugoslav or Czechoslovak territories;

(b) Libraries, historical documents, antiquities and other cultural
objects which belonged to the institutions on Yugoslav or Czechoslovak
territories or to historical personalities of the Yugoslav and Czechoslovak
peoples;

(c) Original artistic, literary and scientific objects which are the work
of Yugoslav or Czechoslovak artists, writers and scientists.

2. Objects acquired by purchase, gift or legacy and original works of
Hungarians are excluded from the provisions of paragraph 1.

3. Hungary shall also hand over to Yugoslavia the archives of the
Illyrian Deputation, the Illyrian Commission and Illyrian Chancellery,
which relate to the 18th century.

4. The Hungarian Government shall, on the coming into force of the
present Treaty, give the authorised representatives of Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia all necessary assistance in finding these objects and making
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them available for examination. Thereafter, but no later than one year
from the coming into force of the present Treaty, the Yugoslav and Czecho-
slovak Governments shall hand the Hungarian Government a list of the
objects claimed under this Article. Should the Hungarian Government,
within three months of the receipt of the list, raise objection to the inclusion
therein of any objects, and should no agreement be reached between the
Governments concerned within a further month, the dispute shall be settled
in accordance with the provisions of Article 40 of the present Treaty.

PART III
MILITARY AND AIR CLAUSES

SECTION I

Article 12
The maintenance of land and air armaments and fortifications shall

be closely restricted to meeting tasks of an internal character and local
defence of frontiers. In accordance with the foregoing, Hungary is author-
ized to have armed forces consisting of not more than:

(a) A land army, including frontier troops, anti-aircraft and river
flotilla personnel, with a total strength of 65,000 personnel;

(b) An air force of 90 aircraft, including reserves, of which not more
than 70 may be combat types of aircraft, with a total personnel strength of
5,000. Hungary shall not possess or acquire any aircraft designed primarily
as bombers with internal bomb-carrying facilities.

These strengths shall in each case include combat, service and overhead
personnel.

Article 13
The personnel of the Hungarian Army and Air Force in excess of the

respective strengths permitted under Article 12 shall be disbanded within
six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

Article 14
Personnel not included in the Hungarian Army or Air Force shall

not receive any form of military training or military air training as defined
in Annex II.
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Article 15
Hungary shall not possess, construct or experiment with any atomic

weapon, any self-propelled or guided missiles or apparatus connected with
their discharge (other than torpedoes and torpedo launching gear compris-
ing the normal armament of naval vessels permitted by the present Treaty),
sea mines or torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence mechan-
isms, torpedoes capable of being manned, submarines or other submersible
craft, motor torpedo boats, or specialised types of assault craft.

Article 16
Hungary shall not retain, produce or otherwise acquire, or maintain

facilities for the manufacture of, war material in excess of that required
for the maintenance of the armed forces permitted under Article 12 of the
present Treaty.

Article 17
1. Excess war material of Allied origin shall be placed at the disposal

of the Allied or Associated Power concerned according to the instructions
given by that Power. Excess Hungarian war material shall be placed at the
disposal of the Governments of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America. Hungary shall renounce all rights to this
material.

2. War material of German origin or design in excess of that required
for the armed forces permitted under the present Treaty shall be placed at
the disposal of the Three Governments. Hungary shall not acquire or manu-
facture any war material of German origin or design, or employ or train
any technicians, including military and civil aviation personnel, who are
or have been nationals of Germany.

3. Excess war material mentioned in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
Article shall be handed over or destroyed within one year from the coming
into force of the present Treaty.

4. A definition and list of war material for the purposes of the present
Treaty are contained in Annex III.

Article 18

Hungary shall co-operate fully with the Allied and Associated Powers
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with a view to ensuring that Germany may not be able to take steps outside
German territory towards rearmament.

Article 19

Hungary shall not acquire or manufacture civil aircraft which are of
German or Japanese design or which embody major assemblies of German
or Japanese manufacture or design.

Article 20

Each of the military and air clauses of the present Treaty shall remain
in force until modified in whole or in part by agreement between the Allied
and Associated Powers and Hungary or, after Hungary becomes a member
of the United Nations, by agreement between the Security Council and
Hungary.

SECTION II

Article 21

1. Hungarian prisoners of war shall be repatriated as soon as possible,
in accordance with arrangements agreed upon by the individual Powers
detaining them and Hungary.

2. All costs, including maintenance costs, incurred in moving Hun-
garian prisoners of war from their respective assembly points, as chosen by
the Government of the Allied or Associated Power concerned, to the point
of their entry into Hungarian territory, shall be borne by the Hungarian
Government.

PART IV
WITHDRAWAL OF ALLIED FORCES

Article 22

1. Upon the coming into force of the present Treaty, all Allied forces
shall, within a period of 90 days, be withdrawn from Hungary, subject to
the right of the Soviet Union to keep on Hungarian territory such armed
forces as it may need for the maintenance of the lines of communication of
the Soviet Army with the Soviet zone of occupation in Austria.
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the Soviet Army with the Soviet zone of occupation in Austria. 
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2. All unused Hungarian currency and all Hungarian goods in posses-
sion of the Allied forces in Hungary, acquired pursuant to Article 11 of the
Armistice Agreement, shall be returned to the Hungarian Government within
the same period of 90 days.

3. Hungary shall, however, make available such maintenance and
facilities as may specifically be required for the maintenance of the lines
of communication with the Soviet zone of occupation in Austria, for which
due compensation will be made to the Hungarian Government.

PART V
REPARATION AND RESTITUTION

Article 23
1. Losses caused to the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia

by military operations and by the occupation by Hungary of the territories
of these States shall be made good by Hungary to the Soviet Union, Czecho-
slovakia and Yugoslavia, but, taking into consideration that Hungary has
not only withdrawn from the war against the United Nations, but has also
declared war on Germany, the Parties agree that compensation for the above
losses will be made by Hungary not in full but only in part, namely in the
amount of $300,000,000 payable over eight years from January 20, 1945,
in commodities (machine equipment, river craft, grain and other commodi-
ties), the sum to be paid to the Soviet Union to amount to $200,000,000,
and the sum to be paid to Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia to amount to
$100,000,000.

2. The basis of calculation for the settlement provided in this Article
will be the United States dollar at its gold parity on the day of the signing
of the Armistice Agreement, i.e. $35 for one ounce of gold.

Article 24

1. Hungary accepts the principles of the United Nations Declaration of
January 5, 1943, and shall return, in the shortest possible time, property
removed from the territory of any of the United Nations.
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2. The obligation to make restitution applies to all identifiable prop-
erty at present in Hungary which was removed by force or duress by any
of the Axis Powers from the territory of any of the United Nations, irre-
spective of any subsequent transactions by which the present holder of any
such property has secured possession.

3. If, in particular cases, it is impossible for Hungary to make restitu-
tion of objects of artistic, historic or archaeological value, belonging to the
cultural heritage of the United Nation from whose territory such objects were
removed by force or duress by Hungarian forces, authorities or nationals,
Hungary shall transfer to the United Nation concerned objects of the same
kind as, and of approximately equivalent value to, the objects removed, in
so far as such objects are obtainable in Hungary.

4. The Hungarian Government shall return the property referred to
in this Article in good order and, in this connection, shall bear all costs in
Hungary relating to labour, materials and transport.

5. The Hungarian Government shall co-operate with the United Nations
in, and shall provide at its own expense all necessary facilities for, the
search for and restitution of property liable to restitution under this Article.

6. The Hungarian Government shall take the necessary measures to
effect the return of property covered by this Article held in any third
country by persons subject to Hungarian jurisdiction.

7. Claims for the restitution of property shall be presented to the
Hungarian Government by the Government of the country from whose terri-
tory the property was removed, it being understood that rolling stock shall
be regarded as having been removed from the territory to which it originally
belonged. The period during which such claims may be presented shall be
six months from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

8. The burden of identifying the property and of proving ownership
shall rest on the claimant Government, and the burden of proving that the
property was not removed by force or duress shall rest on the Hungarian
Government.

Article 25

The annulment of the Vienna Award of November 2, 1938, as provided
in Article 1, paragraph 4, of the present Treaty, shall entail the annulment
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of the agreements, as well as the legal consequences ensuing therefrom,

relating to matters of finance and public and private insurance, concluded

between or on behalf of the two States concerned or between Czechoslovak

and Hungarian juridical persons on the basis of the Vienna Award and in

respect of the material handed over in accordance with the Protocol of

May 22, 1940. This annulment shall not apply in any way to relations be-

tween physical persons. The details of the above-mentioned settlement shall

be arranged by bilateral agreements between the Governments concerned,

within a period of six months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty.

PART VI

ECONOMIC CLAUSES

Article 26

1. In so far as Hungary has not already done so, Hungary shall restore

all legal rights and interests in Hungary of the United Nations and their

nationals as they existed on September 1, 1939, and shall return all property

in Hungary of the United Nations and their nationals as it now exists.

2. The Hungarian Government undertakes that all property, rights and

interests passing under this Article shall be restored free of all encumbrances

and charges of any kind to which they may have become subject as a result

of the war and without the imposition of any charges by the Hungarian

Government in connection with their return. The Hungarian Government

shall nullify all measures, including seizures, sequestration or control, taken

by it against United Nations property between September 1, 1939, and the

coming into force of the present Treaty. In cases where the property has

not been returned within six months from the coming into force of the present

Treaty, application shall be made to the Hungarian authorities not later

than twelve months from the coming into force of the Treaty, except in cases

in which the claimant is able to show that he could not file his application

within this period.

3. The Hungarian Government shall invalidate transfers involving

property, rights and interests of any description belonging to United Nations
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nationals, where such transfers resulted from force or duress exerted by
Axis Governments or their agencies during the war.

In the case of Czechoslovak nationals, this paragraph shall also include
transfers after November 2, 1938, which resulted from force or duress or
from measures taken under discriminatory internal legislation by the
Hungarian Government or its agencies in Czechoslovak territory annexed by
Hungary.

4. (a) The Hungarian Government shall be responsible for the restora-
tion to complete good order of the property returned to United Nations
nationals under paragraph 1 of this Article. In cases where property cannot
be returned or where, as a result of the war, a United Nations national has
suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Hungary, he
shall receive from the Hungarian Government compensation in Hungarian
currency to the extent of two-thirds of the sum necessary, at the date of
payment, to purchase similar property or to make good the loss suffered.
In no event shall United Nations nationals receive less favourable treatment
with respect to compensation than that accorded to Hungarian nationals.

(b) United Nations nationals who hold, directly or indirectly, owner-
ship interests in corporations or associations which are not United Nations
nationals within the meaning of paragraph 9 (a) of this Article, but which
have suffered a loss by reason of injury or damage to property in Hungary,
shall receive compensation in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) above.
This compensation shall be calculated on the basis of the total loss or damage
suffered by the corporation or association and shall bear the same propor-
tion to such loss or damage as the beneficial interests of such nationals in
the corporation or association bear to the total capital thereof.

(c) Compensation shall be paid free of any levies, taxes or other
charges. It shall be freely usable in Hungary but shall be subject to the
foreign exchange control regulations which may be in force in Hungary
from time to time.

(d) The Hungarian Government shall accord to United Nations nation-
als the same treatment in the allocation of materials for the repair or re-
habilitation of their property in Hungary and in the allocation of foreign
exchange for the importation of such materials as applies to Hungarian

'nationals.
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(e) The Hungarian Government shall grant United Nations nationals
an indemnity in Hungarian currency at the same rate as provided in sub-
paragraph (a) above to compensate them for the loss or damage due to
special measures applied to their property during the war, and which were
not applicable to Hungarian property. This sub-paragraph does not apply
to a loss of profit.

5. The provisions of paragraph 4 of this Article shall apply to
Hungary in so far as the action which may give rise to a claim for damage
to property in Northern Transylvania belonging to the United Nations or
their nationals took place during the period when this territory was subject
to Hungarian authority.

6. All reasonable expenses incurred in Hungary in establishing claims,
including the assessment of loss or damage, shall be borne by the Hungarian
Government.

7. United Nations nationals and their property shall be exempted from
any exceptional taxes, levies or imposts imposed on their capital assets in
Hungary by the Hungarian Government or any Hungarian authority between
the date of the Armistice and the coming into force of the present Treaty
for the specific purpose of meeting charges arising out of the war or of
meeting the costs of occupying forces or of reparation payable to any of
the United Nations. Any sums which have been so paid shall be refunded.

8. The owner of the property concerned and the Hungarian Govern-
ment may agree upon arrangements in lieu of the provisions of this Article.

9. As used in this Article:
(a) "United Nations nationals" means individuals who are nationals

of any of the United Nations, or corporations or associations organised under
the laws of any of the United Nations, at the coming into force of the present
Treaty, provided that the said individuals, corporations or associations
also had this status at the date of the Armistice with Hungary.

The term "United Nations nationals" also includes all individuals,
corporations or associations which, under the laws in force in Hungary
during the war, have been treated as enemy;

(b) "Owner" means the United Nation, or the United Nations national
as defined in sub-paragraph (a) above, entitled to the property in question,
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and includes a successor of the owner, provided that the successor is also
a United Nation, or a United Nations national as defined in sub-paragraph
(a). If the successor has purchased the property in its damaged state, the
transferor shall retain his rights to compensation under this Article, without
prejudice to obligations between the transferor and the purchaser under
domestic law;

(c) "Property" means all movable or immovable property, whether
tangible or intangible, including industrial, literary and artistic property, as
well as all rights or interests of any kind in property.

10. The Hungarian Government recognizes that the Brioni Agreement
of August 10, 1942, is null and void. It undertakes to participate with the
other signatories of the Rome Agreement of May 29, 1923, [1] in any negotia-
tions having the purpose of introducing into its provisions the modifications
necessary to ensure the equitable settlement of the annuities which it
provides.

Article 27
1. Hungary undertakes that in all cases where the property, legal

rights or interests in Hungary of persons under Hungarian jurisdiction have,
since September 1, 1939, been the subject of measures of sequestration,
confiscation or control on account of the racial origin or religion of such
persons, the said property, legal rights and interests shall be restored together
with their accessories or, if restoration is impossible, that fair compensation
shall be made therefor.

2. All property, rights and interests in Hungary of persons, organisa-
tions or communities which, individually or as members of groups, were
the object of racial, religious or other Fascist measures of persecution, and
remaining heirless or unclaimed for six months after the coming into force
of the present Treaty, shall be transferred by the Hungarian Government
to organisations in Hungary representative of such persons, organisations
or communities. The property transferred shall be used by such organisations
for purposes of relief and rehabilitation of surviving members of such
groups, organisations and communities in Hungary. Such transfer shall be
effected within twelve months from the coming into force of the Treaty, and
shall include property, rights and interests required to be restored under
paragraph 1 of this Article.

' [The correct date of the Rome Agreement is Mar. 29, 1923.]
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Article 28

Hungary recognizes that the Soviet Union is entitled to all German assets
in Hungary transferred to the Soviet Union by the Control Council for
Germany and undertakes to take all necessary measures to facilitate such
transfers.

Article 29

1. Each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to
seize, retain, liquidate or take any other action with respect to all property,
rights and interests which at the coming into force of the present Treaty
are within its territory and belong to Hungary or to Hungarian nationals,
and to apply such property or the proceeds thereof to such purposes as it
may desire, within the limits of its claims and those of its nationals against
Hungary or Hungarian nationals, including debts, other than claims fully
satisfied under other Articles of the present Treaty. All Hungarian property,
or the proceeds thereof, in excess of the amount of such claims, shall be
returned. *s<

2. The liquidation and disposition of Hungarian property shall be
carried out in accordance with the law of the Allied or Associated Power
concerned. The Hungarian owner shall have no rights with respect to such
property except those which may be given him by that law.

3. The Hungarian Government undertakes to compensate Hungarian
nationals whose property is taken under this Article and not returned to them.

4. No obligation is created by this Article on any Allied or Associated
Power to return industrial property to the Hungarian Government or Hun-
garian nationals, or to include such property in determining the amounts
which may be retained under paragraph 1 of this Article. The Government
of each of the Allied and Associated Powers shall have the right to impose
such limitations, conditions and restrictions on rights or interests with respect
to industrial property in the territory of that Allied or Associated Power,
acquired prior to the coming into force of the present Treaty by the Govern-
ment or nationals of Hungary, as may be deemed by the Government of the
Allied or Associated Power to be necessary in the national interest.

5. The property covered by paragraph 1 of this Article shall be
deemed to include Hungarian property which has been subject to control
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by reason of a state of war existing between Hungary and the Allied or
Associated Power having jurisdiction over the property, but shall not
include:

(a) Property of the Hungarian Government used for consular or dip-
lomatic purposes;

(b) Property belonging to religious bodies or private charitable insti-
tutions and used for religious or charitable purposes;

(c) Property of natural persons who are Hungarian nationals permitted
to reside within the territory of the country in which the property is located
or to reside elsewhere in United Nations territory, other than Hungarian
property which at any time during the war was subjected to measures not
generally applicable to the property of Hungarian nationals resident in the
same territory;

(d) Property rights arising since the resumption of trade and financial
relations between the Allied and Associated Powers and Hungary, or arising
out of transactions between the Government of any Allied or Associated
Power and Hungary since January 20, 1945;

(e) Literary and artistic property rights.

Article 30

1. From the coming into force of the present Treaty, property in
Germany of Hungary and of Hungarian nationals shall no longer be treated
as enemy property and all restrictions based on such treatment shall be
removed.

2. Identifiable property of Hungary and of Hungarian nationals re-
moved by force or duress from Hungarian territory to Germany by German
forces or authorities after January 20, 1945, shall be eligible for restitution.

3. The restoration and restitution of Hungarian property in Germany
shall be effected in accordance with measures which will be determined by
the Powers in occupation of Germany.

4. Without prejudice to these and to any other dispositions in favour
of Hungary and Hungarian nationals by the Powers occupying Germany,
Hungary waives on its own behalf and on behalf of Hungarian nationals all
claims against Germany and German nationals outstanding on May 8, 1945,
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except those arising out of contracts and other obligations entered into, and
rights acquired, before September 1, 1939. This waiver shall be deemed to
include debts, all inter-governmental claims in respect of arrangements en-
tered into in the course of the war and all claims for loss or damage arising
during the war.

Article 31

1. The existence of the state of war shall not, in itself, be regarded as
affecting the obligation to pay pecuniary debts arising out of obligations
and contracts which existed, and rights which were acquired, before the
existence of the state of war, which became payable prior to the coming
into force of the present Treaty, and which are due by the Government or
nationals of Hungary to the Government or nationals of one of the Allied
and Associated Powers or are due by the Government or nationals of one
of the Allied and Associated Powers to the Government or nationals of
Hungary.

2. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the present Treaty, noth-
ing therein shall be construed as impairing debtor-creditor relationships
arising out of pre-war contracts concluded either by the Government or
nationals of Hungary.

Article 32

1. Hungary waives all claims of any description against the Allied
and Associated Powers on behalf of the Hungarian Government or Hun-
garian nationals arising directly out of the war or out of actions taken be-
cause of the existence of a state of war in Europe after September 1, 1939,
whether or not the Allied or Associated Power was at war with Hungary
at the time, including the following:

(a) Claims for losses or damages sustained as a consequence of acts
of forces or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers;

(b) Claims arising from the presence, operations or actions of forces
or authorities of Allied or Associated Powers in Hungarian territory;

(c) Claims with respect to the decrees or orders of Prize Courts of
Allied or Associated Powers, Hungary agreeing to accept as valid and bind-
ing all decrees and orders of such Prize Courts on or after September 1,
1939, concerning Hungarian ships or Hungarian goods or the payment of
costs;
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(d) Claims arising out of the exercise or purported exercise of bellig-
erent rights.

2. The provisions of this Article shall bar, completely and finally,
all claims of the nature referred to herein, which will be henceforward
extinguished, whoever may be the parties in interest. The Hungarian Gov-
ernment agrees to make equitable compensation in Hungarian currency
to persons who furnished supplies or services on requisition to the forces
of Allied or Associated Powers in Hungarian territory and in satisfaction
of non-combat damage claims against the forces of Allied or Associated
Powers arising in Hungarian territory.

3. Hungary likewise waives all claims of the nature covered by para-
graph 1 of this Article on behalf of the Hungarian Government or Hun-
garian nationals against any of the United Nations whose diplomatic rela-
tions with Hungary were broken off during the war and which took action
in co-operation with the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. The Hungarian Government shall assume full responsibility for all
Allied military currency issued in Hungary by the Allied military authori-
ties, including all such currency in circulation at the coming into force of
the present Treaty.

5. The waiver of claims by Hungary under paragraph 1 of this Article
includes any claims arising out of actions taken by any of the Allied and
Associated Powers with respect to Hungarian ships between September 1,
1939, and the coming into force of the present Treaty, as well as any claims
and debts arising out of the Conventions on prisoners of war now in force.

Article 33

1. Pending the conclusion of commercial treaties or agreements be-
tween individual United Nations and Hungary, the Hungarian Government
shall, during a period of eighteen months from the coming into force of the
present Treaty, grant the following treatment to each of the United Nations
which, in fact, reciprocally grants similar treatment in like matters to
Hungary:

(a) In all that concerns duties and charges on importation or ex-
portation, the internal taxation of imported goods and all regulations per-
taining thereto, the United Nations shall be granted unconditional most-
favoured-nation treatment;
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(b) In all other respects, Hungary shall make no arbitrary discrimina-
tion against goods originating in or destined for any territory of any of the
United Nations as compared with like goods originating in or destined for

territory of any other of the United Nations or of any other foreign country;

(c) United Nations nationals, including juridical persons, shall be
granted national and most-favoured-nation treatment in all matters pertain-
ing to commerce, industry, shipping and other forms of business activity
within Hungary. These provisions shall not apply to commercial aviation;

(d) Hungary shall grant no exclusive or discriminatory right to any
country with regard to the operation of commercial aircraft in international

traffic, shall afford all the United Nations equality of opportunity in obtain-

ing international commercial aviation rights in Hungarian territory, includ-
ing the right to land for refueling and repair, and, with regard to the opera-
tion of commercial aircraft in international traffic, shall grant on a reciprocal
and non-discriminatory basis to all United Nations the right to fly over
Hungarian territory without landing. These provisions shall not affect the

interests of the national defence of Hungary.

2. The foregoing undertakings by Hungary shall be understood to be

subject to the exceptions customarily included in commercial treaties con-

cluded by Hungary before the war, and the provisions with respect to reci-

procity granted by each of the United Nations shall be understood to be

subject to the exceptions customarily included in the commercial treaties

concluded by that State.

Article 34

Hungary shall facilitate as far as possible railway traffic in transit

through its territory at reasonable rates and shall negotiate with neighbouring

States all reciprocal agreements necessary for this purpose.

Article 35

1. Any disputes which may arise in connection with Articles 24, 25

and 26 and Annexes IV, V and VI of the present Treaty shall be referred

to a Conciliation Commission composed of an equal number of representa-

tives of the United Nations Government concerned and of the Hungarian

Government. If agreement has not been reached within three months of the
95347°9---1-PT. II-74
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dispute having been referred to the Conciliation Commission, either Gov-
ernment may require the addition of a third member to the Commission, and
failing agreement between the two Governments on the selection of this
member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be requested by
either party to make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission
shall be the decision of the Commission and shall be accepted by the parties
as definitive and binding.

Article 36

Articles 24, 26, 33 and Annex VI of the present Treaty shall apply
to the Allied and Associated Powers and France and to those of the United
Nations whose diplomatic relations with Hungary have been broken off
during the war.

Article 37

The provisions of Annexes IV, V and VI shall, as in the case of the
other Annexes, have force and effect as integral parts of the present Treaty.

PART VII
CLAUSE RELATING TO THE DANUBE

Article 38

Navigation on the Danube shall be free and open for the nationals,
vessels of commerce, and goods of all States, on a footing of equality in
regard to port and navigation charges and conditions for merchant shipping.
The foregoing shall not apply to traffic between ports of the same State.

PART VIII
FINAL CLAUSES

Article 39
1. For a period not to exceed eighteen months from the coming into

force of the present Treaty, the Heads of the Diplomatic Missions in Buda-
pest of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States of
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America, acting in concert, will represent the Allied and Associated Powers

in dealing with the Hungarian Government in all matters concerning the

execution and interpretation of the present Treaty.

2. The Three Heads of Mission will give the Hungarian Government

such guidance, technical advice and clarification as may be necessary to

ensure the rapid and efficient execution of the present Treaty both in letter

and in spirit.

3. The Hungarian Government shall afford the said Three Heads of

Mission all necessary information and any assistance which they may re-

quire in the fulfilment of the tasks devolving on them under the present

Treaty.
Article 40

1. Except where another procedure is specifically provided under any

Article of the present Treaty, any dispute concerning the interpretation or

execution of the Treaty, which is not settled by direct diplomatic negotia-

tions, shall be referred to the Three Heads of Mission acting under Article

39, except that in this case the Heads of Mission will not be restricted by

the time limit provided in that Article. Any such dispute not resolved by

them within a period of two months shall, unless the parties to the dispute

mutually agree upon another means of settlement, be referred at the request

of either party to the dispute to a Commission composed of one representa-

tive of each party and a third member selected by mutual agreement of the

two parties from nationals of a third country. Should the two parties fail

to agree within a period of one month upon the appointment of the third

member, the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be requested

by either party to make the appointment.

2. The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission

shall be the decision of the Commission, and shall be accepted by the parties

as definitive and binding.

Article 41

1. Any member of the United Nations, not a signatory to the present

Treaty, which is at war with Hungary, may accede to the Treaty and upon

accession shall be deemed to be an Associated Power for the purposes of

the Treaty.
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2. Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and shall take effect upon deposit.

Article 42

The present Treaty, of which the Russian and English texts are au-
thentic, shall be ratified by the Allied and Associated Powers. It shall also
be ratified by Hungary. It shall come into force immediately upon the
deposit of ratifications by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United
States of America. The instruments of ratification shall, in the shortest time
possible, be deposited with the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

With respect to each Allied or Associated Power whose instrument of
ratification is thereafter deposited, the Treaty shall come into force upon
the date of deposit. The present Treaty shall be deposited in the archives of
the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which shall
furnish certified copies to each of the signatory States.
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LIST OF ANNEXES

I. Maps of Hungarian Frontiers

II. Definition of Military and Military Air Training

III. Definition and list of war material

IV. Special provisions relating to certain kinds of property:

A. Industrial, Literary and Artistic Property

B. Insurance

V. Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments

VI. Judgments
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ANNEX I
(See Article 1)

Maps

I. Hungarian Frontiers
IA. Rectification of the Hungarian-Czechoslovak Frontier

ANNEX II
(See Article 14)

Definition of Military and Military Air Training

1. Military training is defined as: the study of and practice in the use
of war material specially designed or adapted for army purposes, and
training devices relative thereto; the study and carrying out of all drill or
movements which teach or practice evolutions performed by fighting forces
in battle; and the organised study of tactics, strategy and staff work.

2. Military air training is defined as: the study of and practice in the
use of war material specially designed or adapted for air force purposes,
and training devices relative thereto; the study and practice of all special-
ised evolutions, including formation flying, performed by aircraft in the
accomplishment of an air force mission; and the organised study of air
tactics, strategy and staff work.

ANNEX III
(See Article 17)

Definition and List of War Material

The term "war material" as used in the present Treaty shall include
all arms, ammunition and implements specially designed or adapted for
use in war as listed below.

The Allied and Associated Powers reserve the right to amend the list
periodically by modification or addition in the light of subsequent scientific
development.
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Category I.
1. Military rifles, carbines, revolvers and pistols; barrels for these

weapons and other spare parts not readily adaptable for civilian use.

2. Machine guns, military automatic or autoloading rifles, and ma-
chine pistols; barrels for these weapons and other spare parts not readily
adaptable for civilian use; machine gun mounts.

3. Guns, howitzers, mortars, cannon special to aircraft; breechless
or recoil-less guns and flamethrowers; barrels and other spare parts not
readily adaptable for civilian use; carriages and mountings for the foregoing.

4. Rocket projectors; launching and control mechanisms for self-pro-
pelling and guided missiles; mountings for same.

5. Self-propelling and guided missiles, projectiles, rockets, fixed am-
munition and cartridges, filled or unfilled, for the arms listed in sub-
paragraphs 1-4 above and fuses, tubes or contrivances to explode or operate
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

6. Grenades, bombs, torpedoes, mines, depth charges and incendiary
materials or charges, filled or unfilled; all means for exploding or operating
them. Fuses required for civilian use are not included.

7. Bayonets.

Category II.

1. Armoured fighting vehicles; armoured trains, not technically con-
vertible to civilian use.

2. Mechanical and self-propelled carriages for any of the weapons
listed in Category I; special type military chassis or bodies other than
those enumerated in sub-paragraph 1 above.

3. Armour plate, greater than three inches in thickness, used for pro-
tective purposes in warfare.

Category III.

1. Aiming and computing devices, including predictors and plotting
apparatus, for fire control; direction of fire instruments; gun sights; bomb
sights; fuse setters; equipment for the calibration of guns and fire control
instruments.
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2. Assault bridging, assault boats and storm boats.

3. Deceptive warfare, dazzle and decoy devices.

4. Personal war equipment of a specialised nature not readily adapt-

able to civilian use.

Category IV.

1. Warships of all kinds, including converted vessels and craft designed

or intended for their attendance or support, which cannot be technically

reconverted to civilian use, as well as weapons, armour, ammunition, air-

craft and all other equipment, material, machines and installations not

used in peace time on ships other than warships.

2. Landing craft and amphibious vehicles or equipment of any kind;

assault boats or devices of any type as well as catapults or other apparatus

for launching or throwing aircraft, rockets, propelled weapons or any other

missile, instrument or device whether manned or unmanned, guided or

uncontrolled.

3. Submersible or semi-submersible ships, craft, weapons, devices or

apparatus of any kind, including specially designed harbour defence booms,

except as required by salvage, rescue or other civilian uses, as well as all

equipment, accessories, spare parts, experimental or training aids, instru-

ments or installations as may be specially designed for the construction,
testing, maintenance or housing of the same.

Category V.

1. Aircraft, assembled or unassembled, both heavier and lighter than
air, which are designed or adapted for aerial combat by the use of machine

guns, rocket projectors or artillery or for the carrying and dropping of

bombs, or which are equipped with, or which by reason of their design or
construction are prepared for, any of the appliances referred to in sub-
paragraph 2 below.

2. Aerial gun mounts and frames, bomb racks, torpedo carriers and

bomb release or torpedo release mechanisms; gun turrets and blisters.

3. Equipment specially designed for and used solely by airborne
troops.
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bomb release or torpedo release mechanisms; gun turrets and blisters. 

3. Equipment specially designed for and used solely by Airborne 

troops. 
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4. Catapults or launching apparatus for ship-borne, land- or sea-based

aircraft; apparatus for launching aircraft weapons.

5. Barrage balloons.

Category VI.

Asphyxiating, lethal, toxic or incapacitating substances intended for

war purposes, or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VII.

Propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics or liquefied gases destined for

the propulsion, explosion, charging or filling of, or for use in connection

with, the war material in the present categories, not capable of civilian use

or manufactured in excess of civilian requirements.

Category VIII.

Factory and tool equipment specially designed for the production and

maintenance of the material enumerated above and not technically con-

vertible to civilian use.

ANNEX IV

Special Provisions Relating to Certain Kinds of Property

A. INDUSTRIAL, LITERARY AND ARTISTIC PROPERTY

1. (a) A period of one year from the coming into force of the present

Treaty shall be accorded to the Allied and Associated Powers and their

nationals without extension fees or other penalty of any sort in order to

enable them to accomplish all necessary acts for the obtaining or preserving

in Hungary of rights in industrial, literary and artistic property which were

not capable of accomplishment owing to the existence of a state of war.

(b) Allied and Associated Powers or their nationals who had duly

applied in the territory of any Allied or Associated Power for a patent or

registration of a utility model not earlier than twelve months before the

outbreak of the war with Hungary or during the war, or for the registration

of an industrial design or model or trade mark not earlier than six months

before the outbreak of the war with Hungary or during the war, shall be

entitled within twelve months after the coming into force of the present
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Treaty to apply for corresponding rights in Hungary, with a right of priority
based upon the previous filing of the application in the territory of that
Allied or Associated Power.

(c) Each of the Allied and Associated Powers and its nationals shall
be accorded a period of one year from the coming into force of the present
Treaty during which they may institute proceedings in Hungary against those
natural or juridical persons who are alleged illegally to have infringed
their rights in industrial, literary or artistic property between the date of
the outbreak of the war and the coming into force of the Treaty.

2. A period from the outbreak of the war until a date eighteen months
after the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be excluded in
determining the time within which a patent must be worked or a design
or trade mark used.

3. The period from the outbreak of the war until the coming into force
of the present Treaty shall be excluded from the normal term of rights in
industrial, literary and artistic property which were in force in Hungary
at the outbreak of the war or which are recognized or established under
part A of this Annex and belong to any of the Allied and Associated Powers
or their nationals. Consequently, the normal duration of such rights shall be
deemed to be automatically extended in Hungary for a further term corre-
sponding to the period so excluded.

4. The foregoing provisions concerning the rights in Hungary of the
Allied and Associated Powers and their nationals shall apply equally to the
rights in the territories of the Allied and Associated Powers of Hungary and
its nationals. Nothing, however, in these provisions shall entitle Hungary
or its nationals to more favourable treatment in the territory of any of the
Allied and Associated Powers than is accorded by such Power in like cases
to other United Nations or their nationals, nor shall Hungary be thereby
required to accord to any of the Allied and Associated Powers or its nationals
more favourable treatment than Hungary or its nationals receive in the terri-
tory of such Power in regard to the matters dealt with in the foregoing
provisions.

5. Third parties in the territories of any of the Allied and Associated
Powers or Hungary who, before the coming into force of the present Treaty,
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had bona fide acquired industrial, literary or artistic property rights conflict-

ing with rights restored under part A of this Annex or with rights obtained

with the priority provided thereunder, or had bona fide manufactured,
published, reproduced, used or sold the subject matter of such rights, shall

be permitted, without any liability for infringement, to continue to exercise

such rights and to continue or to resume such manufacture, publication,

reproduction, use or sale which had been bona fide acquired or commenced.

In Hungary, such permission shall take the form of a non-exclusive license

granted on terms and conditions to be mutually agreed by the parties thereto

or, in default of agreement, to be fixed by the Conciliation Commission

established under Article 35 of the present Treaty. In the territories of each

of the Allied and Associated Powers, however, bona fide third parties shall

receive such protection as is accorded under similar circumstances to bona

fide third parties whose rights are in conflict with those of the nationals of

other Allied and Associated Powers.

6. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be construed to entitle Hun-

gary or its nationals to any patent or utility model rights in the territory

of any of the Allied and Associated Powers with respect to inventions, re-

lating to any article listed by name in Annex III of the present Treaty, made,

or upon which applications were filed, by Hungary, or any of its nationals,

in Hungary or in the territory of any other of the Axis Powers, or in any

territory occupied by the Axis forces, during the time when such territory

was under the control of the forces or authorities of the Axis Powers.

7. Hungary shall likewise extend the benefits of the foregoing pro-

visions of this Annex to France, and to other United Nations which are not

Allied or Associated Powers, whose diplomatic relations with Hungary have

been broken off during the war and which undertake to extend to Hungary

the benefits accorded to Hungary under the said provisions.

8. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be understood to conflict with

Articles 26, 29 and 31 of the present Treaty.

B. INSURANCE

1. No obstacles, other than any applicable to insurers generally, shall

be placed in the way of the resumption by insurers who are United Nations

nationals of their former portfolios of business.
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2. Should an insurer, who is a national of any of the United Nations,
wish to resume his professional activities in Hungary, and should the value
of the guarantee deposits or reserves required to be held as a condition of
carrying on business in Hungary be found to have decreased as a result of
the loss or depreciation of the securities which constituted such deposits or
reserves, the Hungarian Government undertakes to accept, for a period of
eighteen months, such securities as still remain as fulfilling any legal re-
quirements in respect of deposits and reserves.

ANNEX V
Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments

A. CONTRACTS

1. Any contract which required for its execution intercourse between
any of the parties thereto having become enemies as defined in part D of
this Annex, shall, subject to the exceptions set out in paragraphs 2 and 3
below, be deemed to have been dissolved as from the time when any of
the parties thereto became enemies. Such dissolution, however, is without
prejudice to the provisions of Article 31 of the present Treaty, nor shall it
relieve any party to the contract from the obligation to repay amounts re-
ceived as advances or as payments on account and in respect of which such
party has not rendered performance in return.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 above, there shall
be excepted from dissolution and, without prejudice to the rights contained
in Article 29 of the present Treaty, there shall remain in force such parts
of any contract as are severable and did not require for their execution
intercourse between any of the parties thereto, having become enemies as
defined in part D of this Annex. Where the provisions of any contract are
not so severable, the contract shall be deemed to have been dissolved in its
entirety. The foregoing shall be subject to the application of domestic laws,
orders or regulations made by any of the Allied and Associated Powers
having jurisdiction over the contract or over any of the parties thereto and
shall be subject to the terms of the contract.

3. Nothing in part A of this Annex shall be deemed to invalidate trans-
actions lawfully carried out in accordance with a contract between enemies
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if they have been carried out with the authorization of the Government of
one of the Allied and Associated Powers.

4. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, contracts of insurance
and re-insurance shall be subject to separate agreements between the Gov-
ernment of the Allied or Associated Power concerned and the Government
of Hungary.

B. PERIODS OF PRESCRIPTION

1. All periods of prescription or limitation of right of action or of
the right to take conservatory measures in respect of relations affecting per-
sons or property, involving United Nations nationals and Hungarian na-
tionals who, by reason of the state of war, were unable to take judicial
action or to comply with the formalities necessary to safeguard their rights,
irrespective of whether these periods commenced before or after the out-
break of war, shall be regarded as having been suspended, for the duration
of the war, in Hungarian territory on the one hand, and on the other hand
in the territory of those United Nations which grant to Hungary, on a recip-
rocal basis, the benefit of the provisions of this paragraph. These periods
shall begin to run again on the coming into force of the present Treaty. The
provisions of this paragraph shall be applicable in regard to the periods
fixed for the presentation of interest or dividend coupons or for the presenta-
tion for payment of securities drawn for repayment or repayable on any
other ground.

2. Where, on account of failure to perform any act or to comply with
any formality during the war, measures of execution have been taken in
Hungarian territory to the prejudice of a national of one of the United
Nations, the Hungarian Government shall restore the rights which have been
detrimentally affected. If such restoration is impossible or would be in-
equitable, the Hungarian Government shall provide that the United Nations
national shall be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the
circumstances.

C. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

1. As between enemies, no negotiable instrument made before the
war shall be deemed to have become invalid by reason only of failure
within the required time to present the instrument for acceptance or pay-
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ment, or to give notice of non-acceptance or non-payment to drawers or
endorsers, or to protest the instrument, nor by reason of failure to complete
any formality during the war.

2. Where the period within which a negotiable instrument should have
been presented for acceptance or for payment, or within which notice of
non-acceptance or non-payment should have been given to the drawer or
endorser, or within which the instrument should have been protested, has
elapsed during the war, and the party who should have presented or pro-
tested the instrument or have given notice of non-acceptance or non-payment
has failed to do so during the war, a period of not less than three months
from the coming into force of the present Treaty shall be allowed within
which presentation, notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, or protest
may be made.

3. If a person has, either before or during the war, incurred obligations
under a negotiable instrument in consequence of an undertaking given to
him by a person who has subsequently become an enemy, the latter shall
remain liable to indemnify the former in respect of these obligations, not-
withstanding the outbreak of war.

D. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1. For the purposes of this Annex, natural or juridical persons shall
be regarded as enemies from the date when trading between them shall have
become unlawful under laws, orders or regulations to which such persons or
the contracts were subject.

2. Having regard to the legal system of the United States of America,
the provisions of this Annex shall not apply as between the United States
of America and Hungary.

ANNEX VI
Judgments

The Hungarian Government shall take the necessary measures to enable
nationals of any of the United Nations at any time within one year from
the coming into force of the present Treaty to submit to the appropriate
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Hungarian authorities for review any judgment given by a Hungarian
*court between April 10, 1941, and the coming into force of the present
Treaty in any proceeding in which the United Nations national was unable
to make adequate presentation of his case either as plaintiff or defendant.
The Hungarian Government shall provide that, where the United Nations
national has suffered injury by reason of any such judgment, he shall be
restored in the position in which he was before the judgment was given or
shall be afforded such relief as may be just and equitable in the circum-
stances. The term "United Nations nationals" includes corporations or asso-
ciations organised or constituted under the laws of any of the United Nations.
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Les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord, l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, l'Aus-
tralie, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste de Bielorussie, le Canada, l'Inde,
la Nouvelle-Zelande, la Tchecoslovaquie, la R6publique Sovi6tique So-
cialiste d'Ukraine, l'Union Sud-Africaine et la Republique Federative
Populaire de Yougoslavie, en tant qu'Etats en guerre avec la Hongrie et qui
ont participe activement a la lutte contre les Etats europeens ennemis avec
des forces militaires importantes, designes ci-apres sous le nom de "Puis-
sances Alliees et Associees," d'une part,

et la Hongrie, d'autre part;

Considerant que la Hongrie, qui a conclu une alliance avec l'Alle-
magne hitlerienne et a participe a ses c6ots a la guerre contre les Etats-Unis
d'Am6rique, le Royaume-Uni, l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques So-
cialistes et d'autres Nations Unies, porte sa part de responsabilite dans
cette guerre;

Considerant toutefois que, le 28 decembre 1944, la Hongrie a rompu
les relations avec l'Allemagne, qu'elle a declare la guerre a ce pays et que
le 20 janvier 1945, elle a conclu un armistice avec les Gouvernements
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union des Republiques
Sovietiques Socialistes, agissant au nom de toutes les Nations Unies qui
etaient en guerre avec la Hongrie;

Considerant que les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la Hongrie sont
desireuses de conclure un traite de paix qui regle, en conformit6 avec les
principes de justice, les questions demeurant en suspens t la suite des
evenements ci-dessus rappeles et qui forme la base de relations amicales
entre elles, permettant ainsi aux Puissances Alliees et Associees d'appuyer
les demandes que la Hongrie presentera pour devenir membre de l'Organi-
sation des Nations Unies et pour adherer a toute convention conclue sous
les auspices des Nations Unies;

Pour ces motifs, ont decide de proclamer la cessation de l'etat de
guerre et de conclure a cet effet le present Traite de Paix et ont, a ces fins,
designe les Plenipotentiaires soussignes, lesquels, apres presentation de
leurs pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont convenus des
articles suivants:
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PARTIE I

FRONTIERES DE LA HONGRIE

Article 1

1. Les frontieres de la Hongrie avec 'Autriche et la Yougoslavie

seront celles qui existaient au 1er janvier 1938.

2. Les decisions de la Sentence de Vienne du 30 aout 1940 sont d6cla-

rees nulles et non avenues. La frontiere entre la Hongrie et la Roumanie,

telle qu'elle existait au 1" janvier 1938, est retablie par la pr6sente dis-

position.

3. La frontiere entre la Hongrie et l'Union des Republiques Sovieti-

ques Socialistes, du point de jonction de la frontiere de ces deux Etats et

de la Roumanie au point de jonction de la frontiere de ces deux Etats et

de la Tchecoslovaquie, suit l'ancienne frontiere entre la Tch6coslovaquie

et la Hongrie telle qu'elle existait au ler janvier 1938.

4. (a) Les d6cisions de la Sentence de Vienne du 2 novembre 1938

sont d6clarees nulles et non avenues.

(b) La frontiere entre la Hongrie et la Tchecoslovaquie depuis le point

de jonction de la frontiere de ces deux Etats avec la frontiere autrichienne

jusqu'au point de jonction de la frontiere de ces deux Etats avec la fron-

tiere de l'Union des R6publiques Sovietiques Socialistes, est r6tablie par

la presente disposition, telle qu'elle existait au 1"r janvier 1938, sous re-

serve de la modification resultant des dispositions de l'alinea suivant:

(c) La Hongrie cede a Tch6coslovaquie les villages de Horvathjarfalu,

Oroszvar et Dunacsun, avec leur territoire cadastral tel qu'il est indique

sur la carte N" 1 (a) jointe au present Traite. En consequence, la frontiere

tchecoslovaque sera dans ce secteur fixee comme suit: a partir du point

de jonction des frontieres autrichienne, hongroise et tchecoslovaque, telles

qu'elles existaient au 1" janvier 1938, la frontiere austro-hongroise actuelle

deviendra la frontiere entre l'Autriche et la Tchecoslovaquie jusqu'en un

point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km au sud de la cote 135 (3,5 Km

au nord-ouest de l'eglise de Rajka) ce point devenant desormais le point

de jonction des frontieres des trois pays precites; de la, la nouvelle fron-

tiere entre la Tchecoslovaquie et la Hongrie se dirigera vers l'est en suivant
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PARTIE I 

FRONTIERES DE LA HONGRIE 
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1. Les frontieres de la Hongrie avec rAutriche et la Yougoslavie 
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tiere de l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, est retablie par 

la presente disposition, telle qu'elle existait au ler janvier 1938, sous re-

serve de la modification resultant des dispositions de l'alinea suivant: 

(c) La Hongrie cede a Tchecoslovaquie les villages de Horvathjarfalu, 

Oroszvar et Dunacsun, avec leur territoire cadastral tel qu'il est indique 

sur la carte N° 1 (a) jointe au present Traite. En consequence, la frontiere 

tchecoslovaque sera dans ce secteur fixee comme suit: it partir du point 

de jonction des frontieres autrichienne, hongroise et tchecoslovaque, telles 

qu'elles existaient au ler janvier 1938, la frontiere austro-hongroise actuelle 

deviendra la frontiere entre rAutriche et la Tchecoslovaquie jusqu'en un 

point situe approximativement a 0,5 Km au sud de la cote 135 (3,5 Km 

au nord-ouest de reglise de Rajka) ce point devenant desormais le point 
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tiere entre la Tchecoslovaquie et la Hongrie se dirigera vers l'est en suivant 



la limite cadastrale nord du village de Rajka jusqu'a la rive droite du
Danube, en un point situe a 2 Km environ au nord de la cote 128 (3,5 Km
a l'est de l'6glise de Rajka), point oi la nouvelle frontiere rejoindra, dans
le chenal principal de navigation du Danube, la frontiere hungaro-tch6co-
slovaque telle qu'elle existait au e1 janvier 1938; l'cluse et le passe-dever-
soir situes dans les limites du village de Rajka demeureront en territoire
hongrois.

(d) Le trace exact de la nouvelle frontiere entre la Hongrie et la
Tchecoslovaquie, definie a l'alinea precedent, sera determine sur le terrain
par une commission de delimitation composee de representants des deux
Gouvernements int6ress6s. La commission devra terminer ses travaux dans
un delai de deux mois a partir de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

(e) Au cas ou il ne serait pas conclu d'accord bilateral entre la Tche-
coslovaquie et la Hongrie au sujet du transfert en Hongrie de la population
du territoire cede, la Tchecoslovaquie garantira a celle-ci la pleine jouis-
sance des droits de l'homme et du citoyen. Toutes les garanties et pr6roga-
tives stipulees dans l'accord hungaro-tchecoslovaque du 27 fevrier 1946
relatif a l'echange des populations, seront applicables aux personnes qui
quitteront de leur plein gre le territoire cede a la Tch6coslovaquie.

5. Le trace de ces frontieres est indiqu6 sur les cartes 1 et 1(a) de
l'annexe I du present Traite.

PARTIE II
CLAUSES POLITIQUES

SECTION I

Article 2
1. La Hongrie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer a

toutes les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de
sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouissance des droits de l'homme et des
libert6s fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la
libert6 de presse et de publication, la libert6 du culte, la liberte d'opinion
et de reunion.
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relatif a l'echange des populations, seront applicables aux personnes qui 

quitteront de leur plein gre le territoire cede a la Tchecoslovaquie. 

5. Le trace de ces frontieres est indique sur les cartes 1 et 1(a) de 
rannexe I du present Traite. 

PARTIE H 

CLAUSES POLITIQUES 

SECTION I 

Article 2 

I. La Hongrie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer a 

toutes les personnes relevant de sa juridiction, sans distinction de race, de 

sexe, de langue ou de religion, la jouis,sance des droits de l'homme et des 

libertes fondamentales, y compris la liberte d'expression de la pensee, la 
liberte de presse et de publication, la liberte du culte, la liberte d'opinion 

et de reunion. 
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2. La Hongrie s'engage en outre a ce que les lois en vigueur en
Hongrie ne comportent, soit dans leur texte, soit dans les modalites de leur
application, aucune discrimination directe ou indirecte entre les ressortis-
sants hongrois en raison de leur race, de leur sexe, de leur langue, de leur
religion, tant en ce qui concerne leur personne, leurs biens, leurs interets
commerciaux, professionnels on financiers, leur statut, leurs droits politi-
ques et civils qu'en toute autre matiere.

Article 3
La Hongrie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris

des mesures pour mettre en liberte, sans distinction de citoyennet6 ou de
nationalite, toutes les personnes d6tenues en raison de leurs activites en
faveur des Nations Unies ou de leur sympathie pour celles-ci, ou en raison
de leur origine raciale, et pour abroger la legislation ayant un caractere
discriminatoire et rapporter les restrictions imposees en vertu de celle-ci,
s'engage a completer ces mesures et a ne prendre a l'avenir aucune mesure
ou a n'6dicter aucune loi qui serait incompatible avec les fins 6nonc6es dans
le present article.

Article 4
La Hongrie qui, conformement a la Convention d'Armistice, a pris

des mesures en vue de dissoudre toutes les organisations politiques, mili-
taires ou paramilitaires de caractere fasciste existant sur le territoire hon-
grois, ainsi que toutes autres organisations faisant une propagande hostile
aux Nations Unies, y compris une propagande revisionniste, s'engage a
ne pas tol6rer a l'avenir l'existence et l'activite d'organisations de cette
nature qui ont pour but de priver le peuple de ses droits democratiques.

Article 5
1. La Hongrie entreprendra des negociations avec la Tchecoslovaquie,

afin de resoudre le probleme des habitants d'origine ethnique magyare resi-
dant en Tchecoslovaquie, qui ne seront pas etablis en Hongrie conformement
a l'accord du 27 f6vrier 1946 sur l'echange de populations.

2. Au cas ou aucun accord ne serait intervenu dans un d6lai de six
mois a compter de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, la Tchecoslovaquie
aura le droit de porter la question devant le Conseil des Ministres des
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Affaires Etrangeres, et de lui demander son assistance pour un reglement
definitif.

Article 6
1. La Hongrie prendra toutes les mesures n6cessaires pour assurer

l'arrestation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement:
(a) des personnes accus6es d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de

guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou l'humanit6, ou d'en avoir 6et com-
plices;

(b) des ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees
ou Associ6es accuses d'avoir enfreint les lois de leur pays en commettant
des actes de trahison ou en collaborant avec l'ennemi pendant la guerre.

2. A la demande du Gouvernement de l'une des Nations Unies inte-
ress6es, la Hongrie devra assurer en outre la comparution, comme temoins,
des personnes relevant de sa juridiction dont la deposition est necessaire
pour le jugement des personnes visees au paragraphe 1 du present article.

3. Tout d6saccord concernant l'application des dispositions des para-
graphes 1 et 2 du present article sera soumis, par tout Gouvernement
interesse aux Chefs des missions diplomatiques a Budapest des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique, qui se mettront
d'accord sur le point souleve.

SECTION II

Article 7
La Hongrie s'engage a reconnaitre la pleine valeur des Traites de Paix

avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie et la Finlande, ainsi que des autres
accords ou arrangements qui ont ete conclus ou qui seront conclus par les
Puissances Alliees et Associ6es, en ce qui concerne 'Autriche, l'Allemagne
et le Japon, en vue du r6tablissement de la pair.

Article 8
L'6tat de guerre entre la Hongrie et la Roumanie prendra fin a la date

d'entree en vigueur du present Traite de Paix et du Traite de Paix entre les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du
Nord, l'Union des R6publiques Sovietiques Socialistes, l'Australie, la R&-
publique Sovietique Socialiste de Bielorussie, le Canada, r'nde, la Nou-
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Affaires Etrangere,s, et de lui demander son assistance pour un reglement 

definitif. 

Article 6 

1. La Hongrie prendra toutes les mesures necessaires pour assurer 

rarrestation et la livraison en vue de leur jugement: 

(a) des personnes accusees d'avoir commis, ordonne des crimes de 

guerre et des crimes contre la paix ou rhumanite, ou d'en avoir ete corn-

plices; 
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velle-Zelande, la Tch6coslovaquie, la Republique Sovietique Socialiste
d'Ukraine, 1'Union Sud-Africaine d'une part et la Roumanie d'autre part.

Article 9

La Hongrie s'engage a accepter tous les arrangements qui ont 6et con-
clus ou qui pourront etre conclus pour la liquidation de la Societe des
Nations et de la Cour Permanente de Justice Internationale.

Article 10

1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees notifiera a la Hongrie,
dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite,
les trait6s bilateraux qu'elle a conclus avec la Hongrie anterieurement a la
guerre et dont elle desire le maintien ou la remise en vigueur. Toutes dis-
positions des trait6s dont il s'agit qui ne seraient pas en conformite avec
le present Traite seront toutefois supprim6es.

2. Tous les trait6s de cette nature qui auront fait l'objet de cette noti-
fication seront enregistres au Secretariat de 'Organisation des Nations
Unies, conform6ment a l'article 102 de la Charte des Nations Unies.

3. Tous les trait6s de cette nature qui n'auront pas fait l'objet d'une
telle notification seront tenus pour abroges

Article 11

1. La Hongrie remettra a la Yougoslavie et a la Tchecoslovaquie, dans
un delai maximum de dix-huit mois a partir de 1'entree en vigueur du pre-
sent Traite, les objets entrant dans les categories ci-dessous, qui constituent
le patrimoine culturel de la Yougoslavie et de la Tch6coslovaquie, qui ont
eu leur origine dans ces territoires et qui, apres 1848, se sont trouves en la
possession de l'Etat hongrois ou des institutions publiques hongroises par
suite de la domination exercee par la Hongrie sur ces territoires avant 1919:

(a) les archives historiques qui ont ete constitutes sous forme d'en-
sembles en territoire yougoslave ou tch6coslovaque;

(b) les bibliotheques, les documents historiques, les antiquit6s et
autres objets ayant un interet culturel qui appartenaient a des institutions
situees en territoire yougoslave ou tch6coslovaque, ou a des personnages
historiques yougoslaves ou tchecoslovaques;
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(c) les objets originaux artistiques, litteraires et scientifiques, qui
sont l'oeuvre d'artistes, d'6crivains ou de savants yougoslaves ou tche-
coslovaques.

2. Les objets acquis a la suite d'achats, dons ou legs, et les oeuvres
originales dues a des Hongrois, sont exclus des dispositions du paragraphe 1.

3. La Hongrie devra 6galement remettre a la Yougoslavie les archives
de la Deputation illyrienne, de la Commission illyrienne et de la Chan-
cellerie illyrienne, se rapportant au XVIIIeme siecle.

4. Le Gouvernement hongrois, des la date d'entree en vigueur du pre-
sent Traite, devra donner aux repr6sentants autorises de la Yougoslavie
et de la Tch6coslovaquie toute l'aide n6cessaire pour retrouver les objets
vises et les tenir a leur disposition aux fins d'examen. Par la suite, sans
depasser toutefois le delai d'un an a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur
du present Trait6, les Gouvernements yougoslave et tchecoslovaque remet-
tront au Gouvernement hongrois la liste des objets reclames en vertu du
present article. Dans le cas oul, dans le delai de trois mois a partir de la
reception de la liste, le Gouvernement hongrois presenterait des objections

l'inclusion de certains objets dans cette liste, et dans le cas ou, dans un
delai ulterieur d'un mois, un accord ne serait pas conclu entre les Gou-
vernements interesses, le differend devra 8tre r6gle conformement aux
dispositions de l'article 40 du present Traite.

PARTIE III

CLAUSES MILTAIRES

SECTION I

Article 12
Les armements terrestres et aeriens et les fortifications seront stricte-

ment limites de maniere a r6pondre aux taches d'ordre int6rieur et a la
defense locale des frontieres. Conform6ment aux dispositions ci-dessus, la
Hongrie est autoris6e a conserver des forces armees ne d6passant pas:
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PARTIE HI 

CLAUSES MILITAIRES 

SECTION I 

Article 12 

Les armements terrestres et aeriens et les fortifications seront stricte-

rnent limites de maniere a repondre aux Caches d'ordre interieur et a la 

defense locale des frontieres. Conformement aux dispositions ci-dessus, la 

Hongrie est autorisee a conserver des forces armees no depas,sant pas: 
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(a) pour l'armee de terre, y compris les gardes-frontieres, le person-
nel de la d6fense anti-a6rienne et de la flottille fluviale, un effectif total
de 65.000 hommes;

(b) pour l'aviation, y compris les avions de reserve, 90 avions dont
70 au maximum pourront etre des avions de combat, et un effectif total
de 5.000 hommes. La Hongrie ne devra ni posseder ni acqu6rir d'avions
concus essentiellement comme bombardiers et comportant des dispositifs
interieurs pour le transport des bombes.

Ces effectifs comprendront dans chaque cas le personnel de com-
mandement, les unites combattantes et les services.

Article 13
Le personnel de l'arm6e et de l'aviation hongroises en excedent des

effectifs autorises dans chaque cas aux termes de l'article 12, sera licencie
dans un delai de six mois a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du pre-
sent Traite.

Article 14
Aucune forme d'instruction militaire ou a6rienne, au sens de l'annexe

II, ne sera donnee aux personnes ne faisant pas partie de l'arm6e ou de
l'aviation hongroise.

Article 15
La Hongrie ne poss6dera, ne fabriquera ni n'exp6rimentera aucune

arme atomique, aucun projectile automoteur ou dirige, ni aucun dispositif
employe pour le lancement de ces projectiles (autre que les torpilles ou
dispositifs de lancement de torpilles faisant partie de l'armement normal
des navires autorises par le present Traite), aucune mine marine ou tor-
pille fonctionnant par un mecanisme i influence, aucune torpille humaine,
aucun sous-marin ou autre batiment submersible, aucune vedette lance-
torpilles, ni aucun type specialis6 de batiment d'assaut.

Article 16

La Hongrie ne devra pas conserver, fabriquer ou acqu6rir par tout
autre moyen, de materiel de guerre en exc6dent de ce qui est necessaire
au maintien des forces arm6es autorisees par l'article 12 du present Traite,
ni laisser subsister de facilites pour la production de ce materiel de guerre.
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Article 17
1. Le materiel de guerre de provenance alliee en excedent sera mis a

la disposition de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee int6ressee, conform6ment
aux instructions qui seront donnees par celle-ci; le materiel de guerre hon-
grois en exc6dent sera mis a la disposition des Gouvernements des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union Sovietique. La Hongrie renon-
cera a tous droits sur ce mat6riel.

2. Le mat6riel de guerre de provenance allemande ou construit sur
des plans allemands, en excedent de celui qui est n6cessaire aux forces
arm6es autorisees par le present Trait6, sera mis a la disposition des trois
Gouvernements. La Hongrie n'acquerra ni ne fabriquera aucun materiel de
guerre de provenance allemande ou construit sur des plans allemands; elle
n'emploiera ni n'instruira aucun technicien, y compris le personnel de
l'aviation militaire ou civile, qui soit ou ait ete ressortissant allemand.

3. Le mat6riel de guerre en excedent mentionn6 aux paragraphes 1
et 2 du present article sera livre ou detruit dans un delai d'un an a partir
de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

4. La definition et la liste du materiel de guerre aux fins du present
Trait6 figurent a l'annexe III.

Article 18
La Hongrie s'engage a apporter son entiere collaboration aux Puis-

sances Alliees et Associees en vue de mettre 'Allemagne dans l'impossi-
bilit6 de prendre hors du territoire allemand des mesures tendant a son
rearmement.

Article 19
La Hongrie s'engage i n'acqu6rir ou fabriquer aucun avion civil

de modele allemand ou japonais ou comportant des elements importants
de fabrication ou de conception allemande ou japonaise.

Article 20
Chacune des clauses militaires et a6riennes du present Trait6 demeu-

rera en vigueur aussi longtemps qu'elle n'aura pas ete modifiee, entierement
ou partiellement, par accord entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et
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la Hongrie, ou, apres que la Hongrie sera devenue membre de l'Organi-
sation des Nations Unies, par accord entre le Conseil de Securit6 et la
Hongrie.

SECTION II

Article 21
1. Les prisonniers de guerre hongrois seront rapatries aussitot que

possible conformement aux arrangements conclus entre chacune des Puis-
sances qui d6tiennent ces prisonniers, et la Hongrie.

2. Tous les frais, y compris les frais de subsistance, entraines par le
transfert des prisonniers de guerre hongrois, depuis leurs centres de ra-
patriement respectifs, choisis par le Gouvernement de la Puissance Alliee
ou Associee interessee jusqu'au lieu d'entree sur le territoire hongrois,
seront a la charge du Gouvernement hongrois.

PARTIE IV
RETRAIT DES FORCES ALLIEES

Article 22
1. Toutes les forces armees alliees seront retirees de Hongrie dans

un d6lai de quatre-vingt-dix jours a compter de l'entr6e en vigueur du pre-
sent Traite, l'Union Sovietique se reservant le droit de conserver en terri-
toire hongrois les forces armees qui pourront lui etre necessaires pour le
maintien des lignes de communication de l'Armee Sovietique avec la zone
sovietique d'occupation en Autriche.

2. Toutes les devises hongroises non employees et tous les biens hon-
grois qui sont en la possession des armies alliees sur le territoire hongrois et
qui ont ete acquis en application de l'article 11 de la Convention d'Armistice
seront restitues au Gouvernement hongrois dans le meme delai de quatre-
vingt-dix jours.

3. Toutefois, la Hongrie fournira tous les approvisionnements et faci-
lites qui pourront etre particulierement necessaires au maintien des lignes de
communication avec la zone sovietique d'occupation en Autriche, prestations
pour lesquelles le Gouvernement hongrois sera dument indemnise.
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PARTIE V
REPARATIONS ET RESTITUTIONS

Article 23
1. La Hongrie indemnisera 1'Union Sovietique, la Tchecoslovaquie

et la Yougoslavie des pertes causees du fait des operations militaires et
de l'occupation par la Hongrie du territoire de ces Etats; toutefois, tenant
compte du fait que la Hongrie, non seulement s'est retiree de la guerre
contre les Nations Unies, mais encore a declar6 la guerre a 1'Allemagne,
les Parties Contractantes conviennent que la Hongrie les indemnisera des
portes indiquees ci-dessus, non en totalit6, mais seulement en partie, a savoir
jusqu'a concurrence d'un montant de 300.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis
payables en huit ans, a dater du 20 janvier 1945, en nature (outillage
m6canique, navires fluviaux, c6erales et autres marchandises), la somme a
payer a l'Union Sovi6tique s'elevant a 200.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis
et la somme payable a la Tch6coslovaquie et a la Yougoslavie a un montant
de 100.000.000 de dollars des Etats-Unis.

2. La base de calcul pour le reglement prevu dans le present article
sera le dollar des Etats-Unis a sa parite or a la date de la signature de la
Convention d'Armistice, soit 35 dollars pour une once d'or.

Article 24
1. La Hongrie accepte les principes de la Declaration des Nations

Unies du 5 janvier 1943, et restituera dans le plus bref delai possible les
biens enlev6s du territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.

2. Lobligation de restituer s'applique a tous les biens identifiables
se trouvant actuellement en Hongrie et qui ont et6 enlev6s, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire de l'une des Nations Unies par l'une des Puissances
de l'Axe, quelles qu'aient 6et les transactions ult6rieures par lesquelles le
detenteur actuel de ces biens s'en est assure la possession.

3. Si, dans des cas particuliers, il est impossible a la Hongrie d'effec-
tuer la restitution d'objets presentant un interet artistique, historique ou
archeologique, et qui font partie du patrimoine culturel de la Nation Unie
du territoire de laquelle ces objets ont 6t6 enleves par les armees, les auto-
rites ou les ressortissants hongrois, usant de la force ou de la contrainte, la
Hongrie s'engage a remettre a la Nation Unie interessee des objets de
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emme nature et d'une valeur sensiblement 6quivalente a celle des objets
enlev6s, dans la mesure ou il est possible de s'en procurer en Hongrie.

4. Le Gouvernement hongrois restituera en bon 6tat les biens vises
dans le present article et prendra a sa charge tous les frais de main d'oeuvre,
de materiaux et de transport engages a cet effet en Hongrie.

5. Le Gouvernement hongrois coop6rera avec les Nations Unies a
la recherche et a la restitution des biens soumis a restitution aux termes
du present article et il fournira a ses frais toutes les facilites necessaires.

6. Le Gouvernement hongrois prendra les mesures necessaires pour
restituer les biens vises dans le present article, qui sont detenus dans un
tiers pays par des personnes relevant de la juridiction hongroise.

7. La demande de restitution d'un bien sera present6e au Gouverne-
ment hongrois par le Gouvernement du pays du territoire duquel le bien a
ete enleve, etant entendu que le mat6riel roulant sera consid6r6 comme
ayant ete enlev6 du territoire auquel il appartenait A l'origine. Les demandes
devront etre presentees dans un delai de six mois a partir de l'entr6e en
vigueur du present Traite.

8. II incombera au Gouvernement requ6rant d'identifier le bien et
d'en prouver la propri6et et au Gouvernement hongrois d'apporter la preuve
que le bien n'a pas ete enlev6 par force ou par contrainte.

Article 25

L'annulation de la Sentence de Vienne du 2 novembre 1938, prevue
au paragraphe 4 de l'article 1 du present Traite, entrainera de plein droit
l'annulation des accords conclus en vertu de cette Sentence en matiere de
finances et d'assurances publiques et priv6es entre la Tchecoslovaquie et
la Hongrie ou au nom de ces deux Etats, ou entre des personnes morales
tchecoslovaques et hongroises, ainsi que l'annulation des consequences
legales de ces accords. De la meme facon se trouve annule le protocole du
22 mai 1940 concernant la livraison a la Hongrie de certaines categories
de materiel. Cette annulation ne s'appliquera en aucune facon aux relations
entre personnes physiques. Les details du reglement ci-dessus mentionn6
feront l'objet d'accords bilateraux, qui devront etre conclus par les Gouver-
nements int6resses dans les six mois qui suivront 'entree en vigueur du
present Traite
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PARTIE VI
CLAUSES ECONOMIQUES

Article 26

1. Pour autant qu'elle ne l'a pas deja fait, la Hongrie r6tablira tous
les droits et interets legaux en Hongrie des Nations Unies et de leurs res-
sortissants, tels qu'ils existaient au 1"r septembre 1939 et restituera a ces
Nations Unies et a leurs ressortissants tous les biens leur appartenant en
Hongrie, dans l'6tat of ils se trouvent actuellement.

2. Le Gouvernement hongrois restituera tous les biens, droits et int6erts
vis6s au present article, libres de toutes hypotheques et charges quelconques.
dont ils auraient pu etre grev6s du fait de la guerre, et sans que cette resti-
tution donne lieu a la perception d'aucune somme de la part du Gouverne-
ment hongrois. Le Gouvernement hongrois annulera toutes mesures, y
compris les mesures de saisie, de s6questre ou de controle, prises par lui

1l'egard des biens des Nations Unies entre le 1"' septembre 1939 et la date
d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6. Dans le cas oui le bien n'aurait pas ete
restitu6 dans les six mois a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur du present
Traite, la demande devra etre pr6sentee aux autorites hongroises dans un
delai maximum de douze mois a compter de cette meme date, sauf dans les
cas ou le demandeur serait en mesure d'etablir qu'il lui a ete impossible de
presenter sa demande dans ce delai.

3. Le Gouvernement hongrois annulera les transferts portant sur des
biens, droits et int6rets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants des
Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts resultent de mesures de force ou de
contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par ies Gouvernements des Puissances
de l'Axe ou par leurs organes.

En ce qui concerne les ressortissants tchecoslovaques, ce paragraphe
s'appliquera egalement aux transferts effectu6s apres le 2 novembre 1938,
par force ou par contrainte, ou par suite de mesures prises en vertu d'une
legislation presentant un caractere de discrimination par le Gouvernement
hongrois ou ses organes en territoire tchecoslovaque annexe par la Hongrie.

4. (a) Le Gouvernement hongrois sera responsable de la remise en
parfait 6tat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en
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3. Le Gouvemement hongrois aimulera les transferts portant sur des 

biens, droits et interets de toute nature appartenant a des ressortissants des 

Nations Unies, lorsque ces transferts resultent de mesures de force ou de 
contrainte prises au cours de la guerre par les Gouvemements des Puissances 

de l'Axe ou par leurs organes. 

En ce qui conceme les ressortissants tchecoslovaques, ce paragraphe 

s'appliquera egalement aux transferts effectues apres le 2 novembre 1938, 

par force ou par contrainte, ou par suite de mesures prises en vertu d'une 

legislation presentant un c,aractere de discrimination par le Gouvemement 

hongrois ou ses organes en territoire tchecoslovaque annexe par la Hongrie. 

4. (a) Le Gouvemement hongrois sera responsable de la remise en 
parfait etat des biens restitues a des ressortissants des Nations Unies en 
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vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Lorsqu'un bien ne pourra etre
restitu6 ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie
aura subi une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d'un dommage cause a un
bien en Hongrie, le Gouvernement hongrois indemnisera le proprietaire
en versant une somme en monnaie legale hongroise jusqu'a concurrence
des deux tiers de la somme n6cessaire, a la date du paiement, pour permet-
tre au b6neficiaire, soit d'acheter un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la
perte ou le dommage subi. En aucun cas, les ressortissants des Nations
Unies ne devront etre l'objet d'un traitement moins favorable en matiere
d'indemnit6 que le traitement accorde aux ressortissants hongrois.

(b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui d6tiennent directement ou
indirectement des parts d'int6rets dans des soci6t6s ou associations qui
ne possedent pas la nationalite des Nations Unies au sens du para-
graphe 9 (a) du present article, mais qui ont subi une perte par suite
d'atteintes ou de dommages caus6s a leurs biens en Hongrie recevront une
indemnit6 conform6ment a l'alin6a (a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnit6 sera cal-
culee en fonction de la perte ou du dommage total subi par la soci6t6 ou
l'association, et son montant par rapport au total de la perte ou du dom-
mage subi aura la meme proportion que la part d'interets d6tenue par
lesdits ressortissants par rapport au capital global de la soci6et ou associa-
tion en question.

(c) L'indemnit6 sera vers6e, nette de tous pr6elvements, imp8ts ou
autres charges. Elle pourra etre librement employee en Hongrie, mais sera
soumise aux reglements relatifs au controle des changes qui pourront, a un
moment donn6, etre en vigueur en Hongrie.

(d) Le Gouvcnmement hongrois accordera aux ressortissants des Na-
tions Unies le meme traitement qu'aux ressortissants hongrois, en ce qui
concerne l'attribution des mat6riaux pour la reparation ou la remise en
etat de leurs biens en Hongrie, ainsi qu'en ce qui concerne l'attribution de
devises etrangeres en vue de l'importation de tels materiaux.

'(e) Le Gouvernement hongrois accordera aux ressortissants des Na-
tions Unies une indemnit6 en monnaie legale hongroise dans la meme pro-
portion que celle qui est pr6vue a l'alin6a (a) ci-dessus, pour compenser
la perte ou les dommages qui r6sultent de mesures speciales prises pendant
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vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Lorsqu'un bien ne pourra etre 

restitue ou que, du fait de la guerre, le ressortissant d'une Nation Unie 

aura subi une perte par suite d'une atteinte ou d'un dommage cause a un 

bien en Hongrie, le Gouvemement hongrois indemnisera le proprietaire 

en versant une somme en monnaie legale hongroise jusqu'a concurrence 

des deux tiers de la somme necessaire, a la date du paiement, pour permet-

tre an beneficiaire, soit d'acheter un bien equivalent, soit de compenser la 

perte on le dommage subi. En aucun cas, les ressortissants des Nations 

Unies ne devront etre robjet d'un traitement moms favorable en matiere 

d'inderanite que le traitement accorde aux ressortissants hongrois. 

(b) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies qui detiennent directement ou 

indirectement des parts d'interets dans des societes ou associations qui 

ne possedent pas la nationalite des Nations Unies an sens du para-
graphe 9 (a) du present article, mais qui ont subi une perte par suite 

d'atteintes on de dommages causes a leurs biens en Hongrie recevront une 

indemnite conformement a ralinea (a) ci-dessus. Cette indemnite sera cal-

culee en fonction de la perte ou du dommage total subi par la societe ou 

rassociation, et son montant par rapport an total de la perte ou du dom-

mage subi aura la meme proportion que la part d'interets detenue par 

lesdits ressortissants par rapport an capital global de la societe on associa-
tion en question. 

(c) L'indemnite sera versee, nette de tons prelevements, impots ou 

autres charges. Elle pourra etre librement employee en Hongrie, mais sera 

soumise aux reglements relatifs au contrOle des changes qui pourront, a tui 
moment donne, etre en vigueur en Hongrie. 

(d) Le Gouvcmement hongrois accordera aux ressortissants des Na-

tions Unies le meme traitement qu'aux ressortissants hongrois, en ce qui 

conceme rattribution des materiaux pour la reparation on la remise en 
etat de leurs biens en Hongrie, ainsi qu'en cc qui conceme l'attribution de 

devises etrangeres en vue de rimportation de tels materiaux. 

'(e) Le Gouvernement hongrois accordera aux ressortissants des Na-

tions Unies une indemnite en monnaie legale hongroise dans la meme pro-

portion que celle qui est prevue a ralinea (a) ci-dessus, pour compenser 

la perte ou les dommages qui resultent de mesures speciales prises pendant 



la guerre a l'encontre de leurs biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens hongrois.
Cet alinea ne s'applique pas a un manque a gagner.

5. Les dispositions du paragraphe 4 du present article s'appliqueront
a la Hongrie dans les cas ou les mesures qui peuvent donner lieu a une de-
mande de compensation pour les dommages causes a des biens situ6s en
Transylvanie du Nord et appartenant aux Nations Unies ou a leurs res-
sortissants auront 6et prises pendant la periode ofu ce territoire etait soumis
a la domination hongroise.

6. Tous les frais raisonnables auxquels donnera lieu, en Hongrie,
l'etablissement des demandes, y compris l'evaluation des pertes et des dom-
mages, seront a la charge du Gouvernement hongrois.

7. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront
exemptes de tous impots, contributions ou taxes exceptionnels, auxquels le
Gouvernement hongrois ou une autorit6 hongroise quelconque auraient sou-
mis leurs avoirs en capital en Hongrie entre la date de l'Armistice et la
date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Trait6, en vue de couvrir les d6penses
r6sultant de la guerre ou celles qui ont 6et entrainees par l'entretien des
forces d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une des Nations Unies.
Toutes les sommes qui auraient et6 ainsi percues seront remboursees.

8. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvernement hongrois
pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions du
pr6sent article.

9. Aux fins du present article:
(a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux soci6ets ou associations constituees sous le regime des
lois de l'une des Nations Unies lors de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite,
a condition que lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations aient
deja possede ce statut a la date de l'armistice avec la Hongrie.

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend 6galement
toutes les personnes physiques et les soci6ets ou associations qui, aux termes
de la legislation en vigueur en Hongrie pendant la guerre, ont ete traitees
comme ennemis.
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la guerre a l'encontre de leurs biens et qui ne visaient pas les biens hongrois. 

Cet alinea ne s'applique pas a un manque a gagner. 

5. Les dispositions du paragraphe 4 du present article s'appliqueront 

a la Hongrie dans les cas oa les mesures qui peuvent dormer lieu a une de-

mande de compensation pour les dommages causes a des biens situes en 

Transylvanie du Nord et appartenant aux Nations Unies ou a leurs res-

sortissants auront ete prises pendant la periode oà ce territoire etait soumis 

a la domination hongroise. 

6. Tous les frais raisonnahles auxquels donnera lieu, en Hongrie, 

retablissement des demandes, y compris revaluation des pertes et des dom-

mages, seront a la charge du Gouvemement hongrois. 

7. Les ressortissants des Nations Unies ainsi que leurs biens seront 

exemptes de tous impots, contributions ou taxes exceptionnels, auxquels le 

Gouvemement hongrois on une autorite hongroise quelconque auraient sou-

mis leurs avoirs en capital en Hongrie entre la date de l'Armistice et la 
date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, en vue de couvrir les depenses 

resultant de la guerre ou celles qui out et& entrainees par rentretien des 

forces d'occupation ou par les reparations a payer a l'une des Nations Unies. 

Toutes les sommes qui auraient ete ainsi pelves seront remboursees. 

8. Le proprietaire des biens en question et le Gouvemement hongrois 

pourront conclure des arrangements qui se substitueront aux dispositions du 
present article. 

9. Aux fins du present article: 

(a) L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" s'applique aux 

personnes physiques qui sont ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations 

Unies, ainsi qu'aux societes ou associations constituees sous le regime des 

lois de rune des Nations Unies lors de rentree en vigueur du present Traite, 

a condition pie lesdites personnes physiques, societes ou associations aient 

dejà possede cc statut a la date de rarmistice avec la Hongrie. 

L'expression "ressortissants des Nations Unies" comprend egalement 

toutes les personnes physiques et les societes on associations qui, aux termes 

de la legislation en vigueur en Hongrie pendant la guerre, out ete traitees 
comme ennemis. 
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(b) Le terme "proprietaire" designe soit un Etat membre des Nations
Unies, soit le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies tel qu'il est d6fini a
l'alinea (a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre legitime au bien en question, et s'appli-
que au successeur du proprietaire, a condition que ce successeur soit aussi,
soit un Etat membre des Nations Unies, soit un ressortissant d'une des Na-
tions Unies au sens de l'alinea (a). Si le successeur a achete le bien lorsque
celui-ci etait deja endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a l'indemni-
sation resultant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre
le vendeur et l'acquereur en vertu de la legislation interne en soient af-
fectees.

(c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers ou immobiliers,
corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propriete industrielle,
]itteraire et artistique, ainsi que tous droits ou int6erts de nature quelconque
dans des biens.

10. Le Gouvernement hongrois reconnait que l'accord de Brioni, en
date du 10 aoft 1942, est nul et non avenu. I1 s'engage a participer, avec les
autres signataires de l'accord de Rome, en date du 29 mai 1923, a toutes
negociations ayant pour objet d'introduire dans ses dispositions, les modifi-
cations n6cessaires en vue d'assurer un reglement equitable des annuites
qu'il prevoit.

Article 27

1. La Hongrie prend l'engagement, dans tous les cas ou les biens, les
droits ou interets legaux en Hongrie des personnes se trouvant sous la juri-
diction hongroise depuis le 1" septembre 1939, ont fait l'objet de mesures
de sequestre, de saisie ou d'administration forcee en raison de l'origine
raciale ou de la religion de ces personnes, de restituer lesdits biens, et de
retablir lesdits droits et interets legaux, ainsi que les droits qui s'y rattachent
ou, si cette restitution ou ce retablissement sont impossibles, de fournir a
cet 6gard une compensation equitable.

2. Tous les biens, droits et int6erts en Hongrie de personnes, d'orga-
nisations ou de communautes qui, individuellement ou collectivement, ont
ete l'objet de mesures de persecution, pour un motif racial ou religieux ou
pour tout autre motif d'inspiration fasciste, et qui, pendant une periode de
six mois a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 sont restes
en desherence ou n'ont fait l'objet d'aucune revendication, seront transferes
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(b) Le terme "proprietaire" designe soit un Etat membre des Nations 

Unies, soit le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies tel qu'il est defini 

l'alinea (a) ci-dessus, qui a un titre legitime au bien en question, et s'appli-

que an successeur du proprietaire, a condition que ce successeur soit aussi, 

soft un Etat membre des Nations Unies, soit un ressortissant d'une des Na-

tions Unies au sens de l'alinea (a). Si le successeur a achete le bien lorsque 

celui-ci &aft déjà endommage, le vendeur conservera ses droits a l'indemni-

sation resultant du present article, sans que les obligations existant entre 

le vendeur et l'acquereur en vertu de la legislation interne en soient af-
fectees. 

(c) Le terme "biens" designe tous les biens mobiliers on immobiliers, 

corporels ou incorporels, y compris les droits de propriete industrielle, 

litteraire et artistique, ainsi clue tons droits ou interets de nature quelconque 
dans des biens. 

10. Le Gouvemement hongrois reconnaft que l'accord de Brioni, en 

date du 10 aoilt 1942, est nul et non avenu. Ii s'engage a participer, avec les 

autres signataires de l'accord de Rome, en date du 29 mai 1923, a toutes 

negociations ayant pour objet d'introduire dans ses dispositions, les modifi-

cations necessaires en vue d'assurer un reglement equitable des annuites 

qu'il prevoit. 

Article 27 

1. La Hongrie prend l'engagement, dans tous les cas oà les biens, les 

droits ou interets legaux en Hongrie des personnes se trouvant sous la juri-

diction hongroise depuis le 1er septembre 1939, ont fait l'objet de mesures 

de sequestre, de saisie ou d'administration forcee en raison de l'origine 

raciale ou de la religion de ces personnes, de restituer lesdits biens, et de 

retablir lesdits droits et interets legaux, ainsi que les droits qui s'y rattachent 

ou, si cette restitution ou ce retablissement sont impossibles, de foumir 

cet egard une compensation equitable. 

2. Tous les biens, droits et interets en Hongrie de personnes, d'orga-

nisations on de communautes qui, individuellement ou collectivement, ont 

ete l'objet de mesures de persecution, pour un motif racial ou religieux ou 

pour tout autre motif d'inspiration fasciste, et qui, pendant une periode de 

six mois a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite sont restes 

en desherence ou n'ont fait l'objet d'aucune revendication, seront transfer& 
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par le Gouvemement hongrois aux organisations qui repr6sentent en Hongrie
lesdites personnes, organisations ou communaut6s. Les biens transferes seront
employes par ces organisations a l'assistance et au relevement des membres
survivants de ces groupes, organisations et communautes en Hongrie. Ces
transferts seront effectues dans un delai de douze mois a partir de la date
d'entree en vigueur du Trait6 et porteront egalement sur les biens qui
doivent etre restitues et sur les droits et int6erts qui doivent etre r6tablis
aux termes du paragraphe 1 du present article.

Article 28
La Hongrie reconnait que l'Union Sovietique a droit a tous les avoirs

allemands en Hongrie transf6ers a l'Union Sovietique par le Conseil de
Controle en Allemagne et elle s'engage a prendre toutes les mesures n6ces-
saires pour faciliter ces transferts.

Article 29
1. Chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit de saisir,

retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date d'entree en
vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire et appartiennent a
la Hongrie ou a des ressortissants hongrois, et de prendre toute autre dispo-
sition en ce qui concerne ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura 6galement le
droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles fins
qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations et de
celles de ses ressortissants contre la Hongrie ou les ressortissants hongrois
(y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement regl6es en vertu
d'autres articles du present Traite. Tous les biens hongrois ou le produit
de leur liquidation, en excedent du montant desdites reclamations, seront
restitues.

2. La liquidation des biens hongrois et les mesures de disposition dont
ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conform6ment a la legislation de la Puis-
sance Alli6e ou Associee interess6e. En ce qui concerne lesdits biens, le pro-
pri6taire hongrois n'aura pas d'autres droits que ceux que peut lui conferer
la legislation en question.

3. Le Gouvernement hongrois s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants
hongrois dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et auxquels
ces biens ne seront pas restitues.
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par le Gouvemement hongrois aux organisations qui representent en Hongrie 

lesdites personnes, organisations ou communautes. Les biens transferes seront 

employes par ces organisations a l'assistance et au relevement des membres 

survivants de ces groupes, organisations et communautes en Hongrie. Ces 

transferts seront effectues dans un delai de douze mois a partir de la date 

d'entree en vigueur du Traite et porteront egalement sur les biens qui 

doivent etre restitues et sur les droits et interets qui doivent etre retablis 

aux termes du paragraphe 1 du present article. 

Article 28 

La Hongrie reconnait que l'Union Sovietique a droit a tous les avoirs 

allemands en Hongrie transferes a l'Union Sovietique par le Conseil de 

Contrale en Allemagne et elle s'engage a prendre toutes les mesures neces-

saires pour faciliter ces transferts. 

Article 29 

1. Chacune des Puissances AlRees ou Associees aura le droit de saisir, 

retenir ou liquider tous les biens, droits et interets qui, a la date d'entree en 

vigueur du present Traite, se trouvent sur son territoire et appartiennent 

la Hongrie on a des ressortissants hongrois, et de prendre toute autre dispo-

sition en ce qui conceme ces biens, droits et interets. Elle aura egalement le 
droit d'employer ces biens ou le produit de leur liquidation a telles fins 

qu'elle pourra desirer, a concurrence du montant de ses reclamations et de 

celles de ses ressortissants contre la Hongrie on les ressortissants hongrois 

(y compris les creances), qui n'auront pas ete entierement reglees en vertu 

d'autres articles du present Traite. Tons les biens hongrois ou le produit 

de leur liquidation, en excedent du montant desdites reclamations, seront 
restitues. 

2. La liquidation des biens hongrois et les mesures de disposition dont 

ils feront l'objet devront s'effectuer conformement it la legislation de la Puis-
sance Alliee on Associee interessee. En ce qui conceme lesdits biens, le pro-

prietaire hongrois n'aura pas d'autzres droits que ceux que pent lui conferer 
la legislation en question. 

3. Le Gouvernement hongrois s'engage a indemniser les ressortissants 
hongrois dont les biens seront saisis en vertu du present article et auxquels 
ces biens ne seront pas restitues. 
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4. II ne r6sulte du present article aucune obligation, pour l'une quel-

conque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, de restituer au Gouvernement ou

aux ressortissants hongrois des droits de propriete industrielle, ni de faire

entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront etre retenues en

vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvernement de chacune

des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits

ou interets afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette

Puissance Alliee ou Associee, acquis par le Gouvernement hongrois ou ses

ressortissants avant l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite, telles limitations,

conditions ou restrictions que le gouvernement de la Puissance Alliee ou

Associee interessee pourra considerer comme necessaires dans l'int6ret

national.

5. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consi-

deres conmme comprenant les biens hongrois qui ont fait l'objet de mesures

de controle en raison de l'tat de guerre existant entre la Hongrie et la

Puissance Alliee ou Associee dans la juridiction de laquelle les biens sont

situes, mais ne comprendront pas:

(a) les biens du Gouvernement hongrois utilises pour les besoins des

missions diplomatiques ou consulaires;

(b) les biens appartenant a des institutions religieuses ou a des insti-

tutions philanthropiques privees et servant a des fins religieuses ou philan-

thropiques;

(c) les biens des personnes physiques qui sont des ressortissants hon-

grois et sont autorisees i resider, soit sur le territoire du pays oi sont situes

ces biens, soit sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, autres

que les biens hongrois qui, a un moment quelconque au cours de la guerre,

ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere generale

aux biens des ressortissants hongrois residant sur le territoire en question;

(d) les droits de propriete nes depuis la reprise des relations com-

merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la Hon-

grie, ou nes de transactions entre le Gouvernement d'une Puissance Alliee

ou Associee et la Hongrie depuis le 20 janvier 1945;

(e) les droits de propriete litteraire et artistique.
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4. 11 ne resulte du present article aucune obligation, pour l'une quel-

conque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, de restituer au Gouvemement ou 

aux ressortissants hongrois des droits de propriete industrielle, ni de faire 

entrer ces droits dans le calcul des sommes qui pourront etre retenues en 

vertu du paragraphe 1 du present article. Le Gouvemement de chacune 

des Puissances Alliees ou Associees aura le droit d'imposer aux droits 

ou interets afferents a la propriete industrielle sur le territoire de cette 

Puissance Alliee on Associee, acquis par le Gouvemement hongrois on sea 

ressortissants avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, telles 

conditions ou restrictions que le gouvemement de la Puissance Alliee on 

Associee interessee pourra considerer comme necessaires dans l'interet 
national. 

5. Les biens vises au paragraphe 1 du present article seront consi-

deres comme comprenant les biens hongrois qui ont fait l'objet de mesures 

de contrOle en raison de l'etat de guerre existant entre la Hongrie et la 

Puissance Alliee ou Associee dans la juridiction de laquelle les biens sont 

situes, mais ne comprendront pas: 

(a) les biens du Gouvemement hongrois utilises pour les besoins des 

missions diplomatiques on consulaires; 

(b) les biens appartenant a des institutions religieuses ou a des insti-

tutions philanthropiques privees et servant a des fins religieuses ou philan-

thropiques; 

(c) les biens des personnes physiques qui sont des ressortissants hon-

grois et sont autorisees a resider, soit sur le territoire du pays oil sont situes 

ces biens, soit sur le territoire de rune quelconque des Nations Unies, autres 

que les biens hongrois qui, a tui moment quelconque au cours de la guerre, 

ont fait l'objet de mesures qui ne s'appliquaient pas d'une maniere generale 

aux biens des ressortissants hongrois residant sur le territoire en question; 

(d) les droits de propriete nes depths la reprise des relations com-

merciales et financieres entre les Puissances Alliees et Associees et la Hon-

grie, ou nes de transactions entre le Gouvemement d'une Puissance Alliee 

ou Associee et la Hongrie depuis le 20 janvier 1945; 

(e) les droits de propriete litteraire et artistique. 



Article 30
1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Trait6, les biens, en Alle-

magne, de l'Etat et des ressortissants hongrois ne seront plus consideres
comme biens ennemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur caractere
ennemi seront levees.

2. Les biens identifiables de l'Etat et des ressortissants hongrois que
les forces armees ou les autorites allemandes ont enleves, par force ou par
contrainte, du territoire hongrois, et emportes en Allemagne apres le 20
janvier 1945 donneront lieu a restitution.

3. Le retablisement des droits de propriete ainsi que la restitution des
biens hongrois en Allemagne seront effectues conformement aux mesures
qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne.

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient
prises en faveur de la Hongrie et des ressortissants hongrois par les Puis-
sances occupant 1'Allemagne, la Hongrie renonce, en son nom et au nom des
ressortissants hongrois, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne et les
ressortissants allemands qui n'taient pas r6glees au 8 mai 1945, a l'excep-
tion de celles qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui etaient en
vigueur ainsi que de droits qui 6taient acquis avant le 1"e septembre 1939.
Cette renonciation sera consid6ere comme s'appliquant aux creances, a toutes
les reclamations de caractere intergouvernemental relatives a des accords
conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les reclamations portant sur des
pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre.

Article 31
1. L'existence de l'etat de guerre ne doit pas etre consideree en soi

comme affectant l'obligation d'acquitter les dettes pecuniaires resultant
d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur et de droits qui etaient
acquis avant l'existence de l'tat de guerre, dettes qui etaient devenues
exigibles avant l'entree en vigueur du present Traite et qui sont dues, soit
par le Gouvernement ou les ressortissants hongrois au Gouvernement ou
aux ressortissants de lune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, soit par le
Gouvernement ou les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees
an Gouvernement ou aux ressortissants hongrois.
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Article 30 

1. A dater de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les biens, en Alle-

magne, de l'Etat et des ressortissants hongrois ne seront plus consideres 

comme biens ennemis et toutes les restrictions resultant de leur caractere 
ermemi seront levees. 

2. Les biens identifiables de PEtat et des ressortissants hongrois que 

les forces armees ou les autorites allemandes ont enleves, par force ou par 

contrainte, du territoire hongrois, et emportes en Allemagne apres le 20 

janvier 1945 dormeront lieu a restitution. 

3. Le retablisement des droits de propriete ainsi que la restitution des 

biens hongrois en Allemagne seront effectues conformement aux mesures 

qui seront arretees par les Puissances occupant l'Allemagne. 

4. Sans prejudice de ces dispositions et de toutes autres qui seraient 

prises en faveur de la Hongrie et des ressortissants hongrois par les Puis-

sances occupant l'Allemagne, la Hongrie renonce, en son nom et au nom des 

ressortissants hongrois, a toutes reclamations contre l'Allemagne et les 

ressortissants allemands qui n'etaient pas reglees au 8 mai 1945, a l'excep-

tion de celles qui resultent de contrats et d'autres obligations qui etaient en 

vigueur ainsi que de droits qui etaient acquis avant le ler septembre 1939. 

Cette renonciation sera consideree comme s'appliquant aux creances, a toutes 

les reclamations de caractere intergouvememental relatives a des accords 

conclus au cours de la guerre et a toutes les reclamations portant sur des 

pertes ou des dommages survenus pendant la guerre. 

Article 31 

1. L'existence de l'etat de guerre ne doit pas etre consideree en soi 

comme affectant l'obligation &acquitter les dettes pecuniaires resultant 

d'obligations et de contrats qui etaient en vigueur et de droits qui etaient 

acquis avant l'existence de l'etat de guerre, dettes qui etaient devenues 

exigibles avant Pentree en vigueur du present Traite et qui sont dues, soit 

par le Gouvemement ou les ressortissants hongrois au Gouvemement ou 
aux ressortissants de rune des Puissances Alliees on Associees, soit par le 

Gouvemement on les ressortissants d'une des Puissances Alliees on Associees 

an Gouvemement ou aux ressortissants hongrois. 
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2. Sauf dispositions express6ment contraires du present Trait6, aucune
clause de ce Traite ne devra etre interpr6ete comme affectant les rapports
de debiteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la guerre soit
par le Gouvernement soit par des ressortissants hongrois.

Article 32
1. La Hongrie renonce, au nom du Gouvernement hongrois et des

ressortissants hongrois, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alliees et Asso-
ciees, toute reclamation de quelque nature que ce soit resultant directement
de la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de l'existence d'un etat de guerre
en Europe apres le 1"l septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee ou Associee
interessee ait 6et ou non en guerre avec la Hongrie a l'poque.

Sont incluses dans cette renonciation:
(a) les reclamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par

suite de l'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees
ou Associ6es;

(b) les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations ou de
'action des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees ou Asso-

ciees sur le territoire hongrois;
(c) les reclamations portant sur les decisions ou les ordonnances des

tribunaux de prises de Puissances Alliees ou Associees, la Hongrie acceptant
de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire toutes les
decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues au 1" septem-
bre 1939 ou post6rieurement a cette date et concernant les navires hongrois,
les marchandises hongroises ou le paiement des frais;

(d) les reclamations resultant de l'exercice des droits de bellig6rance
ou de mesures prises en vue de 'exercice de ces droits.

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et de-
finitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees et
qui seront des lors eteintes, quelles que soient les parties interessees. Le
Gouvernement hongrois accepte de verser, en monnaie legale hongroise, une
indemnite equitable pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui ont
fourni, sur requisition, des marchandises ou des services aux forces armees
de Puissances Alliees ou Associees sur le territoire hongrois, ainsi que les
reclamations portees contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees ou
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2. Sauf dispositions expressement contraires du present Traite, aucune 

clause de ce Traite no devra etre interpretee comme affectant les rapports 

de debiteurs a creanciers resultant de contrats conclus avant la guerre soit 

par le Gouvernement soit par des ressortissants hongrois. 

Article 32 

1. La Hongrie renonce, au nom du Gouvemement hongrois et des 

ressortissants hongrois, a faire valoir contre les Puissances Alliees et Asso-

ciees, toute reclamation de quelque nature que ce soit resultant directement 

de la guerre ou de mesures prises par suite de l'existence d'un etat de guerre 

en Europe apres le ler septembre 1939, que la Puissance Alliee ou Associee 

interessee ait ete ou non en guerre avec la Hongrie a repoque. 

Sant incluses dans cette renonciation: 

(a) les reclamations relatives a des pertes ou dommages subis par 

suite de raction des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees 
ou Associees; 

(b) les reclamations resultant de la presence, des operations on de 
raction des forces armees ou des autorites de Puissances Alliees ou Asso-
ciees sur le territoire hongrois; 

(c) les reclamations portant stir les decisions ou les ordonnances des 

tribunaux de prises de Puissances AlBees ou Associees, la Hongrie acceptant 
de reconnaitre comme valides et comme ayant force executoire toutes les 

decisions et ordonnances desdits tribunaux de prises rendues au ler septem-

bre 1939 ou posterieurement a cette date et concemant les navires hongrois, 
les marchandises hongroises ou le paiement des frais; 

(d) les reclamations resultant de rexercice des droits de belligerance 

ou de mesures prises en vue de rexercice de ces droits. 

2. Les dispositions du present article excluront completement et de-

finitivement toutes reclamations de la nature de celles qui y sont visees et 

qui seront des lors eteintes, quelles que soient les parties interessees. Le 

Gouvemement hongrois accepte de verser, en monnaie legale hongroise, tme 

indemnite equitable pour satisfaire les reclamations des personnes qui ont 

foumi, sur requisition, des marchandises ou des services aux forces armees 

de Puissances Alliees ou Associees sur le territoire hongrois, ainsi que les 

reclamations portees contre les forces armees de Puissances Alliees ou 



Associ6es, relatives a des dommages causes sur le territoire hongrois et ne
resultant pas de faits de guerre.

3. La Hongrie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouvernement hongrois
et des ressortissants hongrois, a faire valoir des r6clamations de la nature
de celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre l'une
quelconque des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la
Hongrie ont 6t6 rompues pendant la guerre et qui a pris des mesures en
cooperation avec les Puissances Alliees et Associees.

4. Le Gouvernement hongrois assumera la responsabilite de toute la
monnaie militaire alliee emise en Hongrie par les autorites militaires alli6es,
y compris toute la monnaie de cette nature en circulation a la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite.

5. La renonciation a laquelle la Hongrie souscrit aux termes du para-
graphe 1 du present article s'6tend a toutes les reclamations portant sur les
mesures prises par lune quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou Associees
a l'egard des navires hongrois entre le 1" septembre 1939 et la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Trait6, ainsi qu'a toutes les reclamations et cr6ances
resultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre actuellement en
vigueur.

Article 33

1. En attendant la conclusion de traites ou d'accords commerciaux entre
l'une quelconque des Nations Unies et la Hongrie, le Gouvernement hongrois
devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront la date d'entree en vigueur
du present Traite, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait, accor-
dent par voie de reciprocit6 un traitement analogue a la Hongrie dans ces
domaines, le traitement suivant:

(a) Pour tout ce qui concerne les droits et redevances a rimportation
ou i l'exportation, l'imposition a l'interieur du pays des marchandises
import6es, et tous les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies bne-
ficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favoris6e;

(b) La Hongrie ne pratiquera, a tons autres egards, aucune discrimi-
nation arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou a destina-
tion du territoire d'une Nation Unie par rapport aux marchandises analo-
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Associees, relatives a. des dommages causes stir le territoire hongrois et ne 

resultant pas de faits de guerre. 

3. La Hongrie renonce egalement, au nom du Gouvernement hongrois 

et des ressortissants hongrois, a faire valoir des reclamations de la nature 

de celles qui sont visees au paragraphe 1 du present article, contre l'une 

quelconque des Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la 

Hongrie ont ete rompues pendant la guerre et qui a pris des mesures en 

cooperation avec les Puissances Alliees et Associees. 

4. Le Gouvernement hongrois assumera la responsabilite de toute la 

monnaie militaire alliee emise en Hongrie par les autorites militaires alliees, 

compris toute la monnaie de cette nature en circulation a la date d'entree 
en vigueur du present Traite. 

5. La renonciation a laquelle la Hongrie souscrit aux termes du para-

graphe 1 du present article s'etend a toutes les reclamations portant stir les 

mesures prises par rune quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees 
l'egard des navires hongrois entre le ler septembre 1939 et la date d'entree 

en vigueur du present Traite, ainsi qu'it toutes les reclamations et creances 

resultant des conventions sur les prisonniers de guerre actuellement en 
vigueur. 

Article 33 

1. En attendant la conclusion de trait& ou d'accords commerciaux entre 

Pune quelconque des Nations Unies et la Hongrie, le Gouvemement hongrois 

devra, pendant les dix-huit mois qui suivront la date d'entree en vigueur 

du present Traite, accorder a chacune des Nations Unies qui, en fait, accor-

dent par voie de reciprocite un traitement analogue a la Hongrie dans ces 
domaines, le traitement suivant: 

(a) Pour tout ce qui conceme les droits et .redevances A Pimportation 

ou A Pexportation, l'imposition a l'interieur du pays des marchandises 

importees, et tons les reglements qui s'y rapportent, les Nations Unies bene-

ficieront de la clause inconditionnelle de la nation la plus favorisee; 

(b) La Hongrie tie pratiquera, a tons autres egards, aucune discrimi-
nation arbitraire au detriment des marchandises en provenance ou a destina-

tion du territoire d'wm Nation Unie par rapport aux marehandises anal°. 
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gues en provenance ou a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation Unie
ou de tout autre pays etranger;

(c) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies, y compris les personnes mo-
rales, b6n6ficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la plus
favorisee pour tout ce qui a trait au commerce, a l'industrie, a la navigation
et aux autres formes d'activit6 commerciale en Hongrie. Ces dispositions
ne s'appliqueront pas a l'aviation commerciale;

(d) La Hongrie n'accordera a aucun pays de droit exclusif ou pr-
f6rentiel en ce qui concerne l'exploitation des services a6riens commerciaux
pour les transports internationaux; elle offrira des conditions d'6galit6e
toutes les Nations Unies pour l'obtention de droits en matiere de transports
aeriens commerciaux internationaux sur le territoire hongrois, y compris
le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation et, en ce
qui concerne l'exploitation des services a6riens commerciaux pour les trans-
ports internationaux, elle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies, suivant le
principe de la r6ciprocit6 et de la non-discrimination, le droit de survoler
le territoire hongrois sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront pas les
int6rets de la defense nationale de la Hongrie.

2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par la Hongrie doivent s'entendre
sous reserve des exceptions usuelles des trait6s de commerce conclus par la
Hongrie avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocit6 accordee
par chacune des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve des excep-
tions usuelles des trait6s de commerce conclus par celle-ci.

Article 34
La Hongrie facilitera, dans la mesure du possible, les transports

ferroviaires en transit par son territoire, i des tarifs raisonnables, et
se pretera i la conclusion avec les Etats voisins sur une base de reciprocite,
de tous accords necessaires a cet effet.

Article 35

1. Tous les differends qui pourront s'elever t propos de l'application
des articles 24, 25 et 26, ainsi que des annexes IV, V et VI du present
Traite, seront soumis a une commission de conciliation composee en nom-
bre egal de representants du Gouvernement de la Nation Unie interessee
et de representants du Gouvernement hongrois. Si un rglement n'est pas
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gues en provenance on a destination du territoire de toute autre Nation Unie 
on de tout autre pays etranger; 

(c) Les ressortissants des Nations Unies, y compris les personnes mo-

rales, beneficieront du traitement national et de celui de la nation la plus 
favorisee pour tout cc qui a trait an commerce, a l'industrie, it la navigation 

et aux autres formes d'activite commerciale en Hongrie. Ces dispositions 
ne s'appliqueront pas a l'aviation commerciale; 

(d) La Hongrie n'accordera a aucun pays de droit exclusif on pre-
ferentiel en cc qui conceme l'exploitation des services aeriens commerciaux 

pour les transports intemationaux; elle offrira des conditions d'egalite 

toutes les Nations Unies pour l'obtention de droits en matiere de transports 

aeriens commerciaux internationaux sur le territoire hongrois, y compris 

le droit d'atterrir a des fins de ravitaillement et de reparation et, en cc 

qui conceme rexploitation des services aeriens conunerciaux pour les trans-

ports intemationaux, dle accordera a toutes les Nations Unies, suivant le 

principe de la reciprocite et de la non-discrimination, le droit de survoler 

le territoire hongrois sans escale. Ces dispositions n'affecteront pas les 

interets de la defense nationale de la Hongrie. 

2. Les engagements ci-dessus pris par la Hongrie doivent s'entendre 

sous reserve des exceptions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par la 

Hongrie avant la guerre; les dispositions relatives a la reciprocite accord& 

par chacune des Nations Unies doivent s'entendre sous reserve des excep-

tions usuelles des traites de commerce conclus par celle-ci. 

Article 34 

La Hongrie facilitera, dans la mesure du possible, les transports 

ferroviaires en transit par son territoire, a des tarns raisonnables, et 

se pretera a la conclusion avec les Etats voisins sur une base de reciprocite, 

de tons accords necessaires a cet effet. 

Article 35 

1. Tous les differends qui pourront s'elever a propos de rapplication 

des articles 24, 25 et 26, ainsi que des annexes IV, V et VI du present 

Traite, seront soumis a une commission de conciliation composee en nom-

bre egal de representants du Gouvemement de la Nation Unie interessee 

et de representants du Gouvemement hongrois. Si un re'glement n'est pas 



intervenu dans les trois mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le differend a
ete soumis a la commission de conciliation, l'un ou l'autre Gouvernement
pourra demander l'adjonction a la commission d'un tiers membre; a defaut
d'accord entre les deux Gouvernements sur le choix de ce membre, l'un ou
l'autre d'entre eux pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations
Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision de la majorit6 des membres de la commission sera
consid6ree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 36
Les articles 24, 26, 33 et l'annexe VI du present Trait6 s'appliqueront

aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a la France, ainsi qu'a celles des
Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Hongrie ont ete
rompues pendant la guerre.

Article 37
Les dispositions des annexes IV, V et VI ainsi que celles des autres

annexes seront considerees comme faisant partie integrante du present
Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets.

PARTIE VII
CLAUSES RELATIVES AU DANUBE

Article 38
La navigation sur le Danube sera libre et ouverte aux ressortissants,

aux bateaux marchands et aux marchandises de tous les Etats sur un pied
d'egalite, en ce qui concerne les droits de port et les taxes sur la navigation,
ainsi que les conditions auxquelles est soumise la navigation commerciale.
Les dispositions ci-dessus ne seront pas applicables au trafic entre les ports
d'un meme Etat.

PARTIE VIII
CLAUSES FINALES

Article 39
1. Pendant une periode qui n'exc6dera pas dix-huit mois a partir de

l'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite, les Chefs des'missions diplomatiques
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intervenu dans les trois mois qui suivront la date a laquelle le differend a 

ete soumis a la commission de conciliation, l'un ou l'autre Gouvernement 

pourra demander l'adjonction a la commission d'un tiers membre; a defaut 

d'accord entre les deux Gouvernements sur le choix de cc membre, l'un ou 

rautre d'entre eux pourra demander au Secretaire General des Nations 

Unies de proceder a cette designation. 

2. La decision de la majorite des membres de la commission sera 

consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les parties 

conune definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 36 

Les articles 24, 26, 33 et rannexe VI du present Traite s'appliqueront 

aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a la France, ainsi qu'A celles des 

Nations Unies dont les relations diplomatiques avec la Hongrie ont ete 

rompues pendant la guerre. 

Article 37 

Les dispositions des annexes IV, V et VI ainsi que celles des autres 

annexes seront considerees comme faisant partie integrante du present 
Traite, et auront la meme valeur et les memes effets. 

PARTIE VII 
CLAUSES RELATIVES AU DANUBE 

Article 38 

La navigation sur le Danube sera libre et ouverte aux ressortissants, 

aux bateaux marchands et aux marchandises de tous les Etats sur un pied 

d'egalite, en ce qui concerne les droits de port et les taxes sur la navigation, 

ainsi que les conditions auxquelles est soumise la navigation commerciale. 

Les dispositions ci-dessus ne seront pas applicables au trafic entre les ports 
d'un meme Etat. 

PARTIE VIII 
CLAUSES FINALES 

Article 39 

1. Pendant une periode qui n'excedera pas dix-huit mois a partir de 

• l'entree en vigueur du present Traite, les Chefs des missions diplomatiques 
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a Budapest des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de 1'Union
Sovi6tique, agissant de concert, repr6senteront les Puissances Alliees et
Associees pour traiter avec le Gouvernement hongrois de toutes questions
relatives a 1'execution et a l'interpretation du present Traite.

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront au Gouvernement hongrois
les conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires
pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien
dans sa lettre que dans son esprit.

3. Le Gouvernement hongrois fournira a ces trois Chefs de Mission
toutes les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont ils pourront avoir
besoin dans l'accomplissement des taches qui leur sont devolues par le
present Traite.

Article 40
1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est expres-

sement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif a
l'interpretation ou a 1'execution de ce Traite, qui n'a pas ete regle par voie
de negociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux trois Chefs de
Mission, agissant comme il est pr6vu a l'article 39, mais, en pareil cas, ces
Chefs de Mission ne seront pas tenus par les delais fixes dans ledit article.
Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle dans un
delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les parties au differend conviennent l'une
et l'autre d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la requete de l'une ou
l'autre des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant de chaque
partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre les deux
parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord dans un
delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation de ce tiers
membre, lune ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire General
des Nations Unies de proceder a cette designation.

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission
sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les par-
ties comme definitive et obligatoire.

Article 41

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, en guerre
avec la Hongrie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite, peut acceder
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a Budapest des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'Union 

Sovietique, agissant de concert, representeront les Puissances Alliees et 

Associees pour traiter avec le Gouvemement hongrois de toutes questions 

relatives a l'execution et a Pinterpretation du present Trait& 

2. Ces trois Chefs de Mission donneront au Gouvernement hongrois 

les conseils, avis techniques et eclaircissements qui pourront etre necessaires 

pour assurer l'execution rapide et efficace du present Traite, aussi bien 

dans sa lettre que dans son esprit. 

3. Le Gouvemement hongrois foumira A ces trois Chefs de Mission 

toutes les informations necessaires et toute l'aide dont us pourront avoir 

besoin dans l'accomplissement des tAches qui leur sont devolues par le 
present Trait& 

Article 40 

1. Exception faite des cas pour lesquels une autre procedure est expres-

sement prevue par un article du present Traite, tout differend relatif 

l'interpretation ou A l'execution de ce Traite, qui n'a pas ete regje par voie 

de negociations diplomatiques directes, sera soumis aux trois Chefs de 

Mission, agissant comme il est prevu A Particle 39, mais, en pareil cas, ces 

Chefs de Mission ne seront pas tenus par les &kis fixes dans ledit article. 

Tout differend de cette nature qu'ils n'auraient pas encore regle dans un 

delai de deux mois sera, sauf si les parties au differend conviennent l'une 

et l'autre d'un autre mode de reglement, soumis, a la requete de l'une ou 

l'autre des parties, a une commission composee d'un representant de claque 

partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre les deux 

parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut d'accord dans un 

delai d'un mois entre les deux parties au sujet de la designation de cc tiers 

membre, Pune ou l'autre partie pourra demander au Secretaire General 

des Nations Unies de proceder A cette designation. 

2. La decision prise par la majorite des membres de la commission 

sera consideree comme decision de la commission et acceptee par les par-

ties comme definitive et obligatoire. 

Article 41 

1. Tout membre de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, en guerre 

avec la Hongrie et qui n'est pas signataire du present Traite, peut acceder 



au Trait6 et sera consider6 des son accession comme Puissance Associee

pour l'application du Traite.

2. Les instruments d'accession seront d6poses pres le Gouvernement

de l'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques Socialistes et prendront effet des

leur d6ept.
Article 42

Le present Trait6, dont les textes russe et anglais feront foi, devra etre

ratifie par les Puissances Alliees et Associ6es. II devra egalement etre

ratifie par la Hongrie. II entrera en vigueur immediatement apres le depot

des ratifications par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique, le Royaume-Uni de Grande-

Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et l'Union des R6publiques Sovietiques So-

cialistes. Les instruments de ratification seront, dans le plus bref delai

possible, d6poses pros le Gouvernement de l'Union des R6publiques Sovie-

tiques Socialistes.
En ce qui concerne chacune des Puissances Alli6es ou Associ6es dont

l'instrument de ratification sera d6pose ulterieurement, le Traite entrera
en vigueur a la date du depot. Le present Trait6 sera depose dans les archi-
ves du Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques Sovi6tiques Socialistes,
qui en remettra a chacun des Etats signataires une copie certifiee conforme.
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ANNEXE I
(voir article 1)

Cartes

1. Frontieres de la Hongrie

1 (a) Rectification de la frontiere hungaro-tchecoslovaque.

ANNEXE II
(voir article 14)

Definition de l'instruction militaire et aerienne

1. L'instruction militaire est definie comme suit: l'etude et la pra-
tique de 1'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes a
des fins militaires, et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'6tude et
l'execution de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans l'enseignement ou
la pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et l'etude
methodique de la tactique, de la strat6gie et du travail d'etat-major.

2. L'instruction militaire a6rienne est definie comme suit: l'etude et
la pratique de l'emploi de tons armements specialement destin6s ou adap-
tes aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rap-
portant, 'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le
vol en formation, executees par des avions dans l'accomplissement d'une
mission a6rienne militaire et l'6tude methodique de la tactique a6rienne,
de la strat6gie et du travail d'6tat-major.

ANNEXE III
(voir article 17)

Definition et liste du mat6riel de guerre

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'appli-
que a toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le mat6riel specialement
congus et adapt6s a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous.
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ANNEXE I 
(voir article 1) 

Cartes 

1. Frontieres de la Hongrie 

1(a) Rectification de la frontiere hungaro-tchecoslovaque. 

ANNEXE II 
(voir article 14) 

Definition de l'instruction militaire et aerienne 

• 

1. L'instruction militaire est definie comme suit: l'etude et la pra-

tique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adaptes 

des fins militaires, et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rapportant, l'etude et 

l'execution de tous exercices ou manoeuvres utilises dans l'enseignement ou 

la pratique des evolutions executees par les forces au combat, et l'etude 

methodique de la tactique, de la strategic et du travail d'etat-major. 

2. L'instruction militaire aerienne est definie comme suit: l'etude et 
la pratique de l'emploi de tous armements specialement destines ou adap-

t& aux fins d'une aviation militaire et des dispositifs d'instruction s'y rap-

portant, l'etude et la pratique de toutes manoeuvres speciales, y compris le 

vol en formation, executees par des avions dans l'accomplissement &tale 

mission aerienne militaire et l'etude methodique de la tactique aerienne, 
de la strategie et du travail d'etat-major. 

ANNEXE III 
(voir article 17) 

Definition et liste du materiel de guerre 

Le terme "materiel de guerre" aux fins du present Traite s'appli-
que a toutes les armes et munitions et a tout le materiel specialement 

concus et adaptes a des fins de guerre, qui sont enumeres ci-dessous. 
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Les Puissances Alli6es et Associees se reservent le droit d'amender
periodiquement la liste, en la modifiant ou en la completant, pour tenir
compte des faits nouveaux qui pourront se produire dans le domaine de la
science.

Categorie I
1. Fusils, carabines, revolvers et pistolets de type militaire; canons

de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces d6tachees non aisement
adaptables a un usage civil.

2. Mitrailleuses, fusils de guerre automatiques ou a r6petition et pisto-
lets mitrailleurs; canons de rechange pour ces armes et autres pieces de-
tach6es non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil; afffts de mitrailleuses.

3. Canons, obusiers, mortiers, canons sp6ciaux pour l'aviation; canons
sans culasse ou sans recul et lance-flammes, canons de rechange pour ces
armes et autres pieces d6tach6es non ais6ment adaptables a un usage civil;
affftts mobiles et supports fixes pour ces armes.

4. Lance-fus6es; m6canismes de lancement et de controle pour pro-
jectiles auto-moteurs et dirig6s; supports pour ces appareils.

5. Projectiles auto-moteurs et dirig6s, projectiles, fus6es, munitions
et cartouches, charges ou vides, pour les armes 6num6r6es aux alin6as
1 a 4 ci-dessus, ainsi que fusees, etoupilles ou appareils servant a les faire
exploser ou fonctionner non compris les amorcages n6cessaires pour les
besoins civils.

6. Grenades, bombes, torpilles, mines, grenades sous-marines (charges
de profondeur), materiel et charges incendiaires, charges ou vides; tous
dispositifs permettant de les faire exploser ou fonctionner, non compris
les amorcages n6cessaires pour les besoins civils.

7. Baionnettes.

Categorie II

1. Vehicules de combat blind6s; trains blind6s qui techniquement ne
peuvent etre transformes en vue d'usages civils.

2. Vehicules m6caniques ou auto-moteurs pour toutes les armes 6nu-
merees dans la categorie I; chassis ou carrosseries militaires de types
speciaux, autres que ceux qui sont enumeres a l'alinea 1 ci-dessus.
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3. Blindages de plus de 3 pouces d'epaisseur, employes dans la guerre
a des usages de protection.

Categorie III
1. Systeme de pointage et de calcul pour le controle du tir comprenant

les appareils regleurs de tir et les appareils d'enregistrement; instruments
de direction du tir; hausses de canon; viseurs de bombardement; regleurs de
fusees; calibres pour la verification des canons et des instruments de con-
tr6le du tir.

2. Materiel de pontage d'assaut, batiments d'assaut et d'attaque.

3. Dispositifs pour ruses de guerre, dispositifs d'eblouissement et
pieges.

4. Equipement militaire du personnel des forces armees de caractere
specialise, qui n'est pas aisement adaptable a des usages civils.

Cat6gorie IV
1. Navires de guerre de toutes classes, y compris les navires trans-

formes et les embarcations concus ou prevus pour leur service et leur appui,
qui techniquement ne sont pas transformables en vue d'usages civils, ainsi
que les armes, blindages, munitions, avions ou tout autre 6quipement, mate-
riel, machines et installations qui ne sont pas utilis6s en temps de paix sur
d'autres bateaux que les navires de guerre.

2. Batiments de d6barquement et vehicules ou mat6riel amphibies de
toute nature; batiments d'assaut ou mat6riel d'assaut de tout type, ainsi'
que catapultes ou autres appareils de mise a l'eau ou de lancement d'avions,
fusees, armes propulsees ou tout autre projectile, instrument ou systeme,
avec ou sans equipage et qu'ils soient guides ou non.

3. Navires, engins, armes, systemes ou appareils de toute sorte, qu'ils
soient submersibles ou semi-submersibles, y compris les estacades speciale-
ment concues pour la defense des ports, a l'exception du mat6riel n6ces-
saire pour la recuperation, le sauvetage et autres usages civils, ainsi que
tout l'qtuipement, tous les accessoires, les pieces d6tach&es, les dispositifs
d'experimentation ou d'instruction, les instruments ou les installations, qui
peuvent etre sp6cialement congus en vue de la construction, du controle,
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de l'entretien ou du logement de ces navires, engins, armes, systemes ou
appareils.

Cat6gorie V
1. Aeronefs montes ou d6montes, plus lourds ou plus legers que l'air,

concus ou adaptes en vue du combat aerien par 1'emploi de mitrailleuses,
de lance-fusees, d'artillerie, ou en vue du transport ou du lancement de
bombes, ou qui sont pourvus de l'un quelconque des dispositifs figurant a
l'alin6a 2 ci-dessous, ou qui, du fait de leur conception ou de leur con-
struction, peuvent etre ais6ment munis de l'un de ces dispositifs.

2. Supports et batis pour canons aeriens, lance-bombes, porte-torpilles
et dispositifs de largage de bombes ou de torpilles, tourelles et coupoles
pour canons.

3. Equipement specialement concu pour troupes a6roport6es et utilise
seulement par ces troupes.

4. Catapultes on systemes de lancement pour avions embarques, avions
terrestres ou hydravions; appareils de lancement de projectiles volants.

5. Ballons de barrage.

Categorie VI
Tons produits asphyxiants, mortels, toxiques ou susceptibles de mettre

hors de combat, destines a des fins de guerre ou fabriques en quantites qui
excedent les besoins civils.

Categorie VII
Propulseurs, explosifs, materiel pyrotechnique ou gaz liquefies, desti-

nes a la propulsion, l'explosion, la charge, le remplissage du materiel de
guerre d6crit dans les categories ci-dessus, ou a tout usage en liaison avec
ce mat6riel, qui ne sont pas utilisables a des fins civiles ou qui sont fabriques
en quantites qui excedent les besoins civils.

Categorie VIII
Installations et outillages industriels specialement congus en vue de

la production et de la conservation des produits et du materiel enumeres dans
les categories ci-dessus et qui ne peuvent pas 8tre techniquement trans-
formes t des fins civiles.
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ANNEXE IV
Dispositions sp6ciales concernant certaines categories de biens

A. PROPRIETE INDUSTRIELLE, LITTERAIRE ET ARTISTIQUE

1. (a) Un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur
du present Trait6 sera accorde aux Puissances Alliees et Associees et a
leurs ressortissants sans paiement de droits de prorogation ou autres sanc-
tions quelconques, en vue de leur permettre d'accomplir tous les actes
necessaires pour l'obtention ou la conservation en Hongrie, des droits de
propriete industrielle, litteraire ou artistique, qui n'ont pu etre accomplis
par suite de l'existence de l'etat de guerre.

(b) Les Puissances Alli6es et Associees ou leurs ressortissants qui
auront fait, sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alli6es ou
Associ6es, une demande soit pour l'obtention d'un brevet ou l'enregistre-
ment d'un modele d'utilite au plus tot douze mois avant l'ouverture des
hostilites avec la Hongrie ou au cours de celles-ci, soit pour l'enregistre-
ment d'un dessin industriel, d'un modele ou d'une marque de fabrique au
plus t6t six mois avant l'ouverture des hostilites avec la Hongrie ou au
cours de celles-ci, auront le droit, pendant une periode de douze mois a
compter de la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite, de demander des
droits correspondants en Hongrie, avec un droit de priorite fonde sur le
depot anterieur de leur demande sur le territoire de cette Puissance Alliee
ou Associ6e.

(c) I1 sera accorde i chacune des Puissances Alliees ou Associees et
a ses ressortissants, a partir de la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present
Traite, un d6lai d'un an pendant lequel ils pourront engager des pour-
suites en Hongrie contre les personnes physiques ou morales auxquelles
serait impute un empietement illegal sur leurs droits de propri6te indus-
trielle, litteraire on artistique entre la date de l'ouverture des hostilites
et celle de l'entree en vigueur du present Traite.

2. II ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre louverture
des hostilites et l'expiration du dix-huitieme mois qui suivra la date d'entree
en vigueur du present Traite, dans la determination de la periode pendant
laquelle un brevet d'invention doit etre exploitS, ou pendant laquelle un
modele ou une marque de fabrique doit 8tre utilise.
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ANNEXE IV 
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modele ou tine marque de fabrique doit etre utilise. 
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3. 11 ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture
des hostilit6s et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul
de la duree normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle, litte-
raire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Hongrie a l'ouverture des hos-
tilites ou qui seront reconnus ou etablis dans les conditions prevues a la
partie A de la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances
Alli6es ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La dur6e normale de validite
de ces droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement pro-
long6e en Hongrie, d'une nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui aura
ete ainsi exclue du decompte.

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Hongrie des
Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es et de leurs ressortissants devront 6galement
s'appliquer aux droits de la Hongrie et de ses ressortissants dans les ter-
ritoires des Puissances Alliees et Associees. Toutefois, aucune de ces dis-
positions ne donnera a la Hongrie ou a ses ressortissants droit a un traite-
ment plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une des Puissances Alliees ou
Associees, que celui qui est accordS, dans les memes cas, par cette Puis-
sance a l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants; la
Hongrie ne sera pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder
a l'une des Puissances Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants, un
traitement plus favorable que celui dont la Hongrie ou ses ressortissants
beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres aux.
quelles s'appliquent les precedentes dispositions.

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puis-
sances Alli6es ou Associees ou sur le territoire hongrois, qui, avant la
date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des
droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire ou artistique, se trouvant en
opposition avec des droits retablis en vertu de la partie A de la presente
annexe ou avec des droits obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee
en vertu des presentes dispositions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique,
publi6, reproduit, utilise ou vendu l'objet de ces droits, seront autorises
a continuer d'exercer les droits qu'ils avaient acquis de bonne foi et a
poursuivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la publication, la reproduction,
l'utilisation ou la vente qu'ils avaient entreprises de bonne foi, sans s'ex-
poser a des poursuites pour empietement. L'autorisation sera donnee en
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3. 11 ne sera pas tenu compte de la periode comprise entre l'ouverture 

des hostilites et la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite dans le calcul 

de la duree normale de validite des droits de propriete industrielle, litte-

raire et artistique qui etaient en vigueur en Hongrie a l'ouverture des hos-

tilites ou qui seront reconnus ou etablis dans les conditions prevues a la 

partie A de la presente annexe, et qui appartiennent a l'une des Puissances 

Alliees ou Associees ou a ses ressortissants. La duree normale de validite 

de ces droits sera, par consequent, consideree comme automatiquement pro-

longee en Hongrie, d'une nouvelle periode correspondant a celle qui aura 
ete ainsi exclue du decompte. 

4. Les dispositions precedentes concernant les droits en Hongrie des 

Puissances Alliees et Associees et de leurs ressortissants devront egalement 
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ment plus favorable sur le territoire de l'une des Puissances Alliees ou 
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sance a l'une quelconque des autres Nations Unies ou a ses ressortissants; la 

Hongrie ne sera pas non plus tenue, en vertu de ces dispositions, d'accorder 

l'une des Puissances Alliees on Associees ou I ses ressortissants, un 

traitement plus favorable que celui dont la Hongrie ou ses ressortissants 

beneficient sur le territoire de cette Puissance relativement aux matieres aux 

queues s'appliquent les precedentes dispositions. 

5. Les tiers residant sur le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puis-

sances Alliees ou Associees ou sur le territoire hongrois, qui, avant la 

date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite, ont acquis de bonne foi des 
droits de propriete industrielle, litteraire ou artistique, se trouvant en 

opposition avec des droits retablis en vertu de la partie A de la presente 

annexe ou avec des droits obtenus grace a la priorite qui leur est accordee 

en vertu des presentes dispositions, ou qui, de bonne foi, ont fabrique, 
publie, reproduit, utilise ou vendu l'objet de ces droits, seront autorises 

A continuer d'exercer les droits gulls avaient acquis de bonne foi et A 

pottrsuivre ou reprendre la fabrication, la publication, la reproduction, 

ou la vente qu'ils avaient entreprises de bonne foi, sans ?CC-

poser a des poursuites pour empietement. L'autorisation sera donnee en 
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Hongrie, sous la forme d'une licence sans exclusivitY, qui sera accord6e a
des conditions a fixer par entente entre les parties interessees, ou, a d6faut
d'entente, par la commission de conciliation constituee en vertu de I'article
35 du present Traite. Toutefois, dans les territoires de chacune des Puis-
sances Alliees ou Associees, les tiers de bonne foi ben6ficieront de la
protection qui est accordee, dans les cas analogues, aux tiers de bonne foi
dont les droits sont en opposition avec ceux de ressortissants des autres
Puissances Alliees et Associees.

6. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne devra
etre interpretee comme donnant a la Hongrie ou a ses ressortissants, sur
le territoire de l'une quelconque des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, des
droits a des brevets ou a des modeles d'utilite pour des inventions relatives a
un article quelconque expressement designe a l'annexe III du present
Traite, inventions qui ont ete faites ou au sujet desquelles des demandes
d'enregistrement ont 6et d6posees par la Hongrie ou par lun de ses res-
sortissants, en Hongrie ou sur le Territoire d'une autre Puissance de l'Axe
ou sur un territoire occup6 par les forces de 'Axe, pendant le temps ou
le territoire en question se trouvait sous le contr6le des forces ou des auto-
rites des Puissances de lAxe.

7. La Hongrie accordera egalement le benefice des dispositions pre-
cedentes de la presente annexe a la France, et aux autres Nations Unies
qui ne sont pas des Puissances Alliees ou Associees, dont les relations diplo-
matiques avec la Hongrie ont ete rompues pendant la guerre et qui s'engage-
ront a accorder a la Hongrie les avantages conferes A ce pays en vertu des-
dites dispositions.

8. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la pr6sente annexe ne doit
s'entendre comme etant en contradiction avec les articles 26, 29 et 31 du
present Trait.

B. ASSURANCES
1. Exception faite des restrictions s'appliquant aux assureurs en gene-

ral, il ne sera fait aucun obstacle a la reprise par les assureurs qui sont
ressortissants des Nations Unies de leurs anciens portefeuille.
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2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, desire re-
prendre son activite professionnelle en Hongrie et si la valeur des depots
de garantie ou des reserves exig6es en Hongrie des entreprises d'assurances
pour l'exercice de leur activite a diminue du fait de la perte ou de la
depreciation des titres qui les constituaient, le Gouvernement hongrois
s'engage a accepter, pendant une periode de dix-huit mois ce qu'il reste
de ces titres comme satisfaisant entierement aux prescriptions legales con-
cernant les depots et les r6serves.

ANNEXE V
Contrats, prescription, effets de commerce

A. CONTRATS

1. Sauf exceptions 6noncees dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 ci-dessous,
tout contrat ayant necessite, pour son ex6cution, des rapports entre des
parties qui sont devenues ennemies an sens de la partie D de la presente
annexe, sera tenu pour r6silie depuis le moment ou l'une quelconque des
parties est devenue un ennemi. Toutefois, cette r6siliation s'entendra sans
prejudice des dispositions de l'article 31 du present Traite; elle ne rele-
vera pas non plus l'une quelconque des parties au contrat de l'obligation
de reverser les sommes pergues a titre d'avances ou d'acomptes et pour
lesquelles la partie int6ressee n'a pas fourni de contre-partie.

2. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus, les stipu-
lations de tout contrat qui pourront 8tre dissoci6es et dont l'ex6cution ne
n6cessitait pas de rapports entre les parties qui sont devenues ennemies au
sens de la partie D de la pr6sente annexe, ne seront pas r6siliees et demeun
reront en vigueur sans prejudice des droits enonces a l'article 29 du pre-
sent Traite. Si les stipulations d'un contrat ne peuvent pas etre ainsi dis-
sociees, le contrat sera tenu comme etant int6gralement r6silie. Les dispo-
sitions qui precedent s'entendent sous r6serve de l'application des lois,
ordonnances et reglements nationaux 6dict6s par telle ou telle des Puis-
sances Alliees ou Associees de la juridiction de laquelle releve le contrat
ou l'une quelconque des parties au contrat et sous reserve des stipulations
du contrat.
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2. Si un assureur, ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies, desire re-
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3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera
consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees con-
form6ment a un contrat passe entre ennemis si ces transactions ont ete
ex6cut6es avec l'autorisation du Gouvernement d'une des Puissances Alliees
ou Associees.

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui pr&ecdent, les contrats d'assurance
et de reassurance feront 1'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-
ment de la Puissance Alliee ou Associee interessee et le Gouvernement
hongrois.

B. PRESCRIPTION

1. Tous les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager
on de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures
conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou
des biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des
ressortissants hongrois qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu
engager ou poursuivre une action judiciaire, ou accomplir les formalites
necessaires pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commenc6 a
courir avant ou apres louverture des hostilites, seront consid6ers comme
ayant ete suspendus, pendant la dur6e de la guerre, sur le territoire hon-
grois d'une part, et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, con-
formement au principe de la r6ciprocite, accordent a la Hongrie le benefice
des dispositions du present paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces d6lais commence.
ront a courir des la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispo-
sitions du present paragraphe s'appliqueront aux delais fixes pour le dep6t
des coupons d'interats ou de dividendes ou pour le depat, en vue du rem-
boursement, des valeurs sorties au tirage ou remboursables pour tout autre
motif.

2. Lorsqu'en raison de l'inex&cution d'un acte ou de l'omission d'une
formalit6 quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'ex6cution ont 6et
prises sur le territoire hongrois au prejudice d'un ressortissant d'une Nation
Unie, le Gouvernement hongrois r6tablira les droits leses. Si le r6tablisse-
ment de ces droits est impossible on devait etre inequitable, le Gouverne-
ment hongrois fera le n6 cessaire pour que l'interesse recoive telle compen-
sation qui, en 'occurrence paraltra juste et equitable.
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3. Aucune disposition de la partie A de la presente annexe ne sera 

consideree comme annulant les transactions legalement effectuees con-

formement a tin contrat passe entre ennemis si ces transactions ont ete 

executees avec l'autorisation du Gouvemement d'une des Puissances Alliees 
ou Associees. 

4. Nonobstant les dispositions qui precedent, les contrats d'assurance 

et d'e reassurance feront l'objet de conventions distinctes entre le Gouverne-

ment de la Puissance Alliee on Associee interessee et le Gouvemement 
hongrois. 

B. PRESCRIPTION 

1. Tons les delais de prescription ou de limitation du droit d'engager 

ou de poursuivre une action judiciaire ou du droit de prendre des mesures 

conservatoires dans les rapports juridiques interessant des personnes ou 

des biens, mettant en cause des ressortissants des Nations Unies et des 

ressortissants hongrois qui, en raison de l'etat de guerre, n'ont pas pu 

engager on poursuivre une action judiciaire, on accomplir les formalites 

necessaires pour sauvegarder leurs droits, que ces delais aient commence a 

courir avant ou apres Pouverture des hostilites, seront consideres comme 

ayant ete suspendus, pendant la duree de la guerre, sur le territoire hon-
grois d'une part, et sur le territoire de celles des Nations Unies qui, con-

formement au principe de la reciprocite, accordent it la Hongrie le benefice 

des dispositions du present paragraphe, d'autre part. Ces delais commence-
ront a courir des la date d'entree en vigueur du present Traite. Les dispo-

sitions du present paragraphe s'appliqueront aux delais fixes pour le depOt 

des coupons d'interets ou de dividendes ou pour le depot, en vue du rem-

boursement, des valeurs sorties an tirage on rernboursables pour tout autre 
motif. 

2. Lorsqu'en raison de l'inexecution acte ou de Pomission d'une 

formalite quelconque pendant la guerre, des mesures d'execution ont ete 

prises gar le territoire hongrois au prejudice d'un ressortissant d'une Nation 

Unie, le Gouvemement hongrois retablira les droits leses. Si le retablisse-

ment de ces droits est impossible on clevait etre inequitable, le Gouveme-

ment hongrois tent le necessaire pour que l'interesse revive telle compen-
sation qui, en Poccurrence paraltra juste et equitable. 
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C. EFFETS DE COMMERCE

1. Dans les relations entre ennemis, aucun effet de commerce souscrit
avant la guerre ne sera considere comme n'etant plus valable pour la seule
raison qu'il n'a pas ete presente a l'acceptation ou i l'encaissement dans
les delais prescrits, ou que le tireur ou l'endosseur n'a pas et6 avis6 dans
ces delais que l'effet en question n'a pas ete accepte ou pay6, ou qu'il n'a
pas ete proteste dans lesdits delais, ou qu'une formalite quelconque a ete
omise pendant la guerre.

2. Si le delai au cours duquel un effet de commerce aurait du etre
present6e a 'acceptation ou a l'encaissement, ou dans lequel un avis de non-
acceptation ou de non-paiement aurait dfu tre donn6 au tireur ou a 1'en-
dosseur, ou durant lequel l'effet aurait di etre proteste, est arrive a
expiration pendant la guerre, et si la partie qui aurait df presenter ou pro-
tester I'effet ou aviser du defaut d'acceptation ou du defaut de paiement a
omis de le faire pendant la guerre, il sera accorde un delai de trois mois
au moins a partir de la date d'entree en vigueur du present Trait6 pendant
lequel il sera possible de presenter ou de protester ledit effet ou de donner
avis de son defaut d'acceptation ou son defaut de paiement.

3. Si une personne s'est obligee, soit avant, soit pendant la guerre,
au paiement d'un effet de commerce, a la suite d'un engagement pris envers
elle par une autre personne devenue ulterieurement ennemie, celle-ci reste
tenue, malgre l'ouverture des hostilites, de garantir la premiere des cons-
quences de son obligation.

D. DISPOSITIONS SPICIALES

1. Aux fins de la presente annexe, les personnes physiques ou morales
seront consid6eres comme etant devenues ennemies a partir de la date oiu
tout commerce entre elles est devenu illegal, aux termes des lois, ordon-
nances ou reglements auxquels ces personnes ou le contrat etaient soumis.

2. Etant donne le systeme juridique des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, les
dispositions de cette annexe ne s'appliqueront pas aux relations entre les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et la Hongrie.
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ANNEXE VI
Jugements

Le Gouvernement hongrois prendra les mesures n6cessaires pour per-
mettre aux ressortissants de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout
moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entr6e en vigueur
du present Trait6, d'intenter devant les autorites hongroises competentes
une action en revision de tout jugement rendu par un tribunal hongrois
entre le 10 avril 1941 et la date d'entr6e en vigueur du present Traite
dans tout proces dans lequel le ressortissant d'une des Nations Unies n'a
pas 6te a meme d'exposer sa cause d'une maniere satisfaisante, soit en
qualite de demandeur, soit en qualite de d6fendeur. Le Gouvernement hon-
grois prendra les mesures necessaires pour que, lorsqu'un ressortissant d'une
des Nations Unies a subi un prejudice du fait de tout jugement de cette
nature, ce ressortissant soit r6tabli dans la situation oi il se trouvait avant
le prononc6 du jugement ou recoive telle compensation qui pourra, en la
circonstance, etre juste et equitable. L'expression "ressortissants des Nations
Unies" comprend les societes ou associations organisees ou constituees con-
formement a la legislation de l'une quelconque des Nations Unies.
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ANNEXE VI 
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Le Gouvernement hongrois prendra les mesures necessaires pour per-

mettre aux ressortissants de rune quelconque des Nations Unies, a tout 

moment dans un delai d'un an a compter de la date d'entree en vigueur 

du present Traite, d'intenter devant les autorites hongroises competentes 
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A Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasagok Uni6ja, a Nagy Britanniai es

lszak Irorzagi Egyesiilt Kiralysag, az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok,

Ausztralia, a Feh6rorosz Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasag, Kanada, Csehszlo-

vakia, India, Uj Zeland, az Ukran Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasag, a Dela-

frikai Uni6 es a Jugoszlaviai Federalis Nepkoztarsasag azoknak az allamok-

nak resz6rol, amelyek haboruban allanak Magyarorszaggal es, amelyek

jelentekeny katonai er5vel tenylegesen haborut viseltek az eur6pai ellens6ges

allamok ellen, es a tovabbiakban mint a "Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak"

szerepelnek, egyr6szr6l,

es Magyarorszag masreszrol;

Tekintettel arra, bogy Magyarorszag szivetsegre lepven a hitlerista

Nemetorszaggal es annak oldalan r6sztveven a haboruban a Szocialista

Szovjet KSztarsasagok Uni6ja, az Egyesiilt Kiralysag, az Amerikai

Egyesiilt Allamok es mas Egyesiilt Nemzetek ellen, viseli az ezert a haboru6rt

val6 felelosseg reaes6 reszet;

Tekintettel azonban arra, hogy 1944 december 28.-an Magyarorszag

megsziintette a kapcsolatat Nemetorszaggal, hadat iizent Nemetorszagnak

es 1945 januar 20.-an fegyversziinetet kotott a Szocialista Szovjet Koztar-

sasigok Uni6ja, az Egyesiilt Kiralysag, es az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok

kormanyaval, amelyek a valamennyi Magyarorszaggal haboruban levo

Egyesiilt Nemzet reszer6l is eljartak es,

Tekintettel arra, hogy a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak es Ma-

gyarorszag bekeszerz6dest 6hajtanak kotni, amely, az igazsag elveinek

megfeleloen, megoldja az elobb eloadott esemenyek kSvetkezmenyekeppen

meg fennall6 kerdeseket es, amely kzottiik baratsagos kapcsolatok alapjaul

szolgal es ezaltal lehet6ov teszi a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak reszere,

bogy tamogassak Magyarorszag kerelmet, hogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek

tagjava valjek es, bogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek fennhat6saga alatt kotott

valamennyi megallapodashoz csatlakozzek;

Megegyeztek ezert abban, bogy a hadiallapot megsziineset kijelentik

es evegbol a jelen bekeszerzodest megkStik. Ennek kovetkezteben az alulirot-

takat meghatalmazottaikka kijeloltek, akik j6 es kello alakban talilt

meghatalmazasaik bemutatasa utan a kovetkez6 rendelkezesekben alLa-

podtak meg.
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A Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasagok Unioja, a Nagy Britanniai es 

Eszak Irorzagi Egyesiilt Kiralysag, az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok, 

Ausztralia, a Feherorosz Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasag, Kanada, Csehszlo-

vakia, India, Uj Zeland, az Ukran Szocialista Szovjet Kiiztarsasag, a Dela-

frikai Link) es a Jugoszlaviai Federalis Nepkortarsasag azoknak az allamok-

nak reszer51, amelyek haboruban allanak Magyarorszaggal es, amelyek 

jelentekeny katonai erOvel tenylegesen haborut viseltek az eurOpai ellenseges 

zillamok ellen, es a tovabbiakban mint a "Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak" 

szerepelnek, egyreszr51, 

es Magyarorszag masreszr51; 

Tekintettel arra, hogy Magyarorszag szovetsegre lepven a hitlerista 

Nemetorszaggal es annak oldalan resztveven a haboruban a Szocialista 

Szovjet Kortarsasagok Unioja, az Egyesiilt Kiritlysag, az Amerikai 

Egyesiilt Allamok es mas Egyesiilt Nemzetek ellen, viseli az ezert a haboruert 

valo felelOsseg reaes5 reszet; 

Tekintettel azonban arra, hogy 1944 december 28.-an Magyarorszag 

megsziintette a kapcsolatat Nemetorszaggal, hadat iizent Nemetorszagnak 

es 1945 januar 20.-an fegyversziinetet kOtott a Szocialista Szovjet Kortar-

sasigok Uni6ja, az Egyesiilt Kiralysig, es az Amerikai Egy-esiilt Allamok 

kormanyaval, amelyek a valamennyi Magyarorszaggal haboruban lev5 

Egyesiilt Nemzet reszer51 is eljartak es, 

Tekintettel arra, hogy a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak es Ma-

gyarorszEig bekeszerzOdest ohajtanak kiitni, amely, az igazsag elveinek 

megfelel5en, megoldja az elObb elOadott esemenyek kovetkezmenyekeppen 

meg fennall6 kerdeseket es, amely kozottiik baratsigos kapcsolatok alapjaul 

szolgal es ezaltal lehetiive teszi a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak reszere, 

hogy tamogassak Magyarorszig kerelmet, hogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 

tagjava valjek es, hogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek fennhatOsaga alatt kOtott 

valamennyi megallapodashoz csatlakozzek; 

Megegyeztek ezert abban, bogy a hadiallapot megsziineset kijelentik 

es evegb51 a jelen bekeszerz5dest megkOtik. Ennek kOvetkezteben az alulirot-

takat meghatalmazottaikkii kijeloltek, akik jó es kellO alakban talalt 

meghatalmazasaik bemutatasa utan a kovetkez5 rendelkezesekben alla-

podtak meg. 
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I. RESZ

MAGYARORSZAG HATARAI

1. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag hatarai Ausztriaval es Jugoszlaviaval ugyanazok
lesznek, amelyek 1938 januar l.-en fennallottak.

2. Az 1940 augusztus 30.-an kelt becsi dontes rendelkezesei semmisnek
6s meg nem tortentnek nyilvanittatnak. A Magyarorszag es Romania kozotti
hatar ezennel visszaallittatik, amint az 1938 januir l.-en fennillott.

3. A Magyarorszag es a Szovjet Szocialista KSztarsasagok Uni6ja
kozotti hatar a ket allam es Romania hatarainak kiozs pontjat6l kezdve a
ket allam es Csehszlovakia hataranak kozos pontjaig a Magyarorszag es
Csehszlovakia kozotti regebbi hatarvonalban allapittatik meg, amint ez a
hatarvonal 1938 januar 1.-en fennallott.

4. (a) Az 1938 november 2.-i becsi dont6s rendelkezesei semmisnek
es meg nem tortentnek nyilvanittatnak.

(b) A Magyarorszag es Csehszlovikia kozotti hatar az ennek a ket
allamnak es Ausztria hataranak kozos pontjat61 az ennek a ket allamnak
es Ausztria hataranak k6ozs pontjaig ezennel visszaallittatik az 1938 januar
l.-i allapotnak megfeleloen, a kovetkezo pont rendelkez6seibol foly6 valto-
zasok kivetelevel.

(c) Magyarorszag atadja Csehszlovakianak Horvatjarfalu, Oroszvar
es Dunacsun kozsegeket, azok katasztralis teriiletevel egyiitt, amint azt a
jelen Szerzodeshez csatolt 1. szamu t6rkep megjeloli. Ennek megfeleloen
a csehszlovak hatir, ezen a szakaszon, a kovetkez5okppen allapittatik meg:
attol a pontt6l, ahol Ausztria, Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia 1938 januar
l.-en fennall6 hatara talalkozott, a jelenlegi magyar-osztrak hatar az
Ausztria es Csehszlovakia kozotti hatarra valik egy, a 134-es dombt6l
mintegy 500 meterre d6lre levo pontig (3.5 kilometerre eszaknyugatra a
rajkai templomt6l), mely pont most a harom megnevezett orszag hataranak
kozos pontjava valik; innet a Csehszlovakia es Magyarorszag kozotti uj
hatar kelet fele fog haladni Rajka kozseg eszaki katasztralis hatara menten
a Duna jobbpartjan, egy, a 128-as dombtol mintegy 2 kilom6terre eszakra
fekv6 pontig (3.5 kilom6terre keletre a rajkai templomt6l), ahol az uj
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I. RESZ 

MAGYARORSZAG HATARAI 

1. Cikk 

1. Magyarorszig hatarai Ausztriaval es Jugoszlaviaval ugyanazok 

lesznek, amelyek 1938 januar 1.-en fennallottak. 

2. Az 194() augusztus 30.-an kelt becsi domes rendelkezesei semmisnek 

es meg nem tortentnek nyilvanittatnak. A Magyarorszag es Romania kiizotti 

hatar ezermel visszaallittatik, amint az 1938 januar 1.-en fennallott. 

3. A Magyarorszig es a Szovjet Szocialista Kortarsasagok Uniclja 

kozotti hear a ket allam es Romania hatarainak kozos pontjat61 kezdve a 

ket allam es Csehszlovakia hataranak kOzos pontjaig a Magyarorszag es 

Csehszlovakia 10zotti regebbi hatarvonalban allapittatik meg, amint ez a 

hatarvonal 1938 januar 1.-en fennallott. 

4. (a) Az 1938 november 2.-i becsi dantes rendelkezesei semmisnek 

es meg nem tiirtentnek nyilvanittatnak. 

(b) A Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia kozotti hatar az ennek a ket 

allamnak es Ausztria hataranak közös pontjat61 az ennek a ket allamnak 

es Ausztria hataranak közös pontjaig ezennel visszaallittatik az 1938 jai-1'1AI-

1.-i allapotnak megfeleloen, a kovetkez5 pont rendelkezeseibol foly6 valto-

zasok kivetelevel. 

(c) Magyarorszag atadja Csehszlovakianak Horvatjarfalu, Oroszvar 

es Dunacsun kozsegeket, azok katasztralis teriiletevel egyiitt, amint azt a 

jelen Szerzodeshez csatolt 1. szamu terkep megjeloli. Ennek megfeleloen 

a csehszlovak hatar, ezen a szakaszon, a kovetkezokeppen allapittatik meg: 

attol a pontt61, ahol Ausztria, Magyarorszag es Csehszlovalia 1938 januar 

1.-en fennallo hatara talalkozott, a jelenlegi magyar-osztritk hatar az 

Ausztria es Csehszlovakia kozotti hatarra valik egy, a 134-es dombtol 

mintegy 500 meterre delre lévS pontig (3.5 kilometerre eszaknyugatra a 

rajkai templomt61), mely pont most a harom megnevezett orszag hataranak 

koziis pontjava valik; innet a Csehszlovakia es Magyarorszig koziitti uj 

hear kelet fele fog haladni Rajka kozseg eszaki katasztralis hatara menten 

a Duna jobbpartjan, egy, a 128-as dombtol mintegy 2 kilometerre eszakra 

fekvii pontig (3.5 kilometerre keletre a rajkai templomt61), ahol az uj 



hatar a Duna haj6zasi f6fagaban talalkozik az 1938 januar 1.-en fennallott
csehszlovak-magyar hatarral; a Rajka kozseg teriileten beliil es6 git es
visszafoly6 csatorna megmarad magyar teriiletnek.

(d) A Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia kozott az elobbi bekezd6sben
megallapitott uj hatar pontos vonalat a helyszinen allapitja meg egy, a ket
erdekelt orszag k6pviseloibol all6 hatarbizottsag. A bizottsag a jelen

Szerzodes joger6re emelked6est6l szamitott ket h6napon beliil befejezi
munkalatait.

(e) Abban az esetben, ha Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia kioztt ke-
toldali megallapodas nem jon letre az atadott teriilet lakossaganak Ma-
gyarorszagra valo attelepit6se iigy6ben, Csehszlovakia biztositja szamukra
a teljes emberi es polgari jogaikat. Az 1946 februar 27.-en kotott csehszlovak-
magyar nepcsere-egyezmeny isszes biztositeka es kedvezm6nye alkalmazand6
azokra, akik inszantukb61 elhagyjak a Csehszlovakianak atengedett teriiletet.

5. A jelen szerz6odshez csatolt 1. fiiggelekben levo 1 es 1(a) t6rkepek
feltiintetik a fentiekben leirt hatarokat.

II. RESZ
POLITIKAI RENDELKEZESEK

I. CIM

2. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag megteszi az osszes intezked6seket, hogy faji, nemi,
anyanyelvi es felekezeti kiilonbs6g nelkiil, az osszes magyar fennhat6sag
alatt all szemelyek reszere biztositsa az emberi jogok es alapvet6 szabad-
sagok elvezetet, beleertve a sz6las, a sajt6 es kizles, a vallas gyakorlasanak,
a politikai v6lemeny es a nyilvanos gyiilekezes szabadsagat.

2. Magyarorszag tovabba kotelezi magat arra, hogy a Magyarorszagon
hatalyos tirv6nyek sem tartalmukban, sem vegrehajtasukban nem fognak
sem k6zvetlen, sem kizvetett kiilonbseget tenni magyar illampolgarok
kozott, fajuk, nemiik, nyelviik vagy vallasuk miatt, akir szemlyiik, tulaj-
donuk, kereskedelmi, foglalkozasi vagy p6nziigyi 6rdekeik, jogi helyzetiik,
politikai vagy polgari jogaik tekinteteben, akar pedig barmely mas vonat-
kozasban.
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hear a Duna hajOzasi fOagaban talalkozik az 1938 januar 1.-en fent-Anon 

csehszlovak-magyar hatarral; a Rajka kozseg teriileten heliil es5 gat es 

visszafoly6 csatorna megmarad magyar terinetnek. 

(d) A Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia kozOtt az elObbi bekezdesben 

megallapitott uj hatar pontos vonalit a helyszinen allapitja meg egy, a ket 

erdekelt orszag kepvisel5ib51 ARO hatarbizottsag. A bizottsag a jelen 

Szerz5des joger5re emelkedeset51 szamitott ket hOnapon bellil befejezi 

munkalatait. 

(e) Abban az esetben, ha Magyarorszag es Csehszlovakia kozOtt ke-

toldali megallapodas nem jOn letre az atadott terfilet lakossaganak Ma-

gyarorszagra val6 attelepitese iigyeben, Csehszlovakia biztositja szamukra 

a teljes enaberi es polgari jogaikat. Az 1946 februar 27.-en Batt csehszlovak-

magyar nepcsere-egyezmeny Osszes biztositeka es kedvezmenye alkalmazandO 

azokra, akik onszantukbOl elhagyjak a Csehszlovakianak atengedett terilletet. 

5. A jelen szerzOdeshez csatolt 1. fuggelekben lev5 1 es 1 (a) terkepek 

feltiintetik a fentiekben leirt hatarokat. 

II. RESZ 

POLITIKAI RENDELKEZESEK 

I. Cim 

2. Cikic 

1. Magyarorszag megteszi az Osszes intezkedeseket, hogy faji, nemi, 

anyanyelvi es felekezeti kfilonbseg nelkiil, az osszes magyar fennhatosag 

alatt álló szemelyek reszere biztositsa az emberi jogok és alapvet6 szabad-

sagok elvezetet, beleertve a szolas, a sajto es kozles, a vallas gyakorlasanak, 

a politikai velemeny es a nyilvanos gyiilekezes szabadsigat. 

2. MagyarorszEig tovabba kotelezi magat arra, hogy a Magyarorszagon 

hatalyos torvenyek sem tartalmukban, sem vegrehajtasukban nem fognak 

sem kozvetlen, sem kozvetett kiiiiinbseget tenni magyar allampolgarok 

kozott, fajuk., nemiik, nyelviik vagy vallasuk miatt, akar szemelyiik, tulaj-

donuk, kereskedelmi, fogialkozasi vagy penziigyi erdekeik, jogi helyzetiik, 

politikai vagy polgari jogaik tekinteteben, akar pedig barmely mas vonat-
kozasban. 
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3. Cikk

Magyarorszag, amely a fegyversziineti egyezmeny 6rtelmeben intez-
kedeseket tett, nemzetisegre es allampolgarsagra val6 tekintet n6lkiil azoknak
a szemelyeknek szabadonbocsitasara, akik az Egyesiilt Nemzetek erdekeben
kifejtett tevekenysegiik vagy az irantuk tanusitott rokonszenviik, vagy faji
szirmazasuk miatt fogva voltak 6s a megkiilonboztet6 torvenyhozis, vala-
mint az annak ertelmeben elrendelt korlatozasok hatalyon kiviil helyezesere,
kotelezi magat ezeknek az intezkedeseknek kiegeszitesere es arra, hogy a
jovoben semmi olyan int6zkedest sem fog tenni vagy nem fog olyan torvenyt
becikkelyezni, amely osszeferhetetlen volna a jelen szakaszban kinyilvanitott
c6lokkal.

4. Cikk

Magyarorszag, amely a fegyversziineti egyezmeny ertelmeben intez-
ked6seket tett mindennemii, politikai, katonai vagy katonai jellegii I,
fasiszta vagy barmely mas az Egyesiilt Nemzetek irant ellenseges propa-
gandat, beleertve a revizionista propagandit, folytat6 szervezet feloszla-
taisra magyar teriileten, nem fogja megengedni a jiovben oly termeszetii
szervezetek fennillAsat 6s tevekenyseget, amelyek celja, hogy a nepet
demokratikus jogait6l megfosszak.

5. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag ketoldalu targyalasokat fog kezdeni Csehszlovakiaval
abb6l a celb6l, hogy azoknak a magyar nemzetis6gii csehszlovakiai lakosok-
nak k6rd6se megoldassek, akik nem telepittetnek le EMagyarorszagon a
n6pessegcserere vonatkoz6 1946 februar 27.en kelt egyezm6ny rendelke-
zesei 6rtelm6ben.

2. Ha a jelen szerzod6s eletbel6ptetol szamitott hat h6napon belfil
megegyez6s nem jon letre, Csehszlovakia jogositva lesz, bogy a k6rd6st a
Kiiligyminiszterek Tanacsa ele terjessze es a Tanacs segitseget kerje a
vegleges megoldas erdek6ben.

6. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag megteszi a sziikseges intezkedeseket, bogy letartztati-
sit es bir6i eljaras celjaira val6 kiadataist biztositsa:
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3. Cikk 

Magyarorszag, amely a fegyversziineti egyezmeny ertelmeben intez-

kedeseket tea, nemzetisegre es allampolgarsagra val6 tekintet nelldil azoknak 

a szemelyelurek szabadonbocsatasara, akik az Egyesiilt Nemz,etek erdekeben 

kifejtett tevekenysegiik vagy az irantuk tanusitott rokonszenviik, vagy faji 

szarmazasuk miatt fogva voltak es a megkiilonbOzteto torvenyhozas, vala-

mint az armak ertelmeben elrendelt korlatozasok hatalyon kiviil helyezesere, 

kotelezi magat ezeknek az intezkedeseknek kiegeszitesere es arra, hogy a 

jovoben semmi olyan intezkedest sem fog tenni vagy nem fog olyan tiirvenyt 

becikkelyezni, amely osszeferhetetlen volna a jelen szakaszban kinyilvanitott 

celokkal. 

4. Cikk 

Magyarorszig, amely a fegyversziineti egyezmeny ertelmeben intez-

kedeseket tett mindennemii, politikai, katonai vagy katonai jellegii I, 

fasiszta vagy barmely mas az Egyesillt Nemzetek hint ellenseges propa-

gandat, beleertve a revizionista propaganda, folytat6 szervezet feloszla-

tasara magyar terilleten, nem fogja megengedni a jOvOben oly termeszetii 

szervezetek fennallasat es tevekenyseget, amelyek celja, hogy a nepet 

demokratikus jogait61 megfosszak. 

5. Cikk 

1. Magyarorszag ketoldalu targyalisokat fog kezdeni Csehszlovakiaval 

abb61 a celb61, hogy azoknak a magyar nemzetisegii csehszlovakiai lakosok-

nak kerdese megoldassek, akik nem telepittetnek le Magyarorszagon a 

nepessegcserere vonatkoz6 1946 februir 27.-en kelt egyezmeny rendelke-

zesei ertelmeben. 

2. Ha a jelen szerzlides eletbelepteta szimitott hat honapon beliil 

megegyezes nem Yin letre, Csehszlovidda jogositva lesz, hogy a kerdest a 

Killiigyminiszterek Tanacsa elé terjessze es a Tamics segitseget kerje a 

vegleges megoldas erdekeben. 

6. Cikk 

1. Magyarorsztig megteszi a sziikseges intezkedeseket, hogy letartOztata. 

sat es bir6i eljaras celjaira val6 kiadatisat biztositsa: 



(a) azoknak a szem6lyeknek, akik haborus biintettek, a beke es
emberiess6g elleni biintettek elkovetesevel vagy elrendelesevel, vagy ilyen

biinokben val6 biinreszesseggel vadoltatnak,

(b) a SzSvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak oly allampolgarainak, akik
hazai torv6nyeiknek arulas vagy a haboru alatt az ellenseggel val6 egyiitt-

miiukods altal val6 megszegesevel vadoltatnak.
2. Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 6rdekelt kormanyanak megkeres6esre Ma-

gyarorszag biztositani fogja fennhat6saga alatt levo oly szemelyeknek

tanukent val6 megjeloleset, akiknek vallomasa a jelen szakasz els6 pontjaban

hivatkozott szemelyek ellen folytatott biinteto perben sziikseges.
3. Barmely erdekelt kormany a jelen szakasz 1. es 2. bekezd6esnek

alkalmazasara vonatkoz6lag felmeriil8 mindennemii v6t6t az Egyesiilt
Allamok, az Egyesiilt Kiralysig es a Szovjetuni6 budapesti diplomaciai

kepviseleteinek vezet5i ele terjeszt, akik meg fognak egyezni a felvetett

kerdest illet8leg.

II. CIM

7. Cikk
Magyarorszag kotelezi magat arra, hogy elismeri az Olaszorszaggal,

Romaniaval, Bulgariaval, Finnorszaggal kotend6 bekeszerzodesek teljes
erv6nyet es mindazokat az egyezmenyeket vagy megallapodasokat, amelyeket
a SzSvets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak a beke helyreallitasa 6rdekeben
Ausztriara, Nemetorszagra 6s Japanra vonatkoz6lag kotottek vagy kotni
fognak.

8. Cikk

A hadiallapot Magyarorszag es Romania kozott meg fog sziinni a
jelen szerz6des, valamint a Szocialista Szovjetkoztarsasagok Uni6ja, a Nagy
Britanniai 6s lszak Irorszagi Egyesiilt Kiralysag, az Amerikai Egyesiilt
Allamok, Ausztralia, a Feherorosz Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasag, Kanada,
Csehszlovakia, India, Uj Zeland, az Ukrin Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasag,
a Delafrikai Uni6 egyreszrol 6s Romania k6oztt masr6szr5l kitend6 szerzodes
eletbelepesenek id5pontjaban.

9. Cikk
Magyarorszag kotelezi magat a Nemzetek Szovetsege 6s az Alland6

Nemzetkizi Bir6sag felszamolasa targyaban kotott vagy kotend5 megalla-
podasok elfogadasara.
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(a) azoknak a szemelyeknek, akik haborus biintettek, a beke es 

emberiesseg elleni biintettek elkovetesevel vagy elrendelesevel, vagy ilyen 

blinokben vale biinreszesseggel vadoltatnak, 
(b) a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak oly allampolgarainak, akik 

hazai torvenyeiknek arulas vagy a haboru alatt az ellenseggel valci egyiitt-

miikodes Altai vale megszegesevel vadoltatnak. 

2. Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek erdekelt kormanyanak megkeresesere Ma-

gyarorszag biztositani fogja fennhatesaga alatt lévö oly szemelyeknek 

tanukent vale megjeloleset, akiknek vallomasa a jelen szakasz els6 pontjaba.n 

hivatkozott szemelyek ellen folytatott biintetO perben sziikseges. 

3. Barmely erdekelt kormany a jelen szakasz 1. es 2. bekezdesenek 

alkalmazasara vonatkozOlag felmeriilo mindennemii vet& az Egyesiilt 

Al'amok, az Egyesiilt Kiralysag es a Szovjetuni6 budapesti diplomaciai 

kepviseleteinek vezetOi ele terjeszt, akik meg fognak egyezni a felvetett 

kerdest illetoleg. 

II. Crm 

7. Ca& 

Magyarorszag kotelezi magat arra, hogy elismeri az Olaszorszaggal, 

Romaniaval, Bulgariaval, Finnorszaggal katendo bekeszerz5desek teljes 

ervenyet es mindazokat az egyezmenyeket vagy megallapodasokat, amelyeket 

a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak a beke helyreallitasa erdekeben 

Ausztriara, Nemetorszagra es Japanra vonatkozOlag kiitottek vagy kötni 

fog,nak. 

8. CU 

A hadiallapot Magyarorszag es Romania kiizott meg fog sziinni a 

jelen szerzodes, valamint a Szocialista Szovjetkortarsasagok Unioja, a Nagy 

Britanniai es Eszak Irorszigi Egyesfilt Kiralysag, az Amerikai Egyesfilt 

Allamok, Ausztralia, a Feherorosz Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasag, Kanada, 

Csehszlovakia, India, Uj Zeland, az Ukran Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasag, 

a Delafrikai Uni6 egyreszrol es Romania kozott masreszr5I kiitendo szerzodes 

elethelepesenek idOpontjaban. 

9. Cikk 

Magyarorszag kotelezi magat a Nemzetek Szavetsege es az Alland6 

Nemzetkozi Birosag feIszamolisa targyaban kotiitt vagy kiitend5 megalla-

podasok elfogadasara. 
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10. Cikk

1. A jelen szerz5ods eletbeleptetol szamitott hat h6napon beliil minden
egyes Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom k6ozolni fogja Magyarorszaggal azokat
a haboru elott Magyarorszaggal kiottt ketoldalu szerz6odseket, amelyeket
ervenyben kivan tartani vagy ujra 6rvenybe kivan helyezni. Fentemlitett
szerzodeseknek azok a rendelkez6sei azonban, amelyek a jelen szerzodessel
nem allnanak osszhangban, toroltetni fognak.

2. Mindazok a szerz6desek, amelyek fenti kSzlesekben foglaltatnak, az
Egyesiilt Nemzetek alapokmanya 102. szakaszanak megfeleloen, az Egyesiilt
Nemzetek titkirsaganal beiktattatnak.

3. Mindazok a szerz6odsek, amelyek ily kozlesben nem foglaltattak,
hatilytalannak tekintend5k.

11. Cikk

1. A jelen szerz5ods eletbelepesetl szamitott legfeljebb 18 h6napon
beliil, Magyarorszag at fogja adni Jugoszlavianak es Csehszlovakianak az
alabbi csoportokba tartoz6 es Jugoszlavia es Csehszlovakia kulturalis
6rokseget kepezo targyakat, amelyek ezekrol a teriiletekrol szarmaznak es
amelyek 1848 utin a magyar allam vagy magyar kizintezmrnyek birtokiba
jutottak, Magyarorszagnak 1919 elott ezek felett a teriiletek felett gyakorolt
fennhat6saga kovetkezteben:

(a) t6rtenelmi leveltarak, amelyek a maguk eg6szeben jugoszlav vagy
csehszlovak teriileten jbttek letre;

(b) k6nyvtarak, tortenelmi okminyok, regis6gek es mas kulturalis
targyak, amelyek jugoszliv vagy csehszlovik teriileten elhelyezett intez-
menyeke vagy a jugoszlav es csehszlovAk nepek tort6nelmi szemelyisegeie
voltak;

(c) eredeti miiv6szeti, irodalmi es tirtenelmi tirgyak, amelyek jugo-
szliv vagy csehszlovak miiveszek, ir6k es tud6sok miivei.

2. Vaisrlis, adomAny vagy hagyomanyozis utjan szerzett targyak, vagy
magyarok eredeti miivei kiviil esnek az 1. bekezdes rendelkezesein.

3. Magyarorszig kiszolgaltatja Jugoszlavianak az Illyr Deputatio, az
Illyr Bizottsag es Illyr Kancellaria leveltarit, amely a 18. szazadra vonat-
kozik.
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4. A magyar kormany a jelen Szerz6ods 6letbel6ptevel Jugoszlavia
6s Csehszlovakia meghatalmazott megbizottjainak minden sziiks6ges tamo-
gatast megad ezeknek a targyaknak megtalilasara 6s rendelkez6siikre tartja
azokat megvizsgalas c6lj6abl. Ezutan, de a jelen Szerz5ods eletbelepesetl1
szamitott egy even belil, a jugoszlav 6s csehszlovak kormanyok atadjak a
magyar kormdnynak a jelen cikk alapjan ig6nyelt targyak jegyzeket. Ha a
magyar kormany a jegyzek v6teletol szamitott harom h6napon beliil barmely
targy felv6tele ellen kifogassal 61, 6s ha egy tovabbi h6napon beliil az
6rdekelt kormanyok kiozitt megallapodas nem j5n letre, a vita jelen Szer-
zodes 40. cikk6ben foglalt rendelkez6seknek megfeleloen nyer elint6ezst.

III. RiSZ
KATONAI :S LEGI RENDELKEZESEK

I. CIM

12. Cikk
A szarazfildi 6s legi fegyverkez6sek, valamint az er6dit6sek szigoruan

belso termeszetii feladatokra 6s a hatarok helyi vedelmere korlatoztatnak.
Ennek megfeleloen Magyarorszag jogosult az alabbiaknal nem nagyobb
hader6 tartaisra:

(a) Szarazfoldi hadsereg, a hatarvedelmi alakulatokat, a legv6delmi
es a folyami flotilla szem6lyzett beleertve 65.000 fonyi issz6ltszammal;

(b) 90 gepbol all6 legihadero, a tartal6kokat beleertve, amelybol
70-nel tobb nem lehet harci g6p, osszesen 5.000 f6nyi letszammal. Ma-
gyarorszag nem birtokolhat es nem szerezhet meg semmifele, bels6 bomba-
szallitasi berendezessel ellatott, eredetileg bombaz6nak tervezett legi
jarmiivet.

Ezek a letszamok minden esetben magukba foglajak a harcol6, rendes
6s seg6dalakulatokat.

13. Cikk
Jelen szerzodes eletbeleptetdl szamitott hat h6napon beliil a magyar

hadsereg 6s legihader5nek a 12. szakaszban engedelyezett m6rteket megha-
lad6 letszamot el kell bocsatani.

14. Cikk
A magyar hadsereghez vagy legihaderohoz nem tartoz6 szemelyek nem
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reszesiilhetnek semmifele katonai vagy katonai repiil6 kik6pzesben, amint
az a II. szamu Fiiggelekben le van fektetve.

15. Cikk

Magyarorszag nem tarthat, epithet vagy kiserletezhet semmifele atom-
fegyverrel, onmagat meghajt6 vagy kormanyzott lovedekkel vagy ilyenek
kilovesere szolgal6 szerkezettel (kiv6ve torped6kat es torped6lendit6
szerkezeteket, amelyek a jelen Szerz5des altal engedelyezett haj6knak
szokisos felszereleset jelentik), tengeri aknakkal, nem erintkezes, hanem
tavolr6l hat6 szerkezetek ailtal robbantott torped6kkal, legenyseg befogada-
sara alkalmas torped6kkal, tengeralattjar6kkal vagy mas elsiillyedesre
alkalmas jarmiivel, motor-torped6 cs6nakkal, vagy kiilSnleges jellegii roham-
jarmuvel.

16. Cikk

Magyarorszag nem tarthat meg, nem allithat elo, vagy szerezhet meg
mas uton tobb hadianyagot, mint amennyi a jelen Szerz5des 12. szakaszaban
engedelyezett hader6 fenntartasahoz sziiks6ges es nem tarthat fenn berende-
zeseket ily hadianyag gyirtasara.

17. Cikk

1. A Sz5vetseges eredetii hadianyag-felesleget az 6rdekelt Sz5vetseges

6s Tarsult Hatalom rendelkez6esre kell bocsatani az ut6bbi altal adott

utasitasoknak megfeleloen. A magyar eredetii hadianyag-felesleget a

Szovjetuni6, az Egyesiilt Kiralysag es az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok

kormanyainak rendelkezesere kell bocsatani. Magyarorszag lemond minden

jogar6l ezzel a hadianyaggal kapcsolatban.

2. A jelen Szerz6ods altal engedelyezett hadero sziiksegleteit megha-

lad6 nemet eredetii vagy tervezesii hadianyagot a harom kormany rendelkeze-

sere kell bocsatani. Magyarorszag nem szerezhet meg, nem gyirthat nemet

eredetii vagy tervezesii hadianyagot, nem alkalmazhat es nem kepezhet ki

miiszaki eroket, a katonai 6s polgari repiiles szemelyzetet beleertve, amelyek

nemet allampolgarok, vagy azok voltak.

3. A jelen cikk 1. 6s 2. pontjaban emlitett hadianyag-felesleget a jelen

Szerzodes eletbel6pteto1 szamitott egy even beliil at kell adni vagy meg

kell semmisiteni.
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4. A III. fiiggelek tartalmazza mindannak meghatarozisit es jegyzeket,
ami a jelen Szerzodes szerint hadianyagnak tekintendo.

18. Cikk

Magyarorszig teljes mertekben egyiitt fog miikodni a SzSvetseges es
Tarsult Hatalmakkal annak biztositisa celjib61, bogy Nemetorszag n6met
teriileten kiviil ne folytathasson az ujrafegyverkezesre iranyul6 tevekenys6get.

19. Cikk

Magyarorszag nem szerezhet meg es nem allithat el1 polgari legi
jarmiiveket, amelyek nemet vagy japan tervek szerint kesziiltek, vagy
nagyobb m6rtekben hasznalnak fel nemet vagy japin gyartmanyu vagy

tervez6sii alkatreszeket.
20. Cikk

A jelen Szerz5ods minden egyes katonai vagy legiigyi rendelkez6se
6rvenyben marad mindaddig, amig a Sz6vets6ges 6s Tarsult Hatalmak es
Magyarorszag kozos megegyezesevel, vagy miutan Magyarorszag az Egyesiilt
Nemzetek tagja lett, a Biztonsagi Tanics 6s Magyarorszag kSozs megegyeze-
sevel reszben vagy eg6szben nem m6dosittatik.

II. CIM

21. Cikk

1. A magyar hadifoglyok - mihelyt lehetseges - hazaszallitand6k
azoknak a megallapodasoknak megfeleloen, amelyeket az oket fogva tart6
hatalmak 6s MagyarorszAg kotni fognak.

2. A magyar hadifoglyoknak az 6rdekelt Szovets6ges es Tarsult Hata-
lom altal kijelolt gyiilekezesi helyetol a magyar teriiletig val6 szallitasaval
kapcsolatban felmeriiuo sszes koltsegek, az ellitasi koltsegeket beleertve, a
magyar korminy altal viselend6k.

IV. RESZ

A SZOVETSEGES CSAPATOK KIVONULASA
22. Cikk

1. A jelen Szerz6ods eletbeleptetol szimitott 90 napon beliil az osszes
szovetseges haderok kivonulnak Magyarorszagr6l, fennmaradvan a Szovjet-
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uni6nak az a joga, hogy Magyarorszagon tartson oly haderoket, amilyenekre
a szovjet hadsereg es az ausztriai szovjet megszallasi ovezet kozotti kozleke-
desi vonalak fenntartasa vegett sziiksege lehet.

2. Az osszes fel nem hasznalt magyar fizetesi eszkozok es az 5sszes
magyar javak, amelyek a fegyversziineti egyezmeny 11. szakasza ertelm6ben
szereztettek meg es a magyarorszagi szovetseges hader6k birtokaban vannak,
ugyanezen 90 napos hataridon beliil visszaadand6k a magyar kormanynak.

3. Magyarorszag mindazonaltal rendelkezesre fogja bocsatani minda-
zokat az ellatasi szolgaltatasokat es berendez6seket, amelyek az ausztriai
szovjet megszallsi 5vezet fele irinyulo k6zlekedesi vonalak f6nntartasa
vegett igenyeltetni fognak es amelyekert a magyar kormany megfelelo
kart6ritesben fog reszesiilni.

V. RESZ
JOVATITEL iS HELYREALLITAS

23. Cikk

1. A Szojetuni6nak, Csehszlovikianak es Jugoszlavianak hadmuiveletek-
kel es ez allamok teriiletenek megszallasaval Magyarorszag altal okozott
karok j6vateendok; mindazonaltal tekintetbev6ve azt, hogy Magyarorszag
nemcsak kilepett az Egyesiilt Nemzetek ellen folytatott haborub6l, hanem
hadat is iizent Nemetorszagnak, a felek megallapodnak abban, hogy
Magyarorszag a fenti karok6rt nem teljes, hanem csak reszleges karteritest
tartozik teljesiteni, nevezetesen 300,000.000 dollar erejeig, amely 1945.
januar 20.-t6l szamitott 8 even it fizetendo javakban (gepi felszereles,
folyami jarmii, gabona es egyeb javak), amibol a Szovjetuni6ra 200,000.000
dollrnyi, Csehszlovakiara es Jugoszlaviira 100,000.000 dollarnyi 5sszeg
esik.

2. A jelen cikkben megallapitott rendezes kiszamitasi alapja az US
dollrnak, a fegyversziinet alairasanak napjan 6rvenyben volt arany-egye-
nerteke, vagyis 35 dollar egy uncia arany6rt.

24. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag elfogadja az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 1943. evi januar
h6 5.-6n kelt nyilatkozatanak alapelveit es a lehet5 legrovidebb idon belil
visszaszolgaltatja a barmely Egyesiilt Nemzet teriileterol elszallitott javakat.
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uniOnak az a joga, hogy Magyarorszagon tartson oly haderOket, amilyenekre 

a szovjet hadsereg es az ausztriai szovjet megszallasi Ovezet kOzotti kozleke-

desi vonalak fenntartasa vegett sziiksege lehet. 

2. Az osszes fel nem hasznalt magyar fizetesi eszkOzok es az osszes 

magyar javak, amelyek a fegyverszEi'neti egyezmeny 11. szakasza ertelmeben 

szereztettek meg es a magyarorszagi szOvetseges hader5k birtokaban vannak, 

ugyanezen 90 napos hataridon beliil visszaadandeik a magyar kormanynak. 

3. Magyarorszag mindazonaltal rendelkezesre fogja bocsatani minda-

zokat az ellatasi szolgaltatasokat es herendezeseket, amelyek az ausztriai 

szovjet megszallasi ovezet fele iranyulei kozlekedesi vonalak fonntartasa 

vegett igenyeltetni fognak es amelyekert a magyar kormany megfele15 

karteritesben fog reszesiilni. 

V. RESZ 

JOVA.TETEL Es HELYREALLITAS 

23. Cikk 

1. A SzojettmiOnak, Csehszlovakianak es Jugoszlavianak hadiniiveletek-

kel es ez allamok teriiletenek megszallasaval Magyarorszag altal okozott 

karok javateendOk; mindazonaltal tekintetbeveve azt, hogy Magyarorszag 

nemcsak kilepett az Egyesiilt Nemzetek ellen folytatott haborubal, hanem 

hadat is iizent Nemetorszagnak, a felek megallapodnak abban, hogy 

Magyarorszag a fenti karokert nem teljes, hanem csak reszleges karteritest 

tartozik teljesiteni, nevezetesen 300,000.000 dollar erejeig, amely 1945. 

januar 20.461 szamitott 8 even at fizetendo javakban (gepi felszereles, 

folyami jarmii, gabona es egyeb javak), amibo'l a Szovjetunieira 200,000:000 

dollarnyi, Csehszlovakiara es Jugoszlivitira 100,000:000 dollarnyi Osszeg 

esik. 

2. A jelen cikkben megallapitott rendezes kiszamitasi alapja az US 

dollarnak, a fegyversziinet alairasanak napjan ervenyben volt aranpegye-

nerteke, vagyis 35 dollar egy uncia aranyert. 

24. Cikk 

1. Magyarorszag elfogadja az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 1943. evi januar 

he 5.-en kelt nyilatkozatanak alapelveit es a lehet5 legrovidebb idon beliil 

visszaszolgaltatja a barmely Egyesiilt Nemzet teriileter51 elszallitott javakat. 
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2. A visszaszolgaltatasi k5telezettseg vonatkozik minden jelenleg

Magyarorszigon lev6 azonosithat6 javakra, amelyet valamely tengelyhatalom

eroszakkal vagy kenyszerrel elvitt valamely Egyesiilt Nemzet teriilet6erl,

tekintet n6lkiil a kesobbi jogiigyletre, amellyel a jelenlegi birtokos birmely

ily tulajdon birtokaba jutott.

Ha kiilonleges esetekben Magyarorszag reszere lehetetlen oly miiv6szeti,

tortenelmi vagy regeszeti ertekii targyakat visszaszolgaltatni, amelyek azon

Egyesiilt Nemzet kulturalis 5orksegehez tartoznak, amelynek teriileterol

magyar katonai er5k, hat6sagok vagy allampolgarok eroszakkal vagy

kenyszerrel elvittek, Magyarorszag az erdekelt Egyesiilt Nemzetnek ugyan-

olyan jellegii es hozzavetoleg ugyanolyan ertekii targyakat fog itadni,

felteve, hogy ily targy Magyarorszagon beszerezheto.

3. A magyar kormany a jelen cikkben erintett tulajdont j6 allapotban

tartozik visszaadni es viselni fogja a Magyarorszagon munkaval, anyaggal
es szallitassal kapcsolatban felmeriil koltsegeket.

4. A magyar kormany egyiitt fog miikodni az Egyesiilt Nemzetekkel

a jelen cikk 6rtelmeben visszaadand6 javak felkutataisban es visszaadasaban

es a sajat koltsegere biztositani fogja az osszes sziikseges konnyiteseket.

5. A magyar kormany megteszi a sziikseges intezkedeseket, hogy a jelen

cikk altal 6rintett es harmadik orszag teriileten a fennhat6saga alatt a116

szemelyek birtokaban levo tulajdon visszaadasat elomozditsa.

6. A tulajdon visszaadasara vonatkoz6 igenyeket az a kormany fogja
a magyar kormanynak bejelenteni, amelynek teriileter61 a tulajdont elszal-
litottak. Megallapodis all fenn arran6zve, hogy a gordiilB anyagot ugy kell
tekinteni, mint amely annak az orszagnak teriileterol szallittatott el, amelyhez
eredetileg tartozott. Ily igenyek a jelen szerz&des eletbel6ptetl6 szamitott
hat h6napon beliil jelenthetik be.

7. A javak azonositisa 6s a tulajdonjog bizonyitasa az ig6nyl6 korminyt
terheli, annak bizonyitasa, hogy a javak nem eroszakkal vagy k6nyszerrel
szallittattak el, a magyar kormanyt terheli.

25. Cikk

Az 1938. evi november h6 2.-an kelt becsi d6ntesnek a jelen Szerzodes
1. cikke 4. pontjiban kimondott semmissege maga utan vonja az ennek a
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2. A visszaszolgaltatasi kiitelezettseg vonatkozik minden jelenleg 

Magyarorszagon lev6 azonosithato javakra, amelyet valamely tengelyhatalom 

eroszakkal vagy kenyszerrel elvitt valamely Egyesiilt Nemzet teriileterOl, 

tekintet nelkiil a kesobbi jogiigyletre, aniellyel a jelenlegi birtokos barmely 

ily tulajdon birtokaba jutott. 

Ha kiilonleges esetekben Magyarorszag reszere lehetetlen oly miiveszeti, 

tortenelmi vagy regeszeti ertekfl targyakat visszaszolgo,ltatni, amelyek azon 

Egyesiilt Nemzet kulturalis iiriiksegehez tartoznak, amelynek területéröl 

magyar katonai erOk, hatOsagok vagy allampolgarok eriiszakkal vagy 

kenyszerrel elvittek, Magyarorszag az erdekelt Egyesiilt Nemzetnek ugyan-

olyan jellegii es hozzasetOleg ugyanolyan ertekii targyakat fog atadni, 

felteve, hogy ily targy Magyarorszagon beszerezhetii. 

3. A magyar kormany a jelen cikkben erintett tulajdont j6 allapotban 

tartozik visszaadni es viselni fogja a Magyarorszagon munithal, anyaggal 

es szállitással kapcsolatban felmerii16 koltsegeket. 

4. A magyar kormany egyiitt fog miikodni az Egyesiilt Nemzetekkel 

a jelen cikk ertelmeben visszaadando javak felkutatasaban es visszaadasaban 

es a sajat kiiltsegere biztositani fogja az osszes sziikseges kiinnyiteseket. 

5. A magyar kormany megteszi a sziikseges intezkedeseket, hogy a jelen 

cikk által erintett es harmadik orszag teriileten a fennhatOsaga alatt áiló 

szemelyek birtokaban 1616 tulajdon visszaadasat elomozditsa. 

6. A tulajdon visszaadasara vonatkoz6 igenyeket az a kormany fogja 

a magyar kormanynak bejelenteni, amelynek teriileter61 a tulajdont eiszál-

litották. Meggillapodas all fenn arranezve, hogy a &dull; anyagot ugy kell 

tekinteni, mint amely annak az orszlignak teriileter61 szallittatott el, amelyhez 

eredetileg tartozott. fly igenyek a jelen szerzOdes eletbeleptet61 szamitott 

hat honapon beliil jelenthet6k be. 

7. A javak azonositasa es a tulajdonjog bizonyitasa az igeny16 korminyt 

terheli, annak bizonyitgisa, hogy a javak nem erOszakkal vagy kenyszerrel 

szallittattak el, a magyar kormanyt terheli. 

25. Cikk 

Az 1938. evi november h6 2.-an kelt beesi dOntesnek a jelen Szerz5des 

1. cikke 4. pontjaban kimondott semmissege maga utan vonja az ennek a 
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dontesnek ertelmeben a ket erdekelt illam altal vagy neviikben, valamint
csehszlovak es magyar jogi szemelyek altal penziigyi, magan es kizbiztositasi
uigyekben k6tott megallapodasok es jogi k6vetkezmenyeik semmiss6egt.
Hasonl6keppen semmis a becsi d6ntes 6rtelmeben Magyarorszagnak atadott
bizonyos anyagokra vonatkoz6 1940. evi majus 2 2.-en kelt jegyz5konyv.

Ez a semmisseg semmik6ppen sem vonatkozik termeszeti szem6lyek
kozotti jogviszonyokra. A fentebb emlitett rendez6s r6szleteit az 6rdekelt
kormanyok altal a jelen Szerz6des eletbeleptetol szamitott hat h6napon beliil
kotend6 ketoldalu megallapodas szabalyozza.

VI. RESZ

GAZDASAGI RENDELKEZtSEK

26. Cikk

1. Amennyiben ez m6g nem tortent volna meg, Magyarorszag helyre
fogja allitani az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 6s allampolgaraik magyarorszagi
torvenyes jogait 6s erdekeit az 1939. szeptember l.-en fennallott allapotnak
megfeleloen es visszaadja az Egyesiilt Nemzeteknek, valamint allampolga-
raiknak osszes magyarorszagi javaikat a jelenlegi allapotukban.

2. A magyar kormany kotelezi magat arra, hogy a jelen cikk hatalya
ala es6o sszes javakat, jogokat es erdekeket minden oly tehertol 6s kolts6gtol
mentesen fogja visszaadni, amely a haboru kovetkezt6ben harulhatott volna
rajuk es bogy visszaszolgaltatasukkal kapcsolatban azokat k6ltsegekkel
terhelni nem fogja. A magyar kormany hatilyon kiviil helyezi mindazokat
a rendszabalyokat, lefoglalast, zar ala helyezest es ellen6rzest beleertve,
amelyeket 1939. szeptember 1. es a jelen Szerzodes eletbelep6senek id6pontja
kozott az Egyesiilt Nemzetek javai ellen elrendelt. Oly esetekben, amid5n a
javak a szerz5ods eletbeleptetol szimitott hat h6napon belfil nem adattak
vissza, az eletbel6ptet6stol szamitott 12 h6nap lejarta elott az ig6nyeket a
magyar hat6sagoknal be kell jelenteni, kiv6ve ha az igenylo be tudja bizo-
nyitani, bogy nem volt kepes ezen id6n beliil igenyet bejelenteni.

3. A magyar korminy hatalytalanitja az Egyesilt Nemzetek allam-
polgarai mindennemii javainak, jogainak vagy 6rdekeinek atruhazasat erinto
jogiigyleteket, mindazokban az esetekben, amelyekben az atruhazas tengely-
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diintesnek ertelmeben a ket erdekelt allam Altai vagy neviikben, valamint 

csehszlovak es magyar jogi szemelyek Altai penzagyi, magtin es kozbiztositasi 

iigyekben kotiitt megallapodasok es jogi kovetkezmenyeik senunisseget. 

Hasonlokeppen senunis a becsi dontes ertelmeben Magyarorszignak atadott 

bizonyos anyagokra vonatkozo 1940. evi majus 22.-en kelt jegyzOkonyv. 

Ez a semmisseg semmikeppen sem vonatkozik termeszeti szemelyek 

közötti jogviszonyokra. A fentebb emlitett rendezes reszleteit az erdekelt 

kormanyok Altai a jelen Szerz5des eletbeleptet51 szamitott hat honapon beliil 

kiitendo ketoldalu megallapodas szabzilyozza. 

VI. RESZ 

GAZDASAGI RENDELKEZESEK 

26. Cia 

1. Amennyiben ez meg nem tortent volna meg, Magyarorszag helyre 

fogja zillitani az Egyesillt Nemzetek es allampolgaraik magyarorszagi 

torvenyes jogait es erdekeit az 1939. szeptember 1.-en fennallott iillapotnak 

megfelel5en es visszaadja az Egyesillt Nemzeteknek, valamint allampolga-

raiknak Osszes magyarorszagi javaikat a jelenlegi allapotukban. 

2. A magyar kormany kotelezi magat arra, bogy a jelen cikk hatilya 

ala es5 osszes javakat, jogokat es erdekeket minden oly tehert51 es koltsegt51 

mentesen fogja visszaadni, amely a haboru Idivetkezteben htirulhatott volna 

rajuk es hogy visszaszolgiltatasukkal kapcsolatban azokat koltsegekkel 

terhelni nem fogja. A magyar kormiiny hatEllyon kiviil helyezi mindazokat 

a rendszabilyokat, lefoglalast, zar ala helyezest es elleniirzest beleertve, 

amelyeket 1939. szeptember 1. es a jelen Szerz&les eletbelepesenek idopontja 

kozott az Egyesillt Nemzetek javai ellen elrendelt. Oly esetekben, amid5n a 

javak a szerzodes eletbeleptet51 szamitott hat honapon belill nem adattak 

vissza, az eletbeleptetestol szamitott 12 heinap lejarta don az igenyeket a 

magyar hatiisfigokmil be kell jelenteni, kiveve ha az igeny15 be tudja bizo-

nyitani, hogy nem volt kepes ezen idon beliil igenyet bejelenteni. 

3. A magyar kormany hatkilytalanitja az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 

mindennemii javainak, jogainak vagy erdekeinek atru.luizastit erint5 

jogiigyleteket, mindazokban az esetekben, amelyekben az atruluizas tengely. 



kormanyok vagy azok szervei altal kifejtett er6szak vagy k6nyszer hatasa
alatt kivetkezett be.

Csehszlovak allampolgarok eseteben ez a szakasz azokra az atruhaza-
sokra is vonatkozik, amelyek 1938. november 2.-a utan er6szak vagy k6nyszer
hatasa alatt, vagy a megkiilSnbSztet6 bels6 torvenyhozas alapjan a magyar
kormany vagy szervei altal a Magyarorszaghoz atcsatolt csehszlovak teriileten
foganatositott intezked6sek folyomanyakent kovetkeztek be.

4. (a) A magyar kormany felelos jelen cikk 1. bekezd6se alapjan az
Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarainak visszaadott javak teljesen ep allapotban

va6l helyreallitiasart. Abban az esetben, ha a javak nem adhat6k vissza,

vagy a hAboru k6vetkezt6ben az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgara kart szenve-
dett Magyarorszagon levo javait ert seriiles vagy karosodas miatt, az
Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgara a magyar kormanyt6l magyar p6nznemben
kart6rit6st fog kapni annak az 6sszegnek k6tharmada erej6ig, amely 5sszeg
a kifizet6s id6pontjaban hasonl6 vagyontargy megv6telehez, vagy a szenvedett
kar j6vattelehez sziikseges. Semmiesetre sem r6szesiilhetnek az Egyesiilt

Nemzetek allampolgarai kev6sbb6 kedvez6 elbanasban, mint amilyenben
magyar allampolgarok r6szesiilnek.

(b) Az Egyesiilt Nemzeteknek azok az allampolgarai, akik kozvetve
vagy kozvetleniil tulajdoni erdekeltseggel birnak tarsasagokban vagy egye-
siiletekben, amelyek ennek a cikknek 9. (a) pontja ertelm6ben nem rendel-
keznek az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgirsagaval, de amelyek Magyaror-
szagon fekvo javakat 6rt seriil6s vagy karosodas kovetkezteben kart szen-
vedtek, a fenti pont rendelkezeseinek megfelelo kirt6ritesben reszesiilnek.
Ez a kart6rites a tirsasagot vagy egyesiiletet ert 6sszes veszteseg vagy
karosodas alapjan szamitand6 ki olym6don, bogy a karterites m6rve ugyan-
olyan aranyban alljon az osszes veszteseggel vagy karosodassal, amilyen
arinyu ezeknek az illampolgiroknak r6szesed6se a kerdeses tirsasag vagy
egyesiilet eg6sz t6kejeben.

(c) A kart6rit6sek mindennemii levonisok, ad6k vagy kolts6gek
nelkiil fizetend6k ki. A kirt6rites szabadon hasznilhat6 fel Magyarorszagon,
de ala van vetve azoknak a korlatozasoknak, amelyek a kiilfoldi fizet6si
eszkiozkre vonatkoz6lag adott idopontban Magyarorszagon erv6nyben
vannak.

(d) A magyar kormany ugyanolyan elbanasban fogja r6szesiteni az
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kormanyok vagy azok szervei Altai ldfejtett eroszak vagy kenyszer hatasa 

alatt kovetkezett be. 

Csehszlovik allampolgarok eseteben ez a szakasz azokra az atruhaza-

sokra is vonatkozik, amelyek 1938. november 2.-a utan erOszak vagy kenyszer 

hatasa alatt, vagy a megkiilonbortetii belsO torvenyhozas alapjan a magyar 

kormany vagy szervei Altai a Magyarorszighoz atcsatolt csehszlovik teriileten 

foganatositott intezkedesek folyomanyakent kovetkeztek be. 

4. (a) A magyar kormany felelös jelen eikk 1. bekezdese alapjan az 

Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarainak visszaadott javak teljesen ep allapotban 

val6 helyreallitasiert. Abban az esetben, ha a javak nem adhatOk vissza, 

vagy a haboru kovetkezteben az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgara kart szenve-

dett Magyarorszagon lev6 javait ert seriiles -vagy karosodas miatt, az 

Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgara a magyar kormanyta magyar penznemben 

karteritest fog kapni annak az iisszegaek ketharmada erejeig, amely osszeg 

a kifizetes idOpontjaban hasonI6 vagyontargy megvetelehez, vagy a szenvedett 

kir jovatetelehez sziikseges. Semmiesetre sem reszesiilhetnek az Egyesiilt 

Nemzetek allampolgarai kevesbbe kedvezo elbandsban, mint amilyenben 

magyar allampolgarok reszesiilnek. 

(b) Az Egyesiilt Nemzeteknek azok az allampolgarai, akik kiizvetv-e 

vagy kozvetleniil tulajdoni erdekeltseggel bimak tarsasagokban vagy egye-

siiletekben, amelyek ennek a cikknek 9. (a) pontja ertelmeben nem rendel-

keznek az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarsagaval, de amelyek Magyaror-

szagon fekvO javakat ert serilles vagy karosodas kavetkezteben kart szen-

vedtek, a fenti pont rendelkezeseinek megfelelO karteritesben reszesiilnek. 

Ez a karterites a tarsasagot vagy egyesfiletet ert osszes veszteseg vagy 

karosodas alapjan szamitandO ki olym6don, hogy a karterites merve ugyan-

olyan aranyban alljon az osszes veszteseggel vagy kzirosodassal, amilyen 

aranyu ezeknek az allampolgaroknak reszesedese a kerdeses tarsasig vagy 

egyesOlet egesz tOkejeben. 

(c) A kartelitesek mindennema levoluisok, ad& -cagy kOltsegek 

nélkiil fizetendOk U. A karterites szabadon hasznidhat6 fel Magyarorszagon, 

de alai van vetve azoknak a korlatothsoknak, amelyek a kiilfoldi fizetesi 

eszkozokre vonatkozolag adott idopontban Magyarorszagon ervenyben 

vannak. 

(d) A magyar kormany ugyanolyan elbanasban fogja reszesiteni az 
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Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarait magyarorszagi vagyontargyaik kija-
vitasahoz es helyrellitiasahoz sziikseges anyagok, valamint ilyen anyagoknak
behozatalahoz sziikseges kiilfoldi fizetesi eszkiozk kiutalasa tekintet6ben,
mint a magyar allampolgirokat.

(e) A magyar kormany az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarait magyar
penznemben a fenti pont rendelkez6seinek megfelelo kart6rit6sben fogja
reszesiteni azok6rt a vesztesegek6rt vagy karosodasokert, amelyeket a haboru
alatt tulajdonuk ellen foganatositott es magyar tulajdonra nem alkalmazott
kiilinleges intezkedesek kovetkezteben szenvedtek. Ez a pont nem vonatkozik
az elmaradt haszonra.

5. Ennek a cikknek 4. pontjaban foglalt rendelkezesei alkalmazand6k
Magyarorszagra oly esetekben, amikor azok az int6zked6sek, amelyek az
Egyesiilt Nemzetek vagy illampolgaraik tulajdonat kepez5o s tlszakerdelyben
fekv6 vagyontargyban karosodast ideztek elo, az alatt az id6 alatt foganatosit-
tattak, amidon ez a teriilet magyar fennhat6sag alatt allott.

6. A magyar kormany viseli mindazokat a m6ltanyos koltsegeket,
amelyek az igenyek megallapitasa folyaman, a vesztes6g vagy kir fel-
becsileset bele6rtve, Magyarorszagon keletkeznek.

7. Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgirai es vagyontargyaik mentesek
mindennemii rendkiviili ad6t6l, hozziajrulastol vagy illetektol, amelyeket
a magyar kormany vagy valamilyen magyar hat6sag vetett ki magyarorszagi
tokek6veteleseikre a fegyversziineti egyezmeny es a jelen szerziods elet-
beleptenek id6pontja kozott, azzal a kiilonleges c6llal, hogy a haborubol
szirmaz6 terhek vagy a megszall6 csapatok, vagy valamely Egyesiilt Nem-
zetnek fizetend6 j6vatetel kolts6gei fedeztessenek. Mindennemii ilym6don
kifizetett osszeg visszateritend6.

8. A kerdeses vagyontargyak tulajdonosa es a magyar kormany megil-
lapodasokat kothetnek, amelyek a jelen cikk rendelkezesei hely6be lepnek.

9. A jellen cikkben foglaltak szempontjab6l:

(a) az "Egyesiilt Nemzetek Allampolgarainak" tekintendok azok a
szemelyek, akik valamely Egysiilt Nemzet allampolgirai, azok a tarsasigok
vagy egyesiiletek, amelyek a jelen Szerz6ods eletbeleptekor valamely
Egyesiilt Nemzet torv6nyeinek hatalya alatt szervezve miikodnek, felteve,
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Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarait magyarorszagi vagyontargyaik kija-

vitasahoz es helyreallitasahoz sziikseges anyagok, valamint ilyen anyagoknak 

behozatalahoz sziikseges kiilfOldi fizetesi eszkozOk kiutalasa tekinteteben, 
mint a magyar allampolgarokat. 

(e) A magyar kormany az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarait magyar 

penznemben a fenti pont rendelkezeseinek megfele15 karteritesben fogja 

reszesiteni azokert a vesztesegekert vagy karosodasokert, amelyeket a haboru 

alatt tulajdonuk ellen foganatositott es magyar tulajdonra nem alkalmazott 

kiilOnleges intezkedesek kovetkezteben szenvedtek. Ez a pont nem vonatkozik 

az elmaradt haszonra. 

5. Ennek a cilcknek 4. pontjaban foglalt rendelkezesei alkalmazandok 

Magyarorszagra oly esetekben, amikor azok az intezkedesek, amelyek az 

Egyesiilt Nemzetek vagy allampolgaraik tulajdonat kepezO es Eszakerdelyben 

fekvO vagyontargyban karosodast ideztek do, az alatt az idO alatt foganatosit-

tattak, amidOn ez a teriilet magyar fennhatosag alatt glom 

6. A magyar kormany viseli mindazokat a meltanyos kOltsegeket, 

amelyek az igenyek megallapitasa folyaman, a veszteseg vagy kar fel-

becsiileset beleertve, Magyarorszagon keletkeznek. 

7. Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgarai es vagyontargyaik mentesek 

mindennemii rendkiviili adOtol, hozzajdrulastO1 vagy illetektOl, amelyeket 

a magyar kormany vagy valamilyen magyar hatOsag vetett ki magyarorszagi 

tOkekoveteleseikre a fegyversziineti egye,zmeny es a jelen szerzOdes elet-

beleptenek idOpontja kOzott, azzal a kiilonleges cella', bogy a haborubOl 

szarmazO terhek vagy a megszallO csapatok, vagy valamely Egyesiilt Nem-

zetnek fizetendO jovatetel kOltsegei fedeztessenek. Mindennemii ilymOdon 

kifizetett Osszeg visszateritendO. 

8. A kerdeses vagyontargyak tulajdonosa es a magyar kormany megal-

lapodasokat kOthetnek, amelyek a jelen cikk rendelkezesei helyebe lepnek. 

9. A jellen cikkben foglaltak szempontjabol: 

(a) az "Egyesiilt Nemzetek Allampolgarainak" tekintendOk azok a 

szemelyek, akik valamely Egysiilt Nemzet allampolgarai, azok a tarsasagok 

vagy egyesidetek, amelyek a jelen Szerzodes eletbeleptekor valamely 

Egyesiilt Nemzet tOrvenyeinek hatalya alatt szervezve miikOdnek, felteve, 



hogy a Magyarorszaggal kotott Fegyversziineti Egyezm6ny id6pontjdban

mar ez volt a jogillasuk.

Az "Egyesiilt Nemzetek Allampolgara" kifejezes magaban foglalja

mindazokat a szemelyeket, tarsasagokat vagy egyesiileteket, amelyek a

haboru alatt Magyarorszagon 6rv6nyben volt tirvenyek 6rtelm6ben oly

elbfinasban r6szesiiltek, mint az ellensegek.

(b) "Tulajdonos"-nak tekintendo az Egyesiilt Nemzet vagy az Egye-

siilt Nemzet allampolgara a fenti pontban foglaltak ertelmeben, aki a

kerdeses vagyontargy jogos tulajdonosa, es magaban foglalja a tulajdonos

jogut6djat is, felt6ve, hogy a jogut6d is Egyesiilt Nemzetnek vagy Egyesiilt

Nemzet illampolgaranak tekintend6 a fenti (a) pontban foglaltak 6rtel-

meben.
Ha a jogut6d a vagyontargyat karosodott allapotban vette meg, az

elad6 megtartja az 6t e cikk szerint megillet5 jogat a karteritesre an6lkiil,

hogy ez az elad6 6s vevo kozott a belso torvenyhozas szerint fennall6 kotelmet

erintene.

(c) "Vagyontargy"-nak tekintend6 minden ing6 vagy ingatlan tulajdon,

akar testi, akar szellemi, bele6rtve ipari, irodalmi es miiv6szeti tulajdont

es jogokat, tulajdoni jogosultsagot es erdekeket barmily termeszetii vagyon-
targyak tekinteteben.

10. A magyar kormany elismeri, hogy a Brioni-ban 1942 augusztus

10.-en kelt megallapodas semmisnek es meg nem tort6ntnek tekintendo.

Kotelezi magat arra, bogy a R6omban 1923 majus 29.-en kelt egyezm6ny

tobbi alair6ival egyiitt r6szt fog venni minden olyan targyaldsban, amelynek

celja, hogy az egyezm6nyben foglalt torleszt6sek kerd6esnek m6ltanyos
rendezese erdekeben a sziiks6ges m6dositasokat eszkozolje.

27. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag kotelezi magat arra, bogy mindazokban az esetekben,
amelyekben magyar fennhat6sag alatt all6 szemelyek Magyarorszagon levo

javai, jogai vagy jogos erdekei 1939 szeptember 1. 6ta a tekintetbe j6vo

szem6lyek faji szarmazisa vagy felekezete miatt zar ala helyeztettek vagy
elkoboztattak, az emlitett javak, jogok es jogos erdekek jarulekaikkal egyiitt

visszaadassanak, vagy, ha a helyreallitas lehetetlen, meltinyos karterites

adassek ertiik.
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hogy a Magyarorszaggal laitott Fegyversziineti Egyezmeny idOpontjaban 

mar ez volt a jogallasuk. 
Az "Egyesiilt Nemzetek Allampolgara" kifejezes magaban foglalja 

mindazokat a szemelyeket, tarsasagokat vagy egyesfileteket, amelyek a 

haboru alatt Magyarorszagon ervenyben volt torvenyek ertelmeben oly 

elbanasban reszesfiltek, mint az ellensegek. 

(b) "Tulajdonos"-nak tekintend5 az Egyesiilt Nemzet vagy az Egye-

siilt Nemzet allampolgara a fenti pontban foglaltak ertelmeben, aki a 

kerdeses vagyontargy jogos tulajdonosa, es magaban foglalja a tulajdonos 

jogutodjat is, felteve, hogy a jogutOd is Egyesiilt Nemzetnek vagy Egyesiilt 

Nemzet allampolgaranak tekintend5 a fenti (a) pontban foglaltak ertel-

meben. 

Ha a jogutOd a vagyontargyat karosodott allapotban vette meg, az 

elado megtartja az lit e cikk szerint megillet5 jogat a karteritesre anelkiil, 

hogy ez az dad() es vev5 kozott a belso torvenyhozas szerint fennall6 kotelmet 

erintene. 

(c) "Vagyontargy"-nak tekintend5 minden ingo vagy ingatlan tulajdon, 

akar testi, akar szellemi, beleertve ipari, irodalmi es miiveszeti tulajdont 

es jogokat, tulajdoni jogosultsagot es erdekeket barmily termeszetii vagyon-

targyak tekinteteben. 

10. A magyar kormany elismeri, hogy a Brioni-ban 1942 augusztus 

10.-en kelt megallapodas semmisnek es meg nem tOrtentnek tekintend5. 

KOtelezi magat arra, hogy a Romaban 1923 majus 29.-en kelt egyezmeny 

tObbi aláirôival egyiitt reszt fog venni minden olyan targyalisban, amelynek 

celja, hogy az egyezmenyben foglalt tOrlesztesek kerdesenek meltanyos 

rendezese erdekeben a sziikseges modositasokat eszkOzolje. 

27. Cikk 

1. Magyarorszag kOtelezi magat arra, hogy mindazokban az esetekben, 

amelyekben magyar famhatOsag alatt allO szemelyek Magyarorszagon lev5 

javai, jogai vagy jogos erdekei 1939 szeptember 1. ota a tekintetbe jov5 

szemelyek faji szarmazasa yam: felekezete miatt zar ala helyeztettek vagy 

elkobortattak, az emlitett javak, jogok és jogos erdekek jarulekaikkal egyiitt 

visszaadassanak, vagy, ha a helyrefillitas lehetetlen, meltanyos karterites 

adassek ertfik. 
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2. Mindazoknak a szem6lyeknek, szervezeteknek vagy kozossegeknek,
amelyek egyenileg, vagy mint csoportok tagjai, faji, vallasi vagy mas
fasiszta iildoztetes aldozatai voltak, Magyarorszagon levo javait, jogait es
erdekeit, amelyek a jelen Szerziods eletbeleptetol szamitott hat h6nap alatt
5oroks nelkiil maradtak vagy nem igenyeltettek, a magyar kormany at fogja
ruhazni ily szemelyek, szervezetek vagy kiozssegek kepviseloib5l a116
szervezetekre. Ezek a szervezetek az ilym6don atruhazott javakat ily
magyarorszagi csoportok, szervezetek vagy kiozssegek eletbenmaradt
tagjainak seg6lyezesere 6s tamogatasara fogjak felhasznilni. Ez az atruhazas
a Szerziods eletbelepttol1 szamitott 12 h6napon beliil foganatositand6 es
kiterjed mindazokra a javakra, jogokra es 6rdekekre, amelyeknek vis-
szaadasat jelen cikk 1. pontja elrendeli.

28. Cikk
Magyarorszag elismeri, hogy a Szovjetuni6nak joga van az 5sszes

Magyarorszagon levo n6met tulajdonra, amelyet a nemetorszagi Ellenorzo
Tanacs a Szovjetuni6ra atruhazott es kotelezi magat, hogy minden int6zked6st
megtesz ilyen atruhazasok megkonnyitesere.

29. Cikk

1. Minden egyes Szovets6ges es Tarsult Hatalomnak joga van, hogy
lefoglalja, visszatartsa, felszimolja vagy barmely mas int6zkedesnek
alavesse azokat a javakat, jogokat es 6rdekeket, amelyek a jelen Szerzodes
eletbeleptekor teriileten Magyarorszag vagy magyar allampolgirok tulaj-
doniban vannak. Joga van tovabbi, hogy ezeket a javakat vagy azok hoza-
dekat a sajat es illampolgarainak Magyarorszaggal szemben fennall6
koveteleseinek hatarain belil,- beleertve az ad6ssagokat 6s mas, a jelen
Szerzodes egyeb cikkei altal teljes egesziikben ki nem elegitett kiveteleseket,
- sajit belatasa szerint hasznalja fel. Az ily kovetelesek osszeget meghalad6

rtekii magyar javak vagy azok hozadeka tulajdonosaiknak visszaadatnak.

2. A magyar javak felsz6molasa es a felettiik val6 rendelkezes az
erdekelt SzSvetseges es Tirsult Hatalom torvenyei szerint fog eszkozoltetni.
A magyar tulajdonos csak oly jogokkal fog ezek folott a javak f5oltt
rendelkezni, amilyeneket reszere a kerdeses tSrveny esetleg biztosit.

3. A magyar kormany kotelezi magit, hogy kart6ritesben reszesiti
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2. Mindazoknak a szemelyeknek, szervezeteknek vagy kozOssegeknek, 

amelyek egyenileg, vagy mint csoportok tagjai, faji, vallasi vagy mas 

fasiszta iildortetes aldozatai voltak, Magyarorszagon lev5 javait, jogait es 

erdekeit, amelyek a jelen SzerzOdes eletbeleptet51 szamitott hat &Snap alatt 

aril& nélkÜl maradtak vagy nem igenyeltettek, a magyar kormany at fogja 

ruhazni ily szemelyek, szervezetek vagy kozossegek kepviseloibol 4116 

szervezetekre. Ezek a szervezetek az ilymOdon atruhazott javakat ily 

magyarorszagi csoportok, szervezetek vagy kozOssegek eletbenmaradt 
tagjainak segelyezesere es tamogatasitra fogjak felhasznalni. Ez az atruhazas 

a Szerzekles eletbeleptet51 szamitott 12 hOnapon beliil foganatositand6 es 

kiterjed mindazokra a javakra, jogokra es erdekekre, amelyeknek vis-
szaadasat jelen cikk 1. pontja elrendeli. 

28. Cikk 

Magyarorszag elismeri, hogy a Szovjetunionak joga van az Osszes 

Magyarorszagon lev5 nemet tulajdonra, amelyet a nemetorszagi Ellenorz5 

Tanacs a Szovjetunieira atruhazott es kotelezi magat, hogy minden intezkedest 
megtesz ilyen atruhazasok megkonnyitesere. 

29. Cikk 

1. Minden egyes SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalomnak joga van, hogy 

lefoglalja, visszatartsa, felszamolja vagy barmely ma's intezkedesnek 

alavesse azokat a javakat, jogokat és erdekeket, amelyek a jelen Szerz8des 

eletbeleptekor teriileten Magyarorszag vagy magyar allampolgarok tulaj-

donaban vannak. Joga van tovabba, bogy ezeket a javakat vagy azok hoza-

dekat a sajat es allampolgarainak Magyarorszaggal szemben fennallo 

koveteleseinek hatarain beliil, beleertve az adeissEigokat es mas, a jelen 

Szerzeides egyeb cikkei Altai teljes egesziikben ki nem elegitett koveteleseket, 

— sajat belittasa szerint hasznalja fel. Az ily kovetelesek iisszeget meghalad6 

ertek8 magyar javak vagy azok hozadeka tulajdonosaiknak visszaadatnak. 

2. A magyar javak felszamolasa es a felettiik vale rendelkezes az 

erdekelt SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalom torvenyei sz,erint fog eszkOzoltetni. 

A magyar tulajdonos csak oly jogokkal fog ezek Mott a javak folott 

rendelkezni, amilyeneket reszere a kerdeses torveny esetleg biztosit. 

3. A magyar kormany koteleri magat, hogy karteritesben reszesiti 



azokat a magyar allampolgarokat, akiknek a javai a jelen cikk ertelmeben

lefoglaltatnak es nem adatnak vissza.

4. Jelen cikk egyik Szovetseges vagy Tarsult Hatalom r6szere sem

allapit meg kitelezettseget abban a tekintetben, bogy a magyar kormanynak

vagy magyar allampolgaroknak ipari tulajdonjogot visszaadjon, vagy hogy

ily tulajdonjogok ert6ket a jelen cikk els6 pontja 6rtelmeben visszatarthat6

5sszegekbe beleszamitsa. Minden egyes Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom

kormanyanak joga van arra, hogy a magyar kormany vagy magyar allam-

polgarok altal a jelen Szerzodes eletbelepte elott a Szovetseges es Tarsult

Hatalom teriileten ipari tulajdonra vonatkoz6lag megszerzett jogokat es

erdekeket oly korlatozasoknak, felt6teleknek vagy cs6kkenteseknek vesse

ala, amilyeneket a Szovets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak kormanya a nemzeti

erdek szempontjdb6l sziiksegesnek tart.

5. A jelen cikk 1. pontja iltal erintett javak ugy tekintend6k, mint

amelyek magukba foglaljak azokat a magyar javakat, amelyek a Magyaror-

szag 6s azon Sz6vetseges 6s Tarsult Fihatalom kozott, amelynek fennhat6saga

alatt vannak, fennall6 hadiallapot kivetkezt6ben ellenorz6snek voltak ala-

vetve, de nem foglaljak magukba:

(a) a magyar kormany konzuli vagy diplomaciai celokra szolgal6

javait,

(b) vallasos testiiletek vagy magin j6tekonysagi intezmenyek tulajdo-

naban lev6 javakat, amelyek vallasos vagy j6tekonysagi celokra haszaltatnak,

(c) oly magyar allampolgirsagu termeszetes szemelyek javait, akik

jogositva vannak vagy annak az allamnak teriileten, amelyen a javak fek-

szenek, vagy mas Egyesiilt Nemzet teriileten lakni, sem oly magyar javakat,

amelyek a haboru folyaman valamely adott id5pontban ala voltak vetve oly

intezked6seknek, amelyek nem nyertek iltalanos alkalmazast az ugyanazon

a teriileten lak6 magyar allampolgarok javaira,

(d) a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak 6s Magyarorszag kozotti keres-

kedelmi 6s penziigyi kapcsolatok ujrafelvetele 6ta, vagy a Szovets6ges es

Tarsult Hatalom kormanya es Magyarorszag kozott 1945 januar 20.-a

utin kotott jogiigyletbol keletkezett tulajdonjogokat,

(e) irodalmi 6s miiv6szeti tulajdonjogokat.
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azokat a magyar allampolgarokat, akiknek a javai a jelen cikk ertelmeben 

lefoglaltatnak es nem adatnak vissza. 

4. Jelen cikk egyik Szovetseges vagy Tarsult Hatalom reszere sem 

allapit meg kotelezettseget abban a tekintetben, hogy a magyar kormanynak 

vagy magyar allampolgaroknak ipari tulajdonjogot visszaadjon, vagy hogy 

ily tulajdonjogok erteket a jelen cikk els5 pontja ertelmeben visszatarthato 

osszegekbe beleszamitsa. Minden egyes Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom 

kormanyanak joga van arra, hogy a magyar kormany vagy magyar allam-

polgarok alai a jelen Szerz5des eletbelepte e15tt a Szovetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalom teriileten ipari tulajdonra vonatkozolag megszerzett jogokat es 

erdekeket oly korlatozasoknak, felteteleknek vagy csakenteseknek vesse 

ala, amilyeneket a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatahnak kormanya a nemzeti 

erdek szempontjab61 sziiksegesnek tart. 

5. A jelen cikk 1. pontja Altai erintett javak ugy tekintendok, mint 
amelyek magukba foglaljak azokat a magyar javakat, amelyek a Magyaror-

szag es azon SzOvetseges es Tairsult F5hatalom kozott, amelynek fennhatOsaga 

alatt vannak, fennall6 hadiallapot kovetkezteben ellenOrzesnek voltak ala-

vetve, de nem foglaljak magukba: 

(a) a magyar kormany konzuli vagy diplomaciai celokra szolgalo 

javait, 

(b) vallasos testiiletek vagy magan jOtekonysagi intezmenyek tulajdo-

naban lev5 javakat, amelyek valhisos vagy jotekonysagi celolcra haszahatnak, 

(c) oly magyar allampolgarsfigu termeszetes szemelyek javait, akik 

jogositva vannak vagy annak az allamnak terilleten, amelyen a javak fek-

szenek, vagy mas Egyesint Nemzet teriileten laluil, sem oly magyar javakat, 

amelyek a haboru folyaman valamely adott idOpontban ala voltak vetve oly 

intezkedeseknek, amelyek nem nyertek idtalanos alkalmazast az ugyanazon 

a terilleten lakei magyar allampolgarok javaira, 

(d) a Szkivetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak es Magyarorszag kozotti keres-

kedelmi es penziigyi kapcsolatok ujrafelvetele Ota, vagy a Szkivetseges es 

Tarsult Hatalom kormanya es Magyarorszag Uzi:At 1945 januar 20.-a 

utan kotott jogiigyletb51 keletkezett tulajdonjogokat, 

(e) irodalmi es miiveszeti tulajdonjogokat. 
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30. Cikk

1. A jelen szerz5ods eletbeleptetol kezdve a magyar kormany es a
magyar allampolgirok Nemetorszigban levo javai nem tekintetnek tobbe
ellenseges javaknak 6s mindennemii, az ellenseges jellegbol foly6 korlatozas
megsziinik.

2. A magyar kormanynak vagy magyar allampolgaroknak azonosithat6
javai, amelyeket a nemet hader6k vagy hatosagok 1945 januar 20.-a utin
er6szakkal vagy kenyszerrel magyar teriiletrol Nemetorszagba elszillitottak,
visszaadasra tekintetbe jonnek.

3. A Nemetorszagban fekv6 magyar javak visszaadasa es helyreallitasa
a Nemetorszagot megszallo hatalmak altal meghatarozand6 m6dozatok szerint
eszkozoltetik.

4. Ezeknek es a Nemetorszagot megszillo hatalmak altal Magyarorszag
vagy magyar allampolgarok javira esetleg teend6 rendelkezeseknek serelme
nelkiil, Magyarorszag a sajat, valamint allampolgarai neveben lemond

Nemetorszaggal es nemet allampolgarokkal szemben 1945 majus 8.-an
fennallot mindennemii kovetelesekr6l, kiveve azokat, amelyek 1939.
szeptember 1. elott letrejott szerzodesekb1l es mas kotelmekb6l, valamint

ugyanezen id6pont el6tt szerzett jogokb6l erednek. Ez a lemondls olyannak
tekintendo, mint amely magiban foglalja az ad6ssagokat, tovibba az osszes

kormanykoizi koveteleseket, amelyek a haboru folyaman kiottt megallapo-

dasokkal kapcsolatosak es az isszes igenyeket a haboru alatt keletkezett

karokra vonatkozolag.

31. Cikk

1. A hadiallapot fennillasa nem tekintend5 oly tenynek, amely
onmagiban kihatassal van a hadiallapot fennallisa elott ervenyben volt
szerz5odsekbol, kotelmekb1l es megszerzett jogokbol szarmaz6 penzad6ssigok
kiegyenlitesenek kotelezettsegere es oly ad6ssagokra, amelyek esedekesse

valtak a jelen Szerzodes eletbelepte elott es amelyekkel a magyar kormany

vagy magyar allampolgarok tartoznak valamely Szovetseges es Tarsult

Hatalom kormanyanak vagy allampolgirainak, vagy amelyekkel valamely
Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom korminyai vagy allampolgarai tartoznak a

magyar kormanynak vagy magyar allampolgaroknak.
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tekintend5, mint amely magaban foglalja az adOssigokat, tovabba az osszes 

kormanykozi koveteleseket, amelyek a haboru folyaman kotott megallapo-

dasoklcal kapcsolatosak es az osszes igenyeket a haboru alatt keletkezett 

karokra vonatkozolag. 

31. Cikk 

1. A hadiallapot fennallasa nem tekintend5 oly tenynek, amely 

Onmagaban kihatassal van a hadiallapot fennallasa eltitt ervenyben volt 

szerzOdesekb51, kotelmekb51 es megszerzett jogokb61 szarrnaz6 penzadOssagok 

kiegyenlitesenek kotelezettsegere es oly adossigokra, amelyek esedekesse 

valtak a jelen Szerzlides eletbelepte el5tt es amelyekkel a magyar kormimy 

vagy magyar allampolgarok tartoznak valamely SzOvetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalom kormanyanak vagy allampolgarainak, vagy amelyekkel valamely 

Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom korminyai vagy fillampolgarai tartoznak a 

magyar kormanynak vagy magyar allampolgaroknak. 



2. A jelen Szerzodes kifejezetten ellenkezo rendelkez6seit81 eltekintve, a
jelen Szerzodes egyetlen cikke sem ertelmezheto olym6don, mintha kihatassal
volna a haboru el6tt a magyar kormany vagy magyar allampolgarok altal
kotott szerz6odsekbol ered6, ad6s es hitelezi kioztti viszonyra.

32. Cikk

1. Magyarorszag a magyar kormany 6s a magyar allampolgarok
nev6ben lemond a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmakkal szemben minden
neven nevezendo, vagy kozvetleniil a haboru tenyeb6l, vagy az Eur6paban
1939. szeptember 1. utan fennallott hadiallapot kovetkezteben tett int6z-
kedesekbol szarmaz6 igeny tamasztasar6l, tekintet n6lkiil arra, hogy az
illet8 Sz6vets6ges es Tarsult Hatalom haboruban allott-e Magyarorszaggal
vagy sem.

A lemondas hatalya ala tartoznak:

(a) a Szovets6ges 6s Tarsult Hatalmak haderej6nek vagy hat6sagainak
tenykedese kovetkezt6ben szenvedett vesztesegek vagy karok;

(b) a Sz6vets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak haderejenek vagy hat6saganak
magyar teriileten val6 jelenl6te es ott folytatott hadmiiveletei vagy t6nyked6se
kovetkezt6ben keletkezett ig6nyek;

(c) a Szovetseges 6s Tarsult Hatalmak zsakmanybir6sagainak hataro-
zatait vagy rendelkez6seit erint5 ig6nyek. Magyarorszag hozzajarul ahhoz,
hogy erv6nyesnek es kotelezinek ismeri el az ily zsakmanybirosagoknak
1939 szeptember 1.-en vagy azutan kelt osszes hatarozatait vagy rendel-
kezeseit, magyar haj6kra, magyar javakra vagy koltsegek fizetesere vonat-
kozolag;

(d) a hadviselo jogainak gyakorlasab61, vagy ezeknek a jogoknak
gyakorlasa 6rdek6ben foganatositott rendszabilyokb6l szarmazo igenyek.

2. A jelen cikk rendelkezesei veglegesen es teljesen kizarjak a jelen
cikkben emlitett osszes igenyeket, amelyek mostant6l fogva ervenyiiket
vesztik, birki is legyen az 6rdekelt fel. Magyarorszag hozzaijrul ahhoz, hogy
magyar penznemben meltinyos kirteritest nyujt azoknak a szem6lyeknek,
akik a Szovetseges es Tirsult Hatalmak haderejenek felhivfasra javakat
vagy szolgaltatasokat teljesitettek magyar terfileten, meltanyos kirptldst
nyujt tovabba nem hiborus termnszeti cselekm6nyekkel a Szivetseges es
Tarsult Hatalmak hadereje altal magyar teriileten okozott karokert.
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2. A jelen Szerzlides kifejezetten ellenkez5 rendelkezeseit51 eltekintve, a 

jelen SzerzOdes egyetlen cikke sem ertelmezhet5 olymodon, mintha kihatassal 

volna a haboru elOtt a magyar kormany vagy magyar allampolgarok Altai 

kiitott szerzOdesekbol ered5, adOs es hitelez5 kOzatti viszonyra. 

32. Cikk 

1. Magyarorszig a magyar kormany es a magyar allampolgarok 

neveben lemond a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmakkal szemben minden 

neven nevezend5, vagy kozvetleniil a haboru tenyeb51, vagy az Europaban 

1939. szeptember 1. utan fesmaillott hadiallapot kOvetkezteben tett intez-

kedesekhOl szarmazO igeny tamasztasarOl, tekintet nelkiil arra, hogy az 

illeto SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalom haboruban allott-e Magyarorszaggal 

vagy sem. 

A lemondas hatitlya ala tartoznak: 

(a) a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak haderejenek vagy hatOsagainak 

tenykedese kovetkezteben szenvedett vesztesegek vagy karok; 

(b) a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hata'mak haderejenek vagy hatosagiinak 

magyar terfileten vale jelenlete es ott folytatott hadmiiveletei vagy tenykedese 

kovetkezteben keletkezett igenyek; 

(c) a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak zszikmanybinisagainak hataro-

zatait vagy rendelkezeseit erint5 igenyek. Magyarorszig hozzajarul ahhoz, 

hogy ervenyesnek es kotelezonek ismeri el az ily zsakinfinyhiresagoknak 

1939 szeptember 1.-en vagy azutin kelt 6sszes hatirozatait vagy rendel-

kezeseit, magyar hajokra, magyar javakra vagy kOltsegek fizetesere vonat-

kozOlag; 

(d) a hadvisel5 jogainak gyakorlasab61, vagy ezelmek a jogoknak 

gyakorliisa erdekeben foganatositott rendszabEilyokb61 szEirmath igenyek. 

2. A jelen cikk rendelkezesei veglegesen es teljesen kiztirjzik a jelen 

cikkben emlitett osszes igenyeket, amelyek mostant61 fogva ervenyilet 

ve5wlik, birki is legyen az erdekelt fel. Magyarorszig hontijarul ahhoz, hogy 

magyar penznemben meltanyos karteritest nyujt azoknak a szemelyeknek, 

akik a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalraak haderejenek felhivásâra javakat 

vagy szolgaltauisokat teljesitettek magyar teriileten, meltanyos karpOtlast 
nyujt tovabbâ nem haborus termk7Ptii eselekmenyekkel a SzOvetsiges es 

Tarsult Hataimak hadereje aka magyar teruleten okozott kfirokert. 
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3. Magyarorszag a magyar kormany es a magyar lllampolgirok
nev6ben tovabbi lemond mindennemii, a jelen cikk 1. pontjaban foglalt 6s
oly Egyesiilt Nemzet ellen irinyulo ig6nyrol, amely Egyesiilt Nemzet a
haboru folyamin diplomaciai osszekottet6seit Magyarorszaggal megsza-
kitotta 6s a Szovets6ges 6s Tarsult Hatalmakkal valo egyiittmiik6odsben
foganatositott intezked6seket.

4. Magyarorszag teljes felelosseget vallal a szovetseges katonai hat6-
sagok altal Magyarorszagon kibocsatott szovetseges katonai penznem6rt,
beleertve azt a mennyiseget, amely a jelen Szerzodes eletbeleptekor for-
galomban van.

5. A jelen cikk 1. pontja 6rtelmeben Magyarorszag altal eszk6ozlt
lemondis kiterjed mindazokra az igenyekre, amelyek barmely Szovets6ges
es Tarsult Hatalom iltal 1939 szeptember 1. es a jelen szerzodes eletbelepte
kozott magyar haj6kra vonatkozolag foganatositott intezkedesekbol szar-
maznak es a hadifoglyokra vonatkozolag jelenleg ervenyben l6v5 egyezme-
nyekbol szarmaz6 ig6nyekre es ad6ssagokra.

33. Cikk

1. Addig is, amig egyes Egyesiilt Nemzetek es Magyarorszig kereske-
delmi szerzodeseket vagy megallapodasokat kotnek egymassal, a magyar
kormany a jelen Szerz5ods 6letbel6epest kovet5 18 h6napon a a kovetkezo
elbanasban r6szesit minden egyes Egyesiilt Nemzetet, amely a viszonossig
alapjan tenylegesen hasonl6 elbinasban reszesiti Magyarorszigot:

(a) A behozatali vagy kiviteli vamok es illetekek a behozott javak
belso megad6ztatasa 6s minden errevonatkoz6 rendelkezesek tekinteteben
az Egyesiilt Nemzeteket a felt6tel n6lkiili legtobb kedvezmenyes elbanasban
kell reszesiteni.

(b) Egy6b vonatkozasokban Magyarorszag semmifele onkenyes meg-
kiilinb6ztet5 int6zked6seket nem fog alkalmazni barmely Egyesiilt Nemzet
teriiletro51 szarmaz6 vagy odairanyul6 javak tekintet6ben, isszehasonlitva
barmely mas, az azonos javakra vonatkozolag mas Egyesiilt Nemzet vagy
barmely mas idegen allam teriileterol szarmaz6 vagy odairinyulo javakra
alkalmazott intezkedesekkel.

(c) Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek allampolgirai, beleertve jogi szemelyeket
is, a magyar allampolgarokkal szemben alkalmazott es a legnagyobb ked-
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3. Magyarorszag a magyar kormany es a magyar allampolgarok 

neveben tovabba lemond mindennemii, a jelen cikk 1. pontjaban foglalt es 

oly Egyesillt Nemzet ellen iranyulo igenyrol, amely Egyesidt Nemzet a 

hEiboru folyaman diplomiciai osszekatteteseit Magyarorszaggal megsza-

kitotta es a Szovetseges es Tarsi'It Hatalmakkal vale, egyiittmiikodesben 

foganatositott intezkedeseket. 

4. Magyarorszag teljes felel5sseget valid a szovetseges katonai hatei-
sagok Altai Magyarorszagon kibocsatott szovetseges katonai penznemert, 

beleertve azt a mennyiseget, amely a jelen Szerz&les eletbeleptekor for-
galomban van. 

5. A jelen cikk 1. pontja ertelraehen Magyarorszaig fatal eszkazolt 

lemondas kiterjed mindazokra az igenyekre, amelyek barmely Szovetseges 

es Tarsi'lt Hatalom Altai 1939 szeptember 1. es a jelen szerz5des eletbelepte 

kozott magyar hajeikra vonatkozolag foganatositott intezkedesekb5I szeir-

maznak es a hadifoglyokra vonatkozeilag jelenleg ervenyben lev5 egyezme-

nyekb51 szarmazo igenyekre es adossagokra. 

33. Cikic 

1. Addig is, amig egyes Egyesiilt Nemzetek es Magyarorszig kereske-

delmi szerziideseket vary- megallapodasokat kotnek egymiissal, a magyar 

kormany a jelen Szerz5des eletbelepeset kovet5 18 henapon a a kovetkez5 

elbanasban reszesit minden egyes Egyesillt Nemzetet, amely a viszonossitg 

alapjein tenyIegesen hasonlo elbamisban reszesiti Magyarorsztigot: 

(a) A behozatali vagy kiviteli vamok es illetekek a behozott javak 

bels5 megadetztatitsa es minden errevonatkozo rendelkezesek tekinteteben 

az Egyesillt Nernzeteket a feltetel nelkilli legtobb kedvezrnenyes elbitmisban 

kell reszesiteni. 
(b) Egyeb vonatkozasokban Magyarorszeig semmifele onkenyes meg-

kiiIiinbortet5 intezkedeseket nem fog alkalmazni barmely Egyesiih Nemzet 

terilleter51 szarmazo vagy odairanytt16 javak tekinteteben, osszehasonlitva 

beirmely mis, az azonos javakra vonatkozOlag mas Egyesult Nemzet van, 

beirmely mris idegen illam teriileter51 szti'rmazei yam* odairinyuki javakra 

alkalmazott intezkedesekkel. 
(c) Az Egyesillt Nemzetek allampolgarai, beleertve jogi szemelyeket 

is, a magyar illampolgtirokkaI szemben alkalmazott es a legnagyobb ked-



vezmeny elvenek megfelelo elbanasban fognak reszesiilni Magyarorszagon

beliil mindennemii kereskedelmi, ipari, haj6zasi vagy barmely mas iizleti

tevekenyseg tekinteteben. Ezek a rendelkezesek a kereskedelmi legifor-

galomra nem vonatkoznak.

(d) Magyarorszag egyetlen orszagnak sem fog kizar6lagos vagy meg-
kiilonboztetett elbanast biztositani a nemzetkozi kereskedelmi legiforgalom-

ban val6 kozremiikodes tekinteteben, 6s minden egyes Egyesiilt Nemzetnek
egyenlo lehet6osgeket fog biztositani, hogy Magyarorszag teriilet6n nemzet-

kozi kereskedelmi legiforgalmi jogokat szerezzen, beleertve az iizemanyag
felv6tele 6s javitasok eszkozlese vegett valo leszallis jogat, es a nemzetkozi

kereskedelmi legiforgalomban valo k6zremiikodes tekinteteben minden egyes
Egyesiilt Nemzetnek megadja, kolcsionsseg es meg nem kiilonboztetes
alapjan, a jogot magyar teriiletnek leszallas n6lkiil val6 atrepiil6esre. Ez a
rendelkezes nem 6rinti Magyarorszag honvedelmi 6rdekeit.

2. Magyarorszag fenti kotelezettsegei ugy ertelmezendok, bogy a
Magyarorszag altal a haboru elott kotott kereskedelmi szerz6desekben foglalt
szokasos kivetelekre nem vonatkoznak 6s az egyes Egyesiilt Nemzetek altal
biztositott kolcsionsseg ugy ertelmezend6, hogy az illeto allam altal k6ottt
kereskedelmi szerzodesekben foglalt szokasos kivetelekre nem vonatkozik.

34. Cikk

Magyarorszag a lehet6seg hatirain beliil megkonnyiti a teriileten
meltinyos dijtetelek fejeben atmen6 vasuti forgalmat es az osszes szomszed
allammal targyalni fog az ennek a celnak eleresehez sziikseges kolcsonos
egyezmenyek megkotese erdek6ben.

35. Cikk

1. A jelen Szerz6ods 24. 25. 26. cikke es IV. V. es VI. fuggel&ekvel
kapcsolatban felmeriil iisszes vitas kerdes az erdekelt Egyesiilt Nemzet
kormanya es a magyar kormany egyenloszamu k6pviseloib5l alakult Eg-
yezteto Bizottsag ele terjesztend6. Ha a vitas kerdesnek az Egyezteto Bizottsaig
ele valo terjesztesetol szamitott harom h6napon beliil megegyezes nem jon
letre, birmely kormany kerheti a Bizottsagnak egy harmadik taggal valo
kieg6sziteset. Megegyezes hiinyiban birmely fel felkerheti az Egyesiilt
Nemzetek fotitkarat a kijeloles eszkozlesere.
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vezmeny elvenek megfele15 elbanasban fognak reszesiilni Magyarorszagon 

belal mindennemii kereskedelmi, ipari, hajimasi vagy barmely mas iizleti 

tevekenyseg tekinteteben. Ezek a rendelkezesek a kereskedelmi legifor-

galomra nem vonatkoznak. 

(d) Magyarorszag egyetlen orszagnak sem fog kizarOlagos vagy meg-

kulonbOztetett elbanast biztositani a nemzetkazi kereskedelmi legiforgalom-

ban val6 kOzremiikiides teldnteteben, es minden egyes Egyesalt Nemzetnek 

egyen15 lehet5segeket fog biztositani, hogy Magyarorszag teriileten nemzet-

Uzi kereskedelmi legiforgalmi jogokat szerezzen, beleertve az iizemanyag 

felvetele es javitasok eszkOzlese vegett val6 leszallas jogai, es a nemzetkozi 

kereskedelmi legiforgalomban vale kozremiikOdes tekinteteben minden egyes 

Egyesfilt Nemzetnek megadja, kolesOn5sseg es meg nem kalonbortetes 

alapjan, a jogot magyar teriiletnek leszallas nelka valet atrepiilesere. Ez a 

rendelkezes nem erinti Magyarorszag honvedelmi erdekeit. 

2. Magyarorszig fenti kotelezettsegei ugy ertelmezendok, hogy a 

Magyarorszag altal a haboru elOtt katott kereskedelmi szerzOdesekben foglalt 

szokasos kivetelekre nem vonatkoznak es az egyes Egyesiiit Nemzetek Altai 

biztositott kolesonosseg ugy ertelmezend5, hogy az illeto allam Altai kotott 

kereskedelmi szerzOdesekben foglalt szokasos kivetelekre nem vonatkozik. 

34. Cikk 

Magyarorszig a lehetOsig hatarain beliil megkOnnyiti a teriileten 

meltanyos dijtetelek fejeben atmen5 vasuti forgalmat es az osszes szomszed 

allammal targyalni fog az ennek a celnak eleresehez sziikseges kiacsonos 

egyezmenyek megkotese erdekeben. 

35. Cikk 

I. A jelen SzerzOdes 24. 25. 26. cikke es IV. V. es VI. fiiggelekevel 

kapcsolatban felmerii15 osszes vitas kerdes az erdekelt Egyesiilt Nemzet 

kormanya es a magyar kormany egyenl5szamu kepvisel5ib51 alakult Eg-

yeztet5 Bizottsig ele terjesztendo. Ha a vitas kerdesnek az Egyeztet5 Bizottsag 

de yaló terjeszteset51 gzamitott harom henapon beliil megegyezes nem jon 
letre, barmely kormany kerheti a Bizottsignak egy harmadik taggal val6 

kiegesziteset. Megegyezes hianyaban barmely fel felkerheti az Egyesfilt 
Nemzetek fOtitkartit a kijeloles eszkozlesere. 
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2. A Bizottsag tobbsegenek d6nt6se a Bizottsag dont6esnek tekintend6
es az 6rdekelt felek altal veglegesnek es kotelez5 erejiinek ismerendo el.

36. Cikk

A jelen Szerzodes 24. 26. es 33. cikke es VI. fiiggeleke alkalmazast
nyer a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmakra es Franciaorszigra, valamint
azokra az Egyesiilt Nemzetekre, amelyeknek diplomaciai kapcsolatai Magya-
rorszaggal a haboru alatt megszakittattak.

37. Cikk

A IV. V. es VI. fiiggelek rendelkez6sei, mint az 5sszes tobbi fiiggel6k,
a jelen Szerz5d6s szerves reszeikent tekintend5k es ugyanolyan ervennyel
es joghatallyal birnak.

VII. RESZ
A DUNARA VONATKOZO RENDELKEZESEK

38. Cikk

A dunai haj6zas szabad es az osszes allamok polgarainak, kereskedelmi
haj6inak es aruinak, a kik5oto s haj6zasi dijak es a kereskedelmi haj6zasra
vonatkozo rendelkezesek tekinteteben, az egyenloseg alapjan nyitva all.
Az eldbbi rendelkezes nem vonatkozik ugyanannak az allamnak a kikotoi

kozott lebonyolod6 forgalomra.

VIII. RtSZ
ZAR6 RENDELKEZESEK

39. Cikk

1. A jelen Szerzodes aletbelaptetol szamitott 18 h6napnal nem hosszabb
id6szak alatt a Szovjetuni6, az Egyesiilt Kiralysag As az Amerikai Egyesiilt
Allamok budapesti diplomaciai kapviseleteinek vezetoi egyiittes eljarasban
kepviselik a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmakat a jelen szerzodes vagrehajti-

sara es ertelmezesere vonatkoz6 5sszes iigyekben a magyar kormannyal
szemben.
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2. A Bizottsag tobbsegenek diintese a Bizottsag dontesenek tekintend5 

es az erdekelt felek Altai veglegesnek es kiitelez5 erejiinek ismerend5 el. 

36. Cikk 

A jelen Szerzo'des 24. 26. es 33. cikke es VI. fiiggeleke alkalmazast 

nyer a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmakra es Franciaorszagra, valamint 

azokra az Egyesiilt Nemzetekre, amelyeknek diplomaciai kapcsolatai Magya-

rorszaggal a haboru alatt megszakittattak. 

37. Cikk 

A IV. V. es VI. fiiggelek rendelkezesei, mint az Osszes tobbi fiiggelek, 

a jelen Szerz5des szerves reszeikent tekintendOk es ugyanolyan ervennyel 
es joghatallyal birnak. 

VII. RESZ 

A DUNA.RA VONATKOZo RENDELKEZESEK 

38. Cikk 

A dunai hajOzas szabad es az Osszes a.11amok polgarainak, kereskedelmi 

hajOinak es aruinak, a kikStS es hajozasi dijak es a kereskedelmi hajOzkisra 

vonatkozo rendelkezesek tekinteteben, az egyenlOseg alapjan nyitva all. 

Az el5bbi rendelkezes nem vonatkozik ugyanannak az allamnak a kikotOi 

kozott lebonyolodo forgalomra. 

VIII. RESZ 

ZARO RENDELKEZESEK 

39. Cikk 

1. A jelen Szerzodes eletbeleptet51 szimitott 18 honapnal nem hosszabb 

idoszak alatt a Szovjetunio, az Egyesiilt Kirilysag es az Amerikai Egyesiilt 

Allamok budapesti diplomaciai kepviseleteinek vezet5i egyiittes eljarasban 

kepviselik a Szovetseges e's Tarsult Hatalmakat a jelen szerzlides vegrehajta-

sara es ertelmezesere vonatkoz6 osszes iigyekben a magyar kormannyal 

szemben. 



2. A harom k6pviselet vezet6je meg fogja adni azt a tanacsot, sza-
kert6i velemenyt es felvilagositast, amelyre a jelen Szerz6des szoveg6nek
6s szellemenek megfelelB gyors 6s hatalyos vegrehajtas biztositasa erdekeben
sziikseg lehet.

3. A magyar kormany az emlitett hirom kepviselet vezetijenek megadja
az osszes sziiks6ges felvilagositast es tamogatast, amelyre a jelen Szerz6odsbol
reajuk haram6l feladatok elvegzese folyaman sziiksgiik lehet.

40. Cikk

1. Kiveve azokat az eseteket, amid6n a jelen Szerz&des barmely cikke
kifejezetten mas eljarast ir el5 , a Szerz5ods ertelmezesere vagy v6grehajtasara
vonatkoz6 mindennemii vitas kerd6s, amely kozvetlen diplomaciai targyala-
sok utjan rendez6st nem nyer, a 39. cikk 6rtelm6ben eljar6 hMrom kepviselet
vezet6je ele terjesztendo, ily esetekben a kepviseletek vezet6it nem korlatozza
a hivatkozott cikkben megallapitott hatarid&. Minden ilyen, altaluk ket
h6napon beliil meg nem oldott vitas k6rd6s, felt6ve, hogy a felek kozosen
nem egyeznek meg mas elint6ezsi modban, az egyik fel keresere mindket
fel egy-egy kepviseljebb1 es egy, kozos megegyez6ssel egy harmadik allam
polgarai k5ziil valasztott harmadik tagb6l all6 bizottsag ele terjesztendo.
Ha egy h6napon beliil a felek nem egyeznek meg a harmadik tag kijelolese-
ben, ugy barmely fel felkerheti az Egyesiilt Nemzetek fotitkarat a kijeloles
eszkSzlesere.

2. A bizottsag tobbsegenek dontese a bizottsag d6nt6esnek tekintend6
6s az erdekelt felek altal veglegesnek es k6telezo erejiinek ismerendo el.

41. Cikk

Az Egyesult Nemzetek barmely tagja, amely a jelen Szerz5desnek nem
alair6ja 6s Magyarorszaggal haboruban all, csatlakozhatik a Szerzodeshez
es csatlakozsait6l kezdve Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalomnak tekintendB a
jelen Szerzldes rendelkez6sei ertelmeben.

2. A csatlakozasi okiratok a Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasagok Uni6-
janak kormanyanal helyezendok let6tbe es a letetbehelyezes idopontjaban
lepnek 6rvenybe.
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2. A harom kepviselet vezetOje meg fogja adni azt a tanacsot, sza-

kertoi velemenyt es felvilagositast, amelyre a jelen SzerzOdes szovegenek 

es szellemenek megfele15 gyors es hatalyos vegrehajtas biztositasa erdekeben 

sziikseg lehet. 

3. A magyar kormany az emlitett harom kepviselet vezetOjenek megadja 

az Osszes sziikseges felvilagositast es tamogatast, amelyre a jelen SzerzOdesb61 

reajuk haramle feladatok elvegzese folyaman sziiksegiik lehet. 

40. Cikk 

1. Kiveve azokat az eseteket, amidtin a jelen SzerzOdes barmely cikke 

ldfejezetten mas eljarast ir e16, a Szerz5des ertelmezesere vagy vegrehajtasara 

vonatkoz6 mindennemii vitas kerdes, amely kozvetlen diplomaciai targyala-

sok utjan rendezest nem flyer, a 39. cikk eitelmeben eljar6 harom kepviselet 

vezetOje ele terjesztendo, ily esetekben a kepviseletek vezet6it nem korlatozza 

a hivatkozott cikkben megallapitott hatarid5. Minden ilyen, altaluk ket 

henapon beliil meg nem oldott vitas kerdes, felteve, hogy a felek kozOsen 

nem egyeznek meg mas elintezesi medban, az egyik fel keresere mindket 

fel egy-egy kepviselOjeb51 es egy, kozos megegyezessel egy harmadik allam 
polgarai kozfil valasztott harmadik tagbel all6 bizottsag ele terjesztend5. 

Ha egy hOnapon beliil a felek nem egyeznek meg a harmadik tag kijel6lese-

ben, ugy barmely fel felkerheti az Egyesillt Nemzetek faitkarat a kijeloles 

eszkozlesere. 

2. A bizottsag tobhsegenek dOntese a bizottsig dontesenek tekintend5 

es az erdekelt felek Altai veglegesnek es kiitelez5 erejiinek ismerend5 el. 

41. Cif& 

Az Egyesiilt Nemzetek harm* tagja, amely a jelen SzerzOdesnek nem 

alitiroja es Magyarorszaggal haboruban all, esatlakozhatik a Szerz5deshez 

es csatlakozasat61 kezdve SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalomnak tekintend5 a 

jelen SzerzOdes rendelkezesei ertelmeben. 

2. A csatlakozasi okiratok a Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasagok Uni6-
janak kormanyinal helyezend5k letetbe es a letetbehelyezes idopontjaban 
lepnek ervenybe. 
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42. Cikk

A jelen Szerzodes, amelynek orosz es angolnyelvii szovege iranyad6,
meg fog erosittetni a Szovets6ges es Tdrsult Hatalmak altal. A Szerzodes
MagyarorszAg altal is meg fog erosittetni. A Szerzodes a Szocialista Szovjet
Koztarsasagok Uni6janak, Nagybritannia 6s lszakirorszag Egyesiilt Kiraly-
saganak 6s az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok megerosito okiratanak letetbe-
helyezesenek idopontjaban lep eletbe. A megerosito okiratokat a leheto
legrSvidebb idon beliil a Szocialista Szovjet K6ztarsasagok Uni6janak
kormanyinal kell letetbe helyezni.

Minden mas SzSvetseges es Tarsult Hatalom tekinteteben, amelynek
megerosito okirata ezutAn helyeztetik let6tbe, a Szerzodes a letetbehelyezes
idopontjaval lep eletbe. A jelen Szerzodes a Szocialista Szovjet Koztarsasagok
Uni6ja kormanyanak leveltaraban helyeztetik letetbe, amely kormany
minden egyes alair6 hatalomnak hiteles masolatot szolgaltat ki.
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42. Cikic 

A jelen SzerzOdes, amelynek orosz es angolnyelvii szOvege iranyado, 

meg fog erOsittetni a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak altal. A SzerzOdes 

Magyarorszag Altai is meg fog erOsittetni. A SzerzOdes a Szocialista Szovjet 

Kortarsasagok Uniojanak, Nagybritannia es Eszakirorszag Egyesiilt 

saganak es az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok megerOsito" okiratanak letetbe-

helyezesenek idOpontjaban lep eletbe. A megerOsito okiratokat a leheto 

legrovidebb idOn beliil a Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasagok Uniojanak 
kormanyanal kell letetbe helyezni. 

Minden mas Szavetseges es Tarsult Hatalom tekinteteben, amelynek 

megerOsito okirata ezutan helyeztetik letetbe, a Szerzodes a letetbehelyezes 

idlipontjaval lep eletbe. A jelen Szerz6des a Szocialista Szovjet Kortarsasagok 

Unioja kormanyanak leveltaraban helyeztetik letetbe, amely kormany 

minden egyes alairo hatalomnak hiteles masolatot szolgaltat ki. 
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FOGGELEKEIC JEGYZEKE 

I. sz. Fiiggelek — A magyar hatarok terkepe. 

II. sz. Fiiggelek — A katonai es legiigyi kikepzes meghatarosiisa. 

III. sz. Fiiggelek — A hadianyagok jegyzekenek meghatarozasa. 

IV. sz. Fiiggelek Bizonyos tulajdonokkal kapcsolatos kiilonleges intez-

kedesek; 

A. Ipari, irodalmi es miiveszi tulajdon; 

B. Biztositas. 

V. sz. Ffiggelek — Szerz6desek, eleviilesek es forgathatO papirok. 

VI. sz. Ffiggelek Iteletek. 
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I. SZ. FUGGELEK
(ldsd 1. cikket)

Terkepek
I. Magyar hatarok.

I (a) A csehszlovak-magyar hatar m6dositasa.

II. SZ. FUGGELEK
(lasd 14. cikket)

A katonai 6s katonai legiigyi kik6pz6s meghatarozasa.

1. A katonai kik6pz6snek a meghatArozasa a kovetkez5: kifejezetten a
hadsereg hasznalatara tervezett, vagy annak c6ljaihoz alkalmazott hadianyag
tanulmanyozasa vagy hasznalatanak gyakorlisa, valamint az ezzel osszefiigg5
gyakorlati szabalyzatok; harci egysegek csataban val6 felfej1odesenek tanita-
sara, vagy gyakorlasara iranyulo mindennemii kikepzes vagy gyakorlat;
tovabbi harcaszatnak, hadaszatnak 6s vez6rkari munkanak rendszeres tanul-
manyozasa.

2. A katonai legiigyi kikepzes meghatarozasa a kovetkez5: kifejezetten
a legierok hasznalatara tervezett, vagy annak celjaihoz alkalmazott hadi-
anyag tanulmanyozasa vagy hasznalatanak gyakorlasa, valamint az ezzel
osszefiigg5 gyakorlati szabilyzatok; a repiilogepeknek legi harcfeladatok
vegrehajtaisnal alkalmazott kiilonleges mozzanatainak tanulmnnyozasa es
gyakorlasa, bele6rtve a harcirendben val6 repiil6st; tovibba harcaszatnak,
hadaszatnak 6s vezerkari munkanak rendszeres tanulminyozisa.

III. SZ. FUGGELEK
(lasd 17. cikket)

A hadianyagok jegyzekenek meghatirozasa.

A "hadianyag" kifejez6s a jelen Szerz6odsben val6 hasznilat szempont-
jab6l, az alanti jegyzeknek megfeleloen, magaban foglal mindennemii,

95347°-49--r. II 79
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I. SZ. FtJGGELEK 
(lcisd I. cikket) 

Terkepek 

I. Magyar hatarok. 

I. (a) A csehszlovak-magyar hatar mcidositasa. 

II. SZ. FUGGELEK 
(lcisd 14. cikket) 

A katonai es katonai legiigyi kikepzes meghatarozisa. 

1. A katonai kikepzesnek a meghatarozasa a kovetkez6: kifejezetten a 

hadsereg hasznalatira tervezett, vagy annak celjaihoz alkalmazott hadianyag 

tanulmanyozasa vagy hasznalatanak gyakorlasa, valamint az ezzel osszefilgg6 

gyakorlati szabalyzatok; harci egysegek csataban yak') feIfejlodesenek tanita-

sara, vagy gyakorlasara iranyul6 mindennemii kikepzes vagy gyakorlat; 
tovabba harcaszatnak, hadaszatnak es vezerkari munkanak rendszeres tanul-

manyozasa. 

2. A katonai legiigyi kikepzes meghatarozasa a kovetkezO: kifejezetten 

a legierok hasznalatara tervezett, vagy annak celjaihoz alkalmazott hadi-

anyag tanulmanyozasa vagy hasznalatanak gyakorkisa, valamint az ezzel 

osszeftiggo gyakorlati szabilyzatok; a repfilligepeknek legi harcfeladatok 

vegrehajtasanal alkalmazott kfilonIeges mozzanatainak tanuhminyozasa es 

gyakorlasa, beleertve a harcirendben vale; repiilest; tovabba harcaszatnak, 

hadaszatnak es vezerkari munkinak rendszeres tanulma'nyozasa. 

III. SZ. FUGGELEK 
(Ma 17. cikket) 

A hachanyagok jegyzekenek meghatarozasa. 

A "hadianyag" kifejezes a jelen Szerz5desben yaló hasznalat szempont-

jabol, az alanti jegyzeknek megfeleMen, magaban foglal mindennemii, 
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kifejezetten a haboruban val6 hasznalat c6ljara tervezett, vagy arra alkalma-

zott fegyvert, loszert 6s seg6deszkozt.

I. Csoport.

1. Katonai puskak es karabelyok, revolverek es pisztolyok; ezekhez

a fegyverekhez tartoz6 zarak es egy6b tartal6k alkatreszek, amelyek nem

alkalmazhat6k kozvetleniil polgari hasznalat c6ljara.

2. G6pfegyverek, katoni onmiikodo, vagy 5ntolto puskak es gep-

pisztolyok; ezekhez a fegyverekhez tartoz6 zarak es egyeb alkatr6szek,

amelyek nem alkalmazhat6k kizvetleniil polgari hasznalat celjira; gep-

fegyver allvanyok.

3. Agyuk, tarackok, mozsarak, kiilonleges repiulogepagyuk; hats6r6sz

nelkiili es vissza nem ugr6 agyuk es langsz6r6k; zarak es egyeb tartalek

alkatr6szek, melyek nem alkalmazhat6k kozvetleniil polgari haszalatra; az

az im6nt emlitettekhez tartoz6 vontat6 vagy szallit6eszkiozk es allvanyok.

4. Raketa kil5ovk; onhajtasu es iranyitasu lovedekkilovo 6s ellenorzo

szerkezetek; ezekhez tartoz6 allvnyok.

5. Onhajtasu es iranyitott lovedekek, kilovo szerkezetek, raketak, elke-

szitett loszer es tarak--toltve, vagy toltetleniil,--a fenti 14 pontokban

felsorolt fegyverekhez, valamint azok robbantasat, vagy mfukodteteset

szolgal6 robban6anyagok, cs6vek, vagy szerkezetek. Polgari celra hasznalt

robban6anyagok nem foglaltatnak bent.

6. Granatok, bombak, torped6k, aknak, melyvizi bombak es gyujto-
anyagok, vagy toltetek - toltve vagy toltetleniil -; azok muikodteteset szol-
galo mindennemii eszkoz. Polgari ce6ra hasznilt robban6anyagok nem fog-
laltatnak bent.

7. Szuronyok.

II. Csoport.

1. Pancelozott harcikocsik; pancelvonatok, amelyek gyakorlatilag nem
6pithet6k at polgari hasznalat celjaira.

2. Az I. csoportban felsorolt fegyverek barmelyikehez tartozo gepesitett
es onhajtasu vontat6 vagy szallit6eszkozok; kiilonleges tipusu katonai alvizak
vagy felepitmenyek, amelyek az 1. pontban nincsenek felsorolva.
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kifejezetten a haloruban val6 hasmalat celjara tervezett, vagy arra alkalma-

zott fegyvert, loszert es segedeszkOzt. 

I. Csoport. 

1. Katonai puska es karabelyok, revolverek es pisztolyok; ezekhez 

a fegyverekhez tartoz6 zarak es egyeb tartalek alkatreszek, amelyek nem 

alkalmazhatok kozvetlenfil poIgari hasznalat celjara. 

2. Gepfegyverek, katoni onmiik5d5, vagy OntoltO puskak es gep-

pisztolyok; ezekhez a fegyverekhez tartoz6 zarak es egyeb alkatreszek, 

amelyek nem alkalmazhatOk kozTetleniil polgari hasznaiat celjara; gep-

fegyver 

3. Agyuk, tarackok, mozsarak, kiilOnleges repfilogepagyuk; hats6resz 

nelkiili es vissza nem ugr6 agyuk es langszOr6k; zarak es egyeb tartalek 

alkatreszek, melyek nem alkalmazhatok kozvetlenid polgazi haszalatra; az 

az iment emlitettekhez tartoz6 vontat6 vagy szallitOeszkozok es allvanyok. 

4. Raketa kirovOk; onhajtasu es iranyitasu lovedekkiliivo es ellenorzo 

szerkezetek; ezekhez tartoz6 allvanyok. 

5. onhajtasu es iranyitott lovedekek, kilövö szerkezetek, raketiik, elke-

szitett 16szer es tarak — toltve, vagy toltetlenfil, — a fenti 14 pontokban 

felsorolt fegyverekhez, valamint azok robbantisk, vagy miikodteteset 

szolgal6 robbanOanyagok, csiivek, vagy szerkezetek. Polgari celra haszsuilt 

robban6anyagok nem foglaltatnak bent. 

6. Granatok, bombaik, torpedok, melyvizi bomb& es gyujto-

anyagok, vagy toltetek — toltve vagy toltetlenid —; azok miikadteteset szol-

gale) mindennemfi eszkOz. P_olgari celra hasrsuilt robban6anyagok nem fog-

laltatnak bent. 

7. Szaronyok. 

II. Csoport. 

1. Pancelozott harcikocsik; pancelvonatok, amelyek gyakorlatilag nem 

epithet& at polgari hasznalat celjaira. 

2. Az I. csoportban felsorolt fegyverek barmelyikehez tartozo gepesitett 

es onhajtasu vontat6 vagy szallitOeszkOzok; kiironleges tipusu katonai alvizak 

vagy felepitmenyek, amelyek az 1. pontban nincsenek felsorolva. 
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3. Haboruban vedelmi c6lokra hasznalt, harom inch-nel nem vastagabb
pancellemez.

III. Csoport.

1. Tiizszabalyozas celjat szolga16 c6lzo6 s elemkepzo berendezesek,
beleertve felderitio s helymeghataroz6 szerkezeteket; agyu es bombairany-
zekok, idozit6 szerkezetek, iirmertkezo felszereles, agyuk 6s tiizellen5rz5
kesziilkek iirmertekezesere.

2. Rohamhidak, tamad6- es rohamcs6nakok.

3. Megteveszt6 hadviseles, zavar6 es alcaz6 tervek.

4. Kuiilnleges szemelyi hadfelszerel6s, amely nem alkalmazhat6 k6zvet-
leniil polgari hasznalatra.

IV. Csoport.

1. Mindennemii hadihaj6k, bele6rtve atalakitott haj6kat es azok kiszol-
galasa 6s tamogatasa celjara tervezett vagy atalakitott jarmiiveket, amelyek
kiizvetleniil nem alakithat6k vissza polgiri hasznalat c6ljara, valamint
fegyverek, fegyverzet, loszer, repiilogepek es minden egyeb felszereles, anyag,
gep es berendezes, amelyet bekeben kizar6lag hadihaj6kon hasznilnak.

2. Partraszallo jarmiivek 6s keteltii jarmiivek, vagy barminemii egyeb
felszerelesek; tamad6 cs6nakok, vagy barmilyen fajta eszk6zok, valamint
katapultok, vagy repiiliogpek, rak6etk, legcsavarhajtasu fegyverek, vagy
barmilyen mas lovedek kiloveset vagy ellenditeset szolglo6 egy6b szerkezetek,
legyenek ezek akir szemelyek iltal kezelt szerkezetek, vagy sem, akir
iranyitottak, akir iranyitas n6lkiiliek.

3. Barmilyenfajta elsiillyesztesre alkalmas, vagy f6lig alkalmas haj6k,
jarmiivek, fegyverek, eszkozok vagy szerkezetek, beleertve kiil&n tervezett
kikot6-vedelmi gatakat, kiveve azokat, amelyek ment6si, vagy mas polgiri
hasznalati celokra sziiks6gesek, valamint minden egyeb felszereles, tartozek,
tartalekalkatr6sz, kis6rleti vagy gyakorlati segedeszkoz, azoknak szerkeszte-
sere, kipr6obils sra, karbantartaisra es elhelyezesere kiilonlegesen tervezett
mindennemii szerszAmok es berendezesek.
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3. Haboruban vedelmi celokra hasznalt, harom inch-nel nem vastagabb 
pancellemez. 

III. Csoport. 

1. Tazszabalyozas celjat szolgal6 ce1z6 es elemkepz5 berendezesek, 

beleertve felderit5 es helymeghatarozo szerkezeteket; agyu es bombairany-

zekok, idozit5 szerkezetek, iirmertekez5 felszereles, agyuk es tiizellenOrzo 
kesziilekek iirmertekezesere. 

2. Rohamhidak, tarnad6- es rohamcsOnakok. 

3. MegtevesztO hadviseles, zavaro es alcazo tervek. 

4. Kiilonleges szemelyi hadfelszereles, amely nem alkalmazhat6 kozvet-
leniil polgari hasmalatra. 

IV. Csoport. 

1. Mindennemii hadihajek, beleirtve atalakitott hajOkat es azok kiszol-

galasa es tamogatasa celjara tervezett vagy atalakitott jarrniiveket, amelyek 

kozvetlenfil nem alakithatek vissza polgari hasznalat celjara, valamint 

fegyverek, fegyverzet,15szer, repfilOgepek es minden egyeb felszereles, anyag, 

gep es berendezes, amelyet bekeben kizarelag hadihajokon hasznalnak. 

2. Partraszall6 jarmiivek es keteltii jarmiivek, vagy barminem5 egyeb 

felszerelesek; tarnado csOnakok, vagy barmilyen fajta eszkozok, valamint 

katapultok, vagy repiilogepek, raketak, legcsavarhajtasu fegyverek, vagy 

barmilyen mas 15vedek kiliiveset vagy ellenditeset szolgale egyeb szerkezetek, 

legyenek ezek akar szemelyek ithal kezeh szerkezetek, vagy sem, akar 

iranyitottak, akar irrinyitas 

3. Barmilyenfajta elsiillyesztesre alkalmas, vagy felig alkahnas hajek, 

jarmiivek, fegyverek, eszkozok vagy szerkezetek, beleertve kiilon tervezett 

kikot5-vedelmi gatakat, kiveve azokat, amelyek mentesi, vagy mas polgari 

hasznalati celokra sziiksegesek, valamint minden egyeb felszereles, tartozek, 

tartalekalkatresz, kiserleti vagy gyakorlati segedeszkoz, azoknak szerkeszte-

sere, kiprObalasara, karbantartasfira es elhelyezesere kiilOnlegesen tervezett 

mindennemii szerszamok es berendezeseL 
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V. Csoport.

1. Repiil6gepek, osszeszerelt, vagy osszeszereletlen allapotban, leveg6nel

nehezebbek es konnyebbek egyarant, amelyeket gepfegyver hasznalataval,

rak6takilovokkel, vagy tiiz6rseggel folytatott legi iitkozetek c6ljara, vagy

bombak szllitasara vagy ledobaisra szerkesztettek, vagy alkalmaztak, vagy

pedig amelyeket terviik, vagy szerkezetiik alapjan az alanti 2. pontban

emlitett tartozekok szamara keszitettek el6.

2. Legi agyu allvanyok 6s keretek, bombaallvanyok, torped6 szallit6-

berendez6sek vagy torped6, illetoleg bombakiold6 szerkezetek; agyutornyok

es erkelyek.

3. Kiil6nlegesen ejtoernyos csapatok szamara tervezett es kizarolag

azok altal hasznalt felszerel6s.

4. HajonszAllitott, szarazfoldi, vagy vizirepiil5ogpek szamara valo

katapultok, vagy kilovo berendez6sek; repiilogepfegyverek kilov6s6t szolgal6

szerkezetek.

5. Zar6olggombok.

VI. Csoport.

Haborus hasznalat c6ljat szolgalo, vagy a polgari hasznalat merven

tul gyartott, haborus c6lra felhasznilni szandekozott, tetszhalalt eloidezo,

halalos, mergezo vagy b6nit6 anyagok.

VII. Csoport.

Polgari c6lra nem hasznalhat6, vagy a polgari hasznalat celjat szolgalo

sziikseglet mervet tulhalad6 mennyis6gben gyartott hajt6anyagok, rob-

ban6anyagok, tizszerek, vagy folyekonyitott gazok, melyek jelen csoportok-

ban felsorolt hadianyagok meghajtasara, robbantasara, azok toltetekent valo

felhasznalasra, toltesre, vagy azokkal kapcsolatban valo felhasznalasra

terveztettek.

VIII. Csoport.

Kiilonlegesen a fent felsorolt gyirtmanyok gyartasahoz es karbantarti-

sahoz szerkesztett 6s polgiri hasznilat celjira gyakorlatilag vissza nem

alakithat6 gyari 6s szerszimfelszereles.
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V. Csoport. 

1. Repillogepek, osszeszerelt, vagy 6sszeszereletlen allapotban, leveg6nel 

nehezebbek es konnyebbek egyarant, amelyeket gepfegyver hasznalataval, 

raketakiloviikkel, vagy tiizerseggel folytatott legi iitkozetek celjara, vagy 

bombak szallitasara vagy ledobasara szerkesztettek, vagy alkalmaztak, vagy 

pedig amelyeket terviik, vagy szerkezetiik alapjan az alanti 2. pontban 

emlitett tartozekok szamira keszitettek el6. 

2. Legi agyu ailvanyok es keretek, bombabillvanyok, torpedo szallite-

berendezesek vagy torpedo, illet6leg bombakiolde szerkezetek; agyutoniyok 

es erkelyek. 

3. Kiilonlegesen ejt5errty6s csapatok szimara tenrezett es kizitrelag 

azok Altai hasznalt felszereles. 

4. HajOnszillitott, szarazffildi, vagy vizirepillOgepek sziimara vale 

katapultok, vagy kil6v6 berendezesek; repiilOgepfegyverek kilOveset szolgaile 

szerkezetek. 

5. ZitrOleggOmbOk. 

VI. Csoport. 

Haborus haszralat celjzit szolgc116, vagy a polgari hasmilat merven 

tul gyartott, haborus celra felhas2nalni szandekozott, tetszhalalt elOidez6, 

halitlos, mergez6 vagy benitO anyagok. 

VII. Csoport. 

Polgari celra nem hasznalhatO, vagy a polgari haszmilat celjat szolgale 

sziikseglet mervet tulhaladO mennyisegben gyartott hajtOanyagok, rob-

banOanyagok, tl'izszerek, vagy folyekonyitott gazok, melyek jelen csoportok-

ban felsorolt hadianyagok meghajtalsira, robbantasitra, azok toltetekent vale 

felhasuailasra, toltesre, vagy azokkal kapcsolatban vale felhasznalasra 

terveztettek. 

VIII. Csoport. 

KiilOnlegesen a fent felsorolt gyartminyok gyartasalhoz es karbantarta-

sithoz szerkesztett es polgari hasznalat celjara gyakorlatilag vissza nem 

alakithate gyari es szerszamfelszereles. 
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IV. SZ. FUIGGELEK
Bizonyos tulajdonokkal kapcsolatos kiulnleges intezkedesek.

A. IPARI, IRODALMI ES MUVESZI TULAJDON.

1. (a) A Szovets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak es azok allampolgarai
szamara a jelen Szerzodes hatilybal6pestol1 szamitott egy 6vi idoszakot kell
biztositani, amelyen beliil mindennemii meghosszabbitasi illetek, vagy egyeb
birsag nelkiil megtehetik ipari, irodalmi es miiveszi tulajdonoknak Magyaror-
szagon valo megszerzesehez, vagy megorzesehez sziiks6ges mindazon int6z-
ked6seket, amelyeket a hiborus allapot fennallasa folytan nem tehettek meg.

(b) Azok a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak, vagy azoknak azok az
allampolgarai, akik valamely Szovetseges es Tarsult orszag terilet6n nem
korabban mint 12 h6nappal a hadiallapotnak Magyarorszaggal szemben
valo beallta elott, vagy a haboru alatt megfelelo m6don bejelentettek igeny-
iiket valamely szabadalomra, vagy valamely hasznalati minta bejegyz6esre,
vagy akik nem korabban mint hat h6nappal a hadiallapotnak Magyarorszag-
gal szemben val6 beallta elott, vagy a haboru tartama alatt megfelel m6don
bejelentettek igenyiiket valamely ipari tervrajz, minta, vagy vedjegy bejegy-
zesere vonatkoz6an, a jelen Szerz6des hatalybalepesetol szamitott 12
h6napon beliil az illet6 Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom teriilet6n jogosultak
lesznek az eloz6 bejelentesen alapul6 elsobbsegi joggal a megfelelo jogot
igenyelni.

(c) A Szivetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak mindegyike, valamint azok
allampolgarai szamara a jelen Szerzodes hatalybalepesetil szamitott egy
evi hatarid6t kell biztositani, amelyen beliil jogosultak lesznek eljarast
inditani Magyarorszagon azok ellen a term6szetes es jogi szemelyek ellen,
akiket azzal vadolnak, hogy ipari, irodalmi es miiveszi jogaikat a haboru
kitorese es a Szerz5ods hatalybaleptenek id6pontja kozott jogtalanul meg-
csorbitottak.

2. A haboru kitoresetol a jelen Szerz6d6s hatalybalepesetol szamitott
18 h6nap mulva bekovetkez6 id6pontig eltelo ido figyelmen kiviil hagyand6
annak megallapitasanal, hogy valamely szabadalmat miikodtetnek-e, illetoleg
valamely tervrajzot vagy vedjegyet hasznalnak-e.

3. A haboru kitoresetol a jelen Szerzodes hatalybalepeseig szamitott
idoszak figyelmen kiviil hagyand6 a haboru kit5orsekor Magyarorszagon
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IV. SZ. FIYGGELE.K. 

Bizonyos tulajdonokkal kapcsolatos kalonleges intezkedesek. 

A. IPARI, IRODALMI ES MEIVES7.I TULA.MON. 

1. (a) A SzOvetseges es Tarsi'lt Hatalmak es azok allampolgitrai 

szamara a jelen Szerzlides hatalybalepeset51 sztimitott egy ésri idoszakot kell 

biztositani, amelyen beliil mindennemii meghosszabbitasi illetek, vagy egyeb 

birsag nelkill megtehetik ipari, irodalmi es milveszi tulajdonoknak Magyaror-

szagon Argo megszerzesehez, vagy meggrzesehez sziikseges mindazon intez-

kedeseket, amelyeket a haborus allapot fermallasa folytan nem tehettek meg. 

(b) Azok a Szilivetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak, vagy azoknak azok az 

allampolgarai, akik valamely SzOvetseges es Tarsult orszag teriileten nem 

korabban mint 12 honappal a hadiallapotnak Magyarorszaggal szemben 

val6 heallta elött, vagy a haboru alatt megfele15 modon bejelentettek igeny-

iiket valamely szabadalomra, vagy valamely hasmitlati minta hejegyzesere, 

vagy akik nem korabban mint hat honappal a hadiallapanak Magyarorszfig-

gal szemben valo beallta chat, vagy a haboru tartama alatt megfelelo mOdon 

bejelentettek igenyiiket valamely ipari tervrajz, minta, vagy vedjegy bejegy-

zesere vonatkoz6an, a jelen Szerzlides hatalybalepesetol szamitott 12 

honapon belill az illet5 SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalom teriileten jogosultak 

lesznek az el5z5 bejelentesen alapulo elsObbsegi joggal a megfele15 jogot 

igenyelni. 

(c) A SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak mindegyike, valamint azok 

allampolgarai szamara a jelen SzerzOdes hatalybalepeset51 szlimitott egy 

evi hataridot kell biztositani, amelyen beliil jogosultak leszrtek eljarist 

inditani Magyarorszagon azok ellen a termeszetes es jogi szemelyek ellen, 

akiket azzal vadolnak, hogy ipari, irodalmi es miiveszi jogaikat a haboru 

kitOrese es a Szerzodes hatalyhaleptenek id5pontja kOzott jogtalanul meg-

csorbitottak. 

2. A haboru kitoresetol a jelen Szerzodes hatfilybalepeset51 szamitott 

18 honap mulva bekiivetkezo idopontig eltel5 ido figyehnen kiviil hagyando 

annak megallapitasanal, hogy valamely szahadalmat miikodtetnek-e, illetOleg 

valamely tervrajzot vagy vedjegyet hasmalnak-e. 

3. A haboru kitoreset51 a jelen Szerz5cles hatalybalepeseig szamitott 
idOszak figyelmen kivill hagyand6 a hiihoru kitoresekor Magyarorszagon 



ervenyben lev6, vagy a jelen Fiiggelek A. cikkeben elismert vagy megal-
lapitott, 6s valamely Szovets6ges 6s Tarsult Hatalom vagy annak allampol-

gara tulajdonat k6pez6 ipari, irodalmi 6s miiveszi tulajdonjoganak rendes
lejarata szempontjabol. Kivetkezesk6pen az ilyen jogok rendes 6rvenye
Magyarorszagon a felfiiggesztes id6tartamara magatol kiterjesztettnek
tekintend6.

4. A Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak magyarorszagi jogaira vonatkoz6
fenti intezked6sek azonos m6don vonatkoznak Magyarorszag, valamint
Magyarorszag allampolgarainak a Sz6vets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak teriileten
levo jogaira. Ezek az intezkedesek azonban semmikepp sem jogositjak
Magyarorszagot, vagy Magyarorszag allampolgarait a Szovets6ges es Tarsult
Hatalmak teriileten kedvezobb elbanasra, mint amilyen elbinasban az illeto
Hatalom hason16 esetekben az Egyesiilt Nemzetek mas tagjait, vagy azok
allampolgarait r6szesiti es nem koteleztetik Magyarorszag ezaltal arra, hogy
a Szovets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmaknak, vagy azok illampolgarainak
kedvezobb elbanast biztositson, mint amilyen elbanast Magyarorszag, vagy
allampolgarai az illeto Hatalom teriileten a fenti intezked6sek altal erintett
iigyekben elveznek.

5. Harmadik szemelyek a Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak bar-
melyikenek vagy Magyarorszagnak teriiletn, - akik a jelen Szerzodes
6letbel6epse elott j6hiszemiileg oly ipari, irodalmi vagy miiveszeti tulajdon-
jogokat szereztek, melyek e Fiiggelek A. cikkeben visszaallitott jogokkal,
vagy oly jogokkal, melyek r6szere lels6bbs6g biztosittatott e cikk alatt,
osszeiitkiozsbe keriilnek, vagy akik az emlitett jogok targyat j6hiszemiileg
keszitettek, sokszorositottak, hasznaltk vagy ertekesitett6k, - jogot nyernek
arra, minden bitorlis felel6ss6ge nelkiil, ily jogok gyakorlasanak folytatasara
es arra, hogy folytassak, vagy ujb6l kezdjenek ily gyartast, kiadast, repro-
dukalast, hasznalatot vagy arubabocsatast, amit j6hiszemiileg megszereztek,
vagy elkezdettek. Magyarorszagon lily engedely egy nem kizar6lagos
engedmeny alakszeriiseget fogja felvenni, amelynek felt6telei es hatarideje
az 6rdekelt felek kolcsions megegyez6se alapjin allapitand6k meg, vagy
pedig, megegyezes hiiinyaban, ezek a jelen Szerziods 35. cikke alatt felallitott
Egyezteto Bizottsag altal hataroztatnak meg. A Szovetseges 6s Tarsult
Hatalmak teriilet6n azonban j6hiszemii harmadik szem6lyek oly vedelemben
fognak r6szesiilni, mint amilyenben hasonio koriilmenyek kozott oly j6hi-
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ervenyben lev5, vagy a jelen Fiiggelek A. cikkeben elismert vagy mega], 

lapitott, es valamely Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalom vagy annak allampol-

gara tulajdonat kepez5 ipari, irodalmi es miiveszi tulajdonjoganak rendes 

lejarata szempontjab61. Kovetkezeskepen az ilyen jogok rendes ervenye 

Magyarorszagon a felfiiggesztes idOtartamara magat61 kiterjesztettnek 

tekintend5. 

4. A SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak magyarorszagi jogaira vonatkoz6 

fenti intezkedesek azonos m6don vonatkornak Magyarorszag, valamint 

Magyarorszag allampolgarainak a Sziivetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak teriileten 

lev5 jogaira. Ezek az intezkedesek azonban semmikepp sem jogositjak 

Magyarorszagot, vagy Magyarorszag allampolgarait a Sz5vetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalmak terfileten kedvezObb elbandsra, mint amilyen elbanasban az Meg; 

Hatalom hason16 esetekben az Egyesiilt Nemzetek mas tagjait, vagy azok 

allampolgarait reszesiti es nem koteleztetik Magyarorszag ezaltal arra, hogy 

a Sz5vetseges es Tarsult Hatalmaknak, vagy azok allampolgarainak 

kedvez5bb elbanast biztositson, mint amilyen elbanist Magyarorszag, vagy 

allampolgarai az illet5 Hatalom teriileten a fenti intezkedesek altal erintett 

iigyekben elvernek. 

5. Harmadik szemelyek a SzOvetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak bar-

melyikenek vagy Magyarorszagnak teriileten, — akik a jelen Szerz5des 

eletbelepese doll johiszemiileg oly ipari, irodalmi vagy miiveszeti tulajdon-

jogokat szereztek, melyek e Fiiggelek A. cikkeben visszaallitott jogokkal, 

vagy oly jogokkal, melyek reszere plsObbseg biztosittatott e cikk alatt, 

osszeiitkozesbe kerillnek, vagy akik az emlitett jogok targyat johiszemiileg 

keszitettek, sokszorositottak, hasznaltak vagy ertekesitettek, jogot nyernek 

arra, minden bitoFlas felelossege nélkiil, ily jogok gyakorlasanak folytatasara 

es arra, hogy folytassak, vagy ujb61 kezdjenek ily gyartitst, kiadist, repro-

dukalast, hasznalatot vagy itrubabocsitast, amit jehiszemilleg megszereztek, 

vagy elkezdettek. Magyarorszagon Lily engedely egy nem kizarelagos 

engedmeny alakszeriiseget fogja felvenni, amelynek feltetelei es hatarideje 
az erdekelt felek kolcsoniis megegyezese alapjan allapitandok meg, vagy 

pedig, megegyezes hiányában, ezek a jelen SzerzOdes 35. cikke alatt felallitott 
Egyeztet5 Bizottsig altal hatarortatnak meg. A Szovetseges es Titrsult 

Hatalmak teriileten azonban johiszemii harrnadik szemelyek oly vedelemben 

fognak reszesiilni, mint amilyenben hason16 lairiilmenyek kOzOtt oly 
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szemii harmadik szem6lyek reszesiilnek, akiknek jogai ellenkeznek mas
Sz6vets6ges es Tarsult Hatalmak allampolgarainak jogaival.

6. Semmifele oly ertelmezest azonban nem lehet adni jelen Fiiggelek
A. reszenek, hogy Magyarorszagnak es allampolgarainak barmifele szaba-
dalomhoz, vagy hasznalati mintahoz joga volna a Szovets6ges es Tarsult
Hatalmak barmelyikenek teriileten, talalmanyokat illetoleg barmifele oly
cikkekre vonatkoz6lag, amelyek nevszerint fel vannak sorolva a jelen
Szerzodes III. Fiiggeleke alatt, es amelyek Magyarorszag altal, vagy bar-
melyik allampolgara iltal Magyarorszagon vagy barmely masik Tengelyha-
talom teriileten, vagy a Tengelyhatalmak katonasaga altal barmely meg-
szallott teriileten, abban az idoben, mid6n ily teriiletek a Tengelyhatalmak
hadserege vagy hat6sagainak ellen5rzese alatt allottak, keszittettek, vagy
amelyekre szabadalmi bejelentest tettek.

7. Magyarorszag hasonl6keppen kiterjeszti a jelen Fiiggelek el6b-
beniekben felsorolt kikoteseivel meghatarozott elonySket Franciaorszagra
es az Egyesiilt Nemzetek azon tagjaira, amelyek nem Szovetseges es Tarsult

Hatalmak es amelyek a diplomaciai kapcsolatokat a haboru alatt Magyaror-

szaggal megszakitottak es amelyek elvallaljak, hogy Magyarorszagra
kiterjesztik az emlitett kikotesekkel Magyarorszagnak juttatott elonyoket.

8. Jelen Fiiggelek A. resze alapjan semmit sem lehet ugy ertelmezni,

hogy az a jelen Szerzodes 26. 29. es 31. cikkeivel ellenkezne.
B. BIZTOSITAS.

1. A biztosit6knak utjaba - akik az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgArai, -

korabbi iizleti tevekenysegiik ujb6li felvetele alkalmab6l semmifele mas
akadaly, mint altalaban a biztosit6kra alkalmazhat6, nem gorditheto.

2. Ha egy biztosit6, aki az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek polgara,

szakmabeli tevekenyseget Magyarorszagon ujb6l felvenni 6hajtja es ha az

6vadekletetek vagy tartalekok erteke, melyeknek fenntartasa a Magyaror-
szagon folytatand6 iizleti tevekenysegnek elofeltetele, csokkent ily leteteket

vagy tartalekokat kepezo kotvenyek elvesztese, vagy ertekbeni csokkenese

folytan: a magyar kormany elvallalja, hogy 18 h6nap tartamara elfogadja

az oly k6tv6nyeket, melyek meg megmaradtak e beteteket es tartalekokat

illeto barmifele jogi kovetelmeny teljesitesekent.
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szemii harmadik szemelyek reszesiilnek, akiknek jogai ellenkeznek mas 

Szovetseges es Tannit Hatalmak allampolgarainak jogaival. 

6. Semmifele oly ertelmezest azonban nem lehet adni jelen Fiiggelek 

A. reszenek, hogy Magyarorszagnak es allampolgarainak barmifele szaba-

dalomhoz, vagy hasznalati mintahoz joga volna a Szovetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalmak barmelyikenek teriileten, talalmanyokat illet5leg barmifele oly 

cikkekre vonatkozOlag, amelyek nevszerint fel vannak sorolva a jelen 

SzerzOdes III. Fiiggeleke alatt, es amelyek Magyarorszag által, vagy bar-

melyik allampolgara Altai Magyarorszagon vagy barmely masik Tengelyha-

talom teriileten, vagy a Tengelyhatalmak katonasaga Altai barmely meg-

szallott teriileten, abban az idOben, midon ily teriiletek a Tengelyhatalmak 

hadserege vagy hatOsagainak ellenarzese alatt allottak, keszittettek, vagy 

amelyekre szabadalmi bejelentest tettek. 

7. Magyarorszag hasonlOkeppen kiterjeszti a jelen Fiiggelek el5b-

beniekben felsorolt kikOteseivel meghatarozott elOnyOket Franciaorszagra 

es az Egyesiilt Nemzetek azon tagjaira, amelyek nem Szovetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalmak es amelyek a diplomaciai kapcsolatokat a haboru alatt Magyaror-

szaggal megszakitottak es amelyek elvállalják, hogy Magyarorszagra 

kiterjesztik az emlitett kikiitesekkel Magyarorszagnak juttatott elOnyiiket. 

8. Jelen Fiiggelek A. resze alapjan semmit sem lehet ugy ertelmezni, 

hogy az a jelen SzerzOdes 26. 29. es 31. cikkeivel ellenkezne. 

B. BIZTOSITAS. 

1. A biztositanak utjaba akik az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgarai, — 

korabbi ilzleti tevekenysegiik ujboli felvetele alkalmab61 semmifele =is 

akadaly, mint altalaban a biztositOkra alkalmazhat6, nem gardithet5. 

2. Ha egy biztosit6, aki az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek polgara, 

szakmabeli tevekenyseget Magyarorszagon ujbol felvenni Ohajtja es ha az 

Ovadekletetek vagy tartalekok erteke, melyeknek fenntartisa a Magyaror-

szagon folytatando iizleti tevekenysegnek el5feltetele, csokkent ily leteteket 

vagy tartalekokat kepez5 kotvenyek elvesztese, vagy ertekbeni csOkkenese 

folytan: a magyar kormany elvallalja, hogy 18 &Snap tartamara elfogadja 

az oly kotvenyeket, melyek meg megmaradtak e beteteket es tartalekokat 

illet5 barmifele jogi kovetelmeny teljesitesekent. 



V. FUGGELEK

A. SZERZODESEK, ELEVULE S ES KERESKEDELMI PAPIROK.

1. Birmifele szerz6odst, amelynek teljesit6eshez sziikseges volt, hogy
a szerz6od felek 6rintkezest tartsanak fenn es e szerzod6 felek barmelyike a
jelen Fiiggelek D. resz6nek ertelmeben ellensegg6 valt, hatalytalannak kell
tekinteni az alanti 2. 6s 3. fejezetekben meghatarozott kiv6telek s6relme
nlkiil, att6l az id5ponttol kezdve, mid6n a szerzo6di felek barmelyike ellen-
segge valt. E hatalytalanna valas azonban a jelen Szerziods 27. cikkeben
meghatarozott rendelkezeseket nem befolyasolhatja 6s nem mentesiti a
szerzo'd8 felek egyiket sem azon kotelesseg a161, hogy vissza kell fizetniok
az el1legkent kapott, vagy reszletfizetesi osszegeket, amelyek tekinteteben
ily szerzod8 fel ellenszolgaltatast nem teljesitett.

2. Fiiggetleniil a fenti 1. pont rendelkezeseit6l, a hatalytalanna valas
alol ki vannak v6ve 6s a jelen Szerzod6s 26. cikkeben meghatarozott jogok
serelme nelkiil 6rvenyben kell hogy maradjanak barmely szerz6desnek oly
kikotesei, melyek kiilonvalaszthat6k es amelyeknek teljesitesehez nem volt
sziikseges, hogy a szerzod5 felek- akik a jelen Fiiggel6k D. reszenek
ertelmeben ellens6gg6 valtak- az egymas kioztti erintkezest fenntartsak.
Az esetben, mid6n barmely szerz6d6snek kikotesei ilym6don nem valaszt-
hat6k kiilon, a szerz6dest teljes egeszeben hatalytalanna valtnak kell tekin-
teni. Az elobbeniek azoknak a bels8 torvenyeknek, rendeleteknek es rend-
szabalyoknak vannak alarendelve, melyeket azok a Szovetseges es Tarsult
Hatalmak alkottak, amelyek a szerzodest illetoleg, vagy pedig a szerz6do
felek barmelyiket illet6leg bir6i illetekess6ggel birak.

3. A jelen Fiiggel6k A. reszenek egyik rendelkezeset sem lehet ugy
ertelmezni, bogy erv6nyteleniten6 az ellens6gek kozotti szerz&desek ertelme-
ben jogszeriien letrejott iigyleteket, ha azok a Szovetseges es Tarsult
Hatalmak egyikenek engedely6vel teljesittettek.

4. Az el6bbeni kik5otsek dacara, biztositasi es viszontbiztositasi szer-
zodesek az illetekes Sz6vetseges 6s Tarsult Hatalmak 6s Magyarorszag kozotti
kiilon megegyezes targyat fogjak k6pezni.
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V. FUGGELEK 

A. SZERZODESEK, ELEVULES ES KERESKEDELMI PAPIROK. 

1. Barmifele szerzOdest, amelynek teljesitesehez sziikseges volt, hogy 

a szerz6d5 felek erintkezest tartsanak fenn es e szerz6d5 felek barmelyike a 

jelen Filggelek D. reszenek ertelmeben ellensegge valt, hatalytalannak kell 

tekinteni az alanti 2. es 3. fejezetekben meghatarozott kivetelek serelme 

nelkfil, att61 az id6pontteil kezdve, midon a szerz5d5 felek barmelyike ellen-

segge valt. E hatalytalanna valas azonban a jelen Szerz6des 27. eikkeben 

meghatarozott rendelkezeseket nem befolyasolhatja es nem mentesiti a 

szerz5d5 felek egyiket sem azon katelesseg al61, hogy vissza kell fizetniok 

az el5legkent kapott, vagy reszletfizetesi osszegeket, amelyek tekinteteben 
ily szerz5d6 fel ellenszolgaltatast nem teljesitett. 

2. Fiiggetleniil a fenti 1. pont rendelkezeseit61, a hatidytalanna válás 

a161 ki vannak veve es a jelen Szerz5des 26. cikkeben meghatarozott jogok 

serelme nélkül ervenyben kell hogy maradjanak barmely szerz6desnek oly 

kikotesei, melyek kOlOnvalaszthatOk es amelyeknek teljesitesehez nem volt 

sziikseges, hogy a szerz5d5 felek — akik a jelen Fuggelek D. reszenek 

ertelmeben ellensegge valtak — az egymas kOzotti erintkezest fenntartsak. 

Az esetben, midon barmely szerz6desnek kikOtesei ilymodon nem valaszt-

hat& kiilOn, a szerz6dest teljes egeszeben hatalytalanna valtnak kell tekin-

teni. Az elobbeniek azoknak a bels5 thrvenyeknek, rendeletekn.ek es rend-

szabitlyoknak vannak alEirendelve, melyeket azok a Szovetseges es Tarsult 

Hatalmak alkottak, amelyek a szerz5dest illetoleg, vagy pedig a szerz5c15 

felek barmelyiket illet5leg birOi illetekesseggel bimak. 

3. A jelen Fiiggelek A. reszenek egyik rendelkezeset sem lehet ugy 

ertelmemi, hogy ervenytelenitene az ellensegek kOzotti szerzOdesek ertelme-

ben jogszeriien letrejOtt figyleteket, ha azok a SzOvetseges es Tarsult 
Hatalmak egyikenek engedelyevel teljesittettek. 

4. Az elObbeni kikOtesek dacara, biztositasi es viszontbiztositEisi szer-

z5desek az illetekes Szovetseges es Tarsult Hatalmak es Magyarorszag kOzotti 
kiilOn megegyezes targyat fogjEik kepezni. 
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B. ELEVULESI IDOSZAK.

1. Felbeszakadtnak kell tekinteni egyreszrol Magyarorszag teriileten,
masreszrol azoknak az Egyesuilt Nemzeteknek teriilet6n, melyek viszonossagi
alapon Magyarorszag r6sz6re a jelen szakasz kikiotseivel meghatarozott
kedvezmenyeket biztositjak, mindazon id6szakot, melyek eleviilesre, vagy
perinditasi hatarido korlatozasara, vagy jogvedelmi intezked6sek megtetelere
vonatkoznak, szemelyi vagy tulajdonjogi viszonylatban, az Egyesiilt Nem-
zetek azon polgarait es Magyarorszag azon polgarait illetoleg, akik a haborus
allapotok kSvetkezt6ben k6ptelenek voltak jogvedelmi eljarist folyamatba
tenni, vagy pedig jogaik megvedesehez sziikseges alakisagnak megfelelni,
fiuggetlenil att6l, bogy ezek az idoszakok a haboru kitorese elott vagy utin
vettek kezdetiiket. Ezek az id6szakok a jelen Szerz6ods ervenybelepesekor
fogjAk kezdetiiket venni. Ennek a r6sznek rendelkezeseit kell alkalmazni a
kamat es osztalek szelvenyek, valamint oly ertekpapirok fizetes celjabol

valo bemutatasanak hatArid6ire is, melyek kisorsolas vagy egy6b alapon
visszavaltand6k.

2. Ha, ama koriilmeny folytan, hogy a haboru alatt valamely cselek-

meny foganatositAsa elmulasztatott, vagy bogy valamely alakisig nem

teljesittetett, Magyarorszag teriileten az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek

polgarat sert5 vegrehajtasi cselekmenyek foganatosittattak, a magyar kor-

manynak vissza kell allitani azokat a jogokat, melyek hatranyosan befolya-

soltattak. Ha ily helyreallitAs lehetetlen, vagy meltanytalan volna, a

magyar kormanynak gondoskodnia kell arr6l, bogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek

polgara oly karteritAsben reszesiiljon, amely a koriilmenyek kozott

igazsagosnak es meltanyosnak tekintheto.

C. KERESKEDELMI PAPIROK.

1. Ellensegek kozotti viszonylatban haboru el5tt kiallitott kereskedelmi

papirok Arvenytelenne valtaknak nem tekinthetok csupan ama oknil fogva,

bogy azokat megszabott hatirid5n belul elfogadas, vagy fizetes vegett nem

mutattak be, vagy bogy a kibocsAtokat, vagy forgat6kat az el nem fogadisr6l

vagy nem fizetesr5l nem ertesitettek, vagy nem 6vatoltik meg a papirt;

sem pedig annal az oknal fogva, bogy a haboru alatt valamely alakisag

nem teljesittetett.
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B. ELivilasi MOSZAIC. 

1. Felbeszakadtnak kell tekinteni egyreszrOl Magyarorsztig teriileten, 

misreszrol azoknak az Egyesiilt Nemzeteknek teriileten, melyek viszonossagi 

alapon Magyarorszag reszere a jelen szakasz kikoteseivel meghatfirozott 

kedvezmenyeket biztositjak, rai' nclazon idOszakot, melyek elevillesre, vagy-

perinditiisi hatarid5 korlatortisAra, van, jogvedelmi intezkedesek megtetelere 

vonatkoznak, szemelyi vagy tulajdonjogi viszonylatban, az Egyesiilt Nem-

zetek azon polgarait es Magyarorszfig azon polgarait illetoleg, akik a haborus 

allapotok lavetkezteben keptelenek voltak jogvedelmi eljariist folyamatba 

tenni, vagy pedig jogaik megvedesehez sziikseges alakisagnak megfelelni, 

fiiggetleniil att61, bogy ezek az idliszakok a heloru kitorese don vagy utan 

vettek kezdetiiket. Ezek az idOszakok a jelen Szerz5des ervenybelepesekor 

fogjak kezdetiiket venni. Eimek a resznek rendelkezeseit kell alkahnazni a 

kamat es osztalek szelvenyek, valamint oly ertekpapirok fizetes celjElb61 

valo bemutatasinak hataridOire is, melyek kisorsolas van,- cora alapon 

visszaviiltandok. 

2. Ha, ama koriilmeny folytan, bogy a haboru alatt valamely eselek-

meny foganatositiisa elmulasztatott, vagy hogy valamely alakisig nem 

teljesittetett, Magyarorszag teriileten az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek 

polgirat sertO vegrehajtasi eselekmenyek foganatosittattak, a magyar kor-

minynak vissza kell allitani azokat a jogokat, melyek luitrzinyosin befolya-

soltattak. Ha ily helyreallitas lehetetlen, vagy meltanytalan volna, a 

magyar kormanynak gondoskodnia kell arr61, bogy az Egyesiilt Nemzetek 

polgiira oly karteritesben reszesiiljon, amely a koriihnenyek kozatt 

igazsagosnak es meltinyosnak tekinthet8. 

C. KERESICEDELMI PAPIROIC. 

1. Ellensegek koziitti viszonylatban hiiboru elOtt kiallitott kereskedelmi 

papirok ervenytelenne vtiltalmak nem tekinthetlik esupan ama okmil fogva, 
bogy azokat megszabott hatiirid5n beliil elfogadiis, vagy fizetes vegett nem 

mutattak be, vagy bogy a kibocsatiikat, vagy forgatOkat az el nem fogadisr61 

vagy nem fizetesr61 nem ertesitettek, vagy nem Ovatoltak meg a papirt; 

sem pedig annil az oknal fogva, bogy a haboru alatt valamely alakiság 

nem teljesittetett. 



2. Ha az az id6szak, amely alatt a kereskedelmi papirt elfogadas,
vagy fizet6s vegett be kellett volna mutatni, vagy amely alatt az el nem
fogadasr6l vagy nem fizetesrol a kibocsat6t, vagy forgat6t ertesiteni kellett
volna, vagy amely alatt a papirt meg kellett volna 6vatolni, a haboru alatt
lejart 6s a fel, akinek a papirt bemutatnia, 6vatolnia kellett volna, vagy
az el nem fogadasr61, vagy nem fizetesrl1 6rtesitest kellett volna adnia, ezt
nem tette meg a haboru alatt, a jelen Szerzodes eletbeleptetol szamitott
legkevesebb harom h6napi idoszak fog rendelkez6sre al1ni, amely alatt
bemutatas, az el nem fogadasr6l, vagy nem fizetesrol sz616 ertesites, vagy
6vatolas eszkozolheto.

3. Ha valaki, akar a haboru elott, akar a haboru alatt, egy kereskedelmi
papiron alapul6 kitelezettseget vallalt egy kesobb ellensegge valt szemelynek
vele szemben elvallalt kotelezettsege alapjan, az ut6bbi felelos fog maradni
a haboru kitoresenek dacara is, az elobbeninek ezen kitelezettsegek tekintete-
beni kartalanitasa6rt.

D. ALTALiNOS RENDELKEZESEK.

1. E Fiiggelek alkalmazasanak celjab61 egyeni vagy jogi szemelyeket
ellens6gnek kell tekinteni attol a napt6l kezdve, mid6n kereskedes kiozttik
jogellenesse valt, azoknak a torvenyeknek, rendeleteknek, vagy rend-
szabalyoknak ertelmeben, melyek az ily felekre, vagy szerzodesekre n6zve
kotelez6ek.

2. Az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok jogrendszerere val6 tekintettel e
Fiiggel6k rendelkezeseit nem lehet alkalmazni az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok
es Magyarorszag kozott.

VI. FUGGELtK
Iteletek

A magyar kormanynak meg kell tenni a sziikseges lepeseket acelb61,
bogy lehetove tegye az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek Allampolgara
resz6re azt, hogy a jelen Szerz6ods eletbelepesetol szaimitott egy even beliul
barmikor az illetekes magyar hat6sagok ele terjeszthessen feliilvizsgalas
celjib6l birmely it6letet, amelyet egy magyar bir6sag 1941. evi junius 22.-e
es a jelen Szerz6ods eletbelepese k6oztt hozott, birmifele eljaras folyaman,
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2. Ha az az idOszak, amely alatt a kereskedelmi papirt elfogadas, 

vagy fizetes vegett be kellett volna mutatni, vagy amely alatt az el nem 

fogadasr61 vagy nem fizetesr61 a kibocsat6t, vagy forgat6t ertesiteni kellett 

volna, vagy amely alatt a papirt meg kellett volna Ovatolni, a haboru alatt 

lejart es a fel, akinek a papirt bemutatnia, 6vatolnia kellett volna, vagy 

az el nem fogadasr61, vagy nem fizetesr51 ertesitest kellett volna adnia, ezt 

nem tette meg a haboru alatt, a jelen SzerzOdes eletbeleptet61 szamitott 

legkevesebb harom honapi idaszak fog rendelkezesre állni, amely alatt 

bemutatas, az el nem fogadasr61, vagy nem fizetesr61 sz616 ertesites, vagy 

&vat°las eszkOzolhet6. 

3. Ha valaki, akar a haboru elott, akar a haboru alatt, egy kereskedelmi 

papiron alapul6 kiitelezettseget vallalt egy kesabb ellensegge valt szemelynek 

vele szemben civállalt kiitelezettsege alapjan, az utobbi felellis fog maradni 

a haboru kithresenek dacara is, az ellibbeninek ezen kiitelezettsegek tekintete-

beni kartalanitasaert. 

D. ALTALANOS RENDELKEZESEK. 

1. E Fiiggelek alkalmazisanak celjab61 egyeni vagy jogi szemelyeket 

ellensegnek kell tekinteni att61 a napt61 kezdve, midon kereskedes kozOttiik 

jogellenesse yak, azoluiak a tarvenyeknek, rendeleteknek, vagy rend-

szabalyoknak ertelmeben, melyek az ily felekre, vagy szerzOdesekre nezve 

kiitelez6ek. 

2. Az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok jogrendszerere val6 tekintettel e 

Fiiggelek rendelkezeseit nem lehet alkalmazni az Amerikai Egyesiilt Allamok 

es Magyarorsztig kozott. 

VI. FUG-GMAT( 
Iteletek 

A magyar kormanynak meg kell tenni a sziikseges lepeseket 

hogy lehetove tegye az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek illampolgara 

reszere azt, hogy a jelen Szerzlides eletbelepesetol szamitott egy even belül 

barntikor az illetekes magyar hatosagok ele terjeszthessen feliilvizsgalas 
celjabOl barmely iteletet, amelyet egy magyar birOsig 1941. evi junius 22.-e 

es a jelen SzerzOdes eletbelepese kiiziitt hozott, barmifele eljaras folyaman, 
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amelynek soran az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgara k6ptelen volt megfelelen
eloterjeszteni iigyet, akar mint felperes, vagy alperes. A magyar kormanynak
gondoskodnia kell arrol, az esetben, ha az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgara
serelmet szenvedett barmifele ilyen iteletbol kifolyolag, hogy 6t abba az
allapotba kell visszahelyezni, amelyben a birosAg iteletet megelozoleg volt,
vagy olyan jogorvoslatban kell it reszesitenie, ami igazsagos es m8ltanyos
az adott k6riilmenyek kozott. Az "Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgarai" kifejezes
magiban foglalja az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyik6nek torvenyei szerint
alakitott tarsasagokat es egyesiileteket.
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amelynek soran az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgara keptelen volt megfelekien 

eloterjeszteni iigyet, akar mint felperes, vagy alperes. A magyar kormanynak 

gondoskodnia kell arr61, az esetben, ha az Egyesiilt Nemzetek polgara 

serelmet szenvedett barmifele ilyen iteletb51 kifolyolag, hogy öt abba az 

allapotba kell visszahelyezni, amelyben a birOsig iteletet megelozoleg volt, 

vagy olyan jogorvoslatban kell öt reszesitenie, ami igazsagos es meltanyos 

az adott koriilmenyek kOziat. Az "Egyesiat Nemzetek polgarai" kifejezes 

magaban foglalja az Egyesiilt Nemzetek barmelyikenek torvenyei szerint 

alakitott tarsasagokat es egyesiileteket. 
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U yAocronepeuae qero
nirmenonacaumaecx nea-
HOmostae nIlpeAcTanreiH
nolnIcaIt B1acTojnlIl
Aorosop a nphooxiLu a
semy cDOo nerBun

Cosepmeo a Hapare ma
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AlR TiucXqa AeiTbCOT
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TRATIIS

In faith whereof the ur-
dersigned Plenipotentiarie
have signed the present
Treaty and have affixed
thereto their wal. il]

Done ia te city of Parm
in the Russian, English.
French and Hungarin lan-
guages this tenth day of
February, One Thousand
Nie Hundred Forty-Sve.

En foi de quoi, le Plnei-
potetiaires iousdigni oat
appose leun signatter dl
leurs cachets an ba de
preent Traiti.

Fuit Paris. Ie dix flriev
ail neuf cent quarante-4ept.

en langues russe, anglaise
franaise et hongroie.

[61 STAT.

EnnMahite usilainFroa
meghatlanzotlsk jeet
szerznest aliirtitk pw
cetjeikkel eDlittl.

Kdt Pirisban, orosx. an
(O1 francia s magyar nyd.
Ten, erkaen egzTe-
hetedik Cv februir h6 tui.
dil pjio

3a Co Cosemxcm Cowsunm weew x Pecny6mn :
FoR Ta1 UmON OF SOVET SOCALIST REPUBLCS:

Poun L'U*N-* ds RHPusQUma Sovunmw s Socusmr:
A SzocuLrA SZOVJET KUrrisasicoK UNI6JA RsZiObL:

t8so] ,D

[1nAL]

(For rowuraation of the facaiile ignature., Me p. 222.]
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U ynorronepeine sem 
wirAtewetnneantenecz 
Holman flpeneranarean 
noxeneann anctonntnn 
Mrosop n upsionman n 
am coon Imam 
Companion Ramie no 

ppeczom6 anraylicitott. 
4pamplemma n menmccoi 
slingaii SOP= neezroro 
Ana TUCAMS AeSATbCOT 

cops centaur(' ram 

In faith whereof the um 
dersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have signed the present 
Treaty and have affixed 
thereto their seals. VI 
Done in the city of Pazis 

in the Russian. English. 
French and Hungarian lan-
guages this tenth day of 
February. One Thousand 
Nine Hundred Forty-Seven. 

En foi de quo', lea Mini-
potentiaires Soussignes oat 
appose !curs signatures eS 
fears cachets an has do 
present Tula. 

Fait iParis.ferrix aeries 
mil neat cent quarantoaept. 
en tangues MSC, anglaise, 
fransaise et hongroin. 

3a Coma Comma Coxxxxxerneexxx Peen76Ams: 

FOR TEl UNION OF SOVIET SOCILLIST REPUBLICS: 

Poua L'Uxxix Das REPUBLIQUE'S SonsuQuas $octsurrEs: 

A SZOCIALISTA SZOVJET KoZTARSASIGOE UNI6JA RESZiROL: 

[SEAL] 

I (For roammisatioa of the facsimile sigescores, iee p. En1.1 

Fnn&hftua1u11rcn 
ineghatabitazottak a jelen 
raerzedest aliirtik es pep 
esetjeilckel elbittelt. 
Koh Pirisban, orou, an. 

go], frauds es magyar nye". 
yen, ezerki/eneszimegyven-
hetedik dv februir ho tito, 
dik eapjko. 
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3a CoC.tHIICrIem KclpojserCo ftlmtrmprainmm x CsepHod HpAmnuI :
FoR Tilt UNITEl) KINCDOM OF GITUT BMUAN AND NORTsM iRMLAID :
POua Lt ROYAUMrEUNI DE GCANIO-BIETACNE ST DIRLANDE DU NORD:
A NACYruBITANII AS X ImuMUAct EGCYSOLT KItLYSA RsziL"

[wU1

3 to-Piacuuw IlhTm Alepma:
ron Tnt UawrrtA.DATnm wr AmnucI :
PwouR L ETAT.UnB o"AMOuaQtm:
At AmsutKA EcGrlLT ALLAum Rfmzot&.
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3a C00,11theallitt. &Tasman Itnnycarprrattlatx Comm* Himazimat: 
FOlt TIIE UNITED KINGDOM OT QtEAT BRITAIN AND NORMAN IRELAND: 
POWt LE BOTAU/41oUNI o QUM/A-BRETAGNE ET DIRLANDE DU Now: 
A Nscirsierraumu is Estsz bultszicz &YAWLS KtidursAc Risztabl.: 

Der.A4 

tociallmonse If hirna Arpiesis: 
'OR TEE UNITED 5mmur AISERICis 
Poufs Les ETATRUNTS sausaves: 
AZA)Isçutai EcTesavr ALLA Riszisk: 

tisuL) 



TREATIES

3a ACTpaaMuo:
FOR AUSTRALIA:

POUR L'AUSTRALE:

AUSZTRiLu RESZEROL:

[svrLI

3a BcI;opyccKyI ConreteKyr CotHi.fllcTrHulcKry PecCIIy6.HKy.
FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST I:E'UIULI::

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIAI.ISTE DE BIEI.ORUSSIE:

A FEHERORUSZ SZOCIALISTA SZOVJET KJOZ1ARSASA RS.iEROL:

[SL AL
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3a Attapanna: 
FOR AUSTRALIA: 

POUR L'AUSTRALIE: 

AuszTRAtut 

8 NAL dfok, 16-1-4-4 

3a Benopycotro CmtercIyk CoiwMncrwwcicyio Pecily6.my. 
FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOLTALtST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOYIETIQUESOCIALIsTE DE EBELORUssiE: 

A FEHiROIWSZ SZOCIALISTA SZOvJET KoZTARSASAB RiSZERoL: 

[BEAL] 
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3a Kaiany:
FoR CANADA-
Poua LE CANADA:
CANADA RESZiELL:

3a qexoc.jioamio:
FOR CZECuOSLOYAKiA:
POUR LA TCIIECOSLOVAQUIE:

CSEH.SLOVAKIA RESZtERL:

LSEAL]

[SEAQl

~·JtkH

a4A

AV. K 4L l to. k k
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3a Kum: 
FOR C.ANI.DAI 
FOUR LE FJJ4ADA: 
KARAM RESZIERoL: 

taraij 

3a (Joule...Imam:ma: 
FOR CZEOWSLOVAKiA: 
POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIE: 
CsEHSZLOVAK IA REStiROL: 

ESEAL1 

(SF.A1.1 

LAN. 
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3a Hiwz:
For Abu:
PoWU L'rsC:
Imua RtsLt: I

J ·- .

Foar Nw ZBAAum:
Por uL NoUosLLZmAnw:

Czb iars

BALL t
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31 Ram: 
Fat hams 

Po= etrea: 

ham Riscia61.: 

(scasa 

3a Ramo tiaaampao: 
Fon New ZitAIAte: 

POUR IA NOUVILLLEZILANDZI 
US Uwe Rinfatik: 

roma 
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3a Ympamicxy CoNerOCa Cwommcnnecmms PcJAnYKY.:
Fo mzE Uammr Sovri SoaCmri Riruuc:
Pout LA RPUmUQU SovimTQK Socatum D'UJRAIm:
Az UKRAN SzaOclAt* SAZOJr KiTAmusc RaishiL:

([E") 72

3& IOo-AfpUamAi Om:
PFo Tum Umm or Soimu AruA
POu L'Umo Mi 'An iQus S
A DhAma Ura6 Resa
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3a Yapannorpo Coarrexpo Csmaamnigecays Pac:76mq: 
Fon THE UKRAINIAN Sot= Soctsusr REPUBLIC: 
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WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their resolution of
June 5, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, did advise
and consent to the ratification of the said Treaty;

WHEREAS the said Treaty was duly ratified by the President of the United States
of America on June 14, 1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of
the Senate;

WHEREAS it is provided in Article 42 of the said Treaty that the Treaty shall
come into force immediately upon the deposit with the Government'bf the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics of ratifications by the United States of America, by
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland;

WHEREAS instruments of ratification were deposited with the Government of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by the United
States of America, by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and by the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

AND WHEREAS an instrument of ratification was also deposited with the Govern-
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on September 15, 1947 by Hungary;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United
States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public the said Treaty of Peace
with Hungary to the end that the same and every article and clause thereof shall
be observed and fulfilled with good faith, on and after September 15, 1947, by the
United States of America and by the citizens of the United States of America and
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and do hereby further proclaim
that the state of war between the United States of America and Hungary terminated
on September 15, 1947.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States of America
to be hereunto affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of September in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the Independ-
ence of the United States of America the one hundred seventy-second.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

ROBERT A LOVETr
Acting Secretary of State
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Note by the Department of State

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures:

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

V. MOLOTOV.
A BOGOMOLOV.

FOR THE UrITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

ERNEST BEVIN
DUFF COOPER

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

JAMES F BYRNES
JEFFERSON CAFFERY

FOR AUSTRALIAT
JonN. A. BEASLEY

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

K KISSELEV

FOR CANADA:
GEORGE P. VAnia

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIAz
JAN MASARYK
V. CLsBEnTIS

FOR INDIA:
S. E. RUNGANADHAN.

FOR NEW ZEALAND:
W. J JORDAN

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

I. SENm

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

W. G. PARmIrTB

FOR THE PEOPLE'S FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA:

STANOJZ S SDmU
RODOUB COLaOVid
DR PAVLX GRaGOi6

FOR HUNGARY:
Jiios GYONCGron
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The certification on page 2226 reads, in translation, as follows:

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics cer-
tifies by the seal affixed hereto that the present document is a true copy of the
Treaty of Peace with Hungary signed at Paris on February 10, 1947, in the Russian,
English, French and Hungarian languages in a single copy, the original of which
is preserved in the archives of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

By order of the Minister, Member of the Collegium and Chief of the Treaty-Law
Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R.

February 26, 1947.

[SEAL] S. GOLUNSIKL
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December 11, 1946
IT.I.A.S. 1671]

Protocol, with annex, between the United States of America and other
governments respecting narcotic drugs, amending the agreements,
conventions, and protocols of January 23, 1912, February 11, 1925,
February 19, 1925, July 13, 1931, November 27, 1931, and June
26, 1936. Openedfor signature at Lake Success December 11, 1946;
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America
June 24, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America
July 15, 1947; ratification of the United States of America deposited
with the United Nations at Lake Success August 12, 1947; protocol
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America October
14, 1947; protocol entered into force with respect to the United States
of America August 12, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS the Protocol, with accompanying Annex, amending the
Agreements, Conventions and Protocols on Narcotic Drugs was
opened for signature at Lake Success, New York, on Decem-
ber 11, 1946, and was signed by the respective Plenipotentiaries of
the United States of America (with a reservation "Subject to
approval") and forty-eight other countries;

WHEREAS the text of the said Protocol in the Chinese, English,
French, Russian and Spanish languages and the accompanying
Annex in the English and French languages, as certified by the
Acting Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations in charge of
the Legal Department, are word for word as follows:
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December 11, 1946  
IT.I.A.13. 1671] 

Protocol, with annex, between the United States of America and other 
governments respecting narcotic drugs, amending the agreements, 
conventions, and protocols of January 28, 1912, February 11, 1925, 
February 19, 1925, July 13, 1931, November 27, 1981, and June 
26, 1986. Opened for signature at Lake Success December 11, 1946; 
ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 
June 24, 1947; ratified by the President of the United States of America 
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with the United Nations at Lake Success August 12, 1947; protocol 
proclaimed by the President of the United States of America October 
14, 1947; protocol entered into force with respect to the United States 
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the United States of America (with a reservation "Subject to 
approval") and forty-eight other countries; 
WHEREAS the text of the said Protocol in the Chinese, English, 

French, Russian and Spanish languages and the accompanying 
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Acting Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations in charge of 
the Legal Department, are word for word as follows: 
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PROTOCOL
AMENDING THE

AGREEMENTS, CONVENTIONS AND
PROTOCOLS ON NARCOTIC DRUGS

CONCLUDED AT THE HAGUE ON 23 JANUARY 1912,
AT GENEVA ON 11 FEBRUARY 1925 AND 19 FEBRUARY 1925, AND 13 JULY 1931,

AT BANGKOK ON 27 NOVEMBER 1931 AND AT GENEVA ON 26 JUNE 1936

INITSD NATIONS
UlSuecm, New Yor

1946
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PROTOCOL AMENDING THE AGREEMENTS, CONVENTIONS
AND PROTOCOLS ON NARCOTIC DRUGS CONCLUDED AT
THE HAGUE ON 23 JANUARY 1912, AT GENEVA ON 11
FEBRUARY 1925 AND 19 FEBRUARY 1925, AND 13 JULY 1931,
AT BANGKOK ON 27 NOVEMBER 1931 AND AT GENEVA ON
26 JUNE 1936

Narcotic drugs.
Performance of du-

ties and functions of
League of Nations,
etc.

Pro, p. 2251

38 Stat. 1912.

48 Sta. 153.

48 Stat. 153.

PIS, . lM.

The States Parties to the present
Protocol, considering that under
the internationalAgreements, Con-
ventions and Protocols relating to
narcotic drugs which were con-
cluded on 23 January 1912,
11 February 1925, [1] 19 February
1925, [2 13 July 1931, 27 No-
vember 1931 [3] and 26 June
1936, [4] the League of Nations
was invested with certain duties
and functions for whose continued
performance it is necessary to
make provision in consequency of
the dissolution of the League, and
considering that it is expedient
that these duties and functions
should be performed henceforth
by the United Nations and the
World Health Organization or its
Interim Commission, have agreed
upon the following provisions:

ARTICLE I

The States Parties to the pres-
ent Protocol undertake that as
between themselves they will,
each in respect of the instruments
to which it is a party, and in
accordance with the provisions of
the present Protocol, attribute full
legal force and effect to, and duly
apply the amendments to those

t League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. 51, p. 337.
s Ibid., vol 81, p. 317.

Ibid., vol. 177, p. 373.
Ibid., vol. 198, p. 299.

instruments which are set forth
in the Annex to the present
Protocol.

ARTICLE II

1. It is agreed that, during
the period preceding the entry
into force of the Protocol in
respect of the International Con-
vention relating to Dangerous
Drugs of 19 February 1925, and
in respect of the International
Convention for limiting the Manu-
facture and regulating the Dis-
tribution of Narcotic Drugs of 13
July 1931, the Permanent Central
Board and the Supervisory Body
as at present constituted shall con-
tinue to perform their functions.
Vacancies in the membership of
the Permanent Central Board
may during this period be filled
by the Economic and Social
Council.

2. The Secretary-General of the
United Nations is authorized to
perform at once the duties hitherto
discharged by the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations
in connection with the Agree-
ments, Conventions and Protocols
mentioned in the Annex to the
present Protocol.
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1. It is agreed that, during 
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into force of the Protocol in 
respect of the International Con-
vention relating to Dangerous 
Drugs of 19 February 1925, and 
in respect of the International 
Convention for limiting the Manu-
facture and regulating the Dis-
tribution of Narcotic Drugs of 13 
July 1931, the Permanent Central 
Board and the Supervisory Body 
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2. The Secretary-General of the 
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discharged by the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations 
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ments, Conventions and Protocols 
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I League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. 51, p. 337. 
2 Ibid., vol. 81, p. 317. 
* Ibid., vol. 177, p. 373. 
I /bid, vol. 198, p. 299. 
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3. States which are Parties to copies for their information to the
any of the instruments which are
to be amended by the present
Protocol are invited to apply the
amended texts of those instru-
ments so soon as the amendments
are in force even if they have not
yet been able to become Parties to
the present Protocol.

4. Should the amendments to
the Convention relating to Dan-
gerous Drugs of 19 February 1925,
or the amendments to the Con-
vention for limiting the Manufac-
ture and regulating the Distribu-
tion of Narcotic Drugs of 13 July
1931, come into force before the
World Health Organization is in
a position to assume its functions
under these Conventions, the func-
tions conferred on that Organiza-
tion by the amendments shall,
provisionally, be performed by its
Interim Commission.

ARTICLE III

The functions conferred upon
the Netherlands Government
under articles 21 and 25 of the
International Opium Convention
signed at The Hague on 23 Janu-
ary 1912, and entrusted to the
Secretary-General of the League
of Nations with the consent of
the Netherlands Government, by
a resolution of the League of
Nations Assembly dated 15 De-
cember 1920, shall henceforward
be exercised by the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

ARTICLE IV

As soon as possible after this
Protocol has been opened for
signature, the Secretary-General
shall prepare texts of the Agree-
ments, Conventions and Protocols
revised in accordance with the
present Protocol and shall send

Government of every Member of
the United Nations and every non-
member State to which this Pro-
tocol has been communicated by
the Secretary-General.

ARTICLE V

The present Protocol shall be
open for signature or acceptance
by any of the States Parties to the
Agreements, Conventions and
Protocols on narcotic drugs on 23
January 1912, 11 February 1925,
19 February 1925, 13 July 1931, 27
November 1931 and 26 June 1936,
to which the Secretary-General of
the United Nations has com-
municated a copy of the present
Protocol.

ARTICLE VI

States may become Parties to
the present Protocol by

(a) signature without reserva-
tion as to approval,

(b) signature subject to ap-
proval followed by ac-
ceptance or

(c) acceptance.

Acceptance shall be effected by
the deposit of a formal instrument
with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.

ARTICLE VII

1. The present Protocol shall
come into force in respect of each
Party on the date upon which it
has been signed on behalf of that
Party without reservation as to
approval, or upon which an instru-
ment of acceptance has been de-
posited.

2. The amendments set forth
in the Annex to the present
Protocol shall come into force in
respect of each Agreement, Con-

2233

38 Stat. 1912.

48 Stat. 1543.

Exercise of functions
conferred upon Neth-
erlands Government.

38 Stat. 1918, 1919.

Entry into force.
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vention and Protocol when a
majority of the Parties thereto
have become Parties to the present
Protocol.

ARTICLE VIII

In accordance with Article 102
of the Charter of the United
Nations, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations will register
and publish the amendments made
in each instrument by the present
Protocol on the dates of the entry
into force of these amendments.

ARTICLE IX

The present Protocol, of which
the Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall be de-
posited in the archives of the
United Nations Secretariat. The
Agreements, Conventions and
Protocols to be amended in ac-
cordance with the Annex being in
the English and French languages

only, the English and French texts
of the Annex shall equally be the
authentic texts and the Chinese,
Russian and Spanish texts will be
translations. A certified copy of
the Protocol, including the Annex,
shall be sent by the Secretary-
General to each of the States
Parties to the Agreements, Con-
ventions and Protocols on narcotic
drugs of 23 January 1912, 11
February 1925, 19 February 1925,
13 July 1931, 27 November 1931
and 26 June 1936, as well as to all
Members of the United Nations
and non-member States mentioned
in Article IV.

IN FAITH WHEREOF the under-
signed, duly authorized, have
signed the present Protocol on be-
half of their respective Govern-
ments on the dates appearing op-
posite their respective signatures.

DONE at Lake Success, New
York, this eleventh day of De-
cember one thousand nine hun-
dred and forty-six.

69 Stat. 1052.

38 Stat. 1912.

48 Stat. 1543.
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United Nations Secretariat. The 
Agreements, Conventions and 
Protocols to be amended in ac-
cordance with the Annex being in 
the English and French languages 

only, the English and French texts 
of the Annex shall equally be the 
authentic texts and the Chinese, 
Russian and Spanish texts will be 
translations. A certified copy of 
the Protocol, including the Annex, 
shall be sent by the Secretary-
General to each of the States 
Parties to the Agreements, Con-
ventions and Protocols on narcotic 
drugs of 23 January 1912, 11 
February 1925, 19 February 1925, 
13 July 1931, 27 November 1931 
and 26 June 1936, as well as to all 
Members of the United Nations 
and non-member States mentioned 
in Article IV. 
IN FAITH WHEREOF the under-

signed, duly authorized, have 
signed the present Protocol on be-
half of their respective Govern-
ments on the dates appearing op-
posite their respective signatures. 
DONE at Lake Success, New 

York, this eleventh day of De-
cember one thousand nine hun-
dred and forty-six. 
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PROTOCOLE AMENDANT LES ACCORDS, CONVENTIONS ET
PROTOCOLES SUR LES STUPEFIANTS CONCLUS A LA HAYE
LE 23 JANVIER 1912, A GENEVE LE 11 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE
19 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 13 JUILLET 1931, A BANGKOK LE
27 NOVEMBRE 1931 ET A GENEVE LE 26 JUIN 1936

Les Etats Parties au present
Protocole, considerant que les Ac-
cords, Conventions et Protocoles
internationaux concernant les stu-
p6fiants qui ont 6et conclus le 23
janvier 1912, le 11 fevrier 1925, le
19 f6vrier 1925, le 13 juillet 1931,
le 27 novembre 1931 et le 26 juin
1936 ont confi6 A la Soci6t6 des
Nations certains devoirs et cer-
taines fonctions et, en raison de la
dissolution de la Societe des Na-
tions, il est n6cessaire de prendre
des dispositions en vue d'en assurer
l'accomplissement sans interrup-
tion, et consid6rant qu'il est op-
portun que ces devoirs et ces fonc-
tions soient accomplis d6sormais
par l'Organisation des Nations
Unies et par l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sant6 ou par sa Com-
mission int6rimaire, sont convenus
des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE I

Les Etats Parties au pr&sent
Protocole prennent l'engagement
qu'entre eux-mAmes, chacun en
ce qui concerne les instruments
auxquels il est Partie, et conforme-
ment aux dispositions du present
Protocole, ils attribueront plein
effet juridique aux amendements
A ces instruments mentionnes A
l'annexe au present Protocole, les
mettront en vigueur et en assure-
ront l'application.

ARTICLE II

1. I1 est convenu que, en at-
tendant l'entr6e en vigueur du
Protocole relativement A la Con-
vention internationale du 19 fev-
rier 1925 concernant les drogues
nuisibles et relativement A la Con-
vention internationale du 13 juillet
1931 pour limiter la fabrication et
r6glementer la distribution des
stup6fiants, le Comit6 central per-
manent et l'Organe de contr6le,
tels qu'ils sont constitues actuelle-
ment, continueront a exercer leurs
fonctions. Pendant cette p6riode,
le Conseil 6conomique et social
pourra pourvoir aux sieges vacants
au Comit6 central permanent.

2. Le Secr6taire g6n6ral de
1'Organisation des Nations Unies
est autoris6 A assumer immediate-
ment les fonctions dont le Secr&
taire g6enral de la Societ6 des
Nations etait charge jusqu'a pr&
sent en ce qui concerne les Ac-
cords, Conventions et Protocoles
mentionnes a l'annexe du present
Protocole.

3. Les Etats Parties l'un des
instruments qui doivent 8tre amen-
des par le present Protocole sont
invites a appliquer les textes
amendes de ces instruments d6s
l'entree en vigueur des amende-
ments, meme s'ils n'ont pas encore
pu devenir Parties au present
Protocole.
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PROTOCOLE AMENDANT LES ACCORDS, CONVENTIONS ET 
PROTOCOLES SUR LES STUPEFIANTS CONCLUS A LA HAYE 
LE 23 JANVIER 1912, A GENEVE LE 11 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 
19 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 13 JUILLET 1931, A BANGKOK LE 
27 NOVEMBRE 1931 ET A GENEVE LE 26 JUIN 1936 

Les Etats Parties au present 
Protocole, considerant que les Ac-
cords, Conventions et Protocoles 
intemationaux concernant les stu-
pefiants qui ont ete conclus le 23 
janvier 1912, le 11 fevrier 1925, le 
19 fevrier 1925, le 13 juillet 1931, 
le 27 novembre 1931 et le 26 juin 
1936 ont confie a la Societe des 
Nations certains devoirs et cer-
taines fonctions et, en raison de la 
dissolution de la Societe des Na-
tions, il est necessaire de prendre 
des dispositions en vue d'en assurer 
Paccomplissement sans interrup-
tion, et considerant gull est op-
portun que ces devoirs et ces fonc-
tions soient accomplis desormais 
par l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies et par l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante on par sa Com-
mission interimaire, sont convenus 
des dispositions suivantes: 

ARTICLE I 

Les Etats Parties au present 
Protocole prennent Pengagement 
qu'entre eux-memes, chacun en 
cc qui concerne les instruments 
auxquels ii est Partite, et conforme-
ment aux dispositions du present 
Protocole, ils attribueront plein 
effet juridique aux amendements 

ces instruments mentionnes 
l'annexe an present Protocole, les 
mettront en vigueur et en assure-
ront rapplication. 

ARTICLE II 

1. 11 est convenu que, en at-
tendant rentree en vigueur du 
Protocole relativement a la Con-
vention internationale du 19 W-
rier 1925 concernant les drogues 
nuisibles et relativement a la Con-
vention intemationale du 13 jnillet 
1931 pour limiter is. fabrication et 
reglementer is. distribution des 
stupefiants, le Comite central per-
manent et l'Organe de contrele, 
tels qu'ils sont constitues actuelle-
ment, continueront a exercer leurs 
fonctions. Pendant cette periode, 
le Conseil economique et social 
pourra pourvoir aux sieges vacants 
au Comite central permanent. 

2. Le Secretaire general de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
est autorise a assumer immediate-
ment les fonctions dont le Seer& 
taire general de la Societe des 
Nations etait charge jusqu'a pre-
sent en ce qui concerne les Ac-
cords, Conventions et Protocoles 
mentionnes a rannexe du present 
Protocole. 

3. Les Etats Parties a l'un des 
instruments qui doivent etre amen-
d& par le present Protocole sont 
invites a appliquer les textes 
amend& de ces instruments d& 
Pentree en vigueur des amende-
ments, memo sits n'ont pas encore 
pu devenir Parties au present 
Protocole. 
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4. Si les amendements A la Con-
vention sur les drogues nuisibles
du 19 fevrier 1925 ou les amende-
ments a la Convention pour limiter
la fabrication et reglementer la
distribution des stupefiants du 13
juillet 1931 entrent en vigueur
avant que l'Organisation mondiale
de la sant6 soit en mesure de rem-
plir les fonctions que ces Conven-
tions lui attribuent, les fonctions
confiees A cette Organisation par
les amendements seront provisoire-
ment remplies par la Commission
interimaire.

ARTICLE III

Les fonctions attributes au
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en
vertu des articles 21 et 25 de la
Convention internationale de l'opi-
um signee a La Haye le 23 janvier
1912 et confiees au Secr6taire ge-
neral de la Soci6t6 des Nations,
avec le consentement du Gou-
vernement des Pays-Bas, par une
resolution de l'Assemblee de la
Soci6et des Nations en date du 15
decembre 1920, seront exerc6es
desormais par le Secretaire general
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies.

ARTICLE IV

Aussit6t que possible apres
1'ouverture a la signature du pre-
sent Protocole, le Secr6taire g6-
neral preparera les textes des
Accords, Conventions et Proto-
coles revises conformement au
present Protocole et transmettra,
a titre d'information, des copies
au Gouvernement de chaque
Membre des Nations Unies et de
chaque Etat non membre auquel
le present Protocole aura ete com-
munique par le Secr6taire general.

ARTICLE V

Le present Protocole sera ouvert
a la signature ou A l'acceptation
de tous les Etats Parties aux
Accords, Conventions et Proto-
coles sur les stup6fiants du 23
janvier 1912, du 11 fevrier 1925,
du 19 fevrier 1925, du 13 juillet
1931, du 27 novembre 1931 et du
26 juin 1936, auxquels le Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies aura communique une
copie du present Protocole.

ARTICLE VI

Les Etats pourront devenir
Parties au present Procotole

a) En le signant sans reserve
quant a l'approbation,

b) En le signant sous reserve
d'approbation, suivie d'ac-
ceptation,

c) En l'acceptant.

L'acceptation s'effectuera par le
dep6t d'un instrument formel
aupres du Secr6taire g6neral de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies.

ARTICLE VII

1. Le present Protocole entrera
en viguour a l'egard de chaque
Partie a la date oi celle-ci y aura
adhere sans formuler de reserves
quant a son acceptation, ou A la
date a laquelle un instrument
d'acceptation aura ete depose.

2. Les amendements mention-
nes A l'annexe au present Proto-
cole entreront en vigueur, en ce
qui concerne chaque Accord, Con-
vention et Protocole, lorsqu'une
majorite des Parties A l'Accord, A
la Convention et au Protocole en
question seront devenues Parties
au present Protocole.
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4. Si les amendements a la Con-
vention Bur les drogues nuisibles 
du 19 Wrier 1925 ou les amende-
ments A, la Convention pour limiter 
la fabrication et reglementer la 
distribution des stupefiants du 13 
juillet 1931 entrent en vigueur 
avant que l'Organisation mondiale 
de la sauté soit en mesure de rem-
plir les fonctions que ces Conven-
tions lui attribuent, les fonctions 
confiees a cette Organisation par 
les amendements seront provisoire-
ment remplies par la Commission 
interimaire. 

ARTICLE III 

Les fonctions attribudes an 
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en 
vertu des articles 21 et 25 de la 
Convention internationale de l'opi-
um signee a La Hoye le 23 janvier 
1912 et confiees au Secretaire ge-
neral de la Societe des Nations, 
avec le consentement du Gou-
vernement des Pays-Bas, par une 
resolution de l'Assemblee de la 
Societe des Nations en date du 15 
decembre 1920, seront exercees 
desormais par le Secretaire general 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies. 

ARTICLE IV 

Aussitet que possible apres 
l'ouverture a la signature du pre-
sent Protocole, le Secretaire ge-
neral preparera les textes des 
Accords, Conventions et Proto-
cols revises conformement au 
present Protocole et transmettra, 
a titre d'information, des copies 
au Gouvernement de chaque 
Membre des Nations Unies et de 
chaque Etat non membre auquel 
be present Protocole aura ete com-
munique par le Secretaire general. 

ARTICLE V 

Le present Protocole sera ouvert 
a la signature ou a l'acceptation 
de tous les Etats Parties aux 
Accords, Conventions et Proto-
cols sur les stupefiants du 23 
janvier 1912, du 11 fevrier 1925, 
du 19 fevrier 1925, du 13 jiiillet 
1931, du 27 novembre 1931 et du 
26 juin 1936, auxquels le Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies aura communique une 
copie du present Protocole. 

ARTICLE VI 

Les Etats pourront devenir 
Parties au present Procotole 

a) En le signant sans reserve 
quant a Papprobation, 

b) En be signant sous reserve 
d'approbation, suivie d'ae-
ceptation, 

c) En l'acceptant. 

L'acceptation s'effectuera par be 
depot d'un instrument formel 
aupres du Secretaire general de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies. 

ARTICLE VII 

1. Le present Protocole entrera 
en vigueur a l'Egard de chaque 
Partie a la date oA celle-ci y aura 
adhere sans formuler de reserves 
quant a. son acceptation, ou a. la 
date a. laquelle un instrument 
d'ae,ceptation aura ete depose. 

2. Les &mendements mention-
nes a. l'annexe an present Proto-
cole entreront en vigueur, en ce 
qui concerne chaque Accord, Con-
vention et Protocole, lorsqu'une 
majorite (es Parties A l'Accord, a. 
la Convention et au Protocole en 
question seront devenues Parties 
an present Protocole. 
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ARTICLE VIII

Conformement a l'Article 102
de la Charte des Nations Unies, le
Secr6taire general de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies enregis-
trera et publiera les amendements
apportes a chaque instrument par
le present Protocole avec dates
d'entree en vigueur de ces amende-
ments.

ARTICLE IX

Le present Protocole, dont les
textes anglais, chinois, espagnol,
frangais et russe feront egalement
foi, sera depose aux archives du
Secretariat de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies. Les Conventions,
Accords et Protocoles A amender
conformement A l'annexe ayant
et6 rediges seulement en anglais
et en francais, les textes anglais et
frangais de 1'annexe feront 6gale-
ment foi, les textes chinois, espa-

gnol et russe etant des traductions.
Une copie certifi6e conforme du
present Protocole, y compris l'an-
nexe, sera envoy6e par le Secre-
taire general a chacun des Etats
Parties aux Accords, Conventions
et Protocoles sur les stup6fiants
du 23 janvier 1912, du 11 fevrier
1925, du 19 fevrier 1925, du 13
juillet 1931, du 27 novembre 1931
et du 26 juin 1936, ainsi qu'a tous
les Membres des Nations Unies et
aux Etats non membres mention-
nes A l'article IV.

EN FOI DE QUOI les soussignes
diment autorises ont signe le
present Protocole au nom de leurs
Gouvernements respectifs aux
dates figurant en regard de leur
signature respective.

FAIT A Lake Success, New-York,
le onze decembre mil neuf cent
quarante-six.
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ARTICLE VIII 

Conformement a l'Article 102 
de la Charte des Nations Unies, le 
Secretaire general de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies enregis-
trera et publiera les amendements 
apportes a chaque instrument par 
le present Protocole avec dates 
d'entree en vigueur de ces amende-
ments. 

ARTICLE IX 

Le present Protocole, dont les 
textes anglais, clainois, espagnol, 
frangais et russe feront egalement 
foi, sera depose aux archives du 
Secretariat de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies. Les Conventions, 
Accords et Protocoles a amender 
conformement a l'annexe ayant 
et e rediges seulement en anglais 
et en frangais, lea textes anglais et 
frangais de Pannexe feront **de-
ment foi, lea textes chinois, espa-

gnol et russe etant des traductions. 
Une copie certifiee conforme du 
present Protocole, y compris l'an-
nexe, sera envoy& par le Seer& 
taire general a chacun des Etats 
Parties aux Accords, Conventions 
et Protocoles sur lea stupefiants 
du 23 janvier 1912, du 11 fevrier 
1925, du 19 fevrier 1925, du 13 
juillet 1931, du 27 novembre 1931 
et du 26 juin 1936, ainsi qu'a tous 
lea Membres des Nations tithes et 
aux Etats non membres mention-
nes a Particle IV. 
EN POI DE QITOI les soussignes 

dilment autorises ont signe le 
present Protocole au nom de leurs 
Gouvernements respectifs aux 
dates figurant en regard de leur 
signature respective. 

FAIT aLake Success, New-York, 
le onze decembre mil neuf cent 
quarante-six. 
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IIPOTOKOJ

0 BHEC1EHH H3MrEEHH B O(XrOALH,
KOHBEHUHH H IIPOTOKOAJI 0 HAPApOTHJAA

UDqYEEa'LM B rAAI '28 HBAP 1912 r.,
B XBEB 11 OWBPAai 192' 2r. z 19 IBPAi 12 192 198 l

B BBISH7 BW1fH P19Blr. x BEBBI 261 Ha 19r.

e 0omm0c Bnnad
1916
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IIPOTOROJT 

0 BRECHHHH H3MEHERHHBCONIAMEHHH, 
KOHBEHIHM H HPOTOKOALI 0 HAPEOTHHAX, 

zuwarisanws B rem 28 aroupa 1912 r., 
a zones 11 a313PLESI 1925 r. 19 OBBPAJLS1 1925 r. )1 18 )110.141 1921,0., 

IME SOEB 271102/01 1981r. 3E8 =Mg 26 HEM 1980n 

OFISMEaggran 11001 
AEU CONCSA RE4D-20PS 

1946 
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rocyAapCTBa, aBaImoMH8ecs CTOponaMH BHa-

cOameY M IPpoTmOAe, - npHHIBYaSo BO mBHBame,
'TO B COOTBeTCTBHH c noioxeIimmH MexaynapoA-

HUX CoraameHHit, KomBemiH1 a IIlprotojOB o
napioTtnax, aaKmqeHHux 23 sBsapa 1912 r.,
11 qespasu 1925 r., 19 $espaa 1925 r., 13 moa
1931 r., 27 noa6pa 1931 r. H 26 moIn 1936 r., Ha
JBar Hamig 6Um3 Boa3ozetU H3BecTnIe o06an-
BOCTH H jiyaHmm, As HenepepuBHoro BumnoICe-
aa toropux Heo6xoAfHto, BCAeATeae pocnycXa
Jma HaHaf, npeAycuorpeTb npaBHaa, H Cqwran
zte.ecoo6pa3Hau, '1To6U Bnpeai. ab 3Ti yHK H
o6x3aaHHOCTM BUIIo.lNH.I. C OpraHaaCne Or 06-

eAHaeHHmx HatrHfi i MeanyHapoAHOi opranaa-
Irefi 3ApaBooxpaHeHma BH ee BpeenaHof Ko-
Maccnef, - corjacmmci. o cAeAyionBx nocTa-
BOBJeHHlx:

CraTas I

rocyAapsCBa, anBNioulleca cropOHamT B Ha-
cTnneim IlpoTroxoe, 0613yIOTCX B OTHowteHia
MeXAy HHuH H tawloe B OTHotLieHHH AOKyMeITOB,

CTOpOHOf B KOTOpUX OHO BJiaeTCH, - H B COOT-

eCTBHH c nocr lTaHOBeHHm iH HacTOaInero IIpoTo-
uKua, npii3HaaTb llOJHylo upaBOBsyl CHny n Aei-
CTaBe H3aieHelift. BHeCCelHUX Bit UInl AKyueHM

B Ipltuooelxltll K IIaCTOmHNeMy n]poTn.oy, In
OJZHUWK o6pa3ou IIPMeiHBts Hx.

CraTb II
1. YcTaHaBajnBneTCi, iTO B neptlOA Bpeeill,

npeimecsByiomndii scyneHBsa CR aroro IIpo-
ToaMs B oTHomeHHmm MeamyRapOAHOl KOHBeH-

mnH o cxuls o AecTByiouiux cpcAcrBax or 19
1espau 1925 r. B MeflyHapoAHot KoRBeHim
no orpamnessia nupouoATcms *a peryAspoaHIuo
pacnpenAejses BsapoTrOB or 18 mxIau 1981 r.,
IIocTOIammind erpalunull KoumneH * Korpor.
BH KomwcCs, B ax Haconuex cocase, 6yJyr
npaoamut Baommr Cas c yala i. B loe-

Hte aToro BpeuenB 9KoHoiamecxti H Cowmma-
HUt CoBeT oxseT 3auetiaTb BaKaHTHue AOcHao-
CTII AneHOB noCTO1HIIOro leHTtpajbHoro KOMw-
TeTa.

2. reiepani uftl CeKpeTapb Opurmmnau
6OenAHHeHHib x Haufgi ynoJnHHaIHBaeTrca eseY

JeHHO npHacrynirm K i HcnoaeHat o6aamHHocTe,
KOTopue Ao CHX nop BIonaiJHMCb reHepaiHam
Ceperapea JImlrH HatHlt B CBHr c CorAameun-
aXH, KoHBeHtlIIHI H IIporoKoiallH, ynnOMaHyB M

YH B IIpluoaeHHH K iacToannexy IIporoxo/y.
3. rocyAaprTBa, BanjiomUIca CTOpoHaM BI

AoD60o H3 aKTOB, B KoTopue BHOcaTCS HaxeHeBHa
BacToaYnm IIpoToxoJox, npnramai.Orc npaie-

H.rr HcnpaaneHHtue TeKem aTx aKTOB, Kna TOJ-
Ko n3MeHeeaHa BoflAY B exuy, Aale ec.w am ro-
cyAapCTBa eule He morJH craTI yIaCTHBKaiB HA.
CTomanero IlpoTroxoja.

4. Ecin Iai:MeHICeH KOHBeCHNUI o CHJbIHO

XeflTylpoumx cpeAcTBax OT 19 ipeBpaas 1926
roAa HnH amueHeitn KiOHNBeHuWiT no orpaaHHeHga
npoH3BoAcTBa H peryjIpoBaHltlO pacnpeAeaeCHH

HapKoTHxKB OT 13 HiOa 1931 roAa BoflyT B CeIJ
AO Toro, KaK MexyHapoAHaa opraHHa3awua a3pa-
BooxpaHeiHm 6yAeT HMeTb BO3aoaHOCmoT npiHHm
Ha ce6n 4PyHKiH.RH Ha OCHONaHIIII aTIix KOHBtieHuil,
TO $4yHK Un, o03ajoixeHHe Ha ary OpraHHaaamo
m cnay TaKix aH3eHeHnH, 6ynyr AO aToro BumtO-
Vorsca BpeMeHnaol KoiaecGel.

CraaTb III

4IHxmm, BOauoXeHHue Ha lpamBBTee
HaepamoA, corwracxo craaTS 21 H 25 Menj
HapOAHOl KoHaeHHUHw no oiayY, noAmicaTmot
* rrea 28 amap 1912 r., H BunoimeHBe Moro-
pux, 0 corJascra Hpanmecma HamepJaaao,

6buo nopyieHo reHepaaoOMy Ceperapm AmJm
Halai, Ha ocBOBaHBm pe3aimom AccaumeI Jbm
n BHB or 156 reuOp 1920 r., 6y]r apXW
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HINYPOKOJI 0 BlIEGEHIIII 113ME1111111111 BCOPJIAMEHR11, KOHBEI1111111 11 IIPOTOROM 

0 HAPIUYTHICAX, 3AICAVIEBBLIE B MATE 23 11HBAPS1 1912 r., B ZEI1EBE 11 GEBPAIII 
1925 r.. II 19 (1)EBPAJI11 1925 r., 11 13 11103111 1931 P., B BAHPKOKE 27 HOSIBP11 1931 I'. 11 

B ZEHEBE 26 11101111 1936 r. 

rocyAaperaa, amoom;Hees croponaant B Ha-

crumnem IIpormcoHe, — apunumaH Ho HHaxamie, 

Hro B cooraercraml c no.aozennawa Me/KATHBP0A-
MAX CoraamenHil, KoHaannufl H IIparozusoa o 
Hapiconntax, aamovennux 23 sumps 1912 r., 
11 4)eapaas 1925 r., 19 cDeapaaa 1925 r., 13 mann 
1931 r., 27 no26pa 1931 F. 11 26 ROHS 1936 r., na 
.1Inry Hamill 6k.unT Boanozeina HaBecnun o6azan-

noon n 4)pununr, aAZ HenpepuHaoro Hunome-

nag soropux neo6xoAmo, Bc.menHe pocnycsa 

dern Hannfl, npenycmarperb upaeHaa, u claras 

quecoo6paaHuu, Hro6u anpeo, 3111 4/Haturn 
06838HHOCTH BLIIICIAHTIAHCb OpraHHaanHen 
exineHnux Hawi it Messynaponnoll oprannaa-

Bagel aspaBooxpallenna HAH ee Bpemennon Ito-
macese11, — coraacILEICI. o ezemuonnix nocra-

'mammas: 

Crams 

rocnaperna, BBAMOUIHeCH croponamn B na-
croantem 11poroxose, o6allyancs a ornomennax 

messy BRIM 11 KalICA0e B OTHOILICHITH llonyneaton, 
croponoll B garopux ono sassetes, — H B COOT-
BeTCTI3HH C HOCTAHOBACHHIIMH nacroantero 11poto-
ICUS, nimallaaaralIOAHy10 Hpaaospo cHay fl ABA-
cram nameHeimii. BileCCIIHIAX 8 UTII AuKyuetirm 

11roviosemm K Hacroautemy 11pcnoHo.ny. ii 

'pentium o6pasou spin/ems RI. 

Crame 11 

I. YcraHanametea, YTO B Hems apellean. 
nOonmecraporeall acrynxemno ceey aroro Hpo-
TORUS B oraomenen MearAynapomoll Houma-
faUl 0 Oftaba0 aeiCT87101101X Cpenansax Cl 19 
+eve= 1925 F. H Meakeyeapotraoll KORBeHLTHA 
DO orpannnessio upowmacrea a peryllspoisamo 
pompom/emu sapeorseop or IS MO= 1981 r., 
Ilocrosassilt Itearpanamil Hower: s Koerpo.u.-

eaa KOMSCOBS, e az nacroatHen cooraBe, 6ynyr 
nponosaere BMDO.IBL cam Oyaznex. B Togo-

inte nor° apeuenu DxoHoumecual H Coogan. 

nut Coact Kozel. BaMeIHITTI> 88/0MITHWe o.HO-
Cm HAeHos HOCTOHHHOTO lIeurpaAbnoro KOHN. 
TeTS. 

2. rellepa.nuluil Ceaperaph Opnannaannu 

06semuellnux Hagan ynoaHouaHnHaerea num* 

ACHHO npuetyrnm. IC PICHOAPIeHTHO o6aaannocrell, 
Haropue AO out nop BWHOAIIHAHCb rellepasanwe 
Ceaperapem Awn Howl B CUNHA c Corsamens-
/UCH, KOHBeFILHIHMIS H 11pormosamn, ynossurst-
MH B IIpH.aoaceHHH IC Hacroaatemy IIparouozy. 

3. rocyHapeTna, HBAHIOIMIICCH CT0p0H01411 
08060M 113 arms, a sotopue allocates nallenellas 
noel-mum Uporollosom, npnrawillaarrca npume-

IDITE. HCIIpaBACHHIle reiccmi 31111 aKTOB, ICItIC TOAL-
KO 
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Iwmomsa rasepau.i Cepeqrape Opra
am 06ieAHBeia Had.L

CraMT IV
B pamoxno psTaltmnd cpoX nocAe Toro, na

eoT IlpoxroT 6jyer OTsrpT j noArmcaH, re-
eepa.jHmlu CexperapfL 3MroomBrr Trexr Cora-
mlenit, KoaoeBmmi a nporoXaoos, uepecMotpeH-

ux · COOTTsrcrmTB C Bcr poTIM r .pOOKo ,

is pa3oulueT H c nBesAme E mm HX IlpaBH-
Teacmry axAoro rocyAapcrsa, cocTosmnero L6e-
HOM OpraMH3alHm 0tbeAnHCHHbux Hawlg, H lipa-

meWacsBy arXAOro rocyAapcTBa, Be coCroa-
uaero qIenox OpranHH3as a, woropoMy reHepa.-
Hfl Ce*perapb coo6im HacToanxH l poroow.

CraTm V

HacToangimi IpoTOKoIa 6yAcT oprr Am nOA-
nmcaHBaH aH npNramrn ero Jno6um H3 rocyAapcTB,

amuBmIBxc cropoHaMH B CorjameHnaGx KOH-

BeHOniM H IlpoTOKoJiax o HapKoTiKax or '23 H-

maps 1912 r., 11 ieBpaJm 1925 r., 19 $eBpaju
1925 r., 13 mos 1931 r., 27 NoB6ps 1931 r. B
26 BmBa 1936 r., mOTOpuM renepasbHbmi Cepe-
2apL OseAmHeHHU Haqf coo6mul soanm o a,.
crrnnero IIpoTOo-a.

OranT VI

rocyAapCTBa Yorlyr raT yqacrmlxamH acorf-
uPo UpoTLooa nocpeAcTBOM:

a) noAseaBaS 6e3 oroBopo;, omocs-
nuxcs K ero oAo6peBamo;

6) noAmcauHs noA ycJoBeH ero o Ao6-
peBm c nocAeYmauM npHHNReM;

c) upm
nIpnarae oeymeynuerHTca nre cAwm Bn

xpaHeHHe 4opaJHaaoro Aoxysena reHepa Ho-
Ky Cexperapp OpraHavHH Op-e0aAeHHbA x

Orasi VII
1. Hacroal IIpoToJ BCTynHr B CBr B

021BmeHBM K ItxAOi r CTOpOH B AeHL ero nOA-
icmng or 0 imens arof CTOpOmbl 6e3 OrOBOpOK

iaoearuiBo OAo6pemam aIm e B eaa b CWq
UasJmm o6 ero npumr

2 HaMenemas, yusauane a IIpaoema t
maeomweMy Iporoojiy, TynST B cary B OTRO-

memsam zoaro CorJamemHa, KoHBeHBaH llpo.
too, nce TORO, oe l 6onmraJcTBo crTpoH a
HHX cryr CTOpHsaMa B acTOname IlpoTroKoe.

OranT VIII
B coorBenramH Co cramel 102 Ycrasa 06-

easeHHax Haitll, reHepaJbHui CexpeTap. Op-
raHdaalnH 6OaeHeseAmux Hamif perncTrppyer

H Oiiy6mIEOBUBaer 3YBMeHBeBB, BHeceBHHe Ha-
CroamnM IUpoTOKroOM B XESIaAU H3 aTHX aKTOB,

B AeHi, BTyeHHM arHTX B3MeHeemB B CHi.

CraTs IX
HaCronrHHf IIpOroKOj, aHrJHMCXHf, CnacH-

CmBf, KrTaferKBH, pyccKnl H A paHaiy3cKHA TeKCTU

oroporo anct panNB ayreHmTHw H, 6yAeT
xparnmcs B apxrmax CeKperapHaTa Oprassaam i

06eeAHHeHiax HaipL BaBy moro, rTo cor.ame-
mHH, KOHBeHHH MB npOTOrOAI, IIOAAezanHo B3-

meneHmoH B COOTBerCTBi c IIpNloxeHHeo , co-
cTaeemH aimm Ha aHrs iCKOM H 4pa Hiy3acOM

i3uxax; aBHrjaciA H (PpaHmy3acsi TeacTu IlpH-

JoxeHas 6yAyr oAMaroso ayTremrwiHuH TecrTa-

XM, a MCnasHCrii, aermlicI H pyccOMa TeKCrM

6ygJr nepeBOABorm 3asepeHHaa ronaa Uporo-

Koia, BsmoBaa IIpHjozxeme, 6yAeT nocasa re-
HepaJaiumi Ceperapemw amxaoy H3 rocyAapcB,
laABmmirXC cropoHaM B CorjameHBBx, KOH-

BeHiSmx H HIpoToxoax o HapXoTnHax, or 23 sH-

saps 1912 r., 11 4eBpamn 1925 r., 19 Q4eBpaL
1925 r., 13 mous 1931 r., 27 Hoa6ps 1931 r. H
26 8oas 1936 r., a TaExe H Bcee rocyAapcTBaM-
hleHaM OpraHMranM 06 HeHHUx HautHt B

rocyAapCrTaM, He coCTOsnlNm q'IeLaL OpraNm-

3aiws, ynogrsyrTU B crante IV.
B YAOCTOBEPEHHE VEIO, manenonmecaB-

Maec, 6yArJ m AOmuYi o6paa30 yMojMBYoqeMu,

nolaIUm a c HcTOm s IHpoTro or mesa coor-

xerersaenux lipaauemBtCTB X AB, ywaBNiie
Vpom HX nOAmcel

(OrCTrABE B Jefix Concec, HAo-Hopr,
rOAnm aaTro Aera6pS, TucnamI AlCTCor copoa

mecoron roM.
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imam:atm reamaxmax Cexperspes °pram* 

mom 06seaumummx Ham& 

Cram Pt 

B mama= aparmikad cpur nome Toro, ICINI 

@TOT UpOTOMIX 63,313T @MUT p.aa 110=BC,BIBUI, Pe-

aepaumall Cexperapt aarerom Texcru Com-

mand, Koaseamdt a 11poroxmos, nepecaorpea-

0111 I COOTBETTC121111CUCTOZCIVIII 11mm:um, 

paaomer am canna ion= IX Bpaaa-

?ULM] aumoro rocroperaa, cocroanero Roe-

NON Oprannamum Ofrteanne=ux Hama, a 1Ipa-

arrexteray zamoro rocraaperea, He cocroa-

mero Raenom Opmaramm, coropoxy Penepam. 

wcfl Cexperapt coo6uou nacroaugail liporoma. 

Cram V 

Hacronmull IIpoToxao 6y3BT OTICINAT MBBOA' 

nacaana Han =mama ero maim 03 rocmapcm, 

NBJULIOMBICS cropoHum B Corxameanax, Koa-

seam= N 11130TOKOMX 0 HIPIOTIIKaX OT 23 an-
=pa 1912 r., 11 4)eapaao 1925 r., 19 cPeapaaa 

1925 r., 13 Hum 1931 r., 27 nao6pa 1931 r. B 

26 MOM 1936 r., xoropua Penepannui Cave-

man. 06anamenam Hawi coo6m1 son= sa. 

momero Bporoxam. 

OTSTIIB 

Nampa.= aora cram mamma= Hama-

mar° 11pormaxa nocpeacraoa: 

a) umuncum 6e3 oroamos, oraom 

mama a ero oao6panno; 

6) rwammarm non yeamma ero mo6-

peasa c nocammorom upmaaram; 

BIB 

c) apnea= 

%imam ocpuocromerea Meal cam as 

xpanume rflopiaatuoro aommeara Penepaum-

ay Cexperam Oprzumarem 06searmennux 

Ram& 

Cram VII 

1. Hacromail 11porom Derma B may a 

011101/1131388 a 1:21ZA011 B3 cTopon B All916 ero tom-

=mum OT mesa aro* cToponu 6ea ammo: 

OTBOCBleibB0 Hao6peaur am ore B Maa ciami 

mamma o6 aro Kamm 

2. Hmeamor, maaaanie a lipamtetaat 

ammaery Uporomay, Berman a cam a am. 

Mani ramoro Comamerom, lionsennam EUPO.. 

/mom, Dome Toro, xax feumancrao cropou 

max craaa cropmaxa B 'amalgam Dporwaue. 

Cyartx VIII 

B commis= co tuna 102 Yerau 06s-

emnenroux Hared, remparmaft Cexperapt Op-

roman= Oftemaeanux Hanoi peraerpupper 

B orgunixouraaor muumuu, amenable ea-

cronum Upormarom B momail 03 arax arm, 

AMIL BC1711.19311.0 913.1 Emmen= B may. 

Orarta IX 

Ilacromail Ilpuroxm aHranfloatil, 11018.11-

xaralimall, ppm= ii tbamoucHoll Teecmi 

forroporo 5033.333M3 paBHO artHTIPIFIBLIGN, 6yA0T 

apananou a aprmax Cexperapoara Opraunom 

06teanaeanox HarBIL BBFBIJ TWO, RTO coraaree-
mr, KOBB831702 B lipOTOROAN, ummarane B3-
menemno B coomercraaa c 11pmmeauem, co-

CralLICHII aalm, na aur.orolcom u cppaHayamom 
namax; anramaciEll Brj)painlyacioall Tenni Ltpa-
Amen= 6yaziT nemasno wampum= rescra-
Mi, a amancial, xamacad n pper..4 TeBeTha 
63%Yr rreaexatonam. amepeonaa Emu 11poio-

Ran, BILID0.13.3 nrouozenae, 6mer nor-Rana re-

nepannior Cexperopea Rummy Ha rocmapers, 
SIB3330113,31C3 cropona= B COLIMIIBMILHX, ICOH-
ReErvax B LIperommx o Hapxormax, oT 23 =-

saps 1912 r, 11 42eapaxa 1925 r, 19 cfmtpazi 

1925 r., 13 mom 1931 r., 27 nos6pa 1931 V. H 
26 max 1936 r., a Tax= n nem rocruperaam— 

%ea= OpI333331M1 OCrEBAHIIBINSIX Haladt @ 
rocymperam, no COCTOBERIBI Rreaaua °pum-

a:Hum, TERMIGIrtilf B crame Pr. 

B YAOCTOBEYFITRF REPO, aBEC110,5AHCAB-

maeco, 61ArtH A03Z/Bill o6paam yuommoyeau, 

mama= awroomit Ifparouu OT Emma cool,-

semsermix Bpararamaa B Alm, paaillint8 

MOM EX nozomodi. 

COMAS/MHO a delta Comic, Ilm-Bopa, 

avonajouroro aexa6pa, MON& AINIXTBCOT colas 

rumor° max. 
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PROTOCOLO
ENMINDANDO LOS

ACUERDSO CONVENGCONES Y
PROTOCOLOS SOBRE ESTUPEFACMINTES

COfCERTADOS E LA HAYA EL 23 DE ENERO DE 1912
EN GINEBRA El 11 PE FEBRERO DE 1925 Y EL 19 DE FREBRER DE 1925, EL

13 DE JULI DE 1931, EN BANGKOK EL 27 DE NOVIEMBBE DE 1931 Y EN
GINEBRA EL 26 DE JUNIO DI 1936

NACIONES UNIDAS
tkSuw mfs NMu YrA

16
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PROTOCOLO 
ENMENDA.NDO LOS 

ACUERDOS, CONVENCIONFS Y 
PROTOCOLOS SOBRE ESTUPEFACIENTES 

CONGEETADOS EN LA RAYA EL 23 DE ENE110 DE 1912, 
EN CINEMA EL 11 DE FEBR1310 DE 192$ Y EL 19 DE FEBBERO DE 1925, If EL 

13 DE JULIO DE 1931, EN BANGKOK Et 27 DE NOVIEMBE DE 1931 YEN 
CINEMA EL 26 DE JUNK) pg 1936 

MCIONES UNIDAS 
Leks Sumo, Thiess Yid 
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PROTOCOLO ENMENDANDO LOS ACUERDOS, CONVENCIONES
Y PROTOCOLOS SOBRE ESTUPEFACIENTES CONCERTADOS
EN LA HAYA EL 23 DE ENERO DE 1912, EN GINEBRA EL 11
DE FEBRERO DE 1925 Y EL 19 DE FEBRERO DE 1925, Y EL
13 DE JULIO DE 1931, EN BANGKOK EL 27 DE NOVIEMBRE
DE 1931 Y EN GINEBRA EL 26 DE JUNIO DE 1936

Los Estados Partes del presente
Protocolo, considerando que en
virtud de los Acuerdos, Convenios
y Protocolos internacionales rela-
tivos a estupefacientes concertados
el 23 de enero de 1912, el 11 de
febrero de 1925, el 19 de febrero
de 1925, el 13 de julio de 1931, el 27
de noviembre de 1931 y el 26 de
junio de 1936, la Sociedad de
Naciones fu6 investida con ciertos
deberes y funciones, para cuyo
desempefo continuado se necesita
adoptar medidas adecuadas, a
consecuencia de la disoluci6n de la
Sociedad, y considerando que es
conveniente que estos deberes y
funciones sean ejercidos en ade-
lante por las Naciones Unidas y
la Organizaci6n Mundial de la
Salud o su Comisi6n Interina, han
convenido en las siguientes
disposiciones:

ARTICULO I

Los Estados Partes del presente
Protocolo se comprometen entre
si, cada uno con respecto a los
instrumentos del cual es parte, y
de acuerdo con las disposiciones
del presente Protocolo, a atribuir
plena fuerza legal y efecto, y
aplicar debidamente las enmiendas
a esos instrumentos expuestos en
el Anexo al presente Protocolo.

ARTICULO II

1. Se conviene que durante el
perlodo anterior a la entrada en

vigor del Protocolo respecto al
Convenio Internacional relativo a
drogas peligrosas del 19 de febrero
de 1925 y respecto al Convenio
Internacional para limitarlamanu-
factura y regular la distribuci6n
de estupefacientes del 13 de julio
de 1931, el Comit6 Central Perma-
nente y el Organo de Fiscaliza-
ci6n, tal como estfin actualmente
constitufdos, continuaran ejerci-
endo sus funciones. Las vacantes
en el personal del Comit6 Central
Permanente podran ser lenadas,
durante este periodo, por el Con-
sejo Econ6mico y Social.

2. El Secretario General de las
Naciones Unidas estA autorizado
para ejercer inmediatamente los
deberes hasta ahora desempefados
por el Secretario General de la
Sociedad de Naciones en relaci6n
con los Acuerdos, Convenios y
Protocolos mencionados en el
Anexo al presente Protocolo.

3. Los Estados que son parte de
cualquiera de los instrumentos que
van a ser enmendados por el
presente Protocolo serin invitados
a aplicar los textos enmendados
de esos instrumentos, tan pronto
como sean efectivas las enmiendas,
aun cuando no hayan podido
todavia llegar a ser Partes del
presente Protocolo.

4. En caso de que las enmiendas
al Convenio referente a drogas
peligrosas del 19 de febrero de
1925, o las enmiendas al Convenio
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Los Estados Partes del presente 
Protocolo, considerando que en 
virtud de los Acuerdos, Convenios 
y Protocolos internacionales rela-
tivos a estupefacientes concertados 
el 23 de enero de 1912, el 11 de 
febrero de 1925, el 19 de febrero 
de 1925, el 13 de julio de 1931, el 27 
de noviembre de 1931 y el 26 de 
junio de 1936, is Sociedad de 
Naciones fué investida con ciertos 
deberes y funciones, pars cuyo 
desempato continuado se necesita 
adoptar medidas adecuadas, a 
consecuencia de is disoluci6n de is 
Sociedad, y considerando que es 
conveniente que estos deberes y 
funciones Bean ejercidos en ade-
lante por las Naciones Unidas y 
la Organizacion Mundial de la 
Salud o su Comision Interina, han 
convenido en las siguientes 
disposiciones: 

ARTICULO I 

Los Estados Partes del presente 
Protocolo se comprometen entre 
sf, cads uno con respect* a los 
instrumentos del cual es parte, y 
de acuerdo con las disposicione,s 
del presente Protocolo, a atribuir 
plena fuerza legal y efecto, y 
aplicar debidamente las enmiendas 
a esos instrumentos expuestos en 
el Anexo al presente Protocolo. 

ARTICULO II 

1. Se conviene que durante el 
period° anterior a la entrada en 

vigor del Protocolo respecto al 
Convenio Internacional relativo a 
drogas peligrosas del 19 de febrero 
de 1925 y respecto al Convenio 
Internacional pars limitarla manu-
factura y regular is distribucion 
de estupefacientes del 13 de julio 
de 1931, el Comito Central Perma-
nente y el Organo de Fiscaliza-
ci6n, tal como estfm actualmente 
constitufdos, continuarAn ejerci-
endo sus funciones. Las vacantes 
en el personal del Comite Central 
Permanente podran ser llenadas, 
durante este period°, por el Con-
sejo Economic° y Social. 

2. El Secretario General de las 
Naciones Unidas est& autorizado 
pars ejercer imnediatamente los 
deberes hasta ahora desemperiados 
por el Secretario General de is 
Sociedad de Naciones en relacion 
con los Acuerdos, Convenios y 
Protocolos mencionados en el 
Anexo al presente Protocolo. 

3. Los Estados que son parte de 
cualquiera de los instrumentos que 
van a ser enmendados por el 
presente Protocolo swin invitados 
a aplicar los textos enmendados 
de esos instrumentos, tan pronto 
como Bean efectivas las enmiendas, 
sun cuando no hayan podido 
todavfa llegar a ser Partes del 
presente Protocolo. 

4. En caso de que las enmiendas 
al Convenio referente a drogas 
peligrosas del 19 de febrero de 
1925, o las enrniendas al Convenio 
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para limitar la manufactura y
regular la distribuci6n de estupe-
facientes del 13 de julio de 1931,
se pusieran en vigor antes que la
Organizaci6n Mundial de la Salud
estuviera en una posici6n que la
permitiera asumir sus funciones
segdn estos Convenios, la Comisi6n
Interina se encargaria de ellas con
caricter provisional.

ARTICULO III

Las funciones conferidas al Go-
bierno de Holanda de acuerdo con
los Articulos 21 y 25 del Con-
venio Internacional sobre el Opio
firmado en La Haya el 23 de
enero de 1912, y confiados al
Secretario General de la Sociedad
de Naciones, con el consentimiento
del Gobierno de Holanda, por
resoluci6n de la Asamblea de la
Sociedad de Naciones fechada el 15
de diciembre de 1920, seran de
ahora en adelante ejercidas por el
Secretario General de las Naciones
Unidas.

ARTICULO IV

Tan pronto como sea posible
despues que este Protocolo est6
listo para la firma, el Secretario
General preparar& textos de los
Acuerdos, Convenios y Protocolos,
revisados de acuerdo con el pre-
sente Protocolo, y enviara copias
para su informaci6n al Gobierno
de todo Miembro de las Naciones
Unidas y a todo Estado no miem-
bro al cual este Protocolo ha sido
comunicado por el Secretario Ge-
neral.

ARTICULO V

E1 presente Protocolo quedarh
abierto para su firma o aceptaci6n
por cualquiera de los Estados
Partes de los Acuerdos, Convenios
y Protocolos sobre estupefacientes
del 23 de enero de 1912, 11 de
febrero de 1925, 19 de febrero de

1925, 13 de julio de 1931, 27 de
noviembre de 1931 y 26 de junio
de 1936, a los cuales el Secretario
General de las Naciones Unidas ha
enviado una copia del presente
Protocolo.

ARTICULO VI

Los Estados pueden legar a ser
Partes del presente Protocolo
mediante:

(a) la firma sin reserva en
cuanto a su aprobaci6n,

(b) la firma sujeta a apro-
baci6n seguida por acep-
taci6n, o

(c) la aceptaci6n.

La aceptaci6n se efectuara me-
diante el dep6sito de un instru-
mento oficial ante el Secretario
General de las Naciones Unidas.

ABTICULO VII

1. Este Protocolo comenzar& a
tener fuerza obligatoria con cada
Parte contratante a partir de la
fecha en que ha sido firmado por
cada una de estas Partes sin
reserva alguna respecto a su acep-
taci6n, o cuando se ha depositado
sobre el mismo un instrumento de
aceptaci6n.

2. Las enmiendas expuestas en
el Anexo al presente Protocolo
seran efectivas con respecto a cada
Acuerdo, Convenio y Protocolo
cuando una mayoria de las Partes
de los mismos hayan pasado a ser
Partes del presente Protocolo.

ARTICULO VIII

De acuerdo con el Articulo 102
de la Carta delas Naciones Unidas,
el Secretario General de las Na-
ciones Unidas registrars y publi-
cara las enmiendas hechas en cada
instrumento por el presente Pro-
tocolo en las fechas en que entren
en vigor estas enmiendas.
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para limitar la manufactura y 
regular la distribucien de estupe-
facientes del 13 de julio de 1931, 
se pusieran en vigor antes quo la 
Organizacion Mundial de la Salud 
estuviera en una posicion quo la 
permitiera asnmir sus funciones 
seem estos Convenios, la Comision 
Interina se encargarfa de ellas con 
catheter provisional. 

ARTICULO III 

Las funciones conferidas al Go-
bierno de Holanda de acuerdo con 
los Artfculos 21 y 25 del Con-
venio Internacional sobre el Opio 
firmado en La Haya el 23 de 
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Secretario General de la Sociedad 
de Naciones, con el consentimiento 
del Gobierno de Holanda, por 
resolucien de la Asamblea de la 
Sociedad de Naciones fechada el 15 
de diciembre de 1920, serail de 
ahora en adelante ejercidas por el 
Secretario General de las Naciones 
Unidas. 

ARTICULO IV 

Tan pronto como sea posible 
despues quo este Protocolo este 
list° para la firma, el Secretario 
General preparath textos de los 
Acuerdos, Convenios y Protocolos, 
revisados de acuerdo con el pre-
sente Protocolo, y enviara copies 
para su informacion al Gobierno 
de todo Miembro de las Naciones 
Unidas y a todo Estado no miem-
bro al cual este Protocolo ha sido 
comunicado por el Secretario Ge-
neral. 

ARTICULO V 

El presente Protocolo quedare, 
abierto para su firma o aceptacion 
por cualquiera de los Estados 
Partes de los Acuerdos, Convenios 
y Protocolos sobre estupefacientes 
del 23 de enero de 1912, 11 de 
febrero de 1925, 19 de febrero de 

1925, 13 de Julio de 1931, 27 de 
noviembre de 1931 y 26 de junio 
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General de las Naciones Unidas ha 
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Annem.° VI 

Los Estados pueden Regar a ser 
Pastes del presente Protocolo 
mediante• 

(a) la firma sin reserva en 
cuanto a su aprobacien, 

(b) la firma sujeta a apro-
ba,cien seguida por acep-
tacit:a, o 

(e) la aceptacien. 

La aceptacion se efectuara me-
diante el depesito de tin instru-
mento oficial ante el Secretario 
General de las Naciones Unidas. 

ARTICULO VII 

1. Este Protocolo comenzare, a 
tenor fuerza obligatoria con cada 
Parte contratante a partir de la 
fecha en quo ha sido firmado por 
cada una de estas Partes sin 
reserva alguna respecto a su acep-
tacion, o cuando se ha depositado 
sobre el mismo un instrumento de 
aceptacien. 

2. Las enmiendas expuestas en 
el Anexo al presente Protocolo 
serftn efectivas eon respecto a cada 
Acuerdo, Convenio y Protocolo 
wand° una mayorla de las Partes 
de los mismos hayan pasado a ser 
Partes del presente Protocolo. 

ARTICULO VIII 

De acuerdo con el Ardenlo 102 
de la Carta de las Naciones Unidas, 
el Secretario General de las Na-
ciones Unidas registrath, y publi-
care las enmiendas hechas en cads 
instrumento por el presente Pro-
tocolo en las fechas en quo entren 
en vigor estas enmiendas. 
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ARTICULO IX

El presente Protocolo, cuyas
versiones en chino, espafiol, franc6s,
ingles y ruso seran igualmente
autenticas, sera depositado en los
archivos de la Secretaria de las
Naciones Unidas. Dado que los
Acuerdos, Convenios y Protocolos,
que ban de ser enmendados segdn
el Anexo est&n redactados sola-
mente en franc6s e ingles, los
textos frances e ingles del Anexo
seran igualmente autenticos y las
versiones china, espafiola y rusa
seran traducciones de ellos. Una
copia certificada del Protocolo,
comprendiendo el Anexo, sera en-
viada por el Secretario General a
cada uno de los Estados Partes de
los Acuerdos, Convenios y Pro-

tocolos sobre estupefacientes, del
23 de enero de 1912, 11 de febrero
de 1925, 19 de febrero de 1925, 13
de julio de 1931, 27 de noviembre
de 1931 y 26 de junio de 1936,
como tambien a los Estados Miem-
bros de las Naciones Unidas y
Estados no miembros mencionados
en el articulo IV.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infra-
scritos, debidamente autorizados
para este objeto, han firmado el
presente Protocolo en nombre de
sus respectivos gobiernos en las
fechas que aparecen frente a sus
respectivas firmas.

HECHO en Lake Success, Nueva
York, el once de diciembre del
afto mil novecientos cuarenta y
seis.
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ARTICULO IX 

El presente Protocolo, cuyas 
versiones en chino, espafiol, frances, 
ingles y ruso seran igualmente 
autenticas, sera depositado en los 
archivos de la Secretaria de las 
Naciones Unidas. Dado quo los 
Acuerdos, Convenios y Protocolos, 
quo han de ser enmendados seem 
el Anexo estin redactados sola-
mente en franc& e ingl&s, los 
textos franc& e ingles del Anexo 
serail igualmente autenticos y las 
versiones china, espafiola y rusa 
seran traducciones de ellos. Una 
copia certificada del Protocolo, 
comprendiendo el .Anexo, sera en-
viada por el Secretario General a 
cada un.o de los Estados Partes de 
los Acuerdos, Convenios y Pro-

tocolos sobre estupefacientes, del 
23 de enero de 1912, 11 de febrero 
de 1925, 19 de febrero de 1925, 13 
de julio de 1931, 27 de noviembre 
de' 1931 y 26 de junio de 1936, 
como tambien a los Estados Miem-
bros de las Naciones Unidas 
Estados no miembros mencionados 
en el articulo IV. 
EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infra-

scritos, debidamente autorizados 
para este objeto, han firmado el 
presente Protocolo en nombre de 
sus respectivos gobiernos on las 
fechas quo aparecen frente a sus 
respectivas firmas. 
HECHO en Lake Success, Nueva 

York, el once de diciembre del 
afio mil novecientos cuarenta y 
seis. 
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ANNEX

TO THE PROTOCOL AMENDING THE AGREEMENTS, CONVENTIONS

AND PROTOCOLS ON NARCOTIC DRUGS CONCLUDED AT THE HAGUE

ON 23 JANUARY 1912, AT GENEVA ON 11 FEBRUARY 1925 AND 19

FEBRUARY 1925, AND 13 JULY 1931, AT BANGKOK ON 27 NOVEMBER

1931 AND AT GENEVA ON 26 JUNE 1936

1. AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE

MANUFACTURE OF, INTERNAL

TRADE IN, AND USE OF PREPARED

OPIUM, WITH PROTOCOL AND FINAL

ACT, SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 11

FEBRUARY 1925

In articles 10, 13, 14 and 15 of
the Agreement, "the Secretary-
General of the United Nations"
shall be substituted for "the
Secretary-General of the League
of Nations" and "the Secretariat
of the United Nations" shall be
substituted for "the Secretariat of
the League of Nations".

In articles 3 and 4 of the Pro-
tocol, "the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations"
shall be substituted for "the
Council of the League of
Nations".

2. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

RELATING TO DANGEROUS DRUGS,

WITH PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT

GENEVA ON 19 FEBRUARY 1925

For article 8, the following
article shall be substituted:

"In the event of the World
Health Organization, on the
advice of an expert committee
appointed by it, finding that
any preparation containing any
of the narcotic drugs referred to
in the present chapter cannot
give rise to the drug habit on
account of the medicaments
with which the said drugs are
compounded and which in prac-
tice preclude the recovery of

the said drugs, the World Health
Organization shall communicate
this finding to the Economic
and Social Council of the United
Nations. The Council will com-
municate the finding to the
Contracting Parties, and there-
upon the provisions of the
present Convention will not be
applicable to the preparation
concerned."
For article 10, the following

article shall be substituted:
"In the event of the World

Health Organization, on the
advice of an expert committee
appointed by it, finding that any
narcotic drug to which the
present Convention does not
apply is liable to similar abuse
and productive of similar ill-
effects as the substances to
which this chapter of the Con-
vention applies, the World
Health Organization shall in-
form the Economic and Social
Council accordingly and recom-
mend that the provisions of the
present Convention shall be
applied to such drug.

"The Economic and Social
Council shall communicate the
said recommendation to the
Contracting Parties. Any Con-
tracting Party which is prepared
to accept the recommendation
shall notify the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the United Nations, who
will inform the other Contract-
ing Parties.
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1. AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE 
MANUFACTURE OF, INTERNAL 
TRADE IN, AND USE OF PREPARED 
OPIUM, WITH PROTOCOL AND FINAL 
ACT, SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 11 

FEBRUARY 1925 

In articles 10, 13, 14 and 15 of 
the Agreement, "the Secretary-
General of the United Nations" 
shall be substituted for "the 
Secretary-General of the League 
of Nations" and "the Secretariat 
of the United Nations" shall be 
substituted for "the Secretariat of 
the League of Nations". 
In articles 3 and 4 of the Pro-

tocol, "the Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations" 
shall be substituted for "the 
Council of the League of 
Nations". 

2. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
RELATING TO DANGEROUS DRUGS, 
WITH PROTOCOL, SIGNED AT 
GENEVA ON 19 FEBRUARY 1925 

For article 8, the following 
article shall be substituted: 

"In the event of the World 
Health Organization, on the 
advice of an expert committee 
appointed by it, finding that 
any preparation containing any 
of the narcotic drugs referred to 
in the present chapter cannot 
give rise to the drug habit on 
account of the medicaments 
with which the said drugs are 
compounded and which in prac-
tice preclude the recovery of 

the said drugs, the World Health 
Organization shall communicate 
this finding to the Economic 
and Social Council of the United 
Nations. The Council will com-
municate the finding to the 
Contracting Parties, and there-
upon the provisions of the 
present Convention will not be 
applicable to the preparation 
concerned." 

For article 10, the following 
article shall be substituted: 

"In the event of the World 
Health Organization, on the 
advice of an expert committee 
appointed by it, finding that any 
narcotic drug to which the 
present Convention does not 
apply is liable to similar abuse 
and productive of similar ill-
effects as the substances to 
which this chapter of the Con-
vention applies, the World 
Health Organization shall in-
form the Economic and Social 
Council accordingly and recom-
mend that the provisions of the 
present Convention shall be 
applied to such drug. 
"The Economic and Social 

Council shall communicate the 
said recommendation to the 
Contracting Parties. Any Con-
tracting Party which is prepared 
to accept the recommendation 
shall notify the Secretary-Gen-
eral of the United Nations, who 
will inform the other Contract-
ing Parties. 
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"The provisions of the present
Convention shall thereupon ap-
ply to the substance in question
as between the Contracting
Parties who have accepted the
recommendation referred to
above."

In the third paragraph of article
19, "the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations"
shall be substituted for "the Coun-
cil of the League of Nations".

The fourth paragraph of article
19 shall be deleted.

In articles 20, 24, 27, 30, 32
and 38 (paragraph 1), "the Eco-
nomic and Social Council of the
United Nations" shall be sub-
stituted for "the Council of the
League of Nations" and "the
Secretary-General of the United
Nations" shall be substituted for
"the Secretary-General of the
League of Nations", wherever
these words occur.

In article 32, "the International
Court of Justice" shall be sub-
stituted for "the Permanent Court
of International Justice".

Article 34 shall read as follows:
"The present Convention is

subject to ratification. As from
1 January 1947, the instruments
of ratification shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, who shall
notify their receipt to all the
Members of the United Nations
and the non-member States to
which the Secretary-General has
communicated a copy of the
Convention."

Article 35 shall read as follows:
"After the 30th day of Sep-

tember 1925, the present Con-
vention may be acceded to by
any State represented at the
Conference at which t Oon-

vention was drawn up and which
has not signed the Convention,
by any Member of the United
Nations, or by any non-member
State mentioned in article 34.

"Accessions shall be effected
by an instrument communicated
to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations to be deposited
in the archives of the Secretariat
of the United Nations. The
Secretary-General shall at once
notify such deposit to all the
Members of the United Nations
signatories of the Convention
and to the signatory non-mem-
ber States mentioned in article
34 as well as to the adherent
States."

Article 37 shall read as follows:
"A special record shall be

kept by the Secretary-General
of the United Nations showing
which States have signed, rati-
fied, acceded to or denounced
the present Convention. This
record shall be open to the
Contracting Parties and shall be
published from time to time as
may be directed."
The second paragraph of article

38 shall read as follows:
"The Secretary-General of the
United Nations shall notify
the receipt of any such denun-
ciations to all the Members
of the United Nations and to
the States mentioned in arti-
cle 34."

3. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
FOR LIMITING THE MANUFACTURE

AND REGULATING THE DISTRI-

BUTION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS,
WITr PROTOCOL or SIGNATURE,
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 13 JULY
1931

In article 5, paragraph 1, the
words "to all the Membern of the

4 tatlaM.
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4 Mat. 44. 

"The provisions of the present 
Convention shall thereupon ap-
ply to the substance in question 
as between the Contracting 
Parties who have accepted the 
recommendation referred to 
above." 

In the third paragraph of article 
19, "the Economic and So id  
Council of the United Nations" 
shall be substituted for "the Coun-
cil of the League of Nations". 
The fourth paragraph of article 

19 shall be deleted. 
In articles 20, 24, 27, 30, 32 

and 38 (paragraph 1), "the Eco-
nomic and Social Council of the 
United Nations" shall be sub-
stituted for "the Council of the 
League of Nations" and "the 
Secretary-General of the United 
Nations" shall be substituted for 
"the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations", wherever 
these words occur. 
In article 32, "the International 

Court of Justice" shall be sub-
stituted for "the Permanent Court 
of International Justice". 

Article 34 shall read as follows: 

"The present Convention is 
subject to ratification. As from 
1 January 1947, the instruments 
of ratification shall be deposited 
with the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations, who shall 
notify tkeir receipt to all the 
Members of the United Nations 
and the non-member States to 
which the Secretary-General has 
communicated a copy of the 
Convention." 

Article 35 shall read as follows: 

"After the 30th day of Sep-
tember 1925, the present Con-
vention may be acceded to by 
any State represented at the 
Conference at which this Con-

vention was drawn up and which 
has not signed the Convention, 
by any Member of the United 
Nations, or by any non-member 
State mentioned in article 34. 

"Accessions shall be effected 
by an instrument communicated 
to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations to be deposited 
in the archives of the Secretariat 
of the United Nations. The 
Secretary-General shall at once 
notify such deposit to all the 
Members of the United Nations 
signatories of the Convention 
and to the signatory non-mem-
ber States mentioned in article 
34 as well as to the adherent 
States." 

Article 37 shall read as follows: 

"A special record shall be 
kept by the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations showing 
which States have signed, rati-
fied, acceded to or denounced 
the present Convention. This 
record shall be open to the 
Contracting Parties and shall be 
published from time to time as 
may be directed." 

The second paragraph of article 
38 shall read as follows: 

"The Secretary-General of the 
United Nations shall notify 
the receipt of any such denun-
ciations to all the Members 
of the United Nations and to 
the States mentioned in arti-
cle 34." 

3. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
FOR LIMITING THE MANUFACTURE 
AND REGULATING THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS, 
WITH PROTOCOL OF SIGNATURE, 
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 13 JULY 
1931 

In article 5, paragraph 1, the 
words "to all the limbers of the 
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League of Nations and to the
non-member States mentioned in
article 27" shall be replaced by
the words "to all the Members of
the United Nations and to the
non-member States mentioned in
article 28".

For the first sub-paragraph of
paragraph 6 of article 5, the fol-
lowing sub-paragraph shall be
substituted:

"The estimates will be ex-
amined by a Supervisory Body
consisting of four members.
The World Health Organization
shall appoint two members and
the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs of the Economic and
Social Council and the Perma-
nent Central Board shall each
appoint one member.

"The secretariat of the Super-
visory Body shall be provided
by the Secretary-General of the
United Nations who will ensure
close collaboration with the
Permanent Central Board."

In article 5, paragraph 7, the
words "December 15th in each
year" shall be substituted for the
words "November 1st in each
year", and the words "through
the intermediary of the Secretary-
General of the United Nations to
all the Members of the United
Nations and non-member States
referred to in article 28" shall be
substituted for the words " through
the intermediary of the Secretary-
General, to all the Members of
the League of Nations and non-
member States referred to in
article 27".

For paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 of
article 11, the following para-
graphs shall be substituted:

"2. Any High Contracting
Party permitting trade in or
manufacture for trade of any

such product to be commenced
shall immediately send a notifi-
cation to that effect to the
Secretary-General of the United
Nations, who shall advise the
other High Contracting Parties
and the World Health Organi-
zation.

"3. The World Health Organ-
ization, acting on the advice of
the expert committee appointed
by it, will thereupon decide
whether the product in question
is capable of producing addiction
(and is in consequence assimil-
able to the drugs mentioned in
sub-group (a) of Group I), or
whether it is convertible into
such a drug (and is in conse-
quence assimilable to the drugs
mentioned in sub-group (b) of
Group I or in Group II).

"4. In the event of the World
Health Organization, on the
advice of the expert committee
appointed by it, deciding that
the product is not itself a drug
capable of producing addiction,
but is convertible into such a
drug, the question whether the
drug in question shall fall under
sub-group (b) of Group I or
under Group II shall be referred
for decision to a body of three
experts competent to deal with
the scientific and technical as-
pects of the matter, of whom
one member shall be selected by
the Government concerned, one
by the Commission on Narcotic
Drugs of the Economic and
Social Council, and the third
by the two members so selected.

"5. Any decision arrived at
in accordance with the two
preceding paragraphs shall be
notified to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations,
who will communicate it to all
States Members of the United
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Secretary-General of the United 
Nations, who shall advise the 
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"3. The World Health Organ-
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by it, will thereupon decide 
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Group I or in Group II). 

"4. In the event of the World 
Health Organization, on the 
advice of the expert committee 
appointed by it, deciding that 
the product is not itself a drug 
capable of producing addiction, 
but is convertible into such a 
drug, the question whether the 
drug in question shall fall under 
sub-group (b) of Group I or 
under Group II shall be referred 
for decision to a body of three 
experts competent to deal with 
the scientific and technical as-
pects of the matter, of whom 
one member shall be selected by 
the Government concerned, one 
by the Commission on Narcotic 
Drugs of the Economic and 
Social Council, and the third 
by the two members so selected. 

"5. Any decision arrived at 
in accordance with the two 
preceding paragraphs shall be 
notified to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, 
who will communicate it to all 
States Members of the United 
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Nations and the non-member
States mentioned in article 28."

In paragraphs 6 and 7 of article
11, "the Secretary-General of the
United Nations" shall be substi-
tuted for "the Secretary-General".

In articles 14, 20, 21, 23, 26, 31,
32 and 33, "the Secretary-General
of the United Nations" shall be
substituted for "the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations".

In article 21 for the words "by
the Advisory Committee on Traf-
fic in Opium and Other Danger-
ous Drugs" shall be substituted
the words "by the Commission
on Narcotic Drugs of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council".

For the second paragraph of
article 25, the following paragraph
shall be substituted:

"In case there is no such
agreement in force between the
Parties, the dispute shall be
referred to arbitration or ju-
dicial settlement. In the ab-
sence of agreement on the choice
of another tribunal, the dispute
shall, at the request of any one
of the Parties, be referred to the
International Court of Justice,
if all the Parties to the dispute
are Parties to the Statute, and,
if any of the Parties to the dis-
pute is not a Party to the Stat-
ute, to an arbitral tribunal con-
stituted in accordance with the
Hague Convention of 18 October
1907 for the Pacific Settlement
of International Disputes."

For the last paragraph of article
26, the following paragraph shall
be substituted:

"The Secretary-General shall
communicate to all Members of
the United Nations or non-
member States mentioned in
article 28 all declarations and

notices received in virtue of the
present article."

Article 28 shall read as follows:

"The present Convention is
subject to ratification. As from
1 January 1947, the instruments
of ratification shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, who shall
notify their receipt to all the
Members of the United Nations
and to the non-member States
to which the Secretary-General
has communicated a copy of
the Convention."

Article 29 shall read as follows:

"The present Convention may
be acceded to on behalf of any
Member of the United Nations
or any non-member State men-
tioned in article 28. The in-
struments of accession shall be
deposited with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations,
who shall notify their receipt to
all the Members of the United
Nations and to the non-member
States mentioned in article 28."

In the first paragraph of article
32, the last sentence shall read as
follows:

"Each denunciation shall op-
erate only as regards the High
Contracting Party on whose
behalf it has been deposited."

The second paragraph of article
32 shall read as follows:

"The Secretary-General shall
notify all the Members of the
United Nations and non-mem-
ber States mentioned in article
28 of any denunciation received."

In the third paragraph of article
32, the words "High Contracting
Parties" shall replace the words
"Members of the League and non-
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Nations and the non-member 
States mentioned in article 28." 

In paragraphs 6 and 7 of article 
11, "the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations" shall be substi-
tuted for " the Secretary-General". 

In articles 14, 20, 21, 23, 26, 31, 
32 and 33, " the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations" shall be 
substituted for "the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations". 

In article 21 for the words "by 
the Advisory Committee on Traf-
fic in Opium and Other Danger-
ous Drugs" shall be substituted 
the words "by the Commission 
on Narcotic Drugs of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council". 
For the second paragraph of 

article 25, the following paragraph 
shall be substituted: 

"In case there is no such 
agreement in force between the 
Parties, the dispute shall be 
referred to arbitration or ju-
dicial settlement. In the ab-
sence of agreement on the choice 
of another tribunal, the dispute 
shall, at the request of any one 
of the Parties, be referred to the 
International Court of Justice, 
if all the Parties to the dispute 
are Parties to the Statute, and, 
if any of the Parties to the dis-
pute is not a Party to the Stat-
ute, to an arbitral tribunal con-
stituted in accordance with the 
Hague Convention of 18 October 
1907 for the Pacific Settlement 
of International Disputes." 

For the last paragraph of article 
26, the following paragraph shall 
be substituted: 

"The Secretary-General shall 
communicate to all Members of 
the United Nations or non-
member States mentioned in 
article 28 all declarations and 

notices received in virtue of the 
present article." 

Article 28 shall read as follows: 

"The present Convention is 
subject to ratification. As from 
1 January 1947, the instruments 
of ratification shall be deposited 
with the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations, who shall 
notify their receipt to all the 
Members of the United Nations 
and to the non-member States 
to which the Secretary-General 
has communicated a copy of 
the Convention." 

Article 29 shall read as follows: 

"The present Convention may 
be acceded to on behalf of any 
Member of the United Nations 
or any non-member State men-
tioned in article 28. The in-
struments of accession shall be 
deposited with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations, 
who shall notify their receipt to 
all the Members of the United 
Nations and to the non-member 
States mentioned in article 28." 

In the first paragraph of article 
32, the last sentence shall read as 
follows: 

"Each denunciation shall op-
erate only as regards the High 
Contracting Party on whose 
behalf it has been deposited." 

The second paragraph of article 
32 shall read as follows: 

"The Secretary-General shall 
notify all the Members of the 
United Nations and non-mem-
ber States mentioned in article 
28 of any denunciation received." 

In the third paragraph of article 
32, the words "High Contracting 
Parties" shall replace the words 
"Members of the League and non-
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member States bound by the
present Convention".

In article 33, the words "High
Contracting Party" and "High
Contracting Parties" shall replace
the words "Member of the League
of Nations or non-member State
bound by this Convention" and
"Members of the League of Na-
tions or non-member States bound
by this Convention".

4. AGREEMENT FOR THE CONTROL

OF OPIUM-SMOKING IN THE FAR

EAST, WITH FINAL ACT, SIGNED

AT BANGKOK ON 27 NOVEMBER

1931

In articles V and VII, "the
Secretary-General of the United
Nations" shall be substituted for
"the Secretary-General of the
League of Nations".

5. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF ILLICIT

TRAFFIC IN DANGEROUS DRUGS,

SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 26 JUNE

1936

In articles 16, 18, 21, 23 and 24,
"the Secretary-General of the
United Nations" shall be substi-
tuted for "the Secretary-General
of the League of Nations".

For article 17, second para-
graph, the following paragraph
shall be substituted:

"In case there is no such
agreement between the Parties,
the dispute shall be referred
to arbitration or judicial settle-
ment. In the absence of agree-
ment on the choice of another
tribunal, the dispute shall, at
the request of any one of the
Parties, be referred to the In-
ternational Court of Justice, if
all the Parties to the dispute
are Parties to the Statute, and,
if any of the Parties to the dis-

pute is not a Party to the
Statute, to an arbitral tribunal
constituted in accordance with
the Hague Convention of 18
October 1907 for the Pacific
Settlement of International Dis-
putes."

Paragraph 4 of article 18 shall
read as follows:

"The Secretary-General shall
communicate to all the Mem-
bers of the United Nations and
to the non-member States men-
tioned in article 20 all declara-
tions and notices received in
virtue of this article."

Article 20 shall read as follows:

"The present Convention is
subject to ratification. As from
1 January 1947, the instruments
of ratification shall be deposited
with the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, who shall
notify their receipt to all the
Members of the United Na-
tions and the non-member
States to which the Secretary-
General has communicated a
copy of the Convention."

Paragraph 1 of article 21 shall
read as follows:

"The present Convention
shall be open to accession on
behalf of any Member of the
United Nations or non-member
State mentioned in article 20."

In paragraph 1 of article 24, the
words "High Contracting Party"
shall be substituted for the words
"Member of the League or non-
member State".

The second paragraph of article
24 shall read as follows:

"The Secretary-General shall
notify all the Members of the
United Nations and non-mem-
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member States bound by the 
present Convention". 

In article 33, the words "High 
Contracting Party" and "High 
Contracting Parties" shall replace 
the words "Member of the League 
of Nations or non-member State 
bound by this Convention" and 
"Members of the League of Na-
tions or non-member States bound 
by this Convention". 

4. AGREEMENT FOR THE CONTROL 
OF OPIUM-SMOKING IN THE FAR 
EAST, WITH FINAL ACT, SIGNED 
AT BANGKOK ON 27 NOVEMBER 

1931 

In articles V and VII, "the 
Secretary-General of the United 
Nations" shall be substituted for 
"the Secretary-General of the 
League of Nations". 

5. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF ILLICIT 
TRAFFIC IN DANGEROUS DRUGS, 
SIGNED AT GENEVA ON 26 JUNE 

1936 

In articles 16, 18, 21, 23 and 24, 
"the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations" shall be substi-
tuted for "the Secretary-General 
of the League of Nations". 
For article 17, second para-

graph, the following paragraph 
shall be substituted: 

"In case there is no such 
agreement between the Parties, 
the dispute shall be referred 
to arbitration or judicial settle-
ment. In the absence of agree-
ment on the choice of another 
tribunal, the dispute shall, at 
the request of any one of the 
Parties, be referred to the In-
ternational Court of Justice, if 
all the Parties to the dispute 
are Parties to the Statute, and, 
if any of the Parties to the dis-

pute is not a Party to the 
Statute, to an arbitral tribunal 
constituted in accordance with 
the Hague Convention of 18 
October 1907 for the Pacific 
Settlement of International Dis-
putes." 

Paragraph 4 of article 18 shall 
read as follows: 

"The Secretary-General shall 
communicate to all the Mem-
bers of the United Nations and 
to the non-member States men-
tioned in article 20 all declara-
tions and notices received in 
virtue of this article." 

Article 20 shall read as follows: 

"The present Convention is 
subject to ratification. As from 
1 January 1947, the instruments 
of ratification shall be deposited 
with the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations, who shall 
notify their receipt to all the 
Members of the United Na-
tions and the non-member 
States to which the Secretary-
General has communicated a 
copy of the Convention." 

Paragraph 1 of article 21 shall 
read as follows: 

"The present Convention 
shall be open to accession on 
behalf of any Member of the 
United Nations or non-member 
State mentioned in article 20." 

In paragraph 1 of article 24, the 
words "High Contracting Party" 
Ethan be substituted for the words 
"Member of the League or non-
member State". 

The second paragraph of article 
24 shall read as follows: 

"The Secretary-General shall 
notify all the Members of the 
United Nations and non-mem-
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ber States mentioned in article
20 of any denunciations re-
ceived."

In paragraph 3 of article 24,
the words "High Contracting Par-
ties" shall replace the words
"Members of the League or non-
member States bound by the
present Convention".

Article 25 shall read as follows:

"Request for the revision of
the present Convention may

[61 STAT.

be made at any time by any
High Contracting Party by
means of a notice addressed to
the Secretary-General of the
United Nations. Such notice
shall be communicated by the
Secretary-General to the other
High Contracting Parties and,
if endorsed by not less than one-
third of them, the High Con-
tracting Parties agree to meet
for the purpose of revising the
Convention."
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ber States mentioned in article 
20 of any denunciations re-
ceived." 

In paragraph 3 of article 24, 
the words "High Contracting Par-
ties" shall replace the words 
"Members of the League or non-
member States bound by the 
present Convention". 

Article 25 shall read as follows: 

"Request for the revision of 
the present Convention may 

be made at any time by any 
High Contracting Party by 
means of a notice addressed to 
the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations. Such notice 
shall be communicated by the 
Secretary-General to the other 
High Contracting Parties and, 
if endorsed by not less than one-
third of them, the High Con-
tracting Parties agree to meet 
for the purpose of revising the 
Convention." 
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ANNEXE

AU PROTOCOLE AMENDANT LES ACCORDS, CONVENTIONS ET PRO-

TOCOLES SUR LES STUPEFIANTS CONCLUS A LA HAYE LE 23 JANVIER

1912, A GENEVE LE 11 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 19 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 13

JUILLET 1931, A BANGKOK LE 27 NOVEMBRE 1931 ET A GENEVE LE

26 JUIN 1936

1. ACCORD CONCERNANT LA FABRI-

CATION, LE COMMERCE INTERIEUR

ET L'USAGE DE L'OPIUM PREPARE,

AVEC PROTOCOLE ET ACTE FINAL,

SIGNSE A GENEVE LE 11 FEVRIER

1925

Aux articles 10, 13, 14 et 15 de
l'Accord, on remplacera "Secre
taire g6n6ral de la Soci6et des Na-
tions" par "Secr6taire g6enral de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies"
et "Secretariat de la Societe des
Nations" par "Secretariat de 1'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies".

Aux articles 3 et 4 du Protocole,
on remplacera "le Conseil de la
Soci6te des Nations" par "le
Conseil economique et social de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies".

2. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE

BUR LES DROGUES NUISIBLES, AVEC

PROTOCOLE, BIGNES A GENEVE LE

19 FEVRIER 1925

On remplacera l'article 8 par
l'article suivant:

"Lorsque l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sant6, sur l'avis d'un
Comite d'experts nomme par
elle, aura constat6 que certaines
preparations contenant les
stupefiants vises dans le present
chapitre ne peuvent donner
lieu a la toxicomanie en raison
de la nature des substances
midicamenteuses avec lesquelles
ces stup6fiants sont associes et

qui empechent de les r6cuporer

95347°-49-PT. II--82

pratiquement, l'Organisation
mondiale de la sant6 avisera de
cette constatation le Conseil
6conotnique et social de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies.
Le Conseil communiquera cette
constatation aux Parties con-
tractantes, ce qui aura pour effet
de soustraire au regime de la
presente Convention les pr6-
parations en question."

On remplacera l'article 10 par
l'article suivant:

"Lorsque l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante, sur l'avis d'un
comite d'experts nomme par
elle, aura constate que tout
stupefiant auquel la presente
Convention ne s'applique pas
est susceptible de donner lieu a
des abus analogues et de pro-
duire des effets aussi nuisibles
que les substances visees par ce
chapitre de la Convention, l'Or-
ganisation mondiale de la sante
en informera le Conseil econo-
mique et social et lui recom-
mandera que les dispositions de
la presente Convention soient
appliquees a cette substance.

"Le Conseil 6conomique et
social communiquera cette re-
commandation aux Parties con-
tractantes. Toute Partie con-
tractante qui accepte la recom-
mandation signifiera son accep-
tation au Secr6taire general de
l'Organisation des Nations
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ANNEXE 

AU PROTOCOLE AMENDANT LES ACCORDS, CONVENTIONS ET PRO-
TOCOLES SUR LES STUPEFIANTS CONCLUS A LA HAYE LE 23 JANVIER 
1912, A GENEVE LE 11 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 19 FEVRIER 1925 ET LE 13 
JUILLET 1931, A BANGKOK LE 27 NOVEMBRE 1931 ET A GENEVE LE 
26 JUIN 1936 

1. ACCORD CONCERNANT LA FABRI-
CATION, LE COMMERCE INTiRIEUR 
ET L'USAGE DE L'OPItTM PRkPARk, 
AVEC PROTOCOLE ET ACTE FINAL, 
SIGNS A GENhVE LE 11 FAVRIER 

1925 

Aux articles 10, 13, 14 et 15 de 
l'Accord, on remplacera "Seer& 
taire general de la Societe des Na-
tions" par "Secretaire general de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies" 
et "Secretariat de la Societe des 
Nations" par "Secretariat de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies". 
Aux articles 3 et 4 du Protocole, 

on remplacera "le Conseil de la 
Societe des Nations" par "le 
Conseil economique et social de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies". 

2. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE 
SUR LES DROGUES NUISIBLES, AVEC 
PROTOCOLE, SIGNS A GENhVE LE 

19 FEVRIER 1925 

On remplacera Particle 8 par 
Particle suivant: 

"Lorsque l'Organisation mon-
diale de is sante, sur l'avis d'un 
Conaite d'experts nomme par 
elle, aura constate que certaines 
preparations contenant les 
stupefiants vis& dans le present 
chapitre ne peuvent donner 
lieu a is toxicomanie en raison 
de la nature des substances 
medicamenteuses avec lesquelles 
ces stupefiants sont associes et 
qui empechent de les recuperer 
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pratiquement, l'Organisation 
mondiale de is sante avisera de 
cette constatation le Conseil 
economique et social de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies. 
Le Conseil communiquera cette 
constatation aux Parties con-
tractantes, ce qui aura pour effet 
de soustraire au regime de la 
presente Convention les pre-
parations en question." 

On remplacera Particle 10 
l'article suivant: 

"Lorsque l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante, sur Pavis d'un 
comite d'experts nomme par 
elle, aura constate que tout 
stupefiant auquel la presente 
Convention no s'applique pas 
est susceptible de donner lieu 11, 

des abus analogues et de pro-
duire des effets aussi nuisibles 
que les substances visees par ce 
chapitre de la Convention, l'Or-
ganisation mondiale de la sante 
en informers le Conseil &ono-
mique et social et lui recom-
mandera que les dispositions de 
is presents Convention soient 
appliquees a cette substance. 
"Le Conseil economique et 

social communiquera cette re-
commandation aux Parties con-
tractantes. Toute Partie con-
tractante qui accepte is recom-
mandation signi' fiera son accep-
tation au Secretaire general de 
POrganisation des Nations 

par 
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Unies, qui en avisera les
autres Parties contractantes.

"Les dispositions de la pre-
sente Convention deviendront
immediatement applicables A
la substance en question dans
les relations entre les Parties
contractantes qui auront ac-
cept6 la recommendation visee
par les paragraphes precedents."
Au troisieme paragraphe de

l'article 19, on remplacera "le
Conseil de la Soci6t6 des Nations"
par "le Conseil 6conomique et
social de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies".

Le quatrieme paragraphe de
l'article 19 sera supprime.

Aux articles 20, 24, 27, 30, 32,
et 38 (paragraphe 1), on rempla-
cera "le Conseil de la Soci6et des
Nations" par "le Conseil 6conomi-
que et social de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies" et "le Secretaire
general de la Soci6t6 des Nations"
par 'le Secr6taire general de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies"
partout of ces appellations se
rencontreront.

A l'article 32, on remplacera 'la
Cour permanente de Justice inter-
nationale" par "la Cour interna-
tionale de Justice".

L'article 34 sera redig6 comme
suit:

"La pr6sente Convention est
sujette a ratification. A partir
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront d6-
poses aupres du Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies qui en noti-
fiera le dep6t a tous les Membres
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies et aux Etats non membres
auxquels le Secretaire g6enral
aura communique un exem-
plaire de la Convention."

L'article 35 sera redig6 comme
suit:

"A partir du 30 septembre
1925, tout Etat represente A la
Conference oi fut elaboree la
presente Convention et non
signataire de celle-ci, tout Mem-
bre des Nations Unies ou tout
Etat non membre mentionne A
l'article 34 pourra adherer A la
presente Convention.

"Cette adhesion s'effectuera
au moyen d'un instrument com-
munique au Secr6taire general
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies et qui sera depose dans
les archives du Secretariat de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies.
Le Secr6taire general notifiera
immediatement ce dep6t aux
Membres des Nations Unies
signataires de la Convention et
aux autres Etats non membres
signataires mentionn6s A l'article
34 ainsi qu'aux Etats ad-
herents."

L'article 37 sera redig6 comme
suit:

"Un recueil special sera tenu
par le Secr6taire general de
l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, indiquant quels Etats
ont sign6 ou ratifie la presente
Convention, y ont adh6er ou
l'ont denoncee. Ce recueil sera
constamment ouvert aux Parties
contractantes et publication en
sera faite de temps A autre."
Le second paragraphe de 1'

article 38 sera redige comme suit:
"Le Secretaire general de

'Organisation des Nations Unies
portera A la connaissance de
chacun des Membres de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies
et des Etats mentionnes A
l'article 34 de toute denonciation
regue par lui."
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rencontreront. 

A l'article 32, on remplacera "la 
Cour permanente de Justice inter-
nationale" par "la eour interna-
tionale de Justice". 

L'article 34 sera reidige comma 
suit: 

"La pritsente Convention est 
sujette ft ratification. A partir 
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront de-
poses aupres du Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies qui en noti-
fiera le depot ft tons les Membres 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies et aux Etats non membres 
auxquels le Secretaire general 
aura communiqué un exem-
plafre de la Convention." 

Unies, qui en avisera les L'article 35 sera redige comrne 
autres Parties contractantes. suit: 

"Les dispositions de la pre-
sente Convention deviendront 
immediatement applicables ft 
la substance en question dans 
les relations entre les Parties 
contractantes qui auront ac-
cepte la recommendation visee 
par les paragraphes prdeedents." 

Au troisieme paragraphe de 
l'article 19, on remplacera "le 
Conseil de la Socifte des Nations" 
par "le Conseil econornique et 
social de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies". 

Le quatrieme paragraphe de 
Particle 19 sera supprime. 
Aux articles 20, 24, 27, 30, 32, 

et 3t i a 80 Nations" p (paraagrraplheeConseil   1) ,  rempla-ceraeconomi 
"le Conseil de la Societe des 

que et social de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies" et "le Secretaire 
general de la Societe des Nations" 
par "le Secretaire general de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies" 

• "A partir du 30 septembre 
1925, tout Etat represent6 ft la 
Conference ol fut elaboree la 
presente Convention et non 
signataire de celle-ci, tout Mem-
bre des Nations Unies on tout 
Etat non membre mentionne ft 
l'article 34 pourra adherer ft la 
presente Convention. 

"Cette adhesion s'effectuera 
an moyen d'un instrument com-
muniqué au Secretaire g6neral 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies et qui sera depose dans 
les archives du Secretariat de 
POrganisation des Nations Unies. 
Le Secr6taire Oneral notifiera 
immediatement cc depot aux 
Membres des Nations Unies 
signataires de la Convention et 
aux autres Etats non membres 
signataires mentionnes ft l'article 
34 ainsi qu'aux Etats ad-
herents." 

L'article 37 sera redige comme 
partout oü ces appellations se suit: 

"17n recuerl special sera tenu 
par le Secretaire general de 
l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, in.diquant quels Etats 
ont signe ou ratifie la presente 
Convention, y ont adhere on 
Pont denoncee. Ce recueil sera 
constamment ouvert aux Parties 
contractantes et publication en 
sera faite de temps a autre." 

Le second paragraphe de P 
article 38 sera redige comma suit: 

"Le Secretaire general de 
POrganisation des Nations Unies 
portera a la connaissance de 
chacun des Membres de l'Or-
ganisation dm Nations Unies 
et des Etats mentionnes ft 
Particle 34 de toute ddnonciation 
rogue par lui." 
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3. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE

POUR LIMITER LA FABRICATION

ET REGLEMENTER LA DISTRIBU-

TION DES STUP1EFIANTS, AVEC

PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE, SIGNfS

A GENEVE LE 13 JUILLET 1931

Dans l'article 5, paragraphe 1,
les mots: "A tous les Membres de
la Soci6et des Nations et aux
Etats non membres mentionnes A

l'article 27" seront remplaces par
les mots "A tous les Membres de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
et aux Etats non membres men-
tionn6s A l'article 28".

Au premier alinea du para-
graphe 6 de l'article 5, sera sub-
stitu6 1'alinea suivant:

"Les evaluations seront exam-
inees par un Organe de contr6le
comprenant quatre membres.
L'Organisation mondiale de la
sante nommera deux membres
et la Commission des stup6fiants
du Conseil 6conomique et social
ainsi que le Comit6 central
permanent nommeront chacun
un membre. Le secretariat de
l'Organe de contr6le sera assure
par le Secretaire general de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
en s'assurant la collaboration
etroite du Comite central per-
manent."

Dans l'article 5, paragraphe 7,
les mots "15 decembre de chaque
annee" remplaceront les mots "ler
novembre de chaque annee" et les
mots "par l'entremise du Secr-
taire general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies A tous les Membres
des Nations Unies et aux Etats
non membres mentionnes A 1'
article 28" remplaceront les mots
"par l'entremise du Secr6taire
general A tous les Membres de la
Societ6 des Nations et aux Etats

non membres mentionnes A l'article
27".

Aux paragraphes 2, 3, 4 et 5 de
l'article 11, seront substitues les
paragraphes suivants:

"2. La Haute Partie contrac-
tante qui autorisera le commerce
ou la fabrication commerciale
d'un de ces produits en avisera
immediatement le Secretaire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies, qui communi-
quera cette notification aux
autres Hautes Parties contrac-
tantes et a l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante.

"3. L'Organisation mondiale
de la sante, prenant l'avis du
comit6 d'experts nomme par
elle, decidera si le produit dont
il s'agit peut engendrer la toxi-
comanie (et doit 6tre assimil6
de ce fait aux "drogues" men-
tionn6es dans le sous-groupe a)
du groupe I) ou s'il peut 8tre
transforme en une de ces mgmes
drogues (et 8tre, de ce fait,
assimile aux "drogues" men-
tionnees dans le sous-groupe b)
du groupe I ou dans le groupe
II).

"4. Si l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante, prenant l'avis
du comit6 d'experts nomme par
elle, decide que, sans etre une
"drogue" susceptible d'engen-
drer la toxicomanie, le produit
dont il s'agit peut 8tre trans-
forme en une telle "drogue", la
question de savoir si ladite
"drogue" rentre dans le sous-
groupe b) du groupe I ou dans
le groupe II sera soumise pour
decision a un comite de trois
experts qualifies pour en exam-
iner les aspects scientifiques et
techniques. Deux de ces experts
seront designes respectivement
par le gouvernement interesse et
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3. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE 
POUR LIMITER LA FABRICATION 
ET REGLEMENTER LA DISTRIBU-
TION DES STUPtFIANTS, AVEC 
PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE, SIG1'thi 
A GENtVE LE 13 JUILLET 1931 

Dans l'article 5, paragraphe 1, 
les moth: "a tous les Membres de 
la Societe des Nations et aux 
Etats non membres mentionnes 
l'article 27" seront remplaces par 
les moth "a tous les Membres de 
POrganisation des Nations Unies 
et aux Etats non membres men-
tionnes a l'article 28". 
Au premier fain& du para-

graphe 6 de Particle 5, sera ffub-
stitue relines, suivant: 

"Les evaluations seront exam-
inees par un Organe de control° 
comprenant quatre membres. 
L'Organisation mondial° de la 
sante noramera deux membres 
et la Commission des stupefiants 
du Conseil economique et social 
ainsi quo le Comae central 
permanent nommeront chacun 
un membre. Le secretariat de 
l'Organe de controle sera assure 
par le Secretaire general de 
POrganisation des Nations Unies 
en s'assurant la collaboration 
etroite du Comite central per-
manent." 

Dans Particle 5, paragraphe 7, 
les mots "15 decembre de chaque 
annee" remplaceront les mots "ler 
novembre de chaque armee" et les 
moth "par Pentremise du Seer& 
taire general de POrganisatiOn des 
Nations Unies a tous les Membres 
des Nations Unies et aux Etats 
non membres mentionnes a P 
article 28" remplaceront les moth 
"par Pentremise du Secretaire 
general a tous les Membres de in 
Societe des Nations et aux Etats 

non membres mentionnes a Particle 
27". 
Aux paragraphes 2, 3, 4 et 5 de 

l'article 11, seront substitues les 
paragraphes suivants: 

"2. La Haute Partie contrac-
tante qui autmisera le commerce 
ou la fabrication commerciale 
d'un de ces produits en avisera 
immediatement le Secretaire 
general de POrganisation des 
Nations Unies, qui communi-
quera cette notification aux 
autres Hautes Parties contrac-
tantes et a l'Organisation mon-
dial° de la sante. 

"3. L'Organisation mondial° 
de la sante, prenant Pavis du 
comite d'experts nomme par 
elle, decidera si le produit dont 
11 s'agit peut engendrer in toxi-
comanie (et doit etre assimile 
de ce fait aux "drogues" men-
tionnees dans le sous-groupe a) 
du groupe I) ou s'il peut etre 
transforme en une de ces memes 
drogues (et etre, de ce fait, 
assimile aux "drogues" men-
tionnees darts le sous-groupe b) 
du groupe I ou dans le groupe 
II). 

"4. Si l'Organisation mon-
diale de la sante, prenant l'avis 
du comite d'experts nonune par 
elle, decide que, sans etre une 
"drogue" susceptible d'engen-
drer la toxicomanie, le produit 
dont il s'agit peut etre trans-
forme en une telle "drogue", la 
question de savoir si ladite 
"drogue" rentre dans le sous-
groupe b) du groupe I ou dans 
le groupe II sera sonmise pour 
decision a un coraite de tavis 
experts qualifies pour en exam-
iner les aspects scientifiquaa et 
techniques. Deux de ces experts 
seront design& respectivement 
par le gouvernement interesse et 
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par la Commission des stup&
fiants du Conseil 6conomique et
social, le troisieme sera designe
par les deux precites.

"5. Toute decision prise con-
formement aux deux para-
graphes precedents sera portee
A la connaissance du Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies, qui la com-
muniquera A tous les Membres
de l'Organisation et aux Etats
non membres mentionnes A
l'article 28."
Dans les paragraphes 6 et 7 de

l'article 11, on remplacera "le
Secr6taire general" par "le Secre
taire general de l'Organisation
des Nations Unies"..

Dans les articles 14, 20, 21, 23,
26, 31, 32 et 33, on remplacera
"le Secr6taire g6n6ral de la Soci6et
des Nations" par "le Secretaire
general de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies".

A l'article 21, les mots "la
Commission consultative du trafic
de l'opium et autres drogues
nuisibles" seront remplaces par
les mots "la Commission des
stupefiants du Conseil conomique
et social".

On substituera au deuxiame
paragraphe de l'article 25 le para-
graphe suivant:

"Au cas o1 de telles disposi-
tions n'existeraient pas entre les
Parties au differend, elles le
soumettront A une procedure
arbitrale ou judiciaire. A d-
faut d'un accord sur le choix
d'un autre tribunal, elles sou-
mettront ]e diff6rend, a la
requtte de l'une d'elles, A la
Cour internationale de Justice
si elles sont toutes Parties au
Statut et, si elles n'y sont pas
toutes Parties, A un tribunal]
d'arbitrage constitu6 conform6-

ment A la Convention de La
Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour
le reglement pacifique des con-
flits internationaux."

Le dernier paragraphs de
l'article 26 sera remplace par le
suivant:

"Le Secretaire general com-
muniquera A tous les Membres
do l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non
membres mentionnes A l'article
28, toutes les declarations et
tous les avis regus aux termes
du present article."

L'article 28 sera redige comme
suit:

"La presente Convention est
sujette A ratification. A partir
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront
deposes aupres du Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies qui en notifiera
le dep6t a tous les Membres
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies ainsi qu'aux Etats non
membres auxquels le Secretaire
general aura communiqu6 un
exemplaire de la Convention."

L'article 29 sera redig6 comme
suit:

"Tout Membre de l'Organisa-
tion des Natibns Unies et tout
Etat non membre vise a l'article
28 pourra adherer A la presente
Convention. Les instruments
d'adhesion seront deposes au-
pres du Secretaire general de
l'Organisation des N a t i o n s
Unies, qui en notifiera le dep6t
A tous les Membres de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies,
ainsi qu'aux Etats non membres
vises a l'article 28."

Au premier paragraphe de
l'article 32, la dernitre phrase
sera redigee comme suit:
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par la Commission des stupe-
flants du Conseil economique et 
social, le troisieme sera designe 
par les deux precites. 

"5. Toute decision prise con-
formement aux deux para-
graphes precedents sera port& 
a la connaissance du Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des 
Nations Tithes, qui la com-
muniquera a tous les Membres 
de l'Organisation et aux Etats 
non membres mentionnes 
Particle 28." 

Dans les paragraphes 6 et 7 de 
Particle 11, on remplacera "le 
Se,cretaire general" par "le Seer& 
taire general de l'Organisation 
des Nations Unies".. 
Dans les articles 14, 20, 21, 23, 

26, 31, 32 et 33, on remplacera 
"le Secretaire general de la Societe 
des Nations" par "le Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies". 
A Particle 21, les mots "la 

Commission consultative du trafic 
de l'opium et autres drogues 
nuisibles" seront remplaces par 
les mots "la Commission des 
stupefiants du Conseil econoraique 
et social". 
On substituera an deuxieme 

paragraphe de Particle 25 le para-
graphs suivant: 

ment a la Convention de La 
Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour 
le reglement pacifique des con-
flits internationaux." 

Le dernier paragraphe de 
l'article 26 sera remplace par le 
suivant: 

"Le Secretaire general corn-
muniquera a tous les Membres 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non 
membres mentionnes a Particle 
28, toutes . les declarations et 
tous les avis regus aux termes 
du present article." 

L'article 28 sera redige comme 
suit: 

"La presente Convention est 
sujette a ratification. A partir 
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront 
deposes aupres du Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies qui en notifiera 
le depot a tous les Membres 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies ainsi qu'aux Etats non 
membres auxquels le Secretaire 
general aura communique un 
exemplaire de la Convention." 

L'article 29 sera redige comme 
suit: 

"Au cas oi de tones disposi-
tions n'existeraient pas entre les 
Parties an difierend, elles is 
soumettront a une procedure 
arbitrale on judiciaire. A de-
faut d'un accord Bur is choix 
d'un autre tribunal, elks sou-
mettront Is differend, a la 
requete de l'une d'elles, a la 
Cour internationals de Justice 
si elks sont toutes Parties an 
Statut et, si elles n'y sont pas 
toutes Parties, a un tribunal 1 

d arbitrage constitue conform& sera redigee comme suit: 

"Tout Membre de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Units et tout 
Etat non membre vise A Particle 
28 pourra adherer a. la presents 
Convention. Les instruments 
d'adhesion seront deposes au-
pr.& du Secretaire general de 
l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, qui en notifiera le depot 
a. tous les Membres de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies, 
ainsi qu'aux Etats non membres 
vises A Particle 28." 

Au premier paragraphs de 
'article 32, la derniere phrase 
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"Chaque denonciation ne sera
operante que pour la Haute
Partie contractante au nom
de laquelle elle aura ete
deposee."
Le second paragraphe del'article

32 sera redige comme suit:

"Le Secr6taire general no-
tifiera A tous les Membres de
l'Organisation des Nations
Unies et aux Etats non membres
mentionnes a l'article 28 les
denonciations ainsi regues."

Au troisieme paragraphe de
l'article 32, les mots "des Hautes
Parties contractantes" remplace-
ront les mots "des Membres de la
Soci6t6 des Nations et des Etats
non membres qui sont lies par la
presente Convention."

A l'article 33, les mots "toute
Haute Partie contractante" rem-
placeront les mots "Membres de
la Societe des Nations ou Etats
non membres lies par la presente
Convention" et les mots "toutes
les Hautes Parties contractantes"
remplaceront les mots "tous les
autres Membres de la Soci6et des
Nations et Etats non membres
ainsi lies."

4. ACCORD POUR LE CONTR6LE

DE L'HABITUDE DE FUMER L'OPIUM

EN EXTReME-ORIENT, AVEC ACTE

FINAL, SIGNES A BANGKOK LE 27

NOVEMBRE 1931

Aux articles V et VII, les mots
"le Secr6taire general de l'Organ-
isation des Nations Unies" rem-
placeront les mots "le Secretaire
general de la Soci6te des Nations".

5. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE

POUR LA REPRESSION DU TRAFIC

ILLICITE DES DROGUES NUISIBLES,

8IGNEE A GENEVE LE 26 JUIN 1936

Aux articles 16, 18, 21, 23 et 24,
on remplacera "Secr6taire general

de la Soci6et des Nations" par
"Secretaire general de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies".

A l'article 17, on remplacera le
deuxieme paragraphe par le para-
graphe suivant:

"Au cas ofi de telles disposi-
tions n'existeraient pas entre
les Parties au differend, elles
le soumettront A une procedure
arbitrale ou judiciaire. A de
faut d'un accord sur le choix
d'un autre tribunal, elles sou-
mettront le differend, a la re-
quete de l'une d'elles, a la
Cour internationale de Justice
si elles sont toutes Parties au
Statut et, si elles n'y sont pas
toutes Parties, a un tribunal
d'arbitrage constitue conform&
ment A la Convention de La
Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour
le reglement pacifique des con-
flits internationaux."
Le paragraphe 4 de l'article 18

sera redige comme suit:
"Le Secr6taire general com-

muniquera a tous les Membres
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non
membres mentionn6s a l'article
20, toutes les declarations et
tous les avis requs aux ternnes
du present article."

L'article 20 sera redige comme
suit:

"La presente Convention est
sujette a ratification. A partir
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront
deposes aupres du Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies qui en notifiera
le d6pot a tous les Membres de
l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non
membres auxquels le Secr6taire
general aura communique un
exemplaire de la Convention."
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"Chaque denonciation no sera 
operante que pour la Haute 
Partie contractante au nom 
de laquelle 
deposee." 

Le second paragraphe de l'artide 
32 sera redige comme suit: 

"Le Secretaire general no-
tifiera a tons les Membres de 
l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies et aux Etats non membres 
mentionnes a Particle 28 les 
denonciations ainsi regues." 

Au troisieme paragraphe de 
l'artide 32, les mots "des Hautes 
Parties contractantes" remplace-
ront les mots "des Membres de la 
Societe des Nations et des Etats 
non membres qui sont lies par is 
presente Convention." 
A l'artide 33, les mots "toute 

Haute Partie contractante" rem-
placeront les mots "Membres de 
is Societe des Nations ou Etats 
non membres lies par is presente 
Convention" et les mots "toutes 
les Hautes Parties contractantes" 
remplaceront les moth "tous les 
autres Membres de is Societe des 
Nations et Etats non membres 
ainsi lies." 

elle aura et6 

4. ACCORD POUR LE CONTROLE 
DE L'HABITUDE DE FUMER L'OPIUM 
EN EXTRAME-ORIENT, AVEC ACTE 
FINAL, SIGNES A BANGKOK LE 27 
NOVEMBRE 1931 

Aux articles V et VII, les moth 
"le Secretaire general de l'Organ-
isation des Nations Unies" rem-
placeront les mots "le Secretaire 
general de is Soci&e des Nations". 

5. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE 
POUR LA RiPRESSION DU TRAFIC 
ILLICITE DES DROGUES NUISIBLES, 
SIGNAE A GENVE LE 26 JUIN 1936 

Aux articles 16, 18, 21, 23 et 24, 
on remplacera "Secretaire general 

de la Societe des Nations" par 
"Secretaire gen&al de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies". 
A l'artide 17, on remplacera le 

deuxieme paragraphe par le para-
graphe suivant: 

"Au cas oi de telles disposi-
tions n'existeraient pas entre 
les Parties an differend, cues 
le sou.mettront a une proc6dure 
arbitrale ou judiciaire. A de-
faut d'un accord our le choix 
d'un autre tribunal, des sou-
mettront le diff&end, a is re-
gate de l'une (relies, a is 
Cour internationale de Justice 
si elles sont toutes Parties au 
Statut et, si des n'y sont pas 
toutes Parties, a un tribunal 
d'arbitrage constitue conform& 
ment a la Convention de La 
Haye du 18 octobre 1907 pour 
le reglement pacifique des con-
flits internationaux." 

Le paragraphe 4 de Particle 18 
sera redig6 comme suit: 

"Le Secretaire general com-
muniquera a tous les Membres 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non 
membres mentionnes a Particle 
20, toutes les declarations et 
tous les avis regus aux tonnes 
du present article." 

L'article 20 sera redige comme 
suit: 

"La presente Convention est 
sujette a ratification. A partir 
du ler janvier 1947, les instru-
ments de ratification seront 
deposes aupres du Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies qui en notifiera 
le depOt a tous les Membres de 
l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, ainsi qu'aux Etats non 
membres auxquels le Secretaire 
general aura communiqué un 
exemplaire de la Convention." 
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Le paragraphe 1 de l'article 21
sera redig6 comme suit:

"I1 pourra 8tre adhere A la
pr6sente Convention au nom de
tous les Membres de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies ou de
tout Etat non membre vise A
1'article 20."

Au paragraphe 1 de l'article 24,
les mots "la Haute Partie con-
tractante" remplaceront les mots
"le Membre de la Soci6te des
Nations ou 1'Etat non membre".

Le paragraphe 2 de l'article 24
sera redig6 comme suit:

"Le Secretaire general noti-
fiera a tous les Membres de
l'Organisation des Nations
Unies et aux Etats non mem-
bres mentionnes A l'article 20,
les d6nonciations ainsi regues."

Au paragraphe 3 de l'article 24,
les mots "Membres de la Societe

des Nations et des Etats non
membres qui sont lies par la pre-
sente Convention" seront rem-
places par les mots "les Hautes
Parties contractantes."

L'article 25 sera r6dige comme
suit:

"Une demande de revision
de la pr6sente Convention
pourra 8tre formulee en tout
temps, par toute Haute Partie
contractante, par voie de noti-
fication adress6e au Secr6taire
general de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies. Cette notifica-
tion sera communiquee par le
Secr6taire g6neral aux Hautes
Parties contractantes et, si elle
est appuyee par un tiers au
moins d'entre elles, les Hautes
Parties contractantes s'engagent
A se reunir en une conference
aux fins de revision de la Con-
vention."
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Le paragraphe 1 de Particle 21 
sera redige comme suit: 

"Ii pourra etre adhere a la 
presente Convention au nom de 
tous les Membres de POrganisa-
tion des Nations Unies ou de 
tout Etat non membre vise a 
Particle 20." 

Au paragraphe 1 de Particle 24, 
les mots "la Haute Pardo con-
tractante" remplaceront les moth 
"le Membre de la Societe des 
Nations ou l'Etat non membre". 
Le paragraphe 2 de Particle 24 

sera redige comme suit: 

"Le Secretaire general nod-
flora a tous les Membres do 
l'Organisation des Nations 
Tithes et aux Etats non mem-
bres mentionnes a Particle 20, 
les denonciations ainsi rogues." 

Au paragraphe 3 de Particle 24, 
les mots "Membres de la Societe 

des Nations et des Etats non 
membres qui sont lies par la pre-
sente Convention" seront rem-
places par les moth "lee Hautes 
Parties contractantes." 

L'article 25 sera /*lige comma 
suit: 

"Tine demande de revision 
de la present° Convention 
pourra etre formulee en tout 
temps, par toute Haute Partie 
contractante, par vole de noti-
fication adressee au Secretaire 
general de l'Organisation des 
Nations Tithes. Cette notifica-
tion sera communiqués par le 
Secretaire general aux Hautes 
Parties contractantes et, si elle 
eat appuyee par un tiers au 
moms d'entre elles, les Hautes 
Parties contractantes s'engagent 
a se reunir on une conference 
aux fins de revision de la Con-
vention." 
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FOR AFGHANISTAN:

POUR L'AFGHANISTAN:

p:if :
3a AiramacaH:
POR EL APCANmSTAN:

A. Hosayn Azmz

Dec. 11, 1946

FOR ARGENTINA:
POUR L'ARCENTINE:

3a Aprenrmy:
POB La ABGENTmiA:

JO9^ ARC

Diciebre 11, 1946

FOR AUSTRALL:
POUR L'AUSTRALJU
^*kMli:
3a Ascrpa.ar
Poa AusTRAL=u

Subjet to the appral of tll Comat o Auhtl

Norman J. O. MAIIN

December 11, 1946

TrWdCiwM du Secrilaurs dI Niaoass Uxa

'Sous rerre d'approbation pur I Gouvernement de I'AfMl.
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FOR AFGHANISTAN: 
POUR L'AFGHANISTAN: 

Stf : 
3a AtitHUIRCTIIII: 
POE EL AFGANISTAN: 

A. Hosayn Azm 

Dec. 11, 1946 

FOR ARGENTINA: 
POUR L'AncEnTmE: 

Pligg : 
3a Aprenrirmy: 
POR LA ARGENTINA: 

Josi ARCR 
Diciembre 11, 1946 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 
POUR L'AUSTRALLE: 

: 
3a &mem= 
POR AUSTRALIA: 

Subject to the approve/ of the Covers:seat et Amass 

Norman L 0. MAKIN 

December 11, 1946 

Trod:action du &criteria!' des Nations thaw 

'Sous reserve d'approbatioo par It Gouvernement de rAeasualle. 
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM:

POUR LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE:

.jtmlT-im :
3a RopoJeBCTBO BeImrm:

POR EL REINO DE BELGICA:
G. KAECKENBEECK

11 decembre 1946

FOR BOLIVIA:
POUR LA BOLIVIE:

Oa Boammyo:
PoR BOLIVIA:

E. SANJINES

14 de Diciembre de 1946

FOR BRAIL:

POUR LE BRESIL:

ES:
Ba BpaaxuHm:

POR EL BRASIL:
P. Leao VELLOSO

17 decembre 1946
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM: 
POUR LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE: 

3a ROpOJIBBCTBO 
Pox EL REINO DE BELGICA: 

Pox BOLIVIA: 
POUR LA BOLINTIE: 

atfil*Ra : 

8a Bommno. 
Pox BOLIVIA: 

FOR BRAZIL: 
POUR LE BRESIL: 

Bpamano: 
Pox EL BRASIL: 

G. KAECKENBEECK 

11 decembre 1946 

E. SANJINES 

14 de Diciembre de 1946 

P. Lao VELLOSO 

17 decembre 1946 
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FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIETIQUE DE BIELORUSSIE:

3a Bejopyccayo CoseTcKyIo Corlasacimeecryjo Pecnya6y:

POR LA REPBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA BIELORUSA:

K. KCEJIEB'
11 eSia6pa 1946 r.

FOR CANADA:

POUR LE CANADA:

Sn$*:
3a KaRay:

POR EL CANADA:

Paul MARTIN

11 Dec. 1946

FOR CHILE:

POUR LE CHILI

~t:
3a :

POR CHILE:

F. NIETO DEL RIO

11 Dec. 1946

tnrution byr the Sectewt f the 0Intid Nai
'Kumn V. KIILur. 11 Dcember 1946.

raduction du Secrtrit des Naions UVnis:
'KuMa V. KLuz. 11 diem1brd 194.
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FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCULISTE SOVIETIQUE DE Blitonussiz: 

oastostleaftstaittaa : 
3a Be.mopycca-po Conercapo Counammeczylo Peary6.many: 
Poa 14 REPUBLICA SOCULISTA SOVIETICA BIELORUSA: 

R. KFICE.11E13' 
11 Aeut6pa 1946 r. 

FOR CANADA: 
POUR LE CANADA: 

blillEt : 
3a Kamm 
POR EL CANADA: 

Paul MARTIN 

11 Dec. 1946 

FOR CHILE: 
POUR LE CHILL: 
ti 441 
3a gaza: 
Pon Cum: 

F. NIETO DEL RIO 

U Dec. 1946 

temusletion by the SCCIVIWNS of the Visaed Miaow 
11Ccems V. Kann% U December 1946. 
?reduction du Seeritariet des Nation, Units: 
'Kuzma V. Keigt.n. II dieembre 1946. 



TREATIES

FOR CHINA:
POUR LA CHINE

3a IKTat:
POR LA CHINA:

P. C. CHANG

11 December 1946 + t5-E

FOR COLOMBIA:
POUR LA COLOMBIEA

**t -.
3a Io.ym6BmIo:
POR COLOMBIA'

Alfonso LOPEZ

December 11, 1946

FOR COSTA RICA:
POUR COSTA-RICA:

*01t mo :
8a Kocrmpmy:

PoR COSTA Riou

F. Dz P. GCUTnRRa

Dec. 11, 1946

2266 t61 STAT.2266 TREATIES t61 STAT. 

FOR CHINA: 
POUR LA CHIN= 

41E 
3a Knell: 
POR LA CHINA: 

FOR COLOMBIA: 
POUR LA COLOMBIE: 

3a Koryx6mo: 
POR COLOMBIA: 

FOR COSTA RICA: 
Point COSTA-RICA: 

liffhtfkim : 
3a lcocrapazy: 
FOR COSTA RICA: 

P. C. CHANG 

11 December 1946 

Alfonso LOPEZ 

December 11, 1946 

F. DE P. GUTIERREZ 

Dec. 11, 1946 



61 STAT.] MULTILATERAL-NARCOTIC DRUGS-DEC. 11, 1946

For'CuBA:
POUR CUBA:

r'~:
3a Ky6y:
PoR CUBA:

Sujeto a Is aprobaci-n por el Senado de la Republica

Guillermo BELT

Diciembre 12, 1946

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIE:

3a qIexocosBaKmo:

POR CHECOESLOVAQUIA:

V. CLEMENTIS

1. XII. 1946

FOR DENMARK:
POUR LE DANEMARKI

::
3a ,AawHo:

POR DINAMARCA:

Gustav RASMUSSEN

11 dcembre 1946

trnalio Y tAhe Seeroifa t de Uuatesrt'Noi

ISubject to approval by the Senate of the Republi.
Trldrction d Secretaurt des Niensu Vw:

'So r6erve d'approbatio par hI Soat de It RBpsbliqU
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FOR' CUBA: 
POUR CUBA: 

tE : 
1467: 

Poa Cusa: 

Sujero a la aprobacien por el Senado de la Reptiblical 

Guillermo BELT 

Diciembre 12, 1946 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 
POUR LA TCHiCOSLOVAQUIE: 

3a gexocAosaxmo: 
POR CHECOESLOVAQUIA: 

V. CLEMENTIS 

11. XII. 1946 

FOR DENMARK: 
POUR LE DANEMARK: 

: 
3a Ammo: 
FOR DINAMARCA: 

Gustav IlassaussEs 

11 decembre 1946 

Troustation by air Secretariat *flit thateitNalatit 
'Subject 'to approval by the Senate of the Republic. 
rradaction du Secretariat des Netiefta (WU: 
'Sous reeerve d'approbation par le Sinai de la Republiqee. 



2268 TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

POUR LA RIPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE:

esWjiA j fw :Rl
3a .omHHRaHCEyI Pecny6J5y:
POR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:

Emilio GARCIA GODOT
11 December 1946

FOR ECUADOR:
POUR L'EQUATEUR:

3a haaop:
POR EL ECUADOR:

SSuleta a* probaid

F. ILLESCAS

Dec. 14,1946

FOR EcYPT:
POUR L'ECYPTES

IM:
3a ErmIeT:
POR ECIPTO:

A. SmnHOUar
11 December 1946

'ruetrio p*Slt e&vVd ai ad.St ,
'Soiject to appoaL.
ta<acu daSecrs wiideu NMOe Uniut

'Swuta rrafp'mbwad.

2268 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RiPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE: 

4P9iNiiiit*PERI : 
3a 2tommocamario Pecrry6zasy: 
FOR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA: 

FOR ECUADOR: 
POUR L'EQUATEUR: 

: 
3a uop: 
FOR EL ECUADOR: 

Fon EGYPT: 
POUR L'EGYPTE1 

writ : 
3a Erma: 
FOR EGIPTO: 

riaajtation by she Seereaviat of At Vatted Noises: 
SoNeat to approval. 
Trialactioa dm Socritariardes Nations alien 
'Seal than d'isProbition• 

Emilio GARCIA GOMM 
11 December 1946 

&jets a aprobaciSaa 

F. ILLESCAS 

Dec. 14, 1946 

A. Sannounr 

11 December 1946 



61 STAT.] MULTILATERAL-NARCOTIC DRUGS-DEC. 11, 1946

FOR EL SALVADOR:
POUR LE SALVADOR:

mj:
3a CaJuBaAOp:
POR EL SALVADOR:

FOR ETHIOPIA:
POUR L'ETHIOPIE:

3a ubHoumuo:

FOR ETIOPU:

FOR FRANCE:
POUR LA FRANCB:

3a Oppamumo:
POR FRANCIA:

Alexandte PAaOD

11 dcembr 1946
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FOR EL SALVADOR: 
POUR LE SALVADOR: 

NINE* : 
3a Ca/IIMA0p: 
POR EL SALVADOR: 

FOR ETHIOPIA: 
POUR L'ETHIOPIE: 

IgItffiN.RE : 
3a Nniomao: 
FOR ETIOP1A: 

FOR FRANCE: 
POUR LA FRANCE: 

MOM : 
3a Opanumo: 
FOR FRANCIA: 

Alexandre PARODI 
11 decembre 1946 



2270 TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR GREECE:

POUR LA GRACE:

*FMtt :

3a rpeimo:
POR GRECIA:

V. DENDRAMIS

December 11, 1946

FOR GUATEMALA:
POR LE GUATEMALA:

3a PraTreMay:

POR GUATEMALA:

Jorge Garcia GRANADOS

13 de Diciembre de 1946

Foa HAm:
POUR HATLI:

Ma:
3a ram:

Poa HAurf:

Ad nl uwum

Herard C. L Ror
14 decembre 1946

2270 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

FOR GREECE: 
POUR LA GRiCE: 

Mit : 
3a rpeumo: 
POR GRECIA: 

FOR GUATEMALA: 
POR LE GUATEMALA: 

AAJAR : 
3a 153aTexa.ay: 
POR GUATEMALA: 

FOR 1lArn: 
POUR Han: 
tifith : 
3a nuns: 
Pon Huth 

V. DENDRAMIS 

December 11, 1946 

Jorge Garcia GRANADOS 

13 de Diciembre de 1946 

Ai rgereasua 

lierard C. L ROY 
14 decembre 1946 
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FOR HONDURAS:
POUR LE HONDURAS:

USE:
3a rouHypac:
POR HONDURAS:

Tiburcio CARtAS, Ja
December 11 1946

FOR ICELALD:
POUR L'ISLANDE:
,A:
3a Hiwxsmo:
POR ISLANDA:

FoR INDIA:
PoUR L'INDz:
MM:
3a H1 o:
POR LA ID;A:

M. C CHACLA
Ilth Dec. 1946
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FOR HONDURAS: 
POUR LE HONDURAS: 
titAlstM : 
3a rompac: 
POR HONDURAS: 

FOR ICELAND: 
POUR L'ISLANDE: 

: 
3a Ilczammio: 
POR ISLANDA: 

FOR NM: 
POUR L'INDR: 

Mgt 
3a &maw 
POR LA INDIA: 

Mud° CARUS, IR. 

December 11: 1946 

M. C. CHAGLA 

11th Dec. 1946 



2272 TREATIES

FoR IRAN:
POUR L':IRA:
~tP:
3a Hpar:
POR ItRK:

Nasrollah ENTEZAM

11 dcembre 1946

FOR IRQ:
POUR L'IRAK:

A :
3a Hpas:
PoR IRAK:

A. BA"R
December 12, 1946

FOR LEBANON:
POUR LE LmBAM:

PoR EL LBfsO:

C. CaMOUN

13 d&cembre 1946

[61 STAT.
2272 

TREATIES [61 STAT. 

FOR IRAN: 
Po= LIRAS: 

DIM : 
3a Ilpaa: 
FOR 

FOR IRAQ: 
POUR O RME: 

int : 
3a ilpaa: 
FOR IRAK: 

FOR LEBANON: 
Pon LE LISLE: 

NE* : 
3a kiman: 
FOR EL UBANO: 

Nasrollah ENTEZAM 

11 decembre 1946 

A. BAER 

December 12, 1946 

C. CaLmourt 

13 decembre 1946 
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FOR LIBERIA:

POUR LE LIBERIA:

3a JIH6epHIo:
POR LIBERIA:

C. Abayomi CASSELL

11 December 1946

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG:

POUR LE GRAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG:

srL ~] :
8a BemKoe repiorcrwo JboxceM6ypr:
POR EL GRAm DUCADO DE LUXEMBURGQ:

Pierre ELVINCER

December 11th, 1946

FOR MEXICO:
POUR LE MEXIQUE:

3a MewRsy:
PoR MEXIco:

Luis PADILLA NERVO

Dec. 11, 1946

9684T7-49-. U---8

61 STAT.] MULTILATERAL— NARCOTIC DRUGS— DEC. 11, 1946 

FOR LIBERIA: 
POUR LE LIBERIA: 

4.1.1MRE 
3a JIH6epaio: 
POR LIBERIA: 

C. Abay0Oli CASSELL 

11 December 1946 

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG: 
POUR LE GRAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG: 

gat-41 : 
3a &mime repaorerso .11amccem6ypr: 
POR EL GRAN DUCADO DE LUXEMBURGQ: 

Pierre ELviricEft 

December 11th, 1946 

FOR MEXICO: 
POUR LE MEXIQUE: 

NM* : 
3a Meacnicy: 
POR Mixico: 

EMU PADILLA NERVO 

Dee. 11, 1946 

1158476-49,—IPT. II 88 



2274 TREATIES [61 STAT.

·Fot WE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS:
POUR LE ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS:

*tiMT-M :
3a KopoaecTBmo HHaepjanUmo;
P.QR EL REINO DE HOLANOA:

E. N. VAN KLEFFENS

December 11, 1946

FOR NEW ZeALAo:
POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZiLANDI:

3a HOBiy 38AEMwa

Poa NUEvA ZELANDuI

C. A. BERENDSEN
11th December 1946

For NICAAGUAt
POUR LE NICARAGUA;

3. Hauparys:
POR NICARAGUAv

G. SEVILLA-SACASA

23 December 1946

*Suibjet S awV-aL
trJcuib Ai ScWrwe of jr-uJ Usteam

'SMrr* SW -i dFonwwh g

2274 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

'OR THE KINGDOM OF THE NETH6RLANDS: 
POUR LE ROYAUDIE DES PAYS-BAS: 
4411N EI : 
34 Itopo.ceBCTBO HRIteRallAOR; 
FOR EL REINO DE HOLANDA: 

E. N. VAN KLEFFENS 

December 11, 1946 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
Peva LA NOUVELLE-M ANDE: 
algOW 

31 Haw 3examuuct: 
FOR NUEVA ZELANDIA: 

C. A. BERENDSEN 

11th December 1946 

FOR NICARAGUA: 
POUR LE NICARAGUA; 

: 
Ela thataparys: 
POR NICARAGUA: 

'Nos it aprobscides 

G. SEVILLA-5ACASA 

13 December 1946 

Trossiodera tO4 Setrasriot *I ge Naar Naietut 
*Subject to opprovaL 
Tredecsiow tin Seenedoriot J. Netiew 
'Sc*. them d'aPProbajolk 



61 STAT.] MULTILATERALNAECOTIC DRUGS-DEC. 11, 1946

FOR TE KINGDOM OF NORWAY:
POUR LE ROYAUME DE NORVBCE:

3a KopojemrBO Hopmen:.
POR EL REINO DE NORUEGA:

Fmun MoE
Decmber llth, 1946

FOR PANAMA:
PoUR LE PANAMA:

3a IIasaiy:
POR PAAMAd:

R. J. ALARo

Diciembre 15,1946

FOR PARAGUAY:
POUR LE PARAGUAY:

8a Iaparel:
POR EL PARAGUAY:

Csar Romeo ACOSTA
eember 14. 1946
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY: 
POIlt LE RoYAUSIE DE NORTLIGE: 

: 
3a Kopcaewreo Hopei= 

POR EL REIN° DE NORUEGA: 

FOR PANASLt: 
Poen LE PANAMA: 

EIXX : 
3a Hammy: 
POR PANAMA: 

FOR PARAGUAY: 
POUR LE PARAGUAY: 

Ilaparsai: 
POE EL PARAGUAY: 

Finn Mos 

December 11th, 1946 

R. J. ALVARO 

Diciembre 15, 1946 . 

Cesar Romeo ACOSTA 
Decemler 14. 1946 



2276

Carlos P. ROMULO

December 11, 1946

FOR POLAND:
POUR LA POLOGNE:

oa:
3a loxwmr:
POR POLONU:

Dr. S. TmuSX

Dec. 11, 1946

TREATIES

FOR PEBU:
POUR LE PEROU:

W*:
3a IIepy:
POR EL PER*:

FOR THE PHILIPPINE REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DES PHILIPPINES:

3a 0tcnHCKyo Pecny6may
POR LA REPUBLICA DE FILIPINAS:

[61 STAT.2276 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

FOR PERU: 
POUR LE PEROU: 

: 

3a Ilepy: 
POR EL PERE: 

FOR THE PHILIPPINE REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DES PHILIPPINES: 

AISAAVEI : 
3a Onammimmtyro Peary6artay: 
POR LA REPCIBLICA DE FILIPINAS: 

FOR POLA/tD: 
POUR LA POLOCNE: 

: 
3a Rumor 
POR POLONIA: 

Carlos P. Romuto 

December 11, 1946 

Dr. S. Ttmutz 

Dec. 11, 1946 
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA:

POUR L'ARABIE SAOUDIE:

KM:
3a CayuH ApaBmo:

PoR ARABIA SAUDITA:

FOR SWEDEN:
POUR LA SUEDE:

%k:
3a IBsenmo:
POR SUECLA:

FoR SYRU:
PoUR LA SYaz:

3B CpBu:
poa Simu:

i).Jt G, F. KoUI

i^tt/Ir/11 1 /12/1946

renuv or us eASefri ./I upsIi*d :f.i
'Amib FAAL al Sbld. 11 D-erb 1l94
rmwdab Il Swcrtee r du N- U*l""
'*Ai FAIIAL tI Saud. 11 dtdCeb 19W
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA: 
POUR L'ARABIE SAOUDITE: 

/RA 3243t1A : 
3a Caw Apasino: 
POR ARABIA. SAUDITA: 

FOR SWEDEN: 
POUR LA SUiDE: 

: 

3a Memo: 
FOR SUECIA: 

FOR SYRIA: 
Pow' zA 

: 
3s Cum*: 
roR STRIA: 

IJ 

C tit 

s..o1W1 cr-Jt; 
tatit Priv 

rfallailtiO4 by the Seattariet sis Unita Mahal k. 
FALSAL al Saud. II December 1946. 

Traperion a Secniseriat W Natiesu Mists 
'Mak FAISAL Id SIIIIIijidSCASSit* I9ar 

F. KNOURI 

11/12/1946 



2278 TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR TuRKmT:
POUR LA TURQUmE:

3a TypmT:
PoR TuaBQfA:

Ouly i r mpete of Couvstal to whiic Tqri C* i P
Muzaffer GOKER

11 decembre 1946

FoR THE URAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
POUR LA RiPUBUQUE SOCALISTE SOVIUfi xE D'UZBURmE:

3a YpwaHciC CoRercy Conmrcinecro P:ecny6my:
POR LA REPOBLCA SOCULSTA SOVITICA UCRMuNuA:

3 HACmTIOD PAtWI#Ua4M

a. mEi$BEE
11 rpyj 194

FOR THE UNION Or SOUTH AraICt:
POUR L'UNION SUD-ARIucAmt:
*MM :
&3 W)xo xp:u md Coxm:
PoR LA Um6x SUvDAiwcAu:

H. T. AIDREWS

15 December 1946

r,.ctuba I. Suriuiu Ja NMMHI limier

rmU im by ei..e i . .lowi i ldl iva:ed N
t--ema aus L L Mm. II1Deahr iM

2278 

FOR TURKEY: 
POUR LA TURQUIE: 

3a Typrum: 
POR TURQUfA: 

TREATIES [61 STAT. 

la reaped of Coseestiess Is orbital Turkey ks Pint 

Muzaffer GOKER 

11 deeembre 1946 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RiPUBLIQUE SOCIALLSTE SOVIirQUE DUCRAINE: 

tsiguttialirtem*I : 
3a Trapameezym Comm') Commucrwieciym Pecny6mmy: 
POR LA REPOBLIC.A SOCIALISTA SOYIiTICA UCRANIANA: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 
POUR L'UNION SUD-AFFACALNR: 

*MIPS 
4a, 102matmommeamit Come: 
POR LA UNI6N SUDAFRICANA: 

3 0AcTrallom PATI.RWHIDP 

A. ME)BIA6 

11 INJUia 1946 p. 

H. T. ANDREWS 

15 December 1946 

Freelsoise is Setrissrest is. Netems Mies: 
Velouseert ee et qui 0011COM les Cseroasiess seaspeelles Is ?erode cee Palk 
%ass Amex d'appeebsties. L. I. Idesess, II Meals: 1916. 
Ireserissise by the Seeressriat el M. liaised tfesiess: 
neisieet %ospreys!. I.. I. Ilswess. 11 Deesseher 1916. 
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FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOCILISTES SOVIeTIQUES:

3a Colo CorC Cecx ConaamcwecxH Pecny6m:

POR LA UNI6N DE REP6BLICAS SOCULSTAS SOVETICAS:

Subject to appmrl

N. NovIKOV

11/XII - 1946

FOR THE UNITED KINCDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETACNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

wm:RJ^II :tMlWlll W i-ll:
3a CoenHemioe RopozieAcro Beario6pHTaHm a CeBepnof HpawARa:

POR EL REINO UNIDO DE LA GRAN BRETANA E IRLANDA DEL NORTE:

Hartley SHAWCROSS

11. XII. 46

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:

3a Coewmsaemae IIIUa Axepmm:

POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMRICA:

SubJect to a>pmr

Warren R. AUSTIN

December 11, 1946

trnudfin d Sreiu/W des lN f/ou V/int:
*Son rberre d'ppobstioa
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FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOCIALISTES SOVIE'TIQUES: 

lit**:litirt.*#*a IMO : 
3a Covoa Coaeramx Con.namersineczna Pecny6Junc: 
POR LA UNION DE REPOBLICAS SOCIALISTAS SOVIETIC.AS: 

• 

Subject to approval', 

N. NOVIKOV 

11/XII — 1946 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET DIRLANDE DU Novas: 

* MORAL *WWII irm 141 : 
3a Commemme Ropmeacno Beanno6pnramm n Comm° lipianAnn: 
Pon EL REINO UNIDO DE LA GRAN BEETAA E IRLANDA DEL NORTE: 

Hartley SHAWCROSS 

11. XII. 46 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE: 

3a Como:1mm Maw Axernms: 
POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

Subject to 'mune 

Warren R. Amin 

December 11, 1946 

Traectios its Seesiscriat des Notions Visits: 
'Soto ream crapprobstion. 



228Q TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR URUCUAY:
POUR L'URUGUAY;

3a Ypyral:
PoR EL URUGUAY:

Ir referndum

Joe A. MORA

14 Diciembre, 1946

FOR VENEZuELA:
POUR LE VENEZUELA:

Ba Beaecyasy:
POR VENEZUELA:

i SrOLK

II d;cembre 1946

FOR YUcosLAVU:
PoUR LA YOUCOSLAVIE:

8a Kwrojanum:
POR YUGOSLAV:

Sanoje SrMt

11 d6cembre 1946

TREATIES [ 6 1 STAT. 

FOR URUGUAY: 
POUR L'URUGUAY: 

SitaL : 

3a Ypyraaat 
POE EL URUGUAY: 

FOR VENEZUELA: 
Pauli LE VENEZUELA: 

3a Behecyazy: 
POE VENEZUELA: 

FOR YUGOSLAVIA: 
Polra LA YOUGOSLAVIE: 

8a 10roexahmo: 
Port Yucosi.Avis: 

ti referendum 

Jose A. MORA 

1.41, Diciembre, 1946 

Ai refensidant 

L STOLE 

/I decembre 1946 

Shillala Snot 

11 decembre 1946 
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Certified true copy.
For the Secretary-General:

Copie certifibe conforme.
Pour le Secret ire general:

A. Asistnt Sitecretary-General in charge of the egalepartment.
Secreaire gienral adjoint charge du DIpartemens juridiquej.j,.
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Certified true copy. 
For the Secretary Genera): 

( 

Copie certifiee conforme. 
Pour le Secretaire,general: 

• 6U:I Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the f,egal Department. 

Seeretaire general cuijoint charge du Departement 



[61 STAT.

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their reso-
lution of June 24, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring

Ante, p. z31. therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said Protocol
Ante, p. 21. and accompanying Annex;

WHEREAS the said Protocol and accompanying Annex were duly
ratified by the President of the United States of America on July. 15,
1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate;

Ante, p. 33. WHEREAS it is provided in Article VII of the said Protocol that the
said Protocol shall come into force in respect of each Party on the date
upon which it has been signed on behalf of that Party without reserva-
tion as to approval, or upon which an instrument of acceptance has
been deposited;

WHEREAS it is further provided in Article VII of the said Protocol
that the amendments set forth in the Annex shall come into force in
respect of each Agreement, Convention and Protocol mentioned
therein when a majority of the Parties thereto have become Parties
to the present Protocol;

Deposit of instru- WHEREAS the instrument of ratification on the part of the United
ment of ratification.

States of America of the said Protocol, including the Annex thereto,
was deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations on
August 12, 1947;

WHEREAS the said Protocol, in accordance with Article VII thereof,
entered into force with respect to the United States of America upon
the deposit of the aforesaid instrument of ratification;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public
the aforesaid Protocol amending the Agreements, Conventions and
Protocols on Narcotic Drugs to the end that the said Protocol and
every article and clause thereof shall, on and after August 12, 1947,
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America and by the citizens of the United States of America and all
other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof; and

Jp p. » Pro FURTHER, be it known that, when the amendments set forth in the
Annex to the said Protocol shall have come into force in accordance
with Article VII of the said Protocol, I shall issue a supplementary
proclamation with respect to the said amendments.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this fourteenth day of October in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven

[SEALI and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred seventy-second.

By the President: HARRY S TRUMAN
ROBERT A LovETT

Ating Secretay of Sak

TREATIES22822282 TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Ante, p. 

Ante, p. 22M. 

Ante, p. 2233. 

Deposit of instru-
ment of ratification. 

WHEREAS the Senate of the United States of America by their reso-
lution of June 24, 1947, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring 
therein, did advise and consent to the ratification of the said Protocol 
and accompanying Annex; 
WHEREAS the said Protocol and accompanying Annex were duly 

ratified by the President of the United States of America on July. 15, 
1947, in pursuance of the aforesaid advice and consent of the Senate; 
WHEREAS it is provided in Article VII of the said Protocol that the 

said Protocol shall come into force in respect of each Party on the date 
upon which it has been signed on behalf of that Party without reserva-
tion as to approval, or upon which an instrument of acceptance has 
been deposited; 
WHEREAS it is further provided in Article VII of the said Protocol 

that the amendments set forth in the Annex shall come into force in 
respect of each Agreement, Convention and Protocol mentioned 
therein when a majority of the Parties thereto have become Parties 
to the present Protocol; 
WHEREAS the instrument of ratification on the part of the United 

States of America of the said Protocol, including the Annex thereto, 
was deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations on 
August 12, 1947; 
WHEREAS the said Protocol, in accordance with Article VII thereof, 

entered into force with respect to the United States of America upon 
the deposit of the aforesaid instrument of ratification; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, do hereby proclaim and make public 
the aforesaid Protocol amending the Agreements, Conventions and 
Protocols on Narcotic Drugs to the end that the said Protocol and 
every article and clause thereof shall, on and after August 12, 1947, 
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of 
America and by the citizens of the United States of America and all 
other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof; and 
FURTHER, be it known that, when the amendments set forth in the 

Annex to the said Protocol shall have come into force in accordance 
with Article VII of the said Protocol, I shall issue a supplementary 
proclamation with respect to the said amendments. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this fourteenth day of October in 

the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven 
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the one hundred seventy-second. 
HARRY S TRUMAN the President: 

ROBERT A LovErr 
Acting Secretary or State 
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centive Taxation, Survey of Experi-
ence in, printing of additional copies
of Senate report --------------- 1022

Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1947, reso-
lution respecting ------------ -- 1023

Small businessmen, representation on
Government boards, etc., resolution
respecting-------- --------------. 1024

Surplus lands or structures, certain, re-
port as, or disposition of, by War
Department, Navy Department,
and War Assets Administration--. 1026

Concurrent Resolutions-Continued Page
Tax revision, printing of additional

copies of hearings, etc___ -------- 1027
Un-American Activities, Committee on,

printing of additional copies of
hearing and report ------------- 1023

Congo Basin Treaties, arrangements for
modification, acceptance and recogni-
tion by Italy --- _-----_---------_ 1385

Congress:
Adjournment ------ -----_-----_--. 1029
Adjournment sine die --------------- 1029
Convening of, proclamation---------- 1093
Cuba, fiftieth anniversary celebration

of liberation, appointment of joint
committee, etc----------------- 1027

Empire Parliamentary Association,
acceptance of invitation to meet-
ing; appointment of delegations;
expenses ---------------------- 1025

Enrolled bills, etc., signing of, after
adjournment -------------- 1026, 1030

High prices of consumer goods, ap-
pointment of subcommittees of
Joint Committee on Economic Re-
port for study, etc.; report --- _---- 1025

Joint Committee on Housing, estab-
lishment, etc ------------______ 1027

Joint meeting of two Houses to receive
communications from President-- - 1021.

Conventions. See also Treaties.
Civil aviation, international, multi-

lateral ..____ ______
Inter-American automotive traffic-....

Coombs, George W., payment to estate of-
Copyright Extension, Proclamations:

France-------------------..........
New Zealand --..........

Corenevsky, George, payment to -----
Costa Rica:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation __ _. ..

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension_ _---
Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc---
Cotton:

Extra long-staple, supplemental quota
on imports, proclamation -_--____

Harsh or rough, certain, quota on im-
ports, proclamation --.-- ______

Court of Justice, International, recogni-
tion of compulsory jurisdiction, dec-
laration respecting --- __.__..__--

Cowan, Gilda, payment to legal guardian
of --

Cox, F. T., payment to . -............
Cox, G. W., payment to------........--

1029

1180
1129
1004

1057
1065
1003

1180

1222

2230

1071

1049

1218

970
1017
1017
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Concurrent Resolutions—Continued 
"Communist Party of United States as 

an Agent of a Foreign Power", 
printing of additional copies of 
House report   

Congress— 
Adjournment  
Adjournment sine die  
Enrolled bills, etc., signing of, after 

adjournment  1026, 
Joint meeting of two Houses_   1021, 

Cuba, liberation, fiftieth anniversary 
celebration; appointment of joint 
committee, etc  

District of Columbia— 
Control of weapons, request for re-

turn of bill; signing rescinded_ 
Revenue Act of 1947, change in en-

rollment of bill  
"Economic Reconstruction in Europe", 

printing of additional copies of 
House report  

Empire Parliamentary Association, ac-
ceptance of invitation to meeting; 
appointment of delegations; ex-
penses  

"Final Report Reconversion Experience 
and Current Economic Problems", 
printing of additional copies of 
House report  

High prices of consumer goods, appoint-
ment of subcommittees of Joint 
Committee on Economic Report 
for study, etc.; report  

Housing, Joint Committee on, estab-
lishment, etc  

Housing and Rent Act of 1947, change 
in enrollment of bill  

International Refugee Organization, 
change in enrollment of bill  

National Labor Relations Act, Amend-
ment, correction in enrollment of bill_ 

"National Security Act of 1947", print-
ing of additional copies of hearings_ 

"Postwar Foreign Economic Policy of 
the United States", printing of 

additional copies of House report  
Profit Sharing and Possibilities of In-

centive Taxation, Survey of Experi-
ence in, printing of additional copies 
of Senate report  

Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1947, reso-
lution respecting  

Small businessmen, representation on 
Government boards, etc., resolution 
respecting  

Surplus lands or structures, certain, re-
port as, or disposition of, by War 
Department, Navy Department, 
and War Assets Administration.. 

Page Concurrent Resolutions—Continued Page 
Tax revision, printing of additional 

copies of hearings, etc  1027 
Un-American Activities, Committee on, 

1023 printing of additional copies of 
hearing and report  1023 

1029 Congo Basin Treaties, arrangements for 
1029 modification, acceptance and recogni-

tion by Italy  1385 
1030 Congress: 
1029 Adjournment  1029 

Adjournment sine die  1029 
Convening of, proclamation  1093 

1027 Cuba, fiftieth anniversary celebration 
of liberation, appointment of joint 
committee, etc  1027 

1024 Empire Parliamentary Association, 
acceptance of invitation to meet-

1024 ing; appointment of delegations; 
expenses  1025 

Enrolled bills, etc., signing of, after 
1023 adjournment  1026, 1030 

High prices of consumer goods, ap-
pointment of subcommittees of 
Joint Committee on Economic Re-

1025 port for study, etc.; report  1025 

Joint Committee on Housing, estab-
lishment, etc  1027 

Joint meeting of two Houses to receive 
1023 communications from President  1021, 

1029 
Conventions. See also Treaties. 

Civil aviation, international, multi-
1025 lateral  1180 

Inter-American automotive traffic  1129 
1027 Coombs, George W., payment to estate of_ 1004 

Copyright Extension, Proclamations: 
1022 France  1057 

New Zealand  1065 
1023 Corenevsky, George, payment to  1003 

Costa Rica: 

1022 Convention respecting international 
civil aviation  1180 

1024 Protocols— 

Inter-American Coffee Agreement, 
modification and extension  1222 

1022 Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc  2230 

Cotton: 

Extra long-staple, supplemental quota 
1022 on imports, proclamation  1071 

Harsh or rough, certain, quota on ha-
1023 ports, proclamation  1049 

Court of Justice, International, recogni-
tion of compulsory jurisdiction, deo-

1024 laration respecting  1218 

Cowan, Gilda, payment to legal guardian 
of  970 

Cox, F. T., payment to   1017 
1026 Cox, G. W., payment to  1017 
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Cox, J. M., payment to --. ____--------
Cox, J. W. (Dr.), payment to ---- ..----
Cox, W. W., payment to -.---------- _
Credle, Mary E., payment to heirs of -----
Credle, Zinkia Mason, payment to ----
Crow Indian Reservation, Mont., issuance

of patent in fee to Erie E. Howe
authorized --------------------___

Page
1017
1017
1017
975
975

998
Cuba:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic--- 1129
International civil aviation--------- 1180

Liberation, fiftieth anniversary celebra-
tion of; appointment of joint com-
mittee, etc---------- ---------- 1027

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension ---- 1222
Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc----- 2230
Sugar, regulation of production and

marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937--------------- 1236

Czechoslovakia:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation ----- ------------ 1180
Frontiers, provisions in treaty of peace

with Hungary------------------ 2111
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc---- 2230

Sugar, regulation of production and
marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937---------------- 1236

Reparations from Hungary ---------- 2119
Treaties of peace-

Bulgaria-- ----.---------------- 1915
Hungary ----------------------- 2065
Italy--------- ----------------- 1245
Roumania ---------------------- 1757

D

Danube, Navigation on the, Provisions in
Treaties of Peace:

Bulgaria- -----------------------
Hungary -------------------------
Roumania -----------------------

Daugherity, R. D. (Col.), credit in ac-
counts --------------------------

Davis, A. J., payment to--------------
Davis, Betty Jane, payment to legal guard-

ian of ------------------------
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel W., Jr., pay-

ment to-------------------------
De Cicco, Sylvia, payment to legal guard-

ian of--------------------------
Decorations. See Medals, Decorations,

Etc.
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1818

980
988

983

983

976
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Dedication Day, 1946, proclamation ----
Denmark:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation-------------____

Protocols-
Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc---
Whaling, International Agreement

for the Regulation of, amend-
ment-------------_---------

Supplementary protocol --------
Deschutes National Forest, Oreg., enlarge-

ment, proclamation--------------
District of Columbia:

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co., con-
struction of siding authorized ---

Methodist Home, authorization for
making certain changes in certificate
of incorporation-__--______-- --

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton Railroad Company, convey-
ance to, authorized---------___

Protestant Episcopal Church, adoption
of bylaws governing election of
vestrymen----------------_

Revenue Act of 1947, change in enroll-
ment of bill -------------___

Weapons, control of, request for return
of bill; signing rescinded-______-

Dixon, W. M. (Col.), credit in accounts--
Dodecanese Islands, certain, cession by

Italy to Greece; demilitarization__.
Dominican Republic:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic --
International civil aviation --.---

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension.---
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc-__
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension

of convention of 1944.--------.
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944---
Sugar, regulation of production and

marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937----------------

Donohue, Fred O., payment to-----____-
Doyle, Gladys May, issuance of patent in

fee authorized -----_-------__-
Doyle, Lawrence Stanley, issuance of

patent in fee authorized -__________
Doyle, Raymond Wesley, issuance of

patent in fee authorized --------
Doyle, Spencer Burgess, issuance of

patent in fee authorized -------...
Doyle, Thurlow Grey, issuance of patent

in fee authorized ----------------
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997
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1377

1129
1180
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1236
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Decorations. See Medals, Decorations, 

Etc. 
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Baltimore ez Ohio Railroad Co., con-
struction of siding authorized  997 

Methodist Home, authorization for 
making certain changes in certificate 
of incorporation  976 

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton Railroad Company, convey-
ance to, authorized  989 

Protestant Episcopal Church, adoption 
of bylaws governing election of 
vestrymen  992 

Revenue Act of 1947, change in enroll-
ment of bill  1024 

Weapons, control of, request for return 
of bill; signing rescinded  1024 

Dixon, W. M. (Col.), credit in accounts  981 
Dodecanese Islands, certain, cession by 

Italy to Greece; demilitarization  1377 
Dominican Republic: 
Conventions— 

Inter-American automotive traffic  1129 
International civil aviation  1180 

Protocols— 
Inter-American Coffee Agreement, 

modification and extension_ __ _ 1222 
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc   2230 
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension 

of convention of 1944  1122 
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944..  1115 
Sugar, regulation of production and 

marketing, prolonging agreement 
of May 6, 1937  1236 

Donohue, Fred O., payment to  1013 
Doyle, Gladys May, issuance of patent in 

fee authorized  985 
Doyle, Lawrence Stanley, issuance of 
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Driving License, International:
Forms -------------__.__.______

Pag
1164-117(

Requirement in certain cases under
convention respecting inter-Ameri-
can automotive traffic -----.___-_

Dunn, Nellie P., payment to estate of- -
Duties and Other Import Restrictions,

Existing, modifications or continu-
ance of, proclamation --------__---

E

"Economic Reconstruction in Europe",
printing of additional copies of House
report -------------------_____--_

Economic Report, Joint Committee on,
appointment of subcommittees for
study, etc., of high prices of consumer
goods; report ---------------....-

Ecuador:
Conventions-

Inter-American automotive traffic---
International civil aviation -----___

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension --__
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc---
Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-

sion of convention of 1944------
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944--.

114.
967

110;

102.

1025

1129
118(

1222

2230

1122

1115
Egypt:

Convention respecting international civil
aviation ---------------------- 1180

Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,
amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc----------------- 2230

Eire. See Ireland.
El Salvador:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic-_- 1129
International civil aviation -------- 1180

Protocol modifying and extending Inter-
American Coffee Agreement ------ 1222

Empire Parliamentary Association, ac-
ceptance by Senate and House of
Representatives of invitation to meet-
ing; appointment of delegations; ex-
penses------_----------_ __------ 1025

Employ the Physically Handicapped
Week, National, Proclamation:

1946 --- -------------------.--- - 1041
1947 ----------------------------- 1086

England. See Great Britain.
Ethiopia:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation ---------..------- 1180

Independence, recognition by Italy;
general provisions in treaty of peace
with Italy ----- ------------ 1.834

Reparations from Italy ----------- _ 1398
Treaty of peace with Italy ---.--..- 1245

Europe, Economic Reconstruction in,
printing of additional copies of House
report---______..___._.___..___-

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge, Fla.,
designation of closed area, proclama-
tion--____________................

Executive Agreements. See International
Agreements Other Than Treaties,
Parts S-6 of this volume.

Extrom, Andrew Charles, relief from lia-
bility; repayment to -_-----_______

F

Farley, Donna Louise, payment to legal
guardian of ------ _______________-

Farley, Mrs. Susie, payment to-------
Farley, Thomas M., payment to-____...
Farm Safety Week, National, 1947, observ-

ance of, proclamation -__-________
Farrow, E. W., payment to ----- ______- -
Farrow, W. H., payment to ___- _-____-
Feamster, Alien T., Jr., payment to__--
Federal Reserve System, exclusion of

member banks from the scope of the
proclamations of Mar. 6 and 9, 1933,
and the Executive order of Mar. 10,
1933, proclamation_--______-____---

Federal Works Agency, payment to South-
eastern Sand and Gravel Com-
pany-....__........_____________.

Fidone, Edna Rita Saffron, admission for
permanent residence -. __....______.

"Final Report Reconversion Experience
and Current Economic Problems",
printing of additional copies of House
report ------------------...-.....

Finland, extension of time for renewing
trade-mark registrations, proclama-
tion ..........................

Fire Prevention Week, Proclamation:
1946--................
1947--...._

Flag Day, 1947, proclamation............
Flint, Maxton H. (Col.), credit in ac-

counts ----------------------.
Florida:

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge,
designation of closed area-------

Sanibel National Wildlife Refuge, des-
ignation of closed area for taking,
etc., of migratory birds --------

Foreign Economic Policy of the United
States, Postwar, printing of addi-
tional copies of House report .....

Foreign Service, Department of State,
reappointment of Herschel V. John-
son ..- -

'oster, O. A., payment to -..--.------
ournier. J. En_ avm-. +

- - * Jr -u -- U --- - - - - - - -

Page

1023

1059

1010
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1010
1010

1059
975
975
979

1062

977

993

1023

1100

1038
1083
1068

980

1059

1099

1022

964
1017
1017
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Driving License, International: 
Forms  
Requirement in certain 
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1164-1170 
cases under 

convention respecting inter-Ameri-
can automotive traffic  

Dunn, Nellie P., payment to estate of _ 
Duties and Other Import Restrictions, 

Existing, modifications or continu-
ance of, proclamation  

1144 
967 

1103 

"Economic Reconstruction in Europe", 
printing of additional copies of House 
report   1023 

Economic Report, Joint Committee on, 
appointment of subcommittees for 
study, etc., of high prices of consumer 
goods; report  

Ecuador: 
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Inter-American automotive traffic_   1129 
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Inter-American Coffee Agreement, 
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sion of convention of 1944  1122 
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tension of convention of 1944_ _ _ 1115 
Egypt: 
Convention respecting international civil 

aviation  1180 
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs, 

amendment of designated prior 
agreements, etc  2230 

Eire. See Ireland. 
El Salvador: 
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Inter-American automotive traffic_ _ _ 
International civil aviation  1180 

Protocol modifying and extending Inter-
American Coffee Agreement  1222 

Empire Parliamentary Association, ac-
ceptance by Senate and House of 
Representatives of invitation to meet-
ing; appointment of delegations; ex-
penses_    1025 

Employ the Physically Handicapped 
Week, National, Proclamation: 

1946  1041 
1947  1086 

England. See Great Britain. 
Ethiopia: 

Convention respecting international 
civil aviation   1180 

Independence, recognition by Italy; 
general provisions in treaty of peace 
with Italy 1834 

Reparations from Italy  1398 
Treaty of peace with Italy  1245 

Europe, Economic Reconstruction in, Page 

printing of additional copies of House 
report  1023 

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge, Fla., 
designation of closed area, proclama-
tion  1059 

Executive Agreements. See International 
Agreements Other Than Treaties, 
Parts 3-6 of this volume. 

Extrom, Andrew Charles, relief from lia-
bility; repayment to  1010 

Farley, Donna Louise, payment to legal 
guardian of  

Farley, Mrs. Susie, payment to  
1025 Farley, Thomas M., payment to  

Farm Safety Week, National, 1947, observ-
ance of, proclamation  

Farrow, E. W., payment to  
Farrow, W. H., payment to  
Feamster, Allen T., Jr., payment to  
Federal Reserve System, exclusion of 

member banks from the scope of the 

proclamations of Mar. 6 and 9, 1933, 
and the Executive order of Mar. 10, 
1933, proclamation  

Federal Works Agency, payment to South-
eastern Sand and Gravel Com-
pany  

Fidone, Edna Rita Saffron, admission for 
permanent residence  

"Final Report Reconversion Experience 
and Current Economic Problems", 
printing of additional copies of House 
report  

Finland, extension of time for renewing 
trade-mark registrations, proclama-

1129 tion_   

Fire Prevention Week, Proclamation: 
1946  
1947  

Flag Day, 1947, proclamation  
Flint, Maxton H. (Col.), credit in ac-

counts  
Florida: 

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge, 
designation of closed area..   

Sanibel National Wildlife Refuge, des-
igiaation of closed area for taking, 
etc., of migratory birds  

Foreign Economic Policy of the United 
States, Postwar, printing of addi-
tional copies of House report  

Foreign Service, Department of State, 
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France: Page
Convention respecting international

civil aviation ---------------- 1180
Copyrights, extension of time respecting

designated works of citizens of
France, proclamation ----------- 1057

Frontier between Italy and France,
change by treaty of peace with
Italy ---------- ...--- - 1371,1374,1415

Protocols-
Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc ---- 2230
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension

of convention of 1944 -------- _ 1122
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944-__ 1115
Sugar, regulation of production and

marketing, prolonging agree-
ment of May 6, 1937 ---------- 1236

Whaling, International Agreement
for the Regulation of, amend-
ment ------------------- --- 1213

Supplementary protocol---------- 1240
Trade-mark registrations, extension of

time for renewing, proclamation-__ 1096
Treaty of peace with Italy------------ 1245

Franklin, Mrs. Ida Elma, payment to --- 969
Frontiers Changed by Peace Treaties:

Albania -------------------------- - 1383
Austria ------------ _-_-------- 2111
Bulgaria -------------------------- 1955
Czechoslovakia ------------------- 2111
France ------------------- 1371, 1374, 1415
Greece----------------------------- 1377
Hungary ------------------ 1801, 2111
Italy ------------------------ 1371, 1415
Roumania ------------------------ 1801
Soviet Socialist Republics, Union of. 1801, 2111
Trieste, Free Territory of --------- - 1373,

1380, 1381
Yugoslavia---------- 1372, 1376, 1381, 2111

G

Gambacorto, Thomas, payment to estate
of-----------------------

Game Mammals, amendment of regula-
tions relating to, proclamation ----

Garrett, John C., removal from records of
debt against; relief from pecuniary
responsibility--------------------

Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), issuance
posthumously of commission as gen-

eral, U. S. M. C-----------------
Geissman, Theodore A. (Dr.), payment

to------------------------------
General Pulaski's Memorial Day, Procla-

mation:
1946 ------------------------------
1947 ------------------------------

95347°-49--PT. I---84

975

1067

988

978

1011

1042
1092

General Relations, treaty and protocol
with Philippines respecting -______-

Gettysburg Address, eighty-third anni-
versary proclaimed as Dedication
Day -- ------ ------------_---.---.

Gibbs, Mrs. Charlie, payment to------
Gilliam, Hugh C., payment to --- ____--_
Glienke, A. W. (Capt.), payment to -..--
Goodman, Paul, payment to ------- _
Gradwell, John H., payment to -___-.-
Great Britain:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation -------

Protocols-
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc___
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension

of convention of 1944 -_______
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944___
Sugar, regulation of production and

marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937 -- .........

Whaling, International Agreement for
the Regulation of, amendment-_

Supplementary protocol -________

Trade-mark registrations, extension of
time for renewing, proclamation-_-

Treaties of peace-
Bulgaria ----------- _-------------
Hungary --- _____..----------_
Italy --.........................
Roumania --------------------- _

Greece:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation -_- ------_----------
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc- -

Sanitary aerial navigation, extension
of convention of 1944 ........

Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944___

Reparations from-
Bulgaria -------------------
Italy --------------------

Territory ceded by Italy in treaty of
peace---------------------------

Treaties of peace-
Bulgaria---- -__________________-
Italy----- --------...............

Greensboro News Company, Greens-
boro, N. C., payment to --------.-

Griffin, Earle, payment to ------ _---_
Griffin, Mrs. Lorene, payment to - ----
Guatemala:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic--
International civil aviation--------
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France, proclamation  1057 

Frontier between Italy and France, 
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Italy  1371, 1374, 1415 
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Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc  2230 
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension 

of convention of 1944  1122 
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944_ _ _ 1115 
Sugar, regulation of production and 

marketing, prolonging agree-
ment of May 6, 1937  1236 

Whaling, International Agreement 
for the Regulation of, amend-
ment  1213 

Supplementary protocol  1240 
Trade-mark registrations, extension of 

time for renewing, proclamation  1096 
Treaty of peace with Italy   1245 

Franklin, Mrs. Ida Elma, payment to  969 
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Albania  1383 
Austria  2111 
Bulgaria  1955 
Czechoslovakia  2111 
France  1371, 1374, 1415 
Greece  1377 
Hungary  1801, 2111 
Italy  1371, 1415 
Roumania  1801 
Soviet Socialist Republics, Union of _ 1801, 2111 
Trieste, Free Territory of  1373, 

1380, 1381 
Yugoslavia  1372, 1376, 1381, 2111 

Gambacorto, Thomas, payment to estate 
of  

Game Mammals, amendment of regula-
tions relating to, proclamation  

Garrett, John C., removal from records of 
debt against; relief from pecuniary 
responsibility  

Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), issuance 
posthumously of commission as gen-

eral, U. S. M. C  
Geissman, Theodore A. (Dr.), payment 

to  
General Pulaski's Memorial Day, Procla-

mation: 

1946  

1947  

95347*-49---Pr. II 84 

975 

1067 

988 

978 

1011 

1042 

1092 

General Relations, treaty and protocol Page 
with Philippines respecting  1174 

Gettysburg Address, eighty-third anni-
versary proclaimed as Dedication 
Day  1046 

Gibbs, Mrs. Charlie, payment to  975 
Gilliam, Hugh C., payment to  991 

Glienke, A. W. (Capt.), payment to  982 
Goodman, Paul, payment to  989 
Gradwell, John H., payment to  973 
Great Britain: 

Convention respecting international 
civil aviation  1180 

Protocols— 
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc__ _ 2230 
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension 

of convention of 1944  1122 
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944  1115 
Sugar, regulation of production and 

marketing, prolonging agreement 
of May 6, 1937  1236 

Whaling, International Agreement for 
the Regulation of, amendment  1213 

Supplementary protocol  1240 
Trade-mark registrations, extension of 

time for renewing, proclamation  1082 
Treaties of peace— 

Bulgaria  1915 
Hungary  2065 
Italy  1245 
Roumania  1757 

Greece: 
Convention respecting international civil 

aviation   1180 
Protocols— 

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc__ _ 2230 

Sanitary aerial navigation, extension 
of convention of 1944  1122 

Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944_ 1115 

Reparations from— 
Bulgaria  1960 
Italy   1398 

Territory ceded by Italy in treaty of 
peace  1377 

Treaties of peace— 
Bulgaria  1915 
Italy  1245 

Greensboro News Company, Greens-

boro, N. C., payment to  981 

Griffin, Earle, payment to  988 

Griffin, Mrs. Lorene, payment to  988 

Guatemala: 

Conventions— 

Inter-American automotive traffic  1129 

International civil aviation  1180 
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Guatemala-Continued
Protocols-

Inter-American Coffee Agreement,
modification and extension ----

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc ----

Gunter, Archer C., payment to--- ___-_.

H

Hairston, Ruth A., payment to ------..
Haiti:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic-_-
International civil aviation--_____-

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension --__
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc - -

Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944 --_-_

Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944__

Sugar, regulation of production and
marketing, prolonging agree-
ment of May 6, 1937----------

Hall, Claude R., payment to__________
Hall, Elton, Jr. (Capt.):

Credit in accounts _________________
Payment to_________________________

Hall, Florence V., payment to---_____
Hallquist, Fritz, payment to ------___-
Hardin, Francis Eugene, payment to legal

guardian of-- ----------_________-
Harris, Kathleen Doyle, issuance of

patent in fee authorized -------__--
Hatfield, Mrs. Kittle B., payment to - -
Hatfield, Ora H., payment to estate of -
High Prices, Consumer Goods, appoint-

ment of subcommittees of Joint
Committee on Economic Report for
study, etc.; report --------____--__

Highways. See Automotive Traffic, In-
ter-American.

Hiner, George J., payment to. -- .... _
Hinton, Robert, payment to -----.-- __-
Hobbs, George Wesley, payment to legal

guardian of-------_______________
Honduras:

Convention respecting international civil
aviation --------------------__._

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension-- -___
Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-

nated prior agreements, etc----_
Sanitary aerial navigation, extension

of convention of 1944- --_____
Sanitary maritime navigation, exten-

sion of convention of 1944-.----

Page

1222

223(
1011

1006

1129
1180

1222

2230

1122

1115

1236
978

981
982
978
994

973

986
1015
1015

1025

1015
990

1007

1180

1222

2230

1122

1115

Hooper, Caddie Mason, payment to..--.
House of Representatives. See Congress.
Housing, Joint Committee on, establish-

ment, etc---_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
Housing and Rent Act of 1947, change in

enrollment of bill _________
Housing Shortage, declaration of emer-

gency due to, proclamation -----___
Termination of proclamation_________

Howe, Erie E., issuance of patent in fee
authorized--------....----___-_____

Howrey, Glenna J., payment to legal
guardian of-____________________.

Hungary:
Frontier between Roumania and Hun-

gary, change by treaty of peace
with Roumania-_______________-

Treaty of peace with ... ________-
Accession to -___________._ ..-- ____
Allied forces, withdrawal of________
Annexes, list of_ ___ _ ___ _
Contracts, prescription and negoti-

able instruments----_____..___-
Danube, clause relating to the------
Economic clauses -- -- ________
Entry into force ----- ___________-
Final clauses ------- __-----------
Frontiers--_______________________
Judgments ---. .-- -----.--_____
Maps, list of___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Military and air clauses --------.-_
Military and military air training,

definition of-------.-___.___-
Political clauses ----- ______..--___-
Property, special provisions relating

to certain kinds of --------___._
Reparation and restitution ---..... _.
War material, definition and list of_-

I

"I Am An American Day," 1947, procla-
mation

Iceland, convention respecting inter-
national civil aviation -------

Illinois, Alexander County, designation of
closed area for taking, etc., of migra-
tory birds-- - -________

Immigrants, Admission for Permanent
Residence:

Bailey, Mrs. Elizabeth Kempton ..-__
Belaustegui, Antonio ...............
Cheng, Kuo Yu________________--- -
Fidone, Edna Rita Saffron___ -- ---
Jakimowicz, Edna Mary-__..._-..
Lapierre, Roger Edgar ----- ___.___--
Lewis, Arsenio Acacio - --__________
Lomas, Mary -_______________ --
Mark, Anna Malama -- _________-- -
McCormick, William D ----.-----
Ochrimowski, Joseph --.... __.__._---
Schindler. Frank -

Page
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2065
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2133
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Housing Shortage, declaration of emer-
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Howe, Erie E., issuance of patent in fee 
authorized  998 

Howrey, Glenna J., payment to legal 
guardian of  999 

Hungary: 
Frontier between Roumania and Hun-

gary, change by treaty of peace 
with Roumania  1801 

Treaty of peace with   2065 
Accession to    2131 
Allied forces, withdrawal of  2118 
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Contracts, prescription and negoti-

able instruments  2140 

Danube, clause relating to the  2130 
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Final clauses   2130 
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Maps, list of  2134 
Military and air clauses  2116 
Military and military air training, 

definition of  2134 
Political clauses  2112 
Property, special provisions relating 

to certain kinds of   2137 
Reparation and restitution  2119 
War material, definition and list of_ _ _ 2134 

"I Am An American Day," 1947, procla-
mation  

Iceland, convention respecting inter-
national civil aviation  

Illinois, Alexander County, designation of 
closed area for taking, etc., of migra-
tory birds  

Immigrants, Admission for Permanent 
Residence: 

Bailey, Mrs. Elizabeth Kempton  
Belaustegui, Antonio  
Cheng, Kuo Yu  
Fidone, Edna Rita Saffron  
Jakimowicz, Edna Mary  
Lapierre, Roger Edgar  
Lewis, Arsenio Acacio  
Lomas, Mary  
Mark, Anna Malama  
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Immigrants, Admission for Permanent
Residence-Continued

Seddon, Eric --- -------__-__-__-
Soldo, Michael --- _-----_. -----
Thurn, Mrs. Fuku Kurokawa --------
Toporow, Roman ---------------
Wesche, Mrs. Frederick Faber- - ---

India:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation --------------
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc---------------

Treaties of peace-
Bulgaria ---- ----------------_-_ -
Hungary -----------------------.-
Italy - --------------..------__ .
Roumania ------__. - ---------

Inter-American Automotive Traffic, multi-
lateral convention respecting _______

Inter-American Coffee Agreement, modi-
fication and extension--.----.---

Interim Council of Provisional Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization:

Kuter, Laurence S. (Maj. Gen.), ap-
pointment as U. S. representative_

Smith, Paul A. (Lt. Comdr.), appoint-
ment as alternate U. S. representa-
tive--------_------------_-_____

Interior, Department of the:
Catholic Society of Alaska, conveyance

to, authorized --------------
Cherokee Indian Reservation, N. C.,

use of certain land by Methodist
Church, authorized - --------

Crow Indian Reservation, Mont., issu-
ance of patent in fee to Erie E.
Howe authorized -------------

Little Light, Richard, sale of land for
benefit of, authorized------------

Patents in fee, issuance authorized-
Broken Leg, Daniel---------------
Doyle, Gladys May---------------
Doyle, Lawrence Stanley----------
Doyle, Raymond Wesley-----------
Doyle, Spencer Burgess ---------
Doyle, Thurlow Grey-----...... --.
Harris, Kathleen Doyle-----------
Howe, Erie E .-----------------.
Little Light, Becker -.--..-----..-
White, Alice Scott--------------

Wood, Roscoe L., grant of private right-
of-way to----------------------

International Agreements Other Than
Treaties. See Parts 3-6 of this vol-
ume.

International Civil Aviation, multilateral
convention respecting -------------

International Civil Aviation Organization,
formation, composition, etc-------

International Court of Justice, recognition
of compulsory jurisdiction, declara-
tion respecting ------------------
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International Refugee Organization, Page
change in enrollment of bill--------- 1023

International Sanitary Convention for
Aerial Navigation of Dec. 15, 1944,
extension ---------------------- 1122

International Sanitary Convention of Dec.
15, 1944, extension --------------- 1115

Iran:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation --------------_____ 1180
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc ----------------- 2230

Iraq:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation --------------- --- 1180
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc--------_----_--- 2230

Ireland, convention respecting interna-
tional civil aviation --------------- 1180

Italy:
Protocols-

Sanitary aerial navigation, extension
of convention of 1944--------- 1122

Sanitary maritime navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944------ 1115

Treaty of peace with --- _-----------_ 1245
Accession to ---------------------- 1413
Africa, Italian territorial possessions

in, joint declaration by Govern-
ments of Soviet Union, United
Kingdom, United States of
America, and France ---------- 1457

Air Force, Italian, limitation-------- 1394
Albania, general provisions relating to- 1383
Allied forces, withdrawal of-------- 1396
Annexes, list of------------------- 1414
Army, Italian, limitation of-------- -1393
Ceded territories, economic and finan-

cial provisions relating to------ 1468
China, certain rights, privileges, etc.,

in, renunciation-------------- 1382
Claims arising out of the war------- 1397
Colonies ------------------------- 1382
Contracts, prescription and negoti-

able instruments ------------ 1475
Definitions--------------------- -- 1463
Disputes, settlement of------------ 1410
Economic provisions, miscellaneous-- 1411
Economic relations, general--------- 1409
Entry into force-------------- - 1413
Ethiopia, recognition of independence,

etc ------------------------ 1384
Final clauses------------------- - 1412
Franco-Italian frontier-..- 1371, 1374, 1415
Gorizia and vicinity, water supply for 1428
International agreements ----------- 1385
Maps to accompany peace treaty,

list of----------------------- 1415
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Italy-Continued
Treaty of peace with-Continued

Mine clearance. _________
Mont Cenis, guarantees in connection

with ___________
Nationality; civil and political rights_
Naval, military, and air clauses- -__.
Naval vessels, disposition of -______
Navy, Italian, limitation of________
Political clauses ----- _______-- ____
Prisoners of war__________________
Prize courts and judgments________
Property-

Rights and interests ----- ______-
Special provisions relating to cer-

tain kinds of ---___._______-
Provisions agreed upon by the Aus-

trian and Italian Governments
on Sept. 5, 1946 .____________.

Rearmament, German and Japanese,
cooperation in prevention______

Reparations to-
Albania_____________
Ethiopia -----------_______---__
Greece-. . ________.
Other states _________
Soviet Socialist Republics, Union

of.... .._
Yugoslavia --------- _________

Tenda-Briga District, guarantees in
connection with ---- _________-

Territorial clauses--..----__________.
Treaties, bilateral----------__.-___
Trieste-

Free Port of-
Instrument for the --- ....... -
International Commission of the,

establishment, etc-- ....-.. .
Free Territory of-

Economic and financial provi-
sions relating to----.......

Establishment, etc - _ .......
Instrument for the provisional

regime of--_. ..........
Permanent Statute of ----.-- __
Technical dispositions regarding_

War criminals -______----_--._____
War material, disposal of -------..-

J
Jakimowicz, Edna Mary, admission for

permanent residence-___.--______-
Jelich, Milosh M., provision for natural-

ization _- --
Jennette, Mrs. Rena S., payment to-___
Jennette, S. E., payment to ------- _-..
Jennette, T. A., payment to-.._____-___
John Paul Jones Bicentennial Day, 1947,

proclamation-_--- ...---
Johnson, Herschel V., reappointment to

Foreign Service, Department of State-
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Joint Committee on Economic Report,
appointment of subcommittees for
study, etc., of high prices of consumer
goods; report - ..-------......---__

Joint Committee on Housing, establish-
ment, etc-----____________________

Jones, Isaac B., payment to-_________-
Jones, Mrs. Mabel, payment to--____- -
Jones, Robert B., consideration of active

service in U. S. Naval Reserve; pay-
ment to ------- ________________

Jugoslavia. See Yugoslavia.
Justice, International Court of, recognition

of compulsory jurisdiction, declara-
tion respecting -----------____.___

K
Keeler, Elwood L., payment to________
Klamath National Forest, consolidation of

certain portion into Six Rivers Na-
tional Forest, Calif-__________..._.

Kuter, Laurence S. (Maj. Gen.), appoint-
ment as U. S. representative to In-
terim Council of Provisional Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization _-

L
Labor Relations Act, National, Amend-

ment, correction in enrollment of
bill---------------------------

Lacy, W. B., payment to .--.- __._-
Lake Landing Township, Hyde County,

N. C., payments to certain persons in
settlement of claims -- ........ -_-

Lanser, Mrs. Georgia, payment to----.-
Laplerre, Roger Edgar, cancellation of

warrant of arrest, etc.; admission for
permanent residence -----.--- __-

League of Nations, duties under designated
narcotic drug agreements, etc., trans-
ferred to United Nations...---.--_

Leard, Myron R., payment to-..........
Lebanon:

Convention respecting international civil
aviation ----------------

Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,
amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc----____e_-- --

Lewis, Arsenio Acacio, admission for per-
manent residence --------- ---

Liberia:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation.---...
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc___________ e - -

Little Light, Becker, issuance of patent in
fee authorized----------------

ittle Light, Richard, sale of land for bene-
fit of. aulthnrAi i

- -- , --v --...--. ------------
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Lebanon: 

Convention respecting international civil 
aviation  

Protocol respecting narcotic drugs, 
amendment of designated prior 
agreements, etc  

Lewis, Arsenio Acacio, admission for per-
manent residence  

Liberia: 

Convention respecting international civil 
aviation  

Protocol respecting narcotic drugs, 

amendment of designated prior 
agreements, etc  

Little Light, Becker, issuance of patent in 
fee authorized  

Little Light, Richard, sale of land for bene-
fit of, authorized 
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Lomas, Mary, admission for permanent
residence ---------- ____________

Lorraine, Lillian M., cancellation of in-
debtedness; relief from liability ----

Louisiana Power and Light Company,
easement and conveyance at Camp
Livingston, La -------------- ____

Loyd, Frank R. (Col.), payment to -----
Lumber and Lumber Products, free im-

portation, proclamation authorizing-_
Termination of proclamation --__-__-_

Luxembourg:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation --------------____
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc -- _

Sanitary aerial navigation, extension
of convention of 1944 -____-__-

Sanitary maritime navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944 -__-

M
Mahon, J. R., payment to ---------- _-
Makely, George, payment to----------
Makely, M., payment to__ ---------
Malkin, Reuben, payment to estate of -_
Mammals, Game, amendment of regula-

tions relating to, proclamation .____
Mann, J. S., payment to ----------
Mann, T. J., payment to------------
Marine Corps, issuance posthumously of

commission as general to Lt. Gen.
Roy Stanley Geiger, U. S. M. C---

Maritime Day, National, 1947, proclama-
tion-----------------------------

Maritime Navigation, Sanitary, multilat-
eral protocol extending International
Sanitary Convention of Dec. 15, 1944.

Mark, Anna Malama, admission for per-
manent residence----------------

Markovich, Momchllo M., provision for
naturalization---------------------

Marshall, Walter R., and Kathryn, pay-
ment to -------------..-------

Martin, Mrs. Mildred Wells, payment to-
Mason, Alex W., payment to----------
Mason, C. R., payment to -----------
Mason, W. T., payment to ---------
McCartney, A. E., payment to --.......
McCormick, William D., admission for

permanent residence---------------
Medals, Decorations, Etc., presentation

of Distinguished Flying Cross to
Rear Adm. Charles E. Rosendahl --

Merchandise in General-Order and
Bonded Warehouses, amendment of
Proclamation No. 2599-----------

Mesopotamia. See Iraq.
Methodist Church, use of certain land on

Cherokee Indian Reservation, N. C.,
authorized -.--------------------.
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1017

1000

978

1047

1012

Methodist Home, D. C., authorization for
making certain changes in certificate
of incorporation --------------

Mexico:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation ------ ______--____-__-
Protocols-

Inter-American Coffee Agreement,
modification and extension -__

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc__-

Whaling, International Agreement for
the Regulation of, amendment -

Migratory Birds:
Closed areas, designation of, procla-

mations-
Alexander County, Ill., certain lands

and waters in -- _--------_-
Everglades National Wildlife Refuge,

Fla --- ---------------.---_--
Sanibel National Wildlife Refuge, Fla-

Regulations relating to, amendments,

Page
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2230

1213

1089

1059
1099

proclamations ----------------- _ 1033,
1067, 1076, 1085, 1088, 1093

Milovanovich, Sava J., provision for
naturalization ------------------- 1004

Miloykovich, Zivko T., provision for
naturalization ------------------- 1004

Moore, Alva R., payment to------------ 972
Morris, Carl Franklin, jurisdiction of

Court to hear claims arising out of
death of -------------.-----.----- 1016

Morris, R. T., payment to ------------- 980
Moss, Mrs. Helen, payment to -------- 1010
Moss, Melvin, payment to legal guardian of_ 1010
Mother's Day, 1947, proclamation .- 1064
Muirkirk, Md., Queens Chapel Methodist

Church, conveyance to, authorized__ 1007
Murphey, P. L. (Spud), payment to----- 1016
Musgrove, Harry, payment to---------- 988

N

Narcotic Drugs, multilateral protocol
amending designated prior agree-
ments, etc ..---------... ------...

Annex to protocol------------------
Natall, Joseph, payment to-------... .-
National Air Mail Week, proclamation --
National Employ the Physically Handi-

capped Week, Proclamation:
1946-------------------------------
1947-------------------------

National Farm Safety Week, 1947, proc-
lamation-----------------------

National Forests:
Deschutes National Forest, Oreg., en-

largement, proclamation ------
Six Rivers National Forest, Calif.,

establishment; consolidation of por-
tions of Klamath, Siskiyou, and
Trinity National Forests into----

2230
2251
1017
1044

1041
1086

1059

1040

1070
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National Guard Day, 1947, proclamation-_
National Labor Relations Act, Amend-

ment, correction in enrollment of
bill --.. -----......

National Maritime Day, 1947, proclama-
tion _ --__ _ __ _ __

"National Security Act of 1947", printing
of additional copies of hearings --....

Naturalization, Provision for:
Jelich, Milosh M-----------------
Markovich, Momchilo M-___________
Milovanovich, Sava J.---.-_-- _____
Miloykovich, Zivko T. --__________
Radich, Dejan D .______________-. .
Skakich, Vojislav N---------------
Stare, Viktor A -........ .___-- -_ _.. -

Navigation, Aerial, International Sanitary
Convention for, Dec. 15, 1944, exten-
sion .....- .sion------------`----------------

Navigation, Sanitary Maritime, multi-
lateral protocol extending Inter-
national Sanitary Convention of
Dec. 15, 1944_----.-_-___._-- - -

Navy Department:
Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), amend-

ment of records respecting rank _ .
Rosendahl, Charles E. (Rear Adm.),

presentation of Distinguished Fly-
ing Cross to------------------

Surplus lands or structures, certain,
report as, or disposition of -- ____

Netherlands:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation --------.-------..
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc .....

Sugar, regulation of production and
marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937-----------------

Whaling, International Agreement for
the Regulation of, amendment-_-

Trade-mark registrations, extension of
time for renewing ________-- -

Treaty of peace with Italy...-----
New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad,

payment to-____------- --------
New Zealand:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation --------.------

Copyright extension, proclamation ...
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc _

Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944 -- ___

Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944 ----
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1236

1213

1096
1245

986

1180
1065
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1122

1115

New Zealand-Continued
Protocols-Continued

Whaling, International Agreement
for the Regulation of, amend-
ment ------ --__________ -----

Supplementary protocol _________
Treaties of peace-

Bulgaria ------------.-------___.-
Hungary____-_______________- .
Italy .- ......-- ---- ___ -_______
Roumania - -. ---.----____-_____-

Nicaragua:
Conventions-

Inter-American automotive traffic___
International civil aviation...______

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension_____
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc___
Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-

sion of convention of 1944----
Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-

tension of convention of 1944 ___
Nichols, Persis M., payment to__ ----
Norris, Elmer A., payment to; satisfac-

tion and discharge of judgment -.___
Norway:

Convention respecting international
civil aviation ------------------

Protocols-
Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-

ignated prior agreements, etc- ._
Whaling, International Agreement

for the Regulation of, amend-
ment-----.-.---------

Supplementary protocol-------

0
Ochrimowskl, Joseph, admission for per-

manent residence--- -
Odom, Mack Gene, payment to legal

guardian of-------------
Oregon, enlargement of Deschutes Na-

tional Forest, proclamation ---
)rem, C. R., Jr. (Maj.), credit in ac-

counts -------------------

Palestine, suspension of tonnage duties,
proclamation ----------------

Pamlico Timber Corporation, payment to
certain persons in settlement of
claims as result of forest fires at --

'an American Week, 1947, proclamation_
Panama:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation .------
-----------------

p
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bill  

National Maritime Day, 1947, proclama-
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"National Security Act of 1947", printing 
of additional copies of hearings  

Naturalization, Provision for: 
Jelich, Milosh M_  
Markovich, Momchilo M  
Milovanovich, Sava J   
Miloykovich, Zivko T  
Radich, Dejan D  
Skakich, Vojislav N_  
Stare, Viktor A_  
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Convention for, Dec. 15, 1944, exten-
sion  

Navigation, Sanitary Maritime, multi-

lateral protocol extending Inter-
national Sanitary Convention of 
Dec. 15, 1944  

Navy Department: 

Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), amend-
ment of records respecting rank_ _ _ _ 

Rosendahl, Charles E. (Rear Adm.), 
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ing Cross to  

Surplus lands or structures, certain, 
report as, or disposition of  

Netherlands: 

Convention respecting international 
civil aviation  

Protocols— 

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc  

Sugar, regulation of production and 
marketing, prolonging agreement 
of May 6, 1937  

Whaling, International Agreement for 
the Regulation of, amendment __ _ 

Trade-mark registrations, extension of 
time for renewing  

Treaty of peace with Italy  
New Jersey, Indiana and Illinois Railroad, 

payment to  
New Zealand: 

Convention respecting 
civil aviation  

Copyright extension, proclamation 
Protocols— 

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc_ _ 

Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944 

Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944_ _ _ _ 

international 
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1084 New Zealand—Continued 
Protocols—Continued 

Whaling, International Agreement 
1022 for the Regulation of, amend-

ment  
1065 Supplementary protocol 

Treaties of peace-
1024 Bulgaria  

Hungary  
1004 Italy  
1004 Roumania  
1004 Nicaragua: 
1004 Conventions-
1004 Inter-American automotive traffic__ 1129 
1004 International civil aviation  1180 
1004 Protocols— 

Inter-American Coffee Agreement, 
modification and extension  1222 

1122 Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc__ _ 2230 

Sanitary aerial navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944  1122 

1115 Sanitary maritime navigation, ex-
tension of convention of 1944_ _ _ _ 1115 

Nichols, Persis M., payment to  999 

978 Norris, Elmer A., payment to; satisfac-
tion and discharge of judgment  1005 

Norway: 

978 Convention respecting international 
civil aviation  1180 

1026 Protocols— 

Narcotic drugs, amendment of des-
ignated prior agreements, etc_ _ _ _ 2230 

1180 Whaling, International Agreement 

for the Regulation of, amend-
ment  1213 

2230 Supplementary protocol  1240 
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1236 Ochrimowski, Joseph, admission for per-
manent residence  

1213 Odom, Mack Gene, payment to legal 
guardian of  

1096 Oregon, enlargement of Deschutes Na-
1245 tional Forest, proclamation  

Orem, C. R., Jr. (Maj.), credit in ac-
986 counts 
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1180 Palestine, suspension of tonnage duties, 
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Pamlico Timber Corporation, payment to 

certain persons in settlement of 
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Panama-Continued
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc -------------

Panama Canal, control of vessels in terri-
torial waters of United States, rev-
ocation of proclamation relating to-_

Paraguay:
Convention respecting international

civil aviation ___-----_--------_-
Protocol respecting narcotic drugs,

amendment of designated prior
agreements, etc------------------

Parks, Robert F., payment to.-- -----
Payne, Mrs. Eitha Mason, payment to_--
Peace Treaties:

Bulgaria . ..-----___________--_-----
Hungary --------------------------
Italy-------------------------------
Roumania -------------------------

Pearson, Harry C., relief from liability;
repayment ----------------------

Pedron, Norman Ray, jurisdiction of Court
to hear claims arising out of death

Page

2230

1069

1180

2230
1013
975

1915
2065
1245
1757

1010

of------------------------------- 1016
Pelagic Whaling, regulation of __-- 1213, 1240
Pelletier, A. A., payment to----------- - 977
Persia. See Iran.
Peru:

Conventions-
Inter-American automotive traffic-_- 1129
International civil aviation--------- 1180

Protocols-
Inter-American Coffee Agreement,

modification and extension----- 1222
Sugar, regulation of production and

marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937 --------------- 1236

Pfannenstiehl, Adolph, payment to------ 992
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington

Railroad Company, conveyance in
District of Columbia authorized ---- 989

Philippines:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation ------------------------ 1180
Independence, recognition of---------- 1174
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc - -- 2230

Sugar, regulation of production and
marketing, prolonging agreement

of May 6, 1937 --------------- 1236

Treaty and protocol respecting general
relations--------------------- 1174

Pittelli, Fred, payment to ------------- 997

Poland:
Convention respecting international civil

aviation _-------------------- Il

Poland-Continued
Protocols-

Narcotic drugs, amendment of desig-
nated prior agreements, etc - --

Sanitary aerial navigation, extension
of convention of 1944----------

Sanitary maritime navigation, exten-
sion of convention of 1944 -- __-

Sugar, regulation of production and
marketing, prolonging agreement
of May 6, 1937 - -------- -

Treaty of peace with Italy ------ _-
Portugal:

Convention respecting international civil
aviation -------------------

Protocol prolonging agreement of May
6, 1937, respecting regulation of
production and marketing of sugar_

"Postwar Foreign Economic Policy of the
United States", printing of additional
copies of House report ------------

Powell, Emma B., payment to----------
Powers, J. F., payment to ----..... .--
President of the United States:

Appointments by-
Kuter, Laurence S. (Maj. Gen.), as

U. S. representative to Interim
Council of Provisional Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion-----------------------

Smith, Paul A. (Lt. Comdr.), as alter-
nate representative to Interim
Council and as representative to
Air Navigation Committee, Pro-
visional International Civil Avi-
ation Organization -----......

Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), issuance
posthumously of commission as
general, U. S. M. C-------------

Proclamations. See separate title.
Prisoners of War:

Peace treaty provisions relating to-
Bulgaria ------------------------
Hungary ----------------------
Italy----------------------------
Roumania-----------------------

Proclamations:
Air Force Day, 1947 --------------
Amidone, drug found to be an opiate -

Armistice Day-
1946----------------------------
1947----------------------------

Arms, ammunition, and implements of

war, designation of certain articles as

Army Day and Army Week, 1947--.-

Bill of Rights Day-

1946----------------------------
-~A"
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copies of House report  1022 

Powell, Emma B., payment to  975 
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Appointments by— 
Kuter, Laurence S. (Maj. Gen.), as 

U. S. representative to Interim 
Council of Provisional Interna-
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Smith, Paul A. (Lt. Comdr.), as alter-
nate representative to Interim 
Council and as representative to 
Air Navigation Committee, Pro-
visional International Civil Avi-
ation Organization  965 

Geiger, Roy Stanley (Lt. Gen.), issuance 
posthumously of commission as 
general, U. S. M C  978 
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Prisoners of War: 

Peace treaty provisions relating to— 
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Italy  1396 
Roumania  1806 

Proclamations: 
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Amidone, drug found to be an opiate.. _ 1075 
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Proclamations-Continued
Cancer Control Month, 1947 --______
Canton Island, extension of period for

establishment of adequate shipping
service for and deferring extension
of the coastwise laws to_________

Cessation of hostilities of World War II
Child Health Day, 1947 - ...-______-.
Columbus Day-

1946 -------------------
1947 .......................... ___

Congress, convening of--------_-__.
Copyright extensions-

France ------- _----_---- ---
New Zealand ---------------------

Cotton-
Extra long-staple, supplemental quota

on imports ----------- __-----
Harsh or rough, certain, quota on

imports --------.- __________-
Dedication Day, 1946 - ----------
Deschutes National Forest, Oreg., en-

Pa
105

110
104
106

104
109
109.

105
106

107

104!
104i

largement--------------------- 104(
Duties and other import restrictions,

existing, modifications or continu-
ance of ._ _ _ _ __ _ _ 110;ance of------------------------1104

Everglades National Wildlife Refuge,
Fla., designation of closed area-__ 105!

Federal Reserve System, exclusion of
member banks from the scope of the
proclamations of Mar. 6 and 9,
1933, and the Executive order of
Mar. 10, 1933 ---------------- _ 1062

Fire Prevention Week-
1946----------------------------- 103
1947----------------------------- 1083

Flag Day, 1947-- ---------.....---- _ 06
Game mammals, amendment of regula-

tions relating to .------.--.-- . 1067
General Pulaski's Memorial Day-

1946---------------------------- 1042
1947----------------------------................- 1092

"I Am An American Day", 1947---... 1054
John Paul Jones Bicentennial Day,

1947-...... 10731947---------------------------1073
Merchandise in general-order and

bonded warehouses, amendment of
Proclamation No. 2599--------- 1047

Migratory birds-
Closed areas, designation of-

Alexander County, Ill., certain
lands and waters in.-----___ _ 1089

Everglades National Wildlife Ref-
uge, Fla 1059uge, -------------------- 1059

Sanibel National Wildlife Refuge,
Fla1099Fla------------------------ 1099

Regulations relating to, amendments_ 1033,
1067, 1076, 1085, 1088, 1093

Mother's Day, 1947 -------.- 1064
National Air Mail Week-------------- 1044

Proclamations-Continued
National Employ the Physically Handi-

capped Week-
1946 ._ -- - - .-------_----
1947.. ---- _--...-- .-- --___

National Farm Safety Week, 1947 -- _
National Guard Day, 1947 - ------_
National Maritime Day, 1947 _-----
Palestine, suspension of tonnage duties_
Pan American Week, 1947 ----___-
Red Cross Month, 1947 --- _----__
Six Rivers National Forest, Calif., es-

tablishment_________________-
Sugar Act of 1937, termination of sus-

pension of title II ------ ___..
Thanksgiving Day-

1946 -------------__. --- _
1947 ---------.------------------

Timber, lumber, and lumber products,
temporary free importation of ---

Termination ---------------
Trade-mark registrations, extension of

time for renewing-
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 3, 1947, and adjourned
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Agreement between the United States of America and Turkey respecting February 12, 19
air transport services. Signed at Ankara February 12, 1946; effective IT. I. A. S. 1581
May 25, 1946, pursuant to an exchange of notes of that date.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND TURKEY

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, ['] and the desirability of mutually
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air
transportation between the United States of America and Turkey, the
two Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the establish-
ment and development of air transport services between their respec-
tive territories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE I

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party
the rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing Po4. P. 2289.
the international civil air routes and services therein described,
whether such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later
date at the option of the contracting party to whom the rights are
granted.

'[Resolution VIII, International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois,
November 1 to December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department
of State publication 2282, pp. 39-41.]
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

OTHER THAN TREATIES 

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS 

OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 8, 1947, and adjourned 
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947 

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate 
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

Agreement between the United States of America and Turkey respecting 
air transport services. Signed at Ankara February 12, 1946; effective 
May 25, 1946, pursuant to an exchange of notes of that date. 

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT 

BET WEEN 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND TURKEY 

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7, 
1944, at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago 
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, [1] and the desirability of mutually 
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air 
transportation between the United States of America and Turkey, the 
two Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the establish-
ment and development of air transport services between their respec-
tive territories shall be governed by the following provisions: 

ARTICLE I 

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party 
the rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing 
the international civil air routes and services therein described, 
whether such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later 
date at the option of the contracting party to whom the rights are 
granted. 

[Resolution VIII, International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 
November 1 to December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department 
of State publication 2282, pp. 39-41.] 

February 12, 1946 
[T. I. A. S.1538] 

Pod, p. 2239. 
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ARTICLE 2

Inauguration of air
services. (a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation

as soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contract-
ing party granting the rights under the laws and regulations nor-
mally applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage
in the operations contemplated by this agreement; and provided that
in areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the
competent military authorities.

(b) It is understood that either contracting party granted com-
mercial rights under this agreement should exercise them at the
earliest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability
to do so.

ARTICLE 3

Prevention of dis. In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, both contracting parties agree that:

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting
parties agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than
would be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national
aircraft engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the
territory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or
its nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other
contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition of customs
duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges by the
contracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded the same
treatment as that applying to national airlines and to airlines of the
most favored nation.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services

Po4, . 229. described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory of
the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection fees
or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used or
consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4
Certifates of ar-

wcrthnhes etc. Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party shall be recognized
as valid by the other contracting party for the purpose of operating
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the routes and services described in the Annex. Each contracting
party reserves the right, however, to refuse to 'recognize, for the
purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency
and licenses granted to its own nationals by another State.

ARTICLE 5

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating
to the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the air-
craft of the other contracting party, and shall be complied with by
such aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the
territory of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other
contracting party upon entrance into or departure from, or while
within the territory of the first party.

ARTICLE 6

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke
a certificate or permit to an airline of the other party in any case
where it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective
control are vested in nationals of either party to this agreement,
or in case of failure of an airline to comply with the laws of the State
over which it operates as described in Article 5 hereof, or to perform
its obligations under this agreement.

ARTICLE 7

This agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation.

ARTICLE 8

Either contracting party may terminate the rights for services
granted by it under this agreement and its Annex by giving one year's
notice to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE 9

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent authorities of
both contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period
of sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex,
their recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they
have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.
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ARTICLE 10

The effective date of this agreement shall be established through
an exchange of notes, which shall take place at Ankara as soon as
possible.

In witness whereof the undersigned representatives, duly authorized
by their respective Governments, have signed the present agreement
and have affixed thereto their seals.

Done at Ankara in duplicate, in the English and Turkish languages,
each of which shall be of equal authenticity, this 12th day of February,
1946.

For the Government of the
United States of America:

For the Turkish Government:
[SEAL]

EDWIN C. WILSON

FERIDUN CEMAL ERKIN

[SEAL]
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ANNEX TO THE
AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND TURKEY

A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the
present agreement are accorded the rights of transit and non-traffic
stop in Turkish territory, as well as the right to pick up and discharge
international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Istanbul and
Ankara on the route or routes indicated below:

"From the United States, via intermediate points to the continent
of Europe and to Istanbul and Ankara, and thence to points
beyond; in both directions".

B. Airlines of Turkey authorized under the present agreement are
accorded in the territory of the United States of America correspond-
ing rights of transit and non-traffic stop as well as corresponding
rights of international commercial traffic on a specific route or routes
to be determined at a later date.

C. It is agreed that either contracting party, before placing an
airline in operation, will notify to the other party the proposed
directions of entry into and exit from its territory, whereupon the
other party will indicate the points of entry and exit and the route
to be followed within its territory.
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Aintn B±RZUL Ir DnVILXUCn= I1 "OBVl

IRA XAI iLmTnA Mi!R A.IAU.

KmakkL t hev yollar ve oervialai i in bir standard anlagm

glek,1 kabul edilM41 i zliMda Zlnois sysletinde :ikago gehrinde akd-

edilen mtllrtlarrei Sivil Hiavcilik Konfernannda 7 Arslk 194

tarihinde la ieann karex vs AMnrik Birlseik Devletleri Ile Trrkiy

ramaendo have nkliyatmnn ekancik bkdan allam blr aurette go-

'lmeaini karilikli olaek kolaylaqtzmrann ve teovik etmenin ariu-

ya deter oldatgu g5s innde tau k,h bu anlapmaym alkedmn iki kkuamet
kendi alkeleri areaindaki have nakliyatminn aoagdaki bhkamlmre gire

kuralm-l vs gelilmeai husumunda utabxk kalmallardir

;1at 1

kild arflar, bO Anlagpmnn lkinde gcterilan nilleltlerarmai

-*ivil hav yollaminan ve ervilolnin kurulas. imln lizia gelip

Mzkfr kdOe murrth baluman hakrlar buirilerina b!hfdarlsr; bh
*ervialea, ipbu hakler kmndline verlien tkid Tarafin ihtiyarur

gnre, itaer deral iater dahb *anu benlanilm, olmoz bhgedillm

hmklua ihlil *tas.

UffS 2

(a) Bu lur tl tarif edilen have *ervielerinin her biri, birin.

cl mdde gereAace keadioine mevuubaho yol Igin bir veyo blr kae have
hattun tayin hakki bohgdilll olan tkid Trtaf bu yol aserlod bir

haw hettan ruhbt verr ver*s, lgletilmye balnaucak ve bhkla r
bhgoden Xkid Tarf t, 6.nao mdde h1akmllri ahfiu kIlmk e rtlyle,

1t01 hsev httmU vey hatarnm gekm llt- Mlte laadedial vermek-
s allkelef olaoMldr onu toMar kl, bbylece tyin edtln uav hstla-

rutdan, bu Anblamd de rpi edlza falyete ayt lamllarumu aad
edil- dem One-, bakar verm Jkid Ti fron yetkili havn mkruarMm,

b m*lah- r ....
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Airft/18 AIDL1k/I DSVIZTLS2I X= cawing 

ARASINDA 

VL  nikranza DA/8 ANIAcalt 

aktvakkat have yollara vs servisleri In bir standard anlaass 

gek],a kabul idilmisi ssmnands Illinois eyaletinde gdkago lehrinde akd-

edilen Willetleraresa Biva.1 8avacalik Ionferansands 7 Aralak 1944 

teribinde MaselanIn karara vs Amerika BirleolkDevlstleri tie Tarkiye 

arm:sands have nekliyatanan ekanomik bakagdan saglam bir surstte gs-

'liemesini kergaliklz olarak kolaylaytarmanan vs tegvik etmsnin arms.. 

ye dear oldugoou gos Onande 4ntarak, bu anlaamaya akdedam iki BUkamet, 

kendi Olkslsri aresindaki have nakliyatanan atatzdaki bilkanlers ere 

knrolossi re geliamesi hususunda mutabak kalmiglardar 

=DM I 

yaraflar, buitningnanul gkinde gostreilan millstleraresi 

siAl bays Yollaruan vs servislerinin kurulussa igin 1izm gelip 

masker ikde amularrAh buluzain haklara birbirlerine tahasdarler: bu 

lebu baklar kendisine rerilen //kid Tarafan ihtiyartra 

Ore, later derbal later dabs scars baalanilmal olmasz belupdilen 

baklars ihlgl stases. 

ADDS 2 

(e) Bu suratle terif adilen have servislerinin her bin:, birin-

oi madde geregince kandisine msosuubabs yol igin bin veya bin kag hava 

Ultima tayin bakka bebeedilmia olan &kid Taraf bu yol doer/ads bin 

hams hattua ruhsat verir vases, 1,1stilatys baglasamak vs haklarl 

bahsoden X11/41 Taraf, S.maa madds haktimaar1 mahfus kalmak gartly1a, 

11011 have battens vaym hatlartma lartkas Isletaa milsaadesIni versa-

ls meks1lef olaaakftri gm kaMar kl, bhylece tiOn adllan have hmtla-

madam, 1m1Anlagmsda Manta addles faaliyeta hallamalarsaa ligsaads 

sailmodam Ones, baklava versa *kid Terafan yetkill bays makamlarans, 

ha aekambar 
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ba makamlar tarefmdan umumyetle tatbik adilan kanun v nizamlar gewoi

lince ehliyetlerini labat atmlari iatenebilecekdir; muhasemat veya

aakeri itgal abhalarida vaya bu kabil ahvalin teairi altinda buluran

aahalarda bu ekilde faaliyeta baglamak keyfiyeti yetkiU askeri

makamlarin taavibine tibi olacakdir.

(b) urasi mukarrerdir ki, igbu Anlagmn gerelince kendilerine

ticerl haklar bahgedilen (kid Taraflardan her biri, bunlari,muvakkat

imkinsizlik halleri olfteana, nmakan olan en kixa bir zamanda iatinuls

ba slyacallur.

WMAB 3

TatbikBtta herhangi bir farkll muameleye meydan vermemek ve

*eitligi saglamak makadxyle gkid Taraflar agaldaki hususlarda mu-

tabxkdlrlar t

(a) Ckid Taraflardan her biri, kendi kontrolu altindaki umum

hava maydanlarxnxn kullanllmaax ve diger kolaylaklarden faydalanma

karglllkli olarak hakli ve makal glkellefiyetler tarhatmakde vey«

ettirmekde *erbesttir. Ancak, tkid Taraflardan her biri bu mLaklle-

fiyetlerin, ayni eekilde milletlerarase *ervisler yapan kendi milli

ugaklarsnca ibu hava meydanlarnxnm kallanllnmaa ve kolaylbklardan

faydalanrm igin denilmeai icabeden mikdardan daha fazla olmamasin

kabul eder.

(b) fkid Taraflardan birinin alkesinde digar Akid Tarafca veya

bunun tebaaanca ithal adilip wlnhaairan kandi usaklar ar tafxdan

iatimle mhaua olan yakit, makina yaglanr ve yadek pargalar igin

gmrak reami, muayene aerti veya dig r milli reaim veya makellefi-

yetler tarhi hauaeunda, ilkeaine i 9bu ithalit yapxlme1 olan Tarafca

milli hatlara ve en slyade muaadeye mahbar mlletin hatlarla tat-

bik dilen uwamele tatbik dilecekdir.

(c) Kkda tarif olunan yollarx va aervialerl ileatmiye masun

olan id Tarafin hava hatlarina aid civil ugaklarda bulunan yaklt,

makina ....
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bu makamiar tarsfmidan unumlyetle tatbik adilen kanun ve nizamlar gaze. 

gine* ehliyetlorini iebat etmelwri istensbilecekdir; mubasemat 

askeri legal sahalarinda veya bu kabil ahvalin tesiri altinda bulunan 

sebelarda bu gekilde faaliysta baglamak keyfiyeti yetkill askeri 

sokambarin taevibine tibi olacahlir. 

(b) auraei mukarrerdir ki, igbu Anlagma gere#ince kendilerine 

Licari hakaar bahgedilen skid Taraflardan her bin, bunlari,muvakkat 

imkinsizlik halleri mastesna, mamkan olan en kiss bin zamanda istimale 

bagliyacablir. 

MAME 3 

Tatbikatta herhengi bir farkli muameleye meydan vermemek ve 

sa#1amak maksadxyle itkid Taraflar agaAidaki hususlarda mo-

tabikdirlar 

(a) tkid Taraflardan her bin, kendi kontrolu altindaki umumi 

have meydanlarinin kullanilmaai vs diger kolayliklarden faydalanma 

kargilikil olerak bakli vs makal makellefiyetler tarhetmekde veya 

ettirmekde serbeattir. Ancak, &kid Taraflardan her bin i bu makelle-

fiyetlerin, ayni eekilde milletlerarasi servisler yapan kandi milli 

ugsklarinca igbu have meydanlarinin kullanilmasi vs kolayliklardan 

faydalanma igin odenilmesi icabeden mikdardan dabs fazla olmamasini 

kabui eder. 

(b) &kid Tarsflardan birinin alkesinde digar Akid Tarafca veya 

bunun tebsesinea itbal edilip manhasiran kandi ugskiari tarefindan 

istimile mahsus clan 'skit, makina yaglari vs yedek pargalar igin 

gamrak resod, musyens aereti veya diger milli realm veya makellefi, 

yotler tarhi hususunds, alkesine icbu ithelAt yapilmig clan Tarefea 

milli batters vs in siyade massadve masher milletin batteries tat-

bik edilen mammal* tatbik edilecekdir. 

Co) Skde tent olunan yollari vs servisleri igletmiye mesun 

olan Akid Tarefin have hatlarina aid civil ugeklarda bulunen yakit, 

mekina oe4.4. 
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mkln- ylar,l yedek parg lar, mutid techit ve aak koamysi,
amlan ufaklar tarafiudn ki AtU ki d Tearfmn lkl slz rindeki kg-
lard& kullanmll vVa rarfedlae bile, o Cllakye giri vI giklda
gretk remi, myene acreti veya b ur boazer rel v*e liakllefiyet-

lerden muif ttulacatxdr.

jMWE 4

ka Tareflardn birinin verditi veya muteber oldumanm taPdik
eyledii ugnup elvriylilik veeialarl, *hllyetimelrp ve ruheatiye-
le Erkde gste riln hava yollarnn ve ervilalerniln illetilmel iiin
diger 6kid iTrafce da muteber olarak tanulacakdzr. Ancak, Akid Tlra-
lardan her biri, knadl tebaena be!ka bir Devlet tarafindan verilmiy
ehllyetnimleri v rhatlyeleri k edi alkesl aierlnd uguy igin mate-
ber tanimkdan iatinSif etmek hakkn l mubefz *der.

(a) tkid Taraflardn birinin illetleraral have *eyrlaefsrinde
illyen ufklarmn kerdi alk elne giri ve gxkiiz hlkkindakl, vey bO
uaklarin kIndi dlkeiand. iken igletilima ve eyrlaeferi il 13lgill
okan ve nianlar, dig r gkid tarafm ugaklaru da tatbik edilecek.

tir. Birlnci arafin Ilkeaine gIriy ve Cgkl! eanarida vya o llkede
bulundukleri Maddte*, bu kanun vl nisamlare, nilan agaklarca riyet
olunacakdlr.

(b) klid araflardan btrlain alkelne ugak yolcueu, mUrettebetu
veya bamuleinin *okulmaiz ve bunmlar o Ulked n syrmlwez lie 1Iilg
girlt, glklt, gOgma, paeport, gaurlk ve karantine lleri gibl hubu-
eut mtUll* k anmu ve niUBlar, gerek lba tarafuL alkelane girit
ve Clkida, gerekee o alke dhilinde ikea, Oteki k id Tarafr yolao.
lar ve *arettebet tmrfindan vep cnly a imam riayet edileeck ve
*yni keyfiyet hamlle hakkn da varid olaca lr.

»ncB 6....
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Eakins Alpert, ymdek pargelar, muted teebleat vs 'soak komanyass, 

*mien ugeklar tarafinden Oteki SkId Terse= dike*/ Mserindeki Kay. 

larda kullantime vvs serfedilse bile, o dikeye &trig vs oikieda 

gamelk ?semi, mneyene dcreti veyebuna beater roam vs makellefiyet. 

lerden muef tutu]acakdir. 

MODS 4 

ltkld Tareflardan birinin verdigi veya muteber oldugunu teedik 

syledigi nous elverielilik vesikalari, ebllyetnimeler vs rubtatiye. 

ler Ude gdaterilen have yollarinzn vs servielerinin illatilmegi loin 

diger Skid Tarefte da =Leber olarek tanilacakdsr. Anti*, Skid Taref. 

lardan her bird, kendi tebeasine book* bir Devlet terefindan verilmig 

ahliyetnimeleri vs ruhaatiyeleri kenli dlkegi dgerinde nog iglu mute-

bar tenimakdan iatinkif streak bekkani mubefaza oder. 

Milli 6 

(a) LIU Tareflardan birinin milletlerereal have asyrdseferinde 

ieliyma. welder= kendi Ulkesine girie vs pimi hakkuldaki, mit bu 

ugaklaran kendi dikatinde iken ieletilmesi vs egyrdeeferi ile 

kanun vs nizamiari, diger skid Teraftn ugeklarx.na de tatbik edilseet. 

tir. Birinci Tirana diluting gfrie vs clime *anaemia veye 0 diked* 

bulonAuglari mdddetce, bu ken= vs nizapilara, sullen uoaklarca riaytt 

olunacakdar., 

(b) Skid Tenn./Arden birinin dlkesine nova yolcueu, mdrettebeta 

veya bemuleginin aokulmegi ve bunlarin o diked= eyrilmeat ile tight 

girl', cikte, Omen, passport, gdgeodk vs karantine ielari gibi busu. 

gata muteallik kanun vs nissodare, gerek lebu tetra= dikesine girl, 

vs gikieda, gereksa o aiks dahilinde iken, Oteki KIld Direful yolou. 

iSri vu mdrettebats tarefindan veya collar immune riayet ediletek vs 

eyna keyfiyet tamale bakkulde da varid elate/raw. 

MODS 6 
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MDD 6

kid Tarmflardan herbiri, diger Tarf ait bir hava hattinn

esa. llkiyeti Ile fili kontrolmnAn bu AnaimeayX akteden Taraflarden

birinin tbeaanmin *lrde bulunduguna kanaat getirmedili hallerde

vey bir have hattuxn, alkesinde faaliyett* bulundulu Devletin ka-

nunlarina 5.nci ddede tarif olunduiu veghile riayet etmediI veya

bu Anlaemdan dolan veclbelerini yerine getirmadili taktirde, lbbu

hbtta ruhatiye veya Useade vermaeek veya bunlarz geri *alak hakklui

muhafaza odor.

IWDD 7

Bu AnlaF ve bun l bmm gi batn mukavleler Milletleraraas

Sivil BavaclXik Geici. Tegkiltix nedinde telcil ettirilecekdir.

IEDDS 8

Akid Taraflardan her biri, lteki kid Tarea bir yil Oincedn

haber vermek euretlyle, bu Anlapg vye I ile bahgettl4i hava servial

haklarna nihayet vereblLr.

MYUI 9

kkid Taraflardan biri, iliglk Ekdel gdatrien yollarn veya

§artlarn degitirilmesini arzuya deger gSrdlagU tektirde, her ikt

Tarafrn yetkill makialarl araeinda latigarn yapxlmamn iltiyebilr,

ve bu iatiare, ietak tarihinden itibaren 60 gUn iginde bealar. Ani-

lan makamlar araends Eke tesir eden yeni veya delitirilml gartlar

azerinde uyuguldugu taktirde, onlarn bu nmeelede t velye *ttlklerl

huauslar diplomatik lota teatlsyle teyid *dildlkden monur yOrdrla*e

girer.

MODDS 10

Itbu Anliamanix y(lrJlrfllt girl tarihi amkdln oldutu kadar

kla bir zamanda Ankara'da Nota teUtLl euretiyle tyin edileceklir.

Yulkrldakiler ....

95347°-49-PT. I-----2
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161)91 6 

Skid Tirana:40ln herbiri, diger Tarafa sit bir have hattinin 

toms malkiyeti lie flit kontrolanan builnlalmayz akteden Taraflardan 

birinin tebaasinzn elinde bulunduguna kanaat getirmadigi hailer& 

veya bir hava hattintn, alkesinde faaliyetts bulunduluDevletin ka-

nunlarzna 5.nci madded* tarif olunduga vechile riayet etmedigi vey 

hu Ap1aamsdan dog= vecibelerini yerine getirmedigi taktirde, iqbu 

het= ruhsatiye vv. *Masada varmemak veya bunlarz geri almak hakkins t 

muhafass eder. 

MADDE T 

Mu Anlaqma vs bununla tigili batan mukavelelar Milletlerarass 

Sivil Havaczlik Gegici Tegkilitz nesdinde tescil 

Mirai 8 

Skid Teraflardan her bin, ateki Skid Tarot& bir yzi anceden 

baber vermek surstiyle, hulinlaqem vs Ski i1e bahlettigi have servisi 

haklarzna nibayet verebilir. 

MKEOE 9 
• 

Skid Tareflardan bin, iligik gkda gasteribin yollarzn vaye 

'artier= degiqtirilmasini arzuya deger gordaga tsktirde, her iki 

Tarefin yetkill makamlarz arasznda istigare yaplimaainz iatiyebilir, 

ve bu istioare, istek tarihinden itibaren 80 gun igindo beqler. Anz-

lan makamlar arasznda Eke tesir eden yeni veya degiqtirilmil lart1ar 

aserinde uyuqullugu taktirde, ostler= hu meselede 'Weir* ettikleri 

husus1ar diplomatik Note teatisiy1a teyid edildikden sours yararlage 

gin. 

ADDS 10 

Igbuknlalmenin yararlage giriq tarihi mamkan oldugu kadar 

kiss bir wands Ankara '45 Note teatiai surstlyle tyin sdileceblir. 

Yukartdakilari 

95347°-49 —PT. iii------2 
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Aarika Birl9ilk
*ti naIn

Tlrkiye COmhuriy.ti

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Yukarlkil.r taodiken, lrualar agtia bulunan ve bakingt
1It trafmndan usala daireaind yetklendliilmd l olen temllclAr
ltbu Anlapayi imlaaayp mlharll milrdir.

Ankiarda, 1946 y1ll §ubkt &ylnmn i lkilinda, ingilize v
tlrkc olarak v her iki liatdaki rtin aym derced *muteber olnmk U
kiter nisbha olarak tansi *edilml.dir.

2294 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTBAR THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Inkaridakileri taadiken, immilers *gab& bulonan vs blik0004.. 

leri tararandan us616 dairesinde yetkilendiri]mi, clan 

ilbn Anlaemayi imaa1ayip adharlemiglardir. 

Ankaradat 1946 yilx Oast van= an ikisinde, ingilizce vs 

tark4e olarak vs bar iki liaandaki satin ayna derecede =atelier olmak asere 

Skim ndaba olarak tansim edilmigdir. 

Amerika Bir1egik Doyle ri Hakameti naming, t 

/Urkiye Camburiyeti Hakameti namina 
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ALaIKA Bim.IZtK DWIBTLi Ilz TORxKr

HAVLA WtLIYtTI ANIA§ILSI

K

A. tgbu Anlaam gregince mazun kllxng olan Amerika Birlegik

Devletleri hava hatlarina Ttrkiye Ulkaesnde tranit ve taknlk tevakkut

hakkl, ve eagada gaaterilmn yolu veya yollari tikibmn Istanbul ve

Ankara 'd milletlerarai yolcu, yak ve pota a*lmak Ve bopaltmnk hakkl

verllmidir s

Her ikiL itikmst tte olmak azeres
Birlelik Devletlerden, mutavaasit noktalar
tariklyle, Avrupa kit asan ve Istanbul ve
Ankaraya, ve oradan dahm ilerl noktalara."

B. Bu Inlagam geregince mzunm killinm olan Tnrkiye have hat-

larina da, Amrika Birle§ik Devletleri alkeainde aynx transit ve tek-

nik tevakkuf ve ileride teabit edilecek muayyen yol veya yollanr ta-

kiben ayn milletlerarami ticarl aeyrasefer haklar verilmiydir.

C. §uraax mukarrerdir ki tkid Taraflardan her biri bir hava

hattl iyletmege baglanmzdan Bnce, diger rkid Tarafe, onun alkesine

giri ve alkesinden gAkig igin mutaaavver iatiklmetlerl bildirecek ve

bunun azerine diglr Taref girig ve gflkl noktalarn ile alkeainde ti-

kib edilecek oan ugug yolunu giaterecekdir.
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ABIR/BA Bins§Ix mum= /LB TOREITS 

ARASIMDA 

BAYA NAKLIYATI ANIA§BASINA 

IC 

A. Tabu Anlagma geregince mezun kzlinmag Wan Amerika Birlegik 

Devlatleri have hatlarina Ttrkirt alkesinde transit vs teknik tevakkuf 

hakki, ve avagzda gtsterilen yolu veya yollara tiklben Istanbul vs 

Ankare'de milletlerarasz yolcu, yak vs poste almak vs bolaltmek hakki 

verilmiedir t 

Her iki istikAmette olmak User*: 
BirlegikImvletlerden, mutavasszt noktelar 
tarikiyle, Avrupe klt'aszna vu Istanbul vs 
Ankareys, vs oradan dabs ileri noktalara.* 

B. Bu Inlagme geregince mezun kalinmigolan Tarkiya have bat-

larzns da, Amerika BirlacikDevletleri alkesinde synx transit vu tek-

nik tevekke vs ileride tesbit edilecekmusyyen yol veya yollarz ta-

klben aynz milletlerarasz ticart seyrasefer baklari verilmiadir. 

C. §urasx mukarrerdir ki Akid Taraflardan her bin t bir have 

hatti ialetmege bealemazdan once, diger /aid Tarsi)", onun alkesine 

girls vs alkesinden czkla icin mutasavver istikAmetleri bildirecek vs 

bunun azerine diger Tarot giris vs ciki noktalari ile alkesinde ti-

kib edilecek 4an %Iota yolunu gdsterecekdir. 
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The Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

TflRKIYE COMHURIYETI
HARICIYE VEKALETI

45610-110 ANKARA, le 25 Mai 1946
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,

Me r6efrant A P'article 10 de 1'Accord relatif aux transports aeriens
entre le Gouvernement de la R6publique Turque et le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, signe a Ankara en date du 12 Fevrier
1946, j'ai 1'honneur de proposer a Votre Excellence au nom de mon
Gouvernement que la date de la mise en vigueur de 1'Accord precit6
soit fixee au 25 Mai 1946.

Je prie Votre Excellence, de bien vouloir me confirmer l'accord du
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique sur ce qui pr6cede.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma
tres haute consideration.

HASAN SAKA
Excellence

Monsieur EDWIN 0. WILSON,
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique

Ankara.

The American Ambassador to the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 757 Ankara, May a5, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's
note No. 45610-110 dated May 25, 1946 reading as follows:

"Mr. Ambassador:
"With reference to Article 10 of the Air Transport Agreement

between the Government of the Turkish Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, signed at Ankara on February

Ante, p. 2. 12, 1946, I have the honor to propose to your Excellency on behalf
of my Government that the date of entry into effect of the above
mentioned agreement be May 25, 1946.

"I request, Mr. Ambassador, that you be good enough to give me
confirmation of the agreement of the Government of the United
States of America with the foregoing.

"Please accept, etc.,"
I take pleasure in informing your Excellency that my Government

is in agreement with the foregoing.
Please accept Excellency, the assurances of my highest con-

sideration.

EDWIN C. WILSON
His Excellency

M. HASAN SAKA,
Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Ankara.

22962296 

Ante, p. 2288. 

No. 757 

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

The Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

TtiRRIYE OtIMHURIYETI 
HARICIYE VERALETI 

45610-110 ANKARA, le 25 Mai 1946 
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR, 

Me referent a Particle 10 de l'Ac,cord relatif aux transports aeriens 
entre le Gouvernement de la Republique Turque et le Gouvemement 
des Etats-Uris d'Amerique, signe a Ankara en date du 12 Fevrier 
1946, j'ai l'honneur de proposer a Votre Excellence au nom de mon 
Gouvernement que la date de la mise en vigueur de l'Accord precite 
soit fixee au 25 Mai 1946. 

Je prie Votre Excellence, de bien vouloir me confirmer Pacoord du 
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique sur cc qui precede. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur PArabassadeur, les assurances de ma 
tits haute consideration. 

HASAN SARA 
Excellence 

Monsieur EDWIN C. WILSON, 
Ambassad,eur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 

Ankara. 

The American Ambassador to the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Ankara, May 25, 1946 
EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Excellency's 
note No. 45610-110 dated May 25, 1946 reading as follows: 
"Mr. Ambassador: 
"With reference to Article 10 of the Air Transport Agreement 

between the Government of the Turkish Republic and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, signed at Ankara on February 
12, 1946, I have the honor to propose to your Excellency on behalf 
of my Government that the date of entry into effect of the above 
mentioned agreement be May 25, 1946. 

"I request, Mr. Ambassador, that you be good enough to give me 
confirmation of the agreement of the Government of the United 
States of America with the foregoing. 
"Please accept, etc.," 

I take pleasure in informing your Excellency that my Government 
is in agreement with the foregoing. 

Please accept Excellency, the assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

Hit3 Excellency 
M. HASAN SARA, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Ankara. 

EDWIN C. W ILSON 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Poland respecting October 5 and 30, 1945

reciprocal customs privileges for foreign service personnel. Effected [T. I. A- . 1544]

by exchange of notes signed at Warsaw October 5 and 30, 1945; effective
October 30, 1945.

The American Ambassador to the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMEICA

No. 67 Warsaw, October 5, 1946

EXCETZENCY:
Pursuant to my note no. 55 of September 26, 1945 to Your Ex-

cellency regarding the proposed opening of several American consular
offices in Poland and the functioning of Polish consular offices in the
United States, I am instructed to deliver the following communication
to Your Excellency:

In accordance with instructions from my Government, I have the
honor to inquire whether the Polish Provisional Government of
National Unity is disposed to enter into an agreement whereby on
the basis of reciprocity, in addition to free entry of baggage and
effects upon arrival and return to their posts in the United States
after visits abroad which Polish consular officers assigned to the
United States already enjoy, the Department of State will arrange,
upon request of the Polish Embassy in each instance, for the free entry
of articles imported for their personal use during their official resi-
dence in the United States by Polish consular officers and their families
and by Polish Embassy and Consular clerks. It is understood that
such officers and clerks shall be Polish nationals and not engaged in
any private occupations for gain and that no article for the importa-
tion of which is prohibited by the laws of the United States shall be
imported by them. If agreeable to this, it is suggested that October
30, 1945 shall be set as the date on which this reciprocal agreement
shall become effective.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

ARuTHu Buss LANE

His Excellency
WINCENTY RZYMOWSKI,

Minister of Foreign Afairs.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Poland respecting 
reciprocal customs privileges for foreign service personnel. Effected 
by exchange of notes signed at Warsaw October 5 and 30, 1945; effective 
October 30, 1945. 

The American Ambassador to the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs 

No. 67 

EXCELLFNCY: 
Pursuant to my note no. 55 of September 26, 1945 to Your Ex-

cellency regarding the proposed opening of several American consular 
offices in Poland and the functioning of Polish consular offices in the 
United States, I am instructed to deliver the following conamunication 
to Your Excellency: 
In accordance with instructions from my Government, I have the 

honor to inquire whether the Polish Provisional Government of 
National Unity is disposed to enter into an agreement whereby on 
the basis of reciprocity, in addition to free entry of baggage and 
effects upon arrival and return to their posts in the United States 
after visits abroad which Polish consular officers assigned to the 
United States already enjoy, the Department of State will arrange, 
upon request of the Polish Embassy in each instance, for the free entry 
of articles imported for their personal use during their official resi-
dence in the United States by Polish consular officers and their families 
and by Polish Embassy and Consular clerks. It is understood that 
such officers and clerks shall be Polish nationals and not engaged in 
any private occupations for gain and that no article for the importa-
tion of which is prohibited by the laws of the United States shall be 
imported by them. If agreeable to this, it is suggested that October 
30, 1945 shall be set as the date on which this reciprocal agreement 
shall become effective. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

ARTHuR Buss LANE 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Warsaw, October 5, 1945 

His Excellency 
W INCENTY RZYMOWSKI, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

October 5 and 30, 1945 

[T. I. A. S. 1544] 
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The Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

Nr.K.I.42%4 b1 WARSZAWA, dnia 30 pafdziernika 1945

Ekscelencjo:

W odpoviedzi na note Waszej Ekscelencji

z dnia 5.X.1945 r. Nr.67, dotyczacej porozumienia

w sprawie wolnego oa oplat celnych przywozu

towar6w przez czlonk6w konsulat6w dla osobistego

uiytku przez nich samych i czlonk6w ich rodzin

pozwalam sobie zakomunikowa6 co nastepuje:

Rzad Jednoici Narodowej wyraza zgodp na toy

by na zasadzie wzajemnosci czlonkowie Ambasady

Stan6w Zjednoczonych Ameryki oraz czlonkowie

maj cych sie otworzyc konsulatow amerykanskich

w Polsce i ich rodziny korzystali z wolnego od

oplat celnych przywozu towar6w niezaleznie od

istniejacego jui porozumienia dotyczacego wolnego

mwozu bagazu i rzeczy przy przyjezdzie na swroje

plac6dki konsularne, jeieli sq obywatelami Stan6w

Zjednoczonych Ameryki i nie cdda3q sie pryvatnym

zajeciom dla zysku na terenie Polski.

Do odprawy przesylek nadchodzqcvch pod adre-.

sem Konsulat6w Stanow Zjednoczonych Ameryki

w Gdarisku-Gdyni, iodzi, Krakowie, Wroclawiu, Pozna.

niu i Szczecinie wyznaczone bed4 urzedy celne

w Warszawie, Gdacsku, Krakovie, Wroclawiu, tozna-

niu i toozi, w Szczecinie zas po otworzeniu tam
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The Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

Nr.K.I.424 6/1 WARSZAWA, dnia 80 paidziernika 1945 

Ekscelencjo: 

W odpowiedzi na note Waszej Ekscelencji 

z dnia 5.X.1945 r. Nr.67, dotycz4cej porozumienia 

w sprawie wolnego oa op/at celnych przywozu 

towarow przez czkonkow konsulatem dla osobistego 

utytka przez nich samych i caonkow ich rodzin 

pozwalam sobie zakomunikowad co nastepuje: 

Rz4d Jednoici harodowej wyrata zgade na to,, 

by na zasadzie wzajemnorici czlonkowie Ambasady 

Stanow Zjednoctonych Ameryki oraz cz/onkowie 

maj4cych sie otworzyd konsulatow amerykariskich 

w Polsce i ich rodziny korzystali z wolnego od 

op/at celnych przywozu towarow niezaletnie od 

istniejacego jut porozumienia dotyczpego wolnego 

wwozu bagatu i rzeczy przy przyjegdzie na swoje 

placciwki konsu].arne, jeteli s4 obywatelami StanOw 

Zjednoczonych Ameryki i nie cddajg si prywatnym 

zajeciom dla zysku na terenie Polski. 

Do odprawy przesy/ek nadchodwych pod adre-: 

sem Konsulatori Stanow Zjednoczonych Ameryki 

w Gdarisku-Gdyni, Lodzi, Krakowie, Wroclawiu, Poznai 

niu i Szczecinie wyznaczone 1)04 urzedy celne 

w WarsLiuie, Gdansku, Krakowie, Wroctawiu, Tazna, 

niu i Loozi, w Szczecinie zas po otworzeniu t.41u 
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Urzvdu Celnego.

Na kaide izdanie Ambasady Stan6w Zjedno-

czonych Ministerstwo Spraw Zagranicznych zatat-

wi sprawg wolnego od oplat celnych przywozu

towarow, oczywiscie jeieli sprowadzanie ich nie

jest zakazane przez polskie ustawodawstwo.

Rzad Jednosci Narodowej wyraia r6wniei

zgod$ na proponowan4 date 30.X.1945, od kt6rej

to wzajemne porozumienie stanie sio skuteczne.

Korzystam ze sposobnosci, by zapewnic

Wasz4 Ekscelencje o moim najglgbszym powaianiu

Minister

Jego Ekscolencja
ARTHUR BLISS-LANE

Ambasador Stan6w Zjednoczonych
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Urzedu Celnegp. 

Na katde Wanie Ambasady Stanow Zjedno-

czonych Ministerstwo Spraw Zagranicznych zaZat-

wi sprain wolnegp od op/at celnych przywozu 

towarow, oczywigcie jeteli sprowadzanie ich nie 

jest zakazane przez polskie ustawodawstwo. 

Rz4d Jednoaci lqarodowej wyrata rowniet 

zgode na proponowan4 date 30.X.1945, od ktorej 

to wzajemne porozumienie stanie 8i0 skuteczne. 

Korzystam ze sposobnolici, by zapewnio 

ITasz4 Ekscelencje o moim najghbszym powataniu 

i(-7 Minister 

Jego Ekseeleneja 
ARTHUR BLISS-LANE 

Arnba,sculor Stan6w Zjednoczonycli 
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Translation

No. K. I. 424 b/i WARSAW, October 30, 1945

EXCETLENCY:
Ante, p. 2297. In reply to Your Excellency's note no. 67 of October 5, 1945, regard-

ing an agreement for the duty-free importation of goods by members
of consulates for their own personal use and that of the members of
their families, I respectfully communicate to you the following:

The Government of National Unity agrees that on the basis of
reciprocity members of the Embassy of the United States of America,
as well as members and their families of American consulates yet to
be opened in Poland, would benefit by the duty-free importation of
goods, independently of an agreement already in existence regarding
the free entry of baggage and effects upon arrival at their consular
posts, if they are citizens of the United States of America and will not
engage in private occupations for gain on the territory of Poland.

Customs offices at Warsaw, Gdansk, Krakow, Wroclaw, Poznan and
Lodz, and at Szczecin after the customs office there is opened, will be
instructed to expedite shipments directed to the Consulates of the
United States of America at Gdafisk-Gdynia, Lodz, Krakow, Wroclaw,
Poznan and Szczecin.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will arrange, upon the request of
the American Embassy in each instance, the duty-free entry of goods
if, of course, the importation thereof is not prohibited by Polish law.

The Government of National Unity at the same time expresses
agreement with the proposed date of October 30, 1945 as the date on
which this reciprocal agreement shall become effective.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

Minister
Z MODZELEWSKI

His Excellency
ARTHUR BLISS LANE

Ambassador of the United States

23002300 IN thRNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER, THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Translation 

Ante, p. 2297. 

No. K. I. 424 b/1 W ARSAW, October 30, 1945 

EXCELLENCY: 
In reply to Your Excellency's note no. 67 of October 5, 1945, regard-

ing an agreement for the duty-free importation of goods by members 
of consulates for their own personal use and that of the members of 
their families, I respectfully communicate to you the following: 

The Government of National Unity agrees that on the basis of 
reciprocity members of the Embassy of the United States of America, 
as well as members and their families of American consulates yet to 
be opened in Poland, would benefit by the duty-free importation of 
goods, independently of an agreement already in existence regarding 
the free entry of baggage and effects upon arrival at their consular 
posts, if they are citizens of the United States of America and will not 
engage in private occupations for gain on the territory of Poland. 
Customs offices at Warsaw, Gdansk, Krakow, Wroclaw, Poznan and 

Lodz, and at Szczecin after the customs office there is opened, will be 
instructed to expedite shipments directed to the Consulates of the 
United States of America at Gdafisk-Gdynia, Lodz, Krakow, Wroclaw, 
Poznan and Szczecin. 
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will arrange, upon the request of 

the American Embassy in each instance, the duty-free entry of goods 
if, of course, the importation thereof is not prohibited by Polish law. 
The Government of National Unity at the same time expresses 

agreement with the proposed date of October 30, 1945 as the date on 
which this reciprocal agreement shall become effective. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency 
ARTHUR Buss LANE 

Ambassador of the United States 

Minister 
Z MODZELEWSKI 
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Feb. 151946

Agreement between the United States of America and Brazil respecting Jau ary 21 and Feb-
peting T ruary 15, 1946a cooperative program of rural education in Brazil. Effected by IT. . A. S. 1549]

exchange of notes signed at Rio de Janeiro January 21 and February
15, 1946; effective January 1, 1946.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Brazilian Minister of
Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

N° 375 Rio de Janeiro, January 21, 1946

EXCELLENCY,

I have the honor to refer to Resolution N° 28 adopted by the First
Conference of Ministers and Directors of Education of the American
Republics held in Panama in September and October of 1943 and to
our conversations relative to a certain cooperative program in Rural
Education which might be undertaken between the Governments of
the United States of Brazil and the United States of America.

I have also the honor to refer to the informal conversations relative
to such a cooperative program in Rural Education held between repre-
sentatives of the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture and representa-
tives of the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., a corpo-
ration of the Office of Inter-American Affairs and an agency of the
Government of the United States of America.

In accordance with the antecedents under reference, the Inter-
American Educational Foundation, Inc., has entered into an agree-
ment with the Ministry of Agriculture for a cooperative program in
the field of Rural Education. Under the terms of this agreement Ptp. 2305.

the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., will make availa-
ble for said cooperative program the sum of Two Hundred and Fifty
Thousand ($250,000.00) Dollars U.S. Currency, and the Ministry of
Agriculture will contribute the equivalent in Brazilian currency of
Seven Hundred and Fifty Thousand ($750,000.00) Dollars U.S.
currency, this amount to be in addition to the regular budget of the
Government of Brazil for rural education.

This cooperative program will be carried out by a special organiza-
tion created within the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture and pursuant
to specific project agreements which will define the kind of work to be
undertaken and the cost thereof and which will be signed by an
appropriate official of the Inter-American Educational Foundation,
Inc., and by an appropriate official of the Ministry of Agriculture.

It is understood that the Government of the United States of
America will furnish through the Inter-American Educational Foun-
dation, Inc., such educators, specialists and technicians as it may
consider appropriate in order to collaborate with Brazilian educators,
specialists and technicians in the realization of this cooperative educa-
tional program.
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Rio de Janeiro, January 21, 1946 

January 21 and Feb-
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All materials, equipment and property acquired in connection with
this program shall remain the property of the Government of Brazil
upon the conclusion of the agreement referred to above, which agree-
ment is expected to terminate on June 30, 1948.

I should appreciate it if Your Excellency would be so kind as to
confirm to me your approval of this cooperative agreement which
was signed on October 20th, 1945, by the Minister of Agriculture and
by the President of the Inter-American Educational Foundation,
Inc., and which embodies the details relative to the establishment
and the methods of fulfillment of this cooperative educational pro-
gram.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consider-
ation.

PAUL C. DANIELS
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

His Excellency
Dr. PEDRO LEAO VELLOSO

Minister for Foreign Affairs
Rio de Janeiro.

The Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DAB RELAgOES EXTERIORES,
RIO DE JANEIRO.

UROENTE
DEC/sEB/DAV38/542.22(22) Em 15 de fevereiro de 1946.
SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,

Tenho a honra de acusar o recebimento da nota dessa Embaixada,
n9 375, de 21 de janeiro dltimo, relativa a um programa de cooperaCao
s6bre ensino rural entre os Estados Unidos do Brasil e os Estados
Unidos da America, o qual foi objeto de Ac6rdo celebrado entre a
"Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.", e o Ministerio da
Agricultura do Brasil.
2. Ficou estabelecido no referido Ac6rdo que a "Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc." corporagao do Escrit6rio de Neg6cios
Interamericanos e repartiqao do Gov6rno dos Estados Unidos da
America, concorrera para a execuqao desse programa com a soma de
US$ 250.000,00 (duzentos e cinquenta mil d6lares), moeda americana,
e o Ministerio da Agricultura contribuirh com a quantia, em moeda
brasileira, equivalente a US$ 750.000,00 (setecentos e cinquenta mil
d61ares), quantia esta que nao se confundira com o orgamento regular
do Govrno brasileiro para a educagao rural.
3. Esse programa de cooperagao sera levado a efeito por um organismo
especial, a ser criado no Ministerio da Agricultura, e obedecera a
projetos especfficos que definirao a espe&ie de trabalho a ser executado
e o custo respectivo. Esses projetos deverao ser assinados pelos
funcionfirios representantes da "Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion, Inc." e do Ministerio da Agricultura.
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PAUL C. DANIELS 
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His Excellency 
DT. PEDRO LEI° VELLOSO 

Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Rio de Janeiro. 

The Brazilian Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DAB RELAgoES EXTERIORES, 
Rao DE JANEIRO. IIRGENTE 

DEC/I3EB/DAI/38/542.22( Em 15 de fevereiro de 1946. 22) 

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR, 
Tenho a honra de acusar o recebimento da nota dessa Embaixada, 

n9 375, de 21 de janeiro 6Itimo, relativa a um programa de cooperaglo 
s6bre ensino rural entre os Estados Unidos do Brasil e os Estados 
Unidos da America, o qual foi objeto de Acerdo celebrado entre a 
"Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.", e o Ministerio da 
Agricultura do Brasil. 

2. Ficou estabelecido no referido Ac6rdo quo a "Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc." corporagao do Escritorio de Neg6cios 
Interamericanos e reparticao do Govern° dos Estados Unidos da 
America, concorrera pars a execugao desse programa corn a soma de 
US$ 250.000,00 (duzentos e cinquenta mil &Mares), moeda americana, 
e o Ministerio da Agricultura contribuira corn a quantia, em moeda 
brasileira, equivalente a US$ 750.000,00 (setecentos e cinquenta mut  
&Mares), quantia esta quo nil° se confundira corn o orgamento regular 
do Govern° brasileiro para a educagao rural. 

3. Psse programa de cooperactio sera levado a efeito por urn organism° 
especial, a sex criado no Ministerio da .Agricultura, e obedecera a 
projetos especfficos quo definirao a especie de trabalho a ser executado 
e o custo rffipectivo. Fkses projetos deverao ser assinados pelos 
funcionicios representantes da "Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion, Inc." e do Ministexio da Agricultura. 
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4. O Govrno dos Estados Unidos da America fornecera, por inter-
medio da "Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.", os educa-
dores, especialistas e tecnicos que, na sua opiniao, devam colaborar
corn os seus colegas brasileiros na execugao do programa previsto.
5. O material, o equipamento e os bens adquiridos em virtude deste
piano continuarao sob a propriedade do Govmrno do Brasil, quando
expirar o ac6rdo aqui referido, o que devera ocorrer a 30 de junho
de 1948.
6. Em resposta, cabe-me confirmar a Vossa Excelencia haver o
Govrno brasileiro concordado cor o mencionado Acordo s6bre
educagao rural, o qual, assinado a 20 de outubro dltimo pelo Ministro
da Agricultura e pelo Presidente da "Inter-American Educational
Foundation, Inc.", dispoe acerca do estabelecimento desse programa
e dos m6todos de p6-lo em pratica.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

JoXA NEVES DA FONTOURA

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor ADOLF BERLE Jr.,
Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America.

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS,

RIo DE JANEIRO.
URGENT
DEC/SEB/DAI/38/624.22(22) February 15, 1946.

MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your Embassy's note

No. 375, of January 21st last, relative to a program of cooperation in
Rural Education between the United States of Brazil and the United
States of America, and which was the subject of an Agreement
entered into by the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.,
and the Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil.
2. It was established in the said Agreement that the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc., a corporation of the Office of Inter-
American Affairs and an agency of the Government of the United
States of America, will make available for the execution of that pro-
gram a sum of $250,000.00 (two hundred and fifty thousand dollars),
United States currency, and the Ministry of Agriculture will con-
tribute the equivalent in Brazilian currency of $750,000.00 (seven
hundred and fifty thousand dollars), this amount to be in addition
to the regular budget of the Brazilian Government for rural education.
3. This cooperative program will be carried out by a special organiza-
tion to be created within the Ministry of Agriculture, and pursuant
to the specific project agreements which will define the kind of work
to be undertaken and the cost thereof. These project agreements
will be signed by the officials representing the Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc. and the Ministry of Agriculture.
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piano continuardo sob a propriedade do Govern° do Brasil, quando 
expirar o acOrdo aqui referido, o quo clever& ocorrer a 30 de junho 
de 1948. 

6. Ern resposta, cabe-me confirmar a Vossa Excelencia haver o 
Govenao brasileiro concordado corn o mencionado Acordo s6bre 
educagdo rural, o qual, assinado a 20 de outubro atimo polo Ministro 
da Agricultura e polo Presidente da "Inter-American Educational 
Foundation, Inc.", dispoe acerca do estabelecimento desse programa 
e dos metodos de p6-lo em pratica. 

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os 
protestos da minha mais alta consideragdo. 

Jo.2i.o NEVES DA. FONTOURA 

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor ADOLF BERLE Jr., 
Embaixador dos Estados Uniclos da America. 

Translation 

URGENT 
DE C/SE B/DAI/38/524.22(22) 

Mn. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your Embassy's note 

No. 375, of January 21st last, relative to a program of cooperation in 
Rural Education between the United States of Brazil and the United 
States of America, and which was the subject of an Agreement 
entered into by the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., 
and the Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil. 
2. It was established in the said Agreement that the Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc., a corporation of the Office of Inter-
American Affairs and an agency of the Government of the United 
States of America, will make available for the execution of that pro-
gram a sum of $250,000.00 (two hundred and fifty thousand dollars), 
United States currency, and the Ministry of Agriculture will con-
tribute the equivalent in Brazilian currency of $750,000.00 (seven 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars), this amount to be in addition 
to the regular budget of the Brazilian Government for rural education. 

3. This cooperative program will be carried out by a special organiza-
tion to be created within the Ministry of Agriculture, and pursuant 
to the specific project agreements which will define the kind of work 
to be undertaken and the cost thereof. These project agreements 
will be signed by the officials representing the Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc. and the Ministry of Agriculture. 

M INISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
RIO DE JANEIRO. 

February 15, 1946. 
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4. The Government of the United States of America will furnish
through the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., such
educators, specialists and technicians as it may consider appropriate
in order to collaborate with their Brazilian colleagues in the realization
of the foregoing program.
5. The material, equipment and property acquired by virtue of this
plan shall remain the property of the Government of Brazil upon the
conclusion of the agreement referred to above, which agreement is
expected to terminate on June 30, 1948.
6. In reply, I have to confirm to Your Excellency the fact that the
Brazilian Government has approved the aforementioned Agreement
on rural education which, signed on October 20th last, by the Minister
of Agriculture and by the President of the Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc., embodies the details relative to the establish-
ment and the methods of fulfillment of this cooperative educational
program.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

JoAO NEVES DA FONTOURA

His Excellency ADOLF BEBLE Jr.,
Ambassador of the United States of America.
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AGREEMENT ON RURAL EDUCATION BETWEEN THE MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL AND THE INTER-
AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.

The Ministry of Agriculture of the United States of Brazil (herein-
after called the Ministry of Agriculture) and the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc., a corporation of the Office of Inter-
American Affairs and an agency of the Government of the United
States of America (hereinafter called the "Foundation"), have de-
cided to enter into the following agreement to undertake a cooperative
educational program to promote Inter-American understanding by
bringing about a better interchange of educators, educational ideas
and methods between Brazil and the United States of America, pur-
suant to Resolution 28 adopted by the First Conference of Ministers
and Directors of Education of the American Republics held in Panama
in September and October of 1943. [']

Clause I
The objectives of this cooperative educational program are: Objectives.

a) the development of closer relations between teachers of voca-
tional agriculture in the United States of Brazil and the United
States of America;

b) the interchange and training of Brazilian and American special-
ists in vocational agriculture;

c) the development of such other projects in the field of rural
education as may be of mutual interest to the parties.

Clause II
The methods of carrying out the said cooperative educational Methods.

program are expected to include:
A. The furnishing by the Foundation of a small Field Staff

of specialists in vocational agriculture to collaborate in the
realization of the cooperative educational program;

B. The development and realization, in cooperation with various
Brazilian authorities, of programs related to:
1. Studies and surveys relative to the educational needs of
Brazil and of the United States of America, especially in the
field of vocational agriculture, and of the resources which are
available to meet them;
2. Grants to permit Brazilian administrators, educators, and
special service personnel to go to the United States of America
to study, to lecture, to teach and to interchange ideas and

[Not printed.]
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The Ministry of Agriculture of the United States of Brazil (herein-
after called the Ministry of Agriculture) and the Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc., a corporation of the Office of Inter-
American Affairs and an agency of the Government of the United 
States of America (hereinafter called the "Foundation"), have de-
cided to enter into the following agreement to undertake a cooperative 
educational program to promote Inter-American understanding by 
bringing about a better interchange of educators, educational ideas 
and methods between Brazil and the United States of America, pur-
suant to Resolution 28 adopted by the First Conference of Ministers 
and Directors of Education of the American Republics held in Panama 
in September and October of 1943. [i] 

Clause I 

The objectives of this cooperative educational program are: 

a) the development of closer relations between teachers of voca-
tional agriculture in the United States of Brazil and the United 
States of America; 

b) the interchange and training of Brazilian and American special-
ists in vocational agriculture; 

c) the development of such other projects in the field of rural 
education as may be of mutual interest to the parties. 

Clause II 

The methods of carrying out the said cooperative educational 
program are expected to include: 

A. The furnishing by the Foundation of a small Field Staff 
of specialists in vocational agriculture to collaborate in the 
realization of the cooperative educational program; 

B. The development and realization, in cooperation with various 
Brazilian authorities, of programs related to: 
1. Studies and surveys relative to the educational needs of 
Brazil and of the United States of America, especially in the 
field of vocational agriculture, and of the resources which are 
available to meet them; 
2. Grants to permit Brazilian administrators, educators, and 
special service personnel to go to the United States of America 
to study, to lecture, to teach and to interchange ideas and 

I [Not printed.] 
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Methods. 
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experiences with administrators, educators, and specialists
in the United States of America;
3. The organization and development of teacher training
programs in vocational agriculture;
4. The purchase of equipment, the preparation of teaching
materials, and the development of such media as the radio,
films, rural missions, bookmobiles and circulating museums;

C. The use of whatever other methods and means which may
be mutually considered appropriate for the realization of
the objectives of this cooperative educational program.

Clause III
The Field Staff of the Foundation, mentioned in Clause II, Section

A, of this agreement, shall be of such size as the Foundation shall
deem advisable and shall be under the direction of an official of the
Foundation who shall have the title of "Special Representative,
Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc." (hereinafter called
the "Special Representative of the Foundation") and who shall be
the representative in Brazil of the Foundation in connection with
the program to be undertaken in accordance with this agreement.
The Special Representative and the other members of the Field Staff
of the Foundation shall be acceptable to the Minister of State of
Agriculture.

Clause IV
There shall be created as an integral part of the Ministry of Agri-

culture of Brazil a special Commission, which shall have the name of
"Comissao Brasileiro-Americana de Educagao das Populaqces Rurais"
(hereinafter referred to as the "CBAR") and which shall act as the
executing body in the realization of the cooperative educational
program. The Superintendente do Ensino Agrfcola e Veterinario of
the Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil shall be Superintendent of the
CBAR. The Special Representative of the Foundation shall partici-
pate in the CBAR with the designation of "United States of America
Representative in the CBAR", and the other members of the Field
Staff of the Foundation shall participate in the activities of the
CBAR and of the cooperative educational program in general in
such capacities as shall be determined by mutual agreement between
the Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of
the Foundation.

Clause V

A. The cooperative educational program shall consist of individual
projects. Each project shall be embodied in a written Project Agree-
ment which shall be mutually agreed upon and signed by the Super-
intendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the Foun-
dation and which shall define the kind of work to be done, the alloca-
tion of funds therefor and the parties responsible for execution and
such other matters as the parties mentioned shall desire to include.

B. The selection of Brazilian Specialists to be sent to the United
States of America pursuant to this program, as well as the programs
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experiences with administrators, educators, and specialists 
in the United States of America; 
3. The organization and development of teacher training 
programs in vocational agriculture; 
4. The purchase of equipment, the preparation of teaching 
materials, and the development of such media as the radio, 
films, rural missions, bookmobiles and circulating museums; 

C. The use of whatever other methods and means which may 
be mutually considered appropriate for the realization of 
the objectives of this cooperative educational program. 

Clause III 

The Field Staff of the Foundation, mentioned in Clause II, Section 
A, of this agreement, shall be of such size as the Foundation shall 
deem advisable and shall be under the direction of an official of the 
Foundation who shall have the title of "Special Representative, 
Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc." (hereinafter called 
the "Special Representative of the Foundation") and who shall be 
the representative in Brazil of the Foundation in connection with 
the program to be undertaken in accordance with this agreement. 
The Special Representative and the other members of the Field Staff 
of the Foundation shall be acceptable to the Minister of State of 
Agriculture. 

Clause IV 

There shall be created as an integral part of the Ministry of Agri-
culture of Brazil a special Commission, which shall have the name of 
"Comisstio Brasileiro-Americana de Educacito das PopulagOes Rurais" 
(hereinafter referred to as the "CBAR") and which shall act as the 
executing body in the realization of the cooperative educational 
program. The Superintendente do Ensino Agricola e Veterinario of 
the Ministry of Agriculture of Brazil shall be Superintendent of the 
CBAR. The Special Representative of the Foundation shall partici-
pate in the CBAR with the designation of "United States of America 
Representative in the CBAR", and the other members of the Field 
Staff of the Foundation shall participate in the activities of the 
CBAR and of the cooperative educational program in general in 
such capacities as shall be determined by mutual agreement between 
the Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of 
the Foundation. 

Clause V 

A. The cooperative educational program shall consist of individual 
projects. Each project shall be embodied in a written Project Agree-
ment which shall be mutually agreed upon and signed by the Super-
intendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the Foun-
dation and which shall define the kind of work to be done, the alloca-
tion of funds therefor and the parties responsible for execution and 
such other matters as the parties mentioned shall desire to include. 

B. The selection of Brazilian Specialists to be sent to the United 
States of America pursuant to this program, as well as the programs 
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of training which they shall follow, shall be made by mutual written
agreement between the Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special
Representative of the Foundation.

C. The general policies and procedures governing the realization of
the cooperative educational program, the carrying out of the projects,
and the operations of the CBAR such as, the disbursement and ac-
counting of funds, the purchase, use, inventory, control and disposi-
tion of property, the appointment and discharge of personnel of the
CBAR and their conditions of employment, and any other adminis-
trative matters, shall be determined and established by mutual written
agreement between the Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special
Representative of the Foundation. All contracts of the CBAR, as
well as all disbursements from the CBAR bank account, shall bear
the joint signatures of the Superintendent of the CBAR and of the
Special Representative of the Foundation, in his capacity as United
States of America Representative in the CBAR. The books and
records of the CBAR relating to the cooperative educational program
shall be open at all times for inspection by representatives of the Gov-
ernment of Brazil and of the Foundation, and the Superintendent of
the CBAR shall render reports to the Government of Brazil and to
the Foundation at such intervals as may be agreed upon between the
Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the
Foundation.

Clause VI
It is contemplated that the projects to be undertaken in accord-

ance with this cooperative educational agreement shall include assist-
ance to, and cooperation with other Brazilian Institutions of an official
or semi-official character. Funds of the CBAR and other resources
contributed by the parties hereto may be allocated and expended for
such purposes upon the authority of written project agreements as
provided in the preceding clause. Additional or supplementary con-
tributions of whatever nature or source may be accepted and used for
projects in furtherance of this cooperative Educational Agreement.

Clause VII
In view of the fact that the CBAR is a part of the Ministry of

Agriculture, the CBAR and all its personnel shall enjoy the same
rights and privileges which are enjoyed by other divisions of the
Ministry of Agriculture and by the personnel of the same.

Clause VIII
All funds, materials, equipment and supplies acquired for the

CBAR shall become the property of the Government of Brazil and
shall be devoted to the Program. The Superintendent of the CBAR
and the Special Representative of the Foundation shall determine by
mutual agreement the precise disposition and use of any funds and
any personnel property remaining unobligated or unexpended on the
termination of this agreement.

Policies and pro-
cedures.

Reports.

Projects to be under-
taken.

Contributions.

Rights and privi-
leges of CBARB.

Funds, materials,
etc., of CBAR to
become property of
Brazilian Government.
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tion of property, the appointment and discharge of personnel of the 
CBAR and their conditions of employment, and any other adminis-
trative matters, shall be determined and established by mutual written 
agreement between the Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special 
Representative of the Foundation. All contracts of the CBAR, as 
well as all disbursements from the CBAR bank account, shall bear 
the joint signatures of the Superintendent of the CBAR and of the 
Special Representative of the Foundation, in his capacity as United 
States of America Representative in the CBAR. The books and 
records of the CBAR relating to the cooperative educational program 
shall be open at all times for inspection by representatives of the Gov-
ernment of Brazil and of the Foundation, and the Superintendent of 
the CBAR shall render reports to the Government of Brazil and to 
the Foundation at such intervals as may be agreed upon between the 
Superintendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the 
Foundation. 

Clause VI 

It is contemplated that the projects to be undertaken in accord-
ance with this cooperative educational agreement shall include assist-
ance to, and cooperation with other Brazilian Institutions of an official 
or semi-official character. Funds of the CBAR and other resources 
contributed by the parties hereto may be allocated and expended for 
such purposes upon the authority of written project agreements as 
provided in the preceding clause. Additional or supplementary con-
tributions of whatever nature or source may be accepted and used for 
projects in furtherance of this cooperative Educational Agreement. 

Clause VII 

In view of the fact that the CBAR is a part of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, the CBAR and all its personnel shall enjoy the same 
rights and privileges which are enjoyed by other divisions of the 
Ministry of Agriculture and by the personnel of the same. 

Clause VIII 

All funds, materials, equipment and supplies acquired for the 
CBAR shall become the property of the Government of Brazil and 
shall be devoted to the Program. The Superintendent of the CBAR 
and the Special Representative of the Foundation shall determine by 
mutual agreement the precise disposition and use of any funds and 
any personnel property remaining unobligated or unexpended on the 
termination of this agreement. 
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Clause IX
A. The Foundation shall determine and pay the salaries and other

expenses directly payable to the members of the Field Staff, as well
as such other committments of an administrative nature as the Founda-
tion may incur in connection with the development of this program,
from the sumof One Hundred and Twenty-Five Thousand ($125,000.00)
Dollars, U.S. Currency, which it will retain and which for the pur-
poses of this agreement shall be denominated the "Administrative
Funds of the Foundation".

B. In addition, the Foundation shall deposit in a special bank
account, in a Brazilian bank mutually agreed upon by the Superin-
tendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the Foun-
dation, to the account of the CBAR, the sum of One Hundred
and Twenty-Five Thousand ($125,000.00) Dollars, U.S. Currency.
These funds, which shall, for the purposes of this agreement, be
denominated the "Program Funds of the Foundation", shall be
deposited by the Foundation on the following dates in the following
amounts:

During January 1946 U. S. $ 40, 000. 00
During January 1947 U. S. $ 45, 000. 00
During January 1948 U. S. $ 40, 000. 00
Total to be deposited U. S. $125, 000. 00
Administrative Funds of the Foundation U. S. $125, 000. 00

Total contribution of the Foundation U. S. $250, 000. 00

C. The Foundation furthermore expresses its intention and willing-
ness to place at the disposition of the cooperative educational program,
whenever in the judgment of the Foundation that may be possible,
the organization and staff of the Foundation in the United States of
America, its knowledge of, and contacts with, cooperating educational
agencies in the United States of America and its experience and
special facilities which, within the limitations of available resources,
are expected to provide many of the necessary services to enable
Brazilian educators and special service personnel to derive maximum
profit from their stay in the United States of America.

Clause X
The Government of the United States of Brazil, in addition to its

regular budget for rural education, shall deposit in the same special
bank account, to the order of the CBAR, the equivalent in Brazilian
currency of Seven Hundred and Fifty Thousand ($750,000.00)
Dollars, U.S. Currency, on the following dates and in the following
amounts:

During January 1946
During January 1947
During January 1948
Total to be deposited

U. S. $ 250, 000. 00
U. S. $ 250, 000. 00
U. S. $ 250, 000. 00
U. S. $ 750, 000. 00
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ness to place at the disposition of the cooperative educational program, 
whenever in the judgment of the Foundation that may be possible, 
the organization and staff of the Foundation in the United States of 
America, its knowledge of, and contacts with, cooperating educational 
agencies in the United States of America and its experience and 
special facilities which, within the limitations of available resources, 
are expected to provide many of the necessary services to enable 
Brazilian educators and special service personnel to derive maximum 
profit from their stay in the United States of America. 
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The Government of the United States of Brazil, in addition to its 
regular budget for rural education, shall deposit in the same special 
bank account, to the order of the CBAR, the equivalent in Brazilian 
currency of Seven Hundred and Fifty Thousand ($750,000.00) 
Dollars, U.S. Currency, on the following dates and in the following 
amounts: 
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Clause XI
The Government of Brazil, in addition to its contribution as pro-

vided herein, shall in agreement with the Special Representative of
the Foundation: (a) appoint specialists to collaborate with the Field
Staff of the Foundation; (b) collaborate with the CBAR in making
available office space, office equipment, furnishings and other such
facilities, materials, equipment, supplies and services as it may con-
veniently provide for the said program; and (c) lend the general
assistance thereto of the other Departments of the Government of
Brazil.

Clause XII
The funds deposited by either party for any year shall not be

drawn until the funds for the same year are deposited by the other
party. Funds deposited by either party and not matched by the
required deposit of the other party shall be returned to the contributor.

Clause XIII
All the funds mentioned in this agreement, that is, of the Govern-

ment of Brazil, of the Foundation and of the CBAR, shall continue
to be available for the said cooperative educational program during
the existence of this agreement, without regard to annual periods or
fiscal years of either of the parties.

Clause XIV
Interest on funds of the CBAR, and any income, upon investments

of the CBAR, and any increment of assets of the CBAR, of whatever
nature or source, shall be dedicated to the realization of the program
and shall not be credited against the contributions of the Government
of Brazil or of the Foundation.

Clause XV
In view of the fact that many purchases of materials, supplies, and

equipment and other disbursements relating to the execution of the
Program, as well as other payments and disbursements on behalf of
Brazilian personnel sent on grants to the United States of America,
must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Super-
intendent of the CBAR and the Special Representative of the Founda-
tion may agree to withhold from the payments to be made by the
Foundation into the bank account of the CBAR the amounts deemed
to be necessary to pay for such purchases and disbursements in the
United States of America. Such amounts shall be considered as if
deposited under the terms of this agreement. Any funds so withheld
by the Foundation for such purposes and not expended or obligated
therefor shall be deposited in the said bank account at any time upon
the mutual agreement of the Superintendent of the CBAR and the
Special Representative of the Foundation.

Additional aid by
Brazilian Government.

Matching of funds.

Availability of
funds.
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funds.

Withholding of
funds from CBAR
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Clause XVI
In the event that, upon the expiration of each twelve-month period

of this agreement, calculated from the date of its execution, and again
six months before its expiration, the Foundation deems that the funds,
which it has set aside as "Administrative Funds of the Foundation",
will be more than are needed for that purpose for the entire period of
the program, the Foundation will thereupon advise the Superintendent
of the CBAR of the surplus which it can accordingly make available
for projects, and such additional sums shall be paid into the bank
account of the CBAR or shall be otherwise disposed of pursuant to
this Agreement.

Clause XVII
All the funds introduced into Brazil by the Foundation for the pur-

poses of the cooperative educational program shall be exempt from
all taxes, service charges, investment or deposit requirements and
other currency controls, and shall be converted into Cruzeiros at the
most favorable rate of exchange which the Government of Brazil
or any of its Agencies or any Brazilian bank concedes to the Govern-
ment of Brazil or to any of its Departments or to any other Nation,
organization, or individual. Similarly, where it may be necessary or
advisable to convert Cruzeiros into Dollars for the financing of grants
or for other expenditures in the United States of America, the con-
version of Cruzeiros into Dollars shall be made at the official rate of
exchange.

Clause XVIII
The Government of Brazil accepts and recognizes the Foundation

as a corporate agency of the Government of the United States of
America, having juridic personality, and, accordingly, the Foundation
shall be exempt and immune from, among other things, any and all
taxes, fees, charges, imposts, and custom duties, whether national,
state, provincial or municipal, and from all requirements for licenses.
The personnel of the Foundation who are citizens of the United States
of America shall be exempt from all Brazilian income taxes and social
security taxes with respect to the income on which they are obliged
to pay income taxes or social security taxes in the United States of
America. Such personnel shall also be exempt from the payment of
customs or other duties on personal effects and on goods, equipment
and supplies imported or exported for their own personal use or for the
personal use of the members of their families.

Clause XIX
Any right, privilege, power, or duty conferred by this Agreement

upon either the Superintendent of the CBAR or the Special Repre-
sentative of the Foundation may be delegated by the recipient thereof
to representatives, provided that each such representative be satis-
factory to the said official of the other Government. But regardless
of the naming of such representatives, the Superintendent of the CBAR
and the Special Representative of the Foundation shall have the right
to refer any matter directly to one another for discussion and decision.
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Clause XX
The Executive Power of the Government of Brazil will take the

necessary steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders, or resolutions
necessary to carry out the terms of this agreement.

Cooperation by
Executive Power of
Government of
Brazil.

Clause XXI
This agreement may be amended from time to time, if deemed Amendments.

advisable by the parties hereto, but all amendments shall be in writing
and signed by a representative of the Government of Brazil and of the
Foundation duly authorized thereto.

Clause XXII
This Agreement shall become effective the 1st. of January, 1946,

and shall remain in force through June 30, 1948, and may be extended
by mutual written agreement. And in pursuance thereto there shall
be an exchange of diplomatic notes between the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the United States of Brazil and the Embassy of the United
States of America in Brazil.

In Witness Whereof the undersigned, duly authorized thereto,
sign the present agreement in duplicate, in the English and Portuguese
languages, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, this twentieth day of October,
nineteen hundred and forty-five.

FOR THE
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL
APOLONIO JORGE DE FARIA SALLES
Minister of State of Agriculture

and
FOR THE INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.
KENNETH HOLLAND

President

Effective date; peri-
od In force; extension.
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Clause XX 

The Executive Power of the Government of Brazil will take the 
necessary steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders, or resolutions 
necessary to carry out the terms of this agreement. 

Clause XXI 

This agreement may be amended from time to time, if deemed 
advisable by the parties hereto, but all amendments shall be in writing 
and signed by a representative of the Government of Brazil and of the 
Foundation duly authorized thereto. 

Clause XXII 

This Agreement shall become effective the 1st. of January, 1946, 
and shall remain in force through June 30, 1948, and may be extended 
by mutual written agreement. And in pursuance thereto there shall 
be an exchange of diplomatic notes between the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the United States of Brazil and the Embassy of the United 
States of America in Brazil. 

In Witness Whereof the undersigned, duly authorized thereto, 
sign the present agreement in duplicate, in the English and Portuguese 
languages, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, this twentieth day of October, 
nineteen hundred and forty-five. 

FOR THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 

APOLONIO JORGE DE FARIA SALLES 
Minister of State of Agriculture 

and 

FOR THE INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC. 

KENNETH HOLLAND 
President 

Cooperation by 
Executive Power of 
Government of 
Brazil. 
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ACORDO CELEBRADO ENTRE O MINISTERIO DA AGRICULTURA DOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL E A "INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION, INC.", SOBRE A EDUCACAO RURAL.

O Minist6rio da Agricultura dos Estados Unidos do Brasil (dora-
vante chamado "Ministerio da Agricultura") e a "Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc.", corporagao subordinada ao "Office
of Inter-American Affairs" e, portanto, agencia do Governo dos
Estados Unidos da America (doravante, "Fundagao"), firmam o
presente Ac6rdo para a realizagao de um programa de cooperagao
educacional, visando maior aproximagao inter-americana, mediante
intercambio intensivo de educadores, id6ias e m6todos pedag6gicos
entre ambos paises, de conformidade cor a Resolugao 28, adotada
pela i1 Conferencia de Ministros e Diretores de Educagao das Repi-
blicas Americanas, realizada no Panama, durante os meses de setem-
bro e outubro de 1943.

Cldusula I
O presente Ac6rdo visa:-

a) desenvolver relag6es mais intimas entre professores do ensino
profissional agricola dos Estados Unidos do Brasil e dos Estados
Unidos da America.

b) facilitar o intercambio e o treinamento de brasileiros e ameri-
canos especializados em ensino profissional agricola;

c) possibilitar que, no setor da educagao rural, sejam programadas
outras atividades que possam interessar a ambas as partes con-
tratantes.

Cliusula II
Para ser levado a efeito, o mencionado programa de cooperacao

educacional podera incluir:

a) O fornecimento por parte da Fundagao de um pequeno corpo de
especialistas em ensino agricola, para colaborar na realizagao do

programa cooperativo.
b) A preparagao e realizagao, em cooperagao cor as diversas

autoridades brasileiras, de programas referentes a:-
1-estudos e pesquises que se prendam As necessidades educa-

cionais do Brasil e dos Estados Unidos da America, especial-
mente no que diz respeito a educacao rural e aos recursos
disponiveis para tal fim;

2- concessao de meios que permitam a administradores, edu-
cadores e tecnicos ir aos Estados Unidos da America, cor o
fim de estudar, proferir conferencias, lecionar e permutar
ideias e experiencia cor seus colegas daquele pals;

3 - a realizagao de programas de treinamento de professores no
ramo do ensino profissional agricola;
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4-a aquisigao de equipamento, preparagao dematerial de
ensino, utilizagao de recursos tais como o radio, o cinema,
as miss6es rurais, as bibliotecas e os museus circulantes.

c- A utilizagao de quaisquer outros meios que possam ser con-
siderados, por ambas as partes, convenientes a realizacao deste
programa de cooperagao educacional.

Cldusula III
O corpo de especialistas da Fundagao, mencionado na letra (A)

da clausula II deste Acordo, sera constituido como aquela entidade
julgar preferivel e estara sob a diregao de um funcionario da mesma,
que recebera o titulo de "Representante Especial da Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc. (doravante chamado "Representante
Especial da Fundagao"). Esse funcionario atuara como delegado
da Fundagao no Brasil, para todos os efeitos do presente Ac6rdo.
Tanto o Representante Especial como cada um dos membros do
corpo de especialistas da Fundagao devem ser personnae gratae do
Ministro de Estado da Agricultura.

COdusula IV
Sera criada, como parte integrante do Ministerio da Agricultura,

uma comissao especial denominada "Comissao Brasileiro-Americana
de Educagao das PopulagSes Rurais" (doravante mencionada sob asigla "C.B.A.R."), que atuara como 6rgao executivo na realizagao
do programa de cooperagao educacional. O Superintendente do
Ensino Agricola e Veterinario do Minist6rio da Agricultura sera o
Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e representara o Ministro da Agricul-
tura para todos os efeitos deste acordo. O Representante Especial
da Fundacao participara da C.B.A.R. com a designagao de "Re-
presentante Americano junto A C.B.A.R." Os outros membros do
corpo de especialistas da Fundagao tomarao parte nas atividades da
C.B.A.R. e no programa cooperativo em geral, conforme lhes fordeterminado em virtude do entendimento entre o Superintendente
da C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagao.

ClMusula V
A - O programa de cooperagao educacional sera constituido por meio
de projetos para cada caso especial. Cada projeto, corporificado
num documento escrito, representara a decisao e contera as assi-
naturas do Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e do Representante Especial
da Fundagao. Os projetos especiais deverao conter a especificagao
do trabalho a ser realizado e a correspondente distribuicao de verbas,alem de outros assuntos que as partes contratantes desejarem incluir.
B - A seleqao dos especialistas brasileiros que, de conformidade cor
6ste programa, forem enviados aos Estados Unidos da America, serafeita mediante ac6rdo escrito, efetuado entre o Superintendente da
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundacao.
C - As normas reguladoras da realizagao do programa de cooperagao
educacional, a execugao dos projetos, as operacoes da C.B.A.R. (tais
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4 aquisicao de equipamento, preparacao dematerial de 
ensino, utilizacao de recursos tais como o radio, o cinema, 
as missoes rurais, as bibliotecas e os museus circulantes. 

c — A utilizacao de quaisquer outros meios que possam ser con-
siderados, por ambas as partes, convenientes a realizacao deste 
programa de cooperagao educacional. 

adusula III 

0 corpo de especialistas da Fundagao, mencionado na letra (A) 
da clausula II deste Acordo, sera constituido como aquela entidade 
julgar preferIvel e estarn, sob a direcao de um funcionario da mesma, 
que recebera o titulo de "Representante Especial da Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc. (doravante chamado "Representante 
Especial da Fundaga'o"). nsse funcionkrio atuara como delegado 
da Fundacao no Brasil, para todos os efeitos do presente AcOrdo. 
Tanto o Representante Especial como cada um dos membros do 
corpo de especialistas da Fundacao devem ser personnae gratae do 
Ministro de Estado da Agricultura. 

aciusula IV 

Sera, criada, como parte integrante do Ministerio da Agricultura, 
uma comissao especial denominada "Comissito Brasileiro-Americana 
de Educagao das Populagoes Rurais" (doravante mencionada sob a 
sigla "C.B.A.R."), que atuara como orgao executivo n.a rea,lizacao 
do programa de cooperagao educacional. 0 Superintendente do 
Ensino Agricola e Veterinario do Ministerio da Agricultura sera o 
Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e representark o Ministro da Agricul-
tura para todos os efeitos deste actirdo. 0 Representante Especial 
da Fundacao participara, da C.B.A.R. corn a designacao de "Re-
presentante American° junto a C.B.A.R." Os outros membros do 
corpo de especialistas da Fundagao tomarao parte nas atividades da 
C.B.A.R. e no programa cooperativo em geral, conforme lhes for 
determinado em virtude do entendimento entre o Superintendente 
da C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundacao. 

Cldusula V 

A — 0 programa de cooperagao educacional sera constituido por meio 
de projetos para cada caso especial. Cada projeto, corporificado 
num document° escrito, representara a decisao e contera, as assi-
naturas do Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e do Representante Especial 
da Fundagao. Os projetos especiais deverao conter a especificagao 
do trabalho a ser realizado e a correspondente distribuicao de verbas, 
alem de outros assuntos que as partes contratante,s degejarem incluir. 

B — A selegao dos especialistas brasileiros que, de conformidade corn 
este programa, forem enviados aos Estados Unidos da America, seri" 
feita mediante acerdo escrito, efetuado entre o Superintendente da 
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundactio. 

C — As normas reguladoras da realizagio do programa de cooperactio 
educacional, a execucrio dos projetos, as operagOes da C.B.A.R. (tais 
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como: aplicagao e contabilidade de verbas, aquisigao, uso, inventSrio,
contr16e e disposigao de bens, admissao e dispensa de pessoal, condi-
c6es de emprego), e quaisquer outros assuntos administrativos,

serao determinados e estabelecidos por ac6rdo firmado entre o Su-
perintendente da C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagao.
Todos os contratos da C.B.A.R., bem como todas as despesas contra
a conta bancaria da C.B.A.R., deverao ser assinados pelo Superin-
tendente da Comissao e pelo Representante Especial da Fundacao,
na sua capacidade de Representante Americano junto a C.B.A.R.
Em qualquer tempo, os livros e os arquivos da comissao, referentes
ao programa de cooperagao educacional, poderao ser inspecionados
por autoridades do Governo brasileiro ou da Fundagao. 0 Supe-
rintendente da C.B.A.R. enviara relat6rios ao Governo brasileiro e
A Fundagao em periodos que serao determinados mediante entendi-
mento cor o Representante Especial da Fundagao.

Cldusula VI

Os programas a serem elaborados e postos em execuqao conforme
estabelece o presente Ac6rdo deverao ser organizados de modo a servi-
rem a instituio6es federais e estaduais, assim como a outras instituigoes
brasileiras, oficiais ou semi-oficiais. Os fundos da C.B.A.R. e os
outros recursos fornecidos pelas partes contratantes podergo ser
aplicados para Asse fim, mediante a autorizagao conferida pelos pro-
jetos especiais a que se refere a clausula anterior. Podergo tamb6m
ser aceitas e utilizadas, nesse programa de coopera§ao educacional,
contribuigoes suplementares ou adicionais, qualquer que seja a sua
natureza ou procedencia, obedecidas as prescrigoes deste Ac6rdo.

Cldusula VII

Sendo a C.B.A.R. parte integrante do Minist6rio da Agricultura,
serao conferidos a ela e a todo o seu pessoal todos os direitos e privi-
legios de que gozem as outras repartig6es do mesmo Minist6rio e seus
servidores.

Cldusula VIII

As dotagoes, o material, o equipamento e as instalagoes pertencentes
a C.B.A.R. considerar-se-ao propriedade do GovArno brasileiro e
serao empregados na execugao do programa. 0 Superintendente da
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagao determinarao,
por acordo mdtuo, o destino a ser dado a quaisquer dos fundos ou
bens que permanegam esobrigados, ou que nao tenham sido gastos
quando da terminagao deste Acordo.

CIdusula IX

A - Para execugao deste Ac6rdo, a Fundacao compromete-se a
estipular e pagar os salarios e outras despesas dos membros do seu
corpo de especialistas, bem como quaisquer outros compromissos de
natureza administrativa que ela venha a assumir para a execugao
deste programa, ate un total de US$.... 125.000,00 d6lares, moeda
corrente dos Estados Unidos. Essa contribuigao ficara retida nos
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como: aplicacAo e contabilidade de verbas, aquisico, uso, inventhrio, 
contra° e disposigilo de bens, admissiin e dispensa de pessoal, condi-
goes de empr6go), e quaisquer outros assuntos administrativos, 
serAo determinados e estabelecidos por acOrdo firmado entre o Su-
perintendente da C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagao. 
Todos os contratos da C.B.A.R., bem como todas as despesas contra 
a conta bancaria da C.B.A.R., deverito ser assinados pelo Superin-
tendente da Cornissao e pelo Representante Especial da Fimdagao, 
na sua capacidade de Representante American° junto a C.B.A.R. 
Em qualquer tempo, os livros e os arquivos da comisstio, referentes 
ao programa de cooperacao educacional, poderfin ser inspecionados 
por autoridades do GovArno brasileiro ou da Fundactio. 0 Supe-
rintendent° da C.B.A.R. enviar6, relatorios ao Govern° brasileiro e 
Fundagan em periodos que sera° determinados mediante entendi-

mento corn o Representante Especial da Fundactio. 

Clciusula, VI 

Os programas a serem elaborados e postos em execuctin conforme 
estabelece o presente Acordo deverao ser organizados de modo a servi-
rem a instituicees federais e estaduais, assim como a outras instituigOes 
brasileiras, oficiais ou semi-oficiais. Os fundos da C.B.A.R. e os 
outros recursos fornecidos poles partes contratantes poderlio ser 
aplicados para esse fin, mediante a autorizacao conferida pelos pro-
jetos especiais a que se refere a clitusula anterior. Poderito tambem 
ser aceitas e utilizadas, nesse programa de cooperactio educacional, 
contribuic6es suplementares ou adicionais, qualquer que seja a sua 
natureza ou proced6ncia, obedecidas as prescrig6es deste Ac6rdo. 

Clausula VII 

Send° a C.B.A.R. parte integrante do Ministerio da Agricultura, 
serAo conferidos a ela e a todo o seu pessoal todos os direitos e privi-
legios de que gozem as outras repartigOes do mesmo Ministerio e seus 
servidores. 

Clciusula VIII 

As dotagees, o material, o equipamento e as instalag6es pertencentes 
a. C.B.A.R. considerar-se-A'o propriedade do Croverno brasileiro e 
serAo empregados na execucio do programa. 0 Superintendent° da 
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagao determinario, 
por acordo mutuo, o destino a ser dado a quaisquer dos fundos ou 
bens que permanecam esobrigados, on que nAo tenham sido gastos 
quando da terminacao &1st° Acerdo. 

Cklusula IX 

A Para execuclo deste Acerdo, a Fundactio compromete-se a 
estipular e pagar os salarios e outras despesas dos membros do sou 
corpo de especialistas, bem corn° quaisquer outros compromissos de 
natureza administrativa que ela venha a assumir para a execuctio 
deste programa, ate urn total de US$ ....125.000,00 delares, moods 
corrente dos Estados Unidos. Essa contribuicAo ficara retida nos 
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Estados Unidos e, para efeito do presente Ac6rdo, sera denominada:
"Fundos Administrativos da Fundagco."
B - Alem disso, a Fundagao depositara em conta especial, em Banco
brasileiro escolhido de comum ac6rdo pelo Superintendente da
C.B.A.R. e pelo Representante Especial da Fundaqco, a ordem da
C.B.A.R., uma quantia de US$ 125.000,00 d6lares, moeda corrente
dos Estados Unidos. Esses fundos que, para efeito do presente
Ac6rdo, terao o nome de "Fundos para o Programa da Fundagao",
devem ser por esta depositados, parceladamente, nas seguintes datas:-

No decorrer de janeiro de 1946 US$ 40. 000, 00No decorrer de janeiro de 1947 US$ 45. 000, 00
No decorrer de janeiro de 1948 US$ 40. 000, 00

Total a ser depositado US$ 125. 000, 00
Fundos administrativos da Fundaao US$ 125. 000, 00

Contribuigao total da Fundacao US$ 250. 000, 00

C-A Fundaqao manifesta ainda o desejo de colocar a disposigao
deste programa cooperativo, sempre que Ihe for possivel, os elementos
e o pessoal de que dispoe nos Estados Unidos, seus conhecimentos e
contatos cor 6rgaos empenhados em atividades de cooperagao edu-
cacional naquele pafs, al6m de sua experiSncia e de facilidades especiais
que, dentro da limitagao dos recursos disponiveis, poderao ser de
grande utilidade a educadores e a tecnicos brasileiros, permitindolhes
aproveitar ao maximo a sua permanncia nos Estados Unidos da
Am6rica.

Cldusula X
Independentemente das dota6ges atribuidas em seu orgamento

regular para o ensino rural, o Governo brasileiro depositara, parcela-
damente, na mesma conta especial, a ordem da C.B.A.R., o equiva-
lente em moeda brasileira a US$ 750.000,00 (setecentos e cinquenta mil
d6lares,) moeda corrente americana, observados os seguintes prazos:

No decorrer de janeiro de 1946 US$ 250. 000, 00
No decorrer de janeiro de 1947 US$ 250. 000, 00No decorrer de janeiro de 1948 US$ 250. 000, 00

Total a ser depositado US$ 750. 000, 00

Cdusula XI
Alem dessa contribuigao em dinheiro, o Governo brasileiro, de

ac6rdo cor o Representante Especial da Fundagao, devera:
a) designar tecnicos para colaborar cor o corpo de especialistas

da Fundagao;
b) colaborar, se Ihe for possfvel, na instalagao dos escrit6rios,

aquisigao do equipamento e do material de expediente, bem
como do que mais se fizer necessario a execugao do programa;

c) proporcionar a colaboragao e a assistencia dos outros departa-
mentos do Govmno brasileiro.
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Estados Unidos e, para efeito do presente Acordo, sere, denominada: 
"Fundos Administrativos da Fundagao." 

B — Alem disso, a Fundagao depositarA em conta especial, em Banco 
brasileiro escolhido de comum acordo polo Superintendente da 
C.B.A.R. e pelo Representante Especial da Fundagao, a, ordem da 
C.B.A.R., uma quantia de US$ 125.000,00 Wares, moeda corrente 
dos Estados Unidos. asses fundos que, para efeito do presente 
Acordo, terao o nome de "Fundos para o Programa da Fundagao", 
devem ser por esta depositados, parceladamente, nas seguintes datas:— 

No decorrer de janeiro de 1946 
No decorrer de janeiro de 1947 
No decorrer de janeiro de 1948 

US$ 40. 000, 00 
US$ 45. 000, 00 
US$ 40. 000, 00 

Total a ser depositado US$ 125. 000, 00 
Fundos administrativos da Fundacao US$ 125. 000, 00 

Contribuictio total da Fundacao US$ 250. 000, 00 

C — A FundagAo manifests, ainda o desejo de colocar a disposigAo 
deste programa cooperativo, sempre que lhe for possivel, os elementos 
e o pessoal de que dispOe nos Estados Unidos, seus conhecimentos e 
contatos corn ergaos empenhados em atividades de cooperagg.o edu-
cacional naquele pals, alem de sua experiencia e de facilidades especiais 
que, dentro da limitagao dos recursos disponiveis, poderito ser de 
grande utilidade a educadores e a tecnicos brasileiros, permitindolhes 
aproveitar ao mftximo a sua permanencia nos Estados Unidos da 
America. 

Cldusula X 

Independentemente das dotagOes atribuidas em seu orgamento 
regular para o ensino rural, o Govern() brasileiro depositare, parcela-
damente, na mesma conta especial, a ordem da C.B.A.R., o equiva-
lente em moeda brasileira a US$ 750.000,00 (setecentos e cinquenta mil 
delares,) moeda corrente americana, observados os seguintes prazos: 

No decorrer de janeiro de 1946 
No decorrer de janeiro de 1947 
No decorrer de janeiro de 1948 

US$ 250. 000, 00 
US$ 250. 000, 00 
US$ 250. 000, 00 

Total a ser depositado US$ 750. 000, 00 

aiusula XI 

Alem dessa contribuicito em dinheiro, o Govern° brasileiro, de 
acordo corn o Representante Especial da Fun.dageo, devera: 

a) designar tdcnicos para colaborar coin o corpo de especialistas 
da Fundagito; 

b) colaborar, se the for possfvel, na instalagfto dos escriterios, 
aquisictio do equipamento e do material de expediente, bem 
como do que mais se fizer nece,ssfuio a execuctio do programa; 

c) proporcionar a colaboragAo e a assistencia dos outros departs-
mentos do Govern° brasileiro. 
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COdusula XII

As quantias referentes a qualquer ano depositadas por uma das
partes contratantes nao poderao ser aplicadas antes que a outra
parte deposite os fundos correspondentes ao mesmo ano. Os fundos
depositados por uma das partes e nao completados pela outra serao
restituidos ao depositante.

Oldusula XIII

Todos os fundos mencionados neste ac6rdo, isto 6, do Govmrno
brasileiro, da Fundagao e da C.B.A.R., deverao continuar A dis-
posigao do programa cooperativo durante a vigencia deste Ac6rdo,
independentemente dos exercfcios financeiros de qualquer das partes.

Cldusula XIV
Os juros sobre os fundos de C.B.A.R. e t6da renda produzida

pelos valores a cr6dito da Comissao, bem como aumento de ativo,
qualquer que seja a sua natureza ou procedencia, deverao ser emprega-
dos na realizagao do programa e nao poderao servir de motivo para que
o Governo brasileiro ou a Fundagao diminuam as suas contribuigoes.

Cldusula XV
Tendo em vista o fato de que frequentemente a aquisigao de ma-

terial e de equipamento, bem como outras despesas relativas A exe-
cugao do programa, inclusive as que forem efetuadas cor o pessoal
brasileiro enviado aos Estados Unidos da America, serao feitas
necessariamente naquele pais, o Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e o
Representante especial da Fundamao poderao acordar que se ex-
cluam dos pagamentos a serem feitos pela FundaQao, a conta de
C.B.A.R., as quantias que forem consideradas necessarias para o
pagamento das referidas compras e despesas nos Estados Unidos da
America. Essas quantias serao consideradas como se tivessem sido
depositadas consoante os termos deste Acordo. Quaisquer fundos
ao dispor da Fundagao cor esta finalidade e nao dispendidos ou
comprometidos cor a mesma servo depositados na referida conta
bancAria a qualquer tempo, mediante entendimento do Superin-
tendente da C.B.A.R. cor o Representante Especial da Fundagao.

Ciusula XVI
Se, ao fim de cada perfodo de 12 (doze) meses, calculado da data

de vigencia deste Acordo, e, ainda, 6 (seis) meses antes de expirar
o seu prazo, a Fundagao chegar a conclusao de que ha saldo nos
fundos que deixou de lado como Fundos Administrativos da Fundacao,
devera comunicar ao Superintendente da C.B.A.R. a quanto monta
Asse saldo que podera ser utilizado em projetos. Essas somas adicio-
nais serao transferidas para a conta bancaria da C.B.A.R., ou entao,
dispendidas de outro modo, obedecido o que estabelece o presente
Acordo.
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Clciusula, XII 

As quantias referentes a qualquer ano depositadas por uma das 
partes contratantes no poderao ser aplicadas antes que a outra 
parte deposite os fundos correspondentes ao mesmo ano. Os fundos 
depositados por uma das partes e no completados pela outra sera° 
restituidos ao depositante. 

Cldusula XIII 

Todos os fundos mencionados neste acOrdo, isto 6, do Govern° 
brasileiro, da Fundacao e da C.B.A.R., deverao continuar a dis-
posicao do programa cooperativo durante a vigencia deste Acordo, 
independentemente dos exercicios financeiros de qualquer das partes. 

adusula XIV 

Os juros sobre os fundos de C.B.A.R. e t6da renda produzida 
pelos valores a credito da Comissao, bem como ailment° de ativo, 
qualquer que seja a sua natureza ou procedencia, deverao ser emprega-
dos na realizacao do programa e nEto podertio servir de motivo para que 
o Govern() brasileiro ou a Fundacao diminuam as suas contribuigOes. 

Cldusula XV 

Tendo em vista o fato de que frequentemente a aquisicao de ma-
terial e de equipamento, bem como outras despesas relativas A exe-
cuctio do programa, inclusive as que forem efetuadas corn o pessoal 
brasileiro enviado aos Estados Unidos da America, sera() feitas 
necessariamente naquele pals, o Superintendente da C.B.A.R. e o 
Representante especial da Fundagao poderao acordar que se ex-
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C.B.A.R., as quantias que forem consideradas necessarias para o 
pagamento das referidas compras e despesas nos Estados Unidos da 
America. Essas quantias serao consideradas como se tivessem sido 
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ao dispor da Fundagao corn esta finalidade e nao dispendidos ou 
comprometidos corn a mesma sera() depositados na referida conta 
bancaria a qualquer tempo, mediante entendimento do Superin-
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Musick XVI 

Se, ao fim de cada period° de 12 (doze) meses, calculado da data 
de vigencia deste Acordo, e, ainda, 6 (seis) meses antes de expirar 
o seu prazo, a Fundagao chegar a conclusao de que ha saldo nos 
fundos que deixou de lado como Fundos Administrativos da Fundacao, 
devera comunicar ao Superintendente da C.B.A.R. a quanto monta 
esse saldo que podera ser utilizado em projetos. Essas somas adicio-
nais serao transferidas para a conta bancLia da C.B.A.R., ou entao, 
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Cldusula XVII

Todos os recursos pecuniarios que a Fundagao trouxer para o
Brasil cor o objetivo de aplica-los nos programas de cooperagao
educacional serao isentos de toda e qualquer taxa de comissoes, das
exigencias para invers6es ou dep6sitos financeiros e de outros contr6les
monetarios; e serao convertidos em cruzeiros ao cambio mais favoravel
que o Govmrno brasileiro ou qualquer das suas repartigoes ou banco
brasileiro conceda a qualquer de seus departamentos ou a qualquer
outra magao, organizagao ou indivfduo. Da mesma forma, sempre
que for aconselhAvel converter cruzeiros em d6lares para quaisquer
despesas nos Estados Unidos da America, essa conversao se fara ao
cambio oficial.

Cidusula XVIII

O Govmrno brasileiro aceita e reconhece a Fundagao como uma
corporagao do Govrno dos Estados Unidos da America, tendo
personalidade jurfdica; por conseguinte, a Fundaqao estara isenta,
entre outras coisas, de quaisquer taxas, contribuigoes, impostos,
cobrancas e tarifas alfandegarias, sejam federals, estaduais, terri-
toriais ou municipais, e de t6das as exigencias para licengas. Os
servidores da Fundaqao que forem cidadaos dos Estados Unidos da
America serao isentos no Brasil do imposto de renda e das taxas de
previdencia social no tocante aqueles rendimentos que ja sejam onera-
dos por 8sse imposto ou por essas taxas nos Estados Unidos da Ame
rica. Esses servidores serao tambem isentos de pagamento de taxas
aduaneiras s6bre objetos de seu uso pessoal ou s6bre bens, equi-
pamento e suprimentos importados ou exportados para seu uso pessoal
ou para uso pessoal de membros de suas familias.

Cliusula XIX

Todo direito, privil6gio, facilidade ou obrigagao conferidos por este
Ac6rdo ao Superintendente da C.B.A.R. ou ao Representante Espe-
cial da Fundagao poderao ser transferidos a representantes de ambos,
desde que isso merega aprovagao da outra parte. Todavia, nao
obstante a existncia de tais representantes, o Superintendente da
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundaaio poderao discutir
e deliberar diretamente um cor o outro s6bre qualquer assunto.

Cliusula XX

O Governo brasileiro tomara as medidas necessarias para obter a
legislacao, os decretos, as ordens ou resolugqes indispensaveis ao fiel
cumprimento deste Ac6rdo.

Cidusula XXI
Este Ac6rdo podera ser alterado se as partes o julgarem necessario,

mas t6das as alteragoes deverao apresentar a forma escrita e ser assi-
nadas por um representante do Governo brasileiro e um da Fundacao,
devidamente autorizados para isso.
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Clciusula XVII 

Todos os recursos pecuniarios que a Fundagao trouxer pars o 
Brasil corn o objetivo de aplica-los nos progTamas de cooperagao 
educacional sera° isentos de toda e qualquer taxa de comissoes, das 
exigencias para inverses ou depesitos financeiros e de outros controles 
monetArios; e sere:0 convertidos em cruzeiros ao cAmbio mais favoravel 
que o Govern() brasileiro ou qualquer das suas repartigees ou banco 
brasileiro conceda a qualquer de seus departamentos ou a qualquer 
outra maga°, organizagito ou indivlduo. Da mesma forma, sempre 
que for aconselhAvel converter cruzeiros em &Mares para quaisquer 
despesas nos Estados Unidos da America, essa conversAo se fare, ao 
cambio oficial. 

Cldusula XVIII 

0 Govern° brasileiro aceita e reconhece a FundagAn como urns 
corporagfin do Governo dos Estados Unidos da America, tendo 
personalidade juridica; por conseguinte, a Fundagan estara isenta, 
entre outras coisas, de quaisquer taxas, contribuigees, impostos, 
cobrangas e tarifas alfandegarias, sejam federais, estaduais, terri-
toriais ou municipais, e de Was as exigencias para licengas. Os 
serv-idores da Fundagan que forem cidadans dos Estados Unidos da 
America serEio isentos no Brasil do imposto de rends e das taxas de 
previdencia social no tocante Aquele,s rendimentos que jâ sejam onera-
dos por &se impost() ou por essas taxas nos Estados Unidos da Am& 
rica. Psses servidores sera° tambem isentos de pagamento de taxas 
aduaneiras Ware objetos de seu uso pessoal ou sobre bens, equi-
pamento e suprimentos importados ou exportados para seu uso pessoal 
ou para uso pessoal de membros de suas familia,s. 

Cldusula XIX 

Todo direito, privilegio, facilidade ou obrigagao conferidos por este 
Acordo ao Superintendente da C.B.A.R. ou ao Representante Espe-
cial da Fundagao poderao ser transferidos a representantes de ambos, 
desde que isso merega aprovagAo da outra parte. Todavia, nAo 
obstante a existencia de tais representantes, o Superintendente da 
C.B.A.R. e o Representante Especial da Fundagan poderto discutir 
e deliberar diretamente urn corn o outro sebre qualquer assunto. 

Clciv,sula XX 

0 Govern() brasileiro tomara as meclidas necessexias para obter a 
os decretos, as ordens ou resolugees indivensaveis ao fiel 

cumprimento deste Acordo. 

Musick XXI 

Este Acordo podera ser alterado se as partes o julgarem necessario, 
mas Vedas as alteragAe„s deverao apresentar a forma escrita e ser assi-
nadas por um representante do Govern() brasileiro e um da Fundagao, 
devidamente autorizados para isso. 
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CZdusula XXII

0 periodo de vigencia do presente Ac6rdo deverA ser de 1° de
janeiro de 1946 a 30 de junho de 1948, e podera ser prorrogado me-
diante ac6rdo escrito.

Para os devidos efeitos, este Ac6rdo sera sujeito a uma troca de
Notas entre o Minist6rio das Relag6es Exteriores do Brasil e a Em-
baixada dos Estados Unidos da America acreditada junto ao Governo
brasileiro.

Em fM do que os Abaixo Assinados, devidamente autorizados,
firmam o presente Ac6rdo, em dois exemplares, nas linguas portugesa
e inglesa, na cidade do Rio de Janeiro, aos vinte dias de outubro de
1945.

PELO MINISTERIO DA AGRICULTURA

APOLONIO JORGE DE FARIA SALLES,
Ministro de Estado da Agricultura

e

PELA INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.
KENNETH HOLLAND,
Presidente.
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Mumla XXII 

0 period() de vigencia do presente Acerdo clever& ser de 1° de 
jimeiro de 1946 a 30 de junho de 1948, e podera ser prorrogado me-
diante acerdo escrito. 
Para os devidos efeitos, este Acerdo sera sujeito a uma troca de 

Notas entre o Ministerio das Relag6es Exteriores do Brasil e a Em-
baixada dos Estados Unidos da America acreditada junto ao Govern° 
brasileiro. 
Em fe do quo os Abaixo Assinados, devidamente autorizados, 

firmam o presente Acerdo, em dois exemplares, nas linguas portugesa 
e inglesa, na cidade do Rio de Janeiro, aos vinte dias de outubro de 
1945. 

PELO MINISTtRIO DA AGRICULTURA 

APOLONIO JORGE DE FARIA SALLES, 
Ministro de Estado da Agricultura 

PELA INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC. 

KENNETH HOLLAND, 
Presidente. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Honduras respecting May 5, 8 1942, andhealth and sanitation. Effected by exchange of notes signed at r. A. S. 1951Tegucigalpa April 18 and 19, 1944; effective May 1, 1944. Andexchange of notes of May 5 and 8, 1942.
The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Honduran

Minister for Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Note No. 184 Tegucigalpa, D.C., April 18, 1944.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged between the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs to the Republic of Honduras and the Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States
of America to the Republic of Honduras, dated May 8, 1942 and May
5, 1942, respectively, and to the Agreement between the Republic Post, pp. 2332331.
of Honduras and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs of the Office
of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, dated July 8, 1942, Post, P- 234.
all relative to a cooperative program of public health and sanitation
in the Republic of Honduras as approved for by Resolution XXX at
the Third Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics in Rio de Janeiro, in January 1942. [1] In accordance with
the notes and agreement referred to the United States of America
has contributed the sum of $500,000.00 to the cooperative health and
sanitation program, which is now being carried out in the Republic
of Honduras.

If desired by the Government of the Republic of Honduras, the 1contribution of ad-
Government of the United States of America, through the Institute and Hondura.
of Inter-American Affairs, Office of the Coordinator of Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs, which is an agency of the Government of the United
States of America, is prepared to contribute an additional sum of
$300,000.00 for the purpose of cooperating with the Government of
the Republic of Honduras in extending the cooperative program
of public health and sanitation, and providing for the termination of
the program within a three-year period, beginning May 1, 1944, pro-
vided the Republic of Honduras makes a like sum of $300,000.00
available for the said cooperative program of public health and sani-
tation. It is understood that the funds contributed by both govern- E x p e n dit u r e
ments will be expended through a special agency created within the ae g h p en l

Direccion General de Sanidad Publica of the Republic of Honduras,
which special agency is known as the "Servicio Cooperative Inter-
americano de Salud Publica". The kind of work and specific projects
to be undertaken and the expenditure of the funds are to be mutually

[ Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7,1942, p. 137.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Honduras respecting 
health and sanitation. Effected by exchange of notes signed at 
Tegucigalpa April 18 and 19, 1944; effective May 1, 1944. And 
exchange of notes of May 5 and 8, 194g. 

The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Honduran 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

Note No. 184 Tegucigalpa, D.C., April 18,1944. 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

ExcEr.r.visror: 

I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged between the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs to the Republic of Honduras and the Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States 
of America to the Republic of Honduras, dated May 8, 1942 and May 
5, 1942, respectively, and to the Agreement between the Republic 
of Honduras and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs of the Office 
of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, dated July 8, 1942, 
all relative to a cooperative program of public health and sanitation 
in the Republic of Honduras as approved for by Resolution XXX at 
the Third Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American 
Republics in Rio de Janeiro, in January 1942. [I] In accordance with 
the notes and agreement referred to the United States of America 
has contributed the sum of $500,000.00 to the cooperative health and 
sanitation program, which is now being carried out in the Republic 
of Honduras. 

If desired by the Government of the Republic of Honduras, the 
Government of the United States of America, through the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs, Office of the Coordinator of Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs, which is an agency of the Government of the United 
States of America, is prepared to contribute an additional sum of 
$300,000.00 for the purpose of cooperating with the Government of 
the Republic of Honduras in extending the cooperative program 
of public health and sanitation, and providing for the termination of 
the program within a three-year period, beginning May 1, 1944, pro-
vided the Republic of Honduras makes a like sum of $300,000.00 
available for the said cooperative program of public health and sani-
tation. It is understood that the funds contributed by both govern-
ments will be expended through a special agency created within the 
Direccion General de Sanidad Publica of the Republic of Honduras, 
which special agency is known as the "Servicio Cooperative Inter-
americano de Salud Publica". The kind of work and specific projects 
to be undertaken and the expenditure of the funds are to be mutually 

[Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7, 1942, p. 137.] 

May 5, 8, 1942, and 
April 18, 19, 1944 

T. I. A. S. 1557] 

Post, pp. 2332,2331. 

Post, p. 2334. 

Contribution of ad-
ditional sums by U. 8. 
and Honduras. 

Expenditure 
through special 
agency. 
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agreed to by the appropriate official of the Government of the Repub-
lic of Honduras and the appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs.

Detailed arrangements for the continuation of the cooperative pro-
gram of public health and sanitation and the termination of the
program will be effected by an agreement between the appropriate
official of the Government of the Republic of Honduras and the
appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my most dis-
tinguished consideration.

JOHN B. FAUST
Charge dAffaires ad interim

His Excellency
Doctor SILvEio LAiEz,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Tegucigalpa, D.C.

The Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

Continuation of pro-
gram; termination.

Post, p. 2334.

Of. N° 1619

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE LA

REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS

Tegucigalpa, D.C., 19 de abril de 1944.
HONORABLE SENOR:

Tengo el honor de acusar recibo a Vuestra Sefiorfa de su atenta
nota N° 184 de fecha 18 del corriente, y en contestaci6n le trascribo
el oficio del Sefior Ministro de Gobernaci6n, Justicia, Sanidad y
Beneficencia que dice:

"MINISTERIO DE GOBERNACION, JUSTIOIA, SANIDAD r BENEFICENIA--
Tegucigalpa, D.C., Abril 19, 1944-Of. N° 3.281-SR. MINISTRO:-
Tengo el honor de acusar a Ud. recibo de su nota N° 1611, fechada el
18 del corriente mes, por medio de la cual se sirve trascribir a este
Despacho la comunicaci6n dirigida a esa Secretaria de Estado por
la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de America, que literalmente
dice:- "EMBAJADA DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDos DE AMERIA.-Nota No
184.- Tegucigapa, D.C., 18 de Abril de 1944.-ExcELENCA: Tengo el
honor de referirme a las notas cambiadas entre el Ministro de Rela-
ciones Exteriores de la Repfiblica de Honduras y el Enviado Extra-
ordinario y Ministro Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de
America ante la Republica de Honduras, fechadas el 8 de Mayo de
1942 y el 5 de Mayo de 1942, respectivamente, y el Convenio entre la
Repiblica de Honduras y el Institute de Asuntos Interamericanos
de la Oficina del Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, fecha
8 de julio de 1942, todo relativo al programa cooperative y sanidad
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agreed to by the appropriate official of the Government of the Repub-
lic of Honduras and the appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs. 

Detailed arrangements for the continuation of the cooperative pro-
gram of public health and sanitation and the termination of the 
program will be effected by an agreement between the appropriate 
official of the Government of the Republic of Honduras and the 
appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my most dis-
tinguished consideration. 

JOHN B. FAUST 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 

His Excellency 
Doctor Sn„vRpso LAINEZ, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Tegucigalpa, D.C. 

The Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Chargé 
d'Affaires ad interim 

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
DE LA 

REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS 

Of. No 1619 Tegucigalpa, D.C., 19 de abril de 1944. 

HONORABLE SEROR : 

Tengo el honor de acusar recibo a Vuestra Seliorfa de su atenta 
nota No 184 de fecha 18 del corriente, y en contestacien le trascribo 
el oficio del Sefior Ministro de GobernaciOn, Justicia, Sanidad y 
Beneficencia que dice: 

"MINISTERIO DE GOBERNACION, JUSTIOIA, SANIDAD Y BENEFICENCIA---
Tegucigalpa, D.C., Abril 19, 1944-0f. N° 3.281—SR. MINISTRO :---
Tengo el honor de acusar a Ud. reeibo de su nota No 1611, fechada el 
18 del corriente mes, por medio de la cual se sirve trascribir a este 
Despacho la comunicacion dirigida a esa Secretarfa de Estado por 
la Embajada de los Estados TJnidos de America, que literalmente 
dice :---"EMBAJADA DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AmnucA.—Nota No 
184.—Tegucigalpa, D.C., 18 de Abril de .7944.—ExcELEN-cta: Tengo el 
honor de referirme a las notas cambiadas entre el Ministro de Rela-
ciones Exteriores de la Republica de Honduras y el Enviado Extra-
ordinario y Ministro Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de 
America ante la Repfiblica de Honduras, fechadas el 8 de Mayo de 
1942 y el 5 de Mayo de 1942, respectivamente, y el Convenio entre la 
Repfiblica de Honduras y el Institute de Asunt,os Interamericanos 
de la Oficina del Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, fecha 
8 de Julio de 1942, todo relativo al programa cooperativo y sanidad 
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publica en la Replblica de Honduras en conformidad con la Resolu-
ci6n XXX de la Tercera Reuni6n de Ministros de Relaciones Ex-
teriores de las Repuiblicas Americanas celebrada en Rio de Janeiro
en enero de 1942.-De acuerdo con las notas y el convenio aludidos los
Estados Unidos han contribuido con la suma de d6lares $500,000.oo
al programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad, que se esta ejecutando
actualmente en la Repiblica de Honduras.-Si lo desea la Repiblica
de Honduras, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, por
medio del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos de la Oficina del
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, que es una agencia del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, esta preparado para apor-
tar una suma adicional de d6lares $300,000.oo con el prop6sito de
cooperar con el Gobierno de la Republica de Honduras en ampliar
el programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad pfblicas y proveer la
terminaci6n del programa dentro de un periodo de tres anos a partir
del 1° de Mayo de 1944, siempre que la Repufblica de Honduras facilite
una suma igual de D6lares $300,000.oo para dicho programa coope-
rativo de salud y sanidad publicas.-Es entendido que los fondos
contribuidos por ambos Gobiernos seran gastados por una agencia
especial creada dentro de la Direcci6n General de Sanidad Publica
de la Republica de Honduras, cuya agencia especial se conoce con
el nombre de "Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud
Puiblica". La clase de trabajo y los proyectos especificos que se lleven
a cabo, lo mismo que el gasto de los fondos, deben ser convenidos
mutuamente por el funcionario correspondiente del Gobierno de Hon-
duras y el funcionario correspondiente del Instituto de Asuntos In-
teramericanos.-Los arreglos detallados para la continuaci6n del pro-
grama cooperativo de salud y sanidad pfiblicas y la terminacion
del programa se estableceran en un convenio entre el funcionario
correspondiente del Gobierno de Honduras y el funcionario corres-
pondiente del Instituto de Asuntos Interamerioanos.-Sirvase acep-
tar, Excelencia, las renovadas seguridades de mi mas distinguida
consideraci6n, (f) JOHN B. FAUST, Encargado de Negocios a.i.-A Su
Excelencia el Sr. Dr. don SILVEaO LAINEZ, Secretario de Relaciones
Ewteriores, Tegucigalpa, D.C."-En contestaci6n, tengo el honor
de manifestar a Ud. con instrucciones del Sefior Presidente de la
Repdblica, que el Gobierno de Honduras, por medio de esta Secre-
tarfa de Estado, acepta la propuesta contenida en la nota preinserta,
lo cual ruego a Ud. poner en conocimiento de la Embajada de los
Estados Unidos de America, expresandole, al mismo tiempo, el
reconocimiento del Gobierno de Honduras por la cooperacion que el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, por medio del Instituto
de Asuntos Interamericanos de la Oficina del Coordinador de Asun-
tos Interamericanos, le ha prestado y que le seguira prestando al de
este pais en el desarrollo del programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad
piblicas, de conformidad con la Resoluci6n XXX de la III Reuni6n
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pUblica, en la Rep%ilea de Honduras en conformidad con la Resolu-
ciOn X_XX de la Tercera Reunion de Ministros de Relaciones Ex-
teriores de las RepUblicas Americanas celebrada en Rio de Janeiro 
en enero de 1942.-De acuerdo con las notas y el convenio aludidos los 
Estados Unidos han contribuido con la suma de &Mares $500,000.00 
al programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad, que se estA ejecutando 
actualmente en la RepUblica de Honduras.-Si lo desea la Rept%ilea 
de Honduras, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, por 
medio del Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos de la Oficina del 
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, que es una agencia del 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, esta preparado para apor-
tar una suma adicional de dOlares $300,000.00 con el propesito de 
cooperar con el Gobierno de la RepUblica de Honduras en ampliar 
el programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad pUblicas y proveer la 
terminaciOn del programa dentro de un period° de tres ailos a paFtir 
del 1.° de Mayo de 1944, siempre que la RepUblica de Honduras facilite 
una suma igual de Dolares $300,000.00 para dicho programa coope-
rativo de salud y sanidad pUblicas.-Es entendido que los fondos 
contribuidos por ambos Gobier-nos seran gastados por una agencia 
especial creada dentro de la Direccien General de Sanidad PUblica 
de la RepUblica de Honduras, cuya agencia especial se conoce con 
el nombre de "Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud 
PUblica". La clase de trabajo y los proyectos especfficos que se lleven 
a cabo, To mismo que el gasto de los fondos, deben ser convenidos 
mutuamente por el funcionario correspondiente del Gobierno de Hon-
duras y el funcionario correspondiente del Instituto de Asuntos In-
teramericanos.-Los arreglos detallados para la continuaciOn del pro-
grama cooperativo de salud y sanidad publicas y la terminaciOn 
del programa se establecertin en un convenio entre el funcionario 
correspondiente del Gobierno de Honduras y el funcionario corres-
pondiente del Institut° de Asuntos Interamerioanos.-Sirvase acep-
tar, Excelencia, las renovadas seguridades de mi ms distinguida 
consideraciOn, (f) JOHN B. FAUST, Encargado de Negocios a.i.-A Su 
Excelencia el Sr. Dr. don &INERT° LAINEZ, Seeretario de Relaciones 
Exteriores, Tegucigalpa, D.C."--,En contestaciOn, tengo el honor 
de manifestar a Ud. con instrucciones del Seiior Presidente de la 
Republica, que el Gobierno de Honduras, por medio de esta Secre-
tarla de Estado, acepta la propuesta contenida en la nota preinserta, 
lo cual ruego a lid. poner en conocimiento de la Embajada, de los 
Estados Unidos de America, expresandole, al mismo tiempo, el 
reconocimiento del Gobierno de Honduras por la cooperaciOn que el 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, por medio del Institut° 
de Asuntos Interamericanos de la Oficina del Coordinador de Asun-
tos Interamericanos, To ha prestado y que le seguira, prestando al de 
este pals en el desarrollo del programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad 
pUblicas, de conformidad con la Resolucion XXX de la III Reunihn 
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de Ministros de Relaciones Exteriores de las Repfiblicas Americanas-
C6n toda consideraci6n, soy del Sr. Ministro muy atento y seguro
servidor-(f) ABRATAM WmUiA-M-Al Sr. Ministro de Relaciones
Esteriores, Su Despacho."

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Seiiora el
testimonio de mi alto aprecio y distinguida consideraci6n,

SiLvEmio LAINEz
Honorable Sefior JOHN B. FAUST,

Encargado de Negocios a.i. de los
Estados Unidos de America.

Embajada Americana

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE

REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS

Of. No. 1619 Tegucigalpa, D.C., April 19, 1944.

SIR:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your courteous note

No. 184 dated the 18th of the current month, and in reply I transcribe
the communications of the Minister of Interior, Justice, Health and
Welfare, which reads:

"MINISTRY OF INTERIOR, JUSTICE, HEALTH AND WELFARE-Teguei-
galpa, D.C., April 19, 194--Of. No. 3,281--M. MINISTER: I have
the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 1611 dated the
18th of the current month, in which you are good enough to transcribe
for this Office the communication addressed to your Department by
the Embassy of the United States of America, which reads, word for
word:--'EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES Or AMERIOA.-NOte No.
184.-Tegucigalpa, D.C., April 18, 19 44.-EXCELLENCY: I have the
honor to refer to the notes exchanged between the Minister of Foreign
Relations of the Republic of Honduras and the Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to the
Republic of Honduras, dated May 8, 1942 and May 5, 1942, respec-
tively, and to the Agreement between the Republic of Honduras and
the Institute of Inter-American Affairs of the Office of the Coordi-
nator of Inter-American Affairs, dated July 8, 1942, all of which relate
to the cooperative public health program in the Republic of Honduras
in accordance with Resolution XXX of the Third Meeting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics held in Rio
de Janeiro in January 1942.-In accordance with the aforementioned
notes and the Agreement, the United States has contributed the sum
of $500,000.00 to the cooperative health and sanitation program which
is at present being carried out in the Republic of Honduras.-If the
Republic of Honduras so desires, the Government of the United States
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de Ministros de Relaciones Exteriores de las Reptiblicas Americanas--
COn toda consideraci6n, soy del Sr. Ministro muy atento y seguro 
servidor—(f) ARRATTAM Wrixa-Ams—Al Sr. Ministro de 1?elaciones 
Exteriores, Su Despaeho." 

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Seriorfa el 
testimonio de mi alto aprecio y distinguida consideracion, 

SILVERI° LA1NEZ 
Honorable Serior JOHN B. FAUST, 

Eneargado de Negocios ad. de los 
Estados Unidos de Amirica. 

Embajada Americana 

Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
OF THE 

REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS 

Of. No. 1619 Tegucigalpa, D.C., April19, 1944. 

Sin : 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your courteous note 

No. 181 dated the 18th of the current month, and in reply I transcribe 
the communications of the Minister of Interior, Justice, Health and 
Welfare, which reads: 

"MINISTRY OF INTERIOR, JUSTICE, HEALTH AND WELFARE—Teguci-
galpa, D.C., April 19, 1944—Of. No. 3,281—Mit. Morismit: I have 
the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 1611 dated the 

18th of the current month, in which you are good enough to transcribe 
for this Office the communication addressed to your Department by 
the Embassy of the United States of America, which reads, word for 
word :—`EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AmmuoA.-Note No. 
184.-Tegucigalpa, D.C., April 18, 1944.-ExcEumsta: I have the 
honor to refer to the notes exchanged between the Minister of Foreign 
Relations of the Republic of Honduras and the Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to the 
Republic of Honduras, dated May 8, 1942 and May 5, 1942, respec-
tively, and to the Agreement between the Republic of Honduras and 
the Institute of Inter-American Affairs of the Office of the Coordi-
nator of Inter-American Affairs, dated July 8, 1942, all of which relate 
to the cooperative public health program in the Republic of Honduras 
in accordance with Resolution XXX of the Third Meeting of the 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics held in Rio 
de Janeiro in January 1942.-In accordance with the aforementioned 
notes and the Agreement, the United States has contributed the sum 
of $500,000.00 to the cooperative health and sanitation program which 
in at present being carried out in the Republic of Honduras.-If the 
Republic of Honduras so desires, the Government of the United States 
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of America is prepared to contribute, through the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, which is an agency of the Government of the United States
of America, an additional sum of $300,000.00 for the purpose of co-
operating with the Government of the Republic of Honduras in ex-
tending the cooperative public health and sanitation program and in
providing for the termination of the program within a period of three
years beginning with May 1, 1944, provided that the Republic of
Honduras furnishes a like sum of $300,000.00 for the said cooperative
public health and sanitation program. It is understood that the funds
contributed by both Governments will be expended by a special agency
created within the General Public Health Administration of the
Republic of Honduras, which special agency is known by the name of
"Cooperative Inter-American Public Health Service". The type of
work and the specific projects carried out and the expenditure of them
must be agreed upon mutually by the appropriate official of the Gov-
ernment of Honduras and the appropriate official of the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs.-The detailed arrangements for the continu-
ation of the cooperative public health and sanitation program and for
the termination of the program will be set forth in an agreement be-
tween the appropriate official of the Government of Honduras and the
appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs.-Please
accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
(sgd.) JOHN B. FAUST, Charge d'Affaires ad interim.-His Excellency
Dr. SmvERuo LANEZ, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tegucigalpa,
D.C.' -- In reply, I have the honor to inform you, on instructions
from the President of the Republic, that the Government of Honduras
accepts, through this Department, the proposal contained in the note
quoted above, and I beg you to make this known to the Embassy of the
United States of America, at the same time expressing to it the grati-
tude of the Government of Honduras for the cooperation which the
Government of the United States of America, through the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs, has extended to the Government of Honduras and
will continue to extend in carrying out the cooperative public health
and sanitation program in accordance with Resolution XXX of the
Third Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics.-I am, Mr. Minister, respectfully yours, (sgd.) ABRAsHA
WnLLAMs.-To the Minister of Foreign Affairs, His Office."

I avail myself of this opportunity to repeat, Sir, the assurance of
my high esteem and distinguished consideration.

SILVEREO LAINEZ
The Honorable JOHN B. FAUST,

Charge dAffaires ad interim
of the United States of America.

American
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of America is prepared to contribute, through the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American 
Affairs, which is an agency of the Government of the United States 
of America, an additional sum of $300,000.00 for the purpose of co-
operating with the Government of the Republic of Honduras in ex-
tending the cooperative public health and sanitation program and in 
providing for the termination of the program within a period of three 
years beginning with May 1, 1944, provided that the Republic of 
Honduras furnishes a like sum of $300,000.00 for the said cooperative 
public health and sanitation program. It is understood that the funds 
contributed by both Governments will be expended by a special agency 
created within the General Public Health Administration of the 
Republic of Honduras, which special agency is known by the name of 
"Cooperative Inter-American Public Health Service". The type of 
work and the specific projects carried out and the expenditure of them 
must be agreed upon mutually by the appropriate official of the Gov-
ernment of Honduras and the appropriate official of the Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs.—The detailed arrangements for the continu-
ation of the cooperative public health and sanitation program and for 
the termination of the program will be set forth in an agreement be-
tween the appropriate official of the Government of Honduras and the 
appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs.—Please 
accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
(sgd.) JOHN B. FAUST, Chargé d'Affaires ad interim.—His Excellency 
Dr. SrrxElm LA1NEz, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tegucigalpa, 
D.C.'--In reply, I have the honor to inform you, on instructions 
from the President of the Republic, that the Government of Honduras 
accepts, through this Department, the proposal contained in the note 
quoted above, and I beg you to make this known to the Embassy of the 
United States of America, at the same time expressing to it the grati-
tude of the Government of Honduras for the cooperation which the 
Government of the United States of America, through the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs, has extended to the Government of Honduras and 
will continue to extend in carrying out the cooperative public health 
and sanitation program in accordance with Resolution XXX of the 
Third Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American 
Republics.—I am, Mr. Minister, respectfully yours, (sgd.) ABRAHAM 
WnziAms.—To the Minister of Foreign Affairs, His Office." 
I avail myself of this opportunity to repeat, Sir, the assurance of 

my high esteem and distinguished consideration. 

SILVERI° LAC- NEZ 
The Honorable JOHN- B. FAUST, 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America. 

American Embassy 
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The Executive Vice-President, Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
to the Honduran Minister of Government, Justice, Health and
Welfare

TEGUCIGALPrA, HONDURAS

April 19, 19g4.
His Excellency

General ABRAHAM WILLIAMS
Ministro de Gobernacin, Justicia,

Sanidad y Beneficencia
Tegucigalpa, Honduras

YouR EXCELEwNCY:
I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged by His Excellency,

the Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs, and the Minister of the
United States of America in Tegucigalpa on May 5 and 8, 1942,
respectively; to an agreement entered into between The Institute of
Inter-American Affairs, of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs, an agency of the Government of the United States
of America, and the Republic of Honduras on July 8, 1942; to a
further exchange of notes between His Excellency, the Honduran
Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Ambassador of the United States
of America in Tegucigalpa on April 18, 1944 and April 19, 1944,
respectively, all relating to the establishment in Honduras of a coop-
erative health and sanitation program as provided for in Resolution
XXX approved at the Third Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of the American Republics held at Rio de Janeiro in January
1942; and to propose that Your Excellency, acting on behalf of the
Government of the Republic of Honduras, agree to the following:

1.- The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, of the Office of theCoordinator of Inter-American Affairs and an agency of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, is prepared to allocate a sum
of not to exceed $300,000.00 for the purpose of extending the cooper-
ative health and sanitation program being carried out by the Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pdblica (hereinafter referred
to as the "SCISP"), for a period of approximately three years begin-
ning May 1, 1944, provided the Government of Honduras appropriates
a like sum equivalent in Lempiras to $300,000.00, U.S. Currency, for
the same purpose. These funds are to be allocated and employed
for maintaining projects in operation, or those to be placed in opera-tion under the terms of the said agreement, and, insofar as funds may
be available, for any new projects, including those which may relate
to the procurement of strategic materials, which may be mutually
agreed upon between the Minister of Government, Justice, Health
and Welfare of the Republic, or his representative, and the Chief of
Field Party of the Institute, or his representative.

2. - For the purpose of effectuating the objectives of this agreement,
the Institute agrees to deposit in the Banco de Honduras to the
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His Excellency 
General ABRAHAM W ILLIAMS 

Ministro de Gobernaciort,Justicia, 
Banidad y Beneficencia 

Tegucigalpa, Honduras 

YOUR EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged by His Excellency, 
the Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs, and the Minister of the 
United States of America in Tegucigalpa on May 5 and 8, 1942, 
respectively; to an agreement entered into between The Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs, of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs, an agency of the Government of the United States 
of America, and the Republic of Honduras on July 8, 1942; to a 
further exchange of notes between His Excellency, the Honduran 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and the Ambassador of the United States 
of America in Tegucigalpa on April 18, 1944 and April 19, 1944, 
respectively, all relating to the establishment in Honduras of a coop-
erative health and sanitation program as provided for in Resolution 
XXX approved at the Third Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs of the American Republics held at Rio de Janeiro in January 
1942; and to propose that Your Excellency, acting on behalf of the 
Government of the Republic of Honduras, agree to the following: 

1. — The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, of the Office of the 
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and an agency of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, is prepared to allocate a sum 
of not to exceed $300,000.00 for the purpose of extending the cooper-
ative health and sanitation program being carried out by the Servicio 
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pliblica (hereinafter referred 
to as the "SCISP"), for a period of approximately three years begin-
ning May 1, 1944, provided the Government of Honduras appropriates 
a like sum equivalent in Lempiras to $300,000.00, U.S. Currency, for 
the same purpose. These funds are to be allocated and employed 
for maintaining projects in operation, or those to be placed in opera-
tion under the terms of the said agreement, and, insofar as funds may 
be available, for any new projects, including those which may relate 
to the procurement of strategic materials, which may be mutually 
agreed upon between the Minister of Government, Justice, Health 
and Welfare of the Republic, or his representative, and the Chief of 
Field Party of the Institute, or his representative. 

2. — For the purpose of effectuating the objectives of this agreement, 
the Institute agrees to deposit in the Banco de Honduras to the 
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account of the SCISP, the sum of Three Hundred Thousand Dollars
($300,000.00) on the following basis:

During May, 1944 U. S. $150,000.00
During May, 1945 U. S. 100,000.00
During May, 1946 U. S. 50,000.00

and the Republic of Honduras agrees to deposit in the Banco de Hon-
duras to the account of the SCISP the amount of Three Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) on the following basis:

During May, 1944, the equivalent in Lempiras of $75,000.00
During May, 1945, the equivalent in Lempiras of $100,000.00
During May, 1946, the equivalent in Lempiras of $125,000.00

The funds deposited by the Republic in any particular year or the Restriction c
drawal of fundfunds deposited by the Institute in any particular year to the credit

of the SCISP in the Banco de Honduras as herein provided are not
to be withdrawn by the Director of the SCISP until the funds for
that year have been deposited by both parties as agreed to herein.

3.- In accordance with its obligations under the said agreement Unexpended

the Institute hereby acknowledges that its previous obligation for
the health and sanitation program in Honduras was $500,000.00. In
the event that any part of the said sum of $500,000.00 has not been
expended on May 31, 1944, such funds will then be deposited in the
Banco de Honduras to the account of the SCISP and will be used
for projects previously agreed upon and to be agreed upon. Any of
these funds remaining unexpended after the completion of the
original program will be available for use in the extended program
of the SCISP.

4. - Any part of the funds deposited in the Banco de Honduras to
the account of the SCISP according to the schedule outlined above
which may be unexpended at the termination of the period in which
they were deposited will continue to be available for the purpose of
the general health program of the SCISP and will not revert to
either the Institute of Inter-American Affairs or to the Republic
of Honduras. The Minister of Government, Justice, Health and Wel-
fare, or his representative, and the Chief of Field Party of the
Institute, or his representative, shall determine by mutual agreement
the disposition of all unobligated funds remaining to the credit of the
SCISP upon the expiration of this agreement.

5.-The said Agreement will remain in full force and effect for Duration of
the purpose of extending the said cooperative health and sanitation ment
program until April 30, 1947, and the terms and provisions therein
contained will apply during the continuation of the said program.
The procedures and methods established and in use for the operation
of the SCISP, pursuant to the said Agreement, will continue to apply
to the operation of the SCISP until the termination of the extended
agreement on April 30, 1947.

If this proposal is agreeable to Your Excellency this letter and Post, p. 2330.
Your Excellency's acceptance thereof will constitute a binding and
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account of the SCISP, the sum of Three Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($300,000.00) on the following basis: 

During May, 1944 U. S. $150,000.00 

During May, 1945 U. S. 100,000.00 
During May, 1946 U. S. 50,000.00 

and the Republic of Honduras agrees to deposit in the Banco de Hon-
duras to the account of the SCISP the amount of Three Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) on the following basis: 

During May, 1944, the equivalent in Lempiras of $75,000.00 
During May, 1945, the equivalent in Lempiras of $100,000.00 

During May, 1946, the equivalent in Lempiras of $125,000.00 

The funds deposited by the Republic in any particular year or the 
funds deposited by the Institute in any particular year to the credit 
of the SCISP in the Banco de Honduras as herein provided are not 
to be withdrawn by the Director of the SCISP until the funds for 
that year have been deposited by both parties as agreed to herein. 

3. — In accordance with its obligations under the said agreement 
the Institute hereby acknowledges that its previous obligation for 
the health and sanitation program in Honduras was $500,000.00. In 
the event that any part of the said sum of $500,000.00 has not been 
expended on May 31, 1944, such funds will then be deposited in the 
Banco de Honduras to the account of the SCISP and will be used 
for projects previously agreed upon and to be agreed upon. Any of 
these funds remaining unexpended after the completion of the 
original program will be available for use in the extended program 
of the SCISP. 

4. — Any part of the funds deposited in the Banco de Honduras to 
the account of the SCISP according to the schedule outlined above 
which may be unexpended at the termination of the period in which 
they were deposited will continue to be available for the purpose of 
the general health program of the SCISP and will not revert to 
either the Institute of Inter-American Affairs or to the Republic 
of Honduras. The Minister of Government, Justice, Health and Wel-
fare, or his representative, and the Chief of Field Party of the 
Institute, or his representative, shall determine by mutual agreement 
the disposition of all unobligated funds remaining to the credit of the 
SCISP upon the expiration of this agreement. 

5. — The said Agreement will remain in full force and effect for 
the purpose of extending the said cooperative health and sanitation 
program until April 30, 1947, and the terms and provisions therein 
contained will apply during the continuation of the said program. 
The procedures and methods established and in use for the operation 
of the SCISP, pursuant to the said Agreement, will continue to apply 
to the operation of the SCISP until the termination of the extended 
agreement on April 30, 1947. 

If this proposal is agreeable to Your Excellency this letter and 
Your Excellency's acceptance thereof will constitute a binding and 
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effective agreement between the Institute of Inter-American Affairs
and the Republic of Honduras in accordance with the terms and pro-
visions contained therein.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

GEORGE C. DUNHAM,
Executive Vice-President.

The Honduran Minister of Government, Justice, Health and Welfare
to the Executive Vice-President, Institute of Inter-American
Affairs

MINISTERIO DR GOBERNACION, JUSTICIA, SANIDAD Y BENEFICENCIA

TEGUCIGALPA, D.C., HONDURAS, C.A.-
Oficio N° 3297 Abril 19, 194

Sr. General GEORGE C. DUNHAM,
Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo,

Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos,
Tegucigalpa, D.C.

SR. VICE-PRESIDENTE EJEcuTivo:
Tengo el honor de contestar su atenta comunicaci6n del 19 del

corriente mes en que, refiriendose a las notas cambiadas por Su Ex-
celencia el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores de Honduras y Su Ex-
celencia el Ministro de los Estados Unidos de America en Tegucigalpa,
D.C., el 5 y 8 de Mayo de 1942, respectivamente; a un convenio cele-
brado entre el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, de la Oficina del
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, que es una Agencia del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y la Republica de Hon-
duras, el 8 de Julio de 1942; a un intercambio adicional de notas
entre Su Excelencia el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores de Honduras
y Su Excelencia el Embajador de los Estados Unidos de America en
Tegucigalpa, D.C., el 18 y 19 de Abril corriente, respectivamente,
todos relacionados con el establecimiento en Honduras de un pro-
grama cooperativo de salud y sanidad como se convino en la Resolu-
ci6n XXX aprobada en la Tercera Reuni6n de los Ministros de Rela-
ciones Exteriores de las Republicas Americanas, celebrada en Rio de
Janeiro, en Enero de 1942; para proponerme que, actuando en nom-
bre del Gobierno de la Republica de Honduras, convenga en lo
siguiente:

1. - El Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, de la Oficina del Co-
ordinador de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, que es una agencia del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America, esta preparada para asignar
una suma que no exceda de $300,000.00, con el objeto de extender el
programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad que se esta llevando a cabo
por el Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Piblica (que
en adelante sera llamado "SCISP"), por un periodo de aproximada-
mente tres afios empezando el 1° de Mayo de 1944, con tal de que el
Gobierno de Honduras destine una suma igual equivalente en Lempiras
a $300,000.00, moneda de los Estados Unidos, para el mismo objeto.
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effective agreement between the Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
and the Republic of Honduras in accordance with the terms and pro-
visions contained therein. 
Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

GEORGE C. DUNHAM, 
Executive Vice-President. 

The Honduran Minister of Government, Justice, Health and Welfare 
to the Executive Vice-President, Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs 

MINIBTERIO DE GOBERNACION, JUSTICIA, SANIDAD Y BENEFICENCIA 

TEGUCIGALPA, D.C., HONDURAS, C.A.— 

Oficio No 3297 Abril 19, 1944 

Sr. General GEORGE C. DIINHAM, 
Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo, 

Institut° de Asuatos Interamericanos, 
T egueigalpa, D.C. 

SR. VICE-PRESIDENTE Emu:vivo: 
Tengo el honor de contestar su atenta comunicaciOn del 19 del 

corriente mes en que, refiriendose a las notas cambiadas por Su Ex-
celencia el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores de Honduras y Su Ex-
celencia el Ministro de los Estados -Unidos de America en Tegucigalpa, 
D.C., el 5 y 8 de Mayo de 1942, respectivamente; a un convenio cele-
brado entre el Tnstituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, de la Oficina del 
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, que es una Agencia del 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y la Republica de Hon-
duras, el 8 de Julio de 1942; a un intercambio adicional de notas 
entre Su Excelencia el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores de Honduras 
y Su Excelencia el Embajador de los Estados Unidos de America en 
Tegucigalpa, D.C., el 18 y 19 de Abril corriente, respectivamente, 
todos relacionados con el establecimiento en Honduras de un pro-
grama cooperativo de salud y sanidad como se convino en la Resolu-
ciOn XXX aprobada en la Tercera Reunion de los Ministros de Rela-
ciones Exteriores de las RepUblicas Americanas, celebrada en Rlo de 
Janeiro, en Enero de 1942; para proponerme que, actuando en nom-
bre del Gobierno de la Republica de Honduras, convenga en lo 
siguiente: 

1. — El Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, de la Mina dal Co-
ordinador de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, que es una agencia del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de America, esta preparada para asignar 
una suma que no exceda de $300,000.00, con el objeto de extender el 
programa cooperativo de salud y sanidad que se esti llevando a cabo 
por el Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud PUblica (que 
en adelante serii llamado "SCISP"), por un periodo de aproximada-
mente tres afios empezando el 1° de Mayo de 1944, con tal de que el 
Gobierno de Honduras destine una suma igual equivalente en Lempiras 
a $300,000.00, moneda de los Estados Unidos, para el mismo objeto. 
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Estos fondos seran destinados y empleados para el mantenimiento
de los proyectos en operaci6n, o aquellos que se pondran en operaci6n
bajo las condiciones de dicho convenio y, segun que los fondos puedan
ser disponibles, para cualesquiera nuevos proyectos, incluyendo aquel-
los que puedan relacionarse con la obtenci6n de materiales estrat6gicos,
que puedan ser mutuamente convenidos entre el Ministerio de Gober-
naci6n, Justicia, Sanidad y Beneficencia de la Repiblica, o su repre-
sentante, y el Jefe de Operaciones de Campo del Instituto, o su repre-
sentante.

2.- Con el objeto de llevar a cabo los propositos de este convenio, el
Instituto conviene en depositar en el Banco de Honduras a la cuenta
del "SCISP", la suma de Trescientos Mil D61ares ($300,000.00), bajo
las siguientes bases:
Durante Mayo, 1944- $150,000.00 Moneda de los E. U. de A.
Durante Mayo, 1945- $100,000.00 " " " " "
Durante Mayo, 1946- $50,000.00 " " ": " "

y la Republica de Honduras conviene en depositar en el Banco de
Honduras a la cuenta del "SCISP" la suma de Trescientos Mil D61ares
($300,000.00) bajo las bases siguientes:
Durante Mayo, 1944, el equivalente en Lps, de (D6lares) $ 75,000.00
Durante Mayo, 1945, el equivalente en Lps. de (D61ares) $100,000.00
Durante Mayo, 1948, el equivalente en Lpa. de (D61ares) $125,000.00

Los fondos depositados por la Repiblica en cualquier ano en par-
ticular o los fondos depositados por el Instituto en cualquier ano en
particular para el cr6dito del "SCISP" en el Banco de Honduras como
queda establecido no podran ser retirados por el Director del "SCISP",
sino hasta que los fondos para ese ano hayan sido depositados por
ambas partes como aquf queda convenido.

3. - Conforme con sus obligaciones bajo dicho convenio, el Insti-
tuto, por el presente, reconoce que su anterior obligaci6n para el
programa de salud y sanidad en Honduras era de $500,000.00. En el
caso de que alguna parte de dicha suma de $500,000.00 no haya sido
gastada el 31 de Mayo de 1944, tales fondos ser&n entonces depositados
en el Banco de Honduras a la cuenta del "SCISP" y seran usados para
proyectos previamente convenidos y que se convengan. Cualesquiera
de estos fondos que permanezcan sin gastarse despu6s de completarse
el programa original serin disponibles para su uso en el programa de
extensi6n del "SCISP".

4. - Cualquier parte de los fondos depositados en el Banco de Hon-
duras a la cuenta del "SCISP", conforme a la lista arriba detallada,
que pueda quedar sin gastarse a la terminaci6n del periodo en que fue-
ron depositados continuaran siendo disponsibles para el objeto del
programa general de salud del "SCISP" y no revertiri sea a favor
del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos o a favor de la Repdblica de
Honduras. El Ministerio de Gobernaci6n, Justicia, Sanidad y Benefi-
cencia, o su representante, y el Jefe de Operaciones de Campo del
Instituto, o su representante, determinaran por mutuo convenio la
disposici6n que se hari de todos los fondos no obligados qu queden
parA el crdito del "SCISP" a la expiraciXu de este convio.,
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Estos fondos seran destinados y empleados para el mantenimiento 
de los proyectos en operacien, o aquellos que se pondrin en operaciOn 
bajo las condiciones de dicho convenio y, seem que los fondos puedan 
ser disponibles, para cualesquiera, nuevos proyectos, incluyendo aquel-
los que puedan relacionarse con la obtencien de materiale,s estrategicos, 
que puedan ser mutuamente convenidos entre el Ministerio de Gober-
naciem, Justicia, Sanidad y Beneficencia de la RepUblica, o su repro-
sentante, y el Jefe de Operaciones de Campo del Instituto, o su repro-
sentante. 

2.-- Con el objeto de llevar a cabo los propOsitos de este convenio, el 
Institut° conviene en depositar en el Banco de Honduras a la cuenta 
del "SCISP", la suma de Trescientos Mil Delare,s ($300,000.00), bajo 
las siguientes bases: 

Dnrante Mayo, 1944—$150,000.00 Moneda de los E. U. de A. 
tt SS Durante Mayo, 1945—$100,000.00 " it a  tt St 

Durante Mayo, 1946— $50,000.00 i 44 it 

y is. Repiiblica de Honduras conviene en depositar en el Banco de 
Honduras a la cuenta del "SCISP" is. sums. de Trescientos Mil Mares 
($300,000.00) bajo las bases siguientes: 

Dnrante Mayo, 1944, el equivalente en 14ps, de (Dalaxes) $ 75,000.00 
Dnrante Mayo, 1945, el egydvalente en Lgs. de (Mares) $100,000.00 
Dnrante Mayo, 1946, el equIvalente en Lps. de (Mares) $125,000.00 

Los fondos depositados por is. RepAblica on eualquier alio en par-
ticular o los fondos depositados per el Institut.) en cualquier alio en 
particular para el er4clito del "SCISP" en el Banco de Honduras como 
queda establecido no podran ser retirados per el Director del "SCISP", 
sino hasta que los fondos para ese afio hayan sid.o depositados por 
ambas partes como aqui queda eonvenido. 

3. — Conforme con sus obligaciones bajo dicho convenio, el Insti-
tut°, per el presente, reconoce que su anterior obligacien para el 
programa de salud y sanidad en Honduras era de $500,000.00. En el 
caso de que alguna parte de dicha sums. de $500,000.00 no haya sido 
gastada el 31 de Mayo de 1944, tales fondos seran entonces depositados 
en el Banco de Honduras a la cuenta del "SCISP" y seran usados para 
proyectos previamente e,onvenidos y que se convengan. Cualesquiera 
de estos fondos que permanezcan sin gastarse despues de completarse 
el programa original serial disponibles para su uso en el programa de 
extensiOn del "SCISP". 

4. — Cualquier parte de los fondos depositados en el Banco de Hon-
duras a la cuenta del "SCISP", conforme a la lista arriba detallada, 
que pueda quedar sin gastarse a la terminacien del periodo en que fue-
ron depositados continuaran siendo disponsibles pars, el objeto del 
programa general de salud del "SCISP" y no revertira sea a favor 
del Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos o a favor de is. Repdblica de 
Honduras. El Ministerio de Gobernacion, Justicia, Sanidad y Benefi-
cencia, o su representante, y el Jefe de Operaciones de Campo del 
Institut°, o su representante, determinaran por ututuo convenio is. 
disposicien que se hara. de todos los fondos no obligados, que queden 
para el credit° del "SCISP" a la expired.* de este convenio. 
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5.-El expresado Convenio permanecera en pleno vigor y efecto
para el objeto de la extensi6n de dicho programa de salud y sanidad
hasta el 30 de Abril de 1947, y las condiciones y estipulaciones en e1
contenidas regiran durante la continuaci6n del citado programa. Los
procedimientos y metodos establecidos y en uso para la operaci6n del
"SCISP" conforme al expresado convenio, continuaran aplicandose en
la operaci6n del "SCISP" hasta la terminaci6n del convenio pro-
rrogado hasta el 30 de Abril de 1947.

Se sirve Ud. manifestar, ademas, que si la proposici6n a que me
vengo refiriendo es satisfactoria para mi Gobierno, la carta de Ud.
y la aceptaci6n de parte del Gobierno de Honduras constituiran un
convenio obligatorio y efectivo entre el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
Americanos y la Republica de Honduras, de acuerdo con los terminos
y estipulaciones contenidas en la apreciable carta de Ud.

En respuesta, tengo el honor de manifestar a Ud., con la auto-
rizaci6n del Sr. Presidente de la Republica, que el Gobierno de Hon-
duras, por mi medio, gustosamente acepta la propuesta para la exten-
si6n del programa de salud y sanidad contenida en su expresada
carta, por un periodo de tres aios mas, a partir del pr6ximo 1° de Mayo
de 1944 hasta el 30 de Abril de 1947, bajo las estipulaciones del Con-
venio del 8 de Julio de 1942, celebrado entre el Gobierno de la Repiblica
de Honduras y el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, de la Oficina
del Coordinador de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, que es una Agencia
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y aprobado en
Acuerdo del Poder Ejecutivo No 60 emitido por esta Secretaria de
Estado.

El Gobierno de la Repiblica de Honduras, por mi medio, desea
expresar su vivo reconocimiento al Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos por la cooperaci6n que le ha prestado y sigue prestandole al
programa de salud y sanidad de Honduras, para beneficio de ambos
paises.

Con muestras de mi distinguida consideraci6n y aprecio, me es
grato suscribirme de Ud. como su muy atento y seguro servidor,

ABRAHAM WiLLIAMS,
Secretario de Estado en los Despachos de
Gobernacion, Justicia, Sanidad y Beneficencia.

Translation

MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT, JUSTICE, HEALTH AND WELFARE

TEGUCIGALPA, D.C., HONDURAS, C. A.
ile No. 3297 April 19, 1944

General GEORGE C. DuNHAM
Executive Vice President

Institute of Inter-American Affairs
Tegucigalpa, D.C.

MB. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT:
I have the honor to reply to your courteous letter of the 19th of

the current month, referring to the notes exchanged by His Excellency
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Translation 

MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT, JUSTICE, HEALTH AND WELFARE 

TEGUCIGALPA, D.C., HONDURAS, C. A. 
File No. 3297 A719, 1944 

General GEORGE C. DUNHAM 
Executive Vice President 

Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
Tegucigalpa,D.C. 

M R. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT: 

I have the honor to reply to your courteous letter of the 10th of 
the current month, referring to the notes exchanged by His Excellency 
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the Minister of Foreign Relations of Honduras and His Excellency
the Minister of the United States of America in Tegucigalpa, D. C.,
on the 5th and 8th of May 1942, respectively; to an agreement
concluded between the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, of the
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, which is an agency
of the Government of the United States of America, and the Republic
of Honduras, on July 8, 1942; to an additional exchange of notes be-
tween His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Relations of Honduras
and His Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America
in Tegucigalpa, D. C., on the 18th and 19th, respectively, of this
present month of April, all relating to the establishment in Honduras
of a cooperative health and sanitation program as was agreed upon
in Resolution XXX approved during the Third Meeting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics, held in Rio
de Janeiro in January 1942; and proposing that, acting in the name
of the Government of the Republic of Honduras, I agree to the
following:

1. - The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, of the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, which is an agency of the
Government of the United States of America, is prepared to allocate a
sum not exceeding $300,000.00 for the purpose of extending the
cooperative health and sanitation program now being carried out by
the Inter-American Cooperative Public Health Service (henceforth
designated as the "SCISP."), for a period of approximately three years
beginning May 1, 1944, provided that the Government of Honduras
appropriates a like sum in lempiras, equivalent to $300,000.00 U. S.
currency, for the same purpose. These funds will be allocated and
employed for the maintenance of the projects in operation or those
which will be placed in operation under the terms of the said agree-
ment, and, as funds may be available, for any new projects, including
those which may relate to the procurement of strategic materials,
which may be mutually agreed between the Ministry of Government,
Justice, Health and Welfare of the Republic, or its representative, and
the Chief of Field Party of the Institute, or his representative.

2. - For the purpose of accomplishing the objectives of this agree-
ment, the Institute agrees to deposit in the Bank of Honduras, to the
account of the "SCISP.", the sum of three hundred thousand dollars
($300,000.00) on the following bases:
During May 1944 $150,000.00 U. S. currency
During May 1945 100,000.00 U. S. currency
During May 1946 50,000.00 U. S. currency

and the Republic of Honduras agrees to deposit in the Bank of Hon-
duras, to the account of the "SCISP", the sum of three hundred
thousand dollars ($300,000.00) on the following bases:
During May 1944, the equivalent in lempiras of $75,000.00 (dollars)
During May 1945, the equivalent in lempiras of $100,000.00 (dollars)
During May 1946, the equivalent in lempiras of $125,000.00 (dollars)

The funds deposited by the Republic in any particular year or the
funds deposited by the Institute in any particular year to the credit
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of "SCISP", in the Bank of Honduras, as provided, cannot be with-
drawn by the Director of the "SCISP" until the funds for that year
have been deposited by both parties, as agreed to herein.

3. - In accordance with its obligations under the said agreement, the
Institute hereby acknowledges that its previous obligation for the
health and sanitation program in Honduras was $500,000.00. In the
event that any part of the said sum of $500,000.00 has not been ex-
pended on May 31, 1944, such funds will then be deposited in the
Bank of Honduras to the account of the "SCISP" and will be used for
projects previously agreed upon, or which may be agreed upon. Any
of these funds that remain unexpended after the completion of the
original program will be available for use in the extension of the
"SCISP" in the extension program.

4. - Any part of the funds deposited in the Bank of Honduras to the
account of the "SCISP" in accordance with the schedule outlined
above, which may be unexpended at the termination of the period
in which they were deposited, will continue to be available for the
purpose of the general health program of the "SCISP", and will not
revert either to the Institute of Inter-American Affairs or the Re-
public of Honduras. The Ministry of Government, Justice, Health
and Welfare, or its representative, and the Chief of Field Party of the
Institute, or his representative, shall determine by mutual agreement
the disposition to be made of all unobligated funds remaining to the
credit of the "SCISP" upon the expiration of this agreement.

5. - The said agreement will remain in full force and effect for the
purpose of extending the said program of health and sanitation until
April 30, 1947, and the conditions and stipulations contained therein
will be in effect during the continuation of the said program. The
procedures and methods established and in use for the operation of
the "SCISP", pursuant to the said agreement, will continue to apply
in the operation of the "SCISP" until the termination of the agree-
ment extended to April 30, 1947.

You are good enough to state, moreover, that if the proposal to
which I refer is satisfactory to my Government, your letter and the
acceptance on the part of the Government of Honduras will constitute
a binding and effective agreement between the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs and the Republic of Honduras in accordance with
the terms and stipulations contained in your esteemed letter.

pocctance of per In reply, I have the honor to inform you, with the authorization
ofHonduras. the President of the Republic, that the Government of Honduras,

acting through me, accepts with pleasure the proposal for the exten-
sion of the health and sanitation program, as set forth in your letter
mentioned above, for a period of three years more, from May 1,
1944 to April 30, 1947, under the stipulations of the agreement of
July 8, 1942 concluded between the Government of the Republic of
Honduras and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, of the Office
of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, which is an agency of
the Government of the United States of America, and which was
approved in Executive Decree No. 60 issued by this Department of
State.
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The Government of the Republic of Honduras wishes to express,
through me, its deep gratitude to the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs for the assistance that it has rendered and is continuing to
render to the program of health and sanitation in Honduras, to the
benefit of both countries.

With the expression of my distinguished consideration and esteem,
I have the pleasure of signing myself as your humble and obedient
servant,

ABRAHAM WILLIAMS
Secretary of State for the Departments

of Government, Justice, Health and Welfare

The American Minister to the Honduran Minister for Foreign
Affairs

LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Tegucigalpa, D.C., Honduras, May 5, 1942.No. 644

EXCEETNCYy:
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with Resolution

XXX of the Third Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the
American Republics at Rio de Janeiro, relating to health and
sanitary conditions, the Government of the United States is prepared
to contribute a sum in the amount of $500,000 to be expended in ways
which will assist the Government of Hoiduras in attaining its objec-
tives in matters of health and sanitation.

My Government notes that projects such as the improvement of
water supply, the development of facilities for adequate sewage dis-
posal, and the control of endemic or epidemic diseases have been
among the chief objectives of the Honduran Government in health
and sanitation matters. My Government considers that the further
development of projects of this character will contribute to the reali-
zation of the general objectives set forth in the above-mentioned
resolution to which our respective Governments are committed.

In this connection, the Government of the United States acting
through the agency of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs will send, if it is agreeable to you, a small group of
experts to Honduras in order to develop a specific program in
agreement with your Government, acting through officials designated
by it. This group will be under the immediate direction of the Chief
Medical Officer of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, and will work in the closest cooperation with the appropri-
ate Honduran officials. The salaries and expenses of the group of
experts will not be debited against project funds. Approval for the
actual execution of the specific projects agreed upon will be given by
the respective Governments or their duly appointed agents. Ex-
penditures for such projects shall be made upon certification of the
Chief Medical Officer and the appropriate Honduran official desig-
nated for the areas where projects will be executed.

U. 8. contribution.

Development of spe-
cific program by ex-
perts from U. S.
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Secretary of State for the Departments 
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LEGATION OF .1..ELE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 64-4 TegucigaZpa, D.C., Honduras, May 5, 194.e. 
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posal, and the control of endemic or epidemic diseases have been 
among the chief objectives of the Honduran Government in health 
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Projects to become
property of Honduras.
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These projects upon completion will of course become the sole
property of Honduras. The United States Government will be pre-
pared to facilitate such training of personnel as the two Governments
deem advisable.

My Government anticipates that the Honduran Government will
be willing to provide, in accordance with its ability, such raw mate-
rials, services and funds as may be deemed necessary for the proper
execution of the program.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

JOHN D. ERWIN
His Excellency

Dr. SALVADOR AGOUIRE,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Tegucigalpa, D.C.

The Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE LA

REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS

Of. N° 2657
PAL&ACI NACIONAL

Tegueigalpa, D.C., 8 de mayo de 194

SENOR MINISTRO:

Tengo el honor de acusar recibo a Vuestra Excelencia de su atenta
nota No 644, fechada el 5 del mes en curso en la que se sirve informarme
que, de acuerdo con la Resoluci6n XXX de la Tercera Reuni6n de
Ministros de Relaciones Exteriores de las Repiblicas Americanas en
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, en relaci6n con las condiciones de salud y
sanidad, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos ests preparado para con-
tribuir con la suma de $500.000.oo para ser gastada en una forma en
que pueda ayudar al Gobierno de Honduras para alcanzar sus obje-
tivos en asuntos de salud y sanidad; que su Gobierno nota que proyec-
tos tales como el mejoramiento del agua potable, el desarrollo de
facilidades para la disposici6n adecuada de cloacas y el control de
enfermedades endemicas y epid6micas han sido los principales
objetivos del Gobierno de Honduras en asuntos de salud y sanidad
y que considera que el desenvolvimiento posterior de proyectos de este
caracter contribuira a la realizaci6n de los objetivos generales indica-
dos en la Resoluci6n arriba mencionada, a la cual nuestros respectivos
Gobiernos se han comprometido.

Agrega Vuestra Excelencia que su Gobierno por medio de la Oficina
del Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos, enviara, si a este Des-
pacho le parece bien, un pequeno grupo de expertos a Honduras con
el objeto de desarrollar un programa especifico de acuerdo con mi
Gobierno, el que debe de actuar por medio de funcionarios designados
por el; grupo que estara bajo la inmediata direcci6n del Oficial
Medico en Jefe de la Oficina del Coordinador de los Asuntos Inter-
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americanos y trabajara en estrecha cooperaci6n con las apropiadas
autoridades hondurefias.

En contestaci6n me es grato informar a Vuestra Excelencia que
mi Gobierno con el mayor gusto acepta el ofrecimiento del Gobierno
americano en los terminos que se sirve Vuestra Excelencia explanar
en su nota al principio citada y espera la llegada al pais del grupo de
expertos ofrecido que se encargara de desarrollar un programa
especifico en relaci6n con las condiciones de salud y sanidad del pais,
para proceder a designar los funcionarios hondurefios que cooperaran
en dicha obra.

Al rendir al Gobierno Americano, por el digno medio de Vuestra
Excelencia, las mas expresivas gracias por su expontaneo ofrecimiento
en beneficio de la sanidad de Honduras, aprovecho la oportunidad
para reiterarle el testimonio de mi mas alto aprecio y distinguida con-
sideraci6n,

SALVADOR AGauRRE

Excelentisimo Sefor JOHN D. EBWIN,
Enviado Extraordinario y Ministro Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America.
Legacion TAmericana.

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE

REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS

NATIONAL PALACE
Of. No. 2657 Tegucigalpa, D.C., May 8, 1942
MR. MINISTER:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
courteous note No. 644, dated the 5th instant, by which you are good
enough to inform me that, in accordance with Resolution of the Third
Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics
at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in connection with health and sanitation
conditions, the Government of the United States is prepared to con-
tribute the sum of $500,000.00 to be expended in ways which will assist
the Government of Honduras in attaining its objectives in matters of
health and sanitation; that your Government notes that projects such
as the improvement of water supply, the development of facilities
for adequate sewage disposal and the control of endemic and epidemic
diseases have been the chief objectives of the Government of Honduras
in health and sanitation matters and that it considers that the further
development of projects of this character will contribute to the reali-
zation of the general objectives set forth in the above-mentioned
Resolution to which our respective Governments are committed.

Your Excellency adds that your Government, acting through the
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, will send, if it
is agreeable to this Office, a small group of experts to Honduras in
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order to develop a specific program in agreement with my Govern-
ment, acting through officials designated by it; this group will be
under the immediate direction of the Chief Medical Officer of the
Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, and will work
in the closest cooperation with the appropriate Honduran officials.

In reply, I am happy to inform Your Excellency that my Govern-
ment accepts with the greatest pleasure the offer of the American
Government on the terms which Your Excellency is good enough to
set forth in your above-mentioned note and awaits the arrival in the
country of the group of experts offered which will take charge of
developing a specific program in connection with the health and
sanitation conditions of the country, in order to proceed to designate
the Honduran officials who will cooperate in the said work.

Expressing to the American Government, through Your Excel-
lency's high intermediary, my sincerest thanks for its spontaneous
offer in behalf of the sanitation of Honduras, I avail myself of this
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of my highest
and most distinguished consideration,

SALVADOR AGuaBm
His Excellency JOHN D. ERWIN,

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

American Legation.

Contract Signed by the Honduran Director of Public Health and a
Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs

PEDiO H. ORDOSEZ DIAz, in his capacity of Director General of Public
Health of the Republic of Honduras and I. Frank Tullis, in his
capacity as representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs
of the United States Government, duly authorized, have agreed to
enter into the following

CONTRACT:

I
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs of the city of Washington,

D.C., United States of America, shall provide gratuitously to the
Government of Honduras a service under the denomination of "Ser-
vicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publica" (Interamerican
Cooperative Service of Public Health) that, hereinafter, in the text of
this contract shall be called "S C I S P" which will function as an
integral part of the Direction General of Public Health and shall have
for its essential objective the development of the activities of Public
Health and the construction of sanitary works.

II
The Government of Honduras accepts the organization of this serv-

ice in the form indicated hereinabove in the preceding article and
obliges itself to make all necessary facilities to carry out said
activities.

Acceptance of U. S. 
offer by Government 
of Honduras. 

"SCISP". 

Acceptance of serv-
ice by Government 
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III
The "S C I S P" shall name, with the consent of the Government

of Honduras, a Physician, member of the personnel of the Institute,
of Interamerican Affairs as Chief of the Organization. - There will
be also an Official Sanitary Physician and a Civil or Sanitary Engineer,
Hondurans, appointed by the President of the Republic as Assistants
to the Chief of the Service.

IV

The salary and expenses, including traveling expenses of the per-
sonnel of the Institute of Interamerican Affairs employed in Hon-
duras shall be paid by the Institute and not from the funds assigned
to the "S C I S P".

V

All the employees of the "S C I S P" shall be appointed, contracted
for and removed by the Chief of the Service in agreement with the
Direction General of Public Health.

VI

The "S C I S P" shall be maintained, partly, with the funds fur-
nished by the Institute of Interamerican Affairs in an amount not
to exceed FIVE HUNDRED TkoUSANinDoLLARS ($500.000.00), to be spent
totally or partly, during a period of, approximately, two years, start-
ing from July 1st 1942; and, partly, with funds, personnel and material
which the Government of Honduras may furnish.

VII
The funds of the "S C I S P" shall be employed exclusively in sani-

tary works, approved by the Director General of Public Health and
the Chief of the "S C I S P"; however, any other special activity shall
be the subject of a new contract between the Director General of Pub-
lic Health and the Institute of Interamerican Affairs. Any sanitary
work already initiated by the Government of Honduras may be ac-
cepted to be finished by the contracting parties.

VIII
The "S C I S P" shall include in its plan of activities and works

the following: improvement of the water supply and sewerage service;
control of transmisible diseases such as tuberculosis, intestinal parasit-
ism, syphilis, etc.; installation and improvement of Sanitary Units
in the Republic and Sanitary Sections; training of the personnel for
Public Health service and extension of the program of control of the
malaria and public health measures in general. In addition, other
projects may be added to those above stated with the approval of the
Direction General of Public Health and the Chief of the "S C I S P".

IX
All projects executed under this contract shall be the exclusive

property of the Government and people of Honduras.
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III 

The "S C I S P" shall name, with the consent of the Government 
of Honduras, a Physician, member of the personnel of the Institute, 
of Interamerican Affairs as Chief of the Organization. — There will 
be also an Official Sanitary Physician and a Civil or Sanitary Engineer, 
Hondurans, appointed by the President of the Republic as Assistants 
to the Chief of the Service. 

IV 

The salary and expenses, including traveling expenses of the per-
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duras shall be paid by the Institute and not from the funds assigned 
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for and removed by the Chief of the Service in agreement with the 
Direction General of Public Health. 
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The "S C I S P" shall be maintained, partly, with the funds fur- „jsjo,tenance of 
nished by the Institute of Interamerican Affairs in an amount not 
to exceed FIVE HUNDRED THOITSANEPDOLLARS ($500.000.00), to be spent 
totally or partly, during a period of, approximately, two years, start-
ing from July 1st 1942; and, partly, with funds, personnel and material 
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VII 

The funds of the "S C I S P" shall be employed exclusively in sani-
tary works, approved by the Director General of Public Health and 
the Chief of the "S C I S P"; however, any other special activity shall 
be the subject of a new contract between the Director General of Pub-
lic Health and the Institute of Interamerican Affairs. Any sanitary 
work already initiated by the Government of Honduras may be ac-
cepted to be finished by the contracting parties. 

VIII 

The "S C I S P" shall include in its plan of activities and works 
the following: improvement of the water supply and sewerage service; 
control of transmisible diseases such as tuberculosis, intestinal parasit-
ism, syphilis, etc.; installation and improvement of Sanitary Units 
in the Republic and Sanitary Sections; training of the personnel for 
Public Health service and extension of the program of control of the 
malaria and public health measures in general. In addition, other 
projects may be added to those above stated with the approval of the 
Direction General of Public Health and the Chief of the "S C I S P". 

Employment of 
"SCISP" funds, etc. 

Ix 
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property of the Government and people of Honduras. 
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X
All materials imported for the work and activities of the service

shall be introduced into the country free of custom duties and of any
other tax or official charge. As far as possible, in the execution of
these works the Institute shall use only materials and implements
produced in the country.

IN WrTNESS WHEREOF the parties sign in duplicate the present con-
tract, in English and Spanish, in the city of Tegucigalpa, D.C., Re-
public of Honduras, this eighth day of July of the year one thousand
nine hundred and forty two.

P. H. ORDm6EZ DI)A I. FRANK TULLs, Jr.

PEDRO H. ORDONEZ DIAZ, en su caracter de Director General de
Sanidad de la Republica de Honduras, e I. FRANK TULIS, en su
calidad de Representante del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, debidamente autorizados, han
convenido en celebrar el siguiente:

CONTRATO:

I
El Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos de la ciudad de Washing-

ton, D.C., Estados Unidos de America, proveera gratuitamente al
Gobierno de Honduras de un servicio que se denominara "Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publica", y que en adelante, en
el texto de ese Contrato se llamara "S C I S P", que funcionara como
parte integrante de la Direcci6n General de Sanidad y que tendra por
objetivo esencial, el desarrollo de las actividades de Salud Pfblica y
construcci6n de obras de saneamiento.

II
El Gobierno de Honduras acepta la organizaci6n de este servicio

en la forma indicada en el Articulo precedente y se obliga a hacer
todas las facilidades necesarias para llevar a cabo tales actividades.

III
El "S C I S P", nombrara, con el consentimiento del Gobierno de

Honduras, a un medico como Jefe de la Organiaaci6n, perteneciente al
personal del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos. Tambien habra
un Oficial Medico Sanitario y un Ingeniero Civil o Sanitario hondu-
renos, como Asistentes del Jefe del Servicio, nombrados por el sefior
Presidente de la Republica.

IV
Los salarios y gastos, incluyendo los de viajes del personal del Insti-

tuto de Asuntos Interamericanos, empleados en Honduras, seran pa-
gados por el Instituto y no de los fondos asignados al "S C I S P".
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All materials imported for the work and activities of the service 
shall be introduced into the country free of custom duties and of any 
other tax or official charge. As far as possible, in the execution of 
these works the Institute shall use only materials and implements 
produced in the country. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties sign in duplicate the present con-

tract, in English and Spanish, in the city of Tegucigalpa, D.C., Re-
public of Honduras, this eighth day of July of the year one thousand 
nine hundred and forty two. 

P. II. OnnoSizz DIAZ I. FRANK Tuuas, Jr. 

PEDRO II. OnnoSiEz DIAZ, en su caracter de Director General de 
Sanidad de la RepUblica de Honduras, e I. FRANK Tulsa, en su 
calidad de Representante del Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos 
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, debidamente autorizados, han 
c,onvenido en celebrar el siguiente: 

CONTRATO : 

El Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos de la ciudad de Washing-
ton, D.C., Estados Unidos de America, proveerfi, gratuitamente al 
Gobierno de Honduras de un servicio que se denominani "Servicio 
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pfiblica", y que en adelante, en 
el text° de ese Contrato se llamarit, "S C I S P", que funcionarti, como 
parte integrante de la DirecciOn General de Sanidad y que tendra por 
objetivo esencial, el desarrollo de las actividades de Salud Piiblica y 
construed& de obras de saneamiento. 

II 

El Gobierno de Honduras acepta la organizaci& de este servicio 
en la forma indicada en el Articulo precedente y se obliga a hacer 
todas las facilidades necesarias para llevar a cabo tales actividades. 

III 

El "S C I S P", nombrara, con el consentimient,o del Gobierno de 
Honduras, a un medico como Jefe de la OrganiataciOn, perteneciente al 
personal del Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos. Tambien habra 
un Oficial Medico Sanitario y un Ingeniero Civil o Sanitario hondu-
refios, como Asistentes del Jefe del Servicio, nombrados por el senor 
Presidente de la Republica. 

Iv 

Los salarios y gastos, incluyendo los de viajes del personal del Insti-
tuto de Asuntos Interamericanos, empleados en Honduras, sertin pa-
gados por el Instituto y no de los fondos asignados al "S C I S P". 
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V
Todos los empleados del "S C I S P", seran nombrados, contratados

y removidos por el Jefe del Servicio de acuerdo con la Direcci6n
General de Sanidad.

VI
El "S C I S P", sera mantenido, en parte con los fondos suplidos

por el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, en una cantidad que no
excedera de QUINIENTOS MIL DOLLARS ($500,000,00), para ser gastados
totalmente o en parte, durante un periodo de, aproximadamente, dos
afios, a partir del primero de Julio de 1,942; y en parte con fondos,
personal, facilidades y material que el Gobierno de Honduras pueda
suministrar.

VII

Los fondos del "S C I S P", seran empleados exclusivamente en
trabajos sanitarios, aprobados por el Director General de Sanidad y
el Jefe del "S C I S P"; no obstante, cualquier otra actividad especial
sera objeto de un nuevo contrato entre el Director General de Sanidad
y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos. La Terminaci6n de cual-
quier trabajo sanitario, ya iniciada por el Gobierno de Honduras,
puede ser aceptada por las partes contratantes.

VIII

El "S C I S P", iniciara en su plan de actividades y trabajos, los
siguientes: Mejoramiento de los Abastos de Agua y Servicio de
Cloacas; control de Enfermedades trasmisibles, tales como tubercu-
losis, parasitismo intestinal, sifilis, etc.; instalaciones y mejoramiento
de las Unidades Sanitarias en la Repiblica y Secciones de Sanidad;
entrenamiento del personal para el Servicio de Salubridad Pdblica y
extensi6n del Programa de Control de la malaria y medidas sanitarias
en general. En adici6n, otros proyectos pueden agregarse a los arriba
estipulados, conforme aprobaci6n de la Direcci6n General de Sanidad y
el Jefe del "S C I S P".

IX

Todos los proyectos ejecutados bajo este contrato seran propiedad
exclusiva del Gobierno y pueblo de Honduras.

X
Todos los materiales importados para los trabajos y actividades del

servicio, seran introducidas al pais. libre de derechos de aduana y
de cualquier otro impuesto o gasto oficial.-Hasta donde sea posible,
el Instituto usara para la ejecuci6n de las obras, solamente materiales e
implementos producidos en el pais.

En fe de lo cual firman el presente Contrato, por duplicado, en los
idiomas ingles y espafiol, en la ciudad de Tegucigalpa, D.C. Repiblica
de Honduras el ocho de julio de mil novecientos cuarenta y dos.

P. H. ORDOiEZ Diaz I. FRANK TU.IS, Jr.
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VII 

Los fondos del "S CIS P", serail empleados exclusivamente en 
trabajos sanitarios, aprobados por el Director General de Sanidad y 
el Jefe del "S C I S P"; no obstante, cualquier otra actividad especial 
sera objeto de un nuevo contrato entre el Director General de Sanidad 
y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos. La TerminaciOn de cual-
quier trabajo sanitario, ya iniciada por el Gobierno de Honduras, 
puede ser aceptada por las partes contratantes. 

VIII 

El "S C I S P", iniciara en su plan de actividades y trabajos, los 
siguientes: Mejoramiento de los Abastos de Agua y Servicio de 
Cloacas; control de Enfermedades trasmisibles, tales como tubercu-
losis, parasitismo intestinal, sifilis, etc.; instalaciones y mejoramiento 
de las Unidades Sanitarias en la Reptiblica y Secciones de Sanidad; 
entrenamiento del personal para, el Servicio de Salubridad PiIblica y 
extension del Programa de Control de la malaria y medidas sanitarias 
en general. En adiciOn, otros proyectos pueden agregarse a los arriba 
estipulados, con forme aprobacien de la DirecciOn General de Sanidad y 
el Jefe del "S C I S P". 

IX 

Todos los proyectos ejecutados bajo este contrato seran propiedad 
exclusiva del Gobierno y pueblo de Honduras. 

X 

Todos los materiales importados para los trabajos y actividades del 
servicio, seran introducidas al pals. libre de derechos de aduana y 
de cualquier otro impuesto o gasto oficial.—Hasta donde sea posible, 
el Instituto usara para la ejecuciOn de las obras, solamente materiales e 
implementos producidos en el pals. 
En ft') de lo cual firman el presente Contrato, por duplicado, en los 

idiomas ingles y espaliol, en la ciudad de Tegucigalpa, D.C. Repilblica 
de Honduras el ocho de julio de mil novecientos cuarenta y dos. 

P. H. ORD6STEz DIAZ I. FRANK TULLIS, Jr. 
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Janary 3, 18, March Agreement between the United States of America and Brazil extending21, May 2, June 8,
August 10, september the agreement of May 7, 1942, respecting a naval mission. Effected

T. 7. A. .1559] by exchanges of notes signed at Washington January 3 and 18, March
21, May 2, June 8, August 10, and September 17, 1946; effective from
May 7, 1946.

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL
No 1/530.1 (22) Washington, em 3 de janeiro de 1946.

SENHOR SECRETARIO DE ESTADO,
Devendo terminar em 7 de Maio de 1946 o contrato da Missdo

Naval dos Estados Unidos no Brasil, solicito de Vossa Excelencia o
obs6quio de suas providencias, junto As autoridades competentes,
afim de que o referido contrato seja prorrogado pelo prazo de mais
quatro anos.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelbncia os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA

A Sua ExcelAncia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES,
Secretdrio de Estado dos Estados Unidos da America.

Translation

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL
No. 1/30.1 (22) Washington, January S, 1946.
MR. SECRETARY OF STATE:

In as much as the Agreement for the United States Naval Mission
in Brazil is due to expire May 7, 1946, I respectfully request Your
Excellency to use your good offices with the proper authorities to the
end that the said Agreement may be extended for a period of four
more years.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA

His Excellency JAMES F. BYRNES,
Secretary of State of the United States of America.
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January 3, 18, March 
21, May 2, June 8, 
August 10, September 

17, 1946 
[T. I. A. S. 1559] 

Agreement between the United States of America and Brazil extending 
the agreement of May 7, 1942, respecting a naval mission. Effected 
by exchanges of notes signed at Washington January 3 and 18, March 
21, May 2, June 8, August 10, and September 17, 1946; effective from 
May 7, 1946. 

No 1/830.1 (22) 

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL 
Washington, em 3 de janeiro de 1946. 

SENHOR SECRETIRIO DE ESTADO, 
Devendo terminar em 7 de Maio de 1946 o contrato da Misstio 

Naval dos Estados Unidos no Brasil, solicito de Vossa Excelencia o 
obsequio de suss providencias, junto as autoridades competentes, 
afim de que o referido contrato seja prorrogado pelo prazo de mais 
quatro anos. 

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excel6ncia os 
protestos da miiTha mais alta consideraedo. 

CARLOS M ARTINS PEREIRA E Souse 

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES, 
Secretdrio de Estado dos Estados Unidos da America. 

Translation 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 
No. 1/530.1 (72) Washington, January 8, 1946. 
M R. SECRETARY OF STATE: 

In as much as the Agreement for the United States Naval Mission 
in Brazil is due to expire May 7, 1946, I respectfully request Your 
Excellency to use your good offices with the proper authorities to the 
end that the said Agreement may be extended for a period of four 
more years. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 

CARLOS M ARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA 
His Excellency JAMES F. BYRNES, 

Secretary of State of the United States of America. 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Brazilian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Jan 18 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of January 3, 1946 in which you convey the request of your
Government for the renewal of the Agreement entered into on May
7, 1942, between the Governments of the United States of America
and the Republic of Brazil, providing for the assignment of a United
States Naval Mission to Brazil.

I note that Your Excellency's Government desires to renew this
agreement for a period of four years, the renewal to commence upon
the termination of the present agreement on May 7, 1946, and I am
pleased to inform Your Excellency that this arrangement is agreeable
to this Government, provided the agreement is so amended as to
include the following language as an additional article to the basic
agreement:

"The members of this Mission are permitted and may be
authorized to represent the United States of America on any
commission and in any other capacity having to do with military
cooperation or hemispheric defense without prejudice to this
contract."

I shall appreciate it if Your Excellency will inform me whether the
suggested amendment is acceptable to the Brazilian Government.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

For the Acting Secretary of State:
SPRUILLE BRADEN

His Excellency
CARLOS MARTINS,

Ambassador of Brazil.

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL
N. 1/30.1 (22) Washington, em 21 de marso de 1946
SENHOR SECRETARIO DE ESTADO,

Tenho a honra de acusar o recebimento da nota de 18 de janeiro do
corrente ano, pela qual Vossa Excelencia comunicou-me que Governo
norte-americano concorda em prorrogar por um periodo de quatro
anos, a comecar de 7 de maio de 1946, o contrato da Missao Naval dos
Estados Unidos no Brasil, desde que seja incluido no mesmo o
seguinte artigo adicional:

"Os membros desta Missao ficam capacitados e podem ser
autorizados a representar os Estados Unidos da America em
qualquer comissao ou capacidade que se relacione cor a coopera-
5ao militar ou defesa do Hemisferio, sem prejuizo deste contrato."
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Brazilian Ambassador 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of January 3, 1946 in which you convey the request of your 
Government for the renewal of the Agreement entered into on May 
7, 1942, between the Governments of the United States of America 
and the Republic of Brazil, providing for the assignment of a United 
States Naval Mission to Brazil. 
I note that Your Excellency's Government desires to renew this 

agreement for a period of four years, the renewal to commence upon 
the termination of the present agreement on May 7, 1946, and I am 
pleased to inform Your Excellency that this arrangement is agreeable 
to this Government, provided the agreement is so amended as to 
include the following language as an additional article to the basic 
agreement: 

"The members of this Mission are permitted and may be 
authorized to represent the United States of America on any 
commission and in any other capacity having to do with military 
cooperation or hemispheric defense without prejudice to this 
contract." 

I shall appreciate it if Your Excellency will inform me whether the 
suggested amendment is acceptable to the Brazilian Government. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

For the Acting Secretary of State: 

SPRUILLE BRADEN 
His Excellency 

CARLOS M ARTINS, 
Ambassador of Brazil. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Jan 18 1946 

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL 

Ns 61/530.1 (22) Washington, em 21 de margo de 1946 
SENHOR SECRETARIO DE ESTADO, 
Tenho a honra de acusar o recebimento da nota de 18 de janeiro do 

corrente alio, pela qua! Vossa Excelencia comunicou-me quo Govern° 
norte-americano concorda em prorrogar por um periodo de quatro 
anos, a comegar de 7 de maio de 1946, o contrato da Missao Naval dos 
Estados Unidos no Brasil, desde quo seja incluido no mesmo o 
seguinte artigo adicional: 

"Os membros desta Misso ficam capacitados e podem ser 
autorizados a representar os Estados Unidos da America em 
qualquer comissito ou capacidade quo se relacion.e corn a coopera-
gtio militar on defesa do Hemisferio, sem prejuizo deste contrato." 
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2. Em resposta, levo ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que o
Governo do Brasil concorda con a inclusao do artigo adicional acima
mencionado.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES,
Secretdrio de Estado dos Estados Unidos da America.

Translation

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL

No. 61/30.1 (22) Washington, March 21, 1946
MR. SECRETARY OF STATE:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the note of January 18
of the current year by which Your Excellency informed me that
United States Government concurs in extending for a period of four
years, beginning on May 7, 1946, the Naval Mission Agreement
between the United States of America and Brazil, after the following
additional article has been included in the same:

"The members of this Mission are enabled and may be authorized
to represent the United States of America on any board or in any
capacity which pertains to military cooperation or defense of the
Hemisphere, without prejudice to this agreement."

2. In reply, I inform Your Excellency that the Government of Brazil
concurs in the inclusion of the additional article mentioned above.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA

His Excellency JAMES F. BYRNES,
Secretary of State of the United States of America.

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

URGENTE EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL
No. 98/5.1 (22) Washington, em 2 de maio de 1946.
SENHOR SECRETXRIO DE ESTADO,

Em aditamento a minha nota no. 61, de 21 de margo dltimo,
s6bre a renovagao do contrato da Missao Naval Americana no Brasil,
tenho a honra de levar ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que o
Governo brasileiro desejaria que, nas clausulas do contrato a entrar
em vigor no dia 7 do corrente mes, fossem feitos alguns acr6scimos
e alteragoes no sentido de:

a) Estabelecer que os oficiais da Missao possam trabalhar junto
aos Estados Maiores das Forcas Navais ou nos diversos Departa-
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2. Em resposta, levo ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que o 
Governo do Brasil concorda corn a inclustio do artigo adicional acima 
mencionado. 

Aproveito a oportimidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os 
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao. 

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA 

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES, 
Secretario de Estado dos Estados Unidos da America. 

No. 81/530.1 (22) 

Translation 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 

Washington, March 21, 1946 

Mn. SECRETARY OF STATE: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the note of January 18 

of the current year by which Your Excellency informed me that 
United States Government concurs in extending for a period of four 
years, beginning on May 7, 1946, the Naval Mission Agreement 
between the United States of America and Brazil, after the following 
additional article has been included in the same: 

"The members of this Mission are enabled and may be authorized 
to represent the United States of America on any board or in any 
capacity which pertains to military cooperation or defense of the 
Hemisphere, without prejudice to this agreement." 

2. In reply, I inform Your Excellency that the Government of Brazil 
concurs in the inclusion of the additional article mentioned above. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 

CARLOS M ARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA 
His Excellency JAMES F. BYRNES, 

Secretary of State of the United States of America. 

URGENTE 

The Brazilian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRA.SIL 
No. 98/530.1 (22) Washington, em 2 de maio de 1946. 

SENIIOR SECRETARIO DE ESTADO, 
Era aditamento a minha nota no. 61, de 21 de margo 

stibre a renovagao do contrato da Missal) Naval Americana no Brasil, 
tenho a honra de levar ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que o 
Governo brasileiro desejaria que, nas clausulas do contrato a entrar 
em vigor no dia 7 do corrente mes, fossem feitos alguns acrescimos 
e alteragoes no sentido de: 

a) Estabelecer que os oficiais da Misstio possam trabalhar junto 
aos Estados Maiores das Forgas Navais ou nos diversos Departa-
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mentos da Marinha, sempre que a sua experiencia tecnico-profissional
se fizer necessaria em tais comissSes;

b) Modificar o Capitulo I, Artigo 2, do atual contrato, acrescentando
um novo periodo assim redigido:

"No caso de serem designados membros da Missao Naval
cor o fim de familiarizar a Marinha do Brasil no emprego de
equipamento ou m6todos especiais, podera o Governo dos Estados
Unidos remove-los sem substitui-los, ao finalizarem as tarefas
especiais para as quais foram designados."

c) Modificar o Capftulo IV, Artigo 4 do atual contrato, alterando
o dltimo perfodo que devera ter a seguinte redaqao:

"No caso de pessoal que, a pedido do Ministro da Marinha
do Brasil, possa vir a ser designado como membro da Missao
cor o fim de familiarizar a Marinha do Brasil no emprego de
equipamento ou m6todos especiais, como disposto no Capftulo I,
Artigo 2, o pagamento de despesas para o transporte das familias,
objetos dom6sticos e autom6veis, nao estara sujeito a este
contrato, mas sera determinado por entendimento entre o
Representante da Marinha dos Estados Unidos e o Representante
autorizado do Minist6rio da Marinha do Brasil, em Washington,
na 6poca em que for, de comum ac6rdo, feita a escolha do pessoal
para tal servico".

2. As alteracoes constantes das alineas b e c, sugeridas pela Missao
Naval Americana, visam atender A necessidade que, para o futuro, a
Marinha brasileira tera do auxilio do pessoal da Marinha americana
nas quest6es do treinamento, manutengao e suprimento que aparecerao
durante o periodo de familiarizacao do pessoal brasileiro com os novos
navios e equipamentos.
3. Posto que essa incumbencia constitua uma das funqoes da Missao
Naval Americana, tendo em vista o carater temporario que ela terA
em muitos casos, nao serA necessario que o pessoal dela encarregado
seja incluido como membro efetivo da Missao pelo espago de tempo
dos dois anos do contrato.
4. Entretanto, haverM conveniencia de dar-se ao pessoal que porventura
venha a ser designado para tais fungoes, uma situagao definida no
contrato, limitado em tempo pela realizacao de suas incumbencias
particulares.
5. Quanto ao assunto do efetivo da Missao Naval Americana, o
Governo brasileiro estimaria que o mesmo se compuzesse de:
a) Oficiais:
(x) 1 Chefe
(x) 1 Sub Chefe
(x) 1 Oficial de Fazenda
(x) 1 Oficial de Armamento
(x) 1 Oficial de Comunicacoes
(x) 1 Oficial de Construgao Naval

Oficiais para o Ensino
(x) 1 Oficial para a Escola de Guerra Naval

95347°--49-1-T. II -- -
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mentos da Marinha, sempre que a sua experiencia tecnico-profissional 
se fizer necessaria em tais comissoes; 

b) Modifiear o Capftulo I, Artigo 2, do atual contrato, acrescentando 
um novo perfodo assira redigido: 

"No caso de serera designados membros da Missao Naval 
corn o fim de familiarizar a Marinha do Brasil no emprego de 
equipamento ou metodos especiais, podera, o Governo dos Estados 
Unidos remove-los sem substitui-los, ao finalizarem as tarefas 
especiais para as quais foram designados." 

c) Modificar o Capftulo IV, Artigo 4 do atual contrato, alterando 
o i5dtirno period° que devera ter a seguinte redacao: 

"No caso de pessoal que, a pedido do Ministro da Marinha 
do Brasil, possa vir a ser designado como membro da Misstio 
corn o fin) de familiarizar a Marinha do Brasil no emprego de 
equipamento ou metodos especiais, como disposto no Capftulo I, 
Artigo 2, o pagamento de despesas para o transporte das familias, 
objetos domesticos e automeveis, no estara sujeito a este 
contrato, mas sera determinado por entendimento entre o 
Representante da Marinha dos Estados Unidos e o Representante 
autorizado do Ministerio da Marinha do Brasil, em Washington, 
na epoca em que for, de comum acordo, feita a escolha do pessoal 
para tal servico". 

2. As alteracties constantes das alineas b e c, sugeridas pela Missao 
Naval Americana, visam atender a necessidade que, para o futuro, a 
Marinha brasileira tera do auxflio do pessoal da Marinha a,mericana 
nas questOes do treinamento, manutencdo e suprimento que aparecerao 
durante o perfodo de familiarizacao do pessoal brasileiro corn os novos 
navios e equipamentos. 
3. Posto que essa incumbencia constitua uma das funcaes da Missao 
Naval Americana, tendo em vista o carater temporario que ela tera 
em muitos casos, nao sera, necessitrio que o pessoal dela encarregado 
seja incluido como membro efetivo da Misstio polo espaco de tempo 
dos dois anos do contrato. 
4. Entretanto, havera conveniencia de dar-se ao pessoal que porventura 
venha a ser designado para tais fur:10es, uma situagao definida no 
contrato, limitado em tempo pela realizacao de suas incumbencias 
particulares. 

5. Quanto ao assunto do efetivo da Missao Naval Americana, o 
Govern° brasileiro estimaria que o me,smo se compuzesse de: 
a) Oficiais: 
(x) 1 Chefe 
(x) 1 Sub Chefe 
(x) 1 Oficial de Fazenda 
(x) 1 Oficial de Armamento 
(x) 1 Oficial de ComunicagOes 
(x) 1 Oficial de Constructio Naval 

Oficiais para o Ensino 
(x) 1 Oficial para a Escola de Guerra Naval 
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(x) 1 Oficial para o Centro de Treinamento e Escola de Instrutores
1 Oficial para o M6todo de Seleeao do Pessoal subalterno
1 Oficial para a Escola de Formagco de Tecnicos em reparo e conservagco de

equipamento electr6nico, radio, radar e sonar
Oficiais de Mdquinas
1 Oficial de Caldeiras
1 Oficial de Turbinas
1 Oficial de Controle de Avarias
1 Oficial de Fabrica de Torpedos
1 Oficial de Medicina
1 Oficial do Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais

(x) 2 Oficiais para o servieo da Secretaria da Missao

18 Total de Oficiais.
b) Sub-Oficiais:

1 Sub-Oficial especializado em reparo e conservagao de equipamento 6tico
1 Sub-Oficial Torpedista cor experiencia de submarino
1 Sub-Oficial Motorista cor conhecimento de frigorfficos
1 Sub-Oficial de Caldeiras corn conhecimento de Caldeiras de alta pressao
1 Sub-Oficial de Maquinas cor conhecimento de turbinas a vapor
1 Sub-Oficial Eletricista cor conhecimento de girosc6picas e comunicagoes

internas
1 Sub-Oficial especializado em canalizageo e controle de avarias
1 Sub-Oficial Artilheiro ou Chefe de Torre cor conhecimento de organizacao

e treinamento de guarnigSes de canh6es e conservacao de suas respectivas
baterias

(x) 1 Sub-Oficial para os servieos da Secretaria da Missao Naval
1 Sub-Oficial para os servi9os da Secretaria da Escola de Guerra Naval
1 Sub-Oficial para a Diretoria do Ensino Naval

11 Total de Sub-Oficiais.

Os Oficiais e Sub-Oficiais marcados cor (x) ja se encontram no
Brasil.

6. Muito agradeceria a Vossa Excel6ncia o obsequio de me informar
se o Governo americano concorda com o que prop6e o Governo bra-
sileiro, e foi exposto por mim nesta nota, no tocante aos acrescimos e
alteragOes nas clausulas do contrato da Missao Naval e tamb6m
quanto A constituigao de seu efetivo.
7. Finalmente, comunico a Vossa Excelencia que o Governo brasileiro
nada tem a op6r a sugestao feita pela Missao Naval Americana s6bre
o restabelecimento da clausula que figurava nos contratos anteriores ao
vigente, segundo a qual eram concedidos aos membros da Missao os
mesmos direitos e privilegios de que gozam os representantes diplo-
maticos de categoria correspondente acreditados no Brasil.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA
A Sua Excelencia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES,

Secretdrio de Estado dos Estados Unidos da America.
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(x) 1 Oficial para o Centro de Treinamento e Eseola de Instrutores 
1 Oficial para o Metodo de Selegao do Pessoal subaltern° 
1 Oficial para a Eseola de Formaglo de Tecnicos em reparo e conservagfio de 

equipamento electronic°, radio, radar e sonar 
Oficiais de Maguinas 
1 Oficial de Caldeiras 
1 Oficial de Turbinas 
1 Oficial de Controls de Avarias 
1 Oficial de Fabric,a de Torpedos 
1 Oficial de Medicina 
1 Oficial do Corpo de Fuzileiros Navais 

(x) 2 Oficiais para o service da Secretaria da Missao 

18 Total de Oficiais. 
b) Sub-Oficiais: 

1 Sub-Oficial especializado em reparo e conservagio de equipamento 6tico 
1 Sub-Oficial Torpedista corn experiencia de submarino 
1 Sub-Oficial Motorists corn conhecimento de frigorificos 
1 Sub-Oficial de Caldeiras corn conhecimento de Caldeiras de alta preset° 
1 Sub-Oficial de Maquinas corn conhecimento de turbinas a vapor 
1 Sub-Oficial Eletricista corn conhecimento de giroscapicas e comunicagOes 

internas 
1 Sub-Oficial especializado em eanalizacao e controle de avarias 
1 Sub-Oficial Artilheiro on Chefe de Torre corn conhecimento de organizacao 

e treinamento de guarnigoes de c,anhOes e conservagto de suas respectivas 
baterias 

(x) 1 Sub-Oficial para os servicos da Secretaria da Misstto Naval 
1 Sub-Oficial para os servicos da Secretaria da Escola de Guerra Naval 
1 Sub-Oficial para a Diretoria do Ensino Naval 

11 Total de Sub-Oficiais. 

Os Oficiais e Sub-Oficiais marcados corn (x) já se encontram no 
Brasil. 

6. Muito agradeceria a Vossa Excelencia o obsequio de me informar 
se o Govern° americano concorda corn o que prop6e o Governo bra-
sileiro, e foi exposto por mim nesta nota, no tocante aos acrescimos e 
alteraoes nas clausulas do contrato da Missao Naval e tambem 
quanto a constituicAo de sou efetivo. 

7. Finalmente, comunico a Vossa Excelencia qua o Govern° brasileiro 
nada tern a open- a sugestao feita pela Missao Naval Americana sebre 
o restabelecimento da clausula quo figurava nos contratos anteriores ao 
vigente, segundo a qual eram concedidos aos membros da Missao os 
mesmos direitos e privilegios de quo gozam os representantes diplo-
maticos de categoria correspondente acreditados no Brasil. 

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os 
protestos da minha mais alta consideracao. 

CARLOS M ARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA 

A Sua Exceléncia o Senhor JAMES F. BYRNES, 
Secretdrio de Estado dos Estado& Unidos da America. 
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Translation

URGENT EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL
No. 98/530.1 (22) Washington, May 2, 1946
MR. SECRETARY OF STATE:

Supplementary to my note No. 61, of March 21 last, concerning the
renewal of the Naval Mission Agreement between the United States
of America and Brazil, I have the honor to inform Your Excellency
that the Brazilian Government wishes to have certain additions and
alterations inserted in the articles of the Agreement which is to come
into force on the seventh of the current month, in order to:

a) Establish the fact that the officers of the Mission may work in
conjunction with the Staffs of the Naval Forces or in the various Bu-
reaus of the Navy, whenever their technical and professional experience
is required on such commissions;

b) Modify Title I, Article 2, of the present Agreement by the addi-
tion of a new sentence, to read as follows:

"In case members of the Naval Mission are appointed for the
purpose of familiarizing the Brazilian Navy with the use of
special equipment or methods, the United States Government
may withdraw them without replacing them, on the completion
of the special assignments for which they were appointed."

c) Modify Title IV, Article 4 of the present agreement, changing
the final sentence to read as follows:

"In the case of personnel who, at the request of the Minister of
Marine of Brazil, may be appointed as members of the Mission
for the purpose of familiarizing the Brazilian Navy with the use
of special equipment or methods, as set forth in Title I, Article 2,
the payment of expenses for the transportation of families, house-
hold effects and automobiles shall not be subject to this agree-
ment, but shall be determined by negotiation between the represen-
tative of the United States Navy and the authorized representa-
tive of the Ministry of Marine of Brazil in Washington at such
time as the choice of the personnel for such duty may be agreed
upon."

2. The changes given in paragraphs b and c, suggested by the United
States Naval Mission, are intended to provide for the need which the
Brazilian Navy will have in future for the assistance of personnel of
the United States Navy in questions of training, maintenance and
supply which will arise during the period in which Brazilian personnel
is being familiarized with the new ships and equipment.
3. Although that duty constitutes one of the functions of the United
States Naval Mission, in view of the fact that in many cases it will be
of a temporary character, it will not be necessary that the personnel
assigned to it be included as full members of the Mission for the entire
two years of the agreement.
4. However, it will be advisable to assign the personnel who may be
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Translation 

URGENT 
No. 98/530.1 (22) 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 
Washington, May 2, 1946 

Mn. SECRETARY OF STATE: 

Supplementary to my note No. 61, of March 21 last, concerning the 
renewal of the Naval Mission Agreement between the United States 
of America and Brazil, I have the honor to inform Your Excellency 
that the Brazilian Government wishes to have certain additions and 
alterations inserted in the articles of the Agreement which is to come 
into force on the seventh of the current month, in order to: 

a) Establish the fact that the officers of the Mission may work in 
conjunction with the Staffs of the Naval Forces or in the various Bu-
reaus of the Navy, whenever their technical and professional experience 
is required on such commissions; 

b) Modify Title I, Article 2, of the present Agreement by the addi-
tion of a new sentence, to read as follows: 

"In case members of the Naval Mission are appointed for the 
purpose of familiarizing the Brazilian Navy with the use of 
special equipment or methods, the United States Government 
may withdraw them without replacing them, on the completion 
of the special assignments for which they were appointed." 

c) Modify Title IV, Article 4 of the present agreement, changing 
the final sentence to read as follows: 

"In the case of personnel who, at the request of the Minister of 
Marine of Brazil, may be appointed as members of the Mission 
for the purpose of familiarizing the Brazilian Navy with the use 
of special equipment or methods, as set forth in Title I, Article 2, 
the payment of expenses for the transportation of families, house-
hold effects and automobiles shall not be subject to this agree-
ment, but shall be determined by negotiation between the represen-
tative of the United States Navy and the authorized representa-
tive of the Ministry of Marine of Brazil in Washington at such 
time as the choice of the personnel for such duty may be agreed 
upon." 

2. The changes given in paragraphs b and c, suggested by the United 
States Naval Mission, are intended to provide for the need which the 
Brazilian Navy will have in future for the assistance of personnel of 
the United States Navy in questions of training, maintenance and 
supply which will arise during the period in which Brazilian personnel 
is being familiarized with the new ships and equipment. 

3. Although that duty constitutes one of the functions of the United 
States Naval Mission, in view of the fact that in many cases it will be 
of a temporary character, it will not be necessary that the personnel 
assigned to it be included as full members of the Mission for the entire 
two years of the agreement. 

4. However, it will be advisable to assign the personnel who may be 
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appointed to such duties a status which is defined in the agreement,
to terminate upon completion of their particular assignments.
5. With regard to the strength of the United States Naval Mission,
the Brazilian Government would like for it to be composed of:
a) Officers
(x) 1 chief
(x) 1 assistant chief
(x) 1 finance officer
(x) 1 ordnance officer
(x) 1 communications officer
(x) 1 naval construction officer

Officers to serve as Instructors
(x) 1 officer for the Naval War School
(x) 1 officer for the Training Center and Instructors' School

1 officer for the System of Selection of Subaltern Personnel
1 officer for the School for Training Technicians in the repair and mainte-

nance of electronic radio, radar and sound equipment.
Engineer Officers

1 boiler officer
1 turbine officer
1 damage control officer
1 torpedo factory officer
1 medical officer
1 Marine Corps officer

(x) 2 officers to serve at Staff Headquarters of the Mission.

18 Total number of officers

b) Petty Officers
1 petty officer specialist in the repair and maintenance of optical equipment
1 petty officer torpedoman with experience in submarines
1 petty officer motor expert, with a knowledge of refrigerator plants
1 petty officer, boiler specialist, with a knowledge of high-pressure boilers
1 machinist's mate with a knowledge of steam turbines
1 electrician's mate with a knowledge of gyroscopes and internal communica-

tions
1 petty officer specialist in the localizing and control of damage
1 gunner's mate or turret chief with a knowledge of the organization and

training of gun crews and the maintenance of their respective batteries.
(x) 1 petty officer to serve at Staff Headquarters of the Mission

1 petty officer to serve at the headquarters of the Naval War School
1 petty officer to serve in the office of the Director of Naval Instruction

11 Total number of petty officers

The officers and petty officers marked "(x)" are already in Brazil,
6. I should be very grateful if Your Excellency would be so good as
to inform me whether the American Government is in agreement
with these proposals of the Brazilian Government, as set forth by me
in this note, with reference to the additions and alterations in the
articles of the Naval Mission Agreement, and also with reference to
the composition of its complement.
7. Lastly, I inform Your Excellency that the Brazilian Government
has no objection to the suggestion made by the United States Naval
Mission concerning the reestablishment of the clause which appeared
in our agreements prior to the one now in force, according to which the
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members of the Mission were granted the same rights and privileges
which are enjoyed by diplomatic representatives of corresponding rank
accredited in Brazil.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA
His Excellency

JAMES F. BYRNES
Secretary of State of the United States of America

The Secretary of State to the Brazilian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Jun 8 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note, no. 98/530.1(22) dated May 2, 1946, requesting certain modi-
fications to the basic Agreement entered into on May 7, 1942 and
extended for a period of four years by an exchange of notes dated Jan-
uary 3 and 18 and March 21, 1946 respectively, which provides for
the assignment of a United States Naval Mission to Brazil.

In this connection, I am pleased to inform Your Excellency that the
modification of Title IV, Article 4 of the basic Agreement, as sug-
gested in paragraph (c) of Your Excellency's note under reference, is
acceptable to the Government of the United States of America pro-
vided the Agreement is amended as follows: after the word "appointed"
there shall be inserted "for a period of less than six months." The
Navy Department is of the opinion that for periods longer than six
months, temporary members of the Mission should not, in peacetime,
be ordered to duty which would require separation from their families
for an excessive length of time. When the services of temporary
members are required for longer than six months, they should be
entitled to the privileges of the present Agreement.

With regard to the new composition suggested for the Mission, the
Navy Department informs the Department it cannot make definite
commitments to furnish all the specialized personnel of officers and
enlisted men requested, although every effort will be put forth to
make them available.

I shall appreciate it if Your Excellency will inform me whether the
suggested amendment is acceptable to the Brazilian Government.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Secretary of State:
SPRUILLE BRADEN

His Excellency
CARLOS MARTINS,

Ambassador of Brazil.
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The Brazilian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

EMBAIXADA DOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DO BRASIL

No. 205/530.1(22) Washington, em 10 de agosto de 1946.

SENHOR SECRETARIO DE ESTADO,

Em aditamento a minha nota no. 124/530.1(22), de 11 de junho
dltimo, relativa ao contrato da Missao Naval Americana no Brasil,
tenho a honra de levar ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que o
Governo brasileiro, atendendo as raz6es apresentadas pelo GovArno
americano, concorda cor a alteragao proposta para a redaqao do Art.
4, Capitulo IV do referido contrato.
2. Esse artigo passara entao a ficar assim redigido:

"No caso de pessoal que, a pedido do Ministro da Marinha do
Brasil, possa vir a ser designado, por um periodo inferior a seis
meses, como Membro da Missao, cor o fim de familiarisar a
Marinha do Brasil no emprego de equipamento ou metodos
especiais, como disposto no Capitulo I, Artigo 2, o pagamento
de despesas para o transporte das familias, objetos domesticos
e automdveis nao estara sujeito a este contrato, mas sera
determinado por entendimentos entre o Representante da
Marinha dos Estados Unidos e o Representante autorizado do
Minist6rio da Marinha do Brasil em Washington, na 6poca em
que f6r, de comum ac6rdo, feita a escolha do pessoal para tal
servigo".

3. Quanto ao efetivo da Missao Naval Americana no Brasil, comunico
a Vossa Excelencia que o Govbrno brasileiro estimaria que do mesmo
constasse tamb6m um "Chief fire Control man" graduado em curso
de reparo, no Navy Yard-Washington, D. C., conhecendo profunda-
mente o reparo do sistema Diretor marca XXXIII, os controles a
distancia, el6trico e hidro-eldtrico, marcas 4 e 5 e que tenha tamb6m
experiAncia na instalagao do equipamento de Artilharia a bordo dos
novos Contratorpedeiros.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a Vossa Excelencia os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor DEAN ACHESON,
Secretdrio de Estado interino dos Estados Unidos da Amrica.

Translation

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL
No. 20a530.1(22) Washington, August 10, 1946

MR. SECRETARY OF STATE:

In supplement to my note No. 124/530.1(22), of June 11 last,[']
relative to the agreement for the American Naval Mission in Brazil,
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Brazilian Gov-
ernment, taking into consideration the reasons given by the American

1 [Not printed.]
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Government, agrees to the proposed change in the wording of Art. 4,
Chapter IV, of the said contract.
2. This article shall therefore be worded thus:

"In the case of personnel who, at the request of the Minister
of Marine of Brazil, may join the Mission for a period of less
than six months for the purpose of instructing the Brazilian
Navy in the use of equipment or special methods, as provided
in Title I, Art. 2, payment of expenses for the transportation
of families, household effects and automobiles shall not be
required under this Agreement, but shall be determined by
agreement between the representative of the United States
Navy and the authorized representative of the Ministry of
Marine of Brazil in Washington at such time as the detail of
personnel for such duty may be agreed upon."

3. With respect to the members of the American Naval Mission in
Brazil, I communicate to Your Excellency that the Brazilian Govern-
ment would be gratified if there were among the members a "Chief
Fire Control Man" who has passed a course in repairs at the Navy
Yard in Washington, D. C., and who is well acquainted with repairs
on the Director XXXIII type system, distance control, electric and
hydro-electric, types 4 and 5, and who has likewise had experience
in the installation of artillery equipment aboard the new destroyers.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

CARLOS MARTINS PEREIRA E SOUSA
His Excellency DEAN ACHESON,

Acting Secretary of State of the United States of America.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Brazilian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Sep 17 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note, no. 205/530.1(22) of August 10, 1946, concerning the renewal of
the Agreement for the United States Naval Mission to Brazil signed
May 7, 1942.

In this connection, I am pleased to note that the extension of the
Agreement, with the changes in the wording of Title IV, Article 4,
as set forth in your note, is agreeable to your Government.

I am informed that the Navy Department is seeking a Chief Fire
Control Man and as soon as a suitable selection is made his name and
biographical sketch will be submitted for consideration by your
Government.
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Acting Secretary of State:
SPRUILLE BRADEN

His Excellency
CARLOS MARTINS,

Ambassador of Brazil.
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For the Acting Secretary of State: 
SPRUILLE BRADEN 

His Excellency 
CARLOS MARTINS, 

Ambassador of Brazil. 
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Arrangement between the United States of America and other governments
respecting a World Health Organization and the establishment of an
Interim Commission. Signed at New York July 22, 1946; effective
July 22, 1946.

ARRANGEMENT CONCLUDED BY THE GOVERNMENTS
REPRESENTED AT THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH CON-
FERENCE

Held in the City of New York, from 19 June to 22 July 1946
THE GOVERNMENTS represented at the International Health Con-

ference convened on 19 June 1946 in the City of New York by the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations,

Having agreed that an international organization to be known as
the World Health Organization shall be established,

Having this day agreed upon a Constitution for the World Health
Organization, and

Having resolved that, pending the coming into force of the Con-
stitution and the establishment of the World Health Organization, as
provided in the Constitution, an Interim Commission should be
established,

AGREE as follows:

1. There is hereby established an Interim Commission of the World
Health Organization consisting of the following eighteen States en-
titled to designate persons to serve on it: Australia, Brazil, Canada,
China, Egypt, France, India, Liberia, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway,
Peru, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, United Kingdom, United
States of America, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela
and Yugoslavia. Each of these States should designate to the Interim
Commission a person technically qualified in the field of health, who
may be accompanied by alternates and advisers.

2. The functions of the Interim Commission shall be:
(a) to convoke the first session of the World Health Assembly
as soon as practicable, but not later than six months after the
date on which the Constitution of the Organization comes into
force;
(b) to prepare and submit to the signatories to this Arrangement,
at least six weeks before the first session of the Health Assembly,
the provisional agenda for that session and necessary documents
and recommendations relating thereto, including:

(i) proposals as to programme and budget for the first
year of the Organization,
(ii) studies regarding location of headquarters of the
Organization,

July 22, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 151
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of World Health Or-
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(iii) studies regarding the definition of geographical areas
with a view to the eventual establishment of regional
organizations as contemplated in Chapter XI of the Con-
stitution, due consideration being given to the views of the
governments concerned, and
(iv) draft financial and staff regulations for approval by
the Health Assembly.

In carrying out the provisions of this paragraph due considera-
tion shall be given to the proceedings of the International Health
Conference.
(c) to enter into negotiations with the United Nations with a
view to the preparation of an agreement or agreements as con-
templated in Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations
and in Article 69 of the Constitution. Such agreement or agree-
ments shall:

(i) provide for effective co-operation between the two
organizations in the pursuit of their common purposes;
(ii) facilitate, in conformity with Article 58 of the Charter,
the coordination of the policies and activities of the Organi-
zation with those of other specialized agencies; and
(iii) at the same time recognize the autonomy of the
Organization within the field of its competence as defined
in its Constitution.

(d) to take all necessary steps to effect the transfer from the
United Nations to the Interim Commission of the functions,
activities, and assets of the League of Nations Health Organiza-
tion which have been assigned to the United Nations;
(e) to take all necessary steps in accordance with the provisions
of the Protocol concerning the Office International d'Hygiene
publique signed 22 July 1946 for the transfer to the Interim
Commission of the duties and functions of the Office, and to
initiate any action necessary to facilitate the transfer of the
assets and liabilities of the Office to the World Health Organiza-
tion upon the termination of the Rome Agreement of 1907;
(f) to take all necessary steps for assumption by the Interim
Commission of the duties and functions entrusted to the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration by the
International Sanitary Convention, 1944, modifying the Inter-
national Sanitary Convention of 21 June 1926, the Protocol
to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention, 1944, the
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1944,
modifying the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial
Navigation of 12 April 1933, and the Protocol to Prolong the
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation,
1944;
(g) to enter into the necessary arrangements with the Pan
American sanitary organization and other existing inter-govern-
mental regional health organizations with a view to giving
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of the Protocol concerning the Office International d'Hygiene 
publique signed 22 July 1946 for the transfer to the Interim 

Commission of the duties and functions of the Office, and to 
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Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration by the 
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to Prolong the International Sanitary Convention, 1944, the 
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 1944, 
modifying the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial 
Navigation of 12 April 1933, and the Protocol to Prolong the 
International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation, 
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mental regional health organizations with a view to giving 
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effect to the provisions of Article 54 of the Constitution, which
arrangements shall be subject to approval by the Health As-
sembly;
(h) to establish effective relations and enter into negotiations
with a view to concluding agreements with other inter-govern-
mental organizations as contemplated in Article 70 of the
Constitution;
(i) to study the question of relations with non-governmental
international organizations and with national organizations in
accordance with Article 71 of the Constitution, and to make
interim arrangements for consultation and co-operation with
such organizations as the Interim Commission may consider
desirable;
(j) to undertake initial preparations for revising, unifying and
strengthening existing international sanitary conventions;
(k) to review existing machinery and undertake such prepara-
tory work as may be necessary in connection with:

(i) the next decennial revision of "The International Lists
of Causes of Death" (including the lists adopted under the
International Agreement of 1934 relating to Statistics of
Causes of Death); and
(ii) the establishment of International Lists of Causes of
Morbidity;

(1) to establish effective liaison with the Economic and Social
Council and such of its commissions as may appear desirable,
in particular the Commission on Narcotic Drugs; and
(m) to consider any urgent health problem which may be
brought to its notice by any government, to give technical
advice in regard thereto, to bring urgent health needs to the
attention of governments and organizations which may be in a
position to assist, and to take such steps as may be desirable
to co-ordinate any assistance such governments and organiza-
tions may undertake to provide.

3. The Interim Commission may establish such committees as it
considers desirable.

4. The Interim Commission shall elect its Chairman and other
officers, adopt its own rules of procedure, and consult such persons
as may be necessary to facilitate its work.

5. The Interim Commission shall appoint an Executive Secretary
who shall:

(a) be its chief technical and administrative officer;
(b) be ex-officio secretary of the Interim Commission and of
all committees established by it;
(c) have direct access to national health administrations in
such manner as may be acceptable to the government con-
cerned; and
(d) perform such other functions and duties as the Interim
Commission may determine.

49 Stat. 3785.
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6. The Executive Secretary, subject to the general authority of
the Interim Commission, shall appoint such technical and adminis-
trative staff as may be required. In making these appointments he
shall have due regard for the principles embodied in Article 35 of
the Constitution. He shall take into consideration the desirability
of appointing available personnel from the staffs of the League of
Nations Health Organization, the Office International d'Hygiene
publique, and the Health Division of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration. He may appoint officials and special-
ists made available by governments. Pending the recruitment and
organization of his staff, he may utilize such technical and adminis-
trative assistance as the Secretary-General of the United Nations
may make available.

Firstsession. 7. The Interim Commission shall hold its first session in New
York immediately after its appointment and shall meet thereafter
as often as may be necessary, but not less than once in every four
months. At each session the Interim Commission shall determine
the place of its next session.

Expense 8. The expenses of the Interim Commission shall be met from funds
provided by the United Nations and for this purpose the Interim
Commission shall make the necessary arrangements with the ap-
propriate authorities of the United Nations. Should these funds
be insufficient, the Interim Commission may accept advances from
governments. Such advances may be set off against the contribu-
tions of the governments concerned to the Organization.

Budget estimates. 9. The Executive Secretary shall prepare and the Interim Commis-
sion shall review and approve budget estimates:

(a) for the period from the establishment of the Interim Com-
mission until 31 December 1946, and
(b) for subsequent periods as necessary.

Report. 10. The Interim Commission shall submit a report of its activities
to the Health Assembly at its first session.

termination of In- 11. The Interim Commission shall cease to exist upon resolution of
the Health Assembly at its first session, at which time the property
and records of the Interim Commission and such of its staff as may be
required shall be transferred to the Organization.

Date of entry into 12. This Arrangement shall come into force for all signatories on this
day's date.

Authentic texts. IN FAITH WHEREOF the undersigned representatives, having been
duly authorized for that purpose, sign this Arrangement in the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, all texts being
equally authentic.

Pls, pp. 2371,2394. SIGNED in the City of New York this twenty-second day of July 1946.
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ARRANGEMENT CONCLU PAR LES GOUVERNEMENTS
REPRESENTES A LA CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE DE
LA SANTE QUI S'EST TENUE A NEW-YORK, DU 19 JUIN AU
22 JUILLET 1946.

LEs GOOVERNEMENTS represent6s A la Conference internationale de
la sant6, convoqu6e le 19 juin 1946 a New-York par le Conseil eco-
nomique et social de l'Organisation des Nations Unies,

Ayant d6cide de creer une organisation internationale qui prendra
le nom d'Organisation mondiale de la sant6,

Ayant adopt6, ce jour, un texte de constitution de l'Organisation
mondiale de la sante, et

Ayant decide de creer, en attendant 1'entree en vigueur de la Con-
stitution et l'6tablissement de l'Organisation mondiale de la sant6,
telle qu'elle est pr6vue dans la Constitution, une commission int6ri-
maire,

DECIDENT ce qui suit:

1. I1 est cree, par les presentes, une Commission int6rimaire de
l'Organisation mondiale de la sant6, compos4e des dix-huit Etats
ci-apres d6sign6s, habilit6s & nommer les personnes devant en faire
partie:

Australie, Br6sil, Canada, Chine, Egypte, Etats-Unis d'Am6rique,
France, Inde, Liberia, Mexique, Norvege, Pays-Bas, Perou, Roy-
aume-Uni, Republique Socialiste Sovi6tique d'Ukraine, Union des
Republiques Socialistes Sovi6tiques, V6n6zuela, Yougoslavie. Cha-
cun de ces Etats devrait designer pour sieger a la Commission int6ri-
maire une personnalit6, techniquement qualifiee dans les questions
de sante, et qui pourra etre accompagnee de suppleants et de con-
seillers.

2. La Commission interimaire aura pour fonctions:

a) de convoquer la premiere session de l'Assemblee mondiale
de la sant6, aussit6t que possible et six mois au plus tard apres
la date de 1'entree en vigueur de la Constitution de l'Organisation;
b) de preparer et de soumettre aux signataires de cet arrange-
ment, six semaines au moins avant la premiere session de l'As-
semblee mondiale de la sante, l'ordre du jour provisoire de
cette session ainsi que les documents et les recommandations
ncessaires s'y rapportant, notamment:

(i) les propositions relatives au programme de travail et au
budget de l'Organisation, pour la premiere annee;
(ii) des 6tudes portant sur le lieu d'etablissement du siege de
l'Organisation;
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(iii) des etudes concernant la determination des regions g6o-
graphiques en vue de la creation 6ventuelle des organisations
regionales envisag6es dans le Chapitre XI de la Constitution
et qui tiendront dfment compte des points de vue des Gou-
vernements interess6s, et
(iv) un projet de reglement financier et de statut du per-
sonnel pour approbation par 1'Assembl6e generale.

Pour la mise en oeuvre des dispositions de ce paragraphe, il y
aura lieu d'accorder une attention particuliere aux deliberations
de la Conference internationale de la sant6.
c) entamer des n6gociations avec l'Organisation des Nations
Unies en vue de preparer un ou plusieurs accords, ainsi qu'il
est pr6vu A l'article 57 de la Charte des Nations Unies et a
l'article 69 de la Constitution. Cet accord ou ces accords
devront:

(i) 6tablir une collaboration effective entre les deux Or-
ganisations dans la poursuite de leur but commun;
(ii) faciliter, conformement a 1'article 58 de la Charte, la
coordination de la politique generale et de l'activit6 de 1'Or-
ganisation avec celle d'autres institutions sp6cialis6es; et
(iii) en mnme temps, reconnaitre l'autonomie de l'Organi-
sation dans le domaine de sa competence, tel qu'il est d6fini
dans sa Constitution.

d) prendre toutes les mesures n6cessaires en vue de proceder
au transfert, des Nations Unies a la Commission interimaire,
des fonctions, activites et avoirs de l'Organisation d'hygiene
de la Soci6t6 des Nations qui ont et6 assignes jusqu'ici A l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies;
e) prendre toutes mesures n6cessaires, conformement aux dis-
positions du Protocole, sign6 le 22 juillet 1946, concernant
l'Office International d'Hygiene publique, pour le transfert a
la Commission interimaire des charges et fonctions de l'Office,
et prendre l'initiative de toutes mesures n6cessaires en vue de
faciliter le transfert de l'actif et du passif de l'Office A l'Organisa-
tion mondiale de la sant6, lorsque l'Arrangement de Rome de
1907 arrivera a expiration;
f) prendre toutes les mesures necessaires en vue de permettre
a la Commission interimaire d'assumer les charges et fonctions
confiees a l'Administration des Nations Unies pour les Secours
et la R6habilitation (UNRRA) par la Convention sanitaire
internationale de 1944 portant modification de la Convention
sanitaire internationale du 21 juin 1926, le protocole prorogeant
la Convention sanitaire internationale de 1944, la Convention
sanitaire internationale pour la Navigation aerienne de 1944
portant modification de la Convention sanitaire internationale
pour la Navigation aerienne du 12 avril 1933 et le protocole
prorogeant la Convention sanitaire internationale pour la
Navigation aerienne de 1944;
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g) conclure les accords n4cessaires avec l'Organisation sanitaire
panam6ricaine et les autres organisations regionales inter-
gouvernementales de sant6 existantes, en vue de donner effet

l'article 54 de la Constitution, sous reserve de l'approbation de
ces accords par l'Assembl6e de la sante;
h) etablir des relations effectives et entamer des negociations
en vue de conclure des accords avec d'autres organisations
intergouvernementales, tel que prevu A l'article 70 de la Consti-
tution;
i) etudier la question des relations avec les organisations inter-
nationales non-gouvernementales et avec les organisations
nationales, conform4ment a l'article 71 de la Constitution, et
prendre des dispositions provisoires lui permettant d'entrer en
consultation et de coop6rer avec telles organisations que la
Commission interimaire jugera souhaitables;
j) entreprendre les premiers pr6paratifs en vue de la revision,
l'unification et le renforcement des conventions sanitaires
internationales existantes;
k) 6tudier l'ensemble du mecanisme existant et entreprendre les
travaux pr4paratoires qui peuvent etre n6cessaires:

(i) en vue de la prochaine revision decennale des "Nomen-
clatures internationales des causes de d6ces" (y compris les
listes adoptees conformement A l1'Accord international de
1934, ayant trait aux statistiques des causes de deces), et
(ii) de l'6tablissement des listes internationales des causes
de maladies;

1) etablir une liaison effective avec le Conseil economique et
social et celles de ses commissions avec lesquelles il apparaftra
utile de le faire, en particulier avec la Commission des stup6fiants;
m) examiner tous les problemes de sant6 urgents que tout
Gouvernement pourra lui signaler, donner des conseils techniques
A leur sujet, attirer l'attention des Gouvernements et des Orga-
nisations, susceptibles d'apporter leur concours sur les besoins
urgents en ce qui concerne la sant6 et prendre toutes les mesures
desirables afin de coordonner toute assistance que ces Gouverne-
ments et ces Organisations sent susceptibles d'apporter.

3. La Commission interimaire peut creer les commissions qu'elle
estime desirables.

4. La Commission interimaire 6lit son President et son bureau,
adopte son propre reglement et consulte toutes personnes susceptibles
de faciliter son travail.

5. La Commission interimaire designe un Secr6taire executif, lequel:
a) est le plus haut fonctionnaire technique et administratif;
b) est, de droit, secr6taire de la Commission interimaire et de
tous les comit6s crees par elle;
c) a acces directement aupres des administrations nationales de
sante, selon des modalites que peut agreer le Gouvernement
interess6;
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d) remplit toutes autres fonctions et charges que la Commission
int&imaire pourra fixer.

6. Dans les limites de l'autorisation generale donnee par la Com-
mission interimaire, le Secretaire executif nomme le personnel tech-
nique et administratif necessaire. En procedant a ces nominations,
il prend en consideration les principes contenus dans l'article 35 de la
Constitution. II tiendra compte, en outre, du fait qu'il est desirable
de nommer le personnel disponible choisi parmi les fonctionnaires
de l'Organisation d'hygiene de la SocietB des Nations, de l'Office
International d'HygiAne publique et de la Division de la sant6 de
l'Administration des Nations Unies pour les Secours et la Rehabilitation
(UNRRA). I1 peut nommer des fonctionnaires et des specialistes
mis a sa disposition par les Gouvernements. En attendant d'avoir
pu recruter et organiser son personnel, il peut recevoir toute aide
technique et administrative que le Secr6taire general des Nations
Unies est en mesure de lui fournir.

7. La Commission interimaire tiendra sa premiere seance a New-
York immediatement apres sa creation et se reunira par la suite
aussi souvent que necessaire mais au moins une fois tous les quatre
mois. A chaque session, la Commission int6rimaire determine le
lieu de sa prochaine session.

8. Les d6penses de la Commission interimaire sont couvertes au
moyen de fonds fournis par les Nations Unies et la Commission
interimaire prendra dans ce but les dispositions neessaires avec les
autorit6s comp6tentes des Nations Unies. Dans le cas ofi ces fonds
seraient insuffisants, la Commission interimaire pourra accepter des
avances des Gouvernements. Ces avances pourront Atre effectuees
sur les contributions des Gouvernements appartenant A l'Organisation.

9. Le Secr6taire executif est chargd de preparer et la Commission
interimaire de reviser et d'approuver les pr6visions budgetaires:

a) aff6rentes A la periode allant de la creation de la Commission
interimaire jusqu'au 31 decembre 1946, et
b) aff6rentes aux priodes ulterieures pour lesquelles il y aurait
lieu de le faire.

10. La Commission int&rimaire soumettra un rapport sur son
activite6 l'Assemblee de la sant6 lore de sa premiere session.

11. La Commission interimaire cessera d'exister en vertu d'une
resolution de l'Assemblee de la sante lors de sa premiere session,
epoque A laquelle les biens et les archives de la Commission interimaire
ainsi que cette partie de son personnel jugee necessaire seront trans-
fer&s & l'Organisation.

12. Cet Arrangement entrera en vigueur pour tous les signataires
las date de ce jour.

EN OIx DB QuOI les Representants soussign&s, dfment autoris6s A
cet effet, signent le present Arrangement en langues anglaise, chinoise,
espagnole, frangaise et russe, tous ces textes etant egalement authenti-
ques.

SIGNB en la Ville de New-York ce vingt-deux juillet 1946.
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d) remplit toutes autres fonctions et charges que la Commission 
interimaire pourra fixer. 

6. Dana les limites de l'autorisation generale donnee par la Com-
mission interimaire, le Secretaire executif nomme le personnel tech-
nique et administratif necessaire. En procedant a ces nominations, 
11 prend en consideration lee principes contenus dans Particle 35 de la 
Constitution. 11 tiendra compte, en outre, du fait qu'il est desirable 
de noramer le personnel disponible choisi parmi lee fonctionnaires 
de l'Organisation d'hygiene de la Societe des Nations, de l'Office 
International d'Hygiene publique et de la Division de la sante de 
l'Administration des Nations [Jules pour lee Secours et la Rehabilitation 
(UNRRA). fl pout nommer des fonctionnaires et des specialistes 
mis a sa disposition par lee Gouvemements. En attendant d'avoir 
pu recruter et organiser son personnel, il pout recevoir toute aide 
technique et administrative quo le Secretaire general des Nations 
Tithes est en mesure de lui fournir. 

7. La Commission interimaire tiendra sa premiere seance a New-
York immediatement apres sa creation et se reunira par la suite 
aussi souvent quo necessaire male au moms une fois tous lee quatre 
mole. A chaque session, la Commit:Rion interimaire determine le 
lieu de sa prochaine session. 

8. Les depenses de la Commission interimaire sant couvertes au 
moyen de fonds fourths par lee Nations Tithes et la Commission 
interimaire prendra dens ce but les dispositions neces,saires avec les 
autorites competentes des Nations Unies. Dens le eas oi ces fonds 
seraient insuffisants, la Commission interimaire pouna accepter des 
avances des Gouvernements. Ces avances pourront etre effectuees 
sur lee contributions des Gouvernements appartenant a l'Organisation. 

9. Le Secretaire executif est charge de preparer et la Commission 
interimaire de reviser et d'approuver lee previsions budgetaires: 

a) afferentes a la periode allant de la creation de la Commission 
inteximaire jusqu'au 31 decembre 1946, et 
b) afferentes aux plaiodes ulterieures pour lesquelles il y aurait 
lieu de le faire. 

10. La Commission interimaire soumettra un rapport sur son 
activite a l'Assemblee de la sante lore de ea premiere session. 

11. La Commission interimaire cessera d'exister en vertu d'une 
resolution de l'Assemblee de la sante lore de sa premiere session, 
époque a laquelle les biens et lee archives de la Commission interimaire 
ainsi quo cette patio de son personnel jug& necessaire seront trans-
fer& a l'Organisation. 

12. Cot Arrangement entrera en vigueur pour tous lee signataires 
a la date de ce jour. 

EN Pox DE QUOI lee Representants soussignes, dtiment enteric& A 
cot effet, signent le present Arrangement en langues anglaise, chinoise, 
espagnole, frangaise et russe, touts ces textes etant egalement authenti-
ques. 

SIGNE en is Vile de New-York ce vingt-deux juillet 1946. 
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COrIAlEMHE B3ARJMEHHOE IPABTrEIlCTBAUM
IPEaCTABJEA U HA ME.YHfW ALPOHO KOHOEPEMHM 3APABOOXPAPAHEH,

CoOTO.BmeecaC B ropoAe Hblo-lopce uexay 19 MCI x 22 maxa, 1946r.

IIPABM'EJICTBA, npeAcTaBeHmoe Ha UezAyHapoAHOf KooaepeHn 3N Spaso-

OXpaHeOHII, co3BaHHoA 3KOHOMixqeCKX X COnHaA[HMi COBeTOM 06lieAHHeHHHX

HapuH B ropole Hli-Mopla e 19 Imne 1946 r.,

npfxA K ooramemot o TOM, iTO HaalneaIT T ypeANTLb ImeayHapOaHyiO opra-

Hsx3amo noa HaaBaHxeu BBceHpHas- OpraHs3anaa 3ApaBooxpaHeHNia,

lnpxja ceroAH KH cortIameHIno o6 YCTaBe (ROHCTIrTyfii) BoeImpHon0 Opra-

Waa9qmA 3ApaBooxpaHeHEIs, H

HOCTaHOBXB, qTO BnrpeAB AO BOTyiLHeHHH YCTaBa B cOuny N ylrpexAeHns

BoeeMpHoi Opranesanmi 3ApaBooxpaHeHxa, EaK aTO npeAycMOTpeHO B YcTaBe,

HaAXeNNT yPpeArTL BpeMueHylo ROMHIccNo ,

COrfIAMiCRc o H;Hecneayxreu:

1. HacToSmu y'peDfXaeTca BpeMeHHaq KoulccR BceuMpHoB OpraHnaanKt

SApaBooxpaHeHna, CocTOMtjast NaS HHxenepeqxcJieHHmx BoceMHaaqgaTi rocyyapcTB,

XOTOpsM npeAocTaBJmeTOc npaBO Ha3Ha'eHBSl .tnq, AJEI HeceHn o06H3aHHOcTeui

ee IjieHoB: ABCTpajiAH, Bpa3amum, K aHanU, K{ITaa, Ernrma, 'paHnnK, HaaIIx,

JIa6epNt, UeKcHHM, HflzepjaHAOB, HopBerm,, HIepy, YKpaKHHCIKO CoBeTCKoR

CoiXNaJrcTzeecxRoi Pecny6njiaM, CoeAnHeHHoro KopoJIeBcTBa, CoeAfHeHHblo IITa-

TOB AuepMRc, Coo3a COBeTCKiC COIraJIOcTwiecKYox Peory6aJaK, BeHecyatJ z

D0rocJaBUrz. HKasoe U3 3TmX rooyaapCTB AOJXHO aHa3HaKTI B Bo peueHHyo

RKYMCCMD JAnro, TexHuqecKM KBazMKA4IrpoBaHHoe B o06raoTH 3ApaBOOxpaHeHHt

UoTOpoe MoxeT 6UTB conpoBolAaeuo 3aaecTHTeStU N oOBeTHMKamx.

$. yumcurH BpeueRHor KOUMCCUH caeAlyKuMe:

a) COaBaTI nepByo cecono AccauM6aie BceurpHo0 OpraHmragn

3ApaBooxpaHeHmm B B03MOaHO XOpOTXKir COK , He rno3xe BecTH ueca-
AeB Co AHHH BCTywieHHn YcTaBa OpraaN3aaiuN B oxCy;

b) COCTaBKTL H npeACTaBNTL yHaTHIKaU HBaTOMIAeo CorJ.ameImH

no KpaAiHek epe Sa mecoT HeeAeL AO nlepBoA ceccr[ AccauOine
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COMMETIME 3AHMEHHOE HPABKTEILCTHAUK 
HPFACTAMEHRLIMH HA MEHAITHAKAH02 maDEPEHANK AAPABOOXPAHEHHH, 

CocTognmeRca B ropoAe HID-Ropice meAKY 19 MOHR it 22 xmaa, 1946r. 

HPABMTEIECTBA, npeAcTamennme Ha liewHapoARon Honopepengxx Upano-

oxpaxenxst, co3nannofi 3xonomistecxxm x COLVILIBIZIMCoReTom 06seAmpanxgx 

HagxR n rOp0A0 Hns-llopse 19 MOHR 1946 r., 

HpgAn K corAamenxs o TOM, MTO namenxT rapeAxTs menAysapows °prep., 

nx3agsmnoA naananmemacemxplaa Oprammagxe Sgpanooxpanexxx, 

nP4An OeroABH R coraamenxs 06 YoTane (HoncTxTygxx) BeemmpnoR Opm. 

ismagnx 3Apanooxpanexxx, x 

110OTBROBH3, mT0 BUyvAL Ao noTynxemn YeTana B cxxy H ripszAenxst 

BoemxpxoR Opranmagxx 3ApaBooxpanemot, xax aTo npeAyomoTpexo B YoTanes 

namenxT y•IpeAxTe Bpeuenxym ROMMCOHD, 

COPIAMAXITCH o xxxeczeAvagem: 

1• HacToasmi ynpezAaeTcx Bpemexnan ROUHOOHIT BOOULTHOR OprasmagxR 

3gpanooxpanenxx, COOTORKRA H3 nmsenepenxexemarx nocemnaggaTx rocyAapcTn, 

xoTopum upeAocTanaxeTca npano nasnaKexxx xxg, AAR HeCORMa 063133BROOTOR 

ee wienon: AncTpaxxx, Hpa3xAxx, KanaAbl, Hprrag, ErxaTa, '5paxxxx, HgAxx, 

Jx6epxx, Mexcxxx, HXAepaamon, Hopnerxx, Hepy, YkpaxnexoR Conercx0R 

CogxamicTxnecxoR Pecny6Axxx, COOAHHORHOPO HopoxencTna, COOAHRORRRX ma. 

TOB Amepxxx, Coma COBOTCRHX Coggaxxonmecxxx Pecay6xxx, Bexecyaxu K 

ProcAanxx. HRRA00 143 3THX reeyAapeTa AOARHO 110.3113MHTI, BO BpBMORBTO 

Hommccxs Texxxnecnx REMIXHHItHp088.1111043 B o6xacTx 3Apanooxpauenxa, 

Uoropoe moaeT 6uTs conpononAaemo 38.1100THTeXRUH H 00BOTHHERMH. 

S. Oynxxxx HpememoR Homxccxx cAeAymxe: 

a) coanaTs gel:Gym cecomo Accam6Aex BeemxpxoR Opraxx3axxx 

3Apanooxpasenmx B 1303MOXHO xopoTxxR cpox, Re mane BOOTH Mewl-

en co Axa BeTyrizenxn YoTana Opranmagxx B OHXY; 

b) cocTanxTs x upencTanxTs pmacTxxxam nacTongero Corxamenxn4 

no xpaRneR uepe 3a mem% nee As Ao gepsoR COCCHI( Accam6nex 

-1--
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3ApaBooxpanenii, BpeueniHyo rnoBecTKy 9ng a3ToR cecom H neo6xo-

gMbu e AoKyueHTm K peeKoMeuaPrJIx, OTHocseMec H eR, BKEJnqaa:

i) npeAlrozeHaZ oTHOcOTeZbHO nporpaia KH 6iqZeTa OpranH-

3aa; na nepBEi roA,

li) o6celeAoBaHHe OTHOCMTeALHO uecTOHaxozAeHIi ynpasBeeHrs

OpraHMsaaiux,

ili) o6czeAoBamne OTHocOTeZiHO onpeAezeHzqH reorpacxieecKx

paronoB, B BAaax ycTaHOBjzeHIX BnocOGeATBMH perxoHaZaBmx

opranHsazIHf, rpeAyycMoTpeHHn c B r.aBe XI YoTaBa, c yAeze-

HxeuY AOJIHoro BHnMaaHNH MHeHHML 3atfHTepecoBaHHEmx rocyAapcTB,

H

iV ) COcTaBMTL npoeBT IrpaBBxI 0 o sHaacax X xGHno cocTaBe

ARJz yTBep Hemsa AsccauM6eek B3paBooxpaHneaHH

npa npoBeAeHZi B saB3 IIOJoxeHxs HaCTOsnieero naparpasa Heo6xo-

AUmo yAezBTi Ao.XHHoe BHHMuaHI TpyAam MezAyHapOAHlio KoM0epeenIu

3BApaBooxpaaeHif

c) BCTyimTL B neperoBOpm o 06ieAKR eHmixu Hagzsux, w0est B BATfy

cooTaBneHiM corzsameMeHM s corJ-ameHEiR, npeAycOuoTpeHHbEc CTaTLre

57 YcTaBa 06seAfqHeHrax Haip Hs OTaTLeIt 69 TcTaBa BoeuipipHo Opra-

sH3aBaju 3ApaBOOXpaHeHng. 3rT coroamareHe KHa corzameHsxH AozjHu:

i) npefAcaTlBapBaTL 34eKTrBHoe OOTpyAHHrecTBO Mexuy

o6eoim opraiHH3aYHxm B KX cTpeMeHmI K AocTxzeDHo o06ncx Hu

ii) o6ferzaTL B coraiaoxi Co cTaTreM 58 ycTaBa 0
6seAHHeH-

BHm HammA corzacoBaHae nOjXITHrX K AKeSTeZiHOCTKx Opransraa-

OtMm C nrOZiTKOA K$ AreaTeBOOTriT ApyrPx oneria.jH3poBaHma

yxpezAeHRNi

iii) BUeOTe O TeM npii3HaBaTL aBTOOMww OprarmaApix B pe-

Aexax ee KomaeTermp, onpelAejeHHoR B ee yoTaBni

4) npeAfnpHizxuaTL Boo HeoOxoAmulae marx AAZ OoylqeoTBAJSBX nepe-
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3AraBooxpaneram, HpemeEnrym nocecTxy 3TOA oeooa n Heo6xo-

Axmue AoxymenTu x pexomenAanxx, oTHoonsixecx x Heti, examaa: 

i) npegzozeima oTHoexTexsHo nporpammu x 6xAzeTa °pram-

aanxx Ha nepsuft roA, 

Ii) o6oxeAossaHme OTHOOXTBALHO mecToHaxozAexxx ynpaexexxx 

Oprammaxxx, 

iii)06oeoHaHe OTHOOXTeXBHO onpeAexelma reorpaZixxecxxx 

patioHost, B BNABX yOTBHOBXBRXR nnoczeAcTrixx perx0HansHux 

oprammagzA, npeAycmoTpeHaux B rzeme X1 YoTana , o yAeze-

Hxem 40.11XHOPO BEXUMBHA UHEIHXRU aaamepecoealmux rocyAapoTn, 

iv) COOTBBXTB rtrOOXT npamxx o gsniaacax x .xxxxom cooTase 

AJH risepzAerma Accam6xeeA 3ApasooxpaHexxx. 

Upx nposteAexxx B zxalls nozozerna moron:nem naparpaa Heo6xo-

A(mo yAWIRTY. Aoxxxoe HHxualme TpyAam MezgyHapoAHoil Roxepepennxx 

3ApaHooxpanexxx; 

0) BOTTIXTB B neperosoru 0 06seAxHeHHuux HatcXXXX, XXOR B EulAy 

cooTarizexxx corzameuxx MAX corxamenna, npeAyemoppexHux cTaTaen 

57 YoTaHa 062,0XXHGBHUX Hanxti x oTaTset 69 YoTama BoeuxpuoA Opra-

xxaauxx 3ApamooxpaHeHma. 3Tx corzamenxe XXX corxamexxx Ao.xxxu: 

n-peAycmampreaTE acixteICTXBH00 cospyinurxecTeo mezAy 

o6exmx opramaauxxmx B xx oTpemzexxx x AOCTXMOHXD 060MX Km 

nexeA; 

ii) 06xermaTI, ooriaoxx co cTaTseti 58 YoTaea 06seAxnex-

HUI Hamel corzacoeume MAXTXRX X AeRTEMILHOOTX Oprasuua-

I3u! C nozxTxxoft x AeaTeassocTsm Awn= onegRammxposaasux 

ympeuemnlii 

iii) xmecTe 0 re m npmaxamaTs asToicomwm OpraHmagxx a ape-

Aexax 00 RomneTemxx, onpeAexeRnon B ee YeTaxa; 

43 npeAnianosmaTs BOG Heo6xoAxmue =arm Ana oonecTeAelmst nape-
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AaRm 06seAxnemnsH Hamaaws BpeuenHHof KomooH TryHKdti, eOTersTO-

HOCTHZ aRTHBOB OpraHm3aHm8 3apaBooxpaaeH Jxrx HaEne, nepe-

flaxmoc 06seAaeHmH9m HaLOw;

e) npeAnIpfliHInaTL Bce Heo6xoAMioe marn, B CooTBeTOTBaK nACo-

xeHMsam IIpoTOKOZa OTHOOcTeaIHO MezAyHapoAHoro Biopo 06necTBoH-

HO rrnmemB (Office International d'Hygienrpubllque), nolnMcaH-

aoro 28 HmOx 1946 r.; o nepeoane BpeueHaoR KouImoom o6s3anao-

cTeh X (zyHKMl iopo z{ arpeAlnpPHHTB L eATBKas, eoHfxotrAte AJIH

o6zeroeHma nepeAarn BceupHoit OpraHiiaaqim 3ApaBooxpaHeeHMt

aKTXBOB 1 nracciaBOB Eipo, rocAe npeopameHnH PmscKoro CoriameaHH

1907 r.j

f) npeRlnpalHMaTL BOOe eo6xojAiu e mari Aia npxInmTrx Bpemuenoi

Kowucoxeft o6a3aHrocTes X qpyHKIxt, BosmxeOHasx Ha AAMUXnCTpaWI

0loMO3 az BocoTaHOBIeoH{ 06LeaKHeHnOIx Halia YUexAyzapogoft CaOnx-

TapHoh XoHBseHIMef 1944 r*, 06 a3OeHnoea MYeiyHaapolAHOt CaagTap-

HOli KHBOHgBIBn OT 21 IOHJI 1926 r., IIpOTOROJIOU 0 pOzOHrmaxK

MexzyaapofHo CaaHTapHoa KROsHBeIHnI Aiaz B03oAymix CooC6eHiAE

1944 r'. BHooSlef Ha ueaeHHr B IMesyHapoAHy KRoHBemmo o CaHm-

TapMhx Mepax AaR BosAymmnx Coo6metHe oT 12 anrpei 1933 r., z

InpOTOxoJou o nlpozoHrazmri UeoyHapoAHoft KoHBoelpx o CaHiTapax

Mepax AA BoaAymHux Coo6mteRm 1944 r.;

g) BOTyEIXT B aHeo6xoflae coraameHax o IlanauepaanHcKot Camw-

TapHoA OpraHr3anZef H Apyrmzo cyRIecTBypKzm YexpaBsTreACTaeH-

nm P perHOHaJLHMMn OpraHa3aX{JnM no 3aaoxpa emBooxpHem B gexsx

npoSeAemat a zasH nOZOAeHHri CTaTTH 54 yoTaBa MexAyHapoAuo0f

Opranzraazzl 3ApaBooxpazenaz, Kaxoae ooraameHH norexzaT yTBep-

xAeoo Acoau6ieeft 3pasooxpaHemia;

h) yOTaHOBaTr K'4eKTmBHyyi OBH3I, H BOTYMITb a neperosopi a

wenAx 3aaKx HRo oorJameaht o Apyraf MOexnpaBKTeJBTB9eHHfa

opran3aagrngu, xax 3TO npOAyOUOTpeHO B oTaprle 70 YoTaaa
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Aatof 067.expulemnew Hagmamx BpemexHoA Hommel Orocgat, AexTeas-

ROOTH X awrxHoH Opramaanxx 3ApaHooxpauems birx Rama, nepe-

AWDEUX 06seAsmeHmm Hanxxm; 

e) 17130A1TpX11XuaTB B00 Heo6xweare marx, B 000TBOTOTBXX 0 noao-

aeaxamx HpoToxoxa OTHOOKTOXLHO MexAynapoAHoro Elope 06mecTaex-

HoA rxrxemi (Office International d'Hygienepublique), noAnxcau-

Horo 22 xmax 1946 r.; o nepeAane BpemelnioA Houxocxx o6maasnio-

°TWA x Ornannl Empo xnpeAnpxuars AeAcTaxx, Heo6x0Axmbre ui 

ofternexxx nepeAanx Boemxpaa Opramaanxx 

AKTXBOB X naccreoe 210p0, 1700.710 npexpaneHnit 

1907 r.; 

npeAnpxxxuars BOO Heo6xoAxmme marx Aam 

3ApanooxpaHeHxx 

Paucxoro Corxamexxx 

npxnaTxx BpemeinloA 

Hommocxeft 060.3011HOOTOA X tymaxA, B03.10x0HRUX Ha AAMITHHOTpapOT 

llomomm 

TapHoA 

X BOCOTOHOBZOAXA 06samemix Hasp& MexAyHapeAHon Oaxx-. 

RoximagxeA 1944 r., 06 xameneuxxMexAyHapoAmoit CaagTap-

HO R0HBOHX.XX or 21 MOHR 1926 P., TIPOTOKOAOU 0 ItpoaoHraxxx 

MexAyHapoAHoA CaxmapHoA RoHnexqux Aaa Bomymmx 0006moRmA 

1944 r., moomen xamenemix BMesAympOmm RouceHgam o Oaxx-

Tam= Mepex 2mAymmax CoofteHmA or 12 anpeax 1933 r., x 

npoToxoaom o npoaoHragamrMexaYHapommaft KoHnemxx o Catorrapaux 

Merex Aln BosAymmix CoodnenmA 1944 r.; 
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MeZlyHapoAeoA OpraHmAanim 3ApaBooxpaHeHns;

1) l3ay4XTB Bonpoc 06 OTHOmeirsIx c HenpaBXTejacTBenHHeu MemAy-

HapoAHuuMl opraHHS3agIxM4 I C HaBgOHanibIOM opraHmsauIBsma, B

COOTBeTCTB'it co CTaTLeA 71 YcTaBa MeZxyBapoAHoB OpraHmEaqx%

3ApaBooxpaHeHxrn, nRpeITDrpxHxMaT BpeMeHHBe lueponpiRT0iTa nJa

KOHOcyJnTaTZiH u COTpyiAH;OeCTBa c TaX/i/I opraH3aSaHMSM, Ha-

CKOJRIKO BpeMeHHag Ko ICCis 6yAeT cs;STaTS STO XeXaTexHsnl;

j) npeAnpmTIHTb nepBOHata.aiHyXO nOArOTOBBX nepecuoTpa, yHm4!U-

poBamHl K ycMneeHH cy1gecTBymIiX ueEAyHapoAHIx caHiTapHnex OH-

Bemfl~;

k ) nepecuoTpeTB cyyGecTByKiifr anrapaT M nperenpMHrTi TaKylo noMA -

rOTOBXTeJzaHyl pa6oTy, XOTOpaa MO.XeT 6uTIT Heo6xoluMa f B CBa3a

0 :

I) cneAyemqu oKepeAH/lu AecaTHifeTHBl nepecoTpo M'VeA-y-

HapoAfHUx cniCKOB npKaiMH cOepTHr (BKnxmoua cnnCwl, np;HBTUe

no MeazAyHapoAHouy CorjameneH. 1934 r. OTHOCOTe.ILHO CTaTH-

OTmBX npmSBH cuepTr) U

ii) cocTaBJneHeeu eiexzyHapoAHbax crmcroB nprliH 3a60oneBa-

eMOCTZ;

1) yCTaHOBITB 3CgleKTHBHyMO CBSa3B 
3

xKOOHOMmecKxIM U CoqiaJlbAtu

COBeTOU I TaKHIM K3 ero KOUMKCCHM, c KOTOpUiXi 3TO UOXeT npeAoTa-

BITlBCI zenaTejEHBn, If B taCTHOCTX C KHOGICCIHe no HapKoTaqCecIH

cpeACTBaa;

u) pacc?.aTpiiBaTB Jnof6e cpoueLIe npo6zeia 3aapanBooxpaHeHnia, O-

Topue moryT 6UTb AOBOAeHB AO ero cBeAeRi; s mo6um nrpaBXTejcTBOuM

AaBaTL no HMU TeXHBOecKxe 3aaxlneH;lf, o6panaTb BHmMaHme npaBx-

TeOBCTB H opraHI3agxA, MoryrM; OKa3aTb COAO;OCTBxe, Ha opoUlne

HyxlA, CB.q3aaHHe 00 3ApaDOOxpaHrMeRne, I AOJlaT TaKXe marX, KO-

Topie MOryT OKa3aTbc¢ seaaTexnbrmj AxRi coraiaooaHBHx .DD6UX Bx-

AOB coAeicTBlsa, OxaaaaHne oTrporo o uoXeT 6uTb nprHHTo Ha ce6a
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MexAyHapomroA OprwmaaMM 3ApanooxpaHemm; 

1) WayurTs nonpoo 06 owromexxxx 0 rtenpanxTexLeTnemmux memAy-

Hapommux oprammanxamm H a xamioxanzmumx oprammagmmx, 8 

COOTBOTOTEHH CO cTaTseA 71 YOTanaMezmumpoAxon Oprammaxxx 

3APanooxpaxemm, x npaAnpmmmaTs apomemme ueponpxxTna AJIR 

xormymaamm M coTpymmueoTaa 0 Taxwm opraxxammamn, xa-

exoasxo Bp0M0H1194,1 ROUHCCHR 6yAeT onmaTB 3TO xexaTeasxuu; 

j) nTeAnpmmTs nepeorlana4LxymnoAroToexy nepecuoTpa, yx1115xnx-

pormHxsi H yomemm cygeoTnymomx mexAylrapoAnux caxxTaprrux Hoe-

ammel; 

k ) nepeomoTpeTs cynecTnymnxn annapaT e npeAnpxxors Taxylo noA-

roTonxTex.xym pa6oTy, xoTopaR moReT 6uTI, Reo6xoAxua H e CHRDX 

0 

1) 

1) caeAyrnxu oRepommiu AOCHTHJIGTHHU /2813OCHOTp01.1"Menty-

RapoAAux onxexon npmmmi ouepTx" (Tacxxmlasi crumxx, npmmTue 

no MexxyHapoAmmy CormameHem 1934 P. OTHOCHT0.11880 CTATH.. 

°THEM npmum cuepTx) 

11) cooTarairexxeu IlexAympoAHux onxemon npxqmr aa6ozena-

eMOCTX; 

yoTaxoexTs 34:74010HTHBHy10 CBS88 C31(0E010170=1M a Commasauu 

CoeeTom x Taxxmx HD CPO HOUXCCHH, 0 xoTopuux DTO MOOT nTeAoTa, 

13HTBOR xexaTemmum, x n naoTHooTx 0 RouxcermA no HapxoTmlecxxu 

cpeAcTaam; 

u) paccmaTpmeaTB mofte opoumle npo&mmu aApanooxpaxerum, xo-

Topue moryT 6uTs AtmeAmm Ao ero oseAemm Juo6uu npaaxTexseTeou, 

A883T8 no HIDA Temmecxxe aammonemm, o6panaTI, mmumme npame-

TOZBCTE H oprammarmA, morygxx oxaaaTs 00A00Tnxe, Ha opouxue 

HYM1M, ommamme CO upanooxpaHerimem, x AGARTb mule mare, KO.. 

Topue moryT oxaaamboR ADADTGALHUMH AAR cormacoHaeme modux BR 

A013 COA OACT8XR, oxaaaHne xoToporo MOAOT 051,1TB npuuno ca ce6R 
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aTHMH IrpaBHTeAIObTBa3M Z opraHn3aanxKvx.

3. BpeueHHag KHoMs.ccH MOXeT yqpeOA7aTB Tanne KOMrTeTHt, XaKHe

OHa otHTaeT Xe.jaTeJ}ilH.fl.

4. Bpem)eHHaa KoMaiccKA tn36paeT CBOero IpeAoceAaTelz m APlpyfX

AoAEHOCTHMHX JnM, ycTanaB.mBaeT CBON c06OTBeHmHe npasBna rpoxgeAyif E

KOHcyajTtIyeT C TaKttXl AntaM , COBeTH KOTOPUX MOryT 6U/TB HeO6XOlHa

AJia o6nerqeHzqs ee pa6oTu.

5. BpeueHHaH KorMoccta na3HataeT crnoAlHKTejBHoro CeKpeTapa, BO-

Topun:

a) SBnreTcs ee rJxaBnM TexHnIecKKHM H aAlMHfoTTpaTBHhlB

AOAnHOCTHUU YJM llOU;

b) SBaJReTCa no AOJIHoCTH ( ex offiCiO ) oeRpeTapeu BpeMeH-

BHO ROMOCCOR HN BCOX EKoUTeTOBS yi'peIZxeHHIx eMo;

c) HIeeOT HenocpeACTBeHIeu AfocTyn B Han.oHanSHsie auMxia

CTpadiM no 3ApaBOoxpaHeHMB B n opAxe, rnpeMejemom A.jZ

COOTBeTCTByIMTc nlpaBnRTeJBCTB;

l) NCnoJiHReT TaKe pYe ySpyrxe Hy.R-X o6a3aHNHOoTHI, OTOpTe

MOryT 6WTb onpeAeneNz BpeueaHog KoMKccaeze.

6. CnoHlOHHTenbALIr CeKpeTapb, noA 06n1nI pYKOBOACTBOu BpeUeH-

HOB KOtIIOccHI, na3HataeT TaRO2 TeXHIEeCKlHft aAMEHHCTpaThBHUfI nepcoairt

naKOf MOXeT OKasaTBc Hneo6xoHawniiu. AeaFa TaKHe Ha3HaseH;M, OH OJx-

aeH yeGNaTb AOAZHoe BHMaNaHKe npnHirtmau, yra3aHHBm B OTaTBe 35 YoTaaa

MezAyHapOAHoo. OpraHiM3aqIH 3ApaBooxpaHeInI. OH npIHHMLaeT BO BNHEaHne

xeZaTeJTBHOCTL Ha3HaqeHnKs nepcoHajxa, OTOpUiR MOXHO npHBnetB 1Z3 COCTaBa

OpraHnsauE m 3SlpaBOOxpaHren JIx Hairi, MezAyHapoAHoro BEpo 06fneoTBeI-

aoa rxrxeei (Office International d'Hyglene publique ) z OTAenza SApaBO-

oxpaHefna AxaHnoXTpatm 1Touoioi0 tt BoccT0HOBneBeHI 06senAmHHe Hawifr .

OH MuzeT Ha3HaXtaTb AOJXBOCTMt-X mMr H CnenKaInCTOB, xOop X TnpasiTre, -

CTBa TpefAOOTaBgsDar B ero pacnopXaeHe. - o Ha6opa H oprarHaaipm oBoerO

rTaTa cylancx OH ItnoeT nOnB30BaTBOA TexHIrecKOOf aX AMIHHOCTPaTHBHOR
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3TXMX npaaxTeALcToamx x oprangoanxnux. 

3. BpemexxaR Hommccmg uoseT ynpexAaTr, Taxxe BOMXTOT61, xame 

oxa OtIXT3-.37. zezaTeJtmcumx. 

4. BpememlaR Rommccma ma6xpaeT ceoero HpeAceAaTexR x Apyrxx 

AWISHOCTHUX jmn, yoTaxammaaeT coox co6cTsexnue npaxxla nponeAypu n 

xoncyasTxpyeT C Taxxux Argamx, cone= xoTorux moryT &Th Reo6xoAmUM 

;pa o6xernexxa ee pa6oTu. 

5. Bpomexxax Kouxoaxa xaaxattaeT ncnoxxxTeAsnoro CexpeTapx, BO. 

Topa: 

a) EBXBOTOR ee rAammum TOXHLSTOORIBI X aAmxxxoTpaTxnEuM 

AoxxxocTRuu Axgom; 

by AMAROTOCI no AoAanocTx ( ex. Officio ) oexpeTapeu Bpemea• 

nog ROMHOOXXB BOOX HOUXTOTOB, Impeuemux en; 

C) SMOOT RenocpeAcTsexxnt AocTyn B xagmoxaALRue atxxxx* 

oTpanxx no aApasooxpaxemin 8 nopRAxe, npxemzemom JJZ 

cooTneToTaymmx npanxTexsoTa; 

XOBOZHHOT Taxxo APYrxe Oyxxxxx X 015333HHOOTX, RoTopue 

moryT 6uTs onpeAexexu Epomernion KomptcoxeA. 

6. NOBOJIHMTOALHbal OOHNT3pB, no o6nxm pyxonoAcTnou Bpeuen-

non Romuccxx, naaxaxaeT Taxol Texxxxecxe x nAmxxxcTpaTxeRut nepooxax, 

xaxo* MOOT oxaoaTscR xeo6xoArodum. Aexaa Taxxe RaanatlexxR, OH AoA-

sex yAeARTB Aommoe nmmaaRxe npxintxnam, yxaaanlium B °Tame 35 YoTana 

MeaAyRapoARoA Oprammoanxx 3Apaxooxpaxeaxa. OH npxxxmaeT BO axxmaxxe 

xezaTexwrocTs xaoRageRxR nepcoxaza, xoTorufl maxim npxnletn, X3 cocTann 

Opraxmaartxx 3ApaxooxpaneRxR Ixrx nage, MexAynaroAHoro Expo 06necTneX-. 

non Pnrxeau (Office International cilliygiene publique ) B OTAeza 3Apano-

oxpaxenxR AAuxxxoTpaxxx Dbmonx B BOcoTaxonAexxx 06%eAxxexxux nagxft. 

OR MOZOT xaoxaxaTs AOA*HOOTHBZ Aug x onegRanxdToB, xoTopux npunTexs-

oTpa flPeAocTaeacnoT /RI @IV pacnopRxeRxe. ro xadopa x opraxmagxx ceoer0 

MTara cxyaagax OH HOMO/. noxs3oaaTaca Texituxecxoft x allxxxxoTpaTxxxoR 
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nOUOMOM1, HOTOpaF MOZaT 6STL euy npeAocTaaseHa renepaazsLu CeKpeTapeu

06eAmHeHH9wX Hairqi.

7. HIepBaa ceccxO BpeueHHot KOMHCCMII COCTOHTCR B Hlio-ToopRe He-

MeAfeHHO nocAe HaSHaqeHifi ee & nIoc.fe 3ToTO 6yAeT co6MpaTBca no iepe Heo6-

XOAiMuOOT, HO He pexe sqe pa3 B weTupe Mecwna. Ha Kaa-Aof cecczax BpeueH-

Haa$ ROOKCCHA orrpoAeAjeT &ecOTO JAJIq cBoer cOeAyBlieAi cecc-.

8. PacxoAI- BpemeHHO lCo KMoCCEH nOKxpBaoTCasI Z3 (OOHfOB, npeAOCTaB3Jle-

uux 06%OeaHeiHHm!.ruI HaSIIMEI, M, AJa UTOi; geII e BpeMeHHaas KOMHCCHxs 3aaiKj

taeT HeoxxoiaIea oorJ ameHm o HaaJIexarnm% BJxaOTc T 06eApHHeHnMx Ha/.H.

ECAJ 3TB (DOa OH OXaHBTOAS'HeAOOTaTOtiHfm/ui, BPeMeHHBna KoOMCCxn )AOaT noxyJsaT

aBaHCH OT ipaBHTeABCTB. TaXIHe aBaHcc MOIyT 3atICJIRTiCi B CTeT B3HOCOB

COOTBeTCTBYp;Ic npaDrITeJMCTB B 0praaHH3Mao-

9. IcOnojfHHTeabHLB CeEipeTapB lnproTOBJiaeT, a BpemeHHaa KOuaocHEa

nepecMaTpEBaeT H yTBepOAaeT 6IoXGeTHIe CMeTu:

a) na nreploA BpeOMeOl OT yxpealeHliH BpeueHHoB KIOUMCcOM AO 31

AeKa6pa 1946 r- H

b) Ha nocaeAyyoieie nepsoqu BpeMemi» no Mepe HeO6XOAPiMOCTMT

10. BpeMeHHaS KoH!{ CCaIS npeOAcTaBJaeT AOKJIa 0 o CBOe AeeaTeJIHOCTI

Accam6free SApaBooxpaHeHMH Ha ee nepaof ceccMs.

11. BpeMeHHaH KOMHOccO rnpexpagaeT cBoe cynIecTBOBaHiu e o peaaO n30

Accau6fen 3ApaBooxpaneHxa Ha ee nepBofi oeccei, B KHaOBOf O MMeHT PIMyIeCTBO,

apxHim BpeYeHno KROMCccHM M cJIyaZe60I6f nepcoHa.r, ROTOpEI; MOZoeT OKa3aTbC¢

HeodxoAluIM!, - nepeLaoTrse OpraHa3arrzm.

12. HacTonee e CorameHBe BCTynaeT 8 CIlD B OTHOneHH Bcex nouiH-

caBCnix ero co AHRr ero noLnficamms.

B YAOCTOBEPERlTE IErO aHxsenoAnacaxahecR npeACTaBUITeOJA, 6yAywX Ra SC
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uomoKmo, soTopaa MOZOT 61.1TB emy npeAocTannena 

06seAmielmmx Hat ilk. 

7. Hepnaa ceccaa BpemenHoll 

rellepaassimu CexpeTapem 

ROMACCAX COCTOMTCA B Hmiro4fopue HO-

meAneHHo nocae HaaHanetula es x nocae 3T0r0 65,AOT co6mpaTnca no mepe Heo6-

X0,4=00.111, HO HO pox° nem pan B neTure mecama. Ha samAon. ceocxx Bpement-

saa ROMACCAA onpoilexasT UOCTO Axa °noon caeAymner: °ems!. 

8. PacxoAm BpemeHH0A How:coma flospunalarca 113 (011Aon, flpeAocTanaae-

mmx 06seAmHemEmmn Hamxamx, 14* AXA OTOR span, Bpememaa ROMACCHA 33M.YIEr 

naeT neo6xoAllmme COrABLITOHRA c HaAxeltaflamx B./MOTH= 0610AxHemmxHaflflA. 

Heim aTx q)ogAm cacaryTca'HeAocTaTonHums, MpemenHaa Hem:coast MOIST noxynaTn 

anancm OT npanaTeancTn. Tasae anaHam uoryT 3anACJIATBOR B CIMT B3HOCOB 

cooTneTcTnymxx npanmvezBeTn B Oprammanam. 

9. RCUOAHATO.711.HUR CexpeTapn nparoTonaaeT, a HpemeHHaa ROMACCAR 

flepecmaTpanaes, A yTneptAaeT 6141seTHme cmeTm: 

a) Ha nepxoA npemema or ynpezAeHila Bpememial Homy:coma AO 31 

Aesa6pa 1946 r. H 

b) Ha flocaeAymflfle flop:0Am npemenx, no mepe Heo6x0AxmooTx. 

10. BpemeHHaa Hommccaa npeAcTanaaeT AolSaaA 0 °Boa AORTOZBHOCTA 

Accam6aoe SApaeooxpaHeima Ha ee neploA ceccxx. 

11. 8pemeHHaa Homaccaa npexpagaeT cnoe cyflecTnonanxe no peaoxyanda 

Accam6aex 3ApamooxpanoHna Ha se nepno2 coccam, n xamonoft moyeaT xmyflecTno, 

apxxnu BpomeHHoR Homacomx M oxyze6m1A nepooHaa, ROTORS; MOMOT OH9.33XLCA 

Heo5xo.rtnizum, - nepeAamoa OpraHanagAH. 

12. Hacronnee CornameHme BoTynaeT a CH37 H °THOU:COMM ncex noAnx. 

eaerimx @PO CO put ero no,valoamta. 

B VOCTOBEPEHME kE0 smsenoAnacanmmeca flpeAcTauxTexx, 6m1,11X ifs TO 
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O11UL o6paaOM ynOAHOuMOTsHw , noflricanXx aacToIm1ee CoriaZaeHne Ha

KkTaficxou, aasrjiacxou, (Zpamny3cou, pyccou Z HXcnracixoou aR3ax, m3 xo-
TopCM KXa/ZA TeKCT paBHO ayTenHTseH.

IUOUtICAO B ropooe RIDo-fopKIe mL BSAIXaTBa Bropo"ro AH, 1946 r.
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ARREGLO CONCLUIDO ENTRE LOS GOBIERNOS REPRESEN-
TADOS EN LA CONFERENCIA INTERNACIONAL DE LA SALUD
Celebrada en la Ciudad de Nueva York, del 19 de junio al 22 de julio

de 1946

Los GOBIERNOS representados en la Conferencia Internacional de
la Salud reunida el 19 de junio de 1946 en la ciudad de Nueva York
convocada por el Consejo Econ6mico y Social de las Naciones Unidas,

Habiendo acordado que se establecera una organizaci6n interna-
cional que sera conocida como Organizaci6n Mundial de la Salud,

Habiendo acordado en esta fecha una Constituci6n para la Organiza-
ci6n Mundial de la Salud, y

Habiendo resuelto que, hasta tanto entre en vigor la Constituci6n
y se establezca la Organizaci6n Mundial de la Salud, como se dispone
en la Constituci6n, se debe establecer una Comisi6n Interina,

ACUERD&N lo siguiente:

1. Por este acto se establece una Comisi6n Interina de la Organiza-
ci6n Mundial de la Salud compuesta por los siguientes dieciocho
Estados, facultados para designar las personas que la integren:
Australia, Brasil, Canada, China, Egipto, Estados Unidos de America,
Francia, Holanda, India, Liberia, M6xico, Noruega, Perd, Reino
Unido, Republica Socialista Sovi6tica de Ucrania, Uni6n de Repd-
blicas Socialistas Sovi6ticas, Venezuela y Yugoslavia. Cada uno de
estos Estados deberia designar para la Comisi6n Interina una persona
tecnicamente capacitada en el campo de la salud, que podra ser acom-
pafiada por suplentes y asesores.

2. Las funciones de la Comisi6n Interina seran:

(a) convocar la primera sesi6n de la Asamblea Mundial de la
Salud tan pronto como sea posible, pero no mas de seis meses
despues de que la Constituci6n de la Organizaci6n entre en vigor;
(b) preparar y presentar a los signatarios de este Arreglo, por lo
menos seis semanas antes de la primera sesi6n de la Asanblea
de la Salud, el programa provisional para esa sesi6n y los docu-
mentos y recomendaciones necesarios relacionados con ella,
inclusive:

(i) proposiciones respecto al programa y al presupuesto para
el primer afio de la Organizaci6n,
(ii) estudios relativos a la ubicaci6n de la sede de la Organi-
zaci6n,
(iii) estudios relativos a la demarcaci6n de las zonas geo-
graficas con miras al establecimiento eventual de las organi-
zaciones regionales a que se refiere el Capitulo XI de la
Constituci6n, tomando en debida consideraci6n las opiniones
de los gobiernos interesados, y
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(iv) redactar reglamentos financieros y de personal para ser
sometidos a la aprobaci6n de la Asamblea de la Salud.

Al llevar a efecto las disposiciones de este parrafo se dara debida
consideraci6n a las actas de la Conferencia Internacional de la
Salud.
(c) entrar en negociaciones con las Naciones Unidas con el fin
de preparar el acuerdo o acuerdos previstos en el Articulo 57 de
la Carta de las Naciones Unidas, y en el Articulo 69 de la Con-
stituci6n. Dicho acuerdo o acuerdos:

(i) dispondran la cooperaci6n eficaz entre las dos organi-
zaciones para la consecuci6n de sus objetivos comunes;
(ii) facilitarAn, de acuerdo con el Artfculo 58 de la Carta,
la coordinaci6n de la politica y actividades de la Organiza-
ci6n con las de los organismos especializados; y
(iii) reconoceran al mismo tiempo la autonomfa de la Organi-
zaci6n en el campo de su competencia, tal como se define en
su Constituci6n.

(d) tomar todas las medidas necesarias para hacer efectivo el
traspaso a la Comisi6n Interina de las funciones, actividades y
bienes de la Organizaci6n de Higiene de la Sociedad de las
Naciones que han sido asignados a las Naciones Unidas;
(e) tomar todas las medidas necesarias, de acuerdo con las
disposiciones del protocolo relativo al Office International
d' HygienePublique,suscrito el 22 de julio de 1946, para el traspaso
a la Comisi6n Interina, de los deberes y funciones del Office, e
iniciar la acci6n que sea necesaria para facilitar el traspaso de los
bienes y obligaciones del Office a la Organizaci6n Mundial de la
Salud cuando cese el Acuerdo de Roma de 1907;
(f) tomar todas las medidas necesarias para que la Comisi6n
Interina asuma las obligaciones y funciones encomendadas a la
Administraci6n de Socorros y Rehabilitaci6n de las Naciones
Unidas por la Convenci6n Sanitaria Internacional de 1944 que
modifica la Convenci6n Sanitaria Internacional del 21 de junio
de 1926, el Protocolo para Prolongar la Convenci6n Sanitaria
Internacional, 1944, la Convenci6n Sanitaria Internacional para
la Navegaci6n Aerea, 1944, que modifica la Convenci6n Sanitaria
Internacional para la Navegaci6n Aerea del 12 de abril de 1933, y
el Protocolo para Prolongar la Convenci6n Sanitaria Inter-
nacional para la Navegaci6n Aerea, 1944;
(g) concertar los arreglos necesarios con la Organizaci6n Sani-
taria Panamericana y otras organizaciones regionales inter-
gubernamentales de sanidad existentes, con la mira de llevar a
efecto las disposiciones del Articulo 54 de la Constituci6n,
arreglos que estaran sujetos a la aprobaci6n de la Asamblea de la
Salud;
(h) establecer relaciones eficaces y entrar en negociaciones con la
mira de concertar acuerdos con otras organizaciones inter-
gubernamentales como lo dispone el Artfculo 70 de la Constitu-
ci6n;
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(i) estudiar el problema de las relaciones con organizaciones inter-
nacionales no gubernamentales y con organizaciones nacionales,
de acuerdo con el Articulo 71 de la Constituci6n, y concertar
arreglos provisionales para consulta y cooperaci6n con dichas
organizaciones, segun lo considere conveniente la Comisi6n
Interina;
(j) emprender preparativos iniciales para revisar, unificar y
fortalecer las convenciones sanitarias internacionales existentes;
(k) revisar los mecanismos existentes y emprender los trabajos
preparatorios que sean necesarios en relaci6n con:

(i) la pr6xima revisi6n decenal de "Las Listas Internacio-
nales de Causas de Muerte" (inclusive las listas adoptadas
segin el Convenio Internacional de 1934 relativo a las
Estadisticas de Causas de Muerte); y
(ii) el establecimiento de Listas Internacionales de Causas
de Morbosidad;

(1) establecer un enlace eficaz con el Consejo Econ6mico y
Social y las comisiones de 6ste que se consideren convenientes, en
particular la Comisi6n sobre Estupefacientes; y
(m) considerar todo problema urgente de la salud que le presente
a su atenci6n cualquier gobierno, asesorar tecnicamente sobre
tales problemas, llamar la atenci6n de los gobiernos y organi-
zaciones que est6n capacitados para cooperar, sobre las necesida-
des urgentes en materia de salubridad, y tomar las medidas que
se juzguen convenientes para coordinar la cooperaci6n que los
gobiernos y organizaciones decidan prestar.

3. La Comisi6n Interina puede establecer los comites que juzgue
convenientes.

4. La Comisi6n Interina elegira su propio Presidente y demos
funcionarios, aprobara su propio reglamento interno, y consultart a
las personas que sean necesarias para facilitar su labor.

5. La Comisi6n Interina nombrara un Secretario Ejocutivo quieln:

(a) sera su principal funcionario tecnico y administrativo;
(b) sera secretario ex-officio de la Comisi6n Interina y de todos
los comit6s que 6sta establezca;
(c) tendra acceso directo a todas las administraciones nacionales
de salubridad en la manera que sea aceptable a los gobiernos
interesados; y
(d) desempefiar las demas funciones y obligaciones que la
Comisi6n Interina determine.

6. El Secretario Ejecutivo, sujeto a la autoridad general de la
Comisi6n Interina, nombrara el personal tecnico y administrativo
que se requiera. Al hacer estos nombramientos tomari debidamente
en cuenta los principios expuestos en el Articulo 35 de la Constituci6n.
Tomara en consideraci6n la conveniencia de nombrar al personal
disponible de la Organizaci6n de Higiene de la Sociedad de las
Naciones, del Office International d'Hygiene Publique, y la Divisi6n

de Salubridad de la Administraci6n de Socorros y Rehabilitaci6n de
las Naciones Unidas. PodrA nombrar los funcionarios y especialistas
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que pongan a su disposici6n los gobiernos. Mientras contrate y
organice su personal, podrA aprovechar la ayuda tecnica y adminis-
trativa que el Secretario General de las Naciones Unidas ponga a su
disposici6n.

7. La Comisi6n Interina celebrarA su primera sesi6n en Nueva
York tan pronto sea nombrada y, en adelante, se reunirA con la
frecuencia que sea necesario, pero no menos de una vez cada cuatro
meses. En cada una de sus sesiones la Comisi6n Interina fijara el
lugar de su sesi6n subsiguiente.

8. Los gastos de la Comisi6n Interina se cubriran con los fondos que
provean las Naciones Unidas, y para este fin la Comisi6n Interina
concertara los arreglos necesarios con las autoridades competentes de
las Naciones Unidas. En caso de que los fondos sean insuficientes,
la Comisi6n Interina podrA aceptar adelantos de los gobiernos. Los
adelantos podran descontarse de las contribuciones de los gobiernos
interesados en la Organizaci6n.

9. El Secretario Ejecutivo prepararA y la Comisi6n Interina estu-
diarA y aprobarA los proyectos de presupuesto:

(a) para el periodo desde el establecimiento de la Comisi6n
Interina hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1946, y
(b) para los periodos posteriores, segdn sea necesario.

10. La Comisi6n Interina sometera un informe de sus actividades
a la Asamblea de la Salud en su primera sesi6n.

11. La Comisi6n Interina dejarA de existir por resoluci6n de la
Asamblea de la Salud en su primera sesi6n, en cuya ocasi6n los bienes
y archivos de la Comisi6n Interina y el personal de esta que se requiera,
se traspasarAn a la Organizaci6n.

12. Este Arreglo entrara en vigor para todos los signatarios en esta
misma fecha.

EN FE DE LO CUAL los infrascritos representantes, habiendo sido
debidamente autorizados para este fin, firman este Arreglo en los
idiomas chino, espafiol, frances, ingls y ruso, cuyos textos seran
igualmente autdnticos.

FIRMADO en la Ciudad de Nueva York el dfa veintid6s de julio de
1946.
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Per Colombia: 

Per Costa Riess 
Pour Costa-Riea: 

Rooleporys 
Tor Costa Rie(ya A.......LL„.. 

2373 

9547" 49 vr. 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT

Tor Cuba:
Pour Cuba,

SP Kyeyb -LJ IU4
Por Cuba: C -v I d

W 4 2 / P, \ f ---'"t- ~ T *

or Czoch°: y

3a e.xooosBalo ma:
For Ch0oe*loia:qul a:

For Demxk: ef .,
OuW le Donikl -y -- , -]~tr 1. Danmaak,

Su Aammn:
Por DinamOra:

23742374 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT 

7or Cuba: 
Pour Cubas 

: 

Sa Rye 

Par Cuba: 

Par Oteoboaloyakla: 
Pour is Tohiooltaquial 

3a tlaxooxoaaxain 

For Ch000•slovaqula: 

Vor Decoaark: -At -... 
Pour lo Daainark: 

3a ,Dataa3: 

For Dinorearoa: 



61 STAT.] MULTILATERAL-W )RLH HEALTH ORGANIZATION-JULY 22, 1946

Tor the Dc-inican Republic:
Pour la Rpubllquo IDmbnicaine l

3» Ao - Oaaeoy Pec-oy6-ys
Por la Rep6bllo

For Zcuador:
Pour 'Equateur

Sa. SaKxop:
.Pr l Eloaor:

For Egypt:
Pour lRgptea

3A g-t :

Por Xlpto:

1

~.~N 7-
fr11A2- /O
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Tor the Daminican Republic: 
Pour la Ripobliquip Dominicaine: 

Aa Os* 44 4ig rfil 
ea jlowoolicanoxym Peony(52orgy: 
For la Repdblice Dominicans: 

For Ecuador: 
Pour 1,1quateurs 

Sa eia3aEops 
Par al Ecuador: 

For Egypt: 
Pour ',Egypte. 

* 

3a. ericaor I 

For Rept*: 

- 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

For Lu Salvrsia
Pour le Salwadort

fi ^ .t)
Pa CaamadopP
por 1 Salvador:

US/i«

Tor thiopi
a :

Pour 1'Ethioplit

tr amtiolmm
Por Xtiopl: o

4 V At4'- .

yor y.mnot
Par la ftanee

Por thuei:r

arz la t

oer Grela:

c ^_ __A /

2376

70ot
,

/111
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For El Salvador: 
Pour le Salvador: 

f4- 114 

3a CanPatEppi 
For ZI. Salvador: 

dw„a. 

Tar Gramm 
Pour la Greco: 

4 
as 'Imam 
Par Groats: 

• 

For Ethiopia: 
Pour 1,Ethiopiet 

avAAAAAL 

Icy hears: 
Pear la Frrmairs 

3a tpairoxas 
Par Praaelas 

06,t4 gv041 *041444-, 



61 SraT.] MULTILATERAL-WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION-JULY 22, 1946

For ouateala:
Pour 1e Guata la:

Xa IrBmaTOi.
Por GCwe ma:

7or aiti:
Pour Haiti:

8a rPaumt
Por Itlt:

For Icatsur
Pour 1e Horndurs»

o rol' 3ao I
Br BaMuM:

V AW L -/S X/-- 4AA:

2377

_1~;S~1c
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Tor Guatemala: 
Pour le Guatemala: 

ea Iliarensay: 
Por Guatemala: 

Tor Haiti: 
Pour Haiti: 

Ss rawest 
Fos Bolsi: 

‘t rt-ek4A- A444-

rD 

Tor Eanauraes 
Pour le Honduran 

54k St 

Ss ros.typso: 
Par Matures: 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

aOr Thito:
Pftw 1Ilndo:

For la India: 14bAdz--
·. k-" ·

W--f W.4- k- qz ti-"i

_ _ tv- .~ :

t -A kXA~ ,4

eor Irn.*
Por 1'u:

For Irin:

Vow Ipazi

4o Ik. t:

Por leak:

2378

V-,

an I#.t ~;

.51
44 L.- zr-r . 7u  1 --

- - WI

2378 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Por 
Pour lilnda: 

41' . 
REP3ao: 14; 

Por la India: • • ./4 Z,J7 

N-zo th-Lio 

54,4.4-AZ.A `af-

v.Z4Z.- 4,4 1 ti,....12‘tLAt:i:-) 

Por Iran: 
Pear 1,1ras: 

3a Kraut 
Por 

For Inas 
Rear le no. 

t 
3a Xpaat 
Per Irak: 

44%-- 441Lt 

9,1; dA•-v 
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For Iabo:
Pour *l Libuan

AS3« Jtemzt
For Xl Lfbao:

For Lbllria
Pour 1I Liberiat

J t. f -

Por L i l eor l

For thb a Dahy of Titl -g
Rnr e GCrnd Duch& de aiabouL I

9Sa BeJmno lepxioroTBo looueyprI
Por *1 Oran DXado do Lienurgo:

J A-JL
_8, C~r r5? jlL^ Y
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For Lebanon: 
Pour 1e Libant 

9a Iamass 
For 11 Libido): 

4C-t4 Hr*1C4.4, 
o 

/4-_,-;41/62lti 

For Liberia; 
Pour 1e Liberia* 

Sa .ixdepart 
For Liberia: 

9 1511 /4 

For the Orand Duchy of Luzealscargi 
Pour 1e Grand Duch d do Lareabourgl 

'PI 
9a B031311X0s re prlOrOTBO Monotimtlyrrt 
Par el Oran Duped* de Latenburse: 

mleA• kJ". 

2379 
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Fore b weo

Pr * mad :

Por the Isnl-c of tb XtbormuUlj
Paw Ile BA w du Pna5-Bat

B EOPODRBOTO HNpoPtBIAO
por *1 Xlao d 4l :

lFMMZo l mt
Poor I Swan.4-4laa.lw

fli le - :

Us 8M9n U.a»uB
lee «e setauult

2380

I~~

0'-' 12

Jwd4

4XI-

2380 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Tor lisztoo: 
Pour le Itexiquot 

4 a  4f: 
ea Yeaaings 
Pop allaises 

Par the Einem of the liether3mods: 
Nur Is }brawn deo PaNr-Beet 

ea Koposonarsa Thilebexozaoas 
Pos *1 INK= go Iolanda: 

Por 
Pour Is Sony•11•4111aNdas 

Or. le 14 

ea Iowa /Maus:fagot 

Pea Wawa Salaallat 

d44 

Cu-1. 



61 SrAT.] MUITILATERAL-WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION-JULY 22, 1.40,

yor Nicarakga:
Pour le Nicaragua!

Sa Hiapay7&
Por NHlacra: A

- 6 - d

2381

FOr the insau of lrOrvaJ
Pour la Royaume de lorvaget

Ba Xopo-eBort o 'Ho.~enit
POr 1 fBlno de Nonrae^

For Pwmfa:
Pour Lf PnuuNt

3a Daauy:
Por PnaD: :

^^L ^---And.~la~
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Nor Nicaragua: 
Pour le Nicaraguat 

Nor the rlaglom of Norway: 
Pour le Royaume de Nozvege: 

0 44 11.7 : 
9a HopozeaoTao Hozaersott 
Pox Nein* de Norma.: 

(Lt At.)(14.70cipt 

it )C.kA4,&AA/ 

lox Panama: 
Pour . Panama: 

3a 1[Emmaicp: 
Por Panned: 

_ 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

For Pramaoy:
Pour Is PtrguB ,

3a Iapar-al:
per *1 Paragua:

J e raw.
poPit Ptrot

AS .

Por tb Regplliuo of the e h ilmppi
Pour l* Republique dee Rdlippints

ar t I I
asPo
PC

23822382 LNTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Yor Persgue,y; 
Pour le 

41-
Sa 
por Paraguay: 

Ice Peru: 
Pour le 1rous 

`*1 : 
Ss. nopy: 
Pox 411 

!cc the R9pubUo of the Philippines: 
Pour la Republique dee Philippines: 

ft : 
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For PolM-:
Pour Polognp

s new.0i
Pr Polonia:

·i BUamu Arbla:
Pour l'Arabie Saoudite.

, *Apib Saui&%3a 0zy7OBOKyD Ap
POb AbU amuilta:

p r -a, - I

Pour la Syrle

a Cpom' I r.t

---

238361 STAT.] MULTILATERAL— WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION— JULY 22, 1946 

Par Poland: 
Pour la Polognit 

8a Iloarairt 
Po r Polouia: 

War Baudi Arabia: 
Pour loArabie Saouditat 

3a Oa ygozioxyzo Ajpaamos 
Par amaala 8auaita: 

,t.42a-

rf__ 2.82a42 

Par Ilyrtas 
Pour la 9yrlot 



2384 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

aW IAr TV I

1or lita lablrqui eo6tigque olallct* acini

9& hxpumaxp CoomBoTym Com iMzu-oxmm Panieb:
Pea r tpdDblloa SdoodlUta goali Slea Ulzmir:

for thi of ba ovi ot 8eOdL Itoglstlr
Pour lUnion dos publiqp Sa Softiquo S.ooiue It

8a Co= 0<soxax Oosp-mMru- Iao Pwdnyoant
i Pasr la Md bie A idbUu ea 4osia« sOlti: s

Ie ''

0

2384 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Yee Parkin 
Pour la Tunnies 

TYPEAD 
Pc r Tared*: 

Poe the Ukraistaa Soviet Socialist Pepallies 
Pour la ltipublique Elocidtique Socialist, atUkraines 

Ail 6. fit ,0/4 10,00z 
ea 71cpausazym ecorroxym eogramoreasoaro Peourtunewe 
Por la Seelblioe Cooialleta SoviitleaCtraciang: 

Ice the Union of Soviet Socialist esiabliost 
Pour ltUnion dee Upuhliques SoviStiqueo Sooialistest 

ea ems 00111MOXPIX 000:101.010.11MOZIKIC PearzyQuat 

For la Wes Se Repalleas Sosialietes Sovlitleas: 
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for the Union of Souta Africa:
Por 1'U=nion Sud-Afrioainel

Sa catsompomnaeOcxB C0om:
Por sla Uni6 Sudafrioaa:

lar the UnittA Xinloa of reat in *i ta rbno Ifreih D
Pocr le RoyPsM- de Grandr-Brnage et d'Irland du lord*

3a CooeMonHoe KopojeeoTSo BejBod6prarx:
Per I* Reino aido de I Ga Bretaafh:

Fr the United abate cc aical
hr lee tb - Oi df'i-rique

S. OoeAxrXxnmX InT AmuIpat
Por loo htadoe tiLdo* de AAloee:

-- ^^
7bLre,

£>A ^<3^^,
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lor the Union of South Milos: 
Pour 1' Union Sud-Afrioalnes 

1.41 2111 
3a reaoacrppzicaaceadi Conn 

Per lo 11116a Sudafrioaaa: 

a_412 

#44.-• 

?or the United Kingdom or Great Britain aul Northern Irelands 
Pour le Royoua•-trat de Or et d'Irlande du lords 

35 Coammeasoe RoyozesoraoHemacapamnag: 
Per el Reim Guido de la GranBretala: • 

• 11-'g4Z-,4< -4."-‘0 "4.* 

For thethattei States elmerloat 

Pier lee !tete-Gals dtamirlqual 

A- Ix YO- 11/ 
3a OcHwamsame Wrant Amman 
Per los Bitola; VnIdos de Arles 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

For Uruguay:
rour l'rutua:t

fv I -! :
Sa TpyTsasi

For el Uruguay:

Car TenazoLa:
Four ls Venezuela:

3a Boecyseyr

Fora Yrae a:l
Pour la Touoslavis

For r eooair:DPar T7Woolavis:

2386

ior Teaezuela:

C^ 'U .LL AA 'HeI ·n

goia*

f(a. zte'c<.C

2386 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

lox Uruguay: 
Tour 1,Uruguay: 

1.1 
2a Tpyreatit 
Por el Uruguay: 

Par Venezuela: 
Tour le Venezuela: 

th 
3a Benecyaxy: 

Pox Venezuela: 

Par roamlariat 
Pour la Toucans:nes 

3a I/roomy:um 

Par Vegan/Lyle: 
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For Afghanistan:

orour l'Afgh1aistan

3a Ar'aoBMTaax
Por Afgani3stn:

For Almania:

Pour LiAlbeiej:

3a Amm:

Per Albsnia:

For Austria:

Sa r
Pcr Aultria:

,7 n mhlo, lot

Potr AX'fla:

Poi Bulgaria:
2a2 PoCraz

STAT..] MULTILATERAL— WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION— JULY 194ti 2387 

For Afghanistan: 

FOOS' 1 tAfEbarLIStant 

i al 
3a .4mm:0T:tat 
for AfganisteCn: 

For Albania: 

Pour L,Albeuie: 

5)1.-
3a Az6assuo.: 
T.'cr Albania: 

For Austria: 
Pour l'Antriche 

-k 
Sa Arc,rpan 
PCT Austria: 

WO&;AtY 11)Vkibki\ 

for lasaria: 
Pour la Bulgaria 

Da EGzrapur: 
for Bulgaria: 

Alt n 



2388 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

orn Biro:
Pour 1 'ires

Por Irlanda:

Pour la Finlandos

Ba faueam:
For Finlandia:

7Pr umsaI?
Pour la Hongrie:

Ba B ;mp
S& Beaupmla
Par Bugrla:

War lod :
Pour l'slanaei

'Nor Ilaandla:

2388 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

!or lire: 
Pour 1 rare: 

Ba Hp.aampaos 
Por Irlanda: 

• 1/A-4,4•• 

lot- Tintana, 
Pour la Finlay:idol 

Ba 4staxsiczraos 

Por Pin]andia: 

Per Inoearyt 
Pour la Hongrie: 

Ba Hempen: 
Por Bostgria: 

Per Imola& 
Pour lliglanoes 

4IC-
3a Boxaapjuot 
Z'or 
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For Italy:
Four 1'Italle:

3a JTaJo:
Per Italia:

For Portugal:
Pour le Portugal:

3a IlopTyra'o:
Por Fortufel:

<^ ^^^ ^

95347T 491 rr. in 8
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For Italy: 
Four 1' Italie: 

,k 

ETan: 
Pcr Italia: 

atf• cakt4gle-avi 

For Portugal: 
Pour le Portugil: 

3a flopTyramov: 
Por Portugal: 

95847 49 rr. in 8 



2390 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

for Rumania:
Pour la Roumanie:

3a Pymui.:
For Rumanla:

For Siaa:
Pour le 3ian Z

3a Cxau:
Por Siam:

t IJ.* 1&'I 4 Th

2390 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

For Rumania: 
Pour la Rottmanle : 

3a Pymiaistoot 
Por Rurrania: 

Por Sion: 
Pour lo 3ian 

3a Citam: 
Por Siam: 

gioSa.mi 



(1 SrAT . J MULTILATERAL--WORLD HEALT'IH ORGANIZATION--Jr!TY .'2,. 1,)4,

For Swdent
Pour la Suede :

3a .Seiro:
Por Suecia:

2391

Tor Switzerland:
Pour la Suisse

3a lBeiztpw:
Por Sidza:

,t7k
W. leC-

61 STAT.] MULTILATERAL— WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION JULY 2'2, 19-1q 2391 

For Sweden: 
Pour la Suede 

01,17 
3a Illoalmo: 
Por Suede: 

Tor Switzerland: 
Pour La Suisse t 

..-

3a 111BelAapan 
Por Sviza: 



2392 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Pour lTrJoraa:
Pour la Tranjordanies

3t Tpirat plunB
kor Transjordania:

Xl, 7'N. -,
/

. e.
, 6

Pour le Tnen:

Pa 1 .
8a tuez,
Por Tman:

2392 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES 

For Tramajorarat 
Pour la Trattejordanie: 

* 8- : 
Sa TPINEWCOPRazon 
Par Trane3ordania: 

- - 
• 

rerz TOM! 
Pour le -Nolen: 

8a Imam 
Por Yemen: 

7 

[61 STAT. 
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The foregoing is a true copy of
the Arrangement concluded by
the Governments represented at
the International Health Confer-
ence, signed in New York, on
July 22, 1946, in the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and
Spanish languages, the original
of which is deposited in the
Archives of the United Nations.

Le texte qui precede est une
copie exacte de l'Arrangement con-
clu par les Gouvernements repre-
sentes a la Conference Interna-
tionale de la Sant6, signe A New
York, le 22 juillet 1946, en langues
anglaise, chinoise, espagnole, fran-
gaise et russe, dont l'original a
et6 depose dans les archives des
Nations Unies.

For the Secretary-General:
Pour le Secretaire general:

Dr IVAN KERNO

Assistant Secretary-General for Legal Affairs.
Sous-Secretaire general pour les Affaires Juridiques.
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The foregoing is a true copy of 
the Arrangement concluded by 
the Governments represented at 
the International Health Confer-
ence, signed in New York, on 
July 22, 1946, in the Chinese, 
English, French, Russian and 
Spanish languages, the original 
of which is deposited in the 
Archives of the United Nations. 

Le texte qui precede est une 
copie exacte de PArrangement con-
clu par les Gouvernements repre-
sent& a la Conference Interna-
tionale de la Sante, signe a New 
York, le 22 juillet 1946, en langues 
anglaise, chinoise, espagnole, fran-
gaise et russe, dont Poriginal a 
ete depose dans les archives des 
Nations Unies. 

For the Secretary-General: 
Pour le Secretaire general: 

Dr IVAN KERNO 

Assistant Secretary-General for Legal Affairs. 
Sous-Secretaire general pour les Affaires Juridiques. 



2394 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Note by the Department of State

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures.
FOR ARGENTINA:

ALBERTO ZWANCK

FOR AUSTRALIA:

A. H. TANGE
FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM:

Dr. M DE LAET.
FOR BOLIVIA:

LUJIS V. SOTELO.

FOR BRAZIL:

GERALDO PAULA SOUZA

FOR BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:
N EVSTAFIEV

FOR CANADA:

BROOKE CLAXTON

BROCK CHISHOLM

FOR CHILE:

JULIO BUSTOS A.

FOR CHINA:

SHEN, J. K.
L. CHIN YUAN

SZEMING SZE.

FOR COLOMBIA:

CARLOS URIBE AGUIRRE.

FOR COSTA RICA:
JAIME BENAVIDES.

FOR CUBA:

Dr PEDRO NOGUEIRA
VICTOR SANTAMARINA

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

Dr JOSEF CAN6IK

FOR DENMARK:

J. OERSKOV
FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

Dr L. F. THOMEN
FOR ECUADOR:

R. NEVAREZ VXSQUEZ

FOR EGYPT:

Dr. A. T. CHOUCHA
TAHA ELSAYED NASR BEY
M S. ABAZA

FOR EL SALVADOR:
ARfSTIDES MOLL

FOR ETHIOPIA:

G. TESEMMA.
FOR FRANCE:

J PARISOT

2394 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Note by the Department of State 

The following is a romanization of the facsimile signatures. 

FOR ARGENTINA: 

ALBERTO ZWANCK 
FOR AUSTRALIA: 

A. H. TANGE 
FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM: 

Dr. M DE LAET. 
FOR BOLIVIA: 

LUIS V. SOTELO. 
FOR BRAZIL: 

GERALDO PAULA SOUZA 
FOR BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 

N EVSTAFIEV 
FOR CANADA: 

BROOKE CLAXTON 
BROCK CHISHOLM 

FOR CHILE: 

JULIO BUSTOS A. 
FOR CHINA: 

SHEN, J. K. 
L. CHIN YUAN 
SZEMING SZE. 

FOR COLOMBIA: 

CARLOS URIBE AGUIRRE. 
FOR COSTA RICA: 

JAIME BENAVIDES. 
FOR CUBA: 

Dr PEDRO NOGUEIRA 
VICTOR SANTAMARINA 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 

Dr JOSEF CANoIK 
FOR DENMARK: 

J. OERSKOV 
FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 

Dr L. F. THOMEN 
FOR ECUADOR: 

R. NEVAREZ VASQUEZ 
FOR EGYPT: 

Dr. A. T. CHOUCHA 
TAHA ELSAYED NASR BEY 
M S. ABAZA 

FOR EL SALVADOR: 

ARf STIDES M OLL 
FOR ETHIOPIA: 

G. TESEMMA. 
FOR FRANCE: 

J PARISOT 
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FOR GREECE:

Dr. PROKION KOPANARIS

FOR GUATEMALA:

G MORAN
J A MUNoz

FOR HAITI:

RULX LE6N

FOR HONDURAS:

JUAN MANUEL FIALLOS

FOR INDIA:

C. K. LAKSHMANAN
C. MANI

FOR IRAN:

GHASSEME GHANI M. D.
H. HAFEZI

FOR IRAQ:

S AL-ZAHAWI
Dr IHSAN DOGRAMAJI.

FOR LEBANON:

GEORGES HAKIM

Dr A MAKHLOUF
FOR LIBERIA:

JOSEPH NAGBE TOGBA, M. D.
JOHN B WEST, M. D.

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG:
Dr. M DE LAET.

FOR MEXICO:

MONDRAG6N.

FOR THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS:
C BERG.
C BANNING.
W. A. TIMMERMAN

FOR NEW ZEAlAND:

T 1t Rrr( HlE

FOR NICARAGUA:

A SEVILLA SACASA

FOR THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY:
II. TH. SANDBERG

FOR PANAMA:

J. J. VALLARINO.

FOR PARAGUAY:

ANGEL R GINfS

FOR PERU:

CARLOS ENRIQUE PAZ SOLDAN
ALB. TORANZO.

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES:
H LARA
WALFRIDO DE LEON

FOR POLAND:

EDWARD GRZEGORZEWSKI
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FOR GREECE: 

PHOKION KOPANARIS 
FOR GUATEMALA: 

G M ORAN 
J A MuROz 

FOR HAITI: 

RULX LEON 
FOR HONDURAS: 

JUAN M ANUEL PIALLOS 
FOR INDIA: 

C. K. LAKSHMANAN 
C. M ANI 

FOR IRAN: 

GHASSEME GRANT M . D. 
H. HAFEZI 

FOR IRAQ: 

S AL-ZAHAWI 
Dr IHSAN DOGRAMAJI. 

FOR LEBANON: 

GEORGES HAKIM 
Dr A M AKHLOUF 

FOR LIBERIA: 

JOSEPH NAGBE TOGBA, M . D. 
JOHN B W EST, M . D. 

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG: 
Dr. M DE LAET. 

FOR MEXICO: 

M ONDRAGON. 

FOR THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS: 
C BERG. 
C BANNING. 
IV. A. TIMMERMAN 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 

T It Rirrcmli 
FOR NICARAGUA: 

A SEVILLA SACASA 
FOR THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY: 

H. TH. SANDBERG 
FOR PANAMA: 

J. J. VALLARINO. 
FOR PARAGUAY: 

ANGEL R GiNts 
FOR PERU: 

CARLOS ENRIQUE PAZ SOLDAN 
ALB. TORANZO. 

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES: 
H LARA 
W ALFRIDO DE LEON 

FOR POLAND: 

EDWARD GRzEGORZEWSKI 
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA:
DR YAHIA NASRI

DR MEDHAT CHEIKH EL ARDH
FOR SYRIA:

DR C. TREFI
FOR TURKEY:

Z. N BARKER
FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

L I MEDVED
I I KALTCHENKO

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:
F. G. KROTKOV

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:
H. S. GEAR.

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN
IRELAND:

MELVILLE D. MACKENZIE

G. E. YATES
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

THOMAS PARRAN

MARTHA M. ELIOT

FRANK G BOUDREAU

FOR URUGUAY:

JosE A. MORA
R RIVERO
CARLOS M. BARBEROUSSE

FOR VENEZUELA:

A ARREAZA GUZMAN

FOR YUGOSLAVIA:

DR A. STAMPAR

FOR AFGHANISTAN:

FOR ALBANIA:

T.JAKOVA

FOR AUSTRIA:

DR MARIUS KAISER

FOR BULGARIA:

DR D. P. ORAHOVATZ.

FOR EIRE:

JOHN D. MACCORMACK.

FOR FINLAND:

OSMO TURPEINEN

FOR HUNGARY:

FOR ICELAND:

FOR ITALY:

GIOVANNI ALBERTO CANAPERIA

FOR PORTUGAL:

FRANCISCO JOSE C CAMBOURNAC
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FOR RUMANIA:

FOR SIAM:

BUNLIANG TAMTHAI

FOR SWEDEN:

FOR SWITZERLAND:

DR J EUGSTER
A. SAUTER.

FOR TRANSJORDAN:

DR. D. P. TUTUNJI

FOR YEMEN:
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FOR RUMANIA: 

FOR SIAM: 

BUNLIANG TAMTHAI 
FOR SWEDEN: 

FOR SWITZERLAND: 

DR J EUGSTER 
A. SAUTER. 

FOR TRANSTORDAN: 

DR. D. P. TUTUNJI 
FOR YEMEN: 
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October 7,1946 Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a
IT.. . .s. 162 military aviation mission. Signed at Washington October 7, 1946;

effective October 7, 1946.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF PERU FOR ESTABLISHING
A UNITED STATES ARMY AIR
FORCES MISSION FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF INSTRUCTION OF THE
PERSONNEL OF THE PERUVIAN
AIR CORPS

In conformity with the request
of the Government of the Republic
of Peru to the Government of the
United States of America, the
President of the United States of
America has authorized the ap-
pointment of officers and enlisted
men of the Army of the United
States of America and of the
United States Navy to constitute
a Military Aviation Mission to the
Republic of Peru under the con-
ditions specified below:

TITLE I

Purpose and Duration

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this
Mission is to cooperate with the
Minister of Aeronautics of Peru
and with the Officers of the
Peruvian Air Corps, with a view
to enhancing the efficiency of the
Peruvian Air Corps.

ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall
continue for a period of four (4)
years from the date of the signing
of this Agreement by the accred-
ited representatives of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of
America and the Government of
Peru, unless previously terminated

ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE
LA REPUBLICA DEL PERU PARA
LA CONTRATACION DE UNA MI-
SION DEL CUERPO AEREO DEL
EJERCITO DE LOS ESTADOS UNI-
DOS CON FINES DE INSTRUC-
CION DEL PERSONAL DEL
CUERPO AERONAUTICO DEL
PERU

De conformidad con la solici-
tud del Gobierno del Perd al
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, el Presidente de los
Estados Unidos de America ha
autorizado el nombramiento de
Oficiales y Personal Subalterno
del Ej6rcito y la Armada de los
Estados Unidos para constituir
una Misi6n de Aviaci6n Militar
en la Repiblica del Peril, de
acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas a continuaci6n:

TITULO I

Prop6sito y Duraci6n

ARTICULO 1. El objeto de esta
Misi6n es cooperar con el Ministro
de Aeronautica del Peri y con los
Oficiales del Cuerpo Aeronautico
del Perd (C.A.P.) con miras de
aumentar la eficiencia del C.A.P.

ARTICULO 2. Esta Misi6n du-
rara cuatro (4) afos desde la
fecha de la firma de este acuerdo
por los representantes acreditados
del Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos y del Gobierno del Peru,
siempre que no sea terminado
antes o prorrogado en la forma
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF PERU FOR ESTABLISHING 
A UNITED STATES ARMY AIR 
FORCES MISSION FOR THE PUR-
POSE OF INSTRUCTION OF THE 
PERSONNEL OF THE PERUVIAN 
AIR CORPS 

In conformity with the request 
of the Government of the Republic 
of Peru to the Government of the 
United States of America, the 
President of the United States of 
America has authorized the ap-
pointment of officers and enlisted 
men of the Army of the United 
States of America and of the 
United States Navy to constitute 
a Military Aviation Mission to the 
Republic of Peru under the con-
ditions specified below: 

TITLE I 

Purpose and Duration 

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this 
Mission is to cooperate with the 
Minister of Aeronautics of Peru 
and with the Officers of the 
Peruvian Air Corps, with a view 
to enhancing the efficiency of the 
Peruvian Air Corps. 

ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall 
continue for a period of four (4) 
years from the date of the signing 
of this Agreement by the accred-
ited representatives of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of 
America and the Government of 
Peru, unless previously terminated 

ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO 
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE 
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE 
LA REPUBIICA DEL PERU PARA 
LA CONTRATACION DE UNA MI-
SION DEL CUERPO AEREO DEL 
EJERCITO DE LOS ESTADOS UNI-

DOS CON FINES DE INSTRUC-
CION DEL PERSONAL DEL 
CUERPO AERONAUTIC° DEL 
PERU 

De conformidad con la solici-
tud del Gobierno del Peril al 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America, el Presidente de los 
Estados Unidos de America ha 
autorizado el nombramiento de 
Oficiales y Personal Subaltern° 
del Ejercito y la Armada de los 
Estados Unidos para constituir 
una Mision de Aviacion Militar 
en la Repdblica del Peril, de 
acuerdo con las condiciones esti-
puladas a continuacien.: 

TITULO I 

Prop6sito y Duracik 

ARTICULO 1. El objeto de esta 
Misi6n es cooperar con el Ministro 
de Aeronautics, del Peril y con los 
Oficiales del Cuerpo Aeronautic° 
del Peril (C.A.P.) con miras de 
aumentar la eficiencia del C.A.P. 

ARTICITLO 2. Esta Mision du-
rara cuatro (4) atios desde la 
fecha de la firma de este acuerdo 
por los representantes acreditados 
del Gobierno de los Estados Uni-
dos y del Gobierno del Peru, 
siempre que no sea terminado 
antes o prorrogado en la forma 

I. 
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or extended as hereinafter pro-
vided. Any member of the Mis-
sion may be recalled by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of
America after the expiration of
two years of service, in which
case another member shall be
furnished to replace him.

ARTICLE 3. If the Government
of Peru should desire that the
services of the Mission be ex-
tended beyond the stipulated pe-
riod, it shall make a written pro-
posal to that effect six months
before the expiration of this Agree-
ment.

ARTICLE 4. This Agreement
may be terminated before the
expiration of the period of four
years prescribed in Article 2, or
before the expiration of the exten-
sion authorized in Article 3, in
the following manner:

(a) By either of the Govern-
ments, subject to three months'
written notice to the other Gov-
ernment.

(b) By the recall of the entire
personnel of the Mission by the
Government of the United States
of America in the public interest of
the United States of America,
without necessity of compliance
with provision (a) of this Article.

ARTICLE 5. This Agreement is
subject to cancellation upon the
initiative of either the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America or the Government of
Peru in case either country be-
comes involved in domestic or
foreign hostilities.

ARTICLE 6. The members of
this Mission are permitted and
may be authorized to represent
the United States of America on
any commission or in any other
capacity relating to military co-

que se establece mas adelante.
Cualquier miembro de la Misi6n
puede ser retirado por el Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos despu6s de
la expiraci6n de dos afios de servi-
cios, en cuyo caso otro miembro
sera proporcionado para reempla-
zarlo.

ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno del
Peru deseara que los servicios de
la Misi6n fueren prorrogados mis
alli del periodo estipulado, hara
una propuesta por escrito con este
objeto seis meses antes de la
expiraci6n de este Acuerdo.

ARTICULO 4. Este Acuerdo
puede ser terminado antes de la
expiraci6n del periodo de cuatro
afios, prescrito en el Articulo 2, o
antes de la expiraci6n de la
pr6rroga autorizada en el Articulo
3 de la manera siguiente:

(a) Por cualquiera de los dos
Gobiernos, siempre que lo notifi-
que por escrito al otro Gobierno
con tres meses de anticipaci6n.

(b) Por llamlada (d todo el per-
sonal tie la Misi6ni por el Gobierno
de los Estados tUnidos en rlaz6n de
intcer(s pdblico de los Estados
Unidlos, sin tenor quo cuilnplir cot
la disposici6n del iuciso (a) de este
Articulo.

ARTICULO 5. Este Acuerdo
esta sujeto a cancelaci6n por
iniciativa ya sea del Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos o del Gobierno
del Peri en caso de que cualquiera
de los dos paises se vea envuelto
en una guerra interna o extranjera.

ARTICuLO 6. Los miembros de
esta Misi6n estan permitidos y
pueden ser autorizados a repre-
sentar a los Estados Unidos de
Am6rica en cualquier comisi6n o
en cualquier capacidad que tenga

Extension of serv-
ices of Mission.

Termination of
agreement.

Cancellation in case
of hostilities.

Authority of mem-
bers to represent . S.
in other capacities
relating to military
cooperation.
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or extended as hereinafter pro-
vided. Any member of the Mis-
sion may be recalled by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of 
America after the expiration of 
two years of service, in which 
case another member shall be 
furnished to replace him. 

ARTICLE 3. If the Government 
of Peru should desire that the 
services of the Mission be ex-
tended beyond the stipulated pe-
riod, it shall make a written pro-
posal to that effect six months 
before the expiration of this Agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE 4. This Agreement 
may be terminated before the 
expiration of the period of four 
years prescribed in Article 2, or 
before the expiration of the exten-
sion authorized in Article 3, in 
the following manner: 

(a) By either of the Govern-
ments, subject to three months' 
written notice to the other Gov-
ernment. 

(b) By the recall of the entire 
personnel of the Mission by the 
Government of the United States 
of America in the public interest of 
the United States of America, 
without necessity of compliance 
with provision (a) of this Article. 

ARTICLE 5. This Agreement is 
subject to cancellation upon the 
initiative of either the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America or the Government of 
Peru in case either country be-
comes involved in domestic or 
foreign hostilities. 

ARTICLE 6. The members of 
this Mission are permitted and 
may be authorized to represent 
the United States of America on 
any commission or in any other 
capacity relating to military co-

que se establece mas adelante. 
Cualquier miembro de la Mision 
puede ser retirado por el Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos despues de 
la expiracion de dos afios de servi-
cios, en cuyo caso otro miembro 
sera proporcionado para reempla-
zarlo. 

ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno del 
Peril deseara que los servicios de 
la Mision fueren prorrogados mas 
alla del period() estipulado, hara 
una propuesta por escrito con este 
objeto seis rneses antes de la 
expiracien de este Acuerdo. 

AwricuLo 4. Este Acuerdo 
puede ser terminado antes de lit 
expiracion del periodo de cuatro 
afios, prescrito en el Articulo 2, o 
antes de la expiracion de la 
prorroga autorizada en el Articulo 
3 de la manera siguiente: 

(a) Por cualquiera de los dos 
Gobiernos, siempre que lo notifi-
que por escrito al otro Gobierno 
con tres meses de anticipacion. 

(b) Por Hamada de W(1° el per-
sonal de la MisiOn por el Gobierno 
de los Estados Unitlos en razon de 
inter& public() de los Estados 
Unidos, sin tenor que cumplir con 
in disposicion del inciso (a) de este 
Ar tic ulo. 

ARTICULO 5. Este Acuerdo 
esta sujeto a caneelacion por 
iniciativa ya sea del Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos o del Gobierno 
del Peril en caso de que cualquiera 
de los dos paises se yea envuelto 
en una guerra interns, o extranj era. 

AnucuLo 6. Los miembros de 
esta Mision estan permitidos y 
pueden ser autorizados a repre-
sentar a los Estados Unidos de 
America en cualquier comision o 
en cualquier capacidad que tenga 

Extension of serv-
ices of Mission. 

Termination of 
agreement. 

Cancellation in case 
of hostilities. 

Authority of mem-
bers to represent U. S. 
in other capacities 
relating to military 
cooperation. 
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operation for the defense of the
hemisphere without prejudice to
this Agreement in conformity with
the inter-American and interna-
tional pacts which have been
ratified by the Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of Peru.

TITLE II

Composition and Personnel
ARTICLE 7. This Mission shall

consist of members of the per-
sonnel of any corps of the Army
of the United States of America
or of the United States Navy as
may be requested by the Minister
of Aeronautics through his author-
ized representative in Washington
and agreed upon by the War and
Navy Departments of the afore-
mentioned Government.

ARTICLE 8. This Mission may
be composed of such additional
personnel of the Army of the
United States of America or of the
United States Navy as the Chief
of Mission, with the approval of
the Minister of Aeronautics, con-
siders indispensable for the ac-
complishment of his duties as
Chief of Mission in Peru, provided
that such additional personnel
shall not require any expenditures
by the Government of Peru and
shall be subject to all the require-
ments set forth herein with respect
to the personnel assigned to the
Mission in accordance with the
provisions of the preceding article.

TITLE III

Duties, Rank, and Precedence

ARTICLE 9. The personnel of the
Mission shall perform such duties
as may be agreed upon between
the Minister of Aeronautics of

relaci6n con la cooperaci6n militar
para la defensa hemisf6rica, sin
perjuicio de este Acuerdo, con-
forme a los convenios interameri-
canos o internacionales vigentes y
ratificados por el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de Am6rica y el
Gobierno del Peru.

TITULO II

Composici6n y Personal
ARTICULO 7. Esta Misi6n con-

sistira de miembros del personal
de cualquier Cuerpo del Ej6rcito
de los Estados Unidos de America
o de la Marina de los Estados
Unidos de America que puedan
ser solicitados por el Ministro de
Aeronautica por conducto de su
representante autorizado en Wa-
shington y de acuerdo con los
Departamentos de Guerra y de
Marina de dicha Naci6n.

ARTICULO 8. Podran formar
parte de esta Misi6n, el personal
adicional del Ej6rcito de los Es-
tados Unidos de America o de la
Armada de los Estados Unidos de
America que el Jefe de la Misi6n,
con aprobaci6n del Ministro de
Aeronautica, considere indispen-
sable para el desarrollo de sus
actividades como Jefe de la Misi6n
en el Perd, sin que este personal
adicional obligue al Gobierno del
Peri a desembolso de dinero en
ninguna forma, quedando este
personal sujeto en todas las demos
obligaciones, a las mismas que se
establecen para el personal que
constituye la Misi6n conforme al
Artfculo anterior.

TITULO III

Sericios, Grados y Precedencia

ARTICULO 9. El personal de la
Misi6n desempefiara los servicios
que puedan ser acordados entre el
Ministro de Aeronautica del Perd
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operation for the defense of the 
hemisphere without prejudice to 
this Agreement in conformity with 
the inter-American and interna-
tional pacts which have been 
ratified by the Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of Peru. 

TITLE II 

Composition and Personnel 

ARTICLE 7. This Mission shall 
consist of members of the per-
sonnel of any corps of the Army 
of the United States of America 
or of the United States Navy as 
may be requested by the Minister 
of Aeronautics through his author-
ized representative in Washington 
and agreed upon by the War and 
Navy Departments of the afore-
mentioned Government. 

ARTICLE 8. This Mission may 
be composed of such additional 
personnel of the Army of the 
United States of America or of the 
United States Navy as the Chief 
of Mission, with the approval of 
the Minister of Aeronautics, con-
siders indispensable for the ac-
complishment of his duties as 
Chief of Mission in Peru, provided 
that such additional personnel 
shall not require any expenditures 
by the Government of Peru and 
shall be subject to all the require-
ments set forth herein with respect 
to the personnel assigned to the 
Mission in accordance with the 
provisions of the preceding article. 

TITLE III 

Duties, Rank, and Precedence 

ARTICLE 9. The personnel of the 
Mission shall perform such duties 
as may be agreed upon between 
the Minister of Aeronautics of 

relacion con la cooperaci6n militar 
para la defensa hemisferica, sin 
perjuicio de este Acuerdo, con-
forme a los convenios interameri-
canos o internacionales vigentes y 
ratificados por el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America y el 
Gobierno del Perti. 

TITULO II 

Composicion y Personal 

ARTICULO 7. Esta Mision con-
sistith de miembros del personal 
de cualquier Cuerpo del Ejercito 
de los Estados Unidos de America 
o de la Marina de los Estados 
Unidos de America que puedan 
ser solicitados por el Ministro de 
AeronAutica por conduct° de su 
representante autorizado en Wa-
shington y de acuerdo con los 
Departamentos de Guerra y de 
Marina de dicha Naci6n. 

AnTicuLo 8. Podran former 
parte de esta Misi6n, el personal 
adicional del Ejercito de los Es-
tados Unidos de America o de la 
Armada de los Estados Unidos de 
America que el Jefe de la MisiOn, 
con aprobacion del Ministro de 
Aeromiutica, considere indispen-
sable para el desarrollo de sus 
actividades como Jefe de la Mision 
en el Pet* sin que este personal 
adicional obfigue al Gobierno del 
Peril a desembolso de dinero en 

require-
ments 
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Peru and the Chief of the Mission.
All of these services shall be per-
formed in accordance with the
laws and regulations of the Gov-
ernment of Peru.

ARTICLE 10. The members of
the Mission shall be responsible
solely to the Minister of Aeronau-
tics of Peru, through the Chief of
the Mission.

ARTICLE 11. Each member of
the Mission shall serve on the Mis-
sion with the rank he holds in the
United States Army or Navy and
shall wear the uniforms of his rank
in the United States Army or
Navy, but shall have precedence
over all Peruvian Officers of the
same rank.

ARTICLE 12. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to all
benefits or privileges which the
Regulations of the Peruvian Air
Corps provide for Peruvian Offi-
cers and enlisted personnel with
regard to rank and position.

ARTICLE 13. The personnel of
the Mission shall be governed by
the disciplinary regulations of the
United States Army or Navy.

y el Jefe de la Misi6n. Todos
estos servicios se prestaran de con-
formidad con las leyes y reglamen-
tos del Gobierno del Peru.

ARTICTULO 10. Los miembros de
la Misi6n seran responsables sola-
mente ante el Ministro de Aero-
nautica del Peri, por conducto del
Jefe de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 11. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n desempefiara sus fun-
ciones en la Misi6n con la clase
militar que tiene en el Ej6rcito o
en la Marina de los Estados Unidos
y llevara el uniforme de su clase en
dicho Ej6rcito o Marina, pero ten-
dra precedencia sobre todos los
Oficiales peruanos de la misma
clase.

ARTICULO 12. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n tendra derecho a todos
los beneficios y privilegios que los
Reglamentos del Cuerpo Aeronau-
tico del Peri establecen para los
Oficiales peruanos y para el per-
sonal subalterno, en lo que respecta
al grado y a la funci6n.

ARTICULO 13.
la Misi6n estara
Reglamentos de
Ejercito o de la
Estados Unidos.

El personal de
regido por los
disciplina del

Armada de los

TITLE IV

Compensation and Perquisites

ARTICLE 14. The Members of
the Mission shall receive from the
Government of Peru a net monthly
compensation computed in Peru-
vian currency. This compensa-
tion shall be paid monthly in
Peruvian national currency, due
and payable on the last day of
each month. The scale of pay,
allowances, and subsistence of
each member of the Mission shall
be equal to that established in the

TITULO IV

Retribuci6n y Goces

ARTICULO 14. Los miembros de
la Misi6n recibiran del Gobierno
del Peri una retribuci6n neta
mensual computada en moneda
corriente de la Repfiblica del Peri
para cada miembro. Esta retri-
buci6n sera abonada mensual-
mente, debida y pagadera el dlti-
mo dia de cada mes, en moneda
nacional peruana. La escala de
haberes, emolumentos y gratifica-
ciones de cada miembro de la

Benefits, etc.

Disciplinary regula.
tlins.
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Peru and the Chief of the Mission. 
All of these services shall be per-
formed in accordance with the 
laws and regulations of the Gov-
ernment of Peru. 

ARTICLE 10. The members of 
the Mission shall be responsible 
solely to the Minister of Aeronau-
tics of Peru, through the Chief of 
the Mission. 

ARTICLE 11. Each member of 
the Mission shall serve on the Mis-
sion with the rank he holds in the 
United States Army or Navy and 
shall wear the uniforms of his rank 
in the United States Army or 
Navy, but shall have precedence 
over all Peruvian Officers of the 
same rank. 

ARTICLE 12. Each member of 
the Mission shall be entitled to all 
benefits or privileges which the 
Regulations of the Peruvian Air 
Corps provide for Peruvian Offi-
cers and enlisted personnel with 
regard to rank and position. 

ARTICLE 13. The personnel of 
the Mission shall be governed by 
the disciplinary regulations of the 
United States Army or Navy. 

TITLE IV 

Compensation and Perquisites 

ARTICLE 14. The Members of 
the Mission shall receive from the 
Government of Peru a net monthly 
compensation computed in Peru-
vian currency. This compensa-
tion shall be paid monthly in 
Peruvian national currency, due 
and payable on the last day of 
each month. The scale of pay, 
allowances, and subsistence of 
each member of the Mission shall 
be equal to that established in the 

y el Jefe de la Mision. Todos 
estos servicios se prestaren de con-
formidad con las leyes y reglamen-
tos del Gobierno del Pent 

ARTICULO 10. Los miembros de 
la Mision serail responsables sola-
rnente ante el Ministro de Aero-
nautica del Pelt, por conducto del 
Jefe de la Mision.. 

ARTICULO 11. Cada miembro de 
la Mision desempeflara sus fun-
ciones en la Mision con la clase 
militar que tiene en el Ejercito o 
en la Marina de los Estados Unidos 
y llevara el uniforme de su clase en 
dicho Ejercito o Marina, pero ten-
dra precedencia sobre todos los 
Oficiales peruanos de la misma 
daze. 

AwricuLo 12. Cada miembro de 
la Misi6n tendra derecho a todos 
los beneficios y privilegios que los 
Reglamentos del Cuerpo Aeronau-
tic° del Peru establecen para los 
Oficiales peruanos y para el per-
sonal subalterno, en lo que respecta 
al grade y a la funci6n. 

ARTICULO 13. El personal de 
la Mision estara regido per los 
Reglamentos de disciplina del 
Ejercito o de la Armada de los 
Estados Unidos. 

TITULO IV 

Retribucion y Goces 

ARTICULO 14. Los miembros de 
la Mision recibiran del Gobierno 
del Perd una retribuci6n neta 
mensual computada en rnoneda 
corriente de la Repfiblica del Peril 
para cada miembro. Esta retri-
bueion sera abonada mensual-
mente, debida y pagadera el Ulti-
mo (ha de cada mes, en moneda 
nacional peruana. La escala de 
haberes, emolumentos y gratifica-
ciones de cada miembro de la 

Benefits, etc. 

Disciplinary rogula• 
thins. 
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Tax exemption.

Peruvian Air Force for personnel
of corresponding rank and posi-
tion.

Compensation shall not be sub-
ject to any tax, now or hereafter
in effect, of the Government of
Peru or any of its political or
administrative subdivisions.
Should there, however, at present
or while this Agreement is in
effect, be any taxes that might
affect this compensation, such
taxes shall be paid by the Min-
istry of Aeronautics in order to
comply with the provisions of this
Article that the compensation
agreed upon shall be net.

ARTICLE 15. The compensation
agreed upon in the preceding
Article shall begin on the date of
departure from the United States
of America of each member of the
Mission, and shall continue after
the termination of his service with
the Mission during his return trip
to the United States of America
and thereafter for the period of
any accumulated leave to which
he is entitled.

ARTICLE 16. The compensation
due for the period of the return
trip and accumulated leave shall
be paid to a detached member of
the Mission before his departure
from Peru, and such payment shall
be computed for travel by the
shortest usually traveled route,
regardless of the route and method
of travel used by the said detached
member of the Mission.

ARTICLE 17. Each member of
the Mission and each member of
his family shall be provided by the
Government of Peru with first-
class accommodations for travel
required and performed under
this Agreement, by the shortest

Misi6n sera igual a la establecida
dentro del Cuerpo AeronAutico
del Perd para los grados o cargos
correspondientes.

Esta retribuci6n no estarA sujeta
a ningun impuesto, ahora en
vigencia o que se cree en el futuro,
del Gobierno del Perd o de nin-
guna de sus dependencias politicas
y administrativas. Sin embargo,
si al presente o durante la vigencia
de este Acuerdo existiesen algunos
que pudieran afectar esta retri-
buci6n, dichos impuestos seran
pagados por el Ministerio de Aero-
nautica, con el objeto de cumplir
con la disposici6n de este Articulo,
que establece que los salarios con-
venidos seran netos.

ARTICULO 15. La retribuci6n,
en el Artfculo precedente con-
venida, comenzarA a regir desde
la fecha de la salida de los Estados
Unidos de cada miembro de la
Misi6n y continuara despues de
la terminaci6n de sus servicios
con la Misi6n durante el viaje de
regreso a los Estados Unidos; y
durante el periodo de cualquier
licencia acumulada a que el miem-
bro tenga derecho.

ARTICULO 16. La retribuci6n
debida por el periodo del viaje de
regreso y licencia acumulada, debe
ser pagada a un miembro cesante
antes de su partida del Perd, y tal
pago debe ser calculado por un
viaje por la ruta mas corta
usualmente empleada, indepen-
dientemente de la ruta y m6todo
de viaje usados por dicho miembro
cesante de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 17. A cada miembro
de la Misi6n y a cada miembro de
su familia el Gobierno del Perd
le proporcionara pasajes de pri-
mera clase para el viaje requerido y
efectuado de conformidad con este
Acuerdo, por la ruta mas corta

Travel accommoda-
tions.
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Tax exemption. 

Peruvian Air Force for personnel 
of corresponding rank and posi-
tion. 

Compensation shall not be sub-
ject to any tax, now or hereafter 
in effect, of the Government of 
Peru or any of its political or 
administrative subdivisions. 
Should there, however, at present 
or while this Agreement is in 
effect, be any taxes that might 
affect this compensation, such 
taxes shall be paid by the Min-
istry of Aeronautics in order to 
comply with the provisions of this 
Article that the compensation 
agreed upon shall be net. 

ARTICLE 15. The compensation 
agreed upon in the preceding 
Article shall begin on the date of 
departure from the United States 
of America of each member of the 
Mission, and shall continue after 
the termination of his service with 
the Mission during his return trip 
to the United States of America 
and thereafter for the period of 
any accumulated leave to which 
he is entitled. 

ARTICLE 16. The compensation 
due for the period of the return 
trip and accumulated leave shall 
be paid to a detached member of 
the Mission before his departure 
from Peru, and such payment shall 
be computed for travel by the 
shortest usually traveled route, 
regardless of the route and method 
of travel used by the said detached 
member of the Mission. 

Travel accommoda- ARTICLE 17. Each member of 
tions. 

the Mission and each member of 
his family shall be provided by the 
Government of Peru with first-
class accommodations for travel 
required and performed under 
this Agreement, by the shortest 

Misi6n ser6, igual a la establecida 
dentro del Cuerpo AeronAutico 
del Peril para los grados o cargos 
correspondientes. 
Esta retribucion no estara sujeta 

a ningun impuesto, ahora en 
vigencia o que se cree en el futuro, 
del Gobierno del Peril o de nin-
guna de sus dependencias politicas 
y administrativas. Sin embargo, 
Si al presente o durante la vigencia 
de este Acuerdo existiesen algunos 
que pudieran afectar esta retri-
buci6n, dichos impuestos serin 
pagados por el Ministerio de Aero-
nautica, con el objeto de cumplir 
con la disposiciOn de este Articulo, 
que establece que los salarios con-
venidos sertin netos. 

ARTICULO 15. La retribucion, 
en el Articulo precedents con-
venida, comenzara a regir desde 
la fecha de la salida de los Estados 
Unidos de cada miembro de la 
Misi6n y continuar4 despues de 
la terminacion de sus servicios 
con la Mision durante el viaje de 
regreso a los Estados Unidos; y 
durante el period° de cualquier 
licencia acumulada a que el miem-
bro tenga derecho. 

AorIcuLo 16. La retribucion 
debida por el period° del viaje de 
regreso y licencia acumulada, debe 
ser pagada a un miembro cesante 
antes de su partida del Peril, y tal 
pago debe ser calculado por un 
viaje por la ruta mits corta 
usualmente empleada, indepen-
dientenaente de la ruta y metodo 
de viaje usados por dicho miembro 
cesante de la Mision. 

AoricuLo 17. A cada miembro 
de la Mision y a cada miembro de 
su familia el Gobiemo del Peril 
le proporcionarii pasajes de pri-
mera clase para el viaje requerido y 
efectuado de conformidad con este 
Acuerdo, por la ruts Inas corta 
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usually traveled route between a
port in the United States of
America and his official residence
in Peru, both for the outward and
for the return voyage.

The expenses of shipment of
the household effects, baggage and
automobile of each member of the
Mission between a port in the
United States of America and his
official residence in Peru shall
also be paid by the Government of
Peru; this shall include all neces-
sary expenses incident to unload-
ing from the steamer upon arrival
in Peru, cartage between the ship
and the residence in Peru, and
packing and loading on board the
steamer upon departure from Peru.

The transportation of such
household effects, baggage and
automobile shall be made in a
single shipment and all subsequent
shipments shall be at the expense
of the respective members of the
Mission except when necessitated
by circumstances beyond their
control. Payment by the Gov-
ernment of Peru of the expenses
for the transportation of the
families, household effects, bag-
gage and automobiles of personnel
who may join the Mission for
temporary service at the request
of the Minister of Aeronautics
shall not be at the expense of the
Peruvian Government.

ARTICLE 18. The Government
of Peru shall allot in the budget of
the Ministry of Aeronautics an
amount adequate to pay customs
duties on articles, including those
mentioned in Article 17 of this
Agreement, imported by members
of the Mission, who shall be
granted the scale of exemptions
allow-ed the diplomatic corps ac-
credited to the Government of

usualmente empleada entre un
puerto de los Estados Unidos y su
residencia oficial en el Peru, tanto
para el viaje de ida como para el
viaje de regreso.

Los gastos de transporte de los
efectos domesticos, equipaje y
autom6vil de cada miembro de la
Misi6n entre un puerto de los
Estados Unidos y su residencia
oficial en el Perd, seran tambien
por cuenta del Gobierno del
Peri; estos deberan incluir todos
los gastos necesarios relacionados
con la descarga de a bordo del
vapor a su llegada al Peru, trans-
porte entre el vapor y la resi-
dencia en el Peri y embalaje
y carga a bordo del vapor a su
partida del Perfl.

El transporte de estos efectos
domesticos, equipaje y autom6vil
debera ser hecho en un solo
embarque y todos los embarques
sucesivos seran a costo de los
respectivos miembros de la Misi6n,
exceptuando casos derivados de
circunstancias ajenas a su volun-
tad. El pago por el Gobierno
del Peril de los gastos para el trans-
porte de las famnilias, de los efectos
dolnmsticos, de los equilp)ajes y de(
los autonl6viles del personal que
pueda unirse a la Misi6n para
servicio temporal a solicitud del
Ministro de Aeronllitica no ser.i
por cuenta del Gobierno del Peru.

ARTICULO 18. El Gobierno del
Perl consignlar en el Prcsupucsto
del Ministerio de Aeroniiutica una
suma adecuada para pagar dere-
chos de Aduana por aquellos
articulos, incluvendo los citados
en el Articulo 17 de este Acuerdo,
quc sean importados por los miem-
bros de la Misi6n, a quienes se
concederin las exenciones exten-
didas al Cuerpo Diplomatico

Shipment of house-
hold effects, etc.

Exemptions from
(iultoms duties.
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usually traveled route between a 
port in the United States of 
America and his official residence 
in Peru, both for the outward and 
for the return voyage. 
The expenses of shipment of 

the household effects, baggage and 
automobile of each member of the 
Mission between a port in the 
United States of America and his 
official residence in Peru shall 
also be paid by the Government of 
Peru; this shall include all neces-
sary expenses incident to unload-
ing from the steamer upon arrival 
in Peru, cartage between the ship 
and the residence in Peru, and 
packing and loading on board the 
steamer upon departure from Peru. 

The transportation of such 
household effects, baggage and 
automobile shall be made in a 
single shipment and all subsequent 
shipments shall be at the expense 
of the respective members of the 
Mission except when necessitated 
by circumstances beyond their 
control. Payment by the Gov-
ernment of Peru of the expenses 
for the transportation of the 
families, houseliold effects, bag-
gage and automobiles of personnel 
who may join the Mission for 
temporary service at the request 
of the Minister of Aeronautics 
shall not be at the expense of the 
Peruvian Government. 

ARTICLE 18. The Government 
of Peru shall allot in the budget of 
the Ministry of Aeronautics an 
amount adequate to pay customs 
duties on articles, including those 
mentioned in Article 17 of this 
Agreement, imported by members 
of the Mission, who shall be 
granted the scale of exemptions 
allowed the diplomatic corps ac-
credited to the Government of 

usualmente empleada entre un 
puerto de los Estados Unidos y su 
residencia oficial en el Peril, tanto 
para el viaje de ida como para el 
viaje de regreso. 
Los gastos de transporte de los 

efectos domesticos, equipaje y 
automovil de cada miembro de la 
Misi6n entre un puerto de los 
Estados Unidos y su residencia 
oficial en el Peril, seran tambien 
por cuenta del Gobierno del 
Peril; estos debergn incluir todos 
los gastos necesarios relacionados 
con la descarga de a bordo del 
vapor a an llegada al Peril, trans-
porte entre el vapor y la resi-
dencia en el Peril y embalaje 
y carga a bordo del vapor a su 
partida del Peril. 

El transporte de estos efectos 
domesticos, equipaje y autornOvil 
debera ser hecho en un solo 
embarque y todos los embarques 
sucesivos seran a costo de los 
respectivos iniembros de la Mision, 
exceptuando casos derivados de 
circunstancias ajenas a su volun-
tad. El pago por el Gobierno 
del Peril de los gastos pant el trans-
porte de las familias, de los efectos 
dom6sticos, de los equipajes y de 
los au ton toviles del personal qu e 
pueda unirse a la Mision para 
servicio temporal a solicitud del 
Ministro de Aeromiutica no serti 
por cuenta del Gobierno del Peru. 

ARTICULO 18. El Gobierno del 
Peril consig,nani en el Presupuesto 
del Ministerio de Aerontiutica una 
suma adecuada para pagar dere-
cbos de Aduana por aquellos 
articulos, incluyendo los citados 
en el Articulo 17 de este Acuerdo, 
que sean importados por los miem-
bros de la Mision, a quienes se 
concedertin las exenciones exten-
didas al Cuerpo Diplomatico 

Shipment of house-
hold effects, etc. 

Exemptions from 
customs duties. 
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Peru, in accordance with the
following classification:

The Chief of the Mission, in the
category of Resident Minister,

The Senior Officers, in the cate-
gory of Charg6 d'Affaires,

The Junior Officers (Captain
and Lieutenants), in the cate-
gory of Counsellors,

The Enlisted Personnel, in the
category of Second Secretary.

All duties and taxes for the
importation of articles which ex-
ceed the exemption granted shall
be paid by the member of the
Mission concerned and not by the
Government of Peru.

Sa of household ARTICLE 19. If any membergoods, etc.
serving on the Mission pursuant

Ant, p. 24. to Article 7 of the present Agree-
ment should, at the termination
of his service with the Mission
and prior to his return to the
United States of America, desire
to sell in the Peruvian market
his household effects, baggage,
and personal automobile which
were imported free of duty and
for which transportation was paid
by the Government of Peru in
accordance with the provisions

Ante, p. 2402. of Article 17 of this Agreement,
he shall be required to give the
Government of Peru priority in
the purchase of said articles, dis-
counting from the sale price the
value of transportation and cus-
toms duties.

For such a sale, the Chief of
the Mission and the authorized
representative of the Minister of
Aeronautics shall confer, and in
case the prices of the articles are
not satisfactory to the Govern-

acreditado ante el Gobierno del
Peru, de acuerdo con las clasifi-
caciones siguientes:

El Jefe de la Misi6n, con cate-
goria de Ministro residente;

Los Oficiales Superiores, con
categorfa de Encargados de
Negocios;

Los Oficiales Subalternos (de
Capitanes a Tenientes), con
categoria de Consejeros;

Los Miembros del Personal Sub-
alterno, con categoria de Se-
gundos Secretarios.

Todos los derechos e impuestos
por importaci6n de articulos, que
excedan de la exenci6n concedida
seran abonados particularmente
por el miembro de la Misi6n que
sea del caso y no por el Gobierno
del Peru.

ARTICULO 19. Si cualquier
miembro que sirviere en la Misi6n
de conformidad con el presente
Acuerdo deseara, al termino de su
tiempo de servicios en la Misi6n
y antes de regresar a los Estados
Unidos, vender en el mercado del
Perd sus efectos domesticos, equi-
paje y autom6vil de uso personal
que hayan sido importados libres
de derechos, y cuyo transporte ha
sido abonado por el Gobierno
del Perd conforme a lo establecido
en el Articulo 17 de este Acuerdo,
se obligara a dar preferencia al
Gobierno del Perd en la compra
de dichos articulos, descontando
del precio de venta el valor del
transporte y de las exenciones.

Para tal venta se pondran de
acuerdo el Jefe de la Misi6n con
el representante autorizado del
Ministro de Aeronautica, y en
caso de no ser conveniente el
precio de los articulos, para el
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Role of household 
goods, etc. 

Ante, p. 2400. 

Ante, p. 2402. 

Peru, in accordance with the 
following classification: 

The Chief of the Mission, in the 
category of Resident Minister, 

The Senior Officers, in the cate-
gory of Chargé d'Affaires, 

The Junior Officers (Captain 
and Lieutenants), in the cate-
gory of Counsellors, 

The Enlisted Personnel, in the 
category of Second Secretary. 

All duties and taxes for the 
importation of articles which ex-
ceed the exemption granted shall 
be paid by the member of the 
Mission concerned and not by the 
Government of Peru. 

ARTICLE 19. If any member 
serving on the Mission pursuant 
to Article 7 of the present Agree-
ment should, at the termination 
of his service with the Mission 
and prior to his return to the 
United States of America, desire 
to sell in the Peruvian market 
his household effects, baggage, 
and personal automobile which 
were imported free of duty and 
for which transportation was paid 
by the Government of Peru in 
accordance with the provisions 
of Article 17 of this Agreement, 
he shall be required to give the 
Government of Peru priority in 
the purchase of said articles, dis-
counting from the sale price the 
value of transportation and cus-
toms duties. 
For such a sale, the Chief of 

the Mission and the authorized 
representative of the Minister of 
Aeronautics shall confer, and in 
case the prices of the articles are 
not satisfactory to the Govern-

acreditado ante el Gobierno del 
Peru, de acuerdo con las clasifi-
caciones siguientes: 

El Jefe de la Mision, con cate-
gorfa de Ministro residente; 

Los Oficiales Superiores, con 
categorfa de Encargados de 
Negocios; 

Los Oficiales Subalternos (de 
Capitanes a Tenientes), con 
categorla de Consejeros; 

Los Miembros del Personal Sub-
alterno, con categorfa de Se-
gundos Secretarios. 

Todos los derechos e impuestos 
por importacion de artfculos, que 
excedan de la exenciOn concedida 
serail abonados particularmente 
por el miembro de in Mision que 
sea del caso y no por el Gobierno 
del Perd. 

ARTIcuLo 19. Si cualquier 
miembro que sirviere en la Misi6n 
de conformidad con el presente 
Acuerdo deseara, al termino de an 
tiempo de servicios en la Misi6n 
y antes de regresar a los Estados 
Unidos, vender en el mercado del 
Pent sus efectos domesticos, equi-
paje y autom6vil de uso personal 
que hayan sido importados fibres 
de derechos, y cuyo transporte ha 
sido abonado por el Gobierno 
del Peril conforme a lo establecido 
en el Articulo 17 de este Acuerdo, 
se obligara a dar preferencia al 
Gobierno del Peril en in compra 
de dichos artfculos, descontando 
del precio de yenta el valor del 
transporte y de las exenciones. 

Para tal yenta se pondrtm de 
acuerdo el Jefe de la Mision con 
el representante autorizado del 
Ministro de Aeronautica, y en 
caso de no ser conveniente el 
precio de los articulos, para el 
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ment of Peru, the sale or return
to the United States of America
shall be authorized. In the latter
case, the first paragraph of Article
17 of this Agreement shall be
applicable.

Gobierno del Peru, se autorizara
su venta o su regreso a los Estados
Unidos. En este ultimo caso rige
lo indicado en el primer parrafo
del Articulo 17 de este Convenio.

ARTICLE 20. If the services of
any member of the Mission should
be terminated by the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America, except as established in
the provisions of Article 5, before
the completion of two years of
service, the provisions of Article
17 shall not apply to the return
trip. If the services of any mem-
ber of the Mission should termi-
nate before the completion of two
years' service by reason of termi-
nation of the Mission or for
reasons contemplated in Article 5,
each member shall receive from
the Government of Peru compen-
sation for the return trip expenses
and compensation for vacations
in the proportion resulting be-
tween the effective period of
services rendered and the normal
time of two years' service. How-
ever, if the Government of the
United States of America should
recall any member for breach of
discipline, the cost of the return
trip to the United States of
America of such a member, his
family, household effects, baggage
or automobile shall not be borne
by the Government of Peru.

ARTICLE 21. Compensation and
payments for transportation and
traveling expenses while on duty
within the territory of the Repub-
lic of Peru on official business of the
Government of Peru shall be pro-
vided by the Ministry of Aero-
nautics in accordance with the
provisions of Article 12 of Title
III of this Agreement.

95347T 49 I'T. II --9

ARTICULO 20. Si los servicios de
cualquier miembro de la Misi6n
fueren terminados por el Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos, excep-
tuando lo estipulado en las dispo-
siciones del Articulo 5, antes de la
terminaci6n de dos afios de servi-
cios, las disposiciones del Articulo
17, no se aplicaran para el viaje
de regreso. Si los servicios de
cualquier miembro de la Misi6n
terminaren antes de completar
dos afios de servicios por raz6n de
terminaci6n de la Misi6n o por
los motives contemplados en el
Articulo 5, cada miembro recibira
del Gobierno del Peru las retribu-
ciones en materia de gastos de
viaje de regreso y compensaci6n
por vacaciones en la proporci6n
que resulte entre el periodo efec-
tivo de servicios prestados y el
tiempo normal de 2 afios de
servicios. Pero si el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos retira a cual-
qlier minembro por faltas come-
tidas contra la disciplina, el costo
del viaje de regreso a los Estados
Unidos de este miembro, de su
familia, efectos domesticos, equi-
paje y autom6vil, no serd pagado
por el Gobierno del Peru.

ARTICULO 21. La compensaci6n
y pagos por gastos de transporte
y de viaje mientras se preste
servicios dentro del territorio de
la Repdblica del Peru, en comi-
siones oficiales del Gobierno del
Peru sera proporcionada por el
Ministerio de Aeronautica de
acuerdo con las disposiciones del
Articulo 12 del Titulo III de este
Acuerdo.

Ante, p. 2402.

Return trip ex-
penses of members
serving less than 2
years, etc.

Ante, p. 2399.

Ante, p. 2402.

Ante, p. 2399.

Compensation for
transportation and
traveling expenses.

Ante, p. 2401.
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ment of Peru, the sale or return 
to the United States of America 
shall be authorized. In the latter 
case, the first paragraph of Article 
17 of this Agreement shall be 
applicable. 

ARTICLE 20. If the services of 
any member of the Mission should 
be terminated by the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America, except as established in 
the provisions of Article 5, before 
the completion of two years of 
service, the provisions of Article 
17 shall not apply to the return 
trip. If the services of any mem-
ber of the Mission should termi-
nate before the completion of two 
years' service by reason of termi-
nation of the Mission or for 
reasons contemplated in Article 5, 
each member shall receive from 
the Government of Peru compen-
sation for the return trip expenses 
and compensation for vacations 
in the proportion resulting be-
tween the effective period of 
services rendered and the normal 
time of two years' service. How-
ever, if the Government of the 
United States of America should 
recall any member for breach of 
discipline, the cost of the return 
trip to the United States of 
America of such a member, his 
family, household effects, baggage 
or automobile shall not be borne 
by the Government of Peru. 

ARTICLE 21. Compensation and 
payments for transportation and 
traveling expenses while on duty 
within the territory of the Repub-
lic of Peru on official business of the 
Government of Peru shall be pro-
vided by the Ministry of Aero-
nautics in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 12 of Title 
III of this Agreement. 

Gobierno del Peril, se autorizara 
su yenta o su regreso a los Estados 
Unidos. En este ultimo caso rige 
lo indicado en el primer parrafo 
del Articulo 17 de este Convenio. 

ARTICULO 20. Si los servicios de 
cualquier miembro de la Mision 
fueren terminados por el Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos, excep-
tuando lo estipulado en las dispo-
siciones del Articulo 5, antes de la 
terminacion de dos afios de servi-
cios, las disposiciones del Articulo 
17, no se aplicaran para el viaje 
de regreso. Si los servicios de 
cualquier miembro de la Mision 
terminaren antes de completar 
dos afios de servicios por raz6n de 
terminacion de la Mision o pox. 
los motivos contemplados en el 
Articulo 5, cada miembro reeibira 
del Gobierno del Perd las retribu-
ciones en materia de gastos de 
viaje de regreso y compensaci6n 
por vacaciones en la proporcion 
que resulte entre el period° efec-
tivo de servicios prestados y el 
tiempo normal de 2 Ojos de 
servicios. Pero si el Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos retira a cual-
qilior por faltas come-
tidas contra la disciplina, el costo 
del viaje de regreso a los Estados 
Unidos de este miembro, de su 
familia, efectos domesticos, equi-
paje y automovil, no sera pagado 
por el Gobierno del Peru. 

ARTICULO 21. La compensacion 
y pagos por gastos de transporte 
y de viaje mientras se preste 
servicios dentro del territorio de 
la Rept%lica del Pera, en comi-
siones oficiales del Gobierno del 
Peru sera proporcionada por el 
Ministerio de .A.eronautica de 
acuerdo con las disposiciones del 
.Articulo 12 del Titulo III de este 
Acuerdo. 

Ante, p. 2402. 

Return trip ex-
penses of members 
serving less than 2 
years, etc. 

Ante, p. 2399. 

Ante, p. 2402. 

Ante, p. 2399. 

Compensation for 
transportation and 
traveling expenses. 

Ante, p. 2401. 

95347 49 IT. III - 
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Automobile forChief of Missfon. ARTICLE 22. The Governmenl
of Peru shall provide the Chief oJ
the Mission with a suitable auto-
mobile with chauffeur for use on

Motor transporta-
tion and launch for official business. Suitable motoi
use of members. transportation with chauffeur, and

when necessary a launch properly
equipped, shall on call be made
available by the Government ol
Peru for use of the members of the
Mission for the conduct of the
official business of the Mission.

Flight authoriza- ARTICLE 23. The Government
tion.

of Peru shall grant to the person-
nel of the Mission blanket author-
ization to make flights in Peru in
United States aircraft or in Peru-
vian aircraft which shall be made
available, as necessary in the con-
duct of the official business of the
Mission, as well as such periodic
flights as may be required to main-
tain their proficiency as aviators.
No liability shall be incurred by
any member of the Mission or by
the Government of the United
States of America for damage to
property or equipment or for in-
jury or death to others as the
result of any accident in which a
member of the Mission may be
involved while engaged in flights
in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement.

Reciprocally, the Government
of the United States of America
may grant blanket flight authori-
zation to any member of the
Peruvian Air Force to make flights
within the territory of Peru as a
passenger in any United States
Army Air Force plane which has
been made available to the Mis-
sion for the performance of its
duties as defined in this Agree-
ment.

t ARTICULO 22 El Gobierno del
f Perd proporcionara al Jefe de la
- Misi6n un autom6vil con chauf-

feur, para uso oficial. Transporte
r adecuado en autom6vil con chauf-
I feur, y cuando sea necesario una

lancha convenientemente equipa-
s da, seran provistos, a pedido, por
f el Gobierno del Peri para el uso

de los miembros de la Misi6n para
el cumplimiento de las funciones
oficiales de la misma.

ARTICULO 23. El Gobierno del
Peru concedera al personal de la
Misi6n, autorizaci6n general para
hacer vuelos en el Peru, en aviones
de los Estados Unidos o en aviones
peruanos que se hayan puesto a su
disposici6n, para el desempefo
necesario de las funciones oficiales
de la Misi6n, y tambi6n para los
vuelos peri6dicos que sean reque-
ridos para mantener su habilidad
como aviadores. No incurrirA en
ninguna responsabilidad ningun
miembro de la Misi6n ni el Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos por
raz6n de dafios a la propiedad o al
material o por lesiones o muertes
de otras personas como resultado
de cualquier accidente en que un
miembro de la Misi6n este en-
vuelto mientras realice estos vuelos
de acuerdo con disposiciones de
este Acuerdo.

En forma reciproca el Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos puede pro-
porcionar autorizaci6n general de
vuelo a cualquier miembro del
Cuerpo Aeronautico del Peri para
efectuar vuelos como pasajero,
dentro del territorio de la Repu-
blica del Peri, en cualquier avi6n
del Ejercito Americano que se
haya puesto a 6rdenes de la
Misi6n para el desempefio de las
funciones de esta, segdn el pre-
sente Acuerdo.
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Automobile for 
Chief of Mission. 

Motor transporta-
tion and launch for 
use of members. 

Flight authoriza-
tion. 

ARTICLE 22. The Government 
of Peru shall provide the Chief of 
the Mission with a suitable auto-
mobile with chauffeur for use on 
official business. Suitable motor 
transportation with chauffeur, and 
when necessary a launch properly 
equipped, shall on call be made 
available by the Government of 
Peru for use of the members of the 
Mission for the conduct of the 
official business of the Mission. 

ARTICLE 23. The Government 
of Peru shall grant to the person-
nel of the Mission blanket author-
ization to make flights in Peru in 
United States aircraft or in Peru-
vian aircraft which shall be made 
available, as necessary in the con-
duct of the official business of the 
Mission, as well as such periodic 
flights as may be required to main-
tain their proficiency as aviators. 
No liability shall be incurred by 
any member of the Mission or by 
the Government of the United 
States of America for damage to 
property or equipment or for in-
jury or death to others as the 
result of any accident in which a 
member of the Mission may be 
involved while engaged in flights 
in accordance with the provisions 
of this Agreement. 

Reciprocally, the Government 
of the United States of America 
may grant blanket flight authori-
zation to any member of the 
Peruvian Air Force to make flights 
within the territory of Peru as a 
passenger in any United States 
Army Air Force plane which has 
been made available to the Mis-
sion for the performance of its 
duties as defined in this Agree-
ment. 

AnucuLo 22 El Gobierno del 
Peril proporcionara al Jefe de la 
Mision un autom6vil con chauf-
feur, para uso oficial. Transporte 
adecuado en automovil con chauf-
feur, y cuando sea necesario una 
lancha convenientemente equipa-
da, senln provistos, a pedido, por 
el Gobierno del Peril para el uso 
de los miexnbros de la Mision para 
el cumplitniento de las funciones 
oficiales de la misma. 

ARTICULO 23. El Gobierno del 
Perd concedera al personal de la 
Mision, autorizacion general para 
hacer vuelos en el Peru, en aviones 
de los Estados Unidos o en aviones 
peruanos que se hayan puesto a su 
disposicion, para el desempeido 
necesario de las funciones oficiales 
de la Mision, y tambien para los 
vuelos peri6dicos que sean reque-
ridos para mantener su habilidad 
como aviadores. No incurrith en 
ninguna responsabilidad ningan 
miembro de la Mision ni el Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos por 
razon de dalios a la propiedad o al 
material o por lesiones o muertes 
de otras personas como resultado 
de cualquier accidente en que un 
miembro de la Misi6n est6 en-
vuelto mientras realice estos vuelos 
de acuerdo con disposiciones de 
este Acuerdo. 

En forma recfproca el Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos puede pro-
porcionar autorizaci6n general de 
vuelo a cualquier miembro del 
Cuerpo Aeronautico del Peril para 
efectuar vuelos como pasajero, 
dentro del territorio de la Repti-
blica del Peril, en cualquier avion 
del Ejercito Arnericano que se 
haya puesto a 6rdenes de la 
Misi6n para el desempelio de las 
funciones de esta, segdn el pre-
sente Acuerdo. 
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ARTICLE 24. The Government c
Peru shall provide suitable offic
space and adequate facilities fo
the Mission, including suitabl
facilities for parking and storag
for the airplanes assigned to th
Mission.

ARTICLE 25. If any member o
the Mission or any member of hi;
family should die in Peru, thi
Government of Peru shall hav,
the body transported to such plac,
in the United States of Americt
as the surviving members of th(
family may decide, but the cosl
to the Government of Peru shal
not exceed the cost of transporting
the remains from the place oj
decease to the City of New York
Should the deceased be a membel
of the Mission, his services with
the Mission shall be considered
to have terminated fifteen (15)
days after his death. Return
transportation to the City of
New York for the family of the
deceased member and for their
household effects, baggage and
automobile shall be provided as
prescribed in Article 17. All
compensation due the deceased
member, including salary for the
fifteen (15) days following his
death, and reimbursement due
the deceased member for expenses
and transportation on trips made
on official business of the Govern-
ment of Peru, shall be paid to the
widow of the deceased member
or to any other person who may
have been designated in writing
by the deceased while he was
serving under the terms of this
Agreement; but the widow or
other person shall not be com-
pensated for accrued leave due
but not taken by the deceased.
All compensations due the widow
or other persons designated by
the deceased under the provisions

f ARTICULO 24. El Gobierno del g facilie, pafor k-
e Peru proporcionara local para planes, etc.
r oficinas y facilidades adecuadas
e para la Misi6n, asi como facili-
e dades de estacionamiento y al-
e macenamiento para el o los aviones

asignados a la Misi6n.
Si cualquier Transportation off ARTICULO 25. Si cualquier remains n case of

s miembro de la Misi6n o cualquier death.
e miembro de su familia falleciese
e en el Perd, el Gobierno del Perd
e hara que los restos sean trans-
a portados hasta el lugar de los
e Estados Unidos determinado por
t los miembros sobrevivientes de
1 la familia pero el costo para el

Gobierno del Perd no excedera del
F costo del transporte de los restos

del lugar del fallecimiento a la
ciudad de Nueva York. Si el

ifallecido es un miembro de la
1 Misi6n, sus servicios con la Misi6n

deben ser considerados como que
han terminado quince (15) dias tir tor fansrta-.
despues de su muerte. El trans-
porte de regreso a la ciudad de
Nueva York para la familia del
miembro fallecido y para sus
efectos donmsticos, equipaje y
autom6vil, sera provisto como so t,,"t. 2402.

prescribe en el Articulo 17. Toda ,.;',;'., l d;tr.uh

retribuci6n debida al micmbro
fallecido, incluyendo el sueldo por
los quince (15) dias subsiguientes
a su muerte y reembolso adeudado
al miembro fallecido por gastos y
transporte en viajes realizados en
asuntos oficiales del Gobierno del
Perl, seran pagados a la viuda del
miembro fallecido o a cualquiera
otra persona que pueda haber sido
designada por escrito por el falle-
cido mientras estaba sirviendo en
conformidad con los t6rminos de
este Acuerdo; pero la viuda o la
otra persona no sera compensada
por la licencia acumulada a que
tenia derecho el fallecido pero no
usada por 61. Todas las com-
pensaciones debidas a la viuda o
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ARTICLE 24. The Government of 
Peru shall provide suitable office 
space and adequate facilities for 
the Mission, including suitable 
facilities for parking and storage 
for the airplanes assigned to the 
Mission. 

ARTICLE 25. If any member of 
the Mission or any member of his 
family should die in Peru, the 
Government of Peru shall have 
the body transported to such place 
in the United States of America 
as the surviving members of the 

family may decide, but the cost 
to the Government of Peru shall 
not exceed the cost of transporting 
the remains from the place of 
decease to the City of New York. 
Should the deceased be a member 
of the Mission, his services with 
the Mission shall be considered 
to have terminated fifteen (15) 
days after his death. Return 
transportation to the City of 
New York for the family of the 
deceased member and for their 
household effects, baggage and 
automobile shall be provided as 
prescribed in Article 17. All 
compensation due the deceased 
member, including salary for the 
fifteen (15) days following his 
death, and reimbursement due 
the deceased member for expenses 
and transportation on trips made 
on official business of the Govern-
ment of Peru, shall be paid to the 
widow of the deceased member 
or to any other person who may 
have been designated in writing 
by the deceased while he was 
serving under the terms of this 
Agreement; but the widow or 
other person shall not be com-
pensated for accrued leave due 
but not taken by the deceased. 
All compensations due the widow 
or other persons designated by 
the deceased under the provisions 

ARTICULO 24. El Gobierno del 
Peril proporcionara local para 
oficinas y facilidades adecuadas 
para la Mision, asf como facili-
dades de estacionamiento y al-
macenamiento para el o los aviones 
asignados a la Mision. 

ARTICULO 25. Si cualquier 
miembro de la Mision o cualquier 
miembro de su familia falleciese 
en el Peru, el Gobierno del Per-6 
hará que los restos sean trans-
portados hasta el lugar de los 
Estados Unidos determinado por 
los miembros sobrevivientes de 
la familia pero el costo para el 
Gobierno del Peril no excedera del 
costo del transporte de los restos 
del lugar del fallecimiento a la 
ciudad de Nueva York. Si el 
fallecido es un miembro de la 
Misi6n, sus servicios con la Misi6n 
deben ser considerados como quo 
han terminado quince (15) dl as 
despues de su muerte. El trans-
porte de regreso a la ciudad de 
Nueva York para la familia del 
miembro fallecido y para sus 
efectos domesticos, equipajo y 
automewil, sera provisto como se 
prescribe en el Artfeulo 17. Toda 
re tribucion debida at 'Ilion bro 
fallecido, incluyendo el sueldo por 
los quince (15) dfas subsiguientes 
a su muerte y reembolso adeudado 
al miembro fallecido por gastos y 
transporte en viajes realizados en 
asuntos oficiales del Gobierno del 

seran pagados a la viuda del 
miembro fallecido o a cualquiera 
otra persona que pueda haber sido 
designada por escrito por el falle-
cido mientras estaba sirviendo en 
conformidad con los terminos de 
este Acuerdo; pero la viuda o la 
otra persona no sera. compensada 
por la licencia acumulada a que 
tenfa derecho el fallecido pero no 
usada por el. Todas las corn-
pensaciones debidas a la viuda o 

Office space, park-
ing facilities for air-
planes, etc. 

Transportation of 
remains in case of 
death. 

Return transporta-
lion for family. 

Ante. P. 2402. 

Com pensation duo 
deveased member. 
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of this Article, shall be paid
before the departure of the widow
or such other person from Peru
and within fifteen (15) days after
the death of the member.

TITLE V

Requisites and Conditions
ARTICLE 26. So long as this

Agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of
Peru shall not engage the services
of any personnel of any other for-
eign government for duties of any
nature connected with the Peru-
vian Air Force, except by mutual
agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America and the Government of
Peru.

ARTICLE 27. Each member of
the Mission shall agree not to
divulge or in any way disclose to
any foreign government or to any
person whatsoever any secret or
confidential matter of which he
may become cognizant in his
capacity as a member of the Mis-
sion. This requirement shall con-
tinue in force after the termina-
tion of service with the Mission
and after the expiration or can-
cellation of this Agreement or any
extension thereof.

ARTICLE 28. Throughout this
Agreement the term "family" is
limited to mean wife and de-
pendent children.

ARTICLE 29. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to
one month's annual leave with
pay, or to a proportional part
thereof with pay for any fractional
part of a year. Unused portions
of said leave shall not be cumula-
tive from year to year during

a la otra persona designada por el
fallecido, segfin las disposiciones
de este Articulo, ser6n pagadas
antes de la partida de dicha viuda
o dicha persona del Perd y dentro
de quince (15) dias despues del
fallecimiento del miembro.

TITULO V

Requisitos y Condiciones
ARTICULO 26. Mientras este

Acuerdo, o cualquiera pr6rroga de
61, est6 en vigencia, el Gobierno
del Perd no empleara los servicios
de ningun personal de ningun otro
Gobierno extranjero para servicios
de cualquiera naturaleza relacio-
nados con el Cuerpo Aeronautico
del Perd, excepto por mutuo con-
venio entre el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America y el
Gobierno del PerC.

ARTICULO 27. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n convendra en no divul-
gar o por cualquier medio revelar
a cualquier Gobierno extranjero o
a cualquiera persona cualquier
secreto o asunto confidencial del
cual pueda tener conocimiento en
su capacidad de miembro de la
Misi6n. Este requisite continuara
en vigencia despues de la termina-
ci6n de los servicios con la Misi6n
y despu6s de la expiraci6n o can-
celaci6n de este Acuerdo o cual-
quiera pr6rroga de el.

ARTICULO 28. En todo este
Acuerdo el t6rmino "familia"
estari restringido a significar esposa
e hijos dependientes.

ARTICULO 29. Cada miembro
de la Misi6n tendra derecho anual-
mente a un mes de licencia con
goce de sueldo, o a una parte
proporcional de dicha licencia con
sueldo por cualquier fracci6n de
un ano. Las partes de dicha
licencia que no se usaren no

Services of person-
nel of other foreign
governments, restric-
tion.

Secrecy require-
ment.

"Family".

Annual leave.
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Services of person-
nel of other foreign 
governments, restric-
tion. 

Secrecy require-
ment. 

"Family". 

Annual leave. 

of this Article, shall be paid 
before the departure of the widow 
or such other person from Peru 
and within fifteen (15) days after 
the death of the member. 

TITLE V 

Requisites and Conditions 

ARTICLE 26. So long as this 
Agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of 
Peru shall not engage the services 
of any personnel of any other for-
eign government for duties of any 
nature connected with the Peru-
vian Air Force, except by mutual 
agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America and the Government of 
Peru. 
ARTICLE 27. Each member of 

the Mission shall agree not to 
divulge or in any way disclose to 
any foreign government or to any 
person whatsoever any secret or 
confidential matter of which he 
may become cognizant in his 
capacity as a member of the Mis-
sion. This requirement shall con-
tinue in force after the termina-
tion of service with the Mission 
and after the expiration or can-
cellation of this Agreement or any 
extension thereof. 

ARTICLE 28. Throughout this 
Agreement the term "family" is 
limited to mean wife and de-
pendent children. 

ARTICLE 29. Each member of 
the Mission shall be entitled to 
one month's annual leave with 
pay, or to a proportional part 
thereof with pay for any fractional 
part of a year. Unused portions 
of said leave shall not be cumula-
tive from year to year during 

a la otra persona designada por el 
fallecido, segtin las disposiciones 
de este Articulo, seran pagadas 
antes de la partida de dicha viuda 
o dicha persona del Peril y dentro 
de quince (15) dias despues del 
fallecimiento del miembro. 

TITULO V 

Requisitos y Condieiones 

ARTICULO 26. Mientras este 
Acuerdo, o cualquiera prorroga de 
el, este en vigencia, el Gobierno 
del Peril no empleara los servicios 
de ningim personal de ningdn otro 
Gobierno extranjero para servicios 
de cualquiera naturaleza relacio-
nados con el Cuerpo Aeronautic° 
del Peril, except° por mutuo con-
venio entre el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America y el 
Gobierno del Pelt. 
Awricuno 27. Cada miembro de 

la Misien convendra en no divul-
gar o por cualquier medio revelar 
a cualquier Gobierno extranjero o 
a cualquiera persona cualquier 
secret° o asunto confidencial del 
cual pueda tener conocimiento en 
su capacidad de miembro de la 
Misien. Este requisito continuara 
en vigencia despues de la termina-
cien de los servicios con la Misien 
y despues de la expiracien o can-
celacien de este Acuerdo o cual-
quiera prerroga de el. 

ART-1cm.° 28. En todo este 
Acuerdo el termino "familia" 
estara restringido a significar esposa 
e hijos dependientes. 

ARTICULO 29. Cada miembro 
de la Misien tendra derecho anual-
mente a un mes de licencia con 
goce de sueldo, o a una parte 
proporcional de dicha licencia con 
sueldo por cualquier fraccien de 
un afio. Las partes de dicha 
licencia quo no se usaren no 
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service as a member of the Mis-
sion.

The leave specified in the pre-
ceding paragraph may be spent in
the Republic of Peru, in the United
States of America, or in other
countries, but the expense of
travel and transportation not
otherwise provided for in this
Agreement shall be borne by the
member of the Mission taking
such leave. All travel time shall
count as leave and shall not be in
addition to the time authorized
in the preceding paragraph.

ARTICLE 30. The Government
of Peru agrees to grant the leave
specified in Article 29 upon receipt
of written application, approved
by the Chief of the Mission with
due consideration for the conven-
ience of the Government of Peru.

podran acumularse de afio en
ano mientras la persona preste
servicio como miembro de la
Misi6n.

La licencia que se estipula en
el prrafo anterior podra dis-
frutarse en la Repiblica del Peru,
en los Estados Unidos de America
o en otros paises, pero los gastos
de viaje y de transporte que no
sean abonables de acuerdo con las
disposiciones de este Acuerdo cor-
reran por cuenta del miembro de
la Misi6n que disfrute la licencia.
Todo el tiempo que se emplee en
viajar se contara como parte de la
licencia, y no se anadira al tiempo
que se autoriza en el parrafo
precendente.

ARTICULO 30. El Gobierno del
Perd conviene en conceder la
licencia especificada en el Articulo
29 al recibir la solicitud escrita
y aprobada por el Jefe de la Misi6n
con la debida consideraci6n por la
conveniencia del Gobierno del
Peru.

ARTICLE 31. Members of the
Mission that may be replaced
shall terminate their services on
the Mission only upon the arrival
of their replacements, except when
otherwise mutually agreed upon
in advance by the respective
Governments.

ARTICLE 32. The Government
of Peru shall provide suitable
medical attention to members of
the Mission and their families.

In case a member of the Mis-
sion becomes ill or suffers injury,
he may be attended by medical
authorities of the Peruvian Air
Force who shall determine, by
mutual agreement with the Chief
of the Mission, the need for hospi-
talization and the hospital where
he will be hospitalized.

ARTICULO 31. Los miembros de
la Misi6n que sean reemplazados
s6lo podran cesar en sus funciones
en la Misi6n a la llegada de los
reemplazantes, exceptuando los
casos en que sea convenido de otra
manera y de antemano por los
Gobiernos respectivos.

ARTICULO 32. El Gobierno del
Peru proporcionara a los miembros
de la Misi6n y de sus familias la
atenci6n m6dica apropiada.

En caso de que un miembro de
la Misi6n se enferme o sufra lesi6n,
podra ser atendido por las autori-
dades sanitarias del Cuerpo Aero-
nautico del Perd, quienes deter-
minaran de comdn acuerdo con el
Jefe de la Misi6n, la necesidad de
su hospitalizaci6n y el nosocomio
en el cual sera internado.

Termination of serv-
ices of replaced mem-
bers.

Medical attention.
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service as a member of the Mis-
sion. 

The leave specified in the pre-
ceding paragraph may be spent in 
the Republic of Peru, in the United 
States of America, or in other 
countries, but the expense of 
travel and transportation not 
otherwise provided for in this 
Agreement shall be borne by the 
member of the Mission taking 
such leave. All travel time shall 
count as leave and shall not be in 
addition to the time authorized 
in the preceding paragraph. 

ARTICLE 30. The Government 
of Peru agrees to grant the leave 
specified in Article 29 upon receipt 
of written application, approved 
by the Chief of the Mission with 
due consideration for the conven-
ience of the Government of Peru. 

ARTICLE 31. Members of the 
Mission that may be replaced 
shall terminate their services on 
the Mission only upon the arrival 
of their replacements, except when 
otherwise mutually agreed upon 
in advance by the respective 
Governments. 

ARTICLE 32. The Government 
of Peru shall provide suitable 
medical attention to members of 
the Mission and their families. 
In case a member of the Mis-

sion becomes ill or suffers injury, 
he may be attended by medical 
authorities of the Peruvian Air 
Force who shall determine, by 
mutual agreement with the Chief 
of the Mission, the need for hospi-
talization and the hospital where 
he will be hospitalized. 

podran acumularse de alio en 
aflo mientras la persona preste 
servicio como miembro de la 
Mision. 
La licencia que se estipula en 

el parrafo anterior podra dis-
frutarse en la Repdblica del Pent, 
en los Estados Unidos de America 
o en otros palses, pero los gastos 
de viaje y de transporte que no 
sean abonables de acuerdo con las 
disposiciones de este Acuerdo cor-
reran por cuenta del miembro de 
la MisiOn que disfrute la licencia. 
Todo el tiempo que se envie° en 
viajar se contara como parte de la 
licencia, y no se aliadira al tiempo 
que se autoriza en el parrafo 
precendente. 

ARTICULO 30. El Gobierno del 
Pent conviene en conceder la 
licencia especificada en el Articulo 
29 al recibir la solicitud escrita 
y aprobada por el Jefe de la MisiOn 
con la debida consideracien por la 
conveniencia del Gobierno del 
Pend. 

AwneuLo 31. Los miembros de 
la MisiOn que sean reemplazados 
solo podnin cesar en sus funciones 
en la Mision a la llegada de los 
reemplazantes, exceptuando los 
casos en que sea convanido de otra 
manera y de antemano por los 
Gobiernos respectivos. 

Awrictrw 32. El Gobierno del 
Peril proporcionara a los miembros 
de la Mision y de sus familias la 
atencion medica apropiada. 
En caso de que un miembro de 

la MisiOn se enferrae o sufra lesien, 
podra, ser atendido por las autori-
dades sanitarias del Cuerpo Aero-
nautic° del Pent, quienes deter-
minaran de comun acuerdo con el 
Jefe de la Misien, la necesidad de 
su hospitalizacien y el nosocomio 
en el cual sera internado. 

Termination of serv-
ices of replaced mem-
bers. 

Medical attention. 
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All expenses incurred as the re-
sult of such illness or injury while
the patient is a permanent mem-
ber of the Mission in Peru as pre-

Ante, p.2400. scribed in Article 7, shall be paid
by the Government of Peru. If
the hospitalized member is a com-
missioned officer he shall pay his
cost of subsistence, but if he is an
enlisted man, the cost of sub-
sistence will be paid by the Gov-
ernment of Peru.

Families shall enjoy the same
privileges agreed upon in this
Article for members of the Mission,
except that a member of the Mis-
sion shall in all cases pay the cost
of subsistence incident to hos-
pitalization of a member of his
family, except as may be provided

Ante, p. 2401. under Article 12.

Rement in case ARTICLE 33. Any member of the
Mission unable to discharge his
duties with the Mission by reason
of prolonged physical disability
shall be replaced; however, the
expenses of his return trip prior
to the completion of two years of
service with the Mission shall be
borne by the Government of the
United States of America.

TITLE VI

Common and Individual
Obligations of the Members

of the Mission

ARTICLE 34. The Mission as an
organized entity directed by its
Chief is under obligation to inform
and advise the Peruvian Govern-
ment through the Minister of
Aeronautics, the methods which
it believes necessary to adopt in

Todos los gastos en que se in-
curra como resultado de esta
enfermedad o lesi6n, siempre que
el paciente sea un miembro per-
manente de la Misi6n en el Perd
comprendido dentro de aqu4llos
especificados en el Articulo 7,
seran pagados por el Gobierno del
Perf. En caso de que el miembro
hospitalizado sea un Oficial comi-
sionado, el mismo pagara sus
gastos de subsistencia; en caso
de que sea un subalterno, los
gastos de subsistencia seran pa-
gados por el Gobierno del Perd.

Las familias gozaran de los
mismos privilegios convenidos en
este Artfculo para los miembros
de la Misi6n, exceptuando que un
miembro de la Misi6n pagara en
todos los casos los gastos de sub-
sistencia relacionados con la hos-
pitalizaci6n de un miembro de su
familia, con excepci6n de lo que
se ha dispuesto en el Articulo 12.

ARTICULo 33. Cualquier miem-
bro de la Misi6n inhabilitado para
desempefiar sus servicios con la
Misi6n por raz6n de incapacidad
fisica prolongada antes de cumplir
dos afios de servicio sera reempla-
zado, corriendo los gastos de su
traslado por cuenta del Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos.

TITULO VI

Obligaciones comunes
e individuales de los

Miembros de la Misi6n

ARTICULO 34. La Misi6n como
organismo conjunto, dirigido por
el Jefe de ella, esta en la obligaci6n
de proponer al Gobierno Peruano
por intermedio del Ministro de
Aeronautica, las medidas que crea
necesario adoptar para organizar
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Ante, p. 2400. 

Ante, p. 2401. 

Replacement in case 
of disability. 

All expenses incurred as the re-
sult of such illness or injury while 
the patient is a permanent mem-
ber of the Mission in Peru as pre-
scribed in Article 7, shall be paid 
by the Government of Peru. If 
the hospitalized member is a com-
missioned officer he shall pay his 
cost of subsistence, but if he is an 
enlisted man, the cost of sub-
sistence will be paid by the Gov-
ernment of Peru. 

Families shall enjoy the same 
privileges agreed upon in this 
Article for members of the Mission, 
except that a member of the Mis-
sion shall in all cases pay the cost 
of subsistence incident to hos-
pitalization of a member of his 
family, except as may be provided 
under Article 12. 

ARTICLE 33. Any member of the 
Mission unable to discharge his 
duties with the Mission by reason 
of prolonged physical disability 
shall be replaced; however, the 
expenses of his return trip prior 
to the completion of two years of 
service with the Mission shall be 
borne by the Government of the 
United States of America. 

TITLE VI 

Common and Individual 
Obligations of the Members 

of the Mission 

ARTICLE 34. The Mission as an 
organized entity directed by its 
Chief is under obligation to inform 
and advise the Peruvian Govern-
ment through the Minister of 
Aeronautics, the methods which 
it believes necessary to adopt in 

Todos los gastos en que se in-
curra como resultado de esta 
enfermedad o lesion, siempre que 
el paciente sea un miembro per-
manente de la Misien en el Perd 
comprendido dentro de aquellos 
especificados en el Articulo 7, 
serail pagados por el Gobierno del 
Pelt. En caso de que el miembro 
hospitalizado sea un Oficial comi-
sionado, el mismo pagare, sus 
gastos de subsistencia; en caso 
de que sea un subaltern°, los 
gastos de subsistencia wan pa-
gados por el Gobierno del Perd. 
Las familias gozaran de los 

mismos privilegios convenidos en 
este Articulo para los miembros 
de la Misien, exceptuando que un 
miembro de in Misien pagara en 
todos los casos los gastos de sub-
sistencia relacionados con la hos-
pitalizacion. de un miembro de su 
familia, con excepcion de lo que 
se ha dispuesto en el Ardenlo 12. 

An=Imo 33. Cualquier miem-
bro de la Mision inhabilitado para 
desempefiar sus servicios con la 
Mision por razen de incapacidad 
fisica prolongada antes de cumplir 
dos afios de servicio sera reempla-
zado, corriendo los gastos de su 
trasla,do por cuenta del Gobierno 
de los Estados Unidos. 

TITULO VI 

Obligaciones comunes 
e individuales de los 

Miembros de la Mision 

ARTICULO 34. La Misien como 
organism° conjunto, dirigido por 
el Jefe de ella, este, en la obligacien 
de proponer al Gobierno Peruano 
por intermedio del Ministro de 
Aeromintica, las medidas que crea 
necesario adoptar para organizar 
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order to organize and elevate to
the highest degree of efficiency the
fighting forces of the Peruvian Air
Corps, in keeping with the poten-
tial capacity of the Republic of
Peru.

ARTICLE 35. Each member of
the Mission in his capacity as
advisor in the department to
which he has been assigned, in
accordance with Article 9, shall
be required to propose the most
expedient means for planning the
instruction, organization and
functioning of the Department
to which he has been assigned.
These proposals may be submitted
directly to the Chief of the De-
partment or to the Peruvian
officer to whom the Mission mem-
ber is assigned for duty without
necessity of transmitting such
proposals through the Chief of
the Mission.

ARTICLE 36. Each member of
the Mission shall be capable of
conceiving and producing plans
of organization, instruction, etc.
for the Peruvian Air Forces in
his respective specialty. It will
not be an indispensable requisite
to read, speak, or understand
Spanish, but each Mission mem-
ber shall be expected to under-
stand that language within a short
time following his arrival in Peru.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-
dersigned, Dean Acheson, Acting
Secretary of State of the United
States of America, and Jorge
Prado, Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the Repub-
lic of Peru to the United States
of America, duly authorized there-
to, have signed this Agreement in
duplicate in the English and

y elevar al mas alto grado de
eficiencia el poderfo belico del
Cuerpo Aeronautico del Perd, en
conformidad con la capacidad
potencial de la Repdblica del Perd.

ARTICLo 35. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n dentro de su categorfa
de Asesor en las Dependencias a
las que haya sido asignado, con-
forme lo dispone el Articulo 9,
estara en la obligaci6n de pro-
poner las medidas mas expeditas
para planear la instrucci6n, la
organizaci6n y el funcionamiento
de la Dependencia a la cual haya
sido asignado. Estas proposi-
ciones podrAn ser hechas directa-
mente al Jefe de la Dependencia
o al Oficial peruano al cual este
asesorando, sin perjuicio de hacerlo
tambien directamente por inter-
medio del Jefe de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 36. Cada miembro
de la Misi6n sera capaz de concebir
y producir planes de organizaci6n,
de instrucci6n y similares, para el
Cuerpo Aeronautico del Perd en
su respective especialidad. No
sera requisito indispensable el
saber leer, hablar, o comprender
el idioma castellano, pero si sera
capaz de comprender dicho
idioma al poco tiempo de su
permanencia en el Perd.

EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CUAL, loS

infrascritos, Dean Acheson, Secre-
tario de Estado Interino de los
Estados Unidos de America, y
Jorge Prado, Embajador Extra-
ordinario y Plenipotenciario del
Perd en los Estados Unidos de
America, debidamente autorizados
para ello, firman este Acuerdo en
duplicado, en los idiomas ingles e

Proposals for in-
struction, organiza-
tion, etc., of Depart-
ment to which as-
signed.

Ante, p. 2400.

Language require-
ment.
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order to organize and elevate to 
the highest degree of efficiency the 
fighting forces of the Peruvian Air 
Corps, in keeping with the poten-
tial capacity of the Republic of 
Peru. 

ARTICLE 35. Each member of 
the Mission in his capacity as 
advisor in the department to 
which he has been assigned, in 
accordance with Article 9, shall 
be required to propose the most 
expedient means for planning the 
instruction, organization and 
functioning of the Department 
to which he has been assigned. 
These proposals may be submitted 
directly to the Chief of the De-
partment or to the Peruvian 
officer to whom the Mission mem-
ber is assigned for duty without 
necessity of transmitting such 
proposals through the Chief of 
the Mission. 
ARTICLE 36. Each member of 

the Mission shall be capable of 
conceiving and producing plans 
of organization, instruction, etc. 
for the Peruvian Air Forces in 
his respective specialty. It will 
not be an indispensable requisite 
to read, speak, or understand 
Spanish, but each Mission mem-
ber shall be expected to under-
stand that language within a short 
time following his arrival in Peru. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-

dersigned, Dean Acheson, Acting 
Secretary of State of the United 
States of America, and Jorge 
Prado, Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the Repub-
lic of Peru to the United States 
of America, duly authorized there-
to, have signed this Agreement in 
duplicate in the English and 

y elevar al ma,s alto grado de 
eficiencia el poderfo belie° del 
Cuerpo Aeronautic° del Peril, en 
conformidad con la capacidad 
potencial de la Repiiblica del Peril. 

ARTICULO 35. Cada miembro de 
la Mision dentro de su categorfa 
de Asesor en las Dependencias a 
las que haya sido asignado, con-
forme lo dispone el Articulo 9, 
estara, en la obligacien de pro-
poner las medidas mas expeditas 
para planear la instruccien, la 
organizacien y el funnionamiento 
de la Depen.dencia a la cual haya 
sido asignado. Estas proposi-
ciones podran ser hechas directa-
inente al Jefe de la Dependencia 
o al Oficial peruano al cual este 
asesorando, sin perjuicio de hacerlo 
tambien directamente por inter-
medio del Jefe de la Mision. 

AwricuLo 36. Cada miembro 
de la Mision sera, capaz de concebir 
y producir planes de organizacion, 
de instrucciem y similares, para el 
Cuerpo Aeronautic° del Pert en 
su respectiva especialidad. No 
sera requisito indispensable el 
saber leer, hablar, o comprender 
el idioma castellano, pero sf sera 
capaz de comprender dicho 
idioma al poco tiempo de an 
permanencia en el Peril. 
EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CITAL, IOS 

infrascritos, Dean Acheson, Secre-
tario de Estado Interino de los 
Estados Unidos de America, y 
Jorge Prado, Embajador Extra-
ordinario y Plenipotenciario del 
Peril en los Estados Unidos de 
America, debidamente autorizados 
para ello, finnan este Acuerdo en 
duplizado, en los idiomas ingles e 
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Proposals for in-
struction, organiza-
tion, etc., of Depart-
ment to which as-
signed. 

Ante, p. 2400. 

Language require-
ment. 
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Spanish languages, at Washing- castellano, en Washington, hoy
ton, this seventh day of October, dia siete de octubre mil nove-
one thousand nine hundred and cientos cuarenta y seis.
forty-six.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
POR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

DEAN ACHESON

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF PERU:
POR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA DEL PERU:

JORGE PRADO
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Spanish languages, at Washing- castellano, en Washington, hoy 
ton, this seventh day of October, dia siete de octubre mil nove-
one thousand nine hundred and cientos cuarenta y seis. 
forty-six. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
FOR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

DEAN ACHESON 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF PERU: 
FOR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA DEL PERU: 

JORGE PRADO 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Colombia respecting
a naval mission. Signed at Washington October 14, 1946; effective
October 14, 1946.

October 14, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 153]

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF COLOMBIA

ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE
LA REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA

In conformity with the request
made by the Ambassador of the
Republic of Colombia in Washing-
ton to the Secretary of State, the
President of the United States of
America, by virtue of the au-
thority conferred by the Act of
Congress of May 19, 1926, entitled
"An Act To authorize the Presi-
dent to detail officers and enlisted
men of the United States Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps to assist
the governments of the Latin-
American Republics in military
and naval matters," as amended
by the Act of May 14, 1935, to in-
clude the Philippine Islands, has
authorized the appointment of
officers and enlisted meln to con-
stitute a Naval Mission to the
Republic of Colombia under the
conditions specified below:

TITLE I

Purpose and Duration

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this
Naval Mission is to cooperate in
an advisory capacity with the Di-
rector General and the officers of
the Colombian Navy, wherever
desired in the Republic of Colom-
bia by the Ministry of War, with

De conformidad con la solicitud
hecha por el Embajador de la Re-
pipblica de Colombia en Washing-
ton al Secretario de Estado, el
Presidente de los Estados Unidos
de Am6rica, en virtud de la autori-
dad conferidale por la Ley del
Congreso del 19 de mayo de 1926,
titulada "Ley para Autorizar al
Presidente a destinar oficiales y
personal subalterno del Ejercito,
la Armada y el Cuerpo de Infan-
teria de Marina de los Estados
Unidos de America a cooperar con
los gobiernos de las Repiblicas
Latino-americanas en asuntos
militares y navales", segiin fu6
enmlenldada por ey del 14 do

tmayo de 1935 palra incluir a tls
Islas Filipills, ha autorizado el
nolnbranliento de oficiales v per-
sonal subalterno para constituir
una Misi6n Naval en la Reptiblica
de Colombia, de acuerdo con las
condiciones estipuladas a continu-
aci6n:

TfTULO I

Prop4sito y Duraci6n

ARTfCULO 1. El objeto de esta
Misi6n Naval es prestar coopera-
ci6n de cardcter consultivo al Di-
rector General de Marina y a los
oficiales de la Armada de Colom-
bia, en cualquier lugar de la Re-
publica de Colombia que designare

.It Stlat. s,5; t9 Stat.
21 .

;4 U. S. C. § 41a.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF COLOMBIA 

In conformity with the request 
made by the Ambassador of the 
Republic of Colombia in Washing-
ton to the Secretary of State, the 
President of the United States of 
America, by virtue of the au-
thority conferred by the Act of 
Congress of May 19, 1926, entitled 
"An Act To authorize the Presi-
dent to detail officers and enlisted 
men of the United States Army, 
Navy, and Marine Corps to assist 
the governments of the Latin-
American Republics in military 
and naval matters," as amended 
by the Act of May 14, 1935, to in-
clude the Philippine Islands, has 
authorized the appointment of 
officers and enlisted men to con-
stitute a Naval Mission to the 
Republic of Colombia under the 
conditions specified below: 

TITLE I 

Purpose and Duration 

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this 
Naval Mission is to cooperate in 
an advisory capacity with the Di-
rector General and the officers of 
the Colombian Navy, wherever 
desired in the Republic of Colom-
bia by the Ministry of War, with 

ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO 
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE 
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE 
LA REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA 

De conformidad con la solicitud 
hecha por el Embajador de la Re-
pdblica de Colombia en Washing-
ton al Secretario de Estado, el 
Presidente de los Estados Unidos 
de America, en virtud de la autori-
dad conferidale por la Ley del 
Congreso del 19 de mayo de 1926, 
titulada "Ley para Autorizar al 
Presidente a destinar oficiales y 
personal subaltern° del Ejercito, 
la Armada y el Cuerpo de Infan-
terfa de Marina de los Estados 
Unidos de America a cooperar con 
los gobiernos de las Republicas 
Latino-americanas en asuntos 
militares y navales", segan fuC 
eximendada por Ley del 14 do 
may() (le 1935 para. incluir a las 
Islas Filipinas, ha autorizado el 
nonibramiento de oficiales y per-
sonal subaltern° para constituir 
una Mision Naval en la Reptiblica 
de Colombia, de acuerdo con las 
condiciones estipuladas a continu-
acion: 

TITULO I 

Proposito y Duracion 

ARTICULO 1. El objeto de esta 
Mision Naval es prestar coopera-
cion de canicter consultivo al Di-
rector General de Marina y a los 
oficiales de la Armada de Colom-
bia, en cualquier lugar de la Re-
pliblica de Colombia que designare 

[T. I. A. S. 11631 

44 Stat.:1119; 49 Stat. 
218. 

34 U. S. C. § 441a. 
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a view to enhancing the efficiency
of the Colombian Navy.

ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall
continue for a period of four years
from the date of the signing of
this agreement by the accredited
representatives of the Government
of the United States of America
and the Government of the Repub-
lic of Colombia unless sooner ter-
minated or extended as herein-
after provided. Any member of
the Mission may be recalled by
the Government of the United
States of America after the expira-
tion of two years' service, in which
case another member will be fur-
nished in replacement, after mu-
tual agreement between the two
Governments.

icesof issionerv  ARTICLE 3. If the Government
of the Republic of Colombia
should desire that the services of
the Mission be extended in whole
or in part beyond the period stip-
ulated, it shall make a written
proposal to that effect six months
before the expiration of this agree-
ment.

agreement. ARTICLE 4. The present agree-
ment may be terminated prior to
the expiration of the period of
four years prescribed in Article 2,
or prior to the expiration of the
extension authorized in Article 3,
in the following manner:

a) By either Government, sub-
ject to three months' notice in
writing to the other Government;

b) By the recall of the entire
personnel of the Mission by the
Government of the United States
of America in the public interest
of the United States of America;

Termination ncae c) In case of war between the
Republic of Colombia and anywar.Republic of Colombia and any

el Ministerio de Guerra, y con
miras a aumentar la eficiencia de
la Armada de Colombia.

ARTfCULO 2. Esta Misi6n dura-
ra cuatro afios desde la fecha de la
firma de este Acuerdo por los
representantes acreditados del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de
America y del Gobierno de la
Repiblica de Colombia, siempre
que 6ste no sea terminado antes o
extendido en la forma que se
establece mas adelante. Cual-
quier miembro de la Misi6n puede
ser retirado por el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America des-
pues de la expiraci6n de dos afios
de servicios, en cuyo caso otro
miembro sera proporcionado para
reemplazarlo, mediante acuerdo
mutuo entre ambos Gobiernos.

ARTfCULO 3. Si el Gobierno de
la Repfiblica de Colombia deseara
que los servicios de parte de la
Misi6n, o de toda la Misi6n fueren
extendidos mas allA del periodo
estipulado, hara una propuesta por
escrito con este objeto seis meses
antes de la expiraci6n de este
Acuerdo.

ARTfCULO 4. Este Acuerdo pue-
de ser terminado antes de la expi-
raci6n del periodo de cuatro afos
prescrito en el Articulo 2, o antes
de la expiraci6n de la extensi6n
autorizada en el Articulo 3, de
la manera siguiente:

a) Por cualquiera de los dos
Gobiernos, siempre que lo notifique
por escrito al otro Gobierno con
tres meses de anticipaci6n.

b) Por llamada de todo el
personal de la Misi6n por el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, en raz6n de interes pu-
blico de los Estados Unidos de
America.

c) En caso de guerra entre la
Repfblica de Colombia y cual-
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Extension of serv-
ices of Mission. 

Termination of 
agreement. 

Termination in case 
of war. 

a view to enhancing the efficiency 
of the Colombian Navy. 

ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall 
continue for a period of four years 
from the date of the signing of 
this agreement by the accredited 
representatives of the Government 
of the United States of America 
and the Government of the Repub-
lic of Colombia unless sooner ter-
minated or extended as herein-
after provided. Any member of 
the Mission may be recalled by 
the Government of the United 
States of America after the expira-
tion of two years' service, in which 
case another member will be fur-
nished in replacement, after mu-
tual agreement between the two 
Governments. 

ARTICLE 3. If the Government 
of the Republic of Colombia 
should desire that the services of 
the Mission be extended in whole 
or in part beyond the period stip-
ulated, it shall make a written 
proposal to that effect six months 
before the expiration of this agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE 4. The present agree-
ment may be terminated prior to 
the expiration of the period of 
four years prescribed in Article 2, 
or prior to the expiration of the 
extension authorized in Article 3, 
in the following manner: 

a) By either Government, sub-
ject to three months' notice in 
writing to the other Government; 

b) By the recall of the entire 
personnel of the Mission by the 
Government of the United States 
of America in the public interest 
of the United States of America; 

c) In case of war between the 
Republic of Colombia and any 

el Ministerio de Guerra, y con 
mints a aumentar la eficiencia de 
la Armada de Colombia. 

AurfcuLo 2. Esta Misien dura-
cuatro arios desde la fecha de la 

firma de este Acuerdo por los 
representantes acreditados del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America y del Gobierno de la 
ReptibIlea de Colombia, siempre 
que este no sea terminado antes o 
extendido en la forma que se 
establece Inas adelante. Cual-
quier miembro de la Mision puede 
ser retirado por el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America des-
piles de la expiracien de dos afins 
de servicios, en cuyo caso otro 
miembro sera proporcionado para 
reemplazarlo, mediante acuerdo 
mutuo entre ambos Gobiernos. 

AnricuLo 3. Si el Gobierno de 
la Republica de Colombia deseara 
que los servicios de parte de la 
Mision., o de toda la Mision fueren 
extendidos mas alla del perfodo 
estipulado, hara una propuesta por 
escrito con este objeto seis meses 
antes de is. expiracion de este 
Acuerdo. 

ARTfcuLo 4. Este Acuerdo pue-
de ser terminado antes de la expi-
raci6n del period() de cuatro aiios 
prescrito en el ArtIculo 2, o antes 
de la expiracion de la extensi6n 
autorizada en el Artfculo 3, de 
la manera siguiente: 

a) Por cualquiera de los dos 
Gobiernos, siempre que lo notifique 
por escrito al otro Gobierno con 
tres meses de anticipacion. 

b) Por Ramada de todo el 
personal de la Mision por el 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America, en razon de inter& pu-
blico de los Estados Unidos de 
America. 

c) En caso de guerra entre is. 
Repdblica de Colombia y cual-
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other nation, or in the case of civil
war in the Republic of Colombia;

d) In case of war between the
United States of America and any
other country.

TITLE II

Composition and Personnel

ARTICLE 5. This Mission will
consist of a Chief of Mission of the
rank of Captain or Commander
on active service in the United
States Navy and such other United
States naval personnel as may
subsequently be requested by the
Ministry of War of Colombia
through its authorized representa-
tive in Washington and agreed
upon by the United States Navy
Department.

TITLE III

Duties, Rank, and Precedence
ARTICLE 6. The duties of the

Mission shall consist of such pro-
fessional services, advice, and di-
rection as may be agreed upon
between the Minister of War of
the Republic of Colombia and the
Chief of the Naval Mission.

ARTICLE 7. The performance of
duty of all Mission personnel shall
be under the direction of the Chief
of Mission who will be responsible
to the Minister of War and the
Director General of the Navy.

ARTICLE 8. Each member of the
Mission shall retain the rank he
holds in the United States Navy
and shall wear the uniform of his
rank in the United States Navy.

ARTICLE 9. Each member of the
Mission shall be entitled to all the
benefits and prerogatives which

quiera otra naci6n, o en caso de
guerra civil en la Repiblica de
Colombia.

d) En caso de guerra entre los
Estados Unidos de America y
cualquier otro pals.

TiTULO II

Composici6n y Personal

ARTICULO 5. Esta Misi6n cons-
tara de un Jefe de Misi6n con
grado de capitan de navio o de
capitan de fragata en servicio
activo de la Armada de los
Estados Unidos de America y del
personal naval adicional que soli-
citare el Ministerio de Guerra de
Colombia por medio de su repre-
sentante autorizado en Washing-
ton, y que sea convenido por la
Secretaria de Marina de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America.

TiTULO III

Deberes, Grados y Precedencia
ARTfCULO 6. La Misi6n debert

dar aquellos consejos, direcci6n y
servicios profesionales, que acuer-
den entie si el Ministro de Guerra
de la Repfiblica de Colombia, y el
Jefe do la Misi6n Naval.

ARTICULO 7. El cumplimiento "es"'""s"ility.
de las obligaciones de todo el per-
sonal de la Misi6n estara a cargo
del Jefe de la Misi6n, quien sera
responsable ante el Ministro de
Guerra y ante el Director General
de Marina.

ARTfCULO 8. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n retendra el grado que
tiene en la Armada de los Estados
Unidos de America, y llevara el
uniforme que corresponda a su
grado en dicha Armada.

ARTfCULO 9. Cada miembro de rogtivs and pr

la Misi6n tendra derecho a todos
los beneficios y prerrogativas que
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the Colombian Navy regulations
provide for Colombian Naval offi-
cers and enlisted men of corre-
sponding rank.

ARTICLE 10. The personnel of
the Mission shall be governed by
the disciplinary regulations of the
United States Navy.

TITLE IV

los reglamentos de la Armada de
Colombia conceden a sus oficiales
y personal subalterno del mismo
grado.

ARTfCULO 10. El personal de la
Misi6n estara regido por los regla-
mentos disciplinarios de la Armada
de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica.

TfTULO IV

Compensation and Perquisites

ARTICLE 11. Each member of
the Mission shall receive from the
Government of the Republic of
Colombia the net annual compen-
sation computed in currency of
the United States of America that
may be agreed upon between the
United States of America and the

Clasificationofper- Republic of Colombia. Personnelonel.

of the Mission shall be classified
in four categories, to wit:

(a) Chief of Mission
(b) Assistant Chief of Mission
(c) Other Commissioned Of-

ficers
(d) Chief Warrant, Warrant,

and Petty Officers.

This compensation shall be paid
in twelve equal monthly pay-
ments, each due and to be paid on
the last day of the month. These
payments, when effected within
the Republic of Colombia, may be
made in Colombian currency com-
puted at the current official rate of
exchange for dollars. Payments
which are effected outside the
Republic of Colombia shall be
made in currency of the United

Tax exemption. States of America. The said com-
pensation shall not be subject to
any Colombian tax, or to a tax by
any political subdivision of the
Republic of Colombia, that is now
or shall hereafter be imposed.
Should there, however, at present

Remuneraci6n y Obvenciones

ARTfCULO 11. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n recibirA del Gobierno de
la Republica de Colombia la re-
muneraci6n neta anual, compu-
tada en moneda de los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica, que de mutuo
acuerdo convengan los Estados
Unidos de America y la Repdblica
de Colombia. El personal de la
Misi6n se clasificarh en cuatro cate-
gorias, a saber:

a) Jefe de la Misi6n
b) Jefe Auxiliar de la Misi6n
c) Otros Oficiales

d) Primer Oficial Subalterno,
Oficiales Subalternos y Sub-
oficiales.

Esta remuneraci6n ser& abonada
en doce mensualidades iguales,
que vencen y deben pagarse el dia
dltimo de cada mes. Cuando se
efectden dentro de la Repdblica de
Colombia, estos pagos pueden
hacerse en moneda nacional de la
Repdblica de Colombia, compu-
tandose a la tasa oficial de cambio
que est6 rigiendo para el d61ar.
Los pagos efectuados fuera de la
Republica de Colombia se haran
en moneda de los Estados Unidos
de America. Esta remuneraci6n
no estara gravada por impuesto
alguno del Gobierno de Colombia,
o de cualquiera de sus divisiones
politicas, que est6 actualmente en
vigor o que se establezca en el

Disciplinary regu-
lations.

so
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Disciplinary regu-
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or while this agreement is in effect
be any taxes that might affect th(
said compensation, such taxes
shall be paid by the Ministry oj
War of Colombia in order to com-
ply with the foregoing provisions
that the stipulated compensation
shall be net.

ARTICLE 12. The compensation
agreed upon as indicated in the
preceding Article shall commence
upon the date of departure from
the United States of America of
each member of the Mission, and,
except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in the present agreement,
shall continue, following the term-
ination of duty with the Mission,
for the return voyage to a cus-
tomary port of entry into the
United States of America, and
thereafter for the period of any
accumulated leave which may be
due.

ARTICLE 13. The compensation
due for the period of the return
voyage and accumulated leave
shall be paid to a detached mem-
ber of the Mission prior to his
departure from the Republic of
Colombia, and such payment shall
be computed for travel via the
shortest usually traveled route
regardless of the route and method
of travel used by the said de-
tached member.

ARTICLE 14. Each member of
the Mission and his family shall
be furnished by the Government
of the Republic of Colombia with
first-class accommodations for
travel, via the shortest usually
traveled route, required and per-
formed under this agreement, be-
tween the port of embarkation in
the United States of America and
his official residence in the Repub-

futuro. Sin embargo, si en la
actualidad, o durante la vigencia
de este Acuerdo, existiesen algunos
que pudieran afectar esta re-
muneraci6n, seran pagados por el
Ministerio de Guerra de Colombia,
a fin de cumplir con las disposi-
ciones anteriores al efecto de que
la remuneraci6n estipulada sea
neta.

ARTfCULO 12. La retribuci6n
convenida segun el Articulo pre-
cedente comenzara desde el dia
de la salida de ]os Estados Unidos
de America de cada miembro de
la Misi6n y, excepto lo que ex-
presamente se dispone en con-
trario en este Acuerdo, continuara,
despues de la terminaci6n de sus
servicios en la Misi6n, durante el
viaje de regreso hasta un puerto
de entrada ordinario de los Estados
Unidos de America, y ademas
mientras dure cualquier licencia
acumulada a que tenga derecho.

ARTfCULO 13. La remuneraci6n
debida por el periodo del viaje de
regreso y la licencia acumulada,
se le pagara al mienlbro do la
Misi6n que haya sido retirado,
antes do su partida (d Colombia,
y tal pago se calcularh a base do
la ruta ordinaria mis corta, cua-
lesquiera que sean la ruta y el
modo de viajar utilizados por el
miembro de la Misi6n.

ARTfCULO 14. El Gobierno de
la Republica de Colombia propor-
cionara a cada miembro de la
Misi6n y a su familia pasaje de
primera clase para el viaje re-
querido y efectuado de conformi-
dad con este Acuerdo, por la ruta
ordinaria mAs corta, entre el puerto
de embarque en los Estados Unidos
de America y su residencia oficial
en la Republica de Colombia

Commencement
and continuation of
compensation.

Travel accommoda.
tions.
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lie of Colombia, both for the
outward and the return voyage.

holtpet of house All expenses of shipment and
transportation of household effects,
baggage, and automobile of each
member of the Mission between
the port of embarkation in the
United States of America and his
official residence in the Republic
of Colombia shall be paid in the
same manner by the Government
of the Republic of Colombia.
Transportation of such household
effects, baggage, and automobile
shall be effected in one shipment,
and all subsequent shipments shall
be at the expense of the respective
members of the Mission except as
otherwise provided in this Agree-
ment, or when such shipments are
necessitated by circumstances be-
yond their control. Payment of
expenses for the transportation of
families, household effects, and
automobiles, and of the extra com-
pensation prescribed in Article 15,
below, in the case of personnel who
may join the Mission for tempo-
rary duty at the request of the
Minister of War of the Republic
of Colombia, shall not be required
under this agreement, but shall be
determined by negotiations be-
tween the United States Navy
Department and the authorized
representative of the Ministry of
War of the Republic of Colombia
in Washington at such time as the
detail of personnel for such tem-
porary duty may be agreed upon.

ARTCLE 15. An additional al-
lowance of one month's compensa-
tion, but of not less than two
hundred United States dollars
($200.00), shall be provided by
the Government of the Republic
of Colombia to each member of

tanto para el viaje de ida como
para el de regreso. Todos los
gastos de embarque y transporte
de los efectos domesticos, equipaje
y autom6vil de cada miembro de
la Misi6n entre el puerto de
embarque de los Estados Unidos
y su residencia oficial en la Re-
publica de Colombia, seran igual-
mente pagados por el Gobierno
de la Repdblica de Colombia.
El tiansporte de estos efectos
dom6sticos, equipaje y autom6vil
debera ser hecho en un solo
embarque, y todos los embarques
sucesivos seran por cuenta del
miembro de la Misi6n, excepto en
aquellos casos para los cuales este
Acuerdo dispone lo contrario, o
cuando tales embarques sucesivos
resulten de circunstancias fuera del
control de dicho miembro. El
pago de los gastos incurridos en el
transporte de las familias, de los
efectos domesticos y los autom6-
viles, y de la compensaci6n adi-
cional prescrita mas adelante en
el Articulo 15, no queda incluido
en las disposiciones de este Acuerdo
para el caso del personal que pueda
unirse a la Misi6n a fin de prestar
servicios temporales a solicitud
del Ministro de Guerra de la
Repliblica de Colombia. Se de-
terminara mediante negociaci6n
entre la Secretaria de Marina de
los Estados Unidos y el repre-
sentante autorizado en Washing-
ton del Ministerio de Guerra de la
Repdblica de Colombia, en el
momento de acordarse el envio
del personal que vaya a prestar
tales servicios temporales.

ARTflULO 15. El Gobierno de
la Repdblica de Colombia otorgara
una bonificaci6n adicional de un
mes de remuneraci6n, pero de no
menos de doscientos d6lares en
moneda de los Estados Unidos de
America ($200.00), a cada miem-

Extra expenses
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servicios temporales a solicitud 
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entre la Secretaria de Marina de 
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the Mission to cover extra expenses
involved in change of residence
from the United States of America
to the Republic of Colombia. An
equal additional allowance shall be
paid to each member for expenses
incident to change of residence
from the Republic of Colombia to
the United States of America
upon completion of duty with the
Mission.

ARTICLE 16. The Government
of the Republic of Colombia shall
grant, upon request of the Chief
of the Mission, free entry for
articles for the personal use of the
members of the Mission and their
families and exemption from tax
on motor fuel used in official
Mission cars.

ARTICLE 17. If the services of
any member of the Mission should
be terminated prior to the com-
pletion of two years' service by
action of the Government of the
United States of America, except
in accordance with the provisions
of Article 4 (c), the provisions of
Articles 14 and 15 shall not apply
to the return voyage. If the
services of any member of the
Mission should terminate or be
terminated prior to the completion
of two years' service for any other
reason, including those set forth in
Article 4 (c), he shall receive from
the Government of the Republic
of Colombia all the compensa-
tions, emoluments, and perquisites
which would be due if he had
completed two years' service, but
the annual salary shall terminate
as provided by Article 12. But
should the Government of the
United States of America detach
any member for breach of disci-
pline, no cost of the return to the

bro de la Misi6n para compensar
los gastos extraordinarios en que
haya incurrido al cambiar su
residencia de los Estados Unidos
de America a la Repiblica de Col-
ombia. Se le pagara ademas una
bonificaci6n igual a cada miembro
de la Misi6n para compensar los
gastos extraordinarios originados
por el cambio de domicilio desde la
Republica de Colombia a los Esta-
dos Unidos de America, al termin-
arse el servicio con la Misi6n.

ARTfCULO 16. El Gobierno de la
Republica de Colombia concedera,
a solicitud del Jefe de la Misi6n,
entrada libre de articulos para el
uso personal de los miembros de la
Misi6n y sus familias, y les exo-
nerara del pago del impuesto
sobre el combustible que utilicen
en viajes oficiales en autom6viles
de la Misi6n.

ARTfCULO 17. Si el servicio de
cualquier miembro de la Misi6n se
termina por acto del Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America
antes de cumplirse dos afios de
servicio, excepto en los casos
previstos en el Articulo 4 (c), las
estipulaciones de los Articulos 14
y 15 no sermn aplicables para el
viaje de regreso. Si el servicio de
cualquiera de los miembros de la
Misi6n se terminase antes de
cumplir dos afios por otra raz6n
cualquiera, incluyendo lo dispuesto
por el Articulo 4 (c), ta] miembro
recibira del Gobierno de la Re-
publica de Colombia todas las
remuneraciones, emolumentos y
obvenciones que le hubieran co-
rrespondido despues de concluir
dos afios de servicio, pero el
salario anual se dara por terminado
como se dispone en el Articulo 12.
Mas si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America retirase algin
miembro por falta de disciplina,
ninguno de los gastos del regreso

Free entry for ar-
ticles for personal use,
etc.

Exemption from tax
on motor fuel.

Return trip ex-
penses of members
serving less than 2
years, etc.

.41te, p. 2414.

Ante, p. 2417.
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the Mission to cover extra expenses 
involved in change of residence 
from the United States of America 
to the Republic of Colombia. An 
equal additional allowance shall be 
paid to each member for expenses 
incident to change of residence 
from the Republic of Colombia to 
the United States of America 
upon completion of duty with the 
Mission. 

ARTICLE 16. The Government 
of the Republic of Colombia shall 
grant, upon request of the Chief 
of the Mission, free entry for 
articles for the personal use of the 
members of the Mission and their 
families and exemption from tax 
on motor fuel used in official 
Mission cars. 

ARTICLE 17. If the services of 
any member of the Mission should 
be terminated prior to the com-
pletion of two years' service by 
action of the Government of the 
United States of America, except 
in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 4 (c), the provisions of 
Articles 14 and 15 shall not apply 
to the return voyage. If the 
services of any member of the 
Mission should terminate or be 
terminated prior to the completion 
of two years' service for any other 
reason, including those set forth in 
Article 4 (c), he shall receive from 
the Government of the Republic 
of Colombia all the compensa-
tions, emoluments, and perquisites 
which would be due if he had 
completed two years' service, but 
the annual salary shall terminate 
as provided by Article 12. But 
should the Government of the 
United States of America detach 
any member for breach of disci-
pline, no cost of the return to the 
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bro de la Mision para compensar 
los gastos extraordinarios en quo 
haya incurrido al cambiar su 
residencia de los Estados Unidos 
de America a la Republica de Col-
ombia. Se le pagara ademas una 
bonificacion igual a cada miembro 
de la Mision para compensar los 
gastos extraordinarios originados 
por el cambio de domicilio desde la 
Repdblica de Colombia a los Esta-
dos Unidos de America, al termin-
arse el servicio con la Mision. 

AnTicuLo 16. El Gobierno de la Free entry for ar-
ticles for personal use, 

Reptiblica de Colombia conceder, etc. 
a solicitud del Jefe de la Mision, 
entrada libre de articulos para el 
uso personal de los miembros de la 
Mision y sus familias, y les exo-
nerarti, del pago del impuesto Exemption from tax 

on motor fuel. 
sobre el combustible quo utilicen 
en viajes oficiales en autom6viles 
de la Mision. 

AwricuLo 17. Si el servicio de 
cualquier miembro de la Misi6n so 
termina por acto del Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America 
antes de cumplirse dos afios de 
servicio, except° on los casos 
previstos en el Articulo 4 (c), las 
estipulaciones de los Ardenlos 14 
y 15 no ser(in aplicables para el 
viaje de regreso. Si el servicio de 
cualquiera de los miembros de la 
Mision se terminase antes de 
cumplir dos aiios por otra razon 
cualquiera, incluyendo lo dispuesto 
por el Articulo 4 (c), tal miembro 
recibira del Gobierno de la Re-
publica de Colombia todas las 
remuneraciones, emolumentos y 
obvenciones quo le hubieran co-
rrespondido despues de concluir 
dos mins de servicio, pero el 
salario anual se darapor terminado 
como se dispone en el Articulo 12. 
Mas si el Gobierno de las Estados 
Unidos de America retirase alpha 
miembro por falta de disciplina, 
ninguno de los gastos del regreso 

Return trip ex-
penses of members 
serving less than 2 
years, etc. 

Ante, p. 2414. 

Ante, p. 2417. 
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United States of America of such a los Estados Unidos de America
member, his family, household de dicho miembro, ni de su familia,
effects, baggage, or automobile mobiliario, equipaje o autom6vil
shall be borne by the Republic of sera sufragado por la Repdiblica de
Colombia nor shall the additional Colombia, ni se le pagara a
allowance provided in Article 15 dicho miembro la recompensa adi-
be paid to him. cional estipulada en el Articulo 15.

Compensation for ARTICLE 18. Compensation for ARTfCULO 18. La remuneraci6n
traveling expenses. transportation and traveling ex- por transporte y gastos de viaje

penses in the Republic of Colom- en la Republica de Colombia,
bia, on Colombian official business, originados por asuntos oficiales del
shall be provided by the Govern- Gobierno de Colombia, sera otor-
ment of the Republic of Colombia gada por dicho Gobierno de acuer-
in accordance with Article 9, ex- do con el Articulo 9, excepto en el
cept for travel performed incident caso de los viajes contemplados

Ante, p. 2417. to the provisions of Article 14, en las disposiciones del Articulo
which shall be compensated as pro- 14, los cuales se compensaran con-
vided in that Article. forme a tal Articulo.

Transportation of
remains incse of ARTICLE 19. If any member of ARTfCULO 19. Si cualquiera de
death. the Mission, or any of his family, los miembros de la Misi6n, o

should die in the Republic of cualquiera de los miembros de su
Colombia, the Government of the familia falleciere en la Repdblica de
Republic of Colombia shall have Colombia, el Gobierno de la Re-
the body transported to such place piblica de Colombia tomar, las
in the United States of America medidas necesarias para que los
as the surviving members of the restos sean transportados al lugar
family may decide, but the cost de los Estados Unidos de America
to the Government of the Re- que decidan los miembros sob-
public of Colombia shall not ex- revivientes de su familia, pero los
ceed the cost of transporting the gastos que correspondan a la Re-
remains from the place of decease pdblica de Colombia no excederan
to the port of entry in the United los del transporte de los restos

deCompenseo due States of America. Should the desde el lugar de fallecimiento
deceased be a member of the Mis- hasta el puerto de entrada en los
sion, his services with the Mission Estados Unidos de Am6rica. En
shall be considered to have ter- caso de que el fallecido sea un
minated fifteen (15) days after his miembro de la Misi6n, sus ser-
death, and compensations as speci- vicios se darin por terminados
fled in Title IV of this agreement quince (15) dias despues del fa-
shall be paid to the widow of the llecimiento, y las remuneraciones
deceased or to any other person y obvenciones de que trata el
who may have been designated in Titulo IV de este Acuerdo se
writing by the deceased while pagaran a la viuda del fallecido o
serving under the terms of this a cualquiera otra persona que el
agreement; provided that such fallecido hubiere designado por
widow or other person shall not be escrito mientras servia bajo este
compensated for the accrued leave Acuerdo; pero no se compensara a
of the deceased; and provided dicha viuda o a la otra persona
further that all compensations due por la licencia acumulada a que
under the provisions of this Arti- tenia derecho el fallecido. Las
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Compensation for 
transportation and 
traveling expenses. 

Ante, p. 2417. 

Transportation of 
remains in case of 
death. 

Compensation due 
deceased member. 

United States of America of such 
member, his family, household 
effects, baggage, or automobile 
shall be borne by the Republic of 
Colombia nor shall the additional 
allowance provided in Article 15 
be paid to him. 

ARTICLE 18. Compensation for 
transportation and traveling ex-
penses in the Republic of Colom-
bia, on Colombian official business, 
shall be provided by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Colombia 
in accordance with Article 9, ex-
cept for travel performed incident 
to the provisions of Article 14, 
which shall be compensated as pro-
vided in that Article. 

ARTICLE 19. If any member of 
the Mission, or any of his family, 
should die in the Republic of 
Colombia, the Government of the 
Republic of Colombia shall have 
the body transported to such place 
in the United States of America 
as the surviving members of the 
family may decide, but the cost 
to the Government of the Re-
public of Colombia shall not ex-
ceed the cost of transporting the 
remains from the place of decease 
to the port of entry in the United 
States of America. Should the 
deceased be a member of the Mis-
sion, his services with the Mission 
shall be considered to have ter-
minated fifteen (15) days after his 
death, and compensations as speci-
fied in Title IV of this agreement 
shall be paid to the widow of the 
deceased or to any other person 
who may have been designated in 
writing by the deceased while 
serving under the terms of this 
agreement; provided that such 
widow or other person shall not be 
compensated for the accrued leave 
of the deceased; and provided 
further that all compensations due 
under the provisions of this Arti-

a los Estados Unidos de America 
de dicho miembro, ni de su familia, 
mobiliario, equipaje o automovil 
sera sufragado por la Reptiblica de 
Colombia, ni se le pagara a 
dicho miembro la recompensa adi-
cional estipulada en el Articulo 15. 
ARTfCULO 18. La remuneracion 

por transporte y gastos de viaje 
en la Republica de Colombia, 
originados por asuntos oficiales del 
Gobierno de Colombia, sera otor-
gada por dicho Gobierno de acuer-
do con el Articulo 9, except() en el 
caso de los viajes contemplados 
en las disposiciones del Articulo 
14, los cuales se compensarbn con-
forme a tal Articulo. 

ART1cuLo 19. Si cualquiera de 
los miembros de in Mision, o 
cualquiera de los miembros de su 
familia falleciere en la Reptiblica de 
Colombia, el Gobierno de la Re-
pdblica de Colombia tomark las 
medidas necesarias para quo los 
restos sean transportados al lugar 
de los Estados Unidos de America 
quo decidan los miembros sob-
revivientes de su familia, pero los 
gastos quo correspondan a la Re-
pdblica de Colombia no excederan 
los del transporte de los restos 
desde el lugar de fallecimiento 
hasta el puerto de entrada on los 
Estados Unidos de America. En 
caso de quo el fallecido sea un 
miembro de in MisiOn, sus ser-
vicios se darkn por terminados 
quince (15) dias despues del fa-
llecimiento, y las remuneraciones 
y obvenciones de quo trata el 
Thulo IV de este Acuerdo se 
pagarin a la viuda del fallecido o 
a cualquiera otra persona quo el 
fallecido hubiere designado por 
escrito mientras servia bajo este 
Acuerdo; pero no se compensara a 
dicha viuda o a la otra persona 
por la licencia acumulada a quo 
tenia derecho el fallecido. Las 
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cle shall be paid within fifteen (15)
days of the decease of the said
member.

TITLE V

Administrative Provisions

ARTICLE 20. The offices of the
Mission shall be located at such
place or places as the Minister of
War and/or the Director General
of the Navy may direct. Ade-
quate office furniture, equipment,
supplies, and official stationery
shall be provided by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Colombia.

ARTICLE 21. The Government
of the United States of America
shall provide the Mission with req-
uisite motor transportation and
maintenance thereof, for local use.
The Government of the Republic
of Colombia shall provide the serv-
ices of two chauffeurs, one for the
Chief of Mission and one for utility
service of the Mission as a whole.

TITLE VI

Requisites and Conditions

ARTICLE 22. So long as this
agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of
the Republic of Colombia shall
not engage the services of any per-
sonnel of any other foreign govern-
ment, except teachers, for military
duties connected with the Colom-
bian Navy, except by mutual
agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America and the Government of
the Republic of Colombia.

ARTICLE 23. Each member of
the Mission shall agree not to
divulge or by any means disclose
to any foreign government or to
any person whatsoever any secret

95i:t 17 ! r. ii i 10

sumas que se adeuden conforme
a las disposiciones de este Articulo
seran pagadas dentro de los quince
(15) dias siguientes al fallecimiento.

TfTULO V

Disposiciones Administrativas

ARTICULO 20. Las oficinas de la
Misi6n estaran localizadas en el
lugar o los lugares que designaren
el Ministro de Guerra y/o el
Director General de Marina, o
uno de ellos. El Gobierno de la
Repfiblica de Colombia supliri
mobiliario adecuado, equipo, mate-
riales y papel de correspondencia
oficial.

ARTICULO 21. El Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America
proveera a la Misi6n de los vehi-
culos que se necesiten para el
transporte local, y sufragara los
gastos de operaci6n y conservaci6n
de ellos. El Gobierno de la Re-
publica de Colombia proveera los
servicios de dos choferes, uno para
el Jefe de la Misi6n, y otro para el
uso de la Misi6n en general.

TfTULO VI

Requisitos y Condiciones

ARTfCULO 22. Mientras este
Acuerdo, o cualquier pr6rroga dcl
mismo est6 en vigor, el Gobierno
de la Republica de Colombia no
contratar& personal de ningfin
otro Gobierno extranjero, salvo
profesores, para prestar servicios
militares relacionados con la Ar-
mada de Colombia, excepto me-
diante mutuo acuerdo entre el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America y el Gobierno de la
Republica de Colombia.

ARTICULO 23. Cada miembro
de la Misi6n se comprometera
a no divulgar ni revelar por
ningfin medio a Gobierno extran-
jero alguno, o a persona alguna,

Location of oilices,
etc.

Motor transporta-
tion, etc.

Services of pIrson-
TI of other foreigni

r('vTIrLInts, restric-

Secrecy require-
ment.
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member. 

cle shall be paid within fifteen (15) sumas que se adeuden conforme 
days of the of the said a las disposiciones de este Articulo 

seran pagadas dentro de los quince 
(15) dias siguientes al fallecimiento. 

decease 

TITLE V 

Administrative Provisions 

ARTICLE 20. The offices of the 
Mission shall be located at such 
place or places as the Minister of 
War and/or the Director General 
of the Navy may direct. Ade-
quate office furniture, equipment, 
supplies, and official stationery 
shall be provided by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Colombia. 

ARTICLE 21. The Government 
of the United States of America 
shall provide the Mission with req-
uisite motor transportation and 
maintenance thereof, for local use. 
The Government of the Republic 
of Colombia shall provide the serv-
ices of two chauffeurs, one for the 
Chief of fission and one for utility 
service of the Mission as a whole. 

TITLE VI 

Requisites and Conditions 

ARTICLE 22. So long as this 
agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia shall 
not engage the services of any per-
sonnel of any other foreign govern-
ment, except teachers, for military 
duties connected with the Colom-
bian Navy, except by mutual 
agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America and the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia. 

ARTICLE 23. Each member of 
the Mission shall agree not to 
divulge or by any means disclose 
to any foreign government or to 
any person whatsoever any secret 

TITULO V 

Disposiciones Administrativas 

ARTICULO 20. Las oficinas de la 
Mision estaran localizadas en el 
lugar o los lugares que designaren 
el Ministro de Guerra y/o el 
Director General de Marina, o 
uno de ellos. El Gobierno de la 
Repfiblica de Colombia suplira 
mobiliario adecuado, equipo, mate-
Hales y papel de correspondencia 
oficial. 

ARTICULO 21. El Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America 
proveerd a la Misi6n de los vehl-
culos que se necesiten para el 
transporte local, y sufragara los 
gastos de operacion y conservacion 
de ellos. El Gobierno de la Re-
publica de Colombia proveera los 
servicios de dos choferes, uno para 
el Jefe de la Mision, y otro para el 
uso de la Mision en general. 

TiTULO VI 

Requisitos y Condiciones 

AwrIcuLo 22. Mientras este 
Acuerdo, o cualquier prorroga del 
mismo este en vigor, el Gobierno 
de la RepUblica de Colombia no 
contratara personal de ningtin 
otio Gobierno extranjero, salvo 
profesores, para prestar servicios 
militares relacionados con la Ar-
mada de Colombia, excepto me-
diante mutuo acuerdo entre el 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America y el Gobierno de la 
Repfiblica de Colombia. 

A RTICULO 23. Cada miembro 
de la Mision se comprometera 
a no divulgar ni revelar por 
ning6n medio a Gobierno extran-
jero alguno, o a persona alguna, 

Location of offices, 
etc. 

Motor transporta-
tion, etc. 

Services of 
net of other 
governments, 
t 

person-
foreign 
restrig-

Secrecy require-
ment. 
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or confidential matter of which
he may become cognizant in any
way. This requirement shall con-
tinue to be binding after termina-
tion of duty with the Mission and
after the expiration or cancellation
of this agreement or any extension
thereof.

"Family. ARTICLE 24. Throughout this
agreement the term "family" shall
be construed as meaning wife and
dependent children.

Annual leave. ARTICLE 25. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to
one month's annual leave with
pay, or to a proportional part
thereof with pay for any frac-
tional part of a year. Unused
portions of said leave shall be
cumulative from year to year
during service as a member of
the Mission.

ARTICLE 26. The leave cited in
the preceding Article may be
spent in foreign countries. All
travel time, including sea travel,
shall count as leave and shall not
be in addition to that authorized
in the preceding Article.

ARTICLE 27. The Government
of the Republic of Colombia agrees
to grant the leave specified in
Article 25 upon receipt of written
application, approved by the Chief
of the Mission.

ARTICLE 28. In case a member
of the Mission becomes ill or
suffers injury, he shall, at the dis-
cretion of the Chief of the Mission,
be placed by the Government of
the Republic of Colombia in such
hospital as the Chief of the Mission
deems suitable after consultation
with the Colombian authorities,
and all expenses incurred as the
result of such illness or injury

ningdn secreto ni asunto confi-
dencial que pueda llegar a su
conocimiento en cualquier forma.
Este requisito subsistira despues
de terminados los servicios con la
Misi6n, y despues de la expira-
ci6n o cancelaci6n de este Acuerdo
o cualquier pr6rroga del mismo.

ARTfCULo 24. En todo este
Acuerdo se entendera que el t6r-
mino "familia" significa la esposa
y los hijos no emancipados.

ARTfCULO 25. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n tendra derecho a un
mes de licencia con sueldo por
cada afio de servicio, o a una
parte proporcional de dicha li-
cencia con sueldo por cualquier
fracci6n de un afio. Las partes de
dicha licencia que no hayan sido
usadas podran acumularse de afio
en afio mientras el interesado
preste servicios como miembro
de la Misi6n.

ARTfCULO 26. La licencia esti-
pulada en el Artfculo anterior
podrA disfrutarse en parses extran-
jeros. Todo el tiempo que se
emplee en viajar, incluso los viajes
por mar, contara como parte de la
licencia y no se afiadira al tiempo
autorizado en el Articulo anterior.

ARTfCULO 27. El Gobierno de
la Repdblica de Colombia con-
viene en conceder la licencia esti-
pulada en el Articulo 25, al recibir
una solicitud escrita, aprobada por
el Jefe de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 28. En caso de que un
miembro de la Misi6n se enferme o
sufra lesiones, el Gobierno de la
Repfblica de Colombia, por re-
comendaci6n del Jefe de la Misi6n,
lo recluira en el hospital que dicho
Jefe estime adecuado despu6s de
consultar con las autoridades co-
lombianas. Todos los gastos oca-
sionados como resultado de tal
enfermedad o de tales lesiones

Hospitalization, etc.
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"Fami y". 

Annual leave. 

Hospitalization, etc. 

or confidential matter of which 
he may become cognizant in any 
way. This requirement shall con-
tinue to be binding after termina-
tion of duty with the Mission and 
after the expiration or cancellation 
of this agreement or any extension 
thereof. 

ARTICLE 24. Throughout this 
agreement the term "family" shall 
be construed as meaning wife and 
dependent children. 

ARTICLE 25. Each member of 
the Mission shall be entitled to 
one month's annual leave with 
pay, or to a proportional part 
thereof with pay for any frac-
tional part of a year. Unused 
portions of said leave shall be 
cumulative from year to year 
during service as a member of 
the Mission. 

ARTICLE 26. The leave cited in 
the preceding Article may be 
spent in foreign countries. All 
travel time, including sea travel, 
shall count as leave and shall not 
be in addition to that authorized 
in the preceding Article. 

ARTICLE 27. The Govermnent 
of the Republic of Colombia agrees 
to grant the leave specified in 
Article 25 upon receipt of written 
application, approved by the Chief 
of the Mission. 

ARTICLE 28. In case a member 
of the Mission becomes ill or 
suffers injury, he shall, at the dis-
cretion of the Chief of the Mission, 
be placed by the Government of 
the Republic of Colombia in such 
hospital as the Chief of the Mission 
deems suitable after consultation 
with the Colombian authorities, 
and all expenses incurred as the 
result of such illness or injury 

ningon secreto ni asunto confi-
dencial que pueda llegar a su 
conocimiento en cualquier forma. 
Este requisito subsistira despues 
de terminados los servicios con la 
Misi6n, y despues de la expira-
eke o cancelacion de este Acuerdo 
o cualquier prorroga del mismo. 

Al/TIM:MO 24. En todo este 
Acuerdo se entendera que el ter-
mino "familia" significa la esposa 
y los hijos no emancipados. 

Awrfctrno 25. Cada miembro de 
la Minion tendril derecho a un 
mes de licencia con sueldo por 
cada ail° de servicio, o a una 
parte proporcional de dicha li-
cencia con sueldo por cualquier 
fraccion de un alio. Las partes de 
dicha licencia que no hayan sido 
usadas podran acumularse de al10 
en afio raientras el interesado 
presto servicios como miembro 
de la Minion. 

AlerfcuLo 26. La licencia esti-
pulada en el Artfeulo anterior 
podrit disfrutarse en pafses extran-
jeros. Todo el tiempo que se 
emplee en viajar, incluso los viajes 
por mar, contara como parte de la 
licencia y no se afiadira al tiempo 
autorizado en el Artfculo anterior. 

AumfcuLo 27. El Gobierno de 
la Repfiblica de Colombia con-
viene en conceder la licencia esti-
pulada en el Artfeulo 25, al recibir 
una solicitud escrita, aprobada por 
el Jefe de la Mision. 

AuricuLo 28. En caso de que un 
miembro de la Misi6n se enferme o 
sufra lesiones, el Gobierno de la 
Republica de Colombia, por re-
comendacion del Jefe de la Minion, 
lo recluira en el hospital que dicho 
Jefe estime adecuado despu& de 
consultar con las autoridades co-
lombianas. Todos los gastos oca-
sionados como resultado de tal 
enfermedad o de tales lesiones 
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while the patient is a member of
the Mission and remains in the
Republic of Colombia shall be paid
by the Government of the Repub-
lic of Colombia.

ARTICLE 29. Any member un-
able to perform his duties with
the Mission by reason of long-
continued physical disability shall
be replaced.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-
dersigned, duly authorized there-
to, have signed this agreement in
duplicate, in the English and
Spanish languages, at Washington,
this 14th day of October 1946.

seran pagados por el Gobierno de
la Repfiblica de Colombia, mien-
tras el paciente sea miembro de la
Misi6ny permanezca en Colombia.

ARTfCULO 29. Cualquier miem-
bro de la Misi6n que no pudiere
cumplir con sus deberes por raz6n
de incapacidad fisica prolongada,
sera reemplazado.

EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CTAL, los
infrascritos, debidamente autori-
zados firman este Acuerdo en du-
plicado, en los idiomas inglds y
espafiol, en Washington, hoy dia
el 14 de octubre de 1946.

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

DEAN ACHESON

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA:
POR LA REPOBLICA DE COLOMBIA:

C. S. DE SANTAMARIA

Replacement in case
of disability.
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while the patient is a member of 
the Mission and remains in the 
Republic of Colombia shall be paid 
by the Government of the Repub-
lic of Colombia. 

ARTICLE 29. Any member un-
able to perform his duties with 
the Mission by reason of long-
continued physical disability shall 
be replaced. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-

dersigned, duly authorized there-
to, have signed this agreement in 
duplicate, in the English and 
Spanish languages, at Washington, 
this 14th day of October 1946. 

seran pagados por el Gobierno de 
la Republica de Colombia, mien-
tras el paciente sea miembro de la 
Misiony permanezca en Colombia. 

Awrfcnio 29. Cualquier miem-
bro de la Mision que no pudiere 
cumplir con sus deberes por razon 
de incapacidad fisica prolongada, 
sera reemplazado. 
EN TESTIMONIO DE LO CTJAL, 10S 

infrascritos, debidamente autori-
zados finnan este Acuerdo en du-
plicado, en los idiomas ingles y 
espafiol, en Washington, hoy dia 
el 14 de octubre de 1946. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; 
POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

DEAN ACHESON 

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA: 
FOR LA REPCBLICA DE COLOMBIA: 

C. S. DE SANTAMARIA 

Replacement in case 
of disability. 
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November 21,1946 Agreement between the United States of America and the Netherlands
IT. I. A. S. 15 respecting commercial policy. Effected by exchange of notes signed at

Washington November 21, 1946; effective November 21, 1946.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Netherlands Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Nov 21 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to make the following statement of the understand-
ing reached during the discussions concerning the "Proposals for Ex-
pansion of World Trade and Employment", transmitted to the
Netherlands Government by the Government of the United States of
America, and the general international conference on trade and em-
ployment contemplated by those Proposals.

Pending the conclusion of the negotiations at this conference, the
Netherlands Government and the Government of the United States of
America declare it to be their policy to abstain from adopting new
measures which would prejudice the objectives of the conference. In
this connection your Government has indicated that it may need to
adopt special measures for the Netherlands and for the Netherlands
Indies in view of the extraordinary conditions consequent upon the
termination of the war. My Government recognizes that it may be
necessary for the Netherlands Government to take certain emergency
measures during the post-war transitional period, and in fact has
provided for such measures in the aforementioned Proposals. Any
such emergency measures would not, of course, prejudice the objectives
of the conference. It is understood, moreover, that modifications in
the Netherlands customs tariff, on the basis of the Customs Agreement
of September 5, 1944 between the Governments of the Netherlands,
Belgium and Luxembourg, would not be considered new measures,
since a result of this customs agreement will be that the general level
of tariff rates for the three countries as a whole will not be raised.
Our two Governments shall afford each other an adequate oppor-
tunity for consultation regarding proposed measures falling within the
scope of this paragraph.

I have the honor to suggest that this note and Your Excellency's
reply confirming the foregoing shall be regarded as constituting an
agreement between our two Governments concerning this matter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration.

DEAN AcnESoN
His Ec Acting Secretary of State

His Excellency
Dr. A. LoUDON,

Ambassador of the Netherlands.
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November 21, 1946  
[T. I. A. S.15641 

Agreement between the United States of America and the Netherlands 
respecting commercial policy. Effected by exchange of notes signed at 
Washington November 21, 1946; effective November 21, 1946. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Neth,erlands Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Nov 21 1948 
EXCETZFNCY: 
I have the honor to make the following statement of the understand-

ing reached during the discussions concerning the "Proposals for Ex-
pansion of World Trade and Employment", transmitted to the 
Netherlands Government by the Government of the United States of 
America, and the general international conference on trade and em-
ployment contemplated by those Proposals. 
Pending the conclusion of the negotiations at this conference, the 

Netherlands Government and the Government of the United States of 
America declare it to be their policy to abstain from adopting new 
measures which would prejudice the objectives of the conference. In 
this connection your Government has indicated that it may need to 
adopt special measures for the Netherlands and for the Netherlands 
Indies in view of the extraordinary conditions consequent upon the 
termination of the war. My Government recognizes that it may be 
necessary for the Netherlands Government to take certain emergency 
measures during the post-war transitional period, and in fact has 
provided for such measures in the aforementioned Proposals. Any 
such emergency measures would not, of course, prejudice the objectives 
of the conference. It is understood, moreover, that modifications in 
the Netherlands customs tariff, on the basis of the Customs Agreement 
of September 5, 1944 between the Governments of the Netherlands, 
Belgium and Luxembourg, would not be considered new measures, 
since a result of this customs agreement will be that the general level 
of tariff rates for the three countries as a whole will not be raised. 
Our two Governments shall afford each other an adequate oppor-
tunity for consultation regarding proposed measures falling within the 
scope of this paragraph. 

I have the honor to suggest that this note and Your Excellency's 
reply confirming the foregoing shall be regarded as constituting an 
agreement between our two Governments concerning this matter. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
Dr. A. LOUDON, 

Ambassador of the Net 
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The Netherlands Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State
NETHERLANDS EMBASSY

WASHINGTON, D.C.
HA-13839

NOVEMBER 21, 1946
SIR:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date in regard to the understanding reached during the recent dis-
cussions concerning the proposed general international conference
on trade and employment, and hereby confirm your statement of the
understanding reached as therein set out.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
A. LOUDON

The Honorable
DEAN ACHESON,

Acting Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.
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The Netherlands Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

NETHERLANDS EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

HA-13839 

SIR: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 
date in regard to the understanding reached during the recent dis-
cussions concerning the proposed general international conference 
on trade and employment, and hereby confirm your statement of the 
understanding reached as therein set out. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

A. LOITDON 

The Honorable 
DEAN ACHESON, 

Acting Secretary of State, 
Washington, D.C. 

NOVEMBER 21, 1946 
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October 7,1946 Agreement between the United States of America and Iceland respecting
[T. I. A. S. 166] the termination of the defense agreement of July 1, 1941, and provision

for the interim use of Keflavik airport. Effected by exchange of notes
signed at Reykjavik October 7, 1946; effective October 7, 1946.

The Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister

UTANRfKISRBAUNEYTID

REYKJAVIK, 7th October, 1946.
Db. 65.K.8.No. 283. (6skast tilgreint I svari)

MONSIEUR LE MXNISTME,
I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note no. 616 dated

September 19, 1946, [1] proposing certain arrangements with regard
55 Stat.1547. to the termination of the defense agreement of July 1, 1941, the

withdrawal of the United States Armed Forces now in Iceland, and
the future use of the Keflavik airport.

In accordance with further conversations that have taken place
between representatives of the Government of Iceland and representa-
tives of the Government of the United States I have the honour to
suggest that the proposals for an agreement between the two Govern-
ments set forth in Your Excellency's note above mentioned be amended
to read as follows:

1. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the United
States agree to the abrogation of the defense agreement of July 1,
1941, which shall terminate upon the coming into force of the present
agreement.

2. The Keflavik area and the airfields, hereinafter referred to as
the airport, and the immovable installations constructed thereon by
the United States which will be listed in a joint Icelandic-United
States inventory to be prepared concurrently with the transfer of the
airport, will be transferred to the Government of Iceland. The air-
port shall then become the undisputed property of the Icelandic State
in fulfilment of the undertakings of the Government of the United
States with respect thereto.

3. The Government of the United States will withdraw as promptly
as possible United States military and naval personnel now in the
city of Reykjavik and during a period of 180 days commencing upon
the coming into force of the present agreement will progressively
withdraw all United States military and naval personnel now in
Iceland.

4. The Kefiavik airport will continue to be available for use by
aircraft operated by or on behalf of the Government of the United

' [Not printed]
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October 7, 1946 
[T. I. A. S. 1566] 

5.5 Stat. 1547. 

Agreement between the United States of America and Iceland respecting 
the termination of the defense agreement of July 1, .1941, and provision 
for the interim use of Keflavik airport. Effected by exchange of notes 
signed at Reykjavik October 7, 1946; effective October 7, 1946. 

The Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister 

UTANRIKISRA DUNEYTIR 

REYKJAVIK, 7th October, 1946. 
Db. 65.K.8. 

No. 283. (6skast tilgreint I svari) 

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note no. 616 dated 

September 19, 1946, [1] proposing certain arrangements with regard 
to the termination of the defense agreement of July 1, 1941, the 
withdrawal of the United States Armed Forces now in Iceland, and 
the future use of the Keflavik airport. 
In accordance with further conversations that have taken place 

between representatives of the Government of Iceland and representa-
tives of the Government of the United States I have the honour to 
suggest that the proposals for an agreement between the two Govern-
ments set forth in Your Excellency's note above mentioned be amended 
to read as follows: 

1. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the United 
States agree to the abrogation of the defense agreement of July 1, 
1941, which shall terminate upon the coming into force of the present 
agreement. 

2. The Keflavik area and the airfields, hereinafter referred to as 
the airport, and the immovable installations constructed thereon by 
the United States which will be listed in a joint Icelandic-United 
States inventory to be prepared concurrently with the transfer of the 
airport, will be transferred to the Government of Iceland. The air-
port shall then become the undisputed property of the Icelandic State 
in fulfilment of the undertakings of the Government of the United 
States with respect thereto. 

3. The Government of the United States will withdraw as promptly 
as possible United States military and naval personnel now in the 
city of Reykjavik and during a period of 180 days commencing upon 
the coming into force of the present agreement will progressively 
withdraw all United States military and naval personnel now in 
Iceland. 

4. The Keflavik airport will continue to be available for use by 
aircraft operated by or on behalf of the Government of the United 

I [Not printed.] 
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States in connection with the fulfilment of United States obliga-
tions to maintain control agencies in Germany. To this end the
Government of the United States shall have the right to and may,
at its expense, maintain at the airport either directly or under its
responsibility the services, facilities and personnel necessary to such
use. The special character of these aircraft and their personnel will
be respected as far as customs, immigration and other formalities are
concerned. No landing fees shall be charged such aircraft.

5. Neither the stipulations in the foregoing paragraph nor any
other stipulations in this agreement shall impair the sovereign rights
or the ultimate authority of the Republic of Iceland with regard to
the control and operation of the airport or any construction or activi-
ties there.

6. In connection with the operation of the airport the United States
will train Icelandic personnel in airport techniques to enable Iceland
to assume progressively the operation of the airport.

7. The Government of Iceland after having consulted the Govern-
ment of the United States will place in effect operational, safety,
and similar rules to govern use of the airport by all aircraft.

8. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the United
States will determine a mutually satisfactory formula for the equitable
distribution between them of the cost of maintenance and operation
of the airport, provided, however, that neither Government shall be
obligated to incur any expense with regard to the maintenance and
operation of the airport which it does not deem necessary to meet its
own needs.

9. No duty or other taxes shall be charged on material, equipment,
supplies or goods imported for the use of the Government of the United
States, or its agents, under the agreement or for the use of personnel
in Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement. No
export tax shall be charged on the removal of such articles.

10. No personnel of the United States resident on the territory of
Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement shall be
liable to pay income tax on income derived from sources outside of
Iceland.

11. Upon the termination of the present agreement the Government
of the United States shall have the right to remove from the airport
all movable installations and equipment which have been constructed
or provided by the United States or its agents after the date of the
agreement unless by agreement such installations and equipment are
bought by the Government of Iceland.

12. The agreement shall continue in effect until the obligations of
the Government of the United States to maintain control agencies in
Germany shall have been fulfilled; provided, however, that at any
time after the lapse of five years from the coming into force of the
present agreement, either Government may propose a review of the
agreement. In such case the two Governments shall consult as soon
as possible. If no agreement is reached as a result of such consultation
within a period of six months from the date of original notification,
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States in connection with the fulfilment of United States obliga-
tions to maintain control agencies in Germany. To this end the 
Government of the United States shall have the right to and may, 
at its expense, maintain at the airport either directly or under its 
responsibility the services, facilities and personnel necessary to such 
use. The special character of these aircraft and their personnel will 
be respected as far as customs, immigration and other formalities are 
concerned. No landing fees shall be charged such aircraft. 

5. Neither the stipulations in the foregoing paragraph nor any 
other stipulations in this agreement shall impair the sovereign rights 
or the ultimate authority of the Republic of Iceland with regard to 
the control and operation of the airport or any construction or activi-
ties there. 

6. In connection with the operation of the airport the United States 
will train Icelandic personnel in airport techniques to enable Iceland 
to assume progressively the operation of the airport. 

7. The Government of Iceland after having consulted the Govern-
ment of the United States will place in effect operational, safety, 
and similar rules to govern use of the airport by all aircraft. 

8. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the United 
States will determine a mutually satisfactory formula for the equitable 
distribution between them of the cost of maintenance and operation 
of the airport, provided, however, that neither Government shall be 
obligated to incur any expense with regard to the maintenance and 
operation of the airport which it does not deem necessary to meet its 
own needs. 

9. No duty or other taxes shall be charged on material, equipment, 
supplies or goods imported for the use of the Government of the United 
States, or its agents, under the agreement or for the use of personnel 
in Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement. No 
export tax shall be charged on the removal of such articles. 

10. No personnel of the United States resident on the territory of 
Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement shall be 
liable to pay income tax on income derived from sources outside of 
Iceland. 

11. Upon the termination of the present agreement the Government 
of the United States shall have the right to remove from the airport 
all movable installations and equipment which have been constructed 
or provided by the United States or its agents after the date of the 
agreement unless by agreement such installations and equipment are 
bought by the Government of Iceland. 

12. The agreement shall continue in effect until the obligations of 
the Government of the United States to maintain control agencies in 
Germany shall have been fulfilled; provided, however, that at any 
time after the lapse of five years from the coming into force of the 
present agreement, either Government may propose a review of the 
agreement. In such case the two Governments shall consult as soon 
as possible. If no agreement is reached as a result of such consultation 
within a period of six months from the date of original notification, 
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No. 628

LEGATION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Reykjavik, Iceland, October 7,1946.

55 Stat. 1547.

Abrogation of de-
fense agreement.

55 Stat. 1547.

Transfer of Keflavik
airport to Govern-
ment of Iceland.

Withdrawal of U.S.
military and naval
personnel.

EXCELLENCr:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date in the following terms:

"I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note no. 616
dated September 19, 1946, proposing certain arrangements with
regard to the termination of the defense agreement of July 1st,
1941, the withdrawal of the United States Armed Forces now in
Iceland, and the future use of the Keflavik airport.

"In accordance with further conversations that have taken place
between representatives of the Government of Iceland and repre-
sentatives of the Government of the United States I have the honour
to suggest that the proposals for an agreement between the two
Governments set forth in Your Excellency's note above mentioned
be amended to read as follows:

"1. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the
United States agree to the abrogation of the defense agreement
of July 1, 1941, which shall terminate upon the coming into force
of the present agreement.

"2. The Keflavik area and the airfields, hereinafter referred to
as the airport, and the immovable installations constructed thereon
by the United States which will be listed in a joint Icelandic-
United States inventory to be prepared concurrently with the
transfer of the airport, will be transferred to the Government
of Iceland. The airport shall then become the undisputed prop-
erty of the Icelandic State in fulfillment of the undertakings of
the Government of the United States with respect thereto.

"3. The Government of the United States will withdraw as
promptly as possible United States military and naval personnel

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

either Government may at any time thereafter give notice in writing
of intention to denounce the agreement which shall then terminate
twelve months from the date of such notice.

Should the Government of the United States accept the amended
wording set forth above, the affirmative reply of Your Excellency shall
constitute, together with this note, the agreement of the two Govern-
ments in these matters.

I have the honour to renew to you, Monsieur le Ministre, the assur-
ance of my highest consideration.

OLAFru THORS.

His Excellency Lours G. DREYrUs, jr.
United States Minister to Iceland,

Reykjavik.

The American Minister to the Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affairs
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55 Stat. 1547. 
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fense agreement. 

55 Stat. 1547. 

Transfer of Keflavik 
airport to Govern-
ment of Iceland. 
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either Government may at any time thereafter give notice in writing 
of intention to denounce the agreement which shall then terminate 
twelve months from the date of such notice. 

Should the Government of the United States accept the amended 
wording set forth above, the affirmative reply of Your Excellency shall 
constitute, together with this note, the agreement of the two Govern-
ments in these matters. 
I have the honour to renew to you, Monsieur le Ministre, the assur-

ance of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency Louis G. DREyrus, jr. 
United States Minister to Iceland, 

l?ey1,:javik. 

No. 628 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of today's date in the following terms: 

"I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note no. 616 
dated September 19, 1946, proposing certain arrangements with 
regard to the termination of the defense agreement of July 1st, 
1941, the withdrawal of the United States Armed Forces now in 
Iceland, and the future use of the Keflavik airport. 
"In accordance with further conversations that have taken place 

between representatives of the Government of Iceland and repre-
sentatives of the Government of the United States I have the honour 
to suggest that the proposals for an agreement between the two 
Governments set forth in Your Excellency's note above mentioned 
be amended to read as follows: 

"1. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the 
United States agree to the abrogation of the defense agreement 
of July 1, 1941, which shall terminate upon the coming into force 
of the present agreement. 

"2. The Keflavik area and the airfields, hereinafter referred to 
as the airport, and the immovable installations constructed thereon 
by the United States which will be listed in a joint Icelandic-
United States inventory to be prepared concurrently with the 
transfer of the airport, will be transferred to the Government 
of Iceland. The airport shall then become the undisputed prop-
erty of the Icelandic State in fulfillment of the undertakings of 
the Government of the United States with respect thereto. 

"3. The Government of the United States will withdraw as 
promptly as possible United States military and naval personnel 

Oi&us THORS. 

The American Minister to the Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affairs 

LEGATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Reykjavik, Iceland, October 7, 1946. 
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now in the city of Reykjavik and during a period of 180 days com-
mencing upon the coming into force of the present agreement
will progressively withdraw all United States military and naval
personnel now in Iceland.

"4. The Keflavik airport will continue to be available for use
by aircraft operated by or on behalf of the Government of the
United States in connection with the fulfillment of United States
obligations to maintain control agencies in Germany. To this
end the Government of the United States shall have the right to
and may, at its expense, maintain at the airport either directly or
under its responsibility the services, facilities and personnel
necessary to such use. The special character of these aircraft
and their personnel will be respected as far as customs, immigra-
tion and other formalities are concerned. No landing fees shall
be charged such aircraft.

"5. Neither the stipulations in the foregoing paragraph nor
any other stipulations in this agreement shall impair the sover-
eign rights or the ultimate authority of the Republic of Iceland
with regard to the control and operation of the airport or any
construction or activities there.

"6. In connection with the operation of the airport the United
States will train Icelandic personnel in airport techniques to
enable Iceland to assume progressively the operation of the
airport.

"7. The Government of Iceland after having consulted the
Government of the United States will place in effect operational,
safety, and similar rules to govern use of the airport by all
aircraft.

'8. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the
United States will determine a mutually satisfactory formula for
the equitable distribution between them of the cost of maintenance
and operation of the airport, provided, however, that neither
Government shall be obligated to incur any expense with regard
to the maintenance and operation of the airport which it does
not deem necessary to meet its own needs.

"9. No duty or other taxes shall be charged on material, equip-
ment, supplies or goods imported for the use of the Government
of the United States, or its agents, under the agreement or for the
use of personnel in Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to
the agreement. No export tax shall be charged on the removal of
such articles.

"10. No personnel of the United States resident on the territory
of Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement
shall be liable to pay income tax on income derived from sources
outside of Iceland.

"11. Upon the termination of the present agreement the Gov-
ernment of the United States shall have the right to remove from
the airport all movable installations and equipment which have
been constructed or provided by the United States or its agents
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now in the city of Reykjavik and during a period of 180 days com-
mencing upon the coming into force of the present agreement 
will progressively withdraw all United States military and naval 
personnel now in Iceland. 

"4. The Keflavik airport will continue to be available for use 
by aircraft operated by or on behalf of the Government of the 
United States in connection with the fulfillment of United States 
obligations to maintain control agencies in Germany. To this 
end the Government of the United States shall have the right to 
and may, at its expense, maintain at the airport either directly or 
under its responsibility the services, facilities and personnel 
necessary to such use. The special character of these aircraft 
and their personnel will be respected as far as customs, immigra-
tion and other formalities are concerned. No landing fees shall 
be charged such aircraft. 

"5. Neither the stipulations in the foregoing paragraph nor 
any other stipulations in this agreement shall impair the sover-
eign rights or the ultimate authority of the Republic of Iceland 
with regard to the control and operation of the airport or any 
construction or activities there. 

"6. In connection with the operation of the airport the United 
States will train Icelandic personnel in airport techniques to 
enable Iceland to assume progressively the operation of the 
airport. 

"7. The Government of Iceland after having consulted the 
Government of the United States will place in effect operational, 
safety, and similar rules to govern use of the airport by all 
aircraft. 

"8. The Government of Iceland and the Government of the 
United States will determine a mutually satisfactory formula for 
the equitable distribution between them of the cost of maintenance 
and operation of the airport, provided, however, that neither 
Government shall be obligated to incur any expense with regard 
to the maintenance and operation of the airport which it does 
not deem necessary to meet its own needs. 

"9. No duty or other taxes shall be charged on material, equip-
ment., supplies or goods imported for the use of the Government 
of the United States, or its agents, under the agreement or for the 
use of personnel in Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to 
the agreement. No export tax shall be charged on the removal of 
such articles. 

"10. No personnel of the United States resident on the territory 
of Iceland by reason of employment pursuant to the agreement 
shall be liable to pay income tax on income derived from sources 
outside of Iceland. 

"11. Upon the termination of the present agreement the Gov-
ernment of the United States shall have the right to remove from 
the airport all movable installations and equipment which have 
been constructed or provided by the United States or its agents 
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Termination of
agreement.

Acceptance of agree-
ment by U. S.
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after the date of the agreement unless by agreement such installa-
tions and equipment are bought by the Government of Iceland.

"12. The agreement shall continue in effect until the obliga-
tions of the Government of the United States to maintain control
agencies in Germany shall have been fulfilled; provided, however,
that at any time after the lapse of five years from the coming
into force of the present agreement, either Government may
propose a review of the agreement. In such case the two Gov-
ernments shall consult as soon as possible. If no agreement is
reached as a result of such consultation within a period of six
months from the date of original notification, either Government
may at any time thereafter give notice in writing of intention to
denounce the agreement which shall then terminate twelve
months from the date of such notice.
"Should the Government of the United States accept the amended

wording set forth above, the affirmative reply of Your Excellency
shall constitute, together with this note, the agreement of the two
Governments in these matters."
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Government

of the United States accepts the agreement set out in Your Excel-
lency's note quoted above.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

His Excellency
OLArFB THORs,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Reykjavik.

Louis G. DREYFUS, Jr.

Termination of 
agreement. 

Acceptance of wee* 
ment by U. S. 
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after the date of the agreement unless by agreement such installa-
tions and equipment are bought by the Government of Iceland. 

"12. The agreement shall continue in effect until the obliga-
tions of the Government of the United States to maintain control 
agencies in Germany shall have been fulfilled; provided, however, 
that at any time after the lapse of five years from the coming 
into force of the present agreement, either Government may 
propose a review of the agreement. In such case the two Gov-
ernments shall consult as soon as possible. If no agreement is 
reached as a result of such consultation within a period of six 
months from the date of original notification, either Government 
may at any time thereafter give notice in writing of intention to 
denounce the agreement which shall then terminate twelve 
months from the date of such notice. 
"Should the Government of the United States accept the amended 

wording set forth above, the affirmative reply of Your Excellency 
shall constitute, together with this note, the agreement of the two 
Governments in these matters." 

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Government 
of the United States accepts the agreement set out in Your Excel-
lency's note quoted above. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

His Excellency 
OLAPtra Timm, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Reykjavik. 

Louis G. DREYFUS, Jr. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Czechoslovakia
respecting commercial policy. Effected by exchange of notes signed at
Washington November 14, 1946; effective November 14, 1946.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Czechoslovak Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

November 14, 1946.
EXCELLENCY:

The Government of the United States expresses its satisfaction at
the successful conclusion of the discussions with the Government of
Czechoslovakia concerning commnercial policy, compensation for na-
tionalized properties and related matters of mutual interest in fur-
thering the economic relations between their two countries. These
discussions have resulted in agreement by the two Governments on the
following matters:

1. The two Governments affirm their continued support of the prin-
ciples set forth in Article VII of the Mutual Aid Agreement of July
11, 1942, and reiterate their desire to achieve the elimination of all
forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce, and the
reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers.

2. The Government of Czechoslovakia is in accord with the general
tenor of the "Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employ-
ment" recently transmitted to the Government of Czechoslovakia by
the Government of the United States. Pending the conclusion of the
negotiations at the general international conference on trade and em-
ployment contemplated by the "Proposals", the two Governmlents
declare it to be their policy to abstain from adopting new measures
which would prejudice the objectives of the conference.

3. The two Governments share the view that the conduct of inter-
national trade through the mechanism of bilateral barter, clearing,
and similar agreements is generally not compatible with the maximi-
zation of benefits deriving from trade or with the goal of eliminating
trade discrimination. The Government of Czechoslovakia has ex-
pressed the view, however, that the use of such agreements during the
postwar transition period has been necessary, but it will direct its
efforts to their abandonment and a return to multilateralism at the
earliest possible date.

4. The Government of Czechoslovakia has declared that it must
maintain a system of import and export controls during the postwar
transition period in order to safeguard the equilibrium of its balance
of payments while seeking to achieve in an orderly way its plan of
economic reconstruction. The Government of Czechoslovakia will
administer the issuance of import licenses without discrimination as

November 14, 1946
IT. I. A. S. 15691

Elimination of dis.
criminatory treat-
ment, etc.

56 Stat. 1564.

Abstention from
nmlasllres prejudll cial
to objectives of col-
ferenele.

Return to multi-
lateralism.

Maintenance by
Czechoslovakia of im-
port and export con-
trols.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Czechoslovakia 
respecting commercial policy. Effected by exchange of notes signed at 
Washington November 14, 1946; effective November 14, 1946. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Czechoslovak Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

November 14, 1946. 
EXCELLENCY: 
The Government of the United States expresses its satisfaction at 

the successful conclusion of the discussions with the Government of 
Czechoslovakia concerning commercial policy, compensation for na-
tionalized properties and related matters of mutual interest in fur-
thering the economic relations between their two countries. These 
discussions have resulted in agreement by the two Governments on the 
following matters: 
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negotiations at the general international conference on trade and em-
ployment contemplated by the "Proposals", the two Governments 
declare it to be their policy to abstain from adopting new measures 
which would prejudice the objectives of the conference. 

3. The two Governments share the view that the conduct of inter-
national trade through the mechanism of bilateral barter, clearing, 
and similar agreements is generally not compatible with the maximi-
zation of benefits deriving from trade or with the goal of eliminating 
trade discrimination. The Government of Czechoslovakia has ex-
pressed the view, however, that the use of such agreements during the 
postwar transition period has been necessary, but it will direct its 
efforts to their abandonment and a return to multilateralism at the 
earliest possible date. 

4. The Government of Czechoslovakia has declared that it must 
maintain a system of import and export controls during the postwar 
transition period in order to safeguard the equilibrium of its balance 
of payments while seeking to achieve in an orderly way its plan of 
economic reconstruction. The Government of Czechoslovakia will 
administer the issuance of import licenses without discrimination as 
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among foreign sources of supply as soon as Czechoslovakia possesses
or is able to obtain sufficient free foreign exchange so that it is no
longer necessary for her to make her purchases within the limits of
bilateral trade and financial agreements.

5. If the Government of either country establishes or maintains
a monopoly or enterprise for the importation, exportation, purchase,
sale, distribution or production of any article, or grants exclusive priv-
ileges to any enterprise to import, export, purchase, sell, distribute
or produce any article, such monopoly or enterprise shall accord to the
commerce of the other country fair and equitable treatment in respect
of its purchases of articles the growth, produce or manufacture of
foreign countries and its sales of articles destined for foreign coun-
tries. To this end the monopoly or enterprise shall, in making such
purchases or sales of any article, be influenced solely by considera-
tions, such as price, quality, marketability, transportation and terms
of purchase or sale, which would ordinarily be taken into account by
a private commercial enterprise interested solely in purchasing or sell-
ing such article on the most favorable terms.

6. The two Governments express their intention at the earliest
practicable date to enter into negotiations looking toward the con-
clusion of a comprehensive treaty of friendship and commerce which
will regulate to their mutual satisfaction economic relations between
the two countries. Meanwhile the two Governments have taken
cognizance of the fact that each continues to accord to articles the
growth, produce or manufacture of the other unconditional most-
favored-nation treatment with respect to customs duties, the rules
and formalities of customs, and the taxation, sale, distribution, and
use within its territory of such articles consistent with provisions of
the former trade agreement between the two countries dated March
7, 1938.

7. The Government of the United States and the Government of
Czechoslovakia will make adequate and effective compensation to
nationals of one country with respect to their rights or interests in
properties which have been or may be nationalized or requisitioned
by the Government of the other country. In this connection, the
Government of the United States has noted with satisfaction that
negotiations concerning compensation on account of such claims will
shortly begin in Praha.

8. The two Governments agree to afford each other adequate op-
portunity for consultation regarding the matters mentioned above,
and the Government of Czechoslovakia, recognizing that it is the
normal practice of the Government of the United States to make
public comprehensive information concerning its international eco-
nomic relations, agrees to make available to the Government of the
United States full information, similar in scope and character to
that normally made public by the United States, concerning the inter-
national economic relations of Czechoslovakia.

The Government of the United States will be pleased to receive
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from the Government of Czechoslovakia a statement confirming its
understanding of this agreement reached by the two Governments.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State

His Excellency
DR. JURAJ SLVIEK,

Ambassador of Czechoslovakia.

The Czechoslovak Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

CZECHOSLOVAK EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
November 14, 1946.

EXCELLENCY:

The Government of Czechoslovakia expresses its satisfaction at the
successful conclusion of the discussions with the Government of the
United States concerning commercial policy, compensation for
nationalized properties and related matters of mutual interest in
furthering the economic relations between their two countries. These
discussions have resulted in agreement by the two Governments on
the following matters:

1. The two Governments affirm their continued support of the
principles set forth in Article VII of the Mutual Aid Agreement of
July 11, 1942, and reiterate their desire to achieve the elimination
of all forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce,
and the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers.

2. The Government of Czechoslovakia is in accord with the general
tenor of the "Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Em-
ployment" recently transmitted to the Government of Czechoslovakia
by the Government of the United States. Pending the conclusion of
the negotiations at the general international conference on trade and
employment contemplated by the "Proposals", the two Governments
declare it to be their policy to abstain from adopting new measures
which would prejudice the objectives of the conference.

3. The two Governments share the view that the conduct of in-
ternational trade through the mechanism of bilateral barter, clear-
ing, and similar agreements is generally not compatible with the
maximization of benefits deriving from trade or with the goal of
eliminating trade descrimination. The Government of Czechoslo-
vakia has expressed the view, however, that the use of such agreements
during the postwar transition period has been necessary, but it will
direct its efforts to their abandonment and a return to multilateralism
at the earliest possible date.

4. The Government of Czechoslovakia has declared that it must
maintain a system of import and export controls during the post-
war transition period in order to safeguard the equilibrium of its
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balance of payments while seeking to achieve in an orderly way its
plan of economic reconstruction. The Government of Czechoslo-
vakia will administer the issuance of import licenses without discrimi-
nation as among foreign sources of supply as soon as Czechoslovakia
possesses or is able to obtain sufficient free foreign exchange so that
it is no longer necessary for her to make her purchases within the
limits of bilateral trade and financial agreements.

5. If the Government of either country establishes or maintains a
monopoly or enterprise for the importation, exportation, purchase,
sale distribution or production of any article, or grants exclusive
privileges to any enterprise to import, export, purchase, sell, dis-
tribute or produce any article, such monopoly or enterprise shall
accord to the commerce of the other country fair and equitable treat-
ment in respect of its purchases of articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of foreign countries and its sales of articles destined for
foreign countries. To this end the monopoly or enterprise shall, in
making such purchases or sales of any article, be influenced solely by
considerations, such as price, quality, marketability, transportation
and terms of purchase or sale, which would ordinarily be taken into
account by a private commercial enterprise interested solely in pur-
chasing or selling such article on the most favorable terms.

6. The two Governments express their intention at the earliest
practicable date to enter into negotiations looking toward the con-
clusion of a comprehensive treaty of friendship and commerce which
will regulate to their mutual satisfaction economic relations between
the two countries. Meanwhile the two Governments have taken cog-
nizance of the fact that each continues to accord to articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of the other unconditional most-favored-
nation treatment with respect to customs duties, the rules and formali-
ties of customs, and the taxation, sale, distribution, and use within
its territory of such articles consistent with provisions of the former
trade agreement between the two countries dated March 7, 1938.

7. The Government of the United States and the Government of
Czechoslovakia will make adequate and effective compensation to
nationals of one country with respect to their rights or interests in
properties which have been or may be nationalized or requisitioned
by the Government of the other country. In this connection, the Gov-
ernment of the United States has noted with satisfaction that nego-
tiations concerning compensation on account of such claims will
shortly begin in Praha.

8. The two Governments agree to afford each other adequate op-
portunity for consultation regarding the matters mentioned above,
and the Government of Czechoslovakia, recognizing that it is the nor-
mal practice of the Government of the United States to make public
comprehensive information concerning its international economic
relations, agrees to make available to the Government of the United
States full information, similar in scope and character to that nor-
mally made public by the United States, concerning the international
economic relations of Czechoslovakia.
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The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic is pleased to confirm
by the present note its understanding of this agreement reached by
the two Governments.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

DR. JURAJ SLAVIK
His Excellency

DEAN G. ACHESON,
Acting Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.
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May 4, 18, June 10,
July 4, 8, 11, August
15, 26, September 10,
October 3, 7, 1946
IT. I. A. S. 1572]

Understandings respecting trade relations with the Philippines. Effected
by exchanges of notes between the United States of America and other
governments signed at Washington May 4, 18, June 10, July 4, 8, 11,
August 15, 26, September 10, and October 3, 7, 1946, regarding the
application of certain treaties and agreements.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Belgian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States

Entryof dePhilipne is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-goods under Philiin
pine Trade Act of.Trade ct of ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946,60 Stat. 141.

22 8u.t4l. S 1251 goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will
t

d ' e
. enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will

be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
48 U. s. c. 1232 March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable neces-

c
s '. sity of providing for such a transitional period and has since then

consistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it
has undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it
might continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclama-
tion of Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force
with other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the
Commonwealth's political status.

Nonextension to
Belgium tofadvan- With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United

.. to Phlippines States and Belgium upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Reciprocal Trade
Agreement between the United States of America and the Belgo-

49stat.3680. Luxembourg Economic Union signed February 27, 1935, shall not
be understood to require the extension to Belgium of advantages
accorded by the United States to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 4, 1946 
EXCELLENCY : 
With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
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In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 
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Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date. 
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State

His Excellency
Baron ROBERT SILVECRUYS,

Belgian Ambassador.

The Belgian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

AMBASSADE DE BELGIQUE
WASHINGTON, July 11th, 1946.

Sm,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of May 4th,

by which you kindly advised me that the Government of the United
States of America considers that provision for a transitional period
for dealing with the special tariff position which the Philippines
products have occupied for many years in the United States, is an
essential accompaniment to Philippine independence.

Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30,
1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines,
will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will be-
come applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Upon instructions received from my Government, I am pleased to
advise you that, on behalf of the Belgian-Luxembourg Economic
Union, they agree that the most-favoured-nation provisions of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreement between the United States of America
and the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, signed February 27,
1935, shall not be understood to require during the above mentioned
period, the extension to the Economic Union of advantages accorded
by the United States of America to the Philippines.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.
SILVERCRUYS

The Belgian Ambassador
The Honorable DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Washington D. a.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Bolivian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
Baron ROBERT SILVERCRUYS, 

Belgian Ambassador. 

The Belgian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

AMBASSADE DE BELGIQUE 
WASHINGTON, July 11th, 1946. 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of May 4th, 
by which you kindly advised me that the Government of the United 
States of America considers that provision for a transitional period 
for dealing with the special tariff position which the Philippines 
products have occupied for many years in the United States, is an 
essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. 
Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 

1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines, 
will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they 
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or 
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will be-
come applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 
Upon instructions received from my Government, I am pleased to 

advise you that, on behalf of the Belgian-Luxembourg Economic 
Union, they agree that the most-favoured-nation provisions of the 
Reciprocal Trade Agreement between the United States of America 
and the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union, signed February 27, 
1935, shall not be understood to require during the above mentioned 
period, the extension to the Economic Union of advantages accorded 
by the United States of America to the Philippines. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration. 

SILVERCRUYS 
The Belgian Ambassador 

The Honorable DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

Washington D. C. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Bolivian Ambassador 

EXCELLENCY : 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 4 1946' 
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transitional period for dealing with the special tariff position which
Philippine products have occupied for many years in the United
States is an essential accompaniment to Philippine Independence.

tryof Phippine Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30,
Trao'e Act of946. 1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines
d22 U. S. A. 1251 will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which theyet 8eq.

will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty
or decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will be-
come applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
48 St5at. 1 23 March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity

dae. of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status.

BNonextenson t With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
lorded by U. S. to States and Bolivia upon the same basis, with respect to the matters

involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Peace,
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the United States and

12 tat. 1003. Bolivia signed May 13, 1858, shall not be understood to require
the extension to Bolivia of advantages accorded by the United States
to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State

His Excellency
Sefior Don VICTOR ANDRADE,

Ambassador of Bolivia.

The Bolivian Armbassador to the Secretary of State

EMBAJADA DE BOLIVIA
WASHINGTON

Excmzu&Ncy:EXCELLENCT :
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of May 4, 1946,

with regard to the provision that the most favored nation clause of
the Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between
the United States and Bolivia, signed May 13,1858, shall not be under-
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transitional period for dealing with the special tariff position which 
Philippine products have occupied for many years in the United 
States is an essential accompaniment to Philippine Independence. 
Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 
1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines 
will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they 
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty 
or decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will be-
come applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Bolivia upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose 
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Peace, 
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the United States and 
Bolivia signed May 13, 1858, shall not be understood to require 
the extension to Bolivia of advantages accorded by the United States 
to the Philippines. 

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your 
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
Consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
Senor Don VICTOR ANDRADE, 

Ambassador of Bolivia. 

The Bolivian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBAJADA DE BOLIVIA 
WASHINGTON 

EXCELLENGY : 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of May 4, 1946, 
with regard to the provision that the most favored nation clause of 
the Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between 
the United States and Bolivia, signed May 13, 1858, shall not be under-
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stood to require the extension to Bolivia of advantages accorded by
the United States to the Philippines.

In appreciation of the facts explained in Your Excellency's note,
and as an act of friendship to the Philippine Nation in the achieving
of its independence, I have the honor to express, on behalf of the
Bolivian Government, the acceptance of this proposition.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.
V ANDRADE

Washington, D.C., June 10, 1946
His Excellency

Mr. JAMES F. BYRNES,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Danish Charge d'Affaires
ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
SIR:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter
the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be
subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or de-
creasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the
Commonwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Denmark upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government proposes
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Friendship,

Entry of Philippine
goods under Philippine
Trade Act of 1946.

CO Stat. 141.
22 U.S. C. . 1,51

e seq.

48 Stat. 456.
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t seq.
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stood to require the extension to Bolivia of advantages accorded by 
the United States to the Philippines. 
In appreciation of the facts explained in Your Excellency's note, 

and as an act of friendship to the Philippine Nation in the achieving 
of its independence, I have the honor to express, on behalf of the 
Bolivian Government, the acceptance of this proposition. 

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

His Excellency 
Mr. JAMES F. BYLINES, 

Secretary of State, 
Washington, D.C. 

V ANDRADE 
Washington, D.C., June 10, 1946 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Danish Charge' d'Affaires 
ad interim 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

May 4 1948 
SIR: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States 
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter 
the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be 
subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or de-
creasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become 
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to 
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the 
Commonwealth's political status. 

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 
States and Denmark upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government proposes 
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Friendship, 
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Commerce and Navigation between the United States and the King-
s8tat.340. dom of Denmark signed April 26, 1826, shall not be understood

to require the extension to Denmark of advantages accorded by the
United States to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Mr. CARL A. C. BRUN,

Charge d'Affairs ad interim of Denmark.

The Danish Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Acting Secretary of
State

ROYAL DANISH LEGATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

SEPTEMBER 10, 1946
Sni:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the Department of
State's note of May 4th, according to which the Government of the
United States of America considers that provision for a transitional
period for dealing with the special tariff position which the Philip-
pines products have occupied for many years in the United States, is
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence.

Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30,
1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines,
will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Upon instructions received, I have the honor to inform you that the
Danish Government agree that the most-favored-nation provisions of
the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the
United States and the Kingdom of Denmark signed on April 26, 1826,
shall not be understood to require during the said period the extension
to Denmark of the above-mentioned advantages accorded by the
United States of America to the Republic of the Philippines.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Sir, the assur-
ances of my highest consideration.

POVL BANG-JENSEN
The Honorable

WILLIAM L. CLArrON
Acting Secretary of State

Department of State
Washington, D.Q.
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Commerce and Navigation between the United States and the King-
dom of Denmark signed April 26, 1826, shall not be understood 
to require the extension to Denmark of 'advantages accorded by the 
United States to the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 

s stat. 340. 

The Honorable 
WiirsAx L. CLAYTON 

Aeting Secretary of State 
Department of State 

Washington, D.O. 

SErrtMEBER 10, 1946 

Mr. CARL A. C. BRITN, 
Chargé d'Affairs ad interim of Denmark. 

The Danish Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Acting Secretary of 
State 

ROYAL DANISH LEGATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

SYR: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the Department of 
State's note of May 4th, according to which the Government of the 
United States of America considers that provision for a transitional 
period for dealing with the special tariff position which the Philip-
pines products have occupied for many years in the United States, is 
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. 
Accordingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 

1946, goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines, 
will enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they 
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or 
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become 
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 
Upon instructions received, I have the honor to inform you that the 

Danish Government agree that the most-favored-nation provisions of 
the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the 
United States and the Kingdom of Denmark signed on April 26, 1826, 
shall not be understood to require during the said period the extension 
to Denmark of the above-mentioned advantages accorded by the 
United States of America to the Republic of the Philippines. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Sir, the assur-

ances of my highest consideration. 

POVL BANG-JENSEN 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Dominican Charge d'Affaires
ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
SIR:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. According-
ly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods the
growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-
free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and
all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Com-
monwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and the Dominican Republic upon the same basis, with respect
to the matters involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and
agreements referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor
to propose that the provisions of the Agreement between the United
States and the Dominican Republic effected by an exchange of notes
signed September 25, 1924, shall not be understood to require the
extension to the Dominican Republic of advantages accorded by the
United States to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
DEAN ACHEsON

Acting Secretary of State
The Honorable

Sefior Dr. Don J. R. RODRIGuEZ,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of

the Dominican Republic.
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Dominican Charge d'Affaires 
ad interim 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
Sul: 
With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 

on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is 
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. According-
ly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods the 
growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the 
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject 
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-
free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and 
all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Com-
monwealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and the Dominican Republic upon the same basis, with respect 
to the matters involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and 
agreements referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor 
to propose that the provisions of the Agreement between the United 
States and the Dominican Republic effected by an exchange of notes 
signed September 25, 1924, shall not be understood to require the 
extension to the Dominican Republic of advantages accorded by the 
United States to the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
The Honorable 

Senor Dr. Don J. R. RODRIGUEZ, 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of 

the Dominican Republic. 
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The Dominican Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

EMBAJADA DE LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA
WASHINGTON

Octubre 7 de 1946.
SENOR SECRETARIO:

Tengo la honra de referirme a la nota de Vuestra Excelencia del 4
de mayo del afo en curso y de informar a Vuestra Excelencia, de con-
formidad con instrucciones que he recibido al efecto, que el Gobierno
Dominicano acepta que no se considere que las provisiones del Acuerdo
entre los Estados Unidos y la Republica Dominicana, efectuado por un
cambio de notas firmadas el 25 de Septiembre de 1924, implican la
extensi6n a la Repiblica Dominicana de las ventajas concedidas por
los Estados Unidos a las Filipinas.

Acepte, Sefior Secretario, las renovadas seguridades de mi mas alta
consideraci6n.

EMIIo G. GODOY
A Su Excelencia DEAN ACHESON,

Secretario de Estado Interino
de los Estados Unidos de America,

Washington, D.O.

Translation

EMBAssY OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
WASHINGTON

October 7, 1946.
MR. SECRETARY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of the 4th of
May of the present year, and to inform Your Excellency, in conformity
with instructions that I have received to that effect, that the Dominican
Government agrees that the provisions of the Agreement between the
United States and the Dominican Republic, effected by an exchange
of notes signed the 25th of September 1924, shall not be understood
to imply the extension to the Dominican Republic of the advantages
accorded by the United States to the Philippines.

Accept, Mr. Secretary, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

Elmmo G. GODOY
His Excellency DEAN ACHEsoN,

Acting Secretary of State
of the United States of America,

Washington, D.C.
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The Dominican Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

EMBAJADA DE LA REPfIBLICA DOMINICANA 

WASHINGTON 

Octubre 7 de 1946. 
&SIM SECRETARIO: 

Tengo la honra de referirme a la nota de Vuestra Excelencia del 4 

de mayo del afio en curso y de informar a Vuestra Excelencia, de con-

formidad con instrucciones que he recibido al efecto, que el Gobierno 

Dominicano acepta que no se considere que las provisiones del Acuerdo 

entre los Estados Unidos y la Republica Dominicana, efectuado por un 

cambio de notas firmadas el 25 de Septiembre de 1924, implican la 

extensiOn a la RepUblica Dominicana de las ventaja,s concedidas por 

los Estados Unidos a las Filipinas. 

Acepte, Senor Secretario, las renovadas seguridades de ml mits alta 
consideraci6n. 

Enfiuo G. GODOY 
A Su Excelencia DEAN- AurEsoN, 

Secretario de Estado Interim° 
de los EstadosUniclos de America, 

Washington, D.C. 

Translation 

EMBASSY OF nib DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

WASHINGTON 

Mn. SECRETARY: 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note of the 4th of 
May of the present year, and to inform Your Excellency, in conformity 
with instructions that I have received to that effect, that the Dominican 
Government agrees that the provisions of the Agreement between the 
United States and the Dominican Republic, effected by an exchange 
of notes signed the 25th of September 1924, shall not be understood 
to imply the extension to the Dominican Republic of the advantages 

accorded by the United States to the Philippines. 

Accept, Mr. Secretary, the renewed assurances of my highest con-

sideration. 

EMILIO G. GODOY 
His Excellency DEAN AcErEsoN, 

Acting Secretary of State 
of the United States of America, 

Washington, D.O. 

October 7, 1946. 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Egyptian Minister

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
SIR:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which
Philippine products have occupied for many years in the United States
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter
the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be
subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or de-
creasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Com-
monwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Egypt upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to prolose
that the provisions of the Provisional Commercial Agreement between
the United States of America and Egypt effected by an exchange of
notes signed May 24, 1930, shall not be understood to require the
extension to Egypt of advantages accorded by the United States to
the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
The Honorable

MAHsMOUD HASSAN,
Minister of Egypt.
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Egyptian Minister 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
SIR: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which 
Philippine products have occupied for many years in the United States 
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter 
the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be 
subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or de-
creasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become 
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Com-
monwealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Egypt upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose 
that the provisions of the Provisional Commercial Agreement between 
the United States of America and Egypt effected by an exchange of 
notes signed May 24, 1930, shall not be understood to require the 
extension to Egypt of advantages accorded by the United States to 
the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
The Honorable 

MAI131013D ITASSAN, 
Minister of Egypt. 
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With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946,
goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will
enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty
or decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will
become applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

The Egyptian Minister to the Acting Secretary of State

ROYAL EGYPTIAN LEGATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

August 16, 1946
SIR,

I have the honour to refer to your letter dated May 4, 1946 inform-
ing me that your Government made a provision for a transitional
period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philippine
products have occupied before independence. Accordingly, under the
Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods the growth, pro-
duce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the United States
free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject to gradually
and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-free quotas
until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and all pref-
erences will be completely eliminated.

I have the pleasure to inform you that after referring the contents
of your communication to my Government, I have been authorized to
state that until the expiration date of the exceptional treatment of
Philippine imports, my Government does not intend to invoke the
most-favored-nation clause under the Provisional Commercial Agree-
ment between the United States of America and Egypt effected by an
exchange of notes signed May 24, 1930.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
M HASSAN

The Honourable
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Washington, D.C.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ethiopian Charge d'Affaires
ad interim

Sm:
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The Egyptian Minister to the Acting Secretary of State 

ROYAL EGYPTIAN LEGATION 
W ASHINGTON, D.C. 

Av.gust 15, 1946 
Slit, 

I have the honour to refer to your letter dated May 4, 1946 inform-
ing me that your Government made a provision for a transitional 
period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philippine 
products have occupied before independence. Accordingly, under the 
Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods the growth, pro-
duce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the United States 
free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject to gradually 
and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-free quotas 
until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and all pref-
erences will be completely eliminated. 
I have the pleasure to inform you that after referring the contents 

of your communication to my Government, I have been authorized to 
state that until the expiration date of the exceptional treatment of 
Philippine imports, my Government does not intend to invoke the 
most-favored-nation clause under the Provisional Commercial Agree-
ment between the United States of America and Egypt effected by an 
exchange of notes signed May 24, 1930. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

M HASSAN 
The Honourable 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

Washington, D .C. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ethiopian Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim 

SIR: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States 
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, 
goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will 
enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they 
will be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty 
or decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will 
become applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

DEPARTMENT OF' STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
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Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the
Commonwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Ethiopia upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in tile preceding paragraph, my Government proposes
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Commerce
between the United States and Ethiopia signed June 27, 1914, shall
not be understood to require the extension to Ethiopia of advantages
accorded by the United States to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Mr. GETAHOIUN TESEMMA,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Ethiopia.

The Ethiopia Mlinister to the Under Secretary of State

IMPERIAL ETIIIOPIAN LEGATION
WASIINGTON, D.C.

SIn:
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With reference to your Note of the 4th May last and subsequent
reply No: 2()73 /G()/2 of the 10th Maty, I have the honoir to infolrm you
that the Imperial Ethiopian Government are in agreement that the
most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Commerce between
the United States and Ethiopia signed June 27, 1914, shall not be
understood to require the extension to Ethiopia of advantages accorded
by the United States to the Philippines.

I avail myself of this opportunity to express to you, Sir, the assur-
ances of my highest consideration.

RAS H. S. I3rRU
Minister

Honourable DEAN AcHEsoX
Under-Seeretary of State

Department of State
Washington, D.C.
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Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the 
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to 
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the 
Commonwealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Ethiopia upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government proposes 
that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Commerce 
between the United States and Ethiopia signed June 27, 1914, shall 
not be understood to require the extension to Ethiopia of advantages 
accorded by the United States to the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 
DEAN ACIIESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
Mr. GETAIIOUN TESEMNIA, 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of Ethiopia. 

The Eth9.7opian Minister to the Under Secretary of State 

IMPERIAL ETHIOPIAN LEGATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

No: 2918/00/2. 

JULY 4, 1946. 
SIR: 

With reference to your Note of the 4th May last and subsequent 
reply No: 2073/G(..)/2 of the 10th May, I have the honour to inform you 
that the Imperial Ethiopian Government are in agreement that the 
most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Commerce between 
the United States and Ethiopia signed June 27, 1914, shall not be 
understood to require the extension to Ethiopia of advantages accorded 
by the United States to the Philippines. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to express to you, Sir, the assur-

ances of my highest consideration. 
RAS H. S. IMRII 

Minister 
Honourable DEAN ACHESON 

Under-Secretary of State 
Department of State 

Washington, D.C. 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Norwegian Charge dPAffaires
ad interim

DEPARTENTr OF STATE
WASHINQTOI

May 4 1946
SIR:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing
duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable
and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Norway upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government proposes that
the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Friendship, Com-
merce and Consular Rights between the United States of America and
Norway signed June 5, 1928, shall not be understood to require the
extension to Norway of advantages accorded by the United States to
the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Mr. KN'ur LYerE,

Charge d'Alffaires ad interim of Norway.
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Norwegian Charge d'Affaires 
ad interim, 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
SIR: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is 
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the 
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject 
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing 
duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable 
and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Norway upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government proposes that 
the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty of Friendship, Com-
merce and Consular Rights between the United States of America and 
Norway signed June 5, 1928, shall not be understood to require the 
extension to Norway of advantages accorded by the United States to 
the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

Mr. KicuT LYBKE, 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Norway. 
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The Norwegian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

NORWEGIAN EMBASSY
WASHINGTON 7, D.C.

JULY 8, 1946.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to your note of May 4th, 1946 in which you
proposed that the most-favored-nations provisions of the Treaty
of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights between Norway and
the United States of America signed June 5th, 1928, shall not be under-
stood to require the extension to Norway of advantages accorded by
the United States to the Phillipines during a transitional period fol-
lowing the proclamation of Phillipine independence.

I am happy to reply that in appreciation of the need for such con-
cessions and as an act of friendship toward the Republic of the Philli-
pines my Government has instructed me to accept your Excellency's
proposal.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

W. MORGENSTIERNE

His Excellency
DEAN ACHESON,

Acting Secretary of State,
Washington 25, D.C.

No: 213

The Acting Secretary of State to the Portuguese Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 18, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30,1946, goods
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-
free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and
all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
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The Norwegian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

NORWEGIAN EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON 7, D.C. 

JULY 8, 1946. 
EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to your note of May 4th, 1946 in which you 
proposed that the most-favored-nations provisions of the Treaty 
of Friendship, Commerce and Consular Rights between Norway and 
the United States of America signed June 5th, 1928, shall not be under-
stood to require the extension to Norway of advantages accorded by 
the United States to the Phillipines during a transitional period fol-
lowing the proclamation of Phillipine independence. 
I am happy to reply that in appreciation of the need for such con-

cessions and as an act of friendship toward the Republic of the Philli-
pines my Government has instructed me to accept your Excellency's 
proposal. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

His Excellency 
DEAN ACHESON, 

Acting Secretary of State, 
ashington g , D.C. 

No: 213 

W . MORGENSTIERNE 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Portuguese Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

May 18,1946 
EXCELLENCY: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is 
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the 
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject 
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing duty-
free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable and 
all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
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other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the
Commonwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Portugal upon the same basis, with respect to the matters
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose
that the provisions of the Commercial Arrangement between the
United States of America and Portugal effected by an exchange of
notes signed June 28, 1910, shall not be understood to require the
extension to Portugal of advantages accorded by the United States
to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

His Excellency
Dr. JoAo ANTONIO DE BIANCHI,

Ambassador of Portugal.

DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

The Portuguese Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

Proc. 11
No.-108 EMBAIXADA DE PORTUGAL

WASHINGTON

Auaust S6. 1916.
SIR :-Sni.

With reference to Your Excellency's note of 18 May, 1946, I have
the honour to inform your Excellency, under instructions, that the
Portuguese Government agrees to the proposal set out in Your
Excellency's note quoted above, according to which the provisions of
the Commercial Arrangement between Portugal and the United States
of America effected by an exchange of notes signed June 28, 1910, shall
not be understood to require extension to Portugal of advantages
accorded by the United States to the Philippines, during the transi-
tional period covered by the Philippine Trade Act approved April
30, 1946.

I avail myself of this opportunity to convey to you, Sir, the renewed
assurances of my highest consideration..

J BiNCH
The Honourable, DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
etc., etc., etc.
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other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the 
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to 
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the 
Commonwealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Portugal upon the same basis, with respect to the matters 
involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose 
that the provisions of the Commercial Arrangement between the 
United States of America and Portugal effected by an exchange of 
notes signed June 28, 1910, shall not be understood to require the 
extension to Portugal of advantages accorded by the United States 
to the Philippines. 

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your 
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

His Excellency 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

Dr. JoAo ANTONIO DE BIANCHI, 
Ambassador of Portugal. 

The Portuguese Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

Proc. II 
No.-108 

SrR With reference to Your Excellency's note of 18 May, 1946, I have 
the honour to inform your Excellency, under instructions, that the 
Portuguese Government agrees to the proposal set out in Your 
Excellency's note quoted above, according to which the provisions of 
the Commercial Arrangement between Portugal and the United States 
of America effected by an exchange of notes signed June 28, 1910, shall 
not be understood to require extension to Portugal of advantages 
accorded by the United States to the Philippines, during the transi-
tional period covered by the Philippine Trade Act approved April 
30, 1946. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to convey to you, Sir, the renewed 
assurances of my highest consideration./. 

J BIArrou 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Spanish Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
EXCELLENCY:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing
duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable
and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Spain upon the same basis, with respect to the matters in-
volved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreemenlts
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose
that the provisions of the Commercial Agreement between the United
States and Spain effected by an exchange of notes signed October 26
and November 7, 1927, shall not be understood to require the exten-
sion to Spain of advantages accorded by the United States to the
Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of State

His Excellency
Sefior Don JUAN FRANCISCO DE CARDENAS,

Ambassador of Spain.
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Spanish Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
EXCELLENCY: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States 
is an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, goods 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will enter the 
United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will be subject 
to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or decreasing 
duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become applicable 
and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the ex-
ceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to Philip-
pine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the Common-
wealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Spain upon the same basis, with respect to the matters in-
volved, as the relations existing under the treaties and agreements 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, I have the honor to propose 
that the provisions of the Commercial Agreement between the United 
States and Spain effected by an exchange of notes signed October 26 
and November 7, 1927, shall not be understood to require the exten-
sion to Spain of advantages accorded by the United States to the 

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of Your 
Excellency's Government to this proposal at an early date. 
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
Senor Don JEAN FRANCISCO DE CARDENAS, 

Ambassador of Spain. 
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The Spanish Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

SPANISH EMBASSY
WASHINGTON

No. 170 WASHINGTON, 11 de julio de 1946

SENOR SECRETARIO:

Con referencia a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia de fecha 4
del pasado mayo, sobre las preferencias que se concederan por parte
de los Estados Unidos a las Filipinas, de acuerdo con lo establecido
en la "Philippine Trade Act" del 30 de abril de 1946, tengo la honra
de poner en su conocimiento que el Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores
de Madrid acaba de enviarme instrucciones para que ponga en conoci-
miento del Departamento de Estado que el Gobierno Espafiol da su
conformidad respecto a las derivaciones aduaneras con motivo de la
independencia de las Filipinas.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad, Sefior Secretario, para reiterarle el
testimonio de mi alta consideraci6n.

JUAN F. DE CARDENAS

Embajador de Espana
Su Excelencia

Sefior DEAN ACoHsoN
Secretario de Estado Interino

Washington D.C.

Translation
SPANISH EMBASSY

WASHINGTON

No. 170 WASHINGTON, July 11, 1946

MR. SECRETARY:

In reference to Your Excellency's courteous note dated May 4, last,
concerning the preferences which will be given on the part of the
United States to the Philippines, in agreement with that which is
set forth in the "Philippine Trade Act" of April 30, 1946, I have the
honor to inform you that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Madrid
has just sent me instructions to inform the Department of State that
the Spanish Government states its conformity with the effects on
customs deriving from the Independence of the Philippines.

I avail myself of this opportunity, Mr. Secretary, to renew to you
the assurances of my highest consideration.

JUAN F DE CARDENAS
Ambassador of Spain

His Excellency
DEAN ACHESON,

Acting Secretary of State,
Washington, D.CQ
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The Spanish, Am,bassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

SPANISH EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON 

No. 170 W ASHINGTON, 11 de Julio de 1946 

SENOR SECRETARIO: 

Con referencia a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia de fecha 4 
del pasado mayo, sobre las preferencias que se concederan por parte 
de los Estados Unidos a las Filipinas, de acuerdo con lo establecido 
en la "Philippine Trade Act" del 30 de abril de 1946, tengo la honra 
de poner en su conocimiento que el Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores 
de Madrid acaba de enviarme instrucciones para que ponga en conoci-
miento del Departamento de Estado que el Gobierno Espaliol da su 
conformida,d respecto a las derivaciones aduaneras con motivo de la 
independencia de las Filipinas. 
Aprovecho e,sta oportunidad, Señor Secretario, para reiterarle el 

testimonio de ml alta consideraci6n. 
JUAN F. DE CARDENAS 

Embajador de Espana 
Su Excelencia 

Sailor DEAN ACHESON 
Secretario de Estado Interino 

Washington D.C. 

Translation 
SPANISH IMBASSY 
WASHINGTON 

No. 170 W ASHINGTON, July 11, 1946 

MR. SECRETARY: 

In reference to Your Excellency's courteous note dated May 4, last, 
concerning the preferences which will be given on the part of the 
United States to the Philippines, in agreement with that which is 
set forth in the "Philippine Trade Act" of April 30, 1946, I have the 
honor to inform you that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Madrid 
has just sent me instructions to inform the Department of State that 
the Spanish Government states its conformity with the effects on 
customs deriving from the Independence of the Philippines. 
I avail myself of this opportunity, Mr. Secretary, to renew to you 

the assurances of my highest consideration. 
JUAN F DE CARDENAS 

Ambassador of Spain 
His Excellency 

DEAN ACHESON, 
Acting Secretary of State, 

Washington,D.C. 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Yugoslav Charge d'Affaires
ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

May 4 1946
SIR:

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946,
goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will
enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will
be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated.

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the
Commonwealth's political status.

With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United
States and Yugoslavia upon the same basis, with respect to the
matters involved, as the relations existing under the treaties a.nd
agreements referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government
proposes that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty for
Facilitating and Developing Commercial Relations between the
United States and Yugoslavia signed October 2/14, 1881, shall not
be understood to require the extension to Yugoslavia of advantages
accorded by the United States to the Philippines.

In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent
Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your
Government to this proposal at an early date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Dr. SERGIJE MAKIEDO,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Yugoslaria.
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The Acting Secretary of State to the Yugoslav Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 4 1946 
SIR: 

With reference to the forthcoming independence of the Philippines 
on July 4, 1946, my Government considers that provision for a transi-
tional period for dealing with the special tariff position which Philip-
pine products have occupied for many years in the United States is 
an essential accompaniment to Philippine independence. Accord-
ingly, under the Philippine Trade Act approved April 30, 1946, 
goods the growth, produce or manufacture of the Philippines will 
enter the United States free of duty until 1954, after which they will 
be subject to gradually and regularly increasing rates of duty or 
decreasing duty-free quotas until 1974 when general rates will become 
applicable and all preferences will be completely eliminated. 

Since the enactment of the Philippine Independence Act approved 
March 24, 1934, my Government has foreseen the probable necessity 
of providing for such a transitional period and has since then con-
sistently excepted from most-favored-nation obligations which it has 
undertaken toward foreign governments advantages which it might 
continue to accord to Philippine products after the proclamation of 
Philippine independence. Some thirty instruments in force with 
other governments, for example, permit the continuation of the 
exceptional tariff treatment now accorded by my Government to 
Philippine products, irrespective of the forthcoming change in the 
Commonwealth's political status. 
With a view, therefore, to placing the relations between the United 

States and Yugoslavia upon the same basis, with respect to the 
matters involved, as the relations existing under the treaties and 
agreements referred to in the preceding paragraph, my Government 
proposes that the most-favored-nation provisions of the Treaty for 
Facilitating and Developing Commercial Relations between the 
United States and Yugoslavia signed October 2/14, 1881, shall not 
be understood to require the extension to Yugoslavia of advantages 
accorded by the United States to the Philippines. 
In view of the imminence of the inauguration of an independent 

Philippine Government, I should be glad to have the reply of your 
Government to this proposal at an early date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 

Dr. SERGIJE MAICIEDO, 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Yugoslavia. 
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The Yugoslav Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

EMBASSY OF THE FEDERAL PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA

WASHINGTON

Pov. Br. 1297

SIR:

I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the Federal
People's Republic of Yugoslavia has accepted the proposal of the
Government of the United States of America that the most-favored-
nation provisions of the Treaty for Facilitating and Developing Com-
mercial Relations between the United States and Yugoslavia signed
October 2/14, 1881, shall not be understood to require the extension
to Yugoslavia of advantages accorded by the United States to the
Philippines.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
WASHINGTON, October 3, 1946

S. N. KOSANOVIr
Ambassador of Yugoslavia

The Honorable
the Acting Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.
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Th,e Yugoslav Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

EMBASSY OP THE PEDERAL PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable 
the Acting Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C. 

Pov. Br. 1297 

SIR: 

I have the honor to inform you that the Government of the Federal 
People's Republic of Yugoslavia has accepted the proposal of the 
Government of the United States of America that the most-favored-
nation provisions of the Treaty for Facilitating and Developing Com-
mercial Relations between the United States and Yugoslavia signed 
October 2/14, 1881, shall not be understood to require the extension 
to Yugoslavia of advantages accorded by the United States to the 
Philippines. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 
W ASHINGTON, October 3,1946 

S. N. KOSANOVI 
Ambassador of Yugoslavia 



61 STAT.] NEW ZEALAND-AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES-DEC. 3,1946

Agreement between the United States of America and New Zealand
respecting air transport services. Signed at Washington December 3,
1946; effective December 3, 1946.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE

GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of New Zealand,

Desiring to conclude an Agreement for the purpose of promoting
direct air services as rapidly as possible between their respective
territories,

Have accordingly appointed authorized representatives for this pur-
pose, who have agreed as follows:-

ARtiCLE I

For the purpose of this Agreement and its Annex unless the context
otherwise requires:

(A) The term "territory" shall mean in respect of either Contracting
Party the land areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under
the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, mandate, or trusteeship of such
Party.

(B) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of
New Zealand the Minister in Charge of Civil Aviation, and in the case
of the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in both
cases any person or body authorized by the respective Contracting
Parties to perform the functions presently exercised by the above-
mentioned authorities.

(C) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport
enterprise or enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one
of the Contracting Parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical
authorities of the other Contracting Party as the airline designated
by the first Contracting Party in accordance with Article III of this
Agreement for the route specified in such notification.

(D) The terms "airline" and "route" shall be deemed to include
"airlines" and "routes" respectively.

(E) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 [1] shall apply.

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, llinois, November 1 to
December 7, 194J, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282, p. 85.]

December 3, 1948
T. I. A. S. 1573]
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Agreement between the United States of America and New Zealand  December 3, 1948  

respecting air transport services. Signed at Washington December 8, IT. I. A. El. 1573] 

1946; effective December 3, 1946. 

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of New Zealand, 
. Desiring to conclude an Agreement for the purpose of promoting 
direct air services as rapidly as possible between their respective 
territories, 
Have accordingly appointed authorized representatives for this pur-

pose, who have agreed as follows :— 

ARTICLE I 

For the purpose of this Agreement and its Annex unless the context 
otherwise requires: 

(A) The term "territory" shall mean in respect of either Contracting 
Party the land areas and territorial waters adjacent thereto under 
the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, mandate, or trusteeship of such 
Party. 

(B) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of 
New Zealand the Minister in Charge of Civil Aviation, and in the case 
of the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in both 
cases any person or body authorized by the respective Contracting 
Parties to perform the functions presently exercised by the above-
mentioned authorities. 

(C) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport 
enterprise or enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one 
of the Contracting Parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical 
authorities of the other Contracting Party as the airline designated 
by the first Contracting Party in accordance with Article III of this 
Agreement for the route specified in such notification. 

(D) The terms "airline" and "route" shall be deemed to include 
"airlines" and "routes" respectively. 

(E) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (h), and (d) of 
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 [1] shall apply. 

1 [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to 
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282, p. 85.1 
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(F) The term "National of New Zealand" shall mean

(i) The Government of New Zealand or a British subject who
is ordinarily resident in New Zealand or

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Govern-
ment of New Zealand or

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under
the laws of New Zealand or of any Territory thereof and
which is substantially owned and effectively controlled by
the Government of New Zealand or by such subjects or by
both such Government and one or more of such subjects.

(G) The term "National of Australia" shall mean

(i) The Government of Australia or a British subject who
is ordinarily resident in Australia or

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Gov-
ernment of Australia or

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under
the laws of Australia or of any State or Territory thereof
and which is substantially owned and effectively con-
trolled by the Government of Australia or by such subjects
or by both such Government and one or more of such
subjects.

(H) The term "National of the United States" shall mean a citizen
of the United States within the meaning of the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938, as amended.

ARTICLE II

Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party
rights to the extent described in the Annex to this Agreement for the
purpose of the establishment of the international air services set forth
in that Annex, or as amended in accordance with Article XI of the
present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed services").

ABTCLE III

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a
later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights
are granted, but not before:

(1) The Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted
shall have designated an airline for the specified route;

(2) The Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have
given the appropriate operating permission to the airline concerned
which (subject to the provisions of paragraph (B) of this Article
and of Article VII) it shall do with the least possible delay.
(B) The designated airline may be required to satisfy the aero-

nautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights that
it is qualified to fulfill the conditions prescribed by or under the laws
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(F) The term "National of New Zealand" shall mean 

(i) The Government of New Zealand or a British subject who 
is ordinarily resident in New Zealand or 

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such 
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and. the Govern-
ment of New Zealand or 

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under 
the laws of New Zealand or of any Territory thereof and 
which is substantially owned and effectively controlled by 
the Government of New Zealand or by such subjects or by 
both such Government and one or more of such subjects. 

(G) The term "National of Australia" shall mean 

(1) 

(11) 

The Government of Australia or a British subject who 
is ordinarily resident in Australia or 
A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such 
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Gov-
ernment of Australia or 
A corporation or association created or organized under 
the laws of Australia or of any State or Territory thereof 
and which is substantially owned and effectively con-
trolled by the Government of Australia or by such subjects 
or by both such Government and one or more of such 
subjects. 

(H) The term "National of the United States" shall mean a citizen 
of the United States within the meaning of the Civil Aeronautics 
Act of 1938, as amended. 

ARTICLE II 

Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party 
rights to the extent described in the Annex to this Agreement for the 
purpose of the establishment of the international air services set forth 
in that Annex, or as amended in accordance with Article XI of the 
present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed services"). 

Aterwm III 

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a 
later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights 
are granted, but not before: 

(1) The Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted 
shall have designated an airline for the specified route; 

(2) The Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have 
given the appropriate operating permission to the airline concerned 
which (subject to the provisions of paragraph (B) of this Article 
and of Article VII) it shall do with the least possible delay. 

(B) The designated airline may be required to satisfy the aero-
nautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights that 
it is qualified to fulfill the conditions prescribed by or under the laws 
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and regulations normally applied by those authorities to the operations

of international commercial air services.

ARTICLE IV

(A) The charges which either of the Contracting Parties may

impose or permit to be imposed on the designated airline of the other

Contracting Party for the use of airports and other facilities shall

not be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and facili-

ties by its national aircraft engaged in similar international services.

(B) Subject to paragraph (C) of this Article, aircraft of the desig-

nated airline of one Contracting Party operating on the agreed serv-

ices, as well as fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into or

taken on board aircraft in the territory of the second Contracting

Party by or on behalf of the designated airline of the other Contracting

Party and intended solely for use by the aircraft of such airline, shall

be accorded with respect to customs duties, inspection fees, or other

charges imposed in the territory of the second Contracting Party

treatment not less favorable than that granted to national airlines

engaged in international air transport or the airlines of any other

nation.
(C) Aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting Party

operating on the agreed services on a flight to, from, or across the

territory of the other Contracting Party shall be admitted temporarily

free from customs duties, subject otherwise to the customs regulations

of such other Contracting Party. Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils,

spare parts, regular equipment, and aircraft stores retained on board

aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting Party shall be

exempt in the territory of the other Contracting Party from customs

duties, inspection fees, or similar duties or charges, even though such

supplies be used by such aircraft on flights in that territory.
(D) Each of the designated airlines shall have the right to use

all airports, airways, and other facilities provided by the Contracting

Parties for use by international air services on the specified routes.

(E) Each Contracting Party shall grant equal treatment to its own

designated airline and that of the other Contracting Party in the

administration of its customs, immigration, quarantine, and similar

regulations.
ARTICLE V

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency, and licenses

issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party and still in force

shall be recognized as valid by the other Contracting Party for the

purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each Contracting Party

reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize for the purpose of

flight above its own territory certificates of competency and licenses

granted to its own nationals by the other Contracting Party or by

another State.
ARTICLE VI

(A) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating

to entry into or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
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and regulations normally applied by those authorities to the operations 
of international commercial air services. 

ARTICLE IV 

(A) The charges which either of the Contracting Parties may 
impose or permit to be imposed on the designated airline of the other 
Contracting Party for the use of airports and other facilities shall 
not be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and facili-
ties by its national aircraft engaged in similar international services. 

(B) Subject to paragraph (C) of this Article, aircraft of the desig-
nated airline of one Contracting Party operating on the agreed serv-
ices, as well as fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into or 
taken on board aircraft in the territory of the second Contracting 
Party by or on behalf of the designated airline of the other Contracting 
Party and intended solely for use by the aircraft of such airline, shall 
be accorded with respect to customs duties, inspection fees, or other 
charges imposed in the territory of the second Contracting Party 
treatment not less favorable than that granted to national airlines 
engaged in international air transport or the airlines of any other 
nation. 

(C) Aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting Party 
operating on the agreed services on a flight to, from, or across the 
territory of the other Contracting Party shall be admitted temporarily 
free from customs duties, subject otherwise to the customs regulations 
of such other Contracting Party. Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils, 
spare parts, regular equipment, and aircraft stores retained on board 
aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting Party shall be 
exempt in the territory of the other Contracting Party from customs 
duties, inspection fees, or similar duties or charges, even though such 
supplies be used by such aircraft on flights in that territory. 

(D) Each of the designated airlines shall have the right to use 
all airports, airways, and other facilities provided by the Contracting 
Parties for use by international air services on the specified routes. 

(E) Each Contracting Party shall grant equal treatment to its own 
designated airline and that of the other Contracting Party in the 
administration of its customs, immigration, quarantine, and similar 

regulations. 
ARTICLE V 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency, and licenses 
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party and still in force 
shall be recognized as valid by the other Contracting Party for the 
purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each Contracting Party 
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize for the purpose of 
flight above its own territory certificates of competency and licenses 
granted to its own nationals by the other Contracting Party or by 

another State. 
ARTICLE VI 

(A) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating 

to entry into or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in 
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international air navigation or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory shall apply to aircraft of the
designated airline of the other Contracting Party.

(B) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating
to the entry into, sojourn in, and departure from its territory of
passengers, crew, or cargo of aircraft (such as regulations relating to
entry, clearance, immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine)
shall be applicable to the passengers, crew, or cargo of the aircraft
of the designated airline of the other Contracting Party while in the
territory of the first Contracting Party.

ARTICLE VII

(A) Each Contracting Party reserves the right to itself to with-
hold or revoke the certificate or permit of an airline designated by the
other Contracting Party if it is not satisfied that substantial owner-
ship and effective control of such airline are vested in nationals of the
other Contracting Party, or in nationals of New Zealand and of
Australia with respect to an airline designated by New Zealand. Each
Contracting Party also reserves the right to itself to withhold or
revoke, or impose such appropriate conditions as it may deem necessary
with respect to, any certificate or permit in case of failure by the
designated airline of the other Contracting Party to comply with the
laws and regulations of the first Contracting Party or in case, in the
judgment of the first Contracting Party, there is failure to fulfill the
conditions under which the rights are granted pursuant to this
Agreement. In the event of action by one Contracting Party under
this Article the rights of the other Contracting Party under Article
IX shall not be prejudiced.

(B) Prior to exercising the right conferred in paragraph (A)
of this Article to withhold or revoke, or to impose conditions with
respect to, any certificate or permit issued to the designated airline
of the other Contracting Party, the Contracting Party desiring to
exercise such right shall give notice thereof to the other Contracting
Party and simultaneously to the designated airline concerned. Such
notice shall state the basis of the proposed action and shall afford
opportunity to the other Contracting Party to consult in regard thereto.
Any revocation or imposition of conditions shall become effective
on the date specified in such notice (which shall not be less than one
calendar month after the date on which the notice would in the
ordinary course of transmission be received by the Contracting Party
to whom it is addressed) unless the notice is withdrawn before such
date.

ARTICLE VIII
(A) In a spirit of close collaboration the aeronautical authorities

of the two Contracting Parties will consult regularly with a view
to assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation
of the provisions outlined in this Agreement and its Annex.

(B) In the event of the aeronautical authorities of either Con-
tracting Party failing or ceasing to publish information in relation
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international air navigation or to the operation and navigation of 
such aircraft while within its territory shall apply to aircraft of the 
designated airline of the other Contracting Party. 

(B) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating 
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(B) In the event of the aeronautical authorities of either Con-
tracting Party failing or ceasing to publish information in relation 
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to the agreed services on lines similar to that included in the Airline
Traffic Surveys (Station to Station and Origination and Destination)
now published by the Civil Aeronautics Board and failing or ceasing
to supply such data of this character as may be required by the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its successor,
the aeronautical authorities of such Contracting Party shall supply,
on the request of the aeronautical authorities of the other Contracting
Party, such information of that nature as may be requested.

ARTICLE IX

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the in- Dispute.
terpretation or application of this Agreement or its Annex which
cannot be settled through consultation shall be referred for an ad-
visory report to the Interim Council of the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization (in accordance with the provisions of
Article III, Section 6(8) of the Interim Agreement on International
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its suc- 59 tat. 1s.

cessor, and the executive authorities of each Contracting Party will
use their best efforts under the powers available to them to put into
effect the opinion expressed in such report.

ARTcLE X

This Agreement shall be registered by both Contracting Parties mReastsionof-
with the United Nations and shall also be registered, together with
all relative contracts, with the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization set up by the Interim Agreement on International
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago December 7, 1944 or its successor. 9 stat. m16

ARTICLE XI

(A) If a general multilateral air transport convention enters into Amendments.

force in relation to both Contracting Parties, the present Agreement
shall be amended so as to conform with the provisions of such
convention.

(B) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consultation
with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this
Agreement or its Annex which may be desirable in the light of
experience.

(C) If either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to
modify the terms of the Annex to this Agreement, it may request
consultation between the aeronautical authorities of both Contracting
Parties, and such consultation shall begin within a period of sixty
days from the date of the request. When these authorities agree on
modifications to the Annex, these modifications will come into effect
when they have been confirmed by the Contracting Parties by an
exchange of notes through the diplomatic channel

AmrnLE XII

It shall be open to either Contracting Party at any time to give Tamtiao

notice to the other of its desire to terminate this Agreement. Such
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notice shall be simultaneously communicated to the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor. If such notice
is given, this Agreement shall terminate twelve calendar months after
the date of receipt of the notice by the other Contracting Party unless
the notice to terminate is withdrawn by agreement before the expiry
of this period. In the absence of acknowledgment by the other Con-
tracting Party specifying an earlier date of receipt, notice shall be
deemed to have been received fourteen days after the receipt of the
notice by the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
or its successor.

ARTICLE XIII

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

IN WITNESS wHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto
by their respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.

DONE in duplicate at Washington, this third day of December, 1946.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

DEAN ACHEsON

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF NEW ZEALAND:

C. A. BERENDSEN
JOHN S. REID

Entry into force.
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C. A. BERENDSEN 
JOHN S. REED 
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ANNEX

SECTION I

The airline of the United States of America designated pursuant to itUn rghts of tras
the present Agreement is accorded rights of transit and of stop for Zealand.
non-traffic purposes in the territory of New Zealand, as well as the
right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers,
cargo, and mail at Auckland, on the following route:

The United States via Honolulu, Canton Island, the Fiji Islands,
New Caledonia (optional), to Auckland; in both directions.

This service shall terminate at Auckland.

SECTION II

The airline of New Zealand designated pursuant to the present
Agreement is accorded rights of transit and of stop for non-traffic pur-
poses in the territory of the United States of America, as well as the
right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers,
cargo, and mail at Honolulu and San Francisco, on the following
route:

New Zealand via the Fiji Islands, Canton Island, Honolulu, to
San Francisco, and (optional) beyond to Vancouver; in both
directions.

SECTION III

It is agreed between the Contracting Parties:

(A) That the two Governments desire to foster and encourage the
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the gen-
eral good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound
economic principles, and desire to stimulate international air travel as
a means of promoting friendly understanding and good will among
peoples and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new
form of transportation to the common welfare of both countries.

(B) The designated airlines of the two Contracting Parties operat-
ing on the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and equal
opportunity for the operation of the agreed services. If the desig-
nated airline of one Contracting Party is temporarily unable, as a re-
sult of the war or for reasons within the control of the other Contract-
ing Party, to take advantage of such opportunity, the Contracting
Parties shall review the situation with the object of assisting the said
airline to take full advantage of the fair and equal opportunity to
participate in the agreed services.

(C) That in the operation by the designated airline of either
Contracting Party of the trunk services described in the present An-
nex, the interests of any airline of the other Contracting Party shall
be taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the services
which the latter provides on all or part of the same route.

(D) That the total air transport services offered by the designated
airlines of the two Contracting Parties over the routes specified in

New Zealand rights
of transit and stop in
U.S.
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which the latter provides on all or part of the same route. 
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this Annex shall bear a close relationship to the requirements of the
public for such services.

(E) That the services provided by each designated airline under
this Agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country which designates such airline and the country of ultimate des-
tination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on such serv-
ices international traffic destined for and coming from third countries
at a point or points on the route specified in the Annex to this Agree-
ment shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of
orderly development to which both Governments subscribe and shall
be subject to the general principle that capacity should be related:

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and
the countries of destination;

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation; and
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

SECTION IV

(A) The determination of rates in accordance with the following
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit, and
the rates charged by any other airline, as well as the characteristics of
each service.

(B) The rates to be charged by the designated airline of either
Contracting Party between points in the territory of the United States
and points in New Zealand territory referred to in this Annex, shall,
consistent with the provisions of the present Agreement and its Annex,
be subject to the approval of the aeronautical authorities of the Con-
tracting Parties, who shall act in accordance with their obligations
under the present Agreement and its Annex, within their respective
constitutional powers and obligations.

(C) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States having ap-
proved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air Trans-
port Association (hereinafter called "IATA"), for a period of one
year beginning in February 1946, any rate agreements concluded
through this machinery during this period and involving any United
States airline will be subject to approval by the Board.

(D) Any new rate proposed by the designated airline of either
Contracting Party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of
both Contracting Parties at least thirty days before the proposed date
of introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may be re-
duced in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities
of both Contracting Parties.

(E) The Contracting Parties agree that the procedure described in
paragraphs (F), (G), and (H) of this section shall apply

(1) if, during the period of the Civil Aeronautics Board's ap-
proval of the IATA traffic conference machinery, either any specific
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this Annex shall bear a close relationship to the requirements of the 
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rate agreement is not approved within a reasonable time by either
Contracting Party or a conference of IATA is unable to agree on a
rate, or

(2) at any time no IATA machinery is applicable, or
(3) if either Contracting Party at any time withdraws or fails

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA traffic conference
machinery relevant to this provision.

(F) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aeronau-
tical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates for
the transport of persons and property by air on international services,
and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to that in
which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to act
with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and property
by air within the United States, each of the Contracting Parties shall
thereafter exercise its authority in such manner as to prevent any rate
or rates proposed by its designated airline for services from the
territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the territory
of the other Contracting Party from becoming effective, if in the
judgment of the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party
whose designated airline is proposing such rate, that rate is unfair
or uneconomic. If one of the Contracting Parties on receipt of the
notification referred to in paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied with
the new rate proposed by the designated airline of the other Con-
tracting Party, it shall so notify the other Contracting Party prior
to the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the
Contracting Parties shall endeavor to reach agreement on the ap-
propriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contracting Party
will exercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement.

If agreement has not been reacledl at the end of the thirty-day
period referred to in paraglraphl (I)) above, the proposed rate may,
unless the aeronautical authorities of the country of the airline con-
cerned see fit to suspend its application, go into effect provisionally
pending the settlement of any dispute in accordance with the pro-
cedure outlined in paragraph (H) below.

(G) Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of the
Contracting Parties is dissatisfied with any new rate proposed by the
designated airline of either Contracting Party for services from the
territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the territory
of the other Contracting Party, it shall so notify the other prior to
the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty-day period referred to in
paragraph (D) above, and the Contracting Parties shall endeavor to
reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contracting Party
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect
by its designated airline.

It is recognized that if no such agreement can be reached prior to the
expiry of such thirty days, the Contracting Party raising the objection
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rate agreement is not approved within a reasonable time by either 
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Determination of
rates over segment of It is recognized that the determination of rates to be charged by an

routeairline of one Contracting Party over a segment of the specified route,
which segment lies between the territories of the other Contracting
Party and a third country, is a complex question the overall solution
of which cannot be sought through consultation between only the two
Contracting Parties. Pending the acceptance by both Contracting
Parties of any multilateral agreement or recommendations with re-
spect to such rates, the rates to be charged by the designated airlines
of the two Contracting Parties over the route segment involved shall
be set in the first instance by agreement between such airlines operating
over such route segment, subject to the approval of the aeronautical
authorities of the two Contracting Parties. In case such designated
airlines can not reach agreement or in case the aeronautical authorities
of both Contracting Parties do not approve any rates set by such air-
lines, the question shall become the subject of consultation between the
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties. In consider-
ing such rates the aeronautical authorities shall have regard particu-

Agp.B. larly to subparagraph (C) of Section III of this Annex and to the
desire of both Contracting Parties to foster and encourage the develop-

Advisory report.

Round-trip rates.
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to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary to prevent
the inauguration or continuation of the service in question at the rate
complained of.

(H) When in any case under paragraphs (F) and (G) above the
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties cannot agree
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation
initiated by the complaint of one Contracting Party concerning the
proposed rate or an existing rate of the designated airline of the other
Contracting Party, upon the request of either, both Contracting Parties
shall submit the question to the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization or its successor for an advisory report, and the
executive authorities of each Contracting Party will use their best
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion
expressed in such report.

(I) The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the
aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to
act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and property
by air within the United States.

(J) In this Annex references to rates between a point in the terri-
tory of one Contracting Party and a point in the territory of the other
Contracting Party shall be deemed to include round-trip rates for a
journey from the territory of the first mentioned Contracting Party to
the territory of the second mentioned Contracting Party and back
to the territory of the first mentioned Contracting Party.

SECTION V
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to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary to prevent 
the inauguration or continuation of the service in question at the rate 
complained of. 

(II) When in any case under paragraphs (F) and (G) above the 
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties cannot agree 
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation 
initiated by the complaint of one Contracting Party concerning the 
proposed rate or an existing rate of the designated airline of the other 
Contracting Party, upon the request of either, both Contracting Parties 
shall submit the question to the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization or its successor for an advisory report, and the 
executive authorities of each Contracting Party will use their best 
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion 
expressed in such report. 

(I) The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States 
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the 
aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic 
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on international 
services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to 
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to 
act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and property 
by air within the United States. 

(J) In this Annex references to rates between a point in the terri-
tory of one Contracting Party and a point in the territory of the other 
Contracting Party shall be deemed to include round-trip rates for a 
journey from the territory of the first mentioned Contracting Party to 
the territory of the second mentioned Contracting Party and back 
to the territory of the first mentioned Contracting Party. 
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SECTION V 

It is recognized that the determination of rates to be charged by an 
airline of one Contracting Party over a segment of the specified route, 
which segment lies between the territories of the other Contracting 
Party and a third country, is a complex question the overall solution 
of which cannot be sought through consultation between only the two 
Contracting Parties. Pending the acceptance by both Contracting 
Parties of any multilateral agreement or recommendations with re-
spect to such rates, the rates to be charged by the designated airlines 
of the two Contracting Parties over the route segment involved shall 
be set in the first instance by agreement between such airlines operating 
over such route segment, subject to the approval of the aeronautical 
authorities of the two Contracting Parties. In case such designated 
airlines can not reach agreement or in case the aeronautical authorities 
of both Contracting Parties do not approve any rates set by such air-
lines, the question shall become the subject of consultation between the 
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties. In consider-
ing such rates the aeronautical authorities shall have regard particu-
larly to subparagraph (C) of Section III of this Annex and to the 
desire of both Contracting Parties to foster and encourage the develop-
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ment of efficient and economically sound trunk air services by the
designated airlines over the specified routes and the development of
efficient and economically sound regional air services along and in
areas adjacent to the specified routes. If the aeronautical authorities
can not reach agreement the matter shall be referred for an advisory
report to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil
Aviation Organization or its successor, and the executive authorities
of each Contracting Party shall use their best efforts under the powers
available to them to put into effect the opinion expressed in such report.
Pending determination of the rates in the manner herein provided, the
rates to be charged over the particular route segment or segments
involved shall be as fixed by the aeronautical authorities of the Con-
tracting Party whose territory is on the segment or segments involved,
provided that no discrimination is made between the rates to be
charged by the designated airlines of the two Contracting Parties.
After any rate has been agreed to in accordance with the procedure
described in this Section, such rate shall remain in effect until changed
in accordance with this procedure.

SECTION VI

After the present Agreement comes into force the aeronautical
authorities of both Contracting Parties will exchange information as
promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to their
respective designated airline to render service to, through, and from
the territory of the other Contracting Party. This will include copies
of current certificates and authorizations for service on the routes
which are the subject of this Agreement and, for the future, such new
certificates and authorizations as may be issued together with amend-
ments, exemption orders, and authorized service patterns.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Australia respecting
air transport services. Signed at Washington December 3, 1946;
effective December 3, 1946.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Commonwealth of Australia,

Desiring to conclude an Agreement for the purpose of promoting
direct air services as rapidly as possible between their respective
territories,

Have accordingly appointed authorized representatives for this
purpose, who have agreed as follows:-

ARTTCLE I

For the purpose of this Agreement and its Annex unless the context
otherwise requires:

(A) The term "territory" shall have the meaning assigned to it
by Article 2 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944. [ 1]

(B) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of
Australia the Director-General of Civil Aviation, and in the case of
the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in both cases any
person or body authorized by the respective Contracting Parties to
perform the functions presently exercised by the above-mentioned
authorities.

(C) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport en-
terprise or enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one of the
Contracting Parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical
authorities of the other Contracting Party as the airline designated
by the first Contracting Party in accordance with Article III of this
Agreement for the route specified in such notification.

(D) The terms "airline" and "route" shall be deemed to include
"airlines" and "routes" respectively.

(E) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 [2] shall apply.

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282, p. 59.]

' [Ibid., p. 85.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Australia respecting 
air transport services. Signed at Washington December 8, 1946; 
effective December 3, 1946. 

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BEI WEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Commonwealth of Australia, 

Desiring to conclude an Agreement for the purpose of promoting 
direct air services as rapidly as possible between their respective 
territories, 
Have accordingly appointed authorized representatives for this 

purpose, who have agreed as follows :— 

ARTICLE I 

For the purpose of this Agreement and its Annex unless the context 
otherwise requires: 

(A) The term "territory" shall have the meaning assigned to it 
by Article 2 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944. [1] 

(B) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of 
Australia the Director-General of Civil Aviation, and in the case of 
the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in both cases any 
person or body authorized by the respective Contracting Parties to 
perform the functions presently exercised by the above-mentioned 
authorities. 

(C) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport en-
terprise or enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one of the 

Contracting Parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical 
authorities of the other Contracting Party as the airline designated 
by the first Contracting Party in accordance with Article III of this 
Agreement for the route specified in such notification. 

(D) The terms "airline" and "route" shall be deemed to include 
"airlines" and "routes" respectively. 

(E) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (b), and (d) of 
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 [2] shall apply. 

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to 

December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282, p. 59.] 

2 [Ibid., p. 85.] 
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(F) The term "National of Australia" shall mean

(i) The Government of Australia or a British subject who is
ordinarily resident in Australia or

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Gov-
ernment of Australia or

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under
the laws of Australia or of any State or Territory thereof
and which is substantially owned and effectively con-
trolled by the Government of Australia or by such subjects
or by both such Government and one or more of such
subjects.

(G) The term "National of New Zealand" shall mean

(i) The Government of New Zealand or a British subject who
is ordinarily resident in New Zealand or

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Govern-
ment of New Zealand or

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under
the laws of New Zealand or of any Territory thereof and
which is substantially owned and effectively controlled
by the Government of New Zealand or by such subjects or
by both such Government and one or more of such subjects.

(H) The term "National of the United States" shall mean a citizen
of the United States within the meaning of the Civil Aeronautics Act
of 1938, as amended.

ARTICLE II

Eacl Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party
rights to the extent described in the Annex to this Agreement for the
purpose of the establishment of the international air services set fortll
in that Annex, or as amended in accorldance with Article XI of the
present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed services").

ARTICLE III

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a
later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights
are granted, but not before:

(1) The Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted
shall have designated an airline for the specified route;

(2) The Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have
given the appropriate operating permission to the airline concerned
which (subject to the provisions of paragraph (B) of this Article
and of Article VII) it shall do with the least possible delay.

(B) The designated airline may be required to satisfy the aero-
nautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights that
it is qualified to fulfill the conditions prescribed by or under the laws

"National of Aus-
tralia".

"National of New
Zealand".

"National of the
United States".

52 Stat. 973.
49 U. S. (. 4)1

et seq.

I .'st, . 2tO.

lPot, p. 2t1;5.

Inauguration of
agreed service s.

Post, p. 2467.
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(F) The term "National of Australia" shall mean "National of Aus-
tralia". 

(i) The Government of Australia or a British subject who is 
ordinarily resident in Australia or 

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such 
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Gov-
ernment of Australia or 

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under 
the laws of Australia or of any State or Territory thereof 
and which is substantially owned and effectively con-
trolled by the Government of Australia or by such subjects 
or by both such Government and one or more of such 
subjects. 

(G) The term "National of New Zealand" shall mean "National of New 
Zealand". 

(i) The Government of New Zealand or a British subject who 
is ordinarily resident in New Zealand or 

(ii) A partnership comprised entirely of a number of such 
subjects or of one or more of such subjects and the Govern-
ment of New Zealand or 

(iii) A corporation or association created or organized under 
the laws of New Zealand or of any Territory thereof and 
which is substantially owned and effectively controlled 
by the Government of New Zealand or by such subjects or 
by both such Government and one or more of such subjects. 

(H) The term "National of the United States" shall mean a citizen 
of the United States within the meaning of the Civil Aeronautics Act 
of 1938, as amended. 

ARTICLE II 

Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting Party 
rights to the extent described in the Annex to this Agreement for the 
purpose of the establishment of the international air services set fort Ii 
in that Annex, or as amended in accordance with Article XI of the 
present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed services"). 

ARTICLE III 

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a 
later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights 
are granted, but not before: 

(1) The Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted 
shall have designated an airline for the specified route; 

(2) The Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have 
given the appropriate operating permission to the airline concerned 
which (subject to the provisions of paragraph (B) of this Article 
and of Article VII) it shall do with the least possible delay. 

(B) The designated airline may be required to satisfy the aero-
nautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights that 
it is qualified to fulfill the conditions prescribed by or under the laws 
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and regulations normally applied by those authorities to the opera-
tions of international commercial air services.

AiTICLE IV

(A) The charges which either of the Contracting Parties may im-
pose or permit to be imposed on the designated airline of the other
Contracting Party for the use of airports and other facilities shall not
be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and facilities
by its national aircraft engaged in similar international services.

(B) Subject to paragraph (C) of this Article, aircraft of the desig-
nated airline of one Contracting Party operating on the agreed serv-
ices, as well as fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into
or taken on board aircraft in the territory of the second Contracting
Party by or on behalf of the designated airline of the other Contracting
Party and intended solely for use by the aircraft of such airline, shall
be accorded with respect to customs duties, inspection fees, or other
charges imposed in the territory of the second Contracting Party treat-
ment not less favorable than that granted to national airlines engaged
in international air transport or the airlines of the most favored
nation.

(C) Aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting Party
operating on the agreed services on a flight to, from, or across the
territory of the other Contracting Party shall be admitted tempo-
rarily free from customs duties, subject otherwise to the customs
regulations of such other Contracting Party. Supplies of fuel,
lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment, and aircraft stores
retained on board aircraft of the designated airline of one Contracting
Party shall be exempt in the territory of the other Contracting Party
from customs duties, inspection fees, or similar duties or charges, even
though such supplies be used by such aircraft on flights in that
territory.

(D) Each of the designated airlines shall have the right to use all
airports, airways, and other facilities provided by the Contracting
Parties for use by international air services on the specified routes.

(E) Each Contracting Party shall grant equal treatment to its own
designated airline and that of the other Contracting Party in the
administration of its customs, immigration, quarantine, and similar
regulations.

ARTICLE V

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency, and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party and still in force
shall be recognized as valid by the other Contracting Party for the
purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each Contracting Party
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize for the purpose
of flight above its own territory certificates of competency and licenses
granted to its own nationals by the other Contracting Party or by
another State.
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ARTICLE VI

(A) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating
to entry into or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
international air navigation or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory shall apply to aircraft of the
designated airline of the other Contracting Party.

(B) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating
to the entry into, sojourn in, and departure from its territory of
passengers, crew, or cargo of aircraft (such as regulations relating to
entry, clearance, immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine)
shall be applicable to the passengers, crew, or cargo of the aircraft
of the designated airline of the other Contracting Party while in the
territory of the first Contracting Party.

ARTICLE VII

(A) Each Contracting Party reserves the right to itself to with-
hold or revoke the certificate or permit of an airline designated by the
other Contracting Party if it is not satisfied that substantial owner-
ship and effective control of such airline are vested in nationals of the
other Contracting Party, or in nationals of Australia and of New
Zealand with respect to an airline designated by Australia. Each
Contracting Party also reserves the right to itself to withhold or
revoke, or impose such appropriate conditions as it may deem neces-
sary with respect to, any certificate or permit in case of failure by the
designated airline of the other Contracting Party to comply with the
laws and regulations of the first Contracting Party or in case, in
the judgment of the first Contracting Party, there is failure to fulfill
the conditions under which the rights are granted pursuant to this
Agreement. In the event of action by one Contracting Party under
this Article the rights of the other Contracting Party under Article
IX shall not be prejudiced.

(B) Prior to exercising the right conferred in paragraph (A) of
this Article to withhold or revoke, or to impose conditions with respect
to, any certificate or permit issued to the designated airline of the other
Contracting Party, the Contracting Party desiring to exercise such
right shall give notice thereof to the other Contracting Party and
simultaneously to the designated airline concerned. Such notice shall
state the basis of the proposed action and shall afford opportunity to
the other Contracting Party to consult in regard thereto. Any revo-
cation or imposition of conditions shall become effective on the date
specified in such notice (which shall not be less than one calendar
month after the date on which the notice would in the ordinary course
of transmission be received by the Contracting Party to whom it is
addressed) unless the notice is withdrawn before such date.

ARTICLE VIII

(A) In a spirit of close collaboration the aeronautical authorities of
the two Contracting Parties will consult regularly with a view to
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ARTICLE VI 
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assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation of
the provisions outlined in this Agreement and its Annex.

(B) In the event of the aeronautical authorities of either Contracting
Party failing or ceasing to publish information in relation to the agreed
services on lines similar to that included in the Airline Traffic Sur-
veys (Station to Station and Origination and Destination) now pub-
lished by the Civil Aeronautics Board and failing or ceasing to supply
such data of this character as may be required by the Provisional In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organization or its successor, the aero-
nautical authorities of such Contracting Party shall supply, on the
request of the aeronautical authorities of the other Contracting Party,
such information of that nature as may be requested.

ARTICLE IX

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the inter-
pretation or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot
be settled through consultation shall be referred for an advisory report
to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion 6(8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation
signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor, and the
executive authorities of each Contracting Party will use their best
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion
expressed in such report.

ARTICLE X

This Agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered by
both Contracting Parties with the Provisional International Civil Avi-
ation Organization set up by the Interim Agreement on International
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago December 7, 1944 or its successor.

ARTICLE XI

(A) If a general multilateral air transport convention enters into
force in relation to both Contracting Parties, the present Agreement
shall be amended so as to conform with the provisions of such conven-
tion.

(B) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consultation
with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this Agree-
ment or its Annex which may be desirable in the light of experience.

(C) If either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to
modify the terms of the Annex to this Agreement, it may request con-
sultation between the aeronautical authorities of both Contracting
Parties, and such consultation shall begin within a period of sixty
days from the date of the request. When these authorities agree on
modifications to the Annex, these modifications will come into effect
when they have been confirmed by the Contracting Parties by an
exchange of notes through the diplomatic channel.
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tion 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation 
signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor, and the 
executive authorities of each Contracting Party will use their best 
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion 
expressed in such report. 
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Amendments. 

Amax X 

This Agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered by 
both Contracting Parties with the Provisional International Civil Avi-
ation Organization set up by the Interim Agreement on International 
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago December 7, 1944 or its successor. 

ARTICLE XI 

(A) If a general multilateral air transport convention enters into 
force in relation to both Contracting Parties, the present Agreement 
shall be amended so as to conform with the provisions of such conven-
tion. 

(B) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consultation 
with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this Agree-
ment or its Annex which may be desirable in the light of experience. 

(C) If either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to 
modify the terms of the Annex to this Agreement, it may request con-
sultation between the aeronautical authorities of both Contracting 
Parties, and such consultation shall begin within a period of sixty 
days from the date of the request. When these authorities agree on 
modifications to the Annex, these modifications will come into effect 
when they have been confirmed by the Contracting Parties by an 
exchange of notes through the diplomatic channel. 
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ARTICLE XII

It shall be open to either Contracting Party at any time to give Termination.
notice to the other of its desire to terminate this Agreement. Such
notice shall be simultaneously communicated to the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or its successor. If such notice
is given, this Agreement shall terminate twelve calendar months after
the date of receipt of the notice by the other Contracting Party unless
the notice to terminate is withdrawn by agreement before the expiry
of this period. In the absence of acknowledgment by the other Con-
tracting Party specifying an earlier date of receipt, notice shall be
deemed to have been received fourteen days after the receipt of the
notice by the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
or its successor.

ARTICLE XIII

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof, Entry into force.
will come into force on the day it is signed.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized thereto
by their respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.

DONE in duplicate at Washington, this third day of December, 1946.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

DEAN ACHESON

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA:

NORMAN J. O. MAKIN

EDGAR C JOHNSTON

95347°--49--PT. III 13
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DONE in duplicate at Washington, this third day of December, 1946. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

DEAN ACHESON 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA: 

NORMAN J. 0. MAKIN 

EDGAR C JOHNSTON 
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ANNEX

SECTION I

The airline of the United States of America designated pursuant
to the present Agreement is accorded rights of transit and of stop for
non-traffic purposes in the territory of Australia, as well as the right
to pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo, and
mail at Sydney, on the following route:

The United States via Honolulu, Canton Island, the Fiji Islands,
New Caledonia (optional), to Sydney; in both directions.

It is agreed that, if and so long as the airport at Melbourne is used
as a terminal of an international air service operated by an airline
other than the designated airline of the United States of America,
the designated airline of the United States of America may proceed
beyond Sydney to Melbourne and may in addition enjoy at Melbourne
the rights conveyed herein in respect to Sydney.

SECTION II

The airline of Australia designated pursuant to the present Agree-
ment is accorded rights of transit and of stop for non-traffic purposes
in the territory of the United States of America, as well as the right
to pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo, and
mail at Honolulu and San Francisco, on the following route:

Australia via New Caledonia (optional), the Fiji Islands,
Canton Island, Honolulu, to San Francisco, and (optional)
beyond to Vancouver; in both directions.

SECTION III

It is agreed between the Contracting Parties:

(A) That the two Governments desire to foster and encourage the
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the general
good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound economic
principles, and desire to stimulate international air travel as a means
of promoting friendly understanding and good will among peoples
and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new form of
transportation to the common welfare of both countries.

(B) The designated airlines of the two Contracting Parties
operating on the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and
equal opportunity for the operation of the agreed services. If the
designated airline of one Contracting Party is temporarily unable,
as a result of the war or for reasons within the control of the other
Contracting Party, to take advantage of such opportunity, the Con-
tracting Parties shall review the situation with the object of assisting
the said airline to take full advantage of the fair and equal
opportunity to participate in the agreed services.

(C) That in the operation by the designated airline of either
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Contracting Party of the trunk services described in the present
Annex, the interests of any airline of the other Contracting Party
shall be taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the services
which the latter provides on all or part of the same route.

(D) That the total air transport services offered by the designated
airlines of the two Contracting Parties over the routes specified in this
Annex shall bear a close relationship to the requirements of the public
for such services.

(E) That the services provided by each designated airline under
this Agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country which designates such airline and the country of ultimate
destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on such
services international traffic destined for and coming from third
countries at a point or points on the route specified in the Annex to
this Agreement shall be applied in accordance with the general prin-
ciples of orderly development to which both Governments subscribe
and shall be subject to the general principle that capacity should be
related:

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and
the countries of destination;

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation; and
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

SECTION IV

(A) The determination of rates in accordance with the following
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit, and
the rates charged by any other airline, as well as the characteristics of
each service.

(B) The rates to be charged by the designated airline of either
Contracting Party between points in the territory of the United States
and points in Australian territory referred to in this Annex, shall,
consistent with the provisions of the present Agreement and its Annex,
be subject to the approval of the aeronautical authorities of the Con-
tracting Parties, who shall act in accordance with their obligations
under the present Agreement and its Annex, within their respective
constitutional powers and obligations.

(C) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States having
approved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air
Transport Association (hereinafter called "IATA"), for a period of
one year beginning in February 1946. any rate agreements concluded
through this machinery during this period and involving any United
States airline will be subject to approval by the Board.

(D) Any new rate proposed by the designated airline of either
Contracting Party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of
both Contracting Parties at least thirty days before the proposed date
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of introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may be re-
duced in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities
of both Contracting Parties.

(E) The Contracting Parties agree that the procedure described in
paragraphs (F), (G), and (H) of this section shall apply

(1) if, during the period of the Civil Aeronautics Board's ap-
proval of the IATA traffic conference machinery, either any specific
rate agreement is not approved within a reasonable time by either
Contracting Party or a conference of IATA is unable to agree on
a rate, or

(2) at any time no IATA machinery is applicable, or
(3) if either Contracting Party at any time withdraws or fails

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA traffic conference
machinery relevant to this provision.
(F) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-

nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates
for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and prop-
erty by air within the United States, each of the Contracting Parties
shall thereafter exercise its authority in such manner as to prevent any
rate or rates proposed by its designated airline for services from the
territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the territory
of the other Contracting Party from becoming effective, if in the
judgment of the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party
whose designated airline is proposing such rate, that rate is unfair
or uneconomic. If one of the Contracting Parties on receipt of the
notification referred to in paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied with
the new rate proposed by the designated airline of the other Contract-
ing Party, it shall so notify the other Contracting Party prior to the
expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the Con-
tracting Parties shall endeavor to reach agreement on the appropriate
rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contracting Party
will exercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement.

If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty-day
period referred to in paragraph (D) above, the proposed rate may,
unless the aeronautical authorities of the country of the airline con-
cerned see fit to suspend its application, go into effect provisionally
pending the settlement of any dispute in accordance with the pro-
cedure outlined in paragraph (H) below.

(G) Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of the
Contracting Parties is dissatisfied with any new rate proposed by
the designated airline of either Contracting Party for services from
the territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the
territory of the other Contracting Party, it shall so notify the other
prior to the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty-day period referred
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to in paragraph (D) above, and the Contracting Parties shall endeavor
to reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contracting Party
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect
by its designated airline.

It is recognized that if no such agreement can be reached prior to
the expiry of such thirty days, the Contracting Party raising the
objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary
to prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in question
at the rate complained of.

(H) When in any case under paragraphs (F) and (G) above the
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties cannot agree
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation
initiated by the complaint of one Contracting Party concerning the
proposed rate or an existing rate of the designated airline of the other
Contracting Party, upon the request of either, both Contracting
Parties shall submit the question to the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization or its successor for an advisory report,
and the executive authorities of each Contracting Party will use their
best efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the
opinion expressed in such report.

(I) The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the
aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on interna-
tional services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable
to that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and
property by air within the United States.

(J) In this Annex references to rates between a point in the
territory of one Contracting Party and a point in the territory of
the other Contracting Party shall be deemed to include round-trip
rates for a journey from the territory of the first mentioned Con-
tracting Party to the territory of the second mentioned Contracting
Party and back to the territory of the first mentioned Contracting
Party.

SECTION V

It is recognized that the determination of rates to be charged by
an airline of one Contracting Party over a segment of the specified
route, which segment lies between the territories of the other Con-
tracting Party and a third country, is a complex question the overall
solution of which cannot be sought through consultation between
only the two Contracting Parties. Pending the acceptance by both
Contracting Parties of any multilateral agreement or recommenda-
tions with respect to such rates, the rates to be charged by the desig-
nated airlines of the two Contracting Parties over the route segment
involved shall be set in the first instance by agreement between such
airlines operating over such route segment, subject to the approval
of the aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties. In

Determination of
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route.
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case such designated airlines can not reach agreement or in case the
aeronautical authorities of both Contracting Parties do not approve
any rates set by such airlines, the question shall become the subject
of consultation between the aeronautical authorities of the two Con-
tracting Parties. In considering such rates the aeronautical author-
ities shall have regard particularly to subparagraph (C) of Section

An. p. 2470. III of this Annex and to the desire of both Contracting Parties to
foster and encourage the development of efficient and economically
sound trunk air services by the designated airlines over the specified
routes and the development of efficient and economically sound
regional air services along and in areas adjacent to the specified routes.

If the aeronautical authorities can not reach agreement the matter
shall be referred for an advisory report to the Interim Council of the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization or its suc-
cessor, and the executive authorities of each Contracting Party shall
use their best efforts under the powers available to them to put into
effect the opinion expressed in such report. Pending determination
of the rates in the manner herein provided, the rates to be charged
over the particular route segment or segments involved shall be as
fixed by the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party whose
territory is on the segment or segments involved, provided that no
discrimination is made between the rates to be charged by the desig-
nated airlines of the two Contracting Parties. After any rate has
been agreed to in accordance with the procedure described in this
Section, such rate shall remain in effect until changed in accordance
with this procedure.

SECTION VI

Xtcanes onf inforu- After the present Agreement comes into force the aeronautical
thorisations. authorities of both Contracting Parties will exchange information

as promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to
their respective designated airline to render service to, through, and
from the territory of the other Contracting Party. This will include
copies of current certificates and authorizations for service on the
routes which are the subject of this Agreement and, for the future,
such new certificates and authorizations as may be issued together
with amendments, exemption orders, and authorized service patterns.
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Memorandum of agreement between the United States of America and the December 2, 1946
United Kingdom respecting the economic fusion of American and T. .A. S. 1575]
British zones of occupation in Germany. Signed December 2, 1946.

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Representatives of the two Governments have met at Washington
to discuss the questions arising out of the economic fusion of their
zones of occupation in Germany. They have taken as the basis of
their discussion the fact that the aim of the two Governments is to
achieve the economic unity of Germany as a whole, in accordance with
the agreement reached at Potsdam on 2nd August, 1945. The
arrangements set out hereunder, for the United States and United
Kingdom Zones, should be regarded as the first step towards the
achievement of the economic unity of Germany as a whole in ac-
cordance with that agreement. The two Governments are ready at
any time to enter into discussions with either of the other occupying
powers with a view to the extension of these arrangements to their
zones of occupation.

On this basis, agreement has been reached on the following para-
graphs :-

1. Date of inception. This agreement for the economic fusion of the
two zones shall take effect on 1st January, 1947.
2. Pooling of resources. The two zones shall be treated as a single
area for all economic purposes. The indigenous resources of the area
and all imports into the area, including food, shall be pooled in order
to produce a common standard of living.
3. German administrative agencies. The United States and United
Kingdom Commanders-in-Chief are responsible for setting up under
their joint control the German administrative agencies necessary to
the economic unification of the two zones.
4. Agency for foreign trade. Responsibility for foreign trade will rest
initially with the Joint Export-Import Agency (United States-United
Kingdom) or such other agency as may be established by the two
Commanders-in-Chief. This responsibility shall be transferred to the
German administrative agency for foreign trade under joint super-
vision to the maximum extent permitted by the restrictions existing
in foreign countries at any given period. (All references in this agree-
ment to the Joint Export-Import Agency shall apply to this agency
or to any agency established by the two Commanders-in-Chief to
succeed it.)
5. Basis of economic planning. The aim of the two Governments is
the achievement by the end of 1949 of a self-sustaining economy for
the area.
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6. Sharing of financial responsibility. Subject to the provision of the
necessary appropriations, the Governments of the United States and
the United Kingdom will become responsible on an equal basis for
costs of approved imports brought into account after 31st December,
1946 (including stocks on hand financed by the respective Govern-
ments), insofar as those cannot be paid for from other sources, in
accordance with the following provisions:-

(a) For this purpose the imports of the area shall be divided into
two categories: those imports required to prevent disease
and unrest (Category A), which are financed in decreasing
amounts by appropriated funds; and those further imports
(including raw materials), however financed, which will be
required if the economic state of the area is to recover to an
extent sufficient to achieve the aim laid down in paragraph
5 of this Agreement (Category B).

(b) It is the intention of the two Governments that the full cost
of Category A imports shall be defrayed as soon as possible,
subject to sub-paragraph (c) below, from the proceeds of
exports. Any portion of the cost of Category A imports
which is not met by export proceeds will be defrayed by the
two Governments in equal shares from appropriated funds.

(c) The proceeds of exports from the area shall be collected by
the Joint Export-Import Agency and shall be used primarily
for the provision of Category B imports until there is a surplus
of export proceeds over the cost of these imports.

(d) In order to provide funds to procure Category B imports:-

(i) The Government of the United Kingdom will make avail-
able to the Joint Export-Import Agency the sum of
$29,300,000 in settlement of the understanding reached
in September, 1945, for the pooling of the proceeds of
exports from the two zones in proportion to import ex-
penditures, which shall be credited to the United States
contribution.

(ii) In addition to this sum the accumulated proceeds of ex-
ports from the United States Zone (estimated at
$14,500,000), will be made available to the Joint Export-
Import Agency for the purchase of Category B imports.

(iii) The Government of the United Kingdom will provide
Category B goods at the request of the Joint Export-
Import Agency to a value equal to that of the United
States contribution under sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) above.

(iv) The Governments of the United States and the United
Kingdom will make available to the Joint Export-Import
Agency in like amounts their respective shares of the sum
to be used for financing purchases of essential commodities
for the German economy under the provisions, and upon
ratification by the Government of Sweden, of the accord
dated 18th July, 1946, between the Governments of the
United States, the United Kingdom and France on the
one hand and of Sweden on the other.
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(v) Any further sums which are agreed by the Joint Export-
Import Agency to be required for the purchase of Category
B imports shall be provided by the two Governments on
an equal basis in such manner as they may agree. To the
extent that either Government advances sums for the
purchase of raw materials for processing and re-export on
special terms as regards security and repayment, the other
Government may advance equal sums on similar terms.

(e) The costs incurred by the two Governments for their two Recovery of costs

zones before 1st January, 1947, and for the area thereafter, exports.

shall be recovered from future German exports in the shortest
practicable time consistent with the rebuilding of the German
economy on healthy non-aggressive lines.

7. Relaxation of barriers to trade. With a view to facilitating the
expansion of German exports, barriers in the way of trade with
Germany should be removed as rapidly as world conditions permit.
To the same end the establishment of an exchange value for the mark
should be undertaken as soon as this is practicable; financial reform
should be effected in Germany at an early date; and the exchange
of full technical and business communications between Germany and
other countries should be facilitated as soon as possible. Potential
buyers of German goods should be provided access to both zones to
the full extent that facilities permit, and normal business channels
should be restored as soon as possible.

8. Procurement. The determination of import requirements shall be
the responsibility of the Joint Export-Import Agency. The procure-
ment of these requirements shall be dealt with as follows:-

(i) Procurement of Category A imports to the extent that
they are financed from appropriated funds of either
Government shall be the responsibility of that Govern-
mcnt.

(ii) Procurement of Category B imports and of Category A
imports to the extent that they are not financed by
appropriated funds shall be the responsibility of the
Joint Export-Import Agency, with such assistance from
the two Governments as may be desired.

Unless otherwise agreed, subject to the provisions of this paragraph,
procurement shall be from the most economical source of supply.
However, the sources shall be selected to the fullest extent practicable
so as to minimise the drain on the dollar resources of the United
Kingdom.

The two Governments will establish a joint committee in Wash- joitabishment of

ington with the following responsibilities:-

(a) In the case of commodities in short supply, to support the re-
quirements of the Joint Export-Import Agency before the
appropriate authorities.

(b) To determine, where necessary, sources of supply and to des-
ignate procurement agencies having regard to the financial
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responsibilities and exchange resources of the two Govern-
ments.

With respect to sub-paragraph (a) above, the two Governments agree
to assist the committee in obtaining the requirements of the Joint
Export-Import Agency having regard to all other legitimate claims on
available world supply.
With respect to sub-paragraph (b) above, where the financial respon-
sibility rests with one Government, and the designated source of
supply is the territory under the authority of the other Government,
the latter, if so requested, will accept responsibility for procuring
those supplies as agent for the former.
9. Currency and banking arrangements. The Bipartite Finance
Committee (United States-United Kingdom) will be authorized to
open accounts with approved banks of the countries in which the
Joint Export-Import Agency is operating, provided that agreements
are negotiated with those countries for credit balances to be trans-
ferred on demand into dollars or sterling. The Bipartite Finance
Committee will be authorised to accept payment of balances in either
dollars or sterling, whichever, in the judgment of the Joint Export-
Import Agency, may be better utilized in financing essential imports.
10. Food. The two Governments will support, to the full extent that
appropriated and other funds will permit, an increase in the present
ration standard to 1800 calories for the normal consumer as soon as
the world food supply permits. This standard is accepted as the
minimum which will support a reasonable economic recovery in
Germany. However, in view of the current world food supply, a
ration standard of 1550 calories for the normal consumer must be
accepted at present.
11. Imports for displaced persons. Subject to any international
arrangements which may subsequently be made for the maintenance
of displaced persons, the maintenance of displaced persons within
both zones from the German economy shall not exceed the mainte-
nance of German citizens from this economy. Supplementary rations
and other benefits which may be provided for displaced persons in
excess of those available to German citizens must be brought in to
Germany without cost to the German economy.
12. Duration. It is the intention of the two Governments that this
agreement shall govern their mutual arrangements for the economic
administration of the area pending agreement for the treatment of
Germany as an economic unit or until amended by mutual agreement.
It shall be reviewed at yearly intervals.

JAMES F BYRNES
ERNEST BEVIN

2nd December, 1946.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the November 16, 1946
Philippines respecting air transport services. Signed at Manila [T. I.A. . 15771
November 16, 1946; effective November 16, 1946.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
[1] for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for air routes
and services, and the desirability of mutually stimulating and pro-
moting the further development of air transportation between the
United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, the
two Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the establish-
ment and development of air transport services between their respec-
tive territories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE I

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the
rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing the
international civil air routes and services therein described, whether
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later date at the
option of the contracting party to whom the rights are granted.

Arr I(cLI: II

Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation
as soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article I to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party
granting the rights shall, subject to Article VII hereof, be bound to
give the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines
concerned; provided that any airline so designated may be required
to qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the con-
tracting party granting the rights under the laws and regulations
normally applied by these authorities before being permitted to
engage in the operations contemplated by this Agreement; and pro-
vided that in areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas

'[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publi-
cation 2282.]

Rights.

Post, p. 2483.

Inaullglllltion of air
services.

Post, p. 2481.
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affected thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval
of the competent military authorities.

ARTICLE III

Operating rights which the Philippine Government may have here-
tofore granted to any United States air transport enterprise shall
continue in force in accordance with their terms, except for any pro-
visions included in such operating rights which would prevent any
airline designated under Article II above from operating under this
Agreement.

ARnCLE IV

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, both contracting parties agree that:

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would
be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national
aircraft engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the ter-
ritory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or its
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other con-
tracting party shall, with respect to the imposition of customs duties,
inspection fees or other national duties or charges by the contracting
party whose territory is entered, be accorded the same treatment as
that applying to national airlines and to airlines of the most-favored-
nation.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services de-
scribed in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory
of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE V

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party shall be recognized
as valid by the other contracting party for the purpose of operating
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each contracting
party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the pur-
pose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and
licenses granted to its own nationals by another State.

ARTICLE VI

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
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in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation
of such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the
aircraft of the other contracting party, and shall be complied with
by such aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within
the territory of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
immigration, passports. customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other
contracting party upon entrance into or departure from, or while
within the territory of the first party.

ARTICLE VII

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke the
certificate or permit of any airline of the other party in case it is not
satisfied that substantial ownership and effective control of airlines of
the first party are vested in nationals of that party, or in case of
failure of such airline to comply with the laws of the State over which
it operates, as described in Article VI hereof, or otherwise to fulfill
the conditions under which the rights are granted in accordance with
this Agreement and its Annexes.

ARTICLE VIII

2481

Withholding or rev-
ocation of certificate
or permit.

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be Registration of
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organi- tctnt and ton-
zation.

ARTICLE IX

This Agreement or any of the rights for air transport services Tornlination.
granted thereunder may be terminated by either contracting party
upon giving one year's written notice to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE X

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent authorities of both
contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period of
sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex, their
recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they have
been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

Modification of An-
nex.

ARTICLE XI

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.

Entry into force.
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Done in duplicate this 16th day of November, 1946 at Manila.

For the Government of the United States of America:

[BEAL] PAUL V. McNTrr

For the Government of the Republic of the Philippines:
[EAT ] ELPIDIr QUIrINO.
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[FM AL] PAUL V. MCNUTT 
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[SEAL] PT.PIDIO QUIRINO. 
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ANNEX TO AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the
present Agreement are accorded the rights of transit and non-traffic
stop in Philippine territory, as well as the right to pick up and dis-
charge international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Manila,
on the route or routes indicated below:

From the United States, via intermediate points to Manila and
thence to points beyond in both directions.

B. Airlines of the Republic of the Philippines authorized under
the present Agreement are accorded the rights of transit and non-
traffic stop in United States territory, as well as the right to pick up
and discharge international commercial traffic in passengers, cargo,
and mail at Honolulu and San Francisco, on the route indicated
below:

From the Philippines to San Francisco and thence to points
beyond over a reasonably direct route via intermediate points
in the Pacific which are United States territory, including
Honolulu, in both directions.

C. In the operation of the air services authorized under this Agree-
ment, both contracting parties agree to the following principles and
objectives:

1. Fair and equal opportunity for the airlines of each contracting
party to operate air services on international routes, and the creation
of niachinery to obviate unfair competition by unjustifiable increases
of frequencies or capacity.

2. The adjustment of fifth freedom traffic with regard to:

(a) Traffic requirements between the country of origin and the
countries of destination.

(b) The requirements of through airline operation, and
(c) The traffic requirements of the area through which the air-

line passes after taking account of local and regional
services.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting
a health and sanitation program. Effected by exchange of notes
signed at Lima March 2 and April 3, 1944; effective July 1, 1944.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Peruvian Minister
for Foreign Affairs

No. 1707

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lima, March 2,1944.

58 Stat. 1543, 1544.

Contribution of ad-
ditional sums by U. S.
and Peru.

EXCELIENCY:
I have the honor to refer to notes exchanged between His Excellency

David Dasso, Minister of Finance and Commerce of Peru, and His
Excellency Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State of the United
States of America, on May 9 and May 11, 1942, relative to the
cooperative program of Health and Sanitation provided for by Reso-
lution XXX, approved at the third meeting of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of the American Republics held in Rio de Janeiro in January,
1942. [L] In accordance with the notes under reference, the United
States of America has contributed the sum of One Million Three
Hundred and Fifty Thousand U. S. Dollars ($1,350,000.00) to the
cooperative health and sanitation program now being carried out in
Peru.

If desired by the Government of Peru, the Government of the
United States of America through the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, an agency of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs, is prepared to contribute an additional sum of Five Hundred
Thousand U. S. Dollars ($500,000.00) for the purpose of cooperating
with the Government of Peru in extending the cooperative program
of health and sanitation and providing for the termination of this
program within a three-year period beginning July 1, 1944, in
so far as the funds contributed by the United States of America
are concerned.

It is understood that the Government of Peru will contribute a
sum of soles equivalent to Five Hundred Thousand U. S. Dollars
($500,000.00) to be combined with the funds contributed by the United
States of America and expended over the same three-year period for
the cooperative program of health and sanitation in Peru.

The kind of work and specific projects to be undertaken and the
cost thereof are to be mutually agreed to by the appropriate official
of the Government of Peru and appropriate official of the Institute

' [Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7,1942, p. 137.]
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of Inter-American Affairs for the Government of the United States
of America.

It is understood that the funds contributed by both Governments
will be expended through the special agency created within the Min-
istry of Public Health and Social Welfare by your Government,
which special agency is known as the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
Americano de Salud Publica. Detailed arrangements for the con-
tinuation of this special agency and the fulfillment of the program will
be effected by agreement between the appropriate official of the Gov-
ernment of Peru and the appropriate official of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs of the United States of America.

All projects completed and property acquired in connection with
the health and sanitation program shall be the property of the Gov-
ernment of Peru.

No project will be undertaken that will require supplies or mate-
rials the procurement of which would handicap any phase of the war
effort.

I should appreciate it if Your Excellency would be so kind as to
confirm to me your approval of this general proposal, with the under-
standing that the details of the program will be the subject of further
discussion and agreement as provided for herein.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest
consideration.

J.P.
JEFFERSON PAT-rERsoN

His Excellency
Doctor ALFREDO SOLF Y MURno

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Lina.

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

N° (D). 6-3/70
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LIMA, 3 de abril de 1944.

SE-OR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:

En respuesta a la atenta nota de Vuestra Seiioria N° 1707 de 2 de
marzo ultimo, referente a la pr6rroga del contrato celebrado por el
Gobierno peruano en relaci6n con el programa cooperativo de salubri-
dad acordado en la resoluci6n XXX de la Tercera Reuni6n de Can-
cilleres de las Repiblicas Americanas celebrada en Rio de Janeiro en
1942, tengo a honra remitirle copia de la Resoluci6n Suprema expedida
por el Ministerio de Salud Pfiblica y Asistencia Social, en la que se
aprueba el referido contrato.

Al llevar este hecho a conocimiento de Vuestra Sefioria aprovecho
95347°-49-PT. II 14
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la oportunidad, para reiterarle las seguridades de mi mas distinguida
consideraci6n.

ALFREDo SoLF Y Mxuo
Honorable sefior

JEFFERSON PATTERSON,

Encargado de Negocos a.i.
de 1os Estados Unidos de America.

Ciudad.

COPIA

"Visto el adjunto contrato adicional celebrado entre el Gobierno peru-
ano, representado por el Ministro de Salud Publica y Asistencia Social
y el Instituto deAsuntos Inter-Americanos de la Oficina del Coordinador
de Asuntos Interamericanos, representado por el General George C.
Dunham, para la prosecuci6n de los trabajos que se efectuan de con-
formidad con la resoluci6n suprema n° 1895a, de 14 de julio de 1942;
y Estando a lo acordado; Se resuelve: Aprobar el referido contrato
adicional que consta de 9 claisulas refrendado el 16 del mes en curso;
y en consecuencia: 1) - El Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos,
contribuira con cantidad no mayor de quinientos mil dollares, para
continuar el trabajo en ejecuci6n relacionado con obras de salubridad,
por un periodo de tres ainos que se contara desde el 1° de julio del pre-
sente afio. El Gobierno Peruano contribuira para el mismo prop6sito,
con suma equivalente a quinientos mil dollares.-Tanto el Instituto citado
como el Gobierno Peruano, transferiran a la cuenta del "Servicio" las
cantidades precitadas, en armadas mensuales, segun se puntualiza en el
contrato adicional referido; transferencias que se anticiparan por
periodos trimestrales, previa presentaci6n al Ministerio de Salud
Publica y Asistencia Social, por parte del "Servicio", de los informes
mensuales de los gastos efectuados en el periodo trimestral anterior.-
2) - Desde el 1° de enero de 1947, el Ministerio de Salud Piblica y
Asistencia Social asumira el control directo e inmediato del funcio-
namiento y sostenimiento del programa de salubridad de la Selva; -
pero el "Servicio" continuara hasta la terminaci6n del contrato de 30
de junio de 1947, en la ejecuci6n de su programa, en zonas distintas de
la Selva y en las obras de los nuevos programas que pudieran ser acorda-
dos entre el Ministerio del Ramo y el Director del "Servicio".-El
mismo Instituto y el Ministerio de Salud Publica y Asistencia Social
se ratifican en el contenido de las notas intercambiadas, de 7 y 11 de
julio de 1942, que constituyen el convenio original del programa coope-
rativo de salubrida, asi como en las notas de 10 y 31 de octubre de
1942, referentes a las obras de saneamiento de Chimbote. - 4) - Todo
saldo de fondos transferidos a la cuenta del "Servicio"; pero, del saldo
que exista a la expiraci6n del contrato, es decir, el 30 de junio de 1947,
se podrti disponer en la forma y en el modo, que acuerden el Ministro
de Salud P6blica y Asistencia Social y el Director del "Servicio". - 5) -
El Director del "Servicio" y el co-Director del mismo, prepararan pre-
supuestos administrativos previos para todas las obras del programa
del "Servicio", a fin de que dichos presupuestos sean aprobados por
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resoluci6n suprema; debiendo rendir el "Servicio" cuenta mensual de
los gastos efectuados, que se acreditaran con los comprobantes origi-
nales respectivos. - Registrese y comuniquese. - Rfbrica del Presidente
de la Repuiblica. - CARVALLO".

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

N° (D). 6-3/70 LIMA, April 3,1944

MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:
In response to your Excellency's courteous note No. 1707 of the 2d

of last March referring to the extension of the agreement made by the
Peruvian Government with relation to the cooperative sanitary pro-
gram agreed upon in Resolution XXX of the Third Meeting of the
Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics, held at Rio
de Janeiro in 1942, I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of the
Supreme Resolution issued by the Ministry of Public Health and
Social Welfare, in which the aforementioned agreement is approved.

Upon bringing this matter to Your Excellency's attention I avail
myself of the opportunity to renew the assurances of my most dis-
tinguished consideration.

ALFREDO SOLF Y MURO

The Honorable JEFFERSON PATTrRSON,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America.
City.

COPY

"Having seen the attached additional agreement concluded between
the Peruvian Government, represented by the Minister of Public
Health and Social Welfare, and the Institute of Inter-American Af-
fairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, repre-
sented by General George C. Dunham, for the continuation of the work
that is being carried out in conformity with supreme resolution N°
1895a of July 14, 1942; and it being agreed upon: It is resolved: To preolution of ap -

approve the additional agreement referred to, which consists of 9
clauses, countersigned on the 16th of the present month; and conse-
quently: 1) - The Institute of Inter-American Affairs will contribute
an amount not larger than five hundred thousand dollars to continue
the work in progress connected with sanitary work, for a period of
three years to begin as of July 1 of the present year. The Peruvian
Government will contribute for the same purpose a sum equivalent
to five hundred thousand dollars. The aforementioned Institute as
well as the Peruvian Government will transfer to the account of the
'Service' the aforementioned amounts, in monthly payments, as is
specified in the additional agreement referred to; transfers will be
made in advance for quarterly periods, after presentation to the Min-
istry of Public Health and Social Welfare, on the part of the 'Service',
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of the monthly reports of the expenses incurred in the preceding quar-
terly period.-2) -Beginning on January 1, 1947, the Ministry of
Public Health and Social Welfare will assume direct and immediate
control of the functioning and maintenance of the sanitary program of
the Selva;- but the 'Service' shall continue until the termination of
the contract of June 80, 1947, the execution of its program in different
zones of the Selva and in the work of the new programs which may be
arranged between the Ministry in question and the Director of the
'Service'.- The same Institute and the Ministry of Public Health and
Social Welfare agree to the contents of the notes exchanged, of July 7
and 11 of 1942, which constitute the original agreement of the coopera-
tive sanitary program, as well as the notes of October 10 and 31, 1942,
with reference to the plan for drainage in Chimbote.- 4) - Any balance
of funds will be transferred to the account of the 'Service'; but the
balance which may exist at the expiration of the contract, that is to say,
on June 30, 1947, may be disposed of in the form and manner upon
which the Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare and the
Director of the 'Service' may agree.-5) - The Director of the 'Service'
and the co-Director of the same will prepare in advance administrative
budgets for all the works of the program of the 'Service', in order that
the said budgets may be approved by supreme resolution; the 'Service'
being required to render a monthly account of the expenses incurred
which shall be corroborated by the respective original vouchers. Let it
be registered and communicated. Seal of the President of the Republic.

CARVALLO"

The Executive Vice-President2 The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, to the Peruvian Minister of Public Health and Social
Welfare

LIMA March 11 1944
His Excellency

Dr CONSTANTINO J CARVALLO
Minister of Public Health & Social Welfare

Lima Peru
YOuiR EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged between His Ex-
cellency, David Dasso, Minister of Finance and Commerce of Peru and
His Excellency, Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State of the
United States of America on May 9th and May 11th, 1942 and to
the subsequent correspondence exchanged between the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs and the Ministry of Public Health and Social
Welfare on July 7th, 1942 and July 11th, 1942 and on October 10th
and October 31st, 1942 establishing in Peru a cooperative health and
sanitation program as provided for by Resolution XXX approved
at the third meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American
Republics held in Rio de Janeiro in January, 1942.

I now have the following proposals for additional cooperative
health work to submit to your Excellency for your consideration:
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1. If desired by the Government of Peru, the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, through the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs, an agency of the Office of the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, is prepared to allo-
cate a sum of not to exceed U.S. $500,000.00 for the purpose
of extending the cooperative health and sanitation program
being carried out by the Servicio Cooperative Inter-Ameri-
cano de Salud Publica (hereafter referred to as the Servicio)
for a period of three years beginning July 1st, 1944, provided
the Government of Peru appropriates a like sum equivalent
in Soles of U.S. $500,000.00 for the same purpose. These
funds are to be employed for maintaining projects in opera-
tion, or to be placed in operation under the terms of the ex-
isting agreement; and, insofar as funds may be available, for
any such new projects as may be mutually agreed upon be-
tween the Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare, or
his representative, and the Director of the Servicio.
2. For the purpose of effectuating the objectives of this
agreement, the Institute of Inter-American Affairs agrees
to transfer to the account of the Servicio, the sum of U.S.
$500,000.00 on the following basis:

During July 1944 U.S. $58,000
During October 1944 U.S. 58,000
During January 1945 U.S. 40,000
During April 1945 U.S. 40,000
During July 1945 U.S. 40,000
During October 1945 U.S. 40,000
During January 1946 U.S. 50,000
During April 1946 U.S. 50,000
During July 1946 U.S. 50,000
During October 1946 U.S. 50,000
During January 1947 U.S. 12,000
During April 1947 U.S. 12.(000

The government of Peru will agree to transfer to the ac-
count of the Servicio the equivalent in Soles of U.S. $500,-
000.00 on the following basis:

During July
During October
During January
During April
During July
During October
During January
During April
During July
During October
During January
During April

1944 the equivalent in Soles of U.S. $19,275
1944
1945
1945
1945
1945
1946
1946
1946
1946
1947
1947

. . ." 19,275
. ." 60,000

.. ." 60,000
" 60,000
" 60,000

" " 50,000
" " " 50,000
.. .. " 50,000

" " " 50,000
" 10,725

. . " 10,725

The transfer of funds according to this schedule will be made in
advance of expenditures and for three months periods. Transfer of
each three months allotment by the Government of Peru will be made
during the month stipulated above, and on the presentation by the
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Servicio to the Ministry of Public Health of monthly expenditure
summaries for the preceding three months period.
3. The above funds are to be used for the maintenance of the health
program being carried out by the Servicio under the terms of the
original agreement from the period of July 1, 1944 to December 31,
1946. At this date the Servicio will turn over to the Ministry of
Public Health for operation and maintenance, all of its Amazon pro-
gram, continuing thereafter until the expiration of this extended
agreement on June 30, 1947 to operate only that part of its program
which is outside of the Amazon area, and such new projects that may
have been mutually agreed upon under the terms of this extended
agreement.

4. It is understood that the Institute of Inter-American Affairs recog-
nizes its obligation to make available a sum of not to exceed U.S.
$1,000,000 and the Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare will
likewise recognize its obligation to contribute such funds, personnel,
facilities and equipment as might be considered necessary for the
cooperative health and sanitation program in Peru in accordance with
the terms of the letters exchanged between the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs and the Ministry of Public Health and Social Wel-
fare dated July 7th and July 11th, 1942 respectively, which constitute
the original agreement for the cooperative health and sanitation
program.

In the event that any part of the funds referred to in this section
has not been expended at the termination of the original agreement
date of June 30, 1944, such funds will be transferred in their entirety
to the account of the Servicio and used for the completion of the
projects agreed upon under the terms of the original agreement. Any
of these funds remaining unexpended after the completion of the
original program will be available for use in the extended program
of the Servicio.

5. It is also understood that the Institute of Inter-American Affairs
recognizes its obligation to make available for the Chimbote project a
sum of not to exceed U.S. $ 350,000 which constitutes 67 percent of the
total amount made available for this purpose and that the Ministry
of Public Health and Social Welfare likewise recognizes its obligation
to make available for the Chimbote project the equivalent in Soles of
U.S. $172,388.00 which is 33 percent of the total made available for
this project, in accordance with the terms of the letters exchanged
October 10th and October 31st, 1942, extending the original agree-
ment referred to above.

In the event that any part of the total sum made available for the
Chimbote project by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the
Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare remains unexpended
when the Chimbote project is completed, such unexpended funds will
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be transferred to the account of the Servicio and expended for the com-
pletion of its program formulated under the original agreement. Any
of these funds remaining unexpended at the completion of the original
program will be available for use in the extended program of the
Servicio.

6. Any part of the funds transferred to the account of the Servicio
according to the schedule outlined above, which may be unexpended at
the termination of the period in which they were transferred shall
continue to be available for the purpose of the general health program
of the Servicio and shall not revert to either the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs or the Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare.
7. The Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare or his repre-
sentative of the Division of Health and Sanitation of the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs in Peru, shall determine by mutual agree-
ment, the disposition of any unexpended funds, which may remain to
the credit of the Servicio on June 30th, 1947.
8. The agreements effectuated by the letters exchanged between the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the Ministry of Public Health
on July 7th and July 11th, 1942 and on October 10th and 31st, 1942
will remain in full force and effect for the purpose of extending the
cooperative health and sanitation program to June 30th, 1947 and
the provisions contained therein will apply during the continuation
of the program. The procedures and methods established and in use
for the operation of the Servicio, under the terms of the agreements
referred to above, will continue to apply to the operation of the
Servicio until the termination of this extended agreement on June
30th, 1947.

9. The Director of the Servicio and the Representative of the Minister
of Public Health will prepare budgets outlining the expenditure of
funds in mutually agreed upon Servicio projects for each fiscal year,
and the Servicio will submit monthly summaries of expenditures to the
Ministry of Public Health along with the original receipts for all
expenditures.

If this proposal is acceptable to Your Excellency, this letter and
Your Excellency's acceptance will constitute a binding and effective
agreement between the Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the
Ministry of Public Health and Social Welfare of Peru in accordance
with the terms contained therein.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.
GEORGE C DU-NHAM

Executive Vice-President
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs
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The Perwvian Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare to the
Executive Vice-President, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs

MINISTERIO DE SALUD PUBLICA
Y ASISTENCIA SOCIAL

Of. No. 14 LIMA, 15 de Marzo de 1944.

Sefor
GEORGE C. DUNHAM

Vice-President del Instituto
de Asuntos Inter-Americanos.

En mi poder su oficio de 11 del mes en curso en el que, en su calidad
de Vice-Presidente del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, pro-
pone un contrato adicional del celebrado con este Ministerio, aprobado
por Resoluci6n Suprema de 13 de Julio de 1942, en ejecuci6n del
programa cooperativo de salubridad previsto en la Resoluci6n N°
XXX sancionada en la Tercera Conferencia de Ministros de Rela-
ciones Exteriores de las Republicas Americanas, celebrada en Rio de
Janeiro en enero de 1942.

Este Ministerio ha estudiado su propuesta constante de 10 clausulas
y expresa su completa conformidad con su contenido conviniendo en
continuar el Servicio Cooperativo en materia de sanidad con ese Insti-
tuto por un periodo de 3 afios que comenzara a contarse a partir del 1°
de julio del afio en curso y de acuerdo con los terminos de su propuesta.

Para la debida ejecuci6n de este convenio se expedira en breve la
correspondiente Resoluci6n aprobatoria.

Sfrvase aceptar las expresiones de reconocimiento de este Despacho
asi como las seguridades de mi consideraci6n mas distinguida.

Dios guarde a Ud.
CONSTANTINO J. CARVALLO

Ministro de Salud Publica
y Asistencia Social.

Translation

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH
AND SOCIAL WELFARE

of. No. 14 LnA, March 15, 1944.
Mr. GEORGE C. DUNHAM

Vice President of the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs.

I have your communication of the 11th of the current month in
which, in your capacity as Vice President of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, you propose an agreement additional to that con-
cluded with this Ministry, which was approved by the Supreme Reso-
lution of July 13, 1942, for the execution of the cooperative sanitary
program provided for in Resolution XXX approved at the Third
Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Repub-
lics, held at Rio de Janeiro in January 1942.
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GEORGE C. DUNHAM 

Vice-President del Institute 
de Asuntos Inter-Americanos. 
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MT. GEORGE C. DUNHAM 

Vice President of the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs. 

I have your communication of the 11th of the current month in 
which, in your capacity as Vice President of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, you propose an agreement additional to that con-
cluded with this Ministry, which was approved by the Supreme Reso-
lution of July 13, 1942, for the execution of the cooperative sanitary 
program provided for in Resolution XXX approved at the Third 
Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Repub-
lics, held at Rio de Janeiro in January 1942. 
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This Ministry has studied your proposal, consisting of 10 clauses,
and expresses its complete agreement with its contents, agreeing upon
the continuation of the Cooperative Service in the matter of sanitary
conditions with your Institute for a period of 3 years, to begin as of
July 1 of the present year, and in accordance with the terms of your
proposal.

For the proper execution of this agreement there will be sent shortly
the corresponding Resolution of Approval.

Please accept the expressions of appreciation of this Office as well
as the assurances of my most distinguished consideration.

May God keep you.
CONSTANTINO J. CARVALLO

Minister of Public Health
and Social Welfare.
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Constitution of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural September 30, 1946

Organization adopted by the United States of America and other [T. . A. S. 15801

governments. Concluded at London November 16, 1945; instrument
of acceptance deposited by the United States of America September 30,
1946; effective November 4, 1946.

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS

EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL

ORGANISATION
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THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS
CONSTITUTION ON BEHALF OF THEIR PEOPLES

DECLARE
Preamble. that since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men

that the defences of peace must be constructed;
that ignorance of each other's ways and lives has been a common
cause, throughout the history of mankind, of that suspicion and mis-
trust between the peoples of the world through which their differ-
ences have all too often broken into war;
that the great and terrible war which has now ended was a war made
possible by the denial of the democratic principles of the dignity,
equality and mutual respect of men, and by the propagation, in their
place, through ignorance and prejudice, of the doctrine of the inequal-
ity of men and races;
that the wide diffusion of culture, and the education of humanity for
justice and liberty and peace are indispensable to the dignity of man
and constitute a sacred duty which all the nations must fulfill in a
spirit of mutual assistance and concern;
that a peace based exclusively upon the political and economic
arrangements of governments would not be a peace which could
secure the unanimous, lasting and sincere support of the peoples of
the world, and that the peace must therefore be founded, if it is not
to fail, upon the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind.

FOR THESE REASONS,

the States parties to this Constitution, believing in full and equal
opportunities for education for all, in the unrestricted pursuit of
objective truth, and in the free exchange of ideas and knowledge, are
agreed and determined to develop and to increase the means of
communication between their peoples and to employ these means forthe purposes of mutual understanding and a truer and more perfect
knowledge of each other's lives;

IN CONSEQUENCE WHEREOF

Creation of United they do hereby create the United Nations Educational, Scientific andNations Educational,
ScientisicandCultnral Cultural Organisation for the purpose of advancing, through the

educational and scientific and cultural relations of the peoples of the
world, the objectives of international peace and of the common wel-
fare of mankind for which the United Nations Organisation was59 stat. 1031. established and which its Charter proclaims.
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ARTICLE I.

Purposes and Functions

1. The purpose of the Organisation is to contribute to peace and
security by promoting collaboration among the nations through
education, science and culture in order to further universal respect
for justice, for the rule of law and for the human rights and funda-
mental freedoms which are affirmed for the peoples of the world,
without distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by the Charter
of the United Nations. 59 stat. 1031.

2. To realise this purpose the Organisation will:
(a) collaborate in the work of advancing the mutual knowledge and

understanding of peoples, through all means of mass communi-
cation and to that end recommend such international agree-
ments as may be necessary to promote the free flow of ideas
by word and image;

(b) give fresh impulse to popular education and to the spread of
culture;

by collaborating with Members, at their request, in the
development of educational activities;
by instituting collaboration among the nations to ad-
vance the ideal of equality of educational opportunity
without regard to race, sex or any distinctions, economic
or social;
by suggesting educational methods best suited to pre-
pare the children of the world for the responsibilities
of freedom;

(c) maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge;
by assuring the conservation and protection of the
world's inheritance of books, works of art and monu-
ments of history and science, and recommending to the
nations concerned the necessary international
conventions;
by encouraging cooperation among the nations in all
branches of intellectual activity, including the inter-
national exchange of persons active in the fields of
education, science and culture and the exchange of pub-
lications, objects of artistic and scientific interest and
other materials of information;
by initiating methods of international cooperation
calculated to give the people of all countries access to the
printed and published materials produced by any of
them.

3. With a view to preserving the independence, integrity and fruitful Noninterention in
matters within domes-diversity of the cultures and educational systems of the States Mem- tic jurisdiction.

bers of this Organisation, the Organisation is prohibited from
intervening in matters which are essentially within their domestic
jurisdiction.
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ARTICLE II.

Membership

1. Membership of the United Nations Organisation shall carry with
it the right to membership of the United Nations Educational, Scien-
tific and Cultural Organisation.
2. Subject to the conditions of the agreement between this Organi-
sation and the United Nations Organisation, approved pursuant to

Post p.2502. Article X of this Constitution, States not members of the United
Nations Organisation may be admitted to membership of the Organi-
sation, upon recommendation of the Executive Board, by a two-
thirds majority vote of the General Conference.
3. Members of the Organisation which are suspended from the
exercise of the rights and privileges of membership of the United
Nations Organisation shall, upon the request of the latter, be sus-
pended from the rights and privileges of this Organisation.
4. Members of the Organisation which are expelled from the United
Nations Organisation shall automatically cease to be members of this
Organisation.

ARTICLE III.

Organs

The Organisation shall include a General Conference, an Executive
Board and a Secretariat.

ARTICLE IV.

The General Conference
A. Composition

1. The General Conference shall consist of the representatives of the
States Members of the Organisation. The Government of each Mem-
ber State shall appoint not more than five delegates, who shall be
selected after consultation with the National Commission, if estab-
lished, or with educational, scientific and cultural bodies.
B. Functions

2. The General Conference shall determine the policies and the main
lines of work of the Organisation. It shall take decisions on pro-
grammes drawn up by the Executive Board.
3. The General Conference shall, when it deems it desirable, summon
international conferences on education, the sciences and humanities
and the dissemination of knowledge.
4. The General Conference shall, in adopting proposals for submission
to the Member States, distinguish between recommendations and
international conventions submitted for their approval. In the
former case a majority vote shall suffice; in the latter case a two-thirds
majority shall be required. Each of the Member States shall submit
recommendations or conventions to its competent authorities within
a period of one year from the close of the session of the General
Conference at which they were adopted.
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5. The General Conference shall advise the United Nations Organisa-
tion on the educational, scientific and cultural aspects of matters
of concern to the latter, in accordance with the terms and proce-
dure agreed upon between the appropriate authorities of the two
Organisations.
6. The General Conference shall receive and consider the reports
submitted periodically by Member States as provided by Article VIII. Pos t' . 2501.
7. The General Conference shall elect the members of the Executive
Board and, on the recommendation of the Board, shall appoint the
Director-General.

C. Voting

8. Each Member State shall have one vote in the General Conference.
Decisions shall be made by a simple majority except in cases in which
a two-thirds majority is required by the provisions of this Constitution.
A majority shall be a majority of the Members present and voting.

D. Procedure

9. The General Conference shall meet annually in ordinary session;
it may meet in extraordinary session on the call of the Executive
Board. At each session the location of its next session shall be desig-
nated by the General Conference and shall vary from year to year.
10. The General Conference shall, at each session, elect a President
and other officers and adopt rules of procedure.
11. The General Conference shall set up special and technical com-
mittees and such other subordinate bodies as may be necessary for
its purposes.
12. The General Conference shall cause arrangements to be made for
public access to meetings, subject to such regulations as it shall
prescribe.

E. Observers

13. The General Conference, on the recommendation of the Executive
Board and by a two-thirds majority may, subject to its rules of pro-
cedure, invite as observers at specified sessions of the Conference or
of its commissions representatives of international organisations, such
as those referred to in Article XI, paragraph 4. Pot. p. 2-53.

ARTICLE V.

Executive Board
A. Composition
1. The Executive Board shall consist of eighteen members elected by
the General Conference from among the delegates appointed by the
Member States, together with the President of the Conference who
shall sit ex officio in an advisory capacity.
2. In electing the members of the Executive Board the General Con-
ference shall endeavour to include persons competent in the arts, the
humanities, the sciences, education and the diffusion of ideas, and
qualified by their experience and capacity to fulfil the administrative
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and executive duties of the Board. It shall also have regard to the
diversity of cultures and a balanced geographical distribution. Not
more than one national of any Member State shall serve on the Board
at any one time, the President of the Conference excepted.
3. The elected members of the Executive Board shall serve for a term
of three years, and shall be immediately eligible for a second term, but
shall not serve consecutively for more than two terms. At the first
election eighteen members shall be elected of whom one third shall
retire at the end of the first year and one third at the end of the second
year, the order of retirement being determined immediately after the
election by the drawing of lots. Thereafter six members shall be
elected each year.
4. In the event of the death or resignation of one of its members, the
Executive Board shall appoint, from among the delegates of the Mem-
ber State concerned, a substitute, who shall serve until the next
session of the General Conference which shall elect a member for the
remainder of the term.

B. Functions

5. The Executive Board, acting under the authority of the General
Conference, shall be responsible for the execution of the programme
adopted by the Conference and shall prepare its agenda and programme
of work.
6. The Executive Board shall recommend to the General Conference
the admission of new Members to the Organisation.
7. Subject to decisions of the General Conference, the Executive
Board shall adopt its own rules of procedure. It shall elect its officers
from among its members.
8. The Executive Board shall meet in regular session at least twice a
year and may meet in special session if convoked by the Chairman on
his own initiative or upon the request of six members of the Board.
9. The Chairman of the Executive Board shall present to the General
Conference, with or without comment, the annual report of the
Director-General on the activities of the Organisation, which shall
have been previously submitted to the Board.
10. The Executive Board shall make all necessary arrangements to
consult the representatives of international organisations or qualified
persons concerned with questions within its competence.
11. The members of the Executive Board shall exercise the powers
delegated to them by the General Conference on behalf of the Con-
ference as a whole and not as representatives of their respective
Governments.

ARTICLE VI.

Secretariat

1. The Secretariat shall consist of a Director-General and such staff
as may be required.
2. The Director-General shall be nominated by the Executive Board
and appointed by the General Conference for a period of six years,
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under such conditions as the Conference may approve, and shall be
eligible for re-appointment. He shall be the chief administrative
officer of the Organisation.
3. The Director-General, or a deputy designated by him, shall par-
ticipate, without the right to vote, in all meetings of the General
Conference, of the Executive Board, and of the committees of the
Organisation. He shall formulate proposals for appropriate action
by the Conference and the Board.
4. The Director-General shall appoint the staff of the Secretariat in
accordance with staff regulations to be approved by the General Con-
ference. Subject to the paramount consideration of securing the
highest standards of integrity, efficiency and technical competence,
appointment to the staff shall be on as wide a geographical basis as
possible.

5. The responsibilities of the Director-General and of the staff shall
be exclusively international in character. In the discharge of their
duties they shall not seek or receive instructions from any government
or from any authority external to the Organisation. They shall re-
frain from any action which might prejudice their position as inter-
national officials. Each State Member of the Organisation undertakes
to respect the international character of the responsibilities of the
Director-General and the staff, and not to seek to influence them in
the discharge of their duties.
6. Nothing in this Article shall preclude the Organisation from enter-
ing into special arrangements within the United Nations Organisation
for common services and staff and for the interchange of personnel.

ARTICLE VII.

National Co-operating Bodies

1. Each Member State shall make such arrangements as suit its par-
ticular conditions for the purpose of associating its principal bodies
interested in educational, scientific and cultural matters with the work
of the Organisation, preferably by the formation of a National Com-
mission broadly representative of the Government and such bodies.
2. National Commissions or national co-operating bodies, where they
exist, shall act in an advisory capacity to their respective delegations
to the General Conference and to their Governments in matters re-
lating to the Organisation and shall function as agencies of liaison in
all matters of interest to it.

3. The Organisation may, on the request of a Member State, delegate,
either temporarily or permanently, a member of its Secretariat to
serve on the National Commission of that State, in order to assist in
the development of its work.

ARTICLE VIII.

Reports by Member States

Each Member State shall report periodically to the Organisation, in
a manner to be determined by the General Conference, on its laws,
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regulations and statistics relating to educational, scientific and cul-
tural life and institutions, and on the action taken upon the recom-

Ante, p. 2498. mendations and conventions referred to in Article IV, paragraph 4.

ARTICLE IX.

Budget

1. The budget shall be administered by the Organisation.
2. The General Conference shall approve and give final effect to the
budget and to the apportionment of financial responsibility among the
States Members of the Organisation subject to such arrangement with
the United Nations as may be provided in the agreement to be entered
into pursuant to Article X.
3. The Director-General, with the approval of the Executive Board,
may receive gifts, bequests, and subventions directly from govern-
ments, public and private institutions, associations and private
persons.

ARTICLE X.

Relations with the United Nations Organisation

This Organisation shall be brought into relation with the United
Nations Organisation, as soon as practicable, as one of the special-

59 stat. 1046. ised agencies referred to in Article 57 of the Charter of the United
Nations. This relationship shall be effected through an agreement

59 Stat. 1047. with the United Nations Organisation under Article 63 of the Charter,
which agreement shall be subject to the approval of the General Confer-
ence of this Organisation. The agreement shall provide for effective co-
operation between the two Organisations in the pursuit of their com-
mon purposes, and at the same time shall recognise the autonomy of
this Organisation, within the fields of its competence as defined in this
Constitution. Such agreement may, among other matters, provide
for the approval and financing of the budget of the Organisation by
the General Assembly of the United Nations.

ARTICLE XI.

Relations with other specialized international Organisations and agencies

1. This Organisation may co-operate with other specialised inter-
governmental organisations and agencies whose interests and activities
are related to its purposes. To this end the Director-General, acting
under the general authority of the Executive Board, may establish
effective working relationships with such organisations and agencies
and establish such joint committees as may be necessary to assure
effective co-operation. Any formal arrangements entered into with
such organisations or agencies shall be subject to the approval of the
Executive Board.
2. Whenever the General Conference of this Organisation and the
competent authorities of any other specialised inter-governmental
organisations or agencies whose purposes and functions lie within the
competence of this Organisation, deem it desirable to effect a transfer
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of their resources and activities to this Organisation, the Director-
General, subject to the approval of the Conference, may enter into
mutually acceptable arrangements for this purpose.
3. This Organisation may make appropriate arrangements with other
intergovernmental organisations for reciprocal representation at
meetings.
4. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisa-
tion may make suitable arrangements for consultation and co-opera-
tion with nongovernmental international organisations concerned
with matters within its competence, and may invite them to under-
take specific tasks. Such co-operation may also include appropriate
participation by representatives of such organisations on advisory
committees set up by the General Conference.

ARTICLE XII.

Legal status of the Organisation

The provisions of Articles 104 and 105 of the Charter of the United b9 Stat. 1063.
Nations Organisation concerning the legal status of that Organisation,
its privileges and immunities shall apply in the same way to this
Organisation.

ARTICLE XIII.

Amendments

1. Proposals for amendments to this Constitution shall become
effective upon receiving the approval of the General Conference by a
two-thirds majority; provided, however, that those amendments
which involve fundamental alterations in the aims of the Organisation
or new obligations for the Member States shall require subsequent
acceptance on the part of two-thirds of the Member States before
they come into force. The draft texts of proposed amendments shall
be communicated by the Director-General to the Member States at
least six months in advance of their consideration by the General
Conference.
2. The General Conference shall have power to adopt by a two-thirds
majority rules of procedure for carrying out the provisions of this
Article.

ARTICLE XIV.

Interpretation

1. The English and French texts of this Constitution shall be regarded Authoritative texts.
as equally authoritative.
2. Any question or dispute concerning the interpretation of this
Constitution shall be referred for determination to the International
Court of Justice or to an arbitral tribunal, as the General Conference
may determine under its rules of procedure.
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ARTICLE XV.

Entry into force
1. This Constitution shall be subject to acceptance. The instruments
of acceptance shall be deposited with the Government of the United
Kingdom.
2. This Constitution shall remain open for signature in the archives
of the Government of the United Kingdom. Signature may take
place either before or after the deposit of the instrument of acceptance.
No acceptance shall be valid unless preceded or followed by signature.
3. This Constitution shall come into force when it has been accepted
by twenty of its signatories. Subsequent acceptances shall take effect
immediately.
4. The Government of the United Kingdom will inform all members
of the United Nations of the receipt of all instruments of acceptance

Post p. 2519. and of the date on which the Constitution comes into force in accord-
ance with the preceding paragraph.

In faith whereof, the undersigned, duly authorised to that effect,
have signed this Constitution in the English and French languages,
both texts being equally authentic.

Done in London the sixteenth day of November, 1945 in a single
copy, in the English and French languages, of which certified copies
will be communicated by the Government of the United Kingdom to
the Governments of all the Members of the United Nations.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC
CONRADO TRAVERSO

AUSTRALIA

BELGIUM
A. BUISSERET

BOLIVIA
C. SALAMANCA

BRAZIL
MONIZ DE ARAGAO

THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

CANADA
VINCENT MASSEY

CHILE
FRANCISCO WALKER LINARES

CHINA
Hu SHIH

COLOMBIA
J. J. ARANGO

COSTA RICA
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CUBA
Lms MARINO PEREZ

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
JAN OPOCENSKY

DENMARK
ALB. MICHELSEN

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
A. PASTORIZA

ECUADOR
ALB. PUIG

EGYPT
A. FATTAH AH. AMR

EL SALVADOR

ETHIOPIA

FRANCE

GREECE
TH. AGHNIDES

GUATEMALA
M. GALICH

HAITI
LEON LALEAU

HONDURAS

INDIA
JOHN SARGENT

IRAN
A. A. HEKMAT

IRAQ
NAJI AL ASIL

LEBANON
CAMILLE CHAMOUN

LIBERIA
J. W. PEARSON

LUXEMBOURG
A. ALS

MEXICO

J. T. BODET

THE NETHERLANDS
V. D. LEEUW

NEW ZEALAND
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LES GOUVERNEMENTS DES ETATS
PARTIES A LA PRESENTE CONVENTION

AU NOM DE LEURS PEUPLES
DECLARENT

que, les guerres prenant naissance dans l'esprit des hommes, c'est
dans l'esprit des hommes que doivent etre elev6es les d6fenses de la
paix;

que l'incompr6hension mutuelle des peuples a toujours 6te, au cours
de l'histoire, a l'origine de la suspicion et de la m6fiance entre nations
par oh leurs d6saccords ont trop souvent degener6 en guerre;

que la grande et terrible guerre qui vient de finir a ete rendue
possible par le reniement de l'id6al democratique de dignit6, d'6galit6
et de respect de la personne humaine et par la volont6 de lui substituer,
en exploitant l'ignorance et le pr6jug6, le dogme de l'inegalit6 des
races et des hommes;

que, la dignit6 de l'homme exigeant la diffusion de la culture et
l'education de tous en vue de la justice, de la liberte et de la paix, il
y a la, pour toutes les nations, des devoirs sacres a remplir dans un
esprit de mutuelle assistance;

qu'une paix fond6e sur les seuls accords economiques et politiques
des Gouvernements ne saurait entrainer l'adhesion unanime, durable
et sincere des peuples et que, par consequent, cette paix doit etre
6tablie sur le fondement de la solidarity intellectuelle et morale de
l'humnanit6.

POUR CES MOTIFS

les Etats signataires de cette Convention, resolus a assurer A tous
le plein et 6gal acces a l'education, la libre poursuite de la verite
objective et le libre 6change des id6es et des connaissances, decident
de developper et de multiplier les relations entre leurs peuples, en vue
de se mieux comprendre et d'acqu6rir une connaissance plus precise
et plus vraie de leurs coutumes respectives.

EN CONSEQUENCE

ils creent par les pr6sentes l'Organisation des Nations Unies pour
l'Education, la Science et la Culture afin d'atteindre graduellement,
par la cooperation des Nations du monde dans les domaines de l'edn-
cation, de la science et de la culture, les buts de paix internationale et
de prosperite commune de l'humanite en vue desquels l'Organisation
des Nations Unies a ete constitute, et que sa Charte proclame.

ARTICLE I

Buts et Fonctions
1. L'Organisation se propose de contribuer au maintien de la paix et
de la s6curit6 en resserrant, par 1'education, la science et la culture, la
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collaboration entre nations, afin d'assurer le respect universel de la
justice, de la loi, des droits de l'homme et des libertes fondamentales
pour tous, sans distinction de race, de sexe, de langue ou de religion,
que la Charte des Nations Unies reconnatt a tous les peuples.
2. A ces fins, l'Organisation:

a) favorise la connaissance et la comprehension mutuelle des nations
en pretant son concours aux organes d'information des masses;
elle recommande a cet effet tels accords internationaux qu'elle
juge utiles pour faciliter la libre circulation des idees, par le mot
et par l'image;

b) imprime une impulsion vigoureuse a 1'6ducation populaire et a
la diffusion de la culture:

en collaborant avec les Etats Membres qui le d6sirent pour les
aider a d6velopper leur action 6ducatrice;
en instituant la collaboration des nations afin de realiser
graduellement l'ideal d'une chance egale d'6ducation pour tous,
sans distinction de race, de sexe ni d'aucune condition econo-
mique ou sociale;
en sugg6rant des m6thodes d'6ducation convenables pour
preparer les enfants du monde entier aux responsabilites de
l'homme libre;

c) aide au maintien, a I'avancement et a la diffusion du savoir:
en veillant a la conservation et protection du patrimoine uni-
versel de livres, d'oeuvres d'art et d'autres monuments d'interet
historique ou scientifique, et en recommandant aux peuples
interesses des conventions internationales a cet effet;
en encourageant la coop6ration entre nations dans toutes les
branches de l'activit6 intellectuelle, I'Cchango intcrnational do
representants de 1'cducation, de la science et d lan culture
ainsi que celui de publications, d'oeuvres d'art, de materiel do
laboratoire et de toute documentation utile;
en facilitant par des methodes de cooperation internationale
appropriees l'acces de tous les peuples a ce que chacun d'eux
publie.

3. Soucieuse d'assurer aux Etats Membres de la presente Organisation
l'independance, l'int6grit et la feconde diversit6 de leurs cultures et
de leurs systemes d'6ducation, l'Organisation s'interdit d'intervenir
en aucune matiere relevant essentiellement de leur juridiction interieure.

ARTICLE II

llemnbres.

1. Les Etats membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies possedent
le droit de faire partie de l'Organisation des Nations Unies pour
l'Education, la Science et la Culture.
2. Sous reserve des termes de l'accord a intervenir entre la presente
Organisation et l'Organisation des Nations Unies, approuv6 con-
form6ment a l'Article X de la presente Convention, les Etats non
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membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies peuvent etre admis
comme membres de l'Organisation sur recommandation du Conseil
Ex6cutif, par la Conference G6enrale votant a la majorite des deux
tiers.
3. Les Etats membres de l'Organisation suspendus de l'exercice de
leurs droits et privileges de membres de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, seront sur la demande de cette derniere suspendus des droits
et privileges inherents A la qualite de membre.
4. Les Etats membres de l'Organisation cessent ipso facto d'en 8tre
membres s'ils sont exclus de l'Organisation des Nations Unies.

ARTICLE III

Organes.

L'Organisation comprend une Conference generale, un Conseil exe-
cutif et un Secretariat.

ARTICLE IV.

La Confrence gn&rale.
A. Composition.
1. - La Conference generale se compose des representants des Etats

membres de l'Organisation. Le Gouvernement de chaque Etat
Membre nomme au plus cinq representants choisis apres consultation
avec le Comit6 National, s'il en existe, ou avec les institutions et
corps educatifs, scientifiques et oulturels.

B. Fonctions.
2. - La Conference generale determine l'orientation et la ligne de

conduite generale de l'Organisation. Elle se prononce sur les pro-
grammes etablis par le Conseil executif.

3. - La Conference generale convoque, s'il y a lieu, des conferences
internationales sur l'6ducation, les sciences, les humanites et la
diffusion du savoir.

4. - Quand elle se prononce pour l'adoption de projets a soumettre
aux Etats Membres, la Conference generale doit distinguer entre les
recommandations aux Etats Membres et les conventions interna-
tionales a ratifier par les Etats Membres. Dans le premier cas, la
majorite simple suffit; dans le second, une majorite des deux tiers est
requise. Chacun des Etats Membres soumettra les recommandations
ou conventions aux autorit6s nationales competentes dans le d6dai
d'un an a partir de la cloture de la session de la Conference generale
au cours de laquelle elles auront ete adoptees.

5.- La Conference generale conseille l'Organisation des Nations
Unies sur les aspects educatifs, scientifiques et culturels des questions
interessant les Nations Unies, dans les conditions et suivant la pro-
cedure qui auront ete adoptees par les autorites competentes des deux
Organisations.

6. - La Conference generale recoit et examine les rapports qui lui
sont soumis p6riodiquement par les Etats Membres, conformement
A l'Article VIII.
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7.- La Conference generale elit les membres du Conseil executif;
elle nomme le Directeur General sur presentation du Conseil executif.

C. Vote.
8. - Chaque Etat Membre dispose d'une voix A la Conference

generale. Les decisions sont prises a la majorite simple, sauf dans les
cas ou les dispositions de la presente Convention exigent une majorit6
des deux tiers. Par majorit6, il faut entendre la majorit6 des membres
presents et votant.

D. Procedure.
9. - La Conference generale se reunit chaque annee en session

ordinaire; elle peut se r6unir en session extraordinaire sur convocation
du Conseil executif. Au cours de chaque session la Conference fixe
le siege de la session suivante; ce siege change chaque annee.

10. - La Conference generale, A chaque session, elit son president et
son bureau et adopte son reglement interieur.

11. - La Conference generale cree les commissions tant speciales que
techniques et autres organismes subsidiaires qui peuvent 8tre n6ces-
saires a l'exdcution de sa tache.

12. - Des dispositions seront prises pour que le public puisse assister
aux deliberations, sous reserve des dispositions du reglement interieur.

E. Observateurs.
13. - La Conference generale, votant a la majorite des deux tiers,

sur la recommandation du Conseil executif, et sous reserve du regle-
ment interieur, peut inviter comme observateurs a des sessions d6ter-
minees de la Conference ou de ses commissions, des representants
d'organisations internationales, notamment de celles qui sont visees A
l'article XI, paragraphe 4

ARTICLE V

Conseil ezxcutif.
A. Composition.
1. - Le Conseil executif est compose de dix huit membres 6lus par

la Conference generale parmi les delegues nommes par les Etats
Membres ainsi que du President de la Conference qui siege es-qualite
avec voix consultative.

2. - En procedant A l'election des membres du Conseil executif, la
Conference g6nerale s'efforcera d'y faire figurer des personnalites
competentes dans le domaine des arts, des lettres, des sciences, de
l'education et de la diffusion de la pensee, et ayant l'experience et la
competence necessaires pour remplir les fonctions administratives et
executives qui incombent au Conseil. Elle tiendra compte egalement
de la diversite des cultures et d'une repartition geographique equitable.
Il ne pourra jamais y avoir en meme temps au Conseil executif plus
d'un ressortissant d'un meme Etat Membre, le President de la Con-
ference n'entrant pas en compte.

3. - Les membres elus du Conseil executif conservent leurs fonctions
pendant une duree de trois ans; ils sont immediatement r6eligibles
pour un second mandat, mais ils ne peuvent sieger plus de deux termes
consecutifs. A la premiere election, dix huit membres seront elus
parmi lesquels un tiers se retirera A l'expiration de la premiere annee
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de mandat et un tiers a l'expiration de la deuxieme, l'ordre de sortie
6tant determine par tirage au sort immediatement apres l'election.
Par la suite, six membres seront elus chaque annee.

4. - En cas de deces ou de demission d'un des membres, le Conseil
executif designe parmi les delegues de l'Etat Membre interesse, un
suppleant qui siegera jusqu'a la plus prochaine session de la Conference
generale, laquelle elira un titulaire pour la portion du mandat restant
A courir.

B. Fonctions.
5. - Le Conseil executif, agissant sous l'autorite de la Conference

generale, est responsable devant elle de l'execution du programme
adopte par la Conference. Il prepare l'ordre du jour des reunions de
la Conference et le programme de travail qui est soumis A celle-ci.

6. - Le Conseil executif recommande A la Conference generale
l'admission de nouveaux Membres dans l'Organisation.

7. - Sous reserve des decisions de la Conference generale, le Conseil
executif 6tablit son reglement interieur. Il elit, parmi ses membres,
son bureau.

8. - Le Conseil executif se reunit en session ordinaire au moins deux
fois par an; il peut se reunir en session extraordinaire sur convocation
de son President A l'initiative de celui-ci, ou a la demande de six
membres du Conseil.

9. - Le President du Conseil executif presente A la Conference
generale, avec ou sans commentaires, le rapport annuel du Directeur
General sur l'activite de l'Organisation, prealablement soumis au
Conseil.

10. - Le Conseil executif prend toutes dispositions utiles pour con-
sulter les representants des organismes internationaux ou les person-
nalites qualifiees qui s'occupent de questions relevant de sa compe-
tence.

11.- Les membres du Conseil executif exercent les pouvoirs qui
leur sont d1legu6s par la Conference generale, au nom de la Conference
tout entiere et non comme representants de leurs gouvernements
respectifs.

ARTICLE VI

Secretariat.

1. - Le Secretariat se compose d'un Directeur General et du person-
nel reconnu necessaire.

2.- Le Directeur General est propose par le Conseil executif et
nomme par la Conference generale pour une periode de six ans, aux
conditions qui seront approuvees par la Conference. Sa nomination
est renouvelable. Le Directeur General est le plus haut fonctionnaire
de l'Organisation.

3. - Le Directeur General ou, A son defaut, le remplagant qu'il aura
d6sign6, prend part, sans droit de vote, A toutes les reunions de la
Conference generale, du Conseil executif et des commissions de 1'Orga-
nisation. Il formule des propositions en vue des mesures a prendre par
la Conference et le Conseil.
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4. -Le Directeur General nomme le personnel du Secretariat
conformement au statut du personnel qui devra etre soumis a l'appro-
bation de la Conference generale. Sous reserve de reunir les plus
hautes qualites d'int6grite, d'efficacit6 et de competence technique,
le personnel devra 6tre recrut6 sur une base g6ographique aussi large
que possible.

5. - Les responsabilit6s du Directeur General et du personnel ont un
caractere exclusivement international. Dans l'accomplissement de
leurs devoirs, ils ne demanderont ni ne recevront d'instructions d'au-
cun Gouvernement ni d'aucune autorite etrangere a l'Organisation.
Ils s'abstiendront de tout acte de nature a compromettre leur
situation de fonctionnaires internationaux. Tous les Etats membres
de l'Organisation s'engagent a respecter le caractere international
des fonctions du Directeur General et du personnel et a ne pas
chercher a les influencer dans l'accomplissement de leur tache.

6. - Aucune des dispositions de cet article ne saurait empecher
l'Organisation de passer, dans le cadre de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, des accords sp6ciaux pour la constitution de services communs
et le recrutement de personnel commun ainsi que pour l'6change de
personnel.

ARTICLE VII

Comit6s nationaux de cooperation.

1. - Chaque Etat Membre prendra les dispositions appropriees A sa
situation particuliere pour associer aux travaux de l'Organisation les
principaux groupes nationaux qui s'interessent aux problemes d'educa-
tion, de recherche scientifique et de culture, de preference en con-
stituant une Commission nationale ou seront representes le Gouverne-
ment et ces differents groupes.

2. - Dans les pays of il en existe les Commissions nationales ou les
organismes nationaux de coop6ration rempllissent un r6le consultatif
aupres de leur D616gation nationalo A la Confercnce g6dnralo et
aupres de leur Gouvernenemnt pour tous les prot)blJIos so rapportallt
a l'Organisation. Ils joulent le role d'organe de liaison pour toutes les
questions qui int6rcssent l'Organisation.

3. - Sur la demande d'un Etat Membre, l'Organisation peut
dEl6guer, a titre temporaire ou permanent, aupres de la Commission
nationale de cet Etat, un membre de son Secretariat pour collaborer
aux travaux de cette Commission.

ARTICLE VIII

Presentation de rapports par les Etats AIembres.

Chaque Etat Membre adresse a l'Organisation un rapport p6riodi-
que, sous la forme que determinera la Conference gen6rale, sur les
lois, r6glements et statistiques relatifs A ses institutions et a son
activit6 dans l'ordre de l'education, de la science et de la culture ainsi
que sur la suite donnee aux recommandations et conventions visees
a l'Article IV, paragraphe 4.
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ARTICLE IX

Budget.

1. - Le budget est administr6 par l'Organisation.
2. - La Conference gen6rale approuve definitivement le budget et

fixe la participation financiere de chacun des Etats Membres, sous
reserve des dispositions qui pourront etre prevues en cette matiere
par la convention conclue avec l'Organisation des Nations Unies
conformement a l'article X de la presente Convention.

3. - Le Directeur General peut, avec l'approbation du Conseil
executif, recevoir directement tous dons, legs et subventions provenant
de Gouvernements, d'institutions publiques ou priv6es, d'associations
ou de particuliers.

ARTICLE X

Relations avec l'Organisation des Nations Unies.

L'Organisation sera reliee, des que possible, a l'Organisation des
Nations Unies. Elle en constituera l'une des institutions spdcialis6es
prevues a l'article 57 de la Charte des Nations Unies. Ces relations
feront l'objet d'un accord avec l'Organisation des Nations Unies
conformement aux dispositions de l'article 63 de la Charte. Cet
accord sera soumis, pour approbation, A la Conference Generale de
la presente Organisation. Il devra fournir les moyens d'6tablir une
cooperation effective entre les deux organisations, dans la poursuite
de leurs fins communes. I1 consacrera, en meme temps, l'autonomie
de l'Organisation dans le domaine de sa competence particuliere, tel
qu'il est defini dans la presente Convention. Cet accord pourra
notamment contenir toutes dispositions concernant l'approbation du
budget et le financement de l'Organisation par l'Assembl6e generale
des Nations Unies.

ARTICLE XI

Relations avec d'autres organisations et institutions internationales
specialistes.

1. -L'Organisation peut cooperer avec d'autres organisations et
institutions intergouvernementales specialis6es, dont les taches et
activit6s sont en harmonie avec les siennes. A cet effet, le Directeur
General peut, sous la haute autorite du Conseil executif, 6tablir des
relations effectives avec ces organisations et institutions et constituer
les commissions mixtes jugees necessaires pour assurer une cooperation
efficace. Tout accord passe avec ces organisations ou institutions
specialis6es sera soumis A 1'approbation du Conseil executif.

2. - Toutes les fois que la Conference generale et les autorites
competentes de toute autre organisation ou institution intergouverne-
mentale specialisee poursuivant des activit6s et des objectifs analogues,
jugeront souhaitable de transf6rer a l'Organisation les ressources et
fonctions de ladite organisation ou institution, le Directeur G6n6ral
pourra, sous reserve de l'approbation de la Conference, conclure, A la
satisfaction des deux parties, les accords necessaires.
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3. - L'Organisation peut, d'un commun accord avec d'autres
organisations intergouvernementales, prendre des dispositions appro-
prices pour s'assurer une representation a leurs reunions respectives.

4. - L'Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'Education, la Science
et la Culture peut prendre toutes dispositions utiles pour faciliter les
consultations et assurer la cooperation avec les organisations inter-
nationales privees s'occupant de questions qui entrent dans son
domaine. Elle peut les inviter a entreprendre certaines taches de-
terminees rentrant dans leur competence. Cette cooperation peut
egalement prendre la forme d'une participation appropri6e de repre-
sentants desdites organisations aux travaux de comites consultatifs
crees par la Conference generale.

ARTICLE XII

Statut juridique de l'Organisation.

Les dispositions des Articles 104 et 105 de la Charte de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies relatives au statut juridique de cette Organisa-
tion, a ses privileges et immunites, s'appliquent egalement A la
presente organisation.

ARTICLE XIII

Amendements.

1. - Les projets d'amendements a la presente Convention prendront
effet lorsqu'ils auront ete adoptes par la Conference generale a la
majorite des deux tiers; n6anmoins, les amendements entrainant des
modifications fondamentales dans les buts de l'Organisation ou des
obligations nouvelles pour les Etats Membres, devront etre ensuite
acceptes par les deux tiers des Etats Membres avant d'entrer en
vigueur. Le texte des projets d'amendemlents sera communiqu6
aux Etats Membres par le Directeur G6n6ral six mois au moins avant
d'etre soumis A l'examen de la Conference g6n6rale.

2. - La Conf6rence gen6rale aura pouvoir d'adopter A la majorite
des deux tiers un reglement en vue de l'application des dispositions
du present article.

ARTICLE XIV

Interpretation

1. -Les textes anglais et frangais de la presente Convention
font egalement foi.

2. - Toutes questions et tous differends relatifs a l'interpretation
de la presente Convention seront soumis pour decision a la Cour
Internationale de Justice ou a un tribunal arbitral, selon ce que
decidera la Conference generale conformement a son reglement
interieur.

ARTICLE XV

Entree en vigueur.

1.-La presente Convention sera soumise A acceptation. Les
instruments d'acceptation seront deposes aupres du Gouvernement
du Royaume-Uni.
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2.- La prdsente Convention sera depos6e dans les archives du
Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni oi elle restera ouverte a la signature.
Les signatures pourront 6tre apposees avant ou apres le dep6t des
instruments d'acceptation. L'acceptation ne sera valable que si elle
est pr6cedee ou suivie d'une signature.

3. - La pr6sente Convention entrera en vigueur lorsqu'elle aura 6et
acceptee par vingt de ses signataires. Les acceptations ulterieures
prendront effet immediatement.

4. - Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni notifiera A tous les Mem-
bres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies la reception de tous les
instruments d'acceptation et la date A laquelle la Convention entrera
en vigueur conformement au paragraphe precedent.

En foi de quoi les soussignes, dutment autorises A cet effet, ont
signe la pr6sente Convention dans les langues anglaise et frangaise,
les deux textes faisant egalement foi.

Fait A Londres, le seize Novembre 1945, en un seul exemplaire dans
les langues anglaise et franqaise. Des copies dIment certifi6es
conformes seront remises par le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni aux
Gouvernements de tous les Etats membres des Nations Unies.

REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE
CONRADO TRAVERSO

AUSTRALIE

BELGIQUE
A. BUISSERET

BOLIVIE
C. SALAMANCA

BRESIL
MONIZ DE ARAGAO

REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE BIELORUSSIE

CANADA
VINCENT MASSEY

CHILI
FRANCISCO WALKER LINARES

CHINE
Hu SHIH

COLOMBIE
J. J. ARANGO

COSTA RICA

CUBA
Lms MARINO PEREZ

TCHECOSLOVAQUIE
JAN OPOCENSKY
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2. — La presente Convention sera depose dans les archives du 
Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni oh. elle restera ouverte A la signature. 
Les signatures pourront etre apposes avant on apres le depot des 
instruments d'acceptation. L'acceptation ne sera valable quo si elk 
est precedee ou suivie d'une signature. 

3. — La presente Convention entrera en vigueur lorsqu'elle aura 60 
acceptee par vingt de ses signataires. Les acceptations ulterieures 
prendront effet immediatement. 

4. — Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni notifiera a tous les Mem-
bres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies la reception de thus les 
instruments d'acceptation et la date a laquelle la Convention entrera 
en vigueur conformement au paragraphe precedent. 

En foi de quoi les soussignes, d 6.ment autorises a cet effet, out 
signe la present° Convention dans les langues anglaise et frangaise, 
les deux textes faisant egalement foi. 

Fait a Londres, le seize Novembre 1945, en un seul exemplaire dans 
les langues anglaise et frangaise. Des copies dA.ment certifiees 
conformes seront remises par le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni aux 
Gouvernements de tous les Etats membres des Nations Unies. 

REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE 

CONRADO TRAVERSO 

AUSTRALIE 

BELGIQUE 

BOLT VIE 

BRESIL 

A. BIIISSERET 

C. SALAMANCA 

M ONIZ DE ARAGAO 

REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE DE BIELORUSSIE 

CANADA 

VINCENT M ASSEY 

CHILI 

FRANCISCO W ALKER LINARES 

CHINE 

Hu SHIH 

COLOMBIE 

J. J. ARANGO 

COSTA RICA 

CUBA 

LITIS M ARINO PEREZ 

TCHECOSLOVAQITIE 

JAN OPOCENSKY 
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DANEMARK

ALB. MIICHELSEN

REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE

A. PASTORIZA

EQUATEUR

ALB. PUIG

EGYPTE

A. FATTAH AH. AMR

SALVADOR

ETHIOPIE

FRANCE

GRECE

TH. AGHNIDES

GUATEMALA

M. GALICH

HAITI

LEON LALEAU

HONDURAS

INDE

JOHN SARGENT

IRAN

A. A. HEKMAT

IRAK

NAJI AL ASIL

LIBAN
CAMILLE CIIAMOUN

LIBERIA

J. W. PEARSON

LUXEMBOURG
A. ALS

MEXIQUE
J. T. BODET

PAYS-BAS
V. D. LEEUW

NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

NICARAGUA
ERNESTO SELVA

NORVEGE
NILS HJELMTVEIT

95347°-49-PT. III 16
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PANAMA
E. A. MORALES

PARAGUAY

PEROU
E. LETTS

PHILIPPINES
MAXIMO M. KALAW

POLOGNE
BERNARD DRZEWIESKI

ARABIE SAOUDITE
HAFIZ WAHBA

SYRIE
N. ARMANAZI

TURQUIE
YttCEL

REPUBLIQUE SOVIETIQUE SOCIALISTE D'UKRAINE

UNION SUD AFRICAINE
G. HEATON NICHOLLS

UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOVIETIQUES SOCIALISTES

ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD
ELLEN WILKINSON

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE

URUGUAY
R. E. MACEACHEN

VENEZUELA
A. RODRIGUEZ AZPURJA

YOUGOSLAVIE
DR. LJUBO LEONTIC

Certified a true copy:
[SEAL] D. A. BIGBY

LONDON.
Acting Librarian and Keeper of the

Papers at the Foreign Office.
31 Jan 1946
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MULTILATERAL-UNESCO-SEPT. 30,1946

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State
No: 670
Ref: 8I9811

His Majesty's Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secre-
tary of State and, under instructions from His Majesty's principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, has the honour to inform him
that Instruments of Acceptance of the Constitution of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation were de-
posited by the governments of the undermentioned countries in the
archives of the Foreign Office on the dates shown:-

Czecholsovakia . . . ....... . 5th October, 1946
Brazil. . . . . . . . . . ... . 14th October, 1946
Lebanon. . . . . . . . . .... . 28th October, 1946
Greece . . . . . . . . . ... .. 4th November, 1946
Poland . ............. . 6th November, 1946

2. Instruments of Acceptance having now been deposited on behalf tot of entry into
of twenty signatory countries, in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph 3 Article XV, the Constitution came into force on 4th AtEp. 20-

November, 1946, the date of the deposit of the twentieth acceptance.
3. The other countries which have previously accepted the Consti-
tution, with the date upon which the acceptances were deposited,
are as follows:-

United Kingdom .....
New Zealand. . .....
Saudi Arabia. ......
Union of South Africa. . .
Commonwealth of Australia
India ...........
Mexico . . . . . . . ..
France . . . ......
Dominican Republic . . .
Turkey . . . . . . . ..
Egypt. . . . . . . . . .
Norway . . . . . . . ..
Canada . . . . . . . ..
China .........
Denmark .. . .....
United States ......

20th February, 1946
6th March, 1946
30th April, 1946
3rd June, 1946

1th June, 1946
12th June, 1946
12th June, 1946
29th June, 1946
2nd July, 1946
6th July, 1946
16th July, 1946
8th August, 1946
6th September, 1946
13th September, 1946
20th September, 1946
30th September, 1946

Bmnrsn EMBASSY
WASmNGTON, D.C.

10t December, 1946
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The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

No: 670 
Ref: 182198146 

His Majesty's Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secre-
tary of State and, under instructions from His Majesty's principal 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, has the honour to inform him 
that Instruments of Acceptance of the Constitution of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation were de-
posited by the governments of the undermentioned countries in the 
archives of the Foreign Office on the dates shown:— 

Czecholsovakia  
Brazil  
Lebanon 
Greece 
Poland 

5th October, 1946 
14th October, 1946 

  28th October, 1946 
  4th November, 1946 
  6th November, 1946 

2. Instruments of Acceptance having now been deposited on behalf 
of twenty signatory countries, in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 3 Article XV, the Constitution came into force on 4th 
November, 1946, the date of the deposit of the twentieth acceptance. 
3. The other countries which have previously accepted the Consti-
tution, with the date upon which the acceptances were deposited, 
are as follows:— 

United Kingdom   20th February, 1946 
New Zealand  6th March, 1946 
Saudi Arabia  30th April, 1946 
Union of South Africa  3rd June, 1946 
Commonwealth of Australia   11th June, 1946 
India   12th June, 1946 
Mexico   12th June, 1946 
France   29th June, 1946 
Dominican Republic   2nd July, 1946 
Turkey   6th July, 1946 
Egypt  16th July, 1946 
Norway   8th August, 1946 
Canada   6th September, 1946 
China  13th September, 1946 
Denmark   20th September, 1946 
United States   30th September, 1946 

BRITISH EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

10th December, 1946 

Date of entry into 
force. 

Ante, p. 2504. 
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September 28 and
November 13, 15,1946 Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting

T. I. A. S. 1582] waiver of certain claims involving government vessels. Effected by
exchange of notes signed at Washington September 28, November 13 and
15, 1946; effective November 15, 1946.

The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY
AMBASSADE DU CANADA

57 Stat. 1021.

"Governmen t
vessel".

Waiver of desig-
nated claims.

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
September 28,1946.No. 348

SIR,
With reference to the exchange of notes of May 25 and 26, 1943,

between the Governments of Canada and of the United States of Amer-
ica recording an agreement for the waiver of claims from collisions
between vessels of war, I have the honour to inform you that the Gov-
ernment of Canada is prepared to give effect to an agreement in the
following terms:

ARTICLE I

In this Agreement the expression "Government vessel" means a
vessel (including a vessel of war), flying-boat or drydock owned by
or under bareboat charter to, requisitioned by, demised to, or other-
wise operated by, either Government, its servant, agent or instru-
mentality on bareboat terms or chartered to or otherwise operated by
or for such Government on terms which authorize such Government
to make this Agreement effective with respect to such vessel, flying-
boat or drydock; it includes a vessel operated under the supervision of
the War Shipping Administration or Park Steamship Company
Limited, but does not include (a) a vessel, flying-boat or drydock on
bareboat charter or otherwise on demise by either Government to a
Government other than a contracting Government, or to any person,
firm or corporation otherwise than as the servant, agent or instru-
mentality of either contracting Government; or (b) a vessel owned by
Canadian National (West Indies) Steamships Limited, Canadian Na-
tional Steamship Company Limited or associated or subsidiary com-
panies.

ARTICLE 2

The Government of Canada and the Government of the United
States of America agree that each shall waive all those legal maritime
claims by either Government against the other Government or any
servant, agent or instrumentality of the other Government or any
Government vessel in respect of collision, salvage, general average,
negligent navigation or negligent management of the said Govern-
ment vessel or in respect of the loss or salvage of, damage to, or general
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September 28 and 
November 13, 15, 1946 

IT. I. A. S. 1582] 

57 Stat. 1021. 

"Government 
vessel". 

Waiver of desig-
nated claims. 

Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting 
waiver of certain claims involving government vessels. Effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Washington September 28, November 13 and 
15, 1946; effective November 15, 1946. 

The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

CANADIAN EMBASSY 
AMBASSADE DU CANADA 

W ASHINGTON, D. C., 
No. 348 September 28,1946. 

With reference to the exchange of notes of May 25 and 26, 1943, 
between the Governments of Canada and of the United States of Amer-
ica recording an agreement for the waiver of claims from collisions 
between vessels of war, I have the honour to inform you that the Gov-
ernment of Canada is prepared to give effect to an agreement in the 
following terms: 

ARTICLE I 

In this Agreement the expression "Government vessel" means a. 
vessel (including a vessel of war), flying-boat or drydock owned by 
or under bareboat charter to, requisitioned by, demised to, or other-
wise operated by, either Government, its servant, agent or instru-
mentality on bareboat terms or chartered to or otherwise operated by 
or for such Government on terms which authorize such Government 
to make this Agreement effective with respect to such vessel, flying-
boat or drydock; it includes a vessel operated under the supervision of 
the War Shipping Administration or Park Steamship Company 
Limited, but does not include (a) a vessel, flying-boat or drydock on 
bareboat charter or otherwise on demise by either Government to a 
Government other than a contracting Government, or to any person, 
firm or corporation otherwise than as the servant, agent or instru-
mentality of either contracting Government; or (b) a vessel owned by 
Canadian National (West Indies) Steamships Limited, Canadian Na-
tional Steamship Company Limited or associated or subsidiary com-
panies. 

ARTICLE 2 

The Government of Canada and the Government of the United 
States of America agree that each shall waive all those legal maritime 
claims by either Government against the other Government or any 
servant, agent or instrumentality of the other Government or any 
Government vessel in respect of collision, salvage, general average, 
negligent navigation or negligent management of the said Govern-
ment vessel or in respect of the loss or salvage of, damage to, or general 
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average in connection with, cargoes carried in the said Government
vessel; subject however to the provisions of Articles 3 and 4.

ARTICLE 3

Where in any case claims arise which are not required to be waived
by this Agreement in addition to or in conjunction with claims which
are so required to be waived and it is necessary in any proceedings
including proceedings for the limitation of liability that claims be
marshalled or for the proper assessment of any salvage or general
average that values should be estimated, the provisions of this Agree
ment shall not apply but claims which would otherwise be requireo
to be waived under this Agreement shall be asserted. Any recoveries,
however, shall be waived by the Government entitled to such recoveries
or at the option of such Government shall be dealt with in such other
way as will give effect to the purpose of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 4

1. In order to carry out the full intention of this Agreement each
Government will so arrange in connection with bareboat charters or
demises to it or requisitions by it that neither the owners, nor the
persons, firms or corporations interested through such owners, shall
have or assert any claims of the character specified herein.

2. Each Government represents that in no case in which a legal
maritime claim arises under any insurance that has been or will be
effected on or in respect of any Government vessel or cargo carried
therein shall any rights that can be exercised against the other Govern-
ment be subrogated to the insurers concerned insofar as the insurers'
liability relates to a claim which is required to be waived by this
Agreement.

An'TCL.: 5

Each Government shall facilitate the assertion by the other Govern-
mnent of sovereign immunity in relation to any Government vessel.

ARTICLE 6

This Agreement terminates the agreement contained in the
exchange of notes of May 25 and 26, 1943, and it shall apply to legal
maritime claims arising since December 7, 1941, but remaining
unsettled on the day this Agreement enters into force, as well as in
respect of claims arising on or after such day and during the period
in which the Agreement shall remain in force.

ARTICLE 7

This Agreement shall remain in force until the expiration of six
months from the day on which either Government shall have given
notice in writing to the other Government of an intention to terminate
the Agreement.

I have the honour to inform you that if an Agreement in accordance

2521

Inapplicability.

Bareboat charters,
etc.

Claims arising un-
der insurance.

Assl.rtiln of sover-
vigl itriiiiiln ity.

Applicability.

57 Stat. 1021.

Duration.
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average in connection with, cargoes carried in the said Government 
vessel; subject however to the provisions of Articles 3 and 4. 

ARTICLE 3 

Where in any case claims arise which are not required to be waived 
by this Agreement in addition to or in conjunction with claims which 
are so required to be waived and it is necessary in any proceedings 
including proceedings for the limitation of liability that claims be 
marshalled or for the proper assessment of any salvage or general 
average that values should be estimated, the provisions of this Agree 
ment shall not apply but claims which would otherwise be requiren 
to be waived under this Agreement shall be asserted. Any recoveries, 
however, shall be waived by the Government entitled to such recoveries 
or at the option of such Government shall be dealt with in such other 
way as will give effect to the purpose of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 4 

1. In order to carry out the full intention of this Agreement each 
Government will so arrange in connection with bareboat charters or 
demises to it or requisitions by it that neither the owners, nor the 
persons, firms or corporations interested through such owners, shall 
have or assert any claims of the character specified herein. 

2. Each Government represents that in no case in which a legal 
maritime claim arises under any insurance that has been or will be 
effected on or in respect of any Government vessel or cargo carried 
therein shall any rights that can be exercised against the other Govern-
ment be subrogated to the insurers concerned insofar as the insurers' 
liability relates to a claim which is required to be waived by this 
Agreement. 

Atm CLE 

Each Government shall facilitate the assertion by the other Govern-
ment of sovereign immunity in relation to any Government vessel. 

ARTICLE 6 

This Agreement terminates the agreement contained in the 
exchange of notes of May 25 and 26, 1943, and it shall apply to legal 
maritime claims arising since December 7, 1941, but remaining 
unsettled on the day this Agreement enters into force, as well as in 
respect of claims arising on or after such day and during the period 

in which the Agreement shall remain in force. 

ARTICLE 7 

This Agreement shall remain in force until the expiration of six 
months from the day on which either Government. shall have given 
notice in writing to the other Government of an intention to terminate 
the Agreement. 

I have the honour to inform you that if an Agreement in accordance 
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with the above terms is acceptable to the Government of the United
States of America, it shall be considered by the Government of Canada
to have been concluded and to be in effect as of the date of a corre-
sponding note from you indicating that the Government of the United
States of America is prepared to give effect to the Agreement.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.
L B PEARSON

The Honourable WILLIAM L. CLAYTON,
Acting Secretary of State

for the United States,
Washington, D.O.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Nov 13 1946
SIR:

Reference is made to the Ambassador's note No. 348 of September
28, 1946 containing the text of a proposed agreement between the
Governments of Canada and of the United States of America for the
waiver of certain claims involving vessels of the two Governments.

The terms of the proposed agreement are acceptable to this Govern-
ment, but after the words "War Shipping Administration" in Article I
of the text of the agreement there should be added the words "and
United States Maritime Commission". If this addition is satisfac-
tory, the agreement will be regarded as effective from the date of your
note so advising.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
DEAN ACIIESON

Acting Secretary of State
His Excellency

HUMPHREY HUME WRONG,
Ambassador of Canada.

The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State
No. 428 November 15, 1946.

SIR,
I have the honour to refer to your note of November 13, 1946, re-

garding the proposed agreement between the Governments of Canada
and the United States of America for the waiver of certain claims
involving vessels of the two governments and to Mr. Pearson's note

Ae. p. 2z2. No. 348 of September 28, 1946, containing the text of said proposed
agreement.

I also note that your government wishes an addition to be made to
the text of Article I of the said proposed agreement, namely, that after
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with the above terms is acceptable to the Government of the United 
States of America, it shall be considered by the Government of Canada 
to have been concluded and to be in effect as of the date of a corre-
sponding note from you indicating that the Government of the United 
States of America is prepared to give effect to the Agreement. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration. 

LB PEARSON 
The Honourable W ILLIAM L. CLAYTON, 

Acting Secretary of State 
for the United States, 

Washington,D.C. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador 

Ante, p. 2520. 

SIR: 

Reference is made to the Ambassador's note No. 348 of September 
28, 1946 containing the text of a proposed agreement between the 
Governments of Canada and of the United States of America for the 
waiver of certain claims involving vessels of the two Governments. 
The terms of the proposed agreement are acceptable to this Govern-

ment, but after the words "War Shipping Administration" in Article I 
of the text of the agreement there should be added the words "and 
United States Maritime Commission". If this addition is satisfac-
tory, the agreement will be regarded as effective from the date of your 
note so advising. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

DEAN AC I IESO N 
Acting Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
HUMPHREY HUME W RONG, 

Ambassador of Canada. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Nov 13 1946 

The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

No. 428 November 15, 1946. 

SIR, 

I have the honour to refer to your note of November 13, 1946, re-
garding the proposed agreement between the Governments of Canada 
and the United States of America for the waiver of certain claims 
involving vessels of the two governments and to Mr. Pearson's note 
No. 348 of September 28, 1946, containing the text of said proposed 
agreement. 

I also note that your government wishes an addition to be made to 
the text of Article I of the said proposed agreement, namely, that after 
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the words, "War Shipping Administration", there should be added
the words "and United States Maritime Commission".

This addition to the text of Article I is acceptable to the Canadian Effective date.
Government. It is understood, therefore, that the agreement is in
force from the date of this note.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
H H WRONG

DEAN ACHESON, Esq.,
Acting Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

01 STAT.] CANADA—MARITIME CLAIMS _Sept. 28, 1946  
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the words, "War Shipping Administration", there should be added 
the words "and United States Maritime Commission". 

This addition to the text of Article I is acceptable to the Canadian 
Government. It is understood, therefore, that the agreement is in 
force from the date of this note. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
H H W RONG 

DEAN ACHESON, Esq., 
Acting Secretary of State, 

Washington,D.C. 

2523 
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Agreement between the United States of America and other powers December 16, 1946
respecting the Preparatory Commission of the International Refugee [T.I.A.S. 1583

Organization. Opened for signature at New York December 15, 1946;
signed for the United States of America December 16, 1946; effective
December 31, 1946.

AGREEMENT ON INTERIM MEASURES
TO BE TAKEN IN RESPECT OF REFUGEES

AND DISPLACED PERSONS

UNITED NITIONS

Lake Success, New York

1946
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Agreement between the United States of America and other powers  December 16, 1946  
respecting the Preparatory Commission of the International Refugee [T. I. A. S. 1583] 

Organization. Opened for signature at New York December 15, 1946; 
signed for the United States of America December 16, 1946; effective 
December 31, 1946. 

AGREEMENT ON INTERIM MEASURES 

TO BE TAKEN IN RESPECT OF REFUGEES 
AND DISPLACED PERSONS 

UNITED NATIONS 

Lake Success, New York 

1946 
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THE GOVERNMENTS which have signed the
Constitution of the International Refugee Organ-
ization,

having determined that they will take all
measures possible to accomplish expeditiously
the entry into effective operation of that Organ-
ization, and to provide for an orderly transfer
to it of the functions and assets of existing
organizations;

having decided that, pending the entry into
force of the Constitution of the Organization, a
Preparatory Commission for the International
Refugee Organization should be established for
the performance of certain functions and duties;

AGCEE to the following measures:

1. There is hereby established a Preparatory
Commission for the International Refugee Organ-
ization, which shall consist of one representative
from each Government signatory to the Consti-
tution. The Director of the Inter-governmental
Committee on Refugees, the Director-General of
UNRRA and the Director of the International
Labour Organization, or their representatives,
shall be invited to sit with the Commission in a
consultative capacity.

2. The Commission shall:
(a) take all necessary and practicable

measures for the purpose of bringing the
Organization into effective operation as soon
as possible;

(b) arrange for the convening of the
General Council in its first session at the earli-
est practicable date following the entry into
force of the Constitution of the Organization;

(c) prepare the provisional agenda for
this first session as well as documents and
recommendations relating thereto;

(d) suggest plans, in consultation with
existing organizations and the control authori-

2

ties, for the programme for the first year of
the Organization;

(e) prepare draft financial and staff regu-
lations, and draft rules of procedure for the
General Council and the Executive Committee.
3. The Commission may, in its discretion and

after agreement with existing organizations deal-
ing with refugees and displaced persons, take
over any of the functions, activities, assets and
personnel of such organizations, provided that
the Commission is satisfied that this is essential
in order to accomplish the orderly transfer to
the International Refugee Organization of such
functions or activities.

4. The Commission shall be governed by the
rules of procedure of the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations so far as these are
applicable.

5. The Commission shall appoint an Executive
Secretary, who shall serve the Commission in
that capacity and perform such duties as the
Commission may determine. He shall be respon-
sible for the appointment and direction of such
staff as may be required for the work of the
Commission.

6. The expenses of the Commission may be
met by advances from such Governments as
choose to make advance contributions, which
shall be deductible from their first contributions
to the Organization; and from such funds and
assets as may be transferred from existing organ-
izations to meet the cases provided for in para-
graph 3 of this Agreement.

7. The first meeting of the Commission shall
be convened as soon as practicable by the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations.

8. The Commission shall cease to exist upon
the election of the Director-General of the Organ-
ization, at which time its property, assets and
records shall be transferred to the Organization.
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AGREEMENT ON INTERIM MEASURES TO BE TAKEN IN RESPECT OF REFUGEES 

AND DISPLACED PERSONS 

THE GOVERNMENTS which have signed the 
Constitution of the International Refugee Organ-
ization, 

having determined that they will take all 
measures possible to accomplish expeditiously 
the entry into effective operation of that Organ-
ization, and to provide for an orderly transfer 
to it of the functions and assets of existing 
organizations; 

having decided that, pending the entry into 
force of the Constitution of the Organization, a 
Preparatory Conunission for the International 
Refugee Organization should be established for 
the performance of certain functions and duties; 

AGREE to the following measures: 

1. There is hereby established a Preparatory 
Commisaion for the International Refugee Organ-
ization, which shall consist of one representative 
from each Government signatory to the Consti-
tution. The Director of the Inter-governmental 
Committee on Refugees, the Director-General of 
UNRRA and the Director of the International 
Labour Organization, or their representatives, 
shall be invited to sit with the Commission in a 
consultative capacity. 

2. The Commission shall: 

(a) take all necessary and practicable 
measures for the purpose of bringing the 
Organization into effective operation as soon 
as possible; 

(6) arrange for the convening of the 
General Council in its first session at the earli-
est practicable date following the entry into 
force of the Constitution of the Organization; 

(c) prepare the provisional agenda for 
this first session as well as documents and 
recommendations relating thereto; 

(a) suggest plans, in consultation with 
existing organizations and the control authori-
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ties, for the programme for the first year of 
the Organization; 

(e) prepare draft financial and staff regu-
lations, and draft rules of procedure for the 
General Council and the Executive Committee. 

3. The Commission may, in its discretion and 
after agreement with existing organizations deal-
ing with refugees and displaced persons, °Inkø 
over any of the functions, activities, assets and 
personnel of such organizations, provided that 
the Commission is satisfied that this is essential 
in order to accomplish the orderly transfer to 
the International Refugee Organization of such 
functions or activities. 

4. The Cortuni  sion shall be governed by the 
rules of procedure of the Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations so far as these are 
applicable. 

5. The Commission shall appoint an Executive 
Secretary, who shall serve the Commission in 
that capacity and perform such duties as the 
Commission may determine. He shall be respon-
sible for the appointment and direction of such 
staff as may be required for the work of the 
Commission. 

6. The expenses of the Commission may be 
met by advances from such Governments as 
choose to make advance contributions, which 
shall be deductible from their first contributions 
to the Organization; and from such funds and 
assets as may be transferred from existing organ-
izations to meet the cases provided for in para-
graph 3 of this Agreement. 

7. The first meeting of the Commission shall 
be convened as soon as practicable by the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations. 

8. The Commission shall cease to exist upon 
the election of the Director-General of the Organ-
ization, at which time its property, assets and 
records shall be transferred to the Organization. 
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9. This Agreement shall come into force as
soon as it has been signed by the representatives
of eight Governments signatories to the Consti-
tution of the International Refugee Organization
and shall remain open for signature by Members
of the United Nations which sign the Constitution
of the International Refugee Organization until
the Commission is dissolved in accordance with
paragraph 8 of this Agreement.

IN FAITH WHEREOF, the undersigned repre-
sentatives, having been duly authorized for that
purpose, sign this Agreement in the Chinese,
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages,
all five texts being equally authentic.

DONE at Flushing Meadow, New York, this
fifteenth day of December, one thousand nine
hundred and forty-six.

3
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9. This Agreement shall come into force as 
soon as it has been signed by the representatives 
of eight Governments signatories to the Consti-
tution of the International Refugee Organization 
and shall remain open for signature by Members 
of the United Nations which sign the Constitution 
of the International Refugee Organization until 
the Commission is dissolved in accordance with 
paragraph 8 of this Agreement. 

IN FAITH WHEREOF, the undersigned repre-
sentatives, having been duly authorized for that 
purpose, sign this Agreement in the Chinese, 
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages, 
all five texts being equally authentic. 

DONE at Flushing Meadow, New York, this 
fifteenth day of December, one thousand nine 
hundred and forty-six. 
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LES GOUVERNEMENTS qui ont signs la Consti-
tution de l'Organisation internationale pour les
refugies,

ayant dcide de prendre toutes les mesures en
leur pouvoir pour que le fonctionnement effectif
de l'Organisation devienne promptement une
realite, et pour assurer le transfert methodique a
cette Organisation des fonctions qu'exercent les
organisations existantes, ainsi que les avoirs de
celles-ci;

ayant dcide que, en attendant l'entree en
vigueur de la Constitution de l'Organisation, une
Commission pr6paratoire de I'Organisation inter-
nationale pour les refugies devrait etre creee
pour exercer certaines fonctions et remplir cer-
taines obligations;

CONVIENNENT des dispositions suivantes:

1. I1 est cree, par les presentes, une Commis-
sion preparatoire de l'Organisation internatio-
nale pour les refugies, qui se composera d'un
representant de chacun des Gouvernements
signataires de la Constitution. Le Directeur du
Comite intergouvernemental pour les refugies,
le Directeur g6enral de 1'UNRRA et le Directeur
de l'Organisation internationale du Travail, ou
leurs representants, seront invites a assister, a
titre consultatif, aux seances de la Commission.

2. La Commission devra:
a) prendre toutes les mesures necessaires

et possibles pour que l'Organisation puisse
commencer & fonctionner effectivement aussi-
t6t que possible;

b) prendre les dispositions necessaires en
vue de convoquer le Conseil general, pour sa
premiere session, i une date aussi rapprochee
que possible apres l'entree en vigueur de la
Constitution de l'Organisation;

c) preparer l'ordre du jour provisoire de
cette premiere session, ainsi que les docu-
ments et recommandations s'y rapportant;
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d) preparer, de concert avec les organisa-
tions existantes et les autorites charg6es du
contr6le, des projets pour le programme des
activit6s de I'Organisation pendant la pre.
miere ann6e de son existence:

e) preparer un projet de reglement finan-
cier, un projet de statut du personnel et des
projets de reglement int6rieur pour le Conseil
general et le Comit6 executif.

3. La Commission peut, si elle le desire, et
apres accord avec les organisations existantes
qui s'occupent des r6fugi6s et des personnes de
placees, prendre en charge les fonctions, les acti-
vites, les avoirs et le personnel de ces organisa-
tions, qu'elle juge necessaires pour assurer le
transfert regulier a l'Organisation de ces fonc-
tions ou activites.

4. La Commission sera souimise au reglement
interieur du Conseil economique et social de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies, dans la mesure
ou ce reglement est applicable.

5. La Commission nommera un Secretaire
executif, qui l'assistera a ce titre et remplira les
fonctions que la Commission pourra determiner.
Le Secretaire executif sera charge de nommer
et de diriger le personnel que le travail de la
Commission pourra exiger.

6. Les depenses de la Commission pourront
etre payees au moyen d'avances des Gouverne-
ments qui accepteront de faire des avances a
deduire de leurs premieres contributions a
l'Organisation, et au moyen des fonds et des
biens qui pourront etre transferes des organisa-
tions existantes, pour faire face aux cas prevus
au paragraphe 3 du present Accord.

7. La premiere reunion de la Commission
sera convoquee aussit6t que possible par le
Secretaire general des Nations Unies.
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ACCORD RELATIF AUX DISPOSITIONS PROVISOIRES DEVANT ETRE PRISES A L'EGARD 

DES REFUGIES ET PERSONNES DEPLACEES 

LES GOUVERNEMENTS qui out signe la Consti-
tution de l'Organisation internationale pour les 
refugies, 

ayant decide de prendre toutes les mesures en 
leur pouvoir pour que le fonctionnement effectif 
de l'Organisation devienne promptement une 
realite, et pour assurer le transfert methodique 
cette Organisation des fonctions qu'exercent les 
organisations existantes, ainsi que les avoirs de 
cellos-ci; 

ayant decide que, en attendant l'entree en 
vigueur de la Constitution de l'Organisation, une 
Commission preparatoire de l'Organisation inter-
nationale pour les refugies devrait etre creee 
pour exercer certaines fonctions et remplir cer-
taines obligations; 

coNvIENNENT des dispositions suivante,s: 

1. Il est cree, par les presentes, une Commis-
sion preparatoire de l'Organisation internatio-
nale pour les refugies, qui se composera d'un 
representant de chacun des Gouvernements 
signataires de la Constitution. Le Directeur du 
Comite intergouvernemental pour les refugies, 
le Directeur general de l'UNRRA et le Directeur 
de l'Organisation internationale du Travail, ou 
leurs representants, seront invites a assister, 
titre consultatif, aux seances de la Commission. 

2. La Commission devra: 
a) prendre toutes les mesures necessaires 

et possibles pour que l'Organisation puisse 
commencer a fonctionner effectivement aussi-
tot que possible; 

6) prendre les dispositions necessaires en 
vue de convoquer le Conseil general, pour sa 
premiere session, im une date aussi rapprochee 
que possible apres l'entree en vigueur de la 
Constitution de l'Organisation; 

preparer l'ordre du jour provisoire de 
cette premiere session, ainsi que les docu-
ments et recounnandations s'y rapportant; 
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preparer, de concert avec les organisa-
tions existantes et les autorites chargees du 
controle, des projets pour le programme des 
activites de l'Organisation pendant la pre-
miere annee de son existence: 

e) preparer un projet de reglement finan-
cier, un projet de statut du personnel et des 
projets de reglement interieur pour le Conseil 
general et le Cornite executif. 

3. La Commission pent, si elle le desire, et 
apres accord avec les organisations existantes 
qui s'occupent des refugies et des personnes de-
placees, prendre en charge les fonctions, les acti-
vites, les avoirs et le personnel de ces organisa-
tions, qu'elle juge necessaires pour assures. To 
transfers regulier a l'Organisation de ces fonc-
tions on activites. 

4. La Commission sera sotirnise an reglement 
interieur du Conseil economique et social de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies, dans la mesure 
oO ce reglement est applicable. 

5. La Commission nommera un Secretaire 
executif, qui l'assistera I ce titre et remplira les 
fonctions que la Commission pourra determiner. 
I..e Secretaire executif sera chargé de nommer 
et de diriger le personnel que le travail de la 
Commission pourra exiger. 

6. Les depenses de la Commission pourront 
etre payees au moyen d'avances des Gouveme-
ments qui accepteront de faire des avances I 
deduire de Tours premieres contributions I 
l'Organisation, et au moyen des fonds et des 
biens qui pourront etre transfer& des organisa-
tions existantes, pour faire face aux cas prevus 
au paragraphe 3 du present Accord. 

7. La premiere reunion de la Commission 
sera convoquee aussitot que possible par le 
Secretaire general des Nations Links. 
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8. La Commission cessera d'exister lorsque
le Directeur g6enral de l'Organisation aura 6et
elu, et a ce moment, ses biens et avoirs et ses
archives seront transferes a l'Organisation.

9. Le pr6sent accord prendra effet aussit6t
qu'il aura ete signe par les representants de huit
Gouvernements signataires de la Constitution de
l'Organisation internationale pour les refugies
et restera ouvert a la signature des Membres des
Nations Unies qui signeront la Constitution de

l'Organisation jusqu'a ce que la Commission soit
dissoute conform6ment aux dispositions du para-
graphe 8 du present Accord.

EN FOI DE QUOI les representants soussignes,
diument autorises, signent le present accord re-
dige en anglais, en chinois, en espagnol, en fran-
cais et en russe, les cinq textes faisant 6galement
foi.

FAIT a Flushing Meadow, New-York, le
quinze decembre, mil neuf cent quarante-six.
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8. La Commission cessera d'exister lorsque 

le Directeur general de l'Organisation aura ete 

elu, et a ce moment, ses biens et avoirs et ses 
archives seront transferes a l'Organisation. 

9. Le present accord prendra effet aussitot 

qu'il aura ete signe par les representants de huit 

Gouvernements signataires de la Constitution de 

l'Organisation intemationale pour les refugies 

et restera ouvert a la signature des Membres des 

Nations Unies qui signeront la Constitution de 

l'Organisation jusqu'a ce que la Commission soit 
dissoute conformement aux dispositions du para-
graphe 3 du present Accord. 

Ew FOI DE QUOI les representants soussignes, 
clument autorises, signent le present accord re-
dige en anglais, en chinois, en espagnol, en fran-
cais et en russe, les cinq textes faisant egalement 
foi. 

FAIT a Flushing Meadow, New-York, le 
quinze decembre, mil neuf cent quarante-six. 
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rOCYAAPCTBA, noAicasrmne YcraB MexTy-
aapoRHof Opramm3aamH no ,enauaw Bezewtes,

pemmB npnmHan Bce BOMORaiHbie epu B ueAsI

6ucTporo RocTmHemNi apeeRTnBHocTn B IyxmnU -

oBHpoBaHmm Opramrn3ami n o6ecneqeHwm nnaHo-
MepHofl nepetain eH qynBrfii n amrHBOB cyie-
crsymonax opramaaunfi;

npHHaB pemeHre o HenoxoInrocTn y'lpeia-e
Ban IIoRroTOBnTmeJa bHo Koanccn MCezayiapoa-
noi OpramHmauNm no .Aejam BeasenneB las nu-
noJieHLna eo onpeAeiCeltHHx 0yHgKii H OiH6;IH-

HocTef BnpeRb RO BcTyuneHnI B CHiy YcTiral
OpraHnaanmn;

uIPHHUMAIOT caeAyiomce cornamemin:

1. HacToamnm yipezaaeTcr nIoAroToBriTreb-
Hna KoMDacaC MeaffyHapoAnof OpranHaaWrm no

AfenaM BeaenneB, B KOTOPpym BXOAIT no ORHOMy
npeAcTaBnrenO OT KaamAoro npaBHrenicTBa, noR-
nmcasmero YCTaB. AnpeuTop MemnpaBnreAn-

ceBeHHoro KoMHTeTa no BonpocaM o Bezengax,
reHepanbmhl AHpeKTop AAMnHHcTpaInmn IIOMo-
mn H BoccTaHOBanemN 06eAnHeHHnux Haunf H

,npeiTop MeaiyHapoAnoro Biopo Tpyxa aia nx
npetcTaBnTeJn nprJiamaoTrcH yqacTBOBaTt 8
3aceAaHiJix Koomicim C a KaecTBe EOIIcyAbTaH-

TOB.
2. KoMnccna:

(a) npOBoairrT ce leo6xoAnmue n nparmn-
secrit ocynIecnTBmue bMeponpimTllu B UejAx
ceopeiuicro ROCTnIHemIH 3q4be,'TinBoro yyHmI-
WiloHmpoBnama Oprallnaatil;

(b) npnHinMaerT epu E co3uBy nepBof
ceccnB renepajnbHoro CoBeTa B B03mOHO
KpaTqaflumn cpoR no sCTynnemmn B CMJy ycra-
Bs OpraLH3anIDB;

(c) cocTaBJameT BpeMenuylo noBeccTy anB
nepBoA ceccHn, a Taaae npuHroOBjieT OTaoca-
nmieca A Hefi RoAoKMeim H peKoMeHlaUami;

(d) B OHCyabTaBiHm C cyitecTByiO IMB
OpramaUqg H opraHaManM KOHTpOJ, pa3pa-

2

6aTuBaeT uporpaMuy AM nepsoro roa Opra-
nmmainm;

(e) cocraBJmeT npoeIT 4HNaHcoBux H cAy-
emenux npaBnu, a Tarze npoerr npaBiA npo-

ueAypm Ana reHepaJnmoro CoBeTa n HcnoHH-
Teamnoro KoMnreTa.

3. Kounccmn nMeeT npaso, no CBoeMy ycMoT-

pennio n no coraameHlm c cymecTByollnuna
oprall3aalullMH, 3aHiniaionIJMc BsonpocamI o
6emetmiax i nepenemireHusx .jnaax, npnmH aTb
.uoHioue (yynHiuI, BHArb feareinibociH, aLTmBl H
lieptlcllna.1 Ti yKaaalimub opraHn3aua, eci no
MHCHI11O IKOMIICClIII aTO HBBaeTCH cyiecTBmeHHbm

Um o tpecnPlelin lll uaHOMepHOA nepeAavH o3aa-
qeHHUMx QYHKWiIf H B ERAOB AereaIbHocTH MeRay-

HapoHHOfi OpraHH3aaani no ,enaa BeaeneBn.

4. KoMIIccna pyRoBoAcTByeTca npaBHnaMn

nponreypbu DKoHoomecKoro n Couiaaiboro Co-
BeTa 06-beneHneHux Haanfi, nocKOjbKy saT npa-

BBia NHBiaioca npiHpMeHMubluH.

5. IKoHCCHn HaaHa'aeT OTBeTcrmBeHoro Cex-

peTapa, rOTOpbil ocyniecTB.aeT >yHKIHH, npBny-
mnIe ero AojiHZOCTH, a TaiOKe BbInoJHaeT no

ycMOTpeHnio KoMICcnN Rpyrae o6a3aanHHoe. OH
aBAn.eTrc oTBeTcTBeHHUM 3a noR6op ,eo6xoAH-
Moro Am pa6oTu KoMnanrm nepcoHana B a

pyKOBOACTBO nU.

6. PacxoaU KoMHccNH norpuBaiorc aBaaca-
un no nnAaTezaM, Itorope noCTynai T O npaBB-
TeAbCTB, Zeziaioinx BHecTH aBanHC B cerT fpH-
qiTalOUtxXCH C HHX B3HOCOB, npHB'eM NT3 aBaHCU

anooezaT BuqeTy n3 x nepnBx BBHOCOB B Opra-
HN3arano; a TaxBe cyXuaMH B axKBBBwa, nOTOpUe
6yjyr nepeseAeHu cyniecmTyiomn oprams3aua-
Bm HBa noxpumie pacxoAoB, npeycxoTpeambx
Baume a naparpa(e 3.

7. 1IepBoe 3aceRaame KoaMHCCH coaUBaerca
npH nepBot B03MOaHOCTH reHepaumaim Ceape-
TapeM 0O6exHneHm ix Hauni

8. RomHcca zHBmsjpye'rc no aa6pasom

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

COrJAUIEHHE 0 BPEMEHHXX MEPOIIPHRTHISX KOTOPEIE AOJ3RKBHI BU Tb nPHEfST

no OTHOUIIEHHIO K BEEHEHAM H IEPEMEIMEHHEIM JIHIAM
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CONIAIIIEHFIE 0 BPEME11111,1X MEPOIIPHSITRI1X, ROTOPLIE ,110J1E11b1 Blab 11PARSITLI 

110 OTHOMEH1110 F BENCEHRAM If IIEPENTEIII,EHHBIM ARUM 

TOCY,RAPCIBA, nonuncanune YCTaB Me*Xy• 
aaponnoil Opraturaannn no Annan Be:salutes, 

peraxa npnicrrb ace Boamoanue menu B wax 
6acrporo XOCM3CCHHH alninainenocrn B (prim-
onuposamm Oprann3aann n ofiecnegenna MHO-
mepHon nepenann n aumeoa cyan:-
0011mm oprannaannti; 

nprinau penman° o neo6xoanmoc•rn rifleme-
n:BSI 110AroTomrrearbnoil Komucciin MeauynapojL-
no no iLe.sam Bemenuen iiaDU-
7103HeHTLf1 eio orrpenezemmix (Dynannil H 
nocxeil nnpenb no Buynnenna a cmy Yentas 
Opramraaann; 

UPHEIIMAIOT caenromee comamenite: 

I. HaCTORIIIJni ripeatnaexcn ilonroTownenb-
flan Rommetrol Memaynaposnoti Oprannaamm no 
Annul Bemennes, B aoTopylo axoanr no omomy 
npeacraarrremo OT naanoro npaerrezberna, non-
uncaernero YcTan. ,linpearop Meaurpasirrem,-
ciammoro Romarera no Bonpocam o Bezenuax, 
renepaabinifi Anperrop AammincTpaunn iloato-
nn Boceranomennsi 061.eannennux Hann a 
Aapeicrop Meznynaponnoro Mono Toyna nn HX 
rrpeAcraanxem npmmamaloTca yvacniosan B 
aacemnnax Ronnie= a aavecise aoncyxbran-
Ton. 

2. Romuccna: 
(a) uporannrr ace neo6xoanmue n typtarrn-

qCCKR ocymecTatimme meponpmmia B nansix 
caopeilwero aocTinsemai 341cberrnenoro 
inionnpoaanna Oprannaannii; 

(b) npmmitaeT ',wpm ic coamay nepsoll 
cecena renepanbnoro Coaem B BO3MOMHO 
apanafiumrt cpoic no seTymemm a can Yera-
so Oprannaanna; 

(c) comma apemennyio nosearay aaa 
nepso2 cancan, a raze upnraroimeT moon-
Kneen s nen noicymearbia peicomennawm; 

(d) B xoncynaranmi c craecraponnara 
oprannaannatai a opraaapra soniponx, pupa-

2 

6aTsmaer uporpammy tom nepsoro rem Opts-
maim; 

(e) comasaiser upoexT tfainanconix n c.ny-
ise6mix npaann, a raze upoexr 'Tann npo-
nenypm Ansi renepanbnoro Conan n 11CHO.AHH-
Texbnoro RobinTem. 

3. Roancen3 CMCCT npaeo, no caoemy palm-
wino n no corxamennn c cymecrsylonunni 
opratinaannamn, aannmasnunimea aonpocami o 
6enemtaxii nepemeinenmAx Juntax, upinumarb 
motime 41THKIHM, anj XellTeXLHOCTH, 3.XTUBbl 
nepronn3 T yamannux oprann3aunii, ec.xn no 
MIMI° KOSHICCIIII 3TO amanita cymecTsennum 
jvui otleenegenna manomepnoA nepeaann oaaa-
ernmix clqinandi H BKROB nearenbnocia Means-

naponnofi Oprannaamin no Aexam Bemenaes. 

4. KOMHCCH.3 pposoncinyercs npaannaaa 
nponenypba OKOHOHAleCKOCO H COHH3.11BHOTO CO-
aura 06seannennux Han, nocamity aTH nPa-
mum amazons upnmennimmu. 

S. KOKHCCILSI naanariaer Oraemmennoro Cox-
pampa, aceropmil ocymecramaet tpyinninn, npncy-
inne ero na713CHOCTII, a Tame BLICOXHR3T HO 
ycmarpeinno KOMHCCITH npyrne o6a3annocrn. OH 
HHAVIeTCH OTBOTCTBeHHIAll aa noa6op neofixom-
moro pa6orai KOMBCCHH nepconana a aft 
pyKoaoncrao 

6. Pacxosai Komnccim noapmaavrea aaaaca-
aT! no naaTemam, avropme noerynaior OT npann-
Tumors, meaaionam mem aaanca B ever ups-

C 2MX B3HOCOB, npnnem 3TH aBLUICEI 
nomezar nbigery H3 nx nepaux B3HOCOB B Opra. 
RX311WHO; a Tame cymmaim BalanDaleit sampan) 
6yayr nepeseaenbi cynnecrsylonama opraniarann-
aim na noapurne pacxoaoa, npeayczarpemmx 
aurae a naparpacpe 3. 

7. Henson 3acenanne Komacczn co3unaures 
apa nepot BOWAMEHOCTH renepaniamm Cenpo-
Tapem 067,esnnennux Ilanna 

S. Itoxnerma Janzanopycres no za6panas 
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renepabsHoro ARpeKTopa OpraHs3aam,n npaise
ee aMyuecTBo, aKTHBU a apxBm nepejamorca
Opramn3aiaR.

9. HacToaeee coramenee BCTynaeT B cnay
neMeeeHHo no noxInncaHna ero npeAcTaBrsTenJM
BOCLMB rocyfapcTB, noJAnCUBaaiown x YCTaB
MealuyHapoAHofi OpraHH.arasn no &eJ aM BeaeH-
4eB. CornameHme ocraeTca OTIKpbrblM aJ nOA-
MncaHnr ero 'lneHanM 06beaHeHHHbix Hauni,

noAnHcurarorImnu YcraB MeaAyHapoAHoA Opra-
Hm3aarn no eenaM BemeHuen, nBpeaib Ao aIKBH-
Aaumn KOMBccmI B cooTBeTcTBBB C naparpaqbo0 8.

B YAOCTOBEPEHHE qErO, BmrenoAnicaB-
umeca npeAcTaBUnTeA, 6 yAy'ia ojiaum opa30o
Ha TO ynoBHOMOqeHMi, noAInCSMBaloT HacToainee
CormamenHe Ha aHrAicRoM, BcnaaHCRO, KrTa0a-
CKOM, pyCCKOM NB paHNy3CcRo B3uSKax, npwreM
Bee nsM TeRCTOB paccMaTpHBaloTca aci a joI B-

COCTABJEHO aB Jrommw MaBoy, mlTaT
Haio Hopi, naxrma aioro Aera6ps, Tscaqa
aeBMTacoT COpos mecToro roaa.

&
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FenepubHoro Alyea-Topa Oprassaaannz, npa4em 
ee indynkeereo, ampu a apxan nepeAatome 
Oprann3anna. 

9. Haeroautee cornamenne HeTynan B enAy 
Hememenno no nowneannu ero npeAcraenTennau 
BOCIAM roempere, 110XIBCIABalOBABX YCTaB 

MenuynapoAHoft Oprasarmskun no Ae.nald Bezels-
nee. Comas:Ileum) ocraeren OTICIMATFAM jjrn 110A-
ITHCaHLIA ero q.aeHamn 06seatnemsasx 

nmuneassaiowsam YCTaB MeatAyHapoAnoti Opra-
1123e41111 no AeAam BeaceuneH, HupeAb Ao ABKBB-
Aawaz KOMBCCUB B COOTBOTCTBUB C naparpagma 8. 

B YAOCTOBEPERIIE tlEr0, Hamenommeas-

aineca ElpeACTaBliTCJIII, 6yArIE AOJIERIAM o6pa3ont 

118 TO 5110.11H0110,1CHEI, uommeamaan nacroargee 

CorAamenue Ha aHranEexou, acnalicHom, tarral-
exom, pyceHom a cppangyacKom Hama; apnea' 
ace narb TenTos pacemaynHaiona zaic uomea-

HMS. 

COCTABAEHO 8 0401313111r MaA07, 111TaT 

Halo Hops, aznumaToro Aeica6pa, ruesna 

Ammo? copos useeToro MAL 

2537 
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ACUERDO PROVISIONAL
ACERCA DE LAS MEDIDAS QUE SE HAN DE ADOPTAR

RESPECTO A LOS REFUGIADOS Y PERSONAS DESPLAZADAS

NACIONES UNIDAS
Lake Success, Nueva York

1946
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ACUERDO PROVISIONAL 
ACERCA DE LAS MEDIDAS QUE SE HAN DE ADOPT'AR 

RESPECTO A LOS REFUGIADOS Y PERSONAS DESPLAZADAS 

NACIONES UNIDAS 

Lake Success, Nueva York 

1946 
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LOS COBIERNOS signatarios de los Estatutos
de la Organizaci6n Internacional de Refugiados,

habiendo resuelto tomar todas las medidas
posibles para poner rapidamente en funciona-
miento efectivo a la Organizaci6n, y disponer la
transferencia ordenada a la' misma de las funcio-
nes y los haberes de las organizaciones existentes;

habiendo resuelto que, mientras entran en
vigor los estatutos de la Organizaci6n, se esta-
blezca una Comisi6n Preparatoria para la Orga-
nizaci6n Internacional de Refugiados, que se
haga cargo de ciertas funciones y atribuciones.

CONVIENEN en lo que a continuaci6n se
expresa:

1. Se establece por este medio una Comisi6n
Preparatoria para la Organizaci6n Internacional
de Refugiados, integrada por un representante
de cada uno de los paises firmantes de los esta.
tutos. El Director del Comite Intergubernamen-
tal de Refugiados, el Director General de la
Administraci6n de Socorro y Rehabilitaci6n de las
Naciones Unidas y el Director de la Organizaci6n
Internacional del Trabajo, o sus respectivos re-
presentantes, seran invitados a tomar parte en
los trabajos de la Comisi6n a titulo consultivo.

2. La Comisi6n:
(a) tomara todas las medidas necesarias y

viables para poner en funcionamiento efectivo
a la Organizaci6n tan pronto como sea posible;

(b) hara los arreglos necesarios para la
convocaci6n de la primera reuni6n del Con-
sejo General en la fecha mas pr6xima posible
a partir de la entrada en vigor de los estatu-
tos de la Organizaci6n;

(c) preparara el orden del dia provisional
para el primer periodo de sesiones asf como
los documentos y recomendaciones relaciona.
dos con el mismo;

(d) sugerira planes, en consulta con laI

2

organizaciones existentes y las autoridades
de control, para el programa que se ha de
desarrollar durante el primer aio de la
Organizaci6n;

(e) preparara proyectos de reglamentos
financieros y para el personal, asi como el
proyecto de reglamento interior para el Con-
sejo General y el Comite Ejeeutivo.

3. La Comisi6n puede, a su discreci6n y des-
pues de ponerse de acuerdo con las organizacio-
nes existentes, tratar de todos los asuntos refe-
rentes a los refugiados y personas desalojadas,
asumir las funciones y actividades y hacerse cargo
de haberes y personal de dichas organizaciones,
con tal que la Comisi6n convenga en que ello es
indispensable para llevar a cabo la transferencia
ordenada de tales funciones y actividades a la
Organizaci6n Internacional de Refugiados.

4. La Comisi6n estara regida por el reglamento
interior del Consejo Econ6mico y Social de las
Naciones Unidas siempre qua el mismo fuere
aplicable.

5. La Comisi6n designari un Secretario Ej*
cutivo que desempefiari las funciones de tal en
el seno de la misma y se hara cargo de las atri.
huciones que la Comisi6n determine. El Sccre
tario Ejecutivo se hara cargo del nombramiente
y direcci6n del personal que requleran los ttab..
jos de la Comisi6n.

6. Los gastos de la Comisldn pueden ser ufra-
gados mediante anticipos de aquellos gobiernos
que deseen hacer contribuciones anticipadas que
seran deductibles de la primera cuota de los
mismos a la Organizacl6n; y reoutriando a fon.
dos y haberes que se traspasen de las organa.
ciones existentes para hacer frente a las anoe
prvistos en el pirrafo 3 de et aouerda

t INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAr.
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ACUERDO PROVISIONAL ACERCA DE LAS MEDIDAS QUE SE HAN DE ADOPTAR 
RESPECTO A LOS REFUGIADOS Y PERSONAS DESALOJADAS 

LOS COBIERNOS signatarios de los Estatutos 
de la OrganizaciOn Internacional de Refugiados, 

habiendo resuelto tomar todas las medidas 
posibles para poner Mpidamente en funciona-
miento efectivo a la OrganizaciOn, y disponer la 
transferencia ordenada a la tnisma de las funcio-
nes y los haberes de las organizaciones existentes; 

habiendo resuelto que, mientras entran en 
vigor los estatutos de la OrganizaciOn, se esta-
blezca una ComisiOn Preparatoria para la Orga-
nizaciOn Internacional de Refugiados, que se 
haga cargo de ciertas funciones y atribuciones. 

CONVIENEN en lo que a continuacion se 
expresa: 

1. Se establece por este medio una Comishin 
Preparatoria para la OrganizaciOn Internacional 
de Refugiados, integrada por un representante 
de cada uno de los paises firmantes de los esta-
tutos. El Director del Comite Intergubernamen-
tal de Refugiados, el Director General de la 
AddinistraciOn de Socorro y RehabilitaciOn de las 
Naciones Unidas y el Director de la Organizacion 
Internacional del Trabajo, o sus respectivos re-
presentantes, seran invitados a tomar parte en 
los trabajos de la ComisiOn a titulo consultivo. 
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2. La Comisidn: 
(a) tomara todas las medidas necesarias 

viables pare poner en funcionamiento efectivo 
a Is Organizacion tan pronto como sea posible; 

(1)) haul los arreglos necesarios para Is 
convocaciOn de la primera reunion del Con-
sejo General en la fecha mas prOxima posible 
a partir de la entrada en vigor de los estatu-
tos de la Organizacion; 

(c) preparara el orden del dia provisional 
para el primer period° de sesiones asf como 
los documentos y recomendaciones relaciona-
dos con el mismot 

(d) sugerira planes, en consulta con las 

organizaciones existentes y las autoridades 
de control, para el programa qua se ha de 
desarrollar durante el primer alio de la 
OrganizaciOn; 

(e) preparath proyectos de reglamentos 
financieros y para el personal, asi como el 
proyecto de reglamento interior para el Con-
sejo General y el Comite Ejeeutivo. 

3. La Comision puede, a su discrecidn y des-
pries de ponerse de acuerdo con las organizacio-
nes existentes, tratar de todos los asuntos refe-
rentes a los refugiados y personas desalojadas, 
asumir las funciones y actividades y hacerse cargo 
de haberes y personal de dichas organizaciones, 
con tal que la Comision convenga en que ello es 
indispensable para Ilevar a cabo la transferencia 
ordenada de tales funciones y actividades a la 
OrganizaciOn Internacional de Refugiados. 

4. La ComisiOn estate regida por el reglamento 
interior del Consejo Economic° y Social de las 
Naciones Unidas siempre qua el mismo fuere 
aplicable. 

5. La Comision designari un Secretario Eje-
cutivo que desemperiara las funciones de tal en 
el seno de la misma y so bath cargo de las atri-
buciones que Is Comision determine. El Sacra 
tario Ejecutivo se hara cargo del nombrandente 
y direcci6n del personal que requleran los stabil-
jos de la Comisi6n. 

6. Los gastos de la ComisI6n pueden ser sufra-
gados mediante anticipos de aquellos gobiernos 
que deseen hacer contribuciones anticipadas qua 
seran deductibles de la primera cuota de los 
mismos a la OrganizaclOn; y recturiando a fon. 
dos y haberes qua se traspasen de las organize. 
clones existentes para hacer frente a los segos 
previstos en el pine& 3 de eats aouerde. 
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7. El Secretario General de las Naciones Uni-
das convocara, tan pronto como sea posible, la
primera reuni6n de la Comisi6n.

8. La Comisi6n dejara de existir tan pronto
como se elija al Director General de la Organi-
zaci6n efectuandose, en ese momento, el traspaso
de sus propiedades, haberes y archivos a la Orga-
nizaclon.

9. Este arreglo entrara en vigor tan pronto
como sea firmado por los representantes de los
ocho paises signatarios de los estatutos de la
Organizaci6n Internacional de Refugiados y

podri ser firmado por los Miembros de las
Naciones Unidas que suscriban los estatutos de
la Organizaci6n Internacional de Refugiados
hasta que sea disuelta la Comisi6n, de acuerdo
con el parrafo 8.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infrascritos represen-
tantes, debidamente autorizados para estos fines,
firman el presente acuerdo, en los idiomas chino,
espafiol, frances, ingles y ruso, cuyos cinco textos
son igualmente aut6nticos.

HECIIO en Flushing Meadow, Nueva York, a
los quince dias del mes de diciembre de mil
novecientos cuarenta y seis.

3
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7. El Secretario General de las Naciones Uni-
das convocara, tan pronto como sea posible, la 
primera reunion de la ComisiOn. 

8. La GomisiOn dejard de existir tan pronto 
como se elija al Director General de la Organi-
zaciOn efectuandose, en ese moment°, el traspaso 
de sus propiedades, haberes y archivos a la Orga-
nizaciOn. 

9. Este arreglo entrara en vigor tan pronto 
como sea firmado por los representantes de los 
ocho poises signatarios de los estatutos de la 
Organizacion Internacional de Refugiados y 

podra ser firmado por los Miembros de Las 
Naciones Unidas que suscriban los estatutos de 
La Organizacion Internacional de Refugiados 

hasta que sea disuelta la ComisiOn, de acuerdo 
con el parrafo 3. 

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infrascritos represen-
tantes, debidamente autorizados para estos fines, 
firman el presente acuerdo, en los idiomas chino, 
espaiiol, frances, ingles y ruso, cuyos cinco textos 
son igualmente autenticos. 
HECHO en Flushing Meadow, Nueva York, a 

los quince dias del mes de diciembre de mil 
novecientos cuarenta y seis. 
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FOR AFGHANISTAN:

POUR L'AFGHANISTAN:

~/m:
3a AaraHncTaH:

POR EL AFGANISTiN:

FOR ARGENTINA:

POUR L'ARGENTINE:

3a ApreHTIluy:

POR LA ARGENTINA:

FOR AUSTRALIA:

POUR L'AUSTRALIE:

X5ACRJSA- :
3a ABCTpamrxo:
POR AUSTRALIA:
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FOR AFGHANISTAN: 
PoUR LIAFGHANISTAN: 

Iiru : 

3a A(PrarincTaa: 
POR EL AFGANISTAN: 

FOR ARGENTINA: 
POUR LIARGENTINE: 

3a ApreHmuy: 
POR LA ARGENTINA: 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 
POUR CAUSTRALIE: 

1: 
3a Asupaarno: 
POR AUSTRALIA: 
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM:

POUR LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQUE:

*JfWEN :
3a K0opo0eBCTBo BeabrHn:

POR EL REINO DE BELGICA:

FOR BOLIVIA:

POUR LA BOLIVIE:

3a BojIRnBiIo:

POR BOLIVIA:

FOR BRAZIL:
POUR LE BRESIL:

EN:
3a Bpa3aa1no:

POR EL BRASIL:
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM: 
POUR LE ROYAUME DE BELGIQuE: 

it141114E1 : 

3a ROpOJIeBCTBO 
POR EL REINO DE BELGICA: 

FOR BOLIVIA: 
POUR LA BOLIVIE: 

3a BoArmino: 
POR BOLIVIA: 

FOR BRAZIL: 
POUR LE BRESIL: 

EN : 

3a Bpa311.111110: 

POR EL BRASIL: 
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Paul MARTIN
Dec. 16, 1946

FOR CHILE:

POUR LE CHILI:

3a iarm:
POR CHILE:

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIETIQUE DE BIELORUSSIE:

3a BejiopycccKyo COBeTCKyIo CoumnaJcTmqecKyIo Pecry6Jmy:
POR LA REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA BIELORUSA:

FOR CANADA:

POUR LE CANADA:

3a KaHafy:
POR EL CANADA:

2544 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 SPAT. 

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIETIQUE DE BIELORUSSIE: 
n RUCCIMILL-fir : 
3a BeaopyccRyio COBOTCRy10 Counannennecuro Pecny6annty: 
POR LA REPEB LICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA BIELORUSA: 

FOR CANADA: 
POUR LE CANADA: 

3a Itanaxy: 
POR EL CANADA: 

Paul MARTIN 
Dec. 16, 1946 

FOR CHILE: 
POUR LE CHILI: 

3a ITIEUM: 
POR CHILE: 
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FOR CHINA:

POUR LA CHINE:

3a KITaii:

POR LA CHINA:

FOR COLOMBIA:

POUR LA COLOMBIE:

3a KyoayM6mo:
POR COLOMBIA:

FOR COSTA RICA:

POUR COSTA-RICA:

4Wr.1,V;It W :
3a KocTapnmy:
POR COSTA RICA:
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FOR CHINA: 

POUR LA CHINE: 

: 
3a MITA : 

POR LA CHINA: 

FOR COLOMBIA: 

POUR LA COLOMBIE: 

fir it 711q- 
3a Roaym6rao: 

POR COLOMBIA: 

FOR COSTA RICA: 

POUR COSTA-RICA: 

4VVitfali 

3a RocTapincy: 

POR COSTA RICA: 

2545 
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FOR CUBA:

POUR CUBA:

:
3a Ky6y:
POR CUBA:

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

POUR LA TCHECOSLOVAQUIE:

~f~5~:
3a qexocjoBaKHIo:

POR CHECOESLOVAQUIA:

FOR DENMARK:

POUR LE DANEMARK:

M :
3a Aatmio:
POR DINAMARCA:
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FOR CUBA: 
POUR CUBA: 

: 
3a 146y: 
POE CUBA: 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 
POUR LA TCHCOSLOVAQUIE: 

: 
3a ilexocznaxmo: 

POE CHECOESLOVAQUIA: 

FOR DENmARK: 

POUR LE DANEMARK: 

*IF : 
3a ,11a 

Pon DINAMARCA: 
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FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE:

afiM Hn#Tpa :
3a OMHHnKaHCKyIm Pecnry6m5y:
POR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:

Emilio GARCIA GODOY
Diciembre 17, 1946

FOR ECUADOR:

POUR L'EQUATEUR:

3a 9KBaAop:
POR EL ECUADOR:

FOR EGYPT:

POUR L'EGYPTE:

N/:
3a ErHeT:
POR EGIPTO:
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FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE: 

F51/:Ebuifrel : 
3a Aomminitaocicyro PecrryCamp: 

POR LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA: 

Emilio GARCIA GODOY 
Diciembre 17, 1946 

FOR ECUADOR: 
POUR L'EQUATEUR: 

3a Diceapp: 
POR EL ECUADOR: 

FOR EGYPT: 
POUR L'EGYPTE: 

&EC 
3a Eimer: 
POR EGIPTO: 
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FOR EL SALVADOR:

POUR LE SALVADOR:

3a CajsnBaaop:
POR EL SALVADOR:

FOR ETHIOPIA:

POUR L'ETHIOPIE:

3a 9oHonino:
POR ETIOPiU:

FOR FRACE:
POUi LA FRANCE:
/Mg:
3a (rpamHWo:
POR FRANCuI:

Alexandre PARODI
17 decembre 1946
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FOR EL SALVADOR: 
POUR LE SALVADOR: 

: 
3a Ca.usaAop: 

POE EL SALVADOR: 

Foa ETHIOPIA: 
POUR L'ETHIOPEC: 

PLELNDE : 
3a Dcpaorano: 
POR ETIOPIA: 

FOR FRANCE: 
Poun LA FRANCE: 

th#NA. 
3a doparaano: 
POE FRANCIA: 

Alexandre PARODI 
17 decembre 1946 
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FOR GREECE:

POUR LA GRECE:

Wa:
3a rpeinmoi

POR GRECIA:

FOR GUATEMALA:

POUR LE GUATEMALA:

3a FBaTeMaAy:

POR GUATEMALA:

Jorge Garcia GRANADOS
16 de Diciembre de 1946

FOR HAITI:

POUR HAITI:

~:
3a rarm:
POR HAITi:

2549
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FOR GREECE: 

POUR LA GRECE: 

Witi • 
3a rpemnof 

POR GRECIA: 

FOR GUATEMALA: 
POUR LE GUATEMALA: 

3a naTemaxi: 

POR GUATEMALA: 

Jorge Garcia GRANADOS 
16 de Diciembre de 1946 

FOR HAITI: 
POUR HAITI: 

0,1ft : 
3a rairrn: 

POR HAITI: 

95347°-49--PT. 111-18 
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Tiburcio CARIAS, Jr.
Diciembre 18 de 1946

FOR ICELAND:
POUR L'ISLANDS:

H -
3a HcjaanlAo:
POR ISLANDIA:

FOR INDIA:

POUR L'INDE:

Oa:
3a HHiano:
POR LA INDIA:

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

FOR HONDURAS:

POUR LE HONDURAS:

AW :
3a roHaypac:
POR HONDURAS:
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FOR HONDURAS: 
POUR LE HONDURAS: 

AtatilA • • 
3a rompac: 
POR HONDURAS: 

Tiburcio CARIAS, Jr. 
Diciembre 18 de 1946 

FOR ICELAND: 
POUR L'ISLANDR: 

tit 

3a liczaitzkmo: 
Pon ISLANDIA: 

FOR INDIA: 
POUR LINDE: 
fink 

3a IlriAmo: 
Pon LA INDIA: 
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FOR IRAN:
POUR L'IRAN:

f] :
3a IIpan:

POR IRAN:

FOR IRAQ:

POUR L'IRAK:

VRA:
3a HpaI:
POR IRAK:

FOR LEBANON:
POUR LE LIBAN:

3a JEiBaH:
POR EL LBANO:
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FOR IRAN: 
POUR L'IRAN: 

ffrIZJI: 
3a 'ban: 

POR IRAN: 

FOR IRAQ: 
POUR L'IRAIC: 

1311A : 
3a Hpag: 
POR IRAK: 

FOR LEBANON: 
POUR LE LIBAN: 

E : 
3a Zinn: 
POR EL LIBANO: 
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FOR LIBERIA:

POUR LE LIBERIA:

5filtliS :
3a JI6epmo:
POR LIBERIA:

C. Abayomi CASSELL
31 December 1946

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG:

POUR LE GRAND-DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG:

::
3a BeAmKoe repaorcTBo JIoxceM6ypr:
POR EL GRAN DUCADO DE LUXEMBURGO:

FOR MEXICO:

POUR LE MEXIQUE:

A®^:
3a Mexcm'y:
POR MEXICO:
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FOR LIBERIA: 
POUR LE LIBERIA: 

*11IL : 
3a .ffrifiepro: 
POR LIBERIA: 

C. Abayomi CASSELL 
31 December 1946 

FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG: 
POUR LE GRAND- DUCHE DE LUXEMBOURG: 
agtai.kai : 
3a Beaune reporcrso .111oxcem6ypr: 
POR EL GRAN DUCADO DE LUXEMBURGO: 

FOR MEXICO: 
POUR LE MEXIQUE: 

APM : 
3a Mexcniry: 
POR MEXICO: 
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS:

POUR LE ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS:

WTM R :.

3a Iopo.jeBCTBo lIHaep.aIAOB:
POR EL REINO DE HOLANDA:

FOR NEW ZEALAND:

POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE:

OM:
3a HoByiO 3ejaHauio:

POR NUEVA ZELANDIA:

FOR NICARAGUA:

POUR LE NICARAGUA:

3a Hmaparya:

POR NICARAGUA:
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS: 
POUR LE ROYAUME DES PAYS-BAS: 

3a Kopmemso Firtup.aartiron: 
Port EL REINO DE HOLANDA: 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZELANDE: 

itliMt4g 
3a Hosyro 3ezawraro: 
Port NUEVA ZELANDIA: 

FOR NICARAGUA: 
POUR LE NICARAGUA: 

Jnn : 
3a Hmaparya: 
Port NICARAGUA: 
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF NOBWAY:

POUR LE ROYAUME DE NORVEGE:

3a KopoieicTBO HlopBerlH:

POR EL REINO DE NORUEGA;

FOR PANAMA:
POUR LE PANAMA:

3a IIaaaM:
POR PANAMA:

FOR PARAGUAY:
POUR LE PARAGUAY:

3a IIaparaai:
POR EL PARAGUAY:
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FOR THE KINGDOM OF NORWAY: 
POUR LE ROYAUME DE NoRViGE: 

#5k1.1R1 : 
3a Itopo.xeteno HopBerm: 
POR EL REINO DE NORTJEGA: 

FOR PANAMA: 
Point LE PANAMA: 

3a Hammy: 
POR PANAMA: 

FOR PARAGUAY: 
Point LE PARAGUAY: 

ETIL : 
3a Ilaparsaii: 
POE EL PARAGUAY: 
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FOR PERU:

POUR LE PEROU:

Wt :
3a IIepy:
POR EL PERU:

FOR THE PHILIPPINE REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUEOES PHILIPPINES:

3a OnjnnmmcHKyxo Pecny6jmKy:
POR LA REPUBLICA DE FILIPINAS:

Carlos P. ROMULO
December 16, 1946

FOR POLAND:

POUR LA POLOGNE4

am:
3a II0oimy:
POR POLONIA:
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FOR PERU: 
POUR LE PiROU: 

: 

3a trepy: 
Pon EL PER: 

FOR THE PHILIPPINE REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA M PUBLDQUE/DES PHILIPPINES: 

nfrn : 

3a On.amannllexyzo Pecny6.7micy: 
POE LA REPUBLICA DE FILIPINAS: 

Carlos P. Romuto 
December 16, 1946 

FOR POLAND: 
POUR LA POLOGNE4 

: 

3a IIonmuy: 
POE POLONIA: 
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA:

POUR L'ARABIE SAOUDITE:

3a CayAK ApaBmo:
PoR ARABIA SAUDITA:

FOR SWEDEN:

POUR LA SUEDE:

i»:
3a IIBenmo:
POR SUECIA:

FOR SYRIA:
POUR LA SYRIE:

3a CHPHo:
POR SIRA:
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA: 
POUR L'ARABIE SAoUDITE: 

3a Cam Apasmo: 
POR ARABIA SAUDITA: 

FOR SWEDEN: 
POUR LA SUEDE: 

Mgt : 

33 HIBBRI110: 

POR SUECIA: 

FOR SYRIA: 
POUR IA SYRLE: 

ila413E : 
33 Cninno: 
POR SIRIA: 
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FOR TURKEY:

POUR LA TURQUIE:

3a TypeHo:

POR TURQUfA:

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC:

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIETIQUE D'UKRAINE:

3a YRpanucKyIo COBeTCKyio CoiiajaHcTNqecKyio Pecny6imEy:

POR LA REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA UCRANIANA:

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA:

POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINE:

:Z~:
3a IEOaoaPapmHaHCKEH Co003:

POR LA UNION SUDAFRICANA:
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FOR TURKEY: 
POUR LA TURQUIE: 

±WIt. 
3a Typtxo: 
POR TURQUIA: 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIETIQUE D'UKRAINE: 

.0AMMMil±t.tAJtfalSi : 
3a YiparmcKylo CoBercicylo Cogna.nuemgeocylo Pecnyeanity: 
POR LA REPUBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIETICA UCRANIANA: 

FOR THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA: 
POUR L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINE: 

M4P 1',11; : 
3a IthisHoackopmancnitii COM: 
POR LA UNION SUDAFRICANA: 

2557 
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FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOCIALISTES SOVIETIQUES:

3a CO103 COBeTCKHX Co0IIIAHCTI'iecKHx Pecny6IJK:
POR LA UNION DE REPUBLICAS SOCIALISTAS SOVIiTICAS:

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

3a CoernneHHoe KopoaeBCTBO BemnKo6pramHH H CeBepHolf HpjanaHH:

POR EL REINO UNIDO DE LA GRAN BRETAIA E IRLANDA DEL NORTE:

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:

4qmXm:
3a CoeaHenmHe mTaTI AMepaHH:
POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA;

Warren R. AUSTIN
December 16, 1946
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FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
POUR L'UNION DES REPUBLIQuES SoCIALISTES SOVIETIQUES: 

Mt& 111±/k.ta# Al WIC 
3a Coma COBeTemx CoRmumermecEIDE PecnyoaRK: 
Pon LA UNION DE RENIBLICAS SOCIALISTAS SOVIETICAS: 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'IRLANDE Du NORD: 

4';'YIJME4.4M1414114M- 211 : 
3a COemmeimoe RopmeBerso BeanKoopman?! II Cesepwal HpaanAna: 
POE EL REINO UNIDO DE LA GRAN BRETAilA E IRLANDA DEL NORTE: 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AmERIQUE: 

*11M16:A"KI • 
3a COMIBeimme IRTaTm AmepREH: 
POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDoS DE AmERICA: 

Warren IL AUSTIN 
December 16, 1946 
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FOR URUGUAY:

POUR L'URUGUAY:

3a Ypyrsau:
POR EL URUGUAY:

FOR VENEZUELA:

POUR LE VENEZUELA:

k I -) lfliT :

3a IBencyj,.'iy:
POR VENEZUELA:

FOR YUGOSLAVL:

POUR LA YOUGOSLAVIE:

3a IOroc.-anio:

POR YUGOSLAVIA:
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FOR URUGUAY: 
POUR L'URUGUAY: 

A R •• 
3a Ypyrsaii: 
POR EL URUGUAY: 

FOR VENEZUELA: 
POUR LE VENEZUELA: 

1,71 : 
3a Benecyo:Iy: 

FOR VENEZUELA: 

FOR YUGOSLAVIA: 

POUR LA YOUGOSLAVIE: 

3a Wroclaw-no: 
POR YUGOSLAvIA: 
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Certified true copy.
For he Secretary-General:

'Asstn Scetr-Gnra n hre o de Lg

Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the Legal
Secretaire general adjoint charg6 du Departement

"Dr Ivan Kerno

Department
iudique.
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Copie aertifiee conforme.
Por le Secretaire general:

'I-
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Certified true copy. 
For the Secretary-General: Pour le Secretaire general: 

Copie certifiee conforme. 

Assistant Secretary-General in charge of the Legal Department. 
Secritaire general adjoin: chargé du Departement juridique. 

'Dr Ivan Bern° 



61 STAT.] PHILIPPINES-PUBLIC ROADS PROGRAM-FEB. 14, 1947

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting a public roads program in the Philippines
Signed at Manila February 14, 1947; effective February 14, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING A ROAD,
STREET AND BRIDGE PROGRAM

WHEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is
desirous of improving its public roads, streets, and bridges; and

WHEREAS, the Government of the United States of America has
enacted Public Law No. 370, 79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946,
providing, among other things, that its Public Roads Administration
is authorized to plan, design, restore and build in accordance with its
usual contract procedures, in cooperation with the Philippine Gov-
ernment, certain roads, streets, and bridges as may be determined
necessary from the standpoint of the national defense and economic
rehabilitation of the Republic of the Philippines and to the extent
that the President of the United States approves the findings in a
report on Philippine Highway Requirements as prepared by the
Public Roads Administration; and, in accordance with such regu-
lations as may be adopted by the Commissioner of the said Public
Roads Administration, to provide training for not to exceed ten
Filipino engineers from the regularly employed staff of the Philip-
pine Public Works Department, to be designated by the President
of the Philippines;

The Governments of the United States of America and the Republic
of the Philippines have decided to conclude an agreement for those
purposes and have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States for
effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the Commis-
sioner of the United States Public Roads Administration who may
delegate to a duly authorized representative all or any part of his
authority and responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this
Agreement. The duties, functions and powers exercised under the
terms of this Agreement by the representative of the Commissioner
of the United States Public Roads Administration in the Philippines
shall be carried out under the general supervision of the Ambassador
of the United States accredited to the Government of the Philippines.

ARTICLE II

The Governments of the United States of America and the Repub-
lic of the Philippines agree that the road, street and bridge program
in the Republic of the Philippines is to be advanced progressively

February 14, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1584]

60 Stat. 128.
50 U. 8. C. app.

§§ 1751-1806.

U. S. agent.

Advancement of
program.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the 
Philippines respecting a public roads program in the Philippines 
Signed at Manila February 14, 1947; effective February 14, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING A ROAD, 
STREET AND BRIDGE PROGRAM 

W HEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is 
desirous of improving its public roads, streets, and bridges; and 
W HEREAS, the Government of the United States of America has 

enacted Public Law No. 370, 79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946, 
providing, among other things, that its Public Roads Administration 
is authorized to plan, design, restore and build in accordance with its 
usual contract procedures, in cooperation with the Philippine Gov-
ernment, certain roads, streets, and bridges as may be determined 
necessary from the standpoint of the national defense and economic 
rehabilitation of the Republic of the Philippines and to the extent 
that the President of the United States approves the findings in a 
report on Philippine Highway Requirements as prepared by the 
Public Roads Administration; and, in accordance with such regu-
lations as may be adopted by the Commissioner of the said Public 
Roads Administration, to provide training for not to exceed ten 
Filipino engineers from the regularly employed staff of the Philip-
pine Public Works Department, to be designated by the President 
of the Philippines; 
The Governments of the United States of America and the Republic 

of the Philippines have decided to conclude an agreement for those 
purposes and have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States for 
effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the Commis-
sioner of the United States Public Roads Administration who may 
delegate to a &fly authorized representative all or any part of his 
authority and responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this 
Agreement. The duties, functions and powers exercised under the 
terms of this Agreement by the representative of the Commissioner 
of the United States Public Roads Administration in the Philippines 
shall be carried out under the general supervision of the Ambassador 
of the United States accredited to the Government of the Philippines. 

ARTICLE II 

The Governments of the United States of America and the Repub-
lic of the Philippines agree that the road, street and bridge program 
in the Republic of the Philippines is to be advanced progressively 

February 14, 1947 
IT. I. A. S. 1584] 

60 Stat. 128. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§§ 1751-1806. 

U. S. agent. 

Advancement of 
Program 
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as may be determined by the duly authorized representative of the
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications and the
authorized representative of the United States Public Roads Adminis-
tration subject to such regulations as may be issued by the Commis-
sioner of the United States Public Roads Administration and
subject to the availability of such funds as may be allotted by the ad-
ministrative agency of the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica which is or may be authorized and empowered to administer the
provisions of the Act of the Congress of the United States of America
approved April 30, 1946, referred to above.

ARTICLE III

Studies of highway The United States Public Roads Administration personnel assigned
to this work will aid and assist the Philippine Department of Public
Works and Communications in making appropriate studies of high-
way transportation in order that the latter shall be enabled to sub-
mit a comprehensive program of work to be undertaken with funds
under the Act for each fiscal year as well as the over-all program.
These programs will be supported by Project Statements and Project
Agreements which are to be determined and negotiated between the
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications and
the United States Public Roads Administration.

ARTICLE IV
Filipino trainees. The United States Public Roads Administration, subject to the

availability of appropriated funds, shall provide training during the
period of this Agreement for not to exceed ten engineers, citizens of
the Republic of the Philippines, in the construction, maintenance, and
highway traffic engineering and control necessary for the continued
maintenance and for the efficient and safe operation of highway
transport facilities.

The President of the Republic of the Philippines shall designate
trainees selected in accordance with procedures and standards es-
tablished by the Commissioner of Public Roads of the United States.
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish to
the United States Embassy at Manila the names of trainees so
designated.

ABTICLE V
Reimbursement. The United States Public Roads Administration will reimburse the

Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications
monthly (or as otherwise agreed between these two governmental
agencies) in United States dollars for the United States Govern-
ment's share of the value of the work found to have been satisfactorily
performed under any or all active Project Agreements in accordance
with the pro rata and other conditions provided in said Project
Agreements.

ARTICLE VI
Acounts and ree The United States Public Roads Administration personnel will con-

fer with the Philippine Department of Public Works and Communi-

2562 

60 Stat. 128. 
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Studies of highway 
transportation. 

Filipino trainees. 

Reimbursement. 

Accounts and rec-ords. 
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as may be determined by the duly authorized representative of the 
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications and the 
authorized representative of the United States Public Roads Adminis-
tration subject to such regulations as may be issued by the Commis-
sioner of the United States Public Roads Administration and 
subject to the availability of such funds as may be allotted by the ad-
ministrative agency of the Government of the United States of Amer-
ica which is or may be authorized and empowered to administer the 
provisions of the Act of the Congress of the United States of America 
approved April 30, 1946, referred to above. 

ARTICLE III 

The United States Public Roads Administration personnel assigned 
to this work will aid and assist the Philippine Department of Public 
Works and Communications in making appropriate studies of high-
way transportation in order that the latter shall be enabled to sub-
mit a comprehensive program of work to be undertaken with funds 
under the Act for each fiscal year as well as the over-all program. 
These programs will be supported by Project Statements and Project 
Agreements which are to be determined and negotiated between the 
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications and 
the United States Public Roads Administration. 

ARTICLE IV 

The United States Public Roads Administration, subject to the 
availability of appropriated funds, shall provide training during the 
period of this Agreement for not to exceed ten engineers, citizens of 
the Republic of the Philippines, in the construction, maintenance, and 
highway traffic engineering and control necessary for the continued 
maintenance and for the efficient and safe operation of highway 
transport facilities. 
The President of the Republic of the Philippines shall designate 

trainees selected in accordance with procedures and standards es-
tablished by the Commissioner of Public Roads of the United States. 
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish to 
the United States Embassy at Manila the names of trainees so 
designated. 

ARTICLE V 

The United States Public Roads Administration will reimburse the 
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications 
monthly (or as otherwise agreed between these two governmental 
agencies) in United States dollars for the United States Govern-
ment's share of the value of the work found to have been satisfactorily 
performed under any or all active Project Agreements in accordance 
with the pro rata, and other conditions provided in said Project 
Agreements. 

AR'TICLE VI 

The United States Public Roads Administration personnel will con-
fer with the Philippine Department of Public Works and Communi-
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cations accounting and audit staff with respect to maintaining appro-
priate project cost accounts, and adequate basic field records to be
kept by contractors or other constructing agency for jobs handled
under force account or direct labor construction methods; the suffi-
ciency of these accounts and records being subject at all times to
approval of the United States Public Roads Administration. The
United States Public Roads Administration shall have the right of
access to all such records and accounts for the purpose of conducting
detailed audits and cost analyses as may be found requisite to sup-
port the disbursements of the funds made available by the United
States Government under this Agreement. The United States Public
Roads Administration also shall have access to records and all other
data and documents of the Philippine Department of Public Works
and Communications pertaining to the financial ability and other
qualifications of contractors bidding on work embraced in this Agree-
ment.

ARTICLE VII

The Republic of the Philippines agrees to provide all lands, ease-
ments, and rights-of-way necessary for the execution of the projects
under the programs to which this Agreement relates; and the Public
Roads Administration is authorized in the prosecution of these pro-
grams to accept and utilize thereon contributions of labor, materials,
equipment, and money from the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines and its political subdivisions.

ARTICLE VIII

On projects financed jointly by the United States of America and
the Republic of the Philippines, agreement will be reached between
the representatives of the United States Public Roads Administration
and the Philippine Department of Public Works and Communica-
tions as to standards of construction. Frequent inspections will be
made by representatives of the United States Public Roads Adiinis-
tration to determine whether these standards are being met. The
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications will be
advised of the results of such inspections. Payment of funds for
work so determined as satisfactory will be made as outlined in Article
V hereof. Unsatisfactory work will be corrected before payment is
made therefor.

ARTICLE IX

The Republic of the Philippines shall maintain and operate to the
satisfaction of the United States Public Roads Administration on the
projects and facilities provided for in this Agreement during the
period of this Agreement. Representatives of the United States Pub-
lic Roads Administration shall make frequent inspections to deter-
mine whether maintenance and operation are satisfactory. The Phil-
ippine Department of Public Works and Communications will be
advised of the results of such inspections.

2563
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cations accounting and audit staff with respect to maintaining appro-
priate project cost accounts, and adequate basic field records to be 
kept by contractors or other constructing agency for jobs handled 
under force account or direct labor construction methods; the suffi-
ciency of these accounts and records being subject at all times to 
approval of the United States Public Roads Administration. The 
United States Public Roads Administration shall have the right of 
access to all such records and accounts for the purpose of conducting 
detailed audits and cost analyses as may be found requisite to sup-
port the disbursements of the funds made available by the United 
States Government under this Agreement. The United States Public 
Roads Administration also shall have access to records and all other 
data and documents of the Philippine Department of Public Works 
and Communications pertaining to the financial ability and other 
qualifications of contractors bidding on work embraced in this Agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE VII 

The Republic of the Philippines agrees to provide all lands, ease-
ments, and rights-of-way necessary for the execution of the projects 
under the programs to which this Agreement relates; and the Public 
Roads Administration is authorized in the prosecution of these pro-
grams to accept and utilize thereon contributions of labor, materials, 
equipment, and money from the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines and its political subdivisions. 

ARTICLE VIII 

On projects financed jointly by the United States of America and 
the Republic of the Philippines, agreement will be reached between 
the representatives of the United States Public Roads Administration 
and the Philippine Department of Public Works and Communica-
tions as to standards of construction. Frequent inspections will be 
made by representatives of the United States Public Roads Adminis-
tration to determine whether these standards are being met. The 
Philippine Department of Public Works and Communications will be 
advised of the results of such inspections. Payment of funds for 
work so determined as satisfactory will be made as outlined in Article 
V hereof. Unsatisfactory work will be corrected before payment is 
made therefor. 

ARTICLE IX 

The Republic of the Philippines shall maintain and operate to the 
satisfaction of the United States Public Roads Administration on the 
projects and facilities provided for in this Agreement during the 
period of this Agreement. Representatives of the United States Pub-
lic Roads Administration shall make frequent inspections to deter-
mine whether maintenance and operation are satisfactory. The Phil-
ippine Department of Public Works and Communications will be 
advised of the results of such inspections. 

Provision of lands, 
etc. 

Standards of con-
struct ion. 

Maintenance and 
Operation. 
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ARTICLE X

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate
with the United States Public Roads Administration in providing
necessary office space and facilities, and adequate housing accommo-
dations for its personnel and their families at reasonable rental rates.

ARTICLE XI

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the United States Public Roads Ad-
ministration who are citizens of the United States from damage suits
or other civil actions arising out of their performance of their duties
under this Agreement.

ARTICLE XII

Availability of sur- It is agreed that the Philippine Governmental body authorized toplus property received
from U. S. receive surplus property from the United States shall transfer or make

the use thereof available without charge to the Department of Public
Works and Communications such construction and maintenance
equipment, shop tools, machinery spare parts and supplies as are
necessary to the economic and efficient fulfillment of the purposes of

60 Sa. 4.app this Agreement, all such disposals to be in accordance with Title II
§s77m-i776. of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946.

ARTICLE XIII

Free passage. Employees and agents of the Government of the United States of
America on duty or assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philippines
under the provisions of the present Agreement shall be permitted to
move freely into and out of the Republic of the Philippines subject
to existing Visa and Passport Regulations. Free passage shall also
be afforded over all bridges, ferries, roads and other facilities of the
highways where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or occupants.

ARTICLE XIV

fuN°ntds ablity otc Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by
the United States and the Republic of the Philippines, no import,
excise, consumption, or other tax, duty or impost shall be levied on
funds or property in the Republic of the Philippines which is owned
by the Public Roads Administration and used for purposes under the
present Agreement or on funds, materials, supplies and equipment
imported into the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection
with such purposes; neither shall any such tax, duty or impost be
levied on personal funds or property, not intended for resale, imported
into the Republic of the Philippines for the use or consumption of the
Public Roads Administration personnel who are United States citi-
zens; nor shall export or other tax be placed on any such property
in the event of its removal from the Philippines.

ARTICLE XV
Right to remove

personnel. Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement
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ARTICLE X 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate 
with the United States Public Roads Administration in providing 
necessary office space and facilities, and adequate housing accommo-
dations for its personnel and their families at reasonable rental rates. 

AwricLz XI 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the United States Public Roads Ad-
ministration who are citizens of the United States from damage suits 
or other civil actions arising out of their performance of their duties 
under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE XII 

It is agreed that the Philippine Governmental body authorized to 
receive surplus property from the United States shall transfer or make 
the use thereof available without charge to the Department of Public 
Works and Communications such construction and maintenance 
equipment, shop tools, machinery spare parts and supplies as are 
necessary to the economic and efficient fulfillment of the purposes of 
this Agreement, all such disposals to be in accordance with Title II 
of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946. 

ARTICLE XIII 

Employees and agents of the Government of the United States of 
America on duty or assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philippines 
under the provisions of the present Agreement shall be permitted to 
move freely into and out of the Republic of the Philippines subject 
to existing Visa and Passport Regulations. Free passage shall also 
be afforded over all bridges, ferries, roads and other facilities of the 
highways where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or occupants. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by 
the United States and the Republic of the Philippines, no import, 
excise, consumption, or other tax, duty or impost shall be levied on 
funds or property in the Republic of the Philippines which is owned 
by the Public Roads Administration and used for purposes under the 
present Agreement or on funds, materials, supplies and equipment 
imported into the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection 
with such purposes; neither shall any such tax, duty or impost be 
levied on personal funds or property, not intended for resale, imported 
into the Republic of the Philippines for the use or consumption of the 
Public Roads Administration personnel who are United States citi-
zens; nor shall export or other tax be placed on any such property 
in the event of its removal from the Philippines. 

ARTICLE XV 

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid 
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement 
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with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect.

ARTICLE XVI

This Memorandum of Agreement shall become effective on the date Effective date; du-ration.
of its signature and continue in effect until June 30, 1950; however,
this Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in
part with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by
an exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and further,
either party may terminate this Agreement by giving to the other party Termination.

ninety days notice in writing through diplomatic channels.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto,
have signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this
fourteenth day of February, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

PAUL V. McNuTT
PAUL V. McNUTT

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America to the Republic of the Philippines

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES;

R NEPOMTJCENO
R. NEPOMUCENO

Secretary of Public Works and Communications

95347-49-PT. III---19
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with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this 
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect. 

ARTICLE XVI 

This Memorandum of Agreement shall become effective on the date 
of its signature and continue in effect until June 30, 1950; however, 
this Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in 
part with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by 
an exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and further, 
either party may terminate this Agreement by giving to the other party 
ninety days notice in writing through diplomatic channels. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, 
have signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this 
fourteenth day of February, 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

PAUL V. MCNUTT 
PAUL V. MCNUTT 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America to the Republic of the Philippines 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES ; 

R NEPOMUCENO 
R. NEPDXUUCENO 

Secretary of Public Works and Communications 
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April 25, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1585]

Establishment of
diplomatic relations.

Rights, privileges,
etc., of diplomatic rep-
resentatives.

Consular officers.

Free entry of furni-
ture, supplies, etc.

Agreement between the United States of America and the Kingdom of
Nepal respecting friendship and commerce. Effected by exchange of
notes signed at Kathmandu April 25, 1947; entered into force April
25, 1947.

The Chief of the United States Special Diplomatic Mission to the
Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief of Nepal

UNITED STATES SPECIAL DIPLOMATIC
MISSION TO THE KINGDOM OF NEPAL

Kathmandu, April 5, 1947
YoUR HIGHNESs:

I have the honor to make the following statement of my Govern-
ment's understanding of the agreement reached through recent con-
versations held at Kathmandu by representatives of the Government
of the United States of America and the Government of the Kingdom
of Nepal with reference to diplomatic and consular representation,
juridical protection, commerce and navigation. These two Govern-
ments, desiring to strengthen the friendly relations happily existing
between the two countries, to further mutually advantageous com-
mercial relations between their peoples, and to maintain the most-
favored-nation principle in its unconditional and unlimited form as
the basis of their commercial relations, agree to the following provi-
sions:

1. The United States of America and the Kingdom of Nepal will
establish diplomatic and consular relations at a date which shall be
fixed by mutual agreement between the two Governments.

2. The diplomatic representatives of each Party accredited to the
Government of the other Party shall enjoy in the territories of such
other Party the rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities ac-
corded under generally recognized principles of international law.
The consular officers of each Party who are assigned to the Govern-
ment of the other Party, and are duly provided with exequaturs, shall
be permitted to reside in the territories of such other Party at the
places where consular officers are permitted by the applicable laws
to reside; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immuni-
ties accorded to officers of their rank by general international usage;
and they shall not, in any event, be treated in a manner less favorable
than similar officers of any third country.

3. All furniture, equipment and supplies intended for official use
in a consular or diplomatic office of the sending state shall be per-
mitted entry into the territory of the receiving state free of all
customs duties and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed
upon or by reason of importation.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Kingdom of 
Nepal respecting friendship and commerce. Effected by exchange of 
notes signed at Kathmandu April 25, 1947; entered into force April 
25, 1947. 

The Chief of the United States Special Diplomatic Mission to the 
Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief of Nepal 

YOUR HIGHNESS: 
I have the honor to make the following statement of my Govern-

ment's understanding of the agreement reached through recent con-
versations held at Kathmandu by representatives of the Government 
of the United States of America and the Government of the Kingdom 
of Nepal with reference to diplomatic and consular representation, 
juridical protection, commerce and navigation. These two Govern-
ments, desiring to strengthen the friendly relations happily existing 
between the two countries, to further mutually advantageous com-
mercial relations between their peoples, and to maintain the most-
favored-nation principle in its unconditional and unlimited form as 
the basis of their commercial relations, agree to the following provi-
sions: 

1. The United States of America and the Kingdom of Nepal will 
establish diplomatic and consular relations at a date which shall be 
fixed by mutual agreement between the two Governments. 

2. The diplomatic representatives of each Party accredited to the 
Government of the other Party shall enjoy in the territories of such 
other Party the rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities ac-
corded under generally recognized principles of international law. 
The consular officers of each Party who are assigned to the Govern-
ment of the other Party, and are duly provided with exequaturs, shall 
be permitted to reside in the territories of such other Party at the 
places where consular officers are permitted by the applicable laws 
to reside; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immuni-
ties accorded to officers of their rank by general international usage; 
and they shall not, in any event, be treated in a manner less favorable 
than similar officers of any third country. 

3. All furniture, equipment and supplies intended for official use 
in a consular or diplomatic office of the sending state shall be per-
mitted entry into the territory of the receiving state free of all 
customs duties and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed 
upon or by reason of importation. 

UNITED STATES SPECIAL DIPLOMATIC 
1VILSSION TO THE KINGDOM OF NEPAL 

Kath,rnandu, April 25, 1947 
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4. The baggage and effects and other articles imported exclusively
for the personal use of consular and diplomatic officers and employees
and the members of their respective families and suites, who are
nationals of the sending state and are not.nationals of the receiving
state and are not engaged in any private occupation for gain in ter-
ritory of the receiving state, shall be exempt from all customs duties
and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed upon or by
reason of importation. Such exemption shall be granted with respect
to property accompanying any person entitled to claim an exemption
under this paragraph on first arrival or on any subsequent arrival and
with respect to property consigned to any such person during the
period the consular or diplomatic officer or employee, for or through
whom the exemption is claimed, is assigned to or is employed in the
receiving state by the sending state.

5. It is understood, however, (a) that the exemptions provided by
paragraph 4 of this Agreement shall be accorded in respect of em-
ployees in a consular office only when the names of such employees
have been duly communicated to the appropriate authorities of the
receiving state; (b) that in the case of the consignments to which
paragraph 4 of this Agreement refers, either state may, as a con-
dition to the granting of the exemption provided, require that a
notification of any such consignment be given in such manner as it
may prescribe; and (c) that nothing herein shall be construed to
permit the entry into the territory of either state of any article the
importation of which is specifically prohibited by law.

6. Nationals of the Kingdom of Nepal in the United States of
America and nationals of the United States of America in the King-
dom of Nepal shall be received and treated in accordance with the
requirements and practices of generally recognized international law.
In respect of their persons, possessions andl riglts, such nationals shall
enjoy the fullest protection of the laws and authorities of the country,
and shall not be treated in any imalner less favorable than the na-
tionals of any third country.

7. In all matters relating to customs duties and charges of any
kind imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation
or otherwise affecting commerce and navigation, to the method of
levying such duties and charges, to all rules and formalities in con-
nection with importation or exportation, and to transit, warehousing
and other facilities, each Party shall accord unconditional and un-
restricted most-favored-nation treatment to articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the other Party, from whatever place ar-
riving, or to articles destined for exportation to the territories of
such other Party, by whatever route. Any advantage, favor, privilege
or immunity with respect to any duty, charge or regulation affecting
commerce or navigation now or hereafter accorded by the United
States of America or by the Kingdom of Nepal to any third country
shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the commerce
and navigation of the Kingdom of Nepal and of the United States
of America, respectively.
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4. The baggage and effects and other articles imported exclusively 
for the personal use of consular and diplomatic officers and employees 
and the members of their respective families and suites, who are 
nationals of the sending state and are not .nationals of the receiving 
state and are not engaged in any private occupation for gain in ter-
ritory of the receiving state, shall be exempt from all customs duties 
and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed upon or by 
reason of importation. Such exemption shall be granted with respect 
to property accompanying any person entitled to claim an exemption 
under this paragraph on first arrival or on any subsequent arrival and 
with respect to property consigned to any such person during the 
period the consular or diplomatic officer or employee, for or through 
whom the exemption is claimed, is assigned to or is employed in the 
receiving state by the sending state. 

5. It is understood, however, (a) that the exemptions provided by 
paragraph 4 of this Agreement shall be accorded in respect of em-
ployees in a consular office only when the names of such employees 
have been duly communicated to the appropriate authorities of the 
receiving state; (b) that in the case of the consignments to which 
paragraph 4 of this Agreement refers, either state may, as a con-
dition to the granting of the exemption provided, require that a 
notification of any such consignment be given in such manner as it 
may prescribe; and (c) that nothing herein shall be construed to 
permit the entry into the territory of either state of any article the 
importation of which is specifically prohibited by law. 

6. Nationals of the Kingdom of Nepal in the United States of 
America and nationals of the United States of America in the King-
dom of Nepal shall be received and treated in accordance with the 
requirements and practices of generally recognized international law. 
In respect of their persons, possessions and rights, such nationals shall 
enjoy the fullest protection of the laws and authorities of the country, 
and shall not be treated in any manner less favorable than the na-
tionals of any third country. 

T. In all matters relating to customs duties and charges of any 
kind imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation 
or otherwise affecting commerce and navigation, to the method of 
levying such duties and charges, to all rules and formalities in con-
nection with importation or exportation, and to transit, warehousing 
and other facilities, each Party shall accord unconditional and un-
restricted most-favored-nation treatment to articles the growth, prod-
uce or manufacture of the other Party, from whatever place ar-
riving, or to articles destined for exportation to the territories of 
such other Party, by whatever route. Any advantage, favor, privilege 
or immunity with respect to any duty, charge or regulation affecting 
commerce or navigation now or hereafter accorded by the United 
States of America or by the Kingdom of Nepal to any third country 
shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the commerce 
and navigation of the Kingdom of Nepal and of the United States 
of America, respectively. 
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Exceptions to pro- 8. There shall be excepted from the provisions of paragraph 7 ofvisions of paragraph 7.
this Agreement advantages now or hereafter accorded: (a) by virtue
of a customs union of which either Party may become a member; (b)
to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; (c) to
third countries which are parties to a multilateral economic agree-
ment of general applicability, including a trade area of substantial
size, having as its objective the liberalization and promotion of inter-
national trade or other international economic intercourse and open
to adoption by all the United Nations; and (d) by the United States
of America or its territories or possessions to one another, to the
Republic of Cuba, to the Republic of the Philippines, or to the Panama
Canal Zone. Clause (d) shall continue to apply in respect of any ad-
vantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of America
or its territories or possessions to one another irrespective of any
change in the political status of any such territories or possessions.

Adoption of certain 9. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the adoption or enforce-measures and statutes.
ment by either Party: (a) of measures relating to fissionable materials,
to the importation or exportation of gold and silver, to the traffic in
arms, ammunition and implements of war, or to such traffic in other
goods and materials as is carried on for the purpose of supplying a
military establishment; (b) of measures necessary in pursuance of
obligations for the maintenance of international peace and security
or necessary for the protection of the essential interests of such Party
in time of national emergency; or (c) of statutes in relation to
immigration.

Nonextenslon to
designated prohibi- 10. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and
tions, etc. conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either Party

against the nationals, commerce or navigation of the other Party in
favor of the nationals, commerce or navigation of any third country,
the provisions of this Agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or
restrictions: (a) imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; (b)
designed to protect human, animal, or plant life or health; (c) relat-
ing to prison-made goods; or (d) relating to the enforcement of
police or revenue laws.

Applicability. 11. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all territory
under the sovereignty or authority of either of the parties, except
the Panama Canal Zone.

Continatnce In 12. This Agreement shall continue in force until superseded by a
more comprehensive commercial agreement, or until thirty days from
the date of a written notice of termination given by either Party to the
other Party, whichever is the earlier. Moreover either Party may
terminate paragraphs 7 and 8 on thirty days' written notice.

If the above provisions are acceptable to the Government of the
Kingdom of Nepal this note and the reply signifying assent thereto
shall, if agreeable to that Government, be regarded as constituting an
agreement between the two Governments which shall become effective

Pot, p. 25n. on the date of such acceptance.
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8. There shall be excepted from the provisions of paragraph 7 of 
this Agreement advantages now or hereafter accorded: (a) by virtue 
of a customs union of which either Party may become a member; (b) 
to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; (c) to 
third countries which are parties to a multilateral economic agree-
ment of general applicability, including a trade area of substantial 
size, having as its objective the liberalization and promotion of inter-
national trade or other international economic intercourse and open 
to adoption by all the United Nations; and (d) by the United States 
of America or its territories or possessions to one another, to the 
Republic of Cuba, to the Republic of the Philippines, or to the Panama 
Canal Zone. Clause (d) shall continue to apply in respect of any ad-
vantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of America 
or its territories or possessions to one another irrespective of any 
change in the political status of any such territories or possessions. 

9. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the adoption or enforce-
ment by either Party: (a) of measures relating to fissionable materials, 
to the importation or exportation of gold and silver, to the traffic in 
arms, ammunition and implements of war, or to such traffic in other 
goods and materials as is carried on for the purpose of supplying a 
military establishment; (b) of measures necessary in pursuance of 
obligations for the maintenance of international peace and security 
or necessary for the protection of the essential interests of such Party 
in time of national emergency; or (c) of statutes in relation to 
immigration. 

10. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and 
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either Party 
against the nationals, commerce or navigation of the other Party in 
favor of the nationals, commerce or navigation of any third country, 
the provisions of this Agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or 
restrictions: (a) imposed on moral or humanitarian grounds; (b) 
designed to protect human, animal, or plant life or health; (e) relat-
ing to prison-made goods; or (d) relating to the enforcement of 
police or revenue laws. 

11. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all territory 
under the sovereignty or authority of either of the parties, except 
the Panama Canal Zone. 

12. This Agreement shall continue in force until superseded by a 
more comprehensive commercial agreement, or until thirty days from 
the date of a written notice of termination given by either Party to the 
other Party, whichever is the earlier. Moreover either Party may 
terminate paragraphs 7 and 8 on thirty days' written notice. 

If the above provisions are acceptable to the Government of the 
Kingdom of Nepal this note and the reply signifying assent thereto 
shall, if agreeable to that Government, be regarded as constituting an 
agreement between the two Governments which shall become effective 
on the date of such acceptance. 
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Please accept, Your Highness, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

JOSEPH C. SATrERTHWAITE

His Highness
The Maharaja

PADMA SHUM SHERE JUNG BAHADUR RANA
Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief

Nepal

The Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief of Nepal to
the Chief of the United States Special Diplomawze Mission

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note dated

25th April 1947, in which there is set forth the understanding of your
Government of the agreement reached through recent conversations
held at Kathmandu between the representatives of the Government
of the United States of America and the representatives of the Govern-
ment of the Kingdom of Nepal, in the following terms:

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Kingdom of Nepal, desiring to strengthen the friendly
relations happily existing between the two countries, to further mutu-
ally advantageous commercial relations between their peoples, and
to maintain the most-favored-nation principle in its unconditional
and unlimited form as the basis of their commercial relations, agree
to the following provisions:

1. The United States of America and the Kingdom of Nepal will
establish diplomatic and consular relations at a date which shall be
fixed by mutual agreement between the two Governments.

2. The diplomatic representatives of each Party accredited to the
Government of the other Party shall enjoy in the territories of such
other Party the rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities ac-
corded under generally recognised principles of international law.
The consular officers of each Party who are assigned to the Govern-
ment of the other Party, and are duly provided with exequaturs, shall
be permitted to reside in the territories of such other Party at the
places where consular officers are permitted by the applicable laws to
reside; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immunities
accorded to officers of their rank by general international usage; and
they shall not, in any event, be treated in a manner less favorable than
similar officers of any third country.

3. All furniture, equipment and supplies intended for official use
in a consular or diplomatic office of the sending state shall be per-
mitted entry into the territory of the receiving state free of all customs
duties and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed upon or
by reason of importation.
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Please accept, Your Highness, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

JOSEPH C. SATTERTHWAITE 

His Highness 
The Maharaja 

PADMA SHI=TM SHERE JUNG BAHADUR RANA 
Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief 

Nepal 

The Prime Minister and Supreme Commander-in-Chief of Nepal to 
the Chief of the United States Special DiplomaLsc Mission 

YOI7R EXCELLENCY, 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note dated 

25th April 1947, in which there is set forth the understanding of your 
Government of the agreement reached through recent conversations 
held at Kathmandu between the representatives of the Government 
of the United States of America and the representatives of the Govern-
ment of the Kingdom of Nepal, in the following terms: 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Kingdom of Nepal, desiring to strengthen the friendly 
relations happily existing between the two countries, to further mutu-
ally advantageous commercial relations between their peoples, and 
to maintain the most-favored-nation principle in its unconditional 
and unlimited form as the basis of their commercial relations, agree 
to the following provisions: 

1. The United States of America and the Kingdom of Nepal will 
establish diplomatic and consular relations at a date which shall be 
fixed by mutual agreement between the two Governments. 

2. The diplomatic representatives of each Party accredited to the 
Government of the other Party shall enjoy in the territories of such 
other Party the rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities ac-
corded under generally recognised principles of international law. 
The consular officers of each Party who are assigned to the Govern-
ment of the other Party, and are duly provided with exequaturs, shall 
be permitted to reside in the territories of such other Party at the 
places where consular officers are permitted by the applicable laws to 
reside; they shall enjoy the honorary privileges and the immunities 
accorded to officers of their rank by general international usage; and 
they shall not, in any event, be treated in a manner less favorable than 
similar officers of any third country. 

3. All furniture, equipment and supplies intended for official use 
in a consular or diplomatic office of the sending state shall be per-
mitted entry into the territory of the receiving state free of all customs 
duties and internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed upon or 
by reason of importation. 
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4. The baggage and effects and other articles imported exclusively
for the personal use of consular and diplomatic officers and employees
and the members of their respective families and suites, who are na-
tionals of the sending state and are not nationals of the receiving state
and are not engaged in any private occupation for gain in territory
of the receiving state, shall be exempt from all customs duties and
internal revenue or other taxes whether imposed upon or by reason
of importation. Such exemption shall be granted with respect to
property accompanying any person entitled to claim an exemption
under this paragraph on first arrival or on any subsequent arrival
and with respect to property consigned to any such person during
the period the consular or diplomatic officer or employee, for or
through whom the exemption is claimed, is assigned to or is employed
in the receiving state by the sending state.

5. It is understood, however, (a) that the exemptions provided by
paragraph 4 of this Agreement shall be accorded in respect of em-
ployees in a consular office only when the names of such employees
have been duly communicated to the appropriate authorities of the
receiving state; (b) that in the case of the consignments to which para-
graph 4 of this Agreement refers, either state may, as a condition to
the granting of the exemption provided, require that a notification of
any such consignment be given in such manner as it may prescribe;
and (c) that nothing herein shall be construed to permit the entry into
the territory of either state of any article the importation of which is
specifically prohibited by law.

6. Nationals of the Kingdom of Nepal in the United States of
America and nationals of the United States of America in the King-
dom of Nepal shall be received and treated in accordance with the re-
quirements and practices of generally recognised international law.
In respect of their persons, possessions and rights, such nationals
shall enjoy the fullest protection of the laws and authorities of the
country, and shall not be treated in any manner less favorable than
the nationals of any third country.

7. In all matters relating to customs duties and charges of any kind
imposed on or in connection with importation or exportation or other-
wise affecting commerce and navigation, to the method of levying
such duties and charges, to all rules and formalities in connection with
importation or exportation, and to transit, warehousing and other fa-
cilities, each Party shall accord unconditional and unrestricted most-
favored-nation treatment to articles the growth, produce or manufac-
ture of the other Party, from whatever place arriving, or to articles
destined for exportation to the territories of such other Party, by
whatever route. Any advantage, favor, privilege or immunity with
respect to any duty, charge or regulation affecting commerce or navi-
gation now or hereafter accorded by the United States of America or
by the Kingdom of Nepal to any third country shall be accorded im-
mediately and unconditionally to the commerce and navigation of the
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Kingdom of Nepal and of the United States of America, respectively.
8. There shall be excepted from the provisions of paragraph 7 of

this Agreement advantages now or hereafter accorded; (a) by virtue
of a customs union of which either Party may become a member; (b)
to adjacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic; (c) to third
countries which are parties to a multilateral economic agreement of
general applicability, including a trade area of substantial size, hav-
ing as its objective the liberalization and promotion of international
trade or other international economic intercourse and open to adop-
tion by all the United Nations; and (d) by the United States of
America or its territories or possessions to one another, to the Re-
public of Cuba, to the Republic of the Philippines, or to the Panama
Canal Zone. Clause (d) shall continue to apply in respect of any ad-
vantages now or hereafter accorded by the United States of America
or its territories or possessions to one another irrespective of any
change in the political status of any such territories or possessions.

9. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the adoption or en-
forcement by either Party: (a) of measures relating to fissionable
materials, to the importation or exportation of gold and silver, to
the traffic in arms, ammunition and implements of war, or to such
traffic in other goods and materials as is carried on for the purpose
of supplying a military establishment; (b) of measures necessary in
pursuance of obligations for the maintenance of international peace
and security or necessary for the protection of the essential interests
of such Party in time of national emergency; or (c) of statutes in re-
lation to immigration.

10. Subject to the requirement that, under like circumstances and
conditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination by either Party
against the nationals, commerce or navigation of the other Party in
favor of the nationals, commerce or navigation of any third country,
the provisions of this agreement shall not extend to prohibitions or
restrictions: (a) imposed on moral olr hluninitarian grounds; (b)
designed to protect human, animal, or plant life or health; (c) re-
lating to prison-made goods; or (d) relating to the enforcement of
police or revenue laws.

11. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to all territory
under the sovereignty or authority of either of the parties, except the
Panama Canal Zone.

12. This Agreement shall continue in force until superseded by a
more comprehensive commercial agreement, or until thirty days from
the date of a written notice of termination given by either Party to
the other Party, whichever is the earlier. Moreover either Party
may terminate paragraphs 7 and 8 on 30 days' written notice.

The Government of the Kingdom of Nepal approves the above pro-
visions and is prepared to give effect thereto beginning with the date
of this reply note.
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Please accept Your Excellency the
sideration with which I remain,

Your Excellency's sincerely,

Dated KATHMANDU

the 25th April 1947.

To,

renewed assurance of high con-

PADMA SHXM SHERE
JuJNG R. B.

His Excellency
The Hon'ble Mr. JOSEPH C. SATTERTHWAIrE

Chief, United States Special
Diplomatic Mission to the Kingdom of Nepal

Kathmandu.
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Please accept Your Excellency the renewed assurance of high con-
sideration with which I remain, 

Your Excellency's sincerely, 
PADMA SHOM SHERE 

JUNG R. B. 
Dated KATHMANDU 
the 05th April 1947. 

To, 
His Excellency 

The Hon'ble MT. JOSEPH C. SATIERTHWAIIL 
Chief, United States Special 

Diplomatic Mission to the Kingdom, of Nepal 
Kathmandu. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and India respecting
air transport services. Signed at New Delhi November 14, 1946;
effective November 14, 1946. And exchange of notes signed at New
Delhi November 14, 1946.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES RELATING TO AIR
SERVICES.

The Government of India and the Government of the United States
of America, hereinafter described as the Contracting Parties, being
parties to the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation
and the International Air Services Transit Agreement, both signed
at Chicago on the seventh day of December, 1944, the terms of which
agreements are binding on both parties,

Considering
That it is desirable to organise international air services in a safe

and orderly manner and to further as much as possible the develop-
ment of international cooperation in this field, and

That it is desirable to stimulate international air travel, at the lowest
rates consistent with sound economic principles, as a means of pro-
moting friendly understanding and good will among peoples and
securing the many indirect benefits of this new form of transportation
to the common welfare of both countries, and

That it is desirable to establish direct air communications between
the United States of America and India,

have accordingly appointed plenipotentiaries, who, being duly au-
tlorised to this effect, have agreed as follows:

AnTrIcL. I.

(A) Ealch Contracting Party grants to tie other Contracting Party
the right to operate the air services specified in the Annex to this
Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the "specified air services") and
to carry traffic to, from and in transit over the territory of the other
Party as provided in this Agreement.

(B) The air lines designated as provided in Article II hereof shall
have the right to use

(i) for traffic purposes, airports provided for public use at
the points specified in the Annex to this Agreement and
ancillary services provided for public use on the air routes
specified in the said Annex (hereinafter referred to as the
"specified air routes") and

(ii) for non-traffic purposes, all airports and ancillary services
provided for public use on the specified air routes,

November 14,1946
[T. I. A. S. 1586]

59 Stat. 1516.

59 Stat. 1693.

Right of operation.

Post, p. 2582.
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Inauguration of spec-
ified air services.

Traffic rights in In-
dian territory.

Traffic rights in
U. S. territory.
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subject in either case to such conditions as may normally be applicable
thereto.

ARTICLE II.

(A) Each of the specified air services may be inaugurated imme-
diately or at a later date at the option of the Contracting Party to
whom the rights are granted, on condition that:

(1) The Contracting Party to whom the rights have been
granted shall have designated an air line (hereinafter re-
ferred to as a "designated air line") for the specified air
route.

(2) The Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have
given the appropriate operating permission to the air line
pursuant to Paragraph (C) of this Article which it shall
do with the least possible delay.

(B) Substantial ownership and effective control of the designated
air lines of each Contracting Party shall be vested in that Party or
its nationals.

(C) The designated air line may be required to satisfy the aeronau-
tical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights that it
is qualified to fulfil the conditions prescribed by or under the laws and
regulations normally applied by those authorities to the operation of
commercial air carriers.

(D) The operation of each of the specified air services shall be sub-
ject to the agreement of the Contracting Party concerned that the
route organisation available for civil aviation on the specified air route
is adequate for the safe operation of air services.

ARTICLE III.

(A) The air lines designated by the United States Government
shall, subject to the provisions of Article IV, be entitled in Indian
territory to carry, set down or pick up traffic as detailed below:

(1) Traffic embarked in or destined for the United States.
(2) Traffic between any two countries other than the United

States and India carried in transit across Indian territory
and not embarked or disembarked in India.

(3) Subject to the consent of the other State concerned, traffic
embarked in the territory of a third country and destined
for India, and traffic embarked in India and destined for a
third country.

(B) The air lines designated by the Government of India, shall,
subject to the provisions of Article IV, be entitled in United States
territory to carry, set down or pick up traffic as detailed below:

(1) Traffic embarked in or destined for India.
(2) Traffic between any two countries other than India and

the United States carried in transit across United States
territory and not embarked or disembarked in the United
States.
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(3) Subject to the consent of the other State concerned, traffic
embarked in the territory of a third country and destined
for the United States, and traffic embarked in the United
States and destined for a third country.

ARTICLE IV.

In order to maintain equilibrium between the capacity of the speci-
fied air services and the requirements of the public for air transport
on the specified air routes and in order to maintain proper relationship
between the specified air services and other air services operating on
the specified air routes or sections thereof, the Contracting Parties
agree as follows:

(A) The air lines of each Contracting Party shall enjoy equal
opportunity for the operation of air services between the territories
of the two Parties.

(B) To the extent that the air lines of one of the Contracting Par-
ties are temporarily unable to take advantage of such opportunities
as a result of the war, the situation will be mutually examined by the
two Parties for the purpose of aiding as soon as possible the air lines
concerned increasingly to make their proper contribution to the
services contemplated.

(C) In the operation by the air lines of either Contracting Party
of the specified air services the interests of the air lines of the other
Party shall be taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the
services which the latter provide on all or part of the same route.

(D) The air transport offered by the air lines of both countries
should bear a close relationship to the requirements of the public for
such air transport.

(E) The services provided by a designated air line under this
Agreement shall retain as their primary objective the provision of
capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country of which
such air line is a national and the country of ultimate destinlation of
the traffic, and the right of the air lines of either Party to embark and
to disembark at points in the territory of the other Party international
traffic destined for or coming from third countries shall be applied
in accordance with the general principles of orderly development to
which both Parties subscribe and shall be subject to the general prin-
ciple that capacity shall be related:

(1) to traffic requirements between the country of origin of the
air service and destinations on the specified air routes,

(2) to the requirements of through air line operation for
fill-up traffic,

and
(3) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

air line passes after taking account of other air transport
services established by air lines of the States concerned
between their respective territories.
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ARTICLE V.

When, for the purpose of economy of onward carriage of through
traffic, different aircraft are used on different sections of a specified
air route, with the point of change in the territory of one of the Con-
tracting Parties, such change of aircraft shall not affect the provisions
of this Agreement relating to the capacity of the air service and the
carriage of traffic. In such cases the second aircraft shall be scheduled
to provide a connecting service with the first aircraft, and shall
normally await its arrival.

ARTICLE VI.

(A) The determination of rates in accordance with the following
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit, and
the rates charged by any other air lines, as well as the characteristics
of each service.

(B) The rates to be charged by the air lines of either Contracting
Party between points in the territory of the United States and points
in Indian territory on the specified air routes shall be subject to the
approval of the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Parties,
who shall act in accordance with their obligations under this Agree-
ment, within the limits of their legal powers.

(C) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States has ap-
proved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air
Transport Association for a period of one year beginning in Feb-
ruary 1946. Any rate agreements concluded through this machinery
during this period and involving United States air lines will be sub-
ject to approval by the Board. While neither Contracting Party
desires in this Agreement to commit itself to any continued approval
of the traffic conference machinery of the International Air Transport
Association, both Parties express their desire to facilitate rate agree-
ments by means of machinery of this type, it being understood, how-
ever, that rates agreed upon through such machinery must be subject
to the approval of the Contracting Parties of this Agreement.

(D) Any rate proposed by the air line or air lines of either Con-
tracting Party for carriage from the territory of one Contracting
Party to a point or points in the territory of the other Contracting
Party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of both Con-
tracting Parties at least thirty days before the proposed date of intro-
duction; provided that this period of thirty days may be reduced in
particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities of both
Contracting Parties.

(E) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aeronau-
tical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates
for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and
property by air within the United States, the following procedure
shall apply:
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of the traffic conference machinery of the International Air Transport 
Association, both Parties express their desire to facilitate rate agree-
ments by means of machinery of this type, it being understood, how-
ever, that rates agreed upon through such machinery must be subject 
to the approval of the Contracting Parties of this Agreement. 

Filing of proposed (D) Any rate proposed by the air line or air lines of either Con-
tracting Party for carriage from the territory of one Contracting 
Party to a point or points in the territory of the other Contracting 
Party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of both Con-
tracting Parties at least thirty days before the proposed date of intro-
duction; provided that this period of thirty days may be reduced in 
particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities of both 
Contracting Parties. 

Procedure If U. 8. (E) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aeronau-
authorities are em-
powered to fix rates, tical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates 
etc. 

for the transport of persons and property by air on international 
services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to 
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered 
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and 
property by air within the United States, the following procedure 
shall apply: 
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(1) If one of the Contracting Parties on receipt of the noti-
fication referred to in Paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied
with the rate proposed by the air line or air lines of the
other Contracting Party, it shall so notify the other Con-
tracting Party prior to the expiration of the first fifteen
of the thirty days referred to, and the Contracting Parties
shall endeavour to reach agreement on the proposed rate.

(2) In the event that such agreement is reached, each Con-
tracting Party will exercise its statutory powers to give
effect to such agreement.

(3) If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty-
day period referred to in Paragraph (D) above, the pro-
posed rate may, unless the aeronautical authorities of the
country of the air line concerned see fit to suspend its
application, go into effect provisionally pending the set-
tlement of any dispute by submitting the question to the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation, as
provided in Paragraph (G) below; provided, however,
that if the Provisional International Civil Aviation Or-
ganisation, or its successor, has not rendered its report on
the matter in dispute within a period of ninety days from
the date of the submission to it of the question, the Con-
tracting Party raising the objection to the proposed rate
may take such steps as it may consider necessary to pre-
vent the inauguration or continuation of the service in
question at the rate complained of.

(F) In the event that the power referred to in Paragraph (E)
above has not been conferred by law upon the aeronautical authorities
of the United States, the following procedure shall apply:

(1) If one of the Contracting Parties on receipt of the notifica-
tion referred to in Paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied
with the rate proposed by the airline or airlines of the other
Contracting Party it shall so notify the other Contracting
Party prior to the expiration of the first fifteen of the
thirty (lays referred to and the Contracting Parties shall
endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

(2) In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contract-
ing Party will use its best efforts to cause such agreed
rate to be put into effect by its air line or air lines. It is
recognised that if such efforts are not successful the Con-
tracting Party raising the objection to the rate may take
such steps as it may consider necessary to prevent the
inauguration or continuation of the service in question at
the rate complained of.

(3) If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty
days period referred to in Paragraph (D) above the Con-
tracting Party raising the objection to the rate may, if it
so elects, take such steps as it may consider necessary to
prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in
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question at the rate complained of, pending the submis-
sion of the question to the Provisional International Civil
Aviation Organisation as provided in Paragraph (G)
below.

(G) When in any case under Paragraphs (E) and (F) above the
aeronautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties, after con-
sultation as provided therein, cannot agree within a reasonable time
upon the appropriate rate, both Contracting Parties shall, upon the
request of either, submit the question to the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organisation for an advisory report, and each Party
shall use its best efforts under the powers available to it to put into
effect the opinion expressed in such report.

(H) In order to give effect to the provisions of this section, the
executive branch of the United States Government will use its best
efforts to secure legislation empowering the aeronautical authorities
of the United States to fix fair and economic rates for international
air services and to suspend proposed rates, in the same manner as the
Civil Aeronautics Board is qualified to act with respect to air
transportation within the United States.

ARTICLE VII.

(A) The aeronautical authorities of both Contracting Parties shall
exchange information as promptly as possible concerning the author-
isations extended to their respective designated air lines to render
service to, through and from the territory of the other Contracting
Party. This will include copies of current certificates and authorisa-
tions for service on the specified air routes, together with amendments,
exemption orders and authorised service patterns.

(B) Each Contracting Party shall cause its designated air lines to
provide to the aeronautical authorities of the other Contracting Party,
as long in advance as practicable, copies of time tables, tariff schedules
and all other similar relevant information concerning the operation
of the specified air services and of all modifications thereof.

(C) Each Contracting Party shall, upon request, cause to be pro-
vided to the aeronautical authorities of the other Contracting Party
copies of any reports relating to traffic carried on their air services to,
from or over the territory of the other Contracting Party which are re-
quired to be filed with the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organisation in accordance with the provisions of the Interim Agree-
ment on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on December
7, 1944.

ARTICLE VIII.

(A) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into or taken
on board aircraft in the territory of one Contracting Party by, or on
behalf of, the other Contracting Party or its designated air lines and
intended solely for use by the latter's aircraft shall be accorded, with
respect to customs duty, inspection fees or other charges imposed by
the former Contracting Party, treatment not less favourable than that
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granted to its national air lines engaged in international public trans-
port or to the air lines of the most favoured nation.

(B) Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equip-
ment and aircraft stores retained on board aircraft of the designated
air lines of one Contracting Party shall be exempt in the territory
of the other Contracting Party from customs duties, inspection fees
or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used by such
aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE IX.

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to itself to withhold or Right to impose ap-
propriate conditions,

revoke, or impose such appropriate conditions as it may deem neces- etc.
sary with respect to, an operating permission in case of failure by a
designated air line of the other Party to comply with the laws and
regulations of the former Party, or in case, in the judgment of the for-
mer Party, there is a failure to fulfil the conditions under which the
rights are granted in accordance with this Agreement. Except in case
of a failure to comply with laws and regulations, such action shall be
taken only after consultation between the Parties. In the event of
action by one Party under this Article, the rights of the other Party
under Article XI shall not be prejudiced.

ARTICLE X.

(A) In a spirit of close collaboration, the aeronautical authorities Consultations.

of the two Contracting Parties will consult regularly with a view to
assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation of
the provisions outlined in this Agreement.

(B) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consulta- Amendments.

tion with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this
Agreement which may be desirable in the light of experience. Such
consultation shall begin within a period of sixty days from the date of
the request. Any modification of this Agreement agreed to as a
result of such consultation shall come into effect when it has been
confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

(C) When the procedure for consultation provided for in Para- Noti"c o
f 

desire toterminate agreement.
graph (B) of this Article has been initiated, either Contracting Party
may at any time give notice to the other of its desire to terminate this
Agreement as provided in Paragraph (E) of this Article. Such
notice shall be simultaneously communicated to the Provisional In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organisation.

(D) Changes made by either Contracting Party in the specified air rChanges in air
routes, except those which change the points served by the designated
air lines in the territory of the other Contracting Party, shall not be
considered as modifications of this Agreement. The aeronautical
authorities of either Contracting Party may therefore proceed uni-
laterally to make such changes, provided, however, that notice of any Notice of change.

change shall be given without delay to the aeronautical authorities of
the other Contracting Party. If such latter aeronautical authorities
find that, having regard to the principles set forth in Article IV of A n te, p. 2575.
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this Agreement, the interests of any of their air lines are prejudiced by
the carriage by a designated air line of the first Contracting Party of
traffic between the territory of the second Contracting Party and the
new point in the territory of a third country, the latter Party may
request consultation in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph
(B) of this Article.

(E) This Agreement shall terminate one year after the date of re-
ceipt by the other Contracting Party of the notice to terminate, un-
less the notice is withdrawn by agreement before the expiration of this
period. In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other
Contracting Party notice shall be deemed to have been received fourteen
days after the receipt of the notice by the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organisation.

ARTICiEc XI.

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the inter-
pretation or application of this Agreement, which cannot be settled
through consultation, shall be referred for an advisory report to
the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation, in accordance with the provisions of Article III,
Section 6 (8), of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Avia-
tion signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944, and the executive author-
ities of each Contracting Party will use their best efforts under the
powers available to them to put into effect the opinion expressed in
such report.

ARTICLE XII.

This Agreement shall come into force on the day it is signed. The
Agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered with the
Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation set up by the
Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago
on December 7, 1944.

ARncLU XIII.

(A) When the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944, comes into operation in respect of
both the Contracting Parties reference in this Agreement to the In-
terim Agreement and the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organisation shall be interpreted as reference to the Convention and
the corresponding organisation established pursuant thereto. In
the event of the conclusion of any other multilateral convention con-
cerning air transport to which both Contracting Parties adhere, this
Agreement shall be modified to conform with the provisions of such
convention.

(B) For the purpose of this Agreement the terms "territory", "air
service", "international air service" and "air line" shall have the
meaning specified in the Interim Agreement on International Civil
Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7,1944.

(C) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case of
India, the Director General of Civil Aviation in India and, in the
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case of the United States, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in both
cases any person or body authorised to perform the functions presently
exercised by the above mentioned authorities.

(D) The Annex to this Agreement shall be deemed to be part of Annex.

the Agreement and all references to the "Agreement" shall include
references to the Annex, except where otherwise expressly provided.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorised thereto by their respective Governments, have signed the
present Agreement.

Done this fourteenth day of November 1946 in duplicate at New
Delhi.

For the Government of India:
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU

[SEAL] Member for External Affairs.

ABDUR RAB NISHTAR

Member for Communications.

These signatures are appended in agreement with His Majesty's Rep-
resentative for the exercise of the functions of the Crown in its rela-
tions with the Indian States.

For the Government of the United States of America:

GEORGE R. MERRELL
Charge d'Affaires a. i.

Embassy of the United States of America.

GEORGE A. BROWNELL

Personal Representative of the
President of the United States.

95347 -49-PT. III 20
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ANNEX

1. An air line designated by the United States Government shall be
entitled to operate air services on each of the routes specified and to
make scheduled landings in India at the points specified in this para-
graph:

Route 1: The United States through Central Europe and the Near
East to Karachi, Delhi and Calcutta, thence to a point
in Burma, a point in Siam, a point in Indo China and
beyond to the United States over various routes; via in-
termediate points in both directions.

Route 2: The United States through Western Europe, North Af-
rica and the Near East to Bombay and beyond Bombay
to:
(a) Calcutta, a point in Burma, a point in Indo China,

points in China, points in Japan and beyond to the
United States over Pacific routes; via intermediate
points in both directions;

(b) Ceylon, Singapore and beyond; via intermediate
points in both directions.

2. An air line designated by the Government of India shall be en-
titled to operate air services on each of the routes to, from and across
United States territory to be mutually agreed at a later date.
3. (A) Points on any of the specified routes may, at the option of
the designated air line, be omitted on any or all flights.

(B) If, at any time, scheduled flights on any of the specified
air services of one Contracting Party are operated so as to terminate
in the territory of the other Contracting Party and not as part of a
through air service extending beyond such territory, the latter Party
shall have the right to nominate the terminal point of such sched-
uled flights on the specified air route in its territory. The latter
Party shall give not less than six months notice to the other Party
if it decides to nominate a new terminal point for such scheduled
flights.
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The Secretary to the Government of India to the American
Charge dPAffaires

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS.

NEW DELHI, the 14th November 1946.
From

SIR HAROLD SHOOBERT, C.I.E., E.D., I.C.S.,
Secretary to the Government of India,

To
The Charge d'Affaires of the United States of America, New Delhi.

SIR,
I am directed to refer to the Agreement between the Government

of India and the Government of the United States of America relat-
ing to air services which has been signed on behalf of both Govern-
ments today, and to say, with regard to two matters which have been
discussed, that the understanding of the Government of India is as
follows:

1. Ratification of the Convention on International Civil Aviation.

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of India, having both ratified the Convention on International
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on the seventh day of December
1944, it is understood to be the intention of both Governments to
deposit their instruments of ratification of the Convention on or be-
fore the 1st day of March 1947. In the event that either Government
should fail to complete the necessary steps whereby they will become
bound by the provisions of the Convention when it enters into force,
it is agreed that the two Governments will consult together and will
enter into a supplementary agreement giving effect to the following
articles of the Convention namely Articles 11, 13, 15, 32 and 33 and
such other articles as may be mutually agreed to be applicable and
necessary.

2. Regulation of rates for Fifth Freedom Traffic.

It is recognised that the determination of rates to be applied by an
air line of one Contracting Party between the territory of the other
Contracting Party and a third country is a complex question, the
overall solution of which cannot be sought through consultation be-
tween only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the method
of determining such rates is now being studied by the Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organisation. It is understood under
these circumstances:

(1) That, pending the acceptance by both Parties of any recom-
mendations which the Provisional International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization may make after its study of this matter, such rates shall be
fixed on the basis of the principles set out in Paragraph (A) of Article
VI of the Agreement and after taking into consideration the interests
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of the air lines of the other Party and shall not vary unduly in a dis-
criminatory manner from the rates established by the air lines of the
other Party operating air services on that part of the specified air
routes concerned. Provided, however, that a designated air line un-
der the Agreement shall not be required to charge rates higher than
those established by any other air line operating on the specified air
routes.

(2) That in case the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization fails to establish a means of determining such rates
satisfactory to both Contracting Parties within a reasonable time, the
consultation provided for in Article X of the Agreement shall be
inaugurated.

I am to request that you will be good enough to confirm your under-
standing on these matters to be as set out in this letter.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

W. H. SHOOBERT
Secretary to the Government of India.

The American Charge d'Affaires to the Secretary to the Government
of India

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 174 New Delhi, November 14, 1946
SIR HAROLD SHOOBERT, C.I.E., E.D., I.C.S.,

Secretary to the Government of India
in the Department of Communications (Post and Air),

New Delhi.
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to your note of today's date on the subject
of the Agreement between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of India relating to air services signed
on behalf of both our Governments today, and to state, with regard to
two matters which have been under discussion, that the understanding
of the Government of the United States of America is as follows:

1. Ratification of the Convention on International Civil Aviation.
The Government of India and the Government of the United States

of America, having both ratified the Convention on International Civil
61 Stat., Pt. 2, P. Aviation signed at Chicago on the seventh day of December 1944, it

is understood to be the intention of both Governments to deposit their
instruments of ratification of the Convention on or before the first day
of March 1947. In the event that either Government should fail to
complete the necessary steps whereby they will become bound by the
provisions of the Convention when it enters into force, it is agreed that
the two Governments will consult together and will enter into a sup-
plementary agreement giving effect to the following articles of the
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as may be mutually agreed to be applicable and necessary.

2. Regulation of Rates for Fifth Freedom Traffic.

It is recognized that the determination of rates to be applied by an
an air line of one Contracting Party between the territory of the other
Contracting Party and a third country is a complex question, the
overall solution of which cannot be sought through consultation be-
tween only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the method
of determining such rates is now being studied by the Provisional
International Civil Aviation Organization. It is understood under
these circumstances:

(1) That, pending the acceptance by both Parties of any recom-
mendations which the Provisional International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization may make after its study of this matter, such rates shall
be fixed on the basis of the principles set out in Paragraph (a) of
Article VI of the Agreement and after taking into consideration the Ante, p. 2576.

interests of the air lines of the other Party and shall not vary unduly
in a discriminatory manner from the rates established by the air lines
of the other Party operating air services on that part of the specified
air routes concerned. Provided, however, that a designated air line
under the Agreement shall not be required to charge rates higher than
those established by any other air line operating on the specified air
routes.

(2) That in case the Provisional International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization fails to establish a means of determining such rates satis-
factory to both Contracting Parties within a reasonable time, the
consultation provided for in Article X of this Agreement shall be Ante, p. 2579.

inaugurated.
I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
GEOioE R. MRIEELL

Charge d'Affaires a.i.
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I have the honor to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
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GEORGE R. MERRELL 
Charge d'Alfaire8 a.i. 

61 Stat., Pt. 2, pp. 
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December 27, 1946,
May 6, 8, July 21,1947

[T. I. A. S. 1587]

Inauguration of air
services.

Agreement between the United States of America and Peru, and accom-
panying notes, respecting air transport services. Signed at Lima
December 27, 1946; entered into force December 27, 1946. And
agreement effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington May 6
and 8, and July 21, 1947; entered into force July 21, 1947.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

The Governments of the United States of America and the Republic
of Peru, desiring to stimulate and promote the development of Air
Transportation between both countries, and having in mind the
recommendations of Section VIII of the Final Act of the Conference
on International Civil Aviation, signed in Chicago on the seventh
of December, 1944,[ 1] have resolved to sign an Air Transport Agree-
ment and for that purpose have designated their respective Pleni-
potentiaries to wit:

His Excellency the President of the United States of America,
Their Excellencies

Mr. Prentice Cooper, Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-
potentiary before the Government of Peru, and

Mr. William Mitchell, Special Representative and Minister
Plenipotentiary specially acredited for this purpose,

His Excellency the President of the Republic of Peru,
Their Excellencies Sefiores

Enrique Garcia Sayan, Minister for Foreign Affairs, and
Enrique G6ngora, Minister of Aeronautics.

who, after exchanging their full powers which they have found to
be in good and proper form, have agreed that the establishment and
development of Air Transport Services between their respective terri-
tories shall be subject to the provisions of the present Agreement
and of its Annex as follows:

ARTICLE 1
Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the

rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing the
international civil air routes and services therein described, whether
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later date at the
option of the contracting party to whom the rights are granted.

ARTICLE 2
Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation as

soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
by article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publi-
cation 2282, p. 39.]
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has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party
granting the rights shall, subject to article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the con-
tracting party granting the rights under the laws and regulations
normally applied by these authorities before being permitted to en-
gage in the operations contemplated by this agreement; and pro-
vided that in areas of hostilities or of military occopation, or in areas
affected thereby, such operations shall be subject to the approval of
the competent military authorities.

ARTICLE 3

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality Prevention of dis-
of treatment, both contracting parties agree that: etc.

a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports and
other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would be
paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft
engaged in similar international services.

b) Fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into the terri-
tory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or its
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the airlines of
such contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition of customs
duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges by the
contracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded the same
treatment as that applying to national airlines and to airlines of the
most-favored nation.

c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory ost' P1 259o.

of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4

Certificates of airworthiness, certificate of competency and licenses Certi
l
fi

ca
tes of air-

issued or rendered valid by one contracting party and still in force
shall be recognized as valid by the other contracting party for the
purpose of operating the routes and services described in the Annex. Post, p. 2590.
Each contracting party reserves the right, however, to refuse to
recognize, for the purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates
of competency and licenses granted to its own nationals by another
state.

ARTICLE 5

a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to Laws and regula-

the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
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international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territoy, shall be applied to the air-
craft of airlines designated by the other contracting party, and shall
be complied with by such aircraft upon entering or departing from
or while within the territory of the first party.

b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
inmigration, passports, customs and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the air-
lines designated by the other contracting party upon entrance into
or departure from or while within the territory of the first party.

ARTICLE 6

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke
the certificate or permit of an airline designated by the other con-
tracting party in the event substantial ownership and effective con-
trol of such airlines are not vested in nationals of the other contracting
party, or in case of failure by the airline designated by the other
contracting party to comply with the laws and regulations of the
contracting party over whose territory it operates, as described in
Article 5 hereof, or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which the
rights are granted in accordance with this agreement and its Annex.

ARTICLE 7

This agreement, its Annex, and all amendments thereof, shall
be registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization or its successor.

ARTICLE 8

This agreement or any of the rights for air transport services
granted thereunder may be terminated by either contracting party
upon giving one year's notice to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE 9

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex, it
may request consultation between the competent authorities of both
contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period of
sixty days from the date of the request.

When these authorities mutually agree on new or revised condi-
tions affecting the Annex, their recommendations on the matter will
come into effect after they have been confirmed by an exchange of
diplomatic notes.

ARTICLE 10
Submission of con-

troversy for advisory
report.

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, or its Annex, any
controversy between the contracting parties relative to the interpre-
tation or application of this agreement, or its Annex, which cannot be
settled through consultation shall be submitted for an advisory
report to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil
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Aviation Organization, in accordance with the provisions of Article
III, Section six (8) of the Provisional Agreement on International
Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944 or to its 59 Stat.1521

successor, unless the contracting parties agree to submit the contro-
versy to some other person or body designated by mutual agreement
between the same contracting parties. The executive authorities of
the contracting parties will use their best efforts under the powers
available to them to put into effect the opinion expressed in such
report.

ARTICLE 11

For the purpose of the present Agreement, and its Annex, except
where the text provides otherwise:

a) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case
of the United States of America the Civil Aeronautics Board and any
person or agency authorized to perform the functions exercised at
the present time by the Civil Aeronautics Board or similar functions,
and, in the case of Peru, the Minister of Aeronautics and any person
or agency authorized to perform the functions exercised at present
by the said Minister.

b) The term "designated airlines" shall mean those airlines that
the aeronautical authorities of one of the contracting parties have
communicated in writing to the aeronautical authorities of the
other contracting party that they are the airlines that it has des-
ignated in conformity with Article 1 and 2 of the present Agreement
for the routes specified in such designation.

ARTICLE 12

This agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by
their respective Governments, have signed the present agreement.

Done at Lima this 27th. day of December, 1946, in duplicate in
the English and Spanish languages, each of which shall be of equal
authenticity.

For the Government of the United States of America:
PRENTICE COOPER
WILLIAM MITCHELL

For the Government of the Republic of Peru:

E. GARCfA SAYAN
E. G6NGORA

Attachment:
Annex to Air Transport Agreement
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and, in the case of Peru, the Minister of Aeronautics and any person 
or agency authorized to perform the functions exercised at present 
by the said Minister. 

b) The term "designated airlines" shall mean those airlines that 
the aeronautical authorities of one of the contracting parties have 
communicated in writing to the aeronautical authorities of the 
other contracting party that they are the airlines that it has des-
ignated in conformity with Article 1 and 2 of the present Agreement 
for the routes specified in such designation. 

ARTICLE 12 
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En This agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof, try into force. 

will come into force on the day it is signed. 

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, have signed the present agreement. 

Authentic 
Done at Lima this 27th. day of December, 1946, in duplicate in Ian-guageq. 

the English and Spanish languages, each of which shall be of equal 

authenticity. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

PRENTICE COOPER 

WILLIAM MITCHELL 

For the Government of the Republic of Peru: 

E. GARCIA SAYAN 
E. GoNGORA 

Attachment: 

Annex to Air Transport Agreement 
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ANNEX TO AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

It is agreed between the contracting parties:
A. That the airlines of the two contracting parties operating on

the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and equal oppor-
tunity for the operation of the said routes.

B. That the air transport capacity offered by the airlines of both
countries shall bear a close relationship to traffic requirements.

C. That in the operation of common sections of trunk routes the
airlines of the contracting parties shall take into account their recipro-
cal interests so as not to affect unduly their respective services.

D. That the services provided by a designated airline under this
agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objetive the
provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country, or points under its jurisdiction, of which such airline is a
national and the country of ultimate destination of the traffic.

E. That the right to embark and to disembark at points under the
jurisdiction of the other country international traffic destined for or
coming from third countries at a point or points hereinafter specified,
shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of orderly
development to which both Governments subscribe and shall be sub-
ject to the general principle that capacity shall be related:

1. To traffic requirements between the country of origin, or points
under its jurisdiction, and the countries of destination.

2. To the requirements of through airline operation, and
3. To the traffic requirements of the area through which the airline

passes after taking account of local and regional services.
rate n o F. That the determination of rates to be charged by the airlines

of either contracting party between points under the jurisdiction of
the United States of America and points in the territory of the Re-
public of Peru on the routes specified in this Annex shall be made at
reasonable levels, due regard being paid to all relevant factors, such as
cost of operation, reasonable profit, and the rates charged by any other
carriers, as well as the characteristics of each service.

Constulation. G. That the appropriate aeronautical authorities of each of the con-
tracting parties will consult from time to time, or at the request of
one of the parties, to determine the extent to which the principles
set forth in paragraphs A to F inclusive of this Annex are being follow-
ed by the airlines designated by the contracting parties. When these
authorities agree on further measures necesary to give these principles
practical application, the executive authorities of each of the con-
tracting parties will use their best efforts under the powers available
to them to put such measures into effect.

t and stop inh erau. H. Airlines of the United States of America, designated in conform-
ity with the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and of
nontraffic stop in and through the territory of the Republic of Peru
as well as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic in
passengers, cargo, and mail at Lima, Talara, Chiclayo and Arequipa
on the following route via intermediate points in both directions:

Determination of 
rates. 

Consultation. 

II. S. rights of trans-
it and stop in Peru. 
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The United States and/or the Canal Zone to Talara, Chiclayo,
Lima and Arequipa; and beyond Peru, to points in Chile and
Bolivia or beyond.

On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate the
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points enumer-
ated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so enumerated.

I. Airlines of the Republic of Peru, designated in conformity with
the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and of nontraffic
stop in and through the territory of the United States of America
and in and through the Canal Zone as well as the right to pick up and
discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at
Washington D. C., New York, N. Y., and the Canal Zone on the
following route via intermediate points in both directions:

From Peru via the Canal Zone and Havana, Cuba, to Washington,
D. C., and New York, N. Y; and beyond the United States to
Montreal, Canada.

On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate
the route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points
enumerated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so
enumerated.

PRENTICE COOPER

WILLIAM MITCHELL

E. GARCfA SAYAN
E. G6NGORA
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ACUERDO SOBRE TRANSPORTE AEREO

Los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America y del Perui dese-
osos de estimular y fomentar el adelanto del transporte aereo entre
ambos paises; y teniendo en cuenta la Recomendaci6n VIII de la
Conferencia Internacional de Aviaci6n Civil, reunida en Chicago el
7 de diciembre de 1944, han resuelto suscribir un Acuerdo sobre
Transporte Aereo, a cuyo efecto han designado sus respectivos
Plenipotenciarios, a saber:

Su Excelencia el sefor Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America
a los Excelentisimos sefiores

Prentice Cooper, Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
ante el Gobierno del Peri, y

William Mitchell, Enviado Extraordinario y Ministro Plenipoten-
ciario especialmente acreditado para este efecto;

Su Excelencia el sefor Presidente de la Reptiblica del Peri a los
Excelentisimos sefores

Enrique Garcfa Sayan, Ministro de Estado en el Despacho de
Relaciones Exteriores, y

Enrique G6ngora, Ministro de Estado en el Despacho de Aero-
nautica;

quienes, despues de cambiar sus Plenos Poderes que encontraron
en buena y debida forma, han convenido en que el establecimiento
y desarrollo de los servicios de transporte aereo en sus respectivos
territorios se sujeten a las estipulaciones del presente Acuerdo y de su
Anexo, que siguen:

ARTICULO I
Cada Parte Contratante concede a la otra Parte Contratante los

derechos especificados en el anexo adjunto, necesarios para establecer
las rutas aereas civiles y los servicios internacionales descritos en
dicho Anexo, ya sea que tales servicios sean inaugurados inmediata-
mente o en fecha posterior, a opci6n de la Parte Contratante a la que
se otorgan dichos derechos.

ARTICULO II
Cada uno de los servicios aereos asi descritos, sera puesto en opera-

ci6n tan pronto como la Parte Contratante, a la cual se ha concedido
por el Articulo I el derecho de designar una linea aerea o lineas aereas
para la ruta respectiva, haya autorizado una linea a6rea para tal ruta;
y la Parte Contratante que otorga los derechos estara obligada, con-
forme al Articulo VI de este Acuerdo, a conceder el permiso de opera-
ciones pertinente a la linea aerea o lineas aereas respectivas; teniendose
entendido que las lineas aereas asi designadas, antes de ser autorizadas
para iniciar las operaciones contempladas en este Acuerdo, podran
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ser sometidas a calificaci6n por las autoridades aeronauticas compe-
tentes de la Parte Contratante que otorga los derechos, dentro de las
leyes y reglamentos normalmente aplicados por dichas autoridades;
y teni6ndose igualmente entendido que tales operaciones estaran su-
jetas a la aprobaci6n de las autoridades militares competentes, en
areas de hostilidades o de ocupaci6n militar, en areas afectadas por
las mismas.

ARTICULO III

Con el fin de impedir practicas discriminatorias y de asegurar
igualdad de tratamiento, ambas Partes Contratantes acuerdan que:

a).-Cada una de las Partes Contratantes podra imponer o permitir
que se impongan gravamenes justos y razonables por el uso de aero-
puertos pfiblicos y de otras facilidades bajo su control. Sin embargo,
cada una de las Partes Contratantes conviene en que esos gravamenes
no seran mayores que los que afecten a sus aeronaves nacionales em-
pleadas en servicios internacionales similares, por el uso de tales
aeropuertos y facilidades.

b).-El combustible, los aceites lubrificantes y las piezas de repuesto
importados al territorio de una Parte Contratante por la otra Parte
Contratante o por sus nacionales, para el uso exclusivo de las aeronaves
de las lineas a4reas de tal parte contratante, estaran con respecto a la
imposici6n de derechos de aduana, derechos de inspecci6n y otros
derechos o gravamenes nacionales aplicados por la Parte Contratante
hacia cuyo territorio se importan, sujetos al mismo tratamiento que
se aplique a las lineas aereas nacionales y a las lineas aereas de la
naci6n mas favorecida.

c).-El combustible, los aceites lubrificantes, las piezas de repuesto,
el equipo normal y los articulos almacenados abordo de aeronaves
civiles de las lineas aereas de una Parte Contratante, autorizadas para
operar las rutas y servicios descritos en el Anexo, deberan estar exo-
nerados, a su llegada o partida del territorio de la otra Parte Con-
tratante, de derechos de aduana, derechos de inspecci6n, u otros
derechos o gravamenes similares, a(in cuando tales articulos sean
usados o consumidos por dichos aviones en vuelo sobre dicho te-
rritorio.

ARTICULO IV

Los certificados de aeronavegabilidad, los certificados de compe-
tencia y las licencias, expedidos o reconocidos como validos por una
Parte Contratante, y afn en vigencia, seran reconocidos como validos
por la otra Parte Contratante, con el fin de operar las rutas y servicios
descritos en el Anexo. Cada Parte Contratante se reserva el derecho,
sin embargo, para los efectos de vuelo sobre su propio territorio, de
rehusar el reconocimiento de certificados de competencia y licencias
expedidos a favor de sus propios nacionales, por otro Estado.

ARTICULO V

a).-Las leyes y los reglamentos de una Parte Contratante relativos
a la admisi6n en o partida de su territorio de las aeronaves dedicadas
a la navegaci6n a6rea internacional, o relativos a la operaci6n y
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navegaci6n de tales aeronaves mientras se hallen n o sobre su propio
territo, seran aplicados a las aeronaves de las lineas aereas designadas
por la otra Parts Contratante, y seran cumplidos por tales aeronaves
a la entrada al, salida del y permanencia en o sobre el territorio de la
primera Parte Contratante.

b).-Las leyes y los reglamentos de una Parte Contratante, relatives
a la admisi6n en o partida de su propio territorio, de pasajeros, tri-
pulaci6n o carga de aeronaves, tales como los reglamentos relatives
a entrada, despacho, inmigraci6n, pasaportes, aduanas y cuarentenas,
seran cumplidos por, en nombre de o por raz6n de tales pasajeros,
tripulaciones o carga, de las lineas aereas designadas por la otra Parte
Contratante, a la entrada al, salida del y permanencia en o sobre el
territorio de la primera Parte Contratante.

ARTICULO VI
Cada Parte Contratante se reserva el derecho de suspender o revocar

el certificado o permiso de operaciones de una linea a6rea designada
por la otra Parte Contratante, en el caso de que la propiedad sustancial
y el control efectivo de tal llnea aerea no se halle en manos de nacio-
nales de la otra Parte Contratante, o en caso de falta por parte de la
linea aerea designada por la otra Parte Contratante, al no cumplir las
leyes y los reglamentos de la Parte Contratante sobre cuyo territorio
opera, segdn se especifica en el Articulo V, o al no cumplir de otra
manera las condiciones bajo las cuales se le han otorgado los derechos,
de conformidad con este Acuerdo y su Anexo.

ARTICULO VII

Este Acuerdo, su Anexo y todas las modificaciones quo pudieran
convenirse deberan ser registrados en la Organizaci6n Provisional de
Aviaci6n Civil Internacional, o en la entidad que la suceda.

ARTICULO VIII
Este Acuerdo o cualquiera de los derechos relatives a servicios de

transporte aereo otorgados en su virtud, podran dare por terminados
por cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes, mediante aviso previo de
un afio a la otra Parte Contratante.

ARTICULO IX

En el caso de que cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes deseara
modificar las rutas o condiciones establecidas en el Anexo, podrA
promover consultas entre las autoridades competentes de ambas
Partes Contratantes, debiendo iniciarse dichas consultas dentro de
un plazo de sesenta dias, contado a partir de la fecha de la solicitaci6n.
Cuando estas autoridades acuerden condiciones nuevas o revisadas
que afecten al Anexo, sus recomendaciones serAn puestas en vigencia
despues de que hayan sido confirmadas por un cambio de notas
diplomaticas.
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ARTICULO X

Salvo que se especifique de otro modo en este Acuerdo, o su Anexo,
cualquier controversia entre las Partes Contratantes relativa a la
interpretaci6n o aplicaci6n de este Acuerdo, o de su Anexo, que no
pudiera ser resuelta por medio de consultas, debera ser sometida, para
los efectos de un informe consultivo, al Consejo Interino de la Or-
ganizaci6n Provisional de Aviaci6n Civil Internacional, de acuerdo
con lo establecido en el Articulo III, Secci6n seis, paragrafo 8 del
Convenio Provisional sobre Aviaci6n Civil Internacional, suscrito en
Chicago en 7 de Diciembre de 1944, o al Organismo que la suceda, a
menos que las Partes Contratantes convengan en someter la contro-
versia a algin otro organismo o persona designado de comun acuerdo
por las mismas Partes Contratantes. Las autoridades ejecutivas de
las Partes Contratantes realizaran sus mejores esfuerzos, dentro de
sus facultades, para atenerse a la opini6n expresada en tal informe
consultivo.

ARTICULO XI

Para los fines de este Acuerdo, y de su Anexo, a menos que se estipule
de otro modo:

a).-La expresi6n "autoridades aeronauticas" significara, en el caso
de los Estados Unidos de America, la "Civil Aeronautics Board" y
cualquiera persona o agencia autorizada para ejercer las funciones
actualmente ejercidas por la "Civil Aeronautics Board", o para
ejercer funciones similares, y, en el caso del Peru, el Ministro de
Aeronautica y cualquiera persona o agencia autorizada para ejercer
las funciones actualmente ejercidas por dicho Ministro;

b).-La expresi6n "lineas aereas designadas" significara aquellas
lineas aereas respecto de las cuales las autoridades aeronauticas de
una de las Partes Contratantes hayan comunicado por escrito a las
autoridades aeronauticas de la otra Parte Contratanto, que son las
lineas a6reas por ella designadas, de conformidad con los articlilos I y
II del presentc Acuerdo, par laIs rutas especificadas en tal designaci6n.

ARTICULO XII

Este Acuerdo, incluyendo las disposiciones del anexo, entre en
vigencia en la fecha.

En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios arriba nombrados firman el
presente Acuerdo, en idiomas espafol e ingles, en doble ejemplar, en
Lima, a los veintisiete dias del mes de diciembre de mil novecientos
cuarenta y seis.

PRENTICE COOPER

WILLIAM MITCHELL

E. GARCIA SAYAN
E G6NGORA
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ARTICULO X 

Salvo que se especifique de otro modo en este Acuerdo, o su Anexo, 
cualquier controversia entre las Partes Contratantes relativa a la 
interpretacion o aplicacion de este Acuerdo, o de su Anexo, que no 
pudiera ser resuelta por medio de consultas, debera ser sometida, para 
los efectos de un informe consultivo, al Consejo Interino de la Or-
ganizacion Provisional de Aviacien Civil Internacional, de acuerdo 
con lo establecido en el Artfculo III, Seccion seis, paragrafo 8 del 
Convenio Provisional sobre Aviacion Civil Internacional, suscrito en 
Chicago en 7 de Diciembre de 1944, o al Organismo que la suceda, a 
menos que las Partes Contratantes convengan en someter la contro-
versia a algim otro organismo o persona designado de comfm acuerdo 
por las mismas Partes Contratantes. Las autoridades ejecutivas de 
las Partes Contratantes realizaran sus mejores esfuerzos, dentro de 
sus facultades, para atenerse a la opinion expresada en tal informe 
consultivo. 

ARTICULO XI 

Para los fines de este Acuerdo, y de su Anexo, a menos que se estipule 
de otro modo: 

a).—La expresion "autoridades aeronAuticas" significarA, en el caso 
de los Estados Unidos de America, la "Civil Aeronautics Board" y 
cualquiera persona o agencia autorizada para ejercer las funciones 
actualmente ejercidas por la "Civil Aeronautics Board", o para 
ejercer funciones similares, y, en el caso del PeM, el Ministro de 
Aeronautica y cualquiera persona o agencia autorizada para ejercer 
las funciones actualmente ejercidas por dicho Ministro; 

b).—La expresion "lineas aereas designadas" significara aquellas 
lineas aereas respecto de las etudes las autoridades aeronfluticas de 
una de las Partes Contratantes hayan comunicado por escrito a las 
autoridades aeronfluticns de la otra Parte Contratante, que son his 
lineas aereas por ella designadas, de con formidad con los a rtfeulos I y 
II del presente Acuerdo, para las rutas especificadas en tal designaeion. 

AwricuLo XII 

Este Acuerdo, incluyendo las disposiciones del anexo, entre en 
vigencia en la fecha. 
En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios arriba nombrados finnan el 

presente Acuerdo, en idiomas espaidol e ingles, en doble ejemplar, en 
Lima, a los veintisiete dias del mes de diciembre de mil novecientos 
cuarenta y seis. 

PRENTICE COOPER 
W ILLIAM M ITCHELL 
E. GARCIA SATAN 
E Goxc ORA 
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ANEXO AL ACUERDO SOBRE TRANSPORTE AEREO ENTRE EL GOBIER-
NO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA Y DE LA REPUBLICA
DEL PERU

Ambas Partes Contratantes convienen en:

A.-Que las lineas aereas de ambas Partes Contratantes, que operen
en las rutas descritas en este Anexo, gozaran de justas e iguales opor-
tunidades en la explotaci6n de dichas rutas.

B.-Que la capacidad de transporte a6reo ofrecida por las lineas
a6reas de ambos pafses debera guardar una estrecha relaci6n con las
necesidades del trAnsito.

C.-Que en la explotaci6n de las secciones comunes de las rutas tron-
cales las lineas aereas de las Partes Contratantes deberAn tener en
cuenta sus intereses recfprocos, a fin de no afectar indebidamente sus
respectivos servicios.

D.-Que los servicios proporcionados por una linea aerea designada
de conformidad con este Acuerdo, y su Anexo mantendran, como
objetivo principal, la provisi6n de una capacidad adecuada a la de-
manda del transito entre el pais al que pertenece tal linea a6rea, o
Iugares bajo su jurisdicci6n, y aquel pals al que esta destinado el
transito.

E.-Que el derecho de embarcar y desembarcar on lugares bajo la
jurisdicci6n del otro pais las personas u objetos de trAnsito inter-
nacional, destinados hacia o provenientes de terceros paises, en un
lugar o lugares que a continuaci6n se especifican, sera ejercido de
acuerdo con los principios generales de desarrollo ordenado, a los
cuales ambos Gobiernos se someten; y estara sujeto al principio
general de que la capacidad debera guardar relaci6n con:

1.-Las necesidades del transito entre el pais de origen, o lugares
bajo su jurisdicci6n, y los palses de destino;

2.-Las necesidades inherentes a lineas que operan a trav6s de
varios paIses; y

3.-Las necesidades del transito de la zona a traves de la cual opera
la linea aerea, despues de tomar en cuenta los servicios locales y
regionales.

F.-Que la determinaci6n de las tarifas a cobrarse por las lineas
aereas de cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes entre puntos bajo la
jurisdicci6n de los Estados Unidos de America y puntos en territorio
peruano en las rutas especificadas en este Anexo, deberan ser razona-
bles, teniendo en cuenta todos los factores pertinentes, tales como,
gastos de explotaci6n, utilidades equitativas, tarifas cobradas por
cualquier otra empresa, asf como las caracteristicas de cada servicio.

G.-Que las autoridades aeronauticas competentes de ambas Partes
Contratantes se consultaran de tiempo en tiempo, o a pedido de una
de las partes, para determinar hasta qu6 punto los principios enunciados
en los parrafos A a F inclusive de este Anexo son observados por las
lineas a6reas designadas por cada una de las Partes Contratantes.
Cuando dichas autoridades convengan en medidas adicionales, nece-
sarias para dar aplicaci6n practica a tales principios, las autoridades

2696 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

ANEXO AL ACUERDO SOBRE TRANSPORTE AEREO ENTRE EL GOBIER-
NO DE LOS ESTADOS UNLDOS DE AMERICA Y DE LA REPUBLICA 
DEL PERU 

Ambas Partes Contratantes convienen. en: 

A.--Que las lineas aereas de ambas Partes Contratantes, quo operen 
en las rutas descritas en este Anexo, gozaran de justas e iguales opor-
tunidades en la explotacien de dichas rutas. 

B.--Qu.e la capacidad de transports sere° ofrecida por las lineas 
aereas de ambos paises debera guardar una estrecha relacion con las 
necesidades del transit°. 

C.--Que on la explotacien de las secciones comunes de las rutas tron-
cales las lineas aereas de las Partes Contratantes deberan toner en 
cuenta sus intereses reciprocos, a fin de no afectar indebidamente sus 
respectivos servicios. 
D.—Que los servicios proporcionados por una linea aerea designada 

de conforraidad. con este Acuerdo, y su Anexo mantendran, como 
objetivo principal, la provision de una capacidad adecuada a In de-
mandn del transit° entre el pals al quo pertenece tad Linea Berea, o 
lugares bajo su jurisclic' cion, y aquel pals al quo esta, destinado el 
transit°. 
K—Qua el derecho de embarcar y desembarcar on lugares bajo In 

jurisdicciOn del otro pals las personas u objetos de transit° inter-
nacional, destinados hacia o provenientes de terceros poises, en un 
lugar o lugares quo a continuacion se especifican, sera, ejercido de 
acuerdo con los principios generales de desarrollo ordenado, a los 
cuales ambos Gobiernos se someten; y estara sujeto al principio 
general de quo in capacidad debera guarder relacidn con: 

1.—Las necesidades del transit° entre el pals de origen, o lugares 
bajo su jurisdiccion, y los paises de destino; 

2.—Las necesidades inherentes a linens quo operan a tray& de 
varios paises; y 

3.—Las necesidades del transit° de la zona a tray& de la cual opera 
in linen aerea, despues de tomar en cuenta los servicios locales y 
regionales. 

F.—Que la determinacien de las tarifas a cobrarse por las linens 
aereas de cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes entre pantos bajo in 
jurist:lied.% de los Estados Unidos de America y pantos en territorio 
peruano en las rutas especificadas en eats Anexo, deberan ser razona-
bles, teniendo en cuenta todos los factores pertinentes, tales como, 
gastos de explotacien, utilidades equitativas, tarifas cobradas por 
cualquier otra empresa, asi como las caracteristicas de cada servicio. 
G.—Que las autoridades aeronauticas competentes de ambas Partes 

Contratantes se consultaran de tiempo en tiempo, o a pedido de una 
de las partes, pars determinar basta que panto los principios enunciados 
en los parrafos A a F inclusive de eats Anexo son observados por las 
lineas aereas designadas por coda una de las Partes Contratantes. 
Cuando dichas autoridades convengan en medidas adicionales, nece-
sarias pars dam aplicacien prictica a tales principios, las autoridades 
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ejecutivas de cada una de las Partes Contratantes realizaran sus
mejores esfuerzos, dentro de sus facultades, para poner en vigencia
tales medidas.

H.-Las lineas aereas de los Estados Unidos de America designadas
conforme al presente Acuerdo gozaran de los derechos de transito y
de parada tecnica, en y a traves del territorio de la Republica del
Peri, asi como del derecho de embarcar y desembarcar pasajeros,
carga y correo en transito internacional, en Lima, Talara, Chiclayo
y Arequipa, en la siguiente ruta, via puntos intermedios en ambas
direcciones.

De los Estados Unidos de Am6rica, y o la Zona del Canal, a Talara,
Chiclayo, Lima y Arequipa; y mas alli del Peri, a lugares en Chile
y Bolivia o mas alli.

En la ruta arriba indicada, la linea o lineas a6reas autorizadas para
operarla, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre cualesquiera de los
lugares enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o mas de los otros
lugares enumerados.

I.-Las lineas a6reas de la Republica del Peru designadas conforme
al presente Acuerdo, gozaran de los derechos de transito y de parada
tecnica, en y a trav6s del territorio de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica
y en y a trav6s de la Zona del Canal, asi como del derecho de embarcar
y desembarcar pasajeros, carga y correo en transito internacional, en
Washington, D. C., Nueva York, N. Y., y la Zona del Canal, en la
siguiente ruta, via puntos intermedios en ambas direcciones:

Del Peru, via Zona del Canal y Habana, Cuba, a Washington,
D. C., Nueva York, N. Y.; y mas allA de los Estados Unidos de
America a Montreal, Canada.

En la ruta arriba indicada, la linea o lineas a6reas autorizadas para
operarla, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre cualesquiera de los
lugares enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o mas de los otros
lugares enumerados.

Lima, 27 de diciembro de 1946.
PRENTICE CoOPER
WILLIAM IITCHELL

E. GARCfA SAYAN

E G6NGORA
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ejecutivas de cada una de las Partes Contratantes realizarin sus 
mejores esfuerzos, dentro de sus facultades, para poner en vigencia 
tales meclidas. 
H.-Las lineas aereas de los Estados Unidos de America designadas 

conforme al presente Acuerdo gozaran de los derechos de transit° y 
de parada tecnica, en y a tray& del territorio de la Repfiblica del 
Perd, asi como del derecho de embarcar y desembarcar pasajeros, 
carga y correo en transit° internacional, en Lima, Talara, Chiclayo 
y Arequipa, en la siguiente ruta, via puntos intermedios en ambas 
direcciones. 

De los Estados Unidos de America, y o la Zona del Canal, a Talara, 
Chiclayo, Lima y Arequipa; y mas alla del Peru, a lugares en Chile 
y Bolivia o mas a,11a. 
En la ruta arriba indicada, la linea o lineas aereas autorizadas para 

operarla, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre cualesquiera de los 
lugares enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o mas de los otros 
lugares enumerados. 

I.-Las lineas aereas de la Repfibilea del Pent designadas conforme 
al presente Acuerdo, gozaran de los derechos de transit° y de parada 
tecnica, en y a tray& del territorio de los Estados Unidos de America 
y en y a tray& de la Zona del Canal, asi como del derecho de embarcar 
y desembarcar pasajeros, carga y correo en transit° internacional, en 
Washington, D. C., Nueva York, N. Y., y la Zona del Canal, en la 
siguiente ruta, via puntos intermedios en ambas direcciones: 

Del Pelt, via Zona del Canal y Habana, Cuba, a Washington, 
D. C., Nueva York, N. Y.; y mas alla de los Estados Unidos de 
America a Montreal, Canada. 
En la ruta arriba indicada, la linen o linens aereas autorizadas para 

operarla, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre cualesquiera de los 
lugares enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o nuts de los otros 
lugares enumerados. 

Lima, 27 de diciembre de 1946. 
PRENTICE COOPER 
W ILLIAM M ITCHELL 
E. GARCf A SAYAN 
E G6NGORA 

953-W-49—PT. HI 21 
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The Perviuw Miniser for Forein Affair to the American Ambassador

MINIBTEBIO DE BBELAIONEB
BXTEBIOBRE Y OULTO

N0 :(D)--Y/5 LLMA, 7 de diemrbre de 1946.
SESOR EMTBAJDOR:

Tengo a honra dirigirme a Vuestra Excelencia, de eonformidad con
una solicitud del Miristerio de Aeroniutica, para exponer la manera
como el Gobierno peruano entiende y se propone poner en ejecuci6n
el Acuerdo sobre Transporte Areo entre el Peri y los Estados Unidos
de Anmrica,y usrito on la fecha.

El fobiemo del Peri desea llamar. la atenci6n sobre el hecho de
que, cuando menos hasta hoy, no es posible designar una o varias
lineas a6reas, ,que esten sustancialmente bajo propiedad y control
efectivo de nueionales peruanos, para que ellas gocen de los derechos
que se conceden poT el indicado Acuerdo. Esto se debe a que al
tiempo es un factor imprescindible para adiestrar personal tecnico
y administrativo, asf como para atraer al capital necesario.

La experiencia de los dltimo msese conduce a la conclusi6n de quo
el Gobiern6 del Perfi podrA fomentar la constituci6n de. una o varias
empresas a6reas peruanas para ser designadas en relaci6n con el
Acuerdo, solamente si se pudiera disponer de un plazo prudencial
para que una compafia, constituida originalmente con un moderado
porcentaje de capital efectivamente peruano pudiera ir aumentando
paulatinamente, bajo el control del Gobierno del Peri, la proporci6n
del capital peruano hasta Ilegar a obtenor una proporci6n minima de
51% que permita asegurar para ella el titulo de compafia efectiva-
mente peruana; y como las investigaciones efectuadas han revelado
que, el capital de origen norteamencano y canadiense, seria el m&s
probable y quiz.s el fnico que estaria en aptitud de facilitar ese
proceso de peruanizaci6n gradual de la compalfia o de las compaflias
que seran designadas, es a dicho capital a quien habria que entregar
la propiedad de la proporci6n de aquel que no estuviera en manos de
nacionales del PerF.

Por las razones anteriormente expuestas y no obstante las dificiles
pero transitorias condiciones econ6micas del momento actual, el
Gobierno del Perdi se esforzars porque el Acuerdo suscrito produzca
resultados bendficos para las dos partes contratantes; y en tal sentido
el Gobierno del Peri tiene entendido que podra designar, dentro de los
teminos del Acuerdo, una linea o Ifneas arreas que satisfagan las
siguientes condiciones:

1.-En todo tiempo, estarA en manos de nacionales peruanos o del
Gobierno del Perl, un minimo de 30% del capital.

2.-Antes del vencimiento de un plazo de 10 (diez) afios, contados
a partir de la fecha del Acuerdo, deberA estar en manos de
nacionales peruanos o del Gobierno del Perl un minimo de
61% del capital, asi como el control efectivo de la Compafifa.

3.-Mientras no se satisfagan las condiciones del pArrafo 2, la
porci6n del capital que no se encuentre en manos de nacionales
peruanos, deberi haber sido sucita por nacionales de los

. . 
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The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairi to the American Ambassador 
MINIBTERIO DB HELACIONES 

EXTERSORBEI Y CULT() 

N°:(D)-6—Y/5 • Law., 27 de diciembre de 1948. 

SZNOR EMB.61ADOR: 
Tengo a honra dirigir. me a Vuestra Excelencia, de conformidad con 

nun solicitud del Ministerio de Aerongutica, para exponer in manors 
como el Gobierno peruano entiende y se propone poner en ejecucion 
el Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo entre el Pend y los Estados Unidos 
de America,suserito en is. fecha. 

Gobierno del Per1 dose& tamer. la atencion sabre el hecho de _ 
quo, cuan.do menos haste hey, no es posible designer una o varies 
Incas &Crests, ,quo eaten sustancialmente bajo propiedad y control 

sfectiv,o df,i) naeloneles peruanos, pare quo ellas gocen de los dereehos 
quo Be cenceclen por el indicado Aquerclo: Esto so debe a quo el 
tiempo es un factor imprescin.dible pare adiestrar personal teethe° 
y administrativo, saf como Tara atraer al capital necesario. 

La, experiencia de los Warm) meses ,conduce a Is. conclusi6n de quo 
el Gobiern° del Per6 podra. fomenter is. constitucion. de.iipa o varies 
empresas aereas peruanas para ser designadas en relacion con el 
Acuerdo, solamente si se pudiera disponer de un play.° prudencial 
pare quo una compatia, constituide originabnente con. un., moderado 
poreentaje de capital efeetivamente peruano pudiera ir aumentando 
paulatinamente, bajo el control del Gobierno del Per6, is. proporcion 
del capital peruano haste Heger a obtener una proporcion minima de 
51% quo permita asegurar para. elle el titulo de compania efectiva-
mente peruena; y como las investigaciones efectuadas ban reveled° 
quo, el capital de origen norteamermano y canadiense, serfs el rafts 
probable y quiz& el 6nieo quo estarfa en aptitud de facilitar ese 
proceso de peruanizacion gradual de is. compafifa o de las com.pafifas 
quo seran design.ade.s, es a dicho capital a quien habrfa que entregar 
is. propiedad de in proporei6n de aquel quo no estuviera en manos de 
nacionales del Peril. 
Por las rezones anteriormente expuestas y no obsta,nte las dificiles 

pero transitorias condicionea econ6micas del momento actual, el 
Gobierno del Pelt se esforzer6 porque el Acuerdo suscrito produzca 
resultados beneficos para. las dos partes contrata.ntes; y on tal sentido 
el Gobierno del PerCt tiene entendido quo podra designer, dentro de los 
terminos del Acuerdo, una lines. o limas tierces quo satisfagen las 
siguientes condicioiaee: 

1.—En todo tiempo, estara en manos de nacionales peruanos o del 
Gobierno del Peril, un mfnimo de 30% del capital. 

2.—Antes del vencimiento de on plazo de 10 (dies) afios, contados 
a partir de in fecha del Acuerdo, debera ester en manos de 
nacionales peruanos o del Gobierno del Peril un minimo de 
51% del capital, asf corn° el control efectivo de in Compaiiia. 

2.—Mientras no se satisfagan las condiciones del paned° 2, la 
porci6n del capital quo no se encuentre en memos de nacionales 
peruanos, deberi haber sido suscrita per nacionales de los 
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Estados Unidos de America y del Dominio del Canada, en
forma tal que, entre los respectivos grupos de nacionales de
cada uno de estos dos paises, no exista en ningun momento
una diferencia mayor del 20% en el monto de sus respectivas
participaciones en el capital de la Compafiia.

Mucho estimare a Vuestra Excelencia se sirva informarme si lo
arriba expuesto refleja debidamente el entendimiento mutuo de
nuestros respectivos Gobiernos, que ha servido de base para la
celebraci6n del Acuerdo de Transporte Aereo.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, Seiior Embajador, las
seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYAN
Al Excelentisimo Senor

PRENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America.

Ciudad.-

Translation
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

AND WORSHIP

No. (D)-6-Y/5 LIMA, December 27, 1946.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to address Your Excellency, in compliance with
a request of the Ministry of Aeronautics, to explain how the Peruvian
Government understands and proposes to put into execution the Air
Transport Agreement between Peru and the United States of America,
signed today.

The Government of Peru desires to call attention to the fact that
at least up to the present, it has not been possible to designate an
air line or air lines which are substantially owned and effectively
controlled by Peruvian nationals, so that they may enjoy the rights
granted by the aforesaid Agreement. This is due to the fact that
time is an indispensable factor in training technical and administrative
personnel, as well as in attracting the necessary capital.

The experience of recent months leads to the conclusion that the
Government of Peru will be able to promote the formation of one or
more Peruvian aviation enterprises for the purpose of being designated,
as regards the Agreement, only if a reasonable period of time could
be available for a company originally formed with a moderate per-
centage of effectively Peruvian capital, to increase gradually, under
the control of the Government of Peru, the proportion of Peruvian
capital until a minimum proportion of 51% is reached, which will
permit securing for it the title of an effectively Peruvian company;
and, as the investigations made have shown that capital of United
States and Canadian origin would be the most probable and perhaps
the only capital which would be in a position to facilitate the process
of gradual Peruvianization of the company or companies to be desig-
nated, it is to the said capital that ownership of the proportion not
in the possession of nationals of Peru would have to be handed over.
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Estados Unidos de America y del Domini() del Canada, en 
forma tal que, entre los respectivos grupos de nacionales de 
cada uno de estos dos paises, no exista en ningdn momento 
una diferencia mayor del 20% en el month de sus respectivas 
participaciones en el capital de is Compailia. 

Mucho estimare a Vuestra Excelencia se sirva informarme si lo 
aniba expuesto refleja debidamente el entendimiento mutuo de 
nuestros respectivos Gobiernos, que ha servido de base para is 
celebracion del Acuerdo de Transporte Aereo. 
Aprovecho la oportunidad pars reiterarle, Sefior Embajador, las 

seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideracien. 
E. GARCIA SAYAN 

Al Excelentlsimo Sefior 
PRENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y 

Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America. 
Ciudad.— 

Translation 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
AND WORSHIP 

No. (D)-6—Y/5 LIMA, December 27, 1946. 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to address Your Excellency, in compliance with 

a request of the Ministry of Aeronautics, to explain how the Peruvian 
Government understands and proposes to put into execution the Air 
Transport Agreement between Peru and the United States of America, 
signed today. 
The Government of Peru desires to call attention to the fact that 

at least up to the present, it has not been possible to designate an 
air line or air lines which are substantially owned and effectively 
controlled by Peruvian nationals, so that they may enjoy the rights 
granted by the aforesaid Agreement. This is due to the fact that 
time is an indispensable factor in training technical and administrative 
personnel, as well as in attracting the necessary capital. 
The experience of recent months leads to the conclusion that the 

Government of Peru will be able to promote the formation of one or 
more Peruvian aviation enterprises for the purpose of being designated, 
as regards the Agreement, only if a reasonable period of time could 
be available for a company originally formed with a moderate per-
centage of effectively Peruvian capital, to increase gradually, under 
the control of the Government of Peru, the proportion of Peruvian 
capital until a minimum proportion of 51% is reached, which will 
permit securing for it the title of an effectively Peruvian company; 
and, as the investigations made have shown that capital of United 
States and Canadian origin would be the most probable and perhaps 
the only capital which would be in a position to facilitate the process 
of gradual Peruvianization of the company or companies to be desig-
nated, it is to the said capital that ownership of the proportion not 
in the possession of nationals of Peru would have to be handed over. 
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For the reasons set forth above and notwithstanding the present
difficult but transitory economic conditions, the Government of Peru
will endeavor to have the Agreement signed produce results profitable
for the two contracting parties; and, in that sense, the Government
of Peru understands that it may designate, under the terms of the
Agreement, an air line or air lines meeting the following conditions:

1. At all times, a minimum of 30% of the capital shall be held by
Peruvian nationals or by the Government of Peru.

2. Before the expiration of a term of 10 (ten) years, counting
from the date of the Agreement, a minimum of 51% of the
capital, as well as the effective control of the Company, must
be held by Peruvian nationals or by the Government of Peru.

3. Until the conditions of paragraph 2 are met, the portion of the
capital which is not held by Peruvian nationals must have
been subscribed by nationals of the United States of America
and of the Dominion of Canada, in such manner that, among
the respective groups of nationals of each of those two coun-
tries, there shall not at any time exist a difference of more than
20% in the amount of their respective shares in the capital
of the Company.

I shall greatly appreciate it if Your Excellency will be so good as to
inform me whether the foregoing duly reflects the mutual under-
standing of our respective Governments, which served as a basis for
the conclusion of the Air Transport Agreement.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador,
the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCfA SAYAN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America.

City.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs

No. 306

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his
compliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs and
with reference to the signing of the Air Transport Agreement between
the Republic of Peru and the United States of America on this date
has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's confiden-
tial note No. 6-Y/5, in which is expressed the understanding in connec-
tion with which the Government of Peru proposes to execute the Air
Transport Agreement. The Ambassador is pleased to express hereby
the acceptance by the Government of the United States of America
of the terms of understanding contained in His Excellency's note.

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His
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For the reasons set forth above and notwithstanding the present 
difficult but transitory economic conditions, the Government of Peru 
will endeavor to have the Agreement signed produce results profitable 
for the two contracting parties; and, in that sense, the Government 
of Peru understands that it may designate, under the terms of the 
Agreement, an air line or air lines meeting the following conditions: 

1. At all times, a minimum of 30% of the capital shall be held by 
Peruvian nationals or by the Government of Peru. 

2. Before the expiration of a term of 10 (ten) years, counting 
from the date of the Agreement, a minimum of 51% of the 
capital, as well as the effective control of the Company, must 
be held by Peruvian nationals or by the Government of Peru. 

3. Until the conditions of paragraph 2 are met, the portion of the 
capital which is not held by Peruvian nationals must have 
been subscribed by nationals of the United States of America 
and of the Dominion of Canada, in such manner that, among 
the respective groups of nationals of each of those two coun-
tries, there shall not at any time exist a difference of more than 
20% in the amount of their respective shares in the capital 
of the Company. 

I shall greatly appreciate it if Your Excellency will be so good as to 
inform me whether the foregoing duly reflects the mutual under-
standing of our respective Governments, which served as a basis for 
the conclusion of the Air Transport Agreement. 
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador, 

the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 
E. GARCfA SAYAN 

His Excellency 
PRENTICE COOPER, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America. 

City. 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

No. 306 

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his 
compliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
with reference to the signing of the Air Transport Agreement between 
the Republic of Peru and the United States of America on this date 
has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of His Excellency's confiden-
tial note No. 6—Y/5, in which is expressed the understanding in connec-
tion with which the Government of Peru proposes to execute the Air 
Transport Agreement. The Ambassador is pleased to express hereby 
the acceptance by the Government of the United States of America 
of the terms of understanding contained in His Excellency's note. 

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His 
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Excellency Dr. Enrique Garcia Sayan the renewed assurance of his
highest and most distinguished consideration.

LIMA, December 27, 1946

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs

No. 303

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his com-
pliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and has
the honor to present herewith a statement of the understanding upon
which the Government of the United States proposes to execute the
Air Transport Agreement to be entered into with the Government of
the Republic of Peru.

The Air Transport Agreement to be concluded on this date between
the United States of America and the Republic of Peru contemplates
the use of the military airport in the Canal Zone by the airlines desig-
nated in conformity with the aforementioned Agreement, but the
United States military authorities reserve the right to restrict or
prohibit the civil use of this airport as warranted by military require-
ments, although such restrictions on or prohibition of its use will be
applied on a non-discriminatory basis, and no distinction in this
respect will be made between airlines designated by the United States
of America and airlines designated by the Republic of Peru. Also,
an international civil airport is now being constructed in the Republic
of Panama, and the United States military authorities contemplate
that the further civil use of the military airport in the Canal Zone may
be prohibited as soon as the international airport in the Republic of
Panama becomes available. In such event, there will be no further
opportunity for the use of the military airport in the Canal Zone by
civil airlines, and presumably it will be necessary for appropriate
arrangements to be made with the Republic of Panama for the use of
its new international airport in substitution for the military airport
in the Canal Zone presently used by civil air services.

With reference to the rights granted to designated Peruvian air-
lines to carry international traffic to and from the Canal Zone, the
Government of the United States of America wishes to call attention
to its Air Commerce Act of 1926 as amended by its Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938, which precludes the carriage by foreign aircraft of traffic g73 S t.68; 52Stat.

between the Canal Zone and points in the United States, and the g 4. se.lc. 17 d
grant of rights to designated Peruvian airlines is accordingly subject
to this limitation. This limitation will be applied without discrimina-
tion to the airlines of all countries, other than the United States.

It would be appreciated if His Excellency would inform the Em-
bassy as to whether the foregoing correctly reflects the understanding
of the Government of the Republic of Peru as the basis upon which
the Air Transport Agreement is to be concluded.

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His
Excellency Dr. Enrique Sayan the renewed assurance of his highest
and most distinguished consideration.

LMA, December 27, 1946
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Excellency Dr. Enrique Garcia Sayan the renewed assurance of his 
highest and most distinguished consideration. 

LIMA, December 27, 1946 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

No. 303 

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his com-
pliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and has 
the honor to present herewith a statement of the understanding upon 
which the Government of the United States proposes to execute the 
Air Transport Agreement to be entered into with the Government of 
the Republic of Peru. 
The Air Transport Agreement to be concluded on this date between 

the United States of America and the Republic of Peru contemplates 
the use of the military airport in the Canal Zone by the airlines desig-
nated in conformity with the aforementioned Agreement, but the 
United States military authorities reserve the right to restrict or 
prohibit the civil use of this airport as warranted by military require-
ments, although such restrictions on or prohibition of its use will be 
applied on a non-discriminatory basis, and no distinction in this 
respect will be made between airlines designated by the United States 
of America and airlines designated by the Republic of Peru. Also, 
an international civil airport is now being constructed in the Republic 
of Panama, and the United States military authorities contemplate 
that the further civil use of the military airport in the Canal Zone may 
be prohibited as soon as the international airport in the Republic of 
Panama becomes available. In such event, there will be no further 
opportunity for the use of the military airport in the Canal Zone by 
civil airlines, and presumably it will be necessary for appropriate 
arrangements to be made with the Republic of Panama for the use of 
its new international airport in substitution for the military airport 
in the Canal Zone presently used by civil air services. 
With reference to the rights granted to designated Peruvian air-

lines to carry international traffic to and from the Canal Zone, the 
Government of the United States of America wishes to call attention 
to its Air Commerce Act of 1926 as amended by its Civil Aeronautics 
Act of 1938, which precludes the carriage by foreign aircraft of traffic 
between the Canal Zone and points in the United States, and the 
grant of rights to designated Peruvian airlines is accordingly subject 
to this limitation. This limitation will be applied without discrimina-
tion to the airlines of all countries, other than the United States. 

It would be appreciated if His Excellency would inform the Em-
bassy as to whether the foregoing correctly reflects the understanding 
of the Government of the Republic of Peru as the basis upon which 
the Air Transport Agreement is to be concluded. 

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His 
Excellency Dr. Enrique Sayan the renewed assurance of his highest 
and most distinguished consideration. 

Lime, December 27, 1946 
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The Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES

EXTERIORES Y OULTO

N°: (D)-6-Y/6 LIMA, 27 de diciembre de 1946.
SENOR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a honra avisar recibo a Vuestra Excelencia de su atenta
nota N0 303, de la fecha, por la que se sirve exponer algunas considera-
ciones respecto a la forma como el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America se propone levar a efecto el Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo
suscrito el dfa de hoy.

Expresa Vuestra Excelencia que las autoridades militares de los
Estados Unidos de America se reservan el derecho de restringir o
prohibir el uso con fines civiles del aeropuerto militar de la Zona del
Canal, si asf lo exigieran las necesidades militares; y que, tan pronto
como est6 conclufdo el aeropuerto civil internacional que se construye
en Panama, las autoridades militares norteamericanas tienen el
prop6sito de prohibir la utilizaci6n de dicho aeropuerto militar por
las aeronaves civiles y comerciales.

Agrega Vuestra Excelencia que en virtud de la Ley de Comercio
Aereo de 1926, reformada por la Ley de Aeronautica Civil de 1938,
la concesi6n de derechos a las lineas a6reas designadas por el Gobierno
del Peri esta sujeta a las limitaciones impuestas por dichas leyes,
en lo que se refiere al transporte entre la Zona del Canal y los Estados
Unidos de America.

En respuesta, y al agradecer a Vuestra Excelencia las informaciones
referidas, de las que he tomado debida nota, me es grato expresarle
que ellas estAn de acuerdo con el pensamiento que ha gufado al Go-
bierno del Perd al celebrar dicho Acuerdo sobre Transporte A6reo
entre nuestros dos pafses.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, Sefior Embajador, las
seguridades de mi mAs alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYAN
Al Excelentfsimo Sefior PRENTICE COOPER,

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los
Estados Unidos de America.

Ciudad.

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

No.: (D)-6-Y/6 LIMa, December ,7, 1946.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
courteous note No. 303 of even date, in which you were good enough
to set forth certain considerations in regard to the way in which the
Government of the United States of America proposes to carry out
the Air Transport Agreement signed today.
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The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y CULTO 

No: (D)-6—Y/6 LimA, 27 de diciembre de 1946. 

SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo a honra avisar recibo a Vuestra Excelencia de su atenta 

iota N°303, de la fecha, por la quo se sirve exponer algunas considera-
clones respecto a la form.a como el Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos de 
America se propone llevar a efecto el Acuerdo sobre Transport° Aereo 
suscrito el dfa de hoy. 
Expresa Vuestra Excelencia quo las autoridades militare,s de los 

Estados Unidos de America se reservan el derecho de restringir o 
prohibir el uso con fines civiles del aeropuerto militar de la Zona del 
Canal, si asf lo exigieran las necesidades militares; y que, tan pronto 
como este conclufdo el aeropuerto civil internacional quo se construye 
en Panama, las autoridades rnilitares norteamericanas tienen el 
proposito de prohibir la utilizacion de dicho aeropuerto militar por 
las aeronaves civiles y comerciales. 
Agrega Vuestra Excelencia quo en virtud de la boy de Comercio 

Aereo de 1926, reformada por la boy de Aeronautica Civil de 1938, 
la concesion de derechos a las lfneas aereas designadas por el Gobierno 
del Peru está sujeta a las lirnitaciones impuestas por dichas byes, 
en lo quo se refiere al transporte entre la Zona del Canal y los Estados 
Unidos de America. 
En respuesta, y al agradecer a Vuestra Excelencia las informaciones 

referidas, de las quo he tornado debida nota, me es grato expresarle 
quo ellas estin de acuerdo con el pensamiento quo ha gufado al Go-
bierno del Peru al celebrar dicho Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo 
entre nuestros dos pafses. 
Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, Setior Embajador, las 

segurida des de mi nuts alta y distinguida consideracion. 

E. GARCfA SAYAN 
Al Excelentfsimo Senor PRENTICE COOPER, 

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los 
Estados Unidos de America. 

Ciudad. 

Translation 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
AND WORSHIP 

No.: (D)-6--Y/6 LIMA, December 27, 1946. 
Mn. AMBASSADOR: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's 
courteous note No. 303 of even date, in which you were good enough 
to set forth certain considerations in regard to the way in which the 
Government of the United States of America proposes to carry out 
the Air Transport Agreement signed today. 
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Your Excellency states that the military authorities of the United
States of America reserve the right to restrict or prohibit the use, for
civilian purposes, of the military airport of the Canal Zone, should
military needs so require; and that, as soon as the international civil
airport which is being constructed in Panama is completed, the United
States military authorities intend to prohibit the use of the said
military airport by civil and commercial aircraft.

Your Excellency adds that, under the Air Commerce Act of 1926,
amended by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the granting of rights
to the air lines designated by the Government of Peru is subject to
the restrictions imposed by the said Acts, as regards transportation
between the Canal Zone and the United States of America.

In reply, I thank Your Excellency for the above-mentioned infor-
mation, which I have duly noted, and I am happy to inform you that
it is in accordance with the thought which led the Government of
Peru to conclude the said Air Transport Agreement between our two
countries.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambas-
sador, the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consider-
ation.

E. GARcfA SAYAN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America.

City.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs

No. 301

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his com-
pliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and with
reference to the negotiations leading up to the Air Transport Agree-
ment between the Republic of Peru and the United States of America
signed on this date, has the honor to convey on behalf of the representa-
tives of the Government of the United States of America concerned
certain information regarding possible future routes considered during
the course of the negotiations.

At such time as the Government of the United States of America
should consider that the surrounding circumstances have sufficiently
developed, it contemplates requesting the Government of Peru for
consultation pursuant to Article 9 of the Agreement referred to regard- A t , p-258.
ing modification of the Annex to include a proposed route from the
United States and the Canal Zone via Colombia to Iquitos and other
points in Southern Peru, and beyond to terminal points in Argentina,
Brazil, and Uruguay, to be operated by an airline or airlines designed
by the Government of the United States of America.

It would be appreciated if His Excellency would be kind enough
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Your Excellency states that the military authorities of the United 
States of America reserve the right to restrict or prohibit the use, for 
civilian purposes, of the military airport of the Canal Zone, should 
military needs so require; and that, as soon as the international civil 
airport which is being constructed in Panama is completed, the United 
States military authorities intend to prohibit the use of the said 
military airport by civil and commercial aircraft. 
Your Excellency adds that, under the Air Commerce Act of 1926, 

amended by the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the granting of rights 
to the air lines designated by the Government of Peru is subject to 
the restrictions imposed by the said Acts, as regards transportation 
between the Canal Zone and the United States of America. 
In reply, I thank Your Excellency for the above-mentioned infor-

mation, which I have duly noted, and I am happy to inform you that 
it is in accordance with the thought which led the Government of 
Peru to conclude the said Air Transport Agreement between our two 
countries. 
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambas-

sador, the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consider-
ation. 

E. GARCiA SAYAN 

His Excellency 
PRENTICE COOPER 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America. 

City. 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

No. 301 

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his com-
pliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and with 
reference to the negotiations leading up to the Air Transport Agree-
ment between the Republic of Peru and the United States of America 
signed on this date, has the honor to convey on behalf of the representa-
tives of the Government of the United States of America concerned 
certain information regarding possible future routes considered during 
the course of the negotiations. 
At such time as the Government of the United States, of America 

should consider that the surrounding circumstances have sufficiently 
developed, it contemplates requesting the Government of Peru for 
consultation pursuant to Article 9 of the Agreement referred to regard-
ing modification of the Annex to include a proposed route from the 
United States and the Canal Zone via Colombia to Iquitos and other 
points in Southern Peru, and beyond to terminal points in Argentina, 
Brazil, and Uruguay, to be operated by an airline or airlines designed 
by the Government of the United States of America. 

It would be appreciated if His Excellency would be kind enough 
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to acknowledge the receipt of the information which is conveyed
hereby on behalf of the United States Representatives.

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His
Excellency Dr. Enrique Garcia Say&n the renewed assurance of his
highest and most distinguished consideration.
LIMA, December 27, 1946

The Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the AmericanAmbassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

Numero: (L) 6-3-/259 LIMA, 27 de diciembre de 1946.
SEROR EMB'AJADOR:

Tengo a honra avisar recibo a Vuestra Excelencia de su atenta nota
N° 301, de la fecha, por la que se sirve transmitirme ciertas informa-
ciones relativas a las posibles rutas a6reas futuras que han sido consi-
deradas en el curso de las negociaciones que se han realizado para
concluir el Acuerdo sobre Transporte A6reo, suscrito el dia de hoy.

Expresa Vuestra Excelencia, que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de Am6rica tiene el prop6sito de promover consultas con el Gobierno
del Peru, cuando las circunstancias del caso lo permitan y de con-
formidad con el Articulo IX del mencionado Acuerdo, con el objeto de
convenir en la modificaci6n del Anexo a dicho instrumento, a fin de
incluir una ruta entre los Estados Unidos de Am6rica y la Zona del
Canal y puntos terminales en la Argentina, Brasil, y Uruguay, via
Colombia a Iquitos y otros lugares del Perd, la cual seria operada por
una linea o lineas aereas designadas por el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America.

En respuesta, c6mpleme manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia que he
tomado debida nota de las informaciones que me transmite en relaci6n
con el Acuerdo suscrito en la fecha.

Aprovecho la oportunidad, sefior Embajador, para reiterarle las
seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYAN

Al Excelentisimo Sefior PRENTICE COOPER,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America.
Ciudad

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

Number: (L) 6-3-/259 LIMA, December 27, 1946.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
courteous note No. 301 of even date, in which you were good enough
to send me certain information relating to the possible future air
routes which were considered during the negotiations which were
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to acknowledge the receipt of the information which is conveyed 
hereby on behalf of the United States Representatives. 

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His 
Excellency Dr. Enrique Garcia Sayan the renewed assurance of his 
highest and most distinguished consideration. 

LIMA, December 27, 1946 

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y GULTO 

Numero: (L) 6-3-1259 LIMA, 27 de diciembre de 1946. 

SENOR EMBAJ'ADOR: 
Tengo a honra avisar recibo a Vuestra Excelencia de su atenta nota 

N° 301, de la fecha, por is que se sirve transmitirme ciertas informa-
ciones relativas a las posibles rutas aereas futuras que han sido consi-
deradas en el curso de las negociaciones que se han realizado para 
concluir el Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo, suscrito el &a de hoy. 
Expresa Vuestra Excelencia, que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 

de America tiene el proposito de promover consultas con el Gobierno 
del PerA, cuando las circunstancias del caso lo permitan y de con-
formidad con el Articulo IX del mencionado Acuerdo, con el objeto de 
convenir en is modificacien del Anexo a dicho instrumento, a fin de 
incluir una ruts entre los Estados Unidos de America y la Zona del 
Canal y puntos terminales en is Argentina, Brasil, y Uruguay, via 
Colombia a Iquitos y otros lugares del Peril., la cual serfs operada por 
una lines o lineas aereas designadas por el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America. 
En respuesta, cidmpleme manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia que he 

tornado debida nota de las informaciones que me transmite en relaci6n 
con el Acuerdo suscrito en la fecha. 
Aprovecho la oportunidad, seflor Embajador, pars reiterarle las 

seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n. 
E. GARCIA. SAYAN 

Al Excelentisimo SeliOT PRENTICE COOPER, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Pknipotenciario 

de los Estados Unidos de Ara ri'ca. 
Ciudad 

Translation 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
AND WORSHIP 

Number: (L) 6-3—/259 LIMA, December 27, 1946. 

MR. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's 

courteous note No. 301 of even date, in which you were good enough 
to send me certain information relating to the possible future air 
routes which were considered during the negotiations which were 
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carried out for the purpose of concluding the Air Transport Agreement
signed today.

Your Excellency states that the Government of the United States
of America intends to encourage consultations with the Government
of Peru when the circumstances of the case permit in conformity with
Article IX of the above-mentioned Agreement, for the purpose of
agreeing upon the amending of the Annex to the said instrument in
order to include a route between the United States of America and
the Canal Zone and terminal points in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay,
via Colombia, to Iquitos and other places in Peru, which would be
operated by an air line or air lines designated by the Government of
the United States of America.

It is my duty, in reply, to state to Your Excellency that I have
taken due note of the information which you have transmitted to me
in regard to the Agreement signed today.

I avail myself of the opportunity, Mr. Ambassador, to renew to
you the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCfA SAYAN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America.

City.

The Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

N°: D-6-3/258 LIMA, 27 de diciembre de 1946.

SENOR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo a honra dirigirme a Vuestra Excelencia, con relaci6n al

Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo entre el Perfi y los Estados Unidos de
America, suscrito en la fecha, para transmitir a Vuestra Excelencia,
atendiendo a una solicitud del Ministerio de Aeronautica, ciertas in-
formaciones relativas a las posibles rutas a6reas futuras que han sido
consideradas en el curso de las negociaciones.

El Gobierno del Periu, tiene el prop6sito de promover consultas con
el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, cuando las circuns-
tancias del caso lo aconsejen, a fin de convenir la modificaci6n del
Anexo al citado Acuerdo sobre Transporte Aereo, de conformidad con
el Articulo 9 del mismo, para incluir una ruta entre el Peru y los
Angeles y San Francisco, California, via Zona del Canal y Ciudad de
Mexico, que pudiere extenderse a Vancouver, Canada, y hasta el
Oriente, la cual seria operada por una linea o lineas aereas designadas
por el Gobierno del Peru.

Ruego a Vuestra Excelencia se sirva tomar nota de lo anteriormente
expuesto y considerarlo como expresi6n del pensamiento que ha
guiado al Gobierno del Perd al celebrar el mencionado Acuerdo, por
todo lo cual mucho agradecer6 a Vuestra Excelencia se sirva extend-
erme el correspondiente aviso de recibo.
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carried out for the purpose of concluding the Air Transport Agreement 
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MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y CULTO 
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Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, sefior Embajador, las
seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYAN

AI Excelentisimo Sefior
PRENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America.
Ciudad.-

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

No. D-6-3/258 LIMA, December 27, 1946.

MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to address Your Excellency in regard to the Air

Transport Agreement between Peru and the United States of America,
signed on this date, in order to transmit to Your Excellency, in com-
pliance with a request of the Ministry of Aeronautics, certain informa-
tion relating to the possible future air routes which were considered
during the negotiations.-

The Government of Peru intends to encourage consultations with
the Government of the United States of America when the circum-
stances of the case make it advisable, with a view to agreeing upon
the amending of the Annex to the above-mentioned Air Transport
Agreement, in conformity with Article 9 thereof, in order to include
a route between Peru and Los Angeles and San Francisco, California,
via the Canal Zone and Mexico City, which could extend to Van-
couver, Canada, as far as the Orient, and which would be operated
by an air line or air lines designated by the Government of Peru.

I beg Your Excellency to be so good as to note the foregoing and to
consider it as the expression of the thought which led the Government
of Peru to conclude the above-mentioned Agreement. I shall there-
fore be very grateful to Your Excellency if you will be good enough to
acknowledge receipt of this communication.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador,
the assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCfA SAYXN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America.

City.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs

No. 307

The Ambassador of the United States of America presents his
compliments to His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Affairs, and
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with reference to the negotiations leading up to the Air Transport
Agreement between the Republic of Perd and the United States of
America signed on this date has the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of His Excellency's note No. 6-3/258 in which certain information
regarding possible future routes considered during the course of the
negotiations is communicated on behalf of the representatives of the
Peruvian Government.

Prentice Cooper avails himself of this occasion to extend to His
Excellency Dr. Enrique Garcia Sayan the renewed assurance of his
highest and most distinguished consideration.

LIMA, December 27, 1946

The Peruvian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

PERUVIAN EMBASSY
WASHINGTON 6. D.C.

M/109.- May 6, 1947
YOUR EXCELLENCY:

I refer to the text of the notes of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
Peru and the Ambassador from the United States which were ex-
changed on December 27, 1946 and effected at the time of the conclu-
sion of the bilateral Transport Agreement between the United States
and Peru. This text was made public on April 29, 1947 by the State
Department. As a consequence of this publication, the oral agree-
ment on the application of the Peruvian International Airways for a
permit to enter the United States was postponed until May 9, 1947.

I have been instructed by my Government to direct your attention
to the English translation of the Foreign Office note of December 27,
1946 which had reference to participation by United States and
Canadian capital in an airline to be designated by the Government
of Peru (in this case the Peruvian International Airways) to enjoy
the rights granted by the United States to a Peruvian airline.

In order that there may be no possible misinterpretation as to the
mutual understanding, my Government desires to invite your atten-
tion to the following matters:

(1) The English word "held" employed in the translation of each
of the three conditions does not have the meaning of the Spanish
words "en manos de". A more accurate redaction would be the literal
translation of the words, namely "in the hands of".

(2) It will be recalled that in the discussions held before the ex-
change of the above mentioned notes with respect to the third con-
dition, it was the agreement that the balance of the capital of the
Company which was not in the hands of Peruvian nationals should
be in the hands of nationals of the United States and of Canada; and
that the relative participation in this balance by the nationals of these
two countries should not exceed a limit of 40% for one and 60% for
the other, either way, based on the total non-Peruvian capital. This
would permit a maximum discrepancy of 50% in the relative par-
ticipations of the national groups of the United States and Canada,
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as compared to each other, but at the same time achieves the intended
effect of preventing either of these national groups from acquiring
more than 42% of the total capital. I would like to call to your at-
tention that the note just published states that "among the respective
groups of nationals of each of those two countries (United States and
Canada), there shall not at any time exist a difference of more than
20% in the amount of their respective shares in the capital of the
Company." The effect of the wording of this note would be that,
assuming 30% of the capital were in the hands of Peruvian nationals,
the relative participations in the balance by nationals of the United
States and Canada could not exceed a limit of 45.5 for one and 54.5
for the other, either way, if the percentage were computed upon the
relative holdings of Americans and Canadians rather than on the
total non-Peruvian capital. The Minister of Foreign Affairs believes
that you will agree that this was not the intention of both the United
States and the Peruvian Governments when the Agreement was
drawn up. Therefore, with the provision that this is agreeable to
you, I suggest that the third paragraph be expressed as follows: "Of
the remaining total participation by Americans and Canadians, no
more than 60% shall be in the hands of nationals of either country."
Furthermore, my Government believes that the use of the word
"shares" is subject to misinterpretation. As used in the translation,
this could be interpreted to mean "shares of stock". The Spanish
word for shares of stock is "acciones". The word used in the Peruvian
note of December 27th is "participaciones" and it should be translated
as "participation in the capital of the Company."

I will appreciate very much receiving your confirmation of this
interpretation of our mutual understanding at the time of the conclu-
sion of the bilateral Air Transport Agreement.

Please accept, Your Excellency, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

JORGE PRADO
His Excellency

General GEORGE MARSHALL
Secretary of State

Washington, D.C.

The Secretary of State to the Peruvian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

May 8 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. M/109
of May 6, 1947, concerning the construction of the note of December
27, 1946, No. (D) 6Y/5 delivered to the Ambassador of the United
States of America in Lima on that date by His Excellency the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Peru, the terms of which latter
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note were accepted by note No. 306 dated December 27, 1946 from
the Ambassador of the United States of America to His Excellency the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Peru.

In paragraph (1) of your note you refer to the translation of the
Spanish words "en manos de" by the English word "held," and
suggest that a more accurate translation would be "in the hands of."
The intent of the two notes exchanged in Lima, to which reference is
made above, was to establish a standard of true, actual ownership
of the shares of the Peruvian airline concerned. I believe that there
is no doubt that such was the intention of all parties concerned. I
therefore believe that whether the word "held" or the words "in
the hands of" are used to translate the phrase "en manos de" is not
a matter of substance, but would accept your phraseology, provided
that the intention to establish a standard based on factual ownership
is understood. It would be appreciated if Your Excellency would
confirm this interpretation of the matter.

I accept the understandings expressed by Your Excellency in
paragraph (2) of your note as representing a more precise expression
of the intention of our respective Governments than evidenced by
the exchange of notes in Lima above referred to.

If Your Excellency will inform me that these understandings are
acceptable to your Government, I would suggest that your note of
May 6, this note, and your reply thereto be deemed to constitute the
controlling expression of understanding between our Governments
concerning these matters.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Secretary of State:
WILLARD L. THORP

His Excellency,
Senor Don JORCE PRADO,

Ambassador of Peru.

The Peruvian Ambassador to the Secretary of State
PERUVIAN EMBASSY
WASHINGTON 6, D. O.

No. 5-3-M/160. July 21, 1947
YOUR EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the notes exchanged between the De-
partment of State and this Embassy in relation to the interpretation
of certain terms of the Bilateral Transport Agreement signed by the
United States and Peru. I also refer particularly to the note of the
Department of May 8, 1947.

In reply, I am pleased to inform Your Excellency, following in-
structions from my Government, that since the Department in its
above-mentioned note of May 8th agrees with my Government's
translation of the Spanish words "en manos de" as "in the hands of",
it may be understood that it was the intention of the parties in the
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exchange-of-notes to establish a standard based on factual ownership
of the shares of stock in the hands of nationals of Peru, the United
States and Canada.

Since my Government agrees with the Government of the United
States in this interpretation, I have the honor to inform Your Ex-
cellency that the notes on this matter may be considered as the
agreement of both Governments.

Please accept, Your Excellency, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

JORGE PRADO

His Excellency
General GEORGE MARSHALL

Secretary of State
Department of State

Washington, D.C.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of
the Philippines respecting trade. Signed at Manila July 4, 1946;
amended by exchange of notes signed October 22, 1946; proclaimed by
the President of the United States of America December 17, 1.946;
proclaimed by the President of the Philippines January 1, 1947;
supplementary proclamation issued by the President of the United
States of America January 8, 1947; entered into force January 2, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 401 of the Act of the Congress of the United
States of America of April 30, 1946 entitled "Philippine Trade Act
of 1946" (Public Law 371, 79th Congress) provides that the Presi-
dent of the United States of America is authorized under the terms
and conditions set forth in said Act to enter into an executive agree-
ment with the President of the Philippines concerning trade and
related matters;

WHEREAS the President of the United States of America, acting
pursuant to the provisions of the said section 401 of the Philippine
Trade Act of 1946, through his duly empowered Plenipotentiary
entered into an agreement on July 4, 1946 with the President of the
Philippines, which agreement, including a protocol and annexes
thereto, is in words and figures as follows:

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES CONCERN-
ING TRADE AND RELATED MATTERS DURING A TRANSI-
TIONAL PERIOD FOLLOWING THE INSTITUTION OF
PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE

The President of the United States of America and the President
of the Philippines, recalling the close economic ties between the
people of the United States and the people of the Philippines during
many years of intimate political relations, mindful of the great physi-
cal destruction and social disturbances suffered by the Philippines as
a result of their valiant support of the cause of the United Nations
in the war against Japan, and desiring to enter into an agreement
accepting on the part of each country the provisions of Title II and
Title III (except Part 1) of the Philippine Trade Act of 1946 of the
United States of America, have agreed to the following Articles:

ARTICLE I

1. During the period from the date of the entry into force of this
Agreement to July 3, 1954, both dates inclusive, United States articles

July 4 and
October 22, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1588]

60 Stat. 151.
22 U.S. C. . 1341.

60 Stat. 143, 148.
22 .S. C. 1251 et

seq.

Admission of articles
duty free.
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PHILIPPINES—TRADE 
Oct. 22, 1946 

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of 
the Philippines respecting trade. Signed at Manila July 4, 1946; 
amended by exchange of notes signed October 22, 1946; proclaimed by 
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as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol to this
Post, p. 2623. Agreement entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the Philippines

for consumption, and Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph
(f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, in the United States for consumption, shall be admitted into
the Philippines and the United States, respectively, free of ordinary
customs duty.

Determination of or-dinDartycustomstduty 2. The ordinary customs duty to be collected on United States
articles as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol,
which during the following portions of the period from July 4, 1954,
to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive, are entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, in the Philippines for consumption, and on Philippine
articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Proto-
col, other than those specified in Items D to G, both inclusive, of the

Post, pp. 2615, 2632. Schedule to Article II, which during such portions of such period are
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States for con-
sumption, shall be determined by applying the following percentages
of the Philippine duty as defined in Subparagraph (h) of Paragraph 1

pot, p. 2624. of the Protocol, and of the United States duty as defined in Subpara-
graph (g) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, respectively:

(a) During the period from July 4, 1954, to December 31,
1954, both dates inclusive, five per centum.

(b) During the calendar year 1955, ten per centum.
(c) During each calendar year after the calendar year 1955

until and including the calendar year 1972, a percentage equal
to the percentage for the preceding calendar year increased by
five per centum of the Philippine duty and the United States
duty, respectively, as so defined.

(d) During the period from January 1, 1973, to July 3, 1974,
both dates inclusive, one hundred per centum.

othert customsduties. 3. Customs duties on United States articles, and on Philippine
articles, other than ordinary customs duties, shall be determined
without regard to the provisions of Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article,
but shall be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4 of this Article.

titon imPort'. 4. With respect to United States articles imported into the Philip-
pines, and with respect to Philippine articles imported into the
United States, no duty on or in connection with importation shall be
collected or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with
respect to like articles which are the product of any other foreign
country, or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not imposed
with respect to such like articles. As used in this Paragraph the
term "duty" includes taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on
or in connection with importation; but does not include internal
taxes or ordinary customs duties.

5. With respect to products of the United States which do not
come within the definition of United States articles, imported into
the Philippines, no duty on or in connection with importation shall
be collected or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with
respect to like articles which are the product of any other foreign
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as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol to this 
Agreement entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the Philippines 
for consumption, and Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph 
(f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, in the United States for consumption, shall be admitted into 
the Philippines and the United States, respectively, free of ordinary 
customs duty. 

2. The ordinary customs duty to be collected on United States 
articles as defined in Subparagraph (e) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, 
which during the following portions of the period from July 4, 1954, 
to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive, are entered, or withdrawn from 
warehouse, in the Philippines for consumption, and on Philippine 
articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Proto-
col, other than those specified in Items D to G, both inclusive, of the 
Schedule to Article II, which during such portions of such period are 
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States for con-
sumption, shall be determined by applying the following percentages 
of the Philippine duty as defined in Subparagraph (h) of Paragraph 1 
of the Protocol, and of the United States duty as defined in Subpara-
graph (g) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, respectively: 

(a) During the period from July 4, 1954, to December 31, 
1954, both dates inclusive, five per centum. 

(b) During the calendar year 1955, ten per centum. 
(c) During each calendar year after the calendar year 1955 

until and including the calendar year 1972, a percentage equal 
to the percentage for the preceding calendar year increased by 
five per centum of the Philippine duty and the United States 
duty, respectively, as so defined. 

(d) During the period from January 1, 1973, to July 3, 1974, 
both dates inclusive, one hundred per centum. 

3. Customs duties on United States articles, and on Philippine 
articles, other than ordinary customs duties, shall be determined 
without regard to the provisions of Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, 
but shall be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 4 of this Article. 

4. With respect to United States articles imported into the Philip-
pines, and with respect to Philippine articles imported into the 
United States, no duty on or in connection with importation shall be 
collected or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with 
respect to like articles which are the product of any other foreign 
country, or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not imposed 
with respect to such like articles. As used in this Paragraph the 
term "duty" includes taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on 
or in connection with importation; but does not include internal 
taxes or ordinary customs duties. 

5. With respect to products of the United States which do not 
come within the definition of United States articles, imported into 
the Philippines, no duty on or in connection with importation shall 
be collected or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with 
respect to like articles which are the product of any other foreign 
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country, or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not imposed
with respect to such like articles which are the product of any other
foreign country. As used in this Paragraph the term "duty" includes
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on or in connection with
importation; but does not include internal taxes.

6. With respect to products of the Philippines, which do not come
within the definition of Philippine articles, imported into the United
States, no duty on or in connection with importation shall be collected
or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with respect to
like articles which are the product of any other foreign country (ex-
cept Cuba), or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not
imposed with respect to such like articles which are the product of
any other foreign country (except Cuba). As used in this Paragraph
the term "duty" includes taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed
on or in connection with importation; but does not include internal
taxes.

ARTICLE II

1. During the period from January 1, 1946 to December 31, 1973,
both dates inclusive, the total amount of the articles falling within
one of the classes specified in Items A and A-i, and C to G, both
inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article which are Philippine articles
as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, and
which, in any calendar year, may be entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, in the United States for consumption shall not exceed the
amounts specified in such Schedule as to each class of articles. During
the period from January 1, 1946, to December 31, 1973, both dates
inclusive, the total amount of the articles falling within the class spec-
ified in Item B of the Schedule to this Article which are the product of
the Philippines, and which, in any calendar year, may be entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States for consumption,
shall not exceed the amounts specified in such Schedule as to such
class of articles. During the period from January 1, 1974, to July 3,
1974, both dates inclusive, the total amounts referred to in the pre-
ceding sentences of this Paragraph shall not exceed one-half of the
amount specified in such Schedule with respect to each class of articles,
respectively.

2. Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph
1 of the Protocol falling within one of the classes specified in Items
D to G, both inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article, which during
the following portions of the period from January 1, 1946, to December
31, 1973, both dates inclusive, are entered, or withdrawn from ware-
house, in the United States for consumption, shall be free of ordinary
customs duty, in quantities determined by applying the following
percentages of the amounts specified in such Schedule as to each
such class of articles:

(at During each of the calendar years 1946 to 1954, one
hundred per centum.

(b) During the calendar year 1955, ninety-five per centum.
(c) During each calendar year after the calendar year 1955
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country, or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not imposed 
with respect to such like articles which are the product of any other 
foreign country. As used in this Paragraph the term "duty" includes 
taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on or in connection with 
importation; but does not include internal taxes. 

6. With respect to products of the Philippines, which do not come 
within the definition of Philippine articles, imported into the United 
States, no duty on or in connection with importation shall be collected 
or paid in an amount in excess of the duty imposed with respect to 
like articles which are the product of any other foreign country (ex-
cept Cuba), or collected or paid in any amount if the duty is not 
imposed with respect to such like articles which are the product of 
any other foreign country (except Cuba). As used in this Paragraph 
the term "duty" includes taxes, fees, charges, or exactions, imposed 
on or in connection with importation; but does not include internal 
taxes. 

ARTICLE II 

1. During the period from January 1, 1946 to December 31, 1973, 
both dates inclusive, the total amount of the articles falling within 
one of the classes specified in Items A and A-1, and C to G, both 
inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article which are Philippine articles 
as defined in Subparagraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, and 
which, in any calendar year, may be entered, or withdrawn from 
warehouse, in the United States for consumption shall not exceed the 
amounts specified in such Schedule as to each class of articles. During 
the period from January 1, 1946, to December 31, 1973, both dates 
inclusive, the total amount of the articles falling within the class spec-
ified in Item B of the Schedule to this Article which are the product of 
the Philippines, and which, in any calendar year, may be entered, or 
withdrawn from warehouse, in the United States for consumption, 
shall not exceed the amounts specified in such Schedule as to such 
class of articles. During the period from January 1, 1974, to July 3, 
1974, both dates inclusive, the total amounts referred to in the pre-
ceding sentences of this Paragraph shall not exceed one-half of the 
amount specified in such Schedule with respect to each class of articles, 
respectively. 

2. Philippine articles as defined in Subparagraph ( f ) of Paragraph 
1 of the Protocol falling within one of the classes specified in Items 
D to G, both inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article, which during 
the following portions of the period from January 1, 1946, to December 
31, 1973, both dates inclusive, are entered, or withdrawn from ware-
hcruse, in the United States for consumption, shall be free of ordinary 
customs duty, in quantities determined by applying the following 
percentages of the amounts specified in such Schedule as to each 
such class of articles: 

(a4 During each of the calendar years 1946 to 1954, one 
hundred per centum. 

(b) During the calendar year 1955, ninety-five per centum. 
(c) During each calendar year after the calendar year 1955 
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until and including the calendar year 1973, a percentage equal
to the percentage for the preceding calendar year decreased by
five per centum of such specified amounts.

Any such Philippine article so entered or withdrawn from warehouse
in excess of the duty-free quota provided in this Paragraph shall be
subject to one hundred per centum of the United States duty as defined
in Subparagraph (g) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol.

3. Each of the quotas provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this
Article for articles falling within one of the classes specified in Items
A-1 and B, and D to G, each inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article
shall be allocated annually by the Philippines to the manufacturers
in the Philippines in the calendar year 1940 of products of a class for
which such quota is established, and whose products of such class
were exported to the United States during such calendar year, or
their successors in interest, proportionately on the basis of the amount
of the products of such class produced by each such manufacturer
(or in the case of such successor in interest, the amount of the prod-
ucts of such class produced by his predecessor in interest) which was
exported to the United States during the following period: (a) In the
case of Items A-1 and D to G, each inclusive, the calendar year 1940,
and (b) in the case of Item B, the twelve months immediately preced-
ing the inauguration of the Commonwealth of the Philippines. The
quota provided for in Paragraph 1 of this Article for unrefined sugar
specified in Item A of such Schedule, including that required to
manufacture the refined sugar specified in Item A-1 of the Sched-
ule, shall be allotted annually by the Philippines to the sugar-
producing mills and plantation owners in the Philippines in the cal-
endar year 1940 whose sugars were exported to the United States
during such calendar year, or their successors in interest, proportion-
ately on the basis of their average annual production (or in the case
of such a successor in interest, the average annual production of his
predecessor in interest) for the calendar years 1931, 1932, and 1933,
and the amount of sugars which may be so exported shall be allocated
in each year between each mill and the plantation owners on the
basis of the proportion of sugars to which each mill and the plantation
owners are respectively entitled, in accordance with any milling
agreements between them, or any extension, modification, or renewal
thereof.

4. The holder of any allotment under law existing on April 29,
1946, including his successor in interest, and the holder of any allot-
ment under any of the quotas which are provided for in Paragraphs
1 and 2 of this Article the allocation of which is provided for in Para-
graph 3 of this Article, may transfer or assign all or any amount of
such allotment on such terms as may be agreeable to the parties in
interest. If, after the first nine months of any calendar year, the
holder of any allotment, for that year, under any of the quotas referred
to in the preceding sentence, is or will be unable for any reason to
export to the United States all of his allotment, in time to fulfill the
quota for that year, that amount of such allotment which it is es-
-tablished by sufficient evidence cannot be so exported during the
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until and including the calendar year 1973, a percentage equal 
to the percentage for the preceding calendar year decreased by 
five per centum of such specified amounts. 

Any such Philippine article so entered or withdrawn from warehouse 
in excess of the duty-free quota provided in this Paragraph shall be 
subject to one hundred per centum of the United States duty as defined 
in Subparagraph (g) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol. 

3. Each of the quotas provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this 
Article for articles falling within one of the classes specified in Items 
A-1 and B, and D to G, each inclusive, of the Schedule to this Article 
shall be allocated annually by the Philippines to the manufacturers 
in the Philippines in the calendar year 1940 of products of a class for 
which such quota is established, and whose products of such class 
were exported to the United States during such calendar year, or 
their successors in interest, proportionately on the basis of the amount 
of the products of such class produced by each such manufacturer 
(or in the case of such successor in interest, the amount of the prod-
nets of such class produced by his predecessor in interest) which was 
exported to the United States during the following period: (a) In the 
case of Items A-1 and D to G, each inclusive, the calendar year 1940, 
and (b) in the case of Item B, the twelve months immediately preced-
ing the inauguration of the Commonwealth of the Philippines. The 
quota provided for in Paragraph 1 of this Article for unrefined sugar 
specified in Item A of such Schedule, including that required to 
manufacture the refined sugar specified in Item A-1 of the Sched-
ule, shall be allotted annually by the Philippines to the sugar-
producing mills and plantation owners in the Philippines in the cal-
endar year 1940 whose sugars were exported to the United States 
during such calendar year, or their successors in interest, proportion-
ately on the basis of their average annual production (or in the case 
of such a successor in interest, the average annual production of his 
predecessor in interest) for the calendar years 1931, 1932, and 1933, 
and the amount of sugars which may be so exported shall be allocated 
in each year between each mill and the plantation owners on the 
basis of the proportion of sugars to which each mill and the plantation 
owners are respectively entitled, in accordance with any milling 
agreements between them, or any extension, modification, or renewal 
thereof. 

4. The holder of any allotment under law existing on April 29, 
1946, including his successor in interest, and the holder of any allot-
ment under any of the quotas which are provided for in Paragraphs 
1 and 2 of this Article the allocation of which is provided for in Para-
graph 3 of this Article, may transfer or assign all or any amount of 
such allotment on such terms as may be agreeable to the parties in 
interest. If, after the first nine months of any calendar year, the 
holder of any allotment, for that year, under any of the quotas referred _ 
to in the preceding sentence, is or will be unable for any reason to 
export to the United States all of his allotment, in time to fulfill the 
quota for that year, that amount of such allotment which it is es-
tablished' by suffiCient evidence cannot be so exported during the 
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remainder of the calendar year may be apportioned by the Philippine
Government to other holders of allotments under the same quota, or
in such other manner as will insure the fulfillment of the quota for
that year: Provided, That no transfer or assignment or reallocation
under the provisions of this Paragraph shall diminish the allotment
to which the holder may be entitled in any subsequent calendar year.

The following Schedule to Article II shall constitute an integral
part thereof:

I II IIINumerical Commodity Description All QuantitiesItem

A Sugars.
A-1 May be refined sugars, meaning "direct-

consumption sugar" as defined in Section
101 of the Sugar Act of 1937 of the United
States which is set forth in part as Annex I
to this Agreement.

B Cordage, including yarns, twines (includ-
ing binding twines described in Paragraph
1622 of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the United
States, as amended, which is set forth as
Annex II to this Agreement), cords, cord-
age, rope, and cable, tarred or untarred,
wholly or in chief value of Manila (abaca)
or other hard fiber.

0 Rice, including rice meal, flour, polish,
and bran.

D Cigars (exclusive of cigarettes, cheroots
of all kinds, and paper cigars and cigarettes,
including wrappers).

E Scrap tobacco, and stemmed and un-
stemmed filler tobacco described in Para-
graph 602 of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the
United States, as amended, which is set
forth as Annex III to this Agreement.

F Coconut oil.
G Buttoms of pearl or shell.

952,000 short tons
Not to exceed 56,000

short tons

6,000,000 lbs.

2615

Post, p. 2632.

Post, p. 2632.

1,040,000 Ibs.

200,000,000 cigars

6,500,000 Ibs.

200,000 long tons
850,000 gross Post. p. 2633.

ARTICLE III

1. With respect to quotas on Philippine articles as defined in Sub-
paragraph (f) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol (other than the quotas
provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article II, and other than quotas
established in conjunction with quantitative limitations, applicable
to products of all foreign countries, on imports of like articles), the
United States will not establish any such quota for any period before
January 1, 1948, and for any part of the period from January 1, 1948,
to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive, it will establish such a quota
only if-

(a) The President of the United States, after investigation,
finds and proclaims that such Philippine articles are coming, or
are likely to come, into substantial competition with like articles
the product of the United States;

(b) The quota for any Philippine article as so defined for any
twelve-month period is not less than the amount determined by
the President as the total amount of Philippine articles of such

Establishment of U.
S. quotas on Philippine
articles.
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remainder of the calendar year may be apportioned by the Philippine 
Government to other holders of allotments under the same quota, or 
in such other manner as will insure the fulfillment of the quota for 
that year: Provided, That no transfer or assignment or reallocation 
under the provisions of this Paragraph shall diminish the allotment 
to which the holder may be entitled in any subsequent calendar year. 
The following Schedule to Article II shall constitute an integral 

part thereof: 
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Item 

A Sugars. 952,000 short tons 
A-1 May be refined sugars, meaning "direct- Not to exceed 56,000 

consumption sugar" as defined in Section short tons 
101 of the Sugar Act of 1937 of the United 
States which is set forth in part as Annex I 
to this Agreement. 

Cordage, including yarns, twines (includ- 6,000,000 lbs. Post, p. 2632. 

ing binding twines described in Paragraph 
1622 of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the United 
States, as amended, which is set forth as 
Annex II to this Agreement), cords, cord-
age, rope, and cable, tarred or untarred, 
wholly or in chief value of Manila (abaca) 
or other hard fiber. 

0 Rice, including rice meal, flour, polish, 1,040,000 lbs. 
and bran. 

Cigars (exclusive of cigarettes, cheroots 200,000,000 cigars 
of all kinds, and paper cigars and cigarettes, 
including wrappers). 

Scrap tobacco, and stemmed and un- 6,500,000 lbs. 
stemmed filler tobacco described in Para-
graph 602 of the Tariff Act of 1930 of the 
United States, as amended, which is set 
forth as Annex III to this Agreement. 

Coconut oil. 200,000 long tons 
Buttoms of pearl or shell. 850,000 gross Post. p. 2833. 

ARTICLE III 

1. With respect to quotas on Philippine articles as defined in Sub-
paragraph (J) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol (other than the quotas 
provided for in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article II, and other than quotas 
established in conjunction with quantitative limitations, applicable 
to products of all foreign countries, on imports of like articles), the 
United States will not establish any such quota for any period before 
January 1, 1948, and for any part of the period from January 1, 1948, 
to July 3, 1974, both dates inclusive, it will establish such a quota 
only if— 

(a) The President of the United States, after investigation, 
finds and proclaims that such Philippine articles are coming, or 
are likely to come, into substantial competition with like articles 
the product of the United States; 

(b) The quota for any Philippine article as so defined for any 
twelve-month period is not less than the amount determined by 
the President as the total amount of Philippine articles of such 
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class which (during the twelve months ended on the last day of
the month preceding the month in which occurred the date pro-
claimed by the President as the date of the beginning of the
investigation) was entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the
United States for consumption; or, if the quota is established for
any period other than a twelve-month period, is not less than a
proportionate amount.

Discontinuance. Any quota established pursuant to this Paragraph shall not continue
in effect after the President, following investigation, finds and pro-
claims that the conditions which gave rise to the establishment of
such quota no longer exist.

Post, p. 33. 2. If the President of the United States finds that the allocation of
any quota established pursuant to Paragraph 1 of this Article is
necessary to make the application of the quota just and reasonable
between the United States and the Philippines, he shall, in such
proclamation or a subsequent proclamation, provide the basis for
such allocation, and if he exercises such right, the Philippines will
promptly put and keep in effect, on the basis proclaimed by the
President of the United States, the allocation of such quota.

ARTICLE IV

Internal tax on U. S.
articles coming into
Philippines.

Internal tax on ar-
ticles of foreign coun-
tries.

Internal tax on ar-
ticles of Philippines
coming into U. S.

1. With respect to articles which are products of the United States
coming into the Philippines, or with respect to articles manufactured
in the Philippines wholly or in part from such articles, no internal
tax shall be-

(a) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax
imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of the
Philippines, or collected or paid in any amount if the internal
tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles;

(b) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax
imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of any
other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount if the
internal tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles.

Where an internal tax is imposed with respect to an article which is
the product of a foreign country to compensate for an internal tax
imposed (1) with respect to a like article which is the product of the
Philippines, or (2) with respect to materials used in the production of
a like article which is the product of the Philippines, if the amount of
the internal tax which is collected and paid with respect to the article
which is the product of the United States is not in excess of that per-
mitted by Paragraph 1 (b) of Article IV such collection and payment
shall not be regarded as in violation of the first sentence of this
Paragraph.

2. With respect to articles which are products of the Philippines
coming into the United States, or with respect to articles manu-
factured in the United States wholly or in part from such articles, no
internal tax shall be-
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class which (during the twelve months ended on the last day of 
the month preceding the month in which occurred the date pro-
claimed by the President as the date of the beginning of the 
investigation) was entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, in the 
United States for consumption; or, if the quota is established for 
any period other than a twelve-month period, is not less than a 
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in effect after the President, following investigation, finds and pro-
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such quota no longer exist. 
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between the United States and the Philippines, he shall, in such 
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ARTICLE IV 

1. With respect to articles which are products of the United States 
coming into the Philippines, or with respect to articles manufactured 
in the Philippines wholly or in part from such articles, no internal 
tax shall be— 

(a) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax 
imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of the 
Philippines, or collected or paid in any amount if the internal 
tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles; 

(b) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal tax 
imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of any 
other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount if the 
internal tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles. 

Where an internal tax is imposed with respect to an article which is 
the product of a foreign country to compensate for an internal tax 
imposed (1) with respect to a like article which is the product of the 
Philippines, or (2) with respect to materials used in the production of 
a like article which is the product of the Philippines, if the amount of 
the internal tax which is collected and paid with respect to the article 
which is the product of the United States is not in excess of that per-
mitted by Paragraph 1 (b) of Article IV such collection and payment 
shall not be regarded as in violation of the first sentence of this 
Paragraph. 

2. With respect to articles which are products of the Philippines 
corning into the United States, or with respect to articles manu-
factured in the United States wholly or in part from such articles, no 
internal tax shall be--
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(a) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal
tax imposed with respect to like articles which are the product
of the United States, or collected or paid in any amount if the
internal tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles;

(b) Collected or paid in an amount in excess of the internal
tax imposed with respect to like articles which are the product of
any other foreign country, or collected or paid in any amount if the
internal tax is not imposed with respect to such like articles.

Where an internal tax is imposed with respect to an article which is
the product of a foreign country to compensate for an internal tax
imposed (1) with respect to a like article which is the product of the
United States, or (2) with respect to materials used in the production
of a like article which is the product of the United States, if the amount
of the internal tax which is collected and paid with respect to the
article which is the product of the Philippines is not in excess of that
permitted by Paragraph 2 (b) of Article IV such collection and pay-
ment shall not be regarded as in violation of the first sentence of this
Paragraph. This Paragraph shall not apply to the taxes imposed
under Sections 2306, 2327, or 2356 of the Internal Revenue Code
of the United States which are set forth in part as Annexes IV, V, and
VI to this Agreement.

3. No export tax shall be imposed or collected by the United States
on articles exported to the Philippines, or by the Philippines on articles
exported to the United States.

4. No processing tax or other internal tax shall be imposed or col-
lected in the United States or in the Philippines with respect to
articles coming into such country for the official use of the Government
of the Philippines or of the United States, respectively, or any depart-
ment or agency thereof.

5. No processing tax or other internal tax shall be imposed or col-
lected in the United States with respect to Manila (abaca) fiber not
dressed or manufactured in any manner.

6. The United States will not reduce the preference of two cents
per pound provided in Section 2470 of the Internal Revenue Code of
the United States (relating to processing taxes on coconut oil, etc.),
which is set forth as Annex VII to this Agreement, with respect to
articles "wholly the production of the Philippine Islands" or articles
"produced wholly from materials the growth or production of the
Philippine Islands"; except that it may suspend the provisions of
Subsection (a) (2) of such Section during any period as to which the
President of the United States, after consultation with the President
of the Philippines, finds that adequate supplies of neither copra nor
coconut oil, the product of the Philippines, are readily available for
processing in the United States.

ARTICLE V

The value of Philippine currency in relation to the United States
dollar shall not be changed, the convertibility of Philippine pesos
into the United States dollars shall not be suspended, and no restric-
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tions shall be imposed on the transfer of funds from the Philippines
to the United States except by agreement with the President of the
United States.

ARTICLE VI

1. Any citizen of the United States who actually resided in the
Philippines, and any citizen of the Philippines who actually resided
in the United States, for a continuous period of three years during
the period of forty-two months ending November 30, 1941, if entering
the country of such former residence during the period from July 4,
1946, to July 3, 1951, both dates inclusive, for the purpose of resuming
residence therein, shall for the purposes of the immigration laws, be
considered a non-quota immigrant. After such admission as a non-
quota immigrant he shall, for the purposes of the immigration and
naturalization laws, be considered as lawfully admitted to such country
for permanent residence. The benefits of this Paragraph shall also
apply to the wife of any such citizen of the United States, if she is also
a citizen thereof, and to his unmarried children under eighteen years
of age, and to the wife of any such citizen of the Philippines, if she is
also a citizen thereof or is eligible for United States citizenship, and
to his unmarried children under eighteen years of age, if such wife
or children of such citizen of the United States or of such citizen of
the Philippines are accompanying or following to join him during
such period. This Paragraph shall not apply to a citizen of the
Philippines admitted to the Territory of Hawaii, without an immigra-
tion or passport visa, under the provisions of Paragraph (1) of Sec-
tion 8 (a) of the Act of March 24, 1934, of the United States which is
set forth as Annex VIII to this Agreement.

2. There shall be permitted to enter the Philippines, without regard
to any numerical limitations under the laws of the Philippines, in
each of the calendar years 1946 to 1951, both inclusive, 1,200 citizens
of the United States, each of whom shall be entitled to remain in the
Philippines for 5 years.

ARTICLE VII

1. The disposition, exploitation, development, and utilization
of all agricultural, timber, and mineral lands of the public domain,
waters, minerals, coal, petroleum, and other mineral oils, all forces
and sources of potential energy, and other natural resources of the
Philippines, and the operation of public utilities, shall, if open to any
person, be open to citizens of the United States and to all forms of
business enterprise owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by
United States citizens, except that (for the period prior to the amend-
ment of the Constitution of the Philippines referred to in Paragraph
2 of this Article) the Philippines shall not be required to comply with
such part of the foregoing provisions of this sentence as are in conflict
with such Constitution.

2. The Government of the Philippines will promptly take such
steps as are necessary to secure the amendment of the Constitution
of the Philippines so as to permit the taking effect as laws of the Phil-
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ippines of such part of the provisions of Paragraph 1 of this Article
as is in conflict with such Constitution before such amendment ['1.

ARTICLE VIII

1. Upon the taking effect of this Agreement the provisions thereof
placing obligations on the United States: (a) if in effect as laws of the
United States at the time this Agreement takes effect, shall continue
in effect as laws of the United States during the effectiveness of the
Agreement; or (b) if not so in effect at the time the Agreement takes
effect, shall take effect and continnue in effect as laws of the United
States during the effectiveness of the Agreement. The Philippines
will continue in effect as laws of the Philippines, during the effective-
ness of this Agreement, the provisions thereof placing obligations on
the Philippines, except as is otherwise provided in Paragraph 1 of
Article VII.

2. The United States and the Philippines will promptly enact, and
shall keep in effect during the effectiveness of this Agreement, such
legislation as may be necessary to supplement the laws of the United
States and the Philippines, respectively, referred to in Paragraph 1 of
this Article, and to implement the provisions of such laws and the
provisions of this Agreement placing obligations on the United States
and the Philippines, respectively. Moreover, the Philippines will
promptly enact, and keep in force and effect during the effectiveness of
this Agreement, such legislation as may be necessary to put and keep
in effect during the effectiveness of this Agreement, the allocation,
reallocation, transfer, and assignment of quotas on the basis provided
for in Paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article II; and, if the United States
exercises the right to establish quotas pursuant to Paragraph 1 of
Article III and to provide for the allocation thereof pursuant to Para-
graph 2 of the same Article, the Philippines will promptly enact, and

' [By a note of May 16, 1947, the Acting Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of the Philippines informed the American Charge d'Affaires ad interim
at Manila of the adoption of a constitutional amendment, effective Apr. 9, 1947,
which provides:

"Notwithstanding the provisions of section one, Article Thirteen, and section
eight, Article Fourteen, of the foregoing Constitution, during the effectivity
of the Executive Agreement entered into by, the President of the Philippines
with the President of the United States on the fourth of July, nineteen hundred
and forty-six, pursuant to the provisions of Commonwealth Act Numbered
Seven hundred and thirty-three, but in no case to extend beyond the third of
July, nineteen hundred and seventy-four, the disposition, exploitation, develop-
ment, and utilization of all agricultural, timber, and mineral lands of the public
domain, waters, minerals, coal, petroleum, and other mineral oils, all forces
and sources of potential energy, and other natural resources of the Philippines,
and the operation of public utilities, shall, if open to any person, be open to
citizens of the United States and to all forms of business enterprise owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by citizens of the United States in the same
manner as to, and under the same conditions imposed upon, citizens of the
Philippines or corporations or associations owned or controlled by citizens of
the Philippines."]
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keep in force during the period for which each such quota is estab-
lished, such legislation as is necessary to put and keep in effect, on the
basis provided by the United States, the allocation of such quotas.

3. The Philippines agree to assist the United States in carrying out
Title I of the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946 of the United
States by providing that the following acts relative to such Title shall
be offenses under the laws of the Philippines, and that, upon conviction
thereof, the penalties attached to such offenses shall be enforced:

(a) Whoever, in the Philippines or elsewhere, makes any
statement or representation knowing it to be false, or whoever
willfully and fraudulently overvalues loss of or damage to property
for the purpose of obtaining for himself or for any claimant any
compensation pursuant to such Title, or for the purpose of
influencing in any way the action of the Philippine War Damage
Commission of the United States with respect to any claim for
compensation pursuant to such Title, or for the purpose of obtain-
ing money, property, or anything of value under such Title, shall
be punished by a fine of not more than the equivalent, in the
currency of the Philippines, of five thousand dollars, United States
currency, or by imprisonment for not more than two years, or
both, and shall not receive any payments or other benefits under
such Title and, if any payment or benefit shall have been made
or granted, such Commission shall take such action as may be
necessary to recover the same.

(b) Whoever, in the Philippines or elsewhere, pays or offers to
pay, or promises to pay, or receives, on account of services ren-
dered or to be rendered in connection with any claim for compen-
sation under such Title, any remuneration in excess of five per
centum of the compensation paid by the Philippine War Damage
Commission of the United States on account of such claim, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined not more
than the equivalent, in the currency of the Philippines, of five
thousand dollars, United States currency, or imprisonment for
not more than twelve months, or both, and, if any such payment
or benefit shall have been made or granted, such Commission shall
take such action as may be necessary to recover the same, and,
in addition thereto, any such claimant shall forfeit all rights under
such Title.

ARTICLE IX

The United States and the Philippines agree to consult with each
other with respect to any questions as to the interpretation or the
application of this Agreement, concerning which either Government
may make representations to the other.

ARTICLE X

1. The Philippine Trade Act of 1946 of the United States having
authorized the President of the United States to enter into this Agree-
ment, and the Congress of the United States having enacted such
legislation as may be necessary to make the provisions thereof placing
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obligations on the United States take effect as laws of the United
States, this Agreement shall not take effect unless and until the
Congress of the Philippines accepts it by law and has enacted such
legislation as may be necessary to make all provisions hereof placing
obligations on the Philippines take effect as laws of the Philippines,
except as is otherwise provided in Paragraph 1 of Article VII. This
Agreement shall then be proclaimed by the President of the United
States and by the President of the Philippines, and shall enter into
force on the day following the date of such proclamations, or, if they
are issued on different dates, on the day following the later in date.

2. This Agreement shall have no effect after July 3, 1974. It may
be terminated by either the United States or the Philippines at any
time, upon not less than five years' written notice. If the President
of the United States or the President of the Philippines determines
and proclaims that the other country has adopted or applied measures
or practices which would operate to nullify or impair any right or
obligation provided for in this Agreement, then the Agreement may
be terminated upon not less than six months' notice.

3. If the President of the United States determines thatareasonable
time for the making of the amendment to the Constitution of the
Philippines referred to in Paragraph 2 of Article VII has elapsed, but
that such amendment has not been made, he shall so proclaim and this
Agreement shall have no effect after the date of such proclamation.

4. If the President of the United States determines and proclaims,
after consultation with the President of the Philippines, that the
Philippines or any of its political subdivisions or the Philippine Gov-
ernment is in any manner discriminating against citizens of the United
States or any form of United States business enterprise, then the
President of the United States shall have the right to suspend the
effectiveness of the whole or any portion of this Agreement. If the
President of the United States subsequently determines and proclaims,
after consultation with the President of the Philippines, that the
discrimination which was the basis for such suspension (a) has ceased,
such suspension shall end; or (b) has not ceased after the lapse of a
time determined by the President of the United States to be reasonable,
then the President of the United States shall have the right to terminate
this Agreement upon not less than six months' written notice.

In witness whereof the President of the Philippines and the Pleni-
potentiary of the President of the United States have signed this
Agreement and have affixed hereunto their seals.

Done in duplicate in the English language at Manila, this 4th day
of July, one thousand nine hundred and forty-six.

Proclamations; en-
try into force.

Termination.

Post, p. 2633.

Ante, p. 2618.

Suspension.

For the President of the United States of America
PAUL V. MCNUTT[SEAL]

[SEAL]

President of the Philippines
MANUEL RoxAs
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[SEAL] 

President of the Philippines 
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PROTOCOL TO ACCOMPANY THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
CONCERNING TRADE AND RELATED MATTERS DURING A TRANSI-
TIONAL PERIOD FOLLOWING THE INSTITUTION OF PHILIPPINE
INDEPENDENCE

The undersigned duly empowered Plenipotentiaries have agreed
to the following Protocol to this Agreement between the United
States of America and the Republic of the Philippines concerning
trade and related matters during a transitional period following the
institution of Philippine Independence, signed this day, which shall
constitute an integral part of the Agreement:

1. For the purpose of the Agreement-

(a) The term "person" includes partnerships, corporations, and
associations.

(b) The term "United States" means the United States of
America and, when used in a geographical sense, means
the States, the District of Columbia, the Territories of
Alaska and Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

(c) The term "Philippines" means the Republic of the Philip-
pines and, when used in a geographical sense, means the
territories of the Republic of the Philippines, whether a
particular act in question took place, or a particular situ-
ation in question existed, within such territories before
or after the institution of the Republic of the Philippines.
As used herein the territories of the Republic of the Philip-
pines comprise all the territories specified in Section 1
of Article I of the Constitution of the Philippines which is
set forth as Annex XI to this Agreement.

(d) The term "ordinary customs duty" means a customs
duty based on the article as such (whether or not such
duty is also based in any manner on the use, value, or
method of production of the article, or on the amount
of like articles imported, or on any other factor); but
does not include-
(1) A customs duty based on an act or omission of any

person with respect to the importation of the
article, or of the country from which the article is
exported, or from which it comes; or

(2) A countervailing duty imposed to offset a subsidy,
bounty, or grant; or

(3) An anti-dumping duty imposed to offset the selling of
merchandise for exportation at a price less than the
prevailing price in the country of export; or
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territories of the Republic of the Philippines, whether a 
particular act in question took place, or a particular situ-
ation in question existed, within such territories before 
or after the institution of the Republic of the Philippines. 
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(4) Any tax, fee, charge, or exaction, imposed on or in
connection with importation unless the law of the
country imposing it designates or imposes it as a
customs duty or contains a provision to the effect
that it shall be treated as a duty imposed under the
customs laws; or

(5) The tax imposed by Section 2491 (c) of the Internal
Revenue Code of the United States, which is set
forth as Annex IX to this Agreement, with respect
to an article, merchandise, or combination, ten
per centum or more of the quantity by weight or
which consists of, or is derived directly or indirectly
from, one or more of the oils, fatty acids, or salts
specified in Section 2470 of such Code which is set
forth as Annex VII to this Agreement; or the tax
imposed by Section 3500 of such Code which is set
forth as Annex X to this Agreement.

(e) The term "United States article" means an article
which is the product of the United States, unless, in
the case of an article produced with the use of ma-
terials imported into the United States from any
foreign country (except the Philippines) the aggre-
gate value of such imported materials at the time of
importation into the United States was more than
twenty per centum of the value of the article imported
into the Philippines, the value of such article to be de-
termined in accordance with, and as of the time provided
by, the customs laws of the Philippines in effect at the
time of importation of such article. As used in this
Subparagraph the term "value", when used in reference
to a material imported into the United States, includes
the value of the material ascertained under the customs
laws of the United States in effect at the time of importa-
tion into the United States, and, if not included in such
value, the cost of bringing the material to the United
States, but does not include the cost of landing it at the
port of importation, or customs duties collected in the
United States. For the purposes of this Subparagraph
any imported material, used in the production of an article
in the United States, shall be considered as having been
used in the production of an article subsequently produced
in the United States, which is the product of a chain
of production in the United States in the course of which
an article, which is the product of one stage of the chain,
is used by its producer or another person, in a subsequent
stage of the chain, as a material in the production of
another article.

(j) The term "Philippine article" means an article which is the
product of the Philippines, unless, in the case of an article
produced with the use of materials imported into the
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connection with importation unless the law of the 
country imposing it designates or imposes it as a 
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that it shall be treated as a duty imposed under the 
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imposed by Section 3500 of such Code which is set 
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which is the product of the United States, unless, in 
the case of an article produced with the use of ma-
terials imported into the United States from any 
foreign country (except the Philippines) the aggre-
gate value of such imported materials at the time of 
importation into the United States was more than 
twenty per centum of the value of the article imported 
into the Philippines, the value of such article to be de-
termined in accordance with, and as of the time provided 
by, the customs laws of the Philippines in effect at the 
time of importation of such article. As used in this 
Subparagraph the term "value", when used in reference 
to a material imported into the United States, includes 
the value of the material ascertained under the customs 
laws of the United States in effect at the time of importa-
tion into the United States, and, if not included in such 
value, the cost of bringing the material to the United 
States, but does not include the cost of landing it at the 
port of importation, or customs duties collected in the 
United States. For the purposes of this Subparagraph 
any imported material, used in the production of an article 
in the United States, shall be considered as having been 
used in the production of an article subsequently produced 
in the United States, which is the product of a chain 
of production in the United States in the course of which 
an article, which is the product of one stage of the chain, 
is used by its producer or another person, in a subsequent 
stage of the chain, as a material in the production of 
another article. 
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product of the Philippines, unless, in the case of an article 
produced with the use of materials imported into the 
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Philippines from any foreign country (except the United
States) the aggregate value of such imported materials
at the time of importation into the Philippines was more
than twenty per centum of the value of the article im-
ported into the United States, the value of such article
to be determined in accordance with, and as of the time
provided by, the customs laws of the United States in
effect at the time of importation of such article. As
used in this Subparagraph the term "value", when
used in reference to a material imported into the Philip-
pines, includes the value of the material ascertained under
the customs laws of the Philippines in effect at the time
of importation into the Philippines, and, if not included
in such value, the cost of bringing the material to the
Philippines, but does not include the cost of landing it
at the port of importation, or customs duties collected
in the Philippines. For the purposes of this Subparagraph
any imported material, used in the production of an article
in the Philippines, shall be considered as having been used
in the production of an article subsequently produced
in the Philippines, which is the product of a chain of pro-
duction in the Philippines in the course of which an article,
which is the product of one stage of the chain, is used by its
producer or another person, in a subsequent stage of the
chain, as a material in the production of another article.

(g) The term "United States duty" means the rate or rates
of ordinary customs duty which (at the time and place
of entry, or withdrawal from warehouse, in the United
States for consumption, of the Philippine article) would
be applicable to a like article if imported from that foreign
country which is entitled to the lowest rate, or the lowest
aggregate of rates, of ordinary customs duty with respect
to such like article.

(h) The term "Philippine duty" means the rate or rates of
ordinary customs duty which (at the time and place of
entry, or withdrawal from warehouse, in the Philippines
for consumption, of the United States article) would be
applicable to a like article if imported from that foreign
country which is entitled to the lowest rate, or the lowest
aggregate of rates, of ordinary customs duty with respect
to such like article.

(i) The term "internal tax" includes an internal fee, charge, or
exaction, and includes-

(1) The tax imposed by Section 2491 (c) of the Internal
Revenue Code of the United States which is set
forth as Annex IX to this Agreement, with respect
to an article, merchandise, or combination, ten
per centum or more of the quantity by weight of
which consists of, or is derived directly or indirectly
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2. For the purposes of Subparagraphs (g) and (h) of Paragraph
1 of this Protocol-

(a) If an article is entitled to be imported from a foreign country
free of ordinary customs duty, that country shall be
considered as the country entitled to the lowest rate of
ordinary customs duty with respect to such article; and

(b) A reduction in ordinary customs duty granted any country,
by law, treaty, trade agreement, or otherwise, with respect
to any article, shall be converted into the equivalent
reduction in the rate of ordinary customs duty otherwise
applicable to such article.

3. For the purposes of Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article IV, any
material, used in the production of an article, shall be considered
as having been used in the production of an article subsequently
produced, which is the product of a chain of production in the course
of which an article, which is the product of one stage of the chain,
is used by its producer or another person, in a subsequent stage of
the chain, as a material in the production of another article.

4. The terms "includes" and "including" when used in a defini-
tion contained in this Agreement shall not be deemed to exclude
other things otherwise within the meaning of the term defined.

In witness whereof the President of the Philippines and the Pleni-
potentiary of the President of the United States have signed this
Protocol and have affixed hereunto their seals.

Done in duplicate in the English language at Manila, this 4th
day of July, one thousand nine hundred forty-six.

Foreign country en-
titled to lowest rate
of ordinary customs
duty.

Equivalent reduc-
tion in rate.

Material used in
production of article.

Ante, p. 2616.

"Includes"; "includ-
Ing."

For the President of the United States of America
PAUL V. MCNUTT[SEAL]

[SEAL]

President of the Philippines
MANUEL ROXAS

July 4, 1946
PHILIPPINES-TRADE- -O. 2,946

from, one or more of the oils, fatty acids, or salts
specified in Section 2470 of such Code which is
set forth as Annex VII to this Agreement; and
the tax imposed by Section 3500 of such Code
which is set forth as Annex X to this Agreement;
and

(2) Any other tax, fee, charge, or exaction, imposed on
or in connection with importation unless the law
of the country imposing it designates or imposes it
as a customs duty or contains a provision to the
effect that it shall be treated as a duty imposed
under the customs laws.
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For the President of the United States of America 
PAUL V. MCNUTT [SEAL] 

[SEAL] 

President of the Philippines 

M ANUEL ROXAS 
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53 Stat. 380.
26 U. . C. II 3200,
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ANNEXES OF STATUTORY PROVISIONS REFERRED TO IN THE AGREE-
MENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE RE-
PUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES CONCERNING TRADE AND RELATED
MATTERS DURING A TRANSITIONAL PERIOD FOLLOWING THE
INSTITUTION OF PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE

ANNEX I

Sugar Act of 1937 of the United States, as amended to May 1,
1946.

SECTION 101. For the purposes of this Act, except Title IV-
"(e) The term 'direct-consumption sugar' means any sugars which

are principally of crystalline structure and which are not to be further
refined or otherwise improved in quality." (50 Stat.) Pt. 1 (903,
Ch. 898)

ANNEX II

Tariff Act of 1930 of the United States, as amended to May 1,
1946.

"PAR. 1622. All binding twine manufactured from New Zealand
hemp, henequen, Manila, istle or Tampico fibre, sisalgrass, or
sunn, or a mixture of any two or more of them, of single ply and
measuring not exceeding seven hundred and fifty feet to the pound".
(46 Stat.) Pt. 1 (675, Ch. 497)

ANNEX III

Tariff Act of 1930 of the United States, as amended to May 1,
1946.

"PAR. 602. The term 'wrapper tobacco' as used in this title means
that quality of leaf tobacco which has the requisite color, texture,
and burn, and is of sufficient size for cigar wrappers, and the term
'filler tobacco' means all other leaf tobacco . ... " (46 Stat.)
Pt. 1 (631, Ch. 497)

ANNEX IV

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to
May 1, 1946.

"Chapter 16-Oleomargarine, adulterated butter, and process or
renovated butter.

"SEC. 2300. Oleomargarine defined.
"For the purpose of this chapter, and of sections 3200 and 3201,

certain manufactured substances, certain extracts, and certain mix-
tures and compounds, including such mixtures and compounds with
butter, shall be known and designated as 'oleomargarine,' namely:
All substances known prior to August 2, 1886, as oleomargarine, oleo,
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oleomargarine oil, butterine, lardine, suine, and neutral; all mixtures
and compounds of oleomargarine, oleo, oleomargarine oil, butterine,
lardine, suine, and neutral; all lard extracts and tallow extracts; and
all mixtures and compounds of tallow, beef fat, suet, lard, lard oil,
fish oil or fish fat, vegetable oil, annatto, and other coloring matter,
intestinal fat, and offal fat;-if (1) made in imitation or semblance
of butter, or (2) calculated or intended to be sold as butter or for
butter, or (3) churned, emulsified or mixed in cream, milk, water or
other liquid, and containing moisture in excess of one per centum or
common salt. This section shall not apply to puff-pastry shortening
not churned or emulsified in milk, or cream, and having a melting
point of one hundred and eighteen degrees Fahrenheit or more, nor
to any of the following containing condiments and spices: salad
dressings, mayonnaise dressings or mayonnaise products nor to liquid
emulsion, pharmaceutical preparations, oil meals, liquid preservatives,
illuminating oils, cleansing compounds, or flavoring compounds. (53
Stat.) 247 and 248."

ANNEX V

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to
May 1, 1946.

"SEC. 2306. Importation.
"All oleomargarine imported from foreign countries shall, in addi-

tion to any import duty imposed on the same, pay an internal revenue
tax of fifteen cents per pound, such tax to be represented by coupon
stamps as in the case of oleomargarine manufactured in the United
States . . .

"SEC. 2320. Definitions.
"(a) Butter.-For the purpose of this chapter and sections 3206 and

3207, the word 'butter' shall be understood to mean the food product
usually known as butter, and which is made exclusively from milk or
cream, or both, with or without common salt and with or without
additional coloring matter.

"(b) Adulterated butter.-'Adulterated butter' is defined to mean a
grade of butter produced by mixing, reworking, rechurning in milk or
cream, refining, or in any way producing a uniform, purified, or im-
proved product from different lots or parcels of melted or unmelted
butter or butter fat, in which any acid, alkali, chemical, or any sub-
stance whatever is introduced or used for the purpose with the effect
of deodorizing or removing therefrom rancidity, or any butter or
butter fat with which there is mixed any substance foreign to butter
as defined in subsection (a), with intent or effect of cheapening in cost
the product, or any butter in the manufacture or manipulation of
which any process or material is used with intent or effect of caus-
ing the absorption of abnormal quantities of water, milk, or cream.
53 Stat. 252 and 253."

"SEC. 2327. Other laws applicable.
"(a) Oleomargarine.-The provisions of sections 2301 (c) (2), 2305

to 2311, inclusive (except subsections (a), (b) and (h) of section 2308),
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cream, refining, or in any way producing a uniform, purified, or im-
proved product from different lots or parcels of melted or =melted 
butter or butter fat, in which any acid, alkali, chemical, or any sub-
stance whatever is introduced or used for the purpose with the effect 
of deodorizing or removing therefrom rancidity, or any butter or 
butter fat with which there is mixed any substance foreign to butter 
as defined in subsection (a), with intent or effect of cheapening in cost 
the product, or any butter in the manufacture or manipulation of 
which any process or material is used with intent or effect of caus-
ing the absorption of abnormal quantities of water, milk, or cream. 
53 Stat. 252 and 253." 

"SEc. 2327. Other laws applicable. 
"(a) Oleomargarine.—The provisions of sections 2301 (c) (2), 2305 

to 2311, inclusive (except subsections (a), (b) and (h) of section 2308), 
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and section 3791 (a) (1), shall apply to the manufacturers of adulter-
ated butter to an extent necessary to enforce the marking, branding,
identification, and regulation of the exportation and importation of
adulterated butter. 53 Stat. 255." (53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (247, 250, 252,
253, and 255, Ch. 2)

ANNEX VI

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to May
1, 1946.

"SEC. 2350. Definitions.
"For the purpose of this chapter and sections 3210 and 3211-
"(a) Cheese.-The word 'cheese' shall be understood to mean

the food product known as cheese, and which is made from milk
or cream and without the addition of butter, or any animal, vege-
table, or other oils or fats foreign to such milk or cream, with or
without additional coloring matter.

"(b) Filled cheese.-Certain substances and compounds shall be
known and designated as 'filled cheese,' namely: all substances
made of milk or skimmed milk, with the admixture of butter, animal
oils or fats, vegetable or any other oils, or compounds foreign to
such milk, and made in imitation or semblance of cheese. Sub-
stances and compounds, consisting principally of cheese with added
edible oils, which are not sold as cheese or as substitutes for cheese
but are primarily useful for imparting a natural cheese flavor to
other foods shall not be considered 'filled cheese' within the meaning
of this chapter. 53 Stat. 256."

"SEC. 2356. Importation.
"All filled cheese as defined in section 2350 (b) imported from foreign

countries shall, in addition to any import duty imposed on the same,
pay an internal revenue tax of 8 cents per pound, such tax to be
represented by coupon stamps; and such imported filled cheese and
the packages containing the same shall be stamped, marked, and
branded, as in the case of filled cheese manufactured in the United
States. 53 Stat. 258." (53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (256 and 258, Ch. 2)

ANNEX VII

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to
May 1, 1946.

"SEc. 2470. Tax.
"(a) Rate.
"(1) In general.-There shall be imposed upon the first do-

mestic processing of coconut oil, palm oil, palm-kernel oil, fatty
acids derived from any of the foregoing oils, salts of any of the
foregoing (whether or not such oils, fatty acids, or salts have
been refined, sulphonated, sulphated, hydrogenated, or other-
wise processed), or any combination or mixture containing a sub-
stantial quantity of any one or more of such oils, fatty acids, or salts,
a tax of three cents per pound to be paid by the processor.

"(2) Additional rate on coconut oil.-There shall be imposed (in
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"For the purpose of this chapter and sections 3210 and 3211— 
"(a) Cheese.—The word 'cheese' shall be understood to mean 

the food product known as cheese, and which is made from milk 
or cream and without the addition of butter, or any animal, vege-
table, or other oils or fats foreign to such milk or cream, with or 
without additional coloring matter. 

"(b) Filled cheese.—Certain substances and compounds shall be 
known and designated as 'filled cheese,' namely: all substances 
made of milk or skimmed milk, with the admixture of butter, animal 
oils or fats, vegetable or any other oils, or compounds foreign to 
such milk, and made in imitation or semblance of cheese. Sub-
stances and compounds, consisting principally of cheese with added 
edible oils, which are not sold as cheese or as substitutes for cheese 
but are primarily useful for imparting a natural cheese flavor to 
other foods shall not be considered 'filled cheese' within the meaning 
of this chapter. 53 Stat. 256." 
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countries shall, in addition to any import duty imposed on the same, 
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mestic processing of coconut oil, palm oil, palm-kernel oil, fatty 
acids derived from any of the foregoing oils, salts of any of the 
foregoing (whether or not such oils, fatty acids, or salts have 
been refined, sulphonated, sulphated, hydrogenated, or other-
wise processed), or any combination or mixture containing a sub-
stantial quantity of any one or more of such oils, fatty acids, or salts, 
a tax of three cents per pound to be paid by the processor. 

"(2) Additional rate on coconut oil.—There shall be imposed (in 
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addition to the tax imposed by the preceding paragraph) a tax of
two cents per pound, to be paid by the processor, upon the first
domestic processing of coconut oil or of any combination or mixture
containing a substantial quantity of coconut oil with respect to which
oil there has been no previous first domestic processing, except that
the tax imposed by this sentence shall not apply when it is established,
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with
the approval of the Secretary, that such coconut oil (whether or not
contained in such a combination or mixture), (A) is wholly the pro-
duction of the Philippine Islands or any possession of the United
States, or (B) was produced wholly from materials the growth or
production of the Philippine Islands or any possession of the United
States, or (C) was brought into the United States on or before June
9, 1934, or produced from materials brought into the United States
on or before June 9, 1934, or (D) was purchased under a bona fide
contract entered into prior to April 26, 1934, or produced from ma-
terials purchased under a bona fide contract entered into prior to
April 26, 1934. The tax imposed by this paragraph shall not apply
to any domestic processing after July 3, 1974.

"(b) Exemption.-The tax under subsection (a) shall not apply
(1) with respect to any fatty acid or salt resulting from a previous
first domestic processing taxed under this section or upon which an
import tax has been paid under Chapter 22, or (2) with respect to
any combination or mixture by reason of its containing an oil, fatty
acid, or salt with respect to which there has been a previous first
domestic processing or upon which an import tax has been paid under
Chapter 22.

"(c) Importation prior to August 21, 1936.-Notwithstanding the
provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the first domestic
processing of sunflower oil or sesame oil (or any combination or mix-
ture containing a substantial quantity of sunflower oil or sesame oil),
if such oil or such combination or mixture or such oil contained
therein was imported prior to August 21, 1936, shall be taxed in
accordance with the provisions of section 602% of the Revenue Act
of 1934, 48 Stat. 763, in force on June 22, 1936. 53 Stat. 264."
(53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (264 and 265, Ch. 2; Pub. Law 371-79th Cong.)

An Act of the United States to suspend in part the processing tax
on coconut oil, as amended to May 1, 1946.

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2470
(a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby suspended: Provided,
That if the President after receipt by him of a request from the
Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands that
the suspension of section 2470 (a) (2) be terminated, shall find that
adequate supplies of copra, coconut oil, or both, the product of the
Philippine Islands, are readily available for processing in the United
States, he shall so proclaim; and thirty days after such proclamation,
the suspension of section 2470 (a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code,
shall terminate.

95347°-19-PT. III-23
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addition to the tax imposed by the preceding paragraph) a tax of 
two cents per pound, to be paid by the processor, upon the first 
domestic processing of coconut oil or of any combination or mixture 
containing a substantial quantity of coconut oil with respect to which 
oil there has been no previous first domestic processing, except that 
the tax imposed by this sentence shall not apply when it is established, 
in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with 
the approval of the Secretary, that such coconut oil (whether or not 
contained in such a combination or mixture), (A) is wholly the pro-
duction of the Philippine Islands or any possession of the United 
States, or (B) was produced wholly from materials the growth or 
production of the Philippine Islands or any possession of the United 
States, or (C) was brought into the United States on or before June 
9, 1934, or produced from materials brought into the United States 
on or before June 9, 1934, or (D) was purchased under a bona fide 
contract entered into prior to April 26, 1934, or produced from ma-
terials purchased under a bona fide contract entered into prior to 
April 26, 1934. The tax imposed by this paragraph shall not apply 
to any domestic processing after July 3, 1974. 

"(b) Exemption.—The tax under subsection (a) shall not apply 
(1) with respect to any fatty acid or salt resulting from a previous 
first domestic processing taxed under this section or upon which an 
import tax has been paid under Chapter 22, or (2) with respect to 
any combination or mixture by reason of its containing an oil, fatty 
acid, or salt with respect to which there has been a previous first 
domestic processing or upon which an import tax has been paid under 
Chapter 22. 

"(c) Importation prior to August 21, 1936.—Notwithstanding the 
provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the first domestic 
processing of sunflower oil or sesame oil (or any combination or mix-
ture containing a substantial quantity of sunflower oil or sesame oil), 
if such oil or such combination or mixture or such oil contained 
therein was imported prior to August 21, 1936, shall be taxed in 
accordance with the provisions of section 602% of the Revenue Act 
of 1934, 48 Stat. 763, in force on June 22, 1936. 53 Stat. 264." 
(53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (264 and 265, Ch. 2; Pub. Law 371-79th Cong.) 

An Act of the United States to suspend in part the processing tax 
on coconut oil, as amended to May 1, 1946. 

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled, That section 2470 
(a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code is hereby suspended: Provided, 
That if the President after receipt by him of a request from the 
Government of the Commonwealth of the Philippine Islands that 
the suspension of section 2470 (a) (2) be terminated, shall find that 
adequate supplies of copra, coconut oil, or both, the product of the 
Philippine Islands, are readily available for processing in the United 
States, he shall so proclaim; and thirty days after such proclamation, 
the suspension of section 2470 (a) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
shall terminate. 
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"SEC. 2. This Act shall become effective the day following its en-
26 u. . . § 2470 actment, and shall terminate on May 30, 1946." (56 Stat.) Pt.

n ot e
. 1 (752 and 753, Ch. 560); (58 Stat.) Pt. 1 (647, Ch. 332)

ANNEX VIII

Act of March 24, 1934 of the United States, as amended to May
1, 1946.

"SEC. 8. (a) Effective upon the acceptance of this Act by concur-
rent resolution of the Philippine Legislature or by a convention called
for that purpose, as provided in section 17-

"(1) For the purposes of the Immigration Act of 1917, the Immi-
13 tat. 874; 43 Sta. gration Act of 1924 (except section 13 (c), this section, and all other

8U.S.. 201note. laws of the United States relating to the immigration, exclusion, or
expulsion of aliens, citizens of the Philippine Islands who are not
citizens of the United States shall be considered as if they were aliens.
For such purposes the Philippine Islands shall be considered as a
separate country and shall have for each fiscal year a quota of fifty.
This paragraph shall not apply to a person coming or seeking to come
to the Territory of Hawaii who does not apply for and secure an im-
migration or passport visa, but such immigration shall be determined
by the Department of the Interior on the basis of the needs of industries
in the Territory of Hawaii. 48 Stat. 462." (48 Stat.) Pt. 1 (462,
Ch. 84)

ANNEX IX

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to
May 1, 1946.

"SEC. 2490. Imposition of Tax.
"In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall

be imposed upon the following articles imported into the United
States, unless treaty provisions of the United States otherwise pro-
vide, a tax at the rates set forth in section 2491, to be paid by the

26 U. 8.. 1240. importer. 53 Stat. 267."
"SEC. 2491. Rate of Tax.
"(c) Any article, merchandise, or combination (except oils specified

^8t.' 2t. in section 2470), 10 per centum or more of the quantity by weight of
which consists of, or is derived directly or indirectly from, one or more
of the products specified above in this paragraph or of the oils, fatty
acids, or salts specified in section 2470, a tax at the rate or rates per
pound equal to that proportion of the rate or rates prescribed in this
paragraph or such section 2470 in respect of such product or products
which the quantity by weight of the imported article, merchandise, or
combination, consisting of or derived from such product or products,
bears to the total weight of the imported article, merchandise, or
combination; but there shall not be taxable under this subparagraph
any article, merchandise, or combination (other than an oil, fat, or
grease, and other than products resulting from processing seeds with-
out full commercial extraction of the oil content), by reason of the
presence therein of an oil, fat, or grease which is a natural component
of such article, merchandise, or combination and has never had a

26302630 
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separate existence as an oil, fat, or grease. 53 Stat. 267 and 268."
(53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (267 and 268, Ch. 2)

ANNEX X

Internal Revenue Code of the United States, as amended to
May 1, 1946.

"CHAPTER 32. Sugar.
"SEC. 3500. Rate of Tax.
"In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall

be imposed, under such regulations as the Commissioner of Customs
shall prescribe, with the approval of the Secretary, a tax upon articles
imported or brought into the United States as follows:

"(1) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope ninety-
two sugar degrees, 0.465 cent per pound, and for each additional
sugar degree shown by the polariscopic test, 0.00875 cent per pound
additional, and fractions of a degree in proportion;

"(2) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope less than
ninety-two sugar degrees 0.5144 cent per pound of the total sugars
therein;

"(3) On all articles composed in chief value of manufactured sugar
0.5144 cent per pound of the total sugars therein. 53 Stat. 428."

"SEC. 3507. Definitions.
"(b) Manufactured sugar.-The term 'manufactured sugar' means

any sugar derived from sugar beets or sugar cane, which is not to
be, and which shall not be, further refined or otherwise improved in
quality; except sugar in liquid form which contains nonsugar solids
(excluding any foreign substance that may have been added) equal
to more than 6 per centum of the total soluble solids, and except also
sirup of cane juice produced from sugar cane grown in continental
United States.

"The grades or types of sugar within the meaning of this definition
shall include, but shall not be limited to, granulated sugar, lump
sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, sugar in the form of blocks, cones,
or molded shapes, confectioners' sugar, washed sugar, centrifugal
sugar, clarified sugar, turbinado sugar, plantation white sugar, mus-
covado sugar, refiners' soft sugar, invert sugar mush, raw sugar, sirups,
molasses, and sugar mixtures.

"(c) Total sugars.-The term 'total sugars' means the total amount
of the sucrose (Clerget) and of the reducing or invert sugars. The
total sugars contained in any grade or type of manufactured sugar
shall be ascertained in the manner prescribed in paragraphs 758, 759,
762, and 763 of the United States Customs Regulations (1931 edition).
53 Stat. 428 and 429." (53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (426, 428, and 429, Ch. 2).

ANNEX XI

Constitution of the Philippines as amended to May 1, 1946.

"ARTICLE I.-THE NATIONAL TERRITORY
"SECTION 1. The Philippines comprises all the territory ceded to

the United States by the Treaty of Paris concluded between the
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"CHAPTER 32. Sugar. 
"SEc. 3500. Rate of Tax. 
"In addition to any other tax or duty imposed by law, there shall 

be imposed, under such regulations as the Commissioner of Customs 
shall prescribe, with the approval of the Secretary, a tax upon articles 
imported or brought into the United States as follows: 

"(1) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope ninety-
two sugar degrees, 0.465 cent per pound, and for each additional 
sugar degree shown by the polariscopic test, 0.00875 cent per pound 
additional, and fractions of a degree in proportion; 

"(2) On all manufactured sugar testing by the polariscope less than 
ninety-two sugar degrees 0.5144 cent per pound of the total sugars 
therein; 

"(3) On all articles composed in chief value of manufactured sugar 
0.5144 cent per pound of the total sugars therein. 53 Stat. 428." 

"SEc. 3507. Definitions. 
"(b) Manufactured sugar.—The term 'manufactured sugar' means 

any sugar derived from sugar beets or sugar cane, which is not to 
be, and which shall not be, further refined or otherwise improved in 
quality; except sugar in liquid form which contains nonsugar solids 
(excluding any foreign substance that may have been added) equal 
to more than 6 per centum of the total soluble solids, and except also 
sirup of cane juice produced from sugar cane grown in continental 
United States. 
"The grades or types of sugar within the meaning of this definition 

shall include, but shall not be limited to, granulated sugar, lump 
sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, sugar in the form of blocks, cones, 
or molded shapes, confectioners' sugar, washed sugar, centrifugal 
sugar, clarified sugar, turbinado sugar, plantation white sugar, mus-
covado sugar, refiners' soft sugar, invert sugar mush, raw sugar, sirups, 
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"(c) Total sugars.—The term 'total sugars' means the total amount 
of the sucrose (Clerget) and of the reducing or invert sugars. The 
total sugars contained in any grade or type of manufactured sugar 
shall be ascertained in the manner prescribed in paragraphs 758, 759, 
762, and 763 of the United States Customs Regulations (1931 edition). 
53 Stat. 428 and 429." (53 Stat.) Pt. 1 (426, 428, and 429, Ch. 2). 

ANNEX XI 

Constitution of the Philippines as amended to May 1, 1946. 

"ARTICLE I.— THE NATIONAL TERRITORY 
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the United States by the Treaty of Paris concluded between the 
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United States and Spain on the tenth day of December, eighteen hun-
dred and ninety-eight, the limits of which are set forth in Article III
of said treaty, together with all the islands embraced in the treaty
concluded at Washington, between the United States and Spain on
the seventh day of November, nineteen hundred, and in the treaty
concluded between the United States and Great Britain on the second
day of January, nineteen hundred and thirty, and all territory over
which the present Government of the Philippine Islands exercises
jurisdiction."

WHEREAS the Ambassador of the United States of America to the
Republic of the Philippines and the Vice-President and Concurrently
Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Philippines have
exchanged notes making certain clarifying amendments to said
agreement, which notes are in words and figures as follows:

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

October 22, 1946.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to make the following statement of my Govern-
ment's understanding of recent conversations held at Manila relative
to the correction of certain typographical errors in the Agreement
between the United States of America and the Republic of the Philip-
pines concerning Trade and Related Matters during a Transitional
Period following the Institution of Philippine Independence, signed
at Manila on July 4, 1946, and in the Protocol and the Annexes to
that Agreement, and relative to the making of certain clarifying
amendments therein.

Ante,p.2614. 1. In Article II, Paragraph 3, second sentence, (a) the phrase
"unrefined sugar specified in Item A" shall be changed to read "unre-
fined sugars specified in Item A", (b) the phrase "refined sugar speci-
fied in Item A-i" shall be changed to read "refined sugars specified in
Item A-i", and (c) the phrase "shall be allotted annually by the
Philippines" shall be changed to read "shall be allocated annually by
the Philippines".

Ane, p. 261. 2. The column headings of the Schedule to Article II and Items A
and A-i of such Schedule shall be changed to read as follows:

"I
U
tem Classes of Articl, Amouts

A Sugars 952,000 short tons,
A-1 of which not to exceed .................. .56,000 short tons

may be refined sugars, meaning 'direct-
consumption sugar' as defined in Section
101 of the Sugar Act of 1937 of the
United States which is set forth in part
as Annex I to this Agreement."

Ante, p. 2615. 3. In Item B of the Schedule to Article II the phrase "including
binding twines described" shall be changed to read "including bind-
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2. The column headings of the Schedule to Article II and Items A 
and A-1 of such Schedule shall be changed to read as follows: 

"Items Classes of Articles Atnaunts 

A Sugars 952,000 short tons, 
A-1 of which not to exceed   56,000 short tons 

may be refined sugars, meaning 'direct-
consumption sugar' as defined in Section 
101 of the Sugar Act of 1937 of the 
United States which is set forth in part 
as Annex I to this Agreement." 

3. In Item B of the Schedule to Article II the phrase "including 
binding twines described" shall be changed to read "including bind-
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ing twine described", and the word "Manila" shall be changed to
read "manila".

4. In Item G of the Schedule to Article II the word "Buttoms" Ante,p.2616.

should be changed to read "Buttons".
5. In Article III, Paragraph 1 the word "and" shall be inserted Ante, p. 2616

after the semicolon at the end of indented Subparagraph (a).
6. Article III, Paragraph 2 shall be changed to read as follows: Ante, p. 2616.

"2. If the President of the United States finds that the allocation
of any quota established pursuant to Paragraph 1 of this Article is
necessary to make the application of the quota just and reasonable
between the United States and the Philippines, the United States
shall have the right to provide the basis for the allocation of such
quota, and, if the United States exercises such right, the Philippines
will promptly put and keep in effect, on the basis provided by the
United States, the allocation of such quota."
7. In the last sentence of Article IV, Paragraph 2 the word "Sec- Ante, p. 2617

tions" shall be changed to read "Section".
8. In Article IV, Paragraph 5 the word "Manila" shall be changed Ante p. 2617-

to read "manila".
9. In Article V the phrase "into the United States dollars" shall Ante, p 2617-

be changed to read "into United States dollars".
10. In clause (b) of the first sentence of Article VIII, Paragraph 1 Ante p. 2619.

the phrase "and continnue in effect" shall be changed to read "and
continue in effect".

11. At the end of Article X, Paragraph 2 the phrase "six months' Ante, p-2621.

notice." shall be changed to read "six months' written notice."
12. In clause (5) of Subparagraph (d) of Paragraph 1 of the Protocol Ante p. 2623.

the phrase "weight or which consists of" shall be changed to read
"weight of which consists of".

13. In Annex II the word "Manila" shall be changed to read Ant
e, ' 2'2'.

"manila".
14. In the last sentence of Annex IV, Section 2300 delete the comma n"''t, 2627

after the word "milk".
15. In Annex V, Section 2320, Subsection (b) the phrase "used for Anl e, '. 2627

the purpose with the effect of" shall be changed to read "used for the
purpose or with the effect of".

16. At the end of Annex VII the date "May 30, 1946." shall be Ane, p. 2630.

changed to read "June 30, 1946."
17. In Annex X, Section 3507, Subsection (b) the phrase "sugar Ante.p.2631.

beets or sugar cane" shall be changed to "sugar beets or sugarcane".
Since this note includes the matters covered by the notes exchanged

on July 5, 1946 and July 16, 1946 relative to the correction of two
typographical errors in said Agreement of July 4, 1946, the present
exchange of notes shall supersede such earlier exchange of notes.

If the above provisions are acceptable to the Government of the
Republic of the Philippines this note and the reply signifying assent
thereto shall, if agreeable to that Government, be regarded as amend-
ing the said Agreement of July 4, 1946, and the Protocol and Annexes
thereto, and as constituting an integral part thereof.
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Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

PAUL V. MCNUTT
His Excellency

ELPIDIO QUIRINO,

Secretary for Foreign Affairs of the
Republic of the Philippines.

REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

MANILA, October 22, 1946

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date recording your Government's understanding of
recent conversations held at Manila relative to the correction of
certain typographical errors in the Agreement between the United
States of America and the Republic of the Philippines concerning trade
and related matters during a transitional period following the institu-
tion of Philippine Independence, signed at Manila on July 4, 1946,
and in the Protocol and the Annexes to that Agreement, and relative
to the making of certain clarifying amendments therein.

I have the honor to confirm your Excellency's statement with
regard to this matter and to state that my Government is agreeable
that your note and this reply signifying assent thereto shall be regarded
as amending the said Agreement of July 4, 1946, and the Protocol and
the Annexes thereto, and as constituting an integral part thereof.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

ELPIDIO QUIRINO

Vice-President and concurrently
Secretary of Foreign Affairs

His Excellency
PAUL V. McNuTT

American Ambassador to the Philippines
Manila

WHEREAS section 408 of the said Philippine Trade Act of 1946
provides as follows:

When the President of the United States determines that the
executive agreement entered into under section 401 has been ac-
cepted by the Congress of the Philippines by law and that the Con-
gress of the Philippines has enacted the legislation the enactment of
which is, under section 401, a condition precedent to the taking
effect of the agreement, he shall so proclaim, and in his proclamation
specify the effective date of the agreement.;
WHEREAS Article X of the said agreement provides that it shall not

take effect unless and until the Congress of the Philippines accepts it
by law and, except as otherwise expressly provided in the agreement,
has enacted such legislation as may be necessary to make all the
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Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

PAUL V. MCNUTT 
His Excellency 

ELPIDIO QUIRINO, 
Secretary for Foreign Affairs of the 

Republic of the Philippines. 

REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

M ANILA, October 22, 1946 

EXCELLENCY : 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
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as amending the said Agreement of July 4, 1946, and the Protocol and 
the Annexes thereto, and as constituting an integral part thereof. 

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

His Excellency 
PAUL V. McNurr 

American Ambassador to the Philippines 
Manila 

ELPIDIO QUIRINO 
Vice-President and concurrently 
Secretary of Foreign Affairs 

W HEREAS section 408 of the said Philippine Trade Act of 1946 
provides as follows: 

When the President of the United States determines that the 
executive agreement entered into under section 401 has been ac-
cepted by the Congress of the Philippines by law and that the Con-
gress of the Philippines has enacted the legislation the enactment of 
which is, under section 401, a condition precedent to the taking 
effect of the agreement, he shall so proclaim, and in his proclamation 
specify the effective date of the agreement.; 

W HEREAS Article X of the said agreement provides that it shall not 
take effect unless and until the Congress of the Philippines accepts it 
by law and, except as otherwise expressly provided in the agreement, 
has enacted such legislation as may be necessary to make all the 
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provisions of the agreement placing obligations on the Philippines
take effect as laws of the Philippines, and that the agreement shall
then be proclaimed by the President of the United States of America
and by the President of the Philippines, and shall enter into force on
the day following the date of such proclamations, or, if they are issued
on different dates, on the day following the later in date; and

WHEREAS the President of the United States of America has deter-
mined that the Congress of the Philippines by Act of July 3, 1946
accepted the aforesaid agreement and has enacted such legislation as
is required by said section 408 of the Philippine Trade Act of 1946 and
said Article X of the agreement;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, acting pursuant to the authority
conferred by the said section 408 of the Philippine Trade Act of 1946,
do hereby proclaim that the said agreement has been accepted by the
Congress of the Philippines by law and that the Congress of the
Philippines has enacted the legislation required as a condition prece-
dent to the taking effect of the agreement, and do proclaim the said
agreement and the said notes to the end that the same and every part
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United
States of America, the citizens of the United States of America, and
all other persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after the
day following the proclamation of the said agreement and the said
notes by the President of the Philippines as provided for in Article X
of the said agreement.

Following the said proclamation by the President of the Philippines,
I shall proclaim the date of entry into force of the said agreement and
the said notes.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this seventeenth day of December,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred

[SEAL] forty-six, and of the Independence of the United States
of America the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

JAMES F BYRNES
Secretary of State

Acceptance of agree-
ment by Congress of
the Philippines.

60 Stat. 154.
22 Stat. § 1348.
Ante, p. 2620.

Ante, p. 2620.
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By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 

Secretary of State 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, pursuant to the authority conferred by section 401 of
the Act of the Congress of the United States of America of April 30,
1946 entitled "Philippine Trade Act of 1946" (Public Law 371, 79th
Congress), the President of the United States of America through his
duly empowered Plenipotentiary entered into an agreement on
July 4, 1946 with the President of the Philippines;

WHEREAS on October 22, 1946 the Ambassador of the United
States of America to the Republic of the Philippines and the Vice-
President and Concurrently Secretary of Foreign Affairs of the Re-
public of the Philippines exchanged notes making certain clarifying
amendments to the said agreement;

WHEREAS, by proclamation of December 17, 1946, the President
of the United States of America proclaimed that the said agreement
has been accepted by the Congress of the Philippines by law and that
the Congress of the Philippines has enacted the legislation required
as a condition precedent to the taking effect of the agreement, and
proclaimed the said agreement, including the said notes, to the end
that the same and every part thereof may be observed and fulfilled
with good faith by the United States of America, the citizens of the
United States of America, and all other persons subject to the juris-
diction thereof on and after the day following the proclamation of the
said agreement by the President of the Philippines as provided for in
Article X of the said agreement; and

WHEREAS the said agreement and the said notes were proclaimed
by the President of the Philippines on January 1, 1947;

Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, supplementing my said proclamation
of December 17, 1946, do hereby proclaim that the said agreement
and the said notes entered into force on January 2, 1947, the day
following January 1, 1947, the date of the proclamation of the said
agreement and the said notes by the President of the Philippines.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this eighth day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven,

[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America
the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

JAMES F BYRNES
Secretary of State
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By the President: 
JAMES F BYRNES 
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HARRY S TRUMAN 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting prevention of abuses
of customs privileges at certain leased naval and air bases. Effected
by exchange of notes signed at Washington January 18 and February
21, 1946; effective February 21, 1946.

The British Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

BRITIBH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

No. 35 January 18th, 1946.
Ref: 265/2/46

SIR,
I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that the Government

of the United Kingdom has agreed to the following understanding
in respect of paragraph (1) (D) of Article XIV of the Agreement
for the Use and Operation of Certain Bases which was concluded
between the Governments of the United States and of the United
Kingdom at London on March 27th, 1941, insofar as that Agree-
ment relates to bases in Bermuda, in the Caribbean and in British
Guiana:

(a) By arrangement with the United States authorities, the Colo-
nial authorities will be shown and have explained to them the ad-
ministrative measures taken to prevent the unauthorised resale of
goods sold under Article XIV (1) (C) and other precautions taken
to prevent abuse of customs privileges granted under that Article.

(b) The United States authorities will undertake to ensure that
free importation is strictly limited to goods covered by the above-
mentioned Agreement and subsequent correspondence and, in par-
ticular, that goods outside the interpretation given by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom to Article XIV (1) (D) but within
that given to it by the Government of the United States (consumable
goods and goods acquired after first arrival) and presents are not
admitted free of duty unless they comply with the conditions already
agreed, i.e. they must be (i) of United States origin, if the Colonial
Government so requires, (ii) imported by (or presents for) United
States personnel described in Article XIV (1) (C), and (iii) imported
for the personal use of the recipient.

(c) This understanding and these arrangements are subject to and
without prejudice to reconsideration of the question ab initio in due
course.

(d) It is, of course, also understood that the United States will
continue to do all in their power to prevent any abuse of customs
privileges and that United States authorities will co-operate with

January 18 and
February 21, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1592]

55 Stat. 1566.

Cooperation with
Colonial authorities to
prevent abuses of cus-
toms privileges.

55 Stat. 1566.
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the Colonial authorities to this end at every level both in prevention
and in investigation of cases where there is evidence of leakage.

2. If the Government of the United States agrees to this under-
standing, I would suggest that the present Note and Your Excel-
lency's reply to that effect be regarded as placing it on record.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir,
Your most obedient humble Servant,

JOHN BALFOUR.
(For the Ambassador)

The Honourable DEAN AcHEsoN,
Acting Secretary of State,

Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

February 21, 1946
EXCErIjzrENCy:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note
no. 35 of January 18, 1946 (Ref: 265/2/46), stating that the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom has agreed to the following understand-
ing in respect of paragraph (1) (D) of Article XIV of the Agreement
for the Use and Operation of Certain Bases, which was concluded
between the Governments of the United States and of the United

55 stat. 156. Kingdom at London on March 27, 1941, in so far as that Agreement
relates to Bases in Bermuda, in the Caribbean and in British Guiana:

"(a) By arrangement with the United States authorities, the
Colonial authorities will be shown and have explained to them
the administrative measures taken to prevent the unauthorised re-msstat. 15e. sale of goods sold under Article XIV (1) (C) and other precau-
tions taken to prevent abuse of customs privileges granted under
that Article.

"(b) The United States authorities will undertake to ensure
that free importation is strictly limited to goods covered by the
above-mentioned Agreement and subsequent correspondence and,
in particular, that goods outside the interpretation given by the
Government of the United Kingdom to Article XIV (1) (D) but
within that given to it by the Government of the United States
(consumable goods and goods acquired after first arrival) and
presents are not admitted free of duty unless they comply with
the conditions already agreed, i.e. they must be (i) of United
States origin, if the Colonial Government so requires, (ii) im-
ported by (or presents for) United States personnel described in
Article XIV (1) (C), and (iii) imported for the personal use of
the recipient.

26382638 
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ing in respect of paragraph (1) (D) of Article XIV of the Agreement 
for the Use and Operation of Certain Bases, which was concluded 
between the Governments of the United States and of the United 
Kingdom at London on March 27, 1941, in so far as that Agreement 
relates to Bases in Bermuda, in the Caribbean and in British Guiana: 

"(a) By arrangement with the United States authorities, the 
Colonial authorities will be shown and have explained to them 
the administrative measures taken to prevent the unauthorised re-
sale of goods sold under Article XIV (1) (C) and other precau-
tions taken to prevent abuse of customs privileges granted under 
that Article. 

"(b) The United States authorities will undertake to ensure 
that free importation is strictly limited to goods covered by the 
above-mentioned Agreement and subsequent correspondence and, 
in particular, that goods outside the interpretation given by the 
Government of the United Kingdom to Article XIV (1) (D) but 
within that given to it by the Goverment of the United States 
(consumable goods and goods acquired after first arrival) and 
presents are not admitted free of duty unless they comply with 
the conditions already agreed, i.e. they must be (i) of United 
States origin, if the Colonial Government so requires, (ii) im-
ported by (or presents for) United States personnel described in 
Article XIV (1) (C), and (iii) imported for the personal use of 
the recipient. 
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"(c) This understanding and these arrangements are subject to
and without prejudice to reconsideration of the question ab initio
in due course.

"(d) It is, of course, also understood that the United States will
continue to do all in their power to prevent any abuse of customs
privileges and that United States authorities will co-operate with
the Colonial authorities to this end at every level both in prevention
and in investigation of cases where there is evidence of leakage."
In reply I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the

Government of the United States agrees with the above understand-
ing and that Your Excellency's note and this reply will be regarded
as placing it on record.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Secretary of State:
DONALD RUSSEr,

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

THE EARL OF HALIFAX, KG.,
British Ambassador.
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"(c) This understanding and these arrangements are subject to 
and without prejudice to reconsideration of the question ab initio 
in due course. 

"(d) It is, of course, also understood that the United States will 
continue to do all in their power to prevent any abuse of customs 
privileges and that United States authorities will co-operate with 
the Colonial authorities to this end at every level both in prevention 
and in investigation of cases where there is evidence of leakage." 

In reply I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the 
Government of the United States agrees with the above understand-
ing and that Your Excellency's note and this reply will be regarded 
as placing it on record. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 
DONALD RUSSELL 

His Excellency 
The Right Honorable 

THE EARL OF HALIFAX, K.G., 
Briash, Ambassador. 
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March 21, 1947 Agreement between the United States of America and the Union ofT. I. A. S. 1593] South Africa respecting a mutual aid settlement. Effected by exchange
of notes signed at Washington March 21, 1947; effective March 21,
1947.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister of the Union of
South Africa

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 21, 1947
SIR:

Representatives of the Governments of the United States of Amer-
ica and the Union of South Africa have now finished their discussions
concerning the settlement of Lend-Lease, Reciprocal Aid, Surplus
War Property and Claims. Accord has been reached on all points
as set forth in the accompanying document, which gives complete terms
of the overall settlement accepted by both sides.

The Government of the United States of America hereby signifies
its acceptance of the terms and conditions of settlement set forth in
the accompanying document entitled "Agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the
Union of South Africa on Settlement for Lend-Lease, Reciprocal
Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims" and suggests that this note
and your reply indicating acceptance by the Government of the Union
of South Africa be regarded as placing on record the agreement of
our two Governments in this matter, to take effect on this date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
DEAN AOHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Enclosure:

Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the Union of South Africa.

The Honorable
H. T. ANDREWs,

Minister of the Union of South Africa.
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March 21, 1947 
LT. L A. S. 1593] Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of 

South Africa respecting a mutual aid settlement. Effected by exchange 
of notes signed at Washington March 21, 1947; effective March 21, 
1947. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister of the Union of 
South Africa 

SIR: 
Representatives of the Governments of the United States of Amer-

ica and the Union of South Africa have now finished their discussions 
concerning the settlement of Lend-Lease, Reciprocal Aid, Surplus 
War Property and Claims. Accord has been reached on all points 
as set forth in the accompanying document, which gives complete terms 
of the overall settlement accepted by both sides. 
The Government of the United States of America hereby signifies 

its acceptance of the terms and conditions of settlement set forth in 
the accompanying document entitled "Agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the 
Union of South Africa on Settlement for Lend-Lease, Reciprocal 
Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims" and suggests that this note 
and your reply indicating acceptance by the Government of the Union 
of South Africa be regarded as placing on record the agreement of 
our two Governments in this matter, to take effect on this date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 
March 21, 1947 

Enclosure: 

Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the 
Government of the Union of South Africa. 

The Honorable 
H. T. ANDREWS, 

Minister of the Union of South, Africa. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
ON SETTLEMENT FOR LEND-LEASE, RECIPROCAL AID, SURPLUS WAR
PROPERTY, AND CLAIMS

The Government of the United States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Union of South Africa have reached agreement as
set forth below regarding settlement for all lend-lease and reciprocal
aid, for the surplus war property specified herein, and for the financial
claims of each Government against the other arising as the result of
World War II. This settlement is complete and final. Both Gov-
ernments, in arriving at this settlement, have taken full cognizance
of the benefits already received by them in the defeat of their common
enemies, and of the aid furnished by each Government to the other
in the course of the war. No further benefits will be sought as con-
sideration for lend-lease or reciprocal aid, for the surplus war property
specified herein, or for the settlement of claims or other obligations
arising out of the war, except as herein specifically provided.

In reaching this agreement, the two Governments, pursuant to the
general obligations assumed by them in the exchange of notes dated
April 17, 1945, in Washington, D. C., reaffirm their intention to
cooperate in formulating a program of agreed action, open to partici-
pation by all countries of like mind, directed to the expansion, by ap-
propriate international and domestic measures, of production, employ-
ment, and the exchange and consumption of goods, to the elimination
of all forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce,
and to the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers. To this end,
the two governments have reached substantial mutual accord on
agreements relating to air transportation, telecommunications and
the avoidance of double estate and income taxation.

1. (a) The term "lend-lease article" as used in this Agreement means
any article transferred by the Government of the United States of
America under the Act of March 11, 1941;

(i) to the Government of the Union of South Africa, or
(ii) to any other Government and retransferred to the Govern-

ment of the Union of South Africa.

(b) The term "reciprocal aid article" as used in this Agreement
means any article transferred by the Government of the Union of
South Africa to the Government of the United States of America under
reciprocal aid.

2. The net sum due from the Union of South Africa to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, over and above any payments
heretofore made, for the settlement of lend-lease and reciprocal aid,
for acquisition of surplus war property specified herein, and for
settlement of net outstanding claims covered by this Agreement, shall
be One Hundred Million United States dollars, one-half of this sum

60 Stat. 1679.

"eInd-lense article."

5. Stat. 31.
22 U. S. C. §§411-

419.

"Reciprocal aid ar-
ticle."

Net sum due from
Union of South Africa.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
ON SETTLEMENT FOR LEND-LEASE, RECIPROCAL AID, SURPLUS WAR 
PROPERTY, AND CLAIMS 

The Government of the United States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Union of South Africa have reached agreement as 
set forth below regarding settlement for all lend-lease and reciprocal 
aid, for the surplus war property specified herein, and for the financial 
claims of each Government against the other arising as the result of 
World War II. This settlement is complete and final. Both Gov-
ernments, in arriving at this settlement, have taken full cognizance 
of the benefits already received by them in the defeat of their common 
enemies, and of the aid furnished by each Government to the other 
in the course of the war. No further benefits will be sought as con-
sideration for lend-lease or reciprocal aid, for the surplus war property 
specified herein, or for the settlement of claims or other obligations 
arising out of the war, except as herein specifically provided. 
In reaching this agreement, the two Governments, pursuant to the 

general obligations assumed by them in the exchange of notes dated 
April 17, 1945, in Washington, D. C., reaffirm their intention to 
cooperate in formulating a program of agreed action, open to partici-
pation by all countries of like mind, directed to the expansion, by ap-
propriate international and domestic measures, of production, employ-
ment, and the exchange and consumption of goods, to the elimination 
of all forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce, 
and to the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers. To this end, 
the two governments have reached substantial mutual accord on 
agreements relating to air transportation, telecommunications and 
the avoidance of double estate and income taxation. 

1. (a) The term "lend-lease article" as used in this Agreement means 
any article transferred by the Government of the United States of 
America under the Act of March 11, 1941; 

(i) to the Government of the Union of South Africa, or 
(ii) to any other Government and retransf erred to the Govern-

ment of the Union of South Africa. 

(b) The term "reciprocal aid article" as used in this Agreement 
means any article transferred by the Government of the Union of 
South Africa to the Government of the United States of America under 
reciprocal aid. 

2. The net sum due from the Union of South Africa to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, over and above any payments 
heretofore made, for the settlement of lend-lease and reciprocal aid, 
for acquisition of surplus war property specified herein, and for 
settlement of net outstanding claims covered by this Agreement, shall 
be One Hundred Million United States dollars, one-half of this sum 

60 Stat. 1679. 

"Lend-lease article." 

M Stat. 31. 
22 U. S. C. §1, 411-

"Reciprocal aid ar-
ticle." 

Net sum due from 
Union of South Africa. 
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Acquisition of title
to designated articles
by Union of South
Africa.

Acquisition of title
to reciprocal aid arti-
cles by U. S.

Return of vessels by
Union of South Africa

Settlement and pay-
ment of claims by
Union o South Africa.

Waivr of claims.

Nonapplicability.
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being payable within thirty (30) days, the remaining half within one
hundred eighty (180) days, from the date on which this Agreement
becomes effective.

3. The Government of the Union of South Africa hereby acquires
full title, without qualification as to disposition or use, to all lend-
lease articles in the possession of the Government of the Union of
South Africa, its agents or transferees, on the date of this Agreement,
except vessels covered by paragraph 6 of this Agreement; provided
that the Government of the Union of South Africa hereby agrees
not to transfer to any third country, without the prior consent of the
Government of the United States of America and without payment
of any proceeds to the Government of the United States of America,
any lend-lease article held by it in the categories of arms, ammunition
and lethal weapons. The Government of the Union of South Africa,
upon completion of the necessary formalities, shall receive full title,
without qualification as to disposition or use, to items of property
listed in the Schedule attached hereto.

4. The Government of the United States of America hereby acquires
full title, without qualification as to disposition or use, to all reciprocal
aid articles in the possession of the Government of the United States
of America, its agents or transferees, on the date of this Agreement.

5. This Agreement does not cover articles of lend-lease origin,
regardless of their present location, with respect to which the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa has not acknowledged responsibility
or accountability to the Government of the United States of America
(even if such articles are now in the physical possession of the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa, its agents or transferees) except
as such articles may be listed in the Schedule attached hereto.

6. The Government of the Union of South Africa will, unless other-
wise agreed, return as soon as possible after receiving notice of the
request for return all vessels procured or constructed out of funds
appropriated to the United States Navy Department or the United
States Maritime Commission and transferred to it under lend-lease.

7. (a) The Government of the Union of South Africa hereby
assumes responsibility for the settlement and payment of all claims
against the Government of the United States of America or members
of the United States Armed Forces arising from acts or omissions
occurring before June 30, 1946, in the course of military duties of
members of the United States Armed Forces in the Union of South
Africa.

(b) All financial claims whatsoever of one Government against
the other which (i) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid, or (ii)
otherwise arose on or after September 3, 1939 and prior to September
2, 1945, out of or incidental to the conduct of World War II are
hereby waived, and neither Government will hereafter raise or pursue
any such claims against the other. The foregoing waiver shall not
be applicable to claims of the Government of the United States of
America against the Government of the Union of South Africa arising
out of cash reimbursement orders for lend-lease articles filed by
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being payable within thirty (30) days, the remaining half within one 
hundred eighty (180) days, from the date on which this Agreement 
becomes effective. 

3. The Government of the Union of South Africa hereby acquires 
full title, without qualification as to disposition or use, to all lend-
lease articles in the possession of the Government of the Union of 
South Africa, its agents or transferees, on the date of this Agreement, 
except vessels covered by paragraph 6 of this Agreement; provided 
that the Government of the Union of South Africa hereby agrees 
not to transfer to any third country, without the prior consent of the 
Government of the United States of America and without payment 
of any proceeds to the Government of the United States of America, 
any lend-lease article held by it in the categories of arms, ammunition 
and lethal weapons. The Government of the Union of South Africa, 
upon completion of the necessary formalities, shall receive full title, 
without qualification as to disposition or use, to items of property 
listed in the Schedule attached hereto. 

4. The Government of the United States of America hereby acquires 
full title, without qualification as to disposition or use, to all reciprocal 
aid articles in the possession of the Government of the United States 
of America, its agents or transferees, on the date of this Agreement. 

5. This Agreement does not cover articles of lend-lease origin, 
regardless of their present location, with respect to which the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa has not acknowledged responsibility 
or accountability to the Government of the United States of America 
(even if such articles are now in the physical possession of the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa, its agents or transferees) except 
as such articles may be listed in the Schedule attached hereto. 

6. The Government of the Union of South Africa will, unless other-
wise agreed, return as soon as possible after receiving notice of the 
request for return all vessels procured or constructed out of funds 
appropriated to the United States Navy Department or the United 
States Maritime Commission and transferred to it under lend-lease. 

7. (a) The Government of the Union of South Africa hereby 
assumes responsibility for the settlement and payment of all claims 
against the Government of the United States of America or members 
of the United States Armed Forces arising from acts or omissions 
occurring before June 30, 1946, in the course of military duties of 
members of the United States Armed Forces in the Union of South 
Africa. 

(b) All financial claims whatsoever of one Government against 
the other which (i) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid, or (ii) 
otherwise arose on or after September 3, 1939 and prior to September 
2, 1945, out of or incidental to the conduct of World War II are 
hereby waived, and neither Government will hereafter raise or pursue 
any such claims against the other. The foregoing waiver shall not 
be applicable to claims of the Government of the United States of 
America against the Government of the Union of South Africa arising 
out of cash reimbursement orders for lend-lease articles filed by 
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to reciprocal aid arti-
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the Union of South Africa; however, such portion of the sum of
$100 million payable under paragraph 2 above as may be necessary
to discharge the obligations of the Government of the Union of South
Africa in connection with these existing arrangements shall be used
for this purpose and no additional payment of any kind shall be
required. The foregoing waiver shall also not be applicable to claims
submitted in accordance with the practice whereby one Government
espouses a claim of one of its nationals and presents it through diplo-
matic channels to the other Government.

8. In consideration of the mutual undertakings of this Agreement,
the two Governments hereby waive all claims whatsoever of one
Government against the other arising out of all disposals made by
the War Stores Disposal Board of the Union of South Africa of
articles title to which is acquired by the Union of South Africa
under this Agreement.

9. In connection with property acquired under this Agreement, the Importation of sur-
plus property intoGovernment of the Union of South Africa will observe and will call u s

the attention of any transferee to the regulations of the United States
Department of State which prohibit, except in certain cases, the impor-
tation into the United States of America of surplus property sold in
foreign areas.

10. Both Governments, when they dispose of articles acquired pur- Avoidance of dis.
crimination in dis-suant to the terms of this Agreement, will use their best endeavors posal of articles.

to avoid discrimination against the legitimate interests of the manu-
facturers or producers of such articles, or their agents or distributors,
in each country.

11. This Agreement shall take effect on the date of its acceptance Post. . 2647.
by both Governments.

SCHEDULE

Property to which the Union of South Africa shall receive full title
on a "where is, as is" basis upon completion of the necessary formal-
ities of transfer.

A. This category comprises property located in the Union of South
Africa noted as "B L/L Material Held by U. K. Government" on a
list headed "Lend Lease Material on hand in South Africa which
Union Government is prepared to consider purchasing." handed
the United States negotiators by the South African negotiators on
August 7, 1946 and consists of items thereon as follows:

(vii) 25 C-47 Aircraft.
(viii) 25 Vega P. V. 1. Aircraft.
(ix) 120 Harvard Aircraft.
(x) 60 Spare P. & W. Engines for Harvard Aircraft.
(xi) Spares to maintain 80 Harvards and their engines.
(xii) 60 P. & W. Engines (R 1830-90 C) and American Pro-

peller and instrument equipment installed in 15 Sun-
derland Aircraft.

(xiii) 14 P. & W. Engines R 1830-90 C (spares for Sunder-
land).

Property located in
Union of South Africa.
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the Union of South Africa; however, such portion of the sum of 
$100 million payable under paragraph 2 above as may be necessary 
to discharge the obligations of the Government of the Union of South 
Africa in connection with these existing arrangements shall be used 
for this purpose and no additional payment of any kind shall be 
required. The foregoing waiver shall also not be applicable to claims 
submitted in accordance with the practice whereby one Government 
espouses a claim of one of its nationals and presents it through diplo-
matic channels to the other Government. 

8. In consideration of the mutual undertakings of this Agreement, 
the two Governments hereby waive all claims whatsoever of one 
Government against the other arising out of all disposals made by 
the War Stores Disposal Board of the Union of South Africa of 
articles title to which is acquired by the Union of South Africa 
under this Agreement. 

9. In connection with property acquired under this Agreement, the 
Government of the Union of South Africa will observe and will call 
the attention of any transferee to the regulations of the United States 
Department of State which prohibit, except in certain cases, the impor-
tation into the United States of America of surplus property sold in 
foreign areas. 

10. Both Governments, when they dispose of articles acquired pur-
suant to the terms of this Agreement, will use their best endeavors 
to avoid discrimination against the legitimate interests of the manu-
facturers or producers of such articles, or their agents or distributors, 
in each country. 

11. This Agreement shall take effect on the date of its acceptance 
by both Governments. 

SCHEDULE 

Property to which the Union of South Africa shall receive full title 
on a "where is, as is" basis upon completion of the necessary formal-
ities of transfer. 

A. This category comprises property located in the Union of South 
Africa noted as "B L/L Material Held by U. K. Government" on a 
list headed "Lend Lease Material on hand in South Africa which 
Union Government is prepared to consider purchasing." handed 
the United States negotiators by the South African negotiators on 
August 7, 1946 and consists of items thereon as follows: 

(vii) 25 C-47 Aircraft. 
(viii) 25 Vega P. V. 1. Aircraft. 
(ix) 120 Harvard Aircraft. 
(x) 60 Spare P. & W. Engines for Harvard Aircraft. 
(xi) Spares to maintain 80 Harvards and their engines. 
(xii) 60 P. & W. Engines (R 1830-90 C) and American Pro-

peller and instrument equipment installed in 15 Sun-
derland Aircraft. 

(xiii) 14 P. & W. Engines R 1830-90 C (spares for Sunder-
land). 

Importation of sur-
Vus property into 

Avoidance of dis-
crimination in dis-
posal of articles. 
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Property for re- B. This category comprises property consent to the retransfer oftransfer in Italy.
which from U.K. Military Holdings in Italy to the South African
Forces in Italy is given in letter from the Lend Lease Adminis-
trator, State Department to British Army Staff dated January 3,
1947 [] and consists of property listed below. It should be noted
that the consent to retransfer of January 3, 1947 specifically does
not cover any items which might no longer have been available at
the time and that, therefore, the quantities listed below are sub-
ject to revision to that effect.

Tank Sherman 1BM4 (105mm)
11A M4A1 (76mm)

" 10 M4 (17 pr)
" ARV T/5 M32B1

GMC 3-in M10 (SP)
Tank Amn (to match the above)

76-mm H.E.
76-mm A.P.
76-mm Smoke
105-mm H.E.
105-mm AP.
105-mm Smoke

Car 5 cwt 4 x 4
Trailer 5 cwt 2 wh Amphibian GS
Tractors Gun 5.5 in (Mack)
Tractors Gun 3.7 in H.A.A. (Mack)
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Machy GMC
Lorry 5 ton 4/6 wh Tech Machy Shop GMC
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Instruments Wksp GMO
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Welding GMC
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Machy type Z GMO
6 x 6 Wrecker B/D Ward la France
Tractor tracked D4 Bulldozer Caterpillar
Tractor tracked D7 Bulldozer Caterpillar
Tractor tracked D8 Caterpillar
Tractor 6 x 4 B/D Diamond T
Tractor 6 x 4 B/D Mack
Tractor 6 x 6 B/D Diamond T
Tptr 20 ton 6x4-4 Semi trailer Federal
Tractor 6x4 for 40 ton Tptr trailer Diamond T
Trailer 40 ton 24 wh Tptr Rogers
Compressors Ingersoll Rand K160 Truck Mtd

" 4 " Portable
" " " K210 "
" Le Rol K160 Truck Mtd
S " " Portable

" Chicago Pneumatic K21Q Truck Mtd
" " " K500 Portable

" Davey D160 Portable
Compressor Davey CD 14 Portable
Compressors Gardner Denver BUG4010 Stationary
Compressors Curtiss 50 cu/ft/min approx Stationary

Curtiss 210 cu/ft/min approx Stationary
Sullivan 160 cu/ft/min Stationary

15
67
15
1

24

89,000
34,500
13,500
20,000
7,500
3,000

2
2
9
2
3
2
1
1
2
6
4
1
2
4
6
1
2
8
2
2

12
2
6
1
6
2
7
1
1
3
1
1

[Not printed.]
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Property for re-
transfer in Italy. B. This category comprises property consent to the retransfer of 

which from U.K. Military Holdings in Italy to the South African 
Forces in Italy is given in letter from the Lend Lease Adminis-
trator, State Department to British Army Staff dated January 3, 
1917[9 and consists of property listed below. It should be noted 
that the consent to retransfer of January 3, 1947 specifically does 
not cover any items which might no longer have been available at 
the time and that, therefore, the quantities listed below are sub-
ject to revision to that effect. 

Tank Sherman 1BM4 (105mm) 15 
if 11A M4A1 (76mm) 67 

10 M4 (17 pr) 15 
" ARV T/5 M32B1 1 

GMC 3-in M.10 (SP) 24 
Tank Amn (to match the above) 
76-mm H.E. 89,000 
76-mm A.P. 34,500 
76-mm Smoke 13,500 
105-mm H.E. 20,000 
105-mm A.P. 7,500 
105-mm Smoke 3, 000 

Car5ewt4x4 2 
Trailer 5 cwt 2 wh Amphibian GS 2 
Tractors Gun 5.5 in (Mack) 9 
Tractors Gun 3.7 in H.A.A. (Mack) 2 
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Machy GMC 
Lorry 5 ton 4/6 wh Tech Machy Shop GMC 2 
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Instruments Wksp GMC 1 
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Welding GMC 1 
Lorry 3 ton 4/6 wh Machy type Z GMC 2 
6 x 6 Wrecker B/D Ward la France 6 
Tractor tracked D4 Bulldozer Caterpillar 4 
Tractor tracked 07 Bulldozer Caterpillar 1 
Tractor tracked D8 Caterpillar 2 
Tractor 6 x 4 B/D Diamond T 4 
Tractor 6 x 4 B/D Mack 5 
Tractor 6 x 6 B/D Diamond T 1 
Tptr 20 ton 6x4 - 4 Semi trailer Federal 2 
Tractor 6x4 for 40 ton Tptr trailer Diamond T 8 
Trailer 40 ton 24 wh Tptr Rogers 2 
Compressors Ingersoll Rand K160 Truck Mtd 2 

64 64 " " Portable 12 

" K210 a 2 
IS Le Roi K160 Truck Mtd 6 

" " " Portable 1 
Chicago Pneumatic K210 Truck Mtd 6 

44 It tl K500 Portable 2 
44 Davey D160 Portable 

Compressor Davey CD 14 Portable 1 
Compressors Gardner Denver BUG4010 Stationary 1 
Compressors Curtiss 50 cu/ft/min approx Stationary 3 

ft Curtiss 210 en/ft/min approx Stationary 1 
ft Sullivan 160 en/ft/min Stationary 1 

[Not printed.] 
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Bulldozers with PCU Caterpillar D8 2
D7 3
D6 3

" "Hysterwinch Caterpillar D4 1
" Cable operated Caterpillar D7 2

" W/out PCU Caterpillar D6 1
" " " D4 2

Angledozers with PCU Caterpillar DS 6
" D7 8

"D6 8
" D4 3

Angledozers with Hyster winch Caterpillar D8 1
W/out PCU Caterpillar D8 1

. " D4 5
Tractors Solo Caterpillar D8 1

D4 8
" With PCU Caterpillar D8 4

. . 4 D7 5
Tptr Tractors wh M/30 Caterpillar 1
Tptr Tractors Diamond T 4
Tptr Tractors Federal 4
Tptr Tractors Mack 10 ton 4
Tptr Tractors Mack 6 ton 1
Trailers Rogers 40 ton 6
Trailers Rogers 30 ton 4
Trailers Rogers 10 ton 1
Trailers Federal 4
Trailers 8 wh Tech Mob Wksp Frenhauf 1
Trailers Machy Freuhauf 1
Trailers 8 wh Stores Freuhauf 2
Truck 6x6 Tech Mob Wksp USA GMC 1
Excavators Michigan Truck Mtd 2
Excavators Quickway Truck Mtd 1
Motor Graders Caterpillar 12 9
Motor Graders Caterpillar Auto 112 6
Motor Graders Gallon 101 Pet 1
Graders Caterpillar (;6 drawn blade 5
Graders Adams drawn blade 1
Crane D4 Caterpillar 1
Crane Truck Mtd type "E" Quickway 1
Crane T61 Michigan 1
Crane WII P and ll 8 ton 1
Scrapers 8 cu yd Tourneau Carryall 3
Scrapers 6 cu yd Tourneau Carryall 4
Rooters Le Tourneau S8 1

" 30 2
Rippers Le Tourneau 3
Timte Trailer with following accessories for Quickway Crane,

Clamshell and Dragline 2
Machine Spray Painting Curtiss 4
Plant Spray Painting Aerograph 2
Welding Plants Electric Hobart 17
Welding Plants Dual Arc 2
Welding Plants Electric Portable 4
Welding Plants Electric Arc 1
Pillar Drilling Machine Pollard Corna 1
Milling Machine Milwaukee 1
Grinder Pedestal 1
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Bulldozers with PCU Caterpillar D8 2 
if D7 3 

44 41 11 D6 3 

46 " Hysterwinch Caterpillar 134 1 

Cable operated Caterpillar D7 2 
11 W/Ont PCU Caterpillar D6 1 
16 41 /6 D4 2 

Angledozers with PCU Caterpillar DS 6 
66 16 D7 

46 IS 16 D6 8 

16 46 41 134 3 

Angledozers with Hyster winch Caterpillar D8 1 

W/011t PCU Caterpillar D8 1 
11 66 16 11 D4 5 

Tractors Solo Caterpillar D8 1 
61 66 134 8 

" With PCU Caterpillar D8 4 
46 14 14 D7 5 

Tptr Tractors wh M/30 Caterpillar 1 
Tptr Tractors Diamond T 4 
Tptr Tractors Federal 4 

Tptr Tractors Mack 10 ton 4 
Tptr Tractors Mack 6 ton 1 

Trailers Rogers 40 ton 6 

Trailers Rogers 30 ton 4 
Trailers Rogers 10 ton 1 

Trailers Federal 4 

Trailers 8 wh Tech Mob Wksp Freuhauf 1 
Trailers Machy Freuhauf 1 

Trailers 8 wh Stores Freuhauf 2 

Truck 6x6 Tech Mob Wksp USA GMC 1 
Excavators Michigan Truck Mtd 2 
Excavators Quickway Truck Mtd 1 

Motor Graders Caterpillar 12 9 
Motor Graders Caterpillar Auto 112 6 

Motor Graders Galion 101 Pet 1 
Graders Caterpillar 66 drawn blade 5 

Graders Adams drawn blade 1 
Crane D4 Caterpillar 1 
Crane Truck Mtd type "E" Quickway 1 
Crane T61 Michigan 1 

Crane WIT P and H 8 ton 1 
Scrapers 8 Cu yd Tourneau Carryall 3 

Scrapers 6 en yd Tourneau Carryall 4 
Rooters Le Tourneau S8 1 

K30 2 
Rippers Le Tourneau 3 

Timte Trailer with following accessories for Quickway Crane, 
Clamshell and Dragline 2 

Machine Spray Painting Curtiss 4 
Plant Spray Painting Aerograph 9 

Welding Plants Electric Hobart 17 

Welding Plants Dual Arc 2 

Welding Plants Electric Portable 4 
Welding Plants Electric Arc 1 
Pillar Drilling Machine Pollard Coma 1 

Milling Machine Milwaukee 1 
Grinder Pedestal 1 
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Furnace Heat Treatment 1
Machine Drilling Sets Pollard 1
Generator Set 50 Kva Caterpillar D8/D4 4
Pipe Screwing Machine Osler 1
Press Straightening Machine Weaver 1
Bandsaw 1
Generating Sets "Buddha" 31.2 kva 2 20/380v 2
Rifle No. 4 MK-1 "T" Snipers 60

Boats shipped to C. This category comprises property shipped to South Africa underSouth Africa under
requisition. requisition filed by the British Admiralty Delegation and consists

of the following:

11 Miami 63 ft. Aircraft Rescue Boats

The Government of the Union of South Africa shall offer these
boats for return to the Government of the United States after
which title shall be transferred to the Union of South Africa in
accordance with procedures for the disposal of surplus property.
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Boats shipped to 
South Africa under 
requisition. 

Furnace Heat Treatment 1 
Machine Drilling Sets Pollard 1 
Generator Set 50 Kva Caterpillar D8/D4 4 
Pipe Screwing Machine Osier 1 
Press Straightening Machine Weaver 1 
Bandsaw 1 
Generating Sets "Buddha" 31.2 kva 220/380v 2 
Rifle No. 4 MK-1 "T" Snipers 60 

C. This category comprises property shipped to South Africa under 
requisition filed by the British Admiralty Delegation and consists 
of the following: 

11 Miami 63 ft. Aircraft Rescue Boats 

The Government of the Union of South Africa shall offer these 
boats for return to the Government of the United States after 
which title shall be transferred to the Union of South Africa in 
accordance with procedures for the disposal of surplus property. 
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The Minister of the Union of South Africa to the Acting Secretary of
State

LEGATION OF

THE UNION OF SoUTH AFRICA

c. 84 WASHINGTON 8, D. C.

21st March, 1947.

SIR,
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of today's

date concerning the discussions which have taken place between rep-

resentatives of our two Governments on the subject of the settlement

of Lend-Lease and related matters, and setting forth terms and con-

ditions which are acceptable to the Government of the United States

of America in a document attached thereto entitled, "Agreement be-

tween the Government of the United States of America and the Gov-

ernment of the Union of South Africa on Settlement for Lend-Lease,

Reciprocal Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims".
At the direction of my Government, I have the honour to state that

the terms and conditions contained in the document which accom-

panied your Note are acceptable to the Government of the Union of

South Africa.
The Government of the Union of South Africa agrees that your Note

and this reply shall be regarded as placing on record the Agreement

of our two Governments in this matter, and that the Agreement shall Effective date.

take effect on this date.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

H. T. ANDREWS
The Honourable DEAN ACHESON,

Acting Secretary of State
of the United States of America,

Department of State,
Washington, D.C.
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The Minister of the Union of South Africa to the Acting Secretary of 
State 

LEGATION OF 
THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 

C. 84 W ASHINGTON 8, D. C. 
21st March, 1947. 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of today's 
date concerning the discussions which have taken place between rep-
resentatives of our two Governments on the subject of the settlement 
of Lend-Lease and related matters, and setting forth terms and con-
ditions which are acceptable to the Government of the United States 
of America in a document attached thereto entitled, "Agreement be-
tween the Government of the United States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Union of South Africa on Settlement for Lend-Lease, 
Reciprocal Aid, Surplus War Property, and Claims". 
At the direction of my Government, I have the honour to state that 

the terms and conditions contained in the document which accom-
panied your Note are acceptable to the Government of the Union of 

South Africa. 
The Government of the Union of South Africa agrees that your Note 

and this reply shall be regarded as placing on record the Agreement 
of our two Governments in this matter, and that the Agreement shall 
take effect on this date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
H. T. ANDREWS 

The Honourable DEAN ACHESON, 
Acting Secretary of State 

of the United States of America, 
Department of State, 

Washington, D.C. 
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Effective date. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and other governments June 14, 1946

respecting reparation to non-repatriable victims of German action. [T. I. A. S. 1594]

Signed at Paris June 14, 1946; effective June 14, 1946.

AGREEMENT

ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A REPARA-
TION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS
OF GERMAN ACTION
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Agreement between the United States of America and other governments  June 14, 1946  
respecting reparation to non-repatriable victims of German action. IT. I. A. S. 1594] 

Signed at Paris June 14, 1946; effective June 14, 1946. 

AGREEMENT 

ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A REPARA-
TION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS 
OF GERMAN ACTION 
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AGREEMENT ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A REPARA-
TION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS OF GERMAN
ACTION.

In accordance with the provisions of Article 8 of the Final Act of
Pst, p. 3171. the Paris Conference on Reparation, the Governments of the United

States of America, France, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia, in consultation with the Inter-Governmental Committee
on Refugees, have worked out, in common agreement, the following
plan to aid in the rehabilitation and resettlement of nonrepatriable
victims of German action. In working out this plan the signatory
Powers have been guided by the intent of Article 8, and the procedures
outlined below are based on its terms:

Distribution of
funds.

Use of assets for re-
habilitation, etc.

Poet, p. 3173.

In recognition of special and urgent circumstances, the sum of
$25,000,000, having been made available by Allied governments as a
priority on the proceeds of the liquidation of German assets in neutral
countries, is hereby placed at the disposal of the Inter-Governmental
Committee on Refugees or its successor organization for distribution
to appropriate public and private field organizations as soon as they
have submitted practicable programs in accordance with this Agree-
ment.

A. It is the unanimous and considered opinion of the Five Powers
that in light of Paragraph H of Article 8 of the Paris Agreement on
Reparation, the assets becoming available should be used not for
the compensation of individual victims but for the rehabilitation and
resettlement of persons in eligible classes, and that expenditures on
rehabilitation shall be considered as essential prepatory outlays to
resettlement. Since all available statistics indicate beyond any
reasonable doubt that the overwhelming majority of eligible persons
under the provisions of Article 8 are Jewish, all assets except as
specified in Paragraph B below are allocated for the rehabilitation
and resettlement of eligible Jewish victims of Nazi action, among
whom children should receive preferential assistance. Eligible Jewish
victims of Nazi action are either refugees from Germany or Austria
who do not desire to return to these countries, or German and Austrian
Jews now resident in Germany or Austria who desire to emigrate,
or Jews who were nationals or former nationals of previously occupied
countries and who were victims of Nazi concentration camps or
concentration camps established by regimes under Nazi influence.

B. The sum of $2,500,000, amounting to ten percent, arising out of
the $25,000,000 priority on the proceeds of German assets in neutral
countries, ten percent of the proceeds of the "non-monetary gold",
and five percent of the "heirless funds" shall be administered by the
Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its successor organi-
zation through appropriate public and private organizations for the
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Post, P. 3171. 

Distribution of 
funds. 

Use of assets for re-
habilitation, etc. 

Post, D. 3173. 

AGREEMENT ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A REPARA-
TION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS OF GERMAN 
ACTION. 

In accordance with the provisions of Article 8 of the Final Act of 
the Paris Conference on Reparation, the Governments of the United 
States of America, France, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia and 
Yugoslavia, in consultation with the Inter-Governmental Committee 
on Refugees, have worked out, in common agreement, the following 
plan to aid in the rehabilitation and resettlement of nonrepatriable 
victims of German action. In working out this plan the signatory 
Powers have been guided by the intent of Article 8, and the procedures 
outlined below are based on its terms: 

In recognition of special and urgent circumstances, the sum of 
$25,000,000, having been made available by Allied governments as a 
priority on the proceeds of the liquidation of German assets in neutral 
countries, is hereby placed at the disposal of the Inter-Governmental 
Committee on Refugees or its successor organization for distribution 
to appropriate public and private field organizations as soon as they 
have submitted practicable programs in accordance with this Agree-
ment. 

A. It is the unanimous and considered opinion of the Five Powers 
that in light of Paragraph II of Article 8 of the Paris Agreement on 
Reparation, the assets becoming available should be used not for 
the compensation of individual victims but for the rehabilitation and 
resettlement of persons in eligible classes, and that expenditures on 
rehabilitation shall be considered as essential prepatory outlays to 
resettlement. Since all available statistics indicate beyond any 
reasonable doubt that the overwhelming majority of eligible persons 
under the provisions of Article 8 are Jewish, all assets except as 
specified in Paragraph B below are allocated for the rehabilitation 
and resettlement of eligible Jewish victims of Nazi action, among 
whom children should receive preferential assistance. Eligible Jewish 
victims of Nazi action are either refugees from Germany or Austria 
who do not desire to return to these countries, or German and Austrian 
Jews now resident in Germany or Austria who desire to emigrate, 
or Jews who were nationals or former nationals of previously occupied 
countries and who were victims of Nazi concentration camps or 
concentration camps established by regimes under Nazi influence. 

B. The sum of $2,500,000, amounting to ten percent, arising out of 
the $25,000,000 priority on the proceeds of German assets in neutral 
countries, ten percent of the proceeds of the "non-monetary gold", 
and five percent of the "heirless funds" shall be administered by the 
Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its successor organi-
zation through appropriate public and private organizations for the 
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rehabilitation and resettlement of the relatively small numbers of
non-Jewish victims of Nazi action who are in need of resettlement.
Eligible non-Jewish victims of Nazi action are refugees from Germany
and Austria who can demonstrate that they were persecuted by the
Nazis for religious, political, or racial reasons and who do not desire
to return, or German and Austrian nationals, similarly persecuted,
who desire to emigrate.

C. The Director of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees
or the Director General of the successor organization shall under the
mandate of this Agreement make funds available for programs sub-
mitted by the appropriate field organizations referred to in Paragraphs
A and B above as soon as he has satisfied himself that the programs
are consistent with the foregoing. Only in exceptional circumstances
may the cost of resettlement programs exceed a maximum of $1,000
per adult and $2,500 per child under twelve years of age. The action
of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its successor
organization shall be guided by the intent of Article 8 and by this
Agreement which is to place into operation as quickly as possible
practicable programs of rehabilitation and resettlement submitted by
the appropriate field organizations.

D. In addition to the $25,000,000 sum the Inter-Governmental
Committee on Refugees or its successor organization is hereby author-
ized to take title from the appropriate authorities to all "non-
monetary gold" found by the Allies in Germany and to take such
steps as may be needed to liquidate these assets as promptly as
possible, due consideration being given to secure the highest possible
realizable value. As these assets are liquidated, the funds shall be
distributed in accordance with Paragraphs A and B above.

E. Furthermore, pursuant to Paragraphs C and E of Article 8, in
the interest of justice, the French Government on behalf of the Five
Governments concluding this Agreement, are making representations
to the neutral Powers to make available all assets of victims of Nazi
action who died without heirs. The Governments of the United
States of America, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, and Yugo-
slavia are associating themselves with the French Government in
making such representations to the neutral Powers. The conclusion
that ninety-five percent of the "heirless funds" thus made available
should be allocated for the rehabilitation and resettlement of Jewish
victims takes cognizance of the fact that these funds are overwhelm-
ingly Jewish in origin, and the five percent made available for non-
Jewish victims is based upon a liberal presumption of "heirless"
funds" non Jewish in origin. The "heirless funds" to be used for the
rehabilitation and resettlement of Jewish victims of Nazi action
should be made available to appropriate field organizations. The
"heirless funds" to be used for the rehabilitation and resettlement of
non-Jewish victims of Nazi action should be made available to the
Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its successor organi-
zation for distribution to appropriate public and private field organi-
zations. In making these joint representations, the signatories are

2651

Availability of
funds for programs.

Post, p. 3171.

Liquidation of des-
ignated assets.

Availability of
"heirlessfunds."

Post, pp. 3172, 3173.
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rehabilitation and resettlement of the relatively small numbers of 
non-Jewish victims of Nazi action who are in need of resettlement. 
Eligible non-Jewish victims of Nazi action are refugees from Germany 
and Austria who can demonstrate that they were persecuted by the 
Nazis for religious, political, or racial reasons and who do not desire 
to return, or German and Austrian nationals, similarly persecuted, 
who desire to emigrate. 

C. The Director of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees 
or the Director General of the successor organization shall under the 
mandate of this Agreement make funds available for programs sub-
mitted by the appropriate field organizations referred to in Paragraphs 
A and B above as soon as he has satisfied himself that the programs 
are consistent with the foregoing. Only in exceptional circumstances 
may the cost of resettlement programs exceed a maximum of $1,000 
per adult and $2,500 per child under twelve years of age. The action 
of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its successor 
organization shall be guided by the intent of Article 8 and by this 
Agreement which is to place into operation as quickly as possible 
practicable programs of rehabilitation and resettlement submitted by 
the appropriate field organizations. 
D. In addition to the $25,000,000 sum the Inter-Governmental 

Committee on Refugees or its successor organization is hereby author-
ized to take title from the appropriate authorities to all "non-
monetary gold" found by the Allies in Germany and to take such 
steps as may be needed to liquidate these assets as promptly as 
possible, due consideration being given to secure the highest possible 
realizable value. As these assets are liquidated, the funds shall be 
distributed in accordance with Paragraphs A and B above. 
E. Furthermore, pursuant to Paragraphs C and E of Article 8, in 

the interest of justice, the French Government on behalf of the Five 
Governments concluding this Agreement, are making representations 
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action who died without heirs. The Governments of the United 
States of America, the United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, and Yugo-
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rehabilitation and resettlement of Jewish victims of Nazi action 
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requesting the neutral countries to take all necessary action to facili-
tate the identification, collection, and distribution of these assets
which have arisen out of a unique condition in international law and
morality. If further representations are indicated the governments
of the United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom
will pursue the matter on behalf of the Signatory Powers.

tRenfterntion and F. To insure that all funds made available shall inure to the greatest
possible benefit of the victims whom it is desired to assist, all funds
shall be retained in the currency from which they arise and shall be
transferred therefrom only upon the instructions of the organization
to which the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its
successor organization has allocated the funds for expenditure.

tion to Diectsor. G. The Director of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees
shall carry out his responsibilities to the Five Governments in respect
of this Agreement in accordance with the terms of the Letter of
Instruction which is being transmitted to him by the French Gov-
ernment on behalf of the Governments concluding this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned have signed the present
Agreement.

Authentic texts. Done in Paris on the 14th of June, 1946, in the English and French
Languages, the two texts being equally authentic, in a single original,
which shall be deposited in the Archives of the Government of the
French Republic, certified copies thereof being furnished by that
Government to the signatories of this present Agreement.

Delegate of the United States Delegate of Czechoslovakia,
of America,

ELI GINZBERG. J. V. KLVANA.

Delegate of France, Delegate of Yugoslavia,
PHILIPPE PERIER M. D. JAKSIC.

Delegate of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain & Northern Ireland,

DOUGLAS MACKILLOP.

POUR COPIE CERTIFIAE CONFORME:
Le Ministre P6lnipotentiaire
Chef du Service du Protocole.

JACQUES DUMAINE.
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Retention and 
transfer of currency. 

Letter of Instruc-
tion to Director. 

Authentic texts. 

requesting the neutral countries to take all necessary action to facili-
tate the identification, collection, and distribution of these assets 
which have arisen out of a unique condition in international law and 
morality. If further representations are indicated the governments 
of the United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom 
will pursue the matter on behalf of the Signatory Powers. 

F. To insure that all funds made available shall inure to the greatest 
possible benefit of the victims whom it is desired to assist, all funds 
shall be retained in the currency from which they arise and shall be 
transferred therefrom only upon the instructions of the organization 
to which the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees or its 
successor organization has allocated the funds for expenditure. 

G. The Director of the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees 
shall carry out his responsibilities to the Five Governments in respect 
of this Agreement in accordance with the terms of the Letter of 
Instruction which is being transmitted to him by the French Gov-
ernment on behalf of the Governments concluding this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned have signed the present 
Agreement. 
Done in Paris on the 14th of June, 1946, in the English and French 

Languages, the two texts being equally authentic, in a single original, 
which shall be deposited in the Archives of the Government of the 
French Republic, certified copies thereof being furnished by that 
Government to the signatories of this present Agreement. 

Delegate of the United States 
of America, 

ELI GINZBERG. 

Delegate of France, 

PHILIPPE PERIER 

Delegate of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain & Northern Ireland, 

DOUGLAS MACKILLOP. 

Delegate of Czechoslovakia, 

J. V. KLVANA. 

Delegate of Yugoslavia, 

M. D. JAKSIC. 

POUR COPIE CERTIFIER CONFORME: 
Le Ministre Plenipotentiaire 
Chef du Service du Protocole. 

JACQUES DUMAINE. 
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ANNEX TO THE AGREEMENT ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A
REPARATION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS OF GERMAN
ACTION

DECLARATION BY THE CZECHOSLOVAK AND YUGOSLAV DELEGATES

In accepting the phrasing of Paragraph E of the Agreement, the
Czechoslovak and Yugoslav Delegates have declared that the Repub-
lic of Czechoslovakia and the Republic of Yugoslavia have not by
so accepting, given up their claim to the forthcoming inheritances
mentioned therein which, according to the provisions of international
law, belong to their respective States.

PARIS, 14th June, 1946.
The Czechoslovak Delegate: The Yugoslav Delegate:

J. V. KLVANA M. D. JAKSIC
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ANNEX TO THE AGREEMENT ON A PLAN FOR ALLOCATION OF A 
REPARATION SHARE TO NON-REPATRIABLE VICTIMS OF GERMAN 
ACTION 

DECLARATION BY THE CZECHOSLOVAK AND YUGOSLAV DELEGATES 

In accepting the phrasing of Paragraph E of the Agreement, the 
Czechoslovak and Yugoslav Delegates have declared that the Repub-
lic of Czechoslovakia and the Republic of Yugoslavia have not by 
so accepting, given up their claim to the forthcoming inheritances 
mentioned therein which, according to the provisions of international 
law, belong to their respective States. 

The Czechoslovak Delegate: 

J. V. KLVANA 

PARIS, 14th June, 1946. 

The Yugoslav Delegate: 

M . D. JAKSIC 
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ACCORD

SUR UN PLAN POUR L'ALLOCATION D'UNE
PART DE REPARATIONS AUX VICTIMES NON
RAPATRIABLES DE L'ACTION ALLEMANDE
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RAPATRIABLES DE L'ACTION ALLEMANDE 
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ACCORD SUR UN PLAN POUR L'ALLOCATION D'UNE PART
DE REPARATIONS AUX VICTIMES NON-RAPATRIABLES
DE L'ACTION ALLEMANDE

Conformement aux dispositions de l'Article 8 de l'Acte Final de la
Conference de Paris sur les Reparations, les Gouvernements des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du Royaume-Uni, de la Tch6co-
slovaquie et de la Yougoslavie, apres avoir consult6 le Comite inter-
gouvernemental pour les R6fugi6s, ont elabor6, d'un commun accord,
les dispositions suivantes relatives A un programme tendant A assister
et reinstaller les victimes non-rapatriables de l'action allemande.

En elaborant ce programme, les Puissances signataires se sont
inspirees des intentions de l'Article 8, et la procedure exposee ci-
dessous est fondee sur les termes de ce dernier.

Tenant compte des conditions particulieres et pressantes, la somme
de $25.000.000, rendue disponible par les Gouvernements allies, par
priorite sur le produit de la liquidation des avoirs allemands dans les
pays neutres, est mise A la disposition du Comite inter-gouvernemental
pour les Refugies, ou de l'organisme qui lui succedera, en vue de sa
repartition parmi les oeuvres competentes de caractere public ou
priv6, aussitAt qu'elles auront soumis des programmes praticables,
conformement A cet Accord.

A.-Apres decision unanime des cinq Puissances, et compte tenu du
paragraphe 2 de l'Article 8 de l'Accord de Paris sur les Reparations,
les avoirs qui auront 6et rendus disponibles devront servir, non pas a
secourir des victimes individuelles, mais a assister et A r6installer les
personnes appartenant aux categories prevues, et les depenses d'assis-
tance devront etre considerees essentiellement comme une mise de
fonds preparatoire A la reinstallation.

Etant donne que toutes les statistiques existantes indiquent d'une
maniere indubitable que l'immense majorit6 des ayants-droit vises
par l'Article 8 sont Israelites, tous les avoirs, A l'exception de ceux qui
sont stipules au paragraphe B ci-dessous, sont alloues A l'assistance
et A la reinstallation des categories prevues d'Isra6lites, victimes de
l'action nazie, parmi lesquels les enfants recevront une assistance
preferentielle.

Les categories prevues d'Israelites victimes de l'action nazie sont,
soit les refugies d'Allemagne ou d'Autriche qui ne veulent pas etre
rapatries, soit les Israelites allemands ou autrichiens residant actuelle-
ment en Allemagne ou en Autriche qui veulent emigrer, soit les Israe-
lites ressortissants ou anciens ressortissants de pays ayant ete occupes,
et qui ont et6 victimes des camps de concentration nazis ou des
camps de concentration 6tablis par des regimes sous l'influence nazie.

B.-La somme de $2.500.000, representant 10% de la somme priori-
taire de $25.000.000 fournie par les avoirs allemands dans les pays
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ACCORD SUR UN PLAN POUR L'ALLOCATION D'UNE PART 
DE REPARATIONS AUX VICTIMES NON-RAPATRIABLES 
DE L'ACTION ALLEMANDE 

Conformement aux dispositions de l'Article 8 de l'Acte Final de la 
Conference de Paris sur les Reparations, les Gouvernements des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la France, du Royaume-Uni, de la Tcheco-
slovaquie et de la Yougoslavie, apres avoir consulte le Comite inter-
gouvernemental pour les Refugies, ont elabore, d'un commun accord, 
les dispositions suivantes relatives a un programme tendant a assister 
et reinstaller les victimes non-rapatriables de l'action allemande. 
En elaborant ce programme, les Puissances signataires se sont 

inspirees des intentions de l'Article 8, et la procedure expos& ci-
dessous est fond& sur les termes de ce dernier. 
Tenant compte des conditions particulieres et pressantes, la somme 

de $25.000.000, rendue disponible par les Gouvernements allies, par 
priorite sur le produit de la liquidation des avoirs allemands dans les 
pays neutres, est mise a in disposition du Comite inter-gouvernemental 
pour les Refugies, ou de Porganisme qui lui succedera, en vue de sa 
repartition parmi les oeuvres competentes de caractere public on 
prive, aussitet qu'e]les auront soumis des programmes praticables, 
conformement a cot Accord. 

A.—Apres decision unanime des cinq Puissances, et compte tenu du 
paragraphe 2 de l'Article 8 de l'Accord de Paris sur les Reparations, 
les avoirs qui auront ete rendus disponibles devront servir, non pas a 
secomir des victimes individuelles, mais a assister et a reinstaller les 
personnes appartenant aux categories prevues, et les depenses d'assis-
tance devront etre considerees essentiellement corrune une mise de 
fonds preparatoire a la reinstallation. 
Etant donne que toutes les statistiques existantes indiquent d'une 

maniere indubitable quo l'immense majorite des ayants-droit vises 
par l'Article 8 sont Israelites, tous les avoirs, a l'exception de ceux qui 
sont stipules an paragraphe B ci-dessous, sont alloues a l'assistance 
et a la reinstallation des categories prevues d'Israelites, victimes de 
l'action nazie, parmi lesquels les enfants recevront une assistance 
preferentielle. 

Les categories prevues d'Israelites victimes de l'action nazie sont, 
soit les refugies d'Allemagne on d'Autriche qui no veulent pas etre 
rapatries, soit les Israelites allemands ou autrichiens residant actuelle-
ment en Allemagne ou en Autriche qui veulent ernigrer, soit les Israe-
lites ressortissants on anciens ressortissants de pays ayant ete occupes, 
et qui ont ete victimes des camps de concentration nazis ou des 
camps de concentration etablis par des regimes sous l'influence nazie. 
B.—La somrae de $2.500.000, representant 10% de la sornme priori-

taire de $25.000.000 fournie par les avoirs allemands dans les pays 
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neutres, les 10% du produit de l'or non-monetaire et les 5% des "suc-
cessions en d6sherence", seront geres par le Comit6 intergouverne-
mental pour les R6fugi6s, ou l'organisation qui lui succedera, par
l'entremise d'oeuvres competentes, de caractere public ou priv6, pour
l'assistance et la reinstallation des non-Israelites, relativement peu
nombreux, victimes de l'action nazie, qui ont besoin d'etre r6install6s.

Les ayants-droit non-Israelites, victimes de l'action nazie, sont les
r6fugies d'Allemagne et d'Autriche qui peuvent prouver qu'ils ont 6et
persecutes par les nazis pour des motifs religieux, politiques ou raciaux,
et qui ne veulent pas 6tre rapatries, ou des ressortissants allemands et
autrichiens, pareillement persecutes, qui desirent emigrer.

C.-Le Directeur du Comit6 inter-gouvernemental pour les R6fugies,
ou le Directeur General de l'organisation qui lui succedera, liberera,
en vertu du mandat qui decoule du present Accord, les fonds destines
a la mise en oeuvre de programmes soumis par les oeuvres com-
petentes dont il est fait mention aux paragraphes A et B ci-dessus,
aussit6t qu'il se sera assure que les programmes sont compatibles
avec ce qui precede.

Ce n'est que dans des circonstances exceptionnelles que le cofit du
plan d'etablissement pourra depasser un maximum de $1.000 par
personne adulte et de $2.500 par enfant de moins de 12 ans. Le
Comit6 inter-gouvernemental pour les R6fugi6s, ou l'organisation
qui lui succedera, devra s'inspirer, dans son action, du sens de l'Article
8 du present Accord qui doit mettre en oeuvre le plus t6t possible les
plans praticables d'assistance et de reinstallation soumis par les
oeuvres competentes.

D.-Outre la somme de $25.000.000, le Comit6 inter-gouvernemental
pour les Refugies, ou l'organisation qui lui succedera, est autoris6, par
le present Accord, a recevoir des autorites competentes tout "l'or non-
monetaire" trouv6 par les Allies en Allemagne et a entreprendre telles
demarches qui se r6veleraicnt n6cessaires en vue de li(qidler lesdits
avoirs aussi rapidenlent que possitle, 6tant entendu que les pr6ecal-
tions necessaires seront prises pour obtenir la valeur de r6alisation la
plus haute possible.- Lorsque ces avoirs auront 6te liquid6s, los fonds
seront distribues, conform6cment aux paragraphes A et B ci-dessus.

E.-En outre, conforn6ment aux paragraphes C et E de l'Article 8,
et dans l'interet de la justice, le Gouvernement francais fera, au nom
des cinq Gouvernements qui ont conclu cet Accord, une demarche
aupres des Puissances neutres, pour obtenir remise de tous les avoirs
ayant appartenu a des victimes de l'action nazie mortes sans heritiers.
Les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, du Royaume-Uni, de
Tchlcoslovaquie et de Yougoslavie s'associeront au Gouvernement
frangais, en faisant cette demarche aupres des Puissances neutres.

La decision de consacrer 95% des "successions en desherence"
ainsi rendues disponibles a l'assistance et a la r6installation de victimes
israelites a ete prise en raison du fait que l'immense majorite de ces
fonds ont une origine israelite, et les 5% consacr6s aux victimes non-
israelites l'ont ete sur l'estimation lib6ralement faite de l'importance
des "successions en d6sh6rence" d'origine non-israelite.
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neutres, les 10% du produit de l'or non-monetaire et les 5% des "suc-
cessions en desherence", seront ger& par le Comite intergouverne-
mental pour les Refugies, ou l'organisation qui lui succedera, par 
Pentremise d'oeuvres competentes, de caractere public ou prive, pour 
l'assistance et la reinstallation des non-Israelites, relativement peu 
nombreux, victimes de l'action nazie, qui ont besoin d'être reinstalles. 

Les ayants-droit non-Israelites, victimes de l'action nazie, sont les 
refugies d'Allemagne et d'Autriche qui peuvent prouver qu'ils ont été 
persecutes par les nazis pour des motifs religieux, politiques ou raciaux, 
et qui ne veulent pas etre rapatries, ou des ressortissants allemands et 
autrichiens, pareillement persecutes, qui desirent emigrer. 

C.—Le Directeur du Comite inter-gouvernemental pour les Refugies, 
ou le Directeur General de l'organisation qui lui succedera, liberera, 
en vertu du mandat qui decoule du present Accord, les fonds destines 
a la mise en oeuvre de programmes soumis par les oeuvres corn-
petentes dont il est fait mention aux paragraphes A et B ci-dessus, 
aussitot qu'il se sera assure que les programmes sont compatibles 
avec ce qui precede. 

Ce n'est que dans des circonstances exceptionnelles que le coOt du 
plan d'etablissement pourra &passer un maximum de $1.000 par 
personne adulte et de $2.500 par enfant de moms de 12 ans. Le 
Comite inter-gouvernemental pour les Refugies, ou l'organisation 
qui lui succedera, devra s'inspirer, dans son action, du sens de l'Article 
8 du present Accord qui doit mettre en oeuvre le plus tot possible les 
plans praticables d'assistance et de reinstallation soumis par les 
oeuvres competentes. 

D.—Outre la somme de $25.000.000, le Comite inter-gouvernemental 
pour les Refugies, ou l'organisation qui lui succedera, est autorise, par 
le present Accord, a recevoir des autorites competentes tout "l'or non-
monetaire" trouve par les Allies en Allemagne et a entreprendre telles 
&marches qui se reveleraient necessaires en vue de liquider lesdits 
avoirs aussi rapidement que possible, etant entendu que les precau-
tions necessaires seront prises pour obtenir ht valeur de realisation la 
plus haute possible.— Lorsque ces avoirs auront ete liquides, les fonds 
seront distribues, conformement aux paragraphes A et B ci-dessus. 
K—En outre, conformement flux paragraphes C et E de l'Article 8, 

et dans l'interet de la justice, le Gouvernement frangais fera, au nom 
des cinq Gouvernements qui ont conclu cet Accord, une demarche 
aupres des Puissances neutres, pour obtenir remise de tous les avoirs 
ayant appartenu h des victimes de l'action nazie mortes sans heritiers. 
Les Gouvernements des Etats-linis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni, de 
Tchecoslovaquie et de Yougoslavie s'associeront an Gouvernement 
frangais, en faisant cette demarche aupres des Puissances neutres. 
La decision de consacrer 95% des "successions en desherence" 

ainsi rendues disponibles a l'assistance et a la reinstallation de victimes 
israelites a ete prise en raison du fait que !immense majorite de ces 
fonds ont une origine israelite, et les 5% consacres aux victimes non-
israelites l'ont ete sur Pestimation liberalement faite de 'Importance 
des "successions en desherence" d'origine non-israelite. 
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Les "successions en d6sh6rence" employees a l'assistance et A la
reinstallation des victimes israelites de l'action nazie seront mises A
la disposition des oeuvres comp6tentes. Les "successions en deshe-
rence" employees A l'assistance et A la r6installation des victimes non-
israelites de l'action nazie seront mises A la disposition du Comit6
intergouvernemental pour les R6fugies, ou de l'organisation qui lui
succedera, A charge par ce dernier de les distribuer aux oeuvres
publiques ou privees competentes.

En faisant cette demarche commune, les signataires prient les pays
neutres de faire toutes les d6marches necessaires en vue de faciliter
l'identification, la collecte et la distribution de ces avoirs qui sont le
resultat d'une situation unique dans la morale et le droit interna-
tionaux.

Si de nouvelles d6marches se r6velent n6cessaires, les Gouverne-
ments des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France et du Royaume-Uni
poursuivront l'action n6cessaire au nom des Puissances signataires.

F.-En vue d'obtenir que les fonds rendus disponibles soient utilis6s
dans des conditions permettant d'assurer le plus d'avantages possibles
aux victimes A assister, ces fonds demeureront comptabilis6s dans la
monnaie du pays oil ils se trouvent. Is seront ensuite transfer6s,
seulement sur instructions de l'oeuvre A laquelle le Comit6 inter-
gouvernemental pour les R6fugies aura alloue lesdits fonds en vue de
les depenser.

G.-Le Directeur du Comit6 inter-gouvernemental pour les Refugies
sera responsable de l'execution du present Accord A l'egard des cinq
Gouvernements, en conformite avec les termes de la lettre d'instruc-
tions qui lui sera transmise par le Gouvernement frangais au nom des
Gouvernements signataires du present Accord.
En foi de quoi, les soussignes ont signe le present Accord.
Fait A Paris le 14 juin 1946, en langues anglaise et franqaise, les deux
textes faisant 6galement foi, en un exemplaire unique qui sera con-
serve dans les archives du Gouvernement de la R6publique franQaise,
lequel Gouvernement remettra copie conforme de ce texte A chacun
des Gouvernements.

Le D616gu6 des Etats-Unis Le D6elgue de Tchecoslovaquie:
d'Amerique:

ELI GINZBERG J. V. KLVANA

Le D61egu6 de la France: Le De61gu6 de Yougoslavie:
PHILIPPE PERIEB M. D. JAKSIC

Le D61lgu6 du Royaume-Uni, de
Grande-Bretagne et de 1'Irlande
du Nord:

DOUGLAs MACKILLOP.

POUR COPIE CEBTIFI]E CONFORME:
Le Ministre P6nipotentiaire

Chef du Service d Protocole.
JACQUzE DuaAINm
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Les "successions en desherence" employees a l'assistanc,e et a la 
reinstallation des victimes israelites de l'action nazie seront raises a 
la disposition des oeuvres competentes. Les "successions en &she-
rence" employees a l'assistance et a la reinstallation des victimes non-
israelites de l'action nazie seront raises a la disposition du Comae 
intergouvernemental pour lea Refugies, ou de l'organisation qui lui 
succedera, a charge par ce dernier de lea distribuer aux oeuvres 
publiques ou privees competentes. 
En faisant cette demarche commune, lea signataires prient lea pays 

neutres de faire toutes lea dem.arches necessaires en vue de faciliter 
l'identification, la collecte et la distribution de ces avoirs qui sont le 
resultat d'une situation unique dans la morale et le droit interna-
tionaux. 

Si de nouvelles demarches se revelent necessaires, lea Gouverne-
ments des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de France et du Royaume-Uni 
poursuivront l'action necessaire au nom des Puissances signataires. 
F.—En vue d'obtenir que lea fonds rendus disponibles soient utilises 

dans des conditions permettant d'assurer le plus d'avantages possibles 
aux victimes a assister, ces fonds demeureront comptabilises dans la 
monnaie du pays oa ils se trouvent. Rs seront ensuite transferes, 
seulement sur instructions de l'oeuvre a laquelle le Comite inter-
gouvernemental pour lea Refugies aura alloue lesdits fonds en vue de 
lea depenser. 

G.—Le Directeur du Conaite inter-gouvernemental pour lea Refugies 
sera responsable de l'execution du present Accord a regard des cinq 
Gouvernements, en conformite avec les termes de la lettre d'instruc-
tions qui lui sera transmise par le Gouvernement frangais au nom des 
Gouvernements signataires du present Accord. 

En foi de quoi, lea soussignes ont signe le present Accord. 

Fait a Paris le 14 juin 1946, en langues anglaise et frangaise, lea deux 
textes faisant egalement foi, en un exemplaire unique qui sera con-
serve dans lea archives du Gouvernement de la Republique frangaise, 
lequel Gouvernement remettra copie conforme de ce texte a chacun 
des Go uvernemen ts. 

Le Delegue des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique: 

ELI GINZBEHO 

Le Delegue de la France: 

PHILIPPE PERIER 

Le Delegue du Royaume-Uni, de 
Grande-Bretagne et de l'Irlande 
du Nord: 

DOUGLAS M ACKILLOP. 

Le Delegue de Tchecoslovaquie: 

J. V. KLVANA 

Le Delegue de Yougoslavie: 

M. D. JAICSIC 

POUR COPIE CERTIFIEE CONFORME: 
Le Ministre Plenipotentiaire 
Chef du Service du Protocole. 
JACQUES DUMAINE 
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ANNEXE A L'ACCORD SUR UN PLAN POUR L'ALLOCATION D'UNE
PART DE REPARATIONS AUX VICTIMES NON RAPATRIABLES DE
L'ACTION ALLEMANDE

DECLARATION DES DELEGUES TCHECOSLOVAQUE ET YOUGOSLAVE

En acceptant la formule du paragraphe E de l'Accord, les Delegues
tchecoslovaque et yougoslave ont declare que la R6publique de
Tch6coslovaquie et la R6publique de Yougoslavie n'ont pas renonc6,
par cette acceptation, aux heritages 6ventuels vises appartenant,
d'apres les dispositions de droit international, A leurs Etats respectifs./.

PARIS, le 14 juin 1946

Le D6elgue tch6coslovaque: Le Delegu6 yougoslave:
J. V. KLVANA M. D. JAKSIC
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ANNEXE A L'ACCORD SUR UN PLAN POUR L'ALLOCATION D'UNE 
PART DE REPARATIONS AUX VICTIMES NON RAPATRIABLES DE 
L'ACTION ALLEMANDE 

DtCLARATION DES IMIAGUtS TCHft0SLOVAQUE ET YOUGOSLAVE 

En acceptant la formule du paragraphe E de l'Accord, les Delegues 
tchecoslovaque et yougoslave ont declare que la Republique de 
Tchecoslovaquie et la Republique de Yougoslavie n'ont pas renonce, 
par cette acceptation, aux heritages eventuels vises appartenant, 
d'apres les dispositions de droit international, a leurs Etats respectifs./. 

PARIS, le 14 juin 1946 

Le Delegue tchecoslovaque: be Delegue yougoslave: 

J. V. KLVANA M. D. JAKSIC 
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June 9,1945 Agreement between the United States of America and El Salvador
T. I. A. 8. 1595] respecting a cooperative educational program in El Salvador. Signed

at San Salvador June 9, 1945; effective July 25, 1945.

The American Ambassador to the Salvadoran Ministerfor Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
No. 97 San Salvador, June 9, 1945.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to your Excellency's courteous note of
June 4, 1945, (A-842.D-885) in which Your Excellency was so good
as to invite, in the name of the Government of El Salvador, Mr.
Kenneth Holland, President of the Inter-American Educational
Foundation, Inc., to visit El Salvador in order to study educational
problems of the country in collaboration with the Ministerio de Cultura
Popular.

Pursuant to your gracious invitation, Mr. Holland arrived in El
Salvador on June 8, 1945, and entered into discussions with the Ministro
de Cultura Popular. As a result of these discussions, the Government
of the United States of America, acting through the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc., is prepared to assist the Government
of El Salvador in carrying out a cooperative educational program in
El Salvador, by contributing the sum of US$80,000 (EIGHTY THOUSAND
U.S. DOLLARS) with the understanding that the Republic of El Sal-
vador will contribute ¢200,000 (Two HUNDRED THOUSAND COLONES)
for the same program.

It is further my understanding that the details governing the carry-
ing out of the cooperative educational program will be worked out in
an agreement to be entered into between the appropriate officer of the
Government of El Salvador and a representative of the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc.

I should appreciate receiving from Your Excellency confirmation
that my understanding is satisfactory to the Government of El
Salvador.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and
most distinguished consideration.

JOHN F. SIMMONS
American Ambassador

His Excellency
Dr. ARTURO ARGUELLO LOUCEL,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
San Salvador.
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Tune 9, 1945  Agreement between the United States of America and El Salvador 
IT. I. A. S. 1595] respecting a cooperative educational program in El Salvador. Signed 

at San Salvador June 9, 1945; effective July 25, 1945. 

The American Ambassador to the Salvadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 97 San Salvador, June 9, 1945. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to your Excellency's courteous note of 

June 4, 1945, (A-842.D-885) in which Your Excellency was so good 
as to invite, in the name of the Government of El Salvador, Mr. 
Kenneth Holland, President of the Inter-American Educational 
Foundation, Inc., to visit El Salvador in order to study educational 
problems of the country in collaboration with the Ministerio de Cultura 
Popular. 

Pursuant to your gracious invitation, Mr. Holland arrived in El 
Salvador on June 8, 1945, and entered into discussions with the Ministro 
de Cultura Popular. As a result of these discussions, the Government 
of the United States of America, acting through the Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc., is prepared to assist the Government 
of El Salvador in carrying out a cooperative educational program in 
El Salvador, by contributing the sum of US$80,000 (EIGHTY THOUSAND 
U.S. DOLLARS) with the understanding that the Republic of El Sal-
vador will contribute 000,000 (Two HUNDRED THOUSAND COLONES) 
for the same program. 

It is further my understanding that the details governing the carry-
ing out of the cooperative educational program will be worked out in 
an agreement to be entered into between the appropriate officer of the 
Government of El Salvador and a representative of the Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Inc. 
I should appreciate receiving from Your Excellency confirmation 

that my understanding is satisfactory to the Government of El 
Salvador. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and 
most distinguished consideration. 

JOHN F. SIMMONS 
American Ambassador 

His Excellency 
Dr. ART17R0 ARGUELLO LOUCEL, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
San Salvador. 
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The Salvadoran Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR, C. A.

PALACIO NACIONAL:

AP. 66M. San Salvador, Junio 9 de 1945.-
A. 842.-D-956

EXCELENCIA:

Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia,
No. 97 de esta misma fecha, la que inmediatamente hice transcribir
al Sefor Ministro de Cultura Popular, quien tuvo la bondad de
contestar lo siguiente:

"No. 9923. San Salvador, 9 de junio de 1945.-Sefior Ministro:-
He recibido su atento oficio No. SP. 655, de esta misma fecha, en el
cual se digna transcribirme la nota del sefor Embajador de los Estados
Unidos de Norte America, referente al ofrecimiento del Gobierno
Norteamericano de efectuar por medio del senor Presidente de la
Fundaci6n de Ensefianza Interamericana, sefor Kenneth Holland,
un programa educacional cooperativo en nuestro pais.-Como resultado
de las platicas sostenidas por el suscrito con el sefior Holland, muy
atentamente manifiesto a usted que, este Despacho esta de acuerdo
en la realizaci6n del mencionado programa cooperativo, aportando
por parte de nuestro Gobierno la cantidad de 0200.000.oo, toda vez
que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos ofrece aportar un total de
$80.000.00 para el fin indicado, siendo entendido que los demas
detalles relacionados con dicho programa educacional cooperativo
seran determinados mediante acuerdo celebrado entre funcionarios
de ambos paises.-Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovar al sefior
Ministro las protestas de mi consideraci6n y estima muy distinguidas.-
DIos, UNION, LIBERTAD.-R. CASTRO."

La que tengo gusto en transcribir a Vuestra Excelencia para su
conocimiento.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovarle las seguridades de nmi
consideraci6n mas alta y distinguida.

A. ARGUELLO LOUCEL

Excelentisimo sefior don JOHN F. SIMMONS,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los

Estados Unidos de America,
Presente.-

EHA.

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR, C.A.
NATIONAL PALACE,

SP.665. San Salvador, June 9, 1945.
A. 842-D-956

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's courteous note No. 97
of this date, which I immediately referred to the Minister of Popular
Culture, who was kind enough to reply as follows:

95347'-49-PT. III 25
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The Salvadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR, C. A. 

PALACIO NACIONAL: 
SP. 66.5. 
A. 842.-D-956 San Salvador, Juni° 9 de 1945.— 

EXCELENCIA: 
Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia, 

No. 97 de esta misma fecha, Ia que inmediatamente hice transcribir 
al Senor Ministro de Cultura Popular, quien tuvo la bondad de 
contestar lo siguiente: 

"No. 9923. San Salvador, 9 de junio de 1945.—Sefior Ministro:— 
He recibido su atento oficio No. SP. 655, de esta inisma fecha, en el 
cual se digna transcribirme la nota del senor Embajador de los Estados 
Unidos de Norte America, referente al ofrecimiento del Gobierno 
Norteamericano de efectuar por medio del senor Presidente de la 
Fundacion de Ensenanza Interamericana, senor Kenneth Holland, 
un programa educacional cooperativo en nuestro pais.—Como resultado 
de las platicas sostenidas por el suscrito con el senor Holland, muy 
atentamente manifiesto a usted que, este Despacho estA de acuerdo 
en la realizacion del mencionado programa cooperativo, aportando 
por parte de nuestro Gobierno la cantidad de 0200.000.00, toda vez 
que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos ofrece aportar un total de 
$80.000.00 para el fin indicado, siendo entendido que los demas 
detalles relacionados con dicho programa educacional cooperativo 
seran determinados mediante acuerdo celebrado entre funcionarios 
de ambos paises.—Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovar al senor 
Ministro las protestas de mi consideracion y estima inuy distinguidas.— 
DIOS, UNION, LIBERTAD.—R. CASTRO." 

La que tengo gusto en transcribir a Vuestra Excelencia para su 
conocimiento. 
Aprovecho esta oportunidad para renovarle las seguridades de nil 

consideraci6n nnis alta y distinguida. 
A. ARGUELLO LOUCEL 

Excelentisimo senor don JOHN F. SimmoNs, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los 

Estados Unidos de America, 
Presente.— 

EHA. 

Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR, C.A. 

NATIONAL PALACE, 
SP.665. San Salvador, June 9, 1945. 
A. 842-D-956 
EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's courteous note No. 97 
of this date, which I immediately referred to the Minister of Popular 
Culture, who was kind enough to reply as follows: 

9534r-49-PT. III 23 
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"No. 9923. San Salvador, June 9, 1945.-Mr. Minister: I have
received your official communication No. SP. 655, of this date, in
which you are good enough to transcribe the note of the Ambassador
of the United States of America, concerning the offer of the American
Government to conduct, through the President of the Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Mr. Kenneth Holland, a cooperative edu-
cational program in our country.-As a result of the conversations held
by the undersigned with Mr. Holland, I state most respectfully to you
that this Office agrees to the carrying out of the said cooperative pro-
gram, with the contribution by our Government of the sum of
8200,000.00, in as much as the Government of the United States

offers to contribute a total of $80,000.00 for the indicated purpose,
it being understood that the other details relating to the said cooper-
ative educational program will be settled through an agreement con-
cluded between the officials of both countries. I avail myself of this
opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Minister, the assurances of my very
distinguished consideration and esteem.-GoD, UNION, LIBERTY.-
R. CASTRO."

I take pleasure in transcribing the foregoing to Your Excellency for
your information.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances
of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

A. ARGUELLO LOUCEL
His Excellency JOHN F. SIMMONS,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

Local.
EHA.

Contract Signed by the Salvadoran Minister of Popular Culture and the
President of the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc.

The REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR (hereinafter called the "Republic");
and the INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC., a
corporation of the Office of Inter-American Affairs and an agency
of the Government of the United States of America (hereinafter
called the "Foundation"), have decided to celebrate the following
contract to undertake a Cooperative Educational Program to promote
Inter-American understanding by bringing about a better interchange
of Educators, educational ideas and methods between El Salvador
and the United States, pursuant to Resolution 28 adopted by theFirst Conference of Ministers and Directors of Education of the
American Republics held in Panama in September and October 1943,
and pursuant to Resolution 58 adopted by the Inter-American
Conference on Problems of War and Peace, held at Mexico City in
February and March 1945. [']

1 [Report of the Delegation of the United States of America to the Inter-American
Conference on Problems of War and Peace, Mexico City, Mexico, Febrary 91-March 8, 1946, Department of State publication 2497, p. 217.]
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"No. 9923. San Salvador, June 9, 1945.—Mr. Minister: I have 
received your official communication No. SP. 655, of this date, in 
which you are good enough to transcribe the note of the Ambassador 
of the United States of America, concerning the offer of the American 
Government to conduct, through the President of the Inter-American 
Educational Foundation, Mr. Kenneth Holland, a cooperative edu-
cational program in our country.—As a result of the conversations held 
by the undersigned with Mr. Holland, I state most respectfully to you 
that this Office agrees to the carrying out of the said cooperative pro-
gram, with the contribution by our Government of the sum of 
0200,000.00, in as much as the Government of the United States 
offers to contribute a total of $80,000.00 for the indicated purpose, 
it being understood that the other details relating to the said cooper-
ative educational program will be settled through an agreement con-
cluded between the officials of both countries. I avail myself of this 
opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Minister, the assurances of my very 
distinguished consideration and esteem.—Gon, UNION, LIBERTY.— 
R. CAsTno." 

I take pleasure in transcribing the foregoing to Your Excellency for 
your information. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances 
of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

A. ARGTJELLO LOUCEL 
His Excellency JouN F. SIMMONS, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

Local. 
ERA. 

Contract Signed by the Salvadoran Minister of Popular Culture and the 
President of the Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc. 

The REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR (hereinafter called the "Republic") ; 
and the INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC., a 
corporation of the Office of Inter-American Affairs and an agency 
of the Government of the United States of America (hereinafter 
called the "Foundation"), have decided to celebrate the following 
contract to undertake a Cooperative Educational Program to promote 
Inter-American understanding by bringing about a better interchange 
of Educators, educational ideas and methods between El Salvador 
and the United States, pursuant to Resolution 28 adopted by the 
First Conference of Ministers and Directors of Education of the 
American Republics held in Panama in September and October 1943, 
and pursuant to Resolution 58 adopted by the Inter-American 
Conference on Problems of War and Peace, held at Mexico City in 
February and March 1945. [9 

1[Report of the Delegation of the United States of America to the Inter-American 
Conference on Problems of War and Peace, Mexico City, Mexico, February 11— 
March 8, 1945, Department of State publication 2497, p. 217.) 
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1. The said Cooperative Educational Program may include:

a. Furnishing by the Foundation of a Field Staff of educational
specialists requested by the Ministerio de Cultura Popular
de la Republica de El Salvador for service in El Salvador in
carrying out the said Cooperative Educational Program;

b. Grants to permit Salvadorean educators to go to the United
States for specialized training, to lecture, to teach and
to interchange ideas and experience with United States
educators;

c. Exploration and survey in El Salvador of local educational
needs and resources for carrying out training projects on the
elementary, secondary and normal school levels.

d. Development, adaptation, and exchange of suitable teaching
materials.

e. Local projects needed to implement the program in El
Salvador.

The program does not contemplate the construction of buildings.
2. The Field Staff shall be under the direction of an official who shall

have the title of Special Representative, Inter-American Educational
Foundation, Inc., and who shall be the representative of the Foundation
in connection with the program to be undertaken in accordance with
this Agreement. The Special Representative and other members of
the Field Staff shall be acceptable to the Republic.

3. The said Cooperative Educational Program shall be carried out
in El Salvador through the Ministerio de Cultura Popular de la
Republica de El Salvador, with the technical advice and assistance of
the Field Staff of the Foundation, as provided herein. It shall consist
of individual Projects. The Projects shall consist of specific kinds of
work and activity to be undertaken by the representatives of either
or both Governments in the execution of this Agreement. The
Projects and the allocation of funds therefor and the procedures for
carrying out the same shall be mutually agreed upon in writing by the
Ministro de Cultura Popular of the Republic (hereinafter called the
"Ministro") and the Special Representative of the Foundation.

4. The Foundation shall determine and pay the salaries and other
expenses of the members of the Field Staff in an amount not to exceed
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000), U.S. currency and shall in addi-
tion pay into a special bank account in the bank of the Republic's
choice, to be entitled "Cooperative Education Program-Inter-
American Educational Foundation, Inc.", from time to time on the
basis of need as determined by the Special Representative of the
Foundation and the Ministro, the sum or sums which will aggregate
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000), U. S. currency. The total contri-
bution of the Foundation for the said program accordingly, shall be
Eighty Thousand Dollars, U. S. currency. The Republic shall pay
into the said special bank account from time to time on the basis
of need, as determined by the Ministro and the Special Representa-
tive of the Foundation, the sum or sums which will aggregate Two
Hundred Thousand Colones (¢200,000) Salvadorean currency. The
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1. The said Cooperative Educational Program may include: 

a. Furnishing by the Foundation of a Field Staff of educational 
specialists requested by the Ministerio de Cultura Popular 
de la Repablica de El Salvador for service in El Salvador in 
carrying out the said Cooperative Educational Program; 

b. Grants to permit Salvadorean educators to go to the United 
States for specialized training, to lecture, to teach and 
to interchange ideas and experience with United States 
educators; 

c. Exploration and survey in El Salvador of local educational 
needs and resources for carrying out training projects on the 
elementary, secondary and normal school levels. 

d. Development, adaptation, and exchange of suitable teaching 
materials. 

e. Local projects needed to implement the program in El 
Salvador. 

The program does not contemplate the construction of buildings. 
2. The Field Staff shall be under the direction of an official who shall 

have the title of Special Representative, Inter-American Educational 
Foundation, Inc., and who shall be the representative of the Foundation 
in connection with the program to be undertaken in accordance with 
this Agreement. The Special Representative and other members of 
the Field Staff shall be acceptable to the Republic. 

3. The said Cooperative Educational Program shall be carried out 
in El Salvador through the Ministerio de Cultura Popular de la 
Reptiblica de El Salvador, with the technical advice and assistance of 
the Field Staff of the Foundation, as provided herein. It shall consist 
of individual Projects. The Projects shall consist of specific kinds of 
work and activity to be undertaken by the representatives of either 
or both Governments in the execution of this Agreement. The 
Projects and the allocation of funds therefor and the procedures for 
carrying out the same shall be mutually agreed upon in writing by the 
Ministro de Cultura Popular of the Republic (hereinafter called the 
"Ministro") and the Special Representative of the Foundation. 

4. The Foundation shall determine and pay the salaries and other 
expenses of the members of the Field Staff in an amount not to exceed 
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000), U.S. currency and shall in addi-
tion pay into a special bank account in the bank of the Republic's 
choice, to be entitled "Cooperative Education Program—Inter-
American Educational Foundation, Inc.", from time to time on the 
basis of need as determined by the Special Representative of the 
Foundation and the Ministro, the sum or sums which will aggregate 
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000), U. S. currency. The total contri-
bution of the Foundation for the said program accordingly, shall be 
Eighty Thousand Dollars, U. S. currency. The Republic shall pay 
into the said special bank account from time to time on the basis 
of need, as determined by the Ministro and the Special Representa-
tive of the Foundation, the sum or sums which will aggregate Two 
Hundred Thousand Colones (200,000) Salvadorean currency. The 
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said contribution of Two Hundred Thousand Colones (¢200,000) shall
be in addition to the Republic's regular budget for education. Within
sixty days after the becoming effective of this Agreement, under the
laws of El Salvador, the Foundation shall pay into the said special
bank account the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), U. S.
currency, and the Republic shall pay into the said special bank ac-
count the sum of Sixty-Five Thousand Colones (065,000), Salvado-
rean currency, as the first installment from each Government for the

Disbursements. said Cooperative Educational Program. The funds in the said spe-
cial bank account shall be disbursed by the Foundation and devoted
exclusively to the Projects of the said Cooperative Educational Pro-
gram as provided herein, and all Contracts necessary to carry out the
terms of the Projects mutually agreed to by the representatives of
the two Governments shall be in the name of the Foundation. If the
Republic desires and so notifies the Foundation in writing, checks for
the expenditure of funds in the said special bank account shall be
countersigned by a representative of the Republic. The books and
records of the Foundation relating to the expenditures for the said
Cooperative Educational Program shall be open at all times for in-

Reports. spection by representatives of the Republic, and the Foundation shall
render financial reports to the Republic at such times as may be
agreed upon between the Ministro and the Special Representative of
the Foundation.

5. The Republic, in addition to its cash contribution as provided
aeditioyepubicst herein, shall (a) appoint specialists to collaborate with the Field Staff

of the Foundation and pay their compensation; (b) make available
office space, office equipment, furnishings, transportation and such
other of its facilities, material, equipment and supplies as it may con-
veniently provide for the said program, and (c) lend the general
assistance thereto of the other Departments of the Republic.

Wituhholding o 6. In view of the fact that purchases of some materials and supplies
must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Ministro
and the Special Representative of the Foundation may agree to with-
hold from the payments to be made by the Foundation into the said
special bank account as provided herein, an amount or amounts
deemed to be necessary to pay for such purchases of materials and
supplies in the United States of America. Any funds so withheld by
the Foundation for such purchases and not obligated therefor shall
be paid into the said special bank account at any time upon the mutual
agreement of the Ministro and the Special Representative of the
Foundation.

Availability of 7. The funds paid and payable into the said special bank account
by the parties hereto shall continue to be available for the said Co-
operative Educational Program during the existence of this Agreement.
Interest, if any, on any balances of funds in the said special bank
account shall be used for the said Cooperative Educational Program.

oblDWfid un- The Ministro and the Special Representative of the Foundation shall
determine by mutual agreement the disposition of any unobligated
funds remaining in the said special bank account upon the termination
of this'Agreement. In the event that, upon the expiration of each
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said contribution of Two Hundred Thousand Colones (200,000) shall 
be in addition to the Republic's regular budget for education. Within 
sixty days after the becoming effective of this Agreement, under the 
laws of El Salvador, the Foundation shall pay into the said special 
bank account the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), U. S. 
currency, and the Republic shall pay into the said special bank ac-
count the sum of Sixty-Five Thousand Colones (065,000), Salvado-
rean currency, as the first installment from each Government for the 

Disbursements. said Cooperative Educational Program. The funds in the said spe-
cial bank account shall be disbursed by the Foundation and devoted 
exclusively to the Projects of the said Cooperative Educational Pro-
gram as provided herein, and all Contracts necessary to carry out the 
terms of the Projects mutually agreed to by the representatives of 
the two Governments shall be in the name of the Foundation. If the 
Republic desires and so notifies the Foundation in writing, checks for 
the expenditure of funds in the said special bank account shall be 
countersigned by a representative of the Republic. The books and 
records of the Foundation relating to the expenditures for the said 
Cooperative Educational Program shall be open at all times for in-

Reports. spection by representatives of the Republic, and the Foundation shall 
render financial reports to the Republic at such times as may be 
agreed upon between the Ministro and the Special Representative of 
the Foundation. 

5. The Republic, in addition to its cash contribution as provided 
Additional assist-  ance by Republic. herein, shall (a) appoint specialists to collaborate with the Field Staff 

of the Foundation and pay their compensation; (b) make available 
office space, office equipment, furnishings, transportation and such 
other of its facilities, material, equipment and supplies as it may con-
veniently provide for the said program, and (c) lend the general 
assistance thereto of the other Departments of the Republic. 
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must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Ministro 
and the Special Representative of the Foundation may agree to with-
hold from the payments to be made by the Foundation into the said 
special bank account as provided herein, an amount or amounts 
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supplies in the United States of America. Any funds so withheld by 
the Foundation for such purchases and not obligated therefor shall 
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agreement of the Ministro and the Special Representative of the 
Foundation. 

Availability of 7. The funds paid and payable into the said special bank account funds. 

by the parties hereto shall continue to be available for the said Co-
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Interest, if any, on any balances of funds in the said special bank 
account shall be used for the said Cooperative Educational Program. 
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funds remaining in the said special bank account upon the termination 
of this•Agreement. In the event that, upon the expiration of each 
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twelve-month period of this Agreement, the Foundation deems that
the said funds which it has set aside for the payment of salaries and
other direct expenses of members of the Field Staff, as provided in
Paragraph 4 hereof, will be more than is needed for that purpose, the
Foundation, at the end of each such twelve-month period, shall advise
the Republic of the additional sum which has become available for
Projects and such additional sum shall be paid into the said special
bank account or otherwise disposed of by mutual agreement between
the Ministro and the Special Representative of the Foundation. At
least six months prior to the termination of this Agreement the Founda-
tion shall similarly notify the Republic as to what, if any, of such funds
will be available for Projects of the said Cooperative Educational
Program during the remainder of the program, and the disposition of
any such funds so made available shall be determined by mutual
agreement between the Ministro and the Special Representative of
the Foundation.

8. The Republic shall accept and recognize the Foundation as an
Agency of the Government of the United States of America, and
accordingly, the Foundation shall be exempt and immune from, among
other things, any and all taxes, fees, charges, imposts, and customs
duties, whether national, departamental, provincial or municipal, and
from all requirements for licenses. The Foundation and its personnel
shall also enjoy all the rights and privileges which are enjoyed by
departments and officials of the Republic. Such rights and privileges
shall include, for example, postal, telegraph, and telephone franks and
the right to special rates allowed to the Departments of the Republic
by domestic companies of maritime, railroad, and air travel, telegraph,
telephone, etc. The personnel of the Foundation who are citizens of
the United States of America shall be exempt from all Salvadorean
income taxes and social security taxes with respect to income on which
they are obliged to pay income or social security taxes to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, and from property taxes on
personal property intended for their own use. Said employees shall
also be exempt from customs duties on their personal effects and on
supplies and equipment imported or exported for their personal use.

9. All materials, equipment, and supplies purchased with funds from
the said bank account shall become the property of the Republic
immediately upon such purchase but shall be used only for the purposes
of the said Cooperative Educational Program.

10. Any right, power, or duty conferred by this Agreement upon
either the Ministro or the Special Representative of the Foundation
may be delegated by the recipient thereof to representatives, provided
that such representatives are satisfactory to both officials.

11. This Agreement may be amended from time to time if deemed
advisable by the parties hereto, such amendments to be in writing and
signed by representatives of the Republic and the Foundation.

12. The Executive Power of the Republic will take the necessary
steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary
to carry out the terms of this Agreement.

13. This Agreement shall be in force for approximately three years
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twelve-month period of this Agreement, the Foundation deems that 
the said funds which it has set aside for the payment of salaries and 
other direct expenses of members of the Field Staff, as provided in 
Paragraph 4 hereof, will be more than is needed for that purpose, the 
Foundation, at the end of each such twelve-month period, shall advise 
the Republic of the additional sum which has become available for 
Projects and such additional sum shall be paid into the said special 
bank account or otherwise disposed of by mutual agreement between 
the Ministro and the Special Representative of the Foundation. At 
least six months prior to the termination of this Agreement the Founda-
tion shall similarly notify the Republic as to what, if any, of such funds 
will be available for Projects of the said Cooperative Educational 
Program during the remainder of the program, and the disposition of 
any such funds so made available shall be determined by mutual 
agreement between the Ministro and the Special Representative of 
the Foundation. 

8. The Republic shall accept and recognize the Foundation as an 
Agency of the Government of the United States of America, and 
accordingly, the Foundation shall be exempt and immune from, among 
other things, any and all taxes, fees, charges, imposts, and customs 
duties, whether national, departamental, provincial or municipal, and 
from all requirements for licenses. The Foundation and its personnel 
shall also enjoy all the rights and privileges which are enjoyed by 
departments and officials of the Republic. Such rights and privileges 
shall include, for example, postal, telegraph, and telephone franks and 
the right to special rates allowed to the Departments of the Republic 
by domestic companies of maritime, railroad, and air travel, telegraph, 
telephone, etc. The personnel of the Foundation who are citizens of 
the United States of America shall be exempt from all Salvadorean 
income taxes and social security taxes with respect to income on which 
they are obliged to pay income or social security taxes to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, and from property taxes on 
personal property intended for their own use. Said employees shall 
also be exempt from customs duties on their personal effects and on 
supplies and equipment imported or exported for their personal use. 

9. All materials, equipment, and supplies purchased with funds from 
the said bank account shall become the property of the Republic 
immediately upon such purchase but shall be used only for the purposes 
of the said Cooperative Educational Program. 

10. Any right, power, or duty conferred by this Agreement upon 
either the Ministro or the Special Representative of the Foundation 
may be delegated by the recipient thereof to representatives, provided 
that such representatives are satisfactory to both officials. 

11. This Agreement may be amended from time to time if deemed 
advisable by the parties hereto, such amendments to be in writing and 
signed by representatives of the Republic and the Foundation. 

12. The Executive Power of the Republic will take the necessary 
steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary 
to carry out the terms of this Agreement. 

13. This Agreement shall be in force for approximately three years 
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from the date of its becoming effective under the laws of El Salvador.[1 ]
Its termination shall be effected after the expiration of the said period
of three years, by either party hereto by the giving of at least 60 days
written notice in advance to the other.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agree-
ment to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in
English and in Spanish, in San Salvador, El Salvador, C.A., this
ninth day of June, 1945.

REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR
By R. CASTRO
Ministro de Cultura Popular

INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION, INC.

By KENNETH HOLLAND
President

LA REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR (en adelante lamada "La Repd-
blica") y el INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDA-
TION, INC.; un organismo de la Oficina de Asuntos Inter-Americanos
y agencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante
llamada la "Fundaci6n"), han decidido celebrar el siguiente convenio,
con el fin de poner en practica un Programa Cooperativo Educacional
para promover el mejor entendimiento Inter-Americano, mediante el
intercambio de educadores e ideas y m6todos entre El Salvador y los
Estados Unidos, de conformidad con la Resoluci6n 28 de la Primera
Conferencia de Ministros y Directores de Educaci6n de las Repdblicas
Americanas, adoptada en Panama en Septiembre y Octubre de 1943,
y de conformidad con la Resoluci6n 58 de la Conferencia Inter-
Americana sobre Problemas de Guerra y Paz adoptados en Ia Ciudad
de M6xico en Febrero y Marzo de 1945.

1. El mencionado Programa Cooperativo Educacional compren-
dera:

a. Envio por parte de la Fundaci6n y a requerimiento del
Ministerio de Cultura Popular de la Repfiblica de El Salvador,
de un cuerpo de educadores especializados que prestaran sus
servicios en El Salvador, para llevar adelante el dicho Pro-
grama Cooperativo Educacional;

b. Facilidades para que educadores Salvadorefios vayan a los
Estados Unidos con el objeto de seguir cursos de especializa-
ci6n, contribuyendo, por su parte, por medio de conferencias
y otros procedimientos adecuados al intercambio de ideas y
experiencias con los educadores de los Estados Unidos;

c. Estudio, en la Repfiblica de El Salvador de las necesidades y
recursos locales con vistas a establecer una serie de proyectos
educacionales en los campos de la ensefianza primaria,

1 [Effective July 25, 1945, the date of publication in the Diaio Oficial (vol.
139, no. 163, p. 2551) of the decree of ratification (no. 145) by the National
Assembly of El Salvador.]
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from the date of its becoming effective under the laws of El Salvador. ['1 
Its termination shall be effected after the expiration of the said period 
of three years, by either party hereto by the giving of at least 60 days 
written notice in advance to the other. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agree-

ment to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in 
English and in Spanish, in San Salvador, El Salvador, C.A., this 
ninth day of June, 1945. 

REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR 
By R. CASTRO 
Ministro de Cultura Popular 

INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL 
FOUNDATION, INC. 

By KENNETH HOLLAND 
President 

LA REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR (en adelante Ramada "La Repd-
blica") y el INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDA-
TION, INC.; un organism° de la Oficina de Asuntos Inter-Americanos 
y agencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante 
Ramada in "Fundacion"), han decidido celebrar el siguiente convenio, 
con el fin de poner en practica un Programs. Cooperativo Educacional 
para promover el mejor entendiraiento Inter-Americano, mediante el 
intercambio de educadores e ideas y metodos entre El Salvador y los 
Estados Unidos, de conformidad con is. Resolucien 28 de is. Primera 
Conferencia de Ministros y Directores de Educacion de las Repdblicas 
Axnericanas, adoptada en Panama en Septiembre y Octubre de 1943, 
y de conformidad con is. Resolucion 58 de is. Conferencia Inter-
Americana sobre Problemas de Guerra y Paz adoptados en is. Ciudad 
de Mexico en Febrero y Marzo de 1945. 

1. El mencionado Programs. Cooperativo Educacional compren-
dere,: 

a. Envfo por parte de la Fundacien y a requerimiento del 
Ministerio de Cultura Popular de Is. Repfiblica de El Salvador, 
de un cuerpo de educadores especializados que prestaran sus 
servicios en El Salvador, para llevar adelante el dicho Pro-
grams. Cooperativo Educacional; 

b. Facilidades para que educadores Salvadorefios vayan a los 
Estados Unidos con el objeto de seguir cursos de especializa-
cion, contribuyendo, por an parte, por medio de conferencias 
y otros procedimientos adecuados al intercambio de ideas y 
experiencias con los educadores de los Estados Unidos; 

c. Estudio, en is. Republica de El Salvador de las necesidades y 
recmsos locales con vistas a establecer una serie de proyectos 
educacionales en los campos de is. ensefianza primaria, 

1 [Effective July 25, 1945, the date of publication in the &aria Oficial (vol. 
139, no. 163, P. 2551) of the decree of ratification (no. 145) by the National 
Assembly of El Salvador.] 
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secundaria y el entrenamiento de maestros y profesores.
d. Desarrollo, adaptaci6n e intercambio de materiales.
e. Adopci6n de planes de trabajo locales para el desarrollo del

Programa en El Salvador.

Este programa no comprende la construcci6n de edificios.

2. El Cuerpo de educadores especializados a que se refiere el inciso
a.) del articulo anterior estara bajo la direcci6n de un funcionario con
el cargo de Representante Especial de Ia Inter-American Educational
Foundation, Inc., a qui6n se tendra como Delegado de la Fundaci6n
para todo lo relacionado con el Programa que sera puesto en practica
de acuerdo con este convenio. La designaci6n de Representante
Especial asi como la de los demas tecnicos de su oficina debe recibir
previamente, la aceptaci6n del Gobierno de la Republica.

3. El desarrollo del Programa Cooperativo de que se trata, se
levara a cabo por medio del Ministerio de Cultura Popular de la
Repfblica de El Salvador, con la cooperaci6n tecnica y asistencia del
Cuerpo de Educadores de la Fundaci6n, del que ya se ha hecho
m6rito, y consistira en pianos de trabajos locales sobre determinadas
actividades que estaran encomendadas a los Representantes de uno
o de los dos paises entre los que se celebre este Convenio. Tales
planes de trabajo, asi como el empleo de los fondos necesarios y los
procedimientos para llevarlos a cabo, habran de ser previamente
aprobados mediante un documento que, de mutuo acuerdo, sus-
cribiran el Ministro de Cultura Popular de la Republica (en adelante
llamado "el Ministro"), y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

4. La Fundaci6n determinara y pagara los sueldos y los otros gastos
de los miembros del Cuerpo de Educadores Especializados, para lo
que habra de disponer de una suma que no exceda de $50.000 (Cin-
cuenta Mil D61ares) moneda Americana; y ademas depositar en una
cuenta bancaria especial en un Banco que cligir a la Repiblica, que so
dominarA "Programa Educacional Cooperativo-Inter-Amoricnn Edu-
cational Foundation Inc.", de tiempo en tiempo a miedida que se
presenten las necesidades del caso seguin lo determine el Representante
Especial de la Fundaci6n y el Ministro, la suma o sumas hasta com-
pletar la cantidad de $30.000 (Treinta Mil D61ares) moneda Ameri-
cana. El aporte total de los Estados Unidos a este programa sera,
de este modo, de $80.000 (Ochenta Mil D61ares) moneda Americana.
La Repfblica pagara a dicha cuenta bancaria especial, de tiempo en
tiempo que se presenten las necesidades del caso segfn lo determine el
Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n y el Ministro, la suma o
sumas hasta completar la cantidad de ¢200.000 (Doscientos Mil
Colones) moneda de El Salvador. Dicha contribuci6n de Doscientos
Mil Colones (¢200.000) sera ademas del presupuesto ordinario de la
Republica para Educaci6n. Dentro de los 60 dias subsiguientes que
este Convenio entre en vigor bajo las leyes de El Salvador la Fundaci6n
depositara a dicha cuenta bancaria especial la suma de $10.000 (Diez
Mil D61ares) moneda Americana, y la Repiblica depositara en dicha
cuenta bancaria especial la suma de ¢65.000 (Sesenta y Cinco Mil
Colones) moneda de El Salvador, como primer abono de cada uno de
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los Gobiernos para dicho Programa Cooperativo Educacional. Las
sumas pagaderas de dicha cuenta bancaria especial seran desembol-
sados por la Fundaci6n y dedicados exclusivamente al desarrollo de
dicho Programa Cooperativo Educacional tal como queda establecido
por este Convenio; y todos los contratos necesarios para levar adelante
los puntos contenidos en los planes de trabajo aceptados de mutuo
acuerdo por los Representantes de los dos Gobiernos, seran celebrados
en nombre de la Fundaci6n. Si la Repfblica lo desea y asf lo notifique
a la Fundaci6n por escrito, los cheques para la inversi6n de los fondos
de la mencionada cuenta especial iran firmados por un Representante
Especial de la Repfiblica. Los libros y Registros de la Fundaci6n
relacionados con los gastos de dicho Programa Cooperativo Educa-
cional, estaran siempre disponibles para su inspecci6n por parte de los
Representantes de la Repfblica, y la Fundaci6n rendiri cuentas
relativas al manejo de fondos a la Republica en los peri6dicos fijos que
acuerden el Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

5. La Repfiblica ademas de su contribuci6n monetaria aquf es-
tipulada debera: a.) Designar y pagar por sus servicios a especialistas
que colaboren con el Cuerpo de Educadores especializados de la
Fundaci6n; b.) Proporcionara local para la Oficina, equipo de oficina,
mobiliario, y cualquier otra facilidad para la misma, material, equipo
e implementos, y transportes que convenientemente pueda suplir para
dicho programa; y c.) Prestara la cooperaci6n que tal Oficina pueda
necesitar de otras dependencias de la Repfiblica.

6. En vista de que compras de algunos materiales e implementos
tendran necesariamente que hacerse en los Estados Unidos de Norte
America, el Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n,
podran disponer que se reserven, de los abonos que habria de hacer la
Fundaci6n a la cuenta especial de la que se habla mas arriba, una
suma o sumas consideradas necesarias para el pago de tales compras
de materiales e implementos en los Estados Unidos de America. Los
fondos asi retenidos por la Fundaci6n para las compras de que se
trata, y que afn no hayan sido invertidos, seran pagados a la men-
cionada cuenta especial en cualquier tiempo mediante mutuo acuerdo
entre el Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

7. Los fondos abonados y por abonarse por las partes interesadas a
la cuenta especial continuaran en disponibilidad para el desarrollo del
Programa Cooperativo Educacional durante la duraci6n de este
Convenio. Los intereses, si los hubiera sobre cualquiera de los fondos
de la cuenta especial, seran utilizados para el desarrollo del Programa
Cooperativo Educacional. El Ministro y el Representante Especial
de la Fundaci6n determinaran, de mutuo acuerdo, el destino que
hayan de darse a los fondos de la cuenta especial no invertidos a la
terminaci6n de este Convenio. En el caso de que, a la expiraci6n de
cada perfodo de doce meses de los que comprende este Convenio, la
Fundaci6n considere que las sumas que se han reservado para el pago
de sueldos y otros gastos directos de los miembros del Cuerpo de
Educadores especializados, conforme el prrafo 4 de este Convenio,
excede de lo que se necesita para tal objeto, la misma Fundaci6n, al
fin de cada perfodo de doce meses, dars a conocer a la Repfblica el
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dato relativo a la suma adicional que, por tal concepto, quede en dis-
ponibilidad para sufragar los planes de trabajo; y dicha suma adicional
sera entonces abonada a la cuenta especial o destinada en otra forma
por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro y el Representante Especial de
la Fundaci6n. Por lo menos seis meses antes de la terminaci6n de
este Convenio, la Fundaci6n notificara igualmente a la Repfblica,
acerca de los fondos disponibles, si los hubiere, para los planes de
trabajo del Programa Cooperativo Educacional, durante el periodo
que falte para la terminaci6n del Convenio; y el destino que haya de
darse a tales fondos sera determinado de mutuo acuerdo entre el
Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

8. La Repfiblica aceptara y reconocera a la Fundaci6n como una
agencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y asf mismo,
la Fundaci6n estara exenta e inmune de asi como otras cosas, cualquier
contribuci6n, impuesto, derecho, cargo, tributo y gasto de aduana, ya
sean nacionales, departamentales, provinciales o municipales y de
todo requerimiento para licencias. La Fundaci6n y su personal
tambi6n gozaran de los derechos y privilegios de que disfrutan las
diversas divisiones oficiales de la Republica. Tales derechos y privi-
legios incluiran, entre otras cosas, franquicia postal, telegrafica y tele-
f6nica; el derecho a ciertas tarifas especiales concedidas a las oficinas
de la Repfiblica por compafiias dom6sticas de servicio maritimo,
ferrocarrilero, aereo, telegrafico, telef6nico, etc. El personal de la
Fundaci6n, de nacionalidad Norteamericana, encargado de llevar a
cabo el mencionado programa cooperativo de educaci6n sera exento
del pago de todo impuesto sobre la renta y descuentos destinados al
seguro social sobre rentas sujetas a impuestos de caracter semejante
al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos. Tales funcionarios serin asi
mismo exentos del pago de derechos aduaneros u otros impuestos sobre
sus cfectos personales y sobre equipos y suministros importados o
exportados para su propio uso.

9. Todo material, equipo u utensilios colmprados con dinero tdo la
mencionada cuenta especial del banco seri propiedlad e la iRepfi-
blica inmediatamente pero sera utilizado unicamcnte para los fines
del Programa Cooperativo Educacional.

10. Todo derecho, poder o responsabilidad que por este Convenio
adquieran asi el Ministro como el Representante Especial de la Funda-
ci6n, puede ser delegado por cada uno de ellos en sus representantes,
siempre que tales representantes sean juzgados idoneos por las otras
de las partes.

11. Este contrato puede ser reformado de tiempo, en tiempo, si
las partes interesadas consideran necesaria tal reforma, la cual se
hara constar por escrito y sera autorizada con la firma de los repre-
sentantes de la Republica y de la Fundaci6n.

12. El Poder Ejecutivo de la Repiblica, tomarA las medidas
necesarias para que sean adoptadas las leyes, decretos, 6rdenes o
resoluciones necesarias para llevar a la practica los terminos de este
Convenio.

13. Este Convenio estara en vigor durante un periodo aproximada-
mente de tres aflos a contar de la fecha en que entra en vigor bajo las
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leyes de El Salvador. Su terminaci6n sera efectuada despues de la
expiraci6n de dicho periodo de 3 anos por cualquiera de las partes
dando un periodo por lo menos de 60 dias por escrito y por adelantado
a la otra parte.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes contratantes suscriben este Convenio
por medio de sus representantes autorizados en los idiomas ingl6s
y espafiol en la ciudad de San Salvador, Repfiblica de El Salvador,
C. A. en este noveno dia de Junio de 1945.

REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR.
por R. CASTRO
Ministro de Cultura Popular.

INTERAMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.
por KENNETH HOLLAND
Presidente.
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June 6, 1946, and
Agreement between the United States of America and Finland respecting January 7, 1947

relief from double taxation on shipping profits. Effected by exchange [T. I. A. S. 1696
of notes signed at Washington June 6, 1946, and January 7, 1947;
effective November 19, 1943.

The Finnish Minister to the Secretary of State

LEGATION OF FINLAND
WASHINGTON, D. C.

4962 JNE 6, 1946

EXCELLENCY,

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Government
of Finland is desirous of entering into an agreement with the Govern-
ment of the United States of America relating to reciprocal exemp-
tion from double taxation on shipping profits.

With a view to obtaining from the appropriate authorities of the
Government of the United States of America a decision that Finland
meets the requirements, with respect to reciprocal exemption, of the
applicable United States revenue laws, and consequently that the
income of Finnish nationals and corporations which consists exclu-
sively of earnings derived from the operation of ships documented
under the laws of Finland are exempted from taxation by the United
States, I furnish the following information, under the instructions
from my Government, with respect to the provisions of Finnish law
under which, on the basis of reciprocity, shipping profits of United
States nationals and corporations are accorded exemption from Fin-
nish income tax:

"The Government is empowered to allow exceptions on the basis of
reciprocity from the provisions of this law with regard to the
obligatory payment of tax on income derived from abroad and on
property located there and also as regards the liability to taxation
of a foreign individual as well as of a foreign state, corporation,
institution and foundation." (Section 6 of "Law Regarding Tax on
Income and Property", enacted November 19, 1943, No. 888).

The Government of Finland would appreciate, therefore, receiving
assurances from the Government of the United States of America with
respect to the granting of the tax exemption, as requested above, on a
basis of reciprocity. The Government of Finland will consider an
agreement to this effect between the two Governments as being con-
cluded and in force beginning with the date specified in Your Ex-
cellency's reply note giving such assurances. The Government of
Finland will understand that such agreement may be terminated at
any time by a six months' notice in writing given by either Govern-
ment to the other Government.
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

K. T. JUTLA.
His Excellency

The Honorable JAMEs F. BYRNES
The Secretary of State

The Department of State
Washington

The Secretary of State to the Finnish Minister

DEPsAnrENT or STATE
WASHINGTON

January 7 1947
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to your note dated June 6, 1946, relating
to the desire of the Government of Finland to enter into an agreement
with the Government of the United States of America relating to
reciprocal exemption from double taxation on shipping profits.

A copy of your note was sent to the Secretary of the Treasury with
a view to obtaining an expression of the views of the Treasury Depart-
ment with respect to this matter. A letter dated October 30, 1946
has been received from the Treasury Department in which, after refer-
ences to the Legation's note and to the Finnish income tax law cited
in that note, and to section 3 of the Finnish Law of December 5, 1924
on the same subject, it is pointed out that the corresponding provisions
of United States income tax law provide in the case of a nonresident
alien or foreign corporation for exemption of earnings derived from
the operation of ships documented under the laws of a foreign country
which grants an equivalent exemption to citizens of the United States
of America and to corporations organized in the United States of
America. (Section 212 (b) and section 231 (d), Internal Revenue
Code.)

The Treasury Department's letter contains the following statement:
"It is the view of this Department that from the date specified

in your reply note to the Finnish Legation, Finland will satisfy the
equivalent exemption provisions of section 212 (b) and 231 (d) of
the Internal Revenue Code, and hence that the Government of the
United States may give to the Government of Finland assurances
that the income of Finnish nationals and Finnish corporations which
consists exclusively of earnings derived from the operation of ships
documented under the laws of Finland will be exempt from United
States income tax from such specified date."
It is, therefore, the view of the Government of the United States

of America that Finland meets the requirements, with respect to recip-
rocal exemption, of the applicable United States revenue laws, and
consequently that the income of Finnish nationals and corporations
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

K. T. JUTILA. 
His Excellency 

The Honorable JAMES F. BYRNES 
The Secretary of State 

The Department of State 
Washington 

The Secretary of State to the Finnish Minister 

DEPARTMENT or STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

January 7 1947 
SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to your note dated June 6, 1946, relating 
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with the Government of the United States of America relating to 
reciprocal exemption from double taxation on shipping profits. 
A copy of your note was sent to the Secretary of the Treasury with 
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Code.) 

The Treasury Department's letter contains the following statement: 

"It is the view of this Department that from the date specified 
in your reply note to the Finnish Legation, Finland will satisfy the 
equivalent exemption provisions of section 212 (b) and 231 (d) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, and hence that the Government of the 
United States may give to the Government of Finland assurances 
that the income of Finnish nationals and Finnish corporations which 
consists exclusively of earnings derived from the operation of ships 
documented under the laws of Finland will be exempt from United 
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consequently that the income of Finnish nationals and corporations 
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which consists exclusively of earnings derived from the operation of
ships documented under the laws of Finland are exempted from taxa-
tion by the United States of America.

The Government of the United States of America considers that
your note above-mentioned and this reply note constitute an agreement
between the two Governments with respect to this matter, it being Effective date.

understood that this agreement, and the exemption from United States
taxes to which it relates, shall be deemed to be effective beginning
November 19, 1943, the date of the Finnish law cited in your note.
It is understood, further, that this agreement may be terminated at Termination.

any time by a six months' notice in writing given by either Government
to the other Government.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

For the Secretary of State:
WnLARD L. THORP

The Honorable
Dr. K. T. JUTILA,

Minister of Finland.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Haiti respecting
Haitian finances, amending the agreement of September IS, 1941.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au-Prince September S0,
1946; effective October 1, 1946.

The American Ambassador to the Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs

No. 10

65 Stat. 1350.

Continuation of
terms.

Reorganizatlon of
Bank.

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 30, 1946.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to my Note dated September 23, 1946 [i]
and to Your Excellency's reply dated September 26, 1946 l'] regarding
a proposed exchange of notes with your Government in order to amend
paragraphs one and two of Article III of the Executive Agreement of
September 13, 1941 between Haiti and the United States. The
proposed amendment would provide for four voting members of the
Board of Directors of the National Bank of the Republic of Haiti-
two citizens of Haiti and two citizens of the United States-in place
of the present six voting members consisting of three Haitians and
three Americans. In addition, my Government agrees to the insertion
of the following words immediately after the penultimate sentence,
first paragraph of Article III of the Executive Agreement:

"Provided, however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946
shall continue until September 30,1947 only."
The following is the full text of Article III as amended:

"The National Bank of the Republic of Haiti shall be reorganized
with a Board of Directors consisting of an Honorary President and
four voting members. The Haitian Minister of Finance, or in his
absence, the Acting Minister of Finance, shall be ez officio the
Honorary President. Two of the voting members are always to be
citizens of the Republic of Haiti. The other two voting members
are always to be citizens of the United States of America. Decisions
of the Board of Directors shall require a majority vote of the voting
members of the Board. The President of the Republic of Haiti
shall appoint the Haitian members of the Board of Directors; the
citizens of the United States of America who are members of the
Board shall be chosen by mutual agreement of the two Governments.
All of the voting members of the Board shall hold office for a period
of five years and shall not be removed except for cause. Provided,
however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946 shall continue
until September 30,1947 only. Vacancies on the Board of Directors
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments.
I [Not printed.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Haiti respecting 
Haitian finances, amending the agreement of September 13, 1941. 
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au-Prince September 30, 
1946; effective October 1, 1946. 

The American Ambassador to the Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 10 Port-au-Prince, Haiti, September 30, 1946. 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to my Note dated September 23, 1946 [1] 
and to Your Excellency's reply dated September 26, 1946 [] regarding 
a proposed exchange of notes with your Government in order to amend 
paragraphs one and two of Article III of the Executive Agreement of 
September 13, 1941 between Haiti and the United States. The 
proposed amendment would provide for four voting members of the 
Board of Directors of the National Bank of the Republic of Haiti— 
two citizens of Haiti and two citizens of the United States—in place 
of the present six voting members consisting of three Haitians and 
three Americans. In addition, my Government agrees to the insertion 
of the following words immediately after the penultimate sentence, 
first paragraph of Article III of the Executive Agreement: 

"Provided, however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946 
shall continue until September 30, 1947 only." 

The following is the full text of Article III as amended: 
Bank.Reorganization of "The National Bank of the Republic of Haiti shall be reorganized 

with a Board of Directors consisting of an Honorary President and 
four voting members. The Haitian Minister of Finance, or in his 
absence, the Acting Minister of Finance, shall be ex officio the 
Honorary President. Two of the voting members are always to be 
citizens of the Republic of Haiti. The other two voting members 
are always to be citizens of the United States of America. Decisions 
of the Board of Directors shall require a majority vote of the voting 
members of the Board. The President of the Republic of Haiti 
shall appoint the Haitian members of the Board of Directors; the 
citizens of the United States of America who are members of the 
Board shall be chosen by mutual agreement of the two Governments. 
All of the voting members of the Board shall hold office for a period 
of five years and shall not be removed except for cause. Provided, 
however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946 shall continue 
until September 30, 1947 only. Vacancies on the Board of Directors 
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments. 
I (Not printed.] 
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"There shall be two co-Presidents of the Board of Directors of
the Bank. One of these, the Haitian Minister of Finance, shall act
as Honorary President, as indicated above, and shall preside over
the meetings of the Board of Directors, and may be one of the two
Haitian voting members. The other co-President shall be one of
the two citizens of the United States of America. It shall be his
duty to represent the holders of the bonds of 1922 and 1923 and to
coordinate and direct the functions and activities of the two Vice
Presidents, who shall be elected by the Board of Directors of the
Bank, and who may be members of the Board. One of the Vice
Presidents shall be charged with supervising and carrying out the
commercial operations of the Bank, and the other shall be charged
with supervising and carrying out the fiscal functions of the Bank,
under the immediate direction of the President who shall be re-
sponsible for such work.

"Any voting member of the Board of Directors of the Bank who
is unable to attend a meeting of the Board may give a proxy to any
other member of the Board of Directors.

"The Board of Directors shall exercise with respect to the fiscal
functions of the Bank the powers hereinafter set forth. The Fiscal
functions of the Bank shall be undertaken by a Fiscal Department
to be operated in accordance with the regulations issued by the
Board of Directors pursuant to such powers.

"The Board of Directors shall continue to exercise with respect
to all other functions of the Bank the powers set forth in the charter
and by-laws of the Bank."

I await Your Excellency's Note in reply confirming the amendments
to the text of Article III as set forth above and containing the full text
in the French language of the Article as amended.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

HAROLD II. TITTMANN

His Excellency
Dr. JEAN PRICE-MARS,

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
Port-au-Prince.

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

BECRETAIRERIE D'ETAT
DES

RELATIONS EXTERIEUBES

No. DEC/A-3: 89 PORT-AU-PRINCE, le 30 Septembre 1946

MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de la note No. 10, dat~e du 30

Septembre en cours, par laquelle Votre Excellence me fait part de
l'acceptation par Son Gouvernement des modifications de l'Art. III
de l'Accord Ex6cutif du 13 Septembre 1941, envisagees dans la note
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Presidents shall be charged with supervising and carrying out the 
commercial operations of the Bank, and the other shall be charged 
with supervising and carrying out the fiscal functions of the Bank, 
under the immediate direction of the President who shall be re-
sponsible for such work. 
"Any voting member of the Board of Directors of the Bank who 

is unable to attend a meeting of the Board may give a proxy to any 
other member of the Board of Directors. 
"The Board of Directors shall exercise with respect to the fiscal 

functions of the Bank the powers hereinafter set forth. The Fiscal 
functions of the Bank shall be undertaken by a Fiscal Department 
to be operated in accordance with the regulations issued by the 
Board of Directors pursuant to such powers. 
"The Board of Directors shall continue to exercise with respect 

to all other functions of the Bank the powers set forth in the charter 
and by-laws of the Bank." 

I await Your Excellency's Note in reply confirming the amendments 
to the text of Article III as set forth above and containing the full text 
in the French language of the Article as amended. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 
HAROLD H. TITTMANN 

His Excellency 
Dr. JEAN PRICE-MARS, 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
Port-au-Prince. 

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

SECRETAIRERIE D'ETAT 
DES 

RELATIONS EXTERIEURES 

No. DEC/A-3: 869 PORT-AU-PRINCE, is 30 Septembre 1946 

MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR, 

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de la note No. 10, datee du 30 
Septembre en cours, par laquelle Votre Excellence me fait part de 
l'acceptation par Son Gouvernement des modifications de l'Art. III 
de l'Accord Executif du 13 Septembre 1941, envisag&ts dans la note 
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du 23 Septembre de Votre Excellence et la mienne du 26 Septembre.
En reponse, j'ai l'honneur de confirmer egalement l'acceptation par

mon Gouvernement des dites modifications qui portent sur le nombre
des membres du Conseil d'Administration de la Banque Nationale
de la Republique d'Haiti et sur la duree de leur mandat.

Consequemment, le texte de l'Article III, tel qu'il est amende,
devient le suivant:

La Banque Nationale de la R6publique d'Haiti sera reorganisee
avec un Conseil d'Administration compose d'un President honoraire
et de quatre membres votants. Le Secr6taire d'Etat des Finances
de la Republique d'Haiti ou, en son absence, le Secretaire d'Etat
des Finances par interim, sera d'office President honoraire. Deux
des membres votants devront toujours 8tre des citoyens de la
Republique d'Haiti. Les deux autres membres votants seront
toujours des citoyens des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Les decisions du
Conseil d'Administration seront prises a la majorit6 des voix des
membres votants du Conseil. Le President de la Republique
d'Haiti nommera les membres haitiens du Conseil d'Administration;
les citoyens des Etats-Unis d'Amerique qui feront partie du Conseil
d'Administration seront choisis par accord mutuel entre les deux
Gouvernements. Tous les membres votants du Conseil resteront
en fonctions pendant cinq ans et ne pourront 8tre revoques que
pour cause valable. Toutefois, les mandats commencant le ler.
Octobre 1946 expireront le 30 Septembre 1947. Les vacances
survenues dans le Conseil d'Administration seront comblees de la
mmem maniere que lorsqu'il s'agira des nominations originaires.

Le Conseil d'Administration aura deux Co-Presidents l'un deux,
le Secretaire d'Etat des Finances de la Republique d'Haiti, exercera
la fonction de President honoraire, comme il est indique ci-dessus;
il pr6sidera toutes les r6unions du Conseil d'Administration et pourra
8tre 1'un des deux membres votants haitiens. L'autre Co-President
sera l'un des deux citoyens des Etats-Unis d'Amerique; ses fonctions
consisteront a representer les porteurs des titres 1922 et 1923, a
coordonner et A diriger les fonctions et les activites des deux Vice-
Presidents qui seront 6lus par le Conseil d'Administration de la
Banque et qui pourront 8tre des membres du Conseil. L'un de ces
Vice-Pr6sidents sera charg6 de superviser et d'executer les op6ra-
tions commerciales de la Banque; l'autre sera charge de superviser
et d'exercer les fonctions fiscales de la Banque, le tout sous la direc-
tion immediate du President qui sera responsable de la bonne
marche de ces Services.

Tout membre votant du Conseil d'Administration de la Banque,
empeche d'assister a une reunion du Conseil, peut donner procura-
tion A un autre membre du Conseil pour le representer.

Le Conseil d'Administration exercera, en ce qui concerne les
fonctions fiscales de la Banque, les pouvoirs mentionnes ci-aprs.
Les fonctions fiscales de la Banque seront exerc6es par un D aparte-
ment Fiscal qui remplira ses attributions conformement aux rggle-
ments emis par le Conseil d'Administration, en vertu des pouvoirs
ci-apres prevus.
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En ce qui concerne les autres fonctions de la Banque, le Conseil
d'Administration exercera les pouvoirs pr6vus dans l'Acte Cons-
titutif et les Statuts de la Banque.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma
tres haute consideration.

DR. PRICE-MARS
Son Excellence

Monsieur HAROLD H. TITTMANN,
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire

& Plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis d'Amerique
Port-au-Prince.

Translation
SECRETARY OF STATE

FOR
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

No. DEC/A-3:869 PORT-AU-PRINCE, September 0S, 1946

MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of note No. 10 dated
September 30, 1946, in which Your Excellency informs me of the
acceptance by your Government of the amendments of Article III
of the Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941, envisaged in
Your Excellency's note of September 23 and mine of September 26.

In reply, I have the honor to confirm also the acceptance by my
Government of the said amendments which relate to the number of
members of the Board of Directors of the National Bank of the
Republic of Haiti and to their term of office.

Consequently, the text of Article III, as amended, becomes the
following:

"The National Bank of the Republic of Haiti shall be reorganized
with a Board of Directors consisting of an Honorary President and
four voting members. The Haitian Minister of Finance, or in
his absence, the Acting Minister of Finance, shall be ex officio the
Honorary President. Two of the voting members are always to be
citizens of the Republic of Haiti. The other two voting members
are always to be citizens of the United States of America. Decisions
of the Board of Directors shall require a majority vote of the
voting members of the Board. The President of the Republic of
Haiti shall appoint the Haitian members of the Board of Directors;
the citizens of the United States of America who are members of the
Board shall be chosen by mutual agreement of the two Governments.
All of the voting members of the Board shall hold office for a period
of five years and shall not be removed except for cause. Provided,
however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946 shall continue
until September 30, 1947 only. Vacancies on the Board of Directors
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments.

"There shall be two Co-Presidents of the Board of Directors of
the Bank. One of these, the Haitian Minister of Finance, shall act
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FOR 
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Translation 

PORT-AU-PRINCE, September 80, 1946 

Mn. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of note No. 10 dated 

September 30, 1946, in which Your Excellency informs me of the 
acceptance by your Government of the amendments of Article III 
of the Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941, envisaged in 
Your Excellency's note of September 23 and mine of September 26. 

In reply, I have the honor to confirm also the acceptance by my 
Government of the said amendments which relate to the number of 
members of the Board of Directors of the National Bank of the 
Republic of Haiti and to their term of office. 

Consequently, the text of Article III, as amended, becomes the 
following: 

"The National Bank of the Republic of Haiti shall be reorganized 
with a Board of Directors consisting of an Honorary President and 
four voting members. The Haitian Minister of Finance, or in 
his absence, the Acting Minister of Finance, shall be ex officio the 
Honorary President. Two of the voting members are always to be 
citizens of the Republic of Haiti. The other two voting members 
are always to be citizens of the United States of America. Decisions 
of the Board of Directors shall require a majority vote of the 
voting members of the Board. The President of the Republic of 
Haiti shall appoint the Haitian members of the Board of Directors; 
the citizens of the United States of America who are members of the 
Board shall be chosen by mutual agreement of the two Governments. 
All of the voting members of the Board shall hold office for a period 
of five years and shall not be removed except for cause. Provided, 
however, that the terms commencing October 1, 1946 shall continue 
until September 30, 1947 only. Vacancies on the Board of Directors 
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointments. 

"There shall be two Co-Presidents of the Board of Directors of 
the Bank. One of these, the Haitian Minister of Finance, shall act 
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as Honorary President, as indicated above, and shall preside over
the meetings of the Board of Directors, and may be one of the two
Haitian voting members. The other Co-President shall be one of
the two citizens of the United States of America. It shall be his
duty to represent the holders of the bonds of 1922 and 1923 and to
coordinate and direct the functions and activities of the two Vice
Presidents, who shall be elected by the Board of Directors of the
Bank, and who may be members of the Board. One of the Vice
Presidents shall be charged with supervising and carrying out the
commercial operations of the Bank, and the other shall be charged
with supervising and carrying out the fiscal functions of the Bank,
under the immediate direction of the President who shall be re-
sponsible for such work.

"Any voting member of the Board of Directors of the Bank who
is unable to attend a meeting of the Board may give a proxy to
any other member of the Board of Directors to represent him.

"The Board of Directors shall exercise with respect to the fiscal
functions of the Bank the powers hereinafter set forth. The fiscal
functions of the Bank shall be undertaken by a Fiscal Department
to be operated in accordance with the regulations issued by the
Board of Directors pursuant to such powers.

"The Board of Directors shall continue to exercise with respect
to all other functions of the Bank the powers set forth in the charter
and by-laws of the Bank."

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very high
consideration.

DR. PRICE-MARS
His Excellency

HAROLD H. TITTMANN,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America

Port-au-Prince
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as Honorary President, as indicated above, and shall preside over 
the meetings of the Board of Directors, and may be one of the two 
Haitian voting members. The other Co-President shall be one of 
the two citizens of the United States of America. It shall be his 
duty to represent the holders of the bonds of 1922 and 1923 and to 
coordinate and direct the functions and activities of the two Vice 
Presidents, who shall be elected by the Board of Directors of the 
Bank, and who may be members of the Board. One of the Vice 
Presidents shall be charged with supervising and carrying out the 
commercial operations of the Bank, and the other shall be charged 
with supervising and carrying out the fiscal functions of the Bank, 
under the immediate direction of the President who shall be re-
sponsible for such work. 
"Any voting member of the Board of Directors of the Bank who 

is unable to attend a meeting of the Board may give a proxy to 
any other member of the Board of Directors to represent him. 
"The Board of Directors shall exercise with respect to the fiscal 

functions of the Bank the powers hereinafter set forth. The fiscal 
functions of the Bank shall be undertaken by a Fiscal Department 
to be operated in accordance with the regulations issued by the 
Board of Directors pursuant to such powers. 
"The Board of Directors shall continue to exercise with respect 

to all other functions of the Bank the powers set forth in the charter 
and by-laws of the Bank." 

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very high 
consideration. 

DR. PRICE-M ARS 
His Excellency 

HAROLD H. TITTMANN, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America 
Port-au-Prince 
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Agreement between the United States of America and other governments
respecting zones of occupation in Austria and the administration of
the City of Vienna. Signed at London July 9, 1945; entered into
force July 24, 1945.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE UNITED KINGDOM AND
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE FRENCH RE-
PUBLIC ON ZONES OF OCCUPATION IN AUSTRIA AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE CITY OF VIENNA.

1. The Governments of the United States of America, the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Provisional Government of the
French Republic have agreed that the territory of Austria within her
frontiers as they were on 31st December, 1937, will be occupied by
armed forces of the United States of America, the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the French Republic.

2. For the purposes of occupation, Austria will be divided as follows
into four zones, one of which will be allotted to each of the four Powers,
and a special Vienna area which will be jointly occupied by armed
forces of the four Powers:

North-Eastern (Soviet)
Zone (as shown on the
annexed map "A")

North-Western (United
States) Zone (as shown
on the annexed map

Western (French) Zone
(as shown on the an-
nexed map "A")

July 9, 1945
[T. I. A. S. 1600]

Occupation of Aus-
tria.

Zones of occupation.

The province of Lower Austria with the
exception of the City of Vienna, that part
of the province of Upper Austria situated
on the left bank of the Danube, and the
province of Burgenland which existed prior
to the Decree of 1st October, 1938, ['] con-
cerning boundary changes in Austria, will
be occupied by armed forces of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The province of Salzburg and that part of
the province of Upper Austria situated on
the right bank of the Danube will be
occupied by armed forces of the United
States.
The provinces of Tirol and Vorarlberg
will be occupied by armed forces of the
French Republic.

[ "Gesetz tUber Gebietsveranderungen im Lande Osterreich. Vom 1. Oktober
1938." Translation: "The Law concerning territorial changes in Austria since
October 1, 1938." Reichsgesetzblatt, Part 1, pp. 1333 ff. (1938).]
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Agreement between the United States of America and other governments  July 9, 1945  

respecting zones of occupation in Austria and the administration of 
the City of Vienna. Signed at London July 9, 1945; entered into 
force July 24, 1945. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE UNION OF SOVIET 
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS AND THE UNITED KINGDOM AND 
THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE FRENCH RE-
PUBLIC ON ZONES OF OCCUPATION IN AUSTRIA AND THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE CITY OF VIENNA. 

1. The Governments of the United States of America, the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the Provisional Government of the 
French Republic have agreed that the territory of Austria within her 
frontiers as they were on 31st December, 1937, will be occupied by 
armed forces of the United States of America, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and the French Republic. 

2. For the purposes of occupation, Austria will be divided as follows 
into four zones, one of which will be allotted to each of the four Powers, 
and a special Vienna area which will be jointly occupied by armed 
forces of the four Powers: 

North-Eastern (Soviet) 
Zone (as shown on the 
annexed map "A") 

North-Western (United 
States) Zone (as shown 
on the annexed map 
“A ”) 

Western (French) Zone 

(as shown on the an-
nexed map "A") 

The province of Lower Austria with the 
exception of the City of Vienna, that part 
of the province of Upper Austria situated 
on the left bank of the Danube, and the 
province of Burgenland which existed prior 
to the Decree of let October, 1938, M con-
cerning boundary changes in Austria, will 
be occupied by armed forces of the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

The province of Salzburg and that part of 
the province of Upper Austria situated on 
the right bank of the Danube will be 
occupied by armed forces of the United 
States. 

The provinces of Tirol and Vorarlberg 
will be occupied by armed forces of the 
French Republic. 

[ "Gesetz tber Gebietsveranderungen im Lande osterreich. Vom 1. Oktober 
1938." Translation: "The Law concerning territorial changes in Austria since 
October 1, 1938." Reichsgesetzblatt, Part 1, pp. 1333 if. (1938).] 

[T. I. A. S. 1600] 

Occupation of Aus-
tria. 

Zones of occupation. 
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Southern(United King- The province of Carinthia, including
dom) Zone (as shown Ost Tirol, and the province of Styria,
on the annexed map except the area of the Burgenland as
"A") it existed before the Decree of 1st

October, 1938, will be occupied by
armed forces of the United Kingdom.

City of Vienna
The territory of the City of Vienna will be divided into the follow-

ing parts as shown on the annexed map "B":-
The districts of Leopoldstadt, Brigittenau, Floridsdorf,
Wieden and Favoriten will be occupied by armed forces of
the Soviet Union;
The districts of Neubau, Josefstadt, Hernals, Alsergrund,
Wahring and D6bling will be occupied by armed forces of the
United States of America;
The districts of Mariahilf, Penzing, Funfhaus (including the
district of Rudolfsheim) and Ottakring will be occupied by
armed forces of the French Republic;
The districts of Hietzing, Margareten, Meidling, Landstrasse
and Simmering will be occupied by armed forces of the United
Kingdom.
The district of Innere Stadt will be occupied by armed forces
of the four Powers.

Boundaries. 3. Boundaries between the zones of occupation, with the exception
of the boundaries of the City of Vienna and of the province of Bur-
genland, will be those obtaining after the coming into effect of the
Decree of 1st October, 1938, concerning boundary changes in Austria.
The boundaries of the City of Vienna and of the province of Burgen-
land will be those which existed on 31st December, 1937.

tion f ity ienra- 4. An inter-Allied Governing Authority (Komendatura), consisting
of four Commandants appointed by their respective Commanders-in-
Chief, will be established to direct jointly the administration of the
City of Vienna.

Tuln airdrome. 5. The Tulln airdrome, together with all installations and facilities
pertaining thereto, will be under the administrative and operationalSchwechat air' control of the armed forces of the United States of America. Thedrome.
Schwechat airdrome, together with all installations and facilities
pertaining thereto, will be under the administrative and operational
control of the armed forces of the United Kingdom for the joint use
of the British and French armed forces. The armed forces and officials
of the occupying Powers will enjoy free and unimpeded access to the
airdromes assigned to their respective occupancy and use.

Authent! texts. 6. The present Agreement has been drawn up in quadruplicate in
the English, Russian and French languages. All three texts are
authentic.
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Boundaries. 

Southern (United King-
dom) Zone (as shown 
on the annexed map 
itAlf) 

City of Vienna 

The territory of the City of Vienna will be divided into the follow-
ing parts as shown on the annexed map "B":— 

The districts of Leopoldstadt, Brigittenau, Floridsdorf, 
Wieden and Favoriten will be occupied by armed forces of 
the Soviet Union; 

The districts of Neubau, Josefstadt, Hernels, Alsergrund, 
WO:1ring and Dating will be occupied by armed forces of the 
United States of America; 

The districts of Mariahilf, Pen zing, Funfhaus (including the 
district of Rudolfsheim) and Ottakring will be occupied by 
armed forces of the French Republic; 

The districts of Hietzing, Margareten, Meidling, Landstrasse 
and Simmering will be occupied by armed forces of the United 
Kingdom. 

The district of Innere Stadt will be occupied by aimed forces 
of the four Powers. 

3. Boundaries between the zones of occupation, with the exception 
of the boundaries of the City of Vienna and of the province of Bur-
genland, will be those obtaining after the coming into effect of the 
Decree of 1st October, 1938, concerning boundary changes in Austria. 
The boundaries of the City of Vienna and of the province of Burgen-
land will be those which existed on 31st December, 1937. 

Joint administra-
tion of City of Vienna. 4. An inter-Allied Governing Authority (Komendatura), consisting 

of four Commandants appointed by their respective Commanders-in-
Chief, will be established to direct jointly the administration of the 
City of Vienna. 

Tulin airdrome. 5. The Tulin airdrome, together with all installations and facilities 
pertaining thereto, will be under the administrative and operational 

Schwechat air' 
drome. control of the armed forces of the United States of America. The 

Schwechat airdrome, together with all installations and facilities 
pertaining thereto, will be under the administrative and operational 
control of the armed forces of the United Kingdom for the joint use 
of the British and French armed forces. The armed forces and officials 
of the occupying Powers will enjoy free and unimpeded access to the 
airdromes assigned to their respective occupancy and use. 

6. The present Agreement has been drawn up in quadruplicate in 
the English, Russian and French languages. All three texts are 
authentic. 

Authentic texts. 

The province of Carinthia, including 
Oat Tirol, and the province of Styria, 
except the area of the Burgenland as 
it existed before the Decree of 1st 
October, 1938, will be occupied by 
armed forces of the United Kingdom. 
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7. The present Agreement will come into force as soon as it has been
approved by the four Governments. [1]

The above text of the Agreement between the Governments of the
United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the United Kingdom and the Provisional Government of the
French Republic on the Zones of Occupation in Austria and the
Administration of the City of Vienna has been prepared and unani-
mously adopted by the European Advisory Commission at a meeting
held on 9th July, 1945.

Entry into force.

Representative of the Government of
the United States of America on the
European Advisory Commission:

JOHN G. WINANT.

Representative of the Government of
the United Kingdom on the European
Advisory Commission:

RONALD I. CAMPBELL

Representative of the Government of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
on the European Advisory Commission:

F T GusEv.

Representative of the Provisional Gov-
ernment of the French Republic on
the European Advisory Commission:

R MASSIGLI

LANCASTER HOUSE,
LONDON, S.W.1.

9th July, 1945.

1 [Notices of approval dated as follows: by the United Kingdom July 12, 1945;
by France July 16, 1945; by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics July 21,
1945; and by the United States of America July 24, 1945.]
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7. The present Agreement will come into force as soon as it has been 
approved by the four Governments. ['l 

The above text of the Agreement between the Governments of the 
United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
and the United Kingdom and the Provisional Government of the 
French Republic on the Zones of Occupation in Austria and the 
Administration of the City of Vienna has been prepared and unani-
mously adopted by the European Advisory Commission at a meeting 
held on 9th July, 1945. 

Representative of the Government of Representative of the Government of 
the United States of America on the the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
European Advisory Commission: on the European Advisory Commission: 

JOHN G. W INANT. F T GUSEV. 

Representative of the Government of Representative of the Provisional Gov-
the United Kingdom on the European enament of the French Republic on 
Advisory Commission: the European Advisory Commission: 

RONALD I. CAMPBELL R M ASSIGLI 

LANCASTER HOUSE, 
LONDON, S.W .1. 

9th July, 1945. 

1 [Notices of approval dated as follows: by the United Kingdom July 12, 1945; 
by France July 16, 1945; by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics July 21, 
1945; and by the United States of America July 24, 1945.] 
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CO IANEH HZ

ME IInPABBTEECTBGAU COEAFHEEIHX lrTACOB AtEPK, CCO A
COBETCEXC COaIIAaHCTm'IEOREX PECIYB3S. H COEEHEEmHOr0 KO-
POnEBCTBA H BPE..EHBHI[ IIPA3HIEJICTBMO OPAHCL780C0l PEC-
fnEYrmI 0 80HAX OEKYniAE 3 ABCTPh I OS YUPABEIBHI

roPOAOU PXHA.

1. flpaBMiTe.boTBa CoeaimeHaxnx lTaTOB Auepm, Coasa CoBe-roxX

GomoleaJOTieoKHxx Pecnyr6jAx M OoeAumHeEoro RopoAeBcTaa 9ezxao6peTa-

sm a UeBepofi EpzaaiaxxI BpeueHHoe llpaaBTeAJcTBO Opamsyacotr pPec-

ny6Mljtc oorxaoXsoso o TOu, qTO6u TeppIKopmS ABoTpZZ Ba rpamwax,

oygeoTBoBaBux Ha 81I Aeas6ps I987 roza, 6Sae oRcyMrIipoBaaa BoopyzeH-

,miM CzxaMu Woewsremmx HTaToB AuepiKE, onsBBa CoBeToEKX CoXaxazxo-

txraeaoK Pecny6xatx, CoexxaenHoro IopoieBCTBa X opaHzyacooA Peony6-

2. ZMa eZeft oxsynauXXX TepprTopHm ABOTpWX pasAeareTog sa aoe-

Ayjmze nweTupe soms, no oAjHOR Xa XOTOphX 6yaeT oBseAe8O KavXAoR Us

VeTHpex AepaaB, a ?axxe BaweaseToa B o0006o 6 pa:oa ropoA BeHa, Bo-

Topuf aaamzaeToa ooBueoTHo BOOpySeHHaUM oIzatY qeTlpex aepzaes

CeBepooTORHaa IpOBzita Hunane ABOTpxa, sa Hocaxiemeu ropooa

Besa, Ta qaoTs rpoButnrmi BepzxRa ABaoTpxn, KOTOpaa
Ysax noicas aHo sa
lnpmaaraeuof . apre HaxoAxToCa a zesou 6epery zyuaF, x npOBZHmxa fiyp-
#A# .

reaxasa, Xoropaa oymnecTBosaa Ao Aexcpeta o0 1 oK-

»g6pB I988 roAa oTBooHeTeJb O saueeaesi rpa8aiu B

ABOTpI:, 8sauaauToa BoopyzeaHHUH ouLaub Ooxma Co-

BeTorzx CowwuztoTxqeoKax Peorny6ix.

CeBepotanaag IpOBaBma 8axen6ypr a Ta qaoTb UpoBYUMPX Bepxaan

o80a. ABsoCTPm, KOTOpan HaxomAkrTo sa npaBou 6epery ysaa,

Kax noxasaso Ha 8saxIaDToa B oopyesnmm cOK.aM UoeoaMaeKig ETaToa
pxearaemoit vap-

se "A". Amepaxx.
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corzArtzuns 

111=1* /IPASETEZTXTBAIDI  COE,41111E111111X =AMOS AMMO, 00ID3A 
ossET0100C ConTIAAIICTIP,01,11X PECII7SZSIC M COXL.ESEE1110r0 KO-
POIEBV2SA K SPEMEHEled IIPA.3117EICKT13011 611114.7801COn PE0-
MUMS 0 801IAX OKEC711A111111 3 A.136T15111 K OS YIIPASZEH101 

ropoAou BMA. 

I. Upanareanoraa Coexaneunux ITaT013 Auepanx, Coma Comma= 

Commaxoraxeonnx Peony6ann x CoeauEenuoro Kopoaeaorna Sexano6pura-

num x 0entepuot Ipaananz xBpeuennoe Hpanareanorao CpangyaonoK 1ro-

nytaxnx ooraaomaxab 0 rou, tzTo6u reppnropms ABOTI3XX a rpeuxuax, 

oyaeornosanmax Zia ei Aena6pa 1987 roaa, 6uaa onnyaupoaana aoopyseE-

Enna oxaaux WeauEenuux IlTaToa Aueplarn, uolona Coseronan Como:taxa - 

Simeon= Peony6anx, Conan:menu-or° Ropoaeaorea IC pauayeenoi Peo4V5-

Itanu. 

2. 1m genii onnynanna reppnropna Aaorpna paeReaaerou ua axe - 

Ayantae nerupe aonu, no oanol us noropun 6yaer oraeAeno nanaol as 

xeruPex /Wpm, a ran= nuaaaneroa a 0006url potion ropoA Sem, Ro-

gropuft eauxuaerou oonueorno noopyneaEuux Onnann qaTnplEM Aepzaa: 

0eaeponooroxnan  
poaeroneajeona.  

Kan nonasono ua 
npaaaraeuon naps* 
"A". 

Ceaepoeanaanan  
/auepunanonaa/  
Botta. 

Kan nonasauo Ha 
apxaaraeuog sap-
ore "A". 

Uponnagas Banana Anorpun, as xonanoenueu ropoaa 

Sena, ra %morn nponangna Bepanna Anorpau, noropau 

naroanron ua zeaou depery Avian, x nponaanxa Eyp-

renaana, noropaa oyneorsoaaza Ao Aenpera or 1 on-

'awl 1988 roaa OTHOOnTedbH0 xeueuenxt rpm= a 

AnloTpux, sauxuaarou aoopyzeauxux ouaaux Coma 63-

aeTORXX COUnadUOTXMIORKX Peony6aun, 

SposaEgnn 8aannoypr a va gnOTb nposunuax &puma 

Asorpus, noTopaa sanoaurou naapaaou 6epery Zysau. 

eannuarroa Boopyzenuanat mama Uoarunueunun Eraroa 

Ameloinx. 
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2.-

Sana las /Ipays- lpoBHR io Tpoxim x opap.rTSepr saHuaarmnT
Ccag/ BOHa.

soopyseuHHma- cmaux 'paHmyaoKogi Pecny6Ju.t.
KarK nocaalao Ha
nprsnaraeMOfi RapTe
"A".

EtiHa/6pSTaHCKEas/ npOBHHHIR KEapzHTT., 83(qaa BOCTOoHi'. TIpox,
80Ha.

H npOBiMii EITiHpIaSI, ae KOatmermeuM npoBHHIUm
ReK noxaaaSo Ha
npwiaraaeMol KapTe Bypresxaaji, Rxa oHa cy2ecTBoBaiaa Ao AeKpeTa
"h".

OT I OITa6pa IM8S roAa, aSMaDaBTcO BOOpyeOB-

Hmmi cxzaza coeAxmeEHoro KopomaescTa.

ropoA BeHa.

TeppaTopHa ropoza BeHa, Kax noeasaro Ha npziaraemoti KapTe ""i,

pasaeJaeTa sa cxeflyzrie naoTH:

Pafos- J^eoInobMlTaAT, BpHur;TTeHay, O$opaczAop5, BKer a u aO-

PUTeH BaH ueLaTca BoopyaeHunnc cmaalm COBeToKoro Cooaa.

Pa.oHa HoKi6ay, tloaelETaaT, XepHaaec, AmaseprpyUA, BepHiMr I

SZ6zsar 3saH8MlaTcR BoopyxeHHhMu ComeuMm uoeAMHesHa x ITaTOB AMepaxx.

PalosmH UqapHaxtI=bV, neHrcr, 0 iE2Hxayo, Bsimmaa Pyfoza oxe1ii,

H OTTalpHHr saHuamsTca BoopyXeHHUMM cxramaO ppaIzys3CoRo Pecny6S;McH.

Pa!ioHu rATtIHTr, :laprapeTeH, laeiAlHHr, AasHATpacoe K SnMmep}Hir

aaHHaTCa rTc BoopyxeHaHmul cimiaaui UoeaxHeHHRoro opojeBoTse.

PaiioH HrIepe HeTAT aaSHMOeTcR BoopyxeHaUUmL cimaaisu eTupex

aep-aa.

8. rpaHuy.a-e uerAy eoaaOsu oixynauiu, ea »OKXoxZeDreMu rpamiX

ropoaa B3ea if npoBirHnrit byprelumaH , 6yYAYT Te, KOTOpUe YOTaHOBde-

HU nocze BCTynz.eHiRa B C:,ny ZeKpeTa oT KTa6pa 1938 roAa OTHOOX-

TezrHo .aiuelreHui rpamrnl B ABOTPHM. rpamIftaMz ropova BeUa I npo-

BZHitU ELypreniaHa 6yayT Te, KOTopue cyieoTBoBaJSi as a aeKa6pa

IS97 roAa.

4. A'Xa coBUecTHoro yrspasaeHEa ropozou bHeH cosaaeecrc Mexoo-

DSEariecKaRa oueeHrlaTypa, cocToSI8A Eas eTupex KOMeEaeHTOB, aaSHa-

vaeMux X COOTBeTCTBYZmHEI rI.aBHOKRoM.aHanyEaI.
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3ane,prea_ostyrgya- npownanot Tupwra n OopapAsSepr sauxuanoToa 
cues/ Bowl.  

KaR noRetaauo Ha 
npugaraeuog RapTe 
"A". 

ERHaft/Opmescuaa/ 
Bona. 

Kax noRasaso Ha 
npugaraeuol RapTe 
"A"• 

soopyzeuHuuu ougaux Opennyaoxo2 Pecay6Auxx. 

UposuHuna Rapsanna, stgumrau BooToilatit Trapoub, 

x npowninua IlTnpust, sa nommueraleu nposminuu 

BypreugaRA, Rau oua cyEemstosaga to AexpeTa 

OT I oRTR6pa In& roAa, sammanToa poopyzes-

Hum mama WeAnuutuoro KopozesmTua. 

2,-

ropoA BeHa.  

TeppuTopun ropoAa eHa, xaR noxasaHo ua npugaraeuot Rape "ea 

pasAwaseTen Ea ogeAymIgue naoTx: 

Pai0HU XeonoALAnTaAT, EpuruTTeHay, OzopuAoAopl:, BaAes U 6aa0-

puTeH SOUNUOIETOE soopyzeHRHun OUZO= CoseToxoro Comae. 

Pa2oHu HoE6ay, MosetuTaAT, lapHagao, AgaseprpyHA, Beplair X 

Ze6gumr seuxuamToa soopymeHHHug OMIL8UX UtoteAuHemlux ITOTOB Aueinnos. 

PaEonu Mapuwavn4-, Betnumr, OpeVcayo, sacgmnau PyAwnstoxeilm, 

u OTTaRpuHr santuanTos BoopyRemaam =sawn Opaugysoxo2 Peonydannat. 

Pelows ruTgnur, naprapeTeu, menAgnur, gaHAuTpecoe U 8xuatepuur 

saHumanToa apopyzematux =mum CoeAuHeHuoro Ropogesoma. 

Pail= BaRepe ETeAT satiumeeTou poopyieumunt =aux geTupex 

Aelacts. 

8. rpaHnueun uemAy someux omyynanun, ea mouArgeuxeu rpatnion 

ropoAa 3ema n nposungnu EypremaHA, 6yAyT TO, HOTOPUO yoTaHosse-

NU nocze noTyngewis 13 way ZexpeTa OT I oRTn6pa 1938 roAa OTHOOW. 

Tegtalo xsuetteuxu rpeuxu a ABOTPUN. rpatinuaun ropoAa BeHa u npo-

umiak= EypreugaHA 6yAyr re, xoTopue cyzeoTsosagu ua 81 AwauSpa 

1987 roga. 

4. Zan cosueoTuoro ynpaugeuza ropoAou Rena cosAaeten Mezoo-

memaieoRan KouwmaTypa, cooTounea Rs geTupex RomeuAtums, Hasua-

caeuux ux cooTseTcTsynassat rgauRoxowtHAyunpun. 
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KouIcozm : 0OMcucH om:

I^A- A V[IeWc ,I/
JAICTZP XAYC,

[0RACH. I
9 XIX 1946 roaa.

1 [The above signatures are: John G. Winant; F T Gusev; Ronald I. Campbell;
R Massigli]
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3.-

6. AspoApoU B TyaXUH L"eoTe co soeYm npzHaaxeexaB3Ix emy

yoTaEoBEaux n o6opyAoBaHaeM 6yAeT EaXOxTboa noA azumXOHTpaTHB-

xHm 1 onepaTmsXmB KOHTpoeU BoopyxenXaa oxm CoeAxHeHmUx IaTBTOB

AMepmcx. AspoApom B mBexaT BaueoTe oo soeu0 npiHaaexawxm eMy

yOTaHOBKcaux x o6opyAoBaaiLeu 6yAeT iaxoaxT-oc noA aaZiiOmcTpaT3B-

Em( x onepaTaBu.m OHTPOZeM BOOpyxeHImHX B0I CoeAaHeHHoro Kopo-

aeBOTBa XaXa ooBseoTHoro no.bsoBaIHa 6ppxTaKHOEcKm H ipaBEyaoomZx

OoopyrxemeulE oraum. Boopyxeumse eoC i AOaZxEOOTHMe mxr.a oxry-

mnpyx=i x aepzaB 6yyT noznaO8BaTboao cBo6o0aMr  n 6eonpenaToTneH-

Hsm AooTynoYU K aepoapouau, OTBeAeHHam Ala aasEzna ra HcnoaesoBa-

Hm ooOTBeTOTBy=ntii= Aepazaauu.

6. HaoTosaee Corzaeremae oooTanxeHO B weTspeX aeKxeeamupaX

na aPr.ixoKoM, pyoo0ou Y QpamynsoicoY aanKax. Boe TpX TeEOTa 3B-

JXrcst ayreHTIiqiDt.

7. HaoToanee OorzemeHne BoTyIr B oYx, xea To1JKO Ooo 6yaoe

yBep:eOeno eTlTlpbaa paBxTeZ2oTBamL.

BsrenpmeaeamHn Teeaor OorlarmeHm uexy n pasre.AbOTBes Coe-

a1eHHnx LTBTOB ATMoepgmz, Cossa CoseTolaxH CoMAeXmOTi'zeoeca Peo-

ny6xjmK CoelHaemHoro KopozeBoeTa x BpeMeams lIpaBsTeJbOTBOu

*pamIyaoKoa Peonyr6jr o 8oHax oaKynaiAP B ABOTPIIZ x 06 ynpanae-

mIx ropoAOY Bena noAroTOBXeH I eAHorjaaoBO nPXaaT EBPOne1oaoK0

KoHcynxTaTXaHoft Kotuxooxet sa saoeaxaaaH, oooTORameuoa 9 zma 1946

roAa.

rpea oTasBnTeb :peAzOTasHTe.b npeAoT aBxTe? x tpe xoTauxYr
npaBsrenoesTa IlpaaenzboTna lpaBaTejboTsa BpeMeHuoro
CoeoIeHnsmx CoMSa CoseTOKcX CoeaKeHaHoro IIpaBZTejabOTTa
ITaTos Auepnca CoeXas3oTuMxeoKcx KopoemBOTa GpascysoKoA
B EBponsBticol Pecny6Kua a saponeotoKot Peony6AzuK
ROHoyJ.bTaTBHOt B ]ponue@oxoft KOOywrbTafxau*t B zBponefioXog
KOmIOOL: KOHOyJ0ITaTmiHOR na nww. KoHOyX7TaTBilHOt
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3.-

5. A2p0RpOM TIRELE BMOCTO CO soemx npAnaAAexamamx emy 

yoTanonnaux H 060pyROBaREBM 67RBT EaXORMTbOE noA aAunnnoTpaTna— 

Mt z onepaTAnnum nompozeunoopynesnmx ens CoeAzuennwx MTaTos 

Al/elm:Ex. fuopoApom B NnexaT Blame oo noemx npmaaAAenamnun easy 

yoTanonnaux x o6opyAonannem 6yEOT IlaXORETI,CE noA e,AmunstoTpaTma— 

num x onepavannum RORTgOACal soopyzeunmx owl GoeAnnennoro Hopo— 

avaoTna Aza ooameoTnoro nozasonanam 6paTanonamx A 4panayaonamx 

noopinennnux °Raman. Boopyzezane onam x AoAnnooTnne Amma onny— 

nnpymmx Repzan 6yAyT nombaceemBon ono6oAnnm H beoupensmovaeR - 

HEW AocTynom R aspoApoman, OTBCROHRUM AAn mum= IL Zouo8oft— 

HUH imp:imams. 

6. HaoTonmee CorAanenne 000Taimeno B neTnpex eneemnAnpax 

Ea anranlonom, pyoonou xCpanmyeonom =llama. Boo Tpx TeROTa gU— 

wrog arrenTAgnman. 

7. HaoTonmee Corzamenne !larynx? B may, Nan Tom.= ono 6yAel 

rrnepameno ueTnpama UpaBETORBOTBaUX. 

BnnenpaneAennsA Telco? CoraanexAm menAy HpaaxTexaoTnamx Coe— 

Aanennax ITaTOB Amepnnx, Coma COBOTORKX CommaxxoTxxeonxx Poo-. 

ny6Amn x CoeAmnennoro KopozenoTsa x Bpemennum HpannTemboTnom 

Ipangynona Peony6Amzx 0 Bona' onnynagnx a AnoTpmx m 06 'npaIe-

HUH ropoAom Bona noAroTomen eAmnorAaono npmnaT EnponeRonol 

RonoyAbTaTnanoft Rommoonell na eaoeAanna, 000Tomamemon 9 =An 1945 

roAa. 

HpeAoTanxTesb 
HpanoreAboTaa 
CoeAmmennmx 
*TaTon Amapa= 

Eaponetonoft 
RonoyAbTaTmEno2 
FAUX00EX: 

Ira* 41.(440oa:.1-

fteR0TaBETeRb 

HpanaTeAboTna 
Corea ConeTon= 
CommannoTuneonnA 
PeonyNnac 
a Eapone2onoft 
ROHOyAbTaTMBROR 

Kommoonm: 

AAHKACTEP WO, 
IMAM . 

9 mama 1945 roAa. 

EpeAoTaaxTeAs 
VpaameAboTaa 
Ommennoro 
HopornoTaa 
Asponelono2 

RosoyAbTaTnanol 
Hormooxx: 

lipeRoTanATexb 
Bpemennoro 
IlpaBETanOTBS 

Opallay8OROE 

Peony6Annx 
B ZaponeRonoft 
KOROWIBTaTEBHOR 
Homnoomx: 

[1] 

1 [The above signatures are: John G. Winant; FT Gusev; Ronald I. Campbell; 
R Massigli.] 



MULTILATERAL-AUSTRIA-JULY 9, 1945

ACCORD ENTRE LES GOUVERNEMENTS DES ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE, DE L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOCIALISTES
SOVIETIQUES, DU ROYAUME-UNI ET LE GOUVERNEMENT
PROVISOIRE DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE SUR LES
ZONES D'OCCUPATION EN AUTRICHE ET L'ADMINISTRA-
TION DE LA VILLE DE VIENNE.

1. Les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, de 1'Union des
Republiques Socialistes Sovietiques et du Royaume-Uni et le Gouver-
nement Provisoire de la Republique Frangaise sont tombes d'accord
pour decider que l'Autriche, a l'interieur de ses frontieres telles qu'elles
existaient le 31 d6cembre 1937, sera occup6e par les forces armees
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de 1'Union des Republiques Socialistes
Sovi6tiques, du Royaume-Uni et de la Republique Frangaise.

2. Aux fins d'occupation, 1'Autriche sera divis6e en quatre zones,

dont une sera attribu6e A chacune des quatre Puissances; Vienne
formera une region sp6ciale qui sera occupee conjointement par les
forces armies des quatre Puissances:

Zone Nord-Est (Soviets)
(voir carte "A" en an-
nexe)

Zone Nord-Ouest (Etats-
Unis) (voir carte "A" en
annexe)

Zone Ouest (France)
(voir carte "A" en an-
nexe)

Zone Sud (Royaume-

Uni) (voir carte "A" en
annexe)

La province de Basse Autriche, a l'excep-
tion de la ville de Vienne, la partie de la
province de Haute Autriche situee sur la
rive gauche du Danube, et la province du
Burgenland, telle qu'elle existait avant
la mise en vigueur du D6cret du ler
octobre 1938 concernant les modifica-
tions de frontieres en Autricho, seront
occupees par les forces armees do 1'Union
des R6publiques Socialistes Sovietiques.

La province de Salzbourg et la partie de
la province de Haute Autriche situee sur
la rive droite du Danube, seront occup6es
par les forces arm6es des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique.
Les provinces du Tyrol et du Vorarlberg
seront occupees par les forces armees de
la Republique Frangaise.

La province de Carinthie, y compris le
Tyrol oriental, et la province de Styrie, A
l'exception de la region du Burgenland
telle qu'elle existait avant la mise en
vigueur du Decret du ler octobre 1938,
seront occupees par les forces armees du
Royaume-Uni.
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ACCORD ENTRE LES GOUVERNEMENTS DES ETATS-UNIS 
D'AMERIQUE, DE L'UNION DES REPUBLIQUES SOCIALISTES 
SOVIETIQUES, DU ROYAUME-UNI ET LE GOUVERNEMENT 
PROVISOIRE DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE SUR LES 
ZONES D'OCCUPATION EN AUTRICHE ET L'ADMINISTRA-
TION DE LA VILLE DE VIENNE. 

1. Les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de l'Union des 
Republiques Socialistes Sovietiques et du Royaume-Uni et le Gouver-
nement Provisoire de la Republique Fra.ngaise sont tomb& d'accord 
pour decider que l'Autriche, a, l'interieur de ses frontieres telles qu'elles 
existaient le 31 decembre 1937, sera occupee par les forces armees 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de l'Union des Republiques Socialistes 
Sovietiques, du Royaume-Uni et de la Republique Frangaise. 

2. Aux fins d'occupation, l'Autriche sera divisee en quatre zones, 
dont une sera attribuee a, chacune des quatre Puissances; Vienne 
formera une region speciale qui sera °coup& conjointement par les 
forces armees des quatre Puissances: 

Zone Nord-Est (Soviets) 
(voir carte "A" en an-
nexe) 

Zone Nord-Ouest (Etats-

Unis) (voir carte "A" en 
annexe) 

Zone Ouest (France) 

(voir carte "A" en an-
nexe) 

Zone Sud (Royaume-
Uni) (voir carte "A" en 
annexe) 

La province de Basso Autriche, a. l'excep-
tion de la vine de Vienne, la partie de la 
province de Haute Autriche situ& sur la 
rive gauche du Danube, et la province du 
Burgenland, telle qu'elle existait avant 
la mise en vigueur du Decret du ler 
octobre 1938 concernant les modifica-
tions de frontieres en Autriche, seront 
occupees par les forces armees de l'Union 
des Republiques Socialistes Sovietiques. 

La province de Salzbourg et la partie de 
la province de Haute Autriche situ& sur 
la rive droite du Danube, seront occupees 
par les forces armees des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique. 

Les provinces du Tyrol et du Vorarlberg 
seront occupees par les forces armees de 
la Republique Frangaise. 

La province de Carinthie, y compris le 
Tyrol oriental, et la province de Styfie, a 
l'exception de la region du Burgenland 
telle qu'elle existait avant la mise en 
vigueur du Decret du 1er octobre 1938, 
seront occupees par les forces armees du 
Royaume-Uni. 
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Ville de Vienne Le territoire de la ville de Vienne sera divise
comme suit en quatre secteurs : (voir carte "B" en annexe).

Les arrondissements de Leopoldstadt,
Brigittenau, Florisdorf, Wieden et Favori-
ten seront occupes par les forces arm6es
de 1'Union des R6publiques Socialistes
Sovi6tiques;
Les arrondissements de Neubau, Josef-
stadt, Hernals, Alsergrund, Wahring et
Dobling seront occup6s par les forces
arm6es des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique;
Les arrondissements de Mariahilf, Pen-
zing, Funfhaus (Rudolfsheim compris) et
Ottakring seront occupes par les forces
arm6es de la R6publique Francaise;
Les arrondissements de Wietzing, Mar-
gareten, Meidling, Landstrasse et Sim-
mering seront occup6s par les forces
armees du Royaume-Uni;
L'arrondissement de Innere Stadt sera
occup6 par les forces armees des quatre
puissances.

3. Les limites entre les zones d'occupation, A l'exception des limites
de la ville de Vienne et de la province du Burgenland, seront les limites
existant apres la mise en vigueur du D6cret du ler octobre 1938 con-
cernant les modifications des limites administratives autrichiennes.
Les limites de la ville de Vienne et de la province du Burgenland seront
celles qui existaient le 31 decembre 1937.

4. Une Autorit6 Interalli6e de Gouvernement (en russe: Komenda-
tura) compos6e de quatre Commandants sup6rieurs, nommes par les
Commandants en Chef respectifs, sera etablie pour diriger conjointe-
ment l'administration de la ville de Vienne.

5. L'aerodrome de Tulln, ainsi que toutes les installations et facilites
s'y trouvant, sera administr6 et exploit6 par les forces armees des
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique. L'a6rodrome de Schwechat, ainsi que toutes
les installations et facilitds s'y trouvant, sera administre et exploit6
par les forces arm6es du Royaume-Uni. pour Atre utilise en commun
par les forces armees britanniques et francaises. Les forces armees et
fonctionnaires des puissances occupantes auront libre acces aux
aerodromes respectivement designes pour etre occup6s et utilises par
elles.

6. Le present Accord a 6te 6tabli en quatre exemplaires, en anglais,
francais et russe. Les trois textes sont authentiques.

7. Le present accord entrera en vigueur des que les quatre Gouverne-
ments l'auront approuve.

Le texte ci-dessus de l'accord entre les Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de l'Union des R6publiques Socialistes Sovi6tiques,
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Les arrondissements de Leopoldstadt, 
Brigittenau, Florisdorf, Wieden et Favori-
ten seront occupes par les forces armees 
de l'Union des Republiques Socialistes 
Sovietiques; 
Les arrondissements de Neubau, Josef-
stadt, Herne's, Alsergrund, Wahring at 
Dobling seront occupes par les forces 
armees des Etats-Unis d'Amerique; 

Les arrondissements de Mariahilf, Pen-
zing, Ftmfhaus (Rudolfsheim compris) et 
Ottakring seront occupes par les forces 
arraees de la Republique Frangaise; 

Les arrondissements de Wietzing, Mar-
gareten, Meidling, Landstrasse et Sim-
mering seront occupes par les forces 
armees du Royaume-Uni; 

L'armndissement de Innere Stadt sera 
()coupe par les forces armees des quatre 
puissances. 

3. Les limites entre les zones d'occupation, h Pexception des limites 
de la vile de Vienne et de la province du Burgenland, seront les limites 
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celles qui existaient le 31 decembre 1937. 

4. Une Autorite Intent'Hee de Gouvernement (en russe: Komenda-
tura) composee de quatre Commandants superieurs, nommes par les 
Commandants en Chef respectifs, sera etablie pour &tiger conjointe-
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5. L'aerodrome de Tulln, ainsi quo toutes les installations et facilites 
s'y trouvant, sera administre at exploite par les forces armees des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique. L'aerodrome de Schwechat, ainsi que toutes 
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6. Le present Accord a ete etabli en quatre exemplaires, en anglais, 
frangais at russe. Les trois textes sont authentiques. 

7. Le present accord entrera en vigueur des qua les quatre Gouveme-
ments Pauront approuve. 

Le texte ci-dessus de Paccord entre les Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de l'Union des Republiques Socialistes Sovietiques, 
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du Roydume-Uni et le Gouvernement Provisoire de la Republique
Frangaise sur les zones d'occupation en Autriche et l'administration
de la ville de Vienne a ete prepare et adopt6e l'unanimite par la Com-
mission Consultative Europ6enne dans sa seance du 9 juillet 1945.

Le Repr6sentant du Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique a la Commis-
sion Consultative Europ6enne

JOHN G. WINANT.

Le Representant du Gouvernement du
Royaume-Uni a la Commission Con-
sultative Europeenne

RONALD I. CAMPBELL

Le Representant de 1'Union des R6pu-
blique Socialistes Sovietiques a la
Commission Consultative Europeenne

F T GUSEV.

Le Representant du Gouvernement Pro-
visoire de la R6publique Francaise
a la Commission Consultative Euro-
p6enne

R MASSIGLI.

LANCASTER HOUSE, LONDRES, S.W.1.
9 juillet 1945.
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du Roydume-Uni et le Gouvernement Provisoire de la Republique 
Francaise sur les zones d'occupation en Autriche et l'administration 
de la ville de Vienne a ete prepare et adopte a l'unanimite par la Com-
mission Consultative Europeenne dans sa séance du 9 juillet 1945. 

Le Representant du Gouvernement des Le Representant de PUnion des Repu-
Etats-Unis d'Arnerique h la Commis- blique Socialistes Sovietiques h la 
sion Consultative Europeenne Commission Consultative Europeenne 

JOHN G. W INANT. F T GIISEV. 

Le Representant du Gouvernement du Le Representant du Gouvernement Pro-
Royaurne-Uni a la Commission Con- visoire de la Ropublique FrancaIse 
sultative Europeenne a la Commission Consultative Euro-

pdenne 
RONALD I. CAMPBELL R M ASSIGLI. 

LANCASTER HOUSE, LONDRES, S.W.1. 
9 juillet 1945. 
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September 12, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1601]

19 U. S.C. j1351 (a).

19U. .C.i132 (c).

19 U.S.C. §134.

Agreement and supplemental exchanges of notes between the United States
of America and Paraguay respecting reciprocal trade. Signed at
Asunci6n September 12, 1946; published in Gaceta Qfcial of the Re-
public of Paraguay February 26, 1947; proclaimed by the President of
the United States of America March 10, 1947; effective April 9, 1947.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by
the act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act
of 1930" (48 Stat. 943), and as further amended by the joint resolution
of June 7, 1943 (57 Stat. 125) and by the act of July 5, 1945 (59
Stat. 410), provides that the President is authorized under the terms
and conditions set forth in said enactments to enter into trade agree-
ments with foreign governments or instrumentalities thereof, and to
proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or such continuance,
and for such minimum periods, of existing customs or excise treatment
of any article covered by trade agreements, as are required or appro-
priate to carry out any such trade agreement;

WHEREAS the period during which the President is authorized to
enter into trade agreements under the said section 350 (a) of the
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has been extended by joint resolutions
approved March 1, 1937, April 12, 1940 and June 7, 1943, and by
act of July 5, 1945 (50 Stat. 24; 54 Stat. 107; 57 Stat. 125; 59
Stat. 410), the latest extension being effective for a period of three
years from June 12, 1945;

WHEREAS I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States
of America, acting pursuant to the said section 350 (a) of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended, have found as a fact that certain existing
duties and other import restrictions of the United States of America
and the Republic of Paraguay are unduly burdening and restricting
the foreign trade of the United States of America and that the purpose
declared in the said section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, will be promoted by a trade agreement between the United
States of America and the Republic of Paraguay;

WHEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate
such trade agreement was given as prescribed by section 4 of the
act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act
of 1930" (48 Stat. 945), as amended by the act of July 5, 1945 (59
Stat. 411), and the views presented by persons interested in the
negotiation of such agreement were received and considered;

WHEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice
with respect to such agreement from the United States Tariff Com-
mission, the Departments of State, War, Navy, Agriculture, and
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September 12, 1946  
[T. I. A. S. 16011 

Agreement and supplemental exchanges of notes between the United States 
of America and Paraguay respecting reciprocal trade. Signed at 
Asuncion September 12, 1946; published in Gaceta Oficial of the Re-
public of Paraguay February 26, 1947; proclaimed by the President of 
the United States of America March 10, 1947; effective April 9, 1947. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THH UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by 
the act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act 
of 1930" (48 Stat. 943), and as further amended by the joint resolution 

ig I:J.8.041351w. of June 7, 1943 (57 Stat. 125) and by the act of July 5, 1945 (59 
Stat. 410), provides that the President is authorized under the terms 
and conditions set forth in said enactments to enter into trade agree-
ments with foreign governments or instrumentalities thereof, and to 
proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other import 
restrictions, or such additional import restrictions, or such continuance, 
and for such minimum periods, of existing customs or excise treatment 
of any article covered by trade agreements, as are required or appro-
priate to carry out any such trade agreement; 
W HEREAS the period during which the President is authorized to 

enter into trade agreements under the said section 350 (a) of the 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has been extended by joint resolutions 
approved March 1, 1937, April 12, 1940 and June 7, 1943, and by 

1917. S. C. 1362 (0). act of July 5, 1945 (50 Stat. 24; 54 Stat. 107; 57 Stat. 125; 59 

Stat. 410), the latest extension being effective for a period of three 
years from June 12, 1945; 
W HEREAS I, Harry S. Truman, President of the United States 

of America, acting pursuant to the said section 350 (a) of the Tariff 
Act of 1930, as amended, have found as a fact that certain existing 
duties and other import restrictions of the United States of America 
and the Republic of Paraguay are unduly burdening and restricting 
the foreign trade of the United States of America and that the purpose 
declared in the said section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as 
amended, will be promoted by a trade agreement between the United 
States of America and the Republic of Paraguay; 
W HEREAS reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate 

such trade agreement was given as prescribed by section 4 of the 
act of June 12, 1934 entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act 

19 U. s.c.11354. of 1930" (48 Stat. 945), as amended by the act of July 5, 1945 (59 

Stat. 411), and the views presented by persons interested in the 
negotiation of such agreement were received and considered; 
W HEREAS, after seeking and obtaining information and advice 

with respect to such agreement from the United States Tariff Com-
mission, the Departments of State, War, Navy, Agriculture, and 
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Commerce, and from other sources, as prescribed by the aforesaid
act of June 12, 1934, as amended, I entered into a Trade Agreement
on September 12, 1946, through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary,
with the President of the Republic of Paraguay, through his duly
empowered Plenipotentiary, which Agreement, including two Sched-
ules annexed thereto, in the English and Spanish languages, is in
words and figures as follows:

The President of the United
States of America and the Presi-
dent of the Republic of Paraguay,
being desirous of strengthening
the traditional bonds of friend-
ship existing between the two
countries through the maintenance
of the principle of equality of
treatment in its unconditional
and unlimited form as the basis of
commercial relations and through
the granting of mutual and recip-
rocal concessions and advantages
for the promotion of trade, have
resolved to conclude a Trade
Agreement so providing and have
appointed for this purpose as their
Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United
States of America:

Willard L. Beaulac, Ambassa-
dor Extraordinary and Plenipo-
tentiary of the United States of
America to the Republic of Para-
guay; and

The President of the Republic
of Paraguay:

His Excellency Doctor Miguel
Angel Soler, Minister of Foreign
Relations and Worship;

Who, after having exchanged
their full powers, found to be in
good and due form, have agreed
upon the following provisions:

ARTICLE I

1. The United States of America
and the Republic of Paraguay will
grant each other unconditional
and unrestricted most-favored-na-
tion treatment in all matters con-

El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de America y el Presidente
de la Repiblica del Paraguay, de-
seosos de fortalecer los tradicio-
nales vinculos de amistad que
existen entre los dos paises me-
diante el mantenimiento del prin-
cipio de igualdad de tratamiento
en su forma incondicional e ilimi-
tada como base de las relaciones
comerciales y mediante el otorga-
miento de mutuas y reciprocas
concesiones y ventajas para el
fomento del comercio, han resuelto
celebrar un Convenio Comercial
que asi lo establezca y, a tal efecto,
han designado sus Plenipoten-
ciarios, a saber:

El Presidente de los Estados
Unidos de America:

Al Sefor Willard L. Beaulac,
Embajador Extraordinario y Pleni-
potenciario de los Estados Unidos
de America a la Repfiblica del
Paraguay; y

El Presidente de la Republica
del Paraguay:

A Su Excelencia el Doctor
Miguel Angel Soler, Ministro de
Relaciones Exteriores y Culto;

Quienes, despu6s de haber can-
jeado sus plenos poderes, hallados
en buena y debida forma, han
convenido en las disposiciones
siguientes:

ARTICULO I

1. Los Estados Unidos de
America y la Repfblica del Para-
guay se concederan mutuamente el
tratamiento incondicional e ilimi-
tado de la naci6n mas favorecida

Purposes declared.

Plenipotentiaries.

Most-favored-na-
tion treatment.
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Commerce, and from other sources, as prescribed by the aforesaid 
act of June 12, 1934, as amended, I entered into a Trade Agreement 
on September 12, 1946, through my duly empowered Plenipotentiary, 
with the President of the Republic of Paraguay, through his duly 
empowered Plenipotentiary, which Agreement, including two Sched-
ules annexed thereto, in the English and Spanish languages, is in 
words and figures as follows: 

The President of the United 
States of America and the Presi-
dent of the Republic of Paraguay, 
being desirous of strengthening 
the traditional bonds of friend-
ship existing between the two 
countries through the maintenance 
of the principle of equality of 
treatment in its unconditional 
and unlimited form as the basis of 
commercial relations and through 
the granting of mutual and recip-
rocal concessions and advantages 
for the promotion of trade, have 
resolved to conclude a Trade 
Agreement so providing and have 
appointed for this purpose as their 
Plenipotentiaries: 
The President of the United 

States of America: 
Willard L. Beaulac, Ambassa-

dor Extraordinary and Plenipo-
tentiary of the United States of 
America to the Republic of Para-
guay; and 
The President of the Republic 

of Paraguay: 
His Excellency Doctor Miguel 

Angel Soler, Minister of Foreign 
Relations and Worship; 
Who, after having exchanged 

their full powers, found to be in 
good and due form, have agreed 
upon the following provisions: 

ARTICLE I 

1. The United States of America 
and the Republic of Paraguay will 
grant each other unconditional 
and unrestricted most-favored-na-
tion treatment in all matters con-

El Presidente de los Estados 
Unidos de America y el Presidente 
de la RepUblica del Paraguay, de-
seosos de fortalecer los tradicio-
nales v1nculos de amistad que 
existen entre los dos paises me-
diante el mantenirniento del prin-
cipio de igualdad de tratamiento 
en su forma incondicional e iimi-
tada como base de las relaciones 
comerciales y mediante el otorga-
miento de mutuas y reciprocas 
concesiones y ventajas para el 
fomento del comercio, han resuelto 
celebrar un Convenio Comercial 
quo as1 lo establezca y, a tal efecto, 
han designado sus Plenipoten-
ciarios, a saber: 

El Presidente de los Estados 
Unidos de America: 

Al Sefior Willard L. Beaulac, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Pleni-
potenciario de los Estados Unidos 
de America a la Repfiblica del 
Paraguay; y 
El Presidente de la Repfiblica 

del Paraguay: 
A Su Excelencia el Doctor 

Miguel Angel Soler, Ministro de 
Relaciones Exteriores y Culto; 

Quienes, despues de haber can-
jeado sus plenos poderes, hallados 
en buena y debida forma, han 
convenido en las disposiciones 
siguientes: 

ARTICULO I 

1. Los Estados Unidos de 
America y la Republica del Para-
guay se concederan mutuamente el 
tratamiento incondicional e ilimi-
tado de la nacion mits favorecida 
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Purposes declared. 

Plenipotentiaries. 

Most.favored-na-
t ion treatment. 
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cerning customs duties and sub-
sidiary charges of every kind and
in the method of levying such
duties and charges, and, further, in
all matters concerning the rules,
formalities and charges imposed in
connection with the clearing of
goods through the customs, and
with respect to all laws or regula-
tions affecting the sale, taxation,
distribution or use of imported
goods within the country.

2. Accordingly, articles the
growth, produce or manufacture
of either country imported into
the other shall in no case be sub-
ject, in regard to the matters re-
ferred to above, to any duties,
taxes or charges other or higher, or
to any rules or formalities other
or more burdensome, than those
to which the like articles the
growth, produce or manufacture
of any third country are or may
hereafter be subject.

3. Similarly, articles exported
from the territory of the United
States of America or the Republic
of Paraguay and consigned to the
territory of the other country
shall in no case be subject with
respect to exportation and in re-
gard to the above-mentioned mat-
ters, to any duties, taxes or
charges other or higher, or to any
rules or formalities other or more
burdensome, than those to which
the like articles when consigned to
the territory of any third country
are or may hereafter be subject.

4. Any advantage, favor, privi-
lege or immunity which has been
or may hereafter be granted by the
United States of America or the
Republic of Paraguay in regard to

en todas las cuestiones relativas a
derechos aduaneros y cargas sub-
sidiarias de cualquier clase, al
modo de percibir tales derechos y
cargas, y, ademas, en todo lo
concerniente a las reglas, formali-
dades y cargas a que las opera-
ciones de despacho de aduana
pudieran estar sujetas, y con
respecto a todas las leyes o regla-
mentos que afectan la venta, Ia
tributaci6n, la distribuci6n o el uso
dentro del pals de las mercancias
importadas.

2. En consecuencia, los arti-
culos cultivados, producidos o
manufacturados en cualquiera de
los dos paises, que se importen en
el otro, no estaran sujetos en
ningun caso, con respecto a las
cuestiones precitadas, a derechos,
impuestos o cargas distintos o mas
elevados, ni a reglas o formalidades
distintas o mas gravosas que
aqu6llos a que estan o en el fu-
turo puedan estar sujetos los
articulos similares cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en cual-
quier tercer pals.

3. Igualmente, los artfculos que
se exporten desde el territorio de
los Estados Unidos de America o
de la Repiblica del Paraguay con
destino al territorio del otro pais,
no estaran sujetos en ninguin caso,
con respecto a su exportaci6n y a
las cuestiones arriba mencionadas,
a derechos, impuestos o cargas
distintos o mas elevados, ni a
reglas o formalidades distintas o
mas gravosas que aquellos a que
estan o en el futuro puedan estar
sujetos los artfculos similares des-
tinados al territorio de cualquier
tercer pals.

4. Cualquier ventaja, favor, pri-
vilegio o inmunidad que haya sido
concedido o que en el future sea
concedido por los Estados Unidos
de America o por la Repiblica del
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corning customs duties and. sub-
sidiary charges of every kind and 
in the method of levying such 
duties and charges, and, further, in 
all matters concerning the rules, 
formalities and charges imposed in 
connection with the clearing of 
goods through the customs, and 
with respect to all laws or regula-
tions affecting the sale, taxation, 
distribution or use of imported 
goods within the country. 

2. Accordingly, articles the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of either country imported into 
the other shall in no case be sub-
ject, in regard to the matters re-
ferred to above, to any duties, 
taxes or charges other or higher, or 
to any rules or formalities other 
or mom burdensome, than those 
to which the like articles the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of any third country are or may 
hereafter be subject. 

3. Similarly, articles exported 
from the territory of the United 
States of America or the Republic 
of Paraguay and consigned to the 
territory of the other country 
shall in no case be subject with 
respect to exportation and in re-
gard to the above-mentioned mat-
ters, to any duties, taxes or 
charges other or higher, or to any 
rules or formalities other or more 
burdensome, than those to which 
the like articles when consigned to 
the territory of any third country 
are or may hereafter be subject. 

4. Any advantage, favor, privi-
lege or immunity which has been 
or may hereafter be granted by the 
United States of America or the 
Republic of Paraguay in regard to 

en todas las cuestiones relatives a 
derechos aduaneros y cargas sub-
sidiarias de cualquier clase, al 
modo de percibir tales derechos y 
cargas, y, edemas, en todo lo 
concerniente a las reglas, formali-
dades y cargas a que las opera-
ciones de despacho de aduana 
pudieran estar sujetas, y con 
respecto a todas las byes o regla-
mentos que afectan la yenta, la 
tributacien, la distribucion o el uso 
dentro del pals de las mercancias 
importadas. 

2. En consecuencia, los arti-
culos cultivados, producidos o 
manufacturados en cualquiera de 
los dos paises, que se importen on 
el otro, no estaran sujetos en 
ningdn caso, con respecto a las 
cuestiones precitadas, a derechos, 
impuestos o cargas distintos o mas 
elevados, ni a reglas o formalidades 
distintas o Inas gravosas que 
aquellos a que °start o en el fu-
turo puedan ester sujetos los 
articulos similares cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados on cual-
quier tercer pals. 

3. Igualmente, los articulos que 
se exporten desde el territorio de 
los Estados Unidos de America o 
de la Republica del Paraguay con 
destino al territorio del otro pals, 
no estaran sujetos en ningdn case, 
con respecto a su exportacien y a 
las cuestiones aniba mencionadas, 
a derechos, impuestos o cargas 
distintos o mas elevados, ni a 
reglas o formalidades distintas o 
mas gravosas que aquellos a qua 
estan o en el futuro puedan estar 
sujetos los articulos similares des-
tinados al territorio de cualquier 
tercer pals. 

4. Cualquier ventaja, favor, pri-
vilegio o inmunidad que haya sido 
concedido o que en el futuro sea 
concedido por los Estados Unidos 
de America o por la Repfiblica del 
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the above-mentioned matters, to
any article originating in any third
country or consigned to the terri-
tory of any third country shall be
accorded immediately and with-
out compensation to the like ar-
ticle originating in or consigned to
the territory of the Republic of
Paraguay or the United States of
America, respectively.

ARTICLE II

Paraguay, respecto de las materias
precitadas, a cualquier articulo
originario de cualquier tercer pais
o destinado al territorio de cual-
quier tercer pals, sera concedido
inmediatamente y sin compensa-
ci6n al articulo similar originario
del territorio de la Repiblica del
Paraguay o de los Estados Unidos
de America, respectivamente, o
destinado a cualquiera de los
mismos.

ARTICULO II
Articles the growth, produce or

manufacture of the United States
of America or the Republic of
Paraguay imported into the other
country shall, after their release
from customs custody, be exempt
from all internal taxes, fees,
charges or exactions other or
higher than those imposed on like
articles of national origin.

ARTICLE III

1. No prohibition or restriction
of any kind shall be imposed by
the Government of the United
States of America or the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Paraguay
on the importation, sale, distribu-
tion or use of any article the
growth, produce or manufacture
of the other country, or on the
exportation of any article destined
for the territory of the other
country, unless the importation,
sale, distribution or use of the like
article the growth, produce or
manufacture of all third countries,
or the exportation of the like
article to all third countries, re-
spectively, is similarly prohibited
or restricted.

2. If the Government of the
United States of America or the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay imposes any quantita-

Los articulos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los
Estados Unidos de America o en la
Repiblica del Paraguay importa-
dos al otro pais estaran exentos,
despu6s de su despacho de la
custodia aduanera, de todo im-
puesto, tasa, carga o gravamen
internos distintos o mas elevados
que los impuestos sobre articulos
similares de origen nacional.

ARTICULO III

1. Ni el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America ni el Gobierno
de la Republica del Paraguay
impondra prohibiciones o res-
tricciones de ninguna especie a la
imnportaci6n, venta, distribuci6n o
uso de cualquier articulo cultivado,
producido o manufacturado en el
otro pals, o a la exportaci6n de
cualquier articulo destinado al
territorio del otro pals, a menos
que la importaci6n, venta, distri-
buci6n o uso del articulo similar
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en todos los demas paises,
o la exportaci6n del articulo simi-
lar a todos los demas pafses, res-
pectivamente, sea prohibida o
restringida en forma similar.

2. Si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o el Gobierno
de la Republica del Paraguay
impone cualquier regulaci6n cuan-

Exemption from in-
ternal taxes, etc.

Freedom of imports
and exports.

Public notice of
quantitative regula-
tions.
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the above-mentioned matters, to 
any article originating in any third 
country or consigned to the terri-
tory of any third country shall be 
accorded immediately and with-
out compensation to the like ar-
ticle originating in or consigned to 
the territory of the Republic of 
Paraguay or the United States of 
America, respectively. 

ARTICLE II 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America or the Republic of 
Paraguay imported into the other 
country shall, after their release 
from customs custody, be exempt 
from all internal taxes, fees, 
charges or exactions other or 
higher than those imposed on like 
articles of national origin. 

ARTICLE III 

1. No prohibition or restriction 
of any kind shall be imposed by 
the Government of the United 
States of America or the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Paraguay 
on the importation, sale, distribu-
tion or use of any article the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of the other country, or on the 
exportation of any article destined 
for the territory of the other 
country, unless the importation, 
sale, distribution or use of the like 
article the growth, produce or 
manufacture of all third countries, 
or the exportation of the like 
article to all third countries, re-
spectively, is similarly prohibited 
or restricted. 

2. If the Government of the 
United States of America or the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay imposes any quantita-

Paraguay, respecto de las materias 
precitadas, a cualquier artfculo 
originario de cualquier tercer pals 
o destinado al territorio de cual-
quier tercer pals, sere, concedido 
inmediatamente y sin compensa-
den al artfculo similar originario 
del territorio de la Repdblica del 
Paraguay o de los Estados Unidos 
de America, respectivamente, o 
destinado a cualquiera de los 
mismos. 

ARTICULO II 

Los artIculos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los 
Estados Unidos de America o en la 
Repdblica del Paraguay importa-
dos al otro pals estaren exentos, 
despues de su despacho de la 
custodia aduanera, de todo im-
puesto, tasa, carga o gravamen 
internos distintos o mas elevados 
quo los impuestos sobre artIculos 
similares de origen nacional. 

ARTICULO III 

1. Ni el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America ni el Gobierno 
de la Repfiblica del Paraguay 
impondra prohibiciones o res-
tricciones de ninguna especie a la 
importacien, yenta, distribucien o 
uso de cualquier artfculo cultivado, 
producido o manufacturado en el 
otro pals, o a la exportacien de 
cualquier artfculo destinado al 
territorio del otro pals, a menos 
que la importacien, yenta, distri-
bucion o uso del artfculo similar 
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en todos los demas paises, 
o la exportacion del artIculo simi-
lar a todos los demas poises, res-
pectivamente, sea prohibida o 
restringida on forma similar. 

2. Si el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o el Gobierno 
de la Repdblica del Paraguay 
impone cualquier regulacion cuan-
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Freedom of imports 
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Public notice of 
quantitative regula-
tions. 
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tive regulation on the importa-
tion or exportation of any article,
or on the sale, distribution or use
of any imported article, it shall as
a general rule give public notice
of the total quantity or value of
such article permitted to be im-
ported, exported, sold, distributed
or used during a specified period,
and of any change in such quan-
tity or value. Furthermore, if
the Government of either country
allots a share of such total quan-
tity or value to any third country,
it shall as a general rule allot to
the other country, with respect to
any article in which the latter has
an important interest, a share
based upon the proportion of the
total quantity or value supplied
by, or in the case of exports a
share based upon the proportion
exported to, such other country
during a previous representative
period.

3. The provisions of this Article
relating to imported articles shall
also apply in respect of the quan-
tity or value of any article per-
mitted to be imported free of duty
or tax or at a lower rate of duty or
tax than the rate of duty or tax
imposed on imports in excess of
such quantity or value.

ARTICLE IV

1. If the Government of the
United States of America or the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay establishes or maintains
any form of control of the means
of international payment, it
shall accord unconditional most-
favored-nation treatment to the
commerce of the other country
with respect to all aspects of such
control

Allotments.

titativa a la importaci6n o ex-
portaci6n de cualquier articulo,
o a la venta, distribuci6n o uso
de cualquier articulo importado,
darA por regla general noticia
publica de la cantidad o valor
total de tal articulo que se per-
mita importar, exportar, vender,
distribuir o usar en un periodo
especificado, y de cualquier cambio
en tal cantidad o valor. Ademas,
si el Gobierno de cualquiera de
los dos paises asigna una parte de
dicha cantidad o valor total a cual-
quier tercer pais, por regla general
asignara al otro pals, con respecto
a cualquier articulo en el cual este
tenga inter6s importante, una
parte basada sobre la proporci6n
de la cantidad o valor total sumi-
nistrada por, o en el caso de ex-
portaciones, una parte basada
sobre la proporci6n exportada a,
tal otro pals en un periodo tipico
anterior.

3. Las disposiciones de este
Articulo relativas a los articulos
importados se aplicaran tambien
con respecto a la cantidad o valor
de cualquier articulo que se per-
mita importar libre de derechos o
impuestos de aduanas, o a un
derecho o impuesto de aduanas
mas bajo que el derecho o impuesto
de aduanas con que se graven las
importaciones en exceso de dicha
cantidad o valor.

ARTICULO IV

1. Si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o el Gobierno
de la Repfblica del Paraguay
establece o mantiene una forma
cualquiera de control de los medios
de pagos internacionales, con-
cederA el tratamiento incondi-
cional de la naci6n mas favorecida
al comercio del otro pals con
respecto a todos los aspectos de
tal control.

Control of means of
International pay-
ment.
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Allotments. 

Control of means of 
international pay-
ment. 

tive regulation on the importa- titativa a la importacien o ex-
tion or exportation of any article, portacion de cualquier articulo, 
or on the sale, distribution or use o a la yenta, distribucien 
of any imported article, it shall as 
a general rule give public notice 
of the total quantity or value of 
such article permitted to be im-
ported, exported, sold, distributed 
or used during a specified period, 
and of any change in such quan-
tity or value. Furthermore, if 
the Government of either country 
allots a share of such total quan-
tity or value to any third country, 
it shall as a general rule allot to 
the other country, with respect to 
any article in which the latter has 
an important interest, a share 
based upon the proportion of the 
total quantity or value supplied 
by, or in the case of exports a 
share based upon the proportion 
exported to, such other country 
during a previous representative 
period. 

3. The provisions of this Article 
relating to imported articles shall 
also apply in respect of the quan-
tity or value of any article per-
mitted to be imported free of duty 
or tax or at a lower rate of duty or 
tax than the rate of duty or tax 
imposed on imports in excess of 
such quantity or value. 

ARTICLE IV 

1. If the Government of the 
United States of America or the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay establishes or maintains 
any form of control of the means 
of international payment, it 
shall accord unconditional most-
favored-nation treatment to the 
commerce of the other country 
with respect to all aspects of such 
control. 
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de cualquier articulo importado, 
tiara, por regla general noticia 
publics, de la cantidad o valor 
total de tal articulo que se per-
mita importar, exportar, vender, 
distribuir o usar en un period() 
especificado, y de cualquier cambio 
en tal cantidad o valor. Ademils, 
si el Gobierno de cualquiera de 
los dos paises asigna una parte de 
dicha cantidad o valor total a cual-
quier tercer pals, por regla general 
asignarit al otro pals, con respecto 
a cualquier articulo en el cual este 
tenga inter& importante, una 
parte basada sobre la proporcion 
de la cantidad o valor total sumi-
nistrada por, o en el easo de ex-
portaciones, una parte basada 
sobre la proporcion exportada a, 
tal otro pals en un periodo tipico 
anterior. 

3. Las disposiciones de este 
Articulo relativas a los articulos 
importados se aplicaran tambien 
con respecto a la cantidad o valor 
de cualquier articulo que se per-
mita importar libre de derechos o 
impuestos de aduanas, o a un 
derecho o impuesto de aduanas 
Inas bajo que el derecho o impuesto 
de aduanas con que se graven las 
importaciones en exceso de dicha 
cantidad o valor. 

ARTICULO IV 

1. Si el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o el Gobierno 
de la Repfiblica del Paraguay 
establece o mantiene una forma 
cualquiera de control de los medios 
de pagos internacionales, con-
ceder i el tratamiento incondi-
cional de la nacien ms favorecida 
al comercio del otro pals con 
respecto a todos los aspectos de 
tal control. 
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2. The Government establish-
ing or maintaining such control
shall impose no prohibition, re-
striction or delay on the trans-
fer of payment for any article
the growth, produce or manufac-
ture of the other country which is
not imposed on the transfer of pay-
ment for the like article the
growth, produce or manufacture
of any third country. With re-
spect to rates of exchange and
with respect to taxes or charges on
exchange transactions, articles the
growth, produce or manufacture of
the other country shall be accord-
ed unconditionally treatment no
less favorable than that accorded
to the like articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of any
third country. The foregoing pro-
visions shall also extend to the
application of such control to
payments necessary for or inci-
dental to the importation of arti-
cles the growth, produce or manu-
facture of the other country. In
general, the control shall be ad-
ministered so as not to influence
to the disadvantage of the other
country the competitive relation-
ships between articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of the ter-
ritories of that country and like
articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of third countries.

ARTICLE V

1. If the Government of the
United States of America or the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay establishes or maintains
a monopoly for the importation,
exportation, sale, distribution or
production of any article or grants
exclusive privileges to any agency
to import, export, sell, distribute
or produce any article, the com-
merce of the other country shall

95347°-49-PT. III-27

2. El Gobierno que establezca
o mantenga tal control no impon-
dra ninguna prohibici6n, restric-
ci6n o demora a la transferencia
del pago para cualquier articulo
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en el otro pais que no se
imponga a la transferencia del
pago para un articulo similar
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en cualquier tercer pais.
Con respecto a los tipos de cambio
y con respecto a las tasas o cargas
sobre operaciones de cambio, a los
articulos cultivados, producidos o
manufacturados en el otro pals se
les concedera un tratamiento in-
condicional no menos favorable
que el concedido a los articulos
similares cultivados, producidos o
manufacturados en cualquier ter-
cer pals. Las disposiciones que
anteceden tambien se extenderan
a la aplicaci6n del control a los
pagos necesarios para o inherentes
a la importaci6n de los articulos
cultivados, producidos o manu-
facturados en el otro pais. En
general, el control se aplicara de
manera que no sea en perjuicio
del otro pals en lo que rcspecta a
la competencia entro los articulos
cultivados, producidos o mnanu-
facturados en los territorios do ese
pais y los articulos similares cul-
tivados, producidos o manufac-
turados en terceros paises.

ARTICULO V

1. Si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o el Gobierno
de la Republica del Paraguay
establece o mantiene un monopolio
para la importaci6n, exportaci6n,
venta, distribuci6n o producci6n
de cualquier articulo u otorga
privilegios exclusivos a cualquier
organismo para importar, expor-
tar, vender, distribuir o producir
cualquier articulo, se concedera al

MonopoUe.
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2. The Government establish-
ing or maintaining such control 
shall impose no prohibition, re-
striction or delay on the trans-
fer of payment for any article 
the growth, produce or manufac-
ture of the other country which is 
not imposed on the transfer of pay-
ment for the like article the 
growth, produce or manufacture 
of any third country. With re-
spect to rates of exchange and 
with respect to taxes or charges on 
exchange transactions, articles the 
growth, produce or manufacture of 
the other country shall be accord-
ed unconditionally treatment no 
less favorable than that accorded 
to the like articles the growth, 
produce or manufacture of any 
third country. The foregoing pro-
visions shall also extend to the 
application of such control to 
payments necessary for or inci-
dental to the importation of arti-
cles the growth, produce or manu-
facture of the other country. In 
general, the control shall be ad-
ministered so as not to influence 
to the disadvantage of the other 
country the competitive relation-
ships between articles the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the ter-
ritories of that country and like 
articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of third countries. 

ARTICLE V 

1. If the Government of the 
United States of America or the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay establishes or maintains 
a monopoly for the importation, 
exportation, sale, distribution or 
production of any article or grants 
exclusive privileges to any agency 
to import, export, sell, distribute 
or produce any article, the com-
merce of the other country shall 
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2. El Gobierno que establezca 
o mantenga tal control no impon-
dra ninguna prohibicion, restric-
cion o demora a la transferencia 
del pago para cualquier articulo 
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en el otro pals que no se 
imponga a la transferencia del 
pago para un articulo similar 
cultivado, producido o manufac-
turado en cualquier tercer pals. 
Con respecto a los tipos de cambio 
y con respecto a las tasas o cargas 
sobre operaciones de cambio, a los 
articulos cultivados, producidos o 
manufacturados en el otro pals se 
les concedeth un tratamiento in-
condicional no mums favorable 
que el concedido a los articulos 
similares cultivados, producidos o 
manufacturados en cualquier ter-
cer pals. Las disposiciones que 
anteceden tambien se extenderan 
a la aplicacion del control a los 
pagos necesarios para o inherentes 
a la importacion de los articulos 
cultivados, producidos o manu-
facturados en el otro pals. En 
general, el control se aplicarA de 
manera que no sea en perjuicio 
del otro pals en lo que respecta a 
la competencia entre los articulos 
cultivados, producidos o manu-
facturados en los territorios de ese 
pals y los articulos similares cul-
tivados, producidos o manufac-
turados en terceros paises. 

ARTICULO V 

1. Si el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o el Gobierno 
de la RepUblica del Paraguay 
establece o mantiene un monopolio 
para la importacion, exportacion, 
yenta, distribucion o producci6n 
de cualquier articulo u otorga 
privilegios exclusivos a cualquier 
organismo para importar, expor-
tar, vender, distribuir o producir 
cualquier articulo, se concedera al 

Monopolies. 
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be accorded fair and equitable
treatment in respect of the foreign
purchases or sales of such monop-
oly or agency. To this end such
monopoly or agency shall, in
making its foreign purchases or
sales of any article, be influenced
solely by considerations, such as
price, quality, marketability and
terms of purchase or sale, which
would ordinarily be taken into ac-
count by a private commercial en-
terprise interested solely in pur-
chasing or selling such article on
the most favorable terms.

2. The Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay, in the awarding of con-
tracts for public works and gener-
ally in the purchase of supplies,
shall accord fair and equitable
treatment to the commerce of the
other country as compared with
the treatment accorded to the
commerce of any third country.

ARTICLE VI

1. Laws, regulations of admin-
istrative authorities and decisions
of administrative or judicial au-
thorities of the United States of
America and the Republic of
Paraguay, respectively, pertain-
ing to the classification of articles
for customs purposes or to rates
of duty, shall be published as soon
as possible in such a manner as to
enable traders to become ac-
quainted with them.

2. No administrative ruling by
the Government of the United
States of America or the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Paraguay
effecting advances in rates of
duties or in charges applicable

comercio del otro pais un trata-
miento justo y equitativo con res-
pecto a las compras o ventas en
el extranjero de dicho monopolio
u organismo. A ese efecto, dicho
monopolio u organismo, al efectuar
sus compras o ventas de cualquier
articulo en el extranjero, se guiara
unicamente por consideraciones
tales como precio, calidad, posi-
bilidades de compraventa y con-
diciones de compra o venta que
ordinariamente tomaria en cuenta
una empresa comercial privada
interesada solamente en comprar
o vender tal articulo en las con-
diciones mas favorables.

2. El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America y el Gobierno
de la Repfblica del Paraguay, al
adjudicar contratos para obras
pfblicas y generalmente al hacer
compras de materiales, concede-
ran un tratamiento justo y equi-
tativo al comercio del otro pais
en comparaci6n con el trata-
miento concedido al comercio de
cualquier tercer pals.

ARTICULO VI

1. Las leyes, reglamentaciones
de autoridades administrativas y
decisiones de autoridades adminis-
trativas o judiciales de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America y de la
Repfiblica del Paraguay, respecti-
vamente, relativas a la clasifica-
ci6n de articulos para fines adua-
neros o a aranceles, seran pu-
blicadas tan pronto como sea
posible, en forma de permitir a
los comerciantes el conocimiento
de las mismas.

2. Ninguna disposici6n admi-
nistrativa del Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America o del
Gobierno de la Repfiblica del
Paraguay que disponga aumentos
en los aranceles de aduanas o en

Public-works con-
tracts, etc.

Publication of laws,
regulations, and deci-
sions.

Rulings effecting ad-
vances in rates of
duty, etc.
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Public-works 
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Publication of laws, 
regulations, and deci-
eons. 

Rulings effecting ad-
vances in rates of 
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be accorded fair and equitable 
treatment in respect of the foreign 
purchases or sales of such monop-
oly or agency. To this end such 
monopoly or agency shall, in 
making its foreign purchases or 
sales of any article, be influenced 
solely by considerations, such as 
price, quality, marketability and 
terms of purchase or sale, which 
would ordinarily be taken into ac-
count by a private commercial en-
terprise interested solely in pur-
chasing or selling such article on 
the most favorable terms. 

2. The Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay, in the awarding of con-
tracts for public works and gener-
ally in the purchase of supplies, 
shall accord fair and equitable 
treatment to the commerce of the 
other country as compared with 
the treatment accorded to the 
commerce of any third country. 

ARTICLE VI 

1. Laws, regulations of admin-
istrative authorities and decisions 
of administrative or judicial au-
thorities of the United States of 
America and the Republic of 
Paraguay, respectively, pertain-
ing to the classification of articles 
for customs purposes or to rates 
of duty, shall be published as soon 
as possible in such a manner as to 
enable traders to become ac-
quainted with them. 

2. No administrative ruling by 
the Government of the United 
States of America or the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Paraguay 
effecting advances in rates of 
duties or in charges applicable 

comercio del otro pals un trata-
raiento justo y equitativo con res-
pecto a las compras o yentas en 
el extranjero de dicho monopolio 
u organism°. A ese efecto, dicho 
monopolio u organism°, al efectuar 
sus compras o yentas de cualquier 
articulo en el extranjero, se guiarA, 
fmicamente por consideraciones 
tales como precio, calidad, posi-
bilidades de compraventa y con-
diciones de compra o yenta que 
ordinariamente tomaria en cuenta 
una, empresa coraercial privada 
interesada solamente en coraprar 
o vender tal articulo en las con-
diciones ms favorables. 

2. El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America y el Gobierno 
de la Republica del Paraguay, al 
adjudicar contratos para obras 
pUblicas y generalmente al hacer 
compras de materiales, concede-
ran un tratamiento justo y equi-
tativo al comercio del otro pals 
en comparacien con el trata-
raiento concedido al comercio de 
cualquier tercer pals. 

ARTICULO VI 

1. Las leyes, reglamentaciones 
de autoridades administrativas y 
decisiones de autoridades adminis-
trativas o judiciales de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America y de la 
Republica del Paraguay, respecti-
vamente, relativas a la clasifica-
ci6n de articulos para fines adua-
neros o a aranceles, serail pu-
blicadas tan pronto como sea 
posible, en forma de permitir a 
los comerciantes el conocimiento 
de las mismas. 

2. Ninguna disposicion admi-
nistrativa del Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America o del 
Gobierno de la Repfiblica del 
Paraguay que disponga aumentos 
en los aranceles de aduanas o on 
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under an established and uniform
practice to imports originating in
the territory of the other country,
or imposing any new requirement
with respect to such importations,
shall be effective retroactively or
as a general rule with respect to
articles either entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for con-
sumption prior to the expiration
of thirty days after the date of
publication of notice of such ruling
in the usual official manner; pro-
vided that, in respect to articles
imported into the Republic of
Paraguay, the foregoing provisions
as to the effective date of adminis-
trative rulings may be limited (a)
to articles which at the time of
such publication are in a Para-
guayan customs warehouse, (b)
to articles which at such time are
en route and (c) to articles which
at such time are covered by com-
plete export shipping documents
already issued. The provisions of
this paragraph shall not apply to
administrative orders imposing
anti-dumping duties, or relating
to regulations for the protection
of human, animal or plant life or
health, or relating to public safety,
or giving effect to judicial deci-
sions.

3. Greater than nominal pen-
alties shall not be imposed by the
Government of the United States
of America or the Government of
the Republic of Paraguay in con-
nection with the importation of
articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the other country

las cargas aplicables de conformi-
dad con una practica establecida
y uniforme a las importaciones
originarias del territorio del otro
pais, o que imponga cualquier
nuevo requisito con respecto a
tales importaciones, se aplicara en
forma retroactiva ni aun como
practica general con respecto a
articulos que hayan entrado, o
hayan sido retirados del dep6sito
aduanero, para el consumo antes
de la expiraci6n de treinta dias
siguientes a la fecha de publicaci6n
del anuncio de dicha disposici6n
en la forma oficial acostumbrada;
disponi6ndose que, en lo que
respecta a articulos importados
por la Repfiblica del Paraguay,
las anteriores disposiciones rela-
tivas a la fecha efectiva de dis-
posiciones administrativas, podran
limitarse (a) a articulos que a la
fecha de dicha publicaci6n se
encuentren en un dep6sito de
aduanas paraguayo, (b) a articulos Nonapplicability.

que para esa fecha esten en
transito y (c) a articulos que para
esa fecha est6n amparados por
documentos de exportaci6n com-
pletos ya expedidos. Lo estipu-
lado on este pArrafo no se aplicarit
a las disposiciones administrativas
que impongan derechos contra
mercancias vendidas para efectuar
un "dumping", o relativas a
reglamentaciones para la protec-
ci6n de la vida o salud humana,
animal o vegetal, o relativas a la
seguridad pdblica, o para la ejecu-
ci6n de resoluciones judiciales.

3. No se impondran por el Penalties for errors

Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America o el Gobierno de la
Repiblica del Paraguay mas que
multas nominales con respecto a
la importaci6n de articulos culti-
vados, producidos o manufac-
turados en el otro pals. con motive
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trative rulings may be limited (a) 
to articles which at the time of 
such publication are in a Para-
guayan customs warehouse, (b) 
to articles which at such time are 
en route and (c) to articles which 
at such time are covered by com-
plete export shipping documents 
already issued. The provisions of 
this paragraph shall not apply to 
a dministrative orders imposing 
anti-dumping duties, or relating 
to regulations for the protection 
of human, animal or plant life or 
health, or relating to public safety, 
or giving effect to judicial deci-
sions. 

3. Greater than nominal pen-
alties shall not be imposed by the 
Government of the United States 
of America or the Government of 
the Republic of Paraguay in con-
nection with the importation of 
articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the other country 

under an established and uniform las cargas aplicables de conformi-
practice to imports originating in dad con una practica establecida 
the territory of the other country, y uniforme a las irnportaciones 
or imposing any new requirement originarias del territorio del otro 
with respect to such importations, pals, o que imponga cualquier 
shall be effective retroactively or nuevo requisito con respecto a 
as a general rule with respect to tales importaciones, se aplicara en 
articles either entered, or with- forma retroactiva ni aun como 
drawn from warehouse, for con- practica general con respecto a 
sumption prior to the expiration articulos que hayan entrado, o 
of thirty days after the date of hayan sido retirados del deposit° 
publication of notice of such ruling aduanero, para el consumo antes 
in the usual official manner; pro- de in expiracion de treinta dias 
vided that, in respect to articles siguientes a la fecha de publicacion 
imported into the Republic of del anuncio de dicha disposici6n 
Paraguay, the foregoing provisions en la forma oficial acostumbrada; 
as to the effective date of adminis- disponiendose que, en lo que 

respecta a articulos importados 
por la Rep4blica del Paraguay, 
las anteriores disposiciones rela-
tivas a la fecha efectiva de dis-
posiciones administrativas, podran 
lhnitarse (a) a articulos que a la 
fecha de dicha publicacion se 
encuentren en un deposit° de 
aduanas paraguayo, (b) a articulos 
que para esa, fecha esten en 
transit° y (c) a articulos que para 
esa fecha esten amparados por 
docuinentos de exportacion com-
pletes ya, expedidos. Lo estipu-
lado on este parrafo no so aplicara 
a las disposiciones administrativas 
que impongan derechos contra 
mercancias vendidas para efectuar 
tin "dumping", o relativas a 
reglamentaciones para la protec-
cion de la vida o salud humana, 
animal o vegetal, o relativas a la 
seguridad pliblica, o para la ejecu-
cion de resoluciones judiciales. 

3. No se impondran por el inPdenalileesni,:trioir."s 
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America o el Gobierno de la 
Repliblica del Paraguay mas que 
multas nominales con respect° a 
la importacion de articulos culti-
vados, producidos o manufac-
turados en el otro pals. con motivo 

Nonapplicability. 
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Consultatio.

Disagreement re-
specting application of
sanitary laws, etc.

because of errors in documentation
which are obviously clerical in
origin.

4. The Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay will accord sympathetic
consideration to, and will afford
adequate opportunity for consul-
tation regarding, such representa-
tions as the other Government
may make with respect to the
operation of customs regulations,
quantitative regulations or the
administration thereof, the ob-
servance of customs formalities,
and the application of sanitary
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal or plant
life or health.

5. If the Government of the
United States of America or the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay makes representations
to the Government of the other
country in respect of the applica-
tion of any sanitary law or regula-
tion for the protection of human,
animal or plant life or health, and
if there is disagreement with
respect thereto, a committee of
technical experts on which each
Government shall be represented
shall, on the request of either Gov-
ernment, be established to con-
sider the matter and to submit
recommendations with respect
thereto.

ARTICLE VII

imports from U.. Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the United States
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I annexed to

P'W P. 2. this Agreement and made an in-
tegral part thereof, shall, on their
importation into the Republic of
Paraguay, be exempt from ordi-

ARTICULO VII

Los articulos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los
Estados Unidos de America, enu-
merados y descritos en la Planilla
I anexa a este Convenio, del cual
forma parte integrante, al ser im-
portados en la Republica del Para-
guay, estaran exentos de derechos

de errores en la documentaci6n
que patentemente se deban a la
simple escritura o scan errores
tipograficos (clerical errors).

4. El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America y el Gobierno
de la Repiblica del Paraguay
prestaran ben6vola consideraci6n,
y ofreceran oportunidades ade-
cuadas de consulta, a las represen-
taciones que el otro Gobierno haga
con respecto a la aplicaci6n de
reglamentaciones aduaneras, a re-
gulaciones cuantitativas o a la
aplicaci6n de las mismas, a la ob-
servancia de formalidades adua-
neras y a la aplicaci6n de leyes
y reglamentaciones sanitarias para
la protecci6n de la vida o de la
salud humana, animal y vegetal.

5. Si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o el Gobierno
de la Repdblica del Paraguay
hiciera representaciones al otro
Gobierno con respecto a la aplica-
ci6n de cualquier ley o reglamenta-
ci6n sanitaria para la protecci6n
de la vida o de la salud humana,
animal o vegetal, y hubiera desa-
cuerdo con respecto a la misma, se
constituira, a pedido de cual-
quiera de los dos Gobiernos, una
comisi6n de expertos tecnicos, en
la cual cada Gobierno estara repre-
sentado, a fin de considerar el
asunto y someter sus recomenda-
ciones pertinentes.
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Consultation. 

Disagreement re-
specting application of 
sanitary laws, etc. 

Imports from tr. B. 
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because of errors in documentation 
which 
origin. 

are obviously clerical in 

4. The Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay will accord sympathetic 
consideration to, and will afford 
adequate opportunity for consul-
tation regarding, such representa-
tions as the other Government 
may make with respect to the 
operation of customs regulations, 
quantitative regulations or the 
administration thereof, the ob-
servance of customs formalities, 
and the application of sanitary 
laws and regulations for the pro-
tection of human, animal or plant 
life or health. 

5. If the Government of the 
United States of America or the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay makes representations 
to the Government of the other 
country in respect of the applica-
tion of any sanitary law or regula-
tion for the protection of human, 
animal or plant life or health, and 
if there is disagreement with 
respect thereto, a committee of 
technical experts on which each 
Government shall be represented 
shall, on the request of either Gov-
ernment, be established to con-
sider the matter and to submit 
recommendations with respect 
thereto. 

ARTICLE VII 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the United States 
of America, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I annexed to 
this Agreement and made an in-
tegral part thereof, shall, on their 
importation into the Republic of 
Paraguay, be exempt from ordi-

de errores en la documentacion 
que patentemente se deban a la 
simple escritura o sean errores 
tipograficos (clerical errors). 

4. El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America y el Gobierno 
de la RepUblica del Paraguay 
prestaran benevola consideracion, 
y ofrecertm oportunidades ade-
cuadas de consulta, a las represen-
taciones que el otro Gobierno haga 
con respecto a la aplicacion de 
reglamentaciones aduaneras, a re-

aciones cuantitativas o a la 
aplicacion de las mismas, a la ob-
servancia de formalidades adua-
neras y a la aplicacion de byes 
y reglamentaciones sanitaria s para 
la protecci6n de la vida o de la 
salud humans, animal y vegetal. 

5. Si el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o el Gobierno 
de la Repdblica del Paraguay 
hiciera representaciones al otro 
Gobierno con respecto a la aplica-
cion de cualquier ley o reglamenta-
ci6n sanitaria part la proteccion 
de la vida o de it salud humana, 
animal o vegetal, y hubiera desa-
cuerdo con respecto a la misma, se 
constituirfi, a pedido de cual-
quiera de los dos Gobiernos, unit 
comisi6n de expertos tecnicos, en 
la cual cada Gobierno e,stara repre-
sentado, a fin de considerar el 
asunto y someter sus recomenda-
ciones pertinentes. 

ARTICIILO VII 

Los articulos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en los 
Estados Unidos de America, enu-
merados y descritos en la Planilla 
I anexa a este Convenio, del cual 
forma parte integrante, al ser im-
portados en la Republica del Para-
guay, estarin exentos de derechos 
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nary customs duties in excess of
those set forth and provided for
in the said Schedule, subject to
the conditions therein set out.
The said articles shall also be
exempt from all other duties,
taxes, fees, charges or exactions,
imposed on or in connection with
importation, in excess of those im-
posed on the day of the signature
of this Agreement or required to
be imposed thereafter under laws
of the Republic of Paraguay in
force on that day. Nevertheless,
the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay reserves the right to
consolidate, in connection with a
general revision of the customs
tariff, the duties, taxes, fees,
charges or exactions imposed on
or in connection with importation,
provided that such consolidation
does not have the effect of impair-
ing the value of any concession
provided for in Schedule I.

ARTICLE VIII

Articles the growth, produce or
manufacture of the Republic of
Paraguay, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II annexed to
this Agreement and made an in-
tegral part thereof, shall, on their
importation into the United States
of America, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of
those set forth and provided for
in the said Schedule, subject to
the conditions therein set out.
The said articles shall also be
exempt from all other duties,
taxes, fees, charges or exactions,
imposed on or in connection with
importation, in excess of those
imposed on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement or required
to be imposed thereafter under

aduaneros ordinarios superiores a
los estipulados y previstos en
dicha Planilla, con sujeci6n a las
condiciones establecidas en la mis-
ma. Dichos articulos estaran
tambi6n exentos de todo otro
derecho aduanero, impuesto, tasa,
carga o gravamen impuesto a la
importaci6n o en relaci6n con ella,
que excediere a los que se im-
pongan en la fecha de la firma de
este Convenio o a aquellos cuya
imposici6n ulterior estipulen las
leyes de la Repdblica del Paraguay
en vigor en esa fecha. No
obstante, el Gobierno de la Repi-
blica del Paraguay se reserva el
derecho de consolidar, en conexi6n
con una revisi6n general del aran-
cel aduanero de importaciones,
los derechos, impuestos, tasas,
cargas o gravamenes impuestos a
la importaci6n o en relaci6n con
ella, siempre que dicha consolida-
ci6n no tenga el efecto de menos-
cabar el valor de cualquier con-
cesi6n prevista en la Planilla I.

ARTICULO VIII

Los articulos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o inanufacturados en la
Republica del Paraguay, enumlera-
dos y descritos en la Planilla II
anexa a este Convenio, del cual
forma parte integrante, al ser
importados en los Estados Unidos
de America, estarin exentos de
derechos aduaneros ordinarios su-
periores a los estipulados y pre-
vistos en dicha Planilla, con suje-
ci6n a las condiciones establecidas
en la misma. Dichos articulos
estaran tambien exentos de todo
otro derecho aduanero, impuesto,
tasa, carga o gravamen impuesto
a la importaci6n o en relaci6n con
ella, que excediere a los que ya se
impongan en la fecha de la firma
de este Convenio o a aqu6llos cuya

Right to consolidate
duties, etc.

Imiports fromll I'lar

, p. 2714.

I'ost, p.. 2714.
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nary customs duties in excess of 
those set forth and provided for 
in the said Schedule, subject to 
the conditions therein set out. 
The said articles shall also be 
exempt from all other duties, 
taxes, fees, charges or exactions, 
imposed on or in connection with 
importation, in excess of those im-
posed on the day of the signature 
of this Agreement or required to 
be imposed thereafter under laws 
of the Republic of Paraguay in 
force on that day. Nevertheless, 
the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay reserves the right to 
consolidate, in connection with a 
general revision of the customs 
tariff, the duties, taxes, fees, 
charges or exactions imposed on 
or in connection with importation, 
provided that such consolidation 
does not have the effect of impair-
ing the value of any concession 
provided for in Schedule I. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Articles the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the Republic of 
Paraguay, enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II annexed to 
this Agreement and made an in-
tegral part thereof, shall, on their 
importation into the United States 
of America, be exempt from ordi-
nary customs duties in excess of 
those set forth and provided for 
in the said Schedule, subject to 
the conditions therein set out. 
The said articles shall also be 
exempt from all other duties, 
taxes, fees, charges or exactions, 
imposed on or in connection with 
importation, in excess of those 
imposed on the day of the signa-
ture of this Agreement or required 
to be imposed thereafter under 

aduaneros ordinarios superiores a 
los estipulados y previstos en 
dicha Planilla, con sujecion a las 
condiciones establecidas en la mis-
ma. Dichos articulos estaran 
tambien exentos de todo otro 
derecho aduanero, impuesto, tasa, 
carga o gravamen impuesto a la 
importacion o en relaci6n con ella, 
que excediere a los que se im-
pongan en la fecha de la firma de 
este Convenio o a aquellos cuya 
imposicion ulterior estipulen las 
byes de la Republica del Paraguay 
en vigor en esa fecha. No 
obstante, el Gobierno de la Repu-
blica del Paraguay se reserva el 
derecho de consolidar, en conexi6n 
con una revisi6n general del aran-
cel aduanero de importaciones, 
los derechos, impuestos, tasas, 
cargas o gravamenes impuestos a 
la importacion o en relaci6n con 
ella, siempre que dicha consolida-
cion no tenga el efecto de menos-
cabar el valor de cualquier con-
cesion prevista en la Planilla I. 

ARTICULO VIII 

Los articulos cultivados, pro-
ducidos o manufacturados en In 
RepUblica del Paraguay, enumera-
dos y descritos on la Planilla 11 
anexa a este Convenio, del cual 
forma parte integrante, al ser 
importados en los Estados Unidos 
de America, estaran exentos de 
derechos aduaneros ordinarios su-
periores a los estipulados y pre-
vistos en dicha Planilla, con suje-
cion a las condiciones establecidas 
en la misma. Dichos articulos 
estargn tambien exentos de todo 
otro derecho aduanero, impuesto, 
ta,sa, carga o gravamen impuesto 
a la importacien o en relacion con 
ella, que excediere a los que ya se 
impongan en la fecha de la firma 
de este Convenio o a aquellos cuya 
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Imposition of
charges on imports.

laws of the United States of
America in force on that day.

ARTICLE IX

The provisions of Articles VII
and VIII of this Agreement shall
not prevent the Government of
the United States of America or
the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay from imposing at any
time on the importation of any
article a charge equivalent to an
internal tax imposed in respect of
a like domestic article or in respect
of a commodity from which the
imported article has been manu-
factured or produced in whole or
in part.

ARTICLE X

In respect of articles the growth,
produce or manufacture of the
United States of America or of
the Republic of Paraguay enumer-
ated and described in Schedules I
and II, respectively, imported into
the other country, on which ad
valorem rates of duty, or duties
based upon or regulated in any
manner by value, are or may be
assessed, the general principles
applicable in the respective coun-
tries for determining dutiable
value and converting currencies
shall not be altered so as to impair
the value of any of the concessions
provided for in this Agreement.

ARTICLE XI

1. No prohibition, restriction or
any other form of quantitative
regulation shall be imposed by the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay on the importation,
sale, distribution or use of any
article the growth, produce or

2698

imposici6n ulterior estipulen las
leyes de los Estados Unidos de
America en vigor en esa fecha.

ARTICULO IX

Las disposiciones de los Artf-
culos VII y VIII de este Convenio
no impediran al Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America o al
Gobierno de la Repdblica del Para-
guay imponer, en cualquier mo-
mento, a la importaci6n de cual-
quier articulo un gravamen equi-
valente a un impuesto interno que
se aplique a un articulo nacional
similar, o a un producto con el cual
el articulo importado ha sido
manufacturado o producido en su
totalidad o en parte.

ARTICULO X

Con respecto a los artfculos
cultivados, producidos o manufac-
turados en los Estados Unidos de
Am6rica o en la Repdblica del
Paraguay, enumerados y descritos
en las Planillas I y II, respectiva-
mente, importados al otro pals,
sobre los cuales se apliquen o
pueden aplicarse derechos ad valo-
rem, o derechos basados o regu-
lados en cualquier forma por su
valor, los principios generales que
se apliquen en los paises respec-
tivos para la determinaci6n del
valor sujeto a derecho y para la
conversi6n de monedas no deberan
ser alterados de manera que menos-
caben el valor de cualquier con-
cesi6n prevista en este Convenio.

ARTIcuLO XI

1. Ninguna prohibici6n, restric-
ci6n o cualquier otra forma alguna
de regulaci6n cuantitativa podra
ser impuesta por el Gobierno de la
Repfblica del Paraguay a la
importaci6n, venta, distribuci6n o
uso de cualquier articulo cultivado,

Assessment of ad
lorem rates.

Pos, pp. 270 2714.

Nonimpositlon of
quantitative regula-
tions on articles in
Schedules.
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laws of the United States of imposicidn ulterior estipulen las 
America in force on that day. leyes de los Estados Unidos de 

America en vigor en esa fecha. 

ARTICLE IX ARTICULO IX 
Imposition of 

charges on imports. 

Assessment of ad 
valorem rates. 

Poet. pp. 2706, 2714. 

NonImposition of 
quantitative regula-
tions on articles in 
Schedules. 

The provisions of Articles VII 
and VIII of this Agreement shall 
not prevent the Government of 
the United States of America or 
the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay from imposing at any 
time on the importation of any 
article a charge equivalent to an 
internal tax imposed in respect of 
a like domestic article or in respect 
of a commodity from which the 
imported article has been manu-
factured or produced in whole or 
in part. 

ARTICLE X 

In respect of articles the growth, 
produce or manufacture of the 
United States of America or of 
the Republic of Paraguay enumer-
ated and described in Schedules I 
and II, respectively, imported into 
the other country, on which ad 
valorem rates of duty, or duties 
based upon or regulated in any 
manner by value, are or may be 
assessed, the general principles 
applicable in the respective coun-
tries for determining dutiable 
value and converting currencies 
shall not be altered so as to impair 
the value of any of the concessions 
provided for in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE XI 

1. No prohibition, restriction or 
any other form of quantitative 
regulation qhall be imposed by the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay on the importation, 
sale, distribution or use of any 
article the growth, produce or 

Las disposiciones de los Artf-
culos VII y VIII de este Convenio 
no impediran al Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America o al 
Gobierno de la Reptiblica del Pare-
guay imponer, en cualquier mo-
ment°, a la importacien de cual-
quier artfculo un gravamen equi-
valent° a un impuesto intern° que 
se aplique a, un articulo nacional 
similar, o a un producto con el cual 
el artfculo imported° ha sido 
manufactured° o producido en su 
totalidad o en parte. 

ARTICULO X 

Con respecto a los artfculos 
cultivados, producidos o manufac-
turados en los Estados Unidos de 
America o en la Reptiblica del 
Paraguay, enumerados y descritos 
en la,s Planillas I y II, respective-
mente, importados al otro pals, 
sobre los cuales se apliquen o 
pueden aplicarse derechos ad valo-
rem, o derechos basados o regu-
lados en cualquier forma por su 
valor, los principios generales que 
se apliquen en los paises respec-
tivos pare, in determinacien del 
valor sujeto a derecho y para la 
conversion de monedas no deberan 
ser alterados de manera que menos-
caben el valor de cualquier con-
cesien prevista en este Convenio. 

Auncuno XI 

1. Ningtma prohibicien, restric-
eke o cualquier otra forma alguna 
de regulacion cuantitativa podra, 
ser impuesta por el Gobierno de la 
Repdblica del Paraguay a la 
importacion, yenta, distribucion o 
uso de cualquier artIculo cultivado, 
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manufacture of the United States
of America enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I, or by the
Government of the United States
of America on the importation,
sale, distribution or use of any
article the growth, produce or
manufacture of the Republic of
Paraguay enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule II.

2. The foregoing provision shall
not prevent the Government of
the United States of America or
the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay from imposing quan-
titative regulations in whatever
form on the importation or sale
of any article in conjunction with
governmental measures or meas-
ures under governmental author-
ity operating to regulate or control
the production, market supply,
quality or prices of like domestic
articles, or tending to increase the
labor costs of production of such
articles, or to maintain the ex-
change value of the currency of
the country. Whenever the Gov-
ernment of either country pro-
poses to impose or to alter sub-
stantially any quantitative reg-
ulation authorized by this para-
graph, it shall give notice thereof
in writing to the other Govern-
ment and shall afford such other
Government an opportunity to
consult with it in respect of the
proposed action; and if agreement
with respect thereto is not reached
the Government which proposes
to take such action shall, never-
theless, be free to do so and
the other Government shall be
free within thirty days after such
action is taken to terminate this
Agreement in whole or in part on
thirty days' written notice.

producido o manufacturado en los
Estados Unidos de America, enume-
rado y descrito en la Planilla I, o
por el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica a la importa-
ci6n, venta, distribuci6n o uso de
cualquier artfculo cultivado, pro-
ducido o manufacturado en la
Repdblica del Paraguay, enume-
rado y descrito en la Planilla II.

2. La disposici6n que antecede
no impedirA al Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America o al
Gobierno de la Repfiblica del
Paraguay imponer regulaciones
cuantitativas en cualquier forma
a la importaci6n o venta de cual-
quier articulo conjuntamente con
medidas gubernativas o con medi-
das bajo la autoridad gubernativa
que operen para regir o controlar
la producci6n, el abastecimiento
del mercado, la calidad o los
precios de articulos nacionales
analogos, o tendientes a aumentar
el costo de la mano de obra de la
producci6n de tales articulos, o a
mantener el valor de cambio de
la moneda nacional. Cuando el
Gobierno de cualquiera de los
dos palses propusiere imponer
o modificar sustancialmente cual-
quier regulaci6n cuantitativa au-
torizada por este pirrafo, dara
aviso de ello por escrito al otro
Gobierno y proporcionara a este
la oportunidad de consultarle res-
pecto a la acci6n proyectada; y
si no se llegare a un acuerdo con
respecto a ello, el Gobierno que
proponga tomar tal acci6n estara,
sin embargo, en libertad de llevarla
a cabo y el otro Gobierno estara
en libertad, dentro de treinta
dias despues de tomada tal acci6n,
de dar por terminado este Con-
venio en su totalidad o en parte,
mediante un aviso previo de
treinta dias par escrito

Pot. p.S tM

Pot, p. 2714.
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Notice to other gov-
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pod action, etc.
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manufacture of the United States 
of America enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I, or by the 
Government of the United States 
of America on the importation, 
sale, distribution or use of any 
article the growth, produce or 
manufacture of the Republic of 
Paraguay enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule IL 

2. The foregoing provision shall 
not prevent the Government of 
the United States of America or 
the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay from imposing quan-
titative regulations in whatever 
form on the importation or sale 
of any article in conjunction with 
governmental measures or meas-
ures under governmental author-
ity operating to regulate or control 
the production, market supply, 
quality or prices of like domestic 
articles, or tending to increase the 
labor costs of production of such 
articles, or to maintain the ex-
change value of the currency of 
the country. Whenever the Gov-
ernment of either country pro-
poses to impose or to alter sub-
stantially any quantitative reg-
ulation authorized by this para-
graph, it shall give notice thereof 
in writing to the other Govern-
ment and shall afford such other 
Government an opportunity to 
consult with it in respect of the 
proposed action; and if agreement 
with respect thereto is not reached 
the Government which proposes 
to take such action shall, never-
theless, be free to do so and 
the other Government shall be 
free within thirty days after such 
action is taken to terminate this 
Agreement in whole or in part on 
thirty days' written notice. 

producido o manufactured° en los 
Estados Unidos de America, enurae-
redo y descrito en la Manilla I, o 
por el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America a la importa-
then, yenta, distribucien o uso de 
cualquier articulo cultivado, pro-
ducido o manufacturado en la 
Repdblica del Paraguay, enume-
rado y descrito en la Planilla IL 

2. La disposicien que antecede 
no impedira al Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America o al 
Gobierno de is. Reyablica del 
Paraguay impaner regulaciones 
cuantitativas en cualquier forma 
a Is. importacien o yenta de cual-
quier articulo conjimtaraente con 
medidas gubernativas o con medi-
das bajo la autoridad gubernativa 
que operen para regir o controlar 
la produccien, el abastecimiento 
del mercado, la calidad o los 
precios de articulos nacionales 
analogos, o tendientes a auraentar 
el costo de is. mano de obra de la 
produccion de tales articulos, o a 
mantener el valor de cambia de 
la moneda n.acional. Cuando el 
Gobierno de cualquiera de los 
dos paises propusiere im.poner 
o modificar sustancialmente cual-
quier regulacien cuantitativa au-
torizada por este parrafo, dare 
aviso de ello por escrito al otro 
Gobierno y proporcionara a este 
is. oportunidad de consultarle res-
pecto a la accien proyectada; y 
Si no se Ilegare a un acuerdo con 
respecto a ello, el Gobierno que 
proponga tomar tal accion estara, 
sin embargo, en libertad de Revarla 
a cabo y el otro Gobierno estarfi 
en libertad, dentro de treinta 
dlas despues de tomada tal accien, 
de dar por terminado eats Con-
venio en su totalidad o en parts, 
media.nte un aviso previo de 
treinta dlas por emit°. 
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in

ARTICLE XII

withdrawaltor mod- 1. If, as a result of unforeseen[cation of concession.
developments and of the conces-
sion granted on any article enu-
merated and described in the

at, pp. 270,2714 Schedules annexed to this Agree-
ment, such article is being im-
ported in such increased quantities
and under such conditions as to
cause or threaten serious injury to
domestic producers of like or
similar articles, the Government
of either country shall be free to
withdraw the concession, in whole
or in part, or to modify it to the
extent and for such time as may
be necessary to prevent such in-

Proclamation of jury. Accordingly, if the Presi-nding and determi-
ation. dent of the United States of

America finds as a fact that im-
ports of any article enumerated

, p. 2714. and described in Schedule II are
entering the United States of
America under the circumstances
specified in the preceding sentence,
he shall determine whether the
withdrawal, in whole or in part, of
the concession with regard to the
article, or any modification of the
concession, by the imposition of
quantitative regulations or other-
wise, is necessary to prevent such
injury, and he shall, if he finds that
the public interest will be served
thereby, proclaim such finding and
determination, and on and after
the effective date specified in such
proclamation, and so long as such
proclamation remains in effect,
imports of the article into the
United States of America shall be
subject to the customs treatment
so determined to be necessary to
prevent such injury. Similarly,
if the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay finds as a fact that
any article enumerated and de-

Porfp.2 scribed in Schedule I is being im-
ported into the Republic of Para-

n
n
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ARTICULO XII

1. Si, como resultado de aconte-
cimientos imprevistos y de la
concesi6n otorgada a cualquier
articulo enumerado y descrito en
las Planillas anexas a este Con-
venio, tal articulo se est6 impor-
tando en cantidades tan crecidas
y en condiciones tales que amena-
cen u ocasionen series perjuicios a
los productores nacionales de ar-
ticulos iguales o similares, el
Gobierno de cualquiera de los dos
paises estara en libertad de retirar
en todo o en parte la concesi6n, o
de modificarla en la medida y por
el tiempo que sea necesario para
evitar tales perjuicios. Por lo
tanto, si el Presidente de los
Estados Unidos de America en-
cuentra que de hecho las impor-
taciones de cualesquiera de los
articulos enumerados y descritos
en la Planilla II se estan efec-
tuando en los Estados Unidos de
America en las circunstancias pre-
vistas en la frase precedente,
decidira si es necesario para evitar
tal perjuicio el retiro en todo o en
parte de la concesi6n relativa al
articulo, o cualquier modificaci6n
a dicha concesi6n mediante el
establecimiento de reglamenta-
ciones cuantitativas o por otras
medidas, y si encuentra que los
intereses pdblicos se benefician con
ello, proclamara dichos hechos y
resoluciones, y a partir de la fecha
sefalada en la proclama para su
vigencia, y durante el tiempo que
6sta permanezca en vigor, las
importaciones del articulo en los
Estados Unidos de America que-
daran sujetas al tratamiento adua-
nal asi determinado por necesario
para evitar dicho perjuicio. Igual-
mente, si el Gobierno de la
Repfiblica del Paraguay encuentra
que de hecho cualquier articulo
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Post, p. 2714. 
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1. If, as a result of unforeseen 
developments and of the conces-
sion granted on any article enu-
merated and described in the 
Schedules annexed to this Agree-
ment, such article is being im-
ported in such increased quantities 
and under such conditions as to 
cause or threaten serious injury to 
domestic producers of like or 
similar articles, the Government 
of either country shall be free to 
withdraw the concession, in whole 
or in part, or to modify it to the 
extent and for such time as may 
be necessary to prevent such in-
jury. Accordingly, if the Presi-
dent of the United States of 
America finds as a fact that im-
ports of any article enumerated 
and described in Schedule II are 
entering the United States of 
America under the circumstances 
specified in the preceding sentence, 
he shall determine whether the 
withdrawal, in whole or in part, of 
the concession with regard to the 
article, or any modification of the 
concession, by the imposition of 
quantitative regulations or other-
wise, is necessary to prevent such 
injury, and he shall, if he finds that 
the public interest will be served 
thereby, proclaim such finding and 
determination, and on and after 
the effective date specified in such 
proclamation, and so long as such 
proclamation remains in effect, 
imports of the article into the 
United States of America shall be 
subject to the customs treatment 
so determined to be necessary to 
prevent such injury. Similarly, 
if the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay finds as a fact that 
any article enumerated and de-
scribed in Schedule I is being im-
ported into the Republic of Para-

1. Si, como resultado de aconte-
cimientos imprevistos y de la 
concesion otorgada a cualquier 
artfculo enumerado y descrito en 
las Planillas anexas a este Con-
venio, tal articulo se este impor-
tando en can tidades tan crecidas 
y en condiciones tales que amena-
con u ocasionen serios perjuicios a 
los productores nacionales de ar-
ticulos iguales o similares, el 
Gobierno de cualquiera de los dos 
pafses estara en libertad de retirar 
en todo o en parte la concesion, o 
de modificarla en la medida y por 
el tiempo que sea necesario para 
evitar tales perjuicios. For lo 
tanto, si el Presidente de los 
Estados Unidos de America en-
cuentra que de hecho las impor-
taciones de cualesquiera de los 
artfculos enumera.dos y descritos 
en la Planilla II se estan efec-
tuando en los Estados Unidos de 
America en las circunstancias pre-
vistas en la frase precedente, 
decidira si es necesario para. evitar 
tal perjuicio el retiro en todo o en 
parte de la concesi6n relativa al 
artfculo, o cualquier modificacion 
a dicha concesi6n mediante el 
establecimiento de reglamenta-
ciones cuantitativas o por otras 
medidas, y si encuentra que los 
intereses p6blicos se benefician con 
ello, proclamara dichos hechos y 
resoluciones, y a partir de la fecha 
saialada en la proclama para an 
vigencia, y durante el tiempo que 
asta permanezca en vigor, las 
importaciones del artfculo en los 
Estados Unidos de America que-
dartm sujetas al tratamiento adua-
nal asi determinado por necesario 
pars evitar dicho perjuicio. Igual-
mente, si el Gobierno de la 
Repfiblica del Paraguay encuentra 
que de hecho cualquier artfculo 
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guay under the circumstances
specified, it may, if it finds that
the public interest will be served
thereby, withdraw in whole or in
part the concession with regard to
the article, or modify the con-
cession by the imposition of quan-
titative regulations or otherwise,
to the extent and for such time as
may be necessary to prevent such
injury.

2. Before the Government of
either country shall withdraw or
modify a concession pursuant to
the provisions of paragraph 1 of
this Article, it shall give notice in
writing to the Government of the
other country as far in advance as
may be practicable and shall
afford such other Government an
opportunity to consult with it in
respect of the proposed action; and
if agreement with respect thereto
is not reached the Government
which proposes to take such action
shall, nevertheless, be free to do so
and the other Government shall be
free within thirty days after such
action is taken to terminate this
Agreement in whole or in part on
thirty days' written notice.

ARTICLE XIII

1. The Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay agree to consult to the
fullest possible extent in regard to
all matters affecting the operation
of the present Agreement. In
order to facilitate such consulta-
tion, a Commission consisting of
representatives of each Govern-
ment shall be established to study
the operation of the Agreement, to
make recommendations regarding
the fulfillment of the provisions of

enumerado y descrito en la Pla-
nilla I est& importandose en la
Repiblica del Paraguay bajo las
circunstancias mencionadas, podra,
si encuentra que los intereses
publicos se benefician con ello,
retirar en todo o en parte la conce-
si6n relativa al articulo, o modificar
dicha concesi6n por medio del
establecimiento de reglamenta-
ciones cuantitativas o por otros
medios, en la medida y por el
tiempo que sea necesario para
evitar tal perjuicio.

2. El Gobierno de cualquiera de
los dos paises, antes de retirar o
modificar una concesi6n de acuerdo
con las disposiciones del inciso 1 de
este Articulo, dara al otro Gobierno
aviso por escrito, y con toda la
anticipaci6n posible, y le pro-
porcionara la oportunidad de opi-
nar con respecto a la acci6n
propuesta; y si no se legare a un
acuerdo, el Gobierno que se pro-
ponga tomar tal acci6n quedara,
no obstante, en libertad de hacerlo
y el otro Gobierno quedara en
libertad, dentro de un termino de
treinta dias despues de la fecha en
que se tome tal acci6n, de dar por
terminado este Convenio en todo o
en parte, provio aviso por cscrito
con treinta dias de anticipaci6n.

ARTICULO XIII

1. El Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica y el Gobierno
de la Repdblica del Paraguay
convienen en consultarse en la
forma mas amplia posible con
respecto a todas las cuestiones que
afecten la aplicaci6n del presente
Convenio. Con el fin de facilitar
tal consuita se creara una Comi-
si6n compuesta por representantes
de cada Gobierno para que estudie
la aplicaci6n del Convenio, haga
recomendaciones referentes al
cumplimiento de las disposiciones

Notice to other gov-
ernment.

Right to take pro-
posed action, etc.

EstalIishrrip, t of
Commiksion.
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guay under the circumstances 
specified, it may, if it finds that 
the public interest will be served 
thereby, withdraw in whole or in 
part the concession with regard to 
the article, or modify the con-
cession by the imposition of quan-
titative regulations or otherwise, 
to the extent and for such time as 
may be necessary to prevent such 
injury. 

2. Before the Government of 
either country shall withdraw or 
modify a concession pursuant to 
the provisions of paragraph 1 of 
this Article, it shall give notice in 
writing to the Government of the 
other country as far in advance as 
may be practicable and shall 
afford such other Government an 
opportunity to consult with it in 
respect of the proposed action; and 
if agreement with respect thereto 
is not reached the Government 
which proposes to take such action 
shall, nevertheless, be free to do so 
and the other Government shall be 
free within thirty days after such 
action is taken to terminate this 
Agreement in whole or in part on 
thirty days' written notice. 

ARTICLE XIII 

1. The Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay agree to consult to the 
fullest possible extent in regard to 
all matters affecting the operation 
of the present Agreement. In 
order to facilitate such consulta-
tion, a Commission consisting of 
representatives of each Govern-
ment shall be established to study 
the operation of the Agreement, to 
make recommendations regarding 
the fulfillment of the provisions of 

enumerado y descrito en la Pla-
nilla I esta, importandose en la 
Repdblica del Paraguay bajo las 
circunstancias mencionadas, podra, 
Si encuentra que los intereses 
pUblicos se benefician con ello, 
retirar en todo o en parte la conce-
sion relativa al articulo, o modificar 
dicha concesien por medio del 
establecimiento de reglamenta-
ciones cuantitativas o por otros 
medios, en la medida y por el 
tiempo que sea necesario para 
evitar tal perjuicio. 

2. El Gobierno de cualquiera de 
los dos paises, antes de retirar o 
modificar una concesion de acuerdo 
con las disposiciones del inciso 1 de 
este Articulo, dara, al otro Gobierno 
aviso por escrito, y• con toda in 
anticipacion posible, y le pro-
porcionare, la oportunidad de opi-
nar con respect° a hi. accion 
propuesta; y si no se llegare a un 
acuerdo, el Gobierno que se pro-
ponga tomar tal accion quedaral, 
no obstante, en libertad de hacerlo 
y el otro Gobierno quedath en 
libertad, dentro de un termino de 
treinta dias despues de la feclia en 
que se tonic tal accion, de dar por 
terminado este Convenio en todo o 
on pat-to, previo aviso por escrito 
con treinta dias de an ticipaci on. 

ARTICULO XIII 

1. El Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America y el Gobierno 
de la RepUblica del Paraguay 
convienen en consultarse en la 
forma mas amplia posible con 
respecto a todas las cuestiones que 
afecten la aplicacion del presente 
Convenio. Con el fin de facilitar 
tal consulta se creara, una Comi-
sion compuesta por representantes 
de cada, Gobierno para que estudie 
la aplicacien del Convenio, haga 
recomendaciones referentes al 
cumplimiento de las disposiciones 

Notice to other gov-
ernment. 

Right to take pro-
posed action, etc. 

Establish me n t of 
Commission. 
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Adjustment of
measures impairing
objects of agreement.

ARTICLE XV

1. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be
accorded by the United States of
America or the Republic of Para-
guay to adjacent countries in
order to facilitate frontier traffic,
and advantages accorded by virtue
of a customs union to which either
country may become a party, shall

the Agreement, and to consider
such other matters as may be sub-
mitted to it by the two Govern-
ments.

2. If the Government of the
United States of America or the
Government of the Republic of
Paraguay should consider that any
measure adopted by the other
Government, even though it does
not conflict with the terms of this
Agreement, has the effect of nulli-
fying or impairing any object of
the Agreement, such other Gov-
ernment shall give sympathetic
consideration to such written rep-
resentations or proposals as may
be made with a view to effecting a
mutually satisfactory adjustment
of the matter.

ARTICLE XIV

1. The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the treatment to
be accorded by the United States
of America and the Republic of
Paraguay, respectively, to the com-
merce of the other country shall
apply to the respective customs
territories of the two countries.

2. Furthermore, the provisions
of this Agreement relating to most-
favored-nation treatment shall ap-
ply to all territory under the
sovereignty or authority of the
United States of America or the
Republic of Paraguay, except that
they shall not apply to the Panama
Canal Zone.

ARTICULO XV

1. Las ventajas concedidas en
la actualidad o que en adelante
sean concedidas por los Estados
Unidos de America o por la Repd-
blica del Paraguay a los paises
limitrofes con objeto de facilitar
el trafico de frontera, y las ven-
tajas concedidas en virtud de una
uni6n aduanera en la cual cual-

del Convenio y considere las otras
cuestiones que le sean sometidas
por los dos Gobiernos.

2. Si el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o el Gobierno
de la Repfiblica del Paraguay con-
sidera que cualquier medida adop-
tada por el otro Gobierno, aun-
que no est6 en conflicto con los
terminos de este Convenio, tiene
el efecto de anular o menoscabar
cualquier finalidad del Convenio,
dicho otro Gobierno prestara be-
nevola consideraci6n a las repre-
sentaciones o proposiciones escri-
tas que le puedan ser presentadas
con el fin de lograr un arreglo
mutuo y satisfactorio sobre el
asunto.

ARTICULO XIV

1. Las disposiciones de este
Convenio relativas al tratamiento
que han de conceder los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica y la Repfiblica
del Paraguay, respectivamente, al
comercio del otro pais, se aplica-
ran a los territories aduaneros
respectivos de los dos paises.

2. Ademas, las disposiciones de
este Convenio relativas al tra-
tamiento de la naci6n mas favore-
cida se aplicaran a todo el terri-
torio bajo la soberania o autoridad
de los Estados Unidos de Ameri-
ca o la Repfblica del Paraguay,
pero no se aplicaran a la Zona del
Canal de Panama.

Application of
agreement to respec-
tive customs terri-
tories.

Nonapplicatlon to
Panama Canal Zone.

Advantages ac-
corded to adjacent
countries, etc.
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Adjustment of 
measures impairing 
objects of agreement. 

Application of 
agreement to respec-
tive customs terri-
tories. 

Nonapplication to 
Panama Canal Zone. 

Advantages se-
corded to adjacent 
countries, etc. 

the Agreement, and. to consider 
such other matters as may be sub-
mitted to it by the two Govern-
ments. 

2. If the Government of the 
United States of America or the 
Government of the Republic of 
Paraguay should consider that any 
measure adopted by the other 
Government, even though it does 
not conflict with the terms of this 
Agreement, has the effect of nulli-
fying or impairing any object of 
the Agreement, such other Gov-
ernment shall give sympathetic 
consideration to such written rep-
resentations or proposals as may 
be made with a view to effecting a 
mutually satisfactory adjustment 
of the matter. 

ARTICLE XIV 

1. The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the treatment to 
be accorded by the United States 
of America and the Republic of 
Paraguay, respectively, to the com-
merce of the other country shall 
apply to the respective customs 
territories of the two countries. 

2. Furthermore, the provisions 
of this Agreement relating to most-
favored-nation treatment shall ap-
ply to all territory under the 
sovereignty or authority of the 
United States of America or the 
Republic of Paraguay, except that 
they shall not apply to the Panama 
Canal Zone. 

ARTICLE XV 

1. The advantages now ac-
corded or which may hereafter be 
accorded by the United States of 
America or the Republic of Para-
guay to adjacent countries in 
order to facilitate frontier traffic, 
and advantages accorded by virtue 
of a customs union to which either 
country may become a party, shall 

del Convenio y considere las otras 
cuestiones que le scan sometidas 
per los dos Gobiernos. 

2. Si el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o el Gobierno 
de la RepAblica del Paraguay con-
sidera que cualquier medida adop-
tada por el otro Gobierno, aun-
que no este en conflict° con los 
terminos de este Convenio, tiene 
el efecto de anular o menoscabar 
cualquier finalidad del Convenio, 
dicho otro Gobierno prestara be-
nevola consideracien a las repre-
senta ciones o proposiciones escri-
tas que le puedan ser presentadas 
con el fin de lograr un arreglo 
mutuo y satisfactorio sabre el 
asunto. 

ARTICULO XIV 

1. Las disposiciones de este 
Convenio relativas al tratamiento 
que han de conceder los Estados 
Unidos de America y in. Repfiblica 
del Paraguay, respectivamente, al 
comercio del otro pals, se aplica-
ran a los territorios aduaneros 
respectivos de los dos paises. 

2. Ademas, las disposiciones de 
este Convenio relativas al tra-
tamiento de in. nacien m6,8 favore-
cida se aplicaran a todo el terri-
torio bajo la soberania o autoridad 
de los Estados Unidos de Ameri-
ca o la Republica del Paraguay, 
pero no se aplicaran a la Zona del 
Canal de Panama. 

AnneuLo XV 

1. Las ventajas concedidas en 
la actualidad o que en adelante 
sean concedidas por los Estados 
Unidos de America o por la Repu-
blica del Paraguay a los paises 
limitrofes con objeto de facilitar 
el trafico de frontera, y las yen-
tajas concedidas en virtud de unit 
union aduanera en la cual cual-
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be excepted from the operation of quiera de los dos paises llegue a
this Agreement. ser parte, quedaran exceptuadas

de los efectos de este Convenio.
2. The advantages now accorded 2. Las ventajas concedidas en

or which may hereafter be ac- la actualidad o que en adelante
corded by the United States of sean concedidas por los Estados
America, its territories or posses- Unidos de America, sus territorios
sions or the Panama Canal Zone o posesiones, o la Zona del Canal
to one another or to the Republic de Panama, entre si, o a la Repi-
of Cuba shall be excepted from the blica de Cuba, quedaran excep-
operation of this Agreement. The tuadas de los efectos de este Con-
provisions of this paragraph shall venio. Las disposiciones de este
continue to apply in respect of any parrafo continuaran aplicandose
advantages now or hereafter ac- con respecto a cualesquiera venta-
corded by the United States of jas concedidas en la actualidad o
America, its territories or posses- que en adelante se concedan entre
sions or the Panama Canal Zone si los Estados Unidos de America,
to one another, irrespective of any sus territorios o posesiones, o la
change in the political status of Zona del Canal de Panama, inde-
any of the territories or posses- pendientemente de cualquier cam-
sions of the United States of bio en el estado politico de cual-
America. quiera de los territorios o pose-

siones de los Estados Unidos de
America.

ARTICLE XVI ARTICULO XVI

1. Nothing in this Agreement 1. Ninguna disposici6n de este mAdtptionorenforc:
shall be construed to prevent the Convenio deberAt interpretarse en ures

adoption or enforcement of meas- el sentido de que impide la adop-
ures ci6n o el cumplimiento de medidas

(a) imposed on moral or human- (a) impuestas para fines morales
itarian grounds; o humanitarios;

(b) designed to protect human, (b) destinadas a proteger la
animal or plant life or vida o la salud humana,
health; animal o vegetal;

(c) relating to prison-made (c) relativas a los articulos fa-
goods; bricados en las carceles;

(d) relating to the enforcement (d) relativas al cumplimiento
of police or revenue laws; de leyes de policia o de

renta piblica;
(e) relating to the importation (e) relativas a la importaci6n o

or exportation of gold or exportaci6n de oro o
silver; plata;

(f) relating to the control of (f) relativas al control de la
the export, sale for export, exportaci6n, venta para
or transit of arms, am- la exportaci6n, o transito
munition, or implements de armas, municiones o
of war, and, in excep- material de guerra, y, en
tional circumstances, all circunstancias excepcio-
other military supplies; nales, de todos los demAs

suministros militares;
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be excepted from the operation of 
this Agreement. 

2. The advantages now accorded 
or which may hereafter be ac-
corded by the United States of 
America, its territories or posses-
sions or the Panama Canal Zone 
to one another or to the Republic 
of Cuba shall be excepted from the 
operation of this Agreement. The 
provisions of this paragraph shall 
continue to apply in respect of any 
advantages now or hereafter ac-
corded by the United States of 
America, its territories or posses-
sions or the Panama Canal Zone 
to one another, irrespective of any 
change in the political status of 
any of the territories or posses-
sions of the United States of 
America. 

ARTICLE XVI 

1. Nothing in this Agreement 
shall be construed to prevent the 
adoption or enforcement of meas-
ures 

(a) imposed on moral or human-
itarian grounds; 

(b) designed to protect human, 
animal or plant life or 
health; 

relating to prison-made 
goods; 

(d) relating to the enforcement 
of police or revenue laws; 

(c) 

(I) 

(e) relating to the importation 
or exportation of gold or 
silver; 

relating to the control of 
the export, sale for export, 
or transit of arms, am-
munition, or implements 
of war, and, in excep-
tional circumstances, all 
other military supplies; 

quiera de los dos pafses llegue a 
ser parte, quedaran exceptuadas 
de los efectos de este Convenio. 

2. Las ventajas concedidas en 
la actualidad o que en adelante 
sean concedidas por los Estados 
Unidos de America, sus territorios 
o posesiones, o la Zona del Canal 
de Panama, entre si, o a la RepA-
Mica de Cuba, quedaran excep-
tuadas de los efectos de este Con-
venio. Las disposiciones de este 
'Arra° continuaran aplicandose 
con respecto a cualesquiera, yenta-
jas concedidas en la actualidad o 
que en adelante se concedan entre 
si los Estados Unidos de America, 
sus territorios o posesiones, o la 
Zona del Canal de Panama, bide-
pendientemente de cualquier cam-
bio en el estado politico de cual-
quiera de los territorios o pose-
siones de los Estados Unidos de 
Am&lea. 

ARTICITLO XVI 

1. Ninguna disposici6n de este 
Convenio debera interpretarse en 
el sentido de que impide la adop-
ci6n o el cumplimiento de medidas 

(a) impuestas para fines morales 
o huniani tarios; 

(b) destinadas a proteger la 
vida o la salud humans, 
animal o vegetal; 

relativas a los artfculos fa-
bricados en las carceles; 

(d) relativas al cumplimiento 
de leyes de policia o de 
renta publica; 

(e) relativas a la importacion o 
exportacion de oro o 
plata; 

relativas al control de la 
exportacion, yenta para 
la exportacion, o transito 
de armas, municiones o 
material de guerra, y, en 
circunstancias excepcio-
nales, de todos los demas 
surninistros militares; 

(c) 

(f) 

2703 

Adoption or enforce-
ment of certain meas-
ures. 
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(g) relating to neutrality;
(h) relating to public security,

or imposed for the pro-
tection of the country's
essential interests in time
of war or other national
emergency.

2. The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the sale, taxation
or use of imported articles within
the United States of America
are understood to be subject
to the constitutional limitations
on the authority of the Federal
Government.

ARTICLE XVII

Proclamation. 1. This Agreement shall be pro-
claimed by the President of the
United States of America and
shall be made effective in the
Republic of Paraguay in conform-
ity with the laws of that country.

ntry into force. It shall enter into force on the
thirtieth day following the day of
the proclamation thereof by the
President of the United States of
America and publication thereof

Pot, p. 22. in the Gaceta Oficial of the Repub-
lic of Paraguay, or, should such
proclamation and publication take
place on different days, on the
thirtieth day following the date of
the later in time of such proclama-

Duration. tion or publication, and, subject
to the provisions of Article XI

Ant, pp. 2, 27o. and Article XII, shall remain in
force for a period of two years
thereafter.

2. Unless six months before the
expiration of the aforesaid period
of two years the Government of
the United States of America or
the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay shall have given in
writing to the other Government
notice of intention to terminate
this Agreement upon the expira-

(g) relativas a la neutralidad;
(h) relativas a la seguridad pi-

blica, o impuestas para la
protecci6n de los intere-
ses esenciales del pafs en
tiempo de guerra u otra
emergencia nacional.

2. Queda entendido que las dis-
posiciones de este Convenio rela-
tivas a la venta, la tributaci6n o
el uso articulos importados dentro
de los Estados Unidos de America
estan sujetas a las limitaciones
constitucionales sobre la autori-
dad del Gobierno Federal.

ARTICULO XVII

1. Este Convenio sera procla-
mado por el Presidente de los
Estados Unidos de America y se
hard efectivo en la Republica del
Paraguay en conformidad con las
leyes de este pals. Entrara en
vigor a los treinta dias de la fecha
de la proclamaci6n por el Presi-
dente de los Estados Unidos de
America y publicaci6n en la Ga-
ceta Oficial de la Repdblica del
Paraguay, o, en el caso de que la
proclamaci6n y publicaci6n fueran
hechas en fechas distintas, a los
treinta dias de la fecha de la
dltima de ellas, y, sujeto a las
disposiciones del Articulo XI y
Articulo XII, permanecera en
vigor por un periodo de dos aflos.

2. A no ser que seis meses antes
de la terminaci6n del precitado
plazo de dos afios el Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America o
el Gobierno de la Republica del
Paraguay le haya notificado por
escrito al otro Gobierno su inten-
ci6n de terminar este Convenio al
cumplirse el antedicho plazo, el
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Proclamation. 

Entry into force. 

Poet, p. 2725. 

Duration. 

Ante, PP. 2698•2700' 

(g) relating to neutrality; 
(h) relating to public security, 

or imposed for the pro-
tection of the country's 
essential interests in time 
of war or other national 
emergency. 

2. The provisions of this Agree-
ment relating to the sale, taxation 
or use of imported articles within 
the United States of America 
are understood to be subject 
to the constitutional limitations 
on the authority of the Federal 
Government. 

ARTICLE XVII 

1. This Agreement shall be pro-
claimed by the President of the 
United States of America and 
shall be made effective in the 
Republic of Paraguay in conform-
ity with the laws of that country. 
It shall enter into force on the 
thirtieth day following the day of 
the proclamation thereof by the 
President of the United States of 
America and publication thereof 
in the Ga,ceta Oficial of the Repub-
lic of Paraguay, or, should such 
proclamation and publication take 
place on different days, on the 
thirtieth day following the date of 
the later in time of such proclama-
tion or publication, and, subject 
to the provisions of Article XI 
and Article XII, shall remain in 
force for a period of two years 
thereafter. 

2. Unless six months before the 
expiration of the aforesaid period 
of two years the Government of 
the United States of America or 
the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay shall have given in 
writing to the other Government 
notice of intention to terminate 
this Agreement upon the expira-

(g) relativas • a in neutralidad; 
(h) relativas a la seguridad 

o impuestas para la 
prote,cci6n de los intere-
ses esenciales del pals en 
tiempo de guerra u otra 
emergencia nacional. 

2. Queda entendido que las dis-
posiciones de este Convenio rela-
tivas a la yenta, la tributacion o 
el uso articulos importados dentro 
de los Estados Unidos de America 
estan sujetas a las limitaciones 
constitucionales sobre la autori-
dad del Gobierno Federal. 

ARTICULO XVII 

1. Este Convenio sere, procla-
mado per el Presidente de los 
Estados Unidos de America y se 
hare efectivo en la Repel)lica del 
Paraguay en conformidad con las 
leyes de este pals. Entrara, en 
vigor a los treinta dias de la fecha 
de la proclamacien por el Presi-
dente de los Estados Unidos de 
America y publicacion en la Ga-
ceta Oficial de la Repel)ilea del 
Paraguay, o, en el caso de que la 
proclamacion y publicacien fueran 
hechas en fechas distintas, a los 
treinta dias de la fecha de la 
illtima de ellas, y, sujeto a las 
disposiciones del Articulo XI y 
Articulo XII, perrnanecere, en 
vigor por un period° de dos afios. 

2. A no ser que seis meses antes 
de la terminacien del precitado 
plazo de dos Mins el Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America o 
el Gobierno de la Repeblica del 
Paraguay le haya notificado per 
escrito al otro Gobierno an inten-
cion de terminar este Convenio al 
cumplirse el antedicho plazo, el 
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tion of the aforesaid period, the
Agreement shall remain in force
thereafter, subject to the provi-
sions of Article XI and Article
XII, until six months from the
date on which notice of intention
to terminate it shall have been
given by either Government.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the re-
spective Plenipotentiaries sign this
Agreement and affix their seals
hereto.

DONE in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and Spanish languages, both
authentic, in the City of Asunci6n
this twelfth day of September,
1946.

Convenio seguira en vigor despues
de tal perfodo, sujeto a las dis-
posiciones del Articulo XI y Arti-
culo XII, hasta seis meses despu6s
de la fecha en que cualquiera de los
Gobiernos haya notificado su in-
tenci6n de terminarlo.

EN FE DE LO CUAL los respectivos
Plenipotenciarios firman este Con-
venio y aplican en 61 sus sellos.

HECHO en dos ejemplares, en los
idiomas ing]ls y espafiol, ambos
aut6nticos, en la Ciudad de Asun-
ci6n, a los doce dias del mes de
septiembre de mil novecientos
cuarenta y seis.

For the President of the United States of America:
Por el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America:

WILLARD L. BEAULAC

For the President of the Republic of Paraguay:
Por el Presidente de la Republica del Paraguay:

M A SOLER

2705

Ante, pp. 2698, 2700.

Authentic lan-
guages.

[SEAL]

[SEAL]
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tion of the aforesaid period, the 
Agreement shall remain in force 
thereafter, subject to the provi-
sions of Article XI and Article 
XII, until six months from the 
date on which notice of intention 
to terminate it shall have been 
given by either Government. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the re-
spective Plenipotentiaries sign this 
Agreement and affix their seals 
hereto. 
Dorm in duplicate, in the Eng-

lish and Spanish languages, both 
authentic, in the City of Asunci6n 
this twelfth day of September, 
1946. 

Convenio seguith en vigor despues 
de tal periodo, sujeto a las dis-
posiciones del Articulo XI y Arti-
culo XII, hasta seis meses despues 
de la fecha en que cualquiera de los 
Gobiemos haya notificado su in-
tencion de terminarlo. 

EN FE DE LO CUAL 10S respectivos 
Plenipotenciarios firman este Con-
venio y aplican en el sus sellos. 

HECHO en dos ejemplares, en los 
idiomas ingles y espaidol, ambos 
autenticos, en la Ciudad de Asun-
ci6n, a los doce dias del mes de 
septiembre de mil novecientos 
cuarenta y seis. 

For the President of the United States of America: 
For el Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America: 

W ILLARD L. BEAULAC 

For the President of the Republic of Paraguay: 
Por el Presidente de la Republica del Paraguay: 

M A SOLER 

[SEAL] 

[SEAL] 
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Authentic lan-
guages. 
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SCHEDULE I

Paraguayan Duties (In Guara-
Tariff nies or ad va/arem)Praraph Desription of Artiole Unit Baic

Number Dty B urtaxNumber Duty Surtax

43 Prunes in general
55 Fruits and berries dried or desiccated,

not elsewhere specified, for food

Ex-60 Nuts, in the shell:
Walnuts

Ex-63 Raisins:
Seedless

154 Tobacco:
(a) In cigarettes

156 Lubricating oils for machinery and
vehicles in general, including grease,
of whatever origin, composition or
mixture, not elsewhere specified:
Oil
Grease

255 Turpentine
261 Varnishes, driers, and gumlac, pre-

pared, including wood stains
Note: No article classified under

paragraph 261 will pay, without
taking into account the surtax, a
duty less than, ad valorem

283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash
pencils, lipsticks and rouge, depila-
tory preparations, nail polish and
color; powdered sheets for the dress-
ing table, and in general all cosmetics
not specified, perfumed or not

286 Shaving soap, in paste, solid, powdered,
cream, liquid, or any other form

290 Toilet soap not elsewhere specified, in
paste, cream, solid, liquid, or pow-
dered form
Note: No article classified under

paragraph 290 will pay, without
taking into account the surtax, a
duty less than, ad valorem

292

100 L.K.
100 G.K.

10.00 11%
&00 11%

G.K. a 13 11%

G.K. 0.15 11%

Thousand 5.73 11%

100 G.K.
100 G.K.
100 G.K.
G.K.

L.K.

L.K.

L.K.

Paste, powder, soap, and any prepara- L.K.
tion not specified, for dental cleaning
and hygiene, perfumed or not

Note: Nothing in this Agreement shall
prevent the application to articles
enumerated and described in para-
graphs 283, 286, 290, and 292 of the
provisions of the following Notes
which appear in Section "E" of Cus-
toms Tariff Law No. 667 of Septem-
ber 27, 1924:

9.55 11%
8.02 11%
7. 16 11%
0.30 11%

22% 11%

3.82 11%

L 43 11%

a 95 11%

33% 11%

L 43 11%
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SCHEDULE I 

Paraguayan 
Tariff 

Paragraph 
Number 

Description of Article 17rdt 

Duties (In Guara-
nies or ad valorem) 
Baste 
Duty Surtax 

43 Prunes in general 100 L.K. 10. 00 11% 
55 Fruits and berries dried or desiccated, 100 G.K. & 00 11% 

not elsewhere specified, for food 

Ex-60 Nuts, in the shell: 
Walnuts G.K. O. 13 11% 

Ex-63 Raisins: 
Seedless G.K. O. 15 11% 

154 Tobacco: 
(a) In cigarettes Thousand 5. 73 11% 

156 Lubricating oils for machinery and 
vehicles in general, including grease, 
of whatever origin, composition or 
mixture, not elsewhere specified: 
Oil 100 G.K. 9. 55 11% 
Grease 100 G.K. 8. 02 11% 

255 Turpentine 100 G.B. 7. 16 11% 
261 Varnishes, driers, and gumlac, pre- G.K. O. 30 11% 

pared, including wood stains 
Note: No article classified under 22% 11% 
paragraph 261 will pay, without 
taking into account the surtax, a 
duty less than, ad valorem 

283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash L.K. 3. 82 11% 
pencils, lipsticks and rouge, depila-
tory preparations, nail polish and 
color; powdered sheets for the dress-
ing table, and in general all cosmetics 
not specified, perfumed or not 

288 Shaving soap, in paste, solid, powdered, L.K. 1. 43 11% 
cream, liquid, or any other form 

290 Toilet soap not elsewhere specified, in L.K. O. 95 11% 
paste, cream, solid, liquid, or pow-
dered form 
Note: No article classified under 33% 11% 
paragraph 290 will pay, without 
taking into account the surtax, a 
duty less than, ad valorem 

292 Paste, powder, soap, and any prepara- L.K. 1.43 11% 
tion not specified, for dental cleaning 
and hygiene, perfumed or not 

Note: Nothing in this Agreement shall 
prevent the application to articles 
enumerated and described in para-
graphs 283, 286, 290, and 292 of the 
provisions of the following Notes 
which appear in Section "E" of Cus-
toms Tariff Law No. 667 of Septem-
ber 27, 1924: 
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PLANILLA I

Numero del
Parrafo del
Arancel de Descripci6n del Artlculo

Aduanas del
Paraguay

43 Ciruelas pasas en general
55 Frutas y bayas secas o desecadas, no

previstas en otra parte, para la
alimentaci6n

Ex-60 Nueces, con cascara:
Nogales

Ex-63 Pasas de uva:
Sin semilla

154 Tabaco:
(a) En cigarrillos

156 Aceites lubrificantes para maquinarias
y vehiculos en general, incluso grasa,
de cualquier origen, composici6n o
mezcla, no previstos en otra parte:
Aceite
Grasa

255 Aguarras
261 Barnices, secantes, y goma laca, prepa-

rados, incluso tintes para madera
Nota: Ningdn artfculo clasificado

segdn el parrafo 261, pagara, sin
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adi-
cional, un derecho menor de, ad
valorem

283 Colores para el tocador, hlpices para
colorear las cejas y pestanas, carmin
para los labios y mejillas, prepara-
ciones depilatorias, preparaciones
para brufiir o colorear las ufias; hojas
empolvadas para el tocador, y en
general todos los cosm6ticos no espe-
cificados, todos los perfumados o no

286 Jab6n de afeitar, en pasta, s61ido, en
polvo, crema, liquido o en cualquier
otra forma

290 Jab6n de tocador no previsto en otra
parte, scan en forma de pasta, crema,
s61ido, liquido o en polvo

Nota: Ningin artfculo clasificado segun
el parrafo 290, pagara, sin tenerse en
cuenta el derecho adicional, un dere-
cho menor de, ad valorem

292 Pasta, polvo, jab6n, y cualquier prepa-
raci6n no especificada,para la limpie-
za e higiene dentifrica, perfumada o

Derechos (en guara-
Unidad nies o ad valorem)

Adi-
Aforo cional

100 K. L. 10.00 11%
100 K.B. 8.00 11%

K.B.

K.B.

0. 13 11%

0. 15 11%

. 73 11%Mil

100 K.B.
100 K.B.
100 K.B.
K.B.

9.55
8. 02
7.16
0.30

11%
11%
11%
11%

22% 11%

K.L

K.L.

K.L

3.82 11%

1.43 11%

0.95 11%

33% 11%

L43 11%K.L

no
Nota: Nada de lo estipulado en este

Convenio impedira la aplicaci6n a los
articulos enumerados y descritos en
los pdrrafos 283, 286, 290 y 292 de
las disposiciones de las Notas que
siguen, las cuales aparecen en la Sec-
ci6n "E" de la Ley N. 667 de Tarifa
y Arancel de Aduanas del 27 de sep-
tiembre de 1924:
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PLANILLA I 

Nimes° del 
PArrato del 
Arancel de 
Aduanas del 
Paraguay 

Descripcion del Artfculo 
Derechos (en guava-

Unidad flies o ad valorem) 
Adi-

Aforo clonal 

43 Ciruelas pasas en general 100 K. L. 10. 00 11% 
55 Frutas y bayas secas o desecadas, no 100 K.B. 8. 00 11% 

previstas en otra parte, pama. in 
alimentacion 

Ex-60 Nueces, con cascara: 
Nogales K.B. O. 13 11% 

Ex-63 Pasas de uva: 
Sin semilla K.B. O. 15 11% 

154 Tabaco: 
(a) En cigarrillos Mil 5. 73 11% 

156 Aceites lubrificantes pars maquinarias 
y vehiculos en general, incluso grass, 
de cualquier origen, composici6n o 
mezcla, no previstos en otra parte: 
Aceite 100 K.B. 9. 55 11% 
Grasa 100 K.B. 8. 02 11% 

255 Aguarrtis 100 K.B. 7. 16 11% 
261 Barnices, secantes, y goma lace, prepa- K.B. 0. 30 11% 

rados, incluso tintes pars madera 
Nota: Ningfin articulo clasificado 22% 11% 

segfin el 'Arra() 261, pagarti, sin 
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adi-
cional, un derecho menor de, ad 
valorem 

283 Colores pars el tocador, ldpices pare K.L. 3. 82 11% 
colorear las cejas y pestafias, carmin 
pars los labios y mejillas, prepare-
clones depila torias, preparaciones 
pars brufiir o colorear las ufias; hojas 
etnpolvadas pare el tocador, y en 
general todos los cosmeticos no espe-
cificados, todos los perfumados o no 

286 Jabon de afeitar, en pasta, solid°, en K.L. 1. 43 11% 
polvo, creme, liquid° o en cualquier 
otra forma 

290 Jabon de tocador no previsto en otra K.L. 0. 95 11% 
parte, seen en forma de pasta, creme, 
561ido, liquido o en polvo 

Nota: Ningim artfculo clasificado Begun 33% 11% 
el parrafo 290, pagard, sin tenerse en 
cuenta el derecho adicional, un dere-
cho menor de, ad valorem 

292 Pasta, polvo, jabon, y cualquier prepa- K.L. L 43 11% 
racion no especificada, para in limpie-
za e higiene dentifrice, perfumada o 
no 

Nota: Nada de lo estipulado en este 
Convenio impedith la aplicacion a los 
artfculos enumerados y descritos en 
los ptirrafos 283, 286, 290 y 292 de 
las disposiciones de las Notes que 
siguen, las cuales aparecen en in Sec-
ci6n "E" de la Ley N. 667 de Tarifa 
y Arancel de Aduanas del 27 de sep-
tiembre de 1924: 
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SCHEDULE I-Continued

Paraguayan Duties (In Guara-
Tariff Desription of Article Unit ies or ad valorem)

Paragraph Basic
Number Duty Surtax

"Note (XI)-Any article classified
under paragraphs 278 to 280 inclu-
sive, 282 to 284 inclusive, 286, 289 to
296 inclusive, and 298 to 300 inclu-
sive, if imported in flasks, bottles,
boxes, tins, jars, or other immediate
containers other than those regularly
used for retail sale, or if packed
without any part of the inner or
outer container used for retail sale,
will be subject to a surcharge of
100% of the specified duty.
"Note (XII)-If extracts of scent,
toilet water, toilet soap, or toilet
powder are imported in an individual
box or case, or if similar combinations
are imported in an individual box or
case, joint duties shall be charged at
the highest rate corresponding to any
one of the articles so combined."

356 Colophony rosin, Burgundy pitch,
vegetable tar and pitch

376 All other mineral, chemical and phar-
maceutical products, compounded or
not, not elsewhere specified, includ-
ing pharmaceutical specialties and
alkaloids, in any pharmaceutical
form

533 Horseshoe nails, of iron
543 Axes, hatchets and adzes, with or with-

out handles
546 Horseshoes, of iron
666 Typewriter ribbons
667 Mechanical coin counters; cash registers;

calculating machines; bookkeeping
machines; parts of the foregoing

675

100 G. K

100 . K.
L. K

100 G. K
Dozen

Typewriters, covers for same, and parts

690 Storage batteries, and parts or elements
for same

694 Wireless installations and parts, for
telegraphy, telephony, telephotog-
raphy, radio direction, and similar
apparatus, intended for the trans-
mission, application or amplification
of electric current

0.72 11%

7% 11%

8.00 11%
0. 10 11%

4.00 11%
2.29 11%
11% 11%

16.5% 11%

11%

14%

11%

11%

2708 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

SCHEDULE I—Continued 

ParaguaYan 
Tariff 

Paragraph 
Number 

Description of Article Unit 

Duties (In Guara-
nies or ad valorem) 

Basic 
Duty Surtax 

"Note (.7(1)-Any article classified 
under paragraphs 278 to 280 inclu-
sive, 282 to 284 inclusive, 286, 289 to 
296 inclusive, and 298 to 300 inclu-
sive, if imported in flasks, bottles, 
boxes, tins, jars, or other immediate 
containers other than those regularly 
used for retail sale, or if packed 
without any part of the inner or 
outer container used for retail sale, 
will be subject to a surcharge of 
100% of the specified duty. 
"Note (X11)-If extracts of scent, 
toilet water, toilet soap, or toilet 
powder are imported in an individual 
box or case, or if similar combinations 
are imported in an individual box or 
case, joint duties shall be charged at 
the highest rate corresponding to any 
one of the articles so combined." 

356 Colophony rosin, Burgundy pitch, 100 G. K. O. 72 11% 
vegetable tar and pitch 

376 All other mineral, chemical and phar- 7% 11% 
maceutical products, compounded or 
not, not elsewhere specified, includ-
ing pharmaceutical specialties and 
alkaloids, in any pharmaceutical 
form 

533 Horseshoe nails, of iron 100 G. K. 8. 00 11% 
543 Axes, hatchets and adzes, with or with- L. K. O. 10 11% 

out handles 
546 Horseshoes, of iron 100 G. K 4.00 11% 
666 Typewriter ribbons Dozen 2. 29 11% 
667 Mechanical coin counters; cash registers; 11% 11% 

calculating machines; bookkeeping 
machines; parts of the foregoing 

675 Typewriters, covers for same, and parts 18. 5% 11% 

690 Storage batteries, and parts or elements 11% 11% 
for same 

694 Wireless installations and parts, for 14% 11% 
telegraphy, telephony, telephotog-
raphy, radio direction, and similar 
apparatus, intended for the trans-
mission, application or amplification 
of electric current 
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PLANILLA I-Continuaci6n

NCunero del
PtSrrafo del Derechos (en guara-
Arancel de Descripci6n del Articulo Unidad 

n l
es o ad v

a l
orem)

Aduanas del Adi-
Paraguay Aforo cional

"Nota (XI)-Cualquiera de los articu-
los clasificados en los parrafos 278 al
280, inclusives, 282 al 284, inclusives,
286, 289 al 296, inclusives, y 298 al
300 inclusives, si fueren importados
en frascos, botellas, cajas, cajitas,
latas, potes, u otros envases inmedia-
tos, que no sean los que regular-
mente se emplean para ser puestos a
la venta al detalle, o si en su emba-
laje cualquier parte del envase in-
terior o exterior con que se vende al
detalle, quedara sujeto a un recargo
de 100% sobre el derecho especffico.
"Nota (XII)-Si se importan en una sola
cajita o estuche, extracto de olor,
agua de tocador, jab6n de tocador, y
polvos de tocador, o si en una sola
cajita o estuche se importan combina-
ciones semejantes, adeudaran en
conjunto derechos segfn la clasifi-
caci6n mas alta que corresponda a
cualquiera de los articulos asi com-
binados."

356 Resina colofonia, pez de Borgofa, brea 100 K.B. 0. 72 11%
y alquitran vegetal

376 Todos los demos productos minerales, 7% 11%
quimicos y farmaceuticos,compuestos
o no, no previstos en otra parte,
inclusos las especialidades farmaceu-
ticas y los alcaloides, en cualquier
forma farmacdutica

533 Clavos de herradura, de hierro 100 K.B. 8 00 11%
543 Hachas, hachitas y azuelas con o sin K.L. 0. 10 11%

cabo
546 Herraduras, de hierro 100 K.B. 4.00 11%
666 Cintas para maquinas de escribir Docena 2. 29 11%
667 Contadores mecanicos de efectivo; 11% 11%

cajas registradoras; maquinas de
computar; maquinas para teneduria
de libros; piezas sueltas de todas estas

675 Maquinas de escribir, tapas para las 16. 5% 11%
mismas, y piezas sueltas de elDas

690 Baterias acumuladoras y partes o ele- 11% 11%
mentos para las mismas

694 Instalaciones inalimbricas y partes de 14% 11%
ellas, para telegraffa, telefonfa, tele-
fotografia, direcci6n inalambrica, y
semejantes, siempre que esten des-
tinadas a la transmisi6n, aplicaci6n o
ampliaci6n de la corriente electrica

95347 °-49--PT. 11--28
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PLANILLA I--Continuaci6n 

Namero del 
Parma° del 
Arancel de 
Aduanas del 
Paraguay 

Descripcion del Articulo Tinkled 

Derechos (en guara-
nies o ad valorem) 

Adi-
Aforo cional 

"Nota (IM-Cualquiera de los artfcu-
los clasificados en los pArrafos 278 al 
280, inclusives, 282 al 284, inclusives, 
286, 289 al 296, inclusives, y 298 al 
300 inclusives, si fueren importados 
en frascos, botellas, cajas, cajitas, 
latas, potes, u otros envases inmedia-
tos, que no sean los que regular-
mente se emplean para ser puestos a 
in yenta al detalle, o si en su ernba-
laje cualquier parte del envase in-
terior o exterior con que se vende al 
detalle, quedarti sujeto a un recargo 
de 100% sobre el derecho especifico. 
"Nota(XII)-Si se importan en una sola 
cajita o estuche, extracto de olor, 
agua de tocador, jab6n de tocador, y 
polvos de tocador, o si en una cola 
cajita o estuche se importan combina-
ciones semejantes, adeudarin en 
conjunto derechos segun In clasifi-
eaci6n más alta que corresponds, a 
cualquiera de los artfculos asf cora-
binados." 

356 Resina colofonia, pez de Borgona, brea 100 K.B. O. 72 11% 
y alquitratt vegetal 

376 Todos los demas productos minerales, 7% 11% 
qufmicos y farmaceuticos,compuestos 
0 no, no previstos en otra parte, 
inclusos las especialidades farmaceii-
ticas y los alcaloides, en cualquier 
forma farmaceutica 

533 Clavos de herradura, de hierro 100 J.B. 8. 00 11% 
543 Hachas, hachitas y azuelas con o sin K.L. 0. 10 11% 

cabo 
546 Herraduras, de hierro 100 KB. 4. 00 11% 

666 Cintas para maquinas de escribir Docena 2. 29 11% 
667 Contadores mecanicos de efectivo; 11% 11% 

camas registradoras; maquinas de 
computar; maquinas para tenedurfa 
de libros; piezas sueltas de todas &stag 

675 Maquinas de escribir, tapas para las 16. 5% 11% 
mismas, y piezas sueltas de ellas 

690 Baterfas acumuladoras y partes o ele- 11% 11% 
mentos para las mismas 

694 Instalaciones inalambricas y partes de 14% 11% 
elms, para telegraffa, telefonfa, tele-
fotograffa, direccion inaiárnbriea, y 
semejantes, siempre que esten des-
tinada,s a in transmisi6n, aplicacion 0 
ampliacion de la corriente electrica 

95347*-49---4.T. In 28 
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SCHEDULE I-Continued

Paraguan Duties (In Guara-

Paragraph Description of Article Unit nies or ad valorem)
Number Duty Surtax

Note: It is understood that, with re-
gard to radio receivers, the duties
agreed upon shall apply only to
those which contain up to and
including five tubes.

702 Electric batteries in general and their L.K. 0.10 11%
elements, of metal, carbon, or any
other material
Note: No article classified under 14% 11%

paragraph 702 will pay, without
taking into account the surtax, a
duty less than, ad valorem

703 Telephones and their accessories except 14% 11%
those elsewhere provided for

710 Passengerautomobiles, passengerbusses 100 N.K. 14.32 11%
and omnibusses, with steam, explo-
sion or internal combustion or elec-
tric motors, including motors for
same and in general automotive
vehicles and trucks and trailers for
trucks or automobile tractors with a
load capacity of more than 3 tons,
complete or not, new or used
Plus ad valorem 11%

Note: No article or manufacture clas- 30% 11%
sified under paragraph 710 will pay,
without taking into account the
complementary duty or the surtax,
a duty less than, ad valorem

Passenger busses with a load capacity 100 N.K. 14.32 11%
of less than 3 tons
Note: No passenger bus classified 22% 11%

under the preceding paragraph
shall pay, without taking into
account the surtax, a duty less
than, ad valorem

716 Automobile trucks for the transporta- 11% 11%
tion of goods, including tank trucks,
with steam, explosion or internal
combustion, or electric motors, com-
plete or not, new or used, with a
load capacity not exceeding 3 tons,
and spare parts or totally unas-
sembled parts, not elsewhere speci-
fied, for all automotive vehicles

740 Spare wheels for passenger automobiles, LK. a 53 11%
mounted with tires or not, even
though entering with the automo-
biles for which they are intended as
spares

2710 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

SCHEDULE I—Continued 

Paraguayan 
Tariff 

Paragraph 
Number 

Description of Article Unit 
Duties an Guara-
nies or ad valorem) 

Basic 
Duty Surtax 

Note: It is understood that, with re-
gard to radio receivers, the duties 
agreed upon shall apply only to 
those which contain up to and 
including five tubes. 

702 Electric batteries in general and their L.K. O. 10 11% 
elements, of metal, carbon, or any 
other material 
Note: No article classified under 14% 11% 
paragraph 702 will pay, without 
taking into account the surtax, a 
duty less than, ad valorem 

703 Telephones and their accessories except 14% 11% 
those elsewhere provided for 

710 Passenger automobiles, passenger busses 100 N. K. 14. 32 11% 
and omnibusses, with steam, explo-
sion or internal combustion or elec-
tric motors, including motors for 
same and in general automotive 
vehicles and trucks and trailers for 
trucks or automobile tractors with a 
load capacity of more than 3 tons, 
complete or not, new or used 
Plus ad valorem 11% 

Note: No article or manufacture clas- 30% 11% 
sified under paragraph 710 will pay, 
without taking into account the 
complementary duty or the surtax, 
a duty less than, ad valorem 

Passenger busses with a load capacity 100 N.K. 14. 32 11% 
of less than 3 tons 
Note: No passenger bus classified 22% 11% 
under the preceding paragraph 
shall pay, without taking into 
account the surtax, a duty less 
than, ad valorem 

'716 Automobile trucks for the transporta-
tion of goods, including tank trucks, 
with steam, explosion or internal 
combustion, or electric motors, com-
plete or not, new or used, with a 
load capacity not exceeding 3 tons, 
and spare parts or totally unas-
sembled parts, not elsewhere speci-
fied, for all automotive vehicles 

740 Spare wheels for passenger automobiles, L.K. 0. 53 11% 
mounted with tires or not, even 
though entering with the automo-
biles for which they are intended as 
spares 
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PLANILLA I-Continuaci6n

Nfmero del
Parrafo del Derechos (ten guara-Arancel de Descripci6n del Articulo Unidad nies o ad valorem)Aduanas del Adi-Paraguay Aforo cional

702

703

710

716

740

K.L.

Nota: Queda entendido que en
cuanto a los receptores los dere-
chos convencionados se aplican
solamente a los aparatos que con-
tienen hasta cinco valvulas inclu-
sive.

Pilas electricas en general y elementos
para las mismas, sean de metal, car-
b6n, o cualquier otro material
Nota: Ningdn articulo clasificado

segun el parrafo 702 pagard, sin
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adi-
cional, un derecho menor de, ad
valorem

Tel6fonos y accesorios de ellos, excepto
los previstos en otra parte

Autom6viles de pasajeros, guaguas y
6mnibus de pasajeros, con motores a
vapor, de explosi6n o de combusti6n
interna o el6ctricos, inclusive motores
para los mismos y en general auto-
vehiculos y zorras y wagones de
cami6n o tractor autom6vil cuya
capacidad de carga exceda de 3 tone-
ladas, completos o no, nuevos o
usados
Mas ad valorem
Nota: Ningdn articulo o manufactura

clasificados segdn el parrafo 710
pagara, sin tenerse en cuenta el de-
recho complementario o el derecho
adicional, un derecho menor de, ad
valorem

Omnibus de pasajeros cuya capacidad
de carga sea menor de 3 toneladas
Nota: Ningdn 6mnibus clasificado se-

gdn el parrafo anterior pagard, sin
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adicio-
nal, un derecho menor de, ad va-
lorem

Camiones autom6viles para el trans-
porte de carga, sean de tanque o no,
con motores a vapor, de explosi6n o
combusti6n interna o electricos, com-
pletos o no, nuevos o usados, cuya
capacidad de carga no exceda de 3
toneladas, y piezas sueltas o partes
totalmente desmontadas, no previs-
tas en otra parte, de todo autove-
hiculo

Ruedas de repuesto para autom6viles
de pasajeros, con o sin llantas
puestas, aunque vengan con los
autom6viles de los cuales forman
parte de repuesto

0.10 11%

14% 11%

14% 11%

14.32 11%

11%
30%

100 K.N.

K.L.

11%

14. 32 11%

22% 11%

11% 11%

0. 53 11%
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PLANILLA I—Conan/mei& 

Numero del 
Parrafo del 
Arancel de 
Aduanas del 
Paraguay 

Descripcion del ArtMulo Derechos (en guara-
Unidad nies o ad valorem) 

Adi-
Moro clonal 

Nota: Queda entendido que en 
cuanto a los receptores los dere-
chos convencionados se aplican 
solamente a los aparatos que con-
tienen hasta cinco vd1vulas inclu-
sive. 

702 Piles electricas en general y elementos K.L. O. 10 11% 
para las mismas, sean de metal, car-
b6n, o cualquier otro material 
Nota: Ningiin articulo clasificado 14% 11% 
seem el parrafo 702 pager* sin 
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adi-
cional, un derecho menor de, ad 
valorem 

703 Tel6fonos y accesorios de ellos, excepto 14% 11% 
los previstos en otra parte 

710 Automoviles de pasajeros, guaguas y 100 K.N. 14. 32 11% 
Omnibus de pasajeros, con motores a 
vapor, de explosion o de combustion 
interna o electricos, inclusive motores 
para los mismos y en general auto-
vehiculos y zorras y wagones de 
camion o tractor autom6vil cuya 

capacidad de carga exceda de 3 tone-
ladas, completos o no, nuevos o 
usados 
Mas ad valorem 11% 
Nota: Ningdn articulo o manufacture 30% 11% 

clasificados segtin el pdrrafo 710 
pagard, sin tenerse en cuenta el de-
recho complementario o el derecho 
adicional, un derecho menor de, ad 
valorem 

Omnibus de pasajeros cuya capacidad 100 K.N. 14. 32 11% 
de carga sea menor de 3 toneladas 
Nota: Ningdn Omnibus clasificado se- 22% 11% 
gdn el 'Arra() anterior pager* sin 
tenerse en cuenta el derecho adicio-
nal, un derecho menor de, ad va-
lorem 

716 Camiones autom6viles para el trans- 11% 11% 
porte de carga, sean de tanque o no, 
con motores a vapor, de explosi6n o 
combustion interne o electricos, corn-
pletos o no, nuevos o usados, cuya 
capacidad de carga no exceda de 3 
toneladas, y piezas sueltas o partes 
totalmente desmontadas, no previs-
tas en otra parte, de todo autove-
hiculo 

740 Ruedas de repuesto para automoviles K.L. 0. 53 11% 
de pasajeros, con o sin Ilantas 
puestas, aunque vengan con los 
automoviles de los cuales forman 
parte de repuesto 

2711 
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SCHEDULE I-Continued

Paraguayan Duties (In Guara-
Tariff Description of Article Unit es or ad lo m)

Paragraph Basic
Number Duty Surtax

743 Automotive tractors and parts for Free 11%
same

780 Automatic refrigerators, of wood or any G.K. 0.10 11%
other material, of any system, for the
preservation of foods, refrigeration of
beverages and similar uses, and their
parts and accessories

872 Paper called hygienic, for water-closets L.K. 0. 06 11%
1173 Disks, cylinders, or other means for re- 11% 11%

producing sound, for phonographs
and talking machines, in blank

Ex-1175 Dictating machines and parts and ac- 19% 11%
cessories therefor, for the purpose of
recording and reproducing acousti-
cally and electrically, conversations,
conferences, and correspondence
Note: This paragraph refers exclu-

sively to dictating machines in
general, and excludes phonographs
in general, talking machines or
apparatus, or sound reproducers,
and their parts not specifically
provided for.

1186 Needles for phonographs and talking L.K. 0. 48 11%
machines in general, of any material
Plus ad valorem 5. 5%
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SCHEDULE I—Continued 

Paraguann 
Tariff 

Paragraph 
Number 

Description of Article Unit 

Duties (In Guara-
nies or ad valorem) 

Basic 
Duty Surtax 

743 Automotive tractors and parts for Free 11% 
same 

780 Automatic refrigerators, of wood or any G.K. 0. 10 11% 
other material, of any system, for the 
preservation of foods, refrigeration of 
beverages and similar uses, and their 
parts and accessories 

872 Paper called hygienic, for water-closets L.K. 0. 06 11% 
1173 Disks, cylinders, or other means for re- 11% 11% 

producing sound, for phonographs 
and talking machines, in blank 

Ex-1175 Dictating machines and parts and ac-
cessories therefor, for the purpose of 
recording and reproducing acousti-
cally and electrically, conversations, 
conferences, and correspondence 
Note: This paragraph refers exclu-

sively to dictating machines in 
general, and excludes phonographs 
in general, talking machines or 
apparatus, or sound reproducers, 
and their parts not specifically 
provided for. 

19% 11% 

1186 Needles for phonographs and talking L.K. O. 48 11% 
machines in general, of any material 
Plus ad valorem 5. 5% 



61 STAT.] PARAGUAY-RECIPROCAL TRADE-SEPT. 12, 1946

PLANILLA I-Continuaci6n

Nimero del
PArrafo del Derechos (en guarm-Arancel de Descripci6n del Articulo Unidad nies o ad valorem)Aduanas del Adi-Paraguay Aforo cional

743 Tractores autom6viles y partes de los
mismos

780 Refrigeradoras automdticas, de madera
o de cualquier otro material, de
cualquier sistema, para la conserva-
ci6n de comestibles, refrigeraci6n de
bebidas y para usos analogos, y sus
piezas y accesorios

872 Papel llamado higi6nico, para inodoros
1173 Discos, cilindros, u otros medios para

reproducci6n de sonido, para fon6-
grafos y maquinas parlantes, en
blanco

Ex-1175 Maquinas para dictar y piezas y ac-
cesorios para las mismas, para hacer
impresiones y reproducir ac6stica y
electricamente, conversaciones, con-
ferencias y correspondencia
Nota: Este parrafo se entiende ex-

clusivamente para maquinas para
dictar en general, con exclusi6n
de fon6grafos en general, maquinas
y aparatos parlantes, o reproduc-
tores de sonidos, y partes de ellos
no previsto especialmente.

1186 Puas para fon6grafos y mdquinas
parlantes en general, de cualquier
material
Mas ad valorem

Libre 11%

0. 10 11%K.B.

K.L. 0.06 11%
11% 11%

19% 11%

K.L. 0. 48 11%

5.5%
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PLANILLA I— Continuacibn 

Nnmero del 
Parrato del 
Arancel de 
Aduanas del 
Paraguay 

Descripcion del Adieulo 
Derechos (en guar*. 

Unidad flies o ad valorem) 
Adi-

Moro clonal 

743 Tractores autom6viles y partes de los Libre 11% 
naismos 

780 Refrigeradoras automAticas, de madera K.B. O. 10 11% 
o de cualquier otro material, de 
cualquier sistema, pars la conserva-
ci6n de comestibles, refrigeraci6n de 
bebidas y para usos analogos, y sus 
piezas y accesorios 

872 Papal llamado higienico, para inodoros K.L. 0. 06 11% 

1173 Discos, cilindros, u otros medios para 11% 11% 
reproducci6n de sonido, para fon6-
grafos y maquinas parlantes, en 
blanco 

Ex-1175 Maquinas para dictar y plazas y ac- 19% 11% 
cesorios para las mismas, para hacer 
impresiones y reproducir actistica y 
electricamente, conversaciones, con-
ferenciaa y correspondencia 
Note: Este plirrafo se entiende ex-

clusivamente para mAquinas para 

dictar en general, con exclusi6n 
de fon6grafos en general, miquinas 
y aparatos parlantes, o reprodue-
tores de sonidos, y partes de ellos 
no previsto especialmente. 

1186 Plias para fon6grafos y maquinas K.L. O. 48 11% 
parlantes en general, de cualquier 
material 

Mas ad valorem 5. 5% 
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Continuancein force
of separate or addi-
tional duties.

46 Stat. 590.
19 U. S. C. I 1001 d

MeC.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

SCHEDULE II

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and
given the same effect, and the application of collateral provisions of
the customs laws of the United States of America to the provisions of
this Schedule shall be determined, in so far as may be practicable, as
if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in the statutory
provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles.

In the case of any article enumerated in this Schedule, which is
subject on the day of the signature of this Agreement to any additional
or separate ordinary customs duty, whether or not imposed under the
statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respec-
tive description of the article, such separate or additional duty shall
continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law,
but shall not be increased.

United
States

Tariff Act Description of Article Rate of Duty
f 1ParagraphParagraph

35 Mate, natural and uncompounded, but ad-
vanced in value or condition by shredding,
grinding, chipping, crushing, or any other
process or treatment whatever beyond that
essential to proper packing and the preven-
tion of decay or deterioration pending
manufacture, not containing alcohol

38 Extracts, dyeing and tanning, not containing
alcohol:

Quebracho
Urunday (if on the effective date of the

proclamation of this Agreement it is,
or shall thereafter be, held by compe-
tent administrative or judicial author-
ity to be dutiable under paragraph 38,
Tariff Act of 1930)

58 Oils, distilled or essential, not containing
alcohol, and not specially provided for:

Guaiac wood oil
Essence of guayacan (Caesalpinia melano-

carpa criseb)

701
705
706

802

Tallow
Extract of meat, including fluid
Meats, prepared or preserved, not specially

provided for (except meat pastes other than
liver pastes, packed in air-tight containers
weighing with their contents not more than
3 ounces each)

Rum (including cafa paraguaya)i in con-
tainers holding each 1 gallon or less

5% ad valorem

7 %% ad valorem
7 % ad valorem

12% % ad valorem
12i% ad valorem

#Y per lb.
7%M per lb.
34 per lb., but not

less than 20% ad
valorem

$2.50 per proof gallon
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SCHEDULE II 

Continuance in force 
of separate or addi-
tional duties. 

46 Stat. 590. 
19 U.S.C.I 1001 d 

seq. 

NOTE: The provisions of this Schedule shall be construed and 
given the same effect, and the application of collateral provisions of 
the customs laws of the United States of America to the provisions of 
this Schedule shall be determined, in so far as may be practicable, as 
if each provision of this Schedule appeared respectively in the statutory 
provision noted in the column at the left of the respective descrip-
tions of articles. 
In the case of any article enumerated in this Schedule, which is 

subject on the day of the signature of this Agreement to any additional 
or separate ordinary customs duty, whether or not imposed under the 
statutory provision noted in the colmun at the left of the respec-
tive description of the article, such separate or additional duty shall 
continue in force, subject to any reduction indicated in this Schedule 
or hereafter provided for, until terminated in accordance with law, 
but shall not be increased. 

United 
States 

Tariff Act 
of 1930 

Paragraph 

Description of Article Rate of Duty 

35 Mate, natural and uncompounded, but ad- 5% ad valorem 
vanced in value or condition by shredding, 
grinding, chipping, crushing, or any other 
process or treatment whatever beyond that 
essential to proper packing and the preven-
tion of decay or deterioration pending 
manufacture, not containing alcohol 

38 

58 

Extracts, dyeing and tanning, not containing 
alcohol: 
Quebracho 
Urunday (if on the effective date of the 
proclamation of this Agreement it is, 
or shall thereafter be, held by compe-
tent administrative or judicial author-
ity to be dutiable under paragraph 38, 
Tariff Act of 1930) 

Oils, distilled or essential, not containing 
alcohol, and not specially provided for: 

Guaiac wood oil 
Essence of guayacan (Caesalpinia melano-
carpa criseb) 

701 Tallow 
705 Extract of meat, including fluid 
706 Meats, prepared or preserved, not specially 

provided for (except meat pastes other than 
liver pastes, packed in air-tight containers 
weighing with their contents not more than 
3 ounces each) 

802 Rum (including cafia paraguaya); in con-
tainers holding each 1 gallon or less 

74 % ad valorem 
ni% ad valorem 

12% % ad valorem 
12)i% ad valorem 

Y40 per lb. 
7% per lb. 
30 per lb., but not 

less than 20% ad 
valorem 

$2.50 per proof gallon 



61 STAT.] PARAGUAY-RECIPROCAL TRADE-SEPT. 12, 1946

PLANILLA II

NOTA: Las disposiciones de esta Planilla seran interpretadas y
tendran la misma validez, y la aplicaci6n de las disposiciones colaterales
de las leyes aduaneras de los Estados Unidos de America a las dis-
posiciones de esta Planilla sera determinada, hasta donde fuere
factible, como si cada disposici6n de esta Planilla apareciese respectiva-
mente en la disposici6n de la ley anotada en la columna de la izquierda
de las respectivas descripciones de articulos.

En el caso de cualquier articulo enumerado en esta Planilla que
est6 sujeto en el dia de la firma de este Convenio a cualquier derecho
aduanero ordinario adicional o distinto, impuesto o no bajo la dis-
posici6n de la ley anotada en la columna a la izquierda de la respectiva
descripci6n del articulo, continuara estandolo, sujeto a la reducci6n
indicada en esta Planilla o que en adelante se estipule, hasta que sea
dejado sin efecto de conformidad con la ley, pero dicho derecho no
sera aumentado.

Ley Arancela-
ria de los
Estados
nidos de Descripci6n del Artlculo Tipo de Derecho

1930
Parrafo

35 Yerba mate, natural y no compuesta, pero
cuyo valor o calidad haya sido mejorado por
el cortado, la molienda, el picado, el macha-
cado u otro procedimiento o tratamiento
que no sea el indispensable para el envase
propiamente dicho o para evitar el dete-
rioro antes de su elaboraci6n, que no con-
tenga alcohol

38 Extractos para tefiir y curtir que no contengan
alcohol:

Quebracho
Urundey (si en la fecha efectiva de este

Convenio, o a partir de ella, las altori-
dades administrativas o judiciales com-
petentes lo consideran sujeto a im-
puestos de acuerdo con el parrafo 38 de
la Ley Arancelaria de 1930)

58 Aceites, destilados o esenciales, que no conten-
gan alcohol, no mencionados expresamente
en otra partida:

Aceite de guayaco o guayacan
Esencia de guayacan (Caesalpinia melano-

carpa criseb)
Sebo
Extracto de came, inclusive extractos fliidos
Carnes preparadas o conservadas, no men-

cionadas expresamente en otra partida (ex-
cepto pastas de carne que no sean pastas de
hfgado, en envases hermeticos y que pesen
con sus contenidos no mas de 3 onzas cada
uno)

Ron (inclusive cafia paraguaya), en recipientes
con capacidad de un gal6n o menos cada uno

5% ad valorem

7%% ad valorem
7%% ad valorem

12%% ad valorem
12%% ad valorem

f% por lb.
7%t por lb.
30 por lb. pero no

menos de 20% ad
valorem

$2.50 por gal6n de
prueba

2715

701
705
706

802
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PLANILLA II 

NOTA: Las disposiciones de esta Planilla serail interpretadas y 
tendran la misma validez, y la aplicacien de las disposiciones colaterales 
de las leyes aduaneras de Ios Estados Unidos de America a las dis-
posiciones de esta Planilla sera determinada, hasta donde fuere 
factible, como si cada disposicion de esta Planilla apareciese respectiva-
mente en la disposicion de la ley anotada en la columna de la izquierda 
de las respectivas descripciones de articulos. 
En el caso de cualquier artfculo enumerado en esta Planilla que 

este sujeto en el dfa de la firma de este Convenio a cualquier derecho 
aduanero ordinario adicional o distinto, impuesto o no bajo la dis-
posicion de la ley anotada en la columna a la izquierda de la respectiva 
descripcien del articulo, continuara estandolo, sujeto a la reduccion 
indicada en esta Planilla o que en adelante se estipule, hasta que sea 
dej ado sin efecto de conformidad con la ley, pero dicho derecho no 
sera aumentado. 

Ley Araneela-
ria de los 
Estados 

Unidos de 
1930 

Parrafo 

Deseripeion del ArtIcalo TIpo de Dereeho 

35 Yerba mate, natural y no compuesta, pero 
cuyo valor o calidad haya sido mejorado por 
el cortado, la molienda, el picado, el macha-
cado u otro procedimiento o tratamiento 
que no sea el indispensable para el envase 
propiamente dicho o pare evitar el dete-
rioro antes de su elaboracien, que no con-
tenga alcohol 

38 Extractos para War y curtir que no contengan 
alcohol: 
Quebracho 
Urundey (si en la feeha efectiva de este 

Convent°, o a partir de ella, las autori-
dades administrativas o judiciales cona-
petentes lo consideran sujeto a im-
puestos de acuerdo con el pfirrafo 38 de 
la Ley Arancelaria de 1930) 

58 Aceites, destilados o esenciales, que no conten-
gan alcohol, no mencionados expresamente 
en otra partida: 

Aceite de guayaco o guayacan 
Esencia de guayacan (Caesalpinia melano-
carpa criseb) 

701 Sebo 
705 Extracto de came, inclusive extractos fldidos 
706 Carnes preparadas o conservadas, no men-

cionadas expresamente en otra partida (ex-
cept° pastas de came que no sean pastas de 
hfgado, en envases hermeticos y que pesen 
con sus contenidos no mas de 3 onzas cada 
uno) 

802 Ron (inclusive cafia paraguaya), en recipientes 
con capacidad de un galen o menos cada uno 

5% ad valorem 

7%.% ad valorem 

7%% ad valorem 

12%.% ad valorem 
12%70 ad valorem 

%0 por lb. 
7%0 por lb. 
30 por lb. pero no 
menos de 20% ad 
valorem 

$2.50 por gait% de 
prueba 
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SCHEDULE II-Continued

United
Btates

T93Dct Deseription of Article Rate of Dty
Paragraph

1530 (a) Hides and skins of cattle of the bovine species 5% ad valorem
(except hides and skins of the India water
buffalo imported to be used in the manu-
facture of rawhide articles), raw or uncured,
or dried, salted, or pickled

1558 Articles manufactured, in whole or in part,
not specially provided for:

Urunday extract if not classifiable under 10% ad valorem
paragraph 38, Tariff Act of 1930

1602 Mate, natural and uncompounded and in a Free
crude state, not advanced in value or condi-
tion by shredding, grinding, chipping, crush-
ing, or any other process or treatment
whatever beyond that essential to proper
packing and the prevention of decay or
deterioration pending manufacture, not
containing alcohol

1625 Blood, dried, not specially provided for Free

1627 Bones: Crude, steamed, or ground; bone dust, Free
bone meal, and bone ash; and animal carbon
suitable only for fertilizing purposes

1670 Dyeing or tanning materials, whether crude or
advanced in value or condition by shred-
ding, grinding, chipping, crushing, or any
similar process, not containing alcohol:

Quebracho wood Free
Bark of curupay (Piptadenia rigida Free

Benth.)

1681 Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for,
undressed:

Fox (other than silver or black fox) Free
Otter Free
Ocelot Free
Wildcat Free
Nutria Free
Jaguar Free

1685 Tankage of a grade used chiefly for fertilizers, Free
or chiefly as an ingredient in the manufac-
ture of fertilizers

1688 Hair of horse and cattle (including calf),
cleaned or uncleaned, drawn or undrawn,
but unmanufactured, not specially provided
for:

Body hair Free
Other Free
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SCHEDULE II—Continued 

United 
States 

Tariff Act 
et 1930 

Paragraph 
Description of Article Rate of Duty 

1530 (a) Hides and skins of cattle of the bovine species 
(except hides and skins of the India water 
buffalo imported to be used in the manu-
facture of rawhide articles), raw or uncured, 
or dried, salted, or pickled 

5% ad valorem 

1558 Articles manufactured, in whole or in part, 
not specially provided for: 
Urunday extract if not classifiable under 10% ad valorem 
paragraph 38, Tariff Act of 1930 

1602 Mat4, natural and uncompounded and in a Free 
crude state, not advanced in value or condi-
tion by shredding, grinding, chipping, crush-
ing, or any other process or treatment 
whatever beyond that essential to proper 
packing and the prevention of decay or 
deterioration pending manufacture, not 
containing alcohol 

1625 Blood, dried, not specially provided for Free 

1627 Bones: Crude, steamed, or ground; bone dust, Free 
bone meal, and bone ash; and animal carbon 
suitable only for fertilizing purposes 

1870 Dyeing or tanning materials, whether crude or 
advanced in value or condition by shred-
ding, grinding, chipping, crushing, or any 
similar process, not containing alcohol: 

Quebracho wood Free 
Bark of ourupay (Piptadenia rigida Free 

Benth.) 

1681 Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for, 
undressed: 

Fox (other than silver or black fox) Free 
Otter Free 
Ocelot Free 
Wildcat Free 
Nutria Free 
Jaguar Free 

1685 Tankage of a grade used chiefly for fertilizers, Free 
or chiefly as an ingredient in the manufac-
ture of fertilizers 

1688 Hair of horse and cattle (including calf), 
cleaned or uncleaned, drawn or undrawn, 
but unmanufactured, not specially provided 
for: 
Body hair Free 
Other Free 
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PLANILLA II-Continuaci6n

Ley Arancela-
ria de los
Estados

Unidos de
1930

Prtrafo

Descripci6n del Artlculo Tipo de Derecho

1530 (a) Cueros y pieles de ganado de la especie bovina
(exceptuando cueros y pieles de bufalo
acuAtico de la India que sean importados
para emplearse en la fabricaci6n de articulos
de cuero crudo), curados o no, secados,
salados o conservados (pickled)

1558 Articulos manufacturados, total o parcial-
mente, no especificados:

Extracto de urundey, si no estA clasificado
de acuerdo con el pArrafo 38 de la Ley
Arancelaria de 1930

1602 Yerba mate, natural y no compuesta, no
elaborada, y cuyo valor o calidad no haya
sido mejorado por el cortado, la molienda, el
picado, el machacado u otro procedimiento
o tratamiento que no sea el indispensable
para el envase propiamente dicho o para
evitar el deterioro antes de su elaboraci6n,
que no contenga alcohol

1625 Sangre seca, no mencionada expresamente en
otra partida

1627 Huesos: en bruto, sometidos al vapor o
molidos; polvo, harina y ceniza de huesos; y
carb6n animal apto solamente para fines
fertilizantes

1670 Materiales para tefiir o curtir, ya sea en bruto
o mejorados en valor o calidad por el
cortado, la molienda, el picado, el macha-
cado, o por un procedimiento similar, que no
contenga alcohol:

Madera de quebracho
Corteza de curupay (Piptadenia rigida

Benth.)
1681 Pieles y cueros de pieles, no mencionados

expresamente en otra partida, no pre-
parados:

De zorro (que no sea zorro plateado o
negro)

Nutria de mar
Ocelote
Gato montes
Nutria
Jaguar

1685 Guano de una clase que se utiliza principal-
mente para abono, o principalmente como
ingrediente en la fabricaci6n de abonos

1688 Pelo de ganado equino y bovino (incluyendo
ternero), limpio o sucio, peinado o no, pero
no manufacturado, no mencionado expresa-
mente en otra partida:

Pelo del cuerpo
Otros

5% ad valorem

10% ad valorem

Libre

Libre

Libre

Libre
Libre

Libre

Libre
Libre
Libre
Libre
Libre
Libre

Libre
Libre
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PLANILLA II—ContinuaciOn 

Ley Arancela-
ria de los 
Estados 

Unidos de 
1930 

Pfirrafo 

Descripcion del Adieulo Tipo de Derecho 

1530 (a) Cueros y pieles de ganado de is. especie bovina 5% ad valorem 
(exceptuando cueros y pieles de b6falo 
acuatico de la India que sean importados 
para emplearse en la fabricaci6n de articulos 
de cuero crudo), curados o no, secados, 
salados o conservados (pickled) 

1558 Articulos manufacturados, total o parcial-
mente, no especificados: 

Extract° de urundey, si no esti. clasificado 10% ad valorem 
de acuerdo con el plirrafo 38 de is. Ley 
Arancelaria de 1930 

1602 Yerba mate, natural y no compuesta, no Libre 
elaborada, y cuyo valor o calidad no haya 
sido mejorado por el cortado, la molienda, el 
picado, el machacado u otro procedintiento 
o tratamiento que no sea el indispensable 
para el envase propiamente dicho o pars 
evitar Cl deterioro antes de su elaboracion, 
que no contenga alcohol 

1625 Sangre seca, no mencionada expresamente en Libre 
otra partida 

1627 Huesos: en bruto, sometidos al vapor o Libre 
molidos; polvo, harina, y ceniza de huesos; y 
carb6n animal apto solamente para fines 
fertilizantes 

1670 Materiales para teñir o curtir, ya sea en bruto 
o mejorados en valor o calidad por el 
cortado, is. molienda, el plead°, el macha-
cado, o por un procedimiento similar, que no 
contenga alcohol: 

Madera de quebracho Libre 
Corteza de curupay (Piptadenia rigida Libre 

Benth.) 
1681 Pieles y cueros de pieles, no mcncionados 

expresamente en otra partida, no pre-
parados: 
De zorro (que no sea zorro plateado o Libre 

negro) 
Nutria de mar Libre 
Ocelote Libre 
Gato montes Libre 
Nutria Libre 
Jaguar Libre 

1685 Guano de una clase que se utiliza principal- Libre 
mente para abono, o principalmente como 
ingrediente en is. fabricacion de abonos 

1688 Pelo de ganado equino y bovino (incluyendo 
ternero), limpio o sucio, peinado o no, pero 
no manufacturado, no mencionado expresa-
mente en otra partida: 

Pelo del cuerpo Libre 
Otros Libre 
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53stat. 27. 2491 (a) Tallow
26 U.. s.C. 12491 (a).

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

SCHEDULE II-Continued

United
States

Taiff 1  Description of Article Rate of Dutyof 190
Paragraph

1693 Hoofs, unmanufactured Free
1694 Horns and parts of, including strips and tips, Free

unmanufactured
1731 Oils, distilled or essential, not containing

alcohol:
Pettigrain Free

1755 Sausage casings, weasands, intestines, blad- Free
ders, tendons, and integuments, not spe-
cially provided for

1765 Skins of all kinds, raw, and hides not specially
provided for:

Deerskins Free
Carpincho Free
Wild pig and wild hog Free

1780 Tankage, unfit for human consumption Free

Internal Rev-
enue Code

Section Description of Article Import Tax

1%5 per lb.

2718 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

SCHEDULE II— Continued 

United 
States 

Tariff Act 
of 1930 

Paragraph 
Description of Article Rate of Duty 

1693 Hoofs, unmanufactured Free 
1694 Horns and parts of, including strips and tips, Free 

unmanufactured 
1731 Oils, distilled or essential, not containing 

alcohol: 
Pettigrain Free 

1755 Sausage casings, weasands, intestines, blad- Free 
ders, tendons, and integuments, not spe-
cially provided for 

1765 Skins of all kinds, raw, and hides not specially 
provided for: 

Deerskins Free 
Carpincho Free 
Wild pig and wild hog Free 

1780 Tankage, unfit for human consumption Free 

Internal Rev-
enue Code 
Section Description of Article Import Tax 

53 Stat. 207. 2491 (a) Tallow 1>if per lb. 
26 U. S. C. 2491 (a). 
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PLANILLA II-Continuaci6n

Ley Arancela-
ria de los
Estados

Unidos de1930 Descripci6n del Articulo Tipo de Derecho
Parrafo

1693 Cascos y pezufas sin manufacturar Libre
1694 Astas y sus partes, incluso pedazos y puntas, sin Libre

manufacturar
1731 Aceites, destilados o esenciales, que no conten-

gan alcohol:
De petit-grain Libre

1755 Tripas para embutidos, trAqueas, intestinos, Libre
vejigas, tendones y envolturas, no menciona-
das expresamente en otra partida

1765 Pieles de toda clase, sin curtir, y cueros no men-
cionados expresamente en otra partida:

De venado Libre
De carpincho Libre
De puercos y cerdos salvajes Libre

1780 Residuos grasos (tankage) no aptos para con- Libre
sumo humano

Artlculo del
C6digo de
Impuestos
Internos Descripci6n del Arttculo Gravamen a la Importaci6n

2491 (a) Sebo 1 % por lb.
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PLANILLA II—Continuaci6n 

Ley Arancela-
ria de los 
Estados 

Unidos de1930 
Farrel() 

Descripcion del Artieuto Tipo de Dereeho 

1693 Cascos y pezufias sin manufacturar Libre 
1694 Astas y sus partes, incluso pedazos y puntas, sin Libre 

manufacturar 
1731 Aceites, destilados o esenciales, que no conten-

gan alcohol: 
De petit-grain Libre 

1755 Tripas para embutidos, trAqueas, intestinos, Libre 
vejigas, tendones y envolturas, no menciona-
das expresamente en otra partida 

1765 Pieles de toda clase, sin curtir, y cueros no men-
cionados expresamente en otra partida: 
De venado Libre 
De carpincho Libre 
De puercos y cerdos salvajes Libre 

1780 Residuos grasos (tankage) no aptos para con- Libre 
sumo human° 

Actionlo del 
Codigo de 
Impuestos 
'Memos DescrIpclOn del Adieulo Gravamen a Is Importaci6n 

2491 (a) Sebo 1% por lb. 
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WHEREAS the said Agreement was supplemented by three exchanges
of notes between the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America to the Republic of Paraguay and the
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship of the Republic of Para-
guay, which notes are word for word as follows: [']

REPUBLICA DEL PABRAoUAY
Asuci6n, Sepfiembre I de 1946.-

SEROR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo el honor de hacer referencia a las conversaciones entre los

representantes de los Gobiernos de la Repiblica del Paraguay y de
los Estados Unidos de Amrica, en eonexi6n con el Convenio Comer-
cial firmado hoy, relativo a las relaciones comerciales entre el Para-
guay y paises limitrofes y el Uruguay.

Durante estas conversaciones, los representautes del Paraguay han
seftalado que aun cuando el Gobierno de la Repdblica del Paraguay
esta completamente de acuerdo con el principio expresado por los
representantes del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, que
el comercio internacional deberia desarrollarse a lo maximo sobre una
base multilateral e incondicional de naci6n mas favorecida, el Gobierno
del Paraguay puede considerar necesario, en circunstancias especiales,
que se otorguen ciertas prefarencias tarifarias a los palses limitrofes y
al Uruguay.

Los representantes paraguayos indicaron, a este respecto, la reco-
mendaci6n adoptada por el Comite Consultivo Econ6mico Financiero
Interamericano, el 18 de septiembre de 1941, de que tales preferencias
de tarifas, para que sean instrumento para una sana promoci6n del
comercio, habrian de efectuarse por medio de convenios comerciales
que contengan reducciones o exenciones de tarifas; que las partes
contratantes se reservaran el derecho de reducir o eliminar los im-
puestos aduaneros sobre importaciones iguales de otros paises; y que
semejantes preferencias tarifarias regionales no deberfan de entorpecer
amplios programas de reconstrucci6n econ6mica que impliquen reduc-
ci6n de tarifas y la disminuci6n o eliminaci6n de tarifas y otras pre-
ferencias comerciales con el fin de dar el mayor impulso posible al
comercio internacional, sobre una base multilateral e incondicional
de naci6n mas favorecida.

Las conversaciones a las cuales he aludido han revelado un entendi-
miento mutuo como sigue:

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Amrica no invocara las
estipulaciones del Articulo I del Convenio Comercial firmado hoy con
el fin de obtener el beneficio de preferencias tarifarias que respondan
a los requisitos de la recomendaci6n infrascripta, adoptada por el
Comite Consultivo Econ6mico Financiero Interamericano, que el
Paraguay pueda otorgar a un pais limitrofe o al Uruguay, quedando
entendido que si tal preferencia fuera ofrecida por el Paraguay a un

(For tanslations of Paraguayan notes, see p. 2726.]
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WHEREAS the said Agreement was supplemented by three exchanges 
of notes between the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America to the Republic of Paraguay and the 
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship of the Republic of Para-
guay, which notes are word for word as follows: 

REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY 
Uncieri, Septiembre 12 de 1948.— 

SENOR EmBAJADOR: 

Tengo eI honor de hacer referenda a las conversaciones entre los 
representantes de los Gobiernos de la Republica del Paraguay y de 
los Estados Unidos de America, en oonexien con el Convenio Comer-
cial firmado hoy, relative a las relaciones conterciales entre el Para-
guay y palace iimitrofes y el Uruguay. 
Durante estaa conversaciones, los representautes del Paraguay han 

sefialado que atm cuando el Gobierno de la Repitblica del Paraguay 
esti completamente de acuerdo con el prineipio expresado por los 
representantes dal Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, que 
el comercio internacional deberia desarrollarse a le mAxime sobre una 
base multilateral e incondicional de n.acien rnás favorecida, el Gobierno 
del Paraguay puede considerar necesatio, en circunstancias especiales, 
que se otorguen deltas preferencias tarifarias a los pulses linarofes y 
al Uruguay. 
Los representantes paraguayos indicaron, a este respect°, la reco-

mendacien adoptada per el Comite Consultive Econ6mice Financier° 
Interamericano, el 18 de septiembre de 1941, de que tales preferencia,s 
de tarifas, para que seen instrumento para una sana promocion del 
e,omercio, habrian de efectuarse por media de con.venios comerciales 
que contengan reducciones o exenciones de tarifas; que las paxtes 
contratantes se reservaran el derecho de reducir o eliminar los im-
puestos aduaneros sobre importaciones iguales de otros paises; y que 
semejantes preferencias tarifarias regionales no deberian de entorpecer 
amplios programas de reconstruccion econ6mica que impliquen reduc-
ci6n de tarifas y la disminucien o eliminacien de tarifas y otras pre-
ferencias eemerciales con el fin de dar el mayor impulse posible al 
comercie internacional, sobre una base multilateral e incondicional 
de nacion mos favorecida. 

Las conversaciones a las cuales he aludido han revelado un entendi-
miento mutuo come sigue: 

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America no invocare, las 
estipulaxiones del Articulo I del Convenio Comercial firmado hoy con 
el fin de obtener el beneficie de preferencias tarifarias que respondan 
a los requisites de la recomendacien infrascripta, adoptada per el 
Comite Consultive Econ6mice Financier° Interamericano, que el 
Paraguay puexla otorgar a tin pais litnitrofe o al Uruguay, quedando 
entendido que si tel preferencita fuera ofrecida por el Paraguay a tin 

1 (For translations of Paraguayan notes, see p. 27254 
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paSs no limftrofe, otro que el Uruguay, esta se extenderfa inmediata e
incondicionalmente a los Estados Unidos de America.

Reciba, Sefior Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de mi mas
alta consideraci6n.-

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER

A Su Excelencia el Sefior Embajador Extraordinario
V Plenipotendario de los Estados Unidos de Ambrica,

Hon. WILLARD L. BEAULAG.
Presente.-

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Asuncin, September 12, 1946.

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's

note of today's date with reference to the agreement reached between
representatives of the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the Republic of Paraguay, in connection with
the Trade Agreement signed this day, regarding trade relations be-
tween Paraguay and contiguous countries and Uruguay.

In the course of these conversations the Paraguayan representa-
tives have pointed out that although the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay is completely in accord with the principle expressed by
the representatives of the Government of the United States of America
that international trade should be developed to the fullest possible
extent on a multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation basis,
the Government of Paraguay may consider it necessary, in special
circumstances, to grant certain tariff preferences to contiguous coun-
tries and Uruguay.

The Paraguayan representatives have referred in this connection
to the recommendation, adopted by the Inter-American Financial
and Economic Advisory Committee on September 18, 1941, that any
such tariff preferences, in order to be an instrument for sound promo-
tion of trade, should be made effective through trade agreements
embodying tariff reductions or exemptions; that the parties to such
agreements should reserve the right to reduce or eliminate the customs
duties on like imports from other countries; and that any such regional
tariff preferences should not be permitted to stand in the way of any
broad program of economic reconstruction involving the reduction
of tariffs and the scaling down or elimination of tariff and other trade
preferences with a view to the fullest possible development of inter-
national trade on a multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation
basis.

I have the honor to confirm Your Excellency's statement of the
understanding reached with reference to this matter as follows:

The Government of the United States of America will not invoke
the provisions of Article I of the Trade Agreement signed this day
for the purpose of obtaining the benefit of tariff preferences meet-
ing the requirements of the aforementioned recommendation
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pais no limftrofe, otro quo el Uruguay, esta se extenderia inmediata e 
incondicionalmente a los Estados Unidos de America. 

Reciba, Sefior Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de ml rues 
alta consideracien.— 

M IGUEL ANGEL SOLER 

A Su Excelencia el Sefior Embajador Extraordinctrio 
Plenipotenciario de toe Estaclos Unidos de America, 

Hon. W ILLARD L. BEAULAG. 
Presente.— 

EMBASSY OF TIIE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Asuncion, September 12, 1946. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of today's date with reference to the agreement reached between 
representatives of the Government of the United States of America 
and the Government of the Republic of Paraguay, in connection with 
the Trade Agreement signed this day, regarding trade relations be-
tween Paraguay and contiguous countries and Uruguay. 

In the course of these conversations the Paraguayan representa-
tives have pointed out that although the Government of the Republic 
of Paraguay is completely in accord with the principle expressed by 
the representatives of the Government of the United States of America 
that international trade should be developed to the fullest possible 
extent on a multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation basis, 
the Government of Paraguay may consider it necessary, in special 
circumstances, to grant certain tariff preferences to contiguous coun-
tries and Uruguay. 
The Paraguayan representatives have referred in this connection 

to the recommendation, adopted by the Inter-American Financial 
and Economic Advisory Committee on September 18, 1941, that any 
such tariff preferences, in order to be an instrument for sound promo-
tion of trade, should be made effective through trade agreements 
embodying tariff reductions or exemptions; that the parties to such 
agreements should reserve the right to reduce or eliminate the customs 
duties on like imports from other countries; and that any such regional 
tariff preferences should not be permitted to stand in the way of any 
broad program of economic reconstruction involving the reduction 
of tariffs and the scaling down or elimination of tariff and other trade 
preferences with a view to the fullest possible development of inter-
national trade on a multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation 
basis. 
I have the honor to confirm Your Excellency's statement of the 

understanding reached with reference to this matter as follows: 

The Government of the United States of America will not invoke 
the provisions of Article I of the Trade Agreement signed this day 
for the purpose of obtaining the benefit of tariff preferences meet-
ing the requirements of the aforementioned recommendation 
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EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Asunci6n, September 12, 1946.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the discussions during the course of the
negotiation of the Trade Agreement between our two Governments
signed this day with regard to the duties and surtaxes to be imposed,
upon importation into the Republic of Paraguay, on certain products

Ante, p. 2706. of the United States of America included in Schedule I of the Agree-
ment. The following is my understanding of the customs treatment
which will be accorded by the Republic of Paraguay to such articles
the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States of America,
upon their importation into the Republic of Paraguay, so long as the
Trade Agreement remains in force:

Articesexemptfrom 1. Each of the articles enumerated and described in List 1 of this
note shall be exempt from ordinary customs duty in excess of that set
forth and provided for in List 1, so long as the 50 percent increase in
the basic rate of duty on such articles provided for by Decree No.
54,777 of November 22, 1934 remains suspended.

List 1

Description of Article Duties
Unit (in Guaranies)

154 Tobacco:
(a) In cigarettes Thousand

283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash pencils, lipsticks L. K.
and rouge, depilatory preparations, nail polish and
color; powdered sheets for the dressing table, and in
general all cosmetics not specified, perfumed or not

290 Toilet soap not elsewhere specified, in paste, cream, L. K.
solid, liquid, or powdered form
Note: No article classified under paragraph 290 will

pay, without taking into account the surtax, a
duty less than, ad valorem

292 Paste, powder, soap, and any preparation not specified, L. K.
for dental cleaning and hygiene, perfumed or not

3. 82
2. 55

0.64

22%

0 95

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

adopted by the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory
Committee which Paraguay may accord to a contiguous country,
or to Uruguay, it being understood that if any such preference
should be extended by Paraguay to any noncontiguous country,
other than Uruguay, it would be extended immediately and un-
conditionally to the United States of America.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

WILLARD L. BEAULAC
His Excellency

Doctor MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER,
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship.

Paraguayan
Tariff
Paragraph
Number
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Articles exempt from 
excess duty. 

adopted by the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory 
Committee which Paraguay may accord to a contiguous country, 
or to Uruguay, it being understood that if any such preference 
should be extended by Paraguay to any noncontiguous country, 
other than Uruguay, it would be extended immediately and un-
conditionally to the United States of America. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

WILLARD L. BEAULAC 
Ms Excellency 

Doctor MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER, 
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship. 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Asuncion, September 12, 1946. 
EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the discussions during the course of the 

negotiation of the Trade Agreement between our two Governments 
signed this day with regard to the duties and surtaxes to be imposed, 
upon importation into the Republic of Paraguay, on certain products 
of the United States of America included in Schedule I of the Agree-
ment. The following is my understanding of the customs treatment 
which will be accorded by the Republic of Paraguay to such articles 
the growth, produce or manufacture of the United States of America, 
upon their importation into the Republic of Paraguay, so long as the 
Trade Agreement remains in force: 

1. Each of the articles enumerated and described in List 1 of this 
note shall be exempt from ordinary customs duty in excess of that set 
forth and provided for in List 1, so long as the 50 percent increase in 
the basic rate of duty on such articles provided for by Decree No. 
54,777 of November 22, 1934 remains suspended. 

List 1 
Paraguayan Tariff 
Paragraph Duties 
Number Description of Article Unit (in Guaranies) 

154 Tobacco: 

(a) In cigarettes Thousand 3. 82 
283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash pencils, lipsticks L. K. 2. 55 

and rouge, depilatory preparations, nail polish and 
color; powdered sheets for the dressing table, and in 
general all cosmetics not specified, perfumed or not 

290 Toilet soap not elsewhere specified, in paste, cream, L. K. 0. 64 
solid, liquid, or powdered form 

Note: No article classified under paragraph 290 will 22% 
pay, without taking into account the surtax, a 
duty less than, ad valorem 

292 Paste, powder, soap, and any preparation not specified, L. K. 0. 95 
for dental cleaning and hygiene, perfumed or not 
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2. Should the exemption from payment of the 50 percent increase
in duty be discontinued in the case of any article enumerated and
described in List 1 of this note, such article shall thereafter be exempt
from ordinary customs duty in excess of that set forth and provided
for in Schedule I of the Trade Agreement.

3. Each of the articles enumerated and described in List 2 of this
note shall be exempt from customs surtax, so long as the customs
surtax on such article provided for by Decree-Law No. 19,360 of
August 12, 1943, as amended by Decree No. 914 of October 22, 1943,
remains suspended.

2723
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Articles exempt from
customs surtax.

List 2Paraguayan
Tariff
Paragraph
Number Description of Article

43 Prunes in general
55 Fruits and berries dried or desiccated, not elsewhere specified, for food
Ex-63 Raisins:

Seedless
283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash pencils, lipsticks and rouge, depila-

tory preparations, nail polish and color; powdered sheets for the
dressing table, and in general all cosmetics not specified, perfumed
or not

4. Should the exemption from the payment of customs surtax be
discontinued in the case of any article enumerated and described in
List 2 of this note, such article may thereafter be subject, notwith-
standing the provisions of Article VII of the Trade Agreement, to a
customs surtax not in excess of 11 percent ad valorem.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

WiLLARD L. BEAULAC
His Excellency

Doctor MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER,
Minister of Foreign Relations and Wlorship.

REPUBLICA DEL IARAGUAY

Asunci6n, Septiembre 12 de 1946.-
SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo cl honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia de
esta fecha, relativa a las conversacioncs durante el curso de la negocia-
ci6n del Convenio Comercial entre nuestros dos Gobiernos firmado
hoy, referente a los derechos y adicionales a ser impuestos, sobre
ciertos productos de los Estados Unidos de America incluidos en la
Planilla I del Convenio, a su importaci6n en la Repdblica del Paraguay.

Tengo el honor de confirmar el entendimiento expresado en la nota
de Vuestra Excelencia.

Sirvase aceptar, Seiior Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de mi
mas alta consideraci6n.-

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER

A Su Excelencia el Sefior Embajador Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de Amrica,

Hon. WILLARD L. BEAULAC.
Presente.-

Discontinuance of
exemption.

Ante, p. 2696.
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2. Should the exemption from payment of the 50 percent increase 
in duty be discontinued in the case of any article enumerated and 
described in List 1 of this note, such article shall thereafter be exempt 
from ordinary customs duty in excess of that set forth and provided 
for in Schedule I of the Trade Agreement. 

3. Each of the articles enumerated and described in List 2 of this 
note shall be exempt from customs surtax, so long as the customs 
surtax on such article provided for by Decree—Law No. 19,360 of 
August 12, 1943, as amended by Decree No. 914 of October 22, 1943, 
remains suspended. 

Paraguayan List 2 
Tariff 
Paragraph 
Number Description of Article 

43 Prunes in general 

55 Fruits and berries dried or desiccated, not elsewhere specified, for food 
E x-63 Raisins: 

Seedless 

283 Toilet colors, eyebrow and eyelash pencils, lipsticks and rouge, depila-
tory preparations, nail polish and color; powdered sheets for the 
dressing table, and in general all cosmetics not specified, perfumed 
or not 

4. Should the exemption from the payment of customs surtax be 
discontinued in the case of any article enumerated and described in 
List 2 of this note, such article may thereafter be subject, notwith-
standing the provisions of Article VII of the Trade Agreement, to a 
customs surtax not in excess of 11 percent ad valorem. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

W ILLARD L. BEAULAC 
His Excellency 

Doctor M IGUEL ANGEL SOLER, 
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship. 

REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY 
Asuncion, Septiembre 12 de 1946.— 

SER OR EMBAJADOR: 

Tengo el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia de 
esta fecha, relativa a las conversaciones durante el curso de la negocia-
cion del Convenio Comercial entre nuestros dos Gobiernos firmado 
boy, referente a los derechos y adicionales a ser impuestos, sobre 
ciertos productos de los Estados Unidos de America incluldos en la 
Planilla I del Convenio, a su importacion en la Repalica del Paraguay. 
Tengo el honor de confirmar el entendimiento expresado en la nota 

de Vuestra Excelencia. 
Sirvase aceptar, Senor Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de mi 

mas alta consideracion.— 
.MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER 

A Su Excelencia el Selior Embajador Extraordinario y 
Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America, 

Hon. W ILLARD L. BEAULAC. 
Presente.— 

Ante, p. 2706. 
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Auncimn, September 12, 1946.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to conversations between the representa-
tives of the Governments of the United States of America and the
Republic of Paraguay, in connection with the Trade Agreement
signed this day, relating to the application of Paragraph 2 of Article

Ante, p. 203. XV of the Agreement to the Philippine Islands.
Since the inception of the negotiations which have thus culminated

in the signature of the Agreement, my Government has intended that
advantages accorded to the Philippines should, regardless of any
change in political status, be excepted from the operation of the
Agreement. Accordingly, as a result of the conversations referred to,
it is the understanding of my Government that the two Governments
are in agreement that, notwithstanding the inauguration of an in-
dependent Philippine Government on July 4, 1946, Paragraph 2 of
Article XV of the Trade Agreement will be interpreted to mean that
advantages which the United States now or hereafter accords to the
Republic of the Philippines are excepted from the operation of the
Agreement.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

WILLARD L. BEAULAC
His Excellency

Doctor MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER,
Minister of Foreign Relations and Worship.

REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY
Asunci6n, Septiembre 12 de 1946.-

SEROR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia

fecha de hoy, y de confirmar el entendimiento de los dos Gobiernos
expuesto en la misma de que el Parrafo 2 del Articulo XV del Convenio
Comercial firmado hoy sera interpretado significando que las ventajas
concedidas por los Estados Unidos en la actualidad o en adelante a la
Repdblica de Filipinas, quedaran exceptuadas de los efectos del
Convenio.

Reciba, Sefior Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de mi mks
alta consideraci6n.-

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER
A Su Excelencia el Seior Embajador Eztraordinario y

Plenipoteneiario de los Estados Unidos de Amprica,
Hon. WILLARD L. BEAULAC.

Presente.-

WHEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Asuncion, September 12, 1946. 

Ante, p. 2703. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to conversations between the representa-

tives of the Governments of the United States of America and the 
Republic of Paraguay, in connection with the Trade Agreement 
signed this day, relating to the application of Paragraph 2 of Article 
XV of the Agreement to the Philippine Islands. 

Since the inception of the negotiations which have thus culminated 
in the signature of the Agreement, my Government has intended that 
advantages accorded to the Philippines should, regardless of any 
change in political status, be excepted from the operation of the 
Agreement. Accordingly, as a result of the conversations referred to, 
it is the understanding of my Government that the two Governments 
are in agreement that, notwithstanding the inauguration of an in-
dependent Philippine Government on July 4, 1946, Paragraph 2 of 
Article XV of the Trade Agreement will be interpreted to mean that 
advantages which the United States now or hereafter accords to the 
Republic of the Philippines are excepted from the operation of the 
Agreement. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

WILLARD L. BEALTLAC 
His Excellency 

Doctor M IGUEL ANGEL SOLER, 
Minister of Foreign Relations and -Worship. 

REPUBLICA DEL PARAGUAY 
Asuncien, Septiembre 12 de 1946.— 

SERGE EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo el honor de acusar recibo de la nota de Vue,stra Excelencia 

fecha de hoy, y de confirmar el entendimiento de los dos Gobiemos 
expuesto en in misma de que el Pirrafo 2 del Articulo XV del Convenio 
Comercial firmado hoy sea interpretado significando que la,s ventajas 
c,oncedidas por los Estados Unidos en la actualidad o en adelante a in 
Repdblica de Filipinas, quedaran exceptuadas de los efectos del 
Convenio. 

Reciba, Senor Embajador, las renovadas seguridades de ml miu3 
alta consideracidn.— 

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER 

A Su Excelencia el Sefior Embajador Extraardinario y 
Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America, 

Hon. WILLARD L. BEAULAC. 
Presente.— 

W HEREAS such modifications of existing duties and other import 
restrictions and such continuance of existing customs and excise 
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement 
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and the Schedules thereunto annexed, and the said notes, are required
and appropriate to carry out the said Agreement;

WHEREAS it is provided in article XVII, paragraph 1, of the said
Agreement that it shall enter into force on the thirtieth day following
the day of the proclamation thereof by the President of the United
States of America and publication thereof in the Gaceta Oficial of
the Republic of Paraguay, or, should such proclamation and publica-
tion take place on different days, on the thirtieth day following the
date of the later in time of such proclamation or publication;

AND WHEREAS the said Agreement was published in the Gaceta
Oficial of the Republic of Paraguay on February 26, 1947;

NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President
of the United States of America, acting under the authority conferred
by the said section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, do
hereby proclaim the said Trade Agreement, including the said Sched-
ules and notes, to the end that the same and every part thereof may
be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America, the citizens of the United States of America and all other
persons subject to the jurisdiction thereof, on and after April 9, 1947,
the thirtieth day following March 10, 1947, the date of this my
proclamation of the said Agreement.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at Washington this tenth day of March in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred forty-seven and of the

[SEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State

TRANSLATIONS OF PARAGUAYAN NOTES

The Paraguayan Alinister of Foreign Relations and Worship to the
American Ambassador

REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY

Asunci6n, September 12, 1946.-

MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to refer to the conversations between the represen-
tatives of the Governments of the Republic of Paraguay and the
United States of America, in connection with the Trade Agreement
signed this day, regarding trade relations between Paraguay and con-
tiguous countries and Uruguay.

In the course of these conversations, the Paraguayan representa-
tives have pointed out that although the Government of the Republic
of Paraguay is completely in accord with the principle expressed by the
representatives of the Government of the United States of America,
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that international trade should be developed to the fullest extent
possible on a multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation basis, the
Government of Paraguay may consider it necessary, in special circum-
stances, to grant certain tariff preferences to contiguous countries and
Uruguay.

The Paraguayan representatives have referred in this connection
to the recommendation, adopted by the Inter-American Financial and
Economic Advisory Committee on September 18, 1941, that any such
tariff preferences, in order to be an instrument for sound promotion of
trade, should be made effective through trade agreements embodying
tariff reductions or exemptions; that the parties to such agreements
will reserve the right to reduce or eliminate the customs duties on like
imports from other countries; and that any such regional tariff
preferences should not stand in the way of any broad programs of
economic reconstruction involving the reduction of tariffs and the
scaling down or elimination of tariff and other trade preferences with a
view to the fullest possible development of international trade on a
multilateral unconditional most-favored-nation basis.

The conversations to which I have referred have disclosed a mutual
understanding as follows:

The Government of the United States of America will not invoke
the provisions of Article I of the Trade Agreement signed this day for
the purpose of obtaining the benefit of tariff preferences meeting the
requirements of the aforementioned recommendation, adopted by
the Inter-American Financial and Economic Advisory Committee,
which Paraguay may accord to a contiguous country or to Uruguay, it
being understood that if any such preference should be offered by
Paraguay to any noncontiguous country, other than Uruguay, it
would be extended immediately and unconditionally to the United
States of America.

Accept, Mr. Ambassador, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER
His Excellency

WILLARD L. BEAULAC,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America,
City.

REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY

. A: Asuncin, September 12, 1946.-MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's

note of today's date, concerning the discussions during the course of
the negotiation of the Trade Agreement between our two Governments
signed this day with regard to the duties and surtaxes to be imposed,
upon importation into the Republic of Paraguay, on certain products
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of the United States of America included in Schedule I of the Agree-
ment.

I have the honor to confirm the understanding set forth in Your
Excellency's note.

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the renewed assurances of my
highest consideration.

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER
His Excellency

WILLARD L. BEAULAC,

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America,

City.

REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY

Asunci6n, September 12, 1946.-
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date, and to confirm the understanding of the two
Governments set forth therein that Paragraph 2 of Article XV of the
Trade Agreement signed today will be interpreted to mean that
advantages which the United States now or hereafter accords to the
Republic of the Philippines are excepted from the operation of the
Agreement.

Accept, Mr. Ambassador, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

MIGUEL ANGEL SOLER
His Excellency

WILLARD L. BEAULAC,
Ambassador Eztraordinary and

Plenipotentiary of the United States of America,
City.
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February 29 and
March 28, 1944

IT. I. A. S. 10021

Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
dom respecting claims for damages resulting from acts of armed forces
personnel. Effected by exchange of notes signed at London February
29 and March 28, 194; effective March 28, 1944.

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

FoREIGa OrFFCE, S.W.1.
No. W 3151/150/64. £9th February, 1944.
YOUR ExOECFiNLECY

Cmelams against I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note No. 3295 [1] ofmembers of U. S.
or8s n the United the 19th January concerning the question of civil claims arising in tort

against members of the United States forces in the United Kingdom.
2. As you are aware, His Majesty's Government have been reluctant

to accept responsibility for these claims since to do so would involve
payment by the British public of compensation for damage or injury
sustained by the British public through the tortious acts of United
Service personnel and might therefore seem undesirable on political
grounds. They had therefore hoped that the arrangements previously
made with His Majesty's Treasury Solicitor for the settlement of this
matter could be maintained. They are, however, glad to note that the
United States Government recognise that certain of the claims in
question raise political issues and that the proposals now put forward
are subject to the reserve that His Majesty's Government are not to be
required to assume responsibility for claims which they regard as
politically objectionable. In the light of this and recognising that
the United States Government regard claims against the personnel of
the armed forces of the United States in the line of duty to be part
of the normal expenses of the United States forces, His Majesty's
Government are prepared to undertake certain responsibilities for the
settlement of these claims on behalf of the United States Government
as a reciprocal aid service. They assume that the United States Gov-
ernment for their part will be willing to make similar arrangements
for the settlement of civil claims of like nature arising against mem-
bers of His Majesty's Forces in the United States in the course of their
duties. His Majesty's Government are, in the circumstances, able to
assume these responsibilities only within certain limitations and con-

" P. 2a2. ditions which are summarised in an Annex attached to this Note. An
explanation of the more important of these will be given hereunder.

3. In the first place, His Majesty's Government find it necessary for
administrative reasons to distinguish between claims which are now
outstanding and claims which may arise in future. Your Excellency

[Not printed.]
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will appreciate that the British Claims Commission is already occu-
pied with the settlement and payment of claims brought against mem-
bers of His Majesty's Forces and that to take over a large accumulation
of similar claims against members of the United States Forces would
not only seriously interfere with the present work of the Commission
but would also delay still further the settlement of claims against
members of the United States Forces. Although, therefore, His Maj-
esty's Government desire to render the fullest possible assistance to
the United States authorities in this matter they have reluctantly
decided that they can assume responsibility for the settlement on be-
half of the United States Government of certain classes of claims
against personnel of the United States armed forces only if such claims
arise out of incidents occurring on or after the 20th March, 1944.
These claims will be additional to claims arising from training ma-
noeuvres of the United States Forces and from certain damage result-
ing from the operation of United States aircraft for which His Maj-
esty's Government have already undertaken such a responsibility. His
Majesty's Government are prepared to undertake the payment but
not, for the reasons given above, the examination and settlement of
certain claims which are now outstanding. Their proposals for the
rapid settlement of these outstanding claims are set out in paragraph
12 of this Note. Po, p. 2731.

4. It will be convenient if I first make certain observations about
claims arising out of incidents occurring on or after the 20th March
1944. As I have indicated, His Majesty's Government would wish
to reserve the right to refuse consideration of any claim where there
are in their opinion good political reasons for doing so. Further-
more, His Majesty's Government feel it to be essential that they should
have complete discretion and liberty of action in the means adopted
for dealing with any claim to which the proposed arrangements would
apply. The departments of His Majesty's Government, who would
be charged with the settlement of such claims, are now responsible for
the settlement of claims brought against members of His Majesty's
Forces and it will clearly be necessary for them to settle claims against
members of both forces as far as possible upon the same principles,
within the same limitations, and by the same methods. His Majesty's
Government can for this reason only assume responsibility for the
settlement of such claims against members of the United States Forces
in the course of their military duties in the United Kingdom and
Northern Ireland if these claims arise from

(a) traffic accidents
(b) accidental shootings
(c) accidental explosions
(d) loss of, or damage to, chattels in requisitioned premises

occupied by United States Forces under arrangements made
by His Majesty's Government Departments.

(e) certain other incidents (e.g. practice gunfire, fires in billets,
etc.) where they would in certain circumstances accept claims
had members of His Majesty's Forces been involved.
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5. His Majesty's Government propose that the claims to which these
arrangements will apply should normally be restricted to those brought
by members of the public, although they might wish to include claims
brought by members of His Majesty's Forces, including Dominion
Forces and, in special circumstances, by members of the Allied Forces
now in this country. Claims by United States nationals and members
of the United States Forces would however be excluded for political
reasons.

6. As I have stated, His Majesty's Government will wish to secure
complete liberty of action in dealing with such claims. It is particu-
larly necessary that this should be the case in determining

(a) whether any claim falls within one or other of the above cate-
gories, and

(b) whether or not, for the purposes of these arrangements (but for
no other purpose), members of the United States Forces were
acting in the course of their military duties at the time of any
occurrence which might give rise to a claim.

Unless liberty of action is reserved on these matters, it will not be
possible to secure equality as between claimants against members of
His Majesty's Forces and claimants against members of the United
States Forces under the proposed arrangements. In deciding this
and other material questions His Majesty's Government will avail
themselves of the procedure adopted for deciding similar questions
in claims brought against members of His Majesty's Forces. The
expenses incurred by His Majesty's Government in settling such
claims, together with any sums payable by way of compensation, will
be treated by them as a reciprocal aid service. Having regard to the
statement in Your Excellency's note that the disposition of claims by
the British authorities will be final, I assume that the United States
Government will agree to the above stipulations and will accept with-
out question any settlement however reached.

7. You should further be aware that it may be necessary for His
Majesty's Government to reopen those claims which have not been
admitted by the United States Claims Commission and in which no
payment has been made.

8. I have noted with satisfaction your statement that the United
States authorities would co-operate by assisting in the production of
evidence and, so long as available in the United Kingdom, of parties
and witnesses wherever military duties are not paramount. It will
clearly be an essential condition of the proposed arrangements that the
United States Army and Navy commands in this country should render
to His Majesty's Government all facilities and assistance in their
power to enable the appropriate agencies of His Majesty's Govern-
ment to carry out the onerous task which would thereby fall upon
them. I shall therefore be glad to receive from Your Excellency an
assurance that these facilities and assistance will be forthcoming and
that the necessary instructions will be given to all United States units
to do all in their power to assist those officers of His Majesty's Gov-
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ernment whose duty it will be to deal with the large number of claims
against personnel of the United States Forces under the proposed
arrangements.

9. I note with satisfaction that the United States Government are
willing to transfer to the British authorities all property damage
claims against third parties, and they agree for their part that any
sums recovered in this manner should be credited as offset receipts
against reciprocal aid. The views of His Majesty's Government on
this matter are elaborated in paragraph 7 of the Annex to this Note. POt. P. 273.

10. I am in agreement with your proposal that property losses of
the respective Governments arising out of acts in which only personnel
and equipment of the two Governments are involved should be borne
where they fall, and I suggest that this Mutual Forbearance Agree-
ment should be extended so as to cover claims of the respective Gov-
ernments arising out of the death of or injury to their personnel and
should be retroactive so as to cover any outstanding cases. It is also
suggested that in connexion with traffic accident claims arising out
of accidents in which both a British and United States vehicle are
concerned, an equal proportion of the total cost of settlement of third
party claims should be attributed to each Government, irrespective of
the question of responsibility as between those Governments. Similar
agreements for sharing claims in such circumstances have been made
by His Majesty's Government with other Governments with the result
that the difficulty of adjudicating upon the degree of responsibility of
the respective drivers in individual cases is avoided.

11. Finally, in view of the strong political feeling to which this
question may give rise, particularly among those who are involved in
these incidents, I trust that the United States authorities will con-
tinue to take all possible steps, such as previous instruction as well
as firm disciplinary action, to minimise the number of cases to which
the procedure now proposed will apply.

12. I now turn to claims arising from incidents occurring before
the 20th March, 1944. For the reasons stated in paragraph 2 of this Ae. p. 2728.

note, His Majesty's Government consider that these claims must con-
tinue to be dealt with by the United States Claims Commission. In
order to assist the rapid disposal of such claims, His Majesty's Gov-
ernment are prepared to agree that any sums paid on or after the
20th March arising out of incidents occurring before that date in set-
tlement of any claims unpaid on that date shall be treated as a matter
of reciprocal aid. They assume that this proposal will be satisfactory
to the United States Government and trust that the United States
Government will agree that the objections which the latter felt to the
continuation of the Collision and other Agreements, which were nego-
tiated on their behalf and the operation of which was suspended at
their request in the summer of 1943, no longer apply. In this event
these Collision and other Agreements can so far as possible forthwith
be reinstated and this step would immediately and substantially reduce
the number of outstanding claims. Claimants, with whom no settle-
ment by other means is possible, shall have recourse in the Courts of
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arrangements. 

9. I note with satisfaction that the United States Government are 
willing to transfer to the British authorities all property damage 
claims against third parties, and they agree for their part that any 
sums recovered in this manner should be credited as offset receipts 
against reciprocal aid. The views of His Majesty's Government on 
this matter are elaborated in paragraph 7 of the Annex to this Note. P ost, 13. 2733-

10. I am in agreement with your proposal that property losses of 
the respective Governments arising out of acts in which only personnel 
and equipment of the two Governments are involved should be borne 
where they fall, and I suggest that this Mutual Forbearance Agree-
ment should be extended so as to cover claims of the respective Gov-
ernments arising out of the death of or injury to their personnel and 
should be retroactive so as to cover any outstanding cases. It is also 
suggested that in connexion with traffic accident claims arising out 
of accidents in which both a British and United States vehicle are 
concerned, an equal proportion of the total cost of settlement of third 
party claims should be attributed to each Government, irrespective of 
the question of responsibility as between those Governments. Similar 
agreements for sharing claims in such circumstances have been made 
by His Majesty's Government with other Governments with the result 
that the difficulty of adjudicating upon the degree of responsibility of 
the respective drivers in individual cases is avoided. 

11. Finally, in view of the strong political feeling to which this 
question may give rise, particularly among those who are involved in 
these incidents, I trust that the United States authorities will con-
tinue to take all possible steps, such as previous instruction as well 
as firm disciplinary action, to minimise the number of cases to which 
the procedure now proposed will apply. 

12. I now turn to claims arising from incidents occurring before 
the 20th March, 1944. For the reasons stated in paragraph 2 of this Ante, P. n2s• 
note, His Majesty's Government consider that these claims must con-
tinue to be dealt with by the United States Claims Commission. In 
order to assist the rapid disposal of such claims, His Majesty's Gov-
ernment are prepared to agree that any sums paid on or after the 
20th March arising out of incidents occurring before that date in set-
tlement of any claims unpaid on that date shall be treated as a matter 
of reciprocal aid. They assume that this proposal will be satisfactory 
to the United States Government and trust that the United States 
Government will agree that the objections which the latter felt to the 
continuation of the Collision and other Agreements, which were nego-
tiated on their behalf and the operation of which was suspended at 
their request in the summer of 1943, no longer apply. In this event 
these Collision and other Agreements can so far as possible forthwith 
be reinstated and this step would immediately and substantially reduce 
the number of outstanding claims. Claimants, with whom no settle-
ment by other means is possible, shall have recourse in the Courts of 
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the United Kingdom in the ordinary way against the tort feasor,
unless military duties render this impossible. His Majesty's Govern-
ment will however except from these arrangements all claims exceed-
ing the local financial powers of the United States Claims Commis-
sions, and they themselves will take over at once the examination and
final settlement of all such claims. The conditions which His Maj-
esty's Government wish to attach to the proposals made in this para-

Post, p. 2735. graph are set out in paragraphs 13 to 15 of the Annex to this Note.
13. His Majesty's Government are of the opinion that it is essential

for the good working of the arrangements proposed in this Note and
Annex that particular care should be taken by the British and United
States authorities to ensure the prompt settlement of claims arising
out of incidents occurring before the 20th March, 1944, and they trust
that in this matter as in the other matters previously mentioned they
can count on the fullest possible co-operation of the United States
authorities.

14. As Your Excellency is aware, I am most anxious to reach a con-
clusion of this matter with the least possible delay, and I shall be
grateful if I may be informed at the earliest opportunity whether
the assumptions and conditions upon which His Majesty's Govern-
ment are prepared to agree to the request made by you are acceptable
to the United States Government.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,

AmTHOI EDEN
His Excellency

The Honourable
JOHN GILBERT WINANT,

etc., etc., etc.,
1, Grosvenor Square,

W1.

ANNEX

Classes of claihs.

The conditions upon which His Majesty's Government will take over
under reciprocal aid certain classes of claims against members of the
United States Forces arising out of their military duties in the United
Kingdom and Northern Ireland.

1. The claims shall be limited to claims in respect of -

(a) Traffic accidents
(b) Accidental shootings
(c) Accidental explosions
(d) Loss of or damage to chattels in requisitioned premises occu-

pied by United States forces under arrangements made with
His Majesty's Government Departments

(e) Other claims arising from e.g. practice gunfire, fires in billets
etc. which His Majesty's Government would in certain cir-
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the United Kingdom in the ordinary way against the tort feasor, 
unless military duties render this impossible. His Majesty's Govern-
ment will however except from these arrangements all claims exceed-
ing the local financial powers of the United States Claims Commis-
sions, and they themselves will take over at once the examination and 
final settlement of all such claims. The conditions which nis Maj-
esty's Government wish to attach to the proposals made in this para-
graph are set out in paragraphs 13 to 15 of the Annex to this Note. 

13. His Majesty's Government are of the opinion that it is essential 
for the good working of the arrangements proposed in this Note and 
Annex that particular care should be taken by the British and United 
States authorities to ensure the prompt settlement of claims arising 
out of incidents occurring before the 20th March, 1941, and they trust 
that in this matter as in the other matters previously mentioned they 
can count on the fullest possible co-operation of the United States 
authorities. 

14. As Your Excellency is aware, I am most anxious to reach a con-
clusion of this matter with the least possible delay, and I shall be 
grateful if I may be informed at the earliest opportunity whether 
the assumptions and conditions upon which His Majesty's Govern-
ment are prepared to agree to the request made by you are acceptable 
to the United States Government. 
I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, 

Your Excellency's obedient Servant, 
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The conditions upon which His Majesty's Government will take over 
under reciprocal aid certain classes of claims against members of the  

United States Forces arising out of their military duties in the United  

Kingdom and Northern Ireland. 

1. The claims shall be limited to claims in respect of 

(a) Traffic accidents 
(b) Accidental shootings 
(c) Accidental explosions 
(d) Loss of or damage to chattels in requisitioned premises occu-

pied by United States forces under arrangements made with 
-His Majesty's Government Departments 

(e) Other claims arising from e.g. practice gunfire, fires in billets 
etc. which His Majesty's Government would in certain cir-
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cumstances accept if members of His Majesty's Forces were
involved.

2. These claims will be accepted by His Majesty's Government only
if brought by members of the public and in certain circumstances by
members of His Majesty's Forces, including Dominion Forces and
of the Allied Forces in this country. Claims brought by United States
citizens or members of the United States Forces will not be accepted.

A. Claims in the classes set out in paragraph 1 above and arising out
of incidents occurring on or after 20th March, 1944.

3. The British Claims Commission will decide in each case whether,
having regard to the liability which His Majesty's Government accept
in the case of members of His Majesty's Forces, the claim is one which
can be accepted under this arrangement.

4. All other claims, together with any claims in the above classes
which His Majesty's Government find it impossible to take over for
reasons of policy, shall be dealt with by the United States Claims
Commission.

5. All claims accepted by His Majesty's Government for reciprocal
aid shall be dealt with by the British Claims Commission, who shall
have complete discretion and liberty of action to dispose of them on
behalf of the United States Government by way of payment, compro-
mise, settlement, legal proceedings or otherwise as they think fit. The
United States Government will accept as final the result reached by
the British Claims Commission and any sum payable as a result of
action taken by the British Claims Commission shall be treated as
reciprocal aid.

6. If the British Claims Commission decide that any claims shall
be contested, the United States authorities will provide full facilities
to the British Claims Commission to enable the matter to be disposed
of by appropriate legal proceedings, and will supply the names of the
United States personnel involved together with a retainer to the
Treasury Solicitor to act on their behalf in the proceedings and to
conduct, compromise or settle the proceedings in accordance with the
complete discretion of the Treasury Solicitor.

7. The United States authorities will give to the British Claims
Commission at the earliest possible time full particulars and estimates
of damage to United States military vehicles and property so that
claims in respect thereof may be made by the British Claims Com-
mission either by way of affirmative claim or counterclaim or for the
purposes of any collision agreements. The United States authorities
will give to the Treasury Solicitor any authorisation necessary for this
purpose.

8. The United States authorities will retain complete control over
disciplinary action, and United States liaison officers will be appointed
in order to facilitate the smooth working of the arrangements and to
provide a channel of communication for British Claims Officers with
United States units. The functions of the United States liaison officers
will be

Claims accepted by
U.K.

Contested claims.

Estimates of dam-
age to U. S. military
property.

Control by U. S.
authorities over dis-
ciplinary action.

Functions of U. S.
liaison officers.
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cumstances accept if members of His Majesty's Forces were 
involved. 

2. These claims will be accepted by His Majesty's Government only 
if brought by members of the public and in certain circumstances by 
members of His Majesty's Forces, including Dominion Forces and 
of the Allied Forces in this country. Claims brought by United States 
citizens or members of the United States Forces will not be accepted. 

A. Claims in the classes set out in paragraph 1 above and arising out 

of incidents occurring on or after 20th March, 1944.  

3. The British Claims Commission will decide in each case whether, 
having regard to the liability which His Majesty's Government accept 
in the case of members of His Majesty's Forces, the claim is one which 
can be accepted under this arrangement. 

4. All other claims, together with any claims in the above classes 
which His Majesty's Government find it impossible to take over for 
reasons of policy, shall be dealt with by the United. States Claims 
Commission. 

5. All claims accepted by His Majesty's Government for reciprocal 
aid shall be dealt with by the British Claims Commission, who shall 
have complete discretion and liberty of action to dispose of them on 
behalf of the United States Government by way of payment, compro-
mise, settlement, legal proceedings or otherwise as they think fit. The 
United States Government will accept as final the result reached by 
the British Claims Commission and any sum payable as a result of 
action taken by the British Claims Commission shall be treated as 
reciprocal aid. 

6. If the British Claims Commission decide that any claims shall 
be contested, the United States authorities will provide full facilities 
to the British Claims Commission to enable the matter to be disposed 
of by appropriate legal proceedings, and will supply the names of the 
United States personnel involved together with a retainer to the 
Treasury Solicitor to act on their behalf in the proceedings and to 
conduct, compromise or settle the proceedings in accordance with the 
complete discretion of the Treasury Solicitor. 

7. The United States authorities will give to the British Claims 
Commission at the earliest possible time full particulars and estimates 
of damage to United States military vehicles and property so that 
claims in respect thereof may be made by the British Claims Corn. 
mission either by way of affirmative claim or counterclaim or for the 
purposes of any collision agreements. The United States authorities 
will give to the Treasury Solicitor any authorisation necessary for this 
purpose. 

8. The United States authorities will retain complete control over 
disciplinary action, and United States liaison officers will be appointed 
in order to facilitate the smooth working of the arrangements and to 
provide a channel of communication for British Claims Officers with 
United States units. The functions of the United States liaison officers 
will be 
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(a) to ensure prompt reference of cases, together with the material
information, reports and statements of witnesses to the British Claims
Commission;

(b) to ensure that all information as to the cost of repairs and
damage sustained by United States vehicles is provided in due time;

(c) to secure the attendance of witnesses at the offices of the
Treasury Solicitor or his agents and at Court where such attendance
is practicable;

(d) generally to give any assistance which the British Claims
Commission may require in order to enable them to deal with any
particular claim.

Witnesses, docu- 9. The British Claims Commission will use their best endeavours to
avoid any interference with the military duties of any witness or
defendant in the United States Armed Forces, but the United States
authorities will use their best endeavours to provide these witnesses and
any other essential parties in this country where this is practicable,
having regard to military exigencies. The United States authorities
will make available to the British Claims Commission and the Treas-
ury Solicitor all relevant documents, for example, copies of proceed-
ings of United States Courts of Enquiry and Courts Martial.

correspondence. 10. The United States will give instructions to all their Service
authorities not to enter into any correspondence with claimants or
their solicitors apart from the formal acknowledgments of letters.
Any correspondence should be immediately passed on through the
liaison officer, to the appropriate British Claims Officer.

ovestrnmentclaims, 11. (i) Neither Government shall make any claim against the
Po, p. 2878. other in respect of any property loss or damage, or in respect of any

expenses or charges incurred as a result of the death of or injury to
their personnel arising out of an accident in which only personnel and
equipment of the respective Governments are concerned. This arrange-
ment shall be retroactive in respect of any claims now outstanding.

Third party claims. (ii) The cost of settling claims made by a third party as a result
of an accident involving both His Majesty's Government and a United
States Government vehicle shall, irrespective of the question of respon-
sibility, be borne in equal shares provided-

(a) that so far as the driver of His Majesty's Government's vehicle
is concerned the claim is one for which His Majesty's Government
would assume responsibility in the circumstances, and,

(b) that so far as the driver of the United States Government
vehicle is concerned the claim falls within one of the categories covered
by the arrangement referred to above. Where third party claims fall
to be shared equally between the two Governments under the arrange-
ment half of the cost of settling such claims would be treated as
Reciprocal Aid.

ooerationofu.s. 12. The United States Service authorities in the United Kingdom
will co-operate to the fullest extent to carry out the above-stated
conditions and arrangements and appropriate instructions will be
given to the various United States Service authorities concerned.
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(a) to ensure prompt reference of cases, together with the material 
information, reports and statements of witnesses to the British Claims 
Commission; 

(b) to ensure that all information as to the cost of repairs and 
damage sustained by United States vehicles is provided in due time; 

(c) to secure the attendance of witnesses at the offices of the 
Treasury Solicitor or his agents and at Court where such attendance 
is practicable; 

(d) generally to give any assistance which the British Claims 
Commission may require in order to enable them to deal with any 
particular claim. 

9. The British Claims Commission will use their best endeavours to 
avoid any interference with the military duties of any witness or 
defendant in the United States Armed Forces, but the United States 
authorities will use their best endeavours to provide these witnesses and 
any other essential parties in this country where this is practicable, 
having regard to military exigencies. The United States authorities 
will make available to the British Claims Commission and the Treas-
ury Solicitor all relevant documents, for example, copies of proceed-
ings of United States Courts of Enquiry and Courts Martial. 

10. The United States will give instructions to all their Service 
authorities not to enter into any correspondence with claimants or 
their solicitors apart from the formal acknowledgments of letters. 
Any correspondence should be immediately passed on through the 
liaison officer, to the appropriate British Claims Officer. 

11. (i) Neither Government shall make any claim against the 
other in respect of any property loss or damage, or in respect of any 
expenses or charges incurred as a result of the death of or injury to 
their personnel arising out of an accident in which only personnel and 
equipment of the respective Governments are concerned. This arrange-
ment shall be retroactive in respect of any claims now outstanding. 

Third party claims. (ii) The cost of settling claims made by a third party as a result 
of an accident involving both His Majesty's Government and a United 
States Government vehicle shall, irrespective of the question of respon-
sibility, be borne in equal shares provided— 

(a) that so far as the driver of His Majesty's Government's vehicle 
is concerned the claim is one for which His Majesty's Government 
would assume responsibility in the circumstances, and, 

(b) that so far as the driver of the United States Government 
vehicle is concerned the claim falls within one of the categories covered 
by the arrangement referred to above. Where third party claims fall 
to be shared equally between the two Governments under the arrange-
ment half of the cost of settling such claims would be treated as 
Reciprocal Aid. 

12. The United States Service authorities in the United Kingdom 
will co-operate to the fullest extent to carry out the above-stated 
conditions and arrangements and appropriate instructions will be 
given to the various United States Service authorities concerned. 
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B. Similar Claims arising out of incidents occurring before 20th
March, 1944.

13. Such of these claims as are unpaid on the 19th March, 1944 will
be examined and assessed by the United States Claims Commission.
The necessary payments will be made by His Majesty's Government
as a matter of reciprocal aid.

14. For the purposes of paragraph 13 above,

(a) the Collision or other Agreements negotiated on behalf of the
United States authorities by the Treasury Solicitor, which are now
suspended shall so far as possible be forthwith and retroactively
reinstated,

(b) claimants with whom no reasonable settlement by other means
is possible, shall have recourse in the Courts of the United Kingdom in
the ordinary way against the tortfeasor. In that event the United
States authorities will immediately transfer all papers material to the
claim in question to His Majesty's Treasury Solicitor through the
channel of the British Claims Commission and will render all other
possible assistance to His Majesty's Treasury Solicitor by way of the
production of witnesses etc. A similar procedure will so far as
necessary be applied to all such cases when the claimant has obtained
a judgment in a United Kingdom Court which has remained
unsatisfied.

15. In any case where it seems to the United States Claims Commis-
sion that the amount claimed is more than $5,000, the claim shall be
transferred as soon as possible to the British Claims Commission for
examination and assessment as well as for payment.

C. General.

16. In order to facilitate the smooth transfer of the United States
Claims work to the British Claims Commission, United States Claims
Service will release immediately for employmeut by the British
Claims Commission such of their civilian clerical and typing staff
as are employed upon claims work at British rates of pay and whose
services are required by the British Claims Commission for the pur-
poses of settlement of the claims falling within the above categories.

The American Ambassador to the British Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
No. 3493. London, March 28, 19I4.

SR:
I have the honor to refer to your note of February 29, 1944 (No.

W 3151/150/64) and to the annex thereto, concerning the question of
civil claims arising in tort against personnel of the United States

Payments by U. K.

Reinstatement of
designated collision,
etc., agreements.

Recourse in U. K.
courts.

Claims over $5,000.

Employment of
U. S. i'wrsonnI'l by
British Clailms Coll-
mission.
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B. Similar Claims arising out of incidents occurring before 20th 
March, 1944. 

13. Such of these claims as are unpaid on the 19th March, 1944 will 
be examined and assessed by the United States Claims Commission. 
The necessary payments will be made by His Majesty's Government 
as a matter of reciprocal aid. 

14. For the purposes of paragraph 13 above, 

(a) the Collision or other Agreements negotiated on behalf of the 
United States authorities by the Treasury Solicitor, which are now 
suspended shall so far as possible be forthwith and retroactively 
reinstated, 

(b) claimants with whom no reasonable settlement by other means 
is possible, shall have recourse in the Courts of the United Kingdom in 
the ordinary way against the tortfeasor. In that event the United 
States authorities will immediately transfer all papers material to the 
claim in question to His Majesty's Treasury Solicitor through the 
channel of the British Claims Commission and will render all other 
possible assistance to His Majesty's Treasury Solicitor by way of the 
production of witnesses etc. A similar procedure will so far as 
necessary be applied to all such cases when the claimant has obtained 
a judgment in a United Kingdom Court which has remained 
unsatisfied. 

15. In any case where it seems to the United States Claims Commis-
sion that the amount claimed is more than $5,000, the claim shall be 
transferred as soon as possible to the British Claims Commission for 
examination and assessment as well as for payment. 

C. General. 

16. In order to facilitate the smooth transfer of the United States 
Claims work to the British Claims Commission, United States Claims 
Service will release immediately for employment by the British 
Claims Commission such of their civilian clerical and typing staff 
as are employed upon claims work at British rates of pay and whose 
services are required by the British Claims Commission for the pur-
poses of settlement of the claims falling within the above categories. 

The American Ambassador to the British Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs 

No. 3493. 

SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to your note of February 29, 194-4 (No. 

W 3151/150/64) and to the annex thereto, concerning the question of 
civil claims arising in tort against personnel of the United States 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

London, March 28, 194.4. 
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armed forces in the United Kingdom, and, under instructions from my
Government, to reply as follows:

Aoocptanee by U.. The Government of the United States accepts the conditions and
limitations set forth in your note under reference and in the annex
thereto as applicable to claims arising out of acts of personnel of the
armed forces of the United States in line of duty which the British
Government has agreed to accept for settlement and payment, such
payment to be credited to reciprocal aid. The United States Govern-
ment, for its part, agrees to settle and pay under Lend-Lease on a
reciprocal basis claims arising out of acts of members of the armed
forces of Great Britain in the United States in line of duty.

Ant, p. 20. The War Department has agreed with reluctance to paragraph 7
of your note, concerning the reopening of claims in which payment
has been denied by the United States Claims Commission. I therefore
venture to express the hope that the number of such claims which
the British authorities desire to reopen will be small and that every
effort will be made not to extend the number of such cases.

Ante, p.233. The United States Government notes that paragraph 6 of the annex
"Retainer." suggests that the United States authorities will supply "a retainer to
Pos, p. 27. the Treasury Solicitor" and assumes that "retainer" is here used in

the sense of a power of attorney. I have the honor to suggest this
clarification since "retainer" is commonly used in the United States
to describe the fee paid to an attorney for retaining his services.

An ,p. 274. The United States Government understands paragraph 11 of the
annex as a waiver by it only of claims in its own behalf and not as a
waiver of claims of its nationals in their own right on account of per-
sonal injury, death or property losses.

Ante, p. 27r. The United States Government agrees to paragraph 16 of the annex
in principle, but decisions as to the carrying out of the undertaking
will have to be made by United States army and navy authorities
in London.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration,

JOHN G. WINANT
The Right Honorable

ANTHONY EDEN, M.C., M.P.,
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

Foreign Office
London, S.WJ.

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

FOREIGN OrFICE, S.W.1.
No. W 5776/150/64 1st May, 1944.
YouR ExCELLENr,

I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note No. 3493 of
the 29th March, concerning the question of civil claims arising in
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armed forces in the United Kingdom, and, under instructions from my 
Government, to reply as follows: 

The Government of the United States accepts the conditions and 
limitations set forth in your note under reference and in the annex 
thereto as applicable to claims arising out of acts of personnel of the 
armed forces of the United States in line of duty which the British 
Government has agreed to accept for settlement and payment, such 
payment to be credited to reciprocal aid. The United States Govern-
ment, for its part, agrees to settle and pay under Lend-Lease on a 
reciprocal basis claims arising out of acts of members of the armed 
forces of Great Britain in the United States in line of duty. 
The War Department has agreed with reluctance to paragraph 7 

of your note, concerning the reopening of claims in which payment 
has been denied by the United States Claims Commission. I therefore 
venture to express the hope that the number of such claims which 
the British authorities desire to reopen will be small and that every 
effort will be made not to extend the number of such cases. 
The United States Government notes that paragraph 6 of the annex 

suggests that the United States authorities will supply "a retainer to 
the Treasury Solicitor" and assumes that "retainer" is here used in 
the sense of a power of attorney. I have the honor to suggest this 
clarification since "retainer" is commonly used in the United States 
to describe the fee paid to an attorney for retaining his services. 
The United States Government understands paragraph 11 of the 

annex as a waiver by it only of claims in its own behalf and not as a 
waiver of claims of its nationals in their own right on account of per-
sonal injury, death or property losses. 

The United States Government agrees to paragraph 16 of the annex 
in principle, but decisions as to the carrying out of the undertaking 
will have to be made by United States army and navy authorities 
in London. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration, 

JOHN G. WINANT 
The Right Honorable 

ANTHONY EDEN, M.C., M.P., 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 

Foreign Office 
London, S.-117.1. 

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

No. W 5776/150/64 

YotrR EXCELLENCY, 

I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's note No. 3493 of 
the 29th March, concerning the question of civil claims arising in 

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W .1. 
.1st May, 1944. 
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tort against members of the United States Forces in the United
Kingdom.

2. I was most gratified to learn that the United States Government
are able to accept the conditions and limitations which I attached,
in my note No. W 3151/150/64 of the 29th February and in the annex
thereto, to the acceptance by His Majesty's Government of respon-
sibility for a settlement as a matter of reciprocal aid of a number of
classes of such claims. I am further most grateful for your assur-
ance that the United States Government for their part will make
similar arrangements for the settlement under Lend-Lease of such
claims arising out of the acts of His Majesty's Forces in the United
States in the course of their Military duties.

3. I am able to confirm the interpretation placed by the United
States Government upon paragraphs 6 and 11 of the annex to my
note of the 29th February. In stipulating in the former paragraph
that the United States authorities should supply a retainer to the
Treasury Solicitor I have used the word "retainer" in the sense of
an authority to act on behalf of the defendant. The intention of the
latter paragraph is, as the United States Government assumes, that
claims should not be brought by one government against the other.
It is not suggested that the claims of United States nationals in
their own right on account of personal injury, death, or property losses
should be waived.

4. Your Excellency is no doubt aware that on receiving your note
under reference, I announced in Parliament on the 30th March that
a satisfactory solution to this problem had been reached. At the
same time I circulated a written statement of the details of this
solution in the official report of Parliamentary debates, and 1 enclose
ten copies of this statement for your information.

5. I shall be grateful if you will inform the United States Govern-
ment of the pleasure with which I have received their acceptance of
the proposals made to them and of my satisfaction that it has been
possible to reach a settlement of this matter.

I have the honour to, with the highest consideration,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,

(For the Secretary of State)
E. E. CROWE.

His Excellency
The Honourable

JOHN G. WINANT,
etc., etc., etc.,

1, Grosvenor Square,
W1.

Ante, pp. 2728, 2732.

Ante, pp. 2733, 2734,
2736.

"Retainer."
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tort against members of the United States Forces in the United 
Kingdom. 

2. I was most gratified to learn that the United States Government 
are able to accept the conditions and limitations which I attached, 
in my note No. W 3151/150/64 of the 29th February and in the annex 
thereto, to the acceptance by His Majesty's Government of respon-
sibility for a settlement as a matter of reciprocal aid of a number of 
classes of such claims. I am further most grateful for your assur-
ance that the United States Government for their part will make 
similar arrangements for the settlement under Lend-Lease of such 
claims arising out of the acts of His Majesty's Forces in the United 
States in the course of their Military duties. 

3. I am able to confirm the interpretation placed by the United 
States Government upon paragraphs 6 and 11 of the annex to my 
note of the 29th February. In stipulating in the former paragraph 
that the United States authorities should supply a retainer to the 
Treasury Solicitor I have used the word "retainer" in the sense of 
an authority to act on behalf of the defendant. The intention of the 
latter paragraph is, as the United States Government assumes, that 
claims should not be brought by one government against the other. 
It is not suggested that the claims of United States nationals in 
their own right on account of personal injury, death, or property losses 
should be waived. 

4. Your Excellency is no doubt aware that on receiving your note 
under reference, I announced in Parliament on the 30th March that 
a satisfactory solution to this problem had been reached. At the 
same time I circulated a written statement of the details of this 
solution in the official report of Parliamentary debates, and I enclose 
ten copies of this statement for your information. 

5. I shall be grateful if you will inform the United States Govern-
ment of the pleasure with which I have received their acceptance of 
the proposals made to them and of my satisfaction that it has been 
possible to reach a settlement of this matter. 
I have the honour to, with the highest consideration, 

Your Excellency's obedient Servant, 

(For the Secretary of State) 

E. E. CROWE. 

His Excellency 
The Honourable 

JOHN G. W INANT, 
etc., etc., etc., 

1, Grosvenor Square, 
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January , 1947 Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
IT. I. A. S. 1603] surplus property disposal operations. Effected by exchange of notes

signed at Ottawa January 9, 1947; effective January 9, 1947.

The Canadian Secretary of State for Ewternal Affairs to the
American Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

CANADA

No. 3 OTTAWA, January 9, 1947

Sale of surplus prop-
erty.

Issuance of certifi-
cate.

EXCELLeNCY:

I have the honour to refer to conversations held in 1944 between Mr.
Clayton, then United States Surplus War Property Administrator,
and Mr. Carswell, then President of War Assets Corporation of
Canada, relating to the disposal of surplus property owned by either of
the two governments.
2. It is my understanding that it has been agreed that the following
arrangements should govern the sale of surplus property owned by
the United States or Canada:

1. Save as hereinafter provided, the surplus disposal agencies of
either country (United States and Canada) will not :-

(a) knowingly sell or offer for sale any such surplus property
intended for use and/or re-sale within the territory of the
other country;

(b) cause residents of the other country to be circularized or
solicited concerning the sale of any such surplus property.

2. It is further agreed that in the case of the United States the
appropriate disposal agency and in the case of Canada, War
Assets Corporation, will, notwithstanding the foregoing, issue,
on request, a certificate permitting to be done any of the matters
which are set out in Para. 1 above, provided that such a certifi-
cate is given only for a purpose which is considered by the
United States disposal agency or War Assets Corporation,
whichever is concerned, as unlikely adversely to affect their
disposal operations.

3. It is understood that any such certificate issued by War Assets
Corporation will apply only to operations of that Corporation
and is not to be construed in any way as a permit from any other
Department of the Government of Canada should such a permit
be otherwise required.
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signed at Ottawa January 9, 1947; effective January 9, 1947. 

The Canadian Secretary of State for Eoterital Affairs to the 
American Ambassador 

Sale of surplus prop-
erty. 

Issuance of certifi-
cate. 

DEPARTMENT OF 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

CANADA 

No. 3 OTTAWA, January 9, 1947 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honour to refer to conversations held in 1944 between Mr. 

Clayton, then United States Surplus War Property Administrator, 
and Mr. Carswell, then President of War Assets Corporation of 
Canada, relating to the disposal of surplus property owned by either of 
the two governments. 

2. It is my understanding that it has been agreed that the following 
arrangements should govern the sale of surplus property owned by 
the United States or Canada: 

1. Save as hereinafter provided, the surplus disposal agencies of 
either country (United States and Canada) will not :— 

( a) knowingly sell or offer for sale any such surplus property 
intended for use and/or re-sale within the territory of the 
other country; 

(b) cause residents of the other country to be circularized or 
solicited concerning the sale of any such surplus property. 

2. It is further agreed that in the case of the United States the 
appropriate disposal agency and in the case of Canada, War 
Assets Corporation, will, notwithstanding the foregoing, issue, 
on request, a certificate permitting to be done any of the matters 
which are set out in Para. 1 above, provided that such a certifi-
cate is given only for a purpose which is considered by the 
United States disposal agency or War Assets Corporation, 
whichever is concerned, as unlikely adversely to affect their 
disposal operations. 

3. It is understood that any such certificate issued by War Assets 
Corporation will apply only to operations of that Corporation 
and is not to be construed in any way as a permit from any other 
Department of the Government of Canada should such a permit 
be otherwise required. 
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3. I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangements
agreed to in the conversations are as above set forth. If so, it is sug-
gested that this note and your reply shall be regarded as placing on
record the agreement of our two Governments in this matter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration.

L B PEARSON
for Secretary of State

for External Affairs.
His Excellency,

The United States Ambassador,
United States Embassy,

Ottawa.

The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for
External Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 633 Ottawa, January 9, 1947
SIm:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 3 of
January 9, 1947 referring to conversations held in 1944 between Mr.
Clayton, then United States Surplus War Property Administrator,
and Mr. Carswell, then President of War Assets Corporation of
Canada, relating to the disposal of surplus property owned by either
of the two governments. You set forth therein your understanding
of the arrangements agreed upon for the sale of surplus property
owned by the United States and Canada.

It is the understanding of my Government that the termns of the
arrangements agreed to in the conversations are as set forth in your
note under reference, and my Government agrees to your suggestion
that your note and this note in reply shall be regarded as placing on1
record the agreement of our two Governments in this matter.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
RAY ATHERTON

The Right Honorable
The Secretary of State

for External Affairs,
Ottawa.
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3. I shall be glad to have you inform me whether it is the under-
standing of your Government that the terms of the arrangements 
agreed to in the conversations are as above set forth. If so, it is sug-
gested that this note and your reply shall be regarded as placing on 
record the agreement of our two Governments in this matter. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration. 

L B PEARSON 
for Secretary of State 

for External Affairs. 
His Excellency, 

The United States Ambassador, 
United States Embassy, 

Ottawa. 

The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for 
External Affairs 

EMBASSY OF 1.111., 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 633 Ottawa, January 9,1947 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 3 of 
January 9, 1947 referring to conversations held in 1944 between Mr. 
Clayton, then United States Surplus War Property Administrator, 
and Mr. Carswell, then President of War Assets Corporation of 
Canada, relating to the disposal of surplus property owned by either 
of the two governments. You set forth therein your understanding 
of the arrangements agreed upon for the sale of surplus property 
owned by the United States and Canada. 

It is the understanding of my Government that the terms of the 
arrangements agreed to in the conversations are as set forth in your 
note under reference, and my Government agrees to your suggestion 
that your note and this note in reply shall be regarded as placing on 
record the agreement of our two Governments in this matter. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

RAY ATIIERTON 
The Right Honorable 

The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, 

Ottawa. 
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September 3, 23, B29 Italian military armistice, September 3, 1943; instrument of surrenderNovember 9, 17, 1943
T. I. A. S. 16041 of Italy, September 29, 1943; letterfrom General Eisenhower to Mar-

shal Badoglio, September 29, 194S; protocol of November 9, 1943;
memorandum of agreement on the employment and disposition of the
Italian fleet and mercantile marine, September 23, 1943; amendment
to agreement with respect to the employment of the Italian navy, No-
vember 17, 194; and statement of Admiral de Courten, November 17,
1943.

Italian Military Armistice, September 3, 1943

FAmItEL CAmP
SICILY

September 3, 1943
The following conditions of an Armistice are presented by

General Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces,

acting by authority of the Governments of the United States and
Great Britain and in the interest of the United Nations, and are ac-
cepted by

Marshal Pietro Badoglio
Head of the Italian Government

1. Immediate cessation of all hostile activity by the Italian armed
forces.

2. Italy will use its best endeavors to deny, to the Germans, facilities
that might be used against the United Nations.

3. All prisoners or internees of the United Nations to be immedi-
ately turned over to the Allied Commander in Chief, and none of these
may now or at any time be evacuated to Germany.

4. Immediate transfer of the Italian Fleet and Italian aircraft to
such points as may be designated by the Allied Commander in Chief,
with details of disarmament to be prescribed by him.

5. Italian merchant shipping may be requisitioned by the Allied
Commander in Chief to meet the needs of his military-naval program.

6. Immediate surrender of Corsica and of all Italian territory, both
islands and mainland, to the Allies, for such use as operational bases
and other purposes as the Allies may see fit.

7. Immediate guarantee of the free use by the Allies of all airfields
and naval ports in Italian territory, regardless of the rate of evacua-
tion of the Italian territory by the German forces. These ports and
fields to be protected by Italian armed forces until this function is
taken over by the Allies.

8. Immediate withdrawal to Italy of Italian armed forces from all
participation in the current war from whatever areas in which they
may be now engaged.
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September 3, 23, 29, 
November 9, 17, 1943 
IT. I. A. S. 16041 

Italian military armistice, September 6, 1948; instrument of surrender 
of Italy, September 29, 1948; letter from General Eisenhower to Mar-
shal Badoglio, September 29, 1943; protocol of November 9, 1943; 
memorandum of agreement on the employment and disposition of the 
Italian fleet and mercantile marine, September 28, 1943; amendment 
to agreement with respect to the employment of the Italian navy, No-
vember 17, 1948; and statement of Admiral de Courten, November 17, 
1943. 

Italian Military Armistice, September 3, 1943 

FAIRFIELD CAMP 
SICILY 

September 3, 1943 

The following conditions of an Armistice are presented by 

General Dwight D. Eisenhower, 
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces, 

acting by authority of the Governments of the United States and 
Great Britain and in the interest of the United Nations, and are ac-
cepted by 

Marshal Pietro Badoglio 
Head of the Italian Government 

1. Immediate cessation of all hostile activity by the Italian armed 
forces. 

2. Italy will use its best endeavors to deny, to the Germans, facilities 
that might be used against the United Nations. 

3. All prisoners or internees of the United Nations to be immedi-
ately turned over to the Allied Commander in Chief, and none of these 
may now or at any time be evacuated to Germany. 

4. Immediate transfer of the Italian Fleet and Italian aircraft to 
such points as may be designated by the Allied Commander in Chief, 
with details of disarmament to be prescribed by him. 

5. Italian merchant shipping may be requisitioned by the Allied 
Commander in Chief to meet the needs of his military-naval program. 

6. Immediate surrender of Corsica and of all Italian territory, both 
islands and mainland, to the Allies, for such use as operational bases 
and other purposes as the Allies may see fit. 

7. Immediate guarantee of the free use by the Allies of all airfields 
and naval ports in Italian territory, regardless of the rate of evacua-
tion of the Italian territory by the German forces. These ports and 
fields to be protected by Italian armed forces until this function is 
taken over by the Allies. 

8. Immediate withdrawal to Italy of Italian armed forces from all 
participation in the current war from whatever areas in which they 
may be now engaged. 
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9. Guarantee by the Italian Government that if necessary it will
employ all its available armed forces to insure prompt and exact com-
pliance with all the provisions of this armistice.

10. The Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces reserves to him-
self the right to take any measure which in his opinion may be neces-
sary for the protection of the interests of the Allied Forces for the
prosecution of the war, and the Italian Government binds itself to
take such administrative or other action as the Commander in Chief
may require, and in particular the Commander in Chief will establish
Allied Military Government over such parts of Italian territory as he
may deem necessary in the military interests of the Allied Nations.

11. The Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces will have a full
right to impose measures of disarmament, demobilization, and de-
militarization.

12. Other conditions of a political, economic and financial nature
with which Italy will be bound to comply will be transmitted at a
later date.

The conditions of the present Armistice will not be made public
without prior approval of the Allied Commander in Chief. The
English will be considered the official text.

By'

Murehal Pletro Badogllo
Bnd of Italian Govermnte

y5 / <* -
OiaSpope oastllano

Brigadier Gemral, atteahed to
The Itallan High Oomand

2741

Rights of Com-
mander in Chief of
Allied Forces.

Official text.

DIILIT D. SISeaZR,
General, U. S. Army,
Cormander in Chief,

Allied Forces.

;'.ALTO B. SMITH,
V'lJor General, U. S. ArE,

Chief of Staff.

Present:

RT. HON. HAROLD MACMILLAN

British Resident Minister, A.F.H.Q.

ROBERT MURPHY

Personal Representative of the
President of the United States

ROyER DICK
Commodore, R.N.
Chief of Staff to the C. in C. Med.

LowELL W. RooKs
Major General, US. Army
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3 A.FH.Q.

FRANCO MONTANARI
Official Italian Interpreter

BRIGADIER KENNETH STRONG
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-J AP.H.Q.
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9. Guarantee by the Italian Government that if necessary it will 
employ all its available armed forces to insure prompt and exact com-
pliance with all the provisions of this armistice. 

10. The Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces reserves to him-
self the right to take any measure which in his opinion may be neces-
sary for the protection of the interests of the Allied Forces for the 
prosecution of the war, and the Italian Government binds itself to 
take such administrative or other action as the Commander in Chief 
may require, and in particular the Commander in Chief will establish 
Allied Military Government over such parts of Italian territory as he 
may deem necessary in the military interests of the Allied Nations. 

11. The Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces will have a full 
right to impose measures of disarmament, demobilization, and de-
militarization. 

12. Other conditions of a political, economic and financial nature 
with which Italy will be bound to comply will be transmitted at a 
later date. 
The conditions of the present Armistice will not be made public 

without prior approval of the Allied Commander in Chief. The 
English will be considered the official text. 

Marehal Pietro •Badoglio 
Read of Italian Goverment, 

(kdsippe Castellano 
Brigadier General, attached to 
The Italian High Consand 

Present: 

raraer, D. SISZRECOCR• 
General, U. S. Amy, 
Commander in Chief, 

Allied Forces. 

1ALTIR B. SMITS, 
l'ajor General, U. S. AraYs 

Chief of Staff. 

RT. HON. HAROLD MACMILLAN 
British Resident Minister, A.F.II.Q. 

ROBERT MURPHY 
Personal Representative of the 
President of the United States 

ROYER DICK 
Commodore, R.N. 
Chief of Staff to the C. in C. Med. 

LOWELL W . ROOKS 
Major General, U.S. Army 
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3 A.F.II.Q. 

FRANCO MONTANARS 
Official Italian Interpreter 

BRIGADIER KENNETH STRONG 
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3 A. F.H.Q. 
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Rights of Corn. 
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INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER OF ITALY

I

1.
(A) The Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces wherever located,

hereby surrender unconditionally.
(B) Italian participation in the war in all Theaters will

cease immediately. There will be no opposition to landings, move-
ments or other operations of the Land, Sea and Air Forces of the
United Nations. Accordingly, the Italian Supreme Command will
order the immediate cessation of hostilities of any kind against the
Forces of the United Nations and will direct the Italian Navy, Mili-
tary and Air Force authorities in all Theaters to issue forthwith
the appropriate instructions to those under their Command.

(C) The Italian Supreme Command will further order all
Italian Naval, Military and Air Forces or authorities and personnel
to refrain immediately from destruction of or damage to any real or
personal property, whether public or private.

2. The Italian Supreme Command will give full information
concerning the disposition and condition of all Italian Land, Sea and
Air Forces, wherever they are situated and of all such forces of Italy's
Allies as are situated in Italian or Italian occupied territory.

Post, p. 2761.

s
a

Post, p. 2761.

2742

PO., p. 2761; ante, Whereas in consequence of an armistice dated September 3rd, 1943,
between the United States and the United Kingdom Governments on
the one hand and the Italian Government on the other hand, hos-
tilities were suspended between Italy and the United Nations on
certain terms of a military nature;

And whereas in addition to those terms it was also provided in the
said Armistice that the Italian Government bound themselves to
comply with other conditions of a political, economic and financial
nature to be transmitted later;

And whereas it is convenient that the terms of a military nature
and the said other conditions of a political, economic and financial
nature should without prejudice to the continued validity of the terms
of the said Armistice of September 3rd, 1943, be comprised in a
further instrument;

Terms for suspen- The following together with the terms of the Armistice of Sep-ion of hostilities

Pgaost Ital. tember 3rd, 1943, are the terms on which the United States and United
Kingdom Governments acting on behalf of the United Nations are
prepared to suspend hostilities against Italy so long as their mili-
tary operations against Germany and her Allies are not obstructed
and Italy does not assist these Powers in any way and complies with
the requirements of these Governments.

These terms have been presented by GENERAL DWIGHT D. EISEN-
HOWER, Commander-in-Chief, Allied Forces, duly authorised to that
effect;

Post,p.2761. And have been accepted by MASEHAL PIETRO BADoLIO, Head of
the Italian Government.
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Post, p. 2761. 

Post, p. 2761; ante, 
p.2740. 

Terms for suspen-
sion of hostilities 
against Italy. 
Post, p. 2761. 

Post, p.2761. 

Pose, p. 2761. 

INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER OF ITALY 

Whereas in consequence of an armistice dated September 3rd, 1943, 
between the United States and the United Kingdom Governments on 
the one hand and the Italian Government on the other hand, hos-
tilities were suspended between Italy and the United Nations on 
certain terms of a military nature; 
And whereas in addition to those terms it was also provided in the 

said Armistice that the Italian Government bound themselves to 
comply with other conditions of a political, economic and financial 
nature to be transmitted later; 
And whereas it is convenient that the terms of a military nature 

and the said other conditions of a political, economic and financial 
nature should without prejudice to the continued validity of the terms 
of the said Armistice of September 3rd, 1943, be comprised in a 
further instrument; 

The following together with the terms of the Armistice of Sep-
tember 3rd, 1943, are the terms on which the United States and United 
Kingdom Governments acting on behalf of the United Nations are 
prepared to suspend hostilities against Italy so long as their mili-
tary operations against Germany and her Allies are not obstructed 
and Italy does not assist these Powers in any way and complies with 
the requirements of these Governments. 
These terms have been presented by GENERAL DWIGHT D. EISEN-

HOWER, Commander-in-Chief, Allied Forces, duly authorised to that 
effect; 

And have been accepted by MARSHAL PIETRO BADOGLIO, Head of 
the Italian Government. 

1. 

(A) The Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces wherever located, 
hereby surrender unconditionally. 

(B) Italian participation in the war in all Theaters will 
cease immediately. There will be no opposition to landings, move-
ments or other operations of the Land, Sea and Air Forces of the 
United Nations. Accordingly, the Italian Supreme Command will 
order the immediate cessation of hostilities of any kind against the 
Forces of the United Nations and will direct the Italian Navy, Mili-
tary and Air Force authorities in all Theaters to issue forthwith 
the appropriate instructions to those under their Command. 

(C) The Italian Supreme Command will further order all 
Italian Naval, Military and Air Forces or authorities and personnel 
to refrain immediately from destruction of or damage to any real or 
personal property, whether public or private. 

2. The Italian Supreme Command will give full information 
concerning the disposition and condition of all Italian Land, Sea and 
Air Forces, wherever they are situated and of all such forces of Italy's 
Allies as are situated in Italian or Italian occupied territory. 
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3. The Italian Supreme Command will take the necessary meas-
ures to secure airfields, port facilities, and all other installations
against seizure or attack by any of Italy's Allies. The Italian Supreme
Command will take the necessary measures to insure Law and Order,
and to use its available armed forces to insure prompt and exact
compliance with all the provisions of the present instrument. Subject
to such use of Italian troops for the above purposes, as may be sanc-
tioned by the Allied Commander-in-Chief, all other Italian Land,
Sea and Air Forces will proceed to and remain in their barracks,
camps or ships pending directions from the United Nations as to
their future status and disposal. Exceptionally such Naval personnel
shall proceed to shore establishments as the United Nations may direct.

4. Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces will within the periods to be
laid down by the United Nations withdraw from all areas outside
Italian territory notified to the Italian Government by the United
Nations and proceed to areas to be specified by the United Nations.
Such movement of Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces will be carried
out in conditions to be laid down by the United Nations and in accord-
ance with the orders to be issued by them. All Italian officials will
similarly leave the areas notified except any who may be permitted
to remain by the United Nations. Those permitted to remain will
comply with the instructions of the Allied Commander-in-Chief.

5. No requisitioning, seizures or other coercive measures shall be
effected by Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces or officials in regard to
persons or property in the areas notified under Article 4.

6. The demobilization of Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces in
excess of such establishments as shall be notified will take place as
prescribed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief.

7. Italian warships of all descriptions, auxiliaries and transports
will be assembled as directed in ports to be specified by the Allied
Commander-in-Chief and will be dealt with as prescribed by the
Allied Commander-in-Chief. (Note. If at the date of the Armistice
the whole of the Italian Fleet has been assembled in Allied ports, this
article would run-"Italian warships of all descriptions, auxiliaries,
and transports will remain until further notice in the ports where they
are at present assembled, and will be dealt with as prescribed by the
Allied Commander-in-Chief.")

8. Italian aircraft of all kinds will not leave the ground or water
or ships, except as directed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief.

9. Without prejudice to the provisions 14, 15 and 28 (A) and (D)
below, all merchant ships, fishing or other craft of whatever flag, all
aircraft and inland transport of whatever nationality in Italian or
Italian-occupied territory or waters will, pending verification of their
identity and status, be prevented from leaving.

10. The Italian Supreme Command will make available all infor-
mation about naval, military and air devices, installations, and de-
fences, about all transport and inter-communication systems estab-
lished by Italy or her allies on Italian territory or in the approaches
thereto, about minefields or other obstacles to movement by land, sea
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Withdrawal of Ital-
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be made available by
Italian Supreme Com-
mand.
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3. The Italian Supreme Command will take the necessary meas-
ures to secure airfields, port facilities, and all other installations 
against seizure or attack by any of Italy's Allies. The Italian Supreme 
Command will take the necessary measures to insure Law and Order, 
and to use its available armed forces to insure prompt and exact 
compliance with all the provisions of the present instrument. Subject 
to such use of Italian troops for the above purposes, as may be sanc-
tioned by the Allied Commander-in-Chief, all other Italian Land, 
Sea and Air Forces will proceed to and remain in their barracks, 
camps or ships pending directions from the United Nations as to 
their future status and disposal. Exceptionally such Naval personnel 
shall proceed to shore establishments as the United Nations may direct. 

4. Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces will within the periods to be 
laid down by the United Nations withdraw from all areas outside 
Italian territory notified to the Italian Government by the United 
Nations and proceed to areas to be specified by the United Nations. 
Such movement of Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces will be carried 
out in conditions to be laid down by the United Nations and in accord-
ance with the orders to be issued by them. All Italian officials will 
similarly leave the areas notified except any who may be permitted 
to remain by the United Nations. Those permitted to remain will 
comply with the instructions of the Allied Commander-in-Chief. 

5. No requisitioning, seizures or other coercive measures shall be 
effected by Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces or officials in regard to 
persons or property in the areas notified under Article 4. 

6. The demobilization of Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces in 
excess of such establishments as shall be notified will take place as 
prescribed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief. 

7. Italian warships of all descriptions, auxiliaries and transports 
will be assembled as directed in ports to be specified by the Allied 
Commander-in-Chief and will be dealt with as prescribed by the 
Allied Commander-in-Chief. (Note. If at the date of the Armistice 
the whole of the Italian Fleet has been assembled in Allied ports, this 
article would run—"Italian warships of all descriptions, auxiliaries, 
and transports will remain until further notice in the ports where they 
are at present assembled, and will be dealt with as prescribed by the 
Allied Commander-in-Chief.") 

8. Italian aircraft of all kinds will not leave the ground or water 
or ships, except as directed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief. 

9. Without prejudice to the provisions 14, 15 and 28 (A) and (D) 
below, all merchant ships, fishing or other craft of whatever flag, all 
aircraft and inland transport of whatever nationality in Italian or 
Italian-occupied territory or waters will, pending verification of their 
identity and status, be prevented from leaving. 

10. The Italian Supreme Command will make available all infor-
mation about naval, military and air devices, installations, and de-
fences, about all transport and inter-communication systems estab-
lished by Italy or her allies on Italian territory or in the approaches 
thereto, about minefields or other obstacles to movement by land, sea 
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or air and such other particulars as the United Nations may require in
connection with the use of Italian bases, or with the operations, secur-
ity, or welfare of the United Nations Land, Sea or Air Forces. Italian
forces and equipment will be made available as required by the United
Nations for the removal of the above mentioned obstacles.

11. The Italian Government will furnish forthwith lists of quan-
tities of all war material showing the location of the same. Subject
to such use as the Allied Commander-in-Chief may make of it, the war
material will be placed in store under such control as he may direct.
The ultimate disposal of war material will be prescribed by the United
Nations.

12. There will be no destruction of nor damage to nor except
as authorized or directed by the United Nations any removal of war
material, wireless, radio location or meteorological stations, railroad,
port or other installations or in general, public or private utilities
or property of any kind, wherever situated, and the necessary main-
tenance and repair will be the responsibility of the Italian
authorities.

13. The manufacture, production and construction of war mate-
rial and its import, export and transit is prohibited, except as directed
by the United Nations. The Italian Government will comply with
any directions given by the United Nations for the manufacture, pro-
duction or construction and the import, export or transit of war
material.

14.

(A) All Italian merchant shipping and fishing and other
craft, wherever they may be, and any constructed or completed during
the period of the present instrument will be made available in good
repair and in seaworthy condition by the competent Italian authori-
ties at such places and for such purposes and periods as the United
Nations may prescribe. Transfer to enemy or neutral flags is pro-
hibited. Crews will remain on board pending further instructions
regarding their continued employment or dispersal. Any existing
options to repurchase or re-acquire or to resume control of Italian
or former Italian vessels sold or otherwise transferred or chartered
during the war will forthwith be exercised and the above provisions
will apply to all such vessels and their crews.

(B) All Italian inland transport and all port equipment will
be held at the disposal of the United Nations for such purposes as
they may direct.

15. United Nations merchant ships, fishing and other craft in
Italian hands wherever they may be (including for this purpose those
of any country which has broken off diplomatic relations with Italy)
whether or not the title has been transferred as the result of prize
court proceedings or otherwise, will be surrendered to the United
Nations and will be assembled in ports to be specified by the United
Nations for disposal as directed by them. The Italian Government
will take all such steps as may be required to secure any necessary
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transfers of title. Any neutral merchant ship, fishing or other craft SNeutral merchant
under Italian operation or control will be assembled in the same man-
ner pending arrangements for their ultimate disposal. Any necessary Repais.
repairs to any of the above mentioned vessels will be effected by the
Italian Government, if required, at their expense. The Italian Gov-
ernment will take the necessary measures to insure that the vessels
and their cargo are not damaged.

16. No radio or telecommunication installations or other forms Intercommunica
of intercommunication, shore or afloat, under Italian control whether
belonging to Italy or any nation other than the United Nations will
transmit until directions for the control of these installations have been
prescribed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief. The Italian authori-
ties will conform to such measures for control and censorship of press
and of other publications, of theatrical and cinematograph perform-
ances, of broadcasting, and also of all forms of intercommunication
as the Allied Commander-in-Chief may direct. The Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief may, at his discretion, take over radio, cable and
other communication stations.

17. The warships, auxiliaries, transports and merchant and other wUe of territo'rib
vessels and aircraft in the service of the United Nations will have vesselsandaircraft.

the right freely to use the territorial waters around and the air over
Italian territory.

18. The forces of the United Nations will require to occupy certain iccupation ofr It-.
parts of Italian territory. The territories or areas concerned will fores.

from time to time be notified by the United Nations and all Italian
Land, Sea and Air Forces will thereupon withdraw from such terri-
tories or areas in accordance with the instructions issued by the Allied
Commander-in-Chief. The provisions of this article are without
prejudice to those of article 4 above. The Italian Supreme Command Ant, P. 2743 -
will guarantee immediate use and access to the Allies of all airfields
and Naval ports in Italy under their control.

19. In the territories or areas referred to in article 18 all Naval,
Military and Air installations, power stations, oil refineries, public
utility services, all ports and harbors, all transport and all inter-
communication installations, facilities and equipment and such other
installations or facilities and all such stocks as may be required by
the United Nations will be made available in good condition by the
competent Italian authorities with the personnel required for working
them. The Italian Government will make available such other local
resources or services as the United Nations may require.

20. Without prejudice to the provisions of the present instru-
ment the United Nations will exercise all the rights of an occupying
power throughout the territories or areas referred to in article 18,
the administration of which will be provided for by the issue of
proclamations, orders or regulations. Personnel of the Italian ad-
ministrative, judicial and public services will carry out their functions
under the control of the Allied Commander-in-Chief unless otherwise
directed.

21. In addition to the rights in respect of occupied Italian terri- Rights of U. N. intoris non-occupied Italiantories described in articles 18 to 20, territory.
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(A) Members of the Land, Sea or Air Forces and officials
of the United Nations will have the right of passage in or over non-
occupied Italian territory and will be afforded all the necessary facili-
ties and assistance in performing their functions.

(B) The Italian authorities will make available on non-
occupied Italian territory all transport facilities required by the
United Nations including free transit for their war material and
supplies, and will comply with instructions issued by the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief regarding the use and control of airfields, ports,
shipping, inland transport systems and vehicles, intercommunication
systems, power stations and public utility services, oil refineries, stocks
and such other fuel and power supplies and means of producing same,
as United Nations may specify, together with connected repair and
construction facilities.

22. The Italian Government and people will abstain from all
action detrimental to the interests of the United Nations and will
carry out promptly and efficiently all orders given by the United
Nations.

23. The Italian Government will make available such Italian cur-
rency as the United Nations may require. The Italian Government
will withdraw and redeem in Italian currency within such time limits
and on such terms as the United Nations may specify all holdings in
Italian territory of currencies issued by the United Nations during
military operations or occupation and will hand over the currencies
withdrawn free of cost to the United Nations. The Italian Govern-
ment will take such measures as may be required by the United Nations
for the control of banks and business in Italian territory, for the control
of foreign exchange and foreign commercial and financial transactions
and for the regulation of trade and production and will comply with
any instructions issued by the United Nations regarding these and
similar matters.

24. There shall be no financial, commercial or other intercourse
with or dealings with or for the benefit of countries at war with any of
the United Nations or territories occupied by such countries or any
other foreign country except under authorisation of the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief or designated officials.

25.

(A) Relations with countries at war with any of the United
Nations, or occupied by any such country, will be broken off. Italian
diplomatic, consular and other officials and members of the Italian
Land, Sea and Air Forces accredited to or serving on missions with any
such country or in any other territory specified by the United Nations
will be recalled. Diplomatic and consular officials of such countries
will be dealt with as the United Nations may prescribe.

(B) The United Nations reserve the right to require the with-
drawal of neutral diplomatic and consular officers from occupied
Italian territory and to prescribe and lay down regulations governing
the procedure for the methods of communication between the Italian
Government and its representatives in neutral countries and regarding
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communications emanating from or destined for the representatives of
neutral countries in Italian territory.

26. Italian subjects will pending further instructions be prevented
from leaving Italian territory except as authorised by the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief and will not in any event take service with any of the
countries or in any of the territories referred to in article 25 (A) nor
will they proceed to any place for the purpose of undertaking work for
any such country. Those at present so serving or working will be
recalled as directed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief.

27. The Military, Naval and Air personnel and material and the
merchant shipping, fishing and other craft and the aircraft, vehicles
and other transport equipment of any country against which any of the
United Nations is carrying on hostilities or which is occupied by any
such country, remain liable to attack or seizure wherever found in or
over Italian territory or waters.

28.

(A) The warships, auxiliaries and transports of any such
country or occupied country referred to in article 27 in Italian or
Italian-occupied ports and waters and the aircraft, vehicles and other
transport equipment of such countries in or over Italian or Italian-
occupied territory will, pending further instructions, be prevented
from leaving.

(B) The Military, Naval and Air personnel and the civilian
nationals of any such country or occupied country in Italian or Italian-
occupied territory will be prevented from leaving and will be interned
pending further instructions.

(C) All property in Italian territory belonging to any such
country or occupied country or its nationals will be impounded and
kept in custody pending further instructions.

(D) The Italian Government will comply with any instruc-
tions given by the Allied Commander-in-Chief concerning the intern-
ment, custody or subsequent disposal, utilisation or employment of
any of the above mentioned persons, vessels, aircraft, material or
property.

29. BENITO MUSSOLINI, his Chief Fascist associates and all per-
sons suspected of having committed war crimes or analogous offences
whose names appear on lists to be communicated by the United Na-
tions will forthwith be apprehended and surrendered into the hands
of the United Nations. Any instructions given by the United Na-
tions for this purpose will be complied with.

30. All Fascist organisations, including all branches of the Fascist
Militia (MVSN), the Secret Police (OVRA), all Fascist youth or-
ganisations will insofar as this is not already accomplished be dis-
banded in accordance with the directions of the Allied Commander-
in-Chief. The Italian Government will comply with all such further
directions as the United Nations may give for abolition of Fascist
institutions, the dismissal and internment of Fascist personnel, the
control of Fascist funds, the suppression of Fascist ideology and
teaching.
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31. All Italian laws involving discrimination on grounds of race,
color, creed or political opinions will insofar as this is not already
accomplished be rescinded, and persons detained on such grounds will,
as directed by the United Nations, be released and relieved from all
legal disabilities to which they have been subjected. The Italian
Government will comply with all such further directions as the Allied
Commander-in-Chief may give for repeal of Fascist legislation and
removal of any disabilities or prohibitions resulting therefrom.

32.

(A) Prisoners of war belonging to the forces of or specified
by the United Nations and any nationals of the United Nations, in-
cluding Abyssinian subjects, confined, interned, or otherwise under
restraint in Italian or Italian-occupied territory will not be removed
and will forthwith be handed over to representatives of the United
Nations or otherwise dealt with as the United Nations may direct.
Any removal during the period between the presentation and the
signature of the present instrument will be regarded as a breach of its
terms.

(B) Persons of whatever nationality who have been placed
under restriction, detention or sentence (including sentences in ab-
sentia) on account of their dealings or sympathies with the United
Nations will be released under the direction of the United Nations
and relieved from all legal disabilities to which they have subjected.

(C) The Italian Government will take such steps as the
United Nations may direct to safeguard the persons of foreign nation-
als and property of foreign nationals and property of foreign states
and nationals.

33.

(A) The Italian Government will comply with such direc-
tions as the United Nations may prescribe regarding restitution,
deliveries, services or payments by way of reparation and payment of
the costs of occupation during the period of the present instrument.

(B) The Italian Government will give to the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief such information as may be prescribed regarding the
assets, whether inside or outside Italian territory, of the Italian state,
the Bank of Italy, any Italian state or semi-state institutions or
Fascist organisations or residents in Italian territory and will not
dispose or allow the disposal, outside Italian territory of any such
assets except with the permission of the United Nations.

34. The Italian Government will carry out during the period of
the present instrument such measures of disarmament, demobilisation
and demilitarisation as may be prescribed by the Allied Commander-
in-Chief.

35. The Italian Government will supply all information and pro-
vide all documents required by the United Nations. There shall be
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no destruction or concealment of archives, records, plans or any other
documents or information.

36. The Italian Government will take and enforce such legisla-
tive and other measures as may be necessary for the execution of the
present instrument. Italian military and civil authorities will com-
ply with any instructions issued by the Allied Commander-in-Chief
for the same purpose.

37. There will be appointed a Control Commission representa-
tive of the United Nations charged with regulating and executing this
instrument under the orders and general directions of the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief.

38.

(A) The term "United Nations" in the present instrument
includes the Allied Commander-in-Chief, the Control Commission and
any other authority which the United Nations may designate.

(B) The term "Allied Commander-in-Chief" in the present
instrument includes the Control Commission and such other officers
and representatives as the Commander-in-Chief may designate.

39. Reference to Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces in the present
instrument shall be deemed to include Fascist Militia and all such
other military or para-military units, formations or bodies as the
Allied Commander-in-Chief may prescribe.

40. The term "War Material" in the present instrument denotes
all material specified in such lists or definitions as may from time to
time be issued by the Control Commission.

41. The term "Italian Territory" includes all Italian colonies
and dependencies and shall for the purposes of the present instrument
(but without prejudice to the question of sovereignty) be deemed to
include Albania. Provided however that except in such cases and to
such extent as the United Nations may direct the provisions of the
present instrument shall not apply in or affect the administration of
any Italian colony or dependency already occupied by the United
Nations or the rights or powers therein possessed or exercised by them.

42. The Italian Government will send a delegation to the Head-
quarters of the Control Commission to represent Italian interests and
to transmit the orders of the Control Commission to the competent
Italian authorities.

43. The present instrument shall enter into force at once. It will
remain in operation until superseded by any other arrangements or
until the voting into force of the peace treaty with Italy.

44. The present instrument may be denounced by the United
Nations with immediate effect if Italian obligations thereunder are
not fulfilled or, as an alternative, the United Nations may penalize
contravention of it by measures appropriate to the circumstances
such as the extension of the areas of military occupation or air or
other punitive action.
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no destruction or concealment of archives, records, plans or any other 
documents or information. 

36. The Italian Government will take and enforce such legisla-
tive and other measures as may be necessary for the execution of the 
present instrument. Italian military and civil authorities will com-
ply with any instructions issued by the Allied Commander-in-Chief 
for the same purpose. 

37. There will be appointed a Control Commission representa-
tive of the United Nations charged with regulating and executing this 
instrument under the orders and general directions of the Allied Com-
mander-in-Chief. 

38. 

(A) The term "United Nations" in the present instrument 
includes the Allied Commander-in-Chief, the Control Commission and 
any other authority which the United. Nations may designate. 

(B) The term "Allied Commander-in-Chief" in the present 
instrument includes the Control Commission and such other officers 
and representatives as the Commander-in-Chief may designate. 

39. Reference to Italian Land, Sea and Air Forces in the present 
instrument shall be deemed to include Fascist Militia and all such 
other military or para-military units, formations or bodies as the 
Allied Commander-in-Chief may prescribe. 

40. The term "War Material" in the present instrument denotes 
all material specified in such lists or definitions as may from time to 
time be issued by the Control Commission. 

41. The term "Italian Territory" includes all Italian colonies 
and dependencies and shall for the purposes of the present instrument 
(but without prejudice to the question of sovereignty) be deemed to 
include Albania. Provided however that except in such cases and to 
such extent as the United Nations may direct the provisions of the 
present instrument shall not apply in or affect the administration of 
any Italian colony or dependency already occupied by the United 
Nations or the rights or powers therein possessed or exercised by them. 

42. The Italian Government will send a delegation to the Head-
quarters of the Control Commission to represent Italian interests and 
to transmit the orders of the Control Commission to the competent 
Italian authorities. 

43. The present instrument shall enter into force at once. It will 
remain in operation until superseded by any other arrangements or 
until the voting into force of the peace treaty with Italy. 

44. The present instrument may be denounced by the United 
Nations with immediate effect if Italian obligations thereunder are 
not fulfilled or, as an alternative, the United Nations may penalize 
contravention of it by measures appropriate to the circumstances 
such as the extension of the areas of military occupation or air or 
other punitive action. 
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The present instrument is drawn up in English and Italian, the
English text being authentic, and in case of any dispute regarding its
interpretation, the decision of the Control Commission will prevail.

8Igned at 2

Karah BADOGLIO
ead of athe Italian Governmenat

oa the Z day or Septeber, 1943.

DWIOBI D. EISN1EgR
OGneral, United States Army,

Commander-in-Chlef, Allie4 Foroe.
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Authentic text. 

Head of the Italian Government 

The present instrument is drawn up in English and Italian, the 
English text being authentic, and in case of any dispute regarding its 
interpretation, the decision of the Control Commission will prevail. 

Signed at 'a•el.tik.. ea the day of September, 1943. 

A 
Wars 0 BADOGL/0 DWIG D. 2:ISENHOUR 

General, United States Army, 
Commander-In-Chief, Allied fore.. 
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STRUMENTO D'ARRENDIMNETO DELL'ITALIA

Poiohe in seguito ad un armistizio in data 3 setteinbre 1943,
fra I Governi degli Stati Uniti e della Gran Bretagna da una
parts e 11 Governo Itaiiano dall'altra, ls ostilita' ono state
aospess fra l'Italia le Nazioni Unite in base ad aloune condi-
zioni di oaratters milltare;

e poiohe oltre quests oondizioni, era stabilito in detto
armistizio ohe i Governo Italiano si impegnava ad eseguire
altre oondizioni di oarattere politico, soonomico e finanzia-
rio da trasmsttere in seguito;

e poiche e opportune ohe ls oondizioni di carattere nilitare
* ls suddette oondizioni di oarattere polltioo, eoonomloo e ri-
nanziario siano, senza menomare la validia' dells oondizioni del
suddetto armistizio del 3 setteabre 1943, oomprese in un atto
auocessivo;

Le seguenti, inslesme on le oondizioni dell'armistizio del
3 ssettembre 1943, sono le oondizioni in base a oui i Governi
degll Stati Uniti e della Gran Bretagna, agendo per oonto dells
Nazioni Unite, sono disposti a sospendere le ostilita' oontro
1'Italia sempre ohs le loro operazioni militari oontro la Ger-
ahnia ed i suoi alleati non siano ostaoolate e che l'Italia non

aluti queste Potenze in qualsiai modo e eseguisoa'le riohleste
di questi Governi.

Quests oondizioni sono state presentate dal OENERALE DWIGHT
D. EISENHOWER, Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate, debitamentO
autorizzato a tale effetto;

E sono state acoettate dal MARESCIALLO PIBTRO BADOOLIO, Capo
del Governo Itallano.

1.

(A) Le Forze Italians di Terra, Mare s Aria,
ovunque Sl trovino, a queato soopo si arrendbno a disorezione.

(B) La parteoipazione dell'Italia in guerra in
quallsasi zona deve oessare immediatamente. Non vi sera opposi-
zione agli abarohi, novlnanti ed altre operazioni in Terra, Iul%
Mare a nell'Aria delle forze dells Nazioni Unite. In oonformita
il Comando Supremo Italiano ordinera la oessazione insediata dells
ostilita di qualunque genere oontro le forze delle Nazioni Unite
ed impartira ordini alle autorita NaTali, Militari, ed Aeronau-
tlohe Italians in tutti le zone di guerra di emanare immediata-
annte le lstruzioni opportune ai lore ocuandi subordinati.

(C) Inoltre 11 Comando Supreao Itallano inpartira
alle forze Navall. Militari ed Aeronautlohe nonohe alls autoritae
oivlli ed ai runzionari ordini di deasitere imnediataeate dalla
distruzione o dal danneggiamento di qualsiasi proprieta reale o
personale, sia pubblioa ohs privata.
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STRUMENTO WARRENDIMENTO DELL'ITALIA 

Poiche'in seguito ad un armistizio in data 3 setteMbre 1943, 
fra I Governi degli Stati Uniti e dellatGran Bretakna.da una 
parte e 11 Govern° Itediano dall'altra, le ostilita eon° state 
sospese fm a l'Italia • le Nazioni Unite in base ad aloune condi-
zioni di oarattere militare; 

e poiohe oltre quest. oondizioni, era atabilito in detto 
armistizio ohe 11 Govern° Italian° ei itapegnava ad eeeguire 
altre oondizioni di oarattere politico, economic° e finanzia-
rio da trammettere in seguito; 

e poiohe 0 opportune ohe le oondizioni di carattere militare 
e le suddette oondizioni di oarattere politico, economioo 0 fi-
nanziario siano, sauna menomare la validii'delle oondizioni del 
auddetto armistizio del 3 settembre 1943, compress in un atto 
suocessivoi 

Le seguenti, IMBIOULO con le oondizioni dell'armistizio dal 
3 aettembre 1943, cone le oondizioni in base a oui 1 Governi 
degli Stati Uniti a della Gran Bretagna, agendo per oonto della 
Nazioni Unite, sono diaposti a sospendere le ostilitei oontro 
l'Italia sempre che le loro operazioni militari oontro la Ger-
mania ed I suoi alleati non Biano ostacolate e che,l'Italia non 
aiuti quests Potenze in qualsiasi modo a eseguisoa is riohieste 
di questi Governi. 

Questa oondizioni sono state presentate dal GENERAL! DWIGHT 
D. EISENHOWER, Comandante Supremo dells Forza Alleate, debitamente 
autorizzato a tale effetto; 

E son state acoettate dal MARESCIALLO PIETRO BADOGLIO, Cap° 
del Govern° Italian°. 

1. 

(4) Le Forza Italians di Terra, Mare • Aria, 
ovunque $i trovinO, a queato soopo si arrendbno a dieorezione. 

(B) La parteoipazione dell'Italia in guerra in 
qualsiasi zona deve cascara immediatamente. Non vi sere opposi-
zione agli sbarohi, movimenti ad altre operazion1 in Terra, sul, 
Mare e nell'Aria dells forze dello Nazioni Unite. In oonformita 
11 Comando Supremo Italian* ord1nerela oesaazione immodiata de110 
ostilita' di qualunque genera oontro is forze dells Nazioni Unite 
ad impartirl'ordini ails autoritaiftvali, Militari, ad Aeronau-
tiohe Italians in tutti le zone di guerra di emanare immediata-
manta le ietruzioni opportune at loro oomandi subordinati. 

(C) /noltre 11 Comando Supremo Italian° impartira 
ails forme Naval', Mllitari ad Aeronautiohe nonohi'alle autorite 
oivill ad ai funzionari ordini di desietere 1=aediataziente dalla 
distruzione o dal danneggiamento di qualsiasi proprietireale o 
personale, sia pubblioa one private. 
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2. II Comando Supremo Italiano fornira tutte le informazioni
relative alla dislooazione ed alla situazione di tutte le forze
armate Italiane di Terra, di Mare, ed Aeree, ovunque si trovino,
* di tutte le forze degli Alleati dell'Italia ohe si trovano in
Italia od in territori oooupati dall'Italia.

3. I1 Comando Supremo Italiano prenderatutte le preoauzi-
oni neoessarie per salvaguardare gli aerodromi, le installazioni
portuarie e qualsiasl altri impianti oontro oattura od attaooo
da parte di qualsiasi alleato dell'Italia. II Comando Supremo
Italiano prendera'tutte le disposizioni neeessarie per salvaguar-
dare l'ordine pubblioo e per usare le forze armate disponibili
per assiourare la pronta e preoisa eseouzione del presente atto
e di tutti i suoi provvedimentl. Fatta eooezione all'impiego di
truppe italiane a seoondo dello soopo ohe potra' essere sanzionato
dal Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate, tutte le altre forze
italiane di Terra, di Mare a di Aria rientreranno e rimarranno
in oaserna, negli aooampamenti o sulle navi in attesa di istruzi-
oni dalle Nazioni Unite per quanto riguarda il loro futuro stato
e loro disposizioni definitive. In via eooezionale, 11 personale
navale si trasferira in quelle oaserte navali ohe le Nazioni Unite
Indioheranno.

4. Le forze di Terra, Mare e Aeree, entro ii termine ohe
verra stabilito dalle Nazioni Unite, si ritireranno da tutti i
territorio fuori dell'Italia ohe saranno notifioati al Qoverno
Italiano dalle Nazioni Unite e si trasferiranno in quelle zone
ohe verranno indioate dalle Nazioni Unite. Questi movimenti
delle forze di Terra, Mare ed Aeree verranno eseguiti seoondo
le istruzioni ohe verranno impartite dalle Nazioni Unite e d'ao-
oordo oon gli ordini ohe verranno da ease emanati. Nello stesso
modo, tutti i funzionari italiani lasoeranno le zone notifioate
eoetto ooloro ai qualil verr' dato il permesso di rimanere da
parte delle Nazioni Unite. Quelli ai quali verra' oonoesso 11
permesso di rimanere si oonformeranno alle istruzioni del Comando
Supremo delle Forze Alleate.

5. Nessuna requisizione, appropriazione, od altra forma di
oostrizione potra essere effettuata dalle forze italiane di Terra,
Mare ed Aeree e da funzionari nei riguardi di persone o proprieta'
nelle zone speoifioate nel oapoverso No. 4.

6. La smobilitazione dele forze dl Terra, Mare ed Aeree in
eooeseo al numero ohe verra' notifioato dovra aeguire le norme
stabilite dal Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate.

7. Le navi da guerra italiane di tutte le oategorie, ausi-
liarle e di trasporto saranno riunite, seoondo gli ordini, nei
porti ohe verranno indloati dal Comandante Supremo delle Forze
Alleete, ed orni deoisione In Merito a dette Navi Verra presa dal
Comandante Supremo delle Forse Alleate, (Annotazione. Se alla
data dell'Armistizio, i'intera flotta da guerra italiana sara' stata
riunita nei porti alleati, questo oapoverso sara oome segue - "Le
navi da guerra Italians di tutte le categorle ausiliarie e di tras-
porto, rimarranno fine ad ulteriori ordini nei porti dove sono
attualmente radunate ed ogni deolalone in merito ad esse verra'
prsaa dal Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate.")

8. Gli aeroplani Italiani di quallsasi genere non deool-
leranno dalla Terra, dall'Acqua o dalle Navi senza previ ordini
del Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate.
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2. Il Cando Supremo Italian° forniriZtutte le informazioni 
relative alla dislooazione ed alla situazione di tutte le forze 
=mate italiane di Terra, di Mare, ed Aeree, ovunque si trovino, 
e di tutte is forze degli Alleati dell'Italia ohe si trovano in 
Italia od in territori 000upati dall'Italia. 

3. Ii Cando Supremo Italian° pronderk'tutte is preoauzi-
oni neoessarie per salvaguardare gli aerodromi, le installaziont 
portuarie e qualsiasi altri implant/ oontro oattura od attacoo 
da parts di qualsiasi alleato dell'Italia. Ii Comando Supremo 
Italian° pmendera"tutte le disposizioni necessarie per salvaguar-
dare l'ordine pubblioo e per usare le forze armate disponibili 
per assiourare la pronta e preoisa eseouzione del present° atto 
e di tutti 1 suoi provvedimenti. Fatta eooezione all'impiego di 
truppe italiane a second° dello soopo ohe potreessere sanzionato 
dal Comandante Supremo dells Forza Alleate, tutte is altre forze 
italiane di Terra, di Mare a di Aria rientreranno e rimarranno 
.in oaserna, negli aocampamenti o sulle nevi in attesa di istruzi-
oni dells Nazioni Unite per quanto riguarda ii loro futuro stato 
e loro disposizioni definitive. In via eocezionale, il personale 
navale si trasferirkin quails oaserne navall ohe is Nazioni Unite 
indicheranno. 

4. Le forze di Terra, Mare e Aeree, entro ii termine ohe 
verrtistabilito dalle Nazioni Unite,- si ritireranno da tutti i 
territorio fuori dell'Italia ohe saranno notifioati al Govern() 
Italian° dalle Nazioni Unite e si trasferiranno in queIle zone 
ohe verranno indicate dalle Nazioni Unite. Questi movimenti 
dells forze di Terra, Mare ed Aeree verranno eseguiti second° 
le istruzioni ohe verranno impartite dello Nazioni Unite e d'ao-
cord° con gli ordini ohe verranno da ease emanati. Nello stesso 
modo, tutti i funzionari italiani lasoeranno le zone notificate 
eooetto ooloro ai quell verredato Ii permesso di rimanere da 
parte delle Nazioni Mite. Quelli ai quali verreoonoesso ii 
Dermas° di rimanere ai oonformeranno elle istruzionl del Comando 
Supremo dells Forze Alleate. 

3. Nessuna requieizione, appropriazione, od altra forma di 
oostrizione potra essere effettuata dello' forze italiane di Terra, 
Mare ed Aeree e da funzionarl nei riguardi di person.) o propriete 
nails zone speoifioate nel oapoverso No. 4. 

6. La amobilitazione delle forze di Terra. Mare ed Aeree in 
eooesso al numero ohe verrenotifioato dovra seguire is norms 
stabilite dal Comandante Supremo dells Forze Alleate. 

7. Le nevi da guerra 'tenant!). di tutte is oategorie, ausi-
liar's e di trasporto saranno riunite, seoondo gli ordini, nei 
porti ohe verranno indioati dal Comandante Supremo dells Forza 
Alleate, ed oral decision° In Merito a dette Navi Verra preset dal 
Comandante Supremo delle Fortie Afloat*, (Annotazione. Se alla 
data dell'Armistizio, l'intera flotta da guerra italiana sarestata 
riumita net porti alleati, questo oapoverso sera come segue - !Le 
nevi da guerra italiane di tutte be oategorle ausiliarie e di trap-
porto, rimarraano fino ad ulteriori ordini nei porti dove sono 
attualmente radumate ed ogni deoisione in merit° ad ease verre 
preset dal Comandaute Supremo dells Forza Alleate.") 

8. Gli aeroplani italiani di qualsiasi genere non deool-
leranno della Terre, dall'Acqua o dalle Nevi senza previ ordinl 
del Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate. 
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9. Senza andar contro alle disposizioni dei oapoversi 14,
15 e 28 (A) e (D) ohe seguono, tutti le navi meroantili, da pesoa
ed altri navi sotto qualsiasi bandiera, tOutti gli aeroplani, e
mezzi di trasporto terrestri di qualunque nazionalita in terri-
torio italiano od in territorio oooupato dall'Italia od in aoque
italiane dovranno, in attesa di verifica della loro identlta a
posizione, essere impediti di partire.

10. I1 Comando Supremo Italiano fornira tutte le informa-
zioni relative ai mezzi navali, militari ed aerei, ad impianti
e difese, ai trasporti e mezzi di oommunioazione oostruiti dal-
l'Italia o dai suoi Allsati nel territorio italiano o nelle
vicinanze di esso, ai campi di mine od altre ostruzioni al movi-
menti per via di terra, mare ed aria e qualsiasi altre informa-
zioni che le Nazioni Unite potranno richiedere in merito all'uso
delle basi italiane o alle operazioni, la sicurezza od il benessere
delle forze di terra, mare ed aeree delle Nazioni Unite. Le
forze e iI materiale italiano verranno messe a disposizione
delle Nazioni Unite quando riohieste, per togliere le summen-
zionate ostruzioni.

11. I1 Governo Italiano fornira subito elenohi indioanti
i quantitativi di tutto il materiale da guerra ooll'indioazione
della'looalita'dove esso si trova. A meno che il Comandante
Supremo delle Forze Alleate non deoida di fame uso, il materials
da guerra verra'posto in magazzino sotto il controllo ohe egli
potra' stabilire. La destinazione definitita del materiale da
guerra verra' deolsa dalle Nazioni Unite.

12. Non dovra avere luogo alcuna distruzione ne danneggia-
mento, ne, fatta ecoezione a quanto verrae autorizzato o disposto
dalle Nazioni Unite, alcuno spostamento di materiale da guerra,
radio, radio localizzazione, o stazione metereologiohe, impianti
ferroviari, stradali e portuari od altri installazioni od in via
generale di servizi pubblici e privati e di proprieta di qualsiasi
sorta ovunque si trovino, e la manutenzione neoessaria e le
riparazioni saranno a oarico delle Autorita Italiane.

13. La fabbricazione, produzione e oostruzione del materials
da guerra, la sua importazione, esportazione e trasporto, e
proibita, fatta ecooezione a quanto verra disposto dalle Nazioni
Unite. I1 Governo Italiano si oonformera' a quelle istruzioni ohe
le verra> impartite dalle Nazioni Unite per la fabbrioazione.'
produzione e oostruzione, e l'importazione, esportazione e
transito di materiale da guerra.

14.

(A) Tutte le navi italiane meroantili, da pesoa ed
altre imbarcazioni, ovunqus si trovino, nonche'quelle oostruite
o completate durante il periodo del presente atto saranno dalle
Autorita Italiane competenti messe a disposizione in buono state
di riparazione e di navigazione in quei luoghi a tali soopi e
periodi di tempo che le Nazioni Unite potranno presorivere. I1
trasferimento alla bandiera nemica o neutrale e proibito.
Equipaggi rimarranno a bordo in attesa di ulteriori istruzioni
in riguardo al loro ulteriore impiego o licenziamento. Qualunque
opzione esistente per il riacquisto o la restit'uzione o la ri-
presa in possesso di navi italians o preoedentemente italiane
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9. Senza andar contra elle disposizioni'dei capoVersi 14, 
15 e 28 (A) e (D) ohe seguono, tutti le navi mercantili, da pesoa 
ed altri navi sotto qualsiasi bandiera, eutti gli aeroplani, e 
mezzi di trasporto terrestri di qualunque nazionalitti in tern-
tone italiano od in territorio ocoupato dall'Italia od in aoque 
italiane dovranno, in attesa di verifioa della 10r0 ident1t&e 
posizione, essere impediti di partire. 

10. Ii Comando Supremd Italian° fornirgitutte le informa-
zioni relative ai mezzi navali, militari ed aerei, ad Implant/ 
e difese, ai trasporti e mezzi di communicazione oostruiti dal-
l'Italia o dai suoi Alleatl nel territorio Italian° o nelle 
vicinanze di esso, ai campi di mine od altre ostruzioni ai movi-
menti per via di terra, mare ed aria e qualsiasi altre informa-
zion1 ohe le Nazioni Unite potranno richiedere in merito all'us° 
delle basi italiane o alle operazioni, la sicurezza od 11 benesser8 
delle forze di terra, mare ed aeree delle Nazioni Unite. Le 
forze e 11 materiale Italian° verranno masse a disposizione 
della Nazioni. Unite quando rich/este, per togliere le summen-
zionate ostruzioni. 

11. Ii Govern° /taliano fornira-subito elenohi indieanti 
1 quantitativi di tutto 11 materiale da guerra ooll'indioazione 
dalla'localitadove esso ei trove- A mono ohe ii Comandante 
Supremo delle Forze Alleate non deoida di tame uso, 11 material° 
da guerra verraposto in magazzino sotto 11 oontrollo ohe egli 
potrd'stabilire. La destinazione definitive del material° da 
guerra verrd'deolsa dello Nazioni Unite. 

12. Non dovrk avere luogo alcuna distruzione no danneggia-, 
=Into. no, fatta ecoezione a quanto verri'autorizzato o diapdsto 
dalle Nazioni Unite, alouno spostamento di materiale da guerra, 
radio, radio localizzazione, o stazione metereologiohe, impianti 
ferroviari, stradali e portuari od altri installazioni od in via 
generale di servizi pubblici e privati e di propriet& di qualsiasi 
aorta ovunque si trovino, e la manutenzione neoessaria e le 
riparazioni saranno a oarico delle AutoritasItaliane. 

13. La fabbricazione, produzione e oostruzione del materiale 
da guerra, la sun imPortazione, esportazione e trasporto, e 
proibita, fatta eooezione a quanto verri' disposto della Nazioni 
Unite. Ii Governo Italian° si conformer a quelle istruzioni ohe 
le verniimpartite dalle Nazioni Unite per la fabbrioazione,` 
produzione e costruzione, e l'importazione, esportazione e 
transito di materiale da guerra. 

14. 

(A) Tutte le navi italiane meroantili, da pesoa ed 
altre imbarcazioni, ovunque si trovino, nonch6`quelle oostruite 
o completate durante 11 periodo del presente atto saranno dalle 
Autoritit Italiane comeete.nti masse a disposizione in buono stato 
di riparazione e di navigazione in quei luaghl a tali soopi e 
periodi di tempo che le Nazioni Unite potranno presorivere. Ii 
trasferimento alla bandiera nemica o neutrale e proibito. 
Equipaggi rimarranno a bordo in attesa di ulteriori istruzioni 
in riguardo al loro ulteriore impiego o licenziamento. Qualunque 
opzione esistente per 11 riacquisto o la restieuzione o la ri-
preea in possesso di navi italiane 0 preoedentemente italiane 
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ohe erano state vendute od in altro modo trasferite o noleggiete
durante la guerra verranno immediatamente messi in effetto le
oondizioni sopra indicate verranno applioate a tutte dette navi
e 1 loro equipaggi.

(B) Tutti i trasporti interni italieni e tutti gl'im-
pianti portuali saranno tenuti a disposizione delle Nazioni Unite
per gll usi ohe lore neoessiteranno.

15. Navi mercantili, da pesae ed altre imbarcazioni delle
Wazioni Unite, ovunque esse si trovino, in mano degli italieni
(anohe, a tale scope, quelle navi di ogni paese ahe abbia rotto
relazioni diplomatiche con l'Italia) anche se ii titolo di pro-
prieta-e gid stato trasferito per merito di procedure del tribu-
nale delle prede od altro, verranno consegnate alle Nazioni Unite
e verranno radunate nei porti ohe saranno indicati dalle Nazioni
Unite le quali disporranno di esse come crederanno opportuno. I1
Governo Italiano prendera' le disposizioni neoessarie per il
trasferimento del titolo di proprieta. Qualsiasi nave mercantile,
da pesce od altri imbarcazioni gestite o controllate dagli Italieni
saranno radunate in mode simile in attesa di accordi per la lore
sorte definitiva. Qualunque riparazione alle sopra indicate navi
se richieste saranno eseguite dal Governo Italiano a proprie spese.
I1 Governo Italiano prendera'tutte le misure necessarie per assi-
curare ohe le navi ed i lore carichi non seranno danneggiati.

16. Nessun impianto di radio o di ccmunicazione a lunge
distanza od altri mezzi di inter-comunicazione a terra o galleggi-
ante, sotto controllo italiano, od appartenente all'Italia od
altra nazione non facente parte delle Nazioni Unite potra'
trasmettere finche' disposizioni per ii controllo di questi im-
pianti saranno state impartite dal Comandante Supreme delle Forze
Alleate. Le autorita'italiane si conformeranno alle disposizioni
per il controllo e la oensura della stampa e delle altre pubbli-
cazioni, delle rappresentazioni teatrali e cinematografiohe della
radio diffusione e di qualsiasi altro mezzo di inter-comunicazione
che potra prescrivere il Conandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate.
I1 Comando Supreme delle Forze Allcate potra a suo zradimento
rilevare stazioni radio, cevi od altri mezzi di comunicazione.

17. Le navi da guerra, ausiliarie, di trasporto a mercantill
e altre navi ed aeroplani al servizio delle Nazioni Unite avranno
il diritto di usare liberamente le acque territoriali luneo la
costa Italians e di sorvolare il territorlo Italiano.

18. Le forze delle Nazioni Unite dovranno oooupare carte
zone del territorio Italiano. I territori o le zone in questione
verranno notificate di volta in volta dalle Nazioni Unite, e tutte
le forze Italiane di terra, mare e aria, si ritireranno da questi
terrltori o zone in conformita agli ordini enessi dal Comandante
Supreme delle Forze Alleate. Le provisioni di questo capoverso
non pregludioano quelle del capoverso 4 sopradetto. I1 Comandante
Supremo Italiano garantira'l'uso e l'accesso immediato agli
aerodrcoi ai porti navali in Italia sotto il lore controllo.

19. Nei territori o zone di cui e cenno nell'articolo 18,
tutte le installazioni navali, militari ed aeree, tutte gli
impianti elettrici, le raffinerie, i servizi pubblici, porti,
le installazioni per i traaporti e le comunicazioni, i mezzi
ed 11 materiale e quelli impianti e tezzi e altri depositi ohe
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potranno essere riohlesti dalle Nazioni Unite saranno messi adisposizione in buone oondizioni dalle oompetenti autorita
itallane oon ii personale neoessario per ii loro funzionamento.
I1 Governo Italiano mettera a disposizione quelle altre risorseo servizi losall ohe le Nazioni Unite potranno riohiedere.

20. Senza pregiudizio alle condizioni di questo atto, leNazioni Unite eseroiteranno tutti i diritti di una potenza oo-
oupante nei territori e nelle zone di oul all'articolo 18, perla oui amministrazione verra proweduto mediante l'emissione
di proolami, ordi-ni regolamenti. I1 personale dei servizi
amministrativi, giudiziari e pubblici italiani eseguiranno le
loro funzioni sotto il controllo del Comandante in Capo Alleatoa meno ohe non venga stabllito altrimenti.

21. In aggiunta ai diritti relativi ai territori oooupati
Itallani descritti negli artiooli dal numero 18 al 20,

(A) I oomponenti delle forze terrestrl, navall, edaeree ed i funzionari delle Nazioni Unite avranno diritto di
paasaggio in o.sul territorlo italiano non occuoato e verranno
forniti di tutte le facilitazioni e l'assistenza neoeqsaria pereseguire le loro funzioni.

(B) Le autorita italiane metteranno a disposizione,
nel territorio Itallano non oooupato, tutt e faollitazioni
per i trasporti richieste dalle Nazioni Unite compreso il liberotransito per il loro materiale ed i loro rifornimenti di guerra,
ed eseguiranno le istruzioni emanate dal Comandante in Capo
Alleato relative all'uso ed al controllo degli aeroporti, porti,
navigazione, sistemi e mezzi di trasporto tsrrestri, sistemi
di aomunlcazione, centrali elettriche e servizi pubblici, raf-finerie, materiali e altri rifornimenti di carburante e di elet-trioita ed i mezzi per produrli, a seoonda delle richieste delle
Nazioni Unite, insieme colle relative facilitazioni per le
riparazioni e per la costruzione.

22. I1 toverno e il popolo italiano si asterranno da ogniazione control gl'interessi delle Nazioni Unite e eseguiranno
prontamente ed efficacemnente tutti gli ordini delle Nazioni
Unite.

23. I1 Governo Italiano mettera a disposizione la valuta
italiana ohe le Nazioni Unite domanderanno. I1 Governo Italiano
ritirera e riscattera' il denaro italiano entro i periodi di
tempo e in bate ai termini che saranno stabiliti tutte le dis-
ponibilita in territorio italiano della valuta emessa dalle
Nazioni Unite durante le operazioni militari o di occupazione econsegnera alle Nazioni Unite senza alcuna spesa la valuta ri-
tirata. I1 Governo Italiano prenderP quelle misure ohA saranno
riohieste dalle Nazioni Unite per il controllo delle banche e
degli affari in territorio italiano, per 11 controllo del cambio
coll'estero, delle relazioni oommerciali e finanziarie coll'estero,
e per il regolamento del commercio e della produzione ed eseguira.
qualsiasi istruzioni relative a dette e simili imaterie emesse
dalle Nazioni Unite.
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forniti di tutte le facilitazion1 e l'assistenza neoessaria per 
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transito per il loro materiale ed i loro riforniment1 di guerra, 
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navigazione, sistemi e. mezzi di trasporto terrestri, sistemi 
di comunicazione, centrali elettriohe e servizi pubblici, ref-
finerie, material1 e altri rifornimenti di carburante e di elet. 
trioita'ed I mezzi per produrli, a seoonda delle riohieste delle 
Nazioni Unite, insieme colle relative facilitazioni per le 
riparazioni e per in costruzione. 

22. II toverno e 11 popolo italiano s1 asterranno da ogni 
azione control gl'interessi delle Nazioni Unite e eseguiranno 
prontamente ed efficacaMente tutti gli ordini delle Nazioni 
Unite. 

23. Ii Govern° /taliano metterrl'a disposizione la valuta 
italiana ohe le Nazioni Unite domanderanno. Governo Italian° 
ritirerEre risoattere 11 denaro italiano entro 1 period' di 
tempo e in base al termini ohe saranno stabiliti tutte le die-
ponibilita'in territorio italiano della valuta emessa dalle 
Nazioni Unite durante le operazioni militari o 41 000upazione e 
consegnera'alle Nazioni Unite sense alcuna spese in valuta ri-
tirata. Ii Geverno Italian° prenderA`quelle misure ohe saranno 
riohieste delle Nazioni Unite per 11 contrail° della banche e 
degli affari in territorlo italiano, per 11 controllo del cambio 
ooll'estero, delle relazioni commercial' e finanzierie coll'estero, 
e per il regolamento del commercio e della produzione ed eseguira% 
qualsiasi istruzion1 relative a dette e simil1 materie encase 
dalle Nazioni Unite. 
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24. Non vi dovranno essere relzioni finanziarie, commer-
oiali o di altro carattere o trattativi con o a favore dei paesi
in guerra con una delle Nazioni Unite o col territori oocupati
da dette Nazioni o da qualsiasi altra nazione straniera, salvo
autorizzazione del CaoandautA in Capo Alleato o di funzionari
designati.

25.

(A) Le relazooni con i paesi in guerra son una qual-
siasi delle Nazioni Unite, od occupati da uno di detti paesi,
saranno Interrotte. I funzionari diplomatici, conaolari ed
altri funzionari e oomponenti delle.forze terrestri, navali
ed aeree aocreditati o in missione presso uno qualsiasi di detti
paesi o in qualsiasi altro territorio spocificato dalle Nazioni
Unite saranno riohiamati. I funzionari diplomatlci e oonsolari
di detti paesi saranno trattati seoondo le disposizioni delle
Nazioni Unite.

(B) Le Nazioni Unite ls riservano il diritto di ri-
ehiedere il ritiro degli ufficiali diplomatici e consolari
neutrali dal territorio italiano ocoupato ed a presorivere ed
a atabilire i regolamenti relativi alla procedura, ed i metodi
per communicare tra il Governo Italiano ed i suoi rappresentanti
nei paesi neutrali ed a riguardo alle communicazioni emesse da
o destinate ai rappresentanti nei paesi neutrali in territorio
Italiano.

26. In attesa di numovi ordini sudditi Italiani saranno
impediti di lasoiare territorio Italiano salvo d'autorita'del
Comandante Supreme delle Forze Alleate e in nessun caso non
presteranno servizio con nessuna nazione od in qualsiasi dei
territori a oui si riferisce l'articolo 25 (A), ne procederanno
a qualsiasi luogo ooll'intenzione d.'iitraprendere lavoro per
qualsiasi di tall stati. Quelli ohe gia servono o lavorano
saranno richiamati seoondo le disposizioni del Comandante
Supreme delle Forze Alleate.

27. Personale e materiale delle forze militari, navali,
ed aeree, e la marina mercantile, navi da pesoa ed altri im-
barcazioni, velivoli, veicoli, ed altri mezzi di trasporto di
qualsiasi nazione contro la quale qualunque delle Nazioni.Unite
si batte od e' oooupata da tale nzaione rimarra's oggetta ad at-
tacco o sequestro dovunque si trove entro o aopra terrltorio od
aoque italiane.

28.

(A) Le navi da guerra, ausiliarie, a le navl traaportO
di qualaiaai tale nazione o territorio oooupato e di oul si
riferisoe nell'artioolo 27 nei porti ed aoque italiane od ooou-
pate dagli Italiani ed i velivoli, velooll, e mezzi di traspdrto
di tall etati entro o sopra territorio italiano od ocooupato dafli
Italiani saranno nell'atteaa di ulteriori Istruzioni impediti dl
partire.

(B) Personale militare, navale, ed aeronautloo, e la
popolazione olvile di qualsiasi tale nazione o territorio ooou.ato
in territorio italiano od occupato dagli Italiani sarf impedlto
di partire e ara internato in attesa di ulteriori istruzloni.
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(C) Qualsiasi propriate in territorio Italiano appar-.
tenente a qualsiasi tale nazione o territorio occupato o dai suol
nazionali sara' sequestrata e tenuta in oustodia in attesa di
ulteriori istruzioni.

(D) II Governo Italiano si conformera a qualsiasi
istruzione data dal Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate
concernente l'internamento, custodia o disposizione susseguente
utilizzazione od impiego di qualsiasi delle sopradette persone,
imbarcazioni, velivoli, materiale, o propriet'.

29. BENITO MUSSOLINI, i suoi principali associati Fascisti
* tutte persone sospette di aver commesso delitti di guerra o
delitti analoghi i cui nomi si trovano sugli elenchi che verranno
comunicati dalle Nazloni Unite,'saranno immediatamente arrestati
e consegnati alle forze delle Nazioni Unite. Tutti. gli ordini
impartiti dalle Nazioni Unite in questo riguardo verranno os-
servati.

30. Tutte le organizzazioni Fasciste, comprese tutti i
rami della milizia Fascista (MVSN), la polizia segreta (OVRA)
e le organizzazioni della gioventu Fascista saranno, se questo
non sia gi stato fatto, sciolte in conformita\ alle disposizioni
del Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate. Il Governo Italiano
conformera'a tutte le direttive future 9he le Nazioni Unite
daranno per liabolizione delle istituzioni Fasciste, il licen-
ziamento ed internanento del personale Fascista, 11 controllo di
fondi Fascisti, la soppressione della ideologia ed insegnamento
Fascista.

31. Tutte le leggi italiane che implicano discriminazioni
di razza, colore, fede, od opinioni politiche, saranno fino a
quanto questo non sia gia state fatto, abrogate e persons tratte-
nute per tall ragioni saranno, secondo gli ordini delle Nazioni
Unite, liberate e sciolte da qualsiasi impedimento legale a
cui sono statesottomesse. Il Governo Italiano adempiera tutte
le nuove direttive che il Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate
potr& dare per l'abrogazione della legislazione Fasoista ed 11
ritiro di qualsiasi impedimento o proibizione che risultano da
essi.

32.

(A) Prigionieri di guerra appartenenti alle forze
delle Nazioni Unite o designati dalle.Nazioni Unite e qualsiasi
suddito delle Nazioni Unite compresi i sudditi abbissini, con-
finati internati, o in qualsiasi altro modo detenuti in terri-
torio Italiano od occupato dagli italiani non saranno trasferiti
e saranno immediatamente consegnati ai rappresentanti delle
Nazloni Unite o saranno trattati come sara'disposto dalle Nazioni
Unite. Qualunque trasferimento durante il periodo tra la pre-
sentazione e la firma del prebente atto sari trattato come una
vtolazione delle condizioni..

(B) Persone di qualsiasi nazionalita che sono state
sorvegliate, detenute o condannate (incluso condanna in absent&a)
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31. Tutte le leggi italiane ohs tmplicano disortminazioni 
di razza, colore, fede, od opinioni politiohe, saranno fino a 
quanto.questo non sia gia'stato fatto, abrogate e persona tratte-
nute per tali ragioni saranno, secondo gli ordini dello Nazioni 
Unite ) liberate e sciolte da qualsiasi impediment° legale a 
out sono state,sottomesse. U Govern.° Italiano adempiera tutte 
le nuove direttive che ii Comandante Supremo delle Forze Alleate 
potra•dare per l'abrogazione della legislazione Fasoista ed ii 
ritiro di qualsiasi impedtmento 0 proibizione oho risultano da 
east. 

32. 

(A) Prigionieri di guerra appertenenti elle forze 
dells Nazioni Unite o designati dalle.Nazioni Unite e qualsiasi 
aUddito delle Nazioni Unite oompresi i sudditi abbissini, con-
finati, internati, o in qualsiasi altro modo detenuti in terri-
torio italiano od ocoupato dagli italiani non saranno trasferiti 
e saranno immediatamente cansegnati ai rappresentanti delle 
Nazioni Unite o saranno trattati come sard•disposto dells Nazioni 
Unite. Qualunque trasferimento durante ii periodo tra la pre-
sentazione e is firma del prebente.atto sera trattato came una 
1401azione dells condizioni., 

(B) Persone di qualsiasi nazionalit;rohe son° state 
sorvegliate, detenute o condannate (incluso condanna in absentia) 
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od in oonseguenza delle loro relazioni e simpatie oolle Nazioni
Unite saranno rilasoiate in oonformita& agli ordini delle Nazionl
Unite, e saranno sollevati da tutti gl'impedimenti legall ai
quall sono stati sottomessl.

(C) Il Governo Italiano prendera le misure ohe po-
tranno essere prescritte dalle Nazioni Unite per proteggere le
persone di nazionalitas traniera e proprieta'di stati e nazionall
stranieri.

33.

(A) Il Governo Italiano adempiera'le istruzioni ohe
potranno essere prescritte dalle Nazioni Unite a riguardo alla
restituzione, consegna, servizi o pagamenti quale indennizzo
e pagamento delle spese di oooupazione durante 11 periodo del
presents atto.

(B) Ii Governo Italiano consegnera'al Comandante
Supremo delle Forze Alleate qualsiasi informazione presoritto
a riguardo alle attivita sia in territorio Italiano o fuori di
territorio Italiano appartenendo allo stato Italiano, alla Banov
d'Italia, a qualsiasi istitute statale o para-statale italiano
od organizzazioni fasciste, o persons doniciliate in territorio
italiano, e non disporra ne permettera' di disporre qualsiasi
tale attivita fuori del territorio italiano salvo ool permesso
delle Nazioni Unite.

34. Il Governo Italiano procedera durante ii periodo del
presente atto a misure di disarmanento, smobilitazione, e smilil
tarizazione come potra'essere prescritto dal Comandante Supremo
delle Forze Alleate.

35. II Governo Italiano fornir' tutte le informazioni eprovvedera tutti i dooumenti occorrenti alle Nazioni Unite, esaraeproibito distruggere o nascondere archivi, verbali, pro-getti o qualsiasi altri documenti od informazioni.

36. Il Governo Italiano prendera' ed appliohera qualsiasi
misure, sla legislativa od altra, ohe sara necessario per l'ese-ouzione del presente atto. Le autorita militari e civili Italiane
si conformeranno a qualsiasi istruzioni emesse dal Comandante
Supremo delle Forze Alleate a tale soopo.

37. Verra\nominato una Commisslone di Controllo rappresen.
tatira delle Nazioni Unite e regolera e dara oorso al presents
atto sotto.gli ordini ed istruzioni generall del Coandante
Supremo delle Forze Alleate.

38.

(A) Il termine "Nazioni Unite" nel presents attoeomprende ii Comandante Supremo dells Forze Alleate, la oommission.
di controllo, e qualsiasi altro autorita'ohe le Nazioni Unite
possono nominare.

(B) II termine "Comandante Supremo dells Forze Alleatsenel presents atto oomprende la commissions di controllo, e tall
altri ufficiali e rappresentanti soh ii Comandante Supremo dellsForze Alleate potra nominare.
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39. Ogni riferimento alle forze terrestri, navali, ed
aeronautiche Italiane nel presente atto s'intende ad includere
la milizia Fascista e qualsiasi unita militare o para-militare,
formazioni o nuclei quale potras essere prescritto dal Comandante
Supremo delle Forze Alleate.

40. Il termine "materiall di guerra" nel presente atto
significa tutto il nateriale specificato in tall elenchi o
definizioni che saranno di tanto in tanto emessi dalla com-
missione di cor.trollo.

41. II termine "territorio Italiano" comprende tutte le
colonie e dipendenze Italiane, e, per l'intento di questo atto,
(e senza pregiudlzio alla questione della sovranita) sar- ri-
tenuto ad includere l'Albania. Sempre che, per&, ad ecoozione
di tall casi e tall limiti prescritti dalle Nazioni Unite, i
proveninenti del presente atto non saranno applicabili, ne
riguarderanno, l'auministrazione di qualsiasi colonia o dipen-
denza Italiana gia occupata dalle Nazioni Unite, o nei diritti
o poteri cola posseduti o esercitati da essi.

42. Il Governo Italiano inviera una delegazione al Quartiere
Generale della commissione di controllo per rappresentare gli
interessi Italiani e per trasmettere alle competenti autorita'
Italiane gli ordini della commissione di controllo.

43. Il presente atto entrefa\in vigore immediatamente.
Rimarra -in vigore fino a che sara sostituito da qualsiasi altri
accordi o fino a che non entrera\in vigore il trattato di pace
coll'Italia.

44. Il-presente atto puo essere denunciato dalle Nazioni
Unite con effetto immediato se gli obblighi Italiani di oui il
presente atto non sono adempiti, od altrimenti, le Nazioni Unite
possono punire contravvenzioni dell'atto con misure adatte alle
circostanze, quale ad esempio l'estenzione delle zone di occu-
pazione milltare, o azioni aeree, oppure altra azione punitiva.

I1 presente atto e redatto in inglese ed italiano, 11
testo inglese essendo quello autentico ed in caso di qualsiasi
dispute riguardando interpretazione, la decisione della commis-
sione di controllo prevalera'.

Firmato a /12-7Z- ii giorno 2?f eettembre 1943.

Maresciallo PIETRO BAOGLIO D D. ISENHOWE,
Capo Del Coverno Italiano Generale Corpo d'Armata Degli

Stati Uniti,
Comandante in Capo Alleato
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4!-A4 

Maresciallo PIETRO BAh0GLIO 
Capo Del Govern° Italiano 

4 
11 giorno 29- eettembre 1943. 

A .tu.fi )i),17.0 A Stkr-, 
JIGJ D. EISENHOWER, 
Generale Corpo d'Armata Degli 

Stati Uniti, 
Comandante in Capo Alleato 
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The Commnander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces to the Head of the
Italian Government

29TH SEPTEMBER, 1943.
MY DEAR MARSHAL BADOGOLO,

The terms of the armistice to which we have just appended our
signatures are supplementary to the short military armistice signed

Ate, p. 2740. by your representative and mine on September 3rd, 1943. They are
based upon the situation obtaining prior to the cessation of hostilities.
Developments since that time have altered considerably the status of
Italy, which has become in effect a co-operator with the United Na-
tions.

It is fully recognised by the Governments on whose behalf I am
acting that these terms are in some respects superseded by subsequent
events and that several of the clauses have become obsolescent or have
already been put into execution. We also recognise that it is not at
this time in the power of the Italian Government to carry out certain
of the terms. Failure to do so because of existing conditions will
not be regarded as a breach of good faith on the part of Italy. How-
ever, this document represents the requirements with which the Italian
Government can be expected to comply when in a position to do so.

It is to be understood that the terms both of this document and of
the short military armistice of September 3rd may be modified from
time to time if military necessity or the extent of co-operation by the
Italian Government indicates this as desirable.

Sincerely,

DwIGHT D. EISENHOWER.
General, United States Army.

(ommander-in-Chief, Allied Forces.

His Excellency,
MARSHAL PIETRO BADOOLIO,

Head of the Italian Government.
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Ante, p. 2740. 

The Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Forces to the Head of the 
Italian Government 

29TH SEPTEMBER, 1943. 
My DEAR MARSHAL BADOGLIO, 
The terms of the armistice to which we have just appended our 

signatures are supplementary to the short military armistice signed 
by your representative and mine on September 3rd, 1943. They are 
based upon the situation obtaining prior to the cessation of hostilities. 
Developments since that time have altered considerably the status of 
Italy, which has become in effect a co-operator with the United Na-
tions. 

It is fully recognised by the Governments on whose behalf I am 
acting that these terms are in some respects superseded by subsequent 
events and that several of the clauses have become obsolescent or have 
already been put into execution. We also recognise that it is not at 
this time in the power of the Italian Government to carry out certain 
of the terms. Failure to do so because of existing conditions will 
not be regarded as a breach of good faith on the part of Italy. How-
ever, this document represents the requirements with which the Italian 
Government can be expected to comply when in a position to do so. 

It is to be understood that the terms both of this document and of 
the short military armistice of September 3rd may be modified from 
time to time if military neceRgity or the extent of co-operation by the 
Italian Government indicates this as desirable. 

Sincerely, 

Dwtorrr D. EISENHOWER. 
General, United States Army. 

Commander-in-Chief, Allied Forces. 

His Excellency, 
MARSHAL PIETRO BADOGLIO, 

Head of the Italian Government. 
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PROTOCOL

It is agreed that the title of the document signed at Malta on
September 29, 1943 by Marshal Pietro Badoglio, Head of the Italian nte, p. 2742.
Government, and General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Commander-in-
Chief, Allied Forces, should be changed to "additional conditions of
Armistice with Italy." The following further amendments to this
document are also agreed:

In the first paragraph of the Preamble the words "acting in the
interests of all the United Nations" are inserted between the words
"governments" and "on the one hand". The paragraph in question
therefore reads as follows:

"Whereas in consequence of an Armistice dated September 3,
1943 between the United States and United Kingdom Governments
acting in the interests of all the United Nations on the one hand, and
the Italian Government on the other hand, hostilities were suspended
between Italy and United Nations on certain terms of a military
nature."

In the fourth paragraph of the Preamble the words "and Soviet"
are inserted between the words "United Kingdom" and "Govern-
ments", and the word "and" between the words "United States" and
"United Kingdom" is deleted. The paragraph in question therefore
reads as follows:

"The following, together with the terms of the Armistice of Sep-
tember 3, 1943, are the terms on which the United States, United
Kingdom and Soviet Governments, acting on behalf of the United
Nations, are prepared to suspend hostilities against Italy so long as
their military operations against Germany and the Allies are not
obstructed and Italy does not assist these powers in any way and conm-
plies with the requirements of these governments."

In paragraph six of the Preamble the word "unconditionally" is
inserted between the word "accepted" and "by". The paragraph in
question therefore reads as follows:

"and have been accepted unconditionally by Marshal Pietro
Badoglio, Head of the Italian Government representing the Supreme
Command of the Italian land, sea and air forces and duly authorized
to that effect by the Italian Government."

In Article 1 a the word "unconditionally" is deleted. The Article
in question therefore reads as follows:

"The Italian land, sea and air forces wherever located hereby
surrender."

Article 29 is amended to read as follows: Ante, p. 2747.

"Benito Mussolini, his chief Fascist associates, and all persons
suspected of having committed war crimes or analogous offences whose
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names appear on lists to be communicated by the United Nations and
who now or in the future are on territory controlled by the Allied
Military Command or by the Italian Government, will forthwith be
apprehended and surrendered into the hands of the United Nations.
Any instructions given by the United Nations to this purpose will be
complied with."

Authentic text. The present Protocol is drawn up in English and Italian, the English
text being authentic, and in case of any dispute regarding its interpre-
tation the decision of the Control Commission will prevail.

signed on the 9th Novreber 1943 at BRINDSI.

For the Allied Coinmnder-in-Chi '

/ "i^-- .t$f
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P R O T O O 0 L L 0

E' inteso che il titolo del documento firmato

a Malta il 29 settembre 1943 dal Maresciallo Pietro

BADOCLIC, Capo del Governo Italiano, e il Generale

Bhight D. £isenhoNer, Comandante in Capo delle For

ze Alleate, dtve essere canbiato in "Condizioni ag
giuntive di arr.isLizio con l'Italia". I seguenti ul-

teriori emendaienti a questo documento sono anche

concordati:

"" Nel 1° paragrafo del preambolo le parole "agen-

do ne]l'intoresse di tutte le Nazioni Unite" sono in

serite fra le parole "Governi" e "dall'altro canto".

Detto paragrafo sara percib del seguente tenore:

"Poichb in seguito ad un armistizio in data 3 settemn

'ore 1943 fra i Governi degli Stati Uniti e della Gran

Brettagna, agendo nell'interesse di tutte 'e :azioni

Unite, da una parte e il Governo Italiano dall'altra,

le ostilita sono state sospese fra l'Italia ee 1 Na

zioni Unite in base ad alcune condizioni di carattere

militare.

Nel 4° paragrafo del preambolo le parole "e del_

l'Unione Sovietica" sono inserite ira le parole "Gran

Brettagna" e "Govcrni" e la parola "e" ira le parole

"Stati Uniti" e "Gran Brettugna" e cancellata. Detto

paragrafo avra pertanto il sejuente tenore: "Le seguen_

ti insieme con le condiz.ioni di armistiLio del 3 set

tembre 1343, sono le condizioni in base a cui i Gover

ni degli Stati Uniti, della Gran Brettagna e dell'Unio

ne Sovietica, agendo per conto delle Nazioni Unite, so

no dispos-i a sosp;-ndere le ostilita contro l'Italia
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E inteso chc 11. titolo del document° firmato 

a Malta il 29 settembre 1943 dal Uaresciallo Pietro 

DANGLED, Capo del Governo Italiano, e il Generale 

Dwight D. Lisenhower, Comandante in Capo dells For 

ze Alleate, deve essere cambiato in "Condizioni ag_ 

giuntive di arrdstizio con l'Italia". I seguenti tak_ 

tenon i emendaiLenti a questa documento sono anche 

concordati: 

Nel 10 paragrafo del preambolo le parole "agen 

do nell'interesse di tutte le Nazioni Unite" sono in 

serite fra le parole "Governi" e "dall'altro canto". 

Detto paragrafo tiara percib del seguente tenors: 

"PoicM in seguito ad un armistizio in data 3 settem 

1)re 1943 fra i Governi degli Stati Uniti e della Gran 

Brettagna, agenda nell'interesse di tutte le Nazioni 

Unite, da una parte e ii Governo Italian° dall'altra, 

le ostilita sono state sospese fra l'Italia e la'Na 

zioni Unite in base ad alcune condizioni di carattere 

militare. 

Nel 40 paragrafo del preambo/o le parole "e del_ 

l'Unione Sovietica" sono inserite Ira le parole "Gran 

Brettagna" e "Governi" e. in parole, "e" Ira le parole 

"Stati Uniti" e "Gran Brettagna" 6 cancellata. Detto 

paragrafo avra pertanto ii seguente tenors: "Le seguen_ 

ti insieme con le condi:Aoni di armistizio del 3 set_ 

tembre 1943, sono le condizioni in base a cui I Gover 

ni degli Stati Uniti, della Gran Brettagna e dell'Unio 

ne Sovietica, agendo per canto delle Nazioni Unite, so_ 

no disposi a sosiwzmdere le ostilita contro l'Italia 
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sempre che le loro operazioni militari contro la Ger»
mania ed i suoi alleati non siano ostacolate e che
l'Italia non aiuti queste potenze in qualsiasi modo
e eseguisca le richieste di questi Govurni".

,el paragrf.o 6 del preanbolo la parola "eenza
condizioni" e inserita fra la parola 'accettate" a
"dal". Detto paragrafo avra pertanto il seguente te
nore: "e sono state acco.tatc senza condizioni dal
;:aresciallo Pietro 3AWDGIO., Cupo del 'overno Italia
no".

Nell'articolo 7a la parola "a discrzlone" B
cancellata. Detto artico'o avri pertanto il seguentao
tenore: "te forze italiane di terra, mare ed aria.
orunque si trovino, a ouesto scopO si arrendono".

I'articolo 29 viene emendato e avr. il setsedite)
tenore: "Benito 'ussolini i suoi principali fascisti
e tutte persone sospette di aver commesso delitti di
guerra o delitti analoghi i cui nona si trovino sugli
elenchi che verranno comunicati dalle Nazioni Unite
e che ora o in avvenire si trovino in territorio con
trollato dal Conanao iilitare Alleato o dal Gooer.lo
Italiano, saranno immediatamente arrestati e consegna
ti alle forze delle Kazioni Unite. Tutti gli ordini
i.partiti dalle Nazioni Unite in questo riruardo ver
ranno osservati".

I1 presente protocollo B redatto in inglese ed
italiano, il testo inglese essendo quello autentico
ed in caso di qualsiasi dieputa riguardante l'inter
pretazione, la decisione della Commissione di Control
lo rrevarri .
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Disposition of Italian
navy and merchant
marine.

Post, p. 2769.

Decisions of U. N.

Ships for active as-
sistance.

Ships reduced to
care and maintenance
basis.

Declaration of names,
etc., of U. N. ships in
Italian possession.

Agent of Allied
Commander-in-chief.

OFrrIC OF THE COLMANDER-IN-CHIEr,

MEDmITRRANEANv.

B3rd September, 1943
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT ON THE EMPLOYMENT AND DIS-

POSITION OF THE ITALIAN FLEET AND MERCANTILE MARINE
BETWEEN THE ALLIED NAVAL COMMANDER IN CHIEF, MEDITER-
RANEAN, ACTING ON BEHALF OF THE ALLIED COMMANDER IN
CHIEF AND THE ITALIAN MINISTER OF MARINE

The armistice having been signed between the Head of the Italian
Government and the Allied Commander-in-Chief under which all
Italian warships and the Italian Mercantile Marine were placed un-
conditionally at the disposal of the United Nations, and H. M. The
King of Italy and the Italian Government having since expressed the
wish that the Fleet and the Italian Mercantile Marine should be em-
ployed in the Allied effort to assist in the prosecution of the war
against the Axis powers, the following principles are established on
which the Italian Navy and Mercantile Marine will be disposed.

It is understood and agreed that the provisions of this Agreement
as to immediate employment and disposition of Italian warships and
merchant ships do not affect the right of the United Nations to make
such other dispositions of any or all Italian ships as they may think
fit. Their decisions in this respect will be notified to the Italian Gov-
ernment from time to time.

(A) Such ships as can be employed to assist actively in the Allied
effort will be kept in commission and will be used under the
orders of the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean as may be
arranged between the Allied Commander-in-Chief and the
Italian Government.

(B) Ships which cannot be so employed will be reduced to a care and
maintenance basis and be placed in designated ports, measures
of disarmament being undertaken as may be necessary.

(C) The Government of Italy will declare the names and where-
abouts of

(i) Warships
(ii) Merchant ships
now in their possession which previously belonged to any of the
United Nations. These vessels are to be returned forthwith as
may be directed by the Allied Commander-in-Chief. This will
be without prejudice to negotiations between the Governments
which may subsequently be made in connection with replacing
losses of ships of the United Nations caused by Italian action.

(D) The Allied Naval Commander-in-Chief will act as the agent
of the Allied Commander-in-Chief in all matters concerning
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23rd September, 1943 
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the employment of the Italian Fleet or Merchant Navy, their
disposition and related matters.

(E) It should be clearly understood that the extent to which the Modification of
terms of the armistice are modified to allow of the arrange-
ments outlined above and which follow, are dependent upon
the extent and effectiveness of Italian co-operation.

2. Method of Operation. The Commander-in-Chief, Mediter-
ranean will place at the disposal of the Italian Ministry of Marine
a high ranking Naval officer with the appropriate staff who will be
responsible to the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, for all mat-
ters in connection with the operation of the Italian Fleet, and be the
medium through which dealings will be carried out in connection with
the Italian Mercantile Marine. The Flag Officer acting for these
duties (Flag Officer Liaison), will keep the Italian Ministry of Marine
informed of the requirements of the Commander-in-Chief, Mediter-
ranean, and will act in close co-operation as regards issue of all orders
to the Italian Fleet.

3. Proposed disposition of the Italian Fleet.

(a) All battleships will be placed on a care and maintenance basis Battleships.

in ports to be designated and will have such measures of disarm-
ament applied as may be directed. These measures of dis-
armament will be such that the ships can be brought into opera-
tion again if it so seems desirable. Each ship will have on
board a proportion of Italian Naval personnel to keep the ships
in proper condition and the Commander-in-Chief, Mediter-
ranean, will have the right of inspection at any time.

(b) Cruisers. Such cruisers as can be of immediate assistance
will be kept in commission. At present it is visualised that
one squadron of four cruisers will sutlice and the remainder
will be kept in care and maintenance as for the battleships but
at a rather greater degree of readiness to be brought into service
if required.

(c) Destroyers and Torpedo Boats. It is proposed to keep these
in commission and to use them on escort and similar duties
as may be requisite. It is proposed that they should be divided
into escort groups working as units and that they should be
based on Italian ports.

(d) Small Craft. M. A. S., Minesweepers, auxiliaries and similar
small craft will be employed to the full, detailed arrangements
being made with the Flag Officer (Liaison) by the Italian
Ministry of Marine for their best employment.

(e) Submarines. In the first instance submarines will be immobil-
ised in ports to be designated and at a later date these may
be brought into service as may be required to assist the Allied
effort.
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4. Statu of Italian Navy. Under this modification of the armis-
tice terms, all the Italian ships will continue to fly their flags. A
large proportion of the Italian Navy will thus remain in active com-
mission operating their own ships and fighting alongside the forces
of the United Nations against the Axis Powers.

Liaison officer The requisite Liaison officers will be supplied to facilitate the work-
ing of the Italian ships in co-operation with allied forces. A small
Italian liaison mission will be attached to the Headquarters of the
Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, to deal with matters affecting
the Italian Fleet.

5. Mercantile Marine. It is the intention that the Italian Mer-
cantile Marine should operate under the same conditions as the mer-
chant ships of the Allied Nations. That is to say, all mercantile ship-
ping of the United Nations is formed into a pool which is employed
as may be considered necessary for the benefit of all the United
Nations. In this will naturally be included the requirements for the
supply and maintenance of Italy. The system will be analogous to
that used in North Africa, where the North Africa Shipping Board
controls all United States, British and French shipping under certain
agreements which will have to be arranged in detail in so far as
Italian ships are concerned. While it may be expected that a pro-
portion of Italian ships will be working within the Mediterranean and
to and from Italian ports, it must be appreciated that this will not
always necessarily be the case and ships flying the Italian flag may be
expected to be used elsewhere as is done with the merchant ships of

Ad.. 2em all the United Nations. Italian ships employed as outlined in this
paragraph will be manned so far as possible by crews provided by
Italian Ministry of Marine and will fly the Italian flag.
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AMENDMENT TO AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE NAVAL COMMANDER.
IN-CHIEF, MEDITERRANEAN, ALLIED FORCES AND THE ROYAL
ITALIAN MINISTER OF MARINE WITH RESPECT TO THE EMPLOY-
MENT OF THE ITALIAN NAVY.

The aforementioned agreement is amended as follows:

The following phrase to be added to the Preamble: Ante, p. 2766.

"It is understood and agreed that the provisions of this
agreement as to immediate employment and disposition of Italian
warships and merchant ships do not affect the right of United Nations
to make such other dispositions of any or all Italian ships as they
may think fit. Their decisions in this respect will be notified to the
Italian Government from time to time."

Final sentence of last paragraph to be amended to read: Ante, p. 2768.

"will be manned so far as possible by crews provided by
Italian Ministry of Marine and will fly the Italian flag."

The present instrument is drawn up in English and Italian, the Authentic text

English text being authentic, and in case of any dispute regarding
its interpretation the decision of the Control Commission will prevail.

Signed on the 17 th November 1943 at BRINDISI.

For the Naval Coander-in-Chief
Mediterranen, Allied Fore".
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EMENDAMENTO ALLtACCOROO TRA IL COMANDANTE IN CAPO DELLE

FoRtz ALLEATE NEL. EDITERRANEO E IL INISTRO ITALIANO DEL-

LA UARINA RELATIVO ALL'IMPICOO DELLA ARINA ITALIANA.

---- «oo0oo-----

L'ACCORDO SUMMENZIONATO i EMENDATO COME SECUE

1.- LA FRASE SEGUENTE VIENE AGOGIUNTA AL PREAMBOLO:

" E' INTESO E CONCORDATO CHE LE DISPOSIZIOrIJ DEL PRE_

SENTE ACCORDO RELATIVE ALL'IIMMDIATO IMPIEGO E DISPOSI

ZIONE DELLE NAVI DA GUERRA C MERCANTILI ITALIANE NON AL_

TCRANO IL DIRITTO DELLE NAZIONI UNITE DI PRENDERE QUEiL

LC ALTRE DISPOSIZIONI RELATIVE A TUTTE 0 PARTE DELLE

NAVI ITALIANE CHE ESSE CONSIDERINO OPPORTUNE.

LE LORO DCCISIONI A QUESTO RIGUARDO SARANNO NOTtI

FICATE Dl VOLTA IN VOLTA AL GOVERNO ITALIANO" .

2.- L'ULTIMA FRASE OELL '
ULTIMO PARAORAfO VIENE EMENDATA

COME SEOUE:

" SARANNO ARMATE NEI LIMITI DOEL POSSIBILE CON EQUIPA_

01 PROVVISTI DAL MINISTERO DELLA MARINA ITALIANA C BAT_

TCRANNO BANDIERA ITALIANA".

IL PRESCNTE ACCORDO E RECATTO IN NOLESE CO ITALIA_

NO, IL TESTO INGLESE ESSENDO QUELLO AUTENTICO CD IN CASO DI

QUALSIASI OISPUTA RIOUARDANTC L INTERPRETAZIONE, LA DCtJSIO,

NC DELLA COMMISSIONC DI CONTROLLO PREVARRA.

FIRMATO A BRINDISI IL OIORNO 17 NOVEMBRC 1943

AMMIRA«LIO RAFFAELE DE OURTEN
MINISTRO DCLLA'MARINA ITALIANA

, i. I COMANdANTE IN CAPO
DELLE FORZE NAVALI AL_A- / Lt ATE NEL MEDITtRRANEO

4WL-s.. DC kCdLS I 1 4 \:

r" e4;
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Kft..1 

'2  14-k( 
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Statement of Admiral de Courten, November 17, 1943

In obbedienza agli ordini di S.E. il Maresciallo
Badoglio, Capo del Gooerno, ho firmato le clausole aggiuntive
al preambolo ed all'ultimo paragrafo del Cunningheam=de Courten
Agreement, richieste dai Governi alleati come condizioni di
firma degli emendamenti all'atto di armistizio.

Nel procedere a tale firma, chiedo che sia preso atto
della seguente dichiarazione:

wRitengo mio dovere mettere in chiaro rilievo che la ri-
chiesta di inserzione di queste clausole, avanzata a poco meno
di due mesi all'incontro con Sir Andrew Cunningham, allora co-
mandante in capo della flotta Alleata del Meditarraneo, altera
lo spirito dell'accordo concluso fra l'Amm. Ctnningham e me.
Le clausole di tale Agreement erano state proposte, in regime
di armistizio, dallo stesso Amm. Cunningham, il quale mi aveva
invifato ad esaminarle ed a comunicargli le mie osservazioni e
considerazioni: poich6 era stato raggiunto il completo accor-
do sul testo presentato da parte Alleata e poich6 l'Agreement
ha eanto finora la piu larga e completa applicazione senza ness
sun contrasto ne nella lettera, ne nello spirito, non avevo

e non ho nessuna ragione di pensare che esso dovesse essere
modificato e completato con una ulteriore clausola di carat_

tere cautelativo. Tale clausola Appare in antitesi con la
collaborazione attiva data finora dalla Marina Italiana *

con la palese dimostrazione della leale disposizione della
flotta italiana ad intensificare fino al massimo limite il
suo contributo alla condotta della guerra contro il comune

nemico, nello spirito della co-belligeranza in atto.

Brindisi, 17 novembre 1943

a -fa
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Brindisi, 17 novembre 1948 
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Translation

By order of His Excellency, Marshal Badoglio, Chief of the Govern-
ment, I have signed the clauses added to the Preamble and to the last
paragraph of the Cunningham-de Courten Agreement, which were
requested by the Allied Governments as conditions of the signature
of the amendments to the Armistice.

In signing, I request that note be taken of the following statement:

"I believe it my duty to make clear that the request for insertion of
these clauses, put forth less than two months after the meeting with
Sir Andrew Cunningham, then Commander-in-Chief of the Allied
Mediterranean Fleet, alters the spirit of the agreement concluded
between Admiral Cunningham and me. The clauses of this Agree-
ment had been put forward in accordance with the Armistice, by
Admiral Cunningham himself, who invited me to examine them and
make known to them my observations and comments. In as much as
there was complete agreement in regard to the text presented by the
Allies, and as the Agreement has up to now been carried out in the
widest and most complete manner without opposition either in letter
or spirit, I did not and do not have any reason to believe it should be
modified and completed by a subsequent safeguarding clause. This
clause seems to be at odds with the active collaboration given up to
now by the Italian Navy and with the visible demonstration of the
loyalty with which the Italian Fleet is contributing to the utmost to
the conduct of the war against the common enemy in the spirit of
existing co-belligerency".

BRINDisI, 17 November 1943
ADMIRAL DE CouRTEN

Minister of the Navy
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Translation 

By order of His Excellency, Marshal Badoglio, Chief of the Govern-
ment, I have signed the clauses added to the Preamble and to the last 
paragraph of the Cunningham—de Courten Agreement, which were 
requested by the Allied Governments as conditions of the signature 
of the amendments to the Armistice. 
In signing, I request that note be taken of the following statement: 

"I believe it my duty to make clear that the request for insertion of 
these clauses, put forth less than two months after the meeting with 
Sir Andrew Cunningham, then Commander-in-Chief of the Allied 
Mediterranean Fleet, alters the spirit of the agreement concluded 
between Admiral Cunningham and me. The clauses of this Agree-
ment had been put forward in accordance with the Armistice, by 
Admiral Cunningham himself, who invited me to examine them and 
make known to them my observations and comments. In as much as 
there was complete agreement in regard to the text presented by the 
Allies, and as the Agreement has up to now been carried out in the 
widest and most complete manner without opposition either in letter 
or spirit, I did not and do not have any reason to believe it should be, 
modified and completed by a subsequent safeguarding clause. This 
clause seems to be at odds with the active collaboration given up to 
now by the Italian Navy and with the visible demonstration of the 
loyalty with which the Italian Fleet is contributing to the utmost to 
the conduct of the war against the common enemy in the spirit of 
existing co-belligerency". 

BRINDISI, 17 November 1943 
ADMIRAL DE CourrEw 

Minister of the Navy 
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Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, [1] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for air routes and
services, and the desirability of mutually stimulating and promoting
the further development of air transportation between the United
States of America and the Republic of Ecuador, the two Govern-
ments parties to this arrangement agree that the establishment and
development of air transport services between their respective ter-
ritories shall be governed by the provisions of the present agreement,
for which purpose they have appointed the following plenipotenti-
aries: His Excellency the Constitutional President of the Republic of
Ecuador, Sefor Don Enrique Arizaga Toral, Minister of the Treasury,
Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs;

His Excellency the President of the United States of America,
Mr. Robert McGregor Scotten, his Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary in Quito.

Who, having exhibited their Full Powers, found to be in good and
due form, have agreed upon the following articles:

AiICLE 1
Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the

rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing the
international civil air routes and services therein described, whether
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later date at the
option of the contracting party to whom the rights are granted.

ATrrcLE 2
Inauguraton of air Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation as

soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party

Po p. 27 granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
fulfill before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contracting
party granting the rights the requirements of law and to comply
with laws and the regulations in force and those which may be pre-
scribed subsequently before being authorized to initiate the operations
contemplated by this agreement; and provided that in areas of hos-
tilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected thereby, this
service shall be subject to the approval of the competent military
authorities.

ABCLE 3
chob In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality

of treatment, both contracting parties agree that:
(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282.]

s
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Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7, 
1944, [1] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago, 
for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for air routes and 
services, and the desirability of mutually stimulating and promoting 
the further development of air transportation between the United 
States of America and. the Republic of Ecuador, the two Govern-
ments parties to this arrangement agree that the establishment and 
development of air transport services between their respective ter-
ritories shall be governed by the provisions of the present agreement, 
for which purpose they have appointed the following plenipotenti-
aries: His Excellency the Constitutional President of the Republic of 
Ecuador, Sefior Don Enrique Arizaga Toral, Minister of the Treasury, 
Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs; 
His Excellency the President of the United States of America, 

Mr. Robert McGregor Scotten, his Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary in Quito. 

Who, having exhibited their Full Powers, found to be in good and 
due form, have agreed upon the following articles: 

ARTICLE 1 

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the 
rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing the 
international civil air routes and services therein described, whether 
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later date at the 
option of the contracting party to whom the rights are granted. 

ArricLE 2 

Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation as 
soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted 
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned 
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party 
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give 
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to 
fulfill before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contracting 
party granting the rights the requirements of law and to comply 
with laws and the regulations in force and those which may be pre-
scribed subsequently before being authorized to initiate the operations 
contemplated by this agreement; and provided that in areas of hos-
tilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected thereby, this 
service shall be subject to the approval of the competent military 
authorities. 

Arricr.E 3 

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality 
of treatment, both contracting parties agree that: 

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be 

1 [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to 

December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State pub-
lication 2282.] 
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imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports and
other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would be
paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft
engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into the
territory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or
its nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the airlines
of such contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition of
customs duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges by
the contracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded the same
treatment as that applying to national airlines and to airlines of the
most-favored-nation.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of
one contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory
of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used or
consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party and still in force
shall be recognized as valid by the other contracting party for the
purpose of operating the routes and services described in the Annex.
Each contracting party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recog-
nize, for the purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of
competency and licenses granted to its own nationals by the authorities
of another state.

ARTICI.L 5

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft
of airlines designated by the other contracting party, and shall be
complied with by such aircraft upon entering or departing from or
while within the territory of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, im-
migration, passports, customs and quarantine shall be complied with
by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the airlines
designated by the other contracting party upon entrance into or depar-
ture from or while within the territory of the first party.

ARTICLE 6

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke the
certificate or permit of an airline designated by the other contracting
party in the event substantial ownership and effective control of such
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imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports and 
other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting parties 
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would be 
paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft 
engaged in similar international services. 

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils, and spare parts introduced into the 
territory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or 
its nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the airlines 
of such contracting party shall, with respect to the imposition of 
customs duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges by 
the contracting party whose territory is entered, be accorded the same 
treatment as that applying to national airlines and to airlines of the 
most-favored-nation. 

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and 
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of 
one contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services 
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory 
of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection 
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used or 
consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory. 

ARTICLE 4 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses 
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party and still in force 
shall be recognized as valid by the other contracting party for the 
purpose of operating the routes and services described in the Annex. 
Each contracting party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recog-
nize, for the purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of 
competency and licenses granted to its own nationals by the authorities 
of another state. 

ARTICLE 5 

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to 
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged 
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of 
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft 
of airlines designated by the other contracting party, and shall be 
complied with by such aircraft upon entering or departing from or 
while within the territory of the first party. 

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the 
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or 
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, im-
migration, passports, customs and quarantine shall be complied with 
by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the airlines 
designated by the other contracting party upon entrance into or depar-
ture from or while within the territory of the first party. 

ArrucLE 6 

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke the 
certificate or permit of an airline designated by the other contracting 
party in the event substantial ownership and effective control of such 
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airline are not vested in nationals of the other contracting party, or in
case of failure by the airline designated by the other contracting party
to comply with the laws and regulations of the contracting party over
whose territory it operates, as described in Article 5 hereof, or other-
wise to fulfill the conditions under which the rights are granted in

Po.t p. 2a accordance with this agreement and its Annex; or in case the aircraft
in service are not operated by crews which are nationals of the other
contracting party, except when the crews are receiving instruction.

AirrCLE 7
Registration. This agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be regis-

tered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
or its successor.

ARTICLM 8
Continuance of

rights and privileges.

Termination.

Modification of
routes or conditions.

Pott, p. 2778.
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Existing rights and privileges relating to air transport services
which may have been granted previously by either of the contracting
parties to an airline of the otfer contracting party shall continue in
force according to their terms.

ARTICLE 9

This agreement or any of the rights for air transport services
granted thereunder may, without prejudice to Article 8 above, be
terminated by either contracting party upon giving one year's notice
to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE 10
In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable

to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent authorities of
both contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period of
sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex,
their recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they
have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

ARTICLE 11
Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, or its Annex, any

dispute between the contracting parties relative to the interpretation
or application of this agreement, or its Annex, which cannot be settled
through consultation shall be submitted for an advisory report to the
Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion six (8) of the Provisional Agreement on International Civil
Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or to its successor,
unless the contracting parties agree to submit the dispute to an arbi-
tration tribunal designated by agreement between the same con-
tracting parties, or to some other person or body. The executive
authorities of each of the contracting parties will use their best efforts
under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion
expressed in any such report.
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airline are not vested in nationals of the other contracting party, or in 
case of failure by the airline designated by the other contracting party 
to comply with the laws and regulations of the contracting party over 
whose territory it operates, as described in Article 5 hereof, or other-
wise to fulfill the conditions under which the rights are granted in 
accordance with this agreement and its Annex; or in case the aircraft 
in service are not operated by crews which are nationals of the other 
contracting party, except when the crews are receiving instruction. 

ARTICLE 7 

This agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be regis-
tered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization 
or its successor. 

ARTICLE 8 

Existing rights and privileges relating to air transport services 
which may have been granted previously by either of the contracting 
parties to an airline of the other contracting party shall continue in 
force according to their terms. 

ARTICLE 9 

This agreement or any of the rights for air transport services 
granted thereunder may, without prejudice to Article 8 above, be 
terminated by either contracting party upon giving one year's notice 
to the other contracting party. 

ARTICLE 10 

utes or con Modification of In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable rO ditions.  
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it may request consultation between the competent authorities of 
both contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period of 
sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities 
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex, 
their recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they 
have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes. 

ARTICLE 11 

Submission of Or Except as otherwise provided in this agreement, or its Annex, any pure for advisory re- di 
port- spute between the contracting parties relative to the interpretation 

or application of this agreement, or its Annex, which cannot be settled 
through consultation shall be submitted for an advisory report to the 
Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion six (8) of the Provisional Agreement on International Civil 

59 Stat. 1521. Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or to its successor, 
unless the contracting parties agree to submit the dispute to an arbi-
tration tribunal designated by agreement between the same con-
tracting parties, or to some other person or body. The executive 
authorities of each of the contracting parties will use their best efforts 
under the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion 
expressed in any such report. 
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ARITCLE 12

Upon the coming into force of a general multilateral aviation con-
vention, agreed to by both contracting parties, the provisions of the
present agreement shall be modified to conform with those of such
convention.

ARTICLE 13

For the purposes of this agreement and its Annex, except where
otherwise provided therein:

(a) the expression "aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case
of the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
any person or agency authorized to perform the functions exercised at
the present time by the Civil Aeronautics Board, or similar functions,
and in the case of the Republic of Ecuador, the Minister of National
Defense or any person or agency authorized to perform the functions
exercised at present by that Minister, or similar functions.

(b) the expression "designated airlines" shall mean those airlines,
that the aeronautical authorities of one of the contracting parties have
stated in writing to the aeronautical authorities of the other contract-
ing party, have been designated by it, in conformity with the stipula-
tions of this agreement, for the routes specified in such designation.

ARTICLE 14

This agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof, will
come into force when ratified by Ecuador in accordance with its
Constitution. []

In witness whereof, the plenipotentiaries heretofore mentioned have
signed the present agreement and have affixed their seals thereto.

Done at Quito this eighth day of January, 1947, in duplicate in the
English and Spanish languages, each of which shall be of equal
authenticity.

For the Government of the United States of America:

R. M. SCO'rEN
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[SEAL]

For the Government of the Republic of Ecuador:

E. ARiZAGA TORAL [SEAL]

[By note no. 151-DAO of July 9, 1947, the Ecuadoran Minister of Foreign
Affairs informed the American Charge d'Affaires ad interim at Quito that April
24, 1947, the date of publication of the agreement in the Ecuadoran Registro
Oficial, should be considered the date of ratification of the agreement on the part
of the Ecuadoran Government]
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ARTICLE 12 

Upon the coming into force of a general multilateral aviation con-
vention, agreed to by both contracting parties, the provisions of the 
present agreement shall be modified to conform with those of such 
convention. 

Airricr,E 13 

For the purposes of this agreement and its Annex, except where 
otherwise provided therein: 

(a) the expression "aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case 
of the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and 
any person or agency authorized to perform the functions exercised at 
the present time by the Civil Aeronautics Board, or similar functions, 
and in the case of the Republic of Ecuador, the Minister of National 
Defense or any person or agency authorized to perform the functions 
exercised at present by that Minister, or similar functions. 

(b) the expression "designated airlines" shall mean those airlines, 
that the aeronautical authorities of one of the contracting parties have 
stated in writing to the aeronautical authorities of the other contract-
ing party, have been designated by it, in conformity with the stipula-
tions of this agreement, for the routes specified in such designation. 

ARTICLE 11 

This agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof, will 
come into force when ratified by Ecuador in accordance with its 
Constitution. [1] 

In witness whereof, the plenipotentiaries heretofore mentioned have 
signed the present agreement and have affixed their seals thereto. 
Done at Quito this eighth day of January, 1947, in duplicate in the 

English and Spanish languages, each of which shall be of equal 
authenticity. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

R. M. SCOTI'EN 

For the Government of the Republic of Ecuador: 

E. AR1ZAGA TORAL 

[SEAL] 

[SEAL] 

[By note no. 151-DA0 of July 9, 1947, the Ecuadoran Minister of Foreign 

Affairs informed the American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim at Quito that April 
24, 1947, the date of publication of the agreement in the Ecuadoran Registro 
Oficial, should be considered the date of ratification of the agreement on the part 
of the Ecuadoran Government.] 
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ANNEX TO COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR

SECTION 1

It is agreed between the contracting parties:

A. That the airlines of the two contracting parties operating on
the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and equal oppor-
tunity for the operation of the said routes.

B. That the air transport capacity offered by the airlines of both
countries should bear a close relationship to traffic requirements.

C. That in the operation of common sections of trunk routes the
airlines of the contracting parties should take into account their
reciprocal interests so as not to affect unduly their respective services.

D. That the services provided by a designated airline under this
agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective the
provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country of which such airline is a national, and points under its
jurisdiction, and the country of ultimate destination of the traffic.

E. That the right to embark and to disembark at points under
the jurisdiction of the other contracting party international traffic
destined for or coming from third countries at a point or points
hereinafter specified, shall be applied in accordance with the general
principles of orderly development to which both Governments sub-
scribe and shall be subject to the general principle that capacity shall
be related:

1. To traffic requirements between the country of origin, and points
under its jurisdiction, and the countries of destination.

2. To the requirements of through airline operation, and
3. To the traffic requirements of the area through which the airline

passes after taking account of local and regional services.
F. The appropriate aeronautical authorities of each of the con-

tracting parties will consult from time to time, or at the request of
one of the parties, to determine the extent to which the principles
set forth in Section E of this Annex are being followed by the air-
lines designated by the contracting parties, so as to prevent an un-
fair proportion of traffic being diverted from any designated airline
through violation of the principle or principles enunciated elsewhere
in this agreement or its Annex.

SECION 2
A. Airlines of the United States of America, designated in con-

formity with the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and
of nontraffic stop in the territory of the Republic of Ecuador as well
as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passen-
gers, cargo, and mail at Quito, Guayaquil, Riobamba, Esmeraldas,
Manta, Salinas, Cuenca and Loja, on the following routes via inter-
mediate points in both directions:
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ANNEX TO COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERN-
MENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR 

SECTION 1 

It is agreed between the contracting parties: 

A. That the airlines of the two contracting parties operating on 
the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and equal oppor-
tunity for the operation of the said routes. 

B. That the air transport capacity offered by the airlines of both 
countries should bear a close relationship to traffic requirements. 

C. That in the operation of common sections of trunk routes the 
airlines of the contracting parties should take into account their 
reciprocal interests so as not to affect unduly their respective services. 
D. That the services provided by a designated airline under this 

agreement and its A_nnex shall retain as their primary objective the 
provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the 
country of which such airline is a national, and points under its 
jurisdiction, and the country of ultimate destination of the traffic. 

E. That the right to embark and to disembark at points under 
the jurisdiction of the other contracting party international traffic 
destined for or coming from third countries at a point or points 
hereinafter specified, shall be applied in accordance with the general 
principles of orderly development to which both Governments sub-
scribe and shall be subject to the general principle that capacity shall 
be related: 

1. To traffic requirements between the country of origin, and points 
under its jurisdiction, and the countries of destination. 

2. To the requirements of through airline operation, and 
3. To the traffic requirements of the area through which the airline 

passes after taking account of local and regional services. 

F. The appropriate aeronautical authorities of each of the con-
tracting parties will consult from time to time, or at the request of 
one of the parties, to determine the extent to which the principles 
set forth in Section E of this Annex are being followed by the air-
lines designated by the contracting parties, so as to prevent an un-
fair proportion of traffic being diverted from any designated airline 
through violation of the principle or principles enunciated elsewhere 
in this agreement or its Annex. 

&moil 2 

A. Airlines of the United States of America, designated in con-
formity with the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and 
of nontraffic stop in the territory of the Republic of Ecuador as well 
as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passen-
gers, cargo, and mail at Quito, Guayaquil, Riobamba, Esmeraldas, 
Manta, Salinas, Cuenca and Loja, on the following routes via inter-
mediate points in both directions: 
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1. The United States and/or the Canal Zone to Quito, Riobamba,
Esmeraldas, Manta, Salinas, Guayaquil, Cuenca and Loja and
beyond Ecuador.

a. From Quito to Ipiales, Colombia
b. To points in Peru and beyond

2. The United States to Quito and Guayaquil and thence to Peru
and beyond.

On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate the
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points enumer-
ated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so enumerated.

B. Airlines of the Republic of Ecuador, designated in conformity
with the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and of
nontraffic stop in the territory of the United States of America as well
as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passen-
gers, cargo, and mail at a point or points in the territory of the
United States along a route or routes agreed to by the Governments
of the United States and of Ecuador at such time as the Government
of Ecuador desires to commence operations.

On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate the
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points enumer-
ated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so enumerated.
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1. The United States and/or the Canal Zone to Quito, Riobamba, 
Esmeraldas, Manta, Salinas, Guayaquil, Cuenca and Loja and 
beyond Ecuador. 

a. From Quito to Ipiales, Colombia 
b. To points in Peru and beyond 

2. The United States to Quito and Guayaquil and thence to Peru 
and beyond. 

On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate the 
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points enumer-
ated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so enumerated. 

B. Airlines of the Republic of Ecuador, designated in conformity 
with the present agreement, are accorded rights of transit and of 
nontraffic stop in the territory of the United States of America as well 
as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic in passen-
gers, cargo, and mail at a point or points in the territory of the 
United States along a route or routes agreed to by the Governments 
of the United States and of Ecuador at such time as the Government 
of Ecuador desires to commence operations. 
On the above route the airline or airlines authorized to operate the 

route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points enumer-
ated omitting stops at one or more of the other points so enumerated. 

Nonstop flights. 
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Teniendo en cuenta la resoluci6n firmada con fecha 7 de diciembre
de 1944, en la Conferencia Internacional de Aviaci6n Civil de Chicago,
para adoptar un tipo uniforme de Acuerdo para el uso de las rutas y de
los servicios aereos, y, deseando estimular y fomentar el mutuo desa-
rrollo del transporte a6reo entre los Estados Unidos de America y la
Repfiblica del Ecuador, ambos Gobiernos convienen en que el estable-
cimiento y desarrollo de los servicios del transporte aereo entre sus
respectivos territorios, se sujetaran a las disposiciones del presente
Convenio, para cuyo efecto ban nombrado los siguientes Plenipoten-
ciarios:

Su Excelencia el Sefior Presidente Constitucional de la Republica del
Ecuador al Excelentisimo Seiior Don Enrique Arizaga Toral, Ministro
del Tesoro, Encargado de la Cartera de Relaciones Exteriores; y

Su Excelencia el Sefor Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America,
al Excelentisimo Sefior Don Robert Mc. Gregor Scotten, su Embajador
Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario en Quito.

Quienes, despues de haber exhibido sus Plenos Poderes, encontrados
en buena y debida forma, han convenido en los Articulos siguientes:

ARTmcLo I
Cada Parte Contratante concede a la otra Parte Contratante los

derechos especificados en el Anexo a este Acuerdo, necesarios para es-
tablecer los servicios y rutas internacionales aereas civiles descritas en
dicho Anexo, ya sea que estos servicios y rutas sean inaugurados in-
mediatamente o en fecha posterior, a opci6n de la Parte Contratante a
la que se otorgan dichos derechos.

ARTICuLO II
Cada servicio asf descrito, sera puesto en operaci6n tan pronto como

la Parte Contratante, a la cual se ha concedido por el Articulo I derecho
para designar una Ifnea aerea o lineas aereas en determinada ruta,
haya autorizado una linea aerea o lineas aereas para dicha ruta y la
Parte Contratante que otorga los derechos, conforme al Articulo VI de
este Acuerdo, estara obligada a conceder el permiso de operaciones per-
tinente a la linea aerea o lineas aereas que le conciernen, quedando
entendido que dichas lineas aereas, antes de ser autorizadas para iniciar
las operaciones contempladas en este Acuerdo, podran ser obligadas a
ilenar ante las Autoridades competentes de Aeronautica de la Parte
otorgante, los requisitos de ley, y a cumplir con las demas Leyes y
Reglamentos vigentes y los que se dictaren posteriormente. Cuando
se trate de zonas donde se lleven a cabo hostilidades, de zonas de ocupa-
cion militar o de zonas afectadas por ellas, este servicio estara sujeto
a la aprobaci6n de las Autoridades militares competentes.
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Teniendo en cuenta la resolucion firmada con fecha 7 de diciembre 
de 1944, en la Conferencia Internacional de Aviacion Civil de Chicago, 
para adoptar un tipo uniforme de Acuerdo para el uso de las rutas y de 
los servicios aereos, y, deseando estimular y fomentar el miituo desa-
rrollo del transporte aereo entre los Estados Unidos de America y la 
Reptiblica del Ecuador, ambos Gobiernos convienen en que el estable-
cimiento y desarrollo de los servicios del transporte aereo entre sus 
respectivos territorios, se sujetaran a las disposiciones del presente 
Convenio, para cuyo efecto han nombrado los siguientes Plenipoten-
ciarios : 

Su Excelencia el Senor Presidente Constitucional de la Republica del 
Ecuador al Excelentfsimo Senor Don Enrique Arizaga Toral, Ministro 
del Tesoro, Encargado de la Cartera de Relaciones Exteriores; y 
Su Excelencia el Senor Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America, 

al Excelentfsimo Senor Don Robert Mc. Gregor Scotten, su Embajador 
Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario en Quito. 

Quienes, despues de haber exhibido sus Plenos Poderes, encontrados 
en buena y debida forma, han convenido en los Articulos siguiente,s: 

ArricuLo I 

Cada Parte Contratante concede a in otra Parte Contratante los 
derechos especificados en el Anexo a este Acuerdo, necesarios para es-
tablecer los servicios y rutas internacionales aereas civiles descritas en 
dicho Anexo, ya sea que estos servicios y rutas sean inaugurados in-
mediatamente o en fecha posterior, a opcien de la Parte Contratante a 
la que se otorgan dichos derechos. 

ARTICTTLO II 

Cada servicio asf descrito, sera puesto en operaciOn tan pronto como 
in Parte Contratante, a la cual se ha concedido por el Articulo I derecho 
para designar una linen aerea o limas aereas en determinada ruta, 
haya autorizado una linen aerea o lfneas aereas para dicha ruta y la 
Parte Contratante que otorga los derechos, conforme al Articulo VI de 
este Acuerdo, estare, obligada a conceder el permiso de operaciones per-
tinente a la linea Berea o lfneas aereas que le conciernen, quedando 
entendido que dichas lineas aereas, antes de ser autorizadas para iniciar 
las operaciones contempladas en este Acuerdo, podran ser obligadas a 
llenar ante las Autoridades competentes de Aeronautica de la Parte 
otorgante, los requisitos de ley, y a cumplir con las demis Leyes y 
Reglamentos vigentes y los que se dictaren posteriormente. Cuando 
se trate de zonas donde se lleven a cabo hostilidades, de zonas de ocupa-
chin militar o de zonas afectadas por ellas, este servicio estarti sujeto 
a la aprobaciOn de las Autoridades militares eompetentes. 
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ARTICULO III

Con el fin de evitar practicas discriminatorias y asegurar la igualdad
de tratamiento, ambas Partes Contratantes acuerdan que:

a) Cada una de ellas podra imponer o permitir que se le imponga
tarifas justas y razonables para el uso de los aeropuertos publicos, u
otras facilidades bajo su control. Cada Parte Contratante conviene
sin embargo, que estas tarifas no seran mayores que las que pagarian
por el uso de dichos aeropuertos, y facilidades para sus aeronaves
nacionales empleadas en servicios similares internacionales.

b) El combustible, aceites, lubricantes y piezas de repuestos intro-
ducidos en el territorio de una de las Partes Contratantes por la
otra Parte Contratante o sus nacionales, para el uso exclusivo de las
aeronaves de las lineas aereas de dicha Parte Contratante, estaran
sujetos al mismo tratamiento que se da a dichos materiales destinados
a las lineas a6reas nacionales o las lineas aereas de la Naci6n mas
favorecida, en lo que respecta a derechos de aduana, tarifas de inspec-
ci6n, o cualquier gravamen o derecho nacional impuesto por la Parte
Contratante a cuyo territorio se introduzcan.

c) El combustible, aceites lubricantes, piezas de repuestos, equipo
corriente y el abastecimiento que se transporten a bordo de las aero-
naves civiles de las lineas aereas de una de las Partes Contratantes
autorizada a operar las rutas y servicios que se describen en el Anexo,
deberan, al llegar o dejar el territorio de la otra Parte Contratante, ser
exonerados de derechos de aduana, de derechos de inspecci6n o de
otros derechos similares, ain cuando tales materiales sean usados o
consumidos por dichas aeronaves en vuelos sobre dicho territorio.

ARTICULO IV

Los Certificados de navegabilidad aerea, los certificados de com-
petencia y licencias, expedidos o revalidados por nina de las Partes
Contratantes y aun en vigencia selran reconocidos como validos por
la otra Parto Contratante con el fin de operar las rutas y servicios
descritos en el Anexo. Cada Parte Contratante, se reserva el derecho,
sin embargo, cuando se trata de vuelos sobre su propio territorio, de
rehusar el reconocimiento de tales certificados de copl)etencia y licen-
cias expedidos a sus propios naciolnales por las autoridades de cualquier
otro Estado.

ARIICULO V

a) Las leyes y reglamentos de una de las Partes Contratantes, rela-
cionados con la admisi6n en, o partida de, su territorio de las aeronaves
dedicadas a la navegaci6n aerea internacional, o relacionados con las
operaciones y navegaci6n de dichas aeronaves, mientras est6n dentro
de su territorio, se aplicaran a las aeronaves de las lineas aereas
designadas por la otra Parte Contratante y se cumplirin por dichas
aeronaves a la entrada, salida o mientras permanezcan en el territorio
de la primera Parte Contratante.

b) Las Leyes y Reglamentos de una de las Partes Contratantes
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ARTICULO III 

Con el fin de evitar practicas discriminatorias y asegurar la igualdad 
de tratamiento, ambas Partes Contratantes acuerdan que: 

a) Cada una de ellas podra imponer o permitir que se le imponga 
tarifas justas y razonables para el uso de los aeropuertos publicos, u 
otras facilidades bajo su control. Cada Parte Contratante conviene 
sin embargo, que estas tarifas no seran mayores que las que pagarian 
por el uso de dichos aeropuertos, y facilidades para sus aeronaves 
nacionales empleadas en servicios similares internacionales. 

b) El combustible, aceites, lubricantes y piezas de repuestos intro-
ducidos en el territorio de una de las Partes Contratantes por la 
otra Parte Contratante o sus nacionales, para el uso exclusivo de las 
aeronaves de las lineas aereas de dicha Parte Contratante, estaran 
sujetos al mismo tratamiento que se da a dichos materiales destinados 
a las lineas aereas nacionales o las lineas aereas de la Nacion Inas 
favorecida, en To que respects a derechos de aduana, tarifas de inspec-
ci6n, o cualquier gravamen o derecho nacional impuesto por la Parte 
Contratante a cuyo territorio se introduzcan. 

c) El combustible, aceites lubricantes, piezas de repuestos, equipo 
corriente y el abastecimiento que se transporten a bordo de las aero-
naves civiles de las lineas aereas de una de las Partes Contratantes 
autorizada a operar las rutas y servicios que se describen en el Anexo, 
deberan, al llegar o dejar el territorio de la otra Parte Contratante, ser 
exonerados de derechos de aduana, de derechos de inspecciOn o de 
otros derechos similares, alin cuando tales materiales scan usados o 
consumidos por dichas aeronaves en vuelos sobre dicho territorio. 

ARTICDLO IV 

Los Certificados de navegabilidad aerea, los certificados de com-
petencia y licencias, expedidos 0 revalidados por mut de las Partes 
Contratantes y sun en vigencia seran reconocidos como vailidos por 
la otra Parte Contratante con el fin de operar las rutas y servicios 
descritos en el Anexo. Cada Parte Contratante, se reserva el derecho, 
sin embargo, cuando se trata de vuelos sobre su propio territorio, de 
rehusar el reconocimiento de tales certiticados de competencia y licen-
cias expedidos a sus propios nacionales por las autoridades de cualquier 
otro Estado. 

ARTICULO V 

a) Las leyes y reglamentos de una de las Partes Contratantes, rela-
cionados con la admisiOn en, o partida de, su territorio de las aeronaves 
dedicadas a la navegacion aerea internacional, o relacionados con las 
operaciones y navegacion de dichas aeronaves, mientras esten dentro 
de su territorio, se aplicartin a las aeronaves de las lineas aereas 
designadas por la otra Parte Contratante y se cumplirtin por dichas 
aeronaves a la entrada, salida o mientras permanezcan en el territorio 
de la primera Parte Contratante. 

b) Las Leyes y Reglamentos de una de las Partes Contratantes 
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referentes a la entrada en, o salida de su territorio de pasajeros, tripu-
laciones o carga de aeronaves, tales como Reglamentos relacionados con
la entrada, despacho inmigraci6n, pasaportes, aduanas y cuarentenas,
deberan cumplirse por los pasajeros, tripulaciones o carga de las lineas
aereas designadas por la otra Parte Contratante o por los represen-
tantes de los mismos, a la entrada, salida o mientras permanezca la
aeronave en el territorio de la primera Parte Contratante.

ABRTcLo VI
Cada Parte Contratante se reserva el derecho de no otorgar o, de

revocar el permiso de operaciones de una linea aerea designada por la
Parte Contratante en el caso de que dicha linea aerea no sea en manera
substancial de propiedad de nacionales de la otra Parte Contratante,
y no se halle bajo el efectivo control de los nacionales de dicha Parte,
o en cualquier caso en que una linea aerea designada por la otra Parte
Contratante no cumpliere con las Leyes y Reglamentos de la Parte
Contratante sobre cuyo territorio estuviere operando, tal como se
describen en el Articulo 5, o que de otra manera dejara de cumplir con
las condiciones bajo las cuales se conceden los derechos contemplados
en este Acuerdo y su anexo; o en caso de que las aeronaves en servicio
no est6n tripuladas por nacionales de la otra Parte Contratante, ex-
cepto cuando las dotaciones se hallen recibiendo adiestramiento.

ARTIOCLO VII
Este Acuerdo y todos los contratos relacionados con el mismo, de-

beran registrarse en la Organizaci6n Provisional de Aviaci6n Civil
Internacional o la Entidad que le suceda.

ARTIcmuT VIII
Los derechos y privilegios existentes referentes a servicios de trans-

porte a6reo los cuales pueden haber sido concedidos previamente por
cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes para una lifnea area de la otra
Parte Contratante continuaran en vigor de acuerdo con sus con-
diciones.

ARTICULO IX
Este Acuerdo o cualquiera de los derechos para el servicio de trans-

porte a6reo otorgado por este Acuerdo, podran darse por terminados,
sin perjuicio de lo dispuesto en el Articulo 8. por cualquiera de las
Partes Contratantes, mediante aviso previo de un afo a la otra Parte
Contratante.

AmRTICLo X
En el caso de que cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes deseara

modificar las rutas o condiciones establecidas en el Anexo, podra
solicitar consultas entre las Autoridades competentes de las dos Partes
Contratantes, debiendo iniciarse dichas consultas dentro de un periodo
de sesenta dias a partir de la fecha de la solicitud. Cuando dichas
Autoridades esten de acuerdo en que las circunstancias han cambiado,
o que han surgido nuevas circunstancias, haci6ndose conveniente modi-
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referentes a la entrada en, o salida de su territorio de pasajeros, tripu-
laciones o carga de aeronaves, tales como Reglamentos relacionados con 
la entrada, despacho inmigraciein, pasaportes, aduanas y cuarentenas, 
deberin cumplirse per los pasajeros, tripulaciones o carga de las lfneas 
aereas designadas per la otra Parte Contratante o por los represen-
tante,s de los mismos, a la entrada, salida o mientras permanezca is. 
aeronave en el territorio de la primera Parte Contratante. 

Ax-ricuLo VI 

Cada Parte Contratante se reserva el dere,cho de no otorgar o, de 
revocar el permiso de operaciones de una linea area designada por la 
Parte Contratante en el caso de que dicha lfnea area no sea en manera 
substancial de propiedad de nacionales de is. otra Parte Contratante, 
y no se halle bajo el efectivo control de los nacionales de dicha Parte, 
o en cualquier caso en que una lInea area designada por la otra Parte 
Contratante no cumpliere con las Leyes y Reglamentos de is. Parte 
Contratante sobre cuyo territorio estuviere operando, tal como se 
describen en el Artfculo 5, o que de otra manera dejara de cumplir con 
las condiciones bajo las cuales se conceden los derechos contemplados 
en este Acuerdo y su anexo; o en caso de que las aeronaves en servicio 
no e,sten tripuladas por nacionales de la otra Parte Contratante, ex-
cept° cuando las dotaciones se hallen recibiendo adiestramiento. 

Anamamo VII 

Este Acuerdo y todos los contratos relacionados con el mismo, de-
beran registrarse en is. Organizacien Provisional de Aviacien Civil 
Internacional o la Entidad que le suceda. 

Airricum VIII 

Los derechos y privilegios existentes referentes a servicios de trans-
porte aereo los cuales pueden haber sido concedidos previamente por 
cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes para una lfnea aerea de is. otra 
Parte Contratante continuaran en vigor de acuerdo con sus con-
diciones. 

ArricuLo IX 

Este Acuerdo o cualquiera de los derechos para el servicio de trans-
porte aereo otorgado por este Acuerdo, podran darse por terminados, 
sin perjuicio de lo dispuesto en el Articulo 8. por cualquiera de las 
Partes Contratantes, mediante aviso previo de un aflo a is. otra Parte 
Contratante. 

AirricuLo X 

En el caso de que cualquiera de las Partes Contratantes deseara 
modificar las rutas o condiciones establecidas en el Anexo, podrb. 
solicitar consultas entre las Autoridades competentes de las dos Partes 
Contratantes, debiendo iniciarse dichas consultas dentro de un perfodo 
de sesenta this a partir de la fecha de la solicitud. Cuando dichas 
Autoridades esten de acuerdo en que las circunstancias han cambiado, 
o que han surgido nuevas circunstancias, haciendose conveniente modi-
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ficar el Anexo, las recomendaciones que hagan las autoridades sobre
el asunto, se llevaran a efecto despu6s de haber sido confirmadas por un
intercambio de notas diplomaticas.

ARTICULO XI

Salvo las estipulaciones en contrario del presente Acuerdo o de su
Anexo, cualquiera divergencia entre las Partes Contratantes relativa
a la interpretaci6n o aplicaci6n del presente Acuerdo o de su Anexo,
que no pudiere ser resuelta por medio de consultas, debera ser sometida
al Consejo Provisional de la Organizaci6n Provisional de Aviaci6n
Civil Internacional (en conformidad con las disposiciones del Arti-
culo III, Secci6n seis "8" del Convenio Provisional sobre Aviaci6n Civil
Internacional, suscrito en Chicago el 7 de diciembre de 1944) o del Or-
ganismo que le sucediera, para su opini6n consultiva, a menos que las
Partes Contratantes acordaren someter la divergencia a un Tribunal
Arbitral designado en virtud de Acuerdo entre las mismas Partes
Contratantes, o a alguna otra persona u organismo. Las Autoridades
Ejecutivas de cada una de las Partes Contratantes se comprometen a
hacer uso de sus mejores esfuerzos bajo los Poderes que ejercieran para
hacer cumplir la decisi6n expresada en tal fallo.

ARTIcJcL XII

De entrar en vigor una Convenci6n multilateral aerea general o
suscrita por ambas Partes Contratantes, las disposiciones del presente
Acuerdo deberan modificarse y conformarse a las de la citada
Convenci6n.

ARTICULO XIII

A los fines de este Acuerdo y de su Anexo, salvo cuando el texto dis-
ponga otra cosa:

a) La Expresi6n "Autoridades Aeroniuticas", significarli, en el
caso de los Estados Unidos de America, la Junta de Aeronautica Civil
y cualquier persona u organismo autorizado a ejercer las funciones
actuales de la Junta de Aeroniutica Civil o funciones similares, y en
el caso de la Repfiblica del Ecuador, el Ministro de Defensa Nacional
o cualquier organismo o persona autorizados a ejercer las funciones de
dicho Ministro o funciones similares.

b) La expresi6n "lineas aereas designadas", significara aquellas
Empresas de transporte aereo, respecto a las cuales las Autoridades
Aeronauticas de una de las Partes Contratantes, hayan comunicado
por escrito a las Autoridades Aeronauticas de la otra Parte Contra-
tante, que son las Empresas aereas por esta filtima designadas, de con-
formidad con las estipulaciones anteriormente expuestas, con respecto
a las rutas especificadas en la indicada designaci6n.

ARTICuO XIV

Este Acuerdo, incluyendo las disposiciones del Anexo, entrara en
vigencia al ser ratificado por el Ecuador, de conformidad con el pro-
cedimiento que establece su Carta Politica.
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ficar el Anexo, las recomendaciones que hagan las autoridades sobre 
el asunto, se llevaran a efecto despues de haber sido confirmadas por un 
intercambio de notas diplomaticas. 

ARTICULO XI 

Salvo las estipulaciones en contrario del presente Acuerdo o de su 
Anexo, cualquiera divergencia entre las Partes Contratantes relativa 
a la interpretaciOn o aplicaciOn del presente Acuerdo o de su Anexo, 
que no pudiere ser resuelta por medio de consultas, debera ser sometida 
al Consejo Provisional de la Organizacien Provisional de Aviacien 
Civil Internacional (en conformidad con las disposiciones del Arti-
culo III, SecciOn seis "8" del Convenio Provisional sobre AviaciOn Civil 
Internacional, suscrito en Chicago el 7 de diciembre de 1944) o del Or-
ganismo que le sucediera, para su opinion consultiva, a menos que las 
Partes Contratantes acordaren someter la divergencia a un Tribunal 
Arbitral designado en virtud de Acuerdo entre las mismas Partes 
Contratantes, o a alguna otra persona u organism°. Las Autoridades 
Ejecutivas de cada una de las Partes Contratantes se comprometen a 
hacer uso de sus mejores esfuerzos bajo los Poderes que ejercieran para 
hacer cumplir la decisiOn expresada en tal fallo. 

Atrrictmo XII 

De entrar en vigor una ConvenciOn multilateral aerea general o 
suscrita por ambas Partes Contratantes, las disposiciones del presente 
Acuerdo deberan modificarse y conformarse a las de la citada 
Convene len. 

ARTICULO XIII 

A los fines de este Acuerdo y de su Anexo, salvo cuando el texto dis-
ponga otra cosa: 

a) La Expresien "Autoridades Aeromiuticas", significara, en el 
caso de los Estados Unidos de America, la Junta de Aeronautica Civil 
y cualquier persona u organism° autorizado a ejercer las funciones 
actuales de la Junta de Aeronautic°. Civil o funciones similares, y en 
el caso de la Republica del Ecuador, el Ministro de Defensa Nacional 
o cualquier organism° o persona autorizados a ejercer las funciones de 
dicho Ministro o funciones similares. 

b) La expresiOn "lfneas aereas designadas", significara aquellas 
Empresas de transporte aereo, respecto a las cuales las Autoridades 
Aeronauticas de una de las Partes Contratantes, hayan comunicado 
por escrito a las Autoridades Aeronauticas de la otra Parte Contra-
tante, que son las Empresas areas por esta Ultima designadas, de con-
formidad con las estipulaciones anteriormente expuestas, con respecto 
a las rutas especificadas en la indicada designaciOn. 

ARTICULO XIV 

Este Acuerdo, incluyendo las disposiciones del Anexo, entrari en 
vigencia al ser ratificado por el Ecuador, de conformidad con el pro-
ceclimiento que establece su Carta Politica. 
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En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios antes nombrados, firman el
presente Acuerdo y lo signan con sus sellos respectivos, en los idiomas
espafol e ingles, cada uno de los cuales de idWntica autenticidad.

Hecho en Quito, a 8 de Enero de 1947.

Por el Gobierno del Ecuador
E. ARZAGA TORAL

Por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
R. M. SCOTENr

[SEAL] [SEAL]
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En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios antes nombrados, firman el 
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E. A RiZAGA TORAL 

Por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America 
B. M. ScoTrEN 
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ANEXO AL ACUERDO SOBRE TRANSPORTE AEREO COMERCIAL ENTRE
EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS Y EL GOBIERNO DEL ECUADOR.

SECCION 1.

Ambas Partes Contratantes convienen:

A. Que las lineas a6reas de ambas Partes Contratantes que operan
en las rutas descritas en el presente Anexo, gozaran de justas e iguales
oportunidades en la explotaci6n de las rutas mencionadas.

B. Que la capacidad del transporte aereo ofrecida por las lineas
aereas de ambos paises, debera guardar una estrecha relaci6n con las
necesidades del movimiento a6reo.

C. Que en las operaciones de las secciones comunes de las rutas
troncales, las lineas aereas de las Partes Contratantes deberan tener
en cuenta sus intereses reciprocos a fin de no afectar indebidamente sus
respectivos servicios.

D. Que los servicios prestados por una linea aerea designada de
acuerdo con los terminos de este Acuerdo y su Anexo, tendran como
objetivo principal ofrecer una capacidad adecuada a las demandas del
movimiento aereo entre el pais al que pertenece la linea aerea y lugares
bajo su jurisdicci6n y el pais de destino.

E. Que el derecho de embarcar y desembarcar en lugares bajo la
jurisdicci6n de la otra Parte Contratante, todo lo que intervenga en el
movimiento internacional con destino a, o procedente de terceros
paises en un punto o puntos que a continuaci6n se especifican, sera
ejercido en conformidad con los principios generales del desarrollo
ordenado, aceptados por los dos Gobiernos y se sujetara al principio
general que la capacidad debe guardar relaci6n con:

1. Las necesidades del movimiento aereo entre el pais de origen y
lugares 1ajlo su jmuisdicciiin, y los paiscs de (dsstino;

2. Las necesidades de operar tuna linea acrea de extemeo a extremo;
Y,

3. Las necesidades del mnovimiciito aereo existente en las zonlas
atravesadas, tomaindo en cuenta los servicios locales y regionales.

F. Las Autoridades Aeromiuticas competentes de annbas Partes
Contratantes, so consultaran periodicamente o a pedido de unit de ellas,
para determinar hasta que punto los principios enunciados en la
Clausula E. de este Anexo estan siendo observados por las lineas aereas
designadas por las Partes Contratantes, a fin de evitar que a cualquiera
de las lineas aereas designadas se le reste una parte desproporcionada
del movimiento aereo a causa de la violaci 6n de un principio o de los
principios enunciados en cualquier parte de este Acuerdo o de su
Anexo.

SECCION 2.

A. Las lineas aereas de los Estados Unidos de America designadas
conforme al presente Acuerdo, gozaran de los derechos de transito, de
escalas para fines no comerciales, en el territorio de la Republica del
Ecuador, asi como del derecho de embarcar y desembarcar pasajeros,
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carga y correo de transito internacional en Quito, Guayaquil, Rio-
bamba, Esmeraldas, Manta, Salinas, Cuenca y Loja, en las siguientes
rutas via puntos intermedios en ambas direcciones:

1. Los Estados Unidos, y/o la Zona del Canal, a Quito, Riobamba,
Esmeraldas, Manta, Salinas, Guayaquil, Cuenca y Loja; y desde el
Ecuador:

a)-Desde Quito a Ipiales, Colombia,
b)-A puntos en Peru, y a puntos fuera del Peru.

2.- Los Estados Unidos a Quito y Guayaquil y de ahi al Peru y
otros puntos fuera de este pais.

En la ruta arriba indicada, la linea aerea o las lineas aereas autoriza-
das para operar dicha ruta, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre
cualquiera de los puntos enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o mas
de los otros puntos enumerados.

B. Las lineas aereas del Ecuador designadas conforme al presente
Acuerdo, gozaran de los derechos de transito, de escalas para fines no
comerciales en el territorio de los Estados Unidos, y del derecho de
embarcar y desembarcar pasajeros, carga y correo de transito inter-
nacional, en un punto o puntos en el territorio de los Estados Unidos,
para una ruta o rutas acordadas por los Gobiernos del Ecuador y
Estados Unidos, en la fecha en que el Gobierno del Ecuador deseare
comenzar las operaciones.

En la ruta arriba indicada, la linea aerea o lineas aereas autorizadas
para operar dicha ruta, podran efectuar vuelos sin escalas entre cual-
quiera de los puntos enumerados, omitiendo escalas en uno o mas de
los otros puntos enumerados.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Siam respecting
air transport services. Signed at Bangkok February 26, 1947;
effective February 26, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE KING-
DOM OF SIAM RELATING TO AIR SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR
RESPECTIVE TERRITORIES

The Government of the United States of America and the Gov-
ernment of the Kingdom of Siam,

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, [1] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for air routes
and services, and the desirability of mutually stimulating and pro-
moting the further development of air transportation between the
United States of America and the Kingdom of Siam, the two Gov-
ernments parties to this arrangement have appointed their representa-
tives, who, duly authorized, have agreed that the establishment and
development of air transport services between their respective terri-
tories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE 1

Each contracting party grants to the other contracting party the
rights as specified in the Annex hereto necessary for establishing the
international civil air routes and services therein described, whether
such services be inaugurated immediately or at a later date at the
option of the contracting party to whom the rights are granted.

ARTICLE 2

Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation
as soon as the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contract-
ing party granting the rights under the laws and regulations normally
applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage in the
operations contemplated by this agreement; and provided that in

[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publi-
cation 2282.]

95347°-1-9-PT. III-33

February 26, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1607

Post, p. 2793.

Ilnauguration of air
servilcs.

Post, ). 2791.
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areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the
competent military authorities.

ARTICLE 3

harges. In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, both contracting parties agree that:

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the contracting parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would be
paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft
engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the terri-
tory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or its na-
tionals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such contracting
party shall, with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspec-
tion fees or other national duties or charges by the contracting party
whose territory is entered, be accorded the same treatment as that
applying to national airlines and to airlines of the most-favored-
nation.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services de-

Pot, p. 27. scribed in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory of
the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection fees
or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used or con-
sumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4
wSts tco ,i - Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licensesworthiness, etc.

issued or rendered valid by one contracting party shall be recognized as
valid by the other contracting party for the purpose of operating the

pat, . 2798. routes and services described in the Annex. Each contracting party
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the purpose of
flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and licenses
granted to its own nationals by another State.

ARTICLE 5
Laws and regula-

tions. (a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft
of the other contracting party, and shall be complied with by such air-
craft upon entering or departing from or while within the territory
of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, im-
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migration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied with
by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other contract-
ing party upon entrance into or departure from, or while within the
territory of the first party.

ARTICLE 6

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke the
certificate or permit of an airline designated by the other contracting
party in the event it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and
effective control of such airline are vested in nationals of the other
contracting party, or in case of failure by the airline designated by the
other contracting party to comply with the laws and regulations of
the contracting party over whose territories it operates, as described
in Article 5 hereof, or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which
the rights are granted in accordance with this agreement and its annex.

ARTICLE 7

This agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be regis-
tered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization,
or its successor body.

ARTICLE 8

This agreement or any of the rights for air transport services
granted thereunder may be terminated by either contracting party
upon giving one year's notice to the other contracting party.

ARTICLE 9

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex, it
may request consultation between the competent authorities of both
contracting parties, such consultation to begin within a period of sixty
days from the date of the request. When these authorities mutually
agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex, their recom-
mendations on the matter will come into effect after they have been
confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

ARTICLE 10

If a general multilateral air transport Convention enters into force
in relation to both contracting parties, the present agreement shall be
amended so as to conform with the provisions of such Convention.

ARTICLE 11

Any dispute between the contracting parties relating to the inter-
pretation or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot
be settled through consultation shall be referred for an advisory report
to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III Section
6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7,1944) or its successor.
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ARTCLnE 12

Entry into fore. This agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto, will
come into force on the day it is signed.

In witness whereof, the undersigned, being duly authorized by their
respective Governments, have signed the present agreement.

Done in duplicate at Bangkok this twenty-sixth day of February in
the nineteen hundred and forty-seventh year of the Christian Era,
corresponding to the two thousand four hundred and ninetieth year of
the Buddhist Era, in the English language.

For the Government of the United States of America:

[SEAL] EDWIN F. STANTON
EDWIN F. STANTON

For the Government of the Kingdom of Siam:

[sEAL] T. THAMRONG NAWASAWAT.
T. THAMBONG NAWASAWAT
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[amid T. THAXRONG NAWASAWAT. 
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ANNEX TO AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF
SIAM RELATING TO AIR SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE
TERRITORIES.

A. Airlines of the United States, authorized under the present agree-
ment, are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory
of Siam, as well as the right to pick up and discharge international
traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at Bangkok, on the following route
via intermediate points; in both directions:

1. The United States over a Pacific route to Bangkok and beyond.
B. Airlines of Siam, authorized under the present agreement, are

accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory of the
United States of America, as well as the right to pick up and discharge
international traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at Los Angeles and
Honolulu on the following route via intermediate points; in both
directions:

1. Siam to Los Angeles over reasonably direct route.
C. In the establishment and operation of air services covered by this

Agreement and its Annex, the following principles shall apply:
1. The two contracting parties desire to foster and encourage the

widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the gen-
eral good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound
economic principles; and to stimulate international air travel as a
means of promoting friendly understanding and good will among
peoples and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new
form of transportation to the common welfare of both countries.

2. There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for the airlines of the
two contracting parties to operate on their respective routes.

3. It is the understanding of both contracting parties that services
provided by a designated air carrier under the Agreement and its
Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of ca-
pacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country of which
such air carrier is a national and the country of ultimate destination
of the traffic. The right to embark and disembark on such services
international traffic destined for and coming from third countries
at a point or points on the routes specified in the Annex to the Agree-
ment shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of
orderly development to which both contracting parties subscribe
and shall be subject to the general principle that capacity should be
related:

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and the
countries of destination;
(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the air-
line passes after taking into consideration local and regional
services.
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ANNEX TO AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF 

SIAM RELATING TO AIR SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE 
TERRITORIES. 

A. Airlines of the United States, authorized under the present agree-
ment, are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory 
of Siam, as well as the right to pick up and discharge international 
traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at Bangkok, on the following route 
via intermediate points; in both directions: 

1. The United States over a Pacific route to Bangkok and beyond. 

B. Airlines of Siam, authorized under the present agreement, are 
accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory of the 
United States of America, as well as the right to pick up and discharge 
international traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at Los Angeles and 
Honolulu on the following route via intermediate points; in both 
directions: 

1. Siam to Los Angeles over reasonably direct route. 

C. In the establishment and operation of air services covered by this 
Agreement and its Annex, the following principles shall apply: 

1. The two contracting parties desire to foster and encourage the 
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the gen-
eral good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound 
economic principles; and to stimulate international air travel as a 
means of promoting friendly understanding and good will among 
peoples and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new 
form of transportation to the common welfare of both countries. 

2. There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for the airlines of the 
two contracting parties to operate on their respective routes. 

3. It is the understanding of both contracting parties that services 
provided by a designated air carrier under the Agreement and its 
Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of ca-
pacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country of which 
such air carrier is a national and the country of ultimate destination 
of the traffic. The right to embark and disembark on such services 
international traffic destined for and coining from third countries 
at a point or points on the routes specified in the Annex to the Agree-
ment shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of 
orderly development to which both contracting parties subscribe 
and shall be subject to the general principle that capacity should be 
related: 

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and the 
countries of destination; 
(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and 
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the air-
line passes after taking into consideration local and regional 
services. 
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Oonsultaton. 4 The contracting parties should undertake regular and frequent
consultation between their respective aeronautical authorities so that
there should be close collaboration in observance of the principles
and the implementation of the provisions outlined in the Agreement
and its Annex, and in case of dispute the matter shall be settled in

A.e, p. MoL accordance with the provisions of Article 11 of the Agreement.
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4. The contracting parties should undertake regular and frequent 
consultation between their respective aeronautical authorities so that 
there should be close collaboration in observance of the principles 
and the implementation of the provisions outlined in the Agreement 
and its Annex, and in case of dispute the matter shall be settled in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 11 of the Agreement. 



61 STAT.] FRANCE-PASSPORT VISA FEES Nov 201946Dec. 10, 1946

Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting
passport visa fees. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washing-
ton November 20 and December 10, 1946; effective January 1, 1947.

The Secretary of State to the French Ambassador

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency
the Ambassador of the French Republic and has the honor to refer to
a conversation between Mr. Strauss and a member of the Department
regarding the conclusion of an agreement between the Government of
the French Republic and the United States Government relating to
visa fees for nonimmigrants who are nationals of either country, to
take the place of the present agreement.

It is understood that effective January 1, 1947, the French authori-
ties will collect the following fees for the visa of a valid American
passport covering the persons included therein who are members of
the immediate family, entering France or any of its possessions: (1)
transit visa valid for a stay not exceeding fifteen days, 325 francs;
(2) visa valid for a stay for a period of sixteen days to one year, 400
francs; and (3) visa valid for a stay exceeding one year, 1200 francs.

The United States authorities will, on a corresponding basis, col-
lect the following fees for the visa of a valid French passport covering
the persons included therein who are members of the immediate
family, entering the United States or any of its possessions: (1)
transit visa valid for one or more entries during a period of one year
from the date of issuance for such period as the immigration author-
ities may prescribe, not to exceed sixty days, $2.75; and (2) a non-
immigrant passport visa valid for one or more entries during a period
of one year from the date of issuance for such period as the immigra-
tion authorities may prescribe, subject to extension by such author-
ities without charge, $3.50.

It will be appreciated if the Department may be informed whether
the French Government is agreeable to the adoption of the fore-
going schedule of visa fees for nonimmigrants who are bearers of
French passports or American passports, in order that appropriate
instructions may be sent to American diplomatic and consular
officers.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, November 20 1946

GJH

November 20 and
December 10, 1946
IT. I. A. S. 16081

52 Stat. 1513.
61 Stat., Pt. 4, p.3776
Effective date.
Fees for visa of U. S.

passport.

Fees for visa of
French passport.
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Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting 
passport visa fees. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washing-
ton November 20 and December 10, 1946; effective January 1, 1947. 

The Secretary of State to the French Ambassador 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Ambassador of the French Republic and has the honor to refer to 
a conversation between Mr. Strauss and a member of the Department 
regarding the conclusion of an agreement between the Government of 
the French Republic and the United States Government relating to 
visa fees for nonimmigrants who are nationals of either country, to 
take the place of the present agreement. 

It is understood that effective January 1, 1947, the French authori-
ties will collect the following fees for the visa of a valid American 
passport covering the persons included therein who are members of 
the immediate family, entering France or any of its possessions: (1) 
transit visa valid for a stay not exceeding fifteen days, 325 francs; 
(2) visa valid for a stay for a period of sixteen days to one year, 400 
francs; and (3) visa valid for a stay exceeding one year, 1200 francs. 
The United States authorities will, on a corresponding basis, col-

lect the following fees for the visa of a valid French passport covering 
the persons included therein who are members of the immediate 
family, entering the United States or any of its possessions: (1) 
transit visa valid for one or more entries during a period of one year 
from the date of issuance for such period as the immigration author-
ities may prescribe, not to exceed sixty days, $2.75; and (2) a non-
immigrant passport visa valid for one or more entries during a period 
of one year from the date of issuance for such period as the immigra-
tion authorities may prescribe, subject to extension by such author-
ities without charge, $3.50. 

It will be appreciated if the Department may be informed whether 
the French Government is agreeable to the adoption of the fore-
going schedule of visa fees for nonimmigrants who are bearers of 
French passports or American passports, in order that appropriate 
instructions may be sent to American diplomatic and consular 
officers. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, November 20 1946 

G J H 
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The French Embassy to the Department of State

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE
AUX ETATS-UNIS

SERVICE CONSULAIRE

No. 57 SCA-4-1 WASHINGTON, le 10 Decembre 1946.

L'Ambassade de France presente ses compliments au Departement
d'Etat et a l'honneur de lui faire savoir que son gouvernement a
accept6 la proposition contenue dans la note du Departement d'Etat
en date du 20 Novembre, concernant un accord de reciprocit6 sur le
tarif des visas de passeports.

Il est entendu qu'a partir du ler Janvier 1947, les autorites fran-
caises appliqueront le tarif suivant pour les visas apposes sur des
passeports americains valables pour la personne pour laquelle il a 6t6
delivr6 et les membres de sa famille immediate y mentionnes, se
rendant en France ou dans un territoire francais:
(1) Visa de transit valable 15 jours au maximum: 325 francs
(2) Visa d'entr6e valable 16 jours a 1 an: 400 francs
(3) Visa d'entr6e valable plus d'un an: 1200 francs

Les autorites americaines, reciproquement, appliqueront le tarif
suivant pour les visas apposes sur des passeports frangais valables
pour la personne pour laquelle il a et6 d6livre et les membres de sa
famille immediate y mentionnes, se rendant aux Etats-Unis ou dans
un territoire am6ricain:

(1) Visa de transit valable pour une ou plusieurs entrees pendant 1
an et au maximum, pour chaque sejour, pendant 60 jours: $2.75
(2) Visa de non-immigrant valable 1 an pour une ou plusieurs entrees,
ce visa donnant droit a des sejours d'une duree qui doit etre fixee par
le service de l'immigration, susceptible d'etre renouvelee sans frais
par ces autorites: $2.50
(3) Visa valable plus d'un an (visa d'immigrant): $10.00./.

L'Ambassade de France est heureuse de saisir l'occasion de la
pr6sente note pour renouveler au Departement d'Etat les assurances
de sa tres haute consideration.

FL
DEPARTEMENT D'ETAT,

Washington, D.C.
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The French Embassy to the Department of State 

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE 

AUX ETATS-UNIS 

SERVICE CONSUMAIRE 

No. M7 SCA-4-1 WASHINGTON, le 10 Decembre 1946. 

L'Ambassade de France presents ses compliments au Departement 
d'Etat et a Phormeur de lui faire savoir que son gouvernement a 
accepte la proposition contenue dans la note du Departement d'Etat 
en date du 20 Novembre, concernant un accord de reciprocite sur le 
tarif des visas de passeports. 

Ii est entendu qu'a partir du 1er Janvier 1947, les autorites fran-
gaises appliqueront le tarif suivant pour les visas apposes sur des 
passeports americains valables pour la personne pour laquelle il a ete 
&Eyre et les membres de sa famille immediate y mentionnes, se 
rendant en France ou dans un territoire frangais: 

(1) Visa de transit valable 15 jours au maximum: 325 francs 
(2) Visa d'entree valable 16 jours a 1 an: 400 francs 
(3) Visa d'entree valable plus d'un an: 1200 francs 

Les autorites a mericaines, reciproquement, appliqueront le tarif 
suivant pour les visas apposes sur des passeports frangais valables 
pour la personne pour laquelle il a ete delivre et les membres de sa 
fornille immediate y mentionnes, se rendant aux Etats-Unig ou clans 
un territoire americain: 

(1) Visa de transit valable pour une ou plusieurs entrees pendant 1 
an et au maximum, pour chaque sejour, pendant 60 jours: $2.75 
(2) Visa de non-immigrant valable 1 an pour une ou plusieurs entrees, 
ce visa donnant droit a des sejours d'une duree qui doit etre fixee par 
le service de l'immigration, susceptible d'être renouvelee sans frais 
par ces autorites: $2.50 
(3) Visa valable plus d'un an (visa d'hnmigrant): $10.00./. 

L'Ambassade de France est heureuse de saisir l'occasion de la 
presente note pour renouveler au Departement d'Etat les assurances 
de sa tres haute consideration. 

FL 
DiFARTEMENT D'ETAT, 

Washington, D.C. 
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Translation 1

DECEMBER 10, 1946.
The French Embassy presents its compliments to the Department

of State and has the honor to advise that its government has accepted
the proposition contained in the note of the Department of State
under date of November 20, regarding an agreement between Ameri-
can and French Governments relative to the fee of passports visas.

It is understood that effective January 1, 1947 the French authorities
will collect the following fees for the visa of a valid American passport
covering the persons included therein who are members of the im-
mediate family, entering France or any of its possessions:

(1) transit visa valid for a stay not exceeding fifteen days, 325 francs;
(2) visa valid for a stay for a period of sixteen days to one year,
400 francs;
(3) visa valid for a stay exceeding one year, 1200 francs.

The United States authorities will, on a corresponding basis,
collect the following fees for the visa of a valid French passport
covering the persons included therein who are members of the im-
mediate family, entering the United States or any of its possessions:

(1) transit visa valid for one or more entries during a period of one
year from the date of issuance for such period as the immigration
authorities may prescribe, not to exceed sixty days, $2.75;
(2) a non immigrant passport visa valid for one or more entries during
a period of one year from the date of issuance for such period as the
immigration authorities may prescribe, subject to extension by such
authorities without charge, $3.50;
(3) visa valid for more than one year (immigrant visa), $10.00./.

The French Embassy seizes this opportunity to renew to the
Department of State the assurances of its highest consideration.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, D. C.

[As received fromn the l,'reI'li lEmbilsy, Waishington, D. C.]
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Translation' 

DECEMBER 10, 1946. 
The French Embassy presents its compliments to the Department 

of State and has the honor to advise that its government has accepted 
the proposition contained in the note of the Department of State 
under date of November 20, regarding an agreement between Ameri-
can and French Governments relative to the fee of passports visas. 

It is understood that effective January 1, 1947 the French authorities 
will collect the following fees for the visa of a valid American passport 
covering the persons included therein who are members of the im-
mediate family, entering France or any of its possessions: 

(1) transit visa valid for a stay not exceeding fifteen days, 325 francs; 

(2) visa valid for a stay for a period of sixteen days to one year, 
400 francs; 

(3) visa valid for a stay exceeding one year, 1200 francs. 

The United States authorities will, on a corresponding basis, 
collect the following fees for the visa of a valid French passport 
covering the persons included therein who are members of the im-
mediate family, entering the United States or any of its possessions: 

(1) transit visa valid for one or more entries during a period of one 
year from the date of issuance for such period as the immigration 
authorities may prescribe, not to exceed sixty days, $2.75; 

(2) a non immigrant passport visa valid for one or more entries during 
a period of one year from the date of issuance for such period as the 
immigration authorities may prescribe, subject to extension by such 
authorities without charge, $3.50; 

(3) visa valid for more than one year (immigrant visa), $10.00./. 

The French Embassy seizes this opportunity to renew to the 
Department of State the assurances of its highest, consideration. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE; 
Washington, D. C. 

1 [M received from tin. French Embassy, Washington, D. C.1 
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61 STAT.] CHINA-AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES-DEC. 20, 1946

Agreement and accompanying exchange of notes between the United December 20, 146
States of America and China respecting air transport services. Signed [T.I. A. 8.1609]
at Nanking December 20, 1946; entered into force December 20, 1946.

[s.]

[stAT.]

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

279961 STAT.] CHINA— AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES— DEC. 20, 1946 2799 

Agreement and accompanying exchange of notes between the United 
States of America and China respecting air transport services. Signed 
at Nanking December 20, 1946; entered into force December 20, 1946. 

[SEAL] 

[sr..AL] 

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

December 20, 1946  
IT. I. A. 8.16091 
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Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, [1] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, and the desirability of mutually
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air
transportation between the United States of America and the Republic
of China, the two Governments parties to this Agreement agree that the
establishment and development of air transport services between their
respective territories shall be governed by the following provisions:

Article 1

The contracting parties grant the rights specified in the Annex
hereto necessary for establishing the international civil air routes and
services therein described, whether such services be inaugurated im-
mediately or at a later date at the option of the contracting party to
whom the rights are granted.

Article g

InauatIon of air (a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation
as soon as the contracting party to whom the right has been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party

P-I p. 28 granting the right shall, subject to Article 7 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airline so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contract-
ing party granting the rights under the laws and regulations normally
applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage in the
operations contemplated by this Agreement; and provided that in
areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the
competent military authorities.

(b) It is understood that the contracting parties should undertake
to exercise the commercial rights granted under this Agreement at the
earliest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability to
do so.

Article 3

Operating rights which may have been granted previously by either
of the contracting parties to any State not a party to this Agreement or
to an airline shall continue in force according to their terms.

1 [Internat Cii ational Civil ationference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to
December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State
publication 2282.]

Pob pD. 28M
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Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7, 
1944, [1] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago, 
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, and the desirability of mutually 
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air 
transportation between the United States of America and the Republic 
of China, the two Governments parties to this Agreement agree that the 
establishment and development of air transport services between their 
respective territories shall be governed by the following provisions: 

Article 1 

The contracting parties grant the rights specified in the Annex 
hereto necessary for establishing the international civil air routes and 
services therein described, whether such services be inaugurated im-
mediately or at a later date at the option of the contracting party to 
whom the rights are granted. 

Article 0 

(a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation 
as soon as the contracting party to whom the right has been granted 
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned 
has authorized an airline for such route, and the contracting party 
granting the right shall, subject to Article 7 hereof, be bound to give 
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airline so designated may be required to 
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the contract-
ing party granting the rights under the laws and regulations normally 
applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage in the 
operations contemplated by this Agreement; and provided that in 
areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected 
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the 
competent military authorities. 

(b) It is understood that the contracting parties should undertake 
to exercise the commercial rights granted under this Agreement at the 
earliest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability to 
do so. 

Article 3 

Operating rights which may have been granted previously by either 
of the contracting parties to any State not a party to this Agreement or 
to an airline shall continue in force according to their terms. 

1 [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to 

December 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State 
publication 2282.] 
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Article 4

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, it is agreed that:

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of airports and other
facilities. Each of the contracting parties agrees, however, that these
charges shall not be higher than those which would be paid for the
use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft engaged
in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the
territory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or
its nationals and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other
contracting party shall be accorded national and most-favored-nation
treatment with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspection
fees or other national duties or charges by the contracting party
whose territory is entered.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services de-
scribed in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory
of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

Article 5

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party shall be recognized
as valid by the other contracting party for the purpose of operating
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each contracting
party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the
purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency
and licenses granted to its own nationals by another State.

Article 6

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation
of such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the air-
craft of the other contracting party without distinction as to nation-
ality, and shall be complied with by such aircraft upon entering or
departing from or while within the territory of that contracting party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance.
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew, or cargo of the aircraft
of the other contracting party upon entrance into or departure from
or while within the territory of that contracting party.
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Article 4 

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality 
of treatment, it is agreed that: 

(a) Each of the contracting parties may impose or permit to be 
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of airports and other 
facilities. Each of the contracting parties agrees, however, that these 
charges shall not be higher than those which would be paid for the 
use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft engaged 
in similar international services. 

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the 
territory of one contracting party by the other contracting party or 
its nationals and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other 
contracting party shall be accorded national and most-favored-nation 
treatment with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspection 
fees or other national duties or charges by the contracting party 
whose territory is entered. 

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and 
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one 
contracting party authorized to operate the routes and services de-
scribed in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory 
of the other contracting party, be exempt from customs, inspection 
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used 
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory. 

Article 5 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses 
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party shall be recognized 
as valid by the other contracting party for the purpose of operating 
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each contracting 
party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the 
purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency 
and licenses granted to its own nationals by another State. 

Article 6 

(a) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to 
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged 
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation 
of such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the air-
craft of the other contracting party without distinction as to nation-
ality, and shall be complied with by such aircraft upon entering or 
departing from or while within the territory of that contracting party. 

(b) The laws and regulations of one contracting party as to the 
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or 
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, 
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied 
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew, or cargo of the aircraft 
of the other contracting party upon entrance into or departure from 
or while within the territory of that contracting party. 
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Article 7

Substantial ownership and effective control of airlines of each con-
tracting party authorized under this Agreement shall be vested in
nationals of that contracting party. Each contracting party reserves
the right to withhold or revoke the certificate or permit of any airline
of the other contracting party in case of failure of such airline to
comply with the laws of the State over which it operates, as described
in Article 6 hereof, or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which
the rights are granted in accordance with this Agreement and its
Annex.

Article 8

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion, or its successor.

Article 9

Disputes Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or in its Annex,
any dispute between the contracting parties relating to the interpreta-
tion or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot be
settled through consultation shall be referred, for an advisory report,
to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion 6(8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation

69 stat. 1M1. signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor.

Article 10

"Aeronautical au.
thorities."

"Designated air-
line."

"Territory."

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p.1181.

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 12D7.

For the purposes of this Agreement and its Annex, unless the con-
text otherwise requires:

(a) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case of
the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics Board and any
person or body authorized to perform the functions presently exer-
cised by the Board or similar functions, and, in the case of the Republic
of China, the Minister of Communications for the time being, and any
person or body authorized to perform any functions presently exer-
cised by the said Minister or similar functions.

(b) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport
enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one of the contract-
ing parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical authorities of
the other contracting party as the airlines designated by it in accord-
ance with paragraph (a) of Article 2 of this Agreement for the routes
specified in such notification.

(c) The term "territory" shall have the meaning assigned to it
by Article 2 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944.

(d) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) of
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 shall apply.
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Article 7 

Substantial ownership and effective control of airlines of each con.-
tracting party authorized under this Agreement shall be vested in 
nationals of that contracting party. Each contracting party reserves 
the right to withhold or revoke the certificate or permit of any airline 
of the other contracting party in case of failure of such airline to 
comply with the laws of the State over which it operates, as described 
in Article 6 hereof, or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which 
the rights are granted in accordance with this Agreement and its 
Annex. 

Article 8 

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be 
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion, or its successor. 

Article 9 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or in its Annex, 
any dispute between the contracting parties relating to the interpreta-
tion or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot be 
settled through consultation shall be referred, for an advisory report, 
to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation 
signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor. 

Article 10 

For the purposes of this Agreement and its Annex, unless the con-
text otherwise requires: 

(a) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case of 

the United States of America, the Civil Aeronautics Board and any 
person or body authorized to perform the functions presently exer-
cised by the Board or similar functions, and, in the case of the Republic 
of China, the Minister of Communications for the time being, and any 
person or body authorized to perform any functions presently exer-
cised by the said Minister or similar functions. 

(b) The term "designated airline" shall mean the air transport 
enterprises which the aeronautical authorities of one of the contract-
ing parties have notified in writing to the aeronautical authorities of 
the other contracting party as the airlines designated by it in accord-
ance with paragraph (a) of Article 2 of this Agreement for the routes 
specified in such notification. 

(c) The term "territory" shall have the meaning assigned to it 
by Article 2 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944. 

(d) The definitions contained in paragraphs (a), (b) and (d) of 
Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation signed 
at Chicago on December 7, 1944 shall apply. 
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Article 11

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable Oonsultation.
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent aeronautical au-
thorities of both contracting parties, such consultation to begin within
a period of 60 days from the date of the request. When these au-
thorities mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the
Annex, their recommendations on the matter will come into effect
after they have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

Article 12

This Agreement shall continue in force for a period of four years
or until it may be superseded in order to conform with a general
multilateral air transport convention which may enter into force
in relation to both contracting parties. Upon the expiration of this
Agreement its renewal for additional periods of time to be agreed
upon may be effected by an exchange of diplomatic notes. It is un-
derstood and agreed, however, that this Agreement may be termi-
nated by either contracting party upon giving one year's notice to
the other contracting party. Such notice may be given at any time
after a period of two months to allow for consultation between the
contracting parties.

Article 13

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex hereto,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

Done in duplicate, in the English and Chinese languages, both
equally authentic, at Nanking, this twentieth day of December, one
thousand nine hundred forty-six, corresponding to the twentieth
day of the twelfth month of the thirty-fifth year of the Republic of
China.

For the Government of the United States of America:
J. LEIGHTON STUART

For the Government of the Republic of China:3 WANG SIIuI-CHIEH

4'

Duration of agree-
ment.

Entry into force.

Authentic lan-
guages.
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Article 11 

In the event either of the contracting parties considers it desirable 
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex, 
it may request consultation between the competent aeronautical au-
thorities of both contracting parties, such consultation to begin within 
a period of 60 days from the date of the request. When these au-
thorities mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the 
Annex, their recommendations on the matter will come into effect 
after they have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes. 

Article 12 

This Agreement shall continue in force for a period of four years 
or until it may be superseded in order to conform with a general 
multilateral air transport convention which may enter into force 
in relation to both contracting parties. Upon the expiration of this 
Agreement its renewal for additional periods of time to be agreed 
upon may be effected by an exchange of diplomatic notes. It is un-
derstood and agreed, however, that this Agreement may be termi-
nated by either contracting party upon giving one year's notice to 
the other contracting party. Such notice may be given at any time 
after a period of two months to allow for consultation between the 
contracting parties. 

Article 13 

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex hereto, 
will come into force on the day it is signed. 

Done in duplicate, in the English and Chinese languages, both 
equally authentic, at Nanking, this twentieth day of December, one 
thousand nine hundred forty-six, corresponding to the twentieth 
day of the twelfth month of the thirty-fifth year of the Republic of 
China. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

J. LEIGHTON STUART 

For the Government of the Republic of China: 

W ANG SIIIII-CHIEH 
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ANNEX

A. Airlines of the United States authorized under the present
Agreement are accorded rights of transit and nontraffic stop in Chinese
territory, as well as the right to pick up and discharge international
traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Shanghai, Tientsin, and Canton,
as well as at such additional points as may be agreed upon from time
to time, on the following routes, via intermediate points in both
directions:

1. The United States over a Pacific route to Tientsin and Shanghai
and thence to the Philippine Islands and beyond, as well as beyond
Shanghai via Route No. 3 described below.

2. The United States over a Pacific route to Shanghai and Canton
and beyond.

3. The United States over an Atlantic route via intermediate
points in Europe, Africa, the Near East, India, Burma and Indo-
China to Canton and Shanghai and beyond.

On each of the above routes the airline authorized to operate such
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points on such
route omitting stops at one or more of the other points on such route.
B. Airlines of China authorized under the present Agreement are

accorded rights of transit and nontraffic stop in the territory of the
United States, as well as the right to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at San Francisco, New
York, and Honolulu, as well as at such additional points as may be
agreed upon from time to time, on the following routes, via inter-
mediate points in both directions:

1. China over a Pacific route via Tokyo, Kurile Islands, the
Aleutian Islands and Alaska to San Francisco and beyond.

2. China over a Pacific route via the intermediate points of
Manila, Guam, Wake, and Honolulu to San Francisco and beyond.

3. China over an Atlantic route via intermediate points in Indo-
China, Burma, India, the Near East, Africa and Europe to New
York and beyond.

On each of the above routes the airline authorized to operate such
route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points on such
route omitting stops at one or more of the other points on such route.
C. In the operation of the air services authorized under this Agree-

ment, both contracting parties agree to the following principles and
objectives:

1. Fair and equal opportunity for the airlines of each contracting
party to operate air services on international routes, and the crea-
tion of machinery to obviate unfair competition by unjustifiable
increases of frequencies or capacity;

2. The elimination of formulae for the predetermination of
frequencies or capacity or of any arbitrary division of air traffic
between countries and their national airlines;
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1. China over a Pacific route via Tokyo, Kurile Islands, the 
Aleutian Islands and Alaska to San Francisco and beyond. 
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York and beyond. 
On each of the above routes the airline authorized to operate such 

route may operate nonstop flights between any of the points on such 
route omitting stops at one or more of the other points on such route. 

C. In the operation of the air services authorized under this Agree-
ment, both contracting parties agree to the following principles and 
objectives: 

1. Fair and equal opportunity for the airlines of each contracting 
party to operate air services on international routes, and the crea-
tion of machinery to obviate unfair competition by unjustifiable 
increases of frequencies or capacity; 

2. The elimination of formulae for the predetermination of 
frequencies or capacity or of any arbitrary division of air traffic 
between countries and their national airlines; 
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3. The adjustment of fifth freedom traffic with regard to:

(a) Traffic requirements between the country of origin and
the countries of destination;

(b) The requirements of through airline operation;
(c) The traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional services.

D. 1. Rates to be charged by the air carriers of either contracting
party between points in the territory of the United States and points
in the territory of China referred to in this Annex shall be subject
to the approval of the contracting parties within their respective
constitutional powers and obligations. In the event of disagreement
the matter in dispute shall be handled as provided below.

2. The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States having an-
nounced its intention to approve the rate conference machinery of
the International Air Transport Association (hereinafter called
"IATA"), as submitted, for a period of one year beginning in
February, 1946, any rate agreements concluded through this ma-
chinery during this period and involving United States air carriers
will be subject to approval by the Board.

3. Any new rate proposed by the air carrier or carriers of either
contracting party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities
of both contracting parties at least thirty days before the proposed
date of introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may
be reduced in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical au-
thorities of both contracting parties.

4. The contracting parties hereby agree that where:

(a) during the period of the Board's approval of the IATA
rate conference machinery, either any specific rate agreement is
not approved within a reasonable time by either contracting party
or a conference of IATA is unable to agree on a rate, or

(b) at any time no IATA machinery is applicable, or
(c) either contracting party at any time withdraws or fails

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA rate conference
machinery relevant to this provision,

the procedure described in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 hereof shall apply.
5. In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-

nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on interna-
tional services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner compa-
rable to that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is
empowered to act with respect to such rates for the transport of
persons and property by air within the United States, each of the
contracting parties shall thereafter exercise its authority in such
manner as to prevent any rate or rates proposed by one of its carriers
for services from the territory of one contracting party to a point
or points in the territory of the other contracting party from becom-
ing effective, if in the judgment of the aeronautical authorities

95347 -49-PT. II--34
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3. The adjustment of fifth freedom traffic with regard to: 

(a) Traffic requirements between the country of origin and 
the countries of destination; 

(b) The requirements of through airline operation; 
(c) The traffic requirements of the area through which the 

airline passes after taking account of local and regional services. 

D. 1. Rates to be charged by the air carriers of either contracting 
party between points in the territory of the United States and points 
in the territory of China referred to in this Annex shall be subject 
to the approval of the contracting parties within their respective 
constitutional powers and obligations. In the event of disagreement 
the matter in dispute shall be handled as provided below. 
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nounced its intention to approve the rate conference machinery of 
the International Air Transport Association (hereinafter called 
"IATA"), as submitted, for a period of one year beginning in 
February, 1946, any rate agreements concluded through this ma-
chinery during this period and involving United States air carriers 
will be subject to approval by the Board. 

3. Any new rate proposed by the air carrier or carriers of either 
contracting party shall be filed :with the aeronautical authorities 
of both contracting parties at least thirty days before the proposed 
date of introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may 
be reduced in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical au-
thorities of both contracting parties. 

4. The contracting parties hereby agree that where: 

(a) during the period of the Board's approval of the IATA 
rate conference machinery, either any specific rate agreement is 
not approved within a reasonable time by either contracting party 
or a conference of IATA is unable to agree on a rate, or 

(b) at any time no IATA machinery is applicable, or 
(c) either contracting party at any time withdraws or fails 

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA rate conference 
machinery relevant to this provision, 

the procedure described in paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 hereof shall apply. 
5. In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-

nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic 
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on interna-
tional services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner compa-
rable to that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is 
empowered to act with respect to such rates for the transport of 
persons and property by air within the United States, each of the 
contracting parties shall thereafter exercise its authority in such 
manner as to prevent any rate or rates proposed by one of its carriers 
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of the contracting party whose air carrier or carriers is or are pro-
Notice of dssatis- posing such rate, that rate is unfair or uneconomic. If one of thefaction with proposed ru

new rate. contracting parties on receipt of the notification referred to in
paragraph 3 above is dissatisfied with the new rate proposed by
the air carrier or carriers of the other contracting party, it shall so
notify the other contracting party prior to the expiry of the first
fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the contracting parties
shall endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate. In the
event that such agreement is reached each contracting party will ex-

Provisional rate ercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement. Ifpending settlement of
sispute. agreement has not been reached at the end of the'thirty day period

referred to in paragraph 3 above, the proposed rate may, unless the
aeronautical authorities of the country of the air carrier concerned
see fit to suspend its operation, go into effect provisionally pending
the settlement of any dispute in accordance with the procedure out-
lined in paragraph 7 below.

6. Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of
the contracting parties is dissatisfied with any new rate proposed
by the air carrier or carriers of either contracting party for services
from the territory of one contracting party to a point or points in
the territory of the other contracting party, it shall so notify the
other prior to the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty day period
referred to in paragraph 3 above, and the contracting parties shall
endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate. In the
event that such agreement is reached each contracting party will
use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect by
its air carrier or carriers. It is recognized that if no such agreement

can be reached prior to the expiry of such thirty days, the contract-
ing party raising the objection to the rate may take such steps as
it may consider necessary to prevent the inauguration or continua-
tion of the service in question at the rate complained of.

Advisory report. 7. When in any case under paragraphs 5 and 6 above the aero-
nautical authorities of the two contracting parties cannot agree
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consulta-
tion initiated by the complaint of one contracting party concerning
the proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers
of the other contracting party, upon the request of either, both con-
tracting parties shall submit the question to the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or to its successor for an advi-
sory report, and each party will use its best efforts under the powers
available to it to put into effect the opinion expressed in such report.

Fixingotrates 8. The rates to be agreed in accordance with the above paragraphs
shall be fixed at reasonable levels, due regard being paid to all rele-
vant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit and the rates
charged by any other air carriers.

9. The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the
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of the contracting party whose air carrier or carriers is or are pro-
posing such rate, that rate is unfair or uneconomic. If one of the 
contracting parties on receipt of the notification referred to in 
paragraph 3 above is dissatisfied with the new rate proposed by 
the air carrier or carriers of the other contracting party, it shall so 
notify the other contracting party prior to the expiry of the first 
fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the contracting parties 
shall endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate. In the 
event that such agreement is reached each contracting party will ex-
ercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement. If 
agreement has not been reached at the end of the'thirty day period 
referred to in paragraph 3 above, the proposed rate may, unless the 
aeronautical authorities of the country of the air carrier concerned 
see fit to suspend its operation, go into effect provisionally pending 
the settlement of any dispute in accordance with the procedure out-
lined in paragraph 7 below. 

6. Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law 
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of 
the contracting parties is dissatisfied with any new rate proposed 
by the air carrier or carriers of either contracting party for services 
from the territory of one contracting party to a point or points in 
the territory of the other contracting party, it shall so notify the 
other prior to the expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty day period 
referred to in paragraph 3 above, and the contracting parties shall 
endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate. In the 
event that such agreement is reached each contracting party will 
use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect by 
its air carrier or carriers. It is recognized that if no such agreement 
can be reached prior to the expiry of such thirty days, the contract-
ing party raising the objection to the rate may take such steps as 
it may consider necessary to prevent the inauguration or continua-
tion of the service in question at the rate complained of. 

7. When in any case under paragraphs 6 and 6 above the aero-
nautical authorities of the two contracting parties cannot agree 
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consulta-
tion initiated by the complaint of one contracting party concerning 
the proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers 
of the other contracting party, upon the request of either, both con-
tracting parties shall submit the question to the Provisional Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization or to its successor for an advi-
sory report, and each party will use its best efforts under the powers 
available to it to put into effect the opinion expressed in such report. 

8. The rates to be agreed in accordance with the above paragraphs 
shall be fixed at reasonable levels, due regard being paid to all rele-
vant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit and the rates 
charged by any other air carriers. 

9. The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States 
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the 
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aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on interna-
tional services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable
to that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and
property by air within the United States.

J. LEIGHTON STUART

WANG SHIH-CHIEH
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61 STAT.] CHINA-AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES-DEC. 20, 1946

EXCHANGE OF NOTES

Note From the American, Ambassador to the Chinese Minister for
Foreign Affairs

AMERICAN EMBASSY, NANKING,

December SO, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Air Transport Agreement signed
today between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of China, and to state that, in con-
nection with this Agreement, it is the understanding of my Govern-
ment that the following points have been collaterally agreed to:

(a) Until such time as the airport facilities at Tientsin are en-
larged and improved to the extent necessary to accommodate
aircraft flying on the international route serving the traffic
point of Tientsin as designated in the aforesaid Agreement,
aircraft serving this route will be permitted by the Govern-
ment of China to land for international traffic purposes at
Peiping.

(b) There will be no objection if United States carriers designated
to serve Routes 2 and 3 described in paragraph "A" of the An-
nex, serve Hongkong instead of Canton at the option of the
United States Government; provided, however, no shuttle
service will be operated by the designated United States car-
riers between Hongkong and any one of the points in Chinese
territory mentioned in the Annex attached to the Agreement.
Furthermore, the United States carrier designated to serve
Route No. 2, described in paragraph "A" of the Annex, will
have the right to connect with its mid-Pacific service at Can-
ton, in event the option to serve Canton instead of Hongkong
is exercised by the United States Government. Likewise, the
Chinese carriers designated to serve Routes numbered 1 and 2,
described in paragraph "B" of the Annex will have the right
to connect at San Francisco.

(c) The Government of the United States is desirous of obtaining
the right for United States carriers to serve other interna-
tional traffic points in China beyond those mentioned in the
present Agreement. The Government of China does not wish
to extend these points at present but will be ready to give
prompt consideration thereto when conditions justify.

(d) United States carriers will be authorized to serve additional
traffic points in Chinese territory as soon as the carriers of any
third country are so authorized, and on a basis of reciprocity
Chinese carriers will also then be authorized to serve additional
points in United States territory.

(e) The term "and beyond" as used in the Annex to the Agreement
means that the route so described may be extended beyond the
territorial limits of the contracting party to one or more other
countries. This term shall not be interpreted to commit either

95347 -49-I'T. 111- 35
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Ante, p.2804. 
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contracting party to the granting of additional traffic points
in its respective territories.

(f) The Government of the United States agrees that if at any time
it should enter into an agreement with any other nation adopt-
ing formulae for the predetermination of frequencies or ca-
pacity, it will enter into a similar agreement with the Govern-
ment of China.

I shall be much obliged if Your Excellency will confirm the fore-
going.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

J. LGirrHTON STUART
His Excellency

DR. WANG SHH-CHrEH,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Nanking.

Note in the English and Chinese Languages From the Chinese Minister
for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINSTmT oF FORIGN ATrAIs,
Nanking, December 0, 1946.

EXCELENCY:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of Decem-

ber 20, 1946 which reads as follows:

"I have the honor to refer to the Air Transport Agreement signed
today between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of China, and to state that, in con-
nection with this Agreement, it is the understanding of my Govern-
ment that the following points have been collaterally agreed to:

(a) Until such time as the airport facilities at Tientsin are en-
larged and improved to the extent necessary to accommodate
aircraft flying on the international route serving the traffic
point of Tientsin as designated in the aforesaid Agreement,
aircraft serving this route will be permitted by the Govern-
ment of China to land for international traffic purposes at
Peiping.

(b) There will be no objection if United States carriers desig-
nated to serve routes 2 and 3 described in paragraph "A" of
the Annex, serve Hongkong instead of Canton at the option
of the United States Government; provided, however, no
shuttle service will be operated by the designated United
States carriers between Hongkong and any one of the points
in Chinese territory mentioned in the Annex attached to the
Agreement. Furthermore, the United States carrier desig-
nated to serve Route No. 2, described in paragraph "A" of

Agreement adopting 
formulae for predeter-
mination of frequen-
cies, etc. 
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contracting party to the granting of additional traffic points 
in its respective territories. 

(f) The Government of the United States agrees that if at any time 
it should enter into an agreement with any other nation adopt-
ing formulae for the predetermination of frequencies or ca-
pacity, it will enter into a similar agreement with the Govern-
ment of China. 

I shall be much obliged if Your Excellency will confirm the fore-
going. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

J. LEIGHTON STUART 
His Excellency 

DR. WANG SMH-CMEH, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Nankimg. 

Note in the English, and Chinese Languages From the Chinese Minister 
for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTRY or FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
Nanking, December R 0, 1946. 

Excrir.T.F.Nor : 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of Decem-
ber 20, 1946 which reads as follows: 

"I have the honor to refer to the Air Transport Agreement signed 
today between the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of China, and to state that, in con-
nection with this Agreement, it is the understanding of my Govern-
ment that the following points have been collaterally agreed to: 

(a) Until such time as the airport facilities at Tientsin are en-
larged and improved to the extent necessary to accommodate 
aircraft flying on the international route serving the traffic 
point of Tientsin as designated in the aforesaid Agreement, 
aircraft serving this route will be permitted by the Govern-
ment of China to land for international traffic purposes at 
Peiping. 

(b) There will be no objection if United States carriers desig-
nated to serve routes 2 and 3 described in paragraph "A" of 
the Annex, serve Hongkong instead of Canton at the option 
of the United States Government; provided, however, no 
shuttle service will be operated by the designated United 
States carriers between Hongkong and any one of the points 
in Chinese territory mentioned in the Annex attached to the 
Agreement. Furthermore, the United States carrier desig-
nated to serve Route No. 2, described in paragraph "A" of 
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the Annex, will have the right to connect with its mid-Pa-
cific service at Canton, in event the option to serve Canton
instead of Hongkong is exercised by the United States Gov-
ernment. Likewise, the Chinese carriers designated to serve
Routes numbered 1 and 2, described in paragraph "B" of
the Annex will have the right to connect at San Francisco.

(c) The Government of the United States is desirous of obtain-
ing the right for United States carriers to serve other inter-
national traffic points in China beyond those mentioned in
the present Agreement. The Government of China does not
wish to extend these points at present but will be ready to
give prompt consideration thereto when conditions justify.

(d) United States carriers will be authorized to serve additional
traffic points in Chinese territory as soon as the carriers of
any third country are so authorized, and on a basis of reci-
procity Chinese carriers will also then be authorized to serve
additional points in United States territory.

(e) The term "and beyond" as used in the Annex to the Agree-
ment means that the route so described may be extended be-
yond the territorial limits of the contracting party to one
or more other countries. This term shall not be interpreted
to commit either contracting party to the granting of addi-
tional traffic points in its respective territories.

(f) The Government of the United States agrees that if at any
time it should enter into an agreement with any other na-
tion adopting formulae for the predetermination of fre-
quencies or capacity, it will enter into a similar agreement
with the Government of China.

I shall be much obliged if Your Excellency will confirm the fore-
going.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration."
I take pleasure in stating that the colntents of your Note, as quoted

above, are acceptable to the Government of the Republic of China.
I avail myself of the occasion to renew to you, Sir, the assurances

of my highest consideration.
WWANG SHIH-CHIEH

To the Honorable
J. LEIGHTON STUART,

Ambassador of the lnited States of America,
Nanking.

2823

Acceptncer by
('hina.
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the Annex, will have the right to connect with its mid-Pa-
cific service at Canton, in event the option to serve Canton 
instead of Hongkong is exercised by the United States Gov-
ernment. Likewise, the Chinese carriers designated to serve 
Routes numbered 1 and 2, described in paragraph "B" of 
the Annex will have the right to connect at San Francisco. 

(c) The Government of the United States is desirous of obtain-
ing the right for United States carriers to serve other inter-
national traffic points in China beyond those mentioned in 
the present Agreement. The Government of China does not 
wish to extend these points at present but will be ready to 
give prompt consideration thereto when conditions justify. 

(d) United States carriers will be authorized to serve additional 
tragic points in Chinese territory as soon as the carriers of 
any third country are so authorized, and on a basis of reci-
procity Chinese carriers will also then be authorized to serve 
additional points in United States territory. 

(e) The term "and beyond" as used in the Annex to the Agree-
ment means that the route so described may be extended be-
yond the territorial limits of the contracting party to one 
or more other countries. This term shall not be interpreted 
to commit either contracting party to the granting of addi-
tional traffic points in its respective territories. 

(f) The Government of the United States agrees that if at any 
time it should enter into an agreement with any other na-
tion adopting formulae for the predetermination of fre-
quencies or capacity, it will enter into a similar agreement 
with the Government of China. 

I shall be much obliged if Your Excellency will confirm the fore-
going. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency 

the assurances of my highest consideration." 
I take pleasure in stating that the contents of your Note, as quoted 

above, are acceptable to the Government of the Republic of China. 
I avail myself of the occasion to renew to you, Sir, the assurances 

of my highest consideration. 

W ANG SHIH-CHIETI 

To the Honorable 
J. LEIGHTON STUART, 

Ambassador of the United States of America, 
Nanking. 

Accept 11 nee by 
China. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting March 27, 1947

the extension of time for fulfilling conditions and formalities of copy- [T. I A. S. 1610]

right. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington March 27,
1947; effective lMarch 27, 1947.

The French Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

AMBASSADE DE FRANCE
AUX ETATS-UNIS

WASHINGTON, Is 27 Mars 1947.

MONSIEUR LE SECR]TA1RE D'ETAT,

Le Gouvernement de la Republique Frangaise a pris connaissance
de l'Acte du Congres des Etats-Unis du 25 septembre 1941 qui
prevoit, sous condition de r6ciprocit6, l'extension, pour les conditions
et formalites exigees par la legislation americaine, du delai accord6
aux auteurs, propri6taires de copyrights ou propri6taires d'oeuvres
presentees ou publiees en premier lieu a 1'6tranger, qui ont eteempech6s
de remplir ces formalites par suite de la suspension ou de la cessation
des facilites necessaires.

Mon Gouvernement me demande de vous faire savoir que, du fait
de la deuxi6me guerre mondiale, les ressortissants franaais, auteurs et
proprietaires de copyrights ont, depuis l'ouverture des hostilit6s entre
la France et l'Allemagne, le 3 septembre 1939, 6et empech6s de remplir
les formalites exig6es par la loi am6ricaine.

Le Gouvernement Frangais exprime le desir que les ressortissants
francais dont les oeuvres peuvent faire l'objet de copyrights aux
Etats-Unis, soient admis a ben6ficier, conform6ment A la procedure
prevle dans l'Acte du 25 septcimbre 1941, do ['extension de d6lai
accorde pour l'accomplissemenit (do ces formalit6s.

A ce sujet, le Gouvernemient Franalis m'a demland(1 de soumottro
a l'attention (de Votre ,Excellenlce les dispositions suivantes de la
legislation franmaise concernant les droits d'auteurs:

lo.-La loi du 19 juillet 1793 protege l'auteur pendant toute sa
vie contre la contrefacon d'une oeuvre publiee en France. Ce droit
appartient aux h6ritiers de l'auteur pendant une duree de 50 ans apres
la mort de celui-ci. Ce delai a ete porte a 56 ans et 152 jours par la
loi du 3 fevrier 1919 pour les oeuvres publiees avant le 31 decembre
1920 et non tombees dans le domaine public a la date de la promulgation
de ladite loi. Aucun dep6t, declaration ou paiement de taxe ne sont
ndcessaires pour que les interess6s soient admis au benefice de ce droit.

2o. -L'Acte, dit loi du 22 juillet 1941, a prorog6 les droits des
heritiers et ayants cause des auteurs jusqu'A la fin de l'ann6e qui
suivra la signature des traites de paix.

3o. - Le decret-loi du 28 mars 1852 a 6tendu aux ouvrages publies
A 1'etranger la protection accordee aux oeuvres publi6es en France;
ce decret assure aux etrangers une protection egale a celle qui leur est

282961 STAT.]61 STAT.] FRANCE— COPYRIGHT— MAR. 27, 1947 2829 

Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting  March 27, 1947 
. the extension of time for fulfilling conditions and formalities of copy- [T I. A. S.1610] 

right. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington March 27, 
1947; effective March 27, 1947. 

The French Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

A.MBASSADE DE FRANCE 
AUX ETATS-UNIS 

W ASHINGTON, le 27 Mars 1947. 

M ONSIEUR LE SECRATAIRE D'ETAT, 
Le Gouvernement de la Republique Francaise a pris connaissance 

de l'Acte du Congres des Etats-Unis du 25 septembre 1941 qui 
prevoit, sous condition de reciprocite, l'extension, pour les conditions 
et formalites exigees par la legislation americaine, du alai accorde 
aux auteurs, proprietaires de copyrights ou proprietaires d'oeuvres 
presentees ou publiees en premier lieu b. Petranger, qui ont eteempeches 
de remplir ces formalites par suite de Ia suspension ou de la cessation 
des facilites necessaires. 
Mon Gouvernement me demand° de vous faire savoir que, du fait 

de la deuxieme guerre mondiale, les ressortissants francais, auteurs et 
proprietaires de copyrights ont, depuis l'ouverture des hostilites entre 
is France et l'Allemagne, le 3 septembre 1939, ete empeches de remplir 
les formalites exigees par is loi americaine. 
Le Gouvernement Francais exprime le desk que les ressortissants 

francais dont les oeuvres peuvent faire l'objet de copyrights aux 
Etats-Unis, soient admis it beneficier, conformement a is procedure 
prevue dans l'Aete du 25 septembre 1941, de l'extension de Mai 
accordee pour l'accomplissement de ces formalites. 
A cc sujet, le Gouvernement Francais m's demande de soumettre 
Pattention de Votre Excellence les dispositions suivantes de Is 

legislation francaise concernant les droits d'auteurs: 

lo. La loi du 19 juillet 1793 protege l'auteur pendant toute sa 
vie contre is contrefacon d'une oeuvre publiee en France. Ce droit 
appartient aux heritiers de l'auteur pendant une duree de 50 ans apres 
is mort de celui-ci. Ce Mai a eto porte it 56 ails et 152 jours par is 
loi du 3 fevrier 1919 pour les oeuvres publiees avant le 31 decembre 
1920 et non tombees dans le domaine public A, la date de la promulgation 
de ladite loi. Aucun depot, declaration ou paiement de taxe ne sont 
necessaires pour que les interesses soient admis au benefice de ee droit. 

2o. — L'Acte, dit loi du 22 juillet 1941, a proroge les droits des 
heritiers et ayants cause des auteurs jusqu'b, la fin de l'annee qui 
suivra is signature des trait& de paix. 

3o. — Le decret-loi du 28 mars 1852 a etendu aux ouvrages publies 
Petranger la protection accord& aux oeuvres publiees en France; 

ce decret assure aux etrangers une protection egale a cello qui leur est 
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Tranlation

EMBASSY OF FRANCE
IN THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, March 27, 147.

MR. SECRETARY OF STATE:
The Government of the French Republic has taken cognizance of

the Act of the Congress of the United States of September 25, 1941,
which provides for extending, on a reciprocal basis, the time for the
fulfilment of the conditions and formalities prescribed by the laws of
the United States in the case of authors, copyright owners, or pro-
prietors of works first produced or published abroad who have been
prevented from complying with those formalities because of the dis-
ruption or suspension of the necessary facilities.

My Government requests me to inform you that, because of World
War II, French nationals who are authors and copyright owners

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

accord6e par leur legislation nationale. Par exemple, une oeuvre
americaine n'est pas prot6g6e en France pendant la dur6e de la vie
de l'auteur plus 56 ans et 152 jours, mais 28 ans plus 28 ans (sur
justification que le copyright a te6 renouvel6 aux Etats-Unis pour la
deuxiAme p6riode de 28 ans). En outre, les etrangers ne peuvent
avoir, en France, plus de droits que les Frangais.

4o. - Cette legislation tres liberale, et qui n'exige aucune condition
de r6ciprocit6, a et6 maintenue en vigueur pendant la guerre. En
consequence, aucun prejudice n'a 6et cause, du fait de la guerre, aux
droits des auteurs americains en France.

Le Gouvernement Frangais attacherait, en consequence, le plus
grand prix a ce que le President des Etats-Unis proclamat, conforme-
ment a l'Acte du 25 septembre 1941, qu'en raison des conditions qui
ont exist6 pendant plusieurs annees depuis le 3 septembre 1939, les
ressortissants frangais, auteurs, propri6taires de copyrights ou pro-
pri6taires d'ouvrages presentis ou publies en premier lieu en dehors des
Etats-Unis et qui, d'apres la loi am6ricaine, peuvent faire l'objet de
copyright ou de renouvellement, ont et6 temporairement dans l'im-
possibilite de repondre aux conditions et de remplir les formalites
prevues, a cet egard, par la loi americaine.

En raison du fait que la loi frangaise precitee du 22 juillet 1941
proroge les droits des heritiers et ayants-cause des auteurs jusqu'A la fin
de l'annee qui suivra la signature des traites de paix, le Gouvernement
Frangais souhaiterait, d'autre part, recevoir l'assurance que le delai
prevu par la proclamation du President des Etats-Unis, sera d'au moins
un an a partir de sa mise en vigueur et 6ventuellement susceptible
d'etre prorog6 par accord entre les deux gouvernements.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Secr6taire d'Etat, l'assurance de ma
tres haute consideration.

H BONNET
Son Excellence

Monsieur DEAN ACHESON,
Secritaire d'Etat, a.i.,

Washington, D. C.

65 Stat. 732.
17U. S.C. 8.
61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.652.
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accordee par leur legislation nationale. Par exemple, une oeuvre 
americaine n'est pas protegee en France pendant la cluMe de la vie 
de l'auteur plus 56 ans et 152 jours, mais 28 ans plus 28 ans (sur 
justification que le copyright a ete renouvele aux Etats-Unis pour la 
deuxieme periode de 28 ans). En outre, les etrangers no peuvent 
avoir, en France, plus de droits quo lee Francais. 

4o. — Cette legislation tree liberale, et qui n'exige aucime condition 
de reciprocite, a 6t6 maintenue en vigueur pendant la guerre. En 
consequence, aucun prejudice n'a ete cause, du fait de la guerre, aux 
droits des auteurs americains en France. 

Le Gouvemement Francais attacherait, en consequence, le plus 
grand prix a co quo le President des Etats-Unis proclamat, conform& 
ment a l'Acte du 25 septembre 1941, qu'en raison des conditions qui 
out existe pendant plusieurs axmees depuis le 3 septembre 1939, lea 
ressortissants frangais, auteurs, proprietaires de copyrights on pro-
prietaires d'ouvrages presentes ou publies en premier lieu en dehors des 
Etats-Unis et qui, d'apr6s la loi americaine, peuvent faire l'objet de 
copyright ou de renouvellement, out ete temporairement dans Pim-
possibilite de repondre aux conditions et de remplir lee forrnalites 
prevues, a cot egard, par la loi americaine. 
En raison du fait quo la loi frangaise precitee du 22 juillet 1941 

proroge lea droits des heritiers et ayants-cause des auteurs jusqu'a la fin 
de Palm& qui suivra la signature des trait& de paix, le Gouvernement 
Francais souhaiterait, d'autre part, recevoir l'assurance quo le delai 
prevu par la proclamation du Pr6sident des Etats-Unis, sera d'au moms 
un an a partir de sa miss en vigueur et eventuellement susceptible 
d'etre proroge par accord entre lee deux gouvemements. 

Veuillez a.greer, Monsieur le Secretaire d'Etat, l'assurance de ma 
tree haute consideration. 

H BONNET 
Son Excellence 

Monsieur DEAN ACHESON, 
Secretaire &Etat, a.i., 

Washington, D. C. 

Translation 

EMBASSY OF FRANCE 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

WASHINGTON, March 27, 1947. 

M R. SECRETARY OP STATE: 
The Government of the French Republic has taken cognizance of 

56 Stat. 732. the Act of the Congress of the United States of September 25, 1941, 
el Stat.,Pt. I. PAU. which provides for extending, on a reciprocal basis, the time for the 

fulfilment of the conditions and formalities prescribed by the laws of 
the United States in the case of authors, copyright owners, or pro-
prietors of works first produced or published abroad who have been 
prevented from complying with those formalities because of the dis-
ruption or suspension of the necessary facilities. 
My Government requests me to inform you that, because of World 

War II, French nationals who are authors and copyright owners 
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have been prevented, since the outbreak of hostilities between France
and Germany on September 3, 1939, from fulfilling the formalities
prescribed by the laws of the United States.

It is the desire of the French Government that French nationals
whose works are eligible for copyright in the United States be per-
mitted to benefit, in accordance with the procedure provided in the
Act of September 25, 1941, by the extension of time granted for ful-
filling those formalities.

In this connection, the French Government has requested me to
invite Your Excellency's attention to the following provisions of
French legislation regarding copyright:

1. The law of July 19, 1793 protects the author during his entire
life-time against the pirating of a work published in France. This
right belongs to the heirs of the author for fifty years after the latter's
death. This time limit was increased to 56 years and 152 days by
the Law of February 3, 1919, for works published before December
31, 1920 which had not become public property at the time of the
promulgation of the said law. No deposit, declaration or tax pay-
ment is necessary in order that the persons concerned may enjoy such
right.

2. The Act called Law of July 22, 1941, extended the rights of the
heirs and assigns of the authors until the end of the year following
the signature of the peace treaties.

3. The Decree-Law of March 28, 1852 extended to works pub-
lished abroad the protection granted to works published in France:
that Decree assures to foreigners the same protection as that which
is granted to them by their own national laws. For example, an
American work is not protected in France for the duration of the
author's life plus 56 years and 152 days, but for 28 years plus 28
years (on proof that the copyright has been renewed in the United
States for the second period of 28 years). Furthermore, aliens can-
not have in France more rights than have French nationals.

4. This very liberal legislation, which is not subject to reciprocity,
was kept in force during the war. American authors have accordingly
suffered no prejudice to their rights in France because of the war.

The French Government would, therefore, greatly appreciate it
if the President of the United States would proclaim, in accordance
with the Act of September 25, 1941, that, by reason of the conditions
which existed for several years after September 3, 1939, French
citizens who are the authors, copyright owners, or proprietors of works
which were first produced or published outside the United States
and which are eligible for copyright or renewal under the laws of the
United States, have been temporarily unable to comply with the
conditions and formalities prescribed, with respect to such works, by
the laws of the United States.

By reason of the fact that the aforesaid French Law of July 22,
1941 extends the rights of the heirs and assigns of authors until the
end of the year following the signature of the peace treaties, the
French Government would further appreciate receiving the assurance

55 Stat. 732.
17U.S.C. 18.
61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 662.

55 Stat. 732.
17 U.S. C. §8.
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have been prevented, since the outbreak of hostilities between France 
and Germany on September 3, 1939, from fulfilling the formalities 
prescribed by the laws of the United States. 

It is the desire of the French Government that French nationals 
whose works are eligible for copyright in the United States be per-
mitted to benefit, in accordance with the procedure provided in the 
Act of September 25, 1941, by the extension of time granted for ful-
filling those formalities. 

In this connection, the French Government has requested me to 
invite Your Excellency's attention to the following provisions of 
French legislation regarding copyright: 

1. The law of July 19, 1793 protects the author during his entire 
life-time against the pirating of a work published in France. This 
right belongs to the heirs of the author for fifty years after the latter's 
death. This time limit was increased to 56 years and 152 days by 
the Law of February 3, 1919, for works published before December 
31, 1920 which had not become public property at the time of the 
promulgation of the said law. No deposit, declaration or tax pay-
ment is necessary in order that the persons concerned may enjoy such 
right. 

2. The Act called Law of July 22, 1941, extended the rights of the 
heirs and assigns of the authors until the end of the year following 
the signature of the peace treaties. 

3. The Decree-Law of March 28, 1852 extended to works pub-
lished abroad the protection granted to works published in France: 
that Decree assures to foreigners the same protection as that which 
is granted to them by their own national laws. For example, an 
American work is not protected in France for the duration of the 
author's life plus 56 years and 152 days, but for 28 years plus 28 
years (on proof that the copyright has been renewed in the United 
States for the second period of 28 years). Furthermore, aliens can-
not have in France more rights than have French nationals. 

4. This very liberal legislation, which is not subject to reciprocity, 
was kept in force during the war. American authors have accordingly 
suffered no prejudice to their rights in France because of the war. 
The French Government would, therefore, greatly appreciate it 

if the President of the United States would proclaim, in accordance 
with the Act of September 25, 1941, that, by reason of the conditions 
which existed for several years after September 3, 1939, French 
citizens who are the authors, copyright owners, or proprietors of works 
which were first produced or published outside the United States 
and which are eligible for copyright or renewal under the laws of the 
United States, have been temporarily unable to comply with the 
conditions and formalities prescribed, with respect to such works, by 
the laws of the United States. 
By reason of the fact that the aforesaid French Law of July 22, 

1941 extends the rights of the heirs and assigns of authors until the 
end of the year following the signature of the peace treaties, the 
French Government would further appreciate receiving the assurance 
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The Acting Secretary of State to the French Ambassador

55 Stat. 732.
17 U. S.C. § 8.
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Extension of time
for fulfillment of for-
malities, etc.

55 Stat. 732.
17 U. S. C. 8.
61Stat., Pt. 1, p. 652.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 27 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of today's date in which you refer to the Act of Congress ap-
proved September 25, 1941 which authorizes the President to extend
by proclamation the time for compliance with the conditions and
formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the United States of
America with respect to works first produced or published outside
the United States of America and subject to copyright under the
laws of the United States of America when the authors, copyright
owners, or proprietors of such works are or may have been temporarily
unable to comply with those conditions and formalities because of the
disruption or suspension of the facilities essential to such compliance.

You state that by reason of conditions arising out of World War II
authors, copyright owners, and proprietors who are citizens of France
have lacked during several years of the time since the outbreak of the
war between France and Germany on September 3, 1939 the facilities
essential to compliance with and to the fulfillment of the conditions
and formalities established by the laws of the United States of
America relating to copyright.

You express the desire of the Government of the French Republic
that, in accordance with the procedure provided in the Act of Sep-
tember 25,1941, the time for fulfilling the conditions and formalities
of the copyright laws of the United States of America be extended for
the benefit of citizens of France whose works are eligible to copy-
right in the United States of America.

You invite attention to the very favorable legislation in France
which was kept in force during the war and point out that, as a con-
sequence, American authors have suffered no prejudiceto their rights
in France because of the war.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

that the extension of time provided by the proclamation of the Presi-
dent of the United States will be for a period of at least one year from
the date of its coming into force and, should the occasion arise, liable
to extension by agreement between the two Governments.

Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very
high consideration.

H BONNET
His Excellency

DEAN ACHESON,
Acting Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.
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that the extension of time provided by the proclamation of the Presi-
dent of the United States will be for a period of at least one year from 
the date of its coming into force and, should the occasion arise, liable 
to extension by agreement between the two Governments. 

Please accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurance of my very 
high consideration. 

H BONNET 
His Excellency 

DEAN ACHESON, 
Acting Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the French Ambassador 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of today's date in which you refer to the Act of Congress ap-
proved September 25, 1941 which authorizes the President to extend 
by proclamation the time for compliance with the conditions and 
formalities prescribed by the copyright laws of the United States of 
America with respect to works first produced or published outside 
the United States of America and subject to copyright under the 
laws of the United States of America when the authors, copyright 
owners, or proprietors of such works are or may have been temporarily 
unable to comply with those conditions and formalities because of the 
disruption or suspension of the facilities essential to such compliance. 
You state that by reason of conditions arising out of World War II 

authors, copyright owners, and proprietors who are citizens of France 
have lacked during several years of the time since the outbreak of the 
war between France and Germany on September 3, 1939 the facilities 
essential to compliance with and to the fulfillment of the conditions 
and formalities established by the laws of the United States of 
America relating to copyright. 
You express the desire of the Government of the French Republic 

that, in accordance with the procedure provided in the Act of Sep-
tember 25,1941, the time for fulfilling the conditions and formalities 
of the copyright laws of the United States of America be extended for 
the benefit of citizens of France whose works are eligible to copy-
right in the United States of America. 
You invite attention to the very favorable legislation in France 

which was kept in force during the war and point out that, as a con-
sequence, American authors have suffered no prejudice to their rights 
in France because of the war. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

March 27 1947 
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I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the President has Proclamation.

issued today a proclamation, a copy of which is annexed hereto, 61 Stat., Pt. 2,

declaring and proclaiming pursuant to the provisions of the aforesaid
Act of September 25, 1941 on the basis of the favorable treatment
accorded by France to authors and copyright proprietors of the United
States of America that as regards (1) works of citizens of France which
were first produced or published outside the United States of America
on or after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the laws
of the United States of America and (2) works of citizens of France
subject to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of
America on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several
years of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and formalities
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the

United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of
the said Act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly the time
within which compliance with such conditions and formalities may take
place is extended with respect to such works until the day on which

the President of the United States of America shall, in accordance
with the said Act, terminate or suspend that declaration and proc-

lamation. That proclamation provides that it shall be understood
that the term of copyright in any case is not and cannot be altered or

affected by the President's action and that the extension is subject to

the proviso of the said Act of September 25, 1941 that no liability
shall attach under the copyright act for lawful uses made or acts done
prior to the effective date of that proclamation in connection with

the works to which it relates, or in respect to the continuance for one
year subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enter-

prise lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or

contractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production,
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work.

In accordance with the proposal made by Your Excellency in the fl,,i,ratl",, , T ,I,,

note under acknowledgment, the extension of time provided by that

proclamation will continue for at least one year from today's (late,
subject to extension on agreement between the two Governments.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State.

Enclosure:
Copy of proclamation.

His Excellency
HENRI BONNET,

Ambassador of the French Republic.
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I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the President has 
issued today a proclamation, a copy of which is annexed hereto, 
declaring and proclaiming pursuant to the provisions of the aforesaid 
Act of September 25, 1941 on the basis of the favorable treatment 
accorded by France to authors and copyright proprietors of the United 
States of America that as regards (1) works of citizens of France which 
were first produced or published outside the United States of America 
on or after September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the laws 
of the United States of America and (2) works of citizens of France 
subject to renewal of copyright under the laws of the United States of 
America on or after September 3, 1939, there has existed during several 
years of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension 
of facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and formalities 
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the 
United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of 
the said Act of September 25, 1941; and that accordingly the time 
within which compliance with such conditions and formalities may take 
place is extended with respect to such works until the day on which 
the President of the United States of America shall, in accordance 
with the said Act, terminate or suspend that declaration and proc-
lamation. That proclamation provides that it shall be understood 
that the term of copyright in any case is not and cannot be altered or 
affected by the President's action and that the extension is subject to 
the proviso of the said Act of September 25, 1941 that no liability 
shall attach under the copyright act for lawful uses made or acts done 
prior to the effective date of that proclamation in connection with 
the works to which it relates, or in respect to the continuance for one 
year subsequent to such date of any business undertaking or enter-
prise lawfully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or 
contractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production, 
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work. 

In accordance with the proposal made by Your Excellency in the 
note under acknowledgment, the extension of time provided by that 
proclamation will continue for at least one year from today's date, 
subject to extension on agreement between the two Governments. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 

consideration. 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State. 

Enclosure: 
Copy of proclamation. 

His Excellency 
HENRI BONNET, 

Ambassador of the French Republic. 
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March 14, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1611]

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting a fishery program in the Philippines. Signed
at Manila March 14, 1947; effective March 14, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES CONCERNING A FISHERY
REHABILITATION AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND A FISH-
ERY TRAINING PROGRAM.

WHnREAS, the Government of the United States has enacted Public
Law No. 370, 79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946, known as

60stt.s38. the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section 309, en-
l789. titled "Philippine Fisheries," provides:
Cooperation of Fish

and Wildlife Service.

Studies.

Instrction.

60 Stat. 130.
s0 U. S. C. app.

1 1791 (c).

Research and exper-
imental facilities.

Transfer of small
vessels.

Sec. 309. (a) The Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department
of the Interior is authorized to cooperate with the Government of
the Philippines, and with other appropriate agencies or organiza-
tions, in the rehabilitation and development of the fishing industry,
and in the investigation and conservation of the fishery resources of
the Philippines and adjacent waters.

(b) To accomplish such purposes the Fish and Wildlife Service
shall conduct oceanographic, biological, fish cultural, technological,
engineering, statistical, economic, and market development studies
and demonstrations and fishery explorations, and in conjunction
therewith may establish and maintain a vocational school or schools
of fisheries in the Philippines for the purpose of providing practical
instruction and training in the fisheries; and may, at any time prior
to July 1, 1950, provide one year of training to not more than one
hundred and twenty-five Filipinos, to be designated by the President
of the Philippines subject to the provisions of section 311(c), in
methods of deep-sea fishing and in other techniques necessary to the
development of fisheries.

(c) The Fish and Wildlife Service is authorized to acquire, con-
struct, maintain, equip, and operate such research and experimental
stations, schools, research and exploratory fishing vessels, or any
other facilities in the Philippines that may be necessary to carry out
the purposes of this section.

(d) The United States Maritime Commission is authorized, upon
recommendation of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, to make arrangements for the transfer by sale
or charter of small vessels, considered by the United States Maritime
Commission to be satisfactory for the purpose, to be used in the
establishment and continuance of a fishing industry to be operated
in or near the Philippines. Such transfers may be made on such
terms and conditions, including transfer for a nominal consideration,
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60 Stat. 138. 
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Instruction. 

60 Stat. 139. 
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WIEBREAS, the Government of the United States has enacted Public 
Law No. 370, 79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946, known as 
the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section 309, en-
titled "Philippine Fisheries," provides: 

Sec. 309. (a) The Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department 
of the Interior is authorized to cooperate with the Government of 
the Philippines, and with other appropriate agencies or organiza-
tions, in the rehabilitation and development of the fishing industry, 
and in the investigation and conservation of the fishery resources of 
the Philippines and adjacent waters. 

(b) To accomplish such purposes the Fish and Wildlife Service 
shall conduct oceanographic, biological, fish cultural, technological, 
engineering, statistical, economic, and market development studies 
and demonstrations and fishery explorations, and in conjunction 
therewith may establish and maintain a vocational school or schools 
of fisheries in the Philippines for the purpose of providing practical 
instruction and training in the fisheries; and may, at any time prior 
to July 1, 1950, provide one year of training to not more than one 
hundred and twenty-five Filipinos, to be designated by the President 
of the Philippines subject to the provisions of section 311(c), in 
methods of deep-sea fishing and in other techniques necessary to the 
development of fisheries. 

(c) The Fish and Wildlife Service is authorized to acquire, con-
struct, maintain, equip, and operate such research and experimental 
stations, schools, research and exploratory fishing vessels, or any 
other facilities in the Philippines that may be necessary to carry out 
the purposes of this section. 

(d) The United States Maritime Commission is authorized, upon 
recommendation of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, to make arrangements for the transfer by sale 
or charter of small vessels, considered by the United States Maritime 
Commission to be satisfactory for the purpose, to be used in the 
establishment and continuance of a fishing industry to be operated 
in or near the Philippines. Such transfers may be made on such 
terms and conditions, including transfer for a nominal consideration, 
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as the United States Maritime Commission may approve, but only
if, in the opinion of the Fish and Wildlife Service, such small
vessels so to be used for Philippine Island fishing are not needed
by the fishing industry of the United States, its Territories, and
possessions; and

WHEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 309 of the said Public
Law No. 370,79th Congress;

THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed
mutually as follows:

ARTICLE I

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the
Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, hereinafter called the Director. The Director
may delegate to a duly authorized representative all or any part of
his authority and responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this
Agreement. The duties, functions, and powers exercised in the Repub-
lic of the Philippines under the terms of this Agreement by the Director
or his duly authorized representative shall be under the general super-
vision of the Ambassador of the United States of America accredited
to the Government of the Republic of the Philippines, or, in the absence
of the Ambassador, of the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the United
States of America.

ARTICLE II

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be
the Chief of the Bureau of Fisheries of the Department of Agriculture
and Commerce, hereinafter called the Chief. The Chief may delegate
to a duly authorized representative all or any part of his authority and
responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The
Chief, or his authorized representative, shall cooperate with the Direc-
tor, or the authorized representative of the Director, in planning the
programs of work to be conducted pursuant to this Agreement and
in effectuating close cooperation and integration with the programs,
functions and responsibilities of the Bureau of Fisheries of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Commerce of the Government of the Philip-
pines. The Director, or his authorized representative, may negotiate
and conclude with the Chief, or the authorized representative of the
Chief, any working agreement necessary to the carrying out of this
Agreement.

ARTICLE III

2835
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as the United States Maritime Commission may approve, but only 
if, in the opinion of the Fish and Wildlife Service, such small 
vessels so to be used for Philippine Island fishing are not needed 
by the fishing industry of the United States, its Territories, and 
possessions; and 

W HEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is 
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which 
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 309 of the said Public 
Law No. 370, 79th Congress; 
THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and 

the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to 
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed 
mutually as follows; 

ARTICLE I 

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of 
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the 
Director of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior, hereinafter called the Director. The Director 
may delegate to a duly authorized representative all or any part of 
his authority and responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this 
Agreement. The duties, functions, and powers exercised in the Repub-
lic of the Philippines under the terms of this Agreement by the Director 
or his duly authorized representative shall be under the general super-
vision of the Ambassador of the United States of America accredited 
to the Government of the Republic of the Philippines, or, in the absence 
of the Ambassador, of the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the United 
States of America. 

ARTICLE II 

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be 
the Chief of the Bureau of Fisheries of the Department of Agriculture 
and Commerce, hereinafter called the Chief. The Chief may delegate 
to a duly authorized representative all or any part of his authority and 
responsibility for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The 
Chief, or his authorized representative, shall cooperate with the Direc-
tor, or the authorized representative of the Director, in planning the 
programs of work to be conducted pursuant to this Agreement and 
in effectuating close cooperation and integration with the programs, 
functions and responsibilities of the Bureau of Fisheries of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and Commerce of the Government of the Philip-
pines. The Director, or his authorized representative, may negotiate 
and conclude with the Chief, or the authorized representative of the 
Chief, any working agreement necessary to the carrying out of this 
Agreement. 
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the following items as may be determined from time to time by the Di-
rector, or his representative, and the Chief, or his representative: (a)
Oceanography of the waters in which fisheries are conducted or may
be developed to determine the nature of physical factors such as cur-
rents, salinity, temperature, plankton abundance, et cetera, affecting
such fisheries, which will be correlated with (b) studies of the kinds,
abundance, distribution, seasonal and periodic migration, life history
and ecology of the various species that comprise the fishery resources,
and their management on a sustained yield basis, which studies are
fundamental to (c) exploratory fishing to determine the commercial
practicability of conducting operations in various areas; the optimum
types of gear suitable for exploitation of the resources in such areas;
and modifications or improvements in existing fishing practices in
order to provide for better utilization of the resources. As an ad-
junct to the foregoing there also may be conducted (d) studies of
handling, dressing, and storing catches on shipboard and at shore
fishery establishments in order to improve the quality of the product,
to prevent waste, and to promote efficiency of operations; (e) experi-
ments in the freezing, smoking, salting, canning, and other processing
of fishery products to promote efficiency and quality of the product
as well as to devise methods that are the most economical and efficient;
(f) studies and pilot-plant experiments in the preparation of fishery
by-products such as industrial and vitamin oils, fish meal, glue, pearl
essence, hides for leather, and other items, so as to utilize species,
portions of the catch, and offal, that cannot be utilized for human
food; (g) studies of the management of brackish and fresh water fish
ponds, with a view toward promoting greater production and efficiency
through fertilization, the introduction of sanitary measures and con-
trol of parasites and diseases; (h) the collection, analysis, and dissem-
ination of current and annual statistics on fishery production as busi-
ness indices and as an aid in biological assessment of the condition of
the fishery stocks and fluctuations in abundance; (i) economic studies
of employment, production, distribution, and marketing including
cost analyses and business consultant services and all segments of the
fishing industry to aid in its development and promote its efficiency;
(j) studies of distribution and marketing of fishery products in order
that supplies may be diverted to deficiency areas, thus avoiding the
unprofitable and wasteful accumulation of surpluses in other areas;
and (k) efforts to provide such aids as the industry may require in
acquiring equipment and facilities.

ArmcLE IV
Provision of lands, The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-equipment, etc., by

Philippoe Oovern- vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America
such lands, rights-of-way and easements as may be necessary for
carrying out the terms of this Agreement. Furthermore, the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish such equip-
ment, facilities and qualified personnel necessary to carry out the
purposes of this Agreement as may be available to the Government
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the following items as may be determined from time to time by the Di-
rector, or his representative, and the Chief, or his representative: (a) 
Oceanography of the waters in which fisheries are conducted or may 
be developed to determine the nature of physical factors such as cur-
rents, salinity, temperature, plankton abundance, et cetera, affecting 
such fisheries, which will be correlated with (b) studies of the kinds, 
abundance, distribution, seasonal and periodic migration, life history 
and ecology of the various species that comprise the fishery resources, 
and their management on a sustained yield basis, which studies are 
fundamental to (c) exploratory fishing to determine the commercial 
practicability of conducting operations in various areas; the optimum 
types of gear suitable for exploitation of the resources in such areas; 
and modifications or improvements in existing fishing practices in 
order to provide for better utilization of the resources. As an ad-
junct to the foregoing there also may be conducted (d) studies of 
handling, dressing, and storing catches on shipboard and at shore 
fishery establishments in order to improve the quality of the product, 
to prevent waste, and to promote efficiency of operations; (e) experi-
ments in the freezing, smoking, salting, canning, and other processing 
of fishery products to promote efficiency and quality of the product 
as well as to devise methods that are the most economical and efficient; 
(f) studies and pilot-plant experiments in the preparation of fishery 
by-products such as industrial and vitamin oils, fish meal, glue, pearl 
essence, hides for leather, and other items, so as to utilize species, 
portions of the catch, and offal, that cannot be utilized for human 
food; (g) studies of the management of brackish and fresh water fish 
ponds, with a view toward promoting greater production and efficiency 
through fertilization, the introduction of sanitary measures and con-
trol of parasites and diseases; (h) the collection, analysis, and dissem-
ination of current and annual statistics on fishery production as busi-
ness indices and as an aid in biological assessment of the condition of 
the fishery stocks and fluctuations in abundance; (i) economic studies 
of employment, production, distribution, and marketing including 
cost analyses and business consultant services and all segments of the 
fishing industry to aid in its development and promote its efficiency; 
(j) studies of distribution and marketing of fishery products in order 

that supplies may be diverted to deficiency areas, thus avoiding the 
unprofitable and wasteful accumulation of surpluses in other areas; 
and (k) efforts to provide such aids as the industry may require in 
acquiring equipment and facilities. 

Airriaz IV 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America 
such lands, rights-of-way and easements as may be necessary for 
carrying out the terms of this Agreement. Furthermore, the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish such equip-
ment, facilities and qualified personnel necessary to carry out the 
purposes of this Agreement as may be available to the Government 
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of the Republic of the Philippines. The Fish and Wildlife Service
of the United States Department of the Interior is authorized to
accept and utilize for the performance of the terms of this Agreement
contributions of labor, materials, equipment and money from the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines and its political
subdivisions.

ARTICLE V

The Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department
of the Interior shall provide training during the period of this
Agreement for not to exceed one hundred and twenty-five citizens
of the Republic of the Philippines in methods of deep-sea fishing
and other techniques necessary to the development of the fisheries.
The Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department of
the Interior shall provide for the payment of all expenses incidental
to such training, including, but not necessarily limited to, actual
transportation expenses to and from and in the United States of
America, allowances for tuition, educational fees and subsistence.

In accordance with the procedure set forth in Section 311 (c) of
the said Public Law No. 370, 79th Congress, the President of the
Republic shall designate trainees selected in accordance with pro-
cedures and standards established by the Director, and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish to the United
States Embassy at Manila the names and necessary supporting docu-
ments of trainees so designated.

ARTICLE VI

The Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department
of the Interior may construct a fishery research laboratory in the
Republic of the Philippines at such place and in accordance with
such specifications as may be agreedl upon pursuant to Article II
of this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America
(including simall boats) operated by the Fish and Wildlife Service
of the United States Department of the Interior as part of the pro-
gram carried out pursuant to this Agreement shall be permitted to
move freely in the territorial waters of the Republic of the Philip-
pines, to enter and sail from the several ports with or without pilots
and without the necessity of formal entrance or clearance that may
ordinarily be required of commercial and other vessels and to estab-
lish or utilize such means of communications between such vessels
and shore facilities as may be necessary to the effective administra-
tion of the programs contemplated by this Agreement. Quarantine
procedures and inspections shall be required only at the first Philip-
pine port of call on original entry.

Vessels of the Government of the United States of America used
in the fishery program (including small boats), their equipment,
tackle, and appurtenances shall be immune from seizure under
Admiralty or other legal process.

95347°-49-PT. 1n-- --
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Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America
(including small boats) used in the fishery program shall be exempt
from all requirements of the Government of the Republic of the Philip-
pines relating to inspection, registry, manning or licensing of vessels
or marine personnel.

Where suitable public wharves or facilities for moorage are avail-
able, such vessels shall be furnished wharfage or moorage without cost.

ARTICLE VIII
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate

with the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department
of the Interior in providing such temporary or permanent office,
laboratory, or other space as may be required and shall render all
practicable assistance in securing housing accommodations, at reason-
able rental rates, for personnel of the Fish and Wildlife Service of
the United States Department of the Interior who are engaged in
effectuating this program, and their families.

ARTICILE IX

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the
United States Department of the Interior who are citizens of the
United States from damage suits or other civil actions arising out of
their performance of their duties under this Agreement.

ARTicLE X

Officers, employees and agents of the Government of the United
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who are
on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philip-
pines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their
families, shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Re-
public of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regu-
lations. Gratis transit shall be extended to all officers, employees,
or agents of the Fish and Wildlife Service over all bridges, ferries,
roads and other facilities of the highways where tolls are collected for
passage of vehicles or occupants.

ARTICLE XI

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by
the United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, no
import, excise, consumption, or other tax, duty or impost shall be
levied on funds or property in the Republic of the Philippines which
is owned by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States De-
partment of the Interior and used for purposes under the present
Agreement or on funds, materials, supplies, and equipment imported
into the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection with such
purposes; nor shall any such tax, duty or impost be levied on personal
funds or property, not intended for resale, imported into the Republic
of the Philippines for the use or consumption of Fish and Wildlife
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Service personnel who are United States citizens; nor shall any export
or other tax be placed on any such funds or property, including
United States Government property, in the event of its removal from
the Republic of the Philippines.

ARTICLE XII

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this Agree-
ment so long as the Agreement is in effect.

ARTICLE XIII

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the
availability of appropriated funds by the Government of the United
States of America.

ARTICLE XIV

This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature,
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides,
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that this
Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in part
with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by an
exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and provided
further, that either Government may terminate this Agreement by
giving to the other party ninety days notice in writing through diplo-
matic channels.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this fourteenth
day of March, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

PAUL V. McNTrr

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America to the Republic of the Philippines

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES:

MARIANO GARCHITORENA

Secretary of Agriculture and Commerce.
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September 13 and 17,
1946

[T. I. A. S. 1612]

American - Philip-
pine Financial Com-
mission.

Membership.

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting an American-Philippine financial commission.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Manila September 13 and 17,
1946; effective September 17, 1946.

The American Ambassador to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs for the
Republic of the Philippines

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

September 13, 1946.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to state that in further reference to your note of
August 6 [1] regarding the creation of a joint American-Philippine
Commission to consider the financial and budgetary problems of the
Philippines and to make recommendations thereon to our two Gov-
ernments, I am in receipt of information from the Department of
State as follows:

"Because of special needs here, State and Treasury jointly pro-
pose that American-Philippine Financial Commission consist of
three American and three Filipino members with co-chairmanship
and American members to include a representative of State as
co-chairman, Treasury, and Federal Reserve Board. Expect
American delegation will have additional staff members to advise
chairman on specific technical problems. Terms of reference of
joint commission as follows:

"To consider the financial and budgetary problems of the Philip-
pine Government and to make recommendations thereon to the two
Governments, with reference to tax system and administration,
budget, public debt, currency and banking reform, exchange and
trade problems, reconstruction and development.

"Please inform Philippine Government that commission cannot
be empowered to consider application for Export-Import Bank loan
as Export-Import Bank and NAC [2] cannot delegate this responsi-
bility. However, findings and recommendations will be brought to
attention of Export-Import Bank and NAC and will be utmost
value in their consideration of specific action.

"Request you consult with Philippine Government with view
to obtaining concurrence in above proposals and early formation

' [Not printed.]
: [National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial

Problems.]
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I have the honor to state that in further reference to your note of 

August 6 [1] regarding the creation of a joint American-Philippine 
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Philippines and to make recommendations thereon to our two Gov-
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and activation of commission. You will be advised names of
American members when designated and probable date of depar-
ture. In view of exchange correspondence between President Tru-
man and President Roxas last month on this question, it is desired
here that arrangements go forward with all possible speed. Please
advise promptly of all developments."

I shall be very glad to receive and transmit to the Department of
State the concurrence of your Government and, thus, to facilitate the
establishment of the American-Philippine Financial Commission.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

PAUL V. McNurr
His Excellency

ELPIDIO QUIRINO,

Secretary of Foreign Affairs for the
Republic of the Philippines.

The Secretary of Foreign Affairs for the Republic of the Philippines
to the American Ambassador

REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

MANILA, September 17, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to your note of September 13 regarding
the creation of a joint American-Philippine Commission to consider
the financial and budgetary problems of the Philippines and to make
recommendations thereon to our two governments.

My Government accepts with pleasure the proposal of your Govern-
ment that a joint American-Philippine Finance Commission be estab-
lished. My Government approves the plan to entrust to the proposed
Commission the consideration of the financial and budgetary problems
of the Philippine Government and the formulation of recommenda-
tions to the two governments of measures to meet budgetary deficits
of the Philippine Government. My Government also approves the
proposal that this Commission consider and make recommendations
to the Philippine Government with reference to our taxes and admin-
istration, the budget, public debt, currency and banking reform, ex-
change and trade problems, reconstruction and development.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

E. QuITNo
ELPIDIO QUIRINO

Vice-President and concurrently
Secretary of Foreign Affairs

His Excellency
PAUL V. McNUTrr

United States Ambassador
Manila
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April 24,947 Agreement between the United States of America and New Zealand
IT. I.A.8.1613] respecting an extension of time for fulfilling conditions and formalities

of copyright. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington
April 24, 1947; effective April 24, 1947.

The Minister of New Zealand to the Acting Secretary of State

55 Stat. 732.
17 . S.C. §8.
61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.652.

N3w ZEATAND LEGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C.

April 4, 1947
EXCELLENCY,

The attention of the New Zealand Government has been invited to
the Act of Congress of the United States of America approved Sep-
tember 25, 1941, which provides for extending, on a reciprocal
basis, the time for the fulfilment of the conditions and formalities
prescribed by the copyright laws of the United States in the case of
authors, copyright owners, or proprietors of works first produced or
published abroad who are or may have been temporarily unable to
comply with those conditions and formalities because of the disruption
or suspension of the facilities essential for their compliance.

My Government has requested me to inform you that, by reason of
the conditions arising out of World War II, New Zealand authors,
copyright owners, and proprietors have lacked during several years of
the time since the outbreak of war between New Zealand and Germany
on September 3, 1939 the facilities essential to compliance with and
to the fulfilment of the conditions and formalities established by the
laws of the United States relating to copyright.

It is the desire of the New Zealand Government that, in accordance
with the procedure provided in the said Act of September 25, 1941,
the time for fulfilling the conditions and formalities of the copyright
laws of the United States be extended for the benefit of citizens of
New Zealand whose works are eligible to copyright in the United
States.

With a view to assuring the Government of the United States of
America of reciprocal protection for authors, copyright owners, and
proprietors of the United States, the Governor-General has made an
Order in Council, the text of which is annexed hereto, which comes into
effect today, on which date it is understood that the President of the
United States of America shall proclaim, in accordance with the said
Act of September 25, 1941, that by reason of the disruption or sus-
pension of facilities during several years of the time since September 3,
1939 citizens of New Zealand who are authors, copyright owners, or
proprietors of works first produced or published outside the United
States and subject to copyright, ad interim copyright, or renewal of
copyright under the laws of the United States, have been temporarily
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unable to comply with the conditions and formalities prescribed with
respect to such works by the copyright laws of the United States.

The New Zealand Government is prepared, if this proposal is ac-
ceptable to the Government of the United States of America, to regard
the present note and Your Excellency's reply to the same effect as
constituting an agreement between the two Governments, which shall
take effect this day.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

CARL BERENDSEN
Enclosure.

The Honourable the Acting Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

THE COPYRIGHT (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA)
ORDER 1946

Michael Myers

Administrator of the Government

ORDER IN COUNCIL

At the Government House at Wellington, this 5th day of June, 1946

Present:

HIS EXCELLENCY THE ADMINISTRATOB
OF THE GOVEENMENT I COUNCIL

WHEREAS, by reason of conditions arising out of the present war, difficulties have
been experienced by citizens of the United States of America in complying with
the requirements of the Copyright Act, 1913, as to the first publication within
New Zealand of their works first published in the United States of America
during the present war: And whereas the Administrator of the Government is
advised that the Government of the United States of America has undertaken
to grant such extension of time as may be deemed appropriate for the fulfilment
of the conditions and formalities prescribed by the laws of the United States
with respect to the works of citizens of New Zealand first produced or published
outside the United States and subject to copyright or to renewal of copyright
under the laws of the United States, including works subject to ad interim copy-
right: And whereas by reason of the said undertaking of the Government
of the United States of America the Administrator of the Government is satisfied
that the said Government has made, or has undertaken to make, such provision
as it is expedient to require for the protection of works first made or published
in New Zealand during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1939,
and ending one year after the termination of the present war and entitled to
copyright under Part I of the Copyright Act, 1913: And whereas by the Copyright
Act, 1913, authority is conferred to extend, by Order in Council, the protection
of the said Act to certain classes of foreign works within New Zealand: And
whereas by reason of these premises it is desirable to provide protection within
New Zealand for literary or artistic works first published in the United States
of America during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1939,
and ending one year after the termination of the present war which have failed
to accomplish the formalities prescribed by the Copyright Act, 1913, by reason
of conditions arising out of the war:

Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, acting
by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of the Dominion of
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unable to comply with the conditions and formalities prescribed with 
respect to such works by the copyright laws of the United States. 
The New Zealand Government is prepared, if this proposal is ac-

ceptable to the Government of the United States of America, to regard 
the present note and Your Excellency's reply to the same effect as 
constituting an agreement between the two Governments, which shall 
take effect this day. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

CARL BERENDSEN 
Enclosure. 

The Honourable the Acting Secretary of State, 
Washington,, D. C. 

THE COPYRIGHT (UNITED STATES OF AMERICA) 

ORDER 1946 

Michael Myers 

Administrator of the Government 

ORDER IN COUNCIL 

At the Government House at Wellington, this 5th day of June, 1946 

Present: 

HIS RECELLENCT THE ADMINISTRATOR 
or THE GOVERNMENT IN CouNen, 

WHEnEAS, by reason of conditions arising out of the present war, difficulties have 

been experienced by citizens of the United States of America in complying with 
the requirements of the Copyright Act, 1913, as to the first publication within 
New Zealand of their works first published in the United States of America 
during the present war: And whereas the Administrator of the Government is 

advised that the Government of the United States of America has undertaken 
to grant such extension of time as may be deemed appropriate for the fulfilment 
of the conditions and formalities prescribed by the laws of the United States 
with respect to the works of citizens of New Zealand first produced or published 
outside the United States and subject to copyright or to renewal of copyright 
under the laws of the United States, including works subject to ad interim copy-
right: And whereas by reason of the said undertaking of the Government 
of the United States of America the Administrator of the Government is satisfied 
that the said Government has made, or has undertaken to make, such provision 

as it is expedient to require for the protection of works first made or published 
in New Zealand during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1939, 
and ending one year after the termination of the present war and entitled to 
copyright under Part I of the Copyright Act, 1913: And whereas by the Copyright 
Act, 1913, authority is conferred to extend, by Order in Council, the protection 

of the said Act to certain classes of foreign works within New Zealand: And 
whereas by reason of these premises it is desirable to provide protection within 
New Zealand for literary or artistic works first published in the United States 

of America during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1939, 
and ending one year after the termination of the present war which have failed 

to accomplish the formalities prescribed by the Copyright Act, 1913, by reason 

of conditions arising out of the war: 

Now, therefore, His Excellency the Administrator of the Government, acting 

by and with the advice and consent of the Executive Council of the Dominion of 
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New Zealand, and in pursuance and exercise of the power and authority conferred
by the Copyright Act, 1913, doth hereby direct as follows:-

1. This Order may be cited as the Copyright (United States of America) Order
1946.

2. This Order shall come into force on the date of the notification in the Gazette
of the making thereof.

3. The Copyright Act, 1913, shall, subject to the provisions of the said Act
and of this Order, apply to works first published in the United States of America
during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1969, and ending
one year after the termination of the present war, which have not been repub-
lished in New Zealand within fourteen days of the publication in the United
States of America, in like manner as if they had been first published within New
Zealand:

Provided that the enjoyment by any such work of the rights conferred by the
Copyright Act, 1913, shall be conditional upon publication of the work within
New Zealand not later than one year after the termination of the present war,
and shall commence from and after such publication, which shall not be colourable
only, but shall be intended to satisfy the reasonable requirements of the public.

4. The provisions of section 52 of the Copyright Act, 1913, as to the delivery
of books to the General Assembly Library, shall apply to works to which this
Order relates upon their publication in New Zealand.

5. Nothing in this Order shall be construed as depriving any work of any rights
which have been lawfully acquired under the provisions of the Copyright Act,
1913, or any Order in Council thereunder.

6. Where any person has, before the commencement of this Order, taken any
action whereby he has incurred any expenditure or liability in connection with
the reproduction or performance of any work which at the time was lawful,
or for the purpose of or with a view to the reproduction or performance of a
work at a time when such reproduction or performance would, but for the making
of this Order, have been lawful, nothing in this Order shall diminish or prejudice
any rights or interest arising from or in connection with such action which were
subsisting and valuable at the said date, unless the person who by virtue of this
Order becomes entitled to restrain such reproduction or performance agrees to
pay such compensation as, failing agreement, may be determined by arbitration.

W. O. HAVEY
Acting Clerk of the Executive Counoil.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister of New Zealand

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON
Apr 24 1947

SIR:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's

date in which you refer to the Act of Congress approved September 25,
55 Stat. 732. 1941 which authorizes the President to extend by proclamation the17 U.S. C. 8.
61stat.,Pt.l,p.652. time for compliance with the conditions and formalities prescribed

by the copyright laws of the United States of America with respect
to works first produced or published outside the United States of
America and subject to copyright under the laws of the United States
of America when the authors, copyright owners, or proprietors of
such works are or may have been temporarily unable to comply with
those conditions and formalities because of the disruption or sus-
pension of the facilities essential to such compliance.

You state that by reason of conditions arising out of World War II
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New Zealand, and in pursuance and exercise of the power and authority conferred 
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2. This Order shall come into force on the date of the notification in the Gazette 
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3. The Copyright Act, 1913, shall, subject to the provisions of the said Act 

and of this Order, apply to works first published in the United States of America 

during the period commencing on the 3rd day of September, 1939, and ending 
one year after the termination of the present war, which have not been repub-
lished in New Zealand within fourteen days of the publication in the United 

States of America, in like manner as if they had been first published within New 
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Provided that the enjoyment by any such work of the rights conferred by the 
Copyright Act, 1913, shall be conditional upon publication of the work within 

New Zealand not later than one year after the termination of the present war, 

and shall commence from and after such publication, which shall not be colourable 

only, but shall be intended to satisfy the reasonable requirements of the public. 
4. The provisions of section 52 of the Copyright Act, 1913, as to the delivery 

of books to the General Assembly Library, shall apply to works to which this 
Order relates upon their publication in New Zealand. 

5. Nothing in this Order shall be construed as depriving any work of any rights 

which have been lawfully acquired under the provisions of the Copyright Act, 
1913, or any Order in Council thereunder. 

6. Where any person has, before the commencement of this Order, taken any 

action whereby he has incurred any expenditure or liability in connection with 
the reproduction or performance of any work which at the time was lawful, 

or for the purpose of or with a view to the reproduction or performance of a 
work at a time when such reproduction or performance would, but for the making 
of this Order, have been lawful, nothing in this Order shall diminish or prejudice 
any rights or interest arising from or in connection with such action which were 

subsisting and valuable at the said date, unless the person who by virtue of this 
Order becomes entitled to restrain such reproduction or performance agrees to 
pay such compensation as, failing agreement, may be determined by arbitration. 

W. 0. HAavEv 
Acting Clerk of the Executive Council. 

55 Stat. 732. 
17 U. S. C. § 8. 
61 Stat., Pt. 1,p. 652. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister of New Zealand 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Apr 24 1947 
SIR: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 
date in which you refer to the Act of Congress approved September 25, 
1941 which authorizes the President to extend by proclamation the 
time for compliance with the conditions and formalities prescribed 
by the copyright laws of the United States of America with respect 
to works first produced or published outside the United States of 
America and subject to copyright under the laws of the United States 
of America when the authors, copyright owners, or proprietors of 
such works are or may have been temporarily unable to comply with 
those conditions and formalities because of the disruption or sus-
pension of the facilities essential to such compliance. 
You state that by reason of conditions arising out of World War II 
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authors, copyright owners, and proprietors who are citizens of New
Zealand have lacked during several years of the time since the out-
break of war between New Zealand and Germany on September 3,
1939, the facilities essential to compliance with and to the fulfilment of
the conditions and formalities established by laws of the United States
of America relating to copyright.

You express the desire of the New Zealand Government that, in forEfnto'of time
accordance with the procedure provided in the Act of September 25, maities, etc.

1941, the time for fulfilling the conditions and formalities of the copy- 57 Sta .72 8

right laws of the United States of America be extended for the benefit 61 Stat., Pt.,p. 662.

of citizens of New Zealand whose works are eligible to copyright in
the United States of America. You add that with a view to assuring
the Government of the United States of America reciprocal protection
for authors, copyright owners, and proprietors of the United States of
America, the Governor-General has made an Order in Council, the
text of which accompanies your note under acknowledgment, which
comes into effect today, on which date it is understood that the Presi-
dent of the United States of America shall proclaim, in accordance
with the Act of September 25, 1941, that by reason of the disruption
or suspension of facilities during several years of the time since Sep-
tember 3, 1939 citizens of New Zealand who are authors, copyright
owners, or proprietors of works first produced or published outside
the United States of America and subject to copyright, ad interim
copyright, or renewal of copyright under the laws of the United
States of America have been temporarily unable to comply with the
conditions and formalities prescribed with respect to such works by
the copyright laws of the United States of America.

You further state that the New Zealand Government is prepared,
if this proposal should be accepted by the Governlment of the United
States of America, to regard the note under acknowledgllent and this
Government's reply thereto to that efcect as coust it uting an agreement
between the two Governments, which shall take effect this lday.

I have the honor to inform you thlat, with a view to giving effect to I'roR""laiti)n.
the commitmellt proposed in the note under acknowledgment, the
President has issued today a proclamation, a copy of which is annexed C,; Stat., Pt. 2.

hereto, declaring and proclaiming, pursuant to the provisions of the
aforesaid Act of September 25, 1941 on the basis of the assurances set 5.5 tat. 732.

17 U. S. C. §8.forth in your note and the Order in Council annexed thereto, that as 6lStat..Pt.l,p.652.

regards (1) works of citizens of New Zealand which were first pro-
duced or published outside the United States of America on or after
September 3, 1939 and subject to copyright under the laws of the
United States of America, including works subject to ad interim
copyright, and (2) works of citizens of New Zealand subject to re-
newal of copyright under the laws of the United States of America
on or after September 3. 1939, there has existed during several years
of the time since September 3, 1939 such disruption or suspension of
facilities essential to compliance with the conditions and formalities
prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the
United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of
the said Act of September 25. 1941; and that accordingly the time
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owners, or proprietors of works first produced or published outside 
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hereto, declaring and proclaiming, pursuant to the provisions of the 
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prescribed with respect to such works by the copyright laws of the 
United States of America as to bring such works within the terms of 
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within which compliance with such conditions and formalities may
take place is extended in respect of such works until the day on which
the President of the United States of America shall, in accordance
with the said Act, terminate or suspend that declaration and procla-
mation. The proclamation provides that it shall be understood that
the term of copyright in any case is not and cannot be altered or affect-
ed by the President's action and that the extension is subject to the
proviso of the said Act of September 25, 1941 that no liability shall at-
tach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done prior
to the effective date of that proclamation in connection with the works
to which it relates, or in respect to the continuance for one year sub-
sequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise law-
fully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production,
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work.

Effective date. The Government of the United States of America accordingly con-
siders the agreement in regard to such extension of time to be in effect
as of today's date.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
Enclosure:

Copy of Proclamation.

The Honorable
Sir CABL BERENDSEF, K.C.M.G.,

Minister of New Zealand.
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within which compliance with such conditions and formalities may 
take place is extended in respect of such works until the day on which 
the President of the United States of America shall, in accordance 
with the said Act, terminate or suspend that declaration and procla-
mation. The proclamation provides that it shall be understood that 
the term of copyright in any case is not and cannot be altered or affect-
ed by the President's action and that the extension is subject to the 
proviso of the said Act of September 25, 1941 that no liability shall at-
tach under the Copyright Act for lawful uses made or acts done prior 
to the effective date of that proclamation in connection with the works 
to which it relates, or in respect to the continuance for one year sub-
sequent to such date of any business undertaking or enterprise law-
fully undertaken prior to such date involving expenditure or con-
tractual obligation in connection with the exploitation, production, 
reproduction, circulation, or performance of any such work. 
The Government of the United States of America accordingly con-

siders the agreement in regard to such extension of time to be in effect 
as of today's date. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 

Enclosure: 

Copy of Proclamation. 

The Honorable 
Sir Cu BERENDSEN, IC.C.M.G., 

Minister of New Zealand. 

Effective date. 
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Protocol between the United States of America and other governments
prolonging the agreement of January 4, 1946, respecting a European
Coal Organization. Concluded at London December 12, 1946; open
for signature until December 31, 1946; signed on behalf of the United
States of America December 30, 1946; fflective January 1, 1947.
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[T. I. A. S. 1615] 
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PROTOCOL FOR THE PROLONGATION OF THE EUROPEAN
COAL ORGANISATION AGREEMENT OF 4TH JANUARY,
1946

WHEREAS Article 10 of the Agreement for the establishment of
the European Coal Organisation, signed in London on 4th January,
1946, provides that the Agreement should be for an initial period
of one year, and whereas it is the desire of member Governments to
prolong its operation, it is agreed as follows:-

1. The Agreement shall continue in force as between the signatories
of the present Protocol for a further period of one year from 1st
January, 1947, subject to the right of any member Government to
withdraw from the Agreement after giving, to the Government of the
United Kingdom, three months' notice of their intention to withdraw.

2. In the event of a new organisation being constituted on the initia-
tive of the United Nations for the purpose of dealing with problems
relating to fuel and power, the parties to this Protocol will consider
among themselves what steps should be taken for the transfer of the
functions, assets and liabilities, personnel and archives of the Euro-
pean Coal Organisation to the new organisation and for the termina-
tion of the Agreement.

3. This Protocol shall remain open for signature until 31st Decem-
ber, 1946.

Done in London the 12th day of December, 1946, in a single copy
which shall be deposited with the Government of the United Kingdom
and of which certified copies shall be communicated to all signatory
Governments

For the Government of Belgium:
MAX BUYsE.

For the Government of Czechoslovakia:
B. MESSANY.

For the Government of Denmark:
ANTHON VESTBIBK.

For the Government of the French Republic:
GUEBONIK.
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PROTOCOLE RELATIF A LA PROLONGATION DE L'ACCORD
DU 4 JANVIER 1946 PORTANT CREATION DU COMITE
EUROPIEEN DU CHARBON

CONSIDERANT que l'article 10 de l'Accord portant creation du Comite
Europeen du Charbon, signe a Londres le 4 janvier 1946, pr6voit que
l'Accord aura une duree initiale d'une annee, et considerant que les
Gouvernements-membres ont le desir d'en prolonger la validite, les
soussignes sont convenus de ce qui suit:

1. L'Accord restera en vigueur entre les signataires du present
Protocole pour une nouvelle periode d'une annee a compter du 1e"
janvier 1947, sous reserve du droit de tout Gouvernement-membre
de denoncer l'Accord en donnant au Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni
un preavis de trois mois.

2. Dans le cas o'l un nouvel organisme serait constitue A l'initiative
des Nations Unies pour traiter des problemes relatifs au charbon et a
1'energie, les signataires du present Protocole examineront entre eux
les mesures a prendre pour le transfert des fonctions, de l'actif et du
passif, du personnel et des archives du Comite Europeen du Charbon
au nouvel organisme et pour mettre fin a l'Accord.

3. Le present Protocole restera ouvert pour signature jusqu'au 31
decembre 1946.

Fait a Londres le 12 decembre 1946, en un seul exemplaire, qui sera
depose dans les archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni, qui en
remettra des copies certifi6es conformnes a tous les Gouvernemcnts
signataires.

Pour le Gouvernement de Belgique:
MAX BUYSE.

Pour le Gouvernement de la Tch6coslovaquie:
B. MESSANY.

Pour le Gouvernement du Danemark:
ANTHON VESTBIRK.

Pour le Gouvernement de la Republique Francaise:
GUERONIK.

Pour le Gouvernement de la Tchecoslovaquie: 

Pour le Gouvernement du Danemark: 
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PROTOCOLE RELATIF A LA PROLONGATION DE L'ACCORD 
DU 4 JANVIER 1946 PORTANT CREATION DU COMITE 
EUROPEEN DU CHARBON 

CONSIDLIANT que l'article 10 de l'Accord portant creation du Comite 
Europeen du Charbon, signe a Londres le 4 janvier 1946, prevoit que 
l'Accord aura une duree initiale d'une armee, et considerant que les 
Gouvernements-membres ont le desir d'en prolonger la validite, les 
soussignes sont convenus de ce qui suit: 

1. L'Accord restera en vigueur entre les signataires du present 
Protocole pour une nouvelle periode d'une armee a compter du ler 
janvier 1947, sous reserve du droit de tout Gouvernement-membre 
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3. Le present Protocole restera ouvert pour signature jusqu'au 31 
decembre 1946. 

Fait a, Londres le 12 decembre 1946, en un seat exemplaire, qui sera 
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remettra des copies certifiees conformes a tous les Gouvernements 
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Pour le Gouvernement de Belgique: 

M AX BUYSE. 

B. MESSANY. 

ANTHON VESTBIRK. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Republique Frangaise: 

GuERONIK. 
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For the Government of Greece:
B. MOSTRAS.

For the Government of Luxembourg:
L. CLASEN.

For the Government of the Netherlands:
E. MICHIELS VAN VERDUYNEN.

For the Government of Norway:
JOHAN MELANDER.

For the Government of Poland:
C. ALEXANDROWICZ.

For the Government of Sweden:

For the Government of Turkey:
I. SADI KAVUR.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

O. G. SARGENT.

For the Government of the United States of America:
W. J. GALLMAN.

Certified a true copy.
[SEAL] E. J. PASSANT.

LONDON Librarian and Keeper of the Papers for
the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
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For the Government of Greece: 
B. MOSTRAS. 

For the Government of Luxembourg: 
L. CLASEN. 

For the Government of the Netherlands: 
E. M ICHIELS VAN VERDUYNEN. 

For the Government of Norway: 

For the Government of Poland: 

For the Government of Sweden: 

For the Government of Turkey: 
I. SADI KAVUR. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland: 

JOHAN M ELANDER. 

C. ALEXANDROWICZ. 

0. G. SARGENT. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 
W . J. GALLMAN. 

Certified a true copy. 

[SEAL] E. J. PASSANT. 
LONDON Librarian and Keeper of the Papers for 

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 
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Pour le Gouvernement de la Grace:
B. MOSTRAS.

Pour le Gouvernement du Luxembourg:
L. CLASEN.

Pour le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas:
E. MICHIELS VAN VERDUYNEN.

Pour le Gouvernement de Norvege:
JOHAN MELANDER.

Pour le Gouvernement de Pologne:
C. ALEXANDROWICZ.

Pour le Gouvernement de Suede:

Pour le Gouvernement de la Turquie:
I. SADI KAVUR.

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord:

O. G. SARGENT.

Pour le Gouvernement des ftats-Unis d'Am6rique:
W. J. GALLMAN.
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Pour le Gouvernement de la Grece: 

Pour le Gouvernement du Luxembourg: 

Pour le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas: 
E. MICHIELS VAN VERDUTNEN. 

Pour le Gouvernement de Norvege: 

B. M OSTRAS. 

L. CLASEN. 

JOHAN M ELANDER. 

Pour le Gouvernement de Polog,ne: 
C. ALEXANDROWICZ. 

Pour le Gouvernement de Suede: 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Turquie: 
I. SADI ICAVIJR. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et 
d'irlande du Nord: 

0. G. SARGENT. 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 
W. J. GALLMAN. 
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5 1790.

60 Stat. 139.
50 U. S. C. app.
1791 (c).

U.S. Director.

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting a coast and geodetic program in the Philippines.
Signed at Manila May 12, 1947; entered into force May 12, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING COAST
AND GEODETIC SURVEY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAM.

WHEREAS, the Government of the United States of America has
enacted Public Law 370-79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946,
known as the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section
310, entitled "Coast and Geodetic Surveys," provides:

"The Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce
is authorized to continue, until June 30, 1950, the survey work which
was being conducted by it in the Philippines prior to December 7,
1941. The Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey is authorized
to train not exceeding twenty Filipinos each year prior to July 1,
1950, to be designated by the President of the Philippines subject
to the provisions of section 311 (c), in order that they may become
qualified to take over and continue such survey work on and after
July 1, 1950, and to pay all expenses incident to their temporary
employment and training." and

WhmEEAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 310 of the said Public
Law 370-79th Congress;

THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have mutually
agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be
the Director of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the
Department of Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the United
States Director. The United States Director may delegate to a duly
authorized representative all or any part of his authority for effectu-
ating the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, functions and
powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under the terms
of this Agreement by the United States Director, or his duly author-
ized representative, shall be under the general supervision of the
United States Ambassador accredited to the Government of the
Republic of the Philippines or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of
the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the 
Philippines respecting a coast and geodetic program in the Philippines. 
Signed at Manila May 12, 1947; entered into force May 12, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING COAST 
AND GEODETIC SURVEY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAM. 

W HEREAS, the Government of the United States of America has 
enacted Public Law 370-79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946, 
known as the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section 
310, entitled "Coast and Geodetic Surveys," provides: 

"The Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce 
is authorized to continue, until June 30, 1950, the survey work which 
was being conducted by it in the Philippines prior to December 7, 
1941. The Director of the Coast and Geodetic Survey is authorized 
to train not exceeding twenty Filipinos each year prior to July 1, 
1950, to be designated by the President of the Philippines subject 
to the provisions of section 311 (c) , in order that they may become 
qualified to take over and continue such survey work on and after 
July 1, 1950, and to pay all expenses incident to their temporary 
employment and training." and 

W HEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is 
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which 
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 310 of the said Public 
Law 370-79th Congress; 
THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and 

the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to 
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have mutually 
agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of 
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be 
the Director of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the 
Department of Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the United 
States Director. The United States Director may delegate to a duly 
authorized representative all or any part of his authority for effectu-
ating the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, functions and 
powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under the terms 
of this Agreement by the United States Director, or his duly author-
ized representative, shall be under the general supervision of the 
United States Ambassador accredited to the Government of the 
Republic of the Philippines or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of 
the Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America. 
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The United States Director, or his duly authorized representative,
may negotiate and conclude any working agreements necessary for
carrying out the provisions of this Agreement.

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall
be the Director of the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey of the
Department of National Defense, hereinafter referred to as the
Philippine Director. The Philippine Director may delegate to an
officer or employee of the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey of
the Department of National Defense all or any part of his authority
for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The Philippine
Director, or his authorized representative, shall be the representative
of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the negotia-
tion and conclusion of all working agreements necessary for carrying
out the provisions of this Agreement.

The United States Director and the Philippine Director shall co-
operate in every way possible to carry out the spirit and purpose of
this Agreement.

ARTICLE II

The United States Director shall assign one commissioned officer
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department
of Commerce who shall perform the duties of Director of Coast Sur-
veys, Manila Field Station, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The Director of Coast Surveys, Manila Field Station, shall act as
adviser on Coast and Geodetic Surveys to the President of the Re-
public of the Philippines and shall also direct the office and field
operations of all personnel paid with United States Government
funds. Other Coast and Geodetic Survey commissioned officers and
Civil Service personnel may, pursuant to the purposes of this Agree-
ment, be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philippines and shall
serve under the Director of Coast Surveys, Manila Field Station.
The organization of the Philippine Bureau of Coast and Geodetic
Survey is to be determined entirely by the Republic of the Philippines.

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department
of Commerce shall assuine financial responsibility for manning, re-
pairing and operating one survey vessel, the "TULIP."

The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey shall conduct sur-
veying operations in the Republic of the Philippines and instruct
Philippine personnel in the Republic of the Philippines in United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey techniques of surveying, mapping
and charting.

Original hydrographic, topographic, triangulation and leveling
records and accompanying surveys and reports made by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey under the terms of this Agreement
will become the property of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines, and the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey will
retain, or be provided with, three photo-lithographic copies of all
triangulation, air photo, topographic, tidal, magnetic, photogram-
metric, leveling, hydrographic and other surveys and one copy of each
descriptive report.
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The United States Director, or his duly authorized representative, 
may negotiate and conclude any working agreements necessary for 
carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. 
The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the 

Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall 
be the Director of the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey of the 
Department of National Defense, hereinafter referred to as the 
Philippine Director. The Philippine Director may delegate to an 
officer or employee of the Bureau of Coast and Geodetic Survey of 
the Department of National Defense all or any part of his authority 
for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The Philippine 
Director, or his authorized representative, shall be the representative 
of the Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the negotia-
tion and conclusion of all working agreements necessary for carrying 
out the provisions of this Agreement. 
The United States Director and the Philippine Director shall co-

operate in every way possible to carry out the spirit and purpose of 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE n 

The United States Director shall assign one commissioned officer 
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department 
of Commerce who shall perform the duties of Director of Coast Sur-
veys, Manila Field Station, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
The Director of Coast Surveys, Manila Field Station, shall act as 

adviser on Coast and Geodetic Surveys to the President of the Re-
public of the Philippines and shall also direct the office and field 
operations of all personnel paid with United States Government 
funds. Other Coast and Geodetic Survey commissioned officers and 
Civil Service personnel may, pursuant to the purposes of this Agree-
ment, be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philippines and shall 
serve under the Director of Coast Surveys, Manila Field Station. 
The organization of the Philippine Bureau of Coast and Geodetic 
Survey is to be determined entirely by the Republic of the Philippines. 
The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the Department 

of Commerce shall assume financial responsibility for manning, re-
pairing and operating one survey vessel, the "TULIP." 
The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey shall conduct sur-

veying operations in the Republic of the Philippines and instruct 
Philippine personnel in the Republic of the Philippines in United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey techniques of surveying, mapping 
and charting. 

Original hydrographic, topographic, triangulation and leveling 
records and accompanying surveys and reports made by the United 
States Coast and Geodetic Survey under the terms of this Agreement 
will become the property of the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines, and the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey will 
retain, or be provided with, three photo-lithographic copies of all 
triangulation, air photo, topographic, tidal, magnetic, photogram-
metric, leveling, hydrographic and other surveys and one copy of each 
descriptive report. 
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The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey will print charts
of the Republic of the Philippines for the Philippine Bureau of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey until the latter is in position to assume
responsibility for the operation.

ARTICLE III

Philippine trainees The United States Director shall provide for the temporary em-
ployment and training during the period of this Agreement of not to
exceed twenty (20) citizens of the Republic of the Philippines each
year in surveying, mapping, charting and related activities. The
United States Director shall provide for the payment of all expenses
incidental to such temporary employment and training, including,
but not necessarily limited to, actual transportation expenses to and
from and in the United States of America, allowances for tuition,
educational fees and subsistence.

Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public
60 ta. 139 a. Law 370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding

§1791 (C). paragraph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established
by the United States Director. The Government of the Republic
of the Philippines shall furnish to the United States Embassy at
Manila the names and necessary supporting documents of the trainees
so designated.

AmTIcUE IV
Free movement of

U. S. vessels, etc. Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America
(including small boats) operated by the Coast and Geodetic Survey
of the United States Department of Commerce as part of the pro-
gram carried out pursuant to this Agreement shall be permitted to
move freely in the territorial waters of the Republic of the Philip-
pines, to enter and sail from the several ports with or without pilots
and without the necessity of formal entrance or clearance that may
ordinarily be required of commercial and other vessels and to estab-
lish or utilize such means of communications between such vessels
and shore facilities as may be necessary to the effective administra-
tion of the programs contemplated by this Agreement. Quarantine
procedures and inspections shall be required only at the first Philip-
pine port of call on original entry.

Vessels of the Government of the United States of America used
in the Coast and Geodetic Survey program (including small boats),
their equipment, tackle, and appurtenances shall be immune from
seizure under Admiralty or other legal process.

Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America
(including small boats) used in the Coast and Geodetic Survey pro-
gram shall be exempt from all requirements of the Government of
the Republic of the Philippines relating to inspection, registry, man-
ning or licensing of vessels or marine personnel.

Where suitable public wharves or facilities for moorage are avail-
able, such vessels shall be furnished wharfage or moorage without
cost.
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The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey will print charts 
of the Republic of the Philippines for the Philippine Bureau of the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey until the latter is in position to assume 
responsibility for the operation. 

ARTICLE III 

The United States Director shall provide for the temporary em-
ployment and training during the period of this Agreement of not to 
exceed twenty (20) citizens of the Republic of the Philippines each 
year in surveying, mapping, charting and related activities. The 
United States Director shall provide for the payment of all expenses 
incidental to such temporary employment and training, including, 
but not necessarily limited to, actual transportation expenses to and 
from and in the United States of America, allowances for tuition, 
educational fees and subsistence. 

Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public 
Law 370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding 
paragraph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the 
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established 
by the United States Director. The Government of the Republic 
of the Philippines shall furnish to the United States Embassy at 
Manila the names and necessary supporting documents of the trainees 
so designated. 

ArrricLx IV 

Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America 
(including small boats) operated by the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
of the United States Department of Commerce as part of the pro-
gram carried out pursuant to this Agreement shall be permitted to 
move freely in the territorial waters of the Republic of the Philip-
pines, to enter and sail from the several ports with or without pilots 
and without the necessity of formal entrance or clearance that may 
ordinarily be required of commercial and other vessels and to estab-
lish or utilize such means of communications between such vessels 
and shore facilities as may be necessary to the effective administra-
tion of the programs contemplated by this Agreement. Quarantine 
procedures and inspections shall be required only at the first Philip-
pine port of call on original entry. 

Vessels of the Government of the United States of America used 
in the Coast and Geodetic Survey program (including small boats), 
their equipment, tackle, and appurtenances shall be immune from 
seizure under Admiralty or other legal process. 

Vessels owned by the Government of the United States of America 
(including small boats) used in the Coast and Geodetic Survey pro-
gram shall be exempt from all requirements of the Government of 
the Republic of the Philippines relating to inspection, registry, man-
ning or licensing of vessels or marine personnel. 
Where suitable public wharves or facilities for moorage are avail-

able, such vessels shall be furnished wharfage or moorage without 
cost 
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ARTICLE V

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America
such lands, rights-of-way and easements as may be necessary for
carrying out the terms of this Agreement. The United States Di-
rector is authorized to accept and utilize for the performance of the
terms of this Agreement contributions of labor, materials, equipment
and money from the Government of the Republic of the Philippines
and its political subdivisions.

ARTICLE VI

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to provide
such equipment and facilities, including such satisfactory ships and
small boats for survey work as may be necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of this Agreement and as may be available to the Government
of the Republic of the Philippines.

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall provide
and pay qualified personnel (except officers and employees referred
to in Articles II and III of this Agreement) necessary to conduct sur-
veying, mapping and charting operations in the Republic of the
Philippines, and shall defray all expenses necessary for the operation
of the Philippine Bureau of the Coast and Geodetic Survey except as
specifically provided for elsewhere in this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate
with the United States Director, or his duly authorized representative,
in providing such temporary or permanent office and other space and
facilities as may be required and shall render all practicable assistance
in securing adequate housing accomodations, at reasonable rental
rates, for personnel of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
who are engaged in effectuating this program, and their families.

ARTICLE VIII

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey of the Department of Commerce who are citizens of the United
States of America from damage suits or other civil actions arising out
of their performance of their duties under this Agreement.

ARTICLE IX

Officers, employees and agents of the Government of the United
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who are
on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philip-
pines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their families,
shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Republic of the
Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regulations. Gratis
transit shall be extended to all officers, employees, or agents of the

Provision of lands,
etc.

Provision of equip-
ment, personnel, etc.

Office space, etc.

Damage suits, etc.

Free movement of
U. 8. officers, etc.
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ARTICLE V 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America 
such lands, rights-of-way and easements as may be necessary for 
carrying out the terms of this Agreement. The United States Di-
rector is authorized to accept and utilize for the performance of the 
terms of this Agreement contributions of labor, materials, equipment 
and money from the Government of the Republic of the Philippines 
and its political subdivisions. 

AirricLE VI 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to provide 
such equipment and facilities, including such satisfactory ships and 
small boats for survey work as may be necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of this Agreement and as may be available to the Government 
of the Republic of the Philippines. 
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall provide 

and pay qualified personnel (except officers and employees referred 
to in Articles II and III of this Agreement) necessary to conduct sur-
veying, mapping and charting operations in the Republic of the 
Philippines, and shall defray all expenses necessary for the operation 
of the Philippine Bureau of the Coast and Geodetic Survey except as 
specifically provided for elsewhere in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VII 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate 
with the United States Director, or his duly authorized representative, 
in providing such temporary or permanent office and other space and 
facilities as may be required and shall render all practicable assistance 
in securing adequate housing accomodations, at reasonable rental 
rates, for personnel of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 
who are engaged in effectuating this program, and their families. 

ARTICLE VIII 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey of the Department of Commerce who are citizens of the United 
States of America from damage suits or other civil actions arising out 
of their performance of their duties under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE IX 

Officers, employees and agents of the Government of the United 
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who are 
on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philip-
pines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their families, 
shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Republic of the 
Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regulations. Gratis 
transit shall be extended to all officers, employees, or agents of the 
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United States Coast and Geodetic Survey over all bridges, ferries,
roads and other facilities of the highways where tolls are collected
for passage of vehicles or occupants.

ARTICLE X

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by the
United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, no
import, excise, consumption, or other tax, duty, or impost shall be
levied on funds or property in the Republic of the Philippines which
is owned by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the De-
partment of Commerce and used for purposes under the present Agree-
ment or on funds, materials, supplies, and equipment imported into
the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection with such pur-
poses; nor shall any such tax, duty or impost be levied on personal
funds or property, not intended for resale, imported into the Republic
of the Philippines for the use or consumption of United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey personnel who are United States citizens; nor
shall any export or other tax be placed on any such funds or property,
including United States Government property, in the event of its re-
moval from the Republic of the Philippines.

ARTIOLE XI

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this Agree-
ment so long as the Agreement is in effect.

ARTICLE XII

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the avail-
ability of appropriated funds by the Government of the United States
of America.

ARTICLE XIII

Ertleie date; du- This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides,
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that this
Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in part
with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by an

Termination. exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and provided
further that either Government may terminate this Agreement by
giving to the other party ninety days notice in writing through diplo-
matic channels.
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ARTICLE X 

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by the 
United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines, no 
import, excise, consumption, or other tax, duty, or impost shall be 
levied on funds or property in the Republic of the Philippines which 
is owned by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey of the De-
partment of Commerce and used for purposes under the present Agree-
ment or on funds, materials, supplies, and equipment imported into 
the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection with such pur-
poses; nor shall any such tax, duty or impost be levied on personal 
funds or property, not intended for resale, imported into the Republic 
of the Philippines for the use or consumption of United States Coast 
and Geodetic Survey personnel who are United States citizens; nor 
shall any export or other tax be placed on any such funds or property, 
including United States Government property, in the event of its re-
moval from the Republic of the Philippines. 

AETwLE XI 

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid 
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement 
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this Agree-
ment so long as the Agreement is in effect. 

ARTICLE XII 

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the avail-
ability of appropriated funds by the Government of the United States 
of America. 

ARTICLE XIII 

This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature 
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides, 
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that this 
Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in part 
with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by an 
exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and provided 
further that either Government may terminate this Agreement by 
giving to the other party ninety days notice in writing through diplo-
matic channels. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this twelfth
day of May, 1947.

FOR TIE GOVERNMNT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Nathaniel P. Davis
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the
United States of America at Manila.

FOR THE GOV3T1 THE PHILIPPINES:

fense
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have 

signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this twelfth 

day of May, 1947. 

FOR TEE COVERWMNT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Nathaniel P. Davis 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the 
United States of America at Manila. 

FOR THE GOITTRNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES: 

Secretary of 
ON 

al Defense 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting a meteorological program in the Philippines.
Signed at Manila May 12, 1947; entered into force May 12, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING METEORO-
LOGICAL FACILITIES AND TRAINING PROGRAM.

WimRBAS, the Government of the United States of America has
enacted Public Law 370-79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946,
known as the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section
308, entitled "Weather Information", provides:

"(a) The Chief of the Weather Bureau of the Department of
Commerce is authorized to establish meteorological facilities in the
Philippines as may be required to provide weather information,
warnings, and forecasts for general agricultural and commercial
activities, including meteorological service for the air routes on
which air-navigation facilities are operated by the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration, and to maintain such meteorological offices
until the Philippine Weather Bureau is reestablished and in posi-
tion to assume responsibility for the service.

"(b) The Chief of the Weather Bureau of the Department of
Commerce is authorized, under such regulations as he may adopt,
to train not to exceed fifty Filipinos in the first year and not to
exceed twenty-five Filipinos in each succeeding year prior to July
1, 1950, the trainees to be designated by the President of the Philip-
pines subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c), and the training
to include meteorological observations, analyses, forecasting, brief-
ing of pilots, and such other meteorological duties as are deemed
necessary in maintenance of general weather service, including
weather information required for air navigation and the safe opera-
tion of air traffic. The training of these employees shall be in
addition to and not in lieu of Weather Bureau employees to be
trained under current Weather Bureau appropriations." and
WHEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is

desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 308 of the said Public Law
370-79th Congress;

THErEFORE, the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed
mutually as follows:
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the 
Philippines respecting a meteorological program in the Philippines. 
Signed at Manila May 12,1947; entered into force May 12, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING METEORO-
LOGICAL FACILITIES AND TRAINING PROGRAM. 

WmatEAs, the Government of the United States of America has 
enacted Public Law 370-79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946, 
known as the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section 
308, entitled "Weather Information", provides: 

"(a) The Chief of the Weather Bureau of the Department of 
Commerce is authorized to establish meteorological facilities in the 
Philippines as may be required to provide weather information, 
warnings, and forecasts for general agricultural and commercial 
activities, including meteorological service for the air routes on 
which air-navigation facilities are operated by the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration, and to maintain such meteorological offices 
until the Philippine Weather Bureau is reestablished and in posi-
tion to assume responsibility for the service. 

"(b) The Chief of the Weather Bureau of the Department of 
Commerce is authorized, under such regulations as he may adopt, 
to train not to exceed fifty Filipinos in the first year and not to 
exceed twenty-five Filipinos in each succeeding year prior to July 
1, 1950, the trainees to be designated by the President of the Philip-
pines subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c), and the training 
to include meteorological observations, analyses, forecasting, brief-
ing of pilots, and such other meteorological duties as are deemed 
necessary in maintenance of general weather service, including 
weather information required for air navigation and the safe opera-
tion of air traffic. The training of these employees shall be in 
addition to and not in lieu of Weather Bureau employees to be 
trained under current Weather Bureau appropriations." and 

WHEREAS, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is 
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which 
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 308 of the said Public Law 
370-79th Congress; 

THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to 
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed 
mutually as follows: 
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ARTICLE I

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be
the Chief of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department
of Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the Chief. The Chief may
delegate to a duly authorized representative all or part of his authority
for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, func-
tions, and powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under
the terms of this Agreement by the Chief, or his duly authorized rep-
resentative, shall be under the general supervision of the United States
Ambassador accredited to the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines, or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of the Charge
d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America. The Chief,
or his duly authorized representative, may negotiate and conclude
working agreements and contracts necessary for carrying out the
provisions of this Agreement.

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall
be the Director of the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agricul-
ture and Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the Director. The
Director may delegate to an officer or employee of the Weather Bureau
of the Philippine Department of Agriculture and Commerce all or
part of his authority for effectuating the provisions of this Agree-
ment. The Director, or his duly authorized representative, shall be
the representative of the Government of the Republic of the Philip-
pines in the negotiation and conclusion of all working agreements and
contracts necessary for carrying out the provisions of this Agreement.

The Chief and the Director shall cooperate in every way possible
to carry out the spirit and purpose of this Agreement.

A wl'ICLE II

The Chief, or his authorized representative, shall, with the consent
of and in cooperation with the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines, establish, maintain, and operate such meteorological
facilities in the Republic of the Philippines as may be required to pro-
vide weather information, warnings, and forecasts for general agri-
cultural and commercial activities, including meteorological service
for the air routes on which air-navigation facilities are operated, all
such meteorological facilities to be operated insofar as possible in
conformance with recognized international standards for meteoro-
logical observations and procedures.

The Chief shall assign to the Republic of the Philippines for the
purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement a repre-
sentative and assistants, including instructors and administrative per-
sonnel, the salaries and expenses of all such personnel to be paid
directly by the United States Weather Bureau of the Department of
Commerce.
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ARTICLE I 

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of 
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be 
the Chief of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department 
of Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the Chief. The Chief may 
delegate to a duly authorized representative all or part of his authority 
for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, func-
tions, and powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under 
the terms of this Agreement by the Chief, or his duly authorized rep-
resentative, shall be under the general supervision of the United States 
Ambassador accredited to the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines, or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of the Charge 
d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America. The Chief, 
or his duly authorized representative, may negotiate and conclude 
working agreements and contracts necessary for carrying out the 
provisions of this Agreement. 
The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the 

Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall 
be the Director of the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agricul-
ture and Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the Director. The 
Director may delegate to an officer or employee of the Weather Bureau 
of the Philippine Department of Agriculture and Commerce all or 
part of his authority for effectuating the provisions of this Agree-
ment. The Director, or his duly authorized representative, shall be 
the representative of the Government of the Republic of the Philip-
pines in the negotiation and conclusion of all working agreements and 
contracts necessary for carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. 
The Chief and the Director shall cooperate in every way possible 

to carry out the spirit and purpose of this Agreement. 

A ierict.a.: II 

The Chief, or his authorized representative, shall, with the consent 
of and in cooperation with the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines, establish, maintain, and operate such meteorological 
facilities in the Republic of the Philippines as may be required to pro-
vide weather information, warnings, and forecasts for general agri-
cultural and commercial activities, including meteorological service 
for the air routes on which air-navigation facilities are operated, all 
such meteorological facilities to be operated insofar as possible in 
conformance with recognized international standards for meteoro-
logical observations and procedures. 
The Chief shall assign to the Republic of the Philippines for the 

purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement a repre-
sentative and assistants, including instructors and administrative per-
sonnel, the salaries and expenses of all such personnel to be paid 
directly by the United States Weather Bureau of the Department of 
Commerce. 
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The Chief, or his duly authorized representative, shall analyze the
plans submitted by the Government of the Republic of the Philippines
within the terms of this Agreement involving the expenditure of funds
by the Government of the United States of America and after con-
sultation with the Director shall approve, disapprove, or modify such
plans. The Chief, or his authorized representative, upon his approval
of operational plans and programs shall enter into contracts with
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines when necessary
for the carrying out of such programs.

ARTICLE III

The Chief shall provide for the training during the period of this
Agreement of not to exceed fifty (50) citizens of the Republic of
the Philippines in the first year and not to exceed twenty-five (25)
citizens of the Republic of the Philippines in each succeeding year.
This training will include meteorological observations, analyses, fore-
casting, briefing of pilots, and such other duties as are deemed neces-
sary in the maintenance of a general weather service, including weather
information required for air navigation and the safe operation
of air traffic. The Chief shall provide for the payment of all expenses
incidental to such training, including, but not necessarily limited to,
transportation to and from and in the United States of America,
allowances for tuition, educational fees, and subsistence.

Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public
Law 370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding
paragraph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established
by the Chief. The Government of the Republic of the Philippines
shall furnish to the United States Embassy at Manila the names and
necessary supporting documents of the trainees so designated.

ARTICLE IV

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America
such lands, rights-of-way and easements necessary for carrying out
the terms of this Agreement. Furthermore, the Government of the
Republic of the Philippines shall furnish such equipment, facilities,
and qualified personnel, including technicians, administrative per-
sonnel, and such other trained persons necessary to carry out the
purposes of this Agreement, as may be available to the Government
of the Republic of the Philippines. The Chief is authorized to accept
and utilize for the performance of the terms of this Agreement con-
tributions of labor, materials, equipment, and money from the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines and its political subdi-
visions.

ARTICLE V

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines shall submit to the Chief, or his duly authorized repre-
sentative, plans for:
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The Chief, or his duly authorized representative, shall analyze the 
plans submitted by the Government of the Republic of the Philippines 
within the terms of this Agreement involving the expenditure of funds 
by the Government of the United States of America and after con-
sultation with the Director shall approve, disapprove, or modify such 
plans. The Chief, or his authorized representative, upon his approval 
of operational plans and programs shall enter into contracts with 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines when necessary 
for the carrying out of such programs. 

ARTICLE III 

The Chief shall provide for the training during the period of this 
Agreement of not to exceed fifty (50) citizens of the Republic of 
the Philippines in the first year and not to exceed twenty-five (25) 
citizens of the Republic of the Philippines in each succeeding year. 
This training will include meteorological observations, analyses, fore-
casting, briefing of pilots, and such other duties as are deemed neces-
sary in the maintenance of a general weather service, including weather 
information required for air navigation and the safe operation 
of air traffic. The Chief shall provide for the payment of all expenses 
incidental to such training, including, but not necessarily limited to, 
transportation to and from and in the United States of America, 
allowances for tuition, educational fees, and subsistence. 

Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public 
Law 370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding 
paragraph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the 
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established 
by the Chief. The Government of the Republic of the Philippines 
shall furnish to the United States Embassy at Manila the names and 
necessary supporting documents of the trainees so designated. 

ARTICLE IV 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America 
such lands, rights-of-way and easements necessary for carrying out 
the terms of this Agreement. Furthermore, the Government of the 
Republic of the Philippines shall furnish such equipment, facilities, 
and qualified personnel, including technicians, administrative per-
sonnel, and such other trained persons necessary to carry out the 
purposes of this Agreement, as may be available to the Government 
of the Republic of the Philippines. The Chief is authorized to accept 
and utilize for the performance of the terms of this Agreement con-
tributions of labor, materials, equipment, and money from the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines and its political subdi-
visions. 

ARTICLE V 

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines shall submit to the Chief, or his duly authorized repre-
sentative, plans for: 
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(1) The establishment and maintenance of a suitable network of
basic weather observing and reporting stations including a
suitable number of stations at which upper air observations
will be made;

(2) The prompt collection of weather observations at one or more
central forecasting offices and the development of weather
analysis and forecasting procedures designed to furnish gen-
eral weather service as well as meeting the economic require-
ments of domestic and international aviation and maritime
commerce;

(3) The establishment of international exchanges of weather in-
formation in accordance with recognized international stand-
ards;

(4) The compilation and publication of weather records and reports
including the results of meteorological investigations;

(5) The training of technical and professional personnel required
to maintain a modern weather service;

(6) Fiscal requirements for the inauguration, maintenance, and
operation of the foregoing programs.

ARTICLE VI

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate
with the Chief, or his duly authorized representative, in providing
such temporary or permanent office and other space and facilities
as may be required and shall render all practicable assistance in secur-
ing adequate housing accommodations, at reasonable rental rates, for
personnel of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department
of Commerce engaged in effectuating this program, and their
families.

Alrrlcl.: VII

The Government of the l1el)ublic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the United States Weather Bureau
of the I)epartment of Commerce who are citizens of the United States
of America from damage suits or other civil actions arising out of
their performance of their official duties under this Agreement.

ARTICLE VIII

Officers, employees and agents of the Government of the United
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who are
on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philip-
pines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their fam-
ilies, shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Republic
of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regulations.
Gratis transit shall be extended to all officers, employees, or agents
of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department of Commerce
over all bridges, ferries, roads, and other facilities of the highways
where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or occupants.
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(1) The establishment and maintenance of a suitable network of 
basic weather observing and reporting stations including a 
suitable number of stations at which upper air observations 
will be made; 

(2) The prompt collection of weather observations at one or more 
central forecasting offices and the development of weather 
analysis and forecasting procedures designed to furnish gen-
eral weather service as well as meeting the economic require-
ments of domestic and international aviation and maritime 
commerce; 

(3) The establishment of international exchanges of weather in-
formation in accordance with recognized international stand-
ards; 

(4) The compilation and publication of weather records and reports 
including the results of meteorological investigations; 

(5) The training of technical and professional personnel required 
to maintain a modern weather service; 

(6) Fiscal requirements for the inauguration, maintenance, and 
operation of the foregoing programs. 

ARTICLE VI 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate 
with the Chief, or his duly authorized representative, in providing 
such temporary or permanent office and other space and facilities 
as may be required and shall render all practicable assistance in secur-
ing adequate housing accommodations, at reasonable rental rates, for 
personnel of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department 
of Commerce engaged in effectuating this program, and their 
families. 

AirricLE VII 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of t he United States Weather Bureau 
of the Department of Commerce who are citizens of the United States 
of America from damage suits or other civil actions arising out of 
their performance of their official duties under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Officers, employees and agents of the Government of the United 
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who are 
on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the Philip-
pines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their fam-
ilies, shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Republic 
of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regulations. 
Gratis transit shall be extended to all officers, employees, or agents 
of the United States Weather Bureau of the Department of Commerce 
over all bridges, ferries, roads, and other facilities of the highways 
where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or occupants. 
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ARTICLE IX

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by
the Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the Republic of the Philippines, no import, excise, consumption,
or other tax, duty, or impost shall be levied on funds or property in
the Republic of the Philippines which are owned by the United
States Weather Bureau of the Department of Commerce and used for
purposes under the present Agreement or on funds, materials, sup-
plies, and equipment imported into the Republic of the Philippines
for use in connection with such purposes; nor shall any such tax, duty,
or impost be levied on the personal funds or property, not intended for
resale, imported into the Republic of the Philippines for the use of
or consumption of the United States Weather Bureau personnel who
are United States citizens; nor shall any export or other tax be placed
on any such funds or property, including United States Government
property, in the event of its removal from the Republic of the
Philippines.

ARTICLE X
Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid

by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect.

ARTICLE XI

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the avail-
ability of appropriated funds by the Government of the United
States of America.

ARTICLE XII
iffective date; du- This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature

and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides,
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that this
Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in part
with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by an ex-

Termination. change of notes between the two contracting parties; and provided
further that either Government may terminate this Agreement by
giving to the other party ninety days notice in writing through diplo-
matic channels.

ra
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funds, etc. Nontaxability of Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by 
the Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of the Republic of the Philippines, no import, excise, consumption, 
or other tax,- duty, or impost shall be levied on funds or property in 
the Republic of the Philippines which are owned by the United 
States Weather Bureau of the Department of Commerce and used for 
purposes under the present Agreement or on funds, materials, sup-
plies, and equipment imported into the Republic of the Philippines 
for use in connection with such purposes; nor shall any such tax, duty, 
or impost be levied on the personal funds or property, not intended for 
resale, imported into the Republic of the Philippines for the use of 
or consumption of the United States Weather Bureau personnel who 
are United States citizens; nor shall any export or other tax be placed 
on any such funds or property, including United States Government 
property, in the event of its removal from the Republic of the 
Philippines. 

ARTICLE X 

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid 
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement 
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this 
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect. 

ARTICLE XI 

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the avail-
ability of appropriated funds by the Government of the United 
States of America. 

ARTICLE XII 

This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature 
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides, 
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that this 
Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in part 
with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by an ex-
change of notes between the two contracting parties; and provided 
further that either Government may terminate this Agreement by 
giving to the other party ninety days notice in writing through diplo-
matic channels. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this 12th day of
May, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNTE STATES OF AMRICA:

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the
United States of America at Manila

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPIMES

Secretary of Agriculture and Commerce
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have 
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this 12th day of 
May, 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITH) STATES OF =RICA: 

p. 

athan e 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the 
United States of America at Manila 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES: 

A 
Secretary of Agriculture and Commerce 
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May 12, 1947
IT. I. A. S. 1618

Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of the
Philippines respecting an air navigation program in the Philippines.
Signed at Manila May 12, 1947; entered into force May 12, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND
THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES REGARDING AIR NAVIGA-
TION FACILITIES AND TRAINING PROGRAM

WHEREAS, the Government of the United States of America has
enacted Public Law 370-79th Congress, approved April 30, 1946,

0 sta3. app. known as the Philippine Rehabilitation Act of 1946, whereof Section
11787. 307, entitled "Inter-Island Air Navigation," provides:
gnter-island air nav - "(a) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics of the Department

of Commerce is authorized to acquire, establish, operate, and to
maintain a system of air-navigation facilities and associated air-
ways communications services in the Philippines for inter-island
airways operation and to connect the Philippine airways with
international and interoceanic routes.

Filipino trainees. (b) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics is authorized, under
such regulations as he may adopt, to train not exceeding fifty
Filipinos each year prior to July 1, 1950, to be designated by the
President of the Philippines subject to the provisions of Section

60 uSta c. 13791 (). 311 (c), in air-traffic control, aircraft communications, maintenance
of air-navigation facilities, and such other airman functions as are
deemed necessary for the maintenance and operation of aids to air
navigation and other services essential to the orderly and safe
operation of air traffic." and

WIIEREAS, tle Government of the Republic of the Philippines is
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 307 of the said Public Law
370-79th Congress;

THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed
mutually as follows:

ARTICLE I
U. S. Administra- The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of

America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics of the Department of Commerce,
hereinafter referred to as the Administrator. The Administrator
may delegate to a duly authorized representative of the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration all or any part of his authority for effectuat-
ing the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, functions, and
powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under the terms
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"(a) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics of the Department 
of Commerce is authorized to acquire, establish, operate, and to 
maintain a system of air-navigation facilities and associated air-
ways communications services in the Philippines for inter-island 
airways operation and to connect the Philippine airways with 
international and interoceanie routes. 

"(b) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics is authorized, under 
such regulations as he may adopt, to train not exceeding fifty 
Filipinos each year prior to July 1, 1950, to be designated by the 
President of the Philippines subject to the provisions of Section 
311 (c), in air-traffic control, aircraft communications, maintenance 
of air-navigation facilities, and such other airman functions as are 
deemed necessary for the maintenance and operation of aids to air 
navigation and other services essential to the orderly and safe 
operation of air traffic." and 

WnEREAs, the Government of the Republic of the Philippines is 
desirous of availing itself of the benefits, facilities and services which 
are authorized by the above-quoted Section 307 of the said Public Law 
370-79th Congress; 

THEREFORE, the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines have decided to 
conclude an agreement for the foregoing purposes and have agreed 
mutually as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

The responsible agent of the Government of the United States of 
America for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be the 
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics of the Department of Commerce, 
hereinafter referred to as the Administrator. The Administrator 
may delegate to a duly authorized representative of the Civil Aero-
nautics Administration all or any part of his authority for effectuat-
ing the provisions of this Agreement. The duties, functions, and 
powers exercised in the Republic of the Philippines under the terms 
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of this Agreement by the Administrator or his duly authorized repre-
sentative shall be under the general supervision of the United States
Ambassador accredited to the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of the Charge
d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America. The Admin-
istrator, or his duly authorized representative, may negotiate and
conclude any working agreements necessary for carrying out the
provisions of this Agreement.

The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be
the Director of Aeronautics of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the
Department of National Defense, hereinafter referred to as the
Director of Aeronautics. The Director of Aeronautics may delegate
to an officer or employee of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Depart-
ment of National Defense all or part of his authority for effectuating
the provisions of this Agreement. The Director of Aeronautics, or
his duly authorized representative, shall be the representative of the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the negotiation and
conclusion of all working agreements necessary for carrying out the
provisions of this Agreement.

The Administrator and the Director of Aeronautics shall cooperate
in every way possible to carry out the spirit and purposes of this
Agreement.

ARTICLE II

The Administrator shall acquire and establish, and shall maintain
and operate during the period required for the training of citizens of
the Republic of the Philippines for such operation, a system of air
navigation facilities and associated airway communications services
in the Philippines for inter-island airways operation and to connect
the Philippine airways with international and interoceanic routes.

The Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, shall
analyze the plans submitted by the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines within the terms of this Agreement involving the expendi-
ture of funds by the Government of the United States of America and
after consultation with the Director of Aeronautics shall approve,
disapprove, or modify such plans.

ARTICLE III

The Administrator shall provide for the training during the period
of this Agreement of not to exceed fifty citizens of the Republic of the
Philippines each year in the duties of air traffic control, aircraft com-
munication, maintenance of air navigation facilities, and such other
airman functions as he deems necessary for the maintenance and
operation of aids to air navigation and other services essential to the
orderly and safe operation of air traffic. The Administrator shall
provide for the payment of all expenses incidental to such training,
including, but not necessarily limited to, actual transportation expenses
to and from and in the United States of America, allowances for
tuition, educational fees, and subsistence.
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of this Agreement by the Administrator or his duly authorized repre-
sentative shall be under the general supervision of the United States 
Ambassador accredited to the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines or, in the absence of the Ambassador, of the Charge 
d'Affaires ad interim of the United States of America. The Admin-
istrator, or his duly authorized representative, may negotiate and 
conclude any working agreements necessary for carrying out the 
provisions of this Agreement. 
The responsible agent of the Government of the Republic of the 

Philippines for effectuating the provisions of this Agreement shall be 
the Director of Aeronautics of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the 
Department of National Defense, hereinafter referred to as the 
Director of Aeronautics. The Director of Aeronautics may delegate 
to an officer or employee of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Depart-
ment of National Defense all or part of his authority for effectuating 
the provisions of this Agreement. The Director of Aeronautics, or 
his duly authorized representative, shall be the representative of the 
Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the negotiation and 
conclusion of all working agreements necessary for carrying out the 
provisions of this Agreement. 
The Administrator and the Director of Aeronautics shall cooperate 

in every way possible to carry out the spirit and purposes of this 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE II 

The Administrator shall acquire and establish, and shall maintain 
and operate during the period required for the training of citizens of 
the Republic of the Philippines for such operation, a system of air 
navigation facilities and associated airway communications services 
in the Philippines for inter-island airways operation and to connect 
the Philippine airways with international and interoceanic routes. 
The Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, shall 

analyze the plans submitted by the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines within the terms of this Agreement involving the expendi-
ture of funds by the Government of the United States of America and 
after consultation with the Director of Aeronautics shall approve, 
disapprove, or modify such plans. 

ARTICLE III 

The Administrator shall provide for the training during the period 
of this Agreement of not to exceed fifty citizens of the Republic of the 
Philippines each year in the duties of air traffic control, aircraft com-
munication, maintenance of air navigation facilities, and such other 
airman functions as he deems necessary for the maintenance and 
operation of aids to air navigation and other services essential to the 
orderly and safe operation of air traffic. The Administrator shall 
provide for the payment of all expenses incidental to such training, 
including, but not necessarily limited to, actual transportation expenses 
to and from and in the United States of America, allowances for 
tuition, educational fees, and subsistence. 
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Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public Law
370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding para-
graph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established
by the Administrator. The Government of the Republic of the
Philippines shall furnish to the United States Embassy at Manila
the names and necessary supporting documents of the trainees so
designated.

ARTICLE IV

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America
such lands, rights-of-way and easements necessary for carrying out
the terms of this Agreement. The Administrator is authorized to ac-
cept and utilize for the performance of the terms of this Agreement
contributions of labor, materials, equipment and money from the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines and its political subdi-
visions.

ARTICLE V

The Director of Aeronautics shall assist the representative of the
Administrator in carrying out the objectives of this Agreement by
providing:

(1) recommendations relative to locations for the establishment of
air navigation facilities and the type of facilities and services re-
quired for each location;

(2) advice as to the specific radio frequency assignments which
may be used and as to materials and equipment owned by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of the Philippines which can be made available
for use in carrying out this Agreement; and

(3) suggestions for the accomplishment of all phases of the Agree-
ment, including suggestions for the accomplishment of the physical
work involved and for the maintenance and operation of completed
facilities.

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish
such equipment, facilities, and qualified personnel, including techni-
cians, administrative personnel, and other personnel, as may be neces-
sary and as may be available to the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines to carry out the purpose and intent of this Agreement.

ARTICLE VI
Office space, etc. The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate

with the Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, in pro-
viding such temporary or permanent office and other space and facili-
ties as may be required, and shall render all practicable assistance in
securing adequate housing accommodations, at reasonable rental rates,
for personnel of the Civil Aeronautics Administration engaged in
effectuating this program, and their families.
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app. Subject to the provisions of Section 311 (c) of the said Public Law 

370-79th Congress, the trainees referred to in the preceding para-
graph of this Article shall be designated by the President of the 
Philippines in accordance with procedures and standards established 
by the Administrator. The Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines shall furnish to the United States Embassy at Manila 
the names and necessary supporting documents of the trainees so 
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ARTICLE IV 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines agrees to pro-
vide free of cost to the Government of the United States of America 
such lands, rights-of-way and easements necessary for carrying out 
the terms of this Agreement. The Administrator is authorized to ac-
cept and utilize for the performance of the terms of this Agreement 
contributions of labor, materials, equipment and money from the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of the Philippines and its political subdi-
visions. 

ARTICLE V 

The Director of Aeronautics shall assist the representative of the 
Administrator in carrying out the objectives of this Agreement by 
providing: 

(1) recommendations relative to locations for the establishment of 
air navigation facilities and the type of facilities and services re-
quired for each location; 

(2) advice as to the specific radio frequency assignments which 
may be used and as to materials and equipment owned by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of the Philippines which can be made available 
for use in carrying out this Agreement; and 

(3) suggestions for the accomplishment of all phases of the Agree-
ment, including suggestions for the accomplishment of the physical 
work involved and for the maintenance and operation of completed 
facilities. 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall furnish 
such equipment, facilities, and qualified personnel, including techni-
cians, administrative personnel, and other personnel, as may be neces-
sary and as may be available to the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines to carry out the purpose and intent of this Agreement. 

.4m-wiz VI 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will cooperate 
with the Administrator, or his duly authorized representative, in pro-
viding such temporary or permanent office and other space and facili-
ties as may be required, and shall render all practicable assistance in 
securing adequate housing accommodations, at reasonable rental rates, 
for personnel of the Civil Aeronautics Administration engaged in 
effectuating this program, and their families. 
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ARTICLE VII

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the Civil Aeronautics Administration
of the Department of Commerce who are citizens of the United States
from damage suits or other civil actions arising out of their perform-
ance of their duties under this Agreement.

ARTICLE VIII

Officers, employees, and agents of the Government of the United
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who
are on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the
Philippines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their
families, shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Re-
public of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regu-
lations. Gratis transit shall be extended to all officers, employees or
agents of the Civil Aeronautics Administration of the Department
of Commerce over all bridges, ferries, roads and other facilities of
the highways where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or
occupants.

ARTICLE IX

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by
the Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of the Philippines, no import, excise, consump-
tion, or other tax, duty or impost shall be levied on funds or property
in the Republic of the Philippines which are owned by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration and used for purposes under the present
Agreement or on funds, materials, supplies, and equipment imported
into the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection with such
purposes; nor shall any such tax, duty, or impost be levied on the
personal funds or property, not intended for resale, imported into
the Republic of the Philippines for the use or consumlption of Civil
Aeronautics Administration personnel who are United States citi-
zens; nor shall any export or other tax be placed on any such funds
or property, including United States Government property, in the
event of its removal from the Republic of the Philippines.

ARTICLE X

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect.

ARTICLE XI

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the
availability of appropriated funds made by the Government of the
United States of America.
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ARTICLE VII 

The Government of the Republic of the Philippines will save harm-
less all officers and employees of the Civil Aeronautics Administration 
of the Department of Commerce who are citizens of the United States 
from damage suits or other civil actions arising out of their perform-
ance of their duties under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Officers, employees, and agents of the Government of the United 
States of America who are citizens of the United States and who 
are on duty or who may be assigned to duty in the Republic of the 
Philippines under the provisions of the present Agreement, and their 
families, shall be permitted to move freely into and out of the Re-
public of the Philippines, subject to existing visa and passport regu-
lations. Gratis transit shall be extended to all officers, employees or 
agents of the Civil Aeronautics Administration of the Department 
of Commerce over all bridges, ferries, roads and other facilities of 
the higkways where tolls are collected for passage of vehicles or 
occupants. 

ARTICLE IX 

Pending the conclusion of negotiations now being considered by 
the Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of the Philippines, no import, excise, consump-
tion, or other tax, duty or impost shall be levied on funds or property 
in the Republic of the Philippines which are owned by the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration and used for purposes under the present 
Agreement or on funds, materials, supplies, and equipment imported 
into the Republic of the Philippines for use in connection with such 
purposes; nor shall any such tax, duty, or impost be levied on the 
personal funds or property, not intended for resale, imported into 
the Republic of the Philippines for the use or consumption of Civil 
Aeronautics Administration personnel who are United States citi-
zens; nor shall any export or other tax be placed on any such funds 
or property, including United States Government property, in the 
event of its removal from the Republic of the Philippines. 

ARTICLE X 

Each Government reserves the right to remove any personnel paid 
by it and involved in carrying out the provisions of this Agreement 
with the understanding that each Government shall maintain an ade-
quate force to carry out the provisions and requirements of this 
Agreement so long as the Agreement is in effect. 

ARTICLE XI 

All commitments made in this Agreement on the part of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America shall be subject to the 
availability of appropriated funds made by the Government of the 
United States of America. 
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AmTIcE XII

REfetive date; dn- This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature,ration.
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that
this Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in
part with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by

Termination. an exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and pro-
vided further that either Government may terminate this Agree-
ment by giving to the other party ninety days' notice in writing
through diplomatic channels.

Is WrINEAs WH1EBOF the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this 12th day
of May, 1947.

FCE MI GOBERIT CO TME UhITZD STABS 07 AERICA:

P.
Charg dt'A tzfree ad interim

of the Unitet States of Amrioa at Ianila

CM MR. GOVYBEPBI 3I1PPINMB.

Sec
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Effective dare; du-
ration. 

TermatatWm 

Anna& XII 

This Agreement shall become effective on the date of its signature, 
and shall continue in effect until completely executed on both sides 
but in no event later than June 30, 1950; provided, however, that 
this Agreement may be revised, amended, or changed in whole or in 
part with the approval of both parties as indicated and effected by 
an exchange of notes between the two contracting parties; and pro-
vided further that either Government may terminate this Agree-
ment by giving to the other party ninety days' notice in writing 
through diplomatic channels. 

IN wrrxEss WHEREOF the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, have 
signed the present Agreement in duplicate at Manila this 12th day 
of May, 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERMENT Or ME MUM STATES OF AMERICA.: 

ft$7410 
VI8 

Charge d'Affaires at interim 
of the United. Statee of America at Manila 

7C8 BE. GOVEREESNT OF THE REPUB.. LIC OF TEEE PHILIPPINES: 

RU EON 
Seoretart of Nati 1 Defense 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Canada amending
the agreement of February 17, 1945, respecting air transport services.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Ottawa April 10 and 12, 1947;
effective April 12, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for
External Affairs

No. 675. OTrAWA, CANADA, April 10, 1947.
SIR:

I have the honor to refer to the recent discussions held in Ottawa
by the representatives of the Governments of the United States of
America and Canada relative to air transport. As a result of these
discussions I would propose that the agreement between the United
States of America and Canada for air transport services, effected
by exchange of notes signed at Washington February 17, 1945,
be amended by the substitution of the following Annex in lieu of
the Annex contained therein:

"Annex

"A. The airlines designated by the Government of the United States
of America may operate on the following routes, with the right to
take on and put down passengers, mail and cargo at the Canadian
terminals specified:

April 10 and 12, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1619]

59 Stat. 1353.

Routes for U. S. air-
lines.

Boston
Boston
New York or-

Boston

New York -

Washington -

Buffalo
Fargo
Great Falls -
Seattle
Seattle
Fairbanks -

Moncton
Montreal
Quebec

f Montreal
[ Ottawa
[ Montreal
I Ottawa
Toronto
Winnipeg
Lethbridge
Vancouver
Whitehorse
Whitehorse

"In consideration of special circumstances existing on the routes
from New York and Washington to Montreal and Ottawa, the Cana-
dian Government agrees that the United States carrier may serve
both Canadian points on the same flights, so long as no Canadian
cabotage rights are exercised.

95347°-49-PT. II -38
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Agreement between the United States of America and Canada amending 
the agreement of February 17, 1945, respecting air transport services. 
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Ottawa April 10 and 12, 1947; 
effective April 12, 1947. 

The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for 
External Affairs 

No. 675. OTTAWA, CANADA, April 10, 1947. 
SIR : 
I have the honor to refer to the recent discussions held in Ottawa 

by the representatives of the Governments of the United States of 
America and Canada relative to air transport. As a result of these 
discussions I would propose that the agreement between the United 
States of America and Canada for air transport services, effected 
by exchange of notes signed at Washington February 17, 1945. 
be amended by the substitution of the following Annex in lieu of 
the Annex contained therein: 

"Annex 

"A. The airlines designated by the Government of the United States 
of America may operate on the following routes, with the right to 
take on and put down passengers, mail and cargo at the Canadian 
terminals specified: 

Boston — Moncton 
Boston — Montreal 
New York or— Quebec 

Boston 

New York — New  
'Ottawa 
Montreal 

Washington — 
10ttawa 

Buffalo - Toronto 
Fargo Winnipeg 
Great Falls — Lethbridge 
Seattle - Vancouver 
Seattle — Whitehorse 
Fairbanks — Whitehorse 

"In consideration of special circumstances existing on the routes 
from New York and Washington to Montreal and Ottawa, the Cana-
dian Government agrees that the United States carrier may serve 
both Canadian points on the same flights, so long as no Canadian 
cabotage rights are exercised. 

95347°-49---PT. Hi 38 

April 10 and 12, 1947 
[T. I. A. S. 1619] 

59 Stat. 1353. 

Routes for U. S. air-
lines. 
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"The service on the route between Buffalo and Toronto may, at
the election of the United States Government, be rendered by two
airlines. On the other routes service by a single airline only will
be authorized.

"In addition to the routes listed above, airlines of United States
registry will be authorized to stop in Windsor on any route on which
they are now or in the future may be authorized by the United States
Government to serve Detroit.

"B. The airlines designated by the Government of Canada may
operate on the following routes, with the right to take on and put
down passengers, mail and cargo at the United States terminals
specified:

Halifax
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Port Arthur-
Victoria -
Whitehorse -
Winnipeg -

Boston
New York
Cleveland
Chicago
Duluth
Seattle
Fairbanks
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan-
Toronto

"In consideration of special circumstances existing on the internal
Canadian route between Winnipeg and Toronto, the United States
Government agrees that the Canadian carrier on this route may make
use of an airfield at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, and may pick up
and set down traffic there.

"A single airline will be authorized for each of the foregoing
routes. With respect to the routes between Toronto and Cleveland
and Toronto and Chicago no through services will be operated from
either point in the United States to points lying beyond the territorial
limits of Canada.

"In addition to the routes listed above, airlines of Canadian registry
will be authorized to stop in Detroit on any route on which they are
now or in the future may be authorized by the Canadian Government
to serve Windsor."

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government of Canada, this
note, and your reply thereto accepting the proposals, shall be regarded
as placing on record the understanding arrived at between the two
Governments concerning this matter.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
RAY ATHEurTN.

The Right Honorable
The Secretary of State

for Eternal Affairs,
Ottawa.
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"The service on the route between Buffalo and Toronto may, at 
the election of the United States Government, be rendered by two 
airlines. On the other routes service by a single airline only will 
be authorized. 
"In addition to the routes listed above, airlines of United States 

registry will be authorized to stop in Windsor on any route on which 
they are now or in the future may be authorized by the United States 
Government to serve Detroit. 
"B. The airlines designated by the Government of Canada may 

operate on the following routes, with the right to take on and put 
down passengers, mail and cargo at the United States terminals 
specified: 

Halifax 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Toronto 
Port Arthur— 
Victoria 
Whitehorse — 
Winnipeg — 

Boston 
New York 
Cleveland 
Chicago 
Duluth 
Seattle 
Fairbanks 
Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan— 
Toronto 

"In consideration of special circumstances existing on the internal 
Canadian route between Winnipeg and Toronto, the United States 
Government agrees that the Canadian carrier on this route may make 
use of an airfield at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, and may pick up 
and set down traffic there. 
"A single airline will be authorized for each of the foregoing 

routes. With respect to the routes between Toronto and Cleveland 
and Toronto and Chicago no through services will be operated from 
either point in the United States to points lying beyond the territorial 
limits of Canada. 

"In addition to the routes listed above, airlines of Canadian registry 
will be authorized to stop in Detroit on any route on which they are 
now or in the future may be authorized by the Canadian Government 
to serve Windsor." 

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government of Canada, this 
note, and your reply thereto accepting the proposals, shall be regarded 
as placing on record the understanding arrived at between the two 
Governments concerning this matter. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

RAY ATHEirroN. 
The Right Honorable 

The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, 

Ottawa-, 
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The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs to the American
Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

CANADA

No. 42 OTTAWA, 12th April, 1947.
EXCELLENCY,

I have the honour to refer to your Note No. 675 of April 10, 1947,
in which you propose that the Agreement between the United States
and Canada for Air Transport Services, effected by an exchange of
notes signed at Washington February 17, 1945, be amended by the
substitution of the Annex contained in the above mentioned note, in
lieu of the Annex contained in the notes of February 17, 1945. The 56Btat. 13

56 .

terms contained in the new Annex are acceptable to the Government of
Canada, which agrees that your note No. 675 of April 10 and this
reply shall be regarded as constituting an understanding between our
two Governments concerning this matter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

L B PEARSON
for

Secretary of State
for External Affairs.

His Excellency the Hon. RAY ATHERTON,
Ambassador for the United States,

100 Wellington Street,
Ottawa.
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The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

No. 42 
EXCELLENCY, 
I have the honour to refer to your Note No. 675 of April 10, 1947, 

in which you propose that the Agreement between the United States 
and Canada for Air Transport Services, effected by an exchange of 
notes signed at Washington February 17, 1945, be amended by the 
substitution of the Annex contained in the above mentioned note, in 
lieu of the Annex contained in the notes of February 17, 1945. The 
terms contained in the new Annex are acceptable to the Government of 
Canada, which agrees that your note No. 675 of April 10 and this 
reply shall be regarded as constituting an understanding between our 
two Governments concerning this matter. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

DEPARTMENT OF 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

CANADA 

OTTAWA, _ma A 1, 1947. 

L B PEARsox 
for 

Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

His Excellency the Hon. RAY ANnEwroN, 
Ambassador for the United States, 

100 Wellington Street, 
Ottawa. 
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June 2 and 3, 1947 Agreement between the United States of America and Ireland amending
IT. I. A. S. 1620] the agreement of February 3, 1946, respecting air transport services.

Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington June 2 and S,
1947; effective June 3, 1947.

The Secretary of State to the Irish Charg6 d'Affaires ad interim
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

June 2, 1947
Sm:

I refer to previous correspondence with the Legation concerning the
air transport agreement concluded between Ireland and the United
States of America in February 1945, particularly with respect to
the determination of traffic points in the United States to be granted

59 stat. 1405. to the Irish air services as referred to in Paragraph B of the Annex.
My Government, after consideration of the wishes of the Government

of Ireland in this matter, proposes that Paragraph B of the Annex
of the Agreement be amended to read as follows:

"Airlines of Ireland authorized under the present agreement are
accorded in the territory of the United States rights of transit, non-
traffic stop and commercial entry for international traffic at Boston,
New York and Chicago on the following route:
"Ireland via intermediate points to New York (via Boston) and
Chicago, in both directions; provided that Chicago shall not be
served on any flight serving New York and/or Boston."
If this proposal is acceptable to your Government it is suggested

that this note, together with your reply thereto, constitute an amend-
ment of the Agreement as set forth above.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

GARRusoN NoTroN
Mr. JosEPH D. BBENN,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Ireland.

The Irish Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Secretary of State

IRISH LGATIONw

WAmHINGTN, D. C.
June 3, 1947

SIR:
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of June 2nd,

1947 in which you propose that Paragraph B of the Annex to the Air
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June 2 and 3, 1947  Agreement between the United States of America and Ireland amending 
IT. I. A. S. 16201 the agreement of February 8, 1945, respecting air transport services. 

Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington June 2 and 8, 
1947; effective June 8, 1947. 

The Secretary of State to the Irish Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 
June 2, 1947 

59 Stat. 1405. 

SIR: 
I refer to previous correspondence with the Legation concerning the 

air transport agreement concluded between Ireland and the United 
States of America in February 1945, particularly with respect to 
the determination of traffic points in the United States to be granted 
to the Irish air services as referred to in Paragraph B of the Annex. 
My Government, after consideration of the wishes of the Government 

of Ireland in this matter, proposes that Paragraph B of the Annex 
of the Agreement be amended to read as follows: 

"Airlines of Ireland authorized under the present agreement are 
accorded in the territory of the United States rights of transit, non-
traffic stop and commercial entry for international traffic at Boston, 
New York and Chicago on the following route: 

"Ireland via intermediate points to New York (via Boston) and 
Chicago, in both directions; provided that Chicago shall not be 
served on any flight serving New York and/or Boston." 

If this proposal is acceptable to your Government it is suggested 
that this note, together with your reply thereto, constitute an amend-
ment of the Agreement as set forth above. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 
For the Secretary of State: 

GARRISON NORTON 
Mr. JOSEPH D. BRENNAN, 

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Ireland. 

The Irish Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Secretary of State 

IRISH LEGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

'me 3, 1947 
Ste: 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of June 2nd, 

1947 in which you propose that Paragraph B of the Annex to the Air 
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Transport Agreement concluded between Ireland and the United
States of America in February, 1945 be amended to read as follows:- 59 stt. 14s.

"Airlines of Ireland authorized under the present agreement
are accorded in the territory of the United States rights of transit,
non-traffic stop and commercial entry for international traffic at
Boston, New York and Chicago on the following route:

"Ireland via intermediate points to New York (via Boston) and
Chicago, in both directions; provided that Chicago shall not be
served on any flight serving New York and/or Boston."

I am instructed to state that this proposal is acceptable to my Govern-
ment and that they accept also your suggestion that your note and
this reply constitute an amendment of the Agreement as set forth above.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
JOSEPH D. BRENNAN.

Charge d'Affaires ad interim

The Honourable GEORGE C. MARSHALL,
Secretary of State

Washington, D.C.
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JOSEPH D. BRENNAN. 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 

The Honourable GEORGE C. MARSHALL, 
Secretary of State 

Washington, D.C. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Iceland respectingair transportation of Icelandic passengers and mail. Effected byexchange of notes signed at Reykjavik January 27 and April 11, 1945;
entered into force April 11, 1946.

The Icelandic Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister

UTANRKISBRsDNEYTID [l]

REYxJAViK, January 27, 1945.

59 Stat. 1464.

Transportation of
passengers, etc., to
and from Iceland.

Db. 65.D.1.
(oskast tllgreint I svarl)

MONSEUB LE MI TISTRE,
I have the honour to refer to our exchange of notes, dated today,

establishing an agreement between Iceland and the United States of
America relating to air transport services.

Furthermore I wish to refer to our conversation concerning the said
agreement, in which I expressed the desire, considering that Iceland
is an intermediate point on the contemplated air route, to have an
additional article included in the agreement to insure the transporta-
tion of passengers and mail to and from Iceland in both directions.
However this question was not stressed, because Your Excellency
assured me, that this was a matter, which might more properly be
taken up separately, as it did not come within the scope of a general
basic agreement, such as the one which just has been concluded between
Iceland and the United States.

With reference to the aforesaid I have the honour to request, that
through the good offices of the Legation, the Government of the United
States arrange, that the operators of the airlines concerned transport
Icelandic passengers and mail to and from Iceland in both directions,
on an equal basis with nationals of other countries, and further that
the charges for such transportation be fixed in proportion to the
distances.

I have the honour to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of my
highest consideration.

OLAFTu THOBS.
His Excellency

Lous G. DRETYFus,
Minister of the United States of America,

Reykjavik.

[Translation: Ministry of Foreign Affairs.]

January 27 and
April 11, 1945

[T. I. A. S. 1621]
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establishing an agreement between Iceland and the United States of 

America relating to air transport services. 
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and from Iceland. agreement, in which I expressed the desire, considering that Iceland 

is an intermediate point on the contemplated air route, to have an 

additional article included in the agreement to insure the transporta-

tion of passengers and mail to and from Iceland in both directions. 

However this question was not stressed, because Your Excellency 

assured me, that this was a matter, which might more properly be 

taken up separately, as it did not come within the scope of a general 

basic agreement, such as the one which just has been concluded between 

Iceland and the United States. 

With reference to the aforesaid I have the honour to request, that 

through the good offices of the Legation, the Government of the United 

States arrange, that the operators of the airlines concerned transport 

Icelandic passengers and mail to and from Iceland in both directions, 

on an equal basis with nationals of other countries, and further that 
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distances. 
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highest consideration. 

OLAFUR THOR& 
His Excellency 

Louis G. DREYFUS, 
Minister of the United States of America, 

Reykjavik. 

[Translation: Ministry of Foreign Affairs.] 
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The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Icelandic Minister
for Foreign Affairs

LEGATION OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 220 Reykjavik, April 11, 1945.

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note dated January

22, 1945 [1] requesting that the United States Government arrange
that operators of the airlines concerned in the reciprocal air transport
agreement concluded between Iceland and the United States on Janu-
ary 27, 1945 carry Icelandic passengers and mail to and from Iceland 59 stat. 14

64

in both directions on an equal basis with nationals of other countries,
and further that the charges for such transportation be fixed in
proportion to the distances.

I have now been authorized by my Government to give you assurance
that airlines of the United States, having the right to pick up and
discharge international traffic under paragraph A of the annex to 59Stat.1466.
the above mentioned agreement, will offer reasonable commercial
service for Icelandic traffic at the airport referred to in that paragraph
provided that this undertaking shall not involve any discrimination
between airlines of the United States and other countries operating
on that same route, shall take into account the capacity of the aircraft,
and shall be fulfilled in such a manner as not to prejudice the normal
operations of the international air services concerned.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

FRANCIS L. SPALDING

His Excellency
OLAFUR TIIORS,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Reykjavik.

[Correct date Jan. 27, 1945.]
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that operators of the airlines concerned in the reciprocal air transport 
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I have now been authorized by my Government to give you assurance 

that airlines of the United States, having the right to pick up and 
discharge international traffic under paragraph A of the annex to 
the above mentioned agreement, will offer reasonable commercial 
service for Icelandic traffic at the airport referred to in that paragraph 
provided that this undertaking shall not involve any discrimination 
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Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Reykjavik. 

[Correct date Jan. 27, 1945.] 
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Ocber 23, , ad Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom
[T. I. A. s. 1622] modifying the agreement of February 29 and March 28,1944, respecting

claims for damages resulting from acts of members or civilian employees
of armed forces. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington
October 23, 1946, and January 23, 1947; entered into force January
23, 1947.

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State

BRITISH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.,

REF: 403/24/48 October 23, 1946.

SnI,
I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that discussions which

have taken place between representatives of the United Kingdom and
the United States of America, concerning the mutual forbearance by
the Governments of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and of the United States of America from asserting
claims arising from matters in which members and civilian employees
of the respective armed forces are concerned, have led to agreement in
the terms set out in the annex hereto.
2. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have considered
and approved the provisions of the annex.
3. I shall be grateful if Your Excellency will inform me whether the
United States Government likewise approve the said provisions and
whether they agree that the present note and Your Excellency's reply
shall be regarded as constituting an Agreement between our two Gov-
ernments in this matter.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble Servant.

INVERCHAPELThe Honourable
JAMES F. BYRNEs,

Secretary of State
of the United States,

Washington, D.C.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom 
modifying the agreement of February 29 and March 28,194 4, respecting 
claims for damages resulting from acts of members or civilian employees 
of armed forces. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington 
October 23, 1946, and January 23, 1947; entered into force January 
23, 1947. 

The British, Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

No. 581 
REF: 403/24/46 

SIR, 
I have the honour to inform Your Excellency that discussions which 

have taken place between representatives of the United Kingdom and 
the United States of America, concerning the mutual forbearance by 
the Governments of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland and of the United States of America from asserting 
claims arising from matters in which members and civilian employees 
of the respective armed forces are concerned, have led to agreement in 
the terms set out in the annex hereto. 

2. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have considered 
and approved the provisions of the annex. 

3. I shall be grateful if Your Excellency will inform me whether the 
United States Government likewise approve the said provisions and 
whether they agree that the present note and Your Excellency's reply 
shall be regarded as constituting an Agreement between our two Gov-
ernments in this matter. 
I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, Sir, 

Your most obedient, humble Servant. 

BRITISH EXBASSY, 
W ASHINGTON, D.C., 

October 03, 1946. 

The Honourable INVERCHAPEL 

JAMES F. Bras, 
Secretary of State 

of the United States, 
Washington, D.C. 
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ANNEX.
(W6037/15/64).

ARTICLE I.

(1) Each contracting Government agrees to bear its own loss and to
forbear from asserting on its own behalf against the other any claim
in relation to the loss, destruction or damage to its property, or injury
to or death of any members or civilian employees of its Armed Forces
resulting from any acts, omissions or other activities during the opera-
tion of this Agreement of any members or civilian employees of the
Armed Forces of the other contracting Government.

(2) The provisions of paragraph (1) of this Article shall not apply
to the following claims-

(i) Claims in relation to loss, destruction or damage to property or
to injury or death resulting from combat activity.

(ii) Claims based on the taking for military purposes of the property
of either contracting Government by members or civilian em-
ployees of the Armed Forces of the other contracting Govern-
ment.

(iii) Claims made by or on behalf of individuals or by or on behalf
of private associations partnerships, corporations or other non-
governmental bodies.

ARTICLE II.

(1) (i) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this Article,
claims of third parties (other than enemy nationals) arising out of
incidents involving vehicles of both contracting Governments shall be
submitted for investigation and determination as to liability to the
United States Claims Service if the incident occurs in a United States
controlled area or to the British Claims Service if the incident occurs
in a British controlled area, but no liability shall he assumed and no
settlement of a claim effected by either Government with respect to any
such claim unless the authorities appointed by the other contracting
Government for the purplose of reviewing such claims decide in the
particular case that such liability exists.

(ii) For the purpose of this Agreement the expression "claims
of third parties" shall mean claims based on the acts or omissions of
the drivers or riders of vehicles which are the property of either
Government brought against either contracting Government by any
person other than the drivers or riders.

(2) If it is found that the incident resulted from negligence or fault
attributable to both contracting Governments, the cost of settlement
rill be borne equally between them. irrespective of the relative degree
of negligence or fault attributable to each Government. Neither
contracting Government shall be liable to contribute to the cost of
settlement where no negligence or fault is attributable to either
Government or where the incident results from combat activity.

Forbearance from
assertion of designated
claims.

Nonapplicability.

Investigation, etc.,
of claims of third
parties.

"Claims of third
parties."

Cost of settlement.
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Claims falling (3) If any such claim by a third party falls within the matters whichwithin matters of re-
iprocal or mutual are the subject of reciprocal aid under the Reciprocal Aid Agreements

of 1944 in force between the United States and France, the Nether-
lands and Belgium, or of mutual aid under the Mutual Aid
Agreements of 1944 in force between the United Kingdom and
France, the Netherlands and Belgium, such claims shall be in-
vestigated in the country in which the incident occurred by the
authorities provided under the respective Reciprocal or Mutual Aid
Agreement. If such authorities decide that both the Government of
the United States and the Government of the United Kingdom are
liable, the cost of settlement of the claim as between the Government
of the United States and the Government of the United Kingdom,
shall be charged as reciprocal aid to the United States and as mutual
aid to the United Kingdom in equal proportions irrespective of the
degree of fault attributable to either Government. The provisions
of this paragraph shall not, however, be read as affecting any existing
right of the Government of the United States or of the Government
of the United Kingdom as against the Government of the country in
which a claim is investigated under this paragraph to consider and
decide whether such charge should be treated as reciprocal or mutual
aid under the respective Reciprocal or Mutual Aid Agreement.

ARTICLE III.
Applicability of This Agreement shall apply to claims in relation to acts, omissions or

other activities occurring in any part of the world.

ARTICLE IV.
Retroactive provi- (1) This Agreement shall be deemed to have come into force on the

6th June, 1944, except as to such claims by third parties as may have
been determined prior to the 12th November, 1945.
(2) This Agreement shall supersede, as from the 6th June, 1944, the
arrangement for mutual forbearance from a certain class of claims em-
bodied in paragraph 11 of the annex to the Notes exchanged in Lon-Ante, p. 234. don on the 29th February, 1944, by His Majesty's Principal Secre-
tary of State for Foreign Affairs and the United States Ambassador,
but the arrangement made by exchange of notes on 29th February,
1944, remains in full force as to claims arising out of incidents which
occurred before the 6th June, 1944.

Duration.

Termination.

ARTICLE V.

This Agreement shall remain in force during the period of the present
joint participation by the Governments of the United States and of
the United Kingdom in any military operation or military occupation
but if before the period of joint participation expires either contract-
ing Government gives to the other a written notice of its intention to
terminate this Agreement, the Agreement shall cease to have effect
three months after the date of such notice.
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(3) If any such claim by a third party falls within the matters which 
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ARTICLE VI.

This Agreement shall not be deemed to modify or affect the provisions
of the Agreement between His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom and the United States Government for the Provision of
Mutual Aid concerning Certain Problems of Marine Transportation
and Litigation signed at London on the 4th December, 1942.

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

January 23, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 581
of October 23, 1946 to which was annexed the text of a proposed agree-
ment concerning the mutual forbearance by the Governments of the
United States of America and of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland from asserting claims arising out of matters in
which members or civilian employees of the respective armed forces
of the two countries are concerned.

The terms of the proposed agreement are acceptable to this Govern-
ment, and your Excellency's note and this reply thereto shall be
regarded as constituting an Agreement between our two Governments
in this matter.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

DEAN ACHESON
For the Secretary of State

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

TIE LORD INVERCIIAPEL, P.C., G.C. M.G.,
British Ambassador.

66 Stat. 1780.

Ante, p. 2876.

Acceptance by C. S.
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British Ambassador. 
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January 24 and
February 12, 1944,
and February 14

and 19, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1623]

Agreements between the United States of America and Colombia respect-
ing a cooperative health and sanitation program in Colombia. Effected
by exchange of notes signed at Bogota February 14 and 19, 1946;
entered into force February 19, 1946. And exchange of notes signed
at Bogotd January 24 and February 12, 1944; entered into force Feb-
ruary 12, 1944.

The American Ambassador to the Colombian Minister of Foreign Affairs

No. 137

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Bogotd, February 14, 1946
EXCELLENCY:

57Stat. 1310,1313. I have the honor to refer to Note No. 115 of October 23, 1942
of the Ambassador of the United States in Colombia, to communica-
tion No. S-1110 of October 23, 1942 from the Minister of Foreign

Post, p. 282. Affairs, to Note No. 285 of January 24, 1944 of the Ambassador of
the United States and to communication No. S-134 of February 12,

Pot, p. 2893. 1944 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which relate to the
establishment and continuance of a cooperative program of public
health and sanitation in Colombia, the specific operational details of
which were established in agreements entered into between The
Institute of Inter-American Affairs and the Ministry of Labor,
Health and Social Welfare in October of 1942 ['] and January of

Pot,. p. 294. 1944. The program was undertaken by both governments pursuant
to Resolution XXX approved at the Third Meeting of the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics held at Rio de Janeiro
in January, 1942. [2]

Cuontributions of It will be recalled that as agreed in the mentioned communica-
tions, my Government continuously since 1942 has furnished the
services of experts in the field of health and sanitation to cooperate
with officials of the Colombian Government and particularly the
Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare in a specific cooperative
program for the improvement of health and sanitation in Colombia,
and that the Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publica
was established within the said Ministry as the instrumentality for
the execution of that program.

Under the agreement of 1942 my Government has furnished the
sum of one million dollars (US$1,000,000.) and Your Excellency's
Government has contributed the sum of one million pesos (Col.
$1,000,000.) for the execution of the cooperative program and under
the agreement of 1944 my Government has furnished the additional

I [Not printed.]
2 [Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7, 1942, p. 137.]
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[Not printed.] 

2 [Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7, 1942, p. 137.] 
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sum of six hundred thousand dollars (US$600,000.) and Your Excel-
lency's Government has contributed an equivalent amount in Co-
lombian pesos or one million fifty thousand pesos (Col.$1,050,000.)
for the same purpose. These sums, which are in addition to the serv-
ices and expenses of the group of experts, have been paid to and
expended by the Servicio Cooperative in the execution of the co-
operative program and will be virtually exhausted at the expiration
of the present agreement on June 30, 1946.

The program has consisted of specific projects agreed upon between
the Minister of Labor, Health and Social Welfare and the chief of
the group of experts, as representative of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs. While many projects have been completed,
others of importance are still in process of execution, and the oppor-
tunity exists for the initiation of beneficial new projects.

My Government's participation in the program has been carried out
through The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which, as Your
Excellency knows, is a corporate agency of my Government and is
wholly owned, controlled and financed by it.

Your Excellency's Government has indicated in informal conver-
sations with me and with the representative of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs its desire that the cooperative program of health and
sanitation be further extended after June 30, 1946, and its willingness
to make additional funds available for the purpose.

I have the honor to state that my Government pursuant to the ex-
pressed desire of Your Excellency's Government, is also willing to ex-
tend the cooperative program of health and sanitation in Colombia for
an additional period, and is prepared to make available through The
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, additional funds and to continue
to furnish the services of experts, for the purpose of cooperating with
Your Excellency's Government in prolonging that program. Such
funds would be added to the funds remaliining from the contrilbutions
made under the previous agrleecmetlls tand to tile new funds otrered by
Your Excellency's Governmlent. It is pr'Oposed that the period of ex-
tension, the sums to be made available by both Governments anti any
additional details with regard to the continuance and scope of the
program be worked out by mutual agreement between the Ministry of
Labor, Health and Social Welfare and Colonel Harold B. Gotaas,
President of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, and be incor-
porated in a written agreement between the Ministry and the Insti-
tute. It is not contemplated that any substantial change in the modus
operandi established under the existing agreement will be required.

Colonel Gotaas has now arrived in Bogota to represent the Insti-
tute in connection with any extension of the program.

I am hopeful that the proposal is agreeable to Your Excellency's
Government and I would appreciate receiving an expression of Your
Excellency's opinion as soon as may be possible in order that the
details of the extension may be worked out during Colonel Gotaas'
stay in Bogota.
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I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

JOHN C. WILEY
His Excellency

Senor Doctor don FERNANDO LONDONO Y LONDONO,
Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Bogotd.

The Colombian Minister of Foreign Relations to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES

N° D.- 343- Bogotd, febrero 19 de 1946
SENOR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo el honor de avisar recibo de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia,
fecha 14 de febrero en curso, numero 137, relativa a la continuaci6n
del programa cooperativo de higiene y salubridad en Colombia cuyos
detalles han venido siendo precisados entre el Ministerio de Trabajo,
Higiene y Previsi6n Social y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos
de Washington. El texto de la nota de Vuestra Excelencia fue pasado
oportunamente a conocimiento del mencionado Ministerio del Trabajo.

Por otra parte, el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos en nota
de 19 de los corrientes, se ha dirigido al Ministerio de Trabajo, pun-
tualizando algunas reformas que considera necesarias para la pr6rroga
del anterior convenio y para la mutua conveniencia de las Partes.

Me es grato manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia ante todo que el
Gobierno de Colombia ve con verdadera satisfacci6n que la colabora-
ci6n entre este Gobierno y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos,
como rama del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, pueda continuar y
que se lleve a cabo la pr6rroga de los programas, sujeta naturalmente
a las modificaciones que se acuerden conforme a las necesidades de
esta nueva 6poca.

En cuanto al periodo de pr6rroga, a las sumas que han de ser
aportadas por ambos Gobiernos y a otros particulares, todo ello pue-
de ser materia de estudio entre el sefior Coronel Gotaa, como repre-
sentante del Instituto, y el Ministerio de Trabajo, Higiene y Previsi6n
Social.

Esta Cancilleria autoriza plenamente la celebraci6n de ese pacto
entre las dos entidades mencionadas.

Con esta grata oportunidad renuevo a Vuestra Excelencia las se-
guridades de mi mas elevada consideraci6n.

FERNANDO LONDONO L
A Su Excelencia

el sefior JOHN C. WnIEY,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America
Oiudad.
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Translation

MINISTRY OF

FOREIGN RELATIONS
No. D.- 343- Bogotd, February 19, 1946

MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's

note, of February 14 of the current year, number 137, with reference Antep. 28s0.

to the continuation of the cooperative program of hygiene and health
in Colombia the details of which are being planned by the Ministry
of Labor, Hygiene and Social Welfare and the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs in Washington. The text of Your Excellency's note
was communicated to the aforementioned Ministry of Labor.

On the other hand, the Institute of Inter-American Affairs in a note
of the 19th of the current month, has addressed the Ministry of Labor,
indicating some changes which it considers necessary for the extension
of the above agreement and for the mutual convenience of the Parties.

I am pleased to inform Your Excellency in the first place that the
Government of Colombia views with real satisfaction the fact that the
collaboration between this Government and the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, as a branch of the Government of the United States,
may continue and carry out the extension of the programs, subject
naturally to the changes which are agreed upon in conformity with the
necessities of this new epoch.

As to the time of extension, the amounts which have to be con-
tributed by both Governments and other particulars, all that may be a
matter for study between Colonel Gotaa, as the representative of the
Institute, and the Ministry of Labor, Hygiene and Social Welfare.

This Chancelry authorizes fully the carrying out of this agreement
between the two entities referred to.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

FERNANDO LONDONO L

His Excellency
JOHN C. WILEY,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America

City.

The President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs to the Colombian
Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare

OFFICE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN

AFFAIRS

February 19, 1946
Sr. Dr. ADAN ARRIAGA ANDRADE

Ministro de Trabajo, Higiene y Previsi6n Social
E. S. D.

I have the honor to refer to the diplomatic notes exchanged between
His Excellency the Ambassador of the United States of America in the
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Republic of Colombia and His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Af-
57Stat. 1310,131. fairs of the Republic of Colombia dated October 23, 1942; to the

communications exchanged between The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs and the Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare dated
respectively October 20 and 23, 1942;['] to the diplomatic notes ex-
changed between the Ambassador and the Ministry of Foreign

Post, p. 2892. Affairs of Colombia dated January 24, 1944, and February 12, 1944,
respectively, and to the official communications exchanged between
the mentioned institute and the Ministry of Labor, Health and Social

Pt, pp. 2894,2901. Welfare dated respectively January 27 and 29, 1944; to the notes
exchanged between the mentioned Ambassador and the Minister of

Aet, p. 2880. Foreign Affairs dated February 14, and February (sic), 1946, re-
spectively, and to the conversations which have recently taken place
between them and Your Excellency and the undersigned.
These communications and the conversations relate to the cooperative
program of health and sanitation provided for by Resolution XXX ap-
proved at the Third Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs held
at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in January, 1942. The cooperative program
of health and sanitation undertaken in Colombia in 1942 pursuant to
the diplomatic notes and official communications exchanged in that
year, was extended until June 30, 1946, by means of the communica-
tions exchanged in 1944, which constituted a new Basic Agreement
governing the present program.

bySs. S.and Ctr-u In the agreement of 1942 the Government of Colombia obligated
bia. itself to contribute the sum of one million pesos (Col.$1,000,000.)

for the program and the Government of the United States of America,
the sum of one million dollars (US$1,000,000.). In the agreement of
1944 the Governments of Colombia and of the United States obligated
themselves to furnish for the continuation of the program the sums
of one million fifty thousand pesos (Col.$1,050,000.) and six hundred
thousand dollars ($US 600,000.) (one million fifty thousand pesos)
(Col.$1,050,000.) respectively. The parties have made these con-
tributions in full compliance with the agreements; the cooperative
program is in full development at the present time but unless extended
will terminate June 30, of the present year.

Extension of pro The Republic of Colombia has expressed its desire that the program
be extended for an additional period and has offered to increase the
proportion of its contribution.
I have the pleasure of informing Your Excellency that the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, as represented by The Institute
of Inter-American Affairs, is in agreement with and accepts that sug-
gestion and is prepared to continue furnishing the services of tech-
nicians and to make available an additional sum of money for the
purpose of cooperating with the Government of Colombia in the con-
tinuation of the program of health and sanitation.

thAilblity of fr- Confirming the conversations which have taken place between us as to
the sums which each Government could presently make available for
the continuation of the program, I have the honor to state that my

I [Not printed.]
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Government, through The Institute of Inter-American Affairs will
make available the further sum of one hundred twenty thousand
dollars (US$120,000.) and the services of a Field Party, as in the past.
It is my understanding that the Government of Colombia will make
available the further sum of two million pesos (Col$2,000,000.),
equivalent to US$1,142,840. at the present rate of exchange. These
funds would be combined and expended for the continuation of the
cooperative program of public health and sanitation in Colombia
until June 30, 1948.
The sums mentioned would be in addition to the one million six
hundred thousand dollars (US$1,600,000.) (2,800,000. pesos Colombi-
anos) already furnished for the program by the Government of the
United States and the two million fifty thousand pesos (Col.$2,050,-
000.) US$1,171,410.) already contributed by the Government of
Colombia. They are in addition also to the sums expended by the
Institute for the Field Party and their expenses and administrative
costs, which by June 30, 1946, will amount to approximately four
hundred twenty thousand dollars (US$420,000.) (735,000 pesos
Colombianos).
It is proposed that the cooperative program continue to be carried
out, and that all the funds made available for its continuance be
administered, in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Agree-
ment of 1944 and the minor amendments necessary for its extension,
all of which provisions are set out hereinafter for the mutual con-
venience of the parties.
(1) The Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare (hereinafter
called the Ministry) and The Institute of Inter-American Affairs shall
continue to maintain the special technical service known as the Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pfiblica (hereinafter called
the Servicio) which shall continue to function as a separate section
within and subordinated to the Ministry. The Director of the
Servicio shall be responsible to the Minister or his representative for
the execution of the cooperative program of health and sanitation
and may do all things necessary or desirable for the accomplishment
of this purpose.
(2) The Institute of Inter-American Affairs (hereinafter referred to
as the Institute), which is a corporate instrumentality of the United
States Government devoted to the execution of certain of its public
purposes and having juridic personality, may continue to maintain in
Colombia a field party of technicians to consummate the cooperative
program hereinafter described. The party of technicians shall be of
such size as the Institute considers appropriate and shall be under the
direction of an official who shall have the title of Chief of Field Party,
Health and Sanitation Division, The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, which Chief of Party shall be acceptable to the Minister of
Labor, Health and Social Welfare (hereinafter called the Minister).
This official shall be the representative of the Health and Sanitation
Division of the Institute in Colombia in connection with the program

95347 -49--PT. 111-39
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to be undertaken in accordance with this agreement. The Govern-
ment of Colombia may ask for the withdrawal of the Chief of Party
when in its opinion his performance does not satisfy or interpret the
objectives contained in this agreement, and may ask for a replace-
ment satisfactory to both parties.
(3) The Government of Colombia shall appoint as Director of the
Servicio the Chief of Field Party, Health and Sanitation Division,
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs. With the approval of the
Minister, the Director of the Servicio may delegate his authority to
persons employed by the Servicio or members of the Field Party of
the Institute in Colombia.
(4) The cooperative health and sanitation program in Colombia shall
continue to consist of individual projects. The kind of work and the
specific projects to be undertaken in the execution of this agreement
and the allocation of funds therefor shall be agreed upon in writing
by the Minister and by the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute
in Colombia (wherever the latter official is mentioned herein, it shall
be understood that he acts in said capacity) and shall be carried out
by the Director of the Servicio in conformity with policies prescribed
jointly by the Minister and the said Chief of Field Party for the In-
stitute. No project will be carried out without the presentation of
studies and definite plans for both the technical and administrative
aspects of the work. Servicio funds shall be disbursed only upon
projects previously agreed to in this manner.
It is suggested that the cooperative program of health and sanitation
be limited to relatively few projects each of which would be of special
interest to the Government of Colombia, in order that definite results
may be obtained, and that such results would be indicative of the
cooperation existing between the Government of Colombia and the
Government of the United States in the important field of health and
sanitation.
It is suggested that the work of the Servicio be limited to the following
activities or some of them:

Completion or continuation of the projects which are being carried
out at the present time in virtue of the Basic Agreements.
Organization (including the construction, if necessary) and oper-
ation of a limited number of health centers.
The execution of certain specific campaigns or programs falling
within the province of the Ministry.
Public Health Education.
Studies and measures for the control of Malaria.
Sanitary works and other constructions necessary to carry out
specific programs.
Organization of maritime, river and aerial sanitation (quaran-
tine service) and the sanitation of ports.
Nutritional programs insofar as they relate to public health.
Training of personnel to serve in programs of public health and
sanitation.
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to be undertaken in accordance with this agreement. The Govern-
ment of Colombia may ask for the withdrawal of the Chief of Party 
when in its opinion his performance does not satisfy or interpret the 
objectives contained in this agreement, and may ask for a replace-
ment satisfactory to both parties. 

(3) The Government of Colombia shall appoint as Director of the 
Servicio the Chief of Field Party, Health and Sanitation Division, 
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs. With the approval of the 
Minister, the Director of the Servicio may delegate his authority to 
persons employed by the Servicio or members of the Field Party of 
the Institute in Colombia. 

(4) The cooperative health and sanitation program in Colombia shall 
continue to consist of individual projects. The kind of work and the 
specific projects to be undertaken in the execution of this agreement 
and the allocation of funds therefor shall be agreed upon in writing 
by the Minister and by the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as 
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute 
in Colombia (wherever the latter official is mentioned herein, it shall 
be understood that he acts in said capacity) and shall be carried out 
by the Director of the Servicio in conformity with policies prescribed 
jointly by the Minister and the said Chief of Field Party for the In-
stitute. No project will be carried out without the presentation of 
studies and definite plans for both the technical and administrative 
aspects of the work. Servicio funds shall be disbursed only upon 
projects previously agreed to in this manner. 

It is suggested that the cooperative program of health and sanitation 
be limited to relatively few projects each of which would be of special 
interest to the Government of Colombia, in order that definite results 
may be obtained, and that such results would be indicative of the 
cooperation existing between the Government of Colombia and the 
Government of the United States in the important field of health and 
sanitation. 

It is suggested that the work of the Servicio be limited to the following 
activities or some of them: 

Completion or continuation of the projects which are being carried 
out at the present time in virtue of the Basic Agreements. 
Organization (including the construction, if necessary) and oper-
ation of a limited number of health centers. 
The execution of certain specific campaigns or programs falling 
within the province of the Ministry. 
Public Health Education. 
Studies and measures for the control of Malaria. 
Sanitary works and other constructions necessary to carry out 
specific programs. 

Organization of maritime, river and aerial sanitation (quaran-
tine service) and the sanitation of ports. 
Nutritional programs insofar as they relate to public health. 
Training of personnel to serve in programs of public health and 
sanitation. 
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(5) For the purpose of continuing the cooperative health and sanita-
tion program in Colombia, it is proposed for consideration by Your
Excellency that the Institute deposit in the Banco de la Republica in
Bogota (or in such other bank as may be mutually agreed upon by the
Minister and the Chief of Field Party) to the account of the Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pfiblica the said sum of one
hundred twenty thousand dollars (US$120,000.) on the following
basis:

During July, 1946 US$60,000.
During January, 1947 US$60,000.

and that the Government of Colombia deposit to the account of the
Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pdblica in the same
bank, the sum of two million pesos (Col.$2,000,000.) (being the
equivalent of US$1,142,840. at the present official rate of exchange),
on the following basis:

During July, 1946 Col.$ 500,000.
During January, 1947 Col.$ 500,000.
During July, 1947 Col.$ 500,000.
During January, 1948 Col.$ 500,000.

(6) Funds introduced into Colombia by the Institute for the purpose
of the cooperative program shall be exempt from the taxes, service
charges, investment or deposit requirements and other currency
controls imposed upon the foreign exchange of private persons, and
shall enjoy the most favorable government rate of exchange.
(7) Materials and equipment or other property furnished by the
Government of Colombia or by the Institute to the Servicio at the
request of its Director shall be considered as a cash payment equal to
the cost thereof (including shipping, handling, insurance and other
incidentals) if purchased on the current market; but if not so pur-
chased, it shall be treated as a cash payment in an amount agreed on
in writing by the Minister and Chief of Party. Interest, if any,
earned on deposits of Servicio funds shall not be credited against the
obligations of the parties, but shall be added to Servicio funds.
(8) The funds deposited by either party to the credit of the Servicio
for any particular period shall not be drawn against until the cor-
responding deposit of the other party, if required by paragraph (5),
shall have been made; and if not made within sixty (60) days there-
after, the first-mentioned deposit shall be returned to the contributor
upon the sole signature of its representative.
(9) All funds deposited, under the original agreement and its exten-
sions, to the credit of the Servicio in the designated bank and not
spent during the period or fiscal year in which deposited, shall con-
tinue to be available for the purposes of this program during the
existence of this agreement and shall not revert to the Governments
of the United States of America or of Colombia. The Minister and
the Chief of Field Party in Colombia shall determine by mutual
agreement the disposition and administration of the funds and other
property remaining to the Servicio on the termination of this agree-
ment, June 30, 1948.
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Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pdblica the said sum of one 
hundred twenty thousand dollars (US$120,000.) on the following 
basis: 

During July, 1946 US$60,000. 
During January, 1947 US$60,000. 

and that the Government of Colombia deposit to the account of the 
Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pliblica in the same 
bank, the sum of two million pesos (Col.$2,000,000.) (being the 
equivalent of US$1,142,840. at the present official rate of exchange), 
on the following basis: 

During July, 1946 Col.$ 500,000. 
During January, 1947 Col.$ 500,000. 
During July, 1947 Col.$ 500,000. 
During January, 1948 Col.$ 500,000. 

(6) Funds introduced into Colombia by the Institute for the purpose 
of the cooperative program shall be exempt from the taxes, service 
charges, investment or deposit requirements and other currency 
controls imposed upon the foreign exchange of private persons, and 
shall enjoy the most favorable government rate of exchange. 

(7) Materials and equipment or other property furnished by the 
Government of Colombia or by the Institute to the Servicio at the 
request of its Director shall be considered as a cash payment equal to 
the cost thereof (including shipping, handling, insurance and other 
incidentals) if purchased on the current market; but if not so pur-
chased, it shall be treated as a cash payment in an amount agreed on 
in writing by the Minister and Chief of Party. Interest, if any, 
earned on deposits of Servicio funds shall not be credited against the 
obligations of the parties, but shall be added to Servicio funds. 

(8) The funds deposited by either party to the credit of the Servicio 
for any particular period shall not be drawn against until the cor-
responding deposit of the other party, if required by paragraph (5), 
shall have been made; and if not made within sixty (60) days there-
after, the first-mentioned deposit shall be returned to the contributor 
upon the sole signature of its representative. 

(9) All funds deposited, under the original agreement and its exten-
sions, to the credit of the Servicio in the designated bank and not 
spent during the period or fiscal year in which deposited, shall con-
tinue to be available for the purposes of this program during the 
existence of this agreement and shall not revert to the Governments 
of the United States of America or of Colombia. The Minister and 
the Chief of Field Party in Colombia shall determine by mutual 
agreement the disposition and administration of the funds and other 
property remaining to the Servicio on the termination of this agree-
ment, June 30, 1948. 
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Sums withheld forexpenses incurred in (1) In view of the fact that some purchases of materials and supplies
u. S. A. will be made and other expenses will be incurred in the United States

of America, the Minister and the Chief of Field Party may agree to
withhold from the deposits to be made by the Institute an amount
which is estimated to be necessary to pay for said purchases and
expenses. Sums so withheld shall be considered as if deposited under

nexpended bal- the terms of this agreement, but any balance of such funds not ex-
pended or obligated shall be deposited to the account of the Servicio
in the designated bank at any time when the Chief of Field Party
and the Minister so agree.

Administrative an- Th Serviciotonodmyiof the Se- (11) The Servicio shall enjoy administrative autonomy within the
viclo. limits of this agreement, and shall have the right to make its own

purchases and to execute its own contracts, in the same manner as
at the present time. The deposit, expenditure, audit and accounting
of funds in the Servicio account as well as the purchase, inventory,
use and sale of all real and personal property for the account of the
Servicio, and all other administrative matters, shall be regulated, con-
trolled and conducted by and under such rules, regulations and pro-
cedures as have been or shall be mutually agreed upon by the Minister
and the Chief of Field Party. No funds shall be disbursed from Servi-
cio bank accounts without the signature of the Director of the Servicio,
or his delegate.

coiur ts oftepend- (12) The Director of the Servicio shall present to the Minister monthlyitures, etc.

or at such other intervals as the Minister may desire, a complete
account of all its expenditures, financial transactions and obligations.
The accounts and books of the Servicio shall be available for audit,
whenever it is considered necessary, by either an appropriate agency
of the Government of Colombia or by the Chief of Field Party or his
delegate. Any such audit shall be conducted with reference to the
standards, rules and procedures established by or pursuant to the
terms of this agreement.

resnormtion; prog- (13) The Director of the Servicio shall furnish the Minister any in-ress reports.

formation which is desired concerning the Servicio or its activities.
Monthly and at such other intervals as the Ministry may desire, the
Director shall submit a report to the Minister regarding the progress
of the work of the Servicio and its specific projects.

conditions of emplioy (14) The Minister and the Director of the Servicio by mutual agree-
ment. ment shall determine the positions, salaries, qualifications, and condi-

tions of employment within the Servicio, all in accordance with the
general policies previously agreed upon between the Minister and the
Chief of Field Party of the Institute in Colombia. The Director of
the Servicio shall select and discharge its employees but his determina-
tion shall be subject to the approval of the Minister. The Ministry
shall issue the appropriate resolutions. The Director of the Servicio
shall also select and discharge the laborers of the Servicio.

rcution 0 (15) All contracts and agreements relating to the administration of
the Servicio and to the execution of projects previously agreed upon
between the Minister and the Chief of Party, shall be executed in
the name of the Servicio and by its Director, provided, however,
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(1) In view of the fact that some purchases of materials and supplies 
will be made and other expenses will be incurred in the United States 
of America, the Minister and the Chief of Field Party may agree to 
withhold from the deposits to be made by the Institute an amount 
which is estimated to be necessary to pay for said purchases and 
expenses. Sums so withheld shall be considered as if deposited under 
the terms of this agreement, but any balance of such funds not ex-
pended or obligated shall be deposited to the account of the Servicio 
in the designated bank at any time when the Chief of Field Party 
and the Minister so agree. 

(11) The Servicio shall enjoy administrative autonomy within the 
limits of this agreement, and shall have the right to make its own 
purchases and to execute its own contracts, in the same manner as 
at the present time. The deposit, expenditure, audit and accounting 
of funds in the Servicio account as well as the purchase, inventory, 
use and sale of all real and personal property for the account of the 
Servicio, and all other administrative matters, shall be regulated, con-
trolled and conducted by and under such rules, regulations and pro-
cedures as have been or shall be mutually agreed upon by the Minister 
and the Chief of Field Party. No funds shall be disbursed from Servi-
cio bank accounts without the signature of the Director of the Servicio, 
or his delegate. 

(12) The Director of the Servicio shall present to the Minister monthly 
or at such other intervals as the Minister may desire, a complete 
account of all its expenditures, financial transactions and obligations. 
The accounts and books of the Servicio shall be available for audit, 
whenever it is considered necessary, by either an appropriate agency 
of the Government of Colombia or by the Chief of Field Party or his 
delegate. Any such audit shall be conducted with reference to the 
standards, rules and procedures established by or pursuant to the 
terms of this agreement. 

(13) The Director of the Servicio shall furnish the Minister any in-
formation which is desired concerning the Servicio or its activities. 
Monthly and at such other intervals as the Ministry may desire, the 
Director shall submit a report to the Minister regarding the progress 
of the work of the Servicio and its specific projects. 

(14) The Minister and the Director of the Servicio by mutual agree-
ment shall determine the positions, salaries, qualifications, and condi-
tions of employment within the Servicio, all in accordance with the 
general policies previously agreed upon between the Minister and the 
Chief of Field Party of the Institute in Colombia. The Director of 
the Servicio shall select and discharge its employees but his determina-
tion shall be subject to the approval of the Minister. The Ministry 
shall issue the appropriate resolutions. The Director of the Servicio 
shall also select and discharge the laborers of the Servicio. 

(15) All contracts and agreements relating to the administration of 
the Servicio and to the execution of projects previously agreed upon 
between the Minister and the Chief of Party, shall be executed in 
the name of the Servicio and by its Director, provided, however, 
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that contracts governing the operation of services or facilities estab-
lished by the Servicio, or contracts providing for the expenditure of
more than Col.$3,000.00 should be signed and executed jointly with
the iMinister.
(16) All rights and privileges which are enjoyed by government de-
partments and official agencies of government in Colombia and by
the personnel and employees of the same shall accrue to the Servicio
and to all its personnel and employees in its and their official business.
Such rights and privileges shall include, for example and not exclu-
sively, free postal, telegraph and telephone service whenever possible,
passes on railroads administered by the Government of Colombia
and the right to rebates or preferential tariffs allowed to departments
of the Government of Colombia by domestic companies of maritime
and river navigation, rail, auto and air transportation, telegraph,
telephone, etc. and also freedom and immunity from excise, stamp,
property, income and any and all other taxes as well as from consular
charges and customs duties upon imports for the use of the Servicio,
whether imported in the name of the Servicio or in the name of a
third person and contracted for by the Servicio. The activities and
contracts of the Servicio shall enjoy the same exemptions and preroga-
tives as the activities and contracts of the Colombian Government.
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs shall enjoy the immunities
to which it is entitled as an agency of the Government of the United
States of America and in addition the Institute and its employees
shall enjoy the same rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities
as the Servicio and its employees, with respect to its and their opera-
tions which are related to, and property which is to be used for, the
program herein agreed upon.
(17) All remuneration and expenses, including travelling expenses, of
the Field Party shall be paid exclusively from the funds of the Insti-
tute and not by the Servicio and shall not be credited against the
funds herein described.
(18) All employees of the Institute who are citizens of the United
States of America and are engaged in carrying out the objectives of
the cooperative healthi and sanitation program shall be exempt from
all income taxes and social security taxes with respect to income on
which they are obligated to pay income or social security taxes to the
Government of the United States of America and from property taxes
on personal property intended for their own use. Said employees who
are members of the Field Party shall also be exempt from the payment
of customs and import duties on their personal effects and equipment
and supplies for their own use; and from investments and deposit re-
quirements and other foreign exchange controls, on funds brought into
Colombia for normal living expenses.
(19) At the termination of this agreement all real and personal prop-
erty of the Servicio shall be and remain the property of the Govern-
ment of Colombia, in accordance with the laws of Colombia.
(20) All rights, powers, privileges or duties conferred by this agree-
ment upon the Minister and upon the Chief of Field Party may be
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delegated to representatives. Such delegation shall be in writing and
shall state either generally or specifically the powers and duties of said
representative. The National Director of Health may act for the
Minister by reason of his office and without any other requisite, and
should advise the Minister in relation to action to be taken by him in
the course of the cooperative program. Regardless of the existence of
persons empowered to act for them, the Minister and the Director of
the Servicio or the Chief of Field Party shall have the right to refer any
matter directly to one another and to decide it.

oAcvtiesiti rsat (21) Without prejudice to the power of agreeing upon later amend-
nents. ments or changes, the projects and activities undertaken by the

Servicio pursuant to the previous basic agreements shall continue to be
carried out in accordance with the terms of the agreements and under-
standings entered into between the Minister and the Chief of Field
Party, or the Director of the Servicio (or their representatives). In
the same manner, the rules, regulations and procedures which have
been mutually agreed upon between them shall remain in effect insofar
as they are not inconsistent with the express provisions of this Basic
Agreement. Action already taken with respect to the naming or
approval of personnel shall not be affected hereby. Funds retained by
the Institute in the United States in accordance with Clause 10 of the
previous basic agreement, shall remain available for the cooperative
program.

Legiation, etc. (22) The Government of Colombia will obtain or endeavor to obtain
the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary to carry out the
terms of this agreement.

Replacement of
s

pre- Since all the funds allocated by the previous basic agreements have
already been deposited and since the provisions of the previous basic
agreements are incorporated in this agreement with the few amend-
ments necessary for the continuation of the program, it is proposed
that this Basic Agreement, provided it is accepted and agreed to by
your Excellency, shall replace previous agreements and shall govern
the future operations of the entire cooperative health and sanitation
program of Colombia and the disbursement of both the new funds and
the balance of the old funds.
As President of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, I am pre-
pared to consider this letter and Your Excellency's acceptance of the
provisions contained in it as constituting in form and effect a com-
pletely binding and effective agreement between The Institute of
Inter-American Affairs and the Government of Colombia in accord-
ance with the terms contained herein.
Accept, Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration.

HAROLD B. GOTAAS

President
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs

t
c
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The Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
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The Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare to the
President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs

REPUBLIC DE COLOMBIA
MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO, HIGIENE, Y PREVISION SOCIAL

Numero: 05678

BOGOTA, febrero 20 de 1946.

Sefior Coronel
HAROLD B. GOTAAS

Presidente del Instituto de
Relaciones Interamericanas,

Ciudad.

Correspondo a su atenta nota de 19 de febrero, en la cual usted, en
representaci6n del Instituto de Relaciones Interamericanas, propone a
este Ministerio un proyecto de convenio adicional a nuestro actual
programa cooperativo de salubridad y saneamiento que se realiza en
Colombia por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de
Salud Publica.

Debidamente autorizado por el Excelentisimo Sefior Presidente de
la Republica y por el sefior Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, tengo
el honor de manifestar a usted que este Ministerio acepta en todas
sus partes en contenido del convenio adicional adjunto, y aprovecha
la oportunidad para significar por su digno conducto, al Instituto de
Relaciones Interamericanas y al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, las mas expresivas gracias por la contribuci6n que vienen
prestando a nuestro pais en el desarrollo de campafias sanitarias de
gran significaci6n para el pueblo colombiano.

Del senfor Coronel, muy atento y seguro servidor,
ADAN ARRIAGA ANDRADE,

Ministro de Trabajo, Higiene, y Prevision Social.

Translation
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA

MINISTRY OF LABOR, HYGIENE, AND SOCIAL WELFARE.

Number: 05678

Bogotd, February 20, 1946.
Colonel HAROLD B. GOTAAS

President of the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs,

City.

I am replying to your kind note of February 19, in which you, as a Ante, p. 28S3.

representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, propose to
this Ministry a plan for an additional agreement to our present co-
operative program of health and sanitation which is being carried out
in Colombia through the intermediary of the Inter-American Coopera-
tive Public Health Service.

Duly authorized by His Excellency the President of the Republic mnptby Coombia

and by the Minister of Foreign Relations, I have the honor to inform
you that this Ministry accepts in its entirety the contents of the addi-
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The Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare to the 
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REPUBLIC DE COLOMBIA 
MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO, HIGIENE, Y PREVISION SOCIAL 

Numero: 05678 

BOGOTA, febrero 20 de 1946. 

Senor Coronel 
HAROLD B. GOTAAS 

Presidente del Institut° de 
Relaciones Interamericanas, 

Ciudad. 

Correspondo a su atenta nota de 19 de febrero, en la cual usted, en 
representacion del Institut° de Relaciones Interamericanas, propone a 
este Ministerio un proyecto de convenio adicional a nuestro actual 
programa cooperativo de salubridad y saneamiento que se realiza en 
Colombia por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de 
Salud Ptiblica. 
Debidamente autorizado por el Excelentisimo Senor Presidente de 

la Repablica y por el sefior Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, tengo 
el honor de manifestar a usted que este Ministerio acepta en todas 
sus partes en contenido del convenio adicional adjunto, y aprovecha 
la oportunidad para significar por su digno conducto, al Institut° de 
Relaciones Interamericanas y al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America, las mas expresivas gracias por la contribucien que vienen 
prestando a nuestro pals en el desarrollo de campafias sanitarias de 
gran significacion para el pueblo colombiano. 

Del sefior Coronel, muy atento y seguro servidor, 
ADAN ARRIAGA ANDRADE, 

Ministro de Trabajo, Higiene, y Prevision Social. 

Translation 
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA 

MINISTRY OF LABOR, HYGIENE, AND SOCIAL WELFARE. 

Number: 05678 

Bogotci, February 20, 1946. 
Colonel HAROLD B. GOTAAS 

President of the Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs, 

City. 

I am replying to your kind note of February 19, in which you, as a 
representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, propose to 
this Ministry a plan for an additional agreement to our present co-
operative program of health and sanitation which is being carried out 
in Colombia through the intermediary of the Inter-American Coopera-
tive Public Health Service. 
Duly authorized by His Excellency the President of the Republic 

and by the Minister of Foreign Relations, I have the honor to inform 
you that this Ministry accepts in its entirety the contents of the addi-
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No. 285

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Bogota, January 24, 1944

57 Stat. 1310,1313.

Availability of addi-
tional funds.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to my Note no. 115 of October 23, 1942
and to Communication no. S 1110 of October 23, 1942 from
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with regard to the establishment of a
cooperative program of public health and sanitation in Colombia.
It will be recalled that my government agreed to send experts to
Colombia to cooperate with officials of the Colombian Government,
and particularly the Ministry of Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision Social,
in a specific program for the improvement of health and sanitation
conditions in Colombia in accordance with a detailed agreement to
be worked out between the Ministry of Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision
Social and the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. It was agreed
at that time that the Government of the United States, through the
agency of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs would provide
not to exceed one million dollars for the execution of this program
and it was subsequently agreed, in the exchange of communications
between the Ministry of Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision Social and the
representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, that the
Colombian Government would make available the sum of one million
pesos as its financial contribution to the joint enterprise, and in addi-
tion would furnish such expert personnel and services as it might
consider necessary for the efficient development of the program.

Following the exchange of communications between Your Excel-
lency's Ministry and this Embassy details with regard to the execution
of the program were worked out between the Minister of Trabajo,
Higiene y Prevision Social and General George C. Dunham, represent-
ing the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. This led to the estab-
lishment within the Ministry of Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision Social
of the Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publica which
has been administering the details of the program.

I have now been informed by the Department of State at Washing-
ton that additional funds amounting to $600,000 have been made
available by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs for the con-
tinuation of the joint program in Colombia, to be expended over a

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

tional enclosed agreement, and avails itself of the opportunity to ex-
press its most sincere thanks to the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs and to the Government of the United States of America for
the contribution which they are making to our country by the carrying
out of health campaigns of great significance for the Colombian people.

Very sincerely yours,
ADAN ARRIAGA ANDRADE,

Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare

The American Ambassador to the Colombian Minister of Foreign
Relations
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period to be mutually agreed upon between the appropriate officials
of the Colombian Government and the Vice President of the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs, General Dunham, who is now in Bogota.
It is proposed that for the continuation of this program the Govern-
ment of Colombia likewise contribute the sum of $600,000 U. S.
currency, and that further additional details with regard to the
continuance and scope of the program be worked out by mutual
agreement between the Minister of Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision
Social and General Dunham.

I am hopeful that the proposed arrangement as outlined above is
agreeable to Your Excellency's government and I would appreciate
receiving an expression of Your Excellency's opinion as soon as may
be possible in order that the technical details of the program may be
worked out during General Dunham's stay in Bogota.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

ARTHUR BLISS LANE
His Excellency

Sefior Doctor don CARLOS LOZANO Y LOZANO,
Minister of Foreign Relations of Colombia.

The Colombian Minister of Foreign Relations to the American
Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES

NO. S -134- Bogota, febrero 12 de 1944

SENOR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo el honor de referirme nuevamente a la nota de Vuestra

Excelencia ndmero 285, de 24 de enero pasado, relativa al asunto de la
ampliaci6n de las apropiaciones del Servicio Cooperativo Interameri-
cano de Sahld Piblica.

Consultado el Ministerio de Trabajo, Higiene y Previsi6n Social,
informa que de acuerdo con las conversaciones celebradas con el
sefior General George C. Dunham, se ha convenido en una ampliaci6n
del programa que desarrolla actualmente en Colombia la mencio-
nada entidad, sobre la base de un aporte de seiscientos mil d61ares
(US$600.00.oo) por suma igual por parte del Gobierno colombiano.

Los detalles acerca de la manera como se aportaran tales sumas,
asi como algunos otros, ban sido contemplados en dicho convenio.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad pars reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia las
seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

Por el Ministro,
el Secretario General,

ALFREDO CABALLERO ESCOBAR
A Su Excelencia

el sefior ARTHUR BLISS LANE,
Embajador Eztraordinario y Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America
Oiudad
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M INISTERIO DE 
RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
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Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario 

de los Estados Unidos de America 
Ciudad 
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Translation

MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS

No. S-134- Bogotd, February 12, 1944
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to refer again to Your Excellency's Note No.
285, of January 24 last, relating to the matter of the increase in the
appropriations of the Inter-American Cooperative Public Health
Service.

The Ministry of Labor, Hygiene and Social Welfare, upon being
consulted, states that, according to the conversations held with
General George C. Dunham, an expansion of the program which the
aforesaid organization is now carrying on in Colombia has been
agreed upon, on the basis of a contribution of six hundred thousand
dollars ($600,000.00 U.S. currency) for an equal sum on the part of
the Colombian Government.

The details concerning the manner in which these sums will be
contributed, as well as certain other details, have been contemplated
in the said agreement.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

For the Minister,
the Secretary General,

ALFREDO CABALLERO ESCOBAR
His Excellency

ARTHUR BLISS LANE,
Ambassador Eztraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America,
City

The Executive Vice-President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs
to the Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare

INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOR OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Bogotd, January S7, 1944
Sr. Dr. JORGE ELIECER GAITAN

Ministro de Trabajo, Higiene y Prevision Social
E. S. D.

I have the honor to refer to the communications between His
Excellency, the Ambassador of the United States of America in the
Republic of Colombia, and His Excellency, the Minister of Foreign57 stat. 1310, 133. Affairs of the Republic of Colombia, both dated October 23, 1942,
and to further communications between the Ambassador and the

Antp.Minister of Foreign Affairs in January 1944; and to the communi-
cations between the writer of this letter and His Excellency, the
Minister of Labor, Health and Social Welfare, dated October 20, 1942
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No. S-134-
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His Excellency 
ARTHUR BLISS LANE, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

City 

M INISTRY OF 
FOREIGN RELATIONS 

Bogotd, February 12, 1944 

The Executive Vice-President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
to the Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare 

INSTITUTE OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 
OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOR OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

BogoM, January 27, 1944 
Sr. Dr. JORGE ELIECER GAITAN 

Ministro de Tra,bajo, Higiene y Prevision Social 
E. S. D. 

I have the honor to refer to the communications between His 
Excellency, the Ambassador of the United States of America in the 
Republic of Colombia, and His Excellency, the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of the Republic of Colombia, both dated October 23, 1942, 
and to further communications between the Ambassador and the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs in January 1944; and to the communi-
cations between the writer of this letter and His Excellency, the 
Minister of Labor, Health and Social Welfare, dated October 20, 1942 
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and October 23, 1942, [1] respectively, and the writer's communication
to Your Excellency dated December 15, 1943.['] These communica-
tions relate to the cooperative program of public health and sanitation
provided for by Resolution XXX, approved at the Third Meeting of
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs held at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in
January 1942.[2 ]

The Government of the United States of America, as represented tAailabity .of.addi-
by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, an agency of the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, is now prepared to make
available an additional sum of money for the purpose of cooperating
with the Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare in extending
the cooperative program of public health and sanitation and providing
for the termination of the program within a predetermined period of
time insofar as funds appropriated by the Government of the United
States of America are concerned.

It is proposed for consideration by Your Excellency that the Insti- butionsnt of contri-
tute of Inter-American Affairs make available an additional sum of
not to exceed $600,000 U.S. to be expended over a period of two
years beginning July 1, 1944 and that the Government of the Republic
of Colombia contribute a sum in pesos equivalent to $600,000 U.S.
at the present rate of exchange to be combined with the funds allo-
cated by the Government of the United States of America through
the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, and expended over the same
period of time for the cooperative program of public health and sani-
tation in the Republic of Colombia.

The sums mentioned would be in addition to the $1,000,000 U.S.
already allocated by the Government of the United States and the
1,000,000 pesos allocated by the Government of Colombia.

It is proposed that the cooperative health and sanitation program Conditions.
and the expenditure of the funds in connection therewith, as herein-
above referred to, be subject to the following conditions:

1. The Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare (hereinafter M.it"u orf tle
called the Ministry) and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs shall
continue to maintain the special technical service known as the Ser-
vicio Cooperative Inter-Americano de Salud Publica (hereinafter
called the Servicio) which shall function as a separate section within
and subordinated to the Ministry. The Director of the Servicio shall nirector.
be responsible to the Minister or his representative for the execution
of the cooperative program of health and sanitation and for doing all
that may be necessary or desirable for the accomplishment of this
purpose.
2. The Institute of Inter-American Affairs (hereinafter referred to as Maintenance offield

party of technicians.
the Institute) which is a corporate instrumentality of the United States
Government devoted to the execution of certain of its public purposes
and having juridic personality, may continue to maintain in Colombia
a field party of technicians to consummate the cooperative program
hereinafter described. The party of technicians shall be of such size

1 [Not printed.]
2 [Department of State Bulletin, Feb. 7, 1942, p 137.]
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as the Institute considers appropriate and shall be under the direction
of an official who shall have the title of Chief of Field Party, Health
and Sanitation Division, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
which Chief of Party shall be acceptable to the Minister of Labor,
Health and Social Welfare (hereinafter called the Minister). This
official shall be the representative of the Health and Sanitation Divi-
sion of the Institute in Colombia in connection with the program to be
undertaken in accordance with this agreement. The Government of
Colombia may ask for the withdrawal of the Chief of Party when in its
opinion his performance does not satisfy or interpret the objectives
contained in this agreement, and may ask for a replacement satis-
factory to both parties.
3. The Government of Colombia shall appoint as Director of the
Servicio the Chief of Field Party, Health and Sanitation Division,
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs. With the approval of the
Minister, the Director of the Servicio may delegate his authority to
persons employed by the Servicio or members of the Field Party of
the Institute in Colombia.
4. The cooperative health and sanitation program in Colombia shall
continue to consist of individual projects. The kind of work and the
specific projects to be undertaken in the execution of this agreement
and the allocation of funds therefor shall be agreed upon in writing
by the Minister and by the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute
in Colombia and shall be carried out by the Director of the Servicio
in conformity with policies prescribed jointly by the Minister and the
said Chief of Field Party for the Institute. No project will be carried
out without the presentation of studies and definite plans for both
the technical and administrative aspects of the work, and without
the appropriate Resolution of the Ministry authorizing the work to
begin. New and fundamental modifications in the campaigns can
be made only by Resolutions passed as a result of mutual agreement
between the Ministry and the Chief of Field Party as representative
of the Institute. Servicio funds shall be disbursed only upon projects
previously agreed to in this manner.

It is suggested that the cooperative program of health and sanita-
tion be limited to relatively few projects each of which would be of
special interest to the Government of Colombia, in order that definite
results may be obtained, and that such results would be indicative
of the cooperation existing between the Government of Colombia
and the Government of the United States in the important field of
health and sanitation.

It is suggested that the work of the Servicio with the new funds be
limited to the following activities:

Organization and operation of five model Health Centers
Public Health Education
Nutrition in its economic, social and educational aspects
Studies and measures for the control of malaria
Organization of maritime, river and aerial sanitation (quarantine

service) and the sanitation of ports.
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5. For the purpose of continuing the cooperative health and sanita-
tion program in Colombia, it is proposed for consideration by Your
Excellency that the Institute deposit in the Banco de la Republica in
Bogota (or in such other bank as may be mutually agreed upon by
the Minister and the Chief of the Field Party in his capacity as repre-
sentative of the Institute) to the account of the Servicio Cooperativo
Inter-Americano de Salud Publica the said sum of $600,000 U.S.
on the following basis:

During July 1944 $300, 000
During July 1945 300, 000

and that the Government of Colombia deposit in the Banco de la
Republica in Bogota to the account of the Servicio Cooperativo
Inter-Americano de Salud Pdblica the sum of 1,050,000 pesos (being
the equivalent of $600,000 U.S. at the present official rate of ex-
change) on the following basis:

During July 1944 350, 000
During July 1945 700, 000

6. Funds introduced into Colombia by the Institute for the purpose
of the cooperative program shall be exempt from the taxes, service
charges, investment or deposit requirements and other currency
controls imposed upon the foreign exchange of private persons, and
shall enjoy the most favorable government rate of exchange.
7. Materials and equipment or other property furnished by the
Government of Colombia or by the Institute to the Servicio at the
request of its Director shall be considered as a cash payment equal to
the cost thereof (including shipping, handling, insurance and other
incidentals) if purchased on the current market; but if not so pur-
chased, it shall be treated as a cash payment in an amount agreed on
in writing by the Minister and Chief of Party in his capacity as
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute.
Interest, if any, earned on deposits of Servicio funds shall not be
credited against the obligations of the parties, but shall be added to
Servicio funds.

8. The funds deposited by the Government of Colombia for any
particular year or the funds deposited by the Institute for any par-
ticular year to the credit of the Servicio in the designated bank, as
provided in paragraph 5 hereof, are not to be drawn against by the
Director of the Servicio until the funds for that year are deposited
by both parties as agreed to herein. Funds paid over by either party
and not matched by the other party within sixty days may be re-
turned by the Servicio to the contributor.

9. All funds deposited, under this and the original agreement, to the f
credit of the Servicio in the designated bank and not spent during
the calender year or fiscal year in which deposited, shall continue to be
available for the purposes of this program during the existence of this
agreement and shall not revert to the Governments of the United
States of America or of Colombia. The Minister and Chief of Field
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5. For the purpose of continuing the cooperative health and sanita-
tion program in Colombia, it is proposed for consideration by Your 
Excellency that the Institute deposit in the Banco de la Republica in 
Bogota, (or in such other bank as may be mutually agreed upon by 
the Minister and the Chief of the Field Party in his capacity as repre-
sentative of the Institute) to the account of the Servicio Cooperativo 
Inter-Americano de Salud Pablica the said sum of $600,000 U.S. 
on the following basis: 

During July 1944 $300, 000 
During July 1945 300, 000 

and that the Government of Colombia deposit in the Banco de is 
Republica in Bogota to the account of the Servicio Cooperativo 
Inter-Americano de Salud Pahlica the sum of 1,050,000 pesos (being 
the equivalent of $600,000 U.S. at the present official rate of ex-
change) on the following basis: 

During July 1944 350, 000 
During July 1945 700, 000 

6. Funds introduced into Colombia by the Institute for the purpose 
of the cooperative program shall be exempt from the taxes, service 
charges, investment or deposit requirements and other currency 
controls imposed upon the foreign exchange of private persons, and 
shall enjoy the most favorable government rate of exchange. 

7. Materials and equipment or other property furnished by the 
Government of Colombia or by the Institute to the Servicio at the 
request of its Director shall be considered as a cash payment equal to 
the cost thereof (including shipping, handling, insurance and other 
incidentals) if purchased on the current market; but if not so pur-
chased, it shall be treated as a cash payment in an amount agreed on 
in writing by the Minister and Chief of Party in his capacity as 
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute. 
Interest, if any, earned on deposits of Servicio funds shall not be 
credited against the obligations of the parties, but shall be added to 
Servicio funds. 

8. The funds deposited by the Government of Colombia for any 
particular year or the funds deposited by the Institute for any par-
ticular year to the credit of the Servicio in the designated bank, as 
provided in paragraph 5 hereof, are not to be drawn against by the 
Director of the Servicio until the funds for that year are deposited 
by both parties as agreed to herein. Funds paid over by either party 
and not matched by the other party within sixty days may be re-
turned by the Servicio to the contributor. 

9. All funds deposited, under this and the original agreement, to the 
credit of the Servicio in the designated bank and not spent during 
the calender year or fiscal year in which deposited, shall continue to be 
available for the purposes of this program during the existence of this 
agreement and shall not revert to the Govermnents of the United 
States of America or of Colombia. The Minister and Chief of Field 
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Party in Colombia shall determine by mutual agreement the disposi-
tion and disbursement of any unexpended funds remaining to the
credit of the Servicio on the final termination of this agreement,
June 30, 1946.

withheld for 10. In view of the fact that many purchases of materials and suppliess made in
must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Minis-
ter and the Chief of Field Party may agree to withhold from the
deposits to be made by the Institute as hereinabove provided an
amount estimated to be necessary to pay for the purchases of materials
and supplies in the United States of America. Sums so withheld
shall be considered as if deposited under the terms of this agreement,

ended funds. but any of such funds not expended or obligated for materials and
supplies for the Servicio at the end of any calender year shall be
deposited to the Servicio account.

strative au- 11. The Servicio shall enjoy administrative autonomy within theof Servicio.
limits of this agreement, and shall have the right to make its own
purchases and to execute its own contracts. The deposit, expendi-
ture, audit and accounting of funds in the Servicio account as well as
the purchase, inventory, use and sale of all real and personal property
for the account of the Servicio, and all other administrative matters,
shall be regulated, controlled and conducted by and under such rules,
regulations and procedures as shall be mutually agreed upon by the
Minister and the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as representative
of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute. No funds
shall be disbursed from Servicio bank accounts without the signature
of the Director of the Servicio, or his delegate.

ts of expend- 12. The Director of the Servicio shall present to the Minister monthly
or at such other intervals as the Minister may desire, a complete
account of all its expenditures, financial transactions and obligations.
The accounts and books of the Servicio shall be available for audit,
whenever it is considered necessary, by either an appropriate agency
of the Government of Colombia or by the Chief of Field Party in
his capacity as representative in Colombia of the Division of Health
and Sanitation of the Institute, or his delegate. Any such audit shall
be conducted with reference to the standards, rules and procedures
established by or pursuant to the terms of this agreement.

,tlon; prog 13. The Director of the Servicio shall furnish the Minister any
information which is desired concerning the Servicio or its activities.
Monthly and at such other intervals as the Ministry may desire, the
Director shall submit a report to the Minister regarding the progress
of the work of the Servicio and its specific projects.

rmination o 14. The Minister and the Director of the Servicio by mutual agree-
ment shall determine the salaries, positions, qualifications and condi-
tions of employment within the Servicio, all in accordance with
general policies previously agreed upon between the Minister and the
Chief of Field Party of the Institute in Colombia. All of the appoint-
ees of the Servicio who are to be paid out of the funds provided under
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Party in Colombia shall determine by mutual agreement the disposi-
tion and disbursement of any unexpended funds remaining to the 
credit of the Servicio on the final termination of this agreement, 
June 30, 1946. 

10. In view of the fact that many purchases of materials and supplies 
must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Minis-
ter and the Chief of Field Party may agree to withhold from the 
deposits to be made by the Institute as hereinabove provided an 
amount estimated to be necessary to pay for the purchases of materials 
and supplies in the United States of America. Sums so withheld 
shall be considered as if deposited under the terms of this agreement, 
but any of such funds not expended or obligated for materials and 
supplies for the Servicio at the end of any calender year shall be 
deposited to the Servicio account. 

11. The Servicio shall enjoy administrative autonomy within the 
limits of this agreement, and shall have the right to make its own 
purchases and to execute its own contracts. The deposit, expendi-
ture, audit and accounting of funds in the Servicio account as well as 
the purchase, inventory, use and sale of all real and personal property 
for the account of the Servicio, and all other administrative matters, 
shall be regulated, controlled and conducted by and under such rules, 
regulations and procedures as shall be mutually agreed upon by the 
Minister and the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as representative 
of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute. No funds 
shall be disbursed from Servicio bank accounts without the signature 
of the Director of the Servicio, or his delegate. 

12. The Director of the Servicio shall present to the Minister monthly 
or at such other intervals as the Minister may desire, a complete 
account of all its expenditures, financial transactions and obligations. 
The accounts and books of the Servicio shall be available for audit, 
whenever it is considered necessary, by either an appropriate agency 
of the Government of Colombia or by the Chief of Field Party in 
his capacity as representative in Colombia of the Division of Health 
and Sanitation of the Institute, or his delegate. Any such audit shall 
be conducted with reference to the standards, rules and procedures 
established by or pursuant to the terms of this agreement. 
13. The Director of the Servicio shall furnish the Minister any 
information which is desired concerning the Servicio or its activities. 
Monthly and at such other intervals as the Ministry may desire, the 
Director shall submit a report to the Minister regarding the progress 
of the work of the Servicio and its specific projects. 

14. The Minister and the Director of the Servicio by mutual agree-
ment shall determine the salaries, positions, qualifications and condi-
tions of employment within the Servicio, all in accordance with 
general policies previously agreed upon between the Minister and the 
Chief of Field Party of the Institute in Colombia. All of the appoint-
ees of the Servicio who are to be paid out of the funds provided under 
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this new agreement shall be named by the Minister of Labor, Health
and Social Welfare from among persons who, in his opinion, have the
necessary qualifications of integrity and competence for the position
in question.

For this purpose and in order to achieve greater success in the work,
the Chief of Field Party may make recommendations with respect
to the hiring and discharge, when justifiable, of employees, in order
that they may be studied by the Minister of Labor, Health and Social
Welfare.

15. All contracts and agreements relating to the administration of trExcutin of con-

the Servicio and to the execution of projects previously agreed upon
between the Minister and the Chief of Party, acting as representative
in Colombia of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute,
shall be executed in the name of the Servicio and by its Director,
provided, however, that contracts governing the operation of services
or facilities established by the Servicio, or contracts providing for the
expenditure of more than 3,000.00 pesos should be signed and exe-
cuted jointly with the Minister.

16. All rights and privileges which are enjoyed by government de- lghtseand iprivi
partments and official agencies of government in Colombia and by sonnel, etc.

the personnel and employees of the same shall accrue to the Servicio
and to all its personnel and employees in its and their official business.
Such rights and privileges shall include, for example and not exclu-
sively, free postal, telegraph and telephone service whenever possible,
passes on railroads administered by the Government of Colombia and
the right to rebates or preferential tariffs allowed to departments of the
Government of Colombia by domestic companies of maritime and river
navigation, rail, auto, and air transportation, telegraph, telephone,
etc. and also freedom and immunity from excise, stamp, property, in-
come and any and all other taxes as well as fron consular charges and
customs duties upon imports for the use of the Servicio, whether im-
ported in the name of the Servicio or in the name of a third person and
contracted for by the Servicio. The activities and contracts of the
Servicio shall enjoy the same exemptions and prerogatives as the
activities and contracts of the Colombia Government.

The Institute of Inter-AmericanAffairs and its employees shall enjoy 1nsimunitiut e en
tp of

the same rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities as the Servicio ees

and its employees, with respect to its and their operations which are
related to, and property which is to be used for, the program herein
agreed upon.

17. All remuneration and expenses, including travelling expenses, of ,paEenses of field

the Field Party shall be paid exclusively from the funds of the Institute
and not by the Servicio and shall not be credited against the funds
herein described.

18. All employees of the Institute who are citizens of the United States pexeption of V omSe
of America and are engaged in carrying out the objectives of the co- taxesetc.
operative health and sanitation program shall be exempt from all in-
come taxes and social security taxes with respect to income on which
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the Servicio and to the execution of projects previously agreed upon 
between the Minister and the Chief of Party, acting as representative 
in Colombia of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute, 
shall be executed in the name of the Servicio and by its Director, 
provided, however, that contracts governing the operation of services 
or facilities established by the Servicio, or contracts providing for the 
expenditure of more than 3,000.00 pesos should be signed and exe-
cuted jointly with the Minister. 

16. All rights and privileges which are enjoyed by government de-
partments and official agencies of government in Colombia and by 
the personnel and employees of the same shall accrue to the Servicio 
and to all its personnel and employees in its and their official business. 
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sively, free postal, telegraph and telephone service whenever possible, 
passes on railroads administered by the Government of Colombia and 
the right to rebates or preferential tariffs allowed to departments of the 
Government of Colombia by domestic companies of maritime and river 
navigation, rail, auto, and air transportation, telegraph, telephone, 
etc. and also freedom and immunity from excise, stamp, property, in-
come and any and all other taxes as well as from consular charges and 
customs duties upon imports for the use of the Servicio, whether im-
ported in the name of the Servicio or in the name of a third person and 
contracted for by the Servicio. The activities and contracts of the 
Servicio shall enjoy the same exemptions and prerogatives as the 
activities and contracts of the Colombia Government. 
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs and its employees shall enjoy 

the same rights, privileges, exemptions and immunities as the Servicio 
and its employees, with respect to its and their operations which are 
related to, and property which is to be used for, the program herein 
agreed upon. 

17. All remuneration and expenses, including travelling expenses, of 
the Field Party shall be paid exclusively from the funds of the Institute 
and not by the Servicio and shall not be credited against the funds 
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18. All employees of the Institute who are citizens of the United States 
of America and are engaged in carrying out the objectives of the co-
operative health and sanitation program shall be exempt from all in-
come taxes and social security taxes with respect to income on which 
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they are obliged to pay income or social security taxes to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and from property taxes on per-
sonal property intended for their own use. Said employees who are
members of the Field Party shall also be exempt from the payments of
customs and import duties on their personal effects and equipment and
supplies for their own use; and from investment and deposit require-
ments and other foreign exchange controls, on funds brought into
Colombia for normal living expenses.

viciwpropey Ser. 19. At the termination of this agreement all real and personal property
of the Servicio shall be and remain the property of the Governemnt of
Colombia, in accordance with the laws of Colombia.

wNonavilability of 20. The Institute does not engage to make available any equipment,
supplies or materials which are deemed necessary and essential by the
Government of the United States of America to any phase of the war
effort.

Delegation of pow- 21. All rights, powers, privileges or duties conferred by this agreementers, etc.
upon the Minister and upon the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute,
may be delegated to representatives. Such delegation shall be in
writing and shall specify either generally or specifically the powers and
duties of the said representative. Regardless of the naming of said
representatives the Minister and the Director of the Servicio shall have
the right to refer any matter directly to one another for discussion and
decision.

Continuance of 22. The cooperative program of health and sanitation in Colombia
was inaugurated under the mentioned exchange of letters between
the Institute and the Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare
dated October 20 and October 23, 1942, respectively in which the
Institute as an agency of the Government of the United States agreed
to make available for the program the sum of $1,000,000 U.S., and
the Government of Colombia agreed to contribute the sum of 1,000,-
000 pesos for the same purpose. The financial commitments made
in those letters shall remain in effect. Projects and activities under-
taken by the Servicio pursuant to those letters shall continue to be
carried out in accordance with the terms of the agreements and un-
derstandings entered into between the Minister and the Chief of
Field Party in his capacity as representative in Colombia of the
Health and Sanitation Division, Institute of Inter-American Affairs
or the Director of the Servicio (or their representatives) except inso-
far as said agreements and understanding may be later modified by
mutual consent of the said Minister and Chief of Party or Director.

The balance of said $1,000,000 U.S. made available by the Insti-
tute, and of said 1,000,000 pesos made available by the Government
of Colombia, pursuant to the commitments made in the letters of
October 20 and 23, 1942, shall continue to be transferred to the Ser-
vicio (in the proportion of one peso for each dollar) by instalments at
intervals and in amounts that will be required for the work of the
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they are obliged to pay income or social security taxes to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and from property taxes on per-
sonal property intended for their own use. Said employees who are 
members of the Field Party shall also be exempt from the payments of 
customs and import duties on their personal effects and equipment and 
supplies for their own use; and from investment and deposit require-
ments and other foreign exchange controls, on funds brought into 
Colombia for normal living expenses. 

19. At the termination of this agreement all real and personal property 
of the Servicio shall be and remain the property of the Governerant of 
Colombia, in accordance with the laws of Colombia. 

20. The Institute does not engage to make available any equipment, 
supplies or materials which are deemed necessary and essential by the 
Government of the United States of America to any phase of the war 
effort. 

21. All rights, powers, privileges or duties conferred by this agreement 
upon the Minister and upon the Chief of Field Party in his capacity as 
representative of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute, 
may be delegated to representatives. Such delegation shall be in 
writing and shall specify either generally or specifically the powers and 
duties of the said representative. Regardless of the naming of said 
representatives the Minister and the Director of the Servicio shall have 
the right to refer any matter directly to one another for discussion and 
decision. 

of 22. The cooperative program of health and sanitation in Colombia 
was inaugurated under the mentioned exchange of letters between 
the Institute and the Ministry of Labor, Health and Social Welfare 
dated October 20 and October 23, 1942, respectively in which the 
Institute as an agency of the Government of the United States agreed 
to make available for the program the sum of $1,000,000 U.S., and 
the Government of Colombia agreed to contribute the sum of 1,000,-
000 pesos for the same purpose. The financial commitments made 
in those letters shall remain in effect. Projects and activities under-
taken by the Servicio pursuant to those letters shall continue to be 
carried out in accordance with the terms of the agreements and un-
derstandings entered into between the Minister and the Chief of 
Field Party in his capacity as representative in Colombia of the 
Health and Sanitation Division, Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
or the Director of the Servicio (or their representatives) except inso-
far as said agreements and understanding may be later modified by 
mutual consent of the said Minister and Chief of Party or Director. 
The balance of said $1,000,000 U.S. made available by the Insti-

tute, and of said 1,000,000 pesos made available by the Government 
of Colombia, pursuant to the commitments made in the letters of 
October 20 and 23, 1942, shall continue to be transferred to the Ser-
vicio (in the proportion of one peso for each dollar) by instalments at 
intervals and in amounts that will be required for the work of the 
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Servicio and in accordance with policies agreed to between the Min-
ister and the said Chief of Party in his capacity as representative in
Colombia of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute.
23. The Government of Colombia will obtain or endeavor to obtain Legislation, etc.

the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary to carry out
the terms of this agreement.

For the sake of convenience it is proposed that the future opera-
tion of the entire cooperative program of health and sanitation in
Colombia and the expenditure of the balance of funds provided under
the letters of October 20 and October 23, 1942, as well as the new
funds, shall be governed by the terms of this letter, to the extent that
they may be acceptable and agreed to by Your Excellency, and that
the said letters of October 20 and October 23, 1942 be superseded.

I am prepared as Executive Vice-President of The Institute of
Inter-American Affairs to consider this letter and Your Excellency's
acceptance as constituting in form and effect a completely binding
and effective agreement between the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and
the Minister of Labor, Health and Social Welfare of the Republic of
Colombia in accordance with the terms contained herein.

Accept, Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration.
GEORGE C. DUNHAM

Executive Vice-President
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs

The Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare to the
Executive Vice-President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs

REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA
MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO, IIIOIENE, Y PREVISION SOCIAL

NUMERO: 02310

BOGOTX, 29 de enero de 1944.

Sefior General Dr.
GEORGE C. DUNHAM

Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo del
Instituto de Relaciones Interamericanas.

E. S. D.

Correspondo a su atenta nota de enero 27, en la cual el sefior
General, en representaci6n del Instituto de Relaciones Interamericanas
propone a este Ministerio un proyecto de convenio adicional a nuestro
actual programa cooperative de salubridad y saneamiento que se
realiza en Colombia por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Intera-
mericano de Salud Publica.

Debidamente autorizado por el Excelentisimo Sefior Presidente de
la Republica y por el sefior Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, tengo
el honor de manifestar a Ud. que este Ministerio acepta en todas sus

95347 -49-PT. 111--1
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Servicio and in accordance with policies agreed to between the Min-
ister and the said Chief of Party in his capacity as representative in 
Colombia of the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute. 

23. The Government of Colombia will obtain or endeavor to obtain 
the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary to carry out 
the terms of this agreement. 
For the sake of convenience it is proposed that the future opera-

tion of the entire cooperative program of health and sanitation in 
Colombia and the expenditure of the balance of funds provided under 
the letters of October 20 and October 23, 1942, as well as the new 
funds, shall be governed by the terms of this letter, to the extent that 
they may be acceptable and agreed to by Your Excellency, and that 
the said letters of October 20 and October 23, 1942 be superseded. 
I am prepared as Executive Vice-President of The Institute of 

Inter-American Affairs to consider this letter and Your Excellency's 
acceptance as constituting in form and effect a completely binding 
and effective agreement between the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs and 
the Minister of Labor, Health and Social Welfare of the Republic of 
Colombia in accordance with the terms contained herein. 

Accept, Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
GEORGE C. DUNHAM 

Executive Vice-President 
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs 

The Colombian Minister of Labor, Hygiene, and Social Welfare to the 
Executive Vice-President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs 

REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA 
MINISTERIO DE TRABAJO, 1IIGIENE, Y PREVISION SOCIAL 

NUMERO: 02310 

BOGOTA, 29 de enero de 1944. 

Senor General Dr. 
GEORGE C. DUNHAM 

Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo del 
Instituto de Relaciones Interamericanaz. 

E. S. D. 

Correspondo a su atenta nota de enero 27, en la cua1 el senor 
General, en representaci6n del Instituto de Relaciones Interaxnericanas 
propone a este Ministerio un proyecto de convenio adicional a nuestro 
actual programa cooperativo de salubridad y saneamiento que se 
realiza en Colombia por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inters-
mericano de Sa1ud Ptiblica. 
Debidamente autorizado por el Excelentisimo Senor Presidente de 

la Republica y por el senor Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores, tengo 
el honor de manifestar a td. que este Ministerio acepta en todas sus 
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partes el contenido del convenio adicional adjunto, y aprovecha la
oprotunidad para significar por su digno conducto, al Instituto de
Relaciones Interamericanas y al Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, las mas expresivas gracias por la contribuci6n que vienen
prestando a nuestro pais en el desarrollo de campaflas sanitarias de
gran significaci6n para el pueblo colombiano.

Del sefior General muy atentamente,
JORGE ELIECER GAITAN

Ministro

Translation

REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
MINISTRY OF LABOR, HYGIENE, AND SOCIAL WELFARE

NUMBER: 02310

BOGOTA, January 29, 1944.
General GEORGE C. DUNHAM,

Executive Vice President of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs,

At His Office
I am replying to your courteous note of January 27, in which, repre-

senting the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, you proposed to this
Ministry a draft agreement supplementing our present cooperative
health and sanitation program which is being carried out in Colombia
through the Inter-American Cooperative Public Health Service.

Duly authorized by His Excellency the President of the Republic
and by the Minister of Foreign Relations, I have the honor to inform
you that this Ministry accepts in its entirety the content of the
annexed supplementary agreement, and avails itself of the opportunity
to express, through your good offices, to the Institute of Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs and to the Government of the United States of America
its most sincere thanks for the contribution which they are making
to our country in the development of sanitary programs of great
importance to the Colombian people.

Respectfully yours,
JORGE ELIECER GAITAN

Minister
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partes el contenido del convenio adicional adjunto, y aprovecha is 
oprotunidad pars significar por su digno conducto, al Institute de 
Relaciones Interamericanas y al Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos de 
America, las mits expresivas gracias por is contribucien que vienen 
prestando a nuestro pals en el desarrollo de campafias sanitarias de 
gran significacien pars el pueblo colombiano. 

Del senor General muy atentamente, 
JORGE ELIECER GAITAN 

Ministro 

Translation 

REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA 
MINISTRY OF LABOR, HYGIENE, AND SOCIAL WELFARE 

NUMBER: 02310 

B000TA., January 29, 1944. 

Colombian accept-
ance of supplementary 
agreement. 

General GEORGE C. DUNHAM, 
Executive Vice President of the 

Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 
Al His Office 

I am replying to your courteous note of January 27, in which, repre-
senting the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, you proposed to this 
Ministry a draft agreement supplementing our present cooperative 
health and sanitation program which is being carried out in Colombia 
through the Inter-American Cooperative Public Health Service. 
Duly authorized by His Excellency the President of the Republic 

and by the Minister of Foreign Relations, I have the honor to inform 
you that this Ministry accepts in its entirety the content of the 
annexed supplementary agreement, and avails itself of the opportunity 
to express, through your good offices, to the Institute of Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs and to the Government of the United States of America 
its most sincere thanks for the contribution which they are making 
to our country in the development of sanitary programs of great 
importance to the Colombian people. 

Respectfully yours, 

JORGE ELIECER GAITAN 
Minister 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Mexico amending
and extending the agreement effected by exchanges of communications
dated April 17, May 22, July 22 and 27, and October 24, 1942,
respecting a fisheries mission. Effected by exchange of notes signed at
Mexico, D. F., September 23 and October 22, 1946; entered into force
October 22, 1946.

The American Ambassador to the Mexican Secretary for Foreign
Relations

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Mexico, D.F., September 23, 1946

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy's Note No. 3041 dated
September 7, 1944, and to the Ministry's Note No. 560440 dated
October 18, 1944, which exchange of correspondence served to
extend for a period of two years or to October 23, 1946, the Mem-
orandum Agreement of October 23, 1942, regulating the activities
of the United States Fisheries Mission to Mexico. The Embassy has
received from the Department of State a copy of Note No. 4791[']
addressed by the Mexican Embassy in Washington, on July 11, 1946,
to the Department of State, requesting the extension of the Memo-
randum Agreement for an indefinite period.

The Embassy has now been instructed by the Department of State
to effect by an exchange of notes between the Embassy and the
Ministry the extension of the agreement for another two-year period,
or to October 23, 1948. The United States Fish and Wild Life
Service of the Department of Interior desires to reserve the privilege
of withdrawing Messrs. Lindner and Smyth for temporary duty
elsewhere. Your Excellency will recall that the present agreement
states, with reference to Mr. Lindner, that "his services will be
rendered on a full-time basis, with the exception of possible assign-
ments of nominal lengths only outside of Mexico". I am also in-
structed to advise Your Excellency that the commitment to be entered
into by the United States Government, beyond the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1947, in the extension of the agreement, is subject to the
availability of appropriated funds. May I suggest to Your Excellency
that the eventual agreement of the Mexican Government to the
amendment suggested above providing for the temporary assign-
ments of Messrs. Lindner and Smyth for duty elsewhere, and the
extension of the amended agreement for a period of two years or to
October 23, 1948, be effected by the completion of this exchange of
communications between the Embassy and the Ministry.

' [Not printed.]

58 Stat. 1562.

Extension of agree-
ment to Oct. 23, 1948.
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September 23 and
October 22, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 16241

No. 414
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Agreement between the United States of America and Mexico amending 
and extending the agreement effected by exchanges of communications 
dated April 17, May 22, July 22 and 27, and October 24, 1942, 
respecting a _fisheries mission. Effected by exchange of notes signed at 
Mexico, D. F., September 23 and October 22, 1946; entered into force 
October 22, 1946. 

The American Ambassador to the Mexican Secretary for Foreign 
Relations 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 414 Mexico, D.F., September 28, 1946 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy's Note No. 3041 dated 

September 7, 1944, and to the Ministry's Note No. 560440 dated 
October 18, 1944, which exchange of correspondence served to 
extend for a period of two years or to October 23, 1946, the Mem-
orandum Agreement of October 23, 1942, regulating the activities 
of the United States Fisheries Mission to Mexico. The Embassy has 
received from the Department of State a copy of Note No. 4791[9 
addressed by the Mexican Embassy in Washington, on July 11, 1946, 
to the Department of State, requesting the extension of the Memo-
randum Agreement for an indefinite period. 
The Embassy has now been instructed by the Department of State 

to effect by an exchange of notes between the Embassy and the 
Ministry the extension of the agreement for another two-year period, 
or to October 23, 1948. The United States Fish and Wild Life 
Service of the Department of Interior desires to reserve the privilege 
of withdrawing Messrs. Lindner and Smyth for temporary duty 
elsewhere. Your Excellency will recall that the present agreement 
states, with reference to Mr. Lindner, that "his services will be 
rendered on a full-time basis, with the exception of possible assign-
ments of nominal lengths only outside of Mexico". I am also in-
structed to advise Your Excellency that the commitment to be entered 
into by the United States Government, beyond the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1947, in the extension of the agreement, is subject to the 
availability of appropriated funds. May I suggest to Your Excellency 
that the eventual agreement of the Mexican Government to the 
amendment suggested above providing for the temporary assign-
ments of Messrs. Lindner and Smyth for duty elsewhere, and the 
extension of the amended agreement for a period of two years or to 
October 23, 1948, be effected by the completion of this exchange of 
communications between the Embassy and the Ministry. 

September 23 and 
October 22, 1946 
[T. I. A. S. 1624] 

58 Stat. 1562. 

Extension Of agree-
meta to Oct. 23, 1948. 

1 [Not printed.] 
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and
most distinguished consideration.

WALTER THURSTON

His Excellency
DR. FRANCISCO CASTILLO NXJERA,

Secretaryfor Foreign Relations,
Mexico, D.F.

The Mexican Undersecretary for Foreign Relations to the American
Ambassador

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS

MEXICO

MExico, D.F., 22 de octubre de 1946.
SENOR EMBAJADOR:

Me es grato referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia nd-mero 414, fechada el 23 de septiembre ultimo, para comunicarle laanuencia del Gobierno 'de Mexico a prolongar el Acuerdo (Memoran-
dum Agreement) del 23 de octubre de 1942, que regula las activi-
dades de la Misi6n de Pesca de los Estados Unidos en M6xico, porun periodo de dos afios mas, o sea hasta el 23 de octubre de 1948.

La Secretaria de Marina ha tomado nota de la indicaci6n de esaEmbajada, en el sentido de que la Secretaria del Interior de losEstados Unidos de America se reserva el derecho de retirar a los
senores Lindner y Smyth, durante el periodo de la pr6rroga, paraconfiarles comisiones temporales fuera de M6xico.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia eltestimonio de mi mas alta consideraci6n.
MANUEL TELLO.

Excelentlsimo Seflor WALTER THURSTON,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario

de los Estados Unidos de America,
Ciudad.

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
UNITED MEXICAN STATES

MEXICO

MEXICO, D.F., October S2, 1946.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I take pleasure in referring to Your Excellency's courteous note
No. 414, dated September 23 last, to inform you that the Government
of Mexico agrees to the extension of the Memorandum Agreement of
October 23, 1942, which regulates the activities of the United States
Fisheries Mission to Mexico, for an additional period of two years,
or until October 23, 1948.
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and 
most distinguished consideration. 

WALTER THURSTON 
His Excellency 

DR. FRANCISCO CASTILLO NAJERA, 
Secretary for Foreign Relations, 

Mexico, D.F. 

The Mexican Undersecretary for Foreign Relations to the American 
Ambassador 

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS 

MEXICO 

Mkirico, D.F., 22 de octubre de 1946. 
SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
Me es grato referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia ml-

mero 414, fechada el 23 de septiembre áltimo, para comunicarle la 
anuencia del Gobierno de Mexico a prolongar el Acuerdo (Memoran-
dum Agreement) del 23 de octubre de 1942, que regula las activi-
dades de la Mision de Pesca de los Estados Unidos en Mexico, por 
un perfodo de dos afios mas, o sea hasta el 23 de octubre de 1948. 
La Secretarfa de Marina ha tornado nota de la indicacien de esa 

Embajada, en el sentido de quo la Secretaria del Interior de los 
Estados Unidos de America se reserva el &Tech() de retirar a los 
sefiores Lindner y Smyth, durante el period() de la prorroga, para 
confiarles comisiones temporales fuera de Mexico. 
Aprovecho is. oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia el 

testimonio de mi mfis alta consideracion. 

M ANUEL TELLO. 
Excelentisimo Senor W ALTER THURSTON, 

Etnbajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario 
de los Estados Unidos de Amirica, 

Ciudad. 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
UNITED MEXICAN STATES 

MEXICO 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 

I take pleasure in referring to Your Excellency's courteous note 
No. 414, dated September 23 last, to inform you that the Government 
of Mexico agrees to the extension of the Memorandum Agreement of 
October 23, 1942, which regulates the activities of the United States 
Fisheries Mission to Mexico, for an additional period of two years, 
or until October 23, 1948. 

Translation 

M EXICO, D.F., October 22, 1946. 
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The Navy Department has taken due note of the Embassy's indica-
tion that the United States Department of the Interior reserves the
right to withdraw Messrs. Lindner and Smyth during the period of
the extension, to give them temporary assignments outside Mexico.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

MANUEL TELLO.

His Excellency
WALTER THURSTON,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

City.

61 STAT.] MEXICO— FISHERIES MISSION Sept. 23, 1946 
Oct. 22, 1946 2905 

The Navy Department has taken due note of the Embassy's indica-
tion that the United States Department of the Interior reserves the 
right to withdraw Messrs. Lindner and Smyth during the period of 
the extension, to give them temporary assignments outside Mexico. 
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 
M ANUEL TELLO. 

His Excellency 
W ALTER THURSTON, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

City. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Greece respecting June 1 5Y l 2 1 9 4 7

aid to Greece. Signed at Athens June 20, 1947; entered into force [T. . A. S. 1625]
June 20, 1947. And notes signed at Athens May 26, June 15 and
18, 1947.

A G R E E M E N T

ON AID TO GREECE

I E PI BO H E E I A . PO P O T HN B AA AA

z Y U 0 Q N I A

61 STAT.] May 20, 1947 
GREECE— AID 

June 15, 18, 20, 1947 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Greece respecting 
aid to Greece. Signed at Athens June 20, 1947; entered into force 
June 20, 1947. And notes signed at Athens May 26, June 15 and 
18, 1947. 

AGREEMENT 

ON AID TO GREECE 

ZYUOONI 4 

NEP! BOHOEIAE HPOZ THN EAAAAA 

May 26 and 
June 15, IS. 20, 1947 

[T. I. A. S. 1625] 
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AGREEMENT ON AID TO GREECE

The Government of the Kingdom of Greece

having requested the Government of the United

States of America for financial, material and

technical assistance to avert economic crisis,

promote national recovery, and restore internal

tranquillity; and

Authorization to
furnish aid.

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 103.

Pot, p. 2932.

The Congress of the United States, in the

Act approved May 22, 1947, having authorized

the President of the United States to furnish

such assistance to Greece, on terms consonant

with the sovereign independence and security of

the two countries; and

The Government of Greece, in a note to the

Government of the United States of June 15 1947
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AGREEMENT ON AID TO GREECE 

The Government of the Kingdom of Greece 

having requested the Government of the United 

States of America for financial, material and 

technical assistance to avert economic crisis, 

promote national recovery, and restore internal 

tranquillity; and 

Authorization to 
furnish aid. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.103. 

Poet. P. 2232. 

The Congress of the United States, in the 

Act approved May 22, 194701aving authorized 

the President of the United States to furnish 

such assistance to Greece, on terms consonant 

with the sovereign independence and security of 

the two countries; and 

The Government of Greece, in a note to the 

Government of the United States of Tune 15 1947 
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ZYMQNIA lIEPI BCH6EIA. IIPO THN ErAAAA

TS '*EXkXvtxis B. KupepvjaeoS aTfqaap-

vtq xapa riS Kupepv'Eoug &r. v *Hvw£vov nHot-

rtetcv r B. 'A`ePIXS irnv xrapoxqv ofxovopI-

xqs, 4XItxS xal TEXVtXqS ponOEcaIS npogS xpoklq-

jtv ofxovoptixjs xpo'ao)S, spovaryfv fri levtsS

&avauyxpofiaceo xa &nxoxaotaoaar v js tlowtcpt-

nS Yt5X vrIs-

Tou Koyxpacrrou vrav 'Hvw.jevwv nloXtire&v

ouaobofavaroS, bia frOU tyxpi6tvtroS fiv

22av Matou 1947 Nopou, rOv ITpeSpov v fv 'Hvwipe

1ov IIoXktvitv M9 os xap&aaxn Tv &S 5voa poneclav

gpo' fTv '*EXaba Ei't ir paact Spov E4ppiXOgwvYp *S vqv a I I a p

Ev app:ovj xpOS %rv xuptapXov aveaapTrrifav xaf

qv aaXLpxa\E v vv buo Xoapov'

Tfj EX\qvtix7 KupEpvcIaEoS xpofeYvCIVaf, st5

a STAT.] May 26. 1947  
GREECE—AID—June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

MMOONIA HEPI BCHAEIAZ nPoE THN EAAA4L, 

Tic 'EXXIlvtxis B. KuPepviaccos aa 
• 

vns sap vis KupepvilaEws rcv 11WitIVWV nat.. 

vetav vis B. 'Aiteptxis v4v sapox4v ofxovopt-
• 

xis, Utxis xai vexytxis Po/Atlas xpts xakt1-. 

*iv oixovoptxis • • _ 
xplocos, spoaroyriv vtls levtxis 

• • 

avaauyxpovflasas 

xis yaXfivns. 

Too Koyxaaaou viLv 'Hvcoavwv Hoktvetailv 

LEouatobov4aavvos, bta voi tyxplavvos 141v 

22av Matou 1947 Alton, iv Ilpciapov i&v 4Hvaia. 

valv HoXtvetcliv Sows xapitavi 141v cts avw poifttav 

oas rv 4DAtagt 114 v5 p4act 8pcov aptaxoavrov 

xaf broxavlavaatv vis laarrept. 
• 

I it • • 0 • 
ev apµovtq xpos vqv xuptapxov avcEapvlatav xat 

YT1V itaTaXEsav vaiv btio koptcm• 

Tiç 4EX.X.rivtxis KupEpvflouos xpovet4taqs, 

2909 
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having proposed certain measures within Greece

Which it deems essential to the effective use

of United States assistance and of Greece's own

resources in promoting reconstruction and reoov-

ery in Greece as soon as possible; and

The Government of the United States and the

Government of Greece believing that the furnish-

ing of such assistance will help to achieve the

basic objectives of the Charter of the United

59 stat. 1031. Nations and will further strengthen the ties of

friendship between the American and Greek

peoples:

The undersigned, being duly authorized by

their respective Governments for that purpose,

have agreed as follows:

2910 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

having proposed certain measures within Greece 

Which it deems essential to the effective use 

of United States assistance and of Greece's own 

resources in promoting reconstruction and reo0V• 

ery in Greece as soon as possible; and 

59 Stat. 1031. 

The Government of the United States and the 

Government of Greece believing that the furnish-

ing of such assistance will help to achieve the 

basic objectives of the Charter of the United 

Nations and will further strengthen the ties Of 

friendship between the American and Greek 

peoples: 

The undersigned, being duly authorized by 

their respective Governments for that purpose, 

have agreed as follows: 
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S sOs 1SfiqS '*Ioouvoo 1947 Btaxotvulaecoq xpo' fv

KupEpvqOriv trv 'HvoiVoiv nloXtretrov, lptialova

Lperpa Iv *E.Xat xpivopeva o0i4taSl otta frjv re-

KEOaOpov Xprat oxoyotiv rrI poV8Edac iSv HvaQ-

jiEVcV floXtiEIctv xa Iv vf v iri0V *nS EXXas&o5 Xopmv

tIa tiv crov rO tuvarOv tapEIpav xpocOtoiv qSc

ivwuyxpo-rioa>cS xai avop xeoaS frnS EXXaboS' -

Tn5 KupEpvTEiaEco rv 'HvoRYEIvv UloXtrtv

xao rein 'a kvtxioS Kupepvaeo xtsrv KueOpvo v ort

sc apoXn tostaur poTeiias ' eges oovr Yvq tc :

trqv s atEuitv tav paotx&v a svrXEpE6VtxzV uxoSZv

foU Xaprovu irE 'Hva evwv *E0Zv xalt 6hest vi-

ruoaq XEpait'Etpu VouS oe0pou, 94t1S jEfCaLU t&V

Xswv VnS *AjtpTx7S xat trhS 'E8XXooS-

Ol Ma8oot dxoyeCypappevoit, btoiVS Liouato-

borT1 ecvrcS xpos trooro uapa Zrv Kupepvqpaev frV,

ouvewveVav fa inV

61 STAT.] May 211 1947  GREECE— AID 
June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

- • • • • • 
:ens aim 16qs louvtou 1947 Etaxotvwciews mpos rqv 

Kuj3tpvqcrtv rcOv "Hvwavwv IfoXtretctv, cEptcrp.va 

µstint. iv "EWE% xptv8µeva aattan Et& rflv re• 

Xcaphov xpqatvoxoinatv tqls Pollecias ec"ov 'Hew-
. 

avwv HoXtretrim, xaf iv aiwv 'Ekkitbos.sOpwv 

Et& riv &my vi) EvvarOv vart4pav xpo&qatv iqç 

avaauyxporflavws xai avopgaews ijç 4EXkitbos' 

Tis Kugepvflacws eCov 'Hvwittvwv Uoktratii>v 

• xat iç "Ekktivtxiis Kupepvirews xscrecoovailv bit 
• 

A apox rotavrqs Poilectas °act auvretvn ais 

rq GirEvEtv ray Paatxlv avrixetµevtulv ottowlv 

yoti X&prov iv 'Hvwµivwv DEOviZv xal (Act ivt-
• 

• • 
oval) impatrepw vous ocavous ptkicts itevaEti yam 

karov rç 'Peteptxis xa; lakaos. 

01 x&rwet 4xoycypaµµ;vot, bcOvrws iEovato-

bortleivres xpOs rairo stapti r(Lv Kuprpvqactov raw, 

cluveyLvriaav r& 
0! 
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U. S. assistance.

61 Stat., Pt. I, p. 103.

Use of assistance by
Greece, etc.

Post, p. 2932.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

ARTICLE 1

The Government of the United States will

furnish the Government of Greece such assist-

ance as the President of the United States

may authorize to be provided in accordance

with the Act of Congress approved May 22, 1947,

and any Acts amendatory or supplementary there-

to*

ARTICLE 2

The Government of Greece will make effect-

ive use of any assistance furnished to Greece

by the United States and of Greece's own re-

sources in order to advance reconstruction and

secure recovery in Greece as soon as possible,

To this end the Government of Greece has al-

ready undertaken, and hereby agrees, to effeC.

tuate the measures proposed in its note of

June 15, 1947 to the Government of the United

2912 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

U. S. Assistance. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.103. 

Use of assistance by 
Greece, etc. 

Post, P. 2932. 

ARTICLE 1 

The Government of the United States will 

-furnish the Government of Greece such assist.. 

ance as the President of the United States 

may authorize to be provided in accordance 

with the Act of Congress approved May 22, 1947, 

and any Acts amendatory or supplementary there-

to. 

ARTICLE 2 

The Government of Greece will make effect.. 

lye use of any assistance furnished to Greece 

by the United States and of Greece's own re.. 

sources in order to advance reconstruction and 

secure recovery in Greece as soon as possible. 

To this end the Government of Greece has al-

ready undertaken, and hereby agrees, to effe040 

tuate the measures proposed in its note of 

June 15, 1947 to the Government of the United 
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APMPON 1

'H KopEpvqrloS cv 'vHw Evcov IoX tiet OV eXes

xapaaXOn E;5 rfdv 'EXXKIvtxqv KupEpvqoiv uuoav por-

OEtav bt ijv s IIpoepoS ViV 'HvoaEEo'v IloXitEtcv

XEt to txaCica^La va oaT Vtiv iEouatoSorfntiv Tou

oupqLwcvoS xpOS fOv yxptOEvvra 'v 22av Mai'ou 1947

Nopov tOU KoyxpEocou (5t xat Xpos srava vrpovon*osq-

'tXOV i oaup«Xtpc4a'lrxov ' OuvOU NopIov.

APEPON 2

*H *EXXvTItX KupEpvqat eOEXEt Xpatipotoot"-'

aet fXecaypopas navav pojeexav xopYOupEV

r kjv a'EXXBa ifo -rv 'Hvowoevov noXirEllov, k xat

vous UtoouS vis 'maboS sopouS, Extf Q crxo«j

rchs OOov tO buva-rov -raxuepas spowoeOC)c <s I

avaoUyxpout a1JuOc x ac £EpaoXpitaw OEs &Ts bVopepao

TI5 'E.XXa'o. IlpoS rov oxoXv froUov ^ *AB vxq

Kupepvqost iX"eS 'nq &vGX'vape, xa; oaupavvei bsi

~-frou apovfoi» BOuS . 9ae seg Iqvappoy.qv, va IV

vi axO 16 liouvtou 1947 taXcotvaxrl fqS rXpo0

61 STAT. } GREECE— AID Alay 26, 1947  
June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

APePON 1 

'H Koapvricu s van, 'Hvwµtvrov Noktretirm ekes 

xaataxn Els rilv 'Ekkrivtxtiv KuPipvnatv traaav pofi-

Octav btaiiv a npacbpo, viv .H.,Avwv nox,yEtim 

ixEt btxafroµa va &fool .41v lEtwatobOfnaiv 'coo 

antrixtvcos xpris triv iyxptavva i4iv 22av MaNtu 1947 

NOvov voi Koyxp‘acroo cts xaf xpOs xt'vva vitononosq-

vtx,Sv i auitxXnpuitavtxov votivov Noitov. 

APePON 2 

'EXklivtxt1 KuPgpvgats Otket xpnatponottl-

aet vekeacp8pros traaav Poflectav xopnyoulavnv ets 

• 'Valcba. UtrO vav 'Hvcov;vrov HoktvetIv, Is %at! 

✓at% Woos tis 'Ekkabos sOpous, ixf axoxv 

vhs aaov Ouvavov vaxotepas xpocotAasus Yiç 

A I p vaavyxporflaecos xat eEaacaXiaecos ii bopaxtoos 

vis 'EXXabos. hpos sot, axoxim voivor 4 4Woretxtli 

• 
Kuapvgats ixet tivaX4pet, xaf oupqmmei btot 

trapOvvos, Booms Oioct cts itpoppoyfiv, voft iv 

ij p I ago 15 'iouvtov 1947 blvvolvtooes vris xpos 
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States and will take such further action as may

be appropriate.

American Mission.

Ohief.

ARTICLE 3

The Government of the United States will

send to Greece a mission to be known as the

American Mission for Aid to Greece (herein-

after referred to as the American Mission).

The Chief of the American Mission designated

by the President of the United States will re-

present the Government of the United States on

matters relating to the assistance furnished

under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 4

The Chief of the American Mission will

determine, in consultation with representatives

of the Government of Greece, the terms and con-

ditions upon which specified assistance shall

from time to time be furnished under this

2914 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 
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riv Kopepvratv Vrov 'HvolVE uv IloXtyeiv srporetvo-

Eeva plfpa, eEXEti tb pop5 ef^s wifav ltvEbC tYt -

vqv XpoaeErov tevpyeCaV.

APePON 3

'H KupepvqGt^S HV *Hvuw;evcv foXv AnoetXrev 6tXte

axoorEIXEt Ets 'EEXaoa asooaToXqv vtS ea etvat

yvctj (LS 'Apeptxavix' 'AxoaooXa BoqOeia spoS; Yrl

*EXXAba (dvayEpopEvT £eV tOit esopLtVOit d*A 4 LCEpteXa-

vsxi 'AsoaYoXr). O 6pioOeIS dnio fOD nlpOpopo

ao5v 'HvogEvav nloX&tfrEv 'Apxryoo tiS 'A5ieptxavt-

xiS'AfioaroXijS Oa dv ripocawiEDg dv Iupepvrqatv %wV

'HwV@Eovcav 11OXfrEt&V INS tnrji raprmv aXvety(v gpoS vfriV

xaooprvo, Iv auvevvoCaEr pE vri'fepoaXcoav -ri

'EXrivtx Kupepv aEco;S, roul bpouS xai auvierxas

4dp'&z A efbttXO xaopopi v pooL6v OeIca Oa

May 6, 
61 STAT. GREECE— AID June 15. ma 2 5- 18, 20, 1947 

• 
vfiv Kupepvnatv vow Ilivalyxvwv BOXttEtaN xpoYetvO-

11EVa Iltrpa, (AEI bZ gpopii etc saaav 

p 

yip xpoainvov evEpyetay. 

APOPON 3 

41.1 KuNpvqcts iv slivcop.;vcav 110XtYCION 0;ket 

SscooycliAtt as 4EXXSba SocoavoX4v krts a avas 

P 4 I . I s „, P • 
yvwavri cos AlLeptxavixq Axoavonn poquesas spos Yqv 

4EXX.SBa OlvayEpopvil Iv vois isop.evots Cos'Ap.Eptxa-
. 

vsx4 'Axoavai). 0 aptakis asr; voG 44bpou 

vav Hvøvcv no%tvet;)v 'Apmts ijç 'Alleptxays-
. 

xis stisoavoMis OS dvvispoacusch rjvKupepvtiatv 

Ilivcavvwv lIcAtYEtEN bef trreqµavov axevtgAlv spos 1.111.0 

xavS 141v sapolioav Eblipcovlav xopriyouyvliv Paleetay.. 

APGPON 4 

40 'Apriy8s rc jAticptxavlxils 'AnoavoXils ea 
• 

xaeopfa s lv auvEvvoliaEt 11EV p&VftKpOWLSOWV VTIS 

10001VtXTic KOPEpl4CIEWS, vo4s Bpous xai auvOxas 

was h eibmios xa0optCoµgvn pocieEta a 
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Advisory assistance,
etc.

1Pt, p. 2932

Greek assistance to
American Mission.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Agreement. Under the direction of the Chief,

the Mission will provide such advisory assist.

ance and will exercise such functions as are

necessary and proper to assist the Government

of Greece to make the most effective use of

any assistance furnished to Greece by the

United states and of Greece's own resources

and thereby to advance reconstruction and se-

cure recovery in Greece as soon as possible.

Certain of these functions are contained in

the measures proposed by the Government of Greeoe

in its note of June 15, 1947.

ARTICLE 5

The Government of Greece will furnish all

practicable assistance to the American Mission

to facilitate the performance of its functionas

the movement of Mission personnel to, in or

2916 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 
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Xoprnyrat dso xaIpoo aet xzapo>v xa'a iqv Zoqppvfav

taOrqv. 'Yxo ac s o3{tlS rfO 'ApX'You n 'AxoaroaX

e6a apxg scraav ouppouXeurnxv poqeetav xa i e va-

ax o Kxaav Xesroupytav ati'tves eO 4&aav avayxcaiS

xat vbeeypuvat Sta va poqeoaouv jv v 'E\XXvsxjv

KupEpvrlqav 'poS teXEfcpopomrEpav Xpqat.orotolatv Kaaqs

oqieeoas XOpioyoupEvq etc f'v *EX..aoa 6oS r'v 'Hvo-

pvcov Iloxticfev, CA xa; ltov jtaiv ViS 'EXX os SO-

pov, xa; &qv sta ta uSg oaov ro buvarsv Taxurepav

xpoaLeqatv f?5 dvaouyxpo'r'aEoS xa;cLi EawPXtaiv iS

avopewaeoe E v 'EXXat. TiveS rov Xeiroupyttov

foutcv vEpXapjpavovrat ES ra udtoS %5 EXqvtxis

KupepvaeoE Ev j dao 15 'Iouvfou 1947 btaxosva-

aEt KqS npoeivopeva rEfpa.

APIPON 5

'H 'EXkXqvtxi KupepvvrscS ea rpoaqcp U Saav Eql-

Xfrv poqOetav et r'vV 'Afepmxavtxv "Axocarokv rp^O

bteuxoXuvatv rjS BteayawyTi rcbv xaOelxovrwv fns,

1ts xVjaoEcOu roU Kpooaasxou Ir) AxAkooroXn ,pOeS frv
. . * . *

95.47T- -49 PT. 11- -- 41

61 STAT.] GREECE— AID May 26, 1947  
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• 
xopqyivat tis o xatpou ets • • • • 

xatpov xava vqv luitcpalvtav 

vaavriv. "IA vas Obtlyia va4 'Apxqya 'Astoavati 

A& napan naaav aupPouXeuvtx5v Potieetav mai a dva. 

• 
ax5 niaav Xetvoupytav 

xat• dvbebetypavat bla 

cavities 04 tlaav avartaiat 

va PotAtiaouv DativIttiv 

KuPapvria a lv cpSs veayopmvapav xpqatitocoiqatv naafis 

floq8eias xopqyoultivqs els vtiv 'MAUI 4ca ttliv fivm. 

• • 
a pevcov ntvetav, &s xal vich lbiwv v5s 'EXXabos so-

. 

pow, xa i i1v bt& vaavqs &toy vO buvavav vaxuvapav 

npotteriatv vis dvaauyxpov5aems xal lEctatiatatv v5s 

Co/opg:ams iv 'EXX(Ibt, nvts TaN xetvoupytaN 
• • 

vouvmv repaap v pavovat e v ls a S.  v5s 'Wolvtxis 

KuPepvflass iv vi dreS 15 1/ouviou 1947 btaxotvio• 

• 
aet fns KpOYEIVOVEW lavpa. 

APETION 5 

411 4EXIalvtx4 Kuapvgats ea rpoacgpla saaav 191.. 

Itfcr p4Oetav els vilv 'Aiteptxavtxtiv 'Anoavativ xi:a% 

bleuxa&uvatv v5s bteEaymy5s viLv xaOrptOvvmv vqs, 

v5s X14agaS f0; ttp0awNIXO; iç 'AxoavoX5s mph vtiv 
. . 

95347 49 PT. 41 
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Privileges and im-
munities of Mission
personnel

Observation by
members of Mission.

Accounts and
records.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

from Greece, the employment of Greek nation-

als and residents, the acquisition of facili-

ties and services, and the performance of

other activities of the Mission. The personnel

of the American Mission and the property of

the Mission and of its personnel shall enjoy

in Greece the same privileges and immunities

as are enjoyed by the personnel of the United

States Embassy in Greece and the property of

the Embassy and of its personnel.

ARTICLE 6

The Government of Greece will permit the

members of the American Mission to observe

freely the utilization of assistance furnished

to Greece by the United States. The Government

of Greece will maintain such accounts and records,
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I t

XplqacoiprotqoecS #poOwfoKav 4EX.qvt xcS EQvstxnoqtoS

xat xavrolx.aS, fr. aGoxvfraca cxuoXt@v xat jUnpeas-

avt xaCi r5 teS a caYOYc ie'poxv lvepyetov j5 'tAto-

·To\5. To spoaoxsxo'v Vs '·Aep·xavtxj5 'AxOcfloX~ q

* S
xaf h xeptouoaa tSr 'AnoafoXS xaf roU apoaowtxoi

TrTI 6a Gokauaacrtv h 'EXkabit %4v auSaiv spovoptaiv

xat popoXoytx v dsaXXayv ov 'o)oauest ro poctaort-

XoV rTS npEaptEaQS trov 'HvopCevov nOXiT6E1oiD Iv 'EXXa-

· 4

bi xaa h xcpiouatQ. fqS lypa SErS xa froU gpoaasi-

xo56 rq.

APIPON 6

'H 'EXXnvtxl KutPpvtiotS O6Xet s i rtrpest etS ra

ieLXrln i 'Ap.eptxavtixS 'A&osrooXiS va .apaxoXouoeaov

XeuOep.owS v XpraOtpoxooqatv rSc rapEXoPevqS spoS

rjv 'EXXaba capa Dv Hva,*ivowv noxtrEl»iov poTeelas.

'H 'EkIvtx» Kupepvrqats ea 'qpO xIavvra rou t koyapca-

oalou xai t< a'otiXc¢a, xac Oa s ape)X scaav txOeatv
* S

61sTATA 

gEkala, 
• 

GREECE— AID  May 26, 1947  
June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

4Exqaos gia it Imattsoc, vAs 

xplialpotroalaews spoactwaw 4Exxqvixis ievsKtlygyos 

.. 
xat • xavotxtas, 1.71s dsowerlaeas etixokam xat unnpeat-

. 

ay. xaf e715 btegaywyTis 1/tpav ivepyetcTyv sis 

aVokis• TS spoacestxtv eis 'Apeptxavtxis "Asoavolis 

xaf h septo6afaç 'Airoasokis xaf rot.; spocroatxoi 
• 

ens 04 Gokaumatv iv 'Man serov adetiv spovopta• m 
• 

xat • Topokoytxclv dsakkayaiv 41m asokatet vO spoaaat• 

xov eTis Npeapefas TaN 'Hvwµtvav HoktvetEm iv lak4• 

St xaf h septouafa npeaPefas xaf spoacest• 

ANON 6 

411 'EXInvtx4 KuPtpvnats Otket irtyptiret eis et 

plknijç 'Alleptxavtxiis 'AscoaroXis v4 sapaxokoo0Zotv 

ikeyOtpals xpnatposoinatv çrapexoptvns opts 

vciv 'Ekktba sap ecTra 'Hvaavav nokteetrov ponOefas. 

'H laktIvtxtli Kuptpvtiats (4 114 Aveas sots koyapta. 

qµots xal s4 avotxeia, i(1 04 saptn saaav Ex0eatv 
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Assurance o full
information.

U. S. prns and
radio reorrte.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

and will furnish the American Mission such re-

ports and information, as the Mission may re-

quest for the performance of its functions and

responsibilities.

ARTICLE 7

The Government of Greece and the Government

of the United States will cooperate in assuring

the peoples of the United States and Greece full

information, consistent with the security of the

two countries, concerning the assistance fur-

nished to Greece by the United States. To this

end--

1J Representatives of the press and

radio of the United States will be permitted

to observe freely and to report fully regard-

ing the utilization of such assistance; and

2920 
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xat KXr\poc(pCopav Xpo0S rtv. Aeptxavixt v *AxooXofhov,

tra SsoTa 6eXeI nire? ?h 'AroavoXff o pq bp.ieiSaycYqv

avL xaenqxovvrv xa; vCetXlqppgvv SaoXpeaxOEcv 9rf,,

APePON 7

'H 'EXqvtx Kupepvqart xatf q KupEpvwqts

¶tv 'Hvoc¥vov OoX\retEYv eOXouot uvepyaaOe Tva

iEaacaX aouv Et1 fOUS kaoUSg rOV 'Hvwiviov nloXit-

retCv xat iSg 'EKXabog kXpr EvilpopaxTsv, ouptppa-

CoiEvv xpos -rv daq(aeLav rv bUo opv, xa6*

taov dpopZ qiv xopqyoupjvrv EIS ¶rv 'EXXa'a po'-

6etav xapa 5v 'Hvwjvcov HnOXtsetiv. lnpo ro'v

I -
axogov rourov;

(1) eG Extypenqat ctS &vTtwpoamouo

ToG ru ou xa; rS paSbtoqovac S VaGv 'HvcevCvY

noXtretov va xapaiqpcuxtv XEue6pow x;at v'&va-

pxpaoxri EXTpoS cXEnixkS tL ryTv XpqcTplxotolltv

rS porElaoS faufrqS, xaf

61 STAT.] GREECE— AID  May 26, 1947  
June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

• • • • 

xat xXqpopoptav sp v aos riv. Aiteptxavtxqv AxaavAtiv e 

V.a &cola (Act Ctrrei h 'Anclavokti sac btsEarartiv 

• -cal" xaerixOvvwv xa: avetXtlititgvmm ilsoxpemacwv vqs, 

APOTON 7 

411 'EXXlivtx4 Kuapvgats xa: h Kugpvilats 

'Fivailevwv UcAtvetrvv Otkouat auvepyaaei Tva 

tEaacaXiaouv as vo4s Xaotis vav 1Hvwittvalv HoXt• 

vetcliv xa: ç (EXIclbos 4.411 Ivilittpmatv, aultptpae 

C oite • • • • • vq a v spos .env apaketav YcV btio xapav, xae 

&soy 4Topti v4v xopriyovavriv vfito 'EXX.ciba po:j. 

ectav w.tp cv 'fivwavcov Hoktvetc1v. flpoç vOv 

axosov voiyov; 

(1) e& ixtYpentivat as civrtspoaciorous 

. • - I . 
vol.; vuxot) xat vris babtoTevtas tills'fivwocvmv 

, . 

IlatTMIN va scapayripcSatv bk.cvapws xat v ava• 

• • 

cpcpwat ork4pws axeftxus i tiv xpqatItoxotillatv 

• 
1.71s poqeetas vauvris, xat 
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Publicity within
Greece.

Provisions for
security.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

(2) The Government of Greece will

afford the American Mission opportunity

for, and will cooperate with it in pro-

viding, full and continuous publicity

within Greece, including periodic reports

by the Mission, as to activities under this

Agreement and the purpose, source, charac-

ter, scope, amounts, and progress of such

assistance.

ARTICOL 8

The Government of Greece will make such

provisions as may be required by the President

of the United States for the security of any

article, service, or information received pur-

suant to this Agreement. It will not trans-

for, without the consent of the President of

the United States, title to or possession of

2922 
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(2) 'H 'EkXkqvtyz Kupepvqlt$ OCXeI XapEXtS

t i-5nv 'Ap4epxavxxpv 'PArocaroXv fjv euxactp -

av xca e\Xe aluvepyaoaae pELc'a.t mpPS sapox0v

srXlpouS xa; ouvcXoUc bripooso.Trfos Io vrog t'cS

'*E\Xabo, xKptXaipavouorqs xeptobixasg Ixceitg

Trc 'AvoalroXs I5 srpo rac evepyetcS aC.XEIXCx

pLt r¶?v trapouoUv uppcviav xasi rv axoxo'v, xnqyv,

Xapaxyrpa, Stxfaatv, xoa& xas kpoboov t-S BPtT-

6E cS tCUrT)S.

APePON 8

'H 'EXXqsvix Kupepvqas OEkXet xpopi eCf

eauv vcepyetav v v 6olaov 4eexe Ti4rjet o

InpOepoS dov 'HvcEvwv nloX1TEstrv bita Tr'v i o

Xeiav xasvfS vrlne^1evool, thripcOaiS « xh\po

ipopS X\pc;Ir' EV crUVexe'tq TrS &Lqpwv laS rau-

<fT). *Av e\xe Eceriapetpag, Ivcu tS auyxcrXaOa-

OcES ro5 IIpoESpou trv 'Hvc+E.vowv IIoXItt'ev, i txa;iaC

xal0oXqv otoubisore toio'ouo dvr'ixeti;EVO i

61 STAT.] May 26, 1947  
GREECE—AID— June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

(2) 4H 4EXkvivta4 Kupipvnats (Act gapixes 

I I p 

els v priv Aiteptxavtxriv AgoavoX4v vciv axaspl-

at U 
• • ,1,A 4 . 

QV XECI OUVEpriaei VEV a avfns XpOs tcapOrIV 

• .1 • - sktipous xal auvtxoGs buoasovtivos tvvos fjç 

'ExkL)05, gepaaitpavolaris geptobtxas ixaaets 

- , • • • 
vqs • AgoavoXils Is gpos vas Evepyetes axevtxas 

• • • 
vqv gapogaev Ibitcpwvtav xat vov axogov, gtlytiv, 

xapaxiqipa s bcfaaty, icoa& xa irpSobov paq-

Oelas catIvris. 

AP8PON 8 

4H 4Wortitxfi KuP4vnats (Act gpopi els 

e• , gam,' vepyetav vtiv Ogoiav 40eXt trivrlaet 8 

400,p0s VEN 4Hvw4vcov IloXtvctiv bat vciv dac0o, 

• 4 • 
Xttav gavvOs dvvixetitevou, %mutates 11 glowo-

' • • tpoptes Xlcuetaris tv auvegelq vris IUitpootas vau-

vqs. A;v (44% µevaPtgaCil, iveu rç auyxavaa-

• • 
dews voG npoapou voilmo 4Hvwevam HoXtvetlIv, Faxampa 

• 

4 xaToxflv otoubcprove voso4you eivymetiavou 

2923 
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any such article or information nor permit,

without such consent, the use of any such

article or the use or disclosure of any such

information by or to anyone not an officer,

employee, or agent of the Government of Greece

or for any purpose other than that for which

the article or information is furnished.

Restrictions on use
of loans, etc.

ARTICLE 9

The Government of Greece will not use any

part of the proceeds of any loan, credit, grant,

or other form of aid rendered pursuant to this

Agreement for the making of any payment on account

of the principal or interest on any loan made

to it by any other foreign government.

The Government of Greece will not, except

with the approval of the Government of the Uni-

ted States, allocate any funds or make available
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gXqpovoptc , ooIc 6& IKitpExg, vetu foiEac*Irqs ovy

cacoac ncas,, lnv Xpqt.oorlo'qov vtOsoulou irtvo5 &v

tlepvoU ( vrqv xpqoipoi.otqoiv l dxoxAXustv rol-

aurqS 'rtvog irXripopopca.. xap'ouoevoS l i swoc Ita-

sarfouxoUo i xacX\Xou q IxspooWou thj5 'ErXqvtxil

KuPepv eoES 9 xpOS5 oiov0s1oroe ip xafoXovta rqv

btsorcLa aOU"qv, f Spo5 olovbSeorvs SXov oxoeOv

SMiv Exeivou bt*8v XopGryoGvra 'C dvritxepevov

i at srXpoqoptat.

AP9PCN 9

'H 'EXkqrvIxq KupEpvrlati bov. e6Xet Xprlastpo

Xoljaei ottovbjKtor papoS fOU; rpOiovro5l CawVToS

bavetoU, itaraxewO , vapoXiS I lefpaS poPpwS

(rS xara lrqv ,apooaav puLcpwvlcv oorle0oaS bta jlv

bi evepyesav otaabvitoore i\Mpo.4i E'vavn 'og xc-

qaXatou f 'roxou otoubqxore bave.tou xopqyqO;evocS

auC o fircs paS fVvoS EsvqS Kupepviosecof .

t H *EXKvix', KupcpviaiS OEv OEXacE efpq

xaio|cv ouyxara aefEjo c Tf)5 KupEpvOeooS ToV

61 STAT..] May 26, 1947  
GREECE— AID— June 15, 18, 20, 1947 

Ovimpopiss, °al Ehi isrsvpiscp, lvtv volatyrns aty• 

Ica:mamas, sqv xplatposcariatv folotivou vivOs av 

fizesiavou 4 vtiv xpnatµosoillatv 4 dsoulkuirsv vot• 

1. 
aut.% fsvos 001poToplas Kap aubevos &q Svfos ilEssm• 

pavohov. 4x04)..ov 4 ixspoactorou Ils laktivsx4s 

KuPcp4ac x cos 4 pis ofovF4scove 04 xcurhovem vtiv 

tbstrilva valSynv, 4 spOs oiovE4scars &XXov axocciv 

ixervou St% xoptlyoGrovat chorsxciµevov 

4 at Oolpopopiat. 

AYGPON 9 

'EXXtivi4 Kuapvtlats F4v.aXes xplasµo• 

sotcasi otovbinove 4pos vot3 xpoavvos cavvOs 

bavefou, sciaTLecos, vapoxiis 4 t4pas ilopyris 

cç I I xava napoav Awpwviav AorlOctas bta vnv 

biev4yetav otaabinove rAripwAs Ivavvi 

paXafou 4 4mou otoubfvoYe Eave..lou xopqrlavvos 

atil 414, If‘pas vsvos E;vtls Kuticpvflams. 

'EUtivs4 Kuapvnyts “1/ aXes, 414 

xavociv avyxayaaams tjç KuPepvriasas 
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Conditions for with-
drawal of assistance.

ARTICLE 10

Any or all assistance authorized to be

provided pursuant to this Agreement will be

withdrawn--

(1) If requested by the Government of

Greece representing a majority of the Greek

people;

(2) If the Security Council of the

United Nations finds (with respect to which

finding the United States waives the exer-

cise of any veto) or the General Assembly' of

the United Nations finds that action taken or

assistance furnished by the United Nations

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

any foreign exchange for payment of principal

or interest on the foreign indebtedness now

in suspense of the Uovernment of Greece and of

all public and private debtors.
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June 15, 18, 20, 1947

'HvQa.evBV nlo\treitiv, Xopqyne t XpqpafuLutxa xoa

b.ta9eaoe SIvov auva)aXy oLa. Soi rqv xarapoXopo xs-

cxXa oou I rOx(ov fOU 5 xxpcjo;vfo% C£Eafeptxou XPE-

00So -?l EXIqvtxjS KUpEpvniQeo5 xa; otioubwsore

brlOoalou i toiserov opetXsErou.

APeP3:l 10

O(a.botre xa sxaaa oqeOcia Xopjyqrl0o .iEvq

xaCa flv irapoGcrav 2uqpcovtav eXes xauoaet;

(1) 'Eav Clqrlag rouro 'EX)lvlxal KUPE'PVIl5t

dvtxKpodfoeUouCTa O X\eorqlcptav ou5 'E)XrlVlxo

Act o3.

(2) 'Eav ro 2uiLpouXkov *'Aaaxea; a

*HV(oL vcoV *EeOVV xptvg (Ev -CQ xEplFraElI ot

raut at *Hvcevact InoXXIEcat, XapatIrouYvfaat <

acxnaco xctvvrOS t sxaa.aLtoL dapv1qsxupaLS) 4

Itv ^ revixq ,bv:Xeuats VOv *HvcESvov 'Eevv

xpLvg D I v EpyctEr ytevoVlECq i oeEtiro XOPIY-

Oeeta xrapa. -¶v 'Hvao*vwv 'Eviv xattorxo t< v
BVLI .BVf X.I~W ~

61 STAT.] M1a5y, 2186,, 21904,71947 GREECE—AID-- June 

• • 
litraoitevam noXttetaN, xopgyves xptatavtxa NO04 q 

itaaart E;vov auvaXanta BSI 4 ,0 IGVa13041V xeo. 

paXafou if vOxam vo5 ittxpepotivvo% lEareeptxoti x14-
• 

otos ttis IVaglitxis 3044c:teas xal olouStIrove 

bilitoaiou if iSt4Yon OtintXtrou. 

APOIPON 10 

Ciabilrove xat trawl PoOcta xoplylOvotavg 

• • 
XaVa yip rapotiaav ap.colvtav 04Xes raoact; 

(1) 'Egtv Ctlyciati yotivo !EXXtivtxti Kuapvnats 

• • 
dvYtrpoawreuouaa rXetolimplav vol.; 'EXXIlvtxo6 

Act OS* 

(2) 'EA,' rS It.443o4ktov 'Aaqoakefas ry 

ilivulavcov tOvIv xpfvg (Iv yr) rEpttmtaet Si 

faun al 41-Nwitcvat UoN.I.exiat mapatvotivyat djç 
• • 

• 
doxflacws ravyOs btxampavos dpvtlatxup(cts) 4 

iav rtImal &vacua' s v;vv 4HvwilEvwv 
• 

xpin 3Yt tv4yeta yEVOLEVY TIPofiecta X0PrIVI-

Oxiaa rag vcir., 41-11.4.14illuv tOvirm xaOtafact tfiv 
• 
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61 Stat., Pt. 1, P. 15

Po(, p. 2932

Effectivo date;
duration.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

make the oontinuanoe of assistance by tlu.

Governmaet of the United States pursuant to

this Agreement unnecessary or undesirable;

(3) Under any of the other oiroumstanoes

specified in section 5 of the aforesaid Aot

of Congress or if the President of the United

States determines that such withdrawal is in

the interest of the United States; or

(4) If the Government of Greece dbes not

take reasonable steps to effectuate those mea-

sures proposed in its note of June 15, 1947

or subsequently agreed upon which are essen-

tial to reconstruction and recovery in Grseeow

ARVICLE 11

This Agreement shall take effeot as frXt

this day's date. It shall continue in foroe

until a date to be agreed upon by the ato

Governments.
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until a date to be agreed upon by the twO 

Governments. 
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Gouv8XOav tirS xafra rlv sxapouoav Zpcpavtlav poneel

¢c xapa tS Kupcpvqo'cer vav *HvoiEvcav nToXiretcv

PTI avacxayfav &vcie;i.uplov.

,(3) Eft oavvboerore *rv Xoltsv scpIXtacOc

WV Srav xae^oopeovcE v ECS c tO Tnjia 5 foU dvct.-

pc Noiou 'roU KoyxpEoaou, Pi eav b IIpoEpos tov

*HvE4i.vav noXtYlcuv airpo p o 5aaiff ̂  roiautq

sraai9s devali rpo tro aOu(pepov <Vw lHVOEjvcov

(4) 'Eav ^ 'EXrvixi KuP'pvqat» bSev spopa

ts? YaS veeyv.lEvacS EVEpye'ap S poS P rpayFia.ro,

otqaiv rv tv cv r (ar 15 'Iouvtou 1947 btaxot-

vroo'er rtS xpo-rEvoplevcov r ,7v pLEtayEVEaVepos

oupcvq;6e'vr'fDv LE.'pWv &fIva efvat ojdaoSr bsia

tv ava auXpqorrtv xai vop6ewav vns 'EXXabos.

AMPPON 11

DH mapwv t arq 8 EXc» te6i CEIS ;xu1v dxS

rSlS 'aFL.epov. G& IExoou9oa obe sr iouaa pexptS

,tepojrlva cs aupOavq oopcvqiS -so fs-v buo KupcpvaciEOV
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• 
avvextatv 171s xa/a vriv xapaicrav Ibtlyavtav PoTlext., 

• m I • „ • 
as vapa tris Aupepvnams v . ow mvullevuv Ratvelrov 

avayxa%mv civentOtSimov. 

.(3) fits otavbfprovc XotmSv set:./&1c-

(v ylv xaeoptCop;vuw as 4 vµiip.a 5 vou avarce-
. 

• 

pw NOtiou vo6 KoryLscrou . biv b 11pOcbpos 

• 
sHvailEvaw 110,3/ciav dixoyaalq 31.1 vosaull 

aaCals avat srpOs 4 avµc4ov siyv 4Hvwgvwv 

noXtvciay. 

(4) 'EcCv A 'EX1rivtx4 Kupgpvriass b;‘, xpon 

, , e as  •as evocoetyµevas I v vcpyetas xpos rpayµaYow 

xoinatv Tav iv vi Curci 15 sIovvioy 1947 blaxot• 

• 
vworet /Tic spotEtvoitEvwv vIv µevaytvcorEpuls 

oupycovilavvwN ILevpcov trIva avat oiasail bat 

• i • p • " r, 
ry aveauyxpoviolv /tat QV0p1=011/ Tris Annau0S. 

APOOPON 11 

4H Ebyquvia Obat ImOi els loriv dxS 

vTis sallµepov. ect lEaxoXiovelau bi lariovaa plxpts 

aupluvlerpogvris 3XO TZ1v bZo Kvflepvcrecov. 
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For the Government of the Uni
of America:-

Linooln oVeagh
Ambassador Bxtraordinary

and Plenipotentiary

For the Government of the jsm
of Greeoo:-

Oonsatntine Tralari/
Deputy Prime MiniLter

Minister for foroiUg Affta

rnrb~
WyU INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

ARTICLE 12

Registrtion. This Agreement shall be registered with

the United Nations.

Done in duplicate, in the English and

Greek languages, at Athens, this 20th day of

June, 1947.
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Greek languages, at Athens, this 20th day of 

June, 1947. 

Registration. 

For the Government of the United States 
of America:-

214;k la") 
Lincoln oVeat:14- 

Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary 

FOr the Government of the lined 
of Greece:-

Oonstentins Tse].dari 
Deputy Prim Minister •d 

minister for Yoroign Affairs 
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AP9PON 12

H 2pS vtpvLa f e9xSe xaraTE9 Efc ra,

'Hvo.va.a 'Eevq.

'Eyvero Eits Obrxoiv, et( Cqrv *Ayyitxiiv

xaLi EXrluxviv yXroaav, iv A6ejvaL; foLepov

tqv eixoarfv fou unvoc Iouvtou 1947.

·
, Kuppvaty ftwv 'HvcqcOvcav noX1irEtav

-t5c Apepixq$s;-

Aivxobv MBxB-u'
nproapaurtqS A TalEcS

rv 'EXXrlvtxiv B. KuEpvarltv:-

;t /, Q,(I, /C"121

qva oravr v o TcrcaXSa p%
rtxtpoe)pog 1fc Ku;epvqOav S xas
YSoupyoS Sxt ·. v vE&ci;eptxmv

'[Lincoln MacVeagh.]
'[C Tsaldaris.]
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AP9PON 12 

4 H Ibmulvia agvIl °Ike' xaymvai ets 4 

eHvweva °E0vq. 

'Eyevevo ets bleXotiv. ets y •riv AyyX1xliv 

, • • a , 4 
xmi Wolvmqv yXclaaay. ev Aeqvais ohyepov 

VW, OCI4V YOU 111TV 0 'Iouvtou 1947. 

As& vriv Kugpvpasy viSv Uvmpevaw MAtvesam 
ci Apaptxqs:-
• • 

1A4:44 
Afvx4v MgeBsu 

Binapeuvris A Taos 

[1] 

ha; rfiv 'EXXrivtxfiv B. Kugpvriatv:-

A-..e0 .7e/A-42.‹. A-121 

Kravavrips Taaabipris al 
'Aretxpoqpoi vls_Kugivaews_xas 

Ys es oupyos s.vmv epizcov 
• 

1[Lincoln MacVeagh.] 
2 [C Tsaldarisl 
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The American Ambassador to the Greek Vice Premier and Minister
for Foreign Affairs

AMERICAN EMBASSY
Athens, Greece, May 26, 1947No. 230

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 103.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I have been in-
structed to convey to the Greek Government the following communi-
cation from the Government of the United States.

"In response to an appeal by the Greek Government in its Note
of March 3, 1947 [1] to the Government of the United States, and
through it to the American people, for financial, economic, and
expert aid to assist the Greek people in restoring their country,
the President of the United States on March 12, 1947 requested
from the Congress the necessary authority to permit him to extend
the help requested.

"The Government of the United States now informs the Greek
Government that the President has been authorized to extend
assistance to Greece under the provisions of an Act of Congress
signed May 22, 1947.

"The Government of the United States will welcome an indication
from the Greek Government of its general recovery program and
assurances that the proffered assistance will be effectively utilized.
This Government will also welcome assurances from the Greek
Government that it is prepared to enter into negotiations leading
to a mutually acceptable agreement between the two Governments
on the terms under which American aid will be extended."

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

LINCOLN MACVEAGH

His Excellency
CONSTANTINE TSALDARIS

Vice Premier and Minister for Foreign Affairs
Athens

The Greek Vice Premier and Minister for Foreign Affairs to the
American Ambassador

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

No 29824. ATHENS, June 15, 1947
YoUR EXCELLENCY:

By your note No 230 of May 26, 1947 you were good enough to
inform me that, in response to an appeal by the Greek Government
in its note of March 3, 1947 to the Government of the United States
and through it to the American people, for financial, economic and

'[Not printed.]
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expert aid to assist the Greek people in restoring their country, the
President of the United States has been authorised to extend assistance
to Greece under the provisions of an act of Congress signed May
22, 1947.

In reply, I have the honour to request that you be kind enough to
convey to the United States Government the following communica-
tion from the Greek Government:

The hearts of the Greek people are profoundly touched by this proof
of the generosity and goodwill of the American people and of the
benevolent interest of a great and friendly nation in the welfare of
Greece. The Greek Government on its own behalf and on behalf of
the Greek people, wishes to express its deepest appreciation for this
magnanimous response to the request of the Greek Government and
takes this opportunity to repeat that it turned to the United States
for aid only because the devastating results of the war were such
as to render impossible the enormous task of reconstruction with the
resources remaining to Greece after years of conflict and enemy
occupation.

The Greek Government wishes to give assurances that any assistance
it may receive will be used in conformance with the purposes for which
it may be made available. Aid given for military purposes will be
used in the restoration and maintenance of internal order. Aid fur-
nished for the economic recovery and physical reconstruction of the
country will be expended in a manner which will have a lasting bene-
ficial effect on the country as a whole.

The Greek Government also wishes to make known at this time its
own plans for action which will lay a basis for American assistance
in Greek recovery and reconstruction. The Greek people realize
that ultimate solution of their problem requires great and continuous
effort by themselves. They are aware that the extensive aid of the
United States will not alone be suflicient to meet the large costs of
restoring public order and reconstructing productive facilities over a
period of years. The Greek Government will lead its people in their
effort to achieve these ends. This responsibility entails the complos-
ing of internal differences, the collection of more revenues, the rebuild-
ing of foreign trade, the conservation of foreign exchange, the recon-
struction of public works, the improvement of Government adminis-
tration, assistance and guidance to agriculture and industry, estab-
lishment of protective labor measures, encouragement of democratic
organizations among economic and social groups, measures to control
inflation and assure equitable distribution of supplies and services, and
the restraint of excesses and extravagances on the part of any segment
of the population. The Greek Government will undertake these and
all other necessary measures to marshal Greece's own resources to the
fullest extent in attaining the ends for which American assistance
may be extended. This organization of Greek effort will require eco-
nomic contributions and cooperation from all

The Greek Government is ever mindful that primary responsibility
95347 -49-PT. 11--42

61Stat., Pt. 1, p. 103.

Expression of ap.
preciation by Greek
Government.

Greek plans for re.
covery.
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for the economic welfare of the country rests with the Greek Govern-
ment, and it is therefore proceeding with plans for the early institu-
tion and vigorous administration of those measures which will enable
full use of capital, productive facilities, manpower resources and natu-
ral wealth to be found in Greece. Certain measures proposed by the
Greek Government are stated in general terms in this note, these and
other measures will be developed further after consultation with Amer-
ican advisers.

Rehabilitation of In order to achieve budgetary balance and economic stability at thenational revenue budgetary balance and economic stability at thesystem, etc. earliest possible time the Greek Government will undertake to rehabili-
tate its national and local revenue system by all necessary measures
including the modernization of tax administration, elimination of tax
evasion and the use of every practicable source of revenue. Full
regard will be given to equitable distribution of the tax burden and
to the principle of ability to pay. Measures will be taken to control
and curtail expenditures of the Government. The Government audit
and accounting system will be strengthened, and the budget will be
published and used as an effective control of expenditures.

Incrhase of foreign With a view to steadily increasing the ratio of official acquisitionsexchange, etc.
of foreign exchange to import requirements, a program will be under-
taken to increase the amounts of foreign exchange coming into the
Greek economy through normal commercial channels. Vigorous
efforts to increase exports, including the resumption of the export ofolive oil and the rebuilding of foreign markets, will be made.
Measures will be adopted to assure the operation of Greek shipping in
a manner which will provide the greatest benefit for the national
economy. Existing regulations on the import and export of foreign
exchange will be enforced and strengthened by all possible means.
To make the most effective use of available exchange, imports will be
limited to those which are essential to the Greek economy, and they
will be brought in as an integral part of a national import program

Foregn trade corn- which includes goods purchased with American aid. The planning
and supervising of the administration of the program of public and
private imports and exports will be centralized in a foreign trade
committee comprizing Greek and American technicians and headedPrie ontrols, etc. by an American in the employ of the Greek Government. To guard
against further inflation, a vigorous program will be undertaken to
hold down prices and to establish an equitable relation between prices
and wages. As further deterrents to inflation, rent control and
rationing of commodities will be continued and controls on credit
and banking will be instituted.Agricultural and In-dustria production. The agricultural and industrial production of the country will be
increased by Government guidance and financial assistance. Unduly
restrictive taxes, detrimental employment practices and monopoly
regulations will be reexamined and all unnecessary deterrents to
production eliminated. To this end the Greek Government will en-
courage increased labor productivity while fostering the right ofworkers to organize and join free democratic labor unions and to

2934
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engage in activities to promote their mutual protection and economic
status.

In order to fill its increasingly active role in guiding the recovery
and reconstruction efforts during the American aid program, the Gov-
ernment will undertake an extensive program to improve its govern-
mental organizations and civil service, which were so disrupted by
the long years of war.

The Greek Government wishes to take this opportunity to renew
its request to the United States Government for American personnel
who can assist in the Greek recovery effort, including a special Amer-
ican Mission to administer the extension of American aid, observe its
use by the Greek Government and advise the Greek Government. In
order to expedite recovery in Greece and because of the large finan-
cial contribution of the United States to Greece, the Mission should
participate in the development of revenue and expenditure policies,
approve Government expenditures for activities which directly or in-
directly involve the use of American aid, take part in the planning of
the import program, and approve the use of foreign exchange. The
Greek Government would also wish the Mission to assist in the execu-
tion of reconstruction projects, improvement of public administration,
technical training of civil servants and other personnel, continuation
of the health program, development of exports, programming and
disposition of Government purchased supplies, promotion of agricul-
tural and industrial recovery, and regulation of wages and prices. In
general, the Greek Government will wish to consult with the Mission
before taking any economic steps which might affect the success of
the American aid program.

In addition to the members of the Mission who will act as reprsenta-
tives of the United States Government, the Greek Government wishes
the assistance of the United States Government in employing a limited
number of American experts to act in technical and supervisory ca-
pacities within the Greek Government. The Government will con-
tinue a currency committee consisting of Greeks and foreign' experts
with functions modified to fit in with those of the American Mission.
As mentioned above, a Foreign Trade Administration headed by an
American technician is also planned.

In the light of the recent legislation by the Congress of the United
States and of the views expressed by the United States Government
in its Note No. 230 of May 26, 1947, it is suggested that the two Gov-
ernments should enter into a formal agreement on these matters.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

C TSALDARIS

His Excellency
MR. LINCOLN MACVEAGH

Ambassador of the United States of America
Athens

Improvement of
governmental or-
ganizations, etc.

Request for assist-
ance of American per
sonnel.

Ante, p. 2932.
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The American Ambassador to the Greek Vice Premier and Minister
for Foreign Affairs

No. 296 AMERICAN EMBASSY

ATHENS, GREECE
June 18, 1947

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's Note No. 29824 of
AnU,p.2932. June 15, 1947 and, acting on instructions, to convey to the Royal

Hellenic Government the following message from the Government of
the United States of America:

"The Government of the United States acknowledges the Note of the
Greek Government of June 15, 1947, setting forth in general terms the
Greek Government's recovery program.

"This Government notes with satisfaction the assurances of the
Greek Government that American aid will be effectively utilized in
accordance with the purpose for which it is being extended. This
Government also welcomes the assurances of the Greek Government
that it is prepared to enter into negotiation leading to a mutually ac-
ceptable agreement on the terms under which this aid will be extended
and has authorized the American Ambassador in Greece to negotiate
such an agreement with the Greek Government."

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

IRNCOLN MAVEAGH

His Excellency
CONSTANTINE TSALDRIS,

Vice Premier and Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Athens.
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His Excellency 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Greece respecting March 27,194

air transport services. Signed at Athens March 27, 1946; operative [T. I. A. . 1626]

from March 27, 1946; entered into force definitively May 22, 1947.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND GREECE

Having in mind the Resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944, at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
Illinois, [1] for the adoption of a Standard Form of Agreement for
provisional air routes and services, and the desirability of mutually
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air
transportation between the United States and Greece, the two Gov-
ernments parties to this Agreement agree that the establishment and
development of air transport services between their respective terri-
tories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE 1

The Contracting Parties grant the rights specified in the Annex
hereto necessary for establishing the international civil air routes
and services therein described, whether such services be inaugurated
immediately or at a later date at the option of the Contracting Party
to whom the rights are granted.

ARTICLE 2

(a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation
as soon as the Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the Contracting Party
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the Contract-
ing Party granting the rights under the laws and regulations normally
applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage in the
operations contemplated by this Agreement; and provided that in areas
of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected thereby,
such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the competent
military authorities.

(b) It is understood that either Contracting Party granted com-
mercial rights under this Agreement should exercise them at the ear-
liest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability to do so.

I [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November I to Decem-
ber 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publication
2282.]
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ARTICLE 3

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, both Contracting Parties agree that:

(a) Each of the Contracting Parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the Contracting Parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would
be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national air-
craft engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the
territory of one Contracting Party by the other Contracting Party
or its nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other
Contracting Party shall be accorded national and most-favored-nation
treatment with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspection
fees or other national duties or charges by the Contracting Party
whose territory is entered.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
Contracting Party authorized to operate the routes and services
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory
of the other Contracting Party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used or
consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4
Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses

issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party shall be recognized
as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each Contracting
Party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the pur-
pose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and
licenses granted to its own nationals by another state.

ARTICLE 5

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft
of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by such
aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the territory
of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew, or cargo of the other
Contracting Party upon entrance into or departure from, or while
within the territory of the first party.
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ARTICLE 6

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke a
certificate or permit to an airline of the other party in any case where
it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective control are
vested in nationals of either party to this Agreement, or in case of
failure of an airline to comply with the laws of the State over which
it operates as described in Article 5 hereof, or to perform its obliga-
tions under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 7

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be reg-
istered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization.

ARTICLE 8
Either Contracting Party may terminate the rights for services

granted by it under this Agreement by giving one year's notice to
the other Contracting Party.

ARTICLE 9

In the event either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex, it
may request consultation between the competent authorities of both
Contracting Parties, such consultation to begin within a period of
sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex,
their recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they
have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

ARTICLE 10

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the inter-
pretation or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot
be settled through consultation shall be referred for an advisory
report to the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil
Aviation Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article
III Section 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil
Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its successor.

ARTICLE 11

If a general multilateral air Convention enters into force in relation
to both Contracting Parties, the present Agreement shall be amended
so as to conform with the provisions of such Convention.

ARTICLE 12

The provisions of this Agreement shall become operative from the
day it is signed. The Greek Government shall notify the Govern-
ment of the United States of America of the approval of the Agreement
by the Greek Parliament, and the Government of the United States
of America shall consider the Agreement as becoming definitive upon
the date of such notification by the Greek Government.
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In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have signed the
present Agreement and have affixed thereto their Seals:

For the Government of the United States
He . -A-e-4 _.
uj. AjujW.Luu;-

K L. L ankin
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

ir the Government of Greeoe:-

Constantine Rendis
Minister for Foreign Affairs

ne in duplicate at Athens, this twenty-

h day of Maroh, nineteen hundred and

ix.
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In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly 
authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have signed the 
present Agreement and have affixed thereto their Seals: 

For the Government of the United States 
of America:-

X. L. Rankin 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 

For the Government of Greece:-

Constantine Rendis 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

Done in duplicate at Athens, this twenty-

seventh day of March, nineteen hundred and 

forty-six. 
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ANNEX TO AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND GREECE

2941

A. Airlines of the United States authorized under the present U.S. rights of transit
and stop in Greece.

Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in Greek
territory, as well as the right to pick up and discharge international
traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Athens, on the following route
or routes:

The United States, via intermediate points, to Athens and points
beyond; in both directions.

Greek rights ofB. Airlines of Greece authorized under the present Agreement are transit and stop in

accorded in the territory of the United States such rights of transit, u.s
non-traffic stop and commercial entry for international traffic in con-
nection with such specific route or routes as may be determined at a
later date.

C. In the establishment and operation of the air services covered
by this Agreement and its Annex, the following principles shall apply:

(1) It is desirable to foster and encourage the widest possible rEtorageme. t
distribution of the benefits of air travel for the general good
of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound
economic principles; and to stimulate international air
travel as a means of promoting friendly understanding and
good will among peoples and insuring as well the many in-
direct benefits of this new form of transportation to the com-
mon welfare of both countries.

(2) The air transport facilities available to the traveling public
should bear a close relationship to the requirements of the
public for such transport.

(3) There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for the airlines to olr.'....
of the two nations to operate on any route or routes between
their respective territories covered by this Agreement and
its Annex.

(4) In the operation by the airlines of either Contracting Party
of the trunk services described in the Annex to this Agree-
ment, the interest of the airlines of the other Contracting
Party shall be taken into consideration so as not to affect
unduly the services which the latter provides on all or part
of the same routes.

(5) It is the understanding of both Contracting Parties that qurte^,"i.l adie-
services provided by a designated airline under this Agree-
ment and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands
between the country of which such airline is a national and
the country of ultimate destination of the traffic. The
right to embark or disembark on such services international
traffic destined for and coming from third countries at a
point or points on the routes covered by this Agreement and
its Annex shall be applied in accordance with the general
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principles of orderly development to which both Contract-
ing Parties subscribe and shall be subject to the general
principle that capacity should be related:
(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin

and the countries of destination;
(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which

the airline passes after taking account of local and
regional services.

(6) In so far as the airline or airlines of one Contracting Party
may be temporarily prevented through difficulties arising
from the War from taking immediate advantage of the
opportunity referred to in sub-paragraph (3) above, the
situation shall be reviewed between the Contracting Parties
with the object of facilitating the necessary development,
as soon as the airline or airlines of the first Contracting Party
is or are in a position increasingly to make their proper
contribution to the service.

The Greek Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Secretary of State

No. 3219/7 ROYAL GREEK EMBASSY
The Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Greece presents his compliments

to His Excellency the Secretary of State and has the honor, on instruc-
tions from his Government, to inform him that the Air Transport
Agreement signed at Athens, March 27th, 1946, between the United
States of America and Greece was ratified by the Greek Parliament,
April 19th, 1947, and has been published in the Government Gazette.

The above notification is made in accordance with Article 12,
paragraph 2, of said Agreement.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

May 22, 1947

The Secretary of State to the Greek Ambassador

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency
the Ambassador of Greece and has the honor to acknowledge the
receipt of the Embassy's note of May 22, 1947 in which notification
is given of the approval by the Greek Parliament of the air transport
agreement between the United States of America and Greece, signed
at Athens on March 27, 1946.

Entry intoore. By virtue of that notification, the above-mentioned agreement,
Ane, p. 239. pursuant to Article 12 thereof, is considered by this Government as

having entered into force definitively on May 22, 1947.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 2, 1947.
B B

29422942 
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principles of orderly development to which both Contract-
ing Parties subscribe and shall be subject to the general 
principle that capacity should be related: 

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin 
and the countries of destination; 

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and 
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which 

the airline passes after taking account of local and 
regional services. 

(6) In so far as the airline or airlines of one Contracting Party 
may be temporarily prevented through difficulties arising 
from the War from taking immediate advantage of the 
opportunity referred to in sub-paragraph (3) above, the 
situation shall be reviewed between the Contracting Parties 
with the object of facilitating the necessary development, 
as soon as the airline or airlines of the first Contracting Party 
is or are in a position increasingly to make their proper 
contribution to the service. 

The Greek Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Secretary of State 

No. 3219/7 ROYAL GREEK EMBASSY 

The Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Greece presents his compliments 
to His Excellency the Secretary of State and has the honor, on instruc-
tions from his Government, to inform him that the Air Transport 
Agreement signed at Athens, March 27th, 1946, between the United 
States of America and Greece was ratified by the Greek Parliament, 
April 19th, 1947, and has been published in the Government Gazette. 
The above notification is made in accordance with Article 12, 

paragraph 2, of said Agreement. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
May 22, 1947 

The Secretary of State to the Greek Ambassador 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Ambassador of Greece and has the honor to acknowledge the 
receipt of the Embassy's note of May 22, 1947 in which notification 
is given of the approval by the Greek Parliament of the air transport 
agreement between the United States of America and Greece, signed 
at Athens on March 27, 1946. 
By virtue of that notification, the above-mentioned agreement, 

pursuant to Article 12 thereof, is considered by this Government as 
having entered into force definitively on May 22, 1947. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, June 23, 1947. 

BB 
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Agreement between the United States of America, Brazil, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting the pur-
chase of Brazilian rice surpluses, modifying the agreement of Decem-
ber 21, 1943. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Rio de Janeiro
December 23, 1946; entered into force December 23, 1946.

The American Ambassador to the Brazilian Minister for Foreign
Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Rio de Janeiro

No. 245. December 23, 1946.

EXCELLENCY :

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency, with reference to the
negotiations between the Brazilian authorities and the representatives
of the Governments of the United States of America and of the United
Kingdom, in regard to the quota of 10,000 tons of rice reserved by
Brazil for sale from the 1945-46 crop to Argentina, French Guiana,
Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch
and French West Indies, in accordance with the Agreement in force,
that the Government of the United States of America agrees to the
modification of the Agreement referred to, in the following terms:

I. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America
and of the United Kingdom agree that the quota of 10,000
metric tons of rice reserved by Brazil in accordance with the
Agreement of the 21st December, 1943, for sale to Argen-
tina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colombia,
Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Ilndies
be increased to 13,000 metric tons, and that this shall be with-
drawn from the crop of 1945-1946 of rice produced in the
States of Piauf, Maranhao and Para.

II. The shipment of rice produced in other States will not be per-
mitted by the Brazilian Government to the countries and
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note.

III. The 3,463 metric tons of rice of the 1945-1946 crop from
Southern Brazil destined to some of the countries and posses-
sions specified in paragraph I of this Note and for which
export licenses have already been issued, are considered to be
additional to the above-mentioned quota.

IV. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America
and of the United Kingdom agree that the maximum price
for rice referred to in paragraph I of this Note shall be the
equivalent of Cr$ 150.00 per sack of 60 kilos f.o.b. Sao Luiz,
Parnaiba and Belem in terms of U.S. currency or sterling at

December 23,1946
[T. I. A. S. 1627]

Increase of sal:ahil
quota.

i') stiat. 1612.

Maximum price.
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Agreement between the United States of America, Brazil, and the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting the pur-
chase of Brazilian rice surpluses, modifying the agreement of Decem-
ber 21, 1943. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Rio de Janeiro 
December 23, 1946; entered into force December 23, 1946. 

The American Ambassador to the Brazilian Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 

No. 245. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency, with reference to the 

negotiations between the Brazilian authorities and the representatives 
of the Governments of the United States of America and of the United 
Kingdom, in regard to the quota of 10,000 tons of rice reserved by 
Brazil for sale from the 1945-46 crop to Argentina, French Guiana, 
Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch 
and French West Indies, in accordance with the Agreement in force, 
that the Government of the United States of America agrees to the 
modification of the Agreement referred to, in the following terms: 

I. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America 
and of the United Kingdom agree that the quota of 10,000 
metric tons of rice reserved by Brazil in accordance with the 
Agreement of the 21st December, 1943, for sale to Argen-
tina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colombia, 
Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Indies 
be increased to 13,000 metric tons, and that this shall be with-
drawn from the crop of 1945-1946 of rice produced in the 
States of Piaui, Maranhao and Para. 

II. The shipment of rice produced in other States will not be per-
mitted by the Brazilian Government to the countries and 
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note. 

III. The 3,463 metric tons of rice of the 1945-1946 crop from 
Southern Brazil destined to some of the countries and posses-
sions specified in paragraph I of this Note and for which 
export licenses have already been issued, are considered to be 
additional to the above-mentioned quota. 

IV. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America 
and of the United Kingdom agree that the maximum price 
for rice referred to in paragraph I of this Note shall be the 
equivalent of Cr$ 150.00 per sack of 60 kilos f.o.b. Sao Luiz, 
Parnaiba and Belem in terms of U.S. currency or sterling at 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Rio de Janeiro 
December 23, 1946. 

December 23, 1946  
[T. I. A. S. 1627] 

Increase of salable 
quota. 

no Stat. 1612. 

Maximum price. 
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the export rate of exchange in force on the 15th August last.
Moreover, the sale of this rice will be effected in accordance
with the terms of that part of the existing Agreement relat-
ing to the quota for the countries and possessions specified in
paragraph I of this Note.

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions
to its representative on the International Emergency Food
Council to inform that organization about the distribution of
rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the countries and
possessions specified above in order that the aforesaid Coun-
cil may take such distribution into consideration when ar-
ranging allocations of rice from all other sources.

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions enumer-
ated is thus increased from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons of rice.

2. This note and the notes of Your Excellency and of the British
Ambassador of similar tenor and bearing the same date constitute a
formal agreement between the three Governments on this subject.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

WTLTTAM D. PAwLTHY
His Excellency

Dr. RAuL FERNANDES,
Minister for Foreign Afairs,

Rio de Janeiro.

The Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

DE/444/842.16 (22) (42)

MINISTERIO DAS RELAgES EXTERIORES,

RIO DE JANEIRO.
Em 23 de Dezembro de 1946.

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,
Tenho a honra de levar ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia que,

cor referencia as negociacoes havidas entre as autoridades brasileiras
e os representantes dos Governos dos Estados Unidos da America e do
Reino Unido da Gri-Bretanha e Irlanda do Norte, a respeito da quota
de 10.000 toneladas de arroz, reservada pelo Brasil, consoante o
Acordo em vigor, para a venda da safra de 1945-46, a Argentina,
Guiana Francesa, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, ao Peru, Paraguai,
Uruguai e as Indias Ocidentais Holandesas e fndias Ocidentais
Francesas, o Governo brasileiro concorda cor a modificaao do aludido
Acordo nas seguintes bases:

I-Os Governos do Brasil, dos Estados Unidos da America e do
Reino Unido concordam em que seja elevada de 10.000
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the export rate of exchange in force on the 15th August last. 
Moreover, the sale of this rice will be effected in accordance 
with the terms of that part of the existing Agreement relat-
ing to the quota for the countries and possessions specified in 
paragraph I of this Note. 

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions 
to its representative on the International Emergency Food 
Council to inform that organization about the distribution of 
rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the countries and 
possessions specified above in order that the aforesaid Coun-
cil may take such distribution into consideration when ar-
ranging allocations of rice from all other sources. 

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions enumer-
ated is thus increased from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons of rice. 

2. This note and the notes of Your Excellency and of the British 
Ambassador of similar tenor and bearing the same date constitute a 
formal agreement between the three Governments on this subject. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

W ITTJAM D. PAWLITY 
His Excellency 

Dr. RAUL FERNANDES, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Rio de Janeiro. 

The Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

DE/444/842.16 (22) (42) 

MINISTERIO DAS RELAgoES EXTERIORES, 

RIO DE JANEIRO. 
Em 23 de Dezembro de 1946. 

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR, 

Tenho a honra de levar ao conhecimento de Vossa Excelencia quo, 
corn referencia as negociagoes havidas entre as autoridades brasileiras 
e os representantes dos Governos dos Estados Unidos da America e do 
Reino Unido da Gra-Bretanha e Irlanda do Norte, a respeito da quota 
de 10.000 toneladas de arroz, reservada pelo Brasil, consoante o 
AcOrdo em vigor, para a venda da safra de 1945-46, a Argentina, 
Guiana Francesa, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, ao Peru, Paraguai, 
Uruguai e as Indias Ocidentais Holandesas e Indias Ocidentais 
Francesas, o Govern() brasileiro concorda corn a modificacao do aludido 
AcOrclo nas seguintes bases: 

I—Os Governos do Brasil, dos Estados Unidos da America e do 
Reino Unido concordam em quo seja elevada de 10.000 
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toneladas m6tricas para 13.000 toneladas metricas a quota de
arroz reservada pelo Brasil, conforme o Acordo de 21 de
Dezembro de 1943, para a venda a Argentina, Guiana Fran-
cesa, Bolivia, Venezuela, Col6mbia, ao Peru, Paraguai e as
fndias Ocidentais Francesas e Indias Ocidentais Holandesas.
Tal quota devera ser retirada da safra de 1945-46 e sera con-
stituida somente de arroz produzido nos Estados do Piaui,
Maranhao e Para.

II-Nao sera autorizado pelo Governo brasileiro qualquer em-
barque de arroz, cor destino aos paises e possess6es especifica-
dos no item I desta nota, produzido por outros Estados.

III-Consideram-se como adicionais a mencionada quota, 3.463
toneladas metricas de arroz do Sul, da safra de 1945-46,
destinadas a alguns dos paises e possess6es especificados no
item I desta nota e para as quais j6 foram expedidas li-
cenqas de exportacao.

IV-Os Governos do Brasil, dos Estados Unidos da America e do
Reino Unido concordam em que seja fixado para o arroz a
que se refere o item I desta nota o preco maximo equivalente a
Cr$ 150,00 para o saco de 60 quilos, F.O.B. Sao Luiz, Par-

naiba e Belem, em d6lares americanos ou libras esterlinas, a
taxa de cambio de exportacao vigente a 15 de Agosto iltimo.
Outrossim, a venda desse arroz se processara na confor-
midade do que disp6e o Ac6rdo existente, na parte referente
a quota destinada aos paises e as possessoes especificados no
item I desta Nota.

V-O Governo brasileiro se comprometera a expedir instru5ces ao
seu representante junto ao Conselho Internacional de Emer-
gencia de Alimentalqio no sentido de que seja aquileo 6rgio ill-
formado sobre a distribuicao de arroz feita pelas autoridades
brasileiras aos paises e as possessoes especificados no item I
desta nota, a fim de que o mencionado Conselho possa tomar
em consideracao tal distribuicao, quando fixar quotas de ar-
roz proveniente de todas as outras fontes.

VI-Fica, assim, elevada de 10 mil para 16.463 toneladas metricas
de arroz a quota reservada aos aludidos paises e possessoes.

2. Esta nota, a de Vossa Excelencia e a da Embaixada da Gra-
Bretanha, de teor semelhante e da mesma data, constituem um ajuste
formal entre os tres Governos sobre a materia.

Aproveito o ensejo para reiterar a Vossa Excelencia os protestos da
minha mais alta consideracao.

RAuT FERNANDES

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor WILLIAM DOUGLAS PAWLEY,
Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America.
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toneladas metricas para 13.000 toneladas metricas a quota de 
arroz reservada pelo Brasil, conforme o AcOrdo de 21 de 
Dezembro de 1943, para a venda h Argentina, Guiana Fran-
cesa, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, ao Peru, Paraguai e as 
Indias Ocidentais Francesas e Indias Ocidentais Holandesas. 
Tal quota devera ser retirada da safra de 1945-46 e sera con-
stituida sOmente de arroz produzido nos Estados do Piaui, 
Maranhao e Para. 

II—Nao sera autorizado pelo Govern° brasileiro qualquer em-
barque de arroz, corn destino aos paises e possessoes especifica-
dos no item I desta nota, produzido por outros Estados. 

III—Consideram-se como adicionais h mencionada quota, 3.463 
toneladas metricas de arroz do Sul, da safra de 1945-46, 
destinadas a alguns dos paises e possess6es especificados no 
item I desta nota e para as quais já foram expedidas li-
cengas de exportagao. 

IV—Os Governos do Brasil, dos Estados Unidos da America e do 
Reino Unido concordam em que seja fixado para o arroz a 
que se refere o item I desta nota o prego maximo equivalente a 
Cr$ 150,00 para o saco de 60 quilos, F.O.B. Sao Luiz, Par-
naiba e Belem, em dolares americanos ou libras esterlinas, h 
taxa de cambio de exportagao vigente a 15 de AgOsto 
Outrossim, a venda desse arroz se processara na confor-
midade do que dispOe o AcOrdo existente, na parte referente 
a quota destinada aos paises e as possessOes especificados no 
item I desta Nota. 

V-0 Governo brasileiro se comprometera a expedir instrucOes ao 
seu representante junto ao Conselho Internacional de Emer-
gencia de Alimentagiio no sentido de que seja aquele Orgao in-
forrnado sObre a distribuigao de arroz feita pelas autoridades 
brasileiras aos paises e as possessOes especificados no item I 
desta nota, a fim de que o mencionado Conselho possa tomar 
em consideraglio tal distribuicao, quando fixar quotas de ar-
roz proveniente de tOdas as outras fontes. 

VI—Fica, assim, elevada de 10 mil para 16.463 toneladas metricas 
de arroz a quota reservada aos aludidos paises e possessOes. 

2. Esta nota, a de Vossa Excelencia e a da Embaixada da Gra-
Bretanha, de teor semelhante e da mesma data, constituem urn ajuste 
formal entre os tres Governos sObre a materia. 

Aproveito o ensejo para reiterar a Vossa Excelencia os protestos da 
minha mais alta consideragao. 

RA17L FERNANDES 

A Sua Excelencia o Senhor W ILLIAM DOUGLAS PAWLEY, 
Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America. 
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Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS,
RIo DE JANEIRO.

DE/444/842.16 (22) (42) December 23, 1946.

MR. AMBASSADOR,
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, with reference

to the negotiations carried on between the Brazilian authorities and
the representatives of the Governments of the United States of Amer-
ica and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
with respect to the quota of 10,000 tons of rice from the 1945-46 crop
reserved by Brazil in conformity with the existing Agreement for
sale to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru,
Paraguay, Uruguay, the Netherland West Indies and the French West
Indies, the Brazilian Government agrees to a modification of the
Agreement in question on the following bases:

I. The Governments of Brazil, the United States of America,
and the United Kingdom agree to the increase from 10,000
metric tons to 13,000 metric tons in the quota of rice reserved
by Brazil in conformity with the Agreement of December

60s3tat. 1612 21, 1943, for sale to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia,
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, the French West
Indies and the Netherland West Indies. This quota shall
be taken from the crop of 1945-46 and shall consist only
of rice produced in the States of Piaui, Maranhao and Para.

II. No shipment of rice produced by other states shall be author-
ized by the Brazilian Government to the countries and pos-
sessions specified in Item I of this note.

III. The following is considered as an addition to the said quota:
3,463 metric tons of rice from the South, from the crop of
1945-46, which are intended for certain of the countries and
possessions specified in Item I of this note and for which
export licenses had been issued.

IV. The Governments of Brazil, the United States of America
and the United Kingdom agree that a maximum price be fixed
for the rice referred to in item I of this note, equivalent to
150.00 cruzeiros per 60-kilo bag, F.O.B. Sao Luiz, Parnaiba
and Belem, in American dollars or pounds sterling, at the
rate of exchange for export in force on August 15 last.
Moreover, the sale of this rice shall be made in conformity
with the provisions of the existing Agreement, in the section
relative to the quota assigned to the countries and posses-
sions specified in item I of this Note.

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions
to its representatives on the International Emergency Food
Council to the end that this agency may be informed of the
distribution of rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the
countries and possessions specified in item I of this note, in
order that the said Council may take such distribution into

29462946 
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DE/444/842.16 (22)(42) 

Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
RIO DE JANEIRO. 
December 23, 1946. 

MR. AMBASSADOR, 
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, with reference 

to the negotiations carried on between the Brazilian authorities and 
the representatives of the Governments of the United States of Amer-
ica and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
with respect to the quota of 10,000 tons of rice from the 1945-16 crop 
reserved by Brazil in conformity with the existing Agreement for 
sale to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, 
Paraguay, Uruguay, the Netherland West Indies and the French West 
Indies, the Brazilian Government agrees to a modification of the 
Agreement in question on the following bases: 

I. The Governments of Brazil, the United States of America, 
and the United Kingdom agree to the increase from 10,000 
metric tons to 13,000 metric tons in the quota of rice reserved 
by Brazil in conformity with the Agreement of December 
21, 1943, for sale to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia, 
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Paraguay, the French West 
Indies and the Netherland West Indies. This quota shall 
be taken from the crop of 1945-46 and shall consist only 
of rice produced in the States of Piaui, Maranhao and Para. 

II. No shipment of rice produced by other states shall be author-

ized by the Brazilian Government to the countries and pos-
sessions specified in Item I of this note. 

III. The following is considered as an addition to the said quota: 
3,463 metric tons of rice from the South, from the crop of 
1945-46, which are intended for certain of the countries and 
possessions specified in Item I of this note and for which 
export licenses had been issued. 

IV. The Governments of Brazil, the United States of America 
and the United Kingdom agree that a maximum price be fixed 
for the rice referred to in item I of this note, equivalent to 
150.00 cruzeiros per 60-kilo bag, F.O.B. Sao Luiz, Parnaiba 
and Belem, in American dollars or pounds sterling, at the 
rate of exchange for export in force on August 15 last. 
Moreover, the sale of this rice shall be made in conformity 
with the provisions of the existing Agreement, in the section 
relative to the quota assigned to the countries and posses-
sions specified in item I of this Note. 

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions 
to its representatives on the International Emergency Food 
Council to the end that this agency may be informed of the 
distribution of rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the 
countries and possessions specified in item I of this note, in 
order that the said Council may take such distribution into 
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consideration when it fixes the quotas of rice from all other
sources.

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions in
question is thus raised from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons
of rice.

2. This note, that of Your Excellency and that of the Embassy of
Great Britain, of like tenor and of the same date, constitute a formal
agreement among the three Governments on this question.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

RAUL FERNANDES

His Excellency
WILLIAM DOUGLAS PAWLEY,

Ambassador of the United States of America.

The British Ambassador to the Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs

BRITISH EMBASSY,

RIo DE JANEIRO.
No. 309. 23rd December, 1946.
MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE,

I have the honour to inform Your Excellency, with reference to the
negotiations between the Brazilian authorities and the representa-
tives of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and of the
Government of the United States of America in regard to the quota
of 10,000 tons of rice reserved by Brazil for sale from the 1945-1946
crop to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colom-
bia, Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Indies in
accordance with the Agreement in force, that His Majesty's Govern-
ment agree to a modification of the Agreement referred to in the
following terms:-

I. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America
and of the United Kingdom agree that the quota of 10,000
metric tons of rice reserved by Brazil, in accordance with
the Agreement of the 21st December 1943, for sale to Argen- 6e Stat 1 12
tina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colombia,
Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Indies
be increased to 13,000 metric tons, and that this shall be with-
drawn from the crop of 1945-1946 of rice produced in the
States of Piaui, Maranhao and Para.

II. The shipment of rice produced in other States will not be
permitted by the Brazilian Government to the countries and
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note.

III. The 3,463 metric tons of rice of the 1945-1946 crop from
Southern Brazil destined to some of the countries and
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note and for
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consideration when it fixes the quotas of rice from all other 
sources. 

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions in 
question is thus raised from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons 
of rice. 

2. This note, that of Your Excellency and that of the Embassy of 
Great Britain, of like tenor and of the same date, constitute a formal 
agreement among the three Governments on this question. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

RAUL FERNANDES 

His Excellency 
W ILLIAM DOUGLAS PAWLEY, 

Ambassador of the United States of America. 

The British Ambassador to the Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
RIO DE JANEIRO. 

No. 309. 23rd December, 1946. 

MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
I have the honour to inform Your Excellency, with reference to the 

negotiations between the Brazilian authorities and the representa-
tives of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and of the 
Government of the United States of America in regard to the quota 
of 10,000 tons of rice reserved by Brazil for sale from the 1945-1946 
crop to Argentina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colom-
bia, Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Indies in 
accordance with the Agreement in force, that His Majesty's Govern-
ment agree to a modification of the Agreement referred to in the 
following terms :— 

I. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America 
and of the United Kingdom agree that the quota of 10,000 
metric tons of rice reserved by Brazil, in accordance with 
the Agreement of the 21st December 1943, for sale to Argen-
tina, French Guiana, Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, Colombia, 
Paraguay, Uruguay and the Dutch and French West Indies 
be increased to 13,000 metric tons, and that this shall be with-
drawn from the crop of 1945-1946 of rice produced in the 
States of Piaui, Maranhao and Para. 

II. The shipment of rice produced in other States will not be 
permitted by the Brazilian Government to the countries and 
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note. 

III. The 3,463 metric tons of rice of the 1945-1946 crop from 
Southern Brazil destined to some of the countries and 
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note and for 

(10 Stat 1612. 
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which export licences have already been issued, are con-
sidered to be additional to the above-mentioned quota.

IV. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America
and of the United Kingdom agree that the maximum price
for rice referred to in paragraph I of this Note shall be the
equivalent of Cr$150.00 per sack of 60 kilos f.o.b. Sao Luiz,
Parnaiba and Belem in terms of U. S. currency or sterling
at the export rate of exchange in force on the 15th August
last. Moreover, the sale of this rice will be effected in
accordance with the terms of that part of the existing
Agreement relating to the quota for the countries and
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note.

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions
to its representative on the International Emergency Food
Council to inform that organization about the distribution
of rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the countries
and possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note in
order that the aforesaid Council may take such distribution
into consideration when arranging allocations of rice from
all other sources.

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions enu-
merated is thus increased from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons
of rice.

2. This Note and the Notes of Your Excellency and of the United
States Ambassador of similar tenor and bearing the same date con-
stitute a formal agreement between the three Governments on this
subject.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurance of my highest consideration.

D. ST. CLAIR GAINER.
His Excellency

Dr. RAUL FERNANDES,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Rio de Janeiro.

I certify this to
be a true copy.

ABTHUE KING [British Embassy Seal]
Minister (CommerciaJ)

I
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which export licences have already been issued, are con-
sidered to be additional to the above-mentioned quota. 

IV. The Governments of Brazil, of the United States of America 
and of the United Kingdom agree that the maximum price 
for rice referred to in paragraph I of this Note shall be the 
equivalent of Cr$150.00 per sack of 60 kilos f.o.b. Sao Luiz, 
Parnaiba and Belem in terms of U. S. currency or sterling 
at the export rate of exchange in force on the 15th August 
last. Moreover, the sale of this rice will be effected in 
accordance with the terms of that part of the existing 
Agreement relating to the quota for the countries and 
possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note. 

V. The Brazilian Government undertakes to issue instructions 
to its representative on the International Emergency Food 
Council to inform that organization about the distribution 
of rice made by the Brazilian authorities to the countries 
and possessions specified in paragraph I of this Note in 
order that the aforesaid Council may take such distribution 
into consideration when arranging allocations of rice from 
all other sources. 

VI. The quota reserved for the countries and possessions enu-
merated is thus increased from 10,000 to 16,463 metric tons 
of rice. 

2. This Note and the Notes of Your Excellency and of the United 
States Ambassador of similar tenor and bearing the same date con-
stitute a formal agreement between the three Governments on this 
subject. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurance of my highest consideration. 

D. Sr. CLAIR GAINER. 
His Excellency 

Dr. RAUL FERNANDES, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Rio de Janeiro. 

I certify this to 
be a true copy. 

ARTHUR KING  [British Embassy Seal] 
Minister (Commercial) 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
patent rights in connection with RDX and other explosives. Effected
by exchange of notes signed at Washington September 3 and 27, 1946;
entered into force September 27, 1946.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Charge d'Affaires
ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

September 3, 1946

SIR:
I refer to recent communications and discussions, with particular

reference to two letters, one dated August 3, 1945, ['] from Dr. Vannevar
Bush, Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
United States of America, to Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, President of The
Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research of
Canada, the other, dated August 22, 1945, ['] from Dr. Mackenzie to
Dr. Bush, relating to the conclusion of an agreement between our
two governments for the mutual interchange of patent rights in con-
nection with RDX and other explosives. I now inform you that the
Government of the United States is prepared to give effect to an agree-
ment upon this subject in the following terms:

"WHEREAS, the Government of the United States of America

through the Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment, Office for Emergency Management, Executive Office of
the President, and the Government of Canada, through the Presi-
dent of The Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus-
trial Research of Canada, have undertaken the joint development
of Explosive Compounds useful in the Allied War Effort; and

"WHEREAS, the inventions identified in the attached Schedule A

were made under the auspices of the Office of Scientific Research
and Development and the Government of the United States of
America has the right to grant certain licenses thereunder; and

"WHEREAS, the inventions identified in the attached schedule B

were made under the auspices of The Honorary Advisory Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research of Canada and the Govern-
ment of Canada has the right to grant certain licenses thereunder;
and

"WHEREAS, the Governments of the respective countries desire

to exchange rights thereunder;
"Now, THEREFORE, each Government grants to the other a

non-exclusive, royalty-free license to have the inventions identified

'[Not printed.]
95347--49--PT. I1I-- 43

September 3 and
27, 1946

[T. I. A. S. 1628]

Terms of agreement.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting 
patent rights in connection with RDX and other explosives. Effected 
by exchange of notes signed at Washington September 8 and 27, 1946; 
entered into force September 27, 1946. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Charge d'Affaires 
ad interim 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 
September 3, 1946 

SIR: 
I refer to recent communications and discussions, with particular 

reference to two letters, one dated August 3, 1945, ['] from Dr. Vannevar 
Bush, Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Development, 
United States of America, to Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, President of The 
Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research of 
Canada, the other, dated August 22, 1945, [1] from Dr. Mackenzie to 
Dr. Bush, relating to the conclusion of an agreement between our 
two governments for the mutual interchange of patent rights in con-
nection with RDX and other explosives. I now inform you that the 
Government of the United States is prepared to give effect to an agree-
ment upon this subject in the following terms: 

"W HEREAS, the Government of the United States of America 
through the Director of the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment, Office for Emergency Management, Executive Office of 
the President, and the Government of Canada, through the Presi-
dent of The Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus-
trial Research of Canada, have undertaken the joint development 
of Explosive Compounds useful in the Allied War Effort; and 
"W HEREAS, the inventions identified in the attached Schedule A 

were made under the auspices of the Office of Scientific Research 
and Development and the Government of the United States of 
America has the right to grant certain licenses thereunder; and 
"W HEREAS, the inventions identified in the attached schedule B 

were made under the auspices of The Honorary Advisory Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research of Canada and the Govern-
ment of Canada has the right to grant certain licenses thereunder; 
and 
"W HEREAS, the Governments of the respective countries desire 

to exchange rights thereunder; 
"NOW, THEREFORE, each Government grants to the other a 

non-exclusive, royalty-free license to have the inventions identified 

'] Not printed.] 
95347*-49--mr. III 43 
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September 3 and 
27, 1946 

[T. I. A. 8. 1628] 

Terms of agreement. 
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in the Schedules A and B attached hereto used or manufactured by
or for the Governments of the respective countries, said license to
extend throughout the world.

"It is further agreed that the Schedules A and B attached hereto
may be supplemented from time to time as further inventions are
made and agreed upon by the contracting parties to be a part of the
joint development undertaken by the respective Governments."

If an agreement in accordance with the foregoing terms is acceptable
to the Government of Canada, the agreement shall be considered by
the Government of the United States to have been concluded and to
be in effect as of the date of a corresponding note from you indicating
that the Government of Canada is prepared to accept the agreement.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
WILLIAM L. CLAYTON

Acting Secretary of State
Attachments:

Schedules A and B.

Mr. THOMAS A. STONE,
Chargi d'Affaires ad interim of Canada.
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in the Schedules A and B attached hereto used or manufactured by 
or for the Governments of the respective countries, said license to 
extend throughout the world. 

"It is further agreed that the Schedules A and B attached hereto 
may be supplemented from time to time as further inventions are 
made and agreed upon by the contracting parties to be a part of the 
joint development undertaken by the respective Governments." 

If an agreement in accordance with the foregoing terms is acceptable 
to the Government of Canada, the agreement shall be considered by 
the Government of the United States to have been concluded and to 
be in effect as of the date of a corresponding note from you indicating 
that the Government of Canada is prepared to accept the agreement. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 

WILLIAM L. CLAYTON 
Acting Secretary of Slate 

Attachments: 
Schedules A and B. 

Mr. THOMAS A. STONE, 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of Canada. 



Schedule A of License Interchange Agreement Between the United States of America and Canada
United States Filing Canadian Filing

Ser. No. Date Ser. No. Date Inventors

495, 078 16 July 1943 515, 797 27 June 1944 Bachmnann
495, 079 16 July 1943 515, 798 27 June 1944 Bachmann
495, 080 16 July 1943 515, 799 27 June 1944 Bachmann
495, 081 16 July 1943 516, 189 12 July 1944 Johnson, Blomquist & McCrone
495, 083 16 July 1943 515, 897 3 July 1944 Hull >
495, 084 16 July 1943 515, 898 3 July 1944 Guenther & Burton
495, 085 16 July 1943 516, 344 15 July 1944 Kistiakowsky, MacDougal & Long
495, 086 16 July 1943 516, 345 15 July 1944 Kistiakowsky, MacDougal, Weltman & Eyster
571, 322 4 Jan. 1945 517, 080 4 Aug. 1944 Bachmann, Jenner & Scott 3
570, 804 30 Dec. 1944 525, 790 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek 2
570, 807 30 Dec. 1944 525, 793 20 April 1945 Blomquist, Fiedorek & Ryan H
570, 805 30 Dec. 1944 525, 791 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek
570, 806 30 Dec. 1944 525, 792 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek
570, 809 30 Dec. 1944 525, 797 20 April 1945 Turk
570, 810 30 Dec. 1944 525, 795 20 April 1945 Fischer
570, 808 30 Dec. 1944 525, 796 20 April 1945 Kincaid & McGill w
570, 811 30 Dec. 1944 525, 794 20 April 1945 Cason

Schedule B of License Interchange Agreement Between the United States of America and Canada
Canadian Filing United 'tates Filing tn

6er. No. Date Sr. o. Date Inventors

492, 689 19 May 1942 444, 254 23 May 1942 Schiessler & Ross
516, 455 19 July 1944 495, 082 16 July 1943 Wright, Richmond & Downing
521, 950 2 Jan. 1945 570, 812 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Winkler
516, 454 19 July 1944 560, 704 27 Oct. 1944 Wright & Chute
521, 949 2 .an. 1945 570, 813 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Chute
521, 948 2 Jan. 1945 570, 814 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Chute

560, 353 25 Oct. 1944 Wright et al

CI'cot
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United States Filing Canadian Filing 
Ser. No. Date Ser. No. Date Inventors 

495, 078 16 July 1043 515, 797 27 June 1944 Bachmann 
495, 079 16 July 1943 515, 798 27 June 1944 Bachmann 
495, 080 16 July 1943 515, 799 27 June 1944 Bachmann 

495, 081 16 July 1943 516, 189 12 July 1944 Johnson, Blomquist & McCrone 
495, 083 16 July 1943 515, 897 3 July 1944 Hull 
495, 084 16 July 1943 515, 898 3 July 1944 Guenther & Burton 
495, 085 16 July 1943 516, 344 15 July 1944 Kistiakowsky, MacDougal & Long 

495, 086 16 July 1943 516, 345 15 July 1944 Kistiakowsky, MacDougal, Weltman & Eyster 
571, 322 4 Jan. 1945 517, 080 4 Aug. 1944 Bachmann, Jenner & Scott 
570, 804 30 Dec. 1944 525, 790 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek 
570, 807 30 Dec. 1944 525, 793 20 April 1945 Blomquist, Fiedorek & Ryan 
570, 805 30 Dec. 1944 525, 791 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek 

570, 806 30 Dec. 1944 525, 792 20 April 1945 Blomquist & Fiedorek 
570, 809 30 Dec. 1944 525, 797 20 April 1945 Turk 
570, 810 30 Dec. 1944 525, 795 20 April 1945 Fischer 
570, 808 30 Dec. 1944 525, 796 20 April 1945 Kincaid & McGill 
570, 811 30 Dec. 1944 525, 794 20 April 1945 Cason 

Schedule B of License Interchange Agreement Between the United States of America and Canada 

Canadian Filing 
Ser. No. Date 

United States 
Ser. No. 

Filing 
Date Inventors 

402, 689 19 May 1942 444, 254 23 May 1942 Schiessler & Ross 
516, 455 19 July 1944 495, 082 16 July 1943 Wright, Richmond & Downing 
521, 950 2 Jan. 1945 570, 812 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Winkler 
516, 454 19 July 1944 560, 704 27 Oct. 1944 Wright & Chute 
521, 949 2 Jan. 1945 570, 813 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Chute 
521, 948 2 Jan. 1945 570, 814 30 Dec. 1944 Wright & Chute 

560, 353 25 Oct. 1944 Wright et al 
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The Canadian Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY
AMBASSADE DU CANADA

WASHINGTON, D.C.,
No. 345 September 27, 1946.

SIR,

I have the honour to refer to your note of September 3, 1946, pro-
posing an Agreement which the Government of the United States of
America is prepared to make with the Government of Canada for the
mutual interchange of patent rights in connection with RDX and
other explosives.

Entry intoforce. Under instructions from my Government I have the honour to
inform you in reply that the Canadian Government undertakes to
give effect to the Agreement set forth in your note and understands
that the Agreement will come into force as of the date of this note,
namely, September 27th, 1946.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.
L B PEARSON

The Honourable WILLIAM L. CLAYTON,
Acting Secretary of State

for the United States of America,
Washington, D.C.
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The Canadian, Ambassador to the Acting Secretary of State 

CANADIAN EMBASSY 
AMBASSADE DU CANADA 

WASHINGTON, D.C., 
No. 345 September 27, 1946. 

SIR, 

Entry into force. 

I have the honour to refer to your note of September 3, 1946, pro-
posing an Agreement which the Government of the United States of 
America is prepared to make with the Government of Canada for the 
mutual interclumge of patent rights in connection with RDX and 
other explosives. 
Under instructions from my Government I have the honour to 

inform you in reply that the Canadian Government undertakes to 
give effect to the Agreement set forth in your note and understands 
that the Agreement will come into force as of the date of this note, 
namely, September 27th, 1946. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration. 

The Honourable WILLIAM L. CLAYTON, 
Acting Secretary of State 

for the United States of America, 
Washington, D.C. 

L B PEARSON 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Turkey respecting
aid to Turkey. Signed at Ankara July 12, 1947; entered into force
July 12, 1947.

AGREEMENT ON AID TO TURKEY

The Government of Turkey having requested the Government of
the United States for assistance which will enable Turkey to
strengthen the security forces which Turkey requires for the protec-
tion of her freedom and independence and at the same time to con-
tinue to maintain the stability of her economy; and

The Congress of the United States, in the Act approved May 22,
1947, having authorized the President of the United States to furnish
such assistance to Turkey, on terms consonant with the sovereign inde-
pendence and security of the two countries; and

The Government of the United States and the Government of
Turkey believing that the furnishing of such assistance will help to
achieve the basic objectives of the Charter of the United Nations
and by inaugurating an auspicious chapter in their relations will
further strengthen the ties of friendship between the American and
Turkish peoples;

The undersigned, being duly authorized by their respective govern-
ments for that purpose, have agreed as follows:

Article I

The Government of the United States will furnish the Govern-
ment of Turkey such assistance as the President of the United States
may authorize to be provided in accordance with the Act of Congress
approved May 22, 1947, and any acts amendatory or supplementary
thereto. The Government of Turkey will make effective use of any
such assistance in accordance with the provisions of this agreement.

Article II

The Chief of Mission to Turkey designated by the President of
the United States for the purpose will represent the Government
of the United States on matters relating to the assistance furnished
under this agreement. The Chief of Mission will determine, in con-
sultation with representatives of the Government of Turkey, the
terms and conditions upon which specified assistance shall from time
to time be furnished under this agreement, except that the financial
terms upon which specified assistance shall be furnished shall be
determined from time to time in advance by agreement of the two
governments. The Chief of Mission will furnish the Government
of Turkey such information and technical assistance as may be ap-

July 12, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 16291

Authority to furnish
assistance.

61 Stat.,Pt.1, p.103.

59 Stat.1031.

61 Slat., Pt. l,p.lt3.

Chief of Mission.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Turkey respecting 
aid to Turkey. Signed at Ankara July 12, 1947; entered into force 
July 12, 1947. 

AGREEMENT ON AID TO TURKEY 

The Government of Turkey having requested the Government of 
the United States for assistance which will enable Turkey to 
strengthen the security forces which Turkey requires for the protec-
tion of her freedom and independence and at the same time to con-
tinue to maintain the stability of her economy; and 
The Congress of the United States, in the Act approved May 22, 

1947, having authorized the President of the United States to furnish 
such assistance to Turkey, on terms consonant with the sovereign inde-
pendence and security of the two countries; and 
The Government of the United States and the Government of 

Turkey believing that the furnishing of such assistance will help to 
achieve the basic objectives of the Charter of the United Nations 
and by inaugurating an auspicious chapter in their relations will 
further strengthen the ties of friendship between the American and 
Turkish peoples; 

The undersigned, being duly authorized by their respective govern-
ments for that purpose, have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

The Government of the United States will furnish the Govern-
ment of Turkey such assistance as the President of the United States 
may authorize to be provided in accordance with the Act of Congress 
approved May 22, 1947, and any acts amendatory or supplementary 
thereto. The Government of Turkey will make effective use of any 
such assistance in accordance with the provisions of this agreement. 

Article II 

The Chief of Mission to Turkey designated by the President of 
the United States for the purpose will represent the Government 
of the United States on matters relating to the assistance furnished 
under this agreement. The Chief of Mission will determine, in con-
sultation with representatives of the Government of Turkey, the 
terms and conditions upon which specified assistance shall from time 
to time be furnished under this agreement, except that the financial 
terms upon which specified assistance shall be furnished shall be 
determined from time to time in advance by agreement of the two 
governments. The Chief of Mission will furnish the Government 
of Turkey such information and technical assistance as may be ap-
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propriate to help in achieving the objectives of the assistance fur-
nished under this agreement.

The Government of Turkey will make use of the assistance fur-
nished for the purposes for which it has been accorded. In order
to permit the Chief of Mission to fulfill freely his functions in the exer-
cise of his responsibilities, it will furnish him as well as his repre-
sentatives every facility and every assistance which he may request
in the way of reports, information and observation concerning the
utilization and progress of assistance furnished.

Article III

The Government of Turkey and the Government of the United
States will cooperate in assuring the peoples of the United States
and Turkey full information concerning the assistance furnished pur-
suant to this agreement. To this end, in so far as may be consistent
with the security of the two countries:

(1) Representatives of the Press and Radio of the United States
will be permitted to observe freely and to report fully regarding
the utilization of such assistance; and

(2) The Government of Turkey will give full and continuous
publicity within Turkey as to the purpose, source, character, scope,
amounts, and progress of such assistance.

Article IV

Determined and equally interested to assure the security of any
article, service, or information received by the Government of Turkey
pursuant to this agreement, the Governments of the United States
and Turkey will respectively take after consultation, such measures
as the other government may judge necessary for this purpose. The
Government of Turkey will not transfer, without the consent of the
Government of the United States, title to or possession of any such
article or information nor permit, without such consent, the use of any
such article or the use or disclosure of any such information by or
to anyone not an officer, employee, or agent of the Government of
Turkey or for any purpose other than that for which the article or
information is furnished.

Article V

The Government of Turkey will not use any part of the proceeds of
any loan, credit, grant, or other form of aid rendered pursuant to this
agreement for the making of any payment on account of the principal
or interest on any loan made to it by any other foreign government.

Article VI

Any or all assistance authorized to be provided pursuant to this
agreement will be withdrawn:

(1) If requested by the Government of Turkey;
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propriate to help in achieving the objectives of the assistance fur-
nished under this agreement. 
The Government of Turkey will make use of the assistance fur-

nished for the purposes for which it has been accorded. In order 
to permit the Chief of Mission to fulfill freely his functions in the exer-
cise of his responsibilities, it will furnish him as well as his repre-
sentatives every facility and every assistance which he may request 
in the way of reports, information and observation concerning the 
utilization and progress of assistance furnished. 

Article III 

The Government of Turkey and the Government of the United 
States will cooperate in assuring the peoples of the United States 
and Turkey full information concerning the assistance furnished pur-
suant to this agreement. To this end, in so far as may be consistent 
with the security of the two countries: 

(1) Representatives of the Press and Radio of the United States 
will be permitted to observe freely and to report fully regarding 
the utilization of such assistance; and 

(2) The Government of Turkey will give full and continuous 
publicity within Turkey as to the purpose, source, character, scope, 
amounts, and progress of such assistance. 

Article IV 

Determined and equally interested to assure the security of any 
article, service, or information received by the Government of Turkey 
pursuant to this agreement, the Governments of the United States 
and Turkey will respectively take after consultation, such measures 
as the other government may judge necessary for this purpose. The 
Government of Turkey will not transfer, without the consent of the 
Government of the United States, title to or possession of any such 
article or information nor permit, without such consent, the use of any 
such article or the use or disclosure of any such information by or 
to anyone not an officer, employee, or agent of the Government of 
Turkey or for any purpose other than that for which the article or 
information is furnished. 

Article V 

The Government of Turkey will not use any part of the proceeds of 
any loan, credit, grant, or other form of aid rendered pursuant to this 
agreement for the making of any payment on account of the principal 
or interest on any loan made to it by any other foreign government. 

Article VI 

Any or all assistance authorized to be provided pursuant to this 
agreement will be withdrawn: 

(1) If requested by the Government of Turkey; 
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(2) If the Security Council of the United Nations finds (with
respect to which finding the United States waives the exercise of
any veto) or the General Assembly of the United Nations finds that
action taken or assistance furnished by the United Nations makes
the continuance of assistance by the Government of the United
States pursuant to this agreement unnecessary or undesirable; and

(3) Under any of the other circumstances specified in section 5
of the aforesaid Act of Congress or if the President of the United
States determines that such withdrawal is in the interest of the
United States.

Article VII

This agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall
continue in force until a date to be agreed upon by the two govern,
ments.

Article VIII

This agreement shall be registered with the United Nations.
Done in duplicate, in the English and Turkish languages, at Ankara,

this 12th day of July, 1947.
EDWIN C. WILSON

For the Government of the United States

For the Government of the Republic of Turkey
HASAN SAKA

[SEAL]

61 Stat., Pt.l, p.105.

Effective date;dura-
tion.

Registration.

[SEAL]
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(2) If the Security Council of the United Nations finds (with 
respect to which finding the United States waives the exercise of 
any veto) or the General Assembly of the United Nations finds that 
action taken or assistance furnished by the United Nations makes 
the continuance of assistance by the Government of the United 
States pursuant to this agreement unnecessary or undesirable; and 

(3) Under any of the other circumstances specified in section 5 
of the aforesaid Act of Congress or if the President of the United 
States determines that such withdrawal is in the interest of the 
United States. 

Article VII 

This agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall 
continue in force until a date to be agreed upon by the two govern, 
ments. 

Article VIII 

This agreement shall be registered with the United Nations. 

Done in duplicate, in the English and Turkish languages, at Ankara, 
this 12th day of July, 1947. 

EDWIN C. W iLSON 
For the Government of the United States 

For the Government of the Republic of Turkey 
HASAN SAKA 

[SEAL] [ SEAL] 
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TURKIYE'YE YAPILACAK YARDI HAKKINDA

A N L A MA

Tlrkiye HUkWmeti, Tlrkiye'nin hUrrlyetini ve

bagmslzligimn korumak igin ihtiyaci olan gUvenlik kuv-

vetlerinin takviyesini temin ve ayni zananda ekonomisi-

nin istikrarlnl muhafazaya devam maksadiyle Birlegik Dev-

letler HUkumetinin yardimini istediginden; ve

Birlejik Devletler Kongresif 22 Mayls 1947 de tas-

dik edilen Kanun ile, Birlegik Devletler Ba§kanlna,Tirkiye'-

ye her iki memleketin egemen bagimslzlliina ve gUvenligine

uygun gartlar dairesinde, bdyle bir yardimda bulunmak yet-

kisini verdiginden; ve

Birlelik Devletler HUk'meti ile Tiirkiye HUkumeti

btyle bir yardim yapilmasinin Birlelmi Millotler Andla§ma-

slnin esas gayelerine ula§mayi saglayacagl gibi milnasebet -

lerinde hayirli bir devre agarak Amerikan ve TUrk milletleri

arasindaki dostluk baglarlni daha qok takviye edecegine kani

bulunduklar ndan;

Bu maksadla kendi HUkametleri tarafindan usulU daire-

sinde verilmig yetkileri haiz olan ve aagiada imzasi bulunan

zevat *u hususlarl kararlagtirmlglardlr :

Madde 1 ....
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TURKIWYE YAPILACAK YARDIM HAKKINDA 

ANLA*MA 

TUrkiye HUkameti, TUrkiye'nin hUrrlyetini ve 

banmsizligins korumak igin ihtiyael olan gUvenlik kuv-

vetlerinin takviyesini temin ve ayni zamanda ekonomisi-

nin istikrarini muhafazaya devam maksadiyle Birlegik Dev-

letler HUkametinin yardiminl istediginden; ve 

Blriajlk Devlet1er Kongresif 22 Mayis 1947 de tas-

dik edilen Kanun lie, Birlegik Devletler Bagkanina,TUrkiye/-

ye her iki memleketin egemen bahmsiz134s.tina ve gUvenligine 

uygun gartlar dairesinde, boyle bir yardimda bulunmak yet-

kisini verdiginden; ye 

Birleglk Devletler HUkameti lie TUrkiye HUkilmeti 

bdyle bir yard= yapilmasanin Birlegmig Millotler Andlagma-

sinin esas gayelerine ulagmayi saglayacagi gibi mUnasebet 

lerinde hayirli bir devre agarak Amerlkan ve TUrk millet].eri 

araslndaki dostluk ballarini daha gok takviye edecegine kani 

bulunduklarindan; 

Bu maksadla kendi HUkametleri tarafindan usulU daire-

sinde verilmig yetkileri halz olan ve agaglda imzasi bulunan 

zevat gu hususlari kararlagtxrmiglardir 

Madde 1 .... 
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Madde 1

Birle§ik Devletler HUkumeti, Birlegik Devletler

Bafkaninin 22 Mayls 1947 tarihinde tasdik edilen Kongre

kanunu ve bunu degigtiren veya buna ek kanunlar hUkUm -

lorl geregince yapilmasina mUsaade edebilecegi yardimi

TUrkiye HUkumetine saglayacaktir . Turkiye HUkumeti bu

kabil herhangi bir yardimi, bu Anla§ma h'tkUmleri geregin-

ce fiilen kullanacaktir .

Madde 2

BirleSik Devletler BaSkani tarafindan bu maksadla

tayin edilen bir Tirkiye Misyonu 4efi bu Anla§ma geregin-

ce saglanacak yardima mUteallik meselelerde Birleglk Dev-

letler Hiikimetini teiasil edecektir . Misyon Sefi bu Anlag-

ma geregince peyderpey yapllacak olan muayyen yardlmin ka-

ylt ve 4artlarlni TUrkiye HUkumeti temsilcileriyle daniga-

rak tesbit edecektir . Ancak, yapllacak olan bu muayyen yar-

dimln mali gartlari, peyderpey, iki Hiikumetin mutabakat i1e,

evvelden tesbit edilecektir . Misyon Sefi, Tirkiye Hikuketi-

ne, bu Anlagma geregince saglanan yardmnin gayelerinin elde

edilmesine yarayabilecek malumatx ve teknik yardlmi saglaya-

caktir .

TUrkiye HUkmneti yapllan yardlml tahsis edilmiq bu-

lundutu gayeler ugrunda kullanacaktir . Sorumluluklarlnln

icrisl slr.islnda gorevini serbestge yapabilmesini mUmkUin

kilmak igin, lgbu HUkAmet, Misyon §efine ve temsilcilerine,

yapilan yardimin kullaniligi ve ilerleyi§i hakklnda, rapor,

malumat ve mUsahede seklinde isteyebilecegi her tirlU kolay-

lik ve yardlml saglayacaktir .

Madde 3 ....
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Madde 1 

Birlegik Devletler HUkinet1, Birlegik Devletler 

Bagkananin 22 Mans 1947 tarihinde tasdik edilen Kongre 

kanunu ve bunu degigtiren veya buna ek kanunlar hilkUm - 

ler1 gereince yapalmasina milsaade edebileceg1 yardimi 

TUrkiye HUkilmetine saglayacaktir . TUrklye Hlikiimeti bu 

kab11 herhang1 bin yardam, bu Anlagma WikUmleri geregia-

ce flilen kullanacaktir . 

Madde 2 

Birleg1k Devletler Bagkani tarafindan bu maksadla 

tayin edilen bir VIrkiye Misyonu 4ef1 bu Anlagma geregin-

ce saglanacak yardima mUteall1k meselelerde B1rlegik Dev-

letler Hikmet1ni temsil edecektir . M1syon fafi bu Anlag-

ma gereN.nce peyderpey yapilacak clan muayyen yardiman ka-

yit ve gartlarani TUrkiye Hilkameti tems1lcileriyle daniga-

rak tesbit edecektir . Ancak, yapilacak clan bu muayyen yar-

dimin mall gartlari, peyderpey, 1k1 nkametin mutabakati 11e, 

evvelden tesbit edilecektir . M1syon ef1, TUrkiye aikamet1-

ne, bu Anlagma geregince saglanan yardimin gayelerinin elde 

edilmesine yarayabilecek malamati ve teknik yardam1 saglaya-

caktlr . 

TUrkiye Hilkamet1 yapilan yardama tahsis edilmig bu-

lundugu gayeler ugrunda kullanacaktir . Sorumluluklaranln 

1crasl sarasanda gorevini serbestle yapabilmesin1 mUmkiln 

kilmak 1c1, 1gbu HUkamet, Misyon efine ve temsilc1lerine, 

yapilan yardimin kullaniligl ve ilerleyig1 hakkinda, rapor, 

malamat ve mtigahede geklinde isteyebilecegi her tUrlfl kolay-

lak ve yardim. saglayacaktlr . 

Madde 3 .... 
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Madde 3

Birlegik Devletler HUkumeti lle TUrkiye HUkumeti

Birlegik Devletler ve Tirk milletlerine bu Anlagma gere-

?ince yapilan yardim hususunda tam bilgi temini lcin i1-

birligi yapacaklarlir

Bu maksadla ve iki memleketin gUvenligi ile kabili

telif oldugu nisbette s

1 - Birle§ik Devletler basin ve radyo temsilcile-

rine, bu yardimln kullanillglnl serbestge mUgahede etmele-

rine ve bu mUgahedelerlni tam olarak bildirmelerine mUsaade

edilecektir; ve

2 - TUrkiye HtUkuneti bu yardmmin amaci, kaynagi,

mahiyeti, geniglli, mikdarl ve ilerleyigi hakkinda TUrkiye'-

de tam ve devamli yayin yapacaktlr

Madde 4

tgbu Anlagma geregince TUrklye HUkimeti taraflndan

elde edilen her madde, hizmet veya malumatin emniyetini sag-

'lamak azminde bulunan ve bunda aynl derecede menfaattar olan

Birle§ik Devletler ve T'irklye HUtkumetlerl, badelmUgavere, bu

ugurda dier HUkmunetin lUzumlu addedebilecegi tedbirleri,kar-

§illkll olarak, alacaklardir

TUrklye HUkumeti, Birlegik Devletler Hukumetinin mu-

vafakati olmadan, bu neviden hig bir madde veya malumatin

mUllkiyet veya zilyetllgini devir etmeyecegi gibi, aynl muva-

fakat olmadan TUrkiye HUkumetinin subay, memur veya ajani sl-

fatmin haiz bulunmayan bir kimse tarafindan bu maddelerin ve-

ya malumatin kullanllmasmna veya bu malmatin bu sifati haiz

olmayan ,..
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Madde 3 

Birlegik Devletler HUkameti lie TUrkiye HUkameti 

Birlegik Devletler ve TUrk milletlerine bu Anlagma gore.. 

gince yapilan yardim hususunda tam bilg1 temini igin ig-

birligi yapacak1ardir . 

Bu mAsad].a ve ik1 memleketin Ovenligi lie kabill 

tellf oldugu nisbette t 

1 - Birlegik Devletler basin ve radyo temsilci1e-

rine, bu yardimin kullaniliglni serbestge mUgahede etmele-

rine ve bu mUgahedelerini tam olarak bildirmelerine •mUsaade 

edilecektir; ve 

2 - TUrkiye Hlikameti bu yardimin amaci, kaynagi, 

mablyeti, genigligl, mikdar1 ve ilerleyigi hakkinda TUrkiye/-

de tam ve devamll yayln yapacaktir . 

Madde 4 

tgbu Anlagma geregince TUrklye HUkameti tarafindan 

aide edilen her madde, hizmet veya malamatin emniyetini sag-

'lamak azminde bulunan ve bunda ayni derecede menfaattar clan 

Birlegik Devletler ve Virkiye HUkametleri, badelmUgavere, bu 

ugurda diger HUkametin lUzumlu addedebilecegi tedbirler1,kar. 

gillk11 olarak, alacaklardir . 

TUrklye HUkameti, Birlegik Devletler HUkametinin mu-

vafakat1 olmadan, bu neviden hig bir madde veya malamatin 

mUlkiyet veya zilyetligini dev1r etmeyeceg1 gibi, ayn1 muva-

fakat olmadan TUrkiye HUkametinin suhay, memur veya ajan1 s1-

fatini haiz bulunmayan bir kimse tarafindan bu maddelerin ve-

ya malamatin kullaniImasina veya bu malamatin bu sifati halz 

olmayan 
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olmayan bir kimseye agiklanmasina ve bu maddeler ve malu-

matin verildiklari gayeden ba§ka bir gayede kullanilmasina

mUsiade etmeyecektir .

Madde 5

Tirkiye HUkumeti bu Anla§ma geregince verilen her-

hangi bir ikraz, kredi, hibe veya diger gekillerdeki yar -

dlmlarln hasllatlnln hig bir klsmini diger herhangi yaban-

cl bir devlet tarafindan kendisine verilmig olan herhangi

bir ikrazin resUlmal veya faizinin tediyesinde kullanmaya-

caktir .

Madde 6

Bu AnlaSma gere'ince yapilmasina mUsaade olunan

yardim kismen veya tamamen :

1 - Tqrkiye HUkumeti talep ederse;

2 - Birlegmi§g illetler GUvenlik Konseyinin (bu

hususta Birlegik Devletler herhangi bir vetonun kullanil-

masini nazari itibara almiyacaktir) veya Birlegmig Millet-

ler Genel Kurulunun, Birleemig Milletler tarafindan alinan

tedbir veya yapilan yardlm neticesinde, bu Anlasma mucibin-

ce Birlegik Devletler HUkumeti tarafindan yapilan yardimin

devamlnl lUzumsuz veya gayrl matlup addetmesi halinde; ve

3 - Yukarlda anilan Kongra kanununun 5-inci bolU -

mUnde musarrah diger herhangi bir vazlyette veya Birlesik

Devletler Baskaninin yardimin kesilmesini Birlejik Devlet-

lerin menfaatlerine uygun gormesi halinde, nihayet bulacak-

tir .

Madde 7 ....
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olmayan bir kimseye agiklanmasina ve bu maddeler ve maia-

matin verildiklori gayeden bagka bir gayede kullanilmasina 

mUslade etmeyecektir . 

Madde 5 

Tfirkiye HUkUmeti bu Anlagma geregince verilen her-

hangi bir ikraz, kred1, hibe veya diger gekillerdeki yar 

dimlarin hasilatinin hig bir kismini diger herhangi yaban-

ci bir devlet tarafindan kendisine verilmig olan herhangi 

bir ikrazin resUlmal veya faizinin tediyesinde kullanmaya-. 

caktir . 

Madde 6 

Bu Anlagma gereince yapilmasina mUsaade olunan 

yardim kismen veya tamamen : 

1 - nrkiye HUkUmeti talep ederse: 

2 - Birlegmig Milletler GUvenlik Konseyinin (bu 

hususta Birlegik Devletler herhangi bir vetonun kullanil-

masini nazari itibara almiyacaktir) veya Birlegmig Millet-

lor Genel Kurulunun, Birlegmig Milletler tarafindan alinan 

tedbir veya yapilan yardim neticesinde, bu Anlagma mucibin-

ce Birlegik Devletler HUkilmeti tarafindan yapilan yardimin 

devamini lUzumsuz veya gayri matlup addetmesi halinde: ve 

3 - Yukarada anilan Kongre kanununun 5-inci bölU - 

mUnde musarrah diger herhangi bir vaziyette veya Birlegik 

Devletler Bagkananin yardimin kesilmesini Birlegik Devlet-

lerin menfaatlerine uy.gun gbrmesi halinde, nihayet bu1acak-

tir . 

Madde 7 ...• 
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Madde 7

Bu Anlagma bu gUnden itibaren yUrtrlUge girecek

ve her iki HlUkmet tarafindan tesbit edilecek tarihe ka-

dar yUrUrlUkte kalacaktir ·

Madde 8

Bu Anla§ma Birlegmi§ Milletler nezdinde tescil

edilecektir .

fngiliz ve tUrk dillerinde, iki nUsha olarak,

Ankara'da On tki Temmuz Bin Dokuz YUz Kirk Yedl tarihin-

de yapilmlgtlr .
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Madde 7 

Bu Anlalma bu gUnden itibaren yUrUrlUge girecek 

ye her iki RUkilmet tarafinden tesbit edilecek tarihe ka* 

dar yUrUrlUkte kalacaktir . 

Madde 8 

Bu Anla§ma Birle§mi§ Mi].letler nezdinde teachl 

edilecektir 

ingiliz ye tUrk dillerinde, iki nUsha olarak, 

Ankareda On iki Temmuz Bin Dokuz YUz Kirk Yedi tarihin-

de yapilmigtir . 

Bir Devletler RUktaeti ad Thrkiye Cumhuriyeti Hatmeti adima 

ffitai 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a April 16 and 19.147
cooperative health and sanitation program in Peru, supplementing and IT I. A. S. 6301
amending the agreement of May 11, 1942, as extended. Effected by
exchange of notes signed at Lima April 16 and 19, 1947; entered into
force April 19, 1947.

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

N°. (D)-63/35 LIMA, 16 de Abril de 1947.

SEROR EMBAJADOR:
Tengo a honra poner en conocimiento de Vuestra Excelencia que

por Resoluci6n Suprema Ndmero 32, de 16 de Marzo ultimo, se aprob6
el Proyecto de Convenio Suplementario para la Extensi6n del Pro-
grama Cooperativo de Salud Pdblica, a cargo del Ministerio de Salud
Publica y Asistencia Social y del Instituto de Asuntos Interameri-
canos, cuyo texto es el siguiente:

"Este Convenio Suplementario acordado entre el doctor Alberto
Hurtado, Ministro de Salud Pdblica y Asistencia Social, en represen-
taci6n del Gobierno del Perd (en adelante designado como el "Mi-
nistro") y el Instituto de Asnntos Interamericanos, una agencia incor-
porada del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante
designado como el "Instituto") representado por el doctor Ernest B.
Howard, Representante Especial del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
americanos, se celebra con el prop6sito de introducir ciertas nlodifi-
caciones en el programa cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad establecido
por virtud de un intercambio de notas entre Su Excelencia, David
Dasso, Ministro de Iacienda y Comercio del Perd y Su Excelencia,
Summer Welles, Sub-Secrctario de Estado (le los Estados Unidos
de America, en Mayo de 1942, y conuniicaciones posteriores cambiadas
entre el Instituto y el Ministro durante Julio y Octubre de 1942 y
confinnadas por Resoluciones Supremas N° 1895a de Julio 14, 1942
y N°. 2947a. de Octubre 31, 1942, (en adelante designado como el
"Contrato Basico). El Contrato Basico se extendi6 hasta el 30 de
Junio de 1947, por medio de un intercambio de Notas, confirmado por
Resoluci6n Suprema N° . 248 de Marzo 17, 1944 (en adelante desig-
nado como el "Contrato de Extensi6n") con fecha de Marzo de 1944,
entre el MiNistro de Salud Ptblica y Asistencia Social del Perd y
el Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo del Instituto.

CLAUSULA PRIMERA.

"Las Partes Contratantes mutuamente proponen, convienen y declaran
que el Contrato Basico, en su forma extendida, sea suplementado, por
lo cual, por este convenio, queda suplementado y, ademas, modificado,
de acuerdo con las clausulas que se detallan mas abajo.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a 
cooperative health and sanitation program in Peru, supplementing and 
amending the agreement of May II, 1942, as extended. Effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Lima April 16 and 19, 1947; entered into 
force April 19, 1947. 

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

N°. (D)-6-3/35 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y CULT° 

LIMA, 16 de Abril de 1947 

SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo a honra poner en conocimiento de Vuestra Excelencia que 

por Resoluci6n Suprema Ndmero 32, de 16 de Marzo tiltimo, se aprob6 
el Proyecto de Convenio Suplementario para la Extension del Pro-
grama Cooperativo de Salud Publica, a cargo del Ministerio de Salud 
Pdblica y Asistencia Social y del Instituto de Asuntos Interameri-
eanos, cuyo text° es el siguiente: 

"Este Convenio Suplementario acordado entre el doctor Alberto 
Hurtado, Ministro de Salud Publica y Asistencia Social, en represen-
tacion del Gobierno del Peril (en adelante designado come el "Mi-
nistro") y el Institute de Astmtos Interamericanos, una agencia, incor-
porada del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante 
designado come el "Institute") representado por el doctor Ernest B. 
Howard, Representante Especial del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
americanos, se celebra con el proposito de introducir ciertas modifi-
caciones en el programa cooperative de Salmi y Salubridad establecido 
por virtud de un intercambio de notas entre Su Excelencia, David 
Dasso, Ministro de hacienda y Comercio del Peril y Su Excelencia, 
Summer Welles, Sub-Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos 
de America, en Mayo de 1942, y comunicaciones posteriores cambiadas 
entre el Institute y el Ministro durante Julio y Octubre de 1942 y 
confinnadas por Resoluciones Supremos N° 1895a de Julio 14, 1942 
y N°. 2947a. de Octubre 31, 1942, (en adelante designado como el 
"Contrato Basico). El Contrato Basic° se extendi6 hasta el 30 de 
Junio de 1947, por medio de un intercambio de Notas, confirrnado por 
ResoluciOn Suprema No. 248 de Marzo 17, 1944 (en adelante desig-
nado como el "Contrato de Extension") con fecha de Marzo de 1944, 
entre el MiNistro de Salud Publica y Asistencia Social del Peru y 
el Vice-Presidente Ejecutivo del Instituto. 

CLAITSULA PRIMERA. 

"Las Partes Contratantes mutuamente proponen, convienen y declaran 
que el Contrato Basics:), en su forma extendida, sea suplementado, por 
lo cual, por este convenio, queda suplementado y, ademas, modificado, 
de acuerdo con las clatisulas que se detallan rads abajo. 
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CLAUSULA SEGUNDA.

"Un grupo de oficiales y tecnicos conocidos como la "Misi6n de la
Divisi6n de Salud y Salubridad del Instituto de Asuntos Interameri-
canos en el Perd" seguirA representando al Instituto en el Perd y este
grupo de oficiales y t6cnicos permanecera bajo la direcci6n inmediata
de un oficial del Instituto conocido como el "Jefe de la Misi6n". El
Jefe de la Misi6n continuarA actuando como el Director del Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pdblica (en adelante designado
como el "Servicio") durante el periodo comprendido por este Convenio
Suplementario.

CLAUSULA TERCERA.

"El Parrafo 3 del Contrato de Extensi6n queda por 6ste enmendado,
siendo el deseo y prop6sito de las Partes Contratantes que el Programa
Amaz6nico se extienda y continue dentro de la administraci6n del
programa cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad, bajo la direcci6n del
Servicio, durante y despues del 31 de Diciembre de 1946 y, por lo tanto,
las Partes Contratantes convienen en que el Programa Amaz6nico
queda extendido y continuara en operaci6n bajo la direcci6n del
Servicio desde el 1°. de Enero de 1947 hasta el 30 de Junio de 1947
inclusive.

CLAUSULA CUARTA.

"Con el fin de ser aplicados en los gastos de mantenimiento y operaci6n
del Programa Amaz6nico, durante el periodo comprendido por este
Convenio, las Partes Contratantes convienen contribuir con fondos
durante este perfodo de tiempo en la forma siguiente:

"a) El Instituto contribuirA con una suma que no excederA de
Veinte Mil D61ares ($.20.000) y depositarA esa suma a la cuenta
del Servicio el 31 de Enero de 1947 o antes de esa fecha.
"b) El Instituto puede retener de los dep6sitos mencionados en la
ClAusula IV (a) las sumas que el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n
estimen necesarias para el pago de las compras hechas en los
Estados Unidos de America, de materiales, abastecimientos y
equipo y otros gastos relacionados con la operaci6n del Programa
Amaz6nico. Cualquiera de los fondos asi retenidos por el Instituto
se considerarAn como depositados bajo los terminos de la Claisula
IV (a), pero si no son gastados o comprometidos para tales
prop6sitos, se depositaran en la cuenta del Servicio para el
Programa Amaz6nico, en cualquier tiempo, bajo acuerdo mutuo
del Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
"c) El Gobierno del Perd depositarA en la cuenta del Servicio el
equivalente, en moneda Peruana, de Ciento Cuarentiseis Mil
Quinientos D61ares ($. 146.500) moneda de Estados Unidos, al
tipo de cambio de 6.50 Soles por cada Dolar de Estados Unidos,
en la forma siguiente:

En o antes del 31 de Enero de 1947 $. 73.250.
En o antes del 30 de Abril de 1947 $. 73.250.

Total: $. 146. 500.
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$. 73. 250. 
$. 73. 250. 

Total: $. 146. 500. 
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"d) Por convenio escrito entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n,
el plan de dep6sitos, segdn Clausulas IV (a) y (c) puede ser
enmendado de acuerdo con las necesidades del Programa Ama-
z6nico.
"e) Los fondos abonados a la cuenta del Servicio conforme a las
Clausulas IV (a) y (c) no tienen que ser depositados en una
cuenta especial, pero pueden ser depositados en la cuenta general
del Servicio y, si el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n determinan,
en cualquier tiempo, que los fondos que han de ser depositados
conforme a dichas Clausulas IV (a) y (c) exceden la suma necesaria
para financiar los gastos calculados del Programa Amaz6nico,
durante el periodo cubierto por este Convenio Suplementario,
entonces la suma sobrante se puede emplear para cualquier otro
prop6sito del programa cooperativo, bajo acuerdo mutuo entre
el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
"f) El Servicio puede recibir contribuciones de cualquier fuente,
ademas de las mencionadas en las Clausulas IV (a) y (c) y estas
contribuciones las puede gastar el Servicio, en la misma forma
que otros fondos, para los usos y prop6sitos del programa co-
operativo de Salud y Salubridad, con tal que el recibo de tales
contribuciones adicionales por el Servicio sea de acuerdo mutuo
escrito anticipadamente entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
"g) Cualquiera de los fondos y otra propiedad adquirida por el
Servicio que queden sin gastar, sin usar y no comprometidos al
terminarse el periodo comprendido por este Convenio Suplemen-
tario, permaneceran como propiedad del Gobierno del Peru y
continuaran siendo utilizados para los prop6sitos del programa
cooperativo en una manera acordada mutuamente por escrito
entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n.

CLAITSULA QUINTA.

"El Contrato BAsico, en su forma cxtendida queda adoe:is modificado
con la inclusi6n del parrafo quo sigue:

"Los miembros quc integran la Misi6n do Salud y Salubridad del
Institute no estaran obligados a pagar en el Peri ningdn impuesto
directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que esten sujetos
al pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de America.
El Gobierno del Perd permitira la entrada libre 6 en su defecto
pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y equipo
necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la Misi6n.
Igualmente, el Gobierno del Peru permitira la entrada libre 6
abonara los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personales
de los miembros de la Misi6n, de acuerdo con las condiciones
limitativas a que estan sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-
matico acreditado ante el Gobierno del Perd; para los fines de este
Convenio, los miembros de la Misi6n estaran considerados como
Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomatico en lo que se refiere
a franquicias.
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"d) Por convenio escrito entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision, 
el plan de dep6sitos, seglin Clausulas IV (a) y (c) puede ser 
enmendado de acuerdo con las necesidades del Programa Ama-
zonico. 
"e) Los fondos abonados a la cuenta del Servicio conforme a las 
Clausulas IV (a) y (c) no tienen que ser depositados en una 
cuenta especial, pero pueden ser depositados en la cuenta general 
del Servicio y, si el Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision determinan, 
en cualquier tiempo, que los fondos que han de ser depositados 
conforme a dichas Clausulas IV (a) y (c) exceden la swam necesaria 
para financiar los gastos calculados del ProgTama Amazonico, 
durante el periodo cubierto per este Convenio Suplementario, 
entonces la suma sobrante se puede emplear para cualquier otro 
proposito del programa cooperativo, bajo acuerdo mutuo entre 
el Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision. 
"f) El Servicio puede recibir contribuciones de cualquier fuente, 
ademas de las mencionadas en las Clausulas IV (a) y (c) y estas 
contribuciones las puede gastar el Servicio, en la misma forma 
que otros fondos, para los usos y propositos del programa co-
operativo de Salud y Salubridad, con tal que el recibo de tales 
contribuciones adicionales por el Servicio sea de acuerdo mutuo 
escrito anticipadamente entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n. 
"g) Cualquiera de los fondos y otra propiedad adquirida por el 
Servicio que queden sin gastar, sin usar y no comprometidos al 
terminarse el periodo comprendido por este Convenio Suplemen-
tario, pernianeceran come propiedad del Gobierno del Peru y 
continuaran siendo utilizados para los propositos del programa 
cooperativo en una manera acordada mutuamente por escrito 
entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision. 

CLAUSIJLA QUINTA. 

"El Contrato Bdsico, en su forma extendida queda adeinAs modificado 
con la inclusion del pirrafo que sigue: 

"Los miembros que integran la Misien de Salud y Salubridad del 
Instituto no estartin obligados a pagar en el Peril ningtin impuesto 
directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que esten sujetos 
al pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de America. 
El Gobierno del Peru permitira la entrada libre 6 en su defecto 
pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y equipo 
necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la Misien. 
Igualmente, el Gobierno del Peril permitirit la entrada libre 
abonara los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personales 
de los miembros de la Misien, de acuerdo con las condiciones 
limitativas a que estan sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-
matic° acreditado ante el Gobierno del Peril; para los fines de este 
Convenio, los miembros de la Mision estaran considerados como 
Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomatic° en lo que se refiere 
a franquicias. 
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CLAUSULA SEXTA.

"El Contrato Basico y el Contrato de Extensi6n antes mencionados,
quedarAn en completa vigencia y por tanto subsiste el compromiso
del Gobierno Peruano para abonar las armadas correspondientes a
Enero y Abril de 1947 de Diez Mil Setecientos Veinticinco D61ares
($.10.725) cada una, al tipo de cambio de Soles 6.50 por Dolar, excepto
como han sido modificados por este Convenio Suplementario 6 por ser
contradictorios al mismo.

CLAUSULA SEPTIMA.

"Este Convenio Suplementario tendrA el efecto de un Convenio formal
comprometiendo completamente a las Partes Contratantes y quedara
vigente desde el primer dia de Enero de 1947, tan pronto como se
hayan cambiado Notas DiplomAticas, confirmando y aprobando los
terminos de este Convenio Suplementario entre el Ministro de Rela-
ciones Exteriores y Culto del Gobierno del Peru y la Embajada de los
Estados Unidos de America en el Perl.

"En Fe De Lo Cual, las Partes Contratantes han hecho ejecutar
este Convenio Suplementario por sus representantes debidamente
autorizados, en duplicado en los idiomas ingl6s y castellano, en Lima,
Perd, a 27 de Marzo de 1947.
MINISTERIO DE SALUD PUBLICA EL INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS

Y ASISTENCIA SOCIAL INTERAMERICANOS

Firmado: ALBERTO HURTADO. Firmado: ERNEST B. HOWARD.
Ministro. Representante Especial

Si Vuestra Excelencia lo encuentra conforme, esta Nota, junto con
la respuesta que merezca, podrian ser consideradas como el cumpli-
miento de lo preceptuado en la Clausula Septima de este Convenio
Suplementario, quedando as! confirmados y aprobados los terminos
del Convenio.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia las
seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SATAN
Su Excelencia, Sefior PRENTICE COOPER,

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
de los Estados Unidos de America.

Oiudad

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND WORSHIP

No. (D)-a35 LMA, April 16, 197
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, by Supreme
Resolution No. 32 of March 16, last, there was approved the draft
of the Supplementary Agreement for the Extension of the Cooperative
Public Health Program under the direction of the Ministry of Public
Health and Social Welfare and the Institute of Inter-American affairs,
the text of which is as follows:
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CLATIBULA SEXTA. 

"El Contrato Basic° y el Contrato de Extension antes mencionados, 
quedaran en completa vigencia y por tanto subsiste el compromise 
del Gobierno Peruano para abonar las armadas correspondientes a 
Enero y Abril de 1947 de Diez Mil Setecientos Veinticineo D6litres 
($.10.725) cads una, al tipo de cambio de Soles 6.50 por Dolar, except() 
como han sido modificados por este Convenio Suplemen taxi° 6 por ser 
contradictorios al mismo. 

CLAUSULA SEPTIMA. 

"Este Convenio Suplem  entario tendra, el efecto de un Convenio formal 
comprometiendo completamente a las Partes Contratantes y quedara. 
vigente desde el primer dfa de Enero de 1947, tan pronto como se 
hayan cambiado Notes Diplomaticas, confirmando y aprobando los 
terminos de este Convenio Suplementario entre el Ministro de Rela-
ciones Exteriores y Culto del Gobierno del Peril y la Embajada de los 
Estados Unidos de America en el Peru. 

"En Fe De Lo Cual, las Partes Contratantes han hecho ejecutar 
este Convenio Suplementario por sus representantes debidamente 
autorizados, en duplieado en los idiomas ingles y castellano, en Lima, 
Peril, a 27 de Marzo de 1947. 

MINISTERIO DE SALUD PUBLICA EL INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS 
Y ASISTENCIA SOCIAL INTERAMERICANOS 

Firmado: ALBERTO HITETADO. Firmado: ERNEST B. HOWARD. 
Ministro. Representante Especial 

Si Vuestra Excelencia lo encuentra conforme, esta Nota, junto con 
Is respuesta que merezea, podrfan ser consideradas como el eumpli-
miento de lo preceptuado en la Chiusula Septima de este Convenio 
Suplementario, quedando asf confirmados y aprobados los terminos 
del Convenio. 
Aprovecho esta oportunidad pars reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia las 

seguridadss de mi mos alta y distinguida consideraciOn. 

E. GARCfA SATAN 
Su Excelencia, Senor PRENTICE COOPER, 

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario 
de los Estaclos Unidos de America. 

Ciudad 

Translation 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND WORSHIP 

No. (D)-6-3/35 LIMA, April 16, 1947 
M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, by Supreme 

Resolution No. 32 of March 16, last, there was approved the draft 
of the Supplementary Agreement for the Extension of the Cooperative 
Public Health Program under the direction of the Ministry of Public 
Health and Social Welfare and the Institute of Inter-American affairs, 
the text of which is as follows: 
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"This Supplementary Agreement concluded between Dr. Alberto
Hurtado, Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare, in representa-
tion of the Government of Peru (designated hereinafter as the 'Minis-
ter') and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, an incorporated
agency of the Government of the United States of America (designated
hereinafter as the 'Institute'), represented by Dr. Ernest B. Howard,
Special Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, is
concluded for the purpose of introducing certain changes in the
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program which was established
by an exchange of notes between His Excellency David Dasso, Minis-
ter of Hacienda and Commerce of Peru, and His Excellency Sumner
Welles, Under Secretary of State of the United States of America, in
May 1942, and subsequent communications exchanged between the
Institute and the Minister during July and October, 1942,[1] and
confirmed by Supreme Resolutions No. 1895a of July 14, 1942, and
No. 2947a of October 31, 1942 (designated hereinafter as the 'Basic
Contract'). The Basic Contract was extended until June 30, 1947,
by an exchange of notes, confirmed by Supreme Resolution No. 248
of March 17, 1944 (designated hereinafter as the 'Extension Contract'),
dated March, 1944, between the Minister of Public Health and
Social Welfare of Peru and the Executive Vice President of the
Institute.

ARTICLE I.

"The Contracting Parties jointly propose, agree and declare that
the Basic Contract, in its extended form, shall be supplemented, and
therefore, by this agreement, it is supplemented and, in addition,
amended, in accordance with the articles which are specified below.

ARTICLE II.

"A group of officials and technicians known as the 'Mission of the
Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs in Peru' shall continue to represent the Institute in Peru and
this group of officials and technicians shall remain under the immediate
direction of an official of the Institute known as the 'Chief of the Mis-
sion'. The Chief of the Mission shall continue to act as the Director
of the Cooperative Inter-American Public Health Service (designated
hereinafter as the 'Service') during the period covered by in this
Supplementary Agreement.

ARTICLE III.

"Paragraph 3 of the Extension Contract shall be amended hereby,
it being the desire and intention of the Contracting Parties that the
Amazon Program be extended and continued within the administra-
tion of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program, under the
direction of the Service, on and after December 31, 1946, and therefore
the Contracting Parties agree that the Amazon Program is extended,
and shall continue in operation under the direction of the Service
from January 1, 1947 to June 30, 1947, inclusive.

1 [Not printed.]
95347°-49-PT. III--44
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"This Supplementary Agreement concluded between Dr. Alberto 
Hurtado, Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare, in representa-
tion of the Government of Peru (designated hereinafter as the 'Minis-
ter') and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, an incorporated 
agency of the Government of the United States of America (designated 
hereinafter as the 'Institute'), represented by Dr. Ernest B. Howard, 
Special Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, is 
concluded for the purpose of introducing certain changes in the 
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program which was established 
by an exchange of notes between His Excellency David Dasso, Minis-
ter of Hacienda and Commerce of Peru, and His Excellency Sumner 
Welles, Under Secretary of State of the United States of America, in 
May 1942, and subsequent communications exchanged between the 
Institute and the Minister during July and October, 1942,[9 and 
confirmed by Supreme Resolutions No. 1895a of July 14, 1942, and 
No. 2947a of October 31, 1942 (designated hereinafter as the 'Basic 
Contract'). The Basic Contract was extended until June 30, 1947, 
by an exchange of notes, confirmed by Supreme Resolution No. 248 
of March 17, 1944 (designated hereinafter as the 'Extension Contract'), 
dated March, 1944, between the Minister of Public Health and 
Social Welfare of Peru and the Executive Vice President of the 
Institute. 

ARTICLE I. 

"The Contracting Parties jointly propose, agree and declare that 
the Basic Contract, in its extended form, shall be supplemented, and 
therefore, by this agreement, it is supplemented and, in addition, 
amended, in accordance with the articles which are specified below. 

ARTICLE II. 

"A group of officials and technicians known as the 'Mission of the 
Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs in Peru' shall continue to represent the Institute in Peru and 
this group of officials and technicians shall remain under the immediate 
direction of an official of the Institute known as the 'Chief of the Mis-
sion'. The Chief of the Mission shall continue to act as the Director 
of the Cooperative Inter-American Public Health Service (designated 
hereinafter as the 'Service') during the period covered by in this 
Supplementary Agreement. 

ARTICLE III. 

"Paragraph 3 of the Extension Contract shall be amended hereby, 
it being the desire and intention of the Contracting Parties that the 
Amazon Program be extended and continued within the administra-
tion of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program, under the 
direction of the Service, on and after December 31, 1946, and therefore 
the Contracting Parties agree that the Amazon Program is extended, 
and shall continue in operation under the direction of the Service 
from January 1, 1947 to June 30, 1947, inclusive. 

1 [Not printed.] 
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ARTICLE IV.

"To the end that they may be applied to the expenses of mainte-
nance and operation of the Amazon Program, during the period covered
by this Agreement, the Contracting Parties agree to contribute funds
during this period of time, in the following manner:

(a) The Institute shall contribute a sum which shall not exceed
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) and shall deposit that sum
to the account of the Service on January 31, 1947 or before
that date.

(b) The Institute may withhold from the deposits mentioned in
Article IV (a) the sums which the Minister and the Chief of
the Mission consider necessary for the payment of the pur-
chases, made in the United States of America, of materials,
supplies and equipment, and other expenses connected with
the execution of the Amazon Program. Any of the funds
thus withheld by the Institute shall be considered as deposited
under the terms of Article IV (a), but if they are not spent
or pledged for such purposes, they shall be deposited to the
account of the Service for the Amazon Program, at any time,
in accordance with the joint agreement of the Minister and
the Chief of the Mission.

(c) The Government of Peru shall deposit to the account of the
Service the equivalent, in Peruvian currency, of one hundred
forty-six thousand five hundred dollars ($146,500), United
States currency, at the exchange rate of 6.50 soles for each
United States dollar, in the following manner:

On or before January 31, 1947 $73, 250
On or before April 30, 1947 $73, 250

Total $146, 500

(d) By a written agreement between the Minister and the Chief
of the Mission, the plan of deposits, according to Article IV
(a) and (c), may be modified according to the needs of the
Amazon Program.

(e) The funds credited to the account of Service, in conformity
with Article IV (a) and (c), do not have to be deposited in a
special account, but may be deposited in the general account
of the Service, and, if the Minister and the Chief of the Mis-
sion decide, at any time, that the funds which must be
deposited in conformity with the said Article IV (a) and (c)
exceed the sum necessary to pay the calculated expenses of
the Amazon Program, during the period covered by this
Supplementary Agreement, then the surplus sum may be
used for any other purpose of the cooperative program, by
mutual agreement between the Minister and the Chief of the
Mission.

(f) The Service may receive contributions from any source, in
addition to those mentioned in Article IV (a) and (c), and
the Service may spend such contributions, in the same manner
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ARTICLE IV. 

"To the end that they may be applied to the expenses of mainte-
nance and operation of the Amazon Program, during the period covered 
by this Agreement, the Contracting Parties agree to contribute funds 
during this period of time, in the following manner: 

(a) The Institute shall contribute a sum which shall not exceed 
twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) and shall deposit that sum 
to the account of the Service on January 31, 1947 or before 
that date. 

(b) The Institute may withhold from the deposits mentioned in 
Article IV (a) the sums which the Minister and the Chief of 
the Mission consider necessary for the payment of the pur-
chases, made in the United States of America, of materials, 
supplies and equipment, and other expenses connected with 
the execution of the Amazon Program. Any of the funds 
thus withheld by the Institute shall be considered as deposited 
under the terms of Article IV (a), but if they are not spent 
or pledged for such purposes, they shall be deposited to the 
account of the Service for the Amazon Program, at any time, 
in accordance with the joint agreement of the Minister and 
the Chief of the Mission. 
The Government of Peru shall deposit to the account of the 
Service the equivalent, in Peruvian currency, of one hundred 
forty-six thousand five hundred dollars ($146,500), United 
States currency, at the exchange rate of 6.50 soles for each 
United States dollar, in the following manner: 

On or before January 31, 1947 $73, 250 
On or before April 30, 1947 $73, 250 

(c) 

Total $146, 500 

(d) By a written agreement between the Minister and the Chief 
of the Mission, the plan of deposits, according to Article IV 
(a) and (c), may be modified according to the needs of the 
Amazon Program. 

(e) The funds credited to the account of Service, in conformity 
with Article IV (a) and (c), do not have to be deposited in a 
special account, but may be deposited in the general account 
of the Service, and, if the Minister and the Chief of the Mis-
sion decide, at any time, that the funds which must be 
deposited in conformity with the said Article IV (a) and (c) 
exceed the sum necessary to pay the calculated expenses of 
the Amazon Program, during the period covered by this 
Supplementary Agreement, then the surplus sum may be 
used for any other purpose of the cooperative program, by 
mutual agreement between the Minister and the Chief of the 
Mission. 

The Service may receive contributions from any source, in 
addition to those mentioned in Article IV (a) and (c), and 
the Service may spend such contributions, in the same manner 

(f) 
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as other funds, for the uses and purposes of the Cooperative
Health and Sanitation Program, provided that the receipt
of such additional contributions by the Service is in accord-
ance with an advance written mutual agreement between the
Minister and Chief of the Mission.

(g) Any of the funds tand other property acquired by the Service
which are not spent, used and pledged at the expiration of
the period covered by this Supplementary Agreement shall
remain the property of the Government of Peru and shall
continue to be used for the purposes of the cooperative
program in a manner mutually agreed upon, in writing, by
the Minister and the Chief of the Mission.

ARTICLE V.

"The Basic Contract, in its extended form, is also amended by the
inclusion of the following paragraph:

'The members who make up the Health and Sanitation Mission
of the Institute shall not be obligated to pay, in Peru, any direct
tax, social security or pension, in case they are subject to the
payment of the said taxes in the United States of America. The
Government of Peru shall permit free entry of, or, in lieu thereof,
shall pay the respective duties on material and equipment neces-
sary for the professional use of the personnel of the Mission.
Likewise, the Government of Peru shall permit the free entry of,
or guarantee the respective duties on, the personal effects of the
members of the Mission, in accordance with the restrictive con-
ditions to which the members of the Diplomatic Corps accredited
to the Government of Peru are subject; for the purposes of this
Agreement, the members of the Mission shall be considered as
First Secretaries of the Diplomatic Service as regards ex-
emptions'.

ARTICLE VI.

"The Basic Contract and the Extension Contract above-mentioned
shall remain in full force and therefore continues the obligation of the
Peruvian Government to pay the instalments for January and April,
1947, in the amount of ten thousand seven hundred and twenty-five
dollars ($10,725) each, at the rate of exchange of 6.50 soles per dollar,
except as they have been modified by this Supplementary Agreement
or by reason of their being contradictory thereto.

ARTICLE VII.

"This Supplementary Agreement shall have the effect of a formal
Agreement completely obligating the Contracting Parties and shall
come into force after January 1, 1947, as soon as Diplomatic Notes
have been exchanged, confirming and approving the terms of this
Supplementary Agreement between the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Worship of the Government of Peru and the Embassy of the
United States of America in Peru.
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as other funds, for the uses and purposes of the Cooperative 
Health and Sanitation Program, provided that the receipt 
of such additional contributions by the Service is in accord-
ance with an advance written mutual agreement between the 
Minister and Chief of the Mission. 
Any of the funds atul other property acquired by the Service 
which are not spent, used and pledged at the expiration of 
the period covered by this Supplementary Agreement shall 
remain the property of the Government of Peru and shall 
continue to be used for the purposes of the cooperative 
program in a manner mutually agreed upon, in writing, by 
the Minister and the Chief of the Mission. 

(g) 

ARTICLE V. 

"The Basic Contract, in its extended form, is also amended by the 
inclusion of the following paragraph: 

'The members who make up the Health and Sanitation Mission 
of the Institute shall not be obligated to pay, in Peru, any direct 
tax, social security or pension, in case they are subject to the 
payment of the said taxes in the United States of America. The 
Government of Peru shall permit free entry of, or, in lieu thereof, 
shall pay the respective duties on material and equipment neces-
sary for the professional use of the personnel of the Mission. 
Likewise, the Government of Peru shall permit the free entry of, 
or guarantee the respective duties on, the personal effects of the 
members of the Mission, in accordance with the restrictive con-
ditions to which the members of the Diplomatic Corps accredited 
to the Government of Peru are subject; for the purposes of this 
Agreement, the members of the Mission shall be considered as 
First Secretaries of the Diplomatic Service as regards ex-
emptions'. 

ARTICLE VI. 

"The Basic Contract and the Extension Contract above-mentioned 
shall remain in full force and therefore continues the obligation of the 
Peruvian Government to pay the instalments for January and April, 
1947, in the amount of ten thousand seven hundred and twenty-five 
dollars ($10,725) each, at the rate of exchange of 6.50 soles per dollar, 
except as they have been modified by this Supplementary Agreement 
or by reason of their being contradictory thereto. 

ARTICLE VII. 

"This Supplementary Agreement shall have the effect of a formal 
Agreement completely obligating the Contracting Parties and shall 
come into force after January 1, 1947, as soon as Diplomatic Notes 
have been exchanged, confirming and approving the terms of this 
Supplementary Agreement between the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and Worship of the Government of Peru and the Embassy of the 
United States of America in Peru. 
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No. 485 LIMA, April 19, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note
Ante, p. 2964. No. (D) 6-3/35 of April 16, 1947, in which you were good enough to

inform me of the promulgation of Supreme Resolution No. 32 of
March 16, which approved the execution of a Supplementary Agree-
ment for the extension to June 30, 1947, of the Cooperative Public
Health Program under the direction of the Ministry of Public Health
and Social Welfare and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. The
text of the Supplementary Agreement which was signed on March 27,
1947, by His Excellency Dr. Alberto Hurtado, Minister of Public
Health and Social Welfare, and by Dr. Ernest B. Howard, Special
Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, has been
incorporated verbatim in Your Excellency's note under acknowledg-
ment.

teConfrmation o Consequently, this note, together with Your Excellency's note
referred to, constitute an agreement between the Governments of the
United States of America and of the Republic of Perd by which the
terms of the Supplementary Agreement are confirmed and approved.

I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

"In witness whereof, the Contracting Parties had this Supplementary
Agreement executed by their duly authorized representatives, in
duplicate, in the English and Spanish languages, at Lima, Peru, on
March 27, 1947.

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
SOCIAL WELFARE AMERICAN AFFAIRS

Signed: ALBERTO HURTADO, Signed: ERNEST B. HOWARD,
Minister. Special Representative

If Your Excellency finds it acceptable, this Note, together with the
reply which it merits, shall be considered as the fulfilment of the
specification of Article VII of this Supplementary Agreement, the
terms of the Agreement thus being confirmed and approved.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCfA SAYiN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America.

City.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs
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"In witness whereof, the Contracting Parties had this Supplementary 
Agreement executed by their duly authorized representatives, in 
duplicate, in the English and Spanish languages, at Lima, Peru, on 
March 27, 1947. 

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
SOCIAL WELFARE 

Signed: ALBERTO HIIRTADO, 
Minister. 

THE INSTITUTE OF INTER.. 
AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

Signed: ERNEST B. HOWARD, 
Special &presentative 

If Your Excellency finds it acceptable, this Note, together with the 
reply which it merits, shall be considered as the fulfilment of the 
specification of Article VII of this Supplementary Agreement, the 
terms of the Agreement thus being confirmed and approved. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 
E. GARCf A SAYAN 

His Excellency 
PRENTICE COOPER, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America. 

City. 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

No. 485 LIMA, April .19, 1947 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note 

No. (D) 6-3/35 of April 16, 1947, in which you were good enough to 
inform me of the promulgation of Supreme Resolution No. 32 of 
March 16, which approved the execution of a Supplementary Agree-
ment for the extension to June 30, 1947, of the Cooperative Public 
Health Program under the direction of the Ministry of Public Health 
and Social Welfare and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. The 
text of the Supplementary Agreement which was signed on March 27, 
1947, by His Excellency Dr. Alberto Muted°, Minister of Public 
Health and Social Welfare, and by Dr. Ernest B. Howard, Special 
Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, has been 
incorporated verbatim in Your Excellency's note under acknowledg-
ment. 

Consequently, this note, together with Your Excellency's note 
referred to, constitute an agreement between the Governments of the 
United States of America and of the Republic of Peril by which the 
terms of the Supplementary Agreement are confirmed and approved. 
I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the 
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renewed assurances of my highest and most distinguished considera-
tion.

PRENTICE COOPER

His Excellency
DR. ENRIQUE GARCfA SAYIN,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Lima.
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renewed assurances of my highest and most distinguished considera-
tion. 

PRENTICE COOPER 
His Excellency 

DR. ENRIQUE GARCIA SAYA.N, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Lima. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Austria respecting
relief assistance. Signed at Vienna June 25, 1947; entered into
force June 25, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND AUSTRIA

Authority to pro-
vide assistance.

61 Stat., Pt.1, p. 125.

Types, quantities,
etc.

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125.

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States to provide relief
assistance to the Austrian people to prevent suffering and to permit
them to continue effectively their efforts toward recovery; and

WHEREAS, the Austrian Government has requested the United
States Government for relief assistance and has presented information
which convinces the United States Government that the Austrian
Government urgently needs assistance in obtaining the basic essentials
of life for the people of Austria; and

WHEREAS, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84,
Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief
assistance to the people of those countries which, in the determina-
tion of the President, need such assistance and have given satisfactory
assurances covering the relief program as required by the Act of
Congress; and

WHEREAS, the Austrian Government and the United States Govern-
ment desire to define certain conditions and understandings concerning
the handling and distribution of the United States relief supplies and
to establish the general lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief
needs of the Austrian people;

The Government of the United States represented by Lieutenant
General Geoffrey Keyes, U.S. Iligh Commissioner, Commanding
General U.S.F.A., and the Government of Austria represented by
Federal Chancellor Ing. Dr. h. c. Leopold Figl and Federal Minister
for Foreign Affairs Dr. Karl Gruber, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I.

Furnishing of Supplies

(a) The program of assistance to be furnished shall consist of such
types and quantities of supplies, and procurement, storage, trans-
portation and shipping services related thereto, as may be determined
from time to time by the United States Government after consultation
with the Austrian Government in accordance with the Public Law
84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, and any Acts amendatory or
supplementary thereto. Such supplies shall be confined to certain
basic essentials of life; namely, food, medical supplies, processed and
unprocessed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel, and
seeds.

June 25, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1631]
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61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125. 

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States to provide relief 
assistance to the Austrian people to prevent suffering and to permit 
them to continue effectively their efforts toward recovery; and 
W HEREAS, the Austrian Government has requested the United 

States Government for relief assistance and has presented information 
which convinces the United States Government that the Austrian 
Government urgently needs assistance in obtaining the basic essentials 
of life for the people of Austria; and 
W HEREAS, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84, 

Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief 
assistance to the people of those countries which, in the determina-
tion of the President, need such assistance and have given satisfactory 
assurances covering the relief program as required by the Act of 
Congress; and 
W HEREAS, the Austrian Government and the United States Govern-

ment desire to define certain conditions and understandings concerning 
the handling and distribution of the United States relief supplies and 
to establish the general lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief 
needs of the Austrian people; 
The Government of the United States represented by Lieutenant 

General Geoffrey Keyes, U.S. High Commissioner, Commanding 
General U.S.F.A., and the Government of Austria represented by 
Federal Chancellor Ing. Dr. h. c. Leopold Figl and Federal Minister 
for Foreign Affairs Dr. Karl Gruber, have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I. 

Furnishing of Supplies 

(a) The program of assistance to be furnished shall consist of such 
types and quantities of supplies, and procurement, storage, trans-
portation and shipping services related thereto, as may be determined 
from time to time by the United States Government after consultation 
with the Austrian Government in accordance with the Public Law 
84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, and any Acts amendatory or 
supplementary thereto. Such supplies shall be confined to certain 
basic essentials of life; namely, food, medical supplies, processed and 
unprocessed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel, and 
seeds. 
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(b) Subject to the provisions of Article III, the United States
Government will make no request, and will have no claim, for pay-
ment for United States relief supplies and services furnished under
this Agreement.

(c) United States Government agencies will provide for the pro-
curement, storage, transportation and shipment to Austria of United
States relief supplies, except to the extent that the United States
Government may authorize other means for the performance of
these services in accordance with procedures stipulated by the United
States Government. All United States relief supplies shall be pro-
cured in the United States except when specific approval for procure-
ment outside the United States is given by the United States Govern-
ment.

(d) The Austrian Government will from time to time submit in
advance to the High Commissioner of the United States in Austria
its proposed programs for relief import requirements. These pro-
grams shall be subject to screening and approval by the United States
Government and procurement shall be authorized only for items
contained in the approved programs.

(e) Transfers of United States relief supplies shall be made under
Arrangements to be determined by the High Commissioner of the
United States or other designated officials of the United States
Government in consultation with the Austrian Government. The
United States Government, whenever it deems it desirable, may
retain possession of any United States relief supplies, or may recover
possession of any United States relief supplies transferred up to the
city or local community where such supplies are made available to
the ultimate consumers.

2971
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ARTICLE II.

Distribution of Supplies in Austria

(a) All United States relief supplies shall be distributed by the
Austrian Government under the direct supervision and control of
the United States representatives and in accordance with the terms
of this Agreement. The distribution shall be through commercial
channels to the extent feasible and desirable.

(b) All United States relief supply imports shall be free of fiscal
charges including customs duties up to the point where they are sold
for local currency as provided by Article III of this Agreement unless
when because of price practices, it is advisable to include customs
charges or government taxes in prices fixed, in which case the amount
thus collected in United States relief supply imports shall accrue to
the special account referred to in Article III. All United States
relief supply imports given free to indigents, institutions and others
shall be free of fiscal charges, including customs duties.

(c) The Austrian Government will designate a high-ranking official
who shall have the responsibility of liaison between the Austrian
Government and the United States representatives responsible for
the relief program.

Fiscal charges.

Liaison.
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(b) Subject to the provisions of Article III, the United States 
Government will make no request, and will have no claim, for pay-
ment for United States relief supplies and services furnished under 
this Agreement. 

(c) United States Government agencies will provide for the pro-
curement, storage, transportation and shipment to Austria of United 
States relief supplies, except to the extent that the United States 
Government may authorize other means for the performance of 
these services in accordance with procedures stipulated by the United 
States Government. All United States relief supplies shall be pro-
cured in the United States except when specific approval for procure-
ment outside the United States is given by the United States Govern-
ment. 

(d) The Austrian Government will from time to time submit in 
advance to the High Commissioner of the United States in Austria 
its proposed programs for relief import requirements. These pro-
grams shall be subject to screening and approval by the United States 
Government and procurement shall be authorized only for items 
contained in the approved programs. 

(e) Transfers of United States relief supplies shall be made under 
Arrangements to be determined by the High Commissioner of the 
United States or other designated officials of the United States 
Government in consultation with the Austrian Government. The 
United States Government, whenever it deems it desirable, may 
retain possession of any United States relief supplies, or may recover 
possession of any United States relief supplies transferred up to the 
city or local community where such supplies are made available to 
the ultimate consumers. 
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Distribution of Supplies in Austria 

(a) All United States relief supplies shall be distributed by the 
Austrian Government under the direct supervision and control of 
the United States representatives and in accordance with the terms 
of this Agreement. The distribution shall be through commercial 
channels to the extent feasible and desirable. 

(b) All United States relief supply imports shall be free of fiscal 
charges including customs duties up to the point where they are sold 
for local currency as provided by Article III of this Agreement unless 
when because of price practices, it is advisable to include customs 
charges or government taxes in prices fixed, in which case the amount 
thus collected in United States relief supply imports shall accrue to 
the special account referred to in Article III. All United States 
relief supply imports given free to indigents, institutions and others 
shall be free of fiscal charges, including customs duties. 

(c) The Austrian Government will designate a high-ranking official 
who shall have the responsibility of liaison between the Austrian 
Government and the United States representatives responsible for 
the relief program. 
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(d) The Austrian Government will distribute United States relief
supplies and similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside
sources without discrimination as to race, creed or political party or
belief. Such supplies shall not be diverted to non-essential uses or
for export or removal from the country and an excessive amount of
said supplies shall not be used to assist in the maintenance of Austrian
armed forces, and in no event shall such supplies be used to maintain
the armed forces of any occupying power.

(e) The Austrian Government will so conduct the distribution of
United States relief supplies and similar supplies produced locally and
imported from outside sources as to assure a fair and equitable share
of the supplies to all classes of the people throughout Austria.

(f) A ration and price control system shall be maintained and the
distribution shall be so conducted that all classes of the population,
irrespective of purchasing power, shall receive their fair share of
supplies covered in this Agreement.

ARTICLE III.

Utilization of Funds Accruing from Sales of United States Supplies.

Priceagreemet. (a) The prices at which the United States relief supplies shall be
sold in Austria shall be agreed upon between the Austrian Govern-
ment and the United States Government.

Deposit of local (b) When United States relief supplies are sold for local currency,
the amount of such local currency shall be deposited by the Austrian
Government in a special account in the name of the Austrian
Government.

Disposition. (c) Until June 30, 1948, such funds shall be disposed of only upon
approval of the duly authorized representatives of the United States
Government for relief and work relief purposes within Austria,
including local currency expenses of the United States incident to the
furnishing of relief. Any unencumbered balance remaining in such
account on June 30, 1948, shall be disposed of within Austria for
such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or
Joint Resolution of Congress, may determine.

Austrian advances. (d) The Austrian Government will upon request advance funds to
the United States representatives to meet local currency expenses
incident to the furnishing of relief.

Unusual costs. (e) While it is not intended that the funds accruing from sales of
the United States relief supplies normally shall be used to defray the
local expenses of the Austrian Government in handling and distrib-
uting the United States relief supplies, the United States representa-
tives shall consider with the Austrian Government the use of the
funds to cover unusual costs which would place an undue burden on
the Austrian Government.

Repots on colleo- (f) The Austrian Government will each month make available to
the United States representatives reports on collections, balances
and expenditures from the fund.

(g) The Austrian Government will assign officials to confer and
plan with the United States representatives regarding the disposition
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(d) The Austrian Government will distribute United States relief 
supplies and similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside 
sources without discrimination as to race, creed or political party or 
belief. Such supplies shall not be diverted to non-essential uses or 
for export or removal from the country and an excessive amount of 
said supplies shall not be used to assist in the maintenance of Austrian 
armed forces, and in no event shall such supplies be used to maintain 
the armed forces of any occupying power. 

(e) The Austrian Government will so conduct the distribution of 
United States relief supplies and similar supplies produced locally and 
imported from outside sources as to assure a fair and equitable share 
of the supplies to all classes of the people throughout Austria. 

(f) A ration and price control system shall be maintained and the 
distribution shall be so conducted that all classes of the population, 
irrespective of purchasing power, shall receive their fair share of 
supplies covered in this Agreement. 

ARTICLE III. 

Utilization of Funds Accruing from Sales of United States Supplies.  

(a) The prices at which the United States relief supplies shall be 
sold in Austria shall be agreed upon between the Austrian Govern-
ment and the United States Government. 

(b) When United States relief supplies are sold for local currency, 
the amount of such local currency shall be deposited by the Austrian 
Government in a special account in the name of the Austrian 
Government. 

(c) Until June 30, 1948, such funds shall be disposed of only upon 
approval of the duly authorized representatives of the United States 
Government for relief and work relief purposes within Austria, 
including local currency expenses of the United States incident to the 
furnishing of relief. Any unencumbered balance remaining in such 
account on June 30, 1948, shall be disposed of within Austria for 
such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or 
Joint Resolution of Congress, may determine. 

(d) The Austrian Government will upon request advance funds to 
the United States representatives to meet local currency expenses 
incident to the furnishing of relief. 

(e) While it is not intended that the funds accruing from sales of 
the United States relief supplies normally shall be used to defray the 
local expenses of the Austrian Government in handling and distrib-
uting the United States relief supplies, the United States representa-
tives shall consider with the Austrian Government the use of the 
funds to cover unusual costs which would place an undue burden on 
the Austrian Government. 

(f) The Austrian Government will each month make available to 
the United States representatives reports on collections, balances 
and expenditures from the fund. 

(g) The Austrian Government will assign officials to confer and 
plan with the United States representatives regarding the disposition 
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of funds accruing from sales and to assure proper use of such funds.

ARTICLE IV.

Effective Production, Food Collections and Use of Resources to
Reduce Relief Needs.

(a) The Austrian Government affirms that it has taken and is
taking in so far as possible the economic measures necessary to reduce
its relief needs and to provide for its own future reconstruction.

(b) The Austrian Government will undertake not to permit any
measures to be taken involving delivery, sale or granting of any
articles of the character covered in this agreement which would
reduce the locally produced supply of such articles and thereby
increase the burden of relief.

(c) The Austrian Government will furnish regularly current in-
formation to the United States representatives regarding plans and
progress in increasing production and improving collection of locally
produced supplies suitable for relief throughout Austria.

ARTICLE V.

United States Mission

(a) The United States Government will attach to the United
States Legation in Vienna, representatives who shall constitute a
relief mission and shall act under instructions of the High Commis-
sioner of the United States in Austria in discharging the responsibili-
ties of the United States Government under this Agreement and the
Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947. The Austrian 61Stat.,Pt.l,p. 125.

Government will permit and facilitate the movement of the United
States representatives to, in and from Austria.

(b) The Austrian Government will permit and facilitate in every viL,1 . of sllpcr-
way the freedom of the United States representatives to supervise,
inspect, report and travel throughout Austria at any and all times,
and to cooperate fully with them in carrying out all of the provisions
of this Agreement. The Austrian Government will furnish the
necessary automobile transportation to permit the United States
representatives to travel freely throughout Austria and without
delay.

(c) The United States representatives and the property of the munities. ad
Mission and of its personnel shall enjoy in Austria the same privileges
and immunities as are enjoyed by the personnel of the United States
Legation in Austria and the property of the Legation and of its
personnel.

ARTICLE VI.

Freedom of United States Press and Radio Representatives to
Observe and Report

The Austrian Government agrees to permit representatives of the
United States press and radio to observe freely and report fully and
without censorship regarding the distribution and utilization of relief
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of funds accruing from sales and to assure proper use of such funds. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Effective Production, Food Collections and Use of Resources to 
Reduce Relief Needs. 

(a) The Austrian Government affirms that it has taken and is 
taking in so far as possible the economic measures necessary to reduce 
its relief needs and to provide for its own future reconstruction. 

(b) The Austrian Government will undertake not to permit any 
measures to be taken involving delivery, sale or granting of any 
articles of the character covered in this agreement which would 
reduce the locally produced supply of such articles and thereby 
increase the burden of relief. 

(c) The Austrian Government will furnish regularly current in-
formation to the United States representatives regarding plans and 
progress in increasing production and improving collection of locally 
produced supplies suitable for relief throughout Austria. 

ARTICLE V. 

United States Mission 

(a) The United States Government will attach to the United 
States Legation in Vienna, representatives who shall constitute a 
relief mission and shall act under instructions of the High Commis-
sioner of the United States in Austria in discharging the responsibili-
ties of the United States Government under this Agreement and the 
Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947. The Austrian 
Government will permit and facilitate the movement of the United 
States representatives to, in and from Austria. 

(b) The Austrian Government will permit and facilitate in every 
way the freedom of the United States representatives to supervise, 
inspect, report and travel throughout Austria at any and all times, 
and to cooperate fully with them in carrying out all of the provisions 
of this Agreement. The Austrian Government will furnish the 
necessary automobile transportation to permit the United States 
representatives to travel freely throughout Austria and without 
delay. 

(c) The United States representatives and the property of the 
Mission and of its personnel shall enjoy in Austria the same privileges 
and immunities as are enjoyed by the personnel of the United States 
Legation in Austria and the property of the Legation and of its 
personnel. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Freedom of United States Press and Radio Representatives to 

Observe and Report 

The Austrian Government agrees to permit representatives of the 
United States press and radio to observe freely and report fully and 
without censorship regarding the distribution and utilization of relief 
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supplies and the use of funds accruing from sale of United States
relief supplies.

ARTICLE VII.
Reports, Statistics and Information
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61 Stat., Pt. 1,p. 125.

(a) The Austrian Government will maintain adequate statistical
and other records on relief and will consult with the United States
representatives, upon their request, with regard to the maintenance
of such records.

(b) The Austrian Government will furnish promptly upon request
of the United States representatives information concerning the
production, use, distribution, importation, and exportation of any
supplies which affect the relief needs of the people.

(c) In case United States representatives report apparent abuses or
violations of this Agreement, the Austrian Government will investi-
gate and report and promptly take such remedial action as is neces-
sary to correct such abuses or violations as are found to exist.

ARTICLE VIII.
Publicity Regarding United States Assistance.

(a) The Austrian Government will permit and arrange full and
continuous publicity regarding the purpose, source, character, scope,
amounts and progress of the United States relief program in Austria,
including the utilization of funds accruing from sales of United
States relief supplies for the benefit of the people. In addition, at
least on two occasions, on its coming into force, and once during the
period relief distribution is in effect, the Austrian Government will
arrange that this entire Agreement be published in the newspapers of
the three largest communities of the country.

(b) All United States relief supplies and any articles processed
from such supplies, or containers of such supplies or articles, shall,
to the extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labelled
in a conspicuous place in such a manner as to indicate to the ultimate
consumer that such supplies or articles have been furnished by the
United States for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles, or
containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded, or
labelled, all practicable steps will be taken by the Austrian Govern-
ment to inform the ultimate consumer thereof that such supplies or
articles have been furnished by the United States for relief assistance.

ARTICLE IX.
Termination of Relief Assistance
The United States Government will terminate any or all of its relief

assistance at any time whenever it determines (1) by reason of changed
conditions the provision of relief assistance of the character authorized
by the Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, is no longer
necessary; (2) any provisions of this Agreement are not being carried
out; (3) an excessive amount of United States relief supplies, or of
similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources,
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supplies and the use of funds accruing from sale of United States 
relief supplies. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Reports, Statistics and Information  

(a) The Austrian Government will maintain adequate statistical 
and other records on relief and will consult with the United States 
representatives, upon their request, with regard to the maintenance 
of such records. 

(b) The Austrian Government will furnish promptly upon request 
of the United States representatives information concerning the 
production, use, distribution, importation, and exportation of any 
supplies which affect the relief needs of the people. 

(c) In case United States representatives report apparent abuses or 
violations of this Agreement, the Austrian Government will investi-
gate and report and promptly take such remedial action as is neces-
sary to correct such abuses or violations as are found to exist. 

ARTICLE VIII. 
Publicity Regarding United States Assistance. 

(a) The Austrian Government will permit and arrange full and 
continuous publicity regarding the purpose, source, character, scope, 
amounts and progress of the United States relief program in Austria, 
including the utilization of funds accruing from sales of United 
States relief supplies for the benefit of the people. In addition, at 
least on two occasions, on its coming into force, and once during the 
period relief distribution is in effect, the Austrian Government will 
arrange that this entire Agreement be published in the newspapers of 
the three largest communities of the country. 

(b) All United States relief supplies and any articles processed 
from such supplies, or containers of such supplies or articles, shall, 
to the extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labelled 
in a conspicuous place in such a manner as to indicate to the ultimate 
consumer that such supplies or articles have been furnished by the 
United States for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles, or 
containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded, or 
labelled, all practicable steps will be taken by the Austrian Govern-
ment to inform the ultimate consumer thereof that such supplies or 
articles have been furnished by the United States for relief assistance. 
AuTram 

Termination of Relief Assistance 

The United States Government will terminate any or all of its relief 
assistance at any time whenever it determines (1) by reason of changed 
conditions the provision of relief assistance of the baracter authorized 
by the Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, is no longer 
necessary; (2) any provisions of this Agreement are not being carried 
out; (3) an excessive amount of United States relief supplies, or of 
similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources, 
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is being used to assist in the maintenance of Austrian armed forces,
or if any such supplies are used to assist in the maintenance of armed
forces of any occupying power, or (4) United States relief supplies or
similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources
are being exported or removed from Austria. The United States
Government may stop or alter its program of assistance whenever in
its determination other circumstances warrant such action.

ARTICLE X.

Date of Agreement

This Agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall Effective date; duration.
continue in force until a date to be agreed upon by the two
Governments.

Done in duplicate in the English and German languages at Vienna,
this twentyfifth day of June, 1947.

For the Government For the Government
of the United States: of Austria:
GEOFFREY KEYES FIGL LEOPOLD

GRUBER
[SEALl
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is being used to assist in the maintenance of Austrian armed forces, 
or if any such supplies are used to assist in the maintenance of armed 
forces of any occupying power, or (4) United States relief supplies or 
similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources 
are being exported or removed from Austria. The United States 
Government may stop or alter its program of assistance whenever in 
its determination other circumstances warrant such action. 

ARTICLE X. 

Date of Agreement 

This Agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall 
continue in force until a date to be agreed upon by the two 
Governments. 
Done in duplicate in the English and German languages at Vienna, 

this twentyfifth day of June, 1947. 

For the Government For the Government 
of the United States: of Austria: 

GEOFFREY KEYES 

[SEAL] 

FIGL LEOPOLD 

GRUBER 

Effective date; du-
ration. 
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Abkommen zwischen Osterreich und den Vereinigten Staaten.

Nachdem es der Wunsch der Vereinigten Staaten ist,
dem osterreichischen Volk Hilfeleistung zu gewahren, um
Leiden zu verhindern und dem osterreichischen Volk zu
ermoglichen, in seinen Anstrengungon zur Wiederherstellung
normaler Verhaltnisse wirksam fortzufahren,

nachdem die osterteichische Bundesregierung die R0-
gierung der Vereinigten Staaten um HIilfeleistung gebeten
und ausreichende Informationen erteilt hat, die die Re-
gierung der Vereinigten Staaten uberzeuger, daB die oster-
reichische Bundesregierung dringend der Hilfe bedarf, um
das zum Leben Notwendigste fur das 5sterreichische Volk
zu beschaffen,

nachdemr der KongreS der Vereinigten ztaaten durch
Gesetz 84 der 80.KongreBperiode vom 31.M:ai 1947 die Voll-
macht zur Gewahrung von Hilfeleistung an die Volker jener
Lander erteilt hat, die nach dem Srmessen des Prasidenten
dolche Hilfe benotigen und Sicherheiten gewahren, daB das
Hilfsprogramm so durchgefUhrt wird, wie dies darch Be-
schlu3 des Kongresses verlangt wird,

nachdem die 6sterreichische Bundesregierung und die
Hegierung der Vereinigten Staaten bestimmte Bedingungen
und Abreden, betreffend die Handhabung und Verteilung der
Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten btaaten festzusetzen wun-
schen und die allgemeinen Richtlinien ihrer Zusanmenarbeit
zur Befriedigung des Hilfsbedarfes des dstsrreicnischen
Volkes niederlegen wollen, sind die osterreichische Bun-
desregierung, vertreten durch Bundeskanzler Ing.Dr.h.c.
Leopold F i g 1 und Bundesminister fur die Auswartigen
Angelegenheiten Dr.Karl G r u b e r , und die !egierung
der Vereinigten Staaten, vertreten durch Generalleutnant
Geoffrey K e y e s , Hochkommissdr der Vereinigten ~taa-
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Abkommen zwischen Osterreich and den Vereinigten Staaten. 
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tan, Konmandierender General der amerikanischen Streit-
xrdate in usterreich, dbereingekoDrien wie folgt:

Artikal 1.

Surchfjhrung von Lieferungan.

(A) Das durchzufihrende Hiilfsprogranun soll solche Artoa
und b:ongon von Lieferungin, sowie die mit diesen Lieferun-
gen veroundenen Blschaffungen, &inlagerungen, Land-und .ee-
transporte umfassen, wie sie voa Zeit zu Zeit von der te-
gierung der vereinigten Staaten nach Besprechung mit dor
osterreichischen Bundesregierung in 6bereinstimmung mit Ge-
setz 84, 80.Kongreraperiode voim 31.Mai 1947 und etwaigen
Abdnderungs-oder iirginzungsbestiminungen festgelegt werdin.

Diese Lieferungen sollen auf bestimnte grundlegende,
lebenswichtige ,aren beschrankt sein, das sind Lebensinit-
tel, !:edikamente, verarbeitetes und unverarbeitetes Lta-
terial fur Kleidung, Kiuntdunger, landwirtschaftliche Des-
infektionsmittel, brennstoEfe und ziatgut.

(B) Vorbahaltlich der bdstimmungen des Artikels III
wird die Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten keinen Anspruch
erheben und kuine nechte besitzen auf Bezahlung fur Hilfs-
lieferungen der Vereinigten otaaten und Dienste, die gemai
dieses Abkommens geleistet werden.

(C) Dienststellcn der Riegierung der Vereinigten btaa-
ten werdun f-r die Beschaffung, Einlagerung, den Land-und
beetransport der Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten
nach Osterreicn zorge tragen. Dies schlieBt jedoch nicht
aus, daB die degierung der Vereinigten otaaten andare Mlit-
tel fur die DurchfLhrung dieser Dienste nach von der Re-
gierung der Vereinigten Staaten festgelegten Richtlinien
genehmigt. Alle Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten
sollen in den Vereinigten Staaten beschafft werden, sofer-
ne nicht eine besondere Genehmigung zur Beschaffung auier-

./.
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tan, Kommandierender General der amerikanischen Streit-. 
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lieferungen der Vereinigten btaaten und Dienste, die gemd3 
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(C) Dienststellen der Regierung der Vereinigten btaa-
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beetransport der Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten 
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halb der Vereinigten Staaten durch die Regierung der Ver-
einigten Staaten erteilt wird.

(D) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung wird von Zeit

zu Zeit im voraus dem Hochkommissdr der Vereinigten Staaten
fur Osterreich ihre Programmvorschlage fir den Einfuhrbe-
darf von Hilfslieferungen vorlegen. Diese Programme sind
der PrUfung und Genehmigung durch die Regierung der Ver-
einigten Staaten unterworfen; es wird nur die Beschaffung
jener Waren zulassig sein. die in dea genehmigten Program-
men enthalten sind.

(&) Die ibergabe von Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigtea
Staaten soll so erfolgen, wie dies vom Hochkommissar der
Vereinigten Staaten oder anderen hierzu bevollmachtigten

Beauftragten der Hegierung der Vereinigten Staaten nach
Beratung mit der 6sterreichischen Bundesregierung festge-
legt wird. Die :egierung der Vereinigten Staaten kann -
wenn immer sic es fur wunschenswert halt - sich das Eigen-
tum an irgendwelchen Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staa-
ten vorbehaltea. Sie kann das iigentam an Hilfslieferungen
der Vereinigten Staaten auch wieder erlangen, selbst wenn
diese Lieferungen berelts an Stadte oder Gemeinden uber-
tragen wurden, wo diese Lieferungen dem endgiltigen Ver-
braucher verfugbar gemacht werden.

Artikel II.

Verteilung der Hilfslieferungen in Osterreich.

(A) Alle Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten
sollen durch die osterreichische Bundesregierung unter
direkter Aufsicht and Kontrolle der Vertreter der Vereinig-
tea Ztaaten und in Gbereinstimmung mit den Bedingungen die-
ses Abkommens verteilt werden. Die Verteilung soll durch
den Handel erfolgun, soweit dies zweckmiaig und wdnschenn-
wort erscheint.

'..
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halb der Vereinigten Staaten durch die Hegierung der Ver-

einigten Staaten erteilt wird. 
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an Zeit im voraus dam Hochkommissdr der Vereinigten Stauten 
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darf von Hilfslieferungen vorlegen. Diese Programme mind 

der Prilfung und Genehmigung durch die Regierung der Ver-

einigten Staaten unterworfen; es wird nur die Beschaffung 

jener Waren zuldssig sein. die in den genehmigten Program-

mea eathalten sind. 

(a) Die dbergabe von Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigtea 
Staaten soil so erfolgen, wie dies von Hochkommissdr der 

Vereinigten Staaten odor anderen hierzu bevollmdchtigten 

Beauftragten der Hegierung der Vereinigten Staataa nach 

Beratung mit der osterreichischen Bundesregierung festge-

legt wird. Die L'egierung der Vereinigten Staaten kann - 

wenn immer sic es filr wilnschenswert Mit - sich dam Eigen-

tum an irgendwelchen Hilfelieferungen der Vereinigten Staa-

ten vorbehalten. Sie kann dam agentum an Hilfslieferungen 

der Vereinigten Staaten auch wieder eriangen, selbst wenn 

diese Lieferungen bereits an Stddte odor Gemeinden über-
tragon wurden, wo diese Lieferungen den endgiltigea Ver-

braucher verfagbar gemacht werden. 

Artikel II. 

Verteilung der Hilfslieferungen in Osterreich. 

(A) Alle Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigtea Staaten 

sollen durch die dsterreichische Bundesregierung unter 

direkter Aufsicht und Kontroile der Vertreter der Vereinig-

ten .:›taaten und in Obereinstimmung nit den Bedingungen die-

ses Abkommens verteilt werden. Die Verteiluag soil durch 

den Handel erfolgon, soweit dies zweckmdaig und wanscheas-
wurt erscheint. 
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(B) Alle Im,)orte von Hilfslieferangen der Vereinig-
tea .taaten sollen frei von sta.tlichen Abgaben, ein-
schlieBlich Zollen, erfoigen. Diese Abgabenfreiheit soll
fur ihre Behandlung bis zJ dem Zoitpunkt Geltung haben,
an dem sie geien Bezahlung in 6sterreichischer Wahrung
verkaurt werden, wie dies in artikel III dieses Vertra-
ges vorgesehen ist. ,Ausnahmen sind zulassi-, wenn es
aus Grdnden der Preisgebarung wunscherswert orscheint,
Zolla oder iteuern in die festgesetzten Preise einzube-
ziehen. In diesem Falle sollen die so auf tlilfslieferun-

gen der Vereinigten 6taaten erhoben-.n Letrage dem in

Artikel III erwahnten besonderen Konto zuwachsan. Alle
llilfslieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten, die bedurfti-
gen, juristischen oder anderen Persondn urnsonst jberge-
ben werdon, solLen von alien staatlichcn Abgaben ein-
schlie3lich Zollen, befreit sein.

(C) Die 6sterreichische dundesrogierung wird einen

hohen btaatabeamtea beatimman, der die Verantwortlich-
Keit fur die Verbindung z.ischen der ostarreichisch-n
Sundesregierung und den fdr d-is Hilfsprogramn verant-
w.ortlichen Vertretern dor 'ereinigten otaaten hiuben
wird.

(D) Die osterreicnische dundesre.ierang wird die
tlilfslieferun,-en der Voreinigten otaaten und uhnliche
aus dar inlandsprodukl.ion stammlende oder eineofdhrte
Lieferungen ohan nucksicht auf dasse, Glaubonsbekennt-

nis, Zugeh6ri.keit zu poiitischen Parteien oder iolt-

.nschauung vert-ilen. Diese Lieferunlen sollen nicht

f£r nicht lebenswichtige oder Exportzwecke vorwendot

und nicht aus dem Lande verbracht werden. is soll nicht

ein ibermaBig groBer Tiel dieser Lieferungea fdr die

Haltung 6sterreichiscner .treitkrafte verwendet wer-

den und auf keinen Fall ddrfen aolch= Lieferungen zuin

Unterhalt der ~treitkriate einer Eesatzungsmacht Ver-

./.
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(B) Alle Imdorte von Hilfslieferungen der Vereinig-
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gen, juristischen oder anderen Personen umsonst Jberge-

ten werden, solLen von alien stantlichen Abgaben ein-

schlieBlich Zollen, befreit sein. 
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ein dbermOBig groBer Tell dieser Lieferungen fur die 

Haltung osterreichiscner Ztreitkrafte verwendet wer-

den und auf keinen Fall ddrfen belch iieferungen zum 
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wendung finden.

(g) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung wird die Var-
teilung der Hilfslieferu.ago der Vereinigten btqaten und
ahnlicher Lieferungen, die aus der Inlandsproduxtion oder
aus Importen stamnuea, so lenken, daB fur alle BevJlKerungs-
klassen dberall in Osterreich ein gerechter und billiger
Anteil an diesen ieferungen gesichert ist.

(Ej Rationierung und Preiskontrolle sollen aufrecht
erhalten wezden und die Verteilung eoll so gelenkt warden,
dao alle Alassen der Bevolkerung, unabhangiz von ihrer Kauf-
kraft, einen gerechten Anteil an den Lieferungen erhalten,
die auf Grund dieses Abkommens erfolgen.

Artikel IIl.

Verwendunp, der Geldmittel,die durch Verkauf von llilfs-
lieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten eingehen.

(A) Die Preise, zu denen Hilfslieferungen der Ver-
einigten otaaten in Ostei'reich verkauft werdan, sind durch
Vereinbarung zwischon der dsterreichischen Bandusragierung
und der degierung der Vereinigten btaaten festzuledan.

(B) 4ena iiilfslieferunen der Vereinigten otaaten ge-
g6a Bezablung in dsterreichischer .tihrung verkauft warden,
ao sind die so erl;sten Betrage darch die osterreichische
Bundesreeieaung auf ein bebroderes, aif den rlamen der aster-
reichischen bundesregierurw.. lautondes Konto einzuzahien.

(C) Bis einschlie3tich 33.Juni 1948 dUrfen diese Be-
trage nur ait Genehmigung von gehorig bevollmachtigten Ver-
tretern der aegierung der Voreinigten itaaten und dann nur
fur Hilfszwecke und Lwecke der Arbeitsbeschaffung innerhalb
Osterreichs einschiieBlich Ausgaben der Veriinigten otaaten
in osterreichischer Jahruag ima usaaunsnhang mit den dilfs-

./.
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wendung finder/. 

(R) Die 8sterreichische Bundesregierung wird die Ver-

teilung der Hilfslieferungen der Vereinigten stgatea and 

Ohnlicher Lieferungen, die aus der Inlandsproduktion odor 
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klassen dberall in Osterreich em n gerechter und billiger 
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erhalten warden und die Verteilung boll so gelenkt warden, 
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kraft, omen gerechten Anteil an den Lieferungen erhalten, 

die auf Grund dieses Abkommens erfolgen. 

Artikel /II. 

Verwendung der Geldmittel,die durch Verkauf von 'lilts-

lieferungen der Vereinigten Staaten eingehen.  

(A) Die Pteise, zu denen Hilfslieferungen der Ver-
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gen Bezah1ung in dsterreichischer tOhrung verkauft warden, 
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reichischen 8undesregieruw:t lautendes Kanto einzuzahien. 
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Osterreiche einschlieBlich Ausgaben der Vereinigten tau ten 

in osterreichischer Xahrung in Zusammenhang nit den Hilfs-
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lieferungen verenadet werdan. Der aa 30.Juni 1948 aua

diesem Konto verblJibende unbelastete Betrag soil in-

nerhalb Osterreichs fir Zwecke verwandet werden, die

die Regierung der Vereinigten otaaten in Durchfuhrung

eines Act oder einer Joint Resolution des Kongresses

bestimmt.

(D) Die dsterreichische Bundesregierung wird aif

Anforderung dem Vertreter der Vereinigten Staaten je-

ne Betrage vorschiecen, die notwenciig sind, um die

Ausiaben in dsterreichischer W'dhrung zu decken, die

mit den 1iilfslieferurnen in Zusammenhang stehen.

(E) Ss ist nicht in Aussicht genornmen, dael die

aus den Verkiufen von Hilfslieferungen der Vereinig-

ten 3taaten einrehenden Betrdge regelmia.ig dazu ver-

wendet werdun, die der osterraichischen Bundesragie-

rung durch die Verteilung der Hilfslieferungen der

Vereinigten Staaten in Osterreich entstehendon Kostea

zu decken. Der Vertreter der Vereinigten Staaten soll

jedoch gemeinsam rit der osterreichischen Bunrdesre-

gierung die verwendung solcher Letra-ie zur Abdeckung

ungewohnlicher tosten erwagen, die der osterreichi-

schen Bundesregierung eine unbilliie Last aufurlegen

warden.

(F) Die 6sturreichische Bundesregierun,; iirJ

monatlich den Vertretern der Vereinigten btaatan Be-

richte dber die iingange, den oaldo und die Auscaben

des besonderen Kontos zug.inflich machen.

(G) Die osterreichi.,che Bundesregierung wird Be-

amte bestimren, die mit den Vertretarn der Vereinigtfn

Staaten bezlJlich der Verflgurig fiber die aus den Ver-

kaufen eingenommenen Betrage zu beraten und zu planan

sowie die angemessene Verwendunr; dieser Betrage sichar

./.
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liefurungen verwendet werden. Der am 30.Juni 1948 auf 

diesem Konto verbleibende unbelastete Betrag soil in-

nerhalb Osterreichs fir Zwecke verwendet werden, die 

die Regierung der Vereinigten 6taaten in Durchfdhrung 

eines Act oder ether Joint Resolution des Kongresses 

bestimmt. 

(D) Die Osterreichische Bundesregierung wird auf 

Anforderung den Vertreter der Vereinigten 6taaten je-

ne Betrnge vorschieBen, die natwendig sind, um die 

Ausgaben in osterreichischer Wahrung zu decken, die 

mit den Hilfslieferungen in Zusammenhang stehen. 

(E) Es ist nicht in Aussicht genommen, daB die 

aus den Verkaufen von Hilfslieferungtr2n der Vereinig-

ten 6taaten einE;ehenden BetrOge regelma3ig dazu ver-

wendet werden, die der osterreichisehen Bundesregie-

rung durch die Verteilung der flilfslieferungen der 

Vereinigten ::3taaten in 0sterreich entstehenden A'osten 

zu decken. Der Vertreter der Vereinigten Staaten soil 

jedoch gemeinsam mit der osterreichischen Tiundesre-

gierung die verwendung solcher EetrO.ge zur Abdeckung 

ungewohnlicher liosten erwdgen, die der osterreichi-

schen Bundesregierung eine unbillige Last aufurlegen 

wiirden. 

(F) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung wirJ 

monatlich, den Vertretern der Vereinigten -3taatan Ba-

richte Ober die Angange, den ,=.;aldo und .die Ausgaben 

des besonderen Kontos zuginglich machen. 

(G) Die Osterreichische Bunlesregierang wird Be-

ante bestimmen, die mit den Vertretern der Vereinigtea 

Ztaaten bez:iglich der Verfuguug iiber die aus den Ver-

kdufen eingenommenen Betrdge zu beraten und zu planan 

sowie die angemessena Verwendung dieser Betrdge sicher 

./. 
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zu stellen haben.

Artikel 1V.
M5glichst groBe Produktion. Lebensmittelablieferungen
und Verwendun: der vorhandenen i;ittel zur tedazierung
dos liilfsbedarfs.

(A) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung versichert,
daB sie alle erforderlichen wirtschaftlichen MaBnahmen er-
griffen hat und soveit dies m6glich ist, weitarhin ergrei-
fen wird, um den iilfsbedarf zu verringern und fir den
kinftigen eigenen ,iiederaufbau Vorsorge zu treffen.

(B) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung verpflichtet
sich, keine Maanahmein zu gestatten, die die Auslieftrung,
den Verkauf oder die unentgeltliche Abgabe von .Varan der
in diesem Abkommen behandelten Art beinhalten, wenn die
im Inland bestehenden Liefermoglichkeiten solcher waren
verringert und die Last der Hilfsleistung hiedurch gestei-
gert wurden.

(C) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung wird regel-
maBig laufende Bericnte uber ilane und 'ortsahritte in der
Produktionsvermehruo3 und in der besseren Srfassung der in-
landischen -rzeugunS, so*eit oieso f£r Hilfslieferungen in
irgend3inem tIil Osterreichs in t'rage kouaut, an die vertre-
ter der Vereinigten otauten gaben.

Artikel V.

Reliefmission der Vereinigten Staaten.

(A) Die Kegierung dor Vereinigten Staaten wird der
Gesandtschaft der Vereinigten Staaten in .eien Vertreter
zuteilen, die eine -ieliefmission bilden und bei Erfullung
der Verpfiichtungen dcr Regierung der Vereinigten 6taatet
aus diesam Abkommen und den Gesetz 84, 80.Kongreaperiode,

./.
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zu stollen haben. 

Artikel IV. 

Moglichst groBe Produktion.  Lebensmittelablieferungen  

and Verwendung der vorhandeaen fidttel zur Hedazieruag, 

des hilfsbedarfs.  

(A) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung versichert, 

sie alle erforderlichea wirtschaftlichen MaBnabmen er-

griffen hat and soweit dies moglich 1st, weitarhin ergrei-

fen wird, um den hilfsbedarf zu verringern und fUr den 

kUnftigen eigenen Niederaufbau Vorsorge zu treffen. 

(B) Die osterreichische Bundesregierung verpflichtet 

sich, keine Ma2nahmeti zu gestatten, die die Auslieferung, 

den Verkauf odor die uaentgeltliche Abgabe von Waren der 

in diesem Abkommen behandeltea Art beinhalten, wean die 

in Inland bestehendea Liefermoglichkeiten soicher aren 

verringert and die Last der Rilfsleistung hiedurch gestei-

gert warden. 

(C) Die Ostarreichische Bundesregierung wird regel-

male laufende Beriente fiber Plane and Fortschritte in der 

Vroduktionsvermehrung and in der besseren Srfassung der in-

ldndischen .rzeugung, SOAOit Oiese fir Hilfslieferungen in 

irgend3inem Toil Osterreichs in rrage kommt, an die yertre-

tar der Vereinigten otasten geben. 

Artikel V. 

Reliefmission der Vereinigten Stanton.  

(A) Die uegierung dor Vereinigten Stanton wird der 

Gesandtschaft der Vereiuigten Stanton in :den Vertreter 

zuteilen, die eine zieliefmission bildea and bei Erfullung 

4er Verpflichtungan d6r Regierung der Vereinigtea 6taaten 

aue diesam Abkommen and den Gesetz 84, 80.KongreLiperiode, 

•10 
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31.iai 1947, gemaB den weisungen des fHochkommissairs der

Vereinigten Staaten fur Osterreich handeln solien. Die
6starreichische Bundesregierang wird die Reise der Ver-
treter der Vereinigten Staaten nach, in und von Oster-
reich erlauben und erleichtern.

(B) Die i5sterreichische Bandasregierung wird den
Vertretern der Vereinigten Stauten die freie uberwa-
chang, Besichtigang, Berichterstattung und deisemog-
lichkeit durch ganz Osterreich zu jeder Zeit gestat-
ten und in jeder Woise erleichtern, sowie mit diesen
in der Ausfuhrung aller Bestimmungen diases Abkommens

voll zusammenarbeiten. Die osterreichische Bundesre-
gierung wird die notigen Kraftfahrmittel beistellen,
um den Vertretern der Vereinigten Staaten zu ermog-
lichen, frei und ohne Verzogerang darch ganz Oster-

reich zu roisen.

(C) Die Vertreter der Vereinigten Staaten, das
Sigentum der Mission und deren Personal sollen in
Osterreich dieselben Privilegien and Immanitaten ge-
nieBen, wie sie das Personal der Gesandtschaft der
Vereinigten Staaten in Osterreich, das Eigentum der
Gesanitschaft und deren Personal genielen.

Artikel VI.

Yreiheit der Presse-und Rundfunkvertreter der
Vereinigten gtaaten bezdglich Beobachtung und
Berichte rs tattung.

Die osterreichische Bandesregierung Ubernimmrt es,
den Vertratern der Presse and des riandfunks der Ver-
einigten Stasten zu gestatten, bezuglich der Vertsi-

lung und Verwendang dor Hilfsleistangen und der Var-
wenlung von Betragen, die aus dem Verkauf von Hilfs-
leistungen herriihren, freie Beobachtungen zu machen

./.
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31.Mai 1947, gemdB den weisungen des Hochkommissars der 

Vereinigten Staaten fur Osterreich handeln solien. Die 

osterreichische Bundesregierung wird die Reise der Ver-

treterder Vereinigten Staaten mach, in und von Oster-

reich erlauben und erleichtern. 

(B) Die Osterreichische Bundosregierung wird den 

Vertretern der Vereinigten Staaten die freie Uberwa-

chung, Besichtiguag, Berichterstattung und Reisemog-

lichkeit durch ganz Osterreich zu jeder Zeit gestat-

ten und in jeder Weise erleichtern, sowie mit diesen 

in der AusfUhrung eller Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens 

voll zusammenarbeiten. Die osterreichische Bundesre-

gierung wird die notigen Kraftfahrmittel beistellen, 

us den Vertretern der Vereinigten Staaten zu ermog-

lichen, frei and ohne Verzogerung durch ganz Oster-

reich zu reisen. 

(C) Die Vertreter der Vereinigten Staaten, das 

Eigentum der Mission und deren Personal sollen in 

Osterreich dieselben Privilegien and Immunitaten ge-

nieBen, wie sie das Personal der Gesandtschaft der 

Vereinigten Staaten in Osterreich, das Eigentum der 

Gesandtschaft and deren Personal genieBen. 

Artikal VI. 

Ereiheit der Presse-und Rundfunkvertreter der  

Vereinigten &taaten bezUglich Beobachtung und  

Berichterstattung.  

Die osterreichische Bundesregierung abernimmt es, 

den Vertretern der Presse and des Rundfaaks der Ver-

einigten Staaten zu gestatten, bezUglich der Vertei-

lung und Verwendung der Hilfsleistungen und der Ver-

weniung von Betragen, die aus des Verkauf von Hilfs-

leistungen herrahren, freie Beobachtungen zu machen 
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and voltstfindig und unzensuriert za berichten.

Artikel VII.

berichte, zitatistik and Information.

(A) Die osterreichischa dandesreiearung wird ausrei-

chende statistische und andere Aufzeichnunren iiber die Hil-

feleistung, fihren und wird sich auf Verlangen der Vertreter

der Vereinigten Staaten mit diesen iiber die Fiihrung sol-

cher Aufzeichnungon beraten.

(B) Die 6sterreicnische UBndesregieruntg rird auf Ver-

langen der Vurtreter der Vereinigten Staaten prompte in-

fermationen liefern, betreffend die Produktion, dan Ge-

brauch, die Verteilu3g, den imJort und den Oxport aller

Waren, die den Ililfsbedarf des Volkes beruhren.

(C) i'al:s die VertraL3r dar Vereinigten .taatin von

angeblichen iS3brducnen oder Verletzungen dieses Abkommens

berichten, Nird die 6sterreichische Bundesregierung dies

untersuchen un' berichten und umgehende geeignete Abhilfs-

mainahmen treffen, um solci.e fetgoestellte iaBbrduche oder

Verletzungon abzustellen.

Artikel VIII.

Publizitat der Hilfsaieitungen der Vereinigten iStaaten.

(A) Die osterreichische Sundesregierung wird volle

and dauernde Bekanntgabe erlauben und bewerkstelligen uber

das Ziel, die ,uelle, den Charakter, den Zveck, die .enge

uad den Fortschritt des dilfsprogramms der Vereinigten

Staaten in Isterreich mit n.inschluB der /erwendung von Be-

tragen, die aus Verkaufen von Ililfslieferuafen der Ver-

einigten otuaten zum .-ohle des VoLkes eatscohen. Auberdem

wird die bsterreichische Bundesraeierang *eaigstens bei

zwei Anltssen, und zwar beim Inkrafttreten und einmal wih-
read der Loit, in der die Verteilung der filfsliieferungen

.j.
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und voltstfindig and unzensuriert zu berichten. 

Artikel VII. 

Berichte, 6tatistik und Information.  

(A) Die osterreichische bandesre%ierung wird ausrei-

chende statistische und andere Aufzeichnungen Uber die Hil-

feleistung fdhren and wird sich nut' Verlangen der Vertreter 

der Vereinigten Staaten nit diesen aber die nbrung sol-

cher aufzeichnungun beratea. 

(3) Die osterreicaische pandesregierung wird nut' vet-. 

laagen der Vurtreter der Vereinigten Staaten prompte in-

fermationen liafern, betreffend die Produktion, den Ge-

brauch, die Verteilang, den im,,ort und den a;xdort allot' 

Waren, die den Hilfsbedarf des Volkes beriihren. 

(C) Yells die Vertratar dar Vereinigten litaatva von 

angeblichen MiSbrauchen oder Verletzungen dieses Abkommens 

bericatea, wird die osterreichische Bundesregierung dies 

untersuchen tin.? barichten and umgehende geeignete Abhilfs-

ma3nahmen treffen, um soles festgostellte iaiBbrauche odor 

Verletzungan abzustellen. 

Artikel VIII. 

Publizitat der Hilfsiaistungen der Vereinigten dtaaten.  

(A) Die osterreichische Hundesregierung wird voile 

and dauernde Bekanntgabe erlauben and bewerkstelligen iiber 

das Ziel, die .01elle, den Charakter, den &heck, die Menge 

and den Fortschritt des Hilfsprogramas der Vereinigten 

Stanton in Osterreich sit Sinschtu6 der Verwendung von Be-

tragen, die aus Verkaufen von dilfslieferuagen der Ver-

einigten 6tuatea zum Aohle des VoIkes entsnahen. Autierdem 

wird die osterreichische Bundesregierung wenigstens bei 

zwei AnIdssen, and zwar beim Inkrafttreten and einmal wah-

rend der Gait, in der die Verteilung der itilfeliefarungen 

./. 
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durchgefuhrt wird, defiir sorgen, daiB dieses Abkommen in
vollem rJortlaut in den Zeitungen der drei gro.-ten Orte des
Landes publiziert wird.

(B) Alle oiaren aus den Hiifsluistungen der Vereinig-
ten Staaten and alle Artikel, die aus solchen Aaren her-
gestellt sind, oder Behalter solcher ..aren oder artikel
sollan, soweit dies durchfuhrbar ist, an einer auffalli-
gen ztelle bezeichnet, bedruckt, gebrannt oder etiket-
tiert werden in einer Art, die geeignet ist, dem end-
giltigen Verbraucher zur Kenntnis zu bringen, daB diese
,varen oder Artikel von den Vereinigten Staaten als Hilfs-
leistung geliefert wurden; oder wenn solche .aren, Arti-
kel oder Behalter nicht geeignet sind, in dieser Geise
bezeichnet, bedruckt, gebrannt oder etikettiert zu wer-
den, werden von der osterreichischen Bundesregierung al-
le geeigneten Mlai3nahmen getroffon werden, um den endgil-
tigen Verbraucher dariiber zu unterrichten, daB diese
,iaren oder Artikel von den Verainigten otaaten als dilfs-
leistung geliefert worden sind.

Artikel 1X.

Ende der Hilfeleistung.

Die -egierung dor Vureinigten Staatin wird ihre
Hilfeleistung jederzeit tuilweise oder ganz einstellen,
wenn sie entscheidet,

1.) dab infoige verdnderter Bedingungen die Bei-
stellung von Hilfeleistungon von der durch Gesetz 84,
80.Kongre3Beriode, 31.Mai 1947, genehmigton Art nicht
langer erforderiich ist,

2.) daB irgendwelche Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens
nicht ausgefuhrt werden,

5.) daB eine ibermaiig groBe Menge von waren aus
Hilfslieferunven der Vereinigten Staaten oder von ahn-
lichen ..aren, die im Inland erzeugt oder von auswartigen
QuelLen importiert werden, zin Unterhalt von osterrei-
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durchgeffihrt wird, danr sorgen, daB dieses Abkommen in 

vollem vortlaut in den Zeitungen der drei gro.sten Orte des 

Landes publiziert wird. 

(B) Alle ',wren aus den BilfsleiStungen der Vereinig-

ten Staaten und alle Artikel, die aus solchen Naren her-

gestellt sind, oder Behdlter solcher aaren oder Artikel 

sollen, sowait dies durchfUhrbar 1st, an einer auffalli-

gen , telle bezeichnet, bedruckt, gebrannt oder eiket-

tiert werden in einer Art, die geeignet ist, den end-

gi1tigen Verbraucher zur Kenntnis zu bringen, daB diese 

aaren oder Artikel von den Vereinigten Staaten als Hilfs-

leistung geliefert wgrden; oder wean solche area, Arti-

kel oder Behdlter nicht geeignet sind, in dieser Geise 

bezeichnet, bedruckt, gebrannt oder etikettiert zu wer-

den, werden von der Osterreichischen Bundesregierung el-

le geeigneten Ma3nahmen getroffen werden, um den endgil-

tigen Verbraucher dariiber zu unterrichten, da diese 

;Jaren oder Artikel von den Vereinigten Qtaaton els dilfs-

leistung geliefert warden sind. 

Artikel 1X. 

Ende der Hilfeleistung.  

Die-;tegierung dor Vereinigten Staaten wird ihre 

Hilfeleistung jederzeit teilweise oder ganz einstellen, 

wean sie entscheidet, 

1.) daB infoige veranderter Bedingunc7,en die Bei-

stel1ung von Hilfeleistungon von der durch Gesetz 84, 

80.KongreBeeriode, 1.Mai 1947, genehmigten Art nicht 

langer erforderlich 1st, 

2.) da3 irgendwelche Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens 

nicht ausgefahrt werden, 

da3 eine dberma3ig groBe Menge von daren aus 

HilfslieferunF:en der Vereinigten Staaten oder von ahn-

lichen “aren, die in Inland erzeugt oder von auswartigen 

quellen importiert werden, zum Unterhalt von osterrei-
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cnischen streitkriften verwendet werden oder wenn irgend-
welche .Varen dieser Art zum Unttrlalt von Streitkraften

irgendeiner Besatzangsmacht verwendet werd-n oder

4.) daB daren aus den Hilfslieferungen der. Vereinigten

Staaten oder ;varen ahnlicher Art, die im Inland erzeugt

oder von auswartigen Quellen importiert werden, aus Oster-

reich exportiert oder fortgebracht werden. Die Regierung
der Vereinigten Staaten kann ihr Hilfsprogramnn andarn oder
einstellen, wann immer nach ihrer :ntscheidung andere Um-
stande eine solche KaBnahme rechtfertigen4

Artikel X.

Zeitpunkt des ubereinkommens.

Dieses Obereinkommen tritt mit heutigem Tage in
Kraft. sS bleibt in Kraft bis zu einem von den beiden Re-

gierungen einvernehmlich zu bestimmenden Zeitounkte.

r Ausfertigung in deutscher und

n,am 25.Juni 1947.

Fir die Regierung der
Vereinigten Stuaten:

' ^ff1f^
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chischen Streitkr'iften verwendet werden oder wenn irgend— 

welch° :Jaren dieser Art zum Unterhalt von Streitkraften 

irgendeiner Besatzungsmacht verwendet werden oder 

4.) daB daren aus den Hilfslieferungen der. Vereinigten 

Staaten oder waren dhnlicher Art, die im Inland erzeugt 

oder von auswiirtigen i;uellen importiert warden, aus Oster— 

reich exportiert oder fortgebracht werden. Die Regierung 

der Vereinigten Staaten kann ihr Hilfsprogramm andarn oder 

einstellen, wenn immer nach ihrer Jntscheidung ander() Dm— 

stande eine solche MaBnahme rechtfertigea. 

Artikel X. 

Zeitpunkt des 6bereinkommens.  

Dieses Cbereinkommen tritt mit heutigem Tage in 

Kraft. Ss bleibt in Kraft bis zit einem von den beidea Re-

gierungen eiavernehmlich zu bestimmenden Zeitpunkte. 

Gegebea in zweifacher Ausfertigung in deutscher und 

eng1ischer oprache in Niel:1,am 25.Juni 1947. 

FUr die Osterreichisahe 
Bundesregierung: 

Vir die Regierung der 
Vereinigten Staaten: 
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Agreement and exchange of notes between the United States of America
and Lebanon respecting air transport services. Signed at Beirut
August 11, 1946; operative from August 11, 1946; entered into force
definitively April 23, 1947.

AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND LEBANON

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7,
1944,[1 ] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago,
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, and the desirability of mutually
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air
transportation between the United States and Lebanon, the two
Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the establish-
ment and development of air transport services between their respec-
tive territories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE 1

The Contracting Parties grant the rights specified in the Annex
hereto necessary for establishing the international civil air routes and
services therein described, whether such services be inaugurated
immediately or at a later date at the option of the Contracting Party
to whom the rights are granted.

ARTICLE 2

(a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation
as soon as the Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned
has authorized an airline for such route, and the Contracting Party
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the Con-
tracting Party granting the rights under the laws and regulations
normally applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage
in the operations contemplated by this Agreement; and provided
that in areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the
competent military authorities.

I [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois. November 1 to De-
cember 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publication
2282.]

August 11,1946
[TI.. I. . S. 1632

Post, p. 2991.
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AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND LEBANON 

Having in mind the resolution signed under date of December 7, 
1944,[h] at the International Civil Aviation Conference in Chicago, 
Illinois, for the adoption of a standard form of agreement for pro-
visional air routes and services, and the desirability of mutually 
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air 
transportation between the United States and Lebanon, the two 
Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the establish-
ment and development of air transport services between their respec-
tive territories shall be governed by the following provisions: 

ARTICLE 1 

The Contracting Parties grant the rights specified in the Annex 
hereto necessary for establishing the international civil air routes and 
services therein described, whether such services be inaugurated 
immediately or at a later date at the option of the Contracting Party 
to whom the rights are granted. 

ARTICLE 2 

(a) Each of the air services so described shall be placed in operation 
as soon as the Contracting Party to whom the rights have been granted 
by Article 1 to designate an airline or airlines for the route concerned 
has authorized an airline for such route, and the Contracting Party 
granting the rights shall, subject to Article 6 hereof, be bound to give 
the appropriate operating permission to the airline or airlines con-
cerned; provided that the airlines so designated may be required to 
qualify before the competent aeronautical authorities of the Con-
tracting Party granting the rights under the laws and regulations 
normally applied by these authorities before being permitted to engage 
in the operations contemplated by this Agreement; and provided 
that in areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or in areas affected 
thereby, such inauguration shall be subject to the approval of the 
competent military authorities. 

1[International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois. November 1 to De-
cember 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publication 
2282.] 
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(b) It is understood that either Contracting Party granted com-
mercial rights under this Agreement should exercise them at the
earliest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability to
do so.

ARTICLE 3

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality
of treatment, both Contracting Parties agree that:

(a) Each of the Contracting Parties may impose or permit to be
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the Contracting Parties
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would
be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national air-
craft engaged in similar international services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the terri-
tory of one Contracting Party by the other Contracting Party or its
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other Con-
tracting Party shall be accorded national and most-favored-nation
treatment with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspection
fees or other national duties or charges by the Contracting Party
whose territory is entered.

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
Contracting Party authorized to operate the routes and services
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory
of the other Contracting Party, be exempt from customs, inspection
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory.

ARTICLE 4

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party shall be recognized
as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each Contracting
Party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the pur-
pose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and
licenses granted to its own nationals by another state.

ARTICLE 5

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
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(b) It is understood that either Contracting Party granted com-
mercial rights under this Agreement should exercise them at the 
earliest practicable date except in the case of temporary inability to 
do so. 
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Prevention of dis-
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Laws and regula-
tions. 

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and to assure equality 
of treatment, both Contracting Parties agree that: 

(a) Each of the Contracting Parties may impose or permit to be 
imposed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports 
and other facilities under its control. Each of the Contracting Parties 
agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher than would 
be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by its national air-
craft engaged in similar international services. 

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the terri-
tory of one Contracting Party by the other Contracting Party or its 
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of such other Con-
tracting Party shall be accorded national and most-favored-nation 
treatment with respect to the imposition of customs duties, inspection 
fees or other national duties or charges by the Contracting Party 
whose territory is entered. 

(c) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and 
aircraft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one 
Contracting Party authorized to operate the routes and services 
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the territory 
of the other Contracting Party, be exempt from customs, inspection 
fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used 
or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that territory. 

ARTICLE 4 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses 
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party shall be recognized 
as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating 
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each Contracting 
Party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the pur-
pose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and 
licenses granted to its own nationals by another state. 

ARTICLE 5 

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating to 
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in 
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international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft
of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by such
aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the territory
of the first Party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other
Contracting Party upon entrance into or departure from, or while
within the territory of the first party.

ARTICLE 6

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke
a certificate or permit to an airline of the other Party in any case
where it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective
control are vested in nationals of either Party to this Agreement, or
in case of failure of an airline to comply with the laws of the State
over which it operates as described in Article 5 hereof, or to perform
its obligations under this Agreement.

ARTICLE 7

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation.

AItICLE 8

Either Contracting Party may terminate the rights for services
granted by it iunder this Agreemelintl by giving one year's notice to the

other Contrac'tilg Party.
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to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex. ''"'" I''.]

Termitiat ion.
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international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of 
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft 
of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by such 
aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the territory 
of the first Party. 

(b) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party as to the 
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or 
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance, 
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied 
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other 
Contracting Party upon entrance into or departure from, or while 
within the territory of the first party. 

ARTICLE 6 

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke 
a certificate or permit to an airline of the other Party in any case 
where it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective 
control are vested in nationals of either Party to this Agreement, or 
in case of failure of an airline to comply with the laws of the State 
over which it operates as described in Article 5 hereof, or to perform 
its obligations under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 7 

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be 
registered with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organi-
zation. 

ARTICLE 8 

Either Contracting Party fluty terminate the rights for services 
granted by it under this Agreement by giving one year's notice to the 
other Contracting Party. 

AwricLE 9 
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Disputes.

59 Stat. 1521.

Entry into force.

Authentic lan.
lages.

r request consultation between the competent au-
es of both Contracting Parties, such consultation
in within a period of sixty days from the date of
quest. When these authorities mutually agree on
r revised conditions affecting the Annex, their rec-
ndations on the matter will come into effect after
Lave been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic

ARTICLE 10

dispute between the Contracting Parties relating
interpretation or application of this Agreement or

nex, which cannot be settled through consultation,
be referred for an advisory report to the Interim
:il of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
ization (in accordance with the provisions of Article
tion 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on Civil Avi-
signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its
sors.

ARTICLE 11

provisions of this Agreement shall become oper-
from the day it is signed. The Lebanese Govern-
shall notify the Government of the United States
)roval of the Agreement by the Lebanese Parlia-
and the Government of the United States shall
er the Agreement as becoming definitive upon the
f such notification by the Lebanese Government.[l]
e at Beirut in duplicate in the English and Arabic
ges, each of which shall be of equal authenticity,
th day of August, 1946.

r the Oovrmnt of the united Statos of

' eorr Wnorth

r the Governmnt of Lebenn

Pnllipp TIola
Minister for Forign Affairs

ered into force definitively Apr. 23, 1947, the date of a corn-
ion from the Lebanese Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the
an Legation at Beirut in which it was stated that the

Leoanese rarnament naa passed a law, promulgated on Feb. 25,
1947, ratifying the agreement.]
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it may request consultation between the competent au-
thorities of both Contracting Parties, such consultation 
to begin within a period of sixty days from the date of 
the request. When these authorities mutually agree on 
new or revised conditions affecting the Annex, their rec-
ommendations on the matter will come into effect after 
they have been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic 
notes. 

ARTICLE 10 

Any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating 
to the interpretation or application of this Agreement or 
its Annex, which cannot be settled through consultation, 
shall be referred for an advisory report to the Interim 
Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization (in accordance with the provisions of Article 
3, Section 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on Civil Avi-
ation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944) or its 
successors. 

ARTICLE 11 

The provisions of this Agreement shall become oper-
ative from the day it is signed. The Lebanese Govern-
ment shall notify the Government of the United States 
of approval of the Agreement by the Lebanese Parlia-
ment, and the Government of the United States shall 
consider the Agreement as becoming definitive upon the 
date of such notification by the Lebanese Government. [1J 

Done at Beirut in duplicate in the English and Arabic 
languages, each of which shall be of equal authenticity, 
this 11th day of August, 1946. 

For the Government of the United States of 
Ameriost 

For the Government of Leban 

ittotA,  

orge Wadavor 
rioan Minis tar 

Pnilipp Taoist 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 

I [Entered into force definitively Apr. 23, 1947, the date of a com-
munication from the Lebanese Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the 
American Legation at Beirut in which it was stated that the 
Lebanese Parliament had passed a law, promulgated on Feb. 25, 
1947, ratifying the agreement.] 
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ANNEX TO AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND LEBANON

SECTION 1

Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the Ut.s.rights of trans-
it and stop in Leba-

present Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop neseterritory.

in Lebanese territory as well as the right to pick up and discharge
international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Beirut on the
following route:

The United States of America, through Europe and
Turkey to Lebanon and beyond to India; via interme-
diate points, in both directions.

SECTION 2

Airlines of Lebanon authorized under the present Agreement are
accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in United States terri-
tory as well as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic
in passengers, cargo and mail in the United States on a route or routes
as may be determined at a later date from Lebanon, via intermediate
points to the United States in both directions.

SECTION 3

In the establishment and operation of air services covered by this
Agreement and its Annex, the following principle shall apply:

(1) The two Governments desire to foster and encourage the
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the
general good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with
sound economic principles; and to stimulate international air travel
as a means of promoting friendly understanding and good will
among peoples and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of
this new form of transportation to the common welfare of both
countries.

(2) It is the understanding of both Governments that services
provided by a designated air carrier under the Agreement and its
Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of
capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country of
which such air carrier is a national and the country of ultimate
destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on
such services international traffic destined for and coming from
third countries at a point or points on the routes specified in the
Annex to the Agreement shall be applied in accordance with the
genera] principles of orderly development to which both Govern-
ments subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle that
capacity should be related:

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and
the countries of destination,

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional services.

Lebanese rights of
transit and stop in
iU. S. territory.

Encouragement of
air travel.

Provision of adle
quate capacity.
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SECTION 1 

Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the 
present Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop 
in Lebanese territory as well as the right to pick up and discharge 
international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Beirut on the 
following route: 

The United States of America, through Europe and 
Turkey to Lebanon and beyond to India; via interme-
diate points, in both directions. 
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Airlines of Lebanon authorized under the present Agreement are 
accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in United States terri-
tory as well as the right to pick up and discharge international traffic 
in passengers, cargo and mail in the United States on a route or routes 
as may be determined at a later date from Lebanon, via intermediate 
points to the United States in both directions. 

SECTION 3 

In the establishment and operation of air services covered by this 
Agreement and its Annex, the following principle shall apply: 

(1) The two Governments desire to foster and encourage the 
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the 
general good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with 
sound economic principles; and to stimulate international air travel 
as a means of promoting friendly understanding and good will 
among peoples and insuring as well the many indirect benefits of 
this new form of transportation to the common welfare of both 
countries. 

(2) It is the understanding of both Governments that services 
provided by a designated air carrier under the Agreement and its 
Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of 
capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country of 
which such air carrier is a national and the country of ultimate 
destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on 
such services international traffic destined for and coming from 
third countries at a point or points on the routes specified in the 
Annex to the Agreement shall be applied in accordance with the 
general principles of orderly development to which both Govern-
ments subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle that 
capacity should be related: 

(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and 
the countries of destination, 

(b) to the requirements of through airline operation, and 
(c) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the 

airline passes after taking account of local and regional services. 

U. S. rights of trans-
it and stop in Leba-
nese territory. 

Lebanese rights of 
transit and stop in 
U. S. territory. 

Encouragement of 
air travel. 

Provision of ado 
ciliate capacity. 
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SECTION 4
Consultation. The Contracting Parties should undertake regular and frequent

consultation between their respective aeronautical authorities so that
there should be close collaboration in the observance of the principles
and the implementation of the provisions outlined in the Agreement
and its Annex, and in case of dispute the matter shall be settled in

Ante, p. 29. accordance with the provisions of Article 10 of the Agreement.

PT. GW
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Consultation. 

Ante, p. 2990. 
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SECTION 4 

The Contracting Parties should undertake regular and frequent 
consultation between their respective aeronautical authorities so that 
there should be close collaboration in the observance of the principles 
and the implementation of the provisions outlined in the Agreement 
and its Annex, and in case of dispute the matter shall be settled in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 10 of the Agreement. 

P T. G W 
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Note in the English and Arabic languages from the Lebanese Minister
for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister

EXCELLENCY:
With reference to the bilateral Air Transport Agreement between

Lebanon and United States of America signed today, I have the
honor to inform your Excellency that it is the understanding of my
government that the so-called Fifth Freedom traffic which may be
carried by United States air services between Beirut and Baghdad
is dependent upon the conclusion of an appropriate air transport
agreement between the United States of America and Iraq. When
this latter agreement is concluded, the government of Lebanon agrees
not to interpose any objection to permitting a designated United
States air carrier to pick up and discharge international traffic in
passengers, cargo and mail in both directions between Beirut and
Baghdad.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

BEIRUT, August 11, 1946. P TACLA

To
His Excellency GEORGE WADSWORTH,

American Minister,
Beirut.
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Note in the English and Arabic languages from the Lebanese Minister 
for Foreign Affairs to the American Minister 

EXCELLENCY: 
With reference to the bilateral Air Transport Agreement between 

Lebanon and United States of America signed today, I have the 
honor to inform your Excellency that it is the understanding of my 
government that the so-called Fifth Freedom traffic which may be 
carried by United States air services between Beirut and Baghdad 
is dependent upon the conclusion of an appropriate air transport 
agreement between the United States of America and Iraq. When 
this latter agreement is concluded, the government of Lebanon agrees 
not to interpose any objection to permitting a designated United 
States air carrier to pick up and discharge international traffic in 
passengers, cargo and mail in both directions between Beirut and 
Baghdad. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 
BEIRUT, August 11, 1946. 

P TACLA 
To 

His Excellency GEORGE W ADSWORTH, 
American Minister, 

Beirut. 
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Note in the English and Arabic languages from the American Minister
to the Lebanese Minister for Foreign Affairs

LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 296

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to advise your Excellency that I have received
your note of today, the text of which is the following:

"With reference to the Bilateral Air Transport Agreement be-
tween Lebanon and United States of America signed today, I have
the honor to inform your Excellency that it is the understanding
of my government that the so-called Fifth Freedom traffic which
may be carried by United States air services between Beirut and
Baghdad is dependent upon the conclusion of an appropriate air
transport agreement between the United States of America and
Iraq. When this latter agreement is concluded, the government
of Lebanon agrees not to interpose any objection to permitting a
designated United States air carrier to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail in both directions
between Beirut and Baghdad."
I have the honor to inform your Excellency that my government

accepts the arrangement herein included and regards the present reply
as confirmation of this understanding between the two governments.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

BEIRUT, August 11, 1946

G. WADSWORTH
To

His Excellency PHILIP TACLA,
Minister for Foreign Affairs

Beirut, Lebanon
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Note in the English and Arabic languages from the American Minister 
to the Lebanese Minister for Foreign Affairs 

LEGATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 296 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to advise your Excellency that I have received 

your note of today, the text of which is the following: 

"With reference to the Bilateral Air Transport Agreement be-
tween Lebanon and United States of America signed today, I have 
the honor to inform your Excellency that it is the understanding 
of my government that the so-called Fifth Freedom traffic which 
may be carried by United States air services between Beirut and 
Baghdad is dependent upon the conclusion of an appropriate air 
transport agreement between the United States of America and 
Iraq. When this latter agreement is concluded, the government 
of Lebanon agrees not to interpose any objection to permitting a 
designated United States air carrier to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail in both directions 
between Beirut and Baghdad." 

I have the honor to inform your Excellency that my government 
accepts the arrangement herein included and regards the present reply 
as confirmation of this understanding between the two governments. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 
BEIRUT, August 11, 1946 

To 
His Excellency PHILIP TAcrA, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Beirut, Lebanon 

G. WADSWORTH 
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

August 19,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and El Salvador re-
T.I. A. S.1633] specting a military aviation mission. Signed at Washington August

19, 1947; entered into force August 19, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF EL SALVADOR

In conformity with the request
of the Government of the Republic
of El Salvador to the Government
of the United States of America,
the President of the United States
of America has authorized the ap-
pointment of officers and enlisted
men to constitute a Military Avia-
tion Mission to the Republic of El
Salvador under the conditions
specified below:

TITLE I

Purpose and Duration

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this
Mission is to cooperate with the
Minister of Defense of the Repub-
lic of El Salvador and with the
personnel of the Salvadoran Air
Force with a view to enhancing
the efficiency of the Salvadoran
Air Force.

CONVENIO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE LA
REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR

De conformidad con la solicitud
del Gobierno de la Repfblica de El
Salvador al Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America, el Presi-
dente de los Estados Unidos de
America ha autorizado el nombra-
miento de oficiales y subalternos
para que constituyan una Misi6n
Militar Aerea a la Repdblica de El
Salvador, de acuerdo con las con-
diciones que se estipulan a con-
tinuaci6n:

TITULO I

Finalidades y Duracion

ARTICULO 1. El fin de esta
Misi6n es cooperar con el Ministro
de Defensa de la Repdblica de El
Salvador y con el personal de las
Fuerzas Aereas Salvadorefnas con
miras a mejorar la eficiencia de las
Fuerzas Aereas Salvadorefas.

ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall ARTICULO 2. La Misi6n ejercera
continue for a period of four years sus funciones por un periodo de
from the date of the signing of this cuatro anos a contar de la fecha
Agreement by the accredited rep- en que firmen este Convenio los
resentatives of the Government of representantes autorizados del Go-
the United States of America and bierno de los Estados Unidos de
the Government of the Republic America y del Gobierno de la
of El Salvador, unless previously Repiblica de El Salvador, a menos
terminated or extended as herein- que se de por terminado con ante-
after provided. Any member of rioridad o que se prorrogue segin
the Mission may be recalled by the se dispone mis adelante. Cual-
Government of the United States quier miembro de la Misi6n podra
of America after the expiration of ser retirado por el Gobierno de los
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB-
LIC OF EL SALVADOR 

In conformity with the request 
of the Government of the Republic 
of El Salvador to the Government 
of the United States of America, 
the President of the United States 
of America has authorized the ap-
pointment of officers and enlisted 
men to constitute a Military Avia-
tion Mission to the Republic of El 
Salvador under the conditions 
specified below: 

TITLE I 

Purpose and Duration 

ARTICLE 1. The purpose of this 
Mission is to cooperate with the 
Minister of Defense of the Repub-
lic of El Salvador and with the 
personnel of the Salvadoran Air 
Force with a view to enhancing 
the efficiency of the Salvadoran 
Air Force. 
ARTICLE 2. This Mission shall 

continue for a period of four years 
from the date of the signing of this 
Agreement by the accredited rep-
resentatives of the Government of 
the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic 
of El Salvador, unless previously 
terminated or extended as herein-
after provided. Any member of 
the Mission may be recalled by the 
Government of the United States 
of America after the expiration of 

CONVENIO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO 
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE 
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO DE LA 
REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR 

De conformidad con in solicitud 
del Gobierno de la Republica, de El 
Salvador al Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America, el Presi-
dente de los Estados Unidos de 
America ha autorizado el nombra-
miento de oficiales y subalternos 
para que constituyan una Mision 
Militar Aerea a la Reptiblica de El 
Salvador, de acuerdo con las con-
diciones que se estipulan a, con-
tinuacion: 

TITULO I 

Finalidades y DuraciOn 

ARTICULO 1. El fin de esta 
Misien es cooperar con el Ministro 
de Defensa de la Republica de El 
Salvador y con el personal de las 
Fuerzas Aereas Salvadoreflas con 
miras a mejorar la eficiencia de las 
Fuerzas Aereas Salvadoreftas. 

ARTICULO 2. La Mision ejercerk 
sus funciones por un periodo de 
cuatro silos a contar de la fecha 
en que firmen este Convenio los 
representantes autorizados del Go-
bierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America y del Gobierno de la 
Repdblica de El Salvador, a menos 
que se de por terminado con ante-
rioridad o que se prorrogue segtin 
se dispone mks adelante. Cual-
quier raiembro de la Mision podra 
ser retirado por el Gobierno de los 
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two years of service, in which case
another member shall be furnished
to replace him.

ARTICLE 3. If the Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
should desire that the services of
the Mission be extended beyond
the stipulated period, it shall make
a written proposal to that effect
six months before the expiration
of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 4. This Agreement may
be terminated before the expira-
tion of the period of four years
prescribed in Article 2, or before
the expiration of the extension
authorized in Article 3, in the
following manner:

(a) By either of the Govern-
ments, subject to three months'
written notice to the other Gov-
ernment;

(b) By the recall of the entire
personnel of the Mission by the
Government of the United States
of America in the public interest
of the United States of America,
without necessity of compliance
with provision (a) of this Article.

ARTICLE 5. This Agreement is
subject to cancellation upon the
initiative of either the Govern-
ment of the United States of
America or the Government of the
Republic of El Salvador at any
time during a period when either
Government is involved in domes-
tic or foreign hostilities.

TITLE II

Composition and Personnel

ARTICLE 6. This Mission shall
consist of such personnel of the
United States Army Air Forces as
may be agreed upon by the Minis-
ter of Defense of the Republic of
El Salvador through his authorized
representative in Washington and

Estados Unidos de America des-
pues de transcurridos dos afios de
servicio y, en tal caso, se nombrara
a otro miembro en su lugar.

ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno de
la Repdblica de El Salvador desea
que se prorroguen los servicios de
la Misi6n mas alla del periodo
estipulado, hara una solicitud por
escrito con este objeto seis meses
antes de la expiraci6n de este
Convenio.

ARTICULO 4. Este Convenio
podra terminarse antes de la ex-
piraci6n del periodo de cuatro
afios dispuesto en el Articulo 2,
o antes de expirar la pr6rroga
autorizada en el Articulo 3, de la
manera siguiente:

(a) Por cualquiera de los dos
Gobiernos, siempre que el uno lo
notifique al otro por escrito con
tres meses de anticipaci6n;

(b) Al retirar el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America todo
el personal de la Misi6n en interes
publico de los Estados Unidos de
America, sin necesidad de cum-
plir con el inciso (a) de este
Articulo.

ARTICULO 5. Este Convenio esti
sujeto a cancelaci6n por iniciativa,
sea del Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America o del Gobierno
de la Repdblica de El Salvador,
en cualquier momento durante un
periodo en que uno u otro de los
dos Gobiernos se vea implicado en
hostilidades internas o externas.

Extension of services
of Mission.

Termination prior
to specified time.

( !:tIn ll ti il ill e(L ol
of lIh st ili i 's.

TITULO II

Integraci6n y Personal

ARTICULO 6. La Misi6n estara
integrada por el personal de las
Fuerzas Aereas del Ejercito de los
Estados Unidos de America que se
determine por acuerdo entre el
Ministro de Defensa de la Repdb-
lica de El Salvador, por conducto
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two years of service, in which case 
another member shall be furnished 
to replace him. 

ARTICLE 3. If the Government 
of the Republic of El Salvador 
should desire that the services of 
the Mission be extended beyond 
the stipulated period, it shall make 
a written proposal to that effect 
six months before the expiration 
of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 4. This Agreement may 

be terminated before the expira-
tion of the period of four years 
prescribed in Article 2, or before 
the expiration of the extension 
authorized in Article 3, in the 
following manner: 

(a) By either of the Govern-
ments, subject to three months' 
written notice to the other Gov-
ernment; 

(b) By the recall of the entire 
personnel of the Mission by the 
Government of the United States 
of America in the public interest 
of the United States of America, 
without necessity of compliance 
with provision (a) of this Article. 
ARTICLE 5. This Agreement is 

subject to cancellation upon the 
initiative of either the Govern-
ment of the United States of 
America or the Government of the 
Republic of El Salvador at any 
time during a period when either 
Government is involved in domes-
tic or foreign hostilities. 

TITLE II 

Composition and Personnel 

ARTICLE 6. This Mission shall 
consist of such personnel of the 
United States Army Air Forces as 
may be agreed upon by the Minis-
ter of Defense of the Republic of 
El Salvador through his authorized 
representative in Washington and 

Estados Unidos de America des-
pues de transcurridos dos ailos de 
servicio y, en tal caso, se nombrara 
a otro miembro en su lugar. 
ARTICULO 3. Si el Gobierno de 

la Republica de El Salvador desea 
que se prorroguen los servicios de 
la Misiein mas alla del periodo 
estipulado, harA una solicitud por 
escrito con este objeto seis meses 
antes de la expiracien de este 
Convenio. 
ARTICULO 4. Este Convenio 

podrA terminarse antes de la ex-
piracien del periodo de cuatro 
arios dispuesto en el Articulo 2, 
o antes de expirar la prerroga 
autorizada en el Articulo 3, de la 
manera siguiente: 

(a) Por cualquiera de los dos 
Gobiernos, siempre que el uno lo 
notifique al otro por escrito con 
tres naeses de anticipacion; 

(b) Al retirar el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America todo 
el personal de la Mision en inter& 
public° de los Estados Unidos de 
America, sin necesidad de cum-
plir con el inciso (a) de este 
Articulo. 
ARTICULO 5. Este Convenio estâ 

sujeto a cancelacien por iniciativa, 
sea del Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America o del Gobierno 
de la Repablica de El Salvador, 
en cualquier momento durante un 
periodo en que uno u otro de los 
dos Gobiernos se yea implicado en 
hostilidades internas o externas. 

TITULO II 

Integracion y Personal 

ARTICULO 6. La Mision estara 
integrada por el personal de las 
Fuerzas Aereas del Ejercito de los 
Estados Unidos de America que se 
determine por acuerdo entre el 
Ministro de Defensa de la Reptib-
lica de El Salvador, por conducto 

Extension of services 
of Mission. 

Termination prior 
to specified time. 

tiancellat km in case 
of hostilities. 
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by the War Department of the
United States of America.

TITLE III

Duties, Rank, and Precedence

ARTICLE 7. The personnel of
the Mission shall perform such
duties as may be agreed upon
between the Minister of Defense
of the Republic of El Salvador
and the Chief of the Mission.

ARTICLE 8. The members of the
Mission shall be responsible solely
to the Minister of Defense of the
Republic of El Salvador, through
the Chief of the Mission.

ARTICLE 9. Each member of the
Mission shall serve on the Mission
with the rank he holds in the
United States Army Air Forces
with the exception of the noncom-
missioned officers, who shall be
commissioned Second Lieutenants
in the Salvadoran Army. The
members of the Mission shall wear
either the uniform of the United
States Army Air Forces or of the
Salvadoran Army to which they
shall be entitled, at the discretion
of the Chief of the Mission, but
shall have precedence over all
Salvadoran officers of the same
rank.

ARTICLE 10. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to all
benefits and privileges which the
Regulations of the Salvadoran Air
Force provide for Salvadoran offi-
cers and subordinate personnel of
corresponding rank.

ARTICLE 11. The personnel of
the Mission shall be governed by
the disciplinary regulations of the
United States Army Air Forces.

de su representante autorizado en
Washington, y la Secretaria de
Guerra de los Estados Unidos de
Am6rica.

TITULO III

Funciones, Grado y Precedencia

ARTICULO 7. El personal de la
Misi6n ejercera las funciones que
determinen por acuerdo el Minis-
tro de Defensa de la Republica de
El Salvador y el Jefe de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 8. Los miembros de
la Misi6n serin responsables dni-
camente ante el Ministro de De-
fensa de la Repdblica de El Sal-
vador, por conducto del Jefe de
la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 9. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n prestarA en ella sus
servicios con el grado que tenga
en las Fuerzas Aereas del Ejercito
de los Estados Unidos de America,
a excepci6n de los clases, que seran
nombrados Subtenientes del Ejer-
cito Salvadorefio. A discreci6n
del Jefe de la Misi6n los miembros
de la Misi6n usaran el uniforme de
las Fuerzas A6reas del Ejercito de
los Estados Unidos de America o
del Ejercito Salvadorefio a que
tengan derecho, pero tendran pre-
cedencia sobre todos los oficiales
salvadorefios de igual grado.

ARTICULO 10. Cada miembro de
la Misi6n tendra derecho a todos
los beneficios y privilegios que el
Reglamento de las Fuerzas Aereas
Salvadoreias disponga para ofi-
ciales y subalternos salvadorenos
de grado correspondiente.

ARTICULO 11. El personal de la
Misi6n se regira por el reglamento
disciplinario de las Fuerzas Aereas
del Ejercito de los Estados Unidos
de America.

Benefits and privi
leges.

Disciplinary regula-
tions.
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Benefits and privi 
leges. 

Disciplinary regula-
tions. 

by the War Department of the de su representante autorizado en 
United States of America. Washington, y la Secretaria de 

Guerra de los Estados Unidos de 
America. 

TITLE III 

Duties, Rank, and Precedence 

ARTICLE 7. The personnel of 
the Mission shall perform such 
duties as may be agreed upon 
between the Minister of Defense 
of the Republic of El Salvador 
and the Chief of the Mission. 
ARTICLE 8. The members of the 

Mission shall be responsible solely 
to the Minister of Defense of the 
Republic of El Salvador, through 
the Chief of the Mission. 

ARTICLE 9. Each member of the 
Mission shall serve on the Mission 
with the rank he holds in the 
United States Army Air Forces 
with the exception of the noncom-
missioned officers, who shall be 
commissioned Second Lieutenants 
in the Salvadoran Army. The 
members of the Mission shall wear 
either the uniform of the United 
States Army Air Forces or of the 
Salvadoran Army to which they 
shall be entitled, at the discretion 
of the Chief of the Mission, but 
shall have precedence over all 
Salvadoran officers of the same 
rank. 
ARTICLE 10. Each member of 

the Mission shall be entitled to all 
benefits and privileges which the 
Regulations of the Salvadoran Air 
Force provide for Salvadoran offi-
cers and subordinate personnel of 
corresponding rank. 
ARTICLE 11. The personnel of 

the Mission shall be governed by 
the disciplinary regulations of the 
United States Army Air Forces. 

TITULO III 

Funciones, Grado y Precedencia 

ARTICULO 7. El personal de la 
Mision ejercera las funciones que 
determinen por acuerdo el Minis-
tro de Defensa de in Republica de 
El Salvador y el Jefe de la MisiOn. 

ARTICULO 8. Los miembros de 
la Mision serfin responsables ani-
camente ante el Ministro de De-
fensa de la Republica de El Sal-
vador, por conducto del Jefe de 
la Mision. 
ARTICULO 9. Cada raiembro de 

la Mision prestara on ella sus 
servicios con el grado que tenga 
en las Fuerzas Aereas del Ejercito 
de los Estados Unidos de America, 
a excepcion de los clases, que seran 
nombrados Subtenientes del Ejer-
cito Salvadorefio. A discrecion 
del Jefe de la Mision los miembros 
de la Mision usaro„n el uniforme de 
las Fuerzas Aereas del Ejercito de 
los Estados Unidos de America o 
del Ejercito Salvadorefio a que 
tengan derecho, pero tendran pre-
cedencia sobre todos los oficiales 
salvadorefios de igual grado. 

Awrieuno 10. Cada miembro de 
la Misi6n tendra derecho a todos 
los beneficios y privilegios que el 
Reglament° de las Fuerzas Aereas 
Salvadorefias disponga para ofi-
ciales y subalternos salvadoreflos 
de grado correspondiente. 
ARTICULO 11. El personal de la 

Mision se regirfi, per el reglamento 
disciplinario de las Fuerzas Aereas 
del Ejercito de los Estados Unidos 
de America. 
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TITLE IV

Compensation and Perquisites

ARTICLE 12. Members of the
Mission shall receive from the
Government of the Republic of El
Salvador such net annual com-
pensation as may be agreed upon
between the Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of El
Salvador for each member. This
compensation shall be paid in
twelve (12) equal monthly instal-
ments, each due and payable on
the last day of the month. The
compensation shall not be subject
to any tax, now or hereafter in
effect, of the Government of the
Republic of El Salvador or of any
of its political or administrative
subdivisions. Should there, how-
ever, at present or while this
Agreement is in effect, be any
taxes that might affect this com-
pensation, such taxes shall be
borne by the Minister of Defense
of the Republic of El Salvador in
order to comply with the provision
of this Article that the compensa-
tion agreed upon shall be net.

ARTICLE 13. The compensation
agreed upon as indicated in the
preceding Article shall commence
upon the date of departure from
the United States of America of
each member of the Mission, and,
except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in this Agreement, shall con-
tinue, following the termination of
duty with the Mission, for the
return voyage to the United States
of America and thereafter for the
period of any accumulated leave
which may be due.

ARTICLE 14. The compensation
due for the period of the return
trip and accumulated leave shall
be paid to a detached member of

TITULO IV

Remuneraci6n y Obvenciones

ARTICULO 12. Los miembros de
la Misi6n recibirin del Gobierno
de la Repdblica de El Salvador la
remuneraci6n neta anual que
acuerden el Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de America y el
Gobierno de la Repdblica de El
Salvador para cada miembro. La
remuneraci6n se pagara en doce
(12) mensualidades iguales que
vencerAn y se pagaran el dia iltimo
de cada mes. La remuneraci6n no
estarh sujeta a impuesto alguno
que al presente o en adelante im-
ponga el Gobierno de la Repdblica
de El Salvador o alguna de sus
subdivisiones politicas o adminis-
trativas. Sin embargo, si al pre-
sente o durante la vigencia de
este Convenio existieren impues-
tos que puedan afectar a esta
remuneraci6n, tales impuestos se-
ran sufragados per el Ministro de
Defensa de la Republica de El
Salvador a fin de cumplir con la
disposici6n de este Artfculo al
efecto de que la remuneraci6n que
se convenga sea neta.

ARTICULO 13. La remuneraci6n
que se convenga segdn se indica
en el Articulo precedente comen-
zara a devengarse desde la fecha
en que cada miembro de la Misi6n
parta de los Estados Unidos de
America y, salvo lo que expresa-
mente se disponga en contrario en
este Convenio, continuara deven-
g&ndose despues de terminadas
sus funciones con la Misi6n mien-
tras dure el viaje de regreso a los
Estados Unidos de America y,
ademis, el periodo de licencia
acumulada a que tenga derecho.

ARTICULO 14. La remuneraci6n
que se adeude por la duraci6n del
viaje de regreso y por la licencia
acumulada se pagara al miembro

Tax exemption.
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TITLE IV 

Compensation and Perquisites 

ARTICLE 12. Members of the 
Mission shall receive from the 
Government of the Republic of El 
Salvador such net annual com-
pensation as may be agreed upon 
between the Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of the Republic of El 
Salvador for each member. This 
compensation shall be paid in 
twelve (12) equal monthly instal-
ments, each due and payable on 
the last day of the month. The 
compensation shall not be subject 
to any tax, now or hereafter in 
effect, of the Government of the 
Republic of El Salvador or of any 
of its political or administrative 
subdivisions. Should there, how-
ever, at present or while this 
Agreement is in effect, be any 
taxes that might affect this com-
pensation, such taxes shall be 
borne by the Minister of Defense 
of the Republic of El Salvador in 
order to comply with the provision 
of this Article that the compensa-
tion agreed upon shall be net. 
ARTICLE 13. The compensation 

agreed upon as indicated in the 
preceding Article shall commence 
upon the date of departure from 
the United States of America of 
each member of the Mission, and, 
except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in this Agreement, shall con-
tinue, following the termination of 
duty with the Mission, fOr the 
return voyage to the United States 
of America and thereafter for the 
period of any accumulated leave 
which may be due. 

ARTICLE 14. The compensation 
due for the period of the return 
trip and accumulated leave shall 
be paid to a detached member of 

TITULO IV 

Remuneracidn y Obvenciones 

ARTICULO 12. Los miembros de 
la Mision recibiran del Gobierno 
de la Repdblica de El Salvador la 
remuneracion neta anual que 
acuerden el Gobierno de los Esta-
dos Unidos de Amdrica y el 
Gobierno de la Repdblica de F11 
Salvador para cada miembro. La 
remuneracion se pagarb, en does 
(12) mensualidades iguales que 
venceran y se pagarfm el &a Altimo 
de cada mes. La remuneraciOn no 
estara, sujeta a impuesto alguno 
que al presente o en adelante im-
ponga el Gobierno de la Repdblica 
de El Salvador o algtma de sus 
subdivisiones politicas o adminis-
trativas. Sin embargo, si al pre, 
sente o durante la vigencia de 
este Convenio existieren irapues-
tos que puedan afectar a esta 
remuneracidn, tales impuestos se-
ran sufragados por el Ministro de 
Defensa de la Repdblica de El 
Salvador a fin de cumplir con la 
disposiciOn de este Articulo al 
efecto de que la remuneracion qua 
se convenga sea neta. 
ARTICULO 13. La remuneracion 

que se convenga seem se indica 
en el Articulo precedente comen-
zara a devengarse desde is fecha 
en que cada miembro de la Misi6n 
parts de los Estados Unidos de 
America y, salvo lo que express-
mente se disponga en contrario en 
este Convenio, continuark doyen-
gandose despues de terminadas 
sus funciones con is Mision mien-
tras dure el viaje de regreso a los 
Estados Unidos de America y, 
adembs, el period° de licencia 
acumulada a que tenga dereeho. 
Annum.° 14. La remuneracien 

que se adeude par la duracion del 
viaje de regreso y por is licencia 
acumulada se pagara, al mierobro 

Tax exemption. 
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Travel accommoda-
tions.

Shipment of house-
hold effects, etc.

the Mission before his departure
from the Republic of El Salvador,
and such payment shall be com-
puted for travel by the shortest
usually traveled route to the port
of entry in the United States of
America, regardless of the route
and method of travel used by the
member of the Mission.

ARTICLE 15. Each member of
the Mission and each dependent
member of his family shall be pro-
vided with first-class accommoda-
tions for travel required and per-
formed under this Agreement by
the shortest usually traveled route
between the port of embarkation
in the United States of America
and his official residence in the
Republic of El Salvador, and from
his official residence in the Re-
public of El Salvador to the port
of debarkation in the United
States of America. Each mem-
ber of the Mission shall be reim-
bursed for the expenses of ship-
ment of his household effects and
baggage. Such reimbursement
shall include all necessary expenses
incident to unloading from the
steamer upon arrival in the Re-
public of El Salvador, carting be-
tween the ship and the residence
in the Republic of El Salvador,
and packing and loading on board
the steamer upon departure from
the Republic of El Salvador. The
cost of this transportation for
members of the Mission, depend-
ent members of their families, and
their household effects and bag-
gage shall be borne by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of
America. Transportation of such
household effects and baggage
shall be effected in one shipment,
and all subsequent shipments shall
be at the expense of the respective
members of the Mission except as

retirado de la Misi6n antes de su
partida de la Repdblica de El
Salvador, y el pago se calculara
a base de viaje por la ruta mas
corta generalmente usada hasta el
puerto de entrada a los Estados
Unidos de Am6rica, cualquiera que
sea la ruta y el sistema de trans-
porte que utilice el miembro de la
Misi6n.

ARTICULO 15. Se proveera
para cada miembro de la Misi6n
y para cada miembro dependiente
de su familia pasaje de primera
clase para el viaje que se requiera
y se efectue conforme a este Con-
venio por la ruta mAs corta gene-
ralmente usada entre el puerto de
embarque en los Estados Unidos
de Am6rica y su residencia oficial
en la Repfblica de El Salvador, y
desde su residencia oficial en la
Repdblica de El Salvador al puerto
de desembarco en los Estados
Unidos de America. Se reembol-
saran a cada miembro de la
Misi6n los gastos de embarque de
sus efectos caseros y equipaje.
Tal reembolso incluira todo gasto
necesario incidental a su descarga
del vapor a la llegada a la Re-
pdblica de El Salvador, el acarreo
desde el vapor hasta la residencia
en la Republica de El Salvador y
el embalaje y carga a bordo del
vapor a la partida de la Republica
de El Salvador. El costo de este
transporte para los miembros de la
Misi6n, los miembros dependien-
tes de sus familias, y sus efectos
caseros y equipaje sera sufragado
por los Estados Unidos de Ame
rica. El transporte de dichos efec-
tos caseros y equipaje se efec-
tuara en un solo embarque y todo
embarque subsiguiente sera por
cuenta de los respectivos miem-
bros de la Misi6n, excepto cuando
se disponga de otro modo en este
Convenio, o cuando dichos em-
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Travel accommoda-
tions. 

Shipment of house-
hold effects, etc. 

the Mission before his departure 
from the Republic of El Salvador, 
and such payment shall be com-
puted for travel by the shortest 
usually traveled route to the port 
of entry in the United States of 
America, regardless of the route 
and method of travel used by the 
member of the Mission. 

ARTICLE 15. Each member of 
the Mission and each dependent 
member of his family shall be pro-
vided with first-class accommoda-
tions for travel required and per-
formed under this Agreement by 
the shortest usually traveled route 
between the port of embarkation 
in the United States of America 
and his official residence in the 
Republic of El Salvador, and from 
his official residence in the Re-
public of El Salvador to the port 
of debarkation in the United 
States of America. Each mem-
ber of the Mission shall be reim-
bursed for the expenses of ship-
ment of his household effects and 
baggage. Such reimbursement 
shall include all necessary expenses 
incident to unloading from the 
steamer upon arrival in the Re-
public of El Salvador, carting be-
tween the ship and the residence 
in the Republic of El Salvador, 
and packing and loading on board 
the steamer upon departure from 
the Republic of El Salvador. The 
cost of this transportation for 
members of the Mission, depend-
ent members of their families, and 
their household effects and bag-
gage shall be borne by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of 
America. Transportation of such 
household effects and baggage 
shall be effected in one shipment, 
and all subsequent shipments shall 
be at the expense of the respective 
members of the Mission except as 

retirado de la Mision antes de su 
partida de la Republica de El 
Salvador, y el pago se calcularet 
a base de viaje por la ruta ma,s 
corta generalmente usada hasta el 
puerto de entrada a los Estados 
Unidos de America, cualquiera que 
sea la ruta y el sistema de trans-
porte que utilice el miembro de la 
Mision. 
ARTICULO 15. Se proveera 

para cada miembro de la Mision 
y para cada miembro dependiente 
de su familia pasaje de primera 
clase para el viaje que se requiera 
y se efectile conform e a este Con-
venio por la ruta mas corta gene-
ralmente usada entre el puerto de 
embarque en los Estados Unidos 
de America y su residencia oficial 
en la Repiiblica de El Salvador, y 
desde su residencia oficial en la 
Rept%lica de El Salvador al puerto 
de desembarco en los Estados 
Unidos de America. Se reembol-
saran a cada miembro de la 
Mision los gastos de embarque de 
sus efectos caseros y equipaje. 
Tal reembolso incluira todo gasto 
necesario incidental a su descarga 
del vapor a la llegada a la Re-
ptiblica de El Salvador, el acarreo 
desde el vapor hasta la residencia 
en la Republica de El Salvador y 
el embalaje y carga a bordo del 
vapor a la partida de la Rept%lica 
de El Salvador. El costo de este 
transporte pars los miembros de la 
Misi6n, los miembros dependien-
tes de sus familias, y sus efectos 
caseros y equipaje sera sufragado 
por los Estados Unidos de Ame-
rica. El transports de dichos efec-
tos caseros y equipaje se efec-
tuara en un solo embarque y todo 
embarque subsiguiente sera, por 
cuenta de los respectivos miem-
bros de la Misi6n, except° cuando 
se disponga de otro modo en este 
Convenio, o cuando dichos ern-
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otherwise provided in this Agree- barques sean necesarios por cir-
ment, or when such shipments are cunstancias ajenas a su voluntad.
necessitated by circumstances be-
yond their control.

ARTICLE 16. The Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
shall grant, upon request of the
Chief of the Mission, exemption
from customs duties on articles
imported for the official use of the
Mission or the personal use of the
members thereof and of members
of their families.

ARTICLE 17. Compensation for
transportation and traveling ex-
penses in the Republic of El Sal-
vador on official business of the
Government of the Republic of
El Salvador shall be provided by
the Government of the Republic
of El Salvador in accordance with
the provisions of Article 10.

ARTICLE 18. The Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
shall provide the Chief of the
Mission with a suitable automo-
bile with chauffeur, for use on
official business. Suitable motor
transportation with chauffeur,
and when necessary an airplane
properly equipped, shall on call
be made available by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of El Salva-
dor for use by the members of the
Mission for the conduct of the
official business of the Mission.

ARTICLE 19. The Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
shall provide suitable office space
and facilities for the use of the
members of the Mission.

ARTICLE 20. If any member of
the Mission, or any of his family,
should die in the Republic of El
Salvador, the Government of the
Republic of El Salvador shall have
the body transported to such place
in the United States of America
as the surviving members of the
family may decide, but the cost

3007

ARTICULO 16. A solicitud del eusemtion from
Jefe de la Misi6n, el Gobierno de
la Repiblica de El Salvador exi-
mirA del pago de derechos de
aduana los articulos que se im-
porten para el uso oficial de la
Misi6n o para el uso personal de
los miembros de la misma y de sus
familias.

ARTICULO 17. El Gobierno de Comentio fortransportation and
la Republica de El Salvador re- trave1nrg erpeS
embolsarA los gastos de transporte
y de viaje en la Repdblica de El
Salvador cuando se trate de asun-
tos oficiales del Gobierno de la
Repiblica de El Salvador, de con-
formidad con las disposiciones del
Articulo 10. An, p. 3004.

ARTICULO 18. El Gobierno de mosilon of auto-mobile, etc.
la Repiblica de El Salvador pro-
porcionara al Jefe de la Misi6n
un autom6vil con ch6fer, para
uso oficial. El Gobierno de la
Repdblica de El Salvador, a soli-
citud, proporcionara autom6viles
con ch6fer, y cuando sea necesario, Airplane.

un aeroplano debidamente provis-
to para el uso de los miembros de
la Misi6n en el desempefio de
funciones oficiales de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 19. El Gobierno de Offcespac,etc.

la Repdblica de El Salvador pro-
veera local adecuado pars oficinas
y facilidades para uso de los
miembros de la Misi6n.

ARTICULO 20. Si algfin miembro Transportation ofremains in case of
de la Misi6n o algdn miembro de death.
su familia falleciere en la Repdbli-
ca de El Salvador, el Gobierno de
la Repdblica de El Salvador hara
trasladar el cadaver hasta el lugar
en los Estados Unidos de Ameica
que los parientes sobrevivientes
indiquen, pero el costo, pars el
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otherwise provided in this Agree-
ment, or when such shipments are 
necessitated by circumstances be-
yond their control. 
ARTICLE 16. The Government 

of the Republic of El Salvador 
shall grant, upon request of the 
Chief of the Mission, exemption 
from customs duties on articles 
imported for the official use of the 
Mission or the personal use of the 
members thereof and of members 
of their families. 
ARTICLE 17. Compensation for 

transportation and traveling ex-
penses in the Republic of El Sal-
vador on official business of the 
Government of the Republic of 
El Salvador shall be provided by 
the Government of the Republic 
of El Salvador in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 10. 
ARTICLE 18. The Government 

of the Republic of El Salvador 
shall provide the Chief of the 
Mission with a suitable automo-
bile with chauffeur, for use on 
official business. Suitable motor 
transportation with chauffeur, 
and when necessary an airplane 
properly equipped, shall on call 
be made available by the Govern-
ment of the Republic of El Salva-
dor for use by the members of the 
Mission for the conduct of the 
official business of the Mission. 
ARTICLE 19. The Government 

of the Republic of El Salvador 
shall provide suitable office space 
and facilities for the use of the 
members of the Mission. 
ARTICLE 20. If any member of 

the Mission, or any of his family, 
should die in the Republic of El 
Salvador, the Government of the 
Republic of El Salvador shall have 
the body transported to such place 
in the United States of America 
as the surviving members of the 
family may decide, but the cost 

barques sean necesarios por cir-
cunstancias ajenas a an voluntad. 

Aunomo 16. A solicitud del 
Jefe de la Mision, el Gobierno de 
la Repilbliea de El Salvador exi-
mire, del pago de derechos de 
aduana los artIculos quo se ira-
porten para el uso oficial de la 
Misión o para el use personal de 
los miembros de la naisma y de sus 
farnilias. 
ARTICULO 17. El Gobierno de 

la Republica de El Salvador re-
enabolsara los gastos de transporte 
y de viaje en la Reptiblica de El  
Salvador cuando se trate de asun-
tos oficiales del Gobierno de la 
RepMlles de El Salvador, de con-
formidad con las disposiciones del 
Artfculo 10. 
Annc-omo 18. El Gobierno de 

la Republica de El Salvador pro-
porcionare al Jefe de la Mision 
un automOvil con ch6fer, para 
uso oficial. El Gobierno de la 
Repilblica de El Salvador, a soli-
citud, proporcionara automeviles 
con ch6fer, y cuando sea necesario, 
un aeroplane debidamente provis-
to para el uso de los miembros de 
la Mision en el desempefio de 
funciones oficiales de is Misien. 

AnncuLo 19. El Gobierno de 
la RepUblica de El Salvador pro-
veera local adecuado pars oficinas 
y facilidades para uso de los 
miembros de la Mision. 
AwricuLo 20. Si algUn miembro 

de la Misien o algan miembro de 
an fa1ni1ia falleciere en is Republi-
ca de El Salvador, el Gobierno de 
is Reptiblica de El Salvador hare 
trasladar el cadaver heats el lugar 
en los Estados Unidos de America 
quo los parientes sobrevivientes 
indiquen, pero el costo, pare el 

Exemption from 
customs duties. 

Compeomtion for 
transportation and 
traveling expenses in 
El Salvador. 

Ante, p. 3004. 

Provision of auto-
mobile, etc. 

Airplane. 

Office space, etc. 

Transportation of 
remains in case of 
death. 
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to the Government of the Repub-
lic of El Salvador shall not exceed
the cost of transporting the re-
mains from the place of decease to
New York City. Should the de-
ceased be a member of the Mission,
his services with the Mission shall
be considered to have terminated
fifteen (15) days after his death.
Return transportation to New
York City for the family of the
deceased member and for their
baggage and household effects
shall be provided as prescribed in
Article 15. All compensation due
the deceased member, including
salary for fifteen (15) days subse-
quent to his death, and reimburse-
ment for expenses and transporta-
tion due the deceased member for
travel performed on official busi-
ness of the Republic of El Salva-
dor, shall be paid to the widow of
the deceased member or to any
other person who may have been
designated in writing by the de-
ceased while serving under the
terms of this Agreement; but such
widow or other person shall not be
compensated for accrued leave due
and not taken by the deceased.
All compensations due the widow,
or other person designated by the
deceased, under the provisions of
this Article, shall be paid within
fifteen (15) days after the decease
of the said member.

TITLE V

Requisites and Conditions

ARTICLE 21. So long as this
Agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of
the Republic of El Salvador shall
not engage the services of any per-
sonnel of any other foreign govern-
ment for duties of any nature con-
nected with the Salvadoran Air
Force, except by mutual agreement

Gobierno de la Repdblica de El
Salvador, no excedera del costo de
trasladar los restos desde el lugar
del fallecimiento hasta la ciudad
de Nueva York. Sielextintofuere
miembro de la Misi6n, se consi-
derara que sus servicios en ella
terminaron quince (15) dias des-
pues de su muerte. Los gastos de
regreso a la ciudad de Nueva York
para la familia del miembro falle-
cido, su equipaje y sus efectos
domesticos se sufragaran como se
dispone en el Articulo 15. Toda
remuneraci6n que se adeude al
miembro fallecido, inclusive su
sueldo por los quince (15) dias
siguientes a su muerte, y el re-
embolso de gastos y transporte en
viajes realizados en asuntos oficia-
les de la Repdblica de El Salva-
dor se pagaran a la viuda del
miembro fallecido o a la persona
que el extinto haya designado por
escrito mientras prestaba sus servi-
cios de conformidad con los t6rmi-
nos de este Convenio; pero no se
pagarA a la viuda ni a la otra
persona por la licencia a que
tuviere derecho y no tomada por
el finado. Toda remuneraci6n que
de conformidad con las disposi-
ciones de este Articulo se adeude a
la viuda o a la otra persona desig-
nada por el finado, se pagara
dentro del plazo de quince (15)
dias despues de la muerte de dicho
miembro.

TITULO V

Requisitos y Condiciones

ARTICULO 21. Durante la vigen-
cia de este Convenio o de su pro-
rrogaci6n, el Gobierno de la Repu-
blica de El Salvador no contratara
los servicios de personal de ningdn
otro gobierno extranjero para fun-
clones de naturaleza alguna rela-
cionadas con las Fuerzas Aereas
Salvadorefias, excepto mediante

Ante, p. 3006.
Compensation due

deceased member.

Services of person-
nel of other foreign
governments, restric-
tion.
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Ante, p. 3006. 
Compensation due 

deceased member. 

Services of person-
nel of other foreign 
governments, restric-
tion. 

to the Government of the Repub-
lic of El Salvador shall not exceed 
the cost of transporting the re-
mains from the place of decease to 
New York City. Should the de-
ceased be a member of the Mission, 
his services with the Mission shall 
be considered to have terminated 
fifteen (15) days after his death. 
Return transportation to New 
York City for the family of the 
deceased member and for their 
baggage and household effects 
shall be provided as prescribed in 
Article 15. All compensation due 
the deceased member, including 
salary for fifteen (15) days subse-
quent to his death, and reimburse-
ment for expenses and transporta-
tion due the deceased member for 
travel performed on official busi-
ness of the Republic of El Salva-
dor, shall be paid to the widow of 
the deceased member or to any 
other person who may have been 
designated in writing by the de-
ceased while serving under the 
terms of this Agreement; but such 
widow or other person shall not be 
compensated for accrued leave due 
and not taken by the deceased. 
All compensations due the widow, 
or other person designated by the 
deceased, under the provisions of 
this Article, shall be paid within 
fifteen (15) days after the decease 
of the said member. 

TITLE V 

Requisites and Conditions 

ARTICLE 21. So long as this 
Agreement, or any extension there-
of, is in effect, the Government of 
the Republic of El Salvador shall 
not engage the services of any per-
sonnel of any other foreign govern-
ment for duties of any nature con-
nected with the Salvadoran Air 
Force, except by mutual agreement 

Gobierno de la Reptiblica de El 
Salvador, no excedera del costo de 
trasladar los restos desde el lugar 
del fallecimiento hasta la ciudad 
de Nueva York. Si el extinto fuere 
miembro de la Mision, se consi-
derari que sus servicios en ella 
terminaron quince (15) dfas des-
plies de su muerte. Los gastos de 
regreso a la ciudad de Nueva York 
para la familia del miembro falle-
cido, su equipaje y sus efectos 
domesticos se sufragaran como se 
clispone en el Articulo 15. Toda 
remuneraciOn quo se adeude al 
miembro fallecido, inclusive su 
sueldo por los quince (15) dim 
siguientes a su muerte, y el re-
ernbolso de gastos y transporte en 
viajes realizados on asuntos oficia-
les de la Republica de El Salva-
dor se pagaran a ht. viuda del 
miembro fallecido o a la persona 
quo el extinto haya designado por 
escrito mientras prestaba sus servi-
cios de conformidad con los termi-
nos de este Convenio; pero no se 
pagará a la viuda ni a la otra 
persona por la licencia a quo 
tuviere derecho y no tomada por 
el finado. Toda remuneracion quo 
de conformidad con las disposi-
ciones de este Articulo se adeude a 
la viuda o a la otra persona desig-
nada por el finado, se pagara 
dentro del plazo de quince (15) 
dias despues de la muerte de dicho 
miembro. 

TITULO V 

Requisitos y Condiciones 

AlmonLo 21. Durante la vigen-
cia de este Convenio o de su pro-
rrogacion, el Gobierno de la Rep4-
blies de El Salvador no contratara 
los servicios de personal de ningdn 
otro gobierno extranjero pare fun-
ciones de naturaleza alguna rela-
cionadas con las Fuerzas Aereas 
Salvadorefias, except° mediante 
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between the Government of the
United States of America and the
Government of the Republic of
El Salvador.

ARTICLE 22. Each member of
the Mission shall agree not to
divulge or in any way disclose to
any foreign government or to any
person whatsoever any secret or
confidential matter of which he
may become cognizant in his
capacity as a member of the Mis-
sion. This requirement shall con-
tinue in force after the termination
of service with the Mission and
after the expiration or cancellation
of this Agreement or any extension
thereof.

ARTICLE 23. Throughout this
Agreement the term "family" is
limited to mean wife and depend-
ent children.

ARTICLE 24. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to
one month's annual leave with
pay, or to a proportional part
thereof with pay for any frac-
tional part of a year. Unused
portions of said leave shall be
cumulative from year to year
during service as a member of the
Mission.

ARTICLE 25. The leave speci-
fied in the preceding Article may
be spent in the Republic of El
Salvador, in the United States of
America, or in any other coum-
tries, but the expense of travel and
transportation not otherwise pro-
vided for in this Agreement shall
be borne by the member of the
Mission taking such leave. All
travel time shall count as leave
and shall not be in addition to the
time authorized in the preceding
Article.

acuerdo entre el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America y el
Gobierno de la Republica de El
Salvador.

ARTICULO 22. Todo miembro de
la Misi6n se compromete a no
divulgar ni a revelar, por ningun
medio, a gobierno extranjero algu-
no, o a persona alguna, ningun
secreto ni asunto confidencial que
pueda llegar a su conocimiento en
su calidad de miembro de la
Misi6n. Este requisito continua-
ra en vigor despues de terminar
sus servicios en la Misi6n y des-
pu6s de la expiraci6n o cancelaci6n
del presente Convenio o de su
prorrogaci6n.

ARTICULO 23. En este Convenio
se entendera que el t6rmino "fami-
lia" s6lo comprende a la esposa y a
los hijos menores.

ARTICULO 24. Todo miembro
de la Misi6n tendra derecho anual-
mente a un mes de licencia con
sueldo, o a una parte proporcional
de dicha licencia con sueldo por
cada fracci6n de un afio. La
parte de dicha licencia que no se
use podra acumularse de afio en
afio mientras la persona preste
sus servicios como miembro de la
Misi6n.

ARTICULO 25. La licencia que
se estipula en el Articulo prece-
dente podrt disfrutarse en la
Repiblica de El Salvador, en los
Estados Unidos de America, o en
cualquiera otro pais, pero los
gastos de viaje y de transporte
que no se dispongan de otro modo
en este Convenio seran sufragados
por el miembro de la M\isi6n que
tome la licencia. Todo el tiempo
consumido en viajar se contara
como parte de la licencia, y no se
afiadira al tiempo que se autoriza
en el Articulo precedente.

Secrecy require-
ment.

"Family."

Annual leave.
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between the Government of the 
United States of America and the 
Government of the Republic of 
El Salvador. 
ARTICLE 22. Each member of 

the Mission shall agree not to 
divulge or in any way disclose to 
any foreign government or to any 
person whatsoever any secret or 
confidential matter of which he 
may become cognizant in his 
capacity as a member of the Mis-
sion. This requirement shall con-
tinue in force after the termination 
of service with the Mission and 
after the expiration or cancellation 
of this Agreement or any extension 
thereof. 
ARTICLE 23. Throughout this 

Agreement the term "family" is 
limited to mean wife and depend-
ent children. 
ARTICLE 24. Each member of 

the Mission shall be entitled to 
one month's annual leave with 
pay, or to a proportional part 
thereof with pay for any frac-
tional part of a year. Unused 
portions of said leave shall be 
cumulative from year to year 
during service as a member of the 
Mission. 

ARTICLE 25. The leave speci-
fied in the preceding Article may 
be spent in the Republic of El 
Salvador, in the United States of 
America, or in any other coun-
tries, but the expense of travel and 
transportation not otherwise pro-
vided for in this Agreement shall 
be borne by the member of the 
Mission taking such leave. All 
travel time shall count as leave 
and shall not be in addition to the 
time authorized in the preceding 
Article. 

acuerdo entre el Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America y el 
Gobierno de la Republica de El 
Salvador. 
ARTICULO 22. Todo miembro de 

la Mision se compromete a no 
divulgar ni a revelar, por niiigiin 
medio, a gobierno extranjero algu-
no, o a persona alguna, ningtin 
secreto ni asunto confidencial que 
pueda llegar a su conocimiento en 
su calidad de miembro de la 
Mision. Este requisito continua-
ra, en vigor despues de terminar 
sus servicios en la Mision y des-
piles de la expiracion o cancelacion 
del presente Convenio o de su 
prorrogacion. 
ARTICULO 23. En este Convenio 

se entendera que el terrain° "fami-
lia" solo comprende a la esposa y a 
los hijos raenores. 
ARTICULO 24. Todo miembro 

de la Mision tendra derecho anual-
mente a un mes de licencia con 
sueldo, o a una parte proporcional 
de dicha licencia con sueldo por 
cada fraccien de un ario. La 
parte de dicha licencia que no se 
use podra acumularse de alio en 
ano mientras la persona presto 
sus servicios como miembro de la 
Mision. 
ARTICULO 25. La licencia que 

se estipula en el Articulo prece-
dente podra disfrutarse en la 
Republica de El Salvador, en los 
Estados Unidos de America, o en 
cualquiera otro pals, pero los 
gastos de viaje y de transporte 
que no se dispongan de otro modo 
en este Convenio serim sufragados 
por el miembro de la MisiOn que 
tome la licencia. Todo el tiempo 
consumido en viajar se contará 
como parte de la licencia, y no se 
afiadira al tiempo que se autoriza 
en el Articulo precedente. 

Secrecy require-
ment. 

"Family." 

Annual leave. 
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Termination of serv-
ices of replaced mem-
bers.

Medical attention.

ARTICLE 26. The Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
agrees to grant the leave specified
in Article 24 upon receipt of writ-
ten application, approved by the
Chief of the Mission with due
consideration for the convenience
of the Government of the Republic
of El Salvador.

ARTICLE 27. Members of the
Mission who may be replaced shall
terminate their services on the
Mission only upon the arrival of
their replacements, except when
otherwise mutually agreed upon
in advance by the respective
Governments.

ARTICLE 28. The Government
of the Republic of El Salvador
shall provide suitable medical at-
tention to members of the Mission
and their families. In case a mem-
ber of the Mission becomes ill or
suffers injury, he shall, at the
discretion of the Chief of the Mis-
sion, be placed in such hospital as
the Chief of the Mission deems
suitable, after consultation with
the Minister of Defense of the
Republic of El Salvador, and all
expenses incurred as the result of
such illness or injury while the
patient is a member of the Mission
and remains in the Republic of El
Salvador shall be paid by the Gov-
ernment of El Salvador. If the
hospitalized member is a commis-
sioned officer he shall pay his cost
of subsistence, but if he is an en-
listed man the cost of subsistence
shall be paid by the Government
of the Republic of El Salvador.
Families shall enjoy the same
privileges agreed upon in this
Article for members of the Mis-
sion, except that a member of the
Mission shall in all cases pay the
cost of subsistence incident to
hospitalization of a member of his

ARTICULO 26. El Gobierno de
la Repdblica de El Salvador con-
viene en conceder la licencia es-
tipulada en el Articulo 24, al
recibir una solicitud por escrito
con ese objeto, aprobada por el
Jefe de la Misi6n, con la debida
consideraci6n a la conveniencia
del Gobierno de la Republica de
El Salvador.

ARTICULO 27. Los miembros de
la Misi6n a quienes se reemplace
terminaran sus servicios en la
Misi6n solamente cuando Ileguen
sus reemplazos, excepto cuando
los dos Gobiernos acuerden de
antemano lo contrario.

ARTICULO 28. El Gobierno de la
Repfiblica de El Salvador pro-
porcionara atenci6n medica ade-
cuada a los miembros de la Misi6n
y a sus familias. En caso de que
un miembro de la Misi6n se
enferme o sufra lesiones se le
hospitalizarh, a discreci6n del Jefe
de la Misi6n, en el hospital que el
Jefe de la Misi6n considere ade-
cuado despues de consultar con el
Ministro de Defensa de la Re-
publica de El Salvador; y todos
los gastos en que se incurra a
consecuencia de dicha enfermedad
o lesiones mientras el paciente sea
miembro de la Misi6n y perma-
nezca en la Repdblica de El Salva-
dor, ser&n sufragados por el Go-
bierno de El Salvador. Si el
miembro de la Misi6n hospitali-
zado es un oficial pagara sus gastos
de subsistencia, pero si pertenece
al personal subalterno el costo de
subsistencia sera sufragado por el
Gobierno de la Repdblica de El
Salvador. Las familias gozarin de
los mismos privilegios que dispone
este Articulo para los miembros de
la Misi6n, excepto que un miembro
de la Misi6n pagara en todos y
cada uno de los casos los gastos de
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Termination of serv-
ices of replaced mem-
bers. 

Medical attention. 

ARTICLE 26. The Government 
of the Republic of El Salvador 
agrees to grant the leave specified 
in Article 24 upon receipt of writ-
ten application, approved by the 
Chief of the Mission with due 
consideration for the convenience 
of the Government of the Republic 
of El Salvador. 

ARTICLE 27. Members of the 
Mission who may be replaced shall 
terminate their services on the 
Mission only upon the arrival of 
their replacements, except when 
otherwise mutually agreed upon 
in advance by the respective 
Governments. 
ARTICLE 28. The Government 

of the Republic of El Salvador 
shall provide suitable medical at-
tention to members of the Mission 
and their families. In case a mem-
ber of the Mission becomes ill or 
suffers injury, he shall, at the 
discretion of the Chief of the Mis-
sion, be placed in such hospital as 
the Chief of the Mission deems 
suitable, after consultation with 
the Minister of Defense of the 
Republic of El Salvador, and all 
expenses incurred as the result of 
such illness or injury while the 
patient is a member of the Mission 
and remains in the Republic of El 
Salvador shall be paid by the Gov-
ernment of El Salvador. If the 
hospitalized member is a commis-
sioned officer he shall pay his cost 
of subsistence, but if he is an en-
listed man the cost of subsistence 
shall be paid by the Government 
of the Republic of El Salvador. 
Families shall enjoy the same 
privileges agreed upon in this 
Article for members of the Mis-
sion, except that a member of the 
Mission shall in all cases pay the 
cost of subsistence incident to 
hospitalization of a member of his 

ARTICULO 26. El Gobierno de 
la Reptiblica de El Salvador con-
viene en conceder la licencia es-
tipulada en el Articulo 24, al 
recibir una solicitud por escrito 
con ese objeto, aprobada por el 
Jefe de is Mision, con la debida 
consideracion a is conveniencia 
del Gobierno de la Reptiblica de 
El Salvador. 
ARTICULO 27. Los miembros de 

is Mision a quienes se reemplace 
terminaran sus servicios en is 
Mision solamente cuando lleguen 
sus reemplazos, except° cuando 
los dos Gobiernos acuerden de 
antemano lo contrario. 

ARTICULO 28. El Gobierno de is 
Republica de El Salvador pro-
porcionara atenciOn medica ade-
cuada a los miembros de is Mision 
y a sus familias. En caso de que 
un miembro de is Mision se 
enferme o sufra lesiones se le 
hospitalizara, a discrecion del Jefe 
de la Mision, en el hospital que el 
Jefe de la Mision considere ade-
cuado despues de consultor con el 
Ministro de Defensa de la Re-
pdblica de El Salvador; y todos 
los gastos en que se incurra a 
consecuencia de dicha enfermedad 
o lesiones mientras el paciente sea 
miembro de is Mision y perma-
nezca en is Republica de El Salva-
dor, Berlin sufragados por el Go-
bierno de El Salvador. Si el 
miembro de is Mision hospitali-
zado es un oficial pagara sus gastos 
de subsistencia, pero si pertenece 
al personal subaltern° el costo de 
subsistencia serf), sufragado por el 
Gobierno de la Republics de El 
Salvador. Las farnilias gozaran de 
los mismos privilegios que dispone 
este Artfculo pars los miembros de 
is Mision, excepto que un miembro 
de is Mision pagara en todos y 
cada uno de los casos los gastos de 
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family, except as may be provided
under Article 10.

ARTICLE 29. Any member of
the Mission unable to perform his
duties with the Mission by reason
of long-continued physical disa-
bility shall be replaced.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-
dersigned, Robert A. Lovett, Act-
ing Secretary of State of the
United States of America, and
Carlos A. Siri, Charge d'Affaires
ad interim of the Republic of El
Salvador at Washington, duly
authorized thereto, have signed
this Agreement in duplicate, in
the English and Spanish lan-
guages, at Washington, this nine-
teenth day of August, one thou-
sand nine hundred forty-seven.

subsistencia relacionados con la
hospitalizaci6n de los miembros de
su familia, excepto como se dispone
en el Articulo 10.

ARTICULO 29. Todo miembro
de la Misi6n que no pueda desem-
pefar sus funciones a causa de
prolongada incapacidad fisica sera
reemplazado.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infras-
critos, Robert A. Lovett, Secre-
tario de Estado Interino de los
Estados Unidos de America, y
Carlos A. Siri, Encargado de
Negocios ad Interim de la Repu-
blica de El Salvador en Washing-
ton, debidamente autorizados para
ello, firman este Convenio en
duplicado, en los idiomas ingles y
espafol, en Washington, el dia
diez y nueve de agosto de mil
novecientos cuarenta y siete.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
FOR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

ROBERT A LOVETT

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR:
POR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR:

CARLOS A SIRI

Ante, p. 3004.

Replacement in case
of disability.
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family, except as may be provided 
under Article 10. 

ARTICLE 29. Any member of 
the Mission unable to perform his 
duties with the Mission by reason 
of long-continued physical disa-
bility shall be replaced. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the un-
dersigned, Robert A. Lovett, Act-
ing Secretary of State of the 
United States of America, and 
Carlos A. Sin, Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim of the Republic of El 
Salvador at Washington, duly 
authorized thereto, have signed 
this Agreement in duplicate, in 
the English and Spanish lan-
guages, at Washington, this nine-
teenth day of August, one thou-
sand nine hundred forty-seven. 

subsistencia relacionados con la 
hospitalizacion de los miembros de 
su familia, excepto como se dispone 
en el Articulo 10. 
ARTICULO 29. Todo miembro 

de la Mision que no pueda desem-
penar sus funciones a causa de 
prolongada incapacidad fisica sera 
reemplazado. 

EN FE DE LO CUAL, 10S infras-
critos, Robert A. Lovett, Secre-
tario de Estado Interino de los 
Estados Unidos de America, y 
Carlos A. Sin, Encargado de 
Negocios ad Interim de la Repii-
blica de El Salvador en Washing-
ton, debidamente autorizados para 
ello, firman este Convenio en 
duplicado, en los idiomas ingles y 
espanol, en Washington, el dia 
diez y nueve de agosto de mil 
novecientos cuarenta y siete. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
FOR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

ROBERT A LOVETT 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF EL SALVADOR: 

FOR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR: 

CARLOS A SIRI 

Ante, p. 3004. 

Replacement in case 
of disability. 
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FebruaryPland28,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom
[T. I. A. . 1635] of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting intergovernmental

claims, interpreting the agreement of March 27, 1946. Effected by
exchange of notes signed at Washington February 19 and 28, 1947;
entered into force February 28, 1947.

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

Feb 19, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the "Agreement on Settlement of
Intergovernmental Claims", which was one of the specific Agreements
between the British Government and the United States Government
signed on March 27, 1946, pursuant to the Joint Statement of Decem-

s60 tat. 1525, 164. ber 6, 1945, Regarding Settlement for Lend-Lease, Reciprocal Aid,
60 stat. 153. Surplus War Property, and Claims. Paragraph 6 of the Agreement

provides "that all financial claims whatsoever of one Government
against the other which (a) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid,
or (b) otherwise arose on or after September 3, 1939 and prior to Sep-
tember 2, 1945 out of or incidental to the conduct of World War II,
and which are not otherwise dealt with in the Agreements concluded
this day, are hereby waived, and neither Government will hereafter
raise or pursue any such claims against the other."

Espoused claims. A question has been raised as to whether the expression "all finan-
cial claims whatsoever of one Government against the other which
(a) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid, or (b) otherwise arose on
or after September 3, 1939 and prior to September 2, 1945 out of or
incidental to the conduct of World War II" is properly interpreted
as applying to claims submitted in accordance with the practice
whereby one government espouses a claim of one of its nationals and
presents it through diplomatic channels to another government.
After consideration of the general purposes of the waiver of claims
provision and of the discussions leading to the adoption of that pro-
vision, the Department has concluded that the proper interpretation
of the Agreement is that such espoused claims are not properly in-
cluded among the financial claims covered by the Agreement.

I would appreciate being advised whether your Government concurs
in this interpretation.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Secretary of State:
DEAN ACHESON

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

THE LORD INVERCHAPEL, P.C., G.C.M.G.,
British Ambassador.
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February 19 and 28,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom 
[T. I. A. S. 16351 of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting intergovernmental 

claims, interpreting the agreement of March 27, 1946. Effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Washington February 19 and 28, 1947; 
entered into force February 28, 1947. 

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Feb 19, 1947 

60 Stat. 1525, 1564. 

60 Stat. 1538. 

Espoused claims. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the "Agreement on Settlement of 

Intergovernmental Claims", which was one of the specific Agreements 
between the British Government and the United States Government 
signed on March 27, 1946, pursuant to the Joint Statement of Decem-
ber 6, 1945, Regarding Settlement for Lend-Lease, Reciprocal Aid, 
Surplus War Property, and Claims. Paragraph 6 of the Agreement 
provides "that all financial claims whatsoever of one Government 
against the other which (a) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid, 
or (b) otherwise arose on or after September 3, 1939 and prior to Sep-
tember 2, 1945 out of or incidental to the conduct of World War II, 
and which are not otherwise dealt with in the Agreements concluded 
this day, are hereby waived, and neither Government will hereafter 
raise or pursue any such claims against the other." 
A question has been raised as to whether the expression "all finan-

cial claims whatsoever of one Government against the other which 
(a) arose out of lend-lease or reciprocal aid, or (b) otherwise arose on 
or after September 3, 1939 and prior to September 2, 1945 out of or 
incidental to the conduct of World War II" is properly interpreted 
as applying to claims submitted in accordance with the practice 
whereby one government espouses a claim of one of its nationals and 
presents it through diplomatic channels to another government. 
After consideration of the general purposes of the waiver of claims 
provision and of the discussions leading to the adoption of that pro-
vision, the Department has concluded that the proper interpretation 
of the Agreement is that such espoused claims are not properly in-
cluded among the financial claims covered by the Agreement. 
I would appreciate being advised whether your Government concurs 

in this interpretation. 
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-

sideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 
DEAN ACHESON 

His Excellency 
The Right Honorable 

THE LORD INVERCHAPEL, P.C., G.C.M.G., 
British Ambassador. 
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The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State

BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON
No. 95 February 28th, 1947
Ref. 4171/6/47

SIR:

I have the honour to refer to Mr. Acheson's note of February 19th
in which he gave an interpretation of paragraph 6 of the "Agreement
on Settlement of Intergovernmental Claims" which was signed by
representatives of His Majesty's Government and the United States
Government on March 27th, 1946. 60 Stat.1536.

I am pleased to inform you that His Majesty's Government concur
in the interpretation presented in Mr. Acheson's note.

I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir,
Your most obedient humble Servant

INVERCHAPEL

The Honourable
GEORGE C. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State,
Department of State,

Washington, D.C.

95347 - 49-Ir. IiI -47

No. 95 
Ref. 4171/6/47 
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The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
W ASHINGTON 

February 28th, 1947 

I have the honour to refer to Mr. Acheson's note of February 19th 
in which he gave an interpretation of paragraph 6 of the "Agreement 
on Settlement of Intergovernmental Claims" which was signed by 
representatives of His Majesty's Government and the United States 
Government on March 27th, 1946. 
I am pleased to inform you that His Majesty's Government concur 

in the interpretation presented in Mr. Acheson's note. 
I have the honour to be with the highest consideration Sir, 

Your most obedient humble Servant 
INVERCHAPEL 

The Honourable 
GEORGE C. M ARSHALL, 

Secretary of State, 
Department of State, 

Washington, D.C. 

60 Stat. 1536. 

95347 - 49 vr. tu -47 
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June 17 and 27,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
[T. I. A. S. 1636] dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting marine trans-

portation and litigation, modifying the agreement of December 4, 1942.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington June 17 and 27,
1947; entered into force June 27, 1947.

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State

Ref: 4273/6/47
No. 345

His Majesty's Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secre-
tary of State and has the honour to inform him that, as the result of
discussions between the Treasury Solicitor of the United Kingdom
and the Attorney General of the United States concerning the further
modification of the Agreement signed in London on the 4th December,

56 Stat. 1780. 1942,regarding mutual aid in matters of marine transportation and
litigation, previously modified by the notes exchanged on the 25th

60 Stat. 1915. March and the 7th May, 1946, His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are prepared
to enter into an agreement with the Government of the United States
on the following terms:-

For the purpose of the said Agreement, all cargoes belonging to
or at the risk of either contracting Government shipped on board
vessels belonging to or at the risk of the other contracting Govern-
ment which are laden on board such vessels sailing at or after
midnight 30th June, 1947, shall be considered in all respects as if
the cargo were privately owned; and the provisions of the said
Agreement shall cease to apply to such cargoes.

2. His Majesty's Ambassador therefore desires to suggest that if the
above-mentioned provision meets with the concurrence of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, this memorandum and the Secretary
of State's reply to that effect shall be considered as constituting an
Agreement between the two Governments in this matter.

BRITISH EMBASSY,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
F.V.C. June 17th, 1947.

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency
the British Ambassador and has the honor to acknowledge the receipt
of his note No. 345 of June 17, 1947 proposing a further modification

56 stat. I0. of the Agreement signed in London on December 4, 1942 concerning
mutual aid in matters of marine transportation and litigation and
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June 17 and 27, 1947  

[T. I. A. S. 1636] 

56 Stat. 1780. 

60 Stat. 1915. 

56 Stat. 1780. 

Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting marine trans-
portation and litigation, modifying the agreement of December 4, 1942. 
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington June 17 and 27, 
1947; entered into force June 27, 1947. 

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

Ref: 4273/6/47 
No. 345 

His Majesty's Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secre-
tary of State and has the honour to inform him that, as the result of 
discussions between the Treasury Solicitor of the United Kingdom 
and the Attorney General of the United States concerning the further 
modification of the Agreement signed in London on the 4th December, 
1942, regarding mutual aid in matters of marine transportation and 
litigation, previously modified by the notes exchanged on the 25th 
March and the 7th May, 1946, His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are prepared 
to enter into an agreement with the Government of the United States 
on the following terms:— 

For the purpose of the said Agreement, all cargoes belonging to 
or at the risk of either contracting Government shipped on board 
vessels belonging to or at the risk of the other contracting Govern-
ment which are laden on board such vessels sailing at or after 
midnight 30th June, 1947, shall be considered in all respects as if 
the cargo were privately owned; and the provisions of the said 
Agreement shall cease to apply to such cargoes. 

2. His Majesty's Ambassador therefore desires to suggest that if the 
above-mentioned provision meets with the concurrence of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, this memorandum and the Secretary 
of State's reply to that effect shall be considered as constituting an 
Agreement between the two Governments in this matter. 

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

F.V.C. June 17th, 1947. 

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the British Ambassador and has the honor to acknowledge the receipt 
of his note No. 345 of June 17, 1947 proposing a further modification 
of the Agreement signed in London on December 4, 1942 concerning 
mutual aid in matters of marine transportation and litigation and 
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subsequently modified by an exchange of notes dated March 25 and
May 7, 1946. The further modification proposed is in the following 60 Stat. 15.

terms:

"For the purpose of the said Agreement, all cargoes belonging
to or at the risk of either contracting Government shipped on board
vessels belonging to or at the risk of the other contracting Govern-
ment which are laden on board such vessels sailing at or after
midnight 30th June, 1947, shall be considered in all respects as if
the cargo were privately owned; and the provisions of the said
Agreement shall cease to apply to such cargoes."

The proposed modification is acceptable to the Government of the
United States, and this note and the British Ambassador's note under
reference shall be considered as constituting an Agreement between
the two Governments on the matter.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 27, 1947.

411.41 Ships/6-1747
RTY
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subsequently modified by an exchange of notes dated March 25 and 
May 7, 1946. The further modification proposed is in the following 
terms: 

"For the purpose of the said Agreement, all cargoes belonging 
to or at the risk of either contracting Government shipped on board 
vessels belonging to or at the risk of the other contracting Govern-
ment which are laden on board such vessels sailing at or after 
midnight 30th June, 1947, shall be considered in all respects as if 
the cargo were privately owned; and the provisions of the said 
Agreement shall cease to apply to such cargoes." 

The proposed modification is acceptable to the Government of the 
United States, and this note and the British Ambassador's note under 
reference shall be considered as constituting an Agreement between 
the two Governments on the matter. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, June 27, 1947. 

411.41 Ships/6-1747 
RTY 

60 Stat. NM. 



(61 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

Agreement between the United States of America and Greece respecting July 8, 1947
relief assistance. Signed at Athens July 8, 1947; entered into force [T. I. A. s. 1637]

July 8, 1947.

,AGREBMINT BETEEWS THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND THB KIiiGDOM OF GREECE CONCERNING THE UNITED

STATES RELIEF ASSISTANCE TO THE GREEK PEOPL3.

ZYL.SN IA LEA fY 'SfN HNLWMNSN IAIfeIQZ N *'1- AkEPIFH KA

rOY BA2IAEIOY I Ni EIMAA AAOPYZA EIZ HI BOiEIBIAN IlPOQ

I ASPIOMYIN TOY EAAHIKOY AMY YUO 12W &LJg1N. IPAI fIEIZi

301761 STAT.] GREECE- RELIEF ASSISTANCE- JULY 8, 1947 

Agreement between the United States of America and Greece respecting 
relief assistance. Signed at Athens July 8, 1947; entered into force 
July 8, 1947. 

,AGREEKETT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE :KINGDOM OF GREECE CONCERNING THE UNITED 

STATES RELIEF ASSISTANCE TO THE GREEK PEOPLE 

EY1.02NIA LETAZ.Y TQN HN2LOIN2N WAITEI04 THE MPH= Ica  

TOY BAZIAEIOY 11-1Z EAAA4GE ADOMEA EIE THN BOHOEIAN MOE  

HEPIOAATIN TCY EAAHNIKCY AACY /TO TQN HNSUMN2N HDAITE121 

3017 

July 8, 1947 
[T. I. A. 8. 1637] 



INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

AGREEMENT BETWEE THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND THE KtINGOOM OF GRKECE CONCERNING THE UNITED

STATES RELIEr ASSISTANCE TO THE GREEK PEOPLE

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States tf

America to provide relief assistanoe to the Greei people

to prevent suffering and to permit them to oontinue

effectively their efforts toward recovery; and

Authority for pro-
viding assistance.

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125.

HEER2iS, the Greek Government has requested the

United atates Government for relief assistanoe and has

presented information whioh oonvinoes the Government of

the United States that the ureek uovernment urgently

needs assistanoe in obtaining the basio essentials of life

for the people of Greeoe; and

wHsREAS, the United States Congress has by Public

law 84, 80th Uongress, May 31, 1947, authorized the pro-

vision

3018 

Authority for pro-
viding assistance. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p.125. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  

AND THE KINGDOM OF ORME CONCERNING THE UNITED 

STATEs Riaxmlie ASSISTANCE TO 7dE GREBE. PEOPLE  

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States Or 

America to provide relief assistance to the Greek people 

to prevent suffering and to permit them to continue 

effectively their efforts toward recovery; and 

*MMUS, the Greek Government has requested the 

United states Government for relief assistance and has 

presented information which convinces the Government of 

the United States that the ureek uovernment urgently 

needs assistance in obtaining the basin essentials of life 

for the people of Greece; and 

wlizRZAS, the United states Congress has by Publie 

Law 84, 80th Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the prom 

vision 



61 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

ZYIIA ILTA3Yf T5N HNSSN IDAITEIQN THZ AMuEPIKHZ . A

TOY BAZIAEIOY TZ EAAAOZ MpOPQA EIZ 'EHN BCHMEIAN IPCO

IEPIeAAYIN TOY EAAHNIKOY AAOY YIIO TN HNYMSINQ IMAITEIQN

EIIEIAH, at 'iwv.EYva IIo\T'cacit TC 'Ap tspxC I&s6i-

UpoNaav aC sapaaXwio poq4eetav xpoC xep'8atv TroO '*E.-

Aqvtro o );ao, vca dXocpeuxO 4 oucuxfa atX Yva SOvi|9B

ot0oC vd auvexiar dsoTeX\ecrpaTixi3c TaC xpocrsa8EaCC TO

Xpo' aYvppirtv·

ElnEIAH 4 *EA4.ivtx4 Kupepv4qcnc 4sqo4axTo 4Sv sapox4v

xEp6dewoiC sarpd : qI Ke:pv4a¢EC ra v 'hivwYpewv IIoXieSYtv,

Xa( Xaposxe aroixeTa .drtva 'Xeov r4vT KupepviqvTY OY

'HvwYivw IIoXTrszv rt% 4 ' X2 vtx4 KolPpvqOtC IXI E

ts(youacYv dYvdypiv iOeiEtaC spoC dsA<tcsqo% iv TB acil4i

IS-CtxOY. dYmoY btv d 6trY *BA ' vtro'yv )Xv

mIIEIat, o' Koyxpicraov Yrgv 'Hvwpipwv IIoX.ttSCYv 8te

0roI ds'dp6O. 84 NOIou SO;l 800oo Koxplacrou, rl4c 3Iq.C Malov

1947

3019G1 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947 

ZYMO2NIAL ITTASY T2N HNUM6214 DOAITEILIN THE AMEPIKEE KAI  

TOY BAEIAEIOY THE EAAALVOE MOP= EIZ THN BOHOEIAN UPOE  

UEPIOAAYIN TOY EAAHNIKCY AMY YUO T2N IINZIENSIN IIDAITENN 

EMIAH, at livovIrat Ilaxcetat wc 'Apeptx4c istOu-

paatv &tic xapdavat porleetav xpdc scepieakinv TOO 'El:* 

lAvum0 laoe, tva dxoTeux8; 4 suaTuxIa lea( tra Surge; 

ti6Toc vd auvexin dsorelzaparmac rdc xpontaciat TOO 

xpdc evecippwatv. 

FNEIAH 4 '111.14vm4 Kupepvilotc 4T4craTo T4v stapopir 

xept644ewc xapd T4c K4epvilacac TOV lirtopintor UatTet4r, 

xi( stapioxe arotxisia itrtra sta8our r4v KuPiprtiatr y3r 

liwarcov BAtTet0v 8Tt 4 .xxx4vm4 KoPipvilatc Exit 

ixe(youcrav dvdrolv Aollecfac NAG dx4xygatv Tar Paatav 

guoTtav dyafev bld TOv 'ENI4vtxdv 

=KIM, TO Koricavaor TOY *IirwpivrAr UoXtreter sa 

roe tliecipte. 84 NOwm 80ou'Korcpiaaou, T4c 31sic Mao* 

1947 

3019 
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Types, quttiant
etc

The Government of the United Utates of Amerioa re-

presented by the Honorable Lincoln MaoVeegh and the Govern-

ment of the Xingdom of Greece represented by His Sxoellenoy

Desmtrlos Maximos have agreed as follows:

ARTIOn X

arnbJabino or BuDwlies.

(a) The program of asistanoe to be furnished

shallU

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

vision of relief assistanoe to the people of those

countries whioh, in the determination of the President,

feed ouoh assistanoe and have given satisfaotory assur-

anoes covering the relief program as required by the Act

of Congress; and

'i.REiAS, the United States Government and the Greek

Government desire to define certain conditions and under-

standings oonoerning the handling and distribution of the

United atates relief supplies and to establish the

general lines of their oooperation in meeting the relief

needs of the Greek people;

3020 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Types, quantittee. 
etc. 

vision of relief assistance to the people of those 

countries which, in the determination of the President, 

teed suoh assistance and have given satisfactory amour-, 

anoes covering the relief program as required by the Act 

Of Congress; and 

IIIIKHKAS, the United states Government and the Greek 

Government desire to define oertain conditions and under-

standings oonoerning the handling and distribution of the 

United states relief supplies and to establish the 

general lines of their cooperation in mooting the relief 

needs of the Greek people; 

The Government of the United litates of America re-

presented by the Honorable Lincoln IftoVeagh and the Govern-

ment of the Aingdom of Greece represented by Hi. Exoelleney 

D'emetrios Maximos have agreed as follows: 

ARTIOLX 

panishina Of liumnlies. 

'a) The program of assistanoe to be furnished 



61 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

1947, Lvptivs 4v Sxpox4v poq89oca( spc sCp(G),tr v et

TOc¢ )ao4¢C irv XWpGQ lZevwvr, LtrtvSc ZrGa 'CS6Y poa6,opt-

OvCr -or IDpoc8poui, Ex Qaw divdyisY oc1tr<C poqOethC aG(

attsrEc fExoacri Sje tixrogptqtrxaC 8sutaiatrcSC hCspoC

Tro poypcap)ia septSad)eiwC op( c vw N-pq T OO Koyxpeo'oo.

EEIZIAH, 4 KVPepvqcras ctv 'HYr)IIvw II) oXeQvY xaC 4

'EXqvivt KopCpviorrTC %m8u)zo8vtY 8M. Ga(optiwot (ptfi-

OOuC ppo¢ C Ct IYsXt)4*C d(poptwac stCk 4v 8tacXpttv¥

xaz( "v sicvop4v avYr 'ALScptSZtwavfiv £o6O(cv sept¢a&*wc

at( da xa8op(xow*v TdC YuvtKa Ypaj 4aC 'rC Owepypoa(ac

TYV 6id t4lY ary%)TSpxSa % o a vp r v&wr axr scpt ed*ewiC 0o

'*I.qvtxoC Xao0.

*H KPipvrqatC ;V T *Hwvptiiwv nloxstUgv 4vcrpoowso-

pirq d4s %oo 'Er.tporal'ov ACrvoXvx UJr4ij sa( 4 '.EXqtrV4

KippvqYit0 &vtSpocosgsopivq 4d08 'O 'EoXwdO'O Atqp.q'pt

k<(F.po«c, vpivjviooY <C 14fc

APePCN I

(a) T6 spoypappo AC poqeCa(c 4' tC 8g\et isapacxgl

ea

302161 STAT.] GREECE— RELIEF ASSISTANCE— JULY 8, 1947 3021 

1947, ivizptve 4v siapax4v poliesfaG spck svpfeal*tv efC 

Todc lawk opav ilefvwv, atTtveG zavd Tciv zpoottop%-

apfv co 0011401) havatv dvdreqv PotidefaC zaf 

arTivec hovat Wae% flavozotilmck awfiePatdag%C acglok 

TO gpeorpappa septedlimoc aviwolvwc v0 Nisp,o3 Kovzpiaaov. 

=Mil, 4 Kapipvlicnc TOY 'Ilvw)avav 116.vretev 1.2( 4 

'EllAvtic4 Kopipvilat4 ligtemweatv avwc xaOppfawat uiptalti-

vouc 8pouc zaf &v10.44(ztc dopopdaat etc 14v Staxefptatv 

zaf T4v btavap4v cv qpitp%zavtav ivalfwv xvp04.46m4 

zaf y xaeopfawatv 'at yertuic vpappdc T44 ovvepyaafaG 

-art Sid TO avvtpsufstatv vav dvayav svp%Obotort co 

lallivtza lea. 

KoPipvgatt Tav DoXtvet0v arctscpooloszvo-

pivg 414 wot 'ErTtpoulTov Atvicoly umellits ma 4 'ENIsretz4 

Wipvliatt drrsspommgvalsiv; 4:4 TO 'lloxzercflou A4mTpfou 

lia4fpov, avvrpoSvgcrav 4.1C 144C: 

APOPCN I 

11090xi '14.6fwv. 

(e) •rd scaypeppe dc Poziesiac 4Ttc Oilzt impend; 

#114 
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61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125.

No claim for pay-
ment.

Post. p. 3032.

*hall oonsist of suoh types and quantities of supplies,

and proourement, storage, transportation and shipping

servioes related thereto, as may be determined from

time to time by the United states Government after oon-

sultation with the Greek Government in accordanoe with

Public law 84, 80th Gongress, May 31, 1947, and any acts

amendatory or supplementary thereto. Suoh supplies

shall be oonfined to certain basio essentials of life,

namely, food, medical supplies, processed and unprooess-

ed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel,

and seeds.

(b) Subjeot to the provisions of Article III

the United btates Gorernment will make no request, and

will have no olaim, for payment for United states relief

supplies and services furnished under this Agreement.

(o) The

30223022 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

61 Stat., Pt. I, p.125. 

No claim for pay-
ment. 

Post. 13. 3032" 

shall consist of such types and quantities of supplies, 

and procurement, storage, transportation and shipping 

servioes related thereto, as may be determined from 

time to time by the United States Government after con-

sultation with the Greek Government in accordance with 

Public law 84, 80th Oongress, May 31, 1947, and any acts 

amendatory or supplementary thereto. Such supplies 

shall be confined to certain basic essentials of life, 

namely, food, medical supplies, processed and unprocess-

ed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel, 

and seeds. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of Article III 

the United states Government will make no request, and 

will have no claim, for payment for United States relief 

supplies and services furnished under this Agreement. 

(c) The 



(1 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

6 OOvY(OaTa-t S& «lBr Kat soaori4Tmv tvo6(wv, KazgiC za(

aY Tv aXrTr v 4wqpeavY spopieefac, dsoeqrxScaaeC, zca(

dooTTolq l aTrvegc 6d raeop(iYvCat dso tatpot ct. zaipov

3go 4qC KUpepvYOECw 'iay 'HvtCpvTWY IoXt' et3av xa-c6xv avvrv-

vo4iewc pie-ra t c 'E)Aqvt<C KCpepvq4OCwC 1.1yupvwC SI Nopy

dp.i6. 84, Tot 800u KoyxpEcrou, t~C 3SIqC afYoo I947 za(

Sarv EtUpXipoVYTVw T1poo0etoYvTwM ao6TYV. T'd cotolsdr

bpc6La ze septoptaB0rY c(C. pipiiae.va paaotzca lortzT dyU6a',

4Tot Tpcptya, tcacptzd a pItac, isgetgpyoapEYvoY za p4 X.t-

o'v &xtY8 ocre, \tpotara, Yrtopor.doYa, xCatipot 4\at,

zt( Zxopoi.

(P) YsO T'rC »svpui citC J lyV 81aTa¶ewyv To0

'Apepoo 3 4 KupepYvsjc; 1Y 'HYvcYOvv IIo\XtrciYv 86Y 6est

qnT^ac% o&Sbe QeiEc dsait4acet XqAipW)I4v 8T'eSta seped)\-

eswC afC 4Siapecrfac s«apa xoqaiopvcac ixo TrQv 'HYWi{vwv no-

).^etGiv zard rT4v apoarv Zop y(acv.

(Y) At

30236ISTATJ GREECE—RELIEF ASSISTANCE—JULY 8, 1947 3023 

ed aVY(OVICITQL ige4&B Kai ssuoskrom tvo8(cor, 'mak at( 

lir axe-Guar 4solpeasav spowleefaC, dsoOxissiScrouG, sca 

dssoaTol4c atTsrec ed xaeopittorcasds6 tatpot etc :wire 

Osaf. T4c Kugeireiamoc Tar Hviitiyure BoXyretav saTdstv away-

yo4crewc ReTa T4c 'Ellsirts4C KuPepv4aswG upYw t NOwe 

dpte. 64, To0 80ou Koyspiacrou, AC 31144 kafou 1947 Kat 

vair aupsAhpodruoy 4 Tpostosetoirtew aaedy. Td vosafta 

466ta ed septoptaeMatv etc eiptaaiva Paned Atwried 

4Tot vpdtptpa, taypted bpd8ta, isegetpraoirov scat iz4 %%A-

K& isrerfiliaewc, /Asp:Iowa, ivropowara, ealiatpot 4)it, 

scat ardpos. 

(P) Tdc istvatittc vair Staukewv Toe 

'Apepov 3 4 IuPipvilatc vOr *IirwItivwv HoXsTetav Sir Oast 

tris4act o6bi Oast dsatslicret scliwwp4v St'ITOSta geptedX-

*mot xai tisalpeatac sapaaxelhiaaµivac 4ed Tar lirloplywv llo-

lAvesar Katt( TIfir spapaaar Zvimprefar. 

(11 Li 
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Procurement, etc.

Submission of pro-
posed programs.

(o) The United States Government agencies

will provide for the procurement, storage, transportse

tion and shipment to Greece of United States relief

supplies, except to the extent that the United States

Govern.ient may authorize other means for the perform-

ance of these services in accordance with procedures

stipulated by the United States Government. All United

States relief supplies shall be procured in the United

States except when specific approval for procurement

outside the united States is given by the United Stated

Governnent.

(d) The Greek Government will from time to

time submit in advance to the United Stases Government

its proposed programs for relief import requirements.

These programs shall be subject to screening and approval

by the united States Government and procurement shall be

authorized only for items contained in the approved

programs.

t() Transfers

30243024 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Procurement, etc. 

Submission of pro. 
posed programs. 

(o) The United States Government agencies 

will provide for the procurement, storage, transporta• 

tion and shipment to Greece of United States relief 

supplies, except to the extent that the United StateS 

Govern:Jent may authorize other means for the perform• 

mace of these services in accordance with procedures 

stipulated by the Waited States Government. All United 

States relief supplies shall be procured in the United 

States except when specific approval for procurement 

outside the United States is given by the United StateS 

Government. 

(d) The Greek Government will from time to 

time submit in advance to the United Staces Government 

its proposed programs for relief import requirements. 

These programs shall be subject to screening and approVal 

by the united States Government and procurement shall be 

authorized only for items contained in the approved 

programs. 

(e) Transfers 



61 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

(r) A( 'A Eprcsavtxa KuPepvqtra Id 4lqpeaoi't O6

ppov'Yt(.owc a T'cd v xpojeezaYv, dsoe8iesatv Kca, soaroo4v

etC TsvY 'EXaOa 'Aepicpiravt3v bpo6ov «epieac4ewiCX, X)4y

'rTC septxTareEC caeG'4Y 4 KupepvYq3xC i¢ 3v 'HvevY Iov o\X

'rceISY fIEXev lyxpIv; aXiXa Pcr a 5r d slv sapox4v a4-Ccyv Tiv

4IpeiYv avpgUvwXoC spoc Tq'v tba6txaactav rv v zaeopti8ae'Ta

dx6o -tiC KupiepvzJcr¢ rvY H)w1evY IIo.TreSYv. Ilcra spopi-

Oeta 'AIpep tavYt,3Y (P oIwOv e0 yvg er( dC 'HvC HYc)YvaC oX\)~

etac &T-or Eadv i9ce\e 6oO6 eltiu EyPptit'C Sx' Tl4C KuEP-

v4creiC w'v 'Hvwpx evwv IIoXtretCv 6dia xpo l4eeav tco T3v

*Hvwepxvwv IIoXei tYv.

(6) 'H 'EXqYtr4 Kup4pvilarrC. ead xopdXg /& 'Y

xpoTep(wv dsco raLpoO etC a.poYv etC vC4v Kupcpvqyrtv 'Sv

'Hvo)iYvcv loX\iesl.tv To xpoToaelcrop.evov spOypap)ipi rqTC 6t

dvayrcac etcraytwyiv xeptiedaXE C.. rd (SC dvw poypdp)IQa ed

4axretvatc Ec(C T6v EXeYXOY a T4Y rV ipto 'tv 4C KIUcpYV4atCO

Trv 'HYvopevYWv IoX\tTet3, 6. 6so.eaE a Ot IYTXo xpoiut8eeaC

pOYo aya'OV 6'aa eptEXOiPYva etC i yd EYexppie.va ox5ioa.

(E) LE<.ioSpaftC.

302561 SPAT.] GREECE— RELIEF ASSISTANCE— JULY 8, 1947 

(y) At 'ApepticavtIcai KuPepvIrstica( 4salpecriat ed 

pporTiawat Std T4v xpoluieetav, fixo64xeuatv sma dmocrTa41, 

etc T4v '5/146a 'AlteptIcavmar 1,66fwv xept6dX4rewc, stIO 

Ac septsculaccoc scaCifir 4 KDA4VII/tG TaV IhrwitAnav 11c0Xt— 

Tetav 40elxv laaa Std T4v sapoxsiv Tgir 

4saipeatay awpoivwc vcic wiv 6ta6timaiav TIfy Imailoptcreelaar 

das Ac KuPepv4accoc TGV liV(0114VWV ItAtTetay. Maa xpowl— 

Osta 'Alleptscavticav Ipo6furt Od yin etc Tdc 'tivcoplvac 116A— 

Tefac &TOG. Idv 40ele bon et6m4 Fricptatc 4x4 Ac KuAep— 

v4crewc TIOV 'Hvalx4vwv nolATettav 6td xpolt46etav Licuic TOV 

lirwpivoN IlAtTetOv. 

(6) 'EXXilytx4 KuP4prilnc ed dxopd14 k vey 

xpoTtpow (Lid zatpo0 etc eatpOv etc T4v Kol4pvtiatv TOY 

livcollArcov lialATett3v TC; xpoTa6nacipevoy xiodypapla Tric 60 

dvdyxac eicraywyy srepted4ewc. rc lc drw xpoypdp}mTa ed 

4x6retvTat etc T6ir Ka( i4v mtatr Ac KuPeprilaymC 

TOir Tywavwv IlAtTetMlf, Od 646eTat 6i IvTo14 spombetaC 

yy 6t'dya6d sceptexdileva etc t d ni6ta. 

(e) keTaPsPdaetc. 

3025 
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Transfers of sup-
plies.

(e) Transfers of United States relief supplies

shall be made under arrangements to be determined by

the United States Government in consultation with the

Greek Government. The United states Government, when-

ever it deems it desirable, may retain possession of

any united States relief supplies, or may recover pos-

session of such supplies transferred up to the city or

local community where such supplies are made available

to the ulti:rate consumers.

ARTICLE II

Distribution of Supplies in Greece.

(a) All United States relief supplies shall

be distributed by the Greek Government under the direct

supervision and control of the United States representa-

tives and In accordanoe vrith the terms of this Agreement,

The distribution shall be through commercial channels to

the extent feasible and desirable.

(b) All

3026 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Transfers of sup-
plies. (0) Transfers of United States relief supplies' 

shall be made under arrangements to be determined by 

the United States Government in consultation with the 

Greek Government. The United states Government, when-

ever it deems it desirable, may retain possession of 

any United States relief supplies, or may recover pos-

session of such supplies transferred up to the city or 

local community where such supplies are made available 

to the ultizate consumers. 

ARTICLE II 

Distribution of Supplies in Greece. 

(a) All United States relief supplies shall 

be distributed by the Greek Government under the direct 

supervision and control of the United States representa-

tives and in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, 

The distribution shall be through commercial channels tO 

the extent feasible and desirable. 

(b) All 



(G1 STAT.] GREECE-RELIEF ASSISTANCE-JULY 8, 1947

(e) MeTaCtpoaetC AjlepcPaviYtIvY Epo(V XEPIodX-

iEc ea yt YvYTOvt xaroxiv auiw.vciC aeopo ta6'olvtc '5XoJ

T!rC KupepvizjeC rt v 'Hvowevwv loX\setl y v v rYuvevvo4iot

lie-ca TEvC 'EIc YtxiLC KupepvYieiC(. H KuEpvxlacrI 03v 'HVM-

plivav IIoXtreiS.v SuvaTat, So0re O6eope "roiSo axo6xtl.ov, Yv

6SaTsIp; t4v ca-coxsv otuvSroot-e 'ApEpiaxcviixSv Eio6(uWv xept-

eaxewc;, i 5uvaTat va dvcaxrs4a; rirv ziaoxsv Toioi¶Yv Evpo-

SCt'v ieTrivexOEvYetv etC crlY xo\tv ri otvY6riTa 8xou ra

To0azTa £9pOia Sa¶teYgat etc TOuC 1 teXtrou'C zcaava)"rTac.

AP®PCN 2

ACavo', xtlv 'poSwYv v I'VEGst.

(a) 'AxavrTa A tl4;EpucaY1ta eQp66oa sepidaXEuxC

ae S6iavpleo0v: do' T-ric 'EgXv^z4' K uepv4aeo c I'S  x4 jv

p.EaOYv exritqpjatv cxa Gcv t XeyXov YTSv advtzpoorowv 'rlv

'HYvopw Y 0eXvv noXIO v KaC auvcola va7T. Sa'ca5Ea 4C xIF c a-

poiric ZuppxwviaC. 'H -SavoMp yrevriaicat Sad rivc xop%-

x4;c 6oo3 ra d o' 5uYvaToYv mKa( lx6ujrpjov 8ptoY.

(t) 'Amaca i
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(e) hieTaAtPdaetc °A4zepteavtx3v bpoSicav xeptear 

irewc ed yivwvTat KaTclittv auwpwviaC KaeoptakacylvAC Zxcl. 

T4c KuPepviliewC TMv livonxelaav TIAtTeuMv tv Ouvevvollaet 

IxeTd T4c 'EXXIlvtx4C KuPepv4asuc. 'H KyPtpvnatc T3v *Hvw-

avwv noIATetav 8.4vaTat, hove Geovei TOOT° auletwyv, vd 

6taTilp; T4v xaTox4v o1cavarleoTe '4.epticavt2a5v lopoSiwv xept-

Od4ewc., 4 54vaTat vd dvaxTO4 TO xaTox4v TotaTwv bpo-

8(wv IxeTrivexeivIwv etc TO satv 4 xotvOTIITa &mu Td 

TotaiiTa kyObta StaTieevTat e1C Tot% TeXtro4c scaTavcabirdc. 

AFGPCN 2 

Atavoll4 'EvoSiwv tit 'Ellat. 

(a) "AstavTa Td '41epticavted Icpciata eepted4v4C 

ed btavemeav Zste. rc 'Ellrivtx4C KuPecivilaewC 4xti iv 

4.eaov egtT4pliatv xaC TOIr Eleyxov T31, eorrtxpomismov Ti2v 

'Hvwavwv liAtTetcliv Kai auvySd Tan Btaggeat T4c sa-

po4aric ZAwaviaC. '11 &myopic yevilarcat Std Tfic &µxopt-

idfc docA icaut TO Earrauiv Kai IsctOuplITSv Optov. 

(P) 'Asmara% 

3027 



3028 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Fiscalcharges (b) All United States relief supply imports

shall be free of fiscal charges including customs

duties up to the point where they are sold for local

Post, p. 3032. currency as provided by Article III of this Agreement

unless when because of price practices, it is advis-

able to include customs charges or government taxes in

prices fixed, in which case the amount thus collected

on United States relief supply imports shall accrue to

the special account referred to in Article III. All

United btates relief supply imports given free to in-

digents, institutions and others shall be free of

fiscal charges, including customs duties.

Liaisoa (0o The Greek Government will designate a

high ranking official who shall have the responsibi-

lity of liaison between the Greek Government and the

United States representatives responsible for the

relief program.

(a) The
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(p) "Axo i cl dt '4AcptacLvza Elotaywoaf &lpo sowv

xeptdeiea4Ew ea dlvat £iXusepat lyopoXoytxqC lxtpapuivcive.

aropsEpXa'pavoipEYvv tY TeyetYaxOv S 5aooY pXpv ov oU qpiet-

o) aiou Xa XA 0eCati Evcy-crt TO- yXwpi'pou vopfoiarooc taTar

Tar.C 6aTaEtc troB3 "ApOpou 3 -tiC sapoarqICI ZpupdW(act, brsokC

TLrav Xo\y TiSY r5XEctrixC s1tKpaTouaYv 1tp)v elvat aos txPiov

va aupaFept5peov TeEwecxaictat stapuaYoetc 4 xpaitrot yo-

pot etc tpadc xae6optae8ara(c, dxorE TC oTQr E{xpaXBierole-

voyv aoov Ex EtGV 'AL Ep$rtaivitr Y ettayh>y v LpO6tov XEptacX~

i*EC j ea xpo si efTa r s EtC T6v EclIOty XOYyapta3OiY TOdV dYvae-

polpevov etC To6 "AppOY 3. fYv eLaaYOPevoV 'AsEPitavtOvY

cpoSltov xeptiGaXLEcw. 6OavcEfuc
Ev SwpEav etc( dsopouc, topupa-

ma ca; .1a ajciaTEcta, a ' ElvYat \CUEpOY <OPOXOOYtSV Pa-

pav xept),a avop.vi v xat xTOv TcXwvEtaxv aTY cipYv.

(y) 'H 'EXqvyx4 KvUPpvJ)3C 6ca «xobOe%(; avTe-

pOY Tpat.xov X>)tToupyoYv bo-rtC 6oa EX T4v dp)ioiotdqcTa UVy-

OEa1o1U p)eTaIu Tq< 'ET iviYt(xc KupepvqpYewi ra -tv buY Tt-

gpoawywY TaY 'Hvyue(vcY floXtTe IItCYv i3v e tXEluivv 6ta TO

xpOYpaCpLX SEp 0tciaXe4".

(6) *H

95347°- 49 -PT. 11i -48
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(13) "itecoat dt %Igteptxavticaf claaroyaf 1,06fwv 

septed4ewc ed eivat kietleepat ipopolAytelc IxtPaptivaetoC 

aup.sceptlapPavoplvwv day TeXwvetaxav baoltav itixpt loZ alipef-

ov axou Od xfAxiMat Ivatvrt TOO LYOP fou voplavaToc xatd 

Tdc ataTc%etc TOO 'Apepou 3 1.4c eapoiScalc Zumavfac, txTdc 

&my Xdyy TO,/ axeTtx@c IstxpaTova0v TtpMv eIvat axdstItov 

vd avIreeptlamOoZir TeXcovetaxaf IxtPaptfivaetc 4 xpaTtxof - 

pot etc Ttpdc xaeoptaDefaac, dedTe TO OaTW etaxpaxelladge-

vov soadv Ix Tav 'Aitepteavteav etadywy0v iToofwv xepted/r. 

irewc ed xpowrfeeTat etc Tclv etotxery Xoyaptaiitery Tev dvace-

pditevov etc TO "Apepov 3. DAY etaayOltevoV 'Aitepteavtedv 

4,56tov septed4ewc Otavelthaiv Suyedv etc ciscOpouc, toptilta-

Ta xaf awitaTeta, Od eivat IXetlElepov popoXoytx0v Pa - 

p3v XeptX.04.436V0A4VWY XCI( lav TeNwvetaxlv baaPv. 

(y) H'EXXIlvtx4 Kuiqpvilltc ed deobe%; <brave-

par xpaztxdv XetToopydv oastc ed Exi T4v dpilootOrriwa avv-

bialtou p.e.sa0 Tflc 'EXXilvtiefic Kugepvilaewc xaf lorTt-

spoacixwv Tay 'HIALVIYWY ILDIATCOY Tay ISSEUOISVWV a.td TO 

scpSypap4la septOd4o4c. 
(6) 

3029 
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAr.

Restrictions on dis-
tribution. (d) The Greek Government will distribute

United states relief supplies and similar supplies

produced locally or imported from outside sources,

without discrimination as to race, creed, or political

belief, and will not permit the diversion of any of

such supplies to non-essential uses or for export or

removal from the country while need there for relief

purposes continues. The Greek Government will not

permit the diversion of an excessive amount of united

States relief supplies and similar supplies produced

locally or imported from outside sources to assist in

the maintenance of armed forces.

(e) The Greek Government will so conduct

the distribution of United States relief supplies and

similar supplies produced locally and imported from

outside sources as to assure a fair and equitable share

of the supplies to all classes of the people throughout

Greooe.

if) A
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(b) *H 'ELqvtuxi kuivpviqat eda biavo4S Trd

%SpptcxvtA 196o6a iseputteaw.^C xa~uC xa( sap~lolm YX'

psa -6o'b ta 4 strayOpEsva i -coT3 I"cpuo, 3S, dyvev btaxp(-

OaEC uXIC¢, epao1EEu.Lsoi So5y~aToC, I4 so\X) TxOv sesosie4es-

vY, ,8v 6OXce 8b E'St-pjr Cvi itOXEcetatY otouTMvY E0)PO-

8(ov §ua pM olSauS6et; axoxouk'.4 d tl'£ayrqy 4 pfEiairvq-

Ytv & iCo: XupaC Ip4Oov 6a idaoXou8% vd j;acTtral IY

a34T dv.aYKi aepteidXge)4. 'H ' Yq4vix4 KXoppviY:qt 8ev

0eX£E dDTspe*ez T 4V 6oXsoxcuaiv 43seppox\rC xocoriiToC

A4jepicavtxrTv Eypo6SV Sep%8t6i4ucaC rat toiouTwv 90po65wv

sapayo.pvwv Cv ' XPg Y etaayopEvxv &E To3os 'Ei'eptioo

spoC Iv(txuaCtv c4C 5a-r.piaewiC rIvGXv Suvtiezw.

(c) *H 'EIE vtrxu4 Ku1epvyvtC Eod 3tecaYayg

4Yv 68avo14 v v 'Aiiepxravi3Y cpowv o stv sepOcew¢eC Kat

¶tv xzpoQIovWY pyoSb(v giv sapayopiYvv Iy ·Y XwpP j auC

xa( 3v. etlaayopevwvY tx Tro' ltSeptoS Iva :aOcaaa\S(ag

BUaxaYv xaL taqv pieptcSa EC r.\arC dC daicEC Co3 o ao

etC O6)zOxjqpov ¶-CY 'Eola2a.

(Ir) ea
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(s) 11 *E1Illytx4 KoPtpvilatt ed btave(114 rd 

tkpepttavtxd bpdelta septedMrecot xaOdc xa( sap4ota bad-

pta i9dtita 4 etaay4eva ex cot 4wTeptxot, Itveu Staxp(-

(mit cpygc, Opviceuttxot aypaToC, If soXrctx0v sexotO4ve-

W, Pitt Obs.et bt letTptiN T4te StoxiTevaty Totoduav 1,0-

8(wy btd caatdbett axoxotk If be4aywy4y If IteTaxivii-

dtv 4x T4C xdpat Wawa. Od 4=0,01)0; yd tlepiaTaTat iv 

cart dvdyx; smoodlimac. 'EXIqytx4 KoPtpyqatt Sty 

Oct letTpilpet T4v StoxtTevatv 4sepliatx4c soadviToC 

*AtleptxavtxGv IpoStx, xepted4ewc xai Toto4Twy 19oS(wy 

eapayoplvwv 4te t; xdpq If Etawroaywv tic Tot *gorceptxot 

scpck Iviaxuaty T4c ataT,p4/ewc tydelwy Soydllecay. 

(e) 'Ellalvtx4 xvi4pylinc ad Stgaydyv 

T4v StayoMy t 'AReptlaytx@y tpoS(wy xepted4ewc ica( 

Taiv xspop.o(wy tpoSfumr TOY eapayoitiywy iv TI1 xdpq xaedc 

xa( •cay etcrayolavwv be Tot 4wTeptxot Tya lacryaXiala 

Stxa(av xca Yaw., Itep(Sa etc 8Xac Tdc Tgetc Tot )not •• 

ett 6X,5xXxipov Triv 'EndSa. 

(cre) 
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

Ration and price
controls. (f) A ration and price control system shall

be maintained and the distribution shall be so con-

ducted that all classes of the population, irrespective

of purchasing power, shall receive their fair share of

supplies covered in this Agreement.

ARTICLE 1II

Utilization of Funds Accruing from Sales of

United States Supplies.

(a) The prices at which the United States

supplies shall be sold in Greece shall be agreed upon

between the United States Government and the Greek

Prices.

Government.

Deposit oflocal cur.
rency. (bl when united states relief supplies are

sold for local currency, the amount of such local

currency shall be deposited by the Greek Government

in a special account in the name of the Greek

Government.

to0 Until
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(aT) 6a otavipxj0 z aca-Trua oiavoix C o6a BEXT-

wv Ka( eXeXou Tyv tipv3, £al 4 Stavopi 6 ea 5itax6 cara

roiouov *cpoxov iJTE ds(aaa\ at -TaftE C rou zaii;vaioC, acxE-

Tr.C rTC alyopaji-ri4C Twv ouvapiex, va apowa T4v ocatCLav

iiep6a v T)xV c rv &po85,wv TWYV 3xoe1pcvYwv etC Tjv xapo0-

acv zuipJvfav.

APGPCN 3

XpintyiUoo(x^oJC Triv KEcaXaatCv -tvra Oa Etaxia-

yXacgtv U Tflc IhXn'wEsC Trv 'ApaEotxavtiov 'EwooSwv.

(a) At T)iatC Etc aC 6a aI xe xa(v 1v 'EVXa6% 'r

'AtieptxKav tIK lcpo5ta 9e>oulJ (ujp(vii8j S;o x v Kupepviaf-

ov Tly Hvw)^evwV 7o\%Cei3v Kat trlC a'EMMaoC.

(P) zSt Tac epeartn'aeic xaa'adc la 'A uepiav lia

Epooa ru),oBvca. Evav'c% ToO iyXwpoU voi^xarpaoC¢o, TO xosoov

·rc 'oIouTou EvXp(ooU vop't;aroC eE'\cE rata5Ee 3o' x rC

*z3>YqvC4iC si:uEpvijaoC Ew C E etiKov Xoycraptaa Iov ls'6voa-

St tqC 3vcilC KUiEpV4YJEXW.

(y) L.-XP
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(aT) GS 5taTripx1031 atiarnpa Otavogc Otd Sekri— 

uv xai tkiyxoo TOv TtA0v, xaf 4 Stavoit4 04 814ax611 xaTS 

rotacov cpcIxov 61ve dxwat at T4;etC ra xlsievaixa, claxi— 

rwc r4c ctiopa/rtx4c TWV ovvSitewc, vS 1SPwat Triv otxafav 

ilepfoa rwv ix c7Jv iyo8(wv Tirm 15xoxetpivwv etc T4v scapa— 

aav Zyitywviay. 

APGPCIN 3 

XionattweoinItc c3v KevOsafwv drtva OS Elascoa— 

x0aatv ix TZC BAbecoc rOv 'AlteotxavtxGv 'EmoSicov. 

(a) At rt}lai etc dc 04 mA1100atv iv 'Ellcitit TS 

'Av.eptxavtxcl 445ta Oil.ouJt auwovx10; %1s6 T3v KuPepvlioe— 

cov Tcliv 'Hvtovwv MAtTet0v xa( T4c 'EX),S5oc. 

(13) Etc rcic xepts-cW/etc xaedc TS 'Atteptxavta 

lyclota ow\avTat ivavct Ta iyxwpfot) vo4(altaloc, TO xoaciv 

Toz Loto4Tou iyxwp(ou voilicrixaroc OLE% xacaTe0/1 614 T4C 

*ElIsivtx4C 1.4epvrlaewc e1c etotxclv Xoyaptactiviv ts'6vSpa— 

Tt 'EX,W,itx4c ku0eponlJewG. 

(Y) lixpt 
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Disposition.

Advances by Greek
Government.

Unusual costs.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

toc Until June 30, 1948, such funds shall

be disposed of only upon approval of the duly author-

ized representative of the United States Government

for relief and work relief purposes within Greece, in-

cluding local currency expenses of the united States

incident to the furnishing of relief. Any unenoumber-

ed balance remaining in such account on June 30, 1948,

shall be disposed of within Greece for such purposes

as the United States Government, pursuant to Aot or

Joint Resolution of Congress, may determine.

(d) The Greek Government will upon request

advance funds to the United States representatives to

meet local currency expenses incident to the furnish.

ing of relief.

(e) While it is not intended that the funds

accruing from sales of the United States relief supplies

normally shall be used to defray the local expenses of

the Greek
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e9ao)jata EXaourt s5acre; povov ra.6oxv eyXptcieXc TOO 5E-

oYTwC, Eo UCtobotEvo avct .poQar.ou D iC KuepvricrecC 'tv

'Hvwo.evwYv lloX%.cv3, 6dca eptbaXltv izat i'pya(iea cxeatv

EXoGac ipo; Tjv Ep6XV V 'E)Y a 6 aup iFKep1XapBavo-e-

vwv TvY EoSwv v 'iv hYiEIvuv UOIIo\)T eI(3 Elk. YXupOYv XP4i)11

'Trv dxe'ct1Ksv pi tj4v napoXXjv 'TC rEpi~taGeCEi. UtovY4xo'rE

dve~nlapu'oY iv 3),\oiov 8eep 4j6\EYv dSoCeiveC etC Tto;oTov

Xoyaptacigv aTa Tct 3v 50zrv 'louvwou, I948, Oa bsateot

&EvTo ?C 'EaoC o a oaxou;C orC q00eXE XiQopiaet 4

hKuEpvirit rOv Hviiev'v IloXE\tTE , ueVEE(qe NOIuOD 1

i,o vilC 'AxocpaeCo e to0 KoyXipeaelou.

(6) ESoed. it 4ie\cv 4zyrlTI, 4 'EXlAivrjl KuBEp-

YVII^C E)E\i «poitaaa' \Ei X(p4lia-a etC To;C a&vrtpou@jouo

T·v 'Hvwpevwv IIoX\itesv xp6oc v iYlxeTw ax v TiGY EXJco.-

wv e cOO'J v cvaXEtciv po'r TIjv xapoX4 
tI lC EpacXPE)wC.

(E) Ilap'b Xov UtS· xavo-vo3< EvY crxoEvcai i4

6OdQueot'. tC v xecpa)a(ttwv 'Tiv spoepXoiipEvv ix Tcv TXzgiaev

TV PXEp'2CcLV¶Y E900%.YV bP^6X\VEIC(V C0;Y t 5V O.OtVTOSv 'A.iepivavt.Sv 1Yoo(v xepca'Xdewr 6ta' rTv W op;iiirv

~v
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(1') Li4xp 'AC 3071C ' Iovy Cot) IS48, rc otOut 

Ice9c1).ata tiLovcrt Stcrrcq 3caTirixtv ercpicretaC ToZ 5E-

4tcrwc k;ovatobcycraz.vo6 evt-ctxpocruirov T4C Kugeorricrewc 'ray 

'Porwp.vwv Ilol.vcct3v, 6 td xep iba./.4rtv 3cci t 'ipycicrictc axecrtit 

IxotIlac stp6c Triv xepibctl.istv ev "E)a.O.6% cmp.sepazixt3avo 

vwv -ray e664),, Taiv 'tivwylvwv Ilolt-cct3v Etc tyxcliptoy xpkta 

TZtr crxeTtx3v Triv stapuxrly T4c septEkbairecoc. Utov64xoxe 

dtrescti:dpInotr tIsO)s.ot5ov 8sep fieeXev ciscop.Eivet etc Toto3Tor 

cc-cd -criv 3Orpt ovv Col), 1948 , eci twr 

&TOG rr4c otcf. cno:toUc oC ries/,e Ica.Oopiciet 4 

1.0.);qpvli/tc toy *Htqa}.14vwv cruvexasi. Nclp.ov 4 

Lovvric 'Axotpdcrecac Toi3 Koyxp4acrou. 

(5) DSetic c flUe\cv lizi-1013, 4 'Exa..lyucri hp— 

vrptc 86Xet xpoxa-rai3(1\et xprIpata etc Toxic civttxpocroittovc 

TOtr %ivwµevwv HoXtTetcl3v xpcic CorttileTuix%atv TV 

Ey60V "Ceav CrXe'‘ %Ka,/ scpOc xritt sapox4v Tijc neptud)okew(. 

(e) II.o.p'8)t icavotruce5c obr crEovE3cat 4 

otclvenc TCilf 2secpcs).a.fwv hr scpoepxop.vtor zasjacwv 

TOv 'Ap.eptxavtiav lyooLv zepteiciXiieuc otd siv 4,6<pnricrtv 

laZtf 
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Repo ts.

Disposition of funds
accruing from sales.

(f) The Greek Government will each month

make available to the United States representatives

reports on collections, balances, and expenditures

from the fund.

(g) The Greek Government will assign

officials to confer and plan with the United States

representatives regarding the disposition of funds

accruing from sales to assure a prompt and proper use

of such funds.

ARTICLE IT

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

the Greek Government in handling and distributing the

United States relief supplies, including local

currency costs of discharging cargo and other port

charges, the United States representative shall con-

sider with the Greek Government the use of the funds

to cover the unusual costs which would place an undue

burden on the Greek Government.
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of such funds. 

ARTICLE IV 
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SY xvrToyuv Scwavyvly TrC 'EXXqrVtrvic KuPepvqaricw 6ta

T4V otaXEtptatv xYat 8iaYOoiv Ycv 'Apep IKavY v EcoSC-

Wv rep\id6X'C, xEeptxapiacvoji.vsv 'TSV & wv Ecpop'rEc-

rC Ep;opeupa.rwv EKa( a,'v Xi cvtfzEiv 'eWv e(i. kY E plov

voS\ij7a, 6 dv rrpoa:cocC c3v 'rivpvw.ev lo\Xvett0v Oecsi

piXEeTeio t pera li5C 'xS7r.7ViiC hupEpvr'faewr TrvY XPsojPo-

orlzv roiv xEcXavv TPV Xv )poC Kaxutv cov daCuvYi6v baxa-

vY;v atl' ve. d ktac3upuvov nepIeTphC urTv r 'E)l vex4v

%iu pviir *v.

(0'r) 'H 'EXjqvtx4 KuPepvioaC 6ad tE'stg car

jlqva E;C T-v 6OacEoY TO avro vctpoaUxou raYv 'HvYiieVv

0o\%X;e\3(v iErbecC Ex( r3v Ecjxp aev, doXovt.iv, vat

E,6owOv £E io3 repdiatou.

(,) iH ' rUJjviuK KvUppvxicrC bEXEc b6optag

r.a\iGx).ou< ola vda aacEsrFwvra1 Kat; aXe6tdouv p.eCd TZV

dvYTtxpoo3»)v cGv XHvu4VeV ulnoXiE\it0Y XEecIx3C xpo.C -4jv

odaiov -Zv K2 ea2aci'v 6Sv xpoepxc+FvwYv ex L jXqEuv Xat

stpoc saoadX.awv caXEtfaC KCa( yi6cetlYevrc xpiatuiomo4-

aEe)Ci 'toutulcv eE9a'%Uv.

APePcN 4
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TON, IsetTox()v 6axav0v T4c 13Muivtelc KyPepv4aewc 6td 

Txv otaxciptatv xa( 6tavogv TaV 'AReptxavtKaY epo6f— 

xected.4ewc, xeptXagavolavwv kdowv txpopulac— 

uc li.zgopeaildruv xai Mawv /AilevtxGv xeX3v etc lyxuiptor 

vol.t/ila, 6 dvxtxpclauxoc TOv *rivulxtvuv IlAtTetav Oast 

ixe/xT4/ct perd c 'Ellcvtx4c hyPepv4aewc Txlit xplatpx— 

xo(xlatv TZv Kepa%a(uv xpOc xd)(tv cvdauvIleuv baxa— 

vU atctvec Oct kx0dpavov JgeplaTpwcrxy EXIxivtx4r 

Kviqpvnatv. 

(0- ) H 'BUIlvtx4 KuPepv,iatC ed etc; xaTd 

gva etc TrIv otdecatv To0 arstapomixoy 1.3v fivuiavwv 

rio\t-cetU tx6&%tc ix( Talf ellstpd1;euv, dmAo(Auv, xca 

e;c5Ouv 1C TO xece4afou. 

(t) H'al.rivm4 YvP6vnatc 6b,ct 6topiag 

61c0,14).o.,K oa avaxergwvxat 'oaf oxe6vdtoav µvcd -rZy 

dv-rtzponswv. TOV %ivwilvwv Uo/xcetOv axe.c%xilc xpOc tiçv 

6tdbeatv TCA, Y xpocpxo}xivwv LX sugavav xa( 

sok kaatpdX%a‘v 'caxefac xa( ivacaetylavric xplatilowt4— 

acuc -,.oto4Twv xcce.afuv. 

APePCN 4 



3038

Locally produced
supplies.

Information regard-
ing plans, etc.

(a) The Greek Government will exert all

possible efforts to secure the maximum production and

collection of locally produced supplies needed for

relief purposes.

(b) The Greek Government will undertake

not to permit any measures to be taken involving de-

livery, sale or granting of any articles of the char-

acter covered in this Agreement which would reduce the

locally produced supply of such articles and thereby

increase the burden of relief.

(c) The Greek Government will furnish re-

gularly current information to the United States re-

presentatives regarding plane and progress in achiev-

ing this objective.

(d) The

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

ARTICLE I7

Effective Production, Food Collections and Use

of desources to Reduce Relief Needs.

3038 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Locally produced 
supplies. 

Information regard-
ing plans, etc. 

ARTICLE 17 

Effective Production, Food Collections and Use 

of Aesouroes to Reduce Relief Needs. 

(a) The Greek Government will exert all 

possible efforts to secure the maximum production and 

collection of locally produced supplies needed for 

relief purposes. 

(b) The Greek Government will undertake 

not to permit any measures to be taken involving de-

livery, sale or granting of any articles of the ehar-

actor covered in this Agreement which would reduce the 

locally produced supply of such articles and thereby 

increase the burden of relief. 

(c) The Greek Govermient will furnish re-

gularly current information to the United States re-

presentatives regarding plans and progress in achiev-

ing this objective. 

(d) The 
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APePCN 4

'AsoTeXeanaTt.Ia UIapayuwyi, ZuyEcvcpw iC £Qpocpti

'ac XprioratosoNaci T 'ry 'Axo0En.,&rv stpo'C EL-.oYv

·t'v 'AvYaGY vIIeP:t3XIeC.

(a) 'H 'E)XqlvrKx hukEpvjiirC O6 xarctadXl oaaY

6ovacrqv xpoadEieav v Ya cEaaCyaNXg; qicv EY'yctrfyv apaY yiYv

Kat cuy1revzpwauv Eyxwp'Wv EpoaSawv &vayrawwYv 5ta xeptf6a\-

(Q) *H 'E>Avjz4l KoupvxiaiC dva.aXgiYCve 'qy

SXoxpewaYv "r.c fli Eitp64Et ivY t4*V OtWVY8iXOTE Ie-

;rpuv auvExayOPVlwv IY Iv pa5oOav, s>JaIV, f apxp

Otv ot{wvS4xoTe &aya3 v rTo e 6ouC TaYv iepXa43avoevYWy

EtC TrYv apoo3av Zupwqxvc av, drtva 1190eov IExW; ta iv

,T EcIW.)eptx sapayo'ieva cpo'6%a TOtoorwy ayya3av, KcLa

Ohw vYd au lja 'X6 papoc0 'Cilc XEp pXcEC*w..

(r) 'H ELXivYtKi KOPEPYqvjtC b6dL lYqicpwVg

Tacmtuda ¶-ouc YtvtaXpOaWZOru; iQY '*HvcwieYi v no%»TreSv (SC

aplc Td o Texca ca{ tiv xpooov Xp6C SpO etucX.Y To

(5) *H
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AP9PCN 4 

'Asco.re\ecrixaT tx4 nap aywyri Eursersocao.tC •2pocpip.ore  

Isca Xpricrtp.oscoiriatc tc7)y 'Axoeep.civ.av tcp6c L_eiwatir  

-rov 'Avay2c43v Ucptecil.lireuC. 

(a) *Ii 'EMAvticij Kvi3 pvzicrtC Oct KaT4411.3i stacray 

tioyaT4v xpoasceetav fva, ecLacpaVcr4 T4v 12.cyfcrcipt slap:marl+ 

Ica( CNylebrrptuatv ly-xcap ecpoSiwv iivayKaCcor atc-1 step Caul.— 

(13) H 'EMullruc4 Kol3 epvzia tc dvea.ap.Pdvet 

z.oxperw swc }2.4 ixtTpbpst TO )40v otcavSlistoTe iti— 

Tpcov avvexayoldwv T4v scapcloocrtv, JuSX1latv, 4 Icapaxulpq— 

atv otwv64xoTs ayo.aZ.y ToZ eiaouc 'ray scept\ap.i3avol.thwY 

ECG Trly IcapoZJav Evpscovlav, eistva 1160..oy Ixetu'xy4 TS. iv 

emacep %el) sapaycliieva icpOOta. Totodrupt elya03v, sca 

oilTw vc a4ci w6 PcipoC ci1C gepteciT4ewc. 

(y) 'H *E1.1.rivue4 KuppIrrp.tc eivralep4v;i 

Tax-cued Toik dv-ctxpaabizoiA IGSv *Ihrwiterwv 110) %Y (SC 

xpOc Tc axgsta ica( -c4v scpclaov xpOt ixt-mxiar TO 

cricoscoz 
(8) '14 

3039 
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61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125.

Freedom of super-
vision, etc.

ARTICLE V

United States Representatives.

(a) The United States Government will send

to Greece the representatives required to discharge

responsibilities of the United States Government under

this Agreement and the Public Law 84, 80th Congress,

Lay 31, 1947. The Greek Government will permit and

facilitate the movement of the United States repre-

sentatives to, in or from Greece.

(b) The Greek Government will permit and

facilitate in every way the freedom of the United

States representatives to supervise, inspect, report

and

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

(d) The Greek Government affirms that it

has taken and is taking in so far as possible, the

economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs

and to provide for its own future reconstruction.

3040 

81 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125. 

Freedom of super-
vision, etc. 

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

(d) The Greek Government affirms that it 

has taken and is taking in so far as possible, the 

economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs 

and to provide for its own future reconstruction. 

ARTICLE V 

United States Representatives. 

(a) The United States Government will send 

to Greece the representatives required to discharge 

responsibilities of the United States Government under 

this Agreement and the 2ublio Law 84, 80th Congress, 

1787 31, 1947. The Greek Government will permit and 

facilitate the movement of the United States repre-

sentatives to, in or from Greeoe. 

(b) The Greek Government will permit and 

facilitate in every way the freedom of the United 

States representatives to supervise, inspect, report 

and 
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(8) 'H 'E.rMvtri KuObpvroic PEcpaio 8rTcX E-

pe cxa XaCiPdve», Ev r9 QcePp T'ro 8uvatro, Td dvaratla

oicovoi.xcca zE'pa cpo p xspsopipcpov ti'v avayxac v 'rAC xept-

ea\xrew.C xa' Yva apovoocg cIq'autc'c 6Sad TiY pcLovYTiY

avo xo60^0sYv.

APePCN 5

'AYrtXPowxot TrvY 'HveixvYWY IIO)tTttOv.

(a) 'H KupsEpvqcitC. TOV 'HYWPEVWV IloX\tI3v 6a

stIXO EtC { tCv 'BEwQa TOU; avrt pocxOou;C T'otC axalTouiE-

vouC td TrjY %iEcsepalwoTY C T, v 'XOXpeSrEWv Ti4 kIuepvrlic-

WC ' Tv 'HvWjYeYv noX)vreGv IaTa Tr v xapoioav ZuPWi)v(av

tcal TOv No'ov &plt.8 4, 'o3 800o KoyxpOcrou, 'tqC 3IqC

La1ou IS 47. 'H 'EXvtrvi4 KuBPpvrY icC 6e\Et EstrpEctct

za e 6oteuroXuvet '4Yv lKvritYv trv dYtv pocrusv 'OV 'HvW-

pYvwv no\IO1E'tY Xpo, YV'roC, raCi &x -C rE>AdSor.

(p) 'H 'EX>Aivt KupepvYirtC oa. ExirpsE zc(

a 8oieuoXuv; xalra xava 'cpoov Tou 0. dvtnpocx'ouC F'iv

*YWyEvwVY notieiyv IvYa 4lEu pIPwC EXt'qpbOlY, IXteewpfIvy,

ou.iv9a>tfY
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Pe 

1-1 *E70,10etx4 KvOtpvgatc Watot 8Tt Da.* 

xai Xap.Pdvet, IV rç plTpy ToU SovaTo0, Td dvayxata 

otrovoixtxd )zeTpa sp6c xsptoptaltdv TOY drayx0v Ac xept-

8d4ewc xai Iva xpovo4ag euelavAc 81d Triv pelloyTtx4r 

dvotxo8dmatv. 

AP8PCN 5 

'ArTtscod T3 qi maxot v wou4vwv RoltTetay. 

(a) eliKuPipiniaic TOY liVWaVWV HOMTCOV 

OTeil; etc TO Totic dyTtxpocruixovc To4c ciscatToopl-

vovc Std TO atelsep afwortv Tait 13xoxpedaewv Ac KqeprOe-

toc TOY lilmavwv DOXtTetav xaTd TO sapoBaav Zoncoviav 

tai 6v Nov &p0.84, TO 80ov Korxpicroov, Ac 3111C 

Woo 1947. '1-1 'ENIJivtx4 KoPipv;a%c alet txtTp6iret 

0 
xat Otevxol:dve% Tify xwriatv Tay dYTtSp0aWSOWV 

pew,/ IffellATet0r xpOc, ArTdc, xai Ac •ExNalsoc. 

(p) Inalivm4 KoPepvziatc Od ixtlpi4; xa( 

04 SteuxoX4r; rout xcivTa TiAxor Tok drstxpomixovc .T6,1 

%manor llo)tTetOr tra aeu84wt ixtTwOotr, ixteewpOotv, 

avirrclaalwaut 
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Automobile trans-
portation.

Privileges and im-
munities.

and travel throughout Greece at any and all times,

and will cooperate fully with them in carrying out

all of the provisions of this agreement. The Greek

Government will furnish the necessary automobile trans-

portation to permit the united States representatives to

travel freely throughout Greece and without delay.

(o) The United States representatives and

the property of the mission and of its personnel shall

enjoy in Greece the same privileges and immunities as

are enjoyed by the personnel of the United atates

Embassy in Greece and the property of the Lmbassy and

of its personnel.

ARTICLE VI

Freedom of United States Press and Vadio

Hepresentatives to Observe and Keport.

The Greek Government will permit representa-

tives of the United States press and radio to observe

freely

30423042 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Automobile trans-
portation. 

Privileges and im-
munities. 

and travel throughout Greece at any and all times, 

and will cooperate fully with than in carrying out 

all of the provisions of this Agreement. The Greek 

Government will furnish the necessary automobile trans-

portation to permit the United States representatives to 

travel freely throughout Greece and without delay. 

(o) The United States representatives and 

the property of the mission and of its personnel shall 

enjoy in Greece the same privileges and immunities as 

are enjoyed by the personnel of the United States 

Embassy in Greece and the property of the smbassy and 

of its personnel. 

ARTICLE VI 

Freedom of United states Press and uadio 

Representatives to Observe and Report. 

The Greek Government will permit represente• 

Lives of the United States press and radio to observe 

freely 
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auvrtaaawatv kxeefretc xat' -ra~eitSgetv Ev¶O-r, Ie 'E baooC

ray'ofovurloTre xp6Yov, Yat 6a0 auvepya'Lqrar XhiptiC Ptr'aiS-

rTav 6aQ T11v lxx\;4p(ivY iXWv tY v 6pwv *rC sapouariCC ZUpXo-

vtac. 'H 'E iviq;y4 KRupipviq]cr 6a xsapiScrXg Tqv raTax\lov

oi'caJcotiv4T-v pTea<popYv tiC Tpoxov Syce vcYa uvEq6ov ot

dvTaxpoaW'xoi T3rv 'tV'iiviEYWV IIOXI'CEUcv va tvGsvt-Ya. E\EUoe-

p vi " aai QvEu ICaurepiE Xc EtC 6XOK)\ipov T4V 'EMAaLa.

(y) O{t &vtxpo'noo T' v 'Hvwpt4vYY IIoXitretv

Xai 4 iceptouCcta TC 4 dxoaoo\C 5 i xat ro3 ixpoawutoi3 aS~

Tc;C 6a ,acpw3rtv. Ev 'Qf Bt T-rv ot(wv r;povopF(itv af dau-

\)i3v 'T3v Xro(t'v Xacpouat -co rpoaoUrx6Ov ri;C apEcaEt'ac T'v

'nYHuwiEvuv lIo\X1-;ev £v 'EoI J cabSC icat s4 Epiouft'a 'tic.

pcOr,,'eC 'a¢oic3 tpojwi~'co5o a.cirC.

APCrCP 6

'EXE\ut3eptia TSvY 'AhvvtpoOwasJv l'5XOu Kat PaStoqxjv-yac

-rCv wi'Hvwevwv IIoXrcEiv rpo IIapafiprlavry xat 'A

TragooD %Iptlv.

'H 'E)Xr ri i u KuPepviatyC ea ExtrpE£g etc TOUC

dvrr-pof rooC roZ 'A4teptravtico5 o usou sat' TC pabowyost(ac

vya
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auvTaawatv ex04aetc xai Taetficliwatv &TOG T44 'EllatoC 

xae'otovarixoTe xgvov, xai 04 avvepySLIITat 4.4pwc ptT'a4-

T3v 6%4 Triv txxX4pwatv ncov Tay 6pcov sapanc Zumw-

viac. '.EXIIIvtx4:Kui3gpvgatc 04 xagaxg xaT41,10.ov 

ol'at5Toxtv4Twv p.sTapogv sic Tpimov flaTe vd ouvg0av ot 

dirctspclawxot Tat eiivurplvwv IDAtTet3v vd xtvavTat acy04-

pwc xai &yea xa0vaTeglewc etc Almluov Tifv 5/./.48a. 

(y) GI ersztxp6awxot Tcliv livw11.4vwv IlAtTetav 

Ka( 4 septoixr(a rc cismaTa)Jc 65( Ka( Ta xpoacoxixa a4-

-qc 6(1 xaipw/tv.iv 'EX1.48t Tar 18(w vi,ovolifwv xai dau-

Xuliv T2v Ozoiwv xaipovat t6 xpoawxtx(iv TriC lipea;5eiac Tay 

-rivwizgvwv HAvvelav ev 'El)Z5t xabuic xai 4 xeptooaCa T4G 

1.40caecicc xxC';()Z vpoJw5ticap atiT4C. 

APOPCN 6 

*Meudepia Tav 'AvTtypocNixwv i'Llscou xai PaStoopumfac  

Tav 'rivur,Levwv llo/ATE%av spck liapar4PrIa%Nr laa 'AY-

Tax4xptivv. 

*EXXrivtx4 KyPepvnatc OS kotTptill etc To4c. 

dIrctToMizsol)C TO 'Azteptravtxou Tuxoy xai T4c paStopwviaC 

yct 



3044

Maintenance.

Information concern-
ing production, etc.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

freely and report fully and without censorship re-

garding the distribution and utilization of relief

supplies and the use of funds accruing from sale of

United States relief supplies.

ARTICLE VII

Reports. Statistics and Information.

(a) The Greek Governnent will maintain

adequate statistical and other records on relief and

will consult with the United states representatives,

upon their request, with regard to the maintenance of

such records.

tb) The ureek Government will furnish

promptly upon request of the United States repre-

sentatives information concerning the production,

use, distribution, importation, and exportation of

any supplies which effect the relief needs of the

people.

ct) In

3044 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

freely and report fully and without censorship re-

garding the distribution and utilization of relief 

supplies and the use of funds accruing from sale of 

United States relief supplies. 

Maintenance. 

Information concern-
ing production, etc. 

ARTICLE VII 

Reports, Statistics and Information. 

(a) The Greek Government will maintain 

adequate statistical and other records on relief and 

will consult with the United states representatives, 

upon their request, with regard to the maintenance of 

such records. 

(b) The Greek Government will furnish 

promptly upon request of the United States repre-

sentatives information concerning the productioh, 

use, distribution, importation, and exportation of 

any supplies which effect the relief needs of the 

people. 
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va KapaxoXoouO6atv &.euEOpw C vat dvawcup pwa% nX)pwC va t

aveu Xo)yoiptafaC £X; AtC StavogIC xaf xpqcewuC 'cscv o~0-

6Ywv septOa\i)ewC, xar Tr .v x 'atv v xe (a)aicX v rTv XpoEp-

XopE)ev Exr z? zjXr a'Er T v 'APepta'vrxav Eco6&iwv xsep-

ea'Ewc.

APePCN 7

, Ece Ce. razTataticKa% YaC IDIDopootaIt.

(a) *H 'E)lAvirxq KuPEpvxqfcf 6a8 itarllp; eapxr

fatct1rc xicat acia aTroIxeta EXt T4C xepieaExC<, 2a(

ta auvevvoz;G Pe'cd -C3v t vTxtFpOawJIM 'swv 'Hvwuixwv noXav

TrelvI ataCttE TWYv, &Yov 4popi etc ic4 Siatrqplzarv

Ti3v to tou-Cwv aTot XeiwV.

(P) 'H ELv KupEpvian C re sap"XcL ELOUC

pao. en altc4aE twv dvTxapoowrswv *t3 'HvqivEv 0lo).xrtc0vb

?XrvpoypoptaC oaxe-tt pIe TP'4V apacLpywD4
1 Xpapo5o(qotv

6savoiprv, et£ ayuy 
a y wytrv ax)v 

t a
v &poctwv a-covo

aXEcaIV exouat euta tSSY afvaYlcY sept6e rwC ToB *)ao.e

(Y) EvY I

95347 -- 49 I'T. 1! --- 49
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va eapaxa.oveWatv 1%euUepwc zat va avapepwat 4pczaC 

?Ivey Xoyoxptafac Stavop4C tat xpzicrewC *Qv iço— 

Siwv sceptOcNrewC, Ica( T4v xp4atv TaV xecal.afwv Tay epoep-

xopevwv ex T4c moX4aewc T3v 'ApeptravtxQv iya.fwv xept-

6(114rewc. 

APOPCN 7 

• 'Exe4aEtc, i;TaTtartxai eai anDomootat. 

(a) qi 'Elktivtx4 Wipvilatc Od totavip; iscapx4 

cmaItaTird iccaTotxela isa T4c xeptedl*ewc, leaf 

avvevvolin peTd. Tay arrtzpotrolswv ear Tvwpivwv Hat-

Tet3v, atTliaet Twv, bcrov &pont etc ulv 6taT4phatv 

TIZY Toto4Twv aTotxeiwv. 

(P) j1311Avte4 KuPipvnatC ed =pin ao4c 

aim 11 atT4ast Tait dwrispoo4xwv livwp4vwv IlAttetay. 

elsipoyopiac nettedc pi T4v scapaywriv, xpqatpostoCilatv. 

6tavoptiv, etactray4v ica aywytiv allav Tay iTo5Cwv &we 

axiatv ixou/t petd TOY dvayx04 gept6S4ewc lac10. 

(y) 

3045 
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Abuses or viola
tions. to) In case united States representatives

report apparent abuses or violations of this Agreement,

the Greek Government will investigate and report and

promptly take such remedial action as is necessary to

correct such abuses or violations as are found to exist.

ARTICLE VIII

Publicity Regarding United States Assistance.

(a) The Greek Government will permit and

arrange full and continuous publicity regarding the

purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and pro-

gress of the United States relief program in Greece,

including the utilization of funds accruing from sales

of united States relief supplies for the benefit of

the people.

Marking, etc., of
supplies.

(b) All united states relief supplies and

any articles processed from such supplies, or con-

tainers

30463046 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Abuses or viola 
tions. 

Marking, etc., of 
supplies. 

(c) In case United States representatives 

report apparent abuses or violations of this Agreement, 

the Greek Government will investigate and report and. 

promptly take such remedial action as is necessary to 

correct such abuses or violations as are found to exist. 

Anil= VIII 

Publicity Regarding United States Assistance. 

(a) The Greek Government will permit and 

arrange full and continuous publicity regarding the 

purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and pro-

gress of the United States relief program in Greeoe, 

inoluding the utilization of funds accruing from sales 

of united States relief supplies for the benefit of 

the people. 

(b) All united btates relief supplies and 

any articles processed from such supplies, or con-

tainers 
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(y) 'Ev 4 xsepxTrot ot dvYrxspoCrxoo 'tv 'Hvw-

Jevyv lIo\'tetxv 4Os\oYv dYva(eppe EIupave.C IsxeppaetC A Ja-

paaae.C rilc spoiQIc i ZupwvC(acC, 1 'EXAlvt KoiEpvYIcriC

ea epeuvYo; iaf Oa, avarep;g, 6a XjPi 8e CaxeoC ra xaCr\-

)qa exavopOirtxa' peTpa xpoC &xcavopOatwa TiY v iSxEpafiv

i xapaptaraeev atrtsve Oa I4ecxov siacrtaiRw.

APEPCK 8

Anocro-nc ZYEtxtKn DOoC nY 'A UEDptavYicxvY BonOeEav.

(a) 'H 'E2iqvtiq KuPoepvxo'c. ea' Extpe' xaa

Oa Bpotro1)p.a izXipq xat duveX4? 8qoo'Tr'lT'ra crxe'riciv

xpoc. cov xpooptapiov, T4'v sry'v, rT'v Xapar ti4pa, T OY a co-

gOa, Ka% riv 900'ob0v ro% 'Alpixavtroi rpoypc'xXOV, Ta xoa ia, tqY xoo0ov To3 xlEpiiavttou apopii-

paroC xEp\a6\eMwC Ev 'EMao16, aouixeptXairpavopEvqiC rit

XPiaEeC TCv epaXatiav T¶(v xpoepxoiieVvY r Tx rxiXc saEXC

TSv 'AepAxavca3v bpo6(wv xep6X\Eeaw¢C x'4WeEXE(t C0o

Xaoz.

(p) Axavyra Td 'Ajieptavy.zxa ioq6Sa xaepta~X-

jewx; xac SC xac o (asxo'ce xapdywya xpotovYra E a;v v

Eo o5 iwv
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(11 ty 4 sceptxTdagt of dvTtgladougot teiv 'Hvg-

pivwv lloXtTetOv 48glov dvapipet Appavel4 ZscepPdactC 4 sa-

paPt4actc TfIC sapo4olic Zowpwvfac, 4 EMalvtic4 KuldipvgatC 

ed gpeov4a; gat ed /Lyman, ad la; Si TaxiicoG Td 

iscavopEgoTtxd pl'pa NA( 1xavOpagatv Tay 4stepPaatav 

4 gapaPtdaewv atTtvec ed fleeXov Stagtaval. 

AMITE 8 

AAAoaarlic ZveTtgli sok TAY %kacotzavwxlv Bolfectay. 

(a) KoPepvliatc ed extTp44 gai 

ed spocTotp4a4 gX4p4 Ka( duvex4 8111loatOTIITa axeTtx4v 

spic Tv xpooptap4v, Triv saly4v, Tcfor xapagT4pa, T4v ago-

g4v, goad, gat T4v soclobov TO 5 'Apgptgavtgoli gpoypdp-

paToc gepOdLifewc tv 'EXX4E,t, awAceptlapPavolavlic 'LAC 

xp4aewc Tav xecalaiwv Tay xpocpXolaywY Ix AI; mArigewc 

'Alleptgavig3v &poS(wv septed/ArewC WexpeXciit 

(0) "AgavTa T4 '4gptIcavtgd &Tata gepte4X-

*vac xa8t5c Ica( ofealgoTe scapdroya xpoN4vTa advZv Tay 

iToSiwv 
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tainers of such supplies or articles, shall, to tho

extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or

labelled in a conspicuous place in such a manner as to

indicate to the ultiLate consumer that such supplies or

articles have been furnished by the United States for

relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles or

containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped,

branded, or labelled, all practicable steps will be

taken by the Greek Government to inform the ultimate

consumer thereof that such supplies or articles have

been furnished by the United States for relief assist-

ance.

ARTICLI IX

Termination of .elief Assistance.

The United States Government will terminate

any or all of its relief assistance at any tiao when-

ever it determines 11) by reason of changed conditions,

the

3048 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 S AT. 

tainers of such supplies or articles, shall, to the 

extent praotioable, be marked, stamped, branded, or 

labelled in a oonspiouous plane in such a manner as to 

indicate to the ultimate consumer that such supplies or 

articles have been furnished by the United states for 

relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles or 

containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, 

branded, or labelled, all practicable steps will be 

taken by the Greek Government to inform the ultimate 

consumer thereof that such supplies or articles have 

been furnished by the United States for relief assist-

ance. 

AATICLX IX 

Termination of Millet Assistance. 

The United States Government will terminate 

any or all of its relief assistance at any time when-

ever it determines tl) by reason of changed conditions, 

the 
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l(po6iYV, 4 Td oxtea zra( epr XpzcYza a xepexoYvra

ToaOBra e9olsa i 4 dyaod, OeXoucrt, xard TO pe-poY Toi'o8-

va-To, aqpEtwe)6, oippayo8s, i OEXs\ EIs.oXSe, et'a;4rTv

xYvatiC etc &IlpacvEC ptpoC xca xata 'rotoTov 'rpOIXov Y aT

va eipyat iTas ek 'v Ty eXiO I cxaCQtav T'Y O . T a' TrOi ta

Ta Eo.5ta 4 Xpo'(oYvra ¢xoo xi pojpsq6eueGO o r3v 'XHvW6-

'Vow IUIo'seet3v 6ta poe4gia v xsepetoaX-ecw e, iav 6ev za-

farvca-rat uovYarq 4 rziliei(wati, aifpaYtiasci, l xixTo5L%;Cj

58a xtval(So(., r5v TroiovwrY wIosuWv, xpoloYcwv i soXe-

vY xat Xgeptr\tY9TilaW, 4 EXLYvtx4i KuEpvrtC 6a f g4

oha Ta suvawr diTrpa oxwC «sIipocpop4cq TOY *CE\%xOV KaTm-

vahciTqv a4TvY, 8'ot ra otaTra ipoic6a 4 xpo'odvYra lExoiOt

Xpomp.ueU eiS rv 'HY HvwpXevv IIo\Xieotv 6bta &v(crXU)%Y

xep * eax)exo¢.

APePCN 9

naopaS'ocax. TC BonGEtac ltIt6ae)@.-*c.

'H KuvCpvifK; tC ov 'Hv oeYwv IIoXt)re.av (6 5e<ia

ITEppia EtC ptpo.C etC O\OXripov Tqrv xapexopiEviv XEp-

ecrat\Y 6ro're4XOTe e 46ee\ev xoGacatag 68s: (I) o6yW

4xxaYl c
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hosfwv, 4 Td boxeta ea( xeptTu).intaTa Td xeptixovla 

TotaTra 49O8ta 4 dried, Esikomat, xaTd TO ItiTpov To0 .8v-

vaToe, alutetwel, crypayta911, 4 eilet ix.txolX;011 ix'aiSTOv 

%%vatic etc &mark itipoc ea( xaT4 TotaTov TpdxotrOaTe 

vd ippaivilTat etc TOv TeXtedv xaTavalwT4v aTt Td Totae-

Ta iTObta 4 xpoulvTa exoturt xpqtrieeve; 01(6 TOY .11VW171'' 

'vwv nolATettav otd Po4Setav xept*Nowc. 4, bly 64v Ke• 

OfaTaTat bovaT4 4 alliteiwatc, oly4ytatc, 4 Igmeallinc 

Std xtvax(boc, T@If TotodTwv IToS(wv, epoIcivTwv 4 boxei• 

xai septTt;%tyildTwv, 4 Ell;vtx4 KuPgpvgatc 04 1.44 

na Tot SuvaT4 aTpa dxwC Aripoyop4a4rcyTe%txdv 

valtaT4v aiSTav, 8Tt r4 TotaiSTa iviota 4 xpoIdvTa Exoyas 

xpopieevet 4x4 TO,/ Tvcoixtvwv nol.t1;etav ötd evfaxuatv 

xepteboirewc. 

APOPON 9 

ligawatc Ttic BoOefaC nePted/imoC. 

Kugipvriatc TOY 'fillalliTWV DIATetal/ (341 

1Tipita etc itipoc 4 etc olOxXripov T4v eapexcntivriv xepi-

004(tv 6scoTeS4xoTe 480,ev tixocacrfola 8Tt: (I) Vyy 
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61 tat., Pt. ,p.125.

the provision of relief assistance of the character

authorized by the rublio Law 84, 80th Congress,

May 31, 1947, is no longer necessary (2) any pro-

visions of this Agreement are not being carried out

(3J an' excessive amount of United States relief sup-

plies, or of similar supplies produced locally or

imported from outside sources, is being used to

assist in the maintenance of armed forces in Greece,

Or 14) United States relief supplies or similar

supplies produced locally or imported from outside

sources are being exported or removed from Greece.

The United States Government may stop or alter its

program of assistance whenever in its determination

other circumstances warrant such action.

ARTICLZ X

Date of Agreement.

This Agreement shall take effect as from

this
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61 St,at., Pt. 1, p.125. 

the provision of relief assistance of the character 

authorized by the tublic Law 84, 80th Congress, 

NAY 31, 1947, is no longer necessary (2) any pro-

visions of this Agreement are not being carried out 

(3) an excessive 'amount of United States relief sup-

plies, or of similar supplies produced locally or 

imported from outside sources, is being used to 

assist in the maintenance of armed forces in Greece, 

Or (4) Dated states relief supplies or similar 

supplies produced locally or imported from outside 

souroes are being exported or removed from Greeoe. 

The United states Government may stop or alter its 

program of assistanoe whenever in its determination 

Other circumstances warrant such action. 

ARTICLE X 

Date of Agreement. 

This Agreement shall take effect as from 

this 
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4&LylC yuYixjrslv 4 =poX4 Porqetaie 8S aC p x(Oapyv rfIC

pop9cp9 T1qiC yrppiYoetriC ddO To3 NO4OU dp9.. 84, To0 80oo

Koyitpe'aou, '4Cil 3IqC Lafou I947 SCYv elvat X/ov vyayxacfa,

(2) ototsqrxo-re Ac rtv apov 'TC xapou'CilC Zupivfac 6Ev

TEXT3ovrTat, (3) Opqavrtiov PipoC T'rv Atlp4pcavtcSv E9po-

8fov xep.8E rXe)C, /4 xapoioftWv IyX WpI v £cpos 8v A4 Lxov

EtlaYOjiEvv Ax&i TO g Tecprtos xpil etioxoeTt a% td Yriv

urvTqprictvY vo«xXWv 5uvaisev iv 'EWXa6%, 4 (4) '4Atept

vrza 1t&gota scEptoa)*w C 4 ̂ ap6potoa iyXnSpta I•o'Pt%

a4 la etoax0evtra &iK roI &lseptxoa atyovrTat 4 peia-~

xivoYTat &At 'EXa6oC. 'H Kuappvitr.C %Qv 'HYwie'vwv

lo\).itet0 S uircatL vYa (apiarlg 4 va eafaXg Tr xpo-

ypa)ipa -cqC Cxt 'r.C Xep tO)*aw eC i xorEs4xo0e, xQact 4Iv

yvUIUv ICT, l\a% auv9?4rai lxIpao\ouea TotaIqY

lvEDYtGlY.

APePCqN IO

.'HucooLav'a Tr¢C ZGvI vtacIC.

'H mapofra Zupw('ca etXe e reO etc {£axuv dso

TqC
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Alla* auyezpay 4 spot Porieefac 8141 xspiectItytv T4C 

itopplIc rc kyxptOefaxlc GS coO NOltou 4%8. 84, To0 gOou 

KoyxpZaaou, T4c 3111C Lafou 1947 Bey ayat xliott Ayarectia, 

(2) ofot64xoTe Ax TOy opwy T4c xapodallc Eumxoyfac Sitr 

IxTe/ayTat, (3) atipayTtxcly itipoc TOY *ItiteptxavtxOY bp-

81wv xepted4cwc, 4 scapopoiwy lyxwpiwy kpoSiwy 4 Ulm, 

ciaamtivtoy kx TO itoyceptx00 xphatp.oxoteTat 8td TO 

aurr4priatY iyOttltay buyclitewy AY 'EXIASt, 4 (4) 'Altept-

lavmd bpdtita septedlirstoc 4 scapOpota iyxdpta kcp(56ta 

4 Alla etaaxE4yTa &Ta itwTeptx0 WyoyTat 4 p.eut-

xtyoUTat At 'EXX48oc. H Kuldipvgatc Tay qitematuv 

IDAtTetZte 84vaTat vd alapaT4a; 4 peTal341; TS scoi— 

ypallIla TqC ix( Tqc septecNewc dsoT64goTe, aTd T4v 

Tric, Mat auvefixat ixtfidllovat TotatiTtiv 

lv4ovetay. 

APOPCN IC) 

liacaottatria Tffc ZttuawyfeK. 

xapaaa Etworria ei/xt TO; e(c ta)(dv dad 

Tf[C 
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Duration. day's date. It shall continue in force until a

date to be agreed upon by the two Governments.

§ h w bAss 4^4- as- .- __ -- - .
.beuo j." Uupjo-UGett Iu ine J

Greek languages at Athens, this eigh

July, 1947.

Yor the Government of.the united
of Amerioa:-

Ilncoln UaoLegcV
Ambassador Jrtraordinary

and 1ilenipotentiary

For the Government or the Slingd
of Greece:-

^Z, to----

Demetriosa aximoa
Prime Minilter

A
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Duration. day's date, it shall continue in force until a 

date to be agreed upon by the two Governments. 

Done in duplicate in the Mnglish and 

Greek languages at Athens, this eighth day of 

July. 1947. 

For the Government or. the united States 
of America:-

Lincoln iaoVe4h 
Ambassador istraordinary 

and klenipotentiary 

For the Government of the kingdom 
of Greece:-

// 

Demetrios Maximos 
Prime minister 
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rie aOc4pepov. eda IECoXoVu4 6 be t8 a ouoa lxpiXpc 4pit

poMuva. aOC vproq icolEvlC dso rTY 6ao KulepvY4aeg .

OEYEvETo etc 8isXAoo etc 'T4v ArrXtY4Yv sa;

vIjv 'EXjlvs4Yv yo'aav, Ev 'A84vatC Oc4popov T4v

y6OYzqv Tot p.vodC 'Iou.fou, I947.

tYv T'vY HviEJvwv Iot'rietav
[IC 'ApEP ii<x:-

ACvxoXv ,, BIuke C
pEiUT4. A 'R*,&C¢

lYvtq v B. Kuptpvqatcv:-

Cur4 C ATds w,
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T44, arlpxpov. ed i.xoxoue4a; Si tax4oucra ptc 

poluiviaC crups4xorliOxicrop.ivrIC %La rev 81So Kui3 ep inicr adv. 

'EyAr wro. etc 8 t sas.othr etc Tsiv C 

ic4y ylL5crcrav, ly 'A04vcitG cftip.epov 

6y8Ovr To luprOc '1 °Oslo%) , I4?. 

T4Vo l(UP /la t V T@V 'Hvolp.iwor 116ATE tOv 
rc 'Apep tx4c:-

Ne'l!ti;cA 

A Gszo),v Ilajx1340 
saf3evv4c A TgirmC 

• 

'Ellairtx4y B. Kupipvgatv:-

/-- 

iTP 1.0c tpoc 
p oc Tilc KUL3EPV4ICc 
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March 18, 1947
[T. L A. . 1638]

Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting
termination of the reciprocal trade agreement signed December 13,
1940, relating to fox furs and skins. Effected by exchange of notes
signed at Washington March 18, 1947; entered into force March 18,
1947. And proclamation by the President of the United States of
America terminating proclamations of December 18, 1940, and August
21, 1941, relating to the reciprocal trade agreement signed December
13, 1940; issued March 18, 1947; effective May 1, 1947.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

March 18, 1947.
EXCELLENCY:

Fox furs and skins. I have the honor to refer to the supplementary trade agreement
between the United States of America and Canada with respect

55 tat. 13 19. to fox furs and skins signed December 13, 1940 and effective De-19 U. S. C. § 1351
note. cember 20, 1940, under which a quantitative restriction was imposed

on imports of certain fox furs and skins into the United States and
the rate of import duty was fixed at 35 percent ad valorem. That
agreement was negotiated in the light of the emergency existing at
that time with respect to marketing of silver or black fox furs and

55 stat. 324. skins. Article VI thereof contains provisions looking toward the
termination of the agreement in the event that the emergency con-
ditions which had given rise to it should disappear.

Proposed termina- Since in the opinion of the Government of the United States oftion of agreement of
Dec. 13,1940. America the emergency conditions referred to above no longer exist,

it is considered desirable to terminate the agreement relating to
fox-furs and skins in accordance with its terms. This note is, there-
fore, to record the understanding of our two Governments, reached
during the recent conversations on the subject, that the agreement

Stat. 1319.i 3 of December 13, 1940 relating to fox furs and skins shall be terminated19 U. S. C. § 1351
note. in whole on May 1, 1947. Such termination will result in removing

the quantitative limitations on imports into the United States of
silver or black fox furs and skins and the parts thereof and articles
made therefrom, and of certain silver or black foxes, and in restoring
to 37Y2 percent ad valorem the import duty on silver or black fox
furs or skins provided for in item 1519 (c) of Schedule II of the trade
agreement between the United States and Canada signed on Novem-

53Stat.2389. ber 17, 1938.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-

sideration.

His Excellency
HUME WRONG,

Ambassador of Canada.

DEAN ACHESON

Acting Secretary of State
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March 18, 1947  Agreement between the United States of America and Canada respecting 
[T. L A. S. 1638] termination of the reciprocal trade agreement signed December 13, 

1940, relating to fox furs and skins. Effected by exchange of notes 
signed at Washington March 18, 1947; entered into force March 18, 
1947. And proclamation by the President of the United States of 
America terminating proclamations of December 18, 1940, and August 
21, 1941, relating to the reciprocal trade agreement signed December 
13, 1940; issued March 18, 1947; effective May 1, 1947. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 
March 18, 1947. 

Fox furs and skins. 

55 Stat. 1319. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351 

note. 

55 Stat. 1324. 

Proposed termina-
tion of agreement of 
Dec. 13, 1940. 

55 Stat. 1319. 
19 U. S. C. § 1351 

note. 

53 Stat. 2389. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the supplementary trade agreement 

between the United States of America and Canada with respect 
to fox furs and skins signed December 13, 1940 and effective De-
cember 20, 1940, under which a quantitative restriction was imposed 
on imports of certain fox furs and skins into the United States and 
the rate of import duty was fixed at 35 percent ad valorem. That 
agreement was negotiated in the light of the emergency existing at 
that time with respect to marketing of silver or black fox furs and 
skins. Article VI thereof contains provisions looking toward the 
termination of the agreement in the event that the emergency con-
ditions which had given rise to it should disappear. 

Since in the opinion of the Government of the United States of 
America the emergency conditions referred to above no longer exist, 
it is considered desirable to terminate the agreement relating to 
fox-furs and skins in accordance with its terms. This note is, there-
fore, to record the understanding of our two Governments, reached 
during the recent conversations on the subject, that the agreement 
of December 13, 1940 relating to fox furs and skins shall be terminated 
in whole on May 1, 1947. Such termination will result in removing 
the quantitative limitations on imports into the United States of 
silver or black fox furs and skins and the parts thereof and articles 
made therefrom, and of certain silver or black foxes, and in restoring 
to 37% percent ad valorem the import duty on silver or black fox 
furs or skins provided for in item 1519 (c) of Schedule II of the trade 
agreement between the United States and Canada signed on Novem-
ber 17, 1938. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

His Excellency 
HUME W RONG, 

Ambassador of Canada. 

DEAN ACHESON 
Acting Secretary of State 
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No. 80

3055

The Canadian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY

AMBASSADE DU CANADA

WASHINGTON, D.C.
March 18, 1947.

SIR,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of
today's date, and to confirm the understanding set forth therein
regarding the agreement between our two Governments to terminate
the supplementary Trade Agreement relating to fox furs and skins,
signed December 13th, 1940. 55 stat. 1319.

19 u. S. C. 135
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. note.

H H WRONG

The Honourable GEORGE C. MARSHALL,
Secretary of State,

Washington, D.C.

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, pursuant to the authority conferred by Section 350 (a)
of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the Act of June 12, 1934
(48 Stat. 943; U.S.C., 1940 ed., title 19, sec. 1351 (a)), the period
within which such authority may be exercised having been extended
by Joint Resolution approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), the
President of the United States of America entered into a trade agree-
ment on November 17, 1938, through his duly empowered Pleni-
potentiary, with His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland
and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in
respect of Canada, through his duly empowered Plenipotentiary,
which trade agreement was proclaimed on November 25, 1938 and
June 17, 1939 by the President, acting pursuant to the authority
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930 as amended;

WHEREAS, pursuant to the authority conferred by said Section
350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the period within which
such authority may be exercised having been extended by Joint
Resolutions approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24) and April 12,
1940 (54 Stat. 107), the President of the United States of America
entered into a trade agreement on December 13, 1940, through
his duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the King of
Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas,
Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly empowered
Plenipotentiary, which agreement of December 13, 1940 was pro-
claimed by the President on December 18, 1940 and August 21,
1941;

19 U.S. C. i 1352.

53 Stat. a348.
19 IT S. s '. 13:i'

note.

48 Stat. 943.
19 U. S. C. § 1351 (a).

19 U. S. C. § 1352.

55 Stat. 1319.
19 U. S. C. § 1351

note.

55 Stat. 1319, 1326.
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The Canadian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

CANADIAN EMBASSY 
AMBASSADE DU CANADA 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
No. 80 March 18, 1947. 

SIR, 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your note of 

today's date, and to confirm the understanding set forth therein 
regarding the agreement between our two Governments to terminate 
the supplementary Trade Agreement relating to fox furs and skins, 
signed December 13th, 1940. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
H H W RONG 

The Honourable GEORGE C. M ARSHALL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

W HEREAS, pursuant to the authority conferred by Section 350 (a) 
of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the Act of June 12, 1934 
(48 Stat. 943; U.S.C., 1940 ed., title 19, sec. 1351 (a)), the period 
within which such authority may be exercised having been extended 
by Joint Resolution approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), the 
President of the United States of America entered into a trade agree-
ment on November 17, 1938, through his duly empowered Pleni-
potentiary, with His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland 
and the British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in 
respect of Canada, through his duly empowered Plenipotentiary, 
which trade agreement was proclaimed on November 25, 1938 and 
June 17, 1939 by the President, acting pursuant to the authority 
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930 as amended; 
W HEREAS, pursuant to the authority conferred by said Section 

350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the period within which 
such authority may be exercised having been extended by Joint 
Resolutions approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24) and April 12, 
1940 (54 Stat. 107), the President of the United States of America 
entered into a trade agreement on December 13, 1940, through 
his duly empowered Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the King of 
Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the Seas, 
Emperor of India, in respect of Canada, through his duly empowered 
Plenipotentiary, which agreement of December 13, 1940 was pro-
claimed by the President on December 18, 1940 and August 21, 
1941; 
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WHEREAS Article I of the said trade agreement of December 13,
56 stat. I32L 1940 provides as follows:

"During the effectiveness of this Agreement, item 1519 (c) of
Schedule II of the trade agreement entered into between the

3Stat.3a United States of America and Canada on November 17, 1938,
shall be suspended . . .";

WHEREAS Article VI, paragraph 4, of the said trade agreement
5 stat. I32L of December 13, 1940 provides that such agreement may be termi-

nated at any time by agreement between the Governments of the two
countries;

WHEREAS Article VI, paragraph 5, of the said trade agreement of
December 13, 1940 provides as follows:

"5. Should the present Agreement be terminated in accordance
with the provisions of paragraph 4 of this Article, the provisions
of item 1519 (c) of Schedule II of the trade agreement entered into
between the United States of America and Canada on November

53 tat. 2 17, 1938, which have been suspended by this Agreement, shall
thereupon automatically reenter into force.";

WHEREAS the Government of the United States of America and
Ant, p. 30a,306 the Government of Canada, by notes exchanged on March 18, 1947,

have agreed that the said trade agreement of December 13, 1940
shall be terminated in whole on May 1, 1947;

Termination of des. NOW, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, Presidentignated procla-
mationsetc. of the United States of America, acting pursuant to the authority

4 336Stat. 3 ) conferred by Section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
do hereby proclaim that the effectiveness of said proclamations of

5 stat. 131,13 a December 18, 1940 and August 21, 1941 shall be terminated in whole
on May 1, 1947, and that the provisions of item 1519 (c) of Schedule
II of the trade agreement entered into between the United States of

s Stat.. 2. America and Canada on November 17, 1938 shall reenter into force
on May 1, 1947.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the city of Washington this eighteenth day of March
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred

[SEAL] forty-seven and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred seventy-first.

HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

DEAN ACHESON
Acting Secretary of Sate
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WHEREAS Article I of the said trade agreement of December 13, 
1940 provides as follows: 

"During the effectiveness of this Agreement, item 1519 (c) of 
Schedule II of the trade agreement entered into between the 
United States of America and Canada on November 17, 1938, 
shall be suspended . . 

WHEREAS Article VI, paragraph 4, of the said trade agreement 
of December 13, 1940 provides that such agreement may be termi-
nated at any time by agreement between the Governments of the two 
countries; 
W HEREAS Article VI, paragraph 5, of the said trade agreement of 

December 13, 1940 provides as follows: 

"5. Should the present Agreement be terminated in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraph 4 of this Article, the provisions 
of item 1519 (c) of Schedule II of the trade agreement entered into 
between the United States of America and Canada on November 
17, 1938, which have been suspended by this Agreement, shall 
thereupon automatically reenter into force."; 

W HEREAS the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of Canada, by notes exchanged on March 18, 1947, 
have agreed that the said trade agreement of December 13, 1940 
shall be terminated in whole on May 1, 1947; 
Now, THEREFORE, be it known that I, Harry S. Truman, President 

of the United States of America, acting pursuant to the authority 
conferred by Section 350 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
do hereby proclaim that the effectiveness of said proclamations of 
December 18, 1940 and August 21, 1941 shall be terminated in whole 
on May 1, 1947, and that the provisions of item 1519 (c) of Schedule 
II of the trade agreement entered into between the United States of 
America and Canada on November 17, 1938 shall reenter into force 
on May 1, 1947. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
Dorm at the city of Washington this eighteenth day of March 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred 
[BEAU ] forty-seven and of the Independence of the United 

States of America the one hundred seventy-first. 

HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
DEAN ACHESON 

Acting Secretary of State 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of South May 23, 1947

Africa respecting air transport services. Signed at Cape Town May IT. I. A. s. 1639]
23, 1947; entered into force May 23, 1947. And agreement effected by
exchange of notes signed at Cape Town May 23, 1947; entered into
force May 23, 1947.

AGREEMENT
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA

AND

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF

SOUTH AFRICA

RELATING TO

AIR SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE

TERRITORIES.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA RELATING TO AIR SERVICES
BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE TERRITORIES.

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa, considering-

that the possibilities of commercial aviation as a means of transport
have greatly increased, and

that it is desirable to organize the international air services in a
safe and orderly manner and to further as much as possible the devel-
opment of international co-operation in this field,

have appointed their representatives, who duly authorized, have
agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I.

The contracting parties grant to each other the rights specified in
Pt, p. 306. the annex hereto for the establishment of the international air services

set forth in that annex, (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed serv-
ices").

ARTICLE II.
Inauguration of serv-

Ices.

Chargi

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a
later date at the option of the contracting party to whom the rights
are granted, on condition that-

(1) the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted
shall have designated an air carrier or carriers for the
specified route or routes;

(2) the contracting party which grants the rights shall have
given the appropriate operating permission to the air
carrier or carriers concerned pursuant to paragraph (B)
of this article which (subject to the provisions of Article
VI) it shall do with the least possible delay.

(B) The designated air carrier or carriers may be required to satisfy
the aeronautical authorities of the contracting party granting the
rights that it or they is or are qualified to fulfil the conditions prescribed
by or under the laws and regulations normally applied by those authori-
ties to the operations of commercial air carriers.

ARTICLE m.

(A) The charges which either contracting party may impose or
permit to be imposed on the designated air carrier or carriers of the
other contracting party for the use of airports and other facilities
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA RELATING TO AIR SERVICES 
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The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Union of South Africa, considering— 

that the possibilities of commercial. aviation as a means of transport 
have greatly increased, and 
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opment of international co-operation in this field, 
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Inauguration ()Nary-
Ices. 

Charges. 

ARTICLE I. 

The contracting pasties grant to each other the rights specified in 
the annex hereto for the establishment of the international air services 
set forth in that annex, (hereinafter referred to as the "agreed serv-
ices"). 

ARTICLE IL 

(A) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a 
later date at the option of the contracting party to whom the rights 
are granted, on condition that— 

(1) the contracting party to whom the rights have been granted 
shall have designated an air carrier or carriers for the 
specified route or routes; 

(2) the contracting party which grants the rights shall have 
given the appropriate operating permission to the air 
carrier or carriers concerned pursuant to paragraph (B) 
of this article which (subject to the provisions of Article 
VI) it shall do with the least possible delay. 

(13) The designated air carrier or carriers may be required to satisfy 
the aeronautical authorities of the contracting pasty granting the 
rights that it or they is or are qualified to fulfil the conditions prescribed 
by or under the laws and regulations normally applied by those authori-
ties to the operations of commercial air carriers. 

ARTICLE III. 

(A) The charges which either contracting party may impose or 
permit to be imposed on the designated air carrier or carriers of the 
other contracting party for the use of airports and other facilities 
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shall not be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and
facilities by its national aircraft employed in similar international air
services.

(B) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into, or taken
on board aircraft in the territory of one contracting party by, or on
behalf of, any designated air carrier of the other contracting party and
intended solely for use by the aircraft of such carrier shall be accorded,
with respect to customs duties, inspection fees and other charges im-
posed by the former contracting party, treatment not less favourable
than that granted to national air carriers engaged in international air
services or such carriers of the most favoured nation.

(C) Aircraft of the designated airline of one contracting party op-
erating on the agreed services on a flight to, from or across the territory
of the other contracting party shall be admitted temporarily free from
customs duties subject otherwise to the customs regulations of such
other contracting party. Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts,
regular equipment and aircraft stores retained on board aircraft of any
designated air carrier of one contracting party shall be exempt in the
territory of the other contracting party from customs duties, inspec-
tion fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used
by such aircraft on flights within that territory.

ARTICLE IV.

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licences
issued or rendered valid by one contracting party and still in force
shall be recognized as valid by the other contracting party for the
purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each contracting party
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize for the purpose of
flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and licences
granted to its own nationals by another state.

ARTICLE V.

(A) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in
international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of such
aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of the
other contracting party, and shall be complied with by such aircraft
upon entering or departing from or while within the territory of the
first party.

(B) The laws and regulations of each contracting party as to the
admission to, sojourn in and departure from its territory of passengers,
crew and cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry,
clearance, immigration, passports, customs and quarantine, shall be
observed.

ARTICLE VI.

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke a
certificate or permit to an air carrier designated by the other contract-
ing party in the event that it is not satisfied that substantial ownership
and effective control of such carrier are vested in nationals of the other
contracting party, or in case of failure by that carrier to comply with

Certificates of air-
worthiness, etc.

.l\'aw :1 reeIa-
ti(ons.

Withholding or rev-
ocation of certificate
or permit.
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shall not be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and 
facilities by its national aircraft employed in similar international air 
services. 

(B) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into, or taken 
on board aircraft in the territory of one contracting party by, or on 
behalf of, any designated air carrier of the other contracting party and 
intended solely for use by the aircraft of such carrier shall be accorded, 
with respect to customs duties, inspection fees and other charges im-
posed by the former contracting party, treatment not less favourable 
than that granted to national air carriers engaged in international air 
services or such carriers of the most favoured nation. 

(C) Aircraft of the designated airline of one contracting party op-
erating on the agreed services on a flight to, from or across the territory 
of the other contracting party shall be admitted temporarily free from 
customs duties subject otherwise to the customs regulations of such 
other contracting party. Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, 
regular equipment and aircraft stores retained on board aircraft of any 
designated air carrier of one contracting party shall be exempt in the 
territory of the other contracting party from customs duties, inspec-
tion fees or similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used 
by such aircraft on flights within that territory. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licences „L%tilitlecasst,eeste.of air-

issued or rendered valid by one contracting party and still in force 
shall be recognized as valid by the other contracting party for the 
purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each contracting party 
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize for the purpose of 
flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and licences 
granted to its own nationals by another state. 

ARTICLE V. 

(A) The laws and regulations of one contracting party relating to tiorT;I,W, kn.! regn1.1-

the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged in 
international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of such 
aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of the 
other contracting party, and shall be complied with by such aircraft 
upon entering or departing from or while within the territory of the 
first party. 

(B) The laws and regulations of each contracting party as to the 
admission to, sojourn in and departure from its territory of passengers, 
crew and cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, 
clearance, immigration, passports, customs and quarantine, shall be 
observed. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Each contracting party reserves the right to withhold or revoke a Withholding or rev-
°cation of certificate 

certificate or permit to an air carrier designated by the other contract- or permit. 

ing party in the event that it is not satisfied that substantial ownership 
and effective control of such carrier are vested in nationals of the other 
contracting party, or in case of failure by that carrier to comply with 
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the laws and regulations referred to in Article V hereof, or otherwise
to fulfil the conditions under which the rights are granted in accord-
ance with this agreement and its annex.

ARTICLE VII.

(A) In a spirit of close collaboration, the aeronautical authorities
of the two contracting parties will consult regularly with a view to
assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation of
the provisions outlined in this the present agreement and its annex.

(B) In the event of the aeronautical authorities of either con-
tracting party failing or ceasing to publish information in relation to
the agreed services on lines similar to that included in the Airline
Traffic Surveys (Station to Station and Origination and Destination)
now published by the Civil Aeronautics Board and failing or ceasing
to supply such data of this character as may be required by the
International Civil Aviation Organization, the aeronautical authori-
ties of such contracting party shall supply, on the request of the
aeronautical authorities of the other contracting party, such informa-
tion of that nature as may be requested.

ARTICLE VIII.

For the purpose of the present agreement and its annex-

(A) the term "territory" as applied to each contracting party shall
be deemed to be the land areas and territorial waters adjacent there-
to under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, mandate, or trustee-
ship of such contracting party;

(B) the term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of
the Union of South Africa the Minister in Charge of Civil Aviation,
and in the case of the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and
in both cases any person or body authorized to perform the functions
presently exercised by the aeronautical authorities as defined herein;

(C) the term "international air services" shall have the meaning
specified in Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil Avia-
tion signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944.

ARTICLE IX.

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its annex, any
dispute between the contracting parties relative to the interpretation or
application of this agreement or its annex, which cannot be settled
through consultation, shall be submitted for an advisory report to a
tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by each contracting
party, and the third to be agreed upon by the two arbitrators so
chosen, provided that such third arbitrator shall not be a national of
either contracting party. Each of the contracting parties shall
designate an arbitrator within two months of the date of delivery by
either party to the other party of a diplomatic note requesting arbitra-
tion of a dispute; and the third arbitrator shall be agreed upon within
one month after such period of two months. If the third arbitrator
is not agreed upon, within the time limitation indicated, the vacancy
thereby created shall be filled by the appointment of a person, desig-
nated by the president of the council of ICAO, from a panel of arbitral
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the laws and regulations referred to in Article V hereof, or otherwise 
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ARTICLE IX. 

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its annex, any 
dispute between the contracting parties relative to the interpretation or 
application of this agreement or its annex, which cannot be settled 
through consultation, shall be submitted for an advisory report to a 
tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by each contracting 
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thereby created shall be filled by the appointment of a person, desig-
nated by the president of the council of ICAO, from a panel of arbitral 
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personnel maintained in accordance with the practice of ICAO. The
executive authorities of the contracting parties will use their best
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the
opinion expressed in any such advisory report. A moiety of the
expenses of the arbitral tribunal shall be borne by each party.

ARTICLE X.

This agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered with the
International Civil Aviation Organization.

ARTICLE XI.

(A) This agreement, including the provisions of the annex thereof,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

(B) Either contracting party may at any time request consultation
with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this agree-
ment or its annex which may be desirable in the light of experience.
If a multilateral air convention enters into force in relation to both
contracting parties, such consultation shall take place with a view
to amending the present agreement or its annex so as to conform to the
provisions of such a convention.

(C) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its annex,
if either of the contracting parties considers it desirable to modify
the terms of the annex to this agreement it may request consultation
between the aeronautical authorities of both contracting parties,
such consultation to begin within a period of sixty days from the date
of the request. Any modification in the annex agreed to by said
aeronautical authorities shall come into effect when it has been con-
firmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.

(D) When the procedure for a consultation provided for in para-
graph (B) of the present article has been initiated, either contracting
party may at any time give notice to the other of its desire to terminate
this agreement. Such notice shall be simultaneously communicated
to the International Civil Aviation Organization.

This agreement shall terminate one year after the date of receipt
of the notice to terminate by the other contracting party unless the
notice is withdrawn by agreement before the expiration of this period.
In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other contracting
party, notice shall be deemed to have been received fourteen days
after the receipt of the notice by the International Civil Aviation
Organization.

Done at Cape Town this 2 3
rd day of May, 1947, in duplicate in the

English and Afrikaans languages, each of which shall be of equal
authenticity.

T HOLCOMB

For the Government of the United States of America:

J C SMUTS

For the Government of the Union of South Africa:

[SEAL] [SEAL]

95347°- 49 -I'T. I -- 50
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personnel maintained in accordance with the practice of ICAO. The 
executive authorities of the contracting parties will use their best 
efforts under the powers available to them to put into effect the 
opinion expressed in any such advisory report. A moiety of the 
expenses of the arbitral tribunal shall be borne by each party. 

ARTICLE X. 

This agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered with the 
International Civil Aviation Organization. 

ARTICLE XI. 

(A) This agreement, including the provisions of the annex thereof, 
will come into force on the day it is signed. 

(B) Either contracting party may at any time request consultation 
with the other with a view to initiating any amendments of this agree-
ment or its annex which may be desirable in the light of experience. 
If a multilateral air convention enters into force in relation to both 
contracting parties, such consultation shall take place with a view 
to amending the present agreement or its annex so as to conform to the 
provisions of such a convention. 

(C) Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its annex, 
if either of the contracting parties considers it desirable to modify 
the terms of the annex to this agreement it may request consultation 
between the aeronautical authorities of both contracting parties, 
such consultation to begin within a period of sixty days from the date 
of the request. Any modification in the annex agreed to by said 
aeronautical authorities shall come into effect when it has been con-
firmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes. 

(D) When the procedure for a consultation provided for in para-
graph (B) of the present article has been initiated, either contracting 
party may at any time give notice to the other of its desire to terminate 
this agreement. Such notice shall be simultaneously communicated 
to the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

This agreement shall terminate one year after the date of receipt 
of the notice to terminate by the other contracting party unless the 
notice is withdrawn by agreement before the expiration of this period. 
In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other contracting 
party, notice shall be deemed to have been received fourteen days 
after the receipt of the notice by the International Civil Aviation 
Organization. 
Done at Cape Town this 23 rd day of May, 1947, in duplicate in the 

English and Afrikaans languages, each of which shall be of equal 
authenticity. 

T HOLCOMB 
For the Government of the United States of America: 

J C SMUTS 
For the Government of the Union of South Africa: 

[SEAL] [SEAL] 
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ANNEX.

SECTION I.

The Government of the United States of America grants to the
Government of the Union of South Africa the right to conduct air
transport services by one or more air carriers of South African na-
tionality designated by the latter country on the routes, specified in
Schedule I attached, which transit or serve commercially the territory
of the United States of America.

SECTION II.

South African rights
of transit in U. S.

Post, p. 3066

r.it S. rights of The Government of the Union of South Africa grants to the Govern-transit In South Africa.
ment of the United States of America the right to conduct air trans-
port services by one or more carriers of United States nationality

Po, p 30P designated by the latter country on the routes, specified in Schedule II
attached, which transit or serve commercially territory of the Union
of South Africa.

SECTION III.

One or more air carriers designated by each of the contracting
parties under the conditions provided in this agreement will enjoy,
in the territory of the other contracting party, rights of transit, of
stops for non-traffic purposes and of commercial entry and departure
for international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at the points
enumerated and on each of the routes specified in the schedules
attached at all airports open to international traffic.

SECTION IV.

Encouragement of
air travel.

Equal opportunity
for operation of serv-
ices.

It is agreed between the contracting parties-
(A) that the two governments desire to foster and encourage the

widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the general
good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound economic
principles; and to stimulate international air travel as a means of
promoting friendly understanding and good will among peoples and
ensuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new form of trans-
portation to the common welfare of both countries;

(B) that the designated airlines of the two contracting parties
operating on the routes described in this annex shall enjoy fair and
equal opportunity for the operation of the agreed services. If the
designated airline of one contracting party is temporarily unable,
as a result of the war to take advantage of such opportunity, the
contracting parties shall review the situation with the object of assist-
ing the said airline to take full advantage of the fair and equal oppor-
tunity to participate in the agreed services;

(C) that in the operation by the air carriers of either contracting
party of international services described in the present annex, the
interests of the air carriers of the other country shall, however, be
taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the services which
the latter provide on all or part of the same route;
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ANNEX. 

SECTION I. 

The Government of the United States of America grants to the 
Government of the Union of South Africa the right to conduct air 
transport services by one or more air carriers of South African na-
tionality designated by the latter country on the routes, specified in 
Schedule I attached, which transit or serve commercially the territory 
of the United States of America. 

SECTION II. 

The Government of the Union of South Africa grants to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America the right to conduct air trans-
port services by one or more carriers of United States nationality 
designated by the latter country on the routes, specified in Schedule II 
attached, which transit or serve commercially territory of the Union 
of South Africa. 

SECTION III. 

One or more air carriers designated by each of the contracting 
parties under the conditions provided in this agreement will enjoy, 
in the territory of the other contracting party, rights of transit, of 
stops for non-traffic purposes and of commercial entry and departure 
for international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at the points 
enumerated and on each of the routes specified in the schedules 
attached at all airports open to international traffic. 

SECTION IV. 

It is agreed between the contracting parties— 

Encouragement of (A) that the two governments desire to foster and encourage the air travel, 
widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the general 
good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound economic 
principles; and to stimulate international air travel as a means of 
promoting friendly understanding and good will among peoples and 
ensuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new form of trans-
portation to the common welfare of both countries; 

Equal opportunity (B) that the designated airlines of the two contracting parties for operation of serv-
ices. operating on the routes described in this annex shall enjoy fair and 

equal opportunity for the operation of the agreed services. If the 
designated airline of one contracting party is temporarily unable, 
as a result of the war to take advantage of such opportunity, the 
contracting parties shall review the situation with the object of assist-
ing the said airline to take full advantage of the fair and equal oppor-
tunity to participate in the agreed services; 

(C) that in the operation by the air carriers of either contracting 
party of international services described in the present annex, the 
interests of the air carriers of the other country shall, however, be 
taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the services which 
the latter provide on all or part of the same route; 
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(D) that the total air transport services offered by the carriers of
both countries should bear a close relationship to the requirements of
the public for such services;

(E) that the services provided by a designated air carrier under qtevCipncit ade

this agreement and its annex shall retain as their primary objective
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between
the country of which such air carrier is a national and the country of
ultimate destination of the traffic;

(F) that the right of the air carriers of either country to embark and Right to embark,

to disembark at points in the territory of the other country inter-
national traffic destined for or coming from third countries at a point
or points on the routes specified in the schedules attached shall be
applied in accordance with the general principles of orderly develop-
ment to which both governments subscribe and shall be subject to
the general principle that capacity shall be related-

(1) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and
the countries of destination;

(2) to the requirements of through airline operation; and
(3) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

SECTION V.

(A) The determination of rates in accordance with the following
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit,
and the rates charged by any other carriers, as well as the character-
istics of each service.

(B) The rates to be charged by the air carriers of either contracting
party between points in the territory of the United States and points
in the territory of the Union of South Africa referred to in this annex
shall, consistent with the provisions of the present agreement and its
annex, be subject to the approval of the aeronautical authorities of the
contracting parties, who shall act in accordance with their obligations
under the present annex, within the limits of their legal powers.

(C) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States having ap-
proved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air
Transport Association (hereinafter called "IATA"), for a period of one
year beginning in February, 1947, any rate agreements concluded
through this machinery during this period and involving United States
air carriers will be subject to approval by the Board.

(D) Any rate proposed by the air carrier or carriers of either con-
tracting party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of both
contracting parties at least thirty days before the proposed date of
introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may be reduced
in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities of both
contracting parties.

(E) The contracting parties agree that the procedure described in
paragraphs (F), (G) and (H) of this section shall apply-

Determination of
rates.

Approval.

"IATA."

Filing of proposed
rate.
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(D) that the total air transport services offered by the carriers of 
both countries should bear a close relationship to the requirements of 
the public for such services; 

(E) that the services provided by a designated air carrier under 
this agreement and its annex shall retain as their primary objective 
the provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between 
the country of which such air carrier is a national and the country of 
ultimate destination of the traffic; 

(F) that the right of the air carriers of either country to embark and 
to disembark at points in the territory of the other country inter-
national traffic destined for or coming from third countries at a point 
or points on the routes specified in the schedules attached shall be 
applied in accordance with the general principles of orderly develop-
ment to which both governments subscribe and shall be subject to 
the general principle that capacity shall be related— 

(1) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and 
the countries of destination; 

(2) to the requirements of through airline operation; and 
(3) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the 

airline passes after taking account of local and regional 
services. 

SECTION V. 

(A) The determination of rates in accordance with the following 
paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid 
to all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit, 
and the rates charged by any other carriers, as well as the character-
istics of each service. 

(B) The rates to be charged by the air carriers of either contracting 
party between points in the territory of the United States and points 
in the territory of the Union of South Africa referred to in this annex 
shall, consistent with the provisions of the present agreement and its 
annex, be subject to the approval of the aeronautical authorities of the 
contracting parties, who shall act in accordance with their obligations 
under the present annex, within the limits of their legal powers. 

(C) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States having ap-
proved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air 
Transport Association (hereinafter called "IATA"), for a period of one 
year beginning in February, 1947, any rate agreements concluded 
through this machinery during this period and involving United States 
air carriers will be subject to approval by the Board. 

(D) Any rate proposed by the air carrier or carriers of either con-
tracting party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities of both 
contracting parties at least thirty days before the proposed date of 
introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may be reduced 
in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities of both 
contracting parties. 

(E) The contracting parties agree that the procedure described in 
paragraphs (F), (G) and (H) of this section shall apply— 

Provision of ade-
quate capacity. 

Right to embark, 
etc. 

Determination of 
rates. 

Approval. 
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(1) if, during the period of the Civil Aeronautics Board's
approval of the IATA traffic conference machinery, either
any specific rate agreement is not approved within a reason-
able time by either contracting party or a conference of
IATA is unable to agree on a rate; or

(2) if at any time no IATA machinery is applicable; or
(3) if either contracting party at any time withdraws or fails

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA traffic
conference machinery relevant to this section.

(F) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates
for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to that
in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to act
with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and property
by air within the United States, each of the contracting parties shall
thereafter exercise its authority in such manner as to prevent any rate
or rates proposed by one of its carriers for services from the territory
of one contracting party to a point or points in the territoryof the
other contracting party from becoming effective, if in the judgment of
the aeronautical authorities of the contracting party whose air carrier
or carriers is or are proposing such rate, that rate is unfair or un-
economic. If one of the contracting parties on receipt of the notifica-
tion referred to in paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied with the rate
proposed by the air carrier or carriers of the other contracting party, it
shall so notify the other contracting party prior to the expiry of the
first fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the contracting parties
shall endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each contracting party
will exercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement.

If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty day period
referred to in paragraph (D) above, the proposed rate may, unless the
aeronautical authorities of the country of the air carrier concerned see
fit to suspend its application, go into effect provisionally pending the
settlement of any dispute in accordance with the procedure outlined
in paragraph (H) below.

(G) Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of the
contracting parties is dissatisfied with any rate proposed by the air
carrier or carriers of either contracting party for services from the
territory of one contracting party to a point or points in the territory
of the other contracting party, it shall so notify the other prior to the
expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty day period referred to in para-
graph (D) above, and the contracting parties shall endeavour to reach
agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached each contracting party
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect
by its air carrier or carriers.

It is recognized that if no such agreement can be reached prior to
the expiry of such thirty days, the contracting party raising the
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(1) if, during the period of the Civil Aeronautics Board's 
approval of the IATA traffic conference machinery, either 
any specific rate agreement is not approved within a reason-
able time by either contracting party or a conference of 
IATA is unable to agree on a rate; or 

(2) if at any time no IATA machinery is applicable; or 
(3) if either contracting party at any time withdraws or fails 

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA traffic 
conference machinery relevant to this section. 

(F) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates 
for the transport of persons and property by air on international 
services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to that 
in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to act 
with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and property 
by air within the United States, each of the contracting parties shall 
thereafter exercise its authority in such manner as to prevent any rate 
or rates proposed by one of its carriers for services from the territory 
of one contracting party to a point or points in the territory of the 
other contracting party from becoming effective, if in the judgment of 
the aeronautical authorities of the contracting party whose air carrier 
or carriers is or are proposing such rate, that rate is unfair or un-
economic. If one of the contracting parties on receipt of the notifica-
tion referred to in paragraph (D) above is dissatisfied with the rate 
proposed by the air carrier or carriers of the other contracting party, it 
shall so notify the other contracting party prior to the expiry of the 
first fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the contracting parties 
shall endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate. 

In the event that such agreement is reached, each contracting party 
will exercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement. 

If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty day period 
referred to in paragraph (D) above, the proposed rate may, unless the 
aeronautical authorities of the country of the air carrier concerned see 
fit to suspend its application, go into effect provisionally pending the 
settlement of any dispute in accordance with the procedure outlined 
in paragraph (H) below. 

(G) Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law 
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of the 
contracting parties is dissatisfied with any rate proposed by the air 
carrier or carriers of either contracting party for services from the 
territory of one contracting party to a point or points in the territory 
of the other contracting party, it shall so notify the other prior to the 
expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty day period referred to in para-
graph (D) above, and the contracting parties shall endeavour to reach 
agreement on the appropriate rate. 

In the event that such agreement is reached each contracting party 
will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into effect 
by its air carrier or carriers. 

It is recognized that if no such agreement can be reached prior to 
the expiry of such thirty days, the contracting party raising the 
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objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary
to prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in question
at the rate complained of.

(H) When in any case under paragraphs (F) and (G) above the
aeronautical authorities of the two contracting parties cannot agree
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation
initiated by the complaint of one contracting party concerning the
proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers of the
other contracting party, upon the request of either, both contracting
parties shall submit the question to arbitration in the manner
prescribed in Article IX of the Agreement.

(I) The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the aero-
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates
for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and
property by air within the United States.

SECTION VI.

It is recognized that the determination of tariffs to be applied by
an air carrier of one contracting party between the territory of the

other contracting party and a third country is a complex question,
the overall solution of which cannot be sought through consultation
between only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the method

of determining such tariffs is now being studied by ICAO. It is
understood under these circumstances-

(A) that, pending the acceptance by both parties of any recom-
mendations which ICAO may make after its study of this
matter, such tariffs shall be subject to consideration under the
provisions of Section IV (C) of the annex to the agreement.

(B) that in case ICAO fails to establish a means of determining
such rates satisfactory to both contracting parties, the con-

sultation provided for in Article XI (B) of the agreement shall
be in order.

SECTION VII.

Changes made by either contracting party in the routes described
in the schedules attached except those which change the points served
by airlines of one contracting party in the territory of the other
contracting party shall not be considered as modifications of the annex.

The aeronautical authorities of either contracting party may therefore
proceed unilaterally to make such changes, provided, however, that
notice of any change is given without delay to the aeronautical
authorities of the other contracting party.

If such other aeronautical authorities find that, having regard to

the principles set forth in Section IV of the present annex, interests
of their air carrier or carriers are prejudiced by the carriage by the
air carrier or carriers of the first contracting party of traffic between
the territory of the second contracting party and the new point in
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objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary 
to prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in question 
at the rate complained of. 

(H) When in any case under paragraphs (F) and (G) above the 
aeronautical authorities of the two contracting parties cannot agree 
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation 
initiated by the complaint of one contracting party concerning the 
proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers of the 
other contracting party, upon the request of either, both contracting 
parties shall submit the question to arbitration in the manner 
prescribed in Article IX of the Agreement. 

(I) The Executive Branch of the Government of the United States 
agrees to use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering the aero-
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic rates 
for the transport of persons and property by air on international 
services, and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to 
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered 
to act with respect to such rates for the transport of persons and 
property by air within the United States. 

SECTION VI. 

It is recognized that the determination of tariffs to be applied by 
an air carrier of one contracting party between the territory of the 
other contracting party and a third country is a complex question, 
the overall solution of which cannot be sought through consultation 
between only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the method 
of determining such tariffs is now being studied by ICAO. It is 
understood under these circumstances— 

(A) that, pending the acceptance by both parties of any recom-
mendations which ICAO may make after its study of this 
matter, such tariffs shall be subject to consideration under the 
provisions of Section IV (C) of the annex to the agreement. 

(B) that in case ICAO fails to establish a means of determining 
such rates satisfactory to both contracting parties, the con-
sultation provided for in Article XI (B) of the agreement shall 
be in order. 

SECTION VII. 

Changes made by either contracting party in the routes described 
in the schedules attached except those which change the points served 
by airlines of one contracting party in the territory of the other 
contracting party shall not be considered as modifications of the annex. 
The aeronautical authorities of either contracting party may therefore 
proceed unilaterally to make such changes, provided, however, that 
notice of any change is given without delay to the aeronautical 
authorities of the other contracting party. 

If such other aeronautical authorities find that, having regard to 
the principles set forth in Section IV of the present annex, interests 
of their air carrier or carriers are prejudiced by the carriage by the 
air carrier or carriers of the first contracting party of traffic between 
the territory of the second contracting party and the new point in 
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the territory of a third country, the authorities of the two contracting
parties shall consult with a view to arriving at a satisfactory agree-
ment.

SECTION VIII.

After the present agreement comes into force, the aeronautical
authorities of both contracting parties will exchange information as
promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to their
respective designated air carriers to render service to, through and
from the territory of the other contracting party. This will include
copies of current certificates and authorizations for service on the
routes which are the subject of this agreement and, for the future,
such new authorizations as may be issued together with amendments,
exemption orders and authorized service patterns.

SCHEDULE I.

Airlines of the Union of South Africa authorized under the present
agreement are accorded in the territory of the United States on a
service or services between the Union of South Africa and New York
rights of transit and non-traffic stop, as well as the right to pick up and
discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at such
points and over such routes as may be determined at a later date.

SCHEDULE II.

Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the
present agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop
in the territory of the Union of South Africa, as well as the right to
pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo and
mail at Johannesburg and Cape Town on the following routes in both
directions. On each of the routes described below the airline or air-
lines designated to operate such route may operate non-stop flights
between any of the points on such route omitting stops at one or more
of the other points on such route.

(1) United States via the North Atlantic and Africa to Johannes-
burg.

(2) United States via the Caribbean, South America, the South
Atlantic and Africa to Cape Town.
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After the present agreement comes into force, the aeronautical 
authorities of both contracting parties will exchange information as 
promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to their 
respective designated air carriers to render service to, through and 
from the territory of the other contracting party. This will include 
copies of current certificates and authorizations for service on the 
routes which are the subject of this agreement and, for the future, 
such new authorizations as may be issued together with amendments, 
exemption orders and authorized service patterns. 

SCHEDULE I. 

Airlines of the Union of South Africa authorized under the present 
agreement are accorded in the territory of the United States on a 
service or services between the Union of South Africa and New York 
rights of transit and non-traffic stop, as well as the right to pick up and 
discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at such 
points and over such routes as may be determined at a later date. 

SCHEDULE II. 

Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the 
present agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop 
in the territory of the Union of South Africa, as well as the right to 
pick up and discharge international traffic in passengers, cargo and 
mail at Johannesburg and Cape Town on the following routes in both 
directions. On each of the routes described below the airline or air-
lines designated to operate such route may operate non-stop flights 
between any of the points on such route omitting stops at one or more 
of the other points on such route. 

(1) United States via the North Atlantic and Africa to Johannes-
burg. 

(2) United States via the Caribbean, South America, the South 
Atlantic and Africa to Cape Town. 
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O O R E E N K O M S

TUSSEN

DIE REGERING VAN DIE V'RENIGDE STATE VAN AMFRIKA

EN

DIE REGERING VAN DIF UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIKA

BETREFFENDE

LUGDIENSTE TUSSEN HUL ONDERSKEIE GEBIEDE.
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OOREENKOMS 

TUSSEN 

DIE REGERING VAN DIE VTRFNIGDE STATE VAN AMERIKA 

EN 

DIE REGERING VAN DIF UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIKA 

BETREFFENDE 

LUGDIENSTE TUSSEN HUL ONDERSKEIE GEBIEDE. 
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OO'R EEN O B

TUSSEN

DIE REGERING VAN DIE VERENIGDE STATE VAN A JERIK

EN

DIE REGERING VAN DIE UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIA

BETREFFENDE

UGDIENSTE TUSSEN HUL ONDESKEZIE GEBIEDE,

Aangesien die regering van die Verenlgde

State van Amerika en die regering van die Unie van

Suid-Afrika die mening toegedaan is

dat die moontlikhede van handelslugvaart as

*n vervoermiddel aanmerklik toegeneem het, en

dat dit wenslik is om die internasionale

lugdienste op 'n veilige on ordelike wyse te

organiseer en die ontwikkeling van internasionale

eamewerlktng op hierdle gebied sover doenlik te bevorder,

het hulle hul gevolmagtigdee aangestel, wat,

behoorlik daartoe gemagtig, oor die volgende ooreen-

gekom het:-

ARTIXEL I.

Elko kontrakterende party verleen aan die

*nder party die reete ulteengesit in die aanhangsel

hiervan vir die instelling van die internasionale

lugdienete vermeld in die aanhangeel (hlerna die

gooreengekome dienste' genoem).

ARTIIEL IT/ ....
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TUSSEN 

Dig REGERING VAN DIE VERENIGDE STATE VAN = M k 

EN 

DIE REGERING VAN DIE UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIKA 

BETREFFENDE 

LUGDIENSTE TUESEN HUL ONDERSKEIE GEBIEDE. 
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Aangesien die regering van die Verenigde 

State van Amerika en die regering van die Unie van 

Suid-Afrika die mening toegedaan is 

dat die moontlikhede van handelslugvaart as 

In vervoermiddel aanmerklik toegeneem het, en 

dat dit wenslik is on die internasionale 

lugdienste op in veilige en ordelike wyee to 

organiseer en die ontwikkeling van internasionale 

samewerking op hierdie gebied sever doenlik to bevorder, 

het hullo hul gevolmagtigdes aangestel, wat, 

behoorlik daartoe gemagtig, oor die volgende ooreen - 

gekom het:-

ARTIKEL I. 

Elko kontrakterende party verleen aan die 

ander party die regte uiteengesit in die aanhangse]. 

hiervan vir die installing van die internasionale 

lugdienste vermeld in die aanhangsel (hierna die 

fooreengekome dienstel genoem). 

ARTIKEL /1„, 
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ARTIKEL IU.

(A) Die ooreengekome dienste kan onmiddellik of

op In later tydstip, na goeddunke van die kontrakterende

party aan wie die regte verleen is, ingestel word,

op voorwaarde dat -

(1) die kontrakterende party aan wie die

regte verleen Is, 'n lugeksploitant of

-eksploitante vir die bepaalde roete of

roetes aangewys het;

(2) die kontrakterende party wat die regte

verleen, die verelste bedryfsvergunning

ingevolge paragraaf (B) van hierdie

artlkel aan die betrokke lugeksploltant

of -eksploitante verleen het, wat

(onderworpe aan die bepalings van

artikel VI) met die mine moontlike

vertraging moot geskied.

(B) Van die aangewese lugeksploitant of

-eksploitante kan verlang word om die lugvaartoutoriteite

van die kontrakterende party wat die regte verleen, te

oortuig dat hy of hulle in staat is om te voldoen aan

die bepalings ncergelS deur of kragtenb die wette en

regulasies wat gewoonlik deur genoemde outoriteite op

die eksploitasie van handelslugdienste toegepae word.

ARTIKZL III.

(A) Die gelde vir die gebruik van lughawene en

ander gerlewe, wat elk van die kontrakterende partye

van die aangewese lugeksploitant of -eksploltante van

die ander kontrakterende party kan vorder of kan laat

vorder, mag nie hoer wees as die wat vir die gebruik

van sulke lughawens en geriewe deur sy nasionale vlleg-

tule wat vir soortgelyke internasionale lugdienste

gebrulk word, betaalbaar is nie.

(B)/ .*..
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ART/KEL II. 

(A) Die ooreengekome dienste kan onmiddellik of 

op t n later tydstip, na goeddunke van die kontrakterende 

party aan vie die regte verleen is, ingestel word, 

op voorwaarde dat - 

(1) die kontrakterende party aan wie die 

regte verleen is, In lugeksploitant of 

-eksploitante vir die bepaalde roete of 

roetes aangewys het; 

(2) die kontrakterende party vat die regte 

verleen, die vereiste bedryfsvergunning 

ingevolge paragraaf (B) van hierdie 

artikel aan die betrokke lugeksploitant 

of -eksploitante verleen het, wat 

(onderworpe aan die bepalings van 

artikel VI) net die mine moontliks 

vertraging moot geskied. 

(B) Van die aangewese lugeksploitant of 

-eksploitante kan verlang word on die lugvaartoutoriteite 

van die kontrakterende party vat die regte verleen, to 

oortuig dat hy of hulle in etaat is on te voldoen aan 

die bepalings neergel8 deur of kragtene die wette en 

regulasieo vat gewoonlik deur genoemde outoriteite op 

die eksploitasie van handelslugdienste toegepas word. 

ARTIKZL III. 

(A) Die gelde vir die gebruik van lughawens en 

ardor geriewe, *rat elk van die kontrakterende partye 

van die aangewese lugeksploitant of -eksploitante van 

die ander kontrakterende party kan vorder of kan laat 

vorder, nag nie hoer woes as dii vat vir die gebruik 

van sulke lughawens en geriewe deur sy nasionale vlieg-

tuie vat vir soortgelyke internasionale lugdienste 

gebruik word, betaalbaar is nie. 
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(B) Brandstof, emeerolie on onderdele wat in die

gebied van een kontrakterende party ingebring of aan

boord van vliegtuie geneem word deur of namens enige

aangewese lugeksploitant van die ander kontrakterende

party, en uitsluitlik vir gebruik deur die vliegtuie

van sodanige eksploitant bedoel is, geniet, wat betref

doeaneregte, inepeksiegeld en ander koete gehef deur

eersgenoemde kontrakterende party, behandeling wat nie

ongunstiger is as die verleen aan nasionale lug-

eksploitante wat internasionale lugdienste eksplolteer

of aan sodanlge eksploitante van die mees begunstigde

nasie nie.

(C) Vliegtuie van die aangewese lugeksploitant

van een kontrakterende party wat op die ooreengekome

dienste gebruik word vir 'n vlug na, van of oor die

gebied van die ander kontrakterende party, word tydelikX

vry van doeaneregte toegelaat onderworpe andersins aan

die doeaneregulasles van sodanlge ander kontrakterende

party. Voorrade brandetof, emeerolie, onderdele,gewone

uitrusting en vllegtulgbenodlgdhede wat aan boord van

vliegtule van enlge aangewese lugekaploltant van een

kontrakterende party gehou word, is In die gebled van

die ander kontrakteronde party van doeaneregte,

inspeksiegeld of soortgelyke regte of koste vrygeetel,

selfe al word sodanige voorrade deur sulke vliegtule op

vlugte in daardle gebled gebrulk.

ARTIXEL IV.

Lugwaardigheldsertiflkate, bevoegdheidsertifi-

kate en lisensies vat dour een kontrakterende party

uitgereik of geldig gemaak la en wat nog van krag is,

word deur die ander kontrakterende party vir die

ekeploltasie van die ooreengekome dienste as geldig erken.

3070 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

(8) Brandstof, smeerolie en onderdele wat in die 

gebied van eon kontrakterende party ingebring of aan 

boord van vliegtuie geneem word deur of namens enige 

aangewese lugeksploitant van die ander kontrakterende 

party, en uitsluitlik vir gebruik dour die vliegtuie 

van sodanige eksploitant bedoel is, geniet, wat betref 

doeaneregte, inspeksiegeld on ander koete gehef dour 

esrsgenoemde kontrakterende party, behandeling wat nie 

ongunstiger is as di 6 verleen aan nasionale lug-

eksploitante wat internasionale lugdienste eksploiteer 

of aan sodanige eksploitante van die mees begunstigde 

nasie nie. 

(0) Vliegtuie van die aangewese lugeksploitant 

van eon kontrakterende party wat pp die ooreengekome 

dienste gebruik word vir In vlug na, van of oar die 

gebied van die ander kontrakterende party, word tydelik, 

vry van doeaneregte toegelaat ondervorpe endorsing aan 

die doeaneregulasies van sodanige ander kontrakterende 

party. Voorrade brandstof, ameerolie, onderdele,gewone 

uitrusting en vliegtuigbenodiehede vat aan boord van 

vliegtuie van enige aangewese lugeksploitant van eon 

kontrakterende party gehou word, is in die gebied van 

die ander kontrakterende party van dosanersgte, 

inepeksiegeld of soortgelyke mte of koste vrygestel, 

golfs al word sodanige voorrade dour sulks vliegtule op 

vlugte in daardie gebied gebruik. 

ARTIKEL IV. 

Lugwaardigheidsertifikate, bevoegdheidgertifl=k 

kate en lisensies wat dour eon kontrakterende party 

ultgereik of geldig gemaak is en wat nog van krag is, 

word dour die ander kontrakterende party vir die 

eksploitasie van die ooreengekome dienste as geldig erketi. 

Elko/ •••• 
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Zlke kontrakterende party behou egter die reg voor om

vir die doel van vlugte oor sy eie gebled te weier om

bevoegdheldsertiflkate er ilsensies wat deur 'n ander

otaat aan sy ele landsburgerc ultgerelk Is, te erken.

APRTIKEL V.

(A) Die wette en regulasles van een kontrakterende

party betreffende die binnekoms In of vertrek uit sy

gebied van vllegtule wrat vir internasionals lugvaart

gebraik word, of betreffende die gebrulk en navlgasle

van eulke vllegtule terwyl hulle in sy gebied is, is

op die vliegtule van die ander kontrakternde party van

toepassing en moet deur sulke vliegtule by hul binneloms

in of vertrek ult die gebied van eersgenoenme party,

of terwyl hulle daarin vertoef, nagekom word.

(B) Die wette en regulasles van elke kontrakterende

party betreffende die binnekons en verblyf In en vertrek

uit sy gebied van passaslers, bemanning en vrag van

vliegtuie, soos regulasies aet betrekklng tot binnekoms,

klarlng, lmmigrasie, paspoorte, doeane cn kwarantyn,

moet nagekom word.

ARTIKZL VI.

Elke kont-akterenle party behou die reg voor

om 'n sertlflkaat of permit in die geval van 'n aan-

get!ese lugeksploitant van die ander kontrakterende party

te weler of in te trek lndlen hy nie daarvan oortulg is

dat oor-egende elendomsreg van en doeltreffende beheer

oor sodanie eksploltant by landsburgers van die ander

kontrakterende party berus nie, of r.geval die

eksplcitant versulm om die wette en regulasles vereold

in artlkel V van hlerdie ooreenkoms na ta kom, of om

andersins die voorwaarles waarop die regte ingevolge

hierdle ocreenkoms en sy aanhangsel verleen word, ult

te voer.
ART=-L V71/ ....
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Like kontrakterende party behou ester die reg voor om 

vir die doel van vlugte oor sy eie gebied te weier om 

bevoegdheidsertifikate en iisensies vat deur 'n ander 

staat aan sy eie landsburgerc uitgereik is, te erken. 

ARTIKEL V. 

(A) Die vette en regulasies van een kontrakterende 

party betreffende die binnekoms in of vertrek uit sy 

gebied van vliegtuie vat vir internasionale lugvaart 

gebruik word, of betreffende die gebruik en navigasie 

van sulke vliegtule terwyl hale in sy gebied is, is 

op die vliegtuie van die ander kontrakterende party van 

toepassing en moet deur sulke vliegtuie by hul binnekoms 

in of vertrek ult die gebied van eersgenoemde party, 

of tervyl hulie daarin vertoef, nagekom word. 

(B) Die wette en regulasies van elke kontrakterende 

party betreffende die binnekoms en verblyf in en vertrek 

uit sy gebied van passasiers, bemanning en vrag van 

vliegtuie, soos regulasies net betrekking tot binnekoms, 

klaring, immigrasie, paspoorte, doeane cn kwarantyn, 

moet nagekom word. 

ARTIKEL V/. 

Elks kontrakterenle party behou die reg voor 

om 'n sertifikaat of permit in die geval van 'n aan-

gevese lugeksploitant van die ander kontrakterende party 

te weicr of in to trek indien hy nie daarvan oortuig is 

dat oorvegende eiendomsreg van en doeltreffende beheer 

oor sodanige eksploitant by landsburgers van die ander 

kontrakterende party berus nie, of ingeval die 

ekspisitant versuim on die wette en regulasies vermeld 

in artikel V van hierdie ooreenkoms na te kom, of on 

andersins die voorwaardes waarop die regte ingevol;re 

hierdie ocreenkoms en sy aanhanEsel verleen word, uit 

te voer. 
ARTIKEL VII/ 

3071 
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ARTIKEL VII.

(A) Die lugvaartoutoriteite van die twee kontrat-

terende partye sal in 'n gees van noue samewerking

gereeld beraadslaag ten einde te verseker dat die

beginsels en bepalings uiteengesit in hierdie ooreenkome

en sy aanhangsel gehandhaaf en nagekom word.

(B) Indlen die lugvaartoutoriteite van enigeen van

die kontrakterende partye versuim of ophou om inllgting

met betrekking tot die ooreengekome dienste te publiseer,

eoos die vervat in die Opgaves van Lugdiensverkeer

(Landlngsplek na Landingsplek en Oorsprong en Bestemming)

wat tans deur die "Civil Aeronautics Board" uitgegee

word, en versuim of ophou om die gegewens van hierie

aard wat deur die Internasionale Organisasle vlr Burger-

like Lugvaart vereis mag word, te verstrek, moet die

lugvaartoutoriteite van die kontrakterende party, op

versoek van die lugvaartoutoriteite van die ander

kontrakterende party, enige inligting van hierdie aard

vat gevra word, verskaf.

ARTIML VIII.

Vir die doel van hierdie ooreenkome en sy

aanhangsel -

(A) word die uitdrukking .gebied" soos op elke

kontrakterende party toegepae, geag die grondgebiede

en aangreneende territoriale waters onder die

soewereinlteit, susereinitelt, beskerming, mandaat,

of voogdyskap van sodanige kontrakterende party te

behels;

(B)/ ....
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ARTIKIL VII. 

(A) Die lugvaartoutoriteite van die twee kontrak• 

terende partye sal in 'n gees van noue samewerking 

geree].d beraadslaag ten einde te verseker dat die 

beginsels en bepalings ulteengesit in hierdie ooreenkoma 

en sy aanhangsel gehandhaaf en nagekom word. 

(B) Indien die lugvaartoutoriteite van enigeen vat 

die kontrakterende partye versuim of ophou on inligting 

met betrekking tot die ooreengekome dienste te publiseer, 

eoos die vervat in die Opgawes van Lugdiensverkeer 

(Landingsplek na Landingsplek en Oorsprong en Bestemming) 

wat tans deur die "Civil Aeronautics Board" uitgegee 

word, en versuim of ophou on die gegewens van hierdie 

aard wat deur die Internasionale Organisasie vir Burger. 

like Lugvaart vereis nag word, te verstrek, moot die 

lugvaartoutoriteite van die kontrakterende party, op 

versoek van die lugvaartoutoriteite van die ander 

kontrakterende party, enige inligting van hierdie Lunt 

eat gevra word, verskar. 

ARTIV.I. VIII. 

Viz' die doe van hierdie ooreenkoms en ey 

aanhangsel - 

(A) word die uitdrukking 0gebied" soos op elke 

kontrakterende party toegepae, geag die grondgebiede 

en aangreneende territoriale waters onder die 

soewereiniteit, susereiniteit, beskerming, mandaat, 

of voogdyskap van sodanige kontrakterende party to 

bebele; 

(13)/ .... 
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(B) beteken die ultdrukking .lugvaartoutorlteite*

in die geval van die Unie van Suld-Afrika die Minister

belas met burgerlike lugvaart, en in die geval van die

Verenigde State die "Civil Aeronautics Board", en in

beide gevalle enige persoon of llggaam wat gemagtig is

om die werksaamhede wat tans deur die hierin omskrewe

lugvaartoutoriteite verrig word, ult te voer;

(C) het die uitdrukking ilnternasionale lugdienste*

die betekenis daaraan toegeekryf in artikel 96 van die

Konvensie oor Internasionale Burgerlike Lugvaart wat op

7 Desember 1944 te Chicago onderteken is.

ASTIKEL IX.

Behalwe soos andercins in hierdle ooreenkome of

sy aanhangsel bepaal, word enlge geskil tussen die

kontrakterende. partye met betrekking tot die vertolking

of toepassing van hlerdie ooreenkoms of sy aanhangsel,

wat nie deur beraadslaging besleg kan word nio, vir 'n

adviserende verslag verwys na 'n arbitrasieliggaam

bestaande uit drie arbiterc, een deur elk van die

kontraktercnde partye benoem te word en die derde deur

die twee aldus gekose arbiters in oorleg met mekaar

aangewys te word, met dien verstonde dat sodanige derde

arbiter nie 'n lardsburger van enigeen van die kontrak-

terende partye es nie. Elk van die kontrakterende

partye moet 'n arbiter aanwys binne twee maande na die

aflewerlngedatui van 'r diplomatieke nota van enigeen

van die partye aan die ander, waarin die beslegting van

en geskil deur middel van arbltrasie versoek word; en

oor die derde arbiter moet binne een uaand na sodanlge

tydperk van twee maande ooreengekon word. Indlen daar

nie binne hierdie bepaalde tyd oor die derde arbiter

ooreengekon/ ....
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(B) betoken die ultdrukking olugvaartoutoriteite" 

in die geval van die Unie van Suid-Afrika die Minister 

belas met burgerlike lugvaart, en in die geval van die 

Verenigde State die "Civil Aeronautics Board", en in 

beide gevalle enige persoon of liggaam wat gemagtig is 

on die werksaamhede wat tans deur die hierin omskrewe 

lugvaartoutoriteite verrig word, uit te voer; 

(C) het die uitdrukking ninternasionale lugdienstew 

die betekenis daaraan toegeskryf in artikel 96 van die 

Konvensie oor Internasionale Burgerlike Lugvaart wat op 

7 Desember 1944 te Chicago onderteken is. 

ARTIEEL IX. 

Behalwe soos andercins in hierdie ooreenkoms of 

ay aanhangsel bepaal, word enige geskil tussen die 

kontrakterende partye net betrekking tot die vertolking 

of toepassing van hierdie ooreenkoms of sy aanhangsel, 

wat nie deur beraadslaging besleg kan word nie, vir In 

adviserende verslag verwys na In arbitrasieliggaam 

bestaande uit drie arbiters, eon deur elk van die 

kontraktercnde partye benoem te word en die derde deur 

die twee aldus gekose arbiters in oorleg met mekaar 

aangewys to word, net dien verstande dat sodanige derde 

arbiter nie 'n landsburger van enigeen van ale kontrak-

terende partye is nie. Elk van die kontrakterende 

partye moet In arbiter aanwys binne twee maande na die 

afleweringsdatum van 'n diplomatieke note van eniceen 

van die partye aan die ardor, waarin die beslegting van 

en genkil deur middel van arbitrasie versoek word; en 

oor die derde arbiter moot binne een 1:mend na sodanige 

tydperk van twee maande ooreengekom word. Indien dear 

nie binne hierdie bepaalde tyd oor die derde arbiter 

ooreengekom/ 

3073 
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ooreengekom word nie, moet die vakature wat daardeur

ontstaan, aangevul word deur die aanstelling van tn

persoon, aangewys deur die president van die raad van

die Internasionale Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart,

uit 'n naamlys van arbitrasiepersoneel wat volgens

gebruik van genoende Organisasie in stand gehou word.

Die uitvoerende outoriteite van die kontrakterende

partye sal kragtens die bevoegdhede tot hulle beskikking,

alles in hul vermoe doen om aan die mening wat in so 'n

adviserende verslag ultgespreek word, gevolg te gee.

Die helfte van die uitgawes van die arbitrasieliggaam

word deur elke party gedra.

ARTIKEL X.

Hierdie ooreenkoms en alle betreklike

kontrakte moet by die Internasionale Organisasie vir

Burgerlike Lugvaart geregistreer word.

ARTIKEL XI.

(A) Hierdie ooreeronms, asook die bepalings van

sy aanhangsel, tree op die dag waarop dit onderteken

word, in werking.

(B) Enigeen van die kontrakterende partye kan te

eniger tyd versoek dat daar met die ander party beraad-

claag word met die oog daarop ou enige wysigings van

hierdie ooreenkoms of sy aanhangsel wat uit ondervlnding

wenslik blyk te wees, aan te bring. As 'n veelsydlge

konvensie wat op beide kontrakterende partye betrelkking

het, in werking tree, word daar aldus beraadslaag met

die oog op die wysiging van hierdie ooreenkoms of ey

aanl.ang.el in dier voege dat dit aan die bepalings van

so In konvensle voldoen.

(C)/ ....
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ooreengekom word nie, moet die vakature vat daardeur 

ontstaan, aangevul word deur die aanstelling van In 

persoon, aangewys deur die president van die mad van 

die Internasionale Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart, 

uit In naamlys van arbitrasiepersoneel vat volgens 

gebruik van genoemde Organisasie in stand gehou word. 

Die uitvoerende outoriteite van die kontrakterende 

partye sal kragtens die bevoegdhede tot hullo beskikking, 

cues in hul vermo6 doen om aan die waning vat in co tn 

adviserende verslag uitgespreek word, gevolg to gee. 

Die helfte van die uitgawes van die arbitrasieliggaam 

word deur elke party gedra. 

ARTIKEL X. 

Hierdie ooreenkoms en alle betreklike 

kontrakte moet by die Internasionale Organisasie vir 

Burgerlike Lugvaart geregistreer word. 

ARTIKEL XI. 

(A) Hierdie ooreenkoms, asook die bepalings van 

ey aanharmsel, tree op die dag waarop dit onderteken 

word, in werking. 

(B) Enigeen van die kontrakterende partye kan te 

eniger tyd versoek dat daar met die ander party beraad-

claag word met die ooe daarop ou enige wysigings van 

hierdie ooreenkoms of sy aanhangsel slat uit ondervinding 

wenslik blyk te woes, aan te bring. As In veelsydige 

konvensie wat op beide kontrakterende partye betrekking 

het, in werking tree, word daar aldus beraadslaag met 

die oog op die wysiving van hierdie ooreenkoms of ay 

aanhangnel in dier voege dat dit aan die bepalinge van 

so In konvensie Voldoen. 

(C)/ 
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(C) Behalwe soos andersins in hierdie ooreen:oms

of sy aanhangsel bepaal, kan enigeen van die kontrak-

terende partye, indien hy dit wenslik ag dat die te-

palings van die aanhangsel van hierdie ooreenkoms

ge--ysig word, versoek dat die lugvaartoutoritelte van

beide kontraktcrende partye met mekaar beraadslaag;

sodanige beraadslaging binne 'n tydperk van sestig dae

vanaf die datum van die versoek 'n aanvang te neem.

nnige :.ysiging van die aanhangsel waarop bedoelde lug-

vaartoutoriteita ooreenko::, tree in werking wanneer

dit deur die wisseiing van diplomatieke notas bekragtig

Is.

(D) Wanneer die procedure vir beraadslaglng, sooe

bepaal in paragraaf (B) van hierdie artikel, in werking

gestel is, kan enigeen van die kontraltersnde partye te

en.ler tyd aan die ander kontrakterende party kennis gee

dat hy verlang om hierdie ooreenkoms te beeindig. Die

Internasionale Organisasle vir Burgerlike Lugvaart ,ioet

tegelykertyd van hierdie kennlsgewing verwlttig word.

Hierdie ooreenkors tree bulte werking 'n Jaar

na die datuu van ontvans van die boeindiglngskennis-

gewing deur die ander kontraktererde party, tcnsy daar

oorcrng.eko word on die kennis-c-,-n voor die ver-

stryking van hierdie tydperk terug te trek. As die

ander kontrakterende party versuir, om ontvangs te erken,

word die ker.nisge.ing geag ontvang te gewees het veertien

dae nadat dit deur die Internasionale Organisasle vir

Burgerlike Lugvaart ontvang is.

Onderteken/ ,...
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(C) Behalwe coos andersins in hierdie ooreenkome 

of sy aanhangsel bepaal, kan enigeen van die kontrak-

terende partye, inaien hy dit wenslik ag dat die te-

palings van die aanhangsel van hierdie ooreenkoms 

gewysig word, versoek dat die lugvaartoutoritelte van 

beide kontraktcrende partye met mekaar beraadelgag; 

soaanige beraadsIaging binne 'n tydperk van sestig dae 

vanaf die datum van die versoek 'n aanvang te neem. 

Znige wysigino van die aanhangsel waarop bedoelde lug-

vaartuutoriteite ooreenkom, tree in werking wanneer 

dit deur die wisseling van diplomatieke notas bekragtig 

is. 

(D) Wanneer die procedure vir beraadslaging, coos 

bepaal in paragraaf (3) van hieraie artikel, in werking 

gestel is, kan enigeen van die kontrakterende partye te 

eniger tyd aan die ander kontrakterende party kennie gee 

dat hy verlang or hierdie ooreenkoms te bedindig. Die 

internasionale Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart moet 

tegelykertyd van hierdie kennisgewing verwittig word. 

Hierdie ooreenkoms tree butte werking 'n jaar 

na die datura van ontvangc van die bedindigingskennis-

gewing deur die ander kontraktercnde party, tensy daar 

oorcangekom word om die kennisgewing voor die ver-

strykinE van hicrdie tydperk terag te trek. As die 

ander kontrakterende party versuim om ontvangs te erken, 

word die kennisgewing geag ontvang te gewees het vaertien 

dae nadat dit deur die Internasionale Organleasie 

Burgerlike Lugvaart ontvang is. 

Onderteken/ „.., 
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Onderteken op hiedie 23 a9 van IQ 'q41
te FKapstad in duplikaat in die Engelse en Afrikaanse

tale. Belde lesings is ewe oie tlek.

Samens die regering van die Verenigde State van Amerika:

Unle van Suld-Afrika:

I T Holcomb
' J C Smuts

ilAhrrsF
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Onderteken op hierdie 2Yltda9 ten Nei !gill 
ts KaApstad in duplikaat in die Engels(' en Atrikaanse 
tale. Beide leaings is ewe et -- tiek. 

[1] 

amens die rigering van die Verenigde State van Amerika: 

irj 

&mons die rowing van die Unle van Suld-Afrika: 

Holcomb 
2 J C Smuts 
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AAN HAN EL.

AFDELING I.

Die regering van die Verenigde State van

Amerlka verleen aan die regering van die Unie van

Suid-Afrika die reg om lugvervoerdienste deur een of

meer deur laasgenoende land aangewese lugeksploitante

wat Suid-Afrikaanse landeburgers is, te eksploiteer oor

die roetes, vermeld in bygaande Bylae I, vat oor die

gebied van die Verenigde State van Amerika gaan of dit

op handelsgebied bedien.

AFDELING II.

Die regering van die Unie van Suld-Afrika

verleen aan die regering van die Verenigde State van

Amerika die reg on lugvervoerdienste deur een of meer

deur laasgenoemde land aangewese lugekaploitante wat

landsburgers van die Verenigde State is, te eksploiteer

oor die roetes, vermeld in bygaande Bylae II, wat oor

die gebied van die Jnie van Suid-Afrika gaan of dit op

handelsgebied bedien.

AFDLLING III.

Aan cen of meer lugeksploitante wat deur elk

van die kontraltcrende partye kragtens die bepallngs van

hlerdie ooreenkoms aangewyc is, word die reg verleen on

cor die Cebied van die arder kontrakterende party te

vlieg, vir nie-verkeersdoeleindes daarin te land, en

dit vir handelsdoeleindes binne te kom en daaruit te

vertrek met die oog op die vervoer van internasionale

verkeer bestaande uit passasiers, vrag en posstukke by

die plehke aangetcon en oor elk van die roetcs verneld

in die bygaande bylaes by alle lughawens wat vir

internasionale verkeer oopgestel is.

AFDELIfG Iv/ ....

95347T 41- I'. II- -- 51
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,IVANHAN G SE L. 

AFDELING I. 

Die regering van die Verenigde State van 

Amerika verleen aan die regering van die Unie van 

Suid-Afrika die reg on lugvervoerdienste deur een of 

meer deur laasgenoemde land aangewese lugeksploitante 

vat Suid-Afrikaanse landsburgers is, te eksploiteer oor 

die roetes, vermeld in bygaande Bylae I, vat oor die 

gebied van die Verenigde State van Amerika gaan of dit 

op handelsgebied bedien. 

AFDDLING II. 

Die regering van die Unie van Suld-Afrika 

verleen aan die regering van die Verenigde State van 

Amerika die reg on lugvervoerdienste deur een of moor 

deur laasgenoemde land aangewese lugeksploitante vat 

/andsburgers van die Verenigde State is, te eksploiteer 

oor die roetes, vermeld in bygaande Bylae II, vat oor 

die gebied van die Unie van Suld-Afrika gaan of dit op 

handelsgebied bedien. 

AFDELING III. 

Aan een of meer lugeksploitante vat deur elk 

van die kontraktcrende party° kragtens die bepalings van 

hlerdie ooreenkoms aangewys is, word die reg verleen om 

cor die gebied van die ander kontrakterende party te 

vlieg, vir nle-verkeersdoeleindes daarin te land, en 

dit vir handelsdoeleindes binne to kom en daaruit te 

vertrek net die oog op die vervoer van internasionale 

verkeer bestaande uit passasiers, vrag en posstukke by 

die plekke aangetcon en oor elk van die roetcs vermeld 

in die bygaande bylaes by elle lughawens vat vir 

internasionale verkeer oopgestel is. 

'DELIM IV/ 

95347' 49 PT. m  51 
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AFDELING IV.

Die kontrakterende partye kom as volg ooreen:-

tA) Dat die twee regerings begeer om die groots

ibontlike verspreiding van die voordele verbonde san

lUgvervoer in die algemene belang van die mensdon teen

lde goedkoopste tariewe bestaanbaar met gesonde

ekonomiese beginsels te bevorder en aan te moedig; en om

internasionale lugvervoer aan te wakker as 'n middel tot

bevordering van 'n vriendskaplike gesindheid en wel-

willendheld onder die volke, en tewens tot aanwending

van die talle onregstreekse voordele verbonde aan hierdie

nuwe metode van vervoer vir die gemeenskaplike welsyn

van beide lande.

(B) Dat aan die aangewese lugeksploltante van die

twee kontrakterende partye wat die roetes vermeld in

hierdle aanhangsel eksploiteer, billike en gelyke

geleenthede verskaf moet word vir die eksploitasie van

die ooreengekome dienste. As die aangewese lug-

eksploitant van een kontrakterende party, as gevolg van

die oorlog tydelik nie van sodanige geleenthede gebruik

kan maak nie, moet die kontrakterende partye die toestand

herelen ten einde bedoelde lugekaploitant te help om

voile gebrulk te maak van die billike en gelyke geleent-

hede om san die ooreengekome dienete mee te doen.

(C) Dat by die ekeploltasle van die in hierdle aan-

hangael bedoelde internasionale dienste deur die lug-

l*kploltante van enleeen van die kontrakterende partye,

die belange van die lugekoploltante van die ander land

egter in aanmerking geneem moet word sodat die dienste

wat laaugenoemde oor dieseltde roete of 'n gedeelte

aawn verekaf, nle bultematlg nadelig getref word nit

(D)/ ....
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AFDEL/NG /V. 

Die kontrakterende partye kom as volg ooreen:-

(A) Dat die twee regerings begeer on die groots 

etbnt].ike verspreiding van die voordele verbonde aan 

lUgverveer in die algemene belang van die mensdom teen 

die goedkoopste tariewe bestaanbaar met gesonde 

ekonomiese beginsels to bevorder en aan te moedig; en on 

internasionale lugvervoer aan te wakker as In middel tot 

bevordering van In vriendskaplike gesindheid en wel-

willendheid onder die volke, en tewens tot aanwending 

van die talle onregstreekse voordele verbonde aan hierdie 

nuwe metode van vervoer vii' die gemeenskaplike welsyn 

van beide lands. 

(El) Dat aan die aangesese lugeksploitante van die 

twee kontrakterende partye vat die roetes vermeld in 

hierdie aanhangsel eksploiteer, billike en gelyke 

geleenthede verakaf moet word vii' die eksploitasie van 

die ooreengekome dienste. As die aangewese lug-

eksploitant van een kontrakterende party, as gevolg van 

die oorlog tydelik rile van sodanige geleenthede gebruik 

ken- maak nie, meet die kontrakterende partye die toeatand 

hersien ten einde bedoelde lugeksploitant te help ow 

voile gebruik te maak van die billike en gelyke geleent-

bode on aan die ooreengekome dienste mee te doen. 

(C) Dat by die eksploitasie van die in hierdie aanft 

lunge' bedoelde internacional° dienste dour die lug-

eksploitante van enigeen van die kontrakterende partye, 

die belange van die lugekcploitante van die wider land 

egter in aanmerking geneem moot word sodat die dienste 

eat laasgenoemde uor dieselfde roete of In gedeelte 

&wean veniality nie buitematig nadelig getref word odeb, 

(0/ 
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(D) Dat al die lugvervoerdienste wat deur die

eksploitante van belde lande aangebied word, in noue

verband met die behoeftes van die publiek aan sodanige

dienste moet staan.

(Z) Dat die dienste wat deur 'n aangewese lug-

eksploitant ingevolge hierdie ooreenkoms en sy aanhangsel

geeksplolteer word, die verskaffing van vervoervermoe

wat aan die verkeersvereistes tussen die land waarvan

eodanige lugeksploitant 'n landsburger is, en die land

wat die uiteindelike beetemming van die verkeer is, sal

voldoen, as hoofdoel moet behou.

(F) Dat die reg van die lugeksploitante van enigeen

van die lande om internasionale verkeer bestem vir of

afkomstig uit derde lande by 'n plek of plekke op die

roetes In die bygaande bylaes vermeld, by plekke in die

gebled van die ander land op en af te laai, toegepas

moet word in ooreenstemming met die algemene beginsels

van ordelike ontwikkeling, wat beide regerlngs onderskryt,

en onderworpe moet wees aan die algemene beginsel dat

vervoervermoe verband moet hou met -

(1) verkeersvereistes tussen die land van

oorsprong en die lande van bestemming;

(2) die vereletes van deurgaande lug-

ckeploitasie; en

(3) die verkeersvereistes van die gebled

waaroor die lugdiens geeksploiteer word

nadat met plaaslike en streekdienste

rekening gehou is.

AFDELING V.

(A) Die varstelling van tariewe ooreenkometig die

volgende paragrawe moet op 'n redelike peil geskied, met

behoorlike inagneming van alle ter sake dienende faktore,

Co00/ ....
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(D) Dat al die lugvervoerdienste vat deur die 

eksploitante van beide lande aangebied word, in noue 

verband met die behoeftes van die publiek aan sodanige 

dienste moet staan. 

(Z) Dat die dienste teat deur in aangewese lug-

eksploitant ingevolge hierdie ooreenkoms en sy aanhangsel 

geeksploiteer word, die verskaffing van vervoervermod 

wat aan die verkeersvereistes tussen die land waarvan 

sodanige lugeksploitant 'n landsburger is, en die land 

vat die uiteindelike bestemming van die verkeer is, sal 

voldoen, as hoofdoel most behou. 

(F) Dat die reg van die lugeksploitante van enigeen 

van die lande om internasionale verkeer bestem vir of 

afkomstig uit derde lande by 'n plek of plekke op die 

roetes in die bygaande bylaes vermeld, by plekke in die 

gebied van die ander land op en at te laai, toegepas 

moet word in ooreenstemming met die algemene beginsels 

van ordelike ontwikkeling, vat beide regerings onderskryf; 

en onderworpe most wees aan die algemene beginsel dat 

vervoervermod verband meet hou met - 

Cl) verkeersvereistes tussen die land van 

oorsprong en die lande van bestomming; 

(2) die vereistes van deurgaande lug-

ekeploitasie; en 

(3) die verkeersvereistes van die gebied 

waaroor die lugdiens gedksploiteer word 

nadat met plaaslike en streekdienste 

rekening gehou is. 

AFDELING V. 

(A) Die vasstelling van tariewe ooreenkomstig die 

volgende paragrawe moet op In redelike peil geskied, met 

behoorlike inagneming van ails ter sake dienende faktore, 

3079 
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Boos bedryfskoste, redelike wins, en die tariewe gehef

deur enige ander ekeploitante, asook die aard van elke

diens.

(B) Die tarlewe wat tussen plekke in die gebied

van die Verenigde State en plekke in die gebied van die

Unie van Suid-Afrika vermeld in hierdie aanhangsel, deur

die lugeksploltante van enigeen van die kontrakterende

partye gehef word, is, in ooreenstemming met die be-

palings van hierdie ooreenkoms en sy aanhangsel, onder-

worpe aan die goedkeuring van die lugvaartoutoritelte

van die kontrakterende partye, wat, binne die perke van

hul regsbevoegdheid, ooreenkomstig hul verpligtinge

kragtens therdie aanhangsel moet handel.

(C) Aangesien die "Civil Aeronautics Board" van

die Verenigde State die verkeerskonferensie-prosedure

van die Vereniging vir Internasionale Lugvervoer (hierna

V.I.L. genoem) vir 'n tydperk van een Jaar vanaf

Februarie 1947 goedgekeur het, is enige tariefooreen-

komste wat gedurende die tydperk deur middel van hierdie

prosedure aangegaan is en waarby lugeksploitante van

die Verenigde State betrokke is, aan die goedkeuring

van die Raad onderworpe.

(D) Besonderhede van enige tarief voorgestel deur

die lugekeploltant of -eksploitante van enlgeen van die

kontrakterende partye, moet ten minste dertig dae voor

die voorgestelde datum waarop die tarler in werking

tree, by die lugvaartoutoriteite van belde kontrak-

terende partye ingedien word; met dien verstande dat

hierdie tydperk van dertig dae in besondere gevalle

verkort kan word as die lugvaartoutorltelte van beide

ikontrakterende partye daartoe instem.

(E)/ ....
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soos bedryfskoste, redelike wins, en die tariewe gehef 

deur enige ander eksploitante, asook die aard van elke 

diens. 

(B) Die tariewe wat tussen plekke in die gebied 

van die Verenigde State en plekke in die gabled van die 

Unie van Suid-Afrika vermeld in hierdie aanhangsel, deur 

die lugeksploitante van enigeen van die kontrakterende 

partye gehef word, is, in ooreenstemming met die be-

palings van hierdie ooreenkoms en sy aanhangsel, onder-

worpe aan die goedkeuring van die lugvaartoutoriteite 

van die kontrakterende partye, wat, binne die perke van 

hu]. regsbevoegdheid, ooreenkomstig hul verpligtinge 

kragtens hierdie aanhangsel moet handel. 

(C) Aangesien die "Civil Aeronautics Board" van 

die Verenigde State die verkeerskonferensie-prosedure 

van die Vereniging vir Internasionale Lugvervoer (hierna 

V.I.L. genoem) vir In tydperk van een jeer vanaf 

Februarie 1947 goedgekeur het, is enige tariefooreen-

komste wat gedurende did tydperk deur middel van hierdie 

prosedure aangegaan is en waarby lugeksploitante van 

die Verenigde State betrokke is, aan die goedkeuring 

van die Raad onderworpe. 

(D) Besonderhede van enige tarief voorgestel deur 

die lugeksploitant of -eksploitante van enigeen van die 

kontrakterende partye, moet ten minste dertig dae voor 

die voorgestelde datum waarop die tarief in working 

tree, by die lugvaartoutoriteite van beide kontrak-

terende partye ingedien word; met dien verstande dat 

hierdie tydperk van dertig dae in besondere gevalle 

verkort kan word as die lugvaartoutoriteite van beide 

kentrakterendepartye daartoe In stem. 

(E)/ 
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(Z) Die kontrakterende partye kom ooreen dat die

prosedure wat in paragrawe (F), (G) en (H) van hierdie

afdeling voorgeskryf word, van toepassirg is -

(1) Indien, gedurende die tydperk waarvoor

die verkeerskonferensie-prosedure van

V.I.L. deur die "Civil Aeronautics Board"

goedgekeur is, enlge bepaalde tarief-

ooreenkoms nie binne 'n redelike tyd deur

enigeen van die kontrakterende partye

goedgekeur word of 'n konferensie van

V.I.L. nie in verband met 'n tarief oor-

een kan kom nie; of

(2) Indien daar op een of ander tydstip van

geen V.I.L.-prosedure gebrulk gemaak kan

word nie; of

(3) indien enigeen van die kontrakterende

partye op een of ander tydstip sy goed-

keuring van die deel van die V.I.L.-ver-

keerekonferensie-prosedure wat op hierdie

afdeling betrekking het, terugtrek of

versuim on sodanige goedkeuring te hernu.

(F) Indien die lugvaartoutoriteite van dio

Verenlgde State by wet gemagtig word om billike en

ekonomlese tariewe vir die lugvervoer van persone en

goedere op internasionale dienste vas te stel en om

voorgestelde tariewe op te ekort op 'n wyse vergelykbaar

met die waarop die "Civil Aeronautics Board" tans

gemagtig is om op te tree in verband met sodanige

tarlewe vir die lugvervoer van perscne en goedere in

die Verenigde State, oefen elk van die kontrakterende

partye daarna sy bevoegdheid uit op 'n wyse wat sal

verhoed dat enige tarief of tariewe, voorgestel deur een

wan sy eksploitante vir dienste tussen die gebled van

een/ ....
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(Z) Die kontrakterende partye kom ooreen dat die 

prosedure vat in paragrawe (F), (G) en (H) van hierdie 

efdeling voorgeskryf word, van toepassing is - 

(1) indien, gedurende die tydperk waarvoor 

die verkeerskonferensie-prosedure van 

V.I.L. deur die "Civil Aeronautics Board" 

goedgekeur is, enigp bepaalde tarief-

ooreenkoms nie binne In redelike tyd deur 

enigeen van die kontrakterende partye 

goedgekeur word of In konferensie van 

V.I.L. rile in verband met In tarief tun.. 

een kan kom ale; of 

(2) indien dear op een of ander tydstip van 

geen V,I.L.-prosedure gebruik gemaak kan 

word ale; of 

(3) indien enigeen van die kontrakterende 

party. op een of ander tydstip sy goed-

keuring van die deel van die V.I,1„-ver-

keerskonferensie-prosedure vat op hierdie 

afdeling betrekking het, terugtrek of 

versuim on sodanige goedkeuring to hernu, 

(F) Indien die lugvaartoutoriteite van dio 

Verenigde State by wet gemagtig word on billike en 

ekonomiese tariewe vir die lugvervoer van pernone en 

goedere op internasionale dienste vas te stel en on 

voorgestelde tariewe op to akort op In wyse vergelykbaar 

met di6 waarop die "Civil Aeronautics Board" tans 

gemagtig is on op to tree in verband met sodanige 

tariewe vir die lugvervoer van perscne en goedere in 

die Verenigde State, oefen elk van die kontrakterende 

partye daarna sy bevoegdheid uit op 'n wyse vat sal 

verhoed dat enige tarief of tariewe, voorgestel deur een 

van sy eksploitante vir dienste tussen die gebied van 

Ben/ 
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een kontrakterende party en 'n plek of plekke in die

gebied van die ander kontrakterende party, van krag wo^t

as die tarief na die mening van die kontrakterende party

wie Be lugeksploitant of -eksploltante sodanlge tarief

voorstel, onbillik of onekonomies is. As een van die

kontrakterende partye na ontvangs van die in paragraaf (D0

hierbo bedoelde kennisgewing, nie met die tarief voor-

gestel deur die lugeksploitant of -ekeploitante van die

ander kontrakterende party tevrede is nie, moet hy die

ander kontrakterende party voor die verstryking van die

eerste vyftien van vermelde dertig dae dienooreenkomstig

verwittig, en moet die kontrakterende partye trag om oor

In gepaste tarief ooreen te kom.

Indien so In ooreenkoms getref word, sal elk$

kontrakterende party sy regsbevoegdheid uitoefen ten

einde aan sodanige ooreenkoms gevolg te gee.

As 'n ooreenkoms nie by verstryking van die

tydperk van dertig dae genoem in paragraaf (D) hierbo

getref is nie, kan die voorgestelde tarlef, tensy die

lugvaartoutoriteite van die land van die betrokke lug-

eksploitant dit goed vind om die toepaesing van die tarief

op te skort, voorlopig in werking gestel word hangende

die beslegting van 1n geskil ooreenkometig die prosedur

in paragraaf (H) hieronder oaskryf.

(G) As een van die kontrakterende partye, voordat

sodanige bevoegdheid by wet aan die lugvaartoutoriteite

van die Verenigde State verleen is, nie met enlge tarier

voorgestel deur die lugeksploitant of -eksploltante van

enlgeen van die kontrakterende partye vir dienste tussen

die gebied van een kontrakterende party en 'n plek of

plekke in die gebied van die ander kontrakterende party

tevrede is nie, moet 1hy die ander kontrakterende partly

voor/ ....
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eon kontrakterende party en in plek of plekke in die 

gabled van die ander kontrakterende party, van krag 

as die tarief na die mening van die kontrakterende party 

vie se lugeksploitant of -eksploitante sodanlgo tariet 

voorstel, onbillik of onekonomies is. As eon van die 

kontrakterende partye na ontvangs van die in paragraaf (D1 

hierbo bedoelde kennisgewing, nie met die tarief voor-

gestel dour die lugeksploitant of -eksploitante van die 

ander kontrakterende party tevrede is nie, moot by die 

ander kontrakterende party voor die verstryking van die 

eerste vyftien van vermelde dertig dee dienooreenkomstig 

verwittig, en most die kontrakterende partye trag on oor 

In gepaste tarief ooreen to kom. 

Indien so in ooreenkoms getref ward, sal elkA 

kontrakterende party sy regsbevoegdheid uitoefen ten 

einde aan sodanige ooreenkoms gevolg to gee. 

As In ooreenkoms nie by verstryking van die 

tydperk van dertig dee genoem in paragraaf (D) hierbo 

getref is nie, kan die voorgeste]de tarief, tansy die 

lugvaartoutoriteite van die land van die betrokke lug-

eksploitant dit goed %rind on die tOepassing van die tarief 

pp to &art, voorlopig in working sesta word bangende 

die beslegting van In geskil ooreenkomstig die prosedur0 

in paragraaf (14) hieronder omekryf„ 

(G) As een van die kontrakterende pertye, voordat 

sodanige bevoegdheid by wet aan die lugvaartoutoritelts 

van die Verenigde State verleen is, nie met enige tarter 

voorgestel dour die lugeksploitant of -eksploitante van 

enigeen van die kontrakterende party° vir dienste-tussen 

die gebied van eon kontrakterende party en tn. plek of 

plekke in die gabled van die ander kontrakterende party 

tevrede is nie, moot by die ander kontrakterende party 

voor/ 
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voor die verstryking van die eerete vyftien dae van die

dertidaagse tydperk genoem in paragraaf (D) hierbo,

dienooreenkomstlg verwittig, en moet die kontrakterende

partye trag om oor 'n gepaste tarief ocreen te kom.

Indien so 'n ooreenkoms getref word, sal elks

aontraktercnde party alles in sy vermoe doen met die oog

op die inwerkingstelling van sodanige ooreengekome tarief

deur sy lugeksploitant of -ekeploitante.

Daar word erken dat as so 'n ooreenkoirs nie

voor die verstryking van sodanige dertig dae getref kan

word nie, die kontrakterende party wat teen die tarief

beswaar gemaaak het, sulke stappe as wat nodig geag word

kan doen om die instelling of voortsetting van die

betrokke diens teen die gewraakte tarief, te verhinder.

(H) Wanneer die lugvaartoutoriteite van die tWee

kontrakterende partye na beraadslaging as gevolg van die

klagte van een kontrakterende party betreffende die

voorgestelde tarief of 'n bestaande tarief van die lug-

eksploitant of -eksploltante van die ander kontraktersnde

party, in enige geval genoem in paragrawe (F) en (G)

hierbo nie binne 'n redelike tyd in verband met die

gepaste tarlef ooreen kan kom nie, noet belde kontrak-

terende partye, op versoek van enlgeen van hulle, die

saak deur zl-ldel van arbltrasle laat besleg op die wyse

voorgeskryf in artikel IX van die ooreenkoms.

(I) Die uitvoerende gesag van die regering van die

Verenigde State onderneea on alles in sy verm-oe te doen

on te bewerkstellig dat wetgewing aangeneecm word wat die

lugvaartoutoriteite van die Verenl.'e State magtig om

billike en ekonomiese tarlewe vir die lugvervoer van

persone en goedere op internasionale dienste vas te stel

en oz voorgestelde tariewe op te skort op 'n wyse ver-

gelykbaa.' met dile :aarop die "Civil Aeronautics Board"

tans/ ....
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voor ale verstryking van die eerete vyftien dae van die 

aertigdengse tydperk genoem in paragraaf (D) hierbo, 

dlenooreenkonstig verwittig, en moet die kontrakterende 

partye trag on oor In gepaste tarief ocreen te ken. 

Indien so In ooreenkoms getref word, sal elhe 

xontrakterende party alles in sy verma doen met die oog 

op die inwerkingstelling van sodanige ooreengekome tarief 

deur sy lugeksploitant of -eksploitante. 

Dear word erken dat as so In ooreenkoms nie 

voor die verstryking van sodanige dertig dae getref kan 

word nie, die kontrakterende party wat teen die tarief 

beswaar gemaak het, sulke steppe as wat nodig geag word 

kan doen on die instelling of voortsetting van die 

betrokke diens teen die gewraakte tarief, te verhinder. 

(H) Wanneer die lugvaartoutoriteite van die twee 

kontrakterende .partye na beraadslaging as gevolg van die 

klagte van een kontrakterende party betreffende die 

voorgestelde tarief of In bestaande tarter van die lug-

eksploitant of -eksploitante van die ander kontrakterende 

party, in enige geval genoem in paragrawe (F) en (C) 

hierbo nie binne In redelike tyd in verband met die 

gepaste tarief ooreen kan ken nie, noet beide kontrak-

terende partye, op versoek van eniseen van hulls, die 

cask deur niadel van arbitrasie laat besleg op die wyse 

voorgeskryf in artikel IX van die ooreenkoms. 

(I) Die uitvoerende gesas van die regering van die 

Verenlgde State onderneem on aides in sy verma te doen 

on te bewerkstellig dat wetgewing aangeneem word wat die 

lugvaartoutoriteite van die Verenigae State magtig on 

tillike en ekonomiese tariewe vir die lugvervoer van 

persone en goedere op Internasionale dienste vas te stel 

en om voorgestelde tariewe op te skort op 'n wyse ver-

gelykbaar net die waarop die "Civil Aeronautics Board" 

tans/ .... 
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tans gemagtig Is om op te tree in verband met sodaniges

tariewe vir die lugvervoer van persone en goedere n:

die Verenigde State.

AFDELING VI.

Daar word erken dat die vasstelling van tariewe

deur 'n lugeksploitant van een kontrakterende party gehef

te word tussen die gebied van die ander kontrakterende

party en 'n derde land, tn ingewlkkelde vraagetuk is,

waarvan die algehele oplossing nie deur beraadslaging

tussen slegs twee lande verkry kan word nie. Daar word

voorts daarvan kennis geneem dat die metode van vas-

stelling van sodanige tariewe tans die aandag van die

Internasionale Organiasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart genlet$

Onder hierdie omstandighede word daar aan-

geneem -

(A) dat, tot tyd en wyl albei partye sodanige

aanbevellngs aanvaar het as wat die Inter-

nasionale Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart

na bestudering van die eaak mag doen, sulks

tariewe onderworpe sal wees aan oorweging

kragtens die bepalings van afdeling IV(C) van

die aanhangsel van hierdie ooreenkoms;

(B) dat, ingeval die Internasionale Organisasie

vir Burgerlike Lugvaart nie daarin slaag om 'r

metode van vasstelling van sulke tariewe wat

vir albei partye aanneemlik is, daar te stel

nie, daar ooreenkomstig die bepalings van

artikel XI(B) van die ooreenkoms beraadslaag

sal word.

AFDELI'G VII.

Veranderlngs wat deur enigeen van die kontra.^

terende partye aan die roetea genoem in die bygaande

bylaesa ....
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tans gemagtig is cm op te tree in verband met sodanige, 

tariewe vir die lugyervoer van persone en goedere in 

die Verenigde State. 

AFDELING VI. 

Dear word erken dat die vasstelling van tariewe 

deur In lugeksploitant van eon kontrakterende party gehef 

te word tussen die gebied van die ander kontrakterende 

party en In derde land, t n ingewlkkelde vraagstuk is, 

waarvan die algehele °pleasing nie dour beraadslaging 

tussen siege twee lands verkry kan word nie. Daar word 

voorts daarvan kennis geneem dat die metode van vas-

stalling van sodanige tariewe tans die aandag van die 

Internasiona].e Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart genieti, 

Onder hierdie omstandighede word dear aan-

zeneem - 

(A) dat, tot tyd on wyl albei partye sodanige 

aanbevelings aanvaar het as vat die Inter-

nasionale Organisasie vir Burgerlike Lugvaart 

na bestudering van die sank nag doen, sulks 

tariewe onderworpe sal woes aan oorweging 

kragtene die bepalings van afdeling IV(C) van 

die aanhangsel van hierdie ooreenkoms; 

(B) dat, ingeval die Internasionale Organisasie 

vir Burgerlike Lugvaart nie daarin slang on In 

metode van vasstelling van sulke tariewe wat 

vir albei partye aanneemlik is, dear te stel 

nie, daar moreenkomstig die bepalings van 

artikel XI(B) van die ooreenkoms beraadslaag 

sal word. 

AFDELING VII. 

Veranderings wat dour enigeen van die kontrals" 

terende partye aan die roetes genoem in die bygaande 

tylaesj 
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bylaes aar.gcbring word, uitgesonderd veranderings van

die plelke wat deur lugeksploitante van een van die

kontrakterenre partye in die gebied van die ander kon-

trakterende party bedien word, word nie as wryslgrins van

die aanhangsel beskou nie. Die lugvaartoutorltelte

van enigeen van die kontrakterende partye kan due

soar.nlge veranderings eensydig aanbring, met dien ver-

stande egter dat die lugvaartoutorlteite van die ander

kontrakterende party onverwyld van enlge veranderings

verwittig word.

As sodanige ander lugvaartoutoritelte vind dat

die belange van hul lugeksploltant of -eksploitante, met

die oog op die beginsels vervat in afdeling IV van

hierdie aanhangsel, benadeel word deur die vervoer deur

die lugekeploitant of -eksploitante van eersgenoemde

kontrakterende party van verkeer tussen die gebied van

laasgenoemde party en die nuwe plek in die gebied van

'n derde land, beraadelaag die outoritelte van die twee

kocnraktercnJe partye ten einde 'n bevrediende oor-

eenkoms te tref.

AFDZLI!G VIII.

Ia die inwerklngtreding van hierdie ooreen-

kons, verstrek die lugvaartoutorlteite van beide kontrak-

terende partye so spoedig moontlik inligting aan nekaar

betreffende die nagtigings verleen aan hul onder;kele

aangewese lugeksploitante om diens aan, deur en van die

gebled van die ander kontrakterende party te verskaf.

Dit sluit in afskrifte van bestaande sertifikate en

magtilings vir diens oor die roetes vaaroor hierdie oor-

eer.nkos gaan en, wat die toekoms betref, van sodanige

nuwe magtiings as rat verleen azg word tesare set

wysiglngs, vrystellingsorders en planr.e van gemaatl'gde

dienste.
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tylaes aangcbring word, uitgesonderd veranderings van 

die plekke wat deur lugeksploitante van een van die 

kontrakterende partye in die gebied van die ander kon-

trakterende party bedien word, word nie as wysigings van 

die aanhangsel beskou nie. Die lugvaartoutoriteite 

van enigeen van die kontrakterende partye kan dus 

sodanige veranderins eensydig aanbring, met dien ver-

stande egter dat die lugvaartoutoriteite van die ander 

kontrakterende party onverwyld van enige veranderings 

verwittig word. 

As sodanige ander lugvaartoutoriteite vind dat 

die belange van hul lugeksploitant of -eksploitante, met 

die oog op die teginsels vervat in afdeling IV van 

hierdie aanhangsel, benadeel word deur die vervoer deur 

die lugeksploitant of -eksploitante van eersgenoemde 

kontrakterende party van verkeer tussen die gebied van 

laasgenoemde party en die nuwe plek in die gebied van 

'n derde land, beraadslaag die outoriteite van die twee 

konraktercnde partye ten einde 'n bevredigende oor-

eenkoms is tref. 

AFDZI.In VIII. 

Na die inwerkingtreding van hierdie ooreen-

koms, verstrek die lugvaartoutoriteite van beide kontrak-

terende partye so spoedig moontlik inligting aan mekaar 

betreffende die magtigings verleen aan hul onderr;kele 

aangewese lugeksploitante om diens aan, deur en van die 

gebied van die ander kontrakterende party te verskaf. 

Dlt sluit in afskrifte van bestaande sertifikate en 

maEtiings vir diens oor die roetes waaroor hierdle oor-

eenkoms gaan en, wat die toekoms betref, van sodanige 

nuwe magtiEings as vat verleen =.1z word tesame met 

wysigln7s, vrystellingsorders en planne van gemagt1gde 

dienste. 
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BYLAE I.

Aan lugeksploitante van die Unie van Suid-

Afrika wat ingevolge die onderhawige ooreenkoms aangewys

ls, word in die gebied van die Verenigde State in verband

met 'n diens of dienste tussen die Unie van Suid-Afrika

en New York die reg verleen om daardie gebied oor te

vlleg en vir nie-verkeersdoeleindes daarin te land, as-

ook die reg om internasionale verkeer bestaande ult

paseasiers, vrag en posstukke by sodanige plekke en oor

sodanige roetee as wat op tn later datum vasgestel mag

word, op en af te laai.

BYLAE II.

Aan lugeksploitante van die Verenigde State

van Amerika wat Ingevolge die onderhawlge ooreenkoms

aangewys is, word die reg verleen on die gebied van die

Unie van Suid-Afrika oor te vlieg en vir nie-verkeers-

doeleindee daarin te land, asook die reg om internasionale

verkeer bestaande ult passaslers, vrag en posstukke by

Johannesburg en Kaapstad oor die volgende rootes in

belde rigtings op en af te laai; oor elk van die onder-

vermelde roetee kan die lugekeploitant of -ekeploitante

wat aangewye is om eo 'n roete te ekeploiteer, ononder-

broke vlugte tussen enige plekke lange daardle roete

onderneem en een of meer van die ander aandoenplekke

lange daardie roete verbysteek :-

(1) Verenigde State oor die Noord-Atlantlese

Oseaan en Afrika na Johannesburg.

(2) Verenlgde State oor die Karribiese Ellande,

Suid-Amerika, die Suid-Atlantieee Oeeaan en

Afrika na Kaapstad.
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BYLAW I. 

Mn lugeksploitante van die Unto van Suid-

Afrika wat ingevolge die onderhawige ooreenkoms aangewys 

is, word in die gabled van die Verenigde State in verband 

met In diens of dienste tussen die Unie van Suid-Afrika 

en New York die reg verleen on daardie gebied oar te 

vlieg en vir nie-verkeersdoeleindes daarin to land, as-

oak die reg on internasionale verkeer bestaande uit 

passasiers, vrag en posstUkke by sodanige plekke en oar 

sodanige roetes as wat pp in later datum vasgestel mac 

word, op en at to meal. 

BYLAW II. 

Len lugeksploitante van die Verenigde State 

van Amerika wat ingevolge die onderhawige ooreenkoms 

aangewys is, word. die reg verleen on die gebied van die 

Unto van Suid-Afrika oar to vlieg en vir nie-verkeers-

doeleindes daarin te land, asook die reg on internasionale 

verkeer bestaande tat passasiers, vrag en posstukke by 

Johannesburg en Kaapstad oar die volgende roetes in 

bets rigtings op en at to Iasi; oOr elk van die order.. 

vermelde roetes ken die lugeksploitant of -ekeploitante 

wat aangewys is on so In roete te eksploiteer, ononder-

broke vlugte tuspen snip plekke Lange daardie roete 

onderneem en eon of neon van die ander aandoenplekke 

lenge daardie roete verbysteek 

(1) Verenigde State oar die Noord-Atlantiese 

Oseaan en Afrika na Johannesburg. 

(2) Versnigde State oor die Karribieoe Eilande, 

Suid-Amerika, die Suid-Atlantieee Oseaan en 

Agrika na Kaapstad. 
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The American Minister to the Minister of External Affairs of the Union
of South Africa

LEGATION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Cape Town
May 23, 1947

SIR:
I have the honor to refer to the Bi-lateral Air Transport Agreement

concluded today between the Governments of the United States and

the Union of South Africa at Cape Town and in regard to Article IX Ate, P 3060-

of this Agreement to state that it is the understanding of my Govern-

ment that in the event either contracting party should find itself un-

able to carry out the terms of an advisory report which recommends

rectifying action on the part of both contracting parties, the contract-

ing party which finds itself unable to carry out the terms of such an

advisory report shall so notify the other contracting party which, upon

receipt of such notification, will not necessarily be bound to carry out

the terms of such an advisory report.
This note and your confirmatory reply thereto will be regarded as

constituting an agreement between the two Governments in the

matter.
Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest considera-

tion.
T. HOLCOMB

Field Marshal
The Right Honorable J. C. SMUTS, O.M., P.C., C.H., K.C.,

D.T.D., M.P.,
Minister of External Affairs,

Cape Town.

The Minister of External Affairs of the Union of South Africa to the
American Minister

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.

UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIKA.

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS.

DEPARTEMENT VAN BUITELANDSE SAKE.

Cape Town,
23 May 1947

MR. MINISTER,
I have the honour to acknowledge your note of today's date, which

reads as follows:-
"Sir,

I have the honor to refer to the Bi-lateral Air Transport Agree-

ment concluded today between the Governments of the United

States and the Union of South Africa at Cape Town and in regard
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The American Minister to the Minister of External Affairs of the Union 
of South Africa 

LEGATION OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Cape Town 
May 23, 1947 

SIR: 
I have the honor to refer to the Bi-lateral Air Transport Agreement 

concluded today between the Governments of the United States and 
the -Union of South Africa at Cape Town and in regard to Article IX 
of this Agreement to state that it is the understanding of my Govern-
ment that in the event either contracting party should find itself un-
able to carry out the terms of an advisory report which recommends 
rectifying action on the part of both contracting parties, the contract-
ing party which finds itself unable to carry out the terms of such an 
advisory report shall so notify the other contracting party which, upon 
receipt of such notification, will not necessarily be bound to carry out 
the terms of such an advisory report. 

This note and your confirmatory reply thereto will be regarded as 
constituting an agreement between the two Governments in the 
matter. 

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest considera-
tion. 

T. HOLCOMB 

Field Marshal 
The Right Honorable J. C. SMUTS, 0.M ., P.C., C.H., K.C., 

D.T.D., M.P., 
Minister of External Affairs, 

Cape Town. 

The Minister of External Affairs of the Union y South Africa to the 
American Minister 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA. 
UNIE VAN SUID-AFRIKA. 

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTEMENT VAN BUITELANDSE SAKE. 

Cape Town., 
23 May 1947 

M R. M INISTER, 
I have the honour to acknowledge your note of today's date, which 

reads as follows :— 
"Sir, 
I have the honor to refer to the Bi-lateral Air Transport Agree-

ment concluded today between the Governments of the United 
States and the Union of South Africa at Cape Town and in regard 

Ante, p. 3060. 
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Ante, p. s30. to Article IX of this Agreement to state that it is the understanding
of my Government that in the event either contracting party should
find itself unable to carry out the terms of an advisory report which
recommends rectifying action on the part of both contracting parties,
the contracting party which finds itself unable to carry out the
terms of such an advisory report shall so notify the other contracting
party which, upon receipt of such notification, will not necessarily
be bound to carry out the terms of such an advisory report.

This note and your confirmatory reply thereto will be regarded as
constituting an agreement between the two Governments in the
matter.

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest con-
sideration.

(Signed) T. HOLCOMB."

I confirm that your note and this reply will be regarded as consti-
tuting an agreement to this effect between the two Governments.

Please accept, Mr. Minister, the renewed assurance of my highest
consideration.

J C SMUTS
Minister of External Affairs.

General THOMAS HOLCOMB,

Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of

the United States of America,
Cape Town.
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Ante, p. 3060. to Article I X of this Agreement to state that it is the understanding 
of my Government that in the event either contracting party should 
find itself unable to carry out the terms of an advisory report which 
recommends rectifying action on the part of both contracting parties, 
the contracting party which finds itself unable to carry out the 
terms of such an advisory report shall so notify the other contracting 
party which, upon receipt of such notification, will not necessarily 
be bound to carry out the terms of such an advisory report. 

This note and your confirmatory reply thereto will be regarded as 
constituting an agreement between the two Governments in the 
matter. 

Please accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest con-
sideration. 

(Signed) T. EfoLcoms." 

I confirm that your note and this reply will be regarded as consti-
tuting an agreement to this effect between the two Governments. 

Please accept, Mr. Minister, the renewed assurance of my highest 
consideration. 

J C SMUTS 
Minister of External Affairs. 

General THOMAS HoLcomn, 
Envoy Extraordinary and 

Minister Plenipotentiary of 
the United States of America, 

Cape Town. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United King- Decembe2, 1946,
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting air transport January 27, 1947

ser ices on routes to and from Fiji Island, amending the agreement of [T. . A. S. 1640]

February 11, 19.46. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washing-
ton December 20, 1946, and January 27, 1947; entered into force
January 27, 1947.

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State

BRITISH EMBASSY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.,

Ref: No. 1539/43/46 20th December, 19246.
No. 692.

SIR,
I have the honour. under instructions from His Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to inform you that, in ac-
cordance with Article 8 of the Agreement between the Government
of the United Kingdom and the Government of the United States
of America relating to air services between their respective territories,
signed at Bermuda on 11th February, 1946, His Majesty's Govern- 0 Siat. 1502.

ment in the United Kingdom propose that the following additional
routes be added to those scheduled in Section 3 of the Annex to the
above mentioned Agreement. 60 Stat. 1507.

(a) Annex Section III (a): add
,Destination in U. S.

Point of Departure Intermediate Points territory Points Beyond

8 Fiji Island (to and Canton Island San Francisco Vancouver
from designated 1Honohlul
terminals in Aus-
tralia & New Zea-
land)

(b) Annex Section III (b): add
Destination in U. K.

Point of Departure Intcrmediate Points territory Points Beyond

14 San Francisco Honolulu Fiji Noumea(optional)

Los Angeles Canton Island (a) A point or
points in Aus-
tralia.
(b) A point in
New Zealand.

2. In accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, His Majesty's 60Stat. 150.

Government in the United Kingdom propose to designate British
Commonwealth Pacific Airways a joint operating organization, in
which His Majesty's Governments in the United Kingdom, Australia,

and New Zealand are partners, in accordance with Article 77 of the

Dec. 20, 1946 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting air transport 
services on routes to and from Fiji Island, amending the agreement of 
February 11, 1946. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washing-
ton December 20, 1946, and January 27, 1947; entered into force 
January 27, 1947. 

The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

Ref: No. 1539/43/46 
No. 692. 

SIR, 
I have the honour, under instructions from His Majesty's Principal 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to inform you that, in ac-
cordance with Article 8 of the Agreement between the Government 
of the United Kingdom and the Government of the United States 
of America relating to air services between their respective territories, 
signed at Bermuda on 11th February, 1946, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom propose that the following additional 
routes be added to those scheduled in Section 3 of the Annex to the 
above mentioned Agreement. 

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
W ASHINGTON, D.C., 

20th December, 1946. 

(a) Annex Section III (a): add 

Point of Departure Intermediate Points 
Mstination in U. S. 

territory Points Beyond 

8 Fiji Island (to and 
from designated 
terminals in Aus-
tralia & New Zea-
land) 

Canton Island San Francisco Vancouver 
Honolulu 

(b) Annex Section III (b): add 

Point of Departure Intermediate Points 
Destination in P. K. 

territory Points Beyond 

14 San Francisco Honolulu 
Los Angeles Canton Island 

Fiji Noumea(optional) 
(a) A point or 
points in Aus-
tralia. 
(b) A point in 

New Zealand. 

2. In accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, His Majesty's 
Government in the United Kingdom propose to designate British 
Commonwealth Pacific Airways a joint. operating organization, in 
which His Majesty's Governments in the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and New Zealand are partners, in accordance with Article 77 of the 

3089 

December 20, 1946, 
and 

January 27, 1947  

[T. I. A. S. 1640] 

60 Stat. 1502. 

60 Stat. 1507. 

60 Stat. 1500. 
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61 Stat., Pt. 2, p.
1202.

60 Stat. 1502.

0O Stat. 150

60 Stat. 1607.
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Convention on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on 7
December, 1944, to operate Route 8 above.
3. If the additions to Section III of the Annex as set forth above
are agreeable to the Government of the United States, I am to suggest,
on the understanding that British Commonwealth Pacific Airways
will be the airline designated by His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom for the operation of services on Route 8 above, that
this note and your reply thereto should constitute the exchange of
notes, for which Article 8 of the Agreement signed at Bermuda
provides.

I have the honour to be, with the highest respect, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble Servant,

INVERCHAPEL

The Honourable
JAMES F. BYRNES,

Secretary of State of the United States,
Washington, D.G.

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Jan 27 1947

EXCTELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note dated December
20, 1946, reading as follows:

"I have the honour, under instructions from His Majesty's Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to inform you that, in accord-
ance with Article 8 of the Agreement between the Government of the
United Kingdom and the Government of the United States of America
relating to air services between their respective territories, signed at
Bermuda on 11th February, 1946, His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom propose that the following additional routes be
added to those scheduled in Section 3 of the Annex to the above men-
tioned Agreement.

(a) Annex Section III (a):

Point of Departre Intermediate Points

add
Destination in U. 8.

territory Points Beyond

8 Fiji Island (to and Canton Island San Francisco
from designated Honolulu
terminals in Aus-
tralia & New Zea-
land)

Vancouver

61 Stat., Pt. 
1202. 

60 Stat. 1502. 

60 Stat. 1502. 

60 Stat. 1607. 
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Convention on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on 7 
December, 1944, to operate Route 8 above. 

3. If the additions to Section III of the Annex as set forth above 
are agreeable to the Government of the United States, I am to suggest, 
on the understanding that British Commonwealth Pacific Airways 
will be the airline designated by His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom for the operation of services on Route 8 above, that 
this note and your reply thereto should constitute the exchange of 
notes, for which Article 8 of the Agreement signed at Bermuda 
provides. 

I have the honour to be, with the highest respect, Sir, 
Your most obedient, humble Servant, 

P. 

INVERCHAP]IL 

The Honourable 
JAMES F. BYRNES, 

Secretary of State of the United States, 
Washington, D.C. 

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Jan 27 1947 

ExcEworcy: 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note dated December 
20, 1946, reading as follows: 

"I have the honour, under instructions from His Majesty's Principal 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to inform you that, in accord-
ance with Article 8 of the Agreement between the Government of the 
United Kingdom and the Government of the United States of America 
relating to air services between their respective territories, signed at 
Bermuda on 11th February, 1946, His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom propose that the following additional routes be 
added to those scheduled in Section 3 of the Annex to the above men-
tioned Agreement. 

(a) Annex section in (a): add 

Destination in U. S. 
Point of Departure Intermediate Points territory Points Beyond 

8 Fiji Island (to and Canton Island Ban Francisco Vancouver 
from designated Honolulu 
terminals in Aus-
tralia & New Zea-
land) 
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(b) Annex

Point of Departure

Section III (b): add
Destination in U. K

Intermediate Points territory

14 San Francisco
Los Angeles

Honolulu
Canton Island

Noumea (optional)
(a) A point or

points in Aus-
tralia.

(b) A point in
New Zealand.

"2. In accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom propose to designate British
Commonwealth Pacific Airways a joint operating organization, in
which His Majesty's Governments in the United Kingdom, Australia,
and New Zealand are partners, in accordance with Article 77 of the
Convention on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on 7
December, 1944, to operate Route 8 above.

"3. If the additions to Section III of the Annex as set forth above
are agreeable to the Government of the United States, I am to suggest,
on the understanding that British Commonwealth Pacific Airways
will be the airline designated by His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom for the operation of services on Route 8 above, that
this note and your reply thereto should constitute the exchange of
notes, for which Article 8 of the Agreement signed at Bermuda
provides."

I am pleased to inform you that the terms of Your Excellency's note
as stated above are acceptable to my Government, which regards Sec-
tion 3 of the Annex to the aforementioned bilateral agreement relating
to air services signed at Bermuda on February 11, 1946 as amended
accordingly.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration.

For the Secretary of State:
WILLIAM L. CLAYION

His Excellency
The Right Honorable

THE LORD INVERCHAPEL, P.C., G.C.M.G.,
British Ambassador.

60 Stat. 1500.

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1202.

60 Stat. 1502.

60 Stat. 1507.
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(b) Annex Section III (b): add 
Destination in U. K. 

Point of Departure Intermediate Points territory Points Beyond 

14 San Francisco 
Los Angeles 

Honolulu 
Canton Island 

Fiji Noumea (optional) 
(a) A point or 

points in Aus-
tralia. 

(b) A point in 
New Zealand. 

"2. In accordance with Article 2 of the Agreement, His Majesty's 
Government in the United Kingdom propose to designate British 
Commonwealth Pacific Airways a joint operating organization, in 
which His Majesty's Governments in the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and New Zealand are partners, in accordance with Article 77 of the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on 7 
December, 1944, to operate Route 8 above. 

"3. If the additions to Section III of the Annex as set forth above 
are agreeable to the Government of the United States, I am to suggest, 
on the understanding that British Commonwealth Pacific Airways 
will be the airline designated by His Majesty's Government in the 
United Kingdom for the operation of services on Route 8 above, that 
this note and your reply thereto should constitute the exchange of 
notes, for which Article 8 of the Agreement signed at Bermuda 
provides." 

I am pleased to inform you that the terms of Your Excellency's note 
as stated above are acceptable to my Government, which regards Sec-
tion 3 of the Annex to the aforementioned bilateral agreement relating 
to air services signed at. Bermuda on February 11, 1946 as amended 
accordingly. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consid-
eration. 

For the Secretary of State: 
WiLm.tm L. CLAYTON 

His Excellency 
The Right Honorable 

THE LORD INVERCHAPEL7 P.C., G.C.M.G., 
British Ambassador. 
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60 Stat. 1502. 
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May 21 ad ,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
IT. I. A. S. 1641] dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting air transport serv-

ices, Gander Airport, Newfoundland, supplementing the agreement of
February 11, 1946. Efected by exchange of notes signed at London
May 21 and 23, 1947; entered into force May 23, 1947.

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W.1.
No. W 342/342/802. 21st May, 1947.
YoUR EXCELLENCY,

I have the honour to state that His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom, after consultation with the Government of New-
foundland and in accordance with the understandings arrived at in
the course of the discussions leading up to the signing of the Ber-

60 Stat. 1499. muda Agreement on the 11th February, 1946, have pleasure in
informing the Government of the United States of America that an
airline or airlines designated by the United States of America in

6 Stat. 1.00. accordance with Article 2 (i) of the Agreement between the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire-
land and the Government of the United States of America signed on
the 11th February, 1946 may enjoy at Gander Airport, Newfoundland.

10 Stat. i0Q. on routes 1 to 5 of Section III (b) of the Annex to that Agreement
60 Stat. 1504. the rights set out in Section 1 of that Annex on the following

understandings:-

(a) that the grant of the rights mentioned above is subject to the
observance of, and is to be governed by, the provisions of the Final
Act of the Bermuda Civil Aviation Conference signed on the 11th
February, 1946 and of the Agreement of the 11th February, 1946,
referred to above; and
(b) that similar rights will be granted, at a point or points to be
agreed in the territory of the United States of America, to any air-
line designated by His Majesty's Government in the United King-
dom on behalf of the Government of Newfoundland for the oper-
ation of air services on routes operating to or through the United
States of America.

2. I am to add that, if and when as a result of any constitutional
change affecting the status of Newfoundland, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom ceases to act on behalf of Newfoundland
in such matters as are referred to in this note, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom agrees for its part that the provisions of
this note should no longer apply and that a new agreement in such
terms as may be appropriate should be entered into between the United
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May 21 and 23, 1947 
IT. I. A. S. 16411 

60 Sta. 1499. 

60 Stat. 1500. 

60 Stat. 1508. 

60 Stat. 1504. 

Agreement between the United States of America and the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting air transport serv-
ices, Gander Airport, Newfoundland, supplementing the agreement of 
February 11, 1946. Effected by exchange of notes signed at London 
May 21 and 23, 1947; entered into force May 23, 1947. 

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

FOREIGN OFFICE, S.W.1. 
No. W 342/342/802. 218t May, 1947. 

You EXCELLENCY, 
I have the honour to state that His Majesty's Government in the 

United Kingdom, after consultation with the Government of New-
foundland and in accordance with the understandings arrived at in 
the course of the discussions leading up to the signing of the Ber-
muda Agreement on the 11th February, 1946, have pleasure in 
informing the Government of the United States of America that an 
airline or airlines designated by the United States of America in 
accordance with Article 2 (i) of the Agreement between the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ire-
land and the Government of the United States of America signed on 
the 11th February, 1946 may enjoy at Gander Airport, Newfoundland. 
on routes 1 to 5 of Section III (b) of the Annex to that Agreement 
the rights set out in Section 1 of that Annex on the following 
understandings 

(a) that the grant of the rights mentioned above is subject to the 
observance of, and is to be governed by, the provisions of the Final 
Act of the Bermuda Civil Aviation Conference signed on the 11th 
February, 1946 and of the Agreement of the 11th February, 1946, 
referred to above; and 
(b) that similar rights will be granted, at a point or points to be 
agreed in the territory of the United States of America, to any air-
line designated by His Majesty's Government in the United King-
dom on behalf of the Government of Newfoundland for the oper-
ation of air services on routes operating to or through the United 
States of America. 

2. I am to add that, if and when as a result of any constitutional 
change affecting the status of Newfoundland, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom ceases to act on behalf of Newfoundland 
in such matters as are referred to in this note, His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom agrees for its part that the provisions of 
this note should no longer apply and that a new agreement in such 

terms as may be appropriate should be entered into between the United 
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States of America and Newfoundland or such other State as may be
empowered to act in that connexion on behalf of Newfoundland.

3. I have the honour to propose that if the provisions of the present
note are acceptable to the Government of the United States of America,
the present note and Your Excellency's reply should be regarded as
constituting an agreement supplemental to the Agreement of the 11th
February, 1946, and should be registered as such with the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organisation.

I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration,
Your Excellency's obedient Servant,

(For the Secretary of State)
GEOFFREY KIBK.

His Excellency
Mr. LEWIS W. DOUGLAS,

etc., etc., etc.,
1, Grosvenor Square,

W.1.

The American Ambassador to the British Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 308 May 23 1947

YOUR EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to acknowledge Your Excellency's Note No.

342/312/802 of May 21st. 1947, relating to the Amendment sulpl)le-
mental to the Agreement of February lt h. 1946, governing civil air
services between the United States and (the United Kingdlom.

I an instructed to informl you that thlis note is sat isf'etorly lo my
Governmen t and that this letter const it utes ac(eptIantce of thei i)prolpoed
Amlendmlent.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of lmy higlhest consideration.
Li:wis DoL'(LAS

The Kl. IIon. ERlNEST BIVINV .M. P.
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

ForCeign Office,
Whitehall, S.W.1.

95347 -- 49- rP. iI 52
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States of America and Newfoundland or such other State as may be 
empowered to act in that connexion on behalf of Newfoundland. 

3. I have the honour to propose that if the provisions of the present 
note are acceptable to the Government of the United States of America, 
the present note and Your Excellency's reply should be regarded as 
constituting an agreement supplemental to the Agreement of the 11th 
February, 1946, and should be registered as such with the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organisation. 
I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration, 

Your Excellency's obedient Servant, 
(For the Secretary of State) 

GEOFFREY KIRK. 
His Excellency 

Mr. LEWIS W . DOUGLAS, 
etc.,etc.,etc., 

.2', Grosvenor Square, 
W. 1. 

The American Ambassador to the British Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs 

No. 308 

YOUR EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge Your Excellency's Note No. 

342/342/802 of May 21st, 1947, relating to the Amendment supple-
mental to the Agreement of February 11th. 1946, governing civil air 
services between the United States and the United Kingdom. 
I am instruct ed to inform you that. this note is satisfactory to my 

Government and that this letter constitutes acceptance of the propo.-;ed 
An tendment. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest. considerat ion. 
LEw's DouonAs 

The _Rt. Hon. ERNEST BEV( N, M. P., 
Secretary. of State for Foreign Affairs, 

Foreign Office, 
Whitehall, 8.117 .1. 
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

May 23, 1947 
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July 30, 1947 Agreement between the United States of America and Chile respecting
T. I. . 1642] commercial relations, extending the agreement of July 30, 1946.

Effected by exchange of notes signed at Santiago July 30, 1947; entered
into force July 30, 1947.

The Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

REPtBLICA DE CHILE
MINISTERIO

DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

DEPARTAMENTO DE POLITICA COMERCIAL

No. 009623 Santiago, 30 de julio de 1947.

SEROR EMBAJADOR:
El dia 31 del presente mes vence el Acuerdo Adicional de Comercio

concertado entre nuestros Gobiernos por cambio de notas de 23 y 30
de julio del afno pr6ximo pasado. El mantenimiento y desarrollo
del intercambio comercial entre Chile y los Estados Unidos de Am6rica
me mueve a expresar a Vuestra Excelencia que mi Gobierno esta
dispuesto a renovar por el perfodo de un ano el Acuerdo anterior
y, por consiguiente, a otorgar a los productos norteamericanos que se
especifican en la Lista anexa a la nota n* 4024 de este Ministerio, fec-
hada el 30 de julio de 1945, el tratamiento que en la misma lista qued6
indicado, con excepci6n de las Partidas 552, 553 y 554, relativas a
paraguas y quitasoles.

La presente nota y la respuesta de Vuestra Excelencia que exprese
la aceptaci6n del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos constituiran un
nuevo Acuerdo entre ambos Gobiernos, entendi6ndose que el plazo de
su validez sera de un afio a contar del 31 de julio en curso, a menos
que sea denunciado por cualquiera de las Altas Partes mediante una
notificaci6n escrita dada con treinta dias de anticipaci6n, o que sea
reemplazado por un Acuerdo Comercial mas amplio.

Sin perjuicio de lo dispuesto en el presente Acuerdo Adicional, tengo
el honor de expresar a Vuestra Excelencia que el Gobierno de Chile
reitera su aceptaci6n a los deseos del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America de iniciar negociaciones, dentro de los siguientes doce
meses, para llegar a la concertaci6n de un tratado sobre amistad,
comercio y navegaci6n que responda al interes reciproco de ambos
paises.

Me valgo de esta oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia
las seguridades de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

R. JULIET
Al Excelentisimo Sefor

CLAUDE G. BOWERS,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los

Estados Unidos de America,
Presente. -
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July 30, 1947  Agreement between the United States of America and Chile respecting [T. I. A. S. 1642] 
commercial relations, extending the agreement of July 30, 1946. 
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Santiago July 30, 1947; entered 
into force July 30, 1947. 

The Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

REPUBLICA DE CHILE 
MENISTERIO 

DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 

DEPARTAMENTO DE POLITICA COMERCTAL 
No. 009623 Santiago, 30 de julio de 1947. 

SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
El dia 31 del presente mes vence el Acuerdo Adicional de Comercio 

concertado entre nuestros Gobiern.os por cambio de notas de 23 y 30 
de julio del aiio proximo pasado. El mantenimiento y desarrollo 
del intercambio comercial entre Chile y los Estados Unidos de America 
me mueve a expresar a Vuestra Excelencia quo mi Gobierno esta 
dispuesto a renovar por el perfodo de un alio el Acuerdo anterior 
y, por consiguiente, a otorgar a los productos norteamericanos quo se 
especifican en la Lista anexa a la nota n' 4024 de este Ministerio, fec-
hada el 30 de julio de 1945, el tratarniento que en la misma lista qued6 
indicado, con excepcion de las Partidas 552, 553 y 554, relativas a 
paraguas y quitasoles. 
La presente nota y la respuesta de Vuestra Excelencia quo exprese 

la aceptaci6n del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos constituirtin un 
nuevo Acuerdo entre ambos Gobiernos, entendiendose quo el plazo de 
su validez sera de un alio a contar del 31 de julio en curso, a menos 
quo sea denunciado por cualquiera de las Altas Partes mediante una 
notificacilm escrita dada con treinta dfas de anticipaci6n, o quo sea 
reemplazado por un Acuerdo Comercial mas amplio. 

Sin perjuicio de lo dispuesto en el presente Acuerdo Adicional, tengo 
el honor de expresar a Vuestra Excelencia quo el Gobierno de Chile 
reitera su aceptacion a los deseos del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America de iniciar negociaciones, dentro de los siguientes dose 
meses, para llegar a la concertacion de am taatado sobre amistad, 
comercio y navegacion quo responda al inter& rec1proc,o de ambos 
paises. 

Me valgo de esta oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia 
las seguridades de mi ms alta y distinguida consideracion. 

R. JULIET 
Al Excelentisimo Selior 

CLAUDE G. BOWERS, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los 

Estados Unidos de America, 
Presente.— 
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Translation

REPUBLIC OF CHILE
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN

AFFAIRS

No. 009623 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL POLICY

Santiago, July 30, 1947.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

On the 31st day of the current month, the Additional Trade Agree-
ment concluded between our two Governments by exchange of notes
dated July 23 and 30, last, expires. The maintenance and develop- 60 Sat. 1713.

ment of commercial exchange between Chile and the United States
of America prompts me to inform Your Excellency that my Govern-
ment is prepared to renew the former Agreement for the period of one
year and, consequently, to grant to the North American products
which are specified in the list annexed to Note No. 4024 of this
Ministry, dated July 30, 1945, the treatment which was indicated 6 Stat. 124.

in the same list, with the exception of items 552, 553 and 554, relating
to umbrellas and parasols.

The present note and Your Excellency's reply announcing the ac-
ceptance of the Government of the United States will constitute a new
Agreement between the two Governments, it being understood that
the term of its validity will be one year, counting from July 31, of the
present year, unless it is denounced by either of the High Contracting
Parties by a written notice given thirty days in advance, or isreplaced
by a more extensive trade agreement.

Without prejudice to the provisions of the present Additional
Agreement, I have the honor to state to Your Excellency that the
Government of Chile repeats its approval of the desires of the United
States Government to open negotiations, within the next twelve
months, in order to reach an agreement concerning a treaty of friend-
ship, commerce and navigation which will assure the reciprocal inter-
est of both countries.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

R. JULIET

His Excellency
CLAUDE G. BOWERS

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America

City.

The American Ambassador to the Chilean Aiinister for Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 181 Santiago, Chile, July 30, 1947

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's

Note No. 9623 of July 30, 1947, containing a proposal by the Govern-
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REPUBLIC OF CHILE 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS 

No. 009623 

Translation 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCIAL POLICY 
Santiago, July 30, 1947. 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
On the 31st day of the current month, the Additional Trade Agree-

ment concluded between our two Governments by exchange of notes 
dated July 23 and 30, last, expires. The maintenance and develop-
ment of commercial exchange between Chile and the United States 
of America prompts me to inform Your Excellency that my Govern-
ment is prepared to renew the former Agreement for the period of one 
year and, consequently, to grant to the North American products 
which are specified in the list annexed to Note No. 4024 of this 
Ministry, dated July 30, 1945, the treatment which was indicated 
in the same list, with the exception of items 552, 553 and 554, relating 
to umbrellas and parasols. 
The present note and Your Excellency's reply announcing the ac-

ceptance of the Government of the United States will constitute a new 
Agreement between the two Governments, it being understood that 
the term of its validity will be one year, counting from July 31, of the 
present year, unless it is denounced by either of the High Contracting 
Parties by a written notice given thirty days in advance, or is replaced 
by a more extensive trade agreement. 
Without prejudice to the provisions of the present Additional 

Agreement, I have the honor to state to Your Excellency that the 
Government of Chile repeats its approval of the desires of the United 
States Government to open negotiations, within the next twelve 
months, in order to reach an agreement concerning a treaty of friend-
ship, commerce and navigation which will assure the reciprocal inter-
est of both countries. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 
R. JULIET 

His Excellency 
CLAUDE G. BOWERS 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America 

City. 

The American Ambassador to the Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 181 Santiago, Chile, July 80, 1947 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

Note No. 9623 of July 30, 1947, containing a proposal by the Govern-
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ment of the Republic of Chile to concede to the commerce of the
United States of America, without compensation, reductions in the
Chilean import duties on certain products as set forth in the enclosure

60 Stat. 1724. with Your Excellency's Note No. 4024 of July 30, 1945, excepting
therefrom items Nos. 552, 553, and 554 relative to umbrellas and
parasols, such reductions to continue in force for a further period of
one year commencing on July 31, 1947, unless the present agreement
is superseded in that time by a more comprehensive commercial
agreement, it being understood, however, that the present agreement
may be terminated by either Government upon the giving of thirty
days' notice in writing.

I have the honor to assure Your Excellency that the Government of
the United States of America greatly appreciates the interest of the
Chilean Government in adopting measures to expand and to liberalize
trade in accordance with the economic objectives of the Atlantic
Charter and of the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War
and Peace, and is pleased to accept the proposal of the Government
of Chile.

In accepting this proposal I take this opportunity to reaffirm the
desire of the Government of the United States of America to initiate
concrete negotiations with Your Excellency's Government for a
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation responsive to the
reciprocal interests of both countries and note with satisfaction the
expressed willingness of Your Excellency's Government that such
negotiations be initiated within the next twelve months.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and most
distinguished consideration.

CLAUDE G. BOWERS
His Excellency

RAUL JULIET GOMEZ
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs of Chile

Santiago
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ment of the Republic of Chile to concede to the commerce of the 
United States of America, without compensation, reductions in the 
Chilean import duties on certain products as set forth in the enclosure 
with Your Excellency's Note No. 4024 of July 30, 1945, excepting 
therefrom items Nos. 552, 553, and 554 relative to umbrellas and 
parasols, such reductions to continue in force for a further period of 
one year commencing on July 31, 1947, unless the present agreement 
is superseded in that time by a more comprehensive commercial 
agreement, it being understood, however, that the present agreement 
may be terminated by either Government upon the giving of thirty 
days' notice in writing. 
I have the honor to assure Your Excellency that the Government of 

the United States of America greatly appreciates the interest of the 
Chilean Government in adopting measures to expand and to liberalize 
trade in accordance with the economic objectives of the Atlantic 
Charter and of the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War 
and Peace, and is pleased to accept the proposal of the Government 
of Chile. 

In accepting this proposal I take this opportunity to reaffirm the 
desire of the Government of the United States of America to initiate 
concrete negotiations with Your Excellency's Government for a 
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation responsive to the 
reciprocal interests of both countries and note with satisfaction the 
expressed willingness of Your Excellency's Government that such 
negotiations be initiated within the next twelve months. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest and most 
distinguished consideration. 

CLAUDE G. BOWERS 
His Excellency 

RAUL JULIET GOMEZ 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Chile 

Santiago 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Haiti respecting July4,1947
Haitian finances. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au- IT. . A. S. 1643]

Prince July 4, 1947; entered into force July 4, 1947.

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

SECRtTAIRERIE D' ETAT
DES

RELATIONS EXTERIEURES

No. SG/A-3 : 903 PORT-AU-PRINCE, le 4 juillet 1947.

MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,
J'ai l'honneur de faire savoir a Votre Excellence qu'a partir du ler.

Aofit 1947 ou avant, le Gouvernement de la Republique d'Haiti
donnera, en conformit6 de l'Article 5 des contrats d'emprunt des titres
des series A et C de 1922-1923, avis du rachat, le ler. Octobre 1947
de tous les titres de ces emissions et des certificats d'int6ert des titres
de la serie C, et informera qu'a ce sujet et pour d'autres buts publics,
le Gouvernement de la Republique d'Haiti desire proc6der immediate-
ment a 1'emission d'un emprunt int6rieur se chiffrant a dix millions
de dollars.

Dans la mesure oA cela sera n4cessaire, le produit de l'emprunt
interieur projete sera d'abord employ6 exclusivement au rachat des
dits titres et certificats d'interet. A cette fin, le produit de l'emprunt
intirieur sera remis au representant design6 en Haiti des porteurs des
titres des series A et C. des reception de ce produit par le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique d'Haiti et ce representant fera convertir ledit
produit en dollars des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique aiussi promptemient qul
possible et le fera transf6rer a l'agent fiscal des emprunts. Afin
d'assurer encore davantage le rachat des dits titres et certificats
d'int6ret au ler. Octobre 1947, mon Gouvernement conferera a l'agent
fiscal des emprunts le pouvoir irrevocable de faire donner, au nom de
mon Gouvernement, de la maniere prevue, avis du rachat des dits
titres, obtiendra de la Banque Nationale de la R6publique d'Haiti
et remettra a votre Gouvernement et A l'agent fiscal, avant la premiere
publication de cet avis de rachat, l'engagement de la dite banque
qu'au ler. Octobre 1947 ou avant, l'agent fiscal aura en dep6t, en
fideicommis pour le rachat des dits titres et certificats d'interet a
ladite date, une somme en dollars des Etats-Unis d'Amerique (en fonds
irnm6diatement disponibles dans la ville de New-York), suffisante
pour le rachat de ceux-ci.

A ce sujet, je refere Votre Excellence au second paragraphe de
l'article 7 de l'Accord Ex6cutif du 13 septembre 1941, qui pr6voit
que, jusqu'a complet amortissement de l'integralit6 des titres de la
dette exterieure de 1922 et 1923 du Gouvernement d'Haiti, la dette
publique de la R6publique d'Haiti ne sera pas augmentee sauf accord
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Agreement betweon the United States of America and Haiti respecting 
Haitian finances. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au-
Prince July 4, 1947; entered into force July 4, 1947. 

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

SECRETAIRERIE D' ETAT 
DES 

RELATIONS EXTERIEURES 

No. SG/A-3 : 903 PORT-AU-PRINCE, le 4 juillet 1947. 
M ONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR, 

J'ai l'honneur de faire savoir Votre Excellence qu'a partir du ler. 
Aotit 1947 ou avant, le Gouvernement de la Republique d'Haiti 
donnera, en conformite de l'Article 5 des contrats d'emprunt des titres 
des series A et C de 1922-1923, avis du rachat, le ler. Octobre 1947 
de tous les titres de ces emissions et des certificats d'interet des titres 
de la serie C, et informera qu'a ce sujet et pour d'autres buts publics, 
le Gouvernement de la Republique d'Haiti desire proceder immediate-
inent A. remission d'un emprunt interieur se chiffrant a dix millions 
de dollars. 
Dans la mesure cela sera necessaire, le produit de l'emprunt 

interieur projete sera d'abord employe exclusivement au rachat des 
dits titres et certificats d'interet. A cette fin, le produit de l'emprunt 
interieur sera remis au representant designe en Haiti des porteurs des 
titres des series A et C. des reception de ce produit par le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique d'Haiti et ce representant fera convertir ledit 
produit en dollars des Etats-Unis d'Amerique aussi promptement quo 
possible et le fera transferer l'agent fiscal des emprunts. Afin 
d'assurer encore davantage le rachat des dits titres et certificats 
d'interet au ler. Octobre 1947, mon Gouvernement conferera a l'agent 
fiscal des emprunts le pouvoir irrevocable de faire donner, au nom de 
mon Gouvernement, de la maniere prevue, avis du rachat des dits 
titres, obtiendra de la Banque Nationale de la Republique d'Haiti 
et remettra a votre Gouvernement et a l'agent fiscal, avant la premiere 
publication de cet avis de rachat, l'engagement de la dite banque 
glean ler. Octobre 1947 ou avant, l'agent fiscal aura en depot, en 
fideicommis pour le rachat des dits titres et certificats d'interet a 
ladite date, une somme en dollars des Etats-Unis d'Amerique (en fonds 
immediatement disponibles dans la ville de New-York), suffisante 
pour le rachat de ceux-ci. 
A ce sujet, je refere Votre Excellence au second parag,raphe de 

l'article 7 de l'Accord Executif du 13 septembre 1941, qui prevoit 
que, jusqu'a complet amortissement de rintegralite des titres de la 
dette exterieure de 1922 et 1923 du Gouvernement d'Haiti, la dette 
publique de la Republique d'Haiti ne sera pas augment& sauf accord 
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prealable entre les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et de
la Republique d'Haiti.

Je saurais gr6 A Votre Excellence de confirmer ce que pense mon
Gouvernement, a savoir que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis ne voit
aucune objection a l'emission dudit emprunt interieur, et que, lorsque
l'avis du rachat des dits titres des s6ries A et C et des certificats
d'interet des titres de la s6rie C aura ete donne conform6ment aux
contrats d'emprunts et que des fonds suffisants pour leur rachat
auront 6et d6poses es-mains de l'agent fiscal en fid6icommis pour le
rachat des dits titres et certificats d'interet au ler. Octobre 1947,
comme pr6vu plus haut, le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis considerera
que les conditions prevues au second paragraphe de l'article 11 de
1'accord du 13 Septembre 1941 ont ete remplies.

J'ai l'honneur d'informer Votre Excellence que mon Gouvernement
considerera cette note conjointement avec une note de vous en
r6ponse, comportant l'approbation de votre Gouvernement, comme
constituant un accord entre les deux Gouvernements, dans les termes
ci-dessus, en ce qui a trait A l'emprunt interieur haitien projet6 et au
rachat des titres ext6rieurs de 1922 et 1923 en circulation et des
certificats d'int6ert.

Veuillez agr6er, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, l'assurance de ma haute
consideration.

ED Tn MANIGAT
AV

Son Excellence
Monsieur HAROLD H. TITTMANN,

Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plenipotentiaire des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique,

Port-au-Prince.

Translation

SECRETARY OF STATE
OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

No. SG/A-3: 903 PORT-AU-PRINCE, July 4, 1947.

MR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, on or before

August 1, 1947, the Government of the Republic of Haiti will, in
conformity with Article 5 of the loan contracts for bonds in Series A
and C of 1922-23, issue redemption notices for October 1, 1947 of
all bonds of those issues and certificates of interest on Series C bonds
and will announce that in this connection and for other public pur-
poses the Government of the Republic of Haiti desires to proceed
immediately to the floating of an internal loan amounting to the sum
of 10 million dollars.

To the extent that this may be necessary, the proceeds of the in-
ternal loan proposed will be utilized in the first place exclusively for
the redemption of said bonds and certificates of interest. To this
end, the proceeds of the internal loan will be turned over to the des-
ignated representative in Haiti of the Series A and C bondholders
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prealable entre les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et de 
la Republique d'Haiti. 

Je saurais gre Votre Excellence de confirmer ce que pense mon 
Gouvernement, a savoir que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis ne volt 
aucune objection Pemission dudit emprunt interieur, et que, lorsque 
l'avis du rachat des dits titres des series A et C et des certificats 
d'interet des titres de la serie C aura ete donne conformement aux 
contrats d'emprunts et que des fonds suffisants pour leur rachat 
auront ete deposes es-mains de l'agent fiscal en fideicommis pour le 
rachat des dits titres et certificats d'interet au ler. Octobre 1947, 
comme prevu plus haut, le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis considerera 
que les conditions prevues au second paragraphe de Particle 11 de 
l'accord du 13 Septembre 1941 mit ete remplies. 

J'ai Phonneur d'informer Votre Excellence que mon Gouvernement 
considerera cette note eonjointement avec une note de vous en 
reponse, comportant Papprobation de votre Gouvernement, comrae 
constituant un accord entre les deux Gouvernements, dans les termes 
ci-dessus, en ce qui a trait A l'emprunt interieur haitien projete et au 
rachat des titres exterieurs de 1922 et 1923 en circulation et des 
certificats d'interet. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur l'Amba,ssadeur, Passarance de ma haute 
consideration. 

ED TH M ANIGAT 
AV 

Son Excellence 
Monsieur HAROLD H. TITTMANN, 

Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plenipotentiaire des Etats-Uni,s 
d'Amerique, 

Port-au-Prince. 

Translation 

SECRETARY OF STATE 
OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 

Proposed Haitian 
internal loan. 

Redemption of des-
gusted bonds, etc. 

No. SG/A-3: 903 PORT-AU-PRINCE, July 4, 1947. 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that, on or before 

August 1, 1947, the Government of the Republic of Haiti will, in 
conformity with Article 5 of the loan contracts for bonds in Series A 
and C of 1922-23, issue redemption notices for October 1, 1947 of 
all bonds of those issues and certificates of interest on Series C bonds 
and will announce that in this connection and for other public pur-
poses the Government of the Republic of Haiti desires to proceed 
immediately to the floating of an internal loan amounting to the sum 
of 10 million dollars. 
To the extent that this may be necessary, the proceeds of the in-

ternal loan proposed will be utilized in the first place exclusively for 
the redemption of said bonds and certificates of interest. To this 
end, the proceeds of the internal loan will be turned over to the des-
ignated representative in Haiti of the Series A and C bondholders 
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immediately upon receipt of such proceeds by the Government of
the Republic of Haiti and this representative will have said proceeds
converted into dollars of the United States of America as promptly
as possible and will have the amount transferred to the fiscal agent
of the loans. In order further to ensure the redemption of said
bonds and certificates of interest by October 1, 1947, my Govern-
ment will confer upon the fiscal agent of the loans irrevocable power
to have notice of the redemption of said bonds issued, in the name of
my Government, in the prescribed manner, and will obtain from the
National Bank of the Republic of Haiti and remit to your Govern-
ment and to the fiscal agent, before the first publication of such re-
demption notice, the undertaking of the said Bank that, by October
1 or before, the fiscal agent will have on deposit, in trust for the re-
demption of said bonds and certificates of interest on the said date
a sum of United States dollars (in funds immediately available in the
city of New York) sufficient for their redemption.

In this connection, I refer Your Excellency to the second paragraph
of Article 7 of the Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941, 55Stat. 135.

which provides that, until the complete amortization of all the bonds
of the foreign debt of 1922-23 of the Government of Haiti, the public
debt of the Republic of Haiti shall not be increased except upon
previous agreement between the Governments of the United States of
America and the Republic of Haiti.

I should appreciate it if Your Excellency would confirm what my
Government believes, namely that the Government of the United
States sees no objection to the floating of the internal loan and that,
when the redemption notices for said bonds in Series A and C and
certificates of interest in Series C bonds shall have been issued in
conformity with the loan contracts and when sufficient funds for their
redemption shall have been deposited in the hands of the fiscal agent
in trust for the redemption of said bonds and certificates of interest by
October 1, 1947, as provided for above, the Government of the
United States will consider that the conditions stipulated in the
second paragraph of Article 11 of the Agreement of September 13, 1941 5" Stat 13'5

7-

will have been fulfilled.
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that my Government

will consider this note together with your note in reply containing the
approval of your Government as constituting an agreement between
our two Governments in the above terms, in relation to the proposed
Haitian internal loan and the redemption of the foreign bonds of 1922
and 1923 in circulation and of the certificates of interest.

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurance of my high con-
sideration.

ED TH MIANIGAT
AV

His Excellency
Mr. HAROLD H. TITTMXAN,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
oj the United States of America,

Port-au-Prince.
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immediately upon receipt of such proceeds by the Government of 
the Republic of Haiti and this representative will have said proceeds 
converted into dollars of the United States of America as promptly 
as possible and will have the amount transferred to the fiscal agent 
of the loans. In order further to ensure the redemption of said 
bonds and certificates of interest by October 1, 1947, my Govern-
ment will confer upon the fiscal agent of the loans irrevocable power 
to have notice of the redemption of said bonds issued, in the name of 
my Government, in the prescribed manner, and will obtain from the 
National Bank of the Republic of Haiti and remit to your Govern-
ment and to the fiscal agent, before the first publication of such re-
demption notice, the undertaking of the said Bank that, by October 
1 or before, the fiscal agent will have on deposit, in trust for the re-
demption of said bonds and certificates of interest on the said date 
a sum of United States dollars (in funds immediately available in the 
city of New York) sufficient for their redemption. 

In this connection, I refer Your Excellency to the second paragraph 
of Article 7 of the Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941, 
which provides that, until the complete amortization of all the bonds 
of the foreign debt of 1922-23 of the Government of Haiti, the public 
debt of the Republic of Haiti shall not be increased except upon 
previous agreement between the Governments of the United States of 
America and the Republic of Haiti. 
I should appreciate it if Your Excellency would confirm what my 

Government believes, namely that the Government of the United 
States sees no objection to the floating of the internal loan and that, 
when the redemption notices for said bonds in Series A and C and 
certificates of interest in Series C bonds shall have been issued in 
conformity with the loan contracts and when sufficient funds for their 
redemption shall have been deposited in the hands of the fiscal agent 
in trust for the redemption of said bonds and certificates of interest by 
October 1, 1947, as provided for above, the Govertunent of the 
United States will consider that the conditions stipulated in the 
second paragraph of Article 11 of the Agreement of September 13, 1941 
will have been fulfilled. 
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that my Government 

will consider this note together with your note in reply containing the 
approval of your Government as constituting an agreement between 
our two Governments in the above terms, in relation to the proposed 
Haitian internal loan and the redemption of the foreign bonds of 1922 
and 1923 in circulation and of the certificates of interest. 

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurance of my high con-
sideration. 

ED TH :N1ANIGAT 
AV 

His Excellency 
Mr. HAROLD H. TITTMANN, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United Statcs Qf America, 

Port-au-Prince. 
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The American Ambassador to the Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 263 Port-au-Prince, Haiti, July 4, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
note of July 4, 1947, with reference to the desire of Your Excellency's
Government to float an internal loan in connection with its intention
to redeem in their entirety the bonds and certificates of interest in
Series C bonds of the external debt of 1922-1923 of the Government
of Haiti.

In reply to the inquiry in Your Excellency's note of July 4, 1947,
I take pleasure in informing you, pursuant to instructions from my
Government, as follows:

The Government of the United States of America is agreeable to the
proposed internal loan.

The Government of the United States of America will consider the
full execution of the undertakings set forth in your note, including
the calling for redemption of the outstanding bonds of Series A and
C and certificates of interest in Series C bonds and the deposit of
monies with the fiscal agent in trust for the redemption of such bonds
and certificates of interest, all as set forth in your note, as meeting
the conditions set forth in the second paragraph of Article 11 of the55 Stat. 1357. Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941.

The Government of the United States of America will consider
Your Excellency's note, together with this note in reply, as consti-
tuting an agreement between the two Governments under the terms
outlined above with respect to the proposed Haitian internal loan
and redemption of outstanding external bonds of 1922-1923.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my high consid-
eration.

HAROLD H. TITTMANN

His Excellency
EDME TH. MANIGAT

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
Port-au-Prince

3100 
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The American Ambassador to the Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs 

No. 263 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 
note of July 4, 1947, with reference to the desire of Your Excellency's 
Government to float an internal loan in connection with its intention 
to redeem in their entirety the bonds and certificates of interest in 
Series C bonds of the external debt of 1922-1923 of the Government 
of Haiti. 

In reply to the inquiry in Your Excellency's note of July 4, 1947, 
I take pleasure in informing you, pursuant to instructions from my 
Government, as follows: 
The Government of the United States of America is agreeable to the 

proposed internal loan. 
The Government of the United States of America will consider the 

full execution of the undertakings set forth in your note, including 
the calling for redemption of the outstanding bonds of Series A and 
o and certificates of interest in Series C bonds and the deposit of 
monies with the fiscal agent in trust for the redemption of such bonds 
and certificates of interest, all as set forth in your note, as meeting 
the conditions set forth in the second paragraph of Article 11 of the 
Executive Agreement of September 13, 1941. 

The Government of the United States of America will consider 
Your Excellency's note, together with this note in reply, as consti-
tuting an agreement between the two Governments under the terms 
outlined above with respect to the proposed Haitian internal loan 
and redemption of outstanding external bonds of 1922-1923. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my high consid-
eration. 

HAROLD H. TITTMANN 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Port-au-Prince, Haiti, July 4, 1947 

His Excellency 
Enmi TH. M ANIGAT 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
Port-au-Prince 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Norway respecting July 7 and 29, 1947

pas'sport visa fees. Effected by exchange of notes signed at lWashington t I. A- S. 1644]

July 7 and 29, 1947; entered intoforce July 29, 1947; effective August
1, 1947.

The Norwegian Ambassador to the Secretary of State

NORWEGIAN EMBASSY
WASHINGTON 7, D. C.

July 7, 1947.
ExCELLENCY:

With reference to recent conversations between representatives of

the Department of State and representatives of the Royal Norwegian
Embassy, relative to mutual waiver of visa requirements for non-im-
migrants, I have the honor to propose that the following agreement
be effected between the Government of Norway and the Government of
the United States of America:

"The Norwegian Government on and after August 1, 1947, will waive

visa requirements, but not passport requirements for American citizens
proceeding to continental Norway, and will waive the passport visa fees

for American citizens proceeding to Norwegian territory outside con-

tinental Norway. American citizens, who desire to take employment

in Norway or to stay there for a long period of time, will be required to

obtain a permit, except in the cases of officials of the United States

Government, their families, servants and employees. Any number of
entries may be made into Norway without a visa.

Effective on and after August 1, 1947, the Government of the United

States of America will waive the passport visa fees for citizens or sub-

jects of Norway. whlo arIe l)oll;a tide IloiI-iliiigrItmts writhillt t he Ileanillng

of the immigration laws of the United States, and who are proceeding

to the Ulnited States and possessions. A non-immigrant passport visa

granted by an American Consular Officer to a Norwegian citizen or

subject is valid for any number of applications for adnission within

a period of twenty-four months from date of issuance, provided the
passport of the bearer is valid for that period."

In case Your Excellency's Government consents to the above form.

your reply to that effect will be considered sufficient by my Government

for the purpose of concluding the proposed agreement.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-

tion.
W. MORGENSTIERNE

His Excellency GEORGE C. MARSHALL,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

No.: 257

Waiver of visa re-
quirements, etc., by
Norwegian Govern-
ment.

Permits.

\:iir by UT. S, of

n(ti[-i lllll}-llg' .ll -.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Norway respecting 
passport visa fees. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Washington 
July 7 and 29, 1947; entered into force July 29, 1947; effective August 
1, 1947. 

The Norwegian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

NORWEGIAN EMBASSY 

WASHINGTON 7, D. C. 

July 7, 1947. 
ExcEr.r.Fxcy 
With reference to recent conversations between representatives of 

the Department of State and representatives of the Royal Norwegian 
Embassy, relative to mutual waiver of visa requirements for non-im-
migrants, I have the honor to propose that the following agreement 
be effected between the Government of Norway and the Government of 
the United States of America: 

"The Norwegian Government on and after August 1, 1947, will waive 
visa requirements, but not passport requirements for American citizens 
proceeding to continental Norway, and will waive the passport visa fees 
for American citizens proceeding to Norwegian territory outside con-
tinental Norway. American citizens, who desire to take employment 
in Norway or to stay there for a long period of time, will be required to 
obtain a permit, except in the cases of officials of the United States 
Government, their families, servants and employees. Any number of 
entries may be made into Norway without a visa. 

Effective on and after August 1, 1947, the Government of the United 
States of America will waive the passport visa fees for citizens or sub-
jects of Norway, who are bona fide non-inunigrants within the meaning 
of the immigration laws of the United States, and who are proceeding 
to the United States and possessions. A non-immigrant passport visa 
granted by an American Consular Officer to a Norwegian citizen or 
subject is valid for any number of applications for admission within 
a period of twenty-four months from date of issuance, provided the 
passport of the bearer is valid for that period." 

In case Your Excellency's Government consents to the above form, 
your reply to that effect will be considered sufficient by my Government 
for the purpose of concluding the proposed agreement. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-

tion. 
W. MORGENSTTERNE 

His Excellency GEORGE C. MARSHALL, 
Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C. 
No.: 257 

July 7 and 29, 1947 

[T. I. A. S. 1644] 
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The Secretary of State to the Norwegian AmbaRsador

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

WASHINGTON

Jul 29 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note no. 257
dated July 7, 1947 stating that the Norwegian Government is willing,
on and after August 1, 1947, to waive the visa fees for United States
citizens who are nonimmigrants proceeding to Norway and to abolish
the requirement for such visa, but not the passport, for United States
citizens proceeding to continental Norway.

The United States Government has authorized its consular officers,
effective August 1, 1947, to waive the fee for the visa and application
therefor for nonimmigrants, other than officials, proceeding to the
United States and its possessions who are subjects of Norway, the
visa to be valid for any number of entries into the United States
and its possessions within a period of twenty-four (24) months, pro-
vided that they hold valid Norwegian passports and the holder of
the visa continues to maintain nonimmigrant status. The period of
validity of the visa relates to the period within which it may be used
for presentation at a port of entry and not to the length of stay in
the United States which will continue to be a matter for determination
by the immigration or other authorities.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

For the Secretary of State:
N. ARMOUR

His Excellency
WILHELM MUNTHE DE MORGENSTIERNE,

Ambassador of Norway.
811.11101 Waivers 57/9-1045
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The Secretary of State to the Norwegian Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT or STATE 
W ASHINGTON 

Jul 29 1947 
EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note no. 257 

dated July 7, 1947 stating that the Norwegian Government is willing, 
on and after August 1, 1947, to waive the visa fees for United States 
citizens who are nonimmigrants proceeding to Norway and to abolish 
the requirement for such visa, but not the passport, for United States 
citizens proceeding to continental Norway. 

The United States Government has authorized its consular officers, 
effective August 1, 1947, to waive the fee for the visa and application 
therefor for nonimmigrants, other than officials, proceeding to the 
United States and its possessions who are subjects of Norway, the 
visa to be valid for any number of entries into the United States 
and its possessions within a period of twenty-four (24) months, pro-
vided that they hold valid Norwegian passports and the holder of 
the visa continues to maintain nonimmigrant status. The period of 
validity of the visa relates to the period within which it may be used 
for presentation at a port of entry and not to the length of stay in 
the United States which will continue to be a matter for determination 
by the immigration or other authorities. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest considera-
tion. 

For the Secretary of State: 
N. ARMOUR 

His Excellency 
W ILHELM NITINTHE DE MORGENt3TIEENE, 

Anzhaasador of Norway. 
811.11101 Waivers 67/9-1045 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respecting June 21, 1947

a cooperative health and sanitation program in Ecuador, further IT 1 A .S 1645]

extending and modifying the agreement of February 24, 1942. Effected
by exchange of notes signed at Quito June 21, 1947; entered into
force June 21, 1947.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Ecuadoran Minister
for Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 211 Quito, June 21, 1947

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy's note no. 503 of December

23, 1944 and the Ministry's reply, note no. 12-DDP-3 of January 15,
1945, the exchange of communications under which our govern- 9 8 ta

ments agreed to continue until December 31, 1947 the cooperative
program of public health and sanitation in Ecuador initiated in 1942. 57 Stat.

13' 0.

Since Your Excellency's Government expressed a desire for an
extension of this agreement, and since my government was agreeable
to extend it in modified form to June 30, 1948, Dr. Charles H. Miller.
Special Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
undertook to discuss the matter with the appropriate officials of the
Ecuadoran Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor. Approval of these
direct discussions between Dr. Miller and the Ministry of Social
Welfare and Labor was given during my recent conversation with the
Under Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Relations.

Enclosed is a copy of the agreement which they reached as signed
today by Dr. Miller for the Institute of Inter-American Affairs and by
Dr. Adolfo Jurado Gonzalez for the Ministry of Social Welfare and
Labor.

I would be glad if Your Excellency would be so good as to confirm
to me your approval of the proposals set forth in this agreement.

It would be appreciated if I could have two signed copies of Your
Excellency's reply.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
and most distinguished consideration.

GEO. P. SHAW

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
Enclosures:

Copy of Agreement.
Copy of translation of Agreement.

His Excellency
Doctor Jose VICENTE TRUJILLO,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Quito.
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extending and modifying the agreement of February 24, 1942. Effected 
by exchange of notes signed at Quito June 21, 1947; entered into 
force June 21, 1947. 

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Ecuadoran Minister 
for Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 211 Quito, June 21, 1947 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the Embassy's note no. 503 of December 

23, 1944 and the Ministry's reply, note no. 12—DDP-3 of January 15, 
1945, the exchange of communications under which our govern-
ments agreed to continue until December 31, 1947 the cooperative 
program of public health and sanitation in Ecuador initiated in 1942. 

Since Your Excellency's Government expressed a desire for an 
extension of this agreement, and since my government was agreeable 
to extend it in modified form to June 30, 1948, Dr. Charles H. Miller. 
Special Representative of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 
undertook to discuss the matter with the appropriate officials of the 
Ecuadoran Ministry of Social Welfare and Labor. Approval of these 
direct discussions between Dr. Miller and the Ministry of Social 
Welfare and Labor was given during my recent conversation with the 
Under Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Relations. 

Enclosed is a copy of the agreement which they reached as signed 
today by Dr. Miller for the institute of Inter-American Affairs and by 
Dr. Adolfo Jurado Gonzalez for the Ministry of Social Welfare and 

Labor. 
I would be glad if Your Excellency would be so good as to confirm 

to me your approval of the proposals set forth in this agreement. 
It would be appreciated if I could have two signed copies of Your 

Excellency's reply. 
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 

and most distinguished consideration. 
GEO. P. SHAW 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
Enclosures: 
Copy of Agreement. 
Copy of translation of Agreement. 

His Excellency 
Doctor JOSP VICENTE TRUJILLO, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Quito. 

59 Stat. 1590. 

57 Stat. 1370. 
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EXTENSION AGREEMENT

Relative to the Extension of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation
Program by the Government of Ecuador and the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs
This EXTENSION AGREEMENT between Dr. Adolfo Jurado Gonzalez

Minister of Social Welfare and Labor (hereinafter called the "Min-
ister"), representing the Government of Ecuador, and the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs, a corporate instrumentality of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America (hereinafter called the "In-
stitute"), represented by Dr. Charles H. Miller (hereinafter referred
to as the "Special Representative"), is entered into for the purpose
of recording an extension and modification of the cooperative health
and sanitation program which was undertaken in Ecuador pursuant
to the exchange of notes between His Excellency Sefior Dr. Eduardo
Salazar, Minister Counselor of the Ecuadorean Embassy to the
United States and the Honorable Mr. Sumner Welles, Under Secretary
of State of the United States on February 24, 1942, as modified by
subsequent exchange of notes between the Honorable Robert
McGregor Scotten, Ambassador of the United States to Ecuador,
and His Excellency Dr. Camilo Ponce Enriquez, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Ecuador, on December 23, 1944 and January 15, 1945,
respectively, and in accordance with the agreement contained in the
exchange of correspondence between the Representative of the
Institute and the Minister of Social Welfare of Ecuador, dated Jan-
uary 4 and January 8, 1943,[1] respectively, as further modified by later
correspondence between the Executive Vice President of the Institute
and the Minister of Social Welfare of Ecuador dated December 22,
1944, January 13, 1945, and January 18, 1945,['] (all of such notes and
exchange of correspondence being hereafter collectively called the
"Basic Agreement").

CLAUSE I

The parties hereto mutually intend, agree and declare that the
Basic Agreement, be and hereby is extended for an additional period
of six months beginning the first day of January 1948 and ending the
thirtieth day of June, 1948 and modified according to the clauses
hereinafter set forth.

CLAUSE II

The cooperative health and sanitation program in Ecuador shall
continue to be carried out through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
americano de Salud Pdblica (hereinafter called the "Servicio").

CLAUSE III

The Institute shall continue to be represented in Ecuador by a
field party of its officials and technicians known as the "Field Party

' [Not printed.]
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CLAUSE I 

The parties hereto mutually intend, agree and declare that the 
Basic Agreement, be and hereby is extended for an additional period 
of six months beginning the first day of January 1948 and ending the 
thirtieth day of June, 1948 and modified according to the clauses 
hereinafter set forth. 

CLAUSE II 

The cooperative health and sanitation program in Ecuador shall 
continue to be carried out through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
americano de SaludIlea (hereinafter called the "Servicio"). 

CLAUSE III 

The Institute shall continue to be represented in Ecuador by a 
field party of its officials and technicians known as the "Field Party 

I [Not printed.] 
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of the Health and Sanitation Division of The Institute of Inter-
American Affairs in Ecuador", and the Field Party shall remain under
the immediate direction of an Institute official known as the "Chief
of Field Party". The Chief of Field Party shall continue to serve as
Director of the Servicio for the period comprehended by this Exten-
sion Agreement.

CLAUSE IV

The balance (in the amount of approximately four hundred sixty
thousand sucres - S/. 460,000.00) of the deposit ol nine hundred twenty
thousand sucres (S/. 920,000.00) required by the Basic Agreement to
be made by the Government of Ecuador during January, 1947 in the
Banco Central del Ecuador (or any other bank mutually agreed upon
by the Minister and the Chief of Field Party) to the credit of the
Servicic for use in carrying out the cooperative program, has not been
made and the parties hereby agree to extend the time for making the
deposit of such balance of approximately S/. 460,000.00 and the
Government of Ecuador agrees to deposit such balance of funds in
the said bank to the account of the Servicio during the month of
August, 1947.

CLAUSE V

In addition to the funds required to be deposited by the parties
pursuant to the Basic Agreement and the funds referred to in CLAUSE
IV hereof, the cooperative health and sanitation progrc m will be fur-
ther financed as follows:
A. The Institute shall contribute the sum of not to exceed $180,000

USC, of which amount $ 100,000 USC shall be deposited to the
account of the Servicio in the bank mentioned in CLAUSE IV
hereof in the following manner:

During August 1947 . .................................. $ 50, 000
During January 1948 .................... 50, 00(

$ 100, 000

3105
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B. The Institute will use the balance of funds, in the amounit of ,, ,ll x."''

$8,0,000 USC, required to be contributed by this Extension Agree-
ment for payment of the salaries and expenses, inclhling travel-
ing expenses of the personnel of the Institute Field Party in
Ecuador and other Institute employees. The sum of $80,000
USC will be retained by the Institute for these purposes and
maintained separate and apart from the funds required hereby
to be deposited to the account of the Servicio by the Institute
and any unexpended portion of such retained funds shall remain
the property of the Institute.

C. The Government of Ecuador shall deposit in the account of the Ec""doran deposit.

Servicio in the bank mentioned in CLAUSE IV hereof the sum of
two hundred thousand dollars USC - $200,000.00 - or its equiv-
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alent in sucres, computed at a rate of exchange not smaller than
13.4 sucres to the dollar, in the following manner:

One hundred thousand dollars, or its equivalent in sucres, during
August, 1947.

One hundred thousand dollars, or its equivalent in sucres during
January, 1948.

Funds withheld for
purchases inU. . for D. The Institute may withhold from the deposits called for by CLAUSE

V-A hereof the estimated amounts deemed necessary by the
Minister and the Chief of Field Party to pay for the purchase in
the United States of America of materials, supplies and equipment
and other expenses relating to the execution of the program. Any
funds so withheld by the Institute shall be considered as deposited
under the terms of CLAUSE V-A hereof but, if they are not ex-
pended or obligated for such purposes, they shall be deposited to
the account of the Servicio at any time by mutual agreement of
the Minister and the Chief of Field Party.

fmendmentofdates E. By written agreement between the Minister and the Chief of
Field Party, the dates for making deposits, as fixed under CLAUSES
IV, V-A and V-C hereof may be amended according to the needs
of the program.

al contributions.t n F. Contributions, in addition to those set out in CLAUSES IV, V-A
and V-C may be received at any time by the Servicio from any
source whatsoever and expended by it in the same manner as
other funds for the uses and objectives of the cooperative health
and sanitation program provided that the receipt of any such
additional contributions by the Servicio shall first be agreed upon
in writing in advance by the Minister, the Chief of Field Party
and the Director of the Servicio.

nterest, etc. G. Interest on funds of the Servicio, and any income, upon invest-
ments of the Servicio, and any increment of assets of the Servicio
of whatever nature of source, shall be dedicated to the realization
of the program and shall not be credited against the contributions
of the Government of Ecuador or of the Institute.

CLAUSE VI
Use of funds for

maintenance of proj- The funds provided in this Extension Agreement for deposit to the
ec ts

, 
etc

. Servicio may be used for maintaining projects in operation, and for
projects to be placed in operation. The cooperative health and sani-

Project agreements tation program shall continue to consist of individual projects. Each
project shall be embodied in a written project agreement which shall
be mutually accepted and signed by the Minister, the Chief of Field
Party and the Director of the Servicio. Each project agreement shall
define the nature of the work to be done, the allocation of funds there-
for, the parties responsible for the execution of the project and any
other matters which the contracting parties may wish to deter-

istratio etc. a i mine. The transfer from the Servicio to the Ministry of Social Welfare
and Labor, or otherwise, of the administration, operation, control and
ownership of the individual projects shall be determined and pre-
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scribed for in written agreements signed by the Minister, the Chief
of Party and the Director of the Servicio

CLAUSE VII

The general policies and procedures governing the realization of
the cooperative health and sanitation program, the carrying out of
the projects, and the operations of the Servicio such as, but not limited
to, the disbursement and accounting of funds, the purchase, use,
inventory, control and disposition of property, and any other admin-
istrative matters, shall be determined and established by mutual
agreement between the Minister, the Chief of Field Party and the
Director of the Servicio. The procedures and methods established
and in use for the operation of the Servicio under the Basic Agreement
shall continue to apply to the operation of the Servicio during the pe-
riod fixed in this Extension Agreement unless changed and ammended
as herein provided.

CLAUSE VIII

The Servicio, an integral part of the Ecuadorean Government, shall
be exempt and immuned from any and all taxes, fees, charges, imposts
and custom duties, whether national, provincial or municipal and from
all requirements for licences.

CLAUSE IX

For the purpose of this agreement, the Government of Ecuador
accepts and recognizes the Institute as a corporate instrumentality
of the Government of the United States of America and therefore,
among other things, the Institute shall be exempt from all import
and export tariffs, taxes, contributions and other charges.

CLAUSE X

The Minister, the Chief of Field Party and the Director of the
Servicio are empowered to delegate their authority, prerogatives and
functions to duly appointed representatives of their own choosing
provided that each such representative shall be satisfactory to the
said official of the other government.

CLAUSE XI

This Extension Agreement shall become effective upon the ex-
change of diplomatic notes concerning the health and sanitation
program between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Government
of Ecuador and the Embassy of the United States of America to Ecua-
dor, or upon the date of execution hereof, in the event such notes have
heretofore been exchanged. The Basic Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect for the purpose of extending the cooperative health
and sanitation program, except as it is modified or is inconsistent with
this Extension Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Exten-

sion Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representa-
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tives, in duplicate in the English and Spanish languages at Quito,
Ecuador, this 21 Jun. 1947 day of June, 1947.
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL WELFARE THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-

AND LABOR AMERICAN AFFAIRS
By A JURADO By Dr. CHARLES H. MILLER

Minister Special Representative

CONVEN.IO DE PRORROGA

Relativo a la pr6rroga del Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento,
acordado por el Gobierno del Ecuador y el Institute of Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs.

Este CONVENIO DE PRORROGA, suscrito entre el Dr. Adolfo Ju-
rado Gonzalez, Ministro de Previsi6n Social y Trabajo (que en
adelante se llamara "El Ministro"), en representaci6n del Gobierno
del Ecuador, y el Institute of Inter-American Affairs, una Corporaci6n
y una Agencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (que
en adelante se llamara "El Instituto"), representado por el Dr.
Charles H. Miller (que en adelante sera designado como "Repre-
sentante Especial"), se lo celebra con el prop6sito de hacer constar
una pr6rroga y modificaci6n del Programa Cooperativo de Salud y
Saneamiento que se llev6 a cabo en el Ecuador de conformidad con
el cambio de notas cruzadas entre su Excelencia el Sr. Dr. Eduardo
Salazar, Ministro Consejero de la Embajada del Ecuador en los
Estados Unidos de America, y el Honorable Sr. Sumner Welles,
Subsecretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de America, el 24 de
Febrero de 1942, modificado por el cambio de comunicaciones dirigidas
entre el Honorable Robert McGregor Scotten, Embajador de los
Estados Unidos de America en el Ecuador, y su Excelencia el Dr.
Camilo Ponce Enriquez, Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores del
Ecuador, el 23 de Diciembre de 1944 y el 15 de Enero de 1945, res-
pectivamente, y de acuerdo con el convenio contenido en el cambio
de notas cruzadas entre el Representante del Instituto y el Ministro
de Previsi6n Social y Trabajo del Ecuador, fechadas el 4 de Enero
y el 8 de Enero de 1943, respectivamente, modificado posteriormente
por medio de las comunicaciones cruzadas entre el Vicepresidente
Ejecutivo del Instituto y el Ministro de Previsi6n Social y Trabajo
del Ecuador, fechadas el 22 de Diciembre de 1944, el 13 de Enero de
1945 y el 18 de Enero de 1945, (notas y cambio de correspondencia,
todas, que en adelante se las denominara, colectivamente, como el
"Convenio Basico").

CLAUSULA I

Las partes suscriptoras del presente, mutuamente proponen,
convienen y declaran que el Convenio BAsico sea prorrogado, como
en efecto lo prorrogan, por un periodo adicional de seis meses, que
iniciari el primer dia del mes de Enero de 1948 y que terminarA el
trigesimo dia del mes de Junio de 1948; como tambien que sea 1e
modificado de conformidad con lo estipulado en las clAusulas que mAs
adelante se detallan.
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CLAUSULA II

El Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento en el Ecuador
habra de continuar siendo llevado a efecto por medio del Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Pfblica (que en adelante se
llamara "El Servicio").

CLAUSULA III

El Instituto continuara siendo representado en el Ecuador por un
conjunto de sus Oficiales y tecnicos, conocido como el "Field Party of
the Health and Sanitation Division of the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs in Ecuador", y ese conjunto o "Field Party" continuara bajo
la direcci6n inmediata de un Oficial del Instituto conocido como el
"Chief of Field Party". El Chief of Field Party continuara actuando
como Director del Servicio durante el periodo cubierto por este
Convenio de Pr6rroga.

CLAUSULA IV

El saldo (que se eleva a la cantidad de, aproximadamente, cuatro-
cientos sesenta mil sucres -S/.460.000,00), del dep6sito de novecientos
veinte mil sucres (S/.920.000,00) que, segun el Convenio BAsico debi6
ser hecho por el Gobierno del Ecuador durante el mes de Enero de 1947
en el Banco Central del Ecuador, de Quito (o en cualquier otro Banco
mutuamente convenido para el efecto por el Ministro y el Chief of
Field Party) para el credito del Servicio y para ser usado en el cum-
plimiento del Programa Cooperativo, no ha sido aun efectuado; y
las partes suscriptoras del presente Convenio acuerdan por medio de
este, ampliar el plazo para la realizaci6n del dep6sito de dicho saldo,
de aproximadamente S/. 460.000,00, y el Gobierno del Ecuador con-
viene en efectuar el dep6sito de tal saldo de fondos en dicho Banco,
en la cuenta del Servicio, durante el mes de Agosto de 1947.

CLAUSULA V

Ademas de los fondos que debe ser depositados por las partes, de
conformidad con el Convenio Bssico, y de los fondos a que se refiere
la CLAUSULA IV del presente, el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y
Saneamiento sera en lo futuro financiado como sigue:

A. El Instituto contribuira con una suma que no excedera de
$ 180.000,00 USC, de la cual $ 100.000,00 USC seran depositados
en la cuenta del Servicio en el Banco que se menciona en
la CLAUSULA IV de este Convenio, de la siguiente manera:

Durante Agosto de 1947 ............. $ 50. 000, 00
Durante Enero de 1948 ............. . . 50. 000, 00

$ 100. 000, 00

B. El Instituto usara el saldo de fondos, en la suma de $ 80.000,00
USC, de su contribuci6n requerida por este Convenio de pr6rroga,
en el pago de sueldos y gastos, inclusive gastos de viaje, del
personal del Field Party del Instituto en el Ecuador y de otros
empleados del Instituto. La suma de $ 80.000,00 USC sera rete-
nida por el Instituto para estos propositos, y sera mantenida

95347--49--PT. 11--53
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CLAUSULA II 

El Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento en el Ecuador 
habra de continuar siendo llevado a efecto por medio del Servicio 
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Peblica (que en adelante se 
Ilamara, "El Servicio"). 

CLAUSULA III 

El Instituto continuara siendo representado en el Ecuador por un 
conjunto de sus Oficiales y tecnicos, conocido como el "Field Party of 
the Health and Sanitation Divisior of the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs in Ecuador", y ese conjunto o "Field Party" continuara bajo 
la direccien inmediata de un Oficial del Instituto conocido como el 
"Chief of Field Party". El Chief of Field Party continuara, actuando 
como Director del Servicio durante el perfodo cubierto por este 
Convenio de Prerroga. 

CLAITSULA IV 

El saldo (que se eleva a Is cantidad de, aproximadamente, cuatro-
cientos sesenta mil sucres —S/.460.000,00), del deposit° de novecientos 
veinte mil sucres (S/.920.000,00) que, seem el Convenio Basic° debi6 
ser hecho por el Gobierno del Ecuador durante el mes de Enero de 1947 
en el Banco Central del Ecuador, de Quito (o en cualquier otro Banco 
mutuamente convenido pars el efecto por el Ministro y el Chief of 
Field Party) pars el credit° del Servicio y pars ser usado en el cum-
plimiento del Programa Cooperativo, no ha sido atm efectuado; y 
las partes suscriptoras del presente Convenio acuerdan por medio de 
este, ampliar el plazo pars is realizacion del deposit° de dicho saldo, 
de aproximadamente S/. 460.000,00, y el Gobierno del Ecuador con-
viene en efectuar el deposit° de tad saldo de fondos en dicho Banco, 
en is cuenta del Servicio, durante el mes de Agosto de 1947. 

CLAUSULA V 

Ademas de los fondos que debe ser depositados por las partes, de 
conformidad con el Convenio Basic°, y de los fondos a que se refiere 
is CLAUSULA IV del presente, el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y 
Saneamiento sera en lo futuro financiado como sigue: 

A. El Instituto contribuira con una sums que no excedera de 
$ 180.000,00 USC, de la cual $ 100.000,00 USC serail depositados 
en is cuenta del Servicio en el Banco que se menciona en 
la CLAUSTMA IV de este Convenio, de la siguiente mailers: 

Durante Agosto de 1947   $ 50. 000, 00 
Durante Enero de 1948   " 50. 000, 00 

$ 100. 000, 00 

B. El Instituto usara el saldo de fondos, en la sums de $ 80.000,00 
USC, de su contribucien requerida por este Convenio de prerroga, 
en el pago de sueldos y gastos, inclusive gastos de viaje, del 
personal del Field Party del Instituto en el Ecuador y de otros 
empleados del Instituto. La sums de $ 80.000,00 USC sera rote-
nida por el Instituto pars estos propeksitos, y sera mantenida 
95347°-49--m. in 53 
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separadamente y aparte de los fondos que por medio de este
Convenio deben ser depositados por el Instituto en la cuenta del
Servicio, y cualesquiera cantidad que quedare como no gastada
de tales fondos retenidos, quedara de propiedad del Instituto.

C. El Gobierno del Ecuador depositara en la cuenta del Servicio,
en el Banco mencionado en la CLAUTSULA IV de este Convenio, la
suma de doscientos mil d6lares USC -$ 200.000,00- o su equiva-
lente en sucres, computados a un tipo de cambio no menor de
13.4 sucres por d6lar, de la siguiente manera:

Cien mil d6lares, o su equivalente en sucres, durante Agosto de 1947.
Cien mil d61ares, o su equivalente en sucres, durante Enero de 1948.

D. El Instituto podra retener en su poder, de los fondos a deposi-
tarse, mencionados en la CLAusULA V-A del presente Convenio,
las sumas que se calculen como necesarias por el Ministro y el
Chief of Field Party, para el pago de las compras que se hagan en
los Estados Unidos de America, de materiales y equipos y de
otros gastos relativos a la ejecuci6n del Programa. Cualesquiera
fondos que asi fueran retenidos por el Instituto se considerarAn
como depositados de conformidad con los t6rminos de la CLAUSULA
V-A de este Convenio; pero, si no fueren gastados u obligados
para tales prop6sitos, seran depositados en la cuenta del Servicio,
en cualquier tiempo, mediante mutuo convenio entre el Ministro
y el Chief of Field Party.

E. Mediante Convenio escrito, entre el Ministro y el Chief of Field
Party, podran ser modificadas, de acuerdo con las necesidades
del Programa, las fechas que para la realizaci6n de dep6sitos se
determinan en las CLAUSULAS IV, V-A y V-C del presente
Convenio.

F. El Servicio podra recibir en cualquier tiempo y de cualesquiera
fuentes, contribuciones adicionales a aquellas que se determinan
en las CLAUSULAS IV, V-A y V-C, y podra gastarlas de manera
igual a la de otros fondos, en los usos y prop6sitos del Programa
Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento, siempre que el recibo de
tales contribuciones adicionales por parte del Servicio sea pre-
viamente convenido, por escrito, por el Ministro, el Chief of Field
Party y el Director del Servicio.

G. Intereses percibidos sobre fondos del Servicio y cualquier otro
ingreso sobre inversiones del Servicio, como tambi6n cualquier
incremento de Activos del Servicio, de cualesquiera naturaleza o
fuente, seran dedicados a la realizaci6n del Programa, y no seran
acreditados como parte de las contribuciones del Gobierno del
Ecuador o del Instituto.

CLAUSULA VI

Los fondos provistos por este Convenio de Prorroga para dep6sito
en la cuenta del Servicio, podran ser usados en el mantenimiento de
Proyectos en operaci6n y en Proyectos a ser puestos en operaci6n.
El Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento continuara consi-
stiendo en Proyectos individuales. Cada Proyecto sera incorporado
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separadamente y aparte de los fondos que por medio de este 
Convenio deben ser depositados por el Institut° en la cuenta del 
Servicio, y cualesquiera cantidad que quedare como no gastada 
de tales fondos retenidos, quedarb, de propiedad del Instituto. 

C. El Gobiemo del Ecuador depositara en la cuenta del Servicio, 
en el Banco mencionado en la CLAUSULA IV de este Convenio, la 
suma de doscientos mil delares USC —$ 200.000,00— o su equiva-
lente en sucres, computados a un tipo de cambio no menor de 
13.4 sucres for dello, de la siguiente manera: 

Cien mil Mares, o su equivalente en snores, durante Agosto de 1947. 
Cien mil Mares, o su equivalente en sucres, durante Enero de 1948. 

D. El Institut° podth retener en su poder, de los fondos a deposi-
tame, mencionados en is. CLAUSULA V—A del presente Convenio, 
las sumac que se calculen como necesarias por el Ministro y el 
Chief of Field Party, para el pago de las compras que se hagan en 
los Estados Unidos de America, de materiales y equipos y de 
otros gastos relativos a is. ejecuci6n. del Programs.. Cualesquiera 
fondos que asf fueran retenidos por el Institut° se consideraran 
como depositados de conformidad con los terminos de la CLAUSULA 
V—A de este Convenio; pero, si no fueren gastados u obligados 
para tales prop6sitos, serem depositados en is. cuenta del Servicio, 
en cualquier tiempo, mediante mutuo convenio entre el Ministro 
y el Chief of Field Party. 

E. Mediante Convenio escrito, entre el Ministro y el Chief of Field 
Party, podran ser modificadas, de acuerdo con las necesidades 
del Programs., las fechas que para la realizacion de dep6sitos se 
determinan en las CLAUSULAS IV, V—A y V—C del presente 
Con venio. 

F. El Servicio podra recibir en cualquier tiempo y de cualesquiera 
fuentes, contribuciones adicionales a aquellas que se determinan 
en las CLAUSULAS IV, V—A y V—C, y podra gastarlas de manera 
igual a la de otros fondos, en los usos y propesitos del Programs. 
Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento, siempre que el recibo de 
tales contribuciones adicionales por parte del Servicio sea pre-
viamente convenido, por escrito, por el Ministro, el Chief of Field 
Party y el Director del Servicio. 

G. Intereses percibidos sobre fondos del Servicio y cualquier otro 
ingreso sobre inversiones del Servicio, como tambien cualquier 
incremento de Activos del Servicio, de cualesquiera naturaleza o 
fuente, serail dedicados a is. realizacion del Programa, y no serial 
acreditados como parte de las contribuciones del Gobierno del 
Ecuador o del Institut°. 

CLAUSULA VI 

Los fondos provistos por este Convenio de Prorroga para dep6sito 
en la cuenta del Servicio, podran ser usados en el mantenimiento de 
Proyectos en operaci6n y en Proyectos a ser puestos en operaci6n. 
El Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento continuara consi-
stiendo en Proyectos individuales. Cada Proyeeto seri ineorporado 
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en un Convenio de Proyecto escrito, que sera mutuamente aceptado
y susorito por el Ministro, el Chief of Field Party y el Director del
Servicio. Cada Convenio de Proyecto definira la naturaleza del
trabajo a realizarse, la asignaci6n de fondos para el objeto, las partes
responsables de la ejecuci6n del Proyecto y cualesquiera otros asuntos
que las partes contratantes deseen determinar. La transferencia, del
Servicio al Ministerio de Previsi6n Social y Trabajo, o, en otros
terminos, el traspaso de la administraci6n, operaci6n, control y pro-
piedad de los Proyectos individuales se prescribiran y determinaran
en convenios escritos suscritos por el Ministro, el Chief of Field Party
y el Director del Servicio.

CLAUSULA VII

La polftica y procedimientos generales que gobiernan la realizaci6n
del Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento; la realizaci6n
de los Proyectos y las operaciones del Servicio, tales como, -pero no
limitadas a- el desembolso y la contabilizaci6n de fondos, la compra,
uso, inventario, control y disposici6n de propiedades o pertenencias,
y cualesquiera otros asuntos administrativos, deberan determinarse y
establecerse por convenio mutuo entre el Ministro, el Chief of Field
Party y el Director del Servicio. Los procedimientos y metodos
establecidos y en uso en la operaci6n del Servicio bajo el Convenio
Basico, continuaran aplicandose en la operaci6n del Servicio durante
el periodo fijado en este Convenio de Pr6rroga, a menos que fueren
objeto de cambio o modificaci6n en virtud de las provisiones del
presente.

CLAUSULA VIII

El Servicio -una parte integral del Gobierno del Ecuador-, estara
excento e inmune de cualquier y todo impuesto, dceecho, tasa, cargo
y derecho de importaci6n, sean nacionales, provinciales o municipales,
como tambi6n lo estara excento de todo requisito do solicitudes do
licencia.

CLAUSULA IX

Para los prop6sitos de este Convenio, el Gobierno del Ecuador
acepta y reconoce al Instituto como una Corporaci6n y una Agencia
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y, por consiglniente,
el Instituto se hallara excento del pago de todo derecho de importaci6n
y exportaci6n, de tarifas, impuestos, contribuciones y otros cargos.

CLAUSULA X

El Ministro, el Chief of Field Party y el Director del Servicio estan
facultados para delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a
representantes debidamente designados, de su propia elecci6n, siempre
que cada uno de tales representantes satisfaga al Oficial o funcionario
mencionados, del otro Gobierno.

CLAUSULA XI

Este Convenio de Pr6rroga entrara en vigencia con el cambio de
notas diplomaticas concernientes al Programa de Salud y Saneamiento,
entre el Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Gobierno del Ecuador
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en un Convenio de Proyecto escrito, que sere, mutuamente aceptado 
y susorito por el Ministro, el Chief of Field Party y el Director del 
Servicio. Cada Convenio de Proyecto definira la naturaleza del 
trabajo a realizarse, la asignacion de fondos pare el objeto, las partes 
responsables de la ejecucion del Proyecto y cualesquiera otros asuntos 
que las partes contratantes deseen determiner. La transferencia, del 
Servido al Ministerio de Prevision Social y Trabajo, o, en otros 
terminos, el traspaso de la administracien, operacion, control y pro-
piedad de los Proyectos individuales se prescribiren y determinaran 
en convenios escritos suscritos por el Ministro, el Chief of Field Party 
y el Director del Servicio. 

CLAUSULA VII 

La politica y procedimientos generales que gobiernan la realized& 
del Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento; la realized& 
de los Proyectos y las operaciones del Servicio, tales como, —pero no 
limitadas a— el desembolso y la contabilizaci& de fondos, la compra, 
uso, inventario, control y disposicion de propiedades o pertenencias, 
y cualesquiera otros asuntos administrativos, deberan determinarse y 
establecerse por convenio nautuo entre el Ministro, el Chief of Field 
Party y el Director del Servicio. Los procedimientos y metodos 
establecidos y en uso en la operacion del Servicio bajo el Convenio 
Basico, continuaran aplicandose en la operacion del Servicio durante 
el periodo fijado en este Convenio de Prorroga, a menos que fueren 
objeto de cambio o modificacion en virtud de las provisiones del 
presente. 

CLAUSULA VIII 

El Servicio —una parte integral del Gobierno del Ecuador—, estara 
excento e inmune de cualquier y todo impuesto, detecho, tasa, cargo 
y derecho de importacion, seen nacionales, provineiales o municipales, 
como tambien lo estare, excento de todo requisito do solicitudes de 
licencia. 

CLAUSULA IX 

Para los propositos de este Convenio, el Gobierno del Ecuador 
acepta y reconoce al Institut() como una Corporaci& y una Agenda 
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, y, por consiguiente, 
el Institut° se hallara excento del pago de todo derecho de imported& 
y exportacien, de tarifas, impuestos, contribuciones y otros cargos. 

CLAUSULA X 

El Ministro, el Chief of Field Party y el Director del Servicio est& 
facultados para delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a 
representantes debidamente designados, de su propia eleccion, siempre 
que cada uno de tales representantes satisfaga al Oficial o funcionario 
mencionados, del otro Gobierno. 

CLAUSULA XI 

Este Convenio de Prerroga entrara en vigencia con el cambio de 
notas diplomaticas concernientes al Programa de Salud y Saneamiento, 
entre el Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores del Gobierno del Ecuador 
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y la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de America en el Ecuador, o
en la fecha de la ejecuci6n del mismo, en el evento de que tales notas
hayan sido ya cruzadas. El Convenio Basico continuara en completa
vigencia y efecto, para el prop6sito de la pr6rroga del Programa
Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento, con las excepciones de las
modificaciones o inconsistencias de que 61 sea objeto, en virtud de este
Convenio de Pr6rroga.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes han formulado este Convenio de
Pr6rroga, para que sea ejecutado por sus representantes debidamente
autorizados, en duplicado, en los idiomas Ingl6s y Espafiol, en Quito,
a 21 Jun. 1947 de Junio de 1947.

POR EL MINISTERIO DE PRE- FOR EL INSTITUTE OF INTER-
VISION SOCIAL Y TRABAJO, AMERICAN AFFAIRS,

A JURADO Dr. CHARLES H. MILLER
Ministro Representante Especial

The Ecuadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

REPtBLICA DEL ECUADOR
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

DEPARTAMENTO DIPLOMATICO N° 150-DDP.

QUITO, a 21 de Junio de 1947

SErOR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:
Tengo a honra avisar recibo de la atenta nota de Vuestra Sefioria

numero 211, de 21 de junio del afio en curso, en la cual se refiere a las
comunicaciones ndmeros 503, de 23 de diciembre de 1944, y 12-DDP-3,
de 15 de enero de 1945, intercambiadas entre esa Embajada y este
Ministerio, respectivamente, por las cuales nuestros dos Gobiernos
convinieron en continuar, hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1947, el pro-
grama cooperativo de salud pfblica y saneamiento del Ecuador, que
se inici6 en el afio 1942.

2. Afiade Vuestra Sefloria que desde que mi Gobierno propuso al de
Vuestra Sefloria prorrogar este Convenio, previas reformas del caso,
hasta el 30 de junio de 1948, el doctor Charles H. Miller, Represen-
tante Especial del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, comenz6 a
discutir con las Autoridades competentes del Ecuador tales reformas,
las mismas que han sido aprobadas definitivamente y que constan en
el Acuerdo firmado en esta fecha por el sefior doctor Adolfo Jurado
Gonzalez, Ministro de Previsi6n Social y Trabajo, y el doctor Miller,
en representaci6n del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos.

3. Copias del mencionado Acuerdo se sirve remitirme Vuestra Sefioria
con la nota que contesto.

4. Sobre este asunto me es grato indicar a Vuestra Sefiorfa que el
Gobierno del Ecuador acepta y ratifica los t6rminos convenidos en el
citado Acuerdo.
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y la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de America en el Ecuador, o 
en la fecha de la ejecucihn del mismo, en el evento de qua tales notas 
hayan sido ya cruzadas. El Convenio Basic° continuara en completa 
vigencia y elect°, para el prop6sito de la prorroga del Programa 
Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento, con las excepciones de las 
modificaciones o inconsistencias de que el sea objeto, en virtud de este 
Convenio de Prorroga. 

EN FE DE LO cum.,: las partes han formulado este Convenio de 
Prorroga, para que sea ejecutado por sus representantes debidamente 
autorizados, en duplicado, en los idiomas Ingles y Espanol, en Quito, 
a 21 Jun. 1947 de Junio de 1947. 

POR EL MINISTERIO DE PRE-
VISION SOCIAL Y TRABAJO, 

A JIIRADO 
Ministro 

POR EL INSTITUTE OF INTER-
AMERICAN AFFAIRS, 

Dr. CHARLES H. M ILLER 
Representante Especial 

The Ecuadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Chargé 
d'Affaires ad interim 

REP15BLICA DEL ECUADOR 
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 

DEPARTAMENTO DIPLOMATIC° N° 150-DDP. 
QUITO, a 21 de Junio de 1947 

SENOR ENC.ARGADO DE NEGOCIOS: 
Tengo a honra avisar recibo de la atenta nota de Vuestra Sefioria 

numero 211, de 21 de junio del alio en curso, en la cual se refiere a las 
comunicaciones numeros 503, de 23 de diciembre de 1944, y 12-DDP-3, 
de 15 de enero de 1945, intercambiadas entre esa Embajada y este 
Ministerio, respectivamente, por las cuales nuestros dos Gobiamos 
convinieron en continuar, hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1947, el pro-
grama cooperativo de salud pfiblica y saneamiento del Ecuador, que 
se inici6 en el alio 1942. 

2. Afiade Vuestra Sefloria que desde que mi Gobierno propuso al de 
Vuestra Senor% prorrogar este Convenio, previas reformas del caso, 
hasta el 30 de junio de 1948, el doctor Charles H. Miller, Represen-
tante Especial del Institut° de .Asuntos Interamericanos, comenz6 a 
discutir con las Autoridades competentes del Ecuador tales reformas, 
las mismas que han sido aprobadas definitivamente y que constan en 
el Acuerdo firmado en esta fecha por el senor doctor Adolfo Jurado 
Gonzalez, Ministro de Prevision Social y Trabajo, y el doctor Miller, 
en representaci6n del Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos. 

3. Copias del mencionado Acuerdo se sirve remitarme Vuestra Senor% 
con la nota que contest°. 

4. Sobre este asunto me as grato inclicar a Vuestra Senor% que el 
Gobierno del Ecuador acepta y ratifica los terminos convenidos en el 
citado Acuerdo. 
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5. Ruego a Vuestra Sefiorfa se digne expresar al Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de Norte Am6rica el reconocimiento del de mi Pais
por esta prueba de amistosa cooperaci6n.

Valgome de la oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Seiioria las
seguridades de mi distinguida consideraci6n.

JosE. TRUJILLO
Al Honorable Sefior Don GEO. P. SHAW,

Encargado de Negocios ad-interim de los
Estados Unidos de Norte America.

Translation

REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

DIPLOMATIC DEPARTMENT No. 150-DDP.

QUITO, June 21. 1947
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your courteous note
number 211 of June 21 of the current year, in which reference is made
to communications numbered 503 of December 23, 1944, and 12-
DDP-3 of January 15, 1945, exchanged between your Embassy and
this Ministry, respectively, by which our two Governments agreed
to continue, until December 31, 1947, the co-operative program of
public health and sanitation in Ecuador, which was inaugurated in
the year 1942.

2. You add that, after my Government proposed to your Government
to extend the said Agreement, subject to amendments thereto, until
June 30, 1948, Dr. Charles 11. Miller, Special Representative of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, began to discuss the said amend-
ments with the proper Authorities of Ecuador--the same amelndmlents
tlhat have been definitively approved and that appear in the Agree-
ment signed today by Doctor Adolfo ,Jurado Gonzahlez, Mlinistl c of
Social Security and Labor, and Doctor Miller, representing the Insti-
tute of Inter-Amnerican Afrairs.

3. You were good enough to transmit copies of the above-mentioned
Agreement to me with the note which I am answering.

4. Concerning this matter, I am happy to inform you that the Govern-
ment of Ecuador accepts and ratifies the terms agreed upon in the
above-mentioned Agreement.

5. I beg Your Honor to be so good as to express to the Government
of the United States of North America the thanks of the Govern-
ment of my country for this proof of friendly co-operation.

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurances of
my distinguished consideration.

JosE TRUJILLO
The Honorable GEO. P. SHAW,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the
United States of North America.
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Ante, p. 3103.

59 Stat. 1590.

57 Stat. 1370.

Ecull.ldlorl accept-
ance of terns of agree-
ment.
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5. Ruego a Vuestra Setioria se digne expresar al Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America el reconocimiento del de mi Pais 
por esta prueba de amistosa cooperacion. 

Valgome de la oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Senoria las 
seguridades de mi distinguida consideracietn. 

Jos. TRUJILLO 
Al Honorable Senor Don GEO. P. SHAW, 

Encargado de Negocios ad-interim de los 
Estados Unidos de Norte America. 

Translation 

REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 

DIPLOMATIC DEPARTMENT No. 150-DDP. 

QUITO, June 21, 1947 
M R. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your courteous note 

number 211 of June 21 of the current year, in which reference is made 
to communications numbered 503 of December 23, 1944, and 12— 
DDP-3 of January 15, 1945, exchanged between your Embassy and 
this Ministry, respectively, by which our two Governments agreed 
to continue, until December 31, 1947, the co-operative program of 
public health and sanitation in Ecuador, which was inaugurated in 
the year 1942. 

2. You add that, after my Government proposed to your Government 
to extend the said Agreement, subject to amendments thereto, until 
June 30, 1948, Dr. Charles H. Miller, Special Representative of the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, began to discuss the said amend-
ments with the proper Authorities of Ecuador—the same amendments 
that have been definitively approved and that appear in the Agree-
ment signed today by Doctor Adolfo Jurado GonzAlez, Minister of 
Social Security and Labor, and Doctor Miller, representing the Insti-
tute of Inter-American Affairs. 

3. You were good enough to transmit copies of the above-mentioned 
Agreement to me with the note which I am answering. 

4. Concerning this matter, I am happy to inform you that the Govern-
ment of Ecuador accepts and ratifies the terms agreed upon in the 
above-mentioned Agreement. 

5. I beg Your Honor to be so good as to express to the Government 
of the United States of North America the thanks of the Govern-
ment of my country for this proof of friendly co-operation. 

I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurances of 
my distinguished consideration. 

Jost TRUJILLO 
The Honorable GEO. P. SHAW, 

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the 
United States of North America. 

Ante, p. 3103. 

59 Stat. 1590. 

57 Stat. 1370. 

Ecuadoran accept-
ance of terms of agree-
ment. 
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May 13,1947 Agreement between the United States of America and Honduras respecting
[T. . A. . 1646] a cooperative health and sanitation program in Honduras, further

amending and extending the agreement of May 8, 1942. Effected by
exchange of notes signed at Tegucigalpa May 13, 1947; entered into
force May 13, 1947; effective from May 1, 1947.

The Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE LA

REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS

PALACIO NACIONAL:

No. 3439. Tegucigalpa, D.C., 13 de mayo de 1947.
HONORABLE SEROR:

De acuerdo con la clausula XIII del CONVENIO DE PRORROGA
relacionado con la extensi6n del Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y
Saneamiento establecidos por el Gobierno de Honduras y el Instituto
de Asuntos Interamericanos, firmado en esta ciudad de Tegucigalpa el
dia nueve de mayo en curso, en dos ejemplares, cada uno de ellos
escrito en ingl6s y en castellano, tengo el honor de dirigir la presente
nota a Su Sefloria, manifestandole que el Gobierno de Honduras
aprueba el dicho Convenio, cuyo texto en castellano es el siguiente:

"CONVENIO DE PRORROGA

Relacionado con la extensi6n del Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y
Saneamiento establecido por el Gobierno de Honduras y el Instituto
de Asuntos Interamericanos.

Se celebra el presente Convenio entre el Gobierno de Honduras,
representado por el Lic. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda, Sub-Secretario de
Estado, encargado de los Despachos de Gobernaci6n, Justicia, Sani-
dad y Beneficencia de Honduras (que en adelante se denominara
"Ministro") y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, que es una
agencia incorporada del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
(que en adelante se denominarA el "Instituto") representado por el
Dr. Marcus H. Flinter, Jefe en Honduras de la Secci6n de Sanidad y
Saneamiento del Instituto (que en adelante se denominara "Jefe del
Instituto") con el prop6sito de hacer constar la extensi6n y modifica-
ciones del Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y saneamiento, estable-
cido de acuerdo con el convenio celebrado entre el Instituto y el
Gobierno de Honduras el 8 de Julio de 1942, y modificado por medio del
intercambio de notas entre el Vicepresidente Ejecutivo del Instituto y
el Ministro de Gobernaci6n, Justicia, Sanidad y Beneficencia, con
fecha 19 de Abril de 1944. (Ambos convenios se denominaran en
adelante el "Convenio Basico").
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May 13, 1947  Agreement between the United States of America and Honduras respecting 
[T. I. A. S. 1646] a cooperative health and sanitation program in Honduras, further 

amending and extending the agreement of May 8, 1942. Effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Tegucigalpa May 13, 1947; entered into 
force May 13, 1947; effective from May 1, 1947. 

The Honduran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Chargé 
d'Affaires ad interim 

SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
DE LA 

REPUBLICA DE HONDURAS 

PALACIO NACIONAL: 
No. 3439. Tegucigalpa, D.C., 18 de mayo de 1947. 

HONORABLE SENOR: 
De acuerdo COD la clausula XIII del CONVENIO DE PRORROGA 

relacionado con la extension del Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y 
Saneamiento establecidos por el Gobierno de Honduras y el Instituto 
de Asuntos Interamericanos, firmado en esta ciudad de Tegucigalpa el 
dIa nueve de mayo en curs°, en dos ejemplares, cada uno de ellos 
escrito en ingles y en castellano, tengo el honor de dirigir la presente 
nota a Su Sefiorfa, manifestandole quo el Gobierno de Honduras 
aprueba el dicho Convenio, cuyo texto en castellano es el siguiente: 

"CONVENT° DE PRORROGA 

Relacionado con la extension del Programa Cooperativo de San idad y 
Saneamiento establecido por el Gobierno de Honduras y el Instituto 
de Asuntos Interamericanos. 

Se celebra el presente Convenio entre el Gobierno de Honduras, 
representado por el Lie. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda, Sub-Secretario de 
Estado, encargado de los Despachos de Gobernacien, Justicia, Sani-
dad y Beneficencia de Honduras (quo en adelante se denominara 
"Ministro") y el Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos, quo es una 
agencia incorporada del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America 
(quo en adelante se denominara el "Instituto") representado por el 
Dr. Marcus H. Flinter, Jefe en Honduras de la Seccion de Sanidad y 
Saneamiento del Instituto (quo en adelante se denominar4 "Jefe del 
Instituto") con el propOsito de hacer constar la extension y modifica-
ciones del Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y sanearaiento, estable-
cido de acuerdo con el convenio celebrado entre el Instituto y el 
Gobierno de Honduras el 8 de Julio de 1942, y modihcado por medio del 
intercambio de notas entre el Vicepresidente Ejecutivo del Instituto y 
el Ministro de Gobernacion, Justicia, Sanidad y Beneficencia, con 
fecha 19 de Abril de 1944. (Ambos convenios se denominaran en 
adelante el "Convenio Basico"). 
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CLAUSULA I

Ambas partes convienen y declaran que el Convenio Basico es por
este medio extendido por un periodo adicional de 14 meses, a partir
del 1° de Mayo de 1947 hasta el 30 de Junio de 1948, y es modificado
de acuerdo con las Clausulas que a continuaci6n se exponen.

CLAUSULA II

La obligaci6n financiera del Instituto contraida bajo el Convenio
Basico, se considera satisfecha con la contribuci6n al programa de
$ 800,000 en moneda americana, materiales, enseres y equipos de toda
clase. Asimismo, la obligaci6n financiera del Gobierno de Honduras
contraida bajo el Convenio Basico se considera tambien cumplida con
la contribuci6n del equivalente en Lempiras de $ 300,000 moneda
americana.

CLAUSULA III

El Instituto continuara siendo representado en Honduras por un
grupo de empleados y tecnicos conocido como el "Cuerpo de Opera-
ciones del Area (Field Party) del Instituto de Asuntos Interameri-
canos en Honduras" bajo la direcci6n del Jefe del Instituto, quien
asimismo continuara ejerciendo el cargo de Director del Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publica (que en adelante se
denominara el "SCISP") por el periodo comprendido en el presente
convenio de extensi6n.

CLAUSULA IV

Ademas de los fondos requeridos como contribuci6n de las partes
conforme al Convenio Basico, el Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad
y Saneamiento sera ademas financiado durante el periodo establecido
por el presente Convenio de Extensi6n en la forma siguiente:

A. El Instituto depositara $ 25,000 en el Banco do Ilonduras a la
cuenta del SCISP en cl rnes de Mayo de 1947.

B. El Gobierno de Honlduras depositar2i en el Banco de Toloduras
a la cuenta del "SCISP" la suma de L. 250,000 Lempiras (o el equiva-
lente en moneda americana de $ 125,000 calculados al tipo de cambio
actual de L. 2.00 por cada D61ar Americano) en la forma siguiente:

En el mes de Mayo, 1947 .......... . 150,000 Leinpiras
En el mes de Octubre, 1947 ......... 100,000

Total .......... 250,000

C. El Instituto podra retener del dep6sito estipulado en la presente
Clausula IV-A, las cantidades calculadas necesarias por el Ministro
y el Jefe del Programa para pagar por la compra en los Estados Unidos
de materiales, abastecimientos y equipo ademas de otros gastos rela-
cionados con la ejecuci6n del programa. Todos los fondos retenidos
por el Instituto para tales fines seran considerados como en dep6sito
bajo los terminos de la presente Clausula IV-A, pero en caso de que
estos no scan gastados u obligados para tales prop6sitos, entonces
serAn depositados en el Banco de Honduras a la orden del SCISP en
cualquier tiempo que sea convenido mutuamente entre el Ministro
y el Jefe del Instituto.
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CLAUSULA I 

Ambas partes convienen y declaran que el Convenio Basic° es por 
este medio extendido por un period() adicional de 14 meses, a partir 
del 1° de Mayo de 1947 hasta el 30 de Juni° de 1948, y es modificado 
de acuerdo con las Clausulas que a continuacien se exponen. 

CLAUSULA II 

La obligacien financiers, del Institut° contrafda bajo el Convenio 
Basic°, se considera satisfecha con la contribucien al programa de 
$ 800,000 en moneda americana, materiales, enseres y equipos de toda 
clase. Asimismo, la obligaciOn financiers. del Gobierno de Honduras 
contrafda bajo el Convenio Basic° se considera tambien cumplida con 
la contribucien del equivalente en Lempiras de $ 300,000 moneda 
americana. 

CLAUSULA III 

El Institut° continuara siendo representado en Honduras por un 
grupo de empleados y tecnicos conocido como el "Cuerpo de Opera-
ciones del Area (Field Party) del Institut° de Asuntos Interameri-
canos en Honduras" bajo is. direccien del Jefe del Institut°, quien 
asimismo continuath ejerciendo el cargo de Director del Servicio 
Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud Publics. (que en adelante se 
denominara, el "SCISP") por el periodo comprendido en el presente 
convenio de extension. 

CLAUSULA IV 

Ademas de los fondos requeridos como contribucien de las partes 
conforme al Convenio Basic°, el Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad 
y Saneamiento sera ademas financiado durante el periodo establecido 
por el presente Convenio de Extension en la forma siguiente: 

A. El Institut° depositara $ 25,000 en el Banco de Honduras a Is. 
cuenta del SCISP en el mes de Mayo de 1947. 

B. El Gobierno de Honduras depositara en el Banco de Honduras 
a la cuenta del "SCISP" is. sums. de L. 250,000 Lempiras (o el equiva-
lente en moneda americana de $ 125,000 calculados al tipo de cambio 
actual de L. 2.00 por cads. D6lar Americano) en Is. forma siguiente: 

En el mes de Mayo, 1947   150,000 Lempiras 
En el mes de Octubre, 1947   100,000 It 

Total   250,000 

C. El Instituto podra retener del deposit° estipulado en la presente 
Clausula IV—A, las cantidades calculadas necesarias por el Ministro 
y el Jefe del Programa para pagar por Is. compra en los Estados Unidos 
de materiales, abastecimientos y equipo ademas de otros gastos rela-

cionados con la ejecucien del programs.. Todos los fondos retenidos 
por el Institut° para tales fines serail considerados como en deposit° 
bajo los terminos de la presente Clausula 1V—A, pero en caso de que 
estos no sean gastados u obligados pars tales propesitos, entonces 
seran depositados en el Banco de Honduras a Is. orden del SCISP en 

cualquier tiempo que sea convenido mutuamente entre el Ministro 
y el Jefe del Institut°. 

ad 
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D. Las fechas para efectuar los dep6sitos conforme a lo estipulado
en la Cl&usula IV-A y IV-B pueden modificarse de acuerdo con las
necesidades del programa, mediante convenio por escrito entre el
Ministro y el Jefe del Instituto.

E. Contribuciones, ademas de aquellas mencionadas en la ClAusula
IV-A y IV-B podrAn recibirse por el SCISP de cualesquiera fuente
y gastados por esa entidad de la misma forma que otros fondos para
los usos y objetivos del programa cooperativo de salud y saneamiento.

F. Cualesquiera de los fondos o propiedad adquiridos por el SCISP
no gastados, usados u obligados a la terminaci6n del periodo especifi-
cado en el presente Convenio de Extensi6n, quedaran como propiedad
del Gobierno de Honduras y continuarAn usAndose para los fines del
Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y Saneamiento en la forma que
se convenga por escrito entre el Ministerio y el Jefe del Instituto.

CLAUSULA V

El Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y Saneamiento continuarA
desarrollAndose por medio de proyectos individuales. Cada proyecto
serA contenido en un convenio de proyecto que sera aceptado mutua-
mente y firmado por el Ministro, el Director del SCISP y Jefe del
Instituto. Cada convenio de proyecto definira la naturaleza de la
obra por hacerse, la asignaci6n de fondos para el mismo, el personal
responsable para la ejecuci6n de la obra y cualquier otro asunto que
las partes contratantes deseen especificar.

CLAUSULA VI

Los procedimientos y m6todos establecidos y en uso actualmente
para la operaci6n del SCISP, conforme al Convenio Basico modificado,
continuarAn aplicandose en la operaci6n del SCISP durante el periodo
establecido por el presente Convenio de Extensi6n. El Director
del SCISP, con la aprobaci6n del Ministro de Sanidad, elaborara el
presupuesto correspondiente, asignando para cada proyecto los fondos
y gastos necesarios lo mismo que los sueldos de los empleados, salvo
aquellos nombrados por el Instituto para cada afio econ6mico.

CLAUSULA VII

Los libros, registros y cuentas del SCISP estaran en todo tiempo
listos para ser examinados por los representantes del Gobierno de
Honduras y del Instituto. El Director del SCISP rendirA informes
al Gobierno de Honduras y al Instituto con la frecuencia que designen
el Ministro y el Jefe del Instituto.

CLAuSUIa VII

Todos los materiales importados para los trabajos y actividades del
SCISP seran introducidos al pafs libres de derechos aduanales y de
cualesquiera otro impuesto o gasto oficial. Hasta donde sea posible,
el SCISP usara para la ejecuci6n de las obras, solamente materiales e
implementos producidos en el pais.
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D. Las fechas para efectuar los depOsitos conforme a lo estipulado 
en la Clausula IV—A y IV—B pueden raociificarse de acuerdo con las 
necesidades del programa, mediante convenio por escrito entre el 
Ministro y el Jefe del Institut°. 

E. Contribuciones, ademas de aquellas mencionadas en la Clausula 
IV—A y IV—B podran recibirse por el SCISP de cualesquiera fuente 
y gastados por esa entidad de la naisma forma quo otros fondos para 
los usos y objetivos del programa cooperativo de salud y saneamiento. 

F. Cualesquiera de los fondos o propiedad adquiridos por el SCISP 
no gastados, usados u obligad.os a la terminacion del period° especifi-
cado en el presente Convenio de Extension, quedaran como propiedad 
del Gobierno de Honduras y continuaran usandose para los fines del 
Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y Saneamiento en la forma quo 
se convenga por escrito entre el Ministerio y el Jefe del Tnstituto. 

CLAUSITLA V 

El Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y Saneamiento continuara 
desarrollandose por medio de proyectos individuales. Cada proyecto 
sera contenido en un convenio de proyecto quo sere, aceptado mutua-
mente y firnaado por el Ministro, el Director del SCISP y Jefe del 
Institut°. Cada convenio de proyecto definira la naturaleza de la 
obra por hacerse, la asignacion de fondos para el mismo, el personal 
responsable para is, ejecucion de la obra y cualquier otro asunto quo 
las partes contratantes deseen especificar. 

CLAUSULA VI 

Los procedimientos y metodos establecidos y en uso actualmente 
para la operacion del SCISP, conforrne al Convenio Basic° modificado, 
continuaran aplicandose en Is operacion del SCISP durante el period° 
establecido por el presente Convenio de Extension. El Director 
del SCISP, con la aprobaci6n del Ministro de Sanidad, elaborara el 
presupuesto correspondiente, asignando pars cads proyecto los fondos 
y gastos necesarios lo mismo quo los sueldos de los empleados, salvo 
aquellos nombrados por el Institut() para cads atio econOmico. 

CLAUSULA VII 

Los libros, registros y euentas del SCISP estaran en todo tiempo 
listos para ser examinados por los representantes del Gobierno de 
Honduras y del I_nstituto. El Director del SCISP rendfra informes 
al Gobierno de Honduras y al Institut° con la frecuencia quo designen 
el Ministro y el Jefe del Institut°. 

CLAUSULA VIII 

Todos los materiales importados para los trabajos y actividades del 
SCISP seráu in.troducidos al pats libres de derechos aduanales y de 
cualesquiera otro impuesto o gasto oficial. Rasta donde sea posible, 
el SCISP nnara para la ejecucion de las obras, solamente materiales e 
irnplementos producidos en el pals. 
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CLAUSULA IX

Todos los empleados del SCISP, a excepci6n de aquellos asignados
al SCISP por el Instituto, seran nombrados, contratados destituidos

por el Ministro de Sanidad, por recomendaci6n del Director del

SCISP. Los sueldos y gastos, incluyendo los de viajes del personal

norteamericano del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos empleados

en Honduras, seran pagados por el Instituto y no de los fondos asigna-
dos al SCISP.

CLAUSULA X

Todos los proyectos ejecutados bajo este contrato serin propiedad
exclusiva del Gobierno y pueblo de Honduras.

CLAUSULA XI

Para los fines expuestos en el presente Convenio, el Gobierno de

Honduras acepta y reconoce al Instituto como agencia incorporada

del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica y por lo consiguiente

la propiedad y fondos pertenecientes al Instituto quedan, entre otras

cosas, exentos de todo impuesto de importaci6n o exportaci6n, tarifas,

contribuciones y otros cargos.

CLAUSULA XII

El Ministro, el Jefe del Instituto y director del SCISP estan facul-

tados a delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a represen-

tantes debidamente designados y elegidos por ellos.

CLAUSULA XIII

Este Convenio de Extensi6n entrarA en vigor al completarse el

intercambio de notas diplomaticas concernientes al Programa Co-

operativo de Salud y Saneamiento entre el Ministerio do Relacioles

Exteriores del Gobierno doe Honduras y la Embajada( de los Estados

Unidos de Am6rica en Honduras o en la fecha de ejecuci6n en el (caso

que tales notas so hayan cruzado anteriorlmcnte. El Convenio B.isico

permanecera en todo sui vigor y efecto para el fin do extender el Pro-

grama Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento excepto como sea modifi-

cado o si esta en conflicto con este Convenio de Extensi6n.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes por la presente ban causado que sea

ejecutado este Convenio de Extensi6n por sus representantes debida-

mente autorizados, en duplicado en los idiomas Ingles y Castellano en

Tegucigalpa, Honduras, este noveno dia del mes de Mayo de 1947.

POR EL GOBIERNO DE HONDURAS POR EL INSTITUTO DE ASUN-
TOS INTERAMERICANOS

(f) CECILIO COLINDRES ZEPEDA (f) MARCUS H. FLINTER."

En espera de la contestaci6n de Su Sefioria, con la cual, si fuere de

aprobaci6n, quedara efectuado el canje de notas previsto en la Clau-
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CLAUSULA IX 

Todos los empleados del SCISP, a excepcien de aquellos asignados 
al SCISP por el Instituto, seran nombrados, contratados destitufdos 
por el Ministro de Sanidad, por recomendacien del Director del 
SCISP. Los sueldos y gastos, incIuyendo los de viajes del personal 
norteamericano del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos empleados 
en Honduras, serail pagados por el Instituto y no de los fondos asigna-
dos al SCISP. 

CLAUSULA X 

Todos los proyectos ejecutados bajo este contrato serial propiedad 
exclusiva del Gobierno y pueblo de Honduras. 

CLAUSULA. XI 

Para los fines expuestos en el presente Convenio, el Gobierno de 
Honduras acepta y reconoce al Instituto como agenda incorporada 
del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America y por lo consiguiente 
in propiedad y fondos pertenecientes al Instituto quedan, entre otras 
cosas, exentos de todo impuesto de importacien o exportacion, tarifas, 
contribuciones y otros cargos. 

CLAUSULA XII 

El Ministro, el Jefe del Instituto y director del SCISP estAn facul-
tados a delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a represen-
tantes debidamente designados y elegidos por ellos. 

CLAUSULA XIII 

Este Convenio de Extension entrant en vigor al completarse el 
intercambio de notas diplomaticas concernientes al Programa Co-
operativo de Salud y Saneamiento entre el Ministerio de Relaciones 
Exteriores del Gobierno de Honduras y In Embajada de los Estados 
Unidos de America en Honduras o en in fecha de ejecucien en el caw) 
quo tales notas se hayan cruzado anteriormente. El Convenio Thisico 
permanecera en todo su vigor y elect° par el fin de extender el Pro-
grama Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento except° como sea modifi-
cado o si esta en conflict° con este Convenio de Extension. 

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes por la presente ban causado que sea 
ejecutado este Convenio de Extension por sus representantes debida-
mente autorizados, en duplicado en los idiomas Ingles y Castellano en 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, este noveno din del mes de Mayo de 1947. 

FOR EL GOBIERNO DE HONDURAS FOR EL INSTITUTO DE ASUN-
TOS INTERAMERICANOS 

(f) CECILIO COLINDRES ZEPEDA (f) M ARCUS H. FLINTER." 

En espera de la contestacion de Su Seiioria, con In cual, si fuere de 
aprobacion, quedará efectuado el canje de notas previsto en la Clan-
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sula XIII del Convenio de Pr6rroga para que este entre en vigor, me
es grato reiterarle el testimonio de mi distinguida consideraci6n,

ilterio L

Honorable Sefior JOHN B. FAUST,
Encargado de Negocios a.i. de 8os

Estados Unidos de America.
Embajada Americana.

Translation

DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF

THE REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS

NATIONAL PALACE:
No. 3 3 . Tegucigalpa, D.C., May 13, 1947.
SIR:

In accordance with Clause XIII of the EXTENSION AGREEMENT
relative to the extension of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation
Program established by the Government of Honduras and the Insti-
tute of Inter-American Affairs, signed in this city of Tegucigalpa
on May 9 last, in two copies, each written in English and in Spanish,
I have the honor to send you the present note, informing you that
the Government of Honduras approves the said Agreement, the text
of which in Spanish is as follows:

"EXTENSION AGREEMENT
Relative to the extension of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation

Program drawn up by the Government of Honduras and theInstitute of Inter-American Affairs.

The present Agreement is concluded between the Government of
Honduras, represented by Lic. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda, Under
Secretary of State in charge of the Departments of the Interior,
Justice, Health and Social Welfare of Honduras (hereinafter called
"the Minister") and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which is
an incorporated agency of the Government of the United States of
America (hereinafter called the "Institute") represented by Dr.
Marcus H. Flinter, Head in Honduras of the Health and Sanitation
Section of the Institute (hereinafter called "Head of the Institute")
for the purpose of recording the extension of and amendments to the
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program, established in accordance
with the Agreement concluded between the Institute and the Govern-
ment of Honduras on July 8, 1942, and amended through the

Adt. p. 233
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sula XIII del Convenio de Pr6rroga para que este entre en vigor, me 
es grato reiterarle el testimonio de ml distinguida consideracien, 

Honorable SelliOr JOHN B. FAUST, 
Encargado de Negocios a.i. de los 

Estados Unidos de America. 
Ernbajada Americana. 

Translation 

DEPARTMENT 
OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF 
THE REPUBLIC OF HONDURAS 

NATIONAL PALACE: 
No. 34.39. Tegucigalpa, D.C., May 13, 1947. 

SIR: 

In accordance with Clause XIII of the EXTENSION AGREEMENT 
relative to the extension of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation 
Program established by the Government of Honduras and the Insti-
tute of Inter-American Affairs, signed in this city of Tegucigalpa 
on May 9 last, in two copies, each written in English and in Spanish, 
I have the honor to send you the present note, informing you that 
the Government of Honduras approves the said Agreement, the text 
of which in Spanish is as follows: 

"EXTENSION AGREEMENT 

Relative to the extension of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation 
Program drawn up by the Government of Honduras and the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 

The present Agreement is concluded between the Government of 
Honduras, represented by Lie. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda, Under 
Secretary of State in charge of the Departments of the Interior, 
Justice, Health and Social Welfare of Honduras (hereinafter called 
"the Minister") and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which is 
an incorporated agency of the Government of the United States of 
America (hereinafter called the "Tnstitute") represented by Dr. 
Marcus H. Flinter, Head in Honduras of the Health and Sanitation 
Section of the Institute (hereinafter called "Head of the Institute") 
for the purpose of recording the extension of and amendments to the 
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program, established in accordance 
with the Agreement concluded between the Institute and the Govern-
ment of Honduras on July 8, 1942, and amended through the 
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exchange of notes between the Executive Vice President of the
Institute and the Minister of the Interior, Justice, Health and Social
Welfare, of April 19, 1944. (Both agreements hereinafter called the
"Basic Agreement").

CLAUSE I

Both Parties agree and declare that the Basic Agreement shall here-
by be extended for an additional period of 14 months, from May 1,
1947 until June 30, 1948, and amended by the Clauses hereinafter set
forth.

CLAUSE II

The financial obligation of the Institute contracted under the Basic
Agreement shall be considered to have been met by the contribution
to the program of $800,000 in American currency, materials, supplies
and equipment of all kinds. Furthermore, the financial obligation of
the Government of Honduras contracted under the Basic Agreement
shall also be considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of the
equivalent in Lempiras of $300,000 American currency.

CLAUSE III

The Institute shall continue to be represented in Honduras by a
group of employees and experts known as the "Field Party of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Honduras" under the direction
of the Head of the Institute, who shall also continue to discharge the
duties of Director of the Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Salud
Publica [Inter-American Cooperative Public Health Service] (herein-
after called the "SCISP") for the period included in the present
Extension Agreement.

CLAUSE IV

In addition to the funds required as a contribution of the parties
in conformity with the Basic Agreement, the Cooperative Health and
Sanitation Program shall also be financed during the period established
by the present Extension Agreement as follows:

A. The Institute shall deposit $25,000 in the Bank of Honduras to
the account of the SCISP in May 1947.

B. The Government of Ionduras shall deposit in the Bank of
Honduras to the account of the "SCISP" the sum of 250,000 Lempiras
(or the equivalent in American currency of $125,000 figured at the
present exchange rate of 2 Lempiras per American Dollar) as follows:

In May 1947. ............... .. 150, 000 Lempiras
In October 1947. ............. 100, 000

Total. ............... .250, 000 "

C. The Institute may withhold from the deposit stipulated in
Clause IV-A the amounts considered necessary by the Minister and
the Head of the Program to pay for the purchase in the United States
of materials, supplies and equipment in addition to other expenses
connected with the execution of the Program. All the funds with-
held by the Institute for such purposes shall be considered as on deposit
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CLAUSE I 

Both Parties agree and declare that the Basic Agreement shall here-
by be extended for an additional period of 14 months, from May 1, 
1947 until June 30, 1948, and amended by the Clauses hereinafter set 
forth. 

CLAUSE II 

The financial obligation of the Institute contracted under the Basic 
Agreement shall be considered to have been met by the contribution 
to the program of $800,000 in American currency, materials, supplies 
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the Government of Honduras contracted under the Basic Agreement 
shall also be considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of the 
equivalent in Lempiras of $300,000 American currency. 
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Extension Agreement. 

CLAUSE IV 
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in conformity with the Basic Agreement, the Cooperative Health and 
Sanitation Program shall also be financed during the period established 
by the present Extension Agreement as follows: 

A. The Institute shall deposit $25,000 in the Bank of Honduras to 
the account of the SCISP in May 1947. 

B. The Government of Honduras shall deposit in the Bank of 
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C. The Institute may withhold from the deposit stipulated in 
Clause IV—A the amounts considered necessary by the Minister and 
the Head of the Program to pay for the purchase in the United States 
of materials, supplies and equipment in addition to other expenses 
connected with the execution of the Program. All the funds with-
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under the terms of Clause IV-A, but, if the latter are not spent or
pledged for such purposes, they shall then be deposited in the Bank of
Honduras to the order of the SCISP at any time mutually agreed
upon between the Minister and the Head of the Institute.

D. The dates for making deposits in conformity with the stipula-
tions in Clauses IV-A and IV-B may be changed in accordance with
the requirements of the Program, through a written agreement be-
tween the Minister and the Head of the Institute.

E. Contributions, in addition to those mentioned in Clauses IV-A
and IV-B, may be received by the SCISP from any source and spent
by that organization in the same manner as other funds for the use and
purposes of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program.

F. Any of the funds or property acquired by the SCISP which are
not spent, used or pledged at the end of the period specified in the
present Extension Agreement shall remain the property of the Govern-
ment of Honduras and shall continue to be used for the purposes of the
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program in such manner as may
be agreed upon in writing between the Ministry and the Head of the
Institute.

CLAUSE V

The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall continue to
be developed through individual projects. Each project shall be
contained in a project agreement which shall be mutually accepted
and signed by the Minister, the Director of the SCISP and the Head
of the Institute. Each project agreement shall define the nature of
the work to be done, the assignment of funds therefor, the personnel
responsible for carrying out the work and any other matter which the
Contracting Parties desire to specify.

CLAUSE VI

The procedures and methods established and in use at the present
time for the operation of the SCISP, in conformity with the amended
Basic Agreement, shall continue to be applied in the operation of the
SCISP during the period established by the present Extension Agree-
ment. The Director of the SCISP, with the approval of the Minister
of Health, shall draw up the pertinent budget, assigning for each
project the funds and expenses necessary as well as the pay of the
employees, except those appointed by the Institute for each fiscal
year.

CLAUSE VII

The books, records and accounts of the SCISP shall be open at all
times to inspection by the representatives of the Government of
Honduras and of the Institute. The Director of the SCISP shall
make reports to the Government of Honduras and to the Institute
as often as the Minister and the Head of the Institute require.

CLAUSE VIII

All materials imported for the work and activities of the SCISP
shall be brought into the country free of customs duties and of any
other official tax or charge. Whenever possible, the SCISP shall use
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Honduras to the order of the SCISP at any time mutually agreed 
upon between the Minister and the Head of the Institute. 
D. The dates for making deposits in conformity with the stipula-

tions in Clauses IV—A and IV—B may be changed in accordance with 
the requirements of the Program, through a written agreement be-
tween the Minister and the Head of the Institute. 

E. Contributions, in addition to those mentioned in Clauses IV—A 
and IV—B, may be received by the SCISP from any source and spent 
by that organization in the same manner as other funds for the use and 
purposes of the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program. 

F. Any of the funds or property acquired by the SCISP which are 
not spent, used or pledged at the end of the period specified in the 
present Extension Agreement shall remain the property of the Govern-
ment of Honduras and shall continue to be used for the purposes of the 
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program in such manner as may 
be agreed upon in writing between the Ministry and the Head of the 
Institute. 

CLAUSE V 

The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall continue to 
be developed through individual projects. Each project shall be 
contained in a project agreement which shall be mutually accepted 
and signed by the Minister, the Director of the SCISP and the Head 
of the Institute. Each project agreement shall define the nature of 
the work to be done, the assignment of funds therefor, the personnel 
responsible for carrying out the work and any other matter which the 
Contracting Parties desire to specify. 

CLAUSE VI 

The procedures and methods established and in use at the present 
time for the operation of the SCISP, in conformity with the amended 
Basic Agreement, shall continue to be applied in the operation of the 
SCISP during the period established by the present Extension Agree-
ment. The Director of the SCISP, with the approval of the Minister 
of Health, shall draw up the pertinent budget, assigning for each 
project the funds and expenses necessary as well as the pay of the 
employees, except those appointed by the Tnstitute for each fiscal 
year. 

CLAUSE VII 

The books, records and accounts of the SCISP shall be open at all 
times to inspection by the representatives of the Government of 
Honduras and of the Institute. The Director of the SCISP shall 
make reports to the Government of Honduras and to the Institute 
as often as the Minister and the Head of the Institute require. 

CLAUSE VIII 

All materials imported for the work and activities of the SCISP 
shall be brought into the country free of customs duties and of any 
other official tax or charge. Whenever possible, the SCISP shall use 
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for carrying out the work only materials and tools produced in the
country.

CLAUSE IX

All employees of the SCISP, with the exception of those assigned to
the SCISP by the Institute, shall be appointed, engaged and discharged
by the Minister of Health, upon recommendation of the Director of
the SCISP. The salaries and expenses, including traveling expenses
of North American personnel of the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs employed in Honduras, shall be paid by the Institute and not
from the funds assigned to the SCISP.

CLAUSE X

All projects carried out under this contract shall be the exclusive
property of the Government and the people of Honduras.

CLAUSE XI

For the purposes set forth in the present Agreement, the Govern-
ment of Honduras accepts and recognizes the Institute as an incorpo-
rated agency of the Government of the United States of America and,
therefore, the property and funds belonging to the Institute shall
remain, among other things, exempt from all import or export taxes,
tariffs, fees and other charges.

CLAUSE XII

The Minister, the Head of the Institute and Director of the SCISP
shall be empowered to delegate their authority, prerogatives and
functions to representatives duly appointed and elected by them.

CLAUSE XIII

This Extension Agreement shall enter into effect lupon conllpletiont
of the exchange of diplolimatic l(otes colncerning thie ('oolcrntive
Health and Sanitation Program between the Ministry of Foreign
Relations of the Government of Honduras and the Embassy of the
United States of America in Honduras or on the date of conclusion
[of the Extension Agreement] if such notes have been previously
exchanged. The Basic Agreement shall remain in full force and
effect for the purpose of extending the Cooperative Health and
Sanitation Program except as it may be amended or if it is in conflict
with this Extension Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties here present have caused this
Extension Agreement to be concluded by their duly authorized
representatives, in duplicate, in the English and Spanish languages
at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, this ninth day of the month of May, 1947'

FOR THE GOVERNMENT FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
OF HONDURAS AMERICAN AFFAIRS

CECILIO COLINDRES ZEPEDA MARCUS H. FLINTER."

Pending Your Excellency's reply, which, if it is favorable, will
complete the exchange of notes provided for in Clause XIII of the
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for carrying out the work only materials and tools produced in the 
country. 

CLAUSE IX 

All employees of the SCISP, with the exception of those assigned to 
the SCISP by the Institute, shall be appointed, engaged and discharged 
by the Minister of Health, upon recommendation of the Director of 
the SCISP. The salaries and expenses, including traveling expenses 
of North American personnel of the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs employed in Honduras, shall be paid by the Institute and not 
from the funds assigned to the SCISP. 

CLAUSE X 

All projects carried out under this contract shall be the exclusive 
property of the Government and the people of Honduras. 

CLAUSE XI 

For the purposes set forth in the present Agreement, the Govern-
ment of Honduras accepts and recognizes the Institute as an incorpo-
rated agency of the Government of the United States of America and, 
therefore, the property and funds belonging to the Institute shall 
remain, among other things, exempt from all import or export taxes, 
tariffs, fees and other charges. 

CLAUSE XII 

The Minister, the Head of the Institute and Director of the SCISP 
shall be empowered to delegate their authority, prerogatives and 
functions to representatives duly appointed and elected by them. 

CLAUSE XIII 

This Extension Agreement shall enter into effect upon completion 
of the exchange of diplomatic notes concerning the Cooperative 
Health and Sanitation Program between the Ministry of Foreign 
Relations of the Government of Honduras and the Embassy of the 
United States of America in Honduras or on the date of conclusion 
[of the Extension Agreement] if such notes have been previously 
exchanged. The Basic Agreement shall remain in full force and 
effect for the purpose of extending the Cooperative Health and 
Sanitation Program except as it may be amended or if it is in conflict 
with this Extension Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties here present have caused this 
Extension Agreement to be concluded by their duly authorized 
representatives, in duplicate, in the English and Spanish languages 
at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, this ninth day of the month of May, 1947' 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
OF HONDURAS AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

CECILIO COLINDRES ZEPEDA M ARCUS H. FLINTER." 
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Extension Agreement for the latter to enter into effect, I am happy to
renew to you the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

SILVERIO LAfNEZ
The Honorable JOHN B. FAUST, SILVERIO LAfNEZ

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the
United States of America.

American Embassy.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Honduran Minister
for Foreign Affairs

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Note 586 TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, May 13, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
Ane, . 3118. Note No. 3439 of today, concerning the Extension Agreement for the

Health and Sanitation Cooperative Action Program of the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs with the Government of Honduras signed
in Tegucigalpa on May 9, 1947.

Your Excellency's note incorporates the text of the Extension
Agreement, states that it has the approval of the Government of
Honduras, and indicates that it will become effective upon exchange

Ante, p. 3121. of the diplomatic notes referred to in Clause XIII.
By direction of my Government, I have the honor to inform Your

Excellency that it approves the Extension Agreement as signed by
Mr. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda on behalf of the Government of Hon-
duras and by Dr. Marcus H. Flinter on behalf of the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs. Consequently, it is now in full force and
effect.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

JOHN B. FAUST

JOHN B. FAUBT
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

His Excellency
DR. SILVERIO LAINEZ,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Tegucigalpa, D.C.
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Extension Agreement for the latter to enter into effect, I am happy to 
renew to you the assurance of my distinguished consideration. 

SILVERI° LAf NEZ 
The Honorable JOHN B. FAUST, SILVERI° LAfNEZ 

Charge d'Affaires ad interim of the 
United States of America. 

American Embassy. 

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Honduran Minister 
for Foreign Affairs 

Note 188 

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, May 13, 1947 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's 

Note No. 3439 of today, concerning the Extension Agreement for the 
Health and Sanitation Cooperative Action Program of the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs with the Government of Honduras signed 
in Tegucigalpa on May 9, 1947. 
Your Excellency's note incorporates the text of the Extension 

Agreement, states that it has the approval of the Government of 
Honduras, and indicates that it will become effective upon exchange 
of the diplomatic notes referred to in Clause XIII. 
By direction of my Government, I have the honor to inform Your 

Excellency that it approves the Extension Agreement as signed by 
Mr. Cecilio Colindres Zepeda on behalf of the Government of Hon-
duras and by Dr. Marcus H. Flinter on behalf of the Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs. Consequently, it is now in full force and 
effect. 

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

His Excellency 
DR. SILVERI° LAINEZ, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Tegucigalpa, D.C. 

JOHN B. FAUST 

JOHN B. FAUST 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 



PERU--FOOD PRODUCTION June 11, 1945
Nov.22, 1946

Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a
cooperative food production projram in Peru, further extending and
modifying the agreement of May 19 and 20, 1943. Effected by
exchange of notes signed at Lima June 11, 1945, and November 22,
1946; entered into force November 22, 1946; effective August 31, 1945.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Acting Minister for
Foreign Affairs

June 11, 1945, and
November 22, 1946
IT. I. A. S. 1647]

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Lima, June 11, 1945.No. 812

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to my Note No. 216 of August 18, 1944,
transmitting the English and Spanish texts of the Memorandum
of Agreement signed on June 1, 1944, by Major General George
C. Dunham, Executive Vice President of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, and by His Excellency Godofredo A. Labarthe,
Minister of Agriculture of Peru, extending to August 31, 1945, the
Memorandum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943, which concerned
the establishment of the Inter-American Cooperative Food Produc-
tion Service in Peru.

On June 8, 1945, there was signed in Lima by Mr. William C.
Brister, Vice President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
and by His Excellency Godofredo Labarthe, Minister of Agricul-
ture of Peru, a Memorandum of Agreement which reads in English
and in Spanish as follows:

"MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

"The Republic of Peru and The Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
a corporation of the Office of Inter-American Affairs and an agency
of the Government of the United States of America, hereby agree to
extend the food production program provided for in the Memo-
randum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943, as extended by the
Memorandum of Agreement dated June 1, 1944, between the two
parties hereto, as hereinafter provided.
"1. The food production program shall continue to be carried out
through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de Producci6n
de Alimentos (hereinafter called the "SCIPA"), which was created
by the Government of Peru in accordance with the agreements of
May 19, 1943, and June 1, 1944, referred to above.
"2. The provisions of article 4 of the agreement of May 19, 1943,
are considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of
US$162,976.77 (S/.1,056,904.35) by The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs, and by the contribution of S/.1,056,904.35 (US$162,976.77)

58 Stat. 1484.

57 Stat. 1408.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a 
cooperative food production, program in. Peru, further extending and 
mod ifyin.g the agreement of May 19 and 20, 1943. Effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Lima June 11, 1945, and November 2,0, 
1946; entered into force November 22, 1946; effective August 31, 1945. 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Acting Minister for 
Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF 111.E 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 812 Lima, June 11, 1945. 
EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to my Note No. 216 of August 18, 1944, 

transmitting the English and Spanish texts of the Memorandum 
of Agreement signed on June 1, 1944, by Major General George 
C. Dunham, Executive Vice President of the Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, and by His Excellency Godofredo A. Labarthe, 
Minister of Agriculture of Peru, extending to August 31, 1945, the 
Memorandum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943, which concerned 
the establishment of the Inter-American Cooperative Food Produc-
tion Service in Peru. 
On June 8, 1945, there was signed in Lima by Mr. William C. 

Brister, Vice President of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 
and by His Excellency Godofredo Labarthe, Minister of Agricul-
ture of Peru, a Memorandum of Agreement which reads in English 
and in Spanish as follows: 

"MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

"The Republic of Peru and The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 
a corporation of the Office of Inter-American Affairs and an agency 
of the Government of the United States of America, hereby agree to 
extend the food production program provided for in the Memo-
randum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943, as extended by the 
Memorandum of Agreement dated June 1, 1944, between the two 

parties hereto, as hereinafter provided. 
"1. The food production program shall continue to be carried out 
through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de ProducciOn 
de Alimentos (hereinafter called the "SCIPA"), which was created 
by the Government of Peru in accordance with the agreements of 
May 19, 1943, and June 1, 1944, referred to above. 

"2. The provisions of article 4 of the agreement of May 19, 1943, 
are considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of 
US$162,976.77 (S/.1,056,904.35) by The Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs, and by the contribution of S/.1,056,904.35 (US$162,976.77) 
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that has been made by the government of Peru. The provisions of
article 3 of the extended Memorandum of Agreement signed June 1,

58 stat. 148. 1944, are considered to have been fulfilled as the result of contribu-
tions amounting to US$150,000 (S/.972,750) by The Institute of
Inter-American Affairs, and S/.1,945,500 (US$300,000) by the Gov-
ernment of Peru, prior to the date of this agreement.

Additional sums. "3. For the purpose of extending the agreements of May 19, 1943
and June 1,1944, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs will make
available an additional sum of US$75,000 (S/.486,375), and the
government of Peru will likewise make available an additional sum
of S/.972,750 (US$150,000) for continuing the operations of
SCIPA during the period August 31, 1945 through December 31,
1946.

TransferstoSCIPA 4. For the purpose of effectuating the objectives of this Ex-
tension Agreement, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs agrees.
to transfer to the account of SCIPA the sum of US$75,000
(S/.486,375) on the following basis, except that The Institute of
Inter-American Affairs may withhold the estimated or actual
amount of money required to cover orders and costs placed for
SCIPA in the United States. Payments shall be in bimonthly con-
tributions as provided herein:

. S. Peruvian
Dollars Soles

September 1, 1945 9,375. 00 60,796. 87
November 1, 1945 9,875.00 60,796. 87
January 1, 1946 9,375.00 60, 796. 87
March 1, 1946 9,875.00 60,796.87
May 1, 1946 9, 375.00 60, 796. 88
July 1, 1946 9, 75. 00 60, 796.88
September 1, 1946 9, 375. 00 60,796.88
November 1, 1946 9,375. 00 60, 796. 88

75,000.00 486,375.00

"5. The Government of Peru agrees to transfer to the account of
SCIPA the sum of S/972,750 (US$150,000) on the following basis:

Peruvian American
Soles Dollars

September 1, 1945 121,593. 75 18, 75. 00
November 1, 1945 121, 593.75 18, 750.00
January 1, 1946 121,593.75 18,750.00
March 1, 1946 121, 593.75 18, 750. 00
May 1, 1946 121,593.75 18,750.00
July 1, 1946 121, 593.75 18,750. 00
September 1, 1946 121, 593.75 18,750.00
November 1, 1946 121, 593.75 18, 750. 00

972,750.00 150,000.00

"6. The parties hereto by written agreement by the Chief of the
Food Supply Mission and the Minister of Agriculture may amend
the schedules for making the transfers as provided in paragraphs
4 and 5 above and agree to make the transfers as required by the,
needs of the program.

Amendment of
transfer schedules.
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that has been made by the government of Peru. The provisions of 
article 3 of the extended Memorandum of Agreement signed June 1, 
1944, are considered to have been fulfilled as the result of contribu-
tions amounting to US$150,000 (S/.972,750) by The Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs, and S/.1,945,500 (US$300,000) by the Gov-
ernment of Peru, prior to the date of this agreement. 

"3. For the purpose of extending the agreements of May 19, 1943 
and June 1, 1941, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs will make 
available an additional sum of US$75,000 (S/.486,375), and the 
government of Peru will likewise make available an additional sum 
of S/.972,750 (US$150,000) for continuing the operations of 
SCIP.A. during the period August 31, 1945 through December 31, 
1946. 

"4. For the purpose of effectuating the objectives of this Ex-
tension Agreement, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs agrees 
to transfer to the account of SCIPA the sum of US$75,000 
(S/.486,375) on. the following basis, except that The Institute of 
Inter-American Affairs may withhold the estimated or actual 
amount of money required to cover orders and costs placed for 
SCIPA in the United States. Payments shall be in bimonthly con-
tributions as provided herein: 

September 1, 1945 
November 1, 1945 
January 1, 1946 
March 1, 1946 
May 1, 1946 
July 1, 1946 
September 1, 1946 
November 1, 1946 

U. S. Peruvian 
Dollars Soles 

9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87-
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88. 

75, 000. 00 486, 375. 00 

"5. The Government of Peru agrees to transfer to the account of 
SCIPA the sum of S/972,750 (US$150,000) on the following basis: 

September 1, 1945 
November 1, 1945 
January 1, 1946 
March 1, 1946 
May 1, 1946 
July 1, 1946 
September 1, 1946 
November 1, 1946 

Peruvian American 
Soles Dollars 

121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593.75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 

972, 750. 00 150, 000. 00 

or "6. The parties hereto by written agreement by the Chief of the 
Food Supply Mission and the Minister of Agriculture may amend 
the schedules for making the transfers as provided in. paragraphs 
4 and 5 above and agree to make the transfers as required by the 
needs of the program. 
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"7. All incomes accruing to the accounts of SCIPA as the result
of normal project operation, through the liquidation of projects,
or from whatever sources, will continue to be available to SCIPA
for the promotion of those projects from which the income has ac-
crued or, through mutual agreement between the Minister of Agri-
culture, the Chief of the Food Supply Mission and the Director of
SCIPA may be apportioned to other projects of SCIPA. Funds
contributed by The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which may
not have been expended or obligated by contract or other legal com-
mitment, proportionately with funds contributed by the Peruvian
Government, by December 31, 1946, shall be returned to The In-
stitute of Inter-American Affairs. The unexpended and unobli-
gated funds contributed by the Government of Peru and all ac-
crued income from project operations on December 31, 1946, shall
remain to the credit of the Peruvian Government with SCIPA.
"8. The funds contributed according to this agreement are to be
employed only for maintaining or extending projects contemplated
under the original agreement, and as provided for in the budget
approved August 16, 1943, and as elaborated in the budget approved
June 14, 1944, supported by Project Proposals approved by the
Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission
of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Peru and Director
of SCIPA, or as modified by them, except that no part of the addi-
tional funds contributed by The Institute of Inter-American Affairs
shall be utilized in projects involving poultry, fisheries or ware-
houses.
"9. The Chief of the Food Supply Mission of The Institute of Inter-
American Affairs in Peru shall continue as Director of SCIPA for
the life of this agreement.
"10. The Agreements of May 19,1943 and Juno 1, 1944, shall renmain
in full force and effect for the purpose of extending the cooperative
food production program through December 31, 1946, except as
specifically modified herein, and the provisions contained therein
will apply during the life of this agreement.
"11. This agreement shall terminate on December 31, 1946. It is
understood that during the life of this agreement, there will be an
orderly withdrawal of the activities of the Food Supply Division of
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Peru, and the gradual
assumption of its functions by the appropriate entities of the Minis-
try of Agriculture. , une , 19

LIMA, June 8, 1945

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF PERU

GODOFREDO A. LABIABnE
GoDoWmKo A. LARARTHs
Minister of Agriculture

Incomes accruing to
SCIPA.

Unexpended funds.
etc.

Use of funds.

Exception.

I)irector of SC(IlA.

'.7lr l. 111' . HII.. ;*!

Stlt. 14M.

Termination.

FOR
THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-

AMERICAN AFFAIRS

W. C. BRISTER
W. C. BRUSTB
Vice-President,

Institute of Inter-American
Affairs"
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"7. All incomes accruing to the accounts of SCIPA as the result 
of normal project operation, through the liquidation of projects, 
or from whatever sources, will continue to be available to SCIPA 
for the promotion of those projects from which the income has ac-
crued or, through mutual agreement between the Minister of Agri-
culture, the Chief of the Food Supply Mission and the Director of 
SCIPA may be apportioned to other projects of SCIPA. Funds 
contributed by The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which may 
not have been expended or obligated by contract or other legal com-
mitment, proportionately with funds contributed by the Peruvian 
Government, by December 31, 1946, shall be returned to The In-
stitute of Inter-American Affairs. The unexpended and unobli-
gated funds contributed by the Government of Peru and all ac-
crued income from project operations on December 31, 1946, shall 
remain to the credit of the Peruvian Government with SCIPA. 

"8. The funds contributed according to this agreement are to be 
employed only for maintaining or extending projects contemplated 
under the original agreement, and as provided for in the budget 
approved August 16, 1943, and as elaborated in the budget approved 
June 14, 1944, supported by Project Proposals approved by the 
Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission 
of The Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Peru and Director 
of SCIPA, or as modified by them, except that no part of the addi-
tional funds contributed by The Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
shall be utilized in projects involving poultry, fisheries or ware-
houses. 
"9. The Chief of the Food Supply Mission of The Institute of Inter-
American Affairs in Peru shall continue as Director of SCIPA for 
the life of this agreement. 
"10. The Agreements of May 19, 1943 and .Tune 1, 1944, shall remain 
in full force and effect for the purpose of extending the cooperative 
food production program through December 31, 1946, except as 
specifically modified herein, and the provisions contained therein 
will apply during the life of this agreement. 
"11. This agreement shall terminate on December 31, 1946. It is 
understood that during the life of this agreement, there will be an 
orderly withdrawal of the activities of the Food Supply Division of 
The Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Peru, and the gradual 
assumption of its functions by the appropriate entities of the Minis-

try of Agriculture. 

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF PERU 
GODOFREDO A. LABARTHE 
GODOIPREDO A. LABARTH10 

Minister of Agriculture 

LIMA, June 8, 1945 

FOR 
THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-

A 14.1ERICAN AFFAIRS 

W. C. BRIsTER 
W. C. MUSTER 
Vice-President, 

Institute of I nter-Anwrican 
Affairs" 

Incomes accruing to 
SCIPA. 

Unexpended funds,. 
etc. 

Use of funds. 

Exception. 

Director of SCIPA. 

Fortv awl ••11vrt t)f 
prtr 4LV!llIirltt 

Slat. Fit).. 
:434 14S4. 

Termination. 
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"MEMORANDUM DE CONVENIO

"La Republica del Peru y el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos, corporaci6n de la Oficina de Asuntos Inter-Americanos y de-
pendencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, acuerdan,
por el presente convenio, prorrogar el programa de producci6n de
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19 de
Mayo de 1943, y a su vez extendido en el Memorandum de Convenio
de fecha 10 de Junio de 1944, entre las dos partes contractantes,
bajo los t6rminos detallados a continuaci6n.
"1. - El programa de produccion de alimentos continuara llevandose
a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de
Producci6n de Alimentos (que en adelante se denominara el SCIPA)
y que fu6 creado por el Gobierno del Peru de acuerdo con los con-
venios del 19 de Mayo de 1943 y del 1° de Junio de 1944, arriba men-
cionados.
"2. -Las estipulaciones contenidas en el artfculo Cuarto del Con-
venio del 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas mediante la
contribuci6n de US$162,976.77 (S/.1,056,904.35), hecha por el Ins-
tituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos; y la contribuci6n de S/.1,056,-
904.35 (US$162,976.77) hecha por el Gobierno del Peru. Las estipu-
laciones contenidas en el articulo Tercero de la Pr6rroga del Con-
venio firmada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran cumplidas
mediante las contribuciones hechas por el Instituto de Asuntos
Inter-Americanos y por el Gobierno del Perui, en las sumas de
US$150,000 (S/.972,750) y S/.1,945,500 (US$300,000) respectiva-
mente, con anterioridad a la fecha de este convenio.
"3. - Para los fines de la extensi6n del Convenio de Mayo 19 de 1943,
y de la Pr6rroga del Convenio con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, el
Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos contribuira con una suma
adicional de US$75,000 (S/.486,375) y el Gobierno del Peri hara
asimismo una contribuci6n adicional de S/.972,750 (US$150,000);
con cuyo aporte conjunto se continuara el funcionamiento del
SCIPA durante el periodo Agosto 31 de 1945 a Diciembre 31 de 1946.
"4.-Para l1evar a efecto los objetivos de esta Pr6rroga del Con-
venio, el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos conviene en
transferir a la cuenta del SCIPA la suma de US$75,000 (S/486,375),
en la forma que se detalla a continuaci6n, con la inica excepci6n
de que el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos queda en libertad
de retener el valor calculado o real de pedidos colocados en los
Estados Unidos para el SCIPA, y dicho valor, en las sumas res-
pectivas, serf considerado dentro de las contribuciones bimensuales,
que serin como sigue:
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"MEMORANDUM DE CONVENT° 

"La Repithilea del Peril y el Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos, corporacien de la Oficina de Asuntos Inter-Americanos y de-
pendencia del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, acuerdan, 
por el presente convenio, prorrogar el programa de producciOn de 
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19 de 
Mayo de 1943, y a su vez extendido on el Memorandum de Convenio 
de fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, entre las dos partes contractantes, 
bajo los terminos detallados a continuacien. 

"1. — El programa de producciOn de alimentos continuark, llevandose 
a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-American° de 
Produccien de Alimentos (quo en adelante se denominara el SCIPA) 
y quo fué creado por el Gobierno del Peril de acuerdo con los con-
venios del 19 de Mayo de 1943 y del 1° de Junio de 1944, arriba men-
cionados. 

"2. — Las estipulaciones contenidas en el artfculo Cuarto del Con-
venio del 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas mediante la 
contribuciOn de US$162,976.77 (S/.1,056,904.35), hecha por el Ins-
titut° de Asuntos Inter-Americamos; y la contribucien de S/.1,056,-
904.35 (US$162,976.77) hecha por el Gobierno del Peril. Las estipu-
laciones contenidas en el artfculo Tercero de la Prerroga del Con-
venio firmada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran cumplidas 
mediante las contribuciones hechas por el Institut° de Asuntos 
Inter-Americanos y por el Gobierno del Peril, en las sumas de 
US$150,000 (S/.972,750) y S/.1,945,500 (US$300,000) respectiva-
mente, con anterioridad a la fecha de este convenio. 

"3. — Para los fines de la extensien del Convenio de Mayo 19 de 1943, 
y de la Prerroga del Convenio con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, el 
Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Americanos contribuira con una suma 
adicional de US$75,000 (S/.486,375) y el Gobierno del Peril hark 
asimismo una contribucien aclicional de S/.972,750 (US$150,000) ; 
con cuyo aporte conjunto se continuara el funcionamiento del 
SCIPA durante el perfodo Agosto 31 de 1945 a Diciembre 31 de 1946. 

"4. — Para llevar a efecto los objetivos de esta PrOrroga del Con-
venio, el Institut° de Asuntos Inter-.Americanos conviene en 
transferir a la cuenta del SCIPA la sums de US$75,000 (S/486,375), 
en la forma quo se details a continuacien, con is -Unica excepcien 
de que el Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Americanos queda on libertad 
de retener el valor c,alculado o real de pedidos colocados en los 
Estados Unidos para el SCIPA, y dicho -valor, en las sumas res-
pectivas, sera considerado dentro de las contribuciones bimensuales, 
quo serail come sigue: 
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D6lar
America

Setiembre 1° de 1945 9,375.
Noviembre 1° de 1945 9, 375.
Enero 1 ° de 1946 9, 375.
Marzo 1° de 1946 9,375.
Mayo 1° de 1946 9, 375.
Julio 1° de 1946 9, 375.
Setiembre 1° de 1946 9, 375.
Noviembre 1 ° de 1946 9,375.

75,000.

Soles
Peruanos

60,796. 87
60,796. 87
60,796. 87
60,796. 87
60,796. 88
60,796.88
60,796. 88
60, 796. 88

486,375.00

"5. -El Gobierno del Peru conviene en transferir a la cuenta del
SCIPA la suma de S/.972,750 (US$150,000) en la siguiente forma:

Soles Ddlares
Peruanos Americanos

Setiembre 1° de 1945 121,593. 75 18, 750. 00

Noviembre 1° de 1945 121, 593.75 18,750. 00
Enero 10 de 1946 121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00
Marzo 1° de 1946 121, 593.75 18,750. 00
Mayo 1° de 1946 121,593.75 18,750.00
Julio 1° de 1946 121, 593.75 18,750.00
Setiembre 1° de 1946 121, 593. 75 18,750. 00
Noviembre 1° de 1946 121, 593.75 18,750.00

972,750.00 150, 000.00

"6. - Las partes contractantes podran, con la aprobaci6n escrita del

Ministro de Agricultura, y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n

Alimenticia, modificar las fechas de las entregas fijadas en los parra-

fos Cuarto y Quinto anteriores, y acordar nuevas fechas de entrega

segin lo requiera las necesidades del progralna.

"7.-Todos los ingresos que incrementen las cluietas del S(CIPA,

como resultado de las operaciones norlllales de los proyectos, o por

medio de la liquidaci6n de proyectos, o debido a cualquier otro ori-

gen, seguiran a disposicion del SCIPA para el fomento de los proyec-

tos de los cuales provienen tales ingresos, o podriin ser asignados a

otros proyectos del SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de

Agricultura, el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia y el

Director del SCIPA. Los fondos contribuidos por el Instituto de

Asuntos Inter-Americanos que no hayan sido gastados, o asignados

para cubrir obligaciones pendientes u otros compromisos legales, en

proporci6n con los fondos contribuidos por el Gobierno Peruano, al

31 de Diciembre de 1946, seran devueltos al Instituto de Asuntos

Inter-Americanos. Al 31 de Diciembre de 1946, los fondos contri-

buidos por el Gobierno del Peril que no hayan sido gastados ni

es
anos

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

00
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Setiembre 1° de 1945 
Noviembre 1° de 1945 
Enero 1° de 1946 
Marzo 1° de 1946 
Mayo 1° de 1946 
Julio 1° de 1946 
Setiembre 1° de 1946 
Noviembre 1° de 1946 

Dolores Soles 
Americanos Peruanos 

9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375.00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 87 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375.00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 
9, 375. 00 60, 796. 88 

75, 000. 00 486, 375. 00 

"5. — El Gobierno del Peril conviene en transferir a la cuenta del 
SCIPA la surna de S/.972,750 (US$150,000) en la siguiente forma: 

Setiembre 1° de 1945 

Noviembre 1° de 1945 
Enero 1° de 1946 
Marzo 1° de 1946 
Mayo 1° de 1946 
Julio 1° de 1946 
Setiembre 1° de 1946 
Noviembre 1° de 1946 

Soles Ddlares 
Peruanos Amerleanos 

121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 

121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593.75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593.75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 
121, 593. 75 18, 750. 00 

972, 750. 00 150, 000.00 

"6. — Las partes contractantes podrein, con la aprobaciOn escrita del 
Ministro de Agricultura, y el Jefe de la MisiOn de ProducciOn 
Alimenticia, modificar las fechas de las entregas fijadas en los 'Arra-
fos Cuarto y Quinto anteriores, y acordar nuevas fechas de entrega 
segtin To requiera las necesidades del programa. 

"7. — Todos los ingresos que incrementen las cuentas del SC IP A , 
como resultado de las operaciones normales de los proyectos, o por 
medio de la liquidacion de proyectos, o debido a cnalquier otro ori-
gen, seguirtin a disposiciOn del SCIPA para el foment° de los proyec-
tos de los cuales provienen tales ingresos, o podriin ser asignados a 
otros proyectos del SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de 
Agricultura, el Jefe de la MisiOn de Produccion Alimenticia y el 
Director del SCIPA. Los fondos contribuidos por el Institut° de 
Asuntos Inter- Americanos que no hayan sido gastados, o asig-nados 
para cubrir obligaciones pendientes u otros compromisos legales, en 
proporciOn con los fondos contribuidos por el Gobierno Peruano, al 
31 de Diciembre de 1946, serail devueltos al Institut° de Asuntos 
Inter-Americanos. Al 31 de Dicierabre de 1946, los fondos contri-
buidos por el Gobierno del Peru que no hayan sido gastados ni 

3127 
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asignados para cubrir obligaciones pendientes, y los ingresos pro-
venientes del desarrollo de los proyectos, quedaran en el SCIPA
y abonados al Gobierno del Peru.
"8. - Los fondos contribuidos de acuerdo con este Convenio deberan
emplearse unicamente para el mantenimiento o expansi6n de los
proyectos contemplados en el convenio original, segun se estipula
en el presupuesto del 16 de Agosto de 1943, y en conformidad con
los detalles contenidos en el presupuesto aprobado con fecha 14 de
Junio de 1944, respaldado por los proyectos aprobados por el Mi-
nistro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenti-
cia del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos en el Peri y Director
del SCIPA, o modificados por ellos; quedando entendido que nin-
guna cantidad de los fondos adicionales con que debe contribuir
el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos sera invertida en
proyectos de avicultura, pesqueria o almacenes.
"9. - El Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Instituto
de Asuntos Inter-Americanos en el Peri, continuara actuando como
Director del SCIPA durante la vigencia del presente convenio.
"10. - Queda entendido que los Convenios de Mayo 19 de 194 3 y Junio
1° de 1944, quedan en plena vigencia y mantienen todos sus efectos
para la extensi6n del programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimen-
tos hasta el 31 de Diciembre de 1946, con excepci6n de las modifica-
ciones que se contemplan en el presente documento; debiendo las
estipulaciones generales contenidas en dichos Convenios, mantener
su vigencia por toda la duraci6n de este Convenio.
"11.-Este Convenio termina el 31 de Diciembre de 1946. Queda
entendido que, durante la vigencia de este Convenio, la Divisi6n
de Suministro de Alimentos del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos ira limitando progresiva y ordenadamente su actividad en el
Peri, al mismo tiempo que las entidades correspondientes del Minis-
terio de Agricultura se iran haciendo cargo gradualmente de dichas
funciones.

LIMA, 8 de Junio de 1945.

"POR EL INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS POR LA REPUBLIOA DEL
INTER-AMERICANOS PERU

W. C. BBISTE GoDorFDO A. LA&BrBT
W. C. BBSTB GODOOEno A. LAa.BTmr

Vice-Presidente del Instituto de Ministro de Agriiultura"
Asuntos Inter-Americanos.

It is a pleasure for me to inform Your Excellency that the pro-
visions of the Memorandum of Agreement as hereinabove set forth, by

67 Stat. 1405. which the Agreement of May 19, 1943, would be further extended to
December 31, 1946, except as modified by the said Memorandum of
Agreement, meet with the approval of the Government of the United
States of America. It is my understanding that those provisions
likewise meet with the approval of the Government of the Republic
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67 Stat. 1405. 
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asignados para cubrir obligaciones pendientes, y los ingresos pro-

venientes del desarrollo de los proyectos, quedaran en el SCIPA 

y abonados al Gobierno del Peril. 

"8. — Los fondos contribufdos de acuerdo con este Convenio deberan 

emplearse unicamente para el mantenimiento o expansion de los 

proyectos contemplados en el convenio original, seem se estipula 

en el presupuesto del 16 de Agosto de 1943, y en conformidad con 
los detalles contenidos en el presupuesto aprobado con fecha 14 de 
Junio de 1944, respaldado por los proyectos aprobados por el Mi-
nistro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la MisiOn de ProdueciOn Alimenti-

cia del Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Americanos en el Peril y Director 

del SCIPA, o modificados por ellos; quedando entendido que nin-

guna cantidad de los fondos adicionales con que debe contribuir 

el Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Americanos sera, invertida en 

proyectos de avicultura, pesqueria o almacenes. 

"9. — El Jefe de la Mision de ProducciOn Alimenticia del Instituto 

de Asuntos Inter-Americanos en el Peril, continuara actuando como 
Director del SCIPA durante la vigencia del presente conve,nio. 

"10. — Queda entendido pie los Convenios de Mayo 19 de 1943 y Juni° 
1° de 1944, quedan en plena vigencia y mantienen todos sus efectos 
para la extension del programa cooperativo de producciOn de alimen-

tos hasta el 31 de Diciembre de 1946, con excepciOn de las modifica-
ciones que se contemplan en el presente document°; debiendo las 

estipulaciones generales contenidas en dichos Convenios, mantener 

su vigencia por toda la duracion de este Convenio. 

"11. — Este Convenio termina el 31 de Diciembre de 1946. Queda 

entendido que, durante la vigencia de este Convenio, la Division 

de Suministro de Alimentos del Institut° de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-

canos ira limitando progresiva y ordenadamente su actividad en el 

Peril, al inismo tiempo que las entidades correspondientes del Minis-

terio de Agricultura se kali haciendo cargo gradualmente de dichas 

funciones. 

"POE EL INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS 
INTER-AMERICANOS 

W. C. Bruer= 

W . C. DUSTER 

Vice-Presidente del Institut° de 
Asuntos Inter-Antericanos. 

LIMA, 8 de Juni° de 1945. 

POE LA REPUBLICA DEL 

PERU 

GODOFREDO A. LAnARTsz 
GODOFREDO A. LABARnErg 

Minietro de Agricultura" 

It is a pleasure for me to inform Your Excellency that the pro-
visions of the Memorandum of Agreement as hereinabove set forth, by 
which the Agreement of May 19, 1943, would be further extended to 
December 31, 1946, except as modified by the said Memorandum of 
Agreement, meet with the approval of the Government of the United 
States of America. It is my understanding that those provisions 
likewise meet with the approval of the Government of the Republic 
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of Peru. This note, together with your reply indicating the ap-
proval of the Government of the Republic of Peru, will be considered
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the
subject, it being understood that this agreement shall be effective as of Effective date; du-
August 31, 1945, and that this agreement shall continue in force to
December 31, 1946.

I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the
renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

J. C. WHITE

His Excellency
Dr. MANUEL CISNEROS,

Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Lima.

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

Numero: (H)-6-3/239 LIMA, £2 de noviemnbre de 1946.
SENOR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a honra dar respuesta a la estimable nota de Vuestra Exce-
lencia nimero 199, de 30 de setiembre ultimo, en la cual tiene a bien
referirse a la del Excelentisimo Sefior John Campbell White, nimero
812, de 11 de junio del afio pr6ximo pasado, conteniendo los textos en
ingles y espafiol del memorandum de acuerdo suscrito el 8 de junio de
1945, por el sefior Ministro de Agricultura, ingeniero Godofredo A,
Labarthe, en nombre del Peri, y por el sefior W. C. Brister, por el
Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos-dependencia del Gobierno do
los Estados Unidos de Am6rica-por el cual prorr6ga el programa do
producci6n de alimentos hasta el 31 de diciembre de 19 6.

En respuesta, debo manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia que por Resolu-
ci6n Suprema N°. 473, expedida por el Ministerio de Agricultura con
fecha 8 de junio de 1945, se dispuso aprobar el citado convenio de
pr6rroga, referente a la continuaci6n del funcionamiento del Servicio
Cooperativo de Producci6n de Alimentos, como dependencia del Mi-
nisterio de Agricultura.

Tambien me es grato comunicar a Vuestra Excelencia que el Mi-
nistro de Agricultura, en nota reciente, expresa a este Despacho el
deseo de renovar sin modificaci6n alguna el contrato con el Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Producci6n de Alimentos. Tal deseo
se sustenta en el hecho de que la actual misi6n del Scipa lleva tiempo
en el pais y ha comprobado la comprensi6n de nuestros problemas
encontrandose, en el momento actual, en inmejorables condiciones para
rendir su maximo fruto. Por estas razones nuestra Embajada en los
Estados Unidos de America realiz6 gestiones para dicha renovaci6n.
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of Peru. This note, together with your reply indicating the ap-
proval of the Government of the Republic of Peru, will be considered 
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the 
subject, it being understood that this agreement shall be effective as of 
August 31, 1945, and that this agreement shall continue in force to 
December 31, 1946. 
I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the 

renewed assurance of my highest consideration. 

J. C. WHITE 

His Excellency 
Dr. MANUEL CISNEROS, 

Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Lima. 

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y CULTO 

Numero: (H)-6--3/239 

Sm.S.=OR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo a honra dar respuesta a la estimable nota de Vuestra Exce-

lencia nUmero 199, de 30 de setiembre Ultimo, en la cual tiene a bien 
referirse a la del Excelentisimo Selior John Campbell White, mimero 
812, de 11 de junio del ail° proximo pasado, conteniendo los textos en 
ingles y espaiiol del memorandum de acuerdo suscrito el 8 de junio de 
1945, por el se-1°r Ministro de Agricultura, ingeniero Godofredo A, 
Labarthe, en nombre del Peru, y por el seiior W. C. Brister, por el 
Institut° de Asuntos Interamericanos—dependencia del Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America—por el cual prorrOga el programa de 
produccion de alimentos hasta el 31 de diciembre de 1946. 
En respuesta, debo manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia que por Resolu-

cion Suprema No. 473, expedida por el Ministerio de Agricultura con 
fecha 8 de junio de 1945, se dispuso aprobar el citado convenio de 
prorroga, referente a la continuaciOn del funcionamiento del Servicio 
Cooperativo de ProducciOn de Alimentos, como dependencia del Mi-
nisterio de Agricultura. 
Tambien me es grato comunicar a Vuestra Excelencia que el Mi-

nistro de Agricultura, en nota reciente, expresa a este Despacho el 
deseo de renovar sin modificaciOn alguna el contrato con el Servicio 
Cooperativo Interamericano de Produc,ciOn de Alimentos. Tal deseo 
se sustenta en el hecho de que la actual misiOn del Scipa lleva tiempo 
en el pals y ha comprobado la comprensiOn de nuestros problemas 
encontrandose, en el moment° actual, en inmejorables condiciones pant 
rendir su maxim° fruto. Por estas razones nuestra Embajada en los 
Estados Unidos de America realiz6 gestiones para dicha renovaciOn. 

LIMA, LT de noviembre de 1946. 
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Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia, lossentimientos de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.
J DELGADO Y

Por el Ministro
JAVIER DELOADO YRIGOYEN

Al Excelentfsimo Sefior
PBENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y

Plenipotenciario de los Estado Unido s de America.-
Ciudad.-

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

Number: (H)--3/239 LIMA, November X, 1946.
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency's esteemed note number
199, [1] of the 30th of last September, in which you are pleased to re-
fer to that of His Excellency Mr. John Campbell White, number 812,ASS, p. 312z. of June 11th of last year, containing the texts in English and Spanish
of the memorandum of agreement signed on June 8, 1945, by theMinister of Agriculture, engineer Godofredo A. Labarthe, in the name
of Peru, and by Mr. W. C. Brister, for the Institute of Inter-American
Affairs-an agency of the Government of the United States ofAmerica-by which the food production program is extended until
December 31, 1946.

In reply, I must inform Your Excellency that by Supreme Resolu-
tion No. 473, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture on June 8, 1945, itwas decided to approve the said agreement for extension, with refer-ence to the continuing of the functioning of the Cooperative FoodProduction Service, as a branch of the Ministry of Agriculture.

I am also pleased to inform Your Excellency that the Minister ofAgriculture, in a recent note, expressed to this Office the desire to renewwithout any change the contract with the Inter-American CooperativeFood Production Service. Such desire is supported by the fact that
the present Scipa mission has been in the country some time and hasincreased the understanding of our problems, being, at the present
time, in the most favorable situation for obtaining the best results.For these reasons our Embassy in the United States of America took
steps for the said renewal.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency, theassurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.
J DELGADO Y

For the Minister
His Excellency JAVIE DELIADo YBGOYEN

PBENTCE COOPER,
Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary of the United States of America.
' [Not printed.] City.
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Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia, los 
sentimientos de mi Inas alta y distinguida consideracion. 

J DELGADO Y 

Por el Ministro 
JAVIER DELGADO YRIGOYEN 

Al Excelentisimo Sefior 
PRENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y 

Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America.-

Ciudad.-
Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
AND WORSHIP 

Number: (H)-6-3/239 LIMA, November 22, 1946. 
MR. AMBASSADOR : 

I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency's esteemed note number 
199, [1] of the 30th of last September, in which you are pleased to re-
fer to that of His Excellency Mr. John Campbell White, number sn, 
of June 11th of last year, containing the texts in English and Spanish 
of the memorandum of agreement signed on June 8, 1945, by the 
Minister of Agriculture, engineer Godofredo A. Labarthe, in the name 
of Peru, and by Mr. W. C. Brister, for the Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs--an agency of the Government of the United States of 
America—by which the food production program is extended until 
December 31, 1946. 

In reply, I must inform Your Excellency that by Supreme Resolu-
tion No. 473, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture on June 8, 1945, it 
was decided to approve the said agreement for extension, with refer-
ence to the continuing of the functioning of the Cooperative Food 
Production Service, as a branch of the Ministry of Agriculture. 
I am also pleased to inform Your Excellency that the Minister of 

Agriculture, in a recent note, expressed to this Office the desire to renew 
without any change the contract with the Inter-American Cooperative 
Food Production Service. Such desire is supported by the fact that 
the present Scipa mission has been in the country some time and has 
increased the understanding of our problems, being, at the present 
time, in the most favorable situation for obtaining the best results. 
For these reasons our Embassy in the United States of America took 
steps for the said renewal. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency, the 
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

J DELoAno Y 

For the Minister 
JAVIER DELoaAD0 YR100YEN His Excellency 

PRENTICE COOPER, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and 

Plenipotentiary of the United States of America. 

I [Not printed.] City. 



61 STAT.] UNITED KINGDOM-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-OCT. 13, 1947

Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting standardization of
distance measuring equipment for telecommunications. Signed at
Washington October 13, 1947; entered into force October 13, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND ON DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIP-
MENT

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland;

Considering the importance of standardization of the distance
measuring equipment (D.M.E.) as an aid to the safety of air naviga-
tion, and considering the immediate need, in view of the decisions
of the 1947 Atlantic City Radio Administrative Conference of the
International Telecommunication Union, for agreement on the radio
frequencies to be used for this purpose, have agreed through their
respective representatives as follows:

Article 1

On the coming into force of this agreement, standardization of
D.M.E. for civil aviation shall be in the 1000 Mc/s. band and not in
the 200 Mc/s. band.

Article 2

Until January 1, 1952, the United States of America shall, at the
request of the United Kingdom, install and operate United Kingdom
type D.M.E. in the 220-231 Mc/s. band at designated internatlional
airfields in the territory of the United States of America to be agreed
upon from time to time. The frequency 223 Mc/s. shall be used for
the ground responder and the frequency 228 Mc/s. shall be used for
the airborne interrogator.

Article 3

Beyond interference distance from the United States of America,
the United Kingdom proposes to use the band 200-235 Mc/s. for
D.M.E., and to complete the transition from this band to the 1000
Mc/s. band by January 1, 1954, as far as concerns designated inter-
national airfields.

Article 4

Until January 1, 1954, or until such time as the requisite equip-
ment is available from United Kingdom production, whichever is the
earlier date, the United States of America shall provide 1000 Mc/s.
D.M.E. free of charge for use at designated international airfields in
the territory of the United Kingdom to be agreed upon from time to

Standardization of
D.M.E.

Civil aviation.

Installatiioni by IT. S.
Of U. K. tyip, etc.

T. K. band beyond
interference distance
from U. S.

Free D.M.E.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting standardization of 
distance measuring equipment for telecommunications. Signed at 
Washington October 13, 1947; entered into force October 13, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND ON DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIP-
MENT 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland; 

Considering the importance of standardization of the distance 
measuring equipment (D.M.E.) as an aid to the safety of air naviga-
tion, and considering the immediate need, in view of the decisions 
of the 1947 Atlantic City Radio Administrative Conference of the 
International Telecommunication Union, for agreement on the radio 
frequencies to be used for this purpose, have agreed through their 
respective representatives as follows: 

Article 1 

On the coming into force of this agreement, standardization of 
D.M.E. for civil aviation shall be in the 1000 Mc/s. band and not in 
the 200 Mc/s. band. 

Article 2 

Until January 1, 1952, the United States of America shall, at the 
request of the United Kingdom, install and operate United Kingdom 
type D.M.E. in the 220-231 Mc/s. band at designated international 
airfields in the territory of the United States of America to be agreed 
upon from time to time. The frequency 223 Mc/s. shall be used for 
the ground responder and the frequency 228 Mc/s. shall be used for 
the airborne interrogator. 

Article 3 

Beyond interference distance from the United States of America, 
the United Kingdom proposes to use the band 200-235 Mc/s. for 
D.M.E., and to complete the transition from this band to the 1000 
Mc/s. band by January 1, 1954, as far as concerns designated inter-
national airfields. 

Article 4 

Until January 1, 1954, or until such time as the requisite equip-
ment is available from United Kingdom production, whichever is the 
earlier date, the United States of America shall provide 1000 Mc/s. 
D.M.E. free of charge for use at designated international airfields in 
the territory of the United Kingdom to be agreed upon from time to 

October 13, 1947 
IT. I. A. S. 1662] 

Standardization of 
D.M.E. 

Civil aviation. 

Installation by D. S. 
of U. K. type, etc. 

C. K. band beyond 
interference distance 
from U. S. 

Free D.M.E. 
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Maintenance, etc.
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Exclusions.
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time. The United Kingdom shall provide 200 Mc/s. D.M.E. free of
charge for use at the airfields agreed upon in accordance with Article
2. In each case the equipment will include an appropriate quantity
of spares.

Article 5

Each of the contracting Governments shall undertake to maintain
and operate the equipment installed on its territory and provided
under Article 4.

Article 6

The contracting Governments agree to consult and to exchange
technical data on 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E., and, as far as practicable, to
render to each other such assistance as may be necessary to expedite
the implementation of this agreement. They will also make such
information available to the other members of the International Civil
Aviation Organization.

Article 7

With the object of ensuring world-wide standardization on 1000
Mc/s. D.M.E. at the earliest possible date, the contracting Governments
shall limit the supply and installation of 200 Mc/s. D.M.E. to the es-
sential minimum requirements of civil air navigation during the period
up to January 1, 1954.

Article 8

The contracting Governments agree to consult together annually
for the purpose of reviewing the operation of the provisions of this
agreement and associated problems with the object of expediting the
general utilization of 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E.

Article 9
Such provisions of this agreement as may be found to be in conflict

with the provisions of the international radio regulations currently in
force will be reviewed with the object of removing the conflicts.

Article 10
The contracting Governments shall support actively the principle

of standardization on 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E. in the International Civil
Aviation Organization and the International Telecommunication
Union.

Article 11
British military ground installations situated over 100 miles from

territory of the United States of America, and United Kingdom state
aircraft (as defined in the Convention on International Civil Aviation
opened for signature at Chicago on December 7, 1944), except when
flying over or within 100 miles of territory of the United States of
America, are excluded from the operation of this agreement.

Article 12
In the present agreement the expression "territory" of either of the

contracting Governments means any territory to which the agreement
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time. The United Kingdom shall provide 200 Mc/s. D.M.E. free of 
charge for use at the airfields agreed upon in accordance with Article 
2. In each case the equipment will include an appropriate quantity 
of spares. 

Article 5 

Each of the contracting Governments shall undertake to maintain 
and operate the equipment installed on its territory and provided 
under Article 4. 

Article 6 

The contracting Governments agree to consult and to exchange 
technical data on 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E., and, as far as practicable, to 
render to each other such assistance as may be necessary to expedite 
the implementation of this agreement. They will also make such 
information available to the other members of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization. 

Article 7 

With the object of ensuring world-wide standardization on 1000 
Mc/s. D.M.E. at the earliest possible date, the contracting Governments 
shall limit the supply and installation of 200 Mc/s. D.M.E. to the es-
sential minimum requirements of civil air navigation during the period 
up to January 1, 1954. 

Article 8 

The contracting Governments agree to consult together annually 
for the purpose of reviewing the operation of the provisions of this 
agreement and associated problems with the object of expediting the 
general utilization of 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E. 

Article 9 

Such provisions of this agreement as may be found to be in conflict 
with the provisions of the international radio regulations currently in 
force will be reviewed with the object of removing the conflicts. 

Article 10 

The contracting Governments shall support actively the principle 
of standardization on 1000 Mc/s. D.M.E. in the International Civil 
Aviation Organization and the International Telecommunication 
Union. 

Article 11 

British military ground installations situated over 100 miles from 
territory of the United States of America, and United Kingdom state 
aircraft (as defined in the Convention on International Civil Aviation 
opened for signature at Chicago on December 7, 1944), except when 
flying over or within 100 miles of territory of the United States of 
America, are excluded from the operation of this agreement. 

Article 12 

In the present agreement the expression "territory" of either of the 
contracting Governments means any territory to which the agreement 
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applies, and shall include, in addition to Great Britain and Northern
Ireland on the one hand, and the territory of the United States of
America on the other hand, any territory to which this agreement
has been extended in accordance with the provisions of Article 13.

Article 13

At any time while the present agreement is in force its provisions
may, by a notification in writing by either contracting Government to

the other, be extended to any colony, overseas territory, protectorate,
or territory under mandate or trusteeship exercised by either of the
contracting Governments.

Article 14

This agreement shall enter into force upon the date of its signature. Entry into force.

IN WrrNESs WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized by

their respective Governments, have signed the present agreement.
DONE in duplicate at Washington this thirteenth day of October

1947.

FOR THB GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

GARRISON NORTON

Assistant Secretary of State of the United States of America

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN

AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

INVERCIIAPEL

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

at Washington
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applies, and shall include, in addition to Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland on the one hand, and the territory of the United States of 
America on the other hand, any territory to which this agreement 
has been extended in accordance with the provisions of Article 13. 

Article 13 

At any time while the present agreement is in force its provisions 
may, by a notification in writing by either contracting Government to 
the other, be extended to any colony, overseas territory, protectorate, 
or territory under mandate or trusteeship exercised by either of the 

contracting Governments. 
Article 14 

This agreement shall enter into force upon the date of its signature. 

IN wrrivEss WHIEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized by 
their respective Governments, have signed the present agreement. 
Do NE in duplicate at Washington this thirteenth day of October 

1947. 

FOR THE) GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMTIRICA : 

GARRISON NORTON 
Assistant Secretary of State of the United States of America 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 

AND NORTHERN IRELAND : 

INVERCIIAPEL 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
at Washington 

Entry into force. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Italy respecting a Jly 4, 147

foreign relief program in Italy. Signed at Rome July 4, 1947; entered [T I A-. s- l3]
into force July 4, 1947. And exchange of notes.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT

Concerning Assistance to Italy under the United States Foreign

Relief Program

ACCORDO FRA IL GOVERNO ITALIANO ED IL

GOVERNO DEGLI STATI UNITI DI AMERICA

per il programma assistenziale statunitense per I'estero
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Agreement between the United States of America and Italy respecting a  /lily 4, 1047  

foreign relief program in Italy. Signed at Rome July 4, 1947; entered [T. L A. S. JAM] 

into force July 4, 1947. And exchange of notes. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT 

Concerning Assistance to Italy under the United States Foreign 

Relief Program 

ACCORD() FRA IL GOVERN° ITALIANO ED IL 

GOVERN() DEGLI STATI UNIT! DI AMERICA 

per il programma assistenzhde statunitense per l'estero 
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61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 125.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT

Co0cening Assistance to Italy under the United States Foreign Relief Program

Whereas, it is the desire of the United States to provide relief assistance
to the Italian people to prevent suffering and to permit them to continue effec-
tively their efforts toward recovery; and

Whereas, the Italian Government has requested the United States Govern-
ment for relief assistance and has presented information which convinces the
Government of the United States that the Italian Government urgently needs
assistance in obtaining the basic essentials of life for the people of Italy; and

Whereas, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84, Eightieth
Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief assistance to the
people of those countries which, in the determination of the President, need
such assistance and have given satisfactory assurances covering the relief pro-
gram as required by the Act of Congress; and

Whereas, the Italian Government and the United States Government desire
to define certain conditions and understandings concerning the handling and
distribution of the United States relief supplies and to establish the general
lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief needs of the Italian people,

The Government of the United States of America represented by

James Clement DUMN, Ambassador of the United States of Amnerica
to Italy

-and the Italian Government represented by

Alcide Ds GaLsP2I, President of the Council of Minister
Carlo SFo=ZA, Minister for Foreign Affairs

have agreed as follows:

Article I

Furnishing of Supplies

(A) The program of assistance to be frnished shall consist of nsch types
and quantities of supplies and procurement, storage, transportation and ship-
ping services related thereto, as may be determined from time to time by the
United States Government after consultation with the Italian Government in
accordance with the Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, and
any Acts amendatory or supplementary thereto. Such supplies shall be

Types, quantities,
etc.

61Stat.,Pt. 1, p.125.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT 

Concerning Assistance to Italy under the United States Foreign Relief Program 

Whereas, it is the desire of the United States to provide relief assistance 
to the Italian people to prevent suffering and to permit them to continue effec-
tively their efforts toward recovery; and 

Whereas, the Italian Government has requested the United States Govern— 
ment for relief assistance and has presented information which convinces the 
Government of the United States that the Italian Government urgently needs 

assistance in obtaining the basic essentials of life for the people of Italy; and 
Whereas, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84, Eightieth 

61 Stat., rt. 1, p.12,5. Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief assistance to the 
people of those countries which, in the determination of the President, need 
such assistance and have given satisfactory assurances covering the relief pro-
gram as required by the Act of Congress; and 

Whereas, the Italian Government and the United States Government desire 
to define certain conditions and understandings concerning the handling and 
diei-,ribution of the United States relief supplies and to establish the general 
lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief needs of the Italian people, 

The Government of the United States of America represented by 

James Clement Durat, Ambassador of the United States of America 
to Italy 

-and the Italian Government represented by 

Alcide DE GASPER') President of the Council of Ministers 

Carlo SFORZA, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

Furnishing of Supplies 

Types, quantities, (A) The program of assistance to be furnished shall consist of such types etc. 
and quantities of supplies and procurement, storage, transportation and ship-
ping services related thereto, as may be determined from time to time by the 
United States Government after consultation with the Italian Government in 

stat.,Pt. 1, p.m. accordance with the Public Law 84, Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, and 

any Acts amendatory or supplementary thereto. Such supplies shall be 



ITALY-RELIEF PROGRAM-JULY 4, 1947

ACCORDO FRA IL

GOVERNO ITALIANO ED IL

GOVEHINO DEGI STATI UNITI DI AMERICA

per il programma assistenziale statunitense per I'estero

Considerato che e desiderio decli Stati Uniti di fornire assistenza al popolo

italiano per prevenire la sofferenza e per permettergli di continuare efflcacemente

il suo sforzo verso la ripresa; e
Considerato che il Governo italiano ha richiesto assistenza al Governo degli

Stati Uniti ed ha fornito indicazioni tali da persuadere il Governo degli Stati

Unili che il Governo italiano ha nrgente neeessita di assistenza per assicurare

le uecessita fondamentali di vita per il popolo italiano; e

Considerato che ii Congresso degli Stati Uniti ha con Legge Pubblica 84,

ottantesimo Congresso, del 31 maggio 1947 autorizzato la eoncessione di

aiuti alle popolazioni di quei Paesi che. a giudizio del Presidente, necetsitano

tale assistenza e che ahbiano date assicnrazioni soddisfacenti relative al pro-

gramma di assistenza richieste nell'Atto del Congreses; e

Considerato che il Governo italiano ed il Governo degli Stati Uniti deside-

rano definire alcune condizioni ed intese relative alla gestione ed alla distfibu-

zione dei rifornimenti assistonziali da parte degli Stati Uniti e stabilire le

direttive generali della lorn cnoperazione nel venire incontro alle necessita di

assistenza del popolo italiano.
I1 Governo italiano rappresentato da

Alcide DE GAASPERt Presidente del Consiglio dei Ministri

Carlo SFOIZA, Ministro degli Aflari Estcri

ed il Governo degli Stati Uniti rappresenlato da

James Clement DrN.r, Ambasciatore degli Stati Uniti di America praeo

la Repubblica Italiana,

banno convenuto quanto segue:
Art. 1

Fornitura di merci

(A) II programma di assistenza da svolgersi consisterl di quei tipi e quan-

tita di merci e delle relative operazioni di procacciamento, magazzinaggio,

spedizione e trasporto, che potranno essere stabiliti di volta in volta dal Governo

degli Stati Uniti, previa consultazione con il Governo italiano, in conformita

della Legge Pubblica 84, ottantesimo Congresso, del 31 maggio 1947, ed a qual-

siasi Atto contenente emendamento o integrazione di detta Legge. Tali riforni-
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ACCORDO FRA 

GOVERN° ITALIAN° ED IL 

GOVERN° DEGLI STATI UNIT! DI AMERICA 

per il programme assistenziate statanitense per l'estero 

Considerate che e desiderio degli Stati Uniti di fornire assisteuza al popolo 
Italian° per prevenire Ia sofferenza, e per permettergli di continuare effie,ac.emente 

il sue sforze verso la ripresa; e 
Considerato cite ii Govern° italiano ha richiesto assistenza al Govern° degli 

Stati Uniti ed ha fornito indica zioni tali da persuadere ii Govern° degli Stati 
Uniti the il Govern° italiano ha urgente neeessith, di assistenza per assicurare 

le necessita fondamentali di vita per il pepolo italiann; e 

Considerate cite ii Congress(' degli Stati Uniti ha con Legge Pubblica 84, 
ottantesimo Congress°, del 31 maggio 1947 autorizzate la eoncessione di 

aiuti alle popolazioni di quei Paesi che. a giudizio del Presidente, necesaitano 
tale assistenza e che abbiano date assicnrazioni soddisfacenti relative al pro-

gramma di assistenza richieste nell'Atte del Congress°; e 
Considerate che ii Govern° italiano ed ii Govern° degli Stati Uniti deside-

ran° definire alcune eondizioni ed intese relative alla ge.stione ed alla distribu-

zione dei rifornimenti assistenziali da parte degli Stati Uniti e stabilire le 

direttive generali della torn eneperazione nel venire incentro alle necessita di 

assistenza del pnpolo italiano. 

11 Goverue italiano rappresentato da 

Alcide DE GASPER!. Presidente del Consiglio dei Ministri 

Carlo SFORZA, Ministro degli Affari Estcri 

ed ii Govern° degli Stati Uniti rappresentato da, 

James Clement Dirmn, Anthasciatore degli Magi Uniti di Atnerioa presto 

to Repubblica Italiana, 

hanno convenuto quanto segue : 

Art. 1 

Pornitura di merei 

(A) II programma di assistenza, da svelgersi consister . di quei tipi e quan-

tith, di merci e delle relative operazioni di procacciamento, mag,azzinaggio, 

spedizione e trasporto, che potranno essere stabiliti di volta in volts dal Govern° 
degli Stati Uniti, previa consultazione con il Govern° italiano, in conforraita 
della Legge Pubblica 84, ottantesimo Congresso, del 31 maggio 1947, ed a qual-

siasi Atto eontenente emendamento o integrazione di detta Legge. Tali riforni-
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confined to certain basic essentials of life, namely, food, medical supplies, pro-
cessed and unprocessed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and
seeds.

(B) Subject to the provisions of Article III, the United States Govern-
ment will make no request, and will have no claim, for payment for United
States relief supplies and services as furnished under this agreement.

(C) The United States Government agencies will provide for the procure-
ment, storage, transportation and shipment to Italy of United States relief
supplies, except to the extent that the United States Government may autho-
rize other means for the performance of these services in accordance with pro-
cedures stipulated by the United States Government. All United States relief
supplies shall be procured in the United States except when specific approval
for procurement outside the United States is given by the United States Govern-
ment.

(D) The Italian Government will from time to time submit in advance
to the United States Government its proposed programs for relief import
requirements to be furnished by the United States. These programs shall be
subject to screening and approval by the United States Government and
procurement will be authorized only for items' contained in the approved
programs.

(E) Transfers of United States relief supplies shall be made unde arrange-
ments to be determined by the United States Government in consultation
with the Italian Government. The United States Government, whenever it
deems it desirable, may retain possession of any United States relief supplies
or may recover possession of such supplies transferred, up to the city or local
community where such supplies are made available to the ultimate consumers.

Article II

Dittribution of Supplies i Italy

Po t
, p 318 (A) All United States relief supplies shall be distributed by the Italian

Government under the direct supervision and control of the United States repre-
sentatives and in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The distri-
bution will be through commercial channels to the extent feasible and desirable.

Fiscal chargs. (B) All United States relief supply imports shall be free of fiscal charges
including customs duties up to the point where they are sold for local currency
as provided by Article mT.of this Agreement unless when because of price prac-
tices, it is advisable to include customs charges or government taxes in prices
fixed, in which case the amount thus collected on United States relief supply
imports will accrue to the special account rreferred to in Article . All United
StateS relief supply imports given free to indigents, institutions and others will
be free of fiscal charges, including custom daties.

iaison. (C) The Italian Government will designate a high ranking official who
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confined to certain basic essentials of life, namely, food, medical supplies, pro-
cessed and unprocessed material for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and 
seeds. 

(B) Subject to the provisions of Article III, the United States Govern-
ment will make no request, and will have no claim, for payment for United 
States relief supplies and services as furnished under this agreement. 

(C) The United States Government agencies will provide for the procure-
ment, storage, transportation and shipment to Italy of United States relief 
supplies, except to the extent that the United States Government may autho-
rize other means for the performance of these services in accordance with pro-
cedures stipulated by the United States Government. All United States relief 
supplies shall be procured in the United States except when specific approval 
for procurement outside the United States is given by the United States Govern-
ment. 

(D) The Italian Government will from time to time submit in advance 
to the United States Government its proposed programs for relief import 
requirements to be furnished by the United States. These programs shall be 
subject to screening and approval by the United States Government and 
procurement will be authorized only for items contained in the approved 
programs. 

(B) Transfers of United States relief supplies shall be made undo arrange-
ments to be determined by the United States Government in consultation 

with the Italian Government. The United States Government, whenever it 
deems it desirable, may retain possession of any United States relief supplies 
or may recover possession of such supplies transferred, up to the city or local 
community where such supplies are made available to the ultimate consumers. 

Article II 

Distribution of Supplies in Italy 

(A) All United States relief supplies shall be distributed by the Italian 
Government under the direct supervision and control of the United States repre-
sentatives and in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The distri-
bution will be through commercial channels to the extent feasible and desirable. 

(B) All United States relief supply imports shall be free of fiscal charges 
including customs duties up to the point where they are sold for local currency 
as provided by Article III of this Agreement unless when because of price prac-

tices, it is advisable to include customs charges or government taxes in prices 
fixed, in which case the amount thus collected on United States relief supply 
imports will accrue to the special account referred to in Article M. All United 

Staten relief supply imports given free to indigents, institutions and others will 
be free of fiscal charges, including custom duties. 

Liaison. (C) The Italian Government will designate a high ranking official who 
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menti saranno limitati ad alcune necessity fondamentali di vita e precisamente,
generi alimentari, medicinali, materie lavorate o grezze per vestiario, fertiliz-
zanti, anticrittogamici, combustibili e sementi.

(B) Salvo quanto previsto dall'articolo III il Governo degli Stati Uniti
non richiedera n6 pretendera il pagamento delle forniture assistenziali degli
Stati Uniti e relativi servizi corrisposti ai sensi di quest'Accordo.

(C) Gli Enti Governativi degli Stati Uniti provederanno al procaccia-
mento, magazzinaggio, trasporto e spedizione in Italia dei rifornimenti assi-
stenziali degli Stati Uniti, ad eccezione di quanto il Governo degli Stati Uniti
possa altrimenti stabilire autorizzando l'uso di altri mezzi per l'esecuzione di
questi servizi con modalita da stabilire dal Governo degli Stati Uniti. Tutti i
rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti saranno procacciati negli Stati Uniti
eccettuato il caso in cui il Governo degli Stati Uniti ne approvi specificamente
il procacciamento fuori degli Stati Uniti.

(D) II Governo italiano sottoporrl preventivamente di volta in volta al
Governo degli Stati Uniti le sue proposte relative ai programmi delle sue neces-
sita di importazioni assistenziali da fornirsi dagli Stati Uniti. Questi programmi
saranno sottoposti all'esame ed all'approvazione del Governo degli Stati Uniti
ed il procacciamento sara autorizzato solo per le voci contenute nei programmi
approvati.

(E) II passaggio di proprieta dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti
sara fatto in cpnformita di accordi da stabilirsi dal Governo degli Stati Uniti
in seguito a consultazione con il Governo italiano. II Governo degli Stati Uniti,
ogni qualvolta lo ritenga desiderabile, pub riservarsi il possesso di qualsiasi
rifornimento assistenziale fatto dagli Stati Uniti, oppure pub ricuperare il
possesso di tali rifornimenti gia trasferiti raggiungendoli fino alle citta o localitY
di distribuzione dove tali rifornimenti vengono messi a disposizione dei diretti
consumatori.

Art. II

Distribuzione dei rifornimenti in Italia

(A) Tutti i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti saranno distrihufti
dal Governo italiano sotto la diretta sorveglianza e controllo di rappresentanti
degli Stati Uniti ed in conformita ai termini di questo Accordo. La distribuzione
avra luogo, per quanto fattibile e desiderabile, valendosi di tramiti commerciali.

(B) Tutte le importazioni di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti
saranno esenti da oneri fiscali compresi i diritti doganali fino al momento in cui
sono venduti contro moneta locale come previsto dall'articolo III di questo
Accordo, salvo il caso in cui in relazione ad una determinata politics dei prezzi,
sia consigliabile includere gli oneri doganali o le tasse governative nei prezzi
fissati, nel qual caso le somme cost incassate sulle importazioni di rifornimenti
assistenziali degli Stati Uniti verranno accreditate sul conto speciale menzionato
nell'articolo III. Tutte le importazioni di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati
Uniti dati gratuitamente ad indigenti, Enti ed altri saranno esenti da oneri
fiscali, compresi i diritti doganali.

(C) II Governo italiano designera un Funzionario di grado elevato cni
eara affidato il compito del collegamento fra il Governo italiano ed i Rappre-
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menti saranno limitati ad alcune necessita fondamentali di vita e precisamente, 

generi alimentari, rnedicinali, materie lavorate .4) grezze per vestiario, fertiliz-
zanti, anticrittogamici, combustibili e sementi. 

(B) Salvo quanto previsto dall'articolo III il Governo degli Stati Uniti 

non riebiedera ne pretenderaii pagamento delle forniture assistenziali degli 
Stati Uniti e relativi servizi corrisposti ai sensi di quest'Accordo. 

(C) Gli Enti Governativi degli Stati Uniti provvederanno al procaccia-

mento, magazzinaggio, trasporto e spedizione in Italia dei rifornimenti assi-
stenziali degli Stati Uniti, ad eccezione di quanto ii Governo degli Stati Unit! 

possa altrimenti stabilire autorizzando l'uso di altri mezzi per l'esecuzione di 

questi servizi con modalita da stabilire dal Governo degli Stati Uniti. Tutti i 
rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti saranno pro cacciati negli Stati Uniti 

eccettuato ii caso in cui ii Governo degli Stati Unit! no approvi specificamente 

ii proeacciamento fuori degli Stati Uniti. 

(D) II Governo italiano sottoporra preventivamente di volta in volts al 
Governo degli Stati Uniti le sue proposte relative ai programmi delle sue neces-
sita di importazioni assistenziali da fornirsi dagli Stati Unit!. Questi programmi 

saranno sottoposti all'esarne ed all'approvazione del Governo degli Stati Uniti 

ed il pro cacciamento sara autorizzato solo per le voci contenute nei programmi 

approvati. 
(B) II passaggio di proprieta dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti 

sare, fatto in conformita di accordi da stabilirsi dal Governo degli Stati 17niti 
in seguito a eonsultazione con il Governo italiano. Ii Governo degli Stati Uniti, 

ogni qualvolia lo ritenga desiderabile, pub riservarsi ii possesso di qualsiasi 

rifornimento assistenziale fatto dagli Stati Uniti, oppure pub ricuperare ii 
possess° di tali rifornimenti gia trasferiti raggiungendoli fino alle citta o localita 

di distribuzione dove tali rifornimenti vengono mess! a disposizione dei diretti 

consumatori. 

Art. II 

Digtribuzione dei rifornimenti in Italia 

(A) Tutti i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Unit! iaranno distribuiti 

dal Govern() italiano sotto la diretta sorveglianza e controllo di rappresentanti 

degli Stati Uniti ed in conformita al termini di questo Accordo. La distribuzione 
avra luogo, per quanto fattibile e desiderabile, valendosi di tramiti commerciaii. 

(B) Tutte to importazioni di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti 

saranno esenti da oneri fiscali compresi i diritti doganali fino at momenta in cui 
sono venduti contro moneta locale come previsto dall'articolo III di questo 

Accordo, salvo il caso in cui in relazione ad una determinata politica dei prezzi, 

sia consigliabile includere gli oneri doganali o le tasse governative nei prezzi 
fissati, nel qual caso le somme cosi incassate sulle importazioni di rifornimenti 

assistenziali degli Stati Uniti verranno accreditate sal conto speciale menzionato 
nell'articolo III. Tutte le importazioni di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati 
Uniti dati gratuitamente ad indigenti, Enti ed altri saranno esenti da oneri 

fiscali, compresi i diritti doganali. 
(C) Il Governo italiano designera an Funzionario di grado elevate ad 

sari affidato il eompito del eollegamento Ira il Governo italiano ed i Rappre-
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shall have the responsibility of liaison between the Italian Government and the
United States representatives responsible for the relief program.

(D) The Italian Government will distribute United States relief supplies
and similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources without
discrimination as to race, creed, orpolitical belief, and will not permit the diver-
sion of any of such supplies to non-essential uses or for export or removal from
the country while need therefor for relief purposes continues. The Italian
Govenmlent will not permit the diversion of an excessive amount of United
States relief supplies and similar supplie produced locally or imported from
outside sources in the maintenance of armed forces.

(E) The Italian Government will so conduct the distribution of United
States relief supplies and similar supplies produced locally or imported from
outside sources as to assure a fair share of the supplies to all classes of the people
and will maintain a ration and price control system to that end, wherever
practicable.

(P) Distribution shall be so conducted that all classes of the population,
irrespctive of purchasing power, shall receie their fair share of supplies covered
in this agreement.

Article III

Ulriifaion of tu'& Aesing from 8We of United Bta &Spplies

(A) The prices at which the United States relief supplies-will be sold in
Italy shall be agreed upon between the Italian Government and the United
States Government

(B) When the United States relief supplies are sold for local currency, the
amount of such local currency will be deposited by the Italian Government
in a special account in the name of the Italian Government.

(C) Until June 30,1948, such funds shall be disposed of only upon appro-
val of the duly authorized repreeentatives of the United States Government for
relief and work relief purposes within Italy, inoluding local currency expenses
of the United States incident to the furnishing of relief. Any unencumbered
balance remaining in such aoeount on June 3, 1948, shall be disposed of within
Italy for such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or
Joint Resolution of Oongress, may determine.

(D) The Italian Government will, upon request, advance funds to the
United States representatives to meet local currency expenses incident to the
funishing of relief

B) While it is not intended that the funds accruing from sles of the Uni-
ted State relief supplies normally will be used to defray the local expenses of
the Italian Government in handling and distributing the United States relief
upplies, including local currency costs of discharging cago and other port

charges, the United States representatives will consider with the Italian Govern-
mrent the me of the ftnds to cover the unumal eost which would place an undue
hladen on the talan Govuinmeat
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shall have the responsibility of liaison between the Italian Government and the 
United States representatives responsible for the relief program. 

(D) The Italian Government will distribute United States relief supplies 
and similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources without 

discrimination as to race, creed, or politica' belief, and will not permit the diver-
sion of any of such supplies to non-essentild uses or for export or removal from 
the country while need therefor for relief purposes continues. The Italian 

Governnient will not permit the diversion of an excessive amount of United 
States relief supplies and similar supplies produced locally or imported from 
outside sources in the maintenance of armed forces. 

(E) The Italian Government will so conduct the distribution of United 

States relief supplies and similar supplies produced locally or imported from 
outside sources as to assure a fair share of the supplies to all classes of the people 
and will maintain a ration and price control system to that end, wherever 
practicable. 

(E) Distribution shall be so conducted that all classes of the population, 

irrespective of purchasing power, shall receive their fair share of supplies covered 
in this agreement. 

Article III 

Utilization of Funds dooming from Halm of United States Sup-plies 

(A) The prices at which the United States relief supplier will be sold in 
Italy shall be agreed upon between. the Italian Government and the United 
States Government 

(B) When the United States relief supplies are sold for local currency, the 
amount of such local currency will be deposited by the Italian Government 
in a special account in the name of the Italian Government. 

(C) Until June 30, 1948, such funds shall be disposed of only upon appro-

val of the duly authorized representatives of the United States Government for 
relief and work relief purposes within Italy, including local currency expenses 

of the United States incident to the furnishing of relief. Any unencumbered 

balance remaining in such account on June 30, 1948, shall be disposed of within 
Italy for such purposes as the United Staten Government, pursuant to Act or 
Joint Resolution of Congress, may determine. 

(1)). The Italian Government will, upon request, advance funds to the 

United States representatives to meet local currency expenses incident to the 
furnishing of relief. 

A) While it is not intended that the funds accruing from sales of the Uni-

ted Staten relief supplies normally will be used to defray the local expenses of 
the Italian Government in luandiine and distributing the United States relief 
supplies, including local currency costs of discharging cargo and other port 

charges, the United States representatives will consider with the Italian Govern-
*sent the use of the bomb to clover the unusual coals which would place an undue 
borders on the Italian Government. 
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sentanti degli Stati Uniti competenti per l'esecuzione del programma assisten-
ziale.

(D) 11 Governo italiano distribuira i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati
Uniti e le merci similari prodotte localmente od importate dall'estero senza
discriminazione di razza, religione od opinione politica e non permettera lo
storno di qualsiasi di tali merci ad usi non essenziali o la loro destinazione al-
l'esportazione o trasferimento dal Paese fintanto che permane la necessitb di
tali merci per scopi assistenziali. II Governo italiano non permettera lo storno
di un quatitativo eccessivo di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti o di
merci analoghe prodotte localmente o importate dall'estero per il manteni-
mento di forze armate.

(E) II Governo italiano regolera la distribuzione dei rifornimenti assisten-
ziali degli Stati Uniti c delle merci analoghe prodotte localmente o importate
dall'estero in modo da assicurare una equa quota dei rifornimenti a tutte le
classi della popolazione e manterra a tal fine un sistema di razionamento e di
controllo dei prezzi, sempreche ci6 sia fattibile.

(F) La distribuzione sara regolata in modo che tutte le classi della popo-
lazione, senza riguardo al loro potere di acquisto. riceveranno la loro equa quota
dei rifornimenti contemplati in questo Accordo.

Art. III

Utilizzazione dei fondi provenienti dalle vendite dei rifornimenti degli
Rtati Uniti

(A) 1 prezzi ai quali verranno venduti in Italia i rifornimenti assistenziali
degli Stati Uniti saranno concordati fra il Governo italiano ed il Governo degli
Stati Uniti.

(B) Allorche i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti saranno venduti
contro moneta locale l'ammontare di tale moneta locale verra depositato dal
Governo italiano a nome del Governo italiano stesso in un conto speciale.

(C) Fino al 30 giugno 1948 tall fondi saranno utilizzati, solo dietro appro-
vazione dei rappresentanti del Governo degli Stati Uniti debitamente autoriz-
zati, per fini di ainto ed opere di assistenza in Italia, comprese le spese sostenuto
in moneta locale dagli Stati Uniti relative alla fornitura di assistenza. Gli even-
tuali saldi attivi risultanti in tale conto al 30 giugno 1948 saranno utilizzati in
Italia per quegli scopi che ii Governo degli Stati Uniti potra stabilire, in
seguito ad Atto o Risoluzione ccngiunta del Congresso.

(D) 11 Governo italiano anticipera, su richiesta, fondi ai Rappresentanti
degli Stati Uniti per sostenere spese in moneta locale relative alle forniture as-
sistenziali.

(E) Benche non si intenda che i fondi derivanti dalla vendita dei riforni-
menti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti vengano di regola nsati per il rimborso di
spese locali sostenute dal Governo italiano nella gestione e distribuzione dei
rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti, inclusi i costi in moneta locale di
scarico ed altri oneri portuali, i rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti prenderanno
in esame con il Governo italiano l'uso dei fondi per far fronte a costi straordi-
nari che costituigsero nn gravame eccessivo per il Governo italiano.
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sentanti degli Stati Uniti competenti per l'esecuzione del programma assisten-
ziale. 

(D) Ii Governo italiano distribuira i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati 
Uniti e To merci similari prodotte localmente od importate dall'estero senza 
discriminazione di razza, religione od opinione politica e non permettera lo 

storno di qualsiasi di tali merci ad usi non essenziali o la loro destinazione al-

Pesportazione o trasferimento dal Paese fintanto che permane la necessita di 
tali merci per scopi assistenziali. Ii Governo italiano non permettera To storno 

di un quatitativo eceessivo di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti o di 

merci analoghe prodotte localmente o importate dall'estero per il manteni-
mento di forze armate. 

(E) Ii Governo italiano regolera Ta distribuzione dei rifornimenti assisten-

ziali degli Stati Uniti e delle merci analoghe prodotte localmente o importate 

dall'estero in modo da assicurare una equa quota dei rifornimenti a tutte to 
classi della popolazione e manterra a tal fine un sistema di raziouamento e di 

controllo dei prezzi, sempreche cid sin fattibile. 

(F) La distribuzione sara regolata in modo che tutte to elassi delta popo-

lazione, senza riguardo at loro potere di acquisto. riceveranno la loro equa quota 
dei rifornimenti contemplati in questo Accord°. 

Art. III 

Dtilizzazione dei fondi provenienti dalle vendite dei rifornimenti degli 

Stati Uniti 

(A) 1 prezzi ai quali verranno venduti in Italia i rifornimenti assistenziali 

degli Stati Uniti saranno concordati fra ii Governo italiano ed ii Governo degli 

Stati Uniti. 

(B) Allorche i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti saranno venduti 
eontro moneta locale Parnmontare di tale moneta locale verra depositato dal 

Governo italiano a nome del Governo italiano stesso in un conto special°. 

(C) Fino al 30 giugno 1948 tali fondi saranno utilizzati, solo dietio appro-

vazione dei rappresentanti del Governo degli Stati Uniti debitamente autoriz-

zati, per fini di aiuto ed opere di assistenza in Italia, comprese to spese sostenuto 
in moneta locale dagli Stati Uniti relative alla fornitura di assistenza. Gli even-

tuali saldi attivi risultanti in tale conto al 30 giugno 1948 saranno ntilizzati in 

Italia per quegli seopi the il Govern() degli Stati Uniti potra stabilire, in 

seguito ad Atto o Risoluzione congiunta del Congress°. 
(D) 11 Govern() italiano anticipera, su riehiesta, fondi ai Rappresentanti 

degli Stati Uniti per sostenere spese in moneta locale relative alle fornitnre as-

sistenziali. 
(E) Benehe non si intenda che i fondi derivanti dalla vendita dei riforni-

menti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti vengano di regola usati per il rimborso di 

spese locali sostenute dal Govern() italiano nella gestione e distribuzione dei 
rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti, inclusi i costi in moneta locale di 

scarico ed altri oneri portuali, i rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti prenderanno 
in esame con il Governo italiano l'uso dei fondi per fax fronte a costi straordi-
nari che costituissero nn gravame eecessivo per il Governo italiano. 
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(J) The Italan Government will each month mah e avilable to the Uni-
ted States repreentatives reports on collections, balances and expenditures
from the fund

(a) The Italian Government will assig ofitoals to eonfer and plan with
the United States repreentativee regardng the disposition of funds accruing
from sales and to asasu a prompt and proper use of such funds.

Article IV

Bdti ve Producio Food 0OosOew ai Use of BRewoeec to O&sdo
scief Need&

(A) The Italian Government will . ert all possible efforts to secure the
mairumnm produotion.anRd collection of locally produced supplies needed for
relief puiposes.

(B) The Italian Government will undertake not to permit any measures
to be taken involving delivery, sale or granting of any articles of the character
covered in this Agreement which would reduce the looaly produced supply
of such articles and thereby increaae the burden of relief.

(0) The Italian Government will furnish regularly eurrent information
to the United States representatives regarding plans and progress in achieving
this objective.

(D) The Italian Government affirms that it has taken and is taking, in-
sofar as possible, the economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs
and to provide for its own future reconstruction.

Artiele V

United SWtac MKiwi.

(A) The United States Government will attach to the United States Em-
basy In Bomet representatives who will constitute a relief mission and will,
in cooperation with the regular Embassy staff, discharge the responsibilities
of the United States Government under this Agreement and the Public Law 84,
Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947. The Italian Government will permit and
facilitate the movement of the United States representatives to, in and from
Italy.

(B) The Italian Government will permit and facilitate in every way the
freedom of the United States representatives to supervise, inspect, report and
travel thronghout Italy at any and all times and will cooperate fully with them
ai carrying out all of the provisons of this Agreement. The Italian Govern-

ment will turnish the neessary automobile transportation to permit the United
States representatives to travel freely throughout Italy and without delay.

(0) The United States representatives and the property of the mission
and of its persmonel shal enjoy in Italy the same privileges and immnnities

are enjoyed by the personnel of the United State Embassy in Italy and
the property of the Embassy and of its permaonL
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(7) The Italian Government will each month make avrellable to the Uni-
ted States representatives reports on collections, balances and expenditures 
born the fund. 

((1) The Italian Government will assign officials to 'confer and plan with 
the United. States representatives regarding the disposition of funds accruing 
from sales and to sem* a prompt and proper use of such funds. 

Article IV 

Effective Production. Food Collections mod Use of Resources to Banos 
Belief Needs 

(A) The Italian Government will eXert all possible efforts to secure the 
narimum production .and collection of locally produced supplies needed for 
relief purposes. 

(B) The Italian Government will undertake not to permit any measures 
to be taken involving delivery, sale or granting of any articles of the character 
covered in this Agreement which would reduce the locally produced supply 
of such articles and thereby increase the burden of relief. 

((3) The les *an Government will furnish regularly current information 
to the United States representatives regarding plans and progress in achieving 
this objective. 

CD) The Italian Government aferms that it bas taken and is taking, in-
sofar as possible, the economic measures necessary to reduce its relief needs 
and to provide for its own future reconstruction.. 

Article V 

United Maks Mission 

(A) The United States Government will attach to the United States Ern.. 
bossy in Rome, representatives who will constitute a mild mission and will, 
in cooperation with the regular Embassy staff, discharge the responsibilities 
Of the United States Government under this Agreement and the Public Law 84, 
Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947. The Italian Government will permit and 
facilitate the movement of the United States representatives to, in and from 
Italy. 

(B) The Italian Governnwat will permit and facilitate in. every way the 
freedom of the United States representatives to supervise, inspect, report and 
travel throughout Italy at any and all times and will cooperate fully with them 
in carrying out all of the provisions of this Agreement. The Italian Govern-
ment will furnish the necessary automobile transportation to permit the United 
States representatives to travel freely throughout Italy and without delay. 

(0) The United States representatives and the property of the mission 
and. of its personnel shall enjoy in Italy the same privileges and immunities 
as are enjoyed by the personnel of the United, States Embassy in Italy and 
the property et the Entbaisy and of its personnel. 
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(F) 11 Governo italiano presentera ogni mese ai rappresentanti degli
.Stati Uniti la situazione degli introiti, saldi e spese relativi al fondo.

(0) II Governo italiano nominera dei Funzionari per discutere e progettare
con i Rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti circa l'uso delle somme derivanti dalle
-vendite e per assicurare un pronto ed appropriato uso di tali somme.

Art. IV

Produzione effettiva. Ammasso di prootti alimentari ed wso deUe vioree
locali per ridurre le necessit& di asaistenzs

(A) II Governo italiano fara ogni possibile sforzo per assicurare il mas-
-aimo di produzione e di ammasso delle merci prodotte localmente necessarie ai
fini dell'assistenza.

(B) II Governo italiano si obblighera a non permettere che vengano prese
misure di qualunque genere implicanti consegna, vendita o cessione di qualsiasi
bene della natura contemplata in questo accordo e che possa ridurre il quanti-
tativo prodotto localmente di tale bene e di conseguenza aumentare l'onere
-dell'assistenza.

(C) II Governo italiano dara regolarmente notizie aggiornate ai rappresen-
tanti degli Stati Uniti sui progetti e sui progressi fatti in tale direzione.

(D) nl Governo italiano dichiara che ba preso e sta prendendo, nei limiti
del possibile le misure economiche necessarie per ridurre i suoi bisogni di as-
sistenza o per prowedere alia sua futura ricostruzione.

Art. V

M isaione americana

(A) II Governo degli Stati Uniti inviera presso l'Ambasciata degli Stati
Uniti in Roma dei Rappresentanti che costituiranno una missione assistenziale
e che, in cooperazione con il personale regolare dell'Ambasciata, amsolveranno
gli obblighi del Governo degli Stati Uniti ai sensi di questo Acordo e della
Legge Pubblica 84 ottantesimo Congresso, del 31 maggio 1947. II Governo ita-
liano consentira e facilitera i movimenti dei Bappresentanti degli Stati Uniti
per, in, e dall'Italia.

(B) I1 Go verno italiano consentira e facilitera in tutti i modi ai rappresen-
tanti degli Stati Uniti di sovraintendere, ispezionare, riferire e viaggiare libe-
ramente in Italia in qualsiasi momento, e di cooperare pienamente con loro per
realizzare tutte le disposizioni di questo Accordo. II Governo italiano fornirI i
necessari trasporti automobilistici per consentire ai Rappresentanti degli Stati
Uniti di viaggiare liberamente e senza ritardi in Italia.

(C) I Bappresentanti degli Stati Uniti ed i beni della missione e del sno
personale godranno in Italia gli stessi privilegi ed immunita goduti dal perso-
nale dell'Ambasciata degli Stati Uniti in Italia o dai beni dell'Ambasciat e del
suo personale.
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(P) 11 Govern° italiano presentera ogni mese ai rappresentanti degli 
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(0) II Govern° italiano nominera, dei Funzionari per disontere e progettare 
•eon i Rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti circa Puso delle somme derivanti dabe 
mendite e per assieurare nn pronto ed appropriato uso di tali somme. 

Art. IV 

Procluzione ellettiva. Amman° di prodotti alimentari ed Imo dark risme 
locali per ridurre be necessiti di aseirtenza 

(A) Ii Govern° italiano fara ogni possibile sforzo per assicurare II mae-
8lmo di prodnzione e di ammasso delle merci prodotte localmente necessarie ai 
thu dell'assistenza. 

(B) II Govern() italiano si obblighera a non permettere che vengano prose 
misnre di qualunque genere implicanti consegna, vendita o oessione di qualsiasi 
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tativo prodotto localmente di tale bone e di eonseguenza anmentare l'onere 
-dell'assistenza. 

(C) II Governo italiano dark regolarmente notizie aggiornate ai rappresen-
tanti degli Stati Uniti gni progetti e sal progressi fatti in tale direzione. 

(D) 11 Govern() italiano dichiara che ha prose e eta prendendo, nei limiti 
del possibile le misnre economiche necessarie per ridurre i suoi bisogni di as-
sistenza o per provvedere alla sna Altura ricostrnzione. 

Art. V 

N ieeione americana 

(A) 'II Govern° degli Stati Uniti invierit presso l'Ambasciata degli Stati 
Uniti in Roma dei Rappresentanti che costituiranno una missione asaistenziale 
•43 che, in cooperazione con il personale regolare dell'Ambasciata, assolveranno 
gli obblighi del Govern° degli Stati Uniti ai sensi di quest° Accord() e della 

Legge Pubblica 84 ottantesimo Congress°, del 31 maggio 1947. Ii Govern° ita-
liano consent Ira e faciliter16 i movimenti dei Rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti 

per, in, e dall'Italia. 
(B) Il Go vemo italiano consentira e facilitera, in tntti i modi ai rappresen-

tanti degli Stati ITniti di sovraintendere, ispezionare, riferire e viaggiare libe-
ramente in Italia in qualsiasi momento, e di cooperare pienamente con loro per 
realizzare tntte le disposizioni di quest° Accord°. 11 Govemo italiano lona* i 
necessari trasporti automobilistici per consentire ai Rappresentanti degli Stati 

Uniti di viaggiare liberamente e senza, ritardi in Italia. 
(C) I Rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti ed i beni della misaione e del sno 

personale godranuo in Italia gli stessi privilegi ed immunite, goduti dal perso-

nale dell'Ambasciata degli Stati Uniti in Italia o dai beni dell'Ambasciata e del 
sno personale. 
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Article VI

Freedom of United tates Press
omd Radio epresenatives to Observe and Report

The Italian Government agrees to permit representatives of the United
States press and radio to observe freely and report fully and without censorship
regarding the distribution and utilization of relief supplies and the use of funds
accruing from the sale of United States relief supplies

Article V-

Reports, tatistis and Informatio

A) The Italian Government will maintain adequate statistical and other
records on relief and will consult with the United States representatives, upon
their request, with regard to the maintenance of such records.

(B) The Italian Government will furnish promptly upon request of the
United States representatives information concerning the production, use,
distribution, importation and exportation of any supplies which affect the relief
needs of the people.

(C) In case United States representatives report apparent abuses or vio-
lations of this Agreement, the Italian Government will investigate and report
and promptly take such remedial action as is necessary to correct such abuses
or violations as are found to exist.

Article VIII

SPublWecy Regardiag Uaitld Statw Aittaanee

Marking. etc. ct
relief supplies.

(t) The Italian Government will permit and arrange full and oontinuous
publicity regarding the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and progress
of the United States relief program in Italy, including the utilization of funds
accruing from the sales of United States relief supplies for the benefit of the
people.

(B) All United States relief supplies and any articles processed from suoh
upplies, or containers of such supplies or articles, shall, to the extent practicable,

be marked, stamped, branded, or labelled in a conspicuous place in such manner
ato indicate to the ultimate consumer that such supplies or articles have been
furnished by the United States for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles
or containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded, or labelled,
all practicable steps will be taken by the Italian Government to inform the
ultimate consumer thereof that such supplies or articles have been furnished by
th. United States for relief asistance.
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Article VI 

Freedom of United States Press 
and Radio Representatives to Observe and Report 

The Italian Government agrees to permit representatives of the United 
States press and radio to observe freely and report fully and without censorship 
regarding the distribution and utilization of relief supplies and the use of funds 
accruing from the _sale of United States relief supplies. 

Article NTI 

Report:, Statistics and Information 

A) The Italian Government will maintain adequate statistical and other 
records on relief and will consult with the United States representatives, upon 
their request, with regard to the maintenance of such records. 

(B) The Italian Government will furnish promptly upon request of the 
United States representatives information concerning the production, use, 
distribution, importation and exportation of any supplies which affect the relief 
needs of the people. 

(0) In case United States representatives report apparent abuses or vio-
lations of this Agreement, the Italian Government will investigate and report 
and promptly take such remedial action as is necessary to correct such abuses 
or violations as are found to exist 

Article VIII 

•Psiblieity Regarding United aster Assistance 

(A) The Italian Government will permit and arrange full and continuous 
publicity regarding the purpose, source, character, scope, amounts and progress 

of the United States relief program in Italy, including the utilization of funds 
accruing from the sales of United States relief supplies for the benefit of the 

people. 
Marskuipnpgl.i es.eto. ot (13) All United States relief supplies and any articles processed from such relief  

supplies, or containers of such supplies or articles, shall, to the extent practicable, 
be marked, stamped, branded, or labelled in a conspicuous place in such manner 
as to indicate to the ultimate consumer that such supplies or articles have been 
furnished by the United States for relief assistance; or if such supplies, articles 
or containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped, branded, or labelled, 
all practicable steps will be taken by the Italian Government to inform the-
ultimate consumer thereof that such supplies or articles have been furnished by 
the United States for relief assistance. 
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Art. VI

Liberti per i rappresentanti della stampa e della radio degli Stati Uniti
di osservare e riferire

1 Governo italiano concorda nel permettere ai rappresentanti della stampa
e della radio degli Stati UTniti di osservare liberamente e riferire integralmente
e senza censura sulla distribuzione e utilizzazione dei rifornimenti assistenziali
e sull'uso delle somme derivanti dalle vendite dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli
Stati Uniti.

Art. VII

Relazioni statistiche c dati informalivi

A) I1 Governo italiano curera la redazione di adeguate statistiche e di
altri dati relativi all'assistenza e si consultcra con i rappresentanti degli Stati
Uniti, su loro richiesta, relativamente alla tenuta dei relativi registri.

(B) Tl Governo italiano fornira tempestivamente, su richiesta dei rap-
presentanti degli Stati Uniti, notizie concernenti la produzione, l'uso, la distri-
buzione, l'importazione e 1'esportazione di qualsiasi merce che influisca sulla
necessita di assistenza della popolazione.

(C) Nel case che i rappresentanti degli Stati Tniti facciano presenti pre-
sunti abusi o violazioni di questo Accordo, il Governo italiano, indaghera,
riferira e prendera subito quei provvedimenti necessari per eliminare quegli
abusi o violazioni che risultassero confermati.

Art. VTII

Pubblicitn relativa all'assistenza degli Stati Uniti

A) II Governo italiano consentira e organizzera la pulblicith piena
e continuata sui fini, provenienza, carattere, portata, nmmontare c sviluppo
del programma di assistenza degli Stati Uniti al'Italia, nonchP sulla uti-
lizzazione a beneficio della popolazione delle somme derivanti dalla vendita
dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti.

(B) Tutti i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti c qualsiasiprodotto
ottenuto dalla trasformazione di tali rifoinirenti o gli involucri in cui tali
rifornimenti o articoli sono contenuti, dovranno, nei limiti del possibile,
essere marcati, stampigliati, segnati a fuoco od etichettati, in maniera visibile
in mode da indicare al consumatore diretto bhe tali rifrinimenti od articoli sono

stati forniti dagli Stati Uniti per assistenza oppure se tali rifornimenti, articoli
o involucri non possano essere cosi marcati, stampigliati, segnati a fuoco od
etichettati, debbono essere presi dal Governo italiano tutti i possibili accorgi-
menti per informare il consumatore diretto che tali rifornimenti od articoli sono

stati forniti dagli Stati Uniti per secpi assistenziali.
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Art. VI 
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di osservare e riferire 

II Governo italiano concorda nel permettere ai rappresentanti della stanipa 
0 della radio degli Stati Uniti di osservare liberamente e riferire integralmente 

e senza c,ensura sulla distribuzione e utilizzazione del rifornimenti assistenziali 

e delle somme derivanti dalle vendite dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli 
Stati Uniti. 
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presentanti degli Stati Uniti, notizie concernenti In produzione, l'uso, In distri-

bnzione, l'importazione e l'esportazione di qualsiasi merce the influisca sulla 
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(C) Nel caso che i rappresentanti degli Stati Uniti facciano presenti pre-

sunti abusi o violazioni di questo Accordo, ii Govern() italiano. indagherb,, 

riferirk, e prendera subito quei provvedimenti necessari per eliminare quegli 

abusi o violazioni che risultassero confermati. 

Art. VIII 

Pubblicit4 relativa all'assistenza degli Stati Uniti 

A) Ii Governo italiano consentira e organizzera In pubblicita plena 

e continuata sui fiat, provenienza, carattere, portata, nnimontare e sviluppo 
del programma di assistenza degli Stati Uniti all'Italia, nonche sulla uti-

lizzazione a beneficio della popolazione delle sonune deny anti dalla vendita 

dei rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti. 
(B) Tutti i rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti c qualsiasiprodotto 

ottenuto dalla trasformazione di tali rifornirnenti o gli involucri in cut tali 
rifornimenti o articoli sono contenuti, dovranno, nei limiti del possibile, 

essere mareati, stampigliati, segnati a fuoco od etichettati, in maniera visibile 
in modo da indicare al consumatore diretto cbe tali riftanirnenti od articoli sono 

stati forniti dagli Stati Uniti per assistenza oppure se tali rifornimenti, articoli 

o involucri ton possano essere cost marcati, stampigliati, segnati a fuoco od 
etichettati, debbono essere presi dal Governo italiano tutti i possibili accorgi-

mend per informare ii consumatore diretto ehe tali rifornimenti od articoli sono 

stati forniti dagli Stati Uniti per secpi assistenziali. 
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Article IX

Trminati of Rdief Assistae

The United States Government will terminate anyor allof its relief assistance
at any time whenever it determines (1) by reason of changed conditions, the
provision of relief assistance of the character authorized by the Public Law 84,
Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, is no longer necessary (2) any provisions of
this Agreement are not being carried out (3) an excessive amount of United
States relief supplies, or of similar supplies produced locally or imported from
outside sources, is being used to assist in the maintenance of armed forces in
Italy, or (4) United States relief supplies or similar supplies produced locally
or imported from outside sources are being exported or removed from Italy.
The United States Government may stop or alter its program of assistance
whenever in its determination other circumstances warrant such action.

Article X

Date of Agreement

Effective date; du-
ration.

This Agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall continue
it force until a date to be agreed upon by the two governments.

DONE in duplicate in the English and Italian languages at Bonme,
this Fourth day of July, 1947.

For e
Gotenme of te Unitd States

of Aywela

For the
Italian Govprnment

P -" 7 19

[ames Clement Dunn l
I[De Gaeri.]
' [St8or]

t - yz j 6iu n
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Article IX 

Termination of Relief Aerietanoe 

The United States Government will terminate any or all of its relief assistance 
at any time whenever it determines (1) by reason of changed conditions, the 
provision of relief assistance of the character authorized by the Public Law 84,. 
Eightieth Congress, May 31, 1947, is no longer necessary (2) any provisions of 
this Agreement are not being carried out (3) an excessive amount of United 
States relief supplies, or of similar supplies produced locally or imported from 
outside sources, is being used to assist in the maintenance of armed forces in 
Italy, or (4) United States relief supplies or similar supplies produced locally 

or imported from outside sources are being exported or removed from Italy.. 
The United States Government may stop or alter its program of assistance 
whenever in its determination other circumstances warrant such action. 

Article X 

Date of Agreement 

This Agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall continue 
In force until a date to be agreed upon by the two governments. 

DONE in duplicate in the English and Italian languages at Borne* 
this Fourth day of July, 1947. 

For the 
Government of 4s United Make 

ot America 

For the 
Italian Government 

[James Clement Dunaj 
[De Gasped.] 

ilfltoma.1 
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Art. IX

Cessasione de'assisteta

II Governo degli Stati Uniti porrb termine a tutta o parte della sua attivita
di assistenza in qualsiasi momento venga accertato che (1) a causa delle mutate
condizioni, la fornitura di assistenza del tipo autorizzata dalla Legge Pub-
blica 84 ottantesimo Congresso del 31 maggio 1947 non sia pib necessaria (2) che
una qualunque delle disposizioni di questo Accordo non e stata esegnita (3) che
un eccessivo quantitativo di rifornimenti assistenziali degli Stati Uniti, o di
merci analoghe prodotte localmente, od impoitate dall'estero, e usata per
mantenere forze armate in Italia oppure (4) rifornimenti assistenziali degli
Stati Uniti o merci analoghe prodotte localmente o importate dall'estero vengono
esportate o trasferite dall'Italia. I1 Goveino degi Stati Uniti pub cesEare o
modificare il suo programma di assistenza ogni qualvolta altre circostanze a
suo giudizio lo richiedano.

Art. X

Data deU'Acoordo

Qaesto Accordo entrerb in vigore in data odiera. Esso rimarr in vigore
fino ad una data da convenirsi tra i due Governi.

FATTO in duplice esemplare in inglese ed in italiano in Roma, U1
quattro Luglio 1947.

Per i'

Per il Governo italiaO Governo degli Stati Uniti di Amerio
.t .-

o1 _/2 L;7

V/
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Art. IX 

Cessasione dell'assistenea 

II Governo degli Stati 17niti pont termine a tntta o parte della sna attivitA 
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Data derl'Aceordo 

Quest° Aecordo entrerh in vigore in data odierna. Esse rimarra in vigore 

lino ad una data da eonvenirsi tra i due Govern]. 

FATTO in duplice esemplare in inglese ed in Ransil() in Roma, H 

quattro Lnglio 1947. 

Per 4 Governo {tattoo 

001VrixL7 

Per ii 

Governo degli Stati Uniti di America 
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The American Ambassador to the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

F. o. 18 Rome, July 4, 1947.
EXCELLENCY,

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement signed today by our
two Governments providing for the extension of relief to Italy under
the United States Foreign Relief Program, and in that connection
I take pleasure in advising Your Excellency of certain interpretations
which my Government places upon those clauses of the Agreement
which have given rise to oral queries on the part of the Italian Govern-
ment. These are identified below by reference to the pertinent
Articles and sub-Articles of the Agreement.

Ant, p. 313 Article I (D): In response to the suggestion advanced by the
Italian Government, the text of the Agreement has been changed
to provide that the Government need submit to the United States
Government, in advance, its proposed programs for relief import
requirements only in the case of United States relief supplies. It is
understood however that the United States Government will expect
to receive through its Embassy in Rome pertinent information con-
cerning supplies from other sources.

Ante, p. 313 Article I (E): Although my Government recognizes the delicate
problems that may arise from the second sentence of Article I (E),

61tat., Pt. , p. 125. we are specifically instructed by the Act of Congress of May 31, 1947,
as follows: "When it is deemed desirable by the Field Administrator

Ante, p. 3142. (Note: Head of the Field Mission described in Article V of the
Agreement) ....... such missions shall be empowered to retain
possession of such supplies up to the city or local community where
such supplies are actually made available to the ultimate consumers".

This provision of Article I (E) is therefore obligatory. It is recog-
nized, however, that it would be invoked only under highly unusual
circumstances and only if other normal distribution arrangements
fail to assure proper implementation of the Agreement.

Ante, p. 3138 Article II (A): This Article does not in any way require exclusive
use of commercial channels for the distribution of United States relief
supplies. So long as an equitable distribution to consumers is main-
tained, it is agreed that the channels now used by the Italian Govern-
ment for similar imports may be used whenever suitable, subject to
change in the light of unforeseen circumstances.

Ante, p. 3138. Article II (B): The validity of the point raised by the Italian Gov-
ernment with respect to the imposition of customs duties and other
charges has been recognized. It is not the intention of the Agreement
to require a dual pricing system within Italy for commodities ob-
tained from two or more sources. The procedure for assuring collec-
tions of these taxes and fiscal charges and for determining proper ac-

e, p. 3140. cruals to the special account described in Article II (B) can be worked
out as part of the pricing procedures described in Article HI (A) with
the understanding, however, that those relief supplies which are given
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The American Ambassador to the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

F. 0. 318 

EXCELLENCY, 
I have the honor to refer to the Agreement signed today by our 

two Governments providing for the extension of relief to Italy under 
the United States Foreign Relief Program, and in that connection 
I take pleasure in advising Your Excellency of certain interpretations 
which my Government places upon those clauses of the Agreement 
which have given rise to oral queries on the part of the Italian Govern-
ment. These are identified below by reference to the pertinent 
Articles and sub-Articles of the Agreement. 

Article I (D): In response to the suggestion advanced by the 
Italian Government, the text of the Agreement has been changed 
to provide that the Government need submit to the United States 
Government, in advance, its proposed programs for relief import 
requirements only in the case of United States relief supplies. It is 
understood however that the United States Government will expect 
to receive through its Embassy in Rome pertinent information con-
cerning supplies from other sources. 

Article I (E): Although my Government recognizes the delicate 
problems that may arise from the second sentence of Article I (E), 
we are specifically instructed -by the Act of Congress of May 31, 1947, 
as follows: "When it is deemed desirable by the Field Administrator 
(Note: Head of the Field Mission described in Article V of the 
Agreement)   such missions shall be empowered to retain 
possession of such supplies up to the city or local community where 
such supplies are actually made available to the ultimate consumers". 

This provision of Article I (E) is therefore obligatory. It is recog-
nized, however, that it would be invoked only under highly unusual 
circumstances and only if other normal distribution arrangements 
fail to assure proper implementation of the Agreement. 

Article II (A): This Article does not in any way require exclusive 
use of commercial channels for the distribution of United States relief 
supplies. So long as an equitable distribution to consumers is main-
tained, it is agreed that the channels now used by the Italian Govern-
ment for similar imports may be used whenever suitable, subject to 
change in the light of unforeseen circumstances. 

Article II (B): The validity of the point raised by the Italian Gov-
ernment with respect to the imposition of customs duties and other 
charges has been recognized. It is not the intention of the Agreement 
to require a dual pricing system within Italy for commodities ob-
tained from two or more sources. The procedure for assuring collec-
tions of these taxes and fiscal charges and for determining proper ac-
cruals to the special account described in Article HI (B) can be worked 
out as part of the pricing procedures described in Article III (A) with 
the understanding, however, that those relief supplies which are given 
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free to indigents, institutions and others will not be subject to any
fiscal charges payable by the recipients.

Article IV (A): With respect to the word "collection" in the English
text of the Agreement, it is the intent and explicit provision of the
Act of Congress and of the Agreement that during the period of time
relief is received under the Act the recipient Governments shall insofar
as possible take the economic measures necessary to reduce their
relief needs. This would involve, in the case of food items such as
cereals and olive oil, maximum efforts by the Italian Government to
bring into its amassing system whatever amounts can feasibly be
collected.

On the other hand, it is not the intention of the United States
Government to require Italian Government-administered amassing
of items that do not lend themselves to this technique or have not
previously been so collected. The meaning of the English word
"collection" in these instances will depend upon the particular com-
modity in question and the determination of the most appropriate
and practical methods to promote flow of the locally produced sup-
plies to consumers in such a manner as to assure that all classes of
consumers, regardless of purchasing power, receive their fair share
(although not necessarily an equal share) of the supplies, and that
in no event shall there be discrimination as to race, creed or political
belief.

This therefore becomes a matter to be worked out in Rome between
the Italian Government and the United States Embassy, for each
commodity included in the relief program.

Article IV (D): The Italian Government has pointed out its desire
of reserving maximum autonomy and flexibility in facing its economic
difficulties. The United States Government wishes to make clear
that nothing in Article IV(D)is intended to derogate Italian inde-
pendence or sovereignty in taking the economic measures demanded
by situations that may arise, so long as the spirit of cooperation and
goodwill are observed in the implementation of this Agreement. In
earlier discussions held between representatives of the Unlited States
Government and the Italian Government regarding this Article IV
(D), considerable attention was directed to the problem of exporting
commodities such as olive oil, rice and seed wheat. These questions,
although generally pertinent to Article IV (D), are particularly per-
tinent to Articles II (D), IV (B), and IX (4). My Government has
authorized me to furnish you the following legal opinion. I believe
that this interpretation adequately covers the points raised by the
Italian Government in the general discussions on Article IV (D):

"If a portion of such supplies or articles (i.e., articles produced
locally or imported from outside sources that are of the same character
or similar to the United States relief supplies), even though sub-
stitutable for United States relief supplies could be exported in
exchange for corresponding or greater quantities of other items also
substitutable for United States relief items, the relief needs of the
country could be more adequately met . . . . . . Thus, a locally pro-
duced quantity of rice might be exchangeable for a greater quantity
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of wheat which could then form an important supplement to wheat
furnished by the United States. Exports of this character should
probably be permitted only when the relatively greater relief need
for the imported items can be clearly established".

It should be understood, however, that any arrangements for
exports of the above nature will be subject to prior agreement
between the Italian Government and the United States Relief Repre-
sentatives in Italy.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

JAMES CLEMENT DUNN
His Excellency

COUNT CARLo SFORZA
Minister of Foreign Affairs

Rome.

The Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador
S-ISTERO DEEGLI AFbAEI BSTB1I

SIGNOR AMBASCIATORE,
Ho l'onore di accusare ricevuta della Sua Nota in data odierna n.

318, del tenore seguente:

"I have the honor to refer to the Agreement signed today by Your
Excellency and myself providing for the extension of relief to Italy
under the United States Foreign Relief Program, and in that connec-
tion I take pleasure in advising Your Excellency of certain interpreta-
tions which my Governement places upon those clauses of the Agree-
ment which have given rise to oral queries on the part of the Italian
Government. These are identified below by reference to the perti-
nent Articles and sub-Articles of the Agreement.

Article I (D): In response to the suggestion advanced by the
Italian Government, the text of the Agreement has been changed to
provide that the Government need submit to the United States
Government, in advance, its proposed programs for relief import
requirements only in the case of United States relief supplies. It is
understood however that the United States Government will expect
to receive through its Embassy in Rome pertinent information
concerning supplies from other sources.

Article I (E): Although my Government recognizes the delicate
problems that may arise from the second sentence of Article I (E),
we are specifically instructed by the Act of Congress of May 31, 1947,
as follows:
"When it Sis deemed desiderable by the Field Administrator (Note:
Head of the Field Mission described in Article V of the Agree-
ment) ....... such missions shall be empowered to retain pos-
session of such supplies up to the city or local community where such
supplies are actually made available to the ultimate consumers".
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This provision of Article I (E) is therefore obligatory. It is recog-
nized, however, that it would be invoked only under highly unusual
circumstances and only if other normal distribution arrangements
fail to assure proper implementation of the Agreement.

Article II (A): This Article does not in any way require exclusive
use of commercial channels for the distribution of United States re-
lief supplies. So long as an equitable distribution to consumers is
maintained, it is agreed that the channels now used by the Italian
Government for similar imports may be used whenever suitable,
subject to change in the light of unforeseen circumstances.

Article II (B): The validity of the point raised by the Italian Gov-
ernment with respect to the imposition of customs duties and other
charges has been recognized. It is not the intention of the Agree-
ment to require a dual pricing system within Italy for commodities
obtained from two or more sources. The procedure for assuring col-
lections of these taxes and fiscal charges and for determining proper
accruals to the special account described in Article III (B) can be
worked out as part of the pricing procedures described in Article III
(A) with the understanding, however, that those relief supplies which
are given free to indigents, institutions and others will not be subject
to any fiscal charges payable by the recipients.

Article IV (A): With respect to the word "collection" in the English
text of the Agreement, it is the intent and explicit provision of the
Act of Congress and of the Agreement that during the period of time
relief is received under the Act the recipient Government shall insofar
as possible take the economic measures necessary to reduce their
relief needs. This would involve, in the case of food items such as
cereals and olive oil, maximum efforts by the Italian Government to
bring into its amassing sistem whatever amounts can feasibly be
collected.

On the other hand, it is not the intention of the United States
Government to require Italian Government-administered amassilg
of items that do not lend themselves to this technique or have not
previously been so collected. The meaning of the English word
"collection" in these instances will depend upon the particular com-
modity in question and the determination of the most appropriate
and practical methods to promote flow of the locally produced supplies
to consumers, in such a manner as to assure that all classes of con-
sumers, regardless of purchasing power, receive their fair share (al-
though not necessarily en equal share) of the supplies, and that in
no event shall there be discrimination as to race, creed or political
belief.

This therefore becomes a matter to be worked out in Rome between
the Italian Government and the United States Embassy, for each
commodity included in the relief program.

Article IV (D): The Italian Government has pointed out its desire
of reserving maximum autonomy and flexibility in facing its economic
difficulties. The United States Government wishes to make clear
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that nothing in Article IV (D) is intended to derogate Italian inde-
pendence or sovereignty in taking the economic measures demanded
by situations that may arise, so long as the spirit of cooperation and
goodwill are observed in the implementation of this Agreement. In
earlier discussions held between representatives of the United States
Government and the Italian Government regarding this Article
IV (D), considerable attention was directed to the problem of ex-
porting commodities such as olive oil, rice and seed wheat. These
questions, although generally pertinent to Article IV (D), are partic-
ularly pertinent to Articles II (D), IV (B), and IX (4). My
Government has authorized me to furnish you the following legal
opinion. I believe that this interpretation adequately covers the
points raised by the Italian Government in the general discussions
on Article IV (D):

"If a portion of such supplies or articles (i.e., articles produced
locally or imported from outside sources that are of the same character
or similar to the United States relief supplies), even though substitu-
table for United States relief supplies could be exported in exchange for
corresponding or greater quantities of other items also substitutable
for United States relief items, the relief needs of the country could be
more adequately met ......... Thus, a locally produced quantity
of rice might be exchangeable for a greater quantity of wheat which
could then form an important supplement to wheat furnished by the
United States. Exports of this character should probably be permitted
only when the relatively greater relief need for the imported items
can be clearly established".

It should be understood, however, that any arrangements for
exports of the above nature will be subject to prior agreement between
the Italian Government and the United States Relief Representatives
in Italy".

Ho l'onore di informarLa che il Governo Italiano ha preso buona
nota di tale comunicazione.

Mi torna gradita l'occasione per rinnovarLe, Signor Ambasciatore,
l'assicurazione della mia piil alta considerazione.

SFORZA
RoMA, 4 Luglio 1947.

S. E. JAMES CLEMENT DUNN
Ambasciatore degli S. U.A.

Roma

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOBEIGN AFFAIRS

MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 318,
dated today, of which the contents are as follows:

[For English text of note no. 318, see pp. 3148-3150.]
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I have the honor to inform you that the Italian Government has
taken careful note of this communication.

I avail myself of the occasion to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador,
the assurances of my highest consideration.

SFORZA
ROME, July 4, 1947.

His Excellency
JAMES CLEMENT DUNN

Ambassador of the United States of America
Rome
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September5,'I7 Agreement between the United States of America and Siam respecting
T.I.A.8. the exchange of offiial publications. Effected by exchange of notes

signed at Bangkok September 5, 1947; entered into force September 5,
1947.

The American Ambassador to the Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A ARTWOAN EMBASSY,

BANGKOK, STAM.
No. 852 September 6,1947.

EXCELLErNCY :

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken
place between representatives of the Government of the United States
of America and representatives of the Government of Siam in regard
to the exchange of official publications, and to inform Your Excellency
that the Government of the United States of America agrees that there
shall be an exchange of official publications between the two Govern-
ments in accordance with the following provisions:

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy of
each of its official publications which is indicated in a selected
list prepared by the other Government and communicated
through diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the
present agreement. The list of publications selected by each
Government may be revised from time to time and may be
extended, without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, to
include any other official publication of the other Government
not specified in the list, or publications of new offices which the
other Government may establish in the future.

2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the Government of the United States of America shall be the
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the
transmission of publications of the Government of Siam shall be
the National Library.

8. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United States
of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the King-
dom of Siam by the National Library.

4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two Govern-
ments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a public
character, or confidential publications.

6. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agree-
ment in connection with the transportation within its own country
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of the publications of both Governments and the shipment of its
own publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably
convenient to the exchange office of the other Government.

6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modification
of any existing exchange agreement between a department or
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency
of the other Government.

Upon the receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that the
foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Siam, the
Government of the United States of America will consider that this
note and your reply constitute an agreement between the two Govern-
ments on this subject, the agreement to enter into force on the date of
your note in reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

EDWIN F. STANTON

His Excellency,
LUANG ARTr'HAK IT BANOMYONO,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Bangkok.

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
SARANROMI PALACE.

No. 9800/2490 5th September, 1947.

MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,

With reference to Your Excellency's Note of today's date, and to
the conversations between representatives of the Government of Siam

and representatives of the Government of the United States of

America in regard to the exchange of official publications, I have the

honour to inform Your Excellency that the Government of Siam

agrees that there shall be an exchange of official publications between

the two Governments in accordance with the following provisions:

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy of

each of its official publications which is indicated in a selected list
prepared by the other Government and communicated through

diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present
agreement. The list of publications selected by each Government

may be revised from time to time and may be extended, without the

necessity of subsequent negotiations, to include any other official
publication of the other Government not specified in the list, or

publications of new offices which the other Government may estab-
lish in the future.
2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications of

the Government of the United States of America shall be the
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
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convenient to the exchange office of the other Government. 

6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modification 
of any existing exchange agreement between a department or 
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency 
of the other Government. 

Upon the receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that the 
foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Siam, the 
Government of the United States of America will consider that this 
note and your reply constitute an agreement between the two Govern-
ments on this subject, the agreement to enter into force on the date of 
your note in reply. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

EDWIN F. STANTON 

His Excellency, 
LUANG ARTITIAKITTI BANOMYONG, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Bangkok. 

The Siamese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTRY or FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 

SARANROM PALACE. 

No. 9800/2490 5th September, 1947. 

MONSIEUR L1AMBASSADEUR, 

With reference to Your Excellency's Note of today's date, and to 
the conversations between representatives of the Government of Siam 
and representatives of the Government of the United States of 
America in regard to the exchange of official publications, I have the 
honour to inform Your Excellency that the Government of Siam 
agrees that there shall be an exchange of official publications between 
the two Governments in accordance with the following provisions: 

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy of 
each of its official publications which is indicated in a selected list 
prepared by the other Government and communicated through 
diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present 
agreement. The list of publications selected by each Government 
may be revised from time to time and may be extended, without the 
necessity of subsequent negotiations, to include any other official 
publication of the other Government not specified in the list, or 
publications of new offices which the other Government may estab-

lish in the future. 
2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications of 
the Government of the United States of America shall be the 
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
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mission of publications of the Government of Siam shall be the
National Library.
3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United States
of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the King-
dom of Siam by the National Library.
4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two Gov-
ernments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a
public character, or confidential publications.
5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
in connection with the transportation within its own country of
the publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own
publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government.
6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modification
of any existing exchange agreement between a department or
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of
the other Government.

The Government of Siam considers that your note and this reply
constitute an agreement between the two Governments on this subject,
the agreement to enter into force on the date of this note.

I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, to
renew to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

A. BANOMYONG
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency
Monsieur EDWIN F. STANTON,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

Bangkok.
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mission of publications of the Government of Siam shall be the 
National Library. 
3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United States 
of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the King-
dom of Siam by the National Library. 
4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two Gov-
ernments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a 
public character, or confidential publications. 
5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including 
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement 
in connection with the transportation within its own country of 
the publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own 
publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government. 
6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modification 
of any existing exchange agreement between a department or 
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of 
the other Government. 

The Government of Siam considers that your note and this reply 
constitute an agreement between the two Governments on this subject, 
the agreement to enter into force on the date of this note. 
I avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, to 

renew to Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration. 

A. BANOMYONG 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

His Excellency 
Monsieur EDWIN F. STANTON, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of Ameriea, 

Bangkok. 
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ACCORD
CONCERNANT

LES REPARATIONS A
RECEVOIR

DE L'ALLEMAGNE,

L'INSTITUTION D'UNE AGENCE INTER-

ALLIEE DES REPARATIONS ET LA

RESTITUTION DE L'OR MONETAIRE.

LES GOUVERNEMENTS DE
L'ALBANIE, DES ETATS-UNIS
D'AMRRIQUE, DE L'AUSTRA-
LIE, DE LA BELGIQUE, DU
CANADA, DU DANEMARK,
DE L'EGYPTE, DE LA
FRANCE, DU ROYAUME-UNI
DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET
D'IRLANDE DU NORD, DE
LA GRECE, DE L'INDE, DU
LUXEMBOURG, DE LA NOR-
VEGE, DE LA NOUVELLE-
ZELANDE, DES PAYS-BAS, DE
LA TCItECOSLOVAQUIE, DE
L'UNION DE L'AFRIQUE DU
SUD ET DE LA YOUGOSLA-
VIE, en vue de rdpartir 6quitable-
ment entre eux le total des biens
(qi, conforn6linent aux disposi-
ti(lis dii pr&dent Accord et aux
dis)oIsifions convenuies i Potsdam,
le I"e aoft 1945, entre les Gouver-
nements des ktats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que, di Royaume-Uni de Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et
de 1'Union des R6publiques So-

AGREEMENT
ON

REPARATION FROM
GERMANY,

ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN

INTER-ALLIED REPARATION AGEN-

CY AND ON THE RESTITUTION OF

MONETARY GOLD.

THE GOVERNMENTS OF
ALBANIA, THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AUS-
TRALIA, BELGIUM, CANADA,
DENMARK, EGYPT, FRANCE,
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND,
GREECE, INDIA, LUXEM-
BOURG, NORWAY, NEW-ZEA-
LAND, THE NETHERLANDS,
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THE
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
AND YUGOSLAVIA, in order to
obtain an equitable distribution
among themselves of the total
assets which, in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement
and the provisions agreed upon at
Potsdam on 1. August 1945 be-
tween the Governments of the
United States of America, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, are or may be declared to be
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ACCORD 
CONCERNANT 

LES REPARATIONS A 
RECEVOIR 

DE L'ALLEMAGNE, 

L'INSTITUTION D'UNE AGENCE INTER-

ALLIEE DES REPARATIONS ET LA 

RESTITUTION DE L'OR MONETAIRE. 

LES GOUVERNEMENTS DE 
L'ALBANIE, DES ETATS-UNIS 
D'AMERIQUE, DE L'AUSTRA-
LIE, DE LA BELGIQUE, DU 
CANADA, DU DANEMARK, 
DE L'EGYPTE, DE LA 
FRANCE, DU ROYAUME—UNI 
DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET 
D'IRLANDE DU NORD, DE 
LA GRECE, DE L'INDE, DU 
LUXEMBOURG, DE LA NOR-
VEGE, DE LA NOUVELLE-
ZELANDE, DES PAYS-BAS, DE 
LA TCIIECOSLOVAQUIE, DE 
L'UNION DE L'AFRIQUE DU 
SUD ET DE LA YOUGOSLA-
VIE, en V110 de repartir equitable-
ment entre eux le total des biens 
qIii, con form emen t aux disposi-
tions du present Accord et aux 
dispositions convenues a Potsdam, 
le ler /Mat 1945, entre les Gouver-
nements des Etats-Unis d'Ameti-
que, du Royaume-Uni de Grande-
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et 
de l'Union des Republiques So-

AGREEMENT 
ON 

REPARATION FROM 
GERMANY, 

ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN 

INTER-ALLIED REPARATION AGEN-

CY AND ON THE RESTITUTION OF 

MONETARY GOLD. 

THE GOVERNMENTS OF 
ALBANIA, THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, AUS-
TRALIA, BELGIUM, CANADA, 
DENMARK, EGYPT, FRANCE, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, 
GREECE, INDIA, LUXEM-
BOURG, NORWAY, NEW-ZEA-
LAND, THE NETHERLANDS, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THE 
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
AND YUGOSLAVIA, in order to 
obtain an equitable distribution 
among themselves of the total 
assets which, in accordance with 
the provisions of this Agreement 
and the provisions agreed upon at 
Potsdam on 1. August 1945 be-
tween the Governments of the 
United States of America, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Repub-
lics, are or may be declared to be 
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cialistes Sovi6tiques, sont ou ser-
ont d6clares disponibles au titre
des reparations A recevoir de
l'Allemagne (ci-apres d6nomm6es
"reparations allemandes"), en vue
de cr6er une Agence Interalliee
des R6parations et en vue d'eta-
blir une procedure equitable pour
la restitution de For mon6taire,

SONT convenus de ce qui suit:

PARTIE I.

Reparations allemandes.

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Quotes-parts de reparations.

A. Les reparations allemandes
(A l'exception des fonds qui doivent

POJt, p. 3171. 6tre allou6s aux termes de l'article
8 de la Partie I du present Accord)
sont divisees en categories de la
fagon suivante:

Categorie A, comprenant toutes
les formes de r6parations alleman-
des A l'exception de celles com-
prises dans la categorie B;

Categorie B, comprenant tout
l'outillage industriel et autres biens
d'equipement en capital enlev6s
d'Allemagne, ainsi que les navires
marchands et les bateaux de navi-
gation int6rieure.

B. Chaque Gouvernement si-
gnataire a droit, sur la valeur totale
des biens de la cat6gorie A, ainsi
que sur la valeur totale des biens
de la categorie B, aux pourcen-
tages indiqu6s pour chacune de ces
categories dans les colonnes cor-
respondantes du tableau ci-apres:

available as reparation from Ger-
many (hereinafter referred to as
German reparation), in order to
establish an Inter-Allied Repara-
tion Agency, and to settle an
equitable procedure for the resti-
tution of monetary gold,

HAVE AGREED as follows:

PART I.

German reparation.

ARTICLE 1.

Shares in Reparation.

A. German reparation (exclu-
sive of the funds to be allocated
under Article 8 of Part I of this
Agreement), shall be divided into
the following categories:

Category A, which shall include
all forms of German reparation
except those included in Category
B;

Category B, which shall include
industrial and other capital equip-
ment removed from Germany,
and merchant ships and inland
water transport.

B. Each Signatory Government
shall be entitled to the percentage
share of the total value of Cate-
gory A and the percentage share
of the total value of Category B
set out for that Government in
the Table of Shares set forth
below;
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cialistes Sovietiques, sont ou ser-
ont declares disponibles au titre 
des reparations a recevoir de 
PAllemagne (ci-apres denommees 
"reparations allemandes"), en vue 
de creer une Agence Interalliee 
des Reparations et en vue d'eta-
blir une procedure equitable pour 
is restitution de l'or monetaire, 

SONT convenus de ce qui suit: 

PARTIE I. 

Reparations allemandes. 

ARTICLE PREMIER. 

Quotes-parts de reparations. 

A. Les reparations allemandes 
(a l'exception des fonds qui doivent 
etre alloues aux termes de Particle 
8 de is Partie I du present Accord) 
sont divisees en categories de la 
facon suivante: 

Categoric A, comprenant toutes 
les formes de reparations alleman-
des a l'exception de cellos com-
prises dans is categorie B; 

Categorie B, comprenant tout 
Poutillage industriel et autres biens 
d'equipement en capital enleves 
d'Allemagne, ainsi que les navires 
marchands et les bateaux de navi-
gation interieure. 

B. Chaque Gouvernement si-
gnataire a droit, sur is valeur totale 
des biens de is categoric) A, ainsi 
quo sur is valeur totale des biens 
de is categorie B, aux pourcen-
tages indiques pour chacune de ces 
categories dans lea colonnes cor-
respondantes du tableau ci-apres: 

available as reparation from Ger-
many (hereinafter referred to as 
German reparation), in order to 
establish an Inter-Allied Repara-
tion Agency, and to settle an 
equitable procedure for the resti-
tution of monetary gold, 

HAVE AGREED as follows: 

PART I. 

German reparation. 

ARTICLE 1. 

Shares in Reparation. 

A. German reparation (exclu-
sive of the funds to be allocated 
under Article 8 of Part I of this 
Agreement), shall be divided into 
the following categories: 

Category A, which shall include 
all forms of German reparation 
except those included in Category 
B; 

Category B, which shall include 
industrial and other capital equip-
ment removed from Germany, 
and merchant ships and inland 
water transport. 

B. Each Signatory Government 
shall be entitled to the percentage 
share of the total value of Cate-
gory A and the percentage share 
of the total value of Category B 
set out for that Government in 
the Table of Shares set forth 
below: 
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TABLEAU DES PARTS.

Pays.

Albanie ......
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique . ..
Australie .. . ........
Belgique . ...........
Canada . . .. .... . . .
Danemark ..........
Egypte .. . ........
France . ............
Royaume-Uni .. . . .. .
Grece .. . .........
Inde . . .. .. . . .. . .....
Luxembourg. . ......
NorvAge ..........
Nouvelle-Zelande.......
Pays-Bas .. . .......
Tch6coslovaquie .......
Union de l'Afrique du Sud (1).
Yougoslavie ..... . . . .

Total .........

Cat6gori
A.

0,05
28, 00
0,70
2,70
3,50
0, 25
0,05

16, 00
28,00
2,70
2,00
0,15
1,30
0,40
3,90
3,00
0,70
6,60

100,00

TABLE OF SHARES.

Catfgorie
B.

0,35
11,80
0,95
4,50
1,50
0,35
0,20

22,80
27,80
4,35
2,90
0,40
1,90
0,60
5,60
4,30
0,10
9,60

100,00

(1) Le Gouvernement de l'Afrique du Sud s'est
engag6e renoncer a ses droits dans la mesure qui sera
necessaire pour ramener sa quote-part dans la cat6-
gorie B a o, 1 p. 100, mais ce Gouvernement aura le
droit, lorsqu'il disposera des avoirs allemands de ca-
ractere ennemi se trouvant dans les territoires soumis
a sa Juridiction, d'imputer le montant de la valeur
nette de ces avoirs sur sa quote-part dans la categorie
A et sur une quote-part de 1 p. 100 dans la categorie B.

C. Sous reserve des dispositions
du paragraphe D ci-dessous, cha-
que Gouvernement signataire a le
droit de recevoir, sur l'ensemble
des navires marchands, une part
d6terminee conform6ment aux dis-
positions de l'article 5 de la Partie
I du present Accord, A condition
que la valeur des navires mar-
chands qui lui sont attribues
n'excede pas la valeur de la quote-
part a laquelle il a droit dans
l'ensemble des biens de la cat-
gorie B.

Sous reserve des dispositions du
paragraphe D ci-dessous, chaque
Gouvernement signataire a 6gale-
ment le droit de recevoir une part,
correspondant A ses droits dans
l'ensemble des biens de la cate-
gorie A, des avoirs allemands
situes dans les pays qui sont
demeures neutres dans la guerre
contre l'Allemagne.

Country.

Albania .. . ........
United States of America. .
Australia . . . . . . . .. .
Belgium .. .........
Canada . . ....... ...
Denmark ......... ..
Egypte. . ........ ..
France . . . . . . ......
United Kingdom.......
Greece ............
India . . . . ....... ..
Luxembourg .........
Norway . .. ..... . .
New Zeeland. ........
Netherlands ...... . ...
Czechoslovakia. .......
Union of South Africa (1) . .
Yugoslavia . ........

Total. ... . ......

Category
A.

.05
28.00

. 70
2.70
3.50
.25
.05

16.00
28.00
2.70
2.00
.15

1.30
.40

3.90
3.00
.70

6.60

100.00

Category
B.

.35
11.80

.95
4.50
1.50
.35
.20

22.80
27.80
4.35
2.90
.40

1.90
.60

5.60
4.30
.10

9.60

100 00

(1) The Government of the Union of South Africa has
undertaken to waive its claims extent necessary to
reduce its percentage share of category B to the figure
of o, 1 per cent but Is entitled, in disposing of German
enemy assets within its Juridiction, to charge the net
value of such assets against its percentage share of
category A and a percentage share under category B
of 1,0 per cent.

C. Subject to the provisions of
paragraph D below, each Signa-
tory Government shall be entitled
to receive its share of merchant
ships determined in accordance
with Article 5 of Part I of this
Agreement, provided that its re-
ceipts of merchant shi)s do not
exceed in value its share in
Category B as a whole.

Subject to the provisions of
paragraph D below, each Signa-
tory Government shall also be
entitled to its Category A percent-
age share in German assets in
countries which remained neutral
in the war against Germany.
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TABLEAU DES PARTS. TABLE OF SHARES. 

Pays. Categorie Categorie 
A. B. 

Albanie   
Etats-Unis d'Amerique. . .   
Australie   

Belgique   
Canada   
Danemark   

EgYlite   
France   

Royaume-Uni   
Grece   
hide   

Luxembourg  
Norvege   
Nouvelle-Zelande  
Pays-Bas   
Tchecoslovaquie   

Union de l'Afrique du Sud (1)  
Yougoslavie   

Total 

0,05 0,35 
28,00 11,80 
0, 70 0,95 
2, 70 4,50 
3, 50 1, 50 
0,25 0,35 

0,05 0, 20 
16,00 22,80 
28,00 27,80 
2, 70 4,35 
2,00 2,90 
0, 15 0,40 

1, 30 1,90 

0,40 0,60 
3,90 5,60 
3,00 4,30 
0,70 0, 10 
6,60 9,60 

100,00 100,00 

Country. Category 
A. 

Category 
B. 

Albania   

United States of America . .   
Australia  
Belgium   
Canada   
Denmark   
Egypte  
France  
United Kingdom  
Greece   
India  
Luxembourg  
Norway   
New Zeeland  
Netherlands   
Czechoslovakia  

Union of South Africa (1) . • • 
Yugoslavia  

Total  

.05 .35 

28.00 11. 80 
.70 .95 

2.70 4. 50 
3.50 1. 50 
.2.5 .35 

.05 .20 
16.00 22.80 

28.00 27.80 
2.70 4.35 
2.00 2.90 
.15 .40 

1. 30 1.90 
.40 .60 

3.90 5.60 
3.00 4.30 
.70 .10 

6.60 9. eo 

100.00 100.00 

(1) Le Gouvernement de l'Afrique du Sud s'est 
engage a renoncer A sea droits dans la mesure qui sera 
necossaire pour ramener sa quote-part dans la este-
gorie B 8 o, 1 p. 100, mais cc Gouvernement aura le 
droit, lorsqu'il disposers des avoirs allemands de ca-
ractere ennemi se trouvant dans lee territoires soumis 
A sa juridiction, d'imputer le montant de la valour 
nette de ces avoirs sur sa quote-part dans la categorie 
A et sur une quote-part del p. 100 dans la categorie B. 

C. Sous reserve des dispositions 
du paragraphe D ci-dessous, cha-
que Gouvernement signataire a le 
droit de recevoir, sur Pensemble 
des navires marchands, une part 
determinee conformement aux dis-
positions de l'article 5 de la Partie 
I du present Accord, a condition 
quo la valeur des navires mar-
chands qui lui sont attribues 
n'excede pas la valeur de la quote-
part a laquelle il a droit dans 
l'ensemble des biens de la cate-
gorie B. 

Sous reserve des dispositions du 
paragraphe D ci-dessous, chaque 
Gouvernement signataire a egale-
raent le droit de recevoir une part, 
correspondant a ses droits dans 
l'ensemble des biens de la cate-
gorie A, des avoirs allemands 
situ& dans les pays qui sont 
demeures neutres dans la guerre 
contre PAllemagne. 

(1) The Government of the Union of South Africa has 
undertaken to waive its claims extent necessary to 

reduce its percentage share of category B to the figure 
of o, 1 per cent but is entitled, in disposing of German 
enemy assets within its juridiction, to charge the net 
value of such assets against its percentage share of 
category A and a percentage share under category B 
of 1,0 per cent. 

C. Subject to the provisions of 
paragraph D below, each Signa-
tory Government shall be entitled 
to receive its share of merchant 
ships determined in accordance 
with Article 5 of Part I of this 
Agreement, provided that its re-
ceipts of merchant ships do not 
exceed in value its share in 
Category B as a. whole. 

Subject to the provisions of 
paragraph D below, each Signa-
tory Government shall also be 
entitled to its Category A percent-
age share in German assets in 
countries which remained neutral 
in the war against Germany. 
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La r6partition entre les Gou-
vernements signataires des biens
disponibles au titre des reparations
allemandes, autres que les navires
marchands, les bateaux de naviga-
tion int6rieure et les avoirs alle-
mands situ6s dans les pays qui
sont demeur6s neutres dans la
guerre contre 1'Allemagne, sera
conforme aux principes 6nonc6s
A l'Article 4 de la Partie I du pr-
sent Accord.

D. Si un Gouvernement signa-
taire regoit une part sup6rieure A
son pourcentage de certains types
de biens ressortissant soit A la
cat6gorie A, soit A la cat6gorie B,
ses droits sur d'autres types de
biens de la mAme categorie seront
reduits de telle sorte que ce
Gouvernement ne recoive pas au
total une part sup6rieure A ses
droits dans l'ensemble des biens
de cette categorie.

E. Aucun Gouvernement signa-
taire ne peut recevoir une part
sup6rieure A ses droits, soit dans
l'ensemble des biens de la catdgorie
A, soit dans 1'ensemble des biens
de la cat6gorie B, en renongant A
une fraction quelconque de sa
quote-part dans l'ensemble des
biens de l'autre cat6gorie; toute-
fois, en ce qui concerne les avoirs
allemands de caract6re ennemi
soumis a la juridiction d'un
Gouvernement signataire, ce Gou-
vernement a le droit d'imputer,
soit sur les biens A recevoir de la
cat6gorie A, soit sur les biens a
recevoir de la categorie B, soit
pour partie sur les biens de l'une
et l'autre categories, 1'exces de tels
avoirs sur sa quote-part de l'en-
semble des avoirs allemands de
caractere ennemi soumis A la
juridiction des Gouvernements si-
gnataires, telle qu'elle est fixde

The distribution among the
Signatory Governments of forms
of German reparation other than
merchant ships, inland water
transport and German assets in
countries which remained neutral
in the war against Germany shall
be guided by the principles set
forth in Article 4 of Part I of
this Agreement.

D. If a Signatory Government
receives more than its percentage
share of certain types of assets in
either Category A or Category B,
its receipts of other types of assets
in that Category shall be reduced
so as to ensure that it shall not
receive more than its share in that
Category as a whole.

E. No Signatory Government
shall receive more than its per-
centage share of either Category A
or Category B as a whole by sur-
rendering any part of its percent-
age share of the other Category,
except that with respect to Ger-
man enemy assets within its own
jurisdiction, any Signatory Gov-
ernment shall be permitted to
charge any excess of such assets
over its Category A percentage
share of total German enemy
assets within the jurisdiction of
the Signatory Governments either
to its receipts in Category A or
to its receipts in Category B or
in part to each Category.

31603160 
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La repartition entre les Gou-
vernements signataires des biens 
disponibles au titre des reparations 
allemandes, autres que les navires 
marchands, les bateaux de naviga-
tion interieure et les avoirs alle-
mands situ& dans les pays qui 
sont demeures neutres dans la 
guerre contre l'Allemagne, sera 
conforme aux principes &tone& 

l'Article 4 de la Partie I du pre-
sent Accord. 
D. Si un Gouvernement signa-

taire regoit une part superieure a 
son pourcentage de certains types 
de biens ressortissant soit a la 
categoric A, soit a la categoric B, 
ses droits sur d'autres types de 
biens de la memo categorie seront 
reduits de telle sorte quo cc 
Gouvernement no regoive pas an 
total une part superieure a ses 
droits dans l'ensemble des biens 
de cette categoric. 

E. Aucun Gouvernement signa-
taire no peut recevoir une part 
superieure A ses droits, soit dans 
l'ensemble des biens de la categoric 
A, soit dans l'ensemble des biens 
de la categorie B, en renongant a 
une fraction quelconque de sa 
quote-part dans l'ensemble des 
biens de l'autre categoric; toute-
fois, en cc qui concerne les avoirs 
allemands de caractere ennenai 
soumis a is juridiction d'un 
Gouvernement signataire, ce Gou-
vernement a le droit d'imputer, 
soit sur les biens a re,cevoir de is 
categoric A, soit sur les biens a 
recevoir de is categoric B, soit 
pour partie sur les biens de Pune 
et l'autre categories, l'exces de tels 
avoirs sur sa quote-part de l'en-
semble des avoirs allemands de 
caractere ennemi soumis a is 
juridiction des Gouvernements si-
gnataires, telle qu'elle est fixee 

The distribution among the 
Signatory Governments of forms 
of German reparation other than 
merchant ships, inland water 
transport and German assets in 
countries which remained neutral 
in the war against Germany shall 
be guided by the principles set 
forth in Article 4 of Part I of 
this Agreement. 

D. If a Signatory Government 
receives more than its percentage 
share of certain types of assets in 
either Category A or Category B, 
its receipts of other types of assets 
in that Category shall be reduced 
so as to ensure that it shall not 
receive more than its share in that 
Category as a whole. 

E. No Signatory Government 
shall receive more than its per-
centage share of either Category A 
or Category B as a whole by sur-
rendering any part of its percent.. 
age share of the other Category, 
except that with respect to Ger-
man enemy assets within its own 
jurisdiction, any Signatory Gov-
ernment shall be permitted to 
charge any excess of such assets 
over its Category A percentage 
share of total German enemy 
assets within the jurisdiction of 
the Signatory Governments either 
to its receipts in Category A or 
to its receipts in Category B or 
in part to each Category. 
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pour l'ensemble des biens de la
categorie A.

F. L'Agence Interalli6e des Re-
parations, qui doit 6tre instituee
conform6ment a la Partie II du
present Accord, debitera le compte
reparations de chacun des Gouver-
nements signataires des avoirs
allemands soumis a sa juridiction,
en repartissant les debits sur une
p6riode de cinq ans. Les debits
portes en compte a la date de
l'entree en vigueur du present
Accord ne doivent pas etre in-
ferieurs a 20 p. 100 de la valeur
nette de ces avoirs (d6finie a
l'artice 6 de la Partie I du present
Accord), selon l'estimation qui
en sera faite a cette date; au
debut de la deuxieme annee,
ils ne devront pas etre inferieurs
a 33% p. 100 du solde, selon
l'estimation qui en sera faite
a cette date; au debut de la
quatrieme annee, ils ne devront
pas etre inferieurs a 50 p. 100
du solde, selon l'estimation qui
en sera faite a cette date; au
debut de la cinquieme annee,
ils ne devront pas etre inferieurs
a 90 p. 100 du solde, selon l'esti-
mation qui en sera faite A cette
date et, a la fin de la cinquieme
ann6e, ils seront egaux au solde
du montant total effectivement
realise.

G. Les derogations suivantes
aux dispositions des paragraphes
D et E ci-dessus sont applicables
au cas d'un Gouvernement signa-
taire, dont les droits dans 1'en-
semble des biens de la categorie
B sont inferieurs aux droits dans
l'ensemble des biens de la cate-
gorie A:

(i) L'attribution de navires
marchands a un Gouvernement se
trouvant dans cette situation ne

F. The Inter-Allied Reparation
Agency, to be established in ac-
cordance with Part II of this
Agreement, shall charge the rep-
aration account of each Signatory
Government for the German assets
within that Government's juris-
diction over a period of five years.
The charges at the date of the
entry into force of this Agree-
ment shall be not less than 20
per cent of the net value of such
assets (as defined in Article 6 of
Part I of this Agreement) as then
estimated, at the beginning of the
second year thereafter not less
than 25 per cent of the balance as
then estimated, at the beginning
of the third year not less than
33, Y3 per cent of the balance as
then estimated, at the beginning of
the fourth year not less than 50 per
cent of the balance as then esti-
mated, at the beginning of the fifth
year not less than 90 per cent of
the balance as then estimated, and
at the end of the fifth year the
entire remainder of the total
amount actually realized.

G. The following exceptions to
paragraphs D and E above shall
apply in the case of a Signatory
Government whose share in Cate-
gory B is less than its share in
Category A:

(i) Receipts of merchant ships
by any such Government shall not
reduce its percentage share in

Charges.
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pour Pensemble des biens de la 
categorie A. 

F. L'Agence Intentlliee des Re-
parations, qui doit etre instituee 
conformement a la Partie II du 
present Accord, debitera le compte 
reparations de chacun des Gouver-
nements signataires des avoirs 
allemands soumis a sa juridiction, 
en repartissant les debits sur une 
periode de cinq ans. Les debits 
port& en compte a la date de 
Pentree en vigueur du present 
Accord ne doivent pas etre in-
ferieurs a 20 P. 100 de la valeur 
nette de ces avoirs (definie 
l'artice 6 de la Partie I du present 
Accord), selon Pestimation qui 
en sera faite a cette date; au 
debut de la deuxieme armee, 
us ne devront pas etre inferieurs 
a 33% p. 100 du solde, selon 
Pestimation qui en sera faite 

cette date; au debut de la 
quatrieme annee, us ne devront 
pas etre inferieurs a 50 p. 100 
du solde, selon l'estimation qui 
en sera faite a cette date; au 
debut de la cinquieme armee, 
ils ne devront pas etre inferieurs 
a 90 p. 100 du solde, selon l'esti-
mation qui en sera faite a cette 
date et, a la fin de la cinquieme 
armee, us seront egaux au solde 
du montant total effectivement 
realise. 

G. Les derogations suivantes 
aux dispositions des paragraphes 
D et E ci-dessus sont applicables 
an cas d'un Gouvernement signs-
taire, dont les droits dans Pen-
semble des biens de la categoric 
B sont inferieurs aux droits dans 
l'ensemble des biens de la cate-
gorie A: 

(i) L'attribution de navires 
marchands a un Gouvernement se 
trouvant dans cette situation ne 

F. The Inter-Allied Reparation 
Agency, to be established in ac-
cordance with Part II of this 
Agreement, shall charge the rep-
aration account of each Signatory 
Government for the German assets 
within that Government's juris-
diction over a period of five years. 
The charges at the date of the 
entry into force of this Agree-
ment shall be not less than 20 
per cent of the net value of such 
assets (as defined in Article 6 of 
Part I of this Agreement) as then 
estimated, at the beginning of the 
second year thereafter not less 
than 25 per cent of the balance as 
then estimated, at the beginning 
of the third year not less than 
33, per cent of the balance as 
then estimated, at the beginning of 
the fourth year not less than 50 per 
cent of the balance as then esti-
mated, at the beginning of the fifth 
year not less than 90 per cent of 
the balance as then estimated, and 
at the end of the fifth year the 
entire remainder of the total 
amount actually realized. 

G. The following exceptions to 
paragraphs D and E above shall 
apply in the case of a Signatory 
Government whose share in Cate-
gory B is less than its share in 
Category A: 

(i) Receipts of merchant ships 
by any such Government shall not 
reduce its percentage share in 

Charges. 

Post, p. 3174 

Post, p. 3168. 
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doit pas r6duire ses droits sur other types of assets in Category
d'autres types de biens de la B, except to the extent that such
cat6gorie B, sauf dans la mesure receipts exceed the value ob-
oi de telles attributions d6passent tained when that Government's
en valeur le chiffre obtenu en Category A percentage is applied
appliquant a la valeur totale des to the total value of merchant
navires marchands le pourcentage ships.
auquel a droit ce Gouvernement
dans l'ensemble des biens de la
categorie A.

(ii) Si la valeur des avoirs alle- (ii) Any excess of German as-
mands soumis a la juridiction sets within the jurisdiction of such
d'un Gouvernement se trouvant Government over its Category A
dans la meme situation excede sa percentage share of the total of
quote-part dans l'ensemble des German assets within the juris-
avoirs allemands soumis a la diction of Signatory Government
juridiction des Gouvernements as a whole shall be charged first to
signataires, telle qu'elle r6sulte du the additional share in Category
pourcentage qui lui est attribu6 B to which that Government
dans l'ensemble des biens de la would be entitled if its share in
cat6gorie A, la diff6rence sera Category B were determined by
imputee en premier lieu sur la applying its Category A percent-
fraction additionnelle du pour- age to the forms of German rep-
centage auquel ce Gouvernement aration in Category B.
aurait droit dans l'ensemble des
biens de la categorie B, si l'on
appliquait le pourcentage auquel
il a droit dans l'ensemble des
biens de la categorie A aux formes
de reparations pr6vues dans la
cat6gorie B.

noDuted shar, tc H. Si un Gouvernement signa- H. If any Signatory Govern-
taire renonce a la totalite ou a une ment renounces its shares or part
fraction de ses droits dans l'en- of its shares in German reparation
semble des reparations allemandes, as set out in the above Table of

Ante, p. 3169. tels qu'ils sont indiques au Ta- Shares, or if it withdraws from the
bleau des parts ci-dessus, ou si Inter-Allied Reparation Agency
ledit Gouvernement se retire de at a time when all or part of its
l'Agence Interalliee des Repara- shares in German reparation re-
tions A une epoque of tout ou main unsatisfied, the shares or
partie de ses droits dans les r& part thereof thus renounced or
parations allemandes n'ont pas remaining shall be distributed
te couverts, la part ou fraction rateably among the other Signa-

de part a laquelle il renonce, ou tory Governments.
qui lui reste due au moment de
son retrait, sera r6partie entre les
autres Gouvernements signataires
au prorata de leurs propres pour-
centages.

31623162 

Distribution of re-
nounced shares, etc. 
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doit pas reduire ses droits sur 
d'autres types de biens de la 
categorie B, sauf dans la mesure 
oil de telles attributions depassent 
en valeur le chiffre obtenu en 
appliquant a la valeur totale des 
navires marchands le pourcentage 
auquel a droit ce Gouvernement 
dans Pensemble des biens de is 
categoric A. 

(ii) Si la valour des avoirs alle-
mands soumis A la juridiction 
d'un Gouvernement se trouvant 
dans is memo situation excede sa 
quote-part dans Pensemble des 
avoirs allemands soumis a la 
juridiction des Gouvernements 
signataires, telle qu'elle resulte du 
pourcentage qui lui est attribue 
dans Pensemble des biens de la 
categoric, A, la difference sera 
imputes en premier lieu sur la 
fraction additionnelle du pour-
centage auquel cc Gouvernement 
aurait droit dans Pensemble des 
biens de la categoric B, si l'on 
appliquait le pourcentage auquel 
il a droit dans l'ensemble des 
biens de la categoric A aux formes 
de reparations prevues dans is 
categoric B. 

II. Si un Gouvernement signa-
taire renonce a la totalite ou a une 
fraction de ses droits dans l'en-
semble des reparations allemandes, 
tels qu'ils sont indiques au Ta-
bleau des parts ci-dessus, ou Si 
ledit Gouvernement se retire de 
PAgence InternIli& des Repara-
tions a une époque aa tout on 
partie de se,s droits dans les re-
parations allemandes n'ont pas 
ete couverts, is part ou fraction 
de part a laquelle ii renonce, ou 
qui lui reste due au moment de 
son retrait, sera repartie entre les 
autres Gouvernements signataires 
an prorata de leurs propres pour-
centages. 

other types of assets in Category 
B, except to the extent that such 
receipts exceed the value ob-
tained when that Government's 
Category A percentage is applied 
to the total value of merchant 
ships. 

(ii) Any excess of German as-
sets within the jurisdiction of such 
Government over its Category A 
percentage share of the total of 
German assets within the juris-
diction of Signatory Government 
as a whole shall be charged first to 
the additional share in Category 
B to which that Government 
would be entitled if its share in 
Category B were determined by 
applying its Category A percent-
age to the forms of German rep-
aration in Category B. 

H. If any Signatory Govern-
ment renounces its shares or part 
of its shares in German reparation 
as set out in the above Table of 
Shares, or if it withdraws from the 
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency 
at a time when all or part of its 
shares in German reparation re-
main unsatisfied, the shares or 
part thereof thus renounced or 
remaining shall be distributed 
rateably among the other Signa-
tory Governments. 
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ARTICLE 2.

Reglement des creances sur
l'Allemagne.

A. Les Gouvernements signa-
taires conviennent entre eux que
leurs quotes-parts respectives de
reparations, telles qu'elles sont
fixees par le present Accord, doi-
vent etre consid6r6es par chacun
d'eux comme couvrant toutes ses
cr6ances et celles de ses ressortis-
sants sur l'ancien Gouvernement
allemand et les Agences gouverne-
mentales allemandes, cr6ances qui
ne font pas express6ment l'objet
d'autres dispositions, cr6ances de
caract6re public ou priv6, issues
de la guerre, y compris le coft de
l'occupation allemande, les avoirs
en compte de clearing acquis
pendant l'occupation et les cr6an-
ces sur les Reichskreditkassen.

B. Les dispositions du para-
graphe A ci-dessus ne pr6jugent
pas:

(i) La determination, en temps
utile, des formes, de la duree ou
du montant total des reparations
A effectuer par l'Allemagne;

(ii) Le droit que chacun des
Gouvernements signataires peut
avoir en ce qui concerne le regle-
ment d6finitif des r6parations alle-
mandes;

(iii) Toutes revendications d'or-
dre politique, territorial ou autre,
qu'un Gouvernement signataire
pourra presenter a propos du regle-
ment de la Paix avec l'Allemagne.

C. Nonobstant les dispositions
du paragraphe A ci-dessus, le
present Accord doit etre consid6re
comme n'affectant pas:

(i) L'obligation qui incombe aux
Autorites allemandes competentes
d'assurer ulterieurement le paye-
ment des dettes de l'Allemagne et
de ses ressortissants, resultant de

ARTICLE 2.

Settlement of Claims against
Germany.

A. The Signatory Governments
agree among themselves that their
respective shares of reparation, as
determined by the present Agree-
ment, shall be regarded by each of
them as covering all its claims and
those of its nationals against the
former German Government and
its Agencies, of a governmental or
private nature, arising out of the
war (which are not otherwise pro-
vided for), including costs of Ger-
man occupation, credits acquired
during occupation on clearing ac-
counts and claims against the
Reichskreditkassen.

B. The provisions of paragraph
A above are without prejudice to:

(i) the determination at the
proper time of the forms, duration
or total amount of reparation to
be made by Germany;

(ii) the right which each Sig-
natory Government may have
with respect to the final settlement
of German reparation; and

(iii) any political, territorial or
other demands which any Signa-
tory Government may put forward
with respect to the peace settle-
ment with Germany.

C. Notwithstanding anything in
the provisions of paragraph A
above, the present Agreement shall
no be considered as affecting:

(i) the obligation of the appro-
priate authorities in Germany to
secure at a future date the dis-
charge of claims against Germany
and German nationals arising out

Claims, etc., not
affected.
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ARTICLE 2. 

Reglement des creanees sur 
l'Allemagne. 

A. Les Gouvernements signa-
taires conviennent entre eux que 
leurs quotes-parts respectives de 
reparations, telles qu'elles sont 
fixees par le present Accord, doi-
vent etre considerees par chacun 
d'eux comme couvrant toutes ses 
creances et celles de ses ressortis-
sants sur l'ancien Gouvernement 
allemand et les Agences gouverne-
mentales allemandes, creances qui 
ne font pas expressement l'objet 
d'autres dispositions, creances de 
caractere public ou prive, issues 
de la guerre, y compris le colt de 
l'occupation allemande, les avoirs 
en compte de clearing acquis 
pendant l'occupation et les crean-
ces sur les Reichskreditkassen. 

B. Les dispositions du para-
graphe A ci-dessus ne prejugent 
pas: 

(i) La determination, en temps 
utile, des formes, de la duree ou 
du montant total des reparations 

effectuer par l'Allemagne; 
(ii) Le droit que chacun des 

Gouvernements signataires peut 
avoir en ce qui concerne le regle-
ment definitif des reparations alle-
mandes; 

Ton tea revendications d'or-
dre politique, territorial ou autre, 
qu'un Gouvernement sig-nataire 
pourra presenter a propos du regle-
ment de la Paix avec l'Allemagne. 

C. Nonobstant les dispositions 
du paragraphe A ci-dessus, le 
present Accord doit etre considere 
comme n'affectant pas: 

(i) L'obligation qui incombe aux 
Autorites allemandes competentes 
d'assurer ulterieurement le paye-
ment des dettes de l'Allemagne et 
de ses ressortissants, resultant de 

ARTICLE 2. 

Settlement of Claims against 
Germany. 

A. The Signatory Governments 
agree among themselves that their 
respective shares of reparation, as 
determined by the present Agree-
ment, shall be regarded by each of 
them as covering all its claims and 
those of its nationals against the 
former German Government and 
its Agencies, of a governmental or 
private nature, arising out of the 
war (which are not otherwise pro-
vided for), including costs of Ger-
man occupation, credits acquired 
during occupation on clearing ac-
counts and claims against the 
Reichskreditkassen. 

B. The provisions of paragraph 
A above are without prejudice to: 

(i) the determination at the 
proper time of the forms, duration 
or total amount of reparation to 
be made by Germany; 

(ii) the right which each Sig-
natory Government may have 
with respect to the final settlement 
of German reparation; and 

(iii) any political, territorial or 
other demands which any Signa-
tory Government may put forward 
with respect to the peace settle-
ment with Germany. 

C. Notwithstanding anything in 
the provisions of paragraph A 
above, the present Agreement shall 
no be considered as affecting: 

(i) the obligation of the appro-
priate authorities in Germany to 
secure at a future date the dis-
charge of claims against Germany 
and German nationals arising out 

Claims, etc., not 
affected. 
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contrats et autres obligations qui
6taient en vigueur, ainsi que de
droits qui 6taient acquis, avant
que l'etat de guerre existat entre
l'Allemagne et le Gouvernement
signataire interess4 ou avant l'oc-
cupation par l'Allemagne du pays
interess6, selon que 1'un ou l'autre
6venement est survenu le plus t6t;

(ii) Les creances d'institutions
d'Assurances sociales des Gou-
vernements signataires ou de leurs
ressortissants sur les institutions
d'assurances sociales de l'ancien
Gouvernement allemand;

(iii) Les billets de banque de la
Reichsbank et de la Rentenbank,
etant entendu que leur r6alisation
ne peut avoir pour consequence
de diminuer inddiment la masse
des reparations et ne pourra s'effec-
tuer qu'avec l'accord du Conseil
de Contr6le en Allemagne.

D. Nonobstant les dispositions
du paragraphe A du present arti-
cle, les Gouvernements signataires
conviennent, pour autant que la
question les concerne, que le
Gouvernement tchecoslovaque se-
ra habilit6 a tirer sur le compte
Giro de la Banque nationale de
Tchecoslovaquie a la Reichsbank,
dans le cas oh telle mesure serait
d6cidee par le Gouvernement tche-
coslovaque et approuvee par le
Conseil de Contr6le en Allemagne,
en rapport avec le mouvement de
Tch6coslovaquie vers l'Allemagne
d'anciens ressortissants tch6coslo-
vaques.

of contracts and other obligations
entered into, and rights acquired,
before the existence of a state of
war between Germany and the
Signatory Government concerned
or before the occupation of its
territory by Germany, whichever
was earlier;

(ii) the claims of Social Insur-
ance Agencies of the Signatory
Governments or the claims of
their nationals against the Social
Insurance Agencies of the former
German Government; and

(iii) banknotes of the Reichs-
bank and the Rentenbank, it being
understood that their realization
shall not have the result of reduc-
ing improperly the amount of
reparation and shall not be effected
without the approval of the Con-
trol Council for Germany.

D. Notwithstanding the pro-
visions of Paragraph A of this Ar-
ticle, the Signatory Governments
agree that, so far as they are con-
cerned, the Czechoslovak Gov-
ernment will be entitled to draw
upon the Giro account of the Na-
tional Bank of Czechoslovakia at
the Reichsbank, should such ac-
tion be decided upon by the
Czechoslovak Government and ap-
proved by the Control Council for
Germany, in connection with the
movement from Czechoslovakia
to Germany of former Czecho-
slovak nationals.

ARTICLE 3.

Renonciation aux creances sur les
biens attribues au titre des re-
parations.

Chacun des Gouvernements si-
gnataires s'engage a ne pas faire
valoir, ni porter devant des tribu-
naux internationaux, ni soutenir

ARTICLE 3.

Waiver of Claims Regarding Prop-
erty Allocated as Reparation.

Each of the Signatory Govern-
ments agrees that it will not assert,
initiate actions in international
tribunals in respect of, or give

Right of Czecho-
slovak Government to
draw upon Giro ac-
count.
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Right of Czecho-
slovak Government to 
draw upon Giro ac-
count. 

contrats et autres obligations qui 
etaient en vigueur, ainsi que de 
droits qui etaient acquis, avant 
que Petat de guerre existat entre 
l'Allemagne et le Gouvernement 
signataire interesse ou avant l'oc-
cupation par l'Allemagne du pays 
interesse, selon que l'un ou l'autre 
evenement eat survenu le plus tot; 

(ii) Les creances d'institutions 
d'Assurances sociales des Gou-
vernements signataires ou de leurs 
ressortissants sur les institutions 
d'assurances sociales de l'ancien 
Gouvernement allemand; 

(iii) Les billets de banque de is 
Reichsbank et de is Rentenbank, 
etant entendu que leur realisation 
no pout avoir pour consequence 
de climinuer indt3ment is masse 
des reparations et no pourra s'effec-
tuer qu'avec l'accord du Conseil 
de Conti.Ole en Allemagne. 
D. Nonobstant les dispositions 

du paragraphe A du present arti-
cle, les Gouvernements signataires 
conviennent, pour autant que is 
question les concerne, que le 
Gouvernement tchecoslov aqu e se-
ra habilite a tirer sur le compte 
Giro de is Banque nationale de 
Tchecoslovaquie a la Reichsbank, 
dans le cas oü tells mesure serait 
decidee par le Gouvernement tohé-
coslovaque et approuvee par le 
Conseil de Controle en Allemagne, 
en rapport avec le mouvement de 
Tchecoslovaquie vers l'Allemagne 
d'anciens ressortissants tchecoslo-
vaques. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Renonciation aux creances sur les 
biens attribuis an titre des re-
parations. 

Chacun des Gouvernement,s si-
gnataires s'engage a ne pas faire 
valoir, ni porter devant des tribu-
naux internationaux, ni soutenir 

of contracts and other obligations 
entered into, and rights acquired, 
before the existence of a state of 
war between Germany and the 
Signatory Government concerned 
or before the occupation of its 
territory by Germany, whichever 
was earlier; 

(ii) the claims of Social Insur-
ance Agencies of the Signatory 
Governments or the claims of 
their nationals against the Social 
Insurance Agencies of the former 
German Government; and 

(iii) banknotes of the Reichs-
bank and the Rentenbank, it being 
understood that their realization 
shall not have the result of reduc-
ing improperly the amount of 
reparation and shall not be effected 
without the approval of the Con-
trol Council for Germany. 
D. Notwithstanding the pro-

visions of Paragraph A of this Ar-
ticle, the Signatory Governments 
agree that, so far as they are con-
cerned, the Czechoslovak Gov-
ernment will be entitled to draw 
upon the Giro account of the Na-
tional Bank of Czechoslovakia at 
the Reichsbank, should such ac-
tion be decided upon by the 
Czechoslovak Government and ap-
proved by the Control Council for 
Germany, in connection with the 
movement from Czechoslovakia 
to Germany of former Czecho-
slovak nationals. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Waiver of Claims Regarding Prop-
erty Allocated as Reparation. 

Each of the Signatory Govern-
ments agrees that it will not assert, 
initiate actions in international 
tribunals in respect of, or give 
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par une action diplomatique des
reclamations present6es en son
nom ou au nom de personnes
ayant droit A sa protection, contre
tout autre Gouvernement signa-
taire ou ses ressortissants, rela-
tives a des biens regus par ce
Gouvernement au titre des r6para-
tions avec l'approbation du Con-
seil de Controle en Allemagne.

ARTICLE 4.

Principes generaux pour la repar-
tition de l'outillage industriel ou
d'autres biens d'equipement en
capital.

diplomatic support to claims on
behalf of itself or those persons
entitled to its protection against
any other Signatory Government
or its nationals in respect of
property received by that Gov-
ernment as reparation with the
approval of the Control Council
for Germany.

ARTICLE 4.

General Principles for the Alloca-
tion of Industrial and other
Capital Equipment.

A. Aucun Gouvernement signa-
taire ne devra demander l'attri-
bution, dans sa partde reparations,
d'outillage industriel ou d'autres
biens d'equipement en capital
enleves d'Allemagne si ce n'est aux
fins d'utilisation sur son propre
territoire, ou, en dehors de son
territoire, par ses propres natio-
naux.

B. En soumettant leurs de-
mandes a l'Agence Interalliee des
Reparations, les Gouvernements
signataires s'efforceront de presen-
ter des programmes d'ensemble
comprenant des groupes de biens
connexes plutot que des demandes
visant des biens isoles ou de
petits groupes de biens. II est
reconnu que l'activit6 du Secre-
tariat de l'Agence sera d'autant
plus efficace que les programmes
que lui presenteront les Gou-
vernernents signataires auront
davantage le caractere de pro-
grammes d'ensemble.

C. Pour l'attribution des biens
declares disponibles pour les repa-
rations, autres que les navires
marchands, les bateaux de navi-
gation int6rieure et les avoirs
allemands dans les pays qui sont
demeur6s neutres au cours de la

A. No Signatory Government
shall request the allocation to it as
reparation of any industrial or
other capital equipment removed
from Germany except for use in its
own territory or for use by its own
nationals outside its own territory.

B. In submitting requests to the
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency,
the Signatory Governments should
endeavour to submit comprehen-
sive programs of requests for
related groups of items, rather
than requests for isolated items
or small groups of items. It is
recognized that the work of the
Secretariat of the Agency will be
more effective, the more compre-
hensive the programs which Signa-
tory Governments submit to it.

C. In the allocation by the
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency of
items declared available for repa-
ration (other than merchant ships,
inland water transport and Ger-
man assets in countries which
remained neutral in the war

Subniiksion of coin-
prehensive progranis
of requests.

Genie .1-: prn ciple.
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par une action diplomatique des 
reclaniations presentees en son 
nom ou au nom de personnes 
ayant droit a sa protection, contre 
tout autre Gouvernement signa-
taire ou ses ressortissants, rela-
tives a des biens regus par ce 
Gouvernement au titre des repara-
tions avec l'approbation du Con-
seil de Controle en Allemagne. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Principes ggneraux pour la repar-
tition de l'outillage industriel ou 
d'autres biens d'equipement en 
capital. 

A. Aucun Gouvernement signa-
taire ne devra demander l'attri-
bution, dans sa part de reparations, 
d'outillage industriel ou d'autres 
biens d'equipement en capital 
erdeves d'Allemagne si ce n'est aux 
fins d'utilisation sur son propre 
territoire, ou, en dehors de son 
territoire, par ses propres natio-
ns ux. 

B. En soumettant leurs de-
mandes a l'Agence Interalliee des 
Reparations, les Gouvernements 
signataires s'efforceront de presen-
ter des programmes d'ensemble 
comprenant des groupes de biens 
connexes pita& que des dernandes 
visant des biens isoles ou de 
petits groupes de biens. II est 
reconnu que Pactivite du Secre-
tariat de l'Agence sera d'autant 
plus efficace que les programmes 
que lui presenteront les Gou-
vernernents signataires auront 
davantage le caractere de pro-
grammes d'ensemble. 

C. Pour l'attribution des biens 
declares disponibles pour les repa-
rations, autres que les navires 
marchands, les bateaux de navi-
gation interieure et les avoirs 
allemands dans les pays qui sont 
demeures neutres au cours de la 

diplomatic support to claims on 
behalf of itself or those persons 
entitled to its protection against 
any other Signatory Government 
or its nationals in respect of 
property received by that Gov-
ernment as reparation with the 
approval of the Control Council 
for Germany. 

ARTICLE 4. 

General Principles for the Alloca-
tion of Industrial and other 
Capital Equipment. 

A. No Signatory Government 
shall request the allocation to it as 
reparation of any industrial or 
other capital equipment removed 
from Germany except for use in its 
own territory or for use by its own 
nationals outside its own territory. 

B. In submitting requests to the 
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency, 
the Signatory Governments should 
endeavour to submit comprehen-
sive programs of requests for 
related groups of items, rather 
than requests for isolated items 
or small groups of items. It is 
recognized that the work of the 
Secretariat of the Agency will be 
more effective, the more compre-
hensive the programs which Signa-
tory Governments submit to it. 

C. In the allocation by the 
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency of 
items declared available for repa-
ration (other than merchant ships, 
inland water transport and Ger-
man assets in countries which 
remained neutral in the war 

Subniission Of com-
prehensive programs 
of requests. 

General principles. 
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guerre contre 1'Allem a g n e,
l'Agence Interalli6e des Repara-
tions s'inspirera des principes g&
neraux suivants:

(i) Tout bien ou groupe de
biens connexes, dans lesquels un
pays demandeur possede des in-
t6rets financiers substantiels ante-
rieurs A la guerre, doit etre
attribu6 A ce pays, s'il le desire.
Dans le cas ou deux ou plusieurs
pays possAdent des interets subs-
tantiels de cette nature, dans
un bien ou un groupe de biens
definis, l'attribution doit se faire
en tenant compte des criteres
6nonces ci-apres:

(ii) Dans le cas de demandes
concurrentes, si l'attribution n'est
pas determinde par les dispositions
du paragraphe (i), il sera fait 6tat,
entre autres facteurs pertinents,
des considerations suivantes:

a. Le degre d'urgence du besoin
qu'a chaque pays demandeur de
disposer du bien ou des biens
disponibles pourremettre en 6tat,
reconstruire ou d'une maniAre
gen6rale restaurer son 6conomie
nationale dans sa pleine activit6;

b. La mesure dans laquelle le
bien, ou les biens remplaceraient
des biens d6truits, endommages ou
ayant fait l'objet de spoliations
pendant la guerre, ou des biens
qui doivent etre remplac6s A la
suite d'usure anormale due A la
production du temps de guerre, et
qui sont susceptibles de jouer un
r6le important dans l'economie du
pays demandeur;

c. Le r6le du bien ou des biens
dont il s'agit dans le cadre general
de l'economie d'avant-guerre du
pays demandeur et dans les pro-
grammes etablis en vue de l'ajuste-
ment et du developpement de son
6conomie d'apres-guerre;

d. Les demandes des pays dont

against Germany), the following
general principles shall serve as
guides:

(i) Any item or related group
of items in which a claimant
country has a substantial prewar
financial interest shall be allocated
to that country if it so desires.
Where two or more claimants have
such substantial interests in a
particular item or group of items,
the criteria stated below shall
guide the allocation:

(ii) If the allocation between
competing claimants is not deter-
mined by paragraph (i), attention
shall be given, among other rele-
vant factors, to the following
considerations:

a. The urgency of each claimant
country's needs for the items or
item to rehabilitate, reconstruct
or restore to full activity the
claimant country's economy;

b. The extent to which the item
or items would replace property
which was destroyed, damaged or
looted in the war, or requires re-
placement because of excessive
wear in war production, and which
is important to the claimant
country's economy;

c. The relation of the item or
items to the general pattern of the
claimant country's prewar eco-
nomic life and to programs for its
postwar economic adjustment or
development;

d The requirements of coun-
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guerre contre l'Allemagne, 
l'Agence Intentlliee des Repara-
tions s'inspirera des principes ge-
neraux suivants: 

(i) Tout bien ou groupe de 
biens connexes, dans lesquels un 
pays demandeur possede des in-
terets -financiers substantiels ante-
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attribue a ce pays, s'il le desire. 
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pas deterrainee par lee dispositions 
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pays demandeur; 

c. Le role du bien ou des biens 
dont il s'agit dans le cadre general 
de Peconomie d'avant-guerre du 
pays demandeur et dans lee pro-
gram.mes etablis en vue de Pajuste-
ment et du developpement de son 
economic) d'apres-guerre; 

d. Les demandes des pays dont 

against Germany), the following 
general principles shall serve as 
guides: 

(i) Any item or related group 
of items in which a claimant 
country has a substantial prewar 
financial interest shall be allocated 
to that country if it so desires. 
Where two or more claimants have 
such substantial interests in a 
particular item or group of items, 
the criteria stated below shall 
guide the allocation: 

(ii) If the allocation between 
competing claimants is not deter-
mined by paragraph (i), attention 
shall be given, among other rele-
vant factors, to the following 
considerations: 

a. The urgency of each claimant 
country's needs for the items or 
item to rehabilitate, reconstruct 
or restore to full activity the 
claimant country's economy; 

b. The extent to which the item 
or items would replace property 
which was destroyed, damaged or 
looted in the war, or requires re-
placement because of excessive 
wear in war production, and which 
is important to the claimant 
country's economy; 

c. The relation of the item or 
items to the general pattern of the 
claimant country's prewar eco-
nomic life and to programs for its 
postwar economic adjustment or 
development; 

d. The requirements of cowl-
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les quotes-parts de reparations sont
faibles, mais qui ont besoin de
certains biens ou categories de
biens nettement determines;

(iii) Les programmes d'attribu-
tion devront conserver un equilibre
raisonnable entre les diff6rents
ayants droit en ce qui concerne
la fraction dejA satisfaite de leurs
quotes-parts respectives, sous re-
serve des exceptions temporaires
qui peuvent se justifier par les
considerations du paragraphe (ii)
(a) ci-dessus.

ARTICLE 5.

Principes generaux pour la reparti-
tion des navires marchands et des
bateaux de navigation interieure.

A. (i) Les navires de commerce
allemands disponibles pour re-
partition au titre des reparations
entre les Gouvernements signa-
taires seront r6partis entre ceux-ci
au prorata des pertes globales
respectives de navires marchands,
calcul6es en prenant comme base
le tonnage brut, que les Gouver-
nements signataires et leurs res-
sortissants ont subies par suite de
faits de guerre. II est reconnm que
la cession de navircs do commerce
par les Gouvernements des etats-
Unis d'Amerique et du Royaume-
Uni a d'autres Gouvernements est
effective sous reserve de telle ap-
probation definitive par les organes
legislatifs de ces deux pays qui
pourrait etre n6cessaire.

(ii) Un Comit6 special, compose
de representants des Gouverne-
ments signataires, sera constitue
par l'Assemblee de l'Agence Inter-
alliee des R6parations pour pre-
senter des recommandations au
sujet de la determination de ces
pertes et de l'attribution des
navires de commerce allemands
disponibles pour repartition.

tries whose reparation shares are
small but which are in need of
certain specific items or cate-
gories of items.

(iii) In making allocations a
reasonable balance shall be main-
tained among the rates at which
the reparation shares of the several
claimant Governments are satis-
fied, subject to such temporary
exceptions as are justified by the
considerations under paragraph
(ii) (a) above.

ARTICLE 5.

General Principles for the Alloca-
tion of Merchant Ships and
Inland Water Transport.

A. (i) German merchant ships
available for distribution as rep-
aration among the Signatory
Governments shall be distributed
among them in proportion to the
respective over-all losses of mer-
chant shipping, on a gross tonnage
basis, of the Signatory Govern-
ments and their nationals through
acts of war. It is recognized that
transfers of merchant ships by the
United Kingdom and United
States Governments to other Gov-
ernments are subject to such
final approvals by the legislatures
of the United Kingdom and United
States of America as may be
required.

(ii) A special committee, com-
posed of representatives of the
Signatory Governments, shall be
appointed by the assembly of the
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency to
make recommendations concern-
ing the determination of such
losses and the allocation of German
merchant ships available for dis-
tribution.
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les quotes-parts de reparations sont 
faibles, mais qui ont besoin de 
certains biens ou categories de 
biens nettement determines; 

(iii) Les programmes d'attribu-
tion devront conserver un equilibre 
raisonnable entre les differents 
ayants droit en ce qui concerne 
la fraction déjà satisfaite de leurs 
quotes-parts respectives, sous re-
serve des exceptions temporaires 
qui peuvent se justifier par les 
considerations du paragraphe 
(a) ci-dessus. 

ARTICLE 5. 

Principes generaux pour la repara-
tion des navires marchands et des 
bateaux de navigation interieure. 

A. (i) Les navires de commerce 
allemands clisponibles pour re-
partition au titre des reparations 
entre les Gouvernements signa-
taires seront repartis entre ceux-ci 
au prorata des pertes globales 
respectives de navires marchands, 
calculees en prenant comme base 
le tonnage brut, que les Gouver-
nements signataires et leurs res-
sortissants ont subies par suite de 
faits de guerre. Ii est reconnu que 
la cession de navires de commerce 
par les Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique et du Royaume-
Uni a d'autres Gouvernements est 
effective sous reserve de telle ap-
probation definitive par les organes 
legislatifs de ces deux pays qui 
pourrait etre necessaire. 

Un Comite special, compose 
de representants des Gouverne-
ments signataires, sera constitue 
par l'Assemblee de l'Agence Inter-
sill& des Reparations pour pre-
senter des recommandations au 
sujet de la determination de ces 
pertes et de l'attribution des 
navires de commerce allemands 
disponibles pour repartition. 

tries whose reparation shares are 
small but which are in need of 
certain specific items or cate-
gories of items. 

(iii) In making allocations a 
reasonable balance shall be main-
tained among the rates at which 
the reparation shares of the several 
claimant Governments are satis-
fied, subject to such temporary 
exceptions as are justified by the 
considerations under paragraph 
(ii) (a) above. 

ARTICLE 5. 

General Principles for the Alloca-
tion of Merchant Ships and 
Inland Water Transport. 

A. (i) German merchant ships 
available for distribution as rep-
aration among the Signatory 
Governments shall be distributed 
among them in proportion to the 
respective over-all losses of mer-
chant shipping, on a gross tonnage 
basis, of the Signatory Govern-
ments and their nationals through 
acts of war. It is recognized that 
transfers of merchant ships by the 
United Kingdom and United 
States Governments to other Gov-
ernments are subject to such 
final approvals by the legislatures 
of the United Kingdom and United 
States of America as may be 
required. 

(ii) A special committee, com-
posed of representatives of the 
Signatory Governments, shall be 
appointed by the assembly of the 
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency to 
make recommendations concern-
ing the determination of such 
losses and the allocation of German 
merchant ships available for dis-
tribution. 
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(iii) La valeur des navires de
commerce allemands port6e dans
les comptes de reparations sera la
valeur fix6e par la Commission
tripartite de la Marine marchande
sur la base des prix de 1938 en
Allemagne, major6e de 15 p. 100
et avec application d'un coefficient
de depreciation.

B. En raison du fait reconnu
que certains pays ont particu-
lierement besoin de bateaux de
navigation interieure, la r6parti-
tion de ces bateaux sera confiee A
un Comit6 special constitue par
l'Assemblee de l'Agence Inter-
alli6e des Reparations dans les cas
ou des bateaux de navigation
interieure deviendraient disponi-
bles ulterieurement au titre des
reparations pour les Gouverne-
ments signataires. L'evaluation
des bateaux de navigation in-
terieure sera faite sur la base
adoptee pour la marine marchande
ou sur une base equitable en
rapport avec elle.

ARTICLE 6.

Avoirs allemands d I'etranger.

A. Chacun des Gouvernements
signataires, par les methodes de
son choix, retiendra les avoirs
allemands ennemis se trouvant
dans les territoires soumis a sa
juridiction, ou en disposera, de
telle maniere qu'ils ne puissent
redevenir propriete allemande ou
retomber sous contr61e allemand,
et imputera sur sa quote-part de
reparations les avoirs dont il s'agit
(nets d'imp6ts arrieres, privileges
et frais de gestion, et libres de
toutes autres charges in rem gre-
vant des 6elments determines de ces
avoirs ainsi que de tous droits
contractuels legitimes A l'egard
des anciens proprietaires allemands
de ces avoirs).

(iii) The value of German mer-
chant ships for reparation account-
ing purposes shall be the value
determined by the Tri-partite
Merchant Marine Commission in
terms of 1938 prices in Germany
plus 15 per cent, with an allowance
for depreciation.

B. Recognizing that some coun-
tries have special need for inland
water transport, the distribution
of inland water transport shall be
dealt with by a special committee
appointed by the Assembly of the
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency in
the event that inland water trans-
port becomes available at a future
time as reparation for the Signa-
tory Governments.

The valuation of inland water
transport will be made on the basis
adopted for the valuation of mer-
chant ships or on an equitable
basis in relation to that adopted
for merchant ships.

ARTICLE 6.

German External Assets.

A. Each Signatory Government
shall, under such procedures as it
may choose, hold or dispose of
German enemy assets within its
jurisdiction in manners designed
to preclude their return to German
ownership or control and shall
charge against its reparation share
such assets (net of accrued taxes,
liens, expenses of administration,
other in rem charges against
specific items and legitimate con-
tract claims against the German
former owners of such assets).
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(iii) La valeur des navires de 
commerce allemands portee dans 
les comptes de reparations sera la 
valeur fixee par la Commission 
tripartite de in Marine rnarchande 
sur la base des prix de 1938 en 
Allemagne, major& de 15 p. 100 
et avec application d'un coefficient 
de depreciation. 

B. En raison du fait reconnu 
que certains pays ont particu-
lierement besoin de bateaux de 
navigation interieure, la reparti-
don de ces bateaux sera confiee 
un Comite special constitue par 
l'Assemblee de l'Agence Inter-
alliee des Reparations dans les cas 
oil des bateaux de navigation 
interieure deviendraient disponi-
bles ulterieurement au titre des 
reparations pour les Gouverne-
ments signataires. L'evaluation 
des bateaux de navigation in-
terieure sera faite sur la base 
adopt& pour la marine marchande 
ou sur une base equitable en 
rapport avec elle. 
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Avoirs allemands a retranger. 

A. Chacun des Gouvernements 
signataires, par les methodes de 
son choix, retiendra les avoirs 
allemands ennemis se trouvant 
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(nets d'impots anieres, privileges 
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toutes autres charges in rem gre-
vant des elements determines de ces 
avoirs ainsi que de tons droits 
contractuels legitimes a l'egard 
des anciens proprietaires allemands 
de ces avoirs). 

(iii) The value of German mer-
chant ships for reparation account-
ing purposes shall be the value 
determined by the Tri-partite 
Merchant Marine Commission in 
terms of 1938 prices in Germany 
plus 15 per cent, with an allowance 
for depreciation. 

B. Recognizing that some coun-
tries have special need for inland 
water transport, the distribution 
of inland water transport shall be 
dealt with by a special committee 
appointed by the Assembly of the 
Inter-Allied Reparation Agency in 
the event that inland water trans-
port becomes available at a future 
time as reparation for the Signa-
tory Governments. 
The valuation of inland water 

transport will be made on the basis 
adopted for the valuation of mer-
chant ships or on an equitable 
basis in relation to that adopted 
for merchant ships. 

ARTICLE 6. 

German External Assets. 

A. Each Signatory Government 
shall, under such procedures as it 
may choose, hold or dispose of 
German enemy assets within its 
jurisdiction in manners designed 
to preclude their return to German 
ownership or control and shall 
charge against its reparation share 
such assets (net of accrued taxes, 
liens, expenses of administration, 
other in rem charges against 
specific items and legitimate con-
tract claims against the German 
former owners of such assets). 
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B. Les Gouvernements signa-
taires communiqueront a l'Agence
Interalliee des Reparations toutes
les informations que celle-ci de-
mandera sur le montant de ces
avoirs et sur les produits periodi-
quement realises par la liquidation
desdits avoirs.

C. La propriet6 ou le controle
des avoirs allemands se trouvant
dans les pays rest6s neutres pen-
dant la guerre contre l'Allemagne
sera retire a l'Allemagne. Ces
avoirs seront liquides ou il en
sera dispose, conformement aux
decisions que peuvent prendre les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, la France
et le Royaume-Uni, en execution
d'accords que ces Puissances nego-
cieront avec les pays neutres; le
produit net de la liquidation ou
des actes de disposition de ces
avoirs sera mis a la disposition de
l'Agence Interalli4e des R6para-
tions pour etre reparti au titre
des reparations.

D. Dans l'application des dis-
positions du paragraphe A ci-
dessus, les avoirs qui etaient la
propriete d'un pays membre des
Nations Unies ou d'une personne
ressortissant de ce pays et non
de I'Allemagne au moment de
l'annexion ou de l'occupation de
ce pays par l'Allemagne ou de son
entree en guerre, ne seront pas
imputes A son compte de repa-
rations, etant entendu que la
disposition qui precede ne prejuge
aucune des questions qui pour-
raient se poser au sujet d'avoirs
qui n'etaient pas la propriete d'un
ressortissant du pays en question
au moment de l'annexion ou de
l'occupation de ce pays par l'Alle-
magne ou de son entree en guerre.

E. Les avoirs allemands de ca-
ractere ennemi a imputer sur les
quotes-parts de reparations de-
vront inclure les avoirs qui sont

B. The Signatory Governments
shall give to the Inter-Allied Rep-
aration Agency all information
for which it asks as to the value
of such assets and the amounts
realized from time to time by
their liquidation.

C. German assets in those coun-
tries which remained neutral in
the war against Germany shall be
removed from German ownership
or control and liquidated or dis-
posed of in accordance with the
authority of France, the United
Kingdom and the United States
of America, pursuant to arrange-
ments to be negotiated with the
neutrals by these countries. The
net proceeds of liquidation or dis-
position shall be made available
to the Inter-Allied Reparation
Agency for distribution on repara-
tion account.

D. In applying the provisions
of paragraph A above, assets which
were the property of a country
which is a member of the United
Nations or its nationals who were
not nationals of Germany at the
time of the occupation or annexa-
tion of this country by Germany,
or of its entry into war, shall
not be charged to its reparation
account. It is understood that
this provision in no way prejudges
any questions which may arise as
regards assets which were not the
property of a national of the
country concerned at the time of
the latter's occupation or annexa-
tion by Germany or of its entry
into war.

E. The German enemy assets
to be charged against reparation
shares shall include assets which
are in reality German enemy
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B. Les Gouvernements signa-
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en realit6 des avoirs allemands de
caractere ennemi, mime si le pro-
prietaire apparent de tels avoirs
n'est pas un Allemand de carac-
tAre ennemi.

Chaque Gouvernement signa-
taire, si ce n'est dejA fait, devra
promulguer des textes legislatifs
et prendre toutes autres mesures
appropri6es pour annuler tous les
transferts effectues apres l'occupa-
tion de son territoire ou son en-
tree en guerre, dans 1'intention
frauduleuse de dissimuler des in-
terets allemands de caractere en-
nemi et de les soustraire aux effets
des mesures de contr6le sur les
int6erts allemands de caractere
ennemi;

F. L'Assemblee de 1'Agence In-
teralliee des Reparations consti-
tuera un Comite d'Experts en
matiere de s6questre de biens
ennemis en vue de resoudre les
difficult6s pratiques de droit et
d'interpr6tation qui pourraient
surgir. Le Comite devra veiller
notamment A eviter tout ce qui
pourrait avoir pour resultat le
maintien de transactions fictives
ou autres, destinies soit a favo-
riser des interets ennemis, soit &
diminuer indfment la masse des
biens susceptible d'etre affectee
aux reparations.

ARTICLE 7.

Approvisionnements captures.

La valeur des approvisionne-
ments et autres materiels sus-
ceptibles de servir A des usages
civils, pris aux forces armees alle-
mandes hors d'Allemagne et remis
A des Gouvernements signataires,
sera imput6e sur leurs parts de
reparations pour autant que ces
approvisionnements et ces ma-
teriels n'auront pas et payes, ou

assets, despite the fact that the
nominal owner of such assets is
not a German enemy.

Each Signatory Government
shall enact legislation or take other
appropriate steps, if it has not
already done so, to render null and
void all transfers made, after the
occupation of its territory or its
entry into war, for the fraudulent
purpose of cloaking German enemy
interests, and thus saving them
harmless from the effect of control
measures regarding German en-
emy interests.

F. The Assembly of the Inter-
Allied Reparation Agency shall
set up a Committee of Experts in
matters of enemy property custo-
dianship in order to overcome
practical difficulties of law and
interpretation which may arise.
The Committee should in particu-
lar guard against schemes which
might result in effecting fictitious
or other transactions designed to
favour enemy interests, or to re-
duce improperly the amount of
assets which might be allocated to
reparation.

ARTICLE 7.

Captured Supplies.

The value of supplies and other
materials susceptible of civilian
use captured from the German
Armed Forces in areas outside
Germany and delivered to Signa-
tory Governments shall be charged
against their reparation shares in
so far as such supplies and ma-
terials have not been or are not,
in the future either paid for or

Committee of Ex-
perts.
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bien remis en vertu d'autres ar-
rangements ne prevoyant pas de
contre-partie.

Il est reconnu que les transferts
de tels materiels et approvisionne-
ments par les Gouvernements des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique et du
Royaume-Uni a d'autres Gouver-
nements sont soumis a telle appro-
bation definitive par les organes
legislatifs de ces deux pays qui
pourrait etre n6cessaire.

ARTICLE 8.

Attribution d'une part des rTpara-
tions aux tictimes non rapatri-
ables de 'action allemande.

Etant donn6 qu'un grand nom-
bre de personnes ont souffert
cruellement du fait des nazis et
ont actuellement un besoin imp6-
rieux d'etre aid6es pour leur "re-
habilitation", mais ne peuvent
demander l'assistance d'aucun
Gouvernement recevant des repa-
rations de l'Allemagne, les Gou-
vernements des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique, de la France, du Royaume-
Uni, de la Tchecoslovaquie et de
la Yougoslavie, en consultation
avec le Comite Intergouvernemen-
tal des Refugies, etabliront d'ur-
gence un plan, agr6 d'lln cominun
accord, et ce sur les bases gen6ra-
les suivantes:

A. Une part des r6parations,
constitute par l'ensemble de 1'or
non monetaire trouv6 en Alle-
magne par les forces arm6es alliees
et par une somme compl6men-
taire n'exc6dant pas 25 millions
de dollars, sera affectee a la "re-
habilitation" et au reetablissement
des victimes non rapatriables de
l'action allemande.

B. Cette somme de 25 millions
de dollars sera pr6levee sur le pro-
duit de la liquidation des avoirs

delivered under arrangements pre-
cluding any charge.

It is recognized that transfers of
such supplies and materials by
the United Kingdom and United
States Governments to other Gov-
ernments are agreed to be subject
to such final approval by the legis-
lature of the United Kingdom or
the United States of America as
may be required.

ARTICLE 8.

Allocation of a Reparation Share
to Nonrepatriable Victims of
German Action.

In recognition of the fact that
large numbers of persons have suf-
fered heavily at the hands of the
Nazis and now stand in dire need
of aid to promote their rehabilita-
tion but will be enable to claim
the assistance of any Government
receiving reparation from Germa-
ny, the Governments of the Unit-
ed States of America, France, the
United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia, in consultation
with the Inter-Governmllletal
Committee on Refugees, shall as
soon as possible work out in com-
mon agreement a plan on the fol-
lowing general lines:

A. A share of reparation con-
sisting of all the non-monetary
gold found by the Allied Armed
Forces in Germany and in addition
a sum not exceeding 25 million
dollars shalf be allocated for the
rehabilitation and resettlement of
non-repatriable victims of German
action.

B. The sum of 25 million dol-
lars shall be met from a portion
of the proceeds of German assets
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allemands se trouvant dans les
pays neutres et disponibles pour
les reparations.

C. Les Gouvernements des pays
neutres seront pries de rendre dis-
ponibles a cette fin (en sus de la
somme de 25 millions de dollars),
les avoirs dans les dits pays appar-
tenant a des victimes d'actes des
nazis qui sont mortes depuis sans
laisser d'heritiers.

D. Seules seront susceptibles
d'8tre admises a beneficier de
l'assistance prevue par le plan
dont il s'agit les personnes-ainsi
que leur famille et les personnes
a leur charge-qui ont ete reelle-
ment victimes des persecutions
nazies et qui appartiennent aux
categories suivantes:

(i) RWfugies de l'Allemagne ou
de l'Autriche national-socialistes
qui ont besoin d'assistance et ne
peuvent pas 6tre renvoyes dans
leur pays dans un delai raison-
nable par suite des conditions
existantes;

(ii) Ressortissants allemands et
autrichiens residant actuellement
en Allemagne ou en Autriche,
dans les cas exceptionnels oil il
est raisonnable, pour des considera-
tions d'humanite, de les aider &
emigrer et pourvu qu'ils emigrent
effectivement dans un d6lai raison-
nable;

(iii) Ressortissants des pays
anterieurement occupes par les
Allemands qui ne peuvent pas
8tre rapatries, ou ne sont pas
a mme de 1'Atre dans un d6lai
raisonnable. Afin de reserver
toute l'assistance aux refugi6s les
plus malheureux et les plus meri-
tants, et d'exclure de son benefice
les personnes dont la loyaut6 A
l'6gard des Nations Unies est, ou
a ete, douteuse, l'assistance ne
sera accordee aux ressortissants
ou anciens ressortissants des pays

in neutral countries which are
available for reparation.

C. Governments of neutral
countries shall be requested to
make available for this purpose
(in addition to the sum of 25 mil-
lion dollars) assets in such coun-
tries of victims of Nazi action who
have since died and left no heirs.

D. The persons eligible for aid
under the plan in question shall be
restricted to true victims of Nazi
persecution and to their immediate
families and dependents, in the
following classes:

(i) Refugees from Nazi Germany
or Austria who require aid and
cannot be returned to their coun-
tries within a reasonable time
because of prevailing conditions;

(ii) German and Austrian
nationals now resident in Germany
or Austria in exceptional cases in
which it is reasonable on grounds
of humanity to assist such persons
to emigrate and providing they
emigrate to other countries within
a reasonable period;

(iii) Nationals of countries for-
merly occupied by the Germans
who cannot be repatriated or are
not in a position to be repatriated
within a reasonable time. In
order to concentrate aid on the
most needy and deserving refugees
and to exclude persons whose
loyalty to the United Nations is
or was doubtful, aid shall be
restricted to nationals or former
nationals of previously occupied
countries who were victims of
German concentration camps or
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anterieurement occupes que s'ils
ont ete internes dans des camps de
concentration nazis ou dans des
camps de concentration institues
par des r6gimes subissant 'in-
fluence nazie, non compris les
personnes qui n'ont 6et internees
que dans des camps de prison-
niers de guerre.

E. Les fonds rendus disponibles
conformnment aux paragraphes A
et B ci-dessus seront g6ers par le
Comite Intergouvernemental des
Refugies ou par un Organisme des
Nations Unies auquel les fonctions
que le Comite Intergouverne-
mentai exerce dans ce domaine
pourront etre transf6eres dans
l'avenir. Les fonds rendus dispo-
nibles aux termes du paragraphe
C ci-dessus seront geres pour les
fins generales visees par le present
article, conform6ment a un pro-
gramme de gestion qui sera 6tabli
par les cinq Gouvernements ci-
dessus.

F. L'or non mon&taire trouv6
en Allemagne sera mis a la dis-
position du Comite Intergouverne-
mental des Refugi6s aussit6t que
le plan aura et6 elabore.

G. Le Comit6 Intergolverne-
mental des Rtfugits aura le pou-
voir d'assurcr la r6alisation des
fins pour lesquelles le fonds est
cre6, par l'intermediaire d'orga-
nismes d'ex6cution comp6tents de
caractere public ou prive.

II. Les fonds seront employes,
non a indemniser des victimes
individuelles, mais a faciliter la
"rehabilitation" ou le r6etablisse-
ment des personnes appartenant
aux categories ben6ficiaires de
l'assistance.

I. Aucune disposition du pr-
sent article ne sera consideree
comme prejugeant les reclama-
tions que des r6fugies pourront
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of concentration camps established
by regimes under Nazi influence
but not including persons who
have been confined only in prison-
ers of war camps.

E. The sums made available
under paragraphs A and B above
shall be administered by the Inter-
Governmental Committee on Ref-
ugees or by a United Nations
Agency to which appropriate func-
tions of the Inter-Governmental
Committee may in the future
be transferred. The sums made
available under paragraph C above
shall be administered for the
general purposes referred to in
this Article under a program of
administration to be formulated
by the five Governments named
above.

F. The non-monetary gold
found in Germany shall be placed
at the disposal of the Inter-
Governmental Comnmlfittee on Ref-
ugees as soon as a plall hlas l)(en
worked out as provi(ded a.bove.

G. The liitcr-(lovcrnmicntal
Committee on Refugees sllall have
power to carry out the purposes
of the fund through appropriate
public and private field organisa-
tions.

H. The fund shall be used, not
for the compensation of individual
victims, but to further the reha-
bilitation or resettlement of per-
sons in the eligible classes.

I. Nothing in this Article shall
be considered to prejudice the
claims which individual refugees
may have against a future Ger-

Administration of
sums.

Claims of individual
refugees against future
German Government.
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caractere public ou prive. 

II. Les fonds seront employes, 
non a indernniser des victirnes 
individuelles, mais a faciliter la 
"rehabilitation" ou le reetablisse-
rnent des personnes appartenant 
aux categories beneficiaires de 
l'assistance. 

I. Aucune disposition du pre-
sent article ne sera consider& 
contrite prejugeant les reclama-
tions que des refugies pourront 
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of concentration camps established 
by regimes under Nazi influence 
but not including persons who 
have been confined only in prison-
ers of war camps. 

E. The sums made available 
under paragraphs A and B above 
shall be administered by the Inter-
Governmental Committee on Ref-
ugees or by a United Nations 
Agency to which appropriate func-
tions of the Inter-Governmental 
Committee may in the future 
be transferred. The sums made 
available under paragraph C above 
shall be administered for the 
general purposes referred to in 
this Article under a program of 
administration to be formulated 
by the five Governments named 
above. 

F. The non-monetary gold 
found in Germany shall be placed 
at the disposal of the Inter-
Governmental Committee on Ref-
ugees as soon as a plan has been 
worked out as provided above. 

G. The Inter-Governmental 
Committee on Refugees shall have 
power to carry out the purposes 
of the fund through appropriate 
public and private field organisa-

tions. 

H. The fund shall be used, not 
for the compensation of individual 
victims, but to further the reha-
bilitation or resettlement of per-
sons in the eligible classes. 

I. Nothing in this Article shall 
be considered to prejudice the 
claims which individual refugees 
may have against a future Ger-

Administration of 
sums. 

Claims of individual 
refugees against future 
German Government. 
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Etre fond6s A pr6senter A titre
individuel A un Gouvernement
allemand futur, sauf dans la me-
sure oh ces r6fugi6s ont b6n6fici6
des ressources pr6vues aux para-
graphes A et C ci-dessus.

PARTIE II.

Agence interalliee des reparations.

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Constitution de I'agence.
Les Gouvernements signataires

du present Accord etablissent une
Agence Interalliee des R6para-
tions (ci-apres appel6e "1'Agence").
Chacun d'eux nomme un d6le
gu6 A l'Agence et peut egalement
nommer un d6elgu6 suppleant,
lequel, en l'absence du d6elgu6, a
les fonctions et pouvoirs de celui-ci.

ARTICLE 2.

Fonctions de l'Agence.

A. L'Agence r6partit entre les
Gouvernements signataires les re-
parations allemandes conforme-
ment aux dispositions du present
Accord et de tous autres accords
qui sont ou seront en vigueur
entre les Gouvernements signa-
taires. A cette fin, l'Agence est
l'organe par lequel les Gouverne-
ments signataires recoivent les
informations relatives aux presta-
tions disponibles A titre de r6pa-
rations et expriment leurs deside-
rata en la matiere.

B. L'Agence traite toutes ques-
tions concernant la restitution A un
Gouvernement signataire d'un bien
situe dans l'une des zones occiden-
tales d'Allemagne, qui lui sont
defer6es par le Commandant en
chef de cette zone (agissant pour
le compte de son Gouvernement),

man Government, except to the
amount of the benefits that such
refugees may have received from
the sources referred to in para-
graph A and C above.

PART II.

Inter-allied reparation agency.

ARTICLE 1.

Establishment of the Agency.
The Governments Signatory to

the present Agreement hereby
establish an Inter-Allied Repara-
tion Agency (hereinafter referred
to as "The Agency"). Each Gov-
ernment shall appoint a Delegate
to the Agency and shall also be
entitled to appoint an Alternate
who, in the absence of the Dele-
gate, shall be entitled to exercice
all the functions and rights of the
Delegate.

ARTICLE 2.

Functions of the Agency.
A. The Agency shall allocate

German reparation among the
Signatory Governments in accord-
ance with the provisions of this
Agreement and of any other
agreements from time to time in
force among the Signatory Gov-
ernments. For this purpose, the
Agency shall be the medium
through which the Signatory Gov-
ernments receive information con-
cerning, and express their wishes
in regard to, items available as
reparation.

B. The Agency shall deal with
all questions relating to the resti-
tution to a Signatory Government
of property situated in one of the
Western Zones of Germany which
may be referred to it by the Com-
mander of that Zone (acting on
behalf of his Government), in
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etre fond& a presenter a titre 
individuel a un Gouvernement 
allemand futur, sauf dans la me-
sure ou ces refugies out beneficie 
des ressources prevues aux para-
graphes A et C ci-dessus. 

PARTIE II. 

Agence interalliee des reparations. 

ARTICLE PREMIER. 

Constitution de l'agence. 

Les Gouvernements signataires 
du present Accord etablissent une 
Agence Intentlliee des Repara-
tions (ci-apres appelee "l'Agence"). 
Chacun d'eux nomme un del& 
gue a l'Agence et pout egalement 
nommer un delegue suppleant, 
lequel, en l'absence du delegue, a 
les fonctions et pouvoirs de celui-ci. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Fonctions de l'Agence. 

A. L'Agence repartit entre lea 
Gouvernements signataires les re-
parations allemandes conform& 
ment aux dispositions du present 
Accord et de tons autres accords 
qui sont ou seront en vigueur 
entre lea Gouvernements signa-
taires. A cette fin, l'Agence est 
l'organe par lequel lee Gouverne-
ments signataires regoivent lea 
informations relatives aux presta-
tions disponibles a titre de repa-
rations et expriment leurs deside-
rata en la matiere. 

B. L'Agence traite toutes ques-
tions concernant la restitution a un 
Gouvernement signataire d'un bien 
situe dans l'une des zones occiden-
tales d'Allemagne, qui lui sont 
deferees par le Commandant en 
chef de cette zone (agissant pour 
le compte de son Gouvernement), 

man Government, except to the 
amount of the benefits that such 
refugees may have received from 
the sources referred to in para-
graph A and C above. 

PART II. 

Inter-allied reparation agency. 

ARTICLE 1. 

Establishment of the Agency. 

The Governments Signatory to 
the present Agreement hereby 
establish an Inter-Allied Repara-
tion Agency (hereinafter referred 
to as "The Agency"). Each Gov-
ernment shall appoint a Delegate 
to the Agency and shall also be 
entitled to appoint an Alternate 
who, in the absence of the Dele-
gate, shall be entitled to exercice 
all the functions and rights of the 
Delegate. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Functions of the Agency. 

A. The Agency shall allocate 
German reparation among the 
Signatory Governments in accord-
ance with the provisions of this 
Agreement and of any other 
agreements from time to time in 
force among the Signatory Gov-
ernments. For this purpose, the 
Agency shall be the medium 
through which the Signatory Gov-
ernments receive information con-
cerning, and express their wishes 
in regard to, items available as 
reparation. 

B. The Agency shall deal with 
all questions relating to the resti-
tution to a Signatory Government 
of property situated in one of the 
Western Zones of Germany which 
may be referred to it by the Com-
mander of that Zone (acting on 
behalf of his Government), in 
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en accord avec le ou les Gouverne
ments demandeurs, sans prejugei
toutefois le reglement de ces ques.
tions entre les Gouvernements
signataires interess6s, soit par voiP
d'accord, soit par une procedurn
arbitrale.

ARTICLE 3.

Organisation interieure de l'Agence,

A. Les organes de l'Agence sont
1'Assemblee et le Secretariat.

B. L'Assemblee se compose des
delegu6s; elle est presidee par le
President de l'Agence. Le Presi-
dent de l'Agence est le d6elgue du
Gouvernement francais.

C. Le Secretariat est sous la
direction d'un Secretaire general,
assiste de deux Secretaires gne-
raux adjoints. Le Secretaire g6n-
ral et les deux Secretaires generaux
adjoints sont nommes par les
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, de la France et du
Roayume-Uni. Le Secretariat a un
caractere international. II agit
pour le coinpte de I'Agence et non
pour le compte des Golverne-
ments signataires pris individuelle-
ment.

ARTICLE 4.

Fonctions du Secretariat.

Les fonctions du Secretariat
sont les suivantes:

A. Etablir des programmes pour
la repartition des reparations alle-
mandes et les soumettre a l'Assem-
blee;

B. Tenir une comptabilite d&
taillee des biens disponibles au
titre des reparations allemandes
et des biens repartis a ce titre;

C. Etablir le budget de l'Agence
et le soumettre l1'Assemblee;

- agreement with the claimant Sig-
r natory Government or Govern-
- ments, without prejudice, how-
s ever, to the settlement of such
e questions by the Signatory Gov-

ernments concerned either by
agreement or arbitration.

ARTICLE 3.

Internal Organisation of the Agency.

A. The organs of the Agency
shall be the Assembly and the
Secretariat.

B. The Assembly shall consist
of the Delegates and shall be pre-

- sided over by the President of the
Agency. The President of the
Agency shall be the Delegate of
the Government of France.

C. The Secretariat shall be
under the direction of a Secretary
General, assisted by two Deputy
Secretaries General. The Secre-
tary General and the two Deputy
Secretaries General shall be ap-
pointed by the Governments of
France, the United States of Amer-
ica and the United Kingdom. The
Secretariat shall be international
in character. It shall act for the
Agency andI not for tih individual
Signatory Governmentcs.

ARTICLE 4.

Functions of the Secretariat.

The Secretariat shall have the
following functions:

A. To prepare and submit to
the Assembly programs for the
allocation of German reparation;

B. To maintain detailed ac-
counts of assets available for, and
of assets distributed as, German
reparation;

C. To prepare and submit to
the Assembly the budget of the
Agency;
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en accord avec le ou les Gouverne-
ments demandeurs, sans prejuger 
toutefois le reglement de ces ques-
tions entre les Gouvernements 
sig,nataires interesses, soit par voie 
d'accord, soit par une procedure 
arbitrale. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Organisation interieure de l'Agence. 

A. Les organes de l'Agence sont 
l'Assemblee et le Secretariat. 

B. L'Assemblee se compose des 
delegues; elle est presidee par le 
President de l'Agence. Le Presi-
dent de l'Agence est le delegue du 
Gouvernement frangais. 

C. Le Secretariat est sous la 
direction d'un Secretaire general, 
assiste de deux Secretaires gene-
raux adjoints. Le Secretaire gene-
ral et les deux Seeretaires generaux 
adjoints sont nommes par les 
Gouvernements des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique, de la France et du 
Roayume-Uni. Le Secretariat a un 
caractere international. Il agit 
pour le compte de l'Agence et non 
pour le compte des Gou verne-
ments signataires pris individuelle-
ment. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Fonctions du Secretariat. 

Les fonctions du Secretariat 
sont les suivantes: 

A. Etablir des programmes pour 
la repartition des reparations alle-
mandes et les sournettre a l'Assem-

blee; 
B. Tenir une comptabilite de-

tainee des biens disponibles au 
titre des reparations allemandes 
et des biens repartis a ce titre; 

C. Etablir le budget de l'Agence 
et le soumettre a l'Assemblee; 

agreement with the claimant Sig-
natory Government or Govern-
ments, without prejudice, how-
ever, to the settlement of such 
questions by the Signatory Gov-
ernments concerned either by 
agreement or arbitration. 

ARTICLE 3. 

Internal Organisation of the Agency. 

A. The organs of the Agency 
shall be the Assembly and the 
Secretariat. 

B. The Assembly shall consist 
of the Delegates and shall be pre-
sided over by the President of the 
Agency. The President of the 
Agency shall be the Delegate of 
the Government of France. 

C. The Secretariat shall be 
under the direction of a Secretary 
General, assisted by two Deputy 
Secretaries General. The Secre-
tary General and the two Deputy 
Secretaries General shall be ap-
pointed by the Governments of 
France, the United States of Amer-
ica and the United Kingdom. The 
Secretariat shall be international 
in character. It shall act for the 
Agency and not for the individual 
Signatory Governments. 

ARTICLE 4. 

Functions of the Secretariat. 

The Secretariat shall have the 
following functions : 

A. To prepare and submit to 
the Assembly programs for the 
allocation of German reparation; 

B. To maintain detailed ac-
counts of assets available for, and 
of assets distributed as, German 
reparation; 

C. To prepare and submit to 
the Assembly the budget of the 
Agency; 
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D. Remplir telles autres fonc-
tions administratives qui pourront
etre necessaires.

ARTICLE 5.

Fonctions de l'Assemblee.

Sous reserve des dispositions des
articles 4 et 7 de la Partie II du
present Accord, l'Assemblee fait
les attributions au titre des repa-
rations allemandes entre les Gou-
vernements signataires conform-
ment aux dispositions du present
Accord et de tous autres accords
qui sont ou seront en vigueur entre
lesdits Gouvernements signataires.
Elle approuve egalement le budget
de l'Agence et remplit toutes
autres fonctions compatibles avec
les dispositions du present Accord.

ARTICLE 6.

Vote d l'Assemblee.

Sauf dispositions contraires du
present Accord, chaque d6elgu6
dispose d'une voix. Les decisions
de l'Assemblee sont prises A la
majorit6 des votes exprimes.

ARTICLE 7.

D. To perform such other ad-
ministrative functions as may be
required.

ARTICLE 5.

Functions of the Assembly.

Subject to the provisions of
Articles 4 and 7 of Part II of this
Agreement, the Assembly shall
allocate German reparation among
the Signatory Governments in
conformity with the provisions of
this Agreement and of any other
agreements from time to time in
force among the Signatory Gov-
ernments. It shall also approve
the budget of the Agency and shall
perform such other functions as
are consistent with the provisions
of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 6.

Voting in the Assembly.

Except as otherwise provided in
this Agreement, each Delegate
shall have one vote. Decisions in
the Assembly shall be taken by a
majority of the votes cast.

ART. 7.

Recours contre les decisions de Appeal from Decisions of the As-
I'Assemblee. sembly.

A. Lorsque l'Assemblee n'a pas
donne satisfaction A la demande
d'un delegue tendant A faire at-
tribuer un bien A son Gouverne-
ment, l'Assemblee porte la ques-
tion A l'arbitrage, si ce d6elgu6 en
fait la requete, dans le delai pre-
scrit par l'Assemblee. L'effet de
ce recours A l'arbitrage est sus-
pensif.

B. Les d6elgues des Gouverne-
ments qui demandent un bien
dont l'attribution est soumise A
1'arbitrage en vertu du para-

A. When the Assembly has not
agreed to a claim presented by a
Delegate that an item should be
allocated to his Government, the
Assembly shall, at the request of
that Delegate and within the time
limit prescribed by the Assembly,
refer the question to arbitration.
Such reference shall suspend the
effect of the decision of the As-
sembly on that item.

B. The Delegates of the Gov-
ernment claiming an item referred
to arbitration under paragraph A
above shall elect an Arbitrator
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D. Remplir telles autres fonc-
tions administratives qui pourront 
etre necessaires. 

D. To perform such other ad-
ministrative functions as may be 
required. 

ARTICLE 5. ARTICLE 5. 

Fonctions de l'Assemblee. Functions of the Assembly. 

Sous reserve des dispositions des 
articles 4 et 7 de la Partie II du 
present Accord, PAssemblee fait 
les attributions au titre des repa-
rations allemandes entre les Gou-
vernements signataires conform& 
ment aux dispositions du present 
Accord et de tous autres accords 
qui sont on seront en vigueur entre 
lesdits Gouvernements signataires. 
Elle approuve egalement le budget 
de l'Agence et remplit toutes 
autres fonctions compatibles avec 
les dispositions du present Accord. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Vote et l'Assemblee. 

Saul dispositions contraires du 
present Accord, chaque delegue 
dispose d'une voix. Les decisions 
de PAssemblee sont prises a la 
majorite des votes exprimes. 

ARTICLE 7. 

Recours contre les decisions de 
l'Assemblee. 

A. Lorsque l'Assemblee n'a pas 
donne satisfaction a la demande 
d'un delegue tendant faire at-
tribuer un bien a son Gouverne-
ment, l'Assemblee porte la ques-
tion a l'arbitrage, si cc delegue en 
fait la requete, dans le &Jai pre-
suit par l'Assemblee. L'effet de 
cc recours a Parbitrage eat sus-
pensif. 

B. Les delegues des Gouverne-
ments qui demandent un bien 
dont Pattribution est soumise 
l'arbitrage en vertu du para-

Subject to the provisions of 
Articles 4 and 7 of Part II of this 
Agreement, the Assembly shall 
allocate German reparation among 
the Signatory Governments in 
conformity- with the provisions of 
this Agreement and of any other 
agreements from time to time in 
force among the Signatory Gov-
ernments. It shall also approve 
the budget of the Agency and shall 
perform such other functions as 
are consistent with the provisions 
of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 6. 

Voting in the Assembly. 

Except as otherwise provided in 
this Agreement, each Delegate 
shall have one vote. Decisions in 
the Assembly shall be taken by a 
majority of the votes cast. 

ART. 7. 

Appeal from Decisions of the As-
sembly. 

A. When the Assembly has not 
agreed to a claim presented by a 
Delegate that an item should be 
allocated to his Government, the 
Assembly shall, at the request of 
that Delegate and within the time 
limit prescribed by the Assembly, 
refer the question to arbitration. 
Such reference shall suspend the 
effect of the decision of the As-
sembly on that item. 

B. The Delegates of the Gov-
ernment claiming an item referred 
to arbitration under paragraph A 
above shall elect an Arbitrator 
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graphe A ci-dessus d6signent un
arbitre choisi parmi les autres
delegues. Si l'accord ne peut se
faire sur le choix de l'arbitre, le
delegu6 des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que assume les fonctions d'arbitre
ou d6signe un arbitre parmi les
delegues dont les Gouvernements
ne demandent pas le bien en ques-
tion. Si le Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique est l'un
des Gouvernements qui deman-
dent le bien dont il s'agit, le Pr6si-
dent de 1'Agence d6signe comme
arbitre un d6elgu6 dont le Gouver-
nement n'est pas dans la meme
situation.

ARTICLE 8.

Pouvoirs de l'arbitre.

Lorsque la question de l'attri-
bution d'un bien est defer6e a
l'arbitrage, conformement a l'arti-
cle 7 de la Partie II du present
Accord, l'arbitre a le pouvoir
d'attribuer, en dernier ressort, le
bien en question a l'un des Gou-
vernements demandeurs. L'arbi-
tre peut, s'il le juge bon, renvoyer
au Secr6tariat, pour examen sup-
plementaire, l'attribuition du bien
en question. II peut aussi, s'il le
juge bon, demander au Secretariat
de soiimettre a nouveau l'attribu-
tion du bien en question i l'As-
sembl6e.

ARTICLE 9.

Depenses.

A. Chaque Gouvernement paye
les traitements et indemnites de
ses (le61gues et du personnel de sa
delegation.

B. Les depenses communes de
l'Agence sont payees sur les fonds
de l'Agence. Ces fonds sont four-
nis par chaque Gouvernement
signataire pour les deux premieres

from among the other Delegates.
If agreement cannot be reached
upon the selection of an Arbitrator,
the United States Delegate shall
either act as Arbitrator or appoint
as Arbitrator another Delegate
from among the Delegates whose
Governments are not claiming the
item. If the United States Gov-
ernment is one of the claimant
Governments, the President of the
Agency shall appoint as Arbitrator
a Delegate whose Government is
not a claimant Government.

ARTICLE 8.

Powers of the Arbitrator.

When the question of the allo-
cation of any item is referred to
arbitration under Article 7 of Part
II of this Agreement, the Arbi-
trator shall have authority to
make final allocation of the item
among the claimant Governments.
The Arbitrator may, at his discre-
tion, refer the item to the Secre-
tariat for further study. lie may
also, at his discretioin, require tho
Secretariat to resubmit the item
to the Assembly.

ARTICLE 9.

Expenses.

A. The salaries and expenses of
the Delegates and of their staffs
shall be paid by their own Govern-
ments.

B. The common expenses of the
Agency shall be met from the funds
of the Agency. For the first two
years from the date of the estab-
lishment of the Agency, these
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graphe A ci-dessus designent un 
arbitre choisi parmi les autres 
delegues. Si l'accord ne peut se 
faire sur le choix de Parbitre, le 
delegue des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que assume les fonctions d'arbitre 
ou designe un arbitre parmi les 
delegues dont les Gouvernements 
ne demandent pas le bien en ques-
tion. Si le Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique est Pun 
des Gouvernements qui deman-
dent le bien dont il s'agit, le Presi-
dent de l'Agence designe comme 
arbitre un delegue dont le Gouver-
nement n'est pas dans la meme 
situation. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Pouvoirs de l'arbitre. 

Lorsque la question de l'attri-
bution d'un bien est deferee 
l'arbitrage, conformement a l'arti-
cle 7 de la Partie II du present 
Accord, l'arbitre a le pouvoir 
d'attribuer, en dernier ressort, le 
bien en question A l'un des Gou-
vernements demandeurs. L'arbi-
tre peut, s'il le juge bon, renvoyer 
au Secretariat, pour examen sup-
plementaire, Pattribution du bien 
en question. II petit aussi, s'il le 
juge bon, demander au Seffetariat 
de soumettre a nouveau l'attribu-
tion du bien en question a l'As-
semblee. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Depenses. 

A. Chaque Gouvernement paye 
les traitements et indemnites de 
ses &legit& et du personnel de sa 
delegation. 

B. Les depenses communes de 
l'Agence 9ont payees sur les fonds 
de l'Agence. Ces fonds sont four-
nis par chaque Gouvernement 
signataire pour les deux premieres 

from among the other Delegates. 
If agreement cannot be reached 
upon the selection of an Arbitrator, 
the United States Delegate shall 
either act as Arbitrator or appoint 
as Arbitrator another Delegate 
from among the Delegates whose 
Governments are not claiming the 
item. If the United States Gov-
ernment is one of the claimant 
Governments, the President of the 
Agency shall appoint as Arbitrator 
a Delegate whose Government is 
not a claimant Government. 

ARTICLE 8. 

Powers of the Arbitrator. 

When the question of the allo-
cation of any item is referred to 
arbitration under Article 7 of Part 
II of this Agreement, the Arbi-
trator shall have authority to 
make final allocation of the item 
among the claimant Governments. 
The Arbitrator may, at his discre-
tion, refer the item to the Secre-
tariat for further study. He may 
also, at his discretion, require the 
Secretariat to resubmit the item 
to the Assembly. 

ARTICLE 9. 

Expenses. 

A. The salaries and expenses of 
the Delegates and of their staffs 
shall be paid by their own Govern-
ments. 

B. The common expenses of the 
Agency shall be met from the funds 
of the Agency. For the first two 
years from the date of the estab-
lishment of the Agency, these 
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annees a partir de l'etablissement
de l'Agence, proportionnellement
a sa quote-part dans l'ensemble
des biens de la cat6gorie B, et, par
la suite, proportionnellement A sa
quote-part dans l'ensemble des
biens de la categorie A.

C. Chaque Gouvernement si-
gnataire paye sa part contributive
au budget de l'Agence pour chaque
periode budg6taire (telle qu'elle
est d6finie par l'Assembl6e) au
debut de cette periode, etant en-
tendu que chaque Gouvernement,
lorsqu'il signe le present Accord,
fournit sur un total de 50.000 livres
sterling une contribution au moins
proportionnelle A sa quote-part
dans l'ensemble des biens de la
categorie B, et qu'il verse, dans les
trois mois qui suivent, le solde de
sa part contributive au budget de
l'Agence pour la periode budge-
taire au cours de laquelle il signe
cet Accord.

D. Toutes les sommes dues par
les Gouvernements signataires
sont acquittees en francs belges ou
en une ou plusieurs autres mon-
naies fixees par l'Agence.

ARTICLE 10.

Vote du budget.

Lors de l'examen du budget de
1'Agence, pour toute periode bud-
g6taire chaque d6elgu6 dispose a
l'Assemblee d'un nombre de voix
proportionnel A la part contribu-
tive due par son Gouvernement
pour la periode budg6taire con-
sideree.

ARTICLE 11.

Langues officieles.

Les langues officielles de
l'Agence sont l'anglais et le fran-
gais.

funds shall be contributed in pro-
portion to the percentage shares of
the Signatory Governments in
Category B and thereafter in pro-
portion to their percentage in
Category A.

C. Each Signatory Govern-
ment shall contribute its share in
the budget of the Agency for each
budgetary period (as determined
by the Assembly) at the beginning
of that period; provided that each
Government shall, when this
Agreement is signed on its behalf,
contribute a sum equivalent to
not less than its Category B per-
centage share of £50,000 and shall,
within three months there after,
contribute the balance of its share
in the budget of the Agency for
the budgetary period in which this
Agreement is signed on its behalf.

D. All contributions by the Sig-
natory Governments shall be made
in Belgian francs or such other
currency or currencies as the
Agency may require.

ARTICLE 10.

Voting of the Budget.

In considering the budget of
the Agency for any budgetary
period, the vote of each Delegate
in the Assembly shall be propor-
tional to the share of the budget
for that period payable by his
Government.

ARTICLE 11.

Official Languages.
The official languages of the

Agency shal be English and
French.
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annees a partir de Petablissement 
de l'Agence, proportionnellement 

sa quote-part dans l'ensemble 
des biens de la categorie B, et, par 
la suite, proportionnellement sa 
quote-part dans l'ensemble des 
biens de la categoric A. 

C. Chaque Gouvernement si-
gnataire paye sa part contributive 
au budget de l'Agence pour chaque 
periode budgetaire (telle qu'elle 
est definie par l'Assemblee) au 
debut de cette periode, &ant en-
tendu que chaque Gouvernement, 
lorsqu'il signe le present Accord, 
fournit sur un total de 50.000 livres 
sterling une contribution an moms 
proportionnelle a sa quote-part 
dans l'ensemble des biens de la 
categoric B, et gull verse, dans les 
trois mois qui suivent, le solde de 
sa part contributive au budget de 
l'Agence pour in periode budge-
taire au cours de laquelle il signe 
cet Accord. 
D. Toutes les sommes dues par 

les Gouvernements signataires 
sont acquittees en francs belges ou 
en une ou plusieurs autres mon-
naies fixees par l'Agence. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Vote du budget. 

Lors de l'examen du budget de 
l'Agence, pour toute periode bud-
getaire chaque delegue dispose a 
l'Assemblee d'un nombre de voix 
proportionnel a, la part contribu-
tive due par son Gouvernement 
pour la periode budgetaire con-
sideree. 

ARTICLE 11. 

Langues officielles. 

Les langues officielles de 
l'Agence sont l'anglais et le fran-
gais. 

funds shall be contributed in pro-
portion to the percentage shares of 
the Signatory Governments in 
Category B and thereafter in pro-
portion to their percentage in 
Category A. 

C. Each Signatory Govern-
ment shall contribute its share in 
the budget of the Agency for each 
budgetary period (as determined 
by the Assembly) at the beginning 
of that period; provided that each 
Government shall, when this 
Agreement is signed on its behalf, 
contribute a sum equivalent to 
not less than its Category B per-
centage share of £50,000 and shall, 
within three months there after, 
contribute the balance of its share 
in the budget of the Agency for 
the budgetary period in which this 
Agreement is signed on its behalf. 

D. All contributions by the Sig-
natory Governments shall be made 
in Belgian francs or such other 
currency or currencies as the 
Agency may require. 

ARTICLE 10. 

Voting of the Budget. 

In considering the budget of 
the Agency for any budgetary 
period, the vote of each Delegate 
in the .Asem.bly shall be propor-
tional to the share of the budget 
for that period payable by his 
Government. 

ARTICLE 11. 

Official Languages. 

The official languages of the 
Agency shal be English and 
French. 
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ARTICLE 12.

Bureaux de l'Agence.

Le si6ge de 1'Agence est A
Bruxelles. L'Agence etablit des
organes de liaison dans tout autre
lieu que peut designer l'Assemblee
apres s'etre assuree des accords
necessaires.

ARTICLE 13.

Retrait.

Tout Gouvernement signataire,
autre que les Gouvernements
responsables du contr6le dans une
partie du territoire allemand, peut
se retirer de l'Agence apres avoir
adressd une notification ecrite au
Secretariat.

ARTICLE 14.

Amendements et dissolution.

La partie II du present Accord
peut etre amend4e, ou I'Agence
dissoute, par une decision de
l'Assembl6e prise a la majorite
des voix exprimees, pourvu que
les delegues qui forment cette
majorite representent des Gouver-
nements dont le total des quotes-
parts constitue au moins 80 p. 100
de l'ensemble des quotes-parts de
la categorie A.

ARTICLE 15.

Capacite juridique, immunites et
privileges.

L'Agence jouit, sur le territoire
de chaque Gouvernement signa-
taire, de la capacit6 juridique,
ainsi que des privileges, immuni-
tes et facilites qui lui sont n6ces-
saires pour exercer ses fonctions et
atteindre ses buts. Les repr-
sentants des Gouvernements
signataires et les fonctionnaires de

ARTICLE 12.

Offices of the Agency.

The seat of the Agency shall be
in Brussels. The Agency shall
maintain liaison offices in such
other places as the Assembly,
after obtaining the necessary con-
sents, may decide.

ARTICLE 13.

Withdrawal.

Any Signatory Government,
other than a Government which
is responsible for the control of a
part of German territory, may
withdraw from the Agency after
written notice to the Secretariat.

ARTICLE 14.

Amendments and Termination.

This Part II of the Agreement
can be amended or the Agency
terminated by a decision in the
Assembly of the majority of the
Delegates voting, provided that
the Delegates forming the major-
ity represent Governments whose
shares constitute collectively not
less than 80 per cent of the
aggregate of the percentage shares
in category A.

ARTICLE 15.

Legal capacity.-Immunities and
Privileges.

The Agency shall enjoy in the
territory of each Signatory Gov-
ernment such legal capacity and
such privileges, immunities and
facilities, as may be necessary for
the exercice of its functions and
the fulfilment of its purpose. The
representatives of the Signatory
Governments and the officials of
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ARTICLE 12. 

Bureaux de l'Agence. 

Le siege de l'Agence est a 
Bruxelles. L'Agence etablit des 
organes de liaison dans tout autre 
lieu que peut designer l'Assemblee 
apres s'etre assuree des accords 
necessaires. 

ARTICLE 13. 

Retrait. 

Tout Gouvernement signataire, 
autre que les Gouvernements 
responsables du controle dans une 
partie du territoire allemand, peut 
se retirer de l'Agence apres avoir 
adresse une notification &rite au 
Secretariat. 

ARTICLE 14. 

Amendements et dissolution. 

La partie II du present Accord 
peut etre amendee, ou l'Agence 
dissoute, par une decision de 
l'Assemblee prise a la majorite 
des voix exprimees, pourvu que 
les delegues qui forment cette 
majorite representent des Gouver-
nements dont le total des quotes-
parts constitue au moms 80 p. 100 
de l'ensemble des quotes-parts de 
la categorie A. 

ARTICLE 15. 

Capacite juridique, immunites et 
privileges. 

L'Agence jouit, sur le territoire 
de chaque Gouvernement signa-
taire, de la capacite juridique, 
ainsi que des privileges, immuni-
tes et facilites qui lui sont neces-
sakes pour exercer ses fonctions et 
atteindre ses buts. Les repre-
sentants des Gouvernements 
sig-nataires et les fonctionnaires de 

ARTICLE 12. 

Offices of the Agency. 

The seat of the Agency shall be 
in Brussels. The Agency shall 
maintain liaison offices in such 
other places as the Assembly, 
after obtaining the necessary con-
sents, may decide. 

ARTICLE 13. 

Withdrawal. 

Any Signatory Government, 
other than a Government which 
is responsible for the control of a 
part of German territory, may 
withdraw from the Agency after 
written notice to the Secretariat. 

ARTICLE 14. 

Amendments and Termination. 

This Part II of the Agreement 
can be amended or the Agency 
terminated by a decision in the 
Assembly of the majority of the 
Delegates voting, provided that 
the Delegates forming the major-
ity represent Governments whose 
shares constitute collectively not 
less than 80 per cent of the 
aggregate of the percentage shares 
in category A. 

ARTICLE 15. 

Legal capacity.—Immunities and 
Privileges. 

The Agency shall enjoy in the 
territory of each Signatory Gov-
ernment such legal capacity and 
such privileges, immunities and 
facilities, as may be necessary for 
the exercice of its functions and 
the fulfilment of its purpose. The 
representatives of the Signatory 
Governments and the officials of 
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l'Agence jouissent egalement des
privileges et immunites qui leur
sont n6cessaires pour exercer en
toute independance leurs fonctions
en rapport avec l'Agence.

PARTIE III.

Restitution de l'or mon6taire.

ARTICLE UNIQUE.

A. Tout 1'or mon6taire trouve
en Allemagne par les forces ar-
mees alliees et celui vise au para-
graphe G ci-dessus (y compris les
monnaies d'or, A 1'exception de
celles qui ont une valeur numis-
matique ou historique, qui seront
restitu6es immediatement si elles
sont identifiables) sera reuni en
une masse commune pour etre
reparti a titre de restitutions,
entre les pays admis A beneficier
de cette masse, au prorata des
quantit6s d'orqu'ils ont respective-
ment perdues du fait de spoliations
par l'Allemagne ou de transferts
ill6gitimes en Allemagne.

B. Sans prejudice des demandes
visant l'or non restitu6, presentees
au titre des reparations, la quan-
tite d'or mon6taire revenant a
chacun des pays admis A ben4ficier
de cette masse sera acceptee par ce
dernier en reglement complet et
definitif de toute creance sur
1'Allemagne au titre des restitu-
tions d'or mon6taire.

C. Une part proportionnelle de
l'or sera attribuee a chacun des
pays interesses qui accepte le
present arrangement concernant la
restitution de l'or monetaire et qui
peut etablir qu'une quantite d6ter-
minee d'or monetaire lui appar-
tenant a fait l'objet de spoliation
par I'Allemagne ou, A une date
quelconque apres le 12 mars 1938,
de transfert illegitime en territoire
allemand.

the Agency shall enjoy such priv-
ileges and immunities as are neces-
sary for the independent exercice
of their functions in connection
with the Agency.

PART III.

Restitution of monetary gold.

SINGLE ARTICLE.

A. All the monetary gold found
in Germany by the Allied Forces
and that referred to in paragraph
G below (including gold coins,
except those of numismatic or
historical value, which shall be
restored directly if identifiable)
shall be pooled for distribution as
restitution among the countries
participating in the pool in propor-
tion to their respectives losses of
gold through looting or by wrong-
ful removal to Germany.

B. Without prejudice to claims
by way of reparation for un-
restored gold, the portion of mone-
tary fold thus accruing to each
country participating in the pool
shall be accepted by that country
in full satisfaction of all claims
against Germany for restitution
of monetary gold.

C. A proportional share of the
gold shall be allocated to each
country concerned which adheres
to this arrangement for the resti-
tution of monetary gold and which
can establish that a definite amount
of monetary gold belonging to it
was looted by Germany or, at any
time after March 12th, 1938, was
wrongfully removed into German
territory.

Distribution pool.
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Distribution pool. 
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l'Agence jouissent egalement des 
privileges et imrnunites qui leur 
sont necessaires pour exercer en 
toute independance leurs fonctions 
en rapport avec l'Agence. 

PARTIE 

Restitution de l'or monetaire. 

ARTICLE UNIQUE. 

A. Tout l'or monetaire trouve 
en Allemagne par les forces ar-
'Dees alliees et celui vise au para-
graph° G ci-dessus (y compris les 
monnaies d'or, a l'exception de 
celles qui ont une valeur numis-
matique ou historique, qui seront 
restituees immediatement si elks 
sont identifiables) sera Muni en 
une masse commune pour etre 
reparti a titre de restitutions, 
entre les pays admis a beneficier 
de cette masse, au prorata des 
quantites d'or qu'ils ont respective-
ment perdues du fait de spoliations 
par l'Allemagne on de transferts 
illegitimes en Allemagne. 

B. Sans prejudice des demandes 
visant l'or non restitue, presentees 
au titre des reparations, la quan-
tite d'or monetaire revenant a 
chacun des pays admis a beneficier 
de cette masse sera accept& par cc 
dernier en reglement complet et 
definitif de toute creance sur 
l'Allemagne au titre des restitu-
tions d'or monetaire. 

C. Une part proportionnelle de 
l'or sera attribuee a chacun des 
pays interesses qui accepte le 
present arrangement concernant la 
restitution de l'or monetaire et qui 
peut etablir qu'une quantite deter-
mine° d'or monetaire lui appar-
tenant a fait l'objet de spoliation 
par l'Allemagne ou, aune date 
quelconque apres le 12 mars 1938, 
de transfert illegitime en territoire 
allemand. 

the Agency shall enjoy such priv-
ileges and immunities as are neces-
sary for the independent exercice 
of their functions in connection 
with the Agency. 

PART III. 

Restitution of monetary gold. 

SINGLE ARTICLE. 

A. All the monetary gold found 
in Germany by the Allied Forces 
and that referred to in paragraph 
G below (including gold coins, 
except those of numismatic or 
historical value, which shall be 
restored directly if identifiable) 
shall be pooled for distribution as 
restitution among the countries 
participating in the pool in propor-
tion to their respectives losses of 
gold through looting or by wrong-
ful removal to Germany. 

B. Without prejudice to claims 
by way of reparation for un-
restored gold, the portion of mone-
tary fold thus accruing to each 
country participating in the pool 
shall be accepted by that country 
in full satisfaction of all claims 
against Germany for restitution 
of monetary gold. 

C. A proportional share of the 
gold shall be allocated to each 
country concerned which adheres 
to this arrangement for the resti-
tution of monetary gold and which 
can establish that a definite amount 
of monetary gold belonging to it 
was looted by Germany or, at any 
time after March 12th, 1938, was 
wrongfully removed into German 
territory. 
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D. La question de la participa-
tion eventuelle de pays non repre-
sentes a la Conference (autres que
l'Allemagne, mais y compris l'Au-
triche et 1'Italie) A la r6partition
susmentionnee est reservee et
l'iquivalent de ce qui constituerait
la totalit6 des quotes-parts de ces
Etats, s'ils venaient a etre admis a
cette repartition, sera mis en
reserve pour qu'il en soit dispose
ulterieurement selon ce qui sera
decide par les Gouvernements
allies interesses.

E. Les divers pays admis A
beneficier de cette masse fourni-
ront aux Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de la France et
du Royaume-Uni, en tant que
Puissances occupantes interess6es,
des renseignements detailles et
verifiables sur les pertes d'or qu'ils
ont subies du fait que l'Allemagne
les a spolies de cet or ou que cet or
a ete transport6 sur son territoire.

F. Les Gouvernements des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la
France et du Royaume-Uni pren-
dront toutes mesures utiles dans
les zones qu'ils occupent respec-
tivement en Allemagne pour l'exd-
cution d'une r6partition conforme
aux dispositions qui pr6crdent.

G. Tout or mon6taire qui pourra
etre recupcre d'un pays tiers dans
lequel il a 6et transfer6 par
l'Allemagne sera reparti confor-
mement au present arrangement
concernant la restitution de l'or
mon6taire.

PARTIE IV.

Entr6e en vigueur et signature.

ARTICLE PREMIER.

Entree en vigueur.

Le present Accord pourra etre
signe par tout Gouvernement

D. The question of the eventual
participation of countries not rep-
resented at the Conference (other
than Germany but including Aus-
tria and Italy) in the above
mentioned distribution shall be
reserved, and the equivalent of
the total shares which these coun-
tries would receive, if they were
eventually admitted to partici-
pate, shall be set aside to be dis-
posed of at a later date in such
manner as may be decided by the
Allied Governments concerned.

E. The various countries par-
ticipating in the pool shall supply
to the Governments of the United
States of America, France and the
United Kingdom, as the occupying
Powers concerned, detailed and
verifiable data regarding the gold
losses suffered through looting by,
or removal to, Germany.

F. The Governments of the
United States of America, France
and the United Kingdom shall
take appropriate steps within the
Zones of Gerlmany occupied by
them respectively to inmpl)leinlt
distrilbution in accor(ladce withl
the foregoing provisions.

G. Any monetary gold -which
may be recovered from a tliirl
country to which it was trans-
ferred from Germany shall be dis-
tributed in accordance with this
arrangement for the restitution of
monetary gold.

PART IV.

Entry into force and signature.

ARTICLE 1.

Entry into force.

This Agreement shall be open
for signature on behalf of any

Data regarding gold
losses.
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D. La question de la participa-
tion eventuelle de pays non repre-
sentes a la Conference (autres que 
l'Allemagne, mais y compris l'Au-
triche et l'Italie) a la repartition 
susmentionnee est reservee et 
requivalent de ce qui constituerait 
la totalite des quotes-parts de ces 
Etats, s'ils venaient a etre admis 
cette repartition, sera mis en 
reserve pour qu'il en soit dispose 
ulterieurement selon ce qui sera 
decide par les Gouvernements 
allies interesses. 

E. Les divers pays admis 
beneficier de cette masse fourni-
ront aux Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de la France et 
du Royaume-Uni, en tant que 
Puissances occupantes interessees, 
des renseignements detailles et 
verifiables sur les pertes d'or qu'ils 
ont subies du fait que l'Allemagne 
les a spolies de cet or ou que cet or 
a ete transporte sur son territoire. 

F. Les Gouvernements des 
Etats-Unis d'Am erique, de la 
France et du Royaume-Uni pren-
dront toutes mesures utiles dans 
les zones gulls occupent respec-
tivement en Allemagne pour l'exe-
cution d'une repartition conform° 
aux dispositions qui prece,dent. 

G. Tout or monetaire qui pourra 
etre recupere d'un pays tiers dans 
lequel il a Me transfere par 
l'Allemagne sera reparti confor-
mement au present arrangement 
concernant la restitution de l'or 
monetaire. 

PARTIE IV. 

Entree en vigueur et signature. 

D. The question of the eventual 
participation of countries not rep-
resented at the Conference (other 
than Germany but including Aus-
tria and Italy) in the above 
mentioned distribution shall be 
reserved, and the equivalent of 
the total shares which these coun-
tries would receive, if they were 
eventually admitted to partici-
pate, shall be set aside to be dis-
posed of at a later date in such 
manner as may be decided by the 
Allied Governments concerned. 

E. The various countries par-
ticipating in the pool shall supply 
to the Governments of the United 
States of America, France and the 
United Kingdom, as the occupying 
Powers concerned, detailed and 
verifiable data regarding the gold 
losses suffered through looting by, 
or removal to, Germany. 

F. The Governments of the 
United States of America, France 
and the United Kingdom shall 
take appropriate steps within the 
Zones of Germany occupied by 
them respectively to implement 
distribution in accordance with 
the foregoing provisions. 

G. Any monetary gold which 
may be recovered from a third 
country to which it was trans-
ferred from Germany shall be dis-
tributed in accordance with this 
arrangement for the restitution of 
monetary gold. 

PART IV. 

Entry into force and signature. 

ARTICLE PREMIER. ARTICLE 1. 

Entrée en vigueur. Entry into force. 

Le present Accord pourra etre This Agreement shall be open 
signe par tout Gouvernement for signature on behalf of any 

Data regarding gold 
losses. 
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represent6 A la Conference de Paris
sur les R6parations.

Des qu'il aura 6te signe par des
Gouvernements ayant droit col-
lectivement a au moins 80 p. 100
des parts pr6vues pour les Gou-
vernements signataires dansla cate
gorie A des reparations alleman-
des, il entrera en vigueur entre
lesdits Gouvernements.

L'Accord sera ensuite en vigueur
entre lesdits Gouvernements et tel
Gouvernement qui le signerait
ulterieurement.

ARTICLE 2.

Signature.

La signature par chaque Gou-
vernement contractant sera con-
sideree comme impliquant que
l'effet du present Accord s'etend
A ses colonies, territoires d'outre-
mer et territoires sous sa protec-
tion, ou sa suzerainet6, ou sur
lesquels il exerce actuellement un
mandat.

En foi de quoi, les soussignes,
dAment habilites par leurs Gou-
vernements respectifs, ont sign6 a
Paris le present Accord, en langues
anglaise et frangaise, les deux
textes faisant egalement foi, en un
seul exemplaire qui sera depose
dans les archives du Gouverne-
ment de la Republique frangaise,
lequel Gouvernement remettra
copie conforme de ce texte A
chacun des Gouvernements sig-
nataires.

Government represented at the
Paris Conference on Reparation.

As soon as it has been signed on
behalf of Governments collectively
entitled to not less than 80 p. 100
of the aggregate of shares in Cate-
gory A of German reparation, it
shall come into force [I] among
such Signatory Governments.

The Agreement shall thereafter
be in force among such Govern-
ments and those Governments on
whose behalf it is subsequently
signed.

ARTICLE 2.

Signature.

The signature of each contract-
ing Government shall be deemed
to mean that the effect of the
present Agreement extends to the
colonies and overseas territories of
such Government, and to terri-
tories under its protection or
suzerainety or over which it at
present exercises a mandate.

In witness whereof, the under-
signed, duly authorized by their
respective Governments, have
signed in Paris the present Agree-
ment in the English and French
languages, the two texts being
equally authentic, in a single
original, which shall be deposited
in the Archives of the Govern-
ment of the French Republic, a
certified copy thereof beeing fur-
nished by that Government to
each signatory Government.

14 mars 1946 ..... Pour Albanie,
For Albania,

Pour les Etats-Unis

14 janvier 1946... d'Amrique
For the United States

of America,

Signe :
KAHREMAN YLI,.

Sign :
JEFFERSON CAFFEBY.

I [The agreement came into force on Jan. 24, 1946.
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represente a la Conference de Paris 
sur les Reparations. 
Des qu'il aura ete signe par des 

Gouvernements ayant droit col-
lectivement a au moms 8o p. 100 
des parts prevues pour lea Gou-
vernements signataires dans la cate-
gorie A des reparations alleman-
des, il entrera en vigueur entre 
lesdits Gouvernements. 
L'Accord sera ensuite en vigueur 

entre lesdits Gouvernements et tel 
Gouvernement qui le signerait 
ulterieureraent. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Signature. 

, La signature par chaque Gou-
vernement contractant sera con-
sider& comma impliquant que 
l'effet du present Accord s'etend 

sea colonies, territoires d'outre-
mer et territoires sous sa protec-
tion, ou sa suzerainete, on sur 
lesquels II exerce actuellement un 
mandat. 
En foi de quoi, lea soussignes, 

dilment habilites par leurs Gou-
vernements respectifs, ont signe a. 
Paris le present Accord, en langues 
anglaise et frangaise, lea deux 
textes faisant egalement foi, en un 
seul exemplaire qui sera depose 
dans lea archives du Gouverne-
ment de la Republique frangaise, 
lequel Gouvernement remettra 
copie conforme de ce texte a. 
chacun des Gouvernements sig-
nataires. 

14 mars 1946   

14 janvier 1946 . . . 

Government represented at the 
Paris Conference on Reparation. 
As soon as it has been signed on 

behalf of Governments collectively 
entitled to not less than 8o p. 100 
of the aggregate of shares in Cate-
gory A of German reparation, it 
shall come into force [9 among 
such Signatory Governments. 

The Agreement shall thereafter 
be in force among such Govern-
ments and those Governments on 
whose behalf it is subsequently 
signed. 

ARTICLE 2. 

Signature. 

The signature of each contract-
ing Government shall be deemed 
to mean that the effect of the 
present Agreement extends to the 
colonies and overseas territories of 
such Government, and to terri-
tories under its protection or 
suzerainety or over which it at 
present exercises a mandate. 

In witness whereof, the under-
signed, duly authorized by their 
respective Governments, have 
signed in Paris the present Agree-
ment in the English and French 
languages, the two texts being 
equally authentic, in a single 
original, which shall be deposited 
in the Archives of the Govern-
ment of the French Republic, a 
certified copy thereof beeing fur-
nished by that Government to 
each signatory Government. 

Pour l'Albanie, 
For Albania, 

Pour lea Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique, 

For the United States 
of America, 

Signe: 
KAHREMAN YLLI. 

Signe: 
JEFFERSON CAFFERY. 

1 [The agreement came into force on Jan. 24, 1946.) 
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25 f6vrier 1946 ....

14 janvier 1946 . . ..

30 janvier 1946 ....

20 f6vrier 1946 ....

8 mars 1946 .....

14 janvier 1946. . .

14 janvier 1946. . .

24 janvier 1946. . .

25 f6vrier 1946 . . .

Pour l'Australie,
For Australia,

Pour la Belgique,
For Belgium,

Pour le Canada,
For Canada,

Pour le Danemark,
For Denmark,

Pour l'Egypte,
For Egypt,

Pour la France,
For France,

Pour le Royaume-Uni
de Grande-Bretagne
et d'Irlande du Nord,

For the United King-
dom of Great-Britain
and Northern Ire-
land,

Pour la Grece,
For Greece,

Pour l'Inde,
For India,

Sign :
W. R. HODGSON.

Sign :
GUILLAUME.

Sign :
GEORGE P. VANIER.

Sign :
J. C. W. KRUSE.

Sign :
FAHKRY-PACHA.

Signe:
BIDAULT.

Signe:
DUFF COOPER.

Signe:
P. A. ARGYROPOULO.

Signe:
P. CHAUDHURI.

Ces signatures sont donnees en accord These signatures are appended in

avec le Representant de Sa Majeste agreement with His Britannic Majesty's

Britannique, qui exerce les fonctions de representative for the exercise of the

la Couronne dans les relations de celle-ci functions of the Crown in its relation

avec les ]Rtats Indiens.

14 janvier 1946. .

6 fevrier 1946

20 fWvrier 1946 .

14 janvier 1946.

27 fevrier 1946

28 fvrier 1946

with the Indian States.

Pour le Luxembourg,
For Luxembourg,

Pour la Norvege,
For Norway,

Pour la Nouvelle-Z&
lande,

For New-Zealand,

Pour les Pays-Bas,
For the Netherlands,

Pour la Tch6coslova-
quie,

For Czechoslovakia,

Pour 1'Union de l'Afri-
que du Sud,

For the Union of South
Africa,

Sign6:
A. FUNCK.

Signe:
LUDWIG AUBERT.

Signe:
W. CLINKARD.

Signe:
E. STAR-BUSMANN.

Signe:
JNDRICH NOSEK.

Signe:
DUFF COOPER.
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25 fevrier 1946 . . 

14 janvier 1946 . . 

30 janvier 1946 . . 

20 fevrier 1946 . . 

8 mars 1946   

14 janvier 1946 . 

14 janvier 1946 . 

24 janvier 1946 . 

25 fevrier 1946 . 

Pour l'Australie, 
For Australia, 

Pour la Belgique, 
For Belgium, 

Pour le Canada, 
For Canada, 

Pour le Danemark, 
For Denmark, 

Pour l'Egypte, 
For Egypt, 

Pour la France, 
For France, 

Pour le Royaume-Uni 
de Grande-Bretagne 
et d'Irlande du Nord, 

• For the United King-
dom of Great-Britain 
and Northern Ire-
land, 

Pour la Greco, 
• For Greece, 

Pour l'Inde, 
• For India, 

Ces signatures sont donnees en accord 
avec le Representant de Sa Majeste 
Britannique, qui exerce les fonctions de 
la Couronne dans les relations de celle-ci 
avec les Etats Indiens. 

14 janvier 1946 . 

6 fevrier 1946 . . . 

20 Wrier 1946 . . . 

14 janvier 1946 . 

27 Wrier 1946 . 

28 Wrier 1946 . 

Signe: 
W. R. HonGsoN. 

Signe: 
GUILLAUME. 

Signe : 
GEORGE P. VANIER. 

Signe : 
J. C. W. KRUSE. 

Signe : 
FAHKRY—PACHA. 

Signe: 
BIDAULT. 

Signe: 
DUFF COOPER. 

Signe: 
P. A. ARGYROPOULO. 

Signe: 
P. CHAUDHURI. 

These signatures are appended in 
agreement with His Britannic Majesty's 
representative for the exercise of the 
functions of the Crown in its relation 
with the Indian States. 

Pour le Luxembourg, 
For Luxembourg, 

Pour la Norvege, 
For Norway, 

Pour la Nouvelle-Ze-
lande, 

For New-Zealand, 

Pour les Pays-Bas, 
• For the Netherlands, 

Pour la Tchecoslova-
quie, 

For Czechoslovakia, 

Pour l'Union de l'Afri-
que du Sud, 

For the Union of South 
Africa, 

Signe: 
A. FUNCK. 

Signe: 
LUDWIG AUBERT. 

Signe: 
W. CLINKARD. 

Signe: 
E. STAR-BITSMANN. 

Signe: 
JNDRICH NOSEK. 

Signe: 
DUFF COOPER. 
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4 vrier 1946 . Pour la Yougoslavie, Signe:
For Yugoslavia, MARKO RISTIC.

Copie certifiee conforme a l'exemplaire original unique en langues
anglaise et frangaise, depose dans les Archives de la Republique
frangaise.

La Aitrfh Poiptoitr
Clurdu Soeic du Pirocak.

cm
AI

DUMIAINE.

K
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4 fevrier 1946 . . Pour la Yougoslavie, Sign& 
For Yugoslavia, MARKO RISTIC. 

Copie certifiee conforme a l'exemplaire original unique en langues 
anglaise et frangaise, depose dans les Archives de la Republique 
frangaise. 

Le Ministry Plittipotediairt. 
Chef du Service du Pro:wale, 
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Agreements between the United States of America and Portugal respecting
air transport services, amending the agreement of December 6, 1945.
Effected by exchanges of notes signed at Lisbon June 28, 1947; entered
into force June 28, 19.7.

The American Ambassador to the Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lisbon, June 28, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to confirm that it is mutually agreed by the
Governments of the United States of America and of Portugal that
the Annex to the Air Transport Agreement, between the two Govern-
ments, concluded on December 6, 1945, shall be amended to read
as follows:

SECTION I

A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the
present agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop
in Portuguese territory. The right to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at the Azores, Lisbon
and Macao is granted on the following routes via intermediate points
in both directions:

1. The United States to the Azores and thence (a) to London
and beyond, on a route without stops in the Iberian Peninsula,
and (b) to Lisbon and thence (a,) to London and (b,) to Barce-
lona and points beyond.
2. The United States to Lisbon (the airline operating this
route will have the right of non-traffic stop at the Azores)
thence to Madrid and points beyond.
3. The United States to the Azores and points beyond to the
Union of South Africa.
4. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific
to Macao thence to Hong-Kong (and/or Canton).

In addition to the routes enumerated above, airlines of the United
States of America are accorded the right of non-traffic stop at the
Azores on trans-Atlantic routes between the United States and the
(Continent of Europe, including the British Isles, on routes without
stops in the Iberian Peninsula.

B. Airlines of Portugal authorized under the present agreement
are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory of

U.S. rights of trans-
it and stop in Portu-
guese territory.

Portuguese rights of
transit and stop in
r. S.

3185

June 28, 1947
IT. I. A. S. 166]

59 Stat. 1849.
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The American Ambassador to the Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affair8 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to confirm that it is mutually agreed by the 
Governments of the United States of America and of Portugal that 
the Annex to the Air Transport Agreement, between the two Govern-
ments, concluded on December 6, 1945, shall be amended to read 
as follows: 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Lisbon, June 28, 1947 

SECTION I 

A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the 
present agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop 
in Portuguese territory. The right to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at the Azores, Lisbon 
and Macao is granted on the following routes via intermediate points 
in both directions: 

1. The United States to the Azores and thence (a) to London 
and beyond, on a route without stops in the Iberian Peninsula, 
and (b) to Lisbon and thence (a,) to London and (b,) to Barce-
lona and points beyond. 
2. The United States to Lisbon (the airline operating this 
route will have the right of non-traffic stop at the Azores) 
thence to Madrid and points beyond. 
3. The United States to the Azores and points beyond to the 
Union of South Africa. 
4. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific 
to Macao thence to Hong-Kong (and/or Canton). 

In addition to the routes enumerated above, airlines of the United 
States of America are accorded the right of non-traffic stop at the 
Azores on trans-Atlantic routes between the United States and the 
Continent of Europe, including the British Isles, on routes without 
stops in the Iberian Peninsula. 

B. Airlines of Portugal authorized under the present agreement 
are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the territory of 

June 28, 1947 

[T. I. A. S. 16561 

59 Stat. 1849. 

IT. S. rights of trans-
it and stop in Portu-
guese territory. 

Portuguese rights of 
transit and stop in 
C. 5. 



Equal opportunity
for operation.

Adequate capacity.

Right to embark,
etc.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

the United States as well as the right to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo, and mail at New York, Boston
and Miami on the following routes via intermediate points in both
directions:

1. Lisbon via the Azores (a) to Bermuda, New York City and
Boston, or (b) to Gander, Boston and New York City.
2. Lisbon via the Azores and Bermuda to Miami and beyond.

SECTION II

The contracting parties agree on the following:

1. That the air transport facilities available to the travelling
public should bear a close relationship to the requirements of
the public for such transport.
2. There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for the airlines
of the two nations to operate on any route between their
respective territories covered by the Agreement and this Annex.
3. That, in the operation by the air carriers of either Govern-
ment of the trunk services described in this Annex, the interest
of the air carriers of the other Government shall be taken into
consideration so as not to affect unduly the services which the
latter provides on all or part of the same routes.
4. It is understood by both Governments that services pro-
vided by a designated airline under the Agreement and this
Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of
capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country
of which such airline is a national and the country of ultimate
destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on
such services international traffic destined for and coming
from third countries at a point or points on the routes specified
in this Annex shall be applied in accordance with the general
principles of orderly development to which both Governments
subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle that
capacity should be related:

(a) To traffic requirements between the country of origin
and the countries of destination;
(b) To requirements of through airline operation; and
(c) To the traffic requirements of the area through which
the airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.
JOHN C. WILEY

His Excellency
Dr. JOSE CAEIRO DA MATA,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Lisbon.
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SECTION II 

Equal opportunity 
for operation. 

Adequate capacity. 

Right to embark, 
etc. 

The contracting parties agree on the following: 

1. That the air transport facilities available to the travelling 
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of the two nations to operate on any route between their 
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of the air carriers of the other Government shall be taken into 
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4. It is understood by both Governments that services pro-
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Annex shall retain as their primary objective the provision of 
capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country 
of which such airline is a national and the country of ultimate 
destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark on 
such services international traffic destined for and coming 
from third countries at a point or points on the routes specified 
in this Annex shall be applied in accordance with the general 
principles of orderly development to which both Governments 
subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle that 
capacity should be related: 

(a) To traffic requirements between the country of origin 
and the countries of destination; 
(b) To requirements of through airline operation; and 
(c) To the traffic requirements of the area through which 
the airline passes after taking account of local and regional 
services. 

Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

JOHN C. WILEY 
His Excellency 

Dr. JOSE CAEIRO DA MATAt 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Lisbon. 
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The Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DOS NEG6CIOS ESTRANGEIROS

DIRECCAO GERAL

DOS

NEGOCIOS POLITICOS E DA ADMINISTRACXO INTERNA

LISBOA, 28 de Junho de 1947

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,

Tenho a honra de confirmar a V. Exa. ter sido mutuamente acordado
entre os Governos de Portugal e dos Estados Unidos da America que
o Anexo ao Acordo de Transportes A6reos entre os dois Governos,
concluido em 6 de Dezembro de 1945, ficara emendado por forma a
ler-se como segue:

" SECQXA I

A. As empresas de transporte a6reo dos Estados Unidos da
America autorizadas nos termos do presente Acordo sao concedidos
os direitos de transito e de escala para fins nao comerciais no
territ6rio portugues. E concedido o direito de embarcar e desembar-
car trafego internacional de passageiros, carga e correio nos Acores,
Lisboa e Macau, nas seguintes rotas, via pontos intermediarios,
em ambos os sentidos:
1 - Estados Unidos para os Agores e dai (a) para Londres e al6m,
numa rota sem escalas na Peninsula Ib6rica, e (b) para Lisboa e
dai (a,) para Londres e (b,) para Barcelona e pontos subsequentes.
2 - Estados Unidos para Lisboa (a linha aerea que explorar esta
rota tera direito a fazer escala, para fins nao comerciais, nos
Acores), daf para Madrid e pontos subsequentes.
3 -Estados Unidos para os Agores e pontos subsequentes para a
Uniao da Africa do Sul.
4 -Estados Unidos, via pontos intermediarios no Pacifico, para
Macau e dal para Hong-Kong (e ou Cantao).

Alem das rotas acima enumeradas, 6 concedido as empresas de
transporte aereo dos Estados Unidos da America o direito de
fazerem escala, para fins nao comerciais, nos Acores, em rotas
transatlanticas entre os Estados Unidos e o Continente Europeu,
incluindo as Ilhas Britanicas, sem escalas na Peninsula Ib6rica.

B. As empresas de transporte aereo de Portugal autorizadas nos
termos do presente Acordo sao concedidos direitos de transito e
escala, para fins nao comerciais, no territ6rio dos Estados Unidos,
bem como o direito de embarcar e desembarcar trafego internacional
de passageiros, carga e correio, em Nova York, Boston e Miami,
nas seguintes rotas, via pontos intermediarios, em ambos os sentidos:

1 - Lisboa via Acores (a) para Bermudas, Cidade de Nova York e
Boston ou (b) para Gander, Boston e Cidade de Nova York.
2 - Lisboa, via Acores e Bermudas,para Miami e pontos subsequentes.
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The Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DOS NEGOCIOS ESTRANGEIROS 

DIRECCAO GERAL 
DOS 

NEGOCIOS POLITICOS E DA ADMINISTRACAO INTERNA 

LISBOA, 28 de Junho de 1947 

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR, 

Tenho a honra de confirmar a V. Exa. ter sido mutuamente acordado 
entre os Governos de Portugal e dos Estados Unidos da America que 
o Anexo ao Acordo de Transportes Aereos entre os dois Governos, 
concluido em 6 de Dezembro de 1945, ficara emendado por forma a 
ler-se como segue: 

)) SEccXo I 

A. As empresas de transporte aereo dos Estados Unidos da 
America autorizadas nos termos do presente Acordo silo concedidos 
os direitos de transit° e de escala para fins IAD comerciais no 
territorio portugues. E concedido o direito de embarcar e desembar-
car trafego internacional de passageiros, carga e correio nos Acores, 
Lisboa e Macau, nas seguintes rotas, via pontos intermedihrios, 
em ambos os sentidos: 
1 — Estados Unidos para os Acores e dai (a) para Londres e alem, 
numa rota sem escalas na Peninsula Iberica, e (b) para Lisboa e 
dal (a,) para Londres e (b,) para Barcelona e pontos subsequentes. 
2 — Estados Unidos para Lisboa (a linha aerea que explorar esta 
rota tell direito a fazer escala, para fins ndo comerciais, nos 
Acores), dal para Madrid e pontos subsequentes. 
3 — Estados Unidos para os Acores e pontos subsequentes para a 
Unido da Africa do Sul. 
4— Estados Unidos, via pontos intermediarios no Pacifico, para 
Macau e dal para Hong-Kong (e ou Cantao). 

Alem das rotas acima enumeradas, é concedido as empresas de 
transporte aereo dos Estados Unidos da America o direito de 
fazerem escala, para fins nao comerciais, nos Acores, em rotas 
transathinticas entre os Estados Unidos e o Continente Europeu, 
incluindo as Ilhas Britfinicas, sem escalas na Peninsula Iberica. 

B. As empresas de transporte aereo de Portugal autorizadas nos 
termos do presente Acordo san concedidos direitos de transit° e 
escala, para fins ntio comerciais, no teuiterio dos Estados Unidos, 
born como o direito de embarcar e desembarcar trafego internacional 
de passageiros, carga e correio, em Nova York, Boston e Miami, 
nas seguintes rotas, via pontos intermediarios, em ambos os sentidos: 

1 — Lisboa via Acores (a) para Bermudas, Cidade de Nova York e 
Boston ou (b) para. Gander, Boston e Cidade de Nova York. 
2 — Lisboa, via Acores e Bermudas, para Miami e pontos subsequentes. 
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SECXAO II

As Partes Contratantes acordam no seguinte:

1 - As facilidades de transporte a6reo ao servico do pdblico deverao
ser bem adaptadas as necessidades deste.
2 - Sera oferecida as empresas de transporte a6reo das duas Partes
Contratantes uma justa e igual oportunidade de exploragao do
trafego nas rotas entre os seus respectivos territ6rios reguladas pelo
Acordo e por este Anexo.
3 - Na exploracao, pelas empresas de transporte a6reo de qualquer
dos Governos, dos grandes servigos internacionais (trunk services)
descritos neste Anexo, serao tomados em consideragao os interesses
das empresas do outro Governo, de modo a nao serem indevidamente
afectados os servigos que estas exploram em toda ou em parte da
extensao das rotas.
4 - Fica entendido pelos dois Governos que os servigos explorados
por uma empresa designada nos termos do Acordo e deste Anexo
serao organizados tendo em mente que o objectivo principal a que
visam 6 oferecer uma capacidade adequada A procura do trAfego
entre o pais de que a empresa 6 nacional e o pais de destino itil do
mesmo trafego. Nestes servigos, o direito de embarcar ou desembar-
ear, em qualquer ponto ou pontos das rotas previstas neste Anexo,
trAfego internacional, destinado ou proveniente de terceiros paises,
sera usado em conformidade cor os principios gerais de desenvolvi-
mento ordenado do transporte a6reo aceites pelos dois Governos e
sera sujeito ao principio geral de que a capacidade deve adaptar-se:

a) A procura do trafego entre o pais de origem e os de destino;
b) As exigencias de uma exploracao econ6mica dos servicos

considerados;
c) As exigencias do trafego da area que a linha a6rea atravessa,

tidos em conta os servigos aereos locais e regionais."
Aproveito a oportunidade para apresentar a Vossa Excelencia,

Senhor Embaixador, os protestos da minha mais alta consideracao.
JosE CAEIRO DA MATA

Sua Excelencia o
Senhor JOHN COOPER WILEY

Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America
& & &

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL

OF

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND INTERIOR ADMINISTRATION

LISBON, June 28, 1947
IR. AMBASSADOR:
I have the honor to confirm to Your Excellency that it has been

mutually agreed between the Governments of Portugal and the
United States of America that the Annex to the Air Transport Agree-
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ear, em qualquer ponto ou pontos das rotas previstas neste Anexo, 
trafego internacional, destinado ou proveniente de terceiros paises, 
sera, usado em conformidade corn os principios gerais de desenvolvi-
mento ordenado do transporte aereo aceites pelos dois Governos e 
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a) A procura do trafego entre o pais de origem e os de destino; 
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Sua Excelencia o 
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Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL 
OF 

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND INTERIOR ADMINISTRATION 

LISBON, June 28, 1947 
M R. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to confirm to Your Excellency that it has been 

mutually agreed between the Governments of Portugal and the 
United States of America that the Annex to the Air Transport Agree-
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ment between the two Governments, signed on December 6, 1945, 59 Stat 1849.

shall be amended to read as follows:

[For the English language text of Sections I and II, see pp. 3 1 8 5 -3186.]

I avail myself of the opportunity to present to Your Excellency the

assurances of my highest consideration.
JosE CAEIRO DA MATA

His Excellency
JOIN COOPER WILEY

Ambassador of the United States of America

The American Ambassador to the Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Lisbon, June 28, 1947

EXCELLENCY:

It is mutually agreed by the Governments of the United States of

America and of Portugal that, in addition to the routes described in the

Annex to the Air Transport Agreement between the United States of

America and Portugal, dated December 6, 1945, airlines of the United

States of America operating on the following route are accorded the

rights of transit and non-traffic stop in Portuguese territory:

A. The United States via the East Coast of South America and inter-

mediate points to Johannesburg and Capetown.

It is equally agreed that airlines of Portugal operating on the follow-

ing route are accorded the rights of transit and non-traffic stop in

United States territory:

B. Lisbon, via the Azores and/or Gander to Montreal.

I avail myself of this opportunity to express to Your Excellencyl the

assurances of my high consideration.
JOIIN C. rlIY.

His Excellency
Dr. JOSE CAEIRO DA MATA,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Lisbon.

The Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DOS NEGOCIOS ESTRANGEIROS

DIRECCAO GERAL

DOS

NEGOCIOS POLiTICOS E DA ADMINISTRACAO INTERNA

LISBOA, 28 de Junho de 1947

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,

Fica mutuamente acordado entre os Governos de Portugal e dos

Estados Unidos da America que, alem das rotas descritas no Anexo ao
95347°-49--T. 111 -5

Additional U. S.
rights of transit and
stop in Portuguese
territory.

59 Stat. 1849.

Portuguese rights il
U. S.
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ment between the two Governments, signed on December 6, 1945, 
shall be amended to read as follows: 
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I avail myself of the opportunity to present to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

Jos A CAEIRO DA MATA 
His Excellency 

JOHN COOPER W ILEY 
Ambassador of the United States of America 

The American Ambassador to the Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Lisbon, June 28, 1947 
EXCELLENCY: 

It is mutually agreed by the Governments of the United States of 
America and of Portugal that, in addition to the routes described in the 
Annex to the Air Transport Agreement between the United States of 
America and Portugal, dated December 6, 1945, airlines of the United 
States of America operating on the following route are accorded the 
rights of transit and non-traffic stop in Portuguese territory: 

A. The United States via the East Coast of South America and inter-
mediate points to Johannesburg and Capetown. 

It is equally agreed that airlines of Portugal operating on the follow-
ing route are accorded the rights of transit and non-traffic stop in 
United States territory: 

B. Lisbon, via the Azores and/or Gander to Montreal. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to express to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my high consideration. 

His Excellency 
Dr. JOSE CAMEO DA M ATA, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Lisbon. 

J011 N C. W ILEY 

The Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DOS NEGOCIOS ESTRANGEIROS 

DIRECCAD GERAL 
DOS 

NEGOCIOS POLITICOS E DA ADMINISTRACIO INTERNA 

LISBOA, 28 de Junho de 1947 

SENHOR EMBAIXADOR, 
Fica mutuamente acordado entre os Governos de Portugal e dos 

Estados Unidos da America que, alem das rotas descritas no Anexo ao 
95347-49—• iii 58 

59 Stat. 1849. 

Additional U. S. 
rights of transit and 
stop in Portuguese 
territory. 

Si) Stat. 1849. 

Portuguese rights in 
U. S. 
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Acordo de Transportes A6reos entre Portugal e os Estados Unidos da
America, assinado em 6 de Dezembro de 1945, sao concedidos direitos
de transito e escala, para fins nao comerciais, no territ6rio portugues,
as empresas de transporte a6reo dos Estados Unidos que explorarem a
seguinte rota:
A. Estados Unidos, via costa oriental da America do Sul e pontos
intermediarios, para Johanesburgo e Cidade do Cabo.

E igualmente acordado que sao concedidos direitos de transito e
escala, para fins nao comerciais, no territ6rio dos Estados Unidos, as
empresas de transporte aereo de Portugal que explorarem a seguinte
rota:
B. Lisboa, via Agores e/ou Gander, para Montreal.

Aproveito esta oportunidade para apresentar a Vossa Excelencia,
Senhor Embaixador, os protestos da minha mais alta consideragao.

JosE CAEIRO DA MATA
Sua Excelencia o

Senhor JOHN COOPER WILEY
Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America

& & &

Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL

OF

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND INTERIOR ADMINISTRATION

LISBON, June 28, 1947
MR. AMBASSADOR:

It is mutually agreed between the Governments of Portugal and
the United States of America that, in addition to the routes described
in the Annex to the Air Transport Agreement between Portugal and

69 Stat. 9. the United States of America, signed on December 6, 1945, rights of
transit and non-traffic stop in Portuguese territory shall be granted to
airlines of the United States which operate the following route:
A. United States via the east coast of South America and inter-
mediate points, to Johannesburg and Capetown.

It is likewise agreed that rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the
territory of the United States shall be granted to airlines of Portugal
which operate the following route:
B. Lisbon via the Azores and/or Gander to Montreal.

I avail myself of this opportunity to present to Your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration.

JosE CAEIRO DA MATA
His Excellency

JOHN COOPER WILEY
Ambassador of the United States of America
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Acordo de Transportes Aereos entre Portugal e os Estados Unidos da 
America, assinado em 6 de Dezembro de 1945, sao concedidos direitos 
de transit° e escala, para fins nao comerciais, no territorio portugues, 
as empr6sas de transporte aereo dos Estados Unidos que exploraxem a 
seguinte rota: 
A. Estados Unidos, via costa oriental da America do Sul e pontos 
intermediarios, para Johanesburgo e Cidade do Cabo. 
E igualmente acordado que so concedidos direitos de transit° e 

escala, para fins nit° comerciais, no territorio dos Estados Unidos, as 
empresas de transporte aereo de Portugal que explorarem a seguinte 
rota: 
B. Lisboa, via Acores e/ou Gander, para Montreal. 

Aproveito esta oportunidade para apresentar a Vossa Excelencia, 
Senhor Embaixador, os protestos da minha mais alta consideragao. 

Jost CAEIRO DA MATA 
Sua Excelencia o 

Senhor JOHN COOPER W ILEY 
Embaixador dos Estados Unidos da America 

Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL 

OF 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND INTERIOR ADMINISTRATION 

19 Stat. 1849. 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
It is mutually agreed between the Governments of Portugal and 

the United States of America that, in addition to the routes described 
in the Annex to the Air Transport Agreement between Portugal and 
the United States of America, signed on December 6, 1945, rights of 
transit and non-traffic stop in Portuguese territory shall be granted to 
airlines of the United States which operate the following route: 

A. United States via the east coast of South America and inter-
mediate points, to Johannesburg and Capetown. 

It is likewise agreed that rights of transit and non-traffic stop in the 
territory of the United States shall be granted to airlines of Portugal 
which operate the following route: 

B. Lisbon via the Azores and/or Gander to Montreal. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to present to Your Excellency 
the assurances of my highest consideration. 

LISBON, June 28, 1947 

Jost CAEIRO DA MATA 
His Excellency 

JOHN COOPER WILEY 
Ambassador of the United States of America 
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Accord between the United States of America, France, the United King-
dom, and Sweden respecting the liquidation of German property in
Sweden. Effected by exchanges of notes signed at Washington July 18,
1946; entered into force March 28, 1947.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
Delegations representing the Governments of the United States of

America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland on the one hand (hereinafter referred to as the
Allies) and the Government of Sweden on the other hand have met
in Washington and exchanged views on questions relative to German
interests in Sweden and the elimination of any possible risk of those
interests being used to support renewed German aggression.

Following this exchange of views, and in reaffirmation of their
mutual support of these economic security objectives, the Swedish
and Allied Delegations have arrived at the following understanding:

1. (a) The Swedish Government confirms its intention to pursue
a program of economic security by the elimination of German interests
in Sweden.

(b) The Swedish Government further affirms that the Foreign
Capital Control Office (FlyktkapitalbyrAn or the FCCO) will, for
this purpose, continue to uncover, take into control, liquidate, sell,
or transfer German property, that the procedure already informally
established between the FCCO and the Allied Missions in Stockholm
shall be continued, as previously, as a means of exchanging informa-
tion regarding the discovery and liquidation of German property
and affording mutual assistance in this program.

2. The disposition of the proceeds of the German assets in Sweden,
after clearing against certain Swedish claims, will leave a balance which
shall be considered to be 150 million kronor. To assist in pre-
venting disease and unrest in Germany, this sum of 150 million kronor
will be made available in a special account with the Swedish Riksbank
to be used for financing such purchases-in Sweden or in any other
market-of essential commodities for the German economy as may
be agreed upon between the Swedish Government and the Allies.
Insofar as such purchases are made in the Swedish market the de-
liveries will be limited by the scarcity of available supplies.

3. The German owners concerned shall be indemnified in German
money for the property which has been liquidated or disposed of in
Sweden pursuant to this understanding. For this purpose, the com-
petent Swedish authority will give the Allies the necessary details

July 18, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1657]
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Accord between the United States of America, France, the United King-
dom, and Sweden respecting the liquidation of German property in 
Sweden. Effected by exchanges of notes signed at Washington July 18, 
1946; entered into force March 28, 1947. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
Delegations representing the Governments of the United States of 

America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland on the one hand (hereinafter referred to as the 
Allies) and the Government of Sweden on the other hand have met 
in Washington and exchanged views on questions relative to German 
interests in Sweden and the elimination of any possible risk of those 
interests being used to support renewed German aggression. 

Following this exchange of views, and in reaffirmation of their 
mutual support of these economic security objectives, the Swedish 
and Allied Delegations have arrived at the following understanding: 

1. (a) The Swedish Government confirms its intention to pursue 
a program of economic security by the elimination of German interests 
in Sweden. 

(b) The Swedish Government further affirms that the Foreign 
Capital Control Office (FlyktkapitalbyrAn or the FCCO) will, for 
this purpose, continue to uncover, take into control, liquidate, sell, 
or transfer German property, that the procedure already informally 
established between the FCCO and the Allied Missions in Stockholm 
shall be continued, as previously, as a means of exchanging informa-
tion regarding the discovery and liquidation of German property 
and affording mutual assistance in this program. 

2. The disposition of the proceeds of the German assets in Sweden, 
after clearing against certain Swedish claims, will leave a balance which 
shall be considered to be 150 million kronor. To assist in pre-
venting disease and unrest in Germany, this sum of 150 million kronor 
will be made available in a special account with the Swedish Riksbank 
to be used for financing such purchases—in Sweden or in any other 
market—of essential commodities for the German economy as may 
be agreed upon between the Swedish Government and the Allies. 
Insofar as such purchases are made in the Swedish market the de-
liveries will be limited by the scarcity of available supplies. 

3. The German owners concerned shall be indemnified in German 
money for the property which has been liquidated or disposed of in 
Sweden pursuant to this understanding. For this purpose, the com-
petent Swedish authority will give the Allies the necessary details 

July 18, 1946 
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with regard to the amount realized with particulars of the names and
addresses of the German owners, and the Allied authorities in Ger-
many will take the necessary steps in order that there will be recorded
the title of the German owners of the property liquidated to receive
the counter value thereof.

Restitutionoflooted 4. (a) In pursuance of its policy to restitute looted property, the
Swedish Government will effect restitution to the Allies of all gold
acquired by Sweden and proved to have been taken by the Germans
from occupied countries, including any such gold transferred by the

Barred claims. Swedish Riksbank to third countries. Any claims by Governments
of the occupied countries or their banks of issue not presented before
July 1, 1947 shall be considered to be barred.

(b) On the basis of present evidence, subject to further checking,
it is assumed that the gold the Swedish Government has to restitute
amounts to 7,155.32664 kilograms of fine gold, corresponding to the
quantity of gold deriving from the Bank of Belgium which was acquired
by the Swedish Riksbank and which is to be restituted in accordance
with the foregoing.

(c) The Allied Governments undertake to hold the Swedish Gov-
ernment harmless from any claims deriving from transfers from the
Swedish Riksbank to third countries of gold to be restituted according
to the above declaration.

5. Divergencies on the interpretation and scope of the above
clauses may, if the four Governments do not otherwise agree, be
referred to arbitration.

Representation of 6. The undersigned representatives of the Governments of thedesignated govern-
gmetSsby Allied dele- United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland state that insofar as the preceding pro-
visions are concerned, they are also acting on behalf of the Govern-
ments of Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt,
Greece, India, Luxembourg, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands,
Czechoslovakia, the Union of South Africa and Yugoslavia, and so far
as it is material, the banks of issue of those countries.

ish-owned property 7. (a) The three Allied Governments will make arrangements,
Germany. through their Missions in Stockholm, for the admission of an official

Swedish delegation which will be permitted to visit the zones of Ger-
many in the charge of those Governments, and to inspect properties
of corporations in which Swedish nationals have a substantial owner-
ship interest, or which are directly owned by Swedish nationals.
The inspection and other activities of the delegation will be limited
only by general requirements of military security and convenience,
and by such general laws and regulations as are applicable to all
persons travelling in Germany.

maProrti'nal et- (b) It is the intention of the three Allied Governments to give
friendly foreign state.s non-discriminatory protection to the property in Germany of

nationals of friendly foreign states, including property of corporations
in which they have a substantial ownership interest. Provision will
be made for equitable compensation in Germany with respect to
removals and other dispositions of such properties by the Allied
authorities in the zones of Germany occupied by them.

3192
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with regard to the amount realized with particulars of the names and 
addresses of the German owners, and the Allied authorities in Ger-
many will take the necessary steps in order that there will be recorded 
the title of the German owners of the property liquidated to receive 
the counter value thereof. 

4. (a) In pursuance of its policy to restitute looted property, the 
Swedish Government will effect restitution to the Allies of all gold 
acquired by Sweden and proved to have been taken by the Germans 
from occupied countries, including any such gold transferred by the 
Swedish Riksbank to third countries. Any claims by Governments 
of the occupied countries or their banks of issue not presented before 
July 1, 1947 shall be considered to be barred. 

(b) On the basis of present evidence, subject to further checking, 
it is assumed that the gold the Swedish Government has to restitute 
amounts to 7,155.32664 kilograms of fine gold, corresponding to the 
quantity of gold deriving from the Bank of Belgium which was acquired 
by the Swedish Riksbank and which is to be restituted in accordance 
with the foregoing. 

(c) The Allied Governments undertake to hold the Swedish Gov-
ernment harmless from any claims deriving from transfers from the 
Swedish Riksbank to third countries of gold to be restituted according 
to the above declaration. 

5. Divergencies on the interpretation and scope of the above 
clauses may, if the four Governments do not otherwise agree, be 
referred to arbitration. 

6. The undersigned representatives of the Governments of the 
United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland state that insofar as the preceding pro-
visions are concerned, they are also acting on behalf of the Govern-
ments of Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt, 
Greece, India, Luxembourg, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands, 
Czechoslovakia, the Union of South Africa and Yugoslavia, and so far 
as it is material, the banks of issue of those countries. 

7. (a) The three Allied Governments will make arrangements, 
through their Missions in Stockholm, for the admission of an official 
Swedish delegation which will be permitted to visit the zones of Ger-
many in the charge of those Governments, and to inspect properties 
of corporations in which Swedish nationals have a substantial owner-
ship interest, or which are directly owned by Swedish nationals. 
The inspection and other activities of the delegation will be limited 
only by general requirements of military security and convenience, 
and by such general laws and regulations as are applicable to all 
persons travelling in Germany. 

(b) It is the intention of the three Allied Governments to give 
non-discriminatory protection to the property in Germany of 
nationals of friendly foreign states, including property of corporations 
in which they have a substantial ownership interest. Provision will 
be made for equitable compensation in Germany with respect to 
removals and other dispositions of such properties by the Allied 
authorities in the zones of Germany occupied by them. 
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S. The Allied Governments will, in due time, require Germany or deCrsttandin y
the future German Government to confirm the provisions of this Germany.

understanding insofar as they affect German property in Sweden.
9. This understanding, together with the further letters exchanged Effective date.

today, shall, except where otherwise provided, take effect upon
approval by the Swedish Riksdag. [1]

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM
Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied
Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:
Delegations representing the Governments of the United States of

America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland on the one hand (hereinafter referred to as the
Allies) and the Government of Sweden on the other hand have met in
Washington and exchanged views on questions relative to German
interests in Sweden and the elimination of any possible risk of those
interests being used to support renewed German aggression.

Following this exchange of views, and in reaffirmation of their
mutual support of these economic security objectives, the Swedish
and Allied Delegations have arrived at the following understanding:

1. (a) The Swedish Government confirms its intention to pursue
a program of economic security by the elimination of German interests
in Sweden.

(b) The Swedish Government further affirms that the Foreign
Capital Control Office (Flyktkapitalbyran or the FCCO) will, for this
purpose, continue to uncover, take into control, liquidate, sell, or
transfer German property, that the procedure already informally

I [Notice of approval on Mar. 28, 1947 by the Swedish Government of ". . . the
agreement concluded in Washington on July 18, 1946, relative to German inter-
ests in Sweden, and the other agreements covered by the letters exchanged
between the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations, on the one hand, and, on the other
hand, the Chief of the Swedish Delegation," [translation] was communicated in
a note of that date from the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Mi-ister at Stockholm.]
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S. The Allied Governments will, in due time, require Germany or 
the future German Government to confirm the provisions of this 
understanding insofar as they affect German property in Sweden. 

9. This understanding, together with the further letters exchanged 
today, shall, except where otherwise provided, take effect upon 
approval by the Swedish Riksdag. [1] 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied 
Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July .18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
Delegations representing the Governments of the United States of 

America, France, and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland on the one hand (hereinafter referred to as the 
Allies) and the Government of Sweden on the other hand have met in 
Washington and exchanged views on questions relative to German 
interests in Sweden and the elimination of any possible risk of those 
interests being used to support renewed German aggression. 

Following this exchange of views, and in reaffirmation of their 
mutual support of these economic security objectives, the Swedish 
and Allied Delegations have arrived at the following understanding: 

1. (a) The Swedish Government confirms its intention to pursue 
a program of economic security by the elimination of German interests 
in Sweden. 

(b) The Swedish Government further affirms that the Foreign 
Capital Control Office (Flyktkapitalbyran or the FCCO) will, for this 
purpose, continue to uncover, take into control, liquidate, sell, or 
transfer German property, that the procedure already informally 

1 [Notice of approval on Mar. 28, 1947 by the Swedish Government of ". . . the 
agreemeut concluded in Washington on July 18, 1946, relative to German inter-
ests in Sweden, and the other agreements covered by the letters exchanged 
between the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations, on the one hand, and, on the other 
hand, the Chief of the Swedish Delegation," [translation] was communicated in 
a note of that date from the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Minister at Stockholm.] 
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established between the FCCO and the Allied Missions in Stockholm
shall be continued, as previously, as a means of exchanging information
regarding the discovery and liquidation of German property and af-
fording mutual assistance in this program.

2. The disposition of the proceeds of the German assets in Sweden,
after clearing against certain Swedish claims, will leave a balance which
shall be considered to be 150 million kronor. To assist in preventing
disease and unrest in Germany, this sum of 150 million kronor will be
made available in a special account with the Swedish Riksbank to be
used for financing such purchases-in Sweden or in any other market-
of essential commodities for the German economy as may be agreed
upon between the Swedish Government and the Allies. Insofar as
such purchases are made in the Swedish market the deliveries will be
limited by the scarcity of available supplies.

3. The German owners concerned shall be indemnified in German
money for the property which has been liquidated or disposed of in
Sweden pursuant to this understanding. For this purpose, the compe-
tent Swedish authority will give the Allies the necessary details with
regard to the amount realized with particulars of the names and ad-
dresses of the German owners, and the Allied authorities in Germany
will take the necessary steps in order that there will be recorded the
title of the German owners of the property liquidated to receive the
counter value thereof.
4. (a) In pursuance of its policy to restitute looted property, the
Swedish Government will effect restitution to the Allies of all gold
acquired by Sweden and proved to have been taken by the Germans
from occupied countries, including any such gold transferred by the
Swedish Riksbank to third countries. Any claims by Governments
of the occupied countries or their banks of issue not presented before
July 1, 1947 shall be considered to be barred.

(b) On the basis of present evidence, subject to further checking,
it is assumed that the gold the Swedish Government has torestitute
amounts to 7,155.32664 kilograms of fine gold, corresponding to
the quantity of gold deriving from the Bank of Belgium which was
acquired by the Swedish Riksbank and which is to be restituted
in accordance with the foregoing.

(c) The Allied Governments undertake to hold the Swedish Gov-
ernment harmless from any claims deriving from transfers from the
Swedish Riksbank to third countries of gold to be restituted according
to the above declaration.

5. Divergencies on the interpretation and scope of the above
clauses may, if the four Governments do not otherwise agree, be
referred to arbitration.

6. The undersigned representatives of the Governments of the
United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland state that insofar as the preceding
provisions are concerned, they are also acting on behalf of the Govern-
ments of Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt,
Greece, India, Luxembourg, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands,
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established between the FCCO and the Allied Missions in Stockholm 
shall be continued, as previously, as a means of exchanging information 
regarding the discovery and liquidation of German property and af-
fording mutual assistance in this program. 

2. The disposition of the proceeds of the German assets in Sweden, 
after clearing against certain Swedish claims, will leave a balance which 
shall be considered to be 150 million kronor. To assist in preventing 
disease and unrest in Germany, this sum of 150 million kronor will be 
made available in a special account with the Swedish Riksbank to be 
used for financing such purchases—in Sweden or in any other market--
of essential commodities for the German economy as may be agreed 
upon between the Swedish Government and the Allies. Insofar as 
such purchases are made in the Swedish market the deliveries will be 
limited by the scarcity of available supplies. 

3. The German owners concerned shall be indemnified in German 
money for the property which has been liquidated or disposed of in 
Sweden pursuant to this understanding. For this purpose, the compe-
tent Swedish authority will give the Allies the necessary details with 
regard to the amount realized with particulars of the names and ad-
dresses of the German owners, and the Allied authorities in Germany 
will take the necessary steps in order that there will be recorded the 
title of the German owners of the property liquidated to receive the 
counter value thereof. 
4. (a) In pursuance of its policy to restitute looted property, the 
Swedish Government will effect restitution to the Allies of all gold 
acquired by Sweden and proved to have been taken by the Germans 
from occupied countries, including any such gold transferred by the 
Swedish Riksbank to third countries. Any claims by Governments 
of the occupied countries or their banks of issue not presented before 
July 1, 1947 shall be considered to be barred. 

(b) On the basis of present evidence, subject to further checking, 
it is assumed that the gold the Swedish Government has to restitute 
amounts to 7,155.32664 kilograms of fine gold, corresponding to 
the quantity of gold deriving from the Bank of Belgium which was 
acquired by the Swedish Riksbank and which is to be restituted 
in accordance with the foregoing. 

(c) The Allied Governments undertake to hold the Swedish Gov-
ernment harmless from any claims deriving from transfers from the 
Swedish Riksbank to third countries of gold to be restituted according 
to the above declaration. 

5. Divergencies on the interpretation and scope of the above 
clauses may, if the four Governments do not otherwise agree, be 
referred to arbitration. 

6. The undersigned representatives of the Governments of the 
United States of America, France, and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland state that insofar as the preceding 
provisions are concerned, they are also acting on behalf of the Govern-
ments of Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Egypt, 
Greece, India, Luxembourg, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands, 
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Czechoslovakia, the Union of South Africa and Yugoslavia, and so
far as it is material, the banks of issue of those countries.

7. (a) The three Allied Governments will make arrangements,
through their Missions in Stockholm, for the admission of an official
Swedish delegation which will be permitted to visit the zones of
Germany in the charge of those Governments, and to inspect prop-
erties of corporations in which Swedish nationals have a substantial
ownership interest, or which are directly owned by Swedish nationals.
The inspection and other activities of the delegation will be limited
only by general requirements of military security and convenience,
and by such general laws and regulations as are applicable to all
persons travelling in Germany.

(b) It is the intention of the three Allied Governments to give non-
discriminatory protection to the property in Germany of nationals of
friendly foreign states, including property of corporations in which
they have a substantial ownership interest. Provision will be made
for equitable compensation in Germany with respect to removals and
other dispositions of such properties by the Allied authorities in the
zones of Germany occupied by them.

8. The Allied Governments will, in due time, require Germany or
the future German Government to confirm the provisions of this
understanding insofar as they affect German property in Sweden.

9. This understanding, together with the further letters exchanged
today, shall, except where otherwise provided, take effect upon ap-
proval by the Swedish Riksdag.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish
Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
During the course of the discussions which have been concluded

concerning German property in Sweden, you advised us of the pro-
cedures in effect in Sweden for the restitution of property located in
Sweden which was looted by Germany or its nationals. You made
known to us the fact that these procedures, as established by Swedish
law of June 29, 1945 (No. 520), provide a simple and inexpensive
method by which victims of spoliation may obtain restitution of their
property in Sweden.

We wish to express our appreciation of these procedures which we
have confidence the Government of Sweden will continue. In this

Restitution of loot-
ed property in
Sweden.
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Czechoslovakia, the Union of South Africa and Yugoslavia, and so 
far as it is material, the banks of issue of those countries. 

7. (a) The three Allied Governments will make arrangements, 
through their Missions in Stockholm, for the admission of an official 
Swedish delegation which will be permitted to visit the zones of 
Germany in the charge of those Governments, and to inspect prop-
erties of corporations in which Swedish nationals have a substantial 
ownership interest, or which are directly owned by Swedish nationals. 
The inspection and other activities of the delegation will be limited 
only by general requirements of military security and convenience, 
and by such general laws and regulations as are applicable to all 
persons travelling in Germany. 

(b) It is the intention of the three Allied Governments to give non-
discriminatory protection to the property in Germany of nationals of 
friendly foreign states, including property of corporations in which 
they have a substantial ownership interest. Provision will be made 
for equitable compensation in Germany with respect to removals and 
other dispositions of such properties by the Allied authorities in the 
zones of Germany occupied by them. 

8. The Allied Governments will, in due time, require Germany or 
the future German Government to confirm the provisions of this 
understanding insofar as they affect German property in Sweden. 

9. This understanding, together with the further letters exchanged 
today, shall, except where otherwise provided, take effect upon am 
proval by the Swedish Riksdag. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 
To the CHIEFS OF THE 

ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish 
Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
During the course of the discussions which have been concluded 

concerning German property in Sweden, you advised us of the pro-
cedures in effect in Sweden for the restitution of property located in 
Sweden which was looted by Germany or its nationals. You made 
known to us the fact that these procedures, as established by Swedish 
law of June 29, 1945 (No. 520), provide a simple and inexpensive 
method by which victims of spoliation may obtain restitution of their 
property in Sweden. 
We wish to express our appreciation of these procedures which we 

have confidence the Government of Sweden will continue. In this 

Restitution of loot-
ed property in 
Sweden. 
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connection, you will recall that the problem of locating looted secu-
rities was discussed. We appreciate the fact that your Government
will consider sympathetically this problem and such procedures as
the Allied Governments may subsequently propose to you for the
purpose of facilitating the location of such securities.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief oDelegation of United States
CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's

date in the following terms:
"During the course of the discussions which have been concluded

concerning German property in Sweden, you advised us of the pro-
cedures in effect in Sweden for the restitution of property located in
Sweden which was looted by Germany or its nationals. You made
known to us the fact that these procedures, as established by Swedish
law of June 29, 1945 (No. 520), provide a simple and inexpensive
method by which victims of spoliation may obtain restitution of
their property in Sweden.

"We wish to express our appreciation of these procedures which
we have confidence the Government of Sweden will continue. In
this connection, you will recall that the problem of locating looted
securities was discussed. We appreciate the fact that your Govern-
ment will consider sympathetically this problem and such pro-
cedures as the Allied Governments may subsequently propose to
you for the purpose of facilitating the location of such securities."

Esira.tion of Swed- I confirm that the above law will continue to be in force for the time
being but that it will expire on July 1, 1947, unless extended. I also
confirm the willingness of the Swedish Government to cooperate, in
particular, in locating looted securities within the framework of
Swedish legislation and within the limits of practical possibilities.
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connection, you will recall that the problem of locating looted secu-
rities was discussed. We appreciate the fact that your Government 
will consider sympathetically this problem and such procedures as 
the Allied Governments may subsequently propose to you for the 
purpose of facilitating the location of such securities. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation, 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chid' of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON D.C. 
July .18, 1946 

Expiration of Swed-
ish law. 

GENTLEMEN: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 
date in the following terms: 

"During the course of the discussions which have been concluded 
concerning German property in Sweden, you advised us of the pro-
cedures in effect in Sweden for the restitution of property located in 
Sweden which was looted by Germany or its nationals. You made 
known to us the fact that these procedures, as established by Swedish 
law of June 29, 1945 (No. 520), provide a simple and inexpensive 
method by which victims of spoliation may obtain restitution of 
their property in Sweden. 
"We wish to express our appreciation of these procedures which 

we have confidence the Government of Sweden will continue. In 
this connection, you will recall that the problem of locating looted 
securities was discussed. We appreciate the fact that your Govern-
ment will consider sympathetically this problem and such pro-
cedures as the Allied Governments may subsequently propose to 
you for the purpose of facilitating the location of such securities." 

I confirm that the above law will continue to be in force for the time 
being but that it will expire on July 1, 1947, unless extended. I also 
confirm the willingness of the Swedish Government to cooperate, in 
particular, in locating looted securities within the framework of 
Swedish legislation and within the limits of practical possibilities. 
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

EMIL SANDSTR6M.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.

July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Allied
Delegations pointed out the importance of the Swedish Government
conducting investigations of German assets which are held outside of
Sweden by or through Swedish nationals or institutions. The Allied
Delegations pointed out that the uncovering of such assets can only
take place with the cooperation and assistance of the Government of
Sweden.

It is therefore requested that the Government of Sweden take

appropriate action through census and other means to identify such

German assets as may be held outside Sweden by or through Swedish

nationals or institutions and to make this information available to the

Allied Governments.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished

consideration.
SEYMOUR J RUBIN

OC ief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W McCoMIIB

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM
Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

G ENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's
date in the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the

Allied Delegations pointed out the importance of the Swedish
Government conducting investigations of German assets which are

Investigation of
German assets held
outside of Sweden.
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, .1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Allied 

Delegations pointed out the importance of the Swedish Government 
conducting investigations of German assets which are held outside of 
Sweden by or through Swedish nationals or institutions. The Allied 
Delegations pointed out that the uncovering of such assets can only 
take place with the cooperation and assistance of the Government of 
Sweden. 

It is therefore requested that the Government of Sweden take 
appropriate action through census and other means to identify such 
German assets as may be held outside Sweden by or through Swedish 
nationals or institutions and to make this information available to the 
Allied Governments. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Clt ief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W McComnE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 

date in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the 
Allied Delegations pointed out the importance of the Swedish 
Government conducting investigations of German assets which are 

Investigation of 
German assets held 
outside of Sweden. 
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To the CHIEFS OF THE
ALLIED DELEGATIONS

Repatriation of cer-
tain Germans.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish
Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Allied

Delegations requested that the Swedish Government take all appropri-
ate steps to expedite and complete the repatriation of obnoxious
Germans now in Sweden.

In this connection, the Allied Delegations have noted with satisfac-
tion the steps already taken.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTR6M

Chief of Swedish Delegation

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

held outside of Sweden by or through Swedish nationals or institu-
tions. The Allied Delegations pointed out that the uncovering of
such assets can only take place with the cooperation and assistance
of the Government of Sweden.

"It is therefore requested that the Government of Sweden take
appropriate action through census and other means to identify
such German assets as may be held outside Sweden by or through
Swedish nationals or institutions and to make this information
available to the Allied Governments."
I wish to advise you that my Government will take steps for the

uncovering of such property. Information about such property will
be given in the way foreseen for information about German property
in Sweden.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.
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Repatriation of cer-
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held outside of Sweden by or through Swedish nationals or institu-
tions. The Allied Delegations pointed out that the uncovering of 
such assets can only take place with the cooperation and assistance 
of the Government of Sweden. 

"It is therefore requested that the Government of Sweden take 
appropriate action through census and other means to identify 
such German assets as may be held outside Sweden by or through 
Swedish nationals or institutions and to make this information 
available to the Allied Governments." 

I wish to advise you that my Government will take steps for the 
uncovering of such property. Information about such property will 
be given in the way foreseen for information about German property 
in Sweden. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish 
Delegation 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Allied 

Delegations requested that the Swedish Government take all appropri-
ate steps to expedite and complete the repatriation of obnoxious 
Germans now in Sweden. 
In this connection, the Allied Delegations have noted with satisfac-

tion the steps already taken. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French, Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's
date in the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the
Allied Delegations requested that the Swedish Government take
all appropriate steps to expedite and complete the repatriation of
obnoxious Germans now in Sweden.

"In this connection, the Allied Delegations have noted with
satisfaction the steps already taken."

I wish to state that it is the policy of the Government of Sweden
to repatriate as soon as possible such Germans as are determined by
the Government of Sweden, after appropriate investigation, to be
obnoxious.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

In connection with the understanding we have reached, we have
discussed the property in Sweden of the German State Railways.
We understand that the Swedish Government will give favorable con-
sideration to the question of putting the rolling stock and accessories
found in Sweden of the German State Railways at the disposal of the

appropriate Allied authorities.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished

consideration.
SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W McCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM
Chief of Swedish Delegation

3199
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 

date in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the 
Allied Delegations requested that the Swedish Government take 
all appropriate steps to expedite and complete the repatriation of 
obnoxious Germans now in Sweden. 

"In this connection, the Allied Delegations have noted with 
satisfaction the steps already taken." 

I wish to state that it is the policy of the Government of Sweden 
to repatriate as soon as possible such Germans as are determined by 
the Government of Sweden, after appropriate investigation, to be 
obnoxious. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, we have 

discussed the property in Sweden of the German State Railways. 
We understand that the Swedish Government will give favorable con-
sideration to the question of putting the rolling stock and accessories 
found in Sweden of the German State Railways at the disposal of the 
appropriate Allied authorities. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W AICCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

liernian 
ways. 
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's
date in the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, we
have discussed the property in Sweden of the German State Rail-
ways. We understand that the Swedish Government will give
favorable consideration to the question of putting the rolling stock
and accessories found in Sweden of the German State Railways at
the disposal of the appropriate Allied authorities."
I confirm our understanding on this subject.
Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-

guished consideration.
EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
In connection with the understanding we have reached, it has been

agreed that, pending the conclusion of multilateral arrangements, to
which it is the intention of the Allies to invite the Swedish Govern-
ment to adhere, and pending the decision of the Swedish Government
regarding participation in such arrangements, no German owned
patent in Sweden shall be sold or otherwise transferred for a period
of three months from today's date or such further period as may then
be agreed, except where, after notice to the Allies, it is found appro-
priate to sell patent rights as part of the sale of a German-controlled
enterprise.

We have also discussed the problems arising out of German trade-
marks and copyrights. The Allied Governments contemplate that
international discussions may also take place with respect to these
matters, with the objective of establishing by agreement general
policies with a view to eliminating certain German trademarks and to
making freely available to the community such German copyrights
as have special value. Pending the making of multilateral arrange-
ments and the decision of the Swedish Government regarding partici-
pation in such arrangements, it is hoped that the Swedish Government
will not take any action which would preclude their adherence to a
policy consistent with such arrangements.
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 

date in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, we 
have discussed the property in Sweden of the German State Rail-
ways. We understand that the Swedish Government will give 
favorable consideration to the question of putting the rolling stock 
and accessories found in Sweden of the German State Railways at 
the disposal of the appropriate Allied authorities." 

I confirm our understanding on this subject. 
Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-

guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTROM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SA NDSTROM : 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, it has been 

agreed that, pending the conclusion of multilateral arrangements, to 
which it is the intention of the Allies to invite the Swedish Govern-
ment to adhere, and pending the decision of the Swedish Government 
regarding participation in such arrangements, no German owned 
patent in Sweden shall be sold or otherwise transferred for a period 
of three months from today's date or such further period as may then 
be agreed, except where, after notice to the Allies, it is found appro-
priate to sell patent rights as part of the sale of a German-controlled 
enterprise. 
We have also discussed the problems arising out of German ttrade-

marks and copyrights. The Allied Governments contemplate that 
international discussions may also take place with respect to these 
matters, with the objective of establishing by agreement general 
policies with a view to eliminating certain German trademarks and to 
making freely available to the community such German copyrights 
as have special value. Pending the making of multilateral arrange-
ments and the decision of the Swedish Government regarding partici-
pation in such arrangements, it is hoped that the Swedish Government 
will not take any action which would preclude their adherence to a 
policy consistent with such arrangements. 
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in
the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, it has
been agreed that, pending the conclusion of multilateral arrange-
ments, to which it is the intention of the Allies to invite the Swedish
Government to adhere, and pending the decision of the Swedish
Government regarding participation in such arrangements, no
German-owned patent in Sweden shall be sold or otherwise trans-
ferred for a period of three months from today's date or such
further period as may then be agreed, except where, after notice
to the Allies, it is found appropriate to sell patent rights as part of
the sale of a German-controlled enterprise.

"W'e have also discussed the probleIns arising out of (lermian
trademarks and copyrights. The Allied Governments contemplate
that international discussions may also take place with respect to
these matters, with the objective of establishing by agreement
general policies with a view to eliminating certain German trade-
marks and to making freely available to the community such
German copyrights as have special value. Pending the making
of multilateral arrangements and the decision of the Swedish
Government regarding participation in such arrangements, it is
hoped that the Swedish Government will not take any action
which would preclude their adherence to a policy consistent with
such arrangements."

In connection with the first paragraph of your letter, I confirm the
understanding stated with reference to the disposition of German-
owned patents in Sweden.

As to German trademarks and copyrights, I shall not fail to bring
your suggestions to the attention of my Government.
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in 

the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, it has 
been agreed that, pending the conclusion of multilateral arrange-
ments, to which it is the intention of the Allies to invite the Swedish 
Government to adhere, and pending the decision of the Swedish 
Government regarding participation in such arrangements, no 
German-owned patent in Sweden shall be sold or otherwise trans-
ferred for a period of three months from today's date or such 
further period as may then be agreed, except where, after notice 
to the Allies, it is found appropriate to sell patent rights as part of 
the sale of a German-controlled enterprise. 
"We have also discussed the problems arising out of German 

trademarks and copyrights. The Allied Governments con templat e 
that international discussions may also take place with respect to 
these matters, with the objective of establishing by agreement 
general policies with a view to eliminating certain German trade-
marks and to making freely available to the community such 
German copyrights as have special value. Pending the making 
of multilateral arrangements and the decision of the Swedish 
Government regarding participation in such arrangements, it is 
hoped that the Swedish Government will not take any action 
which would preclude their adherence to a policy consistent with 
such arrangements." 

In connection with the first paragraph of your letter, I confirm the 
understanding stated with reference to the disposition of German-
owned patents in Sweden. 
As to German trademarks and copyrights, I shall not fail to bring 

your suggestions to the attention of my Government. 

3201 
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

Gprermansoffial In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Alliedproperty in Sweden.
Governments wish to state that they reserve their claims with respect
to German official property in Sweden, such as the German legation
building, its contents, and so forth.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in
the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the
Allied Governments wish to state that they reserve their claims with
respect to German official property in Sweden, such as the German
legation building, its contents, and so forth."

I shall not fail to bring your statement to the knowledge of my
Government.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most dis-
tinguished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 
To the CEtzErs OF THE 

ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 
July 18, 1946 

German official 
property in Sweden. 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 

In connection with the understanding we have reached, the Allied 
Governments wish to state that they reserve their claims with respect 
to German official property in Sweden, such as the German legation 
building, its contents, and so forth. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMEE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in 

the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, the 
Allied Governments wish to state that they reserve their claims with 
respect to German official property in Sweden, such as the German 
legation building, its contents, and so forth." 

I shall not fail to bring your statement to the knowledge of my 
Government. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most dis-
tinguished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation. 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

In connection with the understanding we have reached, we have Elimination of des-
the honor to state that the Allied Governments, without awaiting ignated "black lsts."

the conclusion of these discussions, but in recognition of the under-
standing reached with respect to the liquidation of German interests,
have eliminated the "black lists", inter alia, so far as Sweden or
known Swedish nationals are concerned. It is not the intention of
the Allied Governments to continue the "black lists" on an unofficial
or advisory basis.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: July 18, 1946GENTLEMEN:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's

date in the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have realched, we
have the honor to state that the Allied Governments, without await-
ing the conclusion of these discussions, but in recognition of the
understanding reached with respect to the liquidation of German
interests, have eliminated the "black lists", inter alia, so far as
Sweden or known Swedish nationals are concerned. It is not the
intention of the Allied Governments to continue the "black lists"
on an unofficial or advisory basis."

I am pleased to note your statement and I shall not fail to bring
it to the attention of my Government.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration. EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, we have 

the honor to state that the Allied Governments, without awaiting 
the conclusion of these discussions, but in recognition of the under-
standing reached with respect to the liquidation of German interests, 
have eliminated the "black lists", inter alia, so far as Sweden or 
known Swedish nationals are concerned. It is not the intention of 
the Allied Governments to continue the "black lists" on an unofficial 
or advisory basis. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

July 18, 1946 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegationq 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 

date in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have readied, we 
have the honor to state that the Allied Governments, without await-
ing the conclusion of these discussions, but in recognition of the 
understanding reached with respect to the liquidation of German 
interests, have eliminated the "black lists", inter alia, so far as 
Sweden or known Swedish nationals are concerned. It is not the 
intention of the Allied Governments to continue the "black lists" 
on an unofficial or advisory basis." 

I am pleased to note your statement and I shall not fail to bring 
it to the attention of my Government. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. Emu, SANDSTRoM. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

Elimination of des-
ignated "black lists." 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.

.. T* Ju7y 18 , t946DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM: July 18, 19
In connection with the understanding which we have reached, the

subject of Swedish representation in Germany was discussed.
We may confirm to you that the competent authorities of the Allied

Governments have this matter under consideration and that it is hoped
that satisfactory arrangements, in a manner compatible with the
necessities of the present situation in Germany, can in due course be
worked out on an overall basis.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration. s SEYMOUR J. RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States
CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in
the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding which we have reached,
the subject of Swedish representation in Germany was discussed.

"We may confirm to you that the competent authorities of the
Allied Governments have this matter under consideration and that
it is hoped that satisfactory arrangements, in a manner compatible
with the necessities of the present situation in Germany, can in
due course be worked out on an overall basis."

I am pleased to note your statement and I shall not fail to bring it
to the attention of my Government.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most dis-
tinguished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS
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Swedish representa-
tion in Germany. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D .C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the understanding which we have reached, the 

subject of Swedish representation in Germany was discussed. 
We may confirm to you that the competent authorities of the Allied 

Governments have this matter under consideration and that it is hoped 
that satisfactory arrangements, in a manner compatible with the 
necessities of the present situation in Germany, can in due course be 
worked out on an overall basis. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration. 

SEYMOUR J. RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W McComsE  

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in 

the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding which we have reached, 
the subject of Swedish representation in Germany was discussed. 
"We may confirm to you that the competent authorities of the 

Allied Governments have this matter under consideration and that 
it is hoped that satisfactory arrangements, in a manner compatible 
with the necessities of the present situation in Germany, can in 
due course be worked out on an overall basis." 

I am pleased to note your statement and I shall not fail to bring it 
to the attention of my Government. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most dis-
tinguished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have the
honor to state on behalf of my Government that in the elimination
of German interests in Sweden and the liquidation, sale, or transfer
of German property, and in approving the transferees, the following
principles and practices, inter alia, apply and will continue to be
observed:

1. Due regard will be paid to world security interests, especially
the interest of eliminating completely all forms of German control
and economic influence; to the interests of the national economy; and
to the obtaining of the highest possible prices.

2. Sales will be made to non-German nationals and, when practi-
cable, will be public sales, except in cases where the assets are
acquired by the Swedish Government.

3. In any sales or liquidation, the interests of non-German foreign
nationals will be protected to the same extent and in the same manner,
whether direct or indirect interests are involved, as those of Swedish

nationals, on condition of reciprocal treatment in the country of those

nationals.
4. The FCCO will inquire into the bona fides of liens and claims

against German property, particularly those which arose immediately

prior to or after the outbreak of war.
5. German property to be dealt with under the understanding shall

include all property owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any

person or legal entity of German nationality inside of Germany, or

subject to repatriation to Germany, other than persons whose case

merits exceptional treatment.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-

guished consideration.
EMIL SANDSTRIOM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today

in the following terms:

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have

the honor to state on behalf of my Government that in the elimina-
95347--49--PT. II-- 59
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 

In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have the 
honor to state on behalf of my Government that in the elimination 
of German interests in Sweden and the liquidation, sale, or transfer 
of German property, and in approving the transferees, the following 
principles and practices, inter alia, apply and will continue to be 
observed: 

1. Due regard will be paid to world security interests, especially 
the interest of eliminating completely all forms of German control 
and economic influence; to the interests of the national economy; and 
to the obtaining of the highest possible prices. 

2. Sales will be made to non-German nationals and, when practi-
cable, will be public sales, except in cases where the assets are 
acquired by the Swedish Government. 

3. In any sales or liquidation, the interests of non-German foreign 
nationals will be protected to the same extent and in the same manner, 
whether direct or indirect interests are involved, as those of Swedish 
nationals, on condition of reciprocal treatment in the country of those 
nationals. 

4. The FCCO will inquire into the bona fides of liens and claims 
against German property, particularly those which arose immediately 
prior to or after the outbreak of war. 

5. German property to be dealt with under the understanding shall 
include all property owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by any 
person or legal entity of German nationality inside of Germany, or 
subject to repatriation to Germany, other than persons whose case 
merits exceptional treatment. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 

We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today 

in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have 
the honor to state on behalf of my Government that in the elimina-

95347°-49—PT. In 59 
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tion of German interests in Sweden and the liquidation, sale, or
transfer of German property, and in approving the transferees, the
following principles and practices, inter alia, apply and will continue
to be observed:

"1. Due regard will be paid to world security interests, especially
the interest of eliminating completely all forms of German control
and economic influence; to the interests of the national economy;
and to the obtaining of the highest possible prices.

"2. Sales will be made to non-German nationals and, when
practicable, will be public sales, except in cases where the assets
are acquired by the Swedish Government.

"3. In any sales or liquidation, the interests of non-German
foreign nationals will be protected to the same extent and in the
same manner, whether direct or indirect interests are involved, as
those of Swedish nationals, on condition of reciprocal treatment in
the country of those nationals.

"4. The eCCO will inquire into the bona fides of liens and claims
against German property, particularly those which arose imme-
diately prior to or after the outbreak of war.

"5. German property to be dealt with under the understanding
shall include all property owned or controlled, directly or indirectly,
by any person or legal entity of German nationality inside of
Germany, or subject to repatriation to Germany, other than persons
whose case merits exceptional treatment."

We are pleased to note the principles which you have stated.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished

consideration.
SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENBI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Ciefi of the Allied Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

I am authorized to make, on behalf of my Government, the follow-
ing statement.

sCotributions of The Swedish Government in pursuing its policy to participate in
thework of reconstructon and rehabilitation has in connection with
the derstanding we have reached found f it priat t make the
following contributions:
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tion of German interests in Sweden and the liquidation, sale, or 
transfer of German property, and in approving the transferees, the 
following principles and practices, inter alia, apply and will continue 
to be observed: 

"1. Due regard will be paid to world security interests, especially 
the interest of eliminating completely all forms of German control 
and economic illeilellCe; to the interests of the national economy; 
and to the obtaining of the highest possible prices. 

"2. Sales will be made to non-German nationals and, when 
practicable, will be public sales, except in cases where the assets 
are acquired by the Swedish Government. 

"3. In any sales or liquidation, the interests of non-German 
foreign nationals will be protected to the same extent and in the 
same manner, whether direct or indirect interests are involved, as 
those of Swedish nationals, on condition of reciprocal treatment in 
the country of those nationals. 

"4. The PC00 will inquire into the bona fides of liens and claims 
against German property, particularly those .which arose imme-
diately prior to or after the outbreak of -war. 

"5. German property to be dealt with under the understanding 
shall include all property owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, 
by any person or legal entity of German nationality inside of 
Germany, or subject to repatriation to Germany, other than persons 
whose case merits exceptional treatment." 

We are pleased to note the principles which you have stated. 
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 

consideration. 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice Emu. SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

Contributions of 
Swedish Government 

GENTLEMEN: 
I am authorized to make, on behalf of my Government, the follow-

ing statement. 
The Swedish Government in pursuing its policy to participate in 

the work of reconstruction and rehabilitation has in connection with 
the 'Understanding we have reached found it appropriate to make the 
following contributions: 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18,1846 
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1. The Swedish Government will make available 50 million kronor

to the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees for use in rehabil-

itation and resettlement of non-repatriable victims of German

action.
You may rest assured that my Government, while reserving its

decision as to the manner in which the funds will be made available,

will use its best efforts to make the funds available as soon as possible

and in such manner as to best carry out the aims of the Committee.

2. The Swedish Government will further make available 75 million

kronor, which it will allocate among countries party to the Paris

Agreement on Reparations. Decisions upon allocation will be made

after exchanges of views with the Allies acting on behalf of those

countries and with favorable consideration of their views.

There will also be consultation between the Swedish Government

and each of the countries which may receive credit for any part

of this sum as regards the extent to which or manner in which

benefit from its share shall be applied either in the remission, reduc-

tion or extension of any existing or future credit with Sweden of each

such country, or otherwise, as may be agreed between each such

country and Sweden.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-

guished consideration.
EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

Funds available to
Inter-Governmental
Committee on Ref-
ugees.

Countries party to
Paris Agreement on
Reparations.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today

in the following terms:

"I am authorized to make, on behalf of my Government, the

following statement.
"The Swedish Government in pursuing its policy to participate in

the work of reconstruction and rehabilitation has in connection

with the understanding we have reached found it appropriate to

make the following contributions:

"1. The Swedish Government will make available 50 million

kronor to the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees for

use in rehabilitation and resettlement of non-repatriable victims

of German action.
"You may rest assured that my Government, while reserving

its decision as to the manner in which the funds will be made

available, will use its best efforts to make the funds available as

soon as possible and in such manner as to best carry out the aims

of the Committee.
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1. The Swedish Government will make available 50 million kronor I 
,ovaverantelnettoal 

n ter-

to  the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees for use in rehabil- ungommittee on Ref-

itation and resettlement of non-repatriable victims of German 
action. 
You may rest assured that my Government, while reserving its 

decision as to the manner in which the funds will be made available, 
will use its best efforts to make the funds available as soon as possible 
and in such manner as to best carry out the aims of the Committee. 

2. The Swedish Government will further make available 75 million parcilunirigresee= otno 
kronor, which it will allocate among countries party to the Paris Reparations. 

Agreement on Reparations. Decisions upon allocation will be made 
after exchanges of views with the Allies acting on behalf of those 
countries and with favorable consideration of their views. 
There will also be consultation between the Swedish Government 

and each of the countries which may receive credit for any part 
of this sum as regards the extent to which or manner in which 
benefit from its share shall be applied either in the remission, reduc-
tion or extension of any existing or future credit with Sweden of each 
such country, or otherwise, as may be agreed between each such 

country and Sweden. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRi5M: 
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today 

in the following terms: 

"I am authorized to make, on behalf of my Government, the 

following statement. 
"The Swedish Government in pursuing its policy to participate in 

the work of reconstruction and rehabilitation has in connection 
with the understanding we have reached found it appropriate to 

make the following contributions: 

"1. The Swedish Government will make available 50 million 
kronor to the Inter-Governmental Committee on Refugees for 
use in rehabilitation and resettlement of non-repatriable victims 

of German action. 
"You may rest assured that my Government, while reserving 

its decision as to the manner in which the funds will be made 
available, will use its best efforts to make the funds available as 
soon as possible and in such manner as to best carry out the aims 

of the Committee. 
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"2. The Swedish Government will further make available 75
million kronor, which it will allocate among countries party to the
Paris Agreement on Reparations. Decisions upon allocation will
be made after exchanges of views with the Allies acting on behalf
of those countries and with favorable consideration of their views.

"There will also be consultation between the Swedish
Government and each of the countries which may receive credit
for any part of this sum as regards the extent to which or manner
in which benefit from its share shall be applied either in the remission,
reduction or extension of any existing or future credit with Sweden
of each such country, or otherwise, as may be agreed between
each such country and Sweden."
We are pleased, on behalf of the Inter-Governmental Committee

on Refugees and the countries signatory to the Paris Reparation
Agreement, to note the contributions to be made by the Government
of Sweden. We shall not fail to bring your statements on these
subjects to their knowledge.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RuBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States
CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegatwon to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:

With regard to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the understanding concerning
German assets in Sweden contained in the letters exchanged today,
I wish to recall that the Swedish Government has been able to make the
engagement in paragraph 2 on the ground that the proceeds of theliquidation are German property and may be used as payment for
deliveries of commodities for Germany in conformity with the Swedish
clearing-legislation, provided compensation is given to the owner.

It is understood that the Russian Government has no claim to use
the German assets in Sweden for the benefit of the Russian zone.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

EMIL SANDSTR6M.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
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"2. The Swedish Government will further make available 75 
million kronor, which it will allocate among countries party to the 
Paris Agreement on Reparations. Decisions upon allocation will 
be made after exchanges of views with the Allies acting on behalf 
of those countries and with favorable consideration of their views. 

"There will also be consultation between the Swedish 
Government and each of the countries which may receive credit 
for any part of this sum as regards the extent to which or manner 
in which benefit from its share shall be applied either in the remission, 
reduction or extension of any existing or future credit with Sweden 
of each such country, or otherwise, as may be agreed between 
each such country and Sweden." 

We are pleased, on behalf of the Inter-Governmental Committee 
on Refugees and the countries signatory to the Paris Reparation 
Agreement, to note the contributions to be made by the Government 
of Sweden. We shall not fail to bring your statements on these 
subjects to their knowledge. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 

With regard to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the understanding concerning 
German assets in Sweden contained in the letters exchanged today, 
I wish to recall that the Swedish Government has been able to make the 
engagement in paragraph 2 on the ground that the proceeds of the 
liquidation are German property and may be used as payment for 
deliveries of commodities for Germany in conformity with the Swedish 
clearing-legislation, provided compensation is given to the owner. 

It is understood that the Russian Government has no claim to use 
the German assets in Sweden for the benefit of the Russian zone. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today

in the following terms:

"With regard to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the understanding con-
cerning German assets in Sweden contained in the letters exchanged
today, I wish to recall that the Swedish Government has been
able to make the engagement in paragraph 2 on the ground that the
proceeds of the liquidation are German property and may be used
as payment for deliveries of commodities for Germany in conformity
with the Swedish clearing-legislation, provided compensation is
given to the owner.

"It is understood that the Russian Government has no claim to
use the German assets in Sweden for the benefit of the Russian
zone."

We understand that your statement is not intended to affect the
arrangements described in paragraphs 2 and 3 of our understanding
dealing with the disposition of German assets in Sweden and the
indemnification of the German owners.

We may confirm to you that, pursuant to the Potsdam Protocol,
the U.S.S.R. has waived any claim to German assets in Sweden for
itself or for the zone in Germany in its charge.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

Ante, pp. 3191, 3194.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:
In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have the dePeo rtey of victims

honor to confirm to you my agreement to recommend to my Govern- hers.
ment that it should take steps with a view to putting at the disposal
of the three Allied Governments, for purposes of relief, the proceeds
of property found in Sweden which belong to victims of Nazi action
who have died without heirs.
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 

We have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today 
in the following terms: 

"With regard to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the understanding con-
cerning German assets in Sweden contained in the letters exchanged 
today, I wish to recall that the Swedish Government has been 
able to make the engagement in paragraph 2 on the ground that the 
proceeds of the liquidation are German property and may be used 
as payment for deliveries of commodities for Germany in conformity 
with the Swedish clearing-legislation, provided compensation is 
given to the owner. 

"It is understood that the Russian Government has no claim to 
use the German assets in Sweden for the benefit of the Russian 
zone." 

We understand that your statement is not intended to affect the 
arrangements described in paragraphs 2 and 3 of our understanding 
dealing with the disposition of German assets in Sweden and the 
indemnification of the German owners. 
We may confirm to you that, pursuant to the Potsdam Protocol, 

the U.S.S.R. has waived any claim to German assets in Sweden for 
itself or for the zone in Germany in its charge. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished con-
sideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W M CCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
In connection with the understanding we have reached, I have the 

honor to confirm to you my agreement to recommend to my Govern-
ment that it should take steps with a view to putting at the disposal 
of the three Allied Governments, for purposes of relief, the proceeds 
of property found in Sweden which belong to victims of Nazi action 
who have died without heirs. 
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

he Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

We are glad to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today with
respect to the property in Sweden of persons who have died as a
result of Nazi action and left no heirs, and to hope that the proceeds
of this property will be made available in the manner described in
your letter.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTR6M

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

Looted gd. In connection with the paragraph in the letters exchanged today
dealing with looted gold, we wish to confirm to you our understanding
that, in view of the evidence already produced and checked, no further
claim will be presented to Sweden by the Governments signatory to
the Paris Reparation Agreement or their banks of issue with regard
to any gold acquired by Sweden from Germany and transferred to
third countries prior to June 1, 1945.
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
We are glad to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today with 

respect to the property in Sweden of persons who have died as a 
result of Nazi action and left no heirs, and to hope that the proceeds 
of this property will be made available in the manner described in 
your letter. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W M CCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

Looted gold. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the paragraph in the letters exchanged today 

dealing with looted gold, we wish to confirm to you our understanding 
that, in view of the evidence already produced and checked, no further 
claim will be presented to Sweden by the Governments signatory to 
the Paris Reparation Agreement or their banks of issue with regard 
to any gold acquired by Sweden from Germany and transferred to 
third countries prior to June 1, 1945. 
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM
Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in

the following terms:

"In connection with the paragraph in the letters exchanged today
dealing with looted gold, we wish to confirm to you our understand-
ing that, in view of the evidence already produced and checked, no
further claim will be presented to Sweden by the Governments
signatory to the Paris Reparation Agreement or their banks of
issue with regard to any gold acquired by Sweden from Germany
and transferred to third countries prior to June 1, 1945."

I shall not fail to bring your statement to the knowledge of my
Government.

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTR6M.

Chief of Swedish Delegation

To the CHIEFS OF THE
ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:

In connection with the understanding reached today, we raised the cFiesrof oerma

problem of having access to the files of the German Chamber of merceinSweden,etc

Commerce in Sweden.
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W M CCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 

Justice EMIL SANDSTROM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in 

the following terms: 

"In connection with the paragraph in the letters exchanged today 
dealing with looted gold, we wish to confirm to you our understand-
ing that, in view of the evidence already produced and checked, no 
further claim will be presented to Sweden by the Governments 
signatory to the Paris Reparation Agreement or their banks of 
issue with regard to any gold acquired by Sweden from Germany 
and transferred to third countries prior to June 1, 1945." 

I shall not fail to bring your statement to the knowledge of my 
Government. 

Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTROM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM: 
In connection with the understanding reached today, we raised the 

problem of having access to the files of the German Chamber of 

Commerce in Sweden. 

Files of German 
Chamber of Com-
merce in Sweden, etc. 
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You stated that the Government of Sweden will disclose to the
representatives of the Allies any information contained in the files of
the German Chamber of Commerce which may be relevant to the
objectives of our understanding.

In view of the fact that approximately two-thirds of the funds
which were made available to the German Chamber of Commerce
were furnished by the German Government or its agents, the Govern-
ment of Sweden is requested sympathetically to consider the sugges-
tion that it should accordingly treat that proportion of the net pro-
ceeds of liquidation as a German asset.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished
consideration.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Chief of Delegation of United States

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Chief of French Delegation

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom
Justice EMIL SANDSTROM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

GENTLEMEN:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's

date in the following terms:
"In connection with the understanding reached today, we

raised the problem of having access to the files of the German
Chamber of Commerce in Sweden.

"You stated that the Government of Sweden will disclose to the
representatives of the Allies any information contained in the files
of the German Chamber of Commerce which may be relevant to
the objectives of our understanding.

"In view of the fact that approximately two-thirds of the funds
which were made available to the German Chamber of Commerce
were furnished by the German Government or its agents, the
Government of Sweden is requested sympathetically to consider
the suggestion that it should accordingly treat that proportion of
the net proceeds of liquidation as a German asset."
I confirm the statement regarding the files of the German Chamber

of Commerce. Your request regarding its assets will be given full
examination.
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You stated that the Government of Sweden will disclose to the 
representatives of the Allies any information contained in the files of 
the German Chamber of Commerce which may be relevant to the 
objectives of our understanding. 
In view of the fact that approximately two-thirds of the funds 

which were made available to the German Chamber of Commerce 
were furnished by the German Government or its agents, the Govern-
ment of Sweden is requested sympathetically to consider the sugges-
tion that it should accordingly treat that proportion of the net pro-
ceeds of liquidation as a German asset. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of our most distinguished 
consideration. 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Chief of Delegation of United States 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Chief of French Delegation 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Chief of Delegation of United Kingdom 
Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

GENTLEMEN: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today's 
date in the following terms: 

"In connection with the understanding reached today, we 
raised the problem of having access to the files of the German 
Chamber of Commerce in Sweden. 

"You stated that the Government of Sweden will disclose to the 
representatives of the Allies any information contained in the files 
of the German Chamber of Commerce which may be relevant to 
the objectives of our understanding. 
"In view of the fact that approximately two-thirds of the funds 

which were made available to the German Chamber of Commerce 
were furnished by the German Government or its agents, the 
Government of Sweden is requested sympathetically to consider 
the suggestion that it should accordingly treat that proportion of 
the net proceeds of liquidation as a German asset." 

I confirm the statement regarding the files of the German Chamber 
of Commerce. Your request regarding its assets will be given full 
examination. 
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Chief of Swedish Delegation
To the CHIEFS OF THE

ALLIED DELEGATIONS

The Chief of the American Delegation to the Chief of the Swedish
Delegation [1]

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTROM:
In connection with the coming into effect of the understanding we us.edish holdings in

have reached, I am authorized to state that the United States of
America will at the earliest possible date thereafter unblock the
Swedish holdings in the United States, according to a procedure to be
worked out by officials of that country and Swedish officials.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

Very truly yours,

Seymour J. in
Chief of Delegation of United States

Justice EMIL SANDSTRiM

Chief of Swedish Delegation

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chief of the American
Delegation [']

WASHINGTON, D.C.
July 18, 1946

DEAR MR. RUBIN:
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in

the following terms:

"In connection with the coming into effect of the understanding
we have reached, I am authorized to state that the United States
of America will at the earliest possible date thereafter unblock the
Swedish holdings in the United States, according to a procedure to
be worked out by officials of that country and Swedish officials."

I [There is no French language text of this note.]
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Accept, Gentlemen, the renewed assurances of my most distin-
guished consideration. 

To the CHIEFS OF THE 
ALLIED DELEGATIONS 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the American Delegation to the Chief of the Swedish 
Delegation [1] 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR JUSTICE SANDSTRoM: 
In connection with the coming into effect of the understanding we 

have reached, I am authorized to state that the United States of 
America will at the earliest possible date thereafter unblock the 
Swedish holdings in the United States, according to a procedure to be 
worked out by officials of that country and Swedish officials. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

Seymour J. in 
Chief of Delegation o United States 

Justice EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chief of Swedish Delegation 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chief of the American 
Delegation ['] 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
July 18, 1946 

DEAR M R. RTJBIN: 
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of today in 

the following terms: 

"In connection with the coming into effect of the understanding 
we have reached, I am authorized to state that the United States 
of America will at the earliest possible date thereafter unblock the 
Swedish holdings in the United States, according to a procedure to 
be worked out by officials of that country and Swedish officials." 

1 [There is no French language text of this note.] 
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished
consideration.

Very truly yours,

Emil Sand1tr&m
Chief of Swedish Delegatit

Mr. SEYMOUR J. RUBIN
Chief of Delegation of United States

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,
Des D6elgations representant d'une part les Gouvernements des

Etats-Unis d'Am6rique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume
Uni de Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord (ci-dessovs d6signes
comme les Allies), et d'autre part le Gouvernement de la Suede, se
sont r6unies A Washington pour 6changer leurs vues sur des questions
relatives aux int6erts allemands en Suede et A l'elimination de toute
possibility de risque de voir ces int6erts utilis6s au service d'une
nouvelle agression allemande.

Comme suite A cet 6change de vues, et pour affirmer a nouveau leur
volont6 de se donner un appui mutuel pour atteindre ces objectifs de
s6curite economique, les Delegations su6doise et alli6es sont parvenues
A l'accord suivant:

1. a) Le Gouvernement su6dois confirme son intention de pour-
suivre un programme de securite 6conomique par l'elimination des in-
terets allemands en Suede.

b) Le Gouvernement su6dois affirme, en outre, que le Bureau des
Avoirs Etrangers (Flyktkapitalbyran) continuera, a cette fin, de
rechercher, de prendre sous contr6le, de liquider, de vendre ou de
transf6rer les biens allemands, et que la procedure, d6jA officieusement
etablie d'accord entre le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers et les represen-
tations alliees A Stockholm, sera poursuivie comme pr6cedemment,
comme un moyen d'6changer des informations relativement a la de
couverte et la liquidation des biens allemands, et de se prater mutuelle-
ment assistance dans la realisation de ce programme.

2. Le produit de la liquidation des avoirs allemands en Suede
laissera, apres que certaines creances suedoises auront 6et compensees,
un solde qui sera consid6er comme 6tant de 150 millions de couronnes.
Afin d'aider A pr6venir le danger d'6pid6mies et de troubles en Alle-
magne, cette somme de 150 millions de couronnes sera vers6e a un
compte special chez la Banque d'Etat suedoise et utilisee pour financer
tels achats-en Suede ou sur tout autre marche-de produits essen-
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Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my most distinguished 
consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

Emil Sandetr8m 
Chief of Swedinh Delegatift 

M T. SEYMOUR J. RUBIN 
Chief of Delegation of United States 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRiSIDENT, 
Des Delegations representant d'une part les Gouvernements des 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume 
Uni de Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord (ci-dessovs design& 
comme les Allies), et d'autre part le Gouvernement de la Suede, se 
sont reunies a Washington pour &hanger leurs vues sur des questions 
relatives aux in terets allemands en Suede et a Pelimination de toute 
possibilite de risque de voir ces interets utilises au service d'une 
nouvelle agression allemande. 
Comme suite a cet echange de vues, et pour afrirmer a nouveau leur 

volonte de se donner un appui mutuel pour atteindre ces objectifs de 
securite economique, les Delegations suedoise et alliees sont parvenues 
l'accord suivant: 

1. a) Le Gouvernement suedois confirme son intention de pour-
suivre un programme de securite economique par Pelimination des in-
Mitts allemands en Suede. 

b) Le Gouvernement suedois affirme, en outre, que le Bureau des 
Avoirs Etrangers (Flyktkapitalbyran) continuera, a cette fin, de 
rechercher, de prendre sous controle, de liquider, de vendre ou de 
transferer les biens allemands, et que la procedure, déja, officieusement 
etablie d'accord entre le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers et les represen-
tations alliees a Stockholm, sera poursuivie comme precedemment, 
comme un moyen d'echanger des informations relativement a la de-
couverte et la liquidation des biens allemands, et de se preter mutuelle-
ment assistance dans la realisation de ce programme. 

2. Le produit de la liquidation des avoirs allemands en Suede 
laissera, apres que certaines creances suedoises am.ont ete compensees, 
un solde qui sera considere comme etant de 150 millions de couronnes. 
Arm d'aider a prevenir le danger d'epidemies et de troubles en Alle-
magne, cette som.me de 150 millions de couronnes sera verse° a un 
compte special chez la Banque d'Etat suedoise et utilisee pour financer 
tels achats—en Suede ou sur tout autre marehe—de produits essen-
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tiels pour l'economie allemande, dont il sera convenu entre le Gouver-
nement suedois et les Allies. Dans la mesure oti ces achats seront
faits sur le marche suedois, les livraisons tiendront compte des limites
imposees par le degr6 de raret6 des produits disponibles.

3. Les proprietaires allemands interesses seront indemnis6s en
monnaie allemande en contrepartie de ceux de leurs biens qui auront
ete liquides ou qui auront 6te l'objet d'un acte de disposition en Suede
en vertu du present accord. A cette fin, l'autorite suedoise competente
donnera aux Allies les precisions necessaires concernant le produit
obtenu, avec indication du nom et de l'adresse du titulaire allemand
du droit, et les autorites alliees en Allemagne prendront les mesures
necessaires pour enregistrer le titre des interess6s allemands aux biens
liquid6s a recevoir la contre-partie de ceux-ci.

4. a) Fiddle a sa politique de restitution des biens pilles, le Gou-
vernement suedois restituera aux Allies tout l'or qui a ete acquis par
la Suede et dont il sera prouv6 qu'il a ete pris par les Allemands dans
les pays occupes, y compris l'equivalent de celui qui a ete transfere A
d'autres pays par la Banque d'Etat suedoise. Toute revendication de
la part des gouvernements des pays occupes ou de leurs banques
d'6mission non presentee avant le ler juillet 1947 sera reputee irre-
cevable.

b) Sur la base des renseignements actuellement produits, et sous
reserve de plus amples verifications, il est presume que le poids de
l'or que le Gouvernement suedois est tenu de restituer est de
7.155,32664 Kgs. d'or fin, correspondant A la quantit6 d'or provenant
de la Banque de Belgique qui a 6et acquise par la Banque d'Etat
suedoise et doit etre restituee en application de ce qui precede.

c) Les Gouvernements allies s'engagent a garantir le Gouverne-
ment suedois contre toute reclamation qui pourra r6sulter de
transferts effectues par la Banque d'Etat suedoise a d'autres pays
d'or qui doit etre restitue en vertu de la declaration ci-dessus.

5. Les divergences sur l'interpr6tation et la port6e des clauses
ci-dessus seraient, si les quatre gouvcrnenients n'en convenaicnt
autrement, soumises A l'arbitrage.

6. Les representants soussignes des Gouvernemcnts des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de la R6publique Francaise et du Royaume Uni de
Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord d6clarent qu'en ce qui concerne
les dispositions qui precedent ils agissent 6galement pour le compte
des gouvernements des pays suivants: Albanie, Australie, Belgique,
Canada, Danemark, Egypte, Grece, Inde, Luxembourg, Norvege,
Nouvelle Zelande, Pays-Bas, Tch6coslovaquie, Union de l'Afrique du
Sud, Yougoslavie, et, en tant que de besoin, pour le compte de leurs
banques d'emission.

7. a) Les trois Gouvernements allies prendront, parl'interm6diaire
de leurs representations a Stockholm, des dispositions pour qu'une
delegation officielle suedoise soit admise A visiter les zones dont ils
ont respectivement la charge en Allemagne, et inspecter les biens des
entreprises qui sont la propriet6 de ressortissants suedois ou dans
lesquels des ressortissants suedois ont une participation substantielle.
Le droit de regard et les activites de la Delegation ne seront limites
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tiels pour Peconomie allemande, dont il sera convenu entre le Gouver-
nement suedois et les Allies. Dans la mesure øü ces achats seront 
faits sur le marche suedois, les livraisons tiendront compte des limites 
imposees par le degre de rarete des produits disponibles. 

3. Les proprietaires allemands interesses seront indemnises en 
monnaie allemande en contrepartie de ceux de leurs biens qui auront 
ete liquidés ou qui auront ete l'objet d'un acte de disposition en Suede 
en vertu du present accord. A cette fin, Pautorite suedoise competente 
donnera aux Allies les precisions necessaires concernant le produit 
obtenu, avec indication du nom et de l'adresse du titulaire allemand 
du droit, et les autorites alliees en Allemagne prendront les mesures 
necessaires pour enregistrer le titre des interesses allemands aux biens 
liquid& a, recevoir la contre-partie de ceux-ci. 

4. a) Fidele a sa politique de restitution des biens pines, le Gou-
vernement suedois restituera aux Allies tout l'or qui a ete acquis par 
la Suede et dont il sera prouve qu'il a ete pris par les Allemands dans 
les pays occupes, y compris Pequivalent de celui qui a ete transfere 
d'autres pays par la Banque d'Etat suedoise. Toute revendication de 
la part des gouvernements des pays occupes ou de leurs banques 
d'emission non presentee avant le 1er juillet 1947 sera reputee irre-
cevable. 

b) Sur la base des renseignements actuellement produits, et sous 
reserve de plus amples verifications, il est presume que le poids de 
l'or que le Gouvernement suedois est tenu de restituer est de 
7.155,32664 Kgs. d'or fin, correspondant a la quantite d'or provenant 
de la Banque de Belgique qui a ete acquise par la Banque d'Etat 
suedoise et doit etre restituee en application de ce qui precede. 

c) Les Gouvernements allies s'engagent a garantir le Gouverne-
ment suedois contre toute reclamation qui pourra resulter de 
transferts effectues par la Banque d'Etat suedoise a d'autres pays 
d'or qui doit etre restitue en vertu de la declaration ci-dessus. 

5. Les divergences sur Pinterpretation et la port& des clauses 
ci-dessus seraient, si les quatre gouvernements n'en convenaient 
autrement, soumises a Parbitrage. 

6. Les representants soussignes des Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume Uni de 
Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord declarent qu'en cc qui concerne 
les dispositions qui precedent ils agissent egalement pour le compte 
des gouvernements des pays suivants: Albanie, Australie, Belgique, 
Canada, Danemark, Egypte, Grece, Inde, Luxembourg, Norvege, 
Nouvelle Mande, Pays-Bas, Tchecoslovaquie, Union de l'Afrique du 
Sud, Yougoslavie, et, en tant que de besoin, pour le compte de leurs 
banques d'emission. 

7. a) Les trois Gouvernements allies prendront, par Pintermediaire 
de leurs representations a Stockholm, des dispositions pour qu'une 
delegation officielle suedoise soit admise a visiter les zones dont ils 
ont respectivement la charge en Allemagne, et inspecter les biens des 
entreprises qui sont la propriete de ressortissants suedois ou dans 
lesquels des ressortissants suedois ont une participation substantielle. 
Le droit de regard et les activites de la Delegation ne seront lirnités 
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que par les exigences gen6rales de la s6curit6 et des besoins militaires,
et par les lois et reglements g6n6raux applicables a toutes personnes
voyageant en Allemagne.

b) Les trois Gouvernements allies ont l'intention d'accorder une
protection sans discrimination aux biens poss6d6s en Allemagne par
des ressortissants de pays etrangers amis, y compris les biens d'entre-
prises dans lesquelles ces ressortissants ont une participation substan-
tielle. Des dispositions seront prises pour qu'une compensation
equitable soit accord6e en Allemagne dans le cas o1 de tels biens
auront 6t6 l'objet de mesures d'enlevement ou d'autres actes de
disposition par les autorit6s alli6es dans leurs zones d'occupation en
Allemagne.

8. Les Allies requerront en temps opportun 1'Allemagne ou le futur
gouvernement allemand de confirmer les stipulations du present
accord pour autant qu'elles concernent les biens allemands en Suede.

9. Le present accord entrera en vigueur apres approbation par le
parlement suedois [l], ainsi que les autres lettres echangees en date
de ce jour sauf dans les cas of il aura ete prevu autrement./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le Pr6sident, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni.

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM,

Chef de la Delegation Suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,

Des D6elgations representant d'une part les Gouvernements des
Etats Unis d'Amerique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume
Uni de Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord (ci-dessous designes
comme les Allies), et d'autre part le Gouvernement de la Suede,
se sont r6unies a Washington pour 6changer leurs vues sur des questions
relatives aux interets allemands en Suede et a l'elimination de toute
possibilite de risque de voir ces int6erts utilises au service d'une
nouvelle agression allemande.

Comme suite A cet Echange de vues, et pour affirmer a nouveau
leur volont6 de se donner un appui mutuel pour atteindre ces objectifs

I [See footnote, p. 3193.]
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que par les exigences generales de la securite et des besoins militaires, 
et par les lois et reglements generaux applicables a toutes personnes 
voyageant en Allemagne. 

b) Les trois Gouvernements allies ont l'intention d'accorder une 
protection sans discrimination aux biens possedes en Allemagne par 
des ressortissants de pays *Strangers amis, y cornpris les biens d'entre-
prises dans lesquelles ces ressortissants ont une participation substan-
tielle. Des dispositions seront prises pour qu'une compensation 
equitable soit accord& en Allemagne dans le cas on de tels biens 
auront ete Pobjet de mesures d'enlevement ou d'autres actes de 
disposition par les autorites alliees dans leurs zones d'occupation en 
Allemagne. 

8. Les Allies requerront en temps opportun PAllemagne ou le futur 
gouvernement aliemand de confirmer les stipulations du present 
accord pour autant qu'elles concernent les biens allemands en Suede. 

9. be present accord entrera en vigueur apres approbation par le 
parlement suedois ainsi que les autres lettres echangees en date 
de ce jour sauf dans les cas on il aura ete prevu autrement./. 

Veuirlez agreer, Monsieur le President, Passurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni. 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM, 
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
Des Delegations representant d'une part les Gouvernements des 

Etats Unis d'Amerique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume 
Uni de Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord (ci-dessous design& 
comme les Allies), et d'autre part le Gouvernement de la Suede, 
se sont reunies a Washington pour &hanger leurs v-ues sur des questions 
relatives aux interets allemands en Suede et A Pelimination de toute 
possibilite de risque de voir ces interets utilises au service d'une 
nouvelle agression allemande. 

Comme suite A cet echange de vues, et pour affirmer A nouveau 
leur volonte de se dormer un appui mutuel pour atteindre co-3 objectifs 

I [See footnote, p. 3193.] 
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de securite economique, les Delegations suedoise et alliees sont par-
venues a l'accord suivant:

1. a) Le Gouvernement suedois confirme son intention de pour-
suivre un programme de securite economique par l'elimination des
int6erts allemands en Suede.

b) Le Gouvernement suedois affirme, en outre, que le Bureau des
Avoirs Etrangers (Flyktkapitalbyran) continuera, a cette fin, de
rechercher, de prendre sous controle, de liquider, de vendre ou de
transf6rer les biens allemands, et que la procedure, deja officieusement
etablie d'accord entre le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers et les represen-
tations alliees a Stockholm, sera poursuivie comme precedemment,
comme un moyen d'echanger des informations relativement a la
decouverte et la liquidation des biens allemands, et de se preter
mutuellement assistance dans la realisation de ce programme.

2. Le produit de la liquidation des avoirs allemands en Suede
laissera, apres que certaines creances suedoises auront ete compensees,
un solde qui sera considere comme etant de 150 millions de couronnes.
Afin d'aider a prevenir le danger d'epidemies et de troubles en Alle-
magne, cette somme de 150 millions de couronnes sera versee a un
compte special chez la Banque d'Etat suedoise et utilisee pour fin-
ancer tels achats-en Suede ou sur tout autre march&-de produits
essentiels pour l'economie allemande, dont il sera convenu entre le
Gouvernement suedois et les Allies. Dans la mesure ou ces achats
seront faits sur le march6 suedois, les livraisons tiendront compte des
limites impos4es par le degre de rarete des produits disponibles.

3. Les proprietaires allemands interesses seront indemnises en
monnaie allemande en contre-partie de ceux de leurs biens qui auront
ete liquides ou qui auront ete l'objet d'un acte de disposition en Suede
en vertu du present accord. A cette fin, 1'autorite suedoise com-
petente donnera aux Allies les precisions neccssaires concernant le
produit obtenu, avec indication du nom et (de 'adrcsse dii tittllairo
allemand dii droit, et les auttorit6s alli6es en Allenagne prendronit les
mesures necessaires pour enregistrer le titre des interess6s allenllards
aux biens liquides a recevoir la contre-partie de ceux-ci.

4. a) Fidele a sa politique de restitution des biens pill6s, le CGou-
vernement suedois restituera aux Allies tout l'or qui a ete acquis
par la Suede et dont il sera prouve qu'il a ete pris par les Allemands
dans les pays occup6s, y compris l'equivalent de celui qui a ete
transfer6 a d'autres pays par la Banque d'Etat suedoise. Toute
revendication de la part des gouvernements des pays occupes ou
de leurs banques d'6mission non presentee avant le ler juillet 1947
sera r6putee irrecevable.

b) Sur la base des renseignements actuellement produits, et sous
reserve de plus amples verifications il est pr6sume que le poids de l'or
que le Gouvernement su6dois est tenu de restituer est de 7.155,32664
Kgs. d'or fin, correspondant a la quantite d'or provenant de la
Banque de Belgique qui a ete acquise par la Banque d'Etat suedoise
et doit etre restituee en application de ce qui precede.
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c) Les Gouvernements allies s'engagent a garantir le Gouverne-
ment su6dois contre toute reclamation qui pourra r6sulter de transferts
effectu6s par la Banque d'Etat su6doise A d'autres pays d'or qui
doit 8tre restitue en vertu de la declaration ci-dessus.

5. Les divergences sur l'interpretation et la portee des clauses ci-
dessus seraient, si les quatre gouvernements n'en convenaient autre-
ment, soumises a l'arbitrage.

6. Les representants soussign6s des Gouvernements des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, de la Republique Frangaise et du Royaume Uni de
Grande Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord declarent qu'en ce qui concerne
les dispositions qui precedent ils agissent egalement pour le compte
des gouvernements des pays suivants: Albanie, Australie, Belgique,
Canada, Danemark, Egypte, Grace, Inde, Luxembourg, Norvege,
Nouvelle Zelande, Pays-Bas, Tch6coslovaquie, Union de l'Afrique du
Sud, Yougoslavie, et, en tant que de besoin, pour le compte de leurs
banques d'6mission.

7. a) Les trois Gouvernements allies prendront, par l'intermediaire
de leurs representations A Stockholm, des dispositions pour qu'une
d6elgation officielle suedoise soit admise A visiter les zones dont ils ont
respectivement la charge en Allemagne, et inspecter les biens des
entreprises qui sont la propri6t6 de ressortissants suedois ou dans
lesquels des ressortissants su6dois ont une participation substantielle.
Le droit de regard et les activites de la D6elgation ne seront limites
que par les exigences generales de la s6curite et des besoins militaires,
et par les lois et reglements generaux applicables a toutes personnes
voyageant en Allemagne.

b) Les trois Gouvernements allies ont l'intention d'accorder une
protection sans discrimination aux biens poss6d6s en Allemagne par
des ressortissants de pays etrangers amis, y compris les biens d'entre-
prises dans lesquelles ces ressortissants ont une participation sub-
stantielle. Des dispositions seront prises pour qu'une compensation
equitable soit accordde en Allemagne dans le cas oi de tels biens
auront 6et l'objet de mesures d'enlevement ou d'autres actes de
disposition par les autorites alliees dans leurs zones d'occupation en
Allemagne.

8. Les Allies requerront en temps opportun l'Allemagne ou le futur
gouvernement allemand de confirmer les stipulations du present accord
pour autant qu'elles concernent les biens allemands en Suede.

9. Le present accord entrera en vigueur apres approbation par le
parlement suedois, ainsi que les autres lettres echangees en date de ce
jour sauf dans les cas ou il aura 6et pr6vu autrement./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Dlgation Suedoise.

EMIL SANDSTROM.
Messieurs les CHEFS

DES DALEGATIONS ALLIES.
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Au cours des negociations qui viennent de se terminer au sujet des
avoirs allemands en Subde, vous nous avez fait savoir quelles 6taient
les procedures suivies en Suede pour la restitution des biens qui s'y
trouvent et qui ont ete pilles par I'Allemagne ou par ses ressortissants.
Vous avez port6 A notre connaissance le fait que ces procedures, telles
qu'etablies par la loi su6doise du 29 juin 1945 (No. 520) constituent un
moyen simple et peu couteux par lequel les victimes des spoliations
peuvent obtenir la restitution de leurs biens en Suede.

Nous tenons A vous dire que ces procedures nous donnent satis-
faction et que nous faisons confiance au Gouvernement suedois pour
qu'il les continue. Vous vous souviendrez A ce sujet que nous avons
aborde dans nos discussions le probleme de la recherche des valeurs
mobilieres pill6es. Nous notons avec satisfaction que votre Gouverne-
ment entend examiner avec sympathie ce probleme ainsi que les propo-
sitions de procedures destin6es A faciliter la decouverte de ces valeurs
que les Gouvernements allies pourront ulterieurement pr6senter./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Franfaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni

FRANCIS W IMCCOMUE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi
concue:

"Au cours des negociations qui viennent de se terminer au sujet des
avoirs allemands en Suede, vous nous avez fait savoir quelles etaient
les procedures suivies en Suede pour la restitution des biens qui s'y
trouvent et qui ont 6t6 pilles par l'Allemagne ou par ses ressortissants.
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Au cours des negociations qui viennent de se terminer au sujet des 

avoirs allemands en Suede, vous nous avez fait savoir quelles etaient 
les procedures suivies en Suede pour la restitution des biens qui s'y 
trouvent et qui ont ete pill& par l'Allemagne ou par ses ressortissants. 
Vous avez porte a notre connaissance le fait que ces procedures, telles 
qu'etablies par la loi suedoise du 29 juin 1945 (No. 520) constituent un 
moyen simple et peu coilteux par lequel les victimes des spoliations 
peuvent obtenir la restitution de leurs biens en Suede. 
Nous tenons a vous dire que ces procedures nous donnent satis-

faction et que nous faisons confiance au Gouvernement suedois pour 
qu'il les continue. Vous vous souviendrez a ce sujet que nous avons 
aborde dans nos discussions le probleme de la recherche des valeurs 
mobilieres pillees. Nous notons avec satisfaction que votre Gouverne-
ment entend examiner avec sympathie ce probleme ainsi que les propo-
sitions de procedures destinees a faciliter la decouverte de ces valeurs 
que les Gouvernements allies pourront ulterieurement presenter./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 

SEYMOUR J RuBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Francaise 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni 

FRANCIS NV McComuE 
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chef de la Delegation Suedoise 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

concue: 
"Au cours des negociations qui viennent de se terminer au sujet des 

avoirs allemands en Suede, vous nous avez fait savoir quelles etaient 
les procedures suivies en Suede pour la restitution des biens qui s'y 
trouvent et qui ont été pill& par l'Allemagne ou par ses ressortissants. 
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Vous avez porte A notre connaissance le fait que ces procedures, telles
qu'6tablies par la loi suedoise du 29 juin 1945 (No. 520) constituent un
moyen simple et peu couteux par lequel les victimes des spoliations
peuvent obtenir la restitution de leurs biens en Suede.

Nous tenons A vous dire que ces procedures nous donnent satisfac-
tion et que nous faisons confiance au Gouvernement suedois pour
qu'il les continue. Vous vous souviendrez A ce sujet que nous avons
aborde dans nos discussions le probleme de la recherche des valeurs
mobilieres pillees. Nous notons avec satisfaction que votre Gouverne-
ment entend examiner avec sympathie ce probleme ainsi que les
propositions de procedures destin6es A faciliter la decouverte de ces
valeurs que les Gouvernements allies pourront ulterieurement pre-
senter./."

Je vous confirme que la loi susmentionnee est toujours en vigueur
mais qu'elle doit expirer le ler juillet 1947 sauf prorogation. Je vous
confirme egalement la volont6 du Gouvernement suedois de cooperer
notamment A la recherche des valeurs mobilieres pillees dans le cadre
de la legislation su6doise et dans les limites des possibilites pratiques./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise

EMIL SANDSTROM.
Messieurs les CHEFS

DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les D6elga-
tions alliees ont souligne l'importance qu'elles attachent a voir le
Gouvernement suedois mener des enquetes pour rechercher les avoirs
allemands detenus hors de Suede, au nom ou par l'intermediaire
d'institutions ou de ressortissants suedois. Les D6elgations alliees
ont souligne que la decouverte de tels avoirs ne peut etre effectu6e
qu'avec la cooperation et 1'assistance du Gouvernement suedois.

I1 est en consequence demande au Gouvernement su6dois de prendre
des mesures appropri6es, de recensement et autres, pour identifier
tels avoirs allemands qui peuvent etre detenus hors de Suede au
nom ou par l'interm6diaire d'institutions ou de ressortissants suedois
et de porter ces renseignements A la connaissance des Gouvernements
allies./.
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM

Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

concue:
"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les

Delegations alliees ont soulign6 l'importance qu'elles attachent A
voir le Gouvernement suedois mener des enquetes pour rechercher
les avoirs allemands detenus hors de Suede, au nom ou par l'inter-
mediaire d'institutions ou de ressortissants suedois. Les Delegations
alliees ont souligne que la decouverte de tels avoirs ne peut etre
effectuee qu'avec la cooperation et l'assistance du Gouvernerlicint
suedois.

II est en consequence (ldeand(1 au Gouverniemllet sued(ois do
prendre des mecsurcs ap)propri6ds, do recensleent t matres, Ipour
identifier tels avoirs allllemands qui peuvent etre d6temuls hors do
Suede au nom ou par l'intermnediaire d'institutions on de ressor-
tissants su6dois et de porter ces renseignements A la connaissance
des Gouvernements allies./."

Je tiens a vous faire savoir que mon Gouvernement prendra des
mesures pour decouvrir les biens dont il s'agit. Les renseignements
concernant ces biens seront fouinis de la maniere pr6vue pour les
renseignements sur les biens allemands en Suede./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suidoise.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES.
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique 

SEYMOTJR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Francaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chef de la Delegation suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

MESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

congue: 
"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les 

Delegations alliees ont souligne l'importance qu'elles attachent 
voir le Gouvernement suedois mener des enquetes pour rechercher 
les avoirs allemands detenus hors de Suede, au nom ou par l'inter-
mediaire d'institutions ou de ressortissants suedois. Les Delegations 
alliees ont souligne que la decouverte de tels avoirs no pout etre 
effectuee qu'avec la cooperation et l'assistance du Gouvernement 
suedois. 

II est en consequence demande au Gouvernement suedois de 
prendre des mesures appropriees, de reeensement et an tres, pour 
identifier tels avoirs allemands qui peuvent etre detenus hors de 
Suede au nom ou par l'intermediaire d'institutions ou de ressor-
tissants suedois et de porter ces renseignements a la connaissanee 
des Gouvernements allies./." 

Jo tiens a vous faire savoir que mon Gouvernement prendra des 
mesures pour decouvrir les biens dont II s'agit. Les renseignements 
coneernant ces biens seront fouinis de la maniere prevue pour les 
renseignements sur les biens allemands en Suede./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suidaise. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DfttGATIONS ALLIES. 

95347°-49-rr.  60 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les D6elga-
tions Alli6es ont demande que le Gouvernement su6dois prenne toutes
mesures appropriees pour acc6elrer et achever le rapatriement des
Allemands dangereux actuellement en Suede.

Les D6elgations Alliees ont note avec satisfaction les mesures dejA
prises sous ce rapport./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des
Etats- Unis.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delgation de la
Rkpublique Franfaise.

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume- Uni.

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRBM
Chef de la Delgation Suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi
congue:

"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les D61e-
gations alliees ont demande que le Gouvernement suedois prenne
toutes mesures appropriees pour accelerer et achever le rapatrie-
ment des Allemands dangereux actuellement en Suede.
Les D6elgations alliees ont note avec satisfaction les mesures deja
prises sous ce rapport./."

Je tiens a declarer que l'intention du Gouvernement suedois est
de rapatrier des que possible ceux des Allemands qui, apres enqubte
appropri6e, seront juges dangereux par le Gouvernement suedois./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

EMIL SANDSTRiM.
Messieurs les CHEFS

DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES.
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
A Poccasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les Delega-

tions Alliees out demande que le Gouvernement suedois prenne toutes 
mesures appropriees pour accelerer et achever le rapatriement des 
Allemands dangereux actuellement en Suede. 
Les Delegations Alliees out note avec satisfaction les mesures déjà 

prises sous ce rapport./. 
Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 

consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des 

Etats-Unis. 

SEYMOITR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 

Republique Francaise. 

CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume-Uni. 

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

congue: 

"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les Dele-
gations alliees ont demande que le Gouvernement suedois prenne 
toutes mesures appropriees pour accelerer et achever le rapatrie-
ment des Allemands dangereux actuellement en Suede. 
Les Delegations alliees ont note avec satisfaction les mesures déjà 
prises sous ce rapport./." 

Je tiens a declarer que Pintention du Gouvernement suedois est 
de rapatrier des que possible ceux des Allemands qui, apres enquete 
appropriee, seront jug4s dangereux par le Gouvernement suedois./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, Pas.surance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suidoise. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 
Messieurs les CHEFS 

DES DELEGATIONS ALLIES. 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Nous referant a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons
discute des avoirs en Suede des Chemins de Fer de l'Etat allemand.
Nous comprenons que le Gouvernement suedois examinera avec
faveur la possibility de mettre A la disposition des autorit6s alliees
competentes le materiel roulant et autres avoirs des Chemins de Fer
de 1'Etat allemand trouves en Suede./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Franeaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du Royaume Uni
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

concue:-

"Nous r6ferant a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons
discute des avoirs en Suede des Chemins de Fer de 1'Etat allemand.
Nous comprenons que le Gouvernement su6dois examinera avec
faveur la possibilite de mettre a la disposition des autorites alliees
comp6tentes le mat6riel roulant et autres avoirs des Chemins de
Fer de 1'Etat allemand trouves en Suede"./.

Je vous confirme notre accord a ce sujet./.
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise
EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 

Nous referent a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons 
discute des avoirs en Suede des Chemins de Fer de l'Etat allemand. 
Nous comprenons que le Gouvernement suedois examinera avec 
faveur la possibilite de mettre a la disposition des autorites alliees 
competentes le materiel roulant et autres avoirs des Chemins de Fer 
de l'Etat allemand trouves en Suede./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Francaise 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du Royaume Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation Suidoise 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

MESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de cc jour ainsi 

concue: 

"Nous referent a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons 
discute des avoirs en Suede des Chemins de Fer de l'Etat allentand. 
Nous comprenons que le Gouvernement suedois examinera avec 
faveur la possibilite de rnettre a la disposition des autorites alliees 
competentes le materiel roulant et autres avoirs des Chemins de 
Fer de l'Etat allemand trouves en Suede"./. 

Je vous confirme notre accord a cc sujet./. 
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise 
EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DfttGATIONS ALLIES 

3223 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A l'occasion de 1'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, il a ete
entendu qu'en attendant la conclusion d'accords multipartites aux-
quels les Allies ont l'intention d'inviter le Gouvernement suedois a
adherer, et la decision du Gouvernement su6dois au sujet de sa partici-
pation aux dits arrangements, aucun brevet, propriete allemande en
Suede, ne sera cede pendant trois mois apres la signature de la presente
lettre, ou pendant telle periode plus longue qui pourra 8tre convenue,
sauf dans les cas oit, apres avis donne aux Allies, il serait jug6 opportun
de ceder des droits de brevets englob6s dans la vente d'une entreprise
sous contr6le allemand.

Nous avons aussi discut6 des problames poses par les marques de
fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands. Les gouvernements allies
envisagent des discussions internationales qui pourraient 6galement
avoir lieu sur ces matieres afin d'6tablir par accord general une politique
tendant a eliminer certaines marques de fabrique allemandes et a
mettre a la libre disposition de la communaute les droits d'auteurs
allemands qui ont une valeur particuliere. En attendant de faire des
accords multipartites et en attendant la decision du Gouvernement
suedois au sujet de sa participation dans de tels accords, nous esperons
que le Gouvernement suedois 6vitera d'entreprendre toute action qui
rendrait impossible son adhesion a une politique compatible avec ces
arrangements./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delgation du
Royaume-Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM
Chef de la Delegation suidoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,
J'ai 1'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

conque:
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, il a Re 

entendu qu'en attendant la conclusion d'accords multipartites aux-
quels les Allies ont l'intention d'inviter le Gouvernement suedois 
adherer, et la decision du Gouvernement suedois au sujet de sa partici-
pation aux dits arrangements, aucun brevet, propriete allemande en 
Suede, ne sera cede pendant trois mois apres la signature de la presente 
lettre, ou pendant telle periode plus longue qui pourra etre convenue, 
sauf dans les cas o, apres avis donne aux Allies, il serait juge opportun 
de ceder des droits de brevets englobes dans la vente d'une entreprise 
sous controle allemand. 
Nous avons aussi discute des problemes poses par les marques de 

fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands. Les gouvernements allies 
envisagent des discussions internation ales qui pourraient egalement 
avoir lieu sur ces matieres afin d'etablir par accord general une politique 
tendant a eliminer certaines marques de fabrique allemandes et a 
mettre A la libre disposition de la comraunaute les droits d'auteurs 
allemands qui ont une valeta. particuliere. En attendant de faire des 
accords multipartites et en attendant la decision du Gouvernement 
suedois au sujet de sa participation dans de tels accords, nous esperons 
que le Gouvernement suedois evitera d'entreprendre toute action qui 
rendrait impossible son adhesion a une politique compatible avec ces 
arrangements]. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Francaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume-Uni 
FRANCIS W M CCOMBE 

MOELSielif EMIL SANDSTRoM 
C'hef de la Delegation suidoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de cc jour ainsi 

concue: 
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"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, il a ete
entendu qu'en attendant la conclusion d'accords multipartites
auxquels les Allies ont l'intention d'inviter le Gouvernement
suedois a adherer, et la decision du Gouvernement suedois au sujet
de sa participation aux dits arrangements, aucun brevet, propriete
allemande en Suede, ne sera cede pendant trois mois apres la signa-
ture de la presente lettre, ou pendant telle periode plus longue qui
pourra etre convenue, sauf dans les ou, apres avis donne aux Allies,
il serait juge opportun de ceder des droits de brevets englobes dans
la vente d'une entreprise sous controle allemand.
"Nous avons aussi discute des problemes poses par les marques de
fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands. Les gouvernements allies
envisagent des discussions internationales qui pourraient 6gale-
ment avoir lieu sur ces matieres afin d'etablir par accord general
une politique tendant a eliminer certaines marques de fabrique
allemandes et A mettre a la libre disposition de la communaute les

droits d'auteurs allemands qui ont une valeur particuliere. En
attendant de faire des accords multipartites et en attendant la
decision du Gouvernement suedois au sujet de sa participation dans

de tels accords, nous esperons que le Gouvernement suedois 6vitera
d'entreprendre toute action qui rendrait impossible son adhesion
a une politique compatible avec ces arrangements./."

Me referant au premier paragraphe de votre lettre, je vous con-

firme l'accord mentionn6 au sujet de la disposition des brevets,

propriete allemande en Suede.
Quant aux marques de fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands, je

ne manquerai pas de porter vos suggestions a l'attention de mon

Gouvernement./.
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation suldoise.
EMIL SANDSTROJM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DfLEGATIONS ALLIEES.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les Gouverne-
ments allies tiennent a declarer qu'ils reservent leurs droits au sujet

des avoirs officiels allemands en Suede, tels que l'immeuble de la
Legation d'Allemagne, son contenu, ou autres biens analogues./.
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"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, il a ete 
entendu qu'en attendant la conclusion d'accords multipartites 
auxquels les Allies ont l'intention d'inviter le Gouvernement 
suedois a adherer, et la decision du Gouvernement suedois an sujet 
de sa participation aux dits arrangements, aucun brevet, propriete 
allemande en Suede, ne sera cede pendant trois mois apres la signa-
ture de la presente lettre, ou pendant telle periode plus longue qui 
pourra etre convenue, sauf dans les oil, apres avis donne aux Allies, 
ii serait juge opportun de ceder des droits de brevets englobes dans 
la vente d'une entreprise sous controle allemand. 
"Nous avons aussi discute des problemes poses par les marques de 
fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands. Les gouvernements allies 
envisagent des discussions internationales qui pourraient egale-
rnent avoir lieu sur ces nnatieres afin d'etablir par accord general 
une politique tendant a eliminer certaines marques de fabrique 
allemandes et a naettre a la libre disposition de la communaute les 
droits d'auteurs allemands qui ont une valeur particuliere. En 
attendant de faire des accords multipartites et en attendant la 
decision du Gouvernement suedois au sujet de sa participation dans 
de tels accords, nous esperons que le Gouvernement suedois evitera 
d'entreprendre toute action qui rendrait impossible son adhesion 
une politique compatible avec ces arrangements./." 

Me referant au premier paragraphe de votre lettre, je vous con-
firme l'accord mentionne au sujet de la disposition des brevets, 

propriete allemande en Suede. 
Quant aux marques de fabrique et droits d'auteurs allemands, je 

ne manquerai pas de porter vos suggestions a l'attention de mon 

Gouvernement. /. 
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, Passurance de ma haute consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation suidoise. 
EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

M ONSIETJR LE PRESIDENT, 
A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les Gouverne-

ments allies tiennent a declarer qu'ils reservent leurs droits au sujet 
des avoirs officiels allemands en Suede, tels que l'irnmeuble de la 
Legation d'Allenaagne, son contenu, ou autres biens analogues./. 
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la De'lgation des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Franqaise.

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni.

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM
Chef de la D6elgation Suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MESSIEURS, Le 18 juillet 1946
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

conque:
"A 1'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, les

Gouvernements allies tiennent A declarer qu'ils r6servent leurs
droits au sujet des avoirs officiels allemands en Suede, tels que
l'immeuble de la Legation d'Allemagne, son contenu, ou autres
biens analogues./."
Je ne manquerai pas de porter votre declaration A la connaissance

de mon Gouvernement./.
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation Suedoise.
EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELfGATIONS ALLIEES.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MONSIEUR LE PRRSIDENT, Le 18 juillet 1946
Nous referant a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons

l'honneur de declarer que les Gouvernements allies, sans attendre la
conclusion des presentes negociations, mais pour tenir compte de
l'accord realise au sujet de la liquidation des interets allemands, ont
supprime les listes noires pour autant qu'elles concerent, en particu-
lier, la Suede ou des ressortissants suedois connus comme tels. Les
Gouvernements allies n'ont pas l'intention de continuer les listes
noires sous une forme officieuse./.
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur Jo President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique. 
SEYmouR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Francaise. 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni. 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

MESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

concue: 

"A l'occasion de Paccord auquel nous sorames parvenus, les 
Gouvernements allies tiennent a declarer gulls reservent leurs 
droits au sujet des avoirs officiels allemands en Suede, tels que 
l'immeuble de la Legation d'Allemagne, son contenu, ou autres 
biens analogues./." 
Je ne manquerai pas de porter votre declaration a la connaissance 

de mon Gouvernement./. 
Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation Suidoise. 
EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIES. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Nous referent a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons 

Phonneur de declarer que les Gouvernements allies, sans attendre la 
conclusion des presentes negociations, mais pour tenir compte de 
l'accord realise au sujet de la liquidation des interets allemands, ont 
supprime lea listes noires pour autant qu'elles concernent, en particu-
lier, la Suede ou des ressortissant,s suedois connus corame tels. Les 
Gouvernements allies n'ont pas Pintention de continuer les listes 
noires sous une forme officieuse./. 
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la De'lgation des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise.

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni.

FRmANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM,

Chef de la Delegation Suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946

MESSIEURS,

J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi
conCue:

"Nous referant a 1'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous
avons l'honneur de declarer que les Gouvernements allies, sans at-
tendre la conclusion des presentes negociations, mais pour tenir
compte de l'accord realise au sujet de la liquidation des int6erts
allemands, ont supprime les listes noires pour autant qu'elles con-
cernent, en particulier, la Suede ou des ressortissants suedois con-
nus comme tels. Les Gouvernements allies n'ont pas l'intention
de continuer les listes noires sous une forme officieuse./."

Je suis heureux de prendre note de votre declaration et je ne man-
querai pas de la porter a l'attention de mon Gouvernement./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation Suedoise.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES,

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, a ete
discutee la question de la representation suedoise en Allemagne.

Nous sommes en mesure de vous confirmer que les Autorites compe-
tentes des Gouvernements allies ont mis cette question a 1'etude et
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Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM, 
Chef de la Delegation Suedoise. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise. 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni. 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

MESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

concue: 
"Nous referant a l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous 

avons Phonneur de declarer que les Gouvernements allies, sans at-
tendre la conclusion des presentes negociations, mais pour tenir 
compte de l'accord realise au sujet de la liquidation des interets 
allemands, ont supprime les listes noires pour autant qu'elles con-
cement, en particulier, la Suede ou des ressortissants suedois con-
nus comme tels. Les Gouvernements allies n'ont pas l'intention 
de continuer les listes noires sous une forme officieuse./." 

Je suis heureux de prendre note de votre declaration et je no man-
querai pas de la porter a l'attention de mon Gouvernement./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation Suldoise. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIES, 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
A Poccasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, a Re 

discutee la question de la representation suedoise en Allemagne. 
Nous sommes en mesure de vous confirmer que les Autorites compe-

tentes des Gouvernements allies ont mis cette question a l'etude et 

3227 
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que 1'on peut esperer que des arrangements d'ensemble satisfaisants,
compatibles avec les exigences de la situation actuelle en Allemagne,
pourront etre mis sur pied en temps utile./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume-Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM,

Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

conque:
"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, a 6te

discutee la question de la representation suedoise en Allemagne.
Nous sommes en mesure de vous confirmer que les Autorites comp-

tentes des Gouvernements allies ont mis cette question a 1'etude et
que l'on peut esp6rer que des arrangements d'ensemble satisfaisants,
compatibles avec les exigences de la situation actuelle en Allemagne,
pourront 8tre mis sur pied en temps utile./."

Je suis heureux de prendre note de votre declaration et je ne manque-
rai pas de la porter a 1'attention de mon Gouvernement./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Chef de la D616gation de Suede

Messieurs les CHEFS DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,

A l'occasion de I'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai l'honneur
de declarer, au nom de mon Gouvernement, que, dans l'elimination des
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que l'on peut esperer que des arrangements d'ensemble satisfaisants, 
compatibles avec les exigences de is situation actuelle en Allemagne, 
pourront etre mis sur pied en temps utile./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume-Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM, 
Chef de la Delegation suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 :millet 1946. 

MESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

congue: 

"A Poccasion de l'accord auquel nous sorames parvenus, a ete 
discutee is question de is representation suedoise en Allemagne. 
Nous sommes en mesure de vous confirmer que les Autorites comp& 

tentes des Gouvernements allies ont mis cette question a Petude et 
que l'on peut esperer que des arrangements d'ensemble satisfaisants, 
compatibles avec les exigences de la situation actuelle en Allemagne, 
pourront etre mis sur pied en temps utile]." 

Jo suis heureux de prendre note de votre declaration et je ne manque-
rai pas de is porter a l'attention de mon Gouvernement./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, Paasurance de ma haute consideration. 

Emil Sandst ram 
Chef de is Delegation de Stade 

Messieurs les CHEFS DES DALtGATIONS ALLIES. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

MESSIEURS, 
A Poccasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai l'honneur 

de declarer, au nom de mon Gouvernement, que, dans Pelimination des 
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interets allemands en Suede, la liquidation, la vente ou le transfert de
biens allemands, et pour l'agrement des acqu6reurs de ces biens, les
principes et les pratiques appliques et qui continueront d'etre observes
sont, entre autres, les suivants:

1/ Compte sera dfiment tenu des necessites de la s6curit6 mondiale,
et notamment de la necessit6 d'eliminer completement toute forme de
controle allemand et d'influence 6conomique allemande, ainsi que des
interets de l'6conomie suedoise, et de l'int6ret d'obtenir le plus haut
prix possible.

2/ Les ventes seront faites a des personnes autres que des ressortis-
sants allemands et seront, dans la mesure du possible, publiques,
sauf dans les cas oi les avoirs seront acquis par le Gouvernement
su6dois.

3/ Lors de toute vente ou liquidation, les int6rets des ressortissants
etrangers autres qu'allemands seront, qu'il s'agisse d'interets directs
ou indirects, prot6ges dans la meme mesure et de la meme mani6re
que ceux des ressortissants suedois, sous condition de reciprocite dans
le pays de ces 6trangers.

4/ Le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers s'enquerra de la bonne foi des
transactions qui sont , l'origine de suretes et de creances portant sur des
biens allemands, et notamment de celles qui sont intervenues imm6di-
atement avant le debut des hostilit6s ou depuis lors.

5/ L'expression "biens allemands" telle qu'elle est employee dans
l'accord comprend tous biens possedes ou contr6les, directement ou
indirectement, par des personnes morales ou physiques de nationalit6
allemande en Allemagne, ou devant etre rapatri6es en Allemagne,
autres que celles dont le cas merite un traitement exceptionnel./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DfELGATIONS ALLIEES

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRiSIDENT,

Nous avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce
jour ainsi concue:

"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai
l'honneur de declarer, au nom de mon Gouvernement, que, dans
l'elimination des int6erts allemands en Suede, la liquidation, la
vente ou le transfert de biens allemands, et pour l'agrement des
acqu6reurs de ces biens, les principes et les pratiques appliques et qui
continueront d'6tre observes sont, entre autres, les suivants:
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interets allemands en Suede, la liquidation, la vente ou le transfert de 
biens allemands, et pour Pagrement des acquereurs de ces biens, les 
principes et les pratiques appliqués et qui continueront d'être observes 
sont, entre autres, les suivants: 

1/ Compte sera dtunent tenu des necessites de la securite mondiale, 
et notamment de la necessite d'eliminer completement toute forme de 
controle allemand et d'influence economique allemande, ainsi que des 
interets de Feconomie suedoise, et de l'interet d'obtenir le plus haut 
prix possible. 

2/ Les ventes seront faites a des personnes autres que des ressortis-
sants allemands et seront, dans la mesure du possible, publiques, 
sa,uf dans les cas oit les avoirs seront acquis par le Gouvernement 
suedois. 

3/ Lors de toute vente ou liquidation, les interets des ressortissants 
&rangers autres qu'allemands seront, qu'il s'agisse d'interets directs 
ou indirects, proteges dans la meme mesure et de la meme maniere 
que ceux des ressortissants suedois, sous condition de reciprocite dans 
le pays de ces &rangers. 

4/ Le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers s'enquerra de la bonne foi des 
transactions qui sont a l'origine de saretes et de creances portant sur des 
biens allemands, et notamment de celles qui sont intervenues immedi-
atement avant le debut des hostilites ou depuis lors. 

5/ L'expression "biens allemands" telle qu'elle est employee dans 
l'accord comprend tous biens possedes ou controles, directement ou 
indirectement, par des personnes morales ou physiques de nationalite 
allemande en Allemagne, ou devant etre rapatriees en Allemagne, 
autres que celles dont le cas merite un traitement exceptionnel./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suldoise 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DtLtGATIONS ALLIES 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
NOUS avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de cc 

jour ainsi concue: 

"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai 
Phonneur de declarer, au nom de mon Gouvernement, que, dans 
l'elimination des interets allemands en Suede, la liquidation, la 
vente ou le transfert de biens allemands, et pour Pagrement des 
acquereurs de ces biens, les principes et les pratiques appliqués et qui 
continueront d'être observes sont, entre autres, les suivants: 
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1/ Compte sera dOment tenu des n6cessit6s de la securit6 mondiale,
et notamment de la n6cessit6 d'eliminer completement toute forme
de contrble allemand et d'influence economique allemande, ainsi
que des interAts de l'6conomie suedoise, et de l'interet d'obtenir le
plus haut prix possible.

2/ Les ventes seront faites A des personnes autres que des ressortis-
sants allemands et seront, dans la mesure du possible, publiques,
sauf dans les cas ofi les avoirs seront acquis par le Gouvernement
su6dois.

3/ Lors de toute vente ou liquidation, les int6erts des ressortissants
etrangers autres qu'allemands seront, qu'il s'agisse d'interAts directs
ou indirects, proteges dans la mame mesure et de la meme maniAre
que ceux des ressortissants suedois, sous condition de reciprocite
dans le pays de ces etrangers.

4/ Le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers s'enquerra de la bonne foi des
transactions qui sont A l'origine de slretes et de creances portant
sur des biens allemands, et notamment de celles qui sont intervenues
imm6diatement avant le debut des hostilites ou depuis lors.

5/ L'expression "biens allemands" telle qu'elle est employee dans
l'accord comprend tous biens poss6des ou contr6l6s, directement ou
indireetement, par des personnes morales ou physiques de nationalite
allemande en Allemagne, ou devant etre rapatriees en Allemagne,
autres que celles dont le cas merite un traitement exceptionnel./."

Nous sommes heureux de prendre note des principes que vous
avez enonces./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Ddlegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRiM

Chef de la Delegation suedoise

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Le 18 uillet 1946.
MESSIEURS,

Je suis autoris6e faire, au nom de mon Gouvernement, la declara-
tion suivante.

Le Gouvernement suedois, fidele a sa politique de participation a
1'oeuvre de reconstruction et de restauration, a juge convenable, A
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1/ Compte sera dement tenu des necessites de la securite mondiale, 
et notamment de la necessite d'eliminer completement toute forme 
de contrele allemand et d'influence economique allemande, ainsi 
que des interets de Peconomie suedoise, et de Pinteret d'obtenir le 
plus haut prix possible. 

2/ Les ventes seront faites El des personnes autres que des ressortis-
sants allemands et seront, dans la mesure du possible, publiques, 
sauf dans les cas ob les avoirs seront acquis par le Gouvernement 
suedois. 

3/ Lors de toute vente ou liquidation, les interets des ressortissants 
etrangers autres qu'allemands seront, s'agisse d'interets directs 
ou indirects, proteges dans la mem() mesure et de la meme maniere 
que ceux des ressortissants suedois, sous condition de r6ciprocite 
dans le pays de ces etrangers. 

4/ Le Bureau des Avoirs Etrangers s'enquerra de la bonne foi des 
transactions qui sont a l'origine de sAretes et de creances portant 
sin- des biens allemands, et notamment de cellos qui sont intervenues 
immediatement avant le debut des hostilites ou depuis lors. 

5/ L'expression "biens allemands" telle qu'elle est employee dans 
Paccord comprend tous biens possedes ou controles, directement ou 
indireetement, par des personnes morales ou physiques de nationalit6 
allemande en Allemagne, ou devant etre rapatriees en Allemagne, 
autres que cellos dont le cas merite un traitement exceptionnel./." 

Nous sommes heureux de prendre note des principes que vous 
avez enonces./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Rayaume Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

MOHSiBUT EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation suidoise 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
Je suis autorise a fake, au nom de mon Gouvernement, la declara-

tion suivante. 
Le Gouvernement suedois, fidele sa politique de participation a 

l'oeuvre de reconstruction et de restauration, a juge convenable, 
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l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, d'apporter les

contributions suivantes:

1) Le Gouvernement su6dois mettra a la disposition du Comit6

Intergouvernemental des Refugies une somme de cinquante millions

de couronnes qui sera employee au relevement et au reetablissement

des victimes non rapatriables de l'action allemande.
Vous pouvez 8tre assures que mon Gouvernement, bien qu'il

reserve sa decision sur la faGon dont les fonds seront rendus disponibles,

fera tous ses efforts pour que les fonds soient rendus disponibles aus-

sit6t que possible et de la maniere la plus apte A atteindre les objectifs

du Comite.
2) Le Gouvernement suedois affectera en outre une somme de

soixante-quinze millions de couronnes pour la repartir au benefice de

pays signataires de 1'Accord de Paris sur les reparations. Les deci-

sions relatives a la repartition seront prises apres echanges de vues

avec les Allies agissant au nom de ces pays, et en examinant leurs

vues avec faveur.
Des consultations auront 6galement lieu entre le Gouvernement

su6dois et chacun des pays qui pourront recevoir une part quelconque

de cette somme, en ce qui concerne la mesure dans laquelle, ou la

maniere suivant laquelle, ce pays b6neficiera de sa part, soit par la

remise, la reduction ou 1'augmentation d'un credit present, ou l'octroi

d'un nouveau credit accorde par la Suede a ce pays, soit autrement,

suivant ce qui sera convenu entre ce pays et la Suede./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS

DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Nous avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour

ainsi concue:

"Je suis autoris6 a faire, au nom de mon Gouvernement, la

declaration suivante.
Le Gouvernement suedois, fidele a sa politique de participation a

l'oeuvre de reconstruction et de restauration, a juge convenable A

l'occasion de l'accord a auquel nous sommes parvenus, d'apporter

les contributions suivantes:
I) Le Gouvernement su6dois mettra a la disposition du Comite

Intergouvernemental des Refugies une somme de cinquante mil-

lions de couronnes qui sera employee au relevement et au r66tablisse-

ment des victimes non rapatriables de l'action allemande.
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l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, d'apporter les 
contributions suivantes: 

1) Le Gouvernement suedois mettra a la disposition du Comite 
Intergouvernemental des Refugies une somme de cinquante millions 
de couronnes qui sera employee au relevement et au reetablissement 
des victimes non rapatriables de l'action allemande. 
Vous pouvez etre assures que mon Gouvernement, bien qu'il 

reserve sit decision sur la fagon dont les fonds seront rendus disponibles, 
fera tous ses efforts pour que les fonds soient rendus disponibles aus-
sitot que possible et de la maniere la plus apte a atteindre les objectifs 
du Comite. 

2) Le Gouvernement suedois affectera en outre une somme de 
soixante-quin7e millions de couronnes pour la repartir au benefice de 
pays signataires de l'Accord de Paris sur les reparations. Les deci-
sions relatives a la repartition seront prises apres echanges de vues 
avec les Allies agissant au nom de ces pays, et en examinant lours 

vues avec faveur. 
Des consultations auront egalement lieu entre le Gouvernement 

suedois et chacun des pays qui pourront recevoir une part quelconque 
de cette somme, en ce qui concerne la mesure dans laquelle, ou la 
maniere suivant laquelle, ce pays beneficiera de sit part, soit par la 
remise, la reduction ou l'augmentation d'un credit present, ou l'octroi 
d'un nouveau credit accorde par la Suede t ce pays, soit autrement, 
suivant ce qui sera convenu entre ce pays et la Suede]. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise. 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIES. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946'. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Nous avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour 

ainsi congue: 
"Jo suis autorise a faire, au nom de mon Gouvernement, la 

declaration suivante. 
Le Gouvernement suedois, fidele a sit politique de participation a 

l'oeuvre de reconstruction et de restauration, a jug e convenable a 
l'occasion de l'accord a auquel nous sommes parvenus, d'apporter 

les contributions suivantes: 
I) Le Gouvernement suedois mettra a la disposition du Comite 

Intergouvernemental des Refugies une somme de cinquante mil-
lions de couronnes qui sera employee au relevement et au reetablisse-
ment des victimes non rapatriables de l'action allemande. 
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Vous pouvez etre assures que mon Gouvernement, bien qu'il
reserve sa decision sur la facon dont les fonds seront rendus dis-
ponibles, fera tous ses efforts pour que les fonds soient rendus dis-
ponibles aussit6t que possible et de la maniere la plus apte A at-
teindre les objectifs du Comite.

2) Le Gouvernement suedois affectera en outre une somme de
soixante-quinze millions de couronnes pour la repartir au benefice
de pays signataires de l'Accord de Paris sur les reparations. Les
decisions relatives A la repartition seront prises apres echanges de
vues avec les Allies agissant au nom de ces pays, et en examinant
leurs vues avec faveur.

Des consultations auront 6galement lieu entre le Gouvernement
suedois et chacun des pays qui pourront recevoir une part quel-
conque de cette somme, en ce qui concerne la mesure dans laquelle,
ou la maniere suivant laquelle, ce pays b6neficiera de sa part, soit
par la remise, la reduction ou l'augmentation d'un credit present, ou
l'octroi d'un nouveau credit, accorde par la Suede A ce pays, soit
autrement, suivant ce qui sera convenu entre ce pays et la Suede./."
Nous sommes heureux, au nom du Comite Intergouvernemental des

Refugies et au nom des pays signataires de l'Accord de Paris sur les
reparations, de prendre note des contributions A apporter par le Gou-
vernement suedois. Nous ne manquerons pas de porter A leur attention
vos declarations A ce sujet./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique.

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM

Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MESSIEURS, le 18 juillet 1946.
Au sujet des paragraphes 2 et 3 de l'accord concernant les avoirs

allemands en Suede contenu dans les lettres echangees ce jour, je
tiens A rappeler que le Gouvernement suedois a 6et en mesure de
prendre l'engagement contenu dans le paragraphe 2 du fait que les
produits de la liquidation constituent un avoir allemand et peuvent
etre utilises pour le paiement de livraisons de produits pour l'Allemagne
conform6ment a la legislation suedoise en matiere de clearing, pourvu
que compensation soit assur6e au titulaire du droit.
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Vous pouvez etre assures que mon Gouvernement, bien qu'il 
reserve sa decision sur la facon dont les fonds seront rendus clis-
ponibles, fera thus ses efforts pour que les fonds soient rendus clis-
ponibles aussitet que possible et de la maniere la plus apte h. at-. 
teindre les objectifs du Comite. 

2) Le Gouvernement suedois affectera en outre une somme de 
soixante-quinze millions de couronnes pour la repartir an benefice 
de pays signataires de l'Accord de Paris sur les reparations. Les 
decisions relatives la repartition seront prises apres echanges de 
vues avec les Allies agissant an nom de ces pays, et en examinant 
leurs vues avec faveur. 
Des consultations auront egalement lieu entre le Gouvernement 

suedois et chacun des pays qui pourront recevoir une part quel-
conque de cette somme, en ce qui concerne la mesure dans laquelle, 
on la maniere suivant laquelle, ce pays beneficiera de sa part, soit 
par la remise, la reduction ou l'augmentation d'un credit present, on 
l'octroi d'un nouveau credit, accorde par la Suede a ce pays, soit 
autrement, suivant ce qui sera convenu entre ce pays et la Suede]." 
Nous sommes heureux, au nom du Coraite Intergouvernemental des 

Refugies et au nom des pays signataires de l'Accord de Paris sur les 
reparations, de prendre note des contributions A, apporter par le Gou-
vernement suedois. Nous ne manquerons pas de porter a leur attention 
vos declarations a ce sujet./. 

Veifillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Fiats-Unis 
d'Amerique. 
SEYMOUR J RuBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation suidoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Is 18 juillet 1946. M ESSIEURS, 

Au sujet des paragraphes 2 et 3 de l'accord concernant les avoirs 
allemands en Suede contenu dans les lettres echangees ce jour, je 
tiens a rappeler que le Gouvernement suedois a ete en me,sure de 
prendre l'engagement contenu dans le paragraphe 2 du fait que les 
produits de la liquidation constituent un avoir allemand et peuvent 
etre utilises pour le paiernent de livraison.s de produits pour l'Allemagne 
conforraement a la legislation suedoise en matiere de clearing, pourvu 
que compensation soit assuree an titulaire du droit. 
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Il est entendu que le Gouvernement russe n'a pas de titre A faire
valoir pour 1'emploi des avoirs allemands en Suede au b6n6fice de la
zone russe./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise

Messieurs les CHEFS EMIL SANDSTROM.

DES DELEGATIONS ALLI]EES.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Nous avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce
jour ainsi concue:

"Au sujet des paragraphes 2 et 3 de 1'accord concernant les avoirs
allemands en Suede contenu dans les lettres 6changees ce jour, je
tiens A rappeler que le Gouvernement suedois a ete en mesure de
prendre l'engagement contenu dans le paragraphe 2 du fait que les
produits de la liquidation constituent un avoir allemand et peuvent
etre utilises pour le paiement de livraisons de produits pour l'Alle-
magne conformement a la legislation suedoise en matiere de clearing,
pourvu que compensation soit assuree au titulaire du droit.
I1 est entendu que le Gouvernement russe n'a pas de titre a faire
valoir pour l'emploi des avoirs allemands en Suede au b6nefice
de la zone russe./."

Nous comprenons que votre declaration n'entend pas affecter les
arrangements contenus dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 de notre accord
relatif a la disposition des avoirs allemnands en Suede et A l'indemnisa-
tion des proprietaires allemands.

Nous pouvons confirmer que par application du protocole de
Potsdam 1'U. R. S. S. a renon6c a tous titres sur les avoirs allenmands
en Suede, pour elle-meme ou pour la zone allemande dont elle a la
charge./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Franraise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume-Uni.

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM,
Chef de la Delegation suedoise.
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II est entendu que le Gouvernement russe n'a pas de titre a faire 
valoir pour l'emploi des avoirs allemands en Suede au benefice de la 
zone russe./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, Passurance de ma haute consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise 
EMIL SANDSTROm. Messieurs les CHEFS 

DES DELEGATIONS ALLIES. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Nous avons l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de cc 

jour ainsi congue: 

"Au sujet des paragraphes 2 et 3 de l'accord concernant les avoirs 
allemands en Suede contenu dans les lettres echangees ce jour, je 
tiens a rappeler que le Gouvernement suedois a ete en mesure de 
prendre l'engagement contenu dans le paragraphe 2 du fait que les 
produits de la liquidation constituent un avoir allemand et peuvent 
etre utilises pour le paiement de livraisons de produits pour l'Alle-
magne conformement A la legislation suedoise en matiere de clearing, 
pourvu que compensation soit assuree au titulaire du droit. 
Ii est entendu que le Gouvernement russe n'a pas de titre a faire 
valoir pour l'emploi des avoirs allemands en Suede au benefice 
de la zone russe./." 

Nous comprenons que votre declaration n'entend pas affecter les 
arrangements content's dans les paragraphes 2 et 3 de notre accord 
relatif a la disposition des avoirs allemands en Suede et A l'indemnisa-
tion des proprietaires allemands. 
Nous pouvons confirmer que par application du protocol° de 

Potsdam PU. R. S. S. a renonge A tous titres stir les avoirs allemands 
en Suede, pour elle-meme ou pour la zone allemande dont elle a la 
charge./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des 
Etats-Unis d'Amerigue 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation, de la 
Republique Francaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume—Uni. 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM, 
Chef de la Delegation suedoise. 
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Le 18 juilet 1946

MESSIEURS,
A 1'occasion de 1'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai 1'honneur

de vous confirmer que je suis d'accord pour recommander A mon
Gouvernement de prendre des mesures en vue de mettre A la disposi-
tion des trois Gouvernements alli6s, A des fins de secours, le produit
de la realisation des biens trouv6s en Suede qui appartiennent aux
victimes de l'action nazie d6ecedes sans heritier./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, 1'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELEIGATIONS ALLIkIES.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Le 18 JuiUet 1946

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

Nous sommes heureux d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour
concernant les biens en Suede de personnes qui sont mortes a la suite
de 1'action nazie sans laisser d'heritiers et de pouvoir esperer que le
produit de la r6alisation de ces biens sera rendu disponible ainsi qu'il
est indiqu6 dans votre lettre./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delgation de la Ripublique
Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENBI

Le Chef de la Ddlegation du Royaume- Uni
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRBM
Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedsh Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Le 18 uillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,
Nous referant au paragraphe des lettres echangees ce jour qui

concerne 1'or pille, nous tenons a vous confirmer que, en raison des
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The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D. C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946 

M ESSIEURS, 
A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, j'ai l'honneur 

de vous confirm er que je suis d'accord pour recommander mon 
Gouvernement de prendre des mesures en vue de mettre a la disposi-
tion des trois Gouvernements allies, a des fins de secours, le produit 
de la realisation des biens trouves en Suede qui appartiennent aux 
victimes de l'action nazie decedees sans heritier./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, Passurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise 

EMIL SANDSTRoM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES DELEGATIONS ALLIEES. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish, Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D. C. 
Le 18 Juillet 1946 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Nous sommes heureux d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour 

concernant les biens en Suede de personnes qui sont morte,s a la suite 
de l'action nazie sans laisser d'heritiers et de pouvoir esperer que le 
produit de is realisation de ces biens sera rendu disponible ainsi qu'il 
est indique dans votre lettre./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la Republique 
Francaise 

CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du Royaunte-Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 
Chef de la Delegation suidoise. 

The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
Nous referant an paragraphe des lettres echangees ce jour qui 

concerne l'or pile, nous tenons vous confmner que, en raison des 
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renseignements deja produits et verifies, aucune reclamation ulterieure
ne sera presentee a la Suede par les Gouvernements signataires de
i'Accord de Paris sur les R6parations, ou par leurs banques d'emission,
all sujet d'or achete par la Suede a 1'Allemagne et transf6r6 A des pays
tiers avant le ler juin 1945./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, 1'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN

Le Chef de la Delegation de la
Republique Frangaise

CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du
Royaume Uni

FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTROM
Chef de la Delegation suedoise

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,

J'ai 1'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi
congue:

"Nous r6ferant au paragraphe des lettres echang6es ce jour qui
concerne l'or pille, nous tenons A vous confirmer que, en raison des
renseignements d6jA produits et verifies, aucune reclamation ult6ri-
eure ne sera presentee A la Suede par les Gouvernements signataires
de I'Accord de Paris sur les R6parations, ou par leurs banques d'6mis-
sion, au sujet d'or achet6 par la Suede A 1'Allemagne et transfer6 A
des pays tiers avant le ler juin 1945./."

Je ne manquerai pas de porter votre declaration A la connaissance
de mon Gouvernement./.

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise

EMIL SANDSTROM.

Messieurs les CHEFS
DES DELfGATIONS ALLIEES
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rensei,gnements deja produits et verifies, aucune reclamation ulterieure 
ne sera presentee a la Suede par les Gouvernements signataires de 
Accord de Paris sur les Reparations, ou par leurs banques d'emission, 

au sujet d'or achete par la Suede a l'Allemagne et transfere a des pays 
tiers avant le ler juin 1945./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 

SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la 
Republique Frangaise 

CHRISTIAN VALENS' 

Le Chef de la Delegation du 
Royaume Uni 

FRANCIS W M CCOMBE 
Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM 

Chef de la Delegation suedoise 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D. C. 
Le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 

concue: 

"Nous referant au paragraphe des lettres echangees cc jour qui 
concerne l'or pile,. nous tenons a vous confirmer quo, en raison des 
renseignements deja produits et verifies, aucune reclamation ulteri-
eure ne sera presentee a la Suede par les Gouvernenaents signataires 
de l'Accord de Paris sur les Reparations, ou par leurs banques d'ernis-
sion, au sujet d'or achete par la Suede a l'Allemagne et transfere 
des pays tiers avant le ler juin 1945./." 

Jo ne manquerai pas de porter votre declaration a la connaissance 
de mon Gouvernement./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 
Le Chef de la Delegation suedoise 

EMIL SANDSTREIM. 

Messieurs les CHEFS 
DES 13)LtGATIONS ALLIAES 
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish
Delegation

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT,

A 1'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons
souleve la question de l'acces aux archives de la Chambre de Com-
merce allemande en Suede.

Vous avez declare que le Gouvernement suedois communiquera
aux representants allies toute information contenue dans les archives
de la Chambre de Commerce allemande qui serait d'importance pour
les fins de notre accord.

Etant donne que les deux tiers environ des avoirs dont a dispose
la Chambre de Commerce allemande ont 6et fournis par le Gouverne-
ment allemand ou ses agents, le Gouvernement su6dois est pri6 de
bien vouloir traiter comme un avoir allemand la meme proportion du
produit net de la liquidation de ces avoirs./.

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute
consideration.

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique

SEYMOUR J RUBIN
Le Chef de la Delegation de la Republique

Franfaise
CHRISTIAN VALENSI

Le Chef de la Delegation du Royaume-Uni
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE

Monsieur EMIL SANDSTRoM,
Chef de la Delegation suedoise.

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations

WASHINGTON, D.C.
le 18 juillet 1946.

MESSIEURS,
J'ai 1'honneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi

concue:
"A l'occasion de 1'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous

avons souleve la question de 1'acces aux archives de la Chambre de
Commerce allemande en Suede.

Vous avez declare que le Gouvernement su6dois communiquera
aux representants allies toute information contenue dans les archives
de la Chambre de Commerce allemande qui serait d'importance pour
les fins de notre accord.

Etant donne que les deux tiers environ des avoirs dont a dispose la
Chambre de Commerce allemsnde ont 6te fournis par le Gouvernement
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The Chiefs of the Allied Delegations to the Chief of the Swedish 
Delegation 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, 
A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous avons 

souleve la question de Pace& aux archives de la Chambre de Com-
merce allemande en Suede. 
Vous avez declare quo le Gouvernement suedois communiquera 

aux representants allies toute information contenue dans les archives 
de la Chambre de Commerce allemande qui serait d'importance pour 
les fins de notre accord. 
Etant donne quo les deux tiers environ des avoirs dont a dispose 

la Chambre de Commerce allemande ont ete fourths par le Gouverne-
ment allemand ou ses agents, le Gouvernement suedois est prie de 
bien vouloir traitor comme un avoir allemand la memo proportion du 
produit net de la liquidation de ces avoirs./. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur le President, l'assurance de notre haute 
consideration. 

Le Chef de la Delegation des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique 
SEYMOUR J RUBIN 

Le Chef de la Delegation de la Republique 
Francaise 
CHRISTIAN VALENSI 

Le Chef de la Delegation du Royaume-Uni 
FRANCIS W MCCOMBE 

MOBSiBUT EMIL SANDSTRoM, 
Chef de la Delegation suedoise. 

The Chief of the Swedish Delegation to the Chiefs of the Allied Delegations 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 
le 18 juillet 1946. 

M ESSIEURS, 

J'ai Phonneur d'accuser reception de votre lettre de ce jour ainsi 
congue: 

"A l'occasion de l'accord auquel nous sommes parvenus, nous 
avons souleve la question de Pace& aux archives de la Chambre de 
Commerce allemande en Suede. 
Vous avez declare quo le Gouvernement suedois conamuniquera 

aux representants allies toute information contenue dans les archives 
de la Chambre de Commerce allemande qui serait d'importance pour 
les fins de notre accord. 

Etant donne quo les deux tiers environ des avoirs dont a dispose la 
Chambre de Commerce allemande ont aid fournis par le Gouvernement 
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allemand ou ses agents, le Gouvernement su6dois est pri6 de bien
vouloir traiter comme un avoir allemand la meme proportion du
produit net de la liquidation de ces avoirs./."

Je vous confirme la declaration concernant les archives de la Cham-
bre de Commerce allemande. Votre demande concernant ses avoirs
recevra toute notre attention./.

Veuillez agr6er, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration.

BEiil Sandstria
Chef de 1a D6legation su6doiae

Messieurs les CHEFS DES DfLEGATION ALLIEES.

95347-49--PT. I---61
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allemand ou ses agents, le Gouvernement suedois est prie de bien 
vouloir traiter comme un avoir allemand la meme proportion du 
produit net de la liquidation de ces avoirs./." 

Je vous confirme la declaration concernant les archives de la Cham-
bre de Commerce allemande. Votre demande concernant ses avoirs 
recevra toute notre attention./. 

Veuillez agreer, Messieurs, l'assurance de ma haute consideration. 

Emil e-*/16-iyi 
Sandetrbn 

Chef de la Delegation suedoiee 

Messieurs les CHEFS DES DALAGATION ALLIES. 

95347° --49--PT.In 61 
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Protocol between the United States of America, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and 'orthern Ireland, and Italy respecting the transfer
to the Italian Government of gold captured at Fortezza. Signed at
London October 10, 1947; entered into force September 15, 1947.

PROTOCOL

The Governments of the United States of America and of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on the one hand,
and the Government of Italy on the other have agreed as follows:-

(1) The gold which was captured at Fortezza by the Allied Forces
in Italy from the German Forces, which was still in the custody of
officials of the Bank of Italy at the time of capture, and which has
since that time remained in the custody of the appropriate agency
of the Allied Military Authorities, shall be turned over to the Italian
Government now that the Treaty of Peace signed in Paris on 10th
February, 1947, has entered into force.

(2) The Italian Government will immediately appoint representa-
tives to discuss with the Allied Military Authorities the necessary
details of transferring this gold from the custody of the Allied Military
Authorities to the custody of the Italian Government.

(3) The present Protocol shall be deemed to have come into force
on the day of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace.

In faith whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed the
present Protocol.

Done in London in triplicate this 10th day of October, 1947, in
the English and Italian languages, both texts being equally authentic.

For the Government of the United States of America:
W. J. GALLMAN

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

ERNEST BEVIN

October 10, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1658]

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1245.

Entry into force.
61 St: t., Pt. 2.

p. 1245.

Allutheltil texts.

For the Government of Italy:
B. MIGONE
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Protocol between the United States of America, the United Kingdom of  October 10,1947  

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and Italy respecting the transfer [T. I. A. S. 1658] 

to the Italian Government of gold captured at Fortezza. Signed at 
London October 10, 1947; entered into force September 15, 1947. 

PROTOCOL 

The Governments of the United States of America and of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on the one hand, 
and the Government of Italy on the other have agreed as follows:— 

(1) The gold which was captured at Fortezza by the Allied Forces 
in Italy from the German Forces, which was still in the custody of 
officials of the Bank of Italy at the time of capture, and which has 
since that time remained in the custody of the appropriate agency 
of the Allied Military Authorities, shall be turned over to the Italian 
Government now that the Treaty of Peace signed in Paris on 10th 
February, 1947, has entered into force. 

(2) The Italian Government will immediately appoint representa-
tives to discuss with the Allied Military Authorities the necessary 
details of transferring this gold from the custody of the Allied Military 
Authorities to the custody of the Italian Government. 

(3) The present Protocol shall be deemed to have come into force 
on the day of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace. 

In faith whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed the 
present Protocol. 
Done in London in triplicate this 10th day of October, 1947, in 

the English and Italian languages, both texts being equally authentic. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

W . J. GALLMAN 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland: 

ERNEST BEVIN 

For the Government of Italy: 
B. M IGONE 

61 Stat., Pt. 2, 
p.1245. 

Entry into force. 
61 Stat., Pt. 2, 

p. 1245. 

Authent le texts. 
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PROTOCOLLO

I GOVERNI degli Stati Uniti d'America, del Regno Unito di Gran
Bretagna e Irlanda del Nord da una parte e il Governo Italiano
dall'altra parte hanno convenuto quanto segue:

(1°) L'oro catturato a Fortezza dalle Forze Alleate in Italia alle
Forze Armate tedesche, che era ancora in consegna a funzionari della
Banca d'Italia all'epoca della cattura e che da quella data e rimasto
in consegna ai competenti uffici delle Autorita Militari Alleate, sara
consegnato al Governo Italiano ora che e entrato in vigore il Trattato
di Pace firmato a Parigi il 10 febbraio 1947.

(2°) II Governo Italiano nominerA immediatamente i suoi rap-
presentanti per discutere con le AutoritA Militari Alleate i dettagli
necessari per il trasferimento dell'oro in questione dalle Autorita
Militari Alleate al Governo Italiano.

(3°) II presente protocollo si considerera entrato in vigore alla
data dell'entrata in vigore del Trattato di Pace.

In fede di che i sottoscritti Plenipotenziari hanno firmato il presente
protocollo.

Fatto a Londra in triplice esemplare addl 10 ottobre 1947 in lingua
inglese e italiana, ambo i testi essendo autentici.

Per il Governo degli Stati Uniti d'America:
W. J. GALLMAN

Per il Governo del Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Irlanda del
Nord:

ERNEST BEvIN

Per il Governo Italiano:
B. MIGONE

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

PROTOCOLLO 

I GOVERNI degli Stati Uniti d'America, del Regno Unito di Gran 
Bretagna e Irlanda del Nord da una parte e il Governo Italiano 
dall'altra parte hanno convenuto quanto segue: 

(1°) L'oro catturato a Fortezza dalle Forze Alleate in Italia alle 
Forze Armate tedesche, che era aneora in consegna a funzionari della 
Banca d'Italia all'epoca della cattura e che da quella data 6 rimasto 
in consegna ai competenti uffici delle Autorita Militari Alleate, sara, 
consegnato al Governo Italiano ora che 6 entrato in vigore il Trattato 
di Pace firmato a Parigi il 10 febbraio 1947. 

(2°) II Governo Italiano norainera iramediatamente i suoi rap-
presentanti per discutere con le Autorith Militari Alleate i dettagli 
necessari per il trasferimento dell'oro in questione dalle Autorita 
Militari Alleate al Governo Italiano. 

(3°) U presente protocollo si considerera entrato in vigore alla 
data dell'entrata in vigore del Trattato di Pace. 

In fede di che i sottoscritti Plenipotenziari hanno firmato il presente 
protocollo. 

Fatto a Londra in triplice esemplare addl 10 ottobre 1947 in lingua 
inglese e italiana, arabo i testi essendo autentici. 

Per il Govern() degli Stati Uniti d'America: 
W . J. GALLMAN 

Per il Governo del Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Irlanda del 
Nord: 

ERNEST BEVIN 

Per il Governo Italiano: 

B. M IGONE 
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Interim agreement between the United States of America and Austria October 8, 1947

respecting air transport services. Signed at Vienna October 8, 1947; [T. I A. S. 169]
entered into force October 8, 1947.

INTERIM AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE AUSTRIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

Having in mind, on the one hand, the Moscow Declaration ['] re-
garding Austria issued by the Moscow Conference of 19-30 October,
1943, to which the Governments of the United States of America, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics were parties and, on the other
hand, the authority granted to the Austrian Federal Government to
conclude international agreements subject to the provisions of the
"Control Agreement for Austria", [2] effective 28 June 1946;

Having in mind further the resolution recommending a standard
form of agreement for provisional air routes and services, included in
the Final Act of the International Civil Aviation Conference signed
at Chicago on 7 December 1944, [3] and the desirability of mutually
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air
transportation between the Republic of Austria and the United States
of America;

Tile two Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the
development of regular air transport services between their respective
territories shall be governed by the following provisions:

ARTICLE I

The Contracting Parties grant the rights specified in the Annex Pot,.p. 324.

hereto necessary for establishment of the regular internationill civil
air routes and services therein described, whether such services be
inaugurated immediately, or at a later date due to: (a) the option of the
Contracting Parties to whom the rights are granted; or (b) limita-
tions imposed through the regulatory powers of the Allied Council as
established by the "Control Agreement for Austria" which was effec-
tive on 28 June 1946 as may be amended; or (c) by any later control
agreements which may be reached between the Occupying Powers.

ARTICLE II

Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each of the air services Inauguration of

so described shall be placed in operation as soon as the Contracting

1 [Department of State Bulletin, Nov. 6, 1943, p. 310.]
2 [Ibid., July 28, 1946, p. 175.]
3 [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to De-

cember 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publication
2282.1
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Interim agreement between the United States of America and Austria  October 8, 1947  
[T. respecting air transport services. Signed at Vienna October 8, 1947; I. A. B. 1659] 

entered into force October 8, 1947. 

INTERIM AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE AUSTRIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. 

Having in mind, on the one hand, the Moscow Declaration [1] re-
garding Austria issued by the Moscow Conference of 19-30 October, 
1943, to which the Governments of the United States of America, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics were parties and, on the other 
hand, the authority granted to the Austrian Federal Government to 
conclude international agreements subject to the provisions of the 
"Control Agreement for Austria", [2] effective 28 June 1946; 
Having in mind further the resolution recommending a standard 

form of agreement for provisional air routes and services, included in 
the Final Act of the International Civil Aviation Conference signed 
at Chicago on 7 December 1944, [3] and the desirability of mutually 
stimulating and promoting the sound economic development of air 
transportation between the Republic of Austria and the United States 
of America; 
The two Governments parties to this arrangement agree that the 

development of regular air transport services between their respective 
territories shall be governed by the following provisions: 

ARTICLE I 

The Contracting Parties grant the rights specified in the Annex 
hereto necessary for establishment of the regular international civil 
air routes and services therein described, whether such services be 
inaugurated immediately, or at a later date due to: (a) the option of the 
Contracting Parties to whom the rights are granted; or (b) limita-
tions imposed through the regulatory powers of the Allied Council as 
established by the "Control Agreement for Austria" which was effec-
tive on 28 June 1946 as may be amended; or (c) by any later control 
agreements which may be reached between the Occupying Powers. 

ARTICLE II 

Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each of the air services 
so described shall be placed in operation as soon as the Contracting 

1 [Department of State Bulletin, Nov. 6, 1943, p. 310.] 
2 [Ibid., July 28, 1946, p. 175.] 
3 [International Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to De-

cember 7, 1944, Final Act and Related Documents, Department of State publication 
2282.] 
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Party to whom the rights have been granted by Article I to designate
an airline or airlines for the route concerned has authorized an airline
for such route, and the Contracting Party granting the right shall,
subject to Article VI hereof, be bound to give the appropriate operat-
ing permission to the airline or airlines concerned; provided that the
airlines so designated may be required to qualify before the competent
aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the rights
under the laws and regulations normally applied by these authorities
before being permitted to engage in the operations contemplated by
this Agreement. In areas of hostilities or of military occupation, or
in areas affected thereby, such operations shall be subject to the
approval of the competent military authorities.

ARTICLE III

In order to prevent discriminatory practices and assure equality of
treatment, it is agreed that:

(a) Each of the Contracting Parties grants to the designated airline
or airlines of the other Contracting Party the right to use its com-
mercial airports at the points designated in the Annex hereto, on
an equal and non-discriminatory basis with national or foreign
airlines engaged in international operations.

(b) Each of the Contracting Parties may impose or permit to be im-
posed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports
and other facilities under its control. Each of the Contracting
Parties agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher
than would be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by
its national aircraft engaged in similar international services.

(c) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the territory
of one Contracting Party by the other Contracting Party or its
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the airlines
of such Contracting Party shall, with respect to the imposition of
customs duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges
by the Contracting Party whose territory is entered, be accorded
the same treatment as that applying to national airlines and to
airlines of the most-favored-nation.

(d) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and air-
craft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one
Contracting Party authorized to operate the routes and services
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the ter-
ritory of the other Contracting Party, be exempt from customs,
inspection fees or similar duties or charges, even though such
supplies be used or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that
territory.

ARTICLE IV

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party shall be recognized
as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each Contracting
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(b) 

Each of the Contracting Parties grants to the designated airline 
or airlines of the other Contracting Party the right to use its com-
mercial airports at the points designated in the Annex hereto, on 
an equal and non-discriminatory basis with national or foreign 
airlines engaged in international operations. 
Each of the Contracting Parties may impose or permit to be im-
posed just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports 
and other facilities under its control. Each of the Contracting 
Parties agrees, however, that these charges shall not be higher 
than would be paid for the use of such airports and facilities by 
its national aircraft engaged in similar international services. 

(c) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into the territory 
of one Contracting Party by the other Contracting Party or its 
nationals, and intended solely for use by aircraft of the airlines 
of such Contracting Party shall, with respect to the imposition of 
customs duties, inspection fees or other national duties or charges 
by the Contracting Party whose territory is entered, be accorded 
the same treatment as that applying to national airlines and to 
airlines of the most-favored-nation. 

(d) The fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment and air-
craft stores retained on board civil aircraft of the airlines of one 
Contracting Party authorized to operate the routes and services 
described in the Annex shall, upon arriving in or leaving the ter-
ritory of the other Contracting Party, be exempt from customs, 
inspection fees or similar duties or charges, even though such 
supplies be used or consumed by such aircraft on flights in that 
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ARTICLE IV 

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses 
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party shall be recognized 
as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of operating 
the routes and services described in the Annex. Each Contracting 
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Party reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognize, for the
purpose of flight above its own territory, certificates of competency
and licenses granted to its own nationals by another state.

ARTICLE V

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating to
the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft
of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by such
aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the territory
of the first Party.

(b) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party as to the
admission to or departure from its territory of passengers, crew, or
cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, clearance,
immigration, passports, customs, and quarantine shall be complied
with by or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other
Contracting Party upon entrance into or departure from, or while
within the territory of the first Party.

ARTICLE VI

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article XI of this Agreement,
each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke the
exercise of the rights specified in the Annex to this Agreement by an
airline designated by the other Contracting Party in the event that
it is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective control of
such airline are vested in nationals of the other Contracting Party,
or in case of failure by such airline or the government designating
such airline, to comply with the laws and regulations referred to in
Article V hereof, or otherwise to perform its obligations herelulder,
or to fulfil the conditions under which the rights are granted in accord-
ance with this Agreement and its Annex.

ARTICLE VI1

This Agreement and all contracts connected therewith shall be
registered with the International Civil Aviation Organization.

ARTICLE VIII

In the event either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable
to modify the routes or conditions set forth in the attached Annex,
it may request consultation between the competent authorities of
both Contracting Parties, such consultation to begin within a period
of sixty days from the date of the request. When these authorities
mutually agree on new or revised conditions affecting the Annex, their
recommendations on the matter will come into effect after they have
been confirmed by an exchange of diplomatic notes.
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ARTICLE XI

Notice of intention
to terminate agree.
ment.

Either Contracting Party may at any time give notice to the other
of its intention to terminate this Agreement. Such notice shall be
simultaneously communicated to the International Civil Aviation
Organization. If such notice is given, this Agreement shall terminate
one year after the date of receipt of such notice by the Contracting
Party, unless such notice is, by mutual assent of both Contracting
Parties, withdrawn. In the absence of acknowledgment by the other
Contracting Party specifying an earlier date of receipt, notice shall
be deemed to have been received 14 days after the receipt of the
notice by the International Civil Aviation Organization.

ARTICLE XII

Duration.
Pod, p. a46. This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto,

shall, subject to the provisions for termination of the Agreement
contained in Article XI above, remain in force from its effective date
until such time as it is replaced by a permanent air transport agree-
ment which may be negotiated between the Contracting Parties
subsequent to the entry into force of a treaty between the Allied
Powers and Austria.

Disputes.
Pod, p. 3246.
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ARTICLE IX

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or its Annex, any
dispute between the Contracting Parties relative to the interpretation
or application of this Agreement or its Annex, which cannot be settled
through consultation, shall be submitted for an advisory report to
a tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by each Contracting
Party, and the third to be agreed upon by the two arbitrators so
chosen, provided that such third arbitrator shall not be a national of
either Contracting Party. Each of the Contracting Parties shall
designate an arbitrator within two months of the date of delivery by
either Party to the other Party of a diplomatic note requesting arbitra-
tion of a dispute; and the third arbitrator shall be agreed upon within
one month after such period of two months. If the third arbitrator
is not agreed upon within the time limitation indicated, the vacancy
thereby created shall be filled by the appointment of a person, desig-
nated by the President of the Council of the International Civil
Aviation Organization, from a panel of arbitral personnel maintained
in accordance with the practice of the International Civil Aviation
Organization. The executive authorities of the Contracting Parties
will use their best efforts under the powers available to them to put
into effect the opinion expressed in any such advisory report. A moiety
of the expenses of the arbitral tribunal shall be borne by each party.

ARTICLE X

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto,
will come into force on the day it is signed.

Entry into force.
Port, p. 3246.
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Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or its Annex, any 
dispute between the Contracting Parties relative to the interpretation 
or application of this Agreement or its Annex, which cannot be settled 
through consultation, shall be submitted for an advisory report to 
a tribunal of three arbitrators, one to be named by each Contracting 
Party, and the third to be agreed upon by the two arbitrators so 
chosen, provided that such third arbitrator shall not be a national of 
either Contracting Party. Each of the Contracting Parties shall 
designate an arbitrator within two months of the date of delivery by 
either Party to the other Party of a diplomatic note requesting arbitra-
tion of a dispute; and the third arbitrator shall be agreed upon within 
one month after such period of two months. If the third arbitrator 
is not agreed upon within the time limitation indicated, the vacancy 
thereby created shall be filled by the appointment of a person, desig-
nated by the President of the Council of the International Civil 
Aviation Organization, from a panel of arbitral personnel maintained 
in accordance with the practice of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization. The executive authorities of the Contracting Parties 
will use their best efforts under the powers available to them to put 
into effect the opinion expressed in any such advisory report. A moiety 
of the expenses of the arbitral tribunal shall be borne by each party. 

ARTICLE X 

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto, 
will come into force on the day it is signed. 

ARTICLE XI 

Either Contracting Party may at any time give notice to the other 
of its intention to terminate this Agreement. Such notice shall be 
simultaneously communicated to the International Civil Aviation 
Organization. If such notice is given, this Agreement shall terminate 
one year after the date of receipt of such notice by the Contracting 
Party, unless such notice is, by mutual assent of both Contracting 
Parties, withdrawn. In the absence of acknowledgment by the other 
Contracting Party specifying an earlier date of receipt, notice shall 
be deemed to have been received 14 days after the receipt of the 
notice by the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

ARTICLE XII 

This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereto, 
shall, subject to the provisions for termination of the Agreement 
contained in Article XI above, remain in force from its effective date 
until such time as it is replaced by a permanent air transport agree-
ment which may be negotiated between the Contracting Parties 
subsequent to the entry into force of a treaty between the Allied 
Powers and Austria, 
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In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized by their Athenticanguas.

respective Governments, have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in
the English and German languages, each of which shall be of equal
authenticity.

For the Government of the United States
of America:

Envy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary.

For the Austrian Federal Government:

-4
-' DR. KARL UHUoRffr;
Federal Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

Vienna, Austria
October 8, 1947
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In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorized by their 
respective Governments, have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in 
the English and German languages, each of which shall be of equal 
authenticity. 

For the Government of the United States 
of America: 

/ ott/44  ovEN G. T, 
Env y EXtraordinary and Minister 

Plenipotentiary. 

For the Austrian Federal Government: 

. KARL GRUM, 
Pedera1 Minister for Foreign 

Affairs. 

Vienna, Austria 
October 8, 1947 
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ANNEX OF INTERIM AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
AUSTRIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

SECTION I

It is agreed between the Contracting Parties:
A. That the designated airlines of the two Contracting Parties

operating on the routes described in this Annex shall enjoy fair and
equal opportunity for the operation of the said routes.

B. That the air transport capacity offered by the designated airlines
of both countries shall bear a close relationship to traffic requirements.

C. That in the operation of common sections of trunk routes,
described in the present Annex, the designated airlines of the Contract-
ing Parties shall take into account their reciprocal interests so as not
to affect unduly their respective services.

D. That the services provided by a designated airline under this
Agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective the
provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country of which such airline is a national and the country of ultimate
destination of the traffic.

E. That the right to embark and to disembark at points in the
territory of the other country international traffic destined for or
coming from third countries at a point or points specified in this
Annex, shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of
orderly development to which both Governments subscribe and shall
be subject to the general principle that capacity shall be related:

1. To traffic requirements between the country of origin and the
countries of destination;

2. To the requirements of through airline operation; and
3. To the traffic requirements of the area through which the desig-

nated airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

F. That the appropriate aeronautical authorities of each of the
Contracting Parties will consult from time to time, or at the request
of one of the Parties, to determine the extent to which the principles
set forth in paragraphs A to E inclusive of this section are being
followed by the airlines designated by the Contracting Parties. When
these authorities agree on further measures necessary to give these
principles practical application, the executive authorities of each of
the Contracting Parties will use their best efforts under the powers
available to them to put such measures into effect.

SECTION II

A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the
present Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop
in Austrian territory, as well as the right to pick up and discharge
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Annex, shall be applied in accordance with the general principles of 
orderly development to which both Governments subscribe and shall 
be subject to the general principle that capacity shall be related: 

1. To traffic requirements between the country of origin and the 
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2. To the requirements of through airline operation; and 

3. To the traffic requirements of the area through which the desig-
nated airline passes after taking account of local and regional 
services. 

F. That the appropriate aeronautical authorities of each of the 
Contracting Parties will consult from time to time, or at the request 
of one of the Parties, to determine the extent to which the principles 
set forth in paragraphs A to E inclusive of this section are being 
followed by the airlines designated by the Contracting Parties. When 
these authorities agree on further measures necessary to give these 
principles practical application, the executive authorities of each of 
the Contracting Parties will use their best efforts under the powers 
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A. Airlines of the United States of America authorized under the 
present Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop 
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international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at Vienna (or such
additional Austrian customs airports as may be agreed upon) on the
following route in both directions:

The United States, via intermediate points, to Austria and
beyond.

On the above intercontinental route the airline or airlines designated
to operate such route may operate non-stop flights between any of the
points on such intercontinental route omitting stops at one or more of
the other points on such route.

B. Airlines of the Republic of Austria authorized under the present Austrian rights oftransit and stop in
Agreement are accorded rights of transit and non-traffic stop in United u. s
States territory, as well as the right to pick up and discharge inter-
national traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at a point in the United
States on a route to be agreed upon between the Contracting Parties
at a later date.

On the above intercontinental route the airline or airlines designated
to operate such route may operate non-stop flights between any of
the points on such intercontinental route omitting stops at one or
more of the other points on such route.
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PROVISORISCIIES LUPTVERKEHRSABKOMNME

ZWISCHEN DER 0STERREICHISCHEN BUTNDESREGIERUNG
UND DER REGIERUNG DSR VEREINIGTEN STAATEN VON

AMERIKA.

Im Hinblick einerseits auf die Moskauer Erklarung Uber
Osterreich, die von der vom 19. bis 3o. Oktober 1943 abgehal-
tenen Moskauer Konferenz, an der die Regierungen der Vereinig-
ten Staaten von Amerika, des Vereinigten Kbnigreichea von Gros-
britannien and Nordirland und der Union der Sozialistischen
Sowjetrepubliken beteiligt waren, abgegeben warde, und im Hin-
blick anderseits auf die der Osterreichischen Bundesregierung
erteilte Befugnis, internationale Abkommen einzugehen, die den
Bestimmungen des am 28. Juni 1946 in Kraft getretenen "Kontroll-
abkommen fir Osterreich" unterliegtg

Im Hinblick ferner auf die Resolution, die in der am 7.
Dezember 1944 in Chicago unterzeichneten Absqhluu-Akte der In-
ternationalen Zivillaftfahrtkonferenz enthalten ist, welche ei-
ne eihheitliche Form ftr Abmachungen Uber provisorische Luft-
wege und Luftverkehrsdienete empfiehlt, sowie von dem Wunsche
geleitet, die gesunde wirtschaftliche Entwicklung dee Luftver-
kehrs zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika und der Re-
publik Oeterreich gegeneeitie anzuregen und zu fcrdernl

Vereinbaren die beiden an dieeer Abmachung beteiligten
Regierungen, die Entwicklung der regelmlaigen Luftverkehredien-
ate zwischen ihren Gebieten durch die folgenden Beetimmungen zu
regeln J

Artikel I.

Die vertragschliefenden Teile gewahren die Rechte, welche
in der beiliegenden Anlage prazisiert and fUr die Einrichtung
der darin beschriebenen regelmaBigen internationalen Zivilluft-
wege und Luftverkehrsdienste erforderlich sind, gleichviel, ob
diese Dienste sofort aufgenommen werden, oder aber zu einem spI-
teren Zeitpunkte, infolge von s

a) freier Wahl der vertragschlieBenden Teile, denen die Rechte
gewahrt werden; oder b) BeschrWnkungen, die auf Grand der Ver-

./.
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ne eihheitliche Form fUr Abmachungen fiber provisorische Laft-

wage und Luftverkehrsdienste empfiehlt, sowie von den Wunsche 

geleitet, die gesunde wirtschaftliche Entwicklang des Luftver-

kehrs zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika und der Re-

publik osterreich gegenseitig anzuregen und zu fdrdern; 

Vereinbaren die beiden an dieser Abmachung beteiligten 

Regierungen, die Entwicklung der regelm1Sigen LuftverkehradienN 

eta zwischen ihren Gebieten durch die folgenden Bestimmungen ma 

regain 

ArtikeI I. 

Die vertragechlieSenden Teile gewahren die Rechte, welch. 

in der beiliegenden Anlage prdzisiert and fUr die Einrichtung 

der darin beechriebenen regelmgSigen internationalen 

wage und Luftverkehrsdienste erforderlich mind, gleichviel, ob 

diese Dienste sofort aufgenommen warden, odor aber zu einem spit.. 

teren Zeitpunkte, intolge von : 

a) freier Wahl der vertragschlieSenden Tell., denen die Rechte 

gewghrt werden; oder b) Beschrgnkungen, die auf Grand der Ver-. 
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ordnungsgewalt des Alliierten Rates auferlegt werden, die in dem
am 28. Juni 1946 in Kraft getretenen "Kontrollabkommen fur Cster-

reich" nebst eventuellen Erganzungen niedergelegt sindl oder

c) eventuellen zwischen den Okkupationsmachten spiter zu verein-

barenden Kontrollabkommen.

ARTIKEL II.

Vorbehaltlich der Bestimmungen dieses Abkommens, ist jeder

der hier angefiihrten Luftverkehrsdienste in Betrieb zu setzen, so-

bald derrenige vertragschlieBende Tell, dem in Artikel I das Recht

gewahrt wurde, eine oder mehrere Luftfahrtunternehmen fUr die be-

treffende Strecke namhaft zu machen, einem Luftfahrtunternehmen

fUr diese Strecke die Genehmigung erteilt hat, und derJenige ver-

tragschlieSende Tiel, der das Recht gewahrt, ist, vorbehaltlich

Artikel VI dieses Abkommens, verpflichtet, dem oder den betreffen-

den Luftfahrtunternehmen die erforderliche Betriebserlaubnis zu

erteileng mit der MaBgabe, daB die derart namhaft gemachten Luft-

fahrtunternehmen verhalten werden kBnnem, den zustandigen Luftfahrt-

behorden des vertragschlieBenden Teiles, welcher die Rechte gewahrt,

auf Grund der normalerweise von diesen BehUrden angewendeten Ge-

eetze und Vorschriften ihre Befahigung nachzuweisen, bevor es ih-

nen gestattet ist, den in diesem Abkommen in Aussicht genommenen

Betrieb aufzunehmen. In Kampfgebieten oder militarisch besetzten

Gebieten oder in davon beriihrten Gebieten unterliegt der Betrieb

der Genehmigung der zustandigen militarischen Stellen.

ARTIKEL III.

Um jeder unterschiedlichen Beihandlung vorzubeugen und um

gleiche Behandlung zu g-wahrleisten, wird vereinbart, daB i

a) jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile dem oder den nahmhaft ge-

machten Luftfahrtunternehmen des anderen vertragschlienden Teilee

das Recht einrdumt, seine Handelsflughafen an den in der beilie-

genden Anlage angefthrten Orten zu benUtzen a.zw. auf der gleichen

und nicht unterschiedlichen Grundlage wie heimische oder auslandi-

eche Luftfahrtunternehmen, die internationalen Luftverkehr betrei-

ben.
b) jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile fur die Benitzung offent-

licher Flughafen und anderer unter seiner Aufsicht stehender Ein-

richtungen ang3mes.sene und maBige GebUhren erheben oder erheben

lassen kann. Jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile erklart sich aber

damit einverstanden, daS diese GebtUhen dieJenigen nicht ubersligen

./.
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ordnungsgewalt des Alliierten Rates auferlegt werden, die in den 

am 28. Jan! 1946 in Kraft getretenen "Kontrollabkommen fur Oster-

reich" nebst eventuellen Ergdnzungen niedergelegt sindi oder 

c) eventuellen zwischen den Okkupationsmachten spdter zu verein-

barendenKontrollabkommen. 

ARTIKXL II. 

Vorbebaltlich der Bestimmungen dieses Abko6nens, 1st jeder 

der hier angefiihrten Luftverkehredienste in Betrieb zu setzen, so-

lo:11d derlenige vertragschlieBende Tell, den in Artikel I das Becht 

gewdhrt wurde, eine oder mehrere Luftfahrtunternehmen ftir die be-

treffende Strecke namhaft zu machen, einem Luftfahrtunternehmen 

ftir diese Strecke die Genehmigung erteilt hat, und derjenige ver-

tragschlieBende Toil, der das Becht gewdhrt, ist, vorbehaltlich 

Artikel VI dieses Abkommens,verpflichtet, den oder den betreffen-

den Luftfahrtunternehmen die erforderliche Betriebserlaubnis zu 

erteilent nit der MaBgabe, daB die derart namhaft gemachten Let-

fahrtunternehmen verhalten werden konnern, den zustiindigen Buftfahrt-

behbrden des vertragschlieBenden Telles, welcher die R2chte gewahrt, 

auf Grand der normalerweise von diesen Behbrden angewendeten Ge-

setze und Vorschriften ihre Befdhigung nachzuweisen, bevor es ih-

nen gestattet 1st, den in diesem Abkommen in Aussicht genommenen 

Betrieb aufzunehmen. In Kampfgebieten oder militarisch besetzten 

Gebieten oder in davon beriihrten Gebieten unterliegt der Betrieb 

der Genehmigung der zustdndigen militdrischen Stellen. 

ARTIKEL III. 

Um jeder unterschiedlichen BIlandlumg vorzubeugen and um 

gleiche Behandlung zu gewdhrleisten, wira vereinbart, dee 8 

a) jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile des oder den nahmhaft ge-

machten Luftfahrtunternehmen des anderen vertragschliBenden Teiles 

das Recht einrdumt, seine Handelsflughdfen an den in der beilie-

genden Adage angefiihrten Orten zu benlitzen a.zw. auf der gleichen 

and nicht unterschiedlichen Grundlage wie heimische oder aueldndi-

eche Luftfahrtunternehmen, die internationalen Luftverkehr betrei-

ben. 
b) jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile flir die BenUtzung bffent-

licher Flughdfen and anderer unter seiner Aufeicht stehender Ein-

richtungen angemef,sene and mdBige Gebiihren erhebeli oder erheben 

Lassen kann. Jeder der vertragechlieBenden Teile erkldrt eich aber 

damit einveretanden, daB diese Geblihren diejenigen nicht Obereleigen 
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dUrfen, die von heimischen Luftfahrzeugen, die ahnlichen in-
ternationalen Luftverkehr betreiben, fUr die BenUtzung der
betreffenden Flughifen und Einrichtungen entrichtet werden.

c) Brennstoff, Schmierol und Ersatzteile, die in daa Gebiet
eines der vertragschlieBenden Teile von dem anderen vertrag-
schlieienden Teile oder dessen Staatsangshbrigen eingebracht
werden und ausschlieBlich fUr den Gebrauch von Luftfahrzeugen
des betreffenden vertragschlieBenden Teiles bestimmt sind, hin-
sichtlich der zu erhebenden Zolle, AbfertigungsgebUhren oder
anderer inlandischen Zlle oder Abgaben desjenigen vertrag-
schlieBenden Teiles, in dessen Gebiet sie eingebracht sind,
der gleichen Behandlung zu unterliegen haben, wie die heimi-
schen Luftfahrtunternehmen und diejenigen des meietbegUnstig-
ten Staates.

d) Brennstoff, Schmierdl, Ersatzteile, normals AusrUstung und
an Bord von Zivilluftfahrzeugen verbleibende Bordvorrate der
Luftfahrtunt-rnehmen eines vertragschlieBenden Teiles, der be-
fugt ist, die in der Anlage angefUhrten Luftwege und Luftver-
kehrsdienste zu betreiben, bei der Ankunft im Gebiete oder beim
Verlassen des Gebietes des anderen vertragschlieBenden Teiles
von Zoll, Abfartigungsgebuhren oder anderen ihnlichen 5ebUhren
oder Abgaben zu befteien aind, selbst wenn derartige Vorrdte
wahrend des Fluges innerhalb des betreffenden Gebietes von dem
Laftfahrzeug gebraucht oder varbrauoht werden.

ARTIKEL IV.

Die von einem der vsrtragschlieBenden Teile ausgestellten
oder anerkannten LufttUchtigkeitsscheine, Befdhigungszeugnisae
und Zulassungsscheine sind von dem anderen vertragschlieBenden
Teile fUr den Betrieb der in der Anlage angeflUhrten Strecken
and Dienste als gUltig anzuerkennen. Jeder der vertragschlieSen-
den Tsile behalt sich aber das Recht vor, den seinen Staatsange-
horigen von einem anderen Staat aucgestellten Befahigungszeug-
nissen und Zulassungssciieinen zum 'berfliegen seines eigenea
Gebietes die Anerkennung zu versagen.

ARTIKEL V.

a) Die Gesetze und Vorschriften eines vertragschlieBenden
Teiles, betreffend die Zulassung in sein Gebiet oder den Ausflug
aus seinem Gebiet fUr Luftfahrzeuge in intsrnationalen Luftver-
kehr, oder betreffend den Betrieb and die Navigation solcher
luftfahrzeuge innerhalb seines Gebietes sind auf die Luftfahr-

./.
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dUrfen, die von heimischen Luftfahrzeugen, die Khnlichen in— 

ternationalen Luftverkehr betreiben, fUr die Bentitzung der 

betreffenden Flughdfen und Einrichtungen entrichtet werden. 

c) Brennstoff, Schmierdl und Ersatzteile, die in das Gebiet 

eines der vertragschlieBenden Teile von den anderen vertrag— 

schlieBenden Teile oder dessen Staatsangandrigen eingebracht 

warden und ausschlieBlich filr den Gebrauch von Luftfahrzeugen 

des betreffenden vertragschlieBenden Teiles bestimmt sind, hin— 

eichtlich der zu erhebenden Zdlle, Abfertigungsgebiihren oder 

anderer inldndischen Zdlle oder Abgaben desjenigen vertrag— 

schlieBenden Teiles, in dessen Goblet sie eingebracht sind, 

der gleichen Behandlung zu unterliegen haben, vie die heimi— 

schen Luftfahrtunternehmen und diejenigen des meistbegiinstig.. 

ten Staates. 

d) Brennstoff, Schmierdl, Ersatzteile, normale Auartistung and 

an Hord von Zivilluftfahrzeugen verbleibende Bordvorrdte der 

Luttfahrtuntarnehmen eines vertragschlieBenden Teiles, der be.. 

fugt ist, die in der Anlage angefiihrten Laftwege and Luftver— 

kehrsdienste zu betreiben, bei der Ankunft im Gebiete oder beim 

Verlassen des Gebietes des anderen vertragschlieBenden Teiles 

von Zoll, AbfartigungsgebUhren oder anderen dhnlichen Gebtihren 

oder Abgaben zu bdteien sind, selbst wenn derartige Vorrdte 

wdhrend des Fluges innerhalb des betreffenden Gebietes von dem 

Luftfahrzeug gebraucht oder varbraucht warden. 

ARTIKEL IV. 

Die von einem der vertrsgschlieBenden Teile auegestellten 

oder anerkannten LufttUchtigkeitsscheine, Befdhigungszeugnisse 

and Zulassungsscheine sind von den anderen vertragechlieBenden 

Teile tilt* den Betrieb der in der An1age angeflihrten Strecken 

and Dienste als gfiltig anzuerkennen. Jeder der vertragschlieBen. 

den Teile behdlt sich aber das Recht vor, den semen Staatsange— 

hdrigen von einem anderen Staat aucgestellten Befdhigungszeug— 

nissen and Zulassungescdeinen zum Uberfliegen seines eigenen 

Gebietee die Anerkennung zu versagen. 

ARTIKEL V. 

a) Die Gesetze and Vorschriften eines vertragschlieBenden 

betreffend die Zulassung in sein Goblet oder den Ausflug 

aus semen Gebiet far Luftfahrzeuge in internationalen Luftver-

kehr, oder betreffend den Betrieb and die Navigation solcher 

Luftfahrzeuge innerhalb seines Gebietes sind auf die Luftfahr— 

./. 
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zeuge des anderen vertragschlieBenden Teiles anzuwenden und

missen von solchen Luftfahrzeugen beim Einflug, Ausflug und
innerhalb des Gebietes des erstgenannten Teiles befolgt wer-
den.

b) Die Gesetze und Vorschriften sines vertragschlieBen-

den Teiles, betreffend die Zulassung in oder den Ausflug aus

seinem Gebiet von Fluggasten, Besatzung 4der Ladung von Luft-

fahrzeugen, wie zum Beispiel Vorschriften iber GrenzUbertritt,

Abfertigung, Einwanderung, Passkontrolle, Zollabfertigung und

Qaarantane Umssen beim Einflug, Ausflug und innerhalb des Ge-
bietes des erstgenannten Teiles von oder hinsichtl4ch derarti-

ger Fluggaste(n), Besatzung oder Ladung eingehalten werden.

ARTIKEL VI.

Ungeachtet der Bestimmungen des Artikels XI dieses Ab-
kommens behalt sich Jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile das Recht

veg, die Ausilbung der in der Beilage dieses Abkommens umschrie-
benen Rechte durch ein von dem anderen vertragschlieSenden Tei-
le namhaft gemachtes Luftfahrtunternehmen zurUckzuhalten oder

zu widerrufen, falls er nicht davon Uberzeugt ist, daB ein be-
trdchtlicher Teil des Eigentumsrechtes und die tatsachliche
Aufsicht des betreffenden Luftfahrtunternehmens in den Hdnden
von Staatsangehbrigen des anderen vertragschlieBenden Teiles liegt

oder, wenn das Luftfahrtunternehmen oder die Regisrung, die die-

ses Luttfahrtunternehmen namhaft gemacht hat, die im Artikel V

dieses Abkommens erwahnten Gesetze und Vorschriften nicht befolgt
oder sonst seine Verpflichtungen gema3 diesem Abkojmen nicht ein-
halt oder die Bedingungen nicht erfillt, unter denen die Rechte
in Sinne dieses Abkommens und der Anlage gewahrt werden.

ARTIKEL VII.

Dieses Abkommen und alle damit zusammenhangenden Vertrage
sind bei der Internationalen Zivilluftfahrtorganisation (ICAO)

eintragen zu lassen.

ARTIKEL VIII.

Im Falle einer der beiden vertragechlioBenden Teile es

fUr wiinschenswert erachtet, die in der beiliegenden Anlage an-

geftihrten Flugwege- oder Bedingungen abzuUndern, kann er eine

Beratung der zustandigen Behorden beider vertragschlieBenden
'/.
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zeuge des anderen vertragechlieSenden Teiles anzuwenden and 

mUssen von solchen Luftfahrzeugen beim Einflug, Ausflug and 

innerhalb des Gebietes des erstgenannten Teiles befolgt wen.. 

den. 

b) Die Gesetze and Vorschriften sines vertragschlieSem. 

den Teiles, betreffend die Zulassung in oder den Ausflug aus 

seinem Gebiet von Pluggdsten, Besatzung der Ladung von Luft-

fahrzeugen, wie zum Beispiel Vorschriften Uber GrenzUbertritt, 

Abfertigung, Einwanderung, Passkontrolle, Zollabfertigung und 

Quarantdne mUssen beim Einflug, Ausflug and innerhalb des Ge-

bietes des erstgonannten Teiles von oder hinsichtUch derarti-

ger Pluggdste(n), Besatzung oder Lathing eingehalten werden. 

ARTIKEL VI. 

Ungeachtet der Bestimmungen des Artikels II dieses Ab-

kommens behdlt sich jeder der vertragschlieSenden Teile das Becht 

vimo die AusUbung der in der Beilage dieses Abkommens umschrie-

benen Rechte durch em n von den anderen vertragschlieSenden Toi-

le namhaft gemachtes Luftfahrtunternehmen zurUckzuhalten oder 

zu widerrufen, falls or nicht davon Uberzeugt let, daB em n be-

trdchtlicher Teil des Eigentumsrechtes and die tatsdchliche 

Aufsicht des betreffenden Luftfahrtunternehmens in den fidnden 

von Staatsangehorigen des anderen vertragschlieSenden Teiles 1100 

oder, wenn des Luftfahrtunternehmen oder die Regierung, die die-

ses Luftfahrtunternehmen namhaft gemacht hat, die in Artikel V 

dieses Abkommens erwdhnten Gesetze and Vorschriften nicht befolgt 

oder sonst seine Verpflichtungen gemA2 diesem Abkommen nicht ein-

halt oder die Bedingungen nicht erfUllt, unter denen die Rechte 

in Sinne dieses Abkommens und der Anlage gewdhrt werden. 

ARTIKEL VII. 

Diesos Abkommen and alle damit zusammenhdngenden Vertrtige 

sind bei der Internationalen Zivilluftfahrtorganisation (ICAO) 

eintragen zu lassen. 

ARTIKEL VIII. 

Im Palle einer der beiden vertragschlieSenden Teile 03 

fUr wUnschenswert erachtet, die in der beiliegenden Anlage an-

gefUhrten Plugwege- oder Bedingunsen abzudndern, kann er eine 

Beratung der zustdndigen BehOrden beider vertragschlieSenden 
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Teile verlangen, die innerhalb elner Frist von sechzig Tagen
vom Datum des Verlangens zu beginnan hat. .alls diese Baehr-
den ftber neue oder abge'.nderte Bestimmungen hinaichtlich der
Anlage zu einem beiderseitigen Binvernehmen gelangen, werden
ihre dieebezUglichen Empfehlungen nach Beatatigung durch ei-
nan diplomatischen Notenwechsel in Kraft geeetzt werden.

ARTIKEL IX.

Streitigkeiten, die eich zwischen den vertragschlieoen-
den Teilen Uber die Auslegung oder Anwendung dieses Abkommens
oder seiner Anlage ergeben, sind soweit in diesem Abkommen oder
seiner Anlage niohts anderes vorgesehen ist and soweit sie nicht
durch Verstandigung beigelegt werden kSnnen, zur Einholung eines
Konsultativbescheides einem Schiedsgerichte, bestehend aus drei
Schiedsrichtern, zu unterbreiten, von denen je einer von jedem
vertragschlieBenden Teil und der dritte durch Vereinbarung der
swei Schiedsrichter zu bestimmen let, wobei dieser dritte Schieds-
richter kein Staatsangehlriger der beiden vertragechlieSenden Tei-
le sein darf. Jeder der vertragschlieBenden Teile macht einen
Schiederichter innerhalb von zwei Monaten vom Datum der Einhan-
digung einer von dem einen Teile dam anderen Teile gerichtetqn
diplomatisehen Note namhaft, in der ein Schiedsspruch Uber eine
Streitigkeit verlangt wirdg das Einverstandnis Uber den dritten
Sohiederichter muf innerhalb eines Monats nach Ablauf dieser
Frist von zwei Monaten erzielt werden. Wenn kein Einveretindnia
Uber den dritten Schiedsriohter innerhalb der angegebenen Frist
ertielt werden kann, it die unbeeetzte Stelle durch Ernennang
einer von Rateprzaidenten der lOAO au beetimmenden Perednlich-
keit zu besetzen, die einer nach den Gepflogenheiten der IOAO
gefUhrten oShiesriohterliste au entnehmen ist. Die auefUhrenden
Behorden der vertrageohlieBenden Teile werden innerhalb ihrer
Befugniese ihr Iglglichste tun, ur dem in einem solchen Konsulta-
tivbescheid abgegebenen gutachten Wirkdng zu verleihen. Die Koe-
ten aes 3chleasgernchtee weraen von Jeaer Partei sur Haflte ge-
tragen.

ARIKNL X.

DXeesa Aotxoaen, einscleesl.eoh aer in aer AnAage ent-
haltenen Beetlnmungen, tritt an Tage aer Unterzeichnung in Kraft.

./.
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Toile verlangen, die innerheab ;ricer Wrist von sechzig Tagen 

von Datum des Verlangens zu beginnen hat..Palls diese Behdr - 

den Uber neue oder abgeanderte Bestimmungen hinsichtlich der 

An].age zu einem beiderseitigen Ninvernehmen gelangen, warden 

ihre diesbezligliohen Bmpfehlungen nach Bestatigung durch ei - 

nen diplomatischen Notenseohsel in Kraft gesetzt werden. 

ARTIKEL IX. 

dtreitigkeiten, die slob zwischen den vertragschlieden., 

den Teilen Ober die Auslegueg oder Anwendung dieses Abkommens 

oder seiner Anlage ergeben, sind soweit in dieeem Abkommen oder 

seiner Anlage nichts anderes vorgesehen let und soweit ale nicht 

durch Verstandigung beigelegt warden kdnnen, zur Binholung eines 

Knneultativbescheides einem Schiedsgerichte, bestehend nun drei 

Schiedsrichtern, zu unterbreiten, von denen Je einer von Jedem 

vertragschlieBenden Tell und der dritte durchVereinbarung der 

zwei Schiedsrichter zu bestimmen let, wobei dieser dritte Schieds-

richter kein Staatsangehoriger der beiden vertragschliedenden Toi-

le sein dart. Jeder der vertragschliedenden Toile macht omen 

Schiedsrichter innerhalb von zwei Nonaten von Datum der Binhan-

digung einer von dem einen Tails don anderen Toile gerichteten 

diplomatisohen Note namhaft, in der ein Sohiedsspruch Uber eine 

Streitigkeit verlangt wird; des Binverstandnis liber den dritten 

Sohiederichter muB innerhalb sines Monate nach Ablauf dieser 

Wrist von zwei Nonaten erzielt werden. Wean kein Einverstandnie 

Uber den dritten Schiedsrichter izUlerhalb der angegebenen Prist 

erzielt werden kann,.ist die unbesetzte Stolle durch Ernennung 

einer von Ratsprasidenton der ICAO su bostimmenden Perednlich-

keit zubesetzen, die siner each den Gopflogenheiten der ICAO 

gefahrten SchleMmichterliete su entnehmen let. Die ausfUhrenden 

Behdrden der vertragsobliedenden Toile warden innerhalb ihrer 

BefugpIsse ihr Idglichstes tun, um dam in einem eolchenKonsulta-

tivbeschtid abgegebenenGutachtenftrkeng su verleihen. Die Kos-

ten ace 3chieasgerachtes screen von Jeaer Partel sur Halite ge-
tragen. 

ARTIJIBL X. 

Diesea ADKOAMOA, einechliesaiich air In aer Anlage tent - 

haltenin Bostimmungen, tritt am Wage aer Unterseichnung in Kraft. 
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ARTIKEL XI

Jeaer aer Oeioen vertragschiiseenaen Telie &ann jeuer-

zeit aem anaeren seine Aoslcnt oeianntgeoen, aieses ADXoainen

zua Ktnaigen. Dlese Kunaigung ist g.elchzeitig aer ICAO iztzu-

telien. Wenn eine soicne Kinaigung erfo.i;t ist, lauft axeses

Aokonmmen nach einem Jahr von aem Datam ao, an uem aer vertrag-

schliessenae Teii die KUnalgung erhaiten nat, eorern aie Kun-

aigung nicnt mat gegenseltiger Zustimmung oeluer vertrugscniles-

senaer Telle zurickgezogen wird. !Mangels einer von dem anderen

Vertragsstaat erfolgten Bestatigung, die ein fruheres Empfan:s-

datum festsetzt, ist die Ktindigung als vierzehn Tage nach Ein-

gang bei der ICAO erfolgt anzusehen.

ARTIKEL XII.

Das vorliegende Abkommen einschlietslich der in der An-

lage enthaltenen Bestimmungen bleibt, vorbehaltlich der im

obigen Artikel XI enthaltenen Bestimmungen tiber die Aufhebung

des Abkommens, von dem Tage seines Inkrafttretens solange in

Kraft, bis es von einem permanenten Laftverkehrsabkommen abge-

lost wird, das zwischen den vertragschliessenden Teilen nach

dem Inkrafttraten eines Vertrages zwischen den Alliierten

Mchten und Osterreich eventuell zum Abschluus gebracht wird.

Zur Urkande dessen haben die Unterfertigten, die von ihren

Regierungen dazu ordnungsgemass bevollmiichtigt sind, dieses

Abkommen in doppelter Urschrift in deutscher und englischer

Sprache unterzeichnet, die beide in gleicher Weise massgebend

sind.

Wien, den 8. Oktober 1947.

Ftr die ?ir die

ssterreichische Bundesregierang: Regierung der Vereinigten
, Staaten von Amerika:

J 

-
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ARTIKEL XI 

Jeaer der °elf:ten vertragschliseenden Pelle kann jeuer-

zeit clew anaerea seine Ausicnt oekanntgeoen, aieses Aokommen 

zu Kunaigen. Diese Kidnuigung let gieichzeitig aer ICAO Jatza-

tel.:en. Wenn eine solcne Kilnaigung erfoigt ist, Iduft aieses 

Aokommen nach einem Jahr von den Datum ao, an uem aer vertrag-

schliessende Toil die Ktinaigung erhaiten flat, eorern ale Ktin-

aigung nicht out gegenseitiger Zustimmung oeiuer vertrugscniiee-

Benner Tells zurackgezogen wird. Mangels ether von den anderen 

Vertragsstaat erfolgten Bestatigung, die em n frUheres Empfanls-

datum festsetzt, let die Ktindigung ale vierzehn Tage nach Rin-

gang bei der ICAO erfolgt anzusehen. 

ARTIKEL XII. 

Das vorliegende Abkommen einschliesslich der in der An-

lage enthaltenen Bestimmungen bleibt, vorbehaltlich der in 

obigen Artikel XI enthaltenen Bestimmungen tiber die Aufhebung 

des Abkommens, von den Tage seines Inkrafttretens solange in 

Kraft, bis es von einem permanenten Laftverkehrsabkommen abge-

lbst wird, des zwischen den vertragschliessenden Teilen nach 

den Inkrafttreten eines Vertrages zwischen den Alliierten 

WIchten und Osterreich eventuell sum Abschluus gebracht wird. 

Zur Urkunde dessen haben die Unterfertigten, die von ihren 

Regierungen dazu ordnungsgemase bevollmiichtigt sind, dieses 

Abkommen in doppelter Urschrift in deutscher und englischer 

Sprache unterzeichnet, die beide in gleicher Weise massgebend 

eind. 

Wien, den S. Oktober 1947. 

Fftr die 

bsterreichische Bundesregierung: 

?Ur die 

Regierung der Vereinigten 
Staaten von Amerika: 

A crL, 

95347°-49— Pr. m-62 
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ANLAGE
ZU DEB PROVISOBISCHEN LUJTVERXHRBSABEOMtZEN ZWISCHEN

DER OSTERREICHISCHEN BUNDSSREGIERUNG UND DER REGIBBUNG
DER VEREINIGTEN STAATIE VON AMERIKA.

I. ABSCHNITT.

Die vertragschliessenden Teile vereinbaren a
A. Dass die auf den in dieser Anlage bezeichneten

Luftwegan betriebenen namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen
der beidan vertragachliessenden Teile angemessene Behandlung
und Gleichatellung fir den Betrieb der genannten Luftwege zu
genieesen haben.

B. Dass der Befdrderungaraum, der von den namhaft gemach-
ten Luftfahrtunternehmen beider Lndar zur VarfUtgung gestellt
wird, in engem Einklang mit den Verkehrearforderniseen zu
atehen hat.

C. Dans die namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen der ver -
tragschlieosenden Teile auf den in gemeingamen Betrieben etehan-
den Abechnitten von den in der gegenwirtigen Anlage bezeichne-
ten Hauptatrecken die beiderseitigen Interessen in einer Wei-
se zu beruckaichtigen haben, die eine nachteilige Binwirkung
auf ihre beideraeitigen Dienate ausschliesats

D. Dams die von *inae nach Maeagabe dieses Abkomena una
**iaer Anlage nashaft gearchten Iftfahrtunternehaen betrim-
beneu Luftverkehredienate ale ihr Hauptziel die Bareitatel-
lung von Befdrderungaraum haben muas, der den Verkehroerfor-
derniamen zwischen dem Staate, dem dieses Luftfahrtunterneh-
men engehBrt, und dem Bestimmungalande des Luftlinienverkehra
entspricht.

B. Dane daa Lade- und Entladereoht an Orten in dea Gebieto
des anderen Landea fUr internationalen Luftverkehr auf dem We-
ge nach oder von dritten Landern an einem Orte oder an Orten,
die in dieser Anlage naher bezeichnet mind, gemlss den allge-
meinen Grundaetzen einer von beiden Regierungen verbUrgten,
ordnungagemamaen Entwicklung auszuuben und der allgemeine
Grundaatz anzuwenden ist, dase der BefSrderungaraum im Ver-
haltnia stehen nuss :

1. Zu den Verkehrserfordernissen zwischen dea Ur-
oprungalande einerseita und den BeOtimmungelndern andrerr-

./.
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A. Dasa die auf den in dieser Anlage bezeichneten 
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C. Dana die namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen der ver - 

tragschliessenden Teile auf den in gemeinnamen Betrieben stehaa-

den Abschnitten von den in der gegenwdrtigen Anlage bezeichne-

ten Hauptstrecken die beiderseitigen Interessen in einer Wei-

se zu berUcksichtigen haben, die eine nachteilige Einwirkung 
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E. Lass das Lade- und Entladereoht an Orton in den Goblets 

des anderen Landee fUr internationelen Luftverkehr auf de m We-. 

ge nach oder von dritten Landern an einem Orte oder an Orton, 

die in dieser An/age nailer bezeichnet sind, gems s den allge-
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seits,

2. Zu den Betriebserfordernissen von durchgehenden

Luftverkehrsdiensten und

3. Zu den Verkehraerfordernisaen des von dem Luft-

fahrtunternehmen uberflogenen Gebietes, wobei lokale oder

regianale Flugdienste zu bericksichtigen sind.

F. Dass die zustandigen Luftfahrtbehirden der beiden

vertragschliessenden Teile von Zeit zu Zeit oder euf Ersu-

chen eines Teiles miteinander FPihlung nehmen werden, um das

Ausmass za bestimmen, in welchem die von den vertragschlies-

senden Teilen namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen die in

den Absatzen A bis einschliesslich E dieses Abschnittes fest-

gelegten Crundsatze einhalten. Falls diese Beharden sich euf

weitere zur praktischen Durchfuhrung dieser Grundsatze not-

wendigen Massnahmen einigen, werden die ausfuhrenden Behdrden

jedes der vertragschlieeaenden Teile im Hahmen ihrer Befugnise

ihr moglichstes tun, um diese Massnahmen in die Tat umzusetzen.

II. ABSCHNITT.

A. Den im Sinne des vorliegenden Abkommens genehmigten

Luftfahrtunternehmen der Vereinigten Steaten von Amerika wer-

den Durchflugs- und nicht kommerzielle Zwischenlandungsrechte

im osterreichischen Gebiete, sowie das Hecht der Mitnahme una

Entladung von Fluggsaten, Fracht und Post im internationalen

Verkehr in Wien oder weiteren vereinbarten baterreichischen

Zollflughdfen auf dem folgenden Luftwege in beiden i(ichtun-

gen gewehrt :

Von den Vereinigten Staaten Uber dazwischenliegende Crte

nach und uber Osterreich hinaus.

Auf der obigen interkontinentalen Strecke konnen dos oder

die fur diesen Luftweg namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen

reine lurchfluge zwischen alien Orten auf diesem interkonti-

nentalen Luftwege vornehmen, wobei Landungen an einem oder

mehreren Orten auf diesem Luftwege Ubersprungen werden kdnleai.

2. Den im Sinne des vorliegenden Abkomnnens genehmigten

Iuftfahrtunternehmen der Republik Osterreich werden Durch-

flugs- und nicht kommerzielle Zwischenlandungsrechte im Ge-

biete der Vereinigten Staaten, sowie das Recht der ":itnahme

und Entladang von Fluggasten, Fracht und Post im internetio-

nalen Verkehr an einem Orte in den Vereinigten Staaten auf

einem zu einem spateren Zeitpunkt zwischen den vertragschlied-

senden Teilen zu vereinbarenden Luftwege gewahrt.

.1.
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jedes der vertragschlieesenden Teile in Rahmen ihrer Befugnisee 

ihr mdglichstes tun, um diese Massnahmen in die Tat umzusetzma. 

II. ABSCHNITT. 

A. Den in Sinne des vorliegenden Abkommens genehmigten 

Luftfahrtunternehmen der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika wer-

den Durchflugs- und nicht kommerzielle Zwischenlandungsrechte 

In osterreichischen Gebiete, sowie dos Hecht der Mitnahme tut 

Entladung von Flugghsten, Fracht und Post im internationalen 

Verkehr in Wien oder weiteren vereinbarten osterreichischen 

Zollflughdfen auf den folgenden Luftwege in beiden Richtun-

gen gewdhrt : 

Von den Jureinigten Staaten Uber dazwischenliegande Crte 

nach und Uber Osterreich hinaus. 

Auf der obigen interkontinentalen Strecke kdnnen doe oder 

die fdr diesen Luftweg namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtunternehmen 

reine DurchflUge zwischen alien Orten auf diesem interkonti-

nentalen Luftwege vornehmen, wobei Landungen an einem oder 

mehreren Orten auf diesem Luftwege Ubereprungen werden ',conned. 

B. Den in Sinne des vorliegenden Abkommens genehmigten 

Luftfahrtunternehmen der Republik Osterreich werden Durch-

flues- und nicht kommerzielle Zwischenlandungsrechte in Ge-

biete der Vereinigten Staaten, sowie des Recht der ritnahme 

und Entladung von Fluggasten, Eracht und Post im internetio-

nalen Verkahr an einem Orte in den Vereinigten Staaten auf 

einem zu einem spdteren Zeitpunkt zwischen den vertragschlied-

senden Teilen zu vereinbarenden Luftwege gewdhrt. 
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Auf dem obigen interkontinentalen Luftwege kUnnen das
oder die fUr diesen Luftweg namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtun-
ternehmen reinF DurchflUge zwischen allen Orten auf diesem
interkontinentalen Juftwege vornehmen, wobei Landungen an
einem oder mehreren Orten auf diesem Luftwege ibersprungen
werden konnen.
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Auf de m obigen interkontinentalen Luftwege kUnnen des 

oder die fiir diesen Luftweg namhaft gemachten Luftfahrtun-

ternehmen reire DurchflUge zwischen alien Orten auf diesem 

interkontinentalen IJuftwege vornehmen, wobei Landungen an 

einem odor mehreren Orton at diesem Luftwege abereprungen 

werden k6nnen. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respecting
a cooperative educational program in Ecuador. Effected by exchange
of notes signed at Quito January 22, 1945; entered into force January
22, 1945.

The American Ambassador to the Ecuadoran Ministerfor Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 18 Quito, January 22, 1945

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to previous conversations between myself

and Mr. Kenneth Holland, President of the Inter-American Educa-
tional Foundation, Inc., the Minister of Public Education and other
officials of the Government of Ecuador, concerning the possibility of
a cooperative program of education in Ecuador.

I have the honor to inform your Excellency that pursuant to

Resolution No. 28 of the First Conference of Ministers and Directors

of Education of the American Republics,['] and pursuant to the ex-

pressed desire of the Government of the Republic of Ecuador, the Gov-

ernment of the United States is prepared to undertake a cooperative

program of education with the Government of Ecuador, for the pur-

pose of bringing about a better interchange of educational ideas and

methods between the two countries.
I have the honor to state that my Government, acting through the

Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc., a corporation of the

Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, is prepared to

make available for such a cooperative program of education the sumt

of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00 U. S.) at an agreed

minimum rate of exchange, on the understanding that the Govern-

ment of Ecuador for its part will contribute the sum of Six Hundred

Seventy Thousand Sucres (S/670.000,00), being the equivalent of

Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00 U.S.) at the same rate of exchange,

as well as such personnel, supplies and materials as it may see fit to

provide within Ecuador.
It is proposed that the program be carried on for approximately

three years, in accordance with the following general plan.

At the request of Your Excellency's Government and within the

limit of the funds set aside for the purpose, the Foundation will send

to Ecuador such educational specialists as may be considered necessary

in order to collaborate with your Excellency's Government in the

cooperative program, and they shall be acceptable to the Ecuadoran

Government. This group shall be under the direction of an official

l [Not printed].

January 22, 1945
[T. I. A. S. 1660]

Contributions.

Educational speial-
ists.
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who will be designated as the Special Representative of the Inter-
American Educational Foundation, Inc., and will be the representa-
tive of the Foundation in Ecuador in connection with this program.

The specific projects and activities to be undertaken and the allo-
cation of program funds therefor, and the methods and procedures
and administrative practices to be employed in conducting the pro-
gram, will be mutually agreed upon by the Minister of Education of
the Government of Ecuador and the Special Representative of the
Foundation. Such projects will include the sending of Ecuadoran
specialists in education to the United States.

It is proposed that the program be carried out through an appro-
priate organization, section or procedures to be established within
the Ministry of Education itself with administrative autonomy and
that the said Special Representative shall also be named as the Direc-
tor of such organization or section and shall administer the program.

Salaes and ex- Of the funds made available by the United States Government,
Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000.00 U. S.) will be set aside and
used for paying the salaries and other expenses of the educational
specialists furnished by the Foundation, and the balance, together
with the funds contributed by the Government of Ecuador, would
be made available in Ecuador for the projects and activities mutually
agreed upon for the program.

Ownerhip of prop- All property purchased with the funds made available in accord-
ance with this proposal will become the property of the Government
of Ecuador and shall be used for the cooperative program of educa-
tion.

eption of spe- Inasmuch as the specialists to be sent to Ecuador by the Founda-cialists from taxes, etc.
tion will be United States citizens and employees of the United States
Government and also non-residents of Ecuador, it is suggested that
they shall be exempt from all income taxes and social security taxes
with respect to income on which they are obliged to pay income or
social security taxes to the Government of the United States of
America, and from payment of customs and import duties and other
taxes on their personal effects and equipment and supplies for their
own use, and from investment and deposit requirements and other
foreign exchange controls on funds brought into Ecuador for their
normal living expenses.

I should be glad if your Excellency would be so good as to confirm
to me your approval of this general proposal, with the understanding
that the details for the establishment and organization of the pro-
posed cooperative program shall be further discussed and settled by
written agreement between the Foundation and the Minister of
Education.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
and most distinguished consideration.

R. M. SCOTTEN
His Excellency

Sefior Doctor CAMILO PONCE ENRfQUEZ,
Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,

Quito.
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The Ecuadoran Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

REPtBLICA DEL ECUADOR

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

28-DDP- 5  QUITO, a 22 de Enero de 1945.

SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a honra responder a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia,
signada con el ndmero 18 y de fecha 22 del mes en curso, en la que,
con referencia a las conversaciones que ha mantenido con el sefior
Ministro de Educaci6n Pdblica y con el sefior Kenneth Holland,
Presidente de la "Inter-American Educational Foundation Inc." y
otros funcionarios del Gobierno del Ecuador, sobre la posibilidad de
emprender un programa cooperativo de educaci6n, me informa que el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos esta dispuesto a acceder al deseo del
Gobierno ecuatoriano para realizar aquel proyecto que, indiscutible-
mente, serviria para un intercambio mas intenso de ideas y m6todos
de educaci6n entre los dos paises.

2. Me manifiesta Vuestra Excelencia que el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos, por intermedio de la "Inter-American Educational Founda-
tion Inc." cooperaria a dicho programa educacional con la suma de
$ 100.000, a un tipo de cambio minimo, siempre que, por su parte, el
Gobierno del Ecuador destine al efecto una cantidad equivalente a
$50.000, al mismo tipo de cambio, asi como el personal y m&s elementos
que crea necesarios proveer.
3. Expresa Vuestra Excelencia que el Gobierno de Estados Unidos,
por intermedio de la Fundaci6n, enviara los especialistas que fueren
necesarios para colaborar con el personal ecuatoriano. El personal
de especialistas debera estar bajo la direcci6n de un funcionario
norteamericano que sera el representante especial de la Fundaci6n.

4. Indica que, de acuerdo con las resoluciones adoptadas con el
Sefior Ministro de Educaci6n, los proyectos y actividades a llevarse a
cabo, asi como los demAs detalles referentes al desenvolvimiento del
programa de cooperaci6n educacional, tendran que ser aportados,
oportunamente, de conmin acuerdo entre los funcionarios ecuatorianos
y los especialistas de Estados Unidos de Norte America.

5. En nombre del Gobierno del Ecuador expreso a Vuestra Exce-
lencia la satisfacci6n conque se ha visto el empefio del Gobierno Norte
amnericano por cooperar al esfuerzo educacional del pais y agradezco a
Vuestra Excelencia por las oportunas y eficientes gestiones llevadas
a cabo para convertir en realidad aquel anhelo ecuatoriano.

6. El Ministerio de Educaci6n, en momento adecuado, procedera
a establecer el Organismo que, con autonomia administrativa, se
encargue, dentro de los lineamientos del Convenio, del desarrollo
cientifico y eficiente del programa acordado.

7. Por mi parte, al aprobar las bases generales sobre las que debera
establecerse el Convenio de cooperaci6n educacional, debo manifestar
a Vuestra Excelencia que, dentro de las posibilidades, no omitir6
esfuerzo alguno para el buen exito del programa y para que este
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ensayo de cooperaci6n constituya nuevo motivo para el mejor cono-
cimiento de nuestros dos paises.
8. Con respecto a la posibilidad de que se conceda a funcionarios
Norteamericanos ciertos privilegios y excenciones constantes en la
nota a que respondo, creo que no es posible pronunciarse de momento,
pues habrA que hacer un detenido estudio de la Legislaci6n ecua-
toriana, para ver de conformar la concesi6n de dichos privilegios con
las disposiciones legales pertinentes.

Valgome de esta oportunidad pars renovar a Vuestra Excelencia
las seguridades de mi mAs alta y distinguida consideraci6n,

C. PONCE ENRfQUEZ.

Al Excelentisimo Sefior DON ROBERT Mc. GREGOR SCOTTEN
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los

Estados Unidos de America.

Translation
REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

28-DDP-5 QUITO, January 22, 1945.
Mr. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency's courteous note
number 18 of the 22d of the current month, in which, with reference
to the conversations held with the Minister of Public Education and
Mr. Kenneth Holland, President of the "Inter-American Educational
Foundation Inc." and other officials of the Government of Ecuador
concerning the possibility of undertaking a cooperative program of
education, you inform me that the United States Government is pre-
pared to comply with the Ecuadoran Government's desire to carry
out that project which assuredly would serve to stimulate the exchange
of educational ideas and methods between the two countries.
2. Your Excellency informs me that the United States Government,
acting through the "Inter-American Educational Foundation Inc."
will cooperate in the said educational program by making available
the sum of $100,000 at a minimum rate of exchange-provided that
the Government of Ecuador for its part allocates for that purpose an
amount equivalent to $50,000 at the same rate of exchange-as well
as such personnel and other essentials as it may consider necessary
to provide.
3. Your Excellency states that the United States Government acting
through the Foundation, will send such specialists as may be neces-
sary to collaborate with the Ecuadoran personnel. The specialized
personnel is to be under the direction of a North American official
who will be the special representative of the Foundation.
4. You indicate that, in accordance with the decisions made in
agreement with the Minister of Education, the projects and activities
to be undertaken, as well as the other details related to the develop-
ment of the cooperative educational program, must be duly carried
out by mutual agreement between the Ecuadoran officials and the
North American specialists.
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5. In the name of the Ecuadoran Government, I wish to express to
Your Excellency the satisfaction with which the intention of the
North American Government to cooperate in this country's educa-
tional endeavors is regarded, and I thank Your Excellency for the
timely and effective steps taken to bring to fruition that aspiration
on the part of Ecuador.
6. The Ministry of Education will, in due time, proceed to establish
the Organization with administrative autonomy which, within the
framework of the Agreement, will take charge of the Scientific and
effective development of the program agreed upon.
7. For my part, in giving my approval to the general basis on which
the Cooperative Educational Agreement is to be effected, I must
inform Your Excellency that I will not fail to make every possible
effort tending toward the success of the program, and to the end
that this test of cooperation may become a new factor for a better
understanding between our two countries.
8. With respect to the possibility that certain privileges and exemp-
tions specified in the note to which I am replying may be granted to
North American officials, I do not believe it possible to make a definite
statement at this time; for a careful study of Ecuadoran legislation
will have to be made in order to determine how to reconcile the grant-
ing of such privileges with the pertinent legal provisions.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

C. PONCE ENRfQUEZ.
His Excellency

MR. ROBERT McGREGOR SCOTTEN
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America.

Contract Between the President of the Inter-American E1iducational
Foundation, Inc., and the Ecuadoran Alinister of Public Education

The REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR (hereinafter called the "Republic");
and the INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC., a cor-
poration of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs
and an agency of the Government of the United States of America
(hereinafter called the "Foundation"), have decided to enter into the
following contract to undertake a cooperative educational program to
promote Inter-American understanding by bringing about a better in-
terchange of educators, educational ideas and methods between Ecua-
dor and the United States, pursuant to Resolution 28 adopted by the
First Conference of Ministers and Directors of Education of the Amer-
ican Republics held in Panama in September and October 1943.
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1. The said cooperative educational program shall include:
a. Furnishing by the Foundation of a small Field Staff of educa-

tional specialists for service in Ecuador in carrying out the coopera-
tive educational program;

b. Grants to permit Ecuadoran educators to go to the United
States for specialized training, to lecture, to teach and to inter-
change ideas and experience with United States educators;

c. Exploration and survey in Ecuador of local needs, and re-
sources for carrying out educational projects at the primary and
secondary school levels and in teacher education;

d. Development, adaptation, and exchange of suitable teaching
materials for teachers at the primary, secondary and teacher educa-
tion levels;

e. Local projects needed to implement the program in Ecuador.
The cooperative program of education shall be limited to relatively

few projects, each of which is of special interest to the Government of
Ecuador, in order that definite results may be obtained and that such
results will be indicative of the cooperation existing between the
Government of Ecuador and the Government of the United States in
the important field of public education.

The Ministry of Education considers the solution of the following
problems as being particularly important:

a. The training of school administrators (school directors,
school inspectors, provincial directors of education, etc.)

b. The orientation of technical and vocational schools, both
urban and rural, at the secondary level.

c. Orientation of schools of teacher education.
d. Orientation of preschool education.

Field taf. 2. The Field Staff shall be under the direction of an official who
shall have the title of "Special Representative, Inter-American
Educational Foundation, Inc.", and who shall be the representative
of the Foundation (a corporation having juridic personality) in con-
nection with the program to be undertaken in accordance with this
agreement. The Special Representative and other members of the
Field Staff shall be acceptable to the Minister of Public Education
(hereinafter called the "Minister").

servilo. 3. There shall be created in the Ministry of Public Education a
special technical service which shall have the name of "Servicio
Cooperative Interamericano de Educaci6n" (hereinafter called the
"Servicio"), which shall act as an intermediary between the Govern-
ment of Ecuador and the Inter-American Educational Foundation,

Director. Inc., and which shall carry out the cooperative program. The Special
Representative of the Foundation shall be named as Director of the
Servicio.

Proects. 4. The program shall consist of individual projects. The kind of
work and the specific projects to be undertaken in the execution of
this agreement and the allocation of funds therefor shall be agreed
upon in writing by the Minister of Public Education and the Special
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Representative of the Foundation, and shall be carried out by the
Director of the Servicio in conformity with policies prescribed jointly
by the Minister and the Special Representative of the Foundation.
The Ecuadoran educators to be sent to the United States and the
terms of their scholarships or grants shall be mutually agreed upon
in writing by the Minister and the Special Representative.

5. The Foundation shall determine and pay the salary and other
expenses payable directly to members of the Field Staff in an amount
not to exceed Seventy Thousand Dollars ($70,000) U. S. currency,
which it will retain in the United States, and shall in addition deposit
in the Banco Central del Ecuador in Quito (or in any other bank
which may be mutually agreed upon by the Minister and the Special
Representative of the Foundation) to the account of the Servicio
Cooperativo Interamericano de Educaci6n, the sum of Thirty Thou-
sand Dollars ($30,000) U. S. currency, the total contribution of the
United States Government to this program being therefore One
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000).

The Republic shall deposit in the same bank and to the account of
the Servicio Cooperative Interamericano de Educaci6n the sum of
Six Hundred Seventy Thousand Sucres (S/.670.000), being the equiv-
alent of Fifty Thousand Dollars, at the rate of exchange of 13.4
sucres per dollar. Said contribution shall be in addition to the Gov-
ernment's regular budget for education.

The payments shall be made by the parties on the dates and in the
amounts specified:

March 20, 1945
January 20, 1946
January 20, 1947

Total to be deposited
Salaries and travel to be paid to person-

nel from the United States

Total

United States of America

$10, 000. 00 U. S. C.
$10, 000. 00 U. S. C.
$10, 000. 00 U. S. C.

$30, 000. 00 U. S. C.

$70, 000. 00 U. S. C.

$100, 000. 00 U. S. C.

Ecuador

S/. 220, 000. 00
S/. 220, 000. 00
S/. 230, 000. 00

S/. 670, 000. 00

3263

Payment of salaries
and expenses of Field
Staff.

Deposits.

The funds deposited by either party for any particular year are not
to be drawn against until the funds for the same year are deposited
by the other party. Funds paid over by either party and not matched
by the other party within thirty (30) days, shall be returned to the
contributor.

6. Inasmuch as the program funds will be used entirely for the
benefit of Ecuador, the funds introduced into Ecuador by the Foun-
dation for the purpose of the cooperative program shall be exempt
from taxes, service charges, investment or deposit requirements, and
other currency controls, and shall be converted into sucres at a rate
of exchange of not less than 13.4 sucres per dollar. Similarly where
it is necessary to convert sucres into dollars for the financing of
scholarships or grants or other expenditures in the United States,
the sucres shall be converted into dollars at the rate of exchange of
not more than 13.5 sucres per dollar.

Exemption of funds
from taxes, etc.

Conversion of cur-
rency.
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Withholdis from t. 7. In view of the fact that many purchases of materials and supplies
and other disbursements relating to the execution of the Program,
must necessarily be made in the United States of America, the Min-
ister and the Special Representative of the Foundation may agree to
withhold from the payments to be made by the Foundation into the
said Servicio bank account, as provided in clause 5 hereof, an amount
deemed to be necessary to pay for such purchases and disbursements
in the United States of America. Said amount shall be considered
as if deposited under the terms of this agreement. Any funds so
withheld by the Foundation for such purposes and not expended or
obligated therefor, shall be deposited in the said Servicio bank ac-
count at any time upon the mutual agreement of the Minister and
the Special Representative of the Foundation.

pieralPolices and 8. All contracts necessary to carry out the terms of the projects
mutually agreed to as herein provided shall be made in the name of
the Servicio and shall be signed by the Minister and the Director ofthe Servicio. Personnel to be paid out of Program funds deposited
in Ecuador shall be selected by the Director of the Servicio, subject
to the approval of the Minister. The general policies and procedures
for the execution of the Program and for the disbursement and ac-
counting of funds, for the purchase, use, inventory, control and dis-
position of property, and any other administrative matters, shall be
determined or established by mutual agreement between the Minister
and the Special Representative of the Foundation. No disburse-
ment from the said Servicio bank account may be made without the
signed authorization of the Director of the Servicio or his delegate
and of the Minister or his delegate. Checks for an amount of morethan Three Thousand Sucres (S/.3,000) also should bear both signa-
tures. The books and records of the Servicio relating to the saidcooperative educational program shall be open at all times for inspec-
tion by representatives of the Republic and of the Foundation, and
the Director of the Servicio shall render financial reports to the
Republic and to the Foundation at such intervals as may be agreed
upon between the Minister and the Special Representative of the
Foundation.

Additional assist- 9. The Foundation shall use its best efforts to obtain such assistance
and cooperation of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs and other agencies, both public and private, in the UnitedStates, as may be appropriate for the execution of the said cooperative
educational program. The Republic, in addition to its cash contri-
bution as provided herein, shall (a) appoint specialists, in agreement
with the Director of the Servicio, to collaborate with the Field Staffof the Foundation; (b) make available office space, furnishings andsuch other facilities, materials, equipment and supplies as it may
conveniently provide for the said program; and (c) lend the general
assistance thereto of the other Departments of the Republic.Availability of nn.ft ilab&

it y o 10. The funds payable by the Foundation under this agreement orpaid by the parties hereto into the said Servicio bank account shall
continue to be available for the said cooperative educational program
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during the existence of this agreement, without regard to annual
periods or fiscal years.

In the event that upon the expiration of each twelve-month period
of this agreement, and again six months before its final expiration,
the Foundation deems that the funds which it has set aside for the
payment of salaries and other expenses directly payable to members
of the Field Staff, as provided in Clause 5 hereof, will be more than is
needed for the purpose, the Foundation will thereupon advise the
Republic of the surplus which it can accordingly make available for
projects and such additional sum shall be paid into the Servicio bank
account or be otherwise disposed of pursuant to this agreement.

The Minister and the Special Representative of the Foundation
shall determine by mutual agreement the disposition of any unobli-
gated funds and of any personal property remaining in the control of
the Servicio upon the termination of this agreement.

11. All rights and privileges which are enjoyed by governmental
and official divisions or agencies of the Republic shall accrue to the
Servicio. Such rights and privileges shall include, for example, free
postal, telegraph, and telephone service, special government rates on
transportation companies, and also freedom and immunity from
excise, stamp, property, income and all other taxes, as well as from
consular charges and customs duties upon imports for the use of the
Servicio in the cooperative educational program. The Foundation
shall enjoy the same rights and exemptions with respect to its acts
and property relating to the cooperative program.

12. All materials, equipment, and supplies purchased with program
funds shall become and remain the property of the Republic and
shall be devoted to the program.

13. Any right, power, or duty conferred by this agreement upon
either the Minister, the Special Representative of the Foundation,
or the Director of the Servicio, may be delegated by the recipient
thereof to representatives in writing, provided that such representa-
tives are satisfactory to the other parties. Regardless of the naming
of said representatives, the Minister and the Special Representative
of the Foundation shall have the right to refer any matter directly
to one another for discussion and decision.

14. This agreement may be amended from time to time if deemed
advisable by the parties hereto, such amendments to be in writing
and signed by the representatives of the Republic and the Foundation.

15. The Executive Power of the Republic will take the necessary
steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary
to carry out the terms of this agreement.

16. This agreement shall be in force for a period of three years from
the date hereof, and may be extended by mutual agreement for addi-
tional periods.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement

to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in English
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during the existence of this agreement, without regard to annual 
periods or fiscal years. 
In the event that upon the expiration of each twelve-month period 

of this agreement, and again six months before its final expiration, 
the Foundation deems that the funds which it has set aside for the 
payment of salaries and other expenses directly payable to members 
of the Field Staff, as provided in Clause 5 hereof, will be more than is 
needed for the purpose, the Foundation will thereupon advise the 
Republic of the surplus which it can accordingly make available for 
projects and such additional sum shall be paid into the Servicio bank 
account or be otherwise disposed of pursuant to this agreement. 
The Minister and the Special Representative of the Foundation 

shall determine by mutual agreement the disposition of any unobli-
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funds shall become and remain the property of the Republic and 
shall be devoted to the program. 

13. Any right, power, or duty conferred by this agreement upon 
either the Minister, the Special Representative of the Foundation, 
or the Director of the Servicio, may be delegated by the recipient 
thereof to representatives in writing, provided that such representa-
tives are satisfactory to the other parties. Regardless of the naming 
of said representatives, the Minister and the Special Representative 
of the Foundation shall have the right to refer any matter directly 
to one another for discussion and decision. 

14. This agreement may be amended from time to time if deemed 
advisable by the parties hereto, such amendments to be in writing 
and signed by the representatives of the Republic and the Foundation. 

15. The Executive Power of the Republic will take the necessary 
steps to obtain the legislation, decrees, orders or resolutions necessary 
to carry out the terms of this agreement. 
16. This agreement shall be in force for a period of three years from 
the date hereof, and may be extended by mutual agreement for addi-

tional periods. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this agreement 
to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in English 
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and in Spanish, in the City of Quito, on the 22nd day of January,
1945.

REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR
By ALFREDO VERA

Ministro de Educaci6n Publica

INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.
By KENNETH HOLLAND

President

La REPUIBLICA DEL ECUADOR (de aqui en adelante lamada "Re-
publica") y la Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc. (Funda-
ci6n Educacional Interamericana), corporaci6n de la Oficina del
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos y dependencia del Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante llamada "Fundaci6n"),
han decidido celebrar el siguiente contrato para llevar a cabo un
programa educacional cooperativo para promover la comprensi6n
interamericana por medio de un mejor intercambio, entre Ecuador y
Estados Unidos, de educadores y de ideas y m6todos educacionales,
de acuerdo con la Resoluci6n No. 28 adoptada por la Primera Con-
ferencia de Ministros y Directores de Edudaci6n de las Repdblicas
Americanas, efectuada en Panama en los meses de septiembre y
octubre de 1943.
1. El tal programa educacional cooperativo debe incluir:

a. Suministro por la Fundaci6n de un pequefio cuerpo de
especialistas en educaci6n para trabajar en el Ecuador en la
realizaci6n del programa educacional cooperativo;

b. Subvenciones para que educadores ecuatorianos puedan
viajar a los Estados Unidos para adquirir entrenamiento espe-
cializado, para dar conferencias, enseflar e intercambiar ideas y
experiencias con los educadores estadounidenses;

c. La exploraci6n y estudio de las necesidades locales en el
Ecuador y de los recursos con que cuenta para llevar a cabo
proyectos educacionales en el campo de ensenanza primaria y
secundaria y de perfeccionamiento del profesorado;

d. Desarrollo, adaptaci6n e intercambio de materiales de
ensenfanza apropiados para los maestros en la ensenanza primaria,
secundaria y del profesorado;

e. Proyectos locales necesarios para la aplicaci6n del programa
en el Ecuador.

El programa cooperativo educacional debera ser limitado a rela-
tivamente pocos proyectos, cada uno de los cuales sera de interes
especial para el Gobierno del Ecuador, a fin de poder lograr resultados
definitivos y de que tales resultados demuestren la cooperaci6n exis-
tente entre el Gobierno del Ecuador y el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos en el importante campo de la educaci6n pdblica.

El Ministerio de Educaci6n considera especialmente importante
la soluci6n de los siguientes problemas:
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a. La preparaci6n de administradores escolares (directores de
escuelas, inspectores escolares, directores provinciales de educa-
ci6n, etc.);

b. Orientaci6n de las escuelas tecnico-profesionales de tipo
secundario, urbanos y rurales, incluyendo las secciones de orien-
taci6n vocacional;

c. Orientaci6n de las escuelas de experimentaci6n pedag6gica;
d. Tecnificaci6n de la educaci6n pre-escolar.

2. El cuerpo de especialistas (Field Staff) estara bajo la direcci6n
de un funcionario que llevara el titulo de "Special Representative,
Inter-American Educacional Foundation, Inc." (Representante Es-
pecial), y quien sera el representante de la Fundaci6n (corporaci6n
con personeria juridica) en relaci6n con el programa a llevarse a cabo
de conformidad con este acuerdo. El Representante Especial y los
demas miembros del Cuerpo de Especialistas deberan ser aceptados
por el Ministro de Educaci6n Publica (en adelante llamado
"Ministro").

3. Se establecera en el Ministerio de Educaci6n Publica un servicio
especial t6cnico que sera denominado "Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
americano de Educaci6n" (de aqui en adelante llamado "Servicio"),
que actuara como intermediario entre el Gobierno del Ecuador y la
Inter-American Educational Foundation, Inc. y que llevara a cabo
el programa cooperativo. El Representante Especial de la Funda-
ci6n sera nombrado Director del Servicio.

4. El programa consistira de proyectos individuales. Las clases de
actividades, y los proyectos especificos a efectuarse en la ejecuci6n
de este acuerdo y la asignaci6n de los fondos para los mismos seran
acordados por escrito por el Ministro de Educaci6n Pdblica y el Re-
presentante Especial de la Fundaci6n, y seran ejecutados por el Direc-
tor del Servicio en conformidad con las normas y procedirnientos
establecidos conjuntamente por el Ministro y el Representinto
Especial de la Fundaci6n. Los Educadores ecuatorianos a enviarso
a Estados Unidos asi como las condiciones de sus becas o subvenciones
de entrenamiento, seran mutuamente acordados por escrito entre
el Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

5. La Fundaci6n determinara y pagarS los sueldos y otros gastos
pagaderos directamente a los miembros del Cuerpo de Especialistas,
cuyo monto no excedera de Setenta Mil D6lares ($ 70.000,oo U.S.),
cantidad que retendra en los Estados Unidos y, ademas, depositara
en el Banco Central del Ecuador en Quito (o en cualquier otro banco
que sea mutuamente convenido por el Ministro y el Representante
Especial de la Fundaci6n) a la cuenta del Servicio Cooperativo
Interamericano de Educaci6n, la suma de Treinta Mil D6lares
($ 30.000,oo U.S.), siendo por lo tanto la contribuci6n total del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos para este programa, la cantidad de
Cien Mil D6lares ($100.000,oo U.S.).

La Repfiblica del Ecuador depositara en el mismo banco y a la
cuenta del Servicio Cooperativo Interamericano de Educaci6n la suma
de Seiscientos Setenta Mil Sucres (S/.670.000,oo) siendo esta el
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equivalente de Cincuenta Mil D6lares, al tipo de cambio de 13.4
sucres por d6lar. La mencionada contribuci6n sera en adici6n al
presupuesto normal del Gobierno para la educaci6n.

Los pagos seran efectuados por las partes en las fechas y cuotas
estipuladas a continuaci6n:

EE.UU. de Am6rica Ecuador

Marzo 20 de 1945 $10.000,oo U.S. S/.220.000,oo
Enero 20 de 1946 $10.000,oo U.S. S/.220.000,oo
Enero 20 de 1947 $10.000,00 U.S. S/.230.000,oo

Total a depositarse $30.000,oo U.S. S/.670.000,oo
Sueldo y transporte a pagarse al personal esta-

dounidense $70.000,oo U.S.

Total $100.000,oo U.S.

Los fondos depositados por cualquiera de las partes contratantes
para cualquier afo estipulado no seran girados hasta que los fondos
para el mismo afio no sean depositados por la otra parte. En caso de
que una parte deposite su aporte y la otra no haga el dep6sito corres-
pondiente dentro de los 30 dias siguientes, aquel aporte sera devuelto
al contribuyente.
6. Por cuanto los fondos destinados al programa seran usados entera-
mente en beneficio del Ecuador, los fondos introducidos en el Ecuador
por la Fundaci6n para fines del programa cooperativo deberan ser
exentos de impuestos, recargos por servicio, requerimientos de
inversi6n o dep6sito, y otros controles de cambio, y seran convertidos
en sucres a un tipo de cambio de no menos de 13.4 sucres por d6lar.
Asf mismo cuando sea necesario convertir sucres a d6lares para
financiar las becas y subvenciones de entrenamiento y otros gastos
en los Estados Unidos, los sucres seran convertidos en d6lares a un
tipo de cambio de no mas de 13.5 sucres por d6lar.
7. En vista de que muchas compras de materiales y equipos y otros
desembolsos relacionados con la ejecuci6n del Programa necesaria-
mente tendran que hacerse en los Estados Unidos de Am6rica, el
Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n podran acordar
el retener de los dep6sitos que la Fundaci6n debera hacer en la cuenta
bancaria del Servicio, tal como se estipula en el articulo 5 de este
contrato, la cantidad que consideren necesaria para efectuar dichas
compras y desembolsos en los Estados Unidos de America. Esta
cantidad sera considerada como si se hubiera depositado bajo las
disposiciones de este acuerdo. Cualesquiera fondos asi retenidos por
la Fundaci6n para tales fines y no gastados o comprometidos para
esto, serAn depositados en la mencionada cuenta bancaria del Servicio
en cualquier momento cuando el Ministro y el Representante
Especial de la Fundaci6n asi lo convengan.
8. Todos los contratos necesarios para llevar a cabo los proyectos
mutuamente acordados, de conformidad con este acuerdo, seran
celebrados a nombre del Servicio y seran firmados por el Ministro y
el Director del Servicio. El personal que sera remunerado con fondos
del Programa depositados en el Ecuador sera seleccionado por el
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Director del Servicio, sujeto a la aprobaci6n del Ministro. Las
normas generales y procedimientos para la ejecuci6n del Programa y
para el desembolso y contabilidad de los fondos, para la compra, uso,
inventario, control y disposici6n de bienes y cualesquiera otros asuntos
administrativos, ser&n determinados o establecidos por mutuo acuerdo
entre el Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n. No
se hara ningun desembolso de la susodicha cuenta bancaria del Servicio
sin la autorizaci6n firmada del Director del Servicio o de su delegado
y del Ministro o de su delegado. Los cheques que pasen de Tres Mil
Sucres (S/.3,000,oo) deberan tambien llevar ambas firmas. Los
libros y records del Servicio relacionados con el programa cooperativo
de educaci6n estaran en todo tiempo disponibles para inspecci6n por
representantes de la Republica y de la Fundaci6n; y el Director del
Servicio rendira informes financieros a la Repiblica y a la Funda-
ci6n en los intervalos que sean acordados entre el Ministro y el
Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n.

9. La Fundaci6n hara lo posible para conseguir de la Oficina del
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos y de otras entidades, tanto
publicas como privadas, en los Estados Unidos, la ayuda y coope-
raci6n que sean convenientes para la ejecuci6n del programa coope-
rativo educacional. La Repdblica, ademas de su contribuci6n en
efectivo aqui estipulada, (a) nombrara, de acuerdo con el Director
del Servicio, especialistas para colaborar con el Cuerpo de Especialis-
tas de la Fundaci6n; (b) suministrarA locales para oficinas, asi como
muebles y cualesquiera otras facilidades, materiales, equipos y sumi-

nistros que pueda convenientemente aportar para tal programa y (c)
en general, prestara al programa la ayuda de las demas dependencias de

la Republica.

10. Los fondos pagaderos por la Fundaci6n segun este acuerdo, o

depositados por las partes contratantes en la cuenta bancaria del

Servicio, seguiran disponibles para dicho progranma cooperativo de

educaci6n durante la vigencia de este acuerdo, sin tomar on considera-

ci6n periodos anuales o afios fiscales. En el caso de quo a la expiraci6n
de cada periodo de 12 meses de este acuerdo, y tambi6n seis meses

antes de su expiraci6n final, la Fundaci6n crea que los fondos segre-
gados para el pago de sueldos y otros gastos pagaderos directamente a
los miembros del Cuerpo de Especialistas, de conformidad con el

Articulo 5 de 6ste, sea mas de lo necesario para ese fin, la Fundaci6n
entonces avisara a la Republica del sobrante que, por consiguiente,
podra transferir para invertirse en proyectos y esta cantidad adicional
se depositara en la cuenta bancaria del Servicio o se dispondra de otra
manera, de conformidad con este acuerdo.

El Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n determi-

naran por mutuo acuerdo la disposici6n de cualesquiera fondos no

comprometidos y de cualesquiera otros bienes que queden bajo el

control del Servicio, al vencimiento de este acuerdo.

11. El Servicio disfrutara de todos los derechos y privilegios de que

gozan dependencias y entidades gubernamentales y oficiales de la

Repftblica. Tales derechos y privilegios incluiran, por ejemplo,
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de educacion estaran en todo tiempo disponibles para inspeccion por 
representantes de la Repdblica y de la Fundacion; y el Director del 
Servicio rendirk informes financieros a la Reptiblica y a la Funda-
ci6n en los intervalos que sean acordados entre el Ministro y el 
Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n. 

9. La Fundacion hara lo posible para conseguir de la Oficina del 
Coordinador de Asuntos Interamericanos y de otras entidades, tanto 
pUblicas como privadas, en los Estados Unidos, la ayuda y coope-
racion que sean convenientes para la ejecucion del programa coope-
rativo educacional. La Reptiblica, ademas de su contribucion en 
efectivo aqui estipulada, (a) nombrara, de acuerdo con el Director 
del Servicio, especialistas para colaborar con el Cuerpo de Especialis-
tas de la FundaciOn; (b) suministrarti locales para oficinas, asi como 
muebles y cualesquiera otras facilidades, materiales, equipos y sumi-
nistros que pueda convenientemente aportar para tal programa y (c) 
en general, prestara al programa la ayuda de las demas dependencias de 
la Republica. 
10. Los fondos pagaderos por la Fundacion segtin este acuerdo, o 
depositados por las partes contratantes en la cuenta bancaria del 
Servicio, seguiran disponibles para dicho programa cooperativo de 
educaci6n durante la vigencia de este acuerdo, sin tomar en considera-
ci6n periodos anuales o altos fiscales. En el caso de que a la expiracion 
de cada periodo de 12 meses de este acuerdo, y tatnbien seis ineses 
antes de su expiracien final, la Fundacion crea que los fondos segre-
gados para el pago de sueldos y otros gastos pagaderos directamente a 
los miembros del Cuerpo de Especialistas, de conformidad con el 
Articulo 5 de este, sea mas de lo necesario para ese fin, la Fundacion 
entonces avisara a la Republica del sobrante que, por consiguiente, 
podra transferir para invertirse en proyectos y esta cantidad adicional 
se depositara en la cuenta bancaria del Servicio o se dispondrit de otra 
manera, de conformidad con este acuerdo. 

El Ministro y el Representante Especial de la Fundacion determi-
naran por mutuo acuerdo la disposicion de cualesquiera fondos no 
comprometidos y de cualesquiera otros bienes que queden bajo el 
control del Servicio, al vencimiento de este acuerdo. 
11. El Servicio disfrutara de todos los derechos y privilegios de que 
gozan dependencias y entidades gubernamentales y oficiales de la 
Reptiblica. Tales derechos y privilegios mciuirán, por ejemplo, 
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franquicia postal, telegrafica y telef6nica, tarifas gubernamen-
tales especiales en compafias de transportes, y tambi6n exenci6n e
inmunidad de toda clase de impuestos, (timbres, sobre la renta,
etc.) asi como de derechos consulares e impuestos aduaneros sobre
importaciones destinadas para el uso del Servicio en el programa
cooperativo de educaci6n. La Fundaci6n gozarA de los mismos
derechos y exenciones con respecto a sus actos y bienes relacionados
con el programa cooperativo.
12. Todo material, equipo y suministros comprados con fondos del
programa, pasaran a ser propiedad de la Repdblica y seran dedicados
al programa.
13. Cualquier derecho, facultad o deber conferido por este acuerdo
al Ministro, al Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n o al Director
del Servicio, podrA ser delegado, por escrito, a representantes, siempre
y cuando tales representantes sean aceptables a las otras partes. No
obstante el nombramiento de tales representantes, el Ministro y el
Representante Especial de la Fundaci6n podran tratar cualquier
asunto directamente entre ellos y resolverlo.
14. Este acuerdo puede ser reformado posteriormente si las partes
lo creyeren necesario, y tales reformas deberan ser efectuadas por
escrito y firmadas por los representantes de la Repdblica y de la
Fundaci6n.
15. El Poder Ejecutivo de la Repfiblica dara los pasos necesarios
para obtener los decretos, 6rdenes y resoluciones que sean necesarios
para cumplir las estipulaciones de este acuerdo.
16. Este acuerdo estarA en vigencia por un periodo de tres anos
desde esta fecha y podra ser prorrogado de mutuo acuerdo por nuevos
perfodos.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes contratantes han celebrado este
acuerdo, en ingles y en espafiol, por medio de sus representantes
debidamente autorizados, en la ciudad de Quito, el dia 22 del mes de
enero de 1945.

POR LA REPUBLICA DEL ECUADOR

ALFREDO VERA

Ministro de Educaci6n Piblica

POR LA INTER-AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.

KENNETH HOLLAND

Presidente
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Agreement between the United States of America and Venezuela respecting June 30, 1947

a cooperative health and sanitation program in Venezuela, extending [T. I. A. S. 1661]

the agreement of February 18, 1943, as amended, until June 30, 1948.
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Caracas June 30, 1947; entered
into force June 30, 1947; effective January 1, 1947.

The Venezuelan Minister of Foreign Relations to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DIRECCION DE POLITICA INTERNACIONAL

SECCION DE RELACIONES INTERAMERICANAS

No. 2953 CARACAS, 30 de junio de 1947.
SEROR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:

En relaci6n con la atenta nota de esa Embajada, nimero 2591, de
fecha 30 de enero del corriente afo, y como resultado de las conversa-
ciones celebradas posteriormente, tengo a honra hacer constar que
entre los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela y de los
Estados Unidos de America se ha convenido en prorrogar por segunda
vez, por un periodo adicional de 18 meses, a partir del 1° de enero de
1947, el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento que lleva a
cabo la Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud P6blica, de
conformidad con el Modus-Vivendi celebrado por cambio de notas
con fecha 18 de febrero de 1943, el cual fu6 prorrogado por vez primera,
mediante igual procedimiento, el dia 28 de junio de 1944, por un

periodo de 30 meses que venci6 el 31 de diciembre de 1946. La
pr6rroga a que se refiere la presente comunicaci6n se efectuarh con

sujeci6n a las siguientes estipulaciones:

Primera: Se considera que las obligaciones financieras del Instit uto
de Asuntos Interamericanos y del Gobierno de Venezuela, derivadas
del Modus-Vivendi inicial, han sido cumplidas, por parte de dicho
Instituto, con la contribuci6n de $ 950.000, (d6lares americanos)
suministrada en la forma prevista, y por parte del Gobierno de Vene-
zuela, con lainversi6n de Bs.2,oo por cada d6lar aportado por aqu6l.
Igualmente, se reconoce que las obligaciones de la misma indole resul-
tantes de la primera pr6rroga del Modus-Vivendi han quedado satis-
fechas, por parte del mencionado Instituto, con la contribuci6n de

$ 500.000 (moneda americana) en la forma prevista, y por parte del

Gobierno de Venezuela con la inversi6n de una cantidad de bolivares
equivalente a $ 500.000 (moneda americana). Toda suma restante
de esas contribuciones que no haya sido invertida al finalizar el periodo
de la primera pr6rroga (junio de 1944 a diciembre de 1946) quedara
disponible para el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento a
que se contrae esta comunicaci6n.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Venezuela respecting  June 30, 1947  

a cooperative health and sanitation program in Venezuela, extending [T. I. A. S. 1661] 

the agreement of February 18, 1943, as amended, until June 80, 1948. 
Effected by exchange of notes signed at Caracas June 30, 1947; entered 
into force June 80, 1947; effective January 1, 1947. 

The Venezuelan Minister of Foreign Relations to the American Charge 
d'Affaires ad interim 

ESTADOS IJNIDOS DE VENEZUELA 
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
DIRECCION DE POLITICA INTERNACIONAL 

SECCION DE RELACIONES INTERAMERICANAS 

No. 2953 CARACAS, 80 de junio de 1947. 

SEgOR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS: 
En relacion con la atenta nota de esa Embajada, mimero 2591, de 

fecha 30 de enero del corriente año, y como resultado de las conversa-
clones celebradas posteriormente, tengo a honra hacer constar que 
entre los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela y de los 
Estados Unidos de America se ha convenido en prorrogar por segunda 
vez, por un period° adicional de 18 meses, a partir del 1° de enero de 
1947, el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento que lleva a 
cabo la Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pablica, de 
conformidad con el Modus-Vivendi celebrado por cambio de notas 
con fecha 18 de febrero de 1943, el cual fue prorrogado por vez primera, 
mediante igual procedimiento, el dia 28 de junio de 1944, por un 
periodo de 30 meses que venci6 el 31 de diciembre de 1946. La 
prorroga a que se refiere la presente comunicacion se efectuara con 
sujecion a las siguientes estipulaciones: 

Primera: Se considera que las obligaciones fmancieras del Instit ti 
de Asuntos Interamericanos y del Gobierno de Venezuela, derivadas 
del Modus-Vivendi inicial, han sido cumplidas, por parte de dieho 
Institut°, con la contribucien de $ 950.000, (Wares ameriranos) 
suministrada en la forma prevista, y por parte del Gobierno de Vene-
zuela, con la inversion de Bs.2,00 por cada Mar aportado por ague'. 
Igualmente, se reconoce que las obligaciones de la misma Indole resul-
tantes de la primera prorroga del Modus-Vivendi han quedado satis-
fechas, por parte del mencionado Institut°, con la contribuciOn de 
$ 500.000 (moneda americana) en la forma prevista, y por parte del 
Gobierno de Venezuela con la inversion de una cantidad de bolivares 
equivalente a $ 500.000 (moneda americana). Toda suma restante 
de esas contribuciones que no haya sido invertida al finalizar el periodo 
de la primera prOrroga (junio de 1944 a diciembre de 1946) quedarit, 
disponible para el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneatniento a 
que se contrae esta comtmicacion. 
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Segunda: El Instituto continuara siendo representado en Vene-
zuela por un grupo de su personal, conocido con el nombre de Misi6n
del Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos en Venezuela, y el Jefe de
dicha Misi6n seguirh actuando como Director de la Oficina Coopera-
tiva Interamericana de Salud Publica por el periodo de esta pr6rroga.

Tercera: El Programa Cooperativo de Sanidad y Saneamiento sera
financiado por las Partes Contratantes durante el perfodo de pr6rroga
indicado en este acuerdo, en la forma siguiente:

a) El Instituto contribuira con una suma no mayor de $ 166.000
(d61ares americanos), de la cual $ 25.000 seran depositados a la cuenta

,de la Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica en la
forma siguiente:

En enero de 1947 ....................................... $ 12. 500. oo
En julio de 1947 ................................... "12. 500. oo

Total ... ............................. .... $ 25. 000. oo

El remanente de los $ 166.000.oo o sean $ 141.000.oo sera aportado
de acuerdo con los terminos del aparte c) de esta clausula.

b) El Instituto puede retener de los dep6sitos indicados en el
aparte a) de la presente clausula la cantidad presupuestada que el
Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social y el Jefe de la Misi6n
crean necesaria para la compra de materiales y equipos en los Estados
Unidos de America y cualquier otro desembolso relacionado con la
ejecuci6n de este Programa. Todo fondo asi retenido por el Instituto
debera considerarse como depositado bajo los t6rminos comprendidos
en el aparte a). Si dichas sumas no fuesen gastadas o comprometidas
para tales prop6sitos, seran depositadas a la orden de la Oficina en
cualquier momento, de mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministerio y el Jefe
de la Misi6n.

c) Ademas de la suma que sera depositada a la cuenta de la Oficina
segdn el aparte a), el Instituto hara por separado la asignaci6n de los
fondos necesarios para pagar los sueldos, gastos de manutenci6n,
viajes y gastos de viajes y otros gastos administrativos de los em-
pleados de la Misi6n u otros empleados del Instituto en los Estados
Unidos de Venezuela durante el periodo de esta pr6rroga. De esta
suma presupuestada de $ 141.000.oo se tomara la cantidad necesaria
a los fines anteriormente mencionados. Dichos fondos seran usados
por el Jefe de la Misi6n en los Estados Unidos de Venezuela, separa-
damente de los fondos que se depositen por el Instituto a cuenta de la
Oficina.

d) El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela depositara a
la cuenta de la Oficina el equivalente en bolivares de $ 250.000.oo
(d6lares americanos) al cambio de Bs.3.33 por cada d6lar, en la forma
siguiente:
Durante el mes de enero de 1947 ................ 68. 46& 46 (Bs. 228. 000.)
Durante el mes de julio de 1947 ................. $181. 531. 54 (Bs. 604. 500.)

Total .................................. 250.00 oo (Bs. 832. 500.)
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e) Por Convenio escrito, celebrado entre el Ministerio y el Jefe de
la Misi6n, puede ser modificada de acuerdo con las necesidades del
programa la forma de hacer los dep6sitos previstos en los apartes a)
y d).

f) Ademas de las contribuciones indicadas en los apartes a) y d),
la Oficina puede recibir contribuciones de otro origen y gastarlas en
la misma forma que los fondos anteriormente citados y para los usos
y objetivos del Programa de Salud y Saneamiento.

g) Toda suma o propiedad adquirida por la Oficina, que no haya
sido gastada, utilizada o asignada a la terminaci6n del periodo in-
dicado en esta pr6rroga, quedara como propiedad del Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de Venezuela y continuara usandose para los
fines establecidos por el Programa Cooperativo. No obstante, para
asegurar la realizaci6n del objetivo de dicho Programa, el Ministerio
y el Jefe de la Misi6n determinaran de mutuo acuerdo el uso preciso
y disposici6n que se dara al dinero y propiedades no gastadas y no
asignadas a la terminaci6n de este Convenio.

h) Por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministerio y el Jefe de la Misi6n, los
fondos de la Oficina pueden ser usados para reembolsar o sufragar los
sueldos, manutenci6n, viajes, gastos de viajes u otros gastos de
aquellos miembros adicionales de la Misi6n u otros empleados del
Instituto que las Partes Contratantes crean necesario emplear.
Estos fondos pueden ser erogados o concedidos para tales fines por la
Oficina al Instituto o a cualquier otra organizaci6n, pero en cada caso
el Ministerio y el Jefe de la Misi6n celebraran un convenio de proyecto
en el cual especifiquen las finalidades y todas las condiciones para
conceder estas erogaciones.

Cuarta: El Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiento con-
tinuara desarrollandose por medio de Proyectos individuales cuyo
objeto consistira principalmente en la construcci6n e instalaci6n de
acueductos en las comunidades rurales de los Estados Unidos de
Venezuela y en cualquier otro prop6sito que afecte la salud y sanea-
miento del pueblo venezolano. Cada Proyecto estari estipulado en
un Convenio de Proyecto que sera firmado de mutuo acuerdo por el
Ministro de Sanidad y Asistencia Social y el Jefe de la Misi6n en los
Estados Unidos de Venezuela. El Convenio de Proyecto determinarh
la clase de trabajo que se llevarA a efecto, la asignaci6n de fondos, los
responsables de la ejecuci6n del proyecto y cualquier otro asunto que
las Partes Contratantes crean necesario incluir.

Quinta: Todo lo relativo a los planes de acci6n concernientes a la
realizaci6n del Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Saneamiemto, a los
procedimientos que han de seguirse para el desarrollo de los mismos
y a los asuntos de caracter administrativo que correspondan a la
Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica, sera deter-
minado de mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia
Social, el Director de la Oficina y el Jefe de la Misi6n en Venezuela.

Sexta: Los contratos que celebre la Oficina con el objeto de ejecutar
los Convenios de Proyectos, asi como todas las erogaciones de fondos
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e) Por Convenio esciito, celebrado entre el Ministerio y el Jefe de 
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de la misma, deberan ser autorizados previamente por su Director.
El personal subalterno de la Oficina serI seleccionado de mutuo acuerdo
entre el Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social y el Director de
aqu6lla, y los nombramientos correspondientes se haran por Resolu-
ci6n del mencionado Departamento Ejecutivo.

Septima: Los libros, documentos y cuentas de la Oficina estarin en
cualquier momento a la disposici6n de los representantes autorizados
del Gobierno de Venezuela y del Instituto, para su inspecci6n y
revisi6n, y el Director de la Oficina rendira Informes a dicho Gobierno
y al Instituto con la frecuencia que de mutuo acuerdo determinen el
Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social y el Jefe de la Misi6n.

Octava: La Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica,
como dependencia que es del Ministerio de Sanidad y Asistencia Social,
gozari de los derechos y privilegios que la ley acuerde a dependencias
oficiales semejantes, entre ellos franquicia postal y telegrafica y
descuentos en compafifas de transporte; y en la medida en que gocen
de exoneraciones aduaneras las susodichas dependencias, les seran
concedidas a la Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica
para la importaci6n de efectos destinados al desarrollo del Programa
Cooperativo, siendo entendido que el Ministerio puede revisar, como
lo hace respecto de las demas dependencias, las listas de importaci6n
que se formulen.

Novena: El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela reconoce
al Instituto de Asuntos Interamericanos como un organismo del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America. La representaci6n del
Institute queda exenta del impuesto sobre la renta por las cantidades
que en calidad de remuneraci6n reciba del Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos y sus importaciones destinadas al desarrollo del Programa de
Salud y Saneamiento seran exoneradas de derechos aduaneros.

Decima: El Ministro de Sanidad y Asistencia Social, el Jefe de la
Misi6n y el Director de la Oficina, en los casos en que sea posible
podran delegar las atribuciones que les asigne el presente Convenio
de Pr6rroga en representantes debidamente autorizados por ellos.

Decima-primera: Las estipulaciones del Modus-Vivendi original y
del Primer Convenio de Pr6rroga (junio de 1944 a diciembre de 1946)
permanecerAn en vigor en cuanto no hayan sido derogadas directa o
indirectamente por lo establecido en el presente Convenio.

Esta nota y la contestaci6n de Vuestra Sefioria en los mismos
terminos, constituirAn un acuerdo respecto de lo consignado en las
clausulas que anteceden.

Valgome de la oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Sefiorfa las
seguridades de mi distinguida consideraci6n.

CARLOS MORALES
Al Honorable Sefior

THOMAS J. MALEADY,
Encargado de Negocios ad-interim

de los Estados Unidos de Amrica.
Presente.
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Translation
UNITED STATES OF VENEZUELA

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL POLICY
INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS SECTION

No. 2953  CARACAS, June 30, 1947.
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

With reference to your Embassy's courteous note No. 2591, [1]
dated January 30, 1947, and as a result of the conversations held
subsequently, I have the honor to confirm that it has been agreed
between the Governments of the United States of Venezuela and
the United States of America to extend a second time, for an addi-
tional period of 18 months, beginning January 1, 1947, the coopera-
tive program of health and sanitation which is being carried out by
the Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica in con-
formity with the Modus-Vivendi concluded by an exchange of notes,
dated February 18, 1943, which was first extended, through the 57Stat.1126.

same procedure, on June 28, 1944, for a period of 30 months which 58 tat.1446.

expired on December 31, 1946. The extension to which the present
communication refers shall be effected subject to the following
provisions:

First: It is considered that the financial obligations of the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs and the Government of Venezuela, derived
from the initial Modus-Vivendi, have been fulfilled, on the part of
the said Institute, by the contribution of $950,000 (American dollars)
furnished in the manner specified, and on the part of the Government
of Venezuela, by the investment of Bs. 2.00 for each dollar contributed
by the former. Likewise, it is recognized that the obligations of the
same nature resulting from the first extension of the Modus-Vivendi
have been fulfilled, on the part of the said Institute, by the contribu-
tion of $500,000 (American currency), in the manner specified, and on
the part of the Government of Venezuela, by the investment of a
sum in bolivars equivalent to $500,000 (American currency). Any
unexpended sum remaining from those contributions at the end of the
first period of extension (June, 1944 to December, 1946) shall be avail-
able for the cooperative program of health and sanitation agreed upon
in this communication.

Second: The Institute shall continue to be represented in Venezuela
by a group of its personnel, known by the name of Mission of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Venezuela, and the Chief of
the said Mission shall continue to act as Director of the Oficina
Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Publica for the period of this
extension.

Third: The cooperative program of health and sanitation shall be
financed by the Contracting Parties during the period of extension
indicated in this Agreement, in the following manner:

(a) The Institute shall contribute a sum not to exceed $166,000
(American dollars) of which $25,000 shall be deposited to the account

I [Not printed].
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1 [Not printed]. 

57 Stat. 1126. 

58 Stat. 1446. 
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of the Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Publica in the
following manner:

In January 1947 .................................. $12, 500. 00
In July 1947 ...................................... 12, 500. 00

Total .................................. ... $25, 000. 00

The remainder of the $166,000, that is, $141,000 shall be contributed
in accordance with the terms of paragraph (c) of this clause.

(b) The Institute may retain from the deposits indicated in para-
graph (a) of the present clause the estimated sum which the Ministry
of Health and Social Assistance and the Chief of the Mission may
deem necessary for the purchase of material and equipment in the
United States of America and for any other expenditure connected
with the execution of this program. Any funds so retained by the
Institute shall be considered as deposited under the terms contained
in paragraph (a). If the said sums are not spent or allotted for such
purposes, they shall be deposited to the order of the Oficina at any
time, by mutual agreement between the Ministry and the Chief of
the Mission.

(c) In addition to the sum which shall be deposited to the account
of the Oficina in accordance with paragraph (a), the Institute shall
make, separately, the allocation of the necessary funds to pay the
salaries, maintenance, transportation and traveling expenses, and
other administrative expenses of the employees of the Mission or
other employees of the Institute in the United States of Venezuela
during the period of this extension. From this estimated sum of
$141,000.00 the sum necessary for the above-mentioned purposes
shall be taken. The said funds shall be used by the Chief of the
Mission in the United States of Venezuela separately from the funds
which are deposited by the Institute to the account of the Oficina.

(d) The Government of the United States of Venezuela shall deposit
to the account of the Oficina the equivalent in bolivars of $250,000
(American dollars) at the exchange rate of Bs. 3.33 for each dollar, in
the following manner:

During the month of January, 1947 ........ $68, 468. 46 (Bs. 228,000)
During the month of July, 1947 ........... $181, 531. 54 (Bs. 604,500)

Total ............................. $250, 000. 00 (Bs. 832,500)

(e) The manner of making the deposits which are specified in para-
graphs (a) and (d) may be modified, according to the requirements
of the program, by a written agreement concluded between the Min-
istry and the Chief of the Mission.

(f) In addition to the contributions indicated in paragraphs (a)
and (d), the Oficina may receive contributions of any other origin
and spend them in the same manner as the funds mentioned above
and for the purposes and objectives of the Program of Health and
Sanitation.

(g) Any sum or property acquired by the Oficina, which has not
been spent, utilized or allotted at the expiration of the period indi-
cated in this extension, shall remain the property of the Government
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of the United States of Venezuela and shall continue to be used for
the purposes established by the Cooperative Program. Nevertheless,
to ensure the attainment of the objective of the said Program, the
Ministry and the Chief of the Mission shall determine by mutual
agreement the exact use and disposal which shall be made of the
money and properties not used and not allotted at the termination
of this Agreement.

(h) By mutual agreement between the Ministry and the Chief of
the Mission, the funds of the Oficina may be used to reimburse for or
pay the salaries, maintenance, traveling expenses or other expenses
of such additional members of the Mission or other employees of the
Institute as the Contracting Parties may deem it necessary to employ.
These funds may be appropriated or granted for such purposes by the
Oficina to the Institute or to any other organization, but in each case
the Ministry and the Chief of the Mission shall conclude a project
agreement specifying the purposes and all the conditions for granting
such appropriations.

Fourth: The Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation shall
continue to be carried out through individual Projects which shall
have as their principal objective the construction and installation of
waterworks in the rural communities of the United States of Vene-
zuela and any other enterprise which affects the health and sanitation
of the Venezuelan people. Each Project shall be provided for in a
Project Agreement which shall be signed by mutual accord by the
Minister of Health and Social Assistance and the Chief of the Mission
in the United States of Venezuela. The Project Agreement shall
specify the kind of work which will be carried out, the allotment of
funds, the persons responsible for the execution of the project and
any other matter which the Contracting Parties may deem necessary
to include.

Fifth: All matters relating to the plans of action for putting into
effect the Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation, to the pro-
cedures which are to be followed for carrying them out, and to matters
of an administrative nature which concern the Oficina Cooperativa
Interamericana de Salud Publica shall be decided by mutual agree-
ment between the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance, the

Director of the Oficina, and the Chief of the Mission in Venezuela.
Sixth: Such contracts as the Oficina may conclude for the purpose

of carrying out the Project Agreements, as well as all distributions of
its funds, shall be previously authorized by its Director. The staff of

the Oficina shall be selected by mutual agreement between the Min-
istry of Health and Social Assistance and the Director of the former,
and the appropriate appointments shall be made by a Resolution of
the said Executive Department.

Seventh: The books, documents and accounts of the Oficina shall
at all times be at the disposal of the authorized representatives of the

Government of Venezuela and the Institute for their inspection and

auditing, and the Director of the Oficina shall make Reports to the
said Government and to the Institute with such frequency as the
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Ministry of Health and Social Assistance and the Chief of the Mis-
sion may determine by mutual agreement.

Eighth: The Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pdblica,
as an agency of the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance, shall
enjoy such rights and privileges as are granted by law to similar offi-
cial agencies, including exemption from postal and telegraph fees and
discounts in transportation companies; and to the extent that the
aforesaid agencies enjoy customs exemptions, such exemptions shall
be granted to the Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Publica
for the importation of articles intended for the carrying out of the
Cooperative Program, it being understood that the Ministry may
examine, as it does with respect to the other agencies, such lists of
imports as may be prepared.

Ninth: The Government of the United States of Venezuela recog-
nizes the Institute of Inter-American Affairs as an agency of the
Government of the United States of America. The representatives
of the Institute shall be exempt from income tax on the sums which
they receive as remuneration from the United States Government and
their imports for use in the carrying out of the Program of Health
and Sanitation shall be exempt from customs duties.

Tenth: The Minister of Health and Social Assistance, the Chief of
the Mission, and the Director of the Oficina, may, whenever possible,
delegate the functions assigned to them under the present Agreement
of Extension to representatives duly authorized by them.

57 Stat. 1126. Eleventh: The provisions of the original Modus Vivendi and of the
58Stat. 1446. First Agreement of Extension (June 1944 to December 1946) shall

remain in force unless invalidated directly or indirectly by the terms
of the present Agreement.

This note and your reply in the same terms shall constitute an
agreement respecting the provisions of the preceding clauses.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you the assurances of
my distinguished consideration.

CARLOS MORALES

The Honorable
THOMAS J. MALEADY,

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America.

Oity.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Venezuelan Minister of
Foreign Relations

EMBASSy OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 2 27  Caracas, June 30, 1947.
EXCELLENCY:

Extension of pro With reference to this Embassy's note No. 2591 of January 30,
m. 1947 and subsequent conversations between officers of this Embassy
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and of the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and with particular refer-
ence to your Excellency's note No. 2953 of June 30, 1947, I have the
honor, in accordance with the instructions received from my Gov-
ernment, to confirm that it has been agreed by the Government of
the United States of America and the Government of the United
States of Venezuela, to extend for an additional period of eighteen
months beginning January 1, 1947, the cooperative program of Health
and Sanitation which has been carried on through the Oficina Coope-
rativa Interamericana de Salud Publica in accordance with the modus
vivendi entered into by an exchange of notes February 18, 1943 which
was extended by a similar procedure on June 28, 1944 for a period of
thirty months, which expired December 31, 1946. The extension of
the Agreement, which is agreed upon in the present exchange of notes,
will be carried out in accordance with the following stipulations:

First: The financial obligations of the Institute and the Govern-
ment of Venezuela under the first Modus Vivendi are considered to
have been fulfilled by the contribution of $950,000 (USC) by the
Institute as provided for, and by the Government of Venezuela by
the expenditure of Bs. 2.00 for each dollar contributed by the Insti-
tute. In the same manner, the financial obligations of the Institute
and the Government of Venezuela under the First Extension Agree-
ment are considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of
$500,000 (USC) by the Institute; and by the equivalent in bolivares
of $500,000 (USC) contributed by the Government of Venezuela.
Any of these funds remaining unexpended at the expiration of the
First Extension Agreement (June 1944 to December 1946) shall con-
tinue to be available for the purposes of the Cooperative Program of
Health and Sanitation provided for in this Agreement.

Second: The Institute shall continue to be represented in Venezuela
by a group of its officials to be known as the "Field Party of the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Venezuela". The Chief of the
Field Party shall continue to serve as Director of the Oficina Coope-
rativa Interamericana de Salud Piblica during the period of this
extension of the agreement.

Third: The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall be
financed by the parties hereto during the period covered by this agree-
ment as follows:

a) The Institute shall contribute an amount not to exceed $166,000
(USC) out of which $25,000 (USC) shall be deposited to the account
of the Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Publica in the
following manner:

In January, 1947 - $12, 500.
In July ---- 1947 - 12,500.

Total - $25, 000.

The balance of the $166,000, that is, $141,000. shall be contributed
in accordance with Paragraph c) of this Clause.

b) The Institute may withhold from the deposits called for in
Paragraph a) the estimated amounts deemed necessary by the Min-
ister and the Chief of Field Party in Venezuela to pay for the pur-
chase in the United States of America of materials, supplies and
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and of the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and with particular refer-
ence to your Excellency's note No. 2953 of June 30, 1947, I have the 
honor, in accordance with the instructions received from my Gov-
ernment, to confirm that it has been agreed by the Government of 
the United States of America and the Government of the United 
States of Venezuela, to extend for an additional period of eighteen 
months beginning January 1, 1947, the cooperative program of Health 
and Sanitation which has been carried on through the Oficina Coope-
rativa Interamericana de Salud Ptiblica in accordance with the modus 
vivendi entered into by an exchange of notes February 18, 1943 which 
was extended by a similar procedure on June 28, 1944 for a period of 
thirty months, which expired December 31, 1946. The extension of 
the Agreement, which is agreed upon in the present exchange of notes, 
will be carried out in accordance with the following stipulations: 

First: The financial obligations of the Institute and the Govern-
ment of Venezuela under the first Modus Vivendi are considered to 
have been fulfilled by the contribution of 8950,000 (USC) by the 
Institute as provided for, and by the Government of Venezuela by 
the expenditure of Bs. 2.00 for each dollar contributed by the Insti-
tute. In the same manner, the financial obligations of the Institute 
and the Government of Venezuela under the First Extension Agree-
ment are considered to have been fulfilled by the contribution of 
$500,000 (USC) by the Institute; and by the equivalent in bolivares 
of 8500,000 (USC) contributed by the Government of Venezuela. 
Any of these funds remaining unexpended at the expiration of the 
First Extension Agreement (June 1944 to December 1946) shall con-
tinue to be available for the purposes of the Cooperative Program of 
Health and Sanitation provided for in this Agreement. 

Second: The Institute shall continue to be represented in Venezuela 
by a group of its officials to be known as the "Field Party of the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs in Venezuela". The Chief of the 
Field Party shall continue to serve as Director of the Oficina Coope-
rativa Interamericana de Salud Ptiblica during the period of this 
extension of the agreement. 

Third: The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall be 
financed by the parties hereto during the period covered by this agree-

ment as follows: 

a) The Institute shall contribute an amount not to exceed 8166,000 
(USC) out of which 825,000 (USC) shall be deposited to the account 
of the Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Ptiblica in the 
following manner: 

In January, 1947 - $12, 500. 

In July ____ 1947 - 12, 500. 

Total - $25, 000. 

The balance of the 8166,000, that is, 8141,000. shall be contributed 
in accordance with Paragraph c) of this Clause. 

b) The Institute may withhold from the deposits called for in 
Paragraph a) the estimated amounts deemed necessary by the Min-
ister and the Chief of Field Party in Venezuela to pay for the pur-
chase in the United States of America of materials, supplies and 
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equipment, and other disbursements relating to the execution of this
Program. Any funds so withheld by the Institute shall be considered
as deposited in accordance with Paragraph a) but if said sums are
not expended or obligated for such purposes, they shall be deposited
to the order of the Oficina at any time by mutual agreement between
the Minister and the Chief of Field Party.

Allocation of funds c) Besides the sum to be deposited to the account of the Oficina
as mentioned in Paragraph a), the Institute shall make a separate
allocation of necessary funds to pay the salaries, living expenses,
travel and transportation costs and other administrative expenses of
the members of the Institute Field Party and other Institute employ-
ees in Venezuela during the period covered by the Extension Agree-
ment. The funds necessary for the above mentioned purposes will be
taken out of the budget of $141,000. Said funds shall be used by the
Chief of Field Party in Venezuela separate and apart from the funds
to be deposited to the account of the Oficina by the Institute.

Venezuelan deposit. d) The Government of the United States of Venezuela shall deposit
to the account of the Oficina the equivalent in Venezuelan currency
of $250,000. at the conversion rate of 3.33 bolivares per U. S. Dollar
in the following manner:

During January 1947 $ 68, 468. 46 (Bs. 228, 000. 00)
During July 1947 181, 531. 54 (Bs. 604, 500. 00)

Total - $250, 000. 00 (Bs. 832, 500. 00)

Amendment of de- e) By written agreement between the Minister and the Chief of
Party, the schedule for making deposits as provided under paragraphs
a) and d) hereof, may be amended as required by the needs of the
Program.

Rtecelptof contr'ibu f) Besides the contributions mentioned in paragraphs a) and d),tions from other
sources the Oficina may receive contributions from other sources and expend

these funds in the same manner as previously mentioned for the uses
and objectives of the Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation.

tnexpended funds, g) All funds or property acquired by the Oficina which may be
unexpended, unused or unassigned at the termination of the period
covered by this Extension, shall remain the property of the Govern-
ment of Venezuela and be used in furtherance of the purposes of the
Cooperative Program. However, to attain the objectives of the Coop-
erative Program, the Minister and the Chief of Party will mutually
decide what to do with the unexpended, unused and unassigned funds
or property at the expiration of this Agreement.

e of funds for h) By mutual agreement between the Minister and the Chief ofsalaries and other ex-
penses. Party, funds of the Oficina may be used to reimburse or defray the

salaries, living expenses, travel and transportation costs and other
expenses of such additional members of the Institute Field Party and
other Institute employees in Venezuela as the parties see fit. Such
funds may be contributed or granted for such purposes by the Oficina
to the Institute or to any other organization, but in every case the
Minister and the Chief of Party will enter into a written Project
Agreement setting forth the scope and other necessary terms of such
contributions or grants.
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equipment, and other disbursements relating to the execution of this 
Program. Any funds so withheld by the Institute shall be considered 
as deposited in accordance with Paragraph a) but if said sums are 
not expended or obligated for such purposes, they shall be deposited 
to the order of the Oficina at any time by mutual agreement between 
the Minister and the Chief of Field Party. 

c) Besides the sum to be deposited to the account of the Oficina 
as mentioned in Paragraph a), the Institute shall make a separate 
allocation of necessary funds to pay the salaries, living expenses, 
travel and transportation costs and other administrative expenses of 
the members of the Institute Field Party and other Institute employ-
ees in Venezuela during the period covered by the Extension Agree-
ment. The funds necessary for the above mentioned purposes will be 
taken out of the budget of $141,000. Said funds shall be used by the 
Chief of Field Party in Venezuela separate and apart from the funds 
to be deposited to the account of the Oficina by the Institute. 

d) The Government of the United States of Venezuela shall deposit 
to the account of the Oficina the equivalent in Venezuelan currency 
of $250,000. at the conversion rate of 3.33 bolivares per U. S. Dollar 
in the following manner: 

During January 1947 $ 68, 468. 46 (Bs. 228, 000. 00) 
During July 1947 181, 531. 54 (Be. 604, 500. 00) 

Total — $250, 000. 00 (Bs. 832, 500. 00) 

e) By written agreement between the Minister and the Chief of 
Party, the schedule for making deposits as provided under paragraphs 
a) and d) hereof, may be amended as required by the needs of the 
Program. 

f) Besides the contributions mentioned in paragraphs a) and d), 
the Oficina may receive contributions from other sources and expend 
these funds in the same manner as previously mentioned for the uses 
and objectives of the Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation. 

g) All funds or property acquired by the Oficina which may be 
unexpended, unused or unassigned at the termination of the period 
covered by this Extension, shall remain the property of the Govern-
ment of Venezuela and be used in furtherance of the purposes of the 
Cooperative Program. However, to attain the objectives of the Coop-
erative Program, the Minister and the Chief of Party will mutually 
decide what to do with the unexpended, unused and unassigned funds 
or property at the expiration of this Agreement. 

h) By mutual agreement between the Minister and the Chief of 
Party, funds of the Oficina may be used to reimburse or defray the 
salaries, living expenses, travel and transportation costs and other 
expenses of such additional members of the Institute Field Party and 
other Institute employees in Venezuela as the parties see fit. Such 
funds may be contributed or granted for such purposes by the Oficina 
to the Institute or to any other organization, but in every case the 
Minister and the Chief of Party will enter into a written Project 
Agreement setting forth the scope and other necessary terms of such 
contributions or grants. 
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Fourth: The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall con-
tinue to consist of individual Projects, the principal objectives of which
shall be the construction and installation of water supply systems in
rural communities in Venezuela and other purposes affecting the
health and sanitation of the public of Venezuela. Each Project shall
be embodied in a Project Agreement which shall be mutually agreed
upon and signed by the Minister of Health and Social Assistance and
the Chief of Party in Venezuela. The Project Agreement shall define
the kind of work to be done, the allocation of funds therefor, the
parties responsible for the execution of the Project, and such other
matters as the parties deem necessary to include.

Fifth: Plans to carry out the Cooperative Health and Sanitation
Program and procedures to be followed for the development of said
plans and administrative matters pertaining to the Oficina Coopera-
tiva Interamericana de Salud Publica, shall be determined by mutual
agreement between the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance and
the Chief of Party in Venezuela.

Sixth: Contracts executed by the Oficina for carrying out Project
Agreements, as well as all disbursements of the Oficina funds, shall
be previously authorized by its Director. The selection of personnel
for the Oficina shall be made by mutual agreement between the
Director of the Oficina and the Ministry of Health and Social Assist-
ance and appointments shall be made by Ministerial resolution.

Seventh: Authorized representatives of the Government of Vene-
zuela and the Institute shall have access, at any time, to the books,
documents and accounts of the Oficina for their inspection and audit-
ing, and the Director of the Oficina shall render reports to the Govern-
ment of Venezuela and to the Institute at such intervals as may be
agreed upon between the Chief of Party and the Ministry of Health
and Social Assistance.

Eighth: The Oficina Coopcrativa Interamericana de Salud Publica,
as a dependency of the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance,
shall enjoy the rights and privileges granted by law to similar oflicial
departments, among them, postage and telegraphic franchises, and
discounts allowed by transportation companies; and exoneration of
custom duties shall be granted to the Oficina Cooperativa Interame-
ricana de Salud Publica to the extent of those enjoyed by other Depart-
ments, on any materials imported to be used in the development of
the Cooperative Program, and the Ministry shall examine the impor-
tation schedules as it does in the case of other departments.

Ninth: The Government of the United States of Venezuela recog-
nizes the Institute of Inter-American Affairs as an entity of the
United States Government. The representatives of the Institute
shall be exempt from Income Tax on those amounts received from
the United States Government as remuneration; and its importations
to be used for the development of the Health and Sanitation Program
shall be exonerated from custom duties.

Tenth: The Minister of Health and Social Assistance, the Chief of
Party and the Director of the Oficina, whenever possible, may dele-
gate the powers granted in this Extension Agreement, to duly author-
ized representatives.
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Fourth: The Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program shall con-
tinue to consist of individual Projects, the principal objectives of which 
shall be the construction and installation of water supply systems in 
rural communities in Venezuela and other purposes affecting the 
health and sanitation of the public of Venezuela. Each Project shall 
be embodied in a Project Agreement which shall be mutually agreed 
upon and signed by the Minister of Health and Social Assistance and 
the Chief of Party in Venezuela. The Project Agreement shall define 
the kind of work to be done, the allocation of funds therefor, the 
parties responsible for the execution of the Project, and such other 
matters as the parties deem necessary to include. 

Fifth: Plans to carry out the Cooperative Health and Sanitation 
Program and procedures to be followed for the development of said 
plans and administrative matters pertaining to the Oficina Coopera-
tiva Interamericana de Salud Publica, shall be determined by mutual 
agreement between the Ministry of Health and Social Assistance and 
the Chief of Party in Venezuela. 

Sixth: Contracts executed by the Oficina for carrying out Project 
Agreements, as well as all disbursements of the Oficina funds, shall 
be previously authorized by its Director. The selection of personnel 
for the Oficina shall be made by mutual agreement between the 
Director of the Oficina and the Ministry of Health and Social Assist-
ance and appointments shall be made by Ministerial resolution. 

Seventh: Authorized representatives of the Government of Vene-
zuela and the Institute shall have access, at any time, to the books, 
documents and accounts of the Oficina for their inspection and audit-
ing, and the Director of the Oficina shall render reports to the Govern-
ment of Venezuela and to the Institute at such intervals as may be 
agreed upon between the Chief of Party and the Ministry of Health 
and Social Assistance. 

Eighth: The Oficina Cooperativa Interamericana de Salud Pithlica, 
as a dependency of the Ministry of health and Social Assistance, 
shall enjoy the rights and privileges granted by law to similar official 
departments, among them, postage and telegraphic franchises, and 
discounts allowed by transportation companies; and exoneration of 
custom duties shall be granted to the Oficina Cooperativa Interame-
ricana de Salud Ptiblica to the extent of those enjoyed by other Depart-
ments, on any materials imported to be used in the development of 
the Cooperative Program, and the Ministry shall examine the impor-
tation schedules as it does in the case of other departments. 

Ninth: The Government of the United States of Venezuela recog-
nizes the Institute of Inter-American Affairs as an entity of the 
United States Government. The representatives of the Institute 
shall be exempt from Income Tax on those amounts received from 
the United States Government as remuneration; and its importations 
to be used for the development of the Health and Sanitation Program 
shall be exonerated from custom duties. 

Tenth: The Minister of Health and Social Assistance, the Chief of 
Party and the Director of the Oficina, whenever possible, may dele-
gate the powers granted in this Extension Agreement, to duly author-
ized representatives. 
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7 Stat. 112. Eleventh: The provisions of the Original Modus Vivendi and the
- stat. I44. first Extension Agreement (June 1944 to December 1946) will remain

in force with the exception of any provisions that may have been
directly or indirectly cancelled by this Agreement.

Your Excellency's note which sets forth the foregoing stipulations
and this reply constitute an agreement with respect to the extension
of the Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

THOMAS J. MALEADY
Charge d'Affaires ad interim.

His Excellency
Dr. CARLOS MORALES,

Encargado of the Ministry of Foreign Relations,
Caracas.
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Eleventh: The provisions of the Original Modus Vivendi and the 
first Extension Agreement (June 1944 to December 1946) will remain 
in force with the exception of any provisions that may have been 
directly or indirectly cancelled by this Agreement. 

Your Excellency's note which sets forth the foregoing stipulations 
and this reply constitute an agreement with respect to the extension 
of the Cooperative Program of Health and Sanitation. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

THOMAS J. MALEADY 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim. 

His Excellency 
Dr. CARLOS M ORALES, 

Encargado of the Ministry of Foreign Relations, 
Caracas. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of
the Philippines respecting military assistance to the Philippines.
Signed at Manila March 21, 1947; entered into force March 21, 1947;
effective from July 4, 1946.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES ON MILITARY ASSIST-
ANCE TO THE PHILIPPINES

Considering the desire of the Government of the Republic of the
Philippines to obtain assistance in the training and development of its
armed forces and the procurement of equipment and supplies therefor
during the period immediately following the independence of the
Philippines, considering the Agreement between the United States of
America and the Republic of the Philippines concerning military bases,
signed March 14, 1947, and in view of the mutual interest of the two

Governments in matters of common defense, the President of the
United States of America has authorized the rendering of military
assistance to the Republic of the Philippines towards establishing and

maintaining national security and towards forming a basis for par-

ticipation by that Government in such defensive military operations
as the future may require, and to attain these ends the Governments
of the United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines
have agreed as follows:

TITLE I

PURPOSE AND DURATION

ARTICLE 1.-Subject to mutual agreements, the Government of the

United States of America will furnish military assistance to the

Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the training and

development of armed forces and in the performance of other services

essential to the fulfillment of those obligations which may devolve

upon the Republic of the Philippines under its international agree-

ments including commitments assumed under the United Nations and

to the maintenance of the peace and security of the Philippines, as

provided in Title II, Article 6, hereof.
ARTICLE 2.-This Agreement shall continue for a period of five years

from July 4, 1946 unless previously terminated or extended as herein-

after provided.
ARTICLE 3.-If the Government of the Republic of the Philippines

should desire that this Agreement be extended beyond the stipulated
period, it shall make a written proposal to that effect at least one year

before the expiration of this Agreement.

61 Stat., Pt. 4,
p. 4019.

Duratin.
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Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of 
the Philippines respecting military assistance to the Philippines. 
Signed at Manila March 21, 1947; entered into force March 21, 1947; 
effective from July 4, 1946. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES ON MILITARY ASSIST-
ANCE TO THE PHILIPPINES 

Considering the desire of the Government of the Republic of the 
Philippines to obtain assistance in the training and development of its 
armed forces and the procurement of equipment and supplies therefor 
during the period immediately following the independence of the 
Philippines, considering the Agreement between the United States of 
America and the Republic of the Philippines concerning military bases, 
signed March 14, 1947, and in view of the mutual interest of the two 
Governments in matters of common defense, the President of the 
United States of America has authorized the rendering of military 
assistance to the Republic of the Philippines towards establishing and 
maintaining national security and towards forming a basis for par-
ticipation by that Government in such defensive military operations 
as the future may require, and to attain these ends the Governments 
of the United States of America and the Republic of the Philippines 
have agreed as follows: 

TITLE I 

PURPOSE AND DURATION 

ARTICLE 1.—Subject to mutual agreements, the Government of the 
United States of America will furnish military assistance to the 
Government of the Republic of the Philippines in the training and 
development of armed forces and in the performance of other services 
essential to the fulfillment of those obligations which may devolve 
upon the Republic of the Philippines under its international agree-
ments including commitments assumed under the United Nations and 
to the maintenance of the peace and security of the Philippines, as 
provided in Title II, Article 6, hereof. 
ARTICLE 2.—This Agreement shall continue for a period of five years 

from July 4, 1946 unless previously terminated or extended as herein-

after provided. 
ARTICLE 3.—If the Government of the Republic of the Philippines 

should desire that this Agreement be extended beyond the stipulated 
period, it shall make a written proposal to that effect at least one year 
before the expiration of this Agreement. 

March 21, 1947 

LT. I. A. S. 1662] 
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ARTICLE 4.-This Agreement may be terminated before the expira-
tion of the period of five years prescribed in Article 2, or before the
expiration of an extension authorized in Article 3, by either Govern-
ment, subject to three months' written notice to the other Govern-
ment.

ARTICLE 5.-It is agreed on the part of the Government of the
Republic of the Philippines that title to all arms, vessels, aircraft,
equipment and supplies, expendable items excepted, that are furnished
under this Agreement on a non-reimbursable basis shall remain in the
United States of America.

TITLE II

GENERAL

ARTICLE 6.-For the purposes of this Agreement the military
assistance authorized in Article 1 hereof is defined as the furnishing
of arms, ammunition, equipment and supplies; certain aircraft and
naval vessels, and instruction and training assistance by the Army
and Navy of the United States and shall include the following:

(a) Establishing in the Philippines of a United States Military
Advisory Group composed of an Army group, a Navy group and an
Air group to assist and advise the Republic of the Philippines on
military and naval matters;

(b) Furnishing from United States sources equipment and technical
supplies for training, operations and certain maintenance of Philippine
armed forces of such strength and composition as mutually agreed
upon;

(c) Facilitating the procurement by the Government of the Republic
of the Philippines of a military reserve of United States equipment and
supplies, in such amounts as may be subsequently agreed upon;

(d) Making available selected facilities of United States Army and
Navy training establishments to provide training for key personnel of
the Philippine armed forces, under the conditions hereinafter
described.

TITLE III

MILITARY ADVISORY GROUP

Personnel. ARTICLE 7.-The Military Advisory Group shall consist of such
number of United States military personnel as may be agreed upon
by the Governments of the United States of America and the Republic
of the Philippines.

Functions. ARTICLE 8.-The functions of the Military Advisory Group shall be
to provide such advice and assistance to the Republic of the Philip-
pines as has been authorized by the Congress of the United States of
America and as is necessary to accomplish the purposes set forth in
Article 1 of this Agreement.

Rank, pay, etc. ARTICLE 9.-Each member of the Military Advisory Group shall
continue as a member of the branch of the armed forces of the United
States to which he belongs and serve with that group in the rank,
grade or rating he holds in the armed forces of the United States and
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ARTICLE 4.—This Agreement may be terminated before the expira-
tion of the period of five years prescribed in Article 2, or before the 
expiration of an extension authorized in Article 3, by either Govern-
ment, subject to three months' written notice to the other Govern-
ment. 
ARTICLE 5.—It is agreed on the part of the Government of the 

Republic of the Philippines that title to all arms, vessels, aircraft, 
equipment and supplies, expendable items excepted, that are furnished 
under this Agreement on a non-reimbursable basis shall remain in the 
United States of America. 

TITLE II 

GENERAL 

ARTICLE 6.—For the purposes of this Agreement the military 
assistance authorized in Article 1 hereof is defined as the furnishing 
of arms, ammunition, equipment and supplies; certain aircraft and 
naval vessels, and instruction and training assistance by the Army 
and Navy of the United States and shall include the following: 

(a) Establishing in the Philippines of a United States Military 
Advisory Group composed of an Army group, a Navy group and an 
Air group to assist and advise the Republic of the Philippines on 
military and naval matters; 

(b) Furnishing from United States sources equipment and technical 
supplies for training, operations and certain maintenance of Philippine 
armed forces of such strength and composition as mutually agreed 
upon; 

(c) Facilitating the procurement by the Government of the Republic 
of the Philippines of a military reserve of United States equipment and 
supplies, in such amounts as may be subsequently agreed upon; 

(d) Making available selected facilities of United States Army and 
Navy training establishments to provide training for key personnel of 
the Philippine armed forces, under the conditions hereinafter 
described. 

TITLE III 

MILITARY ADVISORY GROUP 

ARTICLE 7.—The Military Advisory Group shall consist of such 
number of United States military personnel as may be agreed upon 
by the Governments of the United States of America and the Republic 
of the Philippines. 

ARTICLE 8.—The functions of the Military Advisory Group shall be 
to provide such advice and assistance to the Republic of the Philip-
pines as has been authorized by the Congress of the United States of 
America and as is necessary to accomplish the purposes set forth in 
Article 1 of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 9.—Each member of the Military Advisory Group shall 

continue as a member of the branch of the armed forces of the United 
States to which he belongs and serve with that group in the rank, 
grade or rating he holds in the armed forces of the United States and 
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shall wear the uniform thereof, as provided in current regulations.
Officers and enlisted men so detailed are authorized to accept from

the Government of the Republic of the Philippines offices and such

pay and emoluments thereunto appertaining as may be offered by

that Government and approved by the appropriate authorities of

the United States, such compensation to be accepted by the United

States Government for remittance to the individual if in the opinion

of the appropriate authorities of the United States such course appears
desirable.

ARTICLE 10.-Members of the Military Advisory Group shall

serve under the direction of the authorities of the United States of
America.

ARTICLE 11.-All members of the Group shall be on active duty and

shall be paid regularly authorized pay and allowances by the Govern-

ment of the United States of America, plus a special allowance to

compensate for increased costs of living. This special allowance shall

be based upon a scale agreed upon by the Governments of the United

States of America and the Republic of the Philippines and shall be

revised periodically. The Government of the Republic of the Philip-

pines shall reimburse the Government of the United States of America

for the special allowances provided for in this Article. The special

allowance shall be applicable for the entire period each member of

the group resides in the Philippines on duty with the Group, except

as specified elsewhere in this Agreement.
ARTICLE 12.-The Government of the Republic of the Philippines

agrees to extend to the Military Advisory Group the same exemptions

and privileges granted by Articles V, XII and XVIII of the Agreement

Between the United States of America and the Republic of the

Philippines Concerning Military Bases, signed March 14, 1947.

ARTICLE 13.-Except as may be otherwise subsequently agreed by

the two Governments, the expense of the cost of transportation of

each member of the Military Advisory Group, his dependents, house-

hold effects, and belongings to and from the Philippines shall be borne

by the Government of the United States of America to the extent

authorized by law. Members of the Group shall be entitled to com-

pensation for expenses incurred in travel in the Republic of the Philip-

pines on official business of the Group and such expenses shall be

reimbursed to the Government of the United States of America by

the Government of the Republic of the Philippines except for expenses

of travel by the transportation facilities of the Group.

ARTICLE 14.-The Government of the Republic of the Philippines

shall provide, and defray the cost of, suitable living quarters for

personnel of the Military Advisory Group and their families and suit-

able buildings and office space for use in the conduct of the official

business of the Military Advisory Group. All living and office

quarters shall conform to the standards prescribed by the United

States military services for similar quarters. Official supplies and

equipment of American manufacture required by the Group shall be

furnished by the Government of the United States of America which

shall be reimbursed for the cost thereof by the Government of the
95347 -- 49-PT. Ii---4
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shall wear the uniform thereof, as provided in current regulations. 
Officers and enlisted men so detailed are authorized to accept from 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines offices and such 
pay and emoluments thereunto appertaining as may be offered by 
that Government and approved by the appropriate authorities of 
the United States, such compensation to be accepted by the United 
States Government for remittance to the individual if in the opinion 
of the appropriate authorities of the United States such course appears 
desirable. 
ARTICLE 10.—Members of the Military Advisory Group shall 

serve under the direction of the authorities of the United States of 
America. 
ARTICLE 11.—All members of the Group shall be on active duty and 

shall be paid regularly authorized pay and allowances by the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, plus a special allowance to 
compensate for increased costs of living. This special allowance shall 
be based upon a scale agreed upon by the Governments of the United 
States of America and the Republic of the Philippines and shall be 
revised periodically. The Government of the Republic of the Philip-
pines shall reimburse the Government of the United States of America 
for the special allowances provided for in this Article. The special 
allowance shall be applicable for the entire period each member of 
the group resides in the Philippines on duty with the Group, except 
as specified elsewhere in this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 12.—The Government of the Republic of the Philippines 

agrees to extend to the Military Advisory Group the same exemptions 
and privileges granted by Articles V, XII and XVIII of the Agreement 
Between the United States of America and the Republic of the 
Philippines Concerning Military Bases, signed March 14, 1947. 
ARTICLE 13.—Except as may be otherwise subsequently agreed by 

the two Governments, the expense of the cost of transportation of 
each member of the Military Advisory Group, his dependents, house-
hold effects, and belongings to and from the Philippines shall be borne 
by the Government of the United States of America to the extent 
authorized by law. Members of the Group shall be entitled to com-
pensation for expenses incurred in travel in the Republic of the Philip-
pines on official business of the Group and such expenses shall be 
reimbursed to the Government of the United States of America by 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines except for expenses 

of travel by the transportation facilities of the Group. 
ARTICLE 14.—The Government of the Republic of the Philippines 

shall provide, and defray the cost of, suitable living quarters for 
personnel of the Nlilitary Advisory Group and their families and suit-
able buildings and office space for use in the conduct of the official 
business of the Military Advisory Group. All living and office 
quarters shall conform to the standards prescribed by the United 
States military services for similar quarters. Official supplies and 
equipment of American manufacture required by the Group shall be 
furnished by the Government of the United States of America which 
shall be reimbursed for the cost thereof by the Government of the 
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Republic of the Philippines. Official supplies and equipment of
other than American manufacture shall be provided without cost by

Costofservices. the Government of the Republic of the Philippines. The cost of
all services required by the Group, including compensation of locally
employed interpreters, clerks, laborers, and other personnel, except
personal servants, shall be borne by the Government of the Republic
of the Philippines.

Communications ARTICLE 15.-All communications between the Military Advisoryinvolving matters of
policy. Group and the Republic of the Philippines involving matters of

policy shall be through the Ambassador of the United States of
America to the Philippines or the Charge d'Affaires.

ARTICLE 16 (a).-The provisions of Articles XIII and XXI of the
61 Stat., Pt. 4, Agreement of March 14, 1947 between the United States of America

and the Republic of the Philippines Concerning Military Bases are
applicable to the Military Advisory Group, it being agreed that the
Headquarters of the Military Advisory Group will be considered a
temporary installation under the provisions of Article XXI of the
Agreement aforementioned.

Diplomatic immu- (b) The Chief of the Military Advisory Group, and not to exceed
six (6) other senior members of the group to be designated by him,
will be accorded diplomatic immunity.

TITLE IV

LOGISTICAL ASSISTANCE

Supplies, services,
etc.

Nonrellnquishment
by Philippines of
arms, etc.

Procurement of mil-
itary equipment, etc.

ARTICLE 17.-The decision as to what supplies, services, facilities,
equipment and naval vessels are necessary for military assistance
shall be made by agreement between the appropriate authorities of
the United States and the Republic of the Philippines.

ARTICLE 18.-Certain initial equipment, supplies and maintenance
items shall be furnished gratuitously by the United States in accord-
ance with detailed arrangements to be mutually agreed upon. Addi-
tional equipment and supplies other than those surplus to the needs of
the United States required in the furtherance of military assistance
shall be furnished by the United States subject to reimbursement by
the Republic of the Philippines on terms to be mutually agreed
upon. All items of arms, munitions, equipment and supplies originat-
ing from sources other than those surplus to the needs of the United
States shall be furnished only when the requisite funds have been
specifically appropriated by the Congress of the United States.

ARTICLE 19.-The Government of the Republic of the Philippines
agrees that it will not relinquish physical possession or pass the title
to any and all arms, munitions, equipment, supplies, naval vessels and
aircraft furnished under this Agreement without the specific consent
of the Government of the United States.

ARTICLE 20.-Military equipment, supplies and naval vessels nec-
essary in connection with the carrying out of the full program of
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Republic of the Philippines. Official supplies and equipment of 
other than American manufacture shall be provided without cost by 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines. The cost of 
all services required by the Group, including compensation of locally 
employed interpreters, clerks, laborers, and other personnel, except 
personal servants, shall be borne by the Government of the Republic 
of the Philippines. 
ARTICLE 15.—All communications between the Military Advisory 

Group and the Republic of the Philippines involving matters of 
policy shall be through the Ambassador of the United States of 
America to the Philippines or the Chargé d'Affaires. 
ARTICLE 16 (a).—The provisions of Articles XIII and XXI of the 

Agreement of March 14, 1947 between the United States of America 
and the Republic of the Philippines Concerning Military Bases are 
applicable to the Military Advisory Group, it being agreed that the 
Headquarters of the Military Advisory Group will be considered a 
temporary installation under the provisions of Article XXI of the 
Agreement aforementioned. 

(b) The Chief of the Military Advisory Group, and not to exceed 
six (6) other senior members of the group to be designated by him, 
will be accorded diplomatic immunity. 

TITLE IV 

LOGISTICAL ASSISTANCE 

ARTICLE 17.—The decision as to what supplies, services, facilities, 
equipment and naval vessels are necessary for military assistance 
shall be made by agreement between the appropriate authorities of 
the United States and the Republic of the Philippines. 
ARTICLE 18.—Certain initial equipment, supplies and maintenance 

items shall be furnished gratuitously by the United States in accord-
ance with detailed arrangements to be mutually agreed upon. Addi-
tional equipment and supplies other than those surplus to the needs of 
the United States required in the furtherance of military assistance 
shall be furnished by the United States subject to reimbursement by 
the Republic of the Philippines on terms to he mutually agreed 
upon. All items of arms, munitions, equipment and supplies originat-
ing from sources other than those surplus to the needs of the United 
States shall be furnished only when the requisite funds have been 
specifically appropriated by the Congress of the United States. 
ARTICLE 19.—The Government of the Republic of the Philippines 

agrees that it will not relinquish physical possession or pass the title 
to any and all arms, munitions, equipment, supplies, naval vessels and 
aircraft furnished under this Agreement without the specific consent 
of the Government of the United States. 

ARTICLE 20.—Military equipment, supplies and naval vessels nec-
essary in connection with the carrying out of the full program of 
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military assistance to the Republic of the Philippines shall be provided
from United States and Philippine sources in so far as practicable and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall procure arms,
ammunition, military equipment and naval vessels from governments
or agencies other than the United States of America only on the basis
of mutual agreement between the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines.
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall procure
United States military equipment, supplies and naval vessels only as
mutually agreed upon.

TITLE V

TRAINING ASSISTANCE

ARTICLE 21.-As part of the program of military assistance the
Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall be permitted to
send selected students to designated technical and service schools of
the ground, naval and air services of the United States. Such students
shall be subject to the same regulations as are United States students
and may be returned to the Philippines, without substitution, for
violation of such regulations. Numbers of students and detailed ar-
rangements shall be mutually agreed upon and shall be kept at a
minimum for essential requirements. All Philippine requests for
military training of Filipino personnel shall be made to the Govern-
ment of the United States through the Military Advisory Group.

TITLE VI

SECURITY

ARTICLE 22.-Disclosures and exchanges of classified military
equipment and information of any security classification to or between
the Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the Republic of the Philippines will be with the mutual under-
standing that the equipment and information will be safeguarded in
accordance with the requirements of the military security classification
established thereon by the originating Government and that no re-
disclosure by the recipient Government of such equipment and infor-
mation to third governments or unauthorized personnel will be made
without specific approval of the originating Government.

ARTICLE 23.-So long as this Agreement, or any extension thereof, is
in effect the Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall not
engage or accept the services of any personnel of any Government
other than the United States of America for duties of any nature
connected with the Philippine armed forces, except by mutual agree-
ment between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines.
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military assistance to the Republic of the Philippines shall be provided 
from United States and Philippine sources in so far as practicable and 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall procure arms, 
ammunition, military equipment and naval vessels from governments 
or agencies other than the United States of America only on the basis 
of mutual agreement between the Government of the United States 
of America and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines. 
The Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall procure 
United States military equipment, supplies and naval vessels only as 
mutually agreed upon. 

TITLE V 

TRAINING ASSISTANCE 

ARTICLE 21.—As part of the program of military assistance the 
Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall be permitted to 
send selected students to designated technical and service schools of 
the ground, naval and air services of the United States. Such students 
shall be subject to the same regulations as are United States students 
and may be returned to the Philippines, without substitution, for 
violation of such regulations. Numbers of students and detailed ar-
rangements shall be mutually agreed upon and shall be kept at a 
minimum for essential requirements. All Philippine requests for 
military training of Filipino personnel shall be made to the Govern-
ment of the United States through the Military Advisory Group. 

TITLE VI 

SECURITY 

ARTICLE 22.—Disclosures and exchanges of classified military 
equipment and information of any security classification to or between 
the Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of the Republic of the Philippines will be with the mutual under-
standing that the equipment and information will be safeguarded in 
accordance with the requirements of the military security classification 
established thereon by the originating Government and that no re-
disclosure by the recipient Government of such equipment and infor-
mation to third governments or unauthorized personnel will be made 
without specific approval of the originating Government. 
ARTICLE 23.—So long as this Agreement, or any extension thereof, is 

in effect the Government of the Republic of the Philippines shall not 
engage or accept the services of any personnel of any Government 
other than the United States of America for duties of any nature 
connected with the Philippine armed forces, except by mutual agree-
ment between the Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of the Philippines. 
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TITLE VII

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto,
have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in the City of Manila, this
twenty-first day of March, 1947.

For the Government of the United States of America:

PAUL V. MCNUTT
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten-

tiary of the United States of America to
the Republic of the Philippines

For the Government of the Republic of the Philippines:

MANUEL ROXAS
President of the Philippines

Chevron.·
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TITLE VII 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Undersigned, duly authorized thereto, 
have signed this Agreement in duplicate, in the City of Manila, this 
twenty-first day of March, 1947. 

For the Government of the United States of America; 

PAUL V. MCNUTT 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipoten-

tiary of the United States of America to 
the Republic of the Philippines 

For the Government of the Republic of the Philippines: 

s\l" 

MANUEL ROXAS 
President of the Philippines 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Guatemala respect- August 29, 1947

ing United States armed forces in Guatemala. Effected by exchange [T.I.A. S. t63

of notes signed at Guatemala August 29, 1947; entered into force
August 29, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Guatemalan Under Secretary for
Foreign Affairs

No.213 GUATEMALA, August 29, 1947.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken
place between representatives of the Government of the United States
of America and representatives of the Government of Guatemala
regarding paragraph 7 of the Resolution on the Principles Governing
the General Regulation and Reduction of Armaments,['] adopted by
the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 14, 1946.

It is the understanding of the Government of the United States of
America that, in order to eliminate any question regarding conformity
with paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned Resolution, the two Govern-
ments agree as follows:

(1) The members of the armed forces of the United States of
America now stationed in the territory of Guatemala have been
and are so stationed with the full and freely given consent of the
Government of Guatemala.

(2) The Government of Guatemala consents that those armed
forces continue to be so stationed until such time as the Govern-
ment of Guatemala withdraws its consent thereto or until the
treaties of peace with the Axis powers are signed.

(3) The number of men, members of those armed forces, who are
now so stationed is less than one hutlndred and they are not combat
troops. The presence of those men is already covered by previous
arrangements between the two Governments.

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that this note, together
with your note in reply, will be considered by the Government of the
United States of America as placing on record the understanding of
the two Governments in regard to this matter.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
and most distinguished consideration.

EDWIN J. KYLE

His Excellency
Licenciado ARTURO HERBRUGER ASTURIAS,

Under Secretaryfor Foreign Affairs,
In Charge of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs,

Guatemala.

I [United Nations. Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the
Second Part of its First Session from S2 October to 16 December 1946, pp. 66 and 67.
Lake Success, 1947.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Guatemala respect- August 29, 1947  
. ing United States armed forces in Guatemala. Effected by exchange [T I. A. S. 1663] 

of notes signed at Guatemala August 29, 1947; entered into force 
August 29, 1947. 

No. 213 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken 
place between representatives of the Government of the United States 
of America and representatives of the Government of Guatemala 
regarding paragraph 7 of the Resolution on the Principles Governing 
the General Regulation and Reduction of Armaments,[1] adopted by 
the General Assembly of the United Nations on December 14, 1946. 

It is the understanding of the Government of the United States of 
America that, in order to eliminate any question regarding conformity 
with paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned Resolution, the two Govern-
ments agree as follows: 

(1) The members of the armed forces of the United States of 
America now stationed in the territory of Guatemala have been 
and are so stationed with the full and freely given consent of the 
Government of Guatemala. 

(2) The Government of Guatemala consents that those armed 
forces continue to be so stationed until such time as the Govern-
ment of Guatemala withdraws its consent thereto or until the 
treaties of peace with the Axis powers are signed. 

(3) The number of men, members of those armed forces, who are 
now so stationed is less than one hundred and they are not combat 
troops. The presence of those men is already covered by previous 
arrangements between the two Governments. 

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that this note, together 
with your note in reply, will be considered by the Government of the 
United States of America as placing on record the understanding of 
the two Governments in regard to this matter. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
and most distinguished consideration. 

The American Ambassador to the Guatemalan Under Secretary for 
Foreign Affairs 

GUATEMALA, August 29, 1947. 

EDWIN J. KYLE 

His Excellency 
Licenciado ARTTJR0 HERBRUGER ASTURIAS, 

Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs, 
In Charge of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, 

Guatemala. 

I [United Nations. Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the 
Second Part of its First Session from 28 October to 15 December 1946, pp. 66 and 67. 
Lake Success, 1947J 
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The Guatemalan Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES
REPUBLICA DE GUATEMALA

SECCION DIPLOMATIOA

032 GUATEMALA, 29 de agosto de 1947.
SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo la honra de referirme a la nota de Vuestra Excelencia,
Numero 213, de esta fecha, alusiva a las conversaciones celebradas
entre los representantes del Gobierno de Guatemala y del Gobierno de
los Estados Unidos de America, con respecto al parrafo 7 de la Reso-
luci6n de Principios que rigen el Reglamento General y la Reducci6n
de Armamentos, adoptada por la Asamblea General de las Naciones
Unidas el 14 de diciembre de 1946.

En esa virtud, en nombre de mi Gobierno, tengo el honor de con-
firmar tal entendido del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America y
de que, para eliminar cualquier cuesti6n relativa a la conformidad con
el parrafo 7 de la Resoluci6n arriba mencionada, los dos Gobiernos
convienen en lo que sigue:

(1) Los miembros de las fuerzas armadas de los Estados Unidos
de America que se encuentran actualmente acantonadas en terri-
torio de Guatemala, han sido y estan estacionadas con el libre y
completo consentimiento del Gobierno de Guatemala.

(2) El Gobierno de Guatemala consiente en que dichas fuerzas
armadas continden acantonadas en el pais hasta el momento en que
el Gobierno de Guatemala suspenda su consentimiento al efecto, o
bien hasta que se firmen los tratados de Paz.

(3) El nimero de individuos, miembros de dichas fuerzas armadas,
que se encuentran actualmente estacionadas es de menos de cien y
no son tropa de combate. La presencia de esos hombres esta ya
amparada por arreglos previos entre los dos Gobiernos.
Tengo la honra de informar a Vuestra Excelencia que esta nota,

juntamente con la Vuestra que contesto, se considerar&n como rati-
ficaci6n del entendido de los dos Gobiernos en relaci6n con el asunto de
que se trata.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para renovar al sefior Embajador, las
seguridades de mi mis alta consideraci6n.

ARTURO HERBRUGER.
Subsecretario

Encargado del Despacho
Excelentisimo senor EDWIN J. KYLE,

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario
de los Estados Unidos de America,

Ciudad.-
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The Guatemalan Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 
REPUBLICA DE GUATEMALA 
SECCION DIPLOMATIOA 

032 GUATEMALA, 29 de agosto de 1947. 

SEROR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo la honra de referirme a la nota de Vuestra Excelencia, 

Nnmero 213, de esta fecha, alusiva a las conversaciones celebradas 
entre los representantes del Gobierno de Guatemala y del Gobierno de 
los Estados Unidos de America, con respecto al piorafo 7 de la Reso-
lucion de Principios que rigen el Reglamento General y la Reduccion 
de Armamentos, adoptada por la Asamblea, General de las Naciones 
Unidas el 14 de diciembre de 1946. 
En esa virtud, en nombre de ml Gobierno, tengo el honor de con-

firmar tal entendido del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America y 
de que, para eliminar cualquier cuesti6n relativa a la conformidad con 
el parrafo 7 de la Resolucion arriba mencionada, los dos Gobiernos 
convienen en lo que sigue: 

(1) Los miembros de las fuerzas armadas de los Estados Unidos 
de America que se encuentran actualmente acantonadas en terri-
torio de Guatemala, han sido y estan estacionadas con el fibre y 
completo consentimiento del Gobierno de Guatemala. 

(2) El Gobierno de Guatemala consiente en que dichas fuerzas 
armadas continden acantonadas en el pals hasta el momento en que 
el Gobierno de Guatemala suspenda su consentimiento al efecto, o 
bien hasta que se firmen los tratados de Paz. 

(3) El numero de individuos, raiembros de dichas fuerzas armadas, 
que se encuentran actualmente estacionadas es de menos de cien y 
no son tropa de combate. La presencia de esos hombres est& ya 
amparada por arreglos previos entre los dos Gobiernos. 

Tengo la honra de informar a Vuestra Excelencia que esta nota, 
juntamente con la Vuestra que contest°, se considerartua como rati-
ficaci6n del entendido de los dos Gobiemos en relacion con el asunto de 
que se trata. 
Aprovecho la oportunidad para renovar al sefior Embajador, las 

seguridades de mi mas alta consideraci6n. 
AATIPRO HERBRITGER. 

Subsecretario 
Encargado del Despacho 

Excelentisimo senor EDWIN J. KYLE, 

Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario 
de los Estados Unidos de America, 

Ciudad.— 
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Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA

DIPLOMATIC SECTION

032 GUATEMALA, August 29, 1947.

MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note, Number 213, Ae p.-32
89

of this date, relative to the conversations which took place between

the representatives of the Government of Guatemala and the Govern-

ment of the United States of America, with respect to paragraph 7 of

the Resolution on Principles governing General Regulation and

Reduction of Armaments, adopted by the General Assembly of the

United Nations on December 14, 1946.
By virtue thereof, in the name of my Government, I have the honor

to confirm the understanding on the part of the Government of the

United States of America and to state that, in order to eliminate any

question as to conformity with paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned

Resolution, the two Governments agree upon the following:

(1) The members of the armed forces of the United States of

America which are quartered at the present time in Guatemalan

territory, have been and are stationed with the free and complete

consent of the Government of Guatemala.
(2) The Government of Guatemala consents to the said armed

forces continuing to be quartered in the country until such time as

the Government of Guatemala withdraws its consent with respect

thereto, or until the Peace treaties are signed.
(3) The number of persons, members of the said armed forces,

who are stationed at the present time is less than one hundred and

they are not combat troops. The presence of those men is already

provided for by previous arrangements between the two Govern-

ments.

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that this note, together

with your note to which I am replying, shall be considered as ratifica-

tion of the understanding of the two Governments with respect to the

matter under consideration.
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador,

the assurances of my highest consideration.
ARTURO HERBRUGER.

Under Secretary
in charge of the Ministry

His Excellency
EDWIN J. KYLE,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America,

City.
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Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 
REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA 
DIPLOMATIC SECTION 

032 GUATEMALA, August 29, 1947. 

Mn. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note, Number 213, 

of this date, relative to the conversations which took place between 
the representatives of the Government of Guatemala and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America, with respect to paragraph 7 of 
the Resolution on Principles governing General Regulation and 
Reduction of Armaments, adopted by the General Assembly of the 
United Nations on December 14, 1946. 
By virtue thereof, in the name of my Government, I have the honor 

to confirm the understanding on the part of the Government of the 
United States of America and to state that, in order to eliminate any 
question as to conformity with paragraph 7 of the above-mentioned 
Resolution, the two Governments agree upon the following: 

(1) The members of the armed forces of the United States of 
America which are quartered at the present time in Guatemalan 
territory, have been and are stationed with the free and complete 
consent of the Government of Guatemala. 

(2) The Government of Guatemala consents to the said armed 
forces continuing to be quartered in the country until such time as 
the Government of Guatemala withdraws its consent with respect 
thereto, or until the Peace treaties are signed. 

(3) The number of persons, members of the said armed forces, 
who are stationed at the present time is less than one hundred and 
they are not combat troops. The presence of those men is already 
provided for by previous arrangements between the two Govern-

ments. 

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that this note, together 
with your note to which I am replying, shall be considered as ratifica-
tion of the understanding of the two Governments with respect to the 
matter under consideration. 
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador, 

the assurances of my highest consideration. 
ARTURO HERBRUGER. 

Under Secretary 
in charge of the Ministry 

His Excellency 
EDWIN J. KYLE, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

City. 

Ante, p. 3289. 
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August 14,1947
T. I. A. S. 1664]

Memorandum of understanding between the United States of America,
France, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and
Italy respecting the liquidation of German property in Italy. Signed
at Washington August 14, 1947; entered into force August 14, 1947.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between the Governments of France, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America
on the one hand, and the Government of Italy on the other hand,
regarding German assets in Italy.

With reference to Article 77, paragraph 5, of the Treaty of Peace
61 3 Stt., Pt. 2, with Italy, the Government of Italy on the one hand and the Govern-p, 1403.

ments of France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, and the United States of America on the other hand have

Post, p.32. entered into the following understanding, including the Annexes
attached hereto and made a part of this Memorandum of Understand-
ing, with respect to German assets of whatsoever nature in Italy:

1. The Government of Italy will take appropriate measures to as-
certain what German assets in Italy are not presently under
administration.

Assets to be liqui- 2. The Government of Italy will take all necessary measures todated.
effect the prompt sale or liquidation of all assets in Italy belonging
directly or indirectly to (a) German individuals in Germany or corpora-
tions or other organizations organized under the laws of Germany;
(b) the German state and German municipalities and state, federal,
municipal, or other governmental authorities; (c) German Nazi organi-
zations; and (d) German individuals already repatriated or to be

Exceptions. repatriated to Germany. Exceptions to these categories should be
made in the case of (a) assets of individuals deprived of life or sub-
stantially deprived of liberty pursuant to any law, decree, or regula-
tion discriminating against political, racial, or religious groups; (b)
assets belonging to religious bodies or private charitable institutions
and used exclusively for religious or charitable purposes; (c) assets of a
corporation or any other organization organized under the laws of
Germany to the extent that they are not beneficially German-owned;
(d) assets released under an intercustodial agreement with another
government; and (e) assets coming within the jurisdiction of Italy as a

"Germany." result of resumption of trade with Germany. The term "Germany"
shall be defined as the Germany within the boundaries of that country
as of December 31, 1937. Action with respect to German-owned
trademarks and patents shall be held in abeyance pending separate
representations.
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3. The Government of Italy will dispose of German assets only to
non-German nationals and with maximum safeguards to insure against
their eventual return to German ownership or control.

4. The Government of Italy will credit the proceeds of liquidation
of the assets to a special account to be held for such disposition as may
subsequently be determined in accordance with Article 77, paragraph 5,
of the Treaty of Peace with Italy.

5. The Government of Italy will execute the foregoing in collabora-
tion with the Governments of France, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America. To
insure such collaboration, there will be established a Committee com-
posed of one representative of each of the four Governments, which
will meet at or near the seat of the Government of Italy. Chair-
manship of this Committee will be rotated among the members in an
order determined by the Committee. This Committee will operate
by majority vote, establish its own rules of procedure, and take all
action necessary to carry out the following functions:

A. To instruct the Agency of the Government of Italy charged
with administering the program for control and liquidation of German
assets in Italy as to policies and procedures to be followed in such pro-
gram; such instruction to include, but not by way of limitation:

(1) Direction in the techniques and procedures for obtain-
ing a census of all German assets in Italy;

(2) Direction that investigations be made in particular
cases by the Agency with a view to uncovering hidden or
cloaked German assets in Italy. In conjunction therewith the
Committee shall place at the disposal of the Agency all avail-
able information and documentary evidence likely to facilitate
the accomplishment of its task;

B. To review in advance of consummation all sales of German
assets to insure that the proposed sales are in accord with the national
interests of the four Governments, taking into account the objectives
of precluding the return of German external assets to German owner-
ship or control and of favoring freedom of trade.

6. The Committee may determine that the expenses, or any part
of them, incurred by it, except the expenses of the respective repre-
sentatives on the Committee, shall be a charge on the proceeds of
such assets.

7. The Agency will keep the Committee fully informed of the
Agency's activities. It will furnish to the Committee all information
requested concerning the census and status of German assets, and in
particular it will seek the instructions of the Committee before making
any decisions materially affecting the status of German assets under
its administration.

8. The Agency will formulate the terms and conditions of sale or
other disposition of German property, subject to review by the Com-
mittee.
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Entry into force. 9. This Memorandum of Understanding shall enter into force upon
the day it is signed.

Valid languages. Done at Washington in quadruplicate in the English, French and
Italian languages, each of which shall have equal validity, this 14th
day of August, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FRANCE:
FRANCIS LACOSTE

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

J. H. MAGOWAN

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
ROBERT A LOVETT

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF ITALY:
LOMBARDO

ANNEX 1
Asset." For the purposes of this understanding the term "asset" as used

herein refers, but not by way of limitation, to any real property or
interest therein, enterprise (commercial, industrial, financial, or sci-
entific), security or interest therein, corporate and contractual licenses
and arrangements, insurance policies and reinsurance contracts, bank
accounts and deposits, including trusteeship accounts, safe deposit
boxes, vaults, checks, drafts, credits, gold and other precious metals,
options and any other types of arrangements and undertakings, written
or unwritten.

ANNEX 2
Disputes. Any dispute concerning the interpretation or execution of this un-

derstanding, which is not settled by direct diplomatic negotiations,
shall be referred to a body composed of one representative each of the
Governments of France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, and the United States of America. Any such dis-
pute not resolved by them within a period of two months shall, unless
the parties to the dispute mutually agree upon another means of set-
tlement, be referred at the request of either party to the dispute to a
Commission composed of one representative of each party and a third
member selected by mutual agreement of the two parties from na-
tionals of a third country. Should the two parties fail to agree within
a period of one month upon the appointment of the third member,
the Secretary-General of the United Nations may be requested by
either party to make the appointment. The decision of the majority
of the members of the Commission shall be the decision of the Commis-
sion, and shall be accepted by the parties as definitive and binding.
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MEMORANDUM D'ACCORD

Entre les Gouvernements de la R6publique francaise, du Royaume-
Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique du Nord d'une part, et le Gouvernement italien d'autre
part, a 1'egard des avoirs allemands en Italie.

Se referant a l'article 77, paragraphe 5, du Trait6 de Paix avec
l'Italie, le Gouvernement italien d'une part et les Gouvernements de
la Republique francaise, du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord, et des Etats-Unis d'Amerique du Nord d'autre part
ont conclu l'arrangement suivant, dont les Annexes ci-jointes font
partie integrante, a 1'egard des avoirs allemands de quelque nature
qu'ils soient se trouvant en Italie:

1. Le Gouvernement italien prendra toutes mesures appropries pour
determiner quels sont les avoirs allemands en Italie qui ne font actuelle-
ment l'objet d'aucune mesure administrative.

2. Le Gouvernement italien prendra toutes mesures necessaires
pour effectuer sans delai la vente ou la liquidation de tous avoirs en
Italie appartenant directement ou indirectement (a) a des ressortis-
sants allemands en Allemagne ou A des soci6t6s ou A d'autres organisa-
tions constituees sous le regime des lois allemandes; (b) a l'Etat
allemand, et A des municipalit6s alleinandes, ainsi qu'A des autorites
nationales, feddrales, municipales ou A d'autres autorites publiques
allemandes; (c) a des organisations nazies allemandes; et (d) a des
ressortissants allemands qui ont dejai ete ou qui seront rapatri6s en
Allemagne. Exception doit etre faite a ces cat6gories en ce qui
conceerne (a) les avoirs de personnes ayant perdu la vie ou uno gran(de
partie de leur libert6 par suite (d l'application de toute loi, de tout
decret ou de tout reglemlent etablissant des discriminations contre
certains groupes en raison de leurs opinions politiques, de leur race
ou de leur religion; (b) les avoirs appartenent A des institutions
religieuses ou At des institutions philanthropiques privees et servant
exclusivement A des fins religieuses ou philanthropiques; (c) les avoirs
de toutes societ6 ou de toute autre organisation constitute sous le
regime des lois allemandes dans la mesure oi le benefice de ces avoirs
ne revient pas A des personnes de nationalite allemande; (d) les avoirs
cedes aux termes d'un accord entre sequestres avec un autre gouverne-
ment; et (e) les avoirs tombant sous la juridiction de l'Italie par suite
de la reprise du commerce avec l'Allemagne. Le terme "Allemagne"
sera defini comme signifiant 1'Allemagne telle qu'elle 6tait delimitee
par ses frontieres au 31 decembre 1937. Toute action relative aux
marques de fabrique et aux brevets appartenant A des Allemands
restera en suspens jusqu'A ce que des propositions speciales soient
faites a leur sujet.

3. Le Gouvernement italien ne c6dera des avoirs allemands qu't des
personnes de nationalit6 non-allemande et avec le maximum de
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garanties pour empecher que ces biens redeviennent 6ventuellement
propri6t6 allemande ou retombent sous contr8le allemand.

4. Le Gouvernement italien versera le produit de la liquidation des
avoirs a un compte special oft il sera conserve en vue de telle disposi-
tion qui sera ult6rieurement arretee conformement A l'article 77,
paragraphe 5, du Trait6 de Paix avec l'Italie.

5. Le Gouvernement italien executera les clauses ci-dessus en colla-
boration avec les Gouvernements de la R6publique frangaise, du
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique du Nord. Afin d'assurer cette collaboration,
un Comite, compose d'un repr6sentant de chacun des quatre Gou-
vernements, sera constitue. II se reunira au siege du Gouvernement
italien ou A proximite. La pr6sidence dudit Comit6 sera assuree A
tour de r6le par chacun des membres dans l'ordre determine par le
Comit6. Le Comit6 prendra ses decisions a la majorit6 etablira son
propre Reglement, et prendra toutes les mesures n6cessaires a l'ac-
complissement des fonctions suivantes:

A. Donner A l'Agence du Gouvernement italien charge de
l'administration du programme de contr6le et de liquidation des
avoirs allemands en Italie des directives relatives A 1'ex6cution dudit
programme; ces directives devant comprendre, sans que cette enu-
meration doive etre consider6e comme limitative:

(1) des instructions sur les moyens techniques et la
procedure a appliquer pour obtenir le recensement de tous les
avoirs allemands en Italie;

(2) des instructions chargeant l'Agence d'effectuer, dans
certains cas, des enquetes tendant a decouvrir des avoirs alle-
mands caches ou dissimules en Italie. A cet effet le Comit6
fournira a l'Agence tous renseignements et documents proba-
toires dont il dispose et qui sont de nature A faciliter l'accom-
plissement de sa tache;
B. Examiner avant leur realisation toutes ventes d'avoirs

allemands afin de verifier que ces ventes sont conformes aux interets
nationaux des quatre Gouvernements, en vue, d'une part, d'emprcher
que les avoirs allemands a l'4tranger redeviennent propriet6 allemande
ou retombent sous contr6le allemand et, d'autre part, de favoriser la
liberte du commerce.

6. Le Comite pourra decider que tout ou partie des d6penses
encourues par lui, a l'exception des d6penses de chacun des repr&-
sentants au Comite, seront imputees sur le produit de la vente de ces
avoirs.

7. L'Agence tiendra le Comit6 pleinement inform6 de son activit6.1] fournira au Comit6 tous le renseignements qui lui seront demandes
en ce qui concerne le recensement et le statut des avoirs allemands,
et en particulier il sollicitera les instructions du Comite avant de
prendre quelque decision que ce soit affectant materiellement le
statut des avoirs allemands relevant de son administration.

8. L'Agence arretera les termes et conditions de la vente ou d'autre
disposition des avoirs allemands, sous rserve de revision par le
Comite.
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9. Ce memorandum d'Accord entrera en vigueur le jour de sa
signature.

Fait a Washington en quatre exemplaires en langue anglaise,
francaise et italienne, dont chacune fera 6galement foi, ce 14" jour
du mois de aoft 1947.

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE:
FRANCIS LACOSTE

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DU ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRE-
TAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD:

J. H. MAGOWAN

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE DU
NORD:

ROBERT A LOVETT

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT ITALIEN:
LOMBARDO

ANNEXE 1

I1 est entendu que le terme "avoirs" tel qu'il est ici employe
s'applique, mais d'une maniere non restrictive, a tous biens immo-
biliers ou participations A ces biens, entreprises (commerciales,
industrielles, financieres ou scientifiques), valeurs mobilieres ou
participation A ces valeurs, pouvoirs ou mandats et arrangements
statutaires et contractuels, polices d'assurance et contrats de r6assu-
rance, comptes en banque et d6p6ts, y compris comptes d'adminis-
trateurs, coffres-forts, chambres fortes, cheques, traites, soldes
cr6diteurs, or et autres m6taux precieux, options et toutes autres
formes d'arrangements et engagements, ecrits ou non 6crits.

ANNEXE 2

Tout differend relatif a l'interpr6tation ou a l'ex6cution du present
arrangement, qui n'aura pas 6et r6gl6 par voie de negociations diploma-
tiques directes, sera soumis a un conseil compose d'un repr6sentant

de chacun des gouvernements de la R6publique francaise, du Royaume-
Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique du Nord. Tout diff6rend de cette nature que ces
representants n'auraient pu regler dans un delai de deux mois sera,
a moins que les parties au diff6rend ne conviennent d'un autre mode
de reglement, soumis a la requete de 1'une ou l'autre des parties au

diff6rend a une commission composee d'un representant de chaque
partie et d'un tiers membre choisi d'un commun accord entre les

deux parties parmi les ressortissants d'un pays tiers. A defaut
d'accord dans un delai d'un mois entre les deux parties sur la d6signa-
tion du tiers membre, l'une ou 1'autre partie pourra demander au

Secr6taire General des Nations Unies de proceder A cette designation.
La decision de la majorit6 des membres de la commission sera con-
sideree comme decision de la commission et accept6e par les parties
comme definitive et obligatoire.
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9. Ce memorandum d'Accord entrera en vigueur le jour de sa 
signature. 
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du mois de aotit 1947. 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANcAISE: 

FRANCIS LACOSTE 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DU ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRE-
TAGNE ET D'IRLANDE DU NORD: 

J. H. M AGOWAN 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE DU 
NORD: 

ROBERT A LOVETT 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT ITALIEN: 

LOMBARDO 
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MEMORANDUM D'INTESA

tra i Governi di Francia, del Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Nord
Irlanda e degli Stati Uniti D'America da una parte e il Governo
d'Italia dall'altra parte, in merito ai beni tedeschi in Italia.
Con riferimento all'articolo 77, paragrafo 5 del Trattato di Pace

con l'Italia, il Governo d'Italia da una parte e i Governi di Francia,
del Regno Unito di Gran Bretagna e Nord Irlanda e degli Stati Uniti
d'America dall'altra parte, hanno concordato la seguente intesa,
inclusi gli annessi allegati che sono considerati parte integrante di
questo memorandum d'intesa, in merito ai beni tedeschi di qualsiasi
natura in Italia:

1. I1 Governo italiano prendera' le misure del caso per accertare
quali beni tedeschi in Italia non si trovano al momento presente sotto
alcuna amministrazione.

2. Ii Governo italiano prendera' le necessarie misure per effettuare
la sollecita vendita o liquidazione di tutti quei beni in Italia, che
direttamente o indirettamente appartengono a:

(a) Persone tedesche in Germania o Societa' o altre organizza-
zioni formatesi sotto le leggi tedesche;

(b) Lo Stato e municipalita' tedesche e le autorita' tedesche
statali, municipali, federali o di altra natura;

(c) Organizzazioni tedesche naziste; e
(d) Persone tedesche gia' rimpatriate o da essere rimpatriate in

Germania. Eccezioni a queste categorie dovrebbero essere fatte nei
casi di:

(a) beni di individui privati di vita o sostanzialmente privati
di liberta' conformemente a qualunque legge, decreto o regolamento
discriminante contro gruppi politici, razziali o religiosi;

(b) beni appartenenti a istituzioni religiose o istituti privati
di carita' ed usati esclusivamente per scopi religiosi o di carita';

(c) beni di una Societa' oppure qualunque altra organizza-
zione formatasi sotto le leggi della Germania, in quanto esse non siano
di beneficio a tedeschi malgrado la proprieta' tedesca;

(d) beni rilasciati in base ad un accordo di amministrazione
sequestrataria con un altro Governo; e

(e) beni che siano sotto la giurisdizione dell'Italia come
risultato di ripresa di affari commerciali con la Germania. Per
termine "Germania" si intende la Germania quale delimitata dai
confini di tale Paese al 31 dicembre 1937. Misure relative a marchi
di fabbrica e patenti di proprieta' tedesca saranno dilazionate in
attesa di passi separati.
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3. II Governo italiano effettuera' cessione di beni tedeschi solo a
cittadini non-tedeschi e prendendo le massime precauzioni per evitare
il loro eventuale ritorno in proprieta' o controllo tedesco.

4. I1 Governo italiano accreditera' gli introiti derivanti dalla
liquidazione dei beni ad uno speciale conto da essere istituito per i
provvedimenti che possono essere successivamente determinati in
conformita all'articolo #77, paragrafo 5 del Trattato di Pace con
l'Italia.

5. I1 Governo italiano eseguira' quanto predetto in collaborazione
coi Governi di Francia, del Regno Unito della Gran Bretagna e Nord
Irlanda e degli Stati Uniti d'America. Per assicurare tale collabora-
zione, sara' istituito un Comitato composto di un rappresentante di
ognuno dei quattro Governi che si riunira' nella o vicino alla sede del
Governo italiano. La presidenza di tale Comitato sara' alternata
tra i membri del Comitato stesso in un ordine da esso determinato.
Tale Comitato operera' in base al sistema di maggioranza dei voti,
stabilira' le sue regole di procedura e prendera' tutte le misure neces-
sarie per l'assolvimento delle seguenti funzioni:

(a) Dare direttive all'Ente del Governo italiano incaricato di
amministrare il programma per il controllo e la liquidazione dei beni
tedeschi in Italia secondo le direttive e le procedure da seguire in tale
programma; tali istruzioni includeranno, ma non si limiteranno a:

(1) Direttive per la tecnica e le procedure da seguire per
ottenere un censimento di tutte le attivita' tedesche in Italia;

(2) Direttive a che indagini vengono svolte in casi speciali,
dall'Ente, con lo scopo di scoprire beni tedeschi nascosti o mascherati
in Italia. In relazione a quanto precede il Comitato porra' a di-
sposizione dell'Ente tutte le informazioni disponibili e tutte le prove
documentarie allo scopo di facilitare tale conmpito;

(b) Esaminare anticipatnanente alla loro effettuaziole tutte le
vendite di beni tedeschi per accertare he lo vcndito proposte siano ill
armonia con gli interessi nazionali dei quiittro Governi, tenenldo conto
dello scopo di escludere il ritorno dei beni tedeschi all'estero a pro-
prieta' o controllo tedeschi e di favorire la liberta' di commercio.

6. II Comitato puo' determinare che le spese, o qualunque parte di
esse, da esso incontrate, ad eccezione delle spese dei rispettivi rap-
presentanti del Comitato, saranno a carico degli introiti derivanti da
tali beni.

7. L'Ente terra' il Comitato pienamente informato delle attivita'
dell'Ente stesso. Esso fornira' al Comitato tutte le informazioni
richieste concernenti il censimento e lo "status" delle attivita' tedesche
ed in particolare esso cerchera' di ottenere le istruzioni del Comitato
prima di prendere alcuna decisione sostanzialmente afferente allo
"status" dei beni tedeschi sotto la sua amministrazione.

8. L'Ente formulera' i termini e le condizioni di vendita o altra
destinazione dei beni tedeschi, subordinatamente a revisione da parte
del Comitato.
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9. Questo memorandum d'intesa entrera' in vigore nello stesso
giorno della sua firma.

Il presente documento viene redatto in Washington in quadruplicato,
in lingua inglese, francese e italiana, ciascuna delle quali avra' uguale
validita' alla data del 14 agosto 1947.

PER IL GOVERNO DI FRANCIA: PER IL GOVERNO ITALIANO:
FRANCIS LACOSTE LOMBARDO

PER IL GOVERNO DEL REGNO UNITO
DI GRAN BRETAGNA E NORD IRLANDA:

J. H. MAGOWAN

PER IL GOVERNO DEGLI STATI UNITI D'AMERICA:
ROBERT A LOVETT

ANNESSO #1

Ai fini di questo accordo, il termine "beni" come usato, si riferisce,
ma non si limita, a qualsiasi proprieta' immobiliare o interesse in essa,
impresa (commerciale, industriale, finanziaria o scientifica), titoli o
interessi in essa, licenze e accordi societari o contrattuali, polizze di
assicurazione e contratti di riassicurazione, conti e depositi bancari,
includenti conti fiduciari, cassette-depositi e camere di sicurezza,
assegni bancari, tratte, crediti, oro ed altri metalli preziosi, opzioni e
qualunque altro tipo di accordi ed impegni scritti o non scritti.

ANNESSO #2

Qualunque controversia relativa all'interpretazione o alla esecuzione
di questo accordo, che non sia stata regolata per via di negoziati
diplomatici diretti, sara' sottoposta ad un organismo composto di un
rappresentante di ognuno dei Governi di Francia, del Regno Unito
di Gran Bretagna e Nord Irlanda, e degli Stati Uniti d'America.
Qualsiasi controversia di tale natura che essi non avessero ancora
regolata entro un termine di due mesi, sara, salvo che le parti in con-
trasto non si accordino su un altro modo di regolamento, sottoposta,
a richiesta dell'una o dell'altra delle parti in disputa, a una commissione
composta di un rappresentante di ciascuna delle parti e di un terzo
membro scelto di comune accordo fra le due parti, tra i sudditi di un
terzo Paese. In difetto di accordo, entro un mese, fra le due parti
per la designazione di tale terzo membro, l'una o l'altra parte potra'
domandare al Segretario Generale delle Nazioni Unite di procedere
a tale designazione. La decisione presa dalla maggioranza dei membri
della commissione sara' considerata come decisione della commissione
stessa ed accettata dalle parti come definitiva e obbligatoria.
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Agreement approved by the Security Council of the United Nations July 18, 1947
April 2, 1947, respecting trusteeship for the former Japanese man- [T. A.S.1665]

dated islands. Approved by the President of the United States of
America July 18, 1947, pursuant to authority granted by a joint
resolution of the Congress of the United States of America July 18,
1947; entered into force July 18, 1947.

TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENT FOR THE FORMER
JAPANESE MANDATED ISLANDS

APPROVED AT THE ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FOURTH
MEETING OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

PREAMBLE

WHEREAS Article 75 of the Charter of the United Nations pro- 59Stat. 148.
vides for the establishment of an international trusteeship system for
the administration and supervision of such territories as may be placed
thereunder by subsequent agreements; and

WHEREAS under Article 77 of the said Charter the trusteeship system 59 Stat. 1049.
may be applied to territories now held under mandate; and

WHEREAS on 17 December 1920 the Council of the League of Nations
confirmed a mandate for the former German islands north of the
equator to Japan, to be administered in accordance with Article 22
of the Covenant of the League of Nations; [1] and

WHEREAS Japan, as a result of the Second World War, has ceased to
exercise any authority in these islands;
Now, THEREFORE, the Security Council of the United Nations, having
satisfied itself that the relevant articles of the Charter have been com-
plied with, hereby resolves to approve the following terms of trustee-
ship for the Pacific Islands formerly under mandate to Japan.

ARTICLE 1

The Territory of the Pacific Islands, consisting of the islands for- Tut territory.

merly held by Japan under mandate in accordance with Article 22 of
the Covenant of the League of Nations, is hereby designated as a
strategic area and placed under the trusteeship system established in
the Charter of the United Nations. The Territory of the Pacific
Islands is hereinafter referred to as the trust territory.

ARTICLE 2

The United States of America is designated as the administering
authority of the trust territory.

1 [Treaties, Conventions, International Acts, Protocols, and Agreements Between

the United States of America and Other Powers, 1910-1923. Vol. III, p. 3342, com-

piled by C. F. Redmond, Washington, 1). C.]
95347°-49-PT. ii ---- C.
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Trust territory. 
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ARTICLE 3

The administering authority shall have full powers of administra-
tion, legislation, and jurisdiction over the territory subject to the
provisions of this agreement, and may apply to the trust territory,
subject to any modifications which the administering authority may
consider desirable, such of the laws of the United States as it may
deem appropriate to local conditions and requirements.

ARTICLE 4

The administering authority, in discharging the obligations of
trusteeship in the trust territory, shall act in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations, and the provisions of this agreement,
and shall, as specified in Article 83 (2) of the Charter, apply the
objectives of the international trusteeship system, as set forth in
Article 76 of the Charter, to the people of the trust territory.

ARTICLE 5

In discharging its obligations under Article 76 (a) and Article 84,
of the Charter, the administering authority shall ensure that the trust
territory shall play its part, in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations, in the maintenance of international peace and secur-
ity. To this end the administering authority shall be entitled:

1. to establish naval, military and air bases and to erect fortifica-
tions in the trust territory;

2. to station and employ armed forces in the territory; and
3. to make use of volunteer forces, facilities and assistance from
the trust territory in carrying out the obligations towards the
Security Council undertaken in this regard by the administering
authority, as well as for the local defense and the maintenance of
law and order within the trust territory.

ARTICLE 6

In discharging its obligations under Article 76 (b) of the Charter,
the administering authority shall:

1. foster the development of such political institutions as are suited
to the trust territory and shall promote the development of the
inhabitants of the trust territory toward self-government or inde-
pendence, as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of
the trust territory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes
of the peoples concerned; and to this end shall give to the inhabit-
ants of the trust territory a progressively increasing share in the
administrative services in the territory; shall develop their partici-
pation in government; shall give due recognition to the customs of
the inhabitants in providing a system of law for the territory; and
shall take other appropriate measures toward these ends;
2. promote the economic advancement and self-sufficiency of the
inhabitants, and to this end shall regulate the use of natural
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resources; encourage the development of fisheries, agriculture, and
industries; protect the inhabitants against the loss of their lands
and resources; and improve the means of transportation and
communication;

3. promote the social advancement of the inhabitants, and to this
end shall protect the rights and fundamental freedoms of all ele-
ments of the population without discrimination; protect the health
of the inhabitants; control the traffic in arms and ammunition,
opium and other dangerous drugs, and alcohol and other spirituous
beverages; and institute such other regulations as may be necessary
to protect the inhabitants against social abuses; and

4. promote the educational advancement of the inhabitants, and to
this end shall take steps toward the establishment of a general system
of elementary education; facilitate the vocational and cultural ad-
vancement of the population; and shall encourage qualified students
to pursue higher education, including training on the professional
level.

ARTICLE 7

In discharging its obligations under Article 76 (c), of the Charter,
the administering authority shall guarantee to the inhabitants of the
trust territory freedom of conscience, and, subject only to the require-
ments of public order and security, freedom of speech, of the press,
and of assembly; freedom of worship, and of religious teaching; and
freedom of migration and movement.

ARTICLE 8

1. In discharging its obligations under Article 76 (d) of the Charter,
as defined by Article 83 (2) of the Charter, the administering author-
ity, subject to the requirements of security, and the obligation to
promote the advancement of the inhabitants, shall accord to nationals
of each Member of the United Nations and to companies and associa-
tions organized in conformity with the laws of such Member, treat-
ment in the trust territory no less favourable than that accorded
therein to nationals, companies and associations of any other United
Nation except the administering authority.

2. The administering authority shall ensure equal treatment to the
Members of the United Nations and their nationals in the
administration of justice.

3. Nothing in this Article shall be so construed as to accord traffic
rights to aircraft flying into and out of the trust territory. Such
rights shall be subject to agreement between the administering
authority and the state whose nationality such aircraft possesses.

4. The administering authority may negotiate and conclude com-
mercial and other treaties and agreements with Members of the
United Nations and other states, designed to attain for the inhabit-
ants of the trust territory treatment by the Members of the United
Nations and other states no less favourable than that granted by them
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to the nationals of other states. The Security Council may recom-
mend, or invite other organs of the United Nations to consider and
recommend, what rights the inhabitants of the trust territory should
acquire in consideration of the rights obtained by Members of the
United Nations in the trust territory.

ARTICLE 9

The administering authority shall be entitled to constitute the trust
territory into a customs, fiscal, or administrative union or federation
with other territories under United States jurisdiction and to establish
common services between such territories and the trust territory where
such measures are not inconsistent with the basic objectives of the
International Trusteeship System and with the terms of this agreement.

ARTICLE 10

The administering authority, acting under the provisions of Article
3 of this agreement, may accept membership in any regional advisory
commission, regional authority, or technical organization, or other
voluntary association of states, may co-operate with specialized inter-
national bodies, public or private, and may engage in other forms of
international co-operation.

ARTICLE 11

1. The administering authority shall take the necessary steps to pro-
vide the status of citizenship of the trust territory for the inhab-
itants of the trust territory.

2. The administering authority shall afford diplomatic and consular
protection to inhabitants of the trust territory when outside the ter-
ritorial limits of the trust territory or of the territory of the admin-
istering authority.

ARTICLE 12
The administering authority shall enact such legislation as may be

necessary to place the provisions of this agreement in effect in the trust
territory.

ARTICLE 13

The provisions of Articles 87 and 88 of the Charter shall be appli-
cable to the trust territory, provided that the administering authority
may determine the extent of their applicability to any areas which
may from time to time be specified by it as closed for security reasons.

ABTICLE 14

The administering authority undertakes to apply in the trust terri-
tory the provisions of any international conventions and recommenda-
tions which may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of the
trust territory and which would be conducive to the achievement of
the basic objectives of Article 6 of this agreement.
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ARTICLE 15

The terms of the present agreement shall not be altered, amended
or terminated without the consent of the administering authority.

ARTICLE 16

The present agreement shall come into force when approved by the
Security Council of the United Nations and by the Government of
the United States after due constitutional process. [1]

Certified corrected true copy
For the Security Council Affairs Department

D. Protitch
Director in charge of Security Council Affairs Department

'[Approved by the Security Council of the United Nations, Apr. 2, 1947; and
by the Government of the United States of America, July 18, 1947.]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Iran respecting a
military mission to Iran. Signed at Tehran October 6, 1947; entered
into force October 6, 1947.

AGRHT BEWE1a THE GOVEM MIT
OF THE I1ITSD STATI OF AMIUFCA AND
THE GOV1M W COF IRM.

In conformity with the request of
the-Government of Iran to the Government
of the United States of America, the
President of the United States of America
baa authorised the appointment of officers
and enlisted men of the United States
Army to constitute a military mission to
Iran udder the conditions specified
below:

TITLE I - PURPOSE AD DURATION

Article 1. The purpose of this
Mission is to cooperate with the
Ministry of War of Iran and with the
personnel of the Iranian Ary with a
view to enhancing the efficiency of
the Iranian Army.

Article 2. This agreement shall
be effective from the date of signing
of the agreement by the accredited
representatives of the Government of
the United States of America and the
Government of Iran and shall continue in
force until March 20, 1949, unless
sooner terminated or extended as herein-
after provided.

Article 3. If the Government of
Iran should desire that the services of
the Mision be extended beyond the
itipulated period, it shall make a
written proposal to that effect prior to
September 21, 1948. The Government of
the United States of America agrees to
act upon such proposal prior to December
21, 1948.

Article 4. This agreement may be
terminated prior to March 20, 1949, in
the fblloing manner
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A) By either government subject
ro three months notice in writing to
the Other government;

B) By either government at any
time, upon written notice, if that
government considers it necessary due
to domestic disturbances or foreign
hostilities;

C) By the Government of the
United States of America at any time
upon written notice that the present
statutory authority under which this
arrangement is concluded has terminated
and that Congress has provided no other
authority for the continuation of the
Mission;

D) By the recall of the entire
personnel of the Mission by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of Ameri-
ca in the public interest of the Uni-
ted States of America, without neces-
sity of compliance with provision (A)
of the article.

3) The termination of this agree-
ment, however, shall not effect or
modify the several obligations of the
Government of Iran to the members
of the Mission or to their families
as set out in Title IV hereof.

TITLE II - COMPOSITICN AND PER- . A ' 1a1, r- ,., L
SONNEL

Article 5. Initially the Mission J 
A  ^ *j . z- * JL

shall consist of such numbers of per- jiL' .LS I . I, -l , 1-l 1 t J
sonnel of the United States Army as i
may be agreed upon by the Minister of - oLtYJ -Lt o r-
War of Iran through his authorized .L. . I .4 ,
representative in Washington and by , - -
the War Department of the United Sta- -- J .. J.. J l LS.,,.,
tes of America. The individuals to be -._JI -A .ll ., j ,J- L'L
assigned shall be those agreed upon .. , ' T, , '
by.the Minister of War of Iran or hifL A!1 - Tll it ji. .L.*L ,.1
authorized representative and by the . -1 -.
War Department of the United States of
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America or its authorised representative

TITLE III - DUTIES, RANK, AND
PSECSEDCE I II 1;I C.J - l Sla- 1 IJLt

Article 6. Members of the Mission , ,
shall be assigned to the Department of , tJI L, --&*l jI.A--<j l
the Ministry of War designated the Jjl- ,jl . J^tJ .ja, 1 "L-.-
Advisory Department. The Advisory
Departaent shall be organized under a ' -U'f JJ . 4 k-wS
table of organization prepared with the jLa.a. I ,-; a ot uI.l'.1 ;. ; M :)
agreement of the Chief of Mission and
approved by the Minister of War of Iran. J J.-. .- r 5 . l.» ' . La-il * A :
Members of the Mission shall be assigned AJ , IJLS J or' jL-t
to position vacancies shown on this
table, and their assignment shall be .'- ,rJ , i ,:YLT. L .T. Il
published in Iranian Aray General Orders. . J

Article ?. The senior officer of cL- -. «c.. .L. Ij.l J l y *JL
the Mission shall be appointed Chief of .
the Mission. Other members of the -. %t;IL t- -
Mission shall be assigned duties by the jL;IL JiJiJ 5 i ;tl- . -, J=-:
Chief of Mission as indicated by the L.; i . - I 1,
table of organization and approved by the * J
Minister of ar of Iran, or such other -LoJ L -J L. , 1t 5 .. j, jUS
duties as may be agreed upon between
the Minister of War of Iran and the AS . ul OT
Chief of the Mission.

Article 8. The duties of the Mission ' c Jt". -.t ; .l>-_ A it.
shall be to advise and assist the Ministry c.:lA.lj iJ-:, 1 .i.Ly (L;,lI
of War of Iran and its several departments L ...l J I 1- L. 5 I
as well as subordinate sections of the JJ J t L  , l
General Staff with respect to plans, .SJiljlJ Jj..tj oLjL L- ,. JiL..)
problems concerning organization, admini- Jl - J l J L 1.J. I ·cL
strative principles and training methods. J - - L.I I .
These duties involve the principles of jl rjL;-I. '. ) SJ c.lJ l! 4 ,t
rork of the General Staff and all depart- .T
-nts of the Ministry of War in Tehran I- * ' L-L L. .
and their field agencies except tactical .li- 0- J sAn J.*L ..lJt -l J
and trategical plans or operations against * . _ I
a foreign eneay, which are not related to · ' l ll U-. I6 5
the duties of the Mission*

Article 9. Members of the Mission { " !  1 .
ill assu neither comand nor staff - SJ" k - L; *

responsibility in the Iranian Army. cyy Ll L I- lt Tt.ljL .c-lJ
They aay, however, make such official
inspections and investigations as may ,^j jI . J ,iL
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America or it authorized representative 

TITLE III - DUTIES, RANK, AND 
PRE:EDE= 

Article 6. Members of the Mission 
shall be assigned to the Department of 
the Ministry of War designated the 
Advisory Department. The Advisory 
Department shall be organized under a 
table of organization prepared with the 
agreement of the Chief of Mission and 
approved by the Minister of War of Iran. 
Members of the Mission shall be assigned 
to position vacancies shown on this 
table, and their assignment shall be 'IA 
published in Iranian Army General Orders. 

Article 7. The senior officer of 
the Mission shall be appointed Chief of 
the Mission. Other members of the 
Mission shall be assigned duties by the 
Chief of Mission as indicated by the 
table of organization and approved by the 
Minister of War of Iran, or such other 
duties as may be agreed upon between 
the Minister of War of Iran and the 
Chief of the Mission. 
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of War of Iran and its several departments 6 j b .0..6  
as well as subordinate sections of the "J .JJ 
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•problems concerning organization, admini- j. cmi 
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silents of the Ministry of War in Tehran 
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be necessary and are approved by the
Yinister of War of Iran and directed
by the Chief of the Mission.

Article 10. Each mAeber of the
Mission shall serve in the Mission with
the rank he holds in the United States
Army but shall have precedence over all
Iranian Army officers of the same rank.
Each member of the Mission shall be
entitled to all benefits and privileges
which the regulations of the Iranian
Army provide for officers of corres-
ponding rank of the Iranian Army.
Members of the Mission shall wear
the United States Army uniform with
a shoulder sleeve insignia indicating
service with the Iranian Army.

oLt owl, ;L1al A- I -. sjt.

l.,l-L . *.. ,J 1 , . ; ., J;,1 * l,
,-. 5 ,..l.ri =., l :.l. -,
.,^ -l jl o1, 31^.1 „;, JLIJ r1,0..

,JS-
I
J l -l JS:il JL(· SUL

;^ l= ,-t <Lt DL J;T .1 L 4:,JIl
Article 11. Members of the Mission

in case of violation of the laws and
regulations of the Iranian Government,

ay be separated from the service of the i- '-J. j L- isLa.. _ 11 JL
Iranian Army and in sach case will have .- ;. *| ._. s, i - .-1;
only the right to draw travel expenses ' .' I
back to America. j 1* .1..I.,c .I _. -.. . ,'L. lrOit

- * L- IJ<-AI .II;-l.- -- 1 - .-- l
Article 12. In the normal exe-

·cutbon of their duties as defined in
Article 8 and 9, the Chief of the
Mission, and other members when so
directed by him, are authorized to
visit and inspect any part of the
Iranian military establishment, and
officers in authority shall facilitate
such inspections and make available
plans, records, reports, and corres-
pondence as required. Members of the
Mission will not concern themselves
with secret matters except when it is
essential to their duties and then only
with the approval of the Ministry of
War. Each member of the Mission has
the ohligation not to divulge or in
any way to disclose to any foreign
hovernaent or any person whatsoever
any secret or confidential atter of
which he may have become cognizant

-- - r lr . .---j T -. o)
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Uniform.
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Inspection, etc.

Secret matters.

Article 12. /n the normal exe-
•cutlion a their duties as defined in 
Article 8 and 9, the Chief of the 
Mission, and other members when so 
directed by him, are authorized to 
visit and inspect any part of the 
Iranian military establishment, and 
officers in authority shall facilitate 
such inspections and make available 
plans, records, reports, and corres-
pondence as required. Members of the 
Mission will not concern themselves 
with secret matters except when it is 
essential to their duties and then only 
with the approval of the Ministry of 
War. Each member of the Miezion has 
the obligation not to divulge or in 
any way to disclose to any foreign 
government or any person whatsoever 
any secret or confidential matter of 
which he shy have become cognisant 
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be necessary and are approved by the 
Minister of War of Iran and directed 
by the Chief of the Mission. 

Article 10. Each meatber of the 
Mission shall serve in the Mission with 
the rank he holds in the United States 
Army but shall have precedence over all 
Iranian Army officers of the same rank. 
Each member of the Mission shall be 
entitled to all benefits and privileges 
which the regulations of the Iranian 
Army provide for officers of corres-
ponding rank of the Iranian Army. 
Members of the Mission shall wear 
the United States Army uniform with 
a shoulder sleeve insignia indicating 
service with the Iranian Army. 

Article 11. Members of the Mission 
in case of violation of the laws and 
regulations of the Iranian Government, 
may be separated from the service of the JURA - 

Iranian Army and in mach case will have  ;1 1 (.4.. 0 1.,1,11, 01:1.0;1 
only the right to draw travel expenses 
back to America. 1 J  
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in his capacity as a member of the
Mission. This obligation shall con-
tinue in force after the termination
of the services of the member or the
mission and after the expiration or
car'cellation of this agreement.

TITL IVT - COMPESATICO AND
PQUISITIES

Article 13. Members of the
Mission shall receive from the
Government of Iran such fixed annual
compensation and emoluments, pay-
able in American currency or dollar
draft or check, allowances as may be
agreed upon between the Government
of the United States of America and
the Government of Iran for each mem-
ber. Such compensation and emolu-
ments shall be paid in twelve (12)
equal monthly installments, each

due and payable on the last day of the
Tax exemption. nonth. The compensation and emoluments

shall not be subject to any tax, now
or hereafter in effect, of the Gov-
ernment of Iran or of any of its po-
litical or administrative sub-
divisions. Should there, however,
at present or while this agreement
is in effect, be any taxes that might
affect such compensation and emolu-
ments, such taxes shall be borne by
the Ministry of War of Iran, in order
to comply with the provisions of
this Article that the compensation
agreed upon shall be net.

Article 14. The compensation
and emoluments indicated in the pre-
ceding article shall commenoe for
each member of the Mission upon
arrival in Iran and, except as other-
wise expressly provided in this agree-
ment, hall continue, following the
termination of auty with the Mission,
or following the termination of the

Ant, p. 3307. Mssion under Article 4 of this agree
ment, likewise for the return trip to
the United States of America and
thereafter for the period of any
accumulated leave which y be due
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in his capacity as a member of the 
Mission. This obligation shall con-
tinue in forte after the termination 
of the "services of the member or the 
mission and after the expiration or 
cancellation of this agreement. 

TITLE IV - COMPENSATICK AND 
PERMISITIES 

Article 13. Members of the 
Mission shall receive from the 
Government of Iran such fixed annual 
compensation and emoluments, pay-
able in American currency or dollar 
draft or check, allowances as may be 
agreed upon between the Government 
of the United States of America and 
the Government of Iran for each mem-
ber. . Such compensation and emolu-
ments shall be paid in twelve (12) 
equal monthly installments, each 

due and payable on the last day of the 
month. The compensation and emoluments 
shall not be subject to any tax, now 
or hereafter in effect, of the Gov-
ernment of Iran or of any of its po-
litical or administrative sub-
divisions. Should there, however, 
at present or while this agreement 
is in effect, be any taxes that might 
affect such compensation and emolu-
ments, such taxes shall be borne by 
the Ministry of War of Iran, in order 
to comply with the provisions of 
this Article that the compensation 
agreed upon shall be net. 

Article 14. The compensation 
and emoluments indicated in the pre-
ceding article shall commence for 
each member of the Mission upon 
arrival in Iran and, except as other-
wise expressly provided in this agree.. 
mint, shall continue, following the 
termination of duty with the Mission, 
or following the termination of the 
Mission under Article 4 of this agree-
ment, likewise for the return trip to 
the United States of America and 
thereafter for the period of any 
accumulated leave which may be due 
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the member.

Article 15. The additional
compensation and emoluments due
for the period of the return trip
and accumulated leave shall be paid
to each member of the Mission before
his departure from Iran and such
compensation and emolumenta shall
be computed for travel by the shortest
route usually travelled to the port of
entry in the United States of America,
regardless of the route and method
of travel used by the member of the
Mission.

Article 16. During the period
of the present national emergency in
the United States of America, expense
of transportation of each member of
the Mission and his household effects,
baggage and automobile from and to
*the United States of America shall be
paid by the Government of the United
States of America. If the period of
this agreement extends beyond the date
on which the national emergency in the
United States of America is terminated,
notification of the termination of
the national emergency having been
communicated to the Government of
Iran in writing by the Government of the
United States of America, expenses
(except in case a member is replaced
with less than two years service in
the Mission for the convenience of the
Government of the United States of
America) for transportation of each
member of the Mission and his household
effects, baggage and automobile shall
be paid by the Government of Iran.
First-class accommodatione for travel
will be furnished the mmbers of the
Mission via the shortest usually travel-
ed route between the port of embarkation
in the United States of America and
their official residence in Iran, both
for the outward and return journey.

Article 17. At any time during the
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Article 15. The additional 
compensation and emoluments due 
for the period of the return trip 
and accumulated leave shall be paid 
to each member of the Mission before 
his departure from Iran and such 
compensation and emoluments shall 
be computed for travel by the shortest 
route usually travelled to the port of 
entry in the United States of America, 
regardless of the route and method 
of travel used by the member of the 
Mission. 

Article 16. During the period 
of the present national emergency in 
the United States of America, expense 
or transportation of each member of 
the Mission and his household effects, 
baggage and automobile from and to 
.the United States of America hall be 
paid by the Government of the United 
States of America. If the period of 
this agreement extends beyond the date 
on which the national emergency in the 
United States of America is terminated, 
notification of the termination of 
the national emergency having been 
communicated to the Government of 
Iran in writing by the Government of the 
United States of America, expellees 
(except in case a member is replaced 
with less than two years service in 
the Mission for the convenience of the 
Government of the United States of 
America) for transportation of each 
member of the Miesion and his household 
effects, baggage and automobile shall 
be paid by the Government of Iran. 
Firea,class acccamodations for travel 
will be furnished the members of the 
Mission via the shortest usually travel-
ed route between the port of embarkation 
in the United States of America and 
their official resilience in Iran, both 
for the outward and return journey. 

Article 17. At any time during the 
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period of this agreement, as ma be
elected by each member, the family of
each member of the Mission shall
be furnished by the Government of Iran
with first-class accommodations for
travel, via the shortest usually
traveled route between the port or
embarkation in the United States of
America and the official residence of
the member in Iran, both for the
outward and for the return journey.
Throughout this agre3ment the term
"Family" is limited to mean wife and
dependent children.

Article 18. Compensation for
transportation and travel expenses on
official business of the Government of
Iran shall be provided by the Government
of Iran in accordance with the travel
regulations of the Iranian Aray.

Article 19. In addition to the
United States Government transportation
available to the Mission, the Government
of Iran shall place other means of
transportation (vehicle and aircraft)
at the disposal of the Mission, when
deemed necessary for the performance
of official cdties and will provide
one third of the gasoline and oils
required for the United States Govern-
ment vehicles at the disposal of the
Mission, as determined by the Chief of
the Mission. The number and type of
United States Government vehicles
shall be determined by the War Department
of the United States of America and
authority is granted for the entry and
exit from Iran, in accordance with the
existing law, of one United States
Aray aircraft with crew as considered
necessary by the Chief of the Mission,
in the performance of official duties,
provided that the Chief of the Mission
previously informs the Iranian auth-
orlties concerned of the matter accord-
ing to existing rules and regulations
of Iran. All the United States Govern.
-snt vehicles placed at the disposal of
the Mission for operation within Iran
will be subject to the laWs of Iren.
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period of this agreement, as may be 
elected by each member, the family of 
each member of the Mission Shall 
be furnished by the Government of Iran 
with first-class accommodations for 
travel, via the shortest, usually 
traveled route between the port of 
embarkation in the United States of 
AMerica and the official residence of 
the member in Iran, both for the 
outward and for the return journey. 
Throughout this agrement the term 
"Family" is limited to mean wife and 
dependent children. 

Article 18. Compensation for 
transportation and travel expenses on 
official business of the Government of 
Iran shall be provided by the Government 
of Iran in accordance with the travel 
regulations of the Iranian Army. 

Article 19. In addition to the 
United States Government transportation 
available to the Mission, the Government 
of Iran shall place other means of 
transportation (vehicle and aircraft) 
.at the disposal of the Mission, when 
deemed necessary for the performance 
of official duties and will provide 
one third of the gasoline and oils 
required for the United States Govern-
ment vehicles at the disposal of the 
Mission, as determined by the Chief of 
the Mission. The number and type of 
United States Government vehicles 
shall be determined by the War Department 
of the United States of America and 
authority is granted for the entry and 
exit from Iran, in accordance with the 
existing law, of one United States 
Army aircraft with crew as considered 
necessary by the Chief of the Mission, 
in the performance of official duties, 
provided that the Chief of the Mission 
previously informs the Iranian auth-
orities concerned of the matter accord-
ing to existing rules and regulations 
of Iran. All the United States Govern.. 
Bent vehicles placed at the disposal of 
the Mission for operation within Iran 
will be subject to the lab's of Iron. 
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Article 20. The Government of
Iran shall provide for members of the
Mission suitable office space and
facilities such as office equipment,
stenographic and clerical help,
civilian interpreters and orderlies,
as indicated on the table of organi-
sation of the Advisory Departaent,
and shall give necessary aasistance
for the smooth operation and improve-
ment of the work of the Mission.

Article 21. If any member of
the Mission, or any of his family,
should die in Iran, the Government
of Iran shall have the body trans-
ported to such place in the United
States of America as the surviving
members of the family may decide,
but the cost to the Government of
Iran shall not exceed the cost of
transporting the remains from the
place of decease to New York City.
Should the deceased be a member of
the Mission, his services with the
Mission shall be considered to have
terminated fifteen (15) days after
his death. Return transportation to
New York City for the family of the
deceased member and for their baggage,
household effects, and automobile
shall be provided as prescribed in
Article 17. All allowances due the
deceased member incluling salary
for fifteen (155 days subsequent to
his death, and reimbursement for
expenses and transportation due the
deceased member for travel performed
on official business of the Government
of Iran, shall be paid to the widow of
the deceased member or to any other
person who may have been designated in
writing by the deceased while serving
under the terms of this agreeaent; but
much widow or other person shall not be
compensated for accrued leave due and
not taken by the deceased. All
compensations due the widow, or other
person designated by the deceased,
under the provisions of this article,
shall be paid within fifteen (15)
days of the decease of said mber*
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Article 20. The Government of 
Iran shall provide for members of the 
Iiission suitable office space and 
facilities such as office equipment, 
stenographic and clerical help, 
civilian interpreters and orderlies, 
as indicated on the table of organi— 
mitten of the Advisory Department, 
and shall give necessary assistance 
for the smooth operation and improve— 
ment of the work of the Mission. 

Article 21. If any member of 
the Mission, or any of his family, 
should die in Iran, the Government 
of Iran shall have the body trans— 
ported to such place in the United 
States of America as the surviving 
members of the family may decide, 
but the cost to the Government ce 
Iran shall not exceed the cost of 
transporting the remains from the 
place of decease to New York City. 
Should the deceased be a member of 
the Mission, his services with the 
Mission shall be considered to have 
terminated fifteen (15) days after 
his death. Return transportation to 
New York City for the family of the 
deceased member and for their baggage, 
household effects, and automobile 
shall be provided as prescribed in 
Article 17. All allowances due the 
deceased member, incluting salary 
for fifteen (15) days !subsequent to 
his death, and reimbursement for 
expenses and transportation due the 
deceased member for travel performed 
on official business of the Government 
of Iran, shall he paid to the widow of 
the deceased member or to any other 
person who may have been designated in 
writing by the deceased while serving 
under the terms of this agreement; but 
such widow or other person shall not be 
compensated for accrued leave due and 
not taken by the deceased. All 
compensations due the widow, or other 
person designated by the deceased, 
under the provisions of this article, 
shall be paid within fifteen (15) 
days of the decease of said member. 
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Qospitalization.

AnnuMl leave.

Article 22. If a member of
the Mission becomes ill or suffers
injury, he shall, at the discretion
of the Chief of the Mission, be placed
in such hospital as the Chief of the
Mission deems suitable, after con-
sultation with the Ministry of War
of Iran, and all expenses incurred
as the result of suc; ilLness or
injury while the patient is a
member of the Mission and remains
in Iran shall be paid by the Governm-
ment of Iran. If the hospitalized
member is a cosmissioned officer, he
shall pay his cost of subsistence.
Families will enjoy the same privi-
leges agreed upon in this article
for members of the Mission, except
that a member of the Mission shall
in all cases pay the cost of sub-
sistence incident to hospitalization
of a member of his family. Any
member of the Mission unable to
perform his duties with the Mission
by reason of long continued phy-
sical disability shall be replaced.

TITLE V - STIPULATINS AND
CCNDITICNS

Article 23. Each member of
the Mission shall be entitled to
one months annual leave with pay,
or to a proportional part thereof
with pay for any fractional part
of the year. Unused portions of
said leave shall be cumulative from
year to year during service as a
member of the Mission. This leave
may be spent in Iran, in the United
States of America, or in other
countries, but the expense of travel
and transportation not otherwise
provided for in this agreement shall
be borne by the member of the
Mission taling such leave. All travel
tie on leave shall count as leave.
The Goverment of Iran agrees to
grant the leave herein specified
according to the written appli-
cation approved by the Chief of

ission with due consideraton for
the convenience of the Governumnt
of Irtn.
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Article 22. If a member of 
the Mission becomes ill or suffers 
injury, he shall, at the discretion 
of the Chief of the Mission be placed 
in such hospital as the Chief of the 
Mission deems suitable after con-
sultation with the Ministry of War 
of Iran, and all expenses incurred 
as the result of such illness or 
injury while the patient is a 
member of the Mission and remains 
in Iran shall be paid by the Govern-
ment of Iran. If the hospitalized 
member is a comaissioned officer, be 
shall pay his cost of subsistence. 
Families will enjoy the same privi-
leges agreed upon in this article 
for members of the Mission, except 
that a member of the Mission shall 
in all Cases pay the cost of sub-
sistence incident to hospitalization 
of a member of his family. Any 
member of the Mission unable to 
perform his duties with the Mission 
by reason of long continued phy-
eical disability shall be replaced. 

TITLE V - STIPULATICNS AND 
CC:EDITIONS 

Article 23. Each member of 
the Mission shall be entitled to 
one months annual leave with pay, 
or to a proportional part thereof 
with my for any fractional part 
of the year. Unused portions of 
said leave shall be cumulative from 
year to year during service as a 
member of the Mission. This leave 
may be spent in Iran in the United 
States of America, or in other 
countries, but the expense of travel 
and transportation not otherwise 
provided for in this agreement shall 
be borne by the member of the 
Mission taking amen leave. All travel 
Wilma leave shall count as leave. 
The Government of Iran agrees to 
great the leave herein specified 
according to the written appli-
cation approved by the Chili of 
Mission with due consideration for 
the convenience of the Ckliernsent 
of Iran. 
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Article 24. So long as this agree- ' - -a
ment. or any extension thereof. is in -J J r-u , L ' , .,iL ,5 J -- I .. _..

the Government of Iran shall J r yJif.: 31 IJ\J L
ge the services of any personnel ' * ' J
ther foreign government for i L. J l. o.l1 .-C L
r any nature connected with the i < i -. i .jL .. i
Army, except by mutual agree-
iseen the Government of the
tates of America and the Govern-
Iran.

4l, QjJin * 1 rIll l J- To .JL
ele 25. The Government of Iran
at exemption from custom duties - ^ 1
imports on articles imported j -;ijl .wL- 1 oa.-.LX J J 1Y; 6->

i by members of the Mission for . .
rsonal use or the use of their J, ;- .- ^ .j L j

provided that their request - - L. j L- J, -l .. lJ -~:L
entry has received the approval
ibassador of the United States ) L b'lpI .. r lJIj

1
5 L.) LS .1.

ca or the Charge d'Affairs, ad Am j-r L; I, 0iJ £J IjlJ) *L-L
and from all export duties ..
.es purchasea in Iran for their) l - L
use or the use of their * AL &AlI L S .. . jI

The Government of Iran shall
ee and unrestricted passage of 4
ad from members of the Mission jl 85 . i , sL j L. oL .JL -,-.
to the United States when .T
tation of such mail is furnished -> 

L  i LlI
overnment of the United States .)JI jl i1 -il0 -JJ, LL- OtLb . JI)
ca. The Chief of the Mission
isible that no contraband is J' J
received by members of the L5 J- .' -. j I · 1 J IJJI ...
)r their families. L .41 J I L L J;l

ITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned i:LJ rjlI-;l, J l; L 'JL ,l jLt; La
a. Minister of Warof Iran, and .
re V. Alien Ambassador J
inary and Plenipotentiary of the .; Io's Ll ji. .. ,1 ,.5I.
tates of America, have signed I L .L .JJ ,.,, ' J*
eement in duplicate in the
and Persian languages, at Tehran, -1 * j . ) p, t1
ixh day of Octohber I JJt' - ' 1 S >^ :J I -O
sand nin eamea forty seven. -* U - L^ . Jj

is^ X,; (a/ * o * 1

i r y i i L. 6,

Services of
personnel of
other foreign
governments,
restriction.

Exemption
from custom.
duties.

Passage of
mail.
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JI.J.,5; 0 .0 diS 
Article 24. So long 'ea this agree- 

t 

ment, or any extension thereof, is in c.1.1.) y.te 
effect, the Government of Iran shall 
not engage the services of any personnel 
of any other foreign government for 
duties or any nature connected with the 
Iranian Army, except by mutual agree-
ment between the Government of the 
United States of America and the Govern-
ment of Iran. 

Article 25. The Government of Iran 
shall grant exemption from custom duties 
or other imports on articles imported 
into Iran by members of the Mission for 
their personal use or the use of their 
families, provided that their request 
for free entry has received the approval 
of the Ambassador of the United States 
of America or the Charge d'Affairs, ad 
interim, and from all export duties 
on articles purchased in Iran for their 
personal use or the use of their 
families. The Government of Iran shall 
grant free and unrestricted passage of 
mail to and from members of the Mission 
from and to the United States when 
transportation of such mail is furnished 
by the Government of the United States 
,of America. The Chief of the Mission 
is responsible that no contraband is 
sent or received by members of the 
Mission or their families. 

IN ,CITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned 
ud Djam. Minister of Warof Iran, and 

George V. Allen Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America, have signed 
this agreement in duplicate in the 
English and Persian languages, at Tehran, 
this  aixth day of  October  
1 thousand nin  J.undreo and forty seven. 
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

April 4, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1667]

Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting
the restoration of certain industrial property rights affected by World
War II. Signed at Washington April 4, 1947; entered into force
November 10, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA AND FRANCE CON-
CERNING THE RESTORA-
TION OF CERTAIN INDUS-
TRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
AFFECTED BY WORLD WAR
II

The Government of the United
States of America and the Govern-
ment of the French Republic,

Being desirous of remedying the
effects on industrial property
rights of their nationals resulting
from World War II by concluding
an agreement for extending the
rights of priority in patent matters
and the times for taking action
with respect to patents and patent
applications, and related matters,

Have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

The periods of priority pro-
vided by Article 4 of the Conven-
tion of Union of Paris for the
Protection of Industrial Property,
last revised at London on June
2, 1934, and by the laws of the
respective countries in accordance
therewith, for the filing of applica-
tions for patents or designs and
models, which had not expired on
September 8, 1939, and those

ACCORD ENTRE LES ETATS-
UNIS D'AMERIQUE ET LA
FRANCE CONCERNANT LA
RESTAURATION DE CER-
TAINS DROITS DE PRO-
PRIETE INDUSTRIELLE AT-
TEINTS PAR LA DEUXIEME
GUERRE MONDIALE

Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique et le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique Francaise,

Soucieux de remedier aux at-
teintes subies par les droits de
propriete industrielle de leurs res-
sortissants, du fait de la deuxieme
guerre mondiale, ont decide de
realiser un accord ayant pour objet
de prolonger, d'une part, les droits
de priorite en matiSre de brevet,
d'autre part, les d6lais n6cessaires
pour remplir les formalites con-
cernant les brevets et demandes
de brevets; enfin, de r6gler un cer-
tain nombre de questions con-
nexes,

Ils ont en consequence convenu
ce qui suit:

ARTICLE I

Les delais de priorite prevus
par l'Article 4 de la Convention
d'Union de Paris pour la Protec-
tion de la Propriete industrielle,
revisee en dernier lieu a Londres
le 2 juin 1934, et par les lois qui s'y
rapportent dans chacun des deux
pays, pour le depot des demandes
de brevets d'invention, ou de
dessins et modeles, non expires le
8 septembre 1939, ainsi que ceux

Periods of priority.

53 Stat. 1772.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA AND FRANCE CON-
CERNING THE RESTORA-
TION OF CERTAIN INDUS-
TRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
AFFECTED BY WORLD WAR 
II 

The Government of the United 
States of America and the Govern-
ment of the French Republic, 

Being desirous of remedying the 
effects on industrial property 
rights of their nationals resulting 
from World War II by concluding 
an agreement for extending the 
rights of priority in patent matters 
and the times for taking action 
with respect to patents and patent 
applications, and related matters, 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

The periods of priority pro-
vided by Article 4 of the Conven-
tion of Union of Paris for the 
Protection of Industrial Property, 
last revised at London on June 
2, 1934, and by the laws of the 
respective countries in accordance 
therewith, for the filing of applica-
tions for patents or designs and 
models, which had not expired on 
September 8, 1939, and those 

ACCORD ENTRE LES ETATS-
UNIS D'AMERIQUE ET LA 
FRANCE CONCERNANT LA 
RESTAURATION DE CER-
TAINS DROITS DE PRO-
PRIETE INDUSTRIELLE AT-
TEINTS PAR LA DEUXIEME 
GUERRE MONDIAT.E 

Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique et le Gouverne-
ment de la Republique Frangaise, 

Soucieux de remedier aux at-
teintes subies par les droits de 
propriete industrielle de leurs res-
sortissants, du fait de la deuxieme 
guerre mondiale, ont decide de 
realiser un accord ayant pour objet 
de prolonger, d'une part, les droits 
de priorite en matiere de brevet, 
d'autre part, les (Waits necessaires 
pour remplir les formalites con-
cernant les brevets et demandes 
de brevets; enfin, de regler un cer-
tain nombre de questions con-
flexes, 
us ont en consequence convenu 

eta qui suit: 

ARTICLE I 

Les delais de priorite prevus 
par l'Article 4 de la Convention 
d'Union de Paris pour la Protec-
tion de la Propriete industrielle, 
revisee en dernier lieu a Londres 
le 2 juin 1934, et par les lois qui s'y 
rapportent dans chacun des deux 
pays, pour le depot des demandes 
de brevets d'invention, ou de 
dessins et modeles, non expires le 
8 septembre 1939, ainsi que ceux 
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which have arisen since that date,
are extended by each of the coun-
tries, in favor of the nationals of
the other country, until August 7,
1947.

Documents required for support
of a claim of priority may be filed
before the expiration of six months
from the date of filing of the
application.

Patents already issued without
a claim for priority shall benefit
from the provisions of the first
paragraph of this Article on the
condition that the request for
priority and the required docu-
ments be filed by August 7, 1947.

ARTICLE II

Applications for patents or de-
signs and models in one of the
countries by nationals of the other
country, considered as abandoned
or forfeited since September 8,
1939, are restored, and the time
for the payment of any fee, or the
taking of any action or the accom-
plishment of any formality pre-
scribed by the laws of each coun-
try with respect to applications for
patents or designs and models
which had not expired on Septem-
ber 8, 1939, or which arose after
that date, is extended to August 7,
1947, without additional tax.

a

ARTICLE III

Patents or designs and models
obtained pursuant to the present
Agreement shall not affect the
right of third parties, or their
agents or successors in business,
who, before August 8, 1946, or be-
fore the date of the restoration of
an application under Article II,
have in good faith begun the work-
ing of an invention, design, or

95347°-49-PT. I -- 66

qui ont pris naissance depuis
cette date, sont prolonges par
chacun des deux pays, en faveur
des nationaux de l'autre pays,
jusqu'au 7 aoft, 1947.

Les documents exig4s A I'appui
d'une revendication de priorite
pourront etre deposes jusqu'a l'ex-
piration d'un delai de six mois, A
dater de la demande.

Les brevets deja delivres sans
revendication du droit de priorite,
beneficieront des dispositions du
premier paragraphe du present
Article, a la condition que la
demande et les documents ne
soient pas deposes apres le 7 aofit
1947.

ARTICLE II

Les droits resultant des de-
mandes de brevets ou de dessins
et modeles, formulees par les
ressortissants de l'un des deux
pays, dans l'autre pays, et con-
siderees comme abandonn6es ou
dechues depuis le 8 septembre
1939, sont restaures. Les delais
pour le paiement de toute taxe,
l'accomplissement de tout acte
et de toute formalit6 prescrits
par les lois de chacun des deux
pays, pour les demandes de brevets
d'invention ou de dessins et mo-
deles qui n'6taient pas expires le 8
septembre 1939, ou qui ont pris
naissance apres cette date, sont,
dans ce cas, prolonges jusqu'au 7
oft 1947, sans aucune surtaxe.

ARTICLE III

Les brevets d'invention, ou les
dessins et modeles obtenus en
vertu du present Accord, ne pour-
ront en aucun cas, affecter le droit
des tiers ou de leurs ayants-droit
a continuer leur exploitation si
ceux-ci ont de bonne foi entrepris
1'exploitation d'une invention, des-
sin ou modele, avant le 8 aout
1946, ou avant la date de restaura-

Applications for
patents, etc.

Right of third par-
ties.
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which have arisen since that date, 
are extended by each of the coun-
tries, in favor of the nationals of 
the other country, until August 7, 
1947. 
Documents required for support 

of a claim of priority may be filed 
before the expiration of six months 
from the date of filing of the 
application. 

Patents already issued without 
a claim for priority shall benefit 
from the provisions of the first 
paragraph of this Article on the 
condition that the request for 
priority and the required docu-
ments be filed by August 7, 1947. 

ARTICLE II 

Applications for patents or de-
signs and models in one of the 
countries by nationals of the other 
country, considered as abandoned 
or forfeited since September 8, 
1939, are restored, and the time 
for the payment of any fee, or the 
taking of any action or the accom-
plishment of any formality pre-
scribed by the laws of each coun-
try with respect to applications for 
patents or designs and models 
which had not expired on Septem-
ber 8, 1939, or which arose after 
that date, is extended to August 7, 
1947, without additional tax. 

ARTICLE III 

Patents or designs and models 
obtained pursuant to the present 
Agreement shall not affect the 
right of third parties, or their 
agents or successors in business, 
who, before August 8, 1946, or be-
fore the date of the restoration of 
an application under Article II, 
have in good faith begun the work-
ing of an invention, design, or 
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qui ont pris naissance depths 
cette date, sont prolong& par 
chacun des deux pays, en faveur 
des nationaux de l'autre pays, 
jusqu'au 7 aotit, 1947. 

Les documents edges a l'appui 
d'une revendication de priorite 
pourront etre deposes jusqu'a l'ex-
piration d'un delai de six mois, a 
dater de la demande. 

Les brevets déjà delivres sans 
revendication du droit de priorite, 
beneficieront des dispositions du 
premier paragraphe du present 
Article, a la condition que la 
demande et les documents ne 
soient pas deposes apres le 7 aofit 
1947. 

Les 

ARTICLE II 

droits resultant des de-
mandes de brevets ou de dessins 
et modeles, formulees par les 
ressortissants de l'un des deux 
pays, dans l'autre pays, et con-
siderees comme abandonnees ou 
dechues depuis le 8 septembre 
1939, sont restaures. Les delais 
pour le paiement de toute taxe, 
Paccomplissement de tout acte 
et de toute formalite presents 
par les lois de chacun des deux 
pays, pour les demandes de brevets 
d'invention ou de dessins et mo-
deles qui n'etaient pas expires le 8 
septembre 1939, ou qui ont pris 
naissance apres cette date, sont, 
dans ce cas, prolong& jusqu'au 7 

aotit 1947, sans aucune surtaxe. 

ARTICLE III 

Les brevets d'invention, on les 
dessins et modeles obtenus en 
vertu du present Accord, ne pour-
ront en aucun cas, affecter le droit 
des tiers ou de leurs ayants-droit 
a continuer leur exploitation si 
ceux-ci ont de bonne foi entrepris 
Pexploitation d'une invention, des-
sin ou modele, avant le 8 aotit 
1946, ou avant la date de restaura-

Applications for 
patents, etc. 

Right of third pats 
ties. 
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model, to continue such working,
or the right of those bona fide in
possession of patents and applica-
tions for patents, designs, or
models, or their agents or licensees
before August 8, 1946, to use the
inventions covered by such patents
or applications for patents or
designs and models.

ARTICLE IV
Durationofpatents. The duration of patents ob-

tained pursuant to the present
Agreement by nationals of each
of the two countries shall not
exceed twenty years from the
day of the first application filed.

Annal taxes. The dates on which annual taxes
are due under the laws of France
shall remain unchanged.

Nothing in the present Agree-
ment shall be construed to extend
the time for filing requests for
extensions of the duration of
patents authorized by the French
law concerning exceptional ex-
tension of the duration of patents
on account of the war.

ARTICLE V

Nationals of the United States
of America may pay up to August
7, 1947:

1. those annual taxes for pat-
ents which could have been paid
on September 8, 1939, accom-
panied by any additional delay
fee due on that date, and

2. the annual taxes due since
September 8, 1939, without any
additional delay fees, and in such

tion des demandes formul6es en
application de l'Article II. Ces
brevets d'invention, dessins ou
modeles, ne pourront d'autre part
affecter les droits acquis avant le
8 aoit 1946, par les d6tenteurs de
bonne foi de brevets d'invention,
de demandes de brevets, de dessins
et modeles ou par leurs ayants-
droit, d'exploiter les inventions
prot6g6es par de tels brevets, de-
mandes de brevets ou de dessins
et modeles.

ARTICLE IV

La dur6e de validit6 des brevets
d'invention delivr6s en applica-
tion du present Accord aux res-
sortissants de chacun des deux
pays ne pourra exc6der vingt
ann6es, a compter dujourdudep6t
de la premiere demande. Les
dates normales d'6ch6ance des
annuit6s prevues par les lois
frangaises resteront inchang6es.

Pour l'application des disposi-
tions sp6ciales autoris6es par les
lois frangaises relatives a la pro-
longation exceptionnelle de la
dur6e du brevet d'invention, du
fait de la guerre, le pr6sent Accord
ne pourra etre considdr6 comme
prolongeant les d6lais impartis
aux interesses pour formuler leurs
demandes.

ARTICLE V

Les ressortissants des Etats-
Unis d'Am6rique pourront, jus-
qu'au 7 aout 1947, acquitter:

lo. accompagnees du montant
de la taxe supplementaire de re-
tard due au 8 septembre 1939,
les taxes d'annuit6 des brevets
d'invention qui pouvaient encore
etre valablement acquittees a la
date ci-dessus;

20. sans taxe supplementaire,
les annuites echues depuis le
8 septembre 1939. Dans ces deux
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Duration of patents. 

Annual taxes. 

model, to continue such working, 
or the right of those bona fide in 
possession of patents and applica-
tions for patents, designs, or 
models, or their agents or licensees 
before August 8, 1946, to use the 
inventions covered by such patents 
or applications for patents or 
designs and models. 

ARTICLE IV 

The duration of patents ob-
tained pursuant to the present 
Agreement by nationals of each 
of the two countries shall not 
exceed twenty years from the 
day of the first application filed. 
The dates on which annual taxes 
are due under the laws of France 
shall remain unchanged. 

Nothing in the present Agree-
ment shall be construed to extend 
the time for filing requests for 
extensions of the duration of 
patents authorized by the French 
law concerning exceptional ex-
tension of the duration of patents 
on account of the war. 

ARTICLE V 

Nationals of the United States 
of America may pay up to August 
7, 1947: 

1. those annual taxes for pat-
ents which could have been paid 
on September 8, 1939, accom-
panied by any additional delay 
fee due on that date, and 

2. the annual taxes due since 
September 8, 1939, without any 
additional delay fees, and in such 

tion des demandes formulees en 
application de PArticle II. Ces 
brevets d'invention, dessins ou 
modeles, ne pourront d'autre part 
affecter les droits acquis avant le 
8 aoflt 1946, par les detenteurs de 
bonne foi de brevets d'invention, 
de demandes de brevets, de dessins 
et modeles ou par lours ayants-
droit, d'exploiter les inventions 
protegees par de tels brevets, de-
mandes de brevets ou de dessins 
et modeles. 

ARTICLE IV 

La duree de validite des brevets 
d'invention delivres en applica-
tion du present Accord aux res-
sortissants de chacun des deux 
pays no pourra exceder vingt 
annees, a compter du jour du depot 
de la premiere demande. Les 
dates norrnales d'echeance des 
annul-Vs prev-ues par les lois 
frangaises resteront inchangees. 
Pour Papplication des disposi-

tions speciales autorisees par les 
lois frangaises relatives a la pro-
longation exceptionnelle de in 
dm* du brevet d'invention, du 
fait de la guerre, le present Accord 
ne pourra etre considere comme 
prolongeant les delais impartis 
aux interesses pour formuler leurs 
demandes. 

ARTICLE V 

Les ressortissants des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique pourront, jus-
qu'au 7 aotit 1947, acquitter: 

lo. accompagnees du montant 
de la tare supplementaire de re-
tard due au 8 septembre 1939, 
les taxes d'annuite des brevets 
d'invention qui pouvaient encore 
etre valablement acquittees la 
date ci-dessus; 

2o. sans tare supplementaire, 
les annuites &hues depuis le 
8 septembre 1939. Dams ces deux 
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cases the payments will be con-
sidered as having been made in
time.

ARTICLE VI

The period between September
8, 1939 and the date of the coming
into force of the present Agree-
ment shall not be taken into
account in the term provided for
the working of a patent.

ARTICLE VII

In no case shall the present
Agreement invalidate a judicial
decision regarding the validity of
a patent rendered prior to the date
of the coming into force of the
present Agreement.

ARTICLE VIII

Trade-mark registrations in one
of the countries, of the nationals
of the other country, which have
expired since September 8, 1939,
may be renewed before June 30,
1948, and such renewals shall have
retroactive effect to the date of
the expiration of the normal term
of the expired registrations.

ARTICLE IX

The rights granted by the
present Agreement to nationals
of the United States of America
shall also be granted to French
nationals residing in the United
States of America.

Each Government shall deliver
to the other Government a notice
that it has accepted the present
Agreement in accordance with its
law and has taken all steps neces-
sary to enable it to carry out all
its obligations under the present
Agreement.

cas, les paiements seront con-
sideres comme ayant 6et effectues
en temps voulu.

ARTICLE VI

La p6riode comprise entre le
8 septembre 1939 et la date de
mise en vigueur du present Accord
n'entre pas en ligne de compte
dans le delai pr6vu pour la mise
en exploitation d'un brevet.

ARTICLE VII

En aucun cas le present Accord
ne pourra avoir pour effet d'invali-
der une decision judiciaire, con-
cernant la validite d'un brevet,
intervenue anterieurement a la
date de sa mise en application.

ARTICLE VIII

L'enregistrement des marques
de fabrique et de commerce d'un
ressortissant de l'un des deux pays,
dans l'autre pays, dont la validite
serait venue a expiration apres le
8 septembre 1939, pourra 6tre
renouvele a condition que ce re-
nouvellement soit effectu6 avant
le 30 juin 1948. Un tel renou-
vellement aura effet r6troactif a
la (late d'expiration de la dur6e
normale du precedent enregistre-
ment.

ARTICLE IX

Les droits concedes par le
present Accord aux ressortissants
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique seront
egalement acquis aux ressortis-
sants francais residant aux Etats-
Unis d'Amerique.

Chacun des Gouvernements, par
une note qu'il adressera a l'autre,
lui fera savoir qu'il a accepte le
present Accord conformement A
sa legislation et qu'il a pris les
dispositions necessaires pour l'exe-
cution de toutes les obligations
prevues A cet Accord.

Period not taken
into account.

Validity of de-
cisions.

Renewal of trade-
mark registrations.

Rciprocal rizhts.

Notice of accept-
ance.
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cases the payments will be con-
sidered as having been made in 
time. 

ARTICLE VI 

The period between September 
8, 1939 and the date of the coming 
into force of the present Agree-
ment shall not be taken into 
account in the term provided for 
the working of a patent. 

ARTICLE VII 

In no case shall the present 
Agreement invalidate a judicial 
decision regarding the validity of 
a patent rendered prior to the date 
of the coming into force of the 
present Agreement. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Trade-mark registrations in one 
of the countries, of the nationals 
of the other country, which have 
expired since September 8, 1939, 
may be renewed before June 30, 
1948, and such renewals shall have 
retroactive effect to the date of 
the expiration of the normal term 
of the expired registrations. 

ARTICLE IX 

The rights granted by the 
present Agreement to nationals 
of the United States of America 
shall also be granted to French 
nationals residing in the United 
States of America. 
Each Government shall deliver 

to the other Government a notice 
that it has accepted the present 
Agreement in accordance with its 
law and has taken all steps neces-
sary to enable it to carry out all 
its obligations under the present 
Agreement. 

cas, les paiements seront con-
sider& comme ayant ete effeetues 
en temps voulu. 

ARTICLE VI 

La periode comprise entre le 
8 septembre 1939 et la date de 
mise en vigueur du present Accord 
n'entre pas en ligne de compte 
dans le Mai prevu pour la mise 
en exploitation d'un brevet. 

ARTICLE VII 

En aucun cas le present Accord 
ne pourra avoir pour effet d'invali-
der une decision judiciaire, con-
cernant la validite d'un brevet, 
intervenue anterieurement a la 
date de sa mise en application. 

ARTICLE VIII 

L'enregistrement des marques 
de fabrique et de commerce d'un 
ressortissant de l'un des deux pays, 
dans l'autre pays, dont la validite 
serait venue a expiration apres le 
8 septembre 1939, pourra etre 
renouvele a condition que ce re-
nouvellement soit effectue avant 
le 30 juin 1948. Un tel renou-
vellement aura effet retroactif 
la date d'expiration de in duree 
no rm ale du preced en t en regis tre-
ment. 

ARTICLE IX 

Les droits concedes par le 
present Accord aux ressortissants 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique seront 
egalement acquis aux ressortis-
sants francais residant aux Etats-
Unis d'Amerique. 
Chacun des Gouvernements, par 

une note qu'il adressera a l'autre, 
lui fera savoir qu'il a accepte le 
present Accord conforrnement 
sa legislation et qu'il a pris les 
dispositions necessaires pour l'exe-
cution de toutes les obligations 
prevues a cet Accord. 

Period not taken 
into account. 

Validity of de-
cisions. 

Renewal of trade-
mark registrations. 

Itociprocol rights. 

Notice of accept-
ance. 
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Entry into force.

Authentic languages.

The present Agreement shall
come into force on the day the
said notices are delivered by
each Government to the other.
If the said notices are delivered
on different days, the Agreement
shall come into force on the day
of the delivery of the notice
later ['] in time.

Done in duplicate, at Wash-
ington, in the English and French
languages, each equally authen-
tic, on April 4, 1947.

For the United States of America:
Pour les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique:

DEAN ACHESON

For the French Republic:
Pour la i6epublique Frangaise:

H. BONNET

1 [By note no. 254 dated July 21, 1947, received in the Department of State July
22, 1947, the French Embassy in Washington notified the Department of State
of the approval of this agreement by the French Parliament. By a memorandum
dated Nov. 10, 1947, delivered on that date, the Department of State notified
the French Embassy in Washington of the acceptance of this agreement by the
Government of the United States of America.]

Cet Accord entrera en vigueur
a la date de 1'6change des noti-
fications. Si ces notifications sont
faites A des dates differentes,
l'Accord entrera en vigueur a
la date de la derniere.

Fait en double exemplaire, a
Washington, le 4 avril 1947, en
anglais et en francais, les deux
textes faisant 6galement foi.
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Entry into force. 

Authentic languages. 

The present Agreement shall 
come into force on the day the 
said notices are delivered by 
each Government to the other. 
If the said notices are delivered 
on different days, the Agreement 
shall come into force on the day 
of the delivery of the notice 
later r] in time. 

Done in duplicate, at Wash-
ington, in the English and French 
languages, each equally authen-
tic, on April 4, 1947. 

Cet Accord entrera en vigueur 
a la date de Pechange des noti-
fications. Si ces notifications sont 
faites a des dates differentes, 
l'Accord entrera en vigueur a 
la date de la derniere. 

Fait en double exemplaire, a 
Washington, le 4 avril 1947, en 
anglais et en frangais, les deux 
textes faisant egalement foi. 

For the United States of America: 
Pour lea Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 

DEAN ACHESON 

For the French Republic: 
Pour la Republique Frangaise: 

H. BONNET 

1 [By note no. 254 dated July 21, 1947, received in the Department of State July 
22, 1947, the French Embassy in Washington notified the Department of State 
of the approval of this agreement by the French Parliament. By a memorandum 
dated Nov. 10, 1947, delivered on that date, the Department of State notified 
the French Embassy in Washington of the acceptance of this agreement by the 
Government of the United States of America.] 
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ANNEX

It is understood that the appli-
cation to nationals of France of
the provisions of Sections 1, 3, 4,
10, and 15 of the law of the United
States of America approved Au-
gust 8, 1946, Public Law 690,
79th Congress, relating to patents
and designs, shall be considered
as complying with the require-
ments of the present Agreement.

It is further understood that the
application to nationals of France
of the law of the United States of
America approved July 17, 1946,
Public Law 517, 79th Congress,
relating to extension of time for
applying for renewal of trade-
mark registrations, shall be con-
sidered as complying with the
requirements of Article VIII of
the present Agreement.

ANNEXE

Il est entendu que 1'application
aux ressortissants francais des
dispositions des Sections 1, 3, 4,
10, et 15 de la loi des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique, promulgu6e le 8 aoit
1946, dite loi publique 690, 79bme
Congres, relative aux brevets d'in-
vention et dessins, correspond aux
dispositions du present Accord.

Il est entendu, d'autre part,
que l'application aux ressortis-
sants francais de la loi des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, promulguee le
17 juillet 1946, dite loi publique
517, 79eme Congres, relative a la
prolongation des d6lais pour le
renouvellement de l'enregistre-
ment des marques de fabrique et
de commerce correspond aux dis-
positions de 1'Article VIII du
present Accord.

60 Stat. 940.
35 U. S. C. § 101 et

seg.

60 Stat. 568.
15U.S. C. § 92note

Ante, p. 3319.

D. A.

HB.
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ANNEX 

It is understood that the appli-
cation to nationals of France of 
the provisions of Sections 1, 3, 4, 
10, and 15 of the law of the United 
States of America approved Au-
gust 8, 1946, Public Law 690, 
79th Congress, relating to patents 
and designs, shall be considered 
as complying with the require-
ments of the present Agreement. 

It is further understood that the 
application to nationals of France 
of the law of the United States of 
America approved July 17, 1946, 
Public Law 517, 79th Congress, 
relating to extension of time for 
applying for renewal of trade-
mark registrations, shall be con-
sidered as complying with the 
requirements of Article VIII of 
the present Agreement. 

D. A. 

H B. 

ANNEXE 

Ii est entendu que l'application 
aux ressortissants frangais des 
dispositions des Sections 1, 3, 4, 
10, et 15 de la loi des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique, promulguee le 8 aoilt 
1946, dite loi publique 690, 79eme 
Congres, relative aux brevets d'in-
vention et dessins, correspond aux 
dispositions du present Accord. 

Ii est entendu, d'autre part, 
que l'application aux ressortis-
sants frangais de la loi des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique, promulguee le 
17 juillet 1946, dite loi publique 
517, 79eme Congres, relative a la 
prolongation des delais pour le 
renouvellement de l'eliregistre-
ment des marques de fabrique et 
de commerce correspond aux dis-
positions de l'Article VIII du 
present Accord. 

60 Stat. 940. 
35 U. S. C. § 101 et 

seg. 

60 Stat. 568. 
15 U. S. C. § 92 note 

Ante, p.3319. 
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October 2, 29, 1947 Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respecting
[T. I. A. S. 16 the exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes

signed at Quito October 21 and 29, 1947; entered into force October
29, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Ecuadoran Minister for Foreign
Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
No. 370 Quito, October 21, 1947.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken
place between representatives of the Government of the United
States of America and representatives of the Government of Ecuador
in regard to the exchange of official publications, and to inform Your
Excellency that the Government of the United States of America
agrees that there shall be an exchange of official publications between
the two Governments in accordance with the following provisions:

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy
of each of its official publications which is indicated in a selected
list prepared by the other Government and communicated through
diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present
agreement. The list of publications selected by each Government
may be revised from time to time and may be extended, without
the necessity of subsequent negotiations, to include any other
official publication of the other Government not specified in the
list, or publications of new offices which the other Government
may establish in the future.

2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the Government of the United States of America shall be the
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
mission of publications of the Government of Ecuador shall be the
Biblioteca Nacional.

3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United
States of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the
Republic of Ecuador by the Biblioteca Nacional.

4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a
public character, or confidential publications.

5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own
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Agreement between the United States of America and Ecuador respecting 
the exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange of notes 
signed at Quito October 21 and 29, 1947; entered into force October 
29, 1947. 

The American Ambassador to the Ecuadoran Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

No. 370 Quito, October 21, 1947. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken 

place between representatives of the Government of the United 
States of America and representatives of the Government of Ecuador 
in regard to the exchange of official publications, and to inform Your 
Excellency that the Government of the United States of America 
agrees that there shall be an exchange of official publications between 
the two Governments in accordance with the following provisions: 

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy 
of each of its official publications which is indicated in a selected 
list prepared by the other Government and communicated through 
diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present 
agreement. The list of publications selected by each Government 
may be revised from time to time and may be extended, without 
the necessity of subsequent negotiations, to include any other 
official publication of the other Government not specified in the 
list, or publications of new offices which the other Government 
may establish in the future. 

2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications 
of the Government of the United States of America shall be the 
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
mission of publications of the Government of Ecuador shall be the 
Biblioteca Nacional. 

3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United 
States of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the 
Republic of Ecuador by the Biblioteca, Nacional. 

4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two 
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a 
public character, or confidential publications. 

5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including 
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement 
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the 
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own 
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publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government.

6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modifica-
tion of any existing exchange agreement between a department or
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of
the other Government.

Upon the receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that
the foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Ecuador,
the Government of the United States of America will consider that
this note and your reply constitute an agreement between the two
Governments on this subject, the agreement to enter into force on
the date of your note in reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation.

JOHN F. SIMMONS
His Excellency

Doctor JosE VICENTE TRUJILLO,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Quito.

The Ecuadoran Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

REPfBLICA DEL ECUADOR
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES

DEPARTAMENTO DE ACTOS Y ORGANISMOS No. 244-DAO.

INTERNACIONALES.-

Quito, a 29 Oct. 1947
SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a honra referirme a la atenta nota do Vuostra Excelencia,
signada con el nuimero 370, do fecha 21 do octubro en curso, y a las
conversaciones sostenidas entre los represcntantes del Gobierno del
Ecuador y los representantes del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de
America, con relaci6n al intercambio de publicaciones oficiales.

2. Al respecto, me permito informar a Vuestra Excelencia que el
Gobierno ecuatoriano esta de acuerdo con el establecimiento de un
intercambio de publicaciones oficiales, conforme a las siguientes
estipulaciones:

I. Cada uno de los dos Gobiernos proporcionara regularmente
al otro un ejemplar de cada una de sus publicaciones oficiales que
se indicaran en una lista seleccionada y preparada por el otro
Gobierno la que sera remitida por conducto diplomatico sub-
siguientemente a la conclusi6n del presente convenio. La lista de
las publicaciones escogidas por cada Gobierno puede ser revisada de
vez en cuando y puede ser ampliada sin la necesidad de negocia-
ciones subsiguientes, con el fin de incluir cualquier otra publicaci6n
oficial del otro Gobierno que no este especificada en la lista, o
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publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government. 

6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modifica-
tion of any existing exchange agreement between a department or 
agency of one of the Governments and a. department or agency of 
the other Government. 

Upon the receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that 
the foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Ecuador, 
the Government of the United States of America will consider that 
this note and your reply constitute an agreement between the two 
Governments on this subject, the agreement to enter into force on 
the date of your note in reply. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation. 

JOHN F. SIMMONS 
His Excellency 

Doctor Jos VICENTE TRUJILLO, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Quito. 

The Ecuadoran Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

REPUBLICA DEL ECUADOR 
MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 

DEPARTAMENTO DE ACTOS Y ORGANISMOS No. 244-DAO. 
INTERNACIONALES.-

Quito, a 29 Oct. 1947 
SEStOR EMBATADOR: 

Tengo a honra referirme a la atenta nota de Vuestra Excelencia, 
signada con el rainier° 370, do fecha 21 do octubre en curso, y a las 
conversaciones sostenidas entre los representantcs del Gobierno del 
Ecuador y los representantes del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de 
America, con relaci6n al intercambio de publicaciones oficiales. 

2. Al respecto, me permit° informar a Vuestra Excelencia que el 
Gobierno ecuatoriano esti], de acuerdo con el establecimiento de un 
intercambio de publicaciones oficiales, conforme a las siguientes 
estipulaciones: 

I. Cada uno de los dos Gobiernos proporcionard, regularmente 
al otro un ejemplar de cada una de sus publicaciones oficiales que 
se indicaran en una lista seleccionada y preparada por el otro 
Gobierno la que sera remitida por conducto diplomatic° sub-
siguientemente a la conclusion del presente convenio. La lista de 
las publicaciones escogidas por cada Gobierno puede ser revisada de 
vez en cuando y puede ser ampliada sin la necesidad de negocia-
ciones subsiguientes, con el fin de incluir cualquier otra publicacien 
oficial del otro Gobierno que no este especificada en la lista, o 
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publicaciones sobre nuevas oficinas que el otro Gobierno pueda
establecer en el futuro.

II. La oficina de intercambio oficial para la remisi6n de publica-
ciones del Gobierno del Ecuador sera la Biblioteca Nacional. La
oficina de intercambio oficial para el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America sera la "Smithsonian Institution".

III. Las publicaciones seran recibidas en nombre de la Re-
pdblica del Ecuador por la Biblioteca Nacional y en nombre de los
Estados Unidos de Amrica por la Biblioteca del Congreso.

IV. El presente convenio no obliga a ninguno de los dos Gobier-
nos a proporcionar publicaciones confidenciales, formularios y
circulares que no sean de caracter piblico.

V. Cada uno de los dos Gobiernos sufragara todos los gastos,
inclusive porte postal, fletes ferrocarrilero y maritimo, que pueden
sobrevenir por el presente convenio, en relaci6n con el transporte
dentro de su propio pais de las publicaciones de ambos Gobiernos
y el despacho de sus propias publicaciones a un puerto o lugar
adecuado, razonablemente conveniente, a la oficina de canje del
otro Gobierno.

VI. El presente convenio no sera considerado como una modi-
ficaci6n de cualquier convenio de intercambio existente entre un
departamento o agencia de uno de los Gobiernos y un departa-
mento o agencia del otro Gobierno.

3. El Gobierno del Ecuador considera que la referida comunicaci6n
de Vuestra Excelencia y esta contestaci6n constituyen un convenio
entre los dos Gobiernos sobre este asunto, el cual entrara en vigencia
desde la presente fecha.

VAlgome de la oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia el
testimonio de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n,

Jos] V. TRUJILLO

Al Excelentisimo Sefior Don JOHN F. SIMMONS,
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los

Estados Unidos de America.

Translation
REPUBLIC OF ECUADOR

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ACTS No. 244-DAO.

AND ORGANIZATION8.-

QUITo, October 29, 1947
MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's courteous note num-
Ante, p.33. bered 370, dated October 21, last, and to the conversations which

took place between the representatives of the Government of Ecuador
and the representatives of the Government of the United States of
America in regard to the exchange of official publications.
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publicaciones sobre nuevas oficinas que el otro Gobierno pueda 
establecer en el futuro. 

II. La oficina de intercambio oficial para la remisien de publica-
ciones del Gobierno del Ecuador sere, la Biblioteca Nacional. La 
oficina de intercambio oficial para el Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America sera la "Smithsonian Institution". 

III. Las publicaciones serial recibidas en nornbre de la Re-
pfiblica del Ecuador por la Biblioteca Nacional y en norabre de los 
Estados Unidos de America por la Biblioteca del Congreso. 

IV. El presente convenio no obliga a ninguno de los dos Gobier-
nos a proporcionar publicaciones confidenciales, formularios y 
circulares que no sean de catheter pliblico. 

V. Cada uno de los dos Gobiernos sufragara todos los gastos, 
inclusive porta postal, fetes ferrocarrilero y maritimo, que pueden 
sobrevenir por el presente convenio, en relacien con el transporte 
dentro de su propio pals de las publicaciones de ambos Gobiernos 
y el despacho de sus propias publicaciones a un puerto o lugar 
adecuado, razonablemente conveniente, a la oficina de canje del 
otro Gobierno. 

VI. El presente convenio no sera considerado como una modi-
ficacien de cualquier convenio de intercambio existente entre un 
departamento o agencia de uno de los Gobiernos y un departa-
mento o agencia del otro Gobierno. 

3. El Gobierno del Ecuador considera que la referida comunicacien 
de Vuestra Excelencia y esta contestacien constituyen un convenio 
entre los dos Gobiernos sobre este asunto, el cual entrara en vigencia 
desde la presente fecha. 
Valgome de la oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia el 

testimonio de mi rafts alto, y distinguida consideracien, 

Jost V. TRUJILLO 

Al Excelentisimo Set1or Don JOHN F. SIMMONS, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario de los 

Estados Unidos de America. 

Translation 

REPUBLIC OP' ECUADOR 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 

Ante, p. 3322. 

DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ACTS 

AND ORGANIZATIONS.-

M R. AMBASSADOR: 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's courteous note num-
bered 370, dated October 21, last, and to the conversations which 
took place between the representatives of the Government of Ecuador 
and the representatives of the Government of the United States of 
America in regard to the exchange of official publications. 

No. 244-DAO. 

QUITO, October 29, 1947 
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2. With respect thereto, I take the liberty of informing Your Excel-
lency that the Ecuadoran Government is agreeable to the establish-
ment of an exchange of official publications, in accordance with the
following provisions:

I. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly to the
other a copy of each of its official publications which are indicated
in a selected list prepared by the other Government and communi-
cated through diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of
the present agreement. The list of the publications selected by
each Government may be revised from time to time and may be
extended, without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, in
order to include any other official publication of the other Govern-
ment not specified in the list, or publications concerning new offices
which the other Government may establish in the future.

II. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the Government of Ecuador shall be the Biblioteca Nacional.
The official exchange office for the Government of the United States
of America shall be the Smithsonian Institution.

III. The publications shall be received on behalf of the Republic
of Ecuador by the Biblioteca Nacional and on behalf of the United
States of America by the Library of Congress.

IV. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two
Governments to furnish confidential publications, blank forms, and
circulars which are not of a public character.

V. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own
publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Governmlent.

VI. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modifica-
tion of any existing exchange agreement between a department or
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of
the other Government.

3. The Government of Ecuador considers that the above-mentioned
communication from Your Excellency and this reply constitute an
agreement between the two Governments on this subject, the agree-
ment to enter into force from this date.

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

Josi V. TRUJILLO
His Excellency

JOHN F. SIMMONS,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of America.
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2. With respect thereto, I take the liberty of informing Your Excel-
lency that the Ecuadoran Government is agreeable to the establish-
ment of an exchange of official publications, in accordance with the 
following provisions: 

I. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly to the 
other a copy of each of its official publications which are indicated 
in a selected list prepared by the other Government and communi-
cated through diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of 
the present agreement. The list of the publications selected by 
each Government may be revised from time to time and may be 
extended, without the necessity of subsequent negotiations, in 
order to include any other official publication of the other Govern-
ment not specified in the list, or publications concerning new offices 
which the other Government may establish in the future. 

II. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications 
of the Government of Ecuador shall be the Biblioteca Nacional. 
The official exchange office for the Government of the United States 
of America shall be the Smithsonian Institution. 

III. The publications shall be received on behalf of the Republic 
of Ecuador by the Biblioteca Nacional and on behalf of the United 
States of America by the Library of Congress. 

IV. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two 
Governments to furnish confidential publications, blank forms, and 
circulars which are not of a public character. 

V. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including 
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement 
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the 
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own 
publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government. 

VI. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modifica-
tion of any existing exchange agreement between a department or 
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of 
the other Government. 

3. The Government of Ecuador considers that the above-mentioned 
communication from Your Excellency and this reply constitute an 
agreement between the two Governments on this subject, the agree-
ment to enter into force from this date. 
I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

Jos L V. TRUJILLO 
His Excellency 

JOHN F. SIMMONS, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 

of the United States of America. 
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December 4, 1946, and
January 29, 1947
IT. I. A. S. 1669]

Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a
cooperative food production program in Peru, further extending and
modifying the agreement of May 19 and 20, 1943. Effected by exchange
of notes signed at Lima December 4, 1946, and January 29, 1947;
entered into force January 29, 1947; effective January 1, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Lima, December 4, 1946No. 27S

Ante, p. 3123.

57 Stat. 1405.

Extension of agree-
ment.

Effectivedate; dura-
tion.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to this Embassy's note No. 812 of June
11, 1945 transmitting the English and Spanish texts of the Memo-
randum of Agreement signed on June 8, 1945 by William C. Brister
and by His Excellency Godofredo Labarthe, Minister of Agriculture,
extending to December 31, 1946 the revised Memorandum of Agree-
ment dated May 19, 1943, which concerned the establishment of
an Inter-American Cooperative Food Production Service in Peru.

On December 4, 1946 there was signed in Lima by Colonel Arthur
R. Harris and His Excellency Luis Rose Ugarte, Minister of Agricul-
ture of Peru, a Memorandum of Agreement in English and Spanish,
copies of which are attached. By virtue of this instrument the Agree-
ment under reference is further extended until June 30, 1948.

If Your Excellency agrees, this note together with your reply
indicating the approval of the Government of Peru will be considered
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the
subject. It is understood that this Agreement shall be effective as of
January 1, 1947 and that it shall continue in force until June 30, 1948.

I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the
renewed assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

PRENTICE COOPER
His Excellency

Dr. ENRIQUE GARCfA SAYAN,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Lima.
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December 4, 1946, and 
January 29, 1947 
IT. I. A. S. 1669] 

Ante, p. 3123. 

57 Stat. 1405. 

Extension of agree-
ment. 

Effective date; dura-
tion. 

Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a 
cooperative food production program in Peru, further extending and 
modifying the agreement of May 19 and 20, 1943. Effected by exchange 
of notes signed at Lima December 4, 1946, and January 29, 1947; 
entered into force January 29, 1947; effective January 1, 1947. 

The American Ambassador to the Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 278 Lima, December 4,1946 
EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to this Embassy's note No. 812 of June 

11, 1945 transmitting the English and Spanish texts of the Memo-
randum of Agreement signed on June 8, 1945 by William C. Brister 
and by His Excellency Godofredo Labarthe, Minister of Agriculture, 
extending to December 31, 1946 the revised Memorandum of Agree-
ment dated May 19, 1943, which concerned the establishment of 
an Inter-American Cooperative Food Production Service in Peru. 
On December 4, 1946 there was signed in Lima by Colonel Arthur 

R. Harris and His Excellency Luis Rose Ugarte, Minister of Agricul-
ture of Peru, a Memorandum of Agreement in English and Spanish, 
copies of which are attached. By virtue of this instrument the Agree-
ment under reference is further extended until June 30, 1948. 

If Your Excellency agrees, this note together with your reply 
indicating the approval of the Government of Peru will be considered 
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the 
subject. It is understood that this Agreement shall be effective as of 
January 1, 1947 and that it shall continue in force until June 30, 1948. 
I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the 

renewed assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 
PRENTICE COOPER 

His Excellency 
Dr. ENRIQUE GARCf A SAYAN, 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Lima. 
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WHEREAS the Cooperative Program of Food Production between
the Republic of Peru, acting through the Minister of Agriculture
of the Republic, and the Government of the United States of America,
acting through the Institute of Inter-American Affairs (hereinafter
called the Institute), covered by the Memorandum of Agreement of
May 19, 1943 has contributed to the development of agriculture in
Peru; WHEREAS the Government of Peru and the Government of
the United States of America wish to derive the maximum benefit
from the work performed to date under the basic agreement; WHEREAS
the Government of Peru considers the Agreement to be indispensable
to the economy and welfare of the country in the light of the acute
shortage of essential commodities; WHEREAS the Republic of Peru
believes that termination of the Agreement at this time might jeopard-
ize the improvement of the basic economy of the country; WHEREAS
the Government of the United States of America recognizes the bene-
fits of the program to the people of the Republic of Peru; and WHERE-
AS the Government of the United States of America and that of the
Republic of Peru consistent with the declaration of Mexico have
expressed their adherence to the principle that economic cooperation
is essential to the common prosperity of the American nations; and
whereas the Government of Peru has requested that the agreement
herein above mentioned be extended until June 30, 1948:

The Republic of Peru, acting through the Minister of Agriculture
of the Republic of Peru, and the Government of the United States
of America, acting through the Institute of Inter-American Affairs,
a corporate instrumentality of that( Government (hereinafter called
the Institute) hereby agree to extend as hereinafter set forth the
Cooperative Program of Food Production provided for in the Mem-
orandum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943 entered into by the
parties hereto as extended by the agreements of June 1, 1944 and
June 8, 1945.

1. The cooperative program of food production shall continue to
be carried out through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de
Produccion de Alimentos (hereinafter called the "SCIPA"), which
was created by the Government of Peru in accordance with the Memo-
randum of Agreement of May 19, 1943 and continued by the Agree-
ments of June 1, 1944 and June 8, 1945 referred to above.

2. The fields of activity which the programs of the SCIPA may
embrace, as set forth in Article 3 of the Memorandum of Agreement,
dated May 19, 1943, and as amended in the later Memoranda of
Agreement mentioned herein, are hereby modified and restated as
follows: The SCIPA will continue to develop programs to increase
the production, processing and distribution of foodstuffs of vegetable

PERU-FOOD PRODUCTION-Dec. 4, 1946
Jan. 29, 1947

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

3327

57 Stat. 14C5.

ExtIInsiI of rfl !
prold i- 'i-t):l ]irogr;>:Ii.

57 St:it. 1l)5.

5S Stat. 14S4.

Ante, p. 3123.

SCIPA

Fieldis of ctivity

57 Stat. 1406.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

W HEREAS the Cooperative Program of Food Production between 
the Republic of Peru, acting through the Minister of Agriculture 
of the Republic, and the Government of the United States of America, 
acting through the Institute of Inter-American Affairs (hereinafter 
called the Institute), covered by the Memorandum of Agreement of 
May 19, 1943 has contributed to the development of agriculture in 
Peru; W HEREAS the Government of Peru and the Government of 
the United States of America wish to derive the maximum benefit 
from the work performed to date under the basic agreement; W HEREAS 
the Government of Peru considers the Agreement to be indispensable 
to the economy and welfare of the country in the light of the acute 
shortage of essential commodities; W HEREAS the Republic of Peru 
believes that termination of the Agreement at this time might jeopard-
ize the improvement of the basic economy of the country; W HEREAS 
the Government of the United States of America recognizes the bene-
fits of the program to the people of the Republic of Peru; and W HERE-
AS the Government of the United States of America and that of the 
Republic of Peru consistent with the declaration of Mexico have 
expressed their adherence to the principle that economic cooperation 
is essential to the common prosperity of the American nations; and 
whereas the Government of Peru has requested that the agreement 
herein above mentioned be extended until June 30, 1948: 
The Republic of Peru, acting through the Minister of Agriculture 

of the Republic of Peru, and the Government of the United States 
of America, acting through the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 
a corporate instrumentality of that Goverrumsnt (hereinafter called 
the Institute) hereby agree to extend as hereinafter set forth the 
Cooperative Program of Food Production provided for in the Mem-
orandum of Agreement dated May 19, 1943 entered into by the 
parties hereto as extended by the agreements of June 1, 1944 and 
June 8, 1945. 

1. The cooperative program of food production shall continue to 
be carried out through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de 
Produccion de Alimentos (hereinafter called the "SCIPA"), which 
was created by the Government of Peru in accordance with the Memo-
randum of Agreement of May 19, 1943 and continued by the Agree-
ments of June 1, 1944 and June 8, 1945 referred to above. 

2. The fields of activity which the programs of the SCIPA may 
embrace, as set forth in Article 3 of the Memorandum of Agreement, 
dated May 19, 1943, and as amended in the later Memoranda of 
Agreement mentioned herein, are hereby modified and restated as 
follows: The SCIPA will continue to develop programs to increase 
the production, processing and distribution of foodstuffs of vegetable 

57 Stat. 1405. 

Extens on of fo, 
production progrun. 

57 Rat 1415. 

58 Stat. 1484. 

Ante. p. 3123. 

SCIPA 

Fields of activity. 

57 Stat. 1406. 
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and animal origin of primary necessity, which programs may include,
without being limited to, the following items:

(a) technical assistance in the fields of production, processing,
storage and distribution of food products of animal and
vegetable origin.

(b) the study of the economic problems of production, process-
ing, and distribution of foodstuffs, and the preparation
of reports and studies destined to provide information
essential to planning adjustments in the production of
crops to domestic consumption requirements.

(c) the development of new acreage, including agricultural
colonization, and of plans for soil conservation; soil sur-
veys and the rehabilitation of existing irrigation facilities;
aid in new irrigation facilities and drainage.

(d) the supply of means, tools, equipment, insecticides, seeds,
livestock, and other materials, and of professional and
technical services to agriculturists.

(e) the development of a country wide agricultural extension
service to improve production of food and to promote the
agricultural industry generally.

(f) technical studies and related work in the fields of nutrition,
diet, and home economics, and to promote improved
nutritional and general home economics practices through
an organized extension service.

(g) special assistance to inadequately financed operators of
small farms, including the providing of equipment for
hire at minimum prices, the making of "loans in kind"
during periods of special emergency, etc.

(h) the making available to the Government of Peru and the
Government of the United States of America of technical
and scientific information and discoveries of interest to
agriculturists in either country and the promoting of
scientific studies in Peruvian agricultural economy as
requested by and in cooperation with either government.

Contrbutions. 3. The provisions of Article 4 of the Memorandum of Agreement
57Stat. 1407. of May 19, 1943 are considered to have been fulfilled by the contri-

bution of US $162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35) by the Institute and by
the contribution of S/. 1,056,904.35 (US $162,976.77) by the Republic
of Peru. The provisions of Article 3 of the extended Memorandum

58 tat.1485. of Agreement, signed June 1, 1944, are considered to have been ful-
filled as the result of contributions amounting to US $150,000 (S/.
972,750) by the Institute and S/. 1,945,500 (US $300,000) by the
Republic of Peru. The provisions of Article 3 of the extended

Ante, p. 324. Memorandum of Agreement, dated June 8, 1945, are considered to
have been fulfilled as the result of contributions amounting to US
$75,000.00 (S/. 486,375) by the Institute paid by November 1, 1946
and of the amount of S/. 972,750.00 (US $150,000) contributed by
the Republic of Peru by November 1, 1946.
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and animal origin of primary necessity, which programs may include, 
without being limited to, the following items: 

(a) technical assistance in the fields of production, processing, 
storage and distribution of food products of animal and 
vegetable origin. 

(b) the study of the economic problems of production, process-
ing, and distribution of foodstuffs, and the preparation 
of reports and studies destined to provide information 
essential to planning adjustments in the production of 
crops to domestic consumption requirements. 

(c) the development of new acreage, including agricultural 
colonization, and of plans for soil conservation; soil sur-
veys and the rehabilitation of existing irrigation facilities; 
aid in new irrigation facilities and drainage. 

(d) the supply of means, tools, equipment, insecticides, seeds, 
livestock, and other materials, and of professional and 
technical services to agriculturists. 

(e) the development of a country wide agricultural extension 
service to improve production of food and to promote the 
agricultural industry generally. 

(f) technical studies and related work in the fields of nutrition, 
diet, and home economics, and to promote improved 
nutritional and general home economics practices through 
an organized extension service. 

(g) special assistance to inadequately financed operators of 
small farms, including the providing of equipment for 
hire at minimum prices, the making of "loans in kind" 
during periods of special emergency, etc. 

(h) the making available to the Government of Peru and the 
Government of the United States of America of technical 
and scientific information and discoveries of interest to 
agriculturists in either country and the promoting of 
scientific studies in Peruvian agricultural economy as 
requested by and in cooperation with either government. 

3. The provisions of Article 4 of the Memorandum of Agreement 
of May 19, 1943 are considered to have been fulfilled by the contri-
bution of US $162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35) by the Institute and by 
the contribution of S/. 1,056,904.35 (US $162,976.77) by the Republic 
of Peru. The provisions of Article 3 of the extended Memorandum 
of Agreement, signed June 1, 1944, are considered to have been ful-
filled as the result of contributions amounting to US $150,000 (S/. 
972,750) by the Institute and S/. 1,945,500 (US $300,000) by the 
Republic of Peru. The provisions of Article 3 of the extended 
Memorandum of Agreement, dated June 8, 1945, are considered to 
have been fulfilled as the result of contributions amounting to US 
$75,000.00 (S/. 486,375) by the Institute paid by November 1, 1946 
and of the amount of 5/. 972,750.00 (US $150,000) contributed by 
the Republic of Peru by November 1, 1946. 

Contributions. 

.57 Stat. 1407. 

58 Stat. 1485. 

Ante, p. 3124. 
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4. The cooperative food production program shall be financed by
the parties during the extended period comprehended by this Agree-
ment, as follows:

A. The Institute shall deposit to the account of the SCIPA
the sum of Seventy-five Thousand ($75,000.00) Dollars (being the
equivalent of S/. 486,375 (Peruvian Soles) at the conversion rate of
S/. 6.485 per U. S. dollar) on the following dates and in the following
amounts:

January 1, 1947
February 1, 1947
March 1, 1947
April 1, 1947
May 1, 1947
June 1, 1947
July 1, 1947
August 1, 1947
September 1, 1947
October 1, 1947
November 1, 1947
December 1, 1947
January 1, 1948
February 1, 1948
March 1, 1948
April 1, 1948
May 1, 1948
June 1, 1948

Financing of pro-
gram.

Deposits by Insti-
tute.

Dollars

4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4. 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
4, 200. 00
3, 600. 00

US $75, 000. 00

B. In view of the fact that many purchases of materials,
supplies and equipment and other disbursements relating to the
execution of the program will be made in the United States of America,
the Institute may withhold from the deposits called for by subsection
A of Article 4 the estimated amounts deemed to be necessary to pay
for such purchase and disbursements. Any funds so withheld by the
Institute for such purposes shall be considered as if deposited under
the terms of subsection A hereof but, if they are not expended or
obligated for such purposes, they shall be deposited to the order of
the SCIPA at any time upon the mutual agreement of the Minister
of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the
Institute in Peru.

C. In addition to the contribution of the Institute mentioned in
subsection A hereof, the Institute will make available during the
period of this extension for the cooperative program the funds neces-
sary to pay the salaries, living expenses, travel and transportation
costs and other administrative expenses of the members of the Food
Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru. It is understood that this
sum will not exceed Two Hundred and Twenty-five Thousand
($225,000.00) Dollars. These funds will not be deposited to the
account of the SCIPA but will be administered by the Chief of the
Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru for the purposes stated
and in the interest of the general cooperative program of food produc-
tion and agricultural development in Peru.
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4. The cooperative food production program shall be financed by 
the parties during the extended period comprehended by this Agree-
ment, as follows: 
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US $75, 000. 00 

B. In view of the fact that many purchases of materials, 
supplies and equipment and other disbursements relating to the 
execution of the program will be made in the United States of America, 
the Institute may withhold from the deposits called for by subsection 
A of Article 4 the estimated amounts deemed to be necessary to pay 
for such purchase and disbursements. Any funds so withheld by the 
Institute for such purposes shall be considered as if deposited under 
the terms of subsection A hereof but, if they are not expended or 
obligated for such purposes, they shall be deposited to the order of 
the SCIPA at any time upon the mutual agreement of the Minister 
of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the 
Institute in Peru. 

C. In addition to the contribution of the Institute mentioned in 
subsection A hereof, the Institute will make available during the 
period of this extension for the cooperative program the funds neces-
sary to pay the salaries, living expenses, travel and transportation 
costs and other administrative expenses of the members of the Food 
Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru. It is understood that this 
sum will not exceed Two Hundred and Twenty-five Thousand 
($225,000.00) Dollars. These funds will not be deposited to the 
account of the SCIPA but will be administered by the Chief of the 
Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru for the purposes stated 
and in the interest of the general cooperative program of food produc-
tion and agricultural development in Peru. 
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D. The Republic of Peru shall deposit to the account of the
SCIPA the equivalent in Peruvian currency of Four Hundred and
Fifty Thousand ($450,000) Dollars, namely, the sum of Two Million,
Nine Hundred and Eighteen Thousand, Two Hundred and Fifty (S/.
2,918,250) Soles at the conversion rate of S/. 6.485 per U. S. Dollar, on
the following dates and in the following amounts:

Soles Dollars

January 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
February 1, 1947 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
March 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
April 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
May 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000.00
June 1, 1947 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
July 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
August 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
September 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
October 1, 1947 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
November 1, 1947 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
December 1, 1947 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
January 1, 1948 162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00
February 1, 1948 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
March 1, 1948 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
April 1, 1948 162, 125.00 25, 000.00
May 1, 1948 162, 125. 00 25, 000.00
June 1, 1948 162, 125. 00 25, 000.00

S/. 2, 918, 250. 00 US $450, 000. 00

E. The parties hereto, by written agreement of the Minister
of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Insti-
tute, may amend the schedules for making the deposits provided for
in Article 4, subsection A and D, and agree to make the deposits as
required by the needs of the program.

F. By mutual agreement between the Minister of Agriculture
and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru
funds of the SCIPA may be used to reimburse or defray the salaries,
living expenses, travel and transportation costs, and other expenses
of such additional personnel of the Food Supply Mission of the Insti-
tute in Peru as the parties mentioned may agree are necessary to
be employed, in addition to the employees referred to under subsec-
tion C above. Such funds may be contributed or granted for such
purposes by the SCIPA to the Institute or to any other organization,
but in every case the Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the
Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru will enter into a written
project agreement setting forth the scope and the other necessary
terms of such contributions or grants.

5. Article 7 of the Memorandum of Agreement signed June 8, 1945,
is hereby amended to read: Any income accruing to the account of
SCIPA as the result of normal project operations, or through theliqui-
dation of projects, or from whatever source, will continue to be avail-
able to SCIPA for the promotion of those projects from which the
income has accrued or, by mutual agreement between the Minister of
Agriculture, the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute and
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SCIPA the equivalent in Peruvian currency of Four Hundred and 
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E. The parties hereto, by written agreement of the Minister 
of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Insti-
tute, may amend the schedules for making the deposits provided for 
in Article 4, subsection A and D, and agree to make the deposits as 
required by the needs of the program. 

F. By mutual agreement between the Minister of Agriculture 
and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru 
funds of the SCIPA may be used to reimburse or defray the salaries, 
living expenses, travel and transportation costs, and other expenses 
of such additional personnel of the Food Supply Mission of the Insti-
tute in Peru as the parties mentioned may agree are necessary to 
be employed, in addition to the employees referred to under subsec-
tion C above. Such funds may be contributed or granted for such 
purposes by the SCIPA to the Institute or to any other organization, 
but in every case the Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the 
Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru will enter into a written 
project agreement setting forth the scope and the other necessary 
terms of such contributions or grants. 

5. Article 7 of the Memorandum of Agreement signed June 8, 1945, 
is hereby amended to read: Any income accruing to the account of 
SCIPA as the result of normal project operations, or through the liqui-
dation of projects, or from whatever source, will continue to be avail-
able to SCIPA for the promotion of those projects from which the 
income has accrued or, by mutual agreement between the Minister of 
Agriculture, the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute and 
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the Director of SCIPA, may be apportioned to other projects of
SCIPA. It is further agreed that any balance of the funds and prop-
erty of SCIPA, unexpended or unused and unobligated at the ter-
mination of this agreement, will be disposed of by agreement between
the Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission
of the Institute, having in mind the proportional contributions of each
of the parties.

6. The funds contributed in accordance with this Memorandum of
Agreement are to be employed only for maintaining or extending
projects of the nature contemplated by the original Memorandum of
Agreement, or as subsequently modified, or as further modified by
Article 2 of this agreement, which projects shall be embodied in written
project agreements and shall be signed by the Minister of Agriculture,
the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru and the
Director of SCIPA.

7. Article 9 of the original Memorandum of Agreement of May 19,
1943, is hereby amended to read: All rights and privileges which are
enjoyed by official divisions of the Government of Peru and by the
personnel and employees of the same, shall accrue to the SCIPA and
to all its personnel and employees while performing their official duties.
The members of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute will not
be obligated to pay to Peru any direct tax or contribution for pur-
poses of Social Security or retirement on salaries or income when they
are subject to such taxes or contributions in the United States of
America. The Government of Peru shall extend free entry or shall
pay the corresponding charges for materiel and equipment necessary
for the professional use of personnel of the Mission. In like manner
the Government of Peru shall either grant free entry or pay corre-
sponding duties on personal effects of Mission memlbers according to
the limitations covering lt members of the Diplomatic Corps accredited
to the Government of Peru; for the purposes of this agreement Mis-
sion memlers sllll be considered as having the same free entry priv-
ileges as First Secretaries in the Diplomatic Service. Duties exceed-
ing these limits shall be paid by the personnel concerned. The cus-
toms duties paid by the SCIPA for imports of equipment, supplies
and material destined for the use of the food supply program will be
reimbursed to the SCIPA by the Minister of Finance, as shown by
respective Customs House documents and receipts. In the same
manner, the customs duties paid by the Institute for imports of
equipment, supplies and material destined for the use of the Food
Supply Mission of the Institute will be reimbursed to the Institute
by the Minister of Finance as shown by respective Customs House
documents and receipts.

8. The Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru
shall continue as Director of SCIPA throughout the life of this agree-
ment. In order that Peruvian personnel will be prepared to assume,
at the termination of this agreement, or earlier where circumstances
warrant, the responsibilities of the Food Mission personnel for the
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the Director of SCIPA, may be apportioned to other projects of 
SCIPA. It is further agreed that any balance of the funds and prop-
erty of SCIPA, unexpended or unused and unobligated at the ter-
mination of this agreement, will be disposed of by agreement between 
the Minister of Agriculture and the Chief of the Food Supply Mission 
of the Institute, having in mind the proportional contributions of each 
of the parties. 

6. The funds contributed in accordance with this Memorandum of 
Agreement are to be employed only for maintaining or extending 
projects of the nature contemplated by the original Memorandum of 
Agreement, or as subsequently modified, or as further modified by 
Article 2 of this agreement, which projects shall be embodied in written 
project agreements and shall be signed by the Minister of Agriculture, 
the Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru and the 
Director of SCIPA. 

7. Article 9 of the original Memorandum of Agreement of May 19, 
1943, is hereby amended to read: All rights and privileges which are 
enjoyed by official divisions of the Government of Peru and by the 
personnel and employees of the same, shall accrue to the SCIPA and 
to all its personnel and employees while performing their official duties. 
The members of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute will not 
be obligated to pay to Peru any direct tax or contribution for pur-
poses of Social Security or retirement on salaries or income when they 
are subject to such taxes or contributions in the United States of 
America. The Government of Peru shall extend free entry or shall 
pay the corresponding charges for materiel and equipment necessary 
for the professional use of personnel of the Mission. In like manner 
the Government of Peru shall either grant free entry or pay corre-
sponding duties on personal effects of Mission members according to 
the limitations covering- members of the Diplomatic Corps accredited 
to the Government of Peru; for the purposes of this agreement Mis-
sion members shall be considered as having the same free entry priv-
ileges as First Secretaries in the Diplomatic Service. Duties exceed-
ing these limits shall be paid by the personnel concerned. The cus-
toms duties paid by the SCIP..A. for imports of equipment, supplies 
and material destined for the use of the food supply program will be 
reimbursed to the SCIPA by the Minister of Finance, as shown by 
respective Customs House documents and receipts. In the same 
manner, the customs duties paid by the Institute for imports of 
equipment, supplies and material destined for the use of the Food 
Supply Mission of the Institute will be reimbursed to the institute 
by the Minister of Finance as shown by respective Customs House 
documents and receipts. 

8. The Chief of the Food Supply Mission of the Institute in Peru 
shall continue as Director of SCIPA throughout the life of this agree-
ment. In order that Peruvian personnel will be prepared to assume, 
at the termination of this agreement, or earlier where circumstances 
warrant, the responsibilities of the Food Mission personnel for the 
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administrative and technical direction of the program, definite provi-
sion shall be made during the life of this agreement for the training
of competent Peruvian personnel for all positions of administrative
responsibility in the SCIPA organization.

9. The Memoranda of Agreement of May 19, 1943, June 1, 1944,
and June 8, 1945, shall remain in full force and effect for the purpose
of extending the cooperative food production program through June
30, 1948, except as they are modified by or are inconsistent with the
present agreement, and the provisions contained therein will apply
during the life of this agreement. This Memorandum of Agreement
shall become effective upon an exchange of notes between the two
Governments.

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement
to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in duplicate,
in the English and Spanish languages, in Lima, Peru, this day of

, 1946.
Republic of Peru

By (LuIS ROSE U.)
Minister of Agriculture

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs

By (ARTHUR R. HARRIS)
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administrative and technical direction of the program, definite provi-
sion shall be made during the life of this agreement for the training 
of competent Peruvian personnel for all positions of administrative 
responsibility in the SCIPA organization. 

9. The Memoranda of Agreement of May 19, 1943, June 1, 1944, 
and June 8, 1945, shall remain in full force and effect for the purpose 
of extending the cooperative food production program through June 
30, 1948, except as they are modified by or are inconsistent with the 
present agreement, and the provisions contained therein will apply 
during the life of this agreement. This Memorandum of Agreement 
shall become effective upon an exchange of notes between the two 
Governments. 

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused this agreement 
to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, in duplicate, 
in the English and Spanish languages, in Lima, Peru, this day of 
 , 1946. 

Republic of Peru 

By  (LUIS ROSE U.)  

Minister of Agriculture 

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs 

By (ARTHUR R. HARRIS) 
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MEMORANDUM DE CONVENIO

POR CUANTO: -1° - el Programa Cooperativo de Producci6n de
Alimentos entre la Repdblica del Perd, por intermedio del Ministro
de Agricultura de la Repulblica,y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America, por intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos (que mas adelante seguira llamandose el Instituto), estipulado
en el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, ha con-
tribuido al desarrollo de la agricultura en el Perd; POR CUANTO:
2°. - el Gobierno del Perd y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos desean
obtener el miximo beneficio de la labor realizada hasta la fecha de
acuerdo con el convenio basico; POR CUANTO: 3° - el Gobierno del
Perd considera el contrato conveniente para la economia y bienestar
del pais, en vista de la escasez de algunos productos alimenticios;
POR CUANTO: 4° - la Repfiblica del Perd es de parecer que la interrup-
ci6n del convenio resultaria inconveniente para proseguir el desa-
rrollo de este aspecto de la economia basica del pais; POR CUANTO:
5° - el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America reconoce los
beneficios que el programa ha producido para el pueblo peruano;
POR CUANTO: 6° - los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America y
de la Republica del Peri, consecuentes con la declaraci6n de Mexico,
han expresado su adhesi6n al principio de que la cooperaci6n
econ6mica es esencial para la comun prosperidad de las naciones
americanas; y POR CUANTO: 7° - el Gobierno del Perd ha solicitado
que el convenio arriba mencionado se prorrogue hasta el 30 de
Junio de 1948:

La Repiblica del Peru, por intermedio dcl Ministito de Agriclltulra
de la Repdblica del Peru, y el Gobierno do los Estados Unidos, por
intermcdio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Amcricanos, agencia
corporativa de dicho Gobierno (que mas adelante seguira llamandose
el Instituto) convienen por el presente, en prorrogar conforme se
establece mfs adelante, el programa cooperativo de producci6n de
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19
de Mayo de 1943, celebrado entre las dos partes contratantes, que
fue prorrogado segun Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 1° de
Junio de 1944, y nuevamente renovado por Memorandum de
Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945.

1. El programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimentos continuara
llevandose a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
Americano de Producci6n de Alimentos (que mas adelante seguira
llamandose el "SCIPA"), y que fu6 creado por el Gobierno del
Perd de acuerdo con el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo
de 1943 y se continu6 segun Memorandums de Convenios de 1° de
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 arriba mencionados.
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POR CUANTO: — el Programa Cooperativo de Produccion de 
Alimentos entre la Republica del Peril, por intermedio del Ministro 
de Agricultura de la Republica,y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America, por intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos (que mas adelante seguira llamandose el Instituto), estipulado 
en el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, ha con-
tribuido al desarrollo de la agricultura en el Peril; FOR CITANTO: 
2°. — el Gobierno del Peril y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos desean 
obtener el maxim° beneficio de la labor realizada hasta la fecha de 
acuerdo con el convenio basico; FOR cuArTmo: 3° — el Gobierno del 
Peril considera el contrato conveniente para la economia y bienestar 
del pals, en vista de la escasez de algunos productos alimenticios; 
POE CTJANTO: 4° —la Republica del Peril es de parecer que la interrup-
cion del convenio resultaria inconveniente para proseguir el desa-
rrollo de este aspecto de la economia basica del pals; POE CITANTO: 
5° — el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America reconoce los 
beneficios que el programa ha producido para el pueblo peruano; 
FOR CITANTO: 6°— los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America y 
de la Repliblica del Peril, consecuentes con la declaracion de Mexico, 
han expresado su adhesion al principio de que la cooperacion 
econOrnica es esencial para la comUn prosperidad de las naciones 
americanas; y FOR CUANTO: 7° — el Gobierno del Petal ha solicitado 
que el convenio arriba mencionado se prorrogue hasta el 30 de 
Junio de 1948: 

La Republica del Peril, por in termedio del Ministro de Agricultura 
de la Repablica del Peru, y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, por 
intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, agencia 
corporativa de dicho Gobierno (que Inas adelante seguirallamandose 
el Instituto) convienen por el presente, en prorrogar conforme se 
establece mas adelante, el programa cooperativo de produccion de 
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19 
de Mayo de 1943, celebrado entre las dos partes contratantes, que 
fue prorrogado segun Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 1° de 
Junio de 1944, y nuevamente renovado por Memorandum de 
Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945. 

1. El programa cooperativo de produccion de alimentos continuara 
llevandose a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
Americano de Produccion de Alimentos (que mas adelante seguira 
llamandose el "SCIPA"), y que fue creado por el Gobierno del 
Peril de acuerdo con el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo 
de 1943 y se continuo seglin Memorandums de Convenios de 1° de 
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 arriba mencionados. 
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2. Los campos de actividad que pueden abarcar los programas de
SCIPA, estipulados en el Artfculo 3 del Memorandum de Convenio
de fecha 19 de Mayo de 1943, enmendados en los posteriores
Memorandums de Convenios ya indicados, por el presente se modi-
fican y reafirman, como sigue: El SCIPA continuara desarrollando
programas destinados a incrementar la producci6n, elaboraci6n y
distribuci6n de articulos alimenticios de primera necesidad, do
origen vegetal y animal, cuyos programas comprenderan, sin
limitarse a ellas, las siguientes actividades:

(a) ayuda de orden t6cnico en los campos de producci6n, elabora-
ci6n almacenaje y distribuci6n de productos alimenticios de
origen vegetal y animal.

(b) estudio de los problemas econ6micos de la producci6n,
elaboraci6n y distribuci6n de articulos alimenticios, y
formulaci6n de informes y estudios destinados a proporcionar
los datos esenciales a los planes de ajuste entre la producci6n
de cultivos y las necesidades de consumo nacional.

(c) creaci6n de nuevas areas de cultivo, inclusive la colonizaci6n
agricola, y de planes para la conservaci6n de los suelos, estu-
dios agrol6gicos y la rehabilitaci6n de facilidades ya exis-
tentes en materia de irrigaci6n; ayuda para proporcionar
nuevas facilidades de irrigaci6n y drenaje.

(d) suministro de medios, herramientas, equipo, insecticidas,
semilla, ganado y otros elementos, y de servicios profesionales
y tecnicos a los agricultores.

(e) desarrollo de un servicio de extensi6n agricola en todo el
pais, con el fin de mejorar la producci6n de alimentos y
fomentar la industria agricola en general.

(f) estudios tecnicos y trabajo pertinente a los campos de nu-
trici6n, diet6tica, y economia domestica, y fomento del empleo
de mejores practicas en materia de nutrici6n y economia
domestica mediante un servicio de extensi6n debidamente
organizado.

(g) especial apoyo a los pequefos agricultores que no cuentan con
fondos adecuados, lo cual comprendera alquiler de equipo y
maquinaria agricola a los precios mas bajos, pr6stamos en
especie durante 6pocas de emergencia, etc.

(h) facilitar al Gobierno del Peru, y al Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America, informaci6n tecnica y cientifica y los
descubrimientos que sean de interes para los agricultores de
ambos paises, y fomentar los estudios cientificos de la economia
agropecuaria del Peru, a solicitud de cualquiera de los dos
Gobiernos y en colaboraci6n con cualquiera de ellos.

3. Las estipulaciones contenidas en el Articulo 4 del Memorandum
de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas
mediante la contribuci6n de US$ 162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35)
hecha por el Instituto, y por la contribuci6n de S/. 1,056,904.35
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2. Los campos de actividad que pueden abarcar los programas de 
SCIPA, estipulados en el Articulo 3 del Memorandum de Convenio 
de fecha 19 de Mayo de 1943, enmendados en los posteriores 
Memorandums de Convenios ya indicados, por el presente se modi-
fican y reafirman, como sigue: El SCIPA continuara desarrollando 
programas destinados a incrementar la produccien, elaboracion y 
distribucion de articulos alimenticios de primera necesidad, de 
origen vegetal y animal, cuyos programas cornprenderan, sin 
linaitarse a ellas, las siguientes actividades: 

(a) ayuda de orden tecnico en los campos de produccion, elabora-
cion almacenaje y clistribucion de productos alimenticios de 
origen vegetal y animal. 

(b) °studio de los problemas econ6micos de la produccion, 
elaboracien y distribucien de articulos alimenticios, y 
formulacion de informes y estudios destinados a proporcionar 
los datos esenciales a los planes de ajuste entre la produccion 
de cultivos y las necesidades de consumo nacional. 

(c) creacien de nuevas areas de cultivo, inclusive la colonizacion 
agricola, y de planes para la conservacion de los suelos, estu-
dios agrologicos y la rehabilitacion de facilidades ya exis - 
tentes en materia de irrigacion; ayuda para proporcionar 
nuevas facilidades de irrigacien y drenaje. 

(d) suministro de medios, herramientas, equipo, insecticides, 
semilla, ganado y otros elementos, y de servicios profesionales 
y tecnicos a los agricultores. 

(e) desarrollo de un servicio de extension agricola en todo el 
pals, con el fin de mejorar la produccien de alimentos y 
fomentar la industria agricola en general. 

(f) estudios tecnicos y trabajo pertinente a los campos de nu-
tricien, dietetica, y economia domestica, y fomento del empleo 
de mejores prficticas en materia de nutricion y economfa 

domestica mediante un servicio de extension debidamente 
organizado. 

(g) especial apoyo a los pequeilos agricultores que no cuentan con 

fondos adecuados, lo cual comprenderti, alquiler de equipo y 
maquinaria agricola a los precios mas bajos, prestamos en 
especie durante epocas de emergencia, etc. 

(h) facilitar al Gobierno del Perti, y al Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America, informacion tecnica y cientifica y los 
descubrimientos que sean de inter& para los agricultores de 
ambos paises, y fomentar los estudios cientificos de la economia 
agropecuaria del Per, a solicitud de cualquiera de los dos 
Gobiernos y en colaboracion con cualquiera de ellos. 

3. Las estipulaciones contenidas en el ArtIculo 4 del Memorandum 

de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas 

mediante la contribucion de US$ 162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35) 

hecha por el Institut°, y por la contribucion de S/. 1,056,904.35 
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(US$ 162,976.77) hecha por la Republica del Peru. Las estipula-
ciones contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la pr6rroga del Memorandum
de Convenio, firmada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones ascendentes a
US$ 150,000 (S/. 972,750) y S/. 1,945,500 (US$ 300,000), hechas por
el Instituto y por la Repdblica del Perd, respectivamente. Las
estipulaciones contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la pr6rroga del Memo-
randum de Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945, quedaran
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones de US$ 75,000
(S/. 486,375), por el Instituto y pagadera a mas tardar el 1° de
Noviembre de 1946, y de S/. 972,750 (US$ 150,000) por la Re-
publica del Peri a mas tardar el 1° de Noviembre de 1946.

4. El programa cooperative de producci6n de alimentos sera financiado
per las partes contratantes, durante el plazo de la pr6rroga com-
prendido en este Convenio, como sigue:

A. El Instituto depositari en la cuenta de SCIPA, la suma
de Setenticinco Mil ($75,000) D6lares (que es el equivalente de
S/. 486,375 (Soles Ore) al tipe decambiodeS/. 6.485 porU.S.d6lar),
en las siguientes fechas y por las cantidades anotadas:

D6lares

Enero 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Febrero 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Marzo 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Abril 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Mayo 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Junio 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Julio 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Agosto 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Setiembre 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Octuhre 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Noviembre 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00
Dicieimbre 1° de 1947 4, 200. 00

,llncr 1° de 1948 4, 200. 00
Felbrro 1" de 1948 4, 200. 00
Marzo 1" de 1948 4, 200. 00
Abril 1 de 1948 4, 200. 00
Mayo 1° de 1948 4, 200. 00
Junio 1° de 1948 3, 600. 00

US$ 75, 000. 00

B. En vista de que muchas de las adquisiciones de materiales,
dtiles y equipo y otros desembolsos en relaci6n con la ejecuci6n
del programa, se efectuaran en los Estados Unidos de America, el
Institute podra retener, de los dep6sitos estipulados en el inciso A
del Articulo 4, las sumas estimadas que se consideran necesarias
para cubrir dichas compras y desembolsos. Cualesquier fondos asi
retenidos por el Institute con tal objeto, se consideraran como
depositados de acuerdo con los t6rminos de este incise A, pero si
no fuesen gastados o afectados para tales fines, se depositaran a
la orden de SCIPA en cualquier memento, estando de comun
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(US$ 162,976.77) hecha por la Republica del Peru. Las estipula-
ciones contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la prorroga del Memorandum 
de Convenio, firmada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran 
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones ascendentes a 
US$ 150,000 (S/. 972,750) y S/. 1,945,500 (US$ 300,000), hechas por 
el Institut° y por la Reptiblica del Peru, respectivamente. Las 
estipulaciones contenidas en el Artfculo 3 de la prorroga del Memo-
randum de Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945, quedaran 
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones de US$ 75,000 
(S/. 486,375), por el Institut° y pagadera a mas tardar el 1° de 
Noviembre de 1946, y de S/. 972,750 (US$ 150,000) por la Re-
publica del Peril a mas tardar el 1° de Noviembre de 1946. 

4. El programa cooperativo de producciOn de alimentos sera financiado 
por las partes contratantes, durante el plazo de la prOrroga com-
prendido en este Convenio, como sigue: 

A. El Institut° depositara en la cuenta de SCIPA, la suma 
de Setenticinco Mil ($75,000) Dolares (quo es el equivalente de 
S/. 486,375 (Soles Oro) al tipo de cambio de S/. 6.485 porU. S. Mar), 
en las siguientes fechas y por las cantidades anotadas: 

Enero 1° de 1947 
Febrero 1° de 1947 
Marzo 1° de 1947 
Abril 1° de 1947 
Mayo 1° de 1947 
Junio 1° de 1947 
Julio 10 de 1947 
Agosto 1° de 1947 
Setiembre 1° de 1947 
Octubre 1° de 1947 
Noviembre 1° de 1947 
Dieiembre 10 de 1947 
liner() 10 de 1948 
Febrero 1" de 1948 
Marzo 1" de 1948 
Abril 1^ de 1948 
Mayo 10 de 1948 
Junio 1° de 1948 

DiSlares 

4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
4, 200. 00 
3, 600. 00 

US$ 75, 000. 00 

B. En vista de quo muchas de las adquisiciones de materiales, 
utiles y equip° y otros desembolsos en relacion con la ejecueien 
del programa, se efectuaran en los Estados Unidos de America, el 
Institut° podra, retener, de los depositos estipulados en el inciso A 
del Articulo 4, las sumas estimadas quo se consideran neeesarias 
para cubrir dichas compras y desembolsos. Cualesquier fondos asf 
retenidos por el Institut° con tal objeto, se consideraran como 
depositados de acuerdo con los terminos de este inciso A, pero si 
no fuesen gastados o afeetados para tales fines, se depositaran a 
la orden de SCIPA en cualquier moment°, estando de comun 
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Enero 1° de 1947
Febrero 1o de 1947
Marzo 1o de 1947
Abril 1° de 1947
Mayo 1o de 1947
Junio 1o de 1947
Julio 1° de 1947
Agosto 1° de 1947
Setiembre 1° de 1947
Octubre 1° de 1947
Noviembre 1° de 1947
Diciembre 10 de 1947
Enero 10 de 1948
Febrero 1o de 1948
Marzo 1° de 1948
Abril 1° de 1948
Mayo 1° de 1948
Junio 1° de 1948

Soles

162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00
162, 125. 00

S/. 2, 918, 250. 00

D61ares

25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00
25, 000. 00

$ 450, 000. 00
E. Las partes contratantes, mediante convenio per escrito entre

el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n
Alimenticia, podran modificar las fechas de dep6sito fijadas en el
Articulo 4, incises A y D, y acordar hacer los dep6sitos conforme a
las necesidades del programa.

F. De comdn acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe
de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd, los fondos de
SCIPA podran emplearse para reembolsar o cubrir sueldos, gastos
de mantenimiento, viajes y transporte, y otros gastos del personal
adicional de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Peri que
las partes contratantes crean necesario emplear, ademas de los
empleados a que se refiere el inciso C. arriba mencionado. Dichos

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

acuerdo el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Pro-
ducci6n Alimenticia en el Perd.

C. AdemAs de la contribuci6n del Institute, mencionada en el
inciso A, el Institute proporcionar& durante la vigencia de esta
pr6rroga del programa cooperative, los fondos necesarios para
cubrir los sueldos, gastos de mantenimiento, viajes y transporte,
y otros gastos administrativos de los miembros que integran la
Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Institute en el Perl. Queda
entendido que esta suma no excedera de Doscientos Veinticinco
Mil ($225,000) D6lares. Estos fondos no sera depositados en la
cuenta de SCIPA, sine administrados por el Jefe de la Misi6n de
Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd, para los fines indicados y en
beneficio del programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimentos y
del desenvolvimiento agrfcola del Perl.

D. La Repdblica del Perd depositary en la cuenta de SCIPA el
equivalente en moneda peruana, de Cuatrocientos Cincuenta Mil
($450,000) D61ares, o sea la suma de Dos Millones, Novecientos
Dieciocho Mil, Doscientos Cincuenta (S/. 2, 918, 250) Soles, al tipo
de cambio de S/. 6.485 per U.S. D61ar en las siguientes fechas y
cantidades anotadas:
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acuerdo el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la MisiOn de Pro-
ducci6n Alimenticia en el Peril. 

C. Ademits de la contribuciem del Institut°, mencionada en el 
inciso A, el Institut° proporcionarb, durante la vigencia de esta 
prorroga del programa cooperativo, los fondos necesarios para 
cubrir los sueldos, gastos de mantenimiento, viajes y transporte, 
y otros gastos administrativos de los miembros quo integran la 
Mision de Producci6n Alimenticia del Institut° en el Peril. Queda 
entendido quo es a suma no excedera de Doscientos Veinticinco 
Mil ($225,000) Dolares. Es tos fondos no sort depositados en la 
cuenta de SCIPA, sino administrados por el Jefe de la MisiOn de 
Produccion Alimenticia en el Peril, para los fines indicados y en 
beneficio del programa cooperativo de producciOn de alimentos y 
del desenvolvimiento agricola del Peril. 

D. La Reptiblica del Peril depositarh, en la cuenta de SCIPA el 
equivalent° en moneda peruana, de Cuatrocientos Cincuenta Mil 
($450,000) D6lares, o sea la suma de Dos Millones, Novecientos 
Dieciocho Mil, Doscientos Cincuenta (S/. 2, 918, 250) Soles, al tipo 
de cambio de S/. 6.485 por U.S. D6lar en las siguientes fechas y 
cantidades anotadas: 

Enero 10 de 1947 
Febrero 10 de 1947 
Marzo 10 de 1947 
Abril 10 de 1947 
Mayo 10 de 1947 
Junio 10 de 1947 
Julio 10 de 1947 
Agosto 10 de 1947 
Setiembre 10 de 1947 
Octubre 10 de 1947 
Noviembre 10 de 1947 
Diciembre 10 de 1947 
Enero 10 de 1948 
Febrero 10 de 1948 
Marzo 10 de 1948 
Abril 10 de 1948 
Mayo 10 de 1948 
Junk* 10 de 1948 

Soles Dolores 

162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 
162, 125. 00 25, 000. 00 

8/. 2, 918, 250. 00 $ 450, 000. 00 

E. Las partes contratantes, mediante convenio por esciito entre 
el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la MisiOn de Produccion 
Alimenticia, podran modificar las fechas de deposit° fijadas en el 
.Articulo 4, incisos A y D, y acordar hacer los depositos conforme a 
las necesidades del programa. 

F. De comtin acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe 
de la Mision de Produccion. Alimenticia on el Peril, los fondos de 
SCIPA podran emplearse para reembolsar o cubrir sueldos, gastos 
de mantenimiento, viajes y transporte, y otros gastos del personal 
adicional de la Mision de ProducciOn .Alimenticia en el Peril quo 
las partes contratantes crean necesario emplear, ademas de los 
empleados a quo se refiere el inciso C. arriba mencionado. Dichos 
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fondos podran ser aportador o concedidos con tal objeto por SCIPA

ya sea al Instituto o a cualquiera otra instituci6n, pero en cada

caso el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n

Alimenticia en el Perd extenderan un convenio de proyecto por

escrito, indicando el prop6sito y otras condiciones necesarias de los

referidos aportes o donaciones.

5. El Articulo 7 del Memorandum de Convenio, firmado el 8 de Junio

de 1945, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue: Todos los

ingresos que incrementen las cuentas de SCIPA, como resultado

de las operaciones normales de los proyectos, o por medio de la

liquidaci6n de proyectos, o debido a otro origen, seguiran a disposi-

ci6n de SCIPA para el fomento de aquellos proyectos de los cuales

provienen tales ingresos, o podran ser asignados a otros proyectos

de SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura, el

Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia y el Director de SCIPA.

Se conviene, ademas, que cualquier saldo de los fondos y bienes de

SCIPA, que no hubiese sido gastado, utilizado y afectado a la

expiraci6n del presente convenio, sera empleado de comin acuerdo

entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Produc-

ci6n Alimenticia del Instituto, teniendo presente las sumas propor-

cionales aportadas por cada parte contratante.

6. Los fondos aportados en virtud del presente Memorandum de Con-

venio habran de emplearse unicamente para mantener o extender

los proyectos de naturaleza tal como los contemplados en el Memo-

randum de Convenio original, o segdn modificaci6n posterior por el

Articulo 2 del presente convenio; cuyos proyectos se formularan,

por escrito, en la forma de convenios de proyectos, y seran firmados

por el Ministro de Agricultura, el Jefe de la Misiofi de Producci6n

Alimenticia en el Peru, y el Director de SCIPA.

7. El Articulo 9 del Memorandum de Convenio original, de 19 de

Mayo de 1943, queda modificado por el presento, como sigule:

Todos los derechos y prerrogativas de que gozan otras dependencias

analogas del Gobierno del Perd, asi como sus funcionarios y em-

pleados pdblicos, se haran extensivos a SCIPA, y a todo su personal

de empleados en el desempefio de sus funciones de caracter oficial.

Los miembros que integran la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia

del Instituto no estaran obligados a pagar en el Peri ningun im-

puesto directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que esten

sujetos al pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de

America. El Gobierno del Peru permitira la entrada libre o en

su defecto pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y

equipo necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la Misi6n.

Igualmente, el Gobierno del Perd permitira la entrada libre o

abonara los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personales

de los miembros de la Misi6n, de acuerdo con las condiciones

limitativas a que estan sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-

matico acreditado ante el Gobierno del Peru; para los fines de

este Convenio, los miembros de la Misi6n estaran considerados
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fondos podran ser aportador o concedidos con tal objeto por SCIPA 
ya sea al Institut° o a cualquiera otra institucion, pero en cada 
caso el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Mision de Produccion 
Alimenticia en el Peril extenderan un convenio de proyecto por 
escrito, indicando el propOsito y otras condiciones necesarias de los 
referidos aportes o donaciones. 

5. El Articulo 7 del Memorandum de Convenio, firmado el 8 de Junio 
de 1945, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue: Todos los 
ingresos que incrementen las cuentas de SCIPA, como resultado 
de las operaciones normales de los proyectos, o por medio de la 
liquidacion de proyectos, o debido a otro origen, seguiran a disposi-
cion de SCIPA para el fomento de aquellos proyectos de los cuales 
provienen tales ingresos, o podran ser asignados a otros proyectos 
de SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura, el 
Jefe de la Mision de Produccion Alimenticia y el Director de SCIPA. 
Se conviene, ademas, que cualquier saldo de los fondos y bienes de 
SCIPA, que no hubiese sido gastado, utilizado y afectado a la 
expiracion del presente convenio, sera empleado de comtin acuerdo 
entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Mision de Produc-
eke Alimenticia del Institut°, teniendo presente las sumas propor-
cionales aportadas por cada parte contratante. 

6. Los fondos aportados en virtud del presente Memorandum de Con-. 
venio habran de emplearse rinicamente pant, mantener o extender 
los proyectos de naturaleza tal como los contemplados en el Memo-
randum de Convenio original, o segrin modificacion posterior por el 
Articulo 2 del presente convenio; cuyos proyectos se formularan, 
por escrito, en la forma de convenios de proyectos, y seritn firmados 
por el Ministro de Agricultura, el Jefe de la Mision de Produccien 
Alimenticia en el Perri, y el Director de SCIPA. 

7. El Articulo 9 del Memorandum de Convenio original, de 19 de 
Mayo de 1943, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue: 
Todos los derechos y prerrogativas de quo gozan otras dependencias 
analogas del Gobierno del Peril, asi como sus funcionarios y em-
pleados priblicos, se haran extensivos a SCIPA, y a todo su personal 
de empleados en el desemperio de sus funciones de caracter oficial. 
Los miembros que integran la Misi6n de Produccion Alimenticia 
del Institut° no estaritn obligados a pagar en el Peril ningrin im-
puesto directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que esten 
sujetos al pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de 
America. El Gobierno del Perri permitira la entrada libre o en 
su defecto pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y 
equipo necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la Nlision. 
Iguahnente, el Gobierno del Perri permitira la entrada libre o 
abonara, los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personales 
de los miembros de la Mision, de acuerdo con las condiciones 
limitativas a que estim sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-
matic° acreditado ante el Gobierno del Peril; pars los fines de 
este Convenio, los miembros de la Mision estarim considerados 
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como Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomitico en lo que se
refiere a franquicias. Los derechos que excedan dichos limites
serAn abonados por el personal respectivo. Los derechos de
Aduana pagados por SCIPA sobre importaciones de equipo, utiles
y materiales para ser empleados en el programa de Producci6n de
Alimentos, serin reembolsados a SCIPA por el Ministro de Ha-
cienda, de acuerdo con los comprobantes y recibos respectivos de la
Aduana. De igual manera, los derechos pagados por el Instituto
sobre importaciones de equipo, fitiles y materiales para ser em-
pleados por la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia seran reembolsa-
dos al Instituto por el Ministro de Hacienda, de acuerdo con los
respectivos comprobantes y recibos de la Aduana.

8. El Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Instituto en el
Peri continuara actuando como Director de SCIPA durante la
vigencia del presente convenio. A fin de que el personal peruano
pueda estar capacitado para asumir, al t6rmino de este acuerdo o
antes si fuera el caso, la responsabilidad del personal americano
por la direcci6n administrativa y t6cnica del programa, se dispon-
drA en forma definida durante la vigencia del presente convenio, la
capacitaci6n especffica del personal peruano competente, para cada
funci6n administrativa de responsabilidad, dentro de la organiza-
ci6n de SCIPA.

9. Los Memorindums de Convenios de 19 de Mayo de 1943, 1° de
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 quedan en plena vigencia y
surtiran todos sus efectos para los fines de la renovaci6n del pro-
grama cooperativo de Producci6n de Alimentos, hasta el 30 de
Junio de 1948, con excepci6n de las modificaciones contempladas
en el presente convenio o que se opongan a 61, y las disposiciones
contenidas en dichos convenios se aplicaran durante el plazo de
duraci6n de este Convenio. Este Convenio entrarA en vigencia en
cuanto se produzca un cambio de notas entre los dos Gobiernos.
En f6 de lo cual, las partes contratantes extienden este Convenio,
en duplicado, por intermedio de sus representantes debidamente
autorizados, y en los idiomas ingl6s y castellano, en Lima, Peri, a
los del mes de 1946.

p. REPUBLICA DEL PERU p. INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS
INTER-AMERICANOS

(LuIs ROSE U.) (ARTHUR R. HARRIS)
Ministro de Agricultura

The Peruvian Ministerfor Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

NUMERO: (H)-G--Y/l. LIMA, 29 de Enero de 1947.
SEROR EMBAJADOR:

Tengo a honra dar respuesta a la estimable Nota de Vuestra
Excelencia, No 278, de 4 de Diciembre dltimo, con la que tiene a bien
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como Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomatic° en lo que se 
refiere a franquicias. Los derechos que excedan dichos limites 
serial abonados por el personal respectivo. Los derechos de 
Aduana pagados por SCIPA sobre importaciones de equipo, dtiles 
y raateriales para ser empleados en el programa de Produccion de 
Alimentos, serail reembolsados a SCIPA por el Ministro de Ha-
cienda, de acuerdo con los comprobantes y recibos respectivos de la 
Aduana. De igual manera, los derechos pagados por el Institut° 
sobre importaciones de equipo, dales y materiales para ser em-
pleados por la Misidn de ProducciOn Aliraenticia serim reembolsa-
dos al Institut° por el Ministro de Hacienda, de acuerdo con los 
respectivos comprobantes y recibos de la Aduana. 

8. El Jefe de la Misidn. de Produccidn Alimenticia del Institut° en el 
Perd continuara, actuando como Director de SCIPA durante la 
vigencia del presente convenio. A fin de que el personal peruano 
pueda estar capacitado para asurair, al termino de este acuerdo o 
antes si fuera el caso, la responsabilidad del personal americano 
por la direccion administrativa y tecnica del programa, se dispon-
dra en forma definida durante la vigencia del presente convenio, la 
capacitacion especffica del personal peruano competente, para cada 
funcibn administrativa de responsabilidad, de,ntro de la organiza-
cidn de SCIPA. 

9. Los Memorandums de Convenios de 19 de Mayo de 1943, 1° de 
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 quedan en plena vigencia y 
surtiran todos sus efectos para los fines de la renovacion del pro-
grama cooperativo de Produccion de Alimentos, hasta el 30 de 
Junio de 1948, con excepcidn de las modfficaciones contempladas 
en el presente convenio o que se opongan a el, y las disposiciones 
contenidas en dichos convenios se aplicaran durante el plazo de 
duraci6n de este Convenio. Este Convenio entrara en vigencia on 
cuanto se produzca un cambio de notas e,ntre los dos Gobiemos. 

En fe de lo cual, las partes contratantes extienden este Convenio, 
on duplicado, por intermedio de sus representantes debidamente 
autorizados, y en los idiomas ingles y castellano, en Lima, Perd, a 
los del mes de 1946. 

p. REPUBLICA DEL PERU p. INSTITUT° DE ASUNTOS 
INTER-A M ERICANOS 

(Luis ROSE U.) (ARTHUR R. HARRIS) 
Ministro de Agricultura 

The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

BEIINISTERIO DE RELACIONES 
EXTERIORES Y CULT() 

NIIMERO: (11)-6-Y/1. 

SENOR EMBAJADOR: 
Tengo a honra dar respuesta a la 

Excelencia, No 278, de 4 de Diciembre 

LIMA, 29 de Enero de 1947. 

estimable Nota de Vuestra 
liltixno, con la que tiene a bien 
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comunicarme que en esa misma fecha, se firm6 en Lima, por el Coronel
Arthur R. Harris y el Sefor Ministro de Agricultura, senor Luis
Rose Ugarte, el memorandum de Convenio, cuyo texto es el siguiente:

MEMORANDUM DE CONVENIO

"POR CUANTO: 1o-el Programa Cooperativo de Producci6n de
Alimentos entre la Repiblica del Peru por intermedio del Ministro
de Agricultura de la Republica, y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
de America, por intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos (que mas adelante seguira llamandose el Instituto), estipulado
en el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, ha con-
tribuido al desarrollo de la agricultura en el Peri; POR CUANTO:
2°-el Gobierno del Perd y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos desean
obtener el maximo beneficio de la labor realizada hasta la fecha de
acuerdo con el Convenio basico; POR CUANTO: 3°-el Gobierno del
Peri considera el contrato conveniente para la economia y bienestar
del pais, en vista de la escasez de algunos productos alimenticios;
POR CUANTO: 4°-la Repdblica del Peril es de parecer que la inte-
rrupci6n del Convenio resultaria inconveniente para proseguir el
desarrollo de este aspecto de la economla basica del pafs; POR
CUANTO: 5°-el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America reconoce
los beneficios que el programa ha producido para el pueblo peruano;
POR CUANTO: 6°-los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America
y de la Republica del Peri, consecuentes con la declaraci6n de
Mexico, han expresado su adhesi6n al principio de que la coopera-
ci6n econ6mica es esencial para la comun prosperidad de las naciones
americanas; y POR CUANTO: 7°-el Gobierno del Peril ha solicitado
que el convenio arriba mencionado se prorrogue hasta el 30 de
Junio de 1948:

"La Republica del Peri, por intermedio del Ministro do Agricultura
do la Reptiblica del Peri, y el Gobiorno de los Estados Unidos por
intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ailoricanos, agencia
corporativa de dicho Gobierno (quo mnis adclanto seguirii llamninldoso
el Instituto) convienen por el presonte, en prorrogar conforme so
estableco mas adelante, el programa cooperativo de producci6n de
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19 de
Mayo de 1943, celebrado entre las dos partes contratantes, que fu6
prorrogado, segdn Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 1° de
Junio de 1944, y nuevamente renovado por Memorandum de
Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio do 1945.
"1. El programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimentos continuara
Ilevandose a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
Americano de Producci6n de Alimentos (que mas adelante seguira
llamandose el "SCIPA"), y que fue creado por el Gobierno del
Peru de acuerdo con el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo
de 1943 y se continu6 segun Memorandums de Convenios de 1° de
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 arriba mencionados.
"2. Los campos de actividad que pueden abarcar los programas de
SCIPA, estipulados en el Artfculo 3 del Memorandum de Convenio
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comunicarme que en esa misma fecha, se firm6 en Lima, por el Coronel 
Arthur R. Harris y el Senor Ministro de Agricultura, senor Luis 
Rose Ugarte, el memorandum de Convenio, cuyo texto es el siguiente: 

MEMORANDUM DE CONVENIO 

"POR CUANTO: 1°—el Programa Cooperativo de Produccion de 
Alimentos entre la Reptiblica del Peril por intermedio del Ministro 
de Agricultura de la Republica, y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
de America, por intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Ameri-
canos (que mâs adelante seguira llam6.ndose el Instituto), estipulado 
en el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, ha con-
tribuido al desarrollo de la agricultura en el Peril; POR CUANTO: 
2°—el Gobierno del Peril y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos desean 
obtener el m6,ximo beneficio de la labor realizada hasta la fecha de 
acuerdo con el Convenio basic°; POR CUANTO: 3°—el Gobierno del 
Peril considera el contrato conveniente para la economia y bienestar 
del pals, en vista de la escasez de algunos productos alimenticios; 
POR CUANTO: 4°—la Repdblica del Peril es de parecer que la inte-
rrupcion del Convenio resultaria inconveniente para proseguir el 
desarrollo de este aspecto de la economia bAsica del pals; POR 
CUANTO: 5G—el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America reconoce 
los beneficios que el programa ha producido para el pueblo peruano; 
POR CUANTO: 6°—los Gobiernos de los Estados Unidos de America 
y de la Reptiblica del Peril, consecuentes con la declaracion de 
Mexico, han expresado su adhesion al principio de que la coopera-
cite economica es esencial para la comtin prosperidad de las naciones 
americanas; y POR CUANTO: 7°—el Gobierno del Peril ha solicitado 
que el convenio arriba mencionado se pronogue hasta el 30 de 
Junio de 1948: 

"La Republica del Peril, por intermedio del Ministro do Agricultura 
do la ReptIblica del Peril, y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos por 
intermedio del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, ag,encia 
corporativa de dicho Gobierno (que mâs adelante seguirit Hamlin(lose 
el Instituto) convienen por el presente, en prorrogar conforme so 
establece mas adelante, el programa cooperativo de producciOn de 
alimentos estipulado en el Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 19 de 
Mayo de 1943, celebrado entre las dos partes contratantes, que fue 
prorrogado, segun Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 1° de 
Junio de 1944, y nuevamente renovado por Memorandum de 
Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945. 

"1. El programa cooperativo de produccion de alimentos continuara 
Rev:Inclose a efecto por intermedio del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
American° de ProducciOn de Alimentos (que Inas adelante seguira 
llamandose el "SCIPA"), y que fue creado por el Gobierno del 
Peru de acuerdo con el Memorandum de Convenio de 19 de Mayo 
de 1943 y se continuo segtin Memorandums de Convenios de 1° de 
Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 arriba mencionados. 

"2. Los campos de actividad que pueden abarcar los prograinas de 
SCIPA, estipulados en el Articulo 3 del Memorandum de Convenio 
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de fecha 19 de Mayo de 1943, enmendados en los posteriores Memo-
randums de Convenios ya indicados, por el presente se modifican y
reafirman, como sigue: El SCIPA continuara desarrollando pro-
gramas destinados a incrementar la producci6n, elaboraci6n y
distribuci6n de articulos alimenticios de primera necesidad, de
origen vegetal y animal, cuyos programas comprenderan, sinlimitarse
a ellas, las siguientes actividades:
"(a) ayuda de orden tecnico en los campos de producci6n, elabora-

ci6n, almacenaje y distribuci6n de productos alimenticios de
origen vegetal y animal.

"(b) estudio de los problemas econ6micos de la producci6n, elabora-
ci6n y distribuci6n de articulos alimenticios, y formulaci6n
de informes y estudios destinados a proporcionar los datos
esenciales a los planes de ajuste entre la producci6n de cultivos
y las necesidades de consumo nacional.

"(c) creaci6n de nuevas areas de cultivo, inclusive la colonizaci6n
agricola, y de planes para la conservaci6n de los suelos, estu-
dios agrol6gicos y la rehabilitaci6n de facilidades ya existentes
en materia de irrigaci6n; ayuda para proporcionar nuevas
facilidades de irrigaci6n y drenaje.

"(d) suministro de medios, herramientas, equipo, insecticidas,
semilla, ganado y otros elementos, y de servicios profesionales
y tecnicos a los agricultores.

"(e) desarrollo de un servicio de extensi6n agricola en todo el
pais, con el fin de mejorar la producci6n de alimentos y fomen-
tar la industria agricola en general.

"(f) estudios tecnicos y trabajo pertinente a los campos de nutri-
ci6n, diet6tica, y economia dom6stica, y fomento del empleo de
mejores practicas en materia de nutrici6n y economia domestica
mediante un servicio de extensi6n debidamente organizado.

"(g) especial apoyo a los pequefios agricultores que no cuentan
con fondos adecuados, lo cual comprendera alquiler de equipo
y maquinaria agricola a los precios mas bajos, pr6stamos en
especie durante 6pocas de emergencia, etc.

"(h) facilitar al Gobierno del Perd y al Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de America, informaci6n tecnica y cientffica y los
descubrimientos que sean de inter6s para los agricultores de
ambos paises, y fomentar los estudios cientificos de la econo-
mia agropecuaria del Perd, a solicitud de cualquiera de los
dos Gobiernos y en colaboraci6n con cualquiera de ellos.

"3. Las estipulaciones contenidas en el Articulo 4 del Memorandum
de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas
mediante la contribuci6n de US$ 162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35) hecha
por el Instituto, y por la contribuci6n de S/. 1,056,904.35 (US$
162,976.77) hecha por la Repiblica del Peru. Las estipulaciones
contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la pr6rroga del Memorandum de
Convenio, firmada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones ascendentes a
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de fecha 19 de Mayo de 1943, enmendados en los posteriores Memo-
randums de Convenios ya indicados, por el presente se modifican y 
reafirman, como sigue: El SCIPA continuaxa desarrollando pro-
gramas destinados a incrementar la produccion, elaboraciOn y 
distribucion de articulos alimenticios de primera necesidad, de 
origen vegetal y animal, cuyos programas cornprenderan, sin limitarse 
a ellas, las siguientes actividades: 

"(a) ayuda de orden tecnico en los campos de producci6n, elabora-
ci6n, almacenaje y distribucion de productos alimenticios de 
origen vegetal y animal. 

"(b) estudio de los problernas econ6micos de la producci6n, elabora-
cion y distribucion de articulos alimenticios, y formulacion 
de inforrnes y estudios des tinados a proporcionar los datos 
esenciales a los planes de ajuste entre la produccion de cultivos 
y las necesidades de consumo nacional. 

"(c) creaci6n de nuevas areas de cultivo, inclusive la colonizaciOn 
agricola, y de planes pars, la conservacion de los suelos, estu-
dios agrologicos y la rehabilitaciOn de facilidades ya existentes 
en materia de irrigaci6n; a3ruda para proporcionar nuevas 
facifidades de irrigacion y drenaje. 

"(d) snministro de medios, herramientas, equipo, insecticidas, 
semilla, ganado y otros elementos, y de servicios profesionales 
y tecnicos a los agricultores. 

"(e) desarTollo de un servicio de extension agricola en todo el 
pals, con el fin de mejorar la produccion de alimentos y fomen-
tar la industria agricola en general. 

"(f) estudios tecnicos y trabajo pertinent° a los campos de nutri-
cien, dietetica, y economfa domestica, y foment° del empleo de 
mejores practicas en materia de nutricien y economfa domestica 
mediante un servicio de extension debidamente organizado. 

"(g) especial apoyo a los pequefios agricultores qua no cuentan 
con fondos adecuados, lo cual comprendera alquiler de equipo 
y maquinaria agrfcola a los precios más bajos, prestamos en 
especie durante epocas de emergencia, etc. 

"(h) facilitar al Gobierno del Peril y al Gobierno de los Estados 
Unidos de America, informacien tecnica y cientffica y los 
descubrimientos quo seam de inter& para los agricultores de 
ambos pafses, y fomentar los estudios cientfficos de la econo-
mfa agropecuaria del Peril, a solicitud de cualquiera de los 
dos Gobiernos y en colaboracien con cualquiera de ellos. 

"3. Las estipulaciones contenidas en el ArtIculo 4 del Memorandum 
de Convenio de 19 de Mayo de 1943, se consideran cumplidas 
mediante la contribucien de US$ 162,976.77 (S/. 1,056,904.35) hecha 
por el Instituto, y por la contribucien de S/. 1,056,904.35 (US$ 
162,976.77) hecha por la Repdblica del Peru. Las estipulaciones 
contenidas en el ArtIculo 3 de la prerroga del Memorandum de 
Con.venio, fin:nada con fecha 1° de Junio de 1944, se consideran 
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones aseendentes a 
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US$ 150,000 (S/ 972,750) y S/. 1,945,500 (US$ 300,000), hechas
por el Instituto y por la Republica del Peru, respectivamente.
Las estipulaciones contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la pr6rroga del
Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945, quedaran
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones de US$ 75,000
(S/. 486,375), por el Instituto y pagadera a mas tardar el 1° de
Noviembre de 1946, y de S/ 972,750 (US$ 150,000) por la Repdblica
del Perd a mas tardar el 1° de Noviembre de 1946.

"4. El programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimentos ser.
financiado por las partes contratantes, durante el plazo de la
pr6rroga comprendido en este Convenio, como sigue:

"A. El Instituto depositara en la cuenta de SCIPA la suma de
Setenticinco Mil ($ 75,000) D6lares (que es el equivalente de S/.
486,375 (Soles Oro) al tipo de cambio de S/. 6.485 por U. S. d6lar,
en las siguientes fechas y por las cantidades anotadas:

D61ares
Enero 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Febrero 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Marzo 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Abril 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Mayo 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Junio lo de 1947 4, 200. oo
Julio 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Agosto 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Setiembre 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Octubre 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Noviembre 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Diciembre 1° de 1947 4, 200. oo
Enero 1° de 1948 4, 200. oo
Febrero 1° de 1948 4, 200. oo
Marzo 1° de 1948 4, 200. oo
Abril 1° de 1948 4, 200. oo
Mayo 1° de 1948 4, 200. oo
Junio 1° de 1948 3, 600. oo

US$ 75, 000. oo

"B. En vista de que muchas de las adquisiciones de materiales,
dtiles y equipo y otros dcsembolsos en relaci6n con la ejecuci6n del
programa, se efectuaran en los Estados Unidos de America, el
Instituto podra retener, de los dep6sitos estipulados en el inciso A
del Articulo 4, las sumas estimadas que se consideren necesarias
para cubrir dichas compras y desembolsos. Cualesquier fondos asi
retenidos por el Instituto con tal objeto, se consideraran como
depositados de acuerdo con los terminos de este inciso A, pero si no
fuesen gastados o afectados para tales fines, se depositaran a la
orden de SCIPA en cualquier momento, estando de comun acuerdo
el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n
Alimenticia en el Peru.

"C. Ademas de la contribuci6n del Instituto, mencionada en el
inciso A, el Instituto proporcionara durante la vigencia de esta
pr6rroga del programa cooperativo, los fondos necesarios para
cubrir los sueldos, gastos do mantenimiento, viajes y transporte, y
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US$ 150,000 (S/ 972,750) y S/. 1,945,500 (US$ 300,000), hechas 
por el Institut° y por la Reptiblica del Peril, respectivamente. 
Las estipulaciones contenidas en el Articulo 3 de la prorroga del 
Memorandum de Convenio de fecha 8 de Junio de 1945, quedaran 
cumplidas como resultado de las contribuciones de US$ 75,000 
(S/. 486,375), por el Institut° y pagadera a mas tardar el 1° de 
Noviembre de 1946, y de S/ 972,750 (US$ 150,000) por la Republica 
del Peru a mas tardar el 1° de Noviembre de 1946. 

"4. El programa cooperativo de produccion de alimentos sera 
financiado por las partes contratantes, durante el plazo de la 
prorroga comprendido en este Convenio, como sigue: 

"A. El Institut° depositarh, en la cuenta de SCIPA la suma de 
Setenticinco Mil ($ 75,000) Dolures (que es el equivalente de S/. 
486,375 (Soles Oro) al tipo de cambio de S/. 6.485 por U. S. Mar, 
en las siguientes fechas y por las cantidades anotadas: 

Enero 10 de 1947 
Febrero 1. de 1947 
Marzo 1. de 1947 
Abril 10 de 1947 
Mayo 10 de 1947 
Junio 10 de 1947 
Julio 10 de 1947 
Agosto 10 de 1947 
Setiembre 10 de 1947 
Octubre 10 de 1947 
Noviembre 1. de 1947 
Diciembre 1. de 1947 
Enero 1. de 1948 
Febrero 1. de 1948 
Marzo 1. de 1948 
Abril 10 de 1948 
Mayo 1. de 1948 
Junio 10 de 1948 

Dolmas 

4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
4, 200. oo 
3, 600. oo 

US$ 75, 000. oo 

"B. En vista de quo muchas de las adquisiciones de materiales, 
y equip° y otros desembolsos en relacion con la ejecucion del 

programa, se efectuaran en los Estados Unidos de America, el 
Institut° podra retener, de los dep6sitos estipulados en el inciso A 
del Articulo 4, las sumas estimadas quo se consideren necesarias 
para cubrir dichas compras y desembolsos. Cualesquier fondos asi 
retenidos por el Institut° con tal objeto, se consideraran como 
depositados de acuerdo con los terminos de este inciso A, pero si no 
fuesen gastados o afectados para tales fines, se depositaran a la 
orden de SCIPA en cualquier moment°, estando de comtin acuerdo 
el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Mision de Produccion 
Alimenticia en el Pent 

"C. Ademas de la contribucion del Institut°, mencionada en el 
inciso A, el Institut° proporcionara durante la vigencia de esta 
prorroga del programa cooperativo, los fondos necesarios para 
cubrir los sueldos, gastos de manteniraiento, viajes y transporte, y 
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Enero 1o de 1947
Febrero 1o de 1947
Marzo 1o de 1947
Abril 1o de 1947
Mayo 1o de 1947
Junio 1o de 1947
Julio 1° de 1947
Agosto 10 de 1947
Setiembre lo de 1947
Octubre 10 de 1947
Noviembre 1o de 1947
Diciembre 1° de 1947
Enero 1o de 1948
Febrero 1o de 1948
Marzo 1o de 1948
Abril 1o de 1948
Mayo 1o de 1948
Junio 1° de 1948

Soles

162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo
162, 125. oo

S/. 2, 918, 250. oo

D61ares

25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000. oo
25, 000 oo

$ 450, 000. oo
"E. Las partes contratantes, mediante convenio por escrito entre
el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n
Alimenticia, podran modificar las fechas de dep6sito fijadas en
el Articulo 4, incisos A y D, y acordar hacer los dep6sitos conforme
a las necesidades del programa.
"F. De comdn acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe
de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd, los fondos de
SCIPA podrAn emplearse para reembolsar o cubrir sueldos, gas-
tos de mantenimiento, viajes y transporte, y otros gastos del per-
sonal adicional de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd
que las partes contratantes crean necesario emplear, ademis de
los empleados a que se refiere el inciso C. arriba mencionado.
Dichos fondos podran ser aportados o concedidos con tal objeto por
SCIPA ya sea al Instituto o a cualquiera otra instituci6n, pero
en cada caso el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de
Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd extenderan un convenio de
proyecto por escrito, indicando el proposito y otras condiciones
necesarias de los referidos aportes o donaciones.
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otros gastos administrativos de los miembros que integran la
Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Instituto en el Perd. Queda
entendido que esta suma no excedera de Doscientos Veinticinco
Mil ($ 225,000) D61ares. Estos fondos no serAn depositados en la
cuenta de SCIPA sino administrados por el Jefe de la Misi6n de
Producci6n Alimenticia en el Perd, para los fines indicados y en
beneficio del programa cooperativo de producci6n de alimentos y
del desenvolvimiento agricola del Perl.
"D. La Repdblica del Perd depositarr en la cuenta de SCIPA el
equivalente en moneda peruana, de Cuatrocientos Cincuenta Mil
($ 450,000) D61ares, o sea la suma de Dos Millones, Novecientos
Dieciocho Mil, Doscientos Cincuenta (S/. 2,918,250) Soles, al tipo de
cambio de S/. 6.485 por U. S. D61ar en las siguientes fechas y can-
tidades anotadas:
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otros gastos administrativos de los miembros que integran la 

Mision de Produccion Alimenticia del Institut° en el Peril. Queda 

entendido que esta suma no exceder& de Doscientos Veinticinco 

Mil ($ 225,000) Dolores. Estos fondos no seran depositados en is. 

cuenta de SCIPA sino administrados por el Jefe de is. Mision de 

Produccion Alimenticia en el Peril, para. los fines indicados y en 
beneficio del programa cooperativo de produccion de alimentos y 
del desenvolvimiento agricola del Peril. 

"D. La Repdblica del Peril depositor& en is. cuenta de SCIPA el 

equivalent° en moneda peruana, de Cuatrocientos Cincuenta Mil 

($ 450,000) Dolores, o sea is. sumo, de Dos Millones, Novecientos 

Dieciocho Mil, Doscientos Cincuenta (S/. 2,918,250) Soles, al tipo de 

cambio de S/. 6.485 por U. S. Dolor en las siguientes fechas y can-

tidades anotadas: 

Enero 10 de 1947 
Febrero 10 de 1947 
Marzo 10 de 1947 
Abril 10 de 1947 
Mayo 10 de 1947 
Junio 10 de 1947 
Julio 10 de 1947 
Agosto 10 de 1947 
Setiembre 10 de 1947 
Octubre 10 de 1947 
Noviembre 10 de 1947 
Diciembre 10 de 1947 
Enero 10 de 1948 
Febrero 10 de 1948 
Marzo 10 de 1948 
Abril 10 de 1948 
Mayo 10 de 1948 
Junio 10 de 1948 

Soles D6Wes 

162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 
162, 125. oo 25, 000. oo 

8/. 2, 918, 250. oo $ 450, 000. oo 

"E. Las partes contratantes, mediante convenio por escrito entre 

el Ministro de Agricul tura y el Jefe de is. Misi6n de Producci6n 

Alimenticia, podran modificar las fechas de dep6sito fijadas en 

el Articulo 4, incisos A y D, y acordar hacer los dep6sitos conforme 

a las necesidades del programa. 

"F. De comfm acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe 

de la Mision de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Peril, los fondos de 
SCIPA podran emplearse para reembolsar o cubrir sueldos, gas-
tos de mantenimiento, viajes y transport°, y otros gastos del per-

sonal adicional de is. Mision de Produccion Alimenticia en el Peril 

que las partes contratantes crean necesario emplear, ademas de 

los empleados a que se refiere el inciso C. arriba me.ncionado. 

Dichos fondos podritn ser aportados o concedidos con tal objeto por 

SCIPA ya sea al Tnstituto -0 a cualquiera otra institucion, pero 
en cads. caso el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de la Misi6n de 
Produccion Alimenticia en el Peril extenderim un convenio de 
proyecto por escrito, indicando el proposito y otras condiciones 
necesarias de los referidos aportes o donaciones. 
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"5. El Articulo 7 del Memorandum de Convenio, firmado el 8 de
Junio de 1945, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue:
Todos los ingresos que incrementen las cuentas de SCIPA, como
resultado de las operaciones normales de los proyectos, o por medio
de la liquidaci6n de proyectos, o debido a otro origen, seguiran a
disposici6n de SCIPA para el fomento de aquellos proyectos de
los cuales provienen tales ingresos, o podran ser asignados a otros
proyectos de SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agri-
cultura, el Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia y el Di-
rector de SCIPA. Se conviene, ademas, que cualquier saldo de
los fondos y bienes de SCIPA, que no hubiese sido gastado, utili-
zado y afectado a la expiraci6n del presente convenio, sera emplea-
do de comun acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de
la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Instituto, teniendo pre-
sente las sumas proporcionales aportadas por cada parte contra-
tante.

"6. Los fondos aportados en virtud del presente Memorandum de
Convenio habran de emplearse dnicamente para mantener o
extender los proyectos de naturaleza tal como los contemplados en
el Memorandum de Convenio original, o segdn modificaci6n
posterior por el Articulo 2 del presente Convenio; cuyos proyectos
se formularan, por escrito, en la forma de convenios de proyectos,
y seran firmados por el Ministro de Agricultura, el Jefe de la
Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia en el Peru, y el Director de
SCIPA.

"7. El Articulo 9 del Memorandum de Convenio original, de 19
de Mayo de 1943, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue:
Todos los derechos y prorrogativas de que gozan otras dependencias
analogas del Gobierno del Peru, asi como sus funcionarios y
empleados publicos, so harAn extensivos a SCIPA, y a todo su
personal de empleados on ol desOlipcefio do sus funciones de carfcttor
oficial. Los mieilbros quo intoegran la Misi6n do Producci6n
Alimoenticia del Instituto no starAnl obligIados a pagar on el Perd
ningun impuesto directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que
esten sujetos al pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de
America. El Gobierno del Perd permitira la entrada libre o en su
defecto pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y
equipo necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la Misi6n.
Igualmente, el Gobierno del Peru permitira la entrada libre o
abonara los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personales
de los miembros de la Misi6n, de acuerdo con las condiciones
limitativas a que estan sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-
matico acreditado ante el Gobierno del Peri; para los fines de este
Convenio, los miembros de la Misi6n estaran considerados como
Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomatico en lo que se refiere
a franquicias. Los derechos que excedan dichos linites seran
abonados por el personal respectivo. Los derechos de Aduana
pagados por SCIPA sobre importaciones de equipo, utiles y ma-
teriales para ser empleados en el programa de Producci6n de
Alimentos, seran reembolsados a SCIPA por el Ministro de
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"5. El Articulo 7 del Memorandum de Convenio, firmado el 8 de 
Junio de 1945, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue: 
Todos los ingresos que incrementen las cuentas de SCIPA, como 
resultado de las operaciones normales de los proyectos, o por medio 
de la liquidacion de proyectos, o debido a otro origen, seguiran a 
disposicion de SCIPA para el foment° de aquellos proyectos de 
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proyectos de SCIPA por mutuo acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agri-
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do de comtin acuerdo entre el Ministro de Agricultura y el Jefe de 
la Misi6n de Produccion Alimenticia del Ins tituto, teniendo pre-
setae las sumas proporcionales aportadas por cada parte contra-
tante. 

"6. Los fondos aportados en virtud del presente Memorandum de 
Convenio habran de emplearse tinicamente para mantener o 
extender los proyectos de naturaleza tai como los contemplados en 
el Memorandum de Convenio original, o seem modificacien 
posterior por el Articulo 2 del presente Convenio; cuyos proyectos 
se formularb,n, por escrito, en la forma de convenios de proyectos, 
y seran firmados por el Ministro de Agricultura, el Jefe de la 
Misiem de Produccion Alimenticia en el Peril, y el Director de 
SCIPA. 

"7. El Articulo 9 del Memorandum de Convenio original, de 19 
de Mayo de 1943, queda modificado por el presente, como sigue: 
Todos los derechos y prerrogativas de que gozan otras dependencias 
analogas del Gobierno del Peril, asi como sus funcionarios y 
empleados publicos, se haran extensivos a SCIPA, y a todo su 
personal de empleados on el desempefio do sus funciones (le caracter 
oficial. Los miembros quo integran la Nlision de Produccion 
Alimenticia del Institut° no estaran obligados a pagar en el Peril 
niiign impuesto directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que 
ester' sujetos al pago de dichos irnpuestos en los Estados Unidos de 
America. El Gobierno del Perti permitira la entrada libre o en su 
defecto pagara los derechos correspondientes sobre material y 
equipo necesario para el uso profesional del personal de la MisiOn. 
Igualinente, el Gobierno del Peru permitira la entrada Libre o 
abonara los derechos correspondientes sobre los efectos personale,s 
de los miembros de la Mision, de acuerdo con las condiciones 
limitativas a que estan sujetos los miembros del Cuerpo Diplo-
matic° acreditado ante el Gobierno del Peril; para los fines de este 
Convenio, los miembros de la Mision estaran considerados como 
Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplomatic° en lo que se refiere 
a franquicias. Los derechos que excedan dichos lfinites serail 
abonados por el personal respectivo. Los derechos de .Aduana 
pagados por SCIPA sobre importaciones de equipo, tiIes y ma-
teriales para ser empleados en el programa de Produccion de 
Alimentos, sertm reembolsados a SCIPA por el Ministro de 
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Hacienda, de acuerdo con los comprobantes y recibos respectivos
de la Aduana. De igual manera, los derechos pagados por el
Instituto sobre importaciones de equipo, utiles y materiales para
ser empleados por la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia seran
reembolsados al Instituto por el Ministro de Hacienda, de acuerdo
con los respectivos comprobantes y recibos de la Aduana.

"8. El Jefe de la Misi6n de Producci6n Alimenticia del Instituto
en el Perd continuara actuando como Director de SCIPA durante
la vigencia del presente convenio. A fin de que el personal peruano
pueda estar capacitado para asumir, al t6rmino de este acuerdo
o antes si fuera el caso, la responsabilidad del personal americano
por la direcci6n administrativa y tecnica del programa, se dispondra
en forma definida durante la vigencia del presente convenio, la
eapacitaci6n especifica del personal peruano competente, para cada
funci6n administrativa de responsabilidad, dentro de la organizaci6n
de SCIPA.
"9. Los memorandums de Convenios de 19 de Mayo de 1943, 1°
de Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 quedan en plena vigencia y
surtirAn todos sus efectos para los fines de la renovaci6n del pro-
grama cooperativo de Producci6n de Alimentos hasta el 30 de Junio
de 1948, con excepci6n de las modificaciones contempladas en el
presente Convenio o que se opongan a 1e, y las disposiciones con-
tenidas en dichos convenios se aplicaran durante el plazo de dura-
ci6n de este Convenio. Este Convenio entrarA en vigencia en
cuanto se produzca un cambio de notas entre los dos Gobiernos.

En fe de lo cual, las partes contratantes extienden este Convenio,
en duplicado, por intermedio de sus representantes debidamente
autorizados y en los idiomas ingl6s y castellano, en Lima, Peri, a
los cuatro dfas del mes de Diciembre de 1946.

p. REPUBLICA DEL PERU p. INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS
INTER-AMERICANOS

Luis ROSE U. ARTHUR R. HARRIS
Ministro de Agricultura Presidente
En respuesta, debo manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia, que por Reso-

luci6n Suprema N0 1219, expedida por el Ministerio de Agricultura el
30 de Diciembre ppdo., se aprob6 el memorandum de Convenio
trascrito en esta Nota.

En consecuencia, esta Nota, junto con la de Vuestra Excelencia,
perfeccionan el acuerdo precitado entre los Gobiernos del Perl y de
los Estados Unidos de Norte America, que vencera el 30 de Junio de
1948.

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia, los
sentimientos de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYIN

Al Excelentisimo sefior
PRENTICE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y

Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America.
Oiudad.-
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Hacienda, de acuerdo con los comprobantes y recibos respectivos 
de la Aduana. De igual manera, los derechos pagados por el 
Institut° sobre importaciones de equipo, titiles y materiales para 
ser empleados por la Mision de Produccion Alimenticia seran 
reembolsados al Instituto por el Ministro de Hacienda, de acuerdo 
con los respectivos comprobantes y recibos de la Aduana. 

"8. El Jefe de la Mision de Produccion Alimenticia del Instituto 
en el Peril continuarti, actuando como Director de SCIPA durante 
la vigencia del presente convenio. A fin de quo el personal peruano 
pueda estar capacitado para asumir, a1 terrain° de este acuerdo 
o antes si fuera el caso, la responsabilidad del personal anaericano 
por la direccion administrativa y tecnica del programa, se dispondrii 
en forma definida durante la vigencia del prese-nte convenio, la 
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"9. Los memorandums de Convenios de 19 de Mayo de 1943, 1° 
de Junio de 1944 y 8 de Junio de 1945 quedan en plena vigencia y 
surtiran todos sus efectos para los fines de la renovacion del pro-
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presente Convenio o quo se opongan a el, y las disposiciones con-
tenidas en dichos convenios se aplicarfin durante el plazo de dura-
eke de este Convenio. Este Convenio entrara en vigencia en 
cuanto se produzca un cambio de notas entre los dos Gobiernos. 

En fé de lo cua1, las partes contratantes extienden este Convenio, 
en duplicado, por interraedio de sus representantes debidamente 
autorizados y en los idiomas ingles y castellano, en Lima, Peril, a 
los cuatro dfas del mes de Diciembre de 1946. 

p. REPUBLICA DEL PERU p. INSTITUT° DE ASUNTOS 
INTER-AMERICANOS 

Luis ROSE U. ARTHUR R. HARRIS 

Ministro de Agricultura Presidente 

En respuesta, debo manifestar a Vuestra Excelencia, que por Reso-
lucion Suprema No 1219, expedida por el Ministerio de Agricultura el 
30 de Diciembre ppdo., se aprob6 el memorandum de Convenio 
trascrito en esta Nota. 
En consecuencia, esta Nota, junto con 1a de Vuestra Excelencia, 

perfeccionan el acuerdo precitado entre los Gobiernos del Peril y de 
los Estados Unidos de Norte America, quo veneer( el 30 de Junio de 
1948. 

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a Vuestra Excelencia, los 
sentimientos de mi mM altaydistinguida consideracien. 

E. GARCIA SAYAN 

Al Excelentfsimo sefior 
PRzwrxcE COOPER, Embajador Extraordinario y 

Plenipotenciario de los Estados Unidos de America. 
Ciudad.— 
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Translation

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
AND WORSHIP

Number: (H)-6-Y/1. LIMA, January 29,1947.

MR. AMBASSADOR:

I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency's courteous note No.
278 of December 4 last, in which you are good enough to inform me Ante, p. 3326.

that on that date the Memorandum of Agreement, the text of which
is transcribed hereinafter, was signed at Lima by Colonel Arthur R.
Harris and Mr. Luis Rose Ugarte, Minister of Agriculture:

[For the English language text of the Memorandum of Agreement,
see pp. 3327-3332.]

In reply, I must inform Your Excellency that, by Supreme Resolu-
tion No. 1219, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture on December
30 last, the Memorandum of Agreement transcribed in this note was
approved.

Accordingly, this note, together with that of Your Excellency,
concludes the above-mentioned Agreement between the Governments
of Peru and the United States of America, which Agreement will ex-
pire on June 30, 1948.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCIA SAYAN

His Excellency
PRENTICE COOPER,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the
United States of America.

City.-
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Number: (H) -6 -Y/1. 

Translation 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS 
AND WORSHIP 

LIMA, January 29,1947. 

MR. AMBASSADOR: 
I have the honor to reply to Your Excellency's courteous note No. 

278 of December 4 last, in which you are good enough to inform me 
that on that date the Memorandum of Agreement, the text of which 
is transcribed hereinafter, was signed at Lima by Colonel Arthur R. 
Harris and Mr. Luis Rose Ugarte, Minister of Agriculture: 

[For the English language text of the Memorandum of Agreement, 
see pp. 3327-3332.] 

In reply, I must inform Your Excellency that, by Supreme Resolu-
tion No. 1219, issued by the Ministry of Agriculture on December 
30 last, the Memorandum of Agreement transcribed in this note was 
approved. 

Accordingly, this note, together with that of Your Excellency, 
concludes the above-mentioned Agreement between the Governments 
of Peru and the United States of America, which Agreement will ex-
pire on June 30, 1948. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurances of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 
E. GARCIA SAYAN 

His Excellency 
PRENTICE COOPER, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the 
United States of America. 

City.— 

Ante, p. 3326. 
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES

FIRST SESSION OF THE EIGHTIETH CONGRESS
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Friday, January 3, 1947, and adjourned
sine die on Friday, December 19, 1947

HARRY S. TRUMAN, President; ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, President of the Senate
pro tempore; JOSEPH W. MARTIN, Jr., Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Interim arrangement between the United States of America and Canada Jtm 25 d
respecting mobile radio transmitting stations. Effected by exchange [T. I. A. S. 1670o
of notes signed at Washington June 25 and August 20, 1947; entered
into force Augzust 20, 1947.

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Charge d'Affaires ad interim

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASIINGTroN, D.C.

June 425, 1,947
SIR:

I refer to recent informal discussions between representatives of
the Government of (Canada and the United States concerning the
entrance into Canada of United States vehicles equipped with land
mobile radio transmitting equipment.

The present laws of the United States prohibit operation of un-
licensed radio transmitting equipment, and station licenses cannot be
issued to aliens. It is the Department's understanding that the laws
of Canada contain similar provisions.

Proposals have been made for certain modifications of United States
laws which, if adopted, would permit on a reciprocal basis alien oper-
ation of certain foreign licensed mobile equipment while it is within
the territory of the United States. However, this problem is still
under consideration, and it is believed that an interim arrangement
would be desirable, in order to permit the carriage across the border
of radio transmitting equipment installed aboard vehicles.

It would, therefore, be appreciated if you could inform this Depart-
ment whether the Canadian Government would be disposed to con-
sider a reciprocal interim arrangement under which mobile radio

3349
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3350 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

transmitting stations licensed by the United States or Canadian Gov-
ernments could be carried from the territory in which it is licensed
into the territory of the other country, without being removed from
the vehicles in which such equipment is installed, on condition that
this equipment be sealed in such a manner as to prevent its operation
while it is in the territory of the latter country.

I am enclosing samples of the seals [1] which United States Customs
officials would use in sealing Canadian equipment entering the United
States. Conversely, if the arrangement is satisfactory to your Gov-
ernment, it is suggested that similar samples of seals, to be used by
Canadian Customs officials for the same purpose, be transmitted to
this Government, together with a statement of conditions concerning
their use. This exchange of seals would be useful as a basis in arrang-
ing notification of the licensees of the equipments that they may expect
to have their equipment sealed and that it should be so adapted as to
permit sealing.

I suggest that, if an agreement in the sense of the foregoing para-
graphs is acceptable to the Government of Canada, this note and your
reply thereto in similar terms be regarded as constituting the terms of
an understanding on the subject between the two Governments.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration.
For the Secretary of State:

GARRISON NORTON
Enclosure:

Samples of Seals. [']

Mr. THOMAS A. STONE,
Charge d'Affaires ad interim of Canada.

The Canadian Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Acting Secretary
of State

CANADIAN EMBASSY
AMBASSADE DU CANADA

No. 317 AUGUST 20, 1947.
SIR:

I have the honour to refer to your note of June 25, 1947, in which
you proposed a reciprocal interim arrangement between the Govern-
ment of Canada and the Government of the United States of America,
under which mobile radio transmitting stations licensed by the United
States or Canadian Governments could be carried from the territory in
which they are licensed into the territory of the other country, without
being removed from the vehicles in which such equipment is installed,
on condition that this equipment be sealed in such a manner as to pre-
vent its operation while it is in the territory of the latter country.

I have received samples of the seals which United States Customs
officials will use in sealing Canadian equipment entering the United
States. I enclose samples of seals [1] which will be used by Canadian

[The seals are not reproduced.]
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61 STAT.] CANADA-MOBILE RADIO STATIONS- une 20, 1947 3351

Customs officials for the same purpose with respect to United States
equipment entering Canada.

I am instructed to state that the terms of this arrangement are ac-
ceptable to my Government, and that your note and this reply there-
to shall constitute the terms of an understanding on the subject be-
tween the two Governments.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
THOMAS A. STONE

Charge d'Affaires
The Honourable ROBERT A. LOVETT,

Acting Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

Ju 25, 1947 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Belgium respecting
American dead in World War 1I. Effected by exchange of notes
signed'at Brussels June 6 and July 23, 1947; entered into force July
23, 1947.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Belgian Minister for
Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Brussels, June 6, 1947.

Interment, etc., of
American nationals
killed in World War
IL

Temporary ceme-
teries within Belgium.

Restriction.

Exemption from
Belgian laws relating
to hygiene, permits,
etc.

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to inquire whether Your Excellency's Government

would be willing to accord to the United States Government the
concessions set forth below. These concessions are desired in order
to facilitate the interment in Belgium, or the removal to their own
country, of the bodies of American nationals killed in the World War
of 1939-1945, or whose death in the European theater of operations
can be directly attributed to that war, or who died in this theater of
operations while employed or otherwise engaged in activities contribut-
ing to the prosecution of that war, and to permit the establishment,
construction, improvement and proper maintenance of permanent
cemeteries for the final burial of, and memorials in commemoration of,
American nationals who lost their lives in the above-mentioned war.

I
The Belgian Government grants to the United States of America

the right to establish and maintain temporary cemeteries within
Belgium subject to such control as is necessary, for the burial of persons
who so lost their lives, and to make exhumations therefrom or from
other locations for return to the United States or for concentration in
permanent cemeteries within Belgium including movement of bodies
from other countries into Belgium. In view of the limited area of
Belgium and the large number of military cemeteries therein already
established, the Government of the United States will limit as much
as possible the number of bodies of American Nationals to be moved
into Belgium from other countries. No mass movement of bodies
from other countries to cemeteries within Belgium for permanent
interment will be undertaken by the Government of the United States.

II
The Government of the United States shall be exempted fromgen-

erally applicable laws and regulations of the Belgian Government
relating to hygiene and the securing of permits in connection with

June 6 and
July 23, 1947

IT. I. A. S. 1672]

No. 927
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cemeteries for the final burial of, and memorials in commemoration of, 
American nationals who lost their lives in the above-mentioned war. 

tertmwiThri'n4rgelegetum: The Belgian Government grants to the United States of America 
the right to establish and maintain temporary cemeteries within 
Belgium subject to such control as is necessary, for the burial of persons 
who so lost their lives, and to make exhumations therefrom or from 
other locations for return to the United States or for concentration in 
permanent cemeteries within Belgium including movement of bodies 

Restriction. from other countries into Belgium. In view of the limited area of 
Belgium and the large number of military cemeteries therein already 
established, the Government of the United States will limit as much 
as possible the number of bodies of American Nationals to be moved 
into Belgium from other countries. No mass movement of bodies 
from other countries to cemeteries within Belgium for permanent 
interment will be undertaken by the Government of the United States. 

Exemption from 
Belgian laws relating 
to hygiene. Permits, 
etc. 

II 

The Government of the United States shall be exempted from gen-
erally applicable laws and regulations of the Belgian Government 
relating to hygiene and the securing of permits in connection with 
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the burial, disinterment for reburial and movement of bodies. How-
ever the Government of the United States engages to conduct such
work in a manner which will in no way constitute a danger to public
health and to make such sanitary arrangements as are necessary
for the purpose. Exhumations, burials and movements of bodies shall
be exempted from all Belgian taxes, excepting stamp taxes.

III
The Government of the United States may import into Belgium

from any country, and re-export therefrom after use thereof, free
of customs duties and other taxes, excepting stamp taxes, the equip-
ment, supplies and materials, including means of transportation by
air, land or water, as are necessary for the accomplishment of any
of the purposes of this agreement. None of such equipment, supplies
and/or materials will be sold in Belgium, or be left in Belgium after
completion of the mission in which it is used, excepting with the
express permission of the Belgian Government.

American personnel designated by the Government of the United
States shall be permitted free entry into, and departure from, Belgium.

IV
The Government of the United States shall be permitted the use

of railroads, highways, navigable waters, ports, port installations
and buildings for office, warehouse and billet purposes, together with
the necessary services and Belgian labor, to the extent required for
the accomplishment of the purposes of this agreement, subject only
to payment of the established rates of compensation therefor.

V
The Belgian Government will acquire such sites for permanent

cemeteries (Fields of Honor) and/or memorials, as are deemed neces-
sary by the Government of the United States, with usage thereof in
perpetuity reserved to the Government of the United States, free of
charge or compensation. Such sites shall be at locations mutually
agreed upon and include sufficient ground in addition to burial space,
for proper beautification, required approach roads and the construc-
tion of such buildings as are essential to the reception of visitors, hous-
ing of caretakers and maintenance purposes. Land so acquired, and
the buildings and improvements thereon, shall be exempt from taxes
excepting the registration tax. The right to the usage of such lands
includes the right to plan, design, layout and improve permanent
cemeteries, memorials, monuments and other buildings thereon, and
to beautify the grounds and provide for the perpetual custody and
maintenance of such cemeteries and memorials, upon receiving prior
approval of competent Belgian authorities. No construction, includ-
ing the establishment of simple inclosures, may be undertaken within
10 meters of foreign territory, or within 5 meters of any road, the
center of which constitutes an international boundary line.
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VI
Salaries and other remuneration paid by the United States to

personnel who are citizens of the United States while engaged in the
operations contemplated by this agreement, shall be exempted from
any and all forms of taxation, direct or indirect, excepting however
that such citizens, if domiciled in, or having their permanent residence
in Belgium, shall be liable for payment of the professional tax and
the national emergency tax on their earnings and also the compli-
mentary personal tax. It is understood that if a treaty for the avoid-
ance of double taxation, now under negotiation between the Belgian
and United States Governments, is adopted and supplemented by
law, American personnel in charge of permanent cemeteries will be
exempted from tax on their earnings. Pending adoption of such
treaty, temporary postponement of taxation on such earnings may be
arranged if expressly requested by competent United States authori-
ties, with indication of names and addresses of the persons concerned.

VII
The provisions of this agreement shall apply with equal force and

effect to the shipment of remains from other foreign countries into
Belgium and the disposition thereof, where the next of kin reside in
Belgium or one of its possessions or territories and request final
interment of remains in a permanent United States Military Cemetery
in Belgium.

VIII
The Belgian Government will undertake to initiate legislation in

the Belgian Parliament for the exemption from stamp taxes and other
taxes not expressly waived in this agreement, referred to in paragraphs
II, III and V above.

IX
The rights, privileges and prerogatives reserved to the United

States herein shall be exercised prior to 1 January 1955, except as
relates to use of lands acquired for permanent cemeteries and/or
memorials, including improvements thereto and buildings constructed
thereon, which shall run in perpetuity.

I take this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of
my highest consideration.

THEODORE C. ACHILLES
Charge d'Affaires, a.i.

His Excellency
Monsieur PAUL HENRI SPAAK,

Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Brussels.
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The Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador
MINISTERE

DES
AFFAIRES ETRANGERES

ET DU
COMMERCE EXTERIEUR
..................................

DIRECTION GENERALE C.
2e Bureau.
No 55.828/Pr/Cim.MiI.Am. BRUXELLES, le 23 Juil 1947
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEUR,

Me referant A la lettre de I'Ambassade, en date du 6 juin 1947,
n° 927, j'ai l'honneur de porter A la connaissance de Votre Excellence
que le Gouvernement belge marque bien volontiers son accord au
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis au sujet des privileges 6numeres ci-
apres, tendant a permettre d'inhumer en territoire beige ou de rapa-
trier les restes de citoyens americains tues pendant la guerre mondiale
de 1939 a 1945, ou dont le d6ces sur le th6Atre europeen des operations
peut etre impute directement E cette guerre, ou qui sont morts sur
ledit theatre d'operations tandis qu'ils 6taient employes ou partici-
paient autrement A des activites destinees A la poursuite de la guerre,
et d'etablir, de construire, d'amenager et d'entretenir convenable-
ment des cimetieres permanents pour l'inhumation definitive des
citoyens americains qui ont perdu la vie dans ladite guerre, ainsi
que des monuments destines a leur commemoration.

I. Le Gouvernement beige accorde aux Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique le droit d'etablir et d'entretenir des cimetieres temporai-
res en Belgique, sous reserve du controle necessaire, pour y en-
terrer les citoyens americains, qui sont morts comme il est dit
ci-dessus, ainsi que le droit d'exhumer des corps de ces
cimetieres temporaires et d'autres endroits pour les reconduire
aux Etats-Unis ou pour les reunir dans des cimetieres perma-
nents en Belgique, y compris le droit de transporter des
corps d'autres pays en Belgique. Vu l'exiguite du territoire
belge et le grand nombre de cimetieres militaires qui s'y
trouvent deja, le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis limitera autant
que possible le nombre des corps de citoyens americains qui
seront transport6s d'autres pays en Belgique. Le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis n'entreprendra pas de transport massif
de corps d'autres pays vers des cimetieres en Belgique en vue
de leur inhumation definitive.

II. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis ne sera pas soumis aux
lois et reglementations generalement applicables du Gouverne-
ment Beige, relatives a l'hygibne et a l'obtention des permis
necessaires pour inhumer, exhumer, reinhumer et transporter
les corps. Cependant le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
s'engage A ex6cuter ces travaux de telle sorte qu'ils ne cons-
tituent pas un danger pour 1'hygiene publique et A prendre les
mesures sanitaires necessaires a cette fin. Les exhumations,
les inhumations et le transport des corps seront exempts de
toutes taxes belges.
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III. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis pourra importer en
Belgique, de n'importe quel pays, et en reexporter apres usage,
en exemption des droits de douane et autres taxes, I'6quipe-
ment, les fournitures et le materiel, y compris les moyens de
transport par air, par terre ou par eau, qui seront n6cessaires
pour 1'execution des fins du present accord.

Aucune partie de ces equipements, fournitures et/ou
materiel ne sera vendue en Belgique, ni laiss6e en Belgique
apres l'achevement de la mission A laquelle ils sont utilises,
sauf avec l'autorisation expresse du Gouvernement Beige.

Le personnel americain, design6 par le Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis, pourra entrer librement en territoire beige et en
ressortir librement.

IV. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis pourra user des chemins
de fer, des routes, des voies navigables, des ports, des instal-
lations portuaires, des locaux A usage de bureau, d'entrep6t et
de logement, et avoir recours aux services et A la main-d'oeuvre
belges necessaires, dans la mesure exig6e par I'ex6cution des
fins du present accord, a la condition unique d'en payer la
retribution aux taux etablis.

V. Le Gouvernement beige acquerra pour y etablir les ci-
metiAres permanents (Champs d'Honneur) et (ou) les monu-
ments, les terrains que le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
jugera n6cessaires, et dont ledit Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis aura perpetuellement l'usage, sans qu'il soit astreint
A des charges ou indemnites. L'emplacement de ces terrains
sera choisi d'un commun accord et les terrains seront d'une
superficie suffisante pour comprendre, outre les tombes, les
embellissements et les routes d'acces n6cessaires ainsi que la
contruction de locaux indispensables A la reception des visi-
teurs, au logement des jardiniers et A la resserre du materiel
d'entretien. Le terrain acquis dans ces conditions et les
constructions et amenagements qui y seront faits seront
exempts de taxes.

Le droit d'utiliser les terrains en question comprend aussi
celui de projeter, dessiner, tracer, amenager les cimetieres
permanents, les monuments et autres constructions qui y
seront 6difies, ainsi que d'embellir les terrains et prendre les
dispositions necessaires en vue de la garde et de l'entretien
perp6tuels des cimetiares et monuments, apres accord des
autorites belges comp6tentes. Aucune construction y com-
pris la creation de simples enceintes, ne pourra 8tre entreprise
a moins de 10 metres d'un territoire stranger, ou A moins de 5
matres d'une route dont l'axe forme frontiAre.

VI. Les salaires et autres r6mun6rations payes par les Etats-
Unis au personnel de nationalite americaine occup6 aux
travaux vises par le present accord seront exempts de toute
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espece de taxe directe ou indirecte; etant entendu cependant
que les membres de ce personnel qui sont domicilies en Belgique
ou bien qui ont leur residence permanente dans ce pays seront
redevables de la taxe professionnelle et de la taxe nationale de
crise, sur leurs salaires, ainsi que de l'imp6t complementaire
personnel. I est entendu que, si l'accord pour eviter la
double imposition qui est actuellement negocie entre le
Gouvernement beige et le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis est
adopte et ratifi6, le personnel am6ricain s'occupant des cime-
tieres sera exempte de la taxe sur les salaires. En attendant
1'adoption de cet accord, on pourra convenir d'ajourner provi-
soirement la perception de la taxe sur les salaires, si les auto-
rites americaines competentes en font la demande expresse en
indiquant les noms et adresse des personnes dont il s'agit.

VII. Les dispositions du present accord s'appliquent, avec memes
force et effet, au transport par mer de depouilles mortelles en
provenance de pays 6trangers et A destination de la Belgique,
ainsi qu'a l'inhumation, si les plus proches parents resident en
Belgique, ou dans l'un de ses territoires ou possessions et
demandent qu'elles soient inhumees definitivement dans un
cimetiere permanent des Etats-Unis en Belgique.

VIII. Le Gouvernement beige s'engage A soumettre, le cas 6ch6ant,
au Parlement beige les projets de loi qui s'avereront necessaires
en vue de l'exoneration des divers droits et taxes qui n'auraient
pas fait l'objet d'une exemption formelle dans le present
accord.

IX. Les droits, privileges et prerogatives reserves aux Etats-
Unis envertu du present accord seront exerces avant le ler
janvier 1955, excepte s'il s'agit de l'utilisation de terrains
acquis pour en faire des cimetieres permanents et (ou) pour
y edifier des monuments, y compris les amenagements qui
s'y rapportent etles constructions qui y seront elevees, auxquels
cas lesdits droits, privileges et prerogatives seront perpetuels.

Je saisis cette occasion, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, de re-
nouveler A Votre Excellence l'assurance de ma tres haute
consideration.

Pour le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres:
Le Secr6taire General ai.,

DE ROMREiE
Son Excellence

l'Amiral ALAN GOODRICH KIRK,
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amkrique,

a BruzeUes.
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Translation
MINISTRY OF

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

AND

FOREIGN COMMERCE

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION a.
2d Bureau.
No. 65.828/Pr/Cim. Mil. Am. BRUSSELS, July 28, 1947

MR. AMBASSADOR:
Ante, p.3352. Referring to the Embassy's note No. 927 dated June 6, 1947, I

have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Belgian Govern-
ment is happy to signify to the Government of the United States its
agreement concerning the privileges enumerated below, which are
intended to permit the burial in Belgian territory, or the repatriation,
of the remains of American citizens who were killed during the World
War of 1939 to 1945, or whose death in the European theater of opera-
tions may be ascribed directly to that war, or who died in the said
theater of operations while they were employed or were otherwise
taking part in activities for carrying on the war, and the establish-
ment, construction, laying out, and proper maintenance of permanent
cemeteries for the final burial of American citizens who lost their lives
in the said war, as well as of monuments intended to commemorate
them.

I. The Belgian Government grants to the United States of
America the right to establish and maintain temporary
cemeteries in Belgium, subject to the necessary supervision,
to bury therein American citizens who died as stated above,
as well as the right to exhume bodies from such temporary
cemeteries and from other places in order to take them back
to the United States or to bring them together in permanent
cemeteries in Belgium, including the right to transport bodies
from other countries to Belgium. In view of the exiguity of
the Belgian territory and the great number of military ceme-
teries which are already there, the Government of the United
States will limit as far as possible the number of bodies of
American citizens which are transported from other countries
to Belgium. The Government of the United States will not
undertake the mass transportation of bodies from other coun-
tries to cemeteries in Belgium with a view to their final burial.

II. The Government of the United States will not be subject
to the laws and regulations of the Belgian Government which
are generally applicable relative to hygiene and the obtain-
ing of the necessary permits for burying, exhuming, reburying
and transporting the bodies. However, the Government of
the United States will promise to carry out that work so
that it will not constitute a danger to public health and to
take the sanitary measures necessary for that purpose. The
exhumations, burials and transportation of the bodies shall
be exempt from all Belgian taxes.

33583358 

Ante, p. 3352. 
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Translation 
MINISTRY OF 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

AND 

FOREIGN COMMERCE 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION C. 

2d Bureau_ 
No. 55.828/Pr/Cim. Mn. Am. BRUSSELS, July 28, 1947 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
Referring to the Embassy's note No. 927 dated June 6, 1947, I 

have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the Belgian Govern-
ment is happy to signify to the Government of the United States its 
agreement concerning the privileges enumerated below, which are 
intended to permit the burial in Belgian territory, or the repatriation, 
of the remains of American citizens who were killed during the World 
War of 1939 to 1945, or whose death in the European theater of opera-
tions may be ascribed directly to that war, or who died in the said 
theater of operations while they were employed or were otherwise 
taking part in activities for carrying on the war, and the establish-
ment, construction, laying out, and proper maintenance of permanent 
cemeteries for the final burial of American citizens who lost their lives 
in the said war, as well as of monuments intended to commemorate 
them. 

I. The Belgian Government grants to the United States of 
America the right to establish and maintain temporary 
cemeteries in Belgium, subject to the necessary supervision, 
to bury therein American citizens who died as stated above, 
as well as the right to exhume bodies from such temporary 
cemeteries and from other places in order to take them back 
to the United States or to bring them together in permanent 
cemeteries in Belgium, including the right to transport bodies 
from other countries to Belgium. In view of the exiguity of 
the Belgian territory and the great number of military ceme-
teries which are already there, the Government of the United 
States will limit as far as possible the number of bodies of 
American citizens which are transported from other countries 
to Belgium. The Government of the United States will not 
undertake the mass transportation of bodies from other coun-
tries to cemeteries in Belgium with a view to their final burial. 

II. The Government of the United States will not be subject 
to the laws and regulations of the Belgian Government which 
are generally applicable relative to hygiene and the obtain-
ing of the necessary permits for burying, exhuming, reburying 
and transporting the bodies. However, the Government of 
the United States will promise to carry out that work so 
that it will not constitute a danger to public health and to 
take the sanitary measures necessary for that purpose. The 
exhumations, burials and transportation of the bodies shall 
be exempt from all Belgian taxes. 
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III. The Government of the United States may import into
Belgium, from any country whatsoever, and re-export there-
from after using them, with exemption from customs duties
and other charges, the equipment, supplies and materials,
including such means of transportation by air, land or water,
as may be necessary for fulfilling the purposes of the present
Agreement.

No part of such equipment, supplies and/or materials shall
be sold in Belgium or left in Belgium after the completion of
the mission for which they have been used, except by the
express authorization of the Belgian Government.

The American personnel appointed by the Government
of the United States may enter Belgian territory freely and
depart freely therefrom.

IV. The Government of the United States may use the railroads,
roads, navigable waterways, ports, harbor installations and
buildings for use as offices, storage and lodging, and draw
upon the necessary Belgian services and man power to the
extent required for fulfilling the purposes of the present
Agreement, on the sole condition of paying the remuneration
therefor at the established rates.

V. The Belgian Government will acquire, in order to establish
thereon the permanent cemeteries (Fields of Honor) and (or)
monuments, and plots of land which the Government of the
United States deems necessary, and of which the said Govern-
ment of the United States shall have the perpetual use,
without being compelled to pay charges or compensation.
The locations of these plots of land shall be chosen by mutual
agreement and the plots shall have sufficient area to include,
in addition to the graves, such embellishments and roads of
approach as may be necessary as well as the construction of
the buildings required for the reception of visitors, the quar-
ters of gardeners, and the storage of maintenance equipment.
The land acquired under these conditions and the buildings
and improvements added shall be tax-exempt.

The right to use the plots in question shall include also the
right to plan, design, mark out and lay out the permanent
cemeteries, monuments and other structures which will be
built there, as well as to embellish the plots and to take the
necessary measures for the perpetual guarding and maintain-
ing of the cemeteries and monuments, after approval by the
proper Belgian authorities. No construction, including the
creation of simple enclosures, shall be undertaken less than 10
meters from a foreign territory or less than 5 meters from a
road the axis of which constitutes a boundary.

VI. The wages and other remuneration paid by the United States
to the personnel of American nationality engaged in the work
contemplated by the present agreement shall be exempt from
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thereon the permanent cemeteries (Fields of Honor) and (or) 
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right to plan, design, mark out and lay out the permanent 
cemeteries, monuments and other structures which will be 
built there, as well as to embellish the plots and to take the 
necessary measures for the perpetual guarding and maintain-
ing of the cemeteries and monuments, after approval by the 
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VI. The wages and other remuneration paid by the United States 
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contemplated by the present agreement shall be exempt from 
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every kind of direct or indirect tax; it being understood, how-
ever, that the members of such personnel who are domiciled
in Belgium or who have their permanent residences in that
country shall be subject to the professional tax and the
national emergency tax on their salaries, as well as on the
supplementary personal tax. It is understood that, if the
agreement to prevent double-taxation which is being nego-
tiated at the present time between the Belgian Government
and the Government of the United States is adopted and
ratified, the American personnel concerned with the cemeteries
shall be exempt from the income-tax. Pending adoption of
that agreement, it may be agreed to postpone provisionally
the collection of the income-tax, if the proper American
authorities make an express request to that effect, indicating
the names and addresses of the persons concerned.

VII. The provisions of the present Agreement shall apply with
the same force and effect to the transportation of mortal
remains by sea to Belgium from foreign countries, as well as
to their burial, if the next of kin live in Belgium or in one of
its territories or possessions and request that they be buried
definitively in a permanent cemetery of the United States in
Belgium.

VIII. The Belgian Government pledges itself to submit to the
Belgian Parlement, should the occasion arise, such proposed
laws as may be found necessary for exemption from the various
charges and fees which have not been the subject of a formal
exemption in the present Agreement.

IX. The rights, privileges and prerogatives reserved for the
United States by virtue of the present Agreement shall be
exercised before January 1, 1955, except when it is a question
of the use of land acquired for the purpose of making perma-
nent cemeteries and (or) for the purpose of erecting monuments
thereon, including the appurtenances thereof and the buildings
which will be erected there, in which cases the said rights,
privileges and prerogatives shall be perpetual.

I avail myself of this occasion, Mr. Ambassador, to renew
to Your Excellency the assurances of my very high considera-
tion.

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs:
The Secretary General ad interim,

DE ROMRPE
His Excellency

Admiral ALAN GOODRICH KIRK,
Ambassador of the United States of America,

Brussels.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Peru respecting a
cooperative health and sanitation program in Peru, extending the
agreement of May 11, 1942, as amended, until June 30, 1948. Ef-
fected by exchange of notes signed at Lima June 18 and 25, 1947;
entered into force June 25, 1947, effective July 1, 1947.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Peruvian Minister for
Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 584 Lima, June 18, 1947

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's note No. (D)-6-3/35
of April 16, 1947 and to Ambassador Cooper's note No. 485 of
April 19, 1947, by which the Cooperative Health and Sanitation
Program in Perd was extended through June 30, 1947.

I now have been requested by my Government to advise Your
Excellency that, if the Government of Perd desires, the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs, representing the United States, will extend
the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program through June 30,
1948, and will make available for that purpose the additional sum of
$196,582, of which $50,000 will be contributed to the Servicio Coop-
erativo Interamericano de Salud Pdblica and the balance will be used
for payment of the expenses of the field party furnished by the
Institute.

The Institute of Inter-American Affairs has approved the extension
of the Program with the understanding that the Government of Perd
will contribute to the expenses of the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
americano de Salud Pdblica the funds necessary to complete the
budget for the Program contemplated which amounts to $550,000 or
its equivalent in Peruvian currency to be computed at the official rate
of exchange.

I shall be grateful if Your Excellency will advise me concerning the
desires of the Government of Perd regarding the acceptance of this
offer of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs to extend the Coop-
erative Health and Sanitation Program in Peri on the basis above
indicated.

I avail myself of this occasion to extend to Your Excellency the
renewed assurance of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

RALPH H. ACKERMAN

His Excellency
Dr. ENRIQUE GARCfA SAYLN,

Ministerfor Foreign Affairs,
Lima.

June 18, 25, 1947
[T. I. A. S. 1673]

61 Stat., Pt. 3,
pp. 2961, 2968.

Extension of Coop-
erative Health and
Sanitation Program.
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EXCELLENCY: 
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of the Program with the understanding that the Government of Peril 
will contribute to the expenses of the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
americano de Salud Publica the funds necessary to complete the 
budget for the Program contemplated which amounts to $550,000 or 
its equivalent in Peruvian currency to be computed at the official rate 
of exchange. 
I shall be grateful if Your Excellency will advise me concerning the 

desires of the Government of Peril regarding the acceptance of this 
offer of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs to extend the Coop-
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indicated. 
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The Peruvian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Charge
d'Affaires ad interim

MINISTERIO DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES Y CULTO

N-: (D)- s3/70 LIMA, 25 de junio de 1947.
SENOR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS:

Tengo a honra avisar recibo de la atenta nota de Vuestra Seforia
N° 584, de 18 del mes en curso, en la que se sirve comunicarme que,
si el Gobierno del Perd lo desea, el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
americanos, que representa a los Estados Unidos de America, hard
extensivo hasta despues del 30 de junio de 1948 el Programa Co-
operativo de Salud y Salubridad en las condiciones que Vuestra
Sefioria anota, debiendo el Gobierno del Perd contribuir a los gastos
del Servicio con los fondos necesarios para completar el Presupuesto
aprobado.

En respuesta, me es grato manifestarle, de acuerdo con lo expresado
a mi Despacho por el Ministerio de Salud Piblica, que el Gobierno
peruano acepta complacido este ofrecimiento para continuar en el
Perd el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, Sefor Encargado de
Negocios, las seguridades de mi mAs distinguida consideraci6n.

E. GARCfA SAYXN

Al Honorable Sefior
RALPH H. ACKERMAN, Encargado de Negocios a.i.

de lo8 Estados Unidos de America.
Ciudad

Translation

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND WORSHIP

No.: (D)-3/70 LIMA, June 56, 1947.
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your courteous note
No. 584 of the 18th of the current month, in which you are good
enough to inform me that, if the Government of Peru so desires, the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which represents the United
States of America, will extend until and including June 30, 1948 the
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program under the conditions
which you mention, the Government of Peru having to contribute to
the expenses of the Service the funds necessary to make up the
approved Budget.

In reply, I am happy to inform you, in accordance with the com-
nunication made to my Department by the Ministry of Public Health,
that the Peruvian Government accepts with pleasure this offer to
continue the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program in Peru.
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N°: (D)- 8-3/70 LIMA, 25 de junio de 1947. 

SEROR ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS: 
Tengo a honra avisar recibo de la atenta nota de Vuestra Sefioria 

No 584, de 18 del mes en curso, en la que se sirve comunicarme que, 
si el Gobierno del Perd lo desea, el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
amerieanos, que representa a los Estados Unidos de America, hara 
extensivo hasta despues del 30 de junio de 1948 el Programa Co-
operativo de Salud y Salubridad en las condiciones que Vuestra 
Setiorfa anota, debiendo el Gobierno del Perti contribuir a los gastos 
del Servicio con los fondos necesarios para completar el Presupuesto 
aprobado. 

En respuesta, me es grato manifestarle, de acuerdo con lo expresado 
a mi Despacho por el Ministerio de Salud Publica, que el Gobierno 
peruano acepta complacido este ofrecimiento para continuar en el 
Peril el Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad. 
Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarle, Senor Eneargado de 

Negocios, la,s seguridades de mi mas distinguida consideracien. 
E. Geucf A SAYAN 

Al Honorable Senor 

RALPH H. ACKERMAN, Encarga,do de Negocios a.i. 
de los Estados Unidos de America. 

Ciudad 

Translation 

MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
AND WORSHIP 

No.: (D)-6-3/70 LIMA, June .t5, 1947. 
MR. CHARGE D'AFFAIRES: 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your courteous note 

No. 584 of the 18th of the current month, in which you are good 
enough to inform me that, if the Government of Peru so desires, the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, which represents the United 
States of America, will extend until and including June 30, 1948 the 
Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program under the conditions 
which you mention, the Government of Peru having to contribute to 
the expenses of the Service the funds necessary to make up the 
approved Budget. 

In reply, I am happy to inform you, in accordance with the corn-
nunication made to my Department by the Ministry of Public Health, 
that the Peruvian Government accepts with pleasure this offer to 
continue the Cooperative Health and Sanitation Program in Peru. 
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I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Charge
d'Affaires, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration.

E. GARCIA SAYXN
The Honorable

RALPH H. ACKERMAN

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
of the United States of America.

City
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I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Charge 
d'Affaires, the assurances of my most distinguished consideration. 

E. GARCIA SATIN 

The Honorable 
RALPH H. ACKERMAN 

Charge d'Affaires ad interim 
of the United States of America. 

City 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT

Relative to the Cooperative Program in Health and Sanitation
Undertaken by the Governments of Peru and the

United States of America

This Supplemental Agreement between Dr. Alberto Hurtado,
Minister of Public Health and Social Welfare, representing the
Government of Peru (hereinafter called the "Minister"), and the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, a corporate instrumentality of
the Government of the United States of America, (hereinafter called
the "Institute"), represented by Dr. Ernest B. Howard, (hereinafter
referred to as the "Special Representative"), is entered into for the
purpose of recording an extension and modification of the coopera-
tive program of health and sanitation which was undertaken by
virtue of an exchange of notes between His Excellency David Dasso,
Minister of Finance and Commerce of Peru, and His Excellency
Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State, the United States of
America, in May 1942, and in accordance with the agreement and
amendments set forth in the subsequent exchange of letters between
the Institute and the Minister, dated July 7, 1942 and July 11, 1942; [']
October 10, 1942, October 13, 1942, and October 31, 1942; [1] March
11, 1944, March 15, 1944, and October 14, 1944; [1] and by the Sup-
plemental Agreement dated March 27, 1947 (all of which letters
and Supplemental Agreement hereinafter being collectively called
the "Basic Agreement").

CLAUSE I

The parties hereto mutually intend, agree and declare that the
Basic Agreement be and hereby is extended for an additional period of
one year, from the first day of July 1947 through the thirtieth day
of June 1948, and modified in accordance with the clauses herein-
after set forth.

CLAUSE II

The cooperative health and sanitation program in Peru shall con-
tinue to be carried out through the Servicio Cooperativo Inter-
Americano de Salud Publica (hereinafter called the "Servicio").

CLAUSE III

The Institute shall continue to be represented in Peru by a group
of its officials and technicians known as the "Field Party of the
Health and Sanitation Division of The Institute of Inter-American
Affairs in Peru", and such group of officials and technicians shall
remain under the immediate direction of an Institute official known
as the "Chief of Field Party". The Chief of Field Party shall con-
tinue to serve as Director of the Servicio for the period comprehended
by this Supplemental Agreement. The salaries and expenses, includ-
ing travel expenses of the personnel of the Institute working in Peru,
will be paid by the Institute from funds exclusive of those allotted to
or deposited to the account of the Servicio.

' [Not printed.]
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Health and Sanitation Division of The Institute of Inter-American 
Affairs in Peru", and such group of officials and technicians shall 
remain under the immediate direction of an Institute official known 
as the "Chief of Field Party". The Chief of Field Party shall con-
tinue to serve as Director of the Servicio for the period comprehended 
by this Supplemental Agreement. The salaries and expenses, includ-
ing travel expenses of the personnel of the Institute working in Peru, 
will be paid by the Institute from funds exclusive of those allotted to 
or deposited to the account of the Servicio. 

1 [Not printed.] 
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CLAUSE IV

The funds of the Servicio which are unspent and unobligated on
June 30, 1947, the expiration date of the Basic Agreement, shall con-
tinue to be available for use in carrying out the cooperative health
and sanitation program in accordance with the terms of this Supple-
mental Agreement.

CLAUSE V

In addition to the funds required for the contributions of the
parties in accordance with the Basic Agreement, the cooperative
health and sanitation program shall be further financed during the
period established by this Supplemental Agreement, as follows:

A. The Institute shall contribute the sum of not to exceed one
hundred ninety-six thousand five hundred eighty-two dollars
($196,582) of which amount fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) U. S.
currency shall be deposited to the account of the servicio in the fol-
lowing manner:

During July, 1947
During January, 1948
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Availability of un-
spent funds.

Further financing of
program.

Contribution by
Institute.

$25, 000
25, 000

B. The Institute will use the balance of the funds to be contributed
to pay the salaries and expenses, including travelling expenses, of the
personnel of the Institute Field Party in Peru and other Institute
employees incurred after July, 1, 1947. The estimated sum of approxi-
mately one hundred forty-six thousand five hundred eighty-two dollars
($146,582) U. S. currency will be retained for these purposes separately
and apart from the funds to be deposited to the account of the Servicio
by the Institute and any unexpended portion thereof shall remain the
property of the Institute.

C. The Government of Peru shall deposit to the account of the
Servicio the equivalent in Peruvian currency of Five hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($550,000.00), U. S. currency at the official conversion
rate in soles per U. S. dollar, in the following manner:

Use of funds.

Peruvian deposit.

During July 1947
During October 1947
During January 1948

D. The Institute may withhold from the deposits called for by Clause
V-A hereof the estimated amounts deemed necessary by the Minister
and the Chief of Party to pay for the purchase in the United States of
America of materials, supplies and equipment and other expenses
relating to the execution of the program. Any funds so withheld by
the Institute shall be considered as deposited under the terms of Clause
V-A hereof but, if they are not expended or obligated for such pur-
poses, they shall be deposited to the account of the Servicio at any
time by mutual agreement of the Minister and the Chief of Party.

E. By written agreement between the Minister and the Chief of
Party, the dates for making deposits, as fixed under Clauses V-A and
V-C may be amended according to the needs of the program.

F. Contributions, in addition to those set out in Clauses V-A and
V-C may be received by the Servicio from any source whatsover

Amounts withheld
from deposits.

Amendment of dates
for deposits.

Additional contri-
butions.

$137, 500. 00
137, 500. 00
275, 000. 00
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and expended by it in the same manner as other funds for the uses
and objectives of the cooperative health and sanitation program
provided that the receipt of any such additional contributions by
the Servicio shall first be agreed upon in writing in advance by the
Minister and Chief of Party, and Director of the Servicio.

G. Any funds and other property acquired by the Servicio which
may be unexpended or unused and unobligated at the termination
of the period comprehended by this Supplemental Agreement shall
remain the property of the Government of Peru and continue to be
used for the purposes of the cooperative health and sanitation program
in such manner as may be mutually agreed upon in writing by the
Minister, Chief of Party and the Director of the Servicio.

H. Interest on funds of the Servicio, and any income, upon invest-
ments of the Servicio, and any increment of assets of the Servicio
of whatever nature or source, shall be dedicated to the realization
of the program and shall not be credited against the contributions
of the Government of Peru or of the Institute.

CLAUSE VI

The funds provided in this Supplemental Agreement for deposit
to the Servicio may be used for maintaining projects in operation,
including projects within and outside the Amazon area, and for projects
to be placed in operation. The cooperative health and sanitation
program shall continue to consist of individual projects. Each
project shall be embodied in a project agreement which shall be
mutually accepted and signed by the Minister, the Chief of Party
and the Director of the Servicio. Each project agreement shall
define the nature of the work to be done, the allocation of funds
therefor, the parties responsible for the execution of the project and
any other matters which the contracting parties may wish to deter-
mine. The transfer from the Servicio to the Ministry of Public
Health and Social Welfare or otherwise of the administration, opera-
tion, control and ownership of the individual projects shall be deter-
mined and prescribed for in written agreements signed by the
Minister, the Chief of Party and the Director of the Servicio.

CLAUSE VII

All contracts and agreements to be made by the Servicio shall be
made, signed and executed by the Minister and the Director of the
Servicio. The general policies and procedures governing the realiza-
tion of the cooperative health and sanitation program, the carrying out
of the projects and the operations of the Servicio such as, but not
limited to, the disbursement and accounting of funds, the purchase,
use, inventory, control and disposition of property, and any other
administrative matters, shall be determined and established by
mutual written agreement between the Minister, the Chief of Party
and the Director of the Servicio. The procedures and methods es-
tablished and in use for the operation of the Servicio under the Basic
Agreement shall continue to apply to the operation of the Servicio
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and expended by it in the same manner as other funds for the uses 
and objectives of the cooperative health and sanitation program 
provided that the receipt of any such additional contributions by 
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Minister and Chief of Party, and Director of the Servicio. 
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may be unexpended or unused and unobligated at the termination 
of the period comprehended by this Supplemental Agreement shall 
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H. Interest on funds of the Servicio, and any income, upon invest-
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of the Government of Peru or of the Institute. 
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mutually accepted and signed by the Minister, the Chief of Party 
and the Director of the Servicio. Each project agreement shall 
define the nature of the work to be done, the allocation of funds 
therefor, the parties responsible for the execution of the project and 
any other matters which the contracting parties may wish to deter-
mine. The transfer from the Servicio to the Ministry of Public 
Health and Social Welfare or otherwise of the administration, opera-
tion, control and ownership of the individual projects shall be deter-
mined and prescribed for in written agreements signed by the 
Minister, the Chief of Party and the Director of the Servicio. 

CLAUSE VII 

All contracts and agreements to be made by the Servicio shall be 
made, signed and executed by the Minister and the Director of the 
Servicio. The general policies and procedures governing the realiza-
tion of the cooperative health and sanitation program, the carrying out 
of the projects and the operations of the Servicio such as, but not 
limited to, the disbursement and accounting of funds, the purchase, 
use, inventory, control and disposition of property, and any other 
administrative matters, shall be determined and established by 
mutual written agreement between the Minister, the Chief of Party 
and the Director of the Servicio. The procedures and methods es-
tablished and in use for the operation of the Servicio under the Basic 
Agreement shall continue to apply to the operation of the Servicio 
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during the period fixed in this Supplemental Agreement unless
changed and amended as herein provided.

CLAUSE VIII

The employees of the Servicio shall be employed and retained by the
Minister in accordance with proposals made by the Director of the
Servicio to the Minister on the persons to be employed and replaced in
the Servicio and the Director will be the exclusive and final judge of
their qualifications. The details of employing and replacing em-
ployees of the Servicio shall be in accordance with the general policies
agreed upon by the Minister and the Director of the Servicio.

CLAUSE IX

The same rights and privileges which are enjoyed by official divi-
sions of the Government of Peru and by the personnel and employees
of the same, shall accrue to the Servicio and to all its personnel and
employees while performing their official duties. These rights and
privileges shall include, for example only and not exclusively, similar
rights and privileges as to telephone, telegraph, postal or transporta-
tion services, rates, etc. The customs duties paid by the Servicio for
equipment, supplies and medicines destined for public health and
sanitation use in Peru will be reimbursed to the Servicio by the
Minister of Finance as shown by the respective customs house docu-
ments and receipts.

CLAUSE X

For the purpose of this agreement, the Government of Peru accepts
and recognizes the Institute as a corporate instrumentality of the
Government of the United States of America and therefore, smong
other things, the Institute shall be exempt from all import and export
tariffs, taxes, contributions and other charges. The customs duties
paid by the Institute for import of supplies, equipment and materials
destined for the use of the Institute will be reimbursed to the Institute
by the Minister of Finance as shown by respective Customs House
documents and receipts.

CLAUSE XI

The members of the Field Party will not be obligated to pay to
Peru any direct tax or contribution for purposes of social security or
retirement on salaries or income when they are subject to such taxes
or contributions in the United States of America. The Government
of Peru shall extend free entry or shall pay the corresponding charges
for material and equipment necessary for the professional use of
personnel of the Field Party. In like manner the Government of
Peru shall either grant free entry or pay corresponding duties on
personal effects of Field Party members according to the limitations
covering members of the Diplomatic Corps accredited to the Govern-
ment of Peru; for the purposes of this agreement Field Party mem-
bers shall be considered as having the same free entry privileges as
First Secretaries in the Diplomatic Service.
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CLAUSE XII

The books, records and accounts of the Servicio shall be open at
all times for their inspection by representatives of the Government of
Peru and of the Institute. The Director of the Servicio shall render
reports to the Government of Peru and to the Institute at such inter-
vals as are agreed upon between the Minister and the Chief of Party.

CLAUSE XIII

The Minister, the Chief of Party and the Director of the Servicio are
empowered to delegate their authority, prerogatives and functions to
duly appointed representatives of their own choosing provided that
each such respresentative shall be satisfactory to the said official of
the other government.

CLAUSE XIV

This Supplemental Agreement shall become effective upon the ex-
change of diplomatic notes concerning the health and sanitation pro-
gram between the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Government of
Peru and the Embassy of the United States of America to Peru, or
upon the date of execution hereof, in the event such notes have here-
tofore been exchanged. The Basic Agreement shall remain in full
force and effect for the purpose of extending the cooperative health
and sanitation program, except as it is modified or is inconsistent with
this Supplemental Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Supple-
mental Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representa-
tives, in duplicate, in the English and Spanish languages at Lima,
Peru, this 28th day of June 1947.

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
LABOR AND SOCIAL WELFARE

By ALBERTO HURTADO

Minister

THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
AMERICAN AFFAIRS

By ERNEST B. HOWARD
Special Representatives
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Minister Special Representatives 
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CONVENIO SUPLEMENTARIO

Relativo al Programa Cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad
Acordado por los Gobiernos del Peri y de los

Estados Unidos de Am6rica

Este Convenio Suplementario suscrito entre el Doctor Alberto
Hurtado, Ministro de Salud Piblica y Asistencia Social, en represen-
taci6n del Gobierno del Peri (en adelante designado como el "Minis-
tro") y el Instituto de Asuntos Inter-Americanos, una entidad incorpo-
rada del Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America (en adelante
designado como el "Instituto") representado por el Doctor Ernest
B. Howard (en adelante designado como el "Representante Especial")
se celebra con el prop6sito de introducir la extensi6n y modificaci6n
del programa cooperativo de Salud y Salubridad establecido por virtud
de un intercambio de notas entre su Excelencia, David Dasso, Ministro
de Hacienda y Comercio del Peri y su Excelencia, Sumner Welles, Sub-
Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de America en Mayo de
1942 y de acuerdo con el contrato y enmiendas expuestas en el inter-
cambio de notas posteriores entre el Instituto y el Ministro, fechadas
el 7 de Julio de 1942 y 11 de Julio de 1942; 10 de Octubre de 1942,
13 de Octubre de 1942 y 31 de Octubre de 1942; 11 de Marzo de 1944,
15 de Marzo de 1944 y 14 de Octubre de 1944 y por el Convenio
Suplementario fechado el 27 de Marzo de 1947 (todas estas notas y
Convenio Suplementario en adelante designados colectivamente como
el "Contrato Basico").

CLAUSULA I

Las partes contratantes mutuamente proponen, convienen y de-
claran que el Contrato Basico sea extendido por un periodo adicional
de un afo desde el primer dia de Julio de 1947 hasta el 30 de Junio
de 1948 y modificado de acuerdo con las clausulas que se detallan
mas abajo.

CLAUSULA II

El programa cooperativo de salud y salubridad en el Perd continuarA
bajo la direcci6n del Servicio Cooperativo Inter-Americano de Salud
Publica (en adelante designado como el "Servicio").

CLAUSULA III

Un grupo de oficiales y tecnicos conocidos como la "Misi6n de la
Divisi6n de Salud y Salubridad del Instituto de Asuntos Inter-
Americanos en el Peru" seguira representando al Instituto en el
Peri y este grupo de oficiales y tecnicos permanecera bajo la direcci6n
inmediata de un oficial del Instituto conocido como el "Jefe de la
Misi6n". El Jefe de la Misi6n continuara actuando como el Director
del Servicio durante el periodo comprendido por este Convenio
Suplementario. Los sueldos y gastos, incluso los gastos de viaje, del
personal del Instituto que quede trabajando en el Perd, seran pagados
por el Instituto de fondos diferentes de los asignados o depositados
en la cuenta del Servicio.
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CLAJUSLA IV

Los fondos del Servicio que queden sin gastar y no comprometidos
el dia 30 de Junio de 1947, fecha en que termina el Acuerdo Basico,
continuaran siendo utilizados en el funcionamiento del programa
cooperativo de salud y salubridad de acuerdo con los t6rminos de
este Convenio Suplementario.

CLAUSULA V

AdemAs de los fondos aportados como contribuci6n por las partes
contratantes, de acuerdo con el Convenio Basico, el programa coopera-
tivo de salud y salubridad sera financiado tambi6n, durante el peri6do
establecido por el Convenio Suplementario en la forma siguiente:

A. El Instituto contribuirA con una suma que no excederA de Ciento
Noventiseis Mil Quinientos Ochentidos Dolares ($196,582), de cuya
suma Cincuenta Mil Dolares ($50,000) moneda de Estados Unidos,
seran depositados en la cuenta del Servicio en la forma siguiente:

Durante Julio, 1947 $25, 000
Durante Enero, 1948 25, 000

B. El Instituto utilizara el saldo de los fondos que asigna para el
pago de sueldos y gastos, incluyendo gastos de viaje, a efectuarse
despu6s del 1° de Julio de 1947 del personal de la Misi6n del Ins-
tituto en el Perd y de otro personal empleado por el Instituto. Una
suma calculada aproximadamente en Ciento Cuarentiseis Mil Quinien-
tos Ochentidos Dolares ($146,582) moneda de Estados Unidos sera
retenida para estos prop6sitos, separadamente y aparte de los fondos
que seran depositados en la cuenta del Servicio por el Instituto y
cualesquier cantidad de esa suma no gastada permanecerA como
propiedad del Instituto.

El Gobierno del Perd depositary en la cuenta del Servicio el equi-
valente en moneda Peruana de Quinientos Cincuenta Mil Dolares
($550,000.00), moneda de Estados Unidos al tipo de cambio oficialen
soles por cada dolar de Estados Unidos, en la forma siguiente:

Durante Julio, 1947 $137, 500. 00
Durante Octubre, 1947 137, 500. 00
Durante Enero, 1948 275, 000. 00

D. El Instituto tiene derecho a retener de los dep6sitos mencionados
en la Clausula V-A las sumas que el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n
estimen necesarias para el pago de las compras hechas en los Estados
Unidos de America de materiales, abastecimientos, equipo y otros
gastos relacionados con el funcionamiento del programa. Cualquiera
de los fondos asi retenidos por el Instituto se consideraran como
depositados bajo los t6rminos de la Clausula V-A de este Convenio
pero si no son gastados o comprometidos para tales prop6sitos, se
depositaran en la cuenta del Servicio, en cualquier tiempo, bajo
acuerdo mutuo del Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n.

E. Por convenio escrito entre el Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n, el
plan de dep6sitos, segin Clausulas V-A y V-C puede ser modificado
de acuerdo con las necesidades del programa.
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CLAUSULA IV 

Los fondos del Servicio que queden sin gastar y no comprometidos 
el dia 30 de Junio de 1947, fecha en que termina el Acuerdo Basic°, 
continuaran siendo utilizados en el funcionamiento del programa 
cooperativo de salud y salubridad de acuerdo con los terminos de 
este Convenio Suplementario. 

CLAUSULA V 

Ademas de los fondos aportados como contribucion por las partes 
c,ontratantes, de acuerdo con el Convenio Basic°, el programa coopera-
tivo de salud y salubridad sera, financiado tambien, durante el periodo 
establecido por el Convenio Suplementario en la forma siguiente: 

A. El Instituto contribuira con una suma que no excedera de Ciento 
Noventiseis Mil Quinientos Ochentidos Dolares ($196,582), de cuya 
suma Cincuenta Mil Dolares ($50,000) moneda de Estados Unidos, 
serán depositados en la cuenta del Servicio en in forma siguiente: 

Durante Julio, 1947 $25, 000 
Durante Enero, 1948 25, 000 

B. El Instituto utilizara el saldo de los fondos que asigna para el 
pago de sueldos y gastos, incluyendo gastos de viaje, a efectuarse 
despues del 1° de Julio de 1947 del personal de la Misi6n del Ins-
tituto en el Peth y de otro personal erapleado por el Instituto. Una 
suma calculada aproximadamente en Ciento Cuarentiseis Mil Quinien-
tos Ochentidos Dolares ($146,582) moneda de Estados Unidos sera, 
retenida para estos propositos, separadamente y aparte de los fondos 
que seran depositados en la cuenta del Servicio por el Instituto y 
cualesquier cantidad de esa suma no gastada permanecera como 
propiedad del Instituto. 

El Gobierno del Peril depositara, en la cuenta del Servicio el equi-
valent° on moneda Peruana de Quinientos Cincuenta Mil Dolares 
($550,000.00), moneda de Estados Unidos al tipo de cambio oficial en 
soles por cada dolar de Estados Unidos, en la forma siguiente: 

Durante Julio, 1947 
Durante Octubre, 1947 
Durante Enero, 1948 

$137, 500. 00 
137, 500. 00 
275, 000. 00 

D. El Instituto tiene derecho a retener de los depositos mencionados 
en la Clausula V—A las sumas que el Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision 
estimen necesarias para el pago de las compras hechas en los Estados 
Unidos de America de rnateriales, abastecimientos, equipo y arm 
gastos relacionados con el funcionamieato del programa. Cualquiera 
de los fondos asi retenidos por el Instituto se consideraran como 
depositados bajo los terminos de la Clausula V—A de este Convenio 
pero si no son gastados o comprometidos para tales propositos, se 
depositaran en la cuenta del Servicio, en cualquier tiempo, bajo 
acuerdo mutuo del Ministro y el Jefe de la Misien. 

E. Por convenio escrito entre el Ministro y el Jefe de in Mision, el 
plan de dep6sitos, segen Clausulas V—A y V—C puede ser modificado 
de acuerdo con las necesidades del programa. 
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F. El Servicio puede recibir contribuciones de cualquier fuente
ademas de las mencionadas en las Clausulas V-A y V-C y estas con-
tribuciones las puede gastar en la misma forma que otros fondos, para
los usos y prop6sitos del programa cooperativo de salud y salubridad,
con tal que el recibo de tales contribuciones adicionales por el Servicio
sea de acuerdo mutuo escrito anticipadamente entre el Ministro y el
Jefe de la Misi6n y Director del Servicio.

G. Cualquiera de los fondos y otra propiedad adquirida por el
Servicio que queden sin gastar, sin usar y no comprometidos, al termi-
narse el periodo comprendido por este Convenio Suplementario, per-
maneceran como propiedad del Gobierno del Peru y continuaran
siendo utilizados para los prop6sitos del programa cooperativo de
salud y salubridad en forma acordada mutuamente por escrito entre el
Ministro y el Jefe de la Misi6n y Director del Servicio.

H. Los intereses sobre los fondos del Servicio y cualquier
entrada sobre las inversiones y otro incremento al activo del
Servicip, de la naturaleza que sean o fuente que provengan, tendran
que ser dedicados al funcionamiento del programa y no podran ser
considerados como parte de la contribuci6n del Gobierno del Peru o
del Instituto.

CLAUSULA VI

Los fondos aportados segin los terminos de este convenio para ser
depositados a la cuenta del Servicio se emplearan para el manteni-
miento de las obras que estan actuamente en operaci6n, incluyendo
aquellas obras dentro o fuera del area Amaz6nica, y para el funciona-
miento de proyectos por iniciarse. El programa cooperativo de salud
y salubridad continuara consistiendo en distintos proyectos. Cada
proyecto quedara incorporado por un acuerdo de proyecto mutua-
mente aceptado y firmado por el Ministro, el Jefe de la Misi6n y
Director del Servicio. Cada acuerdo de proyecto definira el trabajo
que se debe llevar a cabo, la asiplaci6n de fondos para tales labores,
la repartici6n responsable para la ejecuci6n del proyecto y otros
asuntos determinados por las partes contratantes. El traspaso dcl
Servicio al Ministro o cualquiera otra entidad de la administraci6n,
operaci6n, control y propiedad de los distintos proyectos sera deter-
mina(do y prescrito por convenio escrito y firmado por el Ministro, el
Jefe de la Misi6n y el Director del Servicio.

CLAUSULA VII

Todos los contratos y convenios que necesite hacer el Servicio se
haran, firmaran y ejecutaran por el Ministro y el Director del Servicio.
Las reglas y procedimientos generales que gobiernan el funcionanmiento
del programa cooperativo de salud y salubridad, la realizaci6n de los
proyectos y las operaciones del Servicio tales como, pero no limitadas
al, desembolso y contabilidad de fondos, la compra, uso, inventario,
control y disposici6n de propiedad y cualquier otro asunto administra-
tivo, seran determinados y establecidos por mutuo convenio escrito
entre el Ministro, el Jefe de la Misi6n y el Director del Servicio. Los
procedimientos y metodos establecidos y en uso para el funcionamiento
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F. El Servicio puede recibir contribuciones de cualquier fuente 
adernas de las mencionadas en las Clausulas V—A y V—C y estas con-
tribuciones las puede gastar en la misma forma que otros fondos, para 
los usos y propositos del programa cooperativo de salud y salubridad, 
con tal que el recibo de tales contribuciones adicionales por el Servicio 
sea de acuerdo mutuo escrito anticipadamente entre el Ministro y el 
Jefe de la Mision y Director del Servicio. 

G. Cualquiera de los fondos y otra propiedad adquirida por el 
Servicio que queden sin gastar, sin usar y no comprometidos, al termi-
narse el periodo comprendido por este Convenio Suplementario, per-
maneceran como propiedad del Gobierno del Peru y continuartin 
siendo utilizados para los propositos del programa cooperativo de 
salud y salubridad en forma acordada mutuamente por escrito entre el 
Ministro y el Jefe de la Mision y Director del Servicio. 
H. Los intereses sobre los fondos del Servicio y cualquier 

entrada sobre las inversiones y otro incremento al activo del 
Servicip, de la naturaleza que sean o fuente que provengan, tendrAn 
que ser dedicados al funcionamiento del programa y no podran ser 
considerados como parte de la contribuciOn del Gobierno del Peril o 
del Instituto. 

CLAIISULA VI 

Los fondos aportados segim los tArminos de este convenio para ser 
depositados a la cuenta del Servicio se emplearan para el manteni-
miento de las obras que estan actuamente en operacion, incluyendo 
aquellas obras dentro o fuera del area Amazonica, y para el funciona-
miento de proyectos por iniciarse. El programa cooperativo de salud 
y salubridad continuara consistiendo en distintos proyectos. Cada 
proyecto quedara incorporado por un acuerdo de proyecto mutua-
mente aceptado y firmado por el Ministro, el Jefe de la Mision y 
Director del Servicio. Cada acuerdo de proyecto definith el trabajo 
que se debe llevar a cabo, la asig,nacion de fondos para tales labores, 
in reparticion responsable para la ejecuci6n del proyecto y otros 
asuntos deterrninados por las partes contratantes. El traspaso del 
Servicio al Ministro o cualquiera otra entidad de la administracion, 
operacion, control y propiedad de los distintos proyectos sera deter-
minado y prescrito por convenio escrito y firmado por el Ministro, el 
Jere de la MisiOn y el Director del Servicio. 

CLAUSITLA VII 

TOdOS los contratos y convenios que necesite Juicer el Servicio se 
haran, firmaran y ejecutaran por el Ministro y el Director del Servicio. 
Las reglas y procedimientos generales que gobiernan el funcionamiento 
del programa cooperativo de salud y salubridad, la realizaci6n de los 
proyectos y las operaciones del Servicio tales como, pero no limitadas 
al, desembolso y contabilidad de fondos, la compra, uso, inventario, 
control y disposicion de propiedad y cualquier otro asunto administra-
tivo, serán determinados y establecidos por mutuo convenio escrito 
entre el Ministro, el Jefe de la Mision y el Director del Servicio. Los 
procedimientos y metodos establecidos y en uso para el funcionamiento 
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del Servicio, los cuales fueron establecidos por el Convenio Basico
seguiran en vigor y regiran durante el periodo comprendido por este
Convenio Suplementario salvo que sean cambiados o modificados
segfin aqui se estipula.

CLAUSULA VIII

Los empleados del Servicio seran designados y ratificado su nom-
bramiento por el Ministro de acuerdo con propuesta hecha por el
Director del Servicio al Ministro sobre las personas que deben ser
empleadas o reemplazadas en el Servicio y el Director del Servicio
sera quien exclusiva y finalmente juzgara y calificara la capacidad de
los mismos. Los detalles para emplear y reemplazar empleados del
Servicio seran de acuerdo con los procedimientos generales acordados
entre el Ministro y el Director del Servicio.

CLAUSULA IX

El Servicio y todo su personal de empleados gozaran de los privilegios
y derechos de que gozan las Direcciones y otras reparticiones publicas
y sus respectivos perscnales, mientras desempefian sus cargos. Estos
derechos y privilegios incluiran - por ejemplo pero no exclusivamente -
las mismas prerrogativas con relaci6n a usos de tel6fonos, tel6grafos y
servicios postales y de transporte, tarifas, etc. Los derechos de
aduana del Servicio por equipo 6 utiles y medicamentos destinados al
servicio sanitario en el Perd seran liberados o reintegrados por el
Ministerio de Hacienda en vista de las respectivas facturas 6 compro-
bantes aduaneros.

CLAUSULA X

Para los fines de este convenio, el Gobierno del Perd acepta y
reconoce al Instituto como agencia incorporada del Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos de America y por lo tanto, entre otras cosas, el In-
stituto quedarA exento del pago de tarifas de exportaci6n e importa-
ci6n, impuestos, contribuciones y otros cargos. Los derechos de
aduana del Instituto por equipo, itiles y materiales destinados para
el uso del Instituto serAn liberados o reintegrados por el Ministerio
de Hacienda en vista de las respectivas facturas 6 comprobantes
aduaneros.

CLAUSULA XI

Los miembros que integran la Misi6n de Salud y Salubridad del
Instituto no estaran obligados a pagar en el Peri ningin impuesto
directo, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que est6n sujetos al
pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de America. El
Gobierno del Peru permitira a la entrada libre o en su defecto pagara
los derechos correspondientes sobre material y equipo necesario para
el uso profesional del personal de la Misi6n. Igualmente, el Gobierno
del Perd permitira la entrada libre o abonara los derechos corres-
pondientes sobre los efectos personales de los miembros de la Misi6n,
de acuerdo con las condiciones limitativas a que estan sujetos los
miembros del Cuerpo Diplomatico acreditado ante el Gobierno del
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del Servicio, los cuales fueron establecidos por el Convenio Basic° 
seguiran en vigor y regiran durante el periodo comprendido por este 
Convenio Suplementario salvo que sean cambiados o modificados 
segdn aqui se estipula. 

CLAUSITLA VIII 

Los empleados del Servicio seran designados y ratificado su nom-
bramiento por el Ministro de acuerdo con propuesta hecha por el 
Director del Servicio al Ministro sobre las personas que deben ser 
empleadas o reemplazadas en el Servicio y el Director del Servicio 
sera quien exclusiva, y finalmente juzgara, y calificara la capacidad de 
los mismos. Los detalles pars, emplear y reemplazar empleados del 
Servicio serail de acuerdo con los procedimientos generales acordados 
entre el Ministro y el Director del Servicio. 

CLAUSULA IX 

El Servicio y todo su personal de empleados gozaran de los privilegios 
y derechos de que gozan las Direcciones y otras reparticiones pdblicas 
y sus respectivos personales, mientras desempenan sus cargos. Estos 
derechos y privilegios incluiran — per ejemplo pero no exclusivamente — 
las raismas prerrogativa,s con relacion a usos de telefonos, telegrafos y 
servicios postales y de transporte, tarifas, etc. Los derechos de 
aduana del Servicio por equipo 6 utiles y medicamentos destinados al 
servicio sanitario en el Peril serail liberados o reintegrados por el 
Ministerio de Hacienda en vista de las respectivas facturas 6 compro-
bantes aduaneros. 

CLAUSULA X 

Para los fines de este convenio, el Gobierno del Peril acepta y 
reconoce al Institut° como agencia incorporada del Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de America y por lo tanto, entre otras cosas, el In-
stituto quedara exento del pago de tarifas de exportacion e importa-
ci6n, irnpuestos, contribuciones y otros cargos. Los derechos de 
aduana del Institut° por equipo, dtiles y materiales destinados para 
el uso del Instituto serári liberados o reintegrados por el Ministerio 
de Hacienda en vista de las respectivas facturas 6 comprobantes 
aduaneros. 

CLAITSULA XI 

Los miembros que integran la Misidn de Salud y Salubridad del 
Institut° no estaran obligados a pagar en el Peril ningdn impuesto 
direct°, seguro social ni cesantia, en el caso de que est& sujetos al 
pago de dichos impuestos en los Estados Unidos de America. El 
Gobierno del Peril permitira a la entrada libre o en su defecto pagara, 
los derechos correspondientes sobre material y equipo necesario para 
el uso profesional del personal de la Misidn. Igualmente, el Gobierno 
del Peril permitira la entrada libre o abonara los derechos corres-
pondientes sobre los efectos personales de los miembros de la Misidn, 
de acuerdo con las condiciones limitativas a que estan sujetos los 
miembros del Cuerpo Diplomatico acreditado ante el Gobierno del 
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Peru, para los fines de este Convenio, los miembros de la Misi6n
estaran considerados como Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplo-
matico en lo que se refiere a franquicias.

CLAUSULA XII

Los libros, registros y cuentas del Servicio estaran en todo momento
expeditos para revisiones por representantes del Gobierno del Peru
y del Instituto. En periodos que se convendra entre el Ministro y el
Jefe de la Misi6n, el Director Del Servicio presentara informes al
Gobierno del Peri y al Instituto.

CLAUSULA XIII

El Ministro, el Jefe de la Misi6n y el Director del Servicio tienen
derecho a delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a represen-
tantes debidamente designados y por ellos mismos escogidos con tal que
cada representante sea de la aprobaci6n del funcionario del otro
Gobierno.

CLAUSULA XIV

Este Convenio Suplementario entrara en vigencia tan pronto como
se hayan cambiado notas diplomaticas con respecto al programa de
salud y salubridad entre el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto
del Gobierno del Peri y la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de America
en el Peril 6 en la fecha de la ejecuci6n de este Convenio, si ya se han
cambiado tales notas diplomaticas. El Contrato Basico continuara en
completa vigencia para el prop6sito de extender el programa coopera-
tivo de salud y salubridad, excepto en lo que haya sido modificado o
en lo que se oponga a este Convenio Suplementario.

EN FE DE LO CUAL, las partes contratantes han suscrito este Convenio
Suplementario por sus representantes debidamente autorizados, en
duplicado en los idiomas Ingles y Castellano en Lima, Peru el dia 28
deJunio, 1947.

MINISTERIO DE SALUD PUBLICA EL INSTITUTO DE ASUNTOS
Y ASISTENCIA SOCIAL INTER-AMERICANOS

Por ALBERTO HURTADO Por ERNEST B HOWARD

Ministro Representante Especial

95247°-50-PT. IV-3
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Pelt, para los fines de este Convenio, los miembros de la MisiOn 
estaran considerados como Primeros Secretarios del Servicio Diplo-
matic° en lo que se refiere a franquicias. 

CLAUSULA XII 

Los libros, registros y cuentas del Servicio estaran en todo moment() 
expeditos para revisiones por representantes del Gobierno del Peru 
y del Institut°. En periodos que se convendra entre el Ministro y el 
Jefe de la Mision, el Director Del Servicio presentara informes al 
Gobierno del Perfi y al Institut°. 

CLAUSULA XIII 

El Ministro, el Jefe de la Mision y el Director del Servicio tienen 
derecho a delegar su autoridad, prerrogativas y funciones a represen-
tantes debidamente designados y por ellos mismos escogidos con tal que 
cada representante sea de la aprobaci6n del funcionario del otro 
Gobierno. 

CLAUSULA XIV 

Este Convenio Suplementario entrara en vigencia tan pronto como 
se hayan cambiado notas diplomaticas con respecto al programa de 
salud y salubridad entre el Ministro de Relaciones Exteriores y Culto 
del Gobierno del Pelt y la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de America 
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October 27, 1g47 Agreement and exchange of notes between the United States of America
IT. .A. .s164] and China respecting relief assistance. Signed at Nanking October

27, 1947; entered into force October 27, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

CONCERNING

THE UNITED STATES RELIEF ASSISTANCE

TO THE CHINESE PEOPLE
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October 27, 1947 
(T. I. A. S.1674] 

Agreement and exchange of notes between the United States of America 
and China respecting relief assistance. Signed at Nanking October 
27, 1947; entered into force October 27, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

CONCERNING 

THE UNITED STATES RELIEF ASSISTANCE 

TO THE CHINESE PEOPLE 
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WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States of America to provide
relief assistance to the Chinese people to prevent suffering and to
permit them to continue effectively their efforts toward recovery; and

WHEREAS, the Chinese Government has requested the United
States Government for relief assistance and has presented information
which convinces the Government of the United States that the Chinese
Government urgently needs assistance in obtaining the basic essentials
of life for the people of China; and

WHEREAS, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84, 80th
Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief assistance
to the people of those countries which, in the determination of the
President, need such assistance and have given satisfactory assurance
covering the relief program as required by the Act of Congress; and

WHEREAS, the United States Government and the Chinese Govern-
ment desire to define certain conditions and understandings concerning
the handling and distribution of the United States relief supplies and
to establish the general lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief
needs of the Chinese people;

The Government of the United States of America represented by
Ambassador J. Leighton Stuart and the Government of the Republic
of China represented by Dr. Liu Shih Shun, Political Vice Minister for
Foreign Affairs in charge of the Ministry, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I.

Furnishing of Supplies

(a) The program of assistance to be furnished shall consist of such
types and quantities of supplies, and procurement, storage, transpor-
tation and shipping services related thereto, as may be determined
from time to time by the United States Government after consultation
with the Chinese Government in accordance with Public Law 84, 80th
Congress, May 31, 1947, and any acts amendatory or supplementary
thereto. Such supplies shall be confined to certain basic essentials of
life, namely, food, medical supplies, processed and unprocessed mate-
rial for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel, and seeds.

(b) Subject to the provisions of Article III the United States
Government will make no request, and will have no claim, for payment
for United States relief supplies and services furnished under this
Agreement.

(c) The United States Government agencies will provide for the
procurement, storage, transportation and shipment to China of United
States relief supplies, except to the extent that the United States
Government may authorize other means for the performance of these
services in accordance with the procedures stipulated by the United
States Government. All United States relief supplies shall be pro-
cured in the United States except when specific approval for procure-
ment outside the United States is given by the United States
Government.

(d) The Chinese Government will from time to time submit in
advance to the United States Government its proposed programs for

61 Stat., Pt. l,p. 125.

Types, quantitles,
etc.

61 Htat.,Pt. I, p. 125.
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Procurement by
U. 8. agencies, etc.

Approval of pro-
posed Chinese
programm.
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WHEREAS, it is the desire of the United States of America to provide 
relief assistance to the Chinese people to prevent suffering and to 
permit them to continue effectively their efforts toward recovery; and 
W HEREAS, the Chinese Government has requested the United 

States Government for relief assistance and has presented information 
which convinces the Government of the United States that the Chinese 
Government urgently needs assistance in obtaining the basic essentials 
of life for the people of China; and 
W HEREAS, the United States Congress has by Public Law 84, 80th 

Congress, May 31, 1947, authorized the provision of relief assistance 
to the people of those countries which, in the determination of the 
President, need such assistance and have given satisfactory assurance 
covering the relief program as required by the Act of Congress; and 
W HEREAS, the United States Government and the Chinese Govern-

ment desire to define certain conditions and understandings concerning 
the handling and distribution of the United States relief supplies and 
to establish the general lines of their cooperation in meeting the relief 
needs of the Chinese people; 
The Government of the United States of America represented by 

Ambassador J. Leighton Stuart and the Government of the Republic 
of China represented by Dr. Liu Shih Shun, Political Vice Minister for 
Foreign Affairs in charge of the Ministry, have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I. 

Furnishing of Supplies 

(a) The program of assistance to be furnished shall consist of such 
types and quantities of supplies, and procurement, storage, transpor-
tation and shipping services related thereto, as may be determined 
from time to time by the United States Government after consultation 
with the Chinese Government in accordance with Public Law 84, 80th 
Congress, May 31, 1947, and any acts amendatory or supplementary 
thereto. Such supplies shall be confined to certain basic essentials of 
life, namely, food, medical supplies, processed and unprocessed mate-
rial for clothing, fertilizers, pesticides, fuel, and seeds. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of Article III the United States 
Government will make no request, and will have no claim, for payment 
for United States relief supplies and services furnished under this 
Agreement. 

(c) The United States Government agencies will provide for the 
procurement, storage, transportation and shipment to China of United 
States relief supplies, except to the extent that the United States 
Government may authorize other means for the performance of these 
services in accordance with the procedures stipulated by the United 
States Government. All United States relief supplies shall be pro-
cured in the United States except when specific approval for procure-
ment outside the United States is given by the United States 
Government. 

(d) The Chinese Government will from time to time submit in 
advance to the United States Government its proposed programs for 
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relief import requirements. These programs shall be subject to
screening and approval by the United States Government and pro-
curement will be authorized only for items contained in the approved
programs.

Transfers. (e) Transfers of United States relief supplies shall be made under
arrangements to be determined by the United States Government in
consultation with the Chinese Government. The United States
Government, whenever it deems it desirable, may retain possession
of any United States relief supplies, or may recover possession of such
supplies transferred, up to the city or local community where such
supplies are made available to the ultimate consumers.

ARTICLE II.

Distribution of Supplies in China

(a) All United States relief supplies shall be distributed in ac-
cordance with the terms of this Agreement, by the Chinese Govern-
ment and by established voluntary agencies in China which are agreed
upon between the two Governments. Representatives of the United
States of America shall have direct supervision and control of supplies
made available by the United States Government under this Agree-
ment.

Fisa cha.es. (b) All United States relief supply imports shall be free of fiscal
charges including customs duties up to the point where they are sold
for local currency as provided by Article III of this Agreement unless
when because of price practices, it is advisable to include customs
charges or government taxes in prices fixed, in which case the amount
thus collected on United States relief supply imports will accrue to
the special account referred to in Article III. All United States
relief supply imports given freely to indigents, institutions, and others,
and those turned over to voluntary agencies for distribution shall be
free of fiscal charges including customs duties.

Lal o
.. (c) The Chinese Government will designate a high-ranking official

who shall have the responsibility of liaison between the Chinese
Government and the United States representatives responsible for
the relief program.

DiRtriibu(on ,7 (d) United States relief supplies and similar supplies producedChine.se (overnment.

locally or imported from outside sources shall be distributed by the
Chinese Government and voluntary agencies without discrimination
as to race, creed or political belief, and the Chinese Government shall
not permit the diversion of any such supplies to non-essential uses or
for export or removal from the country while need therefor for relief
purposes continues. The Chinese Government shall not permit the
diversion of United States relief supplies or an excessive amount of
supplies similar to United States relief supplies which are produced
locally or imported from outside sources in the maintenance of armed
forces.

(e) The Chinese Government will take appropriate steps regarding
the distribution of United States relief supplies and similar supplies
produced locally and imported from outside sources designed to
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assure a fair and equitable share of the supplies to all classes of the
people.

(f) A distribution and price-control system shall be inaugurated in
such major urban centers of China as circumstances permit, with the
intent of insuring that all classes of the population, irrespective of
their purchasing power, shall receive a fair share of the imported or
indigenously produced relief supplies. In permitting United States
relief supplies made available under this Agreement to be utilized insupport of Chinese efforts to improve consumption and price controls,
it is understood that the United States Government undertakes no
responsibility for the success of these urban programs.
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ARTICLE III.

Utilization of Fiands Accruing from Sales of United States Supplies
(a) The prices at which United States relief supplies will be sold Pricegreement.

in China shall be agreed upon between the Chinese Government and
the United States Government.

(b) When United States relief supplies are sold for local currency, Depositoi local cr.
the amount of such local currency shall be deposited by the Chinese re
Government in a special account in the name of the Chinese Govern-
ment.

(c) Until June 30, 1948, such funds shall be disposed of only with Disposition.
the approval of the duly authorized representative of the United
States Government for relief and work relief within China, including
local currency expenses of the United States of America incident to
the furnishing of relief. Any unencumbered balance remaining in
such account on June 30, 1948, shall be disposed of within China for
such purposes as the United States Government, pursuant to Act or
Joint Resolution of Congress, may determine.

(d) The Chinese Government will, upon request, advance funds Chnese advances.
against proceeds from the sale of United States relief supplies to the
United States representatives, to meet local currency expenses incident
to the furnishing of relief, including the operation of the United States
Relief Mission in China and certain urgent relief projects being under-
taken by Chinese Government organs and voluntary agencies.

(e) While it is not intended that the funds accruing from sales of unusl<ct
the United States relief supplies normally shall be used to defray the
local expenses of the Chinese Government in handling, transporting
internally, and distributing the United States relief supplies, including
local currency cost of discharging cargo and other port charges, the
United States representatives will consider with the Chinese Govern-
ment the use of the funds to cover the unusual costs which would
place an undue burden on the Chinese Government.

(f) The Chinese Government will each month make available to ReE on collec
the United States representatives reports on collections, balances,
and expenditures from the fund.

(g) The Chinese Government will assign officials to confer and
plan with the United States representatives regarding the disposition
of funds accruing from sales to assure a prompt and proper use of such
funds.
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ARTICLE IV.

Effective Production, Food Collections and Use of Resources to Reduce
Relief Needs

(a) The Chinese Government will exert all possible efforts to secure
the maximum production and collection of locally produced supplies
needed for relief purposes.

(b) The Chinese Government will undertake not to permit any
measures to be taken involving delivery, sale or granting of any articles
of the character covered in this Agreement which would reduce the
locally produced supply of such articles and thereby increase the bur-
den of relief.

(c) The Chinese Government will furnish regularly current informa-
tion to the United States representatives regarding plans and progress
in achieving this objective.

(d) The Chinese Government affirms that it has taken and is taking
in so far as possible the economic measures necessary to reduce its
relief needs and to provide for its own future reconstruction.

ARTICLE V

United States Representatives

(a) The United States Government will send to China the represent-
atives required to discharge responsibilities of the United States
Government under this Agreement and the Public Law 84, 80th
Congress, May 31, 1947. The Chinese Government will permit and
facilitate the movement of the United States representatives to, in or
from China.

(b) The Chinese Government will permit and facilitate in every
way the freedom of the United States representatives to supervise
the distribution of United States relief supplies and to travel, inspect,
and report in connection with any matters relating to this Agreement
and will cooperate fully with them in carrying out all of the provi-
sions of this Agreement. The Chinese Government will furnish the
necessary automobile transportation to permit the United States rep-
resentatives to travel freely throughout China and without delay.

(c) The United States representatives and the property of the
mission and of its personnel shall enjoy in China the same privileges
and immunities as are enjoyed by the personnel of the United States
Embassy in China and the property of the Embassy and of its per-
sonnel.

ARTICLE VI.

Freedom of the United States Press and Radio Representatives to
Observe and Report

The Chinese Government will permit representatives of the United
States Press and Radio to observe freely and report fully and without
censorship regarding the distribution and utilization of relief supplies
and the use of funds accruing from sale of United States relief supplies.
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United States Representatives 

(a) The United States Government will send to China the represent-
atives required to discharge responsibilities of the United States 
Government under this Agreement and the Public Law 84, 80th 
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and the use of funds accruing from sale of United States relief supplies. 
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ARTICLE VII.

Reports, Statistics and Information

(a) The Chinese Government will maintain adequate statistical and
other records on relief and will consult with the United States repre-
sentatives, upon their request, with regard to the maintenance of
such records.

(b) The Chinese Government will furnish promptly upon request
of the United States representatives available information concerning
the production, use, distribution, importation, and exportation of any
supplies which affect the relief needs of the people.

(c) In case United States representatives report apparent abuses
or violations of this Agreement, the Chinese Government will inves-
tigate and report and promptly take such remedial action as is nec-
essary to correct such abuses or violations as are found to exist.

ARTICLE VIII.

Publicity Regarding United States Assistance

(a) The Chinese Government will permit and arrange full and
continuous publicity regarding the purpose, source, character, scope,
amounts and progress of the United States relief program in China,
including the utilization of funds accruing from sales of United States
relief supplies for the benefit of the people.

(b) All United States relief supplies and any articles processed from
such supplies, or containers of such supplies or articles, shall, to the
extent practicable, be marked, stamped, branded, or labelled in a
conspicuous place in such a manner as to indicate to the ultimate con-
sumer that such supplies or articles have been furnished by the
United States of America for relief assistance; or if such supplies,
articles or containers are incapable of being so marked, stamped,
branded, or labelled, all practicable steps will be taken by the Chinese
Government to inform the ultimate consumer thereof that such
supplies or articles have been furnished by the United States for
relief assistance.

ARTICLE IX.

Termination of Relief Assistance

The United States Government will terminate any or all of its
relief assistance at any time whenever it determines (1) by reason of
changed conditions, the provision of relief assistance of the character
authorized by Public Law 84, 80th Congress, May 31, 1947, is no
longer necessary; (2) any provisions of this Agreement are not being
carried out; (3) United States relief supplies, or an excessive amount
of similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside sources,
are being used to assist in the maintenance of armed forces in China;
or (4) United States relief supplies or similar supplies produced
locally or imported from outside sources, are being exported or re-
moved from China. The United States Government may stop or

Abuses or violations
of agreement.

Marking, etc., of re-
lief supplies.

Termination by
U.S.

61 Stat., Pt.l, p. 125.
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alter its program of assistance whenever in its determination other
circumstances warrant such action.

The Chinese Government reserves the right to terminate this
Agreement whenever it deems that such relief assistance as is provided
in this Agreement is no longer necessary.

ARTICLE X.

Date of Agreement

This Agreement shall take effect as from this day's date. It shall
continue in force until a date to be agreed upon by the two Govern-
ments.

Done in duplicate in the English and Chinese languages at Nanking,
this twenty-seventh day of October, 1947, corresponding to the
twenty-seventh day of the tenth month of the thirty-sixth year of the
Republic of China.

,JVthe Gov6rnaent of the
ftited States of Amerloa.

Gf For the Government of
the Republlo of China.

[J. Leighton Stuart]
[Liu Shih Shun]
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the v ?fluent of the 
ited States of America. 

- 7, 
dkze 

% IP For the Government of 
the Republic of China. 

.404. 

1 [J. Leighton Stuart] 
s[Lhi Shill Shun] 
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The Chinese Political Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

OCTOBER 27, 1947.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Article II (d) and Article IX (3) of the
Agreement between the Republic of China and the United States
of America Concerning the United States Relief Assistance to the
Chinese People signed today by the representatives of the Govern-
ments of China and the United States of America, and to state that
it is understood that the right of the Chinese Government to deter-
mine the extent of its armed forces and the amount of food and other
supplies which it may make available for their use is, of course, fully
recognized. The approval of the above-mentioned Agreement will
in no way affect this right.

On the other hand, in accordance with Public Law 84 passed by
the Eightieth Congress, which authorizes the furnishing of relief
assistance, the President of the United States is directed to terminate
the provision of the United States relief assistance to the people of any
country whenever, in his judgment, an excessive amount of supplies
being made available by the United States to the people of any country
or of similar supplies produced locally or imported from outside
sources, is being used in the maintenance of armed forces in such
country.

In the light of this provision of the relief law, the Government
of the United States must reserve the right to terminate its relief
shipments to China if, in its determination, an excessive amount of
relief supplies or similar supplies produced locally or imported from
outside sources is being used for the maintenance of armed forces
in China.

It would be appreciated if you would confirm that the above is
the understanding of both Governments and forms a part of the
aforementioned Agreement.
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I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

[11

4

His Excellency
Dr. J. LEIGHTON STUART

American Ambassador
Nanking

The American Ambassador to the Chinese Political Vice Minister for
Foreign Affairs

No. 1230
AMERICAN EMBASSY

Nanking, October 27, 1947

Ante, pp. 3376, 3379.

1 Stat.,Pt. 1, p. 125.

EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of October
27, 1947 which reads as follows:

"I have the honor to refer to Article II (d) and Article IX (3)
of the Agreement between the Republic of China and the United
States of America Concerning the United States Relief Assistance
to the Chinese People signed today by the representatives of the
Governments of China and the United States of America, and to
state that it is understood that the right of the Chinese Government
to determine the extent of its armed forces and the amount of
food and other supplies which it may make available for their use
is, of course, fully recognized. The approval of the above-men-
tioned Agreement will in no way affect this right.

"On the other hand, in accordance with Public Law 84 passed
by the Eightieth Congress, which authorizes the furnishing of relief
assistance, the President of the United States is directed to termi-
nate the provision of the United States relief assistance to the
people of any country whenever, in his judgment, an excessive
amount of supplies being made available by the United States to
I [Liu. Shih Shun]
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1 [Liu. Shih Shun] 
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the people of any country or of similar supplies produced locally
or imported from outside sources, is being used in the maintenance
of armed forces in such country.

"In the light of this provision of the relief law, the Government
of the United States must reserve the right to terminate its relief
shipments to China if, in its determination, an excessive amount
of relief supplies or similar supplies produced locally or imported
from outside sources is being used for the maintenance of armed
forces in China.

"It would be appreciated if you would confirm that the above is
the understanding of both Governments and forms a part of the
aforementioned Agreement.

"I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to your Excellency
the assurances of my highest consideration."

I take pleasure in confirming that the understanding as stated in 1,,Psettance Oi

the above quoted note is accepted by the Government of the United
States of America as forming a part of the Agreement signed today.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

J. LEIGHTON STUART

Dr. LIU SHIH SHUN,
Political Vice Minister in Charge,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Nanking.
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I take pleasure in confirming that the understanding as stated in 
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States of America as forming a part of the Agreement signed today. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration. 

J. LEIGHTON STUART 
Dr. Liu SHIH SHUN, 

Political Vice Minister in Charge, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Nanking. 
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July 25, 1947
IT. I. A. S. 1676]

U. S. Army procure-
ment in Czechoslo-
vakia.

Amounts dueCzech-
oslovak Republic.

Unsettled claims
against U. S. Armed
Forces.

Agreement and accompanying notes between the United States of America
and Czechoslovakia respecting the settlement of certain war accounts
and claims. Signed at Praha July 25, 1947; entered into force July
25, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC REGARDING SETTLE-
MENT FOR CERTAIN WAR ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS IN-
CIDENT TO THE OPERATIONS OF THE U.S. ARMY IN
EUROPE

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Czechoslovak Republic have reached an understanding
regarding the settlement for outstanding War Accounts and claims
incident to the operations of the U.S. Army in Czechoslovakia. This
settlement is complete and final, and the signatory governments agree
that, except as herein specifically provided, no further benefits will
be sought by either of them as consideration for the foregoing. In
arriving at this understanding, the signatory governments have recog-
nized the benefits accruing to each from their contributions to the
defeat of their common enemies as well as the difficulties connected
on each side with the keeping of detailed accounts during a period of
and following actual combat operations of field armies. Further, the
rapid removal of American troops from Czechoslovakia tended to
create certain economic and financial unbalances within the accounts
of each government or its governmental agencies.

Article 1.
With respect to U.S. Army procurement in Czechoslovakia includ-

ing procurement of coal through 31 March 1946, certain Allied Mili-
tary Marks held by the Czechoslovak Republic, Czech crowns advanced
by the U.S. Army to Czechoslovak troops, and certain supplies and
services provided representatives of the Czechoslovak Government
by the U.S. Army, there is agreed to be due from the Government of
the United States to the Czechoslovak Republic, the net amount of
$5,018,007.07. In addition, the United States Government will return
to the Czechoslovak Republic a total of 42,500.000 crowns presently
held by the U.S. Army.

Article 2.
All claims by the Czechoslovak Republic and its nationals against

the United States Armed Forces with respect to procurement of
facilities, goods and services/other than coal/by official, quasi-official
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Agreement and accompanying notes between the United States of America 
and Czechoslovakia respecting the settlement of certain war accounts 
and claims. Signed at Praha July 25, 1947; entered into force July 
25, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC REGARDING SETTLE-
MENT FOR CERTAIN WAR ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS IN-
CIDENT TO THE OPERATIONS OF THE U.S. ARMY IN 
EUROPE 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Czechoslovak Republic have reached an understanding 
regarding the settlement for outstanding War Accounts and claims 
incident to the operations of the U.S. Army in Czechoslovakia. This 
settlement is complete and final, and the signatory governments agree 
that, except as herein specifically provided, no further benefits will 
be sought by either of them as consideration for the foregoing. In 
arriving at this understanding, the signatory governments have recog-
nized the benefits accruing to each from their contributions to the 
defeat of their common enemies as well as the difficulties connected 
on each side with the keeping of detailed accounts during a period of 
and following actual combat operations of field armies. Further, the 
rapid removal of American troops from Czechoslovakia tended to 
create certain economic and financial unbalances within the accounts 
of each government or its governmental agencies. 

Article 1. 

With respect to U.S. Army procurement in Czechoslovakia includ-
ing procurement of coal through 31 March 1946, certain Allied Mili-
tary Marks held by the Czechoslovak Republic, Czech crowns advanced 
by the U.S. Army to Czechoslovak troops, and certain supplies and 
services provided representatives of the Czechoslovak Government 
by the U.S. Army, there is agreed to be due from the Government of 
the United States to the Czechoslovak Republic, the net amount of 
$5,018,007.07. In addition, the United States Government will return 
to the Czechoslovak Republic a total of 42,500.000 crowns presently 
held by the U.S. Army. 

Article 2. 

All claims by the Czechoslovak Republic and its nationals against 
the United States Armed Forces with respect to procurement of 
facilities, goods and services/other than coal/by official, quasi-official 
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and personal representatives of the United States Army in Czecho-
slovakia through 31 March 1946, and not heretofore finally settled by
the United States Army, will be considered discharged in full in
accordance with the terms of the settlement set out in paragraph one.
In this connection, financial responsibility for such procurement has
been calculated at a dollar-crown conversion rate of 50 Czech crowns
equal 1 dollar in accordance with prior agreement between the U.S.
military authorities and the Czechoslovak government.

Article 3.

Amounts owing the Czechoslovak government in full settlement
for coal provided to the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak government
during the war through 31 March 1946, and which are considered a
dollar obligation of the U.S. Army, are considered paid in full by the
terms of payment included in paragraph one. In this connection,
financial responsibility for coal has been calculated at 50 crowns equal
one U.S. dollar in accordance with prior agreement between the U.S.
Military Authorities and the Czechoslovak government.

Article 4.

In consideration of this settlement, and the payments by the United
States Government in paragraph one, the Czechoslovak Government
will consider 1,500.000 Allied Military Marks, presently held by that
government and claimed to be a result of expenditures by U.S. Army
personnel in Czechoslovakia, as redeemed with full dollar value at a
rate of 10 marks equal 1 dollar. These Allied Military Marks will be
returned to the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak Government at the
time of and in accordance with the terms of this settlement.

Article 5.

Czech crowns presently held in official U.S. Army disbursing officers'
accounts, representing captured enemy funds will le returned to the
Czechoslovak Government without reimbursement.

Article 6.

Amounts owing by the Czechoslovak Government for certain sup-
plies and services provided Czechoslovak Nationals by the United
States Forces, European Theatre in the occupied zone of Germany
from 2 March 1946 through 31 March 1947, on a cash reimbursable
basis are considered as finally settled within the terms of payment in
paragraph one. The records of the U. S. Army will be made available
for inspection upon request relative to these supplies and services thus
furnished.

Article 7.

To the extent that the United States Army advanced Czech crowns
to Czechoslovak military units, and has not heretofore been reimbursed
by the Czechoslovak Government or any other Allied Government with
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and personal representatives of the United States Army in Czecho-
slovakia through 31 March 1946, and not heretofore finally settled by 
the United States Army, will be considered discharged in full in 
accordance with the terms of the settlement set out in paragraph one. 
In this connection, financial responsibility for such procurement has 
been calculated at a dollar-crown conversion rate of 50 Czech crowns 
equal 1 dollar in accordance with prior agreement between the U.S. 
military authorities and the Czechoslovak government. 

Article S. 

Amounts owing the Czechoslovak government in full settlement 
for coal provided to the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak government 
during the war through 31 March 1946, and which are considered a 
dollar obligation of the U.S. Army, are considered paid in full by the 
terms of payment included in paragraph one. In this connection, 
financial responsibility for coal has been calculated at 50 crowns equal 
one U.S. dollar in accordance with prior agreement between the U.S. 
Military Authorities and the Czechoslovak government. 

Article 4. 
In consideration of this settlement, and the payments by the United 

States Government in paragraph one, the Czechoslovak Government 
will consider 1,500.000 Allied Military Marks, presently held by that 
government and claimed to be a result of expenditures by U.S. Army 
personnel in Czechoslovakia, as redeemed with full dollar value at a 
rate of 10 marks equal 1 dollar. These Allied Military Marks will be 
returned to the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak Government at the 
time of and in accordance with the terms of this settlement. 

Article 5. 

Czech crowns presently held in official U.S. Army disbursing officers' 
accounts, representing captured enemy funds will be returned to the 
Czechoslovak Government without reimbursement. 

Article 6. 

Amounts owing by the Czechoslovak Government for certain sup-
plies and services provided Czechoslovak Nationals by the United 
States Forces, European Theatre in the occupied zone of Germany 
from 2 March 1946 through 31 March 1947, on a cash reimbursable 
basis are considered as finally settled within the terms of payment in 
paragraph one. The records of the U. S. Army will be made available 
for inspection upon request relative to these supplies and services thus 
furnished. 

Article 7. 

To the extent that the United States Army advanced Czech crowns 
to Czechoslovak military units, and has not heretofore been reimbursed 
by the Czechoslovak Government or any other Allied Government with 

Settlement for coal. 

Redemption of Al-
lied Military Marks. 

Return of Czech 
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whom the Czech military forces were operating during the war, such
advances are considered a responsibility of the Czechoslovak Govern-
ment. All such outstanding advances are considered to be reimbursed
to the U.S. Army under the terms of payment in paragraph one.

Article 8.

Facilities, goods and services procured by the United States Army
subsequent to 31 March 1946 will be paid for on the basis of the Czecho-
slovak authorities presentation of appropriate documents in a form
acceptable to the United States Army as has been, or may be, agreed
upon between the Czechoslovak authorities and the U.S. Army. Pay-
ments already made by the United States Army for facilities, goods
and services provided by the Czechoslovak Government prior to 31
March 1946, are not included within the payment terms of paragraph
one of this settlement and are final.

Article 9.

Payments made by the U.S. Army under the agreement of 28 June
1946, [1] and similar supplemental agreement of 25 September 1946 [1]
between representatives of the two signatory governments are also
to be considered final.

Article 10.

The U.S. Army will continue to effect payment of claims against
itself for damages to real or personal property, personal injuries, and
death arising from acts or omissions of military personnel or civilian
employees of the U.S. Army in the Czechoslovak Republic. Payment
of such claims will be in accordance with the terms of agreement of
6 November 1946 [1] between representatives of the two signatory
governments and will be final.

Article 11.

All claims against the U.S. Army arising out of the operations of the
U.S. Army in Czechoslovakia through 31 March 1946, other than those
in paragraph ten above, are considered as settled under the provisions
of this agreement. This agreement shall supersede all prior agree-
ments between the two governments or officials thereof relating to the
matters referred to herein.

Article 12.
Entry into fore. The present Agreement comes into force on the day it is signed.

Done in duplicate at Praha, this 25th day of July in the year 1947.
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

LAURENCE A. STINHABT

[Not printed.EA
I[Not printed.]

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC:

Di BYSTmICK

[SEAL]
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whom the Czech military forces were operating during the war, such 
advances are considered a responsibility of the Czechoslovak Govern-
ment. All such outstanding advances are considered to be reimbursed 
to the U.S. Army under the terms of payment in paragraph one. 

Article 8. 

Facilities, goods and services procured by the United States Army 
subsequent to 31 March 1946 will be paid for on the basis of the Czecho-
slovak authorities presentation of appropriate documents in a form 
acceptable to the United States Army as has been, or may be, agreed 
upon between the Czechoslovak authorities and the U.S. Army. Pay-
ments already made by the United States Army for facilities, goods 
and services provided by the Czechoslovak Government prior to 31 
March 1946, are not included within the payment terms of paragraph 
one of this settlement and are final. 

Article 9. 

Payments made by the U.S. Army under the agreement of 28 June 
1946, [1] and similar supplemental agreement of 25 September 1946 [1] 
between representatives of the two signatory governments are also 
to be considered final. 

Article 10. 

The U.S. Army will continue to effect payment of claims against 
itself for damages to real or personal property, personal injuries, and 
death arising from acts or omissions of military personnel or civilian 
employees of the U.S. Army in the Czechoslovak Republic. Payment 
of such claims will be in accordance with the terms of agreement of 
6 November 1946 [1] between representatives of the two signatory 
governments and will be final. 

Article 11. 

All claims against the U.S. Army arising out of the operations of the 
U.S. Army in Czechoslovakia through 31 March 1946, other than those 
in paragraph ten above, are considered as settled under the provisions 
of this agreement. This agreement shall supersede all prior agree-
ments between the two governments or officials thereof relating to the 
matters referred to herein. 

Article 12. 

The present Agreement comes into force on the day it is signed. 

Done in duplicate at Praha, this 25th day of July in the year 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

LAURENCE A. SIMINEIARDT 
[SEAL] 

I [Not printed.] 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 

CZECHOSLOVA_K REPUBLIC: 

DR BYSTRICRi 
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An Official of the Czechoslovak Mlinistry of Foreign Affairs to the
American Anmbassador

PRAGUE, July 25, 1947.

MY DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR:

With reference to the agreement signed today between our govern-
ment regarding the settlement for certain outstanding war accounts,
I am glad to confirm that under the payment arrangements referred to
in paragraph one of that agreement, claims detailed below and totaling
$6,053,647.03 are settled by that agreement:

1. Claims in the amount of $5,200.000 covering all unpaid U.S. Army
Procurement of facilities, goods and services /other than coal/ in
Czechoslovakia through 31 March 1946.

2. Payment in the amount of $703,647.03 covering all coal provided
the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak Government through 31 March
1946.

3. In addition to the above, the Czechoslovak Government will turn
over to the designated disbursing officer of the United States Army a
total of 1,500,000 Allied Military Marks at a value of $150,000 in fur-
ther consideration of the exchange made under the terms of the settle-
ment agreement.

It is the further understanding of my government that Czech
crowns remaining in the official accounts of U.S. Army disbursing
officers in an amount not to exceed 69,039.355 Czech crowns, apart from
the Czech crowns mentioned in the settlement under the terms of para-
graph one of the agreement, will be available for expenditure in
Czechoslovakia by the U.S. Army and its affiliated entities et a rate
not less favorable to the U.S. than 50 crowns equal one U.S. dollar.
Procurement of facilities, goods and services for use outside Czech-
oslovakia by the U.S. Army and its affiliated entities with such crowns
will be freely permitted by my government on a basis no less favorable
to the U.S. than 25 percent of the payment for such procurement to be
made with these crowns and 75 percent of the payment to be with U.S.
dollars.

I should appreciate your advising me whether the foregoing is in
accordance with the understanding of the United States Government.

Sincerely yours,

BYSTRICKY
His Excellency

LAURENCE A. STEINHARDT
Ambassador of the United States,

Prague.
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An Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the 
American Amba.maclor 

PRAGUE, July 25, 1947. 

MY DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR: 

With reference to the agreement signed today between our govern-
ment regarding the settlement for certain outstanding war accounts, 
I am glad to confirm that under the payment arrangements referred to 
in paragraph one of that agreement, claims detailed below and totaling 
$6,053,647.03 are settled by that agreement: 

1. Claims in the amount of $5,200.000 covering all unpaid -U.S. Army 

Procurement of facilities, goods and services /other than coal/ in 
Czechoslovakia through 31 March 1946. 

2. Payment in the amount of $703,647.03 covering all coal provided 
the U.S. Army by the Czechoslovak Government through 31 March 
1946. 

3. In addition to the above, the Czechoslovak Government will turn 
over to the designated disbursing officer of the United States Army a 
total of 1,500,000 Allied Military Marks at a value of $150,000 in fur-
ther consideration of the exchange made under the terms of the settle-
ment agreement. 

It is the further understanding of my government that Czech 
crowns remaining in the official accounts of U.S. Army disbursing 
officers in an amount not to exceed 69,039.355 Czech crowns, apart from 
the Czech crowns mentioned in the settlement under the terms of para-
graph one of the agreenient, will be available for expenditure in 

Czechoslovakia by the U.S. Army and its affiliated entities et a rate 
not less favorable to the U.S. than 50 crowns equal one U.S. dollar. 
Procurement of facilities, goods and services for use outside Czech-
oslovakia by the U.S. Army and its affiliated entities with such crowns 
will be freely permitted by my government on a basis no less favorable 
to the U.S. than 25 percent of the payment for such procurement to be 
made with these crowns and 75 percent of the payment to be with U.S. 
dollars. 

I should appreciate your advising me whether the foregoing is in 
accordance with the understanding of the United States Government. 

Sincerely yours, 

BYSTRICKf 

His Excellency 
LAIYRENCE A. STEINHARDT 

Ambassador of the United States, 

Prague. 
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The American Ambassador to an Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry
of Foreign Affairs

PRAGUE, July 25, 1947.

MY DEAR DR. BY8TRICKY,

With reference to your letter to me of today concerning certain
specific claims and procurements settled in accordance with the prin-
cipal settlement agreement between our two countries of this date,
I am glad to confirm that your letter is in accordance with the under-
standing of my government.

Sincerely yours,
LAURENCE A. STEINHARDT

Dr. RuDOOLF BYSTRIOCY,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Prague.

The American Ambassador to an Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry
of Foreign Affairs

PRAGtE, July 25, 1947.
DEAR DR. BySTRICKf,

Settlements. In connection with the agreement signed today between our two
governments for the settlement of certain war accounts, I wish to in-
form you more specifically that a total of 5,639,174 crowns, now repre-
sented in the dollar accounts of U. S. Army finance officers, is shown by
United States Army records to have been captured from the enemy.
This amount of crowns will be turned over to the Czechoslovak govern-
ment by the United States Army without reimbursement on the part of
the Czechoslovak government.

It is my further understanding that advances by the U. S. Army
to the Independent Czech Brigade of 7,322,935 Czech crowns /$146,-
458.70/ for expenditure purposes by that unit is assumed as an obliga-
tion of the Czechoslovak government to the United States Army and is
accordingly settled under the terms of settlement in paragraph one of
today's agreement.

I also understand that certain facilities, supplies and services fur-
nished on a cash reimbursable basis to the Czechoslovak government by
the U.S. Forces, European Theater in the amount of $39,181.26 during
the period 2 March 1946 through 31 March 1947 are settled in full un-
der the terms of settlement in paragraph one of the agreement signed
today.

I should appreciate your advising me whether the above is in accord-
ance with the understanding of the Czechoslovak government.

Sincerely yours,
LAUJENCB A. STEINHABDT

Dr. RuDoLF BYsTBICKf
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Prague.
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The American Ambassador to an Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 

PRAGUE, July 25,1947. 

MY DEAR DR. BYSTRICKY, 

With reference to your letter to me of today concerning certain 
specific claims and procurements settled in accordance with the prin-
cipal settlement agreement between our two countries of this date, 
I am glad to confirm that your letter is in accordance with the under-
standing of my government. 

Sincerely yours, 

LAURENCE A. STEINHARDT 
Dr. Runor,E BYSTRICKi, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Prague. 

The American Ambassador to an Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 

PRAGUE, July R5, 1947. 

DEAR DR. BYSTRICKf, 

In connection with the agreement signed today between our two 
governments for the settlement of certain war accounts, I wish to in-
form you more specifically that a total of 5,639,174 crowns, now repre-
sented in the dollar accounts of U. S. Army finance officers, is shown by 
United States Army records to have been captured from the enemy. 
This amount of crowns will be turned over to the Czechoslovak govern-
ment by the United States Army without reimbursement on the part of 
the Czechoslovak government. 

It is my further understanding that advances by the U. S. Army 
to the Independent Czech Brigade of 7,322,935 Czech crowns /$146,-
458.70/ for expenditure purposes by that unit is assumed as an obliga-
tion of the Czechoslovak government to the United States Army and is 
accordingly settled under the terms of settlement in paragraph one of 
today's agreement. 

I also understand that certain facilities, supplies and services fur-
nished on a cash reimbursable basis to the Czechoslovak government by 
the U.S. Forces, European Theater in the amount of $39,181.26 during 
the period 2 March 1946 through 31 March 1947 are settled in full un-
der the terms of settlement in paragraph one of the agreement signed 
today. 

I should appreciate your advising me whether the above is in accord-
ance with the understanding of the Czechoslovak government. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. RunoLE BYSTRICKf 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Prague. 

LAURENCE A. STEINHARDT 
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An Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the
American Ambassador

PRAGUE, July 25, 1947

MY DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR:

With reference to your letter to me of today concerning certain
specific details of claims and procurements settled in accordance
with the financial settlement agreement between our two governments
this date, I am glad to confirm that your letter is in accordance with
the understanding of my government.

Sincerely yours,
DR BYSTIucOf

His Excellency

LAURENCE A. STEINHARRT,
Ambassador of the

United States of America,
Prague.
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An Official of the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the 
American Ambassador 

PRAGUE, July25,1947 

MY DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR : 

With reference to your letter to me of today concerning certain 
specific details of claims and procurements settled in accordance 
with the financial settlement agreement between our two governments 
this date, I am glad to confirm that your letter is in accordance with 
the understanding of my government. 

Sincerely yours, 

DR BYSTRICKir 
His Excellency 

LAURENCE A. STEINHARDT, 
Ambassador of the 

United States of America, 
Prague. 
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Agreement between the United States of America and the United Nations
respecting the headquarters of the United Nations. Signed at Lake
Success, New York, June 26, 1947. And exchange of notes bringing
agreement into force November 21, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
UNITED NATIONS AND THE
UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA REGARDING THE
HEADQUARTERS OF THE
UNITED NATIONS

THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

Desiring to conclude an agree-
ment for the purpose of carrying
out the Resolution adopted by the
General Assembly on 14 Decem-
ber 1946 to establish the seat of
the United Nations in The City of
New York and to regulate ques-
tions arising as a result thereof; [']

Have appointed as their repre-
sentatives for this purpose:

The United Nations:

Trygve Lie, Secretary-Gen-
eral, and

The United States of America:
George C. Marshall,
Secretary of State,

Who have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

Definitions

"Headquarters dis-
trict."

ACCORD ENTRE L'ORGANI-
SATION DES NATIONS
UNIES ET LES ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE RELATIF AU
SIEGE DE L'ORGANISATION
DES NATIONS UNIES

L'ORGANISATION DES NATIONS
UNIES ET LES ETATS-UNIS

D'AMERIQUE:

Desireux de conclure un accord
en vue d'assurer l'ex6cution de la
resolution adoptee par l'Assembl6e
generale le 14 decembre 1946
etablissant le siege de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies dans la
ville de New-York, et de regler les
questions soulevees par cette d6ci-
sion;

Ont d4signe A cet effet comme
leurs repr6sentants:

I'Organisation des Nations
Unies:

Trygve Lie, Secr6taire gene-
ral, et

les Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
George C. Marshall,
Secr6taire d'Etat,

qui sont convenus de ce qui suit:

ARTICLE I

Definitions
SECTION 1 SECTION 1

In this agreement: Aux fins du present accord:
(a) The expression "head- a) L'expression "district ad-

quarters district" means (1) the ministratif" designe 10 la zone
' [United Nations. Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the Second

Part of its First Session from 83 October to 16 December 1946, pp. 196, 197. Lake
Success, 1947.]

June 26 and
November 21, 1947
IT. I. A. S. 1676]
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June 26 and 
November 21, 1947  
LT. I. A. S. 1676] 

"Headquarters dis-
trict." 

Agreement between the United States of America and the United Nations 
respecting the headquarters of the United Nations. Signed at Lake 
Success, New York, June 26, 1947. And exchange of notes bringing 
agreement into force November 21, 1947. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
UNITED NATIONS AND THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMER-
ICA REGARDING THE 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
UNITED NATIONS 

THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Desiring to conclude an agree-
ment for the purpose of carrying 
out the Resolution adopted by the 
General Assembly on 14 Decem-
ber 1946 to establish the seat of 
the United Nations in The City of 
New York and to regulate ques-
tions arising as a result thereof; r] 

Have appointed as their repre-
sentatives for this purpose: 

The United Nations: 

Trygve Lie, Secretary-Gen-
eral, and 

The United States of America: 
George C. Marshall, 
Secretary of State, 

Who have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Definitions 

SECTION 1 

In this agreement: 

(a) The expression "head-
quarters district" means (1) the 

ACCORD ENTRE L'ORGANI-
SA TION DES NATIONS 
UNIES ET LES ETATS-UNIS 
D'AMERIQUE RELATIF AU 
SIEGE DE L'ORGANISATION 
DES NATIONS UNIES 

I/ORGANISATION DES NATIONS 

UNIES ET LES ETATS-UNIS 

D'AMERIQUE: 

Desireux de conclure un accord 
en vue d'assurer l'execution de la 
resolution adopt& par l'Asserablee 
generale le 14 decembre 1946 
etablissant le siege de l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies dans la 
vine de New-York, et de regler les 
questions soulevees par cette deci-
sion; 
Ont designe a cet effet comme 

leurs representants: 

l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies: 

Trygve Lie, Secretaire gene-
ral, et 

les Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 

George C. Marshall, 
Secretaire d'Etat, 

qui sont convenus de ce qui suit: 

ARTICLE I 

Definitions 

SECTION 1 

Aux fins du present accord: 

a) L'expression "district ad-
ministratif" designe 1° la zone 

I [United Nations. Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the Second 
Part of its First Session from 93 October to 16 December 1948, pp. 196, 197. Lake 
Success, 1947.] 
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area defined as such in Annex 1,
(2) any other lands or buildings
which from time to time may be
included therein by supplemental
agreement with the appropriate
American authorities;

(b) the expression "appropriate
American authorities" means such
federal, state, or local authorities
in the United States as may be
appropriate in the context and in
accordance with the laws and
customs of the United States, in-
cluding the laws and customs of
the state and local government
involved;

(c) the expression "General Con-
vention" means the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of
the United Nations approved by
the General Assembly of the
United Nations 13 February 1946,
as acceded to by the United
States;

(d) the expression "United Na-
tions" means the international
organization established by the
Charter of the United Nations,
hereinafter referred to as the
"Charter";

(e) the expression "Secretary-
General" means the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

ARTICLE II

The Headquarters District

SECTION 2

The seat of the United Nations
shall be the headquarters district.

SECTION 3

The appropriate American au-
thorities shall take whatever ac-
tion may be necessary to assure
that the United Nations shall not
be dispossessed of its property in

definie comme telle a l'annexe 1; PoSt P. 3435.
2° tous autres terrains ou con-
structions qui viendraient a etre
incorpor6s au district administra-
tif, conformement a un accord
additionnel avec les autorites am6-
ricaines comp6tentes;

b) L'expression "les autorites "Appropriate
clan authorities

americaines competentes" de-
signe telles autorites des Etats-
Unis, federales, d'etat ou locales
qui seraient appropriees selon le
contexte et conforemment aux
lois et coutumes des Etats-Unis,
y compris les lois et coutumes de
l'etat et de l'administration locale
int6ressee;

c) L'expression "Convention "General C(
tion."

generale" designe la convention
sur les privileges et immunit6s de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
approuvee par l'Assemblee Ge-
n6rale des Nations Unies le 13
fevrier 1946, telle qu'elle aura ete
adoptee par le Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis dans son instrument
d'adh6sion;

d) L'expression "Organisation "United Nat

des Nations Unies" d6signe l'insti-
tution internationale creee par la
Charte des Nations Unies, ci-
apres denommeo "la Charte";

e) L'expression "Secretaire ge- a'"ecretary-o
neral" designe le Secretaire general
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies.

ARTICLE II

Amer-

)nven-

ions."

ener-

District administratif

SECTION 2

Le siege de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies est le district ad-
ministratif.

SECTION 3
Les autorites am6ricaines com- Dispossessionof

property.
p6tentes prendront toutes les
mesures necessaires pour assurer
que l'Organisation des Nations
Unies ne soit pas priv6e de la
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area defined as such in Annex 1, 
(2) any other lands or buildings 
which from time to time may be 
included therein by supplemental 
agreement with the appropriate 
American authorities; 

(b) the expression "appropriate 
American authorities" means such 
federal, state, or local authorities 
in the United States as may be 
appropriate in the context and in 
accordance with the laws and 
customs of the United States, in-
cluding the laws and customs of 
the state and local government 
involved; 

(c) the expression "General Con-
vention" means the Convention on 
the Privileges and Immunities of 
the United Nations approved by 
the General Assembly of the 
United Nations 13 February 1946, 
as acceded to by the United 
States; 

(d) the expression "United Na-
tions" means the international 
organization established by the 
Charter of the United Nations, 
hereinafter referred to as the 
"Charter"; 

(e) the expression "Secretary-
General" means the Secretary-
General of the United Nations. 

ARTICLE II 

The Headquarters District 

SECTION 2 

The seat of the United Nations 
shall be the headquarters district. 

SECTION 3 

The appropriate American au-
thorities shall take whatever ac-
tion may be necessary to assure 
that the United Nations shall not 
be dispossessed of its property in 

definie comme telle a Pannexe 1; 
2° tous autres terrains ou con-
structions qui viendraient a etre 
incorpores au district administra-
tif, conformement a un accord 
additionnel avec les autorites ame-
ricaines competentes; 

b) L'expression "les autorites 
americaines competent es" de-
signe telles autorites des Etats-
Unis, federales, d'etat ou locales 
qui seraient appropriees selon le 
contexte et conformement aux 
lois et coutumes des Etats-Unis, 
y compris les lois et coutumes de 
l'etat et de Padministration locale 
interessee; 

c) L'expression. "Convention 
generale" designe la convention 
sur les privileges et immunites de 
POrganisation des Nations Unies 
approuvee par PAssemblee Ge-
nerale des Nations Unies le 13 

fevrier 1946, telle qu'elle aura ete 
adopt& par le Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis dans son instrument 
d'adhesion; 

d) L'expression "Organisation 
des Nations Unies" designe l'insti-
tution internationale ere& par la 
Charte des Nations Unies, ci-
apres denommee "la Charte"; 

e) L'expression "Secretaire ge-
neral" designe le Secretaire general 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies. 

ARTICLE II 

District administratif 

SECTION 2 

Le siege de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies est le district ad-
ministratif. 

SECTION 3 

Les autorites americaines corn-
petentes prendront toutes les 
mesures necessaires pour assurer 
quo l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies ne soit pas privee de la 
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the headquarters district, except jouissance de sa propri6te du
p. 3432. as provided in Section 22 in the district administratif, en dehors

event that the United Nations de l'hypothese pr6vue A la section
ceases to use the same; provided 22, c'est-A-dire au cas oK l'Organi-
that the United Nations shall re- sation des Nations Unies cesserait
imburse the appropriate American d'utiliser ladite propriete, 6tant
authorities for any costs incurred, entendu que l'Organisation des
after consultation with the United Nations Unies remboursera aux
Nations, in liquidating by eminent autorites americaines competentes
domain proceedings or otherwise tous les frais, qu'elles auraient
any adverse claims. encourus apres avoir consult6 l'Or-

ganisation, pour liquider par une
procedure d'expropriation ou par
tous autres moyens, toute revendi-
cation dirig6e contre l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies.

SECTION 4 SECTION 4
Rab fauties, (a) The United Nations may a) L'Organisation des Nations

establish and operate in the head- Unies pourra 4tablir et exploiter
quarters district: dans le district administratif:

(1) its own short-wave sending 1) ses propres installations de
and receiving radio broadcasting radiodiffusion par ondes courtes
facilities (including emergencylink (stations emettrices et r6cep-
equipment) which may be used trices)-y compris une installation
on the same frequencies (within de liaison a employer en cas de
the tolerances prescribed for the n6cessit6 exceptionnelle-qui pour-
broadcasting service by applicable ront @tre utilisees sur les memes
United States regulations) for ra- frequences (dans les limites des
diotelegraph, radioteletype, radio- tolerances pr6vues par les regle-
telephone, radiotelephoto, and sim- ments applicables aux Etats-
ilar services; Unis en matiere de radio-diffusion)

pour des services de radiotele-
graphie, radiot6l6typie, radiotele-
phonie, radiot6elphotographie, et
autres services de meme nature;

(2) one point-to-point circuit 2) un circuit de poste A poste
between the headquarters district entre le district administratif et le
and the office of the United Na- bureau de Geneve des Nations
tions in Geneva (using single side- Unies (en utilisant un 6quipement
band equipment) to be used ex- A une seule bande de modulation)
clusively for the exchange of qui sera exclusivement employe
broadcasting programs and inter- pour I'echange de programmes de
office communications; radiodiffusion et de communica-

tions entre bureaux;
(3) low power micro-wave, low 3) des installations A ondes ul-

or medium frequency facilities tra courtes, moyennes ou longues
for communication within head- et A faible puissance destinees
quarters buildings only, or such a assurer les communications

34183418 
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the headquarters district, except 
as provided in Section 22 in the 
event that the United Nations 
ceases to use the same; provided 
that the United Nations shall re-
imburse the appropriate American 
authorities for any costs incurred, 
after consultation with the United 
Nations, in liquidating by eminent 
domain proceedings or otherwise 
any adverse claims. 

SECTION 4 

(a) The United Nations may 
establish and operate in the head-
quarters district: 

(1) its own short-wave sending 
and receiving radio broadcasting 
facilities (including emergency link 
equipment) which may be used 
on the same frequencies (within 
the tolerances prescribed for the 
broadcasting service by applicable 
United States regulations) for ra-
diotelegraph, radioteletype, radio-
telephone, ratliotelephoto, and sim-
ilar services; 

(2) one point-to-point circuit 
between the headquarters district 
and the office of the United Na-
tions in Geneva (using single side-
band equipment) to be used ex-
clusively for the exchange of 
broadcasting programs and inter-
office communications; 

(3) low power micro-wave, low 
or medium frequency facilities 
for communication within head-
quarters buildings only, or such 

jouissance de sa propriete du 
district administratif, en dehors 
de Phypothese prevue a la section 
22, c'est-a-dire au cas ola l'Organi-
sation des Nations Unies cesserait 
d'utiliser ladite propriete, &ant 
entendu que l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies remboursera aux 
autorites americaines competentes 
tous les frais, qu'elles auraient 
encourus apres avoir consulte l'Or-
ganisation, pour liquider par uric 
procedure d'expropriation ou par 
tous autres moyens, toute revendi-
cation dirigee contre l'Organisa-
tion des Nations Unies. 

SECTION 4 

a) L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies pourra etablir et exploiter 
dans le district administratif: 

1) see propres installations de 
radiodiffusion par ondes courtes 
(stations emettrices et recep-
trices)—y compris uric installation 
de liaison a employer en cas de 
necessite exceptionnelle—qui pour-
ront etre utilisees sur les memos 
frequences (dans les limites des 
tolerances prevues par les regle-
ments applicables aux Etats-
Unis en matiere de radio-diffusion) 
pour des services de radiotele-
graphic, radioteletypie, radiotele-
phonic, radiotelephotographie, et 
autres services de meme nature; 

2) un circuit de poste a poste 
entre le district administratif et le 
bureau de Geneve des Nations 
Unies (en utilisant un equipement 

uric seule bande de modulation) 
qui sera exclusivement employe 
pour Pechange de programmes de 
radiodiffusion et de communica-
tions entre bureaux; 

3) des installations a ondes ul-
tra courtes, moyennes on longues 
et a faible puissance destinees 
a assurer les communications 
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other buildings as may temporarily
be used by the United Nations;

(4) facilities for point-to-point
communication to the same extent
and subject to the same conditions
as permitted under applicable rules
and regulations for amateur opera-
tion in the United States, except
that such rules and regulations
shall not be applied in a manner
inconsistent with the inviolability
of the headquarters district pro-
vided by Section 9 (a);

(5) such other radio facilities
as may be specified by supple-
mental agreement between the
United Nations and the appro-
priate American authorities.

(b) The United Nations shall
make arrangements for the opera-
tion of the services referred to in
this section with the International
Telecommunication Union, the
appropriate agencies of the Gov-
ernment of the United States and
the appropriate agencies of other
affected governments with regard
to all frequencies and similar
matters.

(c) The facilities provided for
in this section may, to the extent
necessary for efficient operation, be
established and operated outside
the headquarters district. The
appropriate American authorities
will, on request of the United
Nations, make arrangements, on
such terms and in such manner as
may be agreed upon by supple-
mental agreement, for the acqui-
sition or use by the United Na-
tions of appropriate premises for
such purposes and the inclusion

uniquement a l'interieur des bati-
ments situes dans le district ad-
ministratif ou des autres bati-
ments que l'Organisation pourrait
utiliser temporairement;

4) des installations pour les
communications-de poste a poste-
dans la meme mesure et aux
memes conditions que celles qui
sont pr6vues par les lois et regle-
ments en vigueur relativement a
l'exploitation des postes d'amateur
aux Etats-Unis, sous reserve ce-
pendant que ces lois et reglements
ne seront pas appliques d'une
maniere incompatible avec 'in- Post, p. 3422.

violabilite du district administra-
tif, prevue a la section 9 a);

5) toutes autres installations de
radio qui pourraient etre design6es
par un accord additionnel entre
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
et les autorites americaines comp6-
tentes.

b) L'Organisation des Nations operrtiono'sces.r
Unies prendra, avec l'Union in-
ternationale des tel6communica-
tions, les administrations compe-
tentes du Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis et de tous autres Gou-
vernements int6resses, les arrange-
ments necessaires, en ce qui con-
cerne toutes frequences et autres
questions analogues, pour I'exploi-
tation des services mentionn6s A la
pr6sente section.

c) Dans la mesure n6cessaire itioPe, o f faiec:-
A l'efficacit6 de l'exploitation, les quarters district.

installations pr6vues par la pre-
sente section pourront 8tre eta-
blies et exploit6es en dehors du
district administratif. A la de-
mande de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies, les autorites am6ri-
caines competentes prendront des
dispositions pour l'acquisition ou
l'utilisation par les Nations Unies,
aux termes et modalites A con-
venir dans un accord additionnel,
de locaux appropri6s a cet effet,
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other buildings as may temporarily 
be used by the United Nations; 

(4) facilities for point-to-point 
communication to the same extent 
and subject to the same conditions 
as permitted under applicable rules 
and regulations for amateur opera-
tion in the United States, except 
that such rules and regulations 
shall not be applied in a manner 
inconsistent with the inviolability 
of the headquarters district pro-
vided by Section 9 (a); 

(5) such other radio facilities 
as may be specified by supple-
mental agreement between the 
United Nations and the appro-
priate American authorities. 

(b) The United Nations shall 
make arrangements for the opera-
tion of the services referred to in 
this section with the International 
Telecommunication Union, the 
appropriate agencies of the Gov-
ernment of the United States and 
the appropriate agencies of other 
affected governments with regard 
to all frequencies and similar 
matters. 

(c) The facilities provided for 
in this section may, to the extent 
necessary for efficient operation, be 
established and operated outside 
the headquarters district. The 
appropriate American authorities 
will, on request of the United 
Nations, make arrangements, on 
such terms and in such manner as 
may be agreed upon by supple-
mental agreement, for the acqui-
sition or use by the United Na-
tions of appropriate premises for 
such purposes and the inclusion 

uniquement a l'interieur des bad-
ments situ& dans le district ad-
ministratif ou des autres bati-
ments que l'Organisation pourrait 
utiliser temporairement; 

4) des installations pour les 
communications-de poste a poste-
dans la lame mesure et aux 
memes conditions que celles qui 
sont prevues par les lois et regle-
raents en vigueur relativement 
l'exploitation des postes d'amateur 
aux Etats-Unis, sous reserve ce-
pendant que ces lois et reglements 
ne seront pas appliques d'une 
maniere incompatible avec Pin-
violabilite du district administra-
tif, prevue a la section 9 a); 

5) toutes autres installations de 
radio qui pourraient etre designees 
par mi accord additionnel entre 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
et les autorites americaines comp& 
tentes. 

b) L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies prendra, avec l'Union in-
ternationale des telecommunica-
tions, les administrations comp& 
tentes du Gouver-nement des 
Etats-Unis et de tous autres Gou-
vernements interesses, les arrange-
ments necessaires, en ce qui con-
cerne toutes frequences et autres 
questions analogues, pour l'exploi-
tation des services mentionnes a la 
presente section. 

c) Pans la mesure necessaire 
Pefficacite de l'exploitation, les 

installations prevues par la pre-
sente section pourront etre eta-
blies et exploitees en dehors du 
district administratif. A la de-
mande de l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies, les autorites ameri-
caines competentes prendront des 
dispositions pour l'acquisition ou 
Putilisation par les Nations Unies, 
aux termes et modalites a con-
venir dans un accord additionnel, 
de locaux appropries a cet effet, 
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of such premises in the head- et pour 1'incorporation de ces lo-
quarters district. caux au district administratif.
SECTION 5

Aerodrome. In the event that the United
Nations should find it necessary
and desirable to establish and oper-
ate an aerodrome, the conditions
for the location, use and operation
of such an aerodrome and the con-
ditions under which there shall be
entry into and exit therefrom shall
be the subject of a supplemental
agreement.

SECTION 6
Potal service. In the event that the United

Nations should propose to organ-
ize its own postal service, the
conditions under which such serv-
ice shall be set up shall be the
subject of a supplemental agree-
ment.

ARTICLE III

Law and Authority in the Head-
quarters District

SECTION 7

(a) The headquarters district
shall be under the control and
authority of the United Nations
as provided in this agreement.

(b) Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this agreement or in the
General Convention, the federal,
state and local law of the United
States shall apply within the
headquarters district.

(c) Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this agreement or in the
General Convention, the federal,
state and local courts of the
United States shall have jurisdic-
tion over acts done and transac-
tions taking place in the head-
quarters district as provided in

SECTION 5

Au cas oA l'Organisation des
Nations Unies estimerait neces-
saire et souhaitable d'6tablir et
d'exploiter un aerodrome, les con-
ditions relatives A l'emplacement,
a l'utilisation et a l'exploitation
de cet a6rodrome, ainsi que les
conditions dans lesquelles se feront
les entrees et les sorties de l'a6ro-
drome, feront l'objet d'un accord
additionnel.

SECTION 6

Au cas of l'Organisation des
Nations Unies se proposerait d'or-
ganiser son propre service postal,
les conditions de la creation de ce
service feront l'objet d'un accord
additionnel.

ARTICLE III

Droit en vigueur et autorites
competentes dans le district
administratif

SECTION 7

a) Le district administratif sera
sous le contr6le et l'autorit6 de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies,
conform6ment aux dispositions du
present accord.

b) Sauf dispositions contraires
du present accord ou de la Con-
vention generale, les lois federales,
d'etat et locales des Etats-Unis
seront applicables a l'int6rieur du
district administratif.

c) Sauf dispositions contraires
du present accord ou de la Con-
vention generale, les tribunaux
fed&raux, d'etat ou locaux des
Etats-Unis seront competents pour
connaitre, selon les termes des
lois fedrales, d'6tat ou locales
applicables en l'espce, des actes

3420
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of such premises in the head-
quarters district. 

SECTION 5 

In the event that the United 
Nations should find it necessary 
and desirable to establish and oper-
ate an aerodrome, the conditions 
for the location, use and operation 
of such an aerodrome and the con-
ditions under which there shall be 
entry into and exit therefrom shall 
be the subject of a supplemental 
agreement. 

SECTION 6 

In the event that the United 
Nations should propose to organ-
ize its own postal service, the 
conditions under which such serv-
ice shall be set up shall be the 
subject of a supplemental agree-
ment. 

ARTICLE III 

Law and Authority in the Head-
quarters District 

SECTION 7 

(a) The headquarters district 
shall be under the control and 
authority of the United Nations 
as provided in this agreement. 

(b) Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this agreement or in the 
General Convention, the federal, 
state and local law of the United 
States shall apply within the 
headquarters district. 

(c) Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this agreement or in the 
General Convention, the federal, 
state and local courts of the 
United States shall have jurisdic-
tion over acts done and transac-
tions taking place in the head-
quarters district as provided in 

et pour l'incorporation de ces lo-
caux au district administratif. 

SECTION 5 

Au cas oü l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies estimerait neces-
saire et souhaitable d'etablir et 
d'exploiter un aerodrome, les con-
ditions relatives a l'emplacement, 

l'utilisation et a l'exploitation 
de cet a6rodrome, ainsi que les 
conditions dans lesquelles se feront 
les entrées et les sorties de l'aero-
drome, feront l'objet d'un accord 
additionnel. 

SECTION 6 

Au cas oix l'Organisation. des 
Nations Unies se proposerait d'or-
ganiser son propre service postal, 
les conditions de la creation de ce 
service feront l'objet d'un accord 
additionnel. 

ARTICLE III 

Droit en vigueur et autorites 
competentes dans le district 
adm inistratif 

SECTION 7 

a) Le district administratif sera 
sous le contr6le et l'autorite de 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies, 
conformement aux dispositions du 
present accord. 

b) Sauf dispositions contraires 
du present accord on de la Con-
vention generale, les lois federales, 
d'Uat et locales des Etats-Unis 
seront applicables l'interieur du 
district administratif. 

c) Sauf dispositions contraires 
du present accord on de la Con-
vention generale, les tribunaux 
federaux, d'etat on locaux des 
Etats-Unis seront competents pour 
connattre, salon les termes des 
lois federales, d'etat ou locales 
applicables en l'espece, des actes 
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applicable federal, state and local
laws.

(d) The federal, state and local
courts of the United States, when
dealing with cases arising out of or
relating to acts done or transac-
tions taking place in the head-
quarters district, shall take into
account the regulations enacted
by the United Nations under
Section 8.

SECTION 8

The United Nations shall have
the power to make regulations,
operative within the headquarters
district, for the purpose of estab-
lishing therein conditions in all
respects necessary for the full
execution of its functions. No
federal, state or local law or regu-
lation of the United States which
is inconsistent with a regulation
of the United Nations authorized
by this section shall, to the extent
of such inconsistency, be applica-
ble within the headquarters dis-
trict. Any dispute, between the
United Nations and the United
States, as to whether a regulation
of the United Nations is author-
ized by this section or as to whether
a federal, state or local law or
regulation is inconsistent with any
regulation of the United Nations
authorized by this section, shall
be promptly settled as provided
in Section 21. Pending such set-
tlement, the regulation of the
United Nations shall apply, and
the federal, state or local law or
regulation shall be inapplicable in
the headquarters district to the
extent that the United Nations
claims it to be inconsistent with
the regulation of the United
Nations. This section shall not

95347°-50-PT. I---6

accomplis ou des transactions ef-
fectuees a l'int6rieur du district
administratif.

d) Les tribunaux federaux,
d'etat ou locaux des Etats-Unis,
lorsqu'ils auront a connaitre d'af-
faires n6es a l'occasion d'actes
accomplis ou de transactions ef-
fectuees dans le district adminis-
tratif, ou s'y rapportant, tiendront
compte des reglements edictes par
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
conform6ment A la section 8.
SECTION 8

L'Organisation des Nations U.N. regulatins.

Unies aura le droit d'6dicter des
reglements ex6cutoires dans le
district administratif et destines
A y creer, A tous les egards, les
conditions necessaires au plein
exercice de ses attributions. Les
lois ou reglements f4edraux, d'6tat
ou locaux des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique ne seront pas applicables
a l'inteIieur du district adminis-
tratif, dans la mesure ou ils
seraient incompatibles avec un
des reglements que l'Organisation
des Nations Unies a le droit puettleent of dis-
d'edicter en vertu de la presente
section. Tout diff6rend entre
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
et les Etats-Unis sur la question
de savoir si un reglement de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies est
compatible avec la presente sec-
tion, ou si une loi ou reglementa-
tion f6d6rale, d'etat ou locale est
incompatible avec l'un quelconque ' ' p 343

des reglements 6dictes par l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies,
conformement aux dispositions de
la pr6sente section, devra etre
rapidement regl6 selon la proce
dure prevue a la section 21.
Jusqu'a la solution du differend,
le reglement de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies restera applicable uli1potection reg-
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applicable federal, state and local 
laws. 

(d) The federal, state and local 
courts of the United States, when 
dealing with cases arising out of or 
relating to acts done or transac-
tions taking place in the head-
quarters district, shall take into 
account the regulations enacted 
by the United Nations under 
Section 8. 

SECTION 8 

The United Nations shall have 
the power to make regulations, 
operative within the headquarters 
district, for the purpose of estab-
lishing therein conditions in all 
respects necessary for the full 
execution of its functions. No 
federal, state or local law or regu-
lation of the United States which 
is inconsistent with a regulation 
of the United Nations authorized 
by this section shall, to the extent 
of such inconsistency, be applica-
ble within the headquarters dis-
trict. Any dispute, between the 
United Nations and the United 
States, as to whether a regulation 
of the United Nations is author-
ized by this section or as to whether 
a federal, state or local law or 
regulation is inconsistent with any 
regulation of the United Nations 
authorized by this section, shall 
be promptly settled as provided 
in Section 21. Pending such set-
tlement, the regulation of the 
United Nations shall apply, and 
the federal, state or local law or 
regulation shall be inapplicable in 
the headquarters district to the 
extent that the United Nations 
claims it to be inconsistent with 
the regulation of the United 
Nations. This section shall not 

accomplis ou des transactions ef-
fectuees a l'interieur du district 
administratif. 

d) Les tribunaux federaux, 
d'etat ou beaux des Etats-Unis, 
lorsqu'ils auront a connaitre d'af-
faires Dees a l'occasion d'actes 
accomplis ou de transactions ef-
fectuees dans le district adminis-
tratif, ou s'y rapportant, tiendront 
compte des reglements edict& par 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
conformement a, la section 8. 

SECTION 8 

L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies aura le droit d'edicter des 
reglements executoires dans le 
district administratif et destines 
y creer, a tous les egards, les 

conditions necessaires au plein 
exercice de ses attributions. Les 
lois ou reglements federaux, d'etat 
ou locaux des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique ne seront pas applicables 

l'interieur du district adminis-
tratif, dans la mesure oü ils 
seraient incompatibles avec un 
des reglements que l'Organisation 
des Nations Unies a le droit 
d'edicter en vertu de la presente 
section. Tout differeild entre 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
et les Etats-Unis sur la question 
de savoir si un reglement de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies est 
compatible avec la presente sec-
tion, ou Si une loi ou reglementa-
tion federale, d'etat ou locale est 
incompatible avec l'un quelconque 
des reglements edict& par l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies, 
conformement aux dispositions de 
la presente section, devra etre 
rapidement regle selon la proce-
dure prevue a la section 21. 
Jusqu'a la solution du differend, 
le reglement de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies restera applicable wat 

j .roteetion zeg-
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prevent the reasonable applica-
tion of fire protection regulations
of the appropriate American
authorities.

SECTION 9

heIaduarters diaict (a) The headquarters district
shall be inviolable. Federal, state
or local officers or officials of the
United States, whether adminis-
trative, judicial, military or police,
shall not enter the headquarters
district to perform any official
duties therein except with the con-
sent of and under conditions
agreed to by the Secretary-Gen-

Service of legal eral. The service of legal proc-process.

ess, including the seizure of
private property, may take place
within the headquarters district
only with the consent of and under
conditions approved by the Sec-
retary-General.

Revfge for persons (b) Without prejudice to theavoiding arrest, etc.,
restriction. provisions of the General Con-

vention or Article IV of this
Po, p.3423. agreement, the United Nations

shall prevent the headquarters
district from becoming a refuge
either for persons who are avoid-
ing arrest under the federal, state,
or local law of the United States
or are required by the Government
of the United States for extradi-
tion to another country, or for
persons who are endeavoring to
avoid service of legal process.

et la loi ou la reglementation
federale, d'etat ou locale sera
inapplicable dans le district ad-
ministratif dans la mesure oi
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
la considere comme incompatible
avec ledit reglement. Cette sec-
tion ne fera pas obstacle A l'appli-
cation raisonnable des reglements
de protection contre l'incendie
edictes par les autorites am6ri-
caines comp6tentes.

SECTION 9

a) Le district administratif sera
inviolable. Les agents ou fonc-
tionnaires des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique, relevant d'une autorite fe-
derale, d'etat oulocale, qu'ils soient
administratifs, judiciaires, mili-
taires ou de police, ne pourront
entrer dans le district adminis-
tratif pour y exercer leurs fonc-
tions officielles qu'avec le con-
sentement du Secretaire general et
dans les conditions acceptees par
celui-ci. L'execution des actes de
procedure, y compris la saisie de
biens prives, ne pourra avoir lieu
dans le district administratif, qu'-
avec le consentement et dans les
conditions approuvees par le Se-
cr6taire general.

b) Sans qu'il puisse 6tre port6
atteinte aux dispositions de la
Convention generale ou de 'article
IV du present accord, l'Organi-
sation des Nations Unies emp&-
chera que le district administratif
devienne le refuge de personnes
tentant A echapper A une arresta-
tion ordonnee en execution d'une
loi federale, d'etat ou locale des
Etats-Unis, ou r6clamees par le
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis pour
8tre extradees dans un autre pays,
ou cherchant A se derober A
l'execution d'un acte de procedure.
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SECTION 10

The United Nations may expel
or exclude persons from the head-
quarters district for violation of
its regulations adopted under Sec-
tion 8 or for other cause. Persons
who violate such regulations shall
be subject to other penalties or to
detention under arrest only in
accordance with the provisions of
such laws or regulations as may
be adopted by the appropriate
American authorities.

SECTION 10

L'Organisation des Nations
Unies pourra expulser ou exclure
du district administratif toute
personne, et ce, soit pour viola-
tion des reglements adoptes con-
formement aux dispositions de
la section 8, soit pour toute autre
cause. Les infractions a ces regle-
ments ne pourront donner lieu a
d'autres sanctions, ou a la d6ten-
tion sous arrestation, que si elles
sont prevues par les lois et regle-
ments qui pourront etre adoptes
par les autorites am6ricaines com-
p6tentes.

ARTICLE IV

Communications and Transit

SECTION 11

The federal, state or local au-
thorities of the United States shall
not impose any impediments to
transit to or from the headquarters
district of (1) representatives of
Members or officials of the United
Nations, or of specialized agencies
as defined in Article 57, para-
graph 2, of the Charter, or
the families of such representa-
tives or officials, (2) experts per-
forming missions for the United
Nations or for such specialized
agencies, (3) representatives of the
press, or of radio, film or other in-
formation agencies, who have been
accredited by the United Nations
(or by such a specialized agency)
in its discretion after consultation
with the United States, (4) repre-
sentatives of non-governmental
organizations recognized by the
United Nations for the purpose of
consultation under Article 71 of
the Charter, or (5) other persons
invited to the headquarters dis-
trict by the United Nations or by

ARTICLE IV

Communications et transit

SECTION 11

Les autorit6s federales, d'etat ou
locales des Etats-Unis ne mettront
aucun obstacle au transit a desti-
nation ou en provenance du dis-
trict administratif: 1) des repr6-
sentants des Membres ou des
fonctionnaires de l'Organisation
des Nations Unies, ou des institu-
tions sp6cialis6es telles que definies
A l'article 57, paragraphe 2 de la
Charte, ou des families de ces
representants et fonctionnaires; 2)
des experts accomplissant des mis-
sions pour l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies ou pour lesdites insti-
tutions specialis6es; 3) des repre-
sentants de la presse, de la radio,
du cinema ou de toutes autres
agences d'information que l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies (ou
l'une des institutions sp6cialisees)
aura d6cide d'agr6er apres consul-
tation avec les Etats-Unis; 4) des
representants des organisations
non gouverementales admises par
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
au statut d'organes consultatifs,

3423

Violation of regula-
tions.
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such specialized agency on official conform6ment a Particle 71 de la
business. The appropriate Amer- Charte; ou 5) d'autres personnes
ican authorities shall afford any invit6es a venir dans le district
necessary protection to such per- administratif par l'Organisation
sons while in transit to or from the des Nations Unies ou par l'une des
headquarters district. This section institutions specialisees, pour af-
does not apply to general inter- faires officielles. Les autorites
ruptions of transportation which am4ricaines competentes accor-
are to be dealt with as provided in deront la protection n4cessaire aux

Post, p. 3429. Section 17, and does not impair personnes ci-dessus enumerees pen-
the effectiveness of generally appli- dant leur circulation en transit A
cable laws and regulations as to destination ou en provenance du
the operation of means of trans- district administratif. La pre-
portation. sente section ne s'applique pas

aux cas d'interruption g6enrale
des transports, qui seront traites
comme il est pr6vu A la section 17,
et ne fait pas obstacle a l'applica-
tion des lois et reglements g6n6rale-
ment applicables en ce qui con-
cerne 'exploitation des moyens
de transport.

SECTION 12 SECTION 12
The provisions of Section 11 Les dispositions de la section 11

shall be applicable irrespective of s'appliqueront quelles que soient
the relations existing between the les relations existant entre les
Governments of the persons re- Gouvernements dont relevent les
ferred to in that section and the personnes mentionn6es A ladite
Government of the United States. section et le Gouvernement des

Etats-Unis.

SECTION 13 SECTION 13
Entry of aliens. (a) Laws and regulations in a) Les dispositions legislatives

force in the United States regard- et reglementaires sur l'entree des
ing the entry of aliens shall not be etrangers, en vigueur aux Etats-
applied in such manner as to inter- Unis, ne pourront pas etre appli-
fere with the privileges referred quees de maniere a porter atteinte
to in Section 11. When visas are aux privileges pr6vus a la section
required for persons referred to in 11. Les visas n6cessaires aux
that Section, they shall be granted personnes mentionnees dans cette
without charge and as promptly section seront accord6s sans frais
as possible. et aussi rapidement que possible.

Residence oaliens. (b) Laws and regulations in b) Les dispositions legislatives
force in the United States regard- et reglementaires sur le sejour des
ing the residence of aliens shall not etrangers, en vigueur aux Etats-
be applied in such manner as to Unis, ne pourront pas Atre appli-
interfere with the privileges re- quees de maniere a porter atteinte
ferred to in Section 11 and, spe- aux privileges prevus a la section
cifically, shall not be applied in 11. Elles ne pourront notam-
such manner as to require any ment pas Atre appliquees de ma-
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such specialized agency on official 
business. The appropriate Amer-
ican authorities shall afford any 
necessary protection to such per-
sons while in transit to or from the 
headquarters district. This section 
does not apply to general inter-
ruptions of transportation which 
are to be dealt with as provided in 
Section 17, and does not impair 
the effectiveness of generally appli-
cable laws and regulations as to 
the operation of means of trans-
portation. 

SECTION 12 

The provisions of Section 11 
shall be applicable irrespective of 
the relations existing between the 
Governments of the persons re-
ferred to in that section and the 
Government of the United States. 

SECTION 13 

(a) Laws and regulations in 
force in the United States regard-
ing the entry of aliens shall not be 
applied in such manner as to inter-
fere with the privileges referred 
to in Section 11. When visas are 
required for persons referred to in 
that Section, they shall be granted 
without charge and as promptly 
as possible. 

(b) Laws and regulations in 
force in the United States regard-
ing the residence of aliens shall not 
be applied in such manner as to 
interfere with the privileges re-
ferred to in Section 11 and, spe-
cifica,lly, shall not be applied in 
such manner as to require any 

conformement a Particle 71 de la 
Charte; ou 5) d'autres personnes 
invitees a venir dans le district 
administratif par l'Organisation 
des Nations Unies ou par l'une des 
institutions specialisees, pour af-
faires officielles. Les autorites 
aanericaines competentes accor-
deront la protection necessaire a-u.x 
personnes ci-dessus enumerees pen-
dant leur circulation en transit a 
destination ou en provenance du 
district administratif. La pre-
sente section ne s'applique pas 
aux cas d'interruption generale 
des transports, qui seront trait& 
comme il est prevu a la section 17, 
et ne fait pas obstacle a Papplica-
tion des lois et reglements generale-
ment applicables en cc qui con-
cerne l'exploitation des moyens 
de transport. 

SECTION 12 

Les dispositions de la section 11 
s'appliqueront quelles que soient 
les relations existant entre lea 
Gouvemements dont relevent lea 
personnes mentionnees a ladite 
section et le Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis. 

SECTION 13 

a) Les dispositions legislatives 
et reglementaires sur Pentree des 
etrangers, en vigueur aux Etats-
Unis, ne pourront pas etre appli-
quees de maniere a porter atteinte 
aux privileges prevus a la section 
11. Les visas necessaires aux 
personnes mentionnees dans cette 
section seront accord& sans frais 
et aussi rapidement que possible. 

b) Les dispositions legislatives 
et reglementaires sur le sejour des 
etra,ngers, en vigueur aux Etats-
Unis, ne pourront pas etre appli-
quees de maniere a porter atteinte 
aux privileges prevus a la section 
11. Elle,s ne pourront notam-
ment pas etre appliquees de ma-
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such person to leave the United
States on account of any activities
performed by him in his official
capacity. In case of abuse of
such privileges of residence by any
such person in activities in the
United States outside his official
capacity, it is understood that the
privileges referred to in Section 11
shall not be construed to grant
him exemption from the laws and
regulations of the United States
regarding the continued residence
of aliens, provided that:

(1) No proceedings shall be
instituted under such laws or reg-
ulations to require any such per-
son to leave the United States
except with the prior approval of
the Secretary of State of the United
States. Such approval shall be
given only after consultation with
the appropriate Member in the
case of a representative of a Mem-
ber (or a member of his family) or
with the Secretary-General or the
principal executive officer of the
appropriate specialized agency in
the case of any other person re-
ferred to in Section 11;

(2) A representative of the
Member concerned, the Secretary-
General, or the principal execu-
tive officer of the appropriate
specialized agency, as the case
may be, shall have the right to
appear in any such proceedings on
behalf of the person against whom
they are instituted;

(3) Persons who are entitled to
diplomatic privileges and immuni-
ties under Section 15 or under the
General Convention shall not be
required to leave the United

niere a contraindre ces personnes a
quitter les Etats-Unis en raison de
toute activit6 poursuivie par elles
en leur qualite officielie. II est
toutefois entendu qu'au cas oi
l'une de ces personnes abuserait de
ces privileges en exercant, sur le
territoire des Etats-Unis, des ac-
tivites sans rapport avec sa qualit6
officielle, les privileges prevus a la
section 11 ne seront pas interpretes
de maniere a la soustraire a
l'application des dispositions legis-
latives et reglementaires des Etats-
Unis, concernant le sejour continu
des etrangers, sous reserve que:

1) aucune action ne sera in-
tent6e en vertu de ces dispositions
legislatives ou reglementaires pour
contraindre l'une des personnes
sus-mentionnees a quitter les
Etats-Unis, sans l'approbation
prealable du Secr6taire d'Etat des
Etats-Unis. Cette approbation
ne pourra etre donn6e qu'apres
consultation avec le Membre
int6ress6 de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies, s'il s'agit d'un
representant d'un Membre (ou
d'un membre de sa famille) ou
avec le Secr6taire general ou le
Directcur general de l'institu-
tion specialisee interess6e s'il
s'agit de toute autre personne
visee a la section 11;

2) un representant du Membre
interesse, le Secr6taire general de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
ou le Directeur general de l'in-
stitution specialisee interessee,
selon le cas, aura le droit de com-
paraltre pour la personne contre
laquelle 1'action est intentee;

3) les personnes qui ben6ficient
des privileges et immunites diplo-
matiques en vertu de la section 15
ou de la Convention g6n6rale, ne
pourront etre requises de quitter

3425
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States otherwise than in accord-
ance with the customary procedure
applicable to diplomatic envoys
accredited to the United States.

(c) This section does not pre-
vent the requirement of reasonable
evidence to establish that persons
claiming the rights granted by
Section 11 come within the classes
described in that section, or the
reasonable application of quaran-
tine and health regulations.

U. S. control over
entry of persons, etc.

Registration.

Entry into head-
quarters district, etc.

(d) Except as provided above in
this section and in the General
Convention, the United States
retains full control and authority
over the entry of persons or
property into the territory of the
United States and the conditions
under which persons may remain
or reside there.

(e) The Secretary-General shall,
at the request of the appropriate
American authorities, enter into
discussions with such authorities,
with a view to making arrange-
ments for registering the arrival
and departure of persons who have
been granted visas valid only for
transit to and from the headquar-
ters district and sojourn therein
and in its immediate vicinity.

(f) The United Nations shall,
subject to the foregoing provisions
of this section, have the exclusive
right to authorize or prohibit
entry of persons and property into
the headquarters district and to
prescribe the conditions under
which persons may remain or
reside there.

les Etats-Unis que conform6ment
a la procedure d'usage applicable
aux envoyes diplomatiques ac-
credit6s aupres du Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis.

c) La presente section ne dis-
pense pas de la production, sur
demande, de preuves raisonnables
6tablissant que les personnes se
reclamant des droits accord6s A la
section 11 rentrent bien dans les
categories prevues A ladite section.
Elle n'exclut pas en outre l'appli-
cation raisonnable des reglements
de quarantaine et de sant6 pu-
blique.

d) Sous reserve des dispositions
precedentes de la presente section
et de celles de la Convention
generale, les Etats-Unis gardent
le plein pouvoir de decision et de
controle en ce qui concerne l'entree
de personnes ou de biens sur le
territoire des Etats-Unis et les
conditions auxquelles ces person-
nes seront admises a demeurer ou
A resider sur ledit territoire.

e) A la demande des autorites
americaines competentes, le Secre-
taire general entrera en n6gocia-
tions avec elles en vue de prendre
les dispositions necessaires pour
l'enregistrement des arrivees et
departs des personnes titulaires de
visas limites au transit A destina-
tion et en provenance du district
administratif, et ne les autorisant
a sejourner que dans le district
administratif et dans son voisinage
immediat.

f) Sous reserve des dispositions
precedentes de la presente section,
l'Organisation des Nations Unies
aura le droit exclusif d'autoriser
ou d'interdire l'entree dans le
district administratif des personnes
et des biens, ainsi que de prescrire
les conditions auxquelles les per-
sonnes pourront y demeurer ou
y resider.
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territoire des Etats-Unis et lea 
conditions auxquelles ces person-
nes seront admises a demeurer ou 
a resider sur ledit territoire. 

e) A la demande des autorites 
americaines competentes, le Seer& 
taire general entrera en negocia-
tions avec elles en vue de prendre 
lea dispositions necessaires pour 
Penregistrement des arrivees et 
departs des personnes titulaires de 
visas limit& au transit a. destina-
tion at en provenance du district 
administratif, et ne lea autorisant 
a. sejourner que dans le district 
administratif et dans son voisinage 
immediat. 

f) Sous reserve des dispositions 
precedentes de la presente section, 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
aura le droit exclusif d'autoriser 
on d'interdire Pentree dans le 
district administratif des personnes 
et des biens, ainsi que de prescrire 
lea conditions auxquelles lea per-
sonnes pourront y demeurer on 
y resider. 
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SECTION 14

The Secretary-General and the
appropriate American authorities
shall, at the request of either of
them, consult as to methods of
facilitating entrance into the
United States, and the use of
available means of transportation,
by persons coming from abroad
who wish to visit the headquarters
district and do not enjoy the rights
referred to in this Article.

ARTICLE V

Resident Representatives to the
United Nations

SECTION 15

(1) Every person designated by
a Member as the principal
resident representative to
the United Nations of such
Member or as a resident
representative with the rank
of ambassador or minister
plenipotentiary,

(2) such resident members of
their staffs as may be
agreed upon between the
Secretary-General, the
Government of the United
States and the Govern-
ment of the Member con-
cerned,

(3) every person designated by
a Member of a specialized
agency, as defined in Ar-
ticle 57, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, as its principal
resident representative,
with the rank of ambassa-
dor or minister plenipo-
tentiary, at the headquar-
ters of such agency in the
United States, and

SECTION 14

Le Secr6taire general et les traciitation of en

autorites am4ricaines competentes,
a la demande de l'un d'entre eux,
se consulteront au sujet des me-
sures propres a faciliter l'entr6e
aux Etats-Unis de personnes ve-
nant de l'etranger qui desirent
se rendre dans le district adminis-
tratif et qui ne beneficient pas
des droits pr6vus dans le present
article. Ils se consulteront 4gale-
rhent au sujet de l'utilisation par
ces memes personnes des moyens
de transport disponibles.

ARTICLE V

Representants permanents aupres
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies

SECTION 15

1) Toute personne nommee
aupres de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies par un Mem-
bre, en qualite de represen-
tant permanent principal ou
de representant permanent
ayant rang d'ambassadeur
ou de ministre pl6nipoten-
tiaire;

2) tous membres permanents
de leur personnel, qui seront
design6s suivant accord en-
tre le Secretaire general, le
Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis et le Gouvernement de
1'Etat interesse;

3) toute personne nommee par
un Membre d'une institu-
tion specialisee, telle que
definie aux termes du para-
graphe 2 de l'Article 57 de la
Charte, en qualite de re-
presentant permanent prin-
cipal, ayant rang d'ambas-
sadeur ou de ministre pl6ni-
potentiaire, aupres de ladite
institution specialisee A son
siege aux Etats-Unis, et

59 Stat. 1046.
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(3) 

SECTION 14 

The Secretary-General and the 
appropriate American authorities 
shall, at the request of either of 
them, consult as to methods of 
facilitating entrance into the 
United States, and the use of 
available means of transportation, 
by persons coming from abroad 
who wish to visit the headquarters 
district and do not enjoy the rights 
referred to in this Article. 

ARTICLE V 

Resident Representatives to the 
United Nations 

SECTION 15 

(1) Every person designated by 
a Member as the principal 
resident representative to 
the United Nations of such 
Member or as a resident 
representative with the rank 
of ambassador or minister 
plenipotentiary, 

(2) such resident members of 
their staffs as may be 
agreed upon between the 
Secretary-General, the 
Government of the United 
States and the Govern-
ment of the Member con-
cerned, 

every person designated by 
a Member of a specialized 
agency, as defined in Ar-
ticle 57, paragraph 2, of the 
Charter, as its principal 
resident representative, 
with the rank of ambassa-
dor or minister plenipo-
tentiary, at the headquar-
ters of such agency in the 
United States, and 

SECTION 14 

be Secretaire general et les 
autorites americaines competentes, 
a la demande de l'un d'entre eux, 
se consulteront au sujet des me-
sures propres a facifiter Pentree 
aux Etats-Unis de personnes ve-
nant de Petranger qui desirent 
se rendre dans le district adminis-
tratif et qui ne beneficient pas 
des droits prevus dans le present 
article. Es se consulteront egale-
Ment au sujet de Putilisation par 
ces memes personnes des moyens 
de transport disponibles. 

ARTICLE V 

Representants permanents aupres 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies 

SECTION 15 

1) Toute personne nommee 
aupres de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies par un Mem-
bre, en qualite de represen-
tant permanent principal ou 
de representant permanent 
ayant rang d'anibassadeur 
ou de ministre plenipoten-
tiaire; 

2) tous membres permanents 
de leur personnel, qui seront 
desig-nos suivant accord en-
tre le Secretaire general, le 
Gouvernernent des Etats-
Unis et le Gouvernement de 
l'Etat interesse; 

3) toute personne nominee par 
un Membre d'une institu-
tion specialisee, telle que 
definie aux termes du para-
graphe 2 de l'Article 57 de la 
Charte, en qualite de re-
presentant permanent prin-
cipal, ayant rang d'ambas-
sadeur ou de ministre pleni-
potentiaire, aupres de ladite 
institution specialisee a son 
siege aux Etats-Unis, et 

Facilitation of en. 
trance. 

59 Stat. 1046. 
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(4) such other principal resi-
dent representatives of
members to a specialized
agency and such resident
members of the staffs of
representatives to a spe-
cialized agency as may be
agreed upon between the
principal executive officer
of the specialized agency,
the Government of the
United States and the Gov-
ernment of the Member
concerned,

shall, whether residing inside or
outside the headquarters district,
be entitled in the territory of the
United States to the same privi-
leges and immunities, subject to
corresponding conditions and obli-
gations, as it accords to diplomatic
envoys accredited to it. In the
case of Members whose govern-
ments are not recognized by the
United States, such privileges and
immunities need be extended to
such representatives, or persons on
the staffs of such representatives,
only within the headquarters dis-
trict, at their residences and offices
outside the district, in transit be-
tween the district and such resi-
dences and offices, and in transit
on official business to or from
foreign countries.

ARTICLE VI

Police Protection of the
Headquarters District

SECTION 16
(a) The appropriate American

authorities shall exercise due dili-
gence to ensure that the tran-
quility of the headquarters district

4) tout autre representant per-
manent principal d'un Mem-
bre d'une institution speciali-
see, ainsi que tous membres
permanents du personnel des
repr6sentants aupres d'une
institution specialisee, qui
seront d6sign6s suivant ac-
cord entre le Directeur ge-
neral de l'institution sp6-
cialis6e, le Gouvernement
des Etats-Unis et le Gouver-
nement du Membreinteresse,

jouiront, sur le territoire des
Etats-Unis, qu'ils demeurent A
l'interieur ou A l'exterieur du dis-
trict administratif, des m6mes
privileges et immunit6s qui sont
accordes par les Etats-Unis aux
envoy6s diplomatiques accr6dit6s
aupres d'eux, et ce, sous reserve
des conditions et obligations cor-
respondantes. Dans le cas oi le
Gouvernement d'un Membre n'est
pas reconnu par les Etats-Unis,
ceux-ci pourront restreindre les
privileges de ses representants et
des membres de leur personnel,
aux limites du district administra-
tif, au lieu de leur residence et de
leurs bureaux, s'ils sont situes en
dehors du district, au cours de
leurs voyages entre le district et
leur lieu de residence et leurs
bureaux, ainsi qu'au cours des
missions officielles, A destination
ou en provenance de 1'6tranger.

ARTICLE VI

Mesures de police destinees A
assurer la protection du district
administratif

SECTION 16
a) Les autorites americaines

competentes prendront les me-
sures appropriees afin d'eviter que
la tranquillite du district adminis-

Privileges and im-
munities.

Members of govern-
ments not recognized
by U. S.
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Privileges and im-
munities. 

Members of govern-
ments not recognized 
by U. S. 

(4) such other principal resi-
dent representatives of 
members to a specialized 
agency and such resident 
members of the staffs of 
representatives to a spe-
cialized agency as may be 
agreed upon between the 
principal executive officer 
of the specialized agency, 
the Government of the 
United States and the Gov-
ernment of the Member 
concerned, 

shall, whether residing inside or 
outside the headquarters district, 
be entitled in the territory of the 
United States to the same privi-
leges and immunities, subject to 
corresponding conditions and obli-
gations, as it accords to diplomatic 
envoys accredited to it. In the 
case of Members whose govern-
ments are not recognized by the 
United States, such privileges and 
immunities need be extended to 
such representatives, or persons on 
the staffs of such representatives, 
only within the headquarters dis-
trict, at their residences and offices 
outside the district, in transit be-
tween the district and such resi-
dences and offices, and in transit 
on official business to or from 
foreign countries. 

ARTICLE VI 

Police Protection of the 
Headquarters District 

SECTION 16 

(a) The appropriate American 
authorities shall exercise due dili-
gence to ensure that the tran-
quility of the headquarters district 

4) tout autre representant per-
manent principal d'un Mem-
bre d'une institution speciali-
see, ainsi que tous membres 
permanents du personnel des 
representants aupres d'une 
institution specialisee, qui 
seront design& suivant ac-
cord entre le Directeur ge-
neral de l'institution spe-
cialisee, le Gouvernement 
des Etats-Unis et le Gouver-
nement du Membre interesse, 

jouiront, sur le territoire des 
Etats-Unis, qu'ils demeurent a 
l'interieur ou a, l'exterieur du dis-
trict administratif, des mernes 
privileges et iramunites qui sont 
accord& par les Etats-Unis aux 
envoy& diplomatiques accredit& 
aupres d'eux, et ce, sous reserve 
des conditions et obligations cor-
respondantes. Dans le cas on le 
Gouvernement d'un Membre n'est 
pas recomm par les Etats-Unis, 
ceux-ci pourront restreindre les 
privileges de ses representants et 
des membres de leur personnel, 
aux limites du district administra-
tif, au lieu de leur residence et de 
leurs bureaux, s'ils sont situ& en 
dehors du district, au cours de 
leurs voyages entre le district et 
leur lieu de residence et leurs 
bureaux, ainsi qu'au cours des 
missions officielles, a destination 
ou en provenance de Petranger. 

ARTICLE VI 

Mesures de police destinees a 
assurer la protection du district 
administratif 

SECTION 16 

a) Les autorites americaines 
competentes prendront les me-
sures appropriees afin d'eviter que 
la tranquillite du district adminis-
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is not disturbed by the unauthor-
ized entry of groups of persons
from outside or by disturbances in
its immediate vicinity and shall
cause to be provided on the
boundaries of the headquarters
district such police protection as
is required for these purposes.

(b) If so requested by the
Secretary-General, the appropriate
American authorities shall provide
a sufficient number of police for
the preservation of law and order
in the headquarters district, and
for the removal therefrom of
persons as requested under the
authority of the United Nations.
The United Nations shall, if re-
quested, enter into arrangements
with the appropriate American
authorities to reimburse them for
the reasonable cost of such
services.

ARTICLE VII

Public Services and
Protection of the

Headquarters District

SECTION 17

(a) The appropriate American
authorities will exercise to the
extent requested by the Secretary-
General the powers which they
possess with respect to the supply-
ing of public services to ensure that
the headquarters district shall be
supplied on equitable terms with
the necessary public services, in-
cluding electricity, water, gas,
post, telephone, telegraph, trans-
portation, drainage, collection of
refuse, fire protection, snow re-
moval, et cetera. In case of any
interruption or threatened inter-
ruption of any such services, the
appropriate American authorities
will consider the needs of the
United Nations as being of equal

tratif ne soit troubl6e par l'entree
non autorisee de groupes de per-
sonnes, ou par des desordres dans
le voisinage imm6diat du district.
A cette fin, elles assureront, aux
limites du district administratif,
toute protection de police neces-
saire.

b) A la demande du Secr6taire
general, les autorites am6ricaines
competentes fourniront des forces
de police suffisantes pour assurer,
a l'interieur du district adminis-
tratif, le respect de la loi et de
l'ordre public, et pour expulser
toute personne, suivant les in-
structions donnees sous l'autorit6
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies. L'Organisation des Nations
Unies, si les autorites americaines
comp6tentes en font la demande,
s'entendra avec celles-ci en vue de
leur rembourser les d4penses rai-
sonnables occasionn6es par ces
services.

ARTICLE VII

Services publics et
protection du district

administratif

SECTION 17

a) Les autorites am6ricaines
comp6tentes feront usage, dans
la mesure oI le Secretaire g6enral
Ic demandera, des pouvoirs dont
elles disposent a cet 6gard, pour
assurer la fourniture au district
administratif, a des conditions
6quitables, des services publics
necessaires, y compris l'electricite,
l'eau, le gaz, les services postaux,
telephoniques, t6elgraphiques, les
transports, l'evacuation des eaux,
l'enlevement des ordures, les ser-
vices d'incendie, l'enlevement de la
neige, etc. Dans le cas d'une in-
terruption ou d'une menace d'in-
terruption de l'un quelconque de
ces services, les autorit6s ameri-
caines compdtentes consid6reront

3429

Reimbursement.

Interruption of serv-
ices.
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is not disturbed by the unauthor-
ized entry of groups of persons 
from outside or by disturbances in 
its immediate vicinity and shall 
cause to be provided on the 
boundaries of the headquarters 
district such police protection as 
is required for these purposes. 

(b) If so requested by the 
Secretary-General, the appropriate 
American authorities shall provide 
a sufficient number of police for 
the preservation of law and order 
in the headquarters district, and 
for the removal therefrom of 
persons as requested under the 
authority of the United Nations. 
The United Nations shall, if re-
quested, enter into arrangements 
with the appropriate American 
authorities to reimburse them for 
the reasonable cost of such 
services. 

ARTICLE VII 

Public Services and 
Protection of the 

Headquarters District 

SECTION 17 

(a) The appropriate American 
authorities will exercise to the 
extent requested by the Secretary-
General the powers which they 
possess with respect to the supply-
ing of public services to ensure that 
the headquarters district shall be 
supplied on equitable terms with 
the necessary public services, in-
cluding electricity, water, gas, 
post, telephone, telegraph, trans-
portation, drainage, collection of 
refuse, fire protection, snow re-
moval, et cetera. In case of any 
interruption or threatened inter-
ruption of any such services, the 
appropriate American authorities 
will consider the needs of the 
United Nations as being of equal 

tratif ne soit troublee par Pentree 
non autorisee de groupes de per-
sonnes, ou par des desordres dans 
le voisinage immediat du district. 
A cette fin, elles assureront, aux 
limites du district administratif, 
toute protection de police neces-
saire. 

b) A la demande du Secretaire 
general, les autorites americaines 
competentes fourniront des forces 
de police suffisantes pour assurer, 

l'interieur du district adminis-
tratif, le respect de la loi et de 
l'ordre public, et pour expulser 
toute personne, suivant les in-
structions donnees sous l'autorite 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies. L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, si les autorites americaines 
competentes en font la demande, 
s'entendra avec celles-ci en vue de 
leur rembourser les depenses rai-
sonnables occasionnees par ces 
services. 

ARTICLE VII 

Services publics et 
protection du district 

administratif 

SECTION 17 

a) Les au torites am ericaines 
competentes feront usage, dans 
la mesure øü le Secretaire general 
he demand era, des pouvoirs dont 
elles disposent a cet egard, pour 
assurer la fourniture an district 
administratif, a des conditions 
equitables, des services publics 
necessaires, y compris Peleetricite, 
l'eau, le gaz, les services postaux, 
telephoniques, telegraphiques, les 
transports, l'evacuation des eaux, 
Penlevement des ordures, les ser-
vices d'incendie, Penlevement de la 
neige, etc. Dans le cas d'une in-
terruption ou d'une menace d'in-
terruption de Pun quelconque de 
ces services, les autorites ameri-
caines competentes considereront 

3429 

Reimbursement. 

interruption of serv-
ices. 
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importance with the similar needs
of essential agencies of the Govern-
ment of the United States, and
will take steps accordingly, to
ensure that the work of the United
Nations is not prejudiced.

(b) Special provisions with ref-
erence to maintenance of utilities
and underground construction are

'o, p. 33a contained in Annex 2.

SECTION 18

The appropriate American au-
thorities shall take all reasonable
steps to ensure that the amenities
of the headquarters district are not
prejudiced and the purposes for
which the district is required are
not obstructed by any use made
of the land in the vicinity of the
district. The United Nations shall
on its part take all reasonable steps
to ensure that the amenities of the
land in the vicinity of the head-
quarters district are not prejudiced
by any use made of the land in the
headquarters district by the United
Nations.

SECTION 19

It is agreed that no form of
racial or religious discrimination
shall be permitted within the
headquarters district.

ARTICLE VIII

Matters Relating to the Operation
of this Agreement

SECTION 20

The Secretary-General and the
appropriate American authorities
shall settle by agreement the
channels through which they will

les besoins de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies comme 6tant d'une
importance 6gale A ceux de meme
nature des administrations essen-
tielles du Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis. En consequence, elles pren-
dront les mesures appropri6es pour
eviter que les travaux de l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies ne
soient entrav6s.

b) Des dispositions sp6ciales re-
latives a l'entretien des services
d'utilit6 publique et des travaux de
constructions souterraines sont
pr6vues A l'annexe 2.

SECTION 18

Les autorites am6ricaines com-
petentes prendront toutes les me-
sures raisonnables pour empecher
que l'usage qui pourrait etre fait
des terrains avoisinant le district
administratif ne puisse porter at-
teinte aux agrements du district
et aux fins auxquelles il est des-
tin6. L'Organisation des Nations
Unies prendra, de son c6t6, toutes
les mesures raisonnables pour
empacher que l'usage qui pourrait
etre fait par les Nations Unies des
terrains situes dans le district
administratif ne porte atteinte aux
agr6ments des terrains situ6s dans
le voisinage du district adminis-
tratif.

SECTION 19

II est entendu qu'aucune sorte
de discrimination de race ou de
religion ne sera toleree dans le
district administratif.

ARTICLE VIII

Questions relatives a l'application
du present accord

SECTION 20

Le Secr6taire general et les
autorites americaines competentes
se mettront d'accord sur les voies
par lesquelles se feront les com-

3430

Amenities of dis-
trict.

Nondiscrimination.

Supplemental agree-
ments.
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importance with the similar needs 
of essential agencies of the Govern-
ment of the United States, and 
will take steps accordingly, to 
ensure that the work of the United 
Nations is not prejudiced. 

(b) Special provisions with ref-
erence to maintenance of utilities 
and underground construction are 
contained in Annex 2. 

SECTION 18 

The appropriate American au-
thorities shall take all reasonable 
steps to ensure that the amenities 
of the headquarters district are not 
prejudiced and the purposes for 
which the district is required are 
not obstructed by any use made 
of the land in the vicinity of the 
district. The United Nations shall 
on its part take all reasonable steps 
to ensure that the amenities of the 
land in the vi inity of the head-
quarters district are not prejudiced 
by any use made of the land in the 
headquarters district by the United 
Nations. 

SECTION 19 

It is agreed that no form of 
racial or religious discrimination 
shall be permitted within the 
headquarters district. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Matters Relating to the Operation 
of this Agreement 

SECTION 20 

The Secretary-General and the 
appropriate American authorities 
shall settle by agreement the 
channels through which they will 
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les besoins de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies comme etant d'une 
importance egide a ceux de meme 
nature des administrations essen-
tidies du Gouvernernent des Etats-
Unis. En consequence, elles pren-
dront les mesures appropriees pour 
eviter que les travaux de l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies ne 
soient entraves. 

b) Des dispositions speciales re-
latives a l'entretien des services 
d'utilite publique et des travaux de 
constructions souterraines sont 
prevues a Pannexe 2. 

SECTION 18 

Les autorites americaines com-
petentes prendront toutes les me-
sures raisonnables pour empecher 
que l'usage qui pourrait etre fait 
des terrains avoisinant le district 
administratif ne puisse porter at-
teinte aux agrements du district 
et aux fins auxquelles il est des-
tine. L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies prendra, de son cote, toutes 
les mesures raisonnables pour 
empecher que l'usage qui pourrait 
etre fait par les Nations Unies des 
terrains situ& dans le district 
administratif ne porte atteinte aux 
agrements des terrains situ& dans 
le voisinage du district adminis-
tratif. 

SECTION 19 

Ii est entendu qu'aucune sorte 
de discrimination de race ou de 
religion ne sera toleree dans le 
district administratif. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Questions relatives a Papplication 
du present accord 

SECTION 20 

be Secretaire general et les 
autorites americain.es competentes 
se mettront d'accord stir les voles 
par lesquelles se feront les corn-
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communicate regarding the appli-
cation of the provisions of this
agreement and other questions
affecting the headquarters dis-
trict, and may enter into such sup-
plemental agreements as may be
necessary to fulfill the purposes of
this agreement. In making sup-
plemental agreements with the
Secretary-General, the United
States shall consult with the ap-
propriate state and local authori-
ties. If the Secretary-General so
requests, the Secretary of State of
the United States shall appoint a
special representative for the pur-
pose of liaison with the Secretary-
General.

SECTION 21

(a) Any dispute between the
United Nations and the United
States concerning the interpreta-
tion or application of this agree-
ment or of any supplemental
agreement, which is not settled by
negotiation or other agreed mode
of settlement, shall be referred for
final decision to a tribunal of three
arbitrators, one to be named by
the Secretary-General, one to be
named by the Secretary of State of
the United States, and the third to
be chosen by the two, or, if they
should fail to agree upon a third,
then by the President of the Inter-
national Court of Justice.

(b) The Secretary-General or the
United States may ask the General
Assembly to request of the Inter-
national Court of Justice an ad-
visory opinion on any legal ques-
tion arising in the course of such
proceedings. Pending the receipt
of the opinion of the Court, an
interim decision of the arbitral
tribunal shall be observed by
both parties. Thereafter, the ar-
bitral tribunal shall render a final

munications relatives a l'applica-
tion des dispositions du present
accord et des autres questions in-
teressant le district administratif.
Ils pourront conclure tout accord
additionnel qui se revelerait ne-
cessaire pour r4aliser les buts du
present accord. Lors de la negocia-
tion d'accords additionnels avec le
Secr6taire general, les Etats-Unis
entreront en consultations avec les
autorites d'etat et locales comp6-
tentes. Le Secretaire d'Etat des
Etats-Unis designera aupres du
Secretaire general, si celui-ci en
fait la demande, un representant
special charge d'assurer la liaison.

SECTION 21

a) Tout differend entre l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies et les
Etats-Unis au sujet de l'interpre-
tation ou de l'application du pr&
sent accord ou de tout accord addi-
tionnel sera, s'il n'est pas regl6 par
voie de negociation ou par tout
autre mode de reglement agree
par les parties, soumis aux fins de
decision definitive a un tribunal
compose de trois arbitres, dont
l'un sera d6signe par le Secr6taire
general, l'autre par le Secr6taire
d'Etat des Etats-Unis, et le troi-
sieme choisi par les deux autres,
ou, A defaut d'accord entre eux sur
ce choix, par le President de la
Cour internationale de justice.

b) Le Secr6taire general ou les
Etats-Unis pourront prier l'As-
semblee Generale de demander A
la Cour internationale de justice
un avis consultatif sur toute
question juridique qui viendrait
a etre soulevee au cours de ladite
procedure. En attendant l'avis de
la Cour, les deux parties se con-
formeront a une decision interi-
maire du tribunal arbitral. Par la
suite, celui-ci rendra une decision
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communicate regarding the appli-
cation of the provisions of this 
agreement and other questions 
affecting the headquarters dis-
trict, and may enter into such sup-
plemental agreements as may be 
necessary to fulfill the purposes of 
this agreement. In making sup-
plemental agreements with the 
Secretary-General, the United 
States shall consult with the ap-
propriate state and local authori-
ties. If the Secretary-General so 
requests, the Secretary of State of 
the United States shall appoint a 
special representative for the pur-
pose of liaison with the Secretary-
General. 

SECTION 21 

(a) Any dispute between the 
United Nations and the United 
States concerning the interpreta-
tion or application of this agree-
ment or of any supplemental 
agreement, which is not settled by 
negotiation or other agreed mode 
of settlement, shall be referred for 
final decision to a tribunal of three 
arbitrators, one to be named by 
the Secretary-General, one to be 
named by the Secretary of State of 
the United States, and the third to 
be chosen by the two, or, if they 
should fail to agree upon a third, 
then by the President of the Inter-
national Court of Justice. 

(b) The Secretary-General or the 
United States may ask the General 
Assembly to request of the Inter-
national Court of Justice an ad-
visory opinion on any legal ques-
tion arising in the course of such 
proceedings. Pending the receipt 
of the opinion of the Court, an 
interim decision of the arbitral 
tribunal shall be observed by 
both parties. Thereafter, the ar-
bitral tribunal shall render a final 

munications relatives a l'applica-
tion des dispositions du present 
accord et des autres questions in-
teressant le district administratif. 
Ils pourront conclure tout accord 
additionnel qui se revelerait ne-
cessaire pour realiser les buts du 
present accord. Lors de la negocia-
tion d'accords additionnels avec le 
Secretaire general, les Etats-Unis 
entreront en consultations avec les 
autorites d'etat et locales comp& 
tentes. Le Secretaire d'Etat des 
Etats-Unis designera aupres du 
Secretaire general, si celui-ci en 
fait la demande, un representant 
special charge d'assurer la liaison. 

SECTION 21 

a) Tout differend entre l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies et les 
Etats-Unis au sujet de l'interpre-
tation ou de l'application du pre-
sent accord ou de tout accord addi-
tionnel sera, s'il n'est pas regle par 
voie de negociation ou par tout 
autre mode de reglement agree 
par les parties, soumis aux fins de 
decision definitive a un tribunal 
compose de trois arbitres, dont 
l'un sera designe par le Secretaire 
general, l'autre par le Secretaire 
d'Etat des Etats-Unis, et le troi-
sieme choisi par les deux autres, 
ou, a (Want d'accord entre eux sur 
ce choix, par le President de la 
Cour internationale de justice. 

b) Le Secretaire general ou les 
Etats-Unis pourront prier l'As-
semblee Generale de demander a 
la Cour internationale de justice 
un avis consultatif sur toute 
question j-uridique qui viendrait 
a etre soulevee au cours de ladite 
procedure. En attendant l'avis de 
la Cour, les deux parties se con-
formeront a tine decision interi-
maire du tribunal arbitral. Par la 
suite, celui-ci rendra une decision 
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decision, having regard to the definitive en tenant compte de
opinion of the Court. l'avis de la Cour.

Disposal of land in
headquarters district.

Disposition of head-
quarters district by
U. N.

ARTICLE IX

Miscellaneous Provisions

SECTION 22

(a) The United Nations shall
not dispose of all or any part of
the land owned by it in the head-
quarters district without the con-
sent of the United States. If the
United States is unwilling to con-
sent to a disposition which the
United Nations wishes to make of
all or any part of such land, the
United States shall buy the same
from the United Nations at a
price to be determined as provided
in paragraph (d) of this section.

(b) If the seat of the United
Nations is removed from the
headquarters district, all right,
title and interest of the United
Nations in and to real property
in the headquarters district or
any part of it shall, on request of
either the United Nations or the
United States, be assigned and
conveyed to the United States.
In the absence of such request,
the same shall be assigned and
conveyed to the subdivision of a
state in which it is located or, if
such subdivision shall not desire
it, then to the state in which it
is located. If none of the fore-
going desires the same, it may be
disposed of as provided in para-
graph (a) of this section.

(c) If the United Nations dis-
poses of all or any part of the
headquarters district, the pro-
visions of other sections of this
agreement which apply to the

ARTICLE IX

Mesures diverses

SECTION 22

a) L'Organisation des Nations
Unies ne pourra disposer, en
totalite ou en partie, du terrain
dont elle est propri6taire dans le
district administratif, sans le con-
sentement des Etats-Unis. Si les
Etats-Unis refusent ce consente-
ment, ils devront acheter ledit
terrain a l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies, a un prix qui sera
determine conformement aux dis-
positions du paragraphe d) de la
presente section.

b) Si le siege de l'Organisation
des Nations Unies est transfere
hors du district administratif, tous
les droits reels, titres de propriete,
et autres int6erts portant sur la
propri6t6 du district administratif
de l'Organisation seront, en tota-
lit6 ou en partie, A la demande soit
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, soit des Etats-Unis, cedes
et transf6res a ceux-ci. A d6faut
de pareille demande, ces dits
droits, titres et inter6ts seront
transfer4s et cedes A la circon-
scription administrative d'etat
dans laquelle les terrains sont
situes, ou encore si cette circon-
scription administrative ne le
desire pas, A l'etat dans lequel les
terrains sont situes. Dans le cas
oh aucune de ces parties ne
d6sirerait obtenir pareils cession
et transfert, lesdits droits, titres
et int6rAts pourront Atre alienes,
conform6ment au paragraphe a)
de la presente section.

c) Si l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies aliene tout ou partie
du district administratif, les dis-
positions contenues dans les autres
sections du present accord qui
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decision, having regard to the definitive en tenant compte de 
opinion of the Court. l'avis de la Cour. 

ARTICLE IX 

Miscellaneous Provisions 

SECTION 22 
Disposal of land in (a) The United Nations shall 

headquarters district. 

not dispose of all or any part of 
the land owned by it in the head-
quarters district without the con-
sent of the United States. If the 
United States is unwilling to con-
sent to a disposition which the 
United Nations wishes to make of 
all or any part of such land, the 
United States shall buy the same 
from the United Nations at a 
price to be determined as provided 
in paragraph (d) of this section. 

(b) If the seat of the United 
Nations is removed from the 
headquarters district, all right, 
title and interest of the United 
Nations in and to real property 
in the headquarters district or 
any part of it shall, on request of 
either the United Nations or the 
United States, be assigned and 
conveyed to the United States. 
In the absence of such request, 
the same shall be assigned and 
conveyed to the subdivision of a 
state in which it is located or, if 
such subdivision shall not desire 
it, then to the state in which it 
is located. If none of the fore-
going desires the same, it may be 
disposed of as provided in para-
graph (a) of this section. 

Disposition of head-
quarters district by 
D. N. 

(c) If the United Nations dis-
poses of all or any part of the 
headquarters district, the pro-
visions of other sections of this 
agreement which apply to the 

ARTICLE IX 

Mesures diverses 

SECTION 22 

a) L'Organisation des Nations 
Unies ne pourra disposer, en 
totalite ou en partie, du terrain 
dont elle eat proprietaire dans le 
district administratif, sans le con-
sentement des Etats-Unis. Si les 
Etats-Unis refusent ce consente-
ment, ils devront acheter ledit 
terrain a l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies, a un prix qui sera 
determine conform ement aux dis-
positions du paragraphe d) de la 
presente section. 

b) Si le siege de l'Organisation 
des Nations Unies est transfere 
hors du district administratif, tous 
les droits reels, titres de propriete, 
et autres interets portant sur la 
propriete du district administratif 
de l'Organisation seront, en tota-
lite ou en partie, a la demande soit 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, soit des Etats-Unis, cedes 
et tran.sferes a ceux-ci. A defaut 
de pareille demande, ces dits 
droits, titres et interets seront 
transfer& et cedes a la circon-
scription administrative d'etat 
dans laquelle les terrains sont 
situes, ou encore si cette circon-
scription administrative ne le 
desire pas, a Petat dans lequel les 
terrains sont situes. Dana le cas 
oü aucune de ces parties no 
desirerait obtenir pareils cegsion 
et transfert, lesdits droits, titres 
et interets pourront Atre alienes, 
conformement au paragraphe a) 
de la presente section. 

c) Si l'Organisation des Na-
tions Unies aliene tout on partie 
du district administratif, les dis-
positions contenues dans les autres 
sections du present accord qui 
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headquarters district shall imme-
diately cease to apply to the land
and buildings so disposed of.

(d) The price to be paid for
any conveyance under this section
shall, in default of agreement, be
the then fair value of the land,
buildings and installations, to be
determined under the procedure
provided in Section 21.

SECTION 23

The seat of the United Nations
shall not be removed from the
headquarters district unless the
United Nations should so decide.

SECTION 24

This agreement shall cease to
be in force if the seat of the United
Nations is removed from the terri-
tory of the United States, except
for such provisions as may be
applicable in connection with the
orderly termination of the opera-
tions of the United Nations at its
seat in the United States and the
disposition of its property therein.

SECTION 25

Wherever this agreement im-
poses obligations on the appro-
priate American authorities, the
Government of the United States
shall have the ultimate responsi-
bility for the fulfillment of such
obligations by the appropriate
American authorities.

SECTION 26

The provisions of this agree-
ment shall be complementary to
the provisions of the General
Convention. In so far as any
provision of this agreement and
any provisions of the General

s'appliquent au district adminis-
tratif cesseront immediatement
de s'appliquer aux terrains et aux
bAtiments dont elle aura dispose.

d) A defaut d'accord, le prix a
payer pour tout transfert de pro-
priet6 prevu A la presente section
consistera en la juste valeur du
terrain, des batiments et installa-
tions au moment du transfert,
ladite valeur devant etre d6termi-
nee conformement a la procedure
prevue a la section 21.

SECTION 23

Le siege de l'Organisation des
Nations Unies ne sera pas trans-
fere hors du district administratif,
a moins que l'Organisation des
Nations Unies n'en decide ainsi.
SECTION 24

Dans le cas oh le siege de 1'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies serait
transf6er hors du territoire des
Etats-Unis, le present accord ces-
sera d'etre en vigueur, exception
faite toutefois de celles de ses
dispositions qui seraient neces-
saires pour la terminaison re-
guliere des activites de l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies dans
son siege des Etats-Unis et pour
la disposition de celles de ses pro-
prietes qui s'y trouvent.

SECTION 25

Le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis assumera en dernier ressort
la responsabilit6 de l'execution par
les autorites americaines compe
tentes des obligations qui leur sont
impos6es par le present accord.

SECTION 26

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord completent celles de la Con-
vention generale. Dans la mesure
oh une disposition du present ac-
cord et une disposition de la Con-
vention gnerale ont trait a la
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headquarters district shall imme-
diately cease to apply to the land 
and buildings so disposed of. 

(d) The price to be paid for 
any conveyance under this section 
shall, in default of agreement, be 
the then fair value of the land, 
buildings and installations, to be 
determined under the procedure 
provided in Section 21. 

SECTION 23 

The seat of the United Nations 
shall not be removed from the 
headquarters district unless the 
United Nations should so decide. 

SECTION 24 

This agreement shall cease to 
be in force if the seat of the United 
Nations is removed from the terri-
tory of the United States, except 
for such provisions as may be 
applicable in connection with the 
orderly termination of the opera-
tions of the United Nations at its 
seat in the United States and the 
disposition of its property therein. 

SECTION 25 

Wherever this agreement im-
poses obligations on the appro-
priate American authorities, the 
Government of the United States 
shall have the ultimate responsi-
bility for the fulfillment of such 
obligations by the appropriate 
American authorities. 

SECTION 26 

The provisions of this agree-
ment shall be complementary to 
the provisions of the General 
Convention. In so far as any 
provision of this agreement and 
any provisions of the General 

s'appliquent an district adminis-
tratif cesseront immediatement 
de s'appliquer aux terrains et aux 
batiments dont elle aura dispose. 

d) A defaut d'accord, le prix 
payer pour tout transfert de pro-
priete prevu a la presente section 
consistera en la juste valeur du 
terrain, des batiments et installa-
tions an moment du transfert, 
ladite valeur devant etre determi-
née conformement a la procedure 
prevue a la section 21. 

SECTION 23 

be siege de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies ne sera pas trans-
fere hors du district administratif, 
moms que l'Organisation des 

Nations Unies n'en decide ainsi. 

SECTION 24 

Dans le cas of le siege de l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies serait 
transfere hors du territoire des 
Etats-Unis, le present accord ces-
sera d'être en vigueur, exception 
faite toutefois de celles de ses 
dispositions qui seraient neces-
saires pour la terminaison re-
guliere des activites de l'Orga-
nisation des Nations Unies dans 
son siege des Etats-Unis et pour 
la disposition de cones de ses pro-
prietes qui s'y trouvent. 

SECTION 25 

be Gouvemement des Etats-
Unis assumera en dernier ressort 
la responsabilite de l'execution par 
les autorites americaines comp& 
tentes des obligations qui leur sont 
imposees par le present accord. 

SECTION 26 

Les dispositions du present ac-
cord completent celles de la Con-
vention generale. DBMS la mesure 
of tine disposition du present ac-
cord et tine disposition de la Con-
vention generale ont trait a. la 
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Convention relate to the same
subject matter, the two provisions
shall, wherever possible, be treated
as complementary, so that both
provisions shall be applicable and
neither shall narrow the effect of
the other; but in any case of ab-
solute conflict, the provisions of
this agreement shall prevail.
SECTION 27

This agreement shall be con-
strued in the light of its primary
purpose to enable the United
Nations at its headquarters in
the United States, fully and ef-
ficiently to discharge its respon-
sibilities and fulfill its purposes.

SECTION 28

This agreement shall be brought
into effect by an exchange of
notes between the Secretary-
General, duly authorized pursuant
to a resolution of the General As-
sembly of the United Nations,[']
and the appropriate executive of-
ficer of the United States, duly
authorized pursuant to appropri-
ate action of the Congress.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the respec-
tive representatives have signed
this Agreement and have affixed
their seals hereto.

DONE in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and French languages, both
authentic, at Lake Success the
twenty-sixth day of June 1947.

meme question, les deux disposi-
tions seront consider6es autant
que possible, comme compl6men-
taires, et s'appliqueront toutes
deux sans que l'une d'elles ne
puisse limiter les effets de l'autre.
Toutefois, en cas de contradiction
absolue, les dispositions du present
accord pr6vaudront.

SECTION 27
Le present accord sera inter-

prete A la lumiere de son but
fondamental, qui est de permettre
A l'Organisation des Nations Unies
de pleinement et efficacement
exercer ses fonctions et d'atteindre
ses buts au siege de son activit6
aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique.
SECTION 28

Le present accord entrera en
vigueur A la suite d'un echange de
notes entre le Secr6taire general,
dtment autorise en vertu d'une
resolution de l'Assemblee Generale
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies, et l'autorite competente du
pouvoir executif des Etats-Unis,
dAment autorisee en vertu d'une
mesure appropriee du Congres.

EN FOI DE QUOI, les represen-
tants respectifs ont signe le present
protocole et y ont appose leurs
cachets.

FAIT en double exemplaire, en
langue anglaise et en langue fran-
gaise, les deux textes faisant Wgale-
ment foi, A Lake Success, le vingt-
six juin 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE:

G C MARSHALL SEAL]
Secretary of State
Secretaire d'Etat

FOR THE UNITED NATIONS:
POUR L'ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES:

TRYGVE LIE [SEIA.]
Secretary-General

_ _ Secretaire general
' [U.N. doe. A/P.V. 101, Oct. 31, 1947.]

Bringing of agree-
ment into effect.
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Convention relate to the same 
subject matter, the two provisions 
shall, wherever possible, be treated 
as complementary, so that both 
provisions shall be applicable and 
neither shall narrow the effect of 
the other; but in any case of ab-
solute conflict, the provisions of 
this agreement shall prevail. 

SECTION 27 

This agreement shall be con-
strued in the light of its primary 
purpose to enable the United 
Nations at its headquarters in 
the United States, fully and ef-
ficiently to discharge its respon-
sibilities and fulfill its purposes. 

SECTION 28 

This agreement shall be brought 
into effect by an exchange of 
notes between the Secretary-
General, duly authorized pursuant 
to a resolution of the General As-
sembly of the United Nations,[1] 
and the appropriate executive of-
ficer of the United States, duly 
authorized pursuant to appropri-
ate action of the Congress. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the respec-
tive representatives have signed 
this Agreement and have affixed 
their seals hereto. 

DONE in duplicate, in the Eng-
lish and French languages, both 
authentic, at Lake Success the 
twenty-sixth day of June 1947. 
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meme question, les deux disposi-
tions seront considerees autant 
quo possible, comme complemen-
taires, et s'appliqueront toutes 
deux sans quo l'une d'elles ne 
puisse limiter les effets de l'autre. 
Toutefois, en cas de contradiction 
absolue, les dispositions du present 
accord prevaudront. 

SECTION 27 

Le present accord sera inter-
prete a la lumiere de son but 
fondamental, qui est de permettre 
l'Organisation des Nations Unies 

de pleinement et efficacement 
exercer ses fonctions et d'atteindre 
ses buts au siege de son activite 
aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

SECTION 28 

Le present accord entrera en 
vigueur a la suite d'un echange de 
notes entre le Secretaire general, 
dOment autorise en vertu d'une 
resolution de l'Assemblee Generale 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
Unies, et l'autorite competente du 
pouvoir executif des Etats-Unis, 
dOment autorisee en vertu d'une 
mesure appropriee du Congres. 

EN POI DE Quoi, les represen-
tants respectifs ont signe le present 
protocole et y ont appose leurs 
cachets. 

FAIT en double exemplaire, en 
langue anglaise et en langue fran-
gaise, les deux textes faisant tale-
ment foi, a Lake Success, le vingt-
six juin 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE: 

G C MARSHALL [SEAL] 

['U.N. doe. A/P.V. 101, Oct. 31, 1947.] 
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ANNEX 1

The area referred to in Section
1 (a) (1) consists of (a) the prem-
ises bounded on the East by the
westerly side of Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, on the West by the
easterly side of First Avenue, on
the North by the southerly side of
East Forty-Eighth Street, and on
the South by the northerly side of
East Forty-Second Street, all as
proposed to be widened, in the
Borough of Manhattan, City and
State of New York, and (b) an
easement over Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, above a lower limiting
plane to be fixed for the construc-
tion and maintenance of an es-
planade, together with the struc-
tures thereon and foundations and
columns to support the same in
locations below such limiting plane,
the entire area to be more definite-
ly defined by supplemental agree-
ment between the United Nations
and the United States of America.

ANNEXE 1

La z6ne mentionn6e A la section
1 a) 1) se compose: a) des lieux sis Ate, p. 3416.

dans la Borough de Manhattan,
ville et Etat de New York, lesdits
lieux 6tant limites, a l'est par la
limite ouest de Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, a l'ouest par la limite
est de la Premiere Avenue, au nord
par la limite sud de la quarante-
huitieme Rue est, et au sud par la
limite nord de la quarante-deuxi-
eme Rue est, les limites desdites
voies 6tant celles qui devront
resulter de leur elargissement tel
qu'actuellement propose; b) d'une
servitude sur le Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive partant d'un niveau
inferieur au-dessus duquel sera
construite une esplanade, ce niveau
devant 6tre determine en vue de la
construction et de l'entretien de
l'esplanade susdite. Cette servi-
tude s'etendra A toutes super-
structures de meme qu'aux fonda-
tions et colonnes qui supportoront
1'esplanade et qui seraient posees
au-dessous du niveau inf6rieur A
delimiter. La z6ne entiere sera
definie avec plus de precision par
un accord additionnel entre l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies et les
Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.
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ANNEX 1 

The area referred to in Section 
1 (a) (1) consists of (a) the prem-
ises bounded on the East by the 
westerly side of Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, on the West by the 
easterly side of First Avenue, on 
the North by the southerly side of 
East Forty-Eighth Street, and on 
the South by the northerly side of 
East Forty-Second Street, all as 
proposed to be widened, in the 
Borough of Manhattan, City and 
State of New York, and (b) an 
easement over Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, above a lower limiting 
plane to be fixed for the construc-
tion and maintenance of an es-
planade, together with the struc-
tures thereon and foundations and 
columns to support the same in 
locations below such limiting plane, 
the entire area to be more definite-
ly defined by supplemental agree-
ment between the United Nations 
and the United States of America. 

ANNEXE 1 

La zone mentionnee a la section 
1 a) 1) se compose: a) des lieux sis 
dans la Borough de Manhattan, 
vile et Etat de New York, lesdits 
lieux etant limites, a l'est par la 
limite ouest de Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive, a l'ouest par la limite 
est de la Premiere Avenue, au nord 
par la limite sud de la quarante-
huitieme Rue est, et au sud par la 
limite nord de la quarante-deuxi-
erne Rue est, les limites desdites 
voies etant celles qui devront 
resulter de leur elargissement tel 
qu'actuellement propose; b) d'une 
servitude sur le Franklin D. Roose-
velt Drive partant d'un niveau 
inferieur au-dessus duquel sera 
construite une esplanade, ce niveau 
devant Atre determine en vue de la 
construction et de l'entretien de 
l'esplanade susdite. Cette servi-
tude s'etendra a t,outes super-
structures de memo qu'aux fonda-
tions et colonnes qui supporteront 
l'esplanade et qui seraient posees 
au-dessous du niveau inferieur 
delimiter. La zi5ne entiere sera 
definie avec plus de precision par 
un accord additionnel entre l'Or-
ganisation des Nations Unies et les 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 
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ANNEX 2

Maintenance of Utilities and
Underground Construction

Section 1
The Secretary-General agrees

to provide passes to duly author-
ized employees of The City of
New York, the State of New York,
or any of their agencies or sub-
divisions, for the purpose of en-
abling them to inspect, repair,
maintain, reconstruct and relocate
utilities, conduits, mains and sew-
ers within the headquarters dis-
trict.

Section 2
Underground constructions may

be undertaken by The City of
New York, or the State of New
York, or any of their agencies or
sub-divisions, within the head-
quarters district only after consul-
tation with the Secretary-General,
and under conditions which shall
not disturb the carrying out of the
functions of the United Nations.

ANNEXE 2

Entretien des services d'utilite
publique et constructions sou-
terraines

Section 1

Le Secr6taire g6n6ral convient
de fournir des laissez-passer aux
employ6s dtment autorises de la
ville de New York, de l'Etat de
New York, ou de toute agence ou
circonscription de ladite ville ou
dudit Etat, en vue de permettre
a ces employes d'inspecter, re-
parer, entretenir, reconstruire les
services d'utilit6 publique, canali-
sations, collecteurs et egotts, et
de les d6placer, le tout A l'int6rieur
du district administratif.

Section 2
La ville de New York ou l'Etat

de New York ou leurs agences ou
circonscriptions ne pourront en-
treprendre des constructions sou-
terraines a l'int6rieur du district
administratif qu'apres consulta-
tion avec le Secretaire general, et
de maniere a ne pas troubler
l'accomplissement des fonctions
de l'Organisation des Nations
Unies.
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ANNEX 2 

Maintenance of Utilities and 
Underground Construction 

Section 1 

The Secretary-General agrees 
to provide passes to duly author-
ized employees of The City of 
New York, the State of New York, 
or any of their agencies or sub-
divisions, for the purpose of en-
abling them to inspect, repair, 
maintain, reconstruct and relocate 
utilities, conduits, mains and sew-
ers within the headquarters dis-
trict. 

Section 2 

Underground constructions may 
be undertaken by The City of 
New York, or the State of New 
York, or any of their agencies or 
sub-divisions, within the head-
quarters district only after consul-
tation with the Secretary-General, 
and under conditions which shall 
not disturb the carrying out of the 
functions of the United Nations. 

ANNEXE 2 

Entretien des services d'utilite 
publique et constructions sou-
terraines 

Section 1 

Le Secretaire general convient 
de fournir des laissez-passer aux 
employes diiment autorises de la 
vine de New York, de l'Etat de 
New York, ou de toute agence ou 
circonscription de ladite vine ou 
dudit Etat, en vue de permettre 

ces employes d'inspecter, re-
parer, entretenir, reconstruire les 
services d'utilite publique, canali-
sations, collecteurs et egoftts, et 
de lea &placer, le tout a l'interieur 
du district administratif. 

Section 2 

La vine de New York ou l'Etat 
de New York ou lems agences ou 
circonscriptions no pourront en-
treprendre des constructions sou-
terraines a l'interieur du district 
administratif qu'apres consulta-
tion avec le Secretaire general, et 
de maniere a no pas troubler 
l'accomplissement des fonctions 
de l'Organisation des Nations 
tithes. 



61 SrAT.] UNITED NATIONS-IIEADQUARTERS June 26, 1947
Nov. 21, 1947

The United States Representative to the United Nations to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

NOVEMBER 21, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to Section 28 of the Agreement between
the United Nations and the United States of America regarding the
Headquarters of the United Nations, signed at Lake Success June
26, 1947, which provides for bringing that Agreement into effect by an
exchange of notes. Reference is made also to the provisions of United
States Public Law 357, 80th Congress, entitled "Joint Resolution
Authorizing the President to bring into effect an agreement between
the United States and the United Nations for the purpose of establish-
ing the permanent headquarters of the United Nations in the United
States and authorizing the taking of measures necessary to facilitate
compliance with the provisions of such agreement, and for other
purposes", which was approved by the President of the United States
of America on August 4, 1947.

Pursuant to instructions from my Government, I have the honor
to inform you that the Government of the United States of America
is prepared to apply the above-mentioned Headquarters Agreement
subject to the provisions of Public-Law 357.

I have been instructed by my Government to propose that the
present note and your note of this date be considered as bringing the
Headquarters Agreement into effect on the date hereof.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation.

His Excellency
TRYGVE LIE,

Secretary-General
of the United Nations,

Lake Success, New York.
UN-1478A

WARREN R. AUSTIN

The Secretary-General of the United Nations to the United States
Representative to the United Nations

CABLE ADDRESS: UNATIONS NEW YORK TELEGRAMME: UNATIONS NEW-YOBK
UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

LAKE SUCCESS, NEW YORK * FIELDSTONE 7-1100

REFERENCE: 21 NOVEMBER 1947
SIR,

I have the honour to refer to the Resolution adopted by the General
Assembly on 31 October 1947, at its one hundred and first meeting,
relative to the Agreement between the United States of America and
the United Nations regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations,
signed at Lake Success on 26 June 1947.

95347--50--PT. IV-7

3437

Ante, p. 3434.

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 756.

Ante, p. 3416.
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Nov. 91, 1947 

The United States Representative to the United Nations to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations 

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE 
TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to Section 28 of the Agreement between 
the United Nations and the United States of America regarding the 
Headquarters of the United Nations, signed at Lake Success June 
26, 1947, which provides for bringing that Agreement into effect by an 
exchange of notes. Reference is made also to the provisions of United 
States Public Law 357, 80th Congress, entitled "Joint Resolution 
Authorizing the President to bring into effect an agreement between 
the United States and the United Nations for the purpose of establish-
ing the permanent headquarters of the United Nations in the United 
States and authorizing the taking of measures necessary to facilitate 
compliance with the provisions of such agreement, and for other 
purposes", which was approved by the President of the United States 
of America on August 4, 1947. 

Pursuant to instructions from my Government, I have the honor 
to inform you that the Government of the United States of America 
is prepared to apply the above-mentioned Headquarters Agreement 
subject to the provisions of Public•Law 357. 
I have been instructed by my Government to propose that the 

present note and your note of this date be considered as bringing the 
Headquarters Agreement into effect on the date hereof. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consider-
ation. 

His Excellency 
TRYGVE LIE, 

Secretary-General 
of the United Nations, 

Lake Success, New York. 
UN-1478A 

NOVEMBER 21, 1947 

W ARREN R. AUSTIN 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations to the United States 
Representative to the United Nations 

CABLE ADDRESS: TT/CATIONS NEW YORK 

UNITED NATIONS 
TELEGRAMME IINATIONS NEW—YORK 

NATIONS UNIES 
LAKE SUCCESS, NEW YORK • FIELDSTONE 7-1100 

REFERENCE: 21 NOVEMBER 1947 
SIR, 

I have the honour to refer to the Resolution adopted by the General 
Assembly on 31 October 1947, at its one hundred and first meeting, 
relative to the Agreement between the United States of America and 
the United Nations regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations, 
signed at Lake Success on 26 June 1947. 

95347 —3O—PT. Iv 7 

3437 

Ante, p. 3434. 

61 Stat., Pt. 1, p. 756. 

Ante, p. 3416. 
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By this Resolution the General Assembly, after having studied the
report of its Sixth Committee and endorsed the opinions expressed
therein, has approved the above-mentioned Agreement, which states
and defines the mutual obligations of the United Nations and the
United States in connection with the establishment of the permanent
Headquarters of the United Nations in the United States. The
Resolution, consequently, has authorized me to bring that Agree-

Ane, p. 3434. ment into force in the manner provided in Section 28 of the Agreement.
Pursuant to the Resolution and in conformity with Section 28

of the Agreement, I have the honour to propose that the present note
and your note of this day be considered as bringing the Headquarters
Agreement into effect under date hereof.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

Trygve Lie
Secretary-General

The Honorable
WARREN R. AUSTIN,

Permanent Representative of the
United States of America at the

Seat of the United Nations,
New York.

34383438 
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By this Resolution the General Assembly, after having studied the 
report of its Sixth Committee and endorsed the opinions expressed 
therein, has approved the above-mentioned Agreement, which states 
and defines the mutual obligations of the United Nations and the 
United States in connection with the establishment of the permanent 
Headquarters of the United Nations in the United States. The 
Resolution, consequently, has authorized me to bring that Agree-
ment into force in the manner provided in Section 28 of the Agreement. 

Pursuant to the Resolution and in conformity with Section 28 
of the Agreement, I have the honour to propose that the present note 
and your note of this day be considered as bringing the Headquarters 
Agreement into effect under date hereof. 
I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

Trygve Lie 
Secretary—Genera]. 

The Honorable 
WARREN R. AUSTIN, 

Permanent Representative of the 
United States of America at the 

Seat of the United Nations, 
New York. 



61 STAT.] UNITED NATIONS-HEADQUARTERS- DEC. 18, 1947

ltfer;..i agreement between the United States of America and the United
Xatitis respecting the headquarters of the United Nations. Signed
it Lake Succe.ss, New York, December 18, 1947; entered into force

December 18, 1947.

December 18, 1947
i[. I. A. S. 1677]

INTERIM HEADQUARTERS AGREEMENT

THE UNITED NATIONS AN-D THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
Desiring to extend to the temporary headquarters of the United

Nations such of those provisions of the Agreement between the United
Nations and the United States of America Regarding the Head-
quarters of the United Nations signed at Lake Success June 26, 1947, Ante, p. 3416

as are appropriate, having regard for the needs of the United Nations
at its temporary headquarters;

Have appointed as their representatives for this purpose:

The United Nations:

Trygve Lie, Secretary-General,

and

The United States of America:
Warren R. Austin, United States Representative to the United
Nations,

Who, being duly authorized, have agreed as follows:

ARTICLE I

This agreement shall be called the Interim Headquarters Agreement.
As used in this agreement:

(a) The expression "temporary headquarters" means (1) the land
and buildings occupied and used by the United Nations for its official
activities at Lake Success, Long Island, New York, and at Flushing
Meadows, New York, the precise limits of which are defined in the
Annex to this agreement and (2) such other land and buildings occu-
pied and used by the United Nations as may be defined from time to
time by agreement between the United Nations and the United States
of America after consultation with the appropriate state and local
authorities.

(b) The expression "Headquarters Agreement" means the Agree-
ment between the United Nations and the United States of America
Regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations signed at Lake
Success on June 26, 1947, and brought into effect in accordance with
its provisions by an exchange of notes dated November 21, 1947.

"T''emporary hiald-
qrlurters."

Post, p. 3441.

"Headquarters
Agreement."

Atre, p. 3416.

A.nte, p. 3437.
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interim agreement between the United States of America and the United 
Nations respecting the headquarters of the United Nations. Signed 
at Lake Succes.s, New York, December 18, 1947; entered into force 
December 18, 1947. 

INTERIM HEADQUARTERS AGREEMENT 
• 

THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
Desiring to extend to the temporary headquarters of the United 

Nations such of those provisions of the Agreement between the United 
Nations and the United States of America Regarding the Head-
quarters of the United Nations signed at Lake Success June 26, 1947, 
as are appropriate, having regard for the needs of the United Nations 
at its temporary headquarters; 
Have appointed as their representatives for this purpose: 

The United Nations: 

Trygve Lie, Secretary-General, 

and 

The United States of America: 

Warren R. Austin, United States Representative to the United 
Nations, 

Who, being duly authorized, have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

This agreement shall be called the Interim Headquarters Agreement. 
As used in this agreement: 

(a) The expression "temporary headquarters" means (1) the land 
and buildings occupied and used by the United Nations for its official 
activities at Lake Success, Long Island, New York, and at Flushing 
Meadows, New York, the precise limits of which are defined in the 
Annex to this agreement and (2) such other land and buildings occu-
pied and used by the United Nations as may be defined from time to 
time by agreement between the United Nations and the United States 
of America after consultation with the appropriate state and local 
authorities. 

(b) The expression "Headquarters Agreement" means the Agree-
ment between the United Nations and the United States of America 
Regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations signed at Lake 
Success on June 26, 1947, and brought into effect in accordance with 
its provisions by an exchange of notes dated November 21, 1947. 
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Ante, p. 3416, 

"Temporary beltd-
guar ters " 

p. 3441. 

"Headquarters 
Agreement." 

Ante, p. 3416. 

Ante, p. 3437. 
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Necessary provi-
sions of Headquarters
Agreement.

"Headquarters dis-
trict."

Ante, p. 3416 dt M.

Tars.

Ante, p. 3430 et seg.

Effective date; du-
ration.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

ABTCLE II

The following provisions of the Headquarters Agreement, with the
exception noted in Article III of this agreement and subject to the
provisions of said article, having been found to be necessary and
appropriate to enable the United Nations to carry on its functions at
the temporary headquarters, shall have full force and effect with
respect to the temporary headquarters of the United Nations and the
expression "headquarters district" as used in the Sections of the Head-
quarters Agreement incorporated herein by reference shall be deemed
to include the temporary headquarters of the United Nations until
such time as the United Nations shall have ceased to use or occupy its
temporary headquarters and this agreement shall be terminated:

Section 1 (except subsection a)
Section 4
Section 7
Section 8
Section 9
Section 10
Section 11
Section 12
Section 13
Section 14
Section 15
Section 16
Section 17
Section 19

ABTICLE m

The United Nations agrees, in view of the fact that the premises
occupied by it as the temporary headquarters are under lease frompersons not parties to this agreement, that passes will be provided bythe Secretary-General to such persons or their duly authorized agents
for the purposes of enabling them to inspect, repair and maintain the
said premises in accordance with the terms of the lease.

The United Nations further agrees that this Interim Agreement
shall not affect any existing arrangements with respect to payment oftaxes or payments in lieu of taxes on property under lease from persons
not parties to this agreement or impair the power of any municipality
to impose taxes on property so leased.

ArncLE IV
It is understood that Sections 20, 21, 25, 26 and 27 of the Head-quarters Agreement shall be applicable to the operation and con-struction of this agreement.

ARTICLE V
This agreement shall come into effect on the date of signature hereof.

It shall continue in force until the United Nations shall have ceased touse or occupy the temporary headquarters.
Ir wrrmtss WHEREOF the respective plenipotentiaries have signedthis agreement.
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Necessary provi-
sions of Headquarters 
Agreement. 

"Headquarters dis-
trict." 
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Passes. 

Tau& 

Ante, p. 3430 d seq. 

Effective date; du-

Airricr.v II 

The following provisions of the Headquarters Agreement, with the 
exception noted in Article In of this agreement and subject to the 
provisions of said article, having been found to be necessary and 
appropriate to enable the United Nations to carry on its functions at 
the temporary headquarters, shall have full force and effect with 
respect to the temporary headquarters of the United Nations and the 
expression "headquarters district" as used in the Sections of the Head-
quarters Agreement incorporated herein by reference shall be deemed 
to include the temporary headquarters of the United Nations until 
such time as the United Nations shall have ceased to use or occupy its 
temporary headquarters and this agreement shall be terminated: 

Section 1 (except subsection a) 
Section 4 
Section 7 
Section 8 
Section 9 
Section 10 
Section 11 
Section 12 
Section 13 
Section 14 
Section 15 
Section 16 
Section 17 
Section 19 

Amax III 

The United Nations agrees, in view of the fact that the premises 
occupied by it as the temporary headquarters are under lease from 
persons not parties to this agreement, that passes will be provided by 
the Secretary-General to such persons or their duly authorized agents 
for the purposes of enabling them to inspect, repair and maintain the 
said premises in accordance with the terms of the lease. 

The United Nations further agrees that this Interim Agreement 
shall not affect any existing arrangements with respect to payment of 
taxes or payments in lieu of taxes on property under lease from persons 
not parties to this agreement or impair the power of any municipality 
to impose taxes on property so leased. 

Asucxx IV 

It is understood that Sections 20, 21, 25, 26 and 27 of the Head-
quarters Agreement shall be applicable to the operation and con-
struction of this agreement. 

ARTICLE 

This agreement shall come into effect on the date of signature hereof. 
It shall continue in force until the United Nations shall have ceased to 
use or occupy the temporary headquarters. 

IN wrrivEss WHEREOF the respective plenipotentiaries have signed 
this agreement. 
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DONE in duplicate in the English language at Lake Success the
eighteenth day of December 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

WARmEN R. AUSTIN
United States Representcative

to the United Nations

FOR THE UNITED NATIONS:

TRYGVE LIE

Secretary-General

ANNEX [']

A. Description of Property at Lake Success Site.
BEGINNING at the northwesterly corner of the property intended to

be described herein, said point being where the easterly line of Lake-
ville Road intersects the southerly line of Marcus Avenue; thence
running South 78o10'50" East and along the southerly line of Marcus
Avenue 449.57 feet to the P.C. of a curve; thence continuing easterly
and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue and on a curve the
radius of which is 1757.85 feet a distance of 295.98 feet to the P.T.
of said curve; thence running South 68032' East and still along the
southerly line of Marcus Avenue 740.99 feet to the P.C. of another
curve; thence continuing easterly and along the southerly line of
Marcus Avenue and along a curve the radius of which is 1340.11 feet
a distance of 421.50 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence running
South 50 030'44" East and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue
95.78 feet to the P.C. of another curve; thence continuing easterly
and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue and along a curve the
radius of which is 755.14 feet a distance of 92.54 feet to the easterly
line of the property intended to be described herein; thence running
South 30°41'38" West 68.41 feet; thence running North 59018'22"
West 30.25 feet to the fence line; thence running South 30 041'38"
West and along said fence line 150.21 feet to a stake; thence running
westerly and along said fence line a distance of 570 feet to a stake;
thence running North 73°55'24" West 194.48 feet to a stake; thence
running South 16004'36" West 40.83 feet to a stake; thence running
North 73055'24" West 34.07 feet to a stake; thence South 16°04'36"
West and along the fence 34.21 feet to a chisel on the face of the north
wall of the building; thence North 73°55'24" West and along the
face of the north wall of the building 3.75 feet; thence South 16°04'36"
West through the masonry wall 40.79 feet; thence North 73°55'24"
West and through the masonry wall 1.95 feet; thence South 16004'36"
West and through the masonry wall 500.33 feet; thence North
73055'24" West and through the masonry wall 23.83 feet; thence

[Attached to the Interim Headquarters Agreement is a large-scale map of the
area described in the Annex to the Agreement This map is in the archives of the
Department of State and is available for reference.]
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Dorm in duplicate in the English language at Lake Success the 
eighteenth day of December 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

WARREN R. AUSTIN 
United States Representative 

to the United Nations 

FOR THE UNITED NATIONS: 

TRYGVE LIE 
Secretary-General 

ANNEX [1] 

A. Description of Property at Lake Success Site. 
BEGINNING at the northwesterly corner of the property intended to 

be described herein, said point being where the easterly line of Lake-
ville Road intersects the southerly line of Marcus Avenue; thence 
running South 78°10'50" East and along the southerly line of Marcus 
Avenue 449.57 feet to the P.C. of a curve; thence continuing easterly 
and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue and on a curve the 
radius of which is 1757.85 feet a distance of 295.98 feet to the P.T. 
of said curve; thence running South 68°32' East and still along the 
southerly line of Marcus Avenue 740.99 feet to the P.C. of another 
curve; thence continuing easterly and along the southerly line of 
Marcus Avenue and along a curve the radius of which is 1340.11 feet 
a distance of 421.50 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence running 
South 50°3044" East and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue 
95.78 feet to the P.C. of another curve; thence continuing easterly 
and along the southerly line of Marcus Avenue and along a curve the 
radius of which is 755.14 feet a distance of 92.54 feet to the easterly 
line of the property intended to be described herein; thence running 
South 30°41'38" West 68.41 feet; thence running North 59°18'22" 
West 30.25 feet to the fence line; thence running South 30°41'38" 
West and along said fence line 150.21 feet to a stake; thence running 
westerly and along said fence line a distance of 570 feet to a stake; 
thence running North 73°55'24" West 194.48 feet to a stake; thence 
running South 16°04'36" West 40.83 feet to a stake; thence running 

North 73°55'24" West 34.07 feet to a stake; thence South 16°04'36" 
West and along the fence 34.21 feet to a chisel on the face of the north 
wall of the building; thence North 73°55'24" West and along the 
face of the north wall of the building 3.75 feet; thence South 16°04'36" 
West through the masonry wall 40.79 feet; thence North 73°55'24" 
West and through the masonry wall 1.95 feet; thence South 16°04'36" 
West and through the masonry wall 500.33 feet; thence North 
73°55'24" West and through the masonry wall 23.83 feet; thence 

I [Attached to the Interim Headquarters Agreement is a large-scale map of the 
area described in the Annex to the Agreement. This map is in the archives of the 

Department of State and is available for reference.] 
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South 16004'36" West and through the masonry wall 92.25 feet;
thence North 73°55'24" West and through the masonry wall 5.72 feet;
thence South 16°04'36" West and through the masonry wall 8.21 feet
to the face of the south wall of the building; thence South 73°55'24"
East and along the face of the south wall of the building 0.70 feet to
a fence; thence South 16004'36" West and along said fence 34.11
feet; thence North 73055'24" West and still along said fence line
226.26 feet; thence South 17034'06" West and still along said fence
line 30.71 feet; thence North 73 0 55'24" West, still along the fence
line, 183.10 feet to the beginning of a curve; thence running in a
southwesterly direction and along said curve the radius of which is
20 feet a distance of 31.42 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence South
16004'36" West, still along said fence line, 236.50 feet; thence South
73o55'24" East still along said fence line 455.80 feet; thence South
16°04'36" West and still along said fence line 69.40 feet; thence in a
southwesterly direction and along said fence 750 feet to the northerly
line of property belonging to the Manhasset-Lakeville Water Dis-
trict; thence running North 41005'56" West and along the northerly
line of land of the Manhasset-Lakeville Water District 50 feet to the
northwesterly corner of said Water District property; thence running
South 48054'04" West and along the westerly line of property of the
Manhasset-Lakeville Water District 128.05 feet to the northerly line
of Lakeville Road; thence running in a northwesterly direction and
along the northerly and easterly line of Lakeville Road on a curve
the radius of which is 920.37 feet a distance of 292.73 feet to the P.T.
of said curve; thence running North 19°08'16" West and along the
northeasterly line of Lakeville Road 106.45 feet to the P.C. of an-
other curve; thence running in a northerly direction and along the
easterly line of Lakeville Road and on a curve the radius of which
is 920.37 feet a distance of 352.77 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence
running North 2°49'24" East and along the easterly line of Lakeville
Road 787.19 feet; thence running North 7036'24" East and still along
the easterly line of Lakeville Road 189.80 feet to the beginning of a
curve; thence running in a northerly direction and along the easterly
line of Lakeville Road and on a curve the radius of which is 681.78
feet a distance of 321.93 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence running
North 34°39'39" East and along the easterly line of Lakeville Road
182.74 feet to the southerly line of Marcus Avenue at the point or
place of beginning; CowTAINING within said bounds 56.167 acres.

INCLUDING the area comprising the compressor room and the en-
trance thereto which is situated on the first floor and east of the east-
erly line described in the proposed lease between the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation and the United Nations, which compressor room
area is more particularly bounded and described as follows:

BEGINNING at a point on the face of the north wall of the building,
which point is distant 12.75 feet easterly from the chisel mark on the
building and the fence line as shown on the section of the diagram
attached hereto and which is a part of the above-mentioned proposed
lease; thence running South 73°55'24" East and along the face of the
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South 16°04'36" West and through the masonry wall 92.25 feet; 
thence North 73°55'24" West and through the masonry wall 5.72 feet; 
thence South 16°04'36" West and through the masonry wall 8.21 feet 
to the face of the south wall of the building; thence South 73°55'21" 
East and along the face of the south wall of the building 0.70 feet to 
a fence; thence South 16°04'36" West and along said fence 34.11 
feet; thence North 73°55'24" West and still along said fence line 
226.26 feet; thence South 17°34'06" West and still along said fence 
line 30.71 feet; thence North 73°55'24" West, still along the fence 
line, 183.10 feet to the beginning of a curve; thence running in a 
southwesterly direction and along said curve the radius of which is 
20 feet a distance of 31.42 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence South 
16°04'36" West, still along said fence line, 236.50 feet; thence South 
73°55'24" East still along said fence line 455.80 feet; thence South 
16°04'36" West and still along said fence line 69.40 feet; thence in a 
southwesterly direction and along said fence 750 feet to the northerly 
line of property belonging to the Manhasset-Lakeville Water Dis-
trict; thence running North 41°05'56" West and along the northerly 
line of land of the Manhasset-Lakeville Water District 50 feet to the 
northwesterly corner of said Water District property; thence running 
South 48°54'04" West and along the westerly line of property of the 
Manhasset-Lakeville Water District 128.05 feet to the northerly line 
of Lakeville Road; thence running in a northwesterly direction and 
along the northerly and easterly line of Lakeville Road on a curve 
the radius of which is 920.37 feet a distance of 292.73 feet to the P.T. 
of said curve; thence running North 19°08'16" West and along the 
northeasterly line of Lakeville Road 106.45 feet to the P.C. of an-
other curve; thence running in a northerly direction and along the 
easterly line of Lakeville Road and on a curve the radius of which 
is 920.37 feet a distance of 352.77 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence 
running North 2°49'24" East and along the easterly line of Lakeville 
Road 787.19 feet; thence running North 7°36'24" East and still along 
the easterly line of Lakeville Road 189.80 feet to the beginning of a 
curve; thence running in a northerly direction and along the easterly 
line of Lakeville Road and on a curve the radius of which is 681.78 
feet a distance of 321.93 feet to the P.T. of said curve; thence running 
North 34°39'39" East and along the easterly line of Lakeville Road 
182.74 feet to the southerly line of Marcus Avenue at the point or 
place of beginning; CONTAINING within said bounds 56.167 acres. 
him:um/NG the area comprising the compressor room and the en-

trance thereto which is situated on the first floor and east of the east-
erly line described in the proposed lease between the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation and the United Nations, which compressor room 
area is more particularly bounded and described as follows: 

BEGINNING at a point on the face of the north wall of the building, 
which point is distant 12.75 feet easterly from the chisel mark on the 
building and the fence line as shown on the section of the diagram 
attached hereto and which is a part of the above-mentioned proposed 
lease; thence running South 73°55'24" East and along the face of the 
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north wall of the building 21.95 feet; thence South 16004'36" West and
along the east wall of the compressor room 46.79 feet; thence North
73055'24" West 2.40 feet; thence South 16°04'36" West 6.67 feet;
thence North 73055'24" West 38.00 feet; thence North 16°04'36"
East 6.67 feet; thence South 73°55'24" East 14.35 feet; thence North
16 0 04'36" East 36.39 feet; thence South 73055'24" East 4.10 feet;
thence North 16o04'36" East 10.40 feet to the point or place of
beginning.

The foregoing description of the property has been taken
from the proposed lease between the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation and the United Nations. The said description is
subject to such modification as may be contained in the lease
as executed between the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
and the United Nations.

B. Description of Property at Flushing Assembly Hall Site.
BEGINNING at a point located 1470 feet northerly from the intersec-

tion of the center lines of Grand Central Parkway and Horace Harding
Boulevard in the Borough of Queens, City of New York, 95 feet east-
erly of the center line of Grand Central Parkway said point being the
existing chain link fence along the westerly curb line of the Intramural
Drive in Flushing Meadow Park; thence northerly along the chain link
fence on the westerly side of the Intramural Drive for 1,370 feet to a
point 55 feet south of the center line of the first pedestrian overpass
across Grand Central Parkway south of the Long Island Railroad,
northside Division; thence easterly along the chain link fence 840 feet
to the northeast corner of the property; thence southerly 1,570 feet
along the chain link fence on the westerly side of the pedestrian walk
to the southeast corner of the property; thence westerly 805 feet along
the chain link fence on the northerly side of the pedestrian walk to
the point or place of beginning, it being the intention to include all
the property within the chain link fence enclosing the Assembly Hall
of United Nations Site, formerly the New York City Building and
adjacent area.

This description was obtained by the United Nations from
the Parks Department of the City of New York.
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Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting December 28,29,1945,
air transport services. Signed at Paris March 27, 1946; entered into March 27, 1946force March 27, 1946. And a provisional arrangement effected by T. I. A. S. 1679]
exchange of notes signed at Paris December 28 and 29, 1945.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE G O VE RN M E NT

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND

THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE

FRENCH REPUBLIC RELATING TO AIR

SERVICES BETWEEN THEIR RESPECTIVE

TERRITORIES

ACCORD ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT PROVI-

SOIRE DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE ET

LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS

D'AMERIQUE RELATIF AUX SERVICES AERIENS

ENTRE LEURS TERRITOIRES RESPECTIFS.

* 0

*
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Agreement between the United States of America and France respecting 
air transport services. Signed at Paris March 27, 1946; entered into 
force March 27, 1946. And a provisional arrangement effected by 
exchange of notes signed at Paris December 28 and 29, 1945. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND 

THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE 

FRENCH REPUBLIC RELATING TO AIR 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC

considering
- that the possibilities of commercial aviation as a means of transport

have greatly increased,
- that it is desirable to organize the international air services in a

safe and orderly manner and to further as much as possible the
development of international cooperation in this field, and

- that the Agreements hitherto contracted between the two govern-
ments with respect to the operation of air services should be re-
placed by a more general agreement in harmony with the new
conditions of air transport,

have appointed their representatives, who, duly authorized, have
agreed upon the following:

ARTICLE I
Rights. The Contracting Parties grant to each other the rights specified
Pos, .346. in the Annex hereto for the establishment of the international air

services set forth in that Annex, or as amended in accordance with
Post, p. 3452. Article XII ['] of the present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as

the "agreed services").

ARTICLE II
sInauguration o (a) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a

later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights
are granted, on condition that:

(1) the Contracting Party to whom the rights have been
granted shall have designated an air carrier or carriers for
the specified route or routes,

(2) the Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have
given the appropriate operating permission to the air car-
rier or carriers concerned pursuant to paragraph (b) of this

Potp. 3. Article which (subject to the provisions of Article VI) it
shall do with the least possible delay.

(b) The designated air carrier or carriers may be required to satisfy
the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the
rights that it or they is or are qualified to fulfill the conditions pre-
scribed by or under the laws and regulations normally applied by
those authorities to the operations of commercial air carriers.

i [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreedthat "Article XII" should read "Article XIII".]
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 
PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT' OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC 

considering 

- that the possibilities of commercial aviation as a means of transport 
have greatly increased, 

- that it is desirable to organize the international air services in a 
safe and orderly manner and to further as much as possible the 
development of international cooperation in this field, and 
- that the Agreements hitherto contracted between the two govern., 
ments with respect to the operation of air services should be re-
placed by a more general agreement in harmony with the new 
conditions of air transport, 

have appointed their representatives, who, duly authorized, have 
agreed upon the following: 

ARTICLE I 

The Contracting Parties grant to each other the rights specified 
in the Annex hereto for the establishment of the international air 
services set forth in that Annex, or as amended in accordance with 
Article XII [9 of the present Agreement (hereinafter referred to as 
the "agreed services"). 

ARTICLE II 

(a) The agreed services may be inaugurated immediately or at a 
later date at the option of the Contracting Party to whom the rights 
are granted, on condition that: 

(1) the Contracting Party to whom the rights have been 
granted shall have designated an air carrier or carriers for 
the specified route or routes, 

(2) the Contracting Party which grants the rights shall have 
given the appropriate operating permission to the air car-
rier or carriers concerned pursuant to paragraph (b) of this 
Article which (subject to the provisions of Article VI) it 
shall do with the least possible delay. 

(b) The designated air carrier or carriers may be required to satisfy 
the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party granting the 
rights that it or they is or are qualified to fulfill the conditions pre-
scribed by or under the laws and regulations normally applied by 
those authorities to the operations of commercial air carriers. 

[By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed 
that "Article XII" should read "Article XIII".] 
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Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et le Gouvernement
Provisoire de la Republique Francaise,

considerant
- que les possibilites de l'Aviation Commerciale, en tant que mode de
transport, se sont considerablement accrues,
- qu'il convient d'organiser d'une maniere stre et ordonnee les services
aeriens internationaux, et de poursuivre dans la plus large mesure
possible le d6veloppement de la cooperation internationale dans ce
domaine, et
- que les accords ant6rieurement conclus entre les deux Gouvernements
en matiere d'exploitation de services aeriens doivent etre remplaces
par un accord plus general adapt6 aux conditions nouvelles des trans-
ports aeriens, ont designe des Representants A cet effet, lesquels,
diment autorises, sont convenus des dispositions suivantes:

ARTICLE PREMIER

Les Parties Contractantes s'accordent l'une A l'autre les droits
specifies A l'Annexe ci-jointe en vue de l'etablissement des services
aeriens internationaux enumeres A cette Annexe, sans prejudice
d'amendements qui seraient apport6s a celle-ci conformement a
l'Article XIII du present Accord.

ARTICLE II

a) Lesdits services peuvent etre inaugures imm6diatement ou A
une date ulterieure, au choix de la Partie Contractante a laquelle les
droits sont accordes, a condition que

I°/ la Partie Contractante a laquelle les droits ont 6et accordes ait de-
signe une ou plusiours entreprises de transport aerien pour exploiter
la ou les routes specifiees, et que
2°/ la Partie Contractante qui accorde les droits ait donne, dans les
conditions prevues au paragraphe b. du present Article, A l'entreprise
ou aux entreprises interessees l'autorisation d'exploitation requise, ce
qu'elle devra faire dans le plus court dMlai possible, sous reserve des
dispositions de l'article VI.

b) l'entreprise ou les entreprises ainsi designees pourront 8tre
requises par les autorites aeronautiques de la Partie Contractante qui
accorde les droits de satisfaire aux conditions prescrites, aux termes
des lois et reglements normalement appliques par ces mgmes autorit6s,
en matiere d'exploitation de transports aeriens commerciaux.

Dec. 28, 29, 1945  61 STAT.] FRANCE— AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES— 
Mar. 27, 1946 

be Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et le Gouvernement 
Provisoire de la Republique Francaise, 

considerant 

— que les possibilites de l'Aviation Commerciale, en tant que mode de 
transport, se sont considerablement accrues, 
— qu'il convient d'organiser d'une maniere mare et ordonnee les services 
aeriens internationaux, et de poursuivre dans la plus large mesure 
possible le developpement de la cooperation internationale dans ce 
domaine, et 
— que les accords anterieurement conclus entre les deux Gouvernements 
en matiere d'exploitation de services aerie,ns doivent etre remplaces 
par un accord plus general adapte aux conditions nouvelles des trans-
ports aeriens, ont designe des Representants a cot effet, lesquels, 
dfiment autorises, sont convenus des dispositions suivantes: 

ARTICLE PREMIER 

Les Parties Contractantes s'accordent l'une a l'autre les droits 
specifies a l'Annexe ci-jointe en vue de Petablissement des services 
aeriens internationaux enumeres a cette Annexe, sans prejudice 
d'amendements qui seraient apportes a celle-ci conformement 
l'Article XIII du present Accord. 

ARTICLE II 

a) Lesdits services peuvent etre inaugures immediatement ou a 
une date ulterieure, au choix de la Partie Contractante a laquelle les 
droits sont accordes, a condition que 

PI la Partie Contractante a laquelle les droits ont ete accord& ait de-
signe une ou plusieurs entreprises de transport aerien pour exploiter 
la ou les routes specifiees, et que 
2°/ la Partie Contractante qui accorde les droits alt donne, dans les 
conditions prevues au paragraphe b. du present Article, a l'entreprise 
ou aux entreprises interessees l'autorisation d'exploitation requise, ce 
qu'elle devra faire dans le plus court Mai possible, sous reserve des 
dispositions de Particle VI. 

b) l'entreprise ou les entreprises ainsi designees paturont etre 
requises par les autorites aeronautiques de la Partie Contractante qui 
accorde les droits de satisfaire aux conditions prescrites, aux termes 
des lois et reglements normalement appliques par ces memes autorites, 
en matiere d'exploitation de transports aeriens commerciaux. 
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ARTICLE III

(a) The charges which either Contracting Party may impose or
permit to be imposed on the designated air carrier or carriers of the
other Contracting Party for the use of airports and other facilities
shall not be higher than would be paid for the use of such airports and
facilities by its national aircraft employed in similar international air
services.

(b) Fuel, lubricating oils and spare parts introduced into, or taken
on board aircraft in, the territory of one Contracting Party by, or on
behalf of, any designated air carrier of the other Contracting Party
and intended solely for use by the aircraft of such carrier shall be
accorded, with respect to customs duties, inspection fees and other
charges imposed by the former Contracting Party, treatment not less
favorable than that granted to national air carriers engaged in inter-
national air services or such carriers of the most favored nation.

(c) Supplies of fuel, lubricating oils, spare parts, regular equipment
and aircraft stores retained on board aircraft of any designated air
carrier of one Contracting Party shall be exempt in the territory of
the other Contracting Party from customs duties, inspection fees or
similar duties or charges, even though such supplies be used by such
aircraft on flights within that territory.

ARTICLE IV

Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency and licenses
issued or rendered valid by one Contracting Party and still in force
shall be recognised as valid by the other Contracting Party for the
purpose of operation of the agreed services. Each Contracting Party
reserves the right, however, to refuse to recognise for the purpose of
flight above its own territory, certificates of competency and licenses
granted to its own nationals by another state.

ARTICLE V

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating
to the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the air-
craft of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by
such aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the terri-
tory of the first party.

(b) The laws and regulations of each Contracting Party as to the
admission to, sojourn in and departure from its territory of passengers,
crew and cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry,
clearance, immigration, passports, customs and quarantine, shall be
observed.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

Charges, etc. 

ARTICLE III 

(a) The charges which either Contracting Party may impose or 
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tions. 

ARTICLE V 

(a) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party relating 
to the admission to or departure from its territory of aircraft engaged 
in international air navigation, or to the operation and navigation of 
such aircraft while within its territory, shall be applied to the air-
craft of the other Contracting Party, and shall be complied with by 
such aircraft upon entering or departing from or while within the terri-
tory of the first party. 

(b) The laws and regulations of each Contracting Party as to the 
admission to, sojourn in and departure from its territory of passengers, 
crew and cargo of aircraft, such as regulations relating to entry, 
clearance, immigration, passports, customs and quarantine, shall be 
observed. 
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ARTICLE III

a) Les taxes imposees pour 1'utilisation des aeroports et autres
facilites A l'entreprise ou aux entreprises de transport aerien de I'une
ou l'autre Partie Contractante ne seront pasplus 6lev6es que celles qui
seraient payees pour l'utilisation desdits aeroports et facilites par leurs
aeronefs nationaux employes A des services internationaux similaires.

b) Les carburants, les huiles lubrifiantes et les pieces de rechange
introduits ou pris a bord sur le territoire d'une Partie Contractante par
tout entreprise de transport aerien designee par l'autre Partie Con-
tractante ou pour le compte d'une telle entreprise, et destines unique-
ment A l'usage des appareils de cette entreprise, b6enficieront d'un
traitement aussi favorable que le traitement applique aux entreprises
nationales exploitant des services aeriens internationaux ou A celles
de la nation la plus favorisee en ce qui concerne l'imposition de
droits de douane, de frais d'inspection ou autres droits et taxes
nationaux.

c) Les carburants, les huiles lubrifiantes, les pieces de rechange,
l'equipement normal et les provisions de bord demeurant A bord des
aeronefs utilises par tout entreprise designee par une Partie Contrac-
tante, seront, sur le territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante, exempts
de droits de douane, frais d'inspection ou autres droits et taxes simi-
laires, meme au cas ofi ces approvisionnements seraient employes ou
consommes par ces a6ronefs au cours de vols au-dessus dudit terri-
toire.

ARTICLE IV

Les certificats de navigabilitY, les brevets d'aptitude et les licences
delivr6s ou valides par l'une des Parties Contractantes et non p6ri-
m6s, seront reconnus valables par l'autre Partie Contractante, aux fins
d'exploitation des routes et des services specifies a l'Annexe. Chaque
Partie Contractante se rdserve cependant le droit de ne pas reconnaitre
valables pour la circulation au-dessus de son propre territoire les
brevets d'aptitude et licences delivr6s A ses propres ressortissants par
un autre Etat.

ARTICLE V

a) Les lois et r6glements d'une Partie Contractante relatifs A Pen-
tree et A la sortie de son territoire des aeronefs employ6s a la navigation
internationale, ou relatifs A l'exploitation et a la navigation desdits
aeronefs durant leur presence dans les limites de son territoire, s'appli-
queront aux aeronefs de l'autre Partie Contractante, lesquels devront
s'y conformer A l'arriv6e, au d6part et durant leur presence dans les
limites du territoire de la Partie Contractante mentionnee en premier
lieu.

b) les lois et reglements d'une Partie Contractante relatifs a l'ad-
mission sur son territoire, au sejour et A la sortie de passagers, d'6qui-
pages ou de marchandises transportes par aeronefs tels que ceux
regissant l'entree, les formalites de conge, l'immigration, les passe-
ports, les douanes et la quarantaine, seront dgalement appliques.
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ARTICLE III 

a) Les taxes imposes pour Putilisation des aeroports et autres 
facilites a l'entreprise ou aux entreprises de transport aerien de l'une 
ou l'autre Partie Contractante ne seront pas plus elevees quo cellos qui 
seraient payees pour l'utilisation desdits aeroports et facilites pax leurs 
aeronefs nationaux employes a des services internationaux similaires. 

b) Les carburants, les huiles lubrifiantes et les pieces de rechange 
introduits ou pris a bord sur le territoire d'une Pardo Contractante pax 
tout entreprise de transport aerien designee par l'autre Partie Con-
tractante ou pour le compte d'une telle entreprise, et destines unique-
ment a l'usage des appareils de cette entreprise, beneficieront d'un 
traitement aussi favorable que le traitement appliqué aux entreprises 
nationales exploitant des services aeriens internationaux ou a. cellos 
de la nation la plus favorisee en ce qui concerne l'imposition de 
droits de douane, de frais d'inspection on autres droits et taxes 
nationaux. 

c) Les carburants, les huile,s lubrifientes, les pieces de rechange, 
requipement normal et les provisions de bord demeurant a. bord des 
aeronefs utilises par tout entreprise designee par une Panic Contrac-
tante, seront, sur le territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante, exempts 
de droits de douane, frais d'inspection ou autres droits et taxes simi-
laires, memo au cas oü ces approvisionnements seraient employes ou 
consommes par ces aeronefs au COUTS de vols au-dessus dudit terri-
toire. 

ARTICLE IV 

Les certificats de navigabilite, les brevets d'aptitude et les licences 
delivres ou valid& par l'une des Parties Contractantes et non pen-
mes, seront reconnus valables par l'autre Partie Contractante, aux fins 
d'exploitation des routes et des services specifies A. l'Annexe. Cheque 
Partie Contractante se reserve cependant le droit de no pas reconnattre 
valables pour is circulation au-dessus de son propre territoire les 
brevets d'aptitude et licences delivres a. see propres ressortissants par 
un autre Etat. 

ARTICLE V 

a) Les lois et reglements d'une Partie Contractante relatifs A Pen-
tree et a. la sortie de son territoire des aeronefs employes A la navigation 
internationals, ou relatifs A. l'exploitation et A la navigation desdits 
aeronefs durant leur presence dans les limites de son teuitoire, s'appli-
queront aux aeronefs de l'autre Partie Contractante, lesquels devront 
s'y conformer a. Parrivee, au depart et durant leur presence dans les 
limites du territoire de la Partie Contractante mentionnee en premier 
lieu. 

b) les lois et reglements d'une Partie Contractante relatifs a. l'ad-
mission sur son territoire, an sejour et a. is sortie de passagers, d'equi-
pages on de merchandises transport& par aeronefs this quo ceux 
regissant Pentree, les torment& de conge, l'iramigration, les passe-
ports, les douanes et is quarantaine, seront egalement appliqués. 
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ARTICLE VI
Withholding orrev- Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revokeocation of certificate

or permit. a certificate or permit to an air carrier designated by the other Con-
tracting Party in the event that it is not satisfied that substantial
ownership and effective control of such carrier are vested in nationals
of either Contracting Party, or in case of failure by that carrier to
comply with the laws and regulations referred to in Article V hereof,
or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which the rights are granted

Pt, p. 345 in accordance with this Agreement and its Annex.

ARTICLE VII

(a) In addition to the rights mentioned in Article I of the present
Agreement, each Contracting Party grants to all air carriers of the
other Contracting Party for international air services (and for all
operational flights incidental to such services):

(1) The right to fly across its territory without landing;
(2) The right to land in such territory for non-traffic purposes.

(b) In order to carry out the purposes of paragraph (a) above, each
Contracting Party may designate the airways to be followed within its
territory by any air carrier of the other Contracting Party, and the
airports which any such services may use.

(c) The exercise of the rights specified in paragraph (a) above is
subject to the provisions of Articles III, IV, V and VI ot this Agreement
and the Articles which follow.

(d) The rights granted under the present Article by the Govern-
ment of the United States to French air carriers may be exercised at
Kindley Field (Bermuda) provided the Government of the French
Republic shall have obtained the necessary authorizations from the
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland.

ARTICLE VIII
consultation. In a spirit of close collaboration, the aeronautical authorities of

the two Contracting Parties will consult regularly with a view to
assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation of

Pot, p. 3466. the provisions outlined in the present Agreement and its Annex.

"Territory."

"Aeronautical au-
thorities."

ARTICLE IX
For the purpose of the present Agreement and its Annex:
(a) The term "territory" as applied to each Contracting Party

shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial waters adjacent
thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, mandate, or
trusteeship of such Contracting Party.

(b) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of
France "le Secretaire Gneral A l'Aviation Civile et Commerciale" and
in the case of the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in
both cases any person or body authorized to perform the functions
presently exercised by the above mentioned bodies.

Additional rights.
Ante, p. 3446.
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"Territory." 

"Aeronautical au-
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ARTICLE VI 

Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold or revoke 
a certificate or permit to an air carrier designated by the other Con-
tracting Party in the event that it is not satisfied that substantial 
ownership and effective control of such carrier are vested in nationals 
of either Contracting Party, or in case of failure by that carrier to 
comply with the laws and regulations referred to in Article V hereof, 
or otherwise to fulfill the conditions under which the rights are granted 
in accordance with this Agreement and its Annex. 

ARTICLE VII 

(a) In addition to the rights mentioned in Article I of the present 
Agreement, each Contracting Party grants to all air carriers of the 
other Contracting Party for international air services (and for all 
operational flights incidental to such services) : 

(1) The right to fly across its territory without landing; 
(2) The right to land in such territory for non-traffic purposes. 

(b) In order to carry out the purposes of paragraph (a) above, each 
Contracting Party may designate the airways to be followed within its 
territory by any air carrier of the other Contracting Party, and the 
airports which any such services may use. 

(c) The exercise of the rights specified in paragraph (a) above is 
subject to the provisions of Articles III, IV, V and VI of this Agreement 
and the Articles which follow. 

(d) The rights granted under the present Article by the Govern-
ment of the United States to French air carriers may be exercised at 
Kindley Field (Bermuda) provided the Government of the French 
Republic shall have obtained the necessary authorizations from the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland. 

ARTICLE VIII 

In a spirit of close collaboration, the aeronautical authorities of 
the two Contracting Parties will consult regularly with a view to 
assuring the observance of the principles and the implementation of 
the provisions outlined in the present Agreement and its Annex. 

ARTICLE IX 

For the purpose of the present Agreement and its Annex: 
(a) The term "territory" as applied to each Contracting Party 

shall be deemed to be the land areas and territorial waters adjacent 
thereto under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, mandate, or 
trusteeship of such Contracting Party. 

(b) The term "aeronautical authorities" shall mean in the case of 
France "le Secretaire General a l'Aviation Civic et Commerciale" and 
in the case of the United States the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in 
both cases any person or body authorized to perform the functions 
presently exercised by the above mentioned bodies. 
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ARTICLE VI

Chaque Partie Contractante se reserve le droit de refuser une
autorisation d'exploitation a une entreprise designee par l'autre
Partie Contractante ou de revoquer une telle autorisation, lorsqu'elle
n'a pas la preuve qu'une part importante de la propriet6 et le contr6le
effectif de cette entreprise sont entre les mains de nationaux de l'une
ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes ou lorsque cette entreprise de
transport aerien ne se conforme pas aux lois et reglements vises a
l'article V ou ne remplit pas les obligations que lui imposent le present
Accord et son Annexe.

ARTICLE VII

a) Outre les droits mentionnes a 1'Article Premier du Present
Accord, chaque Partie Contractante accorde a toute entreprise de
transport aerien ressortissant de l'autre Partie Contractante en vue de
l'exploitation de services aeriens internationaux ainsi que de la
realisation de vols de servitude afferents a cette exploitation:
I°/ le droit de traverser son territoire sans atterir;
2°/ le droit d'atterrir sur son territoire pour raisons non commerciales.

b) Pour l'application du paragraphe a) ci-dessus, chaque Partie
Contractante pourra designer les routes A suivre sur son territoire par
les entreprises ressortissant de l'autre Partie Contractante, ainsi que
les aeroports pouvant 8tre utilises.

c) L'exercice des droits specifies au paragraphe a) ci-dessus sera
soumis aux dispositions des Articles III, IV, V & VI du present
Accord, ainsi qu'aux Articles suivants.
(d) Les droits accordes en vertu du present Article par le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis aux entreprises frangaises de transport aerien
pourront 8tre exerces a Kindley Field (Bermudes), dans la mesure
oi le Gouvernement frangais aura obtenu du Gouvernement du
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord les auto-
risations necessaires.

ARTICLE VIII

Dans un esprit d'etroite collaboration, les autorites a6ronautiques
des deux Parties Contractantes se consulteront r6gulierement en vue
de s'assurer de l'application des principes definis au present Accord
et a son Annexe et de leur execution satisfaisante.

ARTICLE IX

Pour l'application du present Accord et de son Annexe,
(a) le mot "territoire" s'entendra des regions terrestres et des eaux
territoriales y adjacentes sur lesquelles l'une ou l'autre des Parties
Contractantes exerce sa souverainete, sa suzerainete, son protectorat,
un mandat ou une tutelle;
(b) l'expression "autorites aeronautiques" s'entendra, en ce qui
concerne les Etats-Unis, du "Civil Aeronautics Board", et, en ce qui
concerne la France, du Secretariat G6n6ral A l'Aviation Civile et
Commerciale ou, dans les deux cas, de toute personne ou de tout
organisme qui seraient habilites a assumer les fonctions actuellement
exercees par les organismes precites.
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ARTICLE VI 

Chaque Partie Contractante se reserve le droit de refuser une 
autorisation d'exploitation a une entreprise designee par l'autre 
Partie Contractante ou de revoquer une telle autorisation, lorsqu'elle 
n'a pas la preuve qu'une part importante de la propriete et le controle 
effectif de cette entreprise sont entre les mains de nationaux de l'une 
ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes on lorsque cette entreprise de 
transport aerien no se conforme pas aux lois et reglements vises a 
l'article V ou ne remplit pas les obligations quo lui imposent le present 
Accord et son Annexe. 

ARTICLE VII 

a) Outre les droits mentionnes a l'Article Premier du Present 
Accord, chaque Partie Contractante accorde a toute entreprise de 
transport aerien ressortissant de l'autre Partie Contractante en vue de 
l'exploitation de services aeriens internationaux ainsi quo de la 
realisation de vols de servitude afferents a cette exploitation: 

P/ le droit de traverser son tenitoire sans atterir; 
2°/ le droit d'atterrir sur son territoire pour raisons non commerciales. 

b) Pour l'application du paragraphe a) ci-dessus, chaque Partie 
Contractante pourra designer les routes a suivre sur son tenitoire par 
les entreprises ressortissant de l'autre Partie Contractante, ainsi quo 
les aeroports pouvant etre utilises. 

c) L'exercice des droits specifies au paragraphe a) ci-dessus sera 
soumis aux dispositions des Articles III, IV, V & VI du present 
Accord, ainsi qu'aux Articles suivants. 
(d) Les droits accord& en vertu du present Article par le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis aux entreprises francaises de transport aerien 
pourront etre exerces a Kindley Field (Bermudes), dans la mesure 
oh. le Gouvernement francais aura obtenu du Gouvernement du 
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord les auto-
risations necessaires. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Dans un esprit d'etroite collaboration, les autorites aeronautiques 
des deux Parties Contractantes se consulteront regulierement en vue 
de s'assurer de l'application des principes &finis au present Accord 
et a son Annexe et de leur execution satisfaisante. 

ARTICLE IX 

Pour l'application du present Accord et de son Annexe, 
(a) le mot "territoire" s'entendra des regions terrestres et des eaux 
territoriales y adjacentes sur lesquelles l'une on l'autre des Parties 
Contractantes exerce sa souverainete, sa suzerainete, son protectorat, 
un mandat ou une tutelle; 
(b) l'expression "autorites aeronautiques" s'entendra, en ce qui 
concerne les Etats-Unis, du "Civil Aeronautics Board", et, en cc qui 
concerne la France, du Secretariat General a l'Aviation Civile et 
Commerciale ou, dans les deux cas, de toute personne ou de tout 
organisme qui seraient habilites a assumer les fonctions actuellement 
exercees par les organismes precites. 
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"Interatoal air (c) The term "international air services" shall have the meaning
specified in Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil

61 stat- Pt. 2-, . Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944.1207.

ARTICLE X
Dispnte. Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its Annex, any

dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretationp p. 3P46. or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot be settled
through consultation, shall be referred for an advisory report to theInterim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization, in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation59 tat. 121. signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944, or its successor.

ARTICLE XI
The present Agreement supersedes the Air Transport Agreementconcluded between the two Contracting Parties by an exchange ofa38tat.242 notes signed July 15, 1939, as well as the Provisional Arrangement

Po, p. 3474. of December 28 ans 29, 1945.
The present Agreement shall in no way affect the Agreementconcluded in Noumea on December 22, 1938 between the Governorof New Caledonia and a United States air carrier, or any amend-

ments thereof.
ARTICLE XII

Regwisto This Agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered withthe Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization set up bythe Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation signed ata9 stat. laI Chicago December 7, 1944, or its successor.

ARTICLE XIII
ntry Into force (a) This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereofwill come into force on the day it is signed.Amndment.et. (b) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consul-

tation with the other with a wiew to initiating any amendments ofthis Agreement or its Annex which may be desirable in the light ofexperience. If a multilateral air convention enters into force inrelation to both Contracting Parties, such consultation shall takeplace with a view to amending the present Agreement or its Annexso as to conform to the provisions of such a convention.
(c) Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or its Annex,if either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to modify

the terms of the Annex to this Agreement it may request consultationto begin within a period of sixty days from the date of the request.Any modification in the Annex agreed to by said aeronauticalauthorities shall come into effect when it has been confirmed by anexchange of diplomatic notes.
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(c) The term "international air services" shall have the meaning 
specified in Article 96 of the Convention on International Civil 
Aviation signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944. 

AnricLE X 

Except as otherwise provided in this agreement or its Annex, any 
dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation 
or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot be settled 
through consultation, shall be referred for an advisory report to the 
Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization, in accordance with the provisions of Article III, Sec-
tion 6 (8) of the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation 
signed at Chicago on December 7, 1944, or its successor. 

ARTICLE XI 

The present Agreement supersedes the Air Transport Agreement 
concluded between the two Contracting Parties by an exchange of 
notes signed July 15, 1939, as well as the Provisional Arrangement 
of December 28 ans 29, 1945. 
The present Agreement shall in no way affect the Agreement 

concluded in Noumea on December 22, 1938 between the Governor 
of New Caledonia and a United States air carrier, or any amend-
ments thereof. 

AuncLE XII 

This Agreement and all relative contracts shall be registered with 
the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization set up by 
the Interim Agreement on International Civil Aviation signed at 
Chicago December 7, 1944, or its successor. 

ARTICLE XIII 

(a) This Agreement, including the provisions of the Annex thereof 
will come into force on the day it is signed. 

(b) Either Contracting Party may at any time request consul-
tation with the other with a wiew to initiating any amendments of 
this Agreement or its Annex which may be desirable in the light of 
experience. If a multilateral air convention enters into force in 
relation to both Contracting Parties, such consultation shall take 
place with a view to amending the present Agreement or its Annex 
so as to conform to the provisions of such a convention. 

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or its Annex, 
if either of the Contracting Parties considers it desirable to modify 
the terms of the Annex to this Agreement it may request consultation 
to begin within a period of sixty days from the date of the request. 
Any modification in the Annex agreed to by said aeronautical 
authorities shall come into effect when it has been confirmed by an 
exchange of diplomatic notes. 
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(c) l'expression "service aerien international" s'entendra dans le
sens d6fini par l'article 96 de la Convention sur l'Aviation Civile
Internationale signee A Chicago le 7 Decembre 1944.

ARTICLE X

Sous reserve d'autres dispositions du present Accord ou de son
Annexe, tout differend entre les Parties Contractantes relatif A l'in-
terpretation ou A l'application du present Accord ou de son Annexe
qui ne pourrait 6tre regle par la voie de negociations directes sera
soumis pour avis consultatif au Conseil Intdrimaire de l'Organisation
Provisoire de 1'Aviation Civile Internationale (conformement aux
dispositions de l'article III, Section 6-(8) de l'Accord Interimaire
sur l'Aviation Civile Internationale signe A Chicago le 7 Decembre
1944), ou A l'organisme appele a lui succeder.

ARTICLE XI

Le present Accord se substitue A l'Arrangement pour le Fonctionne-
ment des Services de Transports Aeriens conclu entre les deux Gou-
vernements par un echange de lettres en date du 15 Juillet 1939 ainsi
qu'A l'Accord provisoire des 28 et 29 Decembre 1945.

I n'affecte en rien l'Accord conclu A Noum6a le 22 D6cembre
1939 [1] entre le Gouverneur de la Nouvelle-Caledonie et une entreprise
americaine de transport aerien, non plus que les amendements qui y
ont 6t6 apportes.

ARTICLE XII
Le present accord et tous les contrats y relatifs seront enregistres

Al'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale institute
par l'Accord Interimaire sur l'Aviation Civile Internationale, sign6 le
7 D6cembre 1944 A Chicago, ou A l'organisme appele A lui succeder.

ARTICLE XIII

a) Le present Accord et son Annexe entreront en vigueur A la date
de la signature dudit Accord.

b) Chacune des Parties Contractantes peut a tout moment de-
mander a se consulter avec l'autre en vue d'apporter au present
Accord ou a son Annexe tout amendement qui, a l'experience, parai-
trait desirable. Si une convention aeronautique multilaterale entre
en vigueur entre les deux Parties Contractantes, une telle consultation
sera de droit, A l'effet de mettre les clauses du present Accord ou de son
Annexe en concordance avec les dispositions de ladite convention.

c) Sous reserve d'autres dispositions du present Accord ou de son
Annexe, si l'une des Parties Contractantes ne souhaite modifier les ter-
mes que de l'Annexe au present Accord, elle peut demander que la
consultation ait lieu entre les autorites aeronautiques des deux Parties
Contractantes, cette consultation devant commencer dans un delai de
soixante jours A compter de la date de la demande. Toute modifica-
tion A l'Annexe convenue entre lesdites autorites entrera en vigueur
des qu'elle aura ete confirm6e par un echange de notes diplomatiques.

' [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed
that "22 D6cembre 1939" should read "22 Decembre 1938."
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(c) Pexpression "service aerien international" s'entendra dans le 
sens defini par Particle 96 de la Convention sur l'Aviation Civile 
Internationale sign& a Chicago le 7 Decembre 1944. 

ARTICLE X 

SOUS reserve d'autres dispositions du present Accord ou de son 
Annexe, tout differend entre les Parties Contractantes relatif a Pm.. 
terpretation ou a Papplication du present Accord ou de son Annexe 
qui ne pourrait etre regle par la voie de negociations directes sera 
sourais pour avis consultatif an Conseil Interimaire de l'Organisation 
Provisoire de l'Aviation Chile Internationale (conformement aux 
dispositions de Particle III, Section 6—(8) de l'Accord Interimaire 
sur l'Aviation Civile Internationale signe a Chicago le 7 Decembre 
1944), ou a Porganisme appele A. lui succeder. 

ARTICLE XI 

Le present Accord se substitue a l'AiTangement pour le Fonctionne-
ment des Services de Transports Aeriens conclu entre les deux Gou-
vernements par un echange de lettres en date du 15 Juillet 1939 ainsi 
qu'a l'Accord provisoire des 28 et 29 Decembre 1945. 

Ii n'affecte en rien l'Accord conclu a Noumea le 22 Decembre 
1939 [1] entre le Gouverneur de la Nouvelle-Caledonie et une entreprise 
americaine de transport aerien, non plus que les amendements qui y 
ont 6-0 apportes. 

ARTICLE XII 

Le present accord et tous les contrats y relatifs seront enregistres 
al'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale instituee 
par l'Accord Interimaire sur l'Aviation Civile Internationale, signe le 
7 Decembre 1944 a Chicago, ou a l'organisme appele a lui succeder. 

ARTICLE XIII 

a) Le present Accord et son Annexe entreront en vigueur a Is date 
de la signature dudit Accord. 

b) Chacune des Parties Contractantes peut a tout moment de-. 
mander a se consulter avec l'autre en vue d'apporter an present 
Accord ou A. son Annexe tout amendement qui, a l'experience, parai-
trait desirable. Si une convention aeronautique multilaterale entre 
en vigueur entre les deux Parties Contractantes, une telle consultation 
sera de droit, a l'effet de mettre les clauses du present Accord ou de son 
Annexe en concordance avec les dispositions de ladite convention. 

c) Sous reserve d'autres dispositions du present Accord on de son 
Annexe, si l'une des Parties Contractantes ne souhaite modifier les ter-
tries que de l'Annexe au present Accord, elle peut demander que la 
consultation ait lieu entre les autorites aeronautiques des deux Parties 
Contractantes, cette consultation devant commencer dans un Mai de 
soixante jours a compter de la date de is demande. Toute modifica-
tion a l'Annexe convenue entre lesdites autorites entrera en vigueur 
des qu'elle aura ete confirm& par un echange de notes diplomatiques. 

I [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed 
that "22 Decembre 1939" should read "22 Decembre 1938.1 
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(d) When the procedure for a consultation provided for in para-
graph (b) of the present Article has been initiated, either Contracting
Party may at any time give notice to the other of its desire to ter-
minate this Agreement. Such notice shall be simultaneously com-
municated to the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisa-
tion, or its successor.

This Agreement shall terminate one year after the date of receipt
of the notice to terminate by the other Contracting Party unless the
notice is withdrawn by agreement before the expiration of this period.
In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other Contracting
Party, notice shall be deemed to have been received fourteen days
after the receipt of the notice by the Provisional International Civil
Aviation Organization or its successor.

DONE at Paris , 1946, [l ] in duplicate in the English
and French languages, each of which shall be of equal authenticity.

For the Government of the United For the Provisional Government
States of America of the French Republic

JEFFERSON CAFFERY JULES MOCH
L. WELCH POGUE G BIDAULT
GEORGE P. BAKER

I [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed
that the date of signature was omitted inadvertently and that this passage
should read "DONE at Paris March 27, 1946,".]
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(d) When the procedure for a consultation provided for in para-
graph (b) of the present Article has been initiated, either Contracting 
Party may at any time give notice to the other of its desire to ter-
minate this Agreement. Such notice shall be simultaneously com-
municated to the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisa-
tion, or its successor. 

This Agreement shall terminate one year after the date of receipt 
of the notice to terminate by the other Contracting Party unless the 
notice is withdrawn by agreement before the expiration of this period. 
In the absence of acknowledgment of receipt by the other Contracting 
Party, notice shall be deemed to have been received fourteen days 
after the receipt of the notice by the Provisional International Civil 
Aviation Organization or its successor. 

Ian- DONE at Paris , 1946, r] in duplicate in the English 
and French languages, each of which shall be of equal authenticity. 

For the Government of the United 
States of America 

JEFFERSON CAFFERY 
L. W ELCH POGUE 
GEORGE P. BAKER 

For the Provisional Government 
of the French Republic 

JULES M OCH 
G BIDAULT 

[By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed 
that the date of signature was omitted inadvertently and that this passage 
should read "DoNn at Paris March 27, 1946,".] 
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d) Une fois engagee la procedure de consultation prevue au para-
graphe b) du present Article, chaque Partie Contractante pourra A
tout moment notifier A l'autre son desir de mettre fin au present
Accord. Une telle notification devra 8tre faite simultanement A
l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale ou A
l'organisme appele a lui succeder.

Le present Accord prendra fin une annee apres le jour de reception
de la notification par l'autre Partie Contractante, a moins que ladite
notification soit retiree d'un commun accord avant 1'expiration de
cette p6riode. Au cas oI la Partie Contractante qui recevrait une
telle notification n'en accuserait pas reception, la notification sera
tenue pour revue quatorze jours apres sa reception par l'Organisation
Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale ou l'organisme qui lui
aurait succ6de.

Fait A Paris, le Mars 1946,['] en double exemplaire, dans les
langue anglaise et francaise, l'une et l'autre faisant 6galement foi./.

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats- Pour le Gouvernement Provisoire
Unis d'Amerique de la Republique Francaise

JEFFERSON CAFFERY JULES MOCH

L. WELCH POGUE G BIDAULT
GEORGE P. BAKER

1 [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the
American Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was
agreed that the date of signature was omitted inadvertently and that this passage
should read "Fait a Paris, le 27 Mars 1946,".]
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d) Tine fois engagee la procedure de consultation prevue au para-
graphe b) du present Article, chaque Partie Contractante pourra 
tout moment notifier a l'autre son desk de mettre fm au present 
Accord. Une telle notification devra etre faite simultanement a 
l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale on 
l'organisme appele a lui succeder. 
Le present Accord prendra fin une armee apres le jour de reception 

de la notification par l'autre Partie Contracta,nte, a moms que ladite 
notification soit retiree d'un commun accord avant l'expiration de 
cette periode. Au cas oil la Partie Contractante qui recevrait une 
telle notification n'en accuserait pas reception, la notification sera 
tenue pour regue quatorze jours apres sa reception par l'Organisation 
Provisoire de l'Aviation Civil° Internationale ou Porganisme qui lui 
aurait succede. 

Fait A Paris, le Mars 1946,[1] en double exemplaire, dens les 
langue anglaise et frangaise, l'une et l'autre faisant egalement foi./. 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique 

JEFFERSON CAFFERY 
L. W ELCH POGUE 
GEORGE P. BARER 

Pour le Gouvernement Provisoire 
de la Republique Frangaise 

JULES M OCH 
G BIDATJLT 

[By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the 
American Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was 
agreed that the date of signature was omitted inadvertently and that this passage 
should read "Fait a Paris, le 27 Mars 1946,".] 
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ANNEX

SECTION I
Routs. The Government of the United States of America grants to the

Government of the French Republic the right to conduct air transport
services by one or more air carriers of French nationality designated

po . 346. by the latter country on the routes, specified in Schedule I attached,
which transit or serve commercially the territory of the United
States of America.

SECTION II

The Government of the French Republic grants to the Government
of the United States of America the right to conduct air transport
services by one or more air carriers of United States nationality
designated by the latter country on the routes, specified in ScheduleP t .p.46. II attached, which transit or serve commercially French territory.

SECTION III
ghts 0 transit One or more air carriers designated by each of the Contractingand stop. designated

Parties under the conditions provided in this Agreement will enjoy,
in the territory of the other Contracting Party, rights of transit, of
stops for non-traffic purposes and of commercial entry and departure
for international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail at the points
enumarated and on each of the routes specified in the schedules
attached at all airports open to international traffic.

SECTION IV

It is agreed between the Contraction Parties:
(a) That the two governments desire to foster and encourage the

widest possible distribution of the benefits of air travel for the general
good of mankind at the cheapest rates consistent with sound economic
principles; and to stimulate international air travel as a means of
promoting friendly understanding and gool will among peoples ans
insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new form of trans-
portation to the common welfare of both countries.

(b) That in the operation by the air carriers of either Contracting
Party of trunk services described in the present Annex, the interests
of the air carriers of the other country shall, however, be taken into
consideration so as not to effect unduly the services which the latter
provide on all or part of the same route.

(c) That the air transport services offered by the carriers of both
countries should bear a close relationship to the requirements of the
public for such services.

(d) That the services provided by a designated air carrier under this
Agreement and its Annex shall retain as their primary objective the
provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the
country of which such air carrier is a national and the country of
ultimate destination of the traffic; and
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SECTION I 
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insuring as well the many indirect benefits of this new form of trans-
portation to the common welfare of both countries. 

(b) That in the operation by the air carriers of either Contracting 
Party of trunk services described in the present Annex, the interests 
of the air carriers of the other country shall, however, be taken into 
consideration so as not to effect unduly the services which the latter 
provide on all or part of the same route. 

(c) That the air transport services offered by the carriers of both 
countries should bear a close relationship to the requirements of the 
public for such services. 

Capacity. (d) That the services provided by a designated air carrier under this 
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provision of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the 
country of which such air carrier is a national and the country of 
ultimate destination of the traffic; and 
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ANNEXE.

SECTION I

Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique accorde au Gouverne-
ment de la R6publique Frangaise le droit de faire assurer par une ou
plusieurs entreprises frangaises de transport aerien d6signees par lui,
des services a6riens sur les lignes mentionn6es au tableau I ci-annex6
qui traversent ou desservent le territoire des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique.

SECTION II.-

Le Gouvernement de la Republique Franqaise accorde au Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique le droit de faire assurer par une ou
plusieurs entreprises de transport aerien des Etats-Unis d6sign6es par
lui, des services aeriens sur les lignes mentionnees au tableau II ci-
annexe qui traversent ou desservent le territoire francais.

SECTION III.-

L'entreprise oa les entreprises de transport a6rien designees par
chacune des Parties Contractantes dans les conditions fixees A l'Accord
jouiront dans le territoire de l'autre Partie Contractante, aux points
enumeres et sur chaque itineraire decrit aux tableaux ci-annexes, du
droit de transit, du droit d'escales pour raisons non commerciales et
du droit de d6barquer et d'embarquer en trafic international des pas-
sagers, du courrier et des marchandises sur tout a6roport ouvert au
trafic international.

SECTION IV.-

I1 est entendu entre les Parties Contractantes:
a) que les deux Gouvernements desirent provoquer et encourager la

plus large distribution possible des avantages procures par les voyages
aeriens pour le bien general de l'humanite, aux plus bas tarifs compati-
bles avec de sains principes economiques; et stimuler les voyages aeri-
ens internationaux comme moyen de promouvoir une entente amicale
et une bonne volonte commune entre les peuples, et assurer en meme
temps les nombreux bienfaits indirects de ce nouveau mode de trans-
port pour le bien-8tre commun des deux pays;

b) que, dans l'exploitation par les entreprise de chacun des deux
pays des services long-courrier mentionnes A la presente Annexe, les
interets des entreprises de l'autre pays seront toutefois pris en consi-
deration, afin que ne soient pas indument affectes les services que ces
dernieres assureraient sur tout ou partie des memes parcours;

c) que les services assures par les entreprises des deux pays devront
correspondre aux besoins du public en matiere de transport aerien;

d) que lesdits services long-courrier auront pour objet essentiel
d'offrir une capacite correspondant A la demande de trafic entre le pays
dont ressortit l'entreprise et le pays desservi en dernier lieu; et
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- that the right of the air carriers of either country to embark and to
disembark at points in the territory of the other country international
traffic destined for or coming from third countries at a point or points
specified in the Schedules attached, shall be applied in accordance with
the general principles or orderly development to which both govern-
ments subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle that capac-
ity shall be related.

(I) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and the
countries of destination,

(2) to the requirements of through airline operation, and
(3) to the traffic requirements of the area through which the

airline passes after taking account of local and regional
services.

SECTION V
(a) The determination of rates in accordance with the following

paragraphs shall be made at reasonable levels, due regard being paid to
all relevant factors, such as cost of operation, reasonable profit, and
the rates charged by any other carriers, as well as the characteristics of
each service.

(b) The rates to be charged by the air carriers of either Contracting
Party between the points in the territoty of the United States andpoints in French territory referred to in this Annex shall, consistent
with the provisions of the present Agreement and its Annex, be subject
to the approval of the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting
Parties, who shall act in accordance with their obligations under the
present Annex, within the limits of their legal powers.

(c) The Civil Aeronautics Board of the United States havingapproved the traffic conference machinery of the International Air
Transport Association (Hereinafter called "IATA"), for a period ofone year beginning in February I946, any rate agreements concluded
through this machinery during this period and involving UnitedStates air carriers will be subject to approval by the Board.

(d) Any rate proposed by the air carrier or carriers of eitherContracting Party shall be filed with the aeronautical authorities ofboth Contracting Parties at least thirty days before the proposed
date of introduction; provided that this period of thirty days may bereduced in particular cases if so agreed by the aeronautical authorities
of both Contracting Parties.

(e) The Contracting Parties agree that the procedure described inparagraphs (f), (g) and (h) of this Section shall apply
(I) if during the period of the Civil Aeronautics Board's ap-

proval of the IATA traffic conference machinery, either
any specific rate agreement is not approved within a
reasonable time by either Contracting Party or a con-
ference of IATA is unable to agree on a rate, or
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- que le droit pour les entreprises de chacun des deux pays d'em-
barquer et de d6barquer sur le territoire de l'autre pays, aux points et
sur les itineraires specifies aux tableaux ci-annexes, du trafic inter-
national a destination ou en provenance de pays tiers sera exerc6
conform6ment aux principes generaux de d6veloppement ordonne
affirmes par les deux Gouvernements, et dans des conditions telles
que la capacit6 soit adaptee:

1) A la demande de trafic entre le pays d'origine et les pays de
destination;

2) Aux exigences de l'exploitation des services long-courrier; et
3) A la demande de trafic dans les regions traversees, compte tenu

des services locaux et regionaux.

SECTION V

a) La fixation des tarifs, conformement a la procedure ci-dessous
definie, devra etre faite A des taux raisonnables, compte tenu de
tous les 6elments d'appreciation, et en particulier des frais de l'ex-
ploitation, de la realisation d'un benefice normal, des tarifs pratiques
par les autres entreprises, ainsi que des caracteristiques presentees
par chaque service.

b) Les tarifs A appliquer par les entreprises de chacune des Parties
Contractantes pour les parcours prevus aux tableaux ci-annexes
entre les territoires des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et les territoires fran-
qais devront etre soumis conform6ment aux dispositions du pr6sent
Accord et de son Annexe A l'approbation des autorit6s aeronautiques
de chacune des Parties Contractantes, lesquelles agiront selon les
obligations resultant de la pr6sente Annexe, dans les limites de leurs
pouvoirs 1lgaux.

c) Le "Civil Aeronautics Board" des Etats-Unis ayant approuve
pour la periode d'une annee commencant en F6vrier 1946 la procedure
des conferences de trafic de l'Association Internationale des Trans-
ports Aeriens (ci-apres denommee I. A. T. A.), tous accords de tarifs
conclus selon cette procedure pendant ladite periode et interessant des
entreprises des Etats-Unis seront soumis a l'approbation dudit "Civil
Aeronautics Board".

d) Tout tarif propose par l'entreprise ou les entreprises de chacune
des Parties Contractantes devra 8tre soumis aux autorites aeronauti-
ques des deux Parties Contractantes trente jours au moins avant la
date prevue pour sa mise en application. Cette periode de trente
jours pourra etre reduite dans des cas particuliers si les autorites
aeronautiques des deux Parties Contractantes en conviennent d'un
commun accord.

e) Les Parties Contractantes conviennent que la procedure prevue
aux paragraphes f, g, et h de la presente section sera applicable:

1) lorsque, pendant la periode durant laquelle le "Civil Aero-
nautics Board" approuve la procedure des conferences de trafic de
l'I.A.T.A., un accord de tarifs donne n'est pas approuve dans un
delai raisonnable par l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes, ou
bien lorsqu'une conference de 1'I.A.T.A. n'a pu etablir un tarif, ou
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— que le droit pour les entreprises de chacun des deux pays d'em-
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aeronautiques des deux Parties Contractantes en conviennent d'un 
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e) Les Parties Contractantes conviennent que la procedure prevue 
aux paragraphes f, g, et h de la presente section sera applicable: 

1) lorsque, pendant la pefiode durant laquelle le "Civil Aero-
nautics Board" approuve la procedure des conferences de trafic de 
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(2) at any time no IATA machinery is applicable, or
(3) if either Contracting Party ay any time withdraws or fails

to renew its approval of that part of the IATA traffic con-
ference machinery relevant to this Section.

Preventioniof fair (f) In the event that power is conferred by law upon the aero-
nautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and economic
rates for the transport of persons and property by air on international
services and to suspend proposed rates in a manner comparable to
that in which the Civil Aeronautics Board at present is empowered to
act with recpect to such rates for the transport of persons and property
by air within the United States, each of the Contracting Parties
shall thereafter exercise its authority in such amnner as to prevent
any rate or rates proposed by one of its carriers for services from the
territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the territory
of the other Contracting Party from becoming effective, if in the
judgment of the aeronautical authorites of the Contracting Party
whose air carrier or carriers is or are proposing such rate, that rate is
unfair or uneconomic.

Noticet of dpisat If one of the Contracting Parties on receipt of the notificationfaction with proposedr a
te. referred to in paragraph (d) above is dissatisfied with the rate pro-

posed by the air carrier or carriers of the other Contracting Party,
it shall so notify the other Contracting Party prior to the expiry of
the first fifteen of the thirty days referred to, and the Contracting
Parties shall endeavour to reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached, each Contracting
Party will exercise its statutory powers to give effect to such agreement.

vRateetlve pro If agreement has not been reached at the end of the thirty day
period referred to in paragraph (d) above, the proposed rate may,
unless the aeronautical authorities of the country of the air carrier
concerned see fit to suspend its application, go into effect provisionally
pending the settlement of any dispute in accordance with the pro-
cedure outlined in paragraph (h) below.

(g) Prior to the time when such power may be conferred by law
upon the aeronautical authorities of the United States, if one of the
Contracting Parties is dissatisfied, with any rate proposed by the air
carrier or carriers of either Contracting Party for services from the
territory of one Contracting Party to a point or points in the territoryof the other Contracting Party, it shall so notify the other prior tothe expiry of the first fifteen of the thirty day period referred to in
paragraph (d) above, and the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to
reach agreement on the appropriate rate.

In the event that such agreement is reached each Contracting
Party will use its best efforts to cause such agreed rate to be put into
effect by its air carrier or carriers.

Rate effective pro-
visionally. 
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2) lorsque, A toute epoque, aucune procedure de I'I.A.T.A.
n'est applicable, ou

3) lorsque, A toute epoque, l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contrac-
tantes retire ou s'abstient de renouveler son approbation a la partie
de la procedure des conferences de trafic de I'I.A.T.A. concernant la
presente section.

f) Si les autorites aeronautiques des Etats-Unis regoivent le pouvoir
legal de fixer des tarifs justes et 6conomiques pour le transport aerien
international des personnes et des messageries, et de suspendre des
tarifs proposes, comme le "Civil Aeronautics Board" est actuellement
habilit6e le faire en ce qui concerne de tels tarifs a l'int6rieur des
Etats-Unis, chacune des deux Parties Contractantes exercera ulte-
rieurement son autorite de maniere a empacher d'entrer en application
tout tarif propose par l'une de ses entreprises pour les services reliant
le territoire de l'une des Parties Contractantes A celui de l'autre, si, de
l'avis des Autorites aeronautiques de la Partie Contractante dont
l'entreprise propose un tel tarif, ledit tarif n'est pas juste ou econo-
mique.

Si l'une des Parties Contractantes, apres reception de la
notification prevue au paragraphe d) ci-dessus, n'approuve pas le
tarif propose par une entreprise de l'autre Partie Contractante, elle en
avisera cette derniere Partie Contractante avant 1'expiration de la
moitie du ddlai de trente jours prevu, et les Parties Contractantes
s'efforceront d'aboutir a un accord sur un tarif convenable.

Si un tel accord est obtenu, chaque Partie Contractante exercera ses
pouvoirs legaux en vue d'en assurer l'application.

Si un accord n'a pas pu etre obtenu A l'expiration de la p6riode de
trente jours prevue au paragraphe d) ci-dessus, le tarif propose peut
8tre mis en application a titre provisoire en attendant le reglement du
differend conformement A la procedure d6finie au paragraphe h) ci-
dessous, A moins que les autorites aeronautiques du pays de l'entreprise
interessee estiment devoir suspendre cette entree en application.

g) Aussi longtemps que les autorites aeronautiques des Etats-Unis
ne disposeront pas de tels pouvoirs legaux, si l'une des Parties Con-
tractantes n'approuve pas un tarif propose par une entreprise de
l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes pour des services vises au
paragraphe b) reliant le territoire de l'une des Parties Contractantes &
celui de l'autre, ladite Partie Contractante en avisera l'autre avant
1'expiration de la moitie du delai de trente jours prevu au paragraphe
d) ci-dessus, et les Parties Contractantes s'efforceront d'aboutir A un
accord sur un tarif convenable.

Si un tel accord est obtenu chaque Partie Contractante s'emploiera
de son mieux A faire en sorte que le tarif convenu soit mis en applica-
tion par son entreprise ou ses entreprises.
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2) lorsque, a toute époque, aucune procedure de l'I.A.T.A. 
n'est applicable, ou 

3) lorsque, a toute époque, l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contrac-
tantes retire ou s'abstient de renouveler son approbation a la partie 
de la procedure des conferences de trafic de l'I.A.T.A. concernant la 
presente section. 

f) Si les autorites aeronautiques des Etats-Unis regoivent le pouvoir 
legal de fixer des tarifs justes et economiques pour le transport aerien 
international des personnes et des messageries, et de suspendre des 
tarifs proposes, comme le "Civil Aeronautics Board" est actuellement 
habilite a le faire en cc qui concerne de tels tarifs a Pinterieur des 
Etats-Unis, chacune des deux Parties Contractantes exercera nit& 
rieurement son autorite de maniere a empecher d'entrer en application 
tout tarif propose par l'une de ses entreprises pour les services reliant 
le territoire de l'une des Parties Contractantes a celui de l'autre, si, de 
l'avis des Autorites aeronautiques de la Partie Contractante dont 
l'entreprise propose un tel tarif, ledit tarif n'est pas juste ou &ono-
mique. 

Si l'une des Parties Contractantes, apres reception de la 
notification prevue au paragraphe d) ci-dessus, n'approuve pas le 
tarif propose par une entreprise de l'autre Partie Contractante, elle en 
avisera cette derniere Partie Contractante avant l'expiration de la 
moitie du alai de trente jours prevu, et les Parties Contractantes 
s'efforceront d'aboutir a un accord sur un tarif convenable. 

Si un tel accord est obtenu, chaque Partie Contractante exercera ses 
pouvoirs legaux en vue d'en assurer Papplication. 

Si un accord n'a pas pu etre obtenu a l'expiration de la periode de 
trente jours prevue au paragraphe d) ci-dessus, le tarif propose peut 
etre mis en application a titre provisoire en attendant le reglement du 
differend conformement a la procedure definie au paragraphe h) ci-
dessous, a moms que les autorites aeronautiques du pays de l'entreprise 
interessee estiment devoir suspendre cette entrée en application. 

g) Aussi longternps que les autorites aeronautiques des Etats-Unis 
no disposeront pas de tels pouvoirs legaux, si l'une des Parties Con-
tractantes n'approuve pas un tarif propose par une entreprise de 
l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes pour des services vises au 
paragraphe b) reliant le territoire de l'une des Parties Contractantes A 
celui de l'autre, ladite Partie Contractante en avisera l'autre avant 
l'expiration de la moitie du (Mai de trente jours prevu au paragraphe 
d) ci-dessus, et les Parties Contractantes s'efforceront d'aboutir a un 
accord sur un tarif convenable. 

Si un tel accord est obtenu chaque Partie Contractante s'emploiera 
de son mieux a faire en sorte que le tarif convenu soit mis en applica-
tion par son entreprise ou ses entreprises. 
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It is recognised that if no such agreement can be reached prior
to the expiry of such thirty days, the Contracting Party raising the
objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary
to prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in question
at the rate complained of.

Advisory report. (h) When in any case under paragraph (f) and (g) above the aero-
nautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties cannot agree
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation
initiated by the complaint of one Contracting Party concerning the
proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers of the
other Contracting Party, upon the request of either, both Contract-
ing Parties shall submit the question to the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization or to its successor for an advisory report,
and each Party will use its best efforts under the powers available to
it to put the opinion [1] expressed in such report.

SECTION VI
"Transshipment." (a) For the purpose of the present Section, the term "transship-

ment" shall mean the transportation by the same carrier of traffic
beyond a certain point on a given route by different aircraft from
those employed on the earlier stages of the same route.

(b) Transshipment when justified by economy of operation will be
permitted at all points mentioned in the attached Schedules in terri-
tory of the two Contracting Parties.

(c) However, no transshipments will be made in the territory of
either Contracting Party which would alter the long range character-
istics of the operation or which would be inconsistent with the stand-
ards set forth in this Agreement and its Annex and particularly

Ante, p. 346. Section IV of this Annex.

Changes In routes.

Post, p. 3466.

SECTION VII

Changes made by either Contracting Party in the routes described
in the Schedules attached except those which change the points
served by these airlines in the territory of the other Contracting
Party shall not be considered as modifications of the Annex. The
aeronautical authorities of either Contracting Party may therefore
proceed unilaterally to make such changes, provided, however, that
notice of any change is given without delay to the aeronautical
authorities of the other Contracting Party.

I [By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed
that the words "into effect" were omitted inadvertently and that "put the
opinion" should read "put into effect the opinion".]
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It is recognised that if no such agreement can be reached prior 
to the expiry of such thirty days, the Contracting Party raising the 
objection to the rate may take such steps as it may consider necessary 
to prevent the inauguration or continuation of the service in question 
at the rate complained of. 

(h) When in any case under paragraph (f) and (g) above the aero-
nautical authorities of the two Contracting Parties cannot agree 
within a reasonable time upon the appropriate rate after consultation 
initiated by the complaint of one Contracting Party concerning the 
proposed rate or an existing rate of the air carrier or carriers of the 
other Contracting Party, upon the request of either, both Contract-
ing Parties shall submit the question to the Provisional International 
Civil Aviation Organization or to its successor for an advisory report, 
and each Party will use its best efforts under the powers available to 
it to put the opinion rj expressed in such report. 

SECTION VI 

(a) For the purpose of the present Section, the term "transship-
ment" shall mean the transportation by the same carrier of traffic 
beyond a certain point on a given route by different aircraft from 
those employed on the earlier stages of the same route. 

(b) Transshipment when justified by economy of operation will be 
permitted at all points mentioned in the attached Schedules in terri-
tory of the two Contracting Parties. 

(c) However, no transshipments will be made in the territory of 
either Contracting Party which would alter the long range character-
istics of the operation or which would be inconsistent with the stand-
ards set forth in this Agreement and its Annex and particularly 
Section IV of this Annex. 

SECTION VII 

Changes made by either Contracting Party in the routes described 
in the Schedules attached except those which change the points 
served by these airlines in the territory of the other Contracting 
Party shall not be considered as modifications of the Annex. The 
aeronautical authorities of either Contracting Party may therefore 
proceed unilaterally to make such changes, provided, however, that 
notice of any change is given without delay to the aeronautical 
authorities of the other Contracting Party. 

[By an exchange of notes dated Feb. 19 and Mar. 10, 1947, between the Ameri-
can Embassy at Paris and the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs it was agreed 
that the words "into effect" were omitted inadvertently and that "put the 
opinion" should read "put into effect the opinion".] 
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n est entendu que si un tel accord ne peut 6tre obtenu avant l'ex-
piration desdits trente jours, la Partie Contractante qui 6elve des
objections au tarif pourra prendre telle mesure qu'elle estimera
necessaire en vue d'empecher l'inauguration ou le maintien du service
en question au tarif discute.

h) Au cas ou la procedure de consultation definie aux paragraphes
f) et g) ci-dessus n'aboutirait pas dans un delai raisonnable a un
accord entre les autorites aeronautiques des des deux Parties Contrac-
tantes sur un tarif convenable, le differend serait, sur la demande de
l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes, porte pour avis consultatif
devant l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale
ou devant l'Organisme appel6 a lui succ6der, et chacune des Parties
Contractantes s'emploiera de son mieux, dans les limites des pouvoirs
dont elle dispose, pour donner suite a l'opinion exprim6e par l'Organ-
isme International.

SECTION VI.-

a) Au sens de la presente Section l'expression "rupture de charge"
a une escale donn6e signifie qu'au-dela de ce point le trafic sur la
ligne consider6e est assure par la meme entreprise avec un appareil
different de celui qui a ete utilis6 sur la meme ligne avant ladite escale.

b) Toute rupture de charge justifiee par des raisons d'economie
d'exploitation sera admise en tout point du territoire des deux Parties
Contractantes mentionn6 aux tableaux ci-annex6s.

c) Toutefois aucune rupture de charge ne pourra intervenir sur le
territoire de l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes dans les cas
ou elle modifierait les caracteristiques de l'exploitation d'un service
long-courrier, ou serait incompatible avec les principes 6nonces dans
le present Accord et son Annexe et particulierement la Section IV
de ladite Annexe.

SECTION VII.-

Toute modification des lignes aeriennes mentionnees aux tableaux
ci-annexes, qui affecterait le trace de ces lignes sur des territoires
d'Etat tiers autres que ceux des Parties Contractantes, ne sera pas
consideree comme une modification a l'Annexe. Les autorites a6ro-
nautiques de chaque Partie Contractante pourront en conqequence
proceder unilateralement a une telle modification sous reserve toutefois
de sa notification sans d6lai aux autorites aeronautiques de l'autre
Partie Contractante.
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Il est entendu que si un tel accord no pout etre obtenu avant l'ex-
piration desdits trente jours, la Partie Contractante qui &eve des 
objections au tarif pourra prendre telle mesure qu'elle estimera 
necessaire en vue d'empecher l'inauguration ou le maintien du service 
en question au tarif discute. 

h) Au cas oil la procedure de consultation definie aux paragraphes 
f) et g) ci-dessus n'aboutirait pas dans un deal raisonnable a un 
accord entre les autorites aeronautiques des des deux Parties Contrac-
tantes sur un tarif convenable, le differend serait, sur la dema,nde de 
l'une ou l'autre des Parties Contractantes, porte pour avis consultatif 
devant l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile Internationale 
ou dev ant l'Organisme appele a lui succeder, et chacune des Parties 
Contractantes s'emploiera de son mieux, dans les limites des pouvoirs 
dont elle dispose, pour donner suite a l'opinion exprimee par l'Organ-
isme International. 

SECTION VI.— 

a) Au sens de la presente Section l'expression "rupture de charge" 
une escale dorm& signifie qu'au-dela de ce point le trafic sur la 

ligne consider& est assure par la meme entreprise avec un appareil 
different de celui qui a ete utilise sur la memo ligne avant ladite escale. 

b) Toute rupture de charge justifiee par des raisons d'economie 
d'exploitation sera admise en tout point du territoire des deux Parties 
Contractantes mentionne aux tableaux ci-annexes. 

c) Toutefois aucune rupture de charge ne pourra intervenir sur is 
territoire de l'une on l'autre des Parties Contractantes dans les cas 
oh elle modifierait les caracteristiques de l'exploitation d'un service 
long-courrier, ou serait incompatible avec les principes &lone& dans 
le present Accord et son Annexe et particulierement la Section IV 
de ladite Annexe. 

SECTION VII.— 

Toute modification des lignes aeriennes mentionnees aux tableaux 
ci-annexes, qui affecterait le trace de ces lignes sur des territoires 
d'Etat tiers autres quo ceux des Parties Contractantes, ne sera pas 
consider& comme une modification a l'Annexe. Les autorites aero-
nautiques de chaque Partie Contractante pourront en conqequence 
proceder unilateralement a une telle modification sous reserve toutefois 
de sa notification sans 'Mai aux autorites aeronautiques de l'autre 
Partie Contractante. 
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If such other aeronautical authorities find that, having regard to
Ante, p. . the principles set forth in Section IV of the present Annex, interests

of their air carrier or carriers are prejudiced by the carriage by the
air carrier or carriers of the first Contracting Party of traffic between
the territory of the second Contracting Party and the new point in
the territory of a third country, the authorities of the two Contracting
Parties shall consult with a view to arriving at a satisfactory agree-
ment.

SECTION VIII
Exchange of infor

mation. After the present Agreement comes into force, the aeronautical
authorities of both Contracting Parties will exchange information as
promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to their
respective designated air carriers to render service to, through and
from the territory of the other Contracting Party. This will include
copies of current certificates and authorizations for service on the
routes which are the subject of this Agreement and, for the future,
such new authorizations as may be issued together with amendments,
exemption orders and authorized service patterns.

GB JC
JM LWP

G. P. B.
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If such other aeronautical authorities find that, having regard to 
the principles set forth in Section IV of the present Annex, interests 
of their air carrier or carriers are prejudiced by the carriage by the 
air carrier or carriers of the first Contracting Party of traffic between 
the territory of the second Contracting Party and the new point in 
the territory of a third country, the authorities of the two Contracting 
Parties shall consult with a view to arriving at a satisfactory agree-
ment. 

SECTION VIII 

After the present Agreement comes into force, the aeronautical 
authorities of both Contracting Parties will exchange information as 
promptly as possible concerning the authorizations extended to their 
respective designated air carriers to render service to, through and 
from the territory of the other Contracting Party. This will include 
copies of current certificates and authorizations for service on the 
routes which are the subject of this Agreement and, for the future, 
such new authorizations as may be issued together with amendments, 
exemption orders and authorized service patterns. 
GB JO 
JM LWP 

G. P. B. 
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Si ces dernieres estiment, eu 4gard aux principes enonces A la
Section IV de la presente Annexe, que les int6rtts de leurs entreprises
nationales sont affect6s par le fait qu'un trafic est assure entre leur
propre territoire et la nouvelle escale en pays tiers par les entreprises
de l'autre pays, elles se concerteront avec les autorites a6ronautiques
de l'autre Partie Contractante afin de parvenir A un accord satisfaisant.

SECTION VIII.-

A partir de l'entr6e en vigueur du present Accord, les autorites
aeronautiques des deux Parties Contractantes devront se communi-
quer aussi rapidement que possible les informations concernant les
autorisations donnees a leur ou leurs propres entreprises designees
pour exploiter les lignes mentionnees aux tableaux ci-annexes ou des
fractions desdites lignes. Ces informations comporteront notamment
copie des autorisations accordees, de leurs modifications eventuelles
ainsi que tous documents annexes.

JM GB JC
LWP
G. P. B.
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Si ces dernieres estiment, eu egard aux principes &one& a la 
Section IV de la presente Annexe, que les interets de leurs entreprises 
nationales sont affect& par le fait qu'un trafic est assure entre leur 
propre territoire et la nouvelle escale en pays tiers par les entreprises 
de l'autre pays, elks se concerteront avec les autorites aeronautiques 
de l'autre Partie Contractante afin de parvenir a un accord satisfaisant. 

SECTION VIM— 

A partir de Pentree en vigueur du present Accord, les autorites 
adronautiques des deux Parties Contractantes devront se communi-
quer aussi rapidement que possible les informations concernant les 
autorisations donnees a leur ou leurs propres entreprises designees 
pour exploiter les lignes mentionnees aux tableaux ci-annexes ou des 
fractions desdites lignes. Ces informations comporteront notamment 
copie des autorisations accordees, de leurs modifications eventuelles 
ainsi que thus documents annexes. 

'TM GB JO 
LWP 
G. P. B. 
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SCHEDULE II

ROUTES TO BE SERVED BY THE AIR CARRIERS OF THE
UNITED STATES

(Points on any of the routes may, at the option of the air carrier, be
omitted on any or all flights.)

1. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atlantic
to Paris and beyond via intermediate points in Switzerland, Italy,
Greece, Egypt, the Near East, India, Burma and Siam to Hanoi,
and thence to China and beyond; in both directions.

2. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atlantic
and Spain to Marseille and beyond via Milan, Budapest and points
south of the parallel of Budapest to Turkey and thence via inter-
mediate points to a connection with Route 8 and beyond on said
route; in both directions.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

SCHEDULE I

ROUTES TO BE SERVED BY THE AIR CARRIERS OF THE
FRENCH REPUBLIC

(Points on any of the routes may, at the option of the air carrier, be
omitted on any or all flights.)

1. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic to Boston,
New York and Washington, and also the site of the United Nations
Organization; in both directions.

2. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic and
Montreal to Chicago; in both directions.

3. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic to New
York and beyond to Mexico; in both directions.

4. Martinique via Guadeloupe and via intermediate points to Puerto
Rico and beyond via the Dominican Republic to Haiti; in both
directions.

5. Indo-China via points in China and Hong Kong to Manila; in
both directions (provided that this route is subject to the approval
of the Government of the Philippine Islands).

Note: For the purposes of the present Schedule, the term "North
Atlantic" shall mean that part of the North Atlantic Ocean
north of a line from Key West, Florida, to Bermuda, the Azores
and Lisbon, including these points.

"North Atlantic."
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SCHEDULE 

ROUTES TO BE SERVED BY THE AIR CARRIERS OF THE 
FRENCH REPUBLIC 

(Points on any of the routes may, at the option of the air carrier, be 
omitted on any or all ffights.) 

1. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic to Boston, 
New York and Washington, and also the site of the United Nations 
Organization; in both directions. 

2. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic and 
Montreal to Chicago; in both directions. 

3. France via intermediate points over the North Atlantic to New 
York and beyond to Mexico; in both directions. 

4. Martinique via Guadeloupe and via intermediate points to Puerto 
Rico and beyond via the Dominican Republic to Haiti; in both 
directions. 

5. Indo-China via points in China and Hong Kong to Manila; in 
both directions (provided that this route is subject to the approval 
of the Government of the Philippine Islands). 

Note: For the purposes of the present Schedule, the term "North 
Atlantic" shall mean that part of the North Atlantic Ocean 
north of a line from Key West, Florida, to Bermuda, the Azores 
and Lisbon, including these points. 
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SCHEDULE II 

ROUTES TO BE SERVED BY THE AIR CARRIERS OF THE 
UNITED STATES 

(Points on any of the routes may, at the option of the air carrier, be 
omitted on any or all flights.) 

1. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atlantic 
to Paris and beyond via intermediate points in Switzerland, Italy, 
Greece, Egypt, the Near East, India, Burma and Siam to Hanoi, 
and thence to China and beyond; in both directions. 

2. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atlantic 
and Spain to Marseille and beyond via Milan, Budapest and points 
south of the parallel of Budapest to Turkey and thence via inter-
mediate points to a connection with Route 8 and beyond on said 
route; in both directions. 
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TABLEAU I

ROUTES POUVANT ETRE DESSERVIES PAR LES ENTRE-
PRISES FRANCAISES DE TRANSPORT AERIEN

(Tout point des routes 6num6r6es ci-dessous pourra, au choix de
l'entreprise, ne pas 8tre desservi par certains des services assures par
celle-ci ou par la totalit6 desdits services).
I°/De France, via des points interm6diaires sur 1'Atlantique-Nord,
vers Boston, New-York et Washington, ainsi que vers le siege de
l'Organisation des Nations-Unies; dans les deux sens.
2°/De France, via des points intermediaires sur 1'Atlantique-Nord et
Montreal vers Chicago; dans les deux sens.
3°/De France, via des points intermediaires sur 1'Atlantique-Nord
vers New-York et au-dela vers le Mexique; dans les deux sens.
4°/De la Martinique, via la Guadeloupe et des points intermediaires
vers Porto-Rico et au-delA vers la R6publique Dominicaine et Haiti;
dans les deux sens.
5°/D'Indochine via des points en Chine et Hong-Kong vers Manille;
dans les deux sens (sous r6serve de l'agrement du Gouvernement des
Iles Philippines).

NOTE - Au sens du present tableau, I'expression "Atlantique-Nord"
s'entendra de la partie de l'Oc4an Atlantique s'6tendant au nord d'une
ligne reliant Key-West (Floride) A Lisbonne par les Bermudes et les
Acores, ces points 6tant inclus.

JM JC
GB LWP

G. P. B.

TABLEAU II

ROUTES POUVANT ETRE DESSERVIES PAR LES ENTRE-
PRISES DE TRANSPORT AERIEN DES ETATS-UNIS.

(Tout point des routes enumerees ci-dessous pourra, au choix de 1'en-
treprise, ne pas 8tre desservi par certains des services assures par
celle-ci ou par la totalit6 desdits services).

I°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points interm6diaires sur l'Atlantique-
Nord vers Paris et au-dela, via des points intermediaires en Suisse, en
Italie, en Grece, en Egypte, dans le Proche-Orient, aux Indes, en
Birmanie et au Siam vers Hanoi, et au-delA vers la Chine et les au,
dela; dans les deux sens.

2°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-
Nord et 1'Espagne vers Marseille et au-dela, via Milan, Budapest et
des points au sud du parallele de Budapest, vers la Turquie, et au de-
la via des points intermediaires jusqu'a un raccordement avec la route
N° 8 et les au-dela sur ladite route; dans les deux sens.
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TABLEAU I 

ROUTES POUVANT ETRE DESSERVIES PAR LES ENTRE-
PRISES FRANCAISES DE TRANSPORT AERIEN 

(Tout point des routes enumerees ci-dessous pourra, au choix de 
l'entreprise, ne pas etre desservi par certains des services assures par 
celle-ci ou par la totalite desdits services). 

I°/De France, via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-Nord, 
vers Boston, New-York et Washington, ainsi que vers le siege de 
l'Organisation des Nations-Unies; dans les deux sens. 

2°/De France, via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-Nord et 
Montreal vers Chicago; dans les deux sens. 

3°/De France, via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-Nord 
vers New-York et au-dela vers le Mexique; dans les deux sons. 
4°/De la Martinique, via la Guadeloupe et des points intermediaires 
vers Porto-Rico et au-dela, vers la Republique Dominicaine et Haiti; 
dans les deux sons. 

5°/D'Indochine via des points en Chine et Hong-Kong vers Manille; 
dans les deux sens (sous reserve de Pagrement du Gouvernement des 
Iles Philippines). 

NOTE — Au sens du present tableau, l'expression "Atlantique-Nord" 
s'entendra de la partie de l'Ocean Atlantique s'etendant au nord d'une 
ligne reliant Key-West (Floride) a Lisbonne par les Bermudes et les 
Acores, ces points etant inclus. 
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TABLEAU II 

ROUTES POUVANT ETRE DESSERVIES PAR LES ENTRE-
PRISES DE TRANSPORT AERIEN DES ETATS-UNIS. 

(Tout point des routes enumerees ci-dessous pourra, au choix de l'en-
treprise, ne pas etre desservi par certains des services assures par 
celle-ci ou par la totalite desdits services). 

JO/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-
Nord vers Paris et au-dela, via des points intermediaires en Suisse, en 
Italie, en Grece, en Egypte, dans le Proche-Orient, aux hides, en 
Birmanie et au Siam vers Hanoi, et au-dela vers is. Chine et les an 
dela; dans les deux sens. 

2°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique-
Nord et l'Espagne vers Marseille et au-dela, via Milan, Budapest et 
des points au sud du parallele de Budapest, vers la Turquie, et au de-
là via des points intermediaires jusqu'a un raccordement avec la route 
No 8 et les au-dela sur ladite route; dans les deux sens. 
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It is understood that the rights granted in respect of Hanoi
and Saigon shall be in effect from the date of the present
Agreement for a period of one year and automatically
renewed thereafter except in the event of denunciation with
three months' advance notice at the expiration of any annual
period.
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JC
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3. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atalantic,
and Spain to Algiers, Tunis, and beyond via intermediate points to
Egypt, and beyond via Route 1; in both directions.

4. The United States via intermediate points to Dakar, Pointe Noire,
Brazzaville, and beyond via intermediate points to the Union of
South Africa; in both directions.

5. The United States via intermediate points to Guadeloupe, Marti-
nique, and beyond via intermediate points to French Guiana, and
beyond in South America; in both directions.

6. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean to
New Caledonia and beyond on one or more routes to Australasia
(including Australia and New Zealand); in both directions.

7. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean and
Manila to Saigon, and beyond to Singapore and Batavia; in both
directions.

8. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean,
Manila, Hong Kong, Macao, and China to Hanoi and beyond via
Siam, Burma to India and beyond; in both directions.

Note 1: For the purposes of the present Schedule, the term "North
Atlantic" shall mean that part of the North Atlantic Ocean
north of a line from Key West, Florida, to Bermuda, the
Azores and Lisbon, including these points.

"North Atlantic."
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3. The United States via intermediate points over the North Atalantic, 
and Spain to Algiers, Tunis, and beyond via intermediate points to 
Egypt, and beyond via Route 1; in both directions. 

4. The United States via intermediate points to Dakar, Pointe Noire, 
Brazzaville, and beyond via intermediate points to the Union of 
South Africa; in both directions. 

5. The United States via intermediate points to Guadeloupe, Marti-
nique, and beyond via intermediate points to French Guiana, and 
beyond in South America; in both directions. 

6. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean to 
New Caledonia and beyond on one or more routes to Australasia 
(including Australia and New Zealand); in both directions. 

7. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean and 
Manila to Saigon, and beyond to Singapore and Batavia; in both 
directions. 

8. The United States via intermediate points in the Pacific Ocean, 
Manila, Hong Kong, Macao, and China to Hanoi and beyond via 
Siam, Burma to India and beyond; in both directions. 

Note 1: For the purposes of the present Schedule, the term "North 
Atlantic" shall mean that part of the North Atlantic Ocean 
north of a line from Key West, Florida, to Bermuda, the 
Azores and Lisbon, including these points. 

Note 2: It is understood that the rights granted in respect of Hanoi 
and Saigon shall be in effect from the date of the present 
Agreement for a period of one year and automatically 
renewed thereafter except in the event of denunciation with 
three months' advance notice at the expiration of any annual 
period. 
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30/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique.
Nord et l'Espagne vers Alger, Tunis et au-delA via des points inter-
mcdiaires vers l'Egypte, et les au-delA sur la route N° I; dans les deux
sens.

4°/ Des Etats-Unis, via des points intermddiaires vers Dakar, Pointe-
Noire, Brazzaville et au-dela via des points intermediaires vers 1'Union
Sud-Africaine; dans les deux sens.
5°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires vers la Guadeloupe,
la Martinique et au-dela via des points intermediaires vers la Guyane
francaise et les au-delA en Amerique du Sud; dans les deux sens.
6°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifique
vers la Nouvelle-Cal6donie et au-dela sur une ou plusieurs routes vers
l'Australasie (y compris l'Australie et la Nouvelle-Zelande); dans les
deux sens.

70/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifique
& Manille, vers Saigon, et au-delA vers Singapour et Batavia; dans les
deux sens.

8°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifi-
que, Manille, Hong-Kong, Macao et la Chine vers Hanoi et au-dela
via le Siam, la Birmanie, les Indes et les au-dela; dans les deux sens.
NOTE - I Au sens du present tableau, l'expression "Atlantique Nord"
s'entendra de la partie de l'Ocean Atlantique s'etendant au nord d'une
ligne reliant Key West (Floride) A Lisbonne par les Bermudes et les
Agores, ces points 6tant inclus.

2 II est entendu que les droits accordes a Hanoi et Saigon porteront
effet a compter de la date du present Accord pour une periode d'une
annee renouvelable par tacite reconduction sous reserve de ddnon-
ciation A l'expiration d'une periode annuelle moyennant un preavis de
trois mois.
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3°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires sur l'Atlantique, 
Nord et l'Espagne vers Alger, Tunis et au-dell via des points inter-
mediaires vers l'Egypte, et les au-dell sur la route N° I; dans les deux 
sens. 

4°/ Des Etats-Unis, via des points intermediaires vers Dakar, Pointe-
Noire, Brazzaville et au-dela via des points intermediaires vers l'Union 
Sud-Africaine; dans les deux sens. 

5°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires vers la Guadeloupe, 
la Martinique et au-dell via des points interrnediaires vers la Guyane 
frangaise et les au-dell en Amerique du Sud; dans les deux sens. 

6°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifique 
vers la Nouvelle-Caledonie et au-dell sur une ou plusieurs routes vers 
l'Australasie (y compris l'Australie et la Nouvelle-Zelande); dans les 
deux sens. 

7°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifique 
dz ManiIle, vers Saigon, at au-dell vers Singapour et Batavia; dans les 
deux sens. 

8°/ Des Etats-Unis via des points intermediaires dans l'Ocean Pacifi-
que, ManiIle, Hong-Kong, Macao et la Chine vers Hanoi et au-dell 
via le Siam, la Birmanie, les Indes at les au-dell; dans les deux sens. 

NOTE — I Au sens du present tableau, l'expression "Atlantique Nord" 
s'entendra de la partie de l'Ocean Atlantique s'etendant au nord d'une 
ligne reliant Key West (Floride) a Lisbonne par les Bermudes et les 
Acores, ces points etant inclus. 

2 II est entendu que les droits accord& I Hanoi et Saigon porteront 
effet I compter de la date du present Accord pour une periode d'une 
armee renouvelable par tacite reconduction sous reserve de &mon-
elation I l'expiration d'une periode annuelle moyennant un prdavis de 
trois mole. 
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Points of agreement.

Equal opportunity
tor operation of routes.

Ante, p. 3456.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAr.

PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE

It appeared in the course of negotiations leading up to the conclusion
of the Agreement on air services between French territory and the
territory of the United States of America signed at Paris today that
the representatives of the two Contracting Parties were in agreement
on the following points:

1. The air carriers of the two Contracting Parties operating on the
routes described in the Annex of said Agreement shall enjoy equal
opportunity for the operation of the said routes.

2. To the extent that the carrier or carriers of one of the governments
is temporarily unable to take advantage of such opportunities as a
result of the war, the situation will be mutually examined by the two
governments for the purpose of aiding as soon as possible the said air
carrier or carriers to increasingly make their proper contribution to
the services contemplated.

Airports coenstruct-ed on French ter" - 3. The airports which were constructed on French territory and
sand nanced by financed in whole or part by the Government of the United States and

which will be open to international civil traffic will be open to the
duly authorized air carriers of the United States who will enjoy thereon,
on a non-discriminatory basis, rights of transit and non-traffic stop.
They will likewise enjoy there the commercial rights which may be
granted them by the present Agreement or any other agreement now
in force or later concluded.

Legislation. 4. In order to give effect to the provisions of Section V (f) of the
Ante, p. 34. Annex to the Agreement, the executive branch of the United States

Government will use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering
the aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and eco-
nomic rates for international services and to suspend proposed rates,
in the same manner as the Civil Aeronautics Board is qualified to
act with respect to air transportation within the United States.

Determination of
tariffs. 5. It is recognized that the determination of tariffs to be applied

by an air carrier of one Contracting Party between the territory of
the other Contracting Party and a third country is a complex ques-
tion, the overall solution of which cannot be sought through consul-
tation between only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the
method of determining such tariffs is now being studied by the Pro-
visional International Civil Aviation Organization. It is understood
under these circumstances:
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PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE 

It appeared in the course of negotiations leading up to the conclusion 
of the Agreement on air services between French territory and the 
territory of the United States of America signed at Paris today that 
the representatives of the two Contracting Parties were in agreement 
on the following points: 

1. The air carriers of the two Contracting Parties operating on the 
routes described in the Annex of said Agreement shall enjoy equal 
opportunity for the operation of the said routes. 

2. To the extent that the carrier or carriers of one of the governments 
is temporarily unable to take advantage of such opportunities as a 
result of the war, the situation will be mutually examined by the two 
governments for the purpose of aiding as soon as possible the said air 
carrier or carriers to increasingly make their proper contribution to 
the services contemplated. 

3. The airports which were constructed on French territory and 
financed in whole or part by the Government of the United States and 
which will be open to international civil traffic will be open to the 
duly authorized air carriers of the United States who will enjoy thereon, 
on a non-discriminatory basis, rights of transit and non-traffic stop. 
They will likewise enjoy there the commercial rights which may be 
granted them by the present Agreement or any other agreement now 
in force or later concluded. 

4. In order to give effect to the provisions of Section V (f) of the 
Annex to the Agreement, the executive branch of the United States 
Government will use its best efforts to secure legislation empowering 
the aeronautical authorities of the United States to fix fair and eco-
nomic rates for international services and to suspend proposed rates, 
in the same manner as the Civil Aeronautics Board is qualified to 
act with respect to air transportation within the United States. 

5. It is recognized that the determination of tariffs to be applied 
by an air carrier of one Contracting Party between the territory of 
the other Contracting Party and a third country is a complex ques-
tion, the overall solution of which cannot be sought through consul-
tation between only two countries. It is noted, furthermore, that the 
method of determining such tariffs is now being studied by the Pro-
visional International Civil Aviation Organization. It is understood 
under these circumstances: 
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PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE.

II est apparu au cours des negociations ayant abouti A la conclusion
de l'Accord relatif aux services a6riens entre les territoires frangais et
les territoires des Etats-Unis d'Amerique signe A Paris en date de ce
jour que les representants des deux Parties Contractantes etaient
d'accord sur les points suivants:

1°/ Les entreprises aeriennes des deux Parties Contractantes ex-
ploitant les lignes mentionnees a l'Annexe audit Accord doivent pou
voir b6n6ficier de possibilit6s egales pour l'exploitation des dites lignes.

20/ Dans la mesure oh l'entreprise ou les entreprises de l'un des
Gouvernements ne pourraient temporairement b6enficier de telles
possibilit6s, en raison des consequences de la guerre, la situation serait
examin6e en commun par les deux Gouvernements A l'effet d'aider
aussit6t que possible les dites entreprises ou entreprises A apporter
progressivement une contribution appropriee aux services envisages;
et

3°/ Les aerodromes dont la construction sur les territoires frangais
a ete financ6e en tout ou partie par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis
et qui seraient affectes au trafic international civil seront ouverts aux
entreprises a6riennes des Etats-Unis dihment autorises, qui y jouiront
sans discrimination des droits de transit et d'escales pour raisons non-
commerciales. Elles y jouiront egalement des droits commerciaux
qui leur seraient octroy6s par le present Accord ou par tout autre
Accord maintenu en vigueur ou ulterieurement conclu.

4°/ En vue de donner effet aux dispositions de la Section V,f de
1'Annexe a l'Accord, les organes executifs du Gouvernement des
Etats-Unis s'efforceront d'obtenir que les Autorites aeronautiques des
Etats-Unis recoivent les pouvoirs legaux leur permettant de fixer des
tarifs justes et 6conomiques pour le transport des personnes et des
messageries sur les services aeriens internationaux et de suspendre la
mise en application des tarifs proposes, de meme que le "Civil Aero-
nautics Board" est habilite A le faire en ce qui concerne les transports
Aeriens a l'interieur des Etats-Unis.

50/ II est reconnu que la fixation des tarifs a appliquer par une
entreprise ressortissant d'une Partie Contractante entre le territoire
de l'autre Partie Contractante et celui d'un pays tiers est une question
complexe dont la solution d'ensemble ne peut etre recherchee par
des consultations entre deux Pays seulement. I1 est pris acte, au
demeurant, de ce que les conditions de fixation desdits tarifs sent
actuellement 6tudi6es par l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation
Civile Internationale. I1 est entendu dans ces conditions:
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PROTOCOLE DE SIGNATURE 

11 est apparu au cours des negociations ayant abouti a la conclusion 
de l'Accord relatif aux services aeriens entre les territoires frangais et 
les territoires des Etats-Unis d'Amerique sign e a Paris en date de ce 
jour que les representants des deux Parties Contractantes etaient 
d'accord sur les points suivants: 

1°/ Les entreprises aeriennes des deux Parties Contractantes ex-
ploitant les lignes mentionnees a l'Annexe audit Accord doivent pou 
voir beneficier de possibilites tales pour l'exploitation des dites lignes. 

2°/ Dans la mesure oü l'entreprise ou les entreprises de l'un des 
Gouvernements ne pourraient temporairement beneficier de telles 
possibilites, en raison des consequences de la guerre, la situation serait 
examinee en commun par les deux Gouvernements a l'efFet d'aider 
aussitot que possible les dites entreprises ou entreprises a apporter 
progressivement une contribution appropriee aux services envisages; 
et 

3°/ Les aerodromes dont la construction sur les territoires frangais 
a ete financee en tout ou partie par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis 
et qui seraient affect& au trafic international civil seront ouverts aux 
entreprises aeriennes des Etats-Unis ament autorises, qui y jouiront 
sans discrimination des droits de transit et d'escales pour raisons non-
commerciales. Elles y jouiront egalement des droits commerciaux 
qui leur seraient octroyes par le present Accord ou par tout autre 
Accord maintenu en vigueur ou ulterieurement conclu. 

4°/ En vue de dormer effet aux dispositions de la Section V,f de 
l'Annexe a l'Accord, les organes executifs du Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis s'efforceront d'obtenir que les Autorites aeronautiques des 
Etats-Unis regoivent les pouvoirs legaux leur permettant de fixer des 
tarifs justes et economiques pour le transport des personnes et des 
messageries sur les services aeriens intemationaux et de suspendre is 
mise en application des tarifs proposes, de memo que le "Civil Aero-
nautics Board" est habilite a le faire en ce qui concerne les transports 
Aeriens a l'interieur des Etats-Unis. 

5°/ Ii est reconnu que la fixation des tarifs a appliquer par une 
entreprise ressortissant d'une Partie Contractante entre le territoire 
de l'autre Partie Contractante et celui d'un pays tiers est une question 
complexe dont la solution d'ensemble ne peut etre recherchee par 
des consultations entre deux Pays seulement. II est pris acte, au 
demeurant, de ce que les conditions de fixation desdits tarifs sont 
actuellement etudiees par l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation 
Civile Internationale. Ii est entendu dans ces conditions: 
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(a) That, pending the acceptance by both parties of any recom-
mendations which the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization may make after its study of this matter,
such tariffs shall be subject to consideration under the provi-

Ant, o. 346 sions of Section IV (b) of the Annex to the Agreement.
(b) That in case the Provisional International Civil Aviation

Organization fails to establish a means of determining such
rates satisfactory to both Contracting Parties, the consulta-

Ant, p. 3a tion provided for in Article XTTI (b) of the Agreement shall
be in order.

nServee to M rti 6. For fifteen months from the signing of these documents, pend-
ing the completion of necessary improvements to the airport at
Martinique (expected in the first quarter of 1947), it is understood
that the French Transatlantic service to Martinique will have its
temporary terminus at Puerto Rico. During this period, the French
air carrier shall have at Puerto Rico the right of commercial entry
and departure for international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail
on the above service.

Service at Dakar. 7. It is understood that the United States air carrier or air carriers
A*e, p. 3 operating on the route listed in Schedule II as Route No. 4 will afford

reasonable service at Dakar.
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(a) That, pending the acceptance by both parties of any recom-
mendations which the Provisional International Civil Avia-
tion Organization may make after its study of this matter, 
such tariffs shall be subject to consideration under the provi-
sions of Section IV (b) of the Annex to the Agreement. 

(b) That in case the Provisional International Civil Aviation 
Organization fails to establish a means of determining such 
rates satisfactory to both Contracting Parties, the consulta-
tion provided for in Article XTTT (b) of the Agreement shall 
be in order. 

6. For fifteen months from the signing of these documents, pend-
ing the completion of necessary improvements to the airport at 
Martinique (expected in the first quarter of 1947), it is understood 
that the French Transatlantic service to Martinique will have its 
temporary terminus at Puerto Rico. During this period, the French 
air carrier shall have at Puerto Rico the right of commercial entry 
and departure for international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail 
on the above service. 

7. It is understood that the United States air carrier or air carriers 
operating on the route listed in Schedule II as Route No. 4 will afford 
reasonable service at Dakar. 
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a) qu'en attendant l'acceptation par les deux Parties Contractantes
des recommandations que l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation
Civile Internationale serait amen6e A faire en conclusion de ses
travaus sur ce point, de tels tarifs seront apprecies en fonction des
dispositions de la section IV (b) de l'Annexe A l'Accord;

b) qu'au cas o5 l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civile
Internationale ne parviendrait pas A etablir des conditions de fixation
desdits tarifs donnant satisfaction aux deux Parties Contractantes,
la consultation pr6vue a l'article XIII-b) de l'Accord serait de droit.

6°/ Pour une duree de quinze mois a compter de la signature du
pr6sent Accord, en attendant 1'achavement des am6nagements n6ces-
saires a l'a6rodrome de la Martinique (prevu pour le premier trimestre
de 1947), il est entendu que le service Transatlantique frangais vers la
Martinique aura son terminus provisoire a Porto-Rico. Pendant
cette periode, l'entreprise frangaise jouira a Porto-Rico sur ledit
service du droit de d6barquer et d'embarquer en trafic international
des passagers, du courrier et des marchandises.

7°/ I1 est entendu que l'entreprise ou les entreprises de transport
aerien des Etats-Unis qui assureront l'exploitation de la route figurant
au tableau II sous le Numero 4 effectueront un service raisonnable
A Dakar.
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a) qu'en attendant l'acceptation par les deux Parties Contractanteti 
des recommandations qua POrganisation Provisoire de l'Aviation 
Civile Internationale serait amenee a faire en conclusion de sea 
travaus sur ce point, de tels tarifs seront apprecies en fonction des 
dispositions de la section IV (b) de l'Annexe a l'Accord; 

b) qu'au cas oa l'Organisation Provisoire de l'Aviation Civil° 
Internationale ne parviendrait pas a etablir des conditions de fixation 
desdits tarifa donnant satisfaction aux deux Parties Contractantes, 
la consultation prevue a Particle XIII-b) de l'Accord serait de droit. 

6°/ Pour une duree de quinze mois a compter de la signature du 
present Accord, en attendant Pachavement des amenagements neces-
saires a Paerodrome de la Martinique (prevu pour le premier trimestre 
de 1947), il eat entendu que le service 'rransatlantique frangais vers la 
Martinique aura son terminus provisoire a, Porto-Rico. Pendant 
cette periode, l'entreprise frangaise jouira a Porto-Rico sur ledit 
service du droit de debarquer et d'embarquer en trafic international 
des passagers, du counier et des marchandises. 

7°/ II eat entendu quo Pentreprise ou lea entreprises de transport 
adrien des Etats-Unis qui assureront l'exploitation de la route figurant 
au tableau II sous le Numero 4 effectueront un service raisonnable 
a Dakar. 
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The American Ambassador to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Paris, December 28, 1946

3 Stat. 2422.

Authorization to
operate over desig-
nated routes.

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the Air Transport Agreement concluded

between the Governments of the United States and France by an
exchange of notes dated July 15, 1939.

As Your Excellency is aware, it is the desire of my Government to
see the restoration of international civil air services at the earliest
practicable date. I venture to inquire, therefore, if Your Excellency's
Government would be disposed, in view of the existing Agreement,
to grant authorization for American air carriers to operate over the
following routes:

1. The United States via intermediate points over a North Atlantic
route to Paris and beyond via intermediate stops in Switzerland,
Italy and Greece to the Near East and India; in both directions.

2. The United States via intermediate points over a North Atlantic
route to Lisbon, Barcelona and Marseille; in both directions.

In making this request, I should state that my Government desires
that the American carriers concerned shall have the right to pick up
and discharge international traffic in passengers, mail and cargo at
the points in French territory named above.

Although it is unknown at this moment the number of schedules
the American operators would be prepared to perform, it is hoped
that Your Excellency's Government would be disposed to permit a
greater frequency than the two flights weekly accorded in the Air
Transport Agreement under reference.

My Government suggests that the addition to the existing Agree-
ment, which would be constituted by the present letter together with
a favorable response from Your Excellency, should be subject to ter-
mination at any time by either Government on one month's notice in
writing to the other.

I take this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of
my highest consideration.

His Excellency
Monsieur GEORGES BIDAULT,

Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Paris.

JEFFERSON CAFFEBY
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The American Ambassador to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 1022 Paris, December 28, 1945 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the Air Transport Agreement concluded 

between the Governments of the United States and France by an 
izt Stat. 2422. exchange of notes dated July 15, 1939. 
Authorization to As Your Excellency is aware, it is the desire of my Government to operate over desig-

nated routes. see the restoration of international civil air services at the earliest 
practicable date. I venture to inquire, therefore, if Your Excellency's 
Government would be disposed, in view of the existing Agreement, 
to grant authorization for American air carriers to operate over the 
following routes: 

1. The United States via intermediate points over a North Atlantic 
route to Paris and beyond via intermediate stops in Switzerland, 
Italy and Greece to the Near East and India; in both directions. 

2. The United States via intermediate points over a North Atlantic 
route to Lisbon, Barcelona and Marseille; in both directions. 

In making this request, I should state that my Government desires 
that the American carriers concerned shall have the right to pick up 
and discharge international traffic in passengers, mail and cargo at 
the points in French territory named above. 
Although it is unknown at this moment the number of schedules 

the American operators would be prepared to perform, it is hoped 
that Your Excellency's Government would be disposed to permit a 
greater frequency than the two flights weekly accorded in the Air 
Transport Agreement under reference. 
My Government suggests that the addition to the existing Agree-

ment, which would be constituted by the present letter together with 
a favorable response from Your Excellency, should be subject to ter-
mination at any time by either Government on one month's notice in 
writing to the other. 

I take this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of 
my highest consideration. 

His Excellency 
Monsieur GEORGES BIDADLT, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Paris. 

JEFFERSON CAFFERY 
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The French Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

MINISTRE R;IPUBLIQUE FRANCAISBDES
AFFAIRES ETRANGORES

PARIS, le 29 Decembre 1945
MONSIEUR L'AMBASSADEU1I,

Votre Excellence a bien voulu me faire tenir en date d'hier la lettre
suivante:

"MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE,
"J'ai l'honneur de me referer A l'Arrangement pour le fonctionne-

ment des Services de Transports Aeriens conclu entre les Gouverne-
ments americain et frangais par un echange de lettres en date du I5
Juillet I939.

"Votre Excellence n'ignore pas que mon Gouvernement souhaiterait
voir restaurer le plus t6t possible les services a6riens civils internation-
aux. Je vous serais donc reconnaissant de bien vouloir me faire
savoir si le Gouvernement de Votre Excellence serait dispose, eu
egard A l'Arrangement en vigueur, A autoriser des entreprises ameri-
caines de transport aerien A assurer des services sur les routes suivantes:

I - Des ETATS-UNIS, via des points intermediaires sur une route
Nord-Atlantique, vers PARIS et les audelA A destination des INDES,
avec escales interm6diaires en SUISSE, en ITALIE, en GRECE et dans
le PROCHE-ORIENT; dans les deux sens.
2 - Des ETATS-UNIS, via des points intermediaires sur une route
Nord-Atlantique, vers LISBONNE, BARCELONE et MARSEILLE; dans
les deux sens.

"En pr6sentant cette demande, j'ajoute que mon Gouvernement
souhaiterait que les entreprises americaines aient le droit de charger
et de decharger en trafic international des passagers, du fret et du
courrier aux points sus-mentionnes du territoire frangais.

"Bien que ne soient pas connues pour le moment les frequences que
les entreprises americaines seraient prates A exploiter, le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis espere que le Gouvernement de Votre Excellence
serait dispose A autoriser des frequences plus nombreuses que les
deux aller et retour hebdomadaires accordes par l'Arrangement sur le
Fonctionnement des Services de Transports Aeriens ci-dessus men-
tionne.

"Mon Gouvernement estime enfin que l'avenant A l'Arrangement
en vigueur que constituerait, avec la presente lettre, une reponse
favorable de Votre Excellence, devrait pouvoir 6tredenonc6 A tout
moment par l'un ou l'autre des deux Gouvernements, une telle de-
nonciation portant effet A l'expiration d'un delai d'un mois apres sa
notification par ecrit A l'autre Gouvernement.

"Veuillez agreer .... "

J'ai l'honneur de faire savoir A Votre Excellence qu'en attendant la
conclusion d'un nouvel accord general en cette matiere, le Gouverne-
ment francais est tout dispose, en se referant A l'Arrangement sur le
fonctionnement des Services de Transports Aeriens en date du 15
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The French Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

MINISTERE 
DES 

AFFAIRES ETRANGERES 
REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE 

PARIS, le 29 Decembre 1945 
MONSIEUR LIAMBASSADEIIR, 
Votre Excellence a bien voulu me faire tenir en date d'hier la lettre 

suivante: 

"MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE, 
"J'ai l'honneur de me referer a l'Arrangement pour le fonctionne-

ment des Services de Transports Aeriens conclu entre les Gouverne-
ments americain et frangais par un echange de lettres en date du 15 
Juliet 1939. 

"Votre Excellence n'ignore pas que mon Gouvernement souhaiterait 
voir restaurer le plus tot possible les services aekiens eivils internation-
aux. Je vous serais done reconnaissant de hien vouloir me faire 
savoir si le Gouvernement de Votre Excellence serait dispose, eu 
egard a l'Arrangement en vigueur, a autoriser des entreprises ameri-
caines de transport aerien. A assurer des services sur les routes suivantes: 

I — Des ETATS-UNIS, via des points intermediaires sur une route 
Nord-Atlantique, vers PARIS et les audela a destination des hums, 
avec escales intermediaires en StussE, en ITALIE, en GRECE et dans 
le PROCIIE-ORIENT; da,ns les deux sens. 
2 — Des ETATS-UNIS, via des points intermediaires sur une route 
Nord-Atlantique, vers LISBONNE, BARCELONE et MARSEILLE; darts 
les deux sens. 
"En presentant cette demande, j'ajoute que mon Gouvernement 

souhaiterait que les entreprises americaines aient le droit de charger 
et de decharger en tra,fic international des passagers, du fret et du 
courrier aux points sus-mentionnes du tenitoire frangais. 

"Bien que ne soient pas connues pour le moment les frequences que 
les entreprises americaines seraient pretes a exploiter, le Gouverne-
ment des Etats-Unis espere que le Gouvernement de Votre Excellence 
serait dispose a autoriser des frequences plus nombreuses que les 
deux aller et retour hebdomadaires accord& par l'Arrangement sur le 
Fonctionnement des Services de Transports Aeriens ci-dessus men-
tionne. 
"Mon Gouvernement estime enfin que l'avenant a l'Arrangement 

en vigueur que constituerait, avec la presente lettre, une reponse 
favorable de Votre Excellence, devrait pouvoir etre &nonce a tout 
moment par l'un ou l'autre des deux Gouvernements, une telle de-
nonciation portant effet a l'expiration d'un delai d'un mois apres sa 
notification par ecrit a l'autre Gouvernement. 

"Veuillez agreer . . . ." 

J'ai Phonneur de faire savoir a Votre Excellence qu'en attendant la 
conclusion d'un nouvel accord general en cette matiere, le Gouverne-
ment francais est tout dispose, en se referant a l'Arrangement sur le 
fonctionnement des Services de Transports Ae.riens en date du 15 
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Juillet 1939, A accorder aux entreprises de transport a6rien des Etats-
Unis le droit de charger et de decharger en trafic international, a
Paris et A Marseille, des passagers, du courrier et du fret sur les
itin6raires ci-dessus mentionnes, aux conditions suivantes:
A/ Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis accordera aux entreprises
francaises de transport a6rien les memes droits sur les itin6raires
suivants:

I - De France, via des points intermediaires sur une route Nord-
Atlantique, vers New-York et Washington; dans les deux sens.

2 - De France, via des points intermediaires sur une route Nord-
Atlantique, vers Montreal et Chicago; dans les deux sens.
B/ Dans 1'etablissement et l'exploitation technique et commerciale
des services long courrier mentiennes ci-dessus, les entreprises de
chacun des deux pays prendront en consideration les int6rsts des
entreprises de l'autre, afin de ne pas indiment affecter les services que
ces dernieres assureraient sur tout ou partie des memes parcours.

La faculte pour les entreprises de transport arien de chacun des
deux pays de charger et de decharger, dans les villes et sur les itine-
raires 6numeres ci-dessus, des passagers, du courrier et du fret adestination ou en provenance de pays tiers, est accord6e a l'effet de
permettre une exploitation plus 6conomique des services long-courrier
assures par lesdites entreprises, services qui devront conserver comme
objet essentiel de relier le pays auquel ressortit chacune de ces entre-
prises aux pays desservis en dernier lieu.

J'ajoute que le Gouvernement frangais examinera dans un esprit
favorable les demandes d'augmentation de frequences qui lui seraientprdsent&es par le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis par rapport aux deuxaller et retour hebdomadaires pr6vus A l'Arrangement en vigueur,

etant entendu que le Gouvernement frangais beneficiera des memes
fr6quences.

Conformement A la proposition faite par le Gouvernement desEtats-Unis, le Gouvernement frangais accepte que l'avenant A
1'Arrangement en vigueur, que constitue la prsente communication,
conjointement avec la lettre de Votre Excellence en date de ce jour,puisse etre d6noncee a tout moment par l'un ou l'autre des deux
Gouvernements, une telle d6nonciation portant effet a l'expirationd'un delai d'un mois apres sa notification par 6crit a l'autre Gouverne-
ment./.

Veuillez agrer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de matres haute consideration.

Pour le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres
et par Delegation

L'Ambassadeur de France Secretaire General
du Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres

J. CHAUVEL
S. E. Monsieur JEFFERSON CAFFEBY

Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis

a Paris
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Translation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs FRENCH REPUBLIO

PARIS, December 29, 1945
MR. AMBASSADOR:

Your Excellency has been so good as to send me, under the date of
yesterday, the following letter:

[For the English text of the Ambassador's note, of which a French
translation is quoted herein, see page 3474, and for an English
translation of the remainder of this note from the French Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, with the exception of the final paragraph, see
below.]

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very
high consideration.

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and by Delegation

Ambassador of France General Secretary
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

J. CHAUVEL
His Excellency

JEFFERSON CAFFERY

Ambassador of the United States
Paris

The American Ambassador to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Paris, December 29, 1945No. 1028

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's letter of today's

date quoting my letter of December 28 on the subject of air trans-
port services between the United States and France and adding the
following:

"I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that pending the
conclusion of a new general agreement on this matter, the French
Government is quite disposed, with reference to the Arrangement
for the Operation of Air Transport Services dated July 15, 1939, to
grant to United States air carriers the right to pick up and dis-
charge, in international traffic, passengers, mail and cargo at Paris
and Marseille on the above-mentioned routes, under the following
conditions.

Ante, p. 3474.

Grant by French
Government of desig-
nated rights.

63 Stat. 2422.
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Translation 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs FRENCH REPUBLIC 

M R. AMBASSADOR: 
Your Excellency has been so good as to send me, under the date of 

yesterday, the following letter: 

[For the English text of the Ambassador's note, of which a French 
translation is quoted herein, see page 3474, and for an English 
translation of the remainder of this note from the French Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, with the exception of the final paragraph, see 
below.] 

Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very 
high consideration. 

PARIS, December 29, 1945 

For the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and by Delegation 

Ambassador of France General Secretary 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

J. CHAUVEL 
His Excellency 

JEFFERSON CAFFERY 
Ambassador of the United States 

Paris 

The American Ambassador to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 1023 Paris, December 29, 1945 

EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's letter of today's 
date quoting my letter of December 28 on the subject of air trans-
port services between the United States and France and adding the 
following: 

"I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that pending the 
conclusion of a new general agreement on this matter, the French 
Government is quite disposed, with reference to the Arrangement 
for the Operation of Air Transport Services dated July 15, 1939, to 
grant to United States air carriers the right to pick up and dis-
charge, in international traffic, passengers, mail and cargo at Paris 
and Marseille on the above-mentioned routes, under the following 
conditions. 
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Grant by French 
Government of desig-
nated rights. 
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"A. The Government of the United States will grant to French
airlines the same rights on the following routes:

"1. France via intermediate points over a North Atlantic
route to New York and Washington; in both directions.

"2. France via intermediate points over a North Atlantic
route to Montreal and Chicago; in both directions.

"B. In the establishment and technical and commercial oper-
ation of the long range services mentioned above, the airlines of
each of the two countries shall take into consideration the interests
of the airlines of the other in order not to affect unduly the services
which the latter perform on all or part of the same routes.

"The right of the airlines of each country to embark and dis-
embark, in the cities and on the routes enumerated above, pas-
sengers, mail and goods destined to or coming from third countries,
is accorded with the view to permitting more economical operation
of the long range services performed by the said airlines, such
services to retain as their primary objective the connection between
the country of which each airline is a national and the country of
ultimate destination.

"I would add that the French Government will consider favor-
ably the requests which may be presented to it by the Government
of the United States for flights in addition to the two per week
provided in the existing Agreement, it being understood that the
French Government will have benefit of the same frequencies.

Termination. "Conforming to the proposal made by the Government of the
United States, the French Government agrees that the addition
to the existing Agreement, constituted by the present communi-
cation together with the letter from Your Excellency of today's
date, may be terminated at any time by either Government, such
denunciation to take effect at the expiration of one month following
written notification to the other Government."
I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the foregoing

provisions are acceptable to the Government of the United States.
I take this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of

my highest consideration.

JEFFERSON CAFFERY
His Excellency

Monsieur GEORGES BIDAULT,
Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Paris.
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Termination. 
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"A. The Government of the United States will grant to French 
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provided in the existing Agreement, it being understood that the 
French Government will have benefit of the same frequencies. 
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I take this occasion to renew to Your Excellency the assurances of 
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JEFFERSON CAFFERY 
His Excellency 

Monsieur GEORGES BIDAULT, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Paris. 
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Convention, and final protocol and regulations of execution of the conven- eptember 25, 1946
tion, between the United States of America and other governments IT. L. 1680]

respecting a postal union of the Americas and Spain. Signed at Rio
de Janeiro September 25, 1946; ratified and approved by the Post-
master General of the United States of America February 20, 1947;
approved by the President of the United States of America February
27, 1947; entered into force January 1, 1947.

UNI6N POSTAL DE LAS AMERICAS Y ESPANA

CONVENIO

celebrado entre:
Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Espafia, Estados Unidos de America,
Estados Unidos de Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Perd, Repfiblica DominicanayUruguay.

Los infrascritos, Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los paises
mencionados, reunidos en Congreso en la ciudad de Rio de Janeiro,
Republica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en ejercicio del derecho
que les concede el Convenio de la Uni6n Postal Universal, e inspiran-
dose en el deseo de extender, facilitar y perfeccionar sus relaciones
postales y de establecer una solidaridad de acci6n capaz de representar
eficazmente en los Congresos Postales Universales sus intereses
comunes, en lo que se refiere a las comunicaciones por correo, han
determinado celebrar, ad referendum, el Convenio siguiente:

ARTICULO 1

Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia
Los paises contratantes, de acuerdo con la precedente declaraci6n,

constituyen, bajo la denominaci6n de Uni6n Postal de las Americas y
Espafia, un solo territorio postal.

ARTICULO 2

Uniones restringidas
1. Los paises contratantes, ya sea por su situaci6n limitrofe o por

la intensidad de sus relaciones postales, podran establecer entre si
uniones mas estrechas, con el fin de reducir tarifas o introducir otras
mejoras sobre cualesquiera de los servicios a que se refieren el presente
Convenio o los Acuerdos especiales celebrados por este Congreso.

2. Asimismo, y en lo que concierne a asuntos no previstos en el
presente Convenio o en el de la Uni6n Postal Universal, los paises
signatarios podran adoptar entre si las resoluciones que estimen
convenientes por medio de correspondencia, o si fuere necesario,
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ajustando un Acuerdo especial, de conformidad con la autorizaci6n
que les confiere el presente artIculo o su legislaci6n interna.

ARTICULO 3

Transito libre y gratuito

1. La gratuidad del transito territorial, fluvial y maritimo es
absoluta en el territorio de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia;
en consecuencia, los palses que la integran se obligan a transportar a
travs de sus territorios y a conducir en los buques de su matrlcula o
bandera, sin cargo ninguno para los paises contratantes, toda la
correspondencia que estos expidan con cualquier destino.

2. En los casos de reencaminamiento, los palses contratantes se
comprometen a reexpedir la correspondencia por las vias y conductos
que utilicen para sus propios envios.

ARTICULO 4

Convenio y Acuerdos de la Uni6n

Objetos de correspondencia

1. Las disposiciones de este Convenio y su Reglamento de Ejecu-
ci6n regularan, en todo lo previsto, los servicios relativos a la corres-
pondencia.

2. Los demas servicios se regiran por los Acuerdos de esta Uni6n,
por los que sobre el particular firmaren entre st los paises o, en su
defecto, por los de la Uni6n Postal Universal.

3. La denominaci6n de objetos de correspondencia se aplica a las
cartas, tarjetas postales sencillas y con respuesta pagada, papeles de
negocios, impresos, impresiones en relieve para el uso de los ciegos,
muestras de mercaderia, pequefios paquetes y fonopostales.

4. El intercambio de pequeflos paquetes y fonopostales quedara
limitado a los palses que convengan en realizarlo, ya sea en sus rela-
ciones reciprocas o en una sola direcci6n.

ARTITULO 5

Tarifa
1. La tarifa del servicio interior de cada pals regira en las relaciones

de los paises que constituyen la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia,
excepto cuando dicha tarifa interna sea superior a la que se aplique a
la correspondencia destinada a los palses de la Uni6n Postal Universal,
en cuyo caso regira esta lltima.

2. Tambien regirA la tarifa internacional cuando se trate de ser-
vicios que no existan en el rgimen interior.

3. Para los pequefios paquetes regira la tarifa que determina el
articulo 6 de este Convenio.

4. Las partes contratantes podrin establecer un derecho de alma-
cenaje sobre los impresos, previo acuerdo entre las Administraciones
interesadas, cuando asi les conviniere.
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ARTICULO 6

Pequefos paquetes

1. En el servicio facultativo de pequefios paquetes de que trata el
articulo 4 de este Convenio, cada envio no podra pesar mas de un
kilogramo ni contener objetos cuyo valor mercantil, en la localidad en
que fuere entregado al Correo, exceda del valor de 10 francos oro o
su equivalencia en la moneda del pals de origen.

2. Las Administraciones que presten el servicio de pequefios
paquetes regulado por el Convenio Universal no estaran obligadas a
observar, en sus relaciones reciprocas, cualquiera disposici6n en con-
flicto con las respectivas estipulaciones del citado Convenio.

3. Los pequefos paquetes de cualquier especie, intercambiados
entre los paises de la Uni6n Postal de las Am&icas y Espafa, teniendo
en cuenta que no estan afectos al pago de derechos de trinsito, seran
franqueados de conformidad con la tarifa adoptada en cada pals para
las encomiendas de su servicio interno, pudiendo las Administraciones
aplicar a esos pequefios paquetes las tasas previstas por el Convenio
Postal Universal.

4. Las Administraciones de destino podran someter a la fiscaliza-
ci6n aduanera los pequefios paquetes, de acuerdo con las disposiciones
de su legislaci6n interna.

5. Las Administraciones de los paises de destino podrAn percibir de
los destinatarios de pequefos paquetes:

a) Una cuota de 40 c6ntimos de franco oro, como maximo, por las
operaciones, formalidades y tramitaciones inherentes al des-
pacho aduanero;

b) Una cuota, que no excedera de 15 centimos de franco oro, por
la entrega de cada objeto, que sera elevada hasta 30 centimos
de franco oro, como maximo, en el caso de entrega a domicilio.

6. Cuando los pequefios paquetes fueren considerados por la aduana
del pais de destino como exentos de pago de derechos aduaneros, no
seran aplicables las cuotas de entrega previstas en el inciso b), para-
grafo 5 de este articulo.

ARTICULO 7

Cupones-respuesta

1. En el regimen de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia el
precio de venta al pdblico de los cupones-respuesta sera determinado
por las Administraciones interesadas, pero no podra ser inferior al
equivalente de 15 c6ntimos de franco oro en la moneda del pais que
efectde la venta.

2. Cada cup6n es canjeable en cualesquiera de los paises que
integran la Uni6n, por un sello o sellos que representen el franqueo
de una carta ordinaria de porte sencillo, originaria de ese mismo
pals con destino a otro pais de la Uni6n. El plazo de validez de
los cupones es ilimitado.
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3. Los cupones-respuesta se imprimirAn por la Oficina Internacional
de Montevideo y seran suministrados a las Administraciones de la
Uni6n a precio de costo.

4. En los ajustes de cuentas entre las Administraciones, el valor
de los cupones-respuesta sera calculado a raz6n de 15 c6ntimos de
franco oro por unidad.

5. Cuando, en las relaciones entre dos Administraciones, el saldo
anual no sea superior a 10 francos oro, la Administraci6n deudora
quedara exenta de cualquier pago.

6. Las Administraciones tienen la facultad de no encargarse de la
venta de cupones-respuesta, siendo el canje, sin embargo, obligatorio.

7. Cuando la liquidaci6n de las cuentas a que diere lugar el inter-
cambio de cupones-respuesta americoespafioles no se efectde directa-
mente entre las Administraciones interesadas, la Oficina Internacional
de Montevideo actuara como intermediaria. En este caso, formulara
anualmente un estado de Administraciones deudoras y acreedoras, en
forma similar a lo establecido en las disposiciones respectivas de la
Uni6n Postal Universal.

ARTICULO 8

Devoluci6n, reexpedici6n o modificaci6n de direcci6n
Las disposiciones del Convenio de la Uni6n Postal Universal y su

Reglamento de Ejecuci6n, relativas a solicitudes de devoluci6n,
modificaci6n de direcci6n y reexpedici6n, regiran en el orden de la
Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia. Sin embargo, se con-
sideraran llegadas fuera de t6rmino tales solicitudes cuando la Ad-ministraci6n de destino resuelva pasar las piezas a jurisdicci6n adua-
nera.

ARTICULO 9

Correspondencia certificada. Responsabilidad
1. Los objetos designados en el articulo 4, podran ser expedidos conel caracter de certificados, mediante el page de un derecho igual al

establecido para el servicio interno del pals de origen, salvo que fueremEs elevado que el que se aplique segdn el Convenio Postal Universal,
en cuyo caso regira este ultimo.

2. Las Administraciones contratantes seran responsables de la
perdida de todo objeto certificado, excepto en los casos de fuerzamayor. El remitente tendra derecho a una indemnizaci6n de 10francos oro o su equivalente en la moneda del pais que deba hacerla
efectiva, pudiendo, no obstante, reclamar una indemnizaci6n menor.

3. Quedaran las Administraciones relevadas de responsabilidad porla perdida de objetos certificados cuyo contenido caiga bajo el r6gimende las prohibiciones del Convenio Postal Universal o este prohibido
per las leyes o reglamentos del pais de origen o de destino, siempreque dichos paises hayan dado el debido conocimiento peor la via usual.

4. Se mantiene, con caracter facultativo, una categoria especialde certificados sin derecho a indemnizaci6n aplicable a los objetos de
correspondencia a que se refiere el articulo 4, parigrafo 3, del presente
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Convenio. Las Administraciones que pongan en vigencia dicho
servicio est.n obligadas a comunicarlo por la via mas rapida a la
Oficina Internacional, con el fin de que esta lo lleve a conocimiento
de las demas. Los objetos a que se apliquen los derechos de certifica-
ci6n reducidos se singularizaran en el anverso con la menci6n "S. I."
(sin indemnizaci6n), haciendose igual anotaci6n en las listas descriptivas,
en la columna de "Observaciones", asi como tambien en las reclama-
ciones que se formulen para investigar su destino.

5. Las Administraciones que adopten de una manera general un
derecho de certificaci6n reducido para todos los objetos que no sean
cartas ni tarjetas postales, no estaran obligadas a observar los for-
malidades establecidas en la parte final del paragrafo anterior.

ARTICULO 10

Reclamaciones

La reclamaci6n o la solicitud de informe con respecto a cualquier
envio, dara lugar al cobro de un derecho igual al que tengan estable-
cido en su regimen interno los paises contratantes, excepto cuando el
derecho interno sea superior al establecido por el Convenio Postal
Universal, en cuyo caso regira este.

ARTICULO 11

Envios sujetos a intervenci6n aduanera

1. Es obligatoria la aplicaci6n del marbete C-1, establecido por el
Convenio Postal Universal, cuando se trate de piezas de corresponden-
cia, cuyo contenido sea pasible de pago de derechos aduaneros en el
pais de destino. El uso de la declaraci6n C-2 es facultativo para los
envios precitados.

2. Sin embargo, para los envios abiertos, excepto los pequefios
paquetes, no es obligatorio el uso de una u otra de las f6rmulas citadas
en el paragrafo anterior, sin perjuicio de la intervenci6n de la aduana
del pais de destino.

ARTICULO 12

Peso y dimensiones

1. Los limites de peso y las dimensiones de los objetos de correspon-
dencia se ajustaran a lo preceptuado en el Convenio de la Uni6n
Postal Universal, con excepci6n de los impresos, cuyo peso podrh
alcanzar a 5 kilogramos, o hasta 10, cuando se trate de obras de un
solo volumen. Sin embargo, se aceptaran envios con peso mayor de
5 y hasta 10 kilogramos, adn no tratandose de obras de un solo volu-
men, previo acuerdo entre las Administraciones interesadas.

2. Los envios en forma de rollo, siempre que se trate de objetos in-
divisibles, podran medir, sumada su longitud con el diametro de
ambas bases, hasta 120 centimetros, sin que la dimensi6n mayor
pueda exceder de 100 centimetros.
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ARTICULO 13

Franquicia de porte
1. Las partes contratantes convienen en conceder franquicia de

porte, en el servicio interno y en el servicio am6ricoespalol:
a) A la correspondencia relativa al servicio postal, cambiada entre

las Administraciones de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y
Espafia; entre estas Administraciones y la Oficina Internacional
de Montevideo; entre las mismas Adminisciones y la Oficina de
Transbordos de Panama; entre esta dltima y la referida Oficina
Internacional; entre las Oficinas postales de los paises ameri-
coespafioles; y entre estas Oficinas y las Administraciones
postales de los aludidos parses;

b) A la correspondencia de los miembros del Cuerpo Diplomatico
de los paises signatarios;

c) A la correspondencia oficial quo los C6nsules y los Vice-c6nsules
cuando se hallaren en funciones de c6nsules, remitan a sus
respectivos pafses; a la que cambien entre si; a la que dirijan
a las autoridades del pais en que estuvieren acreditados y a la
que crucen con sus respectivas Embajadas y Legaciones,
siempre que exista reciprocidad;

d) Gozarin de franquicia de porte los diarios, publicaciones peri6-
dicas, libros, folletos y otros impresos, que expidan los editores
o autores con destino a las Oficinas de Informaci6n establecidas
por las Administraciones de Correos de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafa, asi como los que se remitan gratuitamente
a las bibliotecas y demas centros culturales nacionales, oficial-
mente reconocidos por los Gobiernos de los palses que integran
esta Uni6n;

e) A la correspondencia oficial que expida y reciba la Uni6n Pan-
americana de Washington.

2. La correspondencia a que se refieren los incisos a), b) y c) del
paragrafo anterior podra ser expedida con caracter certificado, exenta
del pago del derecho respectivo, pero sin que haya lugar a indemniza-
ci6n alguna.

3. La correspondencia oficial de los Gobiernos Centrales de lospalses de la Uni6n Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafia, que conforme a sus
leyes interiores circule libre de porte en su regimen interno, se admitira
con igual franquicia en el pais de destino, sin ningdn gravamen en elmismo, siempre que se observe una estricta reciprocidad.

4. Gozars asimismo, de franquicia de porte, la correspondencia delas Comisiones Nacionales de Cooperaci6n Intelectual constituidas
bajo los auspicios de los Gobiernos, de acuerdo con Convenciones
Panamericanas y Universales vigentes.

5. El intercambio de correspondencia del Cuerpo Diplomatico,
entre las Secretarias de Estado de los respectivos paises y sus Embaja-
das o Legaciones, tendra el caracter de reciprocidad entre los palses
contratantes y serA efectuado al descubierto o por medio de valijas
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diplomaticas de conformidad con lo determinado en el articulo 105 del
Reglamento de Ejecuci6n. Estas valijas gozaran de franquicia y de
todas las garantias de los envios oficiales.

6. La franquicia de que trata el presente articulo, no alcanza al
servicio aereo ni a los demAs servicios especiales existentes en el r6gi-
men americoespafiol o en el interno de los paises contratantes.

ARTICULO 14

Reducci6n de tasas
Los envios que contengan objetos de correspondencia, con excepci6n

de los pequefos paquetes, que intercambien las direcciones de las
Escuelas de los paises de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espana
o los alumnos de las mismas por intermedio de sus directores, gozarin
de una tarifa equivalente al 50% de la ordinaria, siempre que su peso
no exceda de un kilogramoy satisfagan las demas condiciones que corres-
pondan a su clasificaci6n postal.

ARTICULO 15

Servicios especiales
Las Altas Partes contratantes podran, sobre la base de acuerdos

especiales o por correspondencia, hacer extensivos a los demas paises
de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia los servicios postales que
presten o puedan, en lo futuro, establecer en el interior de sus respecti-
vos paises.

ARTICULO 16

F6rmulas de servicio enviadas por correo aereo
1. Las f6rmulas previstas en el Reglamento de Ejecuci6n del Con-

venio Postal Universal para las solicitudes de devoluci6n de correspon-
dencia o modificaci6n de direcci6n, asi como las relativas a las reclama-
ciones de cualquier objeto de correspondencia y petici6n de informes
podran ser encaminadas por la via a6rea.

2. A tal efecto, las f6rmulas C.11, C.12 y C.13, seran diferenciadas
del siguiente modo: en color azul, las que corresponda encaminar por
la via aerea y en rosa, las que deban ser contestadas por la misma via.

3. El encaminamiento por via adrea darA lugar a la percepci6n de un
derecho suplementario, que el interesado deberA abonar en el acto de
formalizar la gesti6n, equivalente al porte aereo de una carta de 5
gramos para el pais de destino o al duplo de dicho porte si solicita que
la respuesta se expida por la misma via. Estos derechos quedarbn
totalmente a beneficio de la Administraci6n que los perciba.

ARTICuL 17

Idioma oficial

Se adopta el espafiol como idioma oficial para los asuntos relativoe
al servicio de Correos. No obstante, los paises cuyo idioma no fuere
este, podran usar el propio.
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de una tarifa equivalente al 50% de la ordinaria, siempre que su peso 
no exceda de un kilogramo y satisfagan las demAs condiciones que corns-
pondan a su clasificacion postal. 

ARTIcuLo 15 

Servicios especiales 

Las Altas Partes contratantes podran, sobre is base de acuerdos 
especiales o por correspondencia, hacer extensivos a los demes paises 
de la Union Postal de las Americas y Espana los servicios postales que 
presten o puedan, en lo futuro, establecer en el interior de sus respecti-
vos paises. 

ARTICULO 16 

Formulas de servicio enviada.s por correo aereo 

1. Las formulas previstas en el Reglamento de Ejecucion del Con-
venio Postal Universal para las solicitudes de devolucion de correspon-
dencia o moclificacion de direcciOn, asi como las relativas a las reclama-
eiones de cualquier objeto de correspondencia y peticisfon de informes 
podrAn ser encaminadas por is via aerea. 

2. A tal efecto, las formulas C.11, C.12 y C.13, serAn diferenciadas 
del siguiente modo: en color azul, las que corresponds encaminar por 
la via aerea y en rosa, las que deban ser contestadas por is misma via. 

3. El encaminamiento por via aerea dart lugar a is percepci6n de un 
derecho suplementario, que el interesado debera abonar en el acto de 
formalizar la gestion, equivalente al porte *Are° de una carts de 5 
gramos para el pals de destino o al duplo de dicho porte si solicits que 
la respuesta se expida por is misma via. Estos derechos quedaran 
totalmente a beneficio de Is Administracion que los perciba. 

ARTICULO 17 

Idioms oficial 

Se adopts el espanol como idioma oficial para los asuntos relativos 
al servicio de Correos. No obstante, los paises cur) idioms no fuere 
este, podrAn usar el propio. 
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ARTICULO 18

Protecci6n e intercambio de funcionarios postales

1. Las Administraciones de los paises contratantes estaran obligadas
a prestarse entre sl, previa solicitud, la cooperaci6n que necesiten sus
empleados encargados del transporte de correspondencia en transito
por tales paises. Igualmente proporcionaran toda clase de facilidades
a los funcionarios que una de dichas Administraciones acuerde enviar a
cualquiera otra, para llevar a cabo estudios acerca del desarrollo y
perfeccionamiento de los servicios postales.

2. Las Administraciones, por intermedio de la Oficina Internacional
de Montevideo, se pondran de acuerdo para efectuar entre ellas el
intercambio de funcionarios.

No obstante lo establecido precedentemente, las Administraciones
podran tambi6n acordar el envio de funcionarios, con fines de aprendi-
zaje o de instrucci6n, sin que para ello sea indispensable el intercambio
de estos.

3. Una vez convenido entre dos o mas Administraciones el inter-
cambio o envio unilateral de funcionarios previstos en los paragrafos
anteriores, acordaran aqu6llas la forma en que deban sufragarse los
gastos correspondientes y, cuando lo consideren necesario, a inicia-
tiva y por intermedio de la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo.

ARTICULO 19

Oficina Internacional de Transbordos
1. Queda subsistente en la Repdblica de Panama una Oficina

Internacional de Transbordos, a la cual corresponde recibir y re-
expedir todos los despachos postales, originarios de las Administra-
ciones de la Uni6n que no dispongan de servicios propios en el Istmo,
y que transitando por el, den lugar a operaciones de transbordo.

2. La expresada Oficina funcionara de acuerdo con el Reglamento
concertado entre la Oficina Intornacional de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafia y la Administraci6n Postal Panamefia.

3. Las reformas que en cualquier tiempo deban introducirse en el
Reglamento aludido, se someteran por las Administraciones interesadas
a la consideraci6n de la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo, para
que, por su mediaci6n, se propongan a la Administraci6n Postal de
Panama.

4. La organizaci6n y funcionamiento de la Oficina Internacional de
Transbordos quedan sometidos a la vigilancia y fiscalizaci6n de la
Direcci6n General de Correos y Telegrafos de Panama y de la Oficina
Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espaiia con sede
en Montevideo, a la cual incumbe, ademas, actuar como mediadora
y asesora en cualquier divergencia que surja entre la Administraci6n
Postal de Panama y los paises que utilicen los servicios de la Oficina
mencionada.

5. El personal adscrito al servicio de la Oficina sera designado por
la Direcci6n General de Correos y Telegrafos de Panama, y tendra
caracter inamovible, conforme con las disposiciones que al respecto
establece el Reglamento de la Oficina. Tendra tambi6n los mismos
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derechos y obligaciones que las leyes postales de la Repdblica de
Panama dispongan para los empleados de correos.

6. Los gastos que demande el sostenimiento de esta Oficina que-
darAn a cargo de los paises que utilicen sus servicios, repartidos
aqu6llos proporcionalmente al ndmero de valijas propias que inter-
cambien por su mediaci6n.

La Administraci6n de PanamA adelantara las cantidades necesarias
para mantener regularmente los servicios de la Oficina.

Dichas cantidades se reintegraran trimestralmente por cada Ad-
ministraci6n interesada, pero los pagos que no se produzcan dentro
de un plazo de seis meses, a partir de la fecha en que la Administra-
ci6n deudora reciba la cuenta que le formule la Oficina Internacional
de Transbordos, devengaran en favor de aquella Administraci6n un
interes anual del 5%.

ARTICULO 20

Arbitrajes
Todo conflicto o desacuerdo que se suscite en las relaciones postales

de los paises contratantes, sera resuelto por juicio arbitral que se
tramitara en la forma dispuesta por el Convenio vigente de la Uni6n
Postal Universal. La designaci6n de arbitros debera recaer en los
pafses signatarios, y llegado el caso, con intervenci6n de la Oficina
Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafa.

ARTICULO 21

Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espana
1. Con el nombre de Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de

las Americas y Espafia, funciona en Montevideo, bajo la alta inspec-
ci6n de la Direcci6n General de Correos de la Repdblica Oriental del
Uruguay, una Oficina Central que sirve como 6rgano de relaci6n,
informaci6n y consulta de los paises de la Uni6n.

2. Esta Oficina se encargara:

a) De reunir, coordinar, publicar y distribuir los datos de toda
clase que interesen especialmente al servicio postal americoes-
pafol;

b) De emitir, a petici6n expresa de las partes interesadas, su
opini6n sobre cuestiones litigiosas;

c) De emitir, por propia iniciativa o a petici6n de cualesquiera
<,de las Administraciones de los palses signatarios, su opi-

ni6n en todos los asuntos de orden postal que afecten o tengan
relaci6n con los intereses generales de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espana;

d) De dar a conocer las solicitudes de modificaciones de las
Actas del Congreso que puedan formularse y de notificar
los cambios que fueren adoptados;

e) De informar los resultados que se obtengan de las dispo-
siciones y medidas reglamentarias de importancia que las
Administraciones adopten en su servicio interno y que le
sean comunicadas por las mismas, a titulo informative;
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f) De la distribuci6n de los Mapas y Gufas postales que le re-
mitan las respectivas Administraciones;

g) De formular el resumen de la estadistica postal americo-
espafiola, de acuerdo con los datos que le comunique anual-
mente cada Administraci6n, para lo cual remitirA a las Ad-
ministraciones un formulario con el requerimiento completo
y detallado de los datos estadisticos postales, de conformidad
a un plan cientifico y racional;

h) De publicar un informe relativo a las vias mas rapidas para
la transmisi6n de la correspondencia de uno a otro de los
pafses contratantes;

i) De formar un cuadro en que figuren detalladamente todos
los servicios maritimos dependientes de los palses de la Uni6n
Postal de las Americas y Espafia, que puedan ser utilizados
gratuitamente para el transporte de su correspondencia, en las
condiciones marcadas por el articulo 3;

j) De publicar la tarifa de porte del servicio interior de cads
uno de los paIses interesados;

k) De confeccionar el cuadro de equivalencias en la moneda del
pals correspondiente, en francos oro y en d61ares;

1) De redactar y distribuir anualmente entre los paises de la
Uni6n Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafia una Memoria de los
trabajos que realice;

m) De levar a cabo los estudios y trabajos que se le pidan, en
interes de los paises contratantes y con relaci6n a la obra de
vinculaci6n social, econ6mica y artistica, para cuyo efecto la
Oficina Internacional estars siempre a disposici6n de dichos
paises, a fin de facilitarles cuantos informes especiales requieran
sobre asuntos relatives al servicio de correos americoespafiol;

n) De intervenir y colaborar en la organizaci6n y realizaci6n
de los Congresos y Conferencias de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafia;

o) De la distribuci6n, entre las Administraciones de la Uni6n
Postal de las Americas y Espafia, de las leyes y reglamentos
postales de cada una, teniendo en consecuencia dichas Adminis-
traciones, la obligaci6n de proporcionar a la mencionada Oficina
veinticinco ejemplares de las expresadas leyes y reglamentos;

p) De organizar una secci6n especial, encargada de la colecci6n
de los sellos que remitan las Administraciones en cumplimiento
del articulo 113, paragrafo 1, inciso k) del Reglamento de
Ejecuci6n y de centralizar las informaciones filatelicas de los
paIses de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia;

q) De intervenir a titulo de Administraci6n compensadora en
la liquidaci6n de cuentas postales, a petici6n de las Adminis-
traciones interesadas;

r) De confeccionar la insignia postal internacional de la U.P.A.E.
consistente en un distintivo para uso personal de los funcionarios
de las Administraciones adheridas a la Uni6n;

a) De la impresi6n y suministro de cupones-respuesta que dis-
pone el articulo 7, parAgrafo 3.
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3. La Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y
Espafia publicari, ademas, de acuerdo con los datos proporcionados
por las Administraciones, una recopilaci6n oficial de todas las informa-
ciones relativas a la ejecuci6n del Convenio y de su Reglamento en
cada pais, que interesen especialmente al servicio postal americo-
espafol.

La misma Oficina publicara, tambien, recopilaciones analogas
concernientes a la ejecuci6n de los acuerdos de encomiendas y giros
postales.

4. Los gastos especiales que demande la formaci6n de la Memoria
anual y el cuadro o informaciones sobre comunicaciones postales de los
paises contratantes, y los que se produzcan con motivo de la reuni6n
de Congresos o Conferencias, seran sufragados por las Administraciones
de dichos paises de acuerdo con los grupos establecidos en el articulo
110 del Reglamento de Ejecuci6n.

Los gastos que se relacionen con la celebraci6n de los expresados
Congresos y Conferencias, serin fijados, en cada ocasi6n, por la
Direcci6n General de Correos de la Republica Oriental del Uruguay,
de acuerdo con la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo.

5. La Direcci6n General de Correos del Uruguay fiscalizara los
gastos de la Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas
y Espafa y le hara los anticipos que 6sta necesite.

6. Las cantidades adelantadas por la Administraci6n del Uruguay
en concepto de anticipos, a que se refiere el paragrafo anterior, se
abonaran por las Administraciones deudoras tan pronto como sea
posible y, a mas tardar, antes de seis meses, a partir de la fecha en
que el pals interesado reciba la cuenta formulada por la Direcci6n
General de Correos del Uruguay. Despues de esa fecha, las cantidades
adeudadas devengaran inter6s a raz6n de 5% al afio, a contar del dia
de expiraci6n de dicho plazo.

7. Los paises contratantes se comprometen a incluir en sus pre-
supuestos, una cantidad anual destinada a atender puntualmente al
pago de la cuota que les corresponda sufragar.

ARTICULO 22

Congresos

1. Los Congresos se reuniran a mas tardar dos afios despues de la
celebraci6n de cada Congreso Postal Universal. Sin embargo, si el
intervalo entre estos fltimos se extendiere mas alla de 5 aflos, las
Administraciones de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafa podran
concertar por intermedio de la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo
y por unanimidad de votos, una reuni6n eventual.

2. Cada Congreso fijara el lugar en que deba realizarse la reuni6n
siguiente.

ARTICLo 23

Votos del Congreso

Los palses contratantes informaran a la Oficina Internacional de
Montevideo, con tres meses de anticipaci6n a la fecha de la celebraci6n
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de cada Congreso, las gestiones realizadas con el fin de hacer efectivos
en sus respectivos paises los votos y recomendaciones del ultimo
Congreso.

ARTICULO 24

Proposiciones durante el intervalo de las reuniones
El presente Convenio podr& ser modificado en el intervalo de los

Congresos, siguiendo el procedimiento establecido en el Convenio
vigente de la Uni6n Postal Universal. Para que tengan fuerza ejecu-
tiva deberan obtener unanimidad de votos las modificaciones de los
articulos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29
y 30; dos terceras partes de votos para los articulos 14 y 23, y simple
mayoria para los demfs.

ARTICULO 25

Modificaciones y enmiendas
Las modificaciones o resoluciones adoptadas por las Altas Partes

contratantes, adn aqu6llas de orden interno que afecten el servicio
internacional, tendran fuerza ejecutiva tres meses despu6s de la fecha
en que se comunicaren por la Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal
de las Americas y Espafia.

ARTICULO 26

Aplicaci6n del Convenio Postal Universal y de la legislaci6n interna
1. Todos los asuntos que se relacionen con el canje de correspon-

dencia entre los paises contratantes y que no esten previstos en este
Convenio, se sujetaran a las disposiciones del Convenio de la Uni6n
Postal Universal y su Reglamento. Lo que a su vez, no estd consig-
nado en estos dltimos, sera materia de arreglos especiales entre las
Administraciones interesadas.

2. Igualmente, la legislaci6n interior de los dichos paises se
aplicara en todo aquello que no haya sido previsto por ambos Con-
venios.

ARTICULO 27

Proposiciones para los Congresos Universales
Todos los paises que forman la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y

Espafia, se comunicaran, por conducto de la Oficina Internacional de
Montevideo, las proposiciones que formulen para los Congresos
Postales Universales, con seis meses de anticipaci6n a la fecha en que
deban celebrarse.

ARTICULO 28

Unidad de acci6n en los Congresos Postales Universales
Los paises signatarios del Convenio Postal Americoespafiol, que

hubieren ratificado el mismo o lo hubieren puesto en vigencia admini-
strativamente, se obligan a dar instrucciones a sus Delegados ante
los Congresos Postales Universales, para que sostengan, unanime y
firmemente, todos los principios establecidos en la Uni6n Postal de las
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de cada Congreso, las gestiones realizadas con el fin de hacer efectivos 
en sus respectivos paise,s los votos y recomendaciones del ultimo 
Congreso. 

ARTICULO 24 

Proposiciones durante el interval° de las reuniones 

El presente Convenio podra ser modificado en el intervalo de los 
Congresos, siguiendo el procedimiento establecido en el Convenio 
vigente de la Union Postal Universal. Para que tengan fuerza ejecu-
tiva deberan obtener imanimidad de votos las modificaciones de los 
artfculos 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29 
y 30; dos terceras partes de votos para los articulos 14 y 23, y simple 
mayorfa pars, los demas. 

AancuLo 25 

Moclificacione,s y enmiendas 

Las modificaciones o resoluciones adoptadas por las Altas Partes 
contratantes, ain aquellas de orden intern° que afecten el servicio 
internacional, tendran fuerza ejecutiva tres meses despues de la fecha 
en que se comunicaren por la Oficina Internacional de la Union Postal 
de las Americas y Espana. 

ARTICULO 26 

Aplicacion del Convenio Postal Universal y de la legislacion interns 

1. Todos los asuntos que se relacionen con el canje de correspon-
dencia entre los pafses contratantes y que no esten previstos en este 
Convenio, se sujetaran a las disposiciones del Convenio de la Union 
Postal Universal y su Reglamento. Lo que a su vez, no estd consig-
nado on estos tiltirnos, sera, materia de arreglos especiales entre las 
Administraciones interesadas. 

2. Igualmente, la legislacidn interior de los dichos pafses se 
aplicara en todo aquello que no hays, sido previsto por ambos Con-
venios. 

ARTICULO 27 

Proposiciones para los Congresos Universales 

Todos los pafses que forman la Union Postal de las Americas y 
Espana, se comunicaran, por conducto de la Oficina Internacional de 
Montevideo, las proposiciones que formulen para los Congresos 
Postales Universales, con seis rnese,s de anticipacion a la fecha en que 
deban celebrarse. 

AnricuLo 28 

Unidad de accion en los Congresos Postale,s Universales 

Los palses signatarios del Convenio Postal Americoespatiol, que 
hubieren ratificado el mismo o lo hubieren puesto en vigencia admini-
strativamente, se obligan a dar instrucciones a sus Delegados ante 
los Congresos Postales Universcdes, para que sostengan, unanime y 
fumemente, todos los principios establecidos en la Union Postal de las 
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Americas y Espafia y para que voten tambi6n de acuerdo con estos
postulados, exceptuandose tan s61o los casos en que las proposiciones
a debate afecten exclusivamente a los paises proponentes.

ARTICULO 29

Conferencias previas
1. Para los efectos del articulo anterior, los Delegados de los

paises que integran la Uni6n Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafa ante los
Congresos Postales Universales, deberan reunirse en la ciudad
designada como sede de 6stos, quince dias antes de la fecha de la
inauguraci6n de los mismos, para celebrar una Conferencia previa en
la que se determinen los procedimientos de acci6n conjunta a seguir.

2. Con la debida anticipaci6n a la reuni6n de los Congresos
Universales, la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo invitar a las
Administraciones signatarias para celebrar la Conferencia previa a
que alude el paragrafo anterior, debiendo organizarla y estar presente
en ella el Director de la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo, con el
personal de la misma que considere necesario.

ARTICULO 30

Nuevas adhesiones
En caso de nueva adhesi6n, el Gobierno de la Repdblica Oriental

del Uruguay, de comdn acuerdo con la Oficina Internacional de Monte-
video y el Gobierno del pais interesado, determinara el grupo en el cual
debe ser aquel incluido, a los efectos del reparto de los gastos de la
Oficina Internacional.

ARTICULO 31

Vigencia y duraci6n del Convenio y dep6sito de las ratificaciones
1. El presente Convenio empezara a regir el primero de enero de

1947 y quedara en vigencia sin limitaci6n de tiempo, reservandose
cada una de las Partes Contratantes el derecho de retirarse de esta
Uni6n, mediante aviso dado por su Gobierno al de la Repdblica Oriental
del Uruguay, con un afio de anticipaci6n.

2. El dep6sito de las ratificaciones se hara en la ciudad de Rio de
Janeiro, Repdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en el mas breve
plazo posible, procurandose que sea antes de la vigencia del Convenio
y Acuerdo a que se refieran; y de cada una de aqu6llas se levantara el
Acta respectiva, cuya copia remitira el Gobierno de la Repiblica del
Brasil, por la via diplomatica, a los Gobiernos de los demas paises
signatarios.

3. Quedan derogadas, a partir de la fecha en que entre en vigor el
presente Convenio, las estipulaciones del Convenio Postal de las
Americas y Espafa suscrito en Panama el 22 de Diciembre de 1936.

4. En el caso de que el Convenio no fuere ratificado por uno o varios
de los paises contratantes, no dejara de ser vAlido para los que lo
hayan ratificado.

5. Los Paises Contratantes podran ratificar el Convenio y los
Acuerdos, provisionalmente, por correspondencia, dando aviso de ello
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Americas y Espana y para que voten tambien de acuerdo con estos 
postulados, exceptuitndose tan solo los casos en que las proposiciones 
a debate afecten exclusivamente a los paise,s proponentes. 

ARTICULO 29 

Conferencias previas 

1. Para, los efectos del articulo anterior, los Delegados de los 
paises que integran la Union Postal de las Americas y Espana ante los 
Congresos Postales Universales, deberan reunirse en la ciudad 
designada como sede de estos, quince dias antes de la fecha de la 
inauguracion de los mismos, para celebrar una Conferencia previa en 
la que se determinen los procedimientos de accion conjunta a seguir. 

2. Con la debida anticipaciOn a la reunion de los Congresos 
Universales, la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo invitara a las 
Administraciones signataxias para celebrar la Conferencia previa a 
que alude el paragrafo anterior, debiendo organizarla y estar presente 
en ella el Director de la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo, con el 
personal de la raisma que considere necesario. 

ARTICULO 30 

Nuevas adhe,siones 

En caso de nueva adhesion, el Gobierno de la Reptiblica Oriental 
del Uruguay, de comiln acuerdo con la Oficina Internacional de Monte-
video y el Gobierno del pals interesado, determinara el grupo en el cual 
debe ser aqua incluido, a los efectos del reparto de los gastos de is, 
Oficina Internacional. 

ARTICULO 31 

Vigencia y duraci6n del Convenio y deposit° de las ratificaciones 

1. El presente Convenio empezara, a regir el primer° de enero de 
1947 y quedara on vigencia sin limitacion de tiempo, reservandose 
cada una de las Partes Contratantes el derecho de retirarse de este 
Uni6n, mediante aviso dado por su Gobierno al de la Republica Oriental 
del Uruguay, con un an° de anticipacion. 

2. El dep6sito de las ratificaciones se hara en la ciudad de Rio de 
Janeiro, Rept%lica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en el mas breve 
plazo posible, procurandose que sea antes de la vigencia del Convenio 
y Acuerdo a que se refieran; y de cada una de aquellas se levantara el 
Acta respectiva, cuya copia remitira el Gobierno de is, Repdblica del 
Brasil, por la via diplomatica, a los Gobiernos de los demg,s paises 
signatarios. 

3. Quedan derogadas, a partir de la fecha en que entre en vigor el 
presente Convenio, las estipulaciones del Convenio Postal de las 
Americas y Espana suscrito en Panama el 22 de Diciembre de 1936. 

4. En el caso de que el Convenio no fuere ratificado por uno o varios 
de los paises contratantes, no dejara de ser valid° para los que lo 
hayan ratificado. 

5. Los Poises Contratantes podrin ratificar el Convenio y los 
Acuerdos, provisionalmente, por correspondencia, dando aviso de ello 
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a las Administraciones respectivas por medio de la Oficina Inter-
nacional, sin perjuicio de que, segdn la legislaci6n de cada pais, y
previa aprobaci6n de los Congresos Nacionales, sea confirmada por
via diplomatica.

En fe de lo resuelto, los Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los
paises arriba citados, suscriben el presente Convenio en la ciudad de
Rfo de Janeiro, Repdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, a los 25
dias del mes de setiembre de 1946.

Por ARGENTINA:

OSCAR L. M. NICOLINI
CARLOB M. LASCANO
MANUEL PRECEDO

DOMINGo B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

JOSE LIAVANA FORRASTAL

RAFAEL BARRIENTOS

Por BRASIL:

RAiL DE ALBUQUERQUE

CARLOS LUIs TAVEIRA

JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT

AUREO MAIA
JAIME DfAS FRANCA

JOAQUIM VIANNA
JULIO SINCHEZ PEREZ
CARLOs F. DE FIGUEIREDO

Por CANADA:

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL
Cnel. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E.
FRANCIS EVERETT JOLLIFFr, M.B.E.

Por COLOMBIA:

Lus GARCfA CADENA

Lin JORGE GARZ6N

Por COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIERREZ

Por CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA y CHAO

JEs6I LAGO LINAB

Por CHILE:

LUeI FELIPE LASO
MIGUEL A. PARRA
GuILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Por ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARaDO
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a las Administraciones re,spectivas por medio de la Oficina Inter-
nacional, sin perjuicio de que, segtin la legislacion de cada pals, y 
previa aprobacion de los Congresos Nacionales, sea confirmada por 
via diplomatica. 
En fe de lo resuelto, los Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los 

paises arriba citados, suscriben el presente Convenio on la ciudad de 
Rio de Janeiro, RepAblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, a los 25 
dias del mes de setiembre de 1946. 

For ARGENTINA: 

OSCAR L. M. NICOLIN1 
CARLOS M. LASCANO 

MANUEL FRECEDO 

DOMINGO B. CANALLE 

For BOLIVIA: 

Josi LIAVANA FORRASTAL 
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS 

Por BRASIL: 

RAtTL DE ALBUQUERQUE 

CARLOS LUD3 TAVEIRA 
JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT 

AUREO MAIA 

JAIME DiAS FRANgA 

JOAQUIM VLINNA 

JULIO SANCHEZ FiREZ 

CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO 

For CANADA: 

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL 

CH01. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E. 
FRANCIS EVERETT JOLLIFFE, M.B.E. 

For COLOMBIA: 

Luis GAitcfA CADENA 

LUIS JORGE OARZoN 

For COSTA RICA: 

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTItRREZ 

Pot CUBA: 

GABRIEL 'JANDA It CHAO 

JES158 LAGO LUNAR 

For CHILE: 

LUIS FELIPE LASO 
MIGUEL A PARRA 
GUILLERMO JIMtNEZ MORGAN 

Pot ECUADOR: 

RAFA.EL ALVA.RADO 
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Por EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLOS MEJfA OSORIO

Por ESPARA:

Luei RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS
CARLOS HARTMANN

Por GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HEBRERA

Por HAITI:

Lis MORAIS JUNIOR

Por HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA

Por MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS
DIDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALDES

LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMANA

Por NICARAGUA:

JOsE MERCEDES PALMA

Por PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL
JULIO TRELLES

ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA

Por PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARRA G.

Por PERU:

GERBMN LLOSA PARDO
ERNESTO CACEBES BOLUARTE

Por Repdblica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA PIREZ

Por URUGUAY:

ENBIQUE E. BUERO
MIGUEL AGUERBE ABISTEGUI
CasAB I. Rossi
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Por EL SALVADOR: 

Coronel CARLOS M EJf A OSORIO 
Por ESPARA: 

LUIS RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL 
ELf AS URDANGARAIN BERNACH 

Por ESTADOS TJNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

Jomi J. GILLEN 
EDWARD J. MAHONEY 

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DE VENEZUELA: 

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA 
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS 
CARLOS HARTMANN 

Por GUATEMALA: 

FLAVIO HERRERA 
For HAITI: 

LUIS M °RAW JUNIOR 
For HONDURAS: 

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES 
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA 

Por MEXICO: 

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS 
DIDIER DOMfNGITEZ VALDtS 
LAUR 0 F. RAPitfREZ UMASA. 

Por NICARAGUA: 

Jost MERCEDES PALMA 
Por PANAMA: 

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL 
JULIO TRELLES 
ROQUE JAVIER LAVRENZA 

Por PARAGUAY: 

ANfBAL IBARYCA G. 
Por PERU: 

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO 
ERNESTO CACERES BOLUARTE 

For Reptiblica DOMINICANA: 

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA Ptit,EZ 

Por URUGUAY: 

ENRIQUE E. BUERO 
MIGUEL AGUEREE ARIBTEGUI 
CiSAR I. Rossi 
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PROTOCOLO FINAL DEL CONVENIO

En el momento de firmar el Convenio celebrado por el V Congreso
Postal Am6ricoespahol, los Plenipotenciarios que suscriben han
convenido lo siguiente:

I

Los Estados Unidos de America se reservan el derecho, con caracter
transitorio, de mantener sus tarifas actuales para los pafses de la
Uni6n Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafia, que puedan ser mas elevadas
que las de su r6gimen interno.

II
Con relaci6n al articulo 28 del Convenio, el Canada y los Estados

Unidos de Am6rica se reservan completa libertad de acci6n en los
Congresos de la Uni6n Postal Universal.

III

El Canada formula una reserva en el sentido de que no puede
aceptar las disposiciones de los incisos d) y e) del paragrafo 1 del
articulo 13 y de los par&grafos 3 y 4 del mismo articulo.

IV

La Repdblica de Panama hace una reserva transitoria al articulo
3 del Convenio en cuanto se refiere a buques que no transporten su
propia correspondencia hasta tanto se encuentre en condiciones legales
que le permitan darle efectivo cumplimiento.

V
El Canada formula una reserva en el sentido de que las disposiciones

del articulo 8 no son aplicables al Canada.

Por ARGENTINA:

OscAR L. M. NICOLINI
CARLOS M. LASCANO
MANUEL PRECEDO

DOMINGO B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

Josf LIEVANA FORRASTAL
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS
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PROTOCOL° FINAL DEL CONVENIO 

En el momento de firmar el Convenio celebrado por el V Congreso 
Postal Americoespanol, los Plenipotenciarios que suscriben han 
convenido lo siguiente: 

Los Estados Unidos de America se reservan el derecho, con catheter 
trartsitorio, de mantener sus tarifas actuaies para los paises de la 
Union Postal de las Americas y Espana, que puedan ser mes elevadas 
que las de su regimen intern°. 

II 

Con relacion Si articulo 28 del Convenio, el Canada y los Estados 
Unidos de America se reservan completa libertad de accion en los 
(Jongresos de is Union Postal Universal. 

In 

El Canada formula una reserva en el sentido de que no puede 
aceptar las disposiciones de los incisos d) y e) del paragrafo 1 del 
articulo 13 y de los paragrafos 3 y 4 del mismo articulo. 

IV 

La Repnblica de Panama hace una reserva transitoria al artfculo 
3 del Convenio en cuanto se refiere a buques que no transporten su 
propia correspondencia hasta tanto se encuentre en condiciones legales 
que le pertaitan dare efectivo cumplimiento. 

V 

El Canada formula una reserva en el sentido de que las disposiciones 
del articulo 8 no son apficables al Canada. 

Por ARGENTINA: 

OSCA.R L. M. Igicotarn 
CARLOS M. LASCANO 
MANUEL PRECEDO 
DOMINGO B. CANALLE 

Por BOLIVIA: 

Jost LItITANA FORRASTAL 
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS 
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Por BRASIL:

RAUL DE ALBUQUERQUE

CARLOS LUIs TAVEIRA

JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT

AUREO MAIA

JAIME DfAS FRANCA

JOAQUIM VIANNA

JULIO SANCHEZ PEREZ

CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO

Por CANADA:

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL
Cnel. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E.
FRANCIS EVERETT JOLLIFFE, M.B.E.

Por COLOMBIA:

Lms GARCfA CADENA
LUIS JORGE GARZ6N

Por COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIERREZ

Por CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO
JESUS LAGO LUNAR

Por CHILE:

LUIS FELIPE LASO
MIGUEL A. PARRA
GUILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Por ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARADO

Por EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLOS MEJfA OSORIO

Por ESPARA:

LUIS RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS
CARLOS HARTMANN
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For BRASIL: 

RA111, DE ALBUQUERQUE 
CARLOS LUIS TAVEIRA 
JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT 
AMIE° MAIA 
JAIME DfAS FRANgA 
JOAQUIM VIANNA 
JULIO SANCHEZ PtREZ 
CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO 

For CANADA: 

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL 
Cnel. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E. 
FRANCIS EVERETT JOLLIFFE, M.B.E. 

Por COLOMBIA: 

LUIS GARCfA CADENA 
LUIS JORGE GARZoN 

Por COSTA RICA: 

ROBERTO TINOCO GIITARREZ 
For CUBA: 

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO 
JEStt3 LAGO LUNAR 

For CHILE: 

LUIS FELIPE LASO 
MIGUEL A. PARRA 
GUILLERMO JIMtNEZ MORGAN 

For ECUADOR: 

RAFAEL ALVARADO 

For EL SALVADOR: 

Coronel CARLOS M EJfA N ORIO 
For ESPARA: 

LEIS RODRWEEZ DE MIGUEL 
ELI AS URDANGARAIN BERNACH 

For ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

JOHN J. GILLEN 
EDWARD J. MAHONEY 

For ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA: 

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA 
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS 
CARLOS HARTMANN 

3495 
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For GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HERRERA

Por HAITI:

Lms MORAIS JUNIOR

Por HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAABRA

For MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS
DIDIEB DOMfNGUEZ VALDES
LAURo F. RAMIBEZ UMARA

Por NICARAGUA:

JosE MERCEDES PALMA

Por PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL
JULIO TRELLES
ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA

For PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARUR G.

Por PERU:

GERMAN LLosA PABDO
EBNESTO CACEREB BOLUARBT

Por Repdblica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVABBITA PEBEZ

Por URUGUAY:

ENRIQUE E. BUERO
MIGUEL AGUDRRE ARISTEGUI
CtSAR I. Rossi
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For GUATEMALA: 

FLAVIO HERRERA 

For HAITI: 

LUIS M ORAIS JUNIOR 

For HONDURAS: 

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES 
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA 

For MEXICO: 

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS 
DIDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALDiS 
LAURO F. RAMiRER UMARA 

For NICARAGUA: 

JOE& M ERCEDES PALMA. 

For PANAMA: 

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL 
JULIO TRELLES 
ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA 

For PARAGUAY: 

ANiBA.L IBAR.RA 
For PERU: 

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO 
ERNESTO CICERES BOLUARTE 

For RepdbRea DOMINICANA: 

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA PRE= 

For URUGUAY: 

ENRIQUE E. BURRO 
MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGU1 
CtSAR I. ROSSI 
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REGLAMENTO DE EJECUCION DEL CONVENIO
DE LA UNION POSTAL DE LAS AMERICAS Y ESPANA

celebrado entre:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Espafia, Estados Unidos de America,
Estados Unidos de Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, M6xico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Perd, Repdblica Dominicana y
Uruguay.

Los infrascritos, en nombre de las Administraciones que repre-
sentan, han aprobado las siguientes reglas para asegurar la eje-
cuci6n del Convenio precedente:

ABTICULO 101

Intercambio de despachos

1. Las Administraciones de los paises contratantes podran expe-
dirse reciprocamente, por mediaci6n de una o varias de ellas, tanto
despachos cerrados como correspondencia al descubierto, en las
condiciones fijadas en el Convenio y Reglamento de la Uni6n Postal
Universal.

2. En los casos de reencaminamiento, los paises contratantes se
comprometen a reexpedir la correspondencia por las vias y conductos
mas rapidos que utilicen para sus propios envios. El transporte
sera gratuito cuando se trate de servicios que dependan de su Admi-
nistraci6n, pero podran percibir de la de origen las mismas cantidades
que esten obligados a pagar cuando, para el transporte ulterior de los
despachos cerrados, se requieran servicios de Administraciones
extrafias, a las cuales deban satisfacer aquellos gastos.

3. Cuando las Administraciones intermediarias de que trata el
parAgrafo anterior hayan de percibir de las de origen cantidades por
haber utilizado para transporte ulterior servicios de Administraciones
extrafias, deberan confeccionar las cuentas de estos gastos sin rebasar,
en ningdn caso, los derechos que fija el Convenio de la Uni6n Postal
Universal y con arreglo a las normas establecidas en su Reglamento
de Ejecuci6n.

ARTICULO 102

Tarifas internas y equivalencias
Las Administraciones se comunicaran a la mayor brevedad posible

por conducto de la Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafia, cualquier modificaci6n de su tarifa interna, asi
como la equivalencia de dicha tarifa en francos oro.
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ABTICULO 103

Formaci6n de despachos. - Sacos vacios
1. Los despachos que contengan la correspondencia de intercambio

entre dos palses de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia, se
confeccionarin con arreglo a lo dispuesto en el Reglamento de Ejecu-
ci6n del Convenio de la Uni6n Postal Universal.

2. Los sacos utilizados por las Administraciones contratantes para
el envio de la correspondencia, se devolveran vacios por las oficinas
de cambio destinatarias a las de origen en la forma prescrita por el
respectivo articulo de dicho Reglamento. Sin embargo, las Adminis-
traciones podrin ponerse de acuerdo con el fin de utilizarlos para el
envio de la propia correspondencia.

ARTICULO 104

Pequefios paquetes
1. El acondicionamiento y envase de los pequefos paquetes se

regiran por las mismas disposiciones establecidas para las muestras.
Ademas, debera figurar en su exterior el nombre y la direcci6n de los
remitentes.

2. Sera permitido incluir en estos objetos una factura abierta,
reducida a sus enunciados constitutivos, o bien una simple copia del
sobrescrito con indicaci6n de la direcci6n del remitente.

3. Los paquetes, esten o no acompafados de declaraci6n de aduana,
deberan llevar siempre la etiqueta verde igual al modelo "C-i" del
Reglamento de Ejecuci6n de la Uni6n Postal Universal.

ARTICULO 105

Valijas diplomaticas
1. Las valijas diplomaticas que intercambien los Ministerios de

Relaciones Exteriores de los paises de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas
y Espafia con sus representantes diplomaticos en otros paises, en
virtud de lo dispuesto por el articulo 13 del Convenio, no podr&n pesar
m&s de 20 kilos, ni exceder de los siguientes limites de dimensiones:
largo, ancho y alto, sumados, 140 centimetros, sin que la dimensi6n
mayor exceda de 60 centimetros.

2. Los Ministerios de Relaciones Exteriores y los representantes
diplomaticos depositaran estas valijas en la Oficina de Correos, con
caracter de certificadas. Dicha oficina anotara en la columns
"Observaciones" de la lista especial de certificados las palabras
"Valija diplomAtica" y el ndmero de estas, si fueren varias.

3. Dichas valijas estaran provistas de cerraduras, candados u otros
medios de seguridad apropiados a la importancia de estos envios.

4. Las valijas diplomaticas seran cursadas por las mismas vias
que utilice la Administraci6n expedidora para el envio de su corres-
pondencia a la Administraci6n de destino, anunciandose dicho
envio por medio de una nota consignada en la hoja de aviso del
despacho que las contenga.
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5. Salvo acuerdo en contrario entre las partes interesadas, las
valijas diplomiticas no se expedirin en franquicia por la via a6rea.

ARTICULO 106

Correspondencia diplom&tica y consular
La correspondencia diplom&tica y consular deber& llevar las siguien-

tes indicaciones: el nombre de la Embajada, Legaci6n o Consulado
remitente y la inscripci6n, muy ostensible, de "Correspondencia
diplom&tica", o "Correspondencia consular", ademas de la declaraci6n
"Libre de porte", que constara debajo de aquella inscripci6n.

ARTICULO 107

Estadistica de derechos de trfnsito
Como consecuencia de la gratuidad del trinsito a que se refiere el

articulo 3 del Convenio, las Administraciones de los paises contra-
tantes no efectuaran ninguna operaci6n de estadistica de derechos de
transito, en relaci6n con aquellos despachos que s6lo contengan
correspondencia americoespafiola, siempre que esta correspondencia
se curse sin la mediaci6n de paises o servicios extrafios a la Uni6n
Postal de las Americas y Espafia.

ARTICULO 108

Constituci6n de la Oficina Internacional

1. El Director de la Oficina Internacional sera nombrado por el
Gobierno de la Repiblica Oriental del Uruguay, a propuesta de la
Direcci6n General de Correos de dicho pais, y gozara de la retribuci6n
mensual de 900 pesos moneda nacional uruguaya.

El Subdirector-Secretario General, el Oficial de Secretaria, el
Oficial-Traductor y demas personal de la Oficina seran nombrados, a
propuesta del Director de la Oficina Internacional, por la Direcci6n
General de Correos del Uruguay. Se fija, en moneda nacional
uruguaya, el sueldo mensual del Subdirector-Secretario General, en
700 pesos; el del Oficial de Secretaria, en 500 pesos; el del Oficial-
Traductor en 350 pesos; el de dos auxiliares, en 200 pesos cada uno y,
el de un Portero, en 150 pesos.

Dicho personal s6lo podra ser removido de sus cargos con la inter-
venci6n de la Direcci6n General de Correos del Uruguay y con arreglo
a los procedimientos que a tal efecto rijan para los empleados fijos de
la propia Direcci6n.

2. El Director de la Oficina Internacional concurrira a los Congresos
y Conferencias de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafia, a los
efectos del cumplimiento de lo dispuesto por los articulos 21 y 29 del
Convenio y asistirA a las sesiones, pudiendo tomar parte en las dis-
cusiones, sin derecho a voto.

3. El idioma oficial de la Oficina Internacional es el espafol. No
obstante, los paises cuyo idioma no fuere este, podran usar el propio
en sus relaciones con ella.
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ARTICULO 109

Jubilaciones y pensiones
Las pensiones y jubilaciones del personal de la Oficina Intpr-

nacional de Montevideo seran pagadas exclusivamente del fondo
propio que, para tal objeto, tiene destinada dicha Oficina y que
se forma con la contribuci6n de todos los paises de la Uai6n. Las
condiciones y el monto de esas jubilaciones y pensiones se suje-
taran a las leyes sobre la materia vigentes en el Uruguay para sus
propios funcionarios y empleados.

ARTICULO 110

Cuentas y gastos de la Oficina Internacional
1. Los gastos de la Oficina Internacional no podrAn exceder de la

cantidad de 55.000 pesos moneda nacional uruguaya por afo, incluy6n-
dose en dicha cantidad la constituci6n de un fondo para jubilaci6n
del personal de la misma.

2. Para la distribuci6n de los gastos anuales y extraordinarios
de la Oficina, los palses se dividen en tres grupos, correspondiendo
contribuir a los del primero con ocho unidades, a los del segundo con
cuatro y a los del tercero con dos unidades.

Pertenecen al primer grupo: Argentina, Brasil, CanadA, Espafia,
Estados Unidos de Am6rica y Uruguay; al segundo grupo: Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, Estados Unidos de Venezuela, M6xico,
Panama y Perd; al tercer grupo: Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay y Repdblica
Dominicana.

ARTICULO 111

Informaciones. - Peticiones de modificaci6n de Actas
La Oficina Internacional estara siempre a disposici6n de las partes

contratantes para facilitarles cuantos informes especiales requieran
sobre asuntos relativos al servicio de Correos americoespaflol y dara
curso a las peticiones de modificaci6n o de interpretaci6n de las dis-
posiciones que rijan la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y Espafa, noti-
ficando el resultado de cada gesti6n.

ARTICULO 112

Publicaciones
1. La Oficina Internacional de la Uni6n Postal de las Americas y

Espafia dirigirb una circular especial, cuando una Administraci6n
solicite la inmediata publicaci6n de algdn cambio que haya introducido
en sus servicios, y asimismo distribuira, gratuitamente, entre las Ad-
ministraciones de los paises contratantes y enviara a la Oficina Inter-
nacional de Berna, los documentos que publique, debiendo remitir a
cada Administraci6n el ntmero de ejemplares que le corresponda, en
proporci6n a las unidades con que contribuye.

Los ejemplares suplementarios de los documentos que soliciten
las Administraciones seran abonados por ellas a precio de coste.

2. La Oficina Internacional repartira entre los palses contratantes
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las proposiciones que reciba, conforme a lo que establece el artfculo
27 del Convenio. Al efecto, todos los paises de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafa daran a conocer, por conducto de la misma Oficina
y con la debida oportunidad, segdn se establece en el Convenio, las
proposiciones que formulen para los Congresos Universales, con el
fin de que tales iniciativas sean apoyadas por el conjunto de dichos
paises.

ARTICULO 113

Documentos e informes que se remitiran a la Oficina Internacional

1. La Oficina Internacional servira de intermediaria para las
notificaciones regulares y generales que interesen exclusivamente
a las Administraciones de los paises contratantes.

Las referidas Admioistraciones deberan enviar regular y opor-
tunamente a la Oficina Internacional:

a) La Legislaci6n postal y sus modificaciones sucesivas;
b) La Gufa postal, cada vez que sea editada;
c) Los mapas y gulas de las comunicaciones postales que utilicen,

tanto para el servicio interno como para el internacional;
d) Un informe sobre las vias terrestres y maritimas m&s rApidas

que puedan utilizarse para el intercambio de correspondencia;
e) Los resultados de su estadistica postal anual y del movimiento

con los demas paises americoespafoles;
f) El texto de las proposiciones que someten a la consideraci6n

de los Congresos Postales Universales;
g) Los datos de toda clase que interesen al servicio postal ram6ri-

coespaflol, cada vez que dicten alguna nueva disposici6n;
h) Todos los informes que solicite la propia Oficina Internacional

para las publicaciones, memorias y demas asuntos de su com-
petencia, en forma tal que permitan la ejecuci6n de su cometido
en el mas breve plazo;

i) Un cuadro en que figuren detalladamente todos los servicios
maritimos dependientes de los pafses de la Uni6n Postal de las
Americas y Espafa, que puedan ser utilizados gratuitamente
por los demas para el transporte de su correspondencia;,

j) Las variaciones que se operen en las equivalencias tan pronto
como se produzcan;

k) Tres ejemplares de los sellos postales que emitan y de las im-
presiones-tipo de sus maquinas franqueadoras, con copia de la
respectiva disposici6n de emisi6n.

2. Toda modificaci6n ulterior sera comunicada sin demora.

ARTICULO 114

Modificaciones en el intervalo de las reuniones de los Congresos

1. En el intervalo de los Congresos, las Administraciones tendrin
derecho a formular proposiciones relativas al presente Reglamento,
siguiendo el procedimiento indicado en'el Convenio de la Uni6n Postal
Universal.
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2. Para que tales proposiciones tengan fuerza ejecutiva, deberbn
reunir los dos tercios de los votos emitidos.

ARTICULO 115

Aplicaci6n del Convenio Postal Universal y de la Legislaci6n interna
En todo lo no previsto en este Reglamento con relaci6n al cambio de

correspondencia entre los pafses contratantes se aplicaran las disposi-
ciones del Reglamento del Convenio de la Uni6n Postal Universal y,
en su defecto, la legislaci6n interior de aquellos paises.

ARTICULO 116

Vigencia y duraci6n del Reglamento

El presente Reglamento empezar. a regir en la misma fecha que el
Convenio a que se refiere, y tendra igual duraci6n que 6ste.

En la ciudad de Rio de Janeiro, Repdblica de los Estados Unidos
del Brasil, a los veinticinco dias del mes de setiembre de 1946.

Por ARGENTINA:

OscAR L. M. NIcoLrN
CARLOS M. LASCANO
MANUEL PRECEDO
DoMINGO B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

Jos8 LIxVANA FORBASTAL
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS

Por BRASIL:

RA6L DE ALBUQUERQUE
CARLOs Luis TAVEIRA
JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT
AUREO MAIA
JAIME DfAS FRANCA
JOAQTIM VIANNA
JULIO SINCHEZ PEREZ
CARLOs F. DE FIGUEIREDO

Por CANADA:

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL
Cnel. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E.
FRANcrI EVERETT JOLLErr, M.B.E.

Por COLOMBIA:

Lms GARCfa CADENA

Lms JORGE GARZ6N

Por COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIRRxAE

Por CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA T CHAO
JEzs8 LAGO LUNAR
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Por CHILE:

LuIs FELIPE LASO
MIGUEL A. PARRA
GUILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Por ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARADO

Por EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLOS MEJIA OSORIO

Por ESPANA:

LuIS RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA

FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS

CARLOS HARTMANN

Por GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HERRERA

Por HAITI:

LUIS MORAIS JUNIOR

Por HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES

MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA

Por MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS

IDDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALDES

LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMANA

Por NICARAGUA:

Josf MERCEDES PALMA

Por PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL

JULIO TRELLES

ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA

Por PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARRA G.

Por PERU:

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO

ERNESTO CACERES BOLUARTE

Por Repiblica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA PEREZ
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Por URUGUAY:

ENRIQIUE E. BUERO
MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGUI
CESAR I. RossI

Having examined and considered the provisions of the foregoing
Convention, the Final Protocol thereto, and the Regulations of Exe-
cution of that Convention, signed in the city of Rio de Janeiro, the
United States of Brazil, on the twenty-fifth day of September, 1946,
the same are by me, by virtue of the powers vested by law in the
Postmaster General, hereby ratified and approved, by and with the
advice and consent of the President of the United States.

In witness whereof, I have caused the seal of the Post Office De-
partment of the United States to be hereto affixed this 20th day of
February, 1947.
[EAL] ROBERT E HANNEGAN

Postmaster General.
I hereby approve the foregoing Convention, the Final Protocol thereto,
and the Regulations of Execution of that Convention.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United
States to be hereunto affixed.
[ IB A.] HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MasHAL.
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1947.
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Translation prepared by the Post Office Department

POSTAL UNION OF THE AMERICAS AND SPAIN

CONVENTION

concluded between

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the
United States of America, the United States of Venezuela, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru and
Uruguay.

The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the coun-
tries enumerated, assembled in Congress in the city of Rio de Janeiro,
Republic of the United States of Brazil, in exercise of the right granted
them by the Convention of the Universal Postal Union in force,
and inspired by the desire to extend, facilitate and perfect their postal
relations and establish a solidarity of action capable of representing
effectively in Universal Postal Congresses their common interests in
regard to communications by mail, have determined to conclude, ad
referendum, the following Convention:

ARTICLE 1

Postal Union of the Americas and Spain
The contracting countries, in accordance with the foregoing declara-

tion, constitute, under the name of Postal Union of the Americas and
Spain, a single postal territory.

ARTICLE 2

Restricted Unions
1. The contracting countries, whether on account of their adjacent

location or on account of the intensity of their postal relations, may
establish closer unions among themselves, with a view to the reduction
of rates or the introduction of other improvements in any of the serv-
ices referred to in the present Convention or in the special Agreements
concluded by this Congress.

2. Likewise, concerning matters not provided for in the present
Convention, or in that of the Universal Postal Union, the signatory
countries may adopt among themselves such resolutions as they deem
convenient, through correspondence, or, if necessary, by establishing
a special Agreement, in accordance with the authorization conferred
upon them by the present Article or their domestic legislation.

54 Stat. 2049.

Special agreements.

54 Stat. 2049.
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ARTICLE 3

Free and gratuitous transit

1. The gratuity of territorial, fluvial and maritime transit is abso-
lute in the territory of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain;
consequently, the countries which form it obligate themselves to
transport across their territories, and to convey by the ships of their
registry or flag, without any charge whatsoever to the contracting
countries, all correspondence which the latter send to any destination.

RBefora-ng. 2. In case of reforwarding, the contracting countries are bound to
reforward the correspondence by the ways and means which they
utilize for their own dispatches.

ARTICLE 4

Pt p. 3618.

"Articles of corre
spondence."

Convention and Agreements of the Union
Articles of correspondence

1. The provisions of this Convention and its Regulations of Execu-
tion will regulate all matters and services relative to correspondence.

2. The other services will be governed by the Agreements of this
Union, by those which the countries may sign among themselves on
the subject, or, in their absence, by those of the Universal Postal
Union.

3. The denomination "articles of correspondence" applies to letters,
single and reply post cards, commercial papers, prints, raised print
for the use of the blind, samples of merchandise, small packets, and
phonopostal articles.

4. The exchange of small packets and phonopostal articles will
be restricted to the countries which agree to execute it, either in
their reciprocal relations or in only one direction.

ARTICLE 5

Postage rates
1. The postage rates of the domestic service of each country will

govern in the relations of the countries which constitute the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain, except when said domestic rates
are higher than those applicable to correspondence destined for coun-
tries of the Universal Postal Union, in which case the latter will govern.

2. The international rates will also govern when it is a question of
services which do not exist in the domestic regime.

3. For small packets the rate will govern which is determined in
Article 6 of this Convention.

stoge charge. 4. The contracting Powers may fix a storage charge, upon previous
agreement among the interested Administrations, for printed matter,
when they deem it desirable.

35063506 
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ARTICLE 6

Small packets

1. In the optional service of small packets mentioned in Article 4
of this Convention, no article may weigh more than one kilogram, or
contain objects whose mercantile value at the place where they are
mailed exceeds the value of 10 gold francs or the equivalent thereof
in money of the country of origin.

2. Administrations which execute the service of small packets
regulated by the Universal Convention will not be obliged to observe,
in their reciprocal relations, any provision in conflict with the respec-
tive stipulations of said Convention.

3. Small packets of any kind exchanged between countries of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, in view of the fact that they
are not liable to payment of transit charges, will be prepaid at the
rates adopted in each country for parcels in its domestic service, or
the Administrations may apply to such small packets the rates pre-
scribed by the Universal Postal Convention.

4. The Administrations of destination may submit small packets to
customs handling in accordance with the provisions of their domestic
legislation.

5. The Administrations of the countries of destination may collect
from the addressees of small packets:

a) A fee of 40 centimes of a gold franc at most for the opera-
tions, formalities and handling involved in customs clearance;

b) A fee which will not exceed 15 centimes of a gold franc for
the delivery of each packet; that fee will be increased to 30 centimes
of a gold franc at most in case of delivery at the addressee's residence.
6. When small packets are considered by the customs of the country

of destination as exempt from payment of customs duties, the delivery
fees provided for in paragraph (b) of Section 5 of this Article will
not be applicable.

ARTICLE 7

Reply coupons
1. Under the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, the selling-

price to the public of reply coupons shall be fixed by the interested
Administration, but may not be lower than the equivalent of 15
centimes of a gold franc in the money of the country which issues them.

2. Each coupon is exchangeable, in any of the countries which
form the Union, for a stamp or stamps representing the postage on an
ordinary letter originating in the same country destined for another
country of the Union. The period of validity of the coupon is
unlimited.

3. Reply coupons will be printed by the International Office of
Montevideo and will be furnished to the Administrations of the Union
at cost.

4. In the settlement of accounts among the Administrations the
value of the reply coupons will be calculated at the rate of 15 cen-
times of a gold franc per unit.

3507
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5. When the annual balance in the relations between two Adminis-
trations is not more than 10 gold francs, the debtor Administration
will be exempt from any payment.

6. Administrations will be allowed to refuse to sell reply coupons,
although their exchange is obligatory.

7. When the settlement of accounts arising from the exchange of
Americo-Spanish reply coupons is not effected directly between the
Administrations concerned, the International Office of Montevideo
will act as intermediary. In this case, it will make up an annual
statement of debtor and creditor Administrations, in accordance
with the respective provisions of the Universal Postal Union.

ARTICLE 8

Return, reforwarding or change of address
The provisions of the Convention of the Universal Postal Union

and its Regulations of Execution relative to the requests for return
or change of address and reforwarding will govern in the Postal Union
of the Americas and Spain; such requests, however, will be deemed out
of order after the Administration of destination has sent the articles
to the jurisdiction of the Customs.

ARTICLE 9

Registered correspondence

Responsibility
Fee. 1. The articles designated in Article 4 may be sent under registra-

tion upon payment of a fee equal to that established in the domestic
service of the country of origin, except when the domestic fee is

54 stat. 049. higher than that applicable under the Universal Postal Convention, in
which case the latter will govern.

Loss oarticles. 2. Save in cases offorce majeure, the contracting Administrations
will be responsible for the loss of every registered article. The
sender will be entitled to an indemnity which may in no case exceed
ten gold francs or the equivalent thereof in money of the country
which must pay it, being able, however, to request a smaller indemnity.

3. Administrations will be relieved of responsibility for loss of
registered articles whose contents fall under the prohibitions of the
Universal Postal Convention, or which are prohibited by the laws
and regulations of the country of origin or of destination, provided
that said countries have given due notice by the usual means.

Reghiters idthot 4. There is maintained, as optional, a special category of registers
without right to indemnity, applicable to the articles of correspondence
referred to in Section 3 of Article 4 of this Convention. The Admin-
istrations which put this service into effect are obliged to communicate
the fact to the International Office by the most rapid means, so that
it may circularize the information among the other countries. Articles
to which a reduced registry is applicable will be endorsed on the reverse
side with the letters "S. I." (without indemnity) and a similar nota-
tion will be made in the descriptive lists, in the "Observations"
column, as well as on inquiries made in order to determine the where-
abouts of the matter.
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5. Administrations which adopt, in a general manner, a reduced
registration fee for all articles other than letters and post cards,
will not be obliged to observe the formalities prescribed by the last
part of the preceding Section.

ARTICLE 10

Inquiries
Complaints or requests for information regarding any article will be

charged with a fee equal to that established in the domestic regimes of
the contracting powers, except when such domestic fee is higher than
that established by the Universal Postal Convention, in which case 64 Stat. 2049.

the latter will govern.

ARTICLE 11

Articles subject to customs clearance
1. The application of the label, C-1, established by the Universal

Postal Convention, to articles of correspondence whose contents are 4 Stat.2111.

subject to customs duties in the country of destination, is obligatory.
The use of the declaration, C-2, is optional for the aforementioned
articles.

2. Nevertheless, for unsealed matter, except small packets, the use
of neither of the documents mentioned in the foregoing Section is
obligatory, without prejudice to customs clearance by the country of
destination.

ARTICLE 12

Weight and dimensions
1. The limits of weight and dimensions of articles of correspondence

will conform to those fixed by the Universal Postal Convention, with 4 Stat. 209.

the exception of prints whose weight can attain 5 kilograms, or even
as much as 10 kilograms when it is a question of works in a single
volume. However, articles with a weight greater than 5, but not ex-
ceeding 10 kilograms will be accepted even when it is not a question
of works in a single volume, if previous agreement is made between
the Administrations concerned.

2. Articles in roll form, when it is a question of indivisible objects, ticleinroll form.

may measure as much as 120 centimeters, adding their length to the
diameters of both bases, but the greatest dimension may not exceed
100 centimeters.

ARTICLE 13

Franking privilege
1. The contracting parties agree to grant the franking privilege, in

their domestic service and in the Americo-Spanish service:
a) To correspondence relative to the postal service exchanged

between Administrations of the Postal Union of the Americas and
Spain; between these Administrations and the International Office
of Montevideo; between the same Administrations and the Transfer
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Office of Panama; between the latter and the aforesaid International
Office; between post offices of Americo-Spanish countries and
between these offices and the Postal Administrations of the coun-
tries mentioned;

b) To correspondence of members of the Diplomatic Corps of
the signatory countries;

c) To official correspondence which Consuls and Vice-Consuls
acting as Consuls, send to their respective countries; to that which
they exchange among themselves; to that which they address to the
authorities of the country in which they are accredited, and to that
which they exchange with their respective Embassies and Lega-
tions, whenever reciprocity exists;

d) The franking privilege will be enjoyed by newspapers,
periodical publications, books, pamphlets, and other prints sent
by publishers or authors to Information Offices established by
Postal Administrations of the Postal Union of the Americas and
Spain, as well as those sent free of charge to libraries and other na-
tional cultural centers officially recognized by the Governments of
the countries forming this Union;

e) To official correspondence sent and received by the Pan
American Union in Washington.

2. The correspondence referred to by paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
of the preceding Section may also be sent free of postage under regis-
tration, but without right to indemnity.

Centoal Oovern 3. Official correspondence of the Central Governments of thehe Postal Union. countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain which circu-
lates free in their domestic services under their domestic legislation is
admitted to the same franking privilege in the country of destination
without the collection of any charge therefor, whenever strict reci-
procity is observed.

Natiotnl Comnti 4. The franking privilege will also be enjoyed by correspondence
Cooperation. of National Commissions of Intellectual Cooperation set up under the

auspices of the Governments in accordance with the Pan American
and Universal Conventions in force.

Corespondene be- 5. The exchange of correspondence of the Diplomatic Corps, be-ween Secretariats of
tae and their Em- tween the Secretariats of State of the respective countries and their

Embassies or Legations will have a reciprocal character among the
contracting countries and will be effected in open mail or by means of
diplomatic pouches, in accordance with the provisions of Article 105

d, p. 3520. of the Regulations of Execution. These pouches will enjoy the frank-
ing privilege and all safeguards of official dispatches.

6. The franking privilege dealt with in the present Article will not
affect the air service or other special services existing in the Americo-
Spanish regime or in the domestic services of the contracting countries.

ARTICLE 14

Correspondence ex-
changed by schools,
etc.

Reduction of rates
Articles of correspondence other than small packets exchanged by

administrations of schools of the countries of the Postal Union of the
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Americas and Spain, or among the students of the same through their
directors will enjoy a 50% reduction in the ordinary rate so long as
their weight does not exceed 1 kilogram and they satisfy the other
conditions for their postal classification.

ARTICLE 15

Special services
The High Contracting Parties may, on the basis of special agree-

ments or by correspondence, extend to the other countries of the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain such postal services as they carry on
or may in the future establish within their respective countries.

ARTICLE 16

Service forms sent by air mail
1. The forms provided for in the Regulations of Execution of the

Universal Postal Convention for requests for the withdrawal of cor-
respondence or change of address, as well as those provided for in-
quiries regarding articles of correspondence and requests for informa-
tion, may be dispatched by air mail.

2. To this end the Forms C-11, C-12 and C-13 will be differentiated
in the following manner: blue color for those which must be forwarded
by air mail and pink for those which must be also answered by air mail.

3. The forwarding by air will give rise to the collection of a sup-
plementary fee which the sender will pay when he fills out his form.
It will be the equivalent to the postage for an air mail letter of 5
grams to the country of destination or to double this rate if a prepaid
reply by air is requested. These payments will accrue exclusively to
the country which collects them.

ARTICLE 17

Official language
Spanish is adopted as the official language for matters relative to

the postal service. Nevertheless, countries whose language is not
this may use their own.

ARTICLE 18

Protection and exchange of postal functionaries
1. The Administrations of the contracting countries will be obliged

to lend mutually, upon request, the cooperation required by their
employees charged with the transportation of correspondence in
transit through such countries. Likewise, they will furnish all manner
of facilities to such functionaries as one Administration may agree to
send to any other to carry on studies regarding the development and
perfection of postal services.

2. The Administrations through the intermediary of the Inter-
national Office of Montevideo, will come to agreements to effect an
exchange of functionaries.

Notwithstanding what has been established previously, the Ad-
ministrations may also make agreements to send functionaries for
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Expses.

International Transfer Office
Cfont'in^t tioof Of 1. There shall continue to exist in the Republic of Panama an

Panama. International Transfer Office, which is charged with receiving and
forwarding all mail dispatches originating in Administrations of the
Union which do not have their own service in the Isthmus and which,
upon passing in transit through the same, give rise to transfer opera-
tions.

Functions. 2. Said Office will function in accordance with the Regulations
agreed upon between the International Office of the Postal Union of
the Americas and Spain and the Postal Administration of Panama.

Amendments in 3. Amendments which at any time may have to be made in theaforesaid Regulations will be submitted by the Administrations
concerned to the International Office at Montevideo for considera-
tion in order that they may be proposed to the Postal Administra-
tion of Panama through its mediation.

Orgaization, etc. 4. The organization and operation of the International Transfer
Office are subject to supervision and control by the Administration
of Posts and Telegraphs of Panama and the International Office of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain with headquarters in Monte-

Disputes. video, upon which latter it is incumbent to act as mediator and
arbitrator in any dispute arising between the Postal Administration
of Panama and countries which utilize the services of said Office.

Pesonnel. 5. The personnel attached to the service of the aforesaid Office
will be designated by the Administration of Posts and Telegraphs
of Panama, and will be considered permanent, in accordance with
the provisions established by the Regulations of the Office concerning
it. They will enjoy the same rights and obligations which the postal
laws of the Republic of Panama establish for the employees of the
Postal Services.

Expenses. 6. The expenses to which the maintenance of this Office gives
rise will be borne by the countries which utilize its services, divided
proportionally to the number of their own sacks which they exchange
through its intermediary.

Advances by Pan- The Administration of Panama will advance the necessary fundsforamna.
the maintenance of prompt services by the Office.

Quarterly repay- Said amounts will be repaid quarterly by each Administration con-ments.

cerned, but payments which are not made within a period of sixmonths from the date on which the debtor Administration received
the account submitted to it by the International Transfer Office,

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

apprenticeship or instruction without its being required that an
interchange of functionaries take place.

3. Once that the exchange or unilateral assignment of function-
aries provided for by the preceding Sections is agreed upon between
two or more Administrations, the latter will decide upon the manner
in which the relative expenses are to be shared, and, when they con-
sider it necessary, upon the initiative and through the intermediary
of the International Office of Montevideo.

ARTICLE 19
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will bear interest at the rate of 5% per year payable to the latter
Office.

ARTICLE 20

Arbitration
Every conflict or disagreement arising in the postal relations of

the contracting countries will be settled by arbitration, which will
be effected in the manner prescribed by the Convention of the
Universal Postal Union in force. The designation of arbitrators shall
be incumbent upon the signatory countries, with the intervention of
the International Office of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain,
if necessary.

ARTICLE 21

International Office of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain
1. With the name of International Office of the Postal Union of

the Americas and Spain, there functions in Montevideo under the
general supervision of the Administration of Posts of the Oriental
Republic of the Uruguay, a central Office which serves as an organ
of liaison, information and consultation for countries of the Union.

2. This Office will be charged with: OeSPoSibities of

a) Assembling, co-ordinating, publishing and distributing
information of all kinds which specially concerns the Americo-
Spanish postal service.

b) Giving, at the express request of the parties concerned, its
opinion on disputed questions.

c) Giving, on its own initiative or at the request of any of the
Administrations of the signatory countries, its opinion on all matters
of a postal character which affect or relate to the general interests
of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain.

d) Making known requests for modification of Acts of the Con-
gress which are formulated, and giving notice of changes which are
adopted.

e) Making known the results obtained from the regulatory
provisions and measures of importance which the Administrations
adopt in their domestic service, which are communicated to it by
the same Administrations as information.

f) Distributing postal maps and guides which the respective
Administrations send to it.

g) Making a summary of Americo-Spanish postal statistics,
on the basis of data which each Administration communicates to it
annually, for which purpose a questionnaire with complete and de-
tailed requests for postal statistical data in accordance with a scien-
tific and rational plan, will be submitted to all Administrations.

h) Publishing a report relative to the most rapid routes for
transmission of correspondence from one of the contracting countries
to another.

i) Preparing a table giving in detail all maritime services de-
pendent upon countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and
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Spain, which may be utilized gratuitously for the transportation of
AnC, p. so their correspondence, under the conditions laid down by Article 3.

j) Publishing the tariff of postage rates of the domestic service
of each of the countries concerned.

k) Preparing a table of equivalents of the money of the coun-
tries concerned in gold francs and dollars.

1) Publishing and distributing among the countries of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, annually, a report of the
work which it performs.

m) Carrying out studies and works requested of it in the inter-
est of the contracting countries, relative to work of social, economic
and artistic cooperation for which purpose the International Office
will always be at the disposal of the said countries, to furnish them
any special information which they require on matters relative to
the Americo-Spanish postal service.

n) Taking part and collaborating in the organization and con-
vening of Congresses and Conferences of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain.

o) Distributing among the Administrations of the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain the postal laws and regulations
of each; said Administrations accordingly being obligated to furnish
the Office mentioned twenty-five copies of the laws and regulations
in question.

p) Organizing a special section charged with collecting the
stamps sent to the Administrations in compliance with Article 113,

Pot,p. 352. Section 1, paragraph (k), of the Regulations of Execution, and
centralizing philatelic information about the countries of the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain.

q) Intervening as the compensating Administration in the
liquidation of postal accounts, at the request of the Administrations
concerned.

r) Preparing international insignia of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain consisting of an emblem for the personal use of
the functionaries of the Administrations belonging to the Union.

s) Printing and furnishing the reply coupons provided for by
Al ap. 3w  paragraph 7 of Article 7.

3. The International Office of the Postal Union of the Americas
and Spain will also publish an official compilation of all the data
relative to the execution of the Convention and its Regulations in
each country which is of special interest to Americo-Spanish postal
services, in accordance with the information submitted to it by the
Administrations.

The same Office will also publish similar compilations concerning
., PP. 324 . the execution of the Agreements relative to Parcel Post and Money

Orders.
special expens. 4. The special expenses arising from the preparation of the Annual

Report and the Table or Information concerning Postal Communica-
tions of the contracting countries, and those arising on account of
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meetings of Congresses or Conferences, will be shared by the Ad-
ministrations of said countries in accordance with the groups estab-
lished in Article 110 of the Regulations of Execution.

The expenses in connection with the holding of such Congresses
and Conferences will be fixed on each occasion by the Director Gen-
eral of Posts of the Oriental Republic of the Uruguay, by agreement
with the International Office of Montevideo.

5. The Administration of Posts of Uruguay will supervise the
expenses of the International Office of the Postal Union of the Ameri-
cas and Spain, and will make the advances which it requires.

6. The amounts advanced by the Administration of Uruguay in
accordance with the foregoing Section will be repaid by the debtor
Administrations as soon as possible, and at the latest before six
months from the date on which the country concerned receives the
account formulated by the Director General of Posts of Uruguay.
After that date, the amounts due will bear interest at the rate of
5% a year, counting from the date of expiration of the said period.

7. The contracting countries are bound to include in their budgets
an annual amount destined to take care promptly of the payment of
their contributive quotas.
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ARTICLE 22

Congresses

1. The Congresses will meet not later than two years after the Meetings.

holding of each Universal Postal Congress. Nevertheless if the inter-
val between the latter should exceed five years, the Administrations
of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain may come to agree-
ment, through the intermediary of the International Office of Monte-
video and by unanimity of votes, on an eventual meeting.

2. Each Congress will fix the place in which the next one shall
convene.

ARTICLE 23

Resolutions of the Congress

The contracting powers will inform the International Office of
Montevideo, three months in advance of the meeting of each Con-
gress, of the measures it has taken to put into effect the resolutions
and recommendations of each last Congress.

ARTICLE 24

Propositions in the interval between meetings

The present Convention may be modified in the interval between
Congresses, following the procedure established in the Universal
Postal Convention in force. In order to become effective, modifica-
tions must obtain unanimity of votes for the present Article and
Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28,
29 and 30; two-thirds of the votes for Articles 14 and 23; and a simple
majority for the rest.
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ARTICLE 25

Modifications and amendments
Effectivedate. Modifications or resolutions adopted by the High Contracting

Parties, even those of a domestic order, which affect the international
service, will become effective three months after the date of the rela-
tive notice of the International Office of the Postal Union of the
Americas and Spain.

ARTICLE 26

Application of the Universal Postal Convention
and domestic legislation

1. All matters in connection with the exchange of correspondence
among the contracting countries which are not provided for in this
Convention, will be subject to the stipulations of the Universal Postal

4 Stat. 2049. Convention and its Regulations. In turn, those which are not covered
by these last two will form the subject of special agreements between
the Administrations concerned.

2. Likewise, the domestic legislation of the said countries will apply
to everything which has not been provided for in either Convention.

ARTICLE 27

Propositions for Universal Congresses
All the countries forming the Postal Union of the Americas and

Spain will advise one another, through the intermediary of the Inter-
national Office of Montevideo, of the propositions which they formu-
late for Universal Postal Congresses, six months in advance of the
date on which they are to be held.

ARTICLE 28

Unity of action in Universal Postal Congresses
The countries signatory to the Americo-Spanish Postal Convention

which have ratified the same or put it into force administratively
obligate themselves to instruct their delegates to Universal Postal
Congresses to sustain unanimously and firmly, all principles estab-
lished in the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, and also to
vote in accordance with these postulates, except only in cases where
the propositions to be debated affect only the countries proposing
them.

ARTICLE 29

Preliminary Conferences
1. In view of the preceding Article, the Delegates of the countries

composing the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, prior to
Universal Postal Congresses, shall assemble in the city designated as
the seat of the Congress fifteen days before the date of inauguration
thereof, in order to hold a preliminary conference, at which the pro-
cedure of joint action to be followed will be determined.
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2. At the proper time before the meeting of Universal Congresses,
the International Office of Montevideo will invite the signatory
Administrations to hold the preliminary conferences mentioned in
the preceding Section, and the Director of the International Office
of Montevideo is charged with organizing those conferences and
attending them with the necessary personnel.

ARTICLE 30

New adherences
In case of a new adherence, the Government of the Oriental Republic

of Uruguay by common consent with the International Office of
Montevideo and the Government of the country concerned, will
determine the group in which said country is to be included, for pur-
poses of sharing the expenses of the International Office.

ARTICLE 31

Effective date and duration of Convention and
deposit of ratifications

1. The present Convention will become effective January 1, 1947,
and will remain in force without time-limit, each of the contracting
parties reserving the right to withdraw from this Union by means of
notice given by its Government to that of the Oriental Republic of
Uruguay one year in advance.

2. The deposit of ratifications will be effected in the city of Rio
de Janeiro, Republic of the United States of Brazil, as soon as possible,
preferably before the effective date of the Convention and Agreements
in question, and the relative certificate will be made up for each of
them, a copy of which will be sent by the Government of the Republic
of Brazil, through diplomatic channels, to the Governments of the
other signatory countries.

3. The stipulations of the Postal Convention of the Americas and
Spain signed in Panama on December 22, 1936, are abrogated,
beginning with the date on which the present Convention enters into
force.

4. In case that the Convention is not ratified by one or more of
the contracting countries, it will nevertheless be valid for those
which have ratified it.

5. The contracting countries may ratify the Convention and Agree-
ments provisionally by correspondence, giving notice thereof to the
respective Administrations through the medium of the International
Office without prejudice to the fact that, according to the legislation
of each country, and after approval by the National Congresses, it
may be confirmed through diplomatic channels.

In faith of which, the Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the
countries above named sign the present Convention in the city of
Rio de Janeiro, Republic of the United States of Brazil, on the 25th
day of the month of September, 1946.

[For signatories to the Convention see Spanish text.]
95347°0-0--FT. IV--12
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FINAL PROTOCOL OF THE CONVENTION

At the moment of signing the Convention concluded by the Fifth
Americo-Spanish Postal Congress, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries
have agreed upon the following:

I
U. S. rat. The United States of America reserves the right, as a transitory

measure, to maintain its present rates for countries of the Postal
Union of the Americas and Spain which may be higher than those of
its domestic service.

II
Ante, p. 316. In connection with Article 28 of the Convention, Canada and the

United States of America reserve complete liberty of action in Con-
gresses of the Universal Postal Union.

III

Canada formulates reservation in the sense that it cannot accept
the provision of clauses (d) and (e) of Section 1 of Article 13, and of

Ante, p. 3510. Sections 3 and 4 of that Article.

IV
The Republic of Panama formulates a transitory reservation re-

Ante, p. 
3 5 0

. garding Article 3 of the Convention which refers to ships that do not
transport its own correspondence, until the adoption of legal provi-
sions which will permit the application of that provision.

V

Canada formulates a reservation in the sense that the provisions
Ane, p. 3M. of Article 8 are not applicable in Canada.
Ante, p. 349. [For signatories to the Final Protocol see Spanish text.]

REGULATIONS OF EXECUTION OF THE CONVENTION OF THE
POSTAL UNION OF THE AMERICAS AND SPAIN

concluded between

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the United States of America,
the United States of Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the Dominican Republic and
Uruguay.

The undersigned, in the name of the Administrations they represent,
have approved the following Regulations to assure the execution of
the foregoing Convention:

ARTICLE 101

Exchange of Mails
1. The Administrations of the contracting countries may send to

one another reciprocally, through the intermediary of one or several
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of them, both closed mails and correspondence in open mail, under the
conditions fixed by the Convention and Regulations in force in the
Universal Postal Union.

2. In cases of reforwarding, the contracting countries are bound
to reforward the correspondence by the most rapid routes and means
which they utilize for their own dispatches. Transportation will be
gratuitous when it is a question of services which belong to its Ad-
ministration, but they may charge the Administration of origin the
same amounts they are obliged to pay when the onward transmission
of the closed dispatches requires the services of foreign Administra-
tions to which those charges must be paid.

3. When the intermediary Administrations referred to in the above
Section must collect amounts from the foreign countries of origin for
the use of services of foreign Administrations for onward transmission,
they must make up the accounts for these expenses without exceeding,
in any case, the charges fixed in the Universal Postal Union Conven-
tion and provided for in the rules established in its Regulations of
Execution.

ARTICLE 102

Domestic postage rates and equivalents
The Administrations will communicate to one another, as soon as

possible, through the intermediary of the International Office of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, all modifications of their
domestic postage rates, as well as the equivalents of said rates in
gold francs.

ARTICLE 103

Preparation of dispatches-Empty sacks
1. Dispatches containing correspondence exchanged between two

countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain will be pre-
pared in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations of Execu-
tion of the Convention of the Universal Postal Union.

2. The sacks utilized by the contracting Administrations for the
dispatch of correspondence will be returned empty by the exchange
offices of destination to those of origin, in the manner prescribed by the
relative Article of said Regulations. However, Administrations may
come to an agreement for the purpose of using them for the dispatch of
their own correspondence.

ARTICLE 104

Small packets
1. The preparation and packing of small packets will be governed

by the same provisions as those fixed for samples. Moreover, the
names and addresses of the senders shall appear on the outside of the
articles.

2. It will be permissible to inclose in such articles an open invoice,
reduced to its essential features, or else a simple copy of the address
with indication of the address of the sender.

3519
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3. The packets, whether accompanied by customs declarations or
not, shall always bear a green label conforming to Model C 1 of the

54 tat. 2111. Regulations of Execution of the Universal Postal Convention.

ARTICLE 105

Diplomatic pouches
Weight;dimensions. 1. Diplomatic pouches exchanged by the Ministries of Foreign

Relations of the countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and
Spain with their diplomatic representatives in the other countries, by

Antep. 309. virtue of the provisions of Article 13 of the Convention, may not
exceed the weight of 20 kilograms or the following dimensions: length,
width and height, together, 140 centimeters, and greatest dimension
must not exceed 60 centimeters.

Regstration. 2. The Ministries of Foreign Relations and the diplomatic repre-
sentatives will deposit these pouches in the post offices, as registered
articles. That office will enter in the column "Observations" of the
registry special list the words "Valija Diplomatica (Diplomatic
Pouches)" and the number of these if they are more than one.

3. These pouches will be provided with fastenings, locks or other
safety devices appropriate to the importance of such dispatches.

4. Diplomatic pouches will be forwarded by the same routes used
by the dispatching Administrations for the transmission of its corre-
spondence to the Administration of destination, their sending being
announced by means of a note entered in the letter bill of the dis-
patch containing them.

5. In the absence of agreement to the contrary between the parties
concerned, diplomatic pouches will not be dispatched under the
franking privilege by air mail.

ARTICLE 106

Diplomatic and consular correspondence
Diplomatic and consular correspondence shall bear the following

indications: The name of the sending Embassy, Legation or Con-
sulate, and the conspicuous inscription Diplomatic correspondence or
Consular correspondence, in addition to the declaration Libre de porte
(Free of postage), which shall appear under the former inscription.

ARTICLE 107

Transit statistics
As a result of the gratuity of transit referred to by Article 3 ofA p. 350. the Convention, the Administrations of the contracting countries will

not perform any transit statistical operations in connection withl
dispatches containing Americo-Spanish correspondence exclusively,
whenever this correspondence is forwarded without the intervention
of countries or services foreign to the Postal Union of the Americas
and Spain.

3520 
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ARTICLE 108

Constitution of International Office
1. The Director of the International Office will be appointed by the

Government of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay, at the proposal
of the Administration of Posts of the said country, and will receive
monthly compensation in the amount of 900 Uruguayan pesos.

The Subdirector-Secretary General, the Secretarial Official, the
Translating Official and other personnel of the Office will be ap-
pointed, at the proposal of the Director of the International Office,
by the Direction General of Posts of Uruguay. The monthly salary
of the Subdirector-Secretary General is fixed at 700 Uruguayan pesos;
that of the Secretarial Official at 500 pesos; that of the Translating
Official at 350 pesos; that of the two assistants at 200 pesos each;
and that of the janitor at 150 pesos.

The said personnel may be removed from their posts only with
the intervention of the Direction General of Posts of Uruguay, in
accordance with the procedure established in that connection for
permanent employees of that Administration.

2. The Director of the International Office will attend Congresses
and Conferences of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, for
the purpose of complying with the provisions of Articles 21 and 29
of the Convention, and will be present at sessions, being permitted
to take part in discussions without right to vote.

3. The official language of the International Office is Spanish.
Nevertheless, countries whose language is not Spanish may use their
own in relations with the Office.

ARTICLE 109

Retirement and pensions
The pensions and retirement of personnel of the International

Office of Montevideo will be paid exclusively from the special fund
which the said Office has set aside for that purpose out of the con-
tributions of all the countries of the Union. The conditions for and
amount of such retirement and pensions will be governed by the
laws on the subject in force in Uruguay for its own officers and
employees.

ARTICLE 110

Account and expenses of International Office
1. The expenses of the International Office may not exceed the

annual sum of 55,000 Uruguayan gold pesos; said amount including the
establishment of a retirement fund for the personnel thereof.

2. For the division of the annual and extraordinary expenses of
the Office the countries are divided into three groups; those of the
first group having to contribute eight units; those of second, four
units; and those of the third, two units.

The following belong to the first group:
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Spain, the United States of America
and Uruguay.
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tributions of all the countries of the Union. The conditions for and 
amount of such retirement and pensions will be governed by the 
laws on the subject in force in Uruguay for its own officers and 
employees. 

ARTICLE 110 

Account and expenses of International Office 

1. The expenses of the International Office may not exceed the 
annual sum of 55,000 Uruguayan gold pesos; said amount including the 
establishment of a retirement fund for the personnel thereof. 

2. For the division of the annual and extraordinary expenses of 
the Office the countries are divided into three groups; those of the 
first group having to contribute eight units; those of second, four 
units; and those of the third, two units. 
The following belong to the first group: 

Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Spain, the United States of America 
and Uruguay. 
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The following to the second group:
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, the United States of Vene-
zuela, Mexico, Panama and Peru.

The following to the third group:
Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, and the Dominican Republic.

ARTICLE 111

Information-Requests for modification of Acts
The International Office will always be at the service of the con-

tracting parties, to furnish them whatever special information they
require concerning matters connected with the Americo-Spanish postal
service; and will circulate requests for modification or interpretation
of the provisions governing the Postal Union of the Americas and
Spain, and make known the result of each operation.

ARTICLE 112

Publications
speial clar. 1. The International Office of the Postal Union of the Americas

and Spain will send out a special circular when an Administration
requests immediate publication of any change that has been intro-
duced in its service, and will likewise furnish gratuitously, to each of
the Administrations of the contracting countries and to the Inter-
national Bureau of Berne, the documents which it publishes, allowing
each Administration the number of copies which corresponds to the
number of units which it contributes.

Additional copies of documents requested by Administrations will
be paid for by them at cost.

Propositions. 2. The International Office will distribute among the contracting
countries the propositions which it receives in accordance with the

Ane, p. 3616. provisions of Article 27 of the Convention. To that end, all countries
of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain will make known
through the intermediary of the same Office, and in due time, as
established by the Convention, the propositions which they formulate
for Universal Congresses, in order that such propositions may be sup-
ported by all the said countries.

ARTICLE 113

Documents and information to be sent to International Office
1. The International Office will serve as intermediary for regular

and general notifications which exclusively concern the Administra-
tions of the contracting countries.

Said Administrations shall send to the International Office, regu-
larly and promptly:

a) Their postal legislation and its subsequent modifications.
b) Their Postal Guide, each time that it is published.
c) Maps and guides of postal communications which they

utilize for both domestic and international services.
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d) Information as to the most rapid territorial and maritime
routes which may be used for exchange of correspondence.

e) The results of the annual statistics of their postal traffic
with other Americo-Spanish countries.

f) The text of their propositions submitted to Universal
Postal Congresses for consideration.

g) Data of all kinds concerning the Americo-Spanish postal
service, every time that some new provision is established.

h) All information requested by the International Office itself
for publication, reports and other matters pertaining to it, in such
manner as to permit the execution of its task as soon as possible.

i) A table showing in detail all maritime services belonging to
countries of the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain which
may be used gratuitously by the others for the transportation of
their correspondence.

j) The variations in the equivalents, as soon as they occur.
k) Three copies of the postage stamps which are issued and of

the impressions of the stamping machines, with a copy of the
respective provisions of issuance.
2. All subsequent modifications will be communicated without

delay.
ARTICLE 114

Modifications in the interval between meetings of Congresses
1. In the interval between Congresses, Administrations will have

the right to formulate propositions relative to the present Regulations,
following the procedure indicated in the Convention of the Universal
Postal Union. 6 stat. 2W9.

2. In order to become effective, those propositions must obtain
two-thirds of the votes cast.

ARTICLE 115
Application of Universal Postal Convention and domestic legislation

For all matters not provided for by these Regulations regarding the
exchange of correspondence among the contracting countries, the
provisions of the Regulations of the Convention of the Universal
Postal Union will be applicable, and, in the absence of these, the M5tt. 210
domestic legislation of the same countries.

ARTICLE 116

Effective date and duration of regulations
The present Regulations will become effective on the same date as

the Convention to which they relate, and will have the same duration.
In the city of Rio de Janeiro, Republic of the United States of

Brazil, on the 25th day of September, 1946.
[For signatories to the Regulations see Spanish text.] A. I 
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54 Stat. 2049. 
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September 25, 1946 Agreement, and final protocol, between the United States of America and
[T. I. A. S. 1681] other governments respecting parcel post service within the Postal

Union of the Americas and Spain. Agreement signed at Rio de
Janeiro September 25, 1946; final protocol approved by acclamation
September 21, 1946, in plenary session of the Fifth Congress of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain at Rio de Janeiro; ratified
and approved by the Postmaster General of the United States of America
February 20, 1947; approved by the President of the United States of
America February 27, 1947; entered into force January 1, 1947.

ACUERDO RELATIVO A ENCOMIENDAS POSTALES

celebrado entre:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Espafia, Estados Unidos de America,
Estados Unidos de Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Repdblica Dominicana y Uru-
guay.

Los infrascritos, Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los palses
mencionados, en ejercicio de la facultad concedida por el Convenio de
la Uni6n Postal Universal, acuerdan, ad referendum, realizar el
servicio de encomiendas, con arreglo a las clausulas siguientes:

ARTICULO 1

Objeto del Acuerdo

1. Bajo la denominaci6n de "Encomienda Postal" o de las expre-
siones sin6nimas "Paquete Postal" y "Bulto Postal", los paises
enumerados podran intercambiar esta clase de envios.

2. Las encomiendas podran expedirse certificadas mediante el pago,
ademas del franqueo, del derecho de certificaci6n vigente en el pals de
origen.

3. Las encomiendas postales podran ser expedidas con declaraci6n
de valor o contra reembolso, cuando los paises adheridos convengan
en adoptar estas modalidades del servicio en sus relaciones reciprocas.
La expedici6n de tales envios se hara obligatoriamente en envases de
buenas condiciones, debidamente cerrados.

ARTICULO 2

Transito
1. La libertad de trAnsito queda garantizada en el territorio de

cada uno de los paises contratantes. En consecuencia, las diversas
Administraciones podrin utilizar la mediaci6n de uno o varios paises
para el cambio reciproco de encomiendas.

2. Las encomiendas seran cursadas en despachos cerrados, o al
descubierto cuando asi lo convengan las Administraciones interesadas,
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por las vias terrestres y maritimas mAs rapidas, que utilicen para sus
propios envios los paises que intervengan en el transporte.

3. Las Administraciones remitentes estaran obligadas a enviar una
copia de la Hoja de Ruta C. P. 12 u otra similar a cada una de las
Administraciones intermediarias cuando el transito se haga en des-
pachos cerrados.

ARTICULO 3

Peso y dimensiones

El maximo de peso y las dimensiones de las encomiendas seran los
fijados en el Acuerdo pertinente de la Uni6n Postal Universal. Sin
embargo, las Administraciones contratantes podrin admitir, previa la
conformidad de los paises intermediarios, encomiendas con otros
limites de dimensiones.

ARTICULO 4

Tarifas y bonificaciones

I. La tarifa de las encomiendas intercambiadas con arreglo a este
Acuerdo, se forma inicamente con la suma de los derechos territoriales
de origen, trAnsito y destino. Llegado el caso, se agregaran los de-
rechos maritimos previstos en el Acuerdo vigente de la Uni6n Postal
Universal sobre cambio de encomiendas postales.

2. Los derechos territoriales de origen, transito y destino se fijan
para cada pais en francos oro o su equivalente como sigue:

25 c6ntimos por encomienda hasta de 1 kilogramo;
40 centimos por encomienda de mas de 1 y hasta 3 kilogramos;
50 centimos por encomienda de mas de 3 y hasta 5 kilogramos;

100 c6ntimos por encomienda de mas de 5 y hasta 10 kilogramos;
150 centimos por encomienda de mAs de 10 y hasta 15 kilogramos;
200 c6ntimos por encomienda de mas de 15 y hasta 20 kilogramos.

3. Las Administraciones de origen y de destino tendran la facultad
de aumentar hasta el doble las tasas aplicables a las categorfas de
1, 3, 5 y 10 kilos, asi como la de aplicar a cada encomienda de esos
limites de peso una sobretasa de 25 centimos.

Las tasas de salida y l1egada, relativas a las encomiendas de las
categorias de 15 y 20 kilos, seran fijadas de acuerdo con el criterio de
cada Administraci6n.

4. Las Administraciones que en el regimen universal gocen de
autorizaciones especiales para elevar los derechos consignados en
los dos paragrafos anteriores, podran tambi6n hacer uso de dichas
autorizaciones en el regimen americoespafol.

5. La Administraci6n de origen acreditara a cada una de las
Administraciones que intervengan en el transporte, incluso a la de
destino, los derechos correspondientes con arreglo a lo dispuesto
en los parAgrafos anteriores.

6. La Oficina Internacional editara y distribuira el cuadro de los
derechos de trAnsito territorial y los de salida y legada que corres-
pondan a cada Administraci6n, que se ira actualizando por medio de
suplementos.
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ARTICTULO 5

Anulaci6n de saldos menores de 50 francos oro

Cuando en las liquidaciones por el servicio de encomiendas entre
dos paises, el saldo anual no exceda de 50 francos oro, la Adminis-
traci6n deudora quedara exenta de todo pago, siempre que medie
acuerdo con la acreedora.

ABTICULO 6

Derechos per despacho de aduanas, entrega, almacenaje y otros

1. Las Administraciones de destino podran cobrar a los desti-
natarios de las encomiendas:

a) Un derecho de 50 c6ntimos de franco oro o su equivalencia,
como mnximo, por las operaciones, formalidades y tramites in-
herentes al despacho de aduanas;

b) Un derecho igual al establecido en su servicio interno hasta un
maximo de 40 centimos de franco oro o su equivalencia, por
la conducci6n y entrega de cada encomienda en el domicilio del
destinatario.
Cuando las encomiendas no sean entregadas en el domicilio
del destinatario, 6ste debera ser avisado de la ilegada. Las
Administraciones cuyo regimen interior lo exija, percibiran
un derecho especial por la entrega de dicho aviso, que no podra
exceder del porte sencillo de una carta ordinaria del servicio
interior.

c) Un derecho diario de almacenaje, no superior al sefialado por
la legislaci6n interna de cada pais, a partir de los plazos pres-
critos en ella, sin que en ningfin caso el total a percibir pueda
exceder de 5 francos oro o su equivalencia;

d) Los derechos arancelarios y todos los demas derechos no postales
que establezca su legislaci6n interior;

e) La cantidad que corresponda por concepto de derecho consular,
cuando no se hubiere abonado de antemano por el remitente;

f) El derecho de reembalaje de 30 centimos de franco oro como
maximo, previsto en el Acuerdo correspondiente de la Uni6n
Postal Universal. Este derecho se percibira del destinatario
o remitente, segin el caso.

2. Quedaran exentas del pago del derecho de entrega las en-
comiendas destinadas a los miembros de los Cuerpos Diplomatico y
Consular a que se refiere el articulo 13 de Convenio, salvo las dirigidas
a los dltimos si contuvieran articulos sujetos al pago de derechos
aduaneros.

ARTICULO 7

Prohibici6n de otros gravamenes
Las encomiendas de que trata el presente Acuerdo no podran

ser gravadas con otros derechos postales que los establecidos en
los articulos precedentes.
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Sin embargo, las Administraciones que convengan entre si la
admisi6n de encomiendas contra reembolso o con valor declarado,
estarAn autorizadas para percibirlos derechos relativos a esta clase
de envios.

ARTICUTLO 8

Responsabilidad

1. Las Administraciones seran responsables por la perdida, sub-
stracci6n o averia de las encomiendas ordinarias o certificadas.

El remitente tendrA derecho, por este concepto, a una indem-
nizaci6n equivalente al importe real de la p6rdida, substracci6n o
averia. Esta indemnizaci6n no podrA exceder de:

10 francos oro por encomienda hasta el peso de 1 kilogramo;
15 francos oro por encomienda de mas de 1 y hasta 3 kilogramos;
25 francos oro por encomienda de mas de 3 y hasta 5 kilogramos;
40 francos oro por encomienda de mas de 5 y hasta 10 kilogramos;
55 francos oro por encomienda de mas de 10 y hasta 15 kilogramos.
70 francos oro por encomienda de mas de 15 y hasta 20 kilogramos.

2. La indemnizaci6n se calculara segdn el precio corriente de la
mercancia de la misma clase en el lugar y en la 6poca en que la en-
comienda fuere aceptada para su transporte.

3. Por las encomiendas aseguradas, cambiadas entre aquellas
Administraciones que convengan establecer esta modalidad del
servicio, la indemnizaci6n no podrA exceder de la declaraci6n de valor.

4. Para que pueda determinarse debidamente la responsabilidad
de las Administraciones, las oficinas de cambio destinatarias, siempre
que adviertan irregularidades que exijan el levantamiento de acta,
deberan mencionar las condiciones en que las encomiendas fueren
recibidas, especialmente en lo que se refieren al estado de los cierres
y envases, los cuales deberAn enviarse a la Administraci6n de origen
acompafiados de una copia del acta y del boletin de verificaci6n
levantados al efecto, las cubiertas y embalajes de las encomiendas en
causa y todo otro elemento de prueba.

ARTICULO 9

Encomiendas pendientes de entrega
1. Se fija en treinta dias el plazo durante el cual debera la Admini-

straci6n de destino mantener las encomiendas a disposici6n de los
interesados.

Este plazo, que se contarA desde el dia siguiente al de la expedici6n
del aviso de llegada, podra, a petici6n del destinatario, ser elevado a
tres meses, si, ademas, el remitente hubiere hecho indicaci6n en tal
sentido de acuerdo con el inciso d) del parAgrafo 2 y cuando la Adminis-
traci6n destinataria no se opusiere a ello.

2. Los remitentes, por virtud de las disposiciones contenidas en el
parAgrafo anterior, estaran obligados a indicar en el boletin de expe-
dici6n o en la declaraci6n de aduana, asi como en la envoltura de la
encomienda, en que forma ha de procederse con la misma en el caso
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de no poder ser entregada, sujetandose a una de las siguientes moda-
lidades:

a) que sea devuelta a origen;
b) que se entregue a otro destinatario;
c) que se considere abandonada;
d) que se mantenga a disposici6n del destinatario, hasta tres meses,

en las condiciones del parAgrafo 1.
A falta de indicaciones y caida en rezago, la encomienda sera

devuelta inmediatamente a origen.

ARTICXLO 10

Declaraciones fraudulentas

1. En los casos en que se compruebe que los remitentes de una
encomienda, por si o de acuerdo con los destinatarios, declaren con
falsedad la calidad, peso o medida del contenido o que, por otro medio
cualquiera, traten de defraudar los intereses fiscales del pals de
destino, eludiendo el pago de los derechos de importaci6n, ocultando
objetos o declarandolos en forma tal que evidencie la intenci6n de
suprimir o reducir el importe de esos derechos, queda facultada la
Administraci6n interesada para disponer de esos envios conforme a
su legislaci6n interna, sin que ni el remitente ni el destinatario tengan
derecho a su entrega, devoluci6n o indemnizaci6n.

2. La Administraci6n que decomise una encomienda, de con-
formidad con la precedente autorizaci6n, deberA notificarlo al desti-
natario y a la Administraci6n de origen.

ARTICULO 11

Encomiendas para segundos destinatarios
Los remitentes de encomiendas dirigidas al cuidado de Bancos u

otras entidades, para entregar a segundos destinatarios, estaran obli-
gados a consignar en las etiquetas, fajillas o envolturas de aquellas, el
nombre y direcci6n exactos de las personas a quienes estuvieren des-
tinados estos envios. Sin embargo, se darA aviso al segundo destina-
tario de la existencia de tales encomiendas pudi6ndose percibir el
derecho fijado en el articulo 6, sin que pueda reclamar su entrega,
sino mediante una autorizaci6n escrita del primer destinatario o del
remitente. Este dltimo deberA, en tal caso, gestionar la entrega por
conducto de la Administraci6n de origen.

ARTICULO 12
Encomiendas abandonadas o devueltas

1 Las encomiendas abandonadas o que devueltas no puedan ser
entregadas a sus remitentes, quedaran a disposici6n de las Administra-
ciones de destino u origen, segdn el caso, para que procedan con esos
envios conforme a su legislaci6n interior.

2. Las Administraciones destinatarias podran devolver desde luego
las encomiendas que hubieren sido rehusadas.
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3. Las Administraciones podran cobrar por cada encomienda que
devuelvan a origen en calidad de rezagada, las siguientes cantidades:

a) La que le corresponda como derecho terminal;
b) Los derechos a que se refiere el paragrafo 1 del articulo 4;
c) Los derechos que adeuden las encomiendas en el pais de destino

por concepto de reexpediciones;
d) El derecho a que se refiere el paragrafo 1 inciso a) del articulo 6;
e) El derecho de almacenaje de que trata el paragrafo 1 inciso c) del

articulo 6; y
f) El derecho de reembalaje.

ARTICULO 13
Proposiciones durante el intervalo de las reuniones

El presente Acuerdo podra ser modificado en el intervalo que media
entre los Congresos, siguiendo el procedimiento establecido en el Con-
venio vigente de la Uni6n Postal Universal.

Para que tengan fuerza ejecutiva las modificaciones, deberan ob-
tener:

a) unanimidad de sufragios, si se trata de introducir nuevas dispo-
siciones o de modificar el presente articulo o los articulos 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 8 y 9;

b) dos tercios de sufragios para modificar las demas disposiciones.

ARTICULO 14

Asuntos no previstos

1. Todos los asuntos no previstos por este Acuerdo, seran regidos
por las disposiciones del Acuerdo de Encomiendas de la Uni6n Postal
Universal y su Reglamento de Ejecuci6n.

2. Sin embargo, las Administraciones contratantes podran fijar
otros detalles para la practica del servicio, previo acuerdo.

3. Se reconoce el derecho de que gozan los paises contratantes para
mantener vigente el procedimiento reglamentario adoptado en orden
al cumplimiento de Convenios que tengan entre sf, siempre que dicho
procedimiento no se oponga a las disposiciones de este Acuerdo.

ARTICULO 15

Vigencia y duraci6n del Acuerdo

1. El presente Acuerdo comenzarA a regir el 1° de enero de 1947 y
quedara en vigencia sin limitaci6n de tiempo, reservandose cada una
de las partes contratantes el derecho de denunciarlo, mediante aviso
dado por su Gobierno al de la Repdblica Oriental del Uruguay, con
un afio de anticipaci6n.

2. El dep6sito de las ratificaciones se hara en la ciudad de Rio de
Janeiro, Repdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en el mAs breve
plazo posible. Se levantara un Acta relativa al dep6sito de las
ratificaciones de cada pais y el Gobieno del Brasil remitira por la
via diplomatica una copia de dicha Acta a los Gobiernos de los demas
paises signatarios.
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3. Quedan derogadas, a partir de la fecha en que entre en vigor el
presente Acuerdo, las estipulaciones del Acuerdo de Encomiendas
Postales, suscripto en Panama el 22 de diciembre de 1936.

4. En caso de que el Acuerdo no fuere ratificado por uno o varios
de los palses contratantes, no dejara de ser valido para los que asi lo
hubieran hecho.

5. Los paises contratantes podrdn ratificar este Acuerdo, pro-
visionalmente, por correspondencia, dando aviso de ello a las Admi-
nistraciones respectivas por medio de la Oficina Internacional, sin
perjuicio de que, segdn la legislaci6n de cada pais y previa aprobaci6n
de los Congresos Nacionales, sea confirmada por la via diplomAtica.

En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios de los paises enumerados,
suscriben el presente Acuerdo en la ciudad de Rio de Janeiro, Estados
Unidos del Brasil, a los veinticinco dias del mes de setiembre de mil
novecientos cuarenta y seis.

Por ARGENTINA:

OSCAR L. M. NICOLINI
CARLOS M. LASCANO

MANUEL PRECEDO

DoMINGo B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

JOsE LIEVANA FORRASTAL
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS

Por BRASIL:

RAiL DE ALBUQUERQUE

CARLOS Luis TAVEIRA

JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT

AUREO MAIA
JAIME DfAS FRANCA
JOAQUIM VIANNA

JULIO SANCHEZ PiREZ
CARLOS F. DE FlOUEIREDO

Por CANADA:

WALTER JAMES TURNBULL

Cnel. EDWARD JAMES UNDERWOOD, O.B.E.
FRANCIS EVERETT JOLLIFFE, M.B.E.

Por COLOMBIA:

Luis GARCfA CADENA
Luis JORGE GARZ6N

Por COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIERREZ

Por CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA T CHAO

JEStS LAOO LUNAR
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Por CHILE:

LUIs FELIPE LASO
MIGUEL A. PARRA
GUILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Por ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARADO

Por EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLOS MEJfA OSORIO

Por ESPANA:

LuIs RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS
CARLOS HARTMANN

For GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HERRERA

For HAITI:

LuIs MORAIS JUNIOR

For HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA

For MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS
DIDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALDES
LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMASA

For NICARAGUA:

Jos8 MERCEDES PALMA

For PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL
JULIO TRELLES
ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA

For PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARRA G.

For PERU:

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO
ERNESTO CICERES BOLUARTE

Por Repdblica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA PREBZ
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Por URUGUAY:

ENRIQUE E. BUERO
MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGUI

CAsAR I. Rossi

PROTOCOLO FINAL DEL ACUERDO RELATIVO A ENCOMIENDAS

POSTALES

En el momento de firmar el Acuerdo Relativo a Encomiendas
Postales celebrado por el V Congreso Postal Am6ricoespanol, los
Plenipotenciarios que suscriben han convenido lo siguiente:

Estados Unidos de America esti facultado para elevar hasta el
duplo los derechos territoriales de transito establecidos en el Ar-
ticulo 4 del Acuerdo y aplicar ademas una sobretasa de 25 centimos
por encomienda.

Rfo de Janeiro, a los 25 dias de setiembre de 1946.(l)

(') Aprobado, por aclamaci6n, en Sesi6n Plenaria del V Congreso de la Uni6n
Postal de las Am6ricas y Espafia, de fecha 21 de setiembre de 1946. IFootnote
in certified copy.]
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Having examined and considered the provisions of the foregoing
Agreement Relative to Parcel Post, signed in the city of Rio de
Janeiro, the United States of Brazil, on the twenty-fifth day of
September, 1946, and the Final Protocol to that Agreement, the same
are by me, by virtue of the powers vested by law in the Postmaster
General, hereby ratified and approved, by and with the advice and
consent of the President of the United States.

In witness whereof, I have caused the seal of the Post Office
Department of the United States to be hereto affixed this 20th day
of February, 1947.

[SEAL] ROBERT E HANNEGAN
Postmaster General

I hereby approve the foregoing Agreement Relative to Parcel Post
and the Final Protocol to that Agreement.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United
States to be hereunto affixed.

[SEALl HARRY S TRUMAN
By the President:

G C MARSHALL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1947.

9 5 347-0--pPT. T---18
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States to be hereunto affixed. 
[SEAL] 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1947. 

caused the Seal of the United 

HARRY S TRUMAN 
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Translation prepared by the Post Office Department

AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO PARCEL POST

concluded between

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the United States of America,
the United States of Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and the Dominican
Republic.

The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the coun-
tries mentioned, in the exercise of the option conferred by the Con-

54 tat.2049. vention of the Universal Postal Union, agree, ad referendum, to
execute the parcel post service in accordance with the following pro-
visions:

ARTICLE 1

Object of the Agreement

1. Under the denomination of "parcel post" (Encomienda postal,
Paquete postal or Bulto postal) the countries mentioned may exchange
this class of mail matter.

2. Parcels may be sent registered by paying the registration fee in
effect in the country of origin, in addition to the postage.

3. Parcels may be sent insured or collect-on-delivery, when the
adhering countries agree to adopt these types of service in their
reciprocal relations. The dispatch of such parcels in containers in
good condition, properly fastened, will be obligatory.

ARTICLE 2

Transit

1. Liberty of transit is guaranteed over the territory of every one
of the contracting countries. Consequently, the various Adminis-
trations may use the intermediary of one or more countries for the
reciprocal exchange of parcels.

2. Parcels will be sent in closed mails, or in open mail when the
Administrations concerned have so agreed, and shall be forwarded by
the most rapid land and sea routes which are utilized for their own
mails by the countries participating in the transportation.

3. The dispatching Administrations will be obliged to send a copy
of the parcel bills C. P. 12 or another similar bill, to each of the inter-
mediary Administrations when the dispatches are sent in closed mail
transit.

ARTICLE 3

Weight and dimensions

The maximum weight and dimensions will be those fixed by the
Stat. 2049. Agreement of the Universal Postal Convention. However, the con-

tracting Administrations may, after obtaining consent of the inter-
mediary countries, accept parcels with other limits of dimensions.
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Translation prepared by the Post Office Department 

AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO PARCEL POST 

concluded between 

54 Stat. 2049. 

54 Stat. 2049. 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, 
Chile, Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the United States of America, 
the United States of Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and the Dominican 
Republic. 
The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the coun-

tries mentioned, in the exercise of the option conferred by the Con-
vention of the Universal Postal Union, agree, ad referendum, to 
execute the parcel post service in accordance with the following pro-
visions: 

ARTICLE 1 

Object of the Agreement 

1. Under the denomination of "parcel post" (Encomienda postal, 
Paquete postal or Bulb o postal) the countries mentioned may exchange 
this class of mail matter. 

2. Parcels may be sent registered by paying the registration fee in 
effect in the country of origin, in addition to the postage. 

3. Parcels may be sent insured or collect-on-delivery, when the 
adhering countries agree to adopt these types of service in their 
reciprocal relations. The dispatch of such parcels in containers in 
good condition, properly fastened, will be obligatory. 

ARTICLE 2 

Transit 

1. Liberty of transit is guaranteed over the territory of every one 
of the contracting countries. Consequently, the various Adminis-
trations may use the intermediary of one or more countries for the 
reciprocal exchange of parcels. 

2. Parcels will be sent in closed mails, or in open mail when the 
Administrations concerned have so agreed, and shall be forwarded by 
the most rapid land and sea routes which are utilized for their own 
mails by the countries participating in the transportation. 

3. The dispatching Administrations will be obliged to send a copy 
of the parcel bills C. P. 12 or another similar bill, to each of the inter-
mediary Administrations when the dispatches are sent in closed mail 
transit. 

ARTICLE 3 

Weight and dimensions 

The maximum weight and dimensions will be those fixed by the 
Agreement of the Universal Postal Convention. However, the con-
tracting Administrations may, after obtaining consent of the inter-
mediary countries, accept parcels with other limits of dimensions. 
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ARTICLE 4

Postage rates and payments

1. The postage on parcels exchanged under this Agreement is com-
posed only of the sum of the territorial rates of origin, transit and
destination. If necessary, the maritime rates provided for by the
Parcel Post Agreement of the Universal Postal Union in force will
be added.

2. The territorial charges of origin, transit and destination are
fixed for each country in gold francs or their equivalent, as follows:

25 centimes for parcels up to 1 kilogram;
40 centimes for parcels from 1 to 3 kilograms;
50 centimes for parcels from 3 to 5 kilograms;
100 centimes for parcels from 5 to 10 kilograms;
150 centimes for parcels from 10 to 15 kilograms;
200 centimes for parcels from 15 to 20 kilograms.

3. The Administrations of origin and destination will have the
option of increasing the rates applicable to parcels of 1, 3, 5 and 10
kilograms up to double their amount, as well as applying a surcharge
of 25 centimes to each parcel of these weight limits.

The rates of departure and arrival applying to parcels of 15 and 20
kilograms will be fixed at the discretion of each Administration.

4. Administrations which, in the Universal service, are specially
authorized to increase the rates set forth in the two preceding Sections,
may also make use of such authorization in the Americo-Spanish
service.

5. The Administration of origin will credit each of the Administra-
tions taking part in the transportation, including that of destination,
with the corresponding charges, in accordance with the provisions of
the foregoing Sections.

6. The International Office will publish and distribute the table of
land transit rates and those of departure and arrival payable to each
Administration, keeping it up to date by means of supplements.

ARTICLE 5

Cancelation of balances under 50 gold francs

When in the settlement of the parcel post service between two
countries the annual balance does not exceed 50 gold francs, the
debtor Administration will be exempt from any payment, provided
that agreement to such effect has been reached with the creditor
Administration.

ARTICLE 6

Customs clearance, delivery, storage and other charges

1. The Administrations of destination may collect from the ad-
dressees of parcels:

(a) A fee of 50 centimes of a gold franc or the equivalent
thereof, as a maximum, for the operations, formalities and transac-
tions in connection with customs handling.
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ARTICLE 4 

Postage rates and payments 

1. The postage on parcels exchanged under this Agreement is com-
posed only of the sum of the territorial rates of origin, transit and 
destination. If necessary, the maritime rates provided for by the 
Parcel Post Agreement of the Universal Postal Union in force will 
be added. 

2. The territorial charges of origin, transit and destination are 
fixed for each country in gold francs or their equivalent, as follows: 

25 centimes for parcels up to 1 kilogram; 
40 centimes for parcels from 1 to 3 kilograms; 
50 centimes for parcels from 3 to 5 kilograms; 
100 centimes for parcels from 5 to 10 kilograms; 
150 centimes for parcels from 10 to 15 kilograms; 
200 centimes for parcels from 15 to 20 kilograms. 

3. The Administrations of origin and destination will have the rates. Option of increasing 

option of increasing the rates applicable to parcels of 1, 3, 5 and 10 
kilograms up to double their amount, as well as applying a surcharge 
of 25 centimes to each parcel of these weight limits. 
The rates of departure and arrival applying to parcels of 15 and 20 anictaaterisivoac. departure 

kilograms will be fixed at the discretion of each Administration. 
4. Administrations which, in the Universal service, are specially 

authorized to increase the rates set forth in the two preceding Sections, 
may also make use of such authorization in the Americo-Spanish 
service. 

5. The Administration of origin will credit each of the Administra- Credits. 

tions taking part in the transportation, including that of destination, 
with the corresponding charges, in accordance with the provisions of 
the foregoing Sections. 

6. The International Office will publish and distribute the table of Table of Wes. 

land transit rates and those of departure and arrival payable to each 
Administration, keeping it up to date by means of supplements. 
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ARTICLE 5 

Cancelation of balances under 50 gold francs 

When in the settlement of the parcel post service between two 
countries the annual balance does not exceed 50 gold francs, the 
debtor Administration will be exempt from any payment, provided 
that agreement to such effect has been reached with the creditor 
Administration. 

ARTICLE 6 

Customs clearance, delivery, storage and other charges 

1. The Administrations of destination may collect from the ad-
dressees of parcels: 

(a) A fee of 50 centimes of a gold franc or the equivalent 
thereof, as a maximum, for the operations, formalities and transac-
tions in connection with customs handling. 
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(b) A fee similar to that established for its domestic service up
to a maximum of 40 centimes of a gold franc, or its equivalent, for
the transmission and delivery of each parcel to the address of the
addressee.

When parcels are not delivered at the address of the addressee,
the latter shall be advised of their arrival. The Administrations
whose domestic regulations require it, will collect a special fee for
the delivery of such notice, which may not exceed the postage for
a single weight unit of an ordinary letter in the domestic service.

(c) A daily storage charge not exceeding that fixed by the
domestic legislation of each country, from the time prescribed
therein, provided that the total to be collected may in no case
exceed five gold francs or the equivalent thereof.

(d) The customs duties and all other non-postal charges which
their domestic legislation establishes.

(e) The amount corresponding to the consular fee, when it
has not been prepaid by the sender.

(f) The repacking fee of 30 centimes of a gold franc at most,
provided for in the corresponding Agreement of the Universal
Postal Convention. This fee will be collected from the addressee
or from the sender, according to the circumstances.

2. Parcels addressed to members of the Diplomatic and Consular
Corps mentioned in Article 13 of the Convention will be exempt from
the payment of delivery fees, except those addressed to the latter
when they contain articles liable to payment of customs duties.

ARTICLE 7

Prohibition against other charges

The parcels of which the present Agreement treats may not be
subjected to any other postal charges than those established in the
foregoing Articles.

However, Administrations which agree among themselves on the
admission of collect-on-delivery or insured parcels, will be authorized
to collect the charges relative to these classes of articles.

ARTIoCL 8

Responsibility

1. The Administrations will be responsible for loss, rifling or damage
of ordinary or registered parcels.

The sender will be entitled, on that account, to an indemnity
equivalent to the actual amount of loss, rifling or damage. This in-
demnity may not exceed:

10 gold francs for each parcel up to 1 kilogram;
15 gold francs for each parcel from 1 to 3 kilograms;
25 gold francs for each parcel from 3 to 5 kilograms;
40 gold francs for each parcel from 5 to 10 kilograms;
55 gold francs for each parcel from 10 to 15 kilograms;
70 gold francs for each parcel from 15 to 20 kilograms.
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(b) A fee similar to that established for its domestic service up 
to a maximum of 40 centimes of a gold franc, or its equivalent, for 
the transmission and delivery of each parcel to the address of the 
addressee. 

When parcels are not delivered at the address of the addressee, 
the latter shall be advised of their arrival. The Administrations 
whose domestic regulations require it, will collect a special fee for 
the delivery of such notice, which may not exceed the postage for 
a single weight unit of an ordinary letter in the domestic service. 

(c) A daily storage charge not exceeding that fixed by the 
domestic legislation of each country, from the time prescribed 
therein, provided that the total to be collected may in no case 
exceed five gold francs or the equivalent thereof. 

(d) The customs duties and all other non-postal charges which 
their domestic legislation establishes. 

(e) The amount corresponding to the consular fee, when it 
has not been prepaid by the sender. 

(f) The repacking fee of 30 centimes of a gold franc at most, 
provided for in the corresponding Agreement of the Universal 
Postal Convention. This fee will be collected from the addressee 
or from the sender, according to the circumstances. 

2. Parcels addressed to members of the Diplomatic and Consular 
Corps mentioned in Article 13 of the Convention will be exempt from 
the payment of delivery fees, except those addressed to the latter 
when they contain articles liable to payment of customs duties. 

ARTICLE 7 

Prohibition against other charges 

The parcels of which the present Agreement treats may not be 
subjected to any other postal charges than those established in the 
foregoing Articles. 
However, Administrations which agree among themselves on the 

admission of collect-on-delivery or insured parcels, will be authorized 
to collect the charges relative to these classes of articles. 

Annomo 8 

Responsibility 

1. The Administrations will be responsible for loss, rifling or damage 
of ordinary or registered parcels. 
The sender will be entitled, on that account, to an indemnity 

equivalent to the actual amount of loss, rifling or damage. This in-
demnity may not exceed: 

10 gold francs for each parcel up to 1 kilogram; 
15 gold francs for each parcel from 1 to 3 kilograms; 
25 gold francs for each parcel from 3 to 5 kilograms; 
40 gold francs for each parcel from 5 to 10 kilograms; 
55 gold francs for each parcel from 10 to 15 kilograms; 
70 gold francs for each parcel from 16 to 20 kilograms. 
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2. The indemnity will be calculated according to the current price
of merchandise of the same kind at the place where and the time when
the parcel was accepted for mailing.

3. For insured parcels exchanged between those Administrations
which agree to establish this type of service, the indemnity may not
exceed the insured value.

4. In order that responsibility of the Administrations may be
properly determined, the exchange offices of destination, whenever
they note irregularities calling for the preparation of a report, must
describe the conditions under which the parcels were received, especially
as regards the condition of the fastenings and containers, which shall
be sent to the Administration of origin, accompanied by a copy of the re-
port and the bulletin of verification issued in this connection, the covers
and wrappers of the parcels in question and all other elements of
proof.

ARTICLE 9

Parcels pending delivery

1. The period for which parcels must be held at the disposal of the
interested parties at the office of destination is fixed at thirty days.

This period, which is counted from the day following the mailing
of the notice of arrival, may, at the request of the addressee, be in-
creased to three months if, in addition, the sender has made a state-
ment to such effect in accordance with paragraph (d) of Section 2,
and when the Administration of destination does not object to it.

2. The senders, by virtue of the provisions contained in the pre-
ceding Section, will be obliged to indicate on the dispatch note or
customs declaration, as well as on the cover of the parcel, what dis-
posal is to be made of the same in case of non-delivery, limiting
themselves to one of the following instructions:

(a) That the parcel be returned to origin;
(b) That the parcel be delivered to another addressee;
(c) That it be considered as abandoned;
(d) That it be held at the disposal of the addressee, up to

three months, under the conditions of Section 1.

When no instructions have been given and the parcel remains un-
delivered, it will be returned immediately to the office of origin.

ARTICLE 10

Fraudulent declarations

1. In cases where it is proved that the senders of the parcels, by
themselves or by agreement with the addressees, falsely declare the
quality, weight, or measure of the contents, or in any other manner
attempt to defraud the fiscal interests of the country of destination
by avoiding payment of import duties, concealing articles or declar-
ing them in such a manner as to show evident intention of nullifying
or reducing the amount of such duties, the Administration concerned
is authorized to dispose of those articles in accordance with its do-
mestic legislation, and neither the sender nor the addressee will have
any right to delivery, return or indemnity.
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2. The indemnity will be calculated according to the current price 
of merchandise of the same kind at the place where and the time when 
the parcel was accepted for mailing. 

3. For insured parcels exchanged between those Administrations 
which agree to establish this type of service, the indemnity may not 
exceed the insured value. 

4. In order that responsibility of the Administrations may be 
properly determined, the exchange offices of destination, whenever 
they note irregularities calling for the preparation of a report, must 
describe the conditions under which the parcels were received, especially 
as regards the condition of the fastenings and containers, which shall 
be sent to the Administration of origin, accompanied by a copy of the re-
port and the bulletin of verification issued in this connection, the covers 
and wrappers of the parcels in question and all other elements of 
proof. 

ARTICLE 9 

Parcels pending delivery 

1. The period for which parcels must be held at the disposal of the 
interested parties at the office of destination is fixed at thirty days. 

This period, which is counted from the day following the mailing 
of the notice of arrival, may, at the request of the addressee, be in-
creased to three months if, in addition, the sender has made a state-
ment to such effect in accordance with paragraph (d) of Section 2, 
and when the Administration of destination does not object to it. 

2. The senders, by virtue of the provisions contained in the pre-
ceding Section, will be obliged to indicate on the dispatch note or 
customs declaration, as well as on the cover of the parcel, what dis-
posal is to be made of the same in case of non-delivery, limiting 
themselves to one of the following instructions: 

(a) That the parcel be returned to origin; 
(b) That the parcel be delivered to another addressee; 
(c) That it be considered as abandoned; 
(d) That it be held at the disposal of the addressee, up to 

three months, under the conditions of Section 1. 

When no instructions have been given and the parcel remains un-
delivered, it will be returned immediately to the office of origin. 

ARTICLE 10 

Fraudulent declarations 

1. In cases where it is proved that the senders of the parcels, by 
themselves or by agreement with the addressees, falsely declare the 
quality, weight, or measure of the contents, or in any other manner 
attempt to defraud the fiscal interests of the country of destination 
by avoiding payment of import duties, concealing articles or declar-
ing them in such a manner as to show evident intention of nullifying 
or reducing the amount of such duties, the Administration concerned 
is authorized to dispose of those articles in accordance with its do-
mestic legislation, and neither the sender nor the addressee will have 
any right to delivery, return or indemnity. 
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2. The Administration confiscating a parcel in accordance with the
preceding authorization shall notify the addressee and the Adminis-
tration of origin.

ARTICLE 11

Parcels for second addressees
Senders of parcels addressed in care of banks or other organiza-

tions for delivery to second addressees, will be obliged to state on
the tags, labels or wrappers thereof, the exact names and addresses
of the persons for whom such parcels are intended. Nevertheless,
the second addressee will be notified that such parcel is on hand and

At, p. 3a the fee provided for by Article 6 may be collected; but he may not
claim delivery without the written authorization of the first ad-
dressee or of the sender. The latter shall, in that case, arrange for
its delivery through the Administration of origin.

ARTICLE 12

Abandoned or returned parcels
1. Abandoned parcels, or those returned to origin which cannot be

delivered to the senders, will remain at the disposal of the Adminis-
tration of destination or origin, as the case may be, to be treated in
accordance with their domestic legislation.

Reftd pdls. 2. The Administrations of destination may immediately return
parcels which have been refused.

AmomntsooleUbe. 3. The Administrations may collect for each parcel returned to
origin as undeliverable, the following amounts:

(a) The amount due to them as terminal charge;
Ante, p. was. (b) The charges referred to in Section 1 of Article 4;

(c) The charges due on parcels in the country of destination
on account of forwarding;

(d) The fee mentioned in Section 1 (a) of Article 6;
A., p. m. (e) The storage charges indicated in Section 1 (c) of Article 6.

(f) The repacking fee.

ARTICLE 13

Propositions in the interval between meetings
The present Agreement may be modified in the interval which tran-

spires between Congresses, following the procedure established by the
Convention of the Universal Postal Union in force.

In order to become effective, modifications must obtain:
(a) Unanimity of votes, if it is a question of introducing new

provisions or modifying the present Article or Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8 and 9.

(b) Two-thirds of the votes, in order to modify the other pro-
visions.

ARTICLE 14

Matters not provided for
1. Ah matters not provided for by this Agreement will be governed

by the provisions of the Parcel Post Agreement of the Universal
Mt. ma Postal Union and its Regulations of Execution.
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2. The Administration confiscating a parcel in accordance with the 
preceding authorization shall notify the addressee and the Adminis-
tration of origin. 

ARTICLE 11 

Parcels for second addressees 

Senders of parcels addressed in care of banks or other organiza-
tions for delivery to second addressees, will be obliged to state on 
the tags, labels or wrappers thereof, the exact names and addresses 
of the persons for whom such parcels are intended. Nevertheless, 
the second addressee will be notified that such parcel is on hand and 
the fee provided for by Article 6 may be collected; but he may not 
claim delivery without the written authorization of the first ad-
dressee or of the sender. The latter shall, in that case, arrange for 
its delivery through the Administration of origin. 

ARTICLE 12 

Abandoned or returned parcels 
1. Abandoned parcels, or those returned to origin which cannot be 

delivered to the senders, will remain at the disposal of the Adminis-
tration of destination or origin, as the case may be, to be treated in 
accordance with their domestic legislation. 

2. The Administrations of destination may immediately return 
parcels which have been refused. 

3. The Administrations may collect for each parcel returned to 
origin as undeliverable, the following amounts: 

(a) The amount due to them as terminal charge; 
(b) The charges referred to in Section 1 of Article 4; 
(c) The charges due on parcels in the country of destination 

on account of forwarding; 
(d) The fee mentioned in Section 1 (a) of Article 6; 
(e) The storage charges indicated in Section 1 (c) of Article 6. 
(f) The repacking fee. 

ARTICLE 13 

Propositions in the interval between meetings 
The present Agreement may be modified in the interval which tran-

spires between Congresses, following the procedure established by the 
Convention of the Universal Postal Union in force. 
In order to become effective, modifications must obtain: 

(a) Unanimity of votes, if it is a question of introducing new 
provisions or modifying the present Article or Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 
7, 8 and 9. 

(b) Two-thirds of the votes, in order to modify the other pro-
visions. 

ARTICLE 14 

Matters not provided for 

1. All matters not provided for by this Agreement will be governed 
by the provisions of the Parcel Post Agreement of the Universal 
Postal Union and its Regulations of Execution. 
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2. However, the contracting Administrations may fix other details
for the execution of the service, after previous agreement.

3. The right of the contracting countries to retain in force the
regulatory procedure adopted for the execution of Conventions among
themselves is recognized, provided that such procedure is not contrary
to the provisions of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 15

Effective date and duration of the Agreement
1. The present Agreement will become effective January 1, 1947,

and will remain in force without time limit, each of the contracting
parties reserving the right to denounce it by means of notice given by
its Government to that of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay one year
in advance.

2. The deposit of ratifications will be effected in the city of Rio de
Janeiro, Republic of the United States of Brazil, as soon as possible.
The relative certificate will be prepared in regard to the ratifications
by each country, and the Government of Brazil will send a copy of
the said certificate, through diplomatic channels, to the Governments
of the other signatory countries.

3. The stipulations of the Parcel Post Agreement signed in Panama
on December 22, 1936, are abrogated, beginning with the date on
which the present Agreement becomes effective.

4. In case that the Agreement is not ratified by one or more of the
contracting countries, it will nevertheless be valid for the countries
which have ratified it.

5. The contracting countries may ratify this Agreement provision-
ally, by correspondence, giving notice thereof to the respective Ad-
ministrations through the medium of the International Office, without
prejudice to the fact that, according to the legislation of each country,
and after approval by the National Congresses, it may be confirmed
through diplomatic channels.

In faith of which, the Plenipotentiaries of the countries enumerated
sign the present Agreement in the city of Rio de Janeiro, United
States of Brazil, on the 25th day of September, 1946.

[For signatories to the Agreement see Spanish text.]

FINAL PROTOCOL TO THE PARCEL POST AGREEMENT

At the time of signing the Parcel Post Agreement concluded by the
Fifth Americo-Spanish Postal Congress, the Plenipotentiaries signing
agreed upon the following:

The United States of America is permitted to increase up to double
their amount the territorial transit charges fixed by Article 4 of the
Agreement, and to apply also a surcharge of 25 centimes per parcel.

Rio DE JANEIRO, September 25, 1946. (*)

(*) [Approved by acclamation in Plenary Session of the Fifth Congress of the
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, September21, 1946.] [Footnote in
certified copy.]
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2. However, the contracting Administrations may fix other details 
for the execution of the service, after previous agreement. 

3. The right of the contracting countries to retain in force the 
regulatory procedure adopted for the execution of Conventions among 
themselves is recognized, provided that such procedure is not contrary 
to the provisions of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 15 

Effective date and duration of the Agreement 

1. The present Agreement will become effective January 1, 1947, 
and will remain in force without time limit, each of the contracting 
parties reserving the right to denounce it by means of notice given by 
its Government to that of the Oriental Republic of Uruguay one year 
in advance. 

2. The deposit of ratifications will be effected in the city of Rio de 
Janeiro, Republic of the United States of Brazil, as soon as possible. 
The relative certificate will be prepared in regard to the ratifications 
by each country, and the Government of Brazil will send a copy of 
the said certificate, through diplomatic channels, to the Governments 
of the other signatory countries. 

3. The stipulations of the Parcel Post Agreement signed in Panama 
on December 22, 1936, are abrogated, beginning with the date on 
which the present Agreement becomes effective. 

4. In case that the Agreement is not ratified by one or more of the 
contracting countries, it will nevertheless be valid for the countries 
which have ratified it. 

5. The contracting countries may ratify this Agreement provision-
ally, by correspondence, giving notice thereof to the respective Ad-
ministrations through the medium of the International Office, without 
prejudice to the fact that, according to the legislation of each country, 
and after approval by the National Congresses, it may be confirmed 
through diplomatic channels. 

In faith of which, the Plenipotentiaries of the countries enumerated 
sign the present Agreement in the city of Rio de Janeiro, United 
States of Brazil, on the 25th day of September, 1946. 

[For signatories to the Agreement see Spanish text.] 

FINAL PROTOCOL TO THE PARCEL POST AGREEMENT 

At the time of signing the Parcel Post Agreement concluded by the 
Fifth Americo-Spanish Postal Congress, the Plenipotentiaries signing 
agreed upon the following: 
The United States of America is permitted to increase up to double 

their amount the territorial transit charges fixed by Article 4 of the 
Agreement, and to apply also a surcharge of 25 centimes per parcel. 
RIO DE JANEIRO, September 25, 1946. (*) 

(*) [Approved by acclamation in Plenary Session of the Fifth Congress of the 
Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, September 21, 1946.] [Footnote in 
certified copy.] 

Deposit of ratifica-
tions. 

50 Stat. 1696. 

Provisional ratifica-
tion by correspond-
ence. 

Ante, p. 3530. 

Ante, p. 3535. 
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September 25, 6 Agreement, and final protocol, between the United States of AmericaIT. L A. S. 16S2] and other governments respecting the exchange of money orders. Signed
at Rio de Janeiro September 25, 1946; ratified and approved by the
Postmaster General of the United States of America February 20, 1947;
approved by the President of the United States of America February 27,
1947; entered into force January 1, 1947.

ACUERDO RELATIVO A GIROS POSTALES

celebrado entre:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Espafia, Estados Unidos de America, Estados
Unidos de Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicara-
gua, Panama, Paraguay, Perd, Republica Dominicana y Uruguay.

Los infrascritos, Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los paises
mencionados, en ejercicio de la facultad conferida por el Convenio de
la Uni6n Postal Universal, acuerdan, "ad referendum", realizar el
servicio de giros con arreglo a las clausulas siguientes.

ARTICULO 1

Objeto del Acuerdo
El cambio de giros postales entre los paises contratantes, cuyas

Administraciones convengan en realizar este servicio, se regira por
las disposiciones del presente Acuerdo.

ARTICULO 2

Moneda
El importe de los giros se expresarA en la moneda del pais de destino.

Sin embargo las Administraciones quedan facultadas para adoptar
de comdn acuerdo otra moneda, cuando asi convenga a sus intereses.

ARTICULO 3

Condiciones para el cambio de los giros
1. El cambio de giros postales entre los palses contratantes se

Ilevara a cabo por medio de listas conforme al modelo A anexo, que se
encaminarsn a su destino por via ordinaria o aerea, segdn lo acuerden
las Administraciones interesadas.

2. Tambien mediante acuerdo podra agregarse, a petici6n del
remitente del giro, a las mencionadas listas A una tira, o consignarse
en la lista una comunicaci6n particular dirigida al beneficiario,
relacionada con el titulo respectivo.

3. Cada Administr#ci6n designarA las oficinas de su pais que
bayan de encrgarse de formular dichas listas y enviarlas a aquellas
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and other governments respecting the exchange of money orders. Signed 
at Rio de Janeiro September 25, 1946; ratified and approved by the 
Postmaster General of the United States of America February 20, 1947; 
approved by the President of the United States of America February 27, 
1947; entered into force January 1, 1947. 

ACUERDO RELATIVO A GIROS POSTALES 

celebrado entre: 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brasil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Espafia, Estados Unidos de .America, Estados 
Unidos de Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicara-
gua, Panama, Paraguay, Perti, RepUblica Dominicana y Uruguay. 

Los infrascritos, Plenipotenciarios de los Gobiernos de los paises 
mencionados, en ejercicio de la facultad conferida por el Convenio de 
la Union Postal Universal, acuerdan, "ad referendum", realizar el 
servicio de giros con arregjo a las clausulas siguientes. 

ARTICULO 1 

Objeto del Acuerdo 

El cambio de giros postales entre los paises contratantes, cuyas 
Administraciones convengan en realizar este servicio, se regira por 
las disposiciones del presente Acuerdo. 

ARTICULO 2 

Moneda 

El importe de los giros se expresara en la moneda del pals de destino. 
Sin embargo las Administraciones quedan facultadas para adoptar 
de comdn acuerdo otra moneda, cuando asi convenga a sus intereses. 

ARTICULO 3 

Condiciones para el ca,mbio de los giros 

1. El cambio de giros postales entre los paises contratantes se 
llevara a cabo por medio de listas conforme at modelo A anexo, qua se 
encaminaran a su destino por via ordinaria o aerea, seem lo acuerden 
las Administraciones interesadas. 

2. Tambien mediante acuerdo podra agregarse, a petici6n del 
remitente del giro, a las mencionadas listas A una tira, o consignarse 
en Is lists una comunicaciOn particular dirigida at beneficiario, 
relacionada con el titulo respectivo. 

3. Cads Administracion designara ia oficinas de an pals que 
hay= de encargarse de formular cliches Estes y °aviaries a aquellas 
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otras oficinas que, para los mismos fines, designen las demas Ad-
ministraciones.

4. En los casos de fuerza mayor que imposibiliten el intercambio
directo de giros, el pais expedidor, aun sin que medie petici6n del
remitente o del destinatario, podra dirigirlos, previo acuerdo entre
las Administraciones interesadas y sujeto a las reglas precedentes, a
otro pais distinto, para que 6ste, a su vez, los reexpida a su destino
por la via que haga factible su entrega.

ARTICULO 4

Giros telegrAficos
Las disposiciones de este Acuerdo se haran extensivas al servicio

de giros telegraficos entre aquellos paises que convengan en prestarlo.
A tal efecto, previo arreglo entre si, fijaran las condiciones regla-
mentarias del propio servicio.

ARTICULO 5

Limites maximos de emisi6n
Las Administraciones de los paises contratantes, que convengan

en prestar este servicio, se pondran de acuerdo para fijar el limite
maximo de los giros que cambien entre si, sin que 6ste pueda ser
inferior a 300 francos oro o a la equivalencia de esta cantidad en la
moneda respectiva.

Sin embargo, los giros relativos al servicio de Correos, emitidos con
franquicia de porte en aplicaci6n de las disposiciones del articulo 9,
podran exceder del maximo fijado por cada Administraci6n.

ARTICULO 6

Tasas y derechos de comisi6n

1. El remitente de todo giro emitido conforme a las disposiciones
del presente Acuerdo debera abonar la tasa que fije la Administraci6n
de origen, de acuerdo con su reglamentaci6n y con la escala adoptada
y promulgada para su servicio interno.

2. Cuando los giros se cursen por via aerea o por expreso, las
Administraciones podran percibir los derechos especiales y sobretasas
a6reas establecidos, que no podran exceder de los que rijan para las
cartas.

ARTICTLO 7

Endosos
Los paises contratantes quedan autorizados para permitir en su

territorio y de acuerdo con su legislaci6n interior, el endoso de los
giros originarios de cualquier pais.

ARTICULO 8

Responsabilidad ,-:
Las Administraciones seran responsables ante los r:mitees, de lai

cantidades que 6stos depositen para ser invertidas en giros postales,
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otras oficinas que, para los mismos fines, designen las demos Ad-
ministraciones. 

4. En los casos de fuerza mayor que imposibiliten el intercambio 
directo de giros, el pals expedidor, aun sin que medie petici6n del 
remitente o del destinatario, podrA dirigirlos, previo acuerdo entre 
las Administraciones interesadas y sujeto a las reglas precedentes, a 
otro pals distinto, para que este, a su vez, los reexpida a su destino 
por la via que haga factible su entrega. 

ARTICULO 4 

Giros telegraficos 

Las disposiciones de este Acuerdo se hara..n extensivas al servicio 
de giros telegraficos entre aquellos paises que convengan en prestarlo. 
A tal efecto, previo arreglo entre al, fijaran las condiciones regla-
mentarias del propio servicio. 

ARTICULO 5 

Limites maximos de emision 

Las Administraciones de los palses contratantes, que convengan 
en prestar este servicio, se pondran de acuerdo para. fijar el 'finite 
maxim° de los giros que cambien entre sf, sin que este pueda ser 
inferior a 300 francos oro o a is. equivalencia de esta cantidad en la 
moneda respectiva. 

Sin embargo, los giros relativos al servicio de Correos, emitidos con 
franquicia de porte en aplicacion de las disposiciones del articulo 9, 
podriin exceder del maximo fijado por cada Administracion. 

ARTICTJLO 6 

Tasas y derechos de comision 

1. El remitente de todo giro emitido conforme a las disposiciones 
del presente Acuerdo debera abonar la tasa que fije la Administraci6n 
de origen, de acuerdo con su reglamentacion 37 con is. escala adoptada 
y promulgada para su servicio interno. 

2. Cuando los giros se cursen por via aerea o por expreso, las 
Administraciones podran percibir los derechos especiales y sobretasas 
aereas establecidos, que no podrain exceder de los que rijan para las 
cartes. 

ARTICULO 7 

Endosos 

Los paises contratantes quedan autorizados para permitir en su 
territorio y de acuerdo con an legislaci6n interior, el endoso de los 
giros originarios de cualquier pals. 

ARTICULO 8 

Responsabilidad 

Las Administraciones serim resPonsables ante los reniitentes, de las 
cantidades que estos depositen pare ser invertidas en giros postales, 
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hasta el momento en que sean pagados a los destinatarios o en-
dosatarios.

ARTICULO 9

Franquicia de derechos

Estaran exentos de todo derecho los giros relativos al servicio
cambiados entre las Administraciones o entre las oficinas de correos
dependientes de cada Administraci6n, asf como tambien los que
remitan a la Oficina Internacional de Montevideo y viceversa.

ARTICULO 10

Plazo de validez de los giros
1. Salvo acuerdo en contrario, todo giro postal serA pagadero en el

pais de destino dentro de los doce meses siguientes al de su emisi6n.
2. El importe de los giros que no hayan sido pagados dentro de

dicho periodo, se acreditara a la Administraci6n de origen, a la cual
se enviara al efecto una f6rmula D con el detalle de tales giros, para
que proceda de acuerdo con sus reglamentos.

ARTICULO 11

Cambio de direcci6n y reintegro de giros
1. Cuando el remitente desee corregir un error en la direcci6n del

destinatario o solicitar la devoluci6n del importe del giro, har la
gesti6n ante la Administraci6n del pais que lo haya emitido.

2. Por lo general, un giro postal no sera reintegrado sin autorizaci6n
de la Administraci6n Central del pais pagador. Dicha autorizaci6n
se dara por medio de una comunicaci6n independiente, dirigida a la
Administraci6n de origen, y el monto total de los giros cuyo reintegro
se autorice se acreditarA en la pr6xima cuenta a formularse.

ARTICULO 12

Aviso de pago
1. El remitente de un giro podri obtener un aviso de pago, mediante

un derecho equivalente al percibido por la Administraci6n de origen
en concepto de aviso de recibo de la correspondencia certificada.
Este derecho pertenecera a la Administraci6n de origen.

2. La Administraci6n de destino extendera el aviso de pago en un
impreso, conforme al modelo F y lo remitira al propio interesado,
directamente, o a la Administraci6n emisora para su entrega a aqueL

ARTICULO 13

Reexpedici6n
1. A petici6n del remitente o del destinatario de los giros, estos

podran ser reexpedidos a otro pais distinto, siempre que exista cambio
de giros con el nuevo pais de destino.

2. La Administraci6n reexpedidora tendra derecho a deducir del
importe del giro las cuotas que le correspondan por concepto de los
nuevos giros emitidos por ella, conforme a lo establecido en el articulo 6.
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3. En caso de reexpedici6n, el giro se considerara como si hubiese
sido pagado por la Administraci6n reexpedidora, la cual lo incluira en
la cuenta por tal concepto, afadiendo la palabra "Reexpedici6n".

ARTICULO 14

Legislaci6n interior
Los giros postales que se cambien entre dos paises estarin sujetos,

en lo que concierne a su emisi6n y pago, a las disposiciones vigentes
en los paises de origen o destino, segun el caso, aplicables a los giros
postales interiores.

ARTICULO 15

Formaci6n de las listas
1. Cada Oficina de Cambio comunicara a la Oficina de Cambio

corresponsal diariamente, o en las fechas que de mutuo acuerdo se
sefialen, las cantidades recibidas en su pals para ser pagadas en el otro,
haciendo uso del modelo A, anexo.

2. Todo giro postal anotado en las listas llevarf un ndmero pro-
gresivo que se denominara "nunmero internacional", comenzando el
19 de enero o el 19 de julio de cada afo, segdn se convenga, con el
ndmero 1. Las listas llevarAn, asimismo, un ndmero de orden,
comenzando por el ndmero 1, el 19 de enero o el 19 de julio de cada afio.
Cuando se produzca el cambio de numeraci6n, la primera lista llevara
tambi6n el iltimo numero de la serie anterior.

3. Las Oficinas de Cambio se acusaran recibo de cada lista por
medio de la primera lista siguiente enviada en la direcci6n opuesta.

4. Cualquier lista que faltare sera reclamada inmediatamente por
la Oficina de Cambio que comprobare la falta. La Oficina de Cambio
remitente, en tal caso, enviara lo antes posible, a la reclamante, un
duplicado de la lista pedida, debidamente formalizado.

5. Con los giros expedidos por via aerea se seguira el mismo pro-
cedimiento establecido en los parAgrafos precedentes pero utilizando
listas del modelo A, caracterizadas con membrete o r6tulo de color
azul, para las que se llevara numeraci6n independiente.

ARTICULO 16

Comprobaci6n y rectificaci6n de las listas
1. Las listas serin revisadas cuidadosamente por la Oficina de

Cambio destinataria y corregidas cuando contengan simples errores.
De estas correcciones sera informada la Oficina de Cambio remitente,
al acusarsele recibo de la lista en que se hubieren hecho.

2. Cuando las listas contengan otras irregularidades, la Oficina de
Cambio destinataria pedira explicaciones a la remitente, la cual deberA
informar en el plazo mAs breve posible. Entretanto se suspendera
la emisi6n de los giros postales interiores correspondientes a las
mencionadas anotaciones irregulares.
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3. En caso de reexpedicion, el giro se considerarti como si hubiese 
sido pagado por la Administracion reexpedidora, la cual lo incluira, en 
la cuenta por tal concepto, afiadiendo la palabra "Reexpedicion". 

ARTICULO 14 

LegislaciOn interior 

Los giros postales que se cambien entre dos paises estarin sujetos, 
en lo que concierne a su emisi6n y pago, a las disposiciones vigentes 
en los paises de origen o destino, seem el caso, aplicables a los giros 
postales interiores. 

ARTICITLO 15 

Formacion de las listas 

1. Cada Oficina de Cambio comunicara a la Oficina de Cambio 
corresponsal diariamente, o en las fechas que de mutuo acuerdo se 
sefialen, las cantidades recibidas en su pals para ser pagadas en el otro, 
haciendo uso del modelo A, anexo. 

2. Todo giro postal anotado en las listas llevara, un ndmero pro-
gresivo que se denominara, "nfimero internacional", comenzando el 
19 de enero o el 19 de Julio de cada aflo, segfm se convenga, con el 
ndmero 1. Las listas llevaran, asimismo, un nfunero de orden, 
comenzando por el namero 1, el 19 de enero o el 19 de julio de cada afio. 
Cuando se produzca el cambio de numeraci6n, is. primera lista llevara 
tambien el tiltimo nfunero de is. serie anterior. 

3. Las Oficinas de Cambio se acusaran recibo de cada lista por 
medio de la priraera lista siguiente enviada en is. direccion opuesta. 

4. Cualquier lista que faltare sera, reclamada inmediatamente por 
is. Oficina de Cambio que comprobare la falta. La Oficina de Cambio 
remitente, en tal caso, enviara lo antes posible, a Is. reclamante, un 
duplicado de Is. lista pedida, debidamente formalizado. 

5. Con los giros expedidos por via aerea se seguira el mismo pro-
cedimiento establecido en los paragrafos precedentes pero utilizando 
listas del modelo A, caracterizadas con membrete o r6tulo de color 
azul, para las que se llevara numeracion independiente. 

ARTICULO 16 

Comprobaci6n y rectificacion de las listas 

1. Las listas Berlin revisadas cuidadosamente por la Oficina de 
Cambio destinataria y corregidas cuando contengan simples mores. 
De estas correcciones seri informada is. Oficina de Cambio remitente, 
al acusirsele recibo de la lista en que se hubieren hecho. 

2. Cuando las listas contengan otras irregularidades, la Oficina de 
Cambio destinataria pediri explicaciones a la remitente, is. cual deberi 
informar en el plazo mils breve posible. Entretanto se suspenderi 
la emision de los giros postales interiores correspondientes a las 
mencionadas anotaciones irregulares. 
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ARTICULO 17

Pago de los giros

1. Al recibirse en una Oficina de Cambio una lista de giros con
arreglo a lo dispuesto en el articulo 15, dicha Oficina procederA a
efectuar u ordenar el pago a los destinatarios en la moneda del pais de
destino de las cantidades que, en dicha moneda o en otra convenida,
figureen en la lista, de conformidad con los reglamentos vigentes en
cada pals para el pago de los giros internacionales.

2. La Administraci6n de destino procurara en todos los casos
realizar sin demora el pago a los beneficiarios. Si transcurrido un
mes de remitido el aviso al beneficiario no se hubiere efectuado el
pago, se comunicars el hecho a la Administraci6n de origen para que
lo ponga en conocimiento del remitente.

3. Los duplicados de giros postales se expediran solamente por la
Administraci6n del pals emisor, de conformidad con su legislaci6n
interna y previa comprobaci6n de que el giro no ha sido ni pagado al
destinatario ni reembolsado el expedidor.

ARTICULO 18

Rendici6n y liquidaci6n de cuentas

1. Salvo acuerdo en contrario, al final de cada trimestre, la Admi-
nistraci6n acreedora formulara la cuenta respectiva para la Adminis-
traci6n corresponsal, en que conste:

a) Los totales de las listas que contengan el detalle de los giros
emitidos en ambos palses durante el trimestre;

b) Los totales de los giros que hubieren sido reintegrados a los
remitentes;

c) Los totales de los giros que hubieren caducado durante el
trimestre.

2. El haber de cada Administraci6n se expresarA en la moneda de
su pals.

El importe menor serA convertido a la moneda del pals acreedor
con arreglo al cambio medio del trimestre a que se refiera la cuenta.

3. Esta cuenta, extendida en doble ejemplar, se enviara por la
Administraci6n que la haya formulado, a la Administraci6n corres-
pondiente.

Si el saldo resultare a favor de esta Administraci6n, se pagarA
uniendo a la cuenta una letra a la vista sobre el pals acreedor.

Si el saldo resultare a favor de la Administraci6n que haya formulado
la cuenta, el pago se llevari a cabo por la Administraci6n deudora en
la forma indicada en el parrafo anterior, al devolverse aceptada la
cuenta.

Para la formaci6n de esta cuenta trimestral se utifizaran los modelos
B, C, D y E, anexos al presente Acuerdo.

4. Tambidn podrAn entenderse las Administraciones para no efec-
tuar conversiones, sino para realizar la liquidaci6n unilateralmente;
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3. Esta cuenta, extendida en doble ejemplar, se enviare, por in 

Administracion que in haya formulado, a in Administracien corres-
pondiente. 

Si el saldo resultare a favor de este Administracion, se pagara 
tmiendo a la cuenta una letra a in vista sobre el pals acreedor. 

Si el saldo resultare a favor de la Administracion que haya formulado 
in cuenta, el pago se llevari a cabo por la Administracion deudora en 
In forma indicada en el parrafo anterior, al devolverse aceptada la 
cuenta. 
Para la formaci6n de este manta trimestral se utilizarin los modelos 

B, C, D y E, anexos al presente Acuerdo. 
4. Tambien podrin entenderse las Administraciones pars no efec-

tuar conversiones, sino para realizar la liquidaci6n unilateralmente; 
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esto es, para abonar cada Administraci6n a la otra, el importe total
de l-,5 giros pagados por su cuenta. En tal caso cada Administraci6n
habra de formular una cuenta trimestral.

ARTICTJLO 19

Supresi6n de cuentas por intercambio de giros

Las Administraciones podran, previo mutuo acuerdo, suprimir la
formaci6n de cuentas a que se refiere el articulo anterior. En este
caso, deberan comprometerse a enviar adjunto a cada lista de giros,
modelo A, un cheque por el importe total de los mismos, aplicandose
igual procedimiento cuando est6 indicado el uso de los modelos C
y D.

Los cheques, salvo arreglo en contrario, seran expedidos en la
moneda del pais acreedor y, en estas condiciones, se hara la conver-
si6n por el cambio libre.

ARTICULO 20

Anticipos a buena cuenta

Cuando resultare que una Administraci6n deba a la otra, por
cuenta de giros postales, un saldo que exceda de 25.000 francos oro,
o la equivalencia aproximada de esta cantidad en su propia moneda,
la Administraci6n deudora debera enviar a la acreedora, a la mayor
brevedad posible y como anticipo a buena cuenta, una cantidad
aproximada al saldo de la liquidaci6n trimestral a que se refiere el
articulo 18.

ARTICULO 21

Suspensi6n del servicio

1. Las Administraciones de los paises contratantes podran, en
circunstancias extraordinarias, suspender temporalmente la emisi6n
de giros postales y adoptar todas aqucllas disposiciones que cstimen
couvenientes, para salvaguardar sus intcrcses y evitar cualquier agio
que pudiere intentarse cometer por medio del servicio de giros.

2. La Administraci6n que adopte alguna de las medidas aludidas
en el par6grafo anterior, debera comunicarlo con toda urgencia a las
Administraciones con quienes cambie giros postales.

ARTICULO 22

Proposiciones durante el intervalo de las reuniones

El presente Acuerdo podra ser modificado en el intervalo que medie
entre los Congresos, siguiendo el procedimiento establecido en el
Convenio de la Uni6n Postal Universal. Para que tengan fuerza
ejecutiva las modificaciones, deberan obtener:

a) unanimidad de sufragios si se trata de introducir nuevas dispo-
siciones o de modificar los articulos 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22 y 23;

b) dos tercios de sufragios para modificar los demas articulos.
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esto es, para abonar cada Administracien a la otra, el importe total 
de l giros pagados por su cuenta. En tal caso cada Administracien 
habra de formular una cuenta trimestral. 

ARTICULO 19 

Supresion de cuentas por intercambio de giros 

Las Administraciones podran, previo mutuo acuerdo, suprimir la 
forrnacion de cuentas a que se refiere el articulo anterior. En este 
caso, deberen cornprometerse a enviar adjunto a cada lista de giros, 
model° A, un cheque por el importe total de los mismos, aplicAndose 
igual procedimiento cuando este indicado el uso de los modelos C 
y D. 
Los cheques, salvo arreglo en contrario, ser,in expedidos en la 

moneda del pals acreedor y, en estas condiciones, se hara, la conver-
sion por el carabio libre. 

An'Immo 20 

Anticipos a buena cuenta 

Cuando resultare que una Administracion deba a la otra, por 
cuenta de giros postales, un saldo que exceda de 25.000 francos oro, 
o la equivalencia aproximada de esta cantidad en su propia inoneda, 
la AdministraciOn deudora debera enviar a la acreedora, a la mayor 
brevedad posible y como anticipo a buena cuenta, una cantidad 
aproximada al saldo de la liquidacion trimestral a que se refiere el 
articulo 18. 

ARTICITLO 21 

Suspension del servicio 

1. Las Administraciones de los paises contratantes podran, en 
circunstaneias extraordinarias, suspender ternporalmente la emision 
de giros postales y adoptar todas aquellas disposiciones que estimen 
convenientes, para salvaguardar sus intereses y evitar cualquier agio 
que pudiere intentarse cometer por medio del servicio de giros. 

2. La Administracion que adopt° alguna de las medidas aludidas 
en el paregrafo anterior, deberti, conmnicarlo con toda urgencia a las 
Administraciones con quienes cambie giros postales. 

ARTICULO 22 

Proposiciones durante el intervalo de las reuniones 

El presente Acuerdo podro, ser modificado en el interval° que medie 
entre los Congresos, siguiendo el procedimiento establecido en el 
Convenio de la Union Postal Universal. Para que tengan fuerza 
ejecutiva las modificaciones, deberan obtener: 

a) unanimidad de sufragios Si se trata de introducir nuevas dispo-
siciones o de modificar los articulos 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22 y 23; 

b) dos tercios de sufragios para rnodificar los demas articulos. 
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ARTICLO 23

Vigencia y duraci6n del Acuerdo
1. El presente Acuerdo empezarA a regir el 19 de enero de 1947 y

quedarA en vigencia sin limitaci6n de tiempo, reservandose cada una
de las Altas Partes contratantes el derecho de denunciarlo, mediante
aviso dado por su Gobierno al de la Repdblica Oriental del Uruguay,
con un afio de anticipaci6n.

2. El dep6sito de las ratificaciones se hara en la ciudad de Rio de
Janeiro, Repdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en el mAs breve
plazo posible. Se levantara un acta relativa al dep6sito de las ratifi-
caciones de cada pais, y el Gobierno del Brasil remitira por la via
diplomatica una copia de dicha acta a los Gobiernos de los dem&s
paises signatarios.

3. Quedan derogadas a partir de la fecha en que entre en vigor el
presente Acuerdo las estipulaciones del Acuerdo de Giros Postales,
suscrito en Panama el 22 de Diciembre de 1936.

4. En el caso de que el Acuerdo no fuere ratificado por uno o varios
de los parses contratantes, no dejara de ser valido para los que asi lo
hubieren hecho.

5. Los palses contratantes podrAn ratificar provisionalmente este
Acuerdo por correspondencia, dando aviso de ello a las Administracio-
nes respectivas por medio de la Oficina Internacional, sin perjuicio de
que, segdn la legislaci6n de cada pals y previa aprobaci6n de los
Congresos Nacionales, sea confirmada por la via diplomitica.

En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios de los parses enumerados
suscriben el presente Acuerdo en la ciudad de Rio de Janeiro, Re-
pdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, a los 25 dias del mes de
setiembre de mil novecientos cuarenta y seis.

Por ARGENTINA:

OSCAR L. M. NIcorNI
CARLOS M. LASCANO
MANUEL PRECEDO
DoMINoo B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

Josf LIEVANA FORRASTAL
RAFAEL BABRIENTmO

Por BRASIL:

RAfrL DE ALBUQUERQUE
CARLos Lurs TAVEUa
JAIME SLOAN CHEBMONT
AUBEO MAIA
JAIME DfAs FRANgA
JOAQUIM VIANNA
JULIO SANCHEZ PAREZ
CARLOS F. DE FIGUzERDO
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ARTICITLO 23 

Vigencia y duracion del Acuerdo 

1. El presente Acuerdo empezara, a regir el 19 de enero de 1947 y 
quedara en vigencia sin limitacion de tiempo, reservandose cads una 
de las Altas Partes contratantes el derecho de denunciarlo, mediante 
aviso dado por su Gobierno al de is Repdblic,a Oriental del Uruguay, 
con un afio de anticipacion. 

2. El depasito de las ratificaciones se bath en la ciudad de Rio de 
Janeiro, Reptiblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, en el mas breve 
plazo posible. Se levantara us acts relativa al deposit° de las ratifi-
caciones de cads pals, y el Gobierno del Brasil rernitira por la via 
diplomatica una copia de dicha, acts a los Gobiernos de los demas 
paises signatarios. 

3. Quedan derogadas a partir de la fecha en quo entre en vigor el 
presents Acuerdo las estipulaciones del Acuerdo de Giros Postales, 
suscrito en Panama el 22 de Diciembre de 1936. 

4. En el caso de quo el Acuerdo no fuere ratificado por uno o varios 
de los paises contratantes, no dejara de ser valid° para los quo asi lo 
hubieren hecho. 

5. Los paises contratantes podran ratificar provisionalmente este 
Acuerdo por correspondencia, dando aviso de alto a las Administracio-
nes respectivas por medio de la Oficina Internacional, sin perjuicio de 
quo, segtin is legislacion de cads pals y previa aprobaci6n de los 
Congresos Nacionales, sea confunnada por la via diplomatica. 

En fe de lo cual, los Plenipotenciarios de los pa,ises enumerados 
suscriben el presente Acuerdo en Is. ciudad de Rio de Janeiro, Re-
pdblica de los Estados Unidos del Brasil, a los 25 dias del mes de 
setiembre de rail novecientos cuarenta y seis. 

Por ARGENTINA: 

OSCAR L. M. NICOLINI 
CARLOS M. LASCANO 
MANUEL PRECEDO 
DOMINGO B. CANALLE 

Por BOLIVIA: 

Jost LItVANA. FORRASTAL 
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS 

Por BRASIL: 

ROL DE ALBUQUERQUE 
CARLOS LUIS TAVEIRA 
JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT 
AUREO MAIA 
JAIME Df AS FRANgA 
JOAQUIM VIANNA 
JULIO SANCHEZ PAREZ 
CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO 
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Por COLOMBIA:

Luis GARCfA CADENA
Luis JORGE GARZ6N

FOR COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIERREZ

POR CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO
JESfS LAGO LUNAR

POB CHILE:

LuIs FELIPE LASO
MIGUEL A. PARRA
GUILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Poa ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARADO

POB EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLos MEJfA OSORIO
PoR ESPAiA:

Luis RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

POR ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

POR ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAB
CARLOS HARTMANN

POR GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HERRERA

POR HAITI:

LuIs MORais JUNIOR
POR HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA

POa MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS
DIDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALDES
LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMARA

POR NICARAGUA:

JOSE MERCEDES PALMA

PoR PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL
JULIO TRELLES
ROQUE JAVIER LAuRNZA
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Por COLOMBIA: 

LUIS GARCfA CADENA 
LUIS JORGE GAREON 

Pon COSTA RICA: 

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIiRREZ 

Pon CUBA: 

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO 

JESIS3 LAGO LUNAR 

Pon CHILE: 

Luis FELIPE Les° 
MIGUEL A. PARRA 
GUILLERMO JIMLNEZ MORGAN 

Pon ECUADOR: 

RAFAEL ALVARADO 
Pon EL SALVADOR: 

Coronel CARLOS MEJfA OSORIO 

Pon ESPARA: 

LUIS RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL 
ELlAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH 

Pox ESTADOS UNIDOS 

DE AMERICA: 

JOHN J. GILLEN 
EDWARD J. MAHONEY 

POE ESTADOS UNIDOS 

DE VENEZUELA: 

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA 

FRANCISCO VELEZ SALMI 

CARLOS HARTMANN 

POE GUATEMALA: 

FLAVIO HERRERA 

FOR HAITI: 

LUIS MORAN JUNIOR 
POR HONDURAS: 

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES 

MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA 
Pon MEXICO: 

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS 
DIDIER DOMiNGTJEZ VALDtS 

LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMARA 
POE NICARAGUA: 

Jost MERCEDES PALMA 
Pon PANAMA: 

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL 

JULIO TRELLES 
ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA 
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POB PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARRA G.

POR PERU:

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO

ERNESTO CACERES BOLUARTE

POB Repdbica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARBIETA PAREZ

POB URUGUAY:

ENRIQUE E. BUERO

MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGUI

CESAR I. RossI
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POE PARAGUAY: 

ANiBAL IBARRA G. 
POE PERU: 

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO 

ERNESTO CACERES EOLITARTE 

Pon Repdblica DOMINICANA: 

MIGUEL ANTONIO GLAVARRIETA PiREZ 
POE URUGUAY: 

ENRIQUE E. ETTER° 
MIGUEL AGUERRE AR/STEGITI 

CtSAR I. ROSSI 
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PROTOCOLO FINAL DEL ACUERDO RELATIVO A GIROS POSTALES

En el momento de firmar el Acuerdo Relativo a Giros Postales
celebrado por el V Congreso Postal Americoespafiol, los Plenipoten-
ciarios que suscriben, han convenido lo siguiente:

I

Los Estados Unidos de America hacen constar que no pueden aceptar
las disposiciones de los articulos 9 y 12.

Rio de Janeiro, a los 25 dias de setiembre de 1946.
Por ARGENTINA:

OSCAR L. M. NICOLINI
CARLOS M. LASCANO

MANUEL PRECEDO
DOMINGO B. CANALLE

Por BOLIVIA:

Josi LIEVANA FORRASTAL

RAFAEL BARRIENTOS

Por BRASIL:

RA6L DE ALBUQUERQUE

CARLOS LUis TAVEIRA

JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT
AUREO MAIA

JAIME DfAS FRANgA

JOAQUIM VIANNA

JULIO SANCHEZ PEREZ
CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO

Por COLOMBIA:

Luis GARCfA CADENA
LuIs JORGE GARZ6N

Por COSTA RICA:

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIERREZ

Por CUBA:

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO

JESiS LAGO LUNAR

Por CHILE:

LuIs FELIPE LAso
MIGUEL A. PARRA

GUILLERMO JIMENEZ MORGAN

Por ECUADOR:

RAFAEL ALVARADO

Por EL SALVADOR:

Coronel CARLOS MEJfA Osomo

96847°---t--p. --- 14
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PROTOCOLO FINAL DEL ACUERDO RELATIVO A GIROS POSTALES 

En el moment° de firmar el Acuerdo Relativo a Giros Postales 
celebrado por el V Congreso Postal Americoespaliol, los Plenipoten.-
ciarios que suscriben, han convenido lo siguiente: 

Los Estados Unidos de America hacen constar que no pueden aceptar 
las disposiciones de los articulos 9 y 12. 
Rio de Janeiro, a los 25 dias de setiembre de 1946. 

For ARGENTINA: 

OSCAR L. M. NICOLINI 
CARLOS M. LASCANO 

MANUEL PRECEDO 

DOMINGO B. CANALLE 

For BOLIVIA: 

Jost LIVANA FORRASTAL 
RAFAEL BARRIENTOS 

For BRASIL: 

RAT5L DE ALBUQUERQUE 'A 

CARLOS LUIS TAVEIRA 
JAIME SLOAN CHERMONT 

ATJREO MAIA 

JAIME DfAS FRANCA 

JOAQUIm VIANNA 

JULIO SANCHEZ PAREZ 
CARLOS F. DE FIGUEIREDO 

Por COLOMBIA: 

LUIS GARCLA CADENA 
LUIS JORGE GARZoN 

For COSTA RICA: 

ROBERTO TINOCO GUTIiRREZ 

For CUBA: 

GABRIEL LANDA Y CHAO 
JEST% LAGO LUNAR 

Por CHILE: 

LUIS FELIPE Lest) 
MIGuEL A. PARRA 
GUILLERMO JIMtNEZ MORGAN 

For ECUADOR: 

RAFAEL ALVARADO 

Por EL SALVADOR: 

Coronel CARLOS ME.,TfA OSORIO 
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Por ESPANA:

Luis RODRfGUEZ DE MIGUEL
ELfAS URDANGARAIN BERNACH

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE AMERICA:

JOHN J. GILLEN
EDWARD J. MAHONEY

Por ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE VENEZUELA:

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA
FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS
CARLOS HARTMANN

Por GUATEMALA:

FLAVIO HERRERA

Por HAITI:

LuIs MORAIs JUNIOR

Por HONDURAS:

MARCO ANTONIO BATRES
MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA

Por MEXICO:

ANTONIO VILLALOBOS
DIDIER DOMfNGUEZ VALD.S
LAURO F. RAMfREZ UMANA

Por NICARAGUA:

Jost MERCEDES PALMA

Por PANAMA:

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL
JULIO TRELLES

ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA

Por PARAGUAY:

ANfBAL IBARRA G.

Por PERU:

GERMAN LLOBA PARDO
ERNESTO CACERES BOLUARTE

Por Repdblica DOMINICANA:

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRIETA PEREZ

Por URUGUAY:

ENRIQUE E. BUERO
MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGUI
CESAR I. RossI
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For ESPASA: 

LUIS RODRfOUEZ DE MIGUEL 
ELI AS URDANGARAIN BERNACH 

For ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DE AMERICA: 

JOHN J. GILLEN 

EDWARD J. MAHONEY 

For ESTADOS UNIDOS 
DE VENEZUELA: 

PABLO CASTRO BECERRA 

FRANCISCO VELEZ SALAS 

CARLOS HARTMANN 

For GUATEMALA: 

FLAVIO HERRERA 

For HAITI: 

Luis MORAIS JUNIOR 
For HONDURAS: 

MARCO ANTONIO BATRE8 

MANUEL SOTO DE PONTES CAMARA 
For MEXICO: 

Awrobrio VILLALOBOS 
DIDIER DOMINGUEZ VALDAS 

LAURO F. RAMfREz UMAS1A 
For NICARAGUA: 

Jost MERCEDES PALMA 
For PANAMA: 

CATALINO ARROCHA GRAELL 

JULIO TRELLES 

ROQUE JAVIER LAURENZA, 

Por PARAGUAY: 

ANIBAL IBARFLA G. 
Por PERU: 

GERMAN LLOSA PARDO 

ERNESTO CACERES BOLUARTE 

For Repdblica DOMINICANA: 

MIGUEL ANTONIO OLAVARRFETA PEREZ 

For URUGUAY: 

ENRIQUE E. BURRO 
MIGUEL AGUERRE ARISTEGUI 

CtSAR I. ROSSI 
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Having examined and considered the provisions of the foregoing
Agreement Relative to Money Orders and the Final Protocol thereto,
signed in the city of Rio de Janeiro, the United States of Brazil, on
the twenty-fifth day of September, 1946, the same are by me, by
virtue of the powers vested by law in the Postmaster General, hereby
ratified and approved, by and with the advice and consent of the
President of the United States.

In witness whereof, I have caused the seal of the Post Office Depart-
ment of the United States to be hereto affixed this 20th day of Febru-
ary, 1947.

[SEAL] ROBERT E HANNEGAN
Postmaster General.

I hereby approve the foregoing Agreement Relative to Money Orders
and the Final Protocol thereto.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States
to be hereunto affixed.

[SEAL] HARRY S TRUMAN

By the President:
G C MARSHALL

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, February 27, 1947.
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Having examined and considered the provisions of the foregoing 
Agreement Relative to Money Orders and the Final Protocol thereto, 
signed in the city of Rio de Janeiro, the United States of Brazil, on 
the twenty-fifth day of September, 1946, the same are by me, by 
virtue of the powers vested by law in the Postmaster General, hereby 
ratified and approved, by and with the advice and consent of the 
President of the United States. 

In witness whereof, I have caused the seal of the Post Office Depart-
ment of the United States to be hereto affixed this 20th day of Febru-
ary, 1947. 

[SEAL] ROBERT E HANNEGAN 
Postmaster General. 

I hereby approve the foregoing Agreement Relative to Money Orders 
and the Final Protocol thereto. 

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have caused the Seal of the United States 
to be hereunto affixed. 

[SEAL] HARRY S TRUMAN 

By the President: 
G C MARSHALL 

Secretary of State. 

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1947. 
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ACUERDO RELATIVO

A GIROS POSTALES

ANEXOS []

[The forms comprising the annexes have not been translated, for the Post Office
Department uses the forms in the Spanish language text only in accordance with
Article 17 of the convention signed at Rio de Janeiro Sept. 25, 1946 (Treaties and
Other International Acts Series 1680), which provides, with respect to the postal A4t, p. 31.
territory constituting the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, that "Spanish
is adopted as the official language for matters relative to the postal service"
(translation).]
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ACUERDO RELATIVO 

A GIROS POSTALES 

ANEXOSN 

1 [The forms comprising the annexes have not been translated, for the Post Office 
Department uses the forms in the Spanish language text only in accordance with 
Article 17 of the convention signed at Rio de Janeiro Sept. 25, 1946 (Treaties and 
Other International Acts Series 1680), which provides, with respect to the postal 
territory constituting the Postal Union of the Americas and Spain, that "Spanish 
is adopted as the official language for matters relative to the postal service" 
(translation).] 
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Nflmero
de

laslistas

Fecha
de

laslistas

IMPORTE DE LAS LISTASNfmeros
internaconales de
los giros que com-
prenden las istas

--~----------------------------~----------~~---------------

-'--------~------"------------------------- ---------------

"----------------'------------'----------- -----------------

Ruego a V. que, a su vez, se sirva acusarme recibo de la
presente lista

de de 19
El

Sefior Jefe de la Oficina de Cambio de Giros Postales.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

A

Lista ndm._-__-_____

Administraci6n de Correos de-----_-----_ ------- ____ .

Acuso a V. recibo de las listas sefialadas a continuaci6n, las
cuales han sido halladas conforme, salvo las modificaciones

que se indican.

i

--- -
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A 

Lista ntim 

Administraci6n de Correos de  

Acuso a V. recibo de las listas sefialadas a continuacion, las 
cuales han sido halladas conforme, salvo las modifiefteiones 

quo se indican. 

Niftmero Fecha Ndmeros IMPORTE DE LAS LISTAS 

de 
las listas 

de 
las listas 

intemacionales de 
los giros quo com-
prenden las listas 

Ruego a V. que, a an vez, se sirva acusarme recibo de la 
presente lista 

de de 19 

El 

Sefior Jefe de la Oficina de Cambio de Giros Postales. 
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A
Lista nidm. -....-..........

LISTA DE LOS GIROS EMITIDOS EN--............

Hoja ndm --. ..._ .......---------

FECHA
DE

EMISIOI

Nfimero
intema-
cional

de orden

Nfime
ro de

Orden

OFICINA
DE REMI-

SION

NOMBRE
DEL REMI-

TENTE

NOMBRE COM-
PLETO DEL

DESTINATARIO
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A 

Lista iadm.  

LISTA DE LOS GIROS EMITIDOS EN  

Hoja nidm .  

FECHA 
DE 

EMISION 

Ndmero 
. 
interns-
cional 

de orden 

Name- 
ro de 
Orden 

OFICINA 
DE REMI- 

SION 

NOMBRE 

DEL REMI- 
TENTE 

NOMBRE COM-
PLETO DEL 

DESTINATARIO 
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Y PAGADEROS EN_

DIRECCION
COMPLETA
DEL DES-

TINATARIO

Importeer
moneda

..---------- de----

TIPO DE
CAMBIO

Importe
en

----- de 19_...

Para uso de la Oflcinaen--..-

Ndme-
ro del
giro

interior

Ofcicna
Paga-
dora

ObservacionesI -----
--- .----I

I
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Y PAGADEROS EN de de 19  

DIRECCION 
COMPLETA 
DEL DEB- 

TINATARIO 

importe en 
moneda 

TIPO DE 
CAMBIO 

Importe 
en 

Para uso de la °Edna en_  

Nerme-
ro del 
giro 

Interior 
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Paga- 
dora 
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de de 19

Examinadas, las listas cuyo recibo se avisa,

se han hallado las siguientes irregularidades:

-...........................................................................

.............................................................................

.............................................................................

.............................................................................

A la
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de de 19 

Examinadas, las listas cuyo recibo se avisa, 

se han hallado las siguientes irregularidades: 

Ala 
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B

Mes de ------------------- de 19-- .

Cuenta detallada de los giros emitidos en --------------- y

pagaderos -.- en ------------- durante el citado mes.

NTMEROS INTEBR
NACIONALES DE

ORDEN QUIS COM-
PEENDEN LA LISTA
O LISTAS DE CADA

DIA

Desde
el N.°

lHasta,
el N.'

------

---- --

--------

-------

--------

Decha

e las

listas

1
2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

11

12
13

14
16
16

17
18
19
20
21

TOTALES
DE

LAS LISTAS

Importe en
moneda

-- -- - - - - - -

NtMEROS INTEB-
NACIONALES DE

F OeDEN qJ COW-
PBENDEN LA LISTA

Ilas o LISTAS DE CADA
DIA

listas
Desde Hasta
el N.° el N.°

Surma anterior. --

22 - --.
23 --- ..

24 - ----- ..
25 --
26 - -

27

28 -
29

30 --

31 ....

-TOTAL. -----

--- ---- ---- --- - - .- -

TOTAL -.........

--- - ------ .---

---- de -..----------..... de 19 --

TOTALES
DE

LAS LISTAS

Importe en
moneda

- ..----.- ---

-1-------- -1----

- ----------1------

- ----------- 1----

- ------- 1-----

Sma S9ut ..--

1----------

1-- -------

1----- ---

1-------

----- -

------

---------

-------

--

1----
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Mes de de 19  

Cuenta detallada de los giros emitidos en 

pagaderos en durante el citado mes. 

Fecba 

de las 

listas 

NINEROS INTER. 
NACIONALES DE 
ORDEN QUE CON-
PRENDEN LA LISTA 
0 LIMAS DE CADA 

DIA 

TOTALES 
DE 

LAS LISTAS 

Desde 
el N.° 

Haste 
el N.° 

Importe en 
moneda 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

St&tna ague_ ___ 

Feels& 

de las 

listas 

Nrlstanos INTER-
NACIONALES DE 
ORDEN QUE CON-
PRENDEN LA LISTA 
0 LISTAS DE CADA 

DIA 

Desde 
el N.° 

Hasta 
el N. 

TOTALES 
DE 

LAS LISTA S 

Importe en 
moneda 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Suma anterior  

-----

TOTAL  

 de_ de 19  
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C

Lista de los giros emitidos en -----------..... sobre-- ..-----

-- . ..--.. cuyo pais de emisi6n ha sido autorizado para su
reembolso a los remitentes.

Ndmero IMPORTE
interna- Ndfmero Fecha de OFICINA OBSERVA-

cional de de orden emisi6n DE EMISION CIONES
order I __ _

------ TOTAL- ------ - ---- -- ------------ - -- --- -- ------

----------- - -------- - ---- -- -- ---- --- ------------------- ----- --- ------ --------

- --- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ---------------- --------- -- ---- -- - -- - ---- - - -

-- - - --- -- - ----- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - --- ---------- --- ------ -- -------------

- -- -- -- - -- --- -- -- - -- --- ---- ---- -- -- ----- ------ - -- -- ----- ---- -

- - ------ ---- -- ------- - ------- --- ------ -------------

- -- - ----- - - - - - - --- -- - -- - -- - - - - -- - - --- -- - ---- - - -- - --- - - - - - - - --- - ---- - - - -

- - --- --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- ------ ----------- --------- -

--- -- - --- -- - - - -- -- - - - -- --- - - - - - - -- -- - - ---- - - - - - - - -

-- - - -- -- - - --- - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ---- -- - - - - -

- -- - - - -- --- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - ---- - - - - -

-- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

===--- - --- --- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---- -- -- - -- - -- - - -- - -

. ... . ... . .. ... ... ......................................................................- -

. ... . ... . .. ... ... ......................................................................- - -

.......................................................--,-----------.-.----.-.------------

................................................................................

......................................... - -. . . . ...............

---. de ------------.... de 19--..
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Lista de los giros emitidos en sobre  

 cuyo pals de emision ha sido autorizado para su 

reembolso a los remitentes. 

Nfinaero 
interne- 
cional de 
orden 

Ntimero 
de orden 

Fecha de 
emision 

OFICINA 
DE EMISION   

IMPORTE 
0 BSERVA-

  CIONES   CIONES 

TOTAL  

de de 19_ ---
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origen emrison 
N
I- libr6 el -

o de BION giro 
C I

--- ---- ------ ------ -------- -------- I-------- 1------- -- --I ------- -- -- --------

---- ~~~~~~~----- ---------- -------- ---- -- :1-- - ----- -- - - -- :-- -- -- -----

: -:--- ----- - ----- 1------- -- -- I - ------ -- -- --------

-------------- ------ ------- --------- 1------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

------ ------ - ----- ---- ------- ------------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

---- ---- ----------------- -------- ---------- 1------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

----- ---- ---- ------------ -------- --------- 1------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

----- ---- ---- ------------- -------- ---------- 1------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

---- ---------- ------ -------- -------- ---------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

------------- ------ -------- -------- ----------I ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

------------- ------ -------- -------- ----------I ------- -- -- I ------- I- -- --------

----- ---- ----------- -------- -------- ---------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

-------------------------- ---- - - -------- - ---- --- -- - - 1------ - - - - - - -------

----- ---- ---------- ------ ---------------- ------- -- -- 1------- -- -- --------

----------------- ---- ------------ ---------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

-------------- ---- ----- -------- ---------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

----- --------- ----- --- ----------------- ------- -- -- I ------- -- -- --------

---- ------- - -- ---- ---- I-- --- 1-- -- ------ - -- ----
---- ------------- - - --- ---- -- --- - --- --- - - -- -- -----

..... TOT ..............................

El
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D

Lista de los giros emitidos en s.----------.sobre - ------
durante el mes de--- ---..------- -- de 19 - , que no han
sido pagados en doce meses a contar del de la emisi6n y
por lo tanto han sido anulados.
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Lista de los giros emitidos en  _sobre  

durante el moo de  de 19 , que no han 

sido pagados en doce meses a contar del de is. emision y 

por lo tanto han sido anulados. 

Mat 
de la 
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Feeha 
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NiMS 

bl, - tera/ 
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de 
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n 
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DX 
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SION 

011dtta 

" b" /a 
ettal se 
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IMPORTE 
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OBSER- 

VA-

MONIES 
el 

giro 

[-,  

  r -- 

  ------   

  ------  

r -- 

  ------   

  ------  ------  

  ----- ----- --------- __ - __ ------- 

  -- --   

  -- --   

  — -_   

  -- --   

  -- --   

-- -- 

--   

  -- --   

  -- --   

  — -_   

  -- --   

  -- --   

-- --   

--

--

--

--

--

--

-- 

--

_ 

 de_ _ 

El 

 de 194  
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E

ADMINISTRACION DE CORREOS

CUENTA GENERAL del movimiento de giros postales

- .----------------------------trimestre del afo 19------

HABER DE

Importe de los giros destinados al --
otro pais que han sido emitidos - -
en d---- durante el trimestre -----

............- - ---------------- --- --------

A deducir:

Importe de los giros emitidos -- -------
en -------------- que han sido ----- ---
devueltos por el otro pais du- ----
rante el trimestre . ___ -..- -....

Importe de los giros emitidos -- _--_
An nnf han sid -n I --

anulados por el otro pais du-
rante el trimestre ----- -----
------ 1-i-----------

Haber de-- ----.--.--- __
Saldo anterior -.------- __--- -----.

I I

A deducir:

------- -- -I I

- -------------------------- I------------

Saldo a favor rl

HECHO EN

3561

- ---- ---- I

l

---- -----

---------

-- ---

-- --

----

.-------------

. --------- - --

.---------------

.---------------

. --- ----- ---

.------------- ,-

. ------ - --

------------------ - - -

-- - -

----- --- - -------- ---- ---- -- ------

-- 0 ----------- V --
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ADMINISTRACION DE CORREOS 

CIIENTA GENERAL del movimiento de giros postales 

 trimestre del ano 19  

HABER DE 

Import° de los giros destinados al 

otro pais quo han sido emitidos 

en   durante el trimestre 

A dedueir: 

Importe de log giros enaltidos_ 

en quo han sido 

devueltos por el otro pais du-

rante el trimestre  

Importe de log giros emitidos__ / 

en quo han sido 

anulados por el otro pais du-

rante el trimestre 

A dedueir: 

Haber de.— -----

Saldo anterior  

Baklo a favor de  — 

HE CHO EN 

 de   de 19  
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DE P

cambiados entre ---------- --.--..--- durante el- ..--_..
- . :I , . , -' I j e

VISTO Y ACEPTADO EN

-- __de --. ......----------- de 19.--

3562

HABER DE

Importe de los giros destinados .---
a -.--- que han do emiti- _____
dos en ol otro pals durante el ---
trimestre - -------_. -- --
- - - --- - - - - - -------- -- - - - -

A deducir:

Importe de los giros emitidos en -_____
el otro pais que han sido de- -- .
vueltos por --__.--- durante el - -
trimestre..--------------- - . --..- .

----- ------- - ----- .--

Importe de los gros emitdos en [ s -
el otro pals que hal sido ani- -.-....
lados por --_-__.. durante el

trimestre-._-___._.- - ..--......

{ .

Haber de - .----------_. --...----..

Saldo anterior- ..-...--------
A deduecr:

Bald a avor de-..-------------

--- -- -- -- --- -- -- --- - - --- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -

...................... . ..................... .

Saldo a favor de -------- ----- -------------------------------

---- ---- --- -

:-- - -- - - -
.......-----

. ,--- -- -- -- --

-7- -- - -

-
- -

--- -
---- - --

------

---- - .-
---- -- --
-- - ----

-- - ----

-----

-----

----

--- -

--- -

--- -

-z - - - --- -- -
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DE  

cambiados entre   durante el  

HABER,Dlit - 

_ 
Import° de los giros destinados   

a ___  tine han *do emiti-   

dos en el'ono pins durante- el   

trimestre 

---------

------ -----

---------
A dedueir: 

Importe de los giros Mnitidos en 

el otro pals que han aido de-   

vneltos por durante el   

trimestre- 
—  -----

Importe de loti giros einitidos en 
el otro pals quo han sido anu-

lados par *durante el   
trimestre  

s 
Haber de  

Saldo anterior_ 
A dedueir: 

Saldo a favor de —  

VISTO Y ACEPTADO EN 

de 19__.__ 
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F
(ANVERSO)

ADMINISTRACION DE CORREOS

DE ................................ (1)

GIRO POSTAL de -- _----------------.

.......................................

registrado en la Oficina de
Correos de -- .........-........

el ........ con el ndmero--.-

expedido por el Sr.------. ----

----~~~~-~~`~~~~~---~-------------------
y dirigido al Sr. ......._---

a--------------..........----------------------

(1) El anverso lo lenar ila Adminis-
traci6n de origen.

ACUSE DE BECIBO

AVISO DE PAGO

Sello de la Oficina
(1) A___ -..- remitente del aviso

--------------- -------

------- -- ----- ------

------------------- ---

(Lugar de destino)
SERVICIO
DE CORREOS

(Pais de destino)

() Lo lenar ------ -- remitente
(1) Lo llenarA el remitente

(REVERSO)

EL INFRASCRITO DECLARA QUE EL GIRO MENCIONADO EN OTRO LUGAR HA SIDO

DEBIDAMENTE PAGADO EL- 19--......

Sello de la oflcina FIRMA (1)
destinataria del destinatario, del agente de la Oficina

destinataria

------------------------------------------

(1) Este aviso debe ser firmado por el destinatario o, si los reglamentos del pals
de destino lo consienten, por el agente de la Oficina destinataria, y devuelto por
el primer correo, directamente al remitente
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(ANVERSO) 

ADMTNISTRACION DE CORREOS 

GIRO POSTAL de 

registrado en la Oficina de 
Correos de  

el con el mimero  

expeclido por el Sr.  

y dirigido al Sr.  

a 

(1) El anverso lo llenara la Adminis-
tracion de origen. 

ACUSE DE RECI130 

AVISO DE PAGO 

Sello de la Oficina 
(1) . _ __ _ _ remitente del aviso 

(Lugar de destino) 
SERVICIO 
DE CORREOS 

(Pais de destino) 

(I) Lo llenara el remitente 

(REVERSO) 

EL INPRASCRITO DECLARA QUE EL G/R0 MENCIONADO EN OTRO LUGAR HA SIDO 

DEBIDAMENTE PAGADO EL 19  

Sello de la oflcina 
destinataria del destinatario, 

FIRMA (1) 
del agente de la Oficina 

destinataria 

(1) Este aviso debe ser firmado por el destinatario o, si los reglamentos del pals 
de destino lo consienten, por el agente de la Oficina destinataria, y devuelto por 
el primer correo, directamente al remitente 
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Translation Prepared by the Post Office Department

AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO MONEY ORDERS

concluded between

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the United States of America, the United
States of Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the Dominican Republic and Uruguay.

The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the
countries mentioned, in exercise of the authority conferred by the

54Stat. 2M. Convention of the Universal Postal Union, agree ad referendum to
execute the money order service, in accordance with the following
clauses:

ARTICLE 1

Object of the agreement
The exchange of money orders among the contracting countries

whose Administrations agree to perform this service will be governed
by the provisions of the present Agreement.

ARTICLE 2

Currency
The amount of the money orders will be expressed in the currency

of the country of destination. Nevertheless the Administrations are
authorized to adopt another currency by common consent if they deem
it convenient.

ARTICLE 3

Conditions for the exchange of money orders
1. The exchange of money orders between the contracting nations

Ampep.3S4. will be effected by means of lists conforming to model A attached,
which shall be forwarded to their destination by ordinary or air mail
as the interested Administrations may agree.

Addition to rms 2. Furthermore, upon previous agreement, an addition may be
made to the aforementioned forms "A" at the request of the remitter
of the money order, or a private message addressed to the beneficiary,
relative to the respective remittance may be attached to the list.o " ,ing b 3. Each Administration will designate the Offices of its country
which will be responsible for issuing the lists and for forwarding them
to the other Offices which will be designated by the other Administra-
tions for the same purpose.

4. In case of force majeur which renders impossible the direct ex-
change of money orders, the issuing country, even without a request
of the remitter or of the payee may redirect them, upon previous agree-

for

3564

"1

3564. 

54 Stat. 200. 

Ante, p. 3554. 

Addition to forms 
"A". 

Offices responsible 
for issuing lists. 
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Translation Prepared by the Post Office Department 

AGREEMENT RELATIVE TO MONEY ORDERS 

concluded between 

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Chile, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Spain, the United States of America, the United 
States of Venezuela, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the Dominican Republic and Uruguay. 
The undersigned, Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the 

countries mentioned, in exercise of the authority conferred by the 
Convention of the Universal Postal Union, agree ad referendum to 
execute the money order service, in accordance with the following 
clauses: 

ARTICLE 1 

Object of the agreement 

The exchange of money orders among the contracting countries 
whose Administrations agree to perform this service will be governed 
by the provisions of the present Agreement. 

ARTICLE 2 

Currency 

The amount of the money orders will be expressed in the currency 
of the country of destination. Nevertheless the Administrations are 
authorized to adopt another currency by common consent if they deem 
it convenient. 

ARTICLE 8 

Conditions for the exchange of money orders 

1. The exchange of money orders between the contracting nations 
will be effected by means of lists conforming to model A attached, 
which shall be forwarded to their destination by ordinary or air mail 
as the interested Administrations may agree. 

2. Furthermore, upon previous agreement, an addition may be 
made to the aforementioned forms "A" at the request of the remitter 
of the money order, or a private message addressed to the beneficiary, 
relative to the respective remittance may be attached to the list. 
3 Each Administration will designate the Offices of its country 

which will be responsible for issuing the lists and for forwarding them 
to the other Offices which will be designated by the other Administra-
tions for the same purpose. 

4. In case of force majeure which renders impossible the direct ex-
change of money orders, the issuing country, even without a request 
of the remitter or of the payee may redirect them, upon previous agree-
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ment among the Administrations involved and subject to the afore-
mentioned rules, to a different country that the latter, in its turn,
may reforward them to their destination by the route which seems
most practical for their delivery.

ARTICLE 4

Telegraphic money orders

The provisions of this Agreement will be extended to telegraphic
money order service between the countries which agree to provide it.
To this end they will adopt, by agreement among themselves, regula-
tions to govern the service.

ARTICLE 5

Maximum amount of money orders

The Administrations of the countries which agree to provide this
service will come to an agreement to fix the maximum amount of the
money orders exchanged among them, but this amount may not be
less than 300 gold francs or its equivalent in the respective currencies.

Nevertheless, money orders relating to the postal services and
which are issued free of charge as provided in Article 9, may exceed
the limits fixed by any Administration.

ARTICLE 6

Rates and commission fees

1. The remitter of every money order issued in accordance with
the provisions of the present Agreement must pay the fee fixed by the
Administration of origin, in accordance with its regulations and the
scales adopted and promulgated for its domestic service.

2. When money orders are sent by air mail or special delivery, Special ntes etc.
the Administrations may collect the special rates and the established
air mail surtaxes, which must not exceed those in effect for letters.

ARTICLE 7

Endorsements

The contracting powers are authorized to permit, in their terri-
tories and in accordance with their domestic legislation, the endorse-
ment of money orders originating in any country.

ARTICLE 8

Responsibility

The Administrations will be responsible to the remitters for the
amounts which these deposit for conversion into money orders, until
they have been paid to the payees or endorsees.

ARTICLE 9

Exemption from charges

Orders relating to the service exchanged between Administrations
or between the post offices of any Administration, as well as those

95247°-50--PT. Iv-15
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ment among the Administrations involved and subject to the afore-
mentioned rules, to a different country that the latter, in its turn, 
may reforward them to their destination by the route which seems 
most practical for their delivery. 

ARTICLE 4 

Telegraphic money orders 

The provisions of this Agreement will be extended to telegraphic 
money order service between the countries which agree to provide it. 
To this end they will adopt, by agreement among themselves, regula-
tions to govern the service. 

ARTICLE 5 

Maximum amount of money orders 

The Administrations of the countries which agree to provide this 
service will come to an agreement to fix the maximum amount of the 
money orders exchanged among them, but this amount may not be 
less than 300 gold francs or its equivalent in the respective currencies. 

Nevertheless, money orders relating to the postal services and 
which are issued free of charge as provided in Article 9, may exceed 
the limits fixed by any Administration. 

ARTICLE 6 

Rates and commission fees 

1. The remitter of every money order issued in accordance with 
the provisions of the present Agreement must pay the fee fixed by the 
Administration of origin, in accordance with its regulations and the 
scales adopted and promulgated for its domestic service. 

2. When money orders are sent by air mail or special delivery, 
the Administrations may collect the special rates and the established 
air mail surtaxes, which must not exceed those in effect for letters. 

ARTICLE 7 

Endorsements 

The contracting powers are authorized to permit, in their terri-
tories and in accordance with their domestic legislation, the endorse-
ment of money orders originating in any country. 

ARTICLE 8 

Responsibility 

The Administrations will be responsible to the remitters for the 
amounts which these deposit for conversion into money orders, until 
they have been paid to the payees or endorsees. 

ARTICLE 9 

Exemption from charges 

Orders relating to the service exchanged between Administrations 
or between the post offices of any Administration, as well as those 

95247°-50—PT. IV-15 

Special rates, etc. 
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sent to the International Office of Montevideo, and vice-versa, will
be exempt from all charges.

ARTICLE 10

Period of validity of orders

1. In the absence of agreement to the contrary, every money
order will be payable in the country of destination for a period of
twelve months after issue.

ioney orders not 2. The amount of the money orders which have not been paid with-
in the period stipulated above will be credited to the Administration
of origin, to which country there shall be sent for the purpose a form

Ane, p. 3W0. D with the detailed listing of such orders so that it can proceed in
accordance with its regulations.

ARTICLE 11

Change of address and repayment of order
Request. 1. When the remitter desires to correct an error in the address

of the beneficiary or seeks repayment of a money order, he must make
his request to the Administration of the country which issued the
money order.

Authorization. 2. In general, no money order will be repaid without authorization
of the Central Administration of the paying country. This authoriza-
tion will be granted in a separate communication addressed to the
Administration of origin and the total amount of the money orders
whose reimbursement is allowed will be added to the next account to
be made up.

ARTICLE 12

Advice of payment
1. The remitter of a money order may obtain a notice of payment

for a fee equal to that collected by the Administration of origin for
a return receipt for a registered letter. The fee will be retained by
the Administration of origin.

2. The Administration of destination will issue the receipt on a
AWe, p. 363. printed form like model F and will send it directly to the interested

party or to the Administration of origin for delivery to him.

ARTICLE 13

Reissuance
1. At the request of the remitter or payee of an order, it may be

reforwarded to another country, whenever an exchange of money
orders exists with the new country of destination

Deductions. 2. The reissuing Administration will have the right to deduct from
the amount of the order the fees due for the issuance of a new money
order in accordance with Article 6.

3. In case of reissuance, the order will be considered as having been
paid by the reissuing Administrations, which will include it in the
account for that purpose, adding the word "Reissued".
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ARTICLE 14

Domestic legislation
Money orders exchanged between two countries will be governed

by the provisions of the domestic legislation of the countries of origin
and destination, applicable to domestic money orders, according to
the case, in all matters relative to issuance and payment.

ARTICLE 15

Preparation of lists
1. Each Exchange Office will communicate to the corresponding

Exchange Office, daily, or at times mutually agreed on, the amounts
received in its country to be paid in the other, making use of model A,
attached.

2. Each money order noted in the lists will bear a consecutive
number to be known as the "international number" which numbering
will begin on January 1 or July 1 of each year as may be agreed upon,
with the number 1. The lists will also have a serial number beginning
with number 1 on the first of January or first of July, of each year.
When a change in numbering occurs, the first list of the new series
will bear also the last number of the preceding series.

3. The Exchange Offices will acknowledge the receipt of each list
on the first subsequent list sent in the opposite direction.

4. When a list is not received, the Exchange Office which notices
the fact will claim it immediately. In such a case the sending Office
will send to the claiming Office a duly authenticated duplicate of the
missing list at the earliest possible moment.

5. With respect to money orders sent by air the same procedure
will be followed as that established in the above Sections, except that
the lists of form A will be used, marked by a heading or label of blue
color, and will carry a separate numbering.

ARTICLE 16

Verification and correction of the lists
1. The lists will be carefully examined by the receiving Exchange

Office and corrected when they contain simple errors. The dispatch-
ing Exchange Office will be informed of such corrections when the
receipt of the list is acknowledged.

2. When the lists are found to contain other irregularities the
Exchange Office of destination will request explanations from the
dispatching office, which must forward them at the earliest possible
time. In the meantime the issuance of domestic money orders cor-
responding to the mentioned irregular notations will be suspended.

ARTICLE 17

Payment of orders
1. When the Exchange Office receives a list as provided in Article

15 it will proceed to effect or order the payment to the payees, in the

Communication of
amounts.
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currency of the country of destination, of the amounts which appear
in the list in that currency or any other agreed upon according to the
regulations in effect in each country for the payments of international
money orders.

2. The Administration of destination will endeavor to effect pay-
ment in all cases to payees without delay. If, one month after the
mailing of the notice to the payee, the payment has not been effected,
the fact will be communicated to the Administration of origin in
order that the remitter may be notified.

3. Duplicates of money orders will be issued only by the Adminis-
tration of the reissuing country in accordance with its domestic legis-
lation and upon the previous proof that the money order has not
been paid to the payee or repaid to the remitter.

ARTICLE 18

Rendering and settlement of accounts
1. In the absence of agreement to the contrary, the creditor Ad-

ministration at the end of every quarter will prepare the relative
account for the corresponding Administration which will contain in
detail the following:

(a) The totals of the lists which give in detail the money orders
issued in both countries during the quarter.

(b) The totals of the money orders which have been repaid to the
remitters.

(c) The totals of the money orders which have become invalid
during the quarter.

2. The credit balance of each Administration will be expressed in
its own currency.

The smaller amount will be converted into the currency of the
creditor country on the basis of the average rate of exchange which
has prevailed during the quarter covered by the account.

3. This account, will be sent by the Administration which has
made it up, in duplicate to the corresponding Administration.

If the balance is in favor of the latter Administration, it will be
paid by transmitting with the account of a sight draft on the creditor
country.

If the balance is in favor of the country which has rendered the
account, the payment will be made by the debtor Administration in
the manner indicated in the preceding paragraph when the account is
returned accepted.

These quarterly accounts will be prepared in accordance with Forms
B, C, D and E, attached to the present Agreement.

4. Administrations may also agree not to make conversions, but
to make unilateral settlements; that is for each Administration to
credit the other with the total money orders it has paid on its account.
In this case each Administration will render a quarterly account.
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ARTICLE 19

Discontinuance of money orders accounts
By mutual agreecment ofBy mutual agreement the Administrations may discontinue the check to requiredaccounting referred to in the preceding Article. In this event they Form.

undertake to attach a check for the total amount of the money orders
when they forward Form A and adopt the same process when the use Ante, p. 3554.
of Forms C and D are required. Ante, pp. 3559,3560.

In the absence of agreement to the contrary, the checks will be Convesion.
drawn in currency of the creditor country and the conversion will be
made on the basis of the open exchange.

ARTICLE 20

Advance payments on account
When an Administration owes another, on account of the money

orders, a balance which is over 25,000 gold francs, or its approximate
equivalent in its own money, the debtor Administration will send to
the creditor Administration, as soon as possible, as an advance pay-
ment, a sum approximating its balance in the quarterly settlement
referred to in Article 18.

ARTICLE 21

Suspension of service
1. The contracting Administrations under extraordinary circum-

stances may suspend the issuance of money orders temporarily and
adopt such provisions as they deem necessary to safeguard their
interests and to avoid any speculation through the money order
service.

2. The Administration which adopts any of the measures referred Notiflnation.
to in the preceding paragraph should immediately notify all Adminis-
trations with which it exchanges money orders of the fact.

ARTICLE 22

Propositions during the interval between meetings
The present Agreement may be modified in the interval between the

Congresses in accordance with the procedure established by the
Convention of the Universal Postal Union. In order to become tat. 209.
effective, the modifications must obtain:

a) a unanimity of votes for the modifications of Articles 1, 2, 5, 8,
9, 14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23;

b) two thirds of the votes to modify the other Articles.

ARTICLE 23

Effective date and duration of this Agreement
1. The present Agreement will become effective on January 1,

1947, and will remain in effect without any time limit; each of the
contracting powers reserving the right to denounce it by means of a
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notification from its Government to the Government of the Oriental
Republic of Uruguay, sent one year in advance.

2. The deposit of ratification will be made in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
at the earliest possible date. A certificate of the deposit of the rati-
fication of each country will be issued and the Brazilian Government
will send via diplomatic channels, a copy of the same to the Govern-
ments of all the signatory powers.

3. The stipulations of the Money Order Agreement signed at
Panama, December 22, 1936, are abrogated on the date when the
present Agreement becomes effective.

4. In the event that this Agreement is not ratified by one or more
countries it will still be valid for others who have ratified it.

5. The contracting powers may make provisional ratification of
this Agreement by correspondence, advising the respective Adminis-
trations through the intermediary of the International Office without
prejudicing the subsequent approval of the same by the National
Congresses according to domestic legislations and the confirmation
thereof by diplomatic channels.

In faith of which the Plenipotentiaries of the above countries,
sign the present Agreement in Rio de Janeiro on September 25, 1946.

[For signatories to the Agreement see Spanish text.]

FINAL PROTOCOL OF THE MONEY ORDER AGREEMENT

At the time of signing the Money Order Agreement concluded by
the Fifth Americo-Spanish Postal Congress, the signing Plenipoten-
tiaries have agreed upon the following:

I

The United States of America advises that it cannot accept the
provisions of Articles 9 and 12.

Rio DE JANEIRO, September 25, 1946.

[For signatories to the Final Protocol see Spanish text.]
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FINAL PROTOCOL OF THE MONEY ORDER AGREEMENT 

At the time of signing the Money Order Agreement concluded by 
the Fifth Americo-Spanish Postal Congress, the signing Plenipoten-
tiaries have agreed upon the following: 

The United States of America advises that it cannot accept the 
provisions of Articles 9 and 12. 
Rio DE JANEIRO, September 25, 1946. 

[For signatories to the Final Protocol see Spanish text.] 
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Protocol between the United States of America, the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and France and Austria respect-
ing the restitution of monetary gold. Signed at London November 4,
1947; entered into force November 4, 1947.
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Protocol between the United States of America, the United Kingdom of  November 4, 1947  
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and France and Austria respect- [T. I. A. S. 16831 

ing the restitution of monetary gold. Signed at London November 4, 
1947; entered into force November 4, 1947. 
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PROTOCOL

THE Governments of the United States of America, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the French
Republic, hereinafter referred to as "the Allied Governments con-
cerned," on the one hand, and the Government of Austria, on the
other, have through the undersigned duly empowered representatives,
agreed as follows:-

Austrian e. 1. The Allied Governments concerned agree that Austria should
receive a proportional share of the gold distributed pursuant to Part
III of the Agreement on Reparations from Germany, on the establish-
ment of an Inter-Allied Reparations Agency and on the Restitution of

p61 tat., Pt. 3, Monetary Gold signed at Paris on 14th January, 1946, on the samep. 3180.
basis as the countries signatory to the said agreement to the extent
that Austria can establish that a definite amount of monetary gold
belonging to it was looted by Germany, or, at any time after 12th
March, 1938, was wrongfully removed into German territory.

2. Austria adheres to the arrangement for the restitution of mone-
tary gold set forth in Part III of the aforementioned Agreement and
declares that the portion of the monetary gold accruing to it under the
Agreement is accepted in full satisfaction of all Austrian claims against
Germany for restitution of monetary gold.

3. Austria accepts the arrangements which have been or will be
made by the Allied Governments concerned for the implementation of
the aforesaid.

Authentic tets. Done in London this 4th day of November, 1947, in the English and
French languages, of which both texts are authentic, in a single copy
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Governmentof the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland by whom certified
copies shall be transmitted to the other contracting Governments.

For the Government of the United States of America:

L. W. DOUGLAS.

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland:

ERNEST BEVIN.

For the Government of the French Republic:

R. MASSIGLI.

For the Government of Austria:

H. SCHMID.
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THE Governments of the United States of America, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the French 
Republic, hereinafter referred to as "the Allied Governments con-
cerned," on the one hand, and the Government of Austria, on the 
other, have through the undersigned duly empowered representatives, 
agreed as follows:-

1. The Allied Governments concerned agree that Austria should 
receive a proportional share of the gold distributed pursuant to Part 
III of the Agreement on Reparations from Germany, on the establish-
ment of an Inter-Allied Reparations Agency and on the Restitution of 
Monetary Gold signed at Paris on 14th January, 1946, on the same 
basis as the countries signatory to the said agreement to the extent 
that Austria can establish that a definite amount of monetary gold 
belonging to it was looted by Germany, or, at any time after 12th 
March, 1938, was wrongfully removed into German territory. 

2. Austria adheres to the arrangement for the restitution of mone-
tary gold set forth in Part III of the aforementioned Agreement and 
declares that the portion of the monetary gold accruing to it under the 
Agreement is accepted in full satisfaction of all Austrian claims against 
Germany for restitution of monetary gold. 

3. Austria accepts the arrangements which have been or will be 
made by the Allied Governments concerned for the implementation of 
the aforesaid. 

Done in London this 4th day of November, 1947, in the English and 
French languages, of which both texts are authentic, in a single copy 
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland by whom certified 
copies shall be transmitted to the other contracting Governments. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

L. W. DOUGLAS. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland: 

ERNEST BEVIN. 

For the Government of the French Republic: 

R. MASSIGLI. 

For the Government of Austria: 

H. SCHMID. 
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PROTOCOLE

LES Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Royaume-Uni de
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, et de la R6publique frangaise,
ci-apres denommes "Gouvernements allies int6resses," d'une part, et
le Gouvernement autrichien, d'autre part, sont, par l'entremise de
leurs representants soussignes dfment munis des pouvoirs necessaires,
convenus de ce qui suit:

1. Les Gouvernements allies interesses sont d'accord pour que
l'Autriche recoive une part proportionnelle de l'or a repartir en applica-
tion de la Partie III de 1'Accord concernant les Reparations A recevoir
de l'Allemagne, l'institution d'une Agence interalliee des Reparations
et la Restitution de l'Or mon6taire, sign6 a Paris le 14 janvier 1946,
sur la meme base que les pays signataires dudit accord dans la mesure
oh l'Autriche pourra 6tablir qu'une quantit6 determinee d'or mon6taire
lui appartenant a fait l'objet de spoliations par 1'Allemagne, ou, a une
date quelconque apres le 12 mars 1938, de transferts illegitimes en
territoire allemand.

2. L'Autriche donne son adhesion a l'arrangement concernant la
restitution de l'or mon6taire figurant a la Partie III de l'accord men-
tionn6 ci-dessus et declare que la quantit6 d'or monetaire lui revenailt
en vertu de l'accord est acceptee par elle en reglement complet de
toutes les revendications autrichiennes contre l'Allemagne au titre des
restitutions d'or monetaire.

3. L'Autriche accepte les arrangements qui ont Wt6 ou seront faits
par les Gouvernements allies int6resses pour l'application dudit
arrangement.

Fait a Londres en un seul exemplaire le 4 novembre 1947, en langues
anglaise et frangaise, les deux textes faisant foi. Cet exemplaire sera
conserve dans les archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, qui en remettra des copies
certifiees aux autres parties contractantes.

Pour le Gouvernement des ftats-Unis d'Amerique:

L. W. DOUGLAS.

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et
d'Irlande du Nord:

ERNEST BEVIN.

Pour le Gouvernement de la R6publique francaise'

R. MASSIGLI.

Pour le Gouvernement autrichien:

H. SCHMID.
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restitution de l'or rnonetaire figurant a la Partie III de l'accord men-
tionne ci-dessus et declare que la quantite d'or monetaire lui revenant 
en vertu de l'accord est accept& par elle en reglement complet de 
toutes les revendications autrichiennes contre l'Allemagne au titre des 
restitutions d'or monetaire. 

3. L'Autriche accepte les arrangements qui ont ete ou seront faits 
par les Gouvernements allies interesses pour Papplication dudit 
arrangement. 

Fait a Londres en un soul exemplaire le 4 novembre 1947, en langues 
anglaise et frangaise, les deux textes faisant foi. Cet exemplaire sera 
conserve dans les archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de 
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, qui en remettra des copies 
certifiees aux autres parties contractantes. 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 

L. W. DOUGLAS. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et 
d'Irlande du Nord: 

ERN EST BEVIN. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Republique frangaise• 

R. M ASSIGLI. 

Pour le Gouvernement autrichien: 

H. SCHMID. 
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Certified a true copy.
[SEAL] D. A. BIGBY

LONDON

-7 Nov 1947
Acting Librarian and Keeper of the Papersfor

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
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Certified a true copy. 
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LONDON 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Mexico respecting
Mexican non-agricultural workers; termination of the agreement of
April 29, 1943, and refund of deductions from salaries under the
Railroad Retirement Act. Effected by exchange of notes signed at
Washington November 16, 1946; entered into force November 15, 1946.

The Acting Secretary of State to the Mexican Ambassador

3575

November 15, 1946
[T. I. A. S. 1684]

WASHINGTON, D.C.
November 15, 1946

EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer to the agreement of April 29, 1943,

between the Government of the United States of America and the
Government of the United Mexican States for the recruiting of
Mexican non-agricultural workers to assist in the war effort of the 67Stat.1353.
United States, and to Your Excellency's note No. 9942 of January
2, 1946, ['] and memorandum No. 3148 of June 18, 1946, [1] regarding
deductions from the workers' salaries under the Railroad Retirement
Act. 49 Stat. 967.

45 U. S. C. § 215The emergency situation which demanded the exertion of every =22note.
possible effort to consummate the military defeat of the axis powers agreement.
having come to an end, the services of this group of war workers
which constituted such an important contribution to the success of the
war effort are no longer necessary. Therefore, if it is agreeable to
the Government of the United Mexican States, it is proposed that
the agreement be terminated ninety days from December 1, 1946.
In order to bring this about in accordance with the terms of the
General Provisions of the agreement under reference, the United
States Government hereby gives notification to the Government of
the United Mexican States of its desire to terminate the agreement as
of March 1, 1947.

The Government of the United States wishes again to express to
the Government of Mexico and to these workers its sincere apprecia-
tion of the wholehearted and effective cooperation of your Govern-
ment and of the very great services rendered by the workers.

It is the understanding of the Government of the United States settlement of out-
that any outstanding accounts, other than those in the Railroad
Retirement Fund, due individual workers will continue to be settled
through channels already agreed upon and now in operation.

With regard to the funds deducted from the salaries of these f m ds deducted
from salaries of work-Mexican workers in accordance with the provisions of the Railroad ers.

Retirement Act of the United States, the Government of the United
States is aware that when the agreement of April 29, 1943, was in the 57 Stat. 1353.

[Not printed.]
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process of negotiation, the position of the Mexican representatives
was that the workers' salaries should be exempt from such deductions
because they considered that the accompanying benefits could not
be administered effectively once the workers had departed from the
United States. It was found, however, that because of the terms of
the Railroad Retirement Act it was impossible to provide in the
agreement for such an exemption without delaying indefinitely the
entire program.

The Government of the United States recognizes that the return
of these workers to their native country has made difficult the admin-
istration of the rights and benefits which the Railroad Retirement
Act established in their favor. The Department is, therefore, disposed
to agree with Your Excellency that the funds deducted from the
salaries of these Mexican workers should be returned to them.

Your Excellency will readily understand, however, that because
of limitations of its constitutional procedure the Department of State
cannot make, in the absence of enabling legislation, a definite commit-
ment that this refund will be made. Nevertheless, the Department
does recognize the desirability of making the refund and of settling
this question as soon as possible, and will endeavor to obtain from
the next Congress the authorization and appropriation necessary to
pay to the Government of the United Mexican States a lump sum
equal to the total of all Railroad Retirement Board deductions from
the wages of these workers, less the deductions from any workers
whose benefits have been previously and duly liquidated. If the
necessary legislation is obtained steps will be taken to effect the refund.

It is understood that if the appropriate administrative authorities
of the United States be authorized to make the refund in the manner
set forth above, the Mexican Government, upon receipt of the lump
sum, will undertake to make the individual payments to each of the
Mexican workers concerned and will assume the responsibility for the
distribution. In order to make it possible for the Mexican Govern-
ment to effect the distribution, the Government of the United States
would furnish Your Excellency's Government a list of the individual
workers concerned and of the amounts contributed by each one of
them to the Railroad Retirement Fund.

It is further understood that the payment of the lump sum to the
Mexican Government would be on the condition: (1) that the indi-
viduals involved would be barred forever from all rights and benefits
which they acquired as a result of the deductions made under the
Railroad Retirement Act; (2) that the Mexican Government would be
precluded from presenting any claim on its own behalf or on behalf
of such individuals, either for recovery of their contributions to the
Retirement Fund or on the basis of the rights or benefits under the
retirement law; (3) that the Mexican Government will indemnify the
Government of the United States on account of any claims or judg-
ments which may be made or obtained by the individual workers for
a refund of their contributions to the Railroad Retirement Fund, and
(4) in the event any individual Mexican workman should return to
the United States and be re-employed by an American railroad the
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Mexican Government will reimburse the Railroad Retirement Fund
in the amount of the workman's prior contributions to the fund, plus
necessary interest, provided, of course, that the individual worker in
question has not cancelled his claim by accepting a refund of the
contributions which he made under his previous employment in
accordance with the agreement of April 29, 1943. 67 

Btat. 13
63

.

If the foregoing suggestions are acceptable to the Mexican Govern-
ment, it would be appreciated if Your Excellency would so inform
the Department.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest con-
sideration.

For the Acting Secretary of State:
SPRUILLE BRADEN

His Excellency
Senor Dr. Don ANTONIO ESPINOSA DE LOS MONTEROS,

Ambassador of Mexico.

The Mexican Ambassador to the Secretary of State

EMBAJADA DE MEXICO

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
15 de noviembre de 1946.

SENOR SECRETARIO:
Tengo la honra de acusar recibo de la atenta nota de Vuestra

Excelencia, fechada hoy 15 de noviembre de 1946, relativa al arreglo
consignado en el cambio de notas de 29 de abril de 1943.

El Gobierno de M6xico esta de acuerdo con la sugesti6n de que
se de por terminado el citado arreglo el primero de marzo de 1947.

Cumplidamente agradezco a Vuestra Excelencia sus expresiones de
agradecimiento por la magnffica cooperaci6n que prestaron al esfuerzo
b6lico de nuestras dos Repfblicas los trabajadores mexicanos que se
trasladaron a los Estados Unidos de acuerdo con los t6rminos del
arreglo de 29 de abril de 1943.

En cuanto a las cantidades que adn se deben a los trabajadores
individuales, excepci6n hecha de las relativas al fondo del Railroad
Retirement, tambidn el Gobierno de M6xico tiene entendido que
seguiran siendo liquidadas por los medios que al efecto han sido
establecidos.

Con respecto de los descuentos que se hicieron de los salarios de
los trabajadores en cumplimiento de la Ley del Railroad Retirement,
la nota de Vuestra Excelencia que por la presente contesto dice
textualmente lo siguiente:

"Con relaci6n a los fondos descontados de los salarios de estos
trabajadores mexicanos, de acuerdo con lo estipalado en el Railroad
Retirement Act de los Estados Unidos, el Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos esta en antecedentes de que, cuando el arreglo de 29 de
abril de 1943 estaba siendo negociado, el punto de vista de los
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representantes mexicanos fue el de que los salarios de los trabaja-
dores deberfan quedar exentos de semejantes descuentos porque
consideraron que los beneficios resultantes no podrian ser admin-
istrados, en forma efectiva, cuando los trabajadores abandonaran
los Estados Unidos. Se lleg6 a la conclusi6n, sin embargo, de que,
por raz6n del Railroad Retirement Act, era imposible conceder tal
exenci6n en el arreglo sin demorar indefinidamente todo el programa.

"El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos reconoce que el regreso de
estos trabajadores a su pais de origen dificulta la administraci6n
de los derechos y beneficios que el Railroad Retirement Act estableci6
en su favor. El Departamento, por lo tanto, estA dispuesto a con-
venir con Vuestra Excelencia en que los fondos descontados de los
salarios de estos trabajadores mexicanos deben series devueltos.

"No obstante lo anterior, Vuestra Excelencia facilmente com-
prendera que el Departamento de Estado, por raz6n de las limi-
taciones que fijan los procedimientos de su Constituci6n, no puede
contraer, sin la legislaci6n que lo permita, un compromiso defini-
tivo de que esta devoluci6n se llevarA a cabo. Sin embargo, el
Departamento sf reconoce que es deseable hacer la devoluci6n y
arreglar este asunto tan pronto como sea posible, y se esforzarA
por obtener de la siguiente Legislatura la autorizaci6n y la partida
presupuestal necesarias para pagar al Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos Mexicanos una cantidad global igual al total de todos los
descuentos hechos por el Railroad Retirement Board a los salarios
de estos trabajadores, menos el monto de los descuentos a aquellos
trabajadores cuyos beneficios hayan sido previa y debidamente
cubiertos. Si llegare a obtenerse la legislaci6n requerida se daran
pasos para efectuar la devoluci6n.

"Se tiene entendido que si las autoridades administrativas
competentes fueren autorizadas a hacer la devoluci6n de la manera
arriba mencionada, el Gobierno mexicano, al recibir la cantidad
global, se encargara de hacer los pagos individuales a cada uno de
los trabajadores mexicanos interesados y asumira la responsabilidad
de la distribuci6n. Con el fin de que el Gobierno mexicano pueda
efectuar la distribuci6n, el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos facili-
taria al Gobierno de Vuestra Excelencia una lista de los trabaja-
dores individuales interesados y de las cantidades contribuidas por
cada uno de ellos al fondo del Railroad Retirement.

"Se tiene entendido, ademas, que el pago de la cantidad global
al Gobierno de Mexico se haria con la condici6n de que: (1) los
interesados para siempre quedarian imposibilitados para gozar de
los derechos y beneficios que adquirieron como resultado de los
descuentos hechos segdn el Railroad Retirement Act; (2) el Go-
bierno de M6xico quedaria imposibilitado para presentar cualquiera
reclamaci6n en su propio favor o en el de tales interesados, ya fuera
por pago de sus contribuciones al fondo de Railroad Retirement Act
o basada en los derechos o beneficios otorgados por la Ley de
Railroad Retirement; (3) el Gobierno de M6xico indemnizara al
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos por cualesquiera reclamaciones o
sentencias que pudiesen ser presentadas u obtenidas en favor de
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los trabajadores individuales para la devoluci6n de sus contribu-
ciones al fondo de Railroad Retirement; y (4) en el caso de que cual-
quier trabajador mexicano regresara a los Estados Unidos y volviera
a ser empleado por un ferrocarril norteamericano, el Gobierno de
Mexico reembolsaria al fondo de Railroad Retirement una cantidad
equivalente a las contribuciones anteriores de ese trabajador al
fondo m6s los intereses necesarios, quedando entendido, por su-
puesto, que en tal caso el trabajador individual no hubiera can-
celado su reclamaci6n mediante la aceptaci6n del reintegro de las
contribuciones que haya hecho durante su anterior empleo y de
acuerdo con el arreglo de 29 de abril de 1943".

En cumplimiento de instrucciones de mi Gobierno, acepto las
sugestiones contenidas en los parrafos de la nota de Vuestra Excelen-
cia que acabo de transcribir.

Aprovecho la oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Excelencia el
testimonio de mi mas alta y distinguida consideraci6n.

A E DE LOS MONTEROS

Embajador.
Excelentfsimo Sefior JAMES F. BYRNES,

Secretario de Estado,
Washington, D. C.

Translation

EMBASSY OF MEXICO

WASHINGTON, D. C.

November 15, 1946.
MR. SECRETARY:

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's
courteous note of this date, November 15, 1946, relative to the agree- Ant,, '. 3575.

ment set forth in the exchange of notes of April 29, 1943. 57 Stat. 1353.

The Government of Mexico is in accord with the suggestion that
the aforementioned agreement be considered terminated on March
1, 1947.

I thank Your Excellency most sincerely for your expressions of
gratitude for the magnificent cooperation given to the war effort of
our two Republics by those Mexican workers who went to the United
States in accordance with the terms of the agreement of April 29, 1943.

With regard to the amounts which are still owed to the individual
workers, with the exception of those coming under the Railroad Re-
tirement Act, it is also the understanding of the Government of Mexico
that they shall continue to be settled through the channels which
have been established for that purpose.

With reference to the deductions from the workers' salaries under
the Railroad Retirement Act, Your Excellency's note, to which I am
replying by means of the present communication, states literally the
following:

"With regard to the funds deducted from the salaries of these
Mexican workers in accordance with the provisions of the Railroad
Retirement Act of the United States, the Government of the United
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ment set forth in the exchange of notes of April 29, 1943. 
The Government of Mexico is in accord with the suggestion that 

the aforementioned agreement be considered terminated on March 
1, 1947. 
I thank Your Excellency most sincerely for your expressions of 

gratitude for the magnificent cooperation given to the war effort of 
our two Republics by those Mexican workers who went to the United 
States in accordance with the terms of the agreement of April 29, 1943. 
With regard to the amounts which are still owed to the individual 

workers, with the exception of those coming under the Railroad Re-
tirement Act, it is also the understanding of the Government of Mexico 
that they shall continue to be settled through the channels which 
have been established for that purpose. 
With reference to the deductions from the workers' salaries under 

the Railroad Retirement Act, Your Excellency's note, to which I am 
replying by means of the present communication, states literally the 
following: 

"With regard to the funds deducted from the salaries of these 
Mexican workers in accordance with the provisions of the Railroad 
Retirement Act of the United States, the Government of the United 

Ante, p. 3575. 

57 Stat. 1353. 
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57 Stat. 1363. States is aware that when the agreement of April 29, 1943, was in the
process of negotiation, the position of the Mexican representatives
was that the workers' salaries should be exempt from such deductions
because they considered that the accompanying benefits could not be
administered effectively once the workers had departed from the
United States. It was found, however, that because of the terms of
the Railroad Retirement Act it was impossible to provide in the agree-
ment for such an exemption without delaying indefinitely the entire
program.

"The Government of the United States recognizes that the return
of these workers to their native country has made difficult the ad-
ministration of the rights and benefits which the Railroad Retirement
Act established in their favor. The Department, is, therefore, dis-
posed to agree with Your Excellency that the funds deducted from
the salaries of these Mexican workers should be returned to them.

"Your Excellency will readily understand, however, that because
of limitations of its constitutional procedure the Department of State
cannot make, in the absence of enabling legislation, a definite com-
mitment that this refund will be made. Nevertheless, the Depart-
ment does recognize the desirability of making the refund and of
settling this question as soon as possible, and will endeavor to obtain
from the next Congress the authorization and appropriation neces-
sary to pay to the Government of the United Mexican States a lump
sum equal to the total of all Railroad Retirement Board deductions
from the wages of these workers, less the deductions from any workers
whose benefits have been previously and duly liquidated. If the
necessary legislation is obtained steps will be taken to effect the
refund.

"It is understood that if the appropriate administrative authorities
be authorized to make the refund in the manner set forth above, the
Mexican Government, upon receipt of the lump sum, will undertake
to make the individual payments to each of the Mexican workers
concerned and will assume the responsibility for the distribution. In
order to make it possible for the Mexican Government to effect the
distribution, the Government of the United States would furnish
Your Excellency's Government a list of the individual workers con-
cerned and of the amounts contributed by each one of them to the
Railroad Retirement Fund.

"It is further understood that the payment of the lump sum to the
Mexican Government would be on the condition: (1) that the in-
dividuals involved would be barred forever from all rights and benefits
which they acquired as a result of the deductions made under the
Railroad Retirement Act; (2) that the Mexican Government would be
precluded from presenting any claim on its own behalf or on behalf
of such individuals, either for recovery of their contributions to the
Railroad Retirement Fund or on the basis of the rights or benefits
under the Railroad Retirement Law; (3) that the Mexican Govern-
ment will indemnify the Government of the United States on account
of any claims or judgments which may be made or obtained by the
individual workers for a refund of their contributions to the Railroad
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57 Stat. 1553. States is aware that when the agreement of April 29, 1943, was in the 
process of negotiation, the position of the Mexican representatives 
was that the workers' salaries should be exempt from such deductions 
because they considered that the accompanying benefits could not be 
administered effectively once the workers had departed from the 
United States. It was found, however, that because of the terms of 
the Railroad Retirement Act it was impossible to provide in the agree-
ment for such an exemption without delaying indefinitely the entire 
program. 
"The Government of the United States recognizes that the return 

of these workers to their native country has made difficult the ad-
ministration of the rights and benefits which the Railroad Retirement 
Act established in their favor. The Department, is, therefore, dis-
posed to agree with Your Excellency that the funds deducted from 
the salaries of these Mexican workers should be returned to them. 
"Your Excellency will readily understand, however, that because 

of limitations of its constitutional procedure the Department of State 
cannot make, in the absence of enabling legislation, a definite com-
mitment that this refund will be made. Nevertheless, the Depart-
ment does recognize the desirability of making the refund and of 
settling this question as soon as possible, and will endeavor to obtain 
from the next Congress the authorization and appropriation neces-
sary to pay to the Government of the United Mexican States a lump 
sum equal to the total of all Railroad Retirement Board deductions 
from the wages of these workers, less the deductions from any workers 
whose benefits have been previously and duly liquidated. If the 
necessary legislation is obtained steps will be taken to effect the 
refund. 

"It is understood that if the appropriate administrative authorities 
be authorized to make the refund in the manner set forth above, the 
Mexican Government, upon receipt of the lump sum, will undertake 
to make the individual payments to each of the Mexican workers 
concerned and will assume the responsibility for the distribution. In 
order to make it possible for the Mexican Government to effect the 
distribution, the Government of the United States would furnish 
Your Excellency's Government a list of the individual workers con-
cerned and of the amounts contributed by each one of them to the 
Railroad Retirement Fund. 

"It is further understood that the payment of the lump sum to the 
Mexican Government would be on the condition: (1) that the in-
dividuals involved would be barred forever from all rights and benefits 
which they acquired as a result of the deductions made under the 
Railroad Retirement Act; (2) that the Mexican Government would be 
precluded from presenting any claim on its own behalf or on behalf 
of such individuals, either for recovery of their contributions to the 
Railroad Retirement Fund or on the basis of the rights or benefits 
under the Railroad Retirement Law; (3) that the Mexican Govern-
ment will indemnify the Government of the United States on account 
of any claims or judgments which may be made or obtained by the 
individual workers for a refund of their contributions to the Railroad 
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Retirement Fund; and (4) in the event any individual Mexican work-
man should return to the United States and be re-employed by a
North American railroad the Mexican Government will reimburse
the Railroad Retirement Fund in the amount of the workman's prior
contributions to the fund, plus necessary interest, provided, of course,
that the individual worker in question has not cancelled his claim by
accepting a refund of the contributions which he made under his
previous employment in accordance with the agreement of April
29, 1943." 67Stat. 353.

In compliance with instructions from my Government, I accept
the suggestions contained in those paragraphs of Your Excellency's
note which I have just transcribed.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
expression of my highest and most distinguished consideration.

A E DE LOS MONTEROS
Ambassador.

His Excellency
JAMES F. BYRNES,

Secretary of State,
Washington, D. C.

95347°-50--PT. iv- 16
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Retirement Fund; and (4) in the event any individual Mexican work-
man should return to the United States and be re-employed by a 
North American railroad the Mexican Government will reimburse 
the Railroad Retirement Fund in the amount of the workman's prior 
contributions to the fund, plus necessary interest, provided, of course, 
that the individual worker in question has not cancelled his claim by 
accepting a refund of the contributions which he made under his 
previous employment in accordance with the agreement of April 
29, 1943." 

In compliance with instructions from my Government, I accept 
the suggestions contained in those paragraphs of Your Excellency's 
note which I have just transcribed. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

expression of my highest and most distinguished consideration. 

A E DE LOS M ONTEROS 
Ambassador. 

His Excellency 
JAMES F. BYRNES, 

Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C. 

67 Stat. 1353. 
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November 10, 1947, Agreement between the United States of America and China respecting a
[T. L A. 8. 1687 United States Educational Foundation in China. Signed at Nanking

November 10, 1947; entered into force November 10, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA

AND

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

FOR THE USE OF FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE

IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 6 b. (1)

OF THE SURPLUS WAR PROPERTY

SALES AGREEMENT

OF AUGUST 30, 1946.
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The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of China,

Desiring to promote further mutual understanding between the
peoples of the United States of America and the Republic of China
by a wider exchange of knowledge and professional talents through
educational contacts,

Considering that Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus
Property Act of 1944, as amended (Public Law No. 584, 79th Congress;
60 Stat. 754), provides that the Secretary of State of the United States
of America may enter into an agreement with any foreign government
for the use of currencies or credits for currencies of such foreign
government acquired as a result of surplus property disposals for
certain educational activities, and

Considering that under the provisions of the agreement between the
Government of the United States of America and the Government of
the Republic of China for the sale of certain surplus war property,
signed at Shanghai on August 30, 1946, [1] it is provided that the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of China shall make available to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America the equivalent of $20,000,000
(United States currency) for research, instruction, and other education-
al activities under the terms of Section 32 (b) of the Surplus Property
Act of 1944, as amended,

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

There shall be established in the capital city of China a foundation
to be known as the United States Educational Foundation in China
(hereinafter designated "the Foundation"), which shall be recognized
by the Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of China as an organization created and estab-
lished to facilitate the administration of the educational program to be
financed by funds made available by the Government of the Republic
of China in accordance with Article 6 b. (1) of the agreement for the
sale of certain surplus war property signed at Shanghai on August 30,
1946. ['] Except as provided in Article 3 hereof the Foundation shall
be exempt from the domestic and local laws of the United States of
America as they relate to the use and expenditure of currencies and
credits for currencies for the purposes set forth in the present agree-
ment.

The funds made available by the Government of the Republic of
China shall be used by the Foundation for the purpose, as set forth in
Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Property Act of 1944, as
amended, of

(1) financing studies, research, instruction, and other educational
activities of or for citizens of the United States of America in
schools and institutions of higher learning located in China,
or of the citizens of China in United States schools and institu-
tions of higher learning located outside the continental United

[Not printed.]
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The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of China, 

Desiring to promote further mutual understanding between the 
peoples of the United States of America and the Republic of China 
by a wider exchange of knowledge and professional talents through 
educational contacts, 

Considering that Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus 
Property Act of 1944, as amended (Public Law No. 584, 79th Congress; 
60 Stat. 754), provides that the Secretary of State of the United States 
of America may enter into an agreement with any foreign government 
for the use of currencies or credits for currencies of such foreign 
government acquired as a result of surplus property disposals for 
certain educational activities, and 

Considering that under the provisions of the agreement between the 
Government of the United States of America and the Government of 
the Republic of China for the sale of certain surplus war property, 
signed at Shanghai on August 30, 1946, [1] it is provided that the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of China shall make available to the Govern-
ment of the United States of America the equivalent of $20,000,000 
(United States currency) for research, instruction, and other education-
al activities under the terms of Section 32 (b) of the Surplus Property 
Act of 1944, as amended, 
Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1 

There shall be established in the capital city of China a foundation 
to be known as the United States Educational Foundation in China 
(hereinafter designated "the Foundation"), which shall be recognized 
by the Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of China as an organization created and estab-
lished to facilitate the administration of the educational program to be 
financed by funds made available by the Government of the Republic 
of China in accordance with Article 6 b. (1) of the agreement for the 
sale of certain surplus war property signed at Shanghai on August 30, 
1946. ['] Except as provided in Article 3 hereof the Foundation shall 
be exempt from the domestic and local laws of the United States of 
America as they relate to the use and expenditure of currencies and 
credits for currencies for the purposes set forth in the present agree-
ment. 
The funds made available by the Government of the Republic of 

China shall be used by the Foundation for the purpose, as set forth in 
Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Property Act of 1944, as 
amended, of 

(1) financing studies, research, instruction, and other educational 
activities of or for citizens of the United States of America in 
schools and institutions of higher learning located in China, 
or of the citizens of China in United States schools and institu-
tions of higher learning located outside the continental United 

50 U. S. C. app. 
§ 1641 (b). 
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States, Hawaii, Alaska (including the Aleutian Islands), Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands, including payment for transporta-
tion, tuition, maintenance, and other expenses incident to
scholastic activities; or

(2) furnishing transportation for citizens of China who desire to
attend United States schools and institutions of higher learning
in the continental United States, Hawaii, Alaska (including the
Aleutian Islands), Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands and
whose attendance will not deprive citizens of the United States
of America of an opportunity to attend such schools and
institutions.

Article 2

In furtherance of the aforementioned purposes, the Foundation
may, subject to the provisions of Article 10 of the present agreement,
exercise all powers necessary to the carrying out of the purposes of
this agreement including the following:

(1) Receive funds.
(2) Open and operate bank accounts in the name of the Foundation

in a depository or depositories to be designated by the Secretary
of State of the United States of America.

(3) Disburse funds and make grants and advances of funds for the
authorized purposes of the Foundation.

(4) Acquire, hold, and dispose of property in the name of the
Foundation as the Board of Directors of the Foundation may
consider necessary or desirable, provided however that the
acquisition of any real property shall be subject to the prior
approval of the Secretary of State of the United States of
America and also to such conditions and requirements as are or
may be prescribed by laws and regulations enforced in the
territory where the property is situated.

(5) Plan, adopt, and carry out programs, in accordance with the
purposes of Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Property
Act of 1944, as amended, and the purposes of this agreement.

(6) Recommend to the Board of Foreign Scholarships provided for
in the United States Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended,
students, professors, research scholars, resident in China, and
institutions of China qualified to participate in the program in
accordance with the aforesaid Act.

(7) Recommend to the aforesaid Board of Foreign Scholarships
such qualifications for the selection of participants in the
programs as it may deem necessary for achieving the purpose
and objectives of the Foundation.

(8) Provide for periodic audits of the accounts of the Foundation
as directed by auditors selected by the Secretary of State of
the United States of America.

(9) Engage administrative and clerical staff and fix and pay the
salaries and wages thereof.
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States, Hawaii, Alaska (including the Aleutian Islands), Puerto 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands, including payment for transporta-
tion, tuition, maintenance, and other expenses incident to 
scholastic activities; or 

(2) furnishing transportation for citizens of China who desire to 
attend United States schools and institutions of higher learning 
in the continental United States, Hawaii, Alaska (including the 
Aleutian Islands), Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands and 
whose attendance will not deprive citizens of the United States 
of America of an opportunity to attend such schools and 
institutions. 

Article 2 

In furtherance of the aforementioned purposes, the Foundation 
may, subject to the provisions of Article 10 of the present agreement, 
exercise all powers necessary to the carrying out of the purposes of 
this agreement including the following: 

(1) Receive funds. 

(2) Open and operate bank accounts in the name of the Foundation 
in a depository or depositories to be designated by the Secretary 
of State of the United States of America. 

(3) Disburse funds and make grants and advances of funds for the 
authorized purposes of the Foundation. 

(4) Acquire, hold, and dispose of property in the name of the 
Foundation as the Board of Directors of the Foundation may 
consider necessary or desirable, provided however that the 
acquisition of any real property shall be subject to the prior 
approval of the Secretary of State of the United States of 
America and also to such conditions and requirements as are or 
may be prescribed by laws and regulations enforced in the 
territory where the property is situated. 

(5) Plan, adopt, and carry out programs, in accordance with the 
purposes of Section 32 (b) of the United States Surplus Property 
Act of 1944, as amended, and the purposes of this agreement. 

(6) Recommend to the Board of Foreign Scholarships provided for 
in the United States Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, 
students, professors, research scholars, resident in China, and 
institutions of China qualified to participate in the program in 
accordance with the aforesaid Act. 

(7) Recommend to the aforesaid Board of Foreign Scholarships 
such qualifications for the selection of participants in the 
programs as it may deem necessary for achieving the purpose 
and objectives of the Foundation. 

(8) Provide for periodic audits of the accounts of the Foundation 
as directed by auditors selected by the Secretary of State of 
the United States of America. 

(9) Engage administrative and clerical staff and fix and pay the 
salaries and wages thereof. 
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Article 3

All expenditures by the Foundation shall be made pursuant to an
annual budget to be approved by the Secretary of State of the United
States of America pursuant to such regulations as he may prescribe.

Article 4

The Foundation shall plan its annual programs in such a way that
full use shall as far as possible be made of the funds made available
to the Foundation for each year. The Foundation shall not enter
into any commitments or create any obligation which shall bind the
Foundation in excess of the funds to be received during any given
calendar year.

Article 5

The management and direction of the affairs of the Foundation
shall be vested in a Board of Directors (hereinafter designated the
"Board") consisting of five Directors.

The Principal Officer in Charge of the Diplomatic Mission of the
United States of America to the Republic of China (hereinafter
designated "Chief of Mission") shall be Chairman of the Board.
He shall have the power of appointment and removal of members of
the Board at his discretion. The four other members of the Board
shall be as follows:

(a) two members of the Embassy Staff, one of whom shall serve
as treasurer; and (b) two citizens of the United States of Amer-
ica, one representative of American business interests in China and
one representative of American educational interests in China.

The two members specified in (b) of the last preceding paragraph
shall be resident in China and shall serve from the time of their
appointment until the succeeding December 31 next following such
appointment. They shall be eligible for reappointment. All the
four members shall be designated by the Chief of Mission. Vacancies
by reason of resignations, transfers of residence outside of China,
expiration of term of service, or otherwise shall be filled in accordance
with this procedure.

The Chinese Government shall appoint a number of Advisers to
the Board not to exceed five, who may attend all the meetings of the
Board and participate in its discussions. The Advisers shall have
no vote but their opinion shall be given due consideration by the
Board at all its deliberations.

The Directors and Advisers shall serve without compensation, but
the Foundation is authorized to pay the necessary expenses of the
Directors and Advisers in attending meetings of the Board.

Article 6

The Board shall adopt such by-laws and appoint such committees
as it shall deem necessary for the conduct of the affairs of the
Foundation.
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Article 8 

All expenditures by the Foundation shall be made pursuant to an 
annual budget to be approved by the Secretary of State of the United 
States of America pursuant to such regulations as he may prescribe. 

Article 4 

The Foundation shall plan its annual programs in such a way that 
full use shall as far as possible be made of the funds made available 
to the Foundation for each year. The Foundation shall not enter 
into any commitments or create any obligation which shall bind the 
Foundation in excess of the funds to be received during any given 
calendar year. 

Article 5 

The management and direction of the affairs of the Foundation 
shall be vested in a Board of Directors (hereinafter designated the 
"Board") consisting of five Directors. 
The Principal Officer in Charge of the Diplomatic Mission of the 

United States of America to the Republic of China (hereinafter 
designated "Chief of Mission") shall be Chairman of the Board. 
He shall have the power of appointment and removal of members of 
the Board at his discretion. The four other members of the Board 
shall be as follows: 

(a) two members of the Embassy Staff, one of whom shall serve 
as treasurer; and (b) two citizens of the United States of Amer-
ica, one representative of American business interests in China and 
one representative of American educational interests in China. 

The two members specified in (b) of the last preceding paragraph 
shall be resident in China and shall serve from the time of their 
appointment until the succeeding December 31 next following such 
appointment. They shall be eligible for reappointment. All the 
four members shall be designated by the Chief of Mission. Vacancies 
by reason of resignations, transfers of residence outside of China, 
expiration of term of service, or otherwise shall be filled in accordance 
with this procedure. 

The Chinese Government shall appoint a number of Advisers to 
the Board not to exceed five, who may attend all the meetings of the 
Board and participate in its discussions. The Advisers shall have 
no vote but their opinion shall be given due consideration by the 
Board at all its deliberations. 
The Directors and Advisers shall serve without compensation, but 

the Foundation is authorized to pay the necessary expenses of the 
Directors and Advisers in attending meetings of the Board. 

Article 6 

The Board shall adopt such by-laws and appoint such committees 
as it shall deem necessary for the conduct of the affairs of the 
Foundation. 
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Article 7

Reports as directed by the Secretary of State of the United States
of America shall be made annually on the activities of the Founda-
tion to the Secretary of State of the United States of America and
the Government of the Republic of China.

Article 8

The principal office of the Foundation shall be in the capital city
of China, but meetings of the Board and any of its committees may
be held in such other places as the Board may from time to time
determine, and the activities of any of the Foundation's officers or
staff may be carried on at such places as may be approved by the
Board.

Article 9

The Board may appoint an Executive Officer and determine his
salary and term of service, provided, however, that in the event it is
found to be impracticable for the Board to secure an appointee
acceptable to the Chairman, the Government of the United States
of America may provide an Executive Officer and such assistants as
may be deemed necessary to ensure the effective operation of the
program. The Executive Officer shall be responsible for the direc-
tion and supervision of the Board's programs and activities in accord-
ance with the Board's resolutions and directives. In his absence or
disability, the Board may appoint a substitute for such time as it
deems necessary or desirable.

Article 10

The decisions of the Board in all matters may, in the discretion of
the Secretary of State of the United States of America, be subject to
his review.

Article 11

The Government of the Republic of China shall, within 30 days of
the date of the signature of the present agreement, deposit with the
Treasurer of the United States of America an amount of Chinese
national currency equivalent to $250,000 (United States currency).
Thereafter commencing with January 1, 1948, the Government of
the Republic of China shall during each calendar year, deposit with
the Treasurer of the United States of America, upon demand of the
United States Government, amounts of Chinese national currency not
to exceed the equivalent of one million dollars (United States currency)
and in aggregate totalling the equivalent of $20,000,000 (United
States currency). The first deposit of Chinese national currency
equivalent to $250,000 (United States currency) shall be considered
as part of the deposit for the calendar year 1948. The rate of exchange
between currency of the Government of the Republic of China and
United States currency to be used in determining the amount of cur-
rency of the Government of the Republic of China to be deposited
from time to time hereafter, shall be at the par value between Chinese
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Article 7 

Reports as directed by the Secretary of State of the United States 
of America shall be made annually on the activities of the Founda-
tion to the Secretary of State of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of China. 

Article 8 

The principal office of the Foundation shall be in the capital city 
of China, but meetings of the Board and any of its committees may 
be held in such other places as the Board may from time to time 
determine, and the activities of any of the Foundation's officers or 
staff may be carried on at such places as may be approved by the 
Board. 

Article 9 

The Board may appoint an Executive Officer and determine his 
salary and term of service, provided, however, that in the event it is 
found to be impracticable for the Board to secure an appointee 
acceptable to the Chairman, the Government of the United States 
of America may provide an Executive Officer and such assistants as 
may be deemed necessary to ensure the effective operation of the 
program. The Executive Officer shall be responsible for the direc-
tion and supervision of the Board's programs and activities in accord-
ance with the Board's resolutions and directives. In his absence or 
disability, the Board may appoint a substitute for such time as it 
deems necessary or desirable. 

Article 10 

The decisions of the Board in all matters may, in the discretion of 
the Secretary of State of the United States of America, be subject to 
his review. 

Article I I 

The Government of the Republic of China shall, within 30 days of 
the date of the signature of the present agreement, deposit with the 
Treasurer of the United States of America an amount of Chinese 
national currency equivalent to $250,000 (United States currency). 
Thereafter commencing with January 1, 1948, the Government of 
the Republic of China shall during each calendar year, deposit with 
the Treasurer of the United States of America, upon demand of the 
United States Government, amounts of Chinese national currency not 
to exceed the equivalent of one million dollars (United States currency) 
and in aggregate totalling the equivalent of $20,000,000 (United 
States currency). The first deposit of Chinese national currency 
equivalent to $250,000 (United States currency) shall be considered 
as part of the deposit for the calendar year 1948. The rate of exchange 
between currency of the Government of the Republic of China and 
United States currency to be used in determining the amount of cur-
rency of the Government of the Republic of China to be deposited 
from time to time hereafter, shall be at the par value between Chinese 
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dollars and United States dollars established in conformity with pro-
cedures of the International Monetary Fund or in the absence of such
a par value the rate shall be the open market rate as established by
the Central Bank of China. Should this latter rate for any reason
appear to be inequitable or be abolished, the rate can be the subject of
discussion between the Governments of the United States of America
and of the Republic of China.

The Secretary of State of the United States of America will make
available to the Foundation Chinese national currency in such
amounts as may be required by the Foundation, but in no event in
excess of the budgetary limitation established pursuant to Article 3
of the present agreement.

Article 12
Wherever, in the present agreement, the term "Secretary of State of

the United States of America" is used, it shall be understood to mean
the Secretary of State of the United States of America or any officer or
employee of the Government of the United States of America desig-
nated by him to act in his behalf.

Article 13
The present agreement may be amended by the exchange of diplo-

matic notes between the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the Republic of China.

Article 14
The present agreement shall come into force upon the date of

signature.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized
thereto by their respective Governments, have signed the present
agreement.

DONE at Nanking, in duplicate, in the English and Chinese lan-
guages, this tenth day of November, 1947, corresponding to the tenth
day of the eleventh month of the thirty-sixth year of the Republic
of China.

tor Mte ernment of the[']
rUited States of Amerloa

J " 4 5a-;* jr 2]
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Ante, p. 3585.

"Secretary of State
of the United States of
America."

Amendment of
agreement.

Entry into force.

For the Government of the
Republio of Ohina

' [J. Leighton Stuart]
' [Wang Shih-chieh]
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Agreement between the United States of America and Sweden re- December 16, 1947
specting the exchange of official publications. Effected by exchange I

T . A S. 1688]
of notes signed at Stockholm December 16, 1947; entered into force
December 16, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs

EMBASSY OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
No. 15 Stockholm, December 16, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have taken
place between representatives of the Government of the United States
of America and representatives of the Government of Sweden in re-
gard to the exchange of official publications, and to inform Your Ex-
cellency that the Government of the United States of America agrees
that there shall be an exchange of official publications between the two
Governments in accordance with the following provisions:

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy
of each of its official publications which are indicated in a selected
list prepared by the other Government and communicated through
diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present
agreement. The list of publications selected by each Government
may be revised from time to time and may be extended, without the
necessity of subsequent negotiations, to include any other official
publication of the other Government not specified in the list, or
publications of new offices which the other Government may es-
tablish in the future.

2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the Government of the United States of America shall be the
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
mission of publications of the Government of Sweden shall be the
Royal Swedish Library.

3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United
States of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the
Kingdom of Sweden by the Royal Swedish Library.

4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a
public character, or confidential publications.

5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own
publications to a port or other appropriate place reasonably con-
venient to the exchange office of the other Government.
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The American Ambassador to the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 15 Stocicholm, December 16, 1947 
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Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
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Royal Swedish Library. 
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4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two 
Governments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a 
public character, or confidential publications. 

5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including 
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December 16, 1947  
[T. I. A. S. 168.8] 
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6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modifica-
tion of any existing exchange agreement between a department or
agency of one of the Governments and a department or agency of
the other Government.

Upon the receipt of a note from Your Excellency indicating that the
foregoing provisions are acceptable to the Government of Sweden, the
Government of the United States of America will consider that this
note and your reply constitute an agreement between the two Govern-
ments on this subject, the agreement to enter into force on the date of
your note in reply.

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my highest consider-
ation.

H. FREEMAN MATTHEWS
His Excellency

OSTEN UNDE6N,

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Stockholm.

The Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador

ROYAL SWEDISH
MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

STOCKHOLM, December 16,1947.
SIB,

With reference to your note of December 16, 1947, and to the con-
versations between representatives of the Government of the United
States of America in regard to the exchange of official publications,
I have the honor to inform you that the Government of Sweden
agrees that there shall be an exchange of official publications between
the two Governments in accordance with the following provisions:

1. Each of the two Governments shall furnish regularly a copy
of each of its official publications which are indicated in a selected
list prepared by the other Government and communicated through
diplomatic channels subsequent to the conclusion of the present agree-
ment. The list of publications selected by each Government may be
revised from time to time and may be extended, without the necessity
of subsequent negotiations, to include any other official publication
of the other Government not specified in the list, or publications of
new offices which the other Government may establish in the future.

2. The official exchange office for the transmission of publications
of the Government of the United States of America shall be the
Smithsonian Institution. The official exchange office for the trans-
mission of publications of the Government of Sweden shall be the
Royal Swedish Library.

3. The publications shall be received on behalf of the United
States of America by the Library of Congress and on behalf of the
Kingdom of Sweden by the Royal Swedish Library.
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4. The present agreement does not obligate either of the two Gov-
ernments to furnish blank forms, circulars which are not of a public
character, or confidential publications.

5. Each of the two Governments shall bear all charges, including
postal, rail and shipping costs, arising under the present agreement
in connection with the transportation within its own country of the
publications of both Governments and the shipment of its own publi-
cations to a port or other appropriate place reasonably convenient
to the exchange office of the other Government.

6. The present agreement shall not be considered as a modification
of any existing exchange agreement between a department or agency
of one of the Governments and a department or agency of the other
Government.

The Government of Sweden considers that your note and this reply
constitute an agreement between the two Governments on this sub-
ject, the agreement to enter into force on the date of this note.

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurance of my highest consideration.

OSTEN UNDEN

M. H. FREEMAN MATrrEWS,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America
etc. etc. etc.
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December 17,1947
CT. I. A. 8. le9]

61 Stat., Pt. 3,
D. 278.

Category A toods
and services; . K.
liability.

Agreement between the United States of America and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland respecting the
economic fusion of American and British zones of occupation in
Germany, amending the agreement of December 2, 1946. Signed
at Washington December 17, 1947; entered into force December
17, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND AMENDING CERTAIN TERMS OF
THE BIZONAL FUSION AGREEMENT SIGNED AT NEW
YORK ON DECEMBER 2, 1946.

WaEwAsB paragraph 12 of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement signed
at New York on December 2, 1946, provides for its amendment
by mutual agreement,

AND WHEEAs the Government of the United Kingdom have re-
quested the Government of the United States to take part in discus-
sions with a view to revising, in the light of current international
financial developments, the provisions of the Bizonal Fusion Agree-
ment which relate to the division of responsibility for the payment for
imports,

AND WIEREA the Government of the United Kingdom have rep-
resented that they are unable to continue to make payments in dollars
in respect of such imports,

AND WHEREAS it is the intention of the two Governments to develop,
in that part of Germany which is subject to their jurisdiction, an econ-
omy which can be maintained without financial assistance from either
Government,

AND WHEREAS the representatives of the two Governments have en-
tered into and completed discussions regarding the revision of the
terms of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement as requested by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom,

IT HAS BEEN AGRE)E by the Government of the United States and
the Government of the United Kingdom as follows:-

Financial Responsibility for the period ending December 31, 1948.

1 (a) The Government of the United Kingdom shall have no further
liability to pay dollars for Category A goods and services imported
into the United States and United Kingdom Zones of Occupation in
Germany (hereinafter called the "Bizonal Area"). The liability of
the Government of the United Kingdom to supply Category A goods
and services shall, subject to the provision of the necessary appro-
priations, be discharged by the provision of:-
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[T. I. A. B. 1669] 

61 Stat., Pt. 3, 
n.2478. 

Category A goods 
and services; D. K. 
liability. 
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omy which can be maintained without financial assistance from either 
Government, 
Awn WHEREAS the representatives of the two Governments have en-

tered into and completed discussions regarding the revision of the 
terms of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement as requested by the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, 
IT HAS BEEN AGREED by the Government of the United States and 

the Government of the United Kingdom as follows:— 

Financial Responsibility for the period ending December 31, 1948. 

1 (a) The Government of the United Kingdom shall have no further 
liability to pay dollars for Category A goods and services imported 
into the United States and United Kingdom Zones of Occupation in 
Germany (hereinafter called the "Bizonal Area"). The liability of 
the Government of the United Kingdom to supply Category A goods 
and services shall, subject to the provision of the necessary appro-
priations, be discharged by the provision of:— 
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(i) all deliveries which may be made in the period November 1,
1947, to December 31, 1947 (to the estimated value of b3,500,000,
approximately the equivalent of $14,000,000), against commit-
ments already undertaken by the Government of the United
Kingdom for procurement from sterling area sources, together
with such other sterling area purchases as the Government of
the United Kingdom may be able to make for delivery within the
period (to an estimated value of £1,000,000, approximately the
equivalent of $4,000,000); and

(ii) goods, services or sterling against commitments already
undertaken by the Government of the United Kingdom for pro-
curement of Category A supplies for the Bizonal Area from
countries outside the sterling area to a total value of 24,000,000
(approximately the equivalent of $16,000,000). (The Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom shall pay for any such goods which
can be delivered against sterling payment in the period Novem-
ber 1, 1947, to December 31, 1947, and any charges which may be
involved in the cancellation of outstanding contracts and shall
pay the balance of the sum mentioned above to the Joint Export-
Import Agency in sterling); and

(iii) a sum of 24,250,000 (approximately the equivalent of $17,-
000,000) in discharge of the obligations undertaken by the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement for the procurement
for delivery after December 31, 1947, of Category A supplies
for the Bizonal Area from countries outside the sterling area.
(This sum shall be held by the Government of the United King-
dom and shall be used for the purchase of Category A supplies
and services from the sterling area and shall be spent, with
the agreement of the Joint Export-Import Agency, as and
when it may be possible to purchase such supplies or services
without involving a direct or indirect dollar drain upon the
United Kingdom.); and

(iv) Category A goods from the sterling area during the cal-
endar year 1948 and services to be rendered during the same
period (as set forth in the Annex to the present Agreement) to
the total value of £17,500,000 (approximately the equivalent of
$70,000,000).

(b) The services to be provided by the Government of the United ,eviSedvbs t pro-
Kingdom under the terms of the preceding sub-paragraph of this
paragraph shall include the furnishing, so far as is practicable, of
such ships as may be necessary to lift thirty-three complete cargoes
allocated for shipment to the Bizonal Area from United States ports
in the period November 1, 1947, to December 31, 1947, and the fur-
nishing during the calendar year 1948 of a sufficient number of
freight ships to lift twelve complete cargoes for the Bizonal Area
each month from United States Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports;
subject to market possibilities, such freight ships shall be chartered
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(i) all deliveries which may be made in the period November 1, 
1947, to December 31, 1947 (to the estimated value of £3,500,000, 
approximately the equivalent of $14,000,000), against commit-
ments already undertaken by the Government of the United 
Kingdom for procurement from sterling area sources, together 
with such other sterling area purchases as the Government of 
the United Kingdom may be able to make for delivery within the 
period (to an estimated value of £1,000,000, approximately the 
equivalent of $4,000,000) ; and 

(ii) goods, services or sterling against commitments already 
undertaken by the Government of the United Kingdom for pro-
curement of Category A supplies for the Bizonal Area from 
countries outside the sterling area to a total value of £4,000,000 
(approximately the equivalent of $16,000,000). (The Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom shall pay for any such goods which 
can be delivered against sterling payment in the period Novem-
ber 1, 1947, to December 31, 1947, and any charges which may be 
involved in the cancellation of outstanding contracts and shall 
pay the balance of the sum mentioned above to the Joint Export-
Import Agency in sterling) ; and 

(iii) a sum of £4,250,000 (approximately the equivalent of $17,-
000,000) in discharge of the obligations undertaken by the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom in accordance with the pro-
visions of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement for the procurement 
for delivery after December 31, 1947, of Category A supplies 
for the Bizonal Area from countries outside the sterling area. 
(This sum shall be held by the Government of the United King-
dom and shall be used for the purchase of Category A supplies 
and services from the sterling area and shall be spent, with 
the agreement of the Joint Export-Import Agency, as and 
when it may be possible to purchase such supplies or services 
without involving a direct or indirect dollar drain upon the 
United Kingdom.) ; and 

(iv) Category A goods from the sterling area during the cal-
endar year 1948 and services to be rendered during the same 
period (as set forth in the Annex to the present Agreement) to 
the total value of £17,500,000 (approximately the equivalent of 
$70,000,000). 

(b) The services to be provided by the Government of the United 
Kingdom under the terms of the preceding sub-paragraph of this 
paragraph shall include the furnishing, so far as is practicable, of 
such ships as may be necessary to lift thirty-three complete cargoes 
allocated for shipment to the Bizonal Area from United States ports 
in the period November 1, 1947, to December 31, 1947, and the fur-
nishing during the calendar year 1948 of a sufficient number of 
freight ships to lift twelve complete cargoes for the Bizonal Area 
each month from United States Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports; 
subject to market possibilities, such freight ships shall be chartered 
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for three consecutive voyages on Bizonal account or approximately
for a period of six months.

(c) Subject to the provision of the necessary appropriations, the
balance of the Category A requirements for the Bizonal Area in the
period November 1, 1947, to December 31, 1948, shall be provided
by the Government of the United States.

(d) It shall be the responsibility of the Joint Export-Import
Agency to keep an account of the contributions made by the two
Governments in accordance with the provisions of the preceding sub-
paragraphs of this paragraph and to establish that the valuations
placed on the goods and services so furnished are fair and reasonable.

2. The financial liability of the two Governments under the present
Agreement is exclusive of whatever expenditure may be incurred
by either Government for the maintenance of forces of occupation and
control staff for Germany.

Trade between the Bizonal Area and the Sterling Area.

3 (a) The Joint Export-Import Agency shall enter into immediate
negotiations with representatives of the Government of the United
Kingdom with a view to drawing up a plan to maximize trade in
both directions between the Bizonal Area and the sterling area. The
United States and British Military Governors in Germany shall
co-operate with representatives of the Government of the United
Kingdom for the purpose of meeting the needs of the United King-
dom for heavy steel scrap and timber to the greatest extent consistent
with the requirements of the bizonal economy and conflicting demands
for these products.

(b) All trade between the Bizonal Area and the sterling area shall
be conducted in sterling in both directions. From January 1, 1948,
payments in respect of such trade shall be made in the following
manner :-

(i) The Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall open an account
with the Bank of England to be known as "The Joint Foreign
Exchange Agency No. 1 Account".

(ii) All payments to residents of the sterling area in respect
of goods imported into the Bizonal Area, or services rendered
on behalf of the Bizonal economy (other than goods or services
provided by the Government of the United Kingdom from ap-
propriated funds in accordance with the provisions of para-
graph 1 (a) of the present Agreement) shall be made from the
No. 1 Account.

(iii) Payment for all exports sold to residents of the sterling
area, or services rendered to such residents, shall be paid into the
No. 1 Account.

(iv) The Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall, as and when
it may be necessary, arrange that transfers be made from its
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for three consecutive voyages on Bizonal account or approximately 
for a period of six months. 

(c) Subject to the provision of the necessary appropriations, the 
balance of the Category A requirements for the Bizonal Area in the 
period November 1, 1947, to December 31, 1948, shall be provided 
by the Government of the United States. 

(d) It shall be the responsibility of the Joint Export-Import 
Agency to keep an account of the contributions made by the two 
Governments in accordance with the provisions of the preceding sub-
paragraphs of this paragraph and to establish that the valuations 
placed on the goods and services so furnished are fair and reasonable. 

2. The financial liability of the two Governments under the present 
Agreement is exclusive of whatever expenditure may be incurred 
by either Government for the maintenance of forces of occupation and 
control staff for Germany. 

Trade between the Bizonal Area and the Sterling Area.  

3 (a) The Joint Export-Import Agency shall enter into immediate 
negotiations with representatives of the Government of the United 
Kingdom with a view to drawing up a plan to maximize trade in 
both directions between the Bizonal Area and the sterling area. The 
United States and British Military Governors in Germany shall 
co-operate with representatives of the Government of the United 
Kingdom for the purpose of meeting the needs of the United King-
dom for heavy steel scrap and timber to the greatest extent consistent 
with the requirements of the bizonal economy and conflicting demands 
for these products. 

(b) All trade between the Bizonal Area and the sterling area shall 
be conducted in sterling in both directions. From January 1, 1948, 
payments in respect of such trade shall be made in the following 
manner 

(i) The Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall open an account 
with the Bank of England to be known as "The Joint Foreign 
Exchange Agency No. 1 Account". 

(ii) 111 payments to residents of the sterling area in respect 
of goods imported into the Bizonal Area, or services rendered 
on behalf of the Bizonal economy (other than goods or services 
provided by the Government of the United Kingdom from ap-
propriated funds in accordance with the provisions of para-
graph 1 (a) of the present Agreement) shall be made from the 
No. 1 Account. 

(iii) Payment for all exports sold to residents of the sterling 
area, or services rendered to such residents, shall be paid into the 
No. 1 Account. 

(iv) The Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall, as and when 
it may be necessary, arrange that transfers be made from its 
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other accounts to the No. 1 Account to an amount sufficient to
ensure that there is always a credit balance in its favor in
the No. 1 Account. Any amounts so transferred may be with-
drawn from the No. 1 Account when they are no longer required
in order to maintain a credit balance in the Account.

(v) A statement showing the state of the No. 1 Account at
the close of business on the last day of each of the months of
March, June, September and December shall be rendered on
the first day of business of the following calendar month by
the Bank of England to the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency.
(vi) If any such statement shows that, after deduction of the
net amount of any transfers made in accordance with the pro-
visions of clause (iv) above, there is a credit balance in the
No. 1 Account in excess of £1,500,000, the Bank of England for
account of the Government of the United Kingdom shall, against
reimbursement from the No. 1 Account in sterling, make a
payment of an amount equivalent to the excess, in United
States dollars, to the account of the Joint Foreign Exchange
Agency at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

(vii) If any such statement of account shows that, after de-
duction of the net amount of any transfers made in accordance
with the provisions of clause (iv) above, there is a debit bal-
ance in the No. 1 Account in excess of £1,500,000, the Joint
Foreign Exchange Agency shall sell United States dollars to
an amount equivalent to the excess to the Bank of England,
for account of the Government of the United Kingdom, and
the sterling proceeds of such sale shall be credited to the No. 1
Account.

(viii) Provided that a credit balance is maintained in the
No. 1 Account, transfers may be made from that Account to
the other sterling accounts of the Joint Foreign Exchange
Agency if necessary in order to maintain the minimum sterling
balances required under the provisions of sub-paragraph (b)
of paragraph 4 of the present Agreement.
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other accounts to the No. 1 Account to an amount sufficient to 
ensure that there is always a credit balance in its favor in 
the No. 1 Account. Any amounts so transferred may be with-
drawn from the No. 1 Account when they are no longer required 
in order to maintain a credit balance in the Account. 

(v) A statement showing the state of the No. 1 Account at 
the close of business on the last day of each of the months of 
March, June, September and December shall be rendered on 
the first day of business of the following calendar month by 
the Bank of England to the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency. 

(vi) If any such statement shows that, after deduction of the 
net amount of any transfers made in accordance with the pro-
visions of clause (iv) above, there is a credit balance in the 
No. 1 Account in excess of £1,500,000, the Bank of England for 
account of the Government of the United Kingdom shall, against 
reimbursement from the No. 1 Account in sterling, make a 
payment of an amount equivalent to the excess, in United 
States dollars, to the account of the Joint Foreign Exchange 
Agency at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 

(vii) If any such statement of account shows that, after de-
duction of the net amount of any transfers made in accordance 
with the provisions of clause (iv) above, there is a debit bal-
ance in the No. 1 Account in excess of £1,500,000, the Joint 
Foreign Exchange Agency shall sell United States dollars to 
an amount equivalent to the excess to the Bank of England, 
for account of the Government of the United Kingdom, and 
the sterling proceeds of such sale shall be credited to the No. 1 
Account. 

(viii) Provided that a credit balance is maintained in the 
No. 1 Account, transfers may be niade from that Account to 
the other sterling accounts of the Joint Foreign Exchange 
Agency if necessary in order to maintain the minimum sterling 
balances required under the provisions of sub-paragraph (b) 
of paragraph 4 of the present Agreement. 

Convertibility of sterling held by the Joint Foreign Exchange 
Agency.  

4 (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 11 of the present 
Agreement, the Government of the United Kingdom recognize a con-
tinuing liability to convert into dollars in accordance with the pro-
visions of sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph, any sterling held by 
the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency at the date of signature of the 
present Agreement and any sterling acquired by the Joint Foreign 
Exchange Agency during the period of the present Agreement. 

(b) The sum to be kept in the dollar accounts of the Joint Foreign 
Exchange Agency shall not be less than $20,000,000 and the sum to 
be kept in the sterling accounts (other than the No. 1 Account) of 
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the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall not be less than the sterling
equivalent of $20,000,000 unless the total of the sums held in these
accounts, as shown in the books of the Agency, falls below the equiva-
lent of $40,000,000 in which case the amounts held in the dollar and
in the sterling accounts shall (within a maximum variation of the
equivalent of $1,000,000) be kept equal. Transfers from the sterling
accounts to the dollar accounts and transfers from the dollar ac-
counts to the sterling accounts shall be made when the holdings of
dollars or sterling as the case may be fall below the minima indicated
above. Such transfers shall be in sums of $1,000,000 or the sterling
equivalent thereof.

(c) Any conversion of sterling into dollars in accordance with the
provisions of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of this paragraph shall
be effected by the purchase of dollars from the Bank of England
by the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency. Any such purchases shall
be made at the rate of £1 equals $4.03. If, at any time, the Joint For-
eign Exchange Agency purchases sterling in exchange for any other
currency, such purchases shall be effected through the Bank of
England.

(d) In recognition of the serious dollar difficulties of the United
Kingdom, it is the intent and purpose of the Government of the
United States that, in so far as practicable, the operations of the
Joint Export-Import Agency shall be so conducted that not more
than the sterling equivalent of $40,000,000 shall be required to be
converted in accordance with the preceding sub-paragraphs of this
paragraph, prior to January 1, 1949. Moreover, if for any reason
at any time during the period of the present Agreement, the rate of
drawing of dollars through the conversion of sterling should be such
as to result in an undue drain on the dollar resources of the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, the matter may be raised with the Bi-
partite Board and thereafter, if necessary, between the two Govern-
ments for the purpose of seeking some method acceptable to the
Government of the United States whereby the rate of drawing of dol-
lars through the conversion of sterling can be decreased. Pending
a settlement of the matter, the provisions of sub-paragraphs (a), (b)
and (c) of this paragraph shall, unless otherwise agreed between the
two Governments, continue to apply.

Agency for Foreign Trade.

5. The Government of the United Kingdom recognize that so long as
the Government of the United States is called upon to make the
major contribution towards the cost of the essential imports of the
Bizonal Area, that Government shall be entitled to a larger measure
of authority with respect to the operations of the Joint Export-
Import Agency and the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency.

Paragraph 4 of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement is accordingly
amended as follows .-
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the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall not be less than the sterling 
equivalent of $20,000,000 unless the total of the sumg held in these 
accounts, as shown in the books of the Agency, falls below the equiva-
lent of $40,000,000 in which case the amounts held in the dollar and 
in the sterling accounts shall (within a maximum variation of the 
equivalent of $1,000,000) be kept equal. Transfers from the sterling 
accounts to the dollar accounts and transfers from the dollar ac-
counts to the sterling accounts shall be made when the holdings of 
dollars or sterling as the case may be fall below the minima indicated 
above. Such transfers shall be in sums of $1,000,000 or the sterling 
equivalent thereof. 

(c) Any conversion of sterling into dollars in accordance with the 
provisions of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of this paragraph shall 
be effected by the purchase of dollars from the Bank of England 
by the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency. Any such purchases shall 
be made at the rate of £1 equals $4.03. If, at any time, the Joint For-
eign Exchange Agency purchases sterling in exchange for any other 
currency, such purchases shall be effected through the Bank of 
England. 

(d) In recognition of the serious dollar difficulties of the United 
Kingdom, it is the intent and purpose of the Government of the 
United States that, in so far as practicable, the operations of the 
Joint Export-Import Agency shall be so conducted that not more 
than the sterling equivalent of $40,000,000 shall be required to be 
converted in accordance with the preceding sub-paragraphs of this 
paragraph, prior to January 1, 1949. Moreover, if for any reason 
at any time during the period of the present Agreement, the rate of 
drawing of dollars through the conversion of sterling should be such 
as to result in an undue drain on the dollar resources of the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom, the matter may be raised with the Bi-
partite Board and thereafter, if necessary, between the two Govern-
ments for the purpose of seeking some method acceptable to the 
Government of the United States whereby the rate of drawing of dol-
lars through the conversion of sterling can be decreased. Pending 
a settlement of the matter, the provisions of sub-paragraphs (a), (b) 
and (c) of this paragraph shall, unless otherwise agreed between the 
two Governments, continue to apply. 

Agency for Foreign Trade.  

5. The Government of the United Kingdom recognize that so long as 
the Government of the United States is called upon to make the 
major contribution towards the cost of the essential imports of the 
Bizona1 Area, that Government shall be entitled to a larger measure 
of authority with respect to the operations of the Joint Export-
Import Agency and the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency. 

Paragraph 4 of the Bizona1 Fusion Agreement is accordingly 
amended as follows:— 
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"4 (a) Responsibility for foreign trade shall rest initially with Responsibility for
the Joint Export-Import Agency (United States/United King-
dom). This responsibility shall be transferred to German ad-
ministrative agencies under the supervision of the Joint Export-
Import Agency to the maximum extent permitted by the restric-
tions existing in foreign countries at any given period.
"(b) Except in so far as the use to which they shall be put has pendduleso funords
been determined in advance by agreement between the two Gov-
ernments, and subject to the authority of each Government over
the expenditure of its own appropriated funds, and any legisla-
tive limitations which may be placed thereon, the appropriated
funds available for carrying out the terms of this Agreement
shall be expended in accordance with schedules established by
the Joint Export-Import Agency. These schedules shall be
drawn up in accordance with the general policies of the two
Military Governors (constituting the Bipartite Board) and shall
be used as a basis for procurement in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraph 8 of this Agreement, subject to any amend- Po, p 3615.
ment effected by agreement between the two Governments.

"(c) The Joint Export-Import Agency shall be responsible for A'ppror atl ofeimportsand exports, etc.
the approval of all imports and exports and for procurement in
accordance with its responsibilities under the provisions of para-
graph 8 of this Agreement, subject to any amendment effected
by agreement between the two Governments. It shall be the
responsibility of the Joint Export-Import Agency to develop a
maximum export program consistent with the accomplishment of
over-all objectives in Germany and in conformity with the policy
of the two Governments gradually to transfer responsibility to
German administrative agencies. The Bipartite Board shall fa-
cilitate the work of the Joint Export-Import Agency in develop-
ing such a program.

"(d) The Joint Export-Import Agency and the Joint Foreign ciOsac.li to. f ,,-
Exchange Agency shall operate in accordance with the general 'ci'so'ripartitciri.
policies of the Bipartite Board to conduct or to supervise the im-
port and export trade of the Bizonal Area. Each of these agen-
cies shall be governed by a board of directors, to which the respec-
tive Military Governors shall each appoint an equal number
of members. The decisions of the board of directors shall be
determined by the majority vote of its members. The members
appointed by each Military Governor shall vote as a group. Each
group shall have a voting strength in relation to the other group
equal to the proportion which the appropriated funds made avail-
able by their respective Governments under the provisions of
this Agreement, or any subsequent amending agreement, plus
the funds contributed by each Government to the capital of the
Joint Export-Import Agency, bear to the total funds made avail-
able by the two Governments for these purposes.
95347--50--PT. I---18
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"4 (a) Responsibility for foreign trade shall rest initially with 
the Joint Export-Import Agency (United States/United King-
dom). This responsibility shall be transferred to German ad-
ministrative agencies under the supervision of the Joint Export-
Import Agency to the maximum extent permitted by the restric-
tions existing in foreign countries at any given period. 

"(b) Except in so far as the use to which they shall be put has 
been determined in advance by agreement between the two Gov-
ernments, and subject to the authority of each Government over 
the expenditure of its own appropriated funds, and any legisla-
tive limitations which may be placed thereon, the appropriated 
funds available for carrying out the terms of this Agreement 
shall be expended in accordance with schedules established by 
the Joint Export-Import Agency. These schedules shall be 
drawn up in accordance with the general policies of the two 
Military Governors (constituting the Bipartite Board) and shall 
be used as a basis for procurement in accordance with the pro-
visions of paragraph 8 of this Agreement, subject to any amend-
ment effected by agreement between the two Governments. 

"(c) The Joint Export-Import Agency shall be responsible for 
the approval of all imports and exports and for procurement in 
accordance with its responsibilities under the provisions of para-
graph 8 of this Agreement, subject to any amendment effected 
by agreement between the two Governments. It shall be the 
responsibility of the Joint Export-Import Agency to develop a 
maximum export program consistent with the accomplishment of 
over-all objectives in Germany and in conformity with the policy 
of the two Governments gradually to transfer responsibility to 
German administrative agencies. The Bipartite Board shall fa-
cilitate the work of the Joint Export-Import Agency in develop-
ing such a program. 

"(d) The Joint Export-Import Agency and the Joint Foreign 
Exchange Agency shall operate in accordance with the general 
policies of the Bipartite Board to conduct or to supervise the im-
port and export trade of the Bizonal Area. Each of these agen-
cies shall be governed by a board of directors, to which the respec-
tive Military Governors shall each appoint an equal number 
of members. The decisions of the board of directors shall be 
determined by the majority vote of its members. The members 
appointed by each Military Governor shall vote as a group. Each 
group shall have a voting strength in relation to the other group 
equal to the proportion which the appropriated funds made avail-
able by their respective Governments under the provisions of 
this Agreement, or any subsequent amending agreement, plus 
the funds contributed by each Government to the capital of the 
Joint Export-Import Agency, bear to the total funds made avail-
able by the two Governments for these purposes. 
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"(e) Either Military Governor may, should he consider that any
action which it is proposed that the Joint Export-Import Agency
or the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency should take is likely to
prejudice the interests or conflict with the policies of his Govern-
ment, request that the matter be referred to the Bipartite Board
for review. In that event the proposed action shall be suspended
pending Bipartite Board review. Such suspension shall con-
tinue only until adequate opportunity has been afforded in the
Bipartite Board to ensure that the issue has been reviewed in all
its aspects, unless the Bipartite Board unanimously agree to
disapprove or modify the proposed action.

"(f) Subject to the provisions of the preceding sub-paragraphs
of this paragraph, the Bipartite Board shall delegate to the Joint
Export-Import Agency and the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency
full power and authority necessary for the conduct of the export-
import trade, including the authority to contract for imports
and exports through such agencies as it may designate, to borrow
and lend money, to pay and collect accounts, and to utilize and
distribute foreign currency, and such other necessary authority
as is essential to the rehabilitation and promotion of peaceful
trade and commerce."

Basis of Economic Planning.

pl Stat., Pt. 3. 6. Paragraph 5 of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement shall be amendedp.2475.
as follows:-

"5. The United States and United Kingdom Military Governors
in Germany shall, in accordance with the policy of the two Gov-
ernments, use their best endeavors to develop at the earliest pos-
sible date, in that part of Germany which is under their juris-
diction, an economy which can be maintained without further
financial assistance from either Government, and which will at
the same time contribute to the peaceful rehabilitation of Europe."

Procurement.

61 Stat., Pt. 3. 7. Paragraph 8 of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement shall be amended
as follows :-

"8. The determination of import requirements shall be the re-
sponsibility of the Joint Export-Import Agency. The procure-
ment of these requirements shall be dealt with as follows:-

Procurement from
economical sources of
supply.

"(i) Procurement of imports financed from funds appropriated
by either Government shall be the responsibility of that Govern-
ment except to the extent that such responsibility is delegated by
the Government concerned to the Joint Export-Import Agency.
"(ii) Procurement of all other imports shall be the responsibility
of the Joint Export-Import Agency with such assistance from
the two Governments as may be required. Unless otherwise
agreed, procurement shall be from the most economical sources
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of supply. Provided that the procurement of essential imports
shall not be prejudiced thereby, the sources shall be selected, to
the fullest extent practicable, so as to minimize the drain on the
dollar resources of the Government of the United Kingdom (ac-
cordingly, where required imports are known to be available from
dollar and sterling area sources of supply and conditions regard-
ing price, quality and terms of delivery are equal, the imports
shall normally be procured from the sterling area source).
"(iii) With respect to any procurement where the financial re-
sponsibility rests with one Government and the agreed source
of supply is within territory under the authority of the other
Government, the latter, if so requested, shall accept responsibility
for procuring those supplies as agent for the former."

8. The Bizonal Supplies Committee, established under the provisions cboistehment of
of paragraph 8 of the Bizonal Fusion Agreement, shall be abolished.
9. Representatives of the two Governments shall consult together in Constlaon of rep
Washington in regard to the following matters:-
(a) The programing of the procurement of Category A goods
against programs of import requirements submitted by the Joint
Export-Import Agency.
(b) The methods to be employed by agencies of either Government,
whether directly or through the Joint Export-Import Agency, in the
purchase of such products as cereals, livestock products, oils, fats,
pulses and fertilizers, in certain markets of primary importance to the
United Kingdom, such as Canada, Argentina and Europe, in view of
the fact that uncoordinated purchases in these markets might ad-
versely affect United States or United Kingdom supply interests.

Definitions.

10 (a) For the purposes of the present Agreement, the expression "The sterling re."
"the sterling area" shall be deemed to mean "the scheduled territories",
which expression has the meaning assigned to it under the provisions
of the Exchange Control Act, 1947, of the United Kingdom. "The riTShe'"" d t-
scheduled territories" at present include:-

(i) Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
(ii) Australia, New Zealand, Union of South Africa, Eire,
India, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia and Ceylon.
(iii) Any British Colony and any territory under the protection
of His Britannic Majesty.
(iv) Any territory in respect of which a mandate on behalf of
the League of Nations was accepted by His Britannic Majesty and
any territory placed under the trusteeship system of the United
Nations, which territories are being administered by His Majes-
ty's Government in the United Kingdom or in any Dominion.
(v) Burma.
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(vi) Iraq and Transjordan.
(vii) Iceland and the Faroe Islands.

deNotof change i If and when any alteration is made to the definition of the expression
"the scheduled territories" for the purposes of the Exchange Control
Act, 1947, of the United Kingdom, the Government of the United King-
dom shall forthwith notify that change to the Joint Foreign Exchange
Agency and the expression "the sterling area" shall be deemed to
have been correspondingly amended for the purposes of this
Agreement.

Joint Foreign Erx (b) For the purposes of the present Agreement, the Bipartite Fi-
nance Committee (United States-United Kingdom), provided for
in the Bizonal Fusion Agreement, shall be deemed to have been
superseded by the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency.

tsuio" orga niza- (c) Any reference in the present Agreement to the Joint Export-
Import Agency or the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall be con-
strued to refer likewise to any successor organization or organizations.

Provisions for Entry into Force, Amendment and Renewal.

11 (a) The present Agreement shall come into force on signature.
The present Agreement and the Bizonal Fusion Agreement shall con-
stitute a single agreement between the two Governments, which shall
remain in force until agreement has been reached for the treatment
of Germany as an economic unit or until December 31, 1948, which-
ever is the sooner. In either event, the Joint Export-Import Agency
and the Joint Foreign Exchange Agency shall continue to function
until such time as further agreement is reached concerning them.
(b) The two Governments shall consult together before June 30, 1948,
at the request of either of them, for the purpose of reviewing the op-
eration of the Agreement and of considering whether any amendment
should be made in its terms. The two Governments shall also con-
sult together before December 1, 1948 to consider the terms and con-
ditions of a new Agreement for a further period.

IN wrNEss WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized
thereto, have signed the present Agreement.

DoNE at Washington, in duplicate, this seventeenth day of
December, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

RoBERT A LovEr.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND:

WnoIAM STRANO
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ANNEX TO THE AGREEMENT OF DECEMBER 17, 1947, BETWEEN THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND, AMENDING CERTAIN TERMS OF THE
BIZONAL FUSION AGREEMENT SIGNED AT NEW YORK ON DECEM-
BER 2, 1946.

Provision by the Government of the United Kingdom of Category A
goods and services in the calendar year 1948.

The goods and services to be provided by the Government of the
United Kingdom during the calendar year 1948 in accordance with
the provisions of paragraph 1 (a) (iv) of the Agreement, are as
follows:-

Fish
Pulses
Seeds
Oils, Vegetables and miscellaneous food
Insecticides
Fertilizers
Freight
Miscellaneous goods

milUoo
5.55

.45
1.65
2.00

.50
1.10
5.00
1.25

17.50 (ap-
proximately
the equiva-
lent of
$70,000,000)

The Government of the United Kingdom may, in consultation with Adjustment of list.
the Joint Export-Import Agency, make reasonable adjustments in
the composition of this list.

.
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Deeber 8, 1947 Agreement and accompanying notes between the United States of America
IT. I. A. 8. and China respecting the transfer of United States naval vessels and

equipment to the Chinese Government. Signed at Nanking December
8, 1947; entered into force December 8, 1947.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN

THE GOVERNMENT

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA

CONCERNING THE TRANSFER
OF NAVAL VESSELS AND EQUIPMENT

PURSUANT TO
UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAW 512

79TH CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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December 8, 1947 
IT. I. A. 8.1691 

Agreement and accompanying notes between the United States of America 
and China respecting the transfer of United States naval vessels and 
equipment to the Chinese Government. Signed at Nanking December 
8, 1947; entered into force December 8, 1947. 
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WHEREAS, the Act of July 16, 1946, United States Public Law

512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session, authorizes, at the request of the 60Stat.39.50 U. S. C. app.
Government of the Republic of China, the transfer thereto of Naval § 1871,1872.

vessels and craft not to exceed 271 in number, which are in excess of
the Naval needs of the Government of the United States, including
floating drydocks of capacity sufficient to accommodate any vessel or
craft disposed of under authority of the Act, material necessary for
the operation and maintenance of such vessels and craft and for the
training of the crews of such vessels and craft and the furnishing of
other naval assistance, by sale, exchange, lease, gift or transfer for
cash, credit or other property, with or without warranty or upon such
other terms and conditions as the President may deem proper; and,

WHrErAS, the Government of the Republic of China has requested
the Government of the United States of America to transfer to it
certain specified Naval vessels, craft and floating drydocks and to
furnish it certain technical advice and assistance in connection with
the organization and maintenance by it of a Naval establishment;
Now Then,

IT IS HEREBY MTUArALLY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1. The Government of the United States of America will
cause to be transferred to the Government of the Republic of China
those certain Naval vessels, craft and floating drydocks described on
Schedule "A" annexed hereto and made a part hereof. Pod, p. 363.

ARTICLE 2. Title to all vessels and floating drydocks transferred Title to essels, etc.
pursuant to the provisions of Article 1 hereof shall vest in the Govern-
ment of the Republic of China at the time of delivery thereof; such
delivery to be made "as is, where is", without reimbursement or trans-
fer of funds, and at a time to be mutually agreed upon, but not later
than the dates set forth in Schedule "A" annexed hereto and made a P ' p 3623-
part hereof, and to be evidenced by a delivery certificate in the form
prescribed by the Government of the United States of America. From uT.nde anst claims
and after the delivery of said vessels, the Government of the Republic "etc p. 382.
of China shall hold harmless and indemnify the Government of the
United States of America, its officers, agents, servants and employees,
against any and all claims, demands, losses, damages, expenses, and
costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of every kind and character,
whether arising out of contract or in tort, arising out of or connected
with the transfer of such property or the use and operation thereof by
the Government of the Republic of China. Without limiting the etcB0or 4mm gus
generality of the foregoing, the Government of the Republic of China Pot p. 3625
shall hold harmless and indemnify the Government of the United
States of America, its officers, agents, servants, and employees against
any and all claims, demands, expenses, damages and costs arising or
growing out of the transfer to the Government of the Republic of
China of Bofors 40mm guns or guns of similar type made or produced
under or pursuant to an agreement dated June 21, 1941, [1] between
the United States of America and Aktiebolaget Bofors.

1 [Not printed.]
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ARTICLE 3. (a) At the request of the Government of the Republic of
China, the Government of the United States of America will, as to
any of the vessels transferred "as is, where is" at locations other than
those under the control of the Government of the Republic of China,
provide the necessary work, services, and materials to repair, recondi-
tion, outfit and equip said vessels within the capacity of the facilities
available therefor at or near the location of such vessels, upon pay-
ment for all of the costs and expenses incurred in connection therewith.
The Government of the Republic of China will promptly reimburse
the Government of the United States of America for the cost thereof,
as is hereinafter provided.

(b) The Government of the United States of America, at the request
of the Government of the Republic of China, to the extent that such
materials are available, will furnish such materials from time to time,
as are deemed proper by the Government of the United States of
America, for the operation and maintenance of any or all of the vessels,
craft and floating drydocks transferred hereunder, on the basis of
prompt reimbursement by the Government of the Republic of China to
the Government of the United States of America for the cost thereof,
as is hereinafter provided.

(c) In connection with (i) the transfer of vessels, craft and floating
drydocks (ii) the repairing, reconditioning, outfitting, equipping and
furnishing of operational and maintenance supplies therefor, and (iii)
the organization and maintenance of a Naval establishment by the
Government of the Republic of China, the Government of the United
States of America, to the extent deemed proper by it and consistent
with security classifications, when requested by the Government of
the Republic of China, will, (1) furnish plans, blueprints and docu-
ments without reimbursement, (2) furnish technical information and
advice without reimbursement and (3) participate in and sign a
conducted joint inventory of each vessel at the time of delivery without
reimbursement.

ARTICLE 4. For the purpose of providing the funds required to
meet the obligations of the Government of the Republic of China un-
der the provisions of Article 3 hereof, it is agreed that all funds now
on deposit with the Government of the United States of America
for the payment of the costs and expenses of operation of lend-lease
vessels under the Extension Agreement dated June 28, 1946, [1] en-
tered into by and between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of the Republic of China, and not re-
quired nor obligated for services and materials furnished by the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America to the Government of the
Republic of China under the terms of said Agreement, shall be retained
by the Government of the United States of America and held for the
credit of the Government of the Republic of China against duly certi-
fied invoices issued by the Government of the United States of America
from time to time for work, services, materials, and supplies furnished

[Not printed.]
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I [Not printed.] 
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in accordance with Article 3 hereof, and the Government of the Re-
public of China agrees to make such further deposits with the Govern-
ment of the United States of America to be held by said Government
for payment of such invoices, as may be requested by the Government
of the United States of America from time to time. Failure on the Failure to make

deposits.part of the Government of the Republic of China to make deposits
requested by the Government of the United States of America from
time to time, shall relieve the Government of the United States of
America from the obligation to furnish any further work, services,
materials or supplies until the deposit or deposits requested are made.

ARTICLE 5. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Agree- Removl of verysels
ment, and subject only to such extensions of time as may be granted by tion.

the Government of the United States of America, acting by and
through the Secretary of the Navy, by reason of the necessity of repair,
reconditioning, outfitting, equipping, supplying and training Chinese
personnel in the operation thereof, the Government of the Republic of
China shall remove each vessel and floating drydock transferred or
furnished pursuant to this Agreement, from locations other than those
under the control of the Government of the Republic of China, within
120 days from the date of transfer thereof. In the event of failure to
remove a vessel or floating drydock from delivery location within the
time so limited or within such extension thereof as may be granted by
the Government of the United States of America, the Government of
the Republic of China shall lose all right, title and interest in and to
such vessel or floating drydock and the Government of the United
States of America shall make such other disposition thereof as in its
sole discretion may be deemed advisable.

ARTICLE 6. The Government of the Republic of China will not Non-relinquishment
relinquish physical possession of or transfer title to any of the vessels by

or floating drydocks or equipment and supplies furnished under this
Agreement without the written consent of the Government of the
United States of America. Naval information and Naval equip- Safeguarding of
ment furnished under this Agreement or otherwise, of any security etc.
classification whatsoever, will be safeguarded in accordance with the
requirements of the security classification imposed thereon by the
Government of the United States of America and no disclosure by
the Government of the Republic of China thereof to other govern-
ments or unauthorized persons will be made without the prior written
consent of the Government of the United States of America.

ARTCLE 7. So long as this Agreement or any extension thereof Personnel.
shall remain in effect, the Government of the Republic of China shall
not engage or accept the services of any personnel of any government
other than the Government of the United States of America for duties
of any nature connected with the use and operation of the vessels and
other craft to be transferred pursuant to this Agreement, except by
mutual agreement between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of the Republic of China.

ARTICLE 8. This Agreement shall terminate with the expiration of Termination atagreement.
United States Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session. However, `s t. 9

if at any time the Government of the United States of America shall iln, 18sr2
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in accordance with Article 3 hereof, and the Government of the Re-
public of China agrees to make such further deposits with the Govern-
ment of the United States of America to be held by said Government 
for payment of such invoices, as may be requested by the Government 
of the United States of America from time to time. Failure on the 
part of the Government of the Republic of China to make deposits 
requested by the Government of the United States of America from 
time to time, shall relieve the Government of the United States of 
America from the obligation to furnish any further work, services, 
materials or supplies until the deposit or deposits requested are made. 
AR'TICLE 5. Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Agree-

ment, and subject only to such extensions of time as may be granted by 
the Government of the United States of America, acting by and 
through the Secretary of the Navy, by reason of the necessity of repair, 
reconditioning, outfitting, equipping, supplying and training Chinese 
personnel in the operation thereof, the Government of the Republic of 
China shall remove each vessel and floating drydock transferred or 
furnished pursuant to this Agreement, from locations other than those 
under the control of the Government of the Republic of China, within 
120 days from the date of transfer thereof. In the event of failure to 
remove a vessel or floating drydock from delivery location within the 
time so limited or within such extension thereof as may be granted by 
the Government of the United States of America, the Government of 
the Republic of China shall lose all right, title and interest in and to 
such vessel or floating drydock and the Government of the United 
States of America shall make such other disposition thereof as in its 
sole discretion may be deemed advisable. 
ARTICLE 6. The Government of the Republic of China will not 

relinquish physical possession of or transfer title to any of the vessels 
or floating drydocks or equipment and supplies furnished under this 
Agreement without the written consent of the Government of the 
United States of America. Naval information and Naval equip-
ment furnished under this Agreement or otherwise, of any security 
classification whatsoever, will be safeguarded in accordance with the 
requirements of the security classification imposed thereon by the 
Government of the United States of America and no disclosure by 
the Government of the Republic of China thereof to other govern-
ments or unauthorized persons will be made without the prior written 
consent of the Government of the United States of America. 
AkricLz 7. So long as this Agreement or any extension thereof 

shall remain in effect, the Government of the Republic of China shall 
not engage or accept the services of any personnel of any government 
other than the Government of the United States of America for duties 
of any nature connected with the use and operation of the vessels and 
other craft to be transferred pursuant to this Agreement, except by 
mutual agreement between the Government of the United States of 
America and the Government of the Republic of China. 
ARTICLE 8. This Agreement shall terminate with the expiration of 

United States Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session. However, 
if at any time the Government of the United States of America shall 
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determine that the transfer of further vessels and craft or the furnish-
ing of materials and assistance no longer continues to be in the public
interest, such transfers shall be discontinued.

ARTICLE 9. Upon the coming into effect of this Agreement, that
part of the "Agreement between the Government of the United States
of America and the Government of the Republic of China under

Pos, p.3896. Section 3(c) of the Lend-Lease Act", dated June 28, 1946, providing
for Naval assistance to China, shall be superseded by the applicable
provisions of this Agreement.

Effective date. ARTInLE 10. This Agreement shall come into effect on the date of
its signature.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, duly authorized thereto,
have signed this Agreement in the English and Chinese languages,
both in duplicate, at Nanking, China, this 8th day of December, 1947,
corresponding to the 8th day of the 12th month of the 36th year of
the Republic of China.

For the Government of the
United States of America

baseaaoo Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of
the United States of
Amerioa at Nanking, China

For the Government of the
Republic of China

P h^, t U d j 4 f
linister of Foreign Affaire

[J. Leighton Stuart]
'[Wang Shih-chieh]

36223622 
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determine that the transfer of further vessels and craft or the furnish-
ing of materials and assistance no longer continues to be in the public 
interest, such transfers shall be discontinued. 
-ARTICLE 9. Upon the coming into effect of this Agreement, that 

part of the "Agreement between the Government of the United States 
of America and the Government of the Republic of China under 
Section 3(c) of the Lend-Lease Act", dated June 28, 1946, providing 
for Naval assistance to China, shall be superseded by the applicable 
provisions of this Agreement. 

Airric-LE 10. This Agreement shall come into effect on the date of 
its signature. 

IN wrrNEss WHEREOF, the undersigned, duly authorized thereto, 
have signed this Agreement in the English and Chinese languages, 
both in duplicate, at Nanking, China, this 8th day of December, 1947, 
corresponding to the 8th day of the 12th month of the 36th year of 
the Republic of China. 

For the Government of the 
United States of America 

2 

bassado Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of 
the United States of 
America at Nanking, China 

For the Government of the 
Republic of China 

[11 

hcc.„7 
kinister of Foreign Affairs 

[J. Leighton Stuart] 
[Wang Shih-ehieh] 
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SCHEDULE "A"

PROPOSED LIST OF VESSELS TO BE TRANSFERRED TO CHINA

1. List of vessels transferred to China under Credit Lend-Lease to
be recaptured under Lend-Lease Act and recommended for transfer
to China under Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session, and pro-
visions of Executive Order No. 9843 of April 25, 1947:

PR 4 LSM 433
DE 6 LSM 442
DE 47 LSM 456
PCE 867 LCI(L) 233
PCE 869 LCI(L) 631
AM 257 LCI(L) 417
AM 258 LCI(L) 418
AM 259 LCI(L) 630
AM 260 LCI(L) 632
LST 537 LCI(L) 514
LST 557 LCI(L) 517
LST 755 AG 124 (MAUMEE)
LST 1030 LCT 512
LST 993 LCT 515
LST 716 LCT 849
LST 717 LCT 892
LST 1017 LCT 1143
LST 1050 LCT 1145
LST 1075 LCT 1171
LSM 155 LCT 1213
LSM 157 AOG 42
LSI 285 AFDL 34
LSM 457 25 LCM
LSM 431 25 LCVP

2. List of vessels now earmarked and recommended for transfer to
China under Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session, and pro-
visions of Executive Order No. 9843 of April 25, 1947:

DE 102 Green Cove Springs
DE 103 Green Cove Springs
DE 104 Green Cove Springs
DE 112 Green Cove Springs
AM 266 Philippines
AM 273 Philippines
AM 276 Philippines
AM 246 Philippines
AM 274 Philippines
AM 286 Philippines
AM 287 Philippines
AM 216 Philippines
YMS 339 Philippines
YMS 346 Philippines
YMS 367 Philippines
YMS 2017 Philippines

PC 490
PC 492
PC 593
PC 595
PC 1247
PC 1549
PGM 20
PGM 26
PGM 12
PGM 13
PGM 14
PGM 15
SC 518
SC 637
SC 648
SC 698

55 Stat. 31.
22 U. . C. . 411-

419.
60 Stat. 539.
50 U. S. C. app.

i§ 1871, 1872.
3 CFR, 1947 Supp.,

p. 139.

Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
Philippines
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SCHEDULE "A" 

PROPOSED LIST OF VESSELS TO BE TRANSFERRED TO CHINA 

1. List of vessels transferred to China under Credit Lend-Lease to 
be recaptured under Lend-Lease Act and recommended for transfer 
to China under Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session, and pro-
visions of Executive Order No. 9843 of April 25, 1947: 

PR 4 
DE 6 
DE 47 
PCE 867 
POE 869 
AM 257 
AM 258 
AM 259 
AM 260 
LST 537 
LST 557 
LST 755 
LST 1030 
LST 993 
LST 716 
LST 717 
LST 1017 
LST 1050 
LST 1075 
LSM 155 
LSM 157 
LSM 285 
LSM 457 
LSM 431 

LSM 433 
LSM 442 
LSM 456 
LCI(L) 233 
LCI(L) 631 
LCI(L) 417 
LCI(L) 418 
LCI(L) 630 
LCI(L) 632 
LCI(L) 514 
LCI(L) 517 
AG 124 (MAUMEE) 
LCT 512 
LCT 515 
LCT 849 
LCT 892 
LCT 1143 
LCT 1145 
LCT 1171 
LCT 1213 
AOG 42 
AFDL 34 
25 LCM 
25 LCVP 

2. List of vessels now earmarked and recommended for transfer to 
China under Public Law 512, 79th Congress, 2nd Session, and pro-
visions of Executive Order No. 9843 of April 25, 1947: 

DE 102 Green Cove 
DE 103 Green Cove 
DE 104 Green Cove 
DE 112 Green Cove 
AM 266 Philippines 
AM 273 Philippines 
AM 276 Philippines 
AM 246 Philippines 
AM 274 Philippines 
AM 286 Philippines 
AM 287 Philippines 
AM 216 Philippines 
YMS 339 Philippines 
YMS 346 Philippines 
YMS 367 Philippines 
MKS 2017 Philippines 

Springs 
Springs 
Springs 
Springs 

PC 490 Philippines 
PC 492 Philippines 
PC 593 Philippines 
PC 595 Philippines 
PC 1247 Philippines 
PC 1549 Philippines 
PGM 20 Philippines 
PGM 26 Philippines 
PGM 12 Philippines 
PGM 13 Philippines 
PGM 14 Philippines 
PGM 15 Philippines 
SC 518 Philippines 
SC 637 Philippines 
SC 648 Philippines 
80 098 Philippines 

55 Stat. 31. 
22 U. S. C. §¢ 411-

419. 
60 Stat. 539. 
50 U. S. C. app. 

§§ 1871, 1872. 
3 CFR, 1947 Supp., 

p. 139. 
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SC 703
SC 704
SC 708
SC 722
SC 723
SC 735

SCHEDULE "A"-Continued
Philippines AGS 9 (Armistead Rust)
Philippines Philippines
Philippines AOG 22 (Wautauga)
Philippines Philippines
Philippines AFDL (c) 36 Guam
Philippines ARL 41 New Orleans

3. Limiting date for transfer: (a) vessels at Green Cove Springs,
31 December 1948; (b) other vessels, 1 July 1948.

4. Schedule of transfer of above vessels to be made by mutual
agreement between the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the Republic of China. All vessels to be
transferred prior to limiting dates stated in 3 above.

x'1 (1]^^ ^^S^i- - '

[J. Leighton Stuart]
'[Wang Shih-chieh]
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SCHEDULE "A"—Continued 
SC 703 Philippines AGS 9 (Armistead Rust) 
SC 704 Philippines Philippines 
SC 708 Philippines AOG 22 (Wautauga) 
SC 722 Philippines Philippines 
SC 723 Philippines AFDL (c) 36 Guam 

SC 735 Philippines ARL 41 New Orleans 

3. Limiting date for transfer: (a) vessels at Green Cove Springs, 
31 December 1948; (b) other vessels, 1 July 1948. 

4. Schedule of transfer of above vessels to be mq de by mutual 
agreement between the Government of the United States of America 
and the Government of the Republic of China. All vessels to be 
transferred prior to limiting dates stated in 3 above. 

[1] 

F<[21 
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The American Ambassador to the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs

No. 1302
AMERICAN EMBASSY

Nanking, December 8,1947
EXOELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the "Agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the
Republic of China concerning the Transfer of Naval Vessels and
Equipment pursuant to United States Public Law 512-79th Congress
of the United States of America" signed today and, in particular, to
that sentence in Article 2 of the Agreement which reads "From and
after the delivery of said vessels, the Government of the Republic of
China shall hold harmless and indemnify the Government of the
United States of America, its officers, agents, servants and employees,
against any and all claims, demands, losses, damages, expenses, and
costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of every kind and character,
whether arising out of contract or in tort, arising out of or connected
with the transfer of such property or the use and operation thereof by
the Government of the Republic of China." It is understood that the
claims, demands, losses, damages, expenses, and costs, regardless of
the nature thereof, of every kind and character, whether arising out
of contract or in tort for which the Chinese Government assumes full
responsibility, are limited to those which arise from and after the
delivery of the vessels and out of or connected with the transfer of
the property or the use and operation of it by the Republic of China.

With reference to the concluding sentence of Article 2 of the Agree-
ment, I am authorized to inform Your Excellency that the possible
claim of the Aktiebolaget Bofors which may arise out of the transfer
to the Government of the Republic of China of Bofors guns is the only
claim of this nature of which the United States Navy Department is
aware.

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration.

J. LEIGHTON STUART
His Excellency

Dr. WANa SHIm-CHH,
Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Nanking.

60 Stat. 539.
50 U. S. C. appi

§§ 1871,1872.

Ante, p. 3619.

Ante, p. 3619.
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The American Ambassador to the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs 

AMERICAN EMBASSY 
No. 1302 Nanking, December 8, 1947 
EXCELTYNCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the "Agreement between the Govern-

ment of the United States of America and the Government of the 
Republic of China concerning the Transfer of Naval Vessels and 
Equipment pursuant to United States Public Law 512---79th Congress 
of the United States of America" signed today and, in particular, to 
that sentence in Article 2 of the Agreement which reads "From and 
after the delivery of said vessels, the Government of the Republic of 
China shall hold harmless and indemnify the Government of the 
United States of America, its officers, agents, servants and employees, 
against any and all claims, demands, losses, damages, expenses, and 
costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of every kind and character, 
whether arising out of contract or in tort, arising out of or connected 
with the transfer of such property or the use and operation thereof by 
the Government of the Republic of China." It is understood that the 
claims, demands, losses, damages, expenses, and costs, regardless of 
the nature thereof, of every kind and character, whether arising out 
of contract or in tort for which the Chinese Government assumes full 
responsibility, are limited to those which arise from and after the 
delivery of the vessels and out of or connected with the transfer of 
the property or the use and operation of it by the Republic of China. 
With reference to the concluding sentence of Article 2 of the Agree-

ment, I am authorized to inform Your Excellency that the possible 
claim of the Ak-tiebolaget Bofors which may arise out of the transfer 
to the Government of the Republic of China of Bofors guns is the only 
claim of this nature of which the United States Navy Department is 
aware. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

LEIGHTON STUART 
His Excellency 

Dr. W ANG SHIH-CHIEH, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Nanking. 
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60 Stat. 539.
60 U. S. C. app.

1 1871, 1872.

Ante, p. 3019.

Ante, p. 3619.

Confirmation of rn-
deistanding

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT.

The Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador

December 8, 1947
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
date, which reads as follows:

"I have the honor to refer to the 'Agreement Between the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America and the Government of
the Republic of China Concerning the Transfer of Naval Vessels
and Equipment Pursuant to United States Public Law 512-79th
Congress of the United States of America' signed today and, in
particular, to that sentence in Article 2 of the Agreement which
reads 'From and after the delivery of said vessels, the Government
of the Republic of China shall hold harmless and indemnify the
Government of the United States of America, its officers, agents,
servants and employees, against any and all claims, demands, losses,
damages, expenses, and costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of
every kind and character, whether arising out of contract or in tort,
arising out of or connected with the transfer of such property or
the use and operation thereof by the Government of the Republic of
China.' It is understood that the claims, demands, losses, damages,
expenses, and costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of every kind
and character, whether arising out of contract or in tort for which
the Chinese Government assumes full responsibility, are limited to
those which arise from and after the delivery of the vessels and
out of or connected with the transfer of the property or the use and
operation of it by the Republic of China.

"With reference to the concluding sentence of Article 2 of the
Agreement, I am authorized to inform Your Excellency that the
possible claim of the Aktiebolaget Bofors which may arise out of
the transfer to the Government of the Republic of China of Bofors
guns is the only claim of this nature of which the United States Navy
Department is aware.

"Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest
consideration."
I take pleasure in confirming that the understanding expressed in

the above quoted note is agreeable to the Chinese Government.

3626 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

The Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

54- X ts 
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EXCELLENCY : 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's 

date, which reads as follows: 

"I have the honor to refer to the 'Agreement Between the Gov-
eminent of the United States of America and the Government of 
the Republic of China Concerning the Transfer of Naval Vessels 

60 Stat. 539. 
50 1J. S. C. app. and Equipment Pursuant to United States Public Law 512-79th 

II 1871, 1872. 
Congress of the United States of America' signed today and, in 

Ante, 3619. particular, to that sentence in Article 2 of the Agreement which 
reads 'From and after the delivery of said vessels, the Government 
of the Republic of China shall hold harmless and indemnify the 
Government of the United States a America, its officers, agents, 
servants and employees, against any and all claims, demands, losses, 
damages, expenses, and costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of 
every kind and character, whether arising out of contract or in tort, 
arising out of or connected with the transfer of such property or 
the use and operation thereof by the Government of the Republic of 
China.' It is understood that the claims, demands, losses, damages, 
expenses, and costs, regardless of the nature thereof, of every kind 
and character, whether arising out of contract or in tort for which 
the Chinese Government assumes full responsibility, are limited to 
those which arise from and after the delivery of the vessels and 
out of or connected with the transfer of the property or the use and 
operation of it by the Republic of China. 

Ante, p.3614. "With reference to the concluding sentence of Article 2 of the 
Agreement, I am authorized to inform Your Excellency that the 
possible claim of the Aktiebolaget Bofors which may arise out of 
the transfer to the Government of the Republic of China of Bofors 
guns is the only claim of this nature of which the United States Navy 
Department is aware. 

"Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration." 

Confirmation of I take pleasure in confirming that the understanding expressed in derstanding. 

the above quoted note is agreeable to the Chinese Government. 

December 8,1947 
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I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurances of my highest consideration.

Al/ -

His Excellency,
Dr. J. LEIoHTON STCUArT,

Americoan Ambassador,
Nanking.

X [Wang Shih-chieh]

3627
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I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 
assurances of my highest consideration. 

• 

14.1 crI74 a. 4 yr, 

His Excellency, 
Dr. J. LED:arrow STUART, 

American Ambassador, 
Nanking. 

a [Wang Shih-chieh] 
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PR 4
DE 6
DE 47
PCE 867
PCE 869
AM 257
AM 258
AM 259
AM 260
LST 537
LST 557
LST 755
LST 1030
LST 993
LST 716
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LST 1050
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L5M 155
LSM 157
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PR 4 
DE 6 
DE 47 
PCE 867 
POE 869 
AM 257 
AM 258 
AM 259 
AM 260 
LST 537 
LST 557 
LST 755 
LST 1030 
1ST 993 
LST 716 
LST 717 
LST 1017 
LST 1050 
LST 1075 
LSM 155 
LSM 157 
U M 285 
LSM 457 
LBM 431 
LSM 433 
ISM 442 
tSM 456 
LOX L) 233 
LOX Xi) 631 
Lot 1) 417 
LOX L) 418 
LOX L) 630 
LOX Li 63? 
La 514 
LCI L 517 
,AG 124 tMOUS, 
LOT 312 
LOT 515 
LOT 849 
LOT 892 
LOT 1143 
LOT 1145 
LOT 1171 
LOT 1213 
LOG 42 
APDL 34 
25 LCN 
25 LOVP 
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1;l STAT. ] HAITI-HEALTH AND SANITATION-SEPT. 25, 27, 30, 1947

Agreemenit between the United States of America and Haiti respecting a September25,27,30,1947

coowperati'e health and sanitation program in Haiti, extending the Ir. l. A. S. 1693]
agreement of April 7, 1942, as amended, until June SO, 1948. Signed
September 30, 1947; effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au-
'Prince September 25 and 27, 1947; entered into force September

27, 1947.

The American Charge d'Affaires ad interim to the Haitian Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs

THE FOREIGN SERVICE

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

AMERICAN EMBASSY,

Port-au-Prince, September 25, 1947.
EXCELLENCY:

I have the honor to refer to the letters exchanged between the
President of the Republic of Haiti and the Acting Secretary
of State of the United States of America, dated April 7, 1942,
relating to the establishment of a cooperative health and sanitation
program in Haiti as modified by the notes exchanged between the
American Ambassador to the Republic of Haiti and the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs of Haiti on June 29 and July 12, 1944,
concerning the same program.

In accordance with the exchange of such letters and correspond-
ence, an agreement was entered into between the Republic of Haiti
and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, pursuant to which the
cooperative health and sanitation program was inaugurated in Haiti
and a small staff of experts and technicians was sent to Haiti to
cooperate with officials of the Haitian Government in realizing the
objectives of such program.

I have now been informed by the Department of State in Washing-
ton that additional funds amounting to $25,000 have been made
available by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs for the continua-
tion of the cooperative health and sanitation program in Haiti up
to and including June 30, 1948. It is understood that the additional
$25,000 to be contributed by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs
will be made available on condition that the Republic of Haiti con-
tribute $80,000 for the same program. The contribution by the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs will be in addition to payments
made by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs directly to or on
account of the experts and technicians sent to Haiti by the Institute
of Inter-American Affairs in connection with carrying out the coop-
erative health and sanitation program.

If Your Excellency agrees that the proposed arrangement, as out-
lined above, is acceptable to your Government, I would appreciate

58 Stat. 1439.

59 Stat. 1298.

Availability of ad-
ditional U. 8. fund.

Contribution by
Haiti.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Haiti respecting a 
cooperative health and sanitation program in Haiti, extending the 
agreement of April 7, 1942, as amended, until June 30, 1948. Signed 
September 30, 1947; effected by exchange of notes signed at Port-au-
Prince September 25 and 27, 1947; entered into force September 
27, 1947. 

The American Charg d'Affaires ad interim to the Haitian Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs 

THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AMERICAN EMBASSY; 
Port-au-Prince, September 25, 1947. 

EXCELLENCY: 
I have the honor to refer to the letters exchanged between the 

President of the Republic of Haiti and the Acting Secretary 
of State of the United States of America, dated April 7, 1942, 
relating to the establishment of a cooperative health and sanitation 
program in Haiti as modified by the notes exchanged between the 
American Ambassador to the Republic of Haiti and the Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs of Haiti on June 29 and July 12, 1944, 
concerning the same program. 

In accordance with the exchange of such letters and correspond-
ence, an agreement was entered into between the Republic of Haiti 
and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, pursuant to which the 
cooperative health and sanitation program was inaugurated in Haiti 
and a small staff of experts and technicians was sent to Haiti to 
cooperate with officials of the Haitian Government in realizing the 
objectives of such program. 
I have now been informed by the Department of State in Washing-

ton that additional funds amounting to $25,000 have been made 
available by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs for the continua-
tion of the cooperative health and sanitation program in Haiti up 
to and including June 30, 1948. It is understood that the additional 
$25,000 to be contributed by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs 
will be made available on condition that the Republic of Haiti con-
tribute $80,000 for the same program. The contribution by the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs will be in addition to payments 
made by the Institute of Inter-American Affairs directly to or on 
account of the experts and technicians sent to Haiti by the Institute 
of Inter-American Affairs in connection with carrying out the coop-
erative health and sanitation program. 

If Your Excellency agrees that the proposed arrangement, as out-
lined above, is acceptable to your Government, I would appreciate 

September25,27,30,I947 
IT. I. A. S. 1093j 

58 Stat. 1439. 

59 Stat. 1298. 

Availability of ad-
ditional U. S. funds. 

Contribution by 
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receiving an expression of Your Excellency's opinion and agreement
thereto as soon as may be possible in order that final arrangements
for signing the Extension Agreement may be made by officials of the
Republic of Haiti and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the
assurance of my highest consideration.

ROBERT H. McBRIDE
ROBERT H. MCBRIDE

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
His Excellency

EDM]i MANIGAT,

Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs,

Port-au-Prince.

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

SECRETAIRERIE D'ETAT
des

RELATIONS EXTERIEURES

REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI
No. SG/I-3: 22 Port-au-Prince, le 27 Septembre 1947.

MONSIEUR LE CHARGE D'AFFAIRES,

J'ai le plaisir d'accuser r6ception de la Note en date du 25 Septembre
courant par laquelle vous m'informez que l'Institut des Affaires
Interamericaines a d6cid6 d'apporter une contribution compl6mentaire
de $ 25.000 au programme de sanitation du Gouvernement Haitien, a
la condition que ce dernier accepte a y participer de son c6t6 pour une
valeur de $ 80.000.

En reponse, je suis heureux de vous faire savoir que le Gouverne-
ment Haitien consent a renouveler l'accord qui devait expirer le 30
Septembre en cours, sur la base propos6e par l'Institut.

Les dispositions necessaires peuvent done 9tre prises pour la signa-
ture de cet accord supplementaire par les officiels de l'Institut et les
representants du Gouvernement Haitien.

Agreez, Monsieur le Charg d'Affaires, l'assurance de ma considera-
tion la plus distinguee.

EDnM. TH. MANIGAT
Monsieur ROBERT H. MCBRIDE

Charge d'Affaires ad interim
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique.

Port-au-Prince.

Translation
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

REPUBLIC OF HAITI
No. soI-3: i2 Port-auPrince, September 27, 1947.

MB. CHARGiE d'AFFArIES,
I have the pleasure of acknowledging the receipt of the note of

Ate, p. 3a1. September 25 of this year in which you inform me that the Institute

36523652 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTH.ER THAN TREATIES [61 STAT. 

receiving an expression of Your Excellency's opinion and agreement 
thereto as soon as may be possible in order that final arrangements 
for signing the Extension Agreement may be made by officials of the 
Republic of Haiti and the Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency the 

assurance of my highest consideration. 
ROBERT H. MCBRIDE 
ROBERT H . M CBRIDE 

Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 
His Excellency 

Enna MANIGAT, 
Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs, 
Port-au-Prince. 

The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 

SECRETAIRERIE D'ETAT 
des 

RELATIONS EXTERIEURES 

Ante, p. 3651. 

No. 80/1-3 : 1242 

RAPUBLIQUE 

Port-au-Prince, le 27 Septembre .1947. 
MONSIEUR LE OHARGA D'AFFAIRES, 

J'ai le plaisir d'accuser reception de la Note en date du 25 Septembre 
courant par laquelle vous minformez que l'Institut des Affaires 
Interamericaines a decide d'apporter une contribution eomplementaire 
de $ 25.000 au programme de sanitation du Gouvernement Haitien, 
la condition que cc dernier accepte a y participer de son cote pour une. 
valeur de $ 80.000. 
En reponse, je suis heureux de vous faire savoir que le Gouverne-

ment Haitien consent a renouveler l'accord qui devait expirer le 30 
Septembre en coin's, sur la base propos& par l'Institut. 

Les dispositions necessaires peuvent done etre prises pour la signa-
ture de cet accord supplementaire par les officiels de l'Institut et lea 
representants du Gouvemement Haitien. 

Agreez, Monsieur le Charge d'Affaires, l'assurance de ma considera-
tion la plus distinguee. 

Monsieur ROBERT H. MCBRIDE 
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim 

des Eto,ts-Unis d'Amerique. 
Port-au-Prince. 

Translation 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

No. 80/1-3 :1312 

MR. CHARGA (PAFFAIRES, 

I have the pleasure of acknowledging the receipt of the note of 
September 25 of this year in which you inform me that the Institute 

EDMA TH. MANIGAT 

REPUBLIC OF HAITI 
Port-au-Prince, September 27, 1947. 
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of Inter-American Affairs has decided to make a complementary con-
tribution of $25,000 to the sanitation program of the Haitian Govern-
ment, on condition that the latter agrees to participate on its part
to the amount of $80,000.

In reply, I am happy to inform you that the Haitian Government
agrees to renew the agreement which was to expire on September 30
of the present year, on the basis proposed by the Institute.

The necessary steps may therefore be taken for the signing of this
supplementary agreement by the officials of the Institute and the
representatives of the Haitian Government.

Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, the assurance of my most dis-
tinguished consideration.

EDME Tn. MANIGAT

Mr. ROBERT H. McBRIDE
Charge d'Affaires ad interim

of the United States of America.
Port-au-Prince.

EXTENSION AGREEMENT

This Extension Agreement between the Republic of Haiti (herein-
after called the "Republic"), represented by the Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs of the Republic, and The Institute of Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs, a corporate instrumentality of the Government of the
United States of America (hereinafter called the "Institute"), repre-
sented by Edwin L. Dudley, Chief of Field Party, Health and Sani-
tation Division of the Institute (hereinafter ailed the "Chief of Field
Party"), is entered into for the purpose of extending and modifying
the cooperative health and sanitation program which was jointly
undertaken by the Republic and the Institute pursuant to the agree- Basic ageement.

ment entered into between the Republic and the United States, as
provided in the notes exchanged between the President of the Re-
public and the Under Secretary of State of the United States on April
7, 1942, as supplemented and modified by the notes exchanged be- 58stat. 439.

tween the United States Ambassador to Haiti and the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs of Haiti on June 29 and July 12, 1944, re- 59 tat. 1298.

spectively, and as further modified and supplemented by the agree-
ment concerning such program contained in the exchange of corre-
spondence between the Executive Vice President of the Institute and
the President of the Republic on July 11 and July 12,1944, (all of such
notes and correspondence being hereinafter collectively referred to as
the "Basic Agreement").

CLAUSE I

The parties hereto mutually intend, agree and declare that the term xaAS of Basi e

of the Basic Agreement be and hereby is extended for an additional
period of nine months beginning the first day of October 1947 and ter-
minating the thirtieth day of June 1948.
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of Inter-American Affairs has decided to make a complementary con-
tribution of $25,000 to the sanitation program of the Haitian Govern-
ment, on condition that the latter agrees to participate on its part 
to the amount of $80,000. 

In reply, I am happy to inform you that the Haitian Government 
agrees to renew the agreement which was to expire on September 30 
of the present year, on the basis proposed by the Institute. 
The necessary steps may therefore be taken for the signing of this 

supplementary agreement by the officials of the Institute and the 
representatives of the Haitian Government. 

Accept, Mr. Chargé d'Affaires, the assurance of my most dis-
tinguished consideration. 

EDDIE' TH. M ANIGAT 

M T. ROBERT H. MCBRIDE 
Ch,arge d'Affaires ad interim 

of the United States of America. 
Port-au-Prince. 

EXTENSION AGREEMENT 

This Extension Agreement between the Republic of Haiti (herein-
after called the "Republic"), represented by the Secretary of State 
for Foreign Affairs of the Republic, and The Institute of Inter-Amer-
ican Affairs, a corporate instrumentality of the Government of the 
United States of America (hereinafter called the "Institute"), repre-
sented by Edwin L. Dudley, Chief of Field Party, Health and Sani-
tation Division of the Institute (hereinafter ailed the "Chief of Field 
Party"), is entered into for the purpose of extending and modifying 
the cooperative health and sanitation program which was jointly 
undertaken by the Republic and the Institute pursuant to the agree-
ment entered into between the Republic and the United States, as 
provided in the notes exchanged between the President of the Re-
public and the Under Secretary of State of the United States on April 
7, 1942, as supplemented and modified by the notes exchanged be-
tween the United States Ambassador to Haiti and the Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs of Haiti on June 29 and July 12, 1944, re-
spectively, and as further modified and supplemented by the agree-
ment concerning such program contained in the exchange of c,orre-
spondence between the Executive Vice President of the Institute and 
the President of the Republic on July 11 and July 12, 1944, (all of such 
notes and correspondence being hereinafter collectively referred to as 
the "Basic Agreement"). 

CLAUSE I 

The parties hereto mutually intend, agree and declare that the term 
of the Basic Agreement be and hereby is extended for an additional 
period of nine months beginning the first day of October 1947 and ter-
minating the thirtieth day of June 1948. 

Basic agreement. 

58 Stat. 1439. 

59 Stat. 1298. 

Extension of Basic 
Agreement. 
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CLAUSE II

nic party o tech The Institute shall continue to maintain in the Republic of Haiti
during the term of this Extension Agreement a field party of tech-
nicians and other specialists which shall continue to be under the
direction of the Chief of Field Party who shall be acceptable to the
Republic and who shall be the representative of the Institute in Haiti
in connection with the program to be carried out in accordance with
this Extension Agreement. The Institute field party will continue
to operate as the American Sanitary Mission and function in agree-
ment and close cooperation with the Republic as the intermediary
between the Republic and the Institute for the execution of the
cooperative program of health and sanitation. An appropriate
official of the Republic designated by the President of the Republic
and hereinafter referred to as the "Representative of the Government
of Haiti" shall continue to represent the Republic in the execution of
the cooperative program of health and sanitation. The Republic
recognizes the Institute as a corporate instrumentality of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and that the American Sanitary
Mission is a division or office of the Institute.

CLAUSE III

Financ ° Pro  The parties hereto acknowledge that the obligation of the Republic
under the Basic Agreement for the cooperative health and sanitation
program is $150,000 U. S. and that the obligation of the Institute
under the Basic Agreement for the same program is $800,000 U. S.
In addition to the mentioned funds required by the Basic Agreement
to be contributed by the Republic and the Institute, the cooperative
health and sanitation program shall be further financed during the
period established by this Extension Agreement as follows:

tueosit by Inti- (a) The Institute agrees to deposit during 1947, in the Banque
Nationale de la Republique d'Haiti to the account of the American
Sanitary Mission, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, the sum of
$25,000 U. S.

etcDeposit by Haiti, (b) The Republic agrees to deposit in the Banque Nationale de la
Republique to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, the sum of not less than $80,000
on the following basis:

During 1947 $40,000
Not later than March 31, 1948 $40,000

In addition to the funds described above, it is understood that the
Republic, when it is deemed desirable, may make available to the
American Sanitary Mission real and personal property, personal
services and funds for use in carrying out the cooperative health and
sanitation program.

Unexpended fnds. (C) Al of the unexpended portion of the funds required to be made
available by the Basic Agreement by the parties thereto for the
cooperative health and sanitation program shall continue to remain
available for such program during the period established by this
Extension Agreement. The Funds deposited by the Republic for any

3654
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CLAUSE II 

The Institute shall continue to maintain in the Republic of Haiti 
during the term of this Extension Agreement a field party of tech-
nicians and other specialists which shall continue to be under the 
direction of the Chief of Field Party who shall be acceptable to the 
Republic and who shall be the representative of the Institute in Haiti 
in connection with the program to be carried out in accordance with 
this Extension Agreement. The Institute field party will continue 
to operate as the American Sanitary Mission and function in agree-
ment and close cooperation with the Republic as the intermediary 
between the Republic and the Institute for the execution of the 
cooperative program of health and sanitation. An appropriate 
official of the Republic designated by the President of the Republic 
and hereinafter referred to as the "Representative of the Government 
of Haiti" shall continue to represent the Republic in the execution of 
the cooperative program of health and sanitation. The Republic 
recognizes the Institute as a corporate instrumentality of the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and that the American Sanitary 
Mission is a division or office of the Institute. 

CLAUSE III 

The parties hereto acknowledge that the obligation of the Republic 
under the Basic Agreement for the cooperative health and sanitation 
program is $150,000 U. S. and that the obligation of the Institute 
under the Basic Agreement for the same program is $800,000 U. S. 
In addition to the mentioned funds required by the Basic Agreement 
to be contributed by the Republic and the Institute, the cooperative 
health and sanitation program shall be further financed during the 
period established by this Extension Agreement as follows: 

(a) The Institute agrees to deposit during 1947, in the Banque 
Nationale de la Republique d'Haiti to the account of the American 
Sanitary Mission, The Institute of Inter-American Affairs, the sum of 
$25,000 U. S. 

(b) The Republic agrees to deposit in the Banque Nationale de la 
Republique to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, the sum of not less than $80,000 
on the following basis: 

During 1947 $40,000 
Not later than March 31, 1948 $40,000 

In addition to the funds described above, it is understood that the 
Republic, when it is deemed desirable, may make available to the 
American Sanitary Mission real and personal property, personal 
services and funds for use in carrying out the cooperative health and 
sanitation program. 

(c) All of the unexpended portion of the funds required to be made 
available by the Basic Agreement by the parties thereto for the 
cooperative health and sanitation program shall continue to remain 
available for such program during the period established by this 
Extension Agreement. The Funds deposited by the Republic for any 
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particular period or the funds deposited by the Institute for any
particular period to the credit of the American Sanitary Mission, the
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, as provided in this Extension
Agreement, are not to be withdrawn until the corresponding funds,
if any, required to be deposited hereby, for that particular period are
deposited by both parties. The Representative of the Government
of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party shall determine by mutual
agreement the disposition of any unobligated funds remaining to the
credit of the American Sanitary Mission, The Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, on June 30, 1948.

CLAUSE IV

The Institute may withhold from the deposit called for by Clause
III(a) hereof the estimated amount deemed necessary by the Repre-
sentative of the Government of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party to
pay for the purchase in the United States of materials, supplies and
equipment and other disbursements relating to the execution of the
cooperative health and sanitation program. Any funds so withheld by
the Institute shall be considered as if deposited under the terms of
Clause III (a) hereof but if not expended or obligated for such purposes,
they shall be deposited to the account of the American Sanitary
Mission in the bank referred to in Clause III(a) hereof at any time
upon mutual agreement of the Representative of the Government of
Haiti and the Chief of Field Party.

CLAUSE V

The salaries, living allowances, travel expenses and any other
amounts directly payable to, or on account of, the members of the
field party of the Institute, Health and Sanitation Division, in Haiti,
shall be paid exclusively from funds of the Institute other than those
required by the Basic Agreement and this Extension Agreement to be
deposited to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The
Institute of Inter-American Affairs.

CLAUSE VI

For the purpose of this Extension Agreement, the Republic grants
unto the Institute all of those rights and privileges which are enjoyed
by the several official divisions of the Republic. These rights and
privileges shall include, for example, postal, telegraph and telephone
services, which shall be free whenever possible, and the right to special
rates granted to the Departments of the Republic by the domestic
companies of maritime, air transportation, telephone and telegraph
and similar services. The Institute shall be exempt from payment of
custom duties and other imposts on materials imported into Haiti for
its official use in carrying out the cooperative health and sanitation
program. The employees of the Institute who are citizens of the
United States engaged in carrying out the aforesaid cooperative
program of health and sanitation shall be exempt form all taxes, sales
or Social Security taxes with respect to income on which they are
obligated to pay income or Social Security taxes to the Government of

3655
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particular period or the funds deposited by the Institute for any 
particular period to the credit of the American Sanitary Mission, the 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, as provided in this Extension 
Agreement, are not to be withdrawn until the corresponding funds, 
if any, required to be deposited hereby, for that particular period are 
deposited by both parties. The Representative of the Government 
of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party shall determine by mutual 
agreement the disposition of any unobligated funds remaining to the 
credit of the American Sanitary Mission, The Institute of Inter-
American Affairs, on June 30, 1948. 

CLAUSE IV 

The Institute may withhold from the deposit called for by Clause 
III(a) hereof the estimated amount deemed necessary by the Repre-
sentative of the Government of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party to 
pay for the purchase in the United States of materials, supplies and 
equipment and other disbursements relating to the execution of the 
cooperative health and sanitation program. Any funds so withheld by 
the Institute shall be considered as if deposited under the terms of 
Clause III (a) hereof but if not expended or obligated for such purposes, 
they shall be deposited to the account of the American Sanitary 
Mission in the bank referred to in Clause III(a) hereof at any time 
upon mutual agreement of the Representative of the Government of 
Haiti and the Chief of Field Party. 

CLAUSE V 

The salaries, living allowances, travel expenses and any other 
amounts directly payable to, or on account of, the members of the 
field party of the Institute, Health and Sanitation Division, in Haiti, 
shall be paid exclusively from funds of the Institute other than those 
required by the Basic Agreement and this Extension Agreement to be 
deposited to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs. 

CLAUSE VI 

For the purpose of this Extension Agreement, the Republic grants 
unto the Institute all of those rights and privileges which are enjoyed 
by the several official divisions of the Republic. These rights and 
privileges shall include, for example, postal, telegraph and telephone 
services, which shall be free whenever possible, and the right to special 
rates granted to the Departments of the Republic by the domestic 
companies of maritime, air transportation, telephone and telegraph 
and similar services. The Institute shall be exempt from payment of 
custom duties and other imposts on materials imported into Haiti for 
its official use in carrying out the cooperative health and sanitation 
program. The employees of the Institute who are citizens of the 
United States engaged in carrying out the aforesaid cooperative 
program of health and sanitation shall be exempt form all taxes, sales 
or Social Security taxes with respect to income on which they are 
obligated to pay income or Social Security taxes to the Government of 
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the United States of America. Such employees and the immediate
members of their families with them in Haiti shall also be exempt
from the payment of custom and import duties on their personal effects,
equipment and articles imported into Haiti for their personal use.

CLAUSE VII
All real and personal property acquired with funds required to be

deposited to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, pursuant to the Basic Agreement
and this Extension Agreement shall become the property of the
Republic whenever agreed upon by the Representative of the Govern-
ment of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party during the term of this
Extension Agreement, but no later than the termination thereof.

CLAUSE VIII
Any right, power or duty conferred by the Basic Agreement and this

Extension Agreement upon either the Representative of the Govern-
ment of Haiti or the Chief of Field Party may be delegated by the
recipient thereof to representatives, provided such representatives
are considered satisfactory by the other party hereto.

CLAUSE IX
The Republic will take the necessary steps to obtain legislation,

decrees, orders or resolutions necessary to carry out the terms of this
Extension Agreement.

CLAUSE X
Force and effect ofBasic Agreement. This Extension Agreement shall supplement the provision of the

Basic Agreement, the terms and provisions of which, in so far as they
are not contrary to or inconsistent with the terms and provisions of
this Extension Agreement shall continue in full force and effect during
the term covered by this Extension Agreement.

CLAUSE XI
Effectivedate. This Extension Agreement shall become effective as soon as diplo-

matic notes confirming and accepting this Extension Agreement have
been exchanged by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the
Republic and the Ambassador of the United States of America to
Haiti or upon the date of execution hereof in the event that diplomatic
notes approving the extension of the cooperative health and sanitation
program, as herein provided, have been exchanged prior to the date of
execution of this Extension Agreement.

IN WITNE8S WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Extension
Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representatives,
in duplicate, in the English and French languages, at Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, this 30th day of September, 1947.

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
HAITI AMERICAN AFFAIRS

EDMA TH. MANIGAT EDWIN L. DUDLET
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the United States of America. Such employees and the immediate 
members of their farailies with them in Haiti shall also be exempt 
from the payment of custom and import duties on their personal effects, 
equipment and articles imported into Haiti for their personal use. 

CLAUSE VII 
All real and personal property acquired with funds required to be 

deposited to the account of the American Sanitary Mission, The 
Institute of Inter-American Affairs, pursuant to the Basic Agreement 
and this Extension Agreement shall become the property of the 
Republic whenever agreed upon by the Representative of the Govern-
ment of Haiti and the Chief of Field Party during the term of this 
Extension Agreement, but no later than the termination thereof. 

CLAUSE VIII 
Any right, power or duty conferred by the Basic Agreement and this 

Extension Agreement upon either the Representative of the Govern-
ment of Haiti or the Chief of Field Party may be delegated by the 
recipient thereof to representatives, provided such representatives 
are considered satisfactory by the other party hereto. 

CLAUSE IX 

The Republic will take the necessary steps to obtain legislation, 
decrees, orders or resolutions necessary to carry out the terms of this 
Extension Agreement. 

CLAUSE X 
This Extension Agreement shall supplement the provision of the 

Basic Agreement, the terms and provisions of which, in so far as they 
are not contrary to or inconsistent with the terms and provisions of 
this Extension Agreement shall continue in full force and effect during 
the term covered by this Extension Agreement. 

CLAUSE XI 

This Extension Agreement shall become effective as soon as diplo-
matic notes confirming and accepting this Extension Agreement have 
been exchanged by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic and the Ambassador of the United States of America to 
Haiti or upon the date of execution hereof in the event that diplomatic 
notes approving the extension of the cooperative health and sanitation 
program, as herein provided, have been exchanged prior to the date of 
execution of this Extension Agreement. 

IN wrrNEss NirlIEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Extension 
Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representatives, 
in duplicate, in the English and French languages, at Port-au-Prince, 
Haiti, this 30th day of September, 1947. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE INSTITUTE OF INTER-
HAITI AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

EDMA T . MAN1GAT EDWIN L. DUDLEY 
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ACCORD DE PROROGATION ENTRE LA REPUBLIQUE D'HAITI ET
L'INSTITUT DES AFFAIRES INTERAMERICAINES, RELATIF AU
PROGRAMME SANITAIRE DU GOUVERNEMENT HAITIEN.

Le present accord de prorogation entre la Republique d'Haiti
(ci-apres denommee l'Etat) represent6e par le Secr6taire d'Etat des
Relations Ext6rieures, Son Excellence Monsieur Edme Th. MANI-
GAT, et l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines, agence legale du
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, ci-apres denomme ''In-
stitut", represente par M. Edwin L. DUDLEY, Chef de Mission,
Division de la Sante et de 1'Hygiene de l'Institut (ci-apres denomme
"Chef de la Mission"), est conclu en vue d'etendre et de modifier
le programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainissement entrepris
conjointement par l'Etat et l'Institut suivant le pr6cedent accord
intervenu entre la Republique d'Haiti et le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique par notes echangees entre le President de la R&-
publique d'Haiti et le Sous-Secr6taire d'Etat des Etats-Unis d'Am6ri-
que le 7 Avril 1942, accord complete et modifie par de nouvelles notes
echangees entre l'Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis en Haiti et le Secre
taire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures d'Haiti les 29 Juin et 12 Juillet
1944 respectivement, complete et modifie egalement par l'accord
relatif au dit programme contenu dans l'echange de correspondance
effectue entre le Vice-President de l'Institut et le President de la
Republique les 11 et 12 Juillet 1944 (toutes ces notes et correspondance
etant ci-apres design6es collectivement par les termes "Accord
Principal").

Les parties s'entendent, conviennent et declarent que le d6lai
d'expiration de l'Accord Principal sera et par la presente est proroge
pour une nouvelle periode de neuf mois a partir du premier Octobre
1947 et jusqu'au 30 Juin 1948.

CLAUSE II

L'Institut s'engage a maintenir dans la Republique d'Haiti pendant
la periode de prorogation de l'Accord Principal le corps de techniciens
et autres specialistes qui continueront a travailler sous la direction du
Chef de Mission agree par le Gouvernement Haitien et representant
l'Institut en Haiti en tout ce qui a trait a l'execution du programme
faisant l'objet de cet accord de prorogation.

La section de l'Institut en Haiti continuera a travailler sous la
denomination de Mission Sanitaire Americaine et fonctionnera en ac-
cord et en collaboration etroite avec l'Etat comme intermediaire entre
I'Etat et l'Institut pour l'execution du programme cooperatif de sante
et d'assainissement. Un officiel qualifie de l'Etat, designe par le
President de la Republique et ci-apres mentionne comme le "Repr&
sentant du Gouvernement d'Haiti" continuera a representer 1'Etat
dans l'execution du programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainisse-
ment. L'Etat reconnatt l'Institut comme une Organisation legale du
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique et la Mission Sanitaire
Americaine comme une division ou un Bureau de 1'Institut.
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ACCORD DE PROROGATION ENTRE LA REPUBLIQUE D'HAM ET 
L'INSTITUT DES AFFAIRES INTERAIVIERICAINES, RELATIF AU 
PROGRAMME SANITAIRE DU GOUVERNEMENT HAITIEN. 

Le present accord de prorogation entre la Republique d'Haiti 
(ci-apres denommee l'Etat) represent& par le Secretaire d'Etat des 
Relations Exterieures, Son Excellence Monsieur Edme Th. M ANI-
GAT, et l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines, agence legale du 
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, ci-apres denomme "l'In-
stitut", represente par M. Edwin L. DUDLEY, Chef de Mission, 
Division de la Sante et de l'Hygiene de l'Institut (ci-apres denomme 
"Chef de la Mission"), est conclu en vue d'etendre et de modifier 
le programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainissement entrepris 
conjointement par l'Etat et l'Institut suivant le precedent accord 
intervenu entre la Republique d'Haiti et le Gouvernement des Etats-
Unis d'Amerique par notes echangees entre le President de la Re-
publique d'Efaiti et le Sous-Secretaire d'Etat des Etats-Unis d'Ameri-
que le 7 .A.vril 1942, accord complete et modifie par de nouvelles notes 
echangees entre l'Ainbassadeur des Etats-Unis en Haiti et le Seer& 
taire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures d'Haiti les 29 Juin et 12 juillet 
1944 respectivement, complete et modifie egalement par l'accord 
relatif au dit programme contenu dans Pechange do correspondance 
effectue entre le Vice-President de l'Institut et le President de la 
Republique les 11 et 12 Juillet 1944 (toutes ces notes et cmTespondance 
etant ci-apres designees collectivement par les termes "Accord 
Principal"). 

Les parties s'entendent, conviennent et declarent quo le delai 
d'expiration de l'Accord Principal sera et par is presente est proroge 
pour une nouvelle periode de neuf mois a partir du premier Octobre 
1947 et jusqu'au 30 Juin 1948. 

CLAUSE II 

L'Institut s'engage a maintenir dans Is Republique d'Haiti pendant 
la periode de prorogation de l'Accord Principal le corps de techniciens 
et autres specialistes qui continueront a travailler sous la direction du 
Chef de Mission agree par le Gouvernement Haitien et representant 
l'Institut en Haiti en tout cc qui a trait a l'execution du programme 
faisant l'objet de cot accord de prorogation. 

La section de l'Institut en Haiti continuera a travailler sous la 
denomination de Mission Sanitaire Americaine et fonctionnera en ac-
cord et en collaboration etroite avec l'Etat comme intermediaire entre 
PEtat et l'Institut pour l'execution du programme cooperatif de sante 
et d'assainissement. Un officiel qualifie de l'Etat, designe par le 
President de is Republique et ci-apres mentimme comme le "Repre-
sentant du Gouvernement d'Haiti" continuera a representer l'Etat 
dans l'execution du programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainisse-
ment. L'Etat reconnalt l'Institut comme une Organisation legale du 
Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et la Mission Sanitaire 
Americaine comme Imo division ou un Bureau de l'Institut. 
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CLAUSE III

Les parties reconnaissent que l'obligation financiere de l'Etat
d'apres l'Accord Principal sur le programme cooperatif de sante et
d'assainissement est de $ 150.000.-(Monnaie legale des Etats-Unis) et
que celle de l'Institut d'apres l'Accord Principal est de $ 800.000.-En
plus des fonds mentionnes requis par l'Accord Principal pour les con-
tributions de l'Etat et de l'Institut, le programme cooperatif de
sant6 et d'assainissement sera en outre finance comme suit pendant la
periode fix6e par la presente prorogation:

a) L'institut consent A faire dep6t en 1947, a la Banque Nationale
de la Republique d'Haiti au credit de la Mission Sanitaire Americaine,
Institut des Affaires Interam6ricaines, de la somme de $ 25.000.-
(monnaie legale des Etats-Unis.)

b) L'Etat consent a deposer a la Banque Nationale de la Republique
d'Haiti, au compte Mission Sanitaire Americaine, Institut des Affaires
Interamericaines, la somme d'au moins $ 80.000.- sur la base suivante:

pendant le dernier trimestre 1947 ............. $ 40. 000. -
au plus tard le 30 Mars 1948 ................ 40. 000. -

En plus des fonds ci-dessus enumeres, il est entendu que l'Etat,
lorsque cela est jug6 utile, pourra mettre a la disposition de la Mis-
sion Sanitaire Americaine des biens meubles ou immeubles, les services
d'un personnel et des fonds pour etre employes dans l'execution du
programme coop6ratif de sante et d'assainissement.

c) Toute portion de fonds non utilisee par les parties en cause et
dont la disposition etait prevue par l'Accord Principal sur le pro-
gramme cooperatif de sante, demeurera disponible pour l'ex6cution du
dit programme pendant la periode fix6e par cet Accord de Prorogation.
La Mission ne pourra op6rer aucun tirage de fonds si prealablement
l'Etat et l'Institut n'aient conjointement depose les fonds respective-
ment pr6vus pour la periode determinee par le present Accord de
Prorogation. Le Representant du Gouvernement Haitien et le Chef
de la Mission se mettront d'accord pour decider de la disposition de
tous fonds non engages et restant au credit de la Mission Sanitaire
Americaine, l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines, le 30 Juin 1948.

CLAUSE IV

L'Institut peut retenir du dep6t requis par la clause III (a) le
montant dOment estime par le Representant du Gouvernement Haitien
et le Chef d'Administration, necessaire au paiement des achats aux Etats-
Unis des materiaux, fournitures, equipement et autres debours neces-
sites par l'execution du programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainisse-
ment. Tous fonds ainsi retenus par l'Institut seront consideres com-
me deposes aux termes de la clause III (a) mais s'ils ne sont pas
depenses ni requis pour les dites fins, ils seront deposes au compte
de la Mission Sanitaire Amricaine a la Banque mentionnee par la
clause III (a) A n'importe quel moment sur consentement mutuel
du Representant du Gouvernement Haitien et du Chef de la Mission.
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CLAUSE III 

Les parties reeonnaissent quo l'obligation financiere de l'Etat 
d'apres PAccord Principal sur le programme coopers& de sante et 
d'assainissement est de $ 150.000.—(Monnaie legale des Etats-Unis) et 
quo celle de l'Institut d'apres l'Accord Principal est de $ 800.000.—En 
plus des fonds mentionnes requis par l'Accord Principal pour lea con-
tributions de l'Etat et de l'Institut, le programme cooperatif de 
sante et d'assainissement sera en outre finance comme suit pendant la 
periode fix& par la presente prorogation: 

a) L'institut consent a faire depot en 1947, a la Banque Nationale 
de la Republique d'Haiti an credit de is Mission Sanitaire Americaine, 
Institut des Aff sires Interamericaines, de la somme de $ 25.000.— 
(monnaie legale des Etats-Unis.) 

b) L'Etat consent a deposer a la Banque Nationale de is Republique 
d'Haiti, an compte Mission Sanitaire Americaine, Institut des Affaires 
Interamericaines, la somme d'au moms $ 80.000.— sur la base suivante: 

pendant le dernier trimestre 1947  $ 40. 000. — 
au plus tard le 30 Mars 1948   40. 000. — 

En plus des fonds ci-dessus enumeres, il est entendu quo l'Etat, 
lorsque cela est juge utile, pourra mettre a la disposition de is Mis-
sion Sanitaire Americaine des biens meubles on immeubles, lea services 
d'un personnel et des fonds pour etre employes dans Pexecution du 
programme cooperatif de sante et d'assoinissement. 

c) Toute portion de fonds non utilisee par les parties en cause et 
dont la disposition etait prevue par l'Accord Principal sur le pro-
gramme cooperatif de sante, demeurera disponible pour Pexecution du 
dit programme pendant is 'Anode fix& par cot Accord de Prorogation. 
La Mission ne pourra operer aucun tirage de fonds si prealablement 
PEtat et l'Institut n'aient conjointement depose lea fonds respective-
ment prevus pour is periode determinee par le present Accord de 
Prorogation. Le Representant du Gouvernement Haitien et le Chef 
de la Mission se mettront d'accord pour decider de Is disposition de 
tous fonds non engages et restant an credit de is Mission Sanitaire 
Americaine, l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines, le 30 Juin 1948. 

CLAUSE IV 

L'Institut pent retenir du depot requis par is clause III (a) le 
montant dOment estime par le Representant du Gouvernement Haitien 
et le Chef d'Administration, necessaire an paiement des achats aux Etats-
Unis des materiaux, fournitures, equipement et autres debours neces-
sites par Pexecution du programme cooperatif de sauté et d'assainisse-
ment. Tons fonds ainsi retenus par l'Institut seront consider& corn-
me deposes aux termes de is clause III (a) mais s'ils no sont pas 
depenses ni requis pour lea dites fins, ils seront deposes an compte 
de la Mission Sanitaire Americaine a Is Banque mentionnee par is 
clause III (a) a n'importe quel moment sur consentement mutuel 
du Representant du Gouvernement Haitien et du Chef de la Mission. 
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CLAUSE V

Les salaires, allocations, frais de voyage et d'entretien et toutes
autres valeurs payables directement aux membres de la branche de
l'Institut, Division de la Sante et de l'Hygiene, en Haiti, ou pour leur
compte, devront 8tre pay6s exclusivement des fonds de l'Institut
autres quc ceux requis par l'Accord Principal et cet Accord de Pro-
rogation qui doivent 8tre deposes au credit de la Mission Sanitaire
Americaine, Institut des Affaires Interamericaines.

CLAUSE VI

En vue d'atteindre les fins du present Accord de prorogation, 1'Etat
accorde a l'Institut tous droits et privileges dont jouissent les diffe-
rents du Gouvernement Haitien. Ces droits et privileges compren-
dront entre autres les services des postes, telegraphes et telephones,
qui seront autant que possible libres de tous frais et le droit de tarif
special accorde aux Services du Gouvernement par les compagnies de
transport aerien et maritime etablies dans le pays, de telephone et
telegraphe et autres services similaires. L'Institut sera exonere du
paiement des droits de douane et des autres taxes sur le materiel im-
porte en Haiti destine a 8tre officiellement employe dans l'execution
du programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainissement. Tous les
employes de l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines qui sont citoyens
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, engages dans la poursuite des objectifs
du programme cooperatif d'Hygiene et d'assainissement seront
exoneres de tous impots sur le revenu ou autres taxes d'assurance
sociale eu egard aux revenus sur lesquels ils sont contraints de payer
des imp6ts sur le revenu ou des taxes d'assurance sociale au Gouver-
nement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Ces employes et les membres
immediats de leurs families residant avec eux en Haiti seront aussi
exoneres du paiement des droits de douane et autres droits A l'import
sur leurs effets personnels, equipement et fournitures importes pour
leur propre usage.

CLAUSE VII

Tout bien meuble ou immeuble acquis avec les fonds deposes au
compte de la Mission Sanitaire Americaine, Institut des Affaires
Interam6ricaines, conformement A l'Accord Principal et au present
Accord de prorogation, deviendra la propriete de 1'Etat a n'importe
quel moment ou il en sera ainsi convenu entre le Representant du
Gouvernement d'Haiti et le Chef de la Mission pendant la periode
d'execution du present Accord de Prorogation, ou au plus tard a la
fin de cette prorogation.

CLAUSE VIII
Tout droit, pouvoir ou devoir conf6r6 par l'Accord Principal et cet

Accord de Prorogation soit au Representant du Gouvernement Haitien
soit au Chef de la Mission peut etre delggud par la partie intress&e
A des agents agrees par l'autre partie.

CLAUSE IX
L'Etat prendra les lois, decrets, ordres ou resolutions necessaires A

l'execution des clauses du present Accord de Prorogation.
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CLAUSE V 

Les salaires, allocations, frais de voyage et d'entretien et toutes 
autres valeurs payables directement aux membres de la branche de 
l'Institut, Division de la Sante et de l'Hygiene, en Haiti, ou pour leur 
compte, devront etre pay& exclusivement des fonds de l'Institut 
autres quo ceux requis par l'Accord Principal et cet Accord de Pro-
rogation qui doivent etre deposes au credit de la Mission Sanitaire 
Americaine, Institut des Affaires Interamericaines. 

CLAUSE VI 

En vue d'atteindre les fins du present Accord de prorogation, l'Etat 
accorde a l'Institut tous droits et privileges dont jouissent les diffe-
rents du Gouvernement Haitien. Ces droits et privileges compren-
dront entre autres les services des postes, telegraphes et telephones, 
qui seront autant que possible libres de tous frais et le droit de tarif 
special accorde aux Services du Gouvernement par les compagnies de 
transport aerien et maritime etablies dans le pays, de telephone et 
telegraphe et autres services similaires. L'Institut sera exonere du 
paiement des droits de douane et des autres taxes sur le materiel im-
porte en Haiti destine a etre officiellement employe dans l'execution 
du programme cooperatif de sante et d'assainissement. Tous les 
employes de l'Institut des Affaires Interamericaines qui sont citoyens 
des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, engages dans la poursuite des objectifs 
du programme cooperatif d'Hygiene et d'assainissement seront 
exoneres de tous impots sur le revenu ou autres taxes d'assurance 
sociale eu egard aux revenus sur lesquels ils sont contraints de payer 
des impots sur le revenu ou des taxes d'assurance sociale au Gouver-
nement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Ces employes et les membres 
immediats de leurs families residant avec eux en Haiti seront aussi 
exoneres du paiement des droits de douane et autres droits a l'import 
sur leurs effets personnels, equipement et fournitures importes pour 
leur propre usage. 

CLAUSE VII 

Tout bien meuble ou immeuble acquis avec les fonds deposes au 
compte de la Mission Sanitaire Americaine, Institut des Affaires 
Interamericaines, conformement a l'Accord Principal et au present 
Accord de prorogation, deviendra la propriete de l'Etat a n'importe 
quel moment ou il en sera ainsi convenu entre le Representant du 
Gouvernement d'Haiti et le Chef de la Mission pendant la period.) 
d'execution du present Accord de Prorogation, ou au plus tard la 
fin de cette prorogation. 

CLAUSE VIII 

Tout droit, pouvoir on devoir confere par l'Accord Principal et cet 
Accord de Prorogation soit au Repr4sentant du Gouvernement Haitien 
Boit au Chef de la Mission peut etre Morgue par la partie interessee 
des agents agrees par l'autre partie. 

CLAUSE IX 

L'Etat prendra les lois, &Wets, ordres ou resolutions neeessaires 
Perecution des clauses du present Accord de Prorogation. 
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CLAUSE X

Cet Accord de Prorogation suppl6era aux clauses de l'Accord Prin-
cipal, dont les termes et conditions, pour autant qu'ils ne sont con-
traires aux termes et dispositions de cet Accord de Prorogation ou
annules par eux, continueront d'avoir force et effet pour la periode
fixee par le present Accord de Prorogation.

CLAUSE XI

Cet Accord de Prorogation entrera en vigueur aussit6t que les notes
diplomatiques le confirmant et l'acceptant auront 6ete changees entre
le Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures de la R6publique
d'Haiti et l'Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Am6rique en Haiti, ou
bien A la date d'entree en vigueur dans l'6ventualit6 que les notes
diplomatiques approuvant la prorogation du programme de sant6 et
d'assainissement, comme pr6vu ci-dessus, auront ete 6chang6es
ant6rieurement A la date d'execution du present Accord.

En foi de quoi, les parties int6ress6s ont arrete le present Accord de
Prorogation et l'on fait signer en double original par leurs Representants,
en anglais et en francais, a Port-au-Prince, Haiti ce trente Septembre
mil neuf cent quarante sept.

Pour le Gouvernement de la Pour l'Institut des Affaires
Republique d'Haiti: Interamericaines:
S): EDMA Tn. MANIGAT S): EDWIN L. DUDLEY

[SEAL]
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CLAUSE X 
(Jet Accord de Prorogation suppleera aux clauses de l'Accord Prin-

cipal, dont les termes et conditions, pour autant gulls ne sont con-
traires aux termes et dispositions de cet Accord de Prorogation ou 
annul& par eux, continueront d'avoir force et effet pour la periode 
fixee par le present Accord de Prorogation. 

CLAUSE XI 
Cet Accord de Prorogation entrera en vigueur aussitot quo les notes 

diplomatiques le confirmant et l'acceptant auront ete echangees entre 
le Secretaire d'Etat des Relations Exterieures de la Republique 
d'Haiti et l'Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis d'Amerique en Haiti, ou 
bien i la date d'entree en vigueur dans l'eventualite que les notes 
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En foi de quoi, les parties interesses ont arrete le present Accord de 
Prorogation et l'on fait signer en double original par leurs Representants, 
en anglais et en frangais, a Port-au-Prince, Haiti cc trente Septembre 
mil neuf cent quarante sept. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Pour l'Institut des Affaires 
Republique d'Halti: Interamericaines: 
S): EDMt Tn. M ANIGAT S): EDWIN L. DUDLEY 
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Agreement between the United States of America and Italy respecting the
rights and privileges of United States forces in Italy, and the transfer
of responsibility from the Allied Military Government to the Italian
Government. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Rome September
3, 1947; entered into force September 3, 1947.

The American Ambassador to the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs

F. o. No. 441 ROME, September 3, 1947.

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
Article 73 of the Treaty of Peace between the Allied and Associ-

ated Powers and Italy, provides that all Armed Forces of the Allied
and Associated Powers shall be withdrawn from Italy as soon as
possible and in any case not later than ninety days from the coming
into force of the Peace Treaty. The numbers of the Armed Forces
of the United States in Italy have, as the Italian Government is aware,
been progressively reduced and it is the desire of the United States
Government that those few that still remain shall be withdrawn with
the least possible delay. Further, as from the date of entry into
force of the Treaty of Peace, it will be necessary for Allied Military
Government, which has long been restricted to the part of Venezia
Giulia west of the so-called Morgan Line and to the Province of
Udine, to be finally brought to an end.

In order (1) that the position of the aforesaid United States Forces
during the period while they remain in Italy may be defined, par-
ticularly as regards matters of jurisdiction, and that certain ambiguities
which otherwise might arise in regard to the facilities to be afforded
them' may be removed, and in order (2) to provide for the smooth
transfer of responsibility from the hands of Allied Military Govern-
ment to the hands of the Italian Government, discussions have taken
place between representatives of the United States Government and
the Italian Government who have agreed upon the provisions set
out in the annex of which part I relates to the position of the United
States Forces and part II to the transfer of responsibility of the
Allied Military Governmnent.

I have the honor to inform your Excellency that the United States
Government has confirmed its approval of these provisions and to
suggest that if the Italian Government is prepared to do likewise, the
present Note together with your Excellency's reply shall be regarded
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the
matter which will enter into force (1) simultaneously with the Peace
Treaty between the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy as regards
the provisions in part I of the annex, and (2) as from today's date
as regards the provisions of part II.

. 9a47-B-PT. 11 :-21

September 3, 1947
[T. I. A. 8.1694]

Withdrawal of Al-
lied Armed Forces
from Italy.

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1396.

Provisions agreed
upon.

Post, p. 3662.

Post, p. 3666.

Entry into force.

61 Stat., Pt. 2,
p. 1245.

Post, p. 366.
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Agreement between the United States of America and Italy respecting the 
rights and privileges of United States forces in Italy, and the transfer 
of responsibility from the Allied Military Government to the Italian 
Government. Effected by exchange of notes signed at Rome September 
3, 1947; entered into force September 3, 1947. 

The American Ambassador to the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs 

F. 0. No. 441 ROME, September 3, 1947. 

YOUR EXCELLENCY, 
Article 73 of the Treaty of Peace between the Allied and Associ-

ated Powers and Italy, provides that all Armed Forces of the Allied 
and Associated Powers shall be withdrawn from Italy as soon as 
possible and in any case not later than ninety days from the coming 
into force of the Peace Treaty. The numbers of-the Mined Forces 
of the United States in Italy have, as the Italian Government is aware, 
been progressively reduced and it is the desire of the•United States 
Government that those few that still remain shall be withdrawn with 
the least possible delay. Further, as from the date of entry into 
force of the Treaty of Peace, it will be necessary for Allied Military 
Government, which has long been restricted to the part of Venezia 
Giulia west of the so-called Morgan Line and to the Province of 
Udine, to be finally brought to an end. 

In order (1) that the position of the aforesaid United States Forces 
during the period while they remain in Italy may be defined, par-
ticularly as regards matters of jurisdiction, and that certain ambiguities 
which otherwise might arise in regard to the facilities to be afforded 
them' may be removed, and in order (2) to provide for the smooth 
transfer of responsibility from the hands of Allied Military Govern-
ment to the hands of the Italian Government, discussions have taken 
place between representatives of the United States Government and 
the Italian Government who have agreed upon the provisions set 
out in the annex of which part I relates to the position of the United 
States Forces and I) art II to the transfer of responsibility of the 
Allied Military GovernMent. 
I have the honor tcv inform. your Excellency that the United States 

Government has confirmed its approval of these provisions and to 
suggest that if the Italian Government is prepared to do likewise, the 
present Note together with your Excellency's reply shall be regarded 
as constituting an agreement between our two Governments on the 
matter which will enter into force (1) simultaneously with the Peace 
Treaty between the Allied and Associated Powers and Italy as regards 
the provisions in part I of the annex,' and (2) as from today's date 
as regards the provisions of part II. 
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Immunities of U. 8.
Forces, et